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The growing- popularity of Royal Ruby Motor

Cycles may be gauged from the fact that our

Sales this season, as compared with last \\\\\\^^
year's up to the corresponding \\\\\\\^
period, show an mcrease ,v\\\\\\\^

of no less than

i86 per cent. >\\\\\\\\^

\\\\\\^^ Ruby Motor

.\#^

5>**
We strongly

advise you to get

copy of the latest

illustrated catalogue of Royal

Ruby Motor Cycles, including a range

of solo models and lightweight combinations.

Value unequalled by any firm in the trade to=day.

Catalogue free on application.

THE RUBY CYCLE CO., LTD.
162, Deansgate, Manchester. Works : Altrincham.

TK«

ADDS TO ITS MANY
IMPORTANT SUCCESSES.

Ll£GE—BORDEAUX—Ll£GE (1,211 Miles).
Mons. Thys, 3J h.p. O.H.V. TRIUMPH - -
Mons. VaUlant, do. do. - -

1st
2nd

III CIRCUITO UMBRIA-MARCHIGIANO (Italy).
TRIUMPH — 1st., 2nd., 3rd., Beating all classes.
Gained First Prize, 3 Cups, TEAM PRIZE and Cup for
Manufacturers.

LIfiGE—PARIS—LIfiGE (466 MUes).
Mons. Collard, 3i h.p. O.H.V. TRIUMPH - - - 1st
Mons. Praillet, do. do. - _ _ 2nd

Full details of our new 3i h,p, O.H.V. Model will be sent post free on request.

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., Ltd., COVENTRY.
LONDON: 218 Gt. Portland Street, W. 1.

And at Leeds, Manchester and Glasgow.
Agents Everywhere.

W MONTGOMERY & CO
SIDECAR SPECIALISTS

biicesTKK CAusiwAt COVENTRY

Worth Attention.
We do not usually particularise successes of
" Montgomery " Sidecars in Trials because

It IS so well known that for the last 20 years

Montgomery Sidecars have been foremost in helping

Motor Cyclists to win Gold Medals in all sorts of

Trials.

n 1911 Scottish 6 Days Trials the "Montgomery"
was the only sidecar to finish without breakage and

gain Gold Medal.

This success was repeated at Easter last when Mr
G. Grinton won the A. J. S. Trophy with his

Harley-Davidson and "Montgomery" sporting side-

car in the Western M.C.C. Trial over Highland roads.

We can help YOU to win Gold Medals
Art Catalogue iree on request.

Do it^^^'V^'^^
on an /fz,

(y\EG\
Yon can now buy a 3 h.p.

Omega two - stroke from
£39 10 or an Omega J.A.P.
from £60. Certainly for

cheapness and comfort "do it

on an Omega."

W. J. GREEN, LIMITED
OMEGA WORKS, COVENTRY.
Birmingham Depot : 183a, BRO.'VD ST.

London: BARTLETTS, 92, GT. PORT
LAND STREET, W.i.

GRADUAL PAYMENTS ARRANGED

COPYRIGHT—REGISTERED AS « NEWSPAPER FOR TRANSMISSION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
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Light at night at no expense.

''OU'VE noticed there are three

kinds of two-stroke engines. The
tired

—
" wooUey "—kind ; they are

ver}' hot in one sense, but not in the way^yoM
want it ; they move sedately but burn your
trousers. There is the " crackler " which has
all its power in its exhaust. And then there

Here's the wonderful little Eiec- is that really niodem engine—-the Villiers.
trie Generator ; gives you Bright

Really the Villiers is the only two-stroke engine
needing your consideration to-day. It is miles ahead.
It has a wonderful turn of speed and a big power
output. It is economical.

It IS modern. It two-strokes steadily at all speeds.

It has self-contained, self-generating electric lighting

equipment. It has magneto fly-wheel, enclosed. It has
no old-type magneto.

See that your new " bus " has a Villiers engine. In

all respects it is "miles ahead."

fjl Write for interesting descriptive Literature and List of

Here's the Head Lamp Battery- ^Motor-cycle Manufacturers who fit Villiers Engines.
Box : throws strong Illuminating
Beam ahead. Dim when standing.

HERE

m answering tins advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Coupling, Arden & Smith Sidecar, 48
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill Climb, 356— -Eagles, Miniature and Big Twin, 707— -Mascots, 1923, 714— Victor Refinements, 705
Cover, The Fit-Quick Sparking Plug, 210
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Croft, Anzani, The, 620
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Edmund Models The Latest, 554
Edwards Hand-signalling Device, 442
Efficiency and its Measurement, 474
Eighty Miles ot Trouble, 452
Ekon Carburetter, The, 163
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Electric Lighting Set, The W.T. Self-contained, 210
Electrical Timing Apparatus on Loan, 131
Electricity and the Slotor Cycle, 650
Eli Clarke Leak Proof Filler Caps, 207
E.L.I. Footboard Pads, 568
Emerson, Jack (Who's Who), 948
Endolite Pulley Remover, 362
Engine, A Wooler 348 c.c. O.H.V. Sports, 376— France's Smallest, 233— New Union Two-stroke, 236
Engines, Proprietary, 811— Three Sizes of Villiers, 437
Engine, The Clement 43 c.c, 238

Cross Super-charged Two-stroke, 995
Jaguar, 371
Worth O.H.V., 587— 360 h.p. Air-cooled, 371

Enthusiasts on Holiday, 439
Escombe Leaf Spring Forks, 133
Essex and Southend Clubs' Speed Trials, 527— Brooklands Meet, 146
Estar Hinged Spanner, 362
Evans, The Death of Mr. P. J., 106
Ever-Ready Built up Number Plates, 210
Eversure Foot-rests, 48
Ewart Valve Grinder, The, 210
Excelsior Models, New, 553
Exeter Run, Entries for the London S92
Exhaust Valve Lifter, Using the, 915
Extensible Number Plates, Kew, 501
Exterior aids to Speed (leader), 565
Eye Shield, The Gleam, 568

Famous Ferry Doomed, A, 60S
Fell & Mitchell Pillion Seat, 267
Feminine Goggles, Through, 24, 734, 990
Ferry Doomed, A Famous, 608
F. E. W. Swivelling Valve Cap, 900
F.LC.M. Conference at Generva, 270
Filler-cap and Primer. Barraclough's, 501— Caps, Eli Clarke Leak Proof, 267
Film Factory, A Portable, 16— Release of " The Motor Cycle," 069
— "The Motor Cycle," 545, 776, 814, 903, 940, 9G7,

990
Firmus Carburetter Lock, 900
Fit-Quick Sparking Plug Cover, The, 210
Five Five Hundred Mile Race^, 132

Five Hundred Mile Race Abandoned (leader), 325, 351
F.N., New Overhead Valve Racing, 142
Folding Seat, The'Grigg, 48
— Sidecar, Improvements to the Paragon, 770

The Dorway, 552
Folkestone Road, The New London, 500
Following the Blue Trail, 364
Football, Motor Cvcle, 416
Footboard Pads, E.L.I. , 568 ^
Footrests. Eversure, 48—Pidco Pillion, 568— Terry's Pillion Spring, 997
Ford Lever-assisted Rear Stand, 501
Forecast and Quide to Olympia, 744
Foreign Mail, From the, 197

Notes from the, 166, 422
Forks, Escombe Leaf Spring, 133
France and the Motor Cycle, 433, 990— Tendencies of Designs in, 464
France's smallest Engine, 238
Francis Barnett, A Modified, 59— — Chain Driven, 583
French Motorised Bicycles, 401— Road Rules, 163
Friction Held Control Lever, The Doherty, 130
From Carburetter to Exhaust, 718a— the Passenger's Point of View, 888
E.R.S. Horn, 997
Future of the Show. The, 937

Gaillon Hill-climb. 514
Galirub Handle-bar Grips, 997
GarelU Motor Cycle, The. 106— The, 349 c.c, 904
Gas Lighting Equipment, 654
Gear, Infinitely, Variable Chain-drive, 589— Box, A New Sturmey-Archer Three-speed, 347
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Germany, Holder of the Championship of, 68
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Gibson, Hugh (Who's Who), 948
Giles, Frank Warren (Who's Who), 948
Girl and the Motor C^tIp, The Modern, 472
Glasgow :Open Speed Trials, 208
Gleam Eye Shield, The, 568
Gnome and Rhone Motor Cycle, The, 342
Goggles, Cambray Anti-dazzle, 997
Gordon Aic Leak Detector, The, 267
Grand Prix, Next Year's, 934

Race, The (leader), 81
The Belgian, 65, 140

1922, 84
To Strasbourg for the, 119— — Trains to the, 38~ — Ulster, 556, 573

Grasmere, A Picturesque Glimpse of, 232
Grid, Linco Sidecar, 900
Grigg Folding Seat, The, 48— Solo Models, 619
Grindlev Lightweight, The, 393
Grinton, George (Who's Who), 987
Grips, Galirub Handle-bar, 997— Lloyd "Shock-stop" Rubber Handle-bar, 48
G.S.D. Shaft-driven Motor Cycle, The, 525
Guide to Olvmpia, Forecast and, 744

the Six Days Trials, 225
Gymkhana, Birmingham M.C.C., 417

H
Hack-machine, Thf^ Sports model as a, 538
Hamilton Box Spanners, 997
Handle-bar Grips, John Bull, 501
Hand-signaUing Device, Edwards, 442
Hardv-Grew Flexible Sidecar Coupling, 236
Harle'y-Davidson Lists, 1, 208 c.c. Twin, 701— Records, Douglas and, 524
Harley's, Bink's Carburetter Adaption for, 362
Harper Runabout at Brooklands, 777
Harrison Valve Covers, 130
Hawker Big Single, 713
Hay, T. C. De La (Who's Who), 901
Hazlewood Machines for 1923, 664
Heart of Austialia, Into the, 504
Henderson and American -X Improvements, 711
Henley Machines, New. 377-

Hickman: Overhead Valve Tool, 130
High-powered Sports Sidecar, The, 200
Highway Restoration, Need for, 508
Hill-climb, Basingstoke M.C., 457

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C., 356
EastiVIidla.nd Centre's, 423

r East South Wales, 36
Gaillon, 514
N.W. Centre Open, 629
Sheffield and Hallamshire Yorkshire Centre, 250— — South Midland Centre Kop. 524
Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham Clubs,

37, 457— — To Popularise a, 602

Hill-clunb, Western Centre A.C.U., 271
Hill-climbing Contests (leader), 395
Hints and Tips, 791, 880, 946, 986
Hitchen Postal Authorities Sidecarrier, The,. 149
Hobson Magneto Tool, 362— Sparking Plug, 568
Holiday for £20, A Thousand Mile, 195— Wear for the Passenger, 40
Holland, About in, 470— Club Championship Trial in, 459
Holt Patent Spring Wheel Sidecar Chassis, The, 197
Hood and Screen, The Quickover Combined, 409— Ayden Coupe, 535— The Clark Rigid, 469

Davies Sidecar, 336— — Easj'quip Sidecar. 336, 353— The Kerr Sidecar, 117
Hoods and Screens on Modem Sidecars, 980
Horn, Pennant Mechanical, 900— The Lion Mechanical, 442
Hour Record Figures, New Class B, 174
How a Magneto Works, 542
H.P. or C.C. ? 595
H.T. Machines for 1923, 665
Humber Models, Next Year's, 520
Hundred Mile Race at Brooklands, 110

on Pendine Sands, 237
Hunt Inspection Lanaps, 568, 939
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Ideal Push-on Pump Connection, The, -210 >

Ideas : Useful and Ingenious, 35. 96, 161, 220, 337,
415 494, 537 674 771, 1001

Ignition Lock, B.M.L.I., 997— Timing for Two-strokes, 432
Improvements to the 1922 Ace, 936
Inadequate Scottish Roads, 776
Indian Next Year, 1, 234 c.c, 624
Indicators and Indicator Diagrams. 158
Inherently Noisy Silencers, 403
Inspection Lamps, Hunt, 568 .
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Instrument Board, Smith's, 997
Insurance Problems, 34, 58, 97, 147, 162, 2(», 209,

338, 363, 473, 539, 772
International Congress, Motor Cyclists', 928— Motor Conference, 970— Six Days Trials, Details of the, 50

:_ The, 205, 239— Trials, 1923, 938
Pictorial Echoes of the, 258

In the Nile Delta, 891
Into the Heart of Australia, 504
Irish Climb, An, 178— Reliability Trial, 111
Iron, The Wilesmith Soldering, 48
Italian Knee Grips, 501
Items of Equipment, 661
Ivy for Next Year, Four-stroke, 668
" Ixion " Among the Accessories, 907

Jack, The Tindle Sidecar, 568
Jaguar Engine, The, 371
James' Twin, Detachable Head on 500 c.c, 709
Janson, Mrs. G. N. (Who's Who), 923
Janson's Double Twelve Record, Mrs., 146
Jay-Bar Lock, The,-^8
J.D. Miniature, The, 435
J.E.S., Four-speed 247 c.c, 664
John Bull Handlebar Grips, 501
Jones & Shipman Valve Truer, 939
Judges on the Six-days Trials, The (leader), 401
—

- Report on the Six-days Trial, 460

Jupp Lightweight, The, 65

Kenilworth, A Friction Driven, 710
Kew Extensible Number Ptates, 501
Kick-starter for Ex-W.D. P. & M., 267
Kindly Action, A, 334
Kingsway Motor Cycles, 59
Knee Clutch Operation, 48— Grips, Italian, 501
Knocking, 466

Ladies in Colonial Type Trials, 50
Competition (leader), 325

Lamplugh Mechanical Oil Pump, Th^", 588
Lamps, Hunt Inspection, 568, 939
Langley Sidecar Chassis, The, 271
Last Straw, The, 949
Leaderette. 1, 43, 81, 115, 151, 183, 217, 255, 289, 325,

359, 395, 427, 401, 495, 531. 505, 601, 633, 725,

787, 877, 911, 943, 956, ^1^
Lea-Francis, Ffame Modifications to, 584
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Letters to the Editor, 27. 60, 99, 134, 168, 212, 231,

272, 300, 343, 380, 410, 443, 479» 509, 540. 576,

613, 650. 719, 782, 8Q8, 895, 930, 954, 1002
Letter to the Trade, An Open, 730
Lever-assisted Rear Stand, Ford, 501

Levis, New Popular, 554— Programme, The, 623
Licence Protector, The Weatherproof. 442
Lighting Regulations Unified, 347
— Set, M.C.A., 362

The W.T. Self-contained Electric, 210
Westwood Accumulator, 3G2

Lightweight Burman Two-speed Gear Box, 513
— The Jupp, 65
Lightweights, Two More Ultra, 665
Linco Sidecar Grid, 900
Lion Mechanical Horn, The, 442
Llovd Bowden Wire Lubricators, The, 210
— F. L. {Who's Who), 923
Lock, B. M.L.I. Ignition, 997— Firmus Carburetter, 900— The lav-Bar, 48

Wright Petrol, 130
Ix>cking Washer, The Palnut. 267
Lodge Spark Gap Terminal, 130
London-Bala-Dunstable Trial, ;J88

London-Exeter Run, Entries for the, 802
This Year's, 649— Trial, The, 961

London-Folkestone Road, The New, 50<)

Ix)ndon-GIoucester-London Trial, 966
Long Clutch for Douglases, The, 442
Loss to Sport in South Wales, 513
Lost, A Sidecar Wheel, 468
Low, Dr. A. M. (Who's Who), 923
Lubrication, 144
— Castor Oil in Engine, 502
Lubricator, The Lloyd Bowden Wire, 210
Luggage Case, The Playfoot Spring, 442
Lycett Elastic Cord Saddle, 900 _

M
Machines, New Henley, 377
Maclean, Mount Built bv G., 02
M.A.G. Engine, A New, 698
Magneto, The B.L.I.C., 556— Tool, Hobson, 362
Magneto Works, How a, 542
Make Brodklands Worth Visiting, 303
Making a Modern Highway, 500
Manufacturers' Banquet, The, 818
Manville Trophy Trial, 528, 937
Martinsvde, Solo Single, 697
Masked 'Inlet Valves, 999 .

Masses, The Motor Cycle for the (leader), 427
Massey Motor Cycles. 132
Master Spanner, The, 130
Matador, J. Houlding on his, 62
Matchless Model, 350 c.c, 708— Policy, Next. Year's, 405
Mathematics, Higher, 541
Mawddach Estuary, Along the, 378
M.C.A. Lighting Set, 362
M.C. and A.C. Birmingham-Holyhead Trial, 74

Half-day Trial, 387
M.C.C. Brooklands Meeting, 70
— Declines A.C.U. Affiliation, 627— Sporting Trial, 488— 21st Anniversary Dinner of the, 940
Measuring Noise, 477
Meccano Engineering. 169
Mechanical Horn. Pennant, 900— Oil Pump. The Best, 588

Lamplugh, 588
Showell, 588

Mileage Indicator, The Ahcol, 1:J0

Melen Tradesman's Delivery Outfit, 780
Micromoteur Auxiliary Motor, The, 238
Middle-aged, Motor Cycles for the, 369
Midland Centre Trial, Results of the, 57 ^

— Valve Seat Cutters, 267
Mid-year Models, 59
Millions to be Spent on Road Improvements, 457
Miniature for the War Office, A, 135— The J.D., 435
TMirror on Cap, Driving, 997
Misleading Comments on the Pastime (leader), 183
Mistaken Views on the Sidecar, IGO
Model of the Jerry Spring Saddle, 484
Modem Girl and the Motor Cycle. Tlic, 472— Three-wheelers, 690
Monza, First Races at, 390— Meeting, Entries for First, 355
Morgan Runabouts, Reverse Gear, 673
Motor Cycle for the Masses, The (leader), 427

Records of 1922 Tabulated, 918— Cycles at Olympia CIassifi*-d, 777— the Paris Salon, 515
for all Purses, 924, 993

Nothing, 950
in the East 22J

Motor Cyclist's Country-Diary, A,— Taxation Reform, 902
Motorist'd Bicycles, French, 401— Front Wheel, A, 700
M.T. Rangf. Varied, 701

N

294

National Census of Road Traffic. 441
Need for Highway Restoration, 508
Ner-a-Car Increased, Engine Capacity of, 622
Nesthill Valve Tool, 900
New Hudsons, Sporting Solo. 520, 590— Imperial Big Twins, 710 .

Model, Additional, 6G7
Records, 174

Nile Delta, In the, 891
Nippa Nipple, The, 48
Noise, Measuring, 477— Unwarranted Activity Against (leader). 359
Noisv Exhausts at Brooklands, 68
North-Down M.C.C. Road Race, 392
Northern Lights, 968
North London M.C.C. Dinner, 934— Wales Centre Open Trial, 247
Norton after Prolonged Use, The 16H, 123— Lightweight, 404— Modifications, Overhead Valve, 621
Nortons, Valve Protector for, 997
Notes from the Foreign Mail, 106. 422— on Piston Rings, 127
Nottingham Activities, 438— Motor Cycle Police, 136
Number Dimensions. Registration, 65— Plates. Ever-ready Built up, 210— — Kew Extensible, 501
N.W. Centre Open Hill Climb, G29

o
Obtaining Slow Running, 612

^Occasional Conaments—2, 44, 82, 118, 152. 184, 218,
^ 256, 288, 326, 360, 396. 428, 462. 496, 532, 566,

602, 634, 678. 726, 788. 878, 912, 944, 974
O.H.V. Norton Lightweight, 404
Oil Pump, The Best Mechanical. 588

The Lamplugh Mechanical. 588
The Showell Mechanical, 588

O.K. Lightweights, Range of, 618— Sidecar Climbs Alms Hill. 59G
Ol3TTipia, Accessories at, 874— Forecast and Guide to. 744— New Wing at, 348— Plan of, 741— Runabouts at, 871— Show Report, 822— Sidecar Attachments at. 865— 300 Exhibitions to be at, 545
Omega Miniature, The, 555
— Models, 1923, 587
One Hundred for Five Miles, 627— Passenger per 100 c.c. ? 51
Open Letter to the Trade, An, 730
Orbits, Varied Engines in 1923. 706
Ordinarv Rider, Show Impressions of an, 908
Outlook. The, 737
Overhead Valve Tool, The Hickman, 130
^Overseas' Conditions, Studying. 404
-J— Trade, 996
Over the Roof of Scotland, 367

Pads, E.L.I. Footboard, 568
Palnut Locking Washer, The, 267
P. & M. for 1923, Sporting. 591— Kick-starter for Ex-W.D., 267
P. & P. Machine, New, 467
Paragon Folding Sidecar, Improvements to the, 770
Parallel Link Motion Rear Springing, 63
Paris Salon, Motor Cvcles at the, 515

This Year's (leader), 325, 495
Parmor Carburetter, The, 198
Passenger Machine Topics, 52, 116, 193, 265. 335. 400,

468, 534, 606, 680^735, 794, 921, 954
Passenger's Comfort, The, 49
— Point of View, From the. 888
Pendine Sands, Hundred Mile Race on, 237
Pennant Mechanical Horn. 900
Petrol. Cheaper (leader). 461
— Lock, The Wright, 130
— Prices in America, 264
Phenomena, Two-stroke, 228
Philpott, Rev. John Maxwell (Who's Who), 948
Picnic Stove, The Hardy Slow Comb^^tion, 267
Pictorial Echoes of the IntemationSTTrials, 258
Pidco Pillion Footrests. 568
Pillion Footrests, Pidco. 5G8— Perils, Posed. 201— Riding Again, 13

(leader), 601. 036

Pillion Seat, Austin, 939
FellA Mitchell's, -267

Pillow, Cundle's, 939 .

Robini, 501
Saxillary, 939
Skiff, 501
Saxessories, 130
Terry Saddle. 900— Spring Footrests, Terry's, 997

Piston Groove Scraper, B.H., 362— Rings, Notes on, 127
Plan of Olympia, 741
Playfoot Spring Luggage Case, The, 442— Cleaner, The Westminster, 207— for Large Engines, Small, 580— Sphinx Copper Electrode, 900— The Collins, 442

Sygil Sparking, 48
Pneumatic Cushion, Pontifex, 302
Police, Do Not Blame the, 400— Nottingham Motor Cycle, 13G
Pontifex Pneumatic Cushion, 362
Popularity Bred by Efficiency, 684
Popular Levis,-New, 554— Machines, the Most, 580— " 350." The, 644
Portable Film Factory, A, 16
Portlicawl Races, Close Finishes at, 453
Posed Pillion Perils, 261
Positive Valve Gear, The Spurr, 271
Postal Collection, Sidecars for, 449
Powell Lightweight, Introduction of a, 713
Pratt, William (Who's Who), 987
Preparing for the Winter. 540
Presto Variable Gear. The. 478
Primer, Barraclough's Filler-cap and, 501
Prix, Ulster Grand, 556. 573
Proprietary Engines, 811
Prop Stand, Brown Bros.. 501

The Russell, 210
Pulley Remover, Endolite, 362
PuUin, C. G. (Who's Who). 901
Pump Connection, The Ideal Pusli-on, 210
Punt, The Sidecar and the, GO
Purses, Motor Cycles for all, 924, 993
P.V. Machines, 1923, 523— Spring Frame Models, 705

Queer Motor Spirit. 572
Questions and Replies, 41, 78, 113, 148, 180. 215, 253.

27G, 323. 357, 393, 425, 447, 482. 529, 563. 599
631. 675, 723, 785, 806. 909. 941. 971, 1005

Quickover Combined Hood and Screen. The, 4G9
Quickwa5^ Bowden Wire Adjuster, 21"1>

Race, Durban to Johannesburg, 32
— in the I.O.M., An Amateur, 902— Next Year. An Amateur Road, 270~ North Down M.C.C. Road, 392— on Pendine Sands, Hundred Mile, 237— The Grand Prix (leader), 81— Track, Copenhagen's New, 373
Races at Monza, First. 390— Close Finishes at Porthcawl. 453
Racing Machines. Silencing (leader), 115— Track in Czecho-Slovakia, A, 297
Radco Lightweight, Spring Frame, 707
Railway Rates under Revision, Motor Cycle, 248
Raleigh Lightweights. Chain-driven, 405
Rally, The Disabled Drivers'. 451
Rear Lamp Bracket, Birt Sprung, 501— Springing, Webster Parallel Link Motion, 63
Record Acti\-ity at Brooklands. 501— Attempts, Belgian, 560— by Rudge, " Triple-eight," G26— Douglas Sidecar Double Twelvf. 350
— Figures, New Class B. Hour, 174— Mrs. Janson's Double Twelve, 146
Records and their Meaning. 728— Broken, Short Distance, 405— Douglas Sidecar, 270— in the Bois de Boulogne, 493— More lOOM.P.H., 669
— New Imperial, 174— of 1922 Tabulated, Motor Cycle, 918
Red Rear Lights in Scotland, 419
Reece Carburetter, The. 198
Registration Number Dimensions, 65— Weights for, 503
Rejuvenating an American " X " Big Twin, 223
Reliance Cup Trial, The, 558
Renovating an old A.J.S. Engini", 389
Report, 01>Tnpia Show, 822
Reveals, What the Show^ 795
Reverse Gear for Morgan Runabouts, 073
Reversing Braking Practice, 722
Right-hand Sidecars in Great Britain, 81

Rim Sizes and Tyres, 290
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Road, A New Coasl, 190
-- Irnprnvcmcnts, Millions to bo Spent on, 407

Signals, Automatic (leader), 633
— Tests of New Models, 350 c.c. Beardmore-Precision,

94
The 925 c.c. Clyno Sidecar Outfit, 350
The four-cylinder F.N. Sidecar Outfit, 507
The 989 c.c. Harley-Davidson Sidecar, 604
The 595 c.c. New Hudson Sidecar Outfit. 440
The 600 c.c. Flat Twin Sports Huniber, 372
The 688 c.c. McKechnJe, 164
The McKenzie Lightweight, 268
355 c.c. Four-speed P. & M., 46

— The New London-Folkestone, 500
— Traffic, National Census of, 441
Roads, Improving the, 368
— Inadeqnate Scottish, 776
Robini Pillion Seat, 501
Roof of Scotland, Over the, 367
Routes to the Show, Train and 'Bus, 743
Royal Visit to the Show, 903
Rubber Handle-bar Grips, Lloyd Shock-stop, 48
Rudge Detail Changes, 699
— Four-speed Gear, 780— " Triple-eight " Record by, 626
Runabout and Sidecar, 14
Runabouts at Olympia, 871
Russell Prop Stand, The, 210
Rulbcrford, Thomas (Who's Who), 987

Saddle and Carrier, X-L-All, 097
— Austin, 939
— Ball-bearing X-L-AIl, 586
— Comfort, 686
— Lycett Elastic Cord, 900
— Model of the Terry Spring, 484
Saddle-pillion Stat. Terry, 900
Salon, Motor Cycles at the Paris, 515
Saxessories Pillion Seats, 130
Saxillajy Pillion Seat, 939
Scandinavia, The Motor Cycle in, 295
Scarborough M.C. Speed Trials, 454
Scotland and the Motor Cyclist, 123
— One Day Trial in, 338
— Over the Roof of, 367
— Red Rear Lights in, 419
— Warning From, 368
Scott at Last, Three-speed, 779
— Trial Reviewed, The, 452
— Trial, The, 420
Scottish Roads, Inadequate, 776
— Speed Championships, 178
— Team Trial, A, 112
— Two-days' Trial, The, 418, 430
— Western Open Speed Trials, 456
Screen, Bristol Face and Chest, 939
Screens on Modern Sidecars, Hoods and, 980
Screw Hill, 443
Searie, E. (Who's Who), 901
Seat, The Grigg Folding, 48
S.-E. Centre Meeting at Brooklands, 354
Self-controlled Air Cushion, 406
Shackle Cover, Dickens Sidecar, 568
Shaft-driven Motor Cycle, The G.S.D., 525
Shef6eld and Hallamshire Yorkshire Centre Hill Climb,

250
Sheffield-Henderson, Oil-cooled, 714
Shield, The Gleam Eye, 568
" Shock-stop " Rubber Handle-bar Grip, Lloyd, 48
Showell Mechanical Oil Pump, The, 588
Show Impressions of an Ordinary Rider, 908
- in the Balance, The (leader),. 911
— Report, Olympia, 822
— Reveals, What the, 795
~ Sidecars at the, 761
— Sidelights of the, 870
— The Future of the, 937
— Train and 'Bus Routes to the, 743
Sidecar and the Punt, The, 66
— Attachments at Olympia, 865
— A Wireless-equipped, 204
— Camping with a, 190
— Chassis, The Holt Patent Spring Wheel, 197

The Langley, 271
— Coupling, Arden and Smith, 48

Hardy-Grew Flexible, 236
— Grid, Linco, 000
— Holiday, A, 976
— Hood, The Davies, 336

Easyqujp, 336
Kerr, 117

— Improvements to the Paragon Folding. 770
— Jack, TindJe's, 568
~ Mistaken Views on the, 160
— Outfit, New Sparkbrook Lightweight, 131
— — The Collyer, 117
— Runabout and. 14

^— A. G., 535
— Screens, Modem Ideas in, 408
— Shackle Covers, Dickens, 568
— Stand, Tifidle's, 568

Sidecar, The Cult of the Coupe, 116
— — Bracewell Folding, }94

Dorway Folding, 552
— -^ Future of the (leader), 677
— — High Powered Sports, 200

Smallest Practical, 682
Swallow Sporting, 655
Tornado, 655
Tribute, 407

— T.T. Next Year, A, 528
The, 557, 569

^ Which Side for the, 98
Sidecars at the Show, 761
— for Postal Collection, 449
— Hoods and Screens on Modem, 980
Side Carrier, Hitchin Postal Authorities, 149
Sidelights of the Show, 870
Signals, Automatic Road (leader), 633
Silencers, Inherently Noisy, 403
Silencing Racing Machines (leader), 115
Silver, Thomas (Who's Who), 948
Simplicity, The Trend Towards, 793
Sirrah and Weaver Models, Verus, 584
Six Days Among the Swiss Mountains, 260

Epitomised in Pictures, The, 290
High Speed Test of B.S.A., 385
Reliability Trials, The A.C.U., 280
Trials, Analvsing the, 328

Described, The, 307
Details of the International, 56
Guide to the, 225
Judges Report on the, 460
126 Entries for the, 69
Reflections upon the (leader), 289
The International, 205
The Judges on the (leader), 461

Sizes and Tyres, Rim, 296
Skiff Pillion Seat, 501
Slow-running, Obtaining, 612
Small Engines for Solo Machines, 641— Plugs for Large Engines, 580
Smallest Practical Sidecar, The, 682
Smith, Frank (Who's Who), 987— Instrument Board, 997
— Speedometer and Watch, 939
Soldering Aluminium at Low Temperature, 127— for Amateurs, 475— Further Notes on, 133
Solid T>TPs on Touring Machines (leader), 677
Solo Machine, How to Choose a, 816

Small Engines for, 641
Sopwith Cup Trial, 419
South Birmingham M.C.C. Trial for the Avon Cup, 143
South Eastern Centres Open Trial, 73— Midland Centre Kop Hill Climb, 524

Trial, 108
Spa Motor Cycle, The, 100
Spanner, Estar Hinged, 362
Spanners, Hamilton Box, 997
Spare Parts (leader), 601
Sparkbrook Lightweight Sidecar Outfit, New, 131
Spark-gap Terminal, The Lodge, 130
— Gauge, The Brolt-Neon, 178
Sparking Plug, Hobson, 568

The Sygil, 48
Sparklets—42, 80, 114, 1.50, 182, 216, 277, 324, 358,

394, 426, 449, 483, 530, 564, 600, 632, 676, 724,

786, 910, 942, 972, 1006
Speej3 and Progress, 916

the 10ft. Line, 628
— Championships, Yorkshire, 36
~ Men, Data for, 506
— Recorder, The Bonniksen Time and, 588
— Test of B.S.A., Six Days High, 385— Trials at Betchworth, 544
— — — Pendine, West Wales Centre Open, 207— — Colwyn Bay, 69, 107
— — Doncaster, 486

Eastbourne, 423
- Essex and Southend, 527

— — Glasgow Open, 208
On WestclifE " Prom.," 54
Scarborough M.C, 454
Scottish Western Open, 456
The East Midland Centre Clipstone, 175

Speeding up Speed Trials, 476
Sphinx Copper Electrode Plug, 900
Spirit, Queer Motor, 572
Sport and the Masses (leader), 43
Sporting Trial, M.C.C, 488
Sports Model as a Hack Machine, The, 538— Sidecar, The High Powered, 200
Spring Frames, Chain Tension on, 229

The Warner, 722
Springing, Webster Parallel Link Motion Rear, 63
Spun Positive Valve Gear, The, 271
Stabiliser, The, B. and D., 620
Stainless Steels for Motor Cycles, 298
Stand, Ford Lever-assisted Rear, 501
— Tindle's Sidecar, 568
Stanger Model. 1923, 905
Stepping Stone to Serious Motoring, The, 637
Stevens, Interview with Mr. George, 404
Strasbourg. At. 93

Strasbourg for tlif; Grand Prix, To, 119
Street Accidents, C^austs of, 192
Strokes, Ignition Timing for Two-, 432
Stuimey-Archer Three-speed Gearbox, A New, 347
Summer and the Roads, 21
— Pastimes and the Motor Cycle, 4
Sunbeam Lightweight Once More, 623
Sun Ultra Lightweight, The, 526
Super-Sports Joy Ride, The, 979
Siitton Coldiield and N. Birmingham Hill Climb, 457
Swallow Sporting Sidecar, The, 655
Swiss Mountains, Six Days Among the, 260
Swivelling Valve Cap, F.E.W., 900
Sygil Sparking Plug, The, 48

'

Tales That Are Told, 947
Taxation Reform, Motor, 902
— System in 1924, A Better, 555
Taxes, £10,100,000 from Motor, 595
Tendencies of Design in France, 464
Tent, " The Two in the Shade," 191
Terry Saddle-pillion Seat, 000— Spring Saddle, Model of the, 484
Thousand Mile Holiday for £20, A, 195
Three Hundred and Fifty c.c. Machine, The Popular,

644
Three-wheelers, Modem, 690
Through a Designer's Eyes, 881
-— Feminine Goggles, 24, 734, 999
Tindle Sidecar Jack, 568

Stand, 568
Tool, Hobson Magneto, 362
Top of Its Class, At the, 687
Tornado Sidecar, The, 655
Tour, An Unintentional, 262
— Before the, 189— What It Costs to, 128— Where to, 6
Track, A Busy Week on the, 819— Blackpool Race, 68
Trade, An Open Letter to the, 730
Tradesman's Delivery Outfit, Melen, 780
Traffic Census, A, 572
Trail, Following the Blue, 364
Train and 'Bus Routes to the Show, 743
Trains to the Grand Prix, 38
Trend Towards Simplicity, The, 793
Trial, Bristol, v. Bath Team, 93— Cheshire Centre Open, 630
— Dublin Ramblers', 526— in Scotland, One-day, 338— Irish Reliability, 111
— London-Bala-Dunstable, 388— London-Gloucester-London, 966— Manville Trophy, 937— M.C and A.C Birmingham-Holyhead, 74

Half-day, 387
— M.C.C Sporting, 488— North Wales Centre Open, 247
— Postponed Until September, Anglo-Dutch, 142— Reviewed, The Scott, 452
— Scottish Two-day, 418, 430— Sopwith Cup, 419
— South-Eastem Centre Open, 73— Successful Works, 513
— Siirprises, South Midland Centre, 108— The Arbuthnot Trophy, 71

London-Exeter, 961— — Reliance Cup, 558
— — Scott, 420— Trying Cumberland', 561
— Unexciting Manville Trophy, 528— Western Centre Inter-team, 455— Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. Reliability, 630

\

Team, 386
Trials, Aggregate Performances in the Six-days', 339— Analysing the Six-days', 328
^ at Pendine, West Wales Open Centre Speed, 207
— Details of the International Six-days', 56— Guide to the Six-days', 225
— Judges' Report on the Six-days', 460
— Ladies in Colonial T>'pe, 50
— 1023 International, 938
— 126 Entries for the Six-days', 69
— Pictorial Echoes of the International, 258
— Regulations, A.C.U. Six-days', 31— The A.C.U. Six-days' (leader), 1, 255

International Six-days', 205, 239
Judges on the Six-days' (leader), 461

Triple-H Two-stroke, 514
Tritubo Sidecar, The, 407
Triumph Refinements for 1923, 666
— 350 c.c. Four-stroke, 712
Trump Models, 1923, 905
Truth About Tuning, The, 491
T.T. Dates Provisionally Decided, 669— Machines for the Public (leader), 217
~ Next Year, Sidecar, 528
— the 1923 (leader), 531

Sidecar, 569
Tnckmorc Valve Truer, The, 442
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Tuning, The Truth About. 491

Twenty Years Riding, 292
Twist-grip Controb, Alexander, 44i

Control, B. 5: B., 939
Two-stroke Bleriot, 750 c.c. Twin, 4;JG— Engine, New Union, 236
— Phenomena, 228
Two-strokes, Ignition Timing for, 432
— The \'asco, 324— Triple-H, 514
— All About, 571
Types of Modem Motor Bicycles, 670
Tyres for 1923, 804— on Touring Machines, Solid (leader), G'

u
Ulster Grand Prix, 556, 573
Ultra Lightweight, The Sun, 526
Unicycles of To-day and Long Ago, 994-

Unintentional Tour, An, 262
Union Two-stroke Engine, New, 235
Using the Exhaust Valve Lifter, 915

Valve DjTiamo Lighting Set, The, 48
— Cap, Altree, 501

/
B. and F. Hollow Cone, 5G8 /
F.E.W. Swivelling, 900

^

—r Gear, Improvements to Bradshaw, 523
The Spurr Positive, 271— Grinder, The Ewart, 210— Lifter. Clarke, 362— Protector for Nortons, 997— Seat Cutters, Midland, 267— Tool, Nesthill, 900

Valve TrucT, Jones & Shipman, 939
The Tuckmore, 442

Valves, Celerity High Duty, 341— Masked Inlet, 999
Variable Chain-drive Gear, Infinitely, 588— Gear, The Presto, 478
Vasco Two-stroke, The. 324
Velocette Improved by Racing Practice, 6J7
Verus-Sirrah and Weaver Models, 584
Villiers Engines, Three Sizes of, 437
Vindec Lightweight, Four-stroke, 722
Voltalite D>-namo Set, 362
Vulcanising, Desmo Cold, 568

W
Wal'^, Loss to Sport in South, 513
Warner Spring Frame, The, 722
Washer, The Paljiut Locking, 267
Watch, Smith Speedometer and, 935)

Watson-Bourne, J. A. (Who's Who), 901
Weatherel Machines, 55
Weatherproof Licence Protector, The, 442
Weaver Models, VerusSirrah and, 584
Webster Parallel Link Motion Rear Springing, Go
Week in the High Alps, A, 154, 180
Weights for Registration. 503
Westcliff " Prom," Speed Trials on, 54
Western Centre A.C.U. Hill Climb, 271

Inter-team Trial, 455
Westminster Plug Cleaner, The, 267
West Wales Centre Open Speed Trials at Pendine, 207
Westwood Accun-iulator Lighting Set, 362
— WUls, J. (Who's Who), ilOl

What Happens to the Cylinder. 158
— Interested Me, bv B. H. Davies* 893
— 1 Rode in 1922, by Ixion, 988

What it Costs to Tour, 128
Wheeler Carburettor, The, 778
Where to Tour, 6
Which Side for the Sidecar ? 98
Who's Who in the Motor Cycle World. 901. 923, 948. 987
Wilesmith Soldering Iron. The. 48
Williams, C. (Who's Who). 923
— Eric (Who's Who). 987
Wireless-equipp<^d Sidecar. 204
Wolf Miniature, The, 591
Wooler. A New. 59
— 348 c.c. O.H.V. Sports Engine. A, 370
Worth O.H.V. Engine. The. 587
Wright Petrol Lock, The, 130
W.T. Self-con taiaed Electric Lighting Set, The, 210

X-L-All Saddle and Carrier, 997
Ball-bearing, 680

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. Reliability Trial. 030
Speed Championships, 45

Dinner. 775
— Speed Championships, 30

Trial, 186

Zenith 100 M.P.H. Record, 027— All-chain, 711
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The A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

ELSEWHE-RE in this issue will be found a
review of the regulations governing the

forthcoming annual A.C.U. Six Days
Reliability Trial. It will be gathered that

this year's trial will not be a'repetition

of the last event, which, in some quarters, was
regarded as altogether too easy. The suggested

inclusion of such hills as Rosedale Abbey Bank
and Sir William Hill is a reversion to the old

policy of the A.C.U., and those who have

hitherto condemned the practice of including

freak hills may not be pleased. Such critics,

however, should not be too hasty in drawing

conclusions, for the Auto Cycle Union, in

acknowledging that last year's trial was too easy,

has not fallen into the mistake of making this

year's test too difficult.

No Penalty for Wheel Slip.

It has already been decided that gradient is

no deterrent to present-day machines, and that

failure on the part of any first-class motor cycle

to climb the severest hills has been due chiefly to

wheel slip. The regulations this year take this

into consideration by not penalising those who
come to a stop through this cause, provided a

restart is made without stopping the engine.

Competitors may even move their mounts to one

side in order to obtain a better grip.

In framing this rule we doubt not that the

Competitions Committee fully appreciated that

the sidecars would be at a disadvantage com-
pared to their solo contemporaries, since it is

usually the sidecars which suffer most from wheel
spin. The difficulties of moving a sidecar outfit

sidewise without stopping the engine are many,
and we suggest that the Union, in its final regu-

lations, take this into considei-ation and permit

the sidecars to be guided ^rearwards a certain

number of feet on to a more favourable patch,

instead of insisting on the rule, which reads :"... shall be allowed immediately to move
his machine to another part of the road, not
further up or lower down the hill than the point
already reached ..."

We comrnend the A.C.U. fOr the spirit behind
the rule referred to, for it shows that at last it

is appreciated that it is not just to penalise

a machine which may fail to climb a hill through
wheel spin. If it is finally decided to include

any hills which are' of the " freak " type, we
smuggest to the Union that it abides by that

decision and not change the course at the last

minute.

At the Discretion of the Judges.

We are sorry to see that marks in-several of the

tests will be deducted at the discretion of the

judges. It is exceedingly difficult to provide for

all eventualities by means of a table of penalties,

but it should not be impossible. In the case of
the final examination, it might mean a list of
practically every part of a motor cycle, and
where the brake test is concerned it should be
•possible to arrange a definite test on Brooklands.

The silence test is another matter, and it is

reasonable to suppose that whatever marks are

deducted under this heading will be the subject

"of discontent. The utilisation of noise-record-

ing instruments has always been regarded with

suspicion by the entrants, but only because the

tests have been conducted e7i route and not under

conditions uniform for all machines in the trial.

The question of silence—or rather noisiness

—is a very important one, and the governing

body has the backing of the general public and
of all thinking motor cyclists in endeavouring to

encourage the development of the comparatively

silent machine. Therefore everything should be

done to ensure a test which shall be free from the

possibility of criticism and heart 'burning.
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Grease that Spare Piston.

A.1 NUMBER of club knuts nowadays keep a spare
piston for spring competitions, and it is usually
of aluminium alloy. Indeed, one manufacturer

actually sends out his sports model engine with a cast-

iron piston installed and an alloy piston in reserve for

special events. Aluminium acquires a dull finish on
exposure to air. This dullness is due to oxidisation,

and the oxide is an abrasive, calculated to destroy the

fine polish of a good cylinder wall. Nobody would
dream of putting a rusty cast-iron piston into an
engirie, but cases occur of riders fitting a badly
oxidised aluminium piston ; in fact, I have seen un-
greased alloy pistons in a factory store bin. Moral,
keep an idle aluminium piston as thoroughly greased
as if it were of cast-iron.

Converted.

YESTERDAY 1 made two trips over a short piece

of bad road. The first trip was on my own
.machine, which with 3in. tyres and a front

rank spring fork is reputed to be one of tlie most
comfortable machines on the road. The second trip

was on an experimental spring frame, designed by a

well-known motor cycle engineer. During the last year

or two I have been tempted to waver in my ancient

allegiance to spring frames. I had been veering round
to the conclusion that the above lay-out afforded just

about as much comfort as any commercial spring

frame. The two rides, however, sent me scampering
back to my old conviction. Comfortable as the

Triumph fast roadster unquestionably is, compared to

most existing machines it had very considerably the

worse of this particular comparison. I was frequently

out of^the saddle, and if I attempted any mild speed
I had to cling on by my eyebrows and teeth. On the

new spring frame I Was alike unconscious—so far as

physical sensation goes—both of the road surface and
of the fact that there was a spring frame beneath
me. I rode as evenly as if I had' been sitting on
an ordinary frame over dead plumb asphalt.

Presently the inventor did a stunt for my benefit. He
took the worst bit at speed with his arms raised over
his head, and bounced violently in the saddle as he
came along. This frame embodies two notable depar-
tures from ordinary spring frame practice. , In the

;
"Ixion's" "MOTORCYCLE REMINISCENCES" are :

I
available in book form, price 2s. 9^. post free, from " The :

:
Motor Cycle" Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4. \
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first place its springs have far more movement than any
marketed type. Secondly, no rebound is possible.

The nett, result is the most comfortable motor, cycle

travel I have ever experienced. All business-like fac-

tories are well ahead with their 1923 prograrnme, so

I can hold out no great hopes that readers will be able

to try out this invention next year. But by 1924 I

think the public can be guaranteed their opportunity.

The frame is so good that it will probably be marketed
as part of some famous machine. In the meantime its

principles may perhaps be embodied in accessory

fittings sold to improve one or two forks in common
use. More anon.

"When the Radge Goes "Fey."

THE occasional " mad moments " developed by

Rudge engines continue to excite interest, and

another correspondent writes excitedly to say

that he has at last persuaded his engine to a per-

manent frenzy. In his case the erratic behaviour had
nothing to do with the inlet valve spring identified

by another consultant. His carburetter jet, dated. back

to the era before manufacturers used the flowmeter,

and its delivery orifice was far, far larger than the

size stamped upon it. He chanced to try another jet,

and instantaneously super-rudging became habitual.

I do not myself see why an excessively large jet

should produce in-and-out " revving " of the type

described, unless spasmodic flooding also occurred.

For Export.
N Australian rider who has owned thirty British

machines and two Americans weighs in with a

lively and libellous epistle, which I dare not

reproduce. He is for the home-built stuff every time,

but desires me to impress our manufacturers with the

folly of exporting naked chains to countries where

sandy roads abound. If the front wheel churns up a

trail or abrasive dust for at least ten months in the

year no uncovered chain will last long. For which
reason he thinks it a pity that the chain-cum-belt drive

is being so freely dropped, although he is ready to

be convinced thatfiilly encased chains are in theory-

practicable.
*"

A Horrid Rumour.

TO the effect that in this year's A.C.U. Six Days
every solo machine will carry an official A.C.U.
observer, complete with notebook, audiometer,

vibratograph, etc., on the carrier. Standard weight of

said observers 13 stone. Any featherweight observers

to carry shot in their pockets. On the best authority

I beg to inform the public that this is a mere canard.

.8
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Occasional Comments.

—

If it -were Nearer I ! I

THIS paragraph is intended to turn all organisers

of freak trials green with envy. There lies

before me a letter from a varlet who exported a

G.N. to Australia to his great gratification. In the

Benalla district of Victoria there is a location known as

Gluepot Country. It consists of 35 miles of white clay

melon hole swamp. A '" melon hole " is a circular

depression varying from 6ft. to 15ft. in diameter, and

from Sin. to 2ft. m depth. The melon holes are

irregularly disposed, with corresponding mounds inter-

spersed. In dry weather the going is merely bumpy.

The " road " consists of a fenced-off strip of melon-

hole area, ten chains wide, over which carts zig-zag to

pick out 'the line of least resistance. After a few

inches of rain—3in. of rain, i.e., 300 tons per "acre

is a niere refreshing shower in those latitudes—the

entire area becomes submerged except for trees and

fencing. Melon holes and mounds are levelled by a

flood resembling dirty milk, through which the intrepid

motor cyclist ploughs like a destroyer with " a bone

in her teeth." The G.N. .tackles- this area quite

merrily, though the average pace may sink

as low as 2 m.p.h. Happy thought; why
shouldn't the A.C.U. hold a colonial trial

in the colonies? Some vexed questions

might then be answered.

The Tapley Gradometer.
YEAR has elapsed since I first fitted one oi

Mr. Tapley s gradometers to my motor cycle,
and during that time it proved a never-failing

source of interest on strange and uncharted roads.
Tested against surveys, it has always proved accurate,
and it provides certain information which a survey
does not. Not being a surveyor, I am ignorant how
these gentry lay off a twisty hill like Inverfarigaig Cork-
screw; 1 irnagine they take the total rise between two
datum points. Anyhow, when we come to a hairpin
of some acuteness, we know the grade on the inside

of the elbow is often twice as stiff as that on the

long sweep round. The Tapley measures this for you.

My instruziient has never given me any trouble, and
was always stead\', provided the machine could be
driven at an even pace, devoid of marked ac- and de-

celerations, though a sudden throttle opening made it

as merry as a grig for the moment. (By the w'ay^

what is a " grig ''
?) But the inventor has recently

had another brain wave, and nothing would please him
but to have it back and bring it up to date, so that

now it is even steadier.

CINEMA STARS AT PLAY.

Miss Ivy Duke and Mr. Guy Newall with a Rudge
outfit and some of the live-stock at the farm where
"Boy Woodburn " was filmed. So far the sidecar

has not played a very important part in British films,

although it has been " featured in a few instances.
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A Brief Survey of the

Touring Grounds of

Great Britain.

ONLY the motor cyclist who has
spent many holidays on tour
fully appreciates what Great

Britain offers to those who will seek
its beauties. Iii these pages the
many touring grounds are -briefly re-

viewed by members of The Motor
Cycle staff, who are familiar with
them.

Naturally, only an outline of the
attractioris of each district is pos-
sible, but-this article should serve as
a guide to all who are undecided as
to the touring ground to explore.

THE WYE VALLEY.
Nowhere in the British' Isles is there
parallel to the Wye "Valley. The

writer knows of only one district remi-
niscent of it, and that is the Niagara
Gorge in America. Considering the
really wonderful scenery available be-
tween Monmoiilth and Chepstow, and
also its comparative nearness to the popu-
lous districts of mid-England, it is sur-
prising that so few have " made the trip."
It is impossible to describe it, just as it

is impossible for the camera adequately
to convey its beauty. It is remarkable,
too, for the waters of millions of years
have worn a deep gorge which so W'inds
about that at Simons Yat it is possibje

to stand on a point of land and see the
river hundreds of feet below, before and
behind one and at one's side. If America
had the Wye Valley, it would be as

world famous as the Niagara Gorge.

a 28

INEXHAUSTIBLE NORTH
WALES. .

It has been said that a dozen holiday

tours cannot exhaust North Wales. Cer-

tainly one should not hurry, for once

west of Llandudno, Llangollen, Welsh-
pool, or Newtown, every mile contains

more than can be seen at 20 m.p.h.

Wales has several gateways, and the

one which is most frequented—Chestei

—as charming as it is, is perhaps the

least attractive. Llangollen is the proper

front door to Noi-th Wales, and the

stranger who wishes to make a recon-

noitring tour in order to find its best dis-

tricts can do no better than follow a route

starting at Llangollen and including Cor-

wen, ''Pentre Y.oelas, Bettwys-y-Coed,

Llanrwst, Conway, along the coast road to

Bangor (from where a side trip to Beau-

maris , in Anglesey can be taken), inland

18
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Where to Tour.—
again ria Bethesda to Capel Curig, Pen-y-
gwihyd, down the Pass of Llanberis to

Carnarvon.
From this ancient town the compara-

tively little known peninsular of Car-
narvon sKould be explored by taking the
coast road to Llanaelhaiarn (near which
is the now famous Screw Hill " dis-

covered " by The Motor Vydt a year
ago), on to Nevin and Abeidaron, where
one may climb up on the moorland on
the end of the land and look down upon
Bardsey Island. From Aberdaron, the
southern route should be taken through
Abersoch, a peaceful Little place miles
away from railway stations and the world
in general, then on to PwllhelTJ Cridcieth,

and Tremadoc.

A Beautiful Pass.

From Tremadoc no one should miss
the run up the beautiful Pass of Aber-
glaslyn to Beddgelert, which ixiad, if

continued, will bring the tourist again to

Pen-y-gwrhyd, whence one may turn
south again via Bettwys-y-Coed, Ffes-

tiniog, Harlech, Barmouth, and Dolgelly,

at which quaint old town the motor
cyclist has the choice of three roads, the

first leading him to Bala and back to

Corwen, the second to Dinas Mawddwy
and Welshpool, and the third round the

coast to Aberystwyth.
Further south than Aberystwyth along

the coast the motor cyclist need not

trouble to go. If he wishes to explore

-saore of Wales, let him take the ~ trip

from the last mentioned resort across

the hills via Devil's Bridge to Rhayader,
New Radnor, and Leominster, or, having
crossed the hills, turn off at Llangunig,

and thence proceed !'^( Llanidloes to

Newtown.
If it is the peace of central Wales he

wants, south of Rhayader lies Builth and
the Valley of the Wye. Should he have
become bored with main road, there is

Bwlch-y-Groes between Dinas Mawddwy
and Lake Bala, and,^ a little to the east

of the famous test hill, there is Lake
Vyrn'wry.
Yes, it is impossible to exhaust North

Wales, for when one has covered it all,

it is time to begin again.'

THE EAST COAST.
The outstanding characteristics of the

East Coast are, of course, its flat roads

and its magnificent stretches of sand.

But flat roads and sand alone are not

sufficient to lure the motor cyclist from
such beautiful hunting grounds as North
Wales, the West Country, or the Lakes,
should, of course, the choice of such
centres be open to him. Norfolk, Lin-

coln, and Yorkshire, however, offer more
than is realised by those whp have not

frequented these counties, and a tour,

say, from Yarmouth to Whitby can be
full to the brim with interest.

Lowestoft serves well as a starting
point. From that town one can make it

a leisurely jaunt or fast run, jusf as it
^ suits him". After sipping the delights
that Lowestoft and Yarmouth offer,

Cromer may be visited. The road to this
delightful little resort is lovely in its

quaint East Anglian way ; and so is the
journey through poppyland from Cromer

6

{S El'fTRANCE TO THE lyT?
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to Wells and Hunstanton. Sidecaring
from Hunstanton, through Sandringham.
and King's Lynn to Boston, can, under
certain conditions, be ideal ; it can also

be a terrible business in the winter. But
the road is worth taking lor it has char-

acter and distinction. Boston, that
quaint seaport dominated by a magnifi-
cent church which overlooks miles of fen
country, should not be missed. To get a

real taste of a typical Lincolnshire coast

road, the flonte through Wainfleet to

Skegness should be taken; having tra-

versed this road the journey will not be
forgotten. Skegness—so bracing—may
form a stopping place for the night be-

fore going inland to Spilsby, Louth, and
Grimsby. Whilst at Grimsby it is worth
the effort to see the landing of the fish at

dawn, and Immingham Docks are, too,

worth a visit. If there is no desire for

this kind of education at Grimsby, take
the inland road to New Holland, where
the ferry may be taken to Hull.

A Rocky Coast.

From Hull a fast run can be made
through Beverley and Great Driffield to

Bridlington, where a new type of coastal

scenery begins. The charms of this sea-

side resort are fully known, and whether
a prolonged stay is made here or at

Scarborough, a few miles further nor4h,

one will be compensated. A visit should
be made to the great promontory. Flam-
borough Head, and on no account should
Filey Brig be missed. Leave the ma-
chine in the town, take a boat across the

bay, and land on that curious rocky pro-

jection over which magnificent seas are
nearly always running.
Scarborough is only five miles away,

and the "Queen of the North " is a very
apt title for this - northerly watering
place Its situation is fine, the district

lovely and diverse in its appeal ; there are
diamonds and rubies, on the Spa, where
mint rock and paper bags are taboo

;

there is an old castle, the rocky coast,

and Hayburn Wyke—a little Paradise.

Up to now not a word about the ma-
chine has been mentioned, for any old

'bus can traverse thus far, or at least as

far as Bridlington. Onwards from Brid-
lington to Filey. Scarborough and Whitby
(the latter place must be included),

greater care in driving will have to be
exercised, there are hills, but notliing

formidable. Whitby, where the coast

route jnay end, is a quaint resort, and a

paradise for artists and lovers of the old

world, and there is a fashionable quarter,

very attractive too, aiid very remote from
the harbour end of the town. From
Whitby it is an easy matter to reach

Thirsk on the Great North Road, via

Pickering and Helmsley. If this circular

route has not absorbed all the days avail-

able, a run across the dales of Yorkshire

to the lakes would give variety, or an
alternative run would be to embrace the

Derbyshire Dales on th« way back to the

south, if southward be the way home.

„ ,Cm IN A WARWICKSHIRE

DERBYSHIRE DALES AND
THE "DUKERIES."

Derbyshire's greatest lack, from - a

tourist's point of view, is imposing sheets

of water. That is probably one reason

why the county is not so fully explored
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as it miglit be by motor cyclists from the

south. The area of the Peak District is

compact, the roads are well graded, and
the scenery varied. In faj:t, this diver-

sity of landscape, beautiful even without

the aid of lakes, is one of its chief at-

tractions. Derbyshire is centrally situ-

ated, accommodation is easily obtained

at such resorts as Buxton and Matlock,

or at the numerous farmhmises to be
found in the lovely dales. So easy of

access are tiie beauty spots that even

in one day much of it can be seen if a

proper route be selected. Wild, rugg«d,

and forbidding solitudes abound in the

neighbourhood of Snake Inn and AUport
Moor,- which is near to the highest -point

of the Pennine Range. Yet round about
Matlock, Bakewell, Baslow, Ashford,
Tideswell, and Buxton there are dales

which for sheer beauty and distinctive-

ness cannot be excelled anywhere. The
ease with which attractive rides can be
planned makes" it almost superfluous to

detail a route, but the following circular

tour briefly detailed will serve for any-
one' wishing to enjoy some of the best

scenery in one day.

Buxton, Tideswell, Ashford (Monsal
Dali'), Bakewell (.£?arfrfe;i Hall), Eowsley,
Matlock,- Kelstedge, Red Lion Inn, Bas-
low, Calver, Fox House Inn, Hather-
sage, Bamford, Ashopton, AUport Moor,
Glossop7 Hayfield, Chinley Head, Chapel-
en-le-Frith, Dove Holes, Buxton (70
miles); If Derbyshire be approached
from the north," east, or south, one would
be well repaid by a visit to the "Duke-
ries," which are easily reached from Not-
tingham, Doncaster, or Newark.

It is a small district of rare beauty,
\Eith a character quite it-s own. OUerton
and Tusford are good centres from
which to reach this historic groiand which
Robin Hood, Friar Tuck, and Little
John made famous. From Ollerton it is

but a short run to Matlock, which makes
an excellent centre for full exploration
of the Derbyshire Dales.

THE WEST COUNTRY.
^ So far as the majority of motor cyclists
is -concerned, the West Country is that
part of England between Bristol and
Lynmouth. Quite a number of- motor
cyclists hurry through this section in
order to reach" places further afield, which
is quite a mistake, and the tourist in-
tending to "do" Devon and Cornwall
should reserve time to visit the Cheddar
Caves, and Gorge and Wells, to try Por-
lock, and to see Exmoor.

Bristol is well worth a day of any
tourist's time. Not only has the city
many Interesting buOdings and historic
associations, but Clifton has attractions

quite unique "which stand out in the
memory of the wayfarer.

YORKSHIRE.
Yorkshire ! Who can point to any one

corner of the broad -acred county as the
spot most fitted to represent its charms ?

In its boundaries the county possesses
scenery of almost every description to be
found in Great Britain; true the hill

'contours only occasionally assume a
I.S a 31
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craggy outline, but there are high alti-

tudes ; wild, desolate uplands, moorland
lakes and tarns, rugged valleys, fertile

plains, mountain streams and placid
rivers, sandy littoral and rocky coast.

With all these- varieties of scenery
there is little need to cross the York-
shire borders, whatever type of country
is wanted. Hill-climbing and the ex-
ploration of seldom-visited moorland by-
ways can be had in the West Riding
Dales (Wharfedale, Airedale, Wensley-
dale, Nidderdale, and the rest), easily

accessible from Leeds or Bradford, and
there are the inland resorts of Ilkley,

Harrogate, or Knaresborougfi, all near
"the dales." To the. lover of wide,
rolling pastoral lands, the central plain
of York has its slow-moving rivers verg-
ing towards the Ouse ; there are antiqui-

ties and historical associations innumer-
able, with stately cathedrals at York,
Ripon, and Beverley. Facing eastward
are Whitby, Scarborough, BridKngton,
and Filey—incomparable coast resorts

—

and the artist-colonised fishing villages

of Staithes and Runswick Bay. In the
north-east are the Wolds, a moorland
plateau fascinating to the lover of the
wild life of the woods and dells.

A Powerful Machine Needed.

Motor cycles are immensely popular in

Yorkshire, and ample garage facilities

are available everywhere. Except on
.

the central plain, a sturdy, powerful,
and suitably geared mount is needed, for;

to the west and to the north-east single-

figure main road gradients abound.
Probably the best way to "see York-

shire " in a holiday tour is to commence,
say, from Wetherby, on the North Eoad,
proceed up Wharfedale to Otley, Ilkley,

Bolton Abbey {ruins, woodlands, etc.),

Grassiugtdn, KettleweH (near Park Sash,
the famous freak hill), Buckden, Cray
Ghyll, and Kidstone Pass {wild moor-
lands), into Wensleydale. Here are Ays-
garth (falls), Jervaulx (abbey), Masham,
Ripon (cathedral and Studley Boijal

park). Crossing i';a Swaledale, eastwards
to Thirsk, the Plain of York is crossed,

and then up Sutton Bank to Helmsley.
Pickering (old market 'town) marks the
beginning of a wonderful twenty-mile run
over moorland to Whitby ; coast road to

Scarborough, then inland i-id Staxton,,

Malton, York {cathedral, ancient walled
city, etc.), Harrogate and Knaresborough
(inland spas), and so back to Wetherby._

BETWEEN TElCiNMOUTH^
& TORQUAV
SOUTH DEVON
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THE HIGHLANDS.
The average motor cyclist has not yet

"discovered" Scotland, and -even the
Lowlanders of that country are inclined

to confine their riding to the well-worn
"tracks in their own immediate vicinity.

From this it will be inferred that the

glories of the real Scotland are in the
North—as, indeed, they are.

It is a wonderful country, scenically.

But nine-tenths of the too-small number
of motor cyclists who visit it at all depart
after a few fragmentary glimpses on the

borders of its inner paradise of beauty.

There is, of course, some excuse for them.
Suppose they are going north, with Inver-

ness as their tentative destination. They
meet in the neighbourhood of Moffat
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bceiiery which in any other country would
be regarded as almost unrivalled for ils

maguiticence ; then, by way of Perth, they

enter the Highkinds at Dunkeld, through
wooded hills flanked by mountains even
grander, and passing world-famous Pit-

lochry and lilair Athol they cross the

Grampians by a road like nothing they

have seen before, enjoying an ever-

changing visia of mountain, loch, and
stream which seems to make hitherto un-

believable paintings come true.
At Inverness it is decided that Scot-

land can hold nothing finer than the area

they have just traversed. Some return

by the same route ; others, more venture-

som-e, follow the Caledonian Canal—less

canal than loch—and reaching Oban
marvel at the infinite variety of the west
coast ; or, it may be, they go by Dee-
aide and Aberdeen, I'omantic enough in

all truth. In no case, fine as their tours
have been, have they seen the real Scot-

laud.

The North West Coast.

North of the Caledonian Canal and
west of Inverness is the land where the
zenith of scenic grandeur is reached.
Gruinard Bay, Kyle of Lochalsh, Apple-
cross, Loch iXaree, Gairloch—what visions
of majestic loveliness these names con-
jure up in the minds of those who have
seen them ! The pen fails one, and even
the brush in a master's hand cannot
exaggerate when attempting to portray a
West Highland scene. Usually the artist

fails as lamentably as the writer.

_ Ti'ue, this locality is inaccessible, but
the motor cyclist will find the trip well
worth its difficulties, which are less to
him than to almost any other traveller.

There are no railways and few towns, but
it may comfort him to know that the
roads carry a regular service of Fords,
and what a Ford can do !

One must not forget, however, the other
historic touring grounds of the country
across the Tweed—pei'haps less deserving
of attention because they are better
known^the Border towns and the Tweed
itself. Loch Lomond and the Trossachs
and the south-western corner and parts of

Ayrshire Scotland is a country to whicli
one can go again and again, and always
find something new.

MID ENGLAND,
Those who admire park-like beauty can

3nd such scenery in the Midland counties
to their heart's content. Throughout this
part of the world the smoke and grime of

the big manufacturing towns are relieved
by wonderful trees and rural scenery
within a few minutes' ride of the busiest
centres. Even the eighteen miles between
such active industrial towns as Birming-
ham and Coventry is not devoid of actual
beauty, and what could be more charming
than a trip through the Cotswold Hills,

with, their quaint old-world villages

nestling amongst the fruit-producing
valleys. In the spring time the Vale of

Evesham draws thousands of visitors for a
sight of the orchards in bloom, and
throughout the year the surrounding
country is always beautiful. Those who
prefer spacious views to pastoral sur-
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roundings should visit the Cheltenham
and Malvern districts, where from the
tops o£ the neighbouring hills it is pos-

sible to obtain wonderful panoramic views
of many counties. The roads on the
whole are, good, but it is amongst the
lanes and by-roads that the most beautiful
scenery is to be found. yVnyone who has
the time to wander amongst the War-
wickshire lanes should not miss such an
opportunity. One can hardly find a side
road that is without some fresh attrac-
tion, and though, as might be expected,
these lanes are twisty and require careful
driving, the surfaces are usually remark-
ably good. The whole of the Midlands
is full of historical interest, and such
names as Edge liill, iStratford-on-Avon,
Kenilworth, \varwick, and many others,
are attractions not only for their historical

associations, but also for their beautiful
surroundings. Perha^^ the one feature
which is lacking to make perfect much of

the Jlidland scenery, is running water or
a river of magnitude, but even this need
is partly filled by small but beautiful
lakes dotted about the numerous parks,
whUe the Northern Midlands cannot be
accused of lack of streams. There are
some who consider that the ilidlands are
chietiy composed of mines and manufac-
turing towns, but the tourist in search of

beauty should not be deterred by such
imaginings. True it is that there are
blots in the scenery in certain parts, but
even the most thickly populated centres
have the great advantage of being sur-

rounded by most beautiful country.

LOCH CARKON, NEAR.

NORTH WEST gCOTLAND

;

b2

- SURREY.
Some have said that the Londoner's

fate is a life- 'midst smoke and traffic.

Maybe ! He has, however, if in the
possession of a motor cycle, the choice

of some of the most charming trips in

the country.
An hour and a half's ride from Town, a

pleasant jaunt to the vicinity of Shere,

an antiquated little village nestling with-

in the closely, wooded hills^ skirting the

famous Newlands Corner, provides an
ideal afternoon's run.

The Embankment route, via Putney
Bridge and Wimbledon Common, is

probably the most advantageous way,
since the only portion of the journey
which is harassed b}' tramways is a

mere 300 yards in Putney.
Quitting this latter place, the Port.';-

mouth road ma Kingston and Esher is,

from the latter village, bordered by a

rich fringe of trees.

Motor cyclists rendezvous.

Cobham, a village close to the famous
Brooklands racing track, forms a centre

from which many pleasant runs may be
taken. An open throttle may -b%.,tried

down the Fairmile stretch of tarred road
en route for the motorists' rendezvous—
the Wisley Hut. Here a small lake, re-

flecting the border willows hugging its

banks, provides a shady and peaceful

spot for a halt. Following a left fork a

mile further on one sees the distant hills

of pale purple contrasting with the green
meadows of Clandon, whilst another view
enchants by its picturesque cottage gar-

dens focussed by a frame of dark woods
in the background.
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Where to Tour.

—

The steep ascent to Newlands Corner
brings reward to the heated engine at tlifc

summit, for here a halt is imperative. A
miniature mountain land meets the eye.

.For miles the- country is outspread like

a relief map, whilst iij colour an artist's

inspiration. Many pictures have recorded
this magnificent view. Below is located
the village of Shere.

If equipped with a low gear ratio a

small d«tour through the pine woods,
entered from a fork road at the notorious
Silent Pool in Shere, is well rewarded.
Here is a region unspoilt by cultivation.
Many routes may Tie taken from Shere,

all of which have their particular charm.
Due west, narrow leafy lanes wind an
irregular course "via Albury and Shalford,
to the old-fashioned town of Guildford,
with its famous High Street, whilst
further south, following the Godalming
road, a circular tour via Horsham and
the Dorking road embraces both highland
and lowland. From Dorking a visit to
Keigate and Eedhill and thence along
the top of the Westerham hills, gives a
great variety of views.

Should one wish to explore the bj'^ways
in this district many hills frequently used
in official motor cycle trials would be
encountered. East of Westerham, in the
vicinity of. Brasted and on the way to
Sevenoaks, the range of hills lying south
of the main road contains gradients of
note. Tunbridge Wells, famous for its

springs and curious rock formations on
the Downs, should not be missed.

fj^^(^ILIE

THE DUCHY OF
CORNWALL.

The writer has not many favourable im-
pressions of Cornwall as a touring gi-ound,
but it has sufficient charms to draw one,
irrespective of its distance from the more
populous districts. Looe, Fowey, Fal-
mouth, Helstou, Marazion,,, Penzance, St.
Ives, Newquay, Padstow and Bude are
all worth, visiting. Those interested in
the romance of the old smugglers will find
material for their imagination in such

places as Mullion and St. Ives. The fact
that so many artists have used Cornwall
fur a ^background is sufficient guarantee
that the amateur photographer will be re-

warded for the trouble of taking his
camera.

DARTMOOR AND SOUTH
DEVON.

So famous is North Devon as a touring
ground that very often the southern coast

of this charming country' is overlooked.

Totally different in many respects from
the resorts on the north coast, tho'se

facing the English Channel are well worth
devoting a vacation for their exploration.

Torquay is an excellent centre, but there

are many who think that this famous
watering place too " towny." For such
tourists there are more restful places such

as Paignton, Babbacombe, and Teign-

mouth.
Like Cornwall, the best of South Devon

is on the edge as it were, that is, it we
e.xcept Dartmoor, which provides a tour-

ing ground of its own, but nevertheless,

one which no motor cyclist visiting the
south coast should fail to see.

Taken on the whole, however, the roads

to and from important points on the coast

are monotonous, chiefly on account of the
high hedges which line them. From Teign-

mouth and Shaldon, to within a mile or so

of Torquay, there is an excellent 'coast

road providing some splendid views, but
on the main roads there is little to be
seen excepting the dust of char-a-bancs.

On Dartmoor, however, totally different

kinds of roads are found. Here there are

no hedges to shut out the views and the

vistas to be obtained on the moors are

ample compensation for the low gear work
necessary to reach them.

On the south coast, in addition to the

places mentioned, there are Dartmouth,
Kingswear, Brixhara, Salcombe, and Ply-

mouth, all offering a variety of interest

unlike anything to be found at any otlier

part of the coast, while Exmouth, Sid-

mouth, and Lyme Regis, eastward of

Exeter, should not be missed.
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THE COAST OF NORTH
DEVON.

The north coast of Devon is so wcl
known, by name at least, that, it seems
superfluous to mention this beautiful pari

of Western England. From the north
east the first place of interest on tlie

North Devon coast is
,
Lj'nmouth, witl;

Lynton at the top of the famous hill ol

the same name, and which has been madt
famous to motor cyclists by the London
Lands End trials. From Lynnioulh tc

Lynton, also, is another longer road pass-

ing through the beautiful Watersmeet
Valley, while further on the coast is the

desolate Valky of the Rocks. Ilfracombc
is well known as a resort, and a little

further on there is Clovelly—one of the
beauty spots of England made, famous by
picture postcards, and calendar artists.

Needless to say, any motor cyclist visit-

ing this part of the country needs plenty
of power, and, what is more important,
really efficient brakes.

LAKELAND AND NORTH
LANCASHIRE.

No series of touring articles would be
complete without some reference to the

Lake Country of Cumberland, Westmor-
land, and North Lancashire, but so fre-

quently has the district been dealt with
in ThK Motor Cycle,, both as a touring
ground and as the scene of trials, that

on this occasion only a passing reference

will be made.
Although so hilly, the roads of the

Lake District are mostly well-graded, and
a medium powered machine with average
gear ratios will allow most of the Lake-
land area to be covered.

Those who have ever spent, a holiday

amid the Cumbrian mountains will feel

the call to return; should they do so

they should 'devote some time to the ex-

ploration of the lesser-known southern

portion of the district, and on the north-

ward journey detour . into the uplands

of North-East Lancashire. Following the

Pennines up from Bolton and Preston,

some fine moorland scenery is available.

PILLION RIDING AGAIN.

OUR attention has been called to a recent case at

Denis Sheriff Court where a motor cyclist was
fined ;^3 for having his rear number plate

obscured whilst carrying a lady passenger whose dress

hid the plate. The presiding Sheriff surely imposed
an unnecessarily heavy fine for an offence of this

character. It is not a legal offence to take a passenger
on the carrier, and it seems hardly just that the Sheriff

should impose a fine of ^Q;^ because in his opinion
"it is a dangerous practice and one not to be
encouraged by a lenient sentence."

There is no doubt a great deal of prejudice on the

part of the non-motoring public concerning pillion

riding, and as an example it may be cited that most
insurance companies charge 50 per cent, extra when
a solo machine is used with a pillion. At least one
firm manufacturing pillion seats—the Tan-Sad works-
has sufficient confidence in the safety of pillion riding,

when proper equipment is provided, to issue a special

policy for those fitting Tan-Sad seats and no extra

charge is made for the privilege.
_

There is no lack of evidence to shoAV that riders,

who as a habit carry an extra passenger, are con-

vinced that there is no danger in the practice, and a

view often expressed is that greater care is exercised

when a machine is used for pillion riding.

It would be interesting if insurance companies would

issue a statement as to the number of accidents reported

to their claims departments which have been due to

the presence of a pillion passenger, and whether a

proper pillion seat has been provided. We think that

it would be found that in the great majority of cases

in which a pillion rider is involved no provision has

been made for the passenger's comfort. Riders who

accommodate occasional and inexperienced companions

merely by means of an unsecured cushion or a^ coat

are in the minority, but it is due to them that pillion

riding is regarded in some quarters as dangerous.
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Passages on the evergreen subject

of Weather Protection and Comfort

of Sidecars as compared with ihe

cheap Runabout.

NOT because I was tired of the sidecar did
I turn to the three-wheeler, and it was
not because the three-wheeler was found

unsatisfactory that a sidecar has once again
been purchased. I wanted, for one thing, to

find out if the' three-wheeler possessed all the

merits that are claimed on its behalf, and I have
now definite opinions on its various advantages
and drawbacks which prolonged ownership only
can form.

To every sidecarist who has used an outfit for very
many years there comes a period when he is attacked

'

by comforiitis—a dread .disease that must run its

course. I was caught badly after a fortnight's side-

caring in Wales, where it rainedevery day, and where
cold, icy winds caught and buffetted one on the passes.

So I ordered a Morgan straightaway, hoping that the

De Luxe model body would be bigger than the

measurements. It wasn't. The boy was bigger than
his measurements—most boys are in a car. So was I,

and so was the passenger-in-chief. But we managed,
Avith the aid of an auxiliary seat, to pack oursehes
into the body very well.

And that first ride—how it rained—as if to demon-
strate the absolute and irrefutable superiority of the

Jittle three-wheeler over our previous outfit—the rain

poured in torrents for two solid hours.
" Never again the sidecar," quoth I, watching the

water dance on the bonnet.
" Do mind my foot, Jacky," said the passenger-

in-chief to the boy as he grazed his mother's ankle.

Then the conversation proceeded on lines more or

less motorish. First the question of space, then the

question of the driver's comfort.

Riding in a Vehicle.

After the novelty of riding " in " instead of " on
"

a vehicle had worn off, other considerations made them-

selves manifest. For 500 miles the rear tyre, on which

my eye was always focussed, played its part valiantly,

then suddenly gave me taste of what I knew sooner or

later I had to eat. But I can honestly say a puncture

on a three-wheeler is no more trouble than on a side-

car, probably less, neither was I troubled with more

punctures than I had been on my sidecars. Many
miles of driving in every kind of weather convinced

me that the three-wheeler possessed nearly all the

merits that are claimed for it, and very few of the

faults that detractors occasionally , attribute to the
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machine. I found little difference in the mechanical

wear and tear than in a powerful sidecar ; the high-

speed chain naturally does not last like the encased

chains of a motor cycle, but both high- and low-speed

chains are good for many thousands of miles. The

controllability of the Morgan, and, in fact, all the^

three-wheelers I have handled, is good, but yegirs of

sidecaring have -naturally produced a greater feeling

of security when handling an outfit than when driving

either four- or three-wheelers

Pros and Cons.

To name three features I do not care about on the

runabout : the starting arrangement, although excellent

and efficient, is not comparable with the kick starter ;

the awkwardness of turning in a limited area—the

sidecar is unquestionably more handy than any other

motor vehicle on the road—that cannot be questioned
;

the use of a two-speed gear also seemed very strange

after prolonged use of three speeds, especially on long

gradients only just too steep for top gear. But in^,

spite of all this and plus even the bogey of a skidding

rear wheel—for it is only a bogey, though you do

feel the rear wheel skid slightly—m spite of these

little idiosyncrasies, the three-w+reeler is a desirable

little machine, and if I could afford it I would run

both a sidecar and three-wheeler. But as I cannot do

so I prefer the sidecar, because the problem of the

extra passenger is so easily solved. As I write, the

sun shines brilliantly ; perhaps when the north-west

wind blows rain, and the boy is at school, I'll .sing

another tale, for it cannot be denied, that the runabout

possesses attributes the sidecar can never hope to own

;

but then the sidecar, too, has attractions quite dis-

tinctive and peculiar to itself. No ' when compared,

there is no better. A. ?. J.
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A BURLESQUE ON MOTOR CYCLES.

Du-Tin^ if^e ^. T. ^aces one Jt ifie

daifv pa.perS dropped in ±Re fij^U-re

nou.'^fct, so ifta-t -tKe New Hudson
motor-eycfe was deScriLed ai a
SO'i.fi.rp. modef and ifieliaCei^

^^^20%-f;.-p.mocfeC

Amusing mistakes are often made by those who are not conversant with the technicahties of rriotor cycling.
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A PORTABLE FILM FACTORY.
How a Kinema Photographer Utilises

Parts of th
w

FROM time to time the motor cycle and sidecar lias

been set to perform most unusual work to

satisfy its owner's whims and fancies, but never

before has it been employed as a medium for the

transport of a "film factory." The outfit used for

this M'ork was a Matchless with a family body, which

provided ample room for the purpose. To be equipped

with a capable machine and trustworthy is equivalent

to possessing one's own train service. The owner and

designer of this portable film factory is Mr. E. G.

Tong, a kinema expert who has had the honour of

transforming the Royal Ball Room at Sandringham

into a kinema theatre, and providing a kinema enter-

tainment for the Royal Family.

Transporting a Laboratory.

When the kinematographer has taken his pic-

ture he has to return to the laboratory to have the

negative developed and printed. This often means

a long train journey, causing much delay
_

in the production of the films that are

wanted for showing topical events and pic-

tures of local Interest in the provincial

towns. Mr. Tong has overcome the

annoying part of waiting by using an out-

lit capable of being easily transported,

carrying the facilities to manufacture the

pictures on the spot. It will mean
that pictures can be taken and made readv

a Sidecar Outfit for his Work in all

e Country.

round. This also stows away, the bicycle wheels on
which it is based fitting snug to the carrier.

A Sidecar Darkroom.
Here is another note that will probably interest

amateur photographers. When there is a hood and
screen fitted to a sidecar, there is no need to seek

chance darkrooms for the changing of plates or even
for development, for with a very little trouble, and
with very little extra fabric, the sidecar may be turned

into a temporary darkroom. A piece of good ruby
fabric folded double and pinned with drawing pins

over the windscreen will provide all the safe working
light that is required. By working near a stream there

is no difficulty about washing the plates after fixing,

the printing being an
easy matter, especially

if a printing-

out paper is

.
used.

Drying the film aher its development in a portable tent,

which, loo, is part of the equipment. The " printer "
is

shown on the carrier. The negatives of both illustra-

tions were developed out of doors.

T"

The whole of the apparatus, including developing, printing
and drying arrangements, packed on a Matchless outfit.

for showing to the nublic within two hours after an
event has happened.
The portaljle plant consists of a developing tank

which fits' comfortably on the luggage grid ; the printer,

which is shown on the carrier to gi^e an idea of com-
parative size, and which travels in a box in the sidecar,

md the drying drum which is made to "wind the fiJm
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POLICEMEN IN DISGUISE.
HAT an ordinary motor cyclist should he
mistaken for a policeman is a contingency
hardly possible in the British Isles, but in

the United States motor cycles are not really

popular ; but as they have proved to be eXcep-
. tionally useful to the various police forces, prac-
tically every city has its motor cycle policemen.
Recently a private driver making his "way through
traffic found everything gave way for him, and,
to his astonishment, he was suddenly called to

arrest a man who was guilty of a misdemeanour
on the highway. On another occasion a private motor
cyclist was resting by his machine, and every passing
car slowed up, mistaking him for a motor cycle police-

man in disguise. Motor police are only just beginning
to receive favourable consideration here ; the Isle of
Man is the latest locality to recognise their value and to'

recommend a mobile force.
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Beginners

/7

The light weight of the Hack demonstrated

by a young owner of the fair sex.

Notes on the Different Types of Motor
Requiremems o

EVERY motor o'clist is looked upon by his non-

motoring friends as an autliority on all motor

cycles and their accessories. Sometimes this

blind confidence in the knowledge of the rider is well

placed, but frequently he is far from competent to

advise on the choice of a machine to meet the re-

quirements of every man, woman and juvenile who
may seek his advice.

Quite recently the writer overheard a young enthu-

siast suggesting to an elderly and corpulent uncle that

he should purchase a certain well-known 70 m.p.h.

mount.

This is just as ridiculous as the suggestion made
by a successful racing man that his eighteen-year-old

boy cousin should commence his motoring career on

a scooter.

Everyone Catered for.

There are now on the market motor cycles suitable

for the needs of every person who wishes to own a

power-propelled machine, and it is in order to assist

those readers who have friends, seeking advice that

this article has been prepared.
,

Keen motor cyclists naturally consider that every

boy and girl should become a member of the motor
cyclists' fraternity immediately they attain the age of

fourteen—that is, when the law permits them to hold

a driving licence.

This young lady keeps her Ner-a-Car in the

entrance hall—but not everyone possesses

such handy accommodation.

Cycles available for every Purse and the
if every Purchaser.

In our issue of February 23rd this year we pub-
lished an article by the Chairman of the Auto Cycle
Union on motor cycles for boys and girls, and we
were not surprised that it aroused the interest of many
readers who agreed with Colonel Brereton. Others
did not

!

We think, however, that it was definitely settled at

the time that age has little to do with the questiori

of whether a person as young as fourteen shall be
allowed to ride. Much depends upon the tempera-
ment of the juvenile. There are boys and girls of
fourteen who are as clear-headed and as likely to be

careful on the road as the majority of youths of
eighteen to twenty—more so, in fact. The writer

maintains that if the novitiate stages are passed before

the rider reaches the so-called " mad " age of the

early twenties there would be less thoughtless driving

on the part of the younger generation in particular

and motorists in general.

The Selection for Young People.

However, we will accept as granted that a school-

boy or schoolgirl is a person fit to ride, and as a large

number of our readers have friends who are parents

of boys and girls keen to own a motor cjTle, we may
start by discussing the types of machines best suited

for our youngest friends.

Well-known miniatures of the seat scooter type,: (Left) the Skootamota ; (Centre) Unibus ; (Right) Kenilworth.
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LIGHT TOURING TWO-STROKES WITH 24 in. WHEELS,

JULY 6lh, 1922.

21 1 c.c. Levis.

Very often the requirements of a
schoolboy and a schoolgirl are re-

garded as identical. A little thought
Avill show that this view is an erro-
neous one; the average boy and the
average girl of school age have totally
different temperaments, and it is ob-
nous that what might be suitable foi
one might easily be unsuitable for
the other.

As an example, we may accept as
fact that almost any small lightweight
motor cycle of the conventional type
IS suitable for a schoolboy, provided
the question of si^e is considered
fhere are boys of fourteen who are
physically equipped in height and
muscle to handle the most powerful
machmes; therefore, in such cases
a 26m. wheeled mount will meet the

haTd^lL'"
^" "' 'T \l

^°"^«"ed. On the other

wM f
th<^ growmg stage, may be short in the

S^hl 'ti""'
^ '^'"- "'^"^'^^^ '"''^'^hine will be pre-

ferable. This question of machine size is more import-ant than is generally appreciated, for very few peopl.=
fee confident on a machine on which it is impos-
sible to sit astnde with both feet firmly on the ground
There are not very many 24in. wheeled machines on
the British market, and, on referring to The Motor
Cycle Buyers Guide published on April 6th this
year the reader will find the following motor cycles
w^iich are so equipped: Connaught, Levis, NewHudson, Radco Royal Enfield, Triumph Junior,
Velocette, and Verus.

Wheel size does not always govern saddle position
however; it does not_ necessarily follow that if a
machine has 24in. whe'els the riding position wifl beany more convenient for a short-legged rider than
other machines which have 26in. wheels, but as a rule
it may be accepted that the extra inch in the radius
of a 26m. wheel machine will almost invariably in-

crease the
height of the
saddle fxom the
ground.
We will not

en'er into the

questic:-. o f

whether t h e

machine should
be a four-

stroke or a two-
^Loke. There

Velocette.

211 c.c New Hudson

A motor-assisted bicycie—the 105 c.c.

Motorped.
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223 c.c. Royal EnfieM,

is SO little advantage in one type over
the other. The novice need not con-
sider it, and both have characteristics

of their own.

The Schoolgirl's Machine.
In deciding upon a motor cycle for

a girl, other factors than height must
be taken into consideration. The
average boy is much stronger physic-

ally than his sister of the same age ;

therefore, to a girl light weight is as

essential as the question of ease of

handling when dismounted.

Hundreds of schoolgirls in this

country are using both 26in. and 24in.

\vheeled machines of the same types

used by boys, but most parents

—

293 c.c. Connaught. especially if they are not motorists

themselves—prefer their daughters to

ride motor cycles designed expressly for ladies. Also

many girls are not physically capable of handling a

comparatively heavy m'^achine.

From the above it must not be assumed that to

handle a motor cycle requires considerable effort, but

first impressions with a parent count a great deal.

Therefore, in recommending a machine to the parents

of a delicately-constituted girl, a iigfet machine with

a low centre of gravity should be suggested.

There are many machines available fulfilling these

needs. The photograph in the heading of this article

shows a schoolgirl holding a little Hack in her arms ;

an ordinary lady's cycle could not be handled more

easily. " The Hack represents a type of motor cycle

which is particularly adapted for schoolgirls and for

ladies who desire a mechanically-propelled machine

for shopping.

The same remarks apply to the Kenilworth, which

may be regarded as suitable for any rider of the

female sex, irrespective of age. Any lady who can

handle an ordinary pedal cycle can in a few minutes

become accustomed to riding such a machine as the

Kenilworth. In

fact, it is with-

in our know-

ledge that a

very large num-
ber of these

little runabouts

are in use in the

hands of ladies

who had given
I

*

up pedal Another bicycle with an auxiliary engine—
cycling owing ihe 130 c.c Youn»,
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LIGHTER LIGHTWEIGHTS.

Ejfamples of the several miniatures now on

the market which, more or less, follow con-

'. ventional motor cycle practice, yet weigh

little more than a bicycle with auxiliary

motor.

165 c.c. Lconomic.

161 c.c. Grigg.

one

the

to the effects of
fatigue. These
fully - developed
" scooters " no
doubt suffer from
the premature ex-

ploitation which
the stand-up type"

scooter received

when first mtro-
duced, but, in considering them,
should remernber that those on
market to-day have survived because
they were the fittest, and are in every

way .practicable. Those which de-

served^ adverse criticism disappeared
from the market long ago.

It may interest the motor cyclist

ivho has not tried machines such as

;he Hack, iCenilworth, Skootamota.
and Unibus, to know that these run-

abouts may be started at walking pace

and are docile as any power-pro-

pelled vehicle is possible to be.

It is undoubtedly the type which

should be used by the girl, lady, or

elderly gentleman who is nervous to

make a start with a power-propelled

vehicle.

Lighter Lightweights.

There is another type which comes
between the two types already dis-

cussed, and that is the form of motor

cycle which is known as the motor-

assisted bicycle. There are several

in the market, of which the Young
and Motorped are excellent examples.

The power unit is light and small,

and is intended to be attached to an

ordinary pedal cycle and used for

auxiliary work. Of recent years,

however, this kind of machine has

been developed_ into ^ a miniature

motor cycle, having a frame specially

constructed for it. Some examples are illustrated.

Still another type has been introduced for those

who require a light, easily handled machine of low

power, a group in the long range of motor cycles re-

presented by the J.E.S., Atlas, Economic, Grigg,

and Kempton.
In a class by itself, perhaps, is the Ner-a-car, a

machine unusual in its construction and capabilities,

169,

105 c.c. Airolite.

142 c.c. Atlas,

70 c.c. McKenzie.

124 c c. Kempton.

being designed

with the avowed
purpose of cater-

ing for those who
require a motor
cycle upon which
they can ride with-

out the need for

, _ „ special clothing.
"•'^^- The Ner-a-car

embodies all the mechanical elements

of a motor cycle of conventional de-

sign, but instead of a tubular frame

and spring forks a miniature ch i>- .s

and special front wheel springing .re

embodied.

OT machines of the conventio :.!l

type there is a very large numl.tr.

and, since all British motor cyc':s

are, to all intents and purposes, of

equal merit in the matter of re-

liability, their differences lie \n

their designers' individual ideas of

refinement and general desi'gn.

When one is choosing a machine foi

an acquaintance who is already a

motor C3'clist at heart, there is very

little difficulty in suggesting the

mount which will best suit him. The
main point is usually the price, and
if the young man has £lS-;£^S ^o

spend, it becomes rather difficult to

differentiate between such excellent

machines as the 349 c.c. ;£6S

Raleigh, the 499 c.c. ,£77 Rudge-
Multi, and the 498 c.c. _£S5 Ariel.

These three machines are typical

examples of what is available at

approximately the same figure, and
one has to decide whether the poten-

tial rider requires (i) a kick-starter,,

as is fitted to the Raleigh, (2) a big

machine with a reputation for speed

but fitted with all-belt drive as the

Rudge-Multi, or (3) such a machine
as the Ariel without kick-starter, a full-powered mount
shorn of some of the refinements of its more expensive

sisters from the same factory.

£100 to Spend.

When the ^^85 mark has been passed, and ^100
is the figure, one is then able to ask those seeking

advice whether they require a sidecar or a solo mount.
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The Beginner's Mount.

—

It is now possible to obtain sidecar

outfits as low as ;^67 (the Sirrali two-

stroke outfit), while among otl:ier side-

car machines available between this

figure and ;£[ioo are the O.K., Iv)',

Royal Ruby, Beardmore, AUon, Con-
naught, Hawker, Omega, and similar

lightweight sidecar outfits. For ^t-oo

one'may obtain a 654 c.c. Quadrant
sidecar.

With ;£ioo to spend, the young
solo enthusiast will probably ask, for

An example of the simplest form of motor
cycle—tfie two-stroke Calthorpe with single

gear. The type may be procured at a

popular price from nearly every manufac-

turer of two-strokes.

JULY 6ih, IQ22.

fully, this machine is more suitable

for an enthusiast of the sterner sex.

In other words, on the point of

weight, the Scott is in the same cla5s

as other machines of the same power.

Sidecars.

When sidecar outfits are con-

sidered, although the choice is just as

varied, the question of suitability does

not enter so largely into calculation.

So easily controlled are the majority

of sidecars on the market to-day that

DUAL PURPOSE TWO STROKES—EQUALLY POPULAR AS SOLO AND SIDECAR MACHINES. Among other machines
of this type are the Cedos and Sun-Vitesse.

DUAL PURPOSE
Other machines of

292 CO. O.K.-Junior.

a decision between such machines as the Scott, Hum-
ber, N.U.T., Triumph, and B.S.A., and the mam
point to decide will be whether a single-cylinder, a

flat twin, or a V twin four-stroke or a two-'cylinder

two-stroke is the most suitable type

of engine for the person concerned.

But we need not go further than this,

as any young motor cyclist with such

machines in rnind will have already

his own definite opinions on their

merits.

There is one point which often

crops up from lady enquirers, and
that is whether the Scott is suitable

for their needs. Almost without excep-

tion the lady visitor to the Olympia
Show falls in love with the Scott

motor cycle because of its neat as-

sembly and its open frame. The de-

sign of the Scott was not specially laid

out for the next generation of lady
motor cyclists. Therefore, it is quite

an erroneous deduction that this open-
frame mount is a lady's machine. The
writer is of the opinion that, while
there is a . large number of ladies
capable of running a Scott success-

269 c.c. Allon.

FOUR-STROKES.
this type are the

Royal Ruby, Raleigh, Coventry Eagle,

Cotton, Coulson, Diamond, Edmund, F.N.,

H.B., Invicta, Massey-Arran. New Scale.

349 c.c. Hobart.

the shortest man or woman can handle the largest

machine. 'Therefore, such matteirs as saddle height,

the disposition of weight, and the overall dimensions
need not come into the question.

The recommendation of any par-

ticular sidecar outfit will be governed
by two things only : price and the

number of persons to be carried. As
already mentioned, it is possible to

obtain a sidecar outfit for ^6'^, but
obviously such a machine would be
useless to a man who Avished to ac-

commodate his wife and a family of
small children.

The small sidecar outfits pre-
viously mentioned under ;!^ioo in cost
are suitable in every way for a rider

and one passenger. When one young
child has to be carried, a larger
sidecar is necessary, and therefore in-

creased horse-power to propel it. If
there are two juvenile passengers, and
one is over ten years of age, the
pillion can be used to accommodate
the elder child. Even if three adults
are to be accommodated, machines

THREE SPORTING LICTTWEIGHTS.

349 c.c. Verus.

The type is also epresented by the A.J.S.,

of 4i h.p. are quite suitable, but for

Coventry Eagle, and Massey-Arran,

New Imperial 349 c.c. o.h.v. Henderson 346 c.c. Francis-Barnett.
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650 c.c. Excelsior.

654 c.c. Quadrant.

a doublc-seater

sidecar w i t h

perhaps an ex-

tra passenger on
the pillion, cr

for a man ivitli

a large family,

a twin outfit

from 7 h.p. to

8 h.p. should

be considered.

l\\ surveying

the \' a r i o u s

motor cycles on
the market no
attempt has
been .made to

. include t h em
all, neithe.'-

does the WTiter

"iuggest that one
machine may
be more effi-

cient than an-

other. Cost
sometimes gov-
erns efficiency

to a certain ex-

tent, but it

may be taken
as a general

rule that in-

creased cost represents extra refinement. In other

words, there are no bad motor cycles—but some
are a Httle better than others—and the improvement
as a rule is confined to details and finish. The less

important makers fit the same engines and gear boxes

as many of their contemporaries . with large out-,

puts.

There are so many motor cycles available that there

IS no reason why anyone should ride a " misfit."

There is such a wide selection in every group. In

addition to the various types and machines mentioned

in the foregoing, there are other groups which should

be considered separately. The following may assist

the reader to classify them mentally

REPRESENTATIVE MEDIUM SIZE DU.AL PURPOSE MOUNTS.

598 c.c. Beardmore Precision.

,.**«;*.-

595 c.c. New Hudson.

Medium Sue
V Twins for

Sidecar Work

:

A.J.S., B.S.A.,

Ariel, Omega, '

Rover, Excel-

sior, Zenith,

Campion ,

James, Lea-

Francis, Mo-
499 c.c. Rover. hawk, P.V.,

Sirrah, Martin-

syde.

Full-fowcred
V Tidn Side-

car Outfiis :

B.S.A., Ariel,

Blackburne, Ex-
celsior, Zenith,

Campion ,

Hazle wood,
Sunbeam, Rex-
Acme, Indian,

Hariey - David-
son, Vindec,

M a t c h 1 e s s.

Royal Enfield,

Rudge, and
New Imperial.

Single Cylin-

der Dual Piir-

pose Mounts

:

Sunbeam, Triumph, Abingdon, Rover, Beardmore, P.

&: M., Rex-Acme, Rudge, Norton, James, Blackburne,
Bradbury, Wolf, Hawker, Powell.

Medium Size TiL'O-sirokc. Sidecar; : Scott, Stanger,

and Dunelt.

Fast V T-dcin Solo Machines: N.U.T.
, J^inies,

Martinsyde, Zenith, Indian.

Fast Flat Twin Solo Machines: Douglas, Humber,
Brough, A. B.C., Wooler, Brough, Coventry Victor,

Raleigh, Harley-Davidson, Zenith-Bradshaw.
Fast Single-cylinder Solo Machines: Norton,

Triumph, Sunbeam, Rudge, Ariel, Rover.

Four-cvlindcr Sidecar Mounts: Henderson
(U.S.A.); F.N. (Belgium).

555 c.c. P. and M.

SUMMER AND THE ROADS.
DESPITE the fact that road-repairing facilities

and particularly the funds necessary for them,/

have not altogether kept pace with the develop-

ment of motor traffic, we have at any rate one genuine

cause for congratulation, and this is that the dust fiend,

which created so much dissatisfaction in the early

days, is now on most of our roads but a memory.
The employment of tar, whether as a top dressing

to be brushed into a macadam surface or as a substance

with which rOad metal can be coated all over before

it is laid, has done much to prevent a condition of

affairs that would have been intolerable had the old

macadam or sand and gravel untreated surfaces been

permitted to remain on thoroughfares subjected to

heavy and continuous traffic. Last summer's drought,

with which this summer seems desirous of competing,

would in the old conditions have meant dust of a quan-

tity and quality that would have made the roads prac-

tically impossible both for motorists and for the rest

of the community.
Whatever the effect of tar may be upon fish, life,

there is no doubt whatever that w-hen spread upon a

road surface it contributes in no small degree to the

good health of the community at large, and the ever-

increasing use of tar is one of the best pieces of evi-

dence that the modern road surveyor, within the finan-

cial limits that restrict him, is making a real effort to

adapt both himself and the surfaces under his control

to modern requirements. In due course we may well

find that bitumen and concrete will take the place, to

some extent at any rate, of tar ; but further experi-

ments with concrete are needed.

—

The Autocar.
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Map Reading for the Motor Cyclist.

Many Stories unfolded in unsuspected

places.

EVERY road lover, and every motor cyclist

must of necessity be one, should be an

'

~-

enthusiastic student of road maps.
Half the pleasure of ranging the country-

side is to be derived from a knowledge of its

geographical characteristics, its streams, rivers and
hills—in short, the " lie of the land"—and of its

villages, habitations, woods, pre-

historic remains and historical asso-

ciations.

All these things are told on a good

contQur road map.
No special knowledge of carto-

graphy is needed to follow with ease

the signs used in maps, for they "are

to all intents and purposes self-

explanatory.

Touring in an Armchair.

TO' a motor cyclist who tours^ exten-

sively, a full set of large scale maps

to cover the whole of Great Britain

is invaluable, although these may be

supplemented by a small scale road

guide or route book when actually

travelling. Routes may be planned

with a fair estimation of the type of roads to be

traversed, the main gradients to be encountered, and

the towns and " show places " likely to be visited.

A map measurer
for the accurate

estimation of road

distances.

A small section of country, the mapping of which is analysed in

the accompanying text,

b 20

Quite apart from the actual use of the map in plan-

ning a tour, and its help as a guide, philosopher, and
friend during the actual journey, no more delightful

retrospective pleasure is to be had than that derived

from browsing over the outspread sheets oh a winter's

evening, tracking the paths over which one has gone,

noting the detours one might have made, learning

new' things of

places one
thought famil-

iar, or plotting

out new routes

for forthcom-

ing excursions.

A useful ac-

cessory for use

in conjunction

with the maps
is a map-
measurer, a

simple little

apparatus cb-

tainable from
most optical

or scientific

i n s t r u ment
dealers. • It is

a small ma-
chine having a milled wheel which is traced along the

road to be measured, the distance being recorded on a
dial by a pointer driven by a reduction gear.

Geography and History in Symbols.

The type of rider who buys what is described as a
'

' road map '

' can gain therefrom no more knowledge
than the mere direction of the route from place to

place. With the contour-coloured reduced ordnance

maps he gets all the information he can need for his

enjoyment of the district in which he is. Take the

first of the diagrams illustrating this article.

A. section of country of about, eight square- miles

a.rea is shown. Without anv reference to the coloured

Much information about a bit of coast-line

is hidden in this simple representation of its

features.
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Secrets o£ the Map.—

contours which would be found on the actual

map, it can be seen that this tract of country
has a general slope from the top left corner, since

the railway {heavy black line) passes through a

tunnel {line dotted with white) there. The railway
also goes under a by-road {uncolottred double line)

and crosses a main road {wide^ coloured line) a little

farther along by a level crossing {L.C.) at a station

{Sta.), thus further indicating a downward fall of

the land, confirmed in the bottom left corner by the

line crossing above a tliird-rate road {small coloured

dots). From tlie station a light railway, possibly a

mineral line {thin line ivitli cross-bars) branches away.

Also in the top left corner some indication of the

contour of the land is given by the course taken by

a canal {thin black line), and probably following the

foot of the hill, and most likely in a shallow valley,

is the by-road which skirts a wood {conventional tn-es)

and passes through a considerable watersplash {ford).

On the lower side of the wood is a winding stream,

the outlet of a small pond and tributary of the river

of the first splash; this stream also provides a water-

splash on a lane which enters the main, road {full

coloured) between station and the village, on the right.

The village possesses the means of spiritual comfort

{cross) and physical w-ell-being {i?t7t). Leading down
the valley of the river from the end of the village is

a second-class road {long coloured dots).

Below the main road is evidently a tract of swampy
ground, for there is a meandering stream with many
branches and the conventional signs for marshy land

;

this further confirms the general idea of the contour

first obtained. *

Places of Interest.

Evidently this district is rich in historical wealth.

Above the wood a Roman strategical point is indicated

{camp) ; at the head of the marshland are Druidical

A contoured map of a piece of country near the sea. A roid
which promises to be a freak gradient is shown,

or maybe prehistoric remains {circle). Over jon the

farther bank of the river a battle was fought in 1428
{crossed swords and date), while, always with an eye

to pleasant location and fish on Fridays, the Cistercian

monks erected a monastery opposite the confluence of

the two streams {abbey) ; this is reached from the

main road by a footpath {thin dotted line). A county
boundary on the left {heavy dotted line) is the last

sign needing explanation.

12

What a wealth of interest to explore in a rather

sparsely filled map of eight square miles !

A Breath from the Ocean.

Let us prospect in our study the rocky promontory
shown in the second map. This has its contour lines

shown by light dotting. The cape has two fairly high
headlands with a lower lying neck to the mainland.
The sea is already making inroads there, and one day
the cape may be two islands. Already two small

islets have been left in the sea and there is a lighthouse

{L.H.) on one. The coast line promises rugged
scenery on the head, for the cliffs are steep or sheer

{shading) and' there is deep water at their base for

the five-fathom line goes farther in towards the main-
land. The low-tide line in the bay indicates the pos-

sibility of bathing from a sandy beach. Two sub-

merged islets beyond the lower horn of the head come
up to the five-fathom line— evidently a dangerous

coast.

Freak Hill Hunting.

Freak hill hunters will find that contoured maps ^re

invaluable. Take the third illustration. It represents

three hills in a group, the summits being of rounded,

slightly conical formation. To -the left is another

hump of lower altitude, and between the group and

this a valley leads to the sea.
~ Down towards the sea the flanks of the group are

steep and rocky, as the shading indicates. The bay

is fairly wide, with a good beach and cliffs on the

right. A road leads down to two houses by the sea.

It has fierce hairpins and probably appalling gradi-

ents ; moreover, it hangs on the edge of a ravine, the

rocky side of w^hich would suggest a loose surface.

.No doubt there are tilled lands and meadows in the

bottom of the secluded valley."

Evidently this hill - is worthy of exploration, and

perhaps it may take all the skill of man and power of

engine to re-climb it if the d'escent is made. Imagi-

nation constructs the scene as it might look from the

sea, and pictures a fearsome ciimb.

Those who have seen the actual place say that the

sketch is very like it; it is the Screw Hill, in Wales,

which the writer has never- seen only in the secrets

of the map. Wharfedale.

—and what the map conveys to the studious observer form? the

base of a rough sketch of the charecteristics of the place, which is

not belied by a visit to the actual spot.
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Mrs. Hardee commencing the severe climb of Abriachan in this year's Scottish Six Days Trials.

Trials Reminiscences of a Lady Competitor.

By Mrs. MABEL HARDEE.

MY entry into the sport of motor cycling was
caused entirely by envy. My husband, who
at that time (1905) was the owner of a very

early Quadrant, used to tell me such wonderful tales

of where he had been with it that I vi'orried him to

get me one as well.

Ladies' motor cycles were few and far between in

those days, but chance favoured me when Mrs.
Kennard, of Market Harborough, wanted to Sell her
machine. This was fitted with a Motosacoche engine,

round belt, and a carburetter that worked when it

liked. It had fine pedalling gear, and needed it too.

At that time I used to read with awe in The Motor
Cycle what wonderful things were being performed by
Miss Hind and Mrs. Cooke, and wanted to do like-

vs'ise, but I had not quite enough courage to enter the

run to Harrogate organised by the Herts County Club.
This. event was for open-frame machines only, and I

did not think my old mount good enough for such a

long journey. As I had just become the proud pos-

sessor of a P. and M., however, I felt a bit sore about
the " open frame " regulation.

Four entries, I believe, were received for this

strenuous trial, and I heard afterwards from Miss

b 24

Hammett that it was quite a sporting run. . Miss
Hind, I understand, did not care much for reliability

trials, her great ambition being to win a hill climb.

Early Sidecar Experiences.

Before I owned a machine myself we had a Vindec
Special, and my husband thought it was good enough
to pull a sidecar. He arrived home one Whit-Monday
with a terrible-looking basket afi^air, and tried to

persuade me to sit in it, but I had watched his erratic

course up the roads. Anyway, our old friend Mr.
T. J. Ross was game enough to venture, but got

tipped out twice for his bravery. I think this episode

started him motor cycling, and he is now a consistent

competitor in the trials.

Becoming quite confident with my P. and M., I

often started off alone for Gloucestershire to visit

friends. On one occasion I struck some bad weather

on the western side of Oxford, so donned the various

garments one always carried. I must have looked

rather a freak, for, stopping in Northleach for petrol,

I was much amused at being called a naughty boy.

Some time after this we heard that Rising Sun Hill

was to be included in a one-day trial, so made up a

28
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Through Feminine Goggles.—

party to test our ability on the then new liill. Know-
ing this district very well, I Was sent on ahead. When
I reached the hill I: promptly turned sharp right. As
the surface was of wet clay, I skidded round into the

door of a large house, knocking the door down. The
maid arrived, looking somewhat scared,, and I heard

a voice in the background asking what was the matter.

The maid replied that it was a lady on a motor cycle.

The voice replied :
" Lady, indeed ! no lady would

ride such an invention of the devil !
" They promptly

'phoned for a policeman, and, I believe, woilld have

had me locked up if they could.

An Unofficial Event.

Keen rivalry has always existed between my husband

and myself on the matter of hill-climbing, and this

gave rise to much discussion. My P. and M. was no

match for his T.T. Triumph, but I always had. an

option on a friend's T.T. Bradbury. This led to a
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The first machine owned by Mrs. Hardee was a 1905

Motosacoche with round belt drive. On the right is her
husband with his Vmdec Special.

very early morning event at Westerham Hill. The
rival supporters turned up in great force, and it was
with much pleasure some^ fifty minutes later that I

entertained them all with the stake money.

An Early Trial.

I often smile over my first competition, which after-

wards became known as the A.C.U. Fiasco Trial.

Wherever one went, one found competitors wandering
about, and it got dark before any of us reached Croy-
don, the start and finish. I struck Pebblecombe in the

dark and heard Miss Hammett asking, in a surprised

tone of voice, what I meant by failing. I think that

was a habit of mine, for in the re-run I conked out

on Sunrising Hill, this defeat being wdrse, for my
husband was a spectator.

After a little persuasion I was allowed to ride in

the 1 91 2 A.C.U. Six Days Trials, which started from

Taunton.' Before the event we went on a trip to

Porlock to try our luck. When 1 saw the first bend
on Porlock I nearly fell off, and promjDtly decided to

go home, but after lunch it did not seem quite so steep.

Porlock in 1913.

The surface then could not be compared to what it

is now, for it. was quite a foot deep in mud.
The first time I struggled up there in an actual com-

petition I succumbed to my bad habit of putting my
foot down, Avhich incidentally lost me my gold in the

1914 " Scottish."

We (Miss' Hammett and I were always first off)

started on the last day's run at 5 a.rn. in the rain,

but I got to the second bend before I struck a boulder,

for this was before the road was widened, and came
off. It was a terrible job to get going again, and
when at last I succeeded I turned right round on the

way down again.

During our stay in Taunton I heard Miss Hammett
excitedly call me to look at the Daily Mirror
poster, which -read, " Women in a Motor
Cycle Trial." It was rather embarrassing the

A mount on which Mrs. Hardee made good performances in

the 1913 trials—tiie 496 c.c. P. and M.

way we two got "mobbed"; it was nearly as

bad in this year's Scottish- when we arrived at

Aberdeen !

My great ambition in 1912 was to climb Beggars

Roost, but when we arrived there in the trial I had
a bad attack of nerves. To my surprise and relief I

got up, but my better half was not .so lucky. I was
told that his first question, even before he picked up
his machine, was, "Did my wife get up?" He
did not look exactly pleased when we met at lunch time.

He will deny this, of course.
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Through Feminine Goggles.—

I entered most of the trials after this, but the out-

standing one was for the Colmore Cup. I think it was
the most awful course and weather 1 had so far ex-

perienced. I have never been keen to try my luck

there again. At that time we had a big Indian sidecar,

arid the most enjoyable ride I have ever had was when
I took it out solo. It was a struggle to get on and
off, but it was worth it, if only to slow up and hear

my husband tinkling along on my old P. and M. I

might add that he did not let me have it again without

a sidecar.

John o' Groats.

I was awfully keen to ride in a Scottish Six Days
event, and got Miss Hammett to persuade my husband
to let me ride. He was sorry he did when I arrived

home with a nice-looking black eye ! That was a fine

year, for the weather was exceptionally good, and we
went to John o' Groats, where we were given twenty

minutes extra to have a look round. I remember Mrs.

Baxter wanted Rose Hammett and myself to sign the

visitors' book together. Doing so, I looked up the
" End-to-Enders " comments, which were distinctly

amusing (especially those of the late Ivan Hart-

Davies).

I had bad luck with tyres then (1913), but as I was
riding near Gordon Fletcher this did not bother me
much. He was a confirmed practical joker. Riding
along from Glenelg, I had a feeling that my .engine

was seizing. I supplied more oil and then x^^ent on
again. This happened several times, and Gordon
Fletcher remarked that we were quite 40 miles from
a railway. I think my face must have been a study

until it dawned on me that he had been acting as a

drag by hanging on to the carrier.

First Lady to Secure a Scottish " Gold."

I well remember congratulating Mrs. Baxter on
being the lucky one to get the first Scottish gold (I

have verified this in my record book). Miss Hind got

a silver in 1912. I was determined to have another
shot, so entered again in 19 14, but lost my gold
through putting my foot down on two hills. I thought
this Avas pretty hard luck after finishing such a severe

course.

In 1914 we took delivery of our first Matchless side-

car, and I soon got the hang of sidecar driving, and
persuaded my husband to be my passenger in the Bir-

mingham passenger machine trial, where I met Mrs.
Riley, who was then doing great things with her

Enfield. I never have received the gold medal I was
awarded in that event, and have often wondered why.

Soon after this I had an urgent message to see my
aunt, who was very ill, and going there I think I had
all the trouble that ever happened to a machine. I

_lost the compression tap, and gave it up after getting

well stung with nettles looking for it. Luckily I found
a long screw in the toolbag, which just fitted ! Then
the chain broke and tore up my " posh " -dress guards.
There was I in the dusk between Witney and North-
leach cutting the chain case off the machine with a
iack knife and King Dick. I \v,-\s jolly glad when
I heard another motor cycle pnppir

t;
along. The usual

b28

offer forthcoming, I replied, " Yes, please, if you
know anything about chains." The answer was, " I've

had a Scott."

That was rather unkind, as just lately I have ridden
a Scott rather a lot, and think it is the mosjt ' fascin-

ating of machines; certainly in 2,000 miles I had no
chain or any other trouble at all.

An occasion which gives me great amusement is when
a letter appears in The Motor Cycle from a lady
motor cyclist asking why she is not allowed to ride in

a London-Exeter or London-Edinburgh run. Well,
the average lady never bothers to enter any event that

specially caters for her. For example, I failed to get

six ladies to form a team for the Surbiton inter-team

trial in rpai, although I knew Mrs. Baxter had a
record entry of seven for a Liverpool trial, when I

think two finished—I was not one of them. Mrs.
Baxter, in my opinion, is the finest lady solo rider I

have ever seen, for the way she -handle'd her big open-

framed Rex in the 1913 Scottish trials filled me with

admiration.

An 111 Omen.

The fii'St prize I ever secured in the Woolwich club

I dropped after it had been presented, and amidst

cheers was told I should never win another.- The
prediction has been falsified, but it has taljen me some
years ^o do it, for a club event is the hardest of all

to win. L think the Woolwich club has a record

number of the earliest motor cyclists on its books, and
I know I was highly pleased when Mr. Collier, senior,

insisted that I should become a member. For then,

as now, ladies are not exactly welcomed in the motor

cycle clubs !

Whilst I was in hospital during a severe illness the

nurse seemed very interested in the fact that I motor

cycled, and it did not require rhuch persuasion to get

her to try driving. She was so enthusiastic that we
lent her our Matchless, and often used to meet hei

driving in Greenwich Park with never less than three

up. She finsUy bought a B.-S.A., a choice- she iiever

regretted.

This Year's Scottish Trials.

These notes would be incomplete without a mention

of the 1922 Scottish Six Days Trials. It seems I am
fated to get a silver medal when the thing I want most

in the world is a Scottish gold. But, as Mrs. Bell,

the A.J.S. rider, informed me at the finish, there is

still another year. I think everyone was sorry to see

Mrs. Janson pack up on the last day, for she is a real

brick and a jolly good sportswoman. We should all

have tteen disappointed also had Mrs. Knowles not

gained a gold this year, for this lady is a wonderful

rider on a solo machine.

I wonder whether Mrs. Knowles saw the funny side-

when she suggested that I should have been warmer
in breeches ? I cannot picture myself thus clad. They
are O.K. for a petite woman, but, as I pointed out,

I weigh 14 stone.

By the way, I was so impressed with the splendid

A.J.S. which Mrs. Knowles rode that we have chosen

it as a fitting machine in which to start our one aad'

only daughter on her motor cycling cateer.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Coriespondence should be addiesfed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset Home, Indor Street, E.C.4, and mnst be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

TJIB NAVAL OFFICERS' EVENT.
Sir,—The Arbuthnot Trophy Trial will soon be upon us

again, and it is equally certain we shall have the same poor
number of entries^a state of affairs which is nnfortmlately
always due to the "exigencies of the Service," and is un-
avoidable under the present Trial regulations. The purpose
of this letter is to suggest that the A.C.U. be approached
with a view to opening up the entry to include retired officers

jof the Royal Navy and Royal Marines—officers who are still

gazetted upon the Retired List. The entry list would unques-
tionably benefit appreciably, and I feel certain that no fear
of "shamateur" entries need be entertained. The Trial
would still remain the one genuine amateur event of the
year. 0. C. H, GIDDY,

Lieut., R.N. (retired.)

INFLUENCE MACHINES FOR I.C. ENGINES.
Sir,—Mr. Lutman's suggeation of a Wimshurst or other

.static machine for producing high tension current suitable
for ignition purposes is, on the face of it, quite feasible.
Technically, his arrangement is quite efficient for pro-
ducing a train of sparks, but he has not considered several
important points. Firstly, the penetrating pow-er of a static
discharge is not as disruptive, and therefore not as pene-
trating, as the direct current, spark from a magneto.
Secondly, he states that a constant spart of |in. may be
obtained from 4in. plates. I would point out that no type
of machine existing can produce a constant stream of sparks
in the true sense of the word, and that the sparks of such
a small machine are far from constant. That is to say that
the time between each spark is very long compared with the
lime taken by the actual spark. The point I wish to bring
out is, that there would be insufficient sparks to supply
regularly the necessary tension for even firing on a high
speed engine, unless an oversize machine were used with a

very small parallel capacity. WALTER J. JOUGHIN.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. A. Lutman's remarks on " In-
fluence Machines for I.C. Engines," and more particularly
to the diagram.
Although a keen experimenter, I do not relish a tyre valve

or other voluntary terminal directing a brush discharge on
to my " reach-me-downs. " Keep halos for the hereafter.

Some criticisms are :

(1.) Size, weight, and fonr-belt drive. Compare (say) with
the new M-L "circular" magneto.

(2.) A wooden box to retain air at 60 lb. pressure ! Why
not tyresLpf beaver board, or pistons made of pulp?

(3.) Why the jar condenser? (ricZe 1).

(4.) Externa! contact box worked by a .ilow cam.. What
of backfires ? How is the spark advanced ?

(5.) Why not a multi-,(3 or 5) plate machine,^ in a metal

box ebonite-lined, gear-driven by rawhide pinions?

Finally, a certain well-known nerve tonic may be excellent

for its purpose (diagram bottom right-hand corner), but can

hardly serve as well or as cheaply as, say, calcium chloride

(anhydrous) as a drying agent. I shall retain my " »«"+" "

high-tension magneto for a while. ^ r\an-a vi,

Birkenhead.

LOSCH-BODGE,

THE SPORT AND THE MASSES.
Sir,—I was very glad to see your leader about the general

apathy of the general public to the T.T. races. Jfay I

suggest the following as a reason?
The average county cricket ground, and all the important

races such as the Derby and Ascot, are really nothing move
nor less than glorified garden parties. The vast majority
simply go to gossip with their neighbours without taking
any interest in the sport at all. I should think this covers
80 per cent, of people. Of the remaining 20 per cent., about
18 per cent, go simply to see wha.t money they can make,
and the remaining 'A per cent, are the only ones really in-

terested in the sport.

Well, motor cycle races are not, as yet, garden parties,

and unless they become so they will never become as

popular as they should do.

In conclusion, I think it is something to be thankful for

to know that all who watch motor cycling are true sports-

men and nothing ,else. R. 0. BINS.
Thanet.

Sir,—In reference to your interesting remarks, under the

above heading, wherein you deplore the lack of interest

taken by the general public in the Tourist Trophy Races
as compared with the Derby or University boat race, etc.,

the reason is easy to uhderstand. The latter are held within

a stone throw of London, with every convenience and com-
fort for. spending an enjoyable time witnessing two of the

finest fonns of sport.

Can the masses or non-motor cycling public be expected
to feel the slightest enthusiasm respecting the T.T. races,

when to reach the venue means, in most cases a long train

journey, and the inevitable tedious and uncomfortable cross-

ing to and from Douglas ? How many of the thousands who
annually attend the Derby or Grand National would do
so if those races were held in the Isle of Man ?

To popularise the T.T. races and bring them conspicuously

before the public they should be held on the mainland,

either in the north-\veRt corner of Yorkshire or in Mid-Wales,
localities sparsely populated, where ordinary road traffic

could be suspended temporarily without causing any serious

loss or inconvenience.

As I believe the districts mentioned have been under

consideration, I need not dwell upon the subject, beyond
expressing the hope that some time soon the T.T. will be

held where the multitudes can flock to see it, without

the penaltv of a troublesome and expensive journey as at

present. " " R. G. LINDSAY.

, Sir,—Many keen motor cyclists must have disagreed with

your editorial of last week, in which you express the hope

that the daily press will take up the T.T. and boost it. 1

do not think you can be in close touch with the effusions that

appear daily under the heading of motor cycle notes in various

daily papers. The writers are often ignorant of their subject,

generally inexperienced, and sometimes influenced by adver-

tisements in their paper to give undue praise to, certain

makes. They have no knowledge of the respective values of

trials, races, etc. - W B. TOBEY.
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SHAFT DRIVES' UNPOPULARITY.
Sir,—In a recent issue of The Motor Cycle Mr. G. King-

don stated that a shaft-driven spring frame outfit is never
seen on the road. I would refer him to your issue of the

29th April, 1920, which illustrates my three-

wheeler in combination form. This machine
is exactly what he describes, i.e., it is shaft

driven by bevel wheels directly from the'

engine shaft on top gear and all the wheels
are sprung. If Mr. Kingdon or any other
reader is interested in this design I shall be
pleased to show him the machine very shoirtly

at my new motor cycle premises, No. 529,
Croydon Koad, Beckenham, Kent. It might
interest him to know the secret of success lies

in the design of the frame and support of the
rear portion of the machine, which is covered,
by a patent. '

This same machine has been running since
March, 1920, and has been giving every satis-
faction.

The photograph shows a few recent refine-
ments which have been added. Its tintstand-
ing merits include high efficiency drive, trans-
'mission wo^-ry and maintenance nil, free
access to driving wheel and tyre, complete springing of
everything on the machine, and a first cost lower than any
other niachine of similar power now on the market.

W. H. WOOD, A.M.I.E.E.

GEAR RATIOS.
Sir,—Apparently a large number of riders are growing

dissatisfied with the gear ratios provided for tliem by the
manufacturers of their favourite machines. The complaint
in most cases seems to be that the top gear is somewhat
on the low side, and that subsequent drops in the gear bo.x
constitute too high a percentage of the top gear. This is
probably readily accounted for by the modern reliability
trial which is made e.xceptionally severe in order- to eliminate
all but the very best of outfits. Competition riders have
found that they must have an exceedingly low bottom gear
to_ surmount the various obstacles they encounter in these
trials, and that once having dropped into bottom gear it

IS a somewhat difficult matter to engage one of the higher
gears unless these are somewhat lower than those used by
the average tourist. As a motor-cycle manufacturer does
not know into whose hands his machine is likely to pass,
having once disposed of it, he plays for safety ; consequently
the average machine is gea,red much lower than is necessary
for the average rider.

If a larger number of gears than three is employed, the
problem is considerably simplified. The top gear can be
reasonably high, say ^ in place of 5^, the bottom gear
may remain the same as in a competition engine, and having
more steps at his disposal the gear designer may make his
gear ratios somewhat closer together, with the result that
if the machine can do, say, 45 m.p.h. on top gear, it is
still capable of 30 m.p.h. on its next speed, 20 on the second
speed, and about 13 or 14 on bottom gear, if a four-speed
outfit is used.

It goes without saying that with a box of this description
a higher average speed is possible without having to travel
excessively fast at any time. In fact, the rider has the
advantage of what is known as a close-ratio three-speed box
with the added advantage of a lower emergency bottom
gear. I. COHEN,

for John Jardine, Ltd".

Sir,—In reply to the Manager of Martinsydes, Ltd., I
beg to remind him that a 499 c.c. Rudge and sidecar secured
a gold medal in the Scottish Six Days' Trials with a low
gear of 12 to 1 ; also there are hundreds (probably thousands)
of Enfields running about with only two speeds—5 and
9 to 1. (The ratios are approximate.) Where, then, does
the absurd ratio of 17^ to 1 come in?
Our manufacturers do not realise that the average tourist

(who is in majority) does not want to climb freak hills

;

he has too much respect for his tyres and transmission for
that. D. HURREN.

INCORRECT GEAR CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS.
Sir-,—I should like to comment on the crude instructions

on gear changing given in many makers' instruction books.

The makers of a certain very attractive sports model recom-

A shaft-driven motor cycle of unusual design. Observe the unobstructed driving

wheel. (See letter from Mr. W. H. Wood.)

mend changing with the exhaust-valve lifter, yet later they
say " one sees constantly riders, who, by their harsh control
of their mounts, are stamped as either novices or the utterly

careless." Then again^ " It is not necessary to declutch
when changing gear. It is sufficient to raise the exhaust."

Really one begins to ask oneself if there is any defence
for this kind of treatment with a machine with a good
clutch, I should very much like to hear it. One sees enough
of this changing of the " lift-the-exhaust-and-slam-it-in

"

type to make a policeman weep.' U6 CHUGALUG.

.

Chatham. \

PENALIZING THE PRIVATE OWNER.
Sir,—In the report of the results of the recent London

to Edinburgh trial it is stated* that the two riders who
completed the course on Hawker machines were disqualified

because the award was advertised before the committee
meeting, and the existence of such a rule, applied in such
a manner, has caused me seriously to consider whether it is

worth while for a private rider to enter such a trial.

I have studied the advertisements, but have failed to

discover that any private owners advertised the result of

the trial. It appears, however, that the makers of the
Hawker machine placed an advertisement last week in one
case, stating "2 entered, 2 gold medals awarded," whereas
the other ran, "2 entered, 2 finished." This slight differ-

ence of wording may be the result of a printer's error, in

which case I am of opinion that the disqualification should
be withdrawn forthwith. Even if the adveJtisement, which
is apparently the cause of the disqualification, was correctly

printed, I cannot see the justice of penalising a private rider

simply because he happened to be riding a particular make
of machine, the makers of which placed an advertisement
claiming an award which, at that time, had not been made.

Surrey. i X.H. 1792.

PISTON CLEARANCE.
Sir,—A little enlightenment might be beneficial to your

correspondent signing himself "Amused" in your issue of--

the 15th inst.

The really amusing part would appear to lie in the fact

that this correspondent, whoever he may be, had nothing
whatsoever to do with the design or manufacture of the piston

in question, and which is now being used as standard in the

G.R.I, engine.

It is possible that he may have dealt in -some way with

the original low compression pistons with concave crown.

The pistons now standardised and used in the London-Land's
End Trial have a domed crown, and give a compression ratio

of 6.5 to 1.

The facts are as stated by " Ixion," except that the clear-

ance error emanated from the grinding rather than the turn-

ing shop. L. W. NKILSON,
forG.E.I. -Motors, Ltd.
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MISREPRESENTATION OF DATES.
Sir,—The following recent experience of an attempt to

purchase a second-hand machine is not without interest. The
first advertisement answered was for a 1915 model. Refer-
ence to the maker elicited the fact that it was made in 1914.

The ne.xt two machines seen were called 1917 and 1919 by
the sellers, but proved on inquiry at the maker's to be only
1913 and 1915 respectively. In all cases the machines were
of the same make. The prospective buyer, who is still with-
out a cycle,- was put to quite unnecessary expense in

travelli)ig to see these machines, and in wiring the makers
for confirmation of date, while the latter, of course, were
also put to a certain amount of unnecessary work in looking
up old records. ETAPLES.
London.

SKIDS IN THE 200 MILE SIDECAR RACE.
Sir,—I have read your leading article. "Sidecar Skids." in

last week's issue of 77if Motor Cycle, but I would draw to

your attention the' fact that you are incorrect in stating in

the last sentence that the "regulations of the 200 mile races

apparently took no cognizance of this type of sidecar
chassis."

The committee took the matter to which you refer, viz.,

enclosed sidecar axles, thoroughly into consideration, but it

was considered that it would be unfair if some riders had
to carry a skid whilst others need not do so, and it was
for this reason that it was compulsory for every sidecar
to have such- a fitment added to his sidecar chassis.

The remark you make regarding stub axles on cars is

quite another question. You are. of course, referring to

front wheels of cars, whereas the sidecar wheel takes the
place of one of the back wheels of a car, because it carries

most of the weight, but the back wheel of most cars is not
carried by the axle, but by the a.xle casing, and it is merely
turned or driven by the shaft or what might be termed in

this instance, the stub axle.

'The committee "also had in mind in stipulating a skid, the
fact that numbers of sidecar machines which are used on
Brooklands have been used for some considerable time, and
the condition of the steel on the stub axle is unknown. The
writer has had some experience in this direction, having
had a fractured sfub axle at high speed on Broolilands, and
he is well able to judge the effect, and it was considered
that with so many machines on the track a fracture would
be serious, not onlv to the rider and his passenger, but to

following machines.' OSBORNE DE USSA,
One of the Committee of the Ealing and District il.C.C.

HARDENING FOR AMATEURS.
Sir,—No doubt to the average motor c.yclist, "Road

Eider's" article on "Hardening and Softening" (I should
prefer "Hardening and Annealing") will be mostlnterest-
ing, but does the author really expect even an amateur to

believe that a man is fool enough to attempt to file a piece
of hardened steel, over which the file sinij^ly slips ?

His method of case-hardening will also convey a wrong
impression to the "green one,"

It (s possible to case-harden in an open hearth as sug-

gested, but it is insufficient to get the part red hot, cover
with case-hardening compound, and then quench. The depth
of the case on a. case-hardened part depends upon the timn
that the treated parts are in contact with the necessary
heat ; therefore this open-hearth treatment demands that the

parts shall be first heated to a dull red, dipped in the
compound, and placed in the fire to allow the compound to

burn in ; after this process has been repeated two or three
times, the part may then be quenched in water.

J. FAULKNER

MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES.
Sir,—I have recently made a profitable investment through

the medium of your columns, and should like to recommend
it to other readers of "our " paper—e.xouse the possessive,

but I am sure all motor cyclists feel a kind of proprietaify

interest in the "Blue 'Un "—I refer to "Motor Cycle Eo-
miniscences," by " Ixion."

The- above has provided mo with sundry priceless half-

hours of unrestrained mirth, the more so since I am more

7-S

or less a contemporary of the author; I began, as he says
he did, with the front-drive "Werner" over 20 years ago,
and can feelingly follow him as he traces the evolution of
the motor cycle through all its many vicissitudes up to its

present stage of perfection, and I would strongly recommend
all motor cyclists, both the novice and the veteran, to buy
a copy 0' the book, both from ii point of view of interest

in the sport, and the amusement it will provide.

While "reminiscing" with the author it occurred to me
that there must be many hundreds of "veteran " riders

("veteran " rather from the length of their association with
the sport than from anno domini), to whom some" kind of

annual reunion for the -purposes of interesting discu.ssion on
all matters relating to motor cycling, combined with some
slight attention to the needs of the "inner m,an," woulf' be
exceedingly welcome. An annual dinner suggests itself as

the easiest medium, and I suggest that some other "old-

timers" might care to state their views through the medium
of your correspondence columns. F.N. 2861.

Westward Ho !

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Two lady readers wish to convey their grateful appreciation

to unknown Good Samaritans who have helped them on the

road. In one case thanks are due to the owner of a Sunbeam
outfit registered "CD. 5406" (?) who towed a Douglas
outfit to Midhurst on the 17th ult. In the other Miss Betty

Holmes was helped from Leadburn Moor to Edinburgh by a

change of mounts after a faU, late at night, ca,used by a

broken frame. Her benefactor, who also went away before

she had time to thank him,- rode a machine bearing

"M.S. 3473 " (-6, or 8?).

According to Mr, C. L. Field the road from Corwen to

Cerrig-y-Druidon is to be avoided. Attention is also called,

by Mr. B. E. Wilson, to the state of the Bala-Festiniog road.

"The owner of the car, who conveyed Mr. W. W. Scott

to the Flint Cottage Hospital after an accident at Holywell-

Hill Climb, is thanked by the -unfortunate gentleman in

question ; also other helpers.
" M.D. 7507 " wishes to thank the Triumph rider who

came to his assistance after a spill, in the village of Shere,
" directly attributable to the atrocious state of the roads."

Hardy flexible sidecar couplings are favourably commented
upon by " Algy " (Coventry).

Mr. A. Walker wishes to thank " U. 8637 "—a Scott rider
—^who towed him from Harewood to Leeds.
Noticing that many dealers are in the habit of advertising

"7-9 (clutch model, road racing, and two-speed) Indians"
as of post 1914 manufacture, " Enin-Neves " warnsTeaders
that, of course, these models were not marketed after 1914.

Service at the start of the London-Edinburgh run on the
part of the Lucas Electrical Co. is praised by " W.P.E.W."

DnnnpaaDnDDnDnnnnnnDanaDDDODnD
D
D Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.

D
D

LJ Issued in conjunction with Tke Motor Cycle. ^

^ " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." ^LJ The standard haadbook on the motor cycle. '-'

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. D
O " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." D
Q Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." D
f-f A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying r-i

i_
them when found. Fourth Edition.

p^•^ Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.
^

a " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." ^
D A reliable treatise 00 Two-strokes, from the rider's point of Q

view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. Q
" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."

r-t By "Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. q
p. Cloth Bound. Price, 3/-, By post, 5/3. pj
'-' ' reaper Boards. Price, 2/6. By posi, 2/9,

*-*

D •' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Q Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, Q
n London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. q
-, Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and p.
'-' Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. liy post, 4/8.

'-'

O "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. ^n With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. D
n Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., D

Dorset iJoase, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading BookseUers Q
rn and Railway Bookstalls. q
DnDnDDnnDPnaDnnnnnnaDDnaananDa
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Zimcs to Xigbt Xamps.

July 6th

„ 8:li

„ 10th

.- 12th

10.16 p.m.

10.16 „

'10.14 „

10.12 ..

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, i-ide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

One Thousand or Ten Thousand Miles?

How far will an air-cooled engine run

satisfactorily without decarbonisation ?

The Pathfinder.

Mr. T. W, Loughborough, the secre-

tary of the Auto Cycle Union, will shortly

be making a tour of the Six Days Course.

Gas for Lamps.
Nearly 80O tons of calcium carbide were

imported into this country during May.
All of it is not used in motor cycle

lamps, however.

Fifteen Shillings for Noise.

Jersey is the latest place to be con-

cerned about noisy motor cycles. The
Chief Constable has issued a warning,
together with the notification, that any
offender will be fined 15s.

The Perils of the Road.

A correspondent advises that a police

trap is frequently in operation over the

road from Pinner to Rickmansworth in

the region of the railway arch, entering

Northwood. The charge, he explains is

usually one of " riding to the public

danger."

The A.C.U. Six Days.

The annual Si.\- Days Reliability Trials

4if the Auto Cycle Union, arranged for

Monday, August 21st to Saturday, August
26th, will start from York, the stopping
places on the other days being Buxton.
Shrewsbury, Llandrindod, Gloucester, and
Brooklands respectively.

Clyno Appointments.

Mr. G. E. Stanley, the record-breaking
star, has been appointed works director

of the new Clyno Co~"., while his old
colleague, Mr. J. Cocker, will be in

charge of the sales department. Mr.
Frank Smith has now the controlling

interest in the firm. Does this portend
the re-entry of this well-known trio into
the competition world ?

Hills in the A.C.U. Big Event.

Some interesting country, as well as
local tit-bits in the shape of hill-climbs,

will be embraced in the A.C.U. Six Days
Trial. Notable among these are Rosedale
Abbey Bank (the hill that was avoided
two years ago at the last moment). Sir
William Hill, the Sheffielders' delight, and
Bwlch-y-groes (between Dinas and Bala),
one of the fairest and most difficult tests
in the country.

c6
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Sidecai Lighting in Fiance.

Originally, the sidecar outfit was left

out altogether from the Code de la

Bovte, but the latest regulations, which
will come into force on January 1st,

1923, will • entail a sidecar outfit carry-

ing two white lights facing front and a

red lamp at the rear.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

"THE AUTOCAR" —published
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
plete automobile journal embracing
small.medium, andlargecars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4d.
Founded in 1895, " THE AUTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaper and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is uni-

versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoringjournal.

Special features.

WHERE TO TOUR.
THE BEGINNER'S MOUNT.
RUNABOUT AND SIDECAR.
SECRETS OF THE MAP.

A C.U. " SIX DAYS •• REGULATIONS.

400-Mile Point to Point Kace.

A 400-njile inter-state race in South

Africa is described on page 32.

Barcelona Exhibition.

Quite a larg^ number of British motor

cycle accessories were directly repre-

sented at the recent exhibition in Spam.

Still Difiaoult.

Bwlch-y-groes again proved itself a

useful test hill in the Midland Centre

Trial, and will do so once more m the

A.C.U. Six Days.

Crash Helmets in the I.O.M.

Crash helmets were not compulsory in,

the car T.T. races, and all sorts of head-

gear, except bowlers and silk hats, were

used by the drivers.

Solid Tyres on Utility Machines.

A small runabout two-stroke car is now

being placed on the market ; it is the pro-

duct of a large concern, but is by. no

means cheap as compared with a sidecar

outfit. The. most surprising thing m its

design is the fitting of solid tyres, which

a flexible springing system permits.

Looting a Burnt Machine.

Like robbing a blind man was the con-

duct of some unknown looters who re-

moved the magneto, carburetter, carrier,

Tan Sad, both wheels, etc., from a reader s

old Bradbury, with Scott sidecar, left on

the roadside at Little John's W«ll in

Yorkshire, after a fire. The erstwhile

owner, Mr. A. W. Downs, 14, Regent

Street, Bingley, who could ill-afford the

loss, asks us to appeal to the delinquents

througti the columns of The Motor Cycle.

A Day in the Country for East End
Children.

An appeal is made to sidecar owners to

assist in a good caus«. Mr. Otto Thomas,

of Byways, Harpenden, will be entertain-

ing a party of children from Bow on Satur-

day, July 15th. Last year about 80 were

conveyed out. This year it is hoped to

increase the number, which is really only

limited by the means of transport. The

party will leave Bow at 9 a.m. and com-

mence the return journey from Harpenden

at about 5 p.m.
'

Will sidecar owners wilhng to help

kindly write at once to Mr. A. J. M.
Ivison, 8, Gate Street, Kingsway, London,

W.C.2, who has undertaken to organise

the transport of the children.
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i4 handsome & roomy car
Beautifully finished in every detail, the G.N. is a

handsome and roomy car, fast and a fine hill-climber.

Backed by twelve years' experience, the G.N. is

free from faults due to hasty design—^its engine, for

instance, is famous for its reliability and perfect

cooling, it is

guaranteed to do 30 miles
to the gallon

Thousands of G.N.'s are in use all

over the world, giving fine service in

every climate.

Every feature of the G.N., by the

strenuous tests of racing and touring

competitions, is developed to a fine

pitch before it is adopted : all weak
points are eliminated.

The G.N. has won the leading awards
in all the competitions of the year.

The Touring G.A/., equipped

with special all-weather hood,

adjustable wind-screen, electric

Ughtir^g installation with

dynamo, batteries, switchboard

With all-weather body

and ammeter, two, head-lamps

mounted on the wings, with

double filaments for bright

and dim, tail-lamp, speedo-

meter, with total and trip

recorder, detachable wheels*

spare wheel and tyre, pump,

horn, jack, tools, etc.

Price £225
£250

Deferred payments will be arranged by any G.N. agent or by our West jEnd Showrooms.

PREMIEK AWARDS IN THE GREATEST EVENTS OF 192?.

"The Essex." The only Gold Medal.
" The General Efficiency." The Westall Cup for all-round best performance.

The Kop Hill Climb. " Motor Owner" Cup for best perforiiiance of all classes.

The Land's End. The Pettyt Cup for a very fine performance.

G.N. MOTORS, Ltd.
Showrooms at 222 Great Portland St.,

London,. W.l. Telephone:—Museum 2271.

Head Office and Service Department
at East Hill, Wandsworth, S.W.18.

V6 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle
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12 Important "DUNELT" features
—^and 12 sound reasons why you should carefully consider

the advantages offered by this distinctive and proved " highest

efficiency " machine before deciding upon your outfit.

1

.

ENGINE. Of great simplicity, power and efficiency.

Only THREE moving parts, therefore possibility of trouble

is reduced to a minimum.

2. No valves to grind m when decarbonising.

3. No valve springs, tappets, or cams.

4. TRUNCATED PISTON. An exclusive feature. Gives

complete scavenging in combustion chamber and internal

coohng of the piston.

5. Solid drop-forged Crankshaft and Connecting Rod.

All important parts made of specially selected sted.

Roller and Ball Bearings throughout.

FRAME. Long wheel base giving great comfort to the

rider. The loop frame renders it almost unbreakable.

9. FRONT FORK. An exclusive feature. Specially

designed for the Dunelt, effectively absorbs all road shocks.

Front Spring Fork.

6.

7.

8.

Can be supplied on Easy
Payment Terms

In answering this advertisement it ts desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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New Pavement Rule.

On Saturday the new pavement rule

came into being in London, where pedes-

trians were reminded in a hundrtJ

different ways to " walk on the left."

The Grand Prix.

The Grand Prix, France's premier motor

cycle event, takes place on AVednesday

next at Strasbourg, and wiU be described

and illustrated by members of Tha Motor

C'j/cie staff in the following week's issue.

Castor and Castrol.

Whenever castor oil is mentioned as a

lubricant, quite a number of motor cyclists

appear to conclude that Castrol is referred

to. Several members of The Motor Cycle

staff regularly use WaJcefield Castrol R
lubricating oil, which is particularly suit-

able for highly efficient, engines with

aluminium pistons.

^OT(^IU5

As 'STou Were.

At a meeting of stewards and judges
held at tlie A.C.U. last week to decide
the winner of the 600 c.c. class in the 200
miles sidecar race, Tucker's disqualification

was maintained, and E. A. Bridgman
(499 Indian) was officially awarded hrst

place.

Shaft V. Chain.

In our correspondence pages this week
the question of the relative efficiency oi

shaft and chain drive is. again discussed
by a reader, whose shaft-driven machine
is illustrated.

Whatever theoretical advantage one
system may' have over the other, it is

practically certain that a shaft woLdd not
stand up to the enormous strains imposed
by an engine such as O'Donovan's record-
breaking iSTorton, on wliich Renolds chains
are used.

3^

Ladies in Colonial Type Trials.

Our leaderette last N\eek on ladies in

colonial typo trials has brought a crop of

letters protesting against our view that

such events are not suitable for the fair

sex. The majority of our correspon-

dents, however, appear to have misunder-
stood us. We clearly referred to colonial

type trials, in which some " man
handling " of the machines is almost in-

evitable.

A Scottish Speed Record P

In the speed trials of the Aberdeen and
District M.C., a report of which ap-
peared in the June 29th issue of T/h-

Motor Cycle; it was announced that A.
Brown (490 Norton) covered the half-

mile course in 21|s., at a speed of 84
m.p.h. The club is anxious to know
whether this constitutes a Scottish re-

cord, and would welcome any communi-
cations on the subject.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL REGULATIONS.
York, Buxton, Shrewsbury, Llandrindod Wetts, Gloucester and Brooklands to be Stopping Places"

No Penalties for Wheel Spin.

REGULATIONS for the big official

trial are now before the manufac-

turers, and while the actual route

has not yet been worked out in detail,

it is clear that this year's event will

provide features which will test every

quality of the modern motor cycle.

Starting from York on Monday, August

21st, the first day, in all probability, will

include the ascent of the two most diffi-

cult liilk in the trial. These are Eose-

dale Abbey Bank and Sir W'illiam Hill,

both of which have in the past formed

the subject of controversy.

Monday night is to be spent at Buxton,

and the second day is to include the

ascent of Bwlch-y-groes, which, as a fair

and gruelling test for air-cooled engines,

is still without a peer south of the Cale-

donian Canal.
Shrewsbury is to be the stopping place

on the Tuesday night. Nothing has been

definitely settled as regards the test hills

in this neighbourhood, but as the "next

night's halting place is Llandrindod

W^ells, it will be seen that a returnr is

made into that part of Wales w4iich was

covered in the big trial of 1919.

On the Thursday night Gloucester is

to be reached, which suggests more hills

in Mid and South Wales, while as a

straightaway run to Brooklands is to be

made on Friday possibly Birdlip will

be included.

No Consumption Tests.

Owing to technical difficulties, petrol

and oil consumption will not be recorded,

the trial consisting of tests for :

(1.) Reliability. _
(2.) Hill-climbing.

(3.) Speed (on Brooklands).

(4.) Silence.

(5.) Braking.

The two last-mentioned tests have been
modified inasmuch as the standard of

merit to be obtained for silence and
brakes ia reduced to 75 per cent, as com-

pared with the 90 per cent, that was
required last year.

Classification.

-« Tire motor cycles eligible for entry are
divided into three general sections, each
being sub-divided into classes, and as
the regidations embody the classification
rules of the F.I.C.M. (Federation Inter-
nationale des C'hibs Motocyclistes), mini-
mum weights and tyre sizes are insisted
upon as follows :

Class
Motor Bicycles.

c.c. Min. weight. Min. dia. of tyres.
Kilogs.

A. 250 60 (132 lb.) 50 mm. {2m.

1

B. 350 75 165 lb.) 55 mm. (2y4in.)
C. 500 85 (187 lb.) 60 mm. (aViin.)
D. 750 100 (220 lb.) 65 mm. (21. in.)
E. 1,000 120 (264 lb.) 75 mm. (3iii.)

Sidecars.
B'S. 390 115 (2531A lb.) 55 mm. (214m.)

F. 600 125 (275 lb.) 65 mm. (2V-in.)
G. 1,000 160 (352 lb.) 75 mm. (3m.)

CvcLE C.iRs (3 OB 4 Wheels).
'J.l. 750 250 (550 lb.) 75 mm. (3in.)
3.2. 750 250 (550 lb.) 75 mm. (3in.)

'H.l. 1,100 250 (550 lb.) 75 mm. (3in.)
H.2. 1,100 250 (550 lb.) ,75 mm. (3in.)

" Single seaters.

Equipment.
We would remind entrants ^that the

regulations call for, among other items,

(1) two efficient brakes working inde-
pendently

; (2) mudguards which project
beyond the tyre at least 10 mm. each
side and embrace at least 120° of the front
wheel, and 180° of the rear wheel ; (3)

front and rear stands.

The marks which will be credited at

the commencement of the trial will be
as follows :

Genekal Reliability (100).—Any com-
petitor more than 10 minutes early or

late will be penalised 2 marks per
minute or part of a minute. Competitors
in classes A, B/S, and F, will be allowed

12 minutes each way. In any one day
the maximum loss of marks due to devia-

tion from schedule will be limited to 50.

Hill Climbing (100).—5 marks will be

deducted for one or more stops on any
one hill. A competitor whose machine

has be(n stopped owimj to wheel slip

will be allowed to move it on to another

part of the road, and if he restarts with-

out delay and completes the ascent he
will not be deemed to have stopped, -pro-

rided ATs engine has been hept running.
Silence (40).—Up to 40 marks may be

deducted, according to the degree of
noisiness, however caused. The test will

be conducted aurally during, the trial.

Brakes (40).—As in the case of silence,
this test will be conducted by observation
during the trial, and the marks will be
deducted at the discretion of the judges.
Speed (100).—25 laps of Brooklands.

10 marks will be deducted for failure

to reach the minimum rates of speed,
plus 1 mark for every full m.p.h. below.
One mark will be awarded for every full

m.p.h. above the schedule" speeds, which
.are as below :

m.p.h. m.p.h.
250 c.c. solo 30 350 c.c. sidecars 25
350 c.c. solo 35 600 c.c. sidecars 32
500 c.c. solo 4,0 , 1,000 c.c. sidecars 38
750 c.c. solo 44 1,100 c.c. cycle cars 38

1,000 c.c. solo 48 ; -

Final Examination (100).^At com-
pletion of the speed test, competitors
will proceed to the foot of Brooklands
test hill, stop, restart, and ascend the

hill to the examination sheds. Marks
will be deducted at the discretion of the

judges if any vital part of engine, trans-

mission, or frame is found broken, or

if any undue wear or tear is discovered

in the steering, valve tappets, cycle parts,

controls, engine reciprocating parts,, or-
crankshaft bearings.

Awards.

To obtain a gold medal, a competitor

must not have lost more than lO% of

the marks allotted him under each of

the tests for reliability, hill-clirabing,

speed and final examination, and not more

than 25% in the silence and brake tests.

Silver medals will be awarded to those

who do not lose more than 20% and

50% respectively, and bronze medals 25%
and 50% respectively.

Entries, which close at ordinary fees

on Saturday next, the 8th, are limited

to 150 competitors.
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RACING ACROSS COUNTRY.

JULY 6th, 1922.

Durban to Johannesburg. South Africa's Biggest Motor Cycle Event. Four Hundred
Miles ot Veldt and Mountain. Two Day Race won by a British Machine.

THE most important and strenuous
event in the South African motor
cycle community is the annual race

between the coast at Durban and the
gold city, a distance of 396^ miles.
Except for the last 30 miles the

whole distance is over typical Colonial
roads with surfacing from vile to ex-
ecrable, several small rivers and streams
have to be driven through or waded
through, and many long and steep hills
are included. Other than about three
miles when passing through towns, the
first 240 miles is continuously up and
down, culminating in the ascent of
Laings Nek at the side of the famous
Majuba Mountain.

Starting on the outskirts of Durban, the
road goes through Maritzburg (61 milesj,
Estcourt (111 miles), Ladysmith (150
miles), to Newcastle (212 miles), where
the first night is spent, all machines
being locked up in official control. The
second day is via Charleatown (244 miles),
Volksrust (248 miles), Standerton (200
miles), Balfour (350 miles), Heidelberg
(366 miles) to the finishing point 44 miles
from Johannesburg Town Hall.

Historical.

First organi.'^ed by the Rand iVl.C.C. in
1913, there -were that year 66 entrants, of
whom 20 finifched ; the same number
survived the course out of 92 entries
in 1914. The great war suspended ac-
tivity until 1919 when but 13 finished,
and the ratio of successes to entrants
was worse in 1920, when eight men only
qualified for prizes. The last two sets
of figures indicate better than columns
of description the tremendous difficulties
of the course and the great physical
strain on the drivers. In 1921 the num-
ber of finishers rose to 19.

British riders, will perhaps be able to
obtain a better idea of road conditions
in South Africa by a knowledge of the
average speeds each year, start to finish,

I.e.,. total elapsed riding time. 1913
(554 c.c. Bradbury), 27.22 m.p.h. ; 1914
(499 c.c. Rudge), 34.95 m.p.h. ; 1919 (350
c.c. Douglas), 31.10 m.p.h. ; 1920 (494
c.c. Douglas), 17.04 m.p.h. ; 1921 (989 c.c.

Harley-Davidson), 35.87 m.p.h. It will

thus be seen that with nearly double
the cubic capacity in 1921, but one more
mile per hour average was obtained
against the average of the winner in 1914.

Handicapping on Capacity.

The event has always been run on
handicap terms arranged on a basis of
engine capacity, and known performances,
nf entrants. Such a system is not satis-

factory, and some day it might be pos-

sible to divide the race into classes, each
class starting level, but as there exists

a perpetual floating trophy (which cost

£125) for the annual winner, the better
system is not yet favoured.

Organised Assistance.

The conditions under which the race

is run have varied. In 1913 and 1914

C H. Young (499 c.c. Triumph), winner o{

the Trophy in the 1922 Durban-Johannes-

burg race at an average speed of 39^ m.p.h.

for nearly 400 miles of rough riding.

riders were' prohibited from receiving

assistance of any kind, and had to carry all

spares and replacements with them. In
1919, 1920, and 1921, outside assistance was
allowed and drivers could obtain spares

anywhere. This year new parts, tyres,

etc., were still procurable from anywhere,
but outside assistance was prohibited, and
all repairs had to be effected on the road.

It is obvious that those trade firms with
the longest pockets and best resources
are able to secure advantages for riders

of their machines that are not available

to the small firms.

In addition to gold medals to the first

five men, cash prizes are given, the

winner taking £100, 2nd man £50, 3rd
man £25, 4th man £15, 5th man £10,
6th man £5-, 7th man £2 10s., and first

unplaced novice £5. Further, all finishing

inside two hours after the winner re-

ceive gold medals.

Enormous Organisations Involved.

The organisation is a huge task in^

volving some four months' prior work

;

first to obtain official sanction—road
racing is prohibited u«less so sanctioned

—and thereafter to fix up petrol stations,

controls, and a small army of honorary
officials. Drivers have a clear run
through on the first day and part of the

second day ; when passing from Natal
across the border into Transvaal, road
gates are encountered to the number of

52, all of which should be opened and
closed individually by each driver in

strict compliance with the law. But to

avoid this fearsome handicap each gate

is guarded separately, and the guards, of

course, have to be paid ; three fast cars

continuously patrol- this section to make
certain that all gates are kept open with
guards ready to , close them against
straying cattle and sheep.

Police render assistance from end to

end of the 396^ miles in respect of the
few towns and villages passed through
by keeping a clear course. So great is

public interest that it is quite usual for
parties to drive distances of 50 miles
just to witness the occasional passage of

a competitor. A public holiday being
always selected for the last day, sport-

ing Johannesburg turns out by the mass
to be at the finishing line, or as near as

is permitted ; some 10,000 spectators were
strung along the road this year for the
last three miles.

The 1922 Event.

For' 1922 the entries totalled exactly
50, made up of 40 from Johannesburg,
9 from Natal, and 1 from so far afield

as Port Elizabeth, 800 miles away.
They may conveniently be summarised

as follows : One 225. c.c. Velocette, one
225 c.c. Triumph, one 269 c.c. Sun, one
348 c.c. Hilda (local assembly), three 349
c.c. A.J.S., three 348 c.c. Douglas, one
490 c.c. Norton, one 495 c.c. Hilda, one
498 c.c. P. and M., one 499 c.c. Brough,
one 499 c.c. Rudge,, one 499 c.c. Dunelt,
one 532 c.c. Scott, one 554 c.c. Bradbury,
one 550 c.c. Sunbeam, two 492 c.c. Sun-
beam, tferee 496 c.c. Douglas, one 770 c.c.

B.S.A., three 557 c.c. B.S.A., three 499
c.c. Triumph, three 550 c.c. Triumph, one
596 c.c. Indian, six 998 c.c. Indian, two
998 c.c. Excelsior, and eight 989 c.c.

Harley-Davidson. Handicap limit was
5h. 20m. for the Velocette down to five

men on scratch.

Early Start on First Day.

In dull weather the limit man went off

promptly at 7 a.m. on May 30th, the
remainder following at five minutes' in-
tervals in pairs, quite irrespective of
handicaps, to enable the scratch men to
reach Newcastle well before the after-
noon ; the correct adj.ustments were made
next morning, so .that the; first' man to
finish would be the winner. The 54 miles
to Maritzburg is possibly the most try-
ing of the whole distance, well over
3,000 feet above sea level being climbed-
in 42 miles, dropping the next 12 miles
to about 2,000 feet with numerous short
steep hills abounding in acute turns.

Out of 44 starters 42 were timed into
Maritzburg between 8.45 a.m. and 3.23
p.m., Percy Flook (348 Douglas) reaching
there in the van. Fastest net times were :

Young (499 Triumph), Ih. 5m,; Long
(998 Excelsior), Ih. 6m.; Thomas (492
Sunbeam), Ih. 9m. ; P. Flook (348 Doug-
las), Ih. 11m.; Berry (550 Triumph),
Ih. 11m. ; Cohen (550 Triumph), Ih.

12m. ; De Kok (998 Excelsior), Ih. 12m.,
for 54 miles.

Immediately outside Maritzburg is a
five miles hill, most of the gradient 1

27-28
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Racing Across Country.—

in 7 and 1 in 8, and the hitherto fair

surface deteriorates, becoming very bad
to Estcourt (111 miles). Best net times :

Long, 2h. 32m. ; Young 2h. 33m. ; Hodg-
kinson {557 B.S.A.), 2h. 38m. ; Cohen,
2h. 44m. ; De Kok, 2h. 45m. ; Berry, 2h.

47s. : Wilson (998 Indian), 2h. 47m.
;

:\Ioulder (492 Sunbeam), 2h. 49m.
;

Thomas, 2h. 49m. On this section

Loader (989 Harley) was run into by
a passing car, fortunately without much
damage to man or machine, and he was
able to continue. Young had to stop and
tafee out his ba^pk wheel, partly buckled
by hitting big stones. Flook inliis usual

sporting spirit came to a dead stop when
about to pass Young ' to see if he was
hurt.

At Ladysmith (150 miles) the time-
.

keepere booked through 37 men with best

net times as follows : Borland (989 Har-
ley), 3h. 33m. ; Young, 3h. 36m. ; Long,
3h. 40m. ; Hodgkinson, 4h. Im. ; Moulder,
4h. 4m.; Murray (989, Harley), 4h. 4m.;
Wilson, 4h. 6m, ; P. Flook, 4h. 8m. ;

Thomas, 4h. 9m.

Boulders, Streams and Sand.

Ten miles outside Ladysmith came the

worst stretch on the course up over the

Biggarsberg range of hills—an outlying

spur of the Drakensberg mountains—with

several narrow streams to wade through
all paved with rough boulders ; at the

summit was a long run down to Newcastle
with at least 20 miles of continuous

deep sand to negotiate. There were
many mishaps hereabout, A. V. Baker
(499 Triumph) skidding in tlie sand at

liigli speed and badly hurting his

shoulder, but he managed to ride in and
then retired.

No fewer than 35 survived to Newcastle

(212 miles), the eight best net times

being Long (998 Excelsior), 5h. 28m. ;

Ressel (770 B.S.A. twin), 5h. 32m. ;

Young (499 Triumph), 5h. 50ni. ; :Moulder

(492 Sunbeam), 5h. 55m. ; Murray (989

Harley), 5h. 59m. ; Thomas (492 Sun-

beam), 6h. 9m. ; Van Bergen (490 Norton),

6h. 11m.; H. Scott (349 A.J.S.), 6h.

12m. All arrivals had some trouble,

such as Long (broken saddle), .
Scott

(broken handle-bar], Percy Flook (back

wheel cones jammed), Zurcher (Douglas,

chain snapped), Hildebrandt (burst tyre

causing complete somersault), Loader (col-

lision), etc. • -

Handicaps Operated on Second Day.

All arrivals the preceding afternoon
re-started, but not one went off at the

exact minute, every man spending time
in adjustments or repairs after machines
were released from the lock-up. H.
Scott was timed off at 7.0 a.m., and the
remainder according to the adjusted
handicaps mentioned in earlier para-

graphs. Long, one of the scratch men,
had picked up so much on Scott that it

seemed a foregone conclusion that, barring

accidents, he must win. With 184 miles

to cover Long had to reduce Scott by
only Ih. 41m. ; Young, the much fancied
man on the first day, had a start of

Long by but 38m. Moreover, the riders

were now within easy distance of much
better roads so far as concerned the big
powered mounts.

T5-16

For the first 30 miles out of Newcastle
the route was amongst winding hills, criss-

cross up and down with a final terror
at Laings Nek, always inches carpeted
in loose stones for the mile steep pitch
that finishes the seven mile climb from
Ingogo village, bringing the competitors
to 5,500 feet above sea level, remaining
approximately that height to the end
across what is known as "high veld."
Open rolling country much like the Wilt-
shire Downs in England is the charac-
teristic feature ; thei'e is not a single steep
hill, and although mostly of rough sur-

face, the long straight stretches provide
plenty of opportunity to those who thor-

oughly know the course.

Scott wasted little time. At Stander^
ton. 9^ miles from the finish, the leaders
and times of passing were : Scott, 9.39

;

Young, 10.10; Moulder, 10.15; Booth (Tri-

umph Junior), 10.31, D. Scott (A.J.S.),
10.34; Cohen, 10.53; Dessels, 10.55; P.
Flook 10.56 ; Long, 10.57. H. Scott was
thus leading Young by 31 minutes, and
the huge crowd at the half-mile level

stretch at the finish were kept on the

strain of interest by telephone messages
giving the times at intervening points.

A Popular Win.

At Balfour, 41 miles to go, H. Scott
held the lead by less than two minutes,
and five miles further Young at last

wrested the front position from Scott,

and, riding his 499 c.c. Triumph all out
along the last 27 miles of really good
road, he was a popular winner, beating
the race record created last year by the
late Robert Blackburn. H. Scott (349
A.J.S.) followed 13 minutes later, so it

will be realised that Young achieved a

magnificent performance. Long (998'

Excelsior) arrived at 1.3 p.m., 48 minutes
after Young ; when the full times were
worked out it was seen that Long was
the fastest in the race, and created a

still better record, ciz., 9h. 46m. 23s.,
compared with Young's lOh. Im. 32s.

In 1919, when the race was run in two
days from Johanne.sburg to Durban,
Young ran second to the winner (Percy
Flook). He has only once previously been
placed first in important events in South
Africa, nearly always coming to grief
with broken handle-bars, as was the case
in 1919. He lives at Durban, and is a

prominent member of the Natal JI.C.C.
H. Scott hails from .Johannesburg ; he
gained fourth place in the 1919 race. A.
Long is connected with the trade in

Johannesburg, and it may be recalled

that in 1920 and 1921, when a scratch
sidecar race was run in conjunction with
the " Schlesinger " trophy solo handicap
events, he won on each occasion on an
Excelsior, in 1920 by a bare five seconds,

and in 1921 by twelve minutes, net time
llh. 26m. Results: Handicap. N.tt Time.

„ „ , li. m. h. m. s.
1. C. H. Young (499 Triumph) 10 10 1 32
2. H. Scott (349 A.J.S.) .. 2 25 II 37 50
3. A. Long (998 Excelsior) Scratcii. 9 46 23
4. T. Dessels (499 Budge) . . 1 20 11 20 37
5. L. Cohen (550 Triumph) ..10 12 19
6. V. Eessel (770 B.S..\.) .. 40 10 50 18
7. L, Van Bergen (490 Norton) 1 20 11 35 36
8. E. Murray (989 Harle.v) Scratch. 10 20
9. F. Zurcher (349 Douglas) 2 25 12 49 43

10. P. Plooli (348 Douglas) . . 2 25 12 55 51
11. S. De Kok (998 Excelsior) 20 11 12 27
12. J. HQdgl!inson (657 B.S.A.) 10 11 57 31
13. G. Kilroe (557 B.S.A.) .. 1 10 12 15
14. D. Brink (268 A.J.S.) .. 3 40 15 1 3
15. J. Booth (225 Triumph) ..5 16 16 57
16. W. Thomas (492 Sunbeam) 1 20 12 47 11
17. T. NichoII (998 Indian) Scratch. 11 29 33
13. W, Wilson (998 Indian) Scratch. 11 46 42
19. D. Scott (349 A.J.S.) .. 2 45 14 38 6
20. G. Taylor (567 B.S.A.) ..10 12 55 41
The team prize for first three machines

of one make goes to the Triumph, i-t-.,

Y^oung 1, Cohen 5, Booth 15, total 21
points. In addition to above list, nine
men finished inside tbe time limit of

five hours after the winner. A protest

has been raised against the second man,
H. Scott, for taking his machine into a

garage ; the above placings after Young,
therefore are subject to the result of in-

vestigation.

In past races C. H. Young has been dogged by a series of handle-bar breakages ; this year

he look the precaution of reinforcing the bars as indicated in this picture of successful

rider and mount (right) along with J. R. Berj-, another of the Triumph team.

c T3
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S)lB)ll(glimia

A New Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

II is now generally accepte(} that insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number of
communications received on insurance matters, too, indicates that readers are very keenly interested in this subject;

some of the questions require expert advice, and this new feature has been formed to deal impartially with the various

problems that are presented to us.

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co., Ltd. {a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded 18 years ago)

enables "The Motor Cycle" to keep in very close touch with all matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted
advantage to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked " Insurance " on the left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed

to " The Motor Cycle," Dirset House, Tador Street, E.C.4.

Pillion Messrs. Saxessories, Coventry, writing on the

Riding

—

subject of pillion riding insurance, consider

Extra that the extra charges for pillion riding are

Charges. unfair. Their statement expresses the opinion

of many of our readers, and although no
definite question is asked, we publish it together

with a comment as forming an interesting view

on the subject. They say :

'

' We have contended for some time past

that the 50% extra insurance for pillion riding

is excessive, and more especially so when
properly designed pillion seats are used.

" Pillion riding is practically as safe as solo

riding, because greater care is exercised, but

we can go a step farther and say this is correct

if the pillion rider rides astride and is pro-

vided with hand grips and footrests. We
consider these two essential to safety, as the

pillion rider has then no inducement to. clutch

the driver under any circumstances, nor to

upset the driver's balance by leg movement.
" We have recently asked all the tariff

insurance companies to consider the question

of a reduction of insurance premiums when
pillion seats filling the above conditions are

used, but so far without success.
" We can also confirm that non-tariff com-

panies' premiums, including the extra for pillion

riding, are in some cases less than tariff com-
panies' basis premiums without pillion

riding."

There can be no arguing the fact that pillion riding
does provide an extra hazard from the insurance stand-
point, and not the least contributory feature is that, an
accident being imminent, the driver sees the circumstances
in one way and the pillion rider in another. For example,
there are passengers who in a tight corner suddenly decide
that they are more competent to control the machine than
the driver, and then act accordingly !

It is, of course, the aim of pillion seat makers so to deviSe
the attachment that the risk is minimised as much as
possible, and, having regard to the great favour which is

shown towards pillion riding by the motor cyclist, it is to
be hoped that such additional risk as is involved by pillion
riding will eventually by these means be eliminated. Insur-
ance companies will not be unsympathetic when that time
arrives, but meanwhile, the position being what it is, it has
to be faced accoraingly.

CI4

Tlie " Com= My motor cycle is insured under what is

prehensive known as a " Comprehensive Policy," writes
Policy." C. W. Brockton, of Hull, but occasionally

I use a friend's cycle, and 1 should be glad
to know, in the event of my friend's machine
being involved in an accident whilst I am
riding it, whether my policy would cover such
damage as might arise.

Also, what would be my position under my
policy in . the event of a third party claim

., _
being made against me under the same con-

ditions ?

The answer to the first part of this question is in the
negative, but the question has considerable value in that it

brings to light the question of cover in respect of an
"extra rider." Most motor cycle owners take out a -policy

covering only whilst the machine is being ridden by the
owner, and whilst this is a condition likely to be maintained
throughout the currency of the policy, there is always
the danger of an accident arising when a friend is allowed
to drive the machine.
This aspect should be borne strongly in mind by all

prospective insurers, and '

' extra rider
'

' cover obtained if

necessary.

The second partof the question is answered in the affirma-

tive. Most policies now indemnify the owner of an insured
cycle whilst driving " any other private cycle not being
his own property " against all third party risks.

It will be appreciated that this question has been answered
without our enquirer's policy before us, and the reply is

consequently based on the form of cover granted by the
^

majority of companies.

SUMMARY.
In addition to the queries dealt with above, we have

received a number of letters asking for advice, replies to

which are given below :

H.J.H. (Canterbury).—The Licences and General Insur-

ance Co. is a company which can be recommended.
A.G. (ShefHeld).—The General Accident, Fire, and Life

Insurance Go. handling the Tan-Sad policy is a reputable
one and reasonable and prompt in settling claims.

E.S.K. (Merton).—Of the two companies named, the Motor
Union is to be preferred.

C.J.J. (Southampton).—The question of the responsibility

involved by allowing a friend to ride your machine is dealt

with on this page.
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS. <^.-5^v

Converting Fixed to Variable
Timing.

ON no type of engine is variable igni-
tion more desirable than on a
small two-stroke, yet many of the

cheaper models were and some are still

marketed, with magnetos having a fixed
firing point.

A Belfast rider of a 211 c.c. Levis
(single gear) made a change over from
fixed to variable ignition quite easily in

this wise : On examining the E.I.C. mag-
neto he found that the contact breaker
cam ring was of the standard type with

a slot underneath,
which would permit
movement if the
extra stop screw
fitted in the mag-
neto end plate to

fix the timing was
removed (the screw
to remove is the

left-hand ^ide one,

i.e., the one which
prevents the ring
moving in the same
direction as the

armature revolves).

From the makers of

the machine a con-

trol lever, rod, and
^ tank button for the

lever were obtained for about five shil-

lings ; the button was sweated to the side

of the petrol tank (not a job for novice

tinsmiths, by the way !) The blank
timing lever on the contact breaker was
drilled to take the end of the rod and
the parts assembled. It was found that

in town riding the machine became much
more c6ntrollable and permitted better

climbing^ and acceleration—the latter an
asset under some circumstances in Bel-

fast!

Method of fitting

magneto control

on a Levis.

Dual Lighting Arrangements.

WHEN the nights are so light that

only occasional use is made of the

lamp set, the advantages of electric

equipment is undoubted. "H.W.C." (of

Southampton) proposes a scheme whereby
he retains the acetylene set for long

distances apd carries an accumulator for

short about-town trips. A felt-lined

wooden box houses the battery without
shake, and this is carried on the gener-
ator bracket on the handle-bars. To
minimise vibration spring mountings are
provided ; these are made up with small
brass brackets, such as are obtainable at
most furnishing ironmongers, two short
rods, four springs, and two eye-bolts.
The manner of their assembly is clearly
shown in the sketch.

"H.W.C.'s" head lamp is fitted with
a m.s.c. bulb-holder near the burner,
but sufficiently below it to prevent the

A Selection of our Readers'

Home'iTiade Gadgets, with
some Practical Hints on Work

in the Garage.

Spring mounting of an accumulator box.

bulb being cracked by the heat of the
gas' flame; the acetylene genejrator is

secured to the saddle tube. Both elec-

tric and acetylene tail lamps are carried.

Compact Route Card Carrier.

THIS is not a competition route card
carrier, but a little device used by
Mr. M. Sykes, who recently had to

journey from Barnstaple in Devon to

London—a route with which he was un-
familiar. Not having a copy of Thz

^ 'stwTH Kareti 021'
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Spare licence holder arranged as a

route guide;

Motor Cycle Route Book (a serions

omission) he obtained a route from a local

lorry driver and inscribed this within a
circle Sin. in diameter. This was fixed in

a spare licence holder and secured on the

handle-bars, and supplemented by sign-

posts and calls to pedestrians in towns
enabled a non-stop journey to be made.

Substitute for Bowden Nipples,

HAVING broken some small tubular

nipples in removing them from an

old length of control wire, "E.A.M."
of Coventry was at a loss for a method
of refitting the wire until it occurred to

him to bind the end with fine copper

wire and solder it up. This tip is useful

also in those cases when it is difficult to

persuade a frayed or thick wire to pass

through the hole of an ordinary nipple.

Electric Light ng T ps.

At this season people mostly forget

their lighting sets, but it is a good plan

to make alterations or new installations

while the light is good rather than to

leave such -work for the darker evenings

of autumn.
In the matter of fitting wires into bulb-

holders, etc., words of wisdom are for-

warded by F.E.D.H. of Dorking ; ha
says :

—

" The plugs used in many electric light-

ing sets have no provision for gripping

Two useful hints for electrical fittings.

the wire leads in the two brass terminal
tubes. The wires may be soldered in, but
an equally strong and much simpler
method is to use gramophone needles.
The needles are simply pushed in, the
wires being thinned out or doubled until

the needle fits really tight and flush with
contact surface. The ends of the wires
are then trimmed off."

A - further suggestion from the same
reader is that switches may be dispensed
with altogether ; bayonet catch joints are
used. The L-shaped slot is converted into
a T shape, the new arm being made
slightly longer than the existiig arm. A
90° turn of the plug switches the light

on or off. Any lamp can be used alone,

complicated wiring is avoided, and current
can be economised. The slot is most
easily made by drilling a hole and
finishing with a small file.

c 19
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YORKSHIRE SPEED CHAMPIONSHIPS
25'Mile Races on Saltburn Sands. Well-attended Event of Middlesbrq' &• District M.C.C.

EXCELLENT racing rewarded thousands r : ;
- . -- ; j— r , --^s;.. i- .,:^-~ :::::s:s:;'

-

of spectators at Saturday's speed

trials on Saltburn Sands, arranged by
the Middlesbrough and District 41. C. on ,

,

-

behalf of the Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
Three twenty-mile Yorkshire Champion-

ship races—for solo machines not exceed-

ing 350 c.c, 600 c.c, and 1,000 c.c—
were naturally regarded as of first import-

ance, but the many shorter distance events

provided an equal amount of excitement.

Of last year's champions only F. W.
Dixon (989" Harley-Davidson) was able to

retain his title, the 1922 winners in the

other classes being G. S. Boston (349

A.J.S.) and C. P. Wood (486 Scott

Squirrel). Incidentally there were only

three starters, all on Harley-Davidsons,

in the 1,000 c.c. class.

The track was in poor condition and
was very loose in parts, especially towards
the &iish. Several spills occurred, but

apparently the only serious one was that

of Mrs. M. 0. Jennison, of Hull, the

Velocette rider, who got up a speed wobble
just before the finishing line and "fell.

Her crash helmet saved her life, for, as

far as could be traced by the doctor on
the course, she escaped with slight con-

cussion, a badly lacerated jaw, and shock.

Short Radius Cornering.

The course was a mile long, with the

outward and home tracks on opposite
sides of the enclosure, making the turns
at the end of each mile to have a radius

of about 30 yards, which many men
found quite insufficient to get round in,

and many cases were witnessed of a man

Start of the 20 mile Yorkshire Champion^h p tor machines up lo 600 c.c, which was won with

some ease by C.-P. Wood (486 c.c. Scott Squirrel).

having a^lead of 50, yards and more to the
comer, then losing it through taking the
corner too fast and very wide. Frank
Dixon was one of these, while his better-
known brother was " slower " but cut in

very close.

The steadiest rider all round the course
was C. P. Wood. He just sat low on his

Scott as if he and the machine were
carved out of stone and droned round the
course like a big bee.

In the early events he seemed content
to let Langman lead, but in the 20-mile
Championship he set out to win, and the
result was never in- doubt ; he shot
past the post easily first in 23 mins.
28 3-5 sees., which, considering the 19
corners and 10 crossings of a watersplash,
was a fine performance. His speed works
flut at 51 m.p.h.

When lie won the equivalent 350 c.cr

event G.- S. Boston (349 A.J.S.) was only
16 3-5 sees, slower than Wood:

Generally speaking, the honours of the
day were shared by Dixon and Wood. ;the

former finishing so far ahead in the fonr
miles unlimited sidecar event that he was
able to park his outfit and become a spec-
tator before the second man arrived I

Other riders to show up well included
F. Reynard (Monopole), R. W. Lougliton
(Francis Barnett), H. Langman (Scott

Squirrel)^ R. T. Cawthonie (Norton). F.
Shepherd (Sheffield Henderson), and J.

Joynson (Invicta).

The trials, which started abcftit 1.5C

p.m., did. not finish until nearly 8 p.m.,
when the tide asserted its prior rights; but
despite this a large portion of the crowd
stayed throughout the whole programme.

HILL CLIMB IN EAST SOUTH WALES.
Open Event of the East South Wales Centre A.C.U. near Newport marred by Rain

IT must have been disappointing to the
orgamsers of an open hill-climb to

have to run off this most popular

event under such appalling weather con-

ditions as were experienced at Catsash on
Saturday last.

Indeed, so miserable was the state of

the weather that it was fully thought
that the event would surely be run off

minus spectators.

However, these trials were not going
to take place even during a deluge and
be missed by the enthusiastic admirers
of the sport in East South Wales.
Last year's successful meeting was too

well remembered to deter these en-

thusiasts from attending, and to the sur-

prise of the- organisers the event, or, as

aptly described by Mr. Ebblewhite, "the
regatta," was witnessed by quite large
numbers, who appeared to enjoy them-
selves thoroughly.

It must be borne in mind that South
Wales to-day can boast of riders of no
mean ability, whose performances are of
sufficient merit to warrant a successful

meeting, although, of course, the inclu-

sion in the entries of that " wizard of

the wheel," viz., George Dance, added
greatly to the already interesting list of

entries, which, by the way, was a record.

Unfortunately, after a few exhibitions

of his wonderful skill (his "get aways

"

reminded one of the shooting of a

rocket). Dance had the misfortune, im-
mediately on the conclusion of Event 13,

to miss his brake pedal, with the result

that both rider and machine shot over a

low bank, through a hedge, and landed
in a cottage garden the other side.

He was taken to hospital, but, as

officially announced later, was found to

have escaped serious injury, no bones
being broken, althougJr he was badly
shaken and had several bruises and
nasty cuts about the face. He was,
however, able to proceed later to

Wolverhampton.

High Speeds Through the Bain.

Undoubtedly, had the Clerk of the
Weather been a little more considerate
some remarkable times would have been
recorded, for riders and machines ap-

peared to be in excellent ffettle. As it

was, the times put up by competitors

were really excellent considering that
practically every event was run in pour-
ing rain, riders' faces being so bespat-
tered by mud that 'it was remarkable
they were able to see at all.

The organisation of the event was so

good that it would be hard to find better
than that witnessed on Saturday.

RESULTS
Event 7 (open), up to 350 c.c:

G. Dance (349 Sunbeam), ZWsi-
C. Sgonina (349 A.J.S.), SSVis. .

S. Tucker (346 New Imperial), 37%s.

Event 8 (members), Ditto:
\V. L. J. Davies (349 Cotton), 33s.
C. Sgonina (349 A.J.S.). SSVss.
F. J. Bosliier Jones {349 A.J.S.), 39VSs.

Event 9 (novice members). Ditto;
A. Bethell (349 SheffieU-Hcndcrson), 38I/5S.

W. T. Timmins (349 Cotton), 47%s.
J. M. JIarlis (349 Douglas), 50*sS.

Event 10 (open), up to 500 c.c:

Gj Dance (499 Sunbeam), 29s.
(?. Sgonina (498 Sgonina Special), 322/Js.

•T. Parker (492 Sunbeam). 33%s.

Event 11 (members). Ditto:
I. Parker (492 Sunbeam), 33s.
V. Ansfioe (494 DouElael, 33%s.

JR.. E. Eveson (490 Norton), 34I.5S.
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Victor Anstice (494 c.c. Douglas) and B. J. Millard (492 c.c. Sunbeam) waiting in the rain for

the signal to start.

Event 12 (novice members). Ditto:
M. R. Davies (499 Sunbeam), 35'/sS.
J. O. Parry (499 Sunbeam), STVss.
S. H. Richards (494 Douglas), 38%3.

Event 13 (open), up to 750 c.c:
G. Dance (499 Sunbeam), 29y5S'.

I. Parker (492 Sunbeam), SS'/sS.

V. Anstice (494 Douglas), 33%s.

Event 14 (members). Ditto:
I. Parker (492 Sunbeam), 33%s.
"V. Anstice (494 Doutrlnsh 33^/is.

W. L. Davies (398 A.B.C.), Zi'A^-

Event 15 (novice members). Ditto:
M. R. Davies (499 Sunbeam), 35%s.
A. Bekhell (349 Sheffield-Henderson), 37?5s,
J. O. Parry (499 Sunbeam), 38%s.

Event 16 (open). Unlimited:
G. W. Walker (490 Norton), 30%s.
I. Parker (492 .Sunbeam), 33s.
V. Anstice (494 Douglas), 33%s.

Event 17 (members). Ditto:
II. Davies (976 Brough Superior), 33s.
I. Parker (492 Sunbeam), 33%s.
V. Anstice (494 Uougiiw), 34'./3s,

Event 18 (novice members). Ditto:
A. Bethell (349 Shefadd-Hemlerscn), SBVss.
J. O. Parry (499 Douglas), 39s.
M. ,K. Davies (346 New Imperial), 43s.

Event 4 (open), p to 300 c.c.

:

W. L. J. Davies (249 Diamond), 403.
H. Harris <249 New Imperial), 41s.
H. Church (249 Velocette), 41%s.

Event 5 (members). Ditto:
W. L. J. Davies (249 Diamond), 40s.
H. Harris (249 New Imperial), 4iy5S.
M. B. Dffvies (249 NeW Imperial, 42yts.

Event 22 (open). Sidecars, up to 500 c.c:

C. Sgonina t498 Sgonica Special), 35%s.
G. W. Walker (490 Norton sc), 38V5S.
S. L. Bailey (494 Douglas so.), 43s.

Event 23 (members), Ditto;

C. Sgonina (498 Sgonina Special sc), 35%s.
W. L. J. Davies (343 Cation so.), 40s.

J. Marsh (499 Sunbeam sc;), 40ys3.

Event 2S (open),- Sidecars, vp to 750. c.c.

;

C. Sgonina (498 Sgonina Special sc), 36^/5S.

S. L. Bailey (494 Douglas so.), 39s.

Event .26 (members), Ditto:

C. Sgonina. (498 Sgonina Special sc), 36I/5S.

S. L. Bailey (494 Douglas sc), 38y5S.

J. Marsh (499 Sunbeam sc), 39Tis.

Event 28 (open), Sidecars, Unlimited:

G. W. Walker (490 Norton sc), 35=is.

C. Sgonina {496 Sgonina Special sc), 373.

S. L. Baiiey (494 Douglas sc), 38%s.

Event 29 (members). Ditto:

C. Sgonina (493 Sgonina Special sc), 37s.

G. W. Walker (490 Norton sc), 37%s.
S. L. Bailey (494 Douglas sc), 38%3.

Event 30 (novice members). Ditto:

W. H. Leman (976 B.A.T. bc), 53%s.
E. J. L. Strong (9«9 Harley-Davidsoa sc), 76s.

HIGH SPEEDS AT ANGEL BANK.
Rain Spoils Sutton (^.oldfield and North Birmingham Club's HiH'climb.

OWING to police restrictions the
Sutton Coldfield snd North Bir-
mingham Automobile Club were

forced to travel far afield to find a suit-

able spot for the first Midland Centre hill

climb.

The hill finally selected was Angel
Bank, near Cleobury Mortimer—a main
road with a fine surface, and a maximum
gradient of about 1 in 10. Though
eminently suitable for a hill climb in most
respects, it suffered from the disadvan-

tage of having branch roads near the foot

from which slow traffic emerged and held
up the climb on several occasions.

These delays and a dull afternoon
which later turned to heavy rain, ren-

dered the event somewhat dreary.

Delays Due .to Traffic.

In spite of the efforts of the organisers,

combined with the untiring zeal of a very
sporting police sergeant, and his sub-

ordinates, only 11 ascents were accom-
plished in the first sixty-five minutes. As
a result of this it was decided that after

the sidecar classes' each man should only

have one run at the hill, his time to stand

for each class in which he was entered.

This decision caused some grumbling.
A glance aronnd the competing ma-

chines at the foot of the measured half-

mile revealed one or two interesting

features. H. W. Hassall rode an o.h.v.

Norton, on which he acomplished the

fastest time of the day (28 2-5sec.), beat-

ing George Brough, who was mounted on
an experimental Brough Superior with tiie

latest 976 c.c. J.A.P. side-by-side valve
engine, having a very neat ribbed ex-

haust elbow on the rear cylinder, and a

modified frame, by only 2-5sec.
, G. E.

Cowley's 349 c.c. A.J.S: was of the 192]

T.T. o.h.v. type, though he was beaten
on time by A. E. Phillips on a side-by-side
valve sports model of the same make.

Star Performers.

Outstanding performances were few and
far between, but those of H. W. Hassall
(490 Norton), G. Brough (976 Brough
Superior), F. Sisson (490 Norton), F. T.

Hatton (494 and 749 Douglas), W. L.

Handley (292 O.K. Junior), and W. S.

Hawcatt (247 Levis), are worthy of

special notice. Sidecar classes attracted
no more than three entries in any one
class (classes 1 and 2 were unsupported,
and, therefore, abandoned). In Class 3,

for sidecars up to 600 c.c. (open), F. Sis-

son (490 Norton) took the hill in fine

style in 37 l-5s., easily beating the only
other competitor, F. A. Watson (550 Sun-
beam sc), whose time was 52 2-5s.

Class 4, a similar event of private
owners produced three entries : F. Sisson

(490 Norton sc), 36 4-5s. ; V. H. Smith

(490 Norton sc), 47s. ; F. A. Watson (550

Sunbeam sc), 52 3-5s.

Class 5.—Sidecars, unlimited, open : F.

Sisson (490 Norton sc), 36 2-5s. ; F. T.

Hatton (749 Douglas sc), 38s.

Class 6.—Sidecars unlimited, private

owners: F. Sisson (490 Norton sc),

36 l-5s. ; V. H. Smith (490 Norton sc),

44 4-5s, ; F. A. Watson (550 Sunbeam sc),

50 2-5s.

In Class 7 solos up to 250 c.c, open,

Hawcatt (247 Levis) opened the event,

and subsequently proved the vpinner.

Next on time came another Levis, ridden

by A. R. Edwards. Results :—W. S.

Hawcatt (247 Levis), 38 l-5s. ; A. E.

Edwards (247 Levis), 44 2-5s. ; E. C.

Bennett (249 Federation), 48 2-59.

Since practically all the entrants in

Classes 8 and 9 had previously ascended

the hill, they produced only one perform-
ance of interest, that of W. L. Handley,
who made a magnificent climb on his 292

c.c O.K. Junior. jDlass 8.—Solos up to

250 c.c, private owners :—(1) A. R. Ed-
wards (247 Levis), 44 2-5s. ; (2) R. C.

Bennett (249 Federation), 48 ^-5s.

Class 9.—Solos up to 350 c.c Open :

—

W. L. Handley (292 O.K. Junior),

32 2-53.; W. S. Hawcatt (247 Levis),

38 l-5s. ; A. R. Edwards (247 Levis),

44 2-5s.
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High Speeds at Angel Bank.

—

Class 10.—Solos up to 350 c.c. Private

owners :— (1) A. E. Phillips (349 A.J.S.),

42 2-5s. ; (2) A. K. Edwards (247 Levis),

44 2-5s.
; (3) G. E. Cowley (349 A.J.S.),

46 3-5s.

Class 11.—Polos up to 500 c.c. Open :

—

(1) W. H. Hassall (490 Norton), 28 2-5s.

(fastest time of the day) ; (2) F. Sissons

(490 Xorton), 30s.; (i) F. Hatton (490

Douglas), 30 4-5s.

More high speeds were put up in Class

12, up to 500 CO., for private owners,
Imt nothing to lower the e.xisting records.

(1) F. Sisson (490 Norton), 30s. ; (2) F. J.

Adam (490 Norton), 32s.; (3) J. S. Bacon
(499 Sunbeam), 33 4-5s.

Classes 13, 14, 15 and 16 produced only

four fresh starters, and of these Hatton's
749 c.c. Douglas, and George Erough's

fj^^(^ILS
976 c.c. Brough Superior made very fine

ascents.

Class 13.—Solos up to 750 c.c, open :

—

(1) H. W. Hassall (490 Norton), 28 2-5s.

;

(2) F. T. Hatton (749 Douglas), 29 3-5s.
;

(3) F. Sisson (490 Norton), 30s.

Class 14.—Solos up to 750 c.c. Private
owners. Results as in Class 12.

Class 15.—Solos unlimited. Open :— (1)

W. H. Hassall (490 Norton), 28 2-5s.
; (2)

G. Brough (976 Brough Superior),

28 4-5s.
; (3) F. T. Hatton (749 Douglas),

29 3-5s.

Class 16.—^Solos unlimited. Private
owners :—(1) G. Brough (975 Brough
Superior), 28 4-5s^; (2) F. Sisson (490
Norton), 30s. ; (3) F. T. Adam (490 Nor-
ton). 32s.

Class 17 for cycle cars and light cars

up to 1.100 c.c, open, produced three
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entries, H. F. S. Morgan winning very
comfortably on time. (1) H. F. S. Mor-
gan (976 Morgan), 50 2-5s. ; (2) N. Norris
(976 Morgan), Im. 6 2-5s. ; (3) F. H. Bur-
cher (7 h.p. Wolseley), Im. 58 2-5s.

Class 18j a similar event for private
owners, produced only one entry, C. A.
Potts (G-.N. cycle car), who "walked
over " in Im. 12 2-5s.

Timing was carried out by telephone,
and the officials worked hard under un-
favourable circumstances. During the
first few classes times were displayed on
an official car, which- traversed the hill

between each class, but later, owing to
rain and the difficulty of sorting out
wiimers from previous classes, the prac-
tice became less regular. The results
above are provisional, and special awards
wOl be announced later.

TRAINS TO THE GRAND PRIX.
ALREADY there is a goodiy number

of motorists who will be journey-
ing over to Strasbourg to

witness the Grand Prix Ra-ce on Wednes-
day next ; therefore the following train

times, which the South Eastern and
Chatham Railway have supplied, will be
useful.

Passengers can leave London by the

8 p.m. service from Victoria, arriving in

Sheffield University M.C. and L.C.C.
A reliability trial was held to Scarborough a.nd

back recently, when the following awards were
made : The Boothroyd Gold Medal. W. F. Castle
(398 A.B.C.) ; special silver medal for carryinE
on in spite' of difficulties, H. Woffendca (269
Royal Ruby) ; silver medals, G. F. Shama (499
Sunbeam), S. Newsom (499 Sunbeam), J. O.
Schofield (269 Chater-Lea), D. A. Gratton (8

Talbot), and C. F. Boothroyd (8 Rover).

Essex M.C.
The annual club race meeting will be held this

year on Saturday, July 22nd, at Brooklands,
commencing at 2.30 p.m. The motor cycle races
will be run in addition to six car races, and
entries for tho various events close at 5 p.m. on
Thursday next, July I3th. All races are opeit to
members of the club and members of the B.M.C.R.C.
Further particulars and entry forma may be ob-
tained from Mr. A, G. Reynolds, 95, Fillerook'
Road, Leytonstone, E.

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.

A well-organised programme suffered to a certain
extent at the hands of the weather at the Clifton
Zoo Gardens. Each event was, however, well sup-
ported. The results were as follows: Musical
chairs for sidecars, 1, Miss Chidney [499 Wilkin
so.) ; 2, Miss Baxter (490 Norton sc.) ; sole, 1,
0. Hopkins (499 Triumph), Tilting the ring, 1,
F. Wiltshire (499 Rudge) ; 2, A. Dashfield (349
A.J.S.). Distance judging, 1, K. Woods (499
Wilkin); 2, H. T. Scamp (8 Morgan). Bun-biting.
1. E. G. Fery (G.N. cycle car); 2, C. W. Rankin
(G.N. cycle car) . Kicking the football, 1, K.
Woods (499 Wilkin); 2, L. Smith {481 Scott-
Squirrel). Riding the plank, 1, L. Smith (481
Scott-Squirrel). Slow race, 1, A. Dyer (348
Douglas).

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
The annual hill-climb for the " Dyson " shield

will be held on Saturday, July 8th, at Tong
Hill, commencing at 2.30 p.m. There will be
classes for solo machines, sidecars, and cars.
Entries (3s. 6d. each vehicle) should be sent to
Mr. 8. Haigh, Holme Bank, Cleckheaton. Speed
trials will take place on the following day, July
9th, over a course measuring 586 yards, 2 feet,
all flying start, and electric timing will be em-
ployed. Entries at the same fee as the hill-climb
should be sent to Mr. A. R. Naylor, Beamsley
Road, Frizinghali, Bradford.
A general meeting of club members is being

held this evening, July 6th. at 8 p.m., at Belle
Vue Hotel, Bradford. The Bradford-London-
Bradford ran is to take place this year on July
29th-30th, full particulars of which are obtain-
able from Mr. T. G. Bnllus (Tel. 4779 Bradford).

Paris at 5.25 a.m. the following morning,
or if they wish to spend a night in Paris
they can leave at 11 a.m. or 2 p.m.,
reaching Paris at 6.35 p.m. and 9.40 p.m.
respectively. Return arrangements from
Paris allow passengers making the 8.40

a.m. connection from the Gare du Nord
to arrive in London at 3.55 p.m.

Visitors going from London on Sunday
next (July 9) leave Victoria at 9.15 a.m.

;

CLUB NEWS.
Mee??=En5 Club Events.

Jtilij Slh.—jVortA Weitem Centre A.C.U.—Speed
Trinh at Soutliport.

Jidy m.—S.E. Centre A.C.n.—Relwimtv Trial.
Jvlij SUi.—Xorth Wales M.C.C.—Weel--end Tour.
July Sth.— TAverpool M.C.—Speed Trial.
July Sth.—Bristol M.C. and L.C.C. and Path

M.C.C.—Inler-club Trial:

Juiu 8tk.—Dumfries and Di'drict M.C.C.—One-
day ReliahilUy Trial far IrHnfj Cup.

July Sth.—Bradford M.C.C—Hill Climb.
July Sth.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Bun to Eenil-

vorth.
July Sth.—Cumberland M.C.C—Sill Climb.
July Sth.—Co'-entry and Waneickshire M.C—One-

day Trial.

July Sth.—Bxfter M.C. and J.C.C.—Trial over
Dartmoor for " Ford " Shield.

July 9lh.—Coventry Triangle M.C—Run to Strat-
ford-on-Aron.

July 9th.—Bradford M.C.C.—Speed Trials.
July 9th.—York and District M.C.—Bun.
July 9th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Run to M(irecam,be

Ha SJcipton.

July 9th.—Bridffnortk and— District M.C.G.-^
Reliability Trial.

July 9th.—SheffieldM.CC.—Bunto Eayton (Ladies'
Fishing Match').

July 9th.—Colne and District M.C.—Run to

Bolton-by-Bou'1/ind.
July 9th.—Macclesfield and District M.C—Re-

liability Run.
July 9th.—East London M.C.C.—Run to Mooi-

plaats.

July 9th.—Kelso and District M.C.C.—Social Run.
July 'Jth.—Newcastle and Noi-them M.C.C—Picnic

Run to Carter Bar.
July 12th. Leeds Motor Union.^Imprompiu Bun

from City Smutre.
July mh.—Yorlc and District M.C.C—Tort- Show.
July 12th.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C—Tieerton

Jnler-club Trial.

Jidy 12th.—Beif/ate, BedhiU and Distrv^ M.C.C.—
Beliobility Trial.

Jtdy 13th.—Buhcell M.C.—Run to Shelfori and
Bast Bridrjford.
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Honiton M.C. and J.C.C.

The openiDg test run lield recently in connection
with this club proved successful, the course in-
cluding Marlpils Hill, a gradient of 1 in 5, across
Farway Common. Considerable public interest was
displayed in the event.

arrive Gaie du Nord, Paris. 4.35 p.m.
Leave Gare de I'Est, Paris, at 5 p.m.

;

arrive Strasboarg at 12.29 a.m. (mid-
night).

The ordinary retvirn ticket from London
to Strasbourg via Osttnd and Brussels is

£9 9s. 2d. (first class) - and £6 7s. 4d.
(second class).

Accommodation is already said to be at
a premium in the Strasbourg district.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
With regard to the joint speed trials which are

being held tetween this club, the Norfolk M.(;.
and L.C.C, the Colchester and District M C C
and -the Bury and District M.C.C, on Saturday,

'

Jnly 15th, full particulars are available from Jlr.
G. Bird, Sandhurst," Friars Kd., Ipswich.

Harringay M.T.C.
This touring club, which was only formed this

year, is proving successful. A number of useful
runs have already been undertaken, and several
events are at present being organised for the near

t^ future. Motor cyclists desirous of becoming mem-
bers should apply to the hon. sec, Mr. E. T
Hepworth, at 4, Etherley Kd., Harringay, N.15.

Weston-super-Mare and District M.C.C.
The first reliability trial took place on June

24th, over a 76 mile course, starting from Weston-
super-Mare at 2.30 p.m., and finishing at Saltford
tor tea. Owing to heavy rain, the going was diffi-
cult, and few awards were made. The winners ol
gold medals were W. Payne (490 Norton sc.)
and .1. Pruen (595 Douglas sc). Silver medals, G.
Fry (A.C. car) and J. Passey (G.N.).

Oxford M.C.
Of tbo eighteen starters in the map reading and

reliability. trial held recently in the Chiltern Hills
two only covered the entire course. Of the.;?'L A. Welch (292 O.K. Junior sc.) lost the waywhen nearing the finish, and checked in too late
to qualify Jor an award, while a car competitor^"Ted m to time, but descended Whiteleai
Hill when he shonld have bean climbing it Thus
no competitor- qualified for an award.

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.
The annual reliability trial from Guildford tc

iixeter and back took place on June 24th when
varied weather conditions were encountered Five
competitors made non-stop runs, and were within
the margin of one minute allowed at all control
points. Tho results, subiect to confirmation bv
the committee, are: (1) T. H. Broadhurst (499
Sunbeam), Swain" and Jones cup and gold medal-
(2) H. a Mansell (349 A.J.S.), silver medal- (3)
O. J. Feeney (346 Francis-Barnett), bronze medal-
(4) O. B. I'Anson (498 Zenith-Bradshaw), bronze

-. medal; (5) L. J. Mitchell (G.N.), bronze medal
and Feeney cup. Other bronze medallists were G
W. Relph (799 A.J.S. sc), and Miss Bewers (550
Triumph sc). The speed trials arranged for July
15th have been cancelled, and a members* hill-
climb substituted, the results of which will count
in -the aggregate marking for the Wilson challenge
cup (four-wheeled -cycle cars only).
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Loughborough and District M.C.C.
The trial lor the Will Chapman cup has been

arranged to take place on July 16th over a course
in the Charnwood Forest district. Full parLicu
lars of this event may be obtained Irom the hon
see., Mr. C. It. Topping, at 64, S'rederick Street,
Loughborough.

Stamiord M.C.C.
The speed trials held on Saturday, .Tune 24th, over

s hnlf-mile course resulted in the following times
being made in the vatioiw classes:—250 c.c. stand-
ing start (2 strokes only): (1) S. Sharpe (211 Levis],
46s.; (2) G. Faucourt (211 Levis), 47Ss. Plying
start: (1) S. Sharpe (211 Levis), 34%?.; (2) G.
Faucourt (211 Levis), seyss. 360 c.i;. standing
start: (1) E. W. Greenwood (349 A.J.S.), Seyss. ; (2)
J. North (225 Hoyal Ruby), 37s. Flying start: (1)
J. North (225 Royal Ruby), 29s.; (2) E. W. Green-
wood (349 A.J.S.), aSVss. 550 c.c. standing start:
(1) O. F. Collier (439 Sunlream), 321/53.; (2) W.
Martm(499 Sunbeam), 32%?. Flying start: (1)
A. J. Boslvorth (496 "Brough), 23'As. 750 c.c. stand-
ing stai-t.: (1) W. Martin (499 Sunbeam), 33s.; (21
A. J. Bosworth (496 Brough), 331/5S. Flying start.
(1) A. J. Bosworth (496 Brough), 24s.; (2) O. F.
Colher (499 Sunbeam), 24y5s.

Worcester and District M.C.C.
The third auhual speed trials were held in

conjunction iwith the Worcester M.C. on June
22nd, at IMadrosfield, Malvern. The trials took
place over a measured half-mile oj a mile long
speedway lent by the Earl Beauchamp. K.G. A
quarter ol a mile was allowed for the flying start
Over 1,000 spectators were present, and fifty
entries were received. Premier awards were the
A.J.S. and the S.T.D. cups for the fastest motor
cycle and car respectively, with first and second
awards in each class. Results

:

A.J.S. CUP : H. W. Hassell (490 Norton), 233.
S.T.D. CUP : R. Mays (Bugatti), 25|s.
GLASS 1 (275 c.c.).—Expert : (1) W. L. Haad-

ley (249- O.K.), 28|s.; (2) B. Kershaw (249 New
Imperial-Jap), 29|s. General: (1) W. L. Handley
(249 O.K.), 28^8.; (2) O. Hayes (249 New Imperial-
Jap), 3 lis.
CLASS 2 (350 c.c.).—Expert : (1) W. L. Handley

(249 O.K.), 26|3.; (2) E. Williams (349 A.J.S.1,
28fs. General: (1) W. L. Handley (249 O.K.),
26|s.: (2) H. A. Bleckley (349 Sheffield-Henderson).
CLASS 3 (500 c.c.).—Expert: tD H. ' W.

Hassell (490 Norton), 23s.; (2) A. S. Bochler (494
Douglas), 23|3. General: (1) R. E. Eveson (490
Norton). 26^.; (2) W. L. Handley (249 O.K.),
26|8.
CLASS 4 (750 c.c ).—Expert : (1) H. W. Has-

sell (490 Norton), 23s.; (2) S. Kochley (494 Dong-
las), 23|s. General : (1) R. B. Eveson (490
Norton), 23|s.; (2) W. L. -Handley (249 O.K.).
26|s.
CLASS 5 (Unlimited c.c.).—Expert : (1) H. W.

Hassell (490 Norton), 23s.; (2) A. S. Koohler (494
Douglas), 23|s. General: (1) R. E. Eveson (490
Norton) 26|s.; 1-2) W. L. Handley (249 O.K.) and
C. Lewis (976 Zenith), 26|s.
SIDECAR CLASS (500 c.c.).—Expert : (1) R.

Brown ^499 Sunbeam sc), 29is. ; (2) R. E. Eveson
(490 Norton sc), 31is. General: (1) R. E. Eve-
son (490 Norton sc), 31i8.; (2) W. B. Gibbs (494
Douglas), 33s.
SIDECAR CLASS (750 cc).—Expert: (1) R.

Brown (499 Sunbeam sc), 23^3. ; (2) R. Brown
(499 Sunbeam sc), 29^3. TK^ rider also won the
general class in the same time.

ACROBATICS ON THE ROAD. Cornering with a sidecar at speed. Observe the position

of the passenger to keep the wheel on the ground. An incident in the 12 hour motor races at

Madrid.

Beigate, Bedbill, and District M.C.C.
A petrol consumption test was held on June

25th with the following results. Solo class : 1,

B. C. Gordon (499 o.h.v. Triumph) ; 2, G. W.
Faulkner (499 Blackburne). Sidecar class: 1, E,
P. Duplock (976 Sunbeam sc.) ; 2, V. F. Long
(976 Excelsior).

Macclesfield and District M.C.
July 9th has been chosen for the holding oi

the reliability run. Competitors will meet at Log
Lane, Chester Road, Jordangate, at 1.30' p.m.,
and the course will measure approximately seventy
miles, finishing at Harding's Farm, Kerridge.
This event is open to all members of the Cheshire
Centre A.C.U.

Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.
Members took part in a holiday camp during a

recent week end at Newbridge, Koine Chase, near
Ashburton. Twenty riders assembled at the rendez-
Tous on Saturday, and twelve more followed on
the next day. Despite a fair amount ol rain, the
enterprise proved a great success, and it is pro-
posed to organise an event of a similar nature
during August.

tNTHUSiASM IN SOUTH AFRICA As the biggest annual race in Africa the Durban-

lohannesburg event is described elsewhere in this issue. A. Long (998 c.c. Excelsior), third in

the race with best netl time, finishing in a shower braved by 10000 spectators.

Bolton and District M.C.
A hill-climb has been arranged to take place on

Wednesday, July 12th, over a private road situ-
ated on the outskirts of Bolton with a gradient
of 1 in 12, an excellent surface, and measuring
threequarters of a mile in length. Competitors,
assemble at 5.45 p.m. in Town Hall Square,
Bolton. Entry forms, which may be obtained from
Mr. H. Ward, 11-4, Dorset St., Bolton, must be
returned by Satuxday, July 8th.

Harrogate and District M.C.
The annual reliability trial for the " Muratti

Trophy " vvas held on June 25th in heavy rain,
which made the course very difficult. The results
were as follows : 1, A. Baines (498 Zenith-Brad-
shaw), lost 14 marks; 2, T. F. Leak (349 Massey-
Arran), lost 21 marks; 3, R. Eastwood (493
Zenith-Bradshaw), lost 36 marks. Sidecar
machines: 1, W. Wells (499 Sunbeam sc). lost
69 marks; 2, G. Appleyard (799 A.J.S. sc), lost
94 marks. Several other riders finished, and the
" Trophy" was awarded to A. Baines (498 Zenith-
Bradshaw).

Iforthampton M.C.C.
The results of the recent 100 miles reliability

trial are as follows : Silver trophy for the best
performance of the day, J. B. Berry (499 o.h.v.
Triumph). 250 c.c. Class : Silver medal, D. Cold-
ham (225 Royal Enfield Sports). Unlimited c.c.
Solo Class: Silver medals, J. B. Merry (499 o.h.v.
Triumph) ; J. H. Bull (490 cc. Norton). Sidecars :

T. AUiband (550 Triumph sc). Light cars: H.
Noel (9.5 Rhodes).
The club is holding a 120 miles general effi-

ciency trial on July 23rd, particulars of which
may be obtained from the hon. sec, Mr. G. Alder-
Bon, 50. Albany Road. Northampton.

Hawick and District M.C.

The open hill climb held on Saturday, June 24th,
was a marked success in every wav, and a heavy
downpour of rain in the interval, although making
the finish twenty minutes behind scheduled time did
not materially alTe'^t the competitors. Results: —
290 c.c. class (experts barred); (1) D. E. Calder (249
New Imperial); (2) A. F. Pollock (249 Pxancis-
Barnett). 350 c.c class: (1) J. Guthrie (349 A.J.S.);
121 A. Reid (348 H.B.). 600 c.c: (1) W. Smith,
,Tunr. (499 Sunbeam); (2) J. Guthrie (349 A.J.S.).

Unlimited class: (II W. Smith. Junr. (499 Sun-
beam); (2) A. Reid (34B H.B.). Open classes:—
290 C.c: (1) J. A. Porter (249 New Qerrard)

:

(2) D. B. Calder (249 New Imperial). 350 cc: (1)

J. A. Porter (249 New Gerrard) ; (2) A. Reid (H.B.).

600 cc. : (1) G. Black (490 Norton): (2) J. A.
Porter (292 New Gerrard). Unlimited c.c: (1) G.
Black (490 Norton) : (2) J. A. Porter (292 New
Gerrard). 600 c.c. sidecars: (1) J. Beck (499 Sun-
beam sc): (2) W. Smith, Junr. (499 Sunbeam sc).

Unlimited c.c: (1) J. R. -Alexander (749 Douglae
sc) : (2) J. Beck (499 Sunbeam sc). Winners of the
team prize were: (1) Edinburgh and District M.O.

;

'2) Kelso and District M.C.O.I.

C25
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Clothes for the Woman Sidecar Passenger when
Touring.

By Miss PEGGY FRASER.

IN deciding what clothes to take away
in the sidecar on a holiday tour, it

should be remembered that there is

only room for absolute essentials. There
are, however, things that, while they
must of necessity spend most of their

time packed away in their case, will be
required to shake out all right at a
moment's notice.

Be Prepared.

If one intends going to the theatre or

a dance whilst away, due preparation
must be made or the penalty paid of

being unsuitably dressed, and I know of

nothing more calculated to spoil one's
enjoyment. Also, one must be equipped
for rain and cold in case the weather is

bad; it is surprising what a large amount
of summer clothing one may carry in a
small space.

In the first place, the lightest fibre suit-
case should be procured—its appearance
does not matter. A good leather suit-
case is a dead weight empty, and quite
impossible when full. The fibre' case
should be fitted with a waterproof cover
and a slip-on moire cover, and it will look
far smarter than those of the leather
type-

It is well to decide on a pre-

dominating colour for the out-

fit, so in this case we will take
grey, as then one thing can be
worn with another successfully.

In one of my drawings I

have depicted a fitted case made
on the same principle as a

tool I'oll. In this one can
place all toilet requisites.

The outside is moire silk,

to match the colour of the

suitcase, and it is lined

with oiled silk or water-
proof sheeting. One end

A pretty frock

of knitted silk.

For evening wear
dull oxidised silver

lace or any material

having a metal

thread has the ad-
vantage of not

creasing.

JULY 6th, jg22.

A Russian blouse

of fine grey suede

with pipings and

applique of signa

red kid. Below !s

a miniature " hold-

all" for toilet

requisites.

A checked skirt with grey lur

eoat, grey suede Russian

boots, and suede cap.

c 26

A grey silk cloth cape
trimmed with white

rubber.

is arranged to form a
pocket with a secure
flap, and this holds
everything that is used
with water—tooth-
brush, sponge, soap,

etc. Before putting
these things away they
should be squeezed dry.

A baby brush and comb
will be found quite

large enough for use

and far easier to fit in

the case, in wJiich

accommodation can be
found for hairpins,

scissors, pins, etc.

Regarding face
creams, if the kind
used is made up in

tubes all the better—

a

greasy cream to remove
the dust and a vanish-

ing cream for day time. Powder is

much better carried if it is in a block,

but whether or not it can also be kept
in its pl^ce, and so can the manicure
things.

The case then rolls up, and is kept
closed by a strap and an elastic band,
and it takes up far less room than any
box would occupy.
For the Russian blouse shown in the

same drawing, fine grey suede is

pressed into "service, with pipings and
applique of signal red kid and gun-
metal buttons. This is to be worn
under a coat of fur and with a checked
shirt.

The sketch in the bottom left-hand

corner shows a checked shirt worn
with one's coat, grey suede Russian
boots, and a crush cap of red suede

trimmed with a bird entirely composed
of beads, with a tail of coque feathers.

A cape is, I think, the smartest
shape for a waterproof, and it can be
slipped on with greater ease than a
coat. Therefore, I have chosen a
grey silk cloth mackintosh trimmed
with white rubber, and a pull-orr- hat

to match.
Evening Wear.

The difficulty of the evening frock

—

always a problem when one is touring on
a sidecar—and " in between " frock is

overcome by the new " costume blouse
"

idea. Up to this year the " costume
blouse " has been called a tunic or over-

dress. The foundation, which is grey

cripe. da Chine of soft sillv, will do ' for

both, and is made almost straight,

slightly eased at a low waistline, and iias

shoulder strap supports.

The " in between " frock could be made
of knitted silk of a fancy stitch aud edged
with a silk ball fringe.

For evening wear dull oxidised silver

lace could be chosen, or any evening
material tliat has a metal thread, as it

will not crush. If red is preferred-, an
overdress of dull silver beads mounted on
net would look equally chamiing, and has

the same advantage of not crushing. The
waist should be outlined by a floral

wreathr ^
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rt sciectiuD oi questions ol general interest received irom ctauers ana our replies Liierelo. An questions snould be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, B.C. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 1i. stamped addressed envelope lor reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper oniy, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining leg-1 questions should ba marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a zd. stamp), and wiil be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U.. who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the couotry as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

WEIGHT OF SIDECAR BODY.
. Having nearly finished making
a two-seater sidecar, I find that

tl)e size is:- Length 6ft., width
21in., and depth 22Mn. All my
friends tell me that it is much

too heavy, so I should like you to in-

form me, if you can, the weight" of a
two-seater body. I have weighed my
sidecar, and it is.91ilb., so if this is

anything near the correct weight will

you kindly let me know ?—P. 0. T.
There is no definite "correct" weight
for a two-seater sidecar body, but there

is no reason why one weighing 901b.

should not be satisfactory, providing the

sidecar is attached to a really powerful
machine and the body itself is mounted
on a strong chassis.

A LEGAL POINT.

In JunS I purchased an Enfield

outfit which was new in March.
I was introduced to the owner by
a motor agent who had supplied

the machine ; the agent guaran-

teed (by word only) that the machine
was in perfect order and that any de-

fects found would be made good.

When purchasing I enquired from the
owner if the machine ha-d been in any
accident, and was told that it had not.

After a few days I started to examine
the outfit and discovered certain proof

that it had been in a smash, for the
frame is twisted, the gear damaged,
footboard stays bent, and the head
lamp bulged (this had been turned over
to hide damaged part). I consider that

the machine is mechanically ruined. I

called the agent's attention to the
matter, and he was surprised with the
false impressions that had been given to

him and promised to take the matter
up. I was informed to-day that a meet-
ing had taken place, and the former
owner was to have- called upon me on
Saturday last, but he never turned up.
Should I be safe in taking proceedings
against him for the return of my
money ? Should I have to summon the
agent as a witness of the guarantee he
gave on owner's behalf, and secondly,
as to the jmount of damage that has
been done?—F.W.

Apparently the agent was selling the
Enfield outfit on behalf of the owner, and
the latter and the agent admit to utter-
ing the representations which you say
they made when the machine was pur-

Jmportant 2)ates.

Sat. July Sth—M.C.C. Meeting at
Br6oklands.

Wed., July lith—French Grand Prix.
Sat., July 15th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-

bers' Meeting at Brooklands.
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Frl., July 28th, to Men., July 30th

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.
Sat., July 29th, North-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Thurs., Aug. 3ra, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendiae.

Sat., Aug. 12th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-
bers* Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Races In
Phoenix Park, Dublin.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th-r-
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.
Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 2Ist—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

chased. As you knew at the time of

purchase who the owner was, you would
be right in suing the owner. If the
agent had been selling on behalf of an
undisclosed owner you could then have
sued the agent ; or, on ascertaining who
the owner was, you could then have sued
the owner. The best plan is for you to
return the machine to the agent, and then
sue the owner for the return of the
amount paid, and subpoena the agent as
a witness.

BLOW BACK WI'TH AUTOMATIC VALVE.

On an Autowheel engine which

? drives my invalid's tricycle I

have experienced blowing back at
-^ the carburettor i.e., when the

hand is placed about a" foot from
the intake, petrol is deposited thereon.
My " Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists " indicates that this is due to
a weak inlet valve spring or to a very
weak mixture. Well, the automatic
inlet valve has been fitted with a new
spring supplied by the manufacturer.
The exhaust valve is also completely
new, and both have been ground in by
an " old hand," so I expect they are
otherwise adjusted properly. The car-

buretter is automatic, so possibly the

weak mixture diagnosis may be elimi-

nated. The motor is going as fast as

ever, say about 20 m.p.h., though it is

perhaps not quite so pov^erful on hills,

but not a great deal less. The exhau.st

note is not so clear as formerly, being
rather " woolly," as I might describe
it, although compression is very good.
However, I wish to get rid of the
" blowing back " for the sake of

economy and not to run the risk of fire,

and to hear the healthy bark of my
" baby " engine again.—J.R.

From your description the engine appears
to be in good order, and we can only
suggest that^jfou 'make quite siu'e that
the exhaust valve tappet clearance is not.

excessive. A certain amount of bloyy-
back is almost always present in the c'.se

of automatic inlet valve engines. Although
it would not effect any actual improve-
ment, some benefit might be obtained
from the fitting of a long pipe on tbi air

intake of the carburetter; this v ould
catch the petrol blown '^••r\ an', so tend
to improve the fuel consu.'nption.

OVER GEARING.
I am riding a 4i kp. single-

cylinder three - speed machine
(solo only), and I am desirous
of raising my gear to the utmost
limit possible. For ordinary

riding in towns or speeds up to 20
m.p.h. I would use second gear only
and change into top when a fair and
suitable speed has been reached to
make a silent change. I am quite
aware, of the difficulties of town riding
on high gear. At present the sprockets
have teeth as follows :—Engine shaft,
16T, gear box 35 and 15, and back
hub 35; and the ratios are 5.1, 8.1,
and 13.2 to 1. I imagine that the 15-
tooth sprocket would be the most suit-
able to change.—A. S. T.

We do not think that you would be
satisfied with the machine after making
the suggested change; in all probability
the petrol consumption would be very
much higher, and wear on the back lyr"
would no doubt be abnormal. Not know-
ing the machine you are using, we can-
not tell you whether it would be more
convenient to change the sprocket on the
gear box or that on the engine shaft; it

is much more usual to alter the latter.

If,
^
however, you decide that it will be

easier to fit a larger sprocket on the geai



box we do not recomineiid you to gear

the machine higher than 4 to 1. To do
tliis you would need a 19T. sprocket.

TUNING FOR SPEED.

(1) What, in your opinion, is

CT] the best valve setting for pure

I 5 1 speed woric, for a 499 c.c. T.T.
LU Rover? {2J What top gear

ratios do you recommend for

speed work on the Mat ?—B. M.
(1) Very largely the answer to your ques-

tion depends upon experimenting with
various settings. If j'ou have facilities

for procuring special cams you should

aim at getting an early exhaust opening

and a closing point about 5 degrees after

top dead centre. The inlet valve should

open on top dead centre or a little after,

but it should commence to open before

the exhaust valve is completely closed

;

the inlet may remain open until 15 to

20 degrees after bottom dead centre.

(2) This, again, is a matter for experi-

ment, and may vary from day to day
according to the weather conditions,

Kvind,' gradients, etc. Probably about

4^ to 1 would be most suitable.

TWO-SPEED SELECTIVE CHAIN GEAR.

(1) In the outside ball race of

Ba 1917-18 P. and II. gear I find

about three or four balls missing;

or were they originally contained

in a cage ? (2) I cannot unscrew
the inner race so as to get out the

spindle with eccentric attached ; is it

a right- or left-hand tliread ? (3) '

Neither race, so far as I can see, has
i cage or a full set of balls ; should

t, iis be so ?—J. B.

(1) The balls in the countershaft ball

1 acet were not caged. (2) It has a left-

hand thread. (3) A full set of balls

shouLl be fitted; there is no need to fit

caged balls.

|j^ra(^!L]£

READERS' REPLIES.
MISSING AT LOW SPEED.

In your issue of June 22nd you advise

"S.G.O." that his magneto points should
open to the extent of 4 mm. [Unfortun-
ately, a decimal point was di'opped ; the
correct setting is 0.4 mm.—Ed. ] May I

also offer "F.W.E.," who complains of

his front cylinder missing at low speed,

some information that may assist him ?

I had the same trouble on a Douglas,
and found that by taking off the contacts

breaker cam for the front cylinder, and
packing it with a piece of thin sheet

brass, thereby causing the points to open
the same amount at both breaks, I

eliminated all misfiring at slow speeds.

—T.T. AsriKANT.

SIDECAR ON SOLO LIGHTWEIGHT.
One of your readers, "F.A.R.," asks

the question as to whether it would be
detrimental to a 350 c.c. 3-speed Douglas
to attach a lightweight sidecar occa-

sionally. Perhaps my own experience

with one may interest both him and other
readers of your paper. I purchased a
3-speed Douglas in January of this' year,

and had fitted to it a Watsonian alum-
inium sidecar^the latter weighs . but
501b. My speedometer (new with
machine) to-day registers over 4,400

28

miles, and I roughly estimate that at

least 2,000 of that total mileage have
been covered with sidecar and passenger

(10 stone). Riding with thsrsidecar, it is

absolutely "diild's play" to average 30-

35 m.p.h.—hills, of course, included.

And I am still looking for the gradient
up which I cannot take my passenger.
Some, perhaps many, may doubt the
accuracy of my words, but I have ample
proof with which to support them. I

have taken the stiffest hill-climbs round
and about Birmingham—^and have not
been let down on one occasion yet. And
further, except once when climbing the
Clent Hills, I haive had no necessity

whatsoever to use my first gear, nor has
my throttle been more than three-parts
open when doing 40 m.p.h. on the level

road. And finally, I had my engine down
only to-day, and apart from carbon de-

posit on cylinder heads and pistons, every
part was in perfect order, and there was'
not the slightest indication of any play
in the big-end bearings.—H. S.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions jmhlishecl

under this heading shotdd be addressed
c/o J'he Editor, '

l' The Motor Cycle,'"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.OA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

'"H.E.T." (Hinkley).—398 c.c. ABC
for solo purposes.

^'A.E.L." (Cottingham).—247 c.c. Levis
sports model : speed, overheating, m.p.g.,

"'f.R.H." (R.N.).—349 c.c. WooUer
and sidecar : comfort, speed, hill-climb-

ing, overheating.

,

"W.G.". (Milngavie).—^Levis "Popu-
lar," fuel, belt, and tyre mileage ," max.
speed.

" F.C." (Mansfield).—499 c.c. Sunbeam
(T.T.); 596 c.c Indian Scout: petrol con-
sumption, speed, comfort.

" H.M." (Leeds).—749 c.c. Douglas and
sidecar.

"F.G." (Staffs).—Grado pulley on
499 c.c. maehiue : efficiency in conjunc-
tion with light sidecar ; belt slip.

"M.L.E." (Brixton).—1922 654 c.c.

Quadrant and sidecar.

"S.E.R" (Cambridge).-348 c.c. Doug-
las : speed without special tuning; dur-

ability.

"F.W.F."_ (Chudleigh).—Behaviour of

Scott Sociable on Dartmoor roads.
" E.R.W." (Manchester).—595 c.c.

Douglas and sidecar. Burlington clutch

conversion set.

SPARKLETS.
Re-yised Prices.

On and from July 1st, the prices of the
" Schrader Universal " tyre pressure

gauges will be appreciably reduced.

Australian Road Raee.

First position and fastest -time of the

day was achieved by L. L. Brooks on a

349 c.c. A.J.S. fitted with a Cox
"Atmos" carburetter, in the recent

Kadina 100 miles road race in South
Australia. :

JULY 61h, ig22.

Road Laws.

A booklet entitled " The Roadmaker "

is issued by The British Reinforced Con-
crete Engineering Co., Ltd., 1, Dickinson
Street, Manchester; contained therein is

an article on the Curiosities of Highway
Legislation which makes quite good read-
ing.

Home-oonstiucted Machine.

Mention v,jas made in the issue of
June 22nd of a big twin, the J.F.P.,
built by Mr. T. F. Parkes. The cor-
rect name of the designer of this machine
is Mr. J. F. Parker.

(Jold in Place of Silver.

In the London-Land's End Trial this
year, E. Fostor (598 Raleigh)

, was
credited with a silver medal. His pro-
test, on the grounds of being baulked',
by another i-ider, has been allowed,.and
he has now been awarded a gold medal.

Two-Strokes at Brooklands.

It was stated in our issue of June 22nd
that A. King Smith was riding a 348 c.c.

Morris and -sidecar in the 20O miles side-
car raee at Brooklands on June 17th. His
mount actually was a 247 c.c. standard
sports model and sidecar, which- mfikes
the performance all the- more creditable.

BiitistT Slachises Abroad.

In the hill climb held recently at
Solitude-Stuttga-rt, E. Mahlentili (499
o.hv. Triumph) was first, and made the
fastest time of the day at a speed of
over 56 m.p.h. on a difficult course. E. W.
Howie, mounted on a similar machine,
secured fourth place in this event.

Passenger Maehine Power.

Is 500 c.c. sufficient for sidecar work ?

E. Arnold Wright, of Sherborne, informs
us that he was riding a 499 c.c. Sanbeam
and sidecar in4he London-Edinburgh run
this year, not a 770 c.c. outfit, and con-
siders he had ample power for any emer-
gency. The machine in question was fully
equipped during the trial.

Mechanically Sealing Tulies.

Official trials under the auspices of the
Royal Automobile Club have recently been
carried out on the Jeff Patent Tube,
which- is similar to a standard tube with
the exception that on the surface within
the tube, beneath the tread of the tyre,

there are super-imposed flaps of rubber,
moistened with glycerine. The object of
the trial was to test the ability of the
device to hold air after intentional punc-
turing under varying conditions. After a
53-mile road test, with intentional nail

punctures at intervals of 10, 20, and 30
miles, on a car fitted with 760x90 mm.
tyres, the results were as follows : Pres-
sure of front tyre under test, 281b. per
sq. in. ; back tyre under test 131b. per
sq. in. This was after all nails had been
withdrawn, and the car locked in the of-

ficial garage during the night succeeding

the trial.,,. The pressures before the tests

were respectively 551b. and 501b. per

sq. in. Before locking up the car for. the

night the pressures were 301b. and 451b.

per sq. in.
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Unexcelled on the Track and

in the Air, B.T.H. Magnetos

are ideal for the road.

B.T.H. Magneto Successes.

B.T.H. Magnetos were fitted to the Triumph
machine that gained 2nd Place in the Senior

Motor Cycles T. T., and to the Sunbeam
Cars gaining 1st Place in the International

T. T., and the cup for the fastest lap.

They also helped create all the World's

Records recently established by Sunbeam
Racers.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

Lower Ford Street Coventry.
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VICKERS STEEL
On Wednesday, May 17th, 1922, a twelve cylinder 350 h.p. Sunbeam Car, driven by

Mr. Kenelin Lee Guinness, MADE THE FASTEST TIME EVER RECORDED BY A CAR.

The CRANKSHAFT.
FRONT AXLE,
SWIVELS,
GEARS.
VALVES",
BRAKE DRUMS, etc., etc.,

were made of VICKERS STEELS.

Registered u Trade Mark.

VICKERS LIMITED,
Head Offices .•—

\^clcers House, Broadway,

London, S.W. I

.

RIVER DON WORKS.
SHEFFIEI.D.

Depots

:

—
GLASGOW, MANCHESTER.
BRISTOL. BIRMINGHAM,

LEEDS, DUBLIN,

Jn answering these advertisements it ts desirable to mention " 2'he Motor Cycle.'
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W. H. ELCE & CO.;
• CIMITBD.

"The City Depot for Value "ofier undermentioned

SECONDHAND BARGAINS
FOR CASH.

Exchange or Easy Payments.

MORGAN, De Luxe, M.A.G. dynamo,
1921 £152 10

A.V,, 1920, 5 h.p. J.A.P. Monocar, per-

fect order £67
GARDEN, 7 h.p., 2-seater, a-stroke, 1921,

perlect condilion ^ £67 10
G.N., 1920, dynamo, spare wheel. Bar-

gain £132 10
MATCHLESS, 1920, 7 h.p., M.A.G. com-

bination, dynamo £120
BROUGH, 5 h.p. flat twin Combination,

electric £87
ENFIELD, 8 h.p. Comb., Magdyno

lightinR, 1921 £118
P. & M., 1917, Comb., electric, well

equipped £52
CALTHORPE, r92i, 2 speeds, 2-stroke.

As new £36
IVY, 1922, soiled only, 2 speeds, clutch,

equipped £47 10
MCKENZIE Lightweight, equipped, 1922,

done roo £23
A.B.C., 3 h.p., 1920, dynamo lighting. . £68

YOXJR PRESENT MACHDIB IN PART
PAYMENT FOR 1922 MODELS.
We will PURCHASE for CASH

MORGANS, G.N's or COMBINATIONS.
Please send full particulars, year, equipment,

lowest price.

13-15-16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
Pl,o„e: Ave.u,es548. CAMOMILE STREET.
Grams: E.«mocya,__^^_^ LONDON, E.C.3

W^W. E. LINE,

ONLY A FEW LEFT ! SHOP-SOiLED
genuine

READING
STANDARD
8-10 h.p. Motor - Cycles

100 Gns.
A FIGURE THAT WILL NEVER BE REPEATED.

The Machines are of the 1921-1922 type, complete with
DYNAMO LIGHTING, ELECTRIC HORN, etc., etc

.

THESE MACHINES CAN BE PURCHASED ON
DEFERRED TERMS AT SMALL INTEREST.

s^D PLUS ONE SIDECARS,
r^!,''^r7el £37 10 O each.

Retail Price £60 12s. 6d.

PLUS ONE SIDECAR CHASSIS,
Complete with Wheel and in Best Knamel at

£6 10s. each.
These will carry the heaviest body with TWO persons.

or are very suitable ior Box Carriers.

MUST BE CLEARED.
CASH OR TERMS. EXCHANGES AEKANGED.

89, 6T. PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.I.
LANGHAM 1601.

EXTRA HEAVY
MOTOR CYCLE COVER
guarantees you at least 33^ per cent

.

more mileage than you have ob-
tained from any other make, no
matter what the price.

It embodies all the true principles that go
to make a non-skid—Side Ribs, Cross Bars
and Suction Cups. Designed to withstand
the " kick "of any motor cycle engine yet
made and to last out any other make. A
combination of everything that is best in

tjTe manufacture based upon expert know-
ledge obtained during the past 12 years.

In order to introduce these covers we are pre-
pared to allow a special discount of 25% off

the first 1,000 covers sold. This offer cannot
be repeated.

eijITb super non-'SKid covers
Size. Special Price. List Price,

Non-standard sizes in three-ribbed
pattern only.

Size. Special Price. List Price.

Steele Publicity.

ELITE RUBBER CO. LTD.
266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD,. S.W.I,

-LEWIS'S-
LEWIS'S Wonderful OHer.—600 Airman Sidcot

flying snits, lined Teddy Wallaby fur collars,

guaranteed waterproof, cost to make £10; our
price 35/-; all sizes to 5It. llin. State height
when ordering. Ideal for motor cyclists. Trade
supplied.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Large purchase of Royal Air Force
pilots' gloves, new; cost to make, 60/-, our

price, 17/6 per pair.—^Below.

LEWIS'S Triplex Goggles, genuine AB aviation

masks, soft brown leather, lined Nutria iur,

ideal for motor cyclists, brand new goods (not war
stock); tinted or clear Triplex glass. 10/9. pcKt

free; listed at 42/-; E.A.F. Featherweight Patt.,

9/6; tinted or clear glass. Trade supplied.—Below.

LEWIS'S Helmets, Helmets, Helmets.—We hold

the largest stock in London; B.A.F. pattern,

brand new. Nutria, fur-lined helmets, in tan, nut-

brown, black, and mauve, 14/6, 13/6; chamois
lined, 15/6; lined fleece, faced Teddy, 9/-; 411

leather, lined fleece, 7/6, 5/ 6, wonderful vahie

Why pav more ! Finest quality obtainable. Special

mauve, "with black fur, for ladies, 14/6.—Below.

LEWIS'S Now Leather Coats, all prices and
qualities. Send for catalogue.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Huge purchase of waterproof over-

alls, clasp fasteners, made from Government
material, 8/- per pair.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Large Mechanical Horns, listed at
"30/-, our price 13/5; stem-fitting Cowey

horns, nickel plated clearance lines, listed 50/-,

our price 30/-; Cowey speedometers, listed £5/5,
our price £3/5; no trip model.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Gloves. Large purchase of solt suede

leather gauntlets, lined wool, 10/6 pair, all

sizes. Special chrome leather gauntlets, 10/-; also

special line gauntlet gloves at 7/9 for ladies and
gentlemen. American borsehide gauntlet gloves,

lined fleece, 8/6.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—We supply every . part tor Triumph
motor cycle, and all Sturmey parts at special

prices; W.D. stock. Write your requirements and
save money.

TO all purchasers of goods to the value oi 20/-

we present free one aluminium bomb vane

mascot, handle-bar fitting.

S LEWIS, Motor Engineer and Government
. Surplus Stores, 19a, Csiburton St., off Gt.

Portland St., London, W.l. 'Phone : 1824
Museum and 2075. Two minutes from Gt. Port-
land St. Station (Met.). We close at 1 on Satur-

davs. Kindly send lor catalogue free.

It's there
where you
waatlt !!"

RADIATING COPPER
& ASBESTOS SPARKING

PLUG WASHER
for Air-Cooled Engines.'

Make your touring plug equal to the
best racing plug and have all the

advantages of both.
If there is one part on your engine
that requires cooling it is the plug.

MADE IN STOUT GAUGE
. POLISHED COPPER.

Retail prices :—
2j in. 2i in 3 in. 3! in. Dia.

8d. 9d. lOd. 1/- each

SAMPLES at above prices post free.

From the

COPPER & ASBESTOS WASHER CO.,

Ill & 112, Livery Street, Birmingham.

lATRICKLalfce

Undoubtedly a means of pleasure and profit

at a price within the reach of every motor

cyclist and repairer.

2" Lathe shown with back gear £4 5

We make lathes from 30/- to £60 to^ meet all

requiiements.

Cash or deferred terms for any lathe.

Full particulars in our list zSE: Post free.

F. PATRICK Ltd.,
Penraevon Place, LEEDS.

In aneioerintj these .adrertii!i'77ientK it j.5 desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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still stands

PRE-EMINENT.
The sound constractional details—the high-

grade equipment—the exquisite finish—and
the unique combination of innumerable
"talking points" place MONOPOLES
AHEAD OF ALL RIVALS.

A few Recent Successes.

HARROGATE & DISTRICT M.C.C. HILL CLIMB
(Moil 20th. 1922.)

Mr. FRANK REYNARD (249 c.c.

Class 1, Solo machines up to 350 c.c.

MONOPOLE).
GOLD MEDAL.

(fastest time)

Class 3 560 c.c. GOLD MEDAL,
(first on formula)

Class 3, ., ,. unlimited. GOLD MEDAL.
(fastest time)

"COLE CUP" REUABILITY TRIAL
(Coventry & Warwickshire M.C., April 8lh, 1922.)

Mr. 3. W. MOXON (350 c.c. MONOPOLE)
GOLD MEDAL.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.
INTER -CLUB RELIABILITY TRIAL

{May 13th. 1922.)

Mr. J. W. MOXON (350 c.c. MONOPOLE)
FIRST CLASS AWARD (SUver Medal).

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC OPEN
COMPETITION (May 20th. 1922.)

Mr. W. E. HEBRON (350 c.c. MONOPOLE)
FIRST PRIZE.

"VICTORY CUP" RELIABIUTY TRIAL
(Birmingham M.C.C, March I8lh. 1922.)

Mr. J. W. MOXON (350 c.c. MONOPOLE)
SILVER MEDAL.

REDDITCH & DISTRICT M.C.C.
RELIABILITY TRIAL (May 20ih. 1922.)

Mr. J. W. MOXON (350 c.c. MONOPOLE)
SILVER MEDAL.

-'i^^^-jii^^.. - -

Whle TO-DAY jor Illuslraled Catalogue.

The Monopole Cycle & Mct^r Co. Ltd.

St. Maty Street, COVENTRY.
London Depot: 7, Grape Street, Shattesbury Av., W.C.I.

The

'HERMETIC
Peerless

Tyre.

strevglh ly>

the metorcycle."

The
Ocean
Liner

depends
on its

"Screw."

The
Motor=
cycle
on its

Tyres and Belt.

Nothing but the Best is

good enough !

The Best are

" HERMETIC "

TYRES & BELTS
Unequalled for qaaJity,
durability and service
value

/ 8 yean highest reputation.

Sold by all Cycle and
Motorcycle Agents,

Boof^let sent on application.

THE SELF-SEAUNG
RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Hermetic Works,

Birmingham

Ths

"HERMETIC "!

Belt.

STRONG,
DURABLE.

FLEXIBLE, and
RELIABLE.

/n a-nswerinQ these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The .Motor Cycle. b37
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Extended manufacturing

facilities and a huge

turnover enable us to

cut Ferodo Prices

by

The quality remains the same.

On and after Julv ist the list prices of FERODO
BONDED ASBESTOS, FEROBESTOS, AND
FERODO FIBRE will be reduced by 10%.

The reduction is solely due to the savings effected

by large production and extended manufacturing
facilities.

The quality of Ferodo Friction Linings ^vill remain
as before—the very best possible—and this reduction

in price is not being made at the expense of quality',.

Our first principle has always been and always will

be to put the finest possible materials into our pro-

duct, and upon this principle the Ferodo reputation

has been built. Ferodo Fabrics are just as

superior to competitive materials to-day as they
were lo years ago.

It may be that Ferodo Fricton Linings are slightly

liigher in price than certain competitive materials,

colourable imitations of our own ; but the extra
durability and the perfect reliability of Ferodo
Linings repay the extra first cost a hundredfold.
Hundreds of thousands of motor drivers all over

the world show their appreciation of this fact by
their continuous use of Ferodo Friction Linings for

Brakes and Clutches.

See the name on every piece.

FERODO
FRICTIDK LININGS

Sole Manufacturers;

FERODO Ltd., Chapel-en-le-Frith.

Service Depots : London, Birmittgham, Manchester, Leeds, Bristol,

Belfast, Coventry, Newcastle, Llandnndod Wells, Glasgow.

Sl7

The "^M4i/f%i^teccC" PUNCTURE SEAL
achieves still more
wonderful results in the

I, O N D ON - E D I N B U R GH R U N—gaining

21 GOLD MEDALS, 3 SILVER MEDALS
for Motor-Cycles and

2 GOLD MEDALS for Gars
All tubes treated with IMPERVO
and NO TYRE TROUBLE!
Jackson's IMPERVO is absolutdy guaranteed to

seal punctures up to ith inch instantly, preserve

rubber, reduce risK of bursts, maintain correct

inflation, double the life of tyres. It is non-

sticky, easily injected, and lasts the life of the

tube. A 5/- tin is sufficient to treat one motor-

cycle tube. Post your order to-day or write

for FREE BOOKLET and full particulars to

Jackson's IMPERVO
(Dept. 6), 48, Dover Street, W-1.

«^* <>v^/ie ^MiC-C£<S^

BARRACLOUGH'S

Combined Filler Cap
Petrol Gauge and Priming Tube.

(Patent applied for).

Fits in place of your ordinary Filler Cap.

By placing a finger tip over the
srriall hole at the top at the Tube
the Petrol is retained in the
Gauge at the same level as in the
Tank. The Tube can now be
withdrawn through the Spring
Clip without disturbing the
Filler Cap. The level of Petrol
is noted in the gauge, and can
then be allowed to run into the
Cylinder through the Compres-
sion Tap by simply removing
the finger tip. ,

6/= EACH, Post free.

COMBINED FILLER CAP and
OIL-GUN.

Fits in place o! ^our ordinary Filler cap.

NO MORE OILY TOOL KITS'
When ordering these accessories, state malce

arid year of machine.

BARRACLOUGHS (Engineers), LTD.,
JOHN STREET, Thornton,BRADFORD

hl<^ In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Buy the Best!
MOTOR-CYCLISTS' SUITS

/ GUARANTEED WIND AND WATERPROOF.

Made from Strong Fawrn Double
Texture and Double Proofed Material.

THE SUIT
• COMPLETE

Jacket only, 30/-

50/- CARRIAGE PAID.

Trouser Overalls, 20/-

= PVERY Motorist should secure one of these Suits for they are well

= *—
' cut, reliable garments, absolutely proof against wind and water,

= that will give years of satisfaction in wear. They are honestly worth

= double. Order and compare ! Please mark envelopes Section 250.

I GEORGE WEST LTD.,
=: The Store that holds the largest stock of Waterproofs In the British Empire.

= 435-437, OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.l

POST
YOUR
ORDER
EARLY

I.-

COOLIE MOTOR OIL
It's not the change that's left in your pocket
but the mileage you get out of the tin

that determines the economy of any lubricating oil. COOLIE Oil goes further

than most other motor lubricants because exhaustive laboratory experiments and
continuous practical tests have been applied to make it exactly suited m body
and consistency to motor engines, so that it lubricates efficiently, without waste,

and every drop tells. Every day more motorists are finding out these facts for

themselves, follow their lead. A gallon tin will provide a fair test and benefit

both your engine and your pocket.

Pri( Quart 2/8 -Gal. 4/3 Gal. 6/9

Ij your Dealer or Garage does not stock. COOLIE
Oil, send us a postcard with their name and address,

and we will arrange for you to he supfilied.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
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GOES FURTHEST

^
J

V>KV^

:^

,

CHALLENGE

!

f

ON EVERY TIN.
INSIST EMPHATICALLY

tin.2/7 per quart
and Worth it.

Ask your Dealer for this —

^

Sample on application,

CHALLENGE OIL CO., LTD.,
HOWARD ROAD WORKS,

STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.16.

^BA
A GRADE OF CHALLENGE OIL
TC SUIT EVERY MOTOR CYCLE.

The Star Motor Cycle

MARS
Note our prices with Brampton Forks, Dunlop
26 X 2\ tyres, Burman 2-speed gear, clutch,
kickstarter, 2 tool bags, efficient mudguarding,
polished aluminium chain cover.

Villiers 269 c.c. engine .

.

£54
J.A.P. 293 c.c £62
J.A.P. 350 c.c. .. .. £68
Blackburne 350 c.c. .

.

£68
Blackburne 4:1; h.p. SPORTS MODEL £74
Barr & Stroud .

.

.

.

£78
All 30/- Tax,

All-chain drive, Webb rear hub, extra £5.
Three-speed gear on any model, extra £4.

Ail models except Villiers fitted with
long plated exhaust pipe and silencer.

Write for Catalogue and terms.

MARS LTD.,
Motor Cycle Manufacturers,

White Friars Lane, COVENTRY

J.W.T. SPEEDOMETERS
On and after July 1st, owing to the large increase
in manufacture costs, these instruments will be
priced as follows :

—

Cycle Type, p'ated or polished, Trip., £3 12 6

Car Type, plated or polished. Trip., £4 5

Rear Drive for Large Machines, - £0 7 6

Remember there is only ONE J.W.T. Our Motto—Economy and Effiriency

Still th9

Cheapest

and Best.

Guaranteed

12 Months

with

Fair Wear

and Tear.

Orders

Executed in

Strict

Rotation.

Look Out for

our

New Mileage

Recorders.

Engine Equipment Company,
12 WOLSELEY AVENUE, LONDON, S.W. 19

JB42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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^TcHAIW STMPsJ

1

"AQUAMAC" is supplied in Fawn
and Clerical Grey Shades.

THE SUir FOR SATISFACTION.
"AQUAMAC "

HIS is the suit which is being recognised by discerning
Motorists as the ideal garment for real protection with
comfort.

Made by experts, it fills a long-felt want in the Motor-cycling
world, and the many testimonials we have received justify the
claim we make tliat ** AQUAMAC " is second- to-nonc.

POINTS WORTH NOTING ARE—
It is GUARANTEED to be WATERPROOF, even in the

worst weather.

Style and fit—with the utmost utility—are assured. Made to
measure without extra charge.

It is equally serviceable for fine weather riding—the method
of ventilation dispenses with any "stuffy" feeling.

The hard-wearing material used in its manufacture ensures
long service.

Prices are within reach of all Motor Cyclists.

The Triple Fly Side open-
ings are fitted with Non-
Water Conductors and
Pneumatic Edges through
out the suit. No water
can reach inner garments.

SEND NO MONEY
until yoti have seeti our patterns and illustrated booklet

settt free on rtrqiiest.

PRICES.
j

Suit complete £2 15
Fully Fleeced Lined
Coat only . . £1 \ / 6

Overalls only 17 f

Full Trousers £1 5 P

Wh^n ordering give chest vieasure-

inent, height, and inside leg from
fork to floor.

The Express Manfg. Co. (Mchr.) Ltd. - london -
" AQUAMAG " Works, THE SERVICE CO.

431-437, Rocbdale Road, MANCHESTER London, Ltd.

289, Hig^ Holborn.

No struggling out of dirty

overalls—just a few pulls at

the side seams and the trousers

fall to the ground.

WW.V'T."U'VW-«-.%"WVt"L'\i'^VV",^i-W°l vi.'%=t^%ru"w"«-«"j!W"«"«"«'w"o%'ww"«'

3)^6manJr$

nDtmcle Oil
Provides a system of UPPER LUBRICATION for every

kind of Petrol and Benzol Internal Combustion Engine.

SHORTLY WHAT IT DOES.

1. It ensures PERFECT LUBRICATION in those parts of the engine which have NEVER
BEEN PROPERLY LUBRICATED BEFORE, viz., combustion chamber walls,

upper ends of piston, valve, and valve stems.

2. It absolutely PREVENTS CARBON DEPOSIT.
3. It produces more POWER, SPEED, and COMPRESSION, and eliminates knocking.

4. It reduces FRICTION and HEAT in the most VITAL PART of the engine.

5. It PROLONGS THE LIFE of your engine and REDUCES UPKEEP COST.
6. It INCREASES your MILEAGE.
7. It gives you the SUPERLATIVE PLEASURE of a SWEET RUNNING ENGINE.
8. Suitable for every description of engines.

DIRECTIONS.
Just pour one ounce into each 2 gallons of Petrol or Benzol.

NO MIXING OR STIRRING REQUIRED.
Price 12/6 a 32 ounce tin, 50/- a gallon. A 32 ounce tin treats 64 gallons of Petrol or Benzol

—viz., about Id. for 20 miles, and it saves you far more than it costs.

There is a one-ounce measure m every tin.

SOLE PROPRIETORS—

THE CONCORD COMPANY, Ltd., Dept.B., 18, Berners Street, London, W.l
Agents for Scotland and Ireland : THE CRAIGIE ENGINEERING CO., Ltd., 25-28, Elmbank St., Glasgow.

Tourist Trophy Races for Cycles

AND

Tourist Trophy Races for Cars

ISLE OF IVIAN 1922,

All Firsts in both events were won

by the drivers of machines that had

MIRACLE OIL
mixed with their petrol.

In artsiiering these jidvertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. b45
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DEFERRED PAYMENTS OVER EIGHTEEN MONTHS

Ou-r charges are

:

4/0 extra for 12 months

6/^ extra for 18 months

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

EXAMPLE iD«-

WE FINANCE
OURSELVES.

DISCOUNTS ALLOWED
FOR EARLIER
SETTLEMENT.

1922 B.A.T. Combination, complete with spare wheel and tyre, spring frame,
interchangeable wheels.

Cash Price, £145, or £37 14s. down and 12 monthly instalments of £9 8s. 6d.,

or £38 9s. down and 18 monthly instalments of £6 8s. Id.

OVER 100 MACHINES ACTUALLY IN STOCK. OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL 7.30 P.M.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO. LTD., 940-11, Royal Parade> West Croydon.
'Phone: Croydon 2450, 2451. Telegrams : " Track, Croydon."

SILICO ENAMEL CO., STRATFORD, LONDON.
3/-

b^b

CLUB TRANSPARENT ENAMEL FINISH.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

DRTING Bat-Jap., twin O.H.V., very last;

all on except licence; must sell: £60 or nearest.

—

STorthborough Read, Norbury, S.W. [7585

Beardmore.
i2i Beardmore-Precision Combination, 2-stroke, per-
' feet I

£65, near o«er.--Youne, South Street,

ileshrough. \ ' [7620

21 Beardmore-Precision 3h.p.. 2-speed, kick start,

spring frame, eciuipoed, taxed; 48 -fins.—284,

h Lambeth Kd., Stockwell. [7971

lABDMOKB-PRECISION.—1922 models lor im-

mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or delerred

lents.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [4833

lARDMORE-PRECISION 1921 2-stroke Combina-
tion, spring irame, tax paid, fully equipped, and

ratched; *75.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

Oxford. [7181

SARDMOKE.—31/2 h.p., 1921, all-chain drive, 2-

specd, kickstart, electric lighting, trip speedometer,

equipped, like new, tax paid, £65.—13, Brougham
I, Acton. [7569

lARDMORB-PRECISION, Combination, August,

19^1 3h.p.. 2-stroke, licensed, mileage 500, accept

offer over £50.—T. E. Taylor, Firth Street,

iersfleld. L7726

lARDMORE-PRECISION Combination, spring

irame, 3i/^,h.p., 2-stroke. 3in. tyres, variable jet,

equipped," new August, 1921, done 1,700 miles,

3ed- £79.—Puddy, 24, Lancaster Rd., Stroud

a, London. ,
fS095

Blackburne.
20 3V>h.p. 3-speed Blackburne; 4i65.—Ross, 86,

High Rd., Lee, S.B. [7887

lACKBURNE Combination, countershaft, 3-speed;

offers wanted.—Thompson, 12, Trinity Rd., Bal-
[7921

20 Blackburne Combination, 8h.p., fully equipped,

spare wheel, screen, new condition; £120, offers;

mge w.c. Morgan, G.N.—Matthews, Bewley Cot-

Clarence Rd., Fleet, Hants. [3012

JIGHT and Wheatlev, Blackburne Agents for Couls-

don and district. 'Spares in stock. 2-y^.p. S.v.

1, 86ens. : aliu.p. O.V.H. model, 93gns: ;
4h.p.

gogns. 4V^h.v. Solo, 92gns.: Comhination,

ns. : Standard Combination, 145gns.—Below.

ND your enquiries to U6 at 4, The Pavement,
Conlsdou, Surrey. 'Phone: Parley lii77. [7527

L Blackburne Engine Spares from Stock.—
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8451

Bradbury.
.ADBURY Combination, 2-speed; *15/15.—251,
Archway Rd., Highgate. [7630

:AND New 1922 4h.p. Bradbury, best Lucas
equipment; cost £115, accept £75.-24, Balliol

North Kensington. [8192

ADBURY 1918 4h.p. Combination, kick start,

fully equipped, as new; £75 or offer.—B. G.,

iomford Rd., Stratford. [8330

>, or Nearest.—3',..h.p. Bradbury sporting, good

tyres, Bosch, Senspray, taxed; ride away.—181,

on Ed.. Bnrton-on-Trent. [8738

iADBUEY 4h.p., 3-speed, new, lamps, horn, tax

paid, ready to ride away; £87, or nearest offer.—

y, R. W. Thomas, Dolgelly. [6676

;ADBXIRY Bh.p. 1921 Twin, brand new, chain
drive, 3 speeds, reduced price; £85; approval.—

!s and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [8460

3. Bradbury, Milford sidecar;- clutch, lamps, spares,

tax, insurance ; in excellent condition ;
purchased

. Forster. Whitehill Terrace, Pelton Fell, co.

am. [7574

[ADBUEY, 1922, 6h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,

spare wheel; never ridden; listed £165; accept
I, or lightweight taken in part.—Hamling, 59,

idos St., Hereford. [7599

p. Bradbury New 1922, all-chain, 3 speeds, kick

starter and clutch, £92; also new 1922 2'!ih.p.,

. gear, etc., £60; easy terms and exchange.—
;hope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [8662

ADBURY combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, kickstarter,

all chain, Easting, lamps, speedometer, spares,

y, beautiful outfit, taxed; cost £182, sell £90.

—

w, Haddon House, Clarence Road, Fleet, Hants.
[7501

'nrr Partft

:

iADBUBY Spare Parts. Lists free.—Agents,
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[8082
BrouCb.

21 SVsh.p. Brough, perfect condition, long plated
exhausts, Cowey, lamps, mileage low, fast;

£145;* nearest £90.—Errington, 174, Oakbrook
Sheffield. [8066

:OUGH 1920 5-6h.p. Model G Combination, elec-
tric lighting, full equipment; £87.—Elce, Ltd.,

,5, and 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
ae : Avenue 5548. [0065

DAY
EXCURSIONS!
May be indulged in without
the attendant expense and in-

convenience of the train or
" chara " with the aid of a

MOTOR CYCLE
OR

COMBINATION.
A few of this week's S.H. Bargains :

—

''^'^'"'"- fHENTS OF PRICE
con DIAMOND, 1921.
J,£i\J 2j h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,

K.S., clutch, Lucas
accessories, tax paid, CtSK
new condition £3 2 9 *i«l«?

roe B.S.A., 1917.
At£t%S 4j h.p. and sidecar,

3-speed, equipped, tax CHfi
paid £4 8 *«U

con A.B.C.
»«'*' 3 h.p., 4-speed Combina-

tion, fully equipped, ta.t £QA
paid £4 9 7 *0>*

£1 r BRADBURY,
**" 3} h.p., and C.B. side-

car, N.S.U. 2-speed, C^C
equipped, tax paid £113 10 S.aJ

CAn B.I^.T.,
S'xU 6 h.p.. New (shop-soiled)

Combination, 3-speed, CI CC
K.S., clutch £10 6 1 Iiaa

an HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
9bOU 1920,

7-g h.p., electrically

equipped Combination,
speedometer, screen, tax Cl'Jft
paid £8 1 3 *1^U

con INDIAN, 1914.
»«v 7-g h.p. Combination.

Milford s/car. Electric

lamps, horn, discs, tax CfiC
paid, good condition ..£408 XPJ

con HOBART 1914.
*^" 4 h.p. C.B. Combination,

fully equipped, tax CA(\
paid, 3-speed, clutch . . £115 10 SitM

CIC HOBART.
*'**' 2i h.p., 2-speed, fully C*?G

equipped, good condition £1 15 10 SwS
Cen HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
XOU 7-g h.p., New [shop-

soUed) Combination,
3-speed, K.S., clutch .. £9 10 5

CQC ZENITH SPORTING
XOO COMBINATION.

Fully equipped. Ace CI OE
discs, absolutely as new £7 19 5 AtX&itS

CAft BiS:A. 1921.
*TtU 6 h.p. Combination

fully equipped, spare
wheel and tjTe, tax paid, C%0(i
as new £7 3 4 *1^U

COC HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
%£n> 1915.

7-9 h.p. C.B. Combina-
tion, fully equipped, CV'i
good condition £4 9 7 Xlw

ANY MAKE Of?
NEW MACHINE SUPPLIED.

PARKER'S
BOLTON

:

Bradshawgate.

Tel. 1348.

MANCHESTER
245, Deansgate.

Tel. Cen. 864.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough Superior.

BROUGH SUPERIOR 1921 Combination, folly
equipped, taxed, 90 bore J.A.P.; bargain, £125.

-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7364

BROUGH SUPERIOR in stock; models Mark . 2,
£125; Mark 1, £150. Cash, delerred, exchanges.

—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [719S

BROUGH SUPERIOR, 1922 models, 6.5h.p. M.A.G..
£125; 8h.p. (side valve engine), *1S0; 8h.p.

side valve combination, £180; demonstration model
in stock; call for a trial run.—Storer and Tait, 20,
Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair 625.

[7368
MANCHESTER. Oldham, Bury, Stockport, Staly

bridge, Rochdale, Huddersfield, etc., etc.—We are
sole agents for Brough Superior.—Brough Superior
Northern .Services, 198, Manchester Rd., Oldham.
BROUGH SUPERIOR Northern Services.—As our

name implies, we are Brough Superior specialists.
All models in stock. Mark I., 90x77V> mm., o.h.v.,

£160; Mark I. side valve, £150; Mark I. sporting
combination, with screen, step, mat, ana apron,
£180; Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark
II. sporting combination, £150. Demonstration runs
by appointment. Catalogues post free on request.
We are the Brough Superior representatives for, whole
of Lancashire and Yorkshire (exception Leeds and
.Sheffield), and greater part of Cheshire and North
Stafford. Showrooms. 198. Manchester Ed., Oldham.
TS Yours Going to be a Brough" Superior ? If so,
-- don't forget _Brough Superior Northern Services.
I^t us give j'ou a trial run. [0880
"DROUGH SUPERIORS.-Order your new mount
--» from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially
tuned to order. Mark I., .Sh.p., side valve, £150;
sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and
apron, £130; Mark I., 90mm. bore o.h.v. £160;
Mark 11., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark U.
combination, £150. Special Service Agents; lists.-
C^ and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
.'Phone : 993. [0334
A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot,

-CX. and sole London agents for the Brough Superior
the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x771/2 o h.v., 3-
speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sport-
ing combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; JIark
rr. 6.5, mag., 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick
starter, £125; sporting combination, step, mat,
screen", «te., £150. Demonstration models in stock.
Catalogues sent post free on request.—The Allen-
Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Eoval Parade, Lou-
don Ed., West Croydon. 'Phone: Cioydou 2450.

[0733
Sparp / txrfa :

SPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame spares
for Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.—

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
(0835

Brown.
£14.—3yjh.p. Brown, good running order.—8, Coun-
c*' cil Houses, Hatfield Peverel, Essex. [8205

B.S.A.
'R.S.A.--New and second-hand models.—B.S.A.

Specialists.

r^OUNTY Cycle and Motor Co.. Broad St., Birming-V> ham. [4578

B.S.A. 4r4h.p., all-chain, shop soiled; £100; side-
car, £20.—Wigfield, Goldthorpe, Yorks. [8125

"1 Q21 4i/lh.p. B.S.A. Combination, chain drive, fully
-»-e^ equipped, very low mileage; £115.—Below.
1 018 B.S.A. Combination, 4i/;h.p., S-speed; a great
-«-»/ bargam, £60.—Daw, 114, Brixton Hill. [8033

JQ15 B.S.A. Combination, splendid condition; £60,
-Ltf nearest.—92, Inderwick Rd., Crouch End.B[7938.S.A. 1919, combination, 4Vih.p., 3-speed, perfect

condition; £75.—Southon, 42, Lancaster Gate,
W.2. [7510

NEW 1921 4yih.p. B.S.A. Combination and acces-
sories ; £120.—Bounds Garage, 223, High Ed., Kil-

burn. [8488

B.S.A. 1922; £110; model H2; immediate deliverv.
—Shepherd, Enfie'd Highway. Tel. : Waltham

Cross 31. [0878

41.h.p. 1919-20 B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds, free
4 engine, kick start; £75.—^Wauchope's, 9, Shoo

Lane, London. [8663

B.S.A. 1922 model H2 and sidecar, shop soiled:
£115.-County Cycle and Motor Co., 300, Broad

St., Birmingham. . [8432

QXh.p. B.S.A., splendid condition, lamps, horn, etc.,

Oa tax paid; £32/10, or best offer.—99, Little

Park St., Coventry. [8217

1 Q21 41/ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, Easting, electric
l-*y lights, perfect; £110, or exchange—Jack Pruen.
Weston-super-Mare. [7772

045.—1920 T.T. B.S.A., new, just uncrated; bar-
oW gain.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, Addison Av.,

Holland Park, W.ll. [8471

~l fkl9 B.S.A. Combination, good as nejv, complete,

AUwith spares, Easiing, (as paid; £80.—Musson. 102.

Urban Ed., Doncaster. [7619

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)

t>49
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 4'/2h-P- Combination, 1920, spiiedometer, elec-

tric lamps, horu, gowT coualtion; 90gns,
Motor Works, Hiddiesex.

41h.p. 1919 B.S.A
.* spleudirt condition.

Avenue, Melton Aiowliray.

B.S.A., aVsh.p., Bosch, B. and B., lamp;
e.^cellent condition, fast and reliable;

Alpha House, Loughton.

North \vnod
[7606

chain cum, 3-speed, tax paid,
lamps ; £65.-17, Quoin

[7690

, horn,
£25.—
[7725

1 Q19 B.S.A. 4Vib.p. CombinaLion, fully equipped,
-••-' ta.x paid December, numerous spares; bargain,
i;S5.—32, Outram Rd., East Ham. [8525

Easting, lamps,
^_ _ „ , -- new; £87.—14,

Briscoe Lane, Newton Heath, Manchester. [8271

guaranteed
ood lightweight
66. (U) [7537

1020 B.S.A. 4Vih.p. Combination,
J-^ luggage grid, condition as new

;

CPECL-VL LO.M. B.S.Ai S'/sh.p. O.H.V,
^J as new, excepfionnuy fast; £85
part.—Chaston, Blackwood. Mon. Tel.

B.S.A. Motor Cycles and Spares; trade supplied.-
Battersea and District Agents, Owen Bros., 1'

»„4-*„,. n; OUT .TIT . , «,,„ -r, .. ,-„„-Battersea Rise. S.W. Phone : 1299 Battersea.
9,

[8051

B.S.A. 1920 Combination, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, kick
start, lamps, screen, very little used, new con-

dition; £35.—Bowen, Hawthorns, Eden Bridge. [7834

B.S.A. 4i^h.p. Combination, 1915, 3-speed, clutch,
K.S., all accessories, perfect condition, tax paid;

£80.—Hodgson, 97, Lower Eichmond Kd., Putnev.
'[7694

£45.—1916 41/lh.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds,
clutch, K.S.. Mills-Fulford coachbuilt sidecar,

windscreen, equipped.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.B:[8261.S.A. 4i;4h.p., 3-speed, kick start, all-chain drive,
fully equipped, £38; coachbuilt sidecar, £5.-28,

Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. -"Phone>: Maryland
2598. [8392

1Q19 4Mh.p. B.S.A. Model K, with Canoelct D4
--»/ sidecar, all lamps, and tax paid, in very nice
order; £72.—Heady, 17, Gold St., Saffron Walden.
Essex. [8017

-j Q21 B.S.A. H2 Henderson, Lightweight Sidecar,
-*•«'' equipped, taxed, easting, speedometer, two 28 X
3 Dunlops ; £120 or nearest.—Lowson, Westborough,
Scarborough. [7568

-| Q22 6h.p. B.S.A. Light Twin, detachable back
-i-*^ wheel, never used, brand new; cash wanted,
accept £115.—Heady, the Laundry. Gold St., Saffron

'

Walden, E.ssex. [8022

B.S.A. 1921 Combination, splendid condition,
firindlay sidecar. Easting screen, lamps, horn, tools,

etc., tax paid; £97/10.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd.,
Ed., Birmingham, [8424
T3ECKHAM.—B.S.A. 4i{ih.p., model K, combination,
J« 3-speed, countershaft, kickstart, excellent condi-
tion

; offers wanted; appointment.—Jewell, 6, Bellenden
Road, Peckham, S.E, [7579

^45.-1916 4V4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed gear box, K.S.. I

oW lamp sets and horn, tax paid, new back tyre, '

in good order: £45.--WaIbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron ,

Walden. 'Phone : 45. [8026
j

B.S.A. 1921 4'4h.p. Model H2 Combination, with
Lucas Magdynamo, lamps and horn, Cowey, East-

ing etc., perfect condition; £125.—Cox, Nurseries,
Linslade, Leighton Buzzard. [4794 ,

LATE 1920 B.S.A. Combination, as new, chain
drive, hood, screen, lamps, etc.; £82, or exchange

late solo and cash; after 6.—258a, Latimer Rd., .

Wormwood Scrubbs, W.IO. [7819

"D.S.A. Combination, 1921, 7h.p., Lucas Magdynamo,
J-* electric horn, speedometer, spare wheel, screen,
12 months' insurance; accept £135.—M. Hillier, 216,
Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [7029

B.S.A. 4'/ih.p. 1920 Combination, first-class condi-
tion, Cowey, lamps, horn, exceptional engine,

commodious sidecar, screen, hood; £85.—Shackel,
100, Burnt Ash Rd., Lee, S.E.12. [7914

1 Q 15 B.S.A. 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, horn,
-*-«.' lamps, numerous spares, in excellent nmning
order, tax paid ; £55 ; owner bought a car.—Brand
Elmhurst, Amersham Hill, High Wycombe. [8309

6-7h.p. twin B.S.A. (1921 purchased Xov. 1920) Com-
bination, electric lighting, accumulator. Easting

windscreen, spare wheel, mggage grid. Tan-sad; cost over
£240; offers.—Box 2259, c/o The. Motor Cycle, [7675

"IQ19 4l4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, kick
Ai' starter, clutch, lamps, horn, windscreen, hood,
luggage grid, speedometer, overhauled, re-enamelled,
£72; any trial.—47, Hazel Rd., Kensal Rise, N.W.IO.

[7916
B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Combination, fully equipped,

dynamo lighting, perfect condition; £132, o^
exchange 4h.p. solo, not eardier than 1919.—Rhosha
Motor Co., Triumph Sevice Agents, Romiford. 'Phone :

584. ji^ [8384

Id 20 B.S.A. Combination, B.S.A. sidecar, splendid
J-t^ condition, tax paid, lavishly equipped, guar-
anteed perfect, brand new lamps, new Lucas horn;
sacrifice 68gns.—Hough, 750, Holloway Rd., High-
gate. [7767

B..S.A. {September. 1921) 6-7h.p. Twin, spare wheel,
luggage grid, sprung footboards. Easting Royal,

mileage under 2,000, perfect, nnscratched. luxurious
turnout; £150, or offer.—Richards, 15, Sutherland
Place, Bayswater, W.2. [7808

J

\

Can To-day offer you

IMiViEDIATE
DE LIVERY

OF ANY 1922 MODEL.

RALEIGH
THE MOTOR-CYCLE

RALEIGH 2| h.p. (350 c. c.) 4-st.roke
;

2 -speed; clutch; kick starter rCO
(Standard Touring or 'Sports' Model) S<UO

Easy Payments 4% extra.

Sole Birmingham Agents for HENDERSON
4-cylinder, LEVIS, RALEIGH,
VELOCETTB. Principal Bimiingham-
Agents and Service Depot for TRIUMPH.

Contracting Agents for A,J.S„ tNFIELD,

JAMES, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON,e

c

Telephone :

—

Central 7367
(2 lines).

5

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

4ih.p. B.S.A. with No. 2 sidecar, an ideal ci

* bination; new outfit, but offered as sligt

shoi>soiled at clearance price; £130. Conveni
deferred payment.s,—Harrods Motor Sales- Rooms, 1

Brompton Rd., Londofi. [V!

1 Q21 6-7h.p. B.S.A. Combination, equipped w
-1-^ lamps and horn, screen, etc., in very nice or

and condition, tax paid 1922; £125. Convenient
ferred payments.—Harrods Motor Sales Room
Brompton Rd., London, S.W.I.

1
[7!

allchB.S.A. New 1922 Combination, 41/411. p.,

solo, £110; 4iih.p. chain-cum-bell, 8107. SI

cars supplied to any model. Your old macbine tal

in exchange and treated as payment down, remaijl

in 12 equal monthly payments or more.—WauchoE
9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holbom 5777. [81

"I 020 4^ih.p. Model K. B.S.A. Combination, just b
Xt/ re-e'namelled and plated and thoroughly 01

hauled, tyres as new, P. and H. large head lamp I

generator, Lucas No. 454 sidecar lamp and general

Stewart trip speedometer, Lucas horn, luggage gl

spare tube and belt, spare new plug and valve, u
complete; 95 gns; any inspection.— 5, Lloyds Rd., Cor

Kettering. t'''

.s';)rtr'r Parts:

-Kays, 8, P.

[71
B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.

St., Ealing.

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post i
from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spi

Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0

THE B.S.A. Specialists.-On the Spot.—Our spi

service is unrivalled—give us a trial.—Con
Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [4

GODFREYS', Ltd., 203, Great Portland St., Lone
W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare pi

always in stock. Write for free spare part list. sta1

year of manufacture. [0

Calthorpe.

1Q19 Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps; £41

J-«7 33, Burdctt St., Bow. Vf;

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, 1922, highest ofler, cidl e;

inga or writc.-Hall, 25, Emu Rd., Battersea,

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1915, 2%h.p., Enfield 2-spi

lamps, etc.; £30,-9, Gipsy Hill, Upper f

wood. t°

Ol 17-Calthorne, 2h.p., 2-sTieea. good coudij

owJ- < and running order.—9, Chertsey Road, Leyl

stone. 1"^

1 1120 Calthorpe-Jap, perfect mechanical conditi

-It? £33.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Bi

ton 1292. [81

CALTHORPE 2?jh.p., 1915, 2-speed, J.A.P. engi

good tyres, tools, etc., tax paid; £25—145. M
more Rd, Bromley. [77'

CALTHORPE 1922, all models: immediate deliv

deferred payments, tuition free.-Motoria, Ee£

Parade, North Finchley. 16

CALTHORPE, 1922, 4h.p. Combin.TOon, tax p
lamps, complete, -shop soiled: £115, exehons

Motor Co., Ltd., Hereford. I"

1 OlS Calthorpe-Jap 254h.p., 2-speed, clutch, -;

it? chanically perfect, condition as new, tax pi

lamps; £27.-1, Priory Rd., Kew Green. [81

CALTHORPE Precision, lightweight, 2^,4, 2-spi

footboards faultless, T.T. bars, new tyre, fl

equipped; £20.—43 Goddard Road, Beckenham. [7

CALTHORPE 2Voh.p., 2-stroke, single speed i

May, 1922, lamps, horn, licensed, £30; let!

only.—Pearse, Fire Station, Glamis Rd., Shadwell,

31h.p. Calthorpe Motor Cycles.—New 1922 Mod
2 £36; or £7 down and 12 monthly payme

of £2/9/6.—Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.I

[8

CALTHoRPE 1921 2-stroke, 2-specd, clutch, sp.

did condition; £36.—Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, and

Bishopsgat* Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phon; :
Av^;

5548. 1°'

K GNS.—Calthorpe-Jap, 1915, ZVii^-V-. Enfield

/wO speed gear, aluminium footboards, aco?ssor

year's tax paid.-Delancey St. Garage, Camden 'To

N.W.I. [*

CALTHORPE Lightweight 2h.p., 2-speed. coun

shaft, new piston, belt, tube, overhauled, liceui

lamps, etc.; £24.—White. 17, Chohnondeley Av., I

lesden, N.W.IO. y^';

CALTHORPE' Combination, 4-5h.p. twin J.

A

Sturmey countershaft gears, hood, screen, smi

58 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110; Llp

Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Photograph. [7

Cedes,

1 Q21 Cedos, 2-speed, 1922, 2y«h.p. engine j

-Lt/ fitted, machine overhauled at works -same tl

*T
B
[7

Chatei-.Lea.

1 Chaler-Lea, 2-stroke Villicrs engine, fi

equipped, licensed; £30.-37, Arlington 1

Surbiton.
'°

fully equipped, tax paid, like new, companion to

one praised by Ixion; ne—^ '^"'^ "- o«ers-2. 1

St., Saltley, Birmingham,

19=

b=,o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cvcles adverti.sed bv nrivate owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

2Q 3-speed Douglas, fully equipped and taxed,
beautiful condition: 4)55, or offer.—James, 0/0

mores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [8715

|20 Donel.ns 25:h.p.. J-speed. clutch, starter, fnlly
equipped, condition practicallv broud new: £55.—

-anterliury Ed., Balls Pcnd Hd.) Dalston, N.l. 18575

lUGLAS 1922 Models: 2=ih.p. £68, 4h.p. solo
£110, .lb. p. combination £J35; prices include

xessories; delivery from stock.—Rivett. 236, Hieb
Leytonstone. (2680
)tTGLAS 4h.p., 1921, new condition, cnlv ridden a
few miles, complete wHh lamps, horn, speedo-

r Easting, licence paid; £100.—Pond. 349. West
Lane. _^ondon, [7982

'yCLAS Combination. 4b. p., 1919. just over-
hauled, Te-enamsMed, plaHjd, painted, uphol-
d. like new. accessories; £75.—231, Grove Green
!, Leytonstone, E. [7636

'P<PH'*S Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed. K.S., 1917-
18, lully equipped, new sidecar, body and tvre
d condition; £55.-Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garr'att
, Larlsfleld, S.W. [8248

|19-20_ 254h.p. Dougl.as, P. and H. lamps, ICloxoa.
discs. Tan-s,ld. toolj, spares, insurance, t.ns

.-^^''v,,
''**'<= "^fl: £48.-Endean, 46, Leverton St..

tlsh Town, N.W.5. [5095
il CL^VRK can give yon good service both in new
"^''.bines and spares; try me. 1 may be useful
?"'. ^ be pioneer agent for Douglas motors.—196,
tenbam Kd., BristoL [001b

''P- 1321 2-speed Douglas, all on, *60, solo; also
S'l-n.p. 1914 Douglas Combination. 2 speeds,

and 2\ih.p. 1915, 2 speeds. ie27'10.—Wauchopes.
loe Lane. Fleet St., London. [8667

20 (September) Smart Douglas Combination,
fully equipped, mileage 3,090; insured for

>; _
genuine^ £95.—Powell, 25. Carlton Park

ue. fiaynes Park, Wimbledon. [8240

20 Douglas 23ih.p.. 3-speed. clutch and kick
start, lamps ami horn, tax paid, recently over-

=i\,.-57, lO.-W. T. Dunn, Ltd.. 326. JEuston
B.W.l. -Phone: Museum 5391. [8350

^
GNS.—4b.p. Douglas c^imbination. 1917. 3
speeds, clutch, kick starter. Easting screen.

«. horn, tools, etc., tax paid.—Smith's. 86. Chal
1 Rd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. {8735
)DGL.\S 1915 Model S'ih.p., in excellent condi-
tion and running order, engine practically new

:

—The Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Ed-
Norwood, S.E;27. Phone : Streatham 2541.

[7843
20 Douglas 2^ih.p., 3-speed, £52/10; Sinks car-

buretter and hot air, new tyres (Goodyear
Bates), footboards, taxed, guarantee.—H. K

;tie, 1. Hornsey Lane Gardens. Highgate. N.6.
[7736

;IGHT0S. Bargain.—1919 4h.p. Douglas Solo, 3-

speed, clutch, kick start, licensed, equipped,
y new conditiorj very powerful, engine No. 6549:
gns. ; take lightweight part.—95. North Rd ,

itonr [8370

R Douglas 1922 254h.p. and 4h.p. Combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London
ts. and give you the best of service: all spares in

:; no W.D. rubbish.—Jones Garage. The Broad
Muswell Hill. [0786

S"IGHT and Wieatlev. Douelas Official Agents for
Conlsdon. Merstham. and di.=trict. Models in stock
iDimediate delivery below: 2^ih.p.. 2-speed. £68:
.p., 3-8peed E.S. and clutch. £82 : SV^h.p. Sports,
i : 4h.p. Combination, £1 35.—Below-

JFEEEED payments arranged. Tour old machine in
part exchange, large assortment of spaTes in stock.
your requirements to us at 4, The Pavement,

sdon. Surrey 'j.-one: Parley 1277. [7526
CKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, the Douglas
Agent with real experience and knowledge of a

:las. Successes during 1920 on this mount : 33
i, 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 special
lies. Let me deal with your order. Unequalled
ce. repairs, etc. [3557

ITJGLAS, late 1920, 4h.p. Combination, tax paid
and insured, with new Bluemel screen, speedo-
r, tyres as new. all on. with tools and new outer
; in perfect condition; £90; genuine bargain,
teiy owned. Seen by appointment.—Watkins.
elph. Bopkham. Surrey. [8166
)tJGLAS. £68.—New 23,41i.p. 2-spced model? de-
livered from stock: all machines complete with
lamps, horn, licence-holder, pump, and tools . ex-
ges and special payment terms arranged- correspond-
invited: catalogues and full particulars by return
free—Herbert Eobinsot. Ltd.. Green St., 0am-
;«

. [8495
lUGLAS New 2%h.p. 1922 2-speed Models, fully
equipped. £68: 2^4h.p.. 3-speed. clutch, and kick
model, all on. £82; 4h.p., all on, jGllO- 4h p

lination, all on, £135; 3V„h.p. sports model,
I; 6h.p. combination, all on, £165. Your old
line taken in exchange and treated as payment
. the remainder in 12 equal monthly payments
ore.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane. London. [8663

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINKOT BRAND

TO BE CLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE snits ar-

mdde of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber

The Feams are
cemented, sewn
and tapedf
making these
nbsolntel y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amouD*' of hard
wear.

The jackets are
made double

-

breasted, with
belts and wind
ruffs.

TheMotor L,eg^infis
are made fastening
with clips and
straps . and havp
wind gussets in
leg.

These pDit? actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture
without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Everv suit IP guaranteed absolutely wacerprooi,
and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your money in

hill, if returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE.

29/11 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We have also several thousands heavy Twill

Siiits to offer. These are made of the heavy Twill
used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the
finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits are
striped, making these garments absolutely water-
proof, and we are prepared to give a guarantee
that these are absolutely impossible for water to

penetrate through. The Motor Leggings are made
in the same way with wind gussets, fastening with
clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

40. 42 and 44 chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 29, 31.

Please state when ordering by post, measurements
of chest, length mside.

"^
50/- Carriage 1/- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE.

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4091 Bank.

Liverpool

.

MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

'TiOUGLA.SE.S.-igiS Combination, perfect, 65 e"'-:f^ 1918 solo, 4l>.p.. 53 gns.; 1916 2l4h.p., 2-speeiJ,

^ ens All guaranteed: exehanges: pholograplis.—
Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper Hichmcnd Rd., East
bheen. Tel. : Putney, 2865. [7293
pjOUGLA.S Specialists.—Wanted, vour present motor
. , '^^'^'l?

'" '"^'^ exchange for any new model from
stork. No waiting. Distance no object. Best-prices
allowed lor second-hand machines. Deterred pay-

w^.i- '3^^ column advertisement.J-Uamber's, 2,l^astbank St.. .Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7328
Spnr^^ Pnrtu

li^iuglas spares requirement3.-157b, Gt. Portland

-D swm'' ^^tT-~^"^? f°^^ "' genuine Douglas

236, H?gTRd.°lt[on=s';S?r^ " '^""^
"''^-«-|e1'^

D°V°i:fl,i*''"^^,-«'« ""W « complete ,tock for

Dart s Jki^,i
•

l'^
''

n"^
nonglas Agents and spar,part^ stockist^.-Jones Garage Broadway. .Vtnswell Hill

piRANK WHITWonXH. Ltd. 139. New St.^°l°t

nonTlnl^.n^ri""^'"^"'^'^ "'"'=''• ee^uiie guaranteed

Hisnf ch l"^ "^l'"'
.prompt attention, immediatedispatch lowest cash prices. [4657

Economic.
JP34.--Economic, variable gear model, finest value-

F^lham
"""^ "•^^"^'^t-Pinn-s.Garage, 1? High St.:^°-

(8296

£^''^ow''„°'",'''''
S-sS^ea, riuf'-Il. vibrntionless twin

Musw?Il"'S&';r^Tc;."
I^™"™. ^senfs: Jones' Garage.

E'^S?h'n"° *'°""; '^^'•^'^ ^^34; immediate delivery

dvnamn ii»h,°'"''"^f'.
.'^"»- variable gear, clutch.

Denm"^^ K„l°"i '"^' ™°^ given.—London agents

Ci?cm T»l.„),
'^^™''*'- "• Denman Place. PicradillvCircus. Telephone: Regent 986. [7593

Edmund
E°'sS°, !P:;*°e ^^°^ Blackbume or Barr aclbtroud engines.—Gourlay's, Fallowfleld [7670

E^Sl^ed'^-^- \92l2%h.p.. all accessories, hardly

no.vwelf|^:''bx7o'^rT
^'°-'''"' ^^^'°°

''"''%^ii

E ^a^^n'J'^f^?;,, ^^^5 STROUD, shop-soiled.

;^-chafn i:™' ,f?7; Edmund-Blackburae, 3-speed.ali-cnam. i,78.-295. Harrow Rd. \ |7836

Elswick.

nIS'IjVos'?, Se'i"
""' ^«'='^-'«'. Musgrove Road

Enflefd. ' ^•'

l9''mit.Slm^ '° ^'°^'^- ^''^^"•" "<"- Co.^^Bir

L^^n'^^-lt. =cfa'r','L''S?.^'^!i^o.
"" "'"^'""^

\,%%
J7NFIELD 2>,ih.p. 1919, all on, tax paid; £32 lOs^^ —26, Auckland Rd., Ilford [7902

EW Eufleld Combinations in stock.-Boimd*
Garnge, 223, High Ed., Kilburn. [8486

N

;>. 1915 Enfield Combination, 2 speeds- £65 —
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. ' [8669

fib.p

QHEI.'FIELD Agent for Eoral Enflelds: all n.odeij'J in stock—J, A. Stacer. 12. Ecclesall Bd. [057^
TjiNFIELD, £21._2?4h.p. twin, 2-speed. all-chain,
-l-* tyres good, tax paid.-35. Park St.. Islington.

T7NFIELD Combination, late 1916, 6h p tuUv-LJ equipped; £72.-8. Deanery Road, Stratford
B.15. , [7507

RO^A^ S.^P'^^0 Z'Ab.p.. 2 speeds, kick starter;
£57.—Shep.lerd, Enfield Highway Tel. : Waltham

Cross 31. (0879
3h.p. Enfield. Inte model, twin M.A.G. engine, fast-

no re.nsonable offer refused.-88, Eleanor Ed

"

Dalston. [5315

ENFIELD 21/jh.p.. 1921, fully equipped, practically
new; £38.—M. Hillier, 216. Portobello Rd., North

Kensington. [7031

1 Q21 Enfield (Vickers) Magdyno Combination, hood
-Itf screen, any trial: ;eil5.—106. Atbara Rd..
Teddington. [8479

3h.p, Enfield, 2-speed. tick start, just renovated, new
tyres, all on, tas paid : £44,—Wright, Damask Farm,

Warminster. [7608

ENFIELD 1921, 2l/lb-P-. 2-stroke, mileage under
500. tyres like new, accessories: £45—23. Sydney

Rd.. Enfield. '[7770

20 Enfield ZV^h.p., 2-speed. fully equipped and
] ^^.-liift XK ,,n^ OQ/1 CrtllfTl T.<lT,lhptll

All letters relating to advertisements should quote
Motor Cycles advertised

19 _

Rd., Stockwell

the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the iss

by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)-

, mZaIiluciu ^-/4u.p., c-f^Ecu. LUilv cui.>iMU,:u aiiu

taxed, perfect; 35 gns.-284. South Lambeth
" [7973

b5^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ROrAL ENFIELD 31i.p. twin, 2-speea, kick ft.nrt. P. 1

i\n(] H. liimps, Tan-Sad, Dunlops as new; £45.-41,
Tore St., Heitiorfl. - [8165

1 iti 15 Eufield Comljinntion, sonnd condition: £70,A^ t;ix; good liehtiveight pail.—Chaston. lilackwocd,
Alon. Tel. : 66. (U) [7533

ENFIELD Sports Models, in stock, also 8Ii.p. Com-
binations.—Owen Bros., 19, Battersea Rise, S.W.

Phone: 1299 Battersea. [8052

Dais GUy, Weymoutn.—Enfield 1921 Sh.p., ftiae

dyno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,
guaranteed perfect. .£125. [0818

Cfi!ih.-p. Enfield 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, Amac,
-^4 splendid condition, trial; £28.—Leslie, 125,
Bishop's Park Road, Fulham. [750'9

Q K GNS.—Enfield-Mag 3h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,
/W tJ very fast, equipped ; after 5 p.m.—20, Treen
Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [8286

"I
Q20. Enfield 2^Ah.p., 2-speed, complete Lucas

i-*y lamps, tax paid; £37.—Craig, 204, Crow-
Lane West, Earlestown, Lanes. [8079

II^NFIELD 8h.p., dynamo combination, only been
-J used in fine weather, perfect order, everything on

:

offers.-Fouyer, Jeweller, Camborne. [7689

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, Magdyno lighting,
speedometer, spare tyre; ^110.—Elsom, 179,

Croxted Ed., W. Dulwich, S.B.21.
"

[8109

piROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
'^ agent for Royal Enfields.—A. P. Pulling, 175a,
London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [6299

pNFIELD 1922 ComWnation, 8h.p. : £140. Imme--
J-^ dinte delivery, deferred payments, tuition free.—
Motoiia, Regent Parade, North Finchley. [6360

"pOYAL ENFIELD Combination, late 1919, 8h.p.,
J-l' Lucas dynamo lighting, horns, tax paid, splendid
lot; first £84.—4a, County Grove, Camberwell. [7920

1Q22 Royal Enfield Combination, No. 190, magdyno,
J-»^ lamps, all complete: £150.—M.C. Dept, Juno-
Cycle and Motor Co., 235, Eishopsgate, London, E.G.

T?NFIELD 1922 Sh.p. Magdyno Combination, Bon-
ir ° „?"' '"" P*'"! fo"^ 1322, not done 1,000 miles;
il40.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[7174
"I
Q22 Royal Enfield, new, unregistered, 2%h.p., '2-

-Li/ speed, kick starter; cost £57, must realise,
£51/10; soiled.—391, King St., Hammersmith.>[81822 Enfields in Stock.—Lightweight, £55: com-

bination, £140; dynamo lighting, £18 extra;
cash or exchange.—Daw, Enfield Agent, 114. Brixton
Hill- [8035
^95.—Late 1920 Royal Enfield combination, Mag-
'^^ dynamo lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, in-
surance; bargain.—143, Ravcnsbury Rd., Earlsfield,
S.W. [8353

ENFIELD.—Complete range of 1922 models for im-
mediate delivery. Cash ! Exchanges ! Easy

payments!—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [7849

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped, tax
paid, equal to new, smart and reliable;

£32/10.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earls-
field, S.W. [8244

ENFIELD, 1922, brand new Sh.p. combination.
Magdyno lighting; £158; in stock; exchanges:

easiest of easy payments.—^Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [7755

1Q22 Sh.p. Enfield 2-seater Combination, Lucas
At/ horn, tax paid, mileage 120; illness cause;
£130, saves £20; after 6.—Chapman, 20, Bostall
Hill, Plumstead. [7913

6-h.p. Enfield Combination, late 1918, in excellent
condition; good tyres, tax paid, lamps, horn, etc.,

privato owner; any trial; £85.—H., 73, Castlet..n
Koad, Tufnel Park, N.7. [7483

1 Q22 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, speedometer, horn,
-i-t/ licensed to Dec., only run 500 miles, absolutely
as new; £130; exchanges.—Bamb^rs, 2, Eastbank St..
Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7855

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Enfield 1922 2-stroke, 2-

speed, kick starter, tax paid, better than new,
only done thirty miles; accept £52.—Wilkins, Simpson,
opposite Olympia, London. [7762

ENFIELD 1920 Combination, Magdyno, 2 chassis,
box, sidecar, in perfect condition; £115; tax

paid.—94, Hoppus Rd., Winchmore Hill, N.21. Call
any afternoon or evening. ![8104

ENFIELD, 1922, brand hew, 2-stroke, 21ih.p., new
sports model, just arrived, secure now; £55; ex-

changes; easiest of easy payments.—Wilkins, Simpson,
opposite Olympia, London. [7754

ENFIELD Corabination. condition as new throughout,
700x80 tyres, lamps, windscreen, legshields,

mirror, pillion, speedometer, anv triiil, tax paid : £70.—
Atterbury, 22, Alton St., Crewe.- (8274

Qh.p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1919 model,
'-- £77/10; also 1922 Sh.p. combination, £137/10;
[:abb or easy terms.—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. 'Phone : Hnlborn 5777. [8656

19=

DOUGLAS
SPECIALISTS.

£68 fully equipped.

ALSO :—
2} h.p. 3-speed and K.S. Model £82

3i h.p. Sports Model £115
4 h.p. Combination £135

NO WAITING.
Offic'gl Agents 6 "Distribufors,

OTHER FIRST-CLASS MAKES IN STOCK'

SOLO.
r922 2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
r922 si h.p. NORTON, i6 H £115
1922 si h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed, kick starter . £95
1922 4i h.p. B.S.A., All chain £110
1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, All chain £115
1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, model • H " £105
1922 3* h.p. ROVER, All chain £100
1922 si h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW £119

COMBINATIONS.
1922 ; h.p. A.J.S. Comb £175
1922 S h.p. ENFIELD Comb £140
r922 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb, dvn £158
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £170
r922 6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb £164
r922 4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb £142
r922 3i h.p. ARIEL Comb £125

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED

CASH
EXCHANGES

DEFERREDPAYMENTS

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
1921 4 h.p, DOUGLAS Corabraation. lamps,

horn, sloping dash and windscreen,
licensed to December, in brand new
condition. A gift at

SEND FOR FULL LIST OF
SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

R.BAMBER&C..,L.,

2, EilSTBIINK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnQeld.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1914. all on, n.

gearb, tank and tyres perfect, will do 55, clJr

almost anything on top, tax paid; must sell, ofleis'
Captain Barnes, Lambourn, Berka.

'

[34

ENFIELD Combination, just returned from make
£105; electric lighting, hood, screen, Tan-Si

speedometer, and spares.—Hammond, " HeathKidi
(top Station Road), Crayfo'rd, Kent. [74

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynai
lighting, complete with spares, as new; £118

Elce, Ltd., 15, 15, and 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camom
St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [00

-| Q22 Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo lightii
-M-Zf in stock for immediate delivery; excbanyes
deferred, 4% extra; £158.—Homac's, 243, Lower Ch
ton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [85

1 Ci22 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdj
At/ lighting, speedometer, legshields, screen, mi
age 800, as new; £125, no offer.—28, Woodford R
Forest Gate. 'Phone : Maryland 2598. [83

QQ GNS., exchange.—Very nice 1920 Enfield co
J? *J bination, windscreen, lamps, luggage carri'

splendid condition, smart, tax paid.—Seabridge, Hs
sler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [69

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1917, Easting screi

speedometer, lamps, mirror, first rate com
tiou, good running order; £65; private owner.—See
The Hut, London Rd., Westerham, Kent. [77

ENFIELD Combination, 1921, magneto, dj^namo,
seater sidecar, very little used, and in exci

tionalJy good condition; 120 gns.—Longman Brc
17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing 689. [86

KOYAL ENFIELD 1917 6h.p., 2-seater sidec

hood, 2 windscreens, speedometer, horn, elect

lighting, perfect condition, tyres unpunctured, a

trial; £78; after 7 p.m.—37, The Grove, Palmi

(ireen, * [83

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1921 model, elect

ligh.t. Brooks cantilever paddle, screen, luggs

carrier, spare tyre, complete with tools, etc., lit

used; £95, or lightweight solo and cash.—Burge
Westbury, Sherborne. [75

ENFIELDS.—Get your Enfield from the • Enfi.

specialists. Magdyno combination, £158; sti

dard model, £140; sports, £55. Approval anywhe
cash or deferred or exchanges.-The Layton Garac
30, Holywell St.. Oxford. [71

Sh.p. Royal Enfield Combination, new 1922, £l^
dynamo lighting model, £158 ; 2Uh.p. spo

model 2-stroke. £55;' with kick sorter, £57; e:

payments one-fifth down; exchanges arranged
Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone: H
born 5777. [SC

ENFIELD Specialists.—Wanted, your present mo
cycle in part exchange for- any new model fr

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prii

allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred p:

ments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's,
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [73

1 Q21 Royal Enfield, 8h.p. Combination, 2-sea'
J-t? sidecar, Tan-Sad with foot and back rests, t

windscreens, cylinder with fully charged acetyls;
speedometer, insurance and tax transferred to p
chaser, all as new; private owner; £120 lor qu:
sale.—Pegg, Butcher, Winchester Rd., St. Margare
on-Thames. [7£

Svarf Parts.

Thonc
607.

I

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kavs,
Bond St.. Ealing. [7E

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a specialitj

Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phoi
1619. [62

Excelsior.

1 Q 20 British Excelsior 6h.p. Comhinatinn, peri
Xt/ condition, tax; £85 ; good lightweight pari

Chaston, Blackwood, Mon. Tel.: 66. (D) [7i

BRITISH Excelsior 5-6h.p., 3-speed Combinati
thoroughly overhauled, pla.ting and enamel i

feet, any trial; £38.-Davis, 1, Pembroke Villa, B
Chester Rd., Weybridge. "^

[8-

j Q20-21 Excelsior Combination, 8h.p. de-lu
-L *y four detachable Wheels, magdyno lig

in^, rew condition, real bargain; £115.— iV. opai
Plas-y-felin, Longfond Crescent, St. Thomas, Swam

[7/

EXCELSIOR 1921 De Luxe Combination, 81

J.A.P., Magdyno lighting, interchangeable whe
one spare with luggage carrier, Binks, speedomei
legshields, discs, Pyrene, under 6,000 miles, condit
perfect; must sell; £95, or offer.—95, Fernhead I
Kilburn, W.9. [X!

Fafnir.

£13.—Fafnir SVoh.p., good going, ride awav.—
Ritherdon Rd.> .Balham, S.W. [7'

F.N.

F.N. motor cycle ; good running order ; must i

best offer. -Harrison, 106, Theobald Road, W.O
[7-

LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, Land
N.W.2.—1922 8h,p. 4-cylinder F.N.. with i

o.h.i.v. erigin-*. 3-speed gear, and no-tronble shaft dr
£135; 2V2h.p., £55. Highest price for your prea

I

machine in exchange. [3^

b54 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

GNS.—Metro-Tyler, 1919, 25^h.p., fine condition,
tyres as new, tax paid to 1923.—Delaacey St.

I, Camden Town, N.W.I. [8209

3 Metro-Tyler,
jaider, tax
Clapton .Rd.,

2'jlh.p., single speed, in perfect

paid; £27/10.—^Homac's, 245,
N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

([8511
D 2i^h.p. Metro-Tyler, S type, .2-speed, lamps,
horn, licensed, only run few hundred miles; a

a, £50; exchanges.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St..

)ort. 'Phone ; 607. [7858

Minerva.
p. Minerva, Ruthardt -magneto, clutch, modern;
£12,-Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Houns-

[7998

'10.—Minerva 3V2h.p., splendid condition; any
rial; take push cycle part.~57, Kenbury St.,

Twell, London. [8357

Mohawk.
lAWK Cycles new, or second-hand, at lowest
)rices, for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk Cycle
td., 276, Alexandra Rd.. Hornsey, N.8. [1924

Moto-Reve.

rO-REVE spares for all models, also repairs,
verhauls.—Motor Supply Co., Sole Concession-
223a, High St., Lewisham, S.E. [6107

_Motosacoche.
—Motosacoche 2h,p., fiiechanical valves, engine
rerhauled, re-enainelled, plated tank, like new,
etc—Allison, 232,- High St., Camden Town.

r81&2

Ner-^a-Car.

l-A-CAR, as new, kick-start, clutch, 5-speeds, real
largain.—West, 42. Cranbrook Rd., Ilford. [8410

t-A-CAR, mileage 200. absolutely as new in every
respect; £48.-248, Bentley Rd., Doncaster.

[7752

New Comet.
p. new 1922 New Comet, lady's maohine, fitted

with Comet sidecar; £80; easy terms arranged.
chope's, 9, Shoe Lame, lyondon. [8686

New Hudson.
V HUDSON 1921, 2-stroke. all on, ^£39.—3.

endon Rd., Buxton. [8334

V HUDSON 21/ih.p., tax paid, Snlly equipped;
>argaiii, £22.—Chubb, West Wickham. Kent.

[7832
V HUDSON, 3-speed, S^Ah.p., coachbuilt sidecar,

mps, etc., running; £28/10.—O.G., 59, Schole-
[8591

ffood condition

;

Chaston, Black-
- [7534

twin,
new.

3 speeds,
licensed

;

[7847

Id., Upper Holloway.

9 6h.p. New Hudson" Combination,
£75, tax; good . lightweight part.—
Mod. Tel.: 66. (D)

V HUDSON Combination, 6h.p..
K.S., new tyres, engine almost
-433, High St., Winsford.

or near, 2S^h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds, clutch,
splendid condition ; ride 30 miles to prospective
.-Tucker, South Street, Titchfield. [7627

V HUDSON 2^^h.p. de Luxe model, all-chain
Irive, legshielda, etc., shop-soiled, unused; £60.
E. Line^ 89, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8635

iV HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed, not run 400, elec-

ric light ; £37 / 10 ; exchange combination, cash
-ment.—190a, West End Lane, N.W.6. [8173

,^1914 S^/zh.-p- New Hudson . and coachbuilt
lidecar, 3-speed and clutch, lamps, horn, screen,
any trial; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
N.W.3. [8442

ft' HUDSON 1921 2'Stroke, 2-speed, absolutely
as new, taxed, equipped, guaranteed ; 35 gns.

;

graiah.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
Rd., East Sheen. [7298

), New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, lamp, horn, etc.,

just overhauled, new cylinder, piston, valves, etc.,

, condition excellent ; £31, or nearest offer.—
jittle Park St., Coventry. , 18218

22 New Hudson lOh.p light car, £230; 4iAh.p,

combinations. £125, solo, £100; 2yth.p. 2-speed
lar, £50, De Luxe, £63; exchanges and deferred
ents entertained; sole ageqts for Cambridge.

—

,s and Easton, 104, Alill Rd^. Cambridge. [0824

* New Imperial.

W IMPERIAL 23/ih.p., 2-speed, fine order; £29.
-3, London Rd., Buxton- [8335

2-speed,

Money

more

19 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, equipped,
perfect, any trial; £35.—Below.

20 224h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, fully
equipped, perfect condition, as new, any exam-

on; £43.—25, Canterbury Terrace, Maida Vale.
[6861

buys

here

BY placing your orpers wilh the SERVICE CO.,

LID., you are certain of satisfaction. As
one of the Pioneers of the Extended Payment

System, we can offer the best and easiest terms,

without any harsh restrictions. Why not let us

have particulars of the machine you wish to pur-

chase and how you require to pay for it ? We are'

certain our proposition will be satisfactory to you.

BRAND NEW 1922 MODELS.

YOU CAN
FOR

£10

£15

SECURE
A 1922

ALLON
CALTHORPE
ENFIELD Light-
weight

O.K. Junior

RUBY, 2j h.p..

Sports model
NEW IMPERIAL,

2f h.p., 3-speed
RAEEIGH Light-

weight
O.K., Blackburne

2-i h p. .

DOUGLAS
HAWKER, 4 J h.p.

QUADRANT
Combination

HUMBER, 4|h.p.,
Sports model

ARIEL
TRIUMPH, Model
H or S.D.

B.S.A., Model H2
or K2

MARTINSYDE,
3-J- h.p.. Sports

ZENITH - BRAD-
SHAW, 3-speed

Any -of the lollowing 1922 Combinations;

B.S.A.
TRIUMPH
P. & M.
ENFIELD
MATCHLESS,
Mode] J, etc.,etc_

and the balance in 12, 15 or 18 monthly
instalments to suit your convenience.
No matter In what part of the British Isles

you reside, you may deal with us as satis-

factorily as though you were transacting the
business in our- own showrooms.
When you buy here you buy value for every
penny, No second-hand machine is sold
without thorough overhaul— no new
machine is recommended unless we
honestly believe it value lor money.
That accounts for the phrase, "Ask
the Service Company about it." Send
your enquiry now !

Any -of the lollowing

£30

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
New Imperial.

3 model, in stock.—WiRncM.
[6187

NEW IMPERIAL, No
GoldLhorpe, Yorks.

TVTEW IMPERIAL
•^^ condition; ^35.-

1918, 2^'th.p., 2-speed, in good
-251, Arciiway Rd., Highgate.

[762"
^25.—2'/,h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-5pee<;), fully
'A' equipped, taxed.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford,

18257
QSli.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, clutcli. K.S.; £38.
'»'4 bargain.—Naish, Churcli Rd., Whcatley, Oxon.

[7948
1 Q18 New Imperial 2%li.p., countershaft, 2^apeeds,
-L €/ first-class condition: £35.—80a, Higli Street.
Bsxley. [8560

1 Q22 New
-L»/ clutcli,
Ealing.

Imperial 2^4h.p-. chain drive, 3-speed,
kick starter; ii73.—Kays, 8, Bond St.,

[S26J

SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles;
all models in stock.—J. A. Stacey. Eoclesall Rd.,

[0813

Imperial 2%h.p., fully equipped and
£-30,—James, c/o Bradmores, 4B2, Har-

Paddington. [8713

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, .Shoe Lane, London.-2-/4h.p. New
Imperial-Japs, 1922, No. 3,, £73; No. 2, £60;

rnia New
i' taxed

row Rd.,

easy terms aud exohange.

NEW IMPERIAL 1922 2-;ili.p.

paid tor 1922, equal to new;
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[8687

Sports Model, tax
*75.—The Layton

[7187

1 Q22 New Imperial, new, unregistered, 2%h.p.
-*-•-' J.A.P.. 3-speed; cost £63, must realise £57;
soiled.—391, Kirrg St., Hammersmith. . [8178

NEW IMPEKI-A-L 6h.p. Combination, 1919, excep-
tional condition, EastiuK, all on, tax paid: £85,

exchange.-Motor Co., Ltd. Hereford. [7601

Q3,h.p. New Imperial-.Jap, 2 speed, overhauled, with
'^4 new parts, 40 m.p.h., economical, reliable, tax
paid; £23.-337, King St., Hammersmith. [8103

New Imperial-Jap,
si>l(

147, Hi:

2^;4h.p., 2-speed, K.S.1Q20-21 . ,

-*.*' clutch, all on, siilendid condition; insured £60:
bargain 48gns.— 147, High Street, Stoke Newington.

17642

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2-speed, licen.sed

, good tyres, excellent
"'

bargain, £26.-150, Beulah
S.E.

condition' throughout

:

Hill, Upper Norwood.
[8113

NEW IMPERIAL, 2%h-P-
dition, brand new tyres,

-acrifice £30;
~lc.

2-6peed, first-class con-
lamps, horn, tool Viags

:

Box 2235, c/o Tli^c Motor
[7587

\

"I
Q20 2-'}4h-P- 2-speed New Imperial-Jap, in excep

-a-tf tionally nice condition, T.T. bars, long exhaust,
very fast,

Woodbrid;
tax i>aid; £35.—Whisstock and Lingley,

[8304

JO 19 2^;.ih.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, kick
-1-tF start, hand clutch, fully equipped, tax paid;

632/10.-28, Woodford Rd.. Forest Gate. 'Phone:
Maryland

40
2598. [8393

GNS.—New Imperial, 1920, 2-specd, 2V2h.p.

J.A.P., indistinguishable from new, tax paid

for the year; any trial; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk

Farm Rd., N.W.3. [8441

NEW IMPERIAL 1921
J.A.P. engine, 3 speed,

•\ice condition; £58.—R. B.
hibition Rd., S.W,7.

350 CO. Super-Sports,
clutch and kick-starter,

Clark and Co., 7, Ex-
[8607

Model No 3, 3-speed,NEW IBIPERIAL 2?/4h.p., _ , ,..

K.S.. all-chain drive; £73; immediate delivery.

"I Q22 New Iraperialsin Stock.

-

X J? drive.

Id'

Cash ! Exchanges ! Easy payments !—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [7853

No. 3, 2^4h.p., chain
£73;" No. 3 with Maglita, £83; easy pay-

ments 4% extra; free delivery ' and tuition.—Premier

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5832

20 New Imperial-Jap Combination, Sh.p., 3

speeds, clutch, and K.S., all lamps, horn.

Easting screen ; an exceptional bargain ; tax pani

;

£85- exchanges.—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd .

N.E.' 'Phone: Dalston 2403. (8512

75.—New Imperial 2yh.p., actual 1921 I.O.l^'.

machine, speedometer, lamp, etc., over £16
worth spare engine and bicycle parts, carefully use-1

and in first-class order, extraordinarily efficient; close

offer tor quick sale.—Beacon, 36. " " -

Kensington.

£'

Bassett Rd., North
[7994

ParfR

Parts.—London stockist';-NEW IMPERIAL Spare
Rev, 175, Gt, Portland St. 'Phone: Lfinfrbn

1257- Ooen till 7.30 ii.m., 4 o'cloek Saturdays. f085o

Norton.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons. _

"Vro.g, 3V2ii-P-. £80; 16H, 3 speed, £115; Big Four,
£120

4 per cent, extra;

Premier Motor Co.,

3-speed,
per cent.

sidecars troCD £22; easy payments,
free delivery to any address.—
Aston Rd., Birmingham. r086S289 293, HIGH HOLBORN, LOND.,VV.C..

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date of the issue, b.59

Motor Cycles advertised by orivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALH.
Norton.

22 Noitons, all iiiudels; free delivtiy to auy
adaiesH.-tniblj, Ulcufester. [7547

Tj Q22 3'^h.p. S-speel Norton, very last, delivered
-5 *^ May; ^95; see Exchange fulirmn.—Cooper. [8333

NEW 1922 Big F(Jiir Narton, with Montgomery side-

car ; £145, or excJiange.—Jack Pruen, Weston-
super-Mare. [7773

NOHTONS.—All models Irom stock; supplied upon
delerred payments; exchanges arranged.—King

und Harper, Bridge St., Cambridge. [581?

F.O.C.H. have a 1922 Norton 16H Model, little

used, excellent condition, licensed; bargain.

—

5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Tube). [7862

1Q21 Norton, 16H, as new, close ratio gears, Lucas
*y lighting, Klaxon; write particulars; giit,' £00:

Kent.—Box 2297, c/o The Motor CycLe, [813S

NORTON 1921 Big Four 16H, lamps, speedometer,
new tyres, Dec paid, 78 gns.; also 1919 model,

45 gns.—43, Turnham Green Ter., Chiswick. [7844

1 Q22 Norton Big Four, Montgomery Sporting side-
-i-t' carj screen, lamps, speedometer, 'mileage 4,000,
perfect; 56125.—Eiddelsdell, Boxford, Suffolk. [8335

JULY, 1921, Sports Norton,- lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, adjustiible tappets, tax, insurance; recently

overhauled: nearest £85.—Aylwin, Wynnstay, Berkham-
sted. L7577

1 021 16H Norton and sporting Canoelefc, Binks,
-*-t/ Bonniksen, accessories, taxed year, mechani-
cally perfect; £87, or near offer.—Huscoe, Chestnuts,
Wealdstone. [7798

£55.—December, 19^0, SVoh.p. T.T. Norton, lamp
sets and horn, tax paid, very fast, and in ex-

c-eptionally good order and perfect; £55.—Heady, 17.
Gold St., Saffron Walden, Essex. -= [8023

NORTON 1921 16H, taxed, speedometer, very fast,

78 gns.; 1920 Big 4, Magdyno, taxed, perfect
oid3r, 78 gns.; spoit? sidecar, new condition, £18.—

^Qlark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7362

XrORTON.—New 1922 models; Big Four and De
•^^ Luxe sidecar, £153; also SVjh.p., 3-speed, all-

chain drive, £115; exchange and easy terms arranged.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [8688

"I
Q21 Norton ComKbination 3V2h.p., 3 speeds, Binks

J-*^ carburetter, fully equipped, little used, indis-

tinguishable from new, smartest turnout on road;

£110.-19, WeUington St., Moss Side, Manchester.
[8385

1<a21 Norton [October) 3V;.h.p., 3-speed, 16 H, side-

J-iJ car. extra henvy Danlop tvres, dissolved acetylene

Fallnlite lamps, Bonuiks?n speedometer; cost price £155.
sell £110.-6, Sandwell Mansions, West Hampstead.

[8417

NORTON Specialists.—"Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices

allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-

ments. (See column advertis'ement.)—Bamber's, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7327

N.U.T.
-|Q20 October, SVjh.p. N.U.T., Brooks' cantilever;
A** genuine bargain , at £75.—Boulton, ^'alfrnn

Walden. feiSJ

1 Q21 N.U.T. 3y. Twin, 'Magdvno, licensed, splendid
M-*y condition; £87/10; entertain 1918 or 1919
Triumph part exchange.—Beasley, Ch.eddington,
Leighton Buzzard.

.
[8274

N.U.T., 1920, Magdyno, electric horn, speedometer,
11,000, recently decarbonised, bearings perfect,

new Dunlop tyres, splendid condition; £80 or near
offer; owner buying combination.—L. P. B., " lona,"
Frances Road, Windsor. [7968

O.K
LATE O.K.-Villiers, as new, lamps; £30.—P.D., 58,

Woodfield Rd., Ealing. [8092

-| Q21 O.K.-Villiers, '2-speed, kick start-, clutch, little

J-t7 used; reasonable ofl-er.-42, Perran Rd., Tuhe
Hill. - [8210

1 Q21 O.K. Junior, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
*-*y Lucas lamps, horn; £39.—Beesley, Warford St.,

Newtown, Manchester. [3040

O.K. Junior 2^'h.Ji., 1919, re-enamelled in makers'
colours, engine overhauled, like new; £27/10.—

433, High St., Winsford. [7848

O.K. Junior 4-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, etc., tax paid,
excellent condition, must sell; offers.—42, Mul-

grave Rd., Neasden, N.W.IO. [7787

OQ GNS.—1917 2%h.p. O.K.-M.A.G.. equipped,
/W /Q licensed, 2-speed; any trial; after 5 p.m.—53,
Pat-3hull Rd., Kentish Town. [8444

O.K.-VILLIERS (March, 1922), single speed,
clutch, copper exhaust, new condition, all ac-

cessories; £38.-8, Horsford Rd., Brixton. [7960

1Q16 O.K.. 2-speed, fitted with new 1922 2^h.p.
-i-tf Orbit 2-stroke engine, new C.A.V. magneto, new
mudguards, Amric carburetter, tyres good, frame re-

quires enamelling, lamps, horn, licence paid for one
vear; 25 gns.—S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch,
Salop. [6860

MOTOR BIKES

SOLO
OR

COMBINATIONS

RIDEEZI
offer to supply you

with any make of Motor
Cycle, completely equipped

with any makes of Lamps,
Horn, Speedometer, etc., any

Gadget that you desire, tax

paid, carriage paid, and the

whole lot fully insured.

The scheme is very simple,

all you have to do is to fill

up a form for the outfit

desired, send with small de-

posit, receive the outfit and

pay the balance over.

Eighteen Months

Why not send for our
application form, it will

place you under no obligation

whatsoever,

or better still

Call and tell us all about
it at our new Showrooms.

RIDEEZI SALES LIMITED

5, Victoria street, LONDON, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega.

OMEGA-VILLIEES 2%h.p., kick start, clutcUi
speed, late 1921; ^646.—Dalliy^- S«*one," Kir

moorside. [83

-j Q20 Omega 2%li.p. J.A.P.,
J~^ laiops, speedometer, perfect order; barg

2 speeds, licens

1), £
—89, East Hill Wandsworth.

OMEGA—.J.A.P., 2";:,h.p., 2-speed, electric lightil
engine perfect, tax paid; ^640.-Summers, i

Goodmayes Lane, Goodmayes, E. [8C

OMEGA-J.A.P. 1920 2'jih.p., 2 •speed, K.S., clilti

fully equipped, lamps, horn, speedometjer a
licence, excellent condition; £40.—The Layton Garag
30, Holywell ,St., Oxford.

'

[8«i

P. and M.
-|Q19 P. and M., equipped, not W.D.; £40.—KaLir 8, Bond St.. Ealine. rss

P. and M. Combination, not W.D.; bargain, £28—Kavs. 8. Rnnd St T^^.^Iinw re

[8S

-Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing, [8?

Qlh.p. 1919 P. and M. Solo, fully equipped; £5£"« Wauch<ipe's, 9, ,Shoe Lane, London. [8i

p. and M., renovated as new, 1921, kick start: f4(J- 24 Browning Ed., Manor Park, E.12. [f
T>. and M. Combination, all on, perfect conditi,
-^ ±62.-94, Aldborough Bd., Seven Kings. [8;

^20.-1912 3M,h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, clutch, spi=* did running order.—King, Egrove, 0.xford. [s;

P' V'A ^h W^' .'""•' equipped, good conditi
-» ±.38.-38, Shernff Hd., West Hampstead. [8:

p. and M., R.A.P. machine, complete, in parts, £-L —1 Spnngfleld Park Crescent, Catford, S.J

"p. and M. 1918, splendid condition; first £30
^7,.T='""'*^•~*^^'•e^' I'-' Chichester Rd., West Kilbn

p. and M. Combination, excellent condition, justJ- bushed; tax paid; £55.-11 Gheluvelt Avei
KiQdermmster. r^

I Q20 4h.p. P. and M., ratchet brake, new t

S" ., ^I^^'S*^',
'a.mps, horn, tax paid; «55.—Kays;

Bond St., Eahng. [5'

TJ/'ADOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, supply" and M. motor cycles and combinations on-
change and easy terms. [8.

Qilr.p. P. and M. 1914, 2-speed, kick st.irt, Bm
".'2 complete, any trial; £35.—Crowther, 2, C
side, Newtown, ?ilalvern. -

|8

£40.—P. and M. 1918 combination, fully equipi
good condition ; machine solo, £32, sacrific

143, flavensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [8

P'.
and M., 1919, not W.I3., electric and acetyl
speedometer, tools, spares ; excellent conditi

£42.-50, Ohiswick Lone, Chiswick, W.4. [7

P. and M., 1920, smartly equipped, licensed, orig:
tyres and enamel unscratched ; 50 gns.—Bunti:

Motor Exchange, Wealdstone, Middlesex. [8

P.
and M. Combination, perfect condition and auB

.ance, all on; tax paid for yeyr; £55 for quick sa]
Naldrett, Hayes Rd., Slinfold, nr. Horsham. [7

1 Q20-21 P. and M., fully equipped, licensed, in
-i-*J tinguishable from new, mileage 2,000; £5
37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone ^ Kingston IJ

[8

P.
and M. Combination, 1914, good condition,
perfect running order, fully licensed for 1£

35 gna.. ; apply after 6 p.m.—30, Golders Gardens, ]

don, N.W.ll [7

Q P. and M. Combinations, new ^12 bodies, mi
/W few parts, P. and M. chain cases, Lucas Ian
BB cord tyres, etc.; £30 each.—55, St. James "i

Bermondsey. [7

P.
and M. 1917 Combination, -electric light

speedometer, etc.; £52.—Elce, Ltd., 13, 15,'

16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Pho
Avenue 5548. [0

P.
and M.—We have five of these combinations
stock at very low prices ; list on request.—N(

ham Motor Go., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Pho
Hammersmith 80. [8

P.
and M. 1919, overhauled by makers last Jauti

new Milford sidecar, Bluemel's screen, lug)

carrier, tyre perfect, all on, licence paid; 60 gr

308, King's Rd„ Chelsea, S.W. [S

P.
and'M. coachbuilt combination 1918, electric li

ing, hood and screen, new tyres, new chains
first-class condition, ride ' anywhwe ; £48.—A. S.,

Abbeville Kd.. Clapham Park, S.W. [8

P.
and M. 3^,^;p. Combination, 1921, post-war un
speedometer, windscreen, acetylene lighting,"

accessories, fully equipped, as new, best offer secur<

Melvill, 87, Alexandra fid., Hornsey, N.8. [-7

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, BernersSt., W.l, I

the following used maohiues, which have 1

overhauled and carry our guarantee :—1919 Solo, i

1920 Combination, £85; 1921 Combination, £1
demonstration, 4-speed, 4V2h.p., £115; all t,

equipped.—Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 4, Bemers
London, W.l. - .__ f^

b6o AH letters relating to advertisements si

Motor Cycles
hould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlsed (P).
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MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and Al.

fe Parts:

and M. Spares' Specialist. Every part stocked.
Stamp brings list.—Inman, Durham Kd., Seaforth,
pool. [£484

and M.—All parts in stock for P. and M.'a; send
stamp.—P. and M. Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147,
ngton St., Liverpool. [0839

P. and S.

""

20 2i|.h.p, Pearson and Sopwith-ViUiers 2-stroke
engine. 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter, acces-

, including speedometer; £25.—King, 4, Willow
, Short St., Cam.bridge. [8696

20-21 Pearson and Sopwith 2^4h.p.. 2-speed,
lighting set, horn, etc., a most beautiful run-
little machine, and in splendid condition'

;ghout; £32.—Will, 769, Romford Rd., Manor
,
Loudon, E. [8140

Peugeot.
i.p. Sports Peugeot, 1914. ride 40 miles to buyer;
E?5, offers.—Wheeler, Trinity, Cambridge. [7717

Pope.
18 Pope 7-9h.p, Sports Combination, clutch,

K.S., guarantee 60 m.p.h. ; ^£65 ; exchange.—
nd^ St., Battersea. [8098

Premier.
ti.p. Premier, good going order; £18.—Ross, 86,
High Rd., Lee, S.E." [7888

EIMIER 3^2^. p., just overhauled, good running
order, alUon; 5e25.—Hayler, Barkfold, Kirdford,

tx. [8312

h.p. Premier, Sit on, mechanically perfect, pull
anything: £17 cash.—Collins, Clock Arcade,

jaton. [8008

3.—Fremier, 2i,4h.p.. new cylinder, piston, lamps,
horn, discs, good condition.—21, St. Saviour's Rd.,

:iugs.. [7641

EMIER 1914 sy^h.p., 3-speed and clutch, good
condition; £25.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

ng. Tel. : 689. [7479

EMIER Twin 7-9h.p, Combination, countershaft,
2-speed, clutch, good order; £45.—3a, Rutland

; West, Ratland Gate, S. Kensington. [8520

lEMIEE 21/211. p., fully equipped, tax paid, ready
to ride awav, excellent condition, overhauled

;

or ofier.— 2, Mascotte Rd.. Putney, S.W.15. [8434

),-;-Premier, 1914, 3V2h-P-. countershaft, 3-speed,
clutch and K.S., tax paid, trial, bargain; ex-

ge Douglas or 2-stroke.—61, Grand Parade,
ingay. [8046

15 3^h.p. Premier, coachbuilt sidecar, counter-
shaft, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., tax paid, splendid

ition; £45 or offer; exchange late model Douglas
imilar.—S. Tite, 113, Lavender Hill, S.W. [8106

,EMIER 7-9h.p., 3-speed Combination, in new
condition, new coachbuilt sidecar, Tan-Sad, and
IS, etc., guaranteed perfect; £120, or offer, bar-

insurance paid.—Box 2316, c/o The Motor
e. .

[8699

are Part« -

:.EMIER.—All parts in stock. By return service.

—AH. HoiJand, Hearsrdl Lane Corner, Coventry.

ne: 1945- [8280

iEMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the

most competent firm to supply spares and execute

its to Premier motor cycles. We served in the

oier works, and know this machine from A to Z.

hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the

d. We are the only traders who can claim to

ily every part for a Premier machine. Our prices

rock-botfcom, and our service unsurpassable. Write

ull requirements; you will receive our reply per

rn —Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
[3167

Priory.

EIORY 1922 Models; wonderful value; 234h.p.

J.A.P., 2-speed. K.S., 52 gns. ; 2%h.p. 2-stroke.

;ed, £38; write for specification.—R. B. Clark and
7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7365

P.V.

1

20 P. v.. 2 str. spring frame, 2-speed, splendid
condition; £35, or near.—Baker, 10, Gubyon

, Heme Hill. [7919
Quadrant

iIFFORD AVn^SON Company, 16 years' experience
with Quadrants. [9925

,20 4ti.p. Quadrant, nice order; £55.—Ross, 36,

High Rd., Lee, S.E. [7893

1 22 Quadrant ^Vs^.p. Combination ; £100.—
' Agents for Cambridge, Wallis and Easton, 104,

Rd., Cambridge. [0825

lANK WHITWGRTH, Ltd., Distributors, 139,
New St., Birmingham.—Quadrant £100 4V2h.p.

bination. delivery from stock. [0767

lADRANT 1920 4y2h.p. Combination, Sturmey 3-

speed, clutch, K.S., all-chain. Canoeist sidecar,

ing, lamps and spares, excellent condition; £60.
Hartley Rd., Ijeytonstone. [8519

Pole London and District Agents for

A.J.S., Excelsior & Dunelt Motorcycles

RIDE while you PAY
For tfae convenience of those wishing
to purchase out of income we will

supply ANY make of motorcycle on
the deferred payment system at only
4% above the cash price,

(Except where olherwise stipulated by the makers.

EXAMPLE
Dunelt 4 h.p. comb., Model D. £100 o o

4 per cent, interest for 18 months ^^tio^o
Total . . loa o o"

Deposit . . . . 26 o o

Balance . . . - 400 o o
The fjo balance is payable in iS monthly
instalments of £4 gs. with a reduction of 6/3
per month should balance be paid off in less

than 18 months.

MACHINES TO SELECT FROM
EXCELSIOR
MATCHLESS
TRIUMPH
- B.S.A.
- SCOTT
RUDGE
LEVIS

NORTON
O.K.

A.J.S.

. DUNELT
I ZENITH -

g ENFIELD -

I ARIEL
i ROYAL RUBY
QUADRANT

I P & M -

. CALTHORPE
• HARLEY DAVIDSON
* INDIAN, ETC., ETC.

May we send you Catalogue and order form '

REMEMBER
A motorcycle of standard price is

really much cheaper if purchased at

Taylor's because, no matter what
make of machine, it is backed by
"TAYLOR SERVICE "-which is

FREE.

I

Showrooms-
Motorcycles and Cars,

12-53, Sussex Place, South Kensin^tou
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

21a. Store Street, Tottenham Court Road. W-2A
Wholesale

—

38. ALFRED PLACE, W.Cl
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

Phones: Accessories & Repairs, Museum 1240
Motorcycles and Cars. Kensington 7260

Telegrams " Dynametro, Westcent, London.'*

I
H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.

\

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

QUADRANT VAh.p. 1920 Combination, equipped,
overliauled, mechanically perfect, chain drive,

Sturmey 3-speed, clutch, Amac, Canoelet, Cameo, hood;
£66.—Garaged, Taylor's Uarage, 239, Wood 3t„ Wal-
thamstcw. [7799

£35.-1915 ^i/^h.p. Quadrant, 3-speed, clutch, over-

hauled by rmakers, tank re-enamelled gold and
black, new frame, new liimp, horn, tools, new back tyie,

taxed till 1923. powertul, lust, bargain, only wants
seeing, owner must sell.— 14, Guunersbury Lane, Acton.

[8579
CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant

Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-
tributors for London. Southern and Eastern Counties;
oIBcial repairers and spare part stockists; deferred
payments; exchanges; all models in stock. Special
insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.

—

177, Westminster" Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone: Hop 210.

1992«
Kadco.

TJADCO.— 1922 Olympia Show model, tax paid; un-
-*-!' ridden; £50, or near offer.—192 Heath Rd.,
Twickenham. [7929
CLEARANCE ot shop-soiled models; single speed,

£52: 2-speed, £42; easy payments, 4% extra.

—

Premier jMotor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8615

Raleigh.
pREMIEK Motor Co. lor 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of 2S4h.p. 4-stroke lightweight.
2-speed, £68; 3-speed.- £73 ; also 5-6h.p. flat twin,

spring frame, detachable wheels, solo, £130; sidecar
'ombination, £165; easy payments, 4 per cent, extra; .

free delivery tc any address.— Tlie Premier Motor Co..
•\st<in Rd.. Birmingham. [0866

-j Q22 2?4h.p. Raleigh, actually in stock; £68.—
i-V Kays, 8. Bond St., Ealing. [8269

2-speed, kick start, m stock ,

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1280

-All models: delivery now.—Barlow
Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.

[3693
RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models.

Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.-Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing [4836

33.h.p. Raleigh Sports, 3-speed; £73. Just arrived.
4= Cash or generous easv payments.-Agent, Car-

michael, High West St., Gateshead. [SC62

3-speed, kick starter, ridden
W. Ayers, Old

Barracks, K.en=ington Palace. 'Phone : Park 86.
[7824

X> ALEIGH Lightweights in stock for immediate de-
-EV livery ; exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[8343

RALEIGHS, 2";ih.p. 1922 Sports or Tourist models,
in stock, licensed; £68, or easy terms. Free

delivery anywhere.—Talbot Garage, Market St., Stour-

bridge. [8048

IMMEDIATE Deliyerv Raleigh, all models in stock:

5-6h'.p. £130, combination £165; 2'ih.p. £68,
£73; 3h.p. combination, £103; cash or deferred pay-

ments 4% extra.—Mitchell Garage, Houndhay Rd.,

Leeds. [0890

EW 1922 Raleigh 5-6h.p. Combination, spare

wheel, Lucas electric lighting. Easting wind-
screen", registered and licence paid; purchaser, un-

able to take delivery, will forfeit £10 deposit paid

to immediate cash buyer.—Box 2296, c/o The Motor
Cjjde. [8613

Ready.

READY 1922 2^ih.p., J.A.P. engine, Burman gear

box, shop-soiled, unused; £55.—W. E. Line, 89,

Gt. Portland St., W.I. i[8636

Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing.

RALEIGH . 2-54h.p.,
£68.—Clark. 7.

RALEIGHS.-
and Son,

-| Q22 Raleigh 254h.p..
X*/ once only; take £69; cost £73.-

w

gain, £55.—Ross

Reading.Standard.
dard Co
High Rd., Lee,

1 C|16 7-9h.p. Reading-Standard Combination bar-
S.E.
[7892

-Reading-Standard combination, 1916. fullySALE. ,

equipped; Cardiff district; £50.—Box 2317, c/o
The Motor Cl/de. [8700

READING-STANDARD 1921 Combination, plus 1

sidecar, hood, screen, many spares, dynamo,
lovely outfit, taxed and insured; £100.—James, c/o

Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [8714

Rex.

£12.—Rex 5-6h.p.. good running order.— 26, -St.

George's Rd., Kilburn. After 6. [8164

T> EX-MINER'VA, 2V.h j)., new tyres, plating, and
JX enamel; £15/10.-44, Penrith Rd., Thornton
Heath. [7907

£24.—sy^ih.p. sporting Rex, in excellent condition,

lont' "exhaust, tax paid year.—201, Foleshill Rd.,

Coventry.
"

[8742

-I C|22 New Rex-Acme 2^ih.p. 3-speed Model; £66/10;
i*^ easy terms and exchange.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [8672

REX Combination 6h.p., 2-speed, handle start, in

perfect running order; £22/10.—S. E. Porter and

Co.. Whitchurch. Salop. [4798

EX 5-6h.p., Bosch, Binks, long exhaust, old

machine, but in running order; £12.—W. Martin,
- [7711

2, Madin St., Chesterfield.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b6t

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marljed (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

I^OUTHPORT.—Rex-Blackburne 25^h.p., 3-speed, all-
'^^ chain, instant deliver?; 5£78,'10; exchanges,

—

stents, 417. Lord St., Southport. 16325

Reynolds.
REYNOLDS, ojew February, tyres unscratohed, Lucas

lighting, perfect condition, licence paid, designer's
own machine.—Apply Reynolds Jacison, Sarratt.
Iferts. [6250

Rover.

1 Q20 3-speed Rover, speedometer and lamps; £60.—
Atf Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [7890

ROVER 1919 Cumbination, well equipped, taxerl;

^70.~Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [4614

T Q20 T.T. Rover, fnllv equipped, fast, perlect; £55.
-^*^ —Noble, School Lane, Rimsey, Hunts. [8386

£95.-1922 new 4h.p, Rover, all chain drive; cash
or exchange.—Rose's GaLage, Uxbrid^e. [8378

31h.p. Road Racer Rover, with free engine, clut<;h;
2 ^37 '10; easy terms.—Wauchope"s, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [8671

ROVER 1920 3M;h.p., T.T., Philipson, last, reliable,

condition perfect; £56. — Tiuson, Ronalda,
Station Rd.. Netley, [5009

ROVER 1921 Combinanon, all-ohain model, 3-

srpeed. kick start, perfect, like mew, all on; £85.
-Parry, SeftKHi St., Ptitney. [8549

ROVER 8h.p., 1921, full equipment, small mileage
any trial; £155.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Walling-

lord Av., North Kensington. [8222

3ih.p, T.T. Rover, good condition, tax prid, all

2 on; 28 gns.; seei Youngs', Kil burn.—Garrett,
3, Richborough Rd., N,W.2. [8107

3ih.p. S-spsed Rover, perfect condition, new tyres,
2 lamp, horn, etc., complete, tax paid; bargain,

£35.—Batten Bros., Cullompton. [7782

1 Q20 4h.T). Rover, S-speeds, original tyres, small mile-,
X*/ at;e, Montgomery sidecar, lamps, etc., licensed

;

£80.—Riddelsdell, Boxford, Suffolk. [8337

ROVER 5-6h.p._ Combination 1919-20, electric.

Cowey horn, windscreens, nearly new condition

;

£80.—73, Windermere Rd., South Ealing. [8059

ROVER 1920 3i''2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

completely equipped and in excellent order; £60.—
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7177

TO OVER 1920 S'/oh.p. Combination, 3-speed clntoli,

-m\ K.S. all chain, Easfing-, £10 just spent on engine;
£60.— St. Olafs, Adeline Rd., Bonrnemouth. (P) [8132

1 Q21 (July) 5-6h.p. Rover, Grindlay Tourist sidecar,
-1-*^ all accessories, as new; £150.—Particulars,
Huddleston, 98, Hawcoat Lane, Barrow-in-Eurness.

[6796

1 Ql6 Rover, Zyz^.-p., single speed,- T.T., very last,

--•^lighting set, horn, spares, all on; what offers over
.€25.—Williams, River St., Ystrad, Ehondda, S. Wales.

[7617
ROVER, 1920, 3i,^h.p., fully equipped, beautiful

machine, little used ; £68 : seen by appointment
any evening.-Sanders, 7a, Golders Green Parade, N W.

[7521
"I Q21 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, lamps, horn.
JLi/ Easting, new condition; a bargain, £120;
exchanges.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St.^ Southport.
'Phone: 607. [7857

BRAND New 8h.p. Rover, latest model, with side
curtains, in stock; £223/10; exchanges, ea^ pay-

ments.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden.
'Phone : 45. [8020

1 Q 21-22 ZVs^.V- 3-speed Rover, hand clutch, Lucas
-L«7 horn, mirror, Cowey, speedometer, mileage
1,200, condition appearance new.—IB, VictarLi Rd.,
Crawley, Sussex, [7958

1 Q22 4h.p. Sports Rover Combination, Lucas lampf,
M-iJ fipeedoraeter, screen, tax; pTaetically new;
guaranteed; good lightweight part.-Chaston, Blackwood,
Mon. Tel.: 66. (D) [7532

"I lCll4 3'^h.p. Rover coachbuilt combination. 3-Epeeds,
J-v starter, clutch, lovely oondition, any trial, fully
equipped ; £38/10, consider lightweight part.— 7,
Cowdrey Ed,, Wimbledon. [8413

055.—1920 31/jh.p. T.T. Rover, new March, 1921.
cW Philipson pulley, lamp sets and horn, been very
little nsrd, and as new; £55. — Heady, 17, Gold
St., Saffron \^ialden, Essex. [8024

T.T, SV^h.p. 1920 Rover, Philipson, low mileage
(stored 1921), guaranteed flrst-class, fully equipped,

speedometer, 11 m^ontbs full insurance; £57; without
speedometer, insurance, £50.-20, Woodville Gardens,
Ealing, [7709

ROVEE 1916 3Voh.p. Combination, countershaft,
speedometer, Easting screen, Bosch ignition, taxed,-

excellent running order.-Powell, 11 Noith Square,
Hampstead Garden Suburb, N.W.ll. 'Phone: Finch-
ley 1728. £50. [7658

Snarr Parts :

ROVER Spares, Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [4832

Royal Ruby.
"Id 18 8h.p. Royal Ruby, like new; £65.—Ross, 86.A^ High Bd,, Lee. [7883

TURNERS

Size, I Sin. wide x 22 in. long. Will fit

any Sidecar Body. Black finish 1.0/6
We are stockists for the following

Maaulacturers' goods i

AMAC
BINKS
BROWN & BARLOW
SENSPRAY

Carburet-

ters and

Parts

BOWDEN WIRE Ltd.
Brakes &
Parts

Fork

Parts

Hub Parts

BRAMPTON
DRUID
BRITISH HUB CO.

B.S.A.
DOUGLAS
J.A.P.
LEVIS
TRIUMPH
VILLIERS

BEST & LLOYD|L"b;icato'^
[ and Parts

LUCAS
]

J

MILLERS I J^^i^Pf

POWELL & HANMERSj ^ ^^''^^

RENOLDS - Chains & Parts

SlURMEY ARCHER Gear Parts

TAN-SAD - Seats & Parts
NOTE:—

London Agents for
LEVIS SPARES

SIDECAR LUGS and FITTINGS
in endless variety

CAMEO \ Windscreens and
EASTING I

Engines

and

Machine

Parts

Fittings

iVe also have large stock of Accessories

and one of the most varied assortments

in London. We shall be pleased to

quote you for your requirements.

l80.l8IJ82,RailwayApproaGli

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,Est
1901.

W.12.
'Phone :

Western
6177

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

ROYAL RUBYS.—Prompt delivery from Bar!
EDd Son. Monton. Eccles, Tel. : 160 Eccles.

[36
1Q1S Royal Ruby Villiers. 2%h.p., 2-speed, pJ-V lectly equipped; £33.-31, Camrofie St., Plu
stead. [8S

TJOYAL RUBY-VILLIERS 254h.p., Cowey, lam
J^ tax paid, good condition, running order; £25
F.B., 73, Albert .St., Slougii. . 18C

RUBY 8h.p. Combination, in first-class condiiii

good as new. large sidecar; £90. or near offer

Baker, 17, The Piatt, Putney. [83

-1019 Royal Ruby, 2%h.p. J.A.P.-' eneine, 2-sT)e
-L*' elcrtrically equipped, licensed; £32. — I

Cannon Hill Lane, Merton, S.W.19. [80

"I
Q21 l^fli.p. Royal Ruby 2-speed and K.S.. D.

-Lt? lighting set. in excellent condition; £45; i

changes. — Bambers, 2, Eastbank St., Southpo
'Phone: 607. [78

£65.—Royal Ruby Combination, 1918-19, 8h
J.A.P., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter, all-cha

large Millford touring sidecar, thoroughly overhaul*

splendid condition.—63. Solon Rd., Brixton. [82

ROYAL RUBY 1921 2»ih.p., sports model, 3-spei

kick start, hand control clutch, very little us<

and indistinguishable irom new, an exceptional b;

gain; 50 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealii

'Phone: Ealing 639.
, . [86

ROYAL RUBY 1920 Combination,' 8b.p. J.A
3-speed cush-drive, Amac, Dunlops, hood. Si

dum. Easting, luggage grid, Tan-Sad, lam^

thoroughly reliable, splendid condition; £90.—We]
21, Lynton Ave., West Ealing, W.13. [79

-| Q22 8h.p. Royal Ruby—the spring frame combii
XI/ tion par excellence—fitted with irrterchangea
and spare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier, Easti

Sandum screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on, at £1(
immediate delivery from the agent for all high-cl
makes, as usual.—Sam E. "Clapham (Motors), ',

Stockwell St.. Greenwich. 'Phone. 751- [58

Rudge.
RUDGE-MULTI 6-7h.p. 1920 Combination, perfec

£65.—Batchelor, Clarence St., Xingston. [81

1Q20 Rndge-Multi 7.9h.p. Combination, perfect <i

-li^dition; £70.—Sinith, 345, Bolton Rd., Danveii
[76

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 19
Rudge 3M;h.p, I.O.IM. ; £77; easy terms arrang

[36
1 Q 20 Rudge-Multi I.O.M., electric lights and hoi
JLU tax, all on; £55.-251, Archway Rd., Hi(
gate. .

- [76

LATE 1919 Rudge-Mnlti, Inmps, horn, Binks. perf
condition; £50.—Kent Lodge, Leavesden Rd., W

lord. [82

TOtlDGE-MULTI actually in stock; exchanges, i

-tt< ferred.—R. B. Clark and Co.. 7, Exhibition R
S.W.7. _ _ . [73

RUDGE-MULTI ComTnuation,. 7h.p.. l.imps, ho
speedometer, wiwlscreen ; £55.-39, Bruce R'a

Bow, E-3. [76

"IQ21 3V'h.p. Rudge-Mnlti, nnpunctured, compl
-i-J/ with 'all accessories, £60.—Foster, Hitcha
Maidenhead. ^ [75

BRAND tfew 1922 Rudge-Multi; £77; in stock
Walbro Mot«r Cycle Co., Saffron Wald(

'Phone : 45. [80

RUDGE-MULTI coachbuilt Combination, SVaK
spares, any trial; £40.-73, Thorneyhedge R

London, W.4. [''9

£45.-1919 Rudge-Multi Combination, inUy licensi

heavy tyres, screen, spares, bargain.—89, Es

Hill, Wandsworth. [83

1 Q22 I.CM. Rn'dge-Multis In stock at the lal

i-iJ reduced prices. £77.—Jones Garage, Broadw.
Muswell Hill. N.IO. [07

3ih.p. Rudge, 1920, onlv 2,700 miles, fvrcs j

2 punctured : £55.—Elliott, " Drinagh,"—Ponder
Rd., Knehworth, Herts. I'J^

KC GNS—Rudge I.O.M. Special 1920, short wbf
OOhnse. licensed, equipped, escellent conditions-

Cornwall Mews South. S.W.7. [85

-| Q20 Rndge-Mnlti Coniliination, just overhauled,
j

Xt/fect condition, all on; £75.—Cable, Timber M
chant. Bridge at... Homcrton. 181

RUDGE-MULTI 1919, 3i4h.p., T.T. model, all hoc

Eories, splendid condition; £38/10.-157, But
wood L.ine_, Earlsfield. S.W.I 7. [81

UDGE SVah.p., all on, Binks, Philipson piiUi

sporting mount, exceptional bargain; £20.—Wi

son, 148, High St., Deptfordr- . [81
w
1 014 3V>h.p. Rudge-Multi, lamps, horn, tax na
XH in good running order; £26, bargain.—Wt
stock and Ungley, Woodbridge. [83

7.9h.p. Rndge-Mnlti Standard Combination, ]at« 19;

like new: £90; reason for Belling given.—12, Oi

stantine Rd.. Hanlpstead, ISI.W.3. [74

RUDGE, 1917, painted red, sporting turnout,"

good order, tax paid; £45.—Castle Car C

Camden Rd., N.7. 2868 North. [78

b62 JVll letters relating to advertisements ebould quote the number at the end of eacB advertisement, and the date of the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, mariied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kudge.

' is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the
^pents; in stocli ; cash or paymenta.—Kniglif'i,

'

[0836

clutch, kick stnrt,

£75.—Apply Allen,
[7508

cash
TJpper Tooting Rd.. S.W.17.

rDGE-MULTr, 3',L'hp.. 1921,
tax paid ; with ITgTit sidecar

;

Jauuon Hill, youtJignte, N.14.

22 S^h.p. T.T. Rudgc, brand new, in stock;
£77 cash, or easiest ot easy payments.—Wilkins,

son, opposite Olympia, London. [7757

21 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, sporting sidecar, lamp,
horn, taxed; £59.~W.J.C. Motor Exchange,

;on Av., Holland Park, W.ll. [8472

a^ 3'/2h.p. RudgG, T.T., equipped, taxed, insured,
all on, done 700. owner going abroad; £75.—

ne, Aldgate, Ketton, Stamford. [7838

JTHP0RT.~1919 Rudge-Multi, kick starter,
rlutch, all on, excellent condition; 39 gns.; ex-
;es.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport [8324

h.p. Rudge-Multi, hand chitrh. splendid rnnrtitinu,

lauiiis, sijeedniiiefer, etc. ; exchange light-n-eight and
or sell £40.-125, Canal Rd.. Mile End, E. [8295

fDGE 1922 Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-sp8ed. spare
ivhcel; £150. Immediate delivery, deferred par-
s.—Mororia, Reg:ent Parade, North Finchley. [6360a

ti.p. Rudge-Multi. appearance and mechanical
condition as new; £42; exchange consideied.—

ck. Railway Station House, East Ham, E.6.
[vgse

'DGE-MULTI, 1917, fully equipped, tax paid,
tyres nearly new, smart and sound; £32.

—

)r and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. S.W.
[8247

20 (August) LO.M. Rudge, . thoroughly tuned,
solo exclusively, 2,000, complete spares, acces-

;, tax, tools; 49 gns.—Darjeeling, Downs Estate,
iton. [7809

AND new, 1922 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, carrying
full guarantee, owner unable to ride; what
?—Motor Cjxlist, 94, Akerman Rd., Brixton,
3. [8570

TtGE-MULTI SW.i.p. Combination, hand fintch,

3tc., in good rimning order, sporting sidecar;

exchange 3-wheeler; oilers.—118, CrickUde Rd.,

ion. [8054

rDGE-MULTI, I.O.M. Model, with pedal start,

1922 model, 5;hop-;oiIed onlv; £70. — Newnham
r Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
mersmith 80. [8345

rDGE 7-9h.p. Combination, 1920. new condition.

little used, tax^d, equipped, gitaranteed ; 80 gns.

;

5graph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, TJpper Rich-

i Rd., East Sheen. [7299

,22 Rudge-Multi, better than new, very fast; tax
December; ptraight through exhaust with fish

Cowev speedometer, spare belt, Tan-^ad, watch,
1 nvniph, Luftas lamps, horn, knee grips. A.A.
3 :

£77.—" Chebnerrot," Amberley Rd,. Palmer's
a, London. [7516

JDGE-MTJLTI 6h.p.. sloping tank, frame specially

construtted, racev cnnoelet sidecar, maker's colours,

:;ht exhaust, handle-bar extra air masneto controls,

ilent tvres, electric lighting, spares, * tools ; fast

active sporting outfit for an enthusiast; £90.—
r 7, Bennett, 8, Marjorie Groye, Olapliani. [7504

mrf far fa :

E Promptest Firm Tor Rudse .Spa res.-

Motors. Forfield Place. I^eamington Spa.
-Forfielrl

[3163

Scott.

KINSEY" and CO.. Ltd., Croydon, forHN R.
Scotts.

OTT Sociables.—Two good second-hand ones at
£175 and £180, both recently overhauled and

inted, speedometers, epare wheels, etc., latest
inium bodies, new transmissions, good condition
splendid running, 45 in.p.h.. 75 m.p.g.—John R.
ley and Co., Ltd., The Scott Specialists, 350-352
;r Addiscombe Rd., Croydon; [8144

E have a new Scott Squirrel in stock;
Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.

£105.—
[7894

1
22 Scott Sociables and Motor Cycles.—Scott Ser-

vice Depot, 99, Gt. George St., Liverpool. [4477

OTT Combination, good condition, all on, . ride
away; £45.—Poll, Eaumber, Horncaetle, Linos.

[7613
DTT 3^4'h.p., 1921, run 2.000 miles, all on, as
new; £80.—Batchelor, Clarence St., Kingston.

[3117
DTT 1921 3^ih.p., fully equipped and tax paid-
£80.—The Layton Garages, 3d, Holywell St.,
rd. [7178

0.—Scctt Combination, 1920, Binks, lamps, speedo-
met2r, accessories, splendid condition.—63, Solon
Brixton. x [8236

OTT Squirrel, fnlly equipped, licensed, equal
new ; ^E65.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weald-
Middlesex. [8447

It is not possible
to detail in this column

the vast selection of

NEW 1922 MODELS
we can offer for

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

but we shall be pleased to post you our

booklet giving particulars of all the

MOTOR CYCLES,
SIDECARS,

AND

LIGHT CARS
that are now available.

If you desire we can also send you a leaflet|

setting out the terms oiE our

Deferred Payment

System.
Under this arrangement you can suit your
own convenience with regard to settlement
and can extend the instalments for new
machines to a period of eighteen months

if you wish

sr-"'

SECONDHAND
MACHINES

Can-also be purchased by deferred payments,
but for these the period for settlement is

limited to twelve months. Our guarantee
of perfect mechanical condition is issued

with each of the following.

ROVER, 1919, 3^^ h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-
" starter, lamps, horn, and MUlford Olympia
Corvette sidecar £81

ROVER) 1920, 5-6- h.p., 3 speeds, all-chain drive,

lamps, horn, speedometer, windscreen, Tan-Sad
seat and Milllord Empress sidecar £115

ARIEL, 1920, 3-^ h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch
and kick-starter, tax paid £80

F.N., 1920, 2^- h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kick-starter,

lamps and horn £40
CLYNO, 1916, 6 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch

and kick-starter, detachable wheels £90
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn,

tax paid £30
DOUGLAS, 1916, 2$ h.p., -2 speeds, lamps and horn £37
LEVIS, 1919, 2i h.p., Popular model, lamps, horn,

tax paid £35
JUNO, 1918, 2^ h.p. VUliers 2-stroke engine, tax paid £29

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repauers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.),

418 Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.7.

Telephone:
490, East Ham.

Telegrams

;

"Egaraco, Loadon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

Scott, 2-spcefl, clutch,
teed perfect: ^50.—Beeslei'

town, Manchesler.

kick start, guaran-
Warford St., New-

[8041

^COIT, latest mide', sport siJecar all mmranteed
^' new conditio;!, lamps, horn, etc.; JESS.—aS, Plough
lane. South Wimbledon. [8076

1 SCOTT Standard, also Sriuirrel ; used less than 5 wiles
tor demoD*;tratioii : £100 each.—Gibb, Nortligute,

Glourester. ''—--- ^Service Agent.

1 Q 19. Scott, T.T., licence

[7549

, paid, lamps, all in splen-
did condition, Binks carburetter.— 5, St. Peter's

Rd., Hammersmith, W.6. [8713

1 IkZOVj Scott Conibinntion, electric lighting, E,n.5ting
.ILtT .-,.Pi,, ,.o(„7 rondiflon

; £90, near ofler; aitei 6.—
High Barnct. 18143

(August), new tyres, speedometer.

30, Union St.,

GCOTT 1921
I'd TTiei-'i^niral order

S. Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St,

ie70 or close
Albans.

jffer.—

(8626

car; £98: any
Heath, Birminj

1 022 Scott Standard model. Lucas horn and lamps,
J-^:jl>--olutelv new and unscrnfched, mileage under 300,
a bargain; £95.—Bouker, 21, Manchester Ed., Burnlev.

SCOTT 3%h.p., nith Gloria sidecar. Easting screen,
siteedonieter, horn, acetylene lamps, spare tvl'e, etc.

i

f"^- .vovth inspection.-" Aberfoyle," Eotlierfield Ed..
Carshalton. [8129-
OC'OTT 3:^4h.p.. as new, guaranteed perfect, Cowey
^^ tniJ speedometer, large Lucas lamps and horn,
complete with spares; £92—50, St. John's Kd., Birk-
dale. Southport. [6193

CJCOTT SYth.-p., late 1920, dynamo lighting, Cowey
•-J speeilometer, Binks carburetter, tax paid for side-

trial.—108, Golden Hillock Rd., Small
iiam. [8373

OCOTT Comliination 1915. Z%h.v.. Binks carburetter,
tJ Lucas horn, tyres good, fully licensed, runninj
order; £35 for cash ouly.-Godfiey's, -Ltd., 208, Gt
Portland St., London, W.l. [8435
C|COTT Combination 1921, as new, not done 300 miles,
•o extra heavy 3in. Palmer cord tyres. Easting screen,
Lucns lamps, Cowey horn, tax paid, cost £190; bargain
£120.-9. Edgar St., Worcester. [8156
O,0UTH London Snoft Service Depot.—'Phone Croy-^ don 1129 for demonstration runs: immediate de-
livery: prices from £105.—John E. Kinsey and Co.,
Ltd., 350-352, Lower Addiscombe Ed., Croydon. [8352

Scott Combination, 1915, small mileage and
wonderfully good condition throughout, elec-

tric lighting set and speedometer; £50.—John B
fc-insey and Co., Ltd., The Scott Specialists, 350-352.
Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [8145

Spore Parts ;

TyARD Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St., Bradford, for
rr serviceable second-hand Scott parts on approval

against cash. [0889
QOUTH London Scott Service Depot.—Scott Spares:
*-> Scott Repairs.—John R. Kinsey and Co., Ltd,
350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd.,- Croydon. 'Phone-
1129. [835^

208, Gt. Portland St., London,
stock of all ^Scott spare parts

always in stock. Write lor free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0751

Si"^-'

GODFREYS'. Ltd.,
W.l.—Complete

WAUCHOPE'S,
Singer 1910

Singer.

9, Shoe Lane,
£25.

SINGER 4h.p.
plated rims

London.—2V'h.p.
[8674

Coachbuilt Combination, smart, low,
plated rims, Bosch magneto, guaranteed perfect,

simple, fast, economical, 2 speeds, free engine, all
accessories : trial any time : bargain, ^£35.—^Owner, 77,
Salmon Lane, Stepney, London. [8736

Svarf. Parts:

-Forfleld
[3164

£

Tltli; Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.-
Mntors Forfield Place. Leamington S|3a.

GENUINE Singer parts by return service.-Alf. Hol-
land, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone i

1945. [8279-

Sirrah.
53.—Sirrah 1921 2y2h.p. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch,

kick starter, accessories, taxed, as new ; bar-
gain.—143, Ravensbury Ed., Earlsfield, S.W. [8355

Sparkbrook.
3ilh.p. Sparkbrook, 2-speed, countershaft, as new;
4 £28/10; exchange.—178, Upper Clapton Rd.,

B.5. [8362

SPARKBROOK 6h.p. Combination, lamps, speedo-
' meter, etc., tax paid, exceptionally fino condition

;

£65, bargain.-Seen 2, Hogarth Ed., Bail's Court. [7707

Sun.
2-speed, hardly used; bargain,

Bromley. [7742Rd.,
SUN-VITESSE, 1920

£40.-145. Widmore

1 016 Sun-V.T.S., excellent running condition; £19;
-L«7 -Write or call, Treeby, Boar's Hill, Oxford.

rS077

2-stroke, 2-speed, etc.,rC|lB Sun-'Vitesse 2% h.p,.
tr all on, guaranteed perfect 24 gns.-

All letters relating to advertisements eiiould quote ttie number at the end of each advertisement, and the

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked <P).

18 Sun-'Vitesse
all on, guara

hawk Rd., Shepherds B'ush

date of the issue 663

239, Gold.
[8531
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

Sun.
FOB Snn-J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with

I

the sole North London agents. Models in stocli, 1

single Special, 12 gns. ; S'uh.p. J.A,P., 2-speed. K.S..
60 gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
Garage, Broadway, Musiiell Hill, N.IO. C0790

Sunbeam,
QtlXBEAM Agents,

Qili.p. sporting model, £136/10.

gih.p. light solo model. £136/10.

Qih.p. roadster model, il26.

^Ih.p. touring model, £141/16.

"TjELlyEEIES from stock. Catalogues and full pr.r-
J-' tiL-ulars free. Special terms and exchanges
iirranRed.-Herhert Eol)in-son, Ltd., Green St, 0am-
bridee. - _ [8499

"1Q20 3i^h.p. Sunbeam, complete and licensed; £80.
-«-" —Carniorth Motor Co., Carnforth. [7197

OUNBEAM 4h.p., lamps, horn, etc., perfect condi-
>--> tion; £60, or offers.—50, Haverstock Hill, N.W.3.

[819
"IZ ICKHAM, Stokes Crott, Bristol, Sole District
-^*- Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs,
etc. (3558
8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, engine perfect, 5,000

miles; view in City.—Box 2291, c/o Tfte Molor
Cycle. [7871
/^ROSS, Effingham Square, is Agent lor Sunbeams
^-^ in Rotherham; new SVoh.p. and ^^^h.p. from
stock.

*
[8597

1 Q22 3i/2h,p. Sunbeam, done 160 miles, licensed
-^«'to December 31; £100 complete.—Kellys, Llan-
dudno. [7714

1 019 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Swan sporting
-*-*' sidecar; great bargain, £105.—Bygott, Wem,
Shropshire [8389

wheel, all8h.p. Sunbeam 1919 Combii.tticn, spare
on, excellent condition; £110.-106, Sydney Rd.

Raynes Park. [8069

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3Vjh.p.
Sun'oeam 1917, 3 speeds; :e65 ; extended pay-

ments taken. [8675

SUNBEAM. 1920, 3V.li.p., Combinntion, ]il-liealth
' sole cause of sale; offers.—A. H. Toone, Chemist

[7618

condition,
£75.-23,

[7623

SUNBEAM 1919 3y2h.p., mechnnicnlly perfect,
' new, fully equipped, ineured, guaronteed: £80.—

Marks, Woodthorpe Sd., King's Heath, Birmingham.
[8282

SUNBEAM Late 1920 SVah.p., semi-sports model
fully equipped and equal to new;_80 gn5.—Long-

man Bros.,
689.

Esmouth, Devon.

SUNBEAM, SVjh.p.. excellent running
hood, screen, speedometer; best over

Clabou Mews, Caclogan Square.

17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone ; EJling
[8620

2f''''

SUNBEAM Combination SV^h.p. 1919, lamps, tools.

spares, BonnikFen speedometer, done G.OOO, tax
paid, insured; dE90,—136, London Rd., KinRston,
Surrey. r7975

HANDSOME 6ii.p. Sunbeam-Gloria Combination,
lamps, horn, speedometer, Tan-Sad, licence ; in

Finchley ; £85, or near offer.—Box 2293, c/o The
Motor Cyole. [7939

SUNBEAM 3V2h.p., 1921 model, long exhaust, 3-

speed, Lucas lamps, horn, tax paid, in new con-
dition.—Hesselgrave, Shray HiU, Waters Upton, Wel-
lington, Salop. [6806

"I Q 20 SV^h.p. Sunbeam, Binks carbufetter, speedo-
J-*^ meter, born, lamps, spares, Watsouian R.34
sidecar, aluminium windscreen; £95.—Payne. 22,
Maddox St., W.l. [7953

Sunbeam 1914. 2-sneed. kick start, clutcb
new tyres mecha lically sound, appoaran-:*e ex-

cellent, equipped, tax paid; £50, or near otfcr- Bel],
High St., Prestatyn [8058

1 Q21 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric lighting
J-*/ (Lucas) and horn, Oowey speedometer, J.A.P
engine, in perfect condition; £130.—Crozier, 56. West-
borough, Scarborough.

, [8122

1 QI8 S'y^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, new tyres, Cameo
--«-' screen. Bosch magneto. 3 Luens lamps, horn, all
accessories, tax paid; £90.— Gough, Rose Cottae*.
Stoney Hill. Eromsgiove [7615

IQig sh.p. Sunbeam and Swan sporting sidecar.
J-t^ electric lamps, horn, discs, legshields; a bar-
gain, £105; exchanges.—Bambers, 2. Eastbank St
Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7860*

3ih.p. 1915 Sunbeam Combination, speedometer, etc
2 B. and L. automatic lubrication, F.E.W. valve

attachnaents, spares, excellent condition, tax paid- £62 —
Barker, King's Farm. Lamarsh. Bures, Essex. " [8124

MAY (1921) Sunbeam Sports Model, lamps, horn
etc.. winner of gold medals in reliability and

speed competitions, in perfect order ; bought 1922model—A. E. Evans, 1, Lower Bar, Newport Salop
[8154 I

YOUR HOLIDAY
KIT IS INCOMPLETE
WITHOUT ONE OF OUR
>VATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE SUITS

MOTOR CYCLE SUIT
With Plaited Leather Belt.

GUARANTEED
WATERPROOF

I a H
SPECIFICATION

MADE from
hard-wearing

double texture
material with an
interlining of
Rubber.
Double Breasted
Jacket, witn all-

round Belt and
Leatlier Buckle,
large Patch Poc-

1

kefs, and con-
verteH collar to

button right up
(0 neck, to fasten
with Throat Tab.
Wind Cuffs In

sleeves. All
seams of the Suit

are rubber cemented
and taped with extra
material, making the
garment absolutely

waterproof.
Overall Trousers with

spat - shaped leg ;

wind gussets to keep

the wind from the le?

and boots ; fastened

wHh patent clasp

fasteners, enabling

the trousers to be

pulled oil In a momenL
The suits are newly
manufactured, and every

care is taken with details

so that the garment will

meet the severest test.

We give full guarantee
that this suit is Ihoroughly waterproof, and Imper-
vious to the most drenching& continuous downpour.

THESE SUITS ARE NEWLY MADE
FROM FRESHLY PROOFED MATERIAL
BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN, AND
NOT HALF PERISHED CLEARANCE
LINES OR W.D. SURPLUS.

NO EXTRA CHARGE
FOR CARRIAGE.

State chest measure-,
ment and height when

_ ordering.
,

SUIT WITH SEATLESS TROUSERS
(as above) ------

JACKET ONLY - - -

July oth, 1922

16

PRICE

35/
m
25/.

18/.

12/6
Our Illustrated List and PalUm bunch of cloths;
together vnth self-measurement fortli, will be seitt on
to you post free, and without any obligation, upon
receipt ol your NAME and ADDRESS.

SEATLESS TROUSERS ONLY
OVERALLS ONLY -

iMOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. .

Sunbeam.
Q^i-P' Sunbenm, all chain Sihe enclosed, kick-stai
';»4 2-8peeds, hand and foot clutch, good conditi
£56.-5, Suuuy Ed., Southport. [8

QOUTHPORT.-Sports Sunbeam 500 CO. 19
uiechanical lubrication, long exhaiist, alumini

exhaust cap, splendid race,v appearance, mellow to
bargain, 65 gns.; exchanges.—Kents. 417, Lord
Southport. [8;

QUKBEAM, eh.p., 1917, M.A.G. combination, cnu

Tr^r. ""'i'
l-iffllis, Amac. horn, tools, interchangea

£90, 1919 J.AP., Easting, «pare, interchangeable lair
horn, Bmks; £120 or oiler.—James, Gloucester
T\ eymouth. [71

1 Q20 Sunbeam .Sh.p., Lucas Magdyno lighting, sp
-~*^ wheel, hood and screen, also side screen,
absolutely perfect condition and open to the m
rigid examination, cost nearly £300; price requi
*145.—Bosworth, 92, Chaworth Rd., W.B., Notti
ham. [8^

T.D.C.
GNS.—Little Giant, 1920, T.D.C. engine, gt

coridition throughout, bargain.—Rose's Gara
Uxbridge. [83

Torpedo.
Qih.p. Torpedo, 2-stroke, tax paid, ride away; £1^ 2 Saturday afternoon.—163, Beechcrolt B
Tooting. [83

£17/10.—Torpedo 2l/,h.p., late model, T.T. ba
cV very smart machine, Lucas lamps, any trial
Smith's 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [84

Triumph.
TPFPRA Motor Irish M.T. Surplus.

4 GNS. Monthly.—Deposit £16/7/7 secure.5 counti
shaft Triumph motor cycle, reconstructed, sto

enamelled, and finished in makers' colours. Bos
magneto, new tyres, tubes, guaranteed 3 montli
cash S60.—Below.

Sly GNS.—1918 renovated Triumph, conntersha
• unridden, 3 months' guarantee; monthly pa

ments arranged.—Effra Motor Works, 59-63, High B
Clapham, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brixton 1115. [87;

pHljJMlEB Alotor Co. lor 1922 Triumphs.

fjMMEDIATB delivery ol type H, 4h.p., S-spee
-I. £105; type S.D., chain drive, £115; ty^le I
^'/^h.p,, overhead valve, £120; type L.W., lightweigt
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 p
cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premi
Motor Co., aston Rd-. Birmingham. [081

Hij
[78t

NOTE
SIZES 34", 36", 38", 40", 42'-
44" in stock. Special sizes can
be made in 5 DAYS, and no
extra chaige made if you
decide to avail youi^elf of

this opportunity.
Send your measurements to-
day. We guai-antee a perfect
fit in every way.

We are Uie actual Manufacturers:—
Martin Waterproof Co..
208, Oldham Rd., New G-oss, Manchester.

MONEY
REFUNDED IN
FULL IF NOT
PERFECTLY
SATISFIED
& GARIMENTS
RETURNED
TO US IN

I DAYS.

3ih,p. Triumph-Precision; £12.—Ross,
2 Rd., Lee, S.E.

3ih.'p. Triumph, fitted N.S.U. gear; £32/10.-26
2 Brockley Rd., S E 4. [85^

1Q16 Triumph and sidecar, tax paid; £55.—Ros
i-H 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. -X78S

31h.p. Triumph, complete, lamps and hom : £28.
2 Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [85!

£60.—Brand new Baby Triumph; cash or exchaug
—Rose's Garage, "XJxbridge. [837

"I Q20 Triumph Combination, Gloria sidecar; £75.-
i-if Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [82'!

NEW 4h.p. Triumph model H ii

Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn.
stock.—Bouni

[84E

rRlUMPH and Sidecar, clutch model, perfect ordei
*JS.—109. Beam St., Nantwich. [580

TRIUMPH 1914, 4h.p., in good running order; £3:
—Qreig, Brookhill Ed., New Barnet. [769

Triumph Combination, tax paid; bargaii
£77.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [788

'TIRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, perfect order.

19 ^
£50.—168. Wandsworth Rd., S.W.8. 1818

TEIUMPH-RICARDO in_Etrx:k; £120.-Pr6mie
Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [086

1 018 Countershaft Triumphs, perfect', from ^40.-
i-v 24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. -[818

"I Q 22 Triumphs in Stock ; cash or exchange.—Daw
-Li/ Triumph Agent,'114, Brixton Hill. [803'

1 012 Triumph, single speed, drop frame and tanlj
i-J' £22.—Box 2295, c/o The Motor Cycle. [801!

TRIUMPH 3i/>h.p., clutch, accessories; £25, offers.-

H.B. Motor Co., 209, Belsize Rd.. Kilburn. [7961

TRIUMPH 4h.p. ; £57/10.-E. Toms, 307, Euston Rd.
N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 8038 and 8039. [7591

MODEL H 1922 Triumph, new, £105; also S.D
model, £115; cash or extended payments.^3elow

WE have several 1918-1919 C.S. Triumphs, flttec

new tyres, tubes, etc., and many fitted with 192J

S.A. gear boxes, splendid value, enamelled and plated

£65.—The Hackford Engineering Co., 33, Hackforc
ltd., Brixton. 6.W.9. 'Phome : Brixton 3062. -[856e

TRIUMPHS.—Prompt delivery and service.—Barlofl

-and Son. Monton. Eccles Tel.: 160 Ecdes.
[3692

CROSS, Effingham Square, is Agent for the Trusts
Triumph in Rotherham; all models from stock.

18598_ _4WWWt^
b 64 AH letters relating to advertisemeats sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issr

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

12 Clutch Model Triumph, splendid condition,
equipped; £19.—37, ArliU'gton Rd., Surbiton.

[8006

18 Countershaft Triumph, new condition: £60.—
26, Tulse Hill, Brixton, 'i'hone : Brixton 1292.

[8662

TRIUMPH Sports Model, flrst-class condition Tan-
Sad, ride away; £36.-86, Rhodes St., Holloway,

.N.7. [7794

TRIUMPH 1922 4h.p. Solo, discs, registered for
1922; £85.—W, E. Line, 89, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. I[e633

"DARGAIiN.—Triumph Oombination, electric, t^x, in-
--» suraiice; £72, offers.—21, OverhLll Rd., East Dul-
wich. [7987

£48.—4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, 3 speeds, clutch,
K.S., fully equipped.—King, Egrove Farm, Ox-

ford. I[8255

("DABY Triumph (1919, Jate), absolutely good and
•*-' genuine; £35.—Purton, Coal Merchant, Bickmans-
worth. [8102

411.p. Triumph-Gloria Combination 1919, lamps, etc.,

tax paid; £76.—Doman, Kingsfleld, Dartford.
Kent. (8176

TRitjMPH 4h.p. 1920, accessories, leg shields, tax
paid; Suffolk; £80.—Box 2293, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [8484

rpRIUMPH 3y2h.p., thoroughly overhauled, tax paid,
-«- lamps, etc.; £35.—Husscy, 162a, Estcourt Rd.,
Fulbam. [7800

iQ19 Countershaft Triumph Combination, in new
-•-«' condition; *70.—24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
smgton.

. [8187

il Q GNS.—Triumph 3'/oh.p., thoroughly overhauled,
--«^ excellent condition throughout.—Rose's Garage.
Uxbridge. [8374

«X/J GNS.—Late 1919 Baby Triumph, lamp, horn,f " splendid condition throughout.—Rose's Garage,
Uxbridge. [8376

1 Q21 Baby Triumph, fully equipped, tax paid, in-
--»' iured, like new; £50.-111, Moyser ltd..
Streatham. _ [7810

1Q21 4h.p. Triumph, 3 speeds, lamps, and horn, in
-- perfect condition; £70.—Box 2030, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [5706

^RIUMPH Lightweight, used 5 weeks only, licensed,
-- horn, practically mew; £45 lowest.—6, Brislec Av.,
Tynamouth. - [8061

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, 1920, 2-spced, fully equipped;
£37/10.—M. Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., North

Kensington. - [[7033

TRlUirPII 1913, 3V'h.p., Philipson, all on, good
running order; *25.—Talbot Garage, Market St.,

Stourbridge. . [8049

TRIUMPH (Baby), accessories, new tvrea, licensed,
good condition; £27/10.—Box 2322, c/o The

Motor Cuclc. [8705

TRIU-\IPH Countershaft, 1916, less

£35/10.—Miles, 11, Chichester Rd.,
bum, N.W.6.

gear box

;

West Kil-
[8552

TRIU.MPH countershaft, perfect condition, any
•trial; £50.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. 'Phone:

Brixton 3062. [8573

T'RIUiMBH, W.D., late 1918, renovated last August,
splendid condition; 60 gns., nearest.—Rainbow,

Arlesey, Beds. [7966

TRIUMPH Solo 4h.p., chain and belt, lamps and
licensed: £80, bargain.—31a, Pieldhouse Rd.,

Balham, S.W. [7776

1 Q20 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft, fully equipped,
-*-«/Ucensed, perfect condition; £75.—Frost. Bedforri
Place, Bridport.

-Frost, Bedford
[7721

F.O.C.H. for Triumphs, new and second-hand in
stock at tempting prices.- 5, Heath St., Hamp-

stead (m-. Tube). ' [7866

MOFFAT, Yeovil, Offlcial Triumph Service Aeents.—
1922 models from stock; exchanges; all spare

parts. 'I'hone: 50. [5725

TEIUilPH SVjh.p. 1913, free engine, clutch, Bosch
mjjgneto. all on, fust overhauled ; £28.—Sun Garage,

Castle St., Eeadinfc'. [8720

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, renovated as
new, electric lamps, complete; £65.—120, Suther-

land Rd., Croydon. [8408

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 1918, excellent con-
dition; £70.—Brampton, 41, Milman Rd.,

Kensal Rise. N.'W.6. [8523-

TRIU-\IPH 1919, countershaft, Mmps, etc., new
, 1922 gear box; £58.—Miles, 11, Chichester Rd.,

West Kilburn, N.W.6. [8551

SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs: all models in
stock, for immediate delivery.—J. A. Stacey.

Triumph Service Depot, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.

_ [0812T ATE 1913 C.S. Triumph, light C.B. sidecar, engine
i-' No. 56267, excellent mechanical condition, very
reliable; £50.-17, Crescent Rd., South Woodford.

[7786

'MAUDE RUBBER CO.'
Sa, PRAED STREET, W. 2.——

—

4484 Padd

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and our Special Mail Order Dept. dispatch all goods
immediately on 7 days' approval against cash,

HOURS.—9-7. sat. 9-6

NOTE.
Extract from letter of H. Martin, Esq.,

Elm mil, Norwich.
i am very pleased with t'-.e saving in my lyre bi'Is

since trading with you,"

24X:i . Avon Ribbed. Heavy IS/6
Clincher de Luxe. Ex. Hw. .. 21/-

Palmer. 3 Ribbed ' 21/-
26X2} Engleberf Passenger. Heavy.. 17/6

Avon Ribbed. Heavy '.
. . 17/6

26x2i Wood-Milne Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-

DunlopKubber-studded. Heavy 27/6
Rrestone Safety. Ex. Heavy . . 28/S
Hutchinson T.T. Heavy 23/-

Avon.' 3 Ribbed Heavy 22/6
Michelin Comb.. 25/-
Wood-Milne Heavv 19/-

Dunlop Kubber-stud. E<i. Kvy 36/3
Clincher de Luxe. Ex. Hvy... 26/6
Hutchinson Rubberstud. Hvy. 26/6
Dunlop R/S. Heavy . . i 30/-

26X2}X2i Palmer Cord. Heavy.;. 28/6
Goodyear Diamond 4D/-
Clincher de Luxe. Heavy . ... . 28/d
Kempshall Anti-skid. Heavy 27/6
Maude R/S. Extra Heavy 28/6
Ounlop Heavy. Rubber Slud. 46'-

Dunlop. Extra Hvy, R/S 53/-

Belgrave. Cable Cord 28/6
Wood-Milne Key-gnp. Heavy 16/ii

Bates Ribbed. Ex. Heavy. . . . 30/-

Avon. Heavy. Rubber Stud. 18,'6

HutchinsonRubberStud. Hvy. 26/J
Ehglebert Passenger. ,

Heavy. . 30/-

Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Stud 40/-

Kempshall Anti-Skid. Heavy 18/6

26x23

26X2i

26X3

28X2.}

28 X 3
FIRESTOI«E, RUBBER N/S 45/-
GOODYEAR, DtAMOND ALL-WEATHER 55/-
GOODRICH, SAFETY 47/6
PORTAGE, SUPER EX. HEAVY 43/-
FEDERAL, EX. HEAVY 43/-
USCO, SUPER EX. HEAVY 45/-
AVON, 3-RIB, EX. HEAVY 42/-
DUNLOP R/S. EX. HEAVY. . ... . 50/-

650x65 Wood-Milne. Extra Heavy.... 30/-

Avon. 3 Ribbed Heavy 32/-

„ Extra Heavy 36/-
DunlopS. studded. Light Car 35/-

Dunlop. Grooved. Light Car 37/6
Avon Comb. Extra Heavy . . 40/-
Wood-Milne. Heavy 17/6
Goodrich. Safety Tread 38/6

700x80 RodaceSq.tread.Ex. Hy. Lt.Cai 42 6
Maud& Super Ex. Heavy . . 45/-
Goodyear Diamond 56/-
Avon_3-rib Lt. Car 45/-

Avon Sunstone 50/-
Midland 3-Rib. Light Car 45/-
Dunlop Magnum 60/-
Collier Limousine 55/-

Tubes. Crand new Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon
26"X2", 2i", 2}' and2j" 5/6 each.
^6V3 ^Rxr. fS.;o * 700 6/6 ..

RUBBER BELTING.
All best makes, including Ounlop, Avon, etc.

lin. (cut to length) 1/9 per foot,

jin. 8ft. 6in. lengths 10/-

|in. -aft. „ 10/5

RUBBER

Actual
value
45/-

SALE
PRICE Postage 1/3

Tested Watertight, tor lishing purposes 2/- exi ra.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

1 021 Triumph, Model H, Henderson sports sidecar,J-" all accessories, ta.xed 1923; £95.-47, Kirkland
St., St. Helens, Lanes. . [8080
IQIS Triumph and coachbuilt Sidecar, splendid con-
-*-*^ dition, lamps, nearly new Dunlops, trial; £60.
52, Bancrofl, Ililchin. [8064

TRIUMPH, 1918, unregistered, beautiful condition;
bargain, £55.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Har-

row Rd., Paddington. [8716

TRIUMPH, 1920 3-speed, Sturmey-Archer, etc.,
lamps, horn, tools, etc., tax paid; £70.—1H5.

Widmore Rd., Bromley. [7741

TRIUMPH, new Type II, just- delivered ; flOS —
Rhoaha Motor Co., Triumph Service Agents.

Romford. 'Pihone : 584. [8383

TRIUMPH, 1921, all chain, fully equipped, condi-
tion as new, insurance, lax paid; 83 gns.— 38,

Glebe Rd., Norwich. (D) [7806

TRIUMPH 3V_'h.p., clutch, splendid running, tax,
accessories; bargain, £30, near offer.—141, Mal-

vern Rd.. Kilburn, N.W. [7735

"1019 Junior Triumph, all on, excellent condition;
-^^ £35; or excliange high power combination.

—

Williams, Roomfield, Todmorden. [8371

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed C.S., well equipocd

;

any trial; £56.—Rogers, 4, Wilmot Place, Cam-
den Town, N.W.I. After 6.30. [8275

TRIUMPH sy^h.p., 3-speed countershaft, latest type
tank and frame, lamps, horn, speedometer, discs,

tax paid, perfect ; £45.—Below.

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., 3-speed. electric light, horn,
speedometer, tax paid ; £65.—Storer and Tait,

20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [8730

TRIUMPH Junior, 1922, new, slightly shop-soiled,

£58, or deferred payments arranged.—Motoria.
Regent Parade, North Finchley.

.
[6359

Id 18 Triumph Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, all

Xt/ on, excellent condition ; what offers?—Morris's
Garage. Rosenau«Rd.,- Batfersea. -- [7796

1 K GNS.—T.T. Triumph, dropped frame, Bosch, rc-

-JLtl enamelled." good tyres; any trial; after 5 p.m.—
63, PatshuU Rd., Kentish Town. [8443

TRIUMPH 1916 4h.p., excellent running order,
accessories; £45.—Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350,

Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [8148

1Q18 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, tax
--*' paid; £60.-11, Blechynden Mews, Lancaster
Rd., W.ll. 'Phone : Park 3258. [8547

1Q18 Triumph, engine No. 59080, K.S., O.S., fully

X.U equipped: a bargain at £55.-204, Ladbroke
Grove, W.IO. 'Phone: Park 5541. [8722

TRIUMPH 1921 Combination, tax paid, beautifully

equipped, unscratched; £82/10.—M. Hillier, 216,

Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [7032

OK GNS.—Triumph SVi'h.p. 1911, overhaided,

/wO lamps, splendid condition and appearance; bar-

gain.—134, Earlsbrook Hd., Redh/.l. [8290

"|Q17 Triumph Countershaft, excellent condition,
-Ltl lamps. Klaxon, long exhaust, aluminium discs;

£45.^69, Kingston Rd., New, Maiden. [8223

1 Q22 Triumph Combination, beautifully equipped,
it' tax, insurance paid, business reasons; £120.

—

Compton, 22, Bloomfleld Rd., Kingston. [7829

CROYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
largo range of second-hand in stock.— Moore's

Presto Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0364

-1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, model H, with lamps, horn,
^^' tax paid; bargain, £75 cash; Northwich,
Cheshire.—Box 2294, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7952

TRIU.MPH Combination, 1918. in splendid running
order; £60, or near offer; seen and tried in Lon-

don.—Write Box 2163, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6579

4h.p. Triumph Countershalt Sporting .Combination,
late model, disc wheels, lamps, horn, tax, per-

fect; £62.-66, -Marsham St., Westminster. [8531

TRIUMPH-GLORIA 1920,' new condition, lamps,

speedometer. Klaxon, spare tube, accessories;

£95.—Vincent, 26, Princes Parade, Finchley. '[8306

TRIUMPH 1920-21 4h.p. Gloria Combination, elec-

tric and acetylene lighting, Easting; registered;

-£128.—W. E. Line, 89, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8631

"I 020 Triumph Combination, equipped every possiiile

XO" accessory, condition equal new throughout. £80.—
37. Canterbury Ed., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [8574

TRIUMPH Model H, 3-speed, countershaft, fitted

-with new £24 sidecar, lamps, horn, etc., nice

outfit; £73 lot.—391, King St., Hammersmith.
[8177

"I Q21 and 1916 Triumphs, solo or combination, in

Xt/ excellent order, guaranteed, choice of two.—
Turner and Britton, 41-43, Wincliester St., Salisburv

[7616

£45.—Triumph 4h.p., Sturmey countershaft gear box,
overhauled, renovated, sidecar suitable same;

£7/10; trial any time.—406. York Rd., Wandsworth.
[8101

Ci K GNS.—Clutch Model Triumph, 1913, 3i/..h.p.,

/VO Lucas lamps and hern; exchanges.—Smith's, 86,

Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station).
[7358

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a.^^i

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1920, Model H, countershaft, ex-
cellent condition, including accessories ; £70

;

tax paid.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, Lon-
don.

'

[8458

TRIUMPH 1922, model H., carrying lall guarantee,

brand new, owner unabJe to ride; what offers?

—

Motor Cyclist, 59, South Island Place, Clapham Rd.,

S.W.9. [8567

TRIUMPH, renovated, sporting, clutch model, acces-

_ series; sell £38; exchange for countershait model,
cash adjustment.—Allan, Gaysham, Xhe Drive, Snares-
brook. [7737

TRIUMPH countershaft, 3-speed, handsome bulbous
sidecar. lamps, horn, " tools, etc., enamelled, over-

hauled, like new; £65.-0. G., 59, Scliolefielti Bd-, Upper
Holloway. [8589

SOUTHPORT.—1921 Triumph-Millford S-D. Combina-
tion, all-chain, electric lighting, splendid coudi-

tion; 100 gns.; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

Southport. [8323

-| Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, new coach-

X«7 built sidecar, excellent condiiton, all acces-

sories; oilers.—Harris, 109, Wilton Rd., S.W. Vic-

toria 9422. -
" " '[8170

1 C|18 Countershait Triumph, all on, overhauled;
At/ cost £15; tyres, tiibes (oversize) new; spares;

licensed
;

perfect ; £56.—Templeman, 10, Park Rd.,

Peterborough. ;[8314

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1914, 3-speed, Combiitation, Mill-

ford spring wheel bulbous back sidecar, acces-

sories, excellent condition; £47.-72, Vallentin Rd.,

WaJthamsto-w. [8029

TRIUMPH 1919, 3-speed, clutch, and kick start,

speedometer, lamps, horn, spare valve, etc.; only

wants seeing; £70, or near offer.—Stanbridge, Pips-

den, Hawkhurst. ' [5123

1 Q22 4h.p. Triumph, 3 speeds, Model S.D., all

-LiJ chain, unregistered, unused; cash wanted,
,

accept £100.—Heady, the Laundry, Gold St., Saffron
,

Walden, Essex. . [8021
^

TRIUMPH 1921, Type H, fully equipped, tax. paid,
.

guaranteed- spotless condition, 2,00'0 miles; £82.—
Rhosha Motor Co., Triumph Service Agents, Rom-
ford. 'Phone.: 584. [8382

£27; Offers.—Sporting T.T. Triumph, 1913, perfectly
tuned up, Philipson pulley, large P. and H.

lamps, speedometer, tools, spares, taxed.—255, South .

Lambeth Rtl., - S.W.8. [8709

TRIUMPH, 1918, renovated, never been used since
renovated; everything new except tank, engine,;

and Kear bnx; £55.-11 nod 'i. Autocar Co., 33. The
Parade, Golders Green. _^ [7323

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph ComHnation 1919, really

reliable outfit, indistinguishable from new, new
tvre, belt, at?ce8sories, taxed; £75.-88, Gloui^ester Place
Mews, Portmau Scj., AV.l. . [8561

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models,
sidecars to suit from £20; write for catalogue

and full particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [7850

^O GNS.—Triumph 4h.p., countershaft* 1918, en-^O gine No. 54278, renovated, nearly new Dunlop
tyres; exchanges.—Smith's, 86^ Chalk Farm Rd. (op-

posite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [7359

TRIUill'H Agents.—AH models from stock; cataioguee
and full partienlms by return post free; exchanges

and special payment terms arranged; correspondence in-

vited.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
[8497

TRIUMPH Corabinfition, renovated 1920. Dunhill
sidecar, fully equipped, perfect condition ; £75

;

private ^wne^.~S. and B. Motors, 16, King's Collie
Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. 'Phone: Hampstead 6782.

[8556
-| Q 10 3Voh.p. Triumph, clutch model, fitted with
-Lt/ N.S.U. 2 speeds,, good tyres, engine very good,
tax paid, lamps, and horn, in sound order ; £25.—
Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phope

:

45. [8027

TRIUMPHS, 1917, 1918, 1919. brand new in crates,
at £72/10; ofhers from £37/10. We have the

largest stock of second-hand Triumphs in London.—
^Phone : Park 5541 or call, 204, Ladbroke Grove,
W.IO. [8724

TRIUMPHS.—All models supplied from stock; ex-
tended payment propositions and exchanges with

pleasure. Top value given for good modern macliines
in part payment.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
St.. Oxford. [8604

IQIS Triumphs, 3-speed, K.S., C.S., 20 in stock.
J-fJ from £45; 1917, from £37/10. Don't buy
elsewhere before seeing our bargains; satisfaction
guaranteed.—204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO, 'Phone

:

Park 5541. [8723

TRIUMPHS.— 1921 4h.p. chain drive combination.
1 02 gns, ; ditto solo, 84 gns. ; another. 4h.p.,

chain-cum-belt, Sturmey 3-.speed countershaft. 42 gns.;
another, 4h.p., 3-speed solo, 32 gns.; another, 4h.p.,
3-speed solo, 27 gus. ; another, 3V2h.p. 3-speed com-
bination, 38 gns. All equipped, taxed for year, and
guaranteed; photographs free; exchanges.—Peter Gor-
don, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.
Open Sundays. Tel.: Putney 2865.- [7301

f9

m tm uwm>
FOR MOTORCYCLES

BRITISH MANUFACTURE

Np
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

.D. ON APPLICATION.

A5tlO=17=6 SET, BUT WITH
ADAPTERS INSTEAD OF LAMPS.

FLEXIBLE DRIVE.
PAT. APPLN . 516/22

TERMS 3Q3x^afiM^aia^msi^^^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPHS.—Cambridgeshire Serrice Agents- Com-
plete stock of spares. All model machines, in-

cluding 3y2h.p. Ricardo, from stock. Supplied upon
deferred payment. Exchanges.—King and Harper,
Bridge St., Cambridge. [5815

1 Q21 Triumph-Gloria Combination, as new, used
J-«7 week-ends only, fully equipped, luggage ajid
petrol grids, new Royal Eastings, spares, insured, any
trial; seen any time; £90.—Elt, Tinsmith, Lowesraoo^.
Worcester. 'Phone : 268. [7839_

-J
Q21 Triumph-Gloria chain-drive Combination,

JLv Lucas- electric lighting, Cameo screen, Ijeg-

shields, Bonniksen speedometer, perfect condittoh
Uiroughout, tax paid; -sei^O.—Premier Motor Cq*;
Aston Rd,, Birmingham. -- [7351

TRIUMPiH Countershaft, 1921Vj, Lucas lamps and
horn, Ccwey speedometer, Taii-fSad, tyres unpun9;;

tured, enamel and plating- as new, mechanically per-

fect, tax 19-22 and full insurance Mav, 1923; £9^,—
15,, Avon Rd., Wood S.t., WaJthamstow, E.17. [80-U

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920, June,"
lamps, acetylene and electric. Klaxon, discs, side-

car chassis, mudguards re-enamelled, replated, engine
overhauled, splendid condition; £95; after 6,—Har^
Tison, Moorlands, Clifton Rd., Sutton .Coldfield. [7B22

4h.p. Triumijh Combination, 1921, Glqria sidecar,

Easting screen, Tan-Sad pillion "seat, speed-
ometer, electric lamps and accumulators, horn, etc.;

tax -paid 1922; £120. Convenient deferred* pay-

ments.—Harrods Motor Sales Rooms, 118, Brompton
Rd., London. [7942

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange ior any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices

allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments, (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7326

TRIUMPHS.—New 1922 4h.p. Combination, all-

chain drive, £155 ;
' chain^um-belt combination,

£145; 4b.p. S.D. all-chain, £115; Model H. chain-

cum-belt, £105; Junior 2i4h.p., £65; also several
second-hand Triumphs from £40; and one 3^h-.p.
o.h.v., done 500 miles, £115. Second-hand machines
taken in exchange, _ remainder on easy terras. Valiie
allowed on old machine accepted as first payment
down.^Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone";
Holborn 5777. [8676

Si}nre Pnrta

ENGINEERING SYND.
6to 1 1, browns buildings,

st mary axe,e.c.3.
TELEIF't-HONE.;
AVENUE •4.56-4-.

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate - delivery,—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7661

eOMPLETE Stock . Triumph aod .StUrmey-Archfer
spares; no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1247

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—AH Triumph spares -

at new reduced j^rices from stock; principal Bir-
mingham agents and service depot.—Premier. .Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0798

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models;.- also
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post Iree;

.^

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [€809

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage,"South St., Rom-
ford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spares.

No disappointing delays; every part in stock. Re-
pairs by skilled mechanics. We are of&cial service
agents.—Tel. : Tlomford 584. ' [7766

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering -Co.,
Ltd.—A large consignment of genuine Triumpli

spares, involving many thousands of pounds^ has
just been secured by us. Write for particulars and
watch our advertisement next week. Trade en-
quiries invited ;_ exceptional prices for large orders,

—

"

26, Tulse Hill, Brixton (half minute from Brixton
Skating Rink) . 'Phone : Brixton 1292. £8654

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-21, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till pricea drop ? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph, re-

jiairs and Renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietoi', late.with Triumph, and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding <jn

lat^t machinery.—Forfield Motor's, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

P
Velocette.

REMIER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE aelivery of Model E.2 2-speed, £65;
E.3 3-speed, £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame,

£68; all with clutch and kick starter: easy payments,
4% estra; carriage paid to any address.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4609

-| Q19 Velocette 2%h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, all on, tax
i-U paid; f28/10.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway.
Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0892

,

VELOCETTE 1921 2lill.p., 2-speed, all chain, fully
equipped, tax paid, excellent condition; £45.

—

38, Constance Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. CD)
[7815

VELOCETTE Zy^h.-g., 2-speed. 2-stroke, dropped
frame model, first-class condition, accessories, tax;

£39,_Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.e] 'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [8349

a34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, -and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles adcsr»i«><i vv oHvnte onnera are, when desired marked (P)>
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

[TELOCETTE. new condition, small
' minium
Usher Drive,

legsbields,
Southiiort.

all

mileage, alu-

accessories; £45.-3,
[7753

54I Q21 Velocette, 3-speed, sports 249 c.c. engine.
Lt/ m.p.h., Lucas and electric lighting, mileage
tegligible, unscratched, perfect, any examination; £53.
-25, Canterbury Terrace, Maida Vale. (6362

BRAND new 192X 2i/|li.r. Velocette, 2-speed, cliiiin

drive, Lucas lamps and horn, ,iluminium le;,'-

ihields; list price £70/0/6: liest olier secures.— J.

aebden und Sons, 71, Scotland Ed., Nelson. Lanes.
Del.: 91. [8431

Verus.
I 020 Verus 2^h.p., single-speed, good as new, done
LtJ under 1,000 miles, electric light outfit, good
tccessories, insurance, tax paid; £40; no offers; ap-
Mintmcnt only.-25, Santos Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18.

[1020
Werner.

WERNEH, 4h.p., last, powerful; any trial; £22;
take push cycle part.—57, -Kcnbury St..

::amberwell, London. [8356

Williamson.
r^ILLIAMSON Combination, with 8h.p. Douglas

engine, magnificent machine,
'ery comfcrtable, any trial.—20,
iournemouth.

Wooler.
HT'OOUER 1921, Brooklands model
' ^ cessories,
-9, Edgar St.,

complete; cost
Worcester.

3-speed,

-Below.
all-chain;

4y4h.p., J-
je75.—Below.

—F. J. Youngs,
[8476

Chambers, 168,
[8466

fuUv equipped
Maxwell Rd..

[0833

brand new, ac-

90 gns. ; bargain, £55.
[8155

WOOLER 2!;ih.p., 1920. stored long period, 2-speed
clutch, fully equipped, smart mount: £40.—Tel-

ord Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2. [7342

X.L.

VT .—Brand New 1922 4i4h.p.,
'»-'-' i£90; usual price £110.

V T .—Special Competition Machine,
*-*- -^ speed-, only ridden 500 miles

;

VJ .—1921 4V4h.p., almost new; £50.
A.LJ The Parade, Kilburn, N.W.6.

Zenith.
DEMEMBER the Zenith Specialists.

A LLAN GRUZELIER, Ulster^ Regent St., W.

IQ15-16 5h.p. Zenith, K.S. and clutch; £50.—Ross,
Lif 86, High Bd., Lee, S.E. [7896

-| 022 shop-soiled S'/.h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw : £102.-
J-«7 Onrnforth Motor Co., Carnforth. [6524

ZENITH Combination 4h.p., countershaft, lamps,
speedometer; £55.-11, Streatham Rd., S.W.16.

[8028
£35.—Zenith, late, 4h.p., sports model, equipped,

perfect.—27, Corinne Rd., Tufnell Park, London.
[8233

/f h.p. 1912 Zenith, Gradua, and coachbuilt sidecar;
^ £55 —Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.

[8657

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Countershaft Combination, Lucas
lighting; £80..^Batche!or, Clarence St., Kingston.

[8116

ZENITH 6h.p., 1921, mileage 700; sell, or exchange

Sunbeam, Scott.—Read, 29, Newington Green Rd.,

If.l. [8030

1Q21 Sports Zenith, 5h.p_ all accessories, in per-

il t/ feet condition; £70.—Richard Evans, Newport,

Salop. [8153

1 020 6h.p. Zenith Sports, with Henderson sidecar;

Jl«^£80, exchange single solo.—Maynard, Lea Bridge,

Leyton. [7723

FO C H. lor Zeniths, new and second-hand in stock

'at tempting prcies.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
(nr. Tubs). [''867

ZENITH.—New 1922 Models on easy term's ^ list on

apnlication: exchanges.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Cane, London [8677

Sports Zenith, fully equipped, late model,
£48/10.-18, Fulham Place,

Paddington, W.2. - [83«5

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled

Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b. Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [6082

e; /» GNS.—Zenith 1915 6-8h.p. Combination, handle
OU,itart, licensed, excTianges.- 12, Cornwall Mews.
Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [8584

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports Model, fully equipped
and in new condition; £70.—The Layton Garages,

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7179

ZENITH 6-8h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, smart, souird,

reliable, Bnsr-h, new tyres, photo.—King, VS Donn..
E.A.F., Cranwell, Lines. [7692

20-21 5-6h.p. Zenith, taxed. Insurance, acces-
sories, as new; 59 gns.—12, Brooks. Rd., Chis-

ick (near Kew Bridgel. [7904

ZENITH New All-chain 8h;p. Super Sports in stock;
£130; exchanges.—Agents, R. B. Clark and Co.,

7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7367

8h.p, _ .

perfect condition

;

19^

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality . Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Building carriage paid. No extra!

I his Building is complete with lin. tongued and
grooved floor, iin. match-boards or weather-
Hoards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex felt Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, completeand carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales.
8x 6 £8 16K10 £27
lox S £13 i8xio £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20X10 £37 10
I4X IP £23 20X12 £40

OLVmPlA mOOtiL ASBESTOS BUlLOlMu

Specification in Our CcUalcgiie.

J2X S £23 10 i8xxo £42 10
14X10 £32 15 20x12 £4S 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron root complete. -Fice-proot

and SQund-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create

confidence.

Shun Park Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, 1922.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavilion you
erected lor them.

Yours faithfully,

John O. Griffits

23, London Road,
Leicester.

Gentlemen,
I find the Building you sent me very

satisfactory, and Consider it very good value
tor the money.

V'ours faithfully,
,

J. Crosby

28 Dover Road.
Moseley,

Birmingham.
Dear Sir.

Garden Shed received in good condition
thanks for promptitude.

P. Hastings.

Illustrated CataJogua Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C.°

High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.
Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

MOTOR CYCLKS lOli SALE.
Zenitti.

^ENITII Sh.p. Counteriliaft. new and Kuaranteed
*^ few onlj left; 84 kus.-R. B, Clark and Co..
7. ExhibiUun Rd.. S.W.7. [5913

^ENITIf Combination 6h.p., Gradua. clutch, kick
^^ start, hardly uaed; bargain, £65.-8, Lordswool
Rd.. Ilarboriie, Birmingham. [8313

y-ENITH-BRAPSHAW 1922 and Swan Sidecar, fully^ equipped and equal to new; -£125.—The Layton
30,

eqi
Ilolywel .St., Oxford.Garages,

I
Q20 Zenith Combination Sh.p

-*-*' fully equipped, ne^- tyres.

17191

kick start, olutch,

splendid condition

;

£98.—Gillingham, Prospect. Chard. [8317

y;BNITII-GRADUA 8h.p. C.B. Cf:.nibinalioTi. over-
hauled, new tyres, lamps; bargain. £52; after 6,

270, High Rd.. Chiswick. [7984—Sexton

ZENITH Combination, 4h.p.. single-cylinder J.A.P,.
detachable wicker sidecar, tax paid, good condi-

tion; bargain, £25.-59, Broad Lane. Tottenham. [7679

"I Q21 Zenith Sh.p. Sports. Fallolite head light, dis-
J-*? solved acetylene. Bonniksen speedometer, con-
dition perfect; £70.-
Altrincham.

36

Allen, Grevcot, Willow Tree Rd..
[7750

GNS.—Zenith 6h.p. Super-tuned Sports, discs.

equipped, winner numerous events, licensed;
must sell: after 5 p.m.—20, Treen Av.. Hoggers
Corner, Barnes. [32E7

ZENITH 6h.p. .Sports Combination (red), complee
with Tan^Sad, screen, lamps, and accessories, ta.K

paid to Dec. 31; £65, bargain.-A.J.W., B, Russe 1

Rd., Bowes Park. N. [8067

ZENITH-GRADUA. 4h.p. Sports, luU.v equipped, in

exceptional condition, tax paid; £47 .'10; ex-

changes.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E.
Phone; Dalston 2408. [3513

ZENITH.—1922 Sports. . 998 c.c. Suner-Sporls.

J.A.P. side valve, like new, £105; Swan R34
sidecar to match, £15.-K. B. Clark and Co.. 7.

Exhibition Rd., S.W. 7. [3603

ZENITH 1921, O.H.V., Sh.p., .ns new, 1,000 miles

onlv, tnll equipmenf, lamps, Bonniksen, .iluminiuui

sidecar, 5-70 m.p.h.; cost £'200, accept £100, or solo.-
Mitchell, Lindens, Fnrnhnm. [7700

ZENITH Sh.p. Combination, countershaft, 1920.
original tyres, perfect, tax paid, spare cover,

tube and belt, tools, etc., splendid condition; 85 gns.

145, Widmore Rd., Bromley. , [7740

ZENITH 1919 Sh.p., sporting Canoelet sidecar.

Cameo screen, Cowey horn, lamps, fast, appear-

ance as new; £68, or offers.-50, Haverstock Hdl,
N.W.3. 'Phone: Hampstead 6609. [8200

UPER-SPORTS, red and black, 6h.p. Zenith, long

plated e.vhausts, electric, unscratched, 3,000 miles.

60 m.p.h. easv; evenings; £63; exchange Triumph
combinalion.-25, Fairfax Rd., N.W.6. [7964

ZBNITH-GRADUA bh.p. Combination, hood, screen,

grid, equipped, taxed, guaranteed; 55 gns., solo

45 gns.; photograph: exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,

no. Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen. [7302

ZENITH-GRADUA, 5-6h.p.. twin J.A.P, counter-

shaft, coachbuilt sidecar, windscreen, speedometer,

lamps, complete, recentlv overhauled; £70 (near oBen.

A., 49, High Street. Walton-oivThames. [7713

EW 1921 Zeniths at. Bargain Prices.—Sh.p. sports.

Model G, £100; Sh.p., clutch Model H. £110;
5h.p., clutch Model D, £S8.—Storer and Taat. 20.

Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. Maytair 625. [7370

ZENITH Geared Combination, Sh.p. twin, Bosch
magneto, Senspray, mechanically sound, any in-

spection, good condition; £55, or near offer,—H. P.

Usher, 15, Benwell Rd., Drayton Park, N.7. [7733

SOUTHPORT.—1922 Zenith-Bradshaw, all-chain,

brand new condition, Lucas accessories, just

tuned and fitted latest valve parts by niakers; 90 gns.

;

exchanges.-Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [8322

GENUINE Bargain, 1919, Sh.p. Zenith-Jap, with

nunhill sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, horn, etc ,

tax paid till 1923; make sure and s;cure now; £75.-

Wilklns Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. 17753

21 Sli.p. Zenini Cofn'oination 11» Luxe, counter-

sh.ilt clutch and tickstiirter, F.H.b. electric liglt-

ing, specaometer, <Hsc wiieelS, etc.. luueage 2,.000^t'^"-

gain ; SSgns.—Avers.
Loudon, W.ll.

S^

N^

19^
9, .Tohnson St.,

'I'lione 3447 Park.
Notting Sill Gat-.

[8691

Pnrt^

rENITH Spares.
J Bond St., Ealing

Immediate delivery.—Kays.
329

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

HACK I'/Sh.p., open frame motor cycle, disc clntcl',

chain drive- weight 75 lbs.: 40gus.-Hock

Engineering Co., Victoria Road, Hendon. [7554

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139. New St.. Cir

mingham. distributing ngeijts_ for the Lady's Ivr

daintie,st of all ladies' mocbiues;

for list.

VELOCETTE 1922 open frame models for immediate

delivery: 2-speed. £68; 3-speed, £75; the ideal

lady's mount, easv pavinents 4% extra.-Premier Jlntin

£62. complete.
[0724

Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. i"7354

All letters relating to advei'tisements sliojid quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is.sus

Motor Cycles advertised by private ownwrs are, when desired, marked (P).
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c* 2-8i.'eed C.K.S.
gTS-eene, Oswetjtiy.

;GiSrS.-1921 lady's 2%li.p.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

035.—Lady's iiiouel New Imperial motor cycle. J.A.r.,
'^' " — " -^ ^ " pellecf condition.—Craig, Prees-

[7635

Q/JGNS.— 1921 lady's 2%li.p. Excelsior, overbaiiled.

*JO excellent condition, clntcli : licenced DectmWr.—
Wallace, Twywell, Tlirapston. [7623

Miscellaneous.

JONES Garage. The Broadwa-y. Muswell Hill, N.IO.
.ind Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

DEFERRED Payments.—Send Jor details ol new
scheme and big list of guaranteed macoines.

JONES Garage.-We are open all day on Saturday.

We will teach you to ride free of charge any
time you like.

JONES Garage.—We will buy, exchange, sell, over-

haul, convert, garage, or tune up your machine.

TONES Garage.—19X9 4h.p. Douglas Combination,
*^ first-class condition; £79/10.

JONES Garage.—1918 4h.p. Triumph, coachbuilt
sidecar; £75.—The goods,

JONES Garage.—2'':.h.p. Connaught, 2-speed, taxed,
equipped, as new; £45.

TONES Garage.—Very special 1919 _ S'ih.p. Ariel,

V perfect condition, with brand new and unused
Ariel sidecar (1922); £79/10.

JONES Garage.—1921 8h.p. Enfield Combinations,
Magdyno lighting, brand new, a few only at £140.

We have a large stock, and our deferred form is the
easiest to fill in. Write for one and a list of bargains.

TONES Garage.—Here you are: 1922 Matchless 2-
*^ seater outfit, Magdyno lighting, hood, rear drive
speedometer, leg shields, step, tax paid, fully insured
till March, spare wheel, practically unused, cost £250;
price £185. Special bargain of the week.

TONES Garage,-The Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO.^ "Phone: Horusey 2917. 'Bus from Highgate and
Finsbury Park. [8477

8h.p. Jap, Binks, mag.. alJ as new ; Sjicrifice first £28,
or exchange lishtweight.-llnrfla, P.O., Mex-

Ijorough. [7575

T.A.P. 4h.p. twin, 2-speed, countershaft, been in^ collision aijd needs slight repairs; £20; seen
Saturday afternoon " ' ~ "

N.19.
-78, Yerbury Kd., Hollowav,

[7645
3h.p. Enfield, like new, cheap, for quick sale; Indian

Combination, 1916, 5-6h.p., in good condition, less
engine, gear box; £16,—Baets, 6, Wilton Mews, Bel-
gravia. [7495

TJLACKPOOL Bargains.—1922 Rndges, 1922 Ariels,J-* 1922 O-K.'s, 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quad-
rants, 1922 Royal Rubys. Quick deliveries. Good
price for your machine; exchange.—Booths' Motories,
Waterloo Rd., BlackpooL

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-New 1921 4h.p. Brad-
•--» bury, all chain, £78/10. with sidecar £95/10
-Booths' Motorits.

"OLACICl'UOL Bargains.— sy^h. p. Triomph, £18/10/6;
i-» ditto, 2-speed, £22/10/6; countershaft model,
£65/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-3rAh.p. Humber, £20/ 10/6 ;

1920 Wooler, £39/10/6; 6h.p. 3-speed Rndge,
£29/10/6; SVzh.p. Premier, £24/10/6. — Booths'
Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—3V..h. p. Singer, speed gear,
clutch, £27/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/10/6-

3'/2h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, £22/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—li/Sh.p. J.E.S., £10/10/6;
N.S.D. lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-speed O.K.,

£23/10/6; 6h.p. 2.speed Rex, with Montgomery side-
car, £25/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—2'j4h.p. Douglas, £25/10/6;
4h.p. Douglas, new sidecar, £69/10/6; A.J. 9.

combination, £49/10/6; 8h.p. "Premier combination.
£47/10/6; 6h.p. Enfield combination, £39/10/6.—
Booths' Alotories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-120 G.N.. dynamo lighting,
spare wheel, £110/10/6; 1920 Tamplin,

£59/10/6; Morgan de Luxe, -£147/10/6; two 1920
Matchless combinations. £115/10/6 and £120/10/6;
1920 Rudge combination, dynamo lighting. £79/10/6;
1920 Rudge. £55/10/6; Indian Combination,
£45/10/6; 1920 Sun, £35/10/6: another. £39/10/6;
Alldays' Allon, £36/10/6; another. £42/10/6: 1922
O.K., mileage 600 £34/10/6; several others cheap;
push cycles taken in exchange.—Booths' Motories, 294,
Waterloo Rd.. Blackpool. [4538

PRECISION 4i4h.p. Combination, Druids, Jardine
4-speed. kick, chain-belt, low saddle, pillion,

roomy coachbuilt sidecar, underslung, Chater-Lea
wheels, windscreen, lamps, spares, tax paid; £60.
Sefi. 11, atanley Garden-s, Oricklewood. London
Wall 3794. [8521

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged. Any new cycle, combination, or car sup-
plied, cash or deferred payments,—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tnb3). 'Phone :

Ilampstead 3752. Houi-s 9-7, including Saturdays.
[1611

44KING
DICK
Accessories

1?

"KingDick"SPANNERS
are guaranteed for eVer.
British made from solid steel drop forgings, and
capable of infinite adjustment. Always grip and
never burr the nuts. Prices of screw spanners

3", 3/3 ; post free, 3/6. 4", */6 ; post free. 5/-.

6-, 7/-
; post free. 7/9. 9", 15/-

;
post free, 16/-.

King Dick" TOOLKITS i

consist o* ten " King Dick " tools in high grade |^

canvas roU with adjtisting strap and pocket.

The tools are the best of their kind—and all you
veally need. Price 27/6 ; post free, 28/6,

"King Dick"
"BELTPUNCH
Made from steel forgings

accurately machined and well

finished. Will pierce clean

holes through the toughest belt
without clogging. Made i n
tcur sizes, for J" J",!" and ij"

btlL^. Price 3/6 each.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Fine selection
motor cycles, combinations; prices right. Ex-

changes, easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap macliines is our motto;
motor cycles irom 12 gns. ; combinations from

22 gns.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only firm to
give immediate delivery any machine first de-

posit.

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith 6h.p. twin, Gradua gear,
fine sidecar machine; 36 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSVV.ORTH.—Triumph SVsh.p., clutch model,
dropped frame, runs well; 25 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rudge SVlih.p., kick starter,- good
tyres, nice condition; 29 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas 1918 25,4h.p., 2 speeds, -

lamjis, very fast; 39 gns.; easy terms. ^

TXTANDS^ORTH.-Douglas 1918 4h.p., 3 speeds,
» clutch,' kick; sacrifice, 49 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas, 1921. almost new,' 3
speeds, lamps, speedometer; 58 gns.; easy terms,

WANDSWORTH.-New Hudson 1921 2V4h,p,i-Z
speeds, nearly new; 46 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., magnificent machine, -S-er
h.p., 3 speeds, newly enamelled, plated; 49-gns.;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Scott 3^!4h.p. twin, water-cooled,
very fast, complete; only 39 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier coadrbuilt combination,
3y2h,p., 3-speed gear box, lamps; 49 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuilt combination, 6
,

h.p. twin, 3-speed gear bos, kick, lamps; 49 gns.;
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex combination, 5-6h.p. twin,
2 speeds, runs splendidly; 28 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian coachbuilt combination

.

7h.p., 3 speeds, spring frame; 59 gns. ; easy
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian, late 7h.p. twin. 3 speeds,
spring frame, newly enamelled; 55 gns.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph coachbuilt combina-
tion, clutch, Philipson pulley, kick, lamps,

speedometer; 42 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. coachbuilt combina-
tion, 3Vjh,p., 2 speeds, kick, lamps; 42 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1&20 latest Indian combination,
dynamo lighting, hood, screen; 89 gns.; easy

terms.
^

- ^

WANDSWORTH.~1920 A.B.C. combination, twin,

4 speeds, lamps; 79 gns.; easy t-erms.*

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Triumph, almost new, .un-

scratched, 4h.p., 3 speeds; 89 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 »«iderson, dynamo iight-

rng, 3 speeds; who wants? 89 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1-919 P. and M. S^Ah.p., 2 speeds,

kick, lamps, clearance; 49 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith coachbuilt combination,
6h.p. twin J.A.P,, Gradua gear; 49 gns.; easy

terms,

WANDSWORTH.—Vindec coachbuilt combination,
5-6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, kickr 29 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva SVoh.p., magneto, low

built, drive away, cheap; 13 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Ten beautiful coachbuilt side-

cars; from 8 gns.; art canes, from 4 gns.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges, Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town-

Station). 'Phone:

TX)RGE Garage, . . ._, -

J; ''Phone: Kingston 3025. The cheapest house for

second-hand motor cycles ana light cars. Exchanges
entertained on any of the following

'King Dick" "Belt Fastener
Stiong, non-slipping, and easily detachable.

Wear IS taken up by hexagon-shaped bushes of

high quality steel, scientifically hardened. Ser-

rated clamps grip the belt end securely. There

are no loose pieces to fall about when it is un-

coupled. It is well finished and practically rust-

proof. Made in 3 sizes : No. 149 for J" belts;

No. 150 for I" and i" belts; No. 151 for ij"

bejts. Prices: Plated, 1/4 eack. Black, 1/2 each.

ABINGDON WORKS, LTD.,
Tyseley, Birmingham.

London Showrooms : 12, i\lortinier Street, W.i.

Wandsworth
Latchmere 4686. [8016

FORGE.
Sturraey-Archer

Blackburne
3

4h.p. 1920 Combination,
fully equipped, like

Enfield "6h.p. late 1920 Combination, over-

)ed, as new; £90.

6h.p. Combination, in splendid

FORGE.
size tyres, fully equipped, as new; £90.

FORGE.—Enfield
running order; £55,

po

FORGE.—Matchless 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine; late

model, a lovely combination, and run& well

;

£68.

lORGE.—Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, late model, ^

rims well; £45.

FORGE.—P. and M. 3V2h.p. Combination, 2-speea.

and kick starter, in excellent condition, and fully

equipped; £34.

FORGE.—New Hudson 3'/jh.p.-, clutch model, runs
well, a fine sporting machine; £20.

FORGE.—Alldays Matchless, 2^4b.p. Villiers engine; -

bargain, £18. - ^

FORGE.—New Hudson 2-sfcroke 1920 model, 2^
speeds, practically new; £30;

FORGE
'Phone

Garage, 74-76, Brighton R.d.,

Kingston 3025.
SurbitoQ.

T860a

a^6 All letters relating to advei-tiseraents should quote the number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pj.
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ien, Birmingham.

FALIFAX.—Cash

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous,

Ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, just overhauled, enamelled
2 and plated; ^33, or near.—23, Barratt Av.,
12. [8300

25.—31/^h.p. V. Twin Motor Cycle and Sidecar, mag-
neto ignition, 3-speed gear, free engine and kick

rter, handle-bar controlled clutch, complete with
ips, tools, and spares, ready to ride away, thorough
og order; trial.—Squire, 10, Geneva Rd., King-
n-on-Thames. [7927

UDGE Combination, 3-speed, clutch. XSS; O.K.,
' M.A.G. engine, 2-apeed, ideal lightweight, £24;
X Ryder-Jap 2yih.p., 1920, fine little sports 'bus,

y fast, £3i2; all fully equipped, tax paid; details

pleasure.—ntchett. Colonial Ed., Bordesley
[7979

--- Bargains. Premier SV'jh.p.
L Grado gear, £22/10. Premier 2-speed, .£87/10.
K 2-speed and sidecar, £24/10. Ariel SVoh.p. 2-

ed, ^624/10. 2%h.p. New. Imperial, £22/10.
tchless combination, £39/10.^Conier's Blotories,
rton St., Halifax. [3646

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

I
IRE Latest Models cycles , and combinations, any
period.—Write terms, Fowler Brigden, 130,

iston Rd. [0795

(OBEBTSONS Motors, Ltd!, tor many years have
t* - specialised in this class of work. If machine is

rchased, full amount of hire up to one week is

jwed.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. l[608S

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

'BWARDS and Co.,
I

A1 , Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers ofvX solos, combinations, and Morgans. Highest
ces given ; distance ijo object. Call, write, or
lone : Mayfair 4027.

''

[0,870

IB.

n-ANT

(\(\ COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-
\J\J anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
.; Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

RE
L

CTTJAL Buyers.
L .

,

LEASE Offer Us your motor cycle or combina-
tion. We pay cash on sight.—Write, call, or

lone Museum 1337.—Percy and Co., 314> Euston
1. i [0815

(EST
»

(RICES

I IVEN.
r

[P. EDWARDS and Co., SO, Harrington Rd.,
• South .Kensington, will purchase for spot cash

ir motor cycle or combination. Call, write, or
tone Ken. -3709. [0604

E

LWAYS Buy

OLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
'phone, or call. If conntry, send to London

minus. We collect free and send best cash offer.

—

T. Dnnn. Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
91. [0332

IAUDES' Motor Mart are purchasers for spot cnsh
of late luodets SubNeam, Triumph, Douglas, Nor-

1, and Morgans.—Mauuee', 100, Great Portland St.,

tndon. [1128

OLO Wanted, condition no object; must be reason-
able.—104, Malvern Rd., N.W.6. [7950

h.p. Harley Solo Wanted, near £60; appointment.—
Tarnow, 53, Vernham Rd., S.E.18. [7993

[TAnted, Levis, single .=peed, late model.-
V C, 14,.R6wsley Aye., Hendon, N.W.14.

.

-Write
[7911

iOUNTERSHAFT Bike, complete less engine: fairly
f modern.—Smith, 28, Ruekholt Ed.. Leyton. [7498

[OTOR Cycle or Motor Cycle and Sidecar; must be
cheap; cash here.—32, High St., Reigate. [8291

(TTANTED, solo or combination, must be cheap;
V cash v^aibing.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay.

[6735
tTANTED, motor cycles for cash or exchange; solo
V or combinations.—31a, Pieldhouse Rd., Balham,
W. [7777

Mr. G. G. Pullin,

the famous . Douglas rider,

sasi—
" I found the Twist-Grip control
very satisfactory in use in the
I. O. M. and T. T. race, it is

in my opinion ideal for the road
under ordinary touring con-
ditions."

THROTTLE CONTBQt

PRICES.

Dual type 17/6 each.

Single „ 14/6 ..

Folding Footrests for Pillion Riders.

WIND AND DUST-PROOF CAP.

8/6 PiDKO 9/6
Wind and Dust-Proof Cap.

Non-flam Shield.

N0;RRISH & PIDCOCK. LIMITED,

27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

MOTCR CYCLES WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for disposing of motor cycles.disp

TDALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—You will be sure of
a good cheque if you sell your machine at

Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auctioa sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway - station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-

cepted, machine can be included in auction sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7V2%. not chargeable unless machine is

-sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged.

For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,

5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a

sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

PALMER'S Garage^ Tooting.--Catalogue free. Tel. :

208 Streatham, T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Toot-

nig. - [8544

ODERN - 2=.ih.p. A.J.S., Scott, Squirrel, 2^ih.p.

3-speed Douglas.—Write 51, Queen St., Shef-
.

field. IC8390

vrODERN Solos and Combinations for cash. or_ in

M°

R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,
[3492

exchahge.-
S.W.7.

PRIVATE Owner, South East London, requires

good Combination; reasonable price.—Box 2313,
c/o The Motor Cycle.

' [8692

WANTED, modern 8h.p. Solo or Combination; solo

Zenith preferred—Nobbs, Sandleford, Bramber
Rd., N. Finohley, N.12. [7905

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Solo, any condition or in-

complete, not earlier 1918.-Write, Reeves, Belle

Vue, East Finchley, N.2. [V773

SCOTT, 1912 to 1917, mechanically sound, appenr-

;inoe immaterial, price low, spot cash.—Wood, 65,

Stonehouse St., Clapham. [7682

SUNBEAM Motor Cycle and Sidecar, secondhand, foi

spot cash, modern.—Write lull particulars, Box
2221, c/o The Motor Cycle. i[7559

WANTED, damaged A.B,C., Triumph, or Douglas,
Sturmey gears; bankrupt stocks, etc.—Simpson,

Engineer, Suntaury-on-Thames. [7988

A.J.S., 1922 or late 1921, dynamo, combination;
full particulars, price, letters only.—L. Pye, 28.

Elmwood Rd., West Croydon. [8565

WANTED, Donghis Combination or Small Car;
must be cheap.—State engine No. and lowest

to 101, High St., Northfleet, Kent. [8404

COMBINATION or Solo Mount, known make, must
have clutch, speed gear preferred; no rubbish;

cheap for cash.—Write, Hudson, 9, Chamberlain St.,-

Bedworth. 17748

WANTED 4i,4h.p. B.S..A. Combination, all chain;

£90 offered for 1921, equipped outfit; ^675 for

1920 model in perfect order.—Letters only to 9,

Ingram Rd., East Finchley, N.2. l[8415

WANTED, late combinations, solos, also Morgan
runabouts, G.N.'s and Rovers; cash or exchange.—

Elce, Ltd., 13, IS, and 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0075

WANTED, recent Sunbeam Combination, in ex-

change for specially good 1915 Scott combination

and cash according to power, date, and condition.—

Harris, 51, Upton Lane, Forest Gate. E.7. [7043

WANTED, Douglas or Norton solo, not earlier than
1921, 3 speeds, kick start essential, only first-

class machine considered; inspection required within

short radius Cardiff.—Box 2289, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[7873

SPECIAL Cash Buyers; Triumphs, Enfields, B.S.A.'s,

Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Brad-

burys Martiusydes, Zeniths.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

'Phone': Latchmere 4686.

4-CYLINDER F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s

wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth,

Indians, Harley-Davidsons wanted.—Wands-
worth
[4559

RED
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town Station).

BUNTING'S Buy, sell, or exchange any make of

motor cycle. State your requirements. We
undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-

tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor _Ex-
Wealdstone,

tion,
change.

All letters relatihg to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
£80 offered for best Douglas Comibination OT other

good make of more power, not pre-1920.—Tnrner,
85, LyaJl Mews West, Lyall St., S.W. [8252

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition,

—Call, write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-
493, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone :

Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for Eotmd
machines of- ail types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,
Heath Street, Hainpstead (near Tube). "Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

U6J0
WANTED.—Motor cycles and combinations for im-

mediate cash, new or second-hand. Bring your
machine to us for a cash offer: hich prices paid on
the spot. Write, 'phone, or call if possible.-Forge
Garage, 74-76, Brighton Rd.. Surbiton. 'Phone:
Kingston 3025. [5897

ANY Number of Second-hand Machines and Com-
binations purchased for cash. A representative

will be sent to any part of the country to inspect
and complete the transaction after preliminary nego-
tiations. Write, 'phone, or call.—Longman Bros.,
17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: 689. [4564
CJEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
*--^ Motor Auction Rooms, High St.; Tooting- Cash
offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect frorh any Lon-
don station. Machine can be included in auction sale
if desired;—Sole Address : Palmer's Garage, Tooting

[8541

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.-Beaufort

Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2231

SCOOTER. Kingsbury, as new. perfect Tunning
machine; £15.-5, St. Peter's Rd., Hammersmith.

W.6. [8719

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model; £23,
sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth 139, New St., Bir.

mingham. [4658

fyWO li/oh.-p. A.B.C. Skootamotas. 1920 and 1921,
-- in first-class condition, cost £55; will take £20,
each on offer.—Bell, 37,. Norfolk .St., W.C.2. [8580
A.B.C. Skootamota, excellent condition, under 500

-'^* miles, any trial: motor cycle deposit system;
£10/10.—King, 4, Willow Walk, .Short St., Cam-
.brjdge. [8697
"DRAND new

. Autoped Scooter, I'/ih.p., 4-8troke,
-^-^ complete with dynamo lighting, last one left,
cost £42; will take il5; bargain.—Percy and Co.,
314, Euston P.d. [8517

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
J.E.S.. Ara.nn, Di.ti. tank, belts, good condition: £7 —

57, TliC Vale, Acton. [7664
TX/'ALL Auto-Wheel, good condition; £6/10.-156,'T Windmill Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [7491

15. -Young's Motor Attachment on gent's strong
cycle, per.ect.—King, Egrove, O.xford. [8254

CJIMPLEX Power Unit, complete, never been used
ni ''??u i'^i\}"'^^ offer.-Yardy, 417, Chatsworth
Rd.. Chesterfield. [7833
r ADY-BACK Chater-Lea tandem. Walls' auto-wheel
,,

,„attachnient; £20: seen by appointment.—Leepev,
17, forbay Mansions, Willesden Lane, N.W. [7656
jDARGAIN.-Latest pattern Simplex set, clutch
-*-' ntled 3.speed Triumph, as new, accessories, fully
licensed; £20; appointment.—7a, Clarendon Rd ,

boutnesa, Hants. [8251
"pOR Sale, Young motor attachment, I-'Jih.p fittedJ-

.
by makers to special James cycle, 26xl%in.

Dunlop tyres, shghtly shop-soiled; £20, or exchange
lightweight.-Bootle Motor Repairing Co., 143, Knows-
ley Rd., Bootle. ^ [7801

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son for hoods screen, and aprons;

hoods from 35/-.—Belov/.

(~<OLLINS and Son.—Adjnstable windscreens, com-
'-^ plete with apron: 22/5, 30/-, and 35/-; sent
on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

/"ROLLINS and Son stock all known makes of wind
,r .screens; we have a few second-hand Standard
Jiastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below.
f^OLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-
^~^ screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtains,
etc.; open weekdays till 8.30. Sunday mornings till
1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84 Hich St
Putney, S.W. (D) [619'8

eiDECAR Hoods, 30/- -nd 40/-. best quality
>^ materials.—Hercules Hood Co.; 698, Seven Sisters
Rd., Tottenham, [0853
'XT'-SHAPED Screens with apron, 55/-; all other
» make-; supplied.—Bright ^ nd Hayles, 78. Church

St., Camberv/ell. [8083
TXIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,
-*--* 30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry .Tones 778 High
Rd., Tottenham, Lotidon. [3502
"DENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of
-«-«J hoods, screen, and aprons. Send for li=t —
Rennoc Motors. Ltd.. 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. [2321

£

A.C.U. MIDLAND CENTRE
OPEN TRIAL.

Mr. GUS KUHN. riding a
** Burlington " 4^h,p* Reconstructed

DouglaSfsuccessfully completed the

course, yet once again proving the

constant reliabilityoftheBurlington
Reconditioned Douglas.

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE—595 c.c. With tRe exception of a few mmor

parts, this unit is entirely new.
GEAR BOX—entirely new, 3-speed, kick-start and

clutch, fitted with Ferodo Rings.

CARBURETTER—1922 Amac.
MAGNETO—C.A.V., re-conditioned by the manu-

facturers.

TANK—new 19:22 type with all new fittings.

HANDLEBARS—new, semi T.T.
TYRES—new, 26"jr2B" Hutchinson's or other first-

class make.
TRANSMISSION—new sprockets, new chain, new belt.

FORKS—entirely new 1922 pattern,

WHEELS—all new.
MUDGUARDS—valanced front and rear and undcr-

shield, all new.
FOOTBOARDS—new lino covered, brass edging.

EQUIPMENT—(new) Acetylene head lamp, tail lanip.

sidecar lamp, two generators, two toolbags, tool tdt,

pump, horn, licence holder.

SIDECAR—chassis fitted with new springs, mudguard
and wheel.

.

" BURLINGTON " No. 2 touring body complete with
apron;

Folly guaranteed for three months.

Trade supplied.

Prices : CasH " - 93 Guineas.
Deferred Paynaeilt Terms : Deposit
£25 16 6, and Twelve Monthly Instal-

ments of £6 9 6>

Extended Payments can now be ma3e over a
period of t2 or 18 months.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
SPARES-—// iVs for a Douijlas—we have it.

Burlington Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

7. South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4
'Phone : Brixton 241 7,

Wires: Burtingfdn iVTotors, Clapham.
Just by Clapham Common Underground Station. -

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COUPE windscreen, combiued windscreen, )ioo<],

apron, only screen with bark protection, will com-
pletely enclose passenger, write lor folder.—Below.

PHAGE Screen, only effleieut screen in existence for
solo protection, equally efiective for side pas-

senger. See illustrations The Motor Cycle, Jane Ist
.

(page Ixx), Jnne 8tb {page 763); price lB/6, sent 7 days
approval.—Below.

FBEE.—Patterns extra Bpecial Quality fawn twill for
hoods, aprons, etc.; 12/6 yd. (72in. wide) ; celluloid,

extra clear, 3/- sq. ft.—Below. kj

REPAIRS.—New celluloid fitted to any make of screen,

(

cover-aprons, aide vatences made from your pat-
tern; actual screen manufacturers.-Coupe "Windbcreens.
74, Lennox Ed. N., Southsea. [7733

BODIES.
CANOELET Sidecar Bbdy, light, hammock seat;

£3.-135, Carlyle Rd., South Ealing. [7582

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and -

upholstering.—Eenjioc Motors, Ltd., 1 55a, Marl-
borough Ed., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

C
"COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
-^ give twelve months' guarantee with every body

made by,, them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, repaint and upholster at 1

moderate charges, first-class work guaranteed; .

estimates free; send lor catalogue.—Collins and Son,
rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. - [6199

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models hi

stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Ed., King's .

Cross, London, N.l. [5131

FIT new Willowbrook body to your old sidecar, and
make it like new; prices from, £5.—Willowbrook

Body Works, Leicest-er. "
_

[0336

FIFTY bodies, second-hand, upholstered best pega-

moid, touring shape, from £2 each; a few,
new, at £7, exceptional bargain ; also a few chassis
to dlear.—Sandums, 336, Gray's Inn Rd„ W.C.I.

£0371
COBB-SPEEDMAN sidecar bodies,, handsome sports,

bodies, beautiiuTTy -ffnished, to fit any chassis,
from £3/15, carriage paid; built to your own ideas from.
£4; racing types from £2/12/6; no waiting.—Vernon
Cobb, 18, Midland Ed,, Carlton, Nottingham. [7962

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd,~Jr
A large assortment of new and second-hand side-

-car bodies to suit all requirements. Millford touring
body, renovated as new; £8/10; wicker touring body,
157-.—26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 12,92

C/o min. from Brixton Skating Rink). [8650

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, fuU-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult US- when designing new ideas.—Dorset Eouse,
Tudor St., London, E.C.4. [0004

£4/17 / 6.—250 Douglas type, bulbous backed, and
locker under seat, brand new, bodies upholstered

in rexine; £4/17/6 each; owing to coqitraot, we have
bought right, to ^ell right; they simply require a
finishiing coat to complete; photo sent on request and
stamp. 'Phone : 1958 Brixton.—19. Wilcox Rd..
South Lambeth. London, S.W.8. r2590

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
pOE
OANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialist*.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk
of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogiie.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen; a hood, screen, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London,,
agent writes: "An. instantaneous success; sold,

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch withns. -

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
E4., W.C.I. ^Phone: Museum 3427. [0919

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
most generous terms at Middleton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,
or donkey cart in part payment.

€y{\{\ MILE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, riding
/WVV Indian with Middleton spring wbeel sidecar;
Le Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with Middleton
spring wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs of all kinds;'
trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-

car makers. 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury
Park. 'Phone : Hornsey 1584. (0522^

"I Ck21 Swan Sports fit Sunbeam, black or blue; cheapXU —Pinkhurst, Billingshurst. [665;

a^8 A!I letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the
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SlDEtAR ATTACHMENTS.
TOWEIGHT.

JOPRICE Sidecars.

fto.—Beautifully upholstered and finished under-
' sluug Chassis, bulbous back model; £12. Tyres
tra. Write or c^Il lor particulars. You will not be
essed to buy.^-S. T. Reynolds, Providence Place,
est End Lan«, Kllburn, N.W.6. (8711

> ASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
^ All latest models in stock.

> ASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit
' any machine; £12/18/6.

>AST0NE3. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
f !£17/10; several other models in stock, including
ndem, all at low prices.

> ASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
* Moiitsomeiy sidecars, all the latest 1922 models
stock.

>ASTONES tor Sidecar Chassis, underslung
' £7119/6, tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary. arms
/-.—aae, PentonviUe Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
hone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.-

[6049
)O0GLAS Sid«car, good condition: £7/10.-11,

Ulundi Ed., Blnckheath, S.E.3. - [8053

'HITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
designed, made of finest materials.

'RITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
^ steel tubes, with wekled joints.

•HITDBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
spoi-ting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

IRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmans-

rth. 'Phone : 5. [6805

DOUG-LAS Sidecar Chassis, require repairi»g; 25/-
eaoh.—33, HacWord Rd., Brixton. [8568

IAMBER.—Semi-sports Model, £17/10.—Bright
' and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

IAMBER.—Tandem Models; £25.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London-

[8084
IGHT Sidecar, coachbuilt, suitable for 2Vj-3h.p.

;

£6.—Dalby, Eastone, Kirbymoorside. [8380

[121 Giindlay sidecar chassis, fit A.B.C.; £7/10.—
l' 89, Belmont Rd., Bishopston, Bristol. [7624

IDECi.R, equal new, 4 point Dunlop, suit SV* to
6I1.P. ; £10.-76, Bailing Ua., Hammersmith. [7'947

IGHTWEIGHT C.B. Sidecar, suit 2%h.p., new;
£12/10.—Crampton, 85, Paulet Rd., Camberwell.

[8185
roNTGOMERY No. 2, new, shop-soiled; first at
L £20 secures.-308, King's Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3.

[8215
IGHTWEIGHT Sidecar (new), suit 2iih.p., Dnnlcp

;

I £9 ; after 6.-97, Blsenhnm St., SouthfieldiS, S.W.
[7963

lUNHILL Sidecar, as new, cost £26; £24. or
' nearest offer.—22, WhlttingstaU Rd., S.W.6.

[7497
ECOND-HAUD Montgomery sidecar, with fitting to

suit Sunbeam ; £6.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.
[8600

IDECAR, suitable for 4h.p. machine, in good con-
dition; £3/10.-13, Pork St., Croydon, Surrey.

[7728
ED Sporting Coachbuilt Sidecar, off Indian, less

couplings; £5.—Box 2325, c/o The Motor Cycle.
(8708

OACHBUILT Sidecar Body, new. shop-soiled, up-
holstered rexine; £5.-187, King's Cross, Lon-

[8319

OACHBUILT Sidecar, cost £20, bulbous, off

B.S.A. ; sacrifice, £12.—Parker, 57, North St..

nford. [7578

OOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—I>imited number, new
coach bodies, lull size, with locker, £5/17/6;

ally £9/10.

OOTHS Blackpool Bargains. -New £9/10 coach
bodies for £5/17/6; illustration free.-Booths

tories, Blackpool.

OOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity new under-
slung chassis, 4-point attachment, £9/19/6;

stration free.—Booths Motoiies, Blackpool. .

OOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Several shop-soiled
sidecars, cheap; Hercules coach sidecar, £9/10/6;

;o Canoelet, £8/10/6 ditto Earlow, £8/10/6; cane
y. 22'6.—Booths Motories, 294. Waterloo Rd..
ckpool. [4539

ANOELET Sporting Sidecar, perfect fitting, com-
plete, good tyre; £6y 10 Carr, Silverdene, Llan-

idod Wells. [8262

PECIALLY-BUILT Large 2-seater Sidecar, with
hood. Easting, cost £45; offers.—Dakin, Hair--

sser, Matlock. [7528

rE have a stock of sidecars, all new but shop-
soiled, at a knock-out price.—Percy and Co.,

, Euston Rd. [8518

ARGE Sidecar, with chassis, wheel, tyres, grid,
cover, excellent condition;. £18; trial.—13, Everest

, Eltbam, S,E.9. [8522

.NOTE
#THIS!

OWING TO LOWER
COST OF MATERIAL
AND LABOUR WE
ARE NOW ABLE
TO ANNOUNCE A

FURTHER

REDUCTION
OF APPROXIMATELY

15%
IN THE PRICE OF

HILIPSON]
BflCTEKT AUTOMATIC GOVERNCR

ULLEY
AW GEAR COMBINED

.

for

2and4STROKE
ENGINES

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions to chew op.

The lightest, speediest, and simplesl gear
on the market for direct belt-driven Z and
4 stroke engines.

We are now in a position to supply tha
Phillpson Pulley to fit J.A.P. engines without
any alteration to the machine or "staggering "

ol the engine.

IMMEDL\TE DELIVERY.
Sendfor llhisirated Boohlett

WhtU is your make? , Write ;f?.

NEW REDUCED
PRICE

£6-6-0
CARRIAGE PAID

PHIUPSON & G°' V''
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes

[Established over 50 years.)

Phone, 147 Eagley. 'Grams, 'Safety, Boiton.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
OPORTING Canoelet, excellent condition; i£12; see.i
'--' on Norto.i, fit Triumph, Sunbeam.—P.D., 58
Woodfleld Rd , Ealing. [809;

GIDECAE, large, underslung, bulbous, back blue, .t!

*-7 new throughout; 12Bns.-12, Cornwall Mewn
Gloucester Ed., S.W.7. [858i;

(^EEY Wicker Sidecar, with chassis and wheel,, com-
^-^ plete, in perfect condition: £6 or offer; week-ends,
-23, .Shirlock Ed., N.W.J. [8043
TTENDERSON coachbuilt Lightweight, Model A side-
-•-•- car, unused; cost £20; £12.—29, Montford
Place, Kenuington, S.E.ll. [8421

CjPOETING Canoelet, good condition, apron, wind.
^J screen, tyre, new, off Triumph; £11.-Henii
Rotsaert, 43, Fitzroy St., W.l. [7712

\X/'H1TLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, £25," £29/10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheel to
equal. Lists free. [0856
TyATSONIAN Featherweight Sidecar, Model O, new" tyre Easting screen; £7/10.—Collier, 21, Gros-
venor Rd., Aldershot. [7830

1 Q21 Swan Sporting Sidecar, windscreen, dies, beau-
7:,, ,".'"' condition; best offer, quick sale.—
Godoiphin, Burford, Oxon. [7637

CJIDECAR Chassis, several designs; trade supplied.—^ W. H. Rodham and Co., Manufacturers, Stratford
St., Camp Hill, Birmingham. [6258

T IGHTWEIGHT Sidecars, 16gne. ; touring model,
^,1 ^^8: write for designs, satisfaction gnaranteed.—
HUlowbrook Sidecar Works, Leicester. [0335
TjiXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
iri V^?" makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Eideezi
Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. (0829

rj.LOEIA, 1921, off Triumph, Cameo, electric light-

i^o "^S'.^ detachable fitting, cost over i;40; accept
i.20.—3/197, Park Ed., Aston, Birmingham. [8151
T>E."JNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest^^ stock in London, actual manuiacturers through
out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, 80 illustrations

"DHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
-- Rennoc Sidecar Co.

T> ENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
-f-t; motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can
deliver.

"I> ENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
-» ^ sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-
out prices. Note; Write for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

T> ENNOC Co, undertake repairs to anv make of sido-
L\t car; repainting and reupholstering" a speciality.

RENNOC Co. have in ^tock sidecars to fit all makes,
English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their
catalogue,' the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. 'Fhone : Hornsey 1589. [2319

Q f\ SIDECAR Chassis, Mills-Fulford, for P. and M.,
f^yf complete less tyre, £2/10; Douglas chassis for
4h.p., less tyre, £4.-272, Green St., Forest Gate.

[5042MONTGOMERY Sidecar for 7-9h.p. Harley, new
condition, £12; Swan R34 for Zenith, as new,

£15.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7-
[8610

MIDDLETON Touring Sidecar, fawn paint, fit
Triumph, Easting windscreen, cover and tube;

£10.—Castle Car Co., Camden Rd., N.7. 2868 North.
[7877

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbcius back
models complete with renovated underslung

chassis, with fittings for any machine, from £12/10.

—

Below.

COLLINS and Son.~2-seater bulbous back coachbuilt
models, with renovated underslung chassis, from

£15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted
with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body,

supplied -with fittings for any machine, £18/10.—
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fulford Chassis, with
bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with fit-

tings for any machine; £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis
repairs ; all work guaranteed ; send for catalogue.

Open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till 1

o'clock.—Below.

COLLINS and Son will take your present sidecar
in part payment of any 'model; a few second-hand

sidecars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High
St., Putney, S.W. [6200

SIDECARS.—Scott, ex-W.D., £5; Canoelet, oft

B.S.A., £6; Millford chassis complete, £5; seen
Saturday afternoon.—Kennard, 78, Yerbury Rd., Hol-
loway, N.19. [7644

P.
and M. Sidecars with new £12 bodies, chassis -

stoved enamelled, all fittings, take Dunlop tyre,

£11/10; two second-hand, complete, £8; on approval
against cash.—55, St. James Ed., Bermondsey. [7932

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a39
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SIDECA]R ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves

garage worry and expenses. Attached to motor
will go through passage 2Sin. Tandem and single
bodies fitted.—HopJey.

FOLDING Sidecar. — When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley lolder. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in Iq.w seconds, Detacliable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper ilighgate St., Birming-
ham. [0152

LANCASTER Sidecars.—Superb coachbuilt sidecars

complete t'Tom 14 gns. ; bodies only t'lom 4 grra.

A good selection hi stock. Call and inspect.—The
Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Kd., West Nor-
wood, S.E.27. 'Phone: Streatham 2541. [3328

SPECIAL Purchase.—Manufacturers' stock to be
cleared at unheard of prices (stock soiled). Com-

plete sidecars with coachbuilt body, tyre and fittings,

£11/10; coachbuilt bodies, £3/10; limited quantity;
cannot be repeated.—Bastones, 228, Pentonville Rd.,
Kings Cross, London, N.l. [7342

DORWAY Folding Sidecar, saves garage. When
folded {10 seconds) combination passes through

28in. doorway. Ordinary unuoticeable appearance
when open, no freakishness; demonstration any time.

Send for full description.—Retail agents, Frank Whit-
worth. Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [6064

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itseli

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

OLD Man Hep. tias 1,000 Douglas undeTslung
chassis, renovated and complete, to suit all makes

nl machines, for £5; or fitted with a brand new
Douglas type bulbous backed body, for £10/10 (these
bodies are upholstered with Kood quality Rexine. but
require a last coat of paint): this has been left for

(ravelling on rail; send for photo, enclosing stamp.
W e cannot be beaten for our prices. 'Phone : 1958
Brixton. (See Body column.)— 19. Wilcos Rd.. South
Lambeth. London. S.W.8. [2591

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
ji/TORGAN Runabouts..—Below.

MORGAN 1922 de Luxe, finished red, Anzani en-

gine, air-cooled; ^180,—Maudes'.—Below.

MORGAN 1922, Grand Prix, water-cooled, special
overhead valve J.A.P. engine, finished dark

red, disc wheels; £193/10.—Maudes'.—Below.

MORGAN 1922 Grand Prix, standard model,
finished blue, acetylene equipment; £180.

—

Maudes' .—Below,

MORGAN 1922 Grand Prix, water-cooled Anzani en-
gine, acetylene lighting, finished red; £185.

—

Maudes'.—Below.

MORGAN 1922 de Luxe model. Precision engine, air-
cooled, acetylene lighting; £175.—Maudes'.

—

Below.

MORGAN 1922 Popular model, acetylene lighting,
air-cooled, Precision; £150.—Maudes'.—Below.

MAUDES' Motor Mart have all these above models
actually in stock at their London depot, 100.

Great Portland St., London, W.l. Museum 7676.
Mo,tor ^ycles or the like accepted in part pay-
ment. I[8450

MORGAN Runabouts, new Grand Prix and Popular
models in stock.—Moss. Wem. [73?0

"DEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p., air-cooled
J-* or water-cooled to choice; immediate deliveries.

BEDELIA—Air-cooled model £185, water-cooled
model £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3 speeds

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,
t<io]s, jack, and pump included; trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, sole
concessionnaire for the British Empire, Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [8539

MORGAN 1921 de Luxe Model, w.c, M.A.G., Lucas
dynamo lighting; £152/10.—Eice, Ltd. (below).

N. 1920 Standard Model, finished blue, dynamo
lighting, spare wheel; £132/10—Elce, Ltd. (be-G

low)

SIDECARS

GARDEN 1921 7h.p. 2-seater, electric lighting;
£67/10.—Elce, Ltd. (below).

A.V. Mcnocar, 1920, 5h.p. J.A.P, engine; £67.—
Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, and 16, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St, B.C. 3. 'Phone : Avenue S54S. [0073

G..N.. tonring model, immediate delivery; £22.S.—
RatcliFfe Bros., 200, Great Portland St., W.

MORGAN Sh.p., J.A.P.. equipped, licensed; SO gns.,
no offers.—35, Marlow Rd., Anerley, S.E.20.

[8206

A.C. Sociable, 2-seater, wheel steering; £50, or
nearest offer.—Clog Iron Works. Bamber's Yard. Pres-

ton. [8329

BLBRIOT WHIPPET, 1920, electric lamps, excel-
lent condition; £69.-10, Baronsmead Rd.,

Barnes. [8288

Don't Kill Her !

!

BUY A RIDEEZI SmECAR
ON OUR SIMPLE OUT OF
INCOME PLAN, WE OFFER

YOU:-
1. Colours to Choice.

2. Fittings for any make.

3. Money back if dissatisfied.

4. EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
5. CARRIAGE PAID.
6. ART CATALOGUE FREE.
7. Models for lightweights and

big twins.

EXAMPLE.

£26 . 10 . cash or £7 . . 0, and
12 monthly payments of £1.15.0,

or with Easting Screen £7.0.0,
and 12 monthly payments of

£2.2. 0.

Send for latest Art Catalogue

and Extended Payment Form
which places you under no

obligation whatsoeeer, or call

and inspectin ournewShowroom,

RIDEEZI SALES,
LIMITED,

5, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.I.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
"lYTORGAN, lOh.p. M.A.G. air-cooled disc, full;
-L'J- eciuipped; £186; immediate - delivery.—Gibb
Gloucester. [755(

MORGAN, lOh.p., il.A.G., water-cooled, pnrnle. lull'
equipped; £193/10; delivery ironi stoii.-Gibti

Gloucester. [755:

1021 Bleriot Whippet, dynamo lighting; £85; e.\-•" change combination.—24, Balliol Rd., Nortl
Kensington. , [818^

GARDENS, J.A.P. racing engine' fitted, JIalion, £45
offers; exchange motor cycle.—BeU, &0, Cotteril

Rd., Surbiton. [475'

rpAMPLIJSr, late 1920, perfect, driye 100 miles t(
J; purchaser; nearest £70.-,Seen Longlord anc
Hicks, Ross-on-Wye. [Slli

TVTORGAN.-New 1922 Models in stock.-Ageut«
J-'A Bukenhead Motor Works, Old Bidfiton Rd.
Birkenhead. 'Phone ; 2047. ' [238!

A .V. ILonocar 6h.p., specially equipped, tyres un
-"•^ punctured, and £25 cash, for best Morgan olTered
—76, Cromwell Rd., Luton.

, [825(

DLERIOT WHIPPET, 1921, reverse, £50 extras
iT, , i'Jv exchange late combination.—O.G., 59
facholefield Rd., Upper Holloway. (8581

1021 G.N., brand new, shop-soiled, dynamo lighting

f-*^ speedometer; £180.—Shepherd and Co., Enfleh
Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [754(
A C. Humberette, in excellent condition; £70

-Cl. modern lightweight or Triumph part exchange
—111 Morton Terrace, Gainsborough. [764i

1 Q21 Morgan de Luxe, M.A.G., water-cooled, spsedo
--•^ meter, small mileage; £140.—Hillier (side bell)
9, Wallingford At., North Kensington. [822:

TITORGAN.-Late 1920, M.A.G., Grand Prix
-L»-^ equipped and licensed, perfect; £132.—R B
Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [860i

A.C. Sociable, good condition and running order
recently overhauled, lamps, speedometer, etc.

trial; £50.-64, Park Rd., Dulwicb, S.E.21. [7761

A.C. Sociable, hood, screen and speedometer, Boscl
magneto, fine running order; £25, bargain.-

Lamb-'rt Engineering Co., Northolt Rd., Harrow. [75a(

8h.p. Runabout, 2-seater, 3-wheeler, wheel steering
chain drive, 3 speeds, hood, screen, lamps; £60

or nearest.—Ill, Green Walk, Crayford, Kent. [782'

TO 22 Superb 3-wheeler, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds; an;
-LtJ trial; low mileage; nearest £95. -Wanted, light
weight motor cycle.—121, Leicester Causeway, Cov
entry. - [574;

1 Q21-22 De Luxe Morgan lOh.p., water-coole(
*^ M.A.G. engine, every possible accessory, mileagi

.800; cost £215; accept £155.-24, Balliol Rd., Kortl
Kensington. [819;

1 Q20 Coventry Premier, spare wheel, tyres as new
XtF Watford speedometer, done up in yellow- an(

black; a real bargain, £160, or best offer.— 7, Moyer:

Rd., Leyton. [7481

NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars
all makes; good selection in stock; cash, eas:

paymenls, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Hoi
born, W.C.I. [067i

"I Q21 Garden 2-seater, electric lighting, tyres perfect
X*/ hood, screen, perfect order; £70; exchanges—^Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone;
Dalston_2408. t851i

Q-SEATBR Trumbull Light Car, detachable wheels, lat
-V model, running order; £80; exchange coiubinatioi
or solo and cnsh.-4a, St. John's Wood Bd., Maida Vale
London, N.W. - ' [873:

GARDEN 2-seater 1921, fully equipped, hood, screen

lamps, tax paid; £77/10; ready to drive away
motor cycle as part payment.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoi

Lane, London.
~

- [8671

"I Q20 Sh.p. A.V. Monocar with dickey, speedometer
Xt/ electric lighting. Klaxon, guaranteed perfect con
dition; £55.-86, Church Rd.. Upper Norwood, S.E.19
'Phone: Sydenham 2363. ^[809';

COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeler, dynamo, speedo
meter, spare wheel, condition good throughout

taxed for year; £165.—James, c/o Bradmorcs, 432
Harrow Rd., Paddington. [3711

1 Q20 G.N., standard model, dynamo lighting, spari
Xt/ detachable" wheel, good tyres, taxed to Decern
ber, owner bought 1922 G.N.; £110.—Olphert, 66
Church Rd.. Barnes, S.W. [805!

BAYLISS-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p,- Model, 4-cylinde;

water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 30(

gns. ; immediate deliverv.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt
Portland St., London, W.l. [073(

1022 Morgan Popular, £150: Grand Prix, £180
Xi/8h.p. Rover, £220; in stock for immediate dehvery

easy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [077.

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1.922, latest model, brani

new, just arrived, trials and tuition free; £23(

cash or easiest of easy payments.—Wilkins, Simpson
opposite Olympia, London. [776]

HUMBERETTE, w.c, 8h.p.. 1914, 3-speed and re

verse, licensed and insured for the year, span

tvres, etc., good condition; £76.-^Longman Bros., 17

Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: 689. r»'="[8621

840 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
6GNS. : exchange, cash either way.—Buckingham

1914 streamline 2-seater, 8h,p. twin, water-
Died, hood, screen, lamps.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd.,
,st Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [6941

919 Morgan Runabout. Grand Prix Aero Model,
M.A.U. engine, electric side lamps, acetylene

ad, tax paid; £115.—W. T. Dunn. Ltd., 326, Euston
L, N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 5391. [8352

921 Temperino 2-seater, hood, screen, 5 wheels,

accessories uniegisLered l^leinouslraiion model),
scratched: £100; exchange electric Harley com-
lation.—89. East Hill. Wandsworth. [8341

1YCLE Car. 3-wheeler, 2-seater. perfect order. £28:
' also new light car chassis, with springs. £3/10:
other, with 4 wheels, £6; write appointment.

—

R. Hall, Hockman, Whetstone, London. [7632

["EW HUDSON 3-wheeler, 1922, tax paid, M.A.G.
I engine, dynamo lignting. spare wneel. electric and
lb horns, hood and cover, screen, etc.; £190.

—

mer, " Carlton Dene," London Rd.. Ewell. Surrey.
[8638

.C. Sociable by the. A.C. Company, dependable
^ runabout, take 2 persons anywhere, good cundi-
n and appearance, hoed, screen, lamps, etc: bar-
in, £40; trial.—29. AUsop St., Upper Baker SI ,

ndon. N.W. [8169

COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeled super runabout,
'' 8h.p. water-cooled, spare wheel, dynamo, fully
sured, etc.; £230. Motor cycles, etc., taken in part
change; instalments if desired.—Frank Whitworth.
d.. 139. New St.. Birmingham. [6063

h.p. Coulson 2-seater Cyclecar, brand new. beau-
tifully equipped, windscreens, hood. Smiths,

pedometer, clock, D.A. lighting ; sacrifice for quick
e, £95; absolute bargain; year licence.—27. Wandle
1.. Wandsworth Common, S.W.17. [8429

Q GNS.—A.V. Monocar, with dickey seat. J.A.P.O engine. 2-speed gear, lighting set. Klaxon.
Qdscreen, sporting appearance, painted red, black
idguards. reliable, fast ; exchange considered £45
5191 to £70 (1921).—A.V. Specialist, 103, Castle-
u. Barnes. {8710
Q16 Morgan. Grana Prix model, water-cooled

J
Engine., hood screen, discs, all lamps,

ledometer; mileage to date only 6.000; in excep-
nal condition; £120.—^Homacs, Morgan Service
pot 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone: Dal-
in 2408. [851,
Q16 Victor Cycle Car Chassis, 9h.p. Precision en-i' gme, W.C, V radiator, channel steel frame, 2
!eds, reverse, wire wheels, cantilever springs, flrst-
ss condition and good running order, including
ge quantity spares; £30.-Oakhur3t Lodge, Svlvan
11, Upper Norwood. [8099
I.N., December, 1921, model, detachable wheels,
' spare whesl. Ace polished aluminium' discs, hood
een, speedometer, horn, maker's 6 months' guaran-
I, perfectly new; £165; maker's price, November,
21, ±.240; any trial given; room wanted.—Eidgway.
oad St., Hanley, Staffs. [7611
rORGAN, G.P., 1914: £75. Morgan, G.P., 1917:
•- £100. Morgan 1918 G.P., magneto; £115.
stle 3, 1920; £110. G.W.K.. £75. Bayard. £90.
ro 1920. £85. De Marcay 1920, £110. Tamplin
19, £65. Warne 1914, £35. Ford 1917. English
eater, £100. Reasonable exchanges, easy payments.
Railton. Cobham, Water St., off Blackfriars St
inchester. [8433
*?7"irp Pnrtfi

[ORGAN.—All spares from stock.—Maudes'. 100.
Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8454

I
ORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all niorlels
•from stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd., 13. 15, and

. Bishopsgats Av.. Camomile St.. E.G. 3. 'Phme:
'enue 5548. [0074

TORGAN Service Depot.—OfBcially appointed byL the Morgan Motor Co. Overhauls and repairs
ecuted. Every conceivable spare in stock.—Homac's.
3. Lower Clapton Bd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston
08. - [8516

TA-XI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
COTTNTr" 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed

throughout the countrv.—Write for full jp.irticu-
rs. County Cycle and Motor Co.. " Originators,"
10. Broad St.. Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
rUMBER 2-3eater, a.c. in running order; nearest
« offer, £45.-<;amble, 50. Victoria Rd.. Margate.

» [8285
IREMIER Car. 2-seater, perfect running order;

£35 or near offer.—109, Beam St., Nantwich.
[5800

»ABY Peugeot Car, 3 speeds and reverse, dvnamo
' lighting; £70.—Box 2315, c/o The Motor Cycle

[8694

I
OVER Oars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220- early
delivery.—Godfreys', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.

mdon, W.lr- [0360

IT'EST Norwood! 60 cars, absolute bargains, list
« free, exchanges.—Douglas S. Cox, Lansdowne,
est Norwood.

. [1932

Q19 Charron Squad. 4-cyl. water-cooled engine,^ electric lighting: cost £150; accept £35.—Box
14, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8693

y9r^ BROS. ^
200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W

'Phoije— l^;in^ii-i.u I7'J|.

Any make of machine can oe
supplied on our Payment out of

Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

ENFIELD MODEL 190

£1"8 cash or £39 10s. down and 12 monthly
payments of £10 8s, 4d.

JAMES No. lU

£160 cash or £41 12s. down and 12 monthly
payments of £9 lis. 4d.

ALLON.
£60 cash or £15 down and 12 monthly

payments o( £3 19s Id.

The RALEIGH

RALEIGH, 23 h.p.

25 h.p. 2-spced Solo
2i „ 3 „ ,,

3 „ 2 „ „
3 ,, 3 „ ,,

3 ,, 3 „ comb
5-6 ,. 3 ,, solo
5-6 ,, 3 ,, comb

£68
£73
£73
£78
£103
£130
£165

TRADE SUPPLIED

CARS FOR SALE.
TDAL.MER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
-»- mimthly payments £5 secures smart 12-15h.p
Panhard landaulet.

pAI^MER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
-- monthly payments £5 secures 12-16h.p. Swift
limousine, seats 5 inside.

PALMER'S Carage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 2-ton Karrier

lorry chassis, new tyres.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures modern 15.9h.p.

.Swift touring car, dynamo lighting. .

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£20 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat

light vau.

PALJWER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 20h.p. Studebaker

landaulet, dynamo lihgting, self-starter.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8/10 secures Piccard-Pictet

^4 landaulet dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage Tooting.—£25 down and 6
monthly payments £5 secures excellent Renault

taxicab.

PALMER'S GaragiJ, Tooting.—£ 1 50 cash secures
modern 15.9n.p. Napier covered van,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£150 cash secures 1914
Unic 2-seater dickey, 4 speeds, dynamo lighting,

extra smart.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-£90 cash secures

modern 10-12h.p. Belsize light 4-seater. 4-cyl.

bloc engine, gate change.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£60 cash secures 8h.p.

Humberette liglit 2-seater, equipped.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down aid 12
monthly payments £10 secures SOh.p. Eilliet

touring car, small six.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£75 down and 12

monthly payments £10 secures 16-20h.p. modern
Wolseley touring car.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12

monthly payments £8 secures excellent Shefheia-

Simplex % "landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£40 down end 12

monthly payments £5 secures ISh.p. Maxwell

sporting 2-seater, disc wheels.

PALMER'S Garage, 187, High St., Tooting will

accept your old car or motor cycle as part pay-

ment for any car in stock. For cash price deduct

10 per cent, from above totals. Loo=o

ROVER Cars.—The famous 8h.p. model in stock,

£220; for immediate delivery.-Eagles and Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London. lu/bl

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model
;
£230;

immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments --

Eatclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland, St., Vf. [0750

HAND lOb.p., 4-cylind6r water-cooled, dyMH":

lighting and starter double dickey : £300-^

EatcUfte Bros., 200, Great Portland St.. W. [439E

ROVER 1922. brand new 8h.p.. trials and tuition

free' £220 cash, or easiest of easy payments.--

Wilkins. Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [7759

CALCOTT 11 9h.p. 1920 2-seater, double dickey,

lighting and starting, tax paid, good condition;

£320.—Kersey, Gt. Central St., Marylebone. [8581

SUNBEAM 14-18h.p. 3-seater, spare wheel, good

tyres, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer, splendid

order, tax paid: £95.-23, Sydney Rd., Enfield. [7769

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash, deterred payments 4/

extra.-Ratclilfe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.L^^

£35.-2-seater Darracq 1912 iOh.p., hood, screen,

Stewart horn, lamp, smart, good order; bargain.

—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, Addison Av., Holland Park

W.ll. '^^^'

8-lOh p Clyde 2-seater Car, White-Poppe engine,

hood, Stepnev, recently overhauled, repainted, per-

fect order, photo; £60.—Johnson, 65, Princess Rd.,

Leicester. 18369

ROVER 1»22 Model de Luxe 8h.p., brand new.

trials and tuition free; £245 cash, or easiest

of easy payments.—Wiltins, Simpson, opposite Olym-

pia, London. [7760

HALIFAX.—1922 B.S.A., Calthorpe, Coventry
Premier, Lagonda, and Rhode. Latest models.

Cash or exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. [8649

2-SEATER Belsize. 1913. irrst-class running order,

owner driven ; £85 : a barsrain. .ns owner is buying
larger car.—Write *' E.G.." c/o Charles Barker and Sons.

Ltd.. 31. Budge Row. E.O.4. [7731

G.N., 1922, Touring, £225; AU-Weather. £250:
fully equipped: inspection and trial invited. De-

ferred payments arranged. From Agents and Show-
rooms, 222. Gt. Portland St. Museum 2271. [1629

BEDFORD Buick 15h.p., interior drive, 3-speed,

reverse, electric light, upholstered Bedford cord,

excellent condition, perfect: £95; exchange electric

Harlev combination.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.
[8342

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 341
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Pfopiartionate Lubrication—As It Was.

SO long as I oiled by drip feed or hand pump, my
varying of the oil supply -was necessarily rather

casual. Like most men; I worked chieflv by
mileage. I saw that the pump was emptied every

five, seven or ten miles according to the size of the

engine and its load, working by the speedometer, the

milestones, or my knowledge of the route, as the case

might ,be. Every now and then I found myself in

execptionally severe country, and injected an extra

pumpful now and then by pure guesswork, as the

gradients impressed me or I chanced to notice a hottish

smell from the engine or heard a conk when the engine

picked up on top gear. I always knew that this rule-

of-thumb system was wasteful. Accurate it could

never be, for the data were too slender. Niggardly I

would not let it be ; it is cheaper and easier to decar-

bonise than to fit new bearings.

And As It Is.

0^^ ADAYS I use a mechanical pump, which
automatically varies the feed of oil in rela-

tion to engine, speed. There is also a rough
variation in relation to engine load, since a heavy load
compels a change of gear, and a gear change makes the
revs, tower at once. So simple a fitting does not, of
course, result in absolutely ' accurate lubrication.
There is a maximum-minimum adjustment lever on the
pump. I set this to the best of my judgment for
normal running, and I reset it for abnormal running,
i-.g. when I climb Tornapress or indulge in an early
morning scrap. But there is a giant advance towards
accuracy. I notice two particular novelties since I

fitted the mechanical pump. The first is that in
genuinely hard work a tank of oil lasts ever so much

"Ixion's" "MOTOK CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are
ovailohle in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The
Malor Cycle" Offices, Darnel Home. Tudor Street, E.C.4.

longer than it us«d to do. After all, few men are

precise enough to watch a speedometer closely all day

long. "Some riders don't carry a speedometer at all.

Some roads have no milestones. _ Lots .of our mileage

is done without route cards. Under all these circum-

stances I have evidently given my engine 50 per cent,

more oil than it actually required, as a cheap form of

mechanical insurance. Secondly,- I notice that when
my pump is correctly set for normal running at easy

touring speeds, the ration is absurdly large for local

pottering. Living in the country. I do a good deal

of lane work at perhaps 15 m.p.h., the surface and
corners forbidding a more popular pace. At the

touring setting of the pump, the engine smokes furi-

ously under these conditions.

The Defects of a Mechanical Pamp.

XT SHALL never go back to the drip or the hand

\\ pump, but my ideal is still to seek. In the first

place, 1 want a mechanical pump incorporated

with my engines, and situated where it is proof against

accidental blows. Secondly, I shall not rest fully

satisfied with a pump which makes demands on my
intelligence so often as the current type. My riding

may be divided under four heads :-

(i) Local pottering at under legal limit.

(2) Easy touring at an average of 20-25

(3) " Scrapping."

(4) Heavy climbing.

m.p h.'

The obvious solution is that the pump adjuster

should be coupled up to the throttle, so that whenever

the throttle is opened beyond a certain degree (say,

that ojjening which gives 15 m.p.h. on the level), the

throttle should " pick up " the pump lever, and
increase the feed, a spring returning the pump levei

as the throttle is shut down. I can easily fix this rip

on my own mounts, but I fancy the trade will be reluc-

tant to market it, for fear of duffer owners muddling
the adjustments.

2S
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Occasional Comments.—

Variation with Engine Speed.

ET may prove—when we all possess more experience

in handling such pumps—that a feed which
varies with engine speed fills the bill. Such a

principle was hopeless in the, days of 'single gears, for

an engine speed of so m;uiy r.p.m. might imply either

easy running oil the flat with a shut throttle or slow

slogging up a liill on full throttle. To-day the

gearbox eases that special difiliculty. But there is still-

a' considerable difference between 2.000 r.p.m: oit the

fiat on. top (say, a 40 m.p.h. wdnd, and 2,000 r.p.m.

uphill on bottom (say, 'a 10 rri.p.h. wind). It is

really rather ungrateful of me to raise tlie podiat ;
you

see, the medianical pump has refieved me of so, much
worry tiiat I fail to wondering whether tke . entire

burden of lubrication will ever be completely removed
from my lazy shoulders. Till theia, Iioch tlie mechaut
cal piimp ! I have every rea.son- to know that this item

of specilication has done much to maJce the Ameri-
can raadiines popular, and I advise- British maJcers to

consider die point very closely.

Still Scooting.

1 o) EHIND the scenes the featherweight utility

JQ) machine for. inexpert riders is still quietly de-

veloping. At the moment (/c //«(? specifications

(like the Harper runabout) and hybrid layouts (like the

Ner-a-car) enjoy most of the limelight. But pukka
scooters are still being ridden, and pukka scooters are

still being made. Naturally, tiieir great asset is ex-

treme lightness. There are people to whom even a

1501b. motor bicycle seems prohibitively w'eighty, and
there can- be no doubt at all that if ever a 751b. ma-
chine can- be designed to give really good service, it

will eventually become, a best seller. Oddly enough,

"people who have never cycled or who have only cycled

do not object to the queer steering which a tiny front

wheel involves : and this, hoodoo is objected to by pure

motorcyclists,"Ti.nd apparently by nobody else ; I pre-

sume that we drive the little ones too fast. The
average scooterist without previous motor cycle ex-

perience seldom complains of anything e-xcept unreli-

ability ; and by '' unreliability " they generally mean
those occasional petty ailments which a motorcyclist
takes as part of the day's work—a punctured tyre, a
choked jet, and a sooted plug. Nevertheless, the

.scooter designer is rather up against it when he is asked
to provide a plug that can't soot, a jet that can't choke,

and a tyre that can't puncture within a weight limit of

751b. or so. I believe that some day we may see a

super-miniature selling in thousands; but as yet they
can hardly . satisfy people who obstinately refuse to

study the elements of their simple mechanism.

Less Noise, Please.

BHAVE never seen eye to eye with those who hold
that a motor cycle .should proceedwith the inaud-

, ible twitter of a Rolls-Royce.
,
But I fully sym-

pathise with the many people who complain of the

ai\ful,row which many modern machines create. It is

only -necessary to, sleep at any house adjacent to a

main road to recognise what an intolerable clatter many
ciirrent engines make.~ The sharp crack of the modern
machine with high compression 'and overlap valve

timing is one of the most penetrating sounds known to

man. Occurring at irregular intervals in sudden
crescendos and diminuendos, it is well calculated to

banish sleep for the moment ; and after all a consider-

able percentage of the population find sleep hard to

w<50.. Baby two-strokes are among the principal

offenders. No real nuisance exists by day ; but a night

in one of the front bedrooms of the King's Head at

Coventry or of any other roadside hotel, will convince

any doubter that neither a hard day's work nor a soft

pillow will seal the ears against tlie occasional passage

of a 1922 motor-cycle. On Dr. Low's audiometer our

exhausts may seem trivial compared to the -noise of

shunting at a railway station, or of a tram bumping
over worn rails. But actually our exhausts are just

about the most disturbing sounds in the nocturnal

orchestra. I have no great sympathy with penalties

inflicted for driving noisy machines in daytime ; but

I arn on the side of the magistrates every time a rider

is punished for making night hideous.

YORKSHIRE CENTRE A.C.U. SPEED CHAMPIONSHIPS.

'-STs- Z^^Jk^iJS:^^kHe'»^^^'^!:''^^i0^ '^t^^sliA.iSyJb^'k^^^' ^^^ '^.

A keen contest on the sand at Saltbum—C. N. Sadler (490 c.c. Norton sidecar) hard pressed by C. P. Wood (532 c.c. Scott Squirrel sidecar).-

The latter won at a speed of 45 m.p.h.

16 ' a 2=;
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55 J z z. Four-Speed P. &- M. Sidecar and Solo.

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: P. & M. .Hii^k cvlindc.r. GEARS : P. & M. /owr-spcfd {P. & FORKS: P. & M.
side-by-side valves, Sd : JOO mm. M. two-sjreed selective clntcli gear BRAKES : Front, dummy beV. rim;
= S,')5 c.c. {rated at 41 It.p.) combined with two-speed gear box) rear, contracting band, pedal oper-

CARBURETTER: B. £- B. and kick-starter. ated with ratchet hand lever.

MAGNETO : E.I.C.
L VBRICATION :

' Best " mechanical
pump.

TYRES: 26 x 2\ in.

SIDECAR: P. & M.
TRANSMISSION : j ;< i in. PRICE: Sidecar oiilfit, £150, com-

chains, enclosed. FRAME : Rigid. pletely equipped (acetylene).

ALTHOUGH their old type "3^ h.p." model
was always extremely popular as a sidecar

machine, the makers of the P. &: M. recog-

nised some time ago that the most sensible way of

ensurihg it full capability for such work was to fit

a four-speed gear box. For 1922 they went a step

further and increased the engine capacity to 555 c.c. ;

and recent experiences on the road prove that the

resultant product more than justifies what are in the

nature of big departures for a firm Avhich so long

remained faithful to its initial' designs.

The control of the four-speed 1922 :;55 c.i:. P. &
AI. is such that even an experienced motor cyclist has

to accustom himself to it. • Once the handling of the

four-speed lever is understood, however, gear chang-

ing is delightfully simple, since the declutching of

{he drive is effected automaticiillv with each change
of ratio.

Practical Detail Fittings.

Among.st the features which characterise the new
model may be mentioned the front forks, the kick-

starter, the large capacity' petrol tank, the Best
mechanical oiling system, and the ratchet hand brake
—all of which are distinctly advantageous. The
standard sidecar is both comfortable and ornamental,
being well upholstered and providing ample passenger
a 26

and locker accommodation. The chassis, although

rather narrow in- track, is strongly built.

On the first machuie we tried—the sidecar mode!
—no trouble of any sort was experienced beyond a

slight difficulty in starting. In this connection mav
be mentioned the improved type of kick-starter, which
is built "on a principle entirely- different from the old

- pattern. It is possible to get a reasonably good
"swing" on the engine, and it is quite efficient, but

'

it would be better, perhaps, if the actual pedal were
made on a slightly larger scale, so as to enable the

foot to obtain a more secure purchase.

During the course of several hundred miles, some
under none too easy conditions, the engine itself

appeared to be ultra-reliable and amply poAverful.

The mechanical oiling system, too, worked with abso-

lute regularity and efficiency. .

By taking advantage of the gears, the 555 c.c. P.

& M. wdll equal the performance of most 750 c.c.

sidecars. For the most part the ratios are sensible,

but it Seemed to us that the third speed was lower
than should be necessary. The drop from "top " to
" third " is more marked than is desirable with a

fourrspeed gear ; this was very noticeable in traffic.

It would be something in the nature of, a revelation

to, meet, within fifty miles of. London, anyhow, the

hill that the outfit would not take on bottom,- or even

second gear with some ease.

32
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Locking the BraKe.

The ratchet hand-brake

lever, situated on the right-

hand side of the tank and

to the rear of the change

speed control, is a very con-

venient accessory, but one

must remember to release it

before starting ! It acts by

locking the foot brake. One

point, perhaps unimportant,
^

but nevertheless demonstrat-

ing that attention to detail
'

which marks the P._ & M.-

throughout, is the desigfl ef

the petrol and -oif tank
,

filler caps. Thcs; are of ;a

sensibly large size,; and .
are

fitted -n-ith wing pieces oil

the tipper surfaces for easy

iuid. rapid removal; .-they-

are of the-" pickle jar " lid-

type, with screw-expanded

leather washers, and effec-

tively prevent ' any leakage.

In fact, during our trial, a

point was made of filling up

the tank to full capacity in

order to test this feature, and the result was extremely

satisfactory.

The riding position proved to be well planned, and

long-distance journeys -were undertaken without ex-

periencing strain. The springing of the Brooks

cantilever saddle deserves a good proportion of praise

for this quality, but thanks are also due to the

general responsiveness, of the front forks ; very little

road shock is transmitted to the handle-bars. On an

average -road the outfit may be steered easily, with

one finger, and at times it is possible to drive " hands

off." However, when cornering sharply in either

47

_ direction, we noticed

an inclination to

proceed crabwise.

Footboard Com-
fort.

While it must be
confessed that the

rider has no desire

'

to execute step
dances on motor

cycle foottoards,

greater freedom and
consequently greater

comfort on long
' journeys might be

'' obtained from
i larger footrests.

An Inspection cover similar to a contact

breaker cap is provided on the top of the

P. & M. gear box.

A transfer diagram on the

tank acts as a guide to the

gejr positions, since there is

no gate- for the lever. The cen-

tral position is for starting.

A medium weigh: outfit, possessing a good turn of speed, the 555 c.c. 4-speed P. & M.

As a Solo Mount.
Later we tried another machine of the same type

solo. "Perhaps the point that rendered it so attrac-

tive was its excellent balancej coupled with the im-

proved saddle springing.

On the average road the absence of any shock or
" burnping " is a pleasing feature, and even on wavy
and rough surfaces the machine rides very comfort-

ably. Our particular mount happened to be geared

for sidecar work, and had about 2,000 miles to its

credit before being handed over to us, but, neverthe-

less, the speed attainable—just 50 m.p.h,-—was quite

satisfactory, and the acceleration good. The engine

itself kept remarkably cool, and was agreeably free

from oil around the crank case and timing cover, and
the driving chains operated without noise.

Caused by Touring Bars.
Perhaps caused by touring type handle-bars, the

same apparent lack of weight on the front wheel was
observable when riding solo as with the sidecar out-

fit. There was a tendency, slight but undeniable, when
travelling at speed, for the

front wheel to wander a

trifle,

• Although any rational

speed can be obtained when
desired, the P, & M. solo

is remarkably docile and
easy to handle in the

thickest trafific. In the

busiest parts of London,
both on dry roads and on
grease, the machine
behaved verj' well indeed,

the lively acceleration and
carefully constructed

brakes contributing largely

towards this,

Kop Hill, the scene of

the downfall of many ex-

cellent machines at various

times, was tackled comfort-

ably on "top," despite a

loose surface and a rather

" spongy " back tyre,

a Z7
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AMONG THE Accessories
",3s;•.st}m"fv^!T'

'

New Sidecar Coupling.

Adjustable to suit any machine, an ingenious

and neat sidecar coupling has been devised

by Arden arid

Smith, of Ladywell

Walk. Pershore
Street,Birmingham.

The clips to which

the connection is

attach-4 grip the

lower tank rail and

front down tubp,

making an extremely

rigid joint.

Adaptable Electric Lighting.

I- notion drive from, for instance, an outside

Hywheel allows the Vale dynamo lighting set

to be fitted with a minimum of trouble.

Complete with accumulator and well-built

head and tail lamps, it is marketed at

£12 7s. 6d. by the Vale Engineering

Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Buildings
St. Mary Axe. London E.G. 3.

Easy to Clean.

Detachability ot both elec-

trodes is the unusual feature

of the Sygil

plug, which has

mica insulation

and easily
made joints

(H . H a i n s -

worth. Ltd.

Well Lane
Batley. Leeds.)

a 28

Soldering—Anywhere.

r.|cc-—fe=a-^

Quite one ot the most practical self-

contained soldering tools at present on

the market is the Wilesmith device. Sold at

-10s., it carries sufficient petrol for 20 minutes'

soldering and has a convenient, insulated

harTdle (A. j. Wilesmith & Co.. High St.

Alcester.)

Solderless Bowden Nipples.

Simply a little

the wire up, the

provide a very

secure fixing for

Bowden con-

trols. 12 for 5s.

(S. Bottomly,

Park Lane,
Reigate.)

lead sleeve which doubles
" Nippa nipple appears to

Easily Fixed. Rubber Grips.

Lloyd '' Shock-stop " rubber handle-bar grips

may be slipped over inverted control levers

without removing • them. 5s. per pair.

(T. Lloyd. 12. Bridge St.. Manchester.)

Metal Folding Seat.

^tron8 and light, iha Grigg folding seat

should be of great use for picnics, or as an

extra sidecar seat It folds up into such a

small spare that it can easily be carried in a

sidecar pocket. 1 Os. 6d. (The Grigg Motor
& Engineering Co., Ltd., Winchester Works
Winchester Road, Twickenham. Surrey.)

Mechanical

Insurance.

Short of changing a wheel the rnotor cycle

thief would find some difficulty in making

away with a Jay-Bar locked machine.

15s. 6d. (The Jay-Bar Manufacturing Co.

14-16, Maidenhead Court, Aldersgate Street

London, E.C.I.)

Knee Clutch

Operation.

Worked by side-ways pressure, this clutch

control is made for 1921 type B.S.A. gear

boxes; the handle-bar control is retained.

(W B. Corah The Garage, Staple Hall,

Northfield. Birmingham, and The County

Cycle and Motor Co. Broad Street. Bir-

mingham.)

Useful Extras for the Pillion ist.

7s. 6d. invested in a pair of Eversure loot-

rests ensures a good return 'n comfort and

safety for the pillion pas-

senger <A. J. Dawson Ltd.

Coventry.)
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ACTIVITY OF THE CLUBS.

ssWFsa

(1) An exciting moment at the Yorkshire Speed Championships held on Saltbum sands. R. T.^Cawthorne (490 c.c. Norton sidecar),

H. Langman (532 c.c. Scott sidecar), C. P. Wood (532 c.c. Scott sidecar) rounding a comer together. (2) Scottish inter-club team trial.

The start for Amulree. (3) R. Brown (799 c.c. A.J.S.) rounding the last bend on Amulree. (4) Austin Light Car and Motor Cycle Club
Charity Gymkhana. The " pig to market " race. (5) A speed impression of C. P. Wood (486 c.c. Scott Squirrel) on the sands at

Saltburn, and (6) the sporting spirit of the Yorkshireman is exemplified by the crowd that gathered there.

<
'
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LADIES COLONIAL TYPE TRIALS.
Weil-known Lady Competitor Defends her Sex. Other Opinions.

We were constrained to remark recently on the unsiiilability of certain ultra-severe colonial type trials for lady motor
cyclists. Perhaps, naturally, the ladies have taken up arms without much ado, and force us to confess that there are

many women who so thoroughly enjoy a sporting t<-ial that their very enthusiasm ensures that they gain a thorough
knowledge of handling a two-wheeler on rough going. In some cases these ladies have been noted to shine more
brilliantty than so-called expert trade riders of the opposite sex, making up in "pluck " what they may lack in sheer

physical strength. Mrs. Sanson is one of these, and her views on the question, stated in the accompanying article,

are evidently shared by others. It must be emphasised that our original remarks referred only to the most difficult

moorland trials, and thai perJiaps we omitted to call due attention to the fact that comparatively few male motor
cyclists are fully qualified to take part in such events.

I
REMEMBER reading, not very long ago, an

article in The Motor Cycle, by "Road Rider,"

in which he said that his mental state on going

North for the Scottish Six Days Trials resembled that

of a very young rabbit about to cross the Portsmouth

Road for the first time in its life. This description

pleased me greatly, chiefly because it struck me as

being in reality far more applicable to myself than to

the well-tried " Road Rider," who must, at any rate,

have known what was in front of him, whereas the

rabbit and I had this in common, that we were both

venturing forth into the unknown with beating hearts

and our eyes starting out of our heads with fright.

But my state of mind on that occasion was joyful

anticipation compared with my feelings when invited

by the Editor to write an article in reply to the one

which appeared in The Motor Cycle of June zg'.h.

entitled " Ladies in Colonial Type Trials."

In spite of the abject terror which overwhelms me
at the thought of " seeing myself in print " for the

first time, I cannot refuse his invitation, because all

my fighting instincts were roused by the article in

question, not only on my own behalf, but also on

behalf of all the other women who ride in competi-

tions, many of whom are both infinitely more experi-

enced and more efficient than I.

Advantage of the Lightv«reight.

Personally I have always been of the opinion that

if a woman enters for open trials she should be able

to control and handle her machine at least as efficiently

as the average male rider, otherwise she is apt to

become a nuisance, and is certainly better employed
elsewhere. For this reason I ha\'e so far chosen my"

mounts from among the lightweights, because, much
as I should like to feel six or eight horses beneath me,
I am by no means sure that I should be able to set

them on their feet again if they did happen to fall

with me. Moreover, my experience of the spirit of

camaraderie which exists among competition riders is

such that I feel convinced that if one of my fellow-

competitors saw me lying prone beneath a large and
heavy motor cycle he would at once get off and come
to my assistance, even in a non-stop section ; and if

this ever happened I should be so overcome with grief

and shame that I should hie me to my home and to

the humble and arduous push bike.

Fortunately for me, however, that moment has not

yet arrived, as I can lift my latest mount, the 247 c.c.

Levis, clear of the ground by my own unaided efforts.

330

Talking of the Levis, how does the Butterfiekl firm
do it? My little machine is a perfect wonder; it will

do 54 m.p.h., anything between 35 and 45 m.p.h. up
most main road hills ; it is a dream for fast cornering,
and is delightful to handle over treacherous surfaces.
It has done about 2,000 miles of real heart-breaking
^vork for me now, and has so far gi^-en me no trouble.

Moreover, there is nothing " special " about it; it is

just a standard model.

Stability.

At this juncture I feel that it behoves me to bestow
a word of well-earned praise on its present stable

companion, the Ner-a-car, otherwise the latter may do
what it has ne^er done before and throw me off' the

next time I ride it over an " observed section." There
is no need, for me to boast that I can carry it under
one arm, because it is too stable to make it necessary.

To return to what was originally intended to be the

subject- of this article. I am afraid I do not agree

that "in open trials of the rougher -s-ariety her (the

lady rider's) presence is seldom of value from a pro-

paganda point of view." My experience is that to

the average member of the public, i.e.. to the potential

buyer, the fact that a machine can be handled by a

woman under severe trials conditions is a sure proof

that the said machine must be supremely efficient in

every way and capable of being handled by himself

to perfection. (Mrs.) G. M. Janson,

That a lady has no real difficulty in " holding-up " a motor cyde

is demonstrated by this picture of Mrs. Janson and her Levis
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WHAT OTHERS THINK.

MRS. JANSON is by no means alone in her

belief. Several other views on the suljject are

appended,, including an interesting letter from

Mrs. O. M. Knowles, another well-known and .suc-

cessful rider of solo machines in all kinds of trials.

Further opinions on the subject are invited from our

readers.

Club Tiials too Easy.

Sir,—I am not at all sure tliat the article in your issue

last week with the above title was uoti written as a bait to

try and raise our hackles. In any case,, I should like to

put in a word in favour of my own se.\.

Perhaps, from a trade point of view, it may be inadvisable

for a firm to enter a machine ridden by a lady in a colonial

trial;' but what about the private owner who enters for the

sport of the thing? For my own part, I am not interested

in the " propaganda point of view," and am quite indifferent

whethei=- or no the public is edified by my antics " amidst
rocks and boulders." I ride solely because a really difficult

trial gives me the same pleasui-e as a stiff day across country
on a horse at the tail of hounds. Should wo confine our-

selves to our own club events, we might find om' only " sport-

ing " rides a fifty or sLxty mile reliability trial, riding to

split seconds on a, main road. As to your writer's complaint
that a lady caused six other competitors to be baullied on an
observed section in a recent trial before she was able to

remove her machine after a fall, are ladies the only peoplf>

who ever offend in this respect ? Of course not. In nearly

evei-y big trial something of the same nature occurs, and the

offender is a man, and if this happens on an observed sec-

tion the ob.server Ls there to register a baulk. I consider

everyfliing possible should be done to encourage the lady

rider to compete in trials and demonstrate to her sisters that

a motor cycle is no more difficult than a car.

(Mrs.) OLIVE M, KNOWLES.
In the Limelight.

Sir,—There are many ladies who do infinitely better than
the majority of males over stiff reliability courses, but, un-
fortunately, there are usually few who enter, as in the
Scottish Si.\ Days, and therefore they are very much in

th& limelight ; but many jnen—not novices—do even worse
than the ladies, and no mention is made of them.

This is quite contrary to your favourable criticism of a

run early this season when you advised mere males to looh

to their laiu'els.
'

A B.S.A. RIDER.

Men Sometimes Need Help.

Sir,—A point you have not taken into consideration is

that quit© J, large nuniber of men in trials have baulked
their fellow competitors and fallen off in such a manner
that they have needed assistance to manage their unmanage-
able machines.
Considering how few ladies ridi*'in trials, and all of them
m the limelight, I think they deserve the higliest praise for

their efforts, and not adverse criticisms calculated to dis-

courage them and others of their sex who contemplate
competing. SILENCER.
Wallasey.

A DECADE ago, to attach a sidecar to a 500 c.c.

macliine was' regarded as cruelty to motor

cycles, but the general adoption of change-

speed gears extended the range of usefulness of this

then popular size of engine. Since those days the

single-cylinder machine of 500 c.c. and over has

developed into the family sidecar of which so many
thousands are to be seen on the road.

Economy is the keynote of motor cycling, and as

engine efficiency has so greatly increased of recent

years it is not surprisiiig that the 330 c.c. type has

secured a footholdjn the category of practicable sidecar

outfits. The term " practicability," however,, is very

broad and may be interpreted very differently by

various persons.

By some it is considered reasonable to expect an

.engine to be capable of propelling one passenger per

horse-pow-er, or, in other words, one person per

TOO c.c. capacity. Quite recently I saw a 124 c.c.

Skootamota with a miniature sidecar attached, and

as the passenger was very young indeed he or she can

be regarded as a quarter of an adult. Thus the

Skootamota as a passenger machine gave a perform-

ance of 100 c.c. per passenger.

A. Family Outfit of 22S c.c.

For several years an employee of the James Co.

has used a 225 e.c. James lightweight and sidecar as

a family outfit, carrying his wife and child, plus

luggage, on really serious tours. Here again we have

100 c.c. per passenger, counting the juvenile member
of the party as one-quarter adult.

Quite a number of _-^5o c.c. machines are in use as

sidecar mounts, but few riders care to carry three

adults and a child. It is done, nevertheless, and on

a recent Sunday I saw on the Portsmouth Road a

13

ONE PASSENGER PER 100 c.c.

Beardmore Precision sidecar with thisi load, which
the machine was arranged to carry, a pillion seat

being fitted for the third adult, and a hammock for

the child.

On several other occasions I have seen 350 c.c.

machines with similar loads, but have always con-

sidered that the owners have been inviting trouble, for

while modern engines may be capable of a load equal

to one passenger per loo c.c, the frames of all ligJit-

xveight motor cycles fitted with 350 c.c. engines are

not made for such loads. Anyone contempfating using

a motor cycle of this size with a sidecar should ascer-

tain whether the frame is suitable for sidecar work.

Reverting to the question of loo c.c. per passenger,

when we reach the 500 c.c. class one would not think

of regularly carrying five adults while the big twins of

'

i,oQO c.c. are never called upon to propel a load equal

to ten persons.

_ 175 c.c. per Passenger.

A little consideration will show that 100 c.c. per

pasisenger is rating even modern engines and frames

too high, and 175 c.c is, nearer the line which may
be regarded as satisfactory. If we accept this, then

no machine under 350 c.c. should carry more than'

two persons, and even at this a load of over five adults

for a big twin of 1,000 c.c. seems too high.

It is difficult to make a rule which applies to every

size of engine, for it will be -appreciated that, while

350 c.c. sidecars are to-day giving every satisfaction

with tw-o persons, as are 550 c.c. machines with three

adults, when we double the load we come back

to where we were ten years ago and re-commence to

ill-treat the motor cycle. The inference to be drawn

is that the smaller engines have developed considerably

more than the larger, and especially the largest,, types.

aar
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I he Pleasures

Buying.

By "FRIAR JOHN."

Capabilities of the Lightweight Sidecar and the Powerful Twin Outfit.

DUVING the first motor cycle is, for the boy in his

- teens, a great adventure. The excitement of that

walk with pater down the enchanted aisles at Olympia,
glowing in the knowledge that the edict has gone forth

in his favour and that ^ cheque will be forthcoming
at the critical moment, can only happen once in a
lifetime. Those are champagne days of existence, full

of fizz, with life in front as'a great adventure.

There is a gap of many years betAveen that picture

and the picture of the married man scanning the side-

cars with an eye to accommodating an extra child

or two. Still, that is good fun," too
;

perhaps not

such a heady occupation, but one fraught with great

possibilities and interest. With the family man, then,

I am most concerned ; l)esides, he will be far more
willing to take a hint, if the hint be worth taking,

than the youth would be. For, of course, in these

days no one, if he is wise, adxises youth.

Selecting an outfit is no light affair ; it is an under-
taking to be approached in the riglu spirit, just the

same as when one selects his wines, or the new roses

fcv autumn, planting, or c\en his wife ; to get the

most enjoyment, that is, out v.i the affair..

Price is the ruling factor in all purchases. We arc,

nearly all of us. bound down to a limit, and the adjust-

ment of our desires to that arbitrary sum is the very

deuce at times. We would all ha\-e the fastest, most
comfortable, most fully equipped outfit on the road

if we could afford it; because one cannot, one gets

the nearest to the ideal, which may be a single-geared,

two-stroke sidecar outfit.

.i^ <,.- ^„- o
I HAVE more than once been asked whether it is

^ better policy to buy new or second-hand. Obvi-
ously that question cannot be answered briefly ; it de-

pends on one's views. . If there is a family to accom-
modate and the price limit is j[fio, a new putfit is

impossible, whereas it is quite possible to pick up a
second-hand outfit for that amount capable of taking

a family comfortably—a child on the carrier and one
in the sidecar.

A 2f h.p. two-stroke outfit can be bought for

;£TS, and one which will prove quite a serious propo-

sition for touring. A few years ago fe\V would
attempt to tour in . Wales with a light two-stroke

sidecar carrying passenger and luggage. But I would
not hesitate doing so myself, providing I had a sport-
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ing passenger—a passenger who did not require a

score of dresses and other paraphernalia piled on the

grid.

Awhile ago I tried out a 2^ h.p. Verus outfit for

many miles, arid was astonished at the high average

road speed that could be maintained on the machine

with a fairly 'heaV.y passenger. I was accompanied

by a 1919 A.J.S., the driver of which did not cut

down his speed to accommodate me. Certainly this

type of mount is admirable for the man who prefers

to start motoring with a new machine, yet whose limit

is about jQ^o.
"

.
-

•^ -^ -«>• *
THE advantage of the little two-stroke sidecar (on

a 4,800 mile season's running) over the big twin
is almost i|d. a mile, counting every cost, and in-

cluding depreciation and loss of interest. Two-stroke
two-speed outfits can be bought at £,-^0 upwards, but
they are not meant to accommodate extra passengers.

The fitting of a screen, too, should be done with care,

as wind resistance is a greater factor against success-

ful work with low-powered machines than is mere
w^eight. In a few years' time, perhaps, 250 c.c. may
do as much as 500 c.c. of to-day, but a light-

weight is to be treated as the baby it is—a lusty

one, truly, when it can average 50 m.p.h. in the T.T.,
but still an infant and not to be abused. The 350 c.c.

two- and four-stroke sidecar outfits are not built to

accommodate families ; neither the frame of the cycle

nor the chassis of these small outfits will sustain abuse
for long, but those of over 499 c.c. are case-hardened

to abuse. Veterans of this capacity, even ten or

twelve years old, still plod along the highway carrying

(heir forty stone of humanity. Old Bradburys issued

from the Mint half a score years ago, old Triumphs,
ancient Rexes or Humbers with the epicyclic huli

gears, their clutches slipping on every hill,-and many
other makes (all juveniles together ten years or so

ago), still are to be seen in the most outlandish places.

So it is evident that the modern 500 c.c. type must be
capable of almost anything that is required of it.

<s> <!> <r> <>

TN the 499 c.c. size one may spend anything from
* _;£ioo to ;£i6o for an outfit without accessories.

Every type, too, is offered: four-stroke single and
twin, two-stroke air-cooled and water-cooled, flat-twin

29
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Passenger Machine Topics.—

o.h.v. and side-by-side valves. An amazing range of
sidecars also is presented by makers to-day.

500 CO types cost 'fd. a mile less to run than the

povv.erful twin on a 4,800 mileage per year, reckon-
ing depreciation and loss of interest.

Several makers, recognising the popularity of the

single cylinder of moderate capacity, have concen-
trated their efforts in producing a complete outfit to

sell in the neighbourhood of ;£ioo. These machines
are of a type Avhich has long ago proved its suitability

for hard passenger service.

o o o <>

WHAT an array of fine outfits there are from which
to select when there is no price limit, espe-

cially if the question of accommodating extra passen-

gers has not to be considered. This being the case,

one can select the fleetest machine and a low sporting

body-—a body comfortable but offering little wind
resistance—and what satisfaction there is in being able

to show a clean pair of heels to anything on the road

except big cars or " sports solos." To cruise along an
ordinary highway at thirty or so with just a whiff of

gas, to open, out on the open, level road and to take

fairly steep inclines at the run without a thought of

changing down—these are some of the joys of tour-

ing with a powerful twin.

MORE often than not the man who purchases a
high-powered outfit has the problem of pas-

senger-carrying to consider—sometimes two, often
three, occasionally four extra passengers have to be
accommodated. It is a matter of personal opinion
and fancy whether the carrier is utilised to accommo-
date one child, or a double-seated sidecar is obtained.

I prefer to take the extra passenger in the side-

car. In fact, if I had to accommodate two children
I should endeavour to find a sidecar that would
enable me to do so. I have not been confronted with
the problem of fitting three children and an adult into

an outfit, but this is done frequently and satisfactorily.

The various ways and means of accommodating chil-

dren are many—too many to discuss in this short

article. One might suggest this or that to a man seek-

ing advice on this particular subject, then receive a
direct contradiction to the advice. For instance, I

may suggest to the man who wishes to travel cheaply,

yet to accommodate five children and his wife, that he
purchases a 10 h.p. machine and taxi-sidecar. The
probability is that I receive a retort of this sort :

" I

have a 3^- h.p. outfit on which I take my family of

five children and wife at a total cost of lid. a mile.

You cannot have had actual experience with five chil-

dren, or you would not have suggested an expensive

outfit such as you have done."

'.S-VitiJi^S^l^iP--,

,

A stnking scene on the Col du Grimsel showing the magnificent Glacier du Rhone in the background. This route will be traversed
by competitors In the Internationa! Six Days Trials, details of which are given on page 56.

b I
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SPEED TRIALS ON WESTCLIFF "PROM."
Eastern Centre A.C.U. Open Event Abandoned half'Way through owing to rain.

Two-stroke v. four-stroke. R. O. Clark (486 c.c. Scott) and E. A. Marshall (496 c.c. Matchless) in the class for solo machines not

exceeding 750 c.c.

Ir requires very little to amuse the
British public on holiday, which is

perhaps why such a huge crowd of

spectators was attracted on Wednesday of

last week to the Eastern Centre A.C.U.
open speed trials on Westcliff Promenade.
As a spectacle the meeting was notliniK

above the average event of its kind

—

which is not saying much—and even to

the motoring enthusiast it suffered from
the prevalent malady of the Essex clubs

—multiplicity of classes.

Granted that, until a leaden sky fulfilled

its ominous promise at about four o'clock,

the affair was being run off with consider-

able expedition, twenty-five distinct motor
cycle classes—each sub-divided into four

(members, open, time, formula) for the pur-

poses of results—seems to savour too much
of providing prizes for everybody. Addi-
tionally, by making matters complicated

to follow, it robs interest when there is

not over-iuucb to start with.

Unfouglit Duels.

The compulsory curtailment of the trials

was particularly annoying, for most of the

possible excitement was apparently con-

centrated in one or two classes which were
not run. F. W. Dixon (989 Harley-
Davidson), E. Remington (998 Blackburne),

and D. H. Davidson (998 Indian) were to

have competed in one of the unlimited
solo classes, and most people wondered
how their times would compare with G. A.
VanderveU's (Norton) and S. J. Bassett's
on a very special A. B.C. Bassett, inci-

dentallv, caused some surprise by beating
C. G. "PuUin (746 Douglas) in a 750 c.c.

class, and he would probably have won
more firsts had he permitted his name to
appear as frequently in the programme
as did some of the others.
Again and again it happened, as may

be observed by studying the appended

b2

results, that "members" made bettiT

performances than those in the open
category of the same class. Amongst
others to shine ' in this respect wers E.

Baldwin (499 Sunbeam), H. Baldwin (499

Sunbeam), W. H. Norris (698 Ealeigh),

L. F. McCardie (998 Harley-Davidson),
L. F. Peaty (349 Hawker), T. B. Hens-
man (490 Norton), F. R. Cotgrove (349

Sheffield Henderson), P. F. Calcut (494

Douglas).

In the three-wheeler classes E. B. Ware
(Morgan) enjoyed a series of walk-overs,

a "Reindeer" entered by H. J. Fisher

failing to materialise.

Fastest motor cycle time up to the

abandonment of the meeting was made by
G. A. Vandervell (490 Norton), his

fifgure of 37 l:5secs equalling a speed of

5O5 m.p.h. Unless the course measured
more than the supposed kilometre, this

seems slow, but the flying start was very
short.

In one of the 600 c.c. divisions there

were a number of riders, mainly
amateurs, mounted on various popular

^"^^^^^PSem^

L. F. McCardie (988 c.c. Harley Davidson) crossing the finishing line m the event tor unlimited

sidecars.
1
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Speed Trials on WestcliflE "Prom."—
make?,
append

490 c.c.

490 c.c.

494 c.c.

499 c.c.

490 c.c.

349 c.c.

486 c.c.

349 c.c.

349 c.c.

490 c.c.

499 c.c.

848 c.c.

248 c.c.

490 c.c.

494 c.c.

490 c.c.

499 c.c.

• There is no need to comment on this

ta.ble except to remark that some riders

ol^viously know more about tuning than
others ; or tliat probably the " others " are

careless.

After the event a dinner was arranged
at the Queen's Hotel, but was not so

well attended as miglit have bee(n.

and as a matter of interest we
the speeds of all :—
Norton, 60.46 m.p.h.
Norton, 53.01 m.p.h.
Donglas, 51.31 m.p.h.
Triumiih, 51.31 m.p.h.
Noiton, 49.49 m.p.h.
Coventry Eagle, 49.49 m.p.h.
Scott, 49.49 m.p.h. —
Hawker (o.h.v.), 48.84 m.p.h.
Weatherell (o.h.v.), 48.00 m.p.h.
Norton, 47.59 m.p.h.
Triumph, 47.59 m.p.h.
New Imperial, 47.59 m.p.h.
New Imperial, 47.39 m.p.h.
Norton, 46.41 m.p.h.
Douglas, 46.41 m.p.h.
No; ton, 44.16 m.p.h.
Rudge-Multi, 39 m.p.h.

The time results were as follows :

—

STANDARD TOURING CLASSEiS.

350 c.c. Solo.—Open : 1, S. M. Greening (348
Francis-Barnett), walk-over, 56%s. Membars : 1,

N. A. Lowe (350 Coventry Eagle), 541/5%.

500 CO. Solo.—Open : 1, S. M. Greening (348
Francis-Barnett), walk-over, 50';ijS. 'Members :' 1.

E. Baldwin (499 Sunbeam), 48s.; 2, H. Baldwin
(499 Sunbeam), 60V4s.

750 c.c. Solo.—Open : 1, S. M. Greening (348
Francis-Barnett), walk-over, ,531/55. Members : 1,

B. Baldwin (499 Sunbeam), 48s.; 2, H. Baldwin
(499 Sunbeam), 491^5.; 3, W. H. Norris (698
Raleigh). SO'Ss.
Unlimited SoLO.-Opcn : 1, S. M. Greening (348

Francis-Barnett), walk-over, 53s. Members: 1,

L. F. McCardie (998 Harley-Davidson), 42i/Ss. ; 2,

W. H. Norris (698 Ealeigb), 50s.; 3, H. Baldwin
(499 Sunbsam), 51s.

SPORTS MODELS TOURING CLASSES.
250 c.c. Solo.—Open : 1, 11. F. Edwards (248

New Imperial), 42a,s5. ; 2, S. M. Greening (243
Francis-Barnett), 452,45.; 3, C. M. Fairweathcr
(248 Coulson-B.), 46y55. ' Members: Same as open

306 c.c. Solo.—Open : 1, B. Remington (349
Bdmund-Blackburne) , 4O5/5S.; 2, P. R. Cotgrove
(349 Sheffield-Henderson), 43s.; 3, R. Weatherell
(349 We,athorell), 50%5. Members: 1st and 2nd
same as open cla?s, but 3 L. F. Peaty (349
Hawker), 46s.
SOO c.c. Solo.—Open : G. A. Vandervell (490

Norton), 371/55.; 2, A. C. Rhodes (499 Triumph).
43%s. ; 3, J. V. Prestwicll (349 Coventry-Eagle),

45'/;s. Members: I, C. A. Vandervell (490
Norton), 371/5?.; 2, T. B. Hensman (490 Norton),
42'/',s.; 3, P. F. Caliut (494 Douglas), and A. C.
Rhodes (499 Triumph), tied, 435/5S.

750 c.c. Solo.—Open: 1, G. A. Vandervell (490
Norton), 37%s. ; 2, A. C. Rhodes (499 Triumph),
455.; 3. C. G. H. Dunham (490 Norton), 48^5.
Members: 1. G. A. Vandervell (490 Norton),
37H'5S.; 2, F. R. Cotgrove (349 Sheffield-Henderson),
42y5S. ; 3, P. F. Calcut (494 Douglas), 432/5S.
Unlimitkd Solo.—Abandoned owing to rain.
Unli.mited Sidecars.-Open : 1, W. .J. Barker

(1301 Henderson sc), 5O2/5S. Members: 1, L.
F. JMcCardie (988 Harley-Davidson ec), 4724s.
(N.B.—McCardie did not enter lor the open class.)

ANY TYPE CLASSES.
250 c.c. Solo.—Open : 1, J. V. Prestwich (249

New Imperial-Jap), 47s. Members : 1, J. V. Pre5t-
wich (249 New Imperial-Jap), 47s.: 2, C. M. Fair-
weather (249 Coulson-B.), 472/53.

500 c.c. Solo.—Abandoned owing to rain.
750 c.c. Solo.—Open : 1, S. J. Bassett (398

A.B.C.), 383.; 2, C. G. Pullin (746 Douglas), 39s.;
3, E. A. Marshall (496 Matchless), 421/5S.. Mem-
bers: 1, C. G. Pullin (746 Douglas), 39s.; 2. E.
A. Marshall (496 Matchless), 4214s.; 3, J. Day
(490 Norton) 43-!5S. (N.B.—Cotgrove on a Sheffiad-
Henderson took 42-153., but was only entered on
formula.)
1.000 c.c. Solo.—-\bandoned owing to rain. -

600 c.c. SiDECAKS.—Open : 1, C. G. Pullin (496
Douglas sc), 471/55. Members : 1, C. G. Pullin (496
Douglas sc), 471/4S. ; 2, K. Duncan (492 Sunbeam
sc), 493.

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT
SPORTS MODEL.

Weatherell Machines with
Blackburne Engines; Float Feed

Lubrication System.

REALISING the popularity of the
350 c.c. fast touring machine, Mr.
R. W. Weatherell has placed on the

market one of these which- bears _ his

name. The motive power is supplied by
a 349 c.c. Blackburne sports engine

(71x88 mm.) with overhead valves.

Great care has been exercised in the con-
struction of this machine, and it will be
noted, on referring to the photograph,
that the exhaust pipe is led away with
an easy curve in which there are no acute
bends, and it finally terminates in an
expansion chamber of ample dimensions
and a short extension pipe.

Miralite aluminium alloy is used in all

cases where aluminium would be ordin-

arily employed ; this is exceedingly tough
metal, having a tensile strength of 14
tons. It IS. used for the magneto bracket,

silencer end, and similar purposes.

A simple and effective brake; bo!ted

to the rear sprocket is a steel drum
to which a Ferodo-lined shoe is

applied ; it is brought into operation

by a cam action.

Fitted with the Moss gear box, clutch, and kick-starter, and with a well-designed silencer

arrangement, which should combine quietness with absence of back pressure, the 349 c.c.

Weatherell has many points of distinction.

A feature of the Weatherell is the
double top tube, which makes for light-

ness in construction and stops whipping.
Particular attention has been paid to the
brakes, which are both of similar design,
and consist of a Ferodo-lined shoe ap-
plied by means of a cam action to a
steel drum—in the case of the rear brake
bolted to the rear wheel sprocket.

Steel is the material used for the en-
gine plates, and 14 gauge tubing is em-
ployed practically throughout the frame
construction.

Automatic Lubricating System.

Simplicity is one of the chief points
about the lubrication system, that em-
ployed having already been described in

The Motor Cycle under the name of

Jeboii. It consists of a chamber, con-

taining a float, bolted on to the crank
case and communicating with it. This
device is also connected with the oil tank
and works on the same principle as a
carburetter float chamber, maintaining a

constant level of about gin. depth in the

crank chamber.
Other points about the machine are

the width of the mudguards and the em-

ployment of flat strips as stays, while
a considerable portion of the rear guard
can be hinged back so as to allow access

to the tyre.

Jlr. Weatherell, Terrace Works, High
Road, Kilburn, London, N.W.6, is shortly

placing on the market a 698 c.c. Black-

burne twin sports model, which has the

same dimensions (71x88 mm.) as the 349

c.c. model just described for each

cylinder.

The rear portion of the back mudguard can

be lifted up to allow inspection of the,

rear tyre.
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RELIABILITY TRIALS IN THE ALPS.
Details of the International Six Days' Event to be held in Switzerland Early in August.

On the Col du Bruck, the scene of this year's speed hill-climb in the International Six Days Trials.

BRITISH manufacturers and riders have
more than a little interest in the
International Six Days Trials.

The suggestion that such an event
should be held came from this country
at a meeting of the International Federa-
tion of Motor Cycle Clubs in 1912, and
the trials are practically the direct
descendants of the old international cup
race of 1904. The idea of turning the
premier international event into a re-

liability trial was due to the fact that
in 1912 it was felt by all those concerned
that greater encouragement should, on
the whole, be given to reliability than
to speed.

International Trials Before the War.

Since their institution the International
Si.x Days Trials have had a chequered
career. In 1913 the event was held in

conjunction with the English Six Days
and attracted one international entry

—

from the French firm of Clement, whose
machines were found to be quite unsuit-
able for the Lake District. The next
year's event was heralded with every
promise of success, and a thoroughly
representative British entry was obtained,
while many of the riders had actually

started for the scene of the trial

(Grenoblfe) when suddenly war broke out
and nothing more was heard of the
event until 1920. This was too soon

b6

after the European turmoil, and only two
teams entered—France and Switzerland.

Last year an excellent British team
was sent, and it put up a first-class fight,

but tyre troubles were the principal

cause of its undoing, and the Swiss sports-

men still retained the cup presented for

the trials ten years ago by the British

Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
and Traders' Union.

Teams from Five Countries this Year.

It is up to Great Britain this year to

wrest the cup from its present holders.

France, Sweden, and Italy have already
promised to come in and make the
event more interesting and give it a

stronger international flavour. The trials

are held in the country of the cup
holders.

Motor cyclists who desire a Continental
holiday could not do better than enter
this trial, which takes place between
August 3rd and 9th, and passes through
the most beautiful parts of Switzerland.
Manufacturers also who have any con-

sideration whatsoever for their overseas
market can learn much more in this

event than in any held in the British
Isles. Conditions are totally different;

severe gradients are few and far be-
tween, but such tests of cooling, carbura-
tion, and braking powers occur that do
not obtain elsewhere. Such is the opinion
expressed by one of our best known riders

who took part last year.

oratES 20 40 60 ao' 100 120 mo 160

Contour of the second day's run, from La Chaux-de-Fonds to Zurich.
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Reliability Trials in the Alps.

A machine suitable for • the trials
should be capable of climbing a 20-miIe
asceut with an average gradient of 1 in
20-30 without showing signs of distress,
should have good carbiiration at an alti-

tude of 6,000 ft. above sea level, and
must have excellent brakes, as the'

descents are naturally as long as the
ascents, and are often in the form of
zig-zags which entail rapid braking on
every corner.

Starting Jrom Geneva.

As last year, the trial starts from
Geneva, and practically the same ixjute

is .followed. Geneva is le*t at 8 o'clock

in the morning of August 3rd.

On August 1st and 2nd, when the

weighing-in and examination of machines
will take place, there will be important

festivities in the town of Geneva in con-

nection with the various aeronautical

events preparatory to the Gordon-Bennett

trial, which starts from Geneva on

August 6th.
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Third day's contours, from Zurich to Lugano, which includes the St. Gothard Pass.

It has now been definitely stated that
the Britisli team will consist of A. Ben-
nett (499 Sunbeam). H. F. Harris (349
A.J.S.), and G. S. Davison (247 Levis).

It will be noticed that H. F. Harris is

riding in the place of Sheard, winner of

the Junior T.T. Other British entries

are the following : Eric Williams (349

A.J.S.). three Raleighs, F. W. Giles (349

A.J.S.), Lt. Glen Kidston, R.N. (499

Sunbeam), Clifford Wilson (654 Quad-

rant), and W. W. E. Clark (654 Quad-
rant).

Entries, which close at ordinary fees on
Saturday, should be sent to the Secretary,
The Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall,
London, S.W.I.'
On the day following the conclusion of

the trial. August 10th, the F.I.C.M, con-
gress will take place, at which various
matters connected with motor cycling
will be discussed.

OFFICIAL RESULTS OF MIDLAND CENTRE (A.G.U.) TRIAL.

53 gold, 16 silver, and 2 bronze medals. B.S.A. and Beardmore^Precision share team prize.

THE official results of the recent open

one-day trial organised by the Mid-

land Centre (A.C.U.) are now to

hand. 53 gold, 16 silver, and 2 bronze

medals have been awarded. Two teams

tied for the team prize, i.e., the B.S.A.

team, consisting of B. L. Bird, H. S.

Perry, and J. H. Walker, and the Beard-

more-Precision, comprising H. G. Greaves,

L. A. Bees, and E. R. Jacobs.

GOLD MED.\LS (SOLO),—P. L. Mayo (249

Coventry Eagle), B. Kershaw (249 New Imperial),

T W Moxon (293 Monopole), F. W. Viles (349

Raleigh), H. Gibson (349 Raleigh). AW. Thrush

(499 Sunbeam), J. G. Orford (349 Henle.v-Black-

burnel, J. T- Bashall (678 Martinsyde), A. A.

Symes (496 Mirtinsyde), E. W. Dnke (499

Triumph), .\. R. Edwards (211 Levis), R. C.
(3ooper (269 Allon), W. Johnson (269 Allen),
H. J. Stretton Ward (499 Triumph), J. H.
Walker (557 B.S.A.), A, Bennett (482 Sunbeam),
W. H. Woodcock (499 Ariel),- A. Hollason (499
Ariel), B. Lycett (249- New Imperial), R. 1.

Pinson (499 Sunbeam), W. G. Hough (393
A.B.C.), .1, Whalley (349 Massey-Arran), J. A.
Watson-Bourne (976 IJfough-Superior) . H. Rad-
ford (688 Coventry Victor), A. R. Evans (499
Sunbeam), G. E. Austin (688 Coventry Victor),

H. Greaves (349 Beardmore), E. R. Jacobs (593
Beardmore-Precision), F. C. Parkes (225 Sun
Vitesse), M Bishop (225 Sun Vitesse), C. T.
Holl.voake (269 Federal). E C. Bennett (269
Federation), J. N. Roberts (249 New Imperial),
H. V. Collins (654 Brough Superior), P. G. Dalli-
son (370 Connaught), G. Kunn (595 Douglas).

Gold Medals (Sidecars).—H. G. Uzzell (976
New Imperial sc), T. R. Gibbins (999 Rex-Acme
so.), B. L. Bird (567 B.S.A. sc), H. S. Perry
(770 B.S.A. sc), P W. Bibchofi (550 Sunbeam
sc), F. W. Giles (800 AJS sc), F. Smith (925

Clyno sc). L. A. Bees (598 Beardmore-Precision),
W. J. Wontgomejy (976 Brough Superior sc),

T: F. Bldmfield (796 Ariel sc), G. C. Beesley (550
Sunbeam sc.) A. Watson (550 Sunbeam sc).
Gold ^Medals (Cvcle Cars).—B. Bourke (1098

New Hudson), W. Ridley (1093 New Hudson),
F. S. Spouse (1098 T.B.), P. B. Roberts (1098
.Mo- ,Tn). .N Nonis (1098 Morgan).

SfLVER Medals 'Solo).—Mrs. O. M. Janson
(247 Levis), F. D. Scott (654 N.tT.T.), E. Foster
(698 Halcigh). U. Dance (499 Sunbeam), H. G
Catterall (595 Indian), C. Webb (293 Robust,
W. H. Parkes (225 Sun Vitesse'), A. J. Smith
(370 Calthorpe), J. P. Brettell (370 Connaught),
F. V. Wood (370 Connaught), B. Webb (293
Monopole-Jap)

.

Silver Medals (Stdecars).—T. H. Weaver
(269 Sirrah sc), F. H. Brown (499 Rex-Acme
sc), S. R. Philpot (678 Martinsyde sc).

Silver Medals (Cycle Cars).—W. E. Bayliss

(1098 New Hudson), J. W. Meredith (1098 T.B.).
Bronze Medals—R. Simpson Harvey (993

Matchless sc), T. H, Bonham (370 Calthorpe).

».».-v-^c W^ti 't^i'Z

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES IN FRENCH TRIAL.

In ihe reliability trial from Paris to the Pyrennes the built of ihe machines were, as was to be expected, French, but the few British

made mounts that were entered made excellent performances. (Left). Rigon (750 c.c. B.SA.), who came through with a clean score,

although the last twenty miles were covered with a flat tyre. (Right). Sabbon. a Norton rider, who completed the course.

hg
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A New Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

It is now generally accepted that insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number of
communications received on insurance matters, too, indicates that readers are very keenly interested in this subject;

some of the questions require expert advice, and this new feature has been formed to deal impartially with the various

problems that are presented to us.

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co., Ltd. (a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded 18 years ago)

enable "The Motor Cycle" to keep in very close touch with all matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted
advantage to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked " Insurance " on the left-hand corner of the. envelope and addressed

to "The Moior Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

Passenger in Mr. Charles Hewitt, Lincoln, asks a question
Sidecar. relating to compensation in case of accident

to children when travelling in the sidecar.

He says The Motor Cycle Insurance Policy
states that the extra premium for passengers
in the sidecar covers persons not less than
15, or more than 56 years of age. Surely
this is a most ridiculous and unfair clause.

Tlie age limit mentioned is a usual one, and we do not
know of any company which will grant personal accident in-

surance in respect of children. It must be borne in mind
that this class of Insurance is usually granted to indemnify
the injured person in respect of his loss, and we presume
that an insurance company will not consider a child can
suffer pecuniary loss in this way.

* * * , *

Hire ot Mr. A. F. Abbott, on the question of short
Motor period of insurance, writes : " I have a

Cycles. motor cycle which I let out on hire, and 1

should be glad to know if you could give me
the name of any insurance company who
would put forward a scheme whereby each
individual hirer, by paying a normal fee,

could have the machine insured for the period
hired.

We do not know of any company which would be willing

to grant insurance on the lines you suggest, excepting under
such circumstances which would probably make the premium
much heavier than the hirer would be willing to pay.

Accident to

Owner.
Mr. H. Hewett, Bradford, asks the following

query: "Supposing I had just dismounted
my sidecar and stood close to the machine
(on my right side of the road), or was mend-

ILLEGIBLE MOTOR
Two motor cyclists who were charged under the

Roads Vehicles Regulations for allowing licence cards

to become defaced by the action of sun or rain were

succesisfully defended, as members, by the A.A. The
defending solicitor contended that, while the wording

of Section 4 rendered it obligatory for the licence card

to be carried so as to be clearly visible whether the

vehicle was moving or stationary, there was no I'equire-

ment that every letter or figure should be readable.

b 10

ing a puncture when a car caught me as it

passed, causing injury, would the company
compensate as an accident to owner ?

The point raised is, of course, rather a fine one, as the

usual wording under this section of the policy is "cover
accidents sustained in direct connection with insured motor
cycle." If, therefore, at the \ime of the accident, the in-

sured was removing or putting on the tyre, the accident
would apparently come within the cover granted, but if

he were standing away from the machine and preparing a

patch, for instance, then we are afraid the insurance would
not apply.

.iVckncwledging A Birmingham reader asks the following

Responsibility, question on the point which many motor
cyclists may have thought about when in

a tight corner :
" Presuming I knocked

down a child that may or may not have been
seriously hurt and I paid for a taxi and
also the doctor's fee for first attendance,

did 1 acknowledge responsibility by doing

so ? No one but an inhuman individual

would do otherwise than take the injured

person to the nearest doctor, and both the

doctor and the taxi driver would want
payment."

In such circumstances as these, we do not think that

any insurance company would repudiate liability on the

grounds that liability had been admitted by the insured.

It would, however, undoubtedly be advisable in paying the

doctor's fee,' to point out that responsibility is not accepted,

as a point of this description would probably be made a lot

of at a later date should the injured person put forward a

claim for compensation.

LICENCE CARDS.
It was thereupon argued by the police that under Sec-

tion 12 of the Regulations, where a licence had be-

come defaced the owner had to apply to the licensing

authority for a duplicate. The solicitor, however,

successfully repudiated this on the grounds that the

prosecution was not brought under that regulation,

and, in any case, that the particular regulation

was "may," not "must," as suggested .by the

police.

24
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There is nothing unconventional

about the Kingsway, a 293 c.c Jap-

engined mount marketed, fu!ly

equipped in a two-speed form, at £63
by the Kingsway Motor Cycle Co., of

Much Park St., Coventry.

MID YEAR MODELS.
59

Barr and Stroud .'^leeve valve engine.

Cox-Atmos carburetter, and Maplestone
forks are the salient items in the Crest's

specification ; the price, with Burman
two speed gear, is £80. (The Crest

Motor Co., Blackdown, nr. Leamington.)

Priced at £68, the latest Francis Barnett is a modified edition ol

the well-known sports model, a 293 c.c Jap engine and, two-speed
gear box being fitted in this case. (Francis & Barnett, Ltd.,

Lower Ford Street, Coventry.)

The Beaufort relies on well-tried components ; it is a Villiers-

engined two-stroke selling with clutch at £40 15s., electric light-

ing £5 extra. (The Argson Engineering Co.. Ltd., Beaufort

Works. South Twickenham, Middlesex).

14 b I-
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Conespondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Bcrset Hotise, Tador Street, E.C.4., and most be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Sir,—When are we to get back to the good old name for

a maker's speed model, that is the T.T. Model? Pre-war
motor cyclists must be sick of the present jumble of names
—sports, super-sports, fast roadster, etc. W. B. TOBEY.

WP'HO ORIGINATED THE CRASH HELMET?
Sir,—Credit is given to Dr. Eric Gardner as being the

originator of the crash helmet in 1914. I would point out
that crash helmets were in very general use in aviation loiig

before 1914.
•

The Warren helmet, produced by Mr. Warren, who ran
a flying school at Hendon, came out in 1912, as also did the
Brown helmet, produced by Messrs. Brown Bi-others. Both
these helmets are illustrated and described on page 349 of
" Aeronautics " (Volume 5) of November, 1912.

PHILIP G. EOBINSON.

POWER LOSSES FROM OPEN EXHAUST.
Sir,—With regard to the letter v?ritten by " Solder "

about tuning a Levis, I was much interested to notice, that

he states that a straight through exhaust slows a machine.
He has evidently found this to be so in practice, as he
stresses this point by putting it in italics. It would be very
interesting to know what is the reason for this, and also

whether it applies to all machines or only to two-strokes.
I would suggest the following : The exhaust charges in a

two-stroke follow each other with such rapidity that there
probably occurs a piling up or cushioning in the exhaust
pipe which causes back pressure and negatives any vacuum
which might occur further up the pipe.

A silencer would prevent this, for once the charges have
expanded they will not regain their elasticity, and can
exhaust into the air at a comparatively low pressure.

" FLUX."
IMPROVISED VULCANISATION.

Sir,—Returning late at' night from Gloucester, I got a
puncture (and also a shock) when I discovered that there
was no solution in my kit. I had a Dunlop patch, and even-
tually it occurred to me (after contemplating riding home on
the rim) to try and vulcanise it. I heated the patch over
the top of my gas lamp until I could just smell the rubber
burning, after which it adhered beautifully, and made a
permanent mend. N. CLARK.

A VERY FULL WEEK.
Sir,—Perhaps my week-end mileage, without the use of

trains, might interest Mr. Young.
I left Coventry f6r London Thursday night and com-

pleted the London to Edinburgh run at 9 p.m. Saturday
night. 1 then started for Coventry on Sunday morning,
9 a.m., rode all day and night, and arrived at Coventry
at 4.30 a.m. Monday.
The machine I rode was my old trials outfit, with a

McKechnie spring frame, and I am quite certain that if I

had been riding any other machine I would not have felt

fresh enough to do the return journey on the following day.
F. H. BECKER.
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Sir,—I left Sherborne on Thursday, June 1st, at 5 p.m.,

and arrived back on Wednesday, June 7th, at 11 p.m., via

the following route : Sherborne, Claygate, Hendon,- Edin-
burgh ; Queensferry, Edinburgh ; Dunbar, Edinburgh

;

Gretna Green, Lake District, Bingley (Yorks), Grantham.
Oxford, Devizes, Sherborne. The total distance by speedo-
meter was 1,242 miles, and beyond burning my clutch out

on the Summit Hill through my own stupidity, I never
opened my tool bags.
The machine was the ordinary 499 c.c. Sunbeam- and
No. 3 " sidecar, and I carried two 30-amp. 6-volt batteries,

windscreen, mudguards, and all the etc.'s required on a

trial. E. ARNOLD WRIGHT.
Sir,—With reference to Mr. Young's letter under the

above heading, our Mr. F. E. Jones also returned from the
I.O.M. Races by the night train on Thursday, arriving on
Friday in time to start in the London-Edinburgh run the
same evening in which he was successful in securing a
" gold." He, however, made the return journey on Sunday
by road. JONES' GARAGE, Muswell Hill.

R.A.C. SALUTES.
Sir,—With regard to Mr. A. Martin Cyder's difficulty in

finding the R.A.C. patrols, I may say that I find plenty of
them, and also every time I have passed one I have always
had the salute. Between Coventry and Stratford-on-Avon
I have often passed at least three, and each one gave me
the salute. Only last week I was directed round a right-
angle corner in Kenilworth by one of these patrols, who
just saved me from meeting a " Tin Lizzie," while at the
same time the salute was given. My only regret, I could
not return the salutation. H. P. 3704.

Coventry.

Sir,
—

" Ken Bush " asks the opinion of your readers con-
cerning salutes by B.A.C. patrols.

I also seldom receive an acknowledgment of membership,
and know several others who have said the same.
Caterham. GRIEVED.

SAFEGUARDS FOR THE "SECOND-HAND" BUYER.
Sir,—May I impress on readers the importance of using

your deposit system when sending money in answer to

second-hand advertisements?
A fortnight ago I answered an advertisement for a motor

cycle which seemed unreasonably cheap ; however, I received
a most straightforward-looking letter describing the machine

,

and asking if I could make an appointment, or, if not,

perhaps I would send half the purchase money when the
vendor would be pleased to put the machine on rail to me
and, if satisfied, I could send on the other half.

This seemed quite a fair offer ; so off went half the
purchase money. But from that day to this I have not
heard from the gentleman. But I have heard from the

police, who have informed me that he has absconded.

Fortunately for myself, I had the forethought to post-date

my cheque, so, gxcept for a few postage stamps, I am no

worse off. EX-D.R.
Newton Abbot.

.30
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•• BREAKFALL."
Sir,—I was very much interested in your article, "How

the Crash-helmet Originated," and having experienced the

fact that one is less liable to injury when falling off at speed,
thought your readers might be interested in the reason for

this fact, apart from the beneficial effect of a crash helmet.
As soon as a person falls off a motor cycle he has two

velocities : -

(1) The velocity of the cycle, less effect of retardation due
to wind resistance.

(2) Velocity due to the action of gravity.
No. (1) is horizontal, and No. (2) vertical in direction.

These two velocities can be added geometrically in the
form of a triangle known as the triangle of velocities, and
the third side wiU give the resultant velocity, which, if the
triangle is drawn to scale, represents this velocity in both
magnitude and direction.

A little thought will show that the greater the horizontal
velocity (that of the machine) the smaller the angle at which
the person strikes the ground becomes.
Now to go on to the subject of "breakfall." The object

of "breakfall " is to land so that the force of impact is dis-

tributed over as large a portion of the Heshy part of the body
as possible, rather than that it should be taken up by one
of the bones, such as the collar-bone, etc.

When precipitated at an angle, of, say, 5 degrees, the
"breakfall" consists of falling flat on the fleshy part of the
arms, and then, a fraction of a second later, on the whole
of the front of the body. It can be seen that a person un-
initiated in the art of "breakfall" will do this automatically,
and so. apart from grazing along the ground, not huit him-
self very much.
When thrown at an angle of, say, 50 degrees, the "break-

fall " consists of dropping the head on the chest, taking the
first part of the fall on the hands, and quickly rolling over
{heels over head) on to the back, and finally stopping the
roll with the soles of the outspread feet. This the un-
initiated is unlikely to perform by chance, as heV-ill prob-
ably not duck his head, and so land on it. This is where
the crash helmet might save one, as the bowler hat does in

hunting.

I trust this will not bring a stream of A.M.I.M.E.'s and
the whole Japanese nation on my head.
Greenwich. NAUTICAL MATTHEW.

LIGHTWEIGHT TWO-STROKES FOR LONG-DISTANCE
TOURING.

Sir,—No wonder some wise fellow said that heroes were
bom to blush unseen !

Bennett is reported to have pocketed umpteen hundred
pounds for winning the T.T. at a beggarly fifty-eight miles per
hour, while your correspondent Mr. H. Sutton, on his own
statement, covered 256 miles between 9 a.m. and 12.30 p.m.

—

say about 73 m.p.h.—and no doubt arrived at Bagshot to find
that there was hot even a decent lunch awaiting him—pro-
bably he was not expected so early.

What a pity he stopped to use that oilcan—we might have
ha_d some real records. H.N. 1252.

Durham.

THE NESBIT AWARD _
Sir,—How is it that no Nesbit award was given in the

T.T. this year? Surely it was merited. What about Mr.
S. Wood (Cotton) ? To have one's machine and person
burnt, brakes no use and a crash, and then to finish fifth,

surely this compares favourably with .Jones (1921) and " Pa "

Applebee (1920)? I have not picked out Jlr. Wood because
the Cotton is manufactured at Gloucester, but I will pass
on to you remarks I have heard on several occasions lately,
and that is that Mr. Wood could not possibly be awarded
the prize because he is an amateur. X wonder if this is

true ?

Next year let us have a genuine amateur race, and then
we shall not have your exceptionally fine paper spoilt with
ads. to the effect that the Ponh Ponh Co. won the races
with, a perfectlt/ standard machine.
Nailsworth A.D. 7590.

01

DOT AND CARRY ONE TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—With regard to the letter from " Celeritas," I have

experienced the surging or periodic misfiring, to which he
alludes, with my Clyno two-stroke when making adjust-
ments to the contact breaker of my C.A.V. magneto. I

find that if the points are set too far apart the machine,
when run, fires exactly as he describes, i.e., fires about half
a dozen and misses two or three, and so on. I found this
misfiring most irritating, and am very surprised to learn
that anyone could mistake it for the normal running of their
machine. Eric S. Booth.

Sir,—I have experienced similar trouble with a two-stroke
engine. It w^as cured by giving the contact breaker points
a larger opening.

Stroud. Sunbeam.

Sir,—In reply to "Celeritas," I had on my first machine
(1919 single gear Metro-Tyler) the trouble which he has
observed. For some time I could not cure it. One day I

found—accidentally—that the contact point which is riveted
through the spring in the C.A.V. contact breaker was loose.

On tightening this up the misfire vanished.
With congratulations on the 1,001st act. A. P. 6912.

Battle.

Sir,—I have experienced the same trouble with my Villiers

engine (C.A.V. magneto). Three different plugs were tried,

the high tension lead and contact breaker examined, the
feed system and carburetter dismantled and cleaned, but
no improvement effected.

When the magneto driving chain cover was removed the
trouble was obvious. The magneto driving chain bad
stretched very much, and one side of one link had broken.
I had this link repaired and the chain tightened, and this

seems to have cured the trouble.

Since this I have noticed that No. 11 of Messrs. Villiers'
" Hints and Tips " says :

" The magneto chain . . .

should be adjusted if it should have stretched, as it is likely

to cause the magneto to fire irregularly.

Aldershot.
" "

H.0. 1728.

MOTOR CYCLES IN THE SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM.

Sir,— I wish to point out an oversight in Mr. R. A. Ashby's
letter : the modern motor cycle is represented (in South
Kensington Museum) by a Zenith-Bradshaw with Gradua
gear, which is in the same case as the 1915 Rudge-Multi.
Regarding engines, the examples are up-to-date, including a
Villiers two-stroke with flywheel magneto, and also the four-

valve Triumph. W. STEWART.

BOYCOTT INCONSIDERATE LORRY OWNERS.
Sir,—While most lai-ge trading concerns using road trans-

port are careful at least to instruct their drivers to keep the

left side, whether their lorrys are fitted with mirrors or

not, it constantly happens that faster moving- traffic is held
up for miles beliind slow moving vans, etc., either through
carelessness on the part of the drivers of the latter or

through sheer " don't care." This is bad enough on main
roads, but now that so many firms distribute by motor to

outlying villages on the smaller roads, the holding of the

crown of the road is -becoming both a nuisance and a

danger.

One remedy, where this occurs, is for the owner of the

vehicle so held up to make a note of the name of the owner
of the offending van or lorry and, if possible, the number
and to communicate to headquarters, backing this, where pos-

sible, with an assurance that in future the products of this

firm will be banned by himself. Most commercial firms are

well aware that road discourtesy can do them as much harm
as bad service or bad advertising.

I have used the above method three times lately. One firm

thanked me for informing them ; the second, a brand of

motor spirit, laughed at the matter, and consequently that

spirit is bari-ed by myself and friends; the third firm were
decidedly nasty about it, and their groceries no longer grace

my table. Competition is keen, and if such firms cannot

see the matter at once, they will shortly find the resulta

tell, if only other road-users would follow on these lines.

Matlock. " MIRROB."
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Jardine four-speed gear box and

the latest sports 976 c.c. J.A.P.

engine are items in the specifica-

tion of this attractive mount de-

signed and built by G. Maclean,

who rode it in the recent Scottish

Western M.C. team trials.

BAULKING IN A COLONIAL TRIAL.

Sir,—My attention has beea drawn to the, following

statement which appeared. in the report of the "Yorkshire
Colonial Trial " in your issue of June 22nd :

—
" Mrs.

Janson stopped and had great difficulty in moving her

mount from the course; thus several were baulked."

On reading this I realised that a mistake had somehow
been made, and T. therefore wrote to the hon. organiser

of the trial, whose observers were stationed in consider-

able numbers along the section where the incident

described above is said to have taken ^Dlace. I quote from
Jiis reply :

—" I am pleased to assure you that there have
been no complaints or protests from other competitors

about you baulking them, neither have I had the slightest

word from any of the observers that you stopped and were
unable to remgve your machine from the course. I might
also mention that if seven or eight solo riders had been
baulked, there is absolutely no doubt that we should have
received protests, which latter I am pleased to inform
you were conspicuous by their absence."
This letter, the original of which is in mv possession,

speaks for itself. (Mrs.) G. M." JAXSON.

CARBONISATION RECORDS.
Sir,—1 am very much interested in the first "chit" of

last week's " Current Chat," and am almost inclined to

answer it with "indefinitely." I took delivery of a 4 h.p.

Triumph in June, 1920, ran it a month on R. " Castrol
"

(of course, I did use some petrol), and then decarbonized
it ; it was fairly full.

In July, 1921, 1 decarbonized this selfsame Triumph
again, not because it wanted it, but because my conscience

smote me; I'd been reading about harsh treatment by
novices, so I removed the cylinder. The interesting

points are these :

—

I had done over 9,000 miles. The cylinder and piston
were both practically clean, what carbon there was seemed
dusty and wiped off Fair amount of carbon under the
rings ; this carbon was more like granite, and took some
shifting. There was no appreciable wear anywhere, and
not until last month did I have it overhauled, only decar-
bonizing once since July, 1921, and then I had done
another 4,000 miles.

I was, for the six months preceding July, 1921, using
a " drain < pipe " jet, size unknown, but which choked
every other Triumph it was tried in ; it only gave me
45-50 m.p.g., but gave me 57 m.p.h. and acceleration like

a 9.5 shell. The trouble (you never get satisfaction with-
out it) was heat, and consequently valves—three in ten

b 20

days was the quickest I could break them without trying

to do so. The absence of carbon I put down to the heat
of my engine (I'm studying law, so I know you will

excuse my ignorance). When the 'bus was at its zenith
in '.' valve busting," I had the good fortune to have a
pair of valves given to me, with an offer of replacement
of every one I broke. Needless to say, I started in with
a view to that replacement. 1 haven't had it. I've tried,

I've nearly broken my heart and neck trying to break
that valve, and can'*. 1 use4 to dream about it, but
I've got over that now. The most peculiar point about
this exhaust valve is that it contracts when hot and
expands on cooling. (I never drink when out riding.)
Anyhow, I was jolly sorry 1 touched my 'bus in 1921,

as it took 4 m.p.h. off her, and I think if I hadn't
touched her she would have run just as well right up to
her overhaul last month, a matter of 16,000 miles.

Coventry. HP-1677.

WHAT IT COSTS TO TOUR.
Sir,—I shall be obliged to any of your correspondents"

who will give some idea as to the cost of touring and how
they manage to keep it witJiin the limits of the motor
cyclist's pocket.

I have done many thousands of miles in one-day stunts,

but had not set out on tour until a few weeks ago.
Being a member of the A.A., I put up at their appointed

hotels—two-star class when .available and three-star when
not.

I found the average- charges for two persons (my wife
and myself) as follows : Dinner, 12s. ; bed, 12s. ; breakfast,

7s. 6d. ; and on top of this one has to be careful to seize

the correct moment for getting away or else it requires a

pretty good nerve to walk past the hotel servants without

being another 2s. down the river. Friends have since told

me these charges are quite reasonable, some of them having

been rushed as much as 28s. for bed and breakfast only,

at quite moderate hotels; but my wife tells me that she

could have supplied the breakfast herself at a cost of about

Is. 6d. to 2s. for both of us.

Then there is the midday meal, and perhaps aiso a drink

of tea at, say, 5 o'clock. With petrol, oil, and fair wear

and tear of the machine, £3 per day will not foot the bill.

This does not allow for the small incidental expenses

usually associated with holiday times.

After the first two or three days we hit on the idea,

with a view to economy, of booking the accommodation

by telephone, and arriving too late for dinner ; and unless

some good Samaritan comes forward with other ideas I am
afraid" that for the next tour I plan my 'bus will^ be left

at home and I shall go by charabanc. A. S. KING..
Bradford.

"OIL-COOLED"
SINGLE'S SPEED

SUCCESS.

LANCASHIRE
BUILT.

A prize winner at recent Southport speed trials, J. Moulding, on

his Matador, which is fitted with a 350c.c. Bradshaw "oil-cooled"

single cylinder o.h.v. engine.
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CASTOR AND MINERAL OILS.

Sir,—Referring to the article by " Kemist," I may say

that I have used Castrol " R " for some years, both with a

single cylinder motor cycle engine and a four-cylinder water-

cooled car engine. I have found the advantages of using

Castrol " R " to be ;

—

(1) Engine requires decarbonisation much less frequently

than when a mineral oil is used.

(2) Carbon on cylinder heads and piston was soft and far

more easily removed ; there was very little carbonisation even

after several thousands of miles running with " R."
(3) Oil in base chamber was still " viscous " and good as

a lubricant after over 1,000 miles with " R," while after 500

miles with a mineral oil all lubricating value had departed

and oil had to be renewed. -_

(4) Engine kept much cooler when " R " was used.

(5) Greater speed power and smooth running was ex-

perienced with " R " than with any other oil.

(6) In _winter " R " never clogged oil pipes, but always
flowed freely.

(7) I should imagine less likelihood of liarm would result

by petrol priming for easy stai-ting when " R " is used, it

being less soluble in petrol and not likely to be entirely

washed from cylinder walls and pistons by priming than in

the case of a mineral oil.

(8) " R " is far cleaner in use than any other mineral oU.

(9) I have 7iever found any damage to pistons, cylinders

or bearings by using " R." Pistons and cylinders had a

perfect glass-like surface. I rather think the writer of the
article has confused- " thick " oil with " viscous " oil. An
oil may be very thick and yet a poor lubricant and have
very little " viscous " or " oily " value.
As regards the T.T. entrants using castor oil (does the

writer imply Castrol?), surely they would not do this simply
because they like the smell or because, it smells " racy."
They have too much to lose by using any but most suitable
oil. I have 'followed motor racing for many years, and have
attended most of the big motor race meetings, and I think
few oils other than Castrol " R"" are ever thought of for
speed. Personally I have found it best for touring also.

I have no interest or connection with the manufacture of
" Castrol " or any other oil, but write merely as a very
satisfied user. G. 0. F.
Windsor.

UNSATISFACTORY VALVE REPLACEMENTS. -

Sir,—May I issue awarding to my brother motor cyclists,
especially novices like myself?

" Obtain your spare valves direct from the makers of
your engine."

" When your valves require facing, send them to the
makers."

I ride a B.S.A. 1921 model, and on the- advice of a
garage mechanic I purchased a valve from him, which,
although not a genuine B.S.A., he assured me was a perfect
fit. He also faced up the genuine B.S.A. valve in his lathe.

The engine slowly but surely lost compression, and my
petrol consumption was enormous.

After numerous mechanics had tried in vain to improve
matters, I wrote the makers, and they reported that the
valve had caused all the mischief. They also examined the
genuine B.S.A. valve which had been faced and found that
it had been faced at a wrong angle. Both these valves had
damaged the seating. XH 3296.

Esses.

SHAFT DRIVE'S UNPOPULARITY.
Sir,—I am disappointed to find that no one has come

forward to refute the fact that the shaft-driven bicycle,

which I referred to by way of a good illustration, died a
natural death because it was not able to compete with the
chain-driven machine in efficiency. An old Coventry racing
cyclist, with whom I discussed the matter, tells me that
there is not, to his knowledge, a single record established

on the racing track by the shaft-driven bicycle. The in-

ference is obvious, and no amount of figures gleaned from
text-books can disprove it. In practice, text-book figures

are apt to be misleading. One thing I must mention, and
that is, practically all the heaviest commercial vehicles use

i6

chain drive to-day. Also the steam waggons of the latest
types all seem to be chain-driven.
The case of the motor car is different altogether. Here

some efficiency is sacrificed in order to obtain an admittedly
better mechanical construction for the purpose in view, and
having particular regard to silence.

I have not hurried to reply to the various letters on the
subject, because I have been watching very carefully some
practical experiments which are being carried out on the
road (very different from laboratory conditions), on two iden-

tical cycle-cars, one fitted with shaft drive and live axle,

and one vifith all-chain drive. The results, so far, from a

point of view of efficiency at the road wheels, are well in

favour of the chain drive, which, howevet, lo'ses a little

from the standpoint of silent running. As a matter of

fact, the results point to a combination of the two, shaft

from engine and final chain being adopted on the pro-

duction model.
1 am not, at the moment, permitted to make the results

of these tests public, but if any reader cares to write to

toe I shall be happy to give some technical details. At
the same time, one must keep an open mind on these sub-

jects, and if a shaft-driven motor cycle can prove itself on

the track equal to, or better than, a chain-driven one, I

am sure there will be no lack of designers or manufacturers
ready to consider it. As a high-class engineering job, I am
quite ready to agree that such machines ' as the shaft-driven
" F.N." are in a class to themselves, and are most worthy
examples of modern motor-cycle engineering.

Coventry. WILLIAM A. WEAVER.
[This correspondence is now closed.—Ed.]

UNFAIR TO THE LATE STARTERS.
Sir,—On looking back on the recent T.T. races I feel com-

pelled to point out in your columns an injustice that

there is in the A.C.U. rules. I am amazed that the following

point has not been raised before : First,- it must be admitted

that it is no mean feat to get a machine to complete the

course at all. I wish to point out that the rules do not

give all competitors an equal chance of doing so. While

Parallel link motion has been applied to rear springing by Mr.

T. H. Webster, of 172, Ladykirk Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

An experimental frame !s shown which has given the designer

satisfaction, but an improved lay-out, with the saddle tube vertical

and the gear box close to the engine, has been evolved.
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some riders start as much as half an hour after the first man
the course is closed for all at the same time. Thus a man
starting third has half an hour longer to complete his six-

laps in, and finish, than a man who stai'ts 53rd.

This hit the Rudges very hard, as their riders mostly

started late and had not time to finish in.

I am also of the opinion that a rule should be made that

all machines must be run on motor spirit as sold to the public

and not doped with ether, metho, etc. I do not think that

running on these very expensive concoctions can be said to

assist in improving the touring machine. W. B. TOBEY.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.
Sir,—I am quite convinced that the erratic running

described by readers is due to an upsetting of the air stream

round the carburetter. I have noticed this on my own
Budge.
Whenever I lift my right foot from the rear foot-rests in

order to give a charge of oil, or if I move- my right knee

outwards, the speed immediately drops five to ten miles per

hour. Immediately I regain the normal riding position

—

i.e., both feet on rear foot-rests, knees against tank grips

—

'the speed increases to the same extent. The cycle is not

canted over to one side during the movements described, so

upsetting the level, nor is there the slightest defect in its

mechanism. The slowing np is not nearly so pronounced
when one is riding minus coat, although it is still existent

to some extent. E. 0. aURNEY.
Taplow.

-IXION'S" SERIES WIRING PUZZLE.
Sir,—The fault is probably due to a partial leak or earth

between the side and tail lamps. This would cause the

side lamp to get more than its proper voltage and the tail

BRiqET Dim

BUTTESy

Hi
Both ' Engineer's " and Mr. 0. Glydon's letters are

made clear by this sketch.

lamp will burn dim, due to voltage drop across battery and
leads. The leak may be either between two adjacent wires,
or, if the frame or cliassis is used as a return, between one
wire and the chassis. "ENGINEER."
Dublin.

Sir,—In a recent issue " Ixion " propounded a rather
interesting little problem appertaining to the wiring of
side and tail lamps in series.

From the details given I am inclined to hazard the
following two deductions :

—

(1) Both lamps are probably fitted with miniature screw
bulbs—that is to say, the type commonly known as " pocket
lamp bulbs."

(2) The owner of the outfit in question has probably been
obtaining his bulbs from a local garage or electrical dealer
who does not stock this type of bulb made by a well-known
and reputable manufacturer.
Now, in burning lamps in series it is not only necessary?

that the voltage of each lamp be equal

—

z.g., two four-volt
bulbs on an eight-volt circuit—but it is also important that
the lamps should be of equal amperage or candle-power.

If_ you take two four-volt lamps, one of four watts con-
suming therefore one ampere of current and the other of
two watts consuming only half an ampere, and put these in
series on an eight-volt circuit, the combination, as can easily

be deduced from Ohm's Law C= will pass two-thirds of

an ampere. Under these circumstances the four-watt lamp
will burn dimly, as it is not getting sufficient current, while
the two-watt lamp will be exceedingly bright, as it is being,
overloaded ; it is equivalent, indeed, to burning it direct
on a circuit of 5.3 volts.
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/ These figures have perhaps been exaggerated somewhat
for the sake of clearness, but the fact remains that many
miniature screw bulbs, sold mainly as replacements for
pocket lamps and torches, do vary very considerably in their
current consumption, and this, I think, may be the cause
of the trouble.

I should certainly advise experimenting with two new
bulbs stamped with • a well-known name and of similar
cmidle-poicer.

I am aware that this explanation does not cover the fact
that the same bulb glows alternately bright and dull accord-
ing to which lamp it is placed in. A. R. TURNER.
Birmingham.

Sir,—A slight short between "A" and " B " will produce
the " wiring in series " trouble commented upon by
"Ixion." OLIVER GLYDON.
Handsworth'.

"SKIDS" IN THE 200 MILE SIDECAR RACES.
Sir,—With reference to your editorial comments, I am

afraid that a large number of your readers will not agree
that this safeguard was a " little over-anxiously conceived."

It must be borne in mind that this wa5 a race of con-
siderable length, and that there are risks other than the
actual breaking of the axle to be considered with an " open-
sided wheel."
The danger of shedding a wheel, or wheel collapse, is,

of course, not great, but, should it happen, the risk of
injury is not confined to the rider of the disabled machine,
and the results could be ghastly; as all the machines were
so 'fitted none were handicapped.
Your comment that " stub axles of cars very, very seldom

come adrift " is, of course, true, but they do come adrift
-or Ijreak, as witness a certain car at Brooklands on the day
of the sidecar races.

This car was being driven away from the fork after the
race and had only travelled a few yards when the near-
side stujb axle broke like a carrot.

It was also my experience recently to pass a car on the
road near Lewes that had had the near-side stub axle come
adrift whilst at speed, and a more terrible mass of wreck-
age and twisted mechanism I have never witnessed.

I was assistant to a certain competitor on the day of the

race, and from what I could gather the skid was looked,

upon favourably.
I drive a car daily, always maintaining a high average

speed, but I confess frankly the stability of ray front axles

is always pregnant in my mind. I have had good luck . so

far after many years' car driving, but I have lost count
long ago of sidecar-wheel breakages.

JOSEPH D. SEDGWICK.
Willingdon, nr. Eastbourne.
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D
a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Q Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. Q

^ •• MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." ^n The standard handbook on the motor cycle. ^
D Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/xo. D
n " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." D

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." n
rn A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying n

them when found. Fourth Edition.
Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.D _^ ^ ^.

D *. TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." ' "
" Q

D A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of D
view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. Q

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
r-i By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. q
zj ' Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. pj^ Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9,

'-*

n. " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Q Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, Q
Q London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. rj"

Book post, 5/ro. Set of Two Maps—England aod |^
*-• Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. JJn " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. ^n With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. U
D Obtainable by post {remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Q
D Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

Q and Railway Bookstalls. q
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AN ALL-WEATHER
LIGHTWEIGHT.

6s

A thoroughly mud-
guarded two-stroke,

the 269 c.c. Jupp.

Duplex Open Frame and
Completely Enclosed
Mechanism on the Jupp

Lightweight.

A DESIGN which sho«ld satisfy the

demand for au all-weather machine
has recently been introduced by the

Jupp Motor Co., Ltd., 86, Leadenhall
Street, London, E.C.3, Mr.

' W. J.

Barker, A.M.I.A.E., 194, Balham High
Road, London, S.W.12, being responsible
for the design.

The Jupp, in its present form, is an
attractive little machine, and should
command the keen attention of the ladies.

Since the Villiers flywheel magneto,
engine, having a bore and stroke of

70x70 mm. (259 c.c), and the all-chain

An ingenious idea facih"tating repairs to tyre

or chain.

THE BELGIAN GRAND
PRIX.

ATTER the French Grand Pri.x comes
the Belgian, a thoroughly sporting
little affair on July 23rd, over a

charmiiig course in the neighbourhood of
Spa. This course is the same as last
year. It is triangular iii shape and runs
from Francorchamps to Malmedy and

,
Stavellot.

So far as Great Britain is concerned,
this country will be well represented :

there are five Norton entries, one of
which will be ridden by HoUowell, a
Sunbeam to be ridden by Jackson, a
Zenith-Bradshaw to be ridden by a
Belgian, and three Triumphs, one, it is

reported, to be ridden by Edmond.
We are given to understand that the
Belgian firm of Rush, which fits a J.A.P.
engme, has entered a machine which will
be ridden by Le Vack. Other English
entries expected are those of O.K.,
Velocette and Sun. For the first time
the F.N. will appear in the race, three

transmission are completely encased in

easily detachable shields, the Jupp light-

weight claims immunity from oil-slinging,

whilst there is no doubt that the definite
angular outline adds considerably to its

appearance. In consideration of the fact
that the total weight is only 170 lb., a
very sturdy duplex open frame suspends
the engine unit. It is composed of

straight tubular members throughout,
whilst the engine is slung from 'cross

members spanning the upper and lower
tubes.

A two-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box is

neatly housed at the rear of the inclined
engine, and adjustment to the primary
chain is made by the usual arrangement
of bolts on top of the box. This latter

is suspended from the upper tubes by
two angle plates.

A large circular tank capable of hold-
ing 2 gallons of petrol is fixed below the
saddle, which is mounted on two
pillars which seat on coil springs con-

tained in a pair of vertical tubes brazed

to the frame. To facilitate repairs to the

back tyre, the rear mudguard is hinged,

and since it is e.xtended by large valances

of these popular machines being entered

in the 350 c.c. class.

A great deal of work is being done on

the roads ; corners are being eased off,

bridges are being widened, and the sur-

face, we are assured, will be smooth as

a billiard table.

to the wheel centre, adj.ustment of the
chain would also be difiicult were it not
that the whole component, including the
toolbags and the carrier, can be raised.
The saddle, of course, is pulled out be-
forehand. The usual adjustment of the
driving chain is provided, whilst incor-
porated in the rear sprocket is an in-
ternal expanding brake, operated from a
heel pedal on the near side.

Brampton spring forks are fitted, whilst
an electric head and tail lamp, supplied
from the flywheel generator, are included.
An auxiliary dry battery provides illumi-
nation when stationary.

Easily Controlled.

So far as the riding position is con-
cerned, the location of the gear change
lever, midway between the handle-bars
and the base of the upper frame tubes
is very handy, whilst a lever starter,

operating on the starter spindle of the
gear box, is conveniently placed for the
right hand. A large, heavily valanced
front mudguard should adequately pro-

tect the rider from front wheel splash.

The price of this machine is £58.

outfits weighing more than 3 cwt. unladen
—should be double the motor cycle figures.

'I,'- 'U :l \'U 1"
: \'k 'JSil^ IV' '.'/i-

lESisie
REGISTRATION NUMBER

DIMENSIONS.
ACCORDING to the London daily

papers, the Stratford magistrates _

towards the end of last month fined a

motor cyclist 5s. for using too small figures

on his number-plate. A pohceman said .,

that the figures should be 3^ inches high.

Lest this case should cause our readers

endless worry we reproduce the correct

minimum dimensions for motor cycle

registration numbers, which, it will be
noted, are just half what the policeman
stated. This, of course, is not pure coin-

cidence, for the sizes of motor car—and,
incidentally, three-wheelers and sidecar

972
'W 'A' 'M IA 14 I A" "H

|i<

;%

Study of this sketch will reveal the minimum
sizes and spacings of the registration figures

allowable on motor cycle number plates.

b 29
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<!7r; SIDECAR a^c/

/XcPUNT

Near Boulter's Lock, Maidenhead.

A Soliloquy, Written by the Cool Waters of the

Thames after a Dusty Ride across the Chilterns.

BOULTER'S LOCK, 7 p.m.—A pageant of colour

and pose. Like a dozen or more sidecarists, I

am sitting on the banks of that narrow little

stretch of water leading from the lock. After drop-

ping down from the heights of the Chilterns into the

Thames valley, we have been caught by the glamour

and riot of colour passing along the cool green water-

way. My fellow sidecarists, too, have' been lured from

the road in the same way, for esi'ch outfit has tarried

independently. Here are men propelling punts with

an air of studied negligence, but monstrously unsuc-

cessful in their efforts to appear unconscious of the

crowd's critical gaze. One tall, perspiring punter has

allowed water to drip from his pole on the cushions

and hat of a damsel reclining on blazing crimson and

gamboge cushions.

Contrast.

This has resulted in a disturbance of a pose that

must have taken hours of careful thought and prepara-

tion—careless monster to make a faux pas at this most

important part of the play with an audience so near

and so critical. What a contrast are these passengers

to our own ; there is no denying the cool luxury of

reclining on huge cushions clad in the flimsiest of

dresses—of being propelled silently, without an atom
of vibration, in the shadows of willows and poplars.

And the sidecarists—they are dusty, their filmy

dresses are at home, they repose on leather, they know
what vibration means, and " potholey " roads too.

Their way is not by still water, and drooping willows.

But after all there cannot be a real comparison, for, as

attractive as the river is on a flaming day in July, the

highways and byways of Great Britain offer infinitely

more than a circumscribed stretch of water can ever do.

Not long ago we were lunching on the very

topmost heights • of the Chilterns, a lovely spot

b 30

A pretty scene on the Thames near Marlow.

reached by branching off^ the main Aylesbury-Tring
road near Aston Clinton on to the road that winds
across the Chilterns past the water-works on to Choles-

bury and Hawridge. It is a beautiful route along a

road that eventually develops into a steep gorge run-

ning through a fairy wood as lovely as-Tz'a Gellia in

Derbyshire. When the roof is reached—809 ft.—the

country lies spread around much like the panorama
from the Malvern Hills.

Seventy Attractive Miles. >

The circular run we are making has been through

amazingly exquisite country, as diverse as can be

found anywhere in England—well, hardly that, for

the sea was not embraced ; but, considering the nearness

of London, really wonderful. There must be thou-

sands of Metropolitan and Home County sidecarists

who are occasionally at a loss for a week-end '

' tour-

ing " route,- and the following run, mapped practically

as we went along, may fill a gap when a jaunt of

seventy or so miles is desired.

One can start at 11 o'clock, taking the Edgware
road as far as Elstree, or branching off before Elstree

and including Stanmore on the way to Bushey and
Watford. (A good road, excellent from Elstree.)

From Watford through picturesque country to Berk-

hampstead, then branch to the left for Chesham. (A

suitable spot for a picnic luncheon may be found on

the pretty common on the right.) On reaching the

bottom of the hill into Chesham, turn abruptly to the

right (missing Chesham), then through Chesham Vale

on to Cholesbury and past Tring water-works, and
" little Derbyshire " (800 ft.), on to the Tring and

Aylesbury road. Leave the main road again imme-

diately for Wendover, Amersham, High Wycombe

22
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SI00 complete

a

DUNELT" Model B
FRAME. Specially designed strong section loop
frame, with heavily reinforced lugs, practiccilly

unbreakable. Long wheel base ensures great

comfort to the rider.

FRONT FORK. An exclusive feature.

Laminated spring, designed specially for the
" Dunelt," effectively absorbs all road shocks.

WHEELS. These are not interchangeable, but
very easily detachable with knockout Spindles,

a great advantage for cleaning and tyre changing
purposes.

Archer three-speedGEAR. Sturmy
and clutch.

BRAKES. Specially designed front and

rear brakes operating on belt rim. Powerful

and dependable.

MUDGUARDS. 6 in. wide domed, giving ample

protection in all weathers.

SIDECAR. Specially designed, roomy and com-

fortable, with spacious locker at rear, complete

with apron.

The price £100 complete
places the "DUNELT" in an unassailable position—it stands alone for VALUE and is the finest com-
bination proposition that the motorcycle industry can offer. This is made possible by reason of the careful

design of the machine from a production standpoint and large output—our position as manufacturers of

special steels also enables us to obtain our supplies of material at minimum prices.

Comparison will prove to you that the "DUNELT" is

quite exceptional in quality and value—its unbroken record
of success in every trial entered is convincing proof of its

ability—and a demonstration and trial run will convince
you that for all round excellence and service there is

nothing to equal it.

Write NOW for List and address of nearest agent—and
let us arrange for a demonstration.

"DUNELT"
Model A-de-Luxe
Interchangeable
Wheel Outfit
with spare wheel

108 gns.

DUNFORD & ELLIOTT (Sheffield) Ltd.
BATH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON AGENTS .•—H. TAYLOR & CO., J.td

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.

Clinton-WrJ,l

Section oi

Engine showing

Truncated

Piston

1-7 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " T/ie .'ijotoi Cycle.
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THE POPULAR COMBINATION

4! M. QUADRANT
Read this Specification:

Sturmey-Archer 3- Speed, Kick-Starter, Hans Renold Chains,
Dunlop Tyres and Wide Mudguards, Amac Carburetter, Aluminium
Chain Covers and Footboards, Front and Back Stands and Strong
Carrier, Oval Design Saddle, Tank over 2 gall, capacity. Large
Pan Seat Saddle and strong Tool Bag, Streamline Coachbuilt Sidecar
with four-point attachment.

WHY PAY MORE WHEN ALL THIS CAN BE HAD FOR
ALL-CHAIN £lOS CHAIN-CUM-BELT £ 1OO At Works.

Immediate Delivery. Easy Payments.
CATALOGUES from— *

MARCH, NEWARK & CO., LTD., Quadrant Works, BIRMINGHAM.
Southern Distributors—CLIFFORD WILSON MFG. CO., 177, Westminster Bridge Road, S.E.I.

£87 lOs.
is the price of this splendid 3| h.p. Sports Model Solo,
complete with Ariel 3-speed gear box, Dunlop tyres and
hand-controlled clutch. With kickstarter, £90 0. All

h
motor cycles are carriage paid by goods train to nearest agent's station.

ARIEL WORKS, LTD.
3, Bournbrook, Birmingham.

In anrstriiig these advercisemenis it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." 13-19
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The Sidecai and Punt.—

•

—hilly, attractive going—Great Marlow, Cookhani,

Taplow, Maidenhead, ^Vi^dsor, Runnimede, Staines,

and London,
This run embraces the best of the Chilterns and the

finest reaches of the Thames. The roads, too, are

good on the \vhole.*****
No ! after all it is not a question of whether boating

is superior to sidecaring : it is a matter of taste—or

finance, for one cannot hire an outfit so easily as a

punt. As attractive as the river is, I would rather

have crossed the Chilterns and wandered along tlie

luxurious Thames valley as we have just done, than

have eaten lotus beneath a cascade of grey willow

whilst reposing lazily in a punt.

* * ^ * *

Three Hours Later.

It is growing dusk, and a couple of sidecars still

remain at the water's edge ; it is, however, light enough

to scribble. Wt have just returned a hired punt to the

boat-house. It came about this way.
Self (still in dusty riding rig) : "I expecti every leaky

old punt is in commission to-day."
Passenger :

" 'Spect so ! The leakier the better, I should
say." (Takes off coat and wrap.)

Self (rather surprised at the white dress beneath
passenger's coat, also notices she wears white shoes) :

" Jove ! You're just right for the river."
Passenger (jumping to conclusions) :

" W^U, it's only dust
on your boots, and you wear a white shirt and your trousers
are flannel."

Self :
" I wonder if it would be safe to leave the sidecar?

And what about your pose? You've had no practice at
posing."

(Passenger here strikes a self-conscious attitude and
adopts an admirable and very self-conscious smile.)

Self :
" Splendid ! But what about 7tiy pose? "

Passenger: "That's all right, dear; it will come
naturally to you."

(She turns and walks hurriedly towards the boat-house !

Self stands foolishly for a second or two, swallowing the
compliment, then grunts and follows.)*****
The sidecar for me every time, it's very, very hot

punting, and the gnats are a perfect pest when you
sit under the willows. I look forward to the twenty-
mile run home, yet I guess when my passenger talks

to her- friends of to-day's outing she will say :
' We

had such a lovely time punting on the Thames." But
ask her to-morrow whether she would rather punt on
the Thames for a fortnight, or sidecar through North
Wales and the Lake District

!

One cannot deny the romance of the river, fer as I

finish writing, a canoe glides by like a long grey
shadow in the violet of the night, and as swiftly and
silently as a black bat's Hight. Murmurs faint and
rippling waters . . . and so on to tlie accom-
paniment of muted harps, and Eastern drums. But
there's not much of a black bat's flight about a " hot

stuff " Norton sidecar, say, on the Great North Road
at midnight. No ! there's not much romance about
sidecaring as seen by the observer, although romance
and the sidecar are sometimes very closely associated.

Friar John.

At Stratford-on-Avon one is able to park tKe sidecar quite near to the water's edge whilst spending an hour or two on the delightful

and historic Avon. B.S.A. sidecars are seen in the foreground.

c 3
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Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, viSn Road Vehicles Hegistration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Why Wheels Wobble.

A highly interesting review of the
" wheel wobble " controversy which
has been discussed in the correspondence
pages of The Autocar was included in last

week's issue of our sister journal.

A Dangerous Stretch.

A stretch of road between Eghani and
Sunningdale, on either side of the Wheat-
sheaf Hotel at Virginia Water, is re-

ported to be extremely dangerous in wet
weather, by reason of its glassy surface

being a great iJrovocative of skids.

Southsea Speed Trials Postponed.

The date originally fixed for holding the

speed trials during the Southsea Carnival,

August 17th, unfortunately coincided with

the 200 mile race of the Junior Car Club
at Brooklands. B'or this reason the trials

have been postponed until Saturday,
August 19th, when four out of some
fifteen races will be set aside entirely

for motor cycle entrants.

Demonstration at Bootle.

A big motor carnival and demoinstra-

tion has been arranged to take place at

Bootle on the 29th inst. , commencing at

2.30 p.m., when the proceeds will be de-

voted to the-Bootle Borough Hospital and
other voluntary institutions at present in

need of funds. A generous prize list will

be provided, and the programme caters for

all classes of motorists. Entry forms and
full particulars of this event may be ob-

tained from Mr. H. J. McFall. 88,

Gloucester Road, Bootle.

D.R.'s Reunion.

The fourth annual rally of ex-Dispatch
Eiders formerly attached to the 24th

Division was held recently at Lakeside,
Windermere. In spite of the fact that the
party only numbered seven this year, both
the reunion and the dinner which followed
were very much appreciated. Next year
the rally is arranged to take place at

Buxton, and all ex Don R's of the 24th
Division who have not received notice of

this annual affair are invited to communi-
cate with the Secretary at Parksend,
Swinton, Manchester, when full informa-
tion will be forwarded to them.

04

A Strat£ord-on-Avon Gymkhana.
A procession of decorated motor

vehicles will be a feature of Carnival Day
at Stratford-on-Avon on July 29th, and
the programme will also include a gym-
khana, to be held in a public field opposite
the Memorial Theatre. The hon. secretary
is Mr. S. G. Foley, The Hospital, Strat-
ford-on-Avon.

Progress.

The A.A. is enrolling new members at
tlie rate of 1,000 per week, the total mem.
bership now exceeding 154,000. The in-

come for the past year was £220,000, as
against a budget estimate of £190.000.
These figures indicate steady progress of

the Automobile Association, and were re-

ferred to at length by Sir William Joynson-
Hicks, the chairman of the A.A. and
M.U., at the annual general meeting held

on Mondav of last week.

Spectal features.

SIDECAR AND PUNT.
LADIES IN COLONIAL TYPE TRIALS.

MID-YEAR MODELS.
ACTIVITY OF THE CLUBS.

HOLDER OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP
OF GERMANY. W. Rossig, who gained

his title against riders on machines repre-

sentative of many countries, on the 494 cc
Douglas which he rode.

Blackpool Race Track.

A special committee has been appointed
by the Blackpool General Purposes Com-
mittee to report on a proposal for the con-

struction of a motor racing track in the
new park projected for Blackpool. The
suggestion for the construction of the track
is said to be supported by forty motoring
organisations, discussion of the project
having first been instituted by the Black-
pool and Fylde Motor Club.

Noisy Exhausts at Brooklands.

A notice issued by the Clerk of the
Course at Brooklands, Colonel F. Lindsay
Lloyd, is to the effect that motor vehicles,
particularly motor cycles and others fitted

with motor cj'cle engines, have become too
noisy. In the future, therefore, no motor
vehicle which makes a noise likely to
cause annoyance to residents in the neigh-
bourhood will be permitted to enter the
track grounds.

A Royal Motor Cyclist.

Considerable satisfaction is being felt'

that the choice of H.M. the King of
Belgium in purchasing a new motor cycle
should have again fallen on a British-made
machine. After an extensive personal trial

in competition with other makes, His
Majesty eventually selected a Coventry
Victor as most nearly meeting his require-

ments. The engine and all important
parts of the machine are being made at

the Coventry works of the company thus
honoured, the assembling being carried out
at Brussels.

Closed to Motor Traffic.

It is announced by the Ministry ot

Transport that, following an investiga-

tion into all the circumstances of the
case, an order has now been issued pro-

hibiting motor cars from using the Old
Wyche Road in Malvern from Westmin-
ster Road to the Wyche main road.

By the same order, the use of heavy
motor cars is prohibited on Bransford
Bridge over the River Teme on the Here-
ford-Worcester main road, over Holt
Fleet Bridge crossing the River Severn
on the Droitwich-Ombersley-Holt-Witley
main road, and on New Mill Bridge over

the River Teme at Shelsley Beauchamp.
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Yesterday's Big Continental Race.

Yesterday the Grand Prix, France's
premier motor cycle event, was lield at

Strasbourg; and, altliough at the time of

going to press the result was not known,
a British victory in the 500 c.c. class

seemed highly probable. A full illus-

trated report ot the event will appear in

next week's issue of Tht Motor Cycle.

Harmful to the Movement.
The Duke of Leinster's motoring

escapade—London to Aberdeen in 14^
hours—so prominently reported in the
daily press, has called forth a letter of

condemnation, widely circulated, from
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, the secretary
of the A.C.U. We agree unreservedly
with Mr. Loughborough's comment that
such a happening " merely does harm to
the movement."

Wanted—A Speedway.
The Jfortli .London M.C'.C. is anxious to

organise some speed trials, but a difficulty
in securing a suitable stretch of road is

experienced. The length of the course
required is one kilometre (fire furlongs),
with sufficient room for a goofl start and
finish. Any suggestions from readers
would be welcomed by the hon. secretary
of the club, Mr. Alan W. Day, " Clare-
mont," Ballards Lane, Finchley, X. 3.

The Great Silencer Muddle.
At Richmond Police Court, Norman K.

Pallent, of St. George's Road, St. Mar-
garets, was summoned for not having a
proper silencer on his motor cycle. He
denied the offence, and said that the
silencer was effective, and that the
noise was due to the atmospheric condi-
tions and a wall on one side of the way.
Defendant also said that he had taken

f^^^^JLE 69

A familiar view of the famous Bwlch-y-groes i" J. W. Meredith (1098 c.c. T.B.) making a

good ascent in the 24-hour M.C. and A.C. trial on Saturday last. This hill will very

probably figure in the forthcoming A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

the machine to the Richmond police, and
on their advice had had the" silencer

altered, and he complained that there
was no unity in these matters.- jMachines
which passed in one place would be
stopped in another district. He was fined

40s. however.

The Week-End Gale.
Competitors in the Bristol v. Bath Team

Trial had to avoid branches of trees,

blown off by the 100 h.p. gale which swept
the West on Saturday last; at one point a
large branch had fallen across a motor bus,

and the road was nearly blocked.

126 ENTRIES FOR THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

No sign of waning support for the
A.C.U. Six Days Trials is evidenced
by the entry list, which shows that

123 machines are booked to demonstrate
their merits between .'August 21st and
26th.

Cross-Country Route.
The route will be in the nature of a

strenuous tour, involving some .really

serious hill work in Yorkshire, 'Wales
and Gloucestershire, with a final speed
test on Brooklands.
Below are the machines entered ; where

riders are already selected tlie names are
given in parentheses

:

Class A '(250 c.c).—New Imperial (B. Ker-
shaw, L. Horton. and J. Wilkins), J.E.S. (E. P.
Purnell), Coventry-Eagle (P. L. Mayo), Levis
(three), Radco (G. Lovegrove), Sun-Vitesse (three).

Class B (350 c.c).—A.J.S. (E. W. Chold-
croft,^ H. F. Harris, Mrs. 0. M. Knowles,» and
another), Ealeigh (H. Gibson, W. H. HadSeld,
C. F. Nott), Allon (R. Cooper, L. E. Clulee, W.

Johnson), O K. Junior (A. E. Salwa.v, N. Hall, W.
Handley), Francis-Barnett (E. A. Barnetl;, S. M.
Greening), Sheffield-Henderson (E. Searle), Con-
naught (I. F. Anderson, C. L. Sprosen, A. G.
WaJl), Ner-a-Car (Mrs. Janson), Royal Ruby
(C. J. Dodson, P. M. Hills), James (G. Kimber-
ley, J. Lidstone), Beardmore-Precision (H.
Greaves).

Class C (500 c.c).—Budge (W. L. Gard, P. S.

Whitfield), Norton (R. M. Kuowles*). Douglas
(J. L. Hannan.* R. C. Winn,* J, A. Newman *),

Sunbeam (G. Dance, A. Bennett, C. Greenwood,
H. Beedon *), Martinsyde (-\-.A. Symes), Dunelt
(two), Wilkin (W. H. Hardman *), Lea-Fr-ancis
(R. P. Ransom, A. Lea), Triumph (W. N. Phil-
dps *).

Class D (750 c.c).—Scott (three), Powell (J.

Westwood Wills), Coventry-Victor (G. E. Aus-
tii'), Martinsyde (A. G. Fenn). Tndian (D. H.
Davidson,* W. G Catteral! •), McKechnie (P. W.
Becker), Beardmore-Precision (S. M. Lewis), P.N.
(T. Buckle), P. and M. (J. A. Leyland").

Class E (1,000 c.c).—Rudge (E. J. Kehoe),
Brough-Superior (G. Brough^^), Zenith (R. C.
Gharlesworth," and two others), Itarley-Davidson
(W. D. Pugh°),
Class B/s (350 cc. Sidecves).—Connaught

(L P. Brettell).

CLASS F (600 c.c. Sidecars).—New Hudson
(B. Bourke and two others,) Rudge (A. W. Had-
ley,* W. L. Danskin, F. T. Sibley), Sunbeam
(T. C. de la Hay, P. W. BischoH, R. Brown),
P. and M. (P. Cunningham, R. Lewis, G. M.
Townsend), Dunelt (one), Beardmore-Precision
(E. R. Jacobs).

Class G (1,000 CO. SmECAES).—Matchless
(W. Buoknell," B. C. Barton," P. J. Ellis," T. J.
Ross, F. O'Brien), A.J.S. (O. Wade, H. Poole,
P. W. Giles), Martinsvcle (H. H. Nicholson, W, H.
Bashall, J. T. Bashalll, Excelsior (V. P. Long'),
Chater-Lea (one), Indian (E. A. Bridgman,'' R.
Sivanton»), B.S.A. (H. S. Perrey, B. L. Bird,
J. H. Walker), Bradbury (G. E. Minett," P.
Piatt,* W. E. Grange), Harley-Davidson (G. Bax-
ter, T. R. Allchin, C. W. Johnston), James (F.
Cotton), Raleigh (E. S. Burnett'), Zenith (R.
H. Bywaters), Ariel (one).

Class J 2 (750 c.c. Cycle Cars).—Scott-
Sociable (D. W. Rhodes), Metro-Tyler (A. McL.
Powell •).

Class H2 (1,100 c.c Cycle Cars).—Morgan
(S. Hall,* and two others), L.S.D. (G. W, Shep-
herd). T.B. (F. S. Spouse).
Machtnes Unstated.—(M. C. Breese, E. Cross,

W. A. Fell Smith, Dickenson and Adams, Ltd.).

" Entered by rider.

COLWYN BAY SPEED TRIALS.
STANDIN'G... start kilometre speed trials

were held by the Liverpool M.C. on
Colwyn Bay Promenade on Saturday

last, R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton) mak-
ing fastest time of the day.

There were 60 individual entries in the

motor cycle classes alone, the following list

of trophy winners giving a good idea of

how the honours were distributed :
—

6-12

Reliance 50-gninea Challenge Cup (for the
fastest time by any rider) : R. Cawthorne (490
Norton), 35 sees.

Baxter Memorial Cup (perpetual), for the
fastest time by a private owner member of the
Liverpcal Club residing within 20 miles of Liver-
pool : G. S. Boston (349 A.J.S.).

. Coopland Cup, lor fastest time by amateur
member (expert barred) of Liverpool Club : G. P.
Burns (482 Sunbeam).

Cup, for fastest time with sidecar : V. E. Hors-
man (633 Norton sc.).

Cup, fcr fastest time with sidecar (amateur)

:

S Ollerhead (494 Douglas).
Cup, lor fastest time (novice) : O. Jessop (482

Sunbeam)
Mitchell and ButJer Trophy, for fastest time

by rider resident within 30 miles of Colwyn Bay :

A. 8. Jones (481 Scott-Squirrel).

Over 7, OCk) spectators were present and,

excepting H. D..;KiUjck's unfortunate spill,

the event was very successfully organised

and carried through.
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NEW-COMERS' SUCCESS AT BROOKLANDS.
Sleeve'Valve B. 6- S. Engine and 80 m.p.h. Brough Superior among the Winners at

M.C.C. Brooklands Meeting.

G. Brough (976 c c. Brough Superior), an easy winner of the

unlimited solo handicap at 8208 m.p.h.

A S. Guthrie (350 c.c. DIamond-Barr-and-Stroud), who won by

an unexpectedly big margin in the 350 c.c. handicap.

AT the M.C.C. Brooklands meeting on

Saturday, two new-comers to the

track were successful in winning

races at a first attempt.

A Barr and Stroud-engined Diamond
opened the ball by romping home first by

a big margin in the 350 c.c. handicap,

the speed, being 54.96 m.p.h. ; and in

the unlimited handicap a side-valve

Brough - Superior driven by George
Brough himself, won equally decisively

at 82.05 m.p.h.

For the rest, the results might have

been those of any B.M.C.R.C. event. H.
Le Vack (New' Imperial), J. Emerson
(Douglas), and C. F. Temple (Harley-

Davidson), being the winners of the

three big solo scratch events.

Rain causes Curtailment.

Eain caused the curtailment of the

meeting at 4.30 p.m., when it was
announced that the remaining classes

would be embodied in the Ealing Club's

programme on the 29tli inst.

All the races started and finished at

the fork, and were of three laps duration,

Guthrie's win in the opening event—

a

350 c.c. handicap—was quite unexpected,

the favourites being C. G. PuUin (Doug-
las) and H. Le Vack (o.h.v. New-
Imperial), who were both on the scratch

mark. As it turned out, three of the
generously handicapped men were placed,

and Le Vack succeeded, by reason of

superior acceleration at the start, in

leading Pullin all the way for fourth
place.

c 8 .
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350 C.c. Solo Haxdicap.
1. A. S. Guthrie (350 Diamond), handicap

2m. 513.
2. H. F. Edwards (249 New Imperial), Im.

59s.
3. R. B. Clark (346 New Imperial), 27s.

Winner's speed = 54.96 m.p.h.

All the engines in the next—560 c.c.

—

handicap varied by no more than 9 c.c,

and matters evolved themselves into a

very fine but just unsuccessful attempt

by F. B. Halford (499 Triumph) to gain

693. on E. W. Spencer (499 Douglas).

Both Emerson and Pullin were unable to

beat their 9s. allowance to Halford.

350-560 c.c Solo Handicap.
1. E. W. Spencer (499 Douglas), handicap

Im. 18s.
2. r. B. Halford (499 Triumph), 9s.

3. A. F. Scroggs (496 Sunbeam), Im. 18s.

Winner's speed = 65.66 m.p.h.

Next came the Brough-Superior's

triumph, F. A. Longman (994 Ariel-

M.A.G.), Le Vack (988 Zenith) and
Temple (989 Harley) were the only other

starters. A 6s. concession to Le Vack
was too much for Temple, this time,

anyhow.
Over 560 c.c. Solo Handicap.

1. G. Brough (976 Brough-Superior), Im. 3s.

2. H. Le Vack (988 Zenith), 6s.

3. C. F. temple (989 Harley-Davidson), scratch.
Winner's speed =82.08 m.p.h.

Including B. F. C. Fellowes' historic

1899 De Dion, there were six starters in

the first scratch event, but it was
obviously going to be another PuUin-Le
Vack diiel with S. R. Axford on a 1921

T,T. A.J.S. as a dangerous dark horse.

The New Imperial rider led throughout,

and for two laps Axford and Pullin

battled for a very close second place.

Then Pullin retired, and Le Vack in-

creased his lead slightly.

350 c.c. Solo Sce.atch Race.

1. H, Le Vack (346 New Imperial).
~2. Major S. R. Axford (349 A.J.S. ).

3. F. J Youngs (348 O.K.).
Winner's speed=71.31 m.p.h.

Halford's Triumph and Pullin's and
Emerson's Douglases on level terms pro-
vided all the excitement in a well-sup-

ported "five-sixty" race. Halford a,nd

Emerson rode neck and neck for one lap
with Pullin a few yards behind ; next
time round Pullin had changed places
with Halford ; and so they finished. It

was the most thrilling struggle of the
day.

560 c.c. Solo Scratch Race.
1. J. Emerson (494 Douglas).
2. C. G. Pullin (494 Douglas).
3. F. B. Halford (499 Triumph).

Winner's speed = 78.15 m.p.h.

Temple and Le Vack now staged
another hard-fought contest, won, but not
easily, by the former, whose speed, inci-

dentally, was only 1.4 m.p.h. faster than
G. Brough earlier in the afternoon.

Over 560 c.c. Scratch Race.

1. C. F. Temple (989 Harley-Davidson).
2. H. Le Vack (988 ZenithJap).

Winner's speed =83.48 m.p.h.

What turned out to be the last race
of the day—the 560 c.c'. sidecar handi-
cap—failed to arouse much excitement.

J. S. Holroyd (346 Holroyd sc.) led until

the last lap, when R. Newett overtook
him to gain yet another Douglas victory.

600 c.c. Sidecar Handicap.

1. R, Newett (499 Douglas bo.), handicap
2m. Os.

2. J. S. Holroyd (346 Holroyd sc), Sm, 18s.
3. O. Dickenson (498 Ariel so.), 3m, 18s,

Winner's speed = 56.03 m.p.h,

18-24
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Eng. Lieut.-Cmdr. A. K. Dibley (998 c.c. Indian) at the top of White Downs Hill. The surface lower down is particularly difficult, and
several experienced trouble.

Naval Officers' Big Annual Event Won on Last Lap by Eng. Lt.'Com. S. G. Wheeler
(490 Norton).

ALTHOUGH there are hundreds of

motor cyclists in the Royal Na\-y,

it is naturally a difficult matter to

get a reaUy large entry for such an event

as the trial for the Arbuthnot Trophy.
Yet this year, despite the naval opera-

tions off the coast of Devon, witnessed

the best assembly with which this unique

trial has yet been favoured. The event

took place on Friday and Saturday last.

From Burford Bridge.

To describe the course in detail would
be futile, but the following gives a rough
idea of its nature. It foi'med a crude
figure 8, one loop of which was covered
before tea, and the other after, each lap

being about 46 miles in length. Start-

ing from Burford Bridge Hotel at 2 p.m.
on Friday, the first item of interest was
Banmore Common, and quite early T.

E. N. Knox (496 Martinsyde) left the

course and lost much time.

Heavy showers fell during the first lap,

turning the surface of the lanes into

grease, and cansing several retirements

and troubles.

After climbing White Downs the com-
petitors ascended through the woods on
Netley Heath, and, reaching the main
Guildford Road, carried on down a pre-

cipitous hill with a greasy surface. Here
E. F. H. Lawson (490 Norton) suffered a
slack hub nut and two skids ; P. H. E.

Welby-Everard (499 Rudge-Muiti) skidded
and ran into a fence : and H. A. Higgs
(996 Brough Superior) fell twice in this

locality. All agi-eed that they would
rather ride up than down this terrifying

hill. (Next day their wish was gratified.)

After Shere, that old favourite Combe
Bottom was included, and here the first

dozen men came up quite well, except A.

D. Merriman (349 Beardmore) and Knox,
who skidded. H. D. Chads (499 Tri-

umph), joint holder of the trophy^ made
an excellent climb, as did C. A. Hutchi-
son (292 Allon). The latter as No. 1

had taken great pains to keep to the
course, and had made an outline map,
carried on the handle-bars, showing the

time he was due at every point ; notwith-

standing, he left the road once or twice.

The marking was quite good on the

whole. E. S. K. Evans-Greaves (976

Brough Superior), who won the first

Trophy Trial (in 1919), came up riding

beautifully; H. 'E. Welby-Everard
(Rudge) foot-slogged, and then stopped

after the corner.

Surrey Bye-lanes.

More by-roads followed. Newlands
Corner was climbed, and then the men
descended a cai-t-track to Albury, return-

ing to Dorking, via Ewhurst, Holmbury
St. Mary, down Tanhurst HUl, and
through Redlands Woods.

During the tea stop, one heard of
several incidents. E. S. K. Evans-
Greaves (Brough Superior) left the course,
and the saddle-peak support breaking,
he fell on his head, and hurt his arm.
He remounted but fell off again seven
times and retired. R. T. Grogan (490
Norton), who did so well at Brooklands
recentlv, retired with back spindle

trouble". G. F. Mandeville (481 Scott-

Squirrel) ran into a patch of soft clay at

Newlands Corner. 0. P. Robertson (490
Norton) and M. A. C. Slipper (499

Rudge-Multi) withdrew, and R. A. Braine
(976 Brough Superior) had a loose ex-

haust pipe early in the lap. L. E. K.
Rebbeck (Douglas) suffered timing gear
trouble.

Only Six Clean Sheets.

These withdrawals and other casualties

left six men in the running for the cup,

J: H. IlUngworth (499 Sunbeam), G. F.

Mandeville (481 Scott-Squirrel), S. G.

Wheeler (490 Norton), H. B. Baker
(A.B.C.), Searles-Wood (499 Sunbeam),
and H. D. Chads (499 o.h.v. Triumph).

After tea the weather cleared and the

course was easier. Leaving Burford

Bridge, a turn to the left was taken just

short of Dorking Station, which leads

on to the Dorking-Reigate road. Here

F. H. Kennedy (998 Indian) fell, causing

liis retirement, but he was quite unable

to account for his faU.

c 9
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The Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.^
Pebblecombe caused no difficulty.

Walton Heath was then crossed and the
Brighton road followed ; next a turn to
the left was taken through pretty country,
and eventually Wray Lane was reached
and descended. After Merstham, White
Hill was climbed and Arthur's Seat de-
scended. Then followed three miles of

tricky driving to Caterham Station,

Coulsdon ; and a journey through wind-
ing lanes to Banstead and C^iipstead,

eventually bringing die competitors home
down Little Pebble Hill and Little

Switzerland.
After suffering a number of side-slips

in the first lap, A. D. Merriman (350

Beardmore - Precision) retired in the

second, and C. A. Hutchison (AUon) had
two stops owing to plug trouble and
losing his way. The remainder made
nou-sto_p runs.

At the end of the first day, therefore,

the same six men as made non-stop runs
in the first lap remained in the running
for the trophy.

The Second Day.

Though threatening, Saturday morning
was fine, and fifteen survivors faced the
starter. So as to ensure the finding of

a winner, rather more importance was laid

on punctuality than before, and a check
was established at Newlands Corner on
each lap. Though genuine amateur
riders in every case, the men rode most
consistently. Saturday's course was Fri-

day's reversed. Consequently, Crocknorth
Hill, the precipitous descent of which had
been the bane of the competitors on the

Friday, was the ]iiict de resistance as

regards hill-climbing on the Saturday.
It is but a track through beautiful woods,
but greasy and steep. There was, how-
ever, some good riding. Wheeler (490

Norton) came up well, but made some-
what of a struggle over the crest, ancj

Chads (499 Triumph) made a perfect

ascent, but several clean sheets were
spoilt by this hill. H .B. Baker (A.B.C.)

failed the first time, and then made a

splendid climb; Searles-Wood (Sunbeam)
retired as he had lost his way earlier in

the morning ; Hutchison (292 Allon) made

f^^M(^IL®

The Trophy Winner—^Eng. Comdr. S. G.
Wheeler (490 c.c. Norton) on Whitedowns hill.

a good climb. Mandeville (Scott-Squirrel)

failed—apparently owing to too high a
gear—as did Illingworth (Sunbeam),
Higgs (Norton), and Knox (Martinsyde).
Dibley lost his way and retired, and only
Wheeler and Chads were left with
chances of gaining the trnph- Of the»e

/ULY 13th, 1922.

Chads was proving to be the better time-

keeper.

Some interesting observations were
made at the Headley hair-pin on the last

lap. Here the men having come up
through Little Switzerland had to turn

sharply to the left up a piece of rough
road, and although the route was clearly

marked and Searles-Wood held up a card

marked LEFT and pointed the way with

extended arm, Hutchison, Chads, and
another overshot the mark simply through

inattention. Of the two favourites

Chads had to turn to come back to the

hair-pin, and Wheeler tried to take the

turn on second, and only engaged his.

first in the nick of time. At Newlands

Corner the cart-track leading to the check

was climbed. On arriving at the check.

Baker (398 A.B.C), Chads (499 Triumph),

and Knox (495 Martinsyde) made figures

of 8 on the grass in sight of the time-

keeper, making humorous remarks the

while, until they were due to start.

An Exciting Ending.

As the end drew near there was great

excitement as to who would be the

winner. Sam Wheeler (490 Norton) ar-

rived on the nick of time, but alas ! poor

Chads was missing. He arrived over ten

minutes late, having lost his way near

Reigate. S. G. Wheeler, therefore, was

the indisputable winner. He rode a 490

c.c. Norton fitted with the invention

of his brother—a floatless variable choke

carburetter, which worked admirably.

Thus ended the fourth Arbuthnot Trophy

Trial, quite the best of the series.

In addition to the trophy winner, the

following were awarded gold medals :

—

Lt -Comdr. C. A. G. Hutchison (292 Allon),

Alidshipman J. H. Illingwortlx (499 Sunbeam .

Sub-Lt G. F. Mandeville (481 Scott-Squiirel), Lt,

H. D. Chads (499 Triumph), and Sub-Lt. T. M.
Brownrigg (5S0 Triumph).

Sub-Lt. P. H. E. Welby-Everard (499

Eudge-multi), who rode extremely well,

climbing Crocknorth Hill on the only belt-

driven machine, and had a time error of

only 2 min. 41 sec, was awarded the cup
presented by Lt. E, S. K. Evan Greaves
to the rider who put up 4he best perfor-

mance under ad\eise conditions

Lieut. H. B. Baker (398 c.c. A.B.C.) in rough going at the top of

Newlands Comer.
Sub.-Lieut. J. I. Robertson (349 c.c. A.J.S.) and Lieul. F. H.

Kennedy (998 c.c. Indian) at Newlands Corner.

14-20
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IN SURREY
AND KENT. %

South'Eastern Centre A.C.U.
Open Trial from Caterham.

As the crow flies the competitors iu last

Saturday's one-day trial of the

South-Eastern Centre, A.C.U. , were
never more than a dozen miles from the
starting point.

None of the thirty-eight starters hap-
pened to be crows, however, so in getting

out of Caterham from one side to getting

back into Caterham from the other a little

trip of fifty-three miles was accomplished.

Small Entry.

No doubt owing to lack of pubhcity
concerning the event only a small entry

was received. This was unfortunate, as

the trial was a most interesting one, and its

late start (at 10 a.m.) was most satisfac-

tory to those who dislike hurried break-
fusts and the tying on of official numbers
in the cold grey dawn.
To describe the course of the trial in

detail is almost impossible, for the en-

deavour of the route finders seemed to

have been to traverse every winding and
hilly lane between Caterham and Shore-
ham. In the afternoon the morning circuit

was reversed, so that some of the tests

were very different ; for example, a rough
stony descent in the morning which proved
trying to riders with brake-locked back
wheels became merely an easy climb in the

afternoon ; it" is often noticeable, of course,

tliat machines are easier to control when
climbing.
Apparently there was no plan to save

ap the worst hill until the riders had got

^S(^!L® 73
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A trio ol solo riders on the rock-strewn lane at Titsev : E. C. Gordon (499 c.c. Triumph),

Clifford Bowen (398 c.c. A.B.C.) and A. R. Wood (595 c.c. Indian).

used to their tasks, for in a couple of miles

the first and one of the worst tests was
encountered. This was Succombs Hill, a

really severe gradient approaching 1 in 4

and of that chalky and slimy stone peculiar

to the district. To make matters worse
the hill was entered by a by-road opening

. at right angles on to the worst portion.

On Yorkshire and Derbyshire "limestone

Succombs Hill would be a fairly hard

Competitors on the grass-grown track ot

sidecar) and L. J. Bucknell (976 c.c. Royal

M

Scottshall Hill. W. Bucknell (976 c.c. Matchless

Enfield sidecar) both of the Croydon and District

C.C. team.

climb, but a sure one for most machines.
With its own peculiar surface it is difficult

for solo men and touch-and-go wim
passenger machines ; on a wet day it would
be well-nigh impossible without non-skid
chains.

The weather on Saturday morning at

any rate gave everyone a favourable oppor-
tunity, but even so only one soloist made
an undeviating and at the same time swift

ascent ; this one was R. Green (490 Norton).
Excellent ascents at a slower speed were
made bv E. C. Gordon (499 Triumph),
E. L. Showell (678 Martinsyde), C. Bowen
(398 A.B.C), A. R. Wood (595 Indian),

J. E. J. Whitaker (499 Sunbeam), and
H. A. Hampton (499 Sunbeam). Really
good riding of a non-spectacular order was
displayed by P. L. Mayo (249 Coventry
Eagle) and A. H. Cox (499 Triumph).
Others who made non-stop climbs were Mrs.
G. M. Janson (211 Levis). W. E. Heborn
(293 Monopole), T. G. Meeten (650 Indian).

R.V. Crawford (654 P.V.), J. A. Newman
(499 Douglas), T. A. McNab (654 Trump-
.lap), A. H. Love (490 Norton), R. P.

Steytler (349 P.V.), and B. J. Slade (348

Omega).

Less Successful.
There was one more soloi.'^t. J.. F. Perrin

(499 Zenith-Bradshaw), who also did not
stop, but he had the greatest difficulty in

keeping his skidding machine on the road

;

however, after some game struggles he
reached the top. Another unfortunate, C.

B. I'Anson, was mounted on a similar

machine, but he had only the Gradua gear

and failed to make the ascent.

R. M. Stewart (654 Trump-Jap) conked
out unaccountably, R. A. Cass (349

Mohawk) failed, V". Vinnimore (499 P. and
M.) skidded on the corner and fell, and -his

team mate, E. V. Chidley, used his feet

for steadying purposes considerably, and
finally took to the footpath.
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H. A. Hampton (499 c.c. Sunbeam) and A. H. Cox (499 c.c. Triumph) rounding

a bend on Titsey Hill.

Amongst the sidecars good ascents
were made by P. W. White (976 Sunbeam
sc), who cleverly dodged a failing solo-

ist. H. Jepson, on one of the new
976 c.c. three-speed Zeniths, was fast

despite a slightly spinning wheel. E. 0.

•Spence (989 Hai-ley-D. sc.) was slow. P.

Cunningham (555 P. and M. sc.) had his

passenger well over the carrier. T. J.

Ross (993 Matchless sc), E. Eland (557

B.S.A. sc), W. Bucknell (993 Matchless
sc), and L. J. Buclmell (976 Royal En-
field sc.) were excellent. W. Stevenson
(975 Chater-Lea sc) was steady. E. C.

Barton (993 Matchless sc) was not quite

up to the standard of the other Matchless

outfits. A. F. Pulling (976 Royal Enfield
sc) rushed the corner at speed, but with-
out avail. The last sidecar was G.
Baxter's Harley-Davidson, which climbed
well, as did the only three-wheeler, a
Morgan driven by J. A. McCarthy.

Incidents.

Not far after this point J. A. Newman
was involved in a collision with a cyclist,
and his Douglas was too damaged to con-
tinue. A. Pulling, on the Royal Enfield
sidecar, collided with a bank and broke
his fork spindles, having to retir-e. Baxter
(989 Harley-D. sc.) was - reported as
having had a spill, but he carried on.

A rough little ascent at Scottshall Farm
proved difficult, and some wheel shp was
experienced on Salt Box ; and there were
several failures on Crown Ash. Titsey

Hill was entered by a steep chalky lane,

but only one tailed at this point through
missing his gear. After descending Chalk
Pit Hill a steep climb through a wood
(known as Tubbs Hill) resulted in practi-

cally every passenger machine failing with
wheel spin. From Oxted to Caterham
was easy running.

The Reverse Circuit.

After lunch all restarted except C. B.

I'Anson (499 Zenith-Bradshaw), R. N.
Stewart (654 Trump-Jap), R. A. Cass (349

Mohawk) J. A. Newman (496 Douglas)

and A. F. Pulling (976 Royal Enfield

sc). As before non-stop rules prevailed.

The afternoon's run round the reverse

direction of the course was a little easier

until rain set in, which it did most inop-

portunely just as a short grassy rise at

Scottshall Farm had to be ascended.

However, even this did not cause any

stops, but H. Jepson (976 Zenith sc.) had

a bad attack of wheel slip, and only pre-

served his non-stop by good jockeying.

The two P.V. machines made particularly

nice climbs here, and K. Ureen (490 Nor-

ton) was again fast and sure.

Contrary to expectations, Chalk Pit and

the rough climb at Titsey had caused no

serious trouble, W. Stevenson's 976 c.c

Chater-Lea outfit being the only one to

stop on the latter gi-adient. Near the

finish W. E. Heborn (349 Monopole) had

a skid which compelled his reti^-ement.

Finish in the Rain.

E. L. Showell (678 Martinsyde) came up

Scottshall very late, pointing to his tyres,

while the Morgan -was seen no more.

Heavy rain fell as the competitors

returned to Caterham via the downward
slope of Succombs Hill, but twenty-six

checked in during the dowiipour.

RESULTS.
Gold Med.\l.

H. Jepson (976 Zenitli sc).

SiLVEE Medals.
E. C. Gordon (499 Triumph).

• P. L. Mayo (249 Coventry Eagle).

Bronze Medals.
Mis. G. M. Janson (211 Levis).

A. K. Wood (595 Indian).

E. M. Chidley C499 P. and M.).

A. H. Cox (499 Triumph).

SEVERE 24-HOUR TRIAL.
Birmingham-Holyhead and Back. M.C. and A.C. Event in the Rain. Many New Hills,

HEAVY rain converted the Midland
Cycling and Athletic Club and the

Midland Car Club's twenty-four-

hour trial from a moderately stiif test to a

really severe trial for both men and
machines.
Under these conditions it is creditable

that out of 47 motor cycle and sidecar

entries and four three-wheelers, no less

than 31 of the former and all the latter

reached the finishing point within their

time allowance, though comparatively few
retained really clean sheets.

Several interesting machines gathered at

the start, at the Sansome Davis Garage on
the Birmingham-Stratford road, on Friday
evening at 7 o'clock.

c i6

Brinkworth's open-frame Omega was
fitted with a 350 c.c. o.h.v. Blaekburne
engine, though his companion Ferriday
had the standard two-stroke in a similar
frame. Greaves' Barr and Stroud engined
Beardmore had a novel exhaust pipe, the
main bend taking the form of a sheet steel

expansion chamber ; Lewis on a 598 c.c.

Beardmore Precision had sheet metal ribs

to his exhaust pipe; and the Connaught
riders apparently had inside information,
since they turned out with high exhaust
and inlet pipes, prepared for water.

An Early Wateisplash.

As a matter of fact a very fair spla«h

with a firm bottom but of some width

and depth occurred in the second mile of

the course and had to be crossed once more

as a final obstacle. It was, however, a

fair test, such as any standard machine

should be able to negotiate, yet it caught

a few napping. Weighing-in operations

took place four mUes from the start and

were so well handled that there was no

appreciable delay.

From Longbridge good roads were fol-

lowed through Bromsgrove, Kidderminster,

Bridgnorth, and Much Wenlock to

Shrewsbury, where the first time check was
located. Machines were parked in the

beautifully equipped Raven Garage, while

the riders were allowed over an hour for

supper.
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Severe 24-hours Trial.—
With lamps alight the long procession

sallied forth on the main road to Holyhead,
and there was wonderfully little lamp
trouble throughout the night—a tribute tu

modern lighting sets.

Beyond Uettws-y-Coed some "thirty . or

forty competitors were temporarily held

up on account of a . serious fire at Gwydy

r

Castle, as it was feared that accidents
might occur with the oncoming fire

engines.

So far the journey had been fine, but
at Bangor, in the early hours of the morn-
ing, rain began to fall and scarcely stopped
again until Wales was left behind.

One hundred and seventy-one miles from
the start, Holyhead was the scene of tlie

second time check and a welcome break-

fast stop.

Back over the Menai Bridge through
Carnarvon to Llanberris brought the first

real test of the trial. Cefn-Du is a typical

Welsh side road leading over a spur of

Snowdon and having a surface composed
of slate and grass.,

Deceptive surfaces.

The hill rises for nearly two miles in a
series of steps having a maximum gradient
of about 1 in 5^ ; there is also a left-hand

corner about half-way up, and it was here

that most of the trouble arose. There was
a reasonable path round the outside of the
•corner, but many were deceived by the
apparently safe surface in the middle, and
even light solo machines were troubled
with y/heel slip. Amongst these unfortu-

nates were W. Hough (349 A.J.S.), and W.
Gibb (494 Douglas). D. Atkin (346 Hobart)
was in difficulties, but whether he actually

stopped is a matter of doubt; he was not,

however, in good health and, the night

ride had told on him, so that he retired

shortly afterwards. F. Downs on a com-
panion machine was baulked but restarted.

Frank Smith (925 Clyno sc), R. Scott-

Walford (997 Excelsior sc), one of the

Rudge outfits, and indeed most of the side-

cars experienced severe wheel slip, but as

far as is known F. W. Giles (799 A.J.S.

sc), L. Newey (992 Ariel sc), and F. H.
Brown (560 Rex Acme sc.) made clean

ascents. The three-wheelers all climbed

well.

The route now led on through Bedd-

gelert to the third time check at Harlech.

A fourth time check took place at Dinas-

Mawdwy, and then came a timed ascent

of Bv/lch-y-Qroes, the results of which will

decide ties for premier awards.

On the whole the performances were

good, but though we are without know-

ledge of the actual times taken the follow-

ing appeared to stand out:—
E A. Barnett (346 Francis-Barnett), H.

Brinkworth (349 Omega), W. Hough (349

A J.S.), R. F. Turner (249 New Imperial),

H. Greathead (348 Ivy), W. Knight (499

Triumph), W. Hill (348 H.B.), A. R.

Evans (499 Sunbeam), W. -Gibb (494

Douglas), G. Butcher (499 Sunbeam),

R. C. Atcherley (499 Triumph), L. Newey
(992 Ariel sc), H. G. Uzzel (976 New Im-
perial sc), jb\ H. Brown (560 Rex-Acme
sc), and F. W. Giles (799 A.J.S. sc),

whose performance was almost startlingly

fast. Of the three-wheeled cyclecars, F.

Spouse (1098 T.B.) appeared to be the best.
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On a critical portion of Bwlch-y-groes : L. E. Clulee (292 c.c. Allen) passing W. G. Harrison

(349 c.c. Coulson-B), who suffered from belt slip.

After lunch at Bala, rain continued to

fall heavily, and some five miles from the

stop came a rough narrow ascent known
as Cefn Coch. Though steep, the hill

caused little trouble, but F. Ferriday (348

Omega) shed a chain.

A gate and a short stretch of wet grass

led to the main mountain road to Llan-
fyllin, and a strong headwind with rain

driving almost horizontally made the trip

most unpleasant. After Llanfyllin a

rough and greasy ascent and a danger-

ously greasy descent with an acute left-

hand hairpin led to Peniarth hill, an un-

even climb of no great severity.

Few clean climbs.

Moel-y-Golfa hill is a nai'row lane

nearly two miles long rising in three steep

steps of very rough and very greasy sur-

face. Really clean climbs were few and
far between, since the surface was such

that solo riders had the greatest difficulty

in keeping upright.

Through Shrewsbury, once more, to a

tea check at Cound, the- next point of

interest was Harley bank, where the stop

and restart test was held. It was too

easy to cause trouble, though for some
unknown reason Brinkworth (Omega)

failed to get away cleanly.

Returning through Bridgnorth and
Kidderminster, Hagley Wood hill was the

next obstacle—too easy for comment

—

thence over a grass track to Walton hill.

Here C, B. Hemphill (348 Excelsior) failed

to change cleanly, and stopped ; and W.
Johnson failed with a burnt-out clutch,

spoiling the fine performance of the AUon
team. W. G. Harrison (348 Coulson) also

failed. The best ascents were made by N.
Hall (348 O.K. Blackburnp), W. Hough

(348 A.J.S.), G. Butcher (498 Sunbeam),
H. G. Uzzel (976 New Imperial sc),

F. H. Brown (550 Rex-Acme sc), F. W.
Giles (799 A.J.S. sc), and L. A. Bees (598

Beardmore-Precision so.),

Spectators on Beacon.

As usual Beacon Hill attracted a fair

crowd of spectators, but it is an easy

climb, and the brake test at Rose Hill

was more interesting. Competitors were
required to cover a measured distance at

a minimum of 10 m.p.h., and to pull up
in 9 ft. This test was performed satisfac-

torily by the majority, but the following

lost marks either for being too slow or

for overshooting the tape : P. G. Dallison

(293 Connaught), F. V. Wood 293 (Con-
naught), N. Hall (348 O.K. Junior), W.
Rudge (293 Connaught), C. B. Hemphill
(348 Excelsior), W. Johnson (292 AUon),
W. G. Harrison (348 Coulson), A. R.
Evans (498 Sunbeam), W. B. Gibb (494
Douglas), C. L. Reading (498 Ariel),

T. W. Meridith (1098 T.B.), and F.

Spouse (1098 T.B.). Outstanding per-

formances must be credited to W. Hough
(348 A.J.S.], E. R. Jacobs (348 Beard-
more-Precision), J. Sykes (596 Sunbeam)
and R. W. Duke (499 Triumph).
From Longbridge to the finish the out-

ward route was followed in a reverse

direction, and only four miles from home
E. A. Barnett (348 Francis-Barnett) lost

his way and checked in four minutes late.

This was a most unfortunate occurrence,

for in spite of a heavy fall near Bala in

which his machine was considerably

damaged, he climbed all hills and rode

most consistently. A large crowd round
the Sansome Davis garage welcomed the

reiTirning competitors with cheers.
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The social run heW recently, starting from
Neils Hill, Belfast, at 2.30, and finishing at
Ballywaiter, was an unqualified success, covering
a distance of about 30 miles, which competitors
had to complete at an average speed of 20 m4).h.

Kichmond and District IiI.C.C.

Proposals are at present on foot to organise a
club for this district, and although tlie Ealing
and the Surbiton Clubs are not far distant, it is

still thought that motor cyclists in the actual
Richmond district would welcome a club of their
own formation. Those interested in the scheme
should communicate with Mr. D. A. GriflS-th, at
" Derriston," London Rd., Twickenham, who will
supply all details in connection with it.

Darlington and District M.C.C.

A sporting trial was held on Wednesday even-
ing, the 5th inst., and was very successful, al-

though rather spoiled by rain towards the end of
the event. The course included the ascent of
Peat Fell, which, is 1,333 feet above sea level.

First place was won by J. M. Richmond (490
Norton sc), followed by J. W. Moffet (10 G.N.
light car), whilst W. A. Porter (249 Velocette)
came in tbird.

Surbiton M.C.
Arrangements have been made, in couiunction

with the Vaudeville Club of Thames Ditton, for
holding a social evening, preceded by a trial run
at Thames Ditton on the 20th inst., to take place
in connection with the Disabled Drivers' M.C.
Dancing, billiards, and cards are among the attrac
tions offered ; the course will not be at all strenu-
ous, and the rules have purposely been kept
simple to ensure a good entry. Particulars are
available from Mr. Kaye Don, 6, Anglesea Rd.,
Kingston.

= South Shields and District M,C.C.
The handicap hill climb which took place at

Maggleswick Common, Durham, on the 2nd inst.
over a half-mile course, was open to all clubs
affiliated to the North-Eastern Centre, A.C.U., and
some good performances were made. Results:—
350 c.c. Class: Davidson Hall (349 New Scale),
41s. 600 c.c. Class: S. Bell (490 Norton),
34*/^s. Unlimited c.c. Class: S. Bell (490 Nor-
ton), 34^/is., which was the /astest time of the
day. The handicap winners were:— (1) K. Dixon
(499 Suubeam), 36*^3. (2) M. Gardner (499
Triumph).

Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.C.
Below are given the results of the Brooklands

meeting held in conjunction with the West Kent
and Brighton and Croydon M.C.C. on the 1st
inst. :

—
350 c.c. Class (Amateur).— (1) A, Peet (349

A.J.S.). (2) R. Dequin (348 Ivy). (3) C. Quick
(348 Rex-Aome). Expert :—(1) E. Remington
(292 Edmund). (2) A. Eraser (348 Douglas).
(3) T. Eve (348 Douglas).

600 c.c. Class (Amateur).— (1) ^ Hewitt
(494 Douglas). (2) — Watt (499 Sunbeam). (3)— Sharpe (494 Douglas). (Expert).—(1) G.
Maund (398 A.B.C). (2) C. Volk (494
Douglas). (3) G Newman (499 Sunbeam).

1,000 c.c. Class (Amatexjr).— (l) — Watt (499
Sunbeam). (2) J E. Whitacker (499 Sunbeam)
(3) — Sharpe (494 Douglas) (Expert).— (1) G
Maund (398 A.B.C.l. (2) G. Newman (499 Sun-
beam). (3) C. Volk (494 Douglas).

1,000 c.c. Sidecars.—(1) W. Bncknell (976
Matchless sc). (2) — Clarke (550 Trhimph sc).
(31 — Potts (998 Harlev-DavidsoD sc).
The Woodiwan Cup.— (1) G. Maund (398

A.B-C). (2) E Remi-ngton (292 Edmund. (3)

T. Eve (348 Douglas).
The Winners' Handicap.—(1) C. Volk (494

Douglas). (2) T. Eve (348 Douglas). (3) J. E.
Whitacker (499 Sunbeam).

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

Arrangements have now been completed for

the next speed trials, which are to take place
on Thursday, the 20th inst., and full particu-
lars may h^ obtained from Mr. L. Callender,
55a, St. Sepulchre Gate, Doncaster.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

In Tie\v of the fact that the second round for

the Centre Cup has been incorporated in the
Clipstone Drive speed trials on the 29th inst.,

it has been decided to make the event open to

all clubs in the Centre. The Longhborough and
District M.C.C. has offered a silver cup to the
member who makes the fa-stest time.
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Westmorland M.C.C.

July HOi.—Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.C.—Reliability Trial.

July loth.—Worcestershire M.C. and District

M.C.C—Reliability TriaL
July ISth.—Mid Bucks M.C.C.—Social Run.
July loth.—GloiKCster M.C. and L.C.C.—Rim

through Forest of Dean, etc.

July loth.—Birmingham M.C.C.—Hill Climb.

July ISth.—Bulwell M.C.—BUI Climb.

Jtily loth.—Deicsbury and District M.C.C.—
Secretary's Surprise Rim.

July loth.—Walsall and District M.C. and Tfe«(

Birmingham M.C.C.—Reliabilily Trial.

July 15th.—SouUi Midland. Centre A.C.V.—Re-
liability Trial.

July Idth.—Reigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.—
Social Run to Windsor.

July 16th.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.—Run to

Maidencombe.
July 16th.—Leeds M.U.—Inter-club Run with

Wakefield.

July 16th.—Prestwich and District M.C.C.—Bll.

Climb.
July 16th.—Manchester M.C.—Reliability Trial.

July 16th.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
and L.C.C, and West Kent M.C—
Inter-club Hill Climb at Shoreham.

July 16th.—Woolicich and District M.C.C.—
Members' Team Trial.

July 16th.—Walllngton and District M.C. and
L.C.C.—Social Rim. _

Jidy 16th.—Athcrton and District M.C.C.—Run to

Llangollen.

Jidy 16th.—Loughborough and District M.C.C.—
Trial for Will Chapman dip.

July 16th.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Bromsgrove Llckeys.

July 16th.—Sheffield M.C.—Run to Rudyard Lake.

Julii 16th.—York and District M.C.—Run.
July 16th.—Newcastle and Northern M.C.—Con-

sistency Hill Climb.

July 16th.—Bristol M.C. ami L.C.C.—Day on the

River at Saltford.

July 16th.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—
Reliability Trial.

July 16th.—Berkhamstead and District M.C.C.—
Speed Judging and Balloon Chase.

July 16th.—Rothcrham and District M.C.—Run !o

Harrogate.

July 17th.—Essex County and Southenl A.C—
Village Seeking Competition.

July ISth.—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Evening
Hill Climb.

Jidy ISth.—York and District M.C.C.—Run Ic

Zllburn Batik.

July 19th.—Leeds M.U.—Impromptu Run.
July 20th.—Bridgnorth aud District M.C.C.—HiU

Climb.
July 20th.—Worcestershire M.C and District

M.C.C.—Visit to Austin Motor Works.
July 20th.—Doncaster and District M.C.C.-

Trlals.

A sporting trial over a difBcult but well-directed
course lias been arranged to take place on the
23rd inst. for enthusiasts of this kind oi trial.

Entries will be rec<;ived up to the moment of

starting, which has been fixed at 9.0 a.m. from
the County Hotel, Kendal. Any further particu-
lars required may be obtained from 'Mr. J. P.
Johnson, East Bank, Kendal.

North London M.C.C.

The annual sports were held at Radlett on
the Isti inst., and although some rain fell, the
success of the event was in no way interfered with.
Riding the plank, a blindfold race, driving com-
petitions, musical chairs, etc., were all keenly
contested, and the afternoon was much enjoyed.

Sheffield and HaUamshiie M.C. and L.C.C.

On Saturday, the 1st inst., a hill climb took
place at Lodge Lane, ShefiBeld, when, in spice of a
gradient that was none t«o easy and a bend near
the finish, some good performances were made.
The fastest time of the day was made by E. Searle

{499 Sheffield-Henderson), his time being 32^^s.

Several interesting events are included in the pro-

gramme for the near future.

West Birmingham M.C.C. and Walsall
and District M.C.

An inter-club reliability trial .has been arranged
to take place on Saturday next (July 15th), open
to motor cycles, sidecars, and three-wheelers. The
course, starting from the Red Lion Hotel at

Wombourne, will be approximately 80 miles in

length. The various awards include the " Douglas
Challenge Cup " presented by Messrs. Frank Whit-
worth, Ltd., lor the best performance of a member
of the West Birmingham Club, and " St.

Swithin's " Challenge Cup for the most successful

member of the WalsaU and District Club. Com-
munications should be addressed to Mr. N
Rhodes at 212, High St., Bloxwich.

Newcastle and District M.C.

The results now to hand of the all-night run
to Edinburgh and back from Newcastle are as

follows: The Baker Challenge Trophy and silver

ashtray for best performance, E. T. Walters (G.N.

cycle car) ; Bainbridge Trophy and enamelled gold

medal for best solo performance, Davidson Hall

(496 N.TJ.T.); Ovaline Challenge Trophy and
enamelled gold medal for best sidecar perfoi-m-

ance, T. W. Lorrey (490 Norton sc.l; Douglas
Challenge Bowl and club gold medal for best

four-wheeler, E. P. Walters (G.N. light car);

team prize,' G. B. Bainbridge (Rolls-Royce), S.

Bell (490 Norton), and A. Brewis (496 N.TJ.T.).

Gold Medals.—J.- E. Reed (348 Wolf-Black-

burne), G. Baker (994 Ariel so.), and P. Hart
(293 Calthorpe).

Silver Medals.—A. Brewis (496 N.TJ.T.), R. Ellis

(496 N.TJ.T.), A. Stewart (496 N.U.T.), R. S.

Scoon (654 Rover), T. Joynson (360 Invicta), N.

McLean (490 Norton), A. Elliot (490 Norton),

B. H. Cathrick (499 Dunelt), T. Wright (349

A.J.S.) J. E Thompson (349 A.J.S.), G. Watson
(249 Velocette), H. Thompson (249 Velocette),

S. Bell (490 Norton). H. Brogden (348 Douglas).

H. Davies (678 N.TJ.T.), B. R. Cooper (799 A.J.S.

EC), J. McDonald (499 Dunelt), G. Heatli (976
Matchless), G. F. Sturm (499 Dunelt), W. W.
Chase (499 Dunelt), H. L. Young (933 Matchless

EC), A. Dixon (499 Rover), G. Watson (97.6

Matchless sc), H. Tanake (1,301 Henderson), and
J. Sawyer (499 Triumph).
Bronze Medals.—R. P- Reid (532 Scott), W. C.

Thompson (496 N.TJ.T.), G. H. Twine (398 .

A.B.C), B. J. Knight (499 Sunbeam), J. K.
Hunter (350 Invicta), C. Leslie (350 Invicta),

T. Thompson (490 Norton), J. Fairweather (269
Federation), M. N. Garbutt (499 Triumph), G.
Batty (976 Dene sc), N. Moore (976 Dene sc),

and J. A. Stewart (349 A.J.S.).
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Members of the Norfolk and Norwich M.C. recently arranged a sidecar outing for the poor

children of the district. The photograph depicts the start of the run, which was highly

appreciated by the youngsters.

Weston-Super-Mare m.C.C.
A reliability trial is being held on Saturday,

the 22nd inst. , open to members of any club
affiliated to the South Western Centre A.C.XJ.
Particulars are available irom Messrs. D. Read and
Co., Orchard Street, Weston-super-Mare.

Lewes and District M.C.C.

An inter-team reliability trial took place on the
2nd inst. over a 90 miles sporting course, which
included three water splashes. The T\inning team
consisted of W. H. Law {349 Varus), G. E.
Stacey (349 Verus), and S. Dunford (989 Harley-
Davidson). The special award, a cup for the best

individual performance, was won by H. V. Warren,
of Eastbourne, on a 976 c.c. Royal Enfield solo,

who completed the course without any loss oE

marks.

Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

A stretch of road about 520 yards in length
near Northaw, Potters Bar, was selected for

the hill-climb held on June 29th. As many as
seventy entries were received, and the results

were as follows:
350 C.C. CLASS.— (1) H. Reyre (269 Reyre-

Newson), 30s.='35-5 m.p.h,, bronze medal; (2).

O. D. D. Hail (293 New Impsrial), 42i3.=25.2
m.p.h.
500 c.c. CLASS,— (1) E. C. Gordon (499

o.h.v. Triumph), 25s. =42.5 m.p.h., silver medal

:

(2) J. Hill (494 Douglas), 25s.=42.5 m.p.h..
bronze medal (after a tie with W, Cox (490
Norton) at 26Ss., Hill was the winner by one
second).
BETWEEN 500 AND 600 c.c.~(l) 0. C. Gid-

diugs (596 Indian), 32s.=33.2 m.p.h., bronze
medal; (2) E. C. Gordon (499 o.h,v. Triumph).
32|3.=32.6 m.p.h.
750 C.c. CLASS.— (1) H. H. Saddington (654

James), 21|3.=48.8 m.p.h., silver medal; (2) E.
C. Gordon (499 o.h.v. Triumph), 23s.=48.B m.p.h..
bronze medal.
UNLIMITED CLASS.— ( 1) H. H. Saddington

(654 James). 22J;S.=47.9 m.p.h., silver medal; (2) E.
C. Gordon (499 o.h.v. Triumph), 22|s.=47.1
ra.p.h., bronze medal (after a tie with M. D.
Borders (490 Norton).
600 C.C. SIDECAR CLAS3.-(1) J. Hill (494

Douglas sc), 29|s.=35.7 m.p.h., bronze medal;
(2) H. B. Freeman 557 B.S.A. sc), 51is.=20.8
m.p.h.
800 C.C. SIDECAR CLASS.— (1) H. H. Sad-

dington (654 James sc), 27|3.=38.2 m.p.h., silver

medal; (2) J. HiU (494 Douglas sc), 31s.=34.3
m.^j.h.

1.100 C.C. SIDECAR CLASS.—(1) H. H. Sad-
dington (654 James bo.). 27i8.=39.1 m.p.h.,
Bilver medal; (2) J. Hill (494 Douglas sc),
28gs.=36.9 m.p.h., bronze medal,
1,500 C.C. SIDECAR CLASS.— (1) H. H. Sad-

dington (654 James sc), 26f3.=36.6 m.p.h,,
silver medal; (2) W. H. Hardman (976 Match-
less), 33|s. = 31.8 m.p.h., bronze medal.
1,500 C.c. LIGHT CAR CLA3S.-^(1) A. A.

Pollard (Alvis) 35is;=30.2 m.p.h., silver medal;
(2) G. Pollard (Alvis), 3Bfs.=27.7 m.p.h.

, The fastest times of the day were put up by

:

(1) Solo motor cycles, H. H. Saddington (654
James), 48.8 m.p.h.; (2) Sidecars, H. H. Sad-
dington (654 James), 39.6 m.p.h.; (3) Cars, A.
A. Pollard (Alvis), 30.2 m.p.h.

Widnes M.C.

J, Moonev (499 Sunbeam) secured first place
in the "Blake Cup" trial held on July 2nd over
a main road course approximately 110 miles in

length, followed by A. J. Sandand on a Morgan;
A. J. Bailey (490 Norton sc.) came third, and J.

Bardsley on a 678 c.c. ISIartinsyde and sidecar

made a close fou^'*"''^

Tiverton M.C. and L.C.C.

There was only a small turn-out for the recent
half-day reliability trial ironi Tiverton to Simons-
bath and back by a different route, a total dis-

tance of about 90 miles. The hills were for tha
most part taken well, and the majority of thp
competitors checked in ou tinis.

Berkhamsted and District M.C.C.

4 successful reliability trial was held recently
with the following results :— (1) L. Gower (550
Triumph) won the Porter Cup with a loss of 17
marks. (2) A. W. Hewlett (498 Ariel), silver

medal, lost 32 marks. (3) H, Sanders (633 Nor-
ton) lost 35 marks.

For the 16bh inst. a speed-judging competition
and balloon chase has been arranged, full parti-

culars of which are now available from Mr. J. G.
Craft, Apsley End, Hemcl Hempstead, Herts.

77

Isle o£ Wight M.C.C.
The following results of the slow hill climb are

now to hand :
—

Solo CLAsa—(1) H. Biles (293 New Imperial-
Jap). (2) G. W. J. Marvin (595 Douglas). (3)

G. Mansbridge (240 James).
SiDECAB Class.— (l) E. H. Darling (595

Douglas).

Wakefield and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Held recently over a 100-mile course, the annual
reliability trial for the club silver cup was partly
spoilt by the rain which fell heavily during tha
return journey. Out of eighteen entries fourteen
started, with the following results: 1, S. E. Wood
(Morris-Cowley car) ; 2, G. A. Smith (654 Quad-
rant Bc); 3, R. Leedal (1,098 Morgan).

Limerick and District M.C.C.
It is proposed to organise a motor cycle club in

the Limerick district, including Clare and North
Tipperary, provided that sufficient support is forth-
coming. A meeting is being held on Friday,
July 14th, to which all intending members are
invited. All communications should be addressed
to Mr. G. P. Quin, Corbally House, Limerick.

South Midland Centre A.C.XJ.

The reliability trial on Saturday, July 15th,
will start from Frederic Street, Luton, at 10
a.m., and is open to motor cycles, sidecars, and
three-wheeled cycle cars driven by members of
clubs afiSliated to this Centre. Entry forms and
further particulars of thei event may be ob-
tained from Mr. C. Dickinson, 1, Frederic Street,
Luton.

Neath and District M.C.
It is interesting to learn that this club bai

decided to hold a fifty-mile and a hundred-mile
Welsh T.T. race on Pendine Sands on Bank Holi-
day. Tuesday, August 8th, which marks the first
attempt to hold a hundred-milea race in Wales.
Full particulars of this event may be obtained
from tha honorary secretary, Mr. Haydn Evans,
9, Windsor Read, Neath.

Matlock and District M.C.C.
It is proposed to re-open a motor cycle club

for this area covering a radius of twelve miles
around Matlock. If sufficient support is offered
it is hoped to organise a number of events during
August and September, and to arrange lectures,
etc., during the winter. Motor cyclists interested
in the scheme are invited to attend a meetinff
at the Darley Bridge Garage, Darley Dale, at 7
p.m. on Saturday next, July 15th, or failing this,

to communicate with Mr. E. F. Hurt at SoutH
Darley, Matlock.

Lee, Lewisham & District M.C. & L.C.C
The results of the " Ranger Cup " reliability

trial, which took place at the end of last month,
are as follows : The Ranger Challenge Cup and
best performance under 350 c.c solo, H. W. Allen
(293 Coventry-Eagle), who gained 299 marks out
of a possible 300. Best performance over 350 c.c.

solo, H. Clifton (550 Triumph). 297. Best per-

formance in sidecar class, B, Eland (557 B.S.A.
EC.),- 293. The special award for the novice,
irrespective of class, was won by E. G. Griffen
(269 Chater-Lea).

BRISTOL M.C.C. GYMKHANA AT -BRISTOL ZOO. Competitors m the bun bitins

competition caused great amusement, each competitor having to eat the bun on the end or

the string without touching it with, his hands. Owners of A.J.S., Scott, Norton, and

Douglas machines taking part in the competition.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for pubhcation or not must be accompanied by a l^d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write- clearly- and on one side of the paper only, nmnbering; each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with Qie Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes naay enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a ijd. stamp) and 'will be dealt
with by the- A.A. and M.U., who are regularly iii receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state o£ the roads in any
particular locality.
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CONCERNING THE TWIN B.S.A.

(1) What is the best top gear

ratio witlv medium weight side-

car for fast work in a level coun-

try? The top gear fitted to my
770 c.c. twin B.S.A. (5.5 t<3 1)

seems rather low. (2) Can a silent

. froiit chain be fitted to this model? (3)

Can twist grips be fitted ?—-J. J. L.

(1) 5 or 5^ to 1 ; it is doubtful whether

you will appreciably increase' the speed

by gearing higher than this. The ratio

at present mstalled does seem rather low,

but you should consult the makers before

making a change. (2} A silent chain

could not be fitted to this model without

considerable alteration to the clutch and

shock absorber. (3) Twist grip controls

are marketed by most of the accessory

houses, and they could be fitted to your

machine.

SPEED AND GEAR RATIOS.
Shortly after purchase I tried

my 633 c.c. Norton machine solo

on a level road " all out." The
speedometer, one of the magnetic
type, pointed to 65 m.p.b. (1) Is

this likely to be inaccurate? I

been told that this machine is

geared a trifle low and advised to fit

an engine sprocket of 18 teeth. (2)

"Would this be injurious to the engine

(a) solo (b) with a light sidecar

attached?—H.R.M.
(1) It is quite likely that the machine

would do between 60 and 65 ra.p.h., and
there is no reason to doubt the accuracy

of the speedometer. (2) A slightly

higher top ratio will not he injurious to

the engine, providing you do not allow

the latter to labour on high gear when
hill climbing or accelerating, especially

when the sidecar is attached.

OVERHEAD CAMSHAFTS.
(1) Have ovex'head camshafts

[**l
(b^^^l driven) any advantage over

Y>\ the push rod system? (2) What
LiJ would you consider the maximum

angle at which a motor cycle

would be tilted when cornering at

speed?—L.W.
(1) In the case of engines with a number
of cylinders, especially of the long stroke
variety, the overhead camshaft has de-
cided advantages, as it cuts out a great
deal of operating mechanism and elimi-
nates many parts, the adjustment of
which is affected by expansion due to the

have

important Bates.

Sat., July 15th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-
.. bers* Meeting at Brooklands.

.

Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Frl., July 28th, ta Mon., July 30th

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.
Sat., July 29th, North-western Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Sat., July 29th — Scottish Speed
Championships.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-
bers* Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Races in
Phcenix Park, Dublin.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 25th

—

A.C.U. Six Days Trials.
Sat., Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.
Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

heat of the engine. It also permits of the

entire valve mechanism being enclosed in

the extensions of the cylinder heads, pro-

viding that adequate cooling can be
arranged at the same time. Depending
upon these considerations also, there is

much greater possibility of obtaining
silent ruiming. (2) The answer to this

question depends very much upon the de-

sign and' weight di^ribution. Probably
about 50° is an e.xtreme on a perfectly

level surface.

UNEVEN SPARK ON 90° MAGNETO.
I have a 90° twin Eisemann

^1 magneto with compound mag-
•^ neto. When in position with
-iJ plugs direct earthed and driven

through the driving chain by
•turning the starting handle a very fat

spark is given on the back, No. 1,

cylinder, lead at slow speed, but the
fastest turning at full advance will only
produce a barely perceptible shock_ on
the front, No. 2, cylinder lead. By
removing the advance and retard limit

stop sci-ew, a further advance of about
45° will produce a spark on the defec-
tive lead, but the spark on the
previous good lead fails after about 5°
of this further advance. On removing
the chain and turning the magneto

sprocket slowly by hand with normal
advance an equally fat spark is ob-
tained on both leads. Hofding the chain
against the side of the sprocket has no
ill effect, but on slipping it over the
points of the teeth and turning through
engine, the 0)ic spark immediately fails.

The magneto has been overhauled and
put on test, and was declared to be
perfect and to give a f in. spark on
both leads. A slight leak was dis-

covered in the condenser and cured and
the magneto remagnetised. I have tried
a brass taper bush on the magneto
sprocket, but this gives no improve-
ment—a fibre bush tried previously was
no better. There is no play in the
armature shaft which would allow
rubbing under chain pull. , When
ru-nuing both plugs fire only at re-
latively high speed, and any slow
running is accompanied by irregular
firing and silencer explosions.—A.M.W.

The 90° angle does not lend itself very
favourably to magneto construction, and
in spme cases manufacturers have found
it impossible to make magnetos suitable
for_ 90° engines unless they eliminate
variable ignition arrangement's altogether.
We should advise yon to endeavour to find
a. position for the contact breaker casing
ill which reasonably satisfactory sparking
is obtained at both plugs, and then en°
deavour to run the Engine without using
the Ignition control; if this is not possible
yo.ur_ only course would appear to be to
obtain a more modern magneto. There
are l-w'-o makes at least which are quite
eificjent in the 90° models.

WEIGHTS OF POWER UNITS.
What al'e the . approximate

^ weights of the following engines?
< Ordinary 4 h.p. four-stroke ;-^ 4 h.p.' four-stroke with outside

flywheel; 350 c.c. four-stroke;
350 c.c. two-stroke; 250 c.c. four-
stroke ; and 250 c.c. two-stroke —
T.W.E.B.

It is difficult to give you anything like
the exact weights, as various makes show
very considerable differences. . Eoughly
speaking, a 4 h.p. four-stroke would weigh
60 to 701b., the outside flywheel engine
being slightly lighter. 350 c.c. engines
weigh between 50 to 601b as a general
rule, and a- two-stroke should weight 50Ib.
or slightly under. A 250 c.c. four-stroke
would be roughly 4(J to 501b., and a two-
stroke, about 401b
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THE DATE QUESTION AGAIN.
Last year I bough.t au outfit on

qI the assumption that it was a 1918
> I model. 1 was obliged to sell the
-^ machine, at a much lower figure,

last month, owing to bad health,
though I have only ridden it twice.
The present owner now says it is a 1916
model, and is demanding a return of
some of the pm-chase price. I have also
statements from him that he is well
satisfied with it. Do you think I ought
to refund any money, being previously
ignorant of the original date of the
machine?—H.R.

There was apparently misrepresentation,
although of an unintentional character.
The buyer of the machine would be
entitled to a return of some part of the
purchase price to compensate him for the
difference in value between the 1918 and
1916 models, if the belief that the ma-
chine was a 1918 model induced him to
give a price higher than he would have
paid for the earlier machine. You, in
your turn, would be entitled to sue the
person from whom you obtained the ma-
chine for a like allowance. All things
considered, we think it would be best for
you to consult a local solicitor if the seller
of the machine commences an action
against you.

GEAR CHANGING DIFFICULTIES.
My machine, a 1919 6 h.p. twin,

built from well-known compo-
nents, is fitted with a handle bar
controlled clutch and kick-starter
on the three-speed gear box. I

do not like the box at all, for when I
wish to change gear I have to race the
engine, and I do not like to do this.

Would it be an expensive job to have a
B.S'.A. gear box fitted in place of the
one I have now ?—^N. P.

It would be almost impossible to fit a
B.S.A. gear box to your machine without
structural alterations to the frame, as the
B.S.A. box is mounted by
a method peculiar to itself

and is unlike any proprie-

tary box in this respect.

We are at a loss to under-
stand your difficulty in -

gear changing, and if it is

necessary to race the
engine, as you say, it is

doubtful whether this is
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SCARBOROUGH CARNIVAL. Motor cycles were greatly in evidence at the recent Motor
Rally which took place at the Marine Drive, owners coming from towns as far distant as Leeds

and Newcastle.

due to the gear box itself. Perhaps the ad-
justment of the clutch is incorrect, or

maybe the carburetter is not set to allow
the engine to be throttled down nicely

when changing. If all other methods fail,

try the experiment of changing up on the

exhaust lift. On most motor cycle gear

boxes it is not even necessary to declutch

when changing down

C. G. Pullin, who has made many
fine performances on a Douglas

recently at Brooklands. THe illus-

tration depicts him immediately after

breaking the flying five mile record

for 350 c.c. machines with sidecars,

at a speed of 62'45 m.p.h.

MAKING THE BEST OF IT .

Not being able to get another
cylinder from the makers of my
old Quadrant machine, I fitted

the nearest to it that I could

find, that being a Premier cylin-

der -with piston and valves, etc. While
the engine was down I had it rebushed.
The stroke appeared to be about the
same. (1) Will it make any difference if

the combustion space is not the same ?

(Having a fairly good compression I

did not think that would matter.) (2) I

have an old Bosch magneto ,• it seems to

spark well enough. Do you think it too
old ? (3) The engine seems to pull well

when cold, but very soon gets hot, over-
heats, and starts to knock on the level.

Is there anything you can suggest? (4)

I have a Senspray carburetter with No.
32 jet. Is that in order? (5) The
machine is geared at 5 to 1, which I

think is about correct for a single gear.

—S. H. W.
(1) If the stroke is not exactly the same
it will make a difference to the compres-
sion ratio. As you have fitted a piston to

correspond with the cylinder the combus-
tion space should be in order if the con-

necting-rod length is the same on the.

Quadrant as on the engine from which the
cylinder came. (2) If the magneto gives

a good spark there is no need to scrap it

simplj' because it is an old model. (3)

Probably the compression ratio is too

high, but you do not give sufficient details

on which to base an opinion. Try pack-
ing up the cylinder with a l-16in. or even

gin. base washer to lower the compression.

(4) No. 32 is about correct, but to reducii

knocking a larger size (36 or 38) might
be more satisfactory. (5) A 5 or 5^ to 1

gear should be in order.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle."

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E-OA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"R. M. B." (Old WiiKlsor).—Stewart
speedometers on motor cycles.

"T. S. B." (London).—L.S.D. three-

wheeler: m.p.g., reliability, efficieucy of

two-speed gear.

"R. E. G. S." (Glasgow).—499 c.e.

Rudge-Multi and sidecar : suitable make
of sidecar and weight.
"F. B." (Oldham).—A.C. Sociable.
"W. E. K." (Manchester).—598 c.c.

Beardmore-Precision ; Barr and Stroud

;

349 c.c. A.J.S.
"H. E. B." (Ashford).—225 c.c. Royal

Enfield : speed, consumption, carbTHation.
" D. I. D." (Heaton).—^Lamps run from

" cut-out " terminal of E.I.C. magneto on
four-stroke "single," value of inductance,
size of bulbs, general results.

"V. G." (Nottingham).—1920. 496 c.c.

Lea-Francis M.A.G. two-speed : suitable
gear ratio, hill climbing ability, and
m.p.g.

"W. J. B." (Poplar).—499 c.c. Sports
Sunbeam : timing for and maximum speed

;

carburetter, etc.

"W. A. H." (London).—Morgan run-
about : m.p.g. comfort, reliability.

" W. P." (Lostwithiel).—Scott Sociable.
"H. G. H." (Heme Bay).—698 c.c.

Raleigh ajid sidecar.
" R. B." (Boston).—398 c.c. A.B.C.

;

349 c.c. A.J.S. "semi-sports" model.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
BOUKNEMOTJTH TO EdINBTJEGH.—N.A.
Bournemouth, Christchurch, Ringwood,

Ibsley, Fordingbridge, Salisbury, And-
over, Newbury, East Ilsley, Steventon,
Drayton, Abingdon, Oxford, Kadlington,
Deddington, (edge of) Adderbury, Ban-
bury, (edge of) Mollington, Ladbroke,
Southam, Dunchurch, Rugby, Lutter-
worth, Leicester, . Fosseway, Newark,
Tuxford, East Retford, Doncaster, Went-
bridge, Ferrybridge, Brotherton, Aber
ford, Wetherby, Harrogate, Ripley,
Ripon, Leeraing, Catterick, Scotch Corner,
Gretna Bridge, Abbey Bridge, Barnard
Castle, Bowes, Brough, Appleby, Temple
Sowerby, Penrith, Carlisle, Gretna Green,
Ecclefechan, Lockerbie, Beattock, Craw-
ford, Abington, Biggar, Dolphinton,
West Linton, Carlops, Edinburgh. Ap-
proximately 4865 miles.

Launceston to Leven.—W.A.
Launceston, Exeter, Cullompton, Well-

ington, Taunton, Bridgwater, Highbridge,
Axbridge, Bristol, Filton, Gloucester,
Tewkesbury, Malvern, Worcester, Om-
bersley, Kidderminster, Bridgnorth, Shif-
nal, Crackley Bank, Newport, Whit-
church, Tarporley, Warrington, Wigan,
Preston, Garstang, Lancaster, Carnforth,
Milnthorpe, Kendal, Staveley, Winder-
mere, Ambleside, Rydal, Grasmere,
Keswick, Portinscale, . Bassenthwaite
Water, Bothell, Carlisle, Longtown, Can-
onbie, Langholm, Teviothead, Hawick,
Selkirk, Innerleithen, Peebles, Penicuik,
Liberton, Edinburgh, Leven, Approxi-
mately 549 miles.
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An AU-Dight Ride.

In the recent all-night run from New-
castle to Edinburgh and back, organised
by the New^castle and District M.C., J. E.
Reed (293 Wolf) was successful in secur-

ing a gold medal.

^rue, may be—^but not Exact.

An illustration appeared in the June
22nd issue of The Motor Cycle of two
R.A.G. scouts mounted on machines de-

scribed as " Joys." This, of course,

should have read as " Ivys."

Sidecar Speed Trials.

The unlimited sidecar class in the South-
port M.C.C. speed trials was won by A.
Tinkler riding a 999.5 c.c. American "X"
outfit, who put up an excellent per-

formance.

A Featherweight Motor Cycle.

In our issue of June 22nd an account
of the " Silver Prince " featherweight

motor cycle was given. The manufacturers
of this machine are the Tryus Cycle Co.,

Poplar Works, Johnstone Street, Birch-

fields, Birmingham.

A Creditable Peifoimance.

In the recent joint speed trials held by
the Worcester and Gloucester Clubs at

Madresfield Court, the O.K. Junior motor

cycle, ridden by W. Handley, obtained

first position in no less' than fourteen

events.

The Real Cause.

In our issue of June 22nd we mentioned
that C. Parkinson, whose life was prob-

ably saved by wearing a crash helmet sup-

plied by H. Robinson, Ltd., of Cam-
bridge, was thrown from his machine (a

349 c.c. Dot J.A.P.) by the breaking of

his handlebars in the T.T. races. What
really happened, so we are informed by
the makers, was that the rider^ fell at

Governor's Bridge, buckling his back

wheel and causing the machine to roll so

badly that the steering column of the

forks gave way under the strain, and no

blame can therefore be attached to the

handlebars of the machine.

Chains at Brooklands.

It is a significant fact that the winning
machine in each class for the 200 miles

sidecar race held at Brooklands on June
17th was fitted with Renold chains. A
report appeared in the daily press to the
effect that D. H. Davidson (998 Ijidian

sc.) broke a chain after passing the

finishing line. The chain was purposely
removed at the conclusion of the race, as

is quite a common custom where racing

machines are rot fitted with free engines,

in order to make it easier to push. The
machines ridden by V. Horsman (596

Nortom), G. H. Tucker (588 Norton) and
H. le Vack (998 Zenith J.A.P.) were also

equipped with Renold chains.
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Instruction Booklet.

The revised edition of the booklet on
" Instructions for Upkeep and Spare Parts
Price List," published by the New Raver
Cycle Company, Ltd., of Coventry, is now
ready, and copies may be obtained at a

nominal charge.

A Two-Stroke to the Rescue.

As R. W. Greaves (976 Brough Superior

sc.) was unable to compete in the recent

M.C.C. inter-team trials at Tring, his place

was filled by H. J. Youngs, who success-

fully achieved a non-stop run on a 292 c.c.

two-stroke O.K. Junior and sidecar.

Of Interest to Clnbs.

Such things as cups, badges, and medals
are constantly being required by motor
cycle clubs, and these requirements are

amply catered for by the firm of Thomas
Fattorini, Ltd., Trafalgar Works, Hockley
Street, Birmingham, whose reputation for

excellence of design and workmanship is

widely known and appreciated.

London-Edinburgh Echoes.

In the London-Edinburgh run this year,

A. C. Maskell (Anzani-engine Morgan)
was credited with a silver medal. This has
now been altered and a gold medal
awarded in its place. J. G. Hann (976

New Imperial) received a silver medal
which was not announced in our list ol

awards, and the name of another com-
petitor in the London-Edinburgh run which
was omitted from the report was A.
Hannan, who successfully rode a 349 c.c.

Coulson. securing a gold medal-

Triumphs Ov«seas.

In the Liege-Bordeaux-Liege Trial, a

distance of 1,242 miles, the Tritmiph
motor cycle secured 1st and 2nd posi-

tions, these machines being piloted

respectively by Thys and Vaillant. From
Italy comes the news that in the third

annual Circuito TJmbria Marchigiano,
which is an event over a most difficult

course of 380 mUes in the Apennines, the
Triumphs succeeded in beating all

machines up to l,00O c.c, winning the
first prize, team prize, three cups, and
the Manufacturers' Cup. In the Liege-
Paris-Liege Trial, over a distance of 456
miles, the Triumph gained first and
second positions.

Additions to the Editor's BooksheU.

Petkol C.vrs and Lorries, by Frank
Heap. 2s- 6d. (Sir Isaac Pitman and
Sons.)

RxpON AND District. Illustrated. A
collection of motoring tours radiating from
Ripon. Free from the Town Clerk, Town
Hall, Ripon.

Catalogues Received.

H. W. H. Engineering Co. : A booklet
giving full list of prices for Coulson motor
cycle spare parts.

R. Weatherell & Co., Ltd., The Ter-
race, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.—^An

interesting booklet containing the history
and specifications, with illustrations, -of

the motor cycles manufactured by them.
Leo Swain & Co., Ltd., 237-9, Deans-

gate, Manchester.

—

A. cleverly illustrated

pamphlet dealing- with the Leosco " tube
saver," an anti-rust device to protect
tyre tubes.
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EXACTLY AS SUPPLIED, GAINS A MAXIMUM
MARK GOLD MEDAL IN THE SCOTTISH SIX
DAYS. NO ADJUSTMENT MADE TO THE
CARBURETTER THROUGHOUT THE TRIAL,
AGAIN SHOWING THE SIMPLICITY OF FITTING
AND TUNING A COX "ATMOS" AND ITS
PERFECTION AS A HIGHLY EFHCIENT
CARBURETTER FOR ALL CLASSES OF
TOURING WORK.

May 8th, igz?. -

Dear Sirs,

Riding a $?t k.p. Sports Sunbeam fitted with your Cox
"ATMOS " carburetter in ike Scottish Six Days, I was awarded a
tnaxiiniim mark Gold Medal.

The carburetter was fitted o machine exactly as received

from you, and no adjustments of any kind were made during the
whole of the trial.

There was always ample power, coupled with very
economical consumption of petrol.

It is a real pleasure to drive with the Cox '* ATMOSJ"
Yours faithfully,

J-R.F.

S

I

i

YOU CAN HAVE A PERFECTLY
NEW COX "ATMOS " ON TRIAL
FOR 60 DAYS BEFORE FINALLY
DECIDING TO PURCHASE.
Write for full particulars, stating make

and horse power of engine.

South Australia

:

THE KADINA 100 MILES ROAD RACE
15th APRIL, 1922.

Mr. L. L. Brooks on a 2J h.p. A.J.S. fitted

Cox " ATMOS " competing against higher
powered- machines

FIRST & FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY.

Cox Carburetters, Ltd.,
Lower Essex Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

i

i
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I

I
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GET ONE OF THESE VALISES
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
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Head Office and Port Ordir
Department :

—

359-361, Euiton Road, N.W.I.

Glasgow : 72, St VmceM SI.

In answe.rina these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." b35
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?M:TON'S,
V7

lA&LTON

Length Width
Feet Feet

8 6

9 6

9 8

10 8

12 8

13 a

14 8

12 9

14 10

8 13

9 10

10 15

11 19

12 16

13 5

14 15

13 10

19 15

Page 15 of our Catalogue
describes these houses

in full.

Satisfaction
.
guaranteed

or money returned in

full.

Catalogue Post Free.

Established 44 years.

All Carriage Paid

Car-
House

Muski^am

This boot is especially
designed for Motorists.
Dark tan uppers ,soft and
pliable, leather lined,

stout English leather
soles, stitched and

screwed.

The " BONHIKSEN " Speedometer

is rapidly achieving a popularity with all

classes of motorists who desire accurate and
reliable readings. It has been extensively

TRIED
with great success in Trials and Competi-
tions, users being delighted with the results

obtained, and subjected to every test the

instrument is

NEVER FOUND WANTING
PRICES :

MOTOR CYCLE TYPE
Trip Non-Trip

£5 5 £4 15
(Rear Drive tor American

Machines 10/- extra)

CAR or CYCLECAR TYPE
Trip Non-Trip

£7 £6 10

SEND for ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
to the Manufacturers.

ROTHERHAM & SONS, Ltd.
Telephones:
752 and 753 COVENTRY. Telegrams

:

Rotherhams, Coventry.

q36 In answerin<i these adverlisemenis it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THE LATEST

gEN/AMJI^
ELECTRIC HORN

forMOTOR C

INCORPORATING AUU THE
SPECIA,!- FEATURES WHICH
HAVE N/IADE BE:NJAMINHORMS pre-e:minent

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC U-" Tar.ffRd. Torrenham N.I7

1V100EU ^
COIS/IPUETE WITH
ARMOURED CAAlC
AND NOVEL oesien
HANDLE OAR SWITO*

30^--
R ETA I U.

ube Irotector

OWING TO DirriGULTIES WITH
THE WORKS, DELIVERY OF TUBE
PROTECTORS WILL BE DELAYED

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

TheR-otectintf
layer of steer

Mail

Liberal terms to factors and
retailers.

I
PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES, 17/11 eack.

tiole Agents

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office : 101, Leadenhall St, E.C.3

Pit* betvvean

the outer

and tK* innei*

tube

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." b39
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COVENTRY VICTOR
HONOURED BY ROYALTY-

IVe have pleasure in informing you thai our Belgian Concessionaires

{Jeecy-Vea) have received the signal honour of an order from

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS.
This Motor Cycle u)as ordered by His Majesty after a personal

road test and in l^een competition with oilier well-Jinown makes.

YOU TOO MUST HAVE THE BEST, SO MAKE IT A

COVENTRY VICTOR. THE MACHINE Of MOST DISTINCTIVE'DLSICN.

COVENTRY VICTOR MOTOR CO., I-TD
Full range on show at STORER & TAIT, 20, Bourdon Street, Bond Street, London, W.i

SPOKTS MOUtL £110 SOLO,
Close Ratio or Jardine 4-speed Gear Box, and 26X3 wheels to ordei.

COX STREET, COVENTRY.
'Phone : Q52 Coventry.

Bowd^ MARTIFJ MAPLESTONE
ON "SHOCKS."

You are certain to require
Replacements for the Eowden
Brake and Control Fitments on
your Machine—now, or later

on.
Tben the " Bowden Motorcycle Replace-
ment Parts," List No. 146, will prove
invaluable. It gives illustrations, prices,

and distinguishing numbers ol all

BOWDEN MOTORCYCLE
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Joi Bowaeii mectid[ir-.[n > ompidie:)--

fittedhandlebars, etc , and \v\l\ ^ladiy o-

iCQt post free on request.

A Special Departmeat lacilitate^ then

quick supply, also the prornpt repau

and renewal ot all Bowden Fitraen*-

Let us know your requiremeats —NOW.
The Bowden Brake Co., Ltd.,

Tyseley - - Birmingham

Quick Service ,!

Moderale Charges i
Perfect Salisfaetion///

1
^©^B 1

ypi

M1 1
^^ff% ''

'C^3 k^

ylnK

ATLAS
If h.p., complete withjPump,
Tools & Outfit, weight 95 lbs.

PRICE OU GUINEAS.
nVfMEDIATE DELIVERY.

ASTON MOTOR & ENO. CO., Ltd.,

WITTON LANE,
BIRMINGHAM. '

b40 in answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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The holiday season is here »

Cut out the train scramble and go by road. The
Taylor plan of " Payment out of Income " brings

motoring with all its health and pleasure within

the reach of the man of strictly moderate means.
Call and select the motor cycle most suited to

your needs and pocket. We can supply any of

the following mounts for CASH or for payment
over 12, 15 or 18 months—see examples below:

—

Make ot Machine CASH
PRICE Deposit

Deterred
12 Months

Payments
15 Months 18 Months

8 h.p. 1922 Matchless Comb., Sports Model 160 49 12 .0 9 14 8 7 17 10 6 13 4
8 h.p. 1922 Excelsior de Luxe, dynamo lighting, elec-

tric horn, hood, leg-shields, spare wheel,, luggage
grid, windscreen and side screen, showroom soiled

• only, cost ^200 . . . . 180 48 16 11 10 8 9 6 11 7 17 9
4 h.p. 1922 P. & M. Comb., 4 speeds 130 35 4 8 6 8 6 15 1 5 14
4 h.p. 1922 B.S.A. Comb., all-chain drive 142 38 10 6 9 1 11 7 7 6 6 4 5
6-7 h.p. 1922 Ariel Combination 125 35 7 18 4 6 8 4 5 8 4

4J h.p. 1922 Dunelt Comb., with spare wheel .. 113 8 30 4, 7 6 2 5 18 6 5
4 h.p. 1922 Quadrant Comb,, all-chain drive .. 105 29 4 6 13 4 5 8 1 4 11 3
8 h.p. 1922 Enfield Comb., dynamo equipment 158 41 6 6 10 6 8 6 1 7 3
7 h.p. 1922 A.J.S. Comb., dynamo lighting, sp. wheel 203 53 13 8 9 10 17 10 9 3 4
7 h.p. 1922 A.J.S. Comb., screen apron, luggage 175 45 11 12 11 9 8 6 7 19
2j h.p. 1922 Excelsior, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch

and K.S 53 15 2 6 3 6 8 2 14 2 8
2j h.p. 1922 Excelsior-Villiers, single-speed 39 18 11 10 2 10 2 7 1 14 3
2!, h.p. 1922 O.K. Junior, 269 c.c. Villiers-engine 39 18 11 10 2 10 2 7 1 14 3
2j h.p. 1922 Enfield, 2-speed, 2-stroke, K.S. .

.

57 15 16 3 12 6 2 18 8 2 9 7

2 J- h.p. 1922 Enfield, Sports Model 55 15 4. 3 10 2 16 9 2 8

2'i h.p. 1922 A.J.S., Sports Model 85 22 5 12 10 4 11 4 3 17
2j h,p. 1922 Raleigh, 2-speed .. 68 17 14 6 4 8 4 3 11 7 3 5
2|- h.p. 1922 Excelsior, Blackburnc, 3 speeds, clutch

and K.S. .. .. 75 20 4 16 8 3 18 4 3 6 2
3 - h.p. 1922 Ariel, Sports Model, K.S. .. 90 23 12 5 16 8 4 14 6 3 14 3
3^ h.p. 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw, all-chain drive.

.

119 33 15 3 7 10 6 1 7 5 2 8

SHOP SOILCD AND CAREFULLY USED MOUNTS.
5-6 h.p. J^aleigh Comb., 1921, shop soiled. ...
3j h.p. P. & M. Comb., 1921, shop soiled

6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., 1920, dynamo lighting, spare
wheel, carefully used .

.

8 h.p. Zenith Comb., clutch, 1921, demonstration Model
2$ h.p. Wooler, Brooklands Model, shop soiled

2jh.p.Neal Dalm, 2-stroke, 2 speed, lamp, second-hand
6-7 h.p. Ariel Comb., screen and lamps, .second-hand,

1919
2-specd, clutch and K.S., tax2 J h.p. Ivy, 2-stroke,

paid, 1 92 1 Model
6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb.,

spare wheel, hood.
dynamo lighting,

etc.

speedometer.

145
115

130
145
60
35

75

50

135

37 16
30

35 4
37 16
15 12

For cash only.

9 8 4
7 9 4

7 12 8
6 10

8 6 8
9 8 4
3 18

6 15 1

7 12 8
3 3 3

6 8 9
5 2 2

5 14
6 8 9
2 13 4

35 8
I

8 15
I

7 1 10
I

5 14 2

Write for proposal form if unable to call, stating make of machine that interests you-

H'P k \7I f\T% O f^f\ I 1.J 52-53, Sassex Place, Sth. Kensington. (For Cars and Motor Cycles.)

. lAILUIX (x CU.y Llfl'J 21a, Store St., Tottenham Ct.Rd.,W.C.l. {For Accessories and Repairs.)

Telegrams—" Dyoametro, Westcent, Loudon." Telephones—Kensington 7260 and Museum 1240.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' t>43
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SECONDHAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed for three months from date

of Purchase.
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 1916-17 Model,

fully equipped £45 Q
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1918 combination,

fully equipped £75 q
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1919 combination,

fully equipped, not W.D £77 |0
SCOTT, 3^^ h.p., 1921 Squirrel,

special Brooklands model, extra
oil tank, laps at 65 m.p.h £77 -|0

READING STANDERED, 1920, 8
h.p., combination, dynamo light-

ing, hood, and screen, splendid
condition, exceptionally powerful
cf mbination £110

HOSKINSON, 1921, 2h h.p., 2-speed,

clutch and K.S., very smart. . . . £37 10
NEW HUDSON, 1920, 2% h.p., 2-

speed, all lamps and horn, been
most carefully used £42 1

ROYAL RUBY, 1917-18, 23 h.p., 2
* speed, lady's model, fully equipped,

hardly scratched £35 Q
ROVER, 1913-14. 3,i- h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, pedal starter, fully

equipped £45
O.K., 1922, 2| h.p., all lamps and

horn, as new £33 Q
TRIUMPH, 1921, combination, 4 h.p.

all chain drive, fully equipped and
in new condition throughout,
practically indistinguishable from
new £120

DEFERRED
PAYMENTS

OVER
18 MONTHS.

Any Make of

Machine Supplied.

4% for 12 Months.

6% )> 18 „

You Deal Direct With Us
as we Finance Ourselves.

May we send ycu further details.

THE

ALLEN-BENNETT
LIGHTWEIGHT.

2} H.P. 2 Speed.

4-40 M.P.H. 120 M.P.G
Cash Pri

£10 down and 12 uk
of £2 12s. 8d. or

ments of

Full Sprcifttuittou

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO. Ltd.

9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon.

Phone : Croydon 2450, 2451 Telegrams : " Track, Croydon.'

WEATHERELL
The 70 mile per hour
Sports Solo 2f H.P. O.H.V.
Standard Solo 2J H.P. Toi'-'tig
Sports 2| H.P. O H.V.
Standard 2| H.P. To, ri ig

May we send you further

R. WEATHERELL & CO., Ltd.,

Kilburn, LONDON. N.W.6.

MOTORCYCLES
Standard Machine,
80 gns.
£70.
Combination, 100 gns.

,3 £90.

particulars.

Terrace Works, High Road,
REGINALD WEATHERELL,

Managing Director.

ISLE of MAN
EXPRESS SERVICES
From LIVERPOOL - {3h hours).
From FLEETWOOD - (2| hours).

BY FAST AND LUXURIOUS TURBINE STEAMERS.
Services also from Beljait, Dublin, and Glasgow (via Ardrossan),

during the Season.

WRITE for ILLUSTRATED GUIDE, free (postage I id),

from ISLE OFMAN STEAM PACKET Co.rLtd., DOUGLAS
(.In- roorat d 'n I O M.)

Thos. Orford & Son, Agents, DRURY BUILDINGS,
WATER ST., LIVERPOOL.

A. TURRELL & SONS, '"''%*0R'k"H.L°L'TE*3'!'"''

'Pbone

:

1268 Sydenham
Height Height

Lth-Wth. toRidee to Eaves
ft. ft.

7x 5 .

8x 6 .

9X 7 -

lox 8 .

I2X 8 .

I4X 8 .

i6x 9 .

i8x g ,

20 X lO .

Prices Carriage Paid England
and Wal€S.

Made in sections, with double doors, with |in. tongued and grooved match-
boards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

2io2.-glass. Flooring: Strong joists,one inch boards. All bolts supplied
for erecting house.

b46 /n answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

Sttnrr Parts.

Immediate delivery.-f.S.A.
» St,

Spares.—
, Ealing.

-Kays, 8, Bond
[7663

{.S.A. Spares can be liad by return, post Iree,

.from .Tones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares
rvice Depot, Broadway, Muswell HiU, N.IO. [0805

'HE B.S.A. Specialists.—On the Spot.—Our spares
service is unrivalled—give us a trial.—County

'cle and Motor^ Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [4677

1 ODPREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London.
T W.I.—Complete stock ol all B.S.A. spare parts

ft'ays in stock. Write lor free spare part list, stating

ar of manufacture. [0750

Buchet.
{UCHET 2%h,p., Grado gear, all on; £15.-294,

Crystal Palace Rd., E. Duhvicll, S.E.22, [9529

Calthorpe.
1ALTH0RPE Junior, Precision engine, 2 speeds:
' 25 gns.—176, South Ealing Kd., W.5. [9260

«.4.LTH0RPEJ, A.P. 23/lh.p., Enfield 2-speed, all

' on.—Lidsey, R.A.F. Depot, Milton, Berks. [9704

i.ALTHORPE, J.A.P. engine, Enfleld 2-speed, good
J tyres, shabby but sound, licensed: bargain for

neone at £19; stamp replies.—Keen, Leominster.
[9031

lib.p. Calthorpe Motor Cycles.—New 1922 Models,
'2 ie36; or £1 down and 12 monthly payments
£2/9/6.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4

[8665
1ALTH0EPE, 4'ill-p. Precision, 2-speed, cpachbuilt
.* sidecar, good crder; £30; seen Hammersmith by
pointment.—Willoocks, 8, Willow Av., Barnes.

W.13. C894S

922 Calthorpe, 2.stroke, 2Viih.p., absolutely as

new. licensed for year; £30; exchanges or

Jerred.—Edwards, SO, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
igton. 19938

CALTHORPE 1918 4-5h.p., twin J.A.P., Sturmcy
>* 3-speed, countershaft, coachbnilt sidecar, hood,
reen : 58 gns.; photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,

.0, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [9586

919 Calthorpe 2^ih.p., speeds and ointch, tyres,

magneto and chains new, f.ax, good condition.
[Uipped, £33; otherwise £30; exchange, adjustment
Matthews, SoutOis, Ower, Fawley, Hants. [9707

e31.—
2^/4h.p. Calthorpe-Jao, 2-spePd, equipped new

cylinder, piston and rings, gudgeon pin, bushes,

ank pin, valve guides, gear chains, new cones back and
ront wheels, pulley and belt, tax paid 30/- to next

lay.-200. High St., Penge. [9779

Chater-Lea

IQ21 Chater-Leo, 2-stro'ke, Villiers engine, 2-3peed.
Lcf licenjied, perfect: £32, or -with rash, countershaft
rinmoh.-164, Eevelstoke Ed., Wimbledon Park
.W.18. [9274

Jh.p. 1920 Chater-Lea Combination, lamps, speedo-
* meter. Tan-Sad, horn, insured May, 1923; new
pril, 1921; price £105..^Needs, 12, Willenhall Rd..
lumstead. I[9268

"1HATER-LEA, 2Vih.p., 2-stroie, electric" lamps.
--' mechanical horn, tools, etc., tax paid year, in-

irance; £28.- or near offer.—2, Beanchamp Place
rompton Rd., S.W.3. [9182

Chater-Fafnlr.

Jili.p. Chater-Fafnir, tick-start, Grado gears: £18-
^2 take small engine part payment.-298, Kennin^top
;d., S.E. [9605

Clyno.
'^liYN'O Combination. 2-sneed, lamps, spares: £25.—
-I 6, Martin's Ed., Bromley, Kent. [9746

£40.-2V>h.p. Clyno, 2-strolce, 2-speed, shop-soiled.

—

Townson and Ward, Ltd., Barrow. [8984

^EW 1922 Sh.p. Spring Frame Clyno Combination:
.'I 155 gns.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [9760

"^LYNO Combination; £55.—R. Toms, 307, Eust"n
-/ Ed.. N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 8038 and 8039.

'[8835

I Q 16-17 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, K.S.; £55;
Lft? exchange.—2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harle^den,
t.W. ' 19891

I

Q20 Clyno aj^.p., 2-speed, clutch, all on, lovely
L«^ machine; £33.—23, Asteys Row, Canonburv
;d., Islington. [8932

^LYNO 1921 8h.p. Combination, detachable wheel =

•^ and spare wheel, fully equipped and tax paid;
'100.-The Layton Garages. 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

['^184

"iLYNO Combination, 1917, in first-class running
^ order, can be seen and tried any time by ap-
ointment; - £50.—E. Pollard, Broomfield Rd.,
'helmsford,. [8802

^-6h,p. Clyno Combination, lamps, chains, tyres as
y new, spare wheel, just done fortnight's tour, good
ondition; £60.—Weeden, 312. Queen's Rd., New Cross
rate, a.E. [9048

fivnTf Prtrtf> •

"^LYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Ivays, 8, Bond
^ SI., Ealing. [7664

25 HOJ^OH ST
MAJUIFAK. l^e^rjm 'l^fj/aJiuu

EXCHANGES WANTE9.
1922 MODELS

B.S.A., 1 h.p., dynamo lighting, starter, etc. £340
CALTHORPE, 2-seater, all-weather body.

.

£37G
CALTHORPE, 4-seater, ail-weather body.

.

£395
COVENTRY PREMIER, 4-wheeIer £230
L.S.D., 8 h.p., 3-whceler, All on £165
LAGONDA, 11.9 h.p. 2-seater, new model. £299
LAGONDA, 11.9 h.p. (Coupe or 4-seater) .

.

£395
RHODE, 10 h.p.4-cyl. light 4-5eater £275
B.S.A., 4^, 3-speed, All chain £110
B.S.A., 4|, 3-speed, All-chain comb £142
-B.S.A., 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach comb £164
DOUGLAS, 2f, 2-speed £68
DOUGLAS, 23, 3-speed, clutch £82
ENFIELD, 2), 2-5peed, All chain £55
ENFIELD, 8 h.p.. All chain comb £140
LEVIS, 2}, 2-speed, belt and chain .' £58
LEVIS, 2J, 2-speed, model G £61
KIARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. comb., reduced to. . £150
NEW IMPERIAL, 2|, 3-spsed, All Chain. . £73
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p.. comb £145
NORTON, 3J, 3 speed, 16 H £115
NORTON, 3-spccd, Big Four £120
NORTON, Big Four, and family sidecar £157
REX ACME, 21,, 2-speed £50
SCOTT SQUIRREL, 34 h.p £105
SCOTT, 3J, comb £145
SUNBEAM, Zi, 3-speed, new model £126
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. All chain, 3 speed .... £115

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS
SOLOS.

A.V. MONOCAR,8h.p.,J.A.P.,2sBeeds... £75
ARIEL, 1920, 3i, 3-speed countershaft. ... £69 10
B.S.A., 1919, 4i h.p., 3-speed, tax paid £60
ENFIELD, 21, 2-speed, 2-stroke, tax paid .

.

£37 10
EXCELSIOR, 21, 2-speed, k.-s., tax paid. . £37 10
HUMBER,3^ wants attention £14 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2f, tax paid £27 10
O.K.J.A.P.,1916,2f,2-speed,taxpaid £29 10
PREMIER, 3i h.p., 2-speed, springforks.. £35
PREMIER, 3l, 3-speed, springtorks £32 10
RADGO, 2^ Lightweight £19 10
RUD6C,3:t, clutch model, wants attention £19 10
RUDGE MULTI, late 1919, 3k tax paid. . . £49 10
RUDGEMULTI,1920, 31'I.0.M S55
RUDGE MULTI, 1921, 3) h.p., I.O.M £59 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p., tax paid. . £62 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p £70

PASSENGER MACHINES
RANGER, 2-seater, light car £75
ARIEL, 3), 1920, 3-speed comb £79 10
B.S.A., 1919, 4J, all chain comb., tax paid. £79 10
COVENTRY VICTOR, 5-6, 1921. flat twin. £97 10
DOUGLAS, 1921, 4 h.p. comb., tax paid. . . £97 10
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, 1920 Grindlay s.c. . £97 10
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £105
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. coach comb., tax paid £57 10
REX M.O.V., 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £39 10
REXJ.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed comb £52 10
RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, and sidecar, tax paid.

.

£72 10
RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £89 10
SUNBEAM, 8 h.p., M.A.G., 3-speed comb.. £97 10
TRIUMPH, 39^, 2-speed comb., tax paid. .

.

£39 10
TRIUMPH, 1921, all chain comb., tax paid £110

ECONOMICAL RIDING
£7 10 desposit and lOs. weekly buys

REX, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £37 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £42 10
R EX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed comb £47 1

WOOLLER, 1920, 2}, accessories, tax paid £47 10
PREMIER, 3i, Grado gear £25
BRADBU RY, 3i^, 3-speed, tax paid £32 10
BRADBURY, 3i, single gear. £25
HUMBER, 1914, 33^, 3-speed £32 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaught.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2M:h.p.
Connaught 1921, 3 speeds; £45. [8666

CONNAUGHT, August, 1921, 2.«peed, all acces-
sories, perfect order; £4.2.—Barker, 59, Eagie

St., W.C.I. [877U

1Q21 Connaught Combination, first-class condition,
if tax paid, insured; £50.—Pritchett, 30, Park

St., Islington, N. [917J

1 Q21 Connaught, single-speed, equipped, tax paid.
J-t/ guaranteed perfect; £28/ 10.—Homac's, 243.
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[9328

1 Q22 Connaughts, all models, for immediate de-
-Li/ livery; single-speed, £39/18; Sturmey 2-speed,
clutch and kick-starter, £57/10; 3V2h.p., 3 speeds,
C and K.S., all-chain drive, £75; 3V2h.p. combination,
3-speed, C. and K.S., £95; deferred 4% extra.—
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.B. 'Phone

:

Dalston 2408. [9327
Cotton.

T.T. Junior Race.—Cotton-Blackbnrne team the only
100% finishers. 85 recent awards and records.

From 62 gns.—Cotton Motors, Gloucester. [9524

"^TEIW 1922 Cotton-Blacfcbume, all chain, Burman
-L* 3-speed, K.S. and C, Bosch magneto., sports car-

buretter, tax paid, perfect; £78.—C. Sixty, Tibber-
ton, Glos. 18760

COTTON-BLACKBURNB, 1922, 2%h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, K.S., perfect condition, unscratched,
accessories, tax, cost £75, 100 miles trial any time;
£65; worth seeing.—288, Sangley Rd., Catford. [8823

Coulson

COULSON, £38.—1920 2'Ah.p. Blackbnrne, 2
speeds, spring frame, all. on, splendid condition.

-—Seen; Standard Garage, Ncw-Inn-Hall St., Oxford.
[8901

SPEED Merchants.—63 m.p.h., 350 0.0., overhead
valve. Blackbnrne engined Coulson, long plated

pxhanst. 3-speed. close ratio gear box, racing Wex or
Cox Atmos carburetters, Lucas horn, tools, spares,
etc ; £77/10.—SloomfiBld, 99, Ashleigh Rd., Mortlake

[8916
Coventry Eagle

COVENTRY EAGLE 2y2h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed. elec-

tric lighting, perfect order; £25.-26, Webbs
Rd:, Battersea Rise, S.W. [9531

"IQ20 Coventry Eagle, Villiers 2i/2h.p.. 2-speed.
-*-*' taxed, new condition, done small mileage: £32.—Davies, Manafon, Berrlew, Montgomeryshire. [9428

rC|20 Coventry Eagle, 2%h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey 2-

»? speed, clutch and kick starter, all accessories,
tax paid 1922: nearest £40.—Fowler, Moorland Close,
Skegby. Mansfield. [9406

COVENTRY EAGLE, October, 1921, 2?ih.p.
J.A.P.. Sturmey 2-speed, clutch, kick start, sport-

ing or touring handle-bars, new oversize tyres, Tan-
Sad, hand rail, footrests, spares, any trial; 50 gns.

—

'Phone: Addiscott, c/o London Wall 7957. [9343

Dayton.
DAYTON 2-stroke, perfect order; £12, near.—82.

Mill Hill Rd.. Acton, W.3. [955.2

De Dion.
3 h.p. De Dion, perfect condition; £18; ride away.

—

7, London Rd., S.E.I. I[9252

De Luxe.
PERSONS Interested in this remarkable machine

should save twenty-five pounds. See Parts »nd
Accessories advert. [99S4

Diamond.

GIBB, Gloucester, can give immediate delivery Dia-
monds from stock. [7544

KICKHAM. Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Diamonds ; unequalled service, repairs.

pto. [3556

DI.AMOND-J.A.P., late 1921, 2-sTieed model, little

used, perfect, licensed, completo; £49.—Moss,
Wem. . [9840

ROBERTSON'S Motors. Ltd. are the London and
Home Counties Acents for the famous Diamond

motor cycles, fitted with Barr and Stroud or J.A.P
engines.-157b, Great Portland St.. W.l. [8443

Douglas.
• 17 Cash.

All letters relating to advertisements stiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, markied (P).

1Q MONTHLY Payments ol £4/11. will secure "

JL,^ brand new fully guaranteed 1922 model Douglaa.

2->ih.p.. 2-Epeed. including lamps, horn, etc., ready
for the road.

'

ALL other models on similar terms. Write for

proposal form and lull particulars.

A.
H. LAKEMAN, Ltd., Douglas Distributors. 26.

Long Acre, London, W.C.2. [8342

OURLAY,. the Great Douglas Agent, Fallowfield,
Manchester. [7669

FEW New Douglases, all on; £52.—Clark. 7. Exhi
bition Rd.. S.W.7. [3490

]C|16 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed; £32/10.—Kays. 8.

-V Bond St., Ealing. [9761

b5l

G
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"pFFRAMOTA Irish M.T. Surplus.

3GNS. Monthly.—Deposit £12/5 secures 2%h,p.
Douglas, 2-speed, completely reconstructed, stove-

enamelled and finished in makers' colours, new tyres,
tubes, guaranteed 3 months; cash ^145.—Below.

£85.—Douglas 4h.p. combination, completely reno-
vated as new, stove enamelled and finished in

makers' colours, new sidecar body finished in Douglas
saxe blue, and fully equipped, guaranteed lor 3
months; deferred payments taken.—Below.

£68.—Douglas 4h.p. motor cycles, completely reno-
vated as new, stove enamelled and finished in

makers' colours, new magneto, tyres and tubes, and
luUy equipped, guaranteed 3 months; deferred pay-
ments taken.—Effra Motor Works, Ltd., 59-63, High
St., Clapham, S.W.4.' 'Phone: 1115 Brixton. [8726

^ilh.p. Douglas, buffer forks, accessories, invalid;
/H 4, £29110—n, Vernon Kd., Mortlake. [9758

pkOUGLAS 2iih.p., Vr.D., brand new, perfect order;
-L-' £40.-4, Devonshire Rd., HoUoway. [9545

7 020 4h.p. Douglas Combination, as new; £72/10.XU -24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [9286

£27.—Posh 1913 2%ih.p. Douglas, 2 .speeds, Binks,
copper exhaust.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [9322

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, sporty lot; price

only £85.—A., 22, Zenoriiv St., S.E.22. [8853

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919; £70; trial,

after 7.-84, Beauval Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E. [9177
1016 Douglas 2;4h.p., lamps, horn; £32.—Shepherd,
J-tf Enfield Highway. Tel.; Walthaui Cross 31.

-. ^ - t°S81

I Q 18 2->4h.p. 3-speed Dou'glas, newly overhauled,
t-tJ as new, any trial; £45.—Jones, Crymmych.

[9399^10.—Douglas, single-speed, ride away.—Simpson,a^ Orchard Rd., Park Rd., Sunbury-on-Thames.

"TJOUGLAS 1921, all on, taxed, perfect; £52/10—L^ R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

piOUGLAS 2>ih.p. 2-speed, perfect order; i^SU;^-' trial.—Owner, 71, Little Heath, Charlton, S.E.7.
[9023TVOUGLAS 2-!ih.p., 1916, Binks, perfectr nearest

-•-' i.32.—Creed, 66, Umfreville Rd., Harringay, N
- . _ [937935.—2=4h.p. Douglas, 2.speed, excellent condition
tax paid.—2, Scarborough Rd., Stroud Green,

. [9378
OUGI.AS 4h.p. Combination; £45.—R. Toms, 307,Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 8038 and

[8834

N.4.

D
ah.p. Douglas, excellent condition; cheap; ownei» going abroad.—Mouutfleld, Norbury Av., Nor

2
''"y- [8782

D°?!fH®R^?'V',vl^"; «32/10.^. Toms, 307,
.

J-' Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 8038 and
'"'^^'

___ 18837
20 2|5h.p S-speed Douglas, accessories, with cash
for l.ice 3;.i-4h.p. sports.—Buxton, Station Wharf,

[9726

19
Belper.

DOUGLAS, open flame, 3-speed. K.S., clutch, 1916,

westry.
[8855

QPORTS Douglns, equipped, licensed, used demon-

sLerlet?*'™
™'''^ "05.-Porter Bros., Wemngton,

DOUGLAS 1922 models ready for instant despatch,
all complete, with lamps, horn, licence-holder, pump.

Jg68.—2?4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, all on.

^82.^2%l.p. 3-speed clutch Douglas, all on.

JPllO.—4h.p. 3-speea solo Douglas, all on.

Jgll5.—3i/2h.p. Sports Douglas, all on.

4P136.-4h.p. Combination Douglas, all on.

1?SCHANGES and special payment terms arran''edj^ correspondence invited; catalogues and full "par-
ticulars by return post free.-Herbert Robi"nson, Ltd..breen St., Cambridge. "

[8498
pjOUGLAS 2i4h.p., 1917, as new, only ridden 350J-' miles; £35; ownei abroad.—Durant, Bourne,
Farnham.

[9^3,

T\OUGLAS.—R. B. Clark and Co.-Brand new 254h p-t-' 2-speed, 47 gns.; few only left.-7. Exhibition
Rd., S.W.7. f348g
£45.—Douglas 4h.p. combination, 3 speeds, over-

hauled, renovated, accessories.—406, York Rd.
Wanasworth. [9508
"TVOUGLAS, 2%h.p., accessories, recently overhauled,
-•-' excellent condition; JESS.—Parkview, Shirley
Rd., Croydon. [9140

1 Q20 Douglas 2^4h.p., S-speed, fully equipped, per-
J-«/ feet condition; £47.—Pride, 156, Stockwell Rd.,
Brixton, S.W.9. [9955

NEW, unused 2^/4h.p., 2-speed Douglas, fully
equipped; bargain, £40.-66, Kenilworth ,Court,

Putney: after 7- [9939

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINKOT BRAND

TO BE CLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewa
and taped,
making these
absolutel y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The jackets are
made double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuffs.

TheMotorte^ings
are made fastening
with clips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in

These mitg achi- }

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture
without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely waterprooi,
and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your money in

full, ii returned within seven days,

SPECIAL PRICE,

Zy/11 Carriage 1/- extra.

We have also several thousands heavy Twill

Suits to offer. These are made of the heavy Twill

used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the
6nest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits are

striped, making these garments absolutely water-

prooi, and we are prepared to give a guarantee
that these are absolutely impossible for water to

penetrate through. The Motor Leggings are made
in the same way with wind gussets, fastening with
clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

40. 42 and 44 chest, lengths inside leg are 37, ag, 31.

Please state when ordering by post, measurements
of chest, length inside.

SO/- Carriage i/- extra.

Orders to be addressed-^

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSB.

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4891 Bank,

Liverpool.

19^

MOTOR CYCi.£S FOR SALE.
Douglas.

20 4h.p, Douglas, sidecar, lamps and accessories^

, ,
^'^ P"'d; £65, bargain.—Flint, Hazlemere,

High Wycombe. [8939

TAOUGLAS.—1922 models lor immediate delivery.
--' Cash, e.xchange, or deferred payments.— Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [4834^

05.1i.p. Douglas, brand new, ex-W.D., complet.?, with
'^4 lamps, horn, etc.; 39 gns.-86, Charlotte St.,
iitzioy Sq., W.l. [9780
0.3.h.p. Douglas, 1916, overhauled, new gears, Tan-
S^ ,

°?0' speedometer; £36.-44, Gloucester Kd.,
faouth Kensmgton. ^ [8874
£25.—23/ih.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, lamp, tools, over-°w hauled, replated and enamelled.-106, Church
St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [9340.

OUGLAS 2%ih.p., 1919, excellent condition, lully
equipped; £45; e.xchange Coulson B.—30, Fordel

Rd., Catlord, S.E.6. [9052-

"1 Q 17 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, all on, tax paid;
'

J-" good condition; £38.-28, Grosveuor Avenue,
East Sheen, S.W.14. [9069

pkOUGLAS 1922 Sports, S^jh.p. completely equipped,
J-' tax paid, very_last; £85.—Cope, 15, Upper Hag,,
ley Rd., Birmingham. [9678

1Q15 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, horn, lamps, and
-•-«' tools, good order; £22.—King, 4, Willow Walk,
Short St., Cambridge. [9797

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., perfect condition, all on, abso-
lutely new parts; seSS.-Lapford, Coombe Lane,

Kingston Hill, Surrey.

D"

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., just been overliauled, new tyres,
,

lampii, horn, tools, as new; £39.-80, Streatham .'

High Rd. 'Phone; 2701. [9448,
n'

DOUGLAS 1916 2^h.p., 2-speed, taxed, just in-

sured, fully equipped; £35.—Peel, 20, Sum-
merhill Rd., Tottenham. [9076

DOUGLAS 1920 2^'4h.p., 3-speed, fully equipped, and
tax paid for 1920; ^50.—The Layton Garages,

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7188

DOUGLAS 4h.p., W.D., 1919, with 2-seated sidecar"; J

first reasonable offer.—Gee, Homefield, Pinner i

Rd., Pinner. After 7 p.m. [9951 i'

6) 3.h.p. 2-speed Douglas, buffer head model, fully
-^4 equipped, taxed, smart and fast; £32.-42, Tran-
mere Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [9754 >

1 Qll Douglas, 2^;4h.p., T.T., lamps, licensed, single >

J-«y speed, smart appearance; £14.—Smith, 9, i

Albert CotUges. Chingford. [9157.'

-| Q16 Douglas 2%h.p., splendid condition, new tyres,

'

Xi/ legshields, oil on; £30—Ward, South Western n

Garage, Hew Maiden, Surrey. [8482

£32.—Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, just
overl^uled, disc wheels.—Naylor and Kirk, 406,

Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [9875:

4h.p. 1920 Douglas Combination, Cameo, legshields,
lamps, accessories, taxed, perfect; £82.-^254, i

Links Rd.. Tooting, S.W.17. [9901*

33.h.p. Douglas, 1920, 3-speed, hand clutch, K.S.t.
4 all on, taxed; nearest £45.—^Moorcroft, Crin-'

side, Appleby, Westmoreland. [9407 .

"I C|18 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, exceptionally good!X^ condition, full licence ; £58 ; evenings.—5,
Macclesfield Rd., S. Norwood. [9638/'

i

DOUGLAS 1922 Solos and Combinations in stock, i

—Agents, Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidston V,

Rd.. Birkenhead. 'Phone: 2047. [2388" Jl

SMART 2^;4b.p. Douglas, latest tapered tank, elec-

tric lighting, copper exhaust, spares; 39 gns.—
284, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [9910^

DOUGLAS 2^/4h.p., 3-speed, 1920, dynamo, and i,

acetylene, lavishly equipped; best over £52/10.— I

Geoffrey, 1, Coding St., Vauxhall. [3754 i,

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p. 1916; £38; re-overhauled, esc«l-
'

lent condition, new parts fitted, complete.—12i
Dover Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19. [9020 ij

ACk GNS.—1918 4h.p. Douglas solo, just overhauled,!
^«/ new tyres and tubes.- -Apply, 373rTjondon Rd.,
Thornton Heath. Tel. : 468 Croydon. [9934 J

DOUGLAS 1915 274h.p., 2-speed. fully equipped, ',

spares, tax paid, splendid condition; £32; even-

ings.—75, Danecroft Rd., Heme Hill. [9245

DOUGLAS 2">41a.p., 1917, 2-speed, licensed, lamps,
tools, copper exhaust, beautiful machine ; £42. ,

—12, Stanger"-Rd., Norwood Junction. [9085 '!

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 1921, beautifully equipped, tax '

paid, mileage 300; accept £52/10.—M. Hillier,

216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [7030

GIBB, Gloucester, has ridden Douglases for years

past; piijiJipt delivery of the various models from '

stock; trade supplied where not represented [7542

4h.p. Douglas Combination, oveirhauled, equipped,
spares, windscreen, tools, speedometer, perfect '.

order; £60.-13, Elspeth Rd., Wembley. [8785 3,

DOUGLAS Combination 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,- ;'

K.S., fully equipped and tax paid ; £80.—The *

,

Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9996. \

b52 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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:£:s
'' MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Enfield.

NFIELD 1922.—Brand new 2-stroke 2i4h.p. new
Sports Model, just arrived, secure now; £55. j

changes. Easiest of easy payments.—Wilkins, Simp-

, Opposite Olympia, London. 19980

NFIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
Ijgtiting, complete with spares, as new; £118.—

e, Ltd., 13, 15, and 16, Bislaopsgate Av., Camomile
B.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

XCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Enfield 1922 2-stroke,

2-speed. kick-staiter, tax paid, better than new,

y done 30 miles; accept £49/17/6.—Wilkins,
ipsou, Opposite Olympia, London. [9988

OGWS.—Enfield, 3h.p. M.A.G. twin. 2-speed,

clutch, K.S., mechanical lubrication, good
es, licensed, equipped, exceptionally fast; after 5.

3, Rattray Rd., Effra Rd., Brixton. [9334

NFIELD Combination 1916, 8h.p., stored 3 years,

good condition, Binks carburetter and Bonniksen,
edomcter, complete accessories, lamps, etc.; £85.

—

Canterbury Rd., Southsea, Portsmouth. i[9279

NFIELD Combination, 1921, magneto, dynamo, 2-

seater sidecar, very little used, and in excep-

lally good condition; 120 gns.—Longman Bros..

Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [8618

NFLELD Specialists.-Wanted, your present motor
I cycle in part exchange for any new model from

ck. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices

awed for second-hand machines. Deferred
_

pay-

nts. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's, 2,

stbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7324

nfir l*nrf»

NFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
I Bond St.. Ealins. , [7666

INFIELD Spares and Repairs a speciality.—
I PuUing's Garage. London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:
19. ' t6300

Fafnir.
Fafnir, running order, new Palmer, springn.p.

forks

;

]:.15.

bargain, £12/10.—11, Queen's Rd.,
[9526

F,N.
-6h.p. F.N. 4-cy]., splendid running order; £16/10.

—17, Heaton Rd., Mit<:ham. [9236

i.N. Ccmbination 6h.p., 2-speed, all accessories.
splendid condition; £50.-44, Dorset Rd., Merron

rk, S.W.19. [9046

'-6h.p. F.N., 4 cylinders, 2 speeds, guaranteed as
new, £25 overhaul, many spares, owner going

iroad; nearest £30.—Finn, 61, Ambleside Drive,
tuthend. [9335

ANGPORD'S. 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London.
i N.W.2.-1922 8h.D. 4-cylinder F.N.. with new
i.i.v, eiigin-^, 3-=peed pear, and no-trouble shaft drive,
35; 2V2h.p-. £55 Highest price for your present
ichin? ]: exchange r3369

jl.N.'s.—9h.p., new type, overhead valves, £135, with
sidecar, £174; 3h.p., new type, overhead valves

th kick starter, hand-controlled clutch and 2-speed
ar, £72; a 2V3h.p., 2-speed. hand-controlled clutch
d kick start, side valves. £55; easy terms, and ex-
ange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Ptione :

&lborn 5777. [8679

[^.N. Spares.^We can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lanp-

rd's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.
18611

Grandex.
J3.h.p. Grandex-Precision, Bosch, B. and B., clutch.
^4 grip oiling, etc.; bargain, £12.—Fisher, Spring-
ell Rd., Heston, Hounslow. [9782

Harley^-Davidson.
;HEPPIELD Agent lor Ha r ley-Davidsons; from
> ei20 ^Sta^ev 12 Erclesall Rd [0577

919 Ha rleyDavidson Combination, fine outfit; £70;
excihange3.^4. Balliol Rd., North Kensineto-n

[9280
^EW 4h.p. Harley-Davidson Flat Twin, never been
^ used; a bargain, £90.—Lawes, Triangle, Alder-
lot. [8917

JARLEY 1918-19 7-91i.p., new Picnic sidecar, screen;
J. £85.—Parkfield Garage, Perry Vale, Forest Hill,

ondou. [8943

HAELET 1919 Combination, re-enamelled, good order

i^osch lamps ; £70.—Hainault House, The Crescent.

Jroydon. [9011

r-9h.p.
Harley Combination, a/l on, splendid con-

dition; £100.-24, Godolphin Rd., Shepherd's
;ush, W.12. [9381

I
Q19 Harley Combination, excellent condition

,

Lv 50 gns.; sidecar, bargain, 70 gns.—67, Fern lea

td.. Balham. [9913

aARLBY Combination 7-9h.p.. 1917, all on model
and spares; £70; by appointment.-Wallis, 7.

henley Rd., Camberwell, [6958

I
Q19 Harley-Davidson, magneto model, Montgomery

L*/ sidecar, exceptionally last, perfect condition;

;ilO.—L. R. Roosendaal, 47, Boulevard, Weston-auper-
lare. [8885

THE TYRE THAT
IS DIFFERENT.

llnSSI^Hai

EXTRA HEAVY
MOTOR CYCLE CO VER

guarantees you at least 33^
per cent, more mileage than
you have obtained from any
other make, no matter what
the price.
It embodies all the true principles that go
to make a non-skid—Side Ribs, Cross Bars
and Suction Cups. Designed to "withstand
the ** kick " of any motor cycle engine yet
made and to last out any other make. A
combination of everything that is best in
tyre manufacture based upon expert
knowledge obtained during the past 12
years.

In order to introduce these covers we are prepared
t) allow a special discoitni of 2^% off the fir:>'

1,000 covers sold. This offer cannot he repealed.

E1.1T13 bUPER NON-SKID COVER:^.

'

Size. Special Price.' List Price.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.
26 ;21.... 29/6 S/9 , 40/- 7/0

iSxZ^xZJ 42/. 6/9 56/-- gl-
iS .3 51/- 7/11 68/- ial6

/OO' 80... S4/6 7/6 69/6 9/9

Non - standard
pattern only.

sizes in three - ribbed i

26
IS
16

Cover. Tube. Cover.
29/- 5/3 38/6
37/6 6/- 50/-
42/- 6/9 56/-
49/6 7/6 66/-

Tube.
7/-
8/-

9/-

9/9

A FEW OF OUR SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES
If you require a reliable article you must pay

a reasonable price. All these special clearance

lines are sent on 7 days' approval against remittance,

carriage paid.
Our
Price,

I

Size.

24: 2
24 : 2\

26:<2i

26 23

28 .3

700x80

Make.

aimer, ribbed
jincherde Luxe, ex. heavy
aimer, cord, heavy
nimer, cord . ,

3ate5, special hvy ., wiredon
unlop, heavy, rub. stud,

lates, special hvy. beaded
lincher de Luxe, heavy.
iichelin, steel stud

aimer, cord
)unlop, heavy rub. stud.

lutchinson, rubber stud.

'aimer, cord, heavy
lOOdyear, Ail-weather. .

.

*almer, cord

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
.oodrich, safety tread.

.

iates, special heavy . .

.

lincher de Luxe, heavy
lincher. Dreadnought . .

.

ioodyear. All-weather

'aimer, cord, heavy
lOOdrich, safety tread ....

'aimer, cord
lOOdrich, safety tread

llincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.

50ly, rubber non-skid. . .

.

oodyear. All-weather. . .

.

Palmer, light car

List-

Price.

18/6 29/5
28/9 40/3
35/10 47/9
32/6 41/4
32/6 ^HIb

28/6 17/1
27/6 40/-
24/6 ^5|b

22/6
34/3 4^/8
29/6 41/6
25/- 49/6
42/5 '.bIb

39/6
36/- 48/-
35/6 49/-
40/- ^2/6
29/6 i6/-
25/- 28/1
57/6 -0/-

55/- b^h
53/- 71/6
47/6
4//3 61/-
40/- 67/6
30/- 64/6
21 /B 61/-
50/- 62/0
45/- 60/-

I

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths

Per foot Sin. 1/-, Jin. 1/5, Jin. 1/9, lin. 2/-, 1 Jin. 2/6

Special Line.

6tt. 6ins.xiin.

CLINCHER BELTS FOR
DOUGLAS MACHINES.
5/9 each Carriage 9d extra

'Grams

:

"Tyreliday,
London."

tUHKIWIIBO
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,

266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.I.
to where al l PQS' ordera should He ai'dresaed.

And at 44. Surbiton Road, Kln!;8ton-on-Thaffles.
1>lpphone--Km!rfitiin .!:<fi5

MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HAHLEY-HENDJiBSON' ConjViination, ,npijeiir:ioce na
new; £105, lightweight iiait.—The HavPn, 120,

Sutiieilund lid., Croydon. [9620

HA-HLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Sports Combination,
equipped, beautiful order, well tyred; 60 gns.

—

54, Coval Hd., Mortlakc. L9103

T|018 Harle.v, fine condition, smart; ^65; exchange
-Lt/ Norton, Triumph. Sunbeam, A.J.S.--2, Fortune
Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W. L9892

HARLEY Combination, excellent mechanical con-
dition, electric model; best offer over £55.—Per-

rin, 136, Evering Rd., N.16. [9637

1Q19 Late Harley, excellent condition, little used,
X*J inspection invited; first £85 secures.—Whitton,
4, Clare Terrace, Sidcup Hill. [9200

63

HARLEY Combination, 1920, all accessories, any
trial; owner bought car.— 3, Forest Drive West,

Leytonstone, E.ll. 'Phone: Walthamstow 665. [9403

GNS.—Harley-Davidson 1918 coachbuilt com-
bination, windscreen, lamps, splendid running

order, tax paid year, any trial.- 1, Priory Rd., Kew.
[9639

FLAT twin Harley-Davidson, 4h.p., speedometer, un-
punctured, practically brand new ; great bargain,

<'65.—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston,
N.l. [9186

HARLEY 1920 Sports Model 4h.p., in absolutely
new condition, original tyres, all on; £65; cash

wanted.—Roseworth Cottage, Chipstead Valley Bd..
Coulsdou. [9376

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p. Combination,
aluminium discs, fine condition; 75 gns.; photo-

graph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen [9588

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916 7-9h.p.,
all accessories, in very good condition; £65, or

ear offer.—Apply B. Lawley, Lower Flat, 69, Tyrwhitt
'id., Brockley, S.E. [8937

HABLEY-DAVIDSONS.-All models for immediate
delivery; sole district agents; exchange, deferred

,>ayments-—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.
Phone : Ealing 689. [8624

HAELEY-DAVIDSOJJ" 7.9h.p. Combination 1921,
«ilours, thoroughly overhauled bv makers, a fine

outfit, any trial; £70, near oSer.—Payne, 90, Erist
Barnet Bd., New Barnet. [8998

"I(tll8 7-9h.p. Sports Harley, magneto, 3-8poed, Swan
J- ^sporting .side.^ar. Easting, electric lights, very
smart: £85, or exchange lower power.— 164, Revelstoke
Ed., Wimbledon Park, S.W.18. [9273

NEW 7-9h.p. Harley De Luxe Electric Combination,
delivered late May, fitted £85 Harley sidecar, dis-

appearing hood, screen, discs. Tan-sad; accept £175.—
Parsons, 1, Acton Lane, Chiswick. [9483

1 Q20 Harley Combination, electric model J., discs,
it? every extra, condition as new, only ridden
summer, engine perfect, tax paid ; £135.—Burns, 63,
Teignmouth Rd., Cricklewood, N.W. 2. [8789

HARLEY Combination, very little used, perfect
order, 2-seater Mills-Fulford sidecar: owner leav-

ing country; £110, including tax, comprehensive in-

surance.—Dr. Noble, 42, Marlborough Hill, N.W.8.
[9713

HARLEY-DAVIDSON' Combination 1919, bought
new 1920, every accessory. Easting, Bonniksen,

low generator, etc., mechanically beautiful: £85: any
trial.—Jeweller, 605, Garratt Lane. Earlsfleld, S.W.18.

[9275
HARLEY Combination, 1919 7-9h.p., electric model,

discs, 2-seater sidecar, hood. 2 windscreens, thor-
oughly overhauled recently by makers: £90 for quick
sale.—N.C., 43, Gloucester Ed., Regent's Park, N.W.

[9893
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Late 1918 Combination,

mechanically perfect; any trial; car lighting set.

Easting, luggage carrier, ready for touring; £87/10,
or nearest offer.—4, Criterion Parade, High Rd., Tot-

tenham. [9087

SOUTHPORT.—Superb Harley Combination, 7-9h.p.,

luxurious bulbous back sidecar, windscreen, 1917,

but very exceptional condition, spare tyres, carburetter,

etc ; 79 gns.; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St..

Southport. [9672

1020 (new Sept.) 7-9h.p., electrically equipped,
JLtf Harlev-Davidson combination, speedometer, watcli

discs, legshields, insured, tax paid, mechanically perfect,

enamel as new, any trial; il35, or nearest offer.-1..

Avery, Wheatley, Oxford. r9721

1 O20 Harley-Davidson Combination, exhibition

X«7 model, electric lighting, hood, Orto screen,

speedometer, watch, makers overhauled^ engine May,
1922, not done 50 miles since, year's tax paid; £140.—
Snnrgeon Motor Co., 169a, Church St., Edmonton, N.9.

•^ [9216
ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 7-9h.p., special coach-

built Combination, enamelled blue-red, electric

light meters, clocks, etc., smartest and best-fitted out-

fit on road, yery fast and in grand condition, taxed

for year: cost nearly £300, accept nearest £160.-24.

Dollis Hill Ave., N.-W.IO. l9160

Synrfi Parts

:

ARLE'Y Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays,

H'

H^ Bond St., Ealing. [7667
Steele Publicity.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HaMker.

HA^yKER.—Immediate delivery of all models; best
vnlue for money.—Official agents, Longman Bros,,

17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Fhone ; Ealing 689. [8622

Hazlewood.
p. Hazleuood-Jap Combination, 1915, new con-
tion; ^45.-120, Argyle St., St. Helens. [9394

K-eii.pO dii

HAZLEWOOD . 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick
start, foot clut<:h, splendid candition, any trial;, sple

best ofl'er over £50 secures.-
HUI, S.E,23.

-1, Benson Rd., Fore
[9038

Henderson.
HENDERSON lOh.p. Combination, 2-speed, perfect

order; £65.—Baseldon, West Byfleet. [7677

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole ^District

Agent for Hendersons; unequalled service, re-

pairs, etc. [3560

J Q22 Henderson Model dc Luxe in stock, £165;
JLt/ easv payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor. Co.,

AstoQ Rd.. Birmingham. [4602

1 Q21 Model K Henderson, double-seater sidecar,
X«7 reverse gear, dynamo lighting, cost £300; accept
£160, or near; tax paid; bargain.—307, Camden Rd.,
Hoiloway, N.7. [9416

£45.—Henderson 1916, with sporting sidecar, lOh p..

4-cyiiuder, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, lamps,
horn, speedometer, wants attention; bargain.

—

Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [9602

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., who have handle.]

these "famoas Henderson machines since 1911.
can give trial rms with the latest model at any
time by appointment. 1922 De Luxe model in stock

at the new reduced pcice. ol .^16.5.—157b, Great Port
land St., W.l. [1092

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd. the original Henderson
importers, offer the ioilowing : 1921 combinationj

electrically equipped, £140; 1920 electric combina-
tion, Tan-Sad, just completely overhauled, £135;
1920 Standard Capjon and Mudd, £80; sidecar, Cowey
trip, and all accessories, ^£135; 1920 Standard com-
bination, all accessories, tax paid, £115; 1916 clutch
model, in really beautiful mechanical order, £50; 1915
Standard, with luxurious sidecar, speedometer, and
accessories, £65.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [607S

Snnr*' Parfa:

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the Henderson Ex
perts, have the most representative stock in

the country.— .157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

Hobart.
'.h.p., sing]

£27/10.—Maudes'

[607f

HOBART 1920 2'4h-P., single-speed, all tool:

tax paid;
Walsall.

. horn,
Walsall Garage,

[9571

H0BART-VILLIERS.2"/jh.p., 2-si>eed, all on, tax
pnid, perfect condition; offers.— 177, High ltd

Wood Gieen, K.22. [9010

"I Q 20 Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, electric lighting,
J-t/ Klaxon, tax and insurance to December, mag-
nificent condition; offers.—Box 2442, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [9646

1 Q19 Hobart-Villiers, 2Vjb.p., 2-speed, condition
-I- i/ aud appearance as new, licensed for year

;

25 gns. ; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [9940

number.HUMBER S'/^li-p. Combination, C.B.. 2-speed, run-
ning order.—Sawyer, 116, Grove Hill, South

Woodford. . [9090HUMBER 1920 4i4h.p. Flat Twin, fully equipped
and tax paid; £60.—The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxford. [7175

HUMBER Combination,
water-cooled.

HUMBER 3V2b.p. Combination, boat-sh,ape, sidecar,
2 speeds, lamp, Klaxon, Dunlops, excel-lent con-

di tion ; £32 , exchange.—Wal ter, Preston Down Rd.

,

Paignton. [8816

.
1916-17, eh.p., flat twin,

3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter, fully
equipped, splendid condition; £60; exchanges.—63,
Solon Rd., Brixton. [9461

HUMBER Motor Cycle Combination, 1920, 8h.p.,
upholstered sidecar, flat twin, good condition

throughout; 75 guineas.—Ware & de Freville, Walmar
House, Oxford Circus. [7553

HUMBER 1919 3'/2h-P-, 3-speed, all-chain drive,
Claudel-Hobson carburetter, handle start, hand

clutch, Lucas lamps, coachbuilt sidecar; £70.—Maudes',
Walsall Garage, Walsall. [9573

HUMBER, 4V2h.p., flat twin, with sidecar, Novem-
ber, 1920; insured, licensed, horn, been carefully

used, exceptionally good condition; £75, or offer.

—

County Motors, by Upper Warlingham Station, Whyte-
leafe. [9180

HUMBER Agents.—All 1922 models; write for cata-

logues and full particulars by return post free

;

exchanges and special payment terms arranged; corre-

ipondence invited.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St.,

Cambridge. [8496
Indian.

"1 <\22 Indian Scout, as now; £98.—Brunswick Lodge,
Xc/ Thames Ditton. [90'33

MniiiriMiiiMtinniriMiriMiiiiiiiMinnnrritiirintiMiiiiiiiiii^

Iedwards
f
101, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.l

f

: Tel. Mayiair 4027. |

I WONDERFUL BARGAINS. |

= We have been appointed Sole Distributing =

= Agents for London and 50 miles Radius for =

JThe PRIORY, 2f-H.P.|
iJ.A.P. 2-Speed, Clutch,!
i Kick-Start. Price 52 Gns. f

1 Also, the 2f-H P. PRIORY |

; 2-Stroke, 2-Speed, Price ^

f£38. I
z Specification on request. r

I Several Brand New 5-6 =

1 1921 ZENITH f

1COUNTERSHAFT l

i Models, Clutch, Kick-Start, i

i 84 Gns. 1

i Listed £118. Maker's Guaraat«e.i

I 1922 3^ h.p. i

I
ENITH-BRADSHAWl

i Belt drive,Brand New(shdp soiled), f

82 Gns. 1

i Listed £113. f

i BRAND NEW (SHOP SOILED). |
= 1922 LIGHT SIX B.S.ft. and No. 4 sidecar . . . .£148 :
z Listed £162. Maker's Guarantee. ~

I
SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS. 1

- Gns, =
= 1920 4 h.p. VICTORIA J.A.P. 3-i^peed, clutch,
= and k/startBr, equipped and licensed.

;

E 1920 B.S.A. Combination. Lucas Magdjmo,
^ =peedo

= 1919 33 bp. SCOTT and 60 guinea Rennoc side-
- car, discs, wind screen, fully equipped .

.

1 SECONDHAND SOLOS.
E 1921 2I h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-q)eed, equipped,

E excellent condition

- 1917-4-h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, clutch, kick

E start

= 1913 RUDGE, N.S.U., -2-speed, clutch 33 =

E 1922 3^ h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports model, fully E
E equipped, as new 93 E
= 1922 3i; h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3-5peed, =

E chain drive, mileage 200, indistinguishable E
= from new 100 =

E 1921 3% h.p. SUNBEAM, semi-Sports, magdyno E
= lighting, speedometer, electric horn, knee =

grips, absolutely as new 109 E

55

65 i

53 E

52 =

H 1921 2J h.p. A.J.S., Lucas lighting, Cowey horn, _
= excellent condition .'. 72 =

i i92i'"5 h.p. SPORTS ZENITH, electric lighting, =
~ speedometer, mileage 900, as new 70 =

H 1914 7 h.p. INDIAN, Clutch model, fully equipped E
= and licensed, good condition 29 =

= Deferred Payments & Exchanges on any of the above. =
WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS. E

Cash waiting. E
HiiinniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiitiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiT

b56 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tbe end of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, vrheii desired.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

33.h.p. Indian, 3 speeds,. tax paid; £23.—Sax, 619,
4 Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld. [8776

TNDIAN For Sale.-5-6h.p., 3-speed, K.S.; exchaiije
-> entertained.—83, Balham Park Ed. [9026

ly-9h.j). Indian Combination, spring frame, lully
• equipped; £40.-17, Heaton Ed., JMitctiam. [9234

5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 1915, all on, excellent
condition; £38.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [9235

lysb.p. T.T. Indian, clutch, perfect, taxed, very last,
• accessories; £38, offers.—25, Princess Av., Ciiester.

[9030

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Indians; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. [3561.

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, English con-
trols; i£67.—23, Alexandra Park Rd., Mnswell

Hill.- [9183

7-9h.p. Indian, 1915, clutch, lamp, speedometer, new
condition; £30.—Hughes, 102, Brighton Ed.,

Worthing. [9053

1Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, with sidecar, clutch model,
-i-t/ good condition; £40.-2, Empress Av., Manor
Park, E.12. [9219

1 Q20 Indian Combination, electric lighting, hood,
--*' windscreen, disc; £95.-29, High St., North-
fleet, Kent. [8968

7-9h.p. 3-speed clutch, kick, Indian Combination,
Indian sTSOrts torpedo sidecar; £65.—Averies,

Englefleld Green. ^ [8872

1 Q22 Indians.—Immediate deliveries;- cash or de-
JLiy ferred payments.—E. Brown, 3. Parker Lane,
Burnley Tel. : 1032. [7081

-| Q19 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, kick )

-LtF start, tax paid, absolutely as new.—L. First-

brook. Old Mill, Darenth. .. .[8769

NEW Indian Scout 4h.p., delivered late May, dynamo
model, speedometer, K.S. ; accept £98.—Parsons,

1. Acton Lane, Chisirick. [9182

INDIAN 1915-16 5-6h.p. Combination, speedometer,
lamps, horn, and tools; £46.—King, 4, Willbw

Walk, Short St., Cambridge. [9798

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, East-

ing, accessories, excellent condition; £60.—Seen

-

Abbey Garage, Waltham Abbey. ,;
[9451

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Pcwerplus Combination, tax paid^

equipped, fine condition; bargain, 70 -gns.^13,
Vambery Ed., Plumstead, S.E.18. [7906 i

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1919, lamps, speed- i

ometer, spares; £80.—Richards, 2, King Edward
Gardens, Blenheim Ed., Barnsley. [9663

INDIAN Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, electric

light, 3-speed, 5h.p., good condition; what offer?—
Hunt, 30, Kirkley Rd., Merton Park. [9297

-| Q15 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, -clutch, n

-LJ/ electric, splendid condition ; any trial; £75.

—

74, Hunsdon Ed., New Cross, SJ;.14. [9352

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, splendid
order, new condition; £45.—28, Woodford Ed.,

Forest Gate. 'Phone : Maryland 2598. [9807

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p., T.T., 3-speed countershaft, all

accessories, tax paid, exceptional condition ; £50.—
157, Burntwood Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.17. , [9749

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—7-9h.p. Indian combina-
tion, spring frame, 3-speed, perfect condition;

£63.-34, Beechwood Av., Thornton Heath. [9906

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 1919, solo, practically

. new, mileage under 300; £60 for quick sale.

—

4, Hanover St., W.l. Mayfair 786. (P) 19358

SPOSTING 7-9h.p Indiaji Solo, 1919-20, really fast,

T.T. bars, fully equipped, tax paid; £60.—Naylor
and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W. [9879

-| Q 20 Indian Combination, big valve model, fulls

Xi/ eqitipped, good condition, numerous spares, ans

trial; £90, near oiler.—Jacobs, 665. Fulham E4. [SieC

INDIAN Eoad Eacer 1914 7-Sh.p., completely over-

hauled, enamelled and plated. Cox carburetter;

£32/10.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Ed., Birmingham, i

[9862 I

1 Q19 Indian Powerplus, disc wheels, perfect; £60
Xt/ new sidecar to match, £15.—Railton, Cobhan
and Co., Ltd., Water St., off Blackfriars St., Man
Chester. [965'

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, disc wheels
electric starter, small mileage, excellent condi

tion; bargain, £80.—Write, 11, Rotherwood Ed. ,

Putney. . [876i
j

INDIAN Scouts!—Immediate delrveries; easy pay
,

ments, your present inachine in exchange: an,"

trial.—Indian Agents, 89, East HUl, Wandsworth. B^i
tersea 443. [9-75!!

INDIAN 1915. coachbuilt combination, 7-9h.p., sprinji

frame, 3-speed, electric lighting, tyres, paint, etqj-

in flne order; £40.—Brown, 17, Christchurch AvenW'
Brondesbury. [889/!

INDIAN -1914 V-Oh-p.-- 3-speed and clutch, sprinp

frame, Lucas lamps, all accessories, very good coni

dition. tax paid; £42/10.-^Cope, 15, Upper Hagle|k

Rd., Birmingham. [9881:

ertisemeat, and the date of the issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

Olio.—IMatchless Combination, Model 11, 1920 (1921^ wtieels), Easting, spare wheel, speedometer, elec-
tric lamps, horn, new tyres, perfect condition and
appcaraute.—50, Crayford Ud.. Holloway. [9402

MATCHLESS eii.p. Twin, Viudec gear, coachlmilt
Biirbury sidecar, A.J.S. windscreen, spare back

wheel, tax paid Dei^ember; nearest £50.—Handley,
11, Davenport St.. i^ongport, Slofee-on-Trent. [8908

MATCHLESS.—Model H2. spring frame, M.A.G.
engine, dynamo lighting, mecnanically perfect.

4;il0; Victory model, J.A. P., hood, electric lighting,
perfect, £85.—TasseU, lA, Bloomfteld Rd., Plumstead.

[9l45
1Q22 Matchlees, all models, for cash or exchanKe,
J-*J without, question the finest outfit obtninable.
Count th-em 6n the road.—Get your machine from Daw,
the ever reliable Matchless service agent, 114, Brixtou
Hill. [9481

MATCHLESS 1921, Model H, 8h.p.. fully equipped,
with speedometer, lamps, screen, and spare

wheel. Was little used; in excellent condition; iiS
gna.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone:
Ealing 689. [999?

MATCHLESS 1922 Combination, double-seater side-

car, M;A.G. engine, Lucas electric lighting
set, electric horn, tax paid, cost £218 seven weeks
igo; accept £185.-Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd..
Birmingham. [1035

MATCHLESS, March 1921. mileage 3,500. owner
tnbiu^ car, exceptionallT fine outfit, faultless con-

dition M.A.G. , electric, Mills-Fulford coachbullt double
car, everr possible erjuipn ent, tax, insiiran ;e paid, cost
£299: prompt sale £155.—Hooper. 84, Milton Ed.,
Portsmouth.

. J9735

NEW eh. p. 1922 Matchless Combination, 2-seaber
model, spring frame, £l87;-8h.p. standard modoF,

£170; sports model, £160; easy payments, one-fifth

down, remainder in 12 equal monthly payments or
more.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone

:

Holborn 5777. [8685

MATCHLESS Specialists.—Wanted, your present
motor cycle in. part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's. 2.

Eastbanfc St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7329

MATCHLESS H Combination, 1920, excellent con-
dition, thoroughly overhauled this month, all

accessories, spares. Easting, low-seated sidecar, leg-
shields, spare wheel, horn, mirror, lamps, trip speedo-
meter, etc., 3 practically new tyres, tax paid 1922;
£115 cash; any time after 4 p.m.—12, St. John's Park
Rd., Blackheath. [9230

MATCHLESS Combinations.—T. J. Ross, of 86, High
Rd., Lee, S.E. ('phone Lea Green 744), will be

pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery.
Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon
stration model always in stock. Purchasers laught
free. Large assortment of new and second-hand motor
cycles always in stock. [5669

. all models ; cash, exchange, easy
The agent is Sam. E. Clapham ; in

addition, A.J.S. , Connaught, Chater-Lea, Douglas,
Fiobart, Hazlewood, Harley, Triumph, Rudge, Royal
Ruby, Rex-Acme, Sunbeam, James, Levis, Economic,
McKenzie, Edmund. Beardmore. F.N,. P, and M., etc.
All makes light cars.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,
itockwell St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. i[8603

Sparp Parts

Immediate delivery.—Ka vs,

[4828

I Q22 Matchless,
J- *7 terms.

MATCHLESS Spares.
8, Bond St., Ealing.

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-
turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0808

McKenzie.
•>A GNS.—1922 McKenzie, as new, mileag
f^\f gible, year's licence, horn, etc.—Bacon,
;cn Lane, Worthing.

Metro.

1 Q21 Metro-Tyler, 2-speed gear; £30; excellent con-
*-«^ dition.—34. Mansell Rd.; Acton. [[9411

£25.—Metro-Tyler 2"v4h.p., late model, splendid order,
fast, taxed; bargain.-—406, York Rd., Wandsworth.

[9509
1Q20 Metro-Tyler 254h.p., single-speed, in perfect
J-tf order, tax paid; £27/10.—Homac's. 243, Lower
^lapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [9831

Minerva.
£16/10.-Minerva, 3V2I1-P-; any trial; take push cvcle

part.—57. Kenburv St.. Camhprwell. T^nHnn.

negli-
Offing-
[9250

part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,

Mohawk.

London.
[9732

[V/rOHAWK Cycles new, or second-hand, at lr.weF=i
Lfi prices, for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk Cycle
3o.. Ltd., 276, Alexandra Rd.. Hornsey, N.8. [1924

Moto-Reve.
^vnrr Pnrtu -

\TOTO-REVE Spares for all models, also repairs. ILTX overhauls.—Motor Supplv Co.. Sole Conce^ion^
aires, 223a, High St., Lewisham, S.E. [6107

J

[your holiday
KIT IS INCOMPLETE
WITHOUT ONE oe OUR

WATERPROOF
MOTORCYCLE SUITS

MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (FiB. 1)

MHth Fl.nited Leather R^lt.

SPECIFICATION
MADE from hard wear-

ing double texture
material with an interlining

of Rubber.
Double Breasted Jacket,
with all-round plaited

Leather Belt large Patch
Packets, and conver'ed
collar to button right up to
neck, to fasten with Throat
Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.

All seams of the Suit are
rubber cemented and taped
with extra material, making
the garment absolutely
waterproof.
Overall Trousers wrt!i spai^

shaped leg ; wind gussets to

keep the wind from the leg

and boots ; fastened with
patent clasp fasteners, en-
abling the trousers to be
pulled off in a moment.

SUIT COMPLETE
35/=

Jacket only .... 25/- ,

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE
OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST AND PATTERN
BUNCH OF CLOTHS, TOGETHER WITH SEEF-
MEASUBEMENT FORM, WHi BE SENT POST

'l
FREE AND WrraoUT ANY OBLIGATION UPON

,. SECSIPI OF YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

' Waterproof OC /
' Trench Coat ^^J
[ iFig. 2. Fawn material, rubber

I
: JSBftflttMPI' lined, wind

OVEfiAUS.
material, clasn

WATERPROOF
Double texture
fasteners, perfectly waterproof.

'"' 12/6 I'^T

THESE GARMENTSARE NEWLY
MADE FROM FRESHLY
PROOFED MATERIAL BY EX-
PERIENCED WORKMEN AND
NOT HALF-PERISHED CLEAR-
ANCE LINES OR W.D. SURPLUS
If you cannot call, said money u- Ih

hreasi measurement and tteisfii.

POST YOUR ORDER EARLY
tSatts/action guaranhed or money'

\

\rcJuvdM ij garments are rcturne I
J

'/o us within y.davs. •

CARRIAGE
PAID ON

ALL ORDERS.
Actual Manufacturers:

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208.Oldhani Rd., New Cross.Manchester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

Qh.p. Motosacoche, running order, tan paid; fS/lO
'^ —Bait, Dering Farm, Smarden, [8810
T ih.p. Motosacoche, perfect condition; £12; apnlv»» alter 7.-41, Clilton Crescent, S.E.15. [9146
"IITOTOSACOCHE; £6; working order, good frame,
J-'.^ saddle, tjres; wanting cash Shetn, 30, iVIonk .St.,
lutbury, Burton-on-Trent. t941^

1 14 S'Ah.p. Motosacoche Combination, M.A.G.,
-•-«' twin, 2-speed, lamps, taxed; nearest £30.—C.
Stubbmgton, School House, Great Munden, Ware.
Herts. ,|-9533

Ner-a-Car.
TUEK-A-CAR, 1921 (October), 1922 handle-bars and
-^^ controls; a bargain, £42/10.-244, Old Chrisl-
church Ed., Bournemouth. 18758
Tnwo Ner-a-Cars lor sale, as new, mileage under 600
J- miles, both fitted with Cowey speedometer, 2
bags, spare chains, etc.; best offers.—Creasey, Snttou
Bridge. (8829
VTER.A-CAR.—The 1922 wonder. 2Mh.p. 2-stroke,
J-i electric , and gas lighting, excellent finish, per-
lected friction drive; £65. We can give a limited
number ol immediate deliveries.—South Eastern Gar-
age, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [9822

New Comet.
QJh.p. new 1922 New Comet, lady's machine, fitted^"^ wiih Comet sidecar; £80; easy terms arranged.
—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, lK)ndon. [8686

£42—New Comet 2V2h.p., 2-6troke, 2-speed, clutch
and kick starter, tax paid, done 600 miles, like

new; or exchange with cash for A.B.C.. Sunbeam, or
16H Norton.—C. P., 107, Highbury New Park, N.5.

[7037
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, splendid order, tax paid:
£25.-28. Woodford Rd.. Fore-it fiat.B. 19809[9809

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 1914; £23/10.-28, Berkeley
Crescent (Council Houses], New Bamet. [8900

1 Q21 2',4h.p. New Hudson De Luxe, 2-speed, licensed
J-*/ -1922, in perfect order ; Scottwanted.—Stebbings, _

Attleboiiough, Norfolk. [8886

1 Q ^1 New Hudson Db Luxe, 2-BtTok«, 2-speed, al-
.*.*/ most- like new: £37/10. licensed.-Edwin

[9486
most- like new; £37/10,

Knight, High St., Reigat«.

1 O20 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, horn.
-L" etc., tax paid; 30 gns.—Shepherd, Enfield High-
way. Tel. : Waitham Cross 31. [0896

NEW HUDSON 2i4h.p. Model do Lnxe, 1920, ex-
cellent condition; £37/10; exchange good com-

bination.—42, Chuich Rd., Hendon. [9444

NEW HUDSON 1921, 2-speed, 2-stroke, absolutely
as new; 35 gns.; photograph.—Peter Gordon,

Ltd.. 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. 19590

NEW HUDSON 214I1.P., 2-st-oke, 2-speed, 1920 model,
in good runnin^r or(.e:. fully equipped: £30.-74,

Brighton Ed., Surbiton. 'Phone; Kingston 3025. [9370

New' HUDSON Motor Cycles.-London Depot, 45.

Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. Immediate do-

livery all models. Spares stocked. Trade supplied.

[08S1
£35.—1914 SVirh.p. New Hudson and coachbuilt side-

car, 3 speeds and clutch, lamps, horn, screen,
tools, any trial ; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd., N.W.3. {9601
I Ql^ New H-udson coachbuilt Combination 6h.p.,
J-v 3-speed hub gear with countershaft, Lucai
lamps and horn, in ftrst-class condition, tal pale

;

price £50.—Davis, High St., Ringwood. [9117

1 Q22 21/ih.p. New Hudson de. Luxe, 2-speed, tax
*-*' paid for year, fitted with legshields, B. and B.
carburetter, C.A.V. magneto, Dunlop heavy tyres;
machine has only run 100 miles, and is in brand
new condition throughout, and is guaranteed mechani-
cally perfect; any trial welcomed; £.^7/10.—Allan,
Station House, Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [9639

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL. No. 3 model, in stock.-
Goldthorpe. Yorks.

"1Q17 New Tmperial-Jap, 2-speed, equipped; £29.-
-•-" Broadway Motor Co., Tooting. [0512

-I Q19 New Imperial 2=4h.p., 2-spced; £20.-27,
-Li/ Doneraile St., Fulham Palace Rd. [880G

2ilh.p. Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, lamps; £23 for quirk
4 ,;!ile, offers.—Pootings, Edenbridge. [9021

NEW IMPERIAL Model 3 25/4h.p., 3-speed, chain
drive; £73.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [9763

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., new April, 1921, fully
equipped; £43.—Sharpe, 325, Essex Rd., Isling-

ton. [9912

SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles;
all models in stock.—J. A. Stacey, Ecclesall Rd .

Sheffield [0813

2%h.p., 2 speeds, good
Lyford Rd., Wandsworth

Common. [8923

£35.—1919 New Imperial, 2V3h.p. J.A.P. , 2-speed,
anv trial ; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm

Ed., N.W.3.. [9599

Wigfield.
[6187

NEW IiMPERIAL-J.A.P.
condition; £24.-92,

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at ttie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 659
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

^3.h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, lamps, horn,
/W4 Tan-Sad, good running order; £27.—16b, Ken-
nington Oval. [8783

1Q21 2%li.p. New Imperial, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
--V all on, splendid condition: £50.—J. Powell, Shaw-
bury, Shrewsbury. [9017

NEW lAIPERIAL-J.A.P. 1917-18 2%h.p., 2-speed,
fquipped, licensed, Tan-Sad; £35.—Clayden, 31,

St. Albans Rd., N.W.S. [1015

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2%h.p. New
Imperial-Japs, 1922, No. 3, £73; No. 2, £60;

easy terms and e-tohange. [8687

4h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch, all chain, 1916,
overhauled, excellent condition; Sheffield; £60.—

Box 2440, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [9648

1 Q20 New Imperial J.A.P. Combination, condition
-L*/ as new; £87/10, bargain.—Rhind and Co.,
Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [9079

NEW IMPERIAL 1922 2?4h.p. Sports Model, tax
paid for 1922, equal to new; £75.—The Layton

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7187

NEW IMPERIAL 6h.p. Combination, 1919, excep-
tional condition. Easting, all on, tax paid; £85,

exchange.—Motor Co., Ltd. Hereford. [7601

1Q20 2%h.p. New Imperiiil-Jap, 2-speed, fully
J-*^ equipped, perfect condition, as new, auy examina-
tion; £43.^17, Birchington Rd., Kilburn. (9484

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, bought new
1921, beautiful condition, Lucas accessories,

Easting; £105.—Jeavons, Draper, Lye, Stourbridge.
[1047

1 Q17 New Imperial-Jap 2V2h.p., 2-speed, periect
-I-*' condition throughout, fully equipped, tax paid;
bargain, £35.-105, High St., Colliers Wood, Merton.

[9705
NEW IMPERIAL 2^j4h.p., 2-speed, in good condi-

tion mechanically and appearance ; £30 ; tax
paid.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington. [9631

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, dynamo, elec-
tric horn, Ea-sting, speedometer, Tan-Sad, new,

Stepney back; £100; exchange solo and cash.—
Thacker, Ledbury. [9667

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p. Model No. 3, 3-speed. K-S..
all-chain drive; £73; immediate delivery; cash,

exchanges, easy payments.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. ~ [9102

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p., 3-speed, large sidecar,
Easting, lamps. Klaxon speedometer, tax paid, 3

new 28x3 tyres, perfect mechanical condition; 70 gne.
—2, Madrid Rd., Barnes. [9495

1 Q22 New Imperial 2^41i«P-. Model 3, S-speied,
J-«^ clutch, K.S., all chain, tax paid, fully insured^
not ridden 100 miles, perfectly new; best offer over
£65.-101, Bath Rd., Swindon. [9643

1 Q22 New imperials in Stock.—No. 3, 234h.p., chain
Xf7 drive, £73; No. 3 with Maglita, £83; easy pay-
ments 4% extra; free delivery and tuition.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5882

NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 2-seater, 3-speed,
Sh.p., splendid condition. Easting screen, sidecar

newly upholstered, all accessories; reasonable ofier

accepted.—47, Elborough St., Southfields, S.W.18. [9091

£26.—New Imperial Light Tourist 1915, 2-speed
Albion gears, enamelled and plated, new oversize

tyres, Lucas lamps and horn, spare chain, valve, etc.,

tax paid till December 7i.—Steaiman, "^S Duvlley Rd ,

Wclverhampton. l.9~08

"I
Q20 New Imperial Combination, J.A.P. 8h.p., 3

At/ speeds, C. and K.S., all lamps, horn, Easting
icreen; an exceptional bargain, tax paid; £85; ex-

changes.—^Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Hhoue : Dalston 2408. [9832

NEW IMPERIAL 2Voh.p. J.A.P., overhead valves, 2-

speed, racing carburetter, large nickel tank, foot

oiling, tax, 2 sets mudguards, chains, belts, sprocket
valve. This machine aas attained. 70.8 m.p.h. and -tton

many events; £45.—'Phone: Hammersmith 888. [9494

NEW liMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockist's,

Rev, 173, Gt. Portlaud St. 'Phone; Lanfe-ham
1257. Open till 7-30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays. [0855

New Scale.

NEW SCALE Combination, 3V2h.p. Precision, brand
new; list £108; sacrifice, £65.—Railton, Cob-

ham and Co., Ltd., Water St., off Blackfriars St..

Manchester. [9651
Norton.

"DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons.

NO. 9, 5V2li-P-» £80; 16H, 3 speed, £115; Big Four,
3-speed, £120; sidecars from £22; easy payments,

4 per cent, extra , free delivery to any address.-
Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham [0865

NEW 1922 Big Four Norton, with Montgomery side-

car; £145, or exchange.—Jack Pruen, Weston-
Euper-Mare. [7773

NORTON ZVih.p., speed model, perfect; £45.—Rail-
ton. Cobham and Co., Ltd., Water St., off

Blackfriars St., Manchester. [9653

"DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

The Headlamp supplied with this set is our Sin.
Daybeam, a -very powerful hght-giver. The brackets
are ot exceptionally strong and handsome design.
They carry the headlamp and also the (die cast)
aluminium case. The accumulator is specially made
for motor cyde lightuig, and wiU brUliantly illuminate
the head and ttie rear lamp for 20 hours if used
mtermittently. The tall lamp (our torpedo S.B.C.) is
exceptionally strong and well made, and has a very
attractive appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a
switch and one lamp may be used independently of
the other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The finish Is
ebony black and nickel plate.

Complete Outfit, list No. 30/1, Price £5 5

"DAYBEAM" Combination Set

The set compr^es Daybeam Sin. Headlamp, Idea!
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C, Tail Lamp.
Eacli lamp is fitted with an independent s\vitch, and
is finished in ebony black with nickel-plated reUef.
The Accuihulator (capacity. 6 volt, 40 amp.) is

specially made for motor cycle lighting and will give
very satisfactory service in use.

Complete Outfits, List No. 30/2;' Price £770

"DAYBEAM
Complete

Electric Set for
Lightweights.

Sob Outfit, £3 3s.
CombinatioD Outfit, £3 13

-WRITE FOR LIST NO. 7-

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by ail reputable agents.

TRADE fT y MARK

RIM & PATENTS UTS
LAWPEW RB BDRDE5I.Ey BIRMINCHMM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

1 Q 22 JfortoDS, all models ; free delivery to any
J-tf address.—Gibb, Gloucester. [7547

1 ^H Norton, 700x80 tyres, mileage under 500,
.»-" 20 successes in competition, tax paid; £110;
exchanges.—Tlie Dene. Hardwick Rd„ Reigate. [9317

"VrORTON Models, 16H, new maciiines. for imme-
-^' diate delivery; one demonstration machine, tax-

paid. £102.—Andrews, Devonshire Garage, Bnxton.
[1044

"VTORTON 1920, 17c. and sporting sidecar, just
J-l overhauled makers, excellent condition, all ac-
cessories; £70.—47, Lovaine Place, Newcastle-on-
Tyne.. i[94i5

"VTORTON 1921 Big Four 16 H, countershaft model,
.1-^ new tyres, speedometer, lamps, ' etc., licensed

;

75 gns.; also 1919 Philipson model; 40 gns.—54,
Coval Rd., Mortlake. [9104

NORTON 1921 16H, taxed, speedometer, very fast,

?8 gns.; 1920 Big 4, Magdyno, taxed, perfect
order, 76 gns.; sports sidecar, new condition, £18.—
Olark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7362

TyORTON.-New 1922 models; Big Four and De
-'-" Luxe sidecar, £153;- also SVah.p., 3-speed, all-

chain drive, £115; exchange and easy terms arranged.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

1021 Big 4 Norton Combination, Norton coachbuilt
-^-t' sidecar, clutch, 3-speed, kick start, electric

lighting, Cowey horn. Cameo windscreen, 1922 tax
paid; £105.—Will, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park.
London, E. [9438

NORTON Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No v;aiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed lor second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's, 2,

Eastba-nk St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7327

1 Q22 16H Norton for Sale, through temporary dis-
-»-»/ ablement, interchangeable standard and close

ratio gears, aluminium piston, chain cover and tew
other enamelled parts electro-plated, condition abso-
lutely as new, tyres scarcely marked, done 70 m.p.h.;
only wants seeing; £105.—Tison, Sudbury, Suffolk.

[9930
N.S.U.

N.S.U. sh.p, twin, 2-speed, spring frame, Bosch.
Senspray, Lucas lamps. Klaxon,' excellent order;

£16/10.—20, Woodstock Rd., Bedford Park. [8777

N-U.T.

N.U.T., Sh.p., fast, must sell; £30, bargain.—19,
Wood Lane, Shepherds Bush. [9163

1Q20 N.IT.T. S'Ah.p., Magdyno, perfect condition;
-LC S70.—R. Welch, Gt. Missenden, Bucks. [1053

N.U.T. 1920-21, dynamo lighting, in splendid con-
dition, owner buying car; £80.—Stevens, Old

MiU Farm, Cowley Middlesex. [9367

N.U.T. 1920 3i/2li.p. twin. Magdvno, excellent lon-
dition throughout, tax paid: £75, or without light-

ing set, £65.-156, Thornc Rd., Doncaster, (P) [9723

5h,p. N.U T. Combination. Magdyno lighting set and .

horn, purchased 1921, mileage 500; £95.—Storer
and Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. Mav-
fair 625. [1042

"IVr.U.T. Sh.p., 1921, November, sporting machine,
-1-^ complete accessories, long nickel exhaust pipe,
original tyres, plugs, etc., as new, tax paid £4 for
sidecar; first £85 secures.—Simpson, 57, Tottenhall
Rd., Palmers Green. (D) - [9206

O.K.

O.K. 2i/2h.p. Mark EC. 1921 Model, new and unused,
single speed; £30.—Eagles and Co., 275, High

St., Acton, London, W. [9969

O.K. Junior 4-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, etc., tax paid,
excellent condition, must sell; offers.—42, Mul-

grave Ed., Neasden, N.W.IO. - [7787

"I Q21 O.K. 2y2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, licensed,
J-t/ Lucas lamp, horn, guaranteed; £38.—Beesley,
Warford St., NeTvtown, Manchester. [9342

LATE 1921 O.K.-Villiers 2-stroke, excellent condi-
tion, little used, tax paid; 26 guineas.—.83,

Penshurst Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [9532

1Q16 O.K. Junior 2y2h.p., 2-speed, good runnmg
-L^ order, fully equipped, tax paid; £25, or offers.

—105, High St., Colliers Wood, Merton. [9706

-| Q21 O.K. 2-speed Lightweight, guaranteed con-
Xtf dition, legshields, electric lamps, spare tyre
and belt, suit either sex; approval; £35.—Collis Layer,
Unthank Rd., Norwich. [9850

P. and M.
1 Q14 P. and M. Combination; £27/10.—Kavs. 8,

-L«7 Bond St., Ealing. [9764

1 020 P. and M. Solo, fully equipped; £55.—Kays, 8.

-Li/ Bond St., EaUng. [9765

P.
and'M. 3>/2h.p., 2-sp6ed, good order: £29.-P. Will-

cocks, D.atohet, Bucks. [901;

3J,h.p. 1919 P. and M. Solo, fully equipped; £55.—
2 Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Londoil. [a68£

£24—1914 3iAh.p. P. and M., 2-speed, clutch, K.S.

fine order.—King, Jlgrove Farm, Oxford. [9324

b6o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

Rudge-Multi, 1921, new.—Townson and
Ltd., Barrow. [8982

sLop soiled
[9614

e70.—S'/ah.p,
Ward,

"

\rEW 1922 Eudge-Mwlti S'/zli.ii. touriue,
Li only; £70.—Gruy's Gnrage. Wiltlord.

RUDGE-MULTI for sale, very fast, cheap: 25 gns.

;

must sell.—67, Pernlea Rd., Balham. [9911

RrDGE-MULTI, excellent condition, lamps
tiix piiKl; f27;iO.-Gray'8 Uiinige, Watford.

born,
[9616

ion, all on;
[9375

nt/AUCHOPE'S,
'» Rudge SVijh.p. I.O.M.;

9,

IQ20 RudBe-MuIti S'ih.p., perlect conditioiL" mO.^Latham, 114. Junction Rd., N.l

3UDGE, S'/ih.p., perfect, all on; bargain, £25.-
-» Brown, Prospect Villa, Vicarage Rd., Thetfoid.

(9056
Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922

£77; easy terms arranged.
[8673

P38.—5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination. coachbuilL
^ sidecar, fine running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

[9526
I Q20 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi T.T. model, condition as
L«^ new; bargain, 44 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

[9917

P.T. __Rudgej, 1916, all on,_hand clutch, jery fast;

Jih.p. Budge, 3-speed, clutch,JS running order; £32/10.-
r.l2.

tax paid,

•8, Park

[9908
perfect
Parade,

[9547

1021 Rudge-Multi. LO.M„ fully
perfect

euden, Bucks.
condition; £50.—R.

at

>ih.p. Rudge-Multi Combinatiooi, all on, tyres as
-'2 nen-; best offer.—72, Mill Lane, West Hamp-
-ead. [9383

equipped, taxed,
Welch, Gt. Mis-

1[9247

the late.«-

Broadway
[0791

hood, screen,
bargain, ^45.

[9750

genuine T.T.
' Dencer,

[9427

I 022 I.O.M. Riidge-Multis in stock
*-*^ reduced prices. £77.—Jones Garaee
llnswell Hill, N.IO.

I Q19 Rudge-Multi Combination.L" licensed, starter, clutch, Klaxo
-89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

I Q Guineas.—Rudge 1913 3V.h.p.
••»/ model, tax paid; bai
'otter St., Bishop's Stortford.

RUDGE-MtTLTI 5-6h.p. Combination, fully equipped
ond perfect; £38.—The Mews. Victoria Rd.. Clar-perfect; £38.—The Mews, Victoria ' Ed."
'Phone: Latchmere '4290.

Clap.
[9362

£77 is the price ol a now Rudge. Get it from tht
Agents; in stock; cash or payments.—Knight'^

126. Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [083f

31h.p. Rudge-Multt Combination, good condition:
2 any trial; seen by appointment; £35.—G.P.C..

', Florence Terrace, Ealing, W.5. [9267

I Q 20-21 3'/jh.p. Rudge-Multi Motor Cycle, good con-
LtJ dition '

' ... —
^-illow Walk,

lamps, horn, and tools;
Short St., Cambridge.

-King, 4,

[9796

I U21 Rudge-Multi
1 */ electric lamps.
£60.-

I Q20 Rudge-Multi,
L «7 change combination.

5-6h p., almost new, Millford,
speedometer, Tan-Sad, tax paid;

Hollis, Luckaow D,vk; Rd., Brighton, [9689

RUDGE 7-9h.p., 3-specd. late 1»21 model, practic-
ally new, only driven about 150 miles; £75.—

3. A. Vandervell and Co.. Ltd., Acton, W.3. [9118

rQ22
3'/2h.p T.T. Rudge.—Brand new, in stock;

•^ £77. Cash or easiest of easy payments.

—

Wilkins, Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [9983

equipped regardless; -offers: ex-

Douglas and cash.—
ElarYey, Cosynook, ChuTchflelds, Cheshunt, Herts.

[9454
IQI4 Rudge-Multi 3V2h.p., pedal starter, clutch,
i-*y splendid condition, £40; also Tan-Sad, with foot-

rest, 27/6. — Williams, Little Common Farm, Rayne,
Essex. [8858

1 Q21 Rudge-Multi, unscratched, only done 2,000
Ji-*y miles, Watford speedometer, Lucas horn and
lamps; must be sold; £65 or nearest offer; exchange
with cash considered.—E. H. Macmillan, Kings Lang-
ley. [9551

to special order, many refine-

special ^ handle-bars, condition
perfect, very sweet running: £72/10; Manchester.—
Fuller particulars, apply Box 2450, c/o Tkc Motor
Cycle. [9847

RUDGE. 1922, latest 7-9h.p. Combination, unused,
3-speed, spare wheel, magnificent turnout; adver-

tiser cannot take delivery; will sacrifice deposit- paid
£25, leaving £125 payable: London.—^Box 2433, c/o
The Motor Cycle [9124

RTJDGE-MULTI 1920 7-9h.p. Combination, as new;
79 gns., cost flouble. Also 1916 Rudge-Multi

3' -h.p. Combination, 42 gns. ; solo, 33 gns. Photo-
graphs Exchances.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [9591

HALIFAX.—Rudges : S'/ah.p., clutch, £19/10; 1919
Multi. £49/10: 1920 Mnlti I.O.M., £55; 1921,

£59/10: 1920 5-6h.p. combination, £75; 1920 7-9h.p.
twin combination, £89/10. Deferred payments
accepted.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [9972

1 Q 22 Rudge-Multi
^•^ ments, Binks,

BANCROFTIAN CO.'S
GREAT ANNUAL SALE
commences from to-day for 3 weeks
only ; so buy now and save money. The
Greatest Bargains ever offered. Our

sale is genuine.
We are advertisers in the " Motor Cycle "

from Its first publication.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not

\A'.D., although not guaranteed by the makers they
are new and perfect, no rubbish, Wood-Mihie extra

heavy, 4-ply combination, 30/-; Hutchinson,

26x25, Heavy T.T., 22/6; Passenger, 26x2^ for

2i, 32/6 ; 700x80 to lit 650x65 rims small car, extra

heavy, 42/- ; Extra strong new model Passenger,

28x3, 48/6; Extra heavy, 3-ribbed, 700X65, light

car, 32/6; 650x65, Steel stud car type, 52/-.

I'irestone, 20 x 2 for Autowheel, 19/6 ; original, 45/-

;

Tube, 5/11. Palmer, 26x2, light,. 21/- ; 650x65
cord heavy, 35/- ; 26 x 2^ cord heavy, 35/-. Oyiers,

650x65, square tread, heavy, 25/-. Clincher De
Luxe, Heavy, 26 x 2^, 32/6 ; 26X 2 Junior De Luxe,

21/-; 26x2^,24/6; 26X1I, 16/6. A few wired
edge covers, 26 x 2^ and 2\, heavy, 29/6 each.

Goodyear, Stepney road grip, Dominion Nobby and
Hutchinson 1922-3 Models in stock.

TU BES.—24 X 2, 24 X 2i, 4/6 ; 26 X z\, 26 X 2\ and
26X2§, 4/11; 28x3 and 700x80, 6/6. Post gd.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D. l", 7' 6",

9/6; 1", 7' 6", 11/3; Bates short lengths, J", 5', 4/6 ;

5' 6", 5/-
; r, 4' 6*. 5/- ;

5', 5/6 ;
5' 6", 6/- ; i", a' 6",

3/-
;

3', 3/9 ; Leather belts, %" at 1/6 per ft. ; Belt

fasteners, 9d, and 1/-. Post i/-.

Great purchase of Genuine "BOBJON " LAMPS.
Nickel plated on brass or black and plated. Large
size, si" front, with powerful back lens, large

generator sufficient for two lamps,' suitable for a

i heavyweight machine, 25/- complete, as illustrated.

Price

Original price 55/-. Smaller set, 4^' front, suitable
for lightweight, 16/6. The greatest bargain ever
offered. When cleared can never be repeated at near
the price. Postage and packing 1/6 extra. Special
quotation for quantities.

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF SMITH'S JACKS.
No. 7. 7V extend iij^" 7/6

„ 8. U" „ 131* 8/6

„ 9- 9k" „ isr 9/6
Above half usual prices.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop-soUed. Cowey
with trip. £4 lOs. Smith's with trip, £4 5s.

Bonniksenwith trip, £4 15s. Post 1/6. Speedometer
replacements in stock.

TAN-SADS.—A few with back seat to clear, 28/6.
Original, 57/-. Carriage 3/6 extra.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan
leather, unlined, 7/6. Lined, 9/11, new and fresh.

Chrome leather gauntlets with finger and thumb and
wrist strap, 2/11. Gloves,_ leather, wool lined, 3/11.

Above lines are worth more than double. Limited
quantities only. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers* stock, consisting of

double-breasted coat with belt, storm cufis, and
collars, and seatless trousers with gussets, patent

fasteners, and leather bound seats. Finest quality,

extra heavy, double texture waterproof material,

dark fawn, new and fresh, only been made recently,

not half-perished W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s,

Postage 1/6 extra. Could not be bought elsewhere

under £4 los. The greatest bargain ever offered.

Order immediately to save disappointment. All

stock sizes.

HORNS.—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ; usual

price, 29/6, our' price, 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra.

Smith's Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or 12

volts, large size, suitable for heavy combinations
;

original price, £2 15s.; our price, 30/-. Postage 1/6.

The greatest bargain ever offered. All new and
perfect.

We can supply anything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78 iJlSHOPtsGA re, LONDON, E.G.2.

'Grams: "Chaikel,London." 'Phone: LondonWaIl9897

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kudge.

Sparr Parts:

T^llii; Promptest Firm tor Rudge Spares,

—

Forli-'lM
-- Motors, Fortleld Place. Lenmiugtoa tipa. !3L65

JOHN R.
Scotts.

Scott.

and Co., Ltd., Croydon, lor

CROYDON.—Good second-hand Scotts. Motor cycles
and Sociables in stock.—John R. Kinsey and Co.,

Ltd., -350-352, Lower

1922, scarcely
Brighton.

SCOTT Twin, perfect order,
South Ealing Rd., W.5.

SCOTT Squirrel,
ford's Motors,

SCOTT-STANDARD,
-Wellord'i "

SCOTT 19.21 3%h.p.,
licence.—Pearson, 21

SCOTT
£80.

Addiscombe Rd

little used;

[9717

used

. T.T. bars, lamps,
Motors, Brighton.

£35.-176.
[9258

; £95.—Wel-
[9133

perfect; £65.
[9134

new condition, accessories,

Myton St., Hull. [9035

1921 3^j,h.p., fully equipped and tax paid;
-The Layton Garages, 30. Holywell St..

[7178

2-speed, kick
Heaton Rd..

[9237

SCOTT 3%h.p. Combination, 1915,
starter, smart turnout; £42.-17,

Mitcham.

£65.—1920 Scott Combination. Binks, lamps, speedo-
meter, accessories, splendid condiMon.—63, Solon

Rd., Brixton. [9463

1 022 Scott Squirrel, June, mileage under 200, tax
-L*^ paid; £100, or nearest oHer,—Daniels,.30, Lion
St., Abergavenny. I[8822

3.3h.p. Scott, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, chain drive,
4 guaranteed perfect; £50.—Beeeley, Warlord St..

[9341

late 1919, good mechanical con-
dition, Cox-Atmos carburetter; £65.—Jefferies, 4.

Castons Rd., Basingstoke. [9661

1 SCOTT Standard, also Squirrel; used less than 5 milPa
for demonstration : £100 each.—Gibb, Northgate.

Gloucester. Service Agent. [7549

SCOTT-SQUIRREL 1922, mileage 500, like "new;
£85.—Railton, Cobham ^ and Co., Ltd., Water

St., off Blackfriars St., Manchester. [9652

£381—1916 Scott Combination, Binka. Cowey, F.R.S.,
excellent condition and running, Oameo, twin

drip, any trial.—60, Barrimgton Rd., Brixton. [9351

1014 T.T. Scott, fully equipped, licensed December,
-*-*? last, thoroughly sound but rather shabby; £40.

Newtown, Manchester.

OCOTT Combination,

-Write Bindlors, 7. Tavistock Terrace, N.19-.

"I Q21, August, Scott Squirrel, Lucas lamps,
M-iJ tax paid, condition unscratched, mileage under

[9201

horn.

2,000; £80.—F.
'Phone : 308.

Wootten, Ltd., 55, High St, Oxford.
[8973

SCOTT No. 1355 and Williamson Sidecar, recently
overhauled, good tyres and running order, tax

paid; accept £40; bargain.—B., Warwick House,
Basingstoke.

"

[8930

SOUTH London Scott Service "Depot.-'Phone Croy-
' don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate de-

livery; prices from £105.—John E. Kineey and Co..

Ltd., 350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [8352

1 Q20 Scott Combination, completely equipped, in-

J-*y eluding Easting windscreen, licensed, insured,
good condition throughout ; £75 ; seen by appoint-
ment.—Lupton, North Grange Rd., Headingley, Leeds.

[9611
Spare Part» t

WARD Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St., Bradford, for

serviceable second-hand Scott parts on approval
against cash. [0889

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.—Scott Spares;
Scott Repairs.—John R._KLnsey and Co., Ltd.,

350-352,
1129.

Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone :

[8353

GODFREYS". Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London.
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0751

S.D.

1921-22 S.D, Combination, all-chain,
plendid condition; 100

gns.; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport.
[9668

Singer.

9, Shoe Lane, London.—2 ''^.h.o.

£25. [8674

h.p., 2-speed , good condition .

—

Marsala Rd., Lewisham. [8819

sar, clutch, speedo-
125, KiLmorie Rd.,

[9487

GNS.—Singer 3V2h.p.. 3-speed, fast, sporting

machine, in fine condition, year's tax paid.—
Delancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [9208

£25.—Singer aijh.p.. 2-sp°pfl rnuntershaft. cluteh,

kick-starter, Bosch magneto, good tyres, lamp, ex-

rpllent condition.-O. Franklin, Swmford, Eynsham,
Oion. [972C

SOUTHPORT.-
Lucas electric lighting,

WAUCHOPES,
Singer 1910;

£15.—Singer 2"j;

Baldwin, 105,

SINGiER Combination. 2-spe6d i

me'er. lamps, any triaJ ; £29.-

Forest Hifl.

25

All letters relating to advertisements sHould quote tne number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue 66^
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MOTOIt CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

SINGER 4'/ili.p. CoachbuLlt Combina'.ion, cou.nter-
slia[t sears, olutcli, starter, iarnps, accessories,

overhauled, new cylinder, connecting i-od, flj- wheel,
tyres, licensed; any trial; bargain, £45.—Protheroe,
31,- Parade, Pontypridd. [9665

Sparc Parts:

GENUINE Singer Parts. By return service.—
Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.

'Phone: 1945. L9701
'ITllE Promptest Firm lor Singer Spares.

—

Fum^..
L Motors, t'orfield Place, Leamington Spa.

Spnrkbrook,

1 Cb22 ^Sparkbrook, 2;stroke, 2-speed_,

[3164

'soiled; 50 gus.—Gray's Garage,
yilliers,

Wattord.
slightly

[9615

SPARKBROOK 1920 2V-.h.p., 2-speed gear, mileage
1,000; nearest £40.—Uill, Dinaa Lane, Roby,

Liverpool. [1045

SPARKBROOK 1919 2i/jh.p., perfect condition; £36,
or near offer, bargain, must sell; going away.—47,

Elborough St.. Southflelds, S.W.18. [9092

Sua,

FOR Sun-J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, geL in touch with
the sole North London agents. Models in stock,

single Special, 42-gns. ; 2^^h.p. J.A.P,, 2-speed, K.S.,
60 gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
Garage, Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0790

Sunbeam.
QtJNBEAM Agents.

Qih.p. sporting model, £136/10.

Qih.p. light solo model. £136/10.

Qih.p. roadster model. £126.

^Ih.p. touring model, £141/15.

DELIVERIES from stock. Catalogues and full par-

ticulars
-Herbert

Special '

Robinson,:
terms
Ltd:,

and
Greenurranged.-

bridge.

£68.-
^hain, perfect,—King, Egrove, Oxford.

3ih.p. Sunbeam, as new, only run m 1922,
2 purpose model.-

eschanges
St.» Cam-

[8499

-3V.h.p. Sunbeam, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S., all
- - - - [9327

double
-16, Broadway, Woking. [882/

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. [3558

BRAND New 1921 Sunbeam Tourist, detachable
wheels, etc.; best offer over £120.—Grimes, Brack-

nell, Berks. [9217

3ih.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, l&^ig model, 3-speed,
2 etc.; £75^Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London. - [9958

3ih.p. Touring Sunbeam, about 1919, little used,
2 first-class condition, fully equipped; £75.—

Dosser, Slingsby, Yorks. [9857

SUNBEAM Sports, 3]^h.p., 1921, electric lighting,
fully equipped, tax paid, equal to new; £100.—

Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [9677

SOUTHPOKT.—Sunbeam Combination, 3Hh.p., Sun-
beam sidecar, excellent order, all on; bargain,

74 gns.; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport.
[9669

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919, 3V:jh.p., Lucas li^.bc^

ing, Klaxon horn, Dunlop Magnums, excellent
condition, tax paid to end of year; £100.—Pearse's.

High St., South Benfieet, Essex. [Svay

SUNBEAM 3!^h,i3, Combination, mechanically per-
fect, fully equipped, satisfactory trial run given,

new tyres-; £85.—Write, F. Tomkins, Town Hall
Chambers, Marten St., Stratford, Essex. [9920

~| Q21 Sunbeam 3^2^. p., high gear, 4i^h.p., frame,
-l-t/ licensed, condition as new, 50 m.p.h. guaran-
teed, fully equipped, spares ; London district-; what
offers ?—Ogle, 15, New Broad St., E.C.2. [9253

1 Q20 3V-jh.p. Sunbeam, Montgomery sidecar, East-
JL«7 ing, Magdyno, legshields, luggage carrier, Binks
or Amac carburetter, spares, mileage 2,500, tax and
insurance; £135.-41, Portland Rd., Oxford. [9212

SUNBEAM 25/ih.p. 1914, semi-T.T. 2-speed hand
clutch, enclosed, chain drive, latest taper tank,

enamel and mechanical condition excellent; £43.-7,
Birkbeck Mansions, Birkbeck Rd., Hoinsey, N.8. [8966

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, M.A.G., dynamo
lighting, electric and bulb horns, speedometer,

spare wheel, hood, screen, spares, splendid condition;
£125; by appointment.—Box 2457,. c/o The Motor
Cycle. [1051
SUNBEAM.—1921% SVoh.p. Sports, scarcely " run

in," unscratched. unpunctured, beautifully equip-
ped, cost £170, complete with spares, any trial;

nearest offer to £110; owner buying car.—Write
Designer, 188. High St., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [9168

CHEAPEST Sunbeam Combination in England, 1920
model, with Sunbeam sidecar, spare wheel and

tyre, a-pron, Easting windscreen, black and gold leg-

shields, 3 Lucas lamps, 3 Lucas generators, Cowey
horn, Cowey speedometer, Tan-Sad with back rest, spare

tube, pump, tools, etc.; tax paid to 1923; £108.—
Delancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [9209

In the Heart of

the Motor Industry

The Midlands Branch
of

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Head. Office: 17, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

is situated at

PhoenixChambers

Colmore Row
BIRMINGHAM

Xelephone : Central 1776.

-^a convenient centre for the whole

of the Midlands District.

Applications for " The Motor
Cycle" and "The Atitocar"

policies are invited from
Midlands Agents.

These should be addressed to

the Birmingham Branch, the

Manager of which will be
pleased to give any informa-

tion that may be desired.

Everj' assistance is rendered

to agents in securing business

and the specialised organisation

of the Company is placed at

their disposal for the settle-

ment of claims or difficulties.

N.B.—"The Motor Cycle" policy is authorised
and approved by " The Motor Cycle," with
which The Autocar Fire & Accident In-

surance Company is closely associated. The
conditions of the policy are complete and
comprehensive, and the issuing Company
enjoys a high reputation for generous and
prompt settlement of claims, and for efficient

service to policy-holders at all times.

WRITE TO-DAY.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Sunbeam.

1 Q20 Sunbeam (July) SV^b.p. Combination, Lucaa
X t7 lamps, windscreen, horn, Cowey speedometer,
spare tyre, many extras, only done 5,000 miles, in

excellent condition throughout; £110.—Worsley,
Hazeldene, St. John Rd., Sevenoaks. Tel.: 241. i&ii2>6

SUNBEAM Combination, just delivered, brand
new, had test run only, Easting Royal, spare

wheel, fully equipped, tax and insurance for year,
magnificent tifrn-out; cost over £200, accept £185
quick sale; consider deferred payments.—11,

Church Grove, Lewisham, S.E.13. [9073

1 Q20 aVah.p. Sunbeam Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
J-J7 and kick start, all chain drive, tax paid for

year, A.M.A.C. carburetter, T.B. magneto, fitted with
Sunbeam sidecar, Cameo windscreen, P .and H. lamps
throughout with special generator. This machine has
its original tyres, having only done 2,000 miles; is

privately owned ,and carefully kept ;
plating and

general condition as new; any trial or A.A, inspection
welcomed; £95, bargain.—Allen, Station House, Alde-
burgh. - L9628

T.D.C.
T.D.C., 2-stroke, Thomson-Bennett magneto,

black tank, smart appearance.—King, Egrove, Ox-
ford. [9328

T.D.C. Lightweight, full equipment, tax paid, excel-
lent condition; offers, £28.—Graham, 70, Elm

£14
b

Grove Rd., Barnes. [9158

Torpedo.
TORPEDO, . 2%h.p. Precision, countershaft "gears,

really good; sacrifice, £17.—Bustin,' Cbilton,
Thame. [9513

Triumpn.
pFFRA Motor Irish M.T. Surplus.

Deposit £16/7/7 secures counter-
. __ motor cycle, reconstructed, stove

enamelled, and finished in makers' colours, Bosch
magneto, new tyres, tubes, guaranteed 3 months;
cash £60.—Below.

4 GNS. Monthly.-
shaft Triumph motor

5fy GNS.—1918 renovated Triumph, countershaft,
• Tinridden, 3 months' guarantee; monthly pay-

ments arranged.-Effra Motor Works, 59-63,- 'High St.,

Claphara, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brixton 1115. [8727

OHKAUER Motor Co. lor 1922 Triumphs.

iMMEDIATE
£105 ; type

NEW Triumph, Model H,
irigh Rd., Kilburn.

delivery ol type H, 4h.p., 3-speeo,.

S.D., chain drive, £115; type R

,

3'/:jh.p„ overhead valve, £120; type L.W., lightweighi;.
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4, tier

cent, extra; free delivery to any address. -'I"h6 Premier
Motor Co.. iston R,d . Birmingham

'

{QB&''

in stock.—Bounds' Garage,
[951&,:

TRiUMPH 1913, clutc-h model, good order- £25.-17.^-
Klmstone Rd., Fulham. ^8969

7(0(21 Baby Triumph, accessories; taxed,' absolutelv tis'

J-t/ new; £42.-114, Brfxtoh Hill. ' [947-fi"

£113:4"
- > [9558-

£48r-^24^'

"

- [9282-;

£75.-24,"
^

[9283

tax;NEW Shop-soiled Triumph-Ricardo,
Box. 2438, do-The Motor Cycle.

1 C|18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect;
Xt/ BallioJ Rd., North Kensington.'

1 Q21 'Countershaft Triumph, as new;
J~^ Balliol Rd., North Kerisington.

"

-| 21 'Triumph Complete Combination,, well equTpped,
-*-*' as new throughout; £95.—Below.

1 20 Triumph, lamps, tax paid
-i-t? condition; £68/10.~Below.

-| 014 .Triumph 4h.p.,
X«/ dition; £28/10.- -Goad,
'Phone : Hampstead 1353.

exceptionally fine

3 speed?, clutch, excellent con-

122, Maida Vale, "W.9.
. -

; [9564-

TRIUMPH-RICARDO in stock: £120.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham- - . • (0868"

T 021 Baby Triumph, licensed, perfect, 500 miles;"

A.V £45.—Welford's Motors, Brighton. [9139

31.h.p. Triumph, perfect order, lamps; £19/10 ;. little

,2 used.—176, South Ealing Rd., W.5. [9259,.

-| Q20 Countershaft Triumph, as new; genuine bar-

X«7 gain, £60.-33, Hacktord Rd., Brixton. r[9864

IQIB Triumph Countershaft, hardly used, perfect;'

X*/ £55.-9, Church ^Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [9350

TRIUMPH, 2-speed, clutch, splendid order, licensed,-

equipped; £26.—Bustin, Chilton, Thame. [9512

TRIUMPH, 1912, 2-speed, new Dunlop, drop frame,

taxed; £22.-103, Moore Park Rd., Fulham. [9405

-t 017 Triumph Solo, first-class running order; £50.
i«7 —Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholrae. [9080

1 022 Triumph Junior; £65.
A.*y 139, Einchley Rd., Swiss Cottage, N.W. 3,

MODEL
model,

VV new "tyres, tubes, etc., and many fitted with 1922

'S A gear boxes, splendid value, enamelled and plated,

£65.—The Hacklord Engineering Co., 33, Hackford
J Bd Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone : Brixton 3062. [9862

Morriss and Co., Ltd-^-- --™ -
[;8989,_

H 1922 Triumph, new. £105; also S.D,,

£115; cash or extended payments.—Below.;

have several 1918-1919 C.3. Triumphs, fitted

64 AIJ letters relating to advertisements staould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when derired. marlied (P).
"
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. i

I rluniph.

fBIUMPII 3>/''hi»., cluteb, himps, tools; £27 offer.—

ttmitli, 45, Jiiiston dt., ruitlaud, Jtorset. [8952

Ih.p. Tiiumph, clutch; new magneto, good climber;
SS 5e22.—Siiiimons, Arcadia House, Hemswurttt-

£9377
RIUMPHa.— Prompt delivery and Bervice.-ba. . 1^;

and Sou. Monton Eccles Tel. : 160 Ecclea.

L369 =

[|18 Triumph Combination, jmt overhauled, splen-
l/ did condition; £70.— Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing.

- '
.

' [9767
RIUMPH 4h.p.; £50.—R. Toms, 307, Euston

Rd.. IN.W.I. Phone: Museum 8038 and 8039.
[8836

RIUMPH Combination, nearly new, best acces-
soiies, unscratvhed; £78.—32, High St., Reigate.

![8779
tRirStrH 1914, 3-speeds. full erjuiimient. relinhle:

liff^t oTcr £30; 9 o'clock till 6.—165, Earl's Court
I. [8972

922 Triumphs, all models toi eailv delivery, cash
or exchange.—Daw, Triumph Agent, 114, Brixton

U. [9479
iRIUMPH 4h.p., practically new conilition. Middle-

ton sidecar, Easting; £75.-120, Fairbridge Rd..
19. [9883

'42.—Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, overhauled, reno-
' vated W.D. ; bargain. — 406, York Rd., Wands-
rth. ,C9507
TRIUMPH, 1919, Swan sidecar, splendid condition,

all accessories, not W.D.—129, Lothian Rd., Har-
igay. [8860

914 Triumph, mechanically perfect ; £31 / 10.—
Bowerman, 112, Underhill Rd., East Bulwich.

ndon. [9169

918 Triumph Combination, in first-class running
order; £72.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rus-

Ime. [9081

919 Triumph Combination, good condition. East-
ing, spares, complete; £80.—Philtrip, Badby.

iventry.

920 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, fully equipped;
28, Woodlord Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone

:

nd 2598.

C8762
£63.—
Mary-
[9806

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, 1920, 2-speed, fully equipped-
£37/10.—M. Hillier, 216. Portobello Rd.. Na^tb

ensington. i[7033

TRIUMPH 1913, 3',^h.p., Philipson, all en. good
. running order; £25.—Talbot Garage, Market St.,

mirbridge. [8u4i

»30.—S'^h.p. Triumph, £13 engine overhaul, Shc-
i' well oil pump, drop frame.—44, Lansdowne Rd..
alston. E.8. [8764

[TRIUMPH Countershaft, perfect condition ; any
L trial; £50.-33. Hackford Rd., Brixton. 'Phone:
rixton 3062.

*
[9863

918 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed C.S., in new condition
throughont; £48.—Pride, 156, Stockwell Pd.

rixtOM, S.W.9. [9954

r
RIUMPH Combination, 1917, just overhauled,

lamps, horn; £62; after 6.—21, L'llswater Rd..
^est Norwood. [9195

922 Baby Triumph, ridden once, licensed. un.=;oiled;

£56. offers; exchange combination.—Bustin,
[9514

and accessories,
Station Rd..

1[98C7

tax paid, lamps
Totland.

hiltcn, T,hr\me.

rRIUMPH 3';:.h.p,

recentlv overhauled
rpington, Kent.

V/TOFVAT, Yenvil. Olicial Triumph Service Acrents.-
-»-I- 1922 modelt TToni stock ; exchanges ; all spare

[5725

3-speed. elertric lar.»ps,

trial; £65.-120, Suther-
[9619

inrts;. 'I'lmne: 50

rRIUMPH Com'-iuation, C.S.
eT-ell-''t onndition,

Croydon. '

3-5p6e:l, model H. TanSa.
and Rd..

rRIUMPH 1920 4h.p..

e^'ce.l!tnt nniiflitioii

;

vboyr.e Rd,, S.W.17.

£20.-Triumph Sporting Model', S'zh.p.
Bosch. lamps, accessories, spiendijBosch. lamps, accessories,

Solon Rd.. Brixton.

[9469

waterprc jf

condition.—
[9464

2^IP. I'lte countershaft Trinmpli Combination, dom
3 B-nks. fullv GqniDTicd, tnxefl. any trial; £45 lowest.

-7, Cowdrey Rd., W'iinV)ledoi:.

I
Q18 Triumph, engine No. 59080.

[961

K.S.. C.S.. fully

equipped; a bargain at £55.—204, Ladbroke
Jrove, W.IO.- 'Phone: Park 5541. [8723

£25.—Triumph 3V:rh.p., clutch, Philipson pulley, fully

equipped, runs splendid, taxed ; bargain.—143,
lavensbury Rd., Eaj-lsBeld, S.W. [9791

RIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-speed. chain-cum-belt drive
kick-start, hand clutch, Gloria sidecarr

^laudes'

£100.-
' [9574Walsall. Oarage. Walsall,

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, 3-speed, late model,
in excellent condition; £48.-74, Brighton Rd.,

iuibiton. 'Phone: Kingston 3025. [9369

Pihilipson, clutch, re-enamelled,
must sell; best over £30.—

ole, Cudliptown", Tavistock. (PJ [9054

rBIU>rPH. 1911, modernised, low, Binks, new
cylinder, etc., large tyres, lamp, horn; £25.-11,

ilanor Parade. Stoke Newington. [9642

r
RIUMPH 1913,
overhauled, perfect

;

NOTE
THIS!
OWING TO LOWER
COST OF MATERIAL
AND LABOUR WE
ARE NOW ABLE

TO ANNOUNCE A
FURTHER

REDUCTION
OF APPROXIMAIELY

15%
IN THE PRICE OF

ifllLlPSONi
PAraiT AUTOMATIC GOVERl

ULLEY
AND GEAR COMBlNEr>

,

for

2and4STROKE
ENGINES

No fiear box irlctlon

No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions to cliew up.

The lightest, speediest, and simplest gear

on the market for direct belt-driven 2 anl

4 stroke engines.

We are now in a position to supply IH3

Fhilipson Pulley to iit 1I.A.P. engines without

any alteration to the machine or '' staggering
"

of the engine.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Send tor Iltuslraled Bookleti

Wtuil IS your make:' Writi ;(?.

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1921 Combmauon. lax paid, beautifallj
equipped, onscralched; i;82/i0.— .VI. Hillier, 2l6,

I'ortooello Rd., North Kensington. (7032

4h.p. Trjumpli and Sidecar
Archer coiintershalt, 3-speed gear, etc

U'auchope's. 9, Shoo Lane,

TRIUMPH 3'^h.p.. 3-speed, countershaft, latest

type tank and frame, iamps. horn, speedometer,
tiiuls, tax paid, perfect; £45.—Below. ^ . .

TRIUMPH 1918 4li.p., 3-speed, electric lieht, horn
speeduii:eter, discs, ta.x paid; £65.—Storer anti

1913 model, Sturmey-
£65.—

London. [9956

NEW REDUCED
PRICE

£6-6-0
CARRIAGE PAID

PHILIPSON & C° - L^"-

Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Phone, 147 Eagley. Grams, 'Safety, Bolton.'

Talt,
625.

20, Bourdon .St., Bond St., "W.l. Mayfair
[1041

1Q19 Triumph Combination, splendid condition,
-Ltr fuUy equipped, windscreen, lamjis, etc.; -£89.
-96, Walton .St., Aylesbury, Bucks. [9066

TRIL^MPII 3',2h.p., 3-8peed Armstrong, free engine,
tittiijgs, £i.O ; also Watsonian sidecar, £7/10;

alter 6.— 5t, Toflslsy I'lace. Wandsiiuith. [6910

TRIUMPH Combination. 1918, countershaft,
cently overhauled, in tiptoii condition ; ^E66.-

Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, K.l.

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, splendid condition.
Easting; £75; sole reason, buying more power.—70, Hunsdon Rd., New Cross, S.E.14. ;&'549

CROYDO.\ Agents Triumphs, all new models and
large lanj^e oi second hand in stock.—Moore's

Presto Motor "Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

TRIUMPH-GLORIA, 1918. 3-speed, countershaft,
dynamo lighting. Bird's engine, new condition-

overhaukd ; offeis ?—56, Delaford St., Fulham. [9148

TRIUMPH Countershaft. 3 speeds, kick start and
clutch, Terv nice order, £^6/10: another, lata

1918, £52.-JIole, 129, Park Laiie, WalUr.gion. [9300

re
37,

[9187

COUNTERSHAFT. Triumph, 1917, really sound con-
di.ion, fuily equipped, tax til! end of year; £55.

—88, Gloucester Piace Mews, Portman Sq., W.l. [9873

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1918, accessories, includiog speedo-
meter, exce.lent running oider; .£48.—Kinsey and

Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addi.scombs Rd., Croydon. [9718

ff K GNS.—Clutch Model Triumph. 1913. 3i/2h.p.,

f^tj Lucas lamps and horn; exchanges.—Smith's, 86,
Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Clialk Farm Tube Station).

[7358
£20.—Triumph 3V2n.p., clutch, good engine and

tyres, screen, lamps, and Tan-Sad; any time
except Sundays.—Humpurey, Walberton, Sussex.

[8811
TRIUMPHS.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models;

best prices for exchanges or liberal easy - terms.

—

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
[9944

1 Q18 Triumph, 4h.p,, countershaft, 3-speed, clutch,
-Lt/ kick start, all on. condition good, tax paid;
55 gr.s.—Middletoii, 215, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill.

[9175
TRIUMPH -GLORIA Combination, 1919, fully

equipped, splendid running order; any test; £65
for a quick sale.— 173, Elgin Terrace, Maida Vale.

[9255
TRIUMPH All.p. Combination, late model, in first-

class condition; £75.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[9111

SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs;- all modeis ui

stock for immediate delivery.—J. A. Stacey,
Triumph Service IJepot. 12. Ecclesall Rd.

Triumph Combination.

Sheffield-

rOR13
recently overhauled,

after 3.—Underwood, 20, Sutherland Ave., Maida Vale.
[9178

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, all-chain drive, fully

-i-»? equipped, siilsndid condition, licensed; £92.

—

37, Arlington Rd., Suibiton. 'Phone ; Kingston 1274.
-

[9431

1 019 4h.p. Triumph. lamps, hern, knee grips, tax
-Lt/ paid, in p3rfcct condition only; £68.—F. E.
Woctt™. Ltd., 55, High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 308.

[8977

TRIUMPH 4h.p., Hop'.ey sidecar, September, 1921,

all chain. Magdynu, Boniiiksen, footbrards, wind-

screen; offers.—44, First Av., Selly Park, Birmingham,
[9389

TRIUMPH Junior, 1921. fully equipped, tax paid,

condition as new; £42.—Mayuard, 161, Bowes
Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. 'Phone: Palmers Green 19.

[9246

TRIUMPH Combination, speedometer, screen,

lamps, low mileage, perfect condition; £80.—
Colle"e Motor Co., 14, King's College Rd., Swiss

Cottage. [9071

T O 20 Tfiumpli Combination, electric lighting,

-ft-tf speedometer, beautifully equipped; £87/10, bar-

gain —Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-
chester.

• [9082

£30 -Triumplt 1913, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S..

lamps, horn, new back tvre, stored 4 years, any

trial or eiamination, bargain.-61, Grand Parade,

Harriugay. 19262

~l (\ GNS—1914 T.T.*Triumph, date guaranteed,

V.\j dropped frame. Bosch, good appearance, licensed;

must sell to-day; after 5 p.m.-20, Trcen Av., Hoeeei-s

Corner, Barnes. via

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (f).

of the issue. 333
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
iMuniiiti

!

TBIUMPII 4h.p., 1914, engine overhauled 1919 at '

Trhimph works, new 3-speed hub 1920, thorough
running- order, take sidecar anywhere; £30.—Thomason,
Thornbury, Bristol. [8365

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed C.S. Combination, MilF-
lord sidecar, Sandum screen, all accessories, tax

paid; £72; any trial.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

Acton, London, W. [9967

1 Q20 Countershaft Triumph, engine No. 66316, fully
J-«^ equipped, tax paid, nice condition; £65.—May-
nard, 151, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. 'Phone:
Palmers Green 19. ' [9244

LATE 1918 Triumph countershaft GoBibination, in

good condition, fully taxed and equipped, nearly
new sidecar; 3e59.—Ward and Co., 51, Upper Ri<-h-
mond Rd., Putney. [9170

GENUINE 1918 (54597) Triumph countershaft
4h.p., 3-£pee<l, clutch, kick start, Tan-Sad, etc,

fine condition; £52.—Taylor, 4, Secretan Rd., Albany
Kd., Camberwell, S.E.5. [9314

TRIUMPH o.v.h. J. A.P. engine, drop^ frame, stain-
lesti, unbreakable valves, nearly new cylinder,

piston, etc., Bosch, taxed; £18/10.-18, Eadt'ord
Avenue, Kidderminster. [8921

TO 18-19 4h.p. Triumph coachbuilt combination, es-
S-iy eellent conditioUj luth Easting, accessories, spares,

insurance; accept reasonable ofEer.~136, Wiinstead Park
Avenue, Manor Park, E.12. [8947

TRIUIV^j'HS.—Cambridgeshire Service Agents. Com-
plete stock spares ; all models from stock ; easy

payments and exchanges arranged.-King and Harper,
6, Bridge St., Cambridge. (9303

TRIUMPH SVih.p., clutch, several renewals, perfect

order, good Dunlop tyres, Watford speedometer,
lamp, tax paid; ^25, no offers.—French and Fox-
well, Burgh Heath, Surrey. I[8817

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models

;

sidecars to suit from £20. Write for catalogue

and full particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [9100

A Q GNS.—Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, 1918, en
riO gine No. 54278, renovated, nearly new Dunlup
tyres; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (op-

posite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [7359

TRIUMPHS, Solos, and Combinations, 1918, 1919.

1920, and 19'21 models, all in good order, and

taxed, from iSAS to £90; ,oash or terms.—Bunting's

Motor Exchange, Wea-Idstone, Middlesex. [1025

T022 Chain-drive 4h.p. Triumph, Millford sidecar,

X-tJ Lucas lamps, all accessories, tyres good, taxed,

or sell with solo gears, excellent condition; what
offers?—Box 2340, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8805

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, June 1920, side-

car repainted, engine overhauled, splendid con-

dition, accessories, spares; £95; after 6.—Harrison,
Moorlands, Clifton Rd., Sutton Coldfield. [9695

1019 Triumph Sporting Combination; sell solo;

X«/ enamelled, plated, and overhauled June, tax

paid, accessories, sl>eedometer ; ride 50 miles; £69.—
Seen 106, North End Ed., West Kensington. [9272

T Q21 Triumph-Gloria Combination, all-chain. Best

X«> automatic pump. Cameo de Luxe screen, Lucas

lamps. Tan-Sad, fully insured next May. tax paid,

many spares; £125.^1. H. Dunn, Carlton St

Leicester. <P) [927S

TRIUMPH Agents.-All models from stock; catalogues

and full piirticulars by return post free; exchanges

and special payment terms arranged; correspondence in-

vited.-Herbeit Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

t O^O Triumph-Gloria Combination, Brooks cantilever

X»7 caddie. Easting, speedometer, lamps, footboards,

mechanical horn, spares, licensed, insured, appearance

and condition as new; £90.-G. Ashurst, Fyfield, On%a.r

1O20 Triumph 4h.p., in splendid condition, com-

X«/ plete with lamps, Cowey, horn, Watford speedo-

meter, tools, etc., new tyres; £67;i0.—Morriss and

Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., Swiss Cottage, ".W 3

TRIUMPHS, 1917, 1918, 1919, brand new in crates,

at £72/10; others from £37/10. We have the

largest stock of second-hand Triumphs in London—
Phone: Park 5541 or call, 204, Ladbroke Grove

W.IO. fS'^^

TRIUMPH.—1920 Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick

starter, fully equipped, Gloria sidecar, perfect;

£95 or would exchange for car, cash adjustment.—

fbo,' I^ndon Rd., Kingston Hill, S.W. 'Phone : Kmg^

ston 104. '^^^^

TRIUMPH Specialists,—Wanted, your present motor

cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices

allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-

ments (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's, 2.

Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7326

TRIUMPH 1921-22 chain-drive Combination," as new,

102 gns.; solo, 84 gns. Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed,

countershaft, 42 gns. Triumph 3i/3h.p., 3-speed com-

bination, 37 gns.; solo, 28 gns. Triumph-Eicardo.

1922 112 gns. Photograpfis; exchanges.—Peter Gor-

don 'Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.
' [9592

Re^d.Design

STREAMLINE SETS.
No. lol.—MAJOR .. 90/-

„ 104.—BIG ... ^ .. 63,'-

„ 105.—JUNIOR .. 45/-

„ 106.—MIDGET .. 21/9

THE LICENCE-HOLDER OF NEXT MONTH
AND EVER. Thousands in daily use all

over the kingdom. 5/-

COMPLETE SIDECAR LIGHTING UNIT.
Ideal for long distance or all-night runs.

Complete (as illustration), 25/-

Tail Lamp to suit for Motor Cycle, 5/6

I
THE UNIVERSAL MOTOR CYCLE HORN
No. 98. 13" long 10/6

I
No. 99. 15" long 16/9

SPECIAL NOTE. .

All F.R.S. Products are sent out on 7 days' approval. I

This is our guarantee of laith in our productions. |

I F.R.S. LAMPS Ltd. I London: 7, Grape St.

I Beam Works, Vere St. Glasgow ;W. Regent St,

I PIRMJNGHAM. Bella t Bedford St.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

fTiRIUMPIIS—All models supplied liom stock;
,

-- tended piiyraent propositions and exchanges a
pJeasme. Top value given lor good modern machi '

in part payment.~The Layton Garages, 30, Holjt\
St., Oxford. [8

IQ18 Triumphs, 3-speed. K.S., C.S.. 20 in st(
-1-t^ from £45; 1917, from £37/10. Don't i

elsewhere before seeing our bargains; satisfact
Kuaranteed.—204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. 'Phoi

,

f-ark 5541. [8'

-g Q 21 Triumph-Gloria chain-drive Combinat
-*-*^ Lucas electric liEhtinr, Cameo screen,
shields, Bonniksen speedometer, perfect condit
throughout, tax paid ; £140.—Premier Motor I

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7 :

*7 G GNSt, exchange.—Extremely smart, ain
• O- brand new, 1919 Triumpa, clutch, kick-st

'

3 speeds, large bulbous back sidecar, electric lij

beautiful turn-out, unscratched.—Seabridge, Han
Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [9'

4h.p. Triumph Combination, 1921, Gloria sideJ
Easting screen, Tan-Sad pillion seat, speedome

'

electric lamps and accumulators, horn, etc., tax j
1922; £120. Convenient easy payments.—Ilan
jVlotor Sales Rooms, 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[9 ,

OFFICIAL Croydon Agents for Triumph.—sVi i.

, o.h.v. 1922 Triumph, taj: paid, all lamps, sligl/

soiled, 75 m.p.h. guaranteed, bargain, £115; Type '.

£105; S.D., £115. Spare part stockist and repai
of Triumphs.—The Winstan-Henney Motor Co.,
South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [Q

rpRIUMPHS.—New 1922 4h-p. Combination.
-- chain drive, £155; chain-cum-belt combinat
£145; 4h.p. S.D. all-chain, £115; M6del H. rh
cum-belt, £105; Junior 2'^^h.p., £65; also sevi t

second-hand Triumphs from £40; and one 3'/^"
.

n.h.v., done 500 miles, £115. Second-hand mach: s

taken in exchange, remainder on easy terms. Vi >

aUoweil on old machine accepted as first payir':

down.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Pho
Ilulborn 5777. [8

>ninf f'nns

TRIUMPH Spare=!.—Immediate delivery.—Kays,
Bond St., Ealing. [7 .

COMPILETE stock Triumph and StuTmey-Ar<'t
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51; Upper Richm i

Ed., Putnsy. 'Phone; Putney 2754. [9

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph sp;

at new reduced prices from stock; principal
mingliam agents and service depot.—Premier M'
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models;
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post f ;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Trim .

Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0

-

IIGIIT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., L(
-i For Triumph bargain spare parts s^e our disi

advertisement in this- number.—26, Tulse HiU. Brix ,

S.W. 2. 'Phone : Brixton 1292. ('/. minute from B'-

ton Skating Rink.) [9 i

SEi^D to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St., R
ford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spa

No disappointing delays; every part in stock.
pairs by skilled mechanics. We are, ofScial scr

agents.—Tel. : Romford 584. [7 >

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stcok, .

or second-band. Why not second-hand in ij j

of new till prices drop ? Half the. price, sntisfac i

guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
pairs and renovations a speciality, under - pars' 1

supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph 1

Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regiinding i

latest machinery.^Fovfield Motors, Forfield PI .

Leamington Spa. [*

Velocette.

T>REM1ER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.
,

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speed, i ;

E.3 3-speed. £72/10: E.L.2 lady's open In ,

£68; all with clutch and kick starter; easy paynit
,

4% extra; carriage paid to any Address.—Pre i

Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. {'

I 022 Sports Velocette, 3-speeder, .Watford '

i«7 licensed; £65.—Welford's Motors, Brighton
^ [SI

VELOCETTE T.T., lamps, tax, good order; barp

£22.—Write Ashford, 66, Swinton St., Ki

Cross. !^

1 Q 22 'Velocette, Watfovd trip, Lucas lamps, lirei i

X«7 legshields, spotless; £65.—Welford's Mo
Brighton. [i '-

21 Velocette, 2-speed, licensed, beautiful cc i

tion ; £50.—Wm. Brown, Bagmere, Brei i i

Sandbach. '.>

,19 Velocette 2V->h.v.. 2 speeds, lamps, all r.u.

paid; £2Sao.- Shepherd, Enfield Euli
Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [i

-|(ft21 Velocette, S-epeed, sports, 249 cc. euf^iii-^

-It/ m.p.h., Lucas and electric lighting, mil'j;

negligible, unscratched, perfect, any examination; o

—17, Birchiagton Ed., Kilbum. [if!

19=
Sandh

19'

g^ot All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

.Vlotor tjclc! advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
Verus.

i20 2':41i.p. Vei-us-Blackburne, 2-speed and clutch.
/ all on, tax paid; 50 gns. — Shepherd, Enfield
hwny. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0897

AVilliamson.

i.p. Williamson Combination, Eastins, dynamo
lighting, exceptionally smart outfit, as new;

I.—Rliind and Co., Stone Place. Rusholme, Man
iter. [9078

Wolf.

i,h.p. Wolf-Jap, 3 speeds and clutch, copper ex-

l haust pipe, all on, guaranteed perfect: bargain,

: after 5 p.m.—I. Brown, 103, Norroy Rd., Pin-
[9456

Wooler.

[|21 2"\lh.p. ^Voole^ lljlt twin, variable gear, spares,

J tools, lamp, norn, excellent condition; £40: owner
gilt car.—Major Clarke, Bisley, Glos. L8960

J20 2v4h.p. Wooler, lamps, speedometer, etc-,

' guaranteed, mileage under 1,500, excellent con-

on; £40.—jaichardsou, 26, Iving's Av., Buckhursl
I, Essex. [9472

Zenith.

DWARDS 4i Co.,

r|, Harrington Ed., South Kensington.

"AVE a few brand new 5-6 Zenith countershaft
models. clutch, kicfe start, at 84 gus.

led at £1181.

J22 SUjh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, belt drire, brand
/ oev.- (shop-soiled); 82 gns. (listed at £113).

XCIIASGES or Deferred.
[9945

il4 Zenith Sli-h.p., last, good order, equipped:
y iCSO.—67, Regent St., Wrexham- [9712

122 Zenith-Bradshaw 3t;h.p., Gradua gear, shop-
' soiled only; £89.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [9214

110.—8h.p. Zenith-Gradua Sports Model, shop-
soiled.—Townson and \Vard, Ltd., Barrow. [8980

Ih.p. Zenith-Jap, Gradua gear, taxed, lamps; £22.
3 —2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [9890

110.—6h. p. Zenith-Gradua, countershaft model,
shop-soiled.—Townson and Ward, Ltd., Barrow.

[8979
ENITH 1922 Super-Sport= J. A.P.. like new; £105.
—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,

'.7. ![1005

[DN'ITH 5-6h.p., aluminium sidecar, just overhauled :

exchange Triumph, Norton; or sell.—21, Church
, Erith. [9392

108.—3Vjh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, oil-cooled, Gradua
gear. 1922, shop-soiled.—Townson and Ward,

I., Barrow. [8981

ENITH.—New 1922 Models on easy terms; list on
application ; exchanges.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

le, London [8677

OBERTSONS Motors. Ltd —1922 shop-soiled
' Zenith-Bradshaw Gradua gear; £100-—157b. Gt
rtland St., W.l [6082

PORTS Zenith, about 1916, 4h.p. J.A.P., Gradun.
lamps, horn, speedometer; £23/10,-8, Culmore

, Peckham, S.E.15. [9047

) 22 Zenith-Bradshaw 3',4h.p., S.A. 3-speed; £119.
—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd..

ss Cottage, N.W. 3. . [8988

ENITH 1920 8h.p- Sports Model, fully equipped
and in new condition; £70.—The Lay ton Garages,
Holywell St., Oxford. [7179

ENITH 5h.p. Countershaft, new and guaranteed,
tew only left; 84 gns,—R, B Clark and Co.,

Exhibition Ed„ S.W.7. [5913

ENITH New All-chain 8h.p. Super Sports in stock;
.£130; exchanges.-Agents. R. B. Clark and Co..

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7367

ENITH; £30; 1914 3y2h.p., speedometer; any trial;
good bargain, no offers.—RoUinson, 162, South

, Ponders End, Middlesex. [9086

ENITH 6h.p., J-A.P., twin, powerful; 40 gns..
bargain; aiter 7.-1, Cornwall Mews South, Glou

:er Rd-, South Kensington. [9417

ENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 and Swan Sidecar, fnlly
equipped and equal to new; £125.—The Layton

ages, 30, Holywell SI., Oxford. [7191

[|21 Zenith 5-6h.p. Combination, Cowey speedometer
^ and horn, licence, etc. ; absolute bargain, price
5.—Baker, 33, High St., Dorking. [9842

ENITH-BRADSHAW New 1922 Model, Gradua
gear, slightly soiled; £90; exchange entertaintd.-

gles & Co., 275, High St., Acton, Londoo. W.
[9963

8h.p. Zenith-Jap, Gradua, handle-starter, new
underslung bulbons coach sidecar; £50; tatfl solo

t.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottanham.
[9347

rBASTONES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or Cheaper House
NOTE our prices and

SAVE MONEY.
DOMINION COVERS.

„6 - oi- I "SCO Rubber, Non-Skid, Heavy.

.

"
fnr"° ' Corrugated, Non-Skld, Heavy .

.

-fi ' ,1 \ Nobby Rubber, Non-Skid, ex-
-"'-'

\ Heavy.

25/6
27/6

-,SX3 Usco Rubber, Nuu-jUiu, ex-Heavy 45/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid

COVERS.
24:<2 De Luxe Junior 17/6
26x2i De Luxe, Heavy 24/6
26x23 De Luxe, ex-Heavy 26/-
26 X 2i for 2i Dreadnought, Pass, ex-heavy 36/-
650x65 De Luxe, ex-Heavy 30/-

Dreadnoughi, ex-Heavy 34/-
700 X 80 Three-ribbed, ex-Heavv 47/-

f De Luxe, ex-Heavy ..." 42/-

l Dreadnought, Pass., ex-Heavy .

.

50/-
3X3

GOODRICH COVERS.
26 X 2i Safety Tread, ex-Heavy 27/-
26;; 2.V for 2-1 36/-
26X2i 35/-
650x65 38/-
700x80 47/-
28:: 3 47/6

SPENCER MOULTON COVERS.
26 ^. oX I

Square Ribbed, Heaw 18/6-*
\ steel Stud, ex-Heavy'. 24,'-

( Square Ribbed, ex-Heavy 21/6
26 < 2?. { Three-Ribbed, ex-Heaw 22/6

I, Steel Stud, ex-Heavy 25/-
26-; 2;- for sj Square Ribbed, ex-Heavy . ,

.

24/6

HUTCHINSON COVERS.
24X2'£ Tourist Trophy, Rubber studded .. 21/6

26X2i 22/-

26x2; 24/-
26 :-; 2.V for 2i 28/6

MISCELLANEOUS COVERS.
26x2 Engleberf, Pass., Rubber Studded 17/8

Midland, Rubber Stud. Heavy . . 22/6
Michelin Semelle, Steel Stud 25/-
Michelin Fine-ribbed 18/-
Englebert (Wire Edged) 25/.^

Super Chain Rubber, Non Skid,
ex-Heavy 42/-

Mldland, 3-ribbed, ex-Hea^y , . . . 42/-
Midland 3-ribbcd, ex-Heavy 40/-
Goodyear .Ml-weather tread, es-
heavy 55/-

Firestone Rubber, Non-Skid,' ex-
heavy 45/-

Federal Rubber, Non-Skid, ex-
heavy 43/-

Portage Rubber, Non-Skid, ex-
hravy 43/-

26X2:1

26X2J

700 X So

26x3

-^^X3 .

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox.
24x2 and 24 X 2J each 4/3
26 X 2i and 26 X 2i each 5/6

700 X 80, 28X3 and 650 X 65 each 7/6
Goodyear Butted 28x3 each 7/6

The above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are sent

on approval against remittance CARRIAGE PAID.

BELTS.
Dunlop Round Top, r 1/tO, V 2/2, i' 2/8, li' 3/2

per foot.

John Bull, r 1/11» V 2/3, i' 2/8. iK 3/2 per foot.

Buffalo Hide and Chrome, V 1/9, i' 2}-, lY 2/3
per loot.

HOURS—9 till 6 : Saturdays 9 till 1

228, Pentonville Road,
King*s Cross, London, N.l.
'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, Londoa.

MOlOU CYCLtS fO« SALh.
Zenith.

ZENITir-GUADUA 6h.p. Combination, magnificent
condition, 55 gns.; solo, 45 gns. Photograph.

—

Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Kd., Eas-t
Sb.;;n. [9595

1 Q 20 (late) Zenith 8h.p. Combination. Lucas lamps,
J-t/ low generator, faultless, fast, powerful, ntw
condition, guaranteed; £70.-51, Upper Richmond
Rd., Putney. [91V i

1 Q20 Sh.p. Zenith countershaft niodel, Grindlay
-Lt/ spring wheel sidecar, speedometer, lamps, un-
used 18 months, perfect; £85.—Stretton's, Worcester
St., Gloucester. '[8814

J7EN7TH-GKADUA 6h.p. J.A.P. conchlmilt coni.>in:i-
*-* tiou. splendid Londition, tax and incuranee uaid.
only wiints seeing' ; £55.—Holdrup, Hamble Cottngr,
Eells Hill, llarnet. [9744
^ENITH 8h.p., clutch model, 1920, sports sidecar.
^^ luggage grid, tools, licence, fast and reliable;
low price for prompt sale.— 5, Prince Arthur Rd.,
Hampstead, N.W. 3. [9119

ZENITH-GRADUA 4h.p. Sports, fully equipped, in
exceptional condition, tax paid; £17/10; ex-

changes.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [9833
O O GNS.—Zenith-Gradua, late model, Sh.p. sport?,
^JfJ very fast, winner Eastbourne hill-climb; muft
sell to-day; equipped; after 5 p.m.—20, Treen Av.,
Hoggera Corner, Barnes. [977.i

COMl'ETITION machine, late model, 8h.p. sportinc
Zenith with syorting Montgomery sidecar, special

colours, aluminium pistons, all on. bargain.—90, Asli-
bourne Ed., Tooting Junction, S.W. [8925

SOUTHPORT. — 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw, all-chain,
brand new condition, Lucas accessories, just tuned

and fitted latest valve parts by makers; 90 gns.; ex-
changes.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport. [9673

NEW 1921 Zeniths at Bargain Prices.—8h. p. sports.
Model G, £100; 8h.p., clutch Model H, £110:

5h.p., clutch Model D, £88.—Storer and Tait, 20.
Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [7370

ZENITH 8h.p. 1920 Combination, best sidecar ob-
tainable with dickey, done 3,800 miles, cost £270 ;

bargain £125; licence paid, insunmce Feb. 1923, photos
available.—Newman, 24, ViHiers Rd., Soutlutll. [8915

ZENITH.—1920 6h.p. Sports Combination, Gradua
gear, clutch, " Lower " starting attachment, all

accessories, recently overhauled, perfect working order;
£70.-Goode, 110, Holland Rd., Harlesden. [9181

ZENITH 8h.p. 1921 Countershaft Combination, fullv
equipped, £110; 1920 ditto, £90; 1920 8h.p.

=ports combination, £80.—Newnham Motor Co., 223.
Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[9110
ZENITH Motor Cycle, 1920, H Model, 8h.p., Gradua

gear, combination G.L. sidecar, splendid condition,
cost new £195, A.A., tax and insurance paid tilt

January.—Dental Surgeon, Norbury House, Southgate.
N.14. [9097

GENUINE Bargain.—1919 Sh.p. Zenith-Jap, witli

Duuhill sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, horn, etc.,

tax paid till 1923; make sure and secure now,
£69/17/6. — Wilkins, Simpson, Opposite Olympic,
London. [9984

ZENITH 1920, new 1921, 8h.p. countershaft Com-
bination, sporting sidecar, electric lighting, speetlo-

meter, Tan-Sad, etc., little used; £98; owner buying
car. — Lilley, Ashburnham, Northwood, Middlesex.
'Phone: 35. [9491

ZENITH 5h.p. Sports, late 1920, aluminium discs,

electric lighting, Cowey horn, speedometer, knee
grips, fir cone valve caps, tools, guaranteed perfect

throughout: nearest £75.—Paterson, Pockthorpe
Brewery, Norwich. '[8753

ZENITH Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., Gradua gear,

clutch, K.S., electric light, perfect running order.

comfortable roomy Watson ian sidecar, almost new,

good Dunlop tyres, tax paid; £85.—Carter, * Dunkerrv
Ledge," 70, Upper Richmond Ed., East Putney. [1032

.'^nnrr Porta

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8

Bond St., Ealing. [482S

Ladles' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S New Imperial 2V2h-p.. good running order,

tax paid; £36.—Wright, Alpheton Mill, Long
Melford. [8959

LADY'S 1914 Douglas, good condition, small mile-

age, speedometer, lamps; £30.—Campbell, Hen-
mead, Cuckfield, Sassex. [8965

HACK I'/iih.p., open frame motor cycle, disc clutcb.

chain drive: weight 75 lbs.; 40gns.-Hnck
Engineering Co., Victoria Road, Hendon. [7554

I7UANK WHITWOItTH. Ltd.. 139 New St.. Rir-

uiinplinm. di=tribntintr ireeutj for *ho I/ady's It7.

daintiest of oil ladies' machines: £62. oomnlete. S«tiH

for list. [0724

VELOCETTE 1922 open frame models for immediate
delivery: 2-speed, £68; 3-speed, £75; the ideal

lady's mount, easv pavments 4% extra.—Premier Motoi
Co., Aston Rd,, Birmingham. [735a

All letters relating to advertisements shoijld quote the. number at the end of each ad\ertisement, and the date of the issue. 335
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked ^fj.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Miscellaneous.

^OETON, Pliilipson, very fast, £49
Triumph, £49.-49, Well St.,

also 1918
Hackney. [9550

TOJfES Gnr.nge, The Brondway, Mnsivell Hill, N.IO." and 4. Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

"TiEFEEEED Payuieuts.—Send for details ol new--' siheiiie iVad bis lists of guaranteed machines.

TON'ES GaraBe.—We are open all day on Saturday," ive ivill teach you to ride, free, any time you liie.

TONES Garase.—Here you are lads! £35 hotstuS" Indian and sidecar, fully equipped, full tax paid,
large exhaust. 7-9h.p. Special baruain of the week.

TONES Garage.—Here's another good one. 1914" Triumph Combination, fully equipped, tax paid,
(irst-elass condition; £45.

1919 4ii.p. Douglas Combination-

Triumph Combination,

TONES Garag
£79/10

JONES Garage.—19is 4!i.p.
luxurious sidecar: £75

TONES Garage.-Sh.p. Enfleld Combinations, new.
y, .

Alagdyno lighting, Vickeis engines, mechanical
uhrication, superb outfits; £140. Send for bargain
list.

.T°""^l?„'^,'''"'^?-~1^" 3y.h.p. .Ariel, just fitted with" 1922 brand new Ariel sidecar, unused- £79/10
bend for deferred terms form, etc.

H"?"? f*'"^''
"'' "" makes from £25. Open all

Saturday.

•T'^-'^^^.S Garage, Broadway, MusivcII Hill, N 10." I'hone; Hornsey 2917. 'Bus from Highgats or
>ins .ury Park, 45 minutes from Tottenham Court
Road.

J9315
4.h.p.- J.A.P O.H.V., 2-speed, free engine, fast, recent^ repairs £12, all on; £30.-246, Coldliarbour Lane.
Brixton. [gg^C
"WANDSWORMI Motor Exchamge.-Great bargains
'• Motor cycles, combinations; prices right: ex-

changes; easy terms.-

TyANDSwaRTH.—Cheap machines is our motto;" nothing -dear, all cheap; compare prices.

The only firm toTyAiNDSWORTH.-Easy terms.
'' give immediate delivery first deposit.

coznbina
3 speeds: 85 gns.; easy terms

"YyANDSWORTH.—1920 Indian Combination, dy

gns.;

WANIk3WORTH.-1920 Rover, beautiful
tion, 6h.p., twin,

namo lighiiiig, 3 speeds, speedometer, lajnps;
terms.

89

-Triumph, almost
soiled, 4h.p., 3

brand mew
85 gns.;

WANDSWORTH,
machine, only

ea;y terms.

ynrANDSWORTH.—1921 Douglas 2^4h.p., 3 speeds,
*' lamps, speedometer, as new; 58 gns.; terms.

TyANDSWORTH.—1921 New Hudson 2i/Sh.p., 2- -- 21/Sh.p.,
speeds, lamps, little used; 46 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 A.B.O. Combination
4 speeds, splendid oondition; 79 gns.

terms.

twin,
easy

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Henderson, dynamo light-

ing, lOh.p., 3 speeds; only 89 gns.; easy terms.

WANUSWORTH.—1921 Triumph 4h.p., 3 speeds,
lamps, speedometer, 500 miles; 89 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph coachbuilt Combina-
tion 3V;;h.p., clutch model, kick, lamps, speedo-

meter; 42 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Matchless coaohbuilt Combina-
tion 6h.p., twin, 2 speeds, lamps; 39 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., most beautiful machine, 5-

6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, shaft driye, ne-wly

enamelled, plated.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier coachbuilt Combination
sylh.p., 3-speed gear box, kick; 49 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian (iate) 7h.p., twin, 3
speeds, newly enamelled ; 55 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 1915, T.T., clutch model,
7h.p., twin, fast; 39 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith coachbuilt Combination
6h.p., twin J.A.P., Gradua gear; 49 gns.; eisy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas (late) 2^ih.p., twin, 2

speeds, guaranteed 58 m.p.li. on Brooklands; 48
gns.; terms.

WjiNDSWORTH.—Douglas 1918 4h.p„ S speeds,

clutch, kick, lamps; 49 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Vindec splendid coachbuilt Com-
bination 5-6n.p,, twin, 2 speeds: 29 grs. ; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—De Dion 234h.p.
dr(

wsy terms.

TyANDSWORTH.—1919 Victor 2i/,h.p., Villiers, low

magneto,
16 gns.;

built, licensed; cheap,

YiyANDSWORTH Exchaii

29 gns.; easy term:

., , Wandsworth Motor Ex-
ohange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

Phone : Latchmere 4686. £9843

WE have purchased two exceed-
ingly large consignments of

Triumph Spares, all brand new genuine
parts, which we can offer at astonish-
ingly low prices that can never be-
repeated.

It is impossible to enumerate the
many thousand items. These are
most comprehensive, and we merely
detail a few to exemplify the above
statement.

The parts comprise both 1914 and
Countershaft, and we feci sure that
if all Triumph Riders who at any time
require parts and replacements will

consult us they will get the very best
service that can be obtained. It is

our intention to always hold a com-
plete stock of Triumph parts, but we
are afraid that we shall never be
able to repeat the bargains that we
now have.

Write to us for qiwlaimii for anything from ih^

tiniest Triumph nut to a complete Bicycle.

Fork blades per pair £1 12
- Rims, back or front 10 6

Pistons, complete with pin and rings.

.

15

Carburetter control levers complete .

.

13 6

Control levers, single 5

Petrol injectors 1

. Tappet guides 1 9

Tappets, complete with guides, per pair 13 6

Footrest assembly, complete £1 5

Front brake fork and plunger 5

Front stands 12 6

Gudgeon pins 2

Tappet heads 1 6

Front brakes complete £1 1

Boxes of 30 assorted nuts, bolts and
screws, etc., etc., etc 4 6

Large quantity of Sturmey-Archer gear parts at
even lower rates.

Postage free on £r and over.

Trade inquiries and inspection invited.

BICYCLES.
1918 Countershaft Triumph £55 10
1918 4-speed Countershaft model
Triumph £60

igi7 Countershaft Triumph £47

1913 3-speed Triumph Combination . . £40
1912 2-speed Triumph Combination,
N.S.U. gear £27

1921 Quadraut with coachbuUt do Luxe
sidecar (1922) £30

1920 CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed and
clutch, licensed and fully equipped, .

new condition
^

£35

LIGHT CAR & MOTOR CYCLE
ENGINEERING CO.. LTD.,

22-2^ & 26a, Tolse HiU, Brixton.

'Phone : Brixton 1292.

(Half minute from Brixton Skating RirLk.)

6h.p. 1920, twin. 5-spee<l, countersljuft,
peneion frame model, best ofler se:;ures.

as above, rigid frame model, best
[

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

J.A.P. S^/^h.p. 3-speed Combination; £25.—Kay?-.
Bond St., Ealing. [9

4h.p. Modern Cycle, licence December, all ac
• sorieg; any trial; £20.-35, Lighlfoot Rd., H(

sey, N.8. [9,

THE following high-class motor cycles, brand new
never ridden, lor immediate disposal, to make r<

for ligliflears:—
ROVER S'/ah.p. 1920, 3-speed, countershaft mo

best ofier secures.

L.M.C.
pen

L.M.C. 6h.p.
' seizures.

T .M.C.SV^h.p. 1920,

ALSO L.M.C. 6h.p. twin, 3-speed. countershaft, .c

plete, with Henderson " Bl . sidecar, speedom*
lamps, luUy equipped; only used for demonstratigBJ
poses; best oSer secures. ".

,
.
" '

'^,

MEBES and Mebes (Est. 1893}. 144, Gt. -Porllawd'
W.l. 'Phone: Langimm 2230. ,,--.J8

LONGMAN Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing." 'Phci:

Ealing 6S9.—Always JiaTe'.first-cla.ss.selMtipi;

second-hand inachines.
.

"',

LONGMAN Bros.—^Brand new Sports Ariel,- ^ligl

soiled; 73 gns. - '....

LONGMAN Bros.—Full range of the famous HaTi
• machines.—Best Talue for money.

LONGMAN Bros.^—A.B.C. 1920; £60; excellent
dition.

ngle-. cylinder, 3-speed, cbijii

best offer secures.

LONGMAN
115 gns.

LONGMAN Bros.-
bargain- £60.

Bros.—Matchless Combination, IS

-1916 Harley .Cpmbinationj

LONGMAN Bros.—For
and first-class service,

sy payments, exchan
Write, 'phone, or is^

cs;

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, £25; also Triumph 4-Stri

£15; both overhauled; after 6.—Page, 21, '.

acre Rd., Willesden Green. |e

O 3.h.p, Motor Cycle, a.i.v., magneto, sprinq; f<
-V4 T.T. \

^ .»..,'-- — V

56,
bars, running order; sacrifice, £8.-

Lawrence Hill, Bristol.
Kers*

\S

"TVOtl&LAS Spocialists.—All models stocked"
-*-' payments; excha.nges; trade supplied.—City, 31
Depot, Luwerhead Row, Leeds. \i

J.A.P. special 85x95 9h.p. Combination,
Amac, in perfect order; £45, or exchange '

and cash.—56, Scales Rd., Tottenham. " [i

"I
Q21 Villiers 2-stroke Combination, fully equip

J-t? Canoelet sidecar, licensed; £45.-37,' ATfiiti

Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. '

,[!

LIGHTWEIGnTS.—James. Invicta.A.J.S., G'yco^i
field, Triumph, etc., all in gocH^ order, from-i

to £45.—^Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstcnci'
tJ

ALLBER Garage. Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, Lon
S.W. (opposit/e station, L.S.W. Railway); 'Ph<l

Latchmere 4388. Terms, no extra with good dep
Immediate delivery; no inquiries; satisfaction gii»
teed.

ALLBER.—Clyno 1920 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch fl

accessories, tax paid, in new condition; £31

'

ALLBER.—Ixion-Villiers 2^X:b.p., complete b
lamps, in running order; £24.

A LLBER.—Levis 1916 2V2b.p., 2-speedj all a

-^ sories, good order ; £32.

ALLBER.—Humber 1914 3V2^-P-. 2 speeds, ha
start, all accessories, tax paid; £25.

ALLBER.—1922 Metro-Tyler, sports jnodel. 2-s

clutch, kick-start, as new, tax paid; £45.

ALLBER.—Triumph 3%h.p., clutch model, all a

sories, Philipson pulley, tax iiaid, good condr
£28.

ALLBER.—Douglas 3'/oh.p., 2 .speeds, new tyre il

accessories, tax paid, in good condition; £35.

ALLBER.—1920 Blackburae 4h.p. model, corn's

with all acceKories, tax paid^ in splendid c

tion; £65.

ALLBER.—Connaught 2-stroke, 1919, sports m
in splendid condition, tax paid; £28.

ALLBER.—1916 B.S.A. combination, 4i^b.p., cou

shaft. Easting, all accessories, in good order, w

paid; £58. '

ALLBER.—1918 Rover combination. 4h.p., cod*-

shaft, 3 speeds, clutch, kick, speedometer, Ea;^.

electric lighting, mirror, in splendid condition, «
paid; £65.

|

ALLBER.—Chater-Lea-Jap combination , spey ^
built, 1921, 5-6h.p., S.-A., 3 speeds, clutch, *.

Ariel coach, sidecar, all accessories, tax paid; £55'

ALLEER.~1919 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, JP

change, new Dunlops, all accessories, tax paijjo

very good order ; £59. 178

£336 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscel'laneoLis.

ll.p. J.A.P. Combination, less body, coppev exhanst,
disc wheels. Matchless grey spoiting; excliange lor

'eP power, or offer.—62, Lower Kennington i^ane,

;.ll. [9899

ALE or Exchanpe.—1919 7-9h.p. ludinn, 3-siippd,

K..S., £75; Indian S-eh.p., single-speed, j;25;
urapli 3',';.h.p., 3-speed, .€32. Machine tools wanted.
ndrews. Heath St., Golbornc. [8881

UDOE-MUI.TI Solo, lamps, T.T. bars; dESO. very
' fast machine: 1920 Levis, as new, ^30; 1918
iglas, £37; motor cycles boilght. sold, or exchanged,
hind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester.

[9083
)15 Sv'ih p. Calthorpe. £25; 1916 4h.p. Zenitti

combination, £50; 1914 5h.p. Enfield com-
ation, £50: 1919 James comMnation, £75.

—

Bnix Garage, High Rd., Lee, S.E.13. Lee Green
0. (8818

Ck20-1921 Combiitai-iont intprn.nlly and externnllv as
tf new, Lnc.ns d.,-r.'imo lighting, Binks carburettor,
edoiueter, horn, mechanical oil pump, spare wheel,
id, and side screen, lots ot spares; £135.—Cutting,
or Villas, Stamford. [9626

LACKPOOL Bargains.— 1922 Rudges, 1922 Ariels,
1922 O.K.'s, 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quad-

ts, 1922 Royal Rubys. Quick, deliveries. Good
ce lor your machine: exchange.—Booths' Atotories,

terloo Rd., Blackpool.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—New 1921 4h.p. Brad
' bury, all chain, £78/10. with sidecar £95/10.
ooths" Motorifcs.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—New 9h.p. Rudge Combina-
tion, spare wheel, £150; new Bradlmry light-

ght, 2 speeds, K.S., £60; ne\Y Maniiisyde combiua-
1, £150.—Booths' Motorics.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—SUjh.p. Triumph, £18/10/6;
ditto. 2-speed, £22/10/6; ditto, 3-speed, £22/10/6.

coths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains.-Srih.p: Humber, £20/10/6;
6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £29/10/6; 3'Ah.p. Premier.

1/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—3l,yi.p. Singer. 2-speed.

£24/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/19/6; another,

)/10/6; N.S.rr. lightweight, E13/10/6; 2-speed

;„ £23/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 Rudge, dynamo light-
' ing, £59/10/6; good Doughs, £25/10/6; 4h.p.

ilglas with new sidecar, £69/10/6; Sh.p. Premier
.ibination, £47/10/6; Enfield combinatiou,
J/10/6.—Bcoths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 .Matchless combina-
tion, spare wheel, hood, screen, ]a.mps, £99/10/6;

J Imperial, 2 speeds, K.S.. £45/10/6.-Boot.hs'

torjes.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 O.N., dynamo lighting,

spare wheel. £110/10/6; 1920 Tamplm.
9/10/6; .Morgan de Luxe, £147/10/6; two 1920
tchlcss combinations, £115/10/6 and £120/10/6;
iO Rudge combinatior. dynamo lighting. £79/10/6'
SO Rudge, £55/10/6; Indian Combinatiou,

5/10/6; 1920 Sun, £35'10/5: another, £39/10/6;
days' Alton. £36/10/6; another, £42/10/6; 1922

t. mileage 600 £34/10/6; several others cheap;

stl cycles takpM in exchange.— Booths' Motories. 294

terloo Rd., Blackpool. [1020

UN-VILLIERS, 2-stroke, 15 gns. Villiers, 2-

speed. 2-strol;e, 22 gns. Precision, 2%h.p.. 4-

oke, 13 gns. Triumph, 3-specd, 27 gns. Levis

pular, 24 gns.—Peter Gordon. Ltd., 110. Upper
;hmoud Rd., East Sheen. , [9596

[ALIFAX.—Cash Bargains: Humber 3i,!.h.p.,

£10/10; Premier 3iAh.p., Grade gear, £22/10;
emiev 2-5peed, £27/10; Rex 2-speed and sidecar,

,4/10; 2^'^v. New ImperiaL £22/10; Matchless

nbin-ition, £39/10.—Collier's Motories, Horton St..

dilax. [9973

916 Sunbeam Combination 3iyi.p., in excellent

conoilion, 60 gns.; 1915 Indian combination,
h.p. spring tra-me, 3 speeds and kick start, disc

eels, excellent condition, 60 gns ; Wanderer SVzh p..

peed, countershaft, £28; 1913 P. and M., 2-spe8d,

excellent condition. £25; two 3M>h.p. Humbers, 2-

«i and clutch, in splendid order, £18 each; 31/ch.p

15 Precision, clutch, £28; 1 gap-bed lathe, 5ft. 6iu.,

3; 1920 Harley body, wants reupholstering, £5;
;hange3 entertained —59, Palfrey Place. Dorset Rd.,

ipliaw Rd. S.W.S. [9445

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

I
IRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any
period.-\Vrit6 terms. Fowler Brigden. 130

iston Rd, in'795

rORTHERN Readers.—Reliable combinations and
' cars for hire.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth,

/erpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. .
ryjl2

(OBERTSONS Motors. Ltd.. lor manv years have
I specialised in this class of work. If machine is

rchased, full amount of hire up to one week is

wed.—157b, Ct. Portland St., W.l [6083

MOT"P CYCLES WANTED.
i.T. Norton, any model; send lowest price; cash.—

Green, Wine Merchant, Reigate. [9319

All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycle;

James

GROSE
LTD.,

Established 1876.

•Phones: 7712 Cenlraj. 1297 North. City 3634,

OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2,

andat 255-257, Holloway Road, N.;

8, New Bridge Street, E.G.

ALUMINIUM FOOTBOARDS.

Complete
with

adjustable
fittings,

13/-
pair.

17" X 4r
18/-
pair.

A.A.

BADGE
HOLDER.

Solid Brass.
To fit on front

. or top of
.\'umber Plate.

SIDE CAR LAMP BRACKET.

Solid Brass.

For Side or Rear Fitting.

1/6 each.

SIDECARS.
We specialise in Sidecars, and can supply Irsm
Stock to fit almost any make of machine,

SPUR RACER.
Light sporting coachbiiilt body, with small locker

fitted, on light undcrshmg chassis, complete with
all fittings, and studded tjTC

—

je.11 11

THE SPUR.
IJglit touring coachbnilt body, well upholstered,

with locker under seat, light underslung chassis,

complete with all fittings and studded tyre^

^\Z 12

SPUR LA GRANDE.
The smartest Sidecar on the road. Best coach-
built body with large bulbous back giving a large

locker, spring upholstering and special shape door,

chassis heavy nnderslung, four.point connection,

valanced mudguard, &c., and complete with
Hutchinson tyre

—

,£.18 18
We also ' Stock all sidecar lugs, arms,
springs, mats, aprons, hoods, chassis,
bodies, screens, &c., and will repair your
chassis, or overhaul your body and re-
upholster.

All Sidecar and Trade Enquiries should be sent to

our Holloway Road Depot, which closes t o'clock

Thursdays and 9 o'clock Saturday.

MOTOH CYCLES WANTED.
H
F
E
101
IJilcea given; distance

DWAHUS and Co.,

Gt. Poitiand St., W., aie casii buyeis ol
solos, ooinbiuatioos, and Morgans. Highest

object. Uali, write, or
'phone; Maylair 4027. [0870
rp.B.

y^ANT

^(\(\ (^OIVlblNATlONS and Solos, any make, guai-
Kf \fy anteed top prices given.—T. and b IVloloi
Co., Ltd,, 372, Eustou Rd,

OEST

RICE3

Museum t)5bi.

VEN.

"pALMEB'S Garage,
J- from any London railway station. Tlie auction

pn

G
tr, F. EDWARDS and Co., 50, Harrington Rd ,AA. South Kensington, will purchase lor spot cash
your motor cycle cr comljinalion. Call, write, or
phone Ken. 2703, [0604

ALWAYS Buy

CJOLOS. combinations, cycle cars. If in town, wiite,
*^ phone, or call. It country, send to London
terminus. We collect free and send best cash oiler.—
W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd.. Ixindon. Museum
5391. [0332

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent plate
-- lor disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a ca'h
olfer at sight.

pALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—You will be sure olA a good cheque it you sell 3our mach ine at
Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men have
sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality ol
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

pALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-No garage charge is
J- incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

Tooting, will collect machines
. railway station. The a'

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-
cepted ma,chine can bo included in auction sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7V2X. not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale a nominal auction fee is charged.—
for motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value.
5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a sale
these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel. :

208 Streatham. T..A. : Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[9296

VELpCETTE, 1920. or Allday, 2 speeds, K.S.—
Cooke, 45, Sankey St.. Warrington. [9398

1 Q22 Matchless 2-seater, M.A.G., equipped.—Drap-
A*/ per, 40, Royston Rd., Penge. S.E. [9739

WANTED, Indian Powerplus, solo or combination;
cheap for cash.—Ruffett, Teddington, Beds. {9757

A .B.C., Coulson-B, or other, for cash or New Comet
part--Plenderleith, 107, Highbury New Parle.

[1037
WANTED, Triumph or Douglas, anv condition,

cheap, cash waiting.— 61, Grand Pi.irade, Har-
ringay. [9264

MODERN Solos and Combinations for cash, or in
exchange.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd..

S.W.7. [5492

SUNBEAM, Humber, £60; Blackburne engined,
similar, perfect, reasonable.—134, Bromham Rd.,

Bedford. [9435

WANTED, lightweight, about £25; full particulars,
please.—Ijewis, Firs, Landewi-Skirrid, Abei«-

gavenny. [8922

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 1918 or later; £20-
£30; cash waiting.—Particulars, 3, Mitford Rd.,

Holloway. [8880

WANTED, late Enfield" 2-stToke, fully equipped, kic-k-

startei preferred.—56, Tuilerie St., Hacknev Rd.,
London, E.2. ["SSO?

WANTED, solo or combination, known make, cheap
lor spot cash; London. — Box 2444, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [9441

ENFIELD Combination wanted, 1919 or 1920.-
Letters only, 89. G.E. Buildings, Quaker St.,

apitaifields, E.l. [943t

Should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (Pi-

^.=!7
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, smashed Douglas. A.B.C., Triumph,

Sturmey gears; bankrupt stock.—Simpson Engi-
neer, Sunbury-on-Thames. [9657

WANTED, Combination Hailey-En field, A.J.S., Sun-
beam preiened, leiisouable.—Mosedale, 30, Cantei-

Vnry Ed., Kilburu, N.W.6. [9008

A.J.S. 1922 or late 1921, dyuamo. combination; lull

particulars, price, letters only, cash waiting.— Pyf-S

28, Elmwood Rd.. West Cioydon. [9927

CASH. Cash.—Any motor cycle, combination, light

car, bought spot cash.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [9844

P.
and M. Solo or Combination Required, late model
preferred.— 4, ^Berkeley Mews. Connaught St..

Edgware Rd., Marble Arch. Paddington 1177. [9624

MODERN Motor Cycles and Combinations bought
for cash or sold on small commission; send de-

tails first.—South Eas'^eni Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24.
[9821

WANTED, late combination?, solos, also M.r^.u.
runabouts, G.N.'s. and Rover Sh.p.'s; cash or

exchange.—Eire. Ltd.. 13, 15. and 16. BishopF-^^te

Av., Camcmile St.. E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenu? ^

[0073
BUNTING'S Buy, Rcii, or exchange anj i^..

motor <-ycIe. State your requiremenls. \^ ^

undertake to do yonr bu.siness and give you satisfac
tinn DisLiiDce immaterial.— Bunting's Motor Fix

chanpe' Wealdstone [0S23

SPECIAL Cash Buyers; Triumphs. Enfields. B.S.A ^.

Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s. Scotts. Brad
" burys, Alartinsydes, Zeniths.—Wandsworth Motor L\
change, Ebncr St., Wandsworth {Town Station).
'Phone: Latchmere 4686.

4-CYI,INDKR F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'<
v.'anted. — Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St..

\Vandsworth.

RED Indians. Harley-Davidsons wanted.—Wands
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.. Wandsworth

(Town Station). [4559

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-
i

493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone :
'

Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

WANTED. — Motor cycles and combinations for im-
mediate cash, new or second-hand. Bring your

machine to us for a cash offer; high prices paid on
the spot. Write, 'phone, or caJ) if possible.—Forge
Garape, 74-76. Brifihton Rd.. Surbiton. 'Phone

:

Kingstijn iC25. -
-

[5897

ANY Number of Second-hand Machines and Com-
binations purchased for cash. A representative

will be sent to any part of the country to inspect
and^ complete the transaction after preliminary nego-
tiations. Write, 'phone, or call.—Longman Bros..
17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.; 639. [4564
QEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
^-^ Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash
offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale
iX desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

[9293
MOTOH SCOOTERS.

TTINGSBTJEY Scooters and Spare l>arts.-Bs;;ni-nrt
--». Woiks, Eichujond Ed., Twifkenlmm. [2231
TTINGSBURY Scooter, with seat, as new; £25 or
-«^»- exchange.—42, Church Rd., Hereon. [9443

\ .B.C. Skoctamota, new. unsoilecJ. latest mode! f23
'-X sacrifice.—Prank Whitworth, 139, New St., Bir-
mingham. (4658
TTINGSBURY Scooter, l',ih,p.. licensed, good con--tV dition; £12.—S. Gaskell, Woodlea, Orrell Bd
Orrell,- VVigan. [8863
A tJTOGLIDER, 2'ah.p. clutch model, coachbuilt-i^ body, upholstered seat, fully equipped, splendid

condition; i£32/10.-Frank Keys, Sundridge Grangj
Rd., S.E.I9. f90§5

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
CJIMPLEX Atrachment, mileage 4, cost £23- ^14
tJ 105, Phillips St., Aston, Birmingham. '

[8749
'Y'^OUNG Attachment lady's cycle, complete, £17/10-i engine only £10/10; perfect.-8, Ripon Rd.'
B.B. [9144

1 Q21 Young, fitted to James cycle, all on, tax paid

i, te
„'?'^'=™'^^'' 'l: £19//10.—109, Kentish Town

Rd., N.W. |-906i
"I ib.p- Yonng's Motor Bike, .quite new, special-LZ frame, tax paid; £18.—Smith, 175, New North
Kd., Iloxton. [9044
"1021 James Cycle, cimplete, with Young motorJLy atnchment, in perfect condition; £22/10.— 114,
Brlxtou Hill. [9476

1Q22 Young's Motor Model de Luxe Attachment,
-»-f unndden, tax paid (D.).—Wawn, 40, Chesnut
Ayenue, Hull. . [9027
OIMPLEX Motor, clutch model, fitted special gent's^ cycle, brand new; 19 gns.; offer.—Lee, 239, Bal-
.ham High Rd. ... [9756

£21 -Late 1921 Young I'lih.p., nnpunctured
>*' licensed, equipped. -61, Alderbrook Rd., Night-
ingale Lane, Clapham. 19142

EXCHANGES AND
DEFERRED PAYMENTS

YORKSHIRE MOTOR CYCLE AGENT
FOR AFTER^PURCHAS'e SERVICE.

"Il/'e not only have pleasure in selling, you
^^ any make of machine, but we endeavour

to keep your -goodwill by giving

Special serV ce afterwards,
thereby assuring you of every
satisfaction.

QUR MOTTO is—.'M Satisfied Customer is our
^^ best Advertisement."

MARTINSyt)E
'f The Twin to Win 1"

3* h.p. Solo. Cash Price £98, or £34 down and
12 payments o£ £5 13 4.

6 h.p. Standard Comb. Cash Price £155, or £53
down and 12 payments -of^ 13 4.

Any Model supplied as above.

25 h.T). Single Speed. Cash price 38 Gns. or £14
dovm and 12 payments oJ £2 6, or £10 11 6 down

and 18 payments of £1 15 3.

fih.p. Two Speed, Clutch, k.s.—Cash Price £57 10
cr £30 down and 12 payments of £3 6 6 or £15 5 6

down and 18 payments .f £2 10 6.

AGENTS Jor—Martmsyde, Conns'jght, Enfield.
L-.a Francis, Massey Arran, Raleigh, Hobart, T.B'

Three Wheeler, etc.

Any Make of Motor Cycle or Ligiht Car Supplied.

WATSON CAIRNS & Co Ld.

yorfeshire's Leading Agents,

Lower Brig^g^ate LEEDS
'Phone ' 23379 Leeds.
'Grams ... Watson Cairns, Briggate, Leeis.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
CYCLOTRACTEUR, shop-soiled, makers' price j

send lor price list; stamp, please.—Ed*a'
277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. p

WALL Auto-Wheel, new magneto and tyre,
paid; £8, or offer.—To be seen at Pears

Cycle Agent, Sutton, Surrey.
. p

TTT'ALL Auto-wbeel, genuine B.S.A. make, com
»' splendid condition; £X2.—Murray, 37a, Ch

St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [

YOUNG Attachment, l%h.p., complete with <

excellent running order ; what offers ?—KiDi
Willow Walk, Short St., Cambridge. [

YOUNG Attachment. 1921, fitted to genf.'s <

not done 25 miles, perfect condition ; any "H

£15/10.-150, Franciscan Rd., Tooting. [

AUTO-WHEEL, perfect condition, fitted Ce'i
cycle, all accessories, new Magnums; £l'^

offer; seen after 8 p.m.—15, Bonneville Gardens. <

ham Common.
[

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son lor hnods screen, and ap

hoods from 35/-.—Below.
,
,.,

COLLINS and Son.—AdjiistaJble windscreens,
plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/--

on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—B

I

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes oi J
screens; we have a few second-liand Stai

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—B^

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any
screen in few hours, new aprons, side cur.

etc.: open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday moriiing!.'

1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High'
Putney,' S.W. (D) . - . i

|

SAXDUM V screens in stork: f 2/15.—Houclrih,:
High St.. Pe<.'kb;im, S.E.15.

EASTING Windscreen, brand new, complete;
£5; sell for £3/10.—Marriutt, 18, Key Hill

nilngham. (D)

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished h*ops. brass fit^

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry .Tones. 778;;.

Rd., Tottenham, London.

SIDECAR Hoods, 30/- -nd 40/-, best Qu
materials ; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules

Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham.

AUj Makes of Screens repaired ; new paneli .

12/-; coverall aprons made to order, 10/-.—

T

Mianfc. Co:, 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, EfFra Rd., Brii

S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.

BODIES.
COLLINS ajid Son for coachbuilt bodies, all Hi

in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Bdi

COLLINS and Soh* arc actual manufacturers/
give twelve months' guarantee with every j

made by them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, renaint and uphols-
mod?rate charges, first-class work guaraii

estimates tree; send for catalogue.—CoUins a

rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W.

SIDECAR Bodies.— Several to clear, jegardlei
cost.—Edwardes, 277, Caniberwell Rd., S.E.

NEW body, chopolate," wants upholstering, B'
biick locker ; f5;—Parkinson, 9, Prices r St.,

friars.

BASTONES lor Sidecar Bodies, all laLestAmodx
stock from £4.-223, Pentonville Rd,. 1

Cross,-- London, N,l._

FIT new Willowbrook body to your old sid^a'^
make it like new ; prices from £5.—WillOT'

Body Works, Leicest-er,

SII^GLE bodies from £4 to £15.-Full p^rti
from The London Body Manufaetm-ers,-,

Merton Rd., Southfields, S.W.18.

SIDECAR bodies, re-miide, new panels, repain
repninting, firstKilass work.-Owen Bros., 19

tersea Rise, S.W. 'Phone: 1299 Battersea.

"D0DIE5.—All latest models in stock; ch^
-*-* suiti il required; hoods, screens, repairs, fejf

etc.—T. Williams (Manchester), Ltd., Lower Ch!
St., Oxford Rd., Manchester.

FIFTY bodies, second-hand, upholstered best *
moid, touring shape, from £2 each; a e'

new, at £7, exceptional bargain; also a few < sa

to clear.—Sand urns, 336, Gray's Inn Rd,i W.

TORNADO Aluminium Sidecars.—The last v\-

sporting and touring sidecar bodies, hao
roomy, and comfortable, light yet tremendously .

adaptable to any cbassis.—Catalogue post f re-

Greenwood, 198, Manchester Rd., Oldham-

£3/15.—Great Bargains .in Bodies^ bean
finished, from £3/15. Sports bodies for 1

M.'s, £8; 2-seaters, adaptable for 2 adults <

adult and child, from £9; all bodies finished lo

wfite for- particulars.—Robini Manfc. .Co., 1 ;

Tulse HilJ, Effra Rd , Brixton, S W.2. "Phone;
ton 1585. 7

a.s8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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BODIES.
IDECAll Body Dcsiens lor the trade only. Work-

ing, oolourcd peiuil, or line drawings ot original

igne, also working drawings, tuU-sized or to scale.—
)[>er's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
igners to tlie coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
t ws wlicn desisning new ideas.—Dorset House,
dor St.. London, E.C.4. !:0004

4/17/6.— 250 Douglas type, bulbous backed, and
locke: under scat, brand new. bodies upholstered

rexine; £4/17/6 each; owing to contract, we have
iffbt rielit, to sell richt; thev simply require a

shine coat to complete; photo sent on request and
mp. 'Phone : 1958 Brixton.—19. Wilcox fid.,

ah Lambeth. London. S.W.8. [2590

lOHB-SPEEDMAN sidecar bodies, racing type, com-
' lortnbly upholstered and finished any colour and
ed readv for bolting on chassis. £3/10; spoi-t-s tour-
r ditto, £4; light touring, £5; medium. £5/10, All

nplete and handsomelv designed and flnished; car-

go nnd packing inohided in above prices; complete
isfnction guaranteed.—Vernon Cobb, 18, Midland Rd.,
rltoit. Nottingham. [9211

SIDECAH ATTACHMENTS.

!0R

AXDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

lAXDTTM Sidecars.—Our pre-ivar prices Tvere the talk
f of the alioiv;^£14 to £50. 'Write for new catalogue

iANDUjM (V-shaped) Wind Screen; a hood, screen, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Writ-e lor list.

lANDITM (V-sbnped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
^ agent writes; "An instantaneous succe>«s : sold

t; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us

'ANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 336. Gray's Inn.
> Rd., W.C.I. "Phnue: Museum 3427. [0019

IIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
i most generous terms at Middleton's,

IIDDLETON'S acce-pt your old sidecar, motor car,
or donkey cart in part payment.

00 MILE Sidecar Race,
Indian with Middleton

Davidson first, riding
pring -wheel sidecar;

Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with Middleton
ring wheel sidecar.

IIDDLETON'S nndertake repairs of all kinds;
trade inqniries invited.

TIPDLETON'S, London's oldest establislied side-
i car makers, 27, Strcnd t'reen Rd.. Finsburv
irft. 'Phon£ : Hornsey 1584. f0522

£6/10.-51, Upper
[9172

<HEAP Lightweight Sidecar, imdersUing; i£8.—40,
' West Hill. Wandsworth. [9164

IDECAR lor Sale, suitable SJ/ih.p. Trinmph; £10.—
' 65, Holland St., Brixton. [9644

JASTONES for Sidecars, no better. or cheaper hoirse

<AXOELET sporting Sidecar;
^ Richmond Rd., Putney.

to fit

complete,
including

famous
all the latest 1922 models

All latest models in stock.

} ASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete,
any machine; £12/18/6.

JASTONES. — Sports model sidecar.
> £17/10; several other models in stock,

ndem. all at low prices.

J.ASTONES.—Distributing agents for the
Montsornery sidecars,

stock.

JASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung
£7U9'6. tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms

'-.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
hone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.

[6049
IIDECAE for sale, coachbuilt. Easting; £7, complete.
' -37, St. Luke's Ed., Maidstone. [9249

JEW Sidecar Apron, cost £1/S; accept 7/6.-Ed-
' waraes, 277, Cambevwell Rd., S.E. [9505

^RITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
designed, made of finest materials.

"IRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

^EITITBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

IRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for

booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St„ Rickmans-
jrth. 'Phone : 5. [6805

£7.-
[3879

Q20 A.J.S., sidecar, complete with clips and apron

)OUGLAS Sidecar, complete, new body,
perfect order, £9.—Mercer, Thurso.

XTATSONIAN Canoelet, splendid, disc wheel;
'» Box 2397, c/o The Motor Cycle.

£21.—Cross, Agent, 'Rotherham.
'

[9556

less tyre,

[9738

1AN0ELET Sidecar complete, with windscreen:
J £9/10.-217, Belsize Rd., Kilburn. [9385

•HOP-SOILED Sidecar, cost £30, fit anything; ac-
> cept £20.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton." [9865

i/fOXTGOMERT sporting models in stork: £23/10.—
tX Honchiu, 188, High St., Peckham, S.E. 15. [9607

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriage paid. No extra:

1 his Building is complete with 1 in. tongued and
grooved floor, |in. match-ttoards or weather-
fccards, Sin. framing, strong boarded root, best

pluvex felt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and earriase

paid to any station in England and Wnte$.
8x 6 £8 i6Xio £27
lox S £13 j8xi2 £33
I2X S £17 10 20XI0 £37 10
TJX TO £23 goX 12 £40

bpecificaiion tn Our Cjlalo^ue.
J2X 8 £23 10 iSXTO £42 10
J4>j'-io £32 15 20X12 £46 15
I6XIO £37 15 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proof

and sound-proo^.

Our unsolicitea testimonials should cresta

confidence.

Shun Park Lawa Tennis Club.
May 22nd, 1922.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavilion 5'0'a

erected tor them.
Yours faithfully,

JOHN O. Griffits

23, London Road,
Leicester.

Gentlemen,
1 find the Building you sent me very

satisfactory, and consider it very good value
tor the money.

Yours faithfully,

^^^^^^^ J. Crosbv

"Alma,"
Alexandra Road,

Cowes, I.O.W.
Uear Sirs,

I have received the Building in good con-

cfition .and I consider it an excellent piece of

workmanship and an exceptional bargain.

Yours faithfully,

L, G. Chinchen.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C?
High Street Fnlham, LondOD, S.W.

Telerhone PUTNEY 2771

SIDECAU ATTACHMENTS.
l C4 20 Conclilmilt Sidebar, hood and screen, very
J.*/ Hinart; £12.-2, Belvoir Rd., E. Dulwich. [9226

£5.—Underslung coachbuilt sidecar, 26m. wheel,
couplings; photo.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[9329
COACItBTjrLT Sidecar, new body, off . Triumph;

nearest to £7.-82. Church Rd., Mitcham, S.W.
[9776

BRAND New Sidecar; bargain, £13; fitted with
Hutchinson.—Edwr.rdes, 277, Camberwell Rd.,

S.E. . [9503

SANDUM, lightweight model (new), apron; etc., suit

2yih.p. ; £10.—Oliver, 11, Osborne Ed., Egham,
Surrey. [9903

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models. ^25,
£29/10, .

.

equal.
£52/10,

Lists free

Nothlou on one wheel to

(0856

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar Chassis, tyre, tube, lamp,
dark blue; £9, bargain.— 6, Ivvdale Rd., Nun-

head, S.E. [9345

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number, new
coach bodies, full size, with locker, £5/17/6;

New £9/10 coach
lustration Iree.—Bootha

Lisiially £9/10.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargain
bodies for £5/17/6; iJli

.victories, Blackpool.

OOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.— Quantity new xmder-
'-' sUmg chassis, 4- point attachment, £9/19/6;
illustration free.—Booths Motories, Blafkpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Eargaius.-Genuine Rudge side-
car, Easting, screen, £16/10/6; sidecar for 5h.p.

Indian, £11/10; new siuecnr lor 4h.p Douglas, £16/15;
Hercules, £9/10/6.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Some new sidecars for
Triumphs,. B.S. A., etc., cheap; cane bodies, 12/6;

sidecar tittings, wheels, rims, mudguards, springs.

—

Booths Motories, 25^, Wateiloo Rd., Blackpool. [102X

HEAVYWEIGHT Sidecar Chassis, quick detachable
joints, bran-'i new; £9/10.—Edwardes, 277, Cam-

berwell Rd., S.E. [9504

SIDECAR, coachbuilt Torpedo, 4-point, good condi-
tion, complete; £6.—Taylor, 4, Secretan Rd.,

Camberwell, S.E 5. [9313

LATEST New Underslung Bulbous Coach, suit Tri-
umph, similar; £10/10.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sis-

ters Rd., Tottenham. [9546

STRONG Roomy Sidecar of Matchless, suit 4 to
6h p., appearance like new.

—

R. Courtman, Fores*.

Farm, Hanslope, Bucks. [9685

SIDECAR, large, coachbuilt, good condition, suit
. B.S.A.; £10.~Kinsev and Co., Ltd., '350, Lower

Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. • [9719

SIDECAR Chassis, several designs; trade supplied.—
W. 11. Rodham and Co., Manufacturers, Stratford

St.. Camp Hill, Birmingham. [6253

CCOACHBUILT Sidecar, suit Sy^h.p., excellent
'' condition, new tyre; £8.—Brown, Prospect

Yilla, Vicarage ltd., Tlietford. [9058

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars: models
tor all makes.-Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi

Sales. Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0829

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecars, legns. ;' touring model,
£18; write for designs, satisfaction guaranteed.—

Willowbrook Sidecar Works, Leicester. [0335

DOUGLAS Chassis, new tyres, brand new bulbous
back body, roval blue, unscratched; £14.—

Thoi^e, 22, Colville Sq., Bayswater. [9553

SIDECAR, lightweight touring, suit 2-stroke machine,
new type, apron, electric; lamps, accumulator; best

offer.— 2, Lnngley Court. Long Acre. W.O.2. [9886

CQACIJBUILT Sidecar, bulbous back, screen, apron,
good tyre, 4-point, new conriition: 10 gns., or

near.—23, Montpelier Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. [9096

MONTGO^TERY De Luxe Sidecar, practically new.
unscratched, screen, coverall apron, mat; £20,

or near offer.—Greaves, 6, Sheldon Rd., Cricklewood,
London. [9774

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbous back
models complete with renovated underslung

chassis with fittings for any machine, from £12/10.—
Below.

COLLINS and Son.- 2-seater bulbous back coachbuilfe

models, with renovated unders|ung chassis, from
£15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted

with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body,
supplied with fittings for any machine, £18/10.—
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fulford Chassis, with
bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with fit-

tings for any machine; £17/ 10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis

repairs; all work guaranteed; send for catalogue.

Open weekdays till 8.30. Sunday mornings till I

o'clock.—Below.

COLLINS and Son will take your present sidecar

in part payment of any model ; a tew second-hand

sidecars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84. High

St.. Putney. S.W. [6200

All letters lelatJrtg to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue 3.39
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MILLFOHD Sidecar Chassis, springs, wheels,
and miidguard, all fiUings, suit Triumph;

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
INDIAN Spring Frame Sidecar, complete, £7/10;

rigid, ditto, £6/10; Camber siiiecar, as new, £8;
several cheap cane sidecars, £2/10.-17, Heaton Rd.,
Miteham. ' [9238

SIDECAR.—Sandnm bulbous back sidecar, grey,
nearly new, Dunlop cover, suit " 1915-19 41i.p.

Triumph; £6/10.—King, 4, Willow Walk, Short St..

Cambridge. [9799

CHANCE of a lifetime; uan never repeat ivheu sold.—
Brand new 18 -g'ns. sidecar cliassis, evefytliing le-^t^

tyre and body, for £5/10; remains ot contract.-Durant,
Bourne, i'lirnhnm. [9535

tyre

- £5-
Also li;5htweight chassis and wheel, 25/-.— 19", Wood
Laua, Shepherds Bush. [9161

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage worty and e.x.penses. Attached to- motor

will go 'through passage 28in. Tandem and single
bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Si^decar. — When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

iOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in tew seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

" Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
ham. . [0152

SIDECAR Bargains.-Canoelet MM4 for Harley,
£12/10; Langford touring for Triumph, new

body, £14. Several to suit spring frame Indians from
£8; all in first-class condition.—Langford's, 37,
Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. [1002

LANCASTER Sidecars.- Superb coachbuilt sidecars
complete from 14 gns. ; bodies only from 4 gus,

A good selection in stock. Call and inspect.—The
Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Rd., West Nor-
wood, S.E.27. 'Phone; Stieatham 2541. [3328

SPECIAL Purchase.—Manufacturers' stock to be
cleared at unheard oi prices (stock soiled). Com-

plete sidecars with coachbuilt body, tyre and fittings,

£tl/10; coachbuilt bodies, £3/10; limrted quantity;
cannot be repeated.—Bastones, 228, Pentonviile Rd.,
Kings Cross, London, N.l. [7342

DORWAY Folding Sidecar, saves garage. When
folded (10 seconds) combination passes through

28in. tloorway. Ordinary uniioticeable appearance
when open, no freakishness; demonstration any time.
Send for fiiJl description.—Retail agents, Frank Whit-
worth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [6064

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely . reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will, pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 256. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

TORNADO Aluminium Sidecars.—The last word in

sporting or touring sidecars. Vide The Motor
Cycle 1921 Show Report: " Au^ aluminium Zeppelin
type sidecar, a lovely thing in 'polished aluminium,
quite the most charmingly petite in the snow.
Complete with chassis, £30; body only, £19.^Il]u3-
trated catalogue post free from Greenwood, 198, Man-
chester Rd., Oldham. [8841

OLD Man Hep. cas 1,000 Douglas underslung
chassis, renovated and complete. Lo suit all makes

of machines, lor £5; or fitted with a brand new
Douglas type bulbous backed body, for £10/10 (these
bodies are upholstered with eood QuaJitv Rexine. but
require a last coat of paint); this has been left for

travellinc on rail; send for phcto. enclosinc stamp
We cannot be beaten for our prices. 'Phone-: 1958
Brixton. (See Body column. )-19. Wilcox Rd.. Soutli
Lambeth, London. S.W.8. f2591

P.
and M. Outfits, new bulbous back bodies, fittings,
etc.; £14; sports outfits for P. and M.'s, £14;

outfit for Triumphs, B.S,A.'s, etc., with new bodies,
£15; 2-seaters complete, from £l4; bodies only, £9;
lightweights complete, brand new, from £11/10; out-
fits complete, brand new, for Indians, £24, extended
payments; second-hand outfits, complete from £6;
bodies only from £3. Write for particulars.—Robini
Manfe, Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton,
B.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. {9786

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
COTT Sociable, perfect order, 3,000 miles;

Welford's Motors, Brighton.
£155.-
[9135S

MORGAN 1921 De Luxe Model, w.c. M.A.G. engine,
Lucas dynamo lighting; £152/10 Eelaw.

MORGAN, w.c. J.A.P. De Luxe, lamps, etc.; £85.—
Below.

G.N. 1920 Standard Model, dynamo lijhtins, spare
wheel; £130.—Below. .£130.—Below.

GARDEN 1921 7h,p.
£67,'10,—Below.

2-seater, electric lighting;

A.V., Monocar, 1920, 5h.p., repainted; £67; cash, ex-
changes, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, and

16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
Avenue 5548.

'Phone
[0071

MORGAN Runabouts, new Grand Prix and Standard
models in stock.—Moss, Wem. [9741

1Q18 Morgan, Grand Prix, beautiful order, any
J-Zf trial; £97/10.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [1013

G.N touring model, immediate delivery

;

Ratclifle Bros., 200, Great Portland Kt..

£225.-
W
[4396

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS orderci and in use b?
H,M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES is,a complete
belt equipment outfit—the t)est and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the roa^. It contains

1 2
Ihe STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND mat
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
.Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

Th3 STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
btlt length adjuster yet invented. Saves time,
trouble Sl money. Saves thecost of anew belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which p-otects the belt
lastener, prevents wea'- of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Ph lipson Pulley sd.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS foradjustin»the
length ofyouroelt in onesecond. SetofS, 6d

" Ncvf be without a box of Siantcv Spares."
Price s/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering
The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,003

miles

—

lid.
Our Goods are World-renowned for thetr Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical BeU Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT, Ptone,

Bromley 8o6

Cj^ffiL^^-^lSfe

ROSCO,

cyUNDERBUCK
FOR

A^OTOR CYCLES. CAR5J5/^,

:N BROS.f^

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heal,

petrol, and oiL

Tina 1/2 and 2/..

post free

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd..

HULL, England.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model S-lOh.p., air-coo!

or water-cooled to choice. Immediate delivcrii

"DEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £l85; water-cool
-L* model, £l95; side-by-side armchair seats,
speeds and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, scree
lamjis, tools, jack, and pump included. Trial free

"DEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car
-*-' motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from h. N. Falmer, 3(

Concessionnaire for the British Empire, Palme
Garage, Tooting. [92

A.v. Monocai Sh.p., as new, cheap, any trial given
Gserge, e/o Stocks Iav*i'ted Garage, Kirkcalil-j

190
MURCIAN. J.A.P., mileage 7,000, nice condition

C/o Duke's Garage, Birchfield Rd., Birminnha
[9-2

X*65.—-A.V. Monocar, good condition, 8h.p., 19;

all

Leeds.
Henry Smith, Osmondthorpe Lai

[97

wheJ Q21 De Lijxe G N., dynamo lighting, spare whe
--*' as new; .£125.-24, Balliol Rd.. North K.
sington. [92

GARDEN, 192L, little used, hood, screen, elect

lamps, tyres good; £55.—H., 28, Springfield H
Kingston.

. [8£

jVrORGAN, lOh.p. M.A.G. air-cooled disc, fu
-^*-*- equipped; £186; inimeditite dejivery.— Gi
Gloucester.

"
[7J

MORGAN, lOh.p., M.A.G., water-cooled,, purple, fi

equipped ; £193/10 ; delivery from stock.—Gi
Gloucester. [7f

MORGAN-GRAND PRIX, disc wheels, smart cor
tion, many improvements; £110.-86, Rosebi,

Avenue, E.C.I. ' [at9

1 021 De Luxe Morgan, as new, equii>ijed and taxt.
J~U £140.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harfl
Rd,, Paddington. [96,

-| Q22 CoventrJ' Premiers, with dickey seats; £2:
-L t' delivery from stock.—J . Chalkley and S
liitchin. 'Phone : 44. IB'.'.t

1 Q16 Grand Prix Morgan, perfect conditioni- i

M-iJ particulars sent; cheap; cash wa-ated.—1

'

Belgrave Gate, L-eicester. : [9;j

MORGAN Giand Prix, M.A.G., 1920, not donel.i
miles, stored last 18 months; £150, or nea;.

Duran.t, Bourne, Farnham. [9J1

1 022 Reynolds Runabout, only done a few miles,-
J-U new; £57/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, -Wl

"Phone ; Hampstead 1353.

MORGAN.~New 1922 Models
Birkenhead Motor >Yorks,

Birkenhead. 'Phone : 2047.

[9i!

in . stock.

-

Old Bid^tonm
A.y.

Monocar, electric lighting, full equipmeht,
Triumph Combinat'ion or similar; sell £6li

Rumney, AVhitley, Waniugton. [9;5

MORGAN, late 1920, M.A.G., Grand P3
equipped, licensed, perfect; £l32.—E-. B. Cli

and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [111

BEDELIA-J.A.P. Sh.p. Cycle Car, sporting 2-se»

body, Binks carburetter; bargain, £55.—El

View, Chase Court Gardens, Enfield. [8't

ROVER 1922 8b.p. Light Car, brand new and hi
delivered ex works; £220; exchange or

terms.—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. ![

A.C. Sociable, good condition and running or(r

recently overhauled, lamps, speedometer.
trial; £50.-64, Park Rd., Dulwich, S.E.21. ir>

G.P. Morgan, thoroughly overhauled, upholstered -J

painted, J.A.P. w;.iter-cooled ; £110^ or nearoif
—Carr, 21a, Castleton Rd., West Kensmgton. [&;

GARDEN 2-seatpr de Luxe, speedometer, cl<

dynamo lighting, new Christmas; £l05, or j
exchange motor cycle.—Collison, Vange, Pitsea. [&.i

MORGAN 1918, G-I*., fully hcensed, special exha^i
dittos, all on, many new parts, guaranteed perli

£100.-17, Huntsmoor Ud., Wandsworth, S.W.18.

[3!

GIBBON Cycle Car, 4h.p. Precision, very ect

mi<jal; splendid conditioii, any trial; £38,'
close offer.—105, High St., Collier's Wood, Mertc

[8 *

T| Q 21-22 Castle Three, dynamo lightmg, spare wh:,
JL9J tax paid, mileage only 900, guaranteed; £16'|-

Ilillier, side bell, 9, Wallingford Av., Noith Ktnsing .

f9'
MORGANS, Humberetites, Bebe Peugeots, G.? .

'Swifts, etc.. from £50 to £180; or excha )

with motor cvcles.—Bunting's, Wealdstone, Middle .

[1 I

1 Q21 Morgan De Luxe, water-cooled M.A.G., Li J

-Li/ dynamo lighting, splendid condition; £15-
Hillier, side bell, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kens |-

ton.
-

[9

1

MORGAN, 1915, a.c, special sporting body, \t

front tyres, engine rebushed, foot acceiera ,

Einks; best offer over £65.—Highdene, Ridgeway, -

field. _ [SI

-| Q21 Coventi-y Premier 3-wheeler, dynamo light:

,

X*/ spare wheel, dickey, very small mileage; £.':V

—Hillier, side bell, 9, Wallingford Av., North I [
sington. [Sp

a40 All Jetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
k22 Coventry Premier 4-wheeler, dynamo lighting,

f siiare wheel, mileage only 400, guaranteed

;

0_ltillier, side bell, 9, Wallingford Av., North
si'nglon.

^
[9308

E\V and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes: good selection in stock; cash, easy

meins. or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Hol-

,, W.C.I. [0673

ORGAN Spar^e Parts Depot.—Spares for all models

from stock. List free.—Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, and
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

nuc 5548. [0°'2

il9 Grand Prix Aero Morgan, M.A.G., w.c, discs,

' electric lighting, guaranteed first-class condition;

trial; sacrifice, *115. — Kerswell, 56, Lawrence

,
Bristol.

• [^'''1

ORGAN, 1915, Grand Prix, aluminium body,

lamps horn, tax paid, new tyres, splendid sport-

appearance, just overhauled; £90.-79, Wiverton

,
Sydenham. 189 lb

121 Garden De Luxe, dynamo lighting, clock,
'

speedometer, hood and screen, indistinguishable

I new £80; or exchange motor cycle.—Bunting s,

.idston'e, Middlesex. [1029

'OTT Sociable,. 1922 improvements, guaranteed

mechanically perfect, mileage 8,000 ?ccesMries.

• £160; 100 miles' trial run.—Overfield, 550, Strnk-
'

Rd., Manchester. , ,

LS"!^'*

I Garden 2-seater, electric lights, tax paid,

splendid condition throughout; £'5; exchange

cycle or combination and cash.-Holloway

ket St., Eastleigh. [9742

121 Garden 2-seater, electric lighting, tyres per-

f feet, horjd, screen, Perfect order ; i.70
.

ex-

jges.-Homao's, 243, Eower Clapton Rd., ^.t-

jne.: Dalstoli 2408. [9334

JVENTRY PREMIER 4-wlieeler, speedometer,

dynamo, new condition, taxed; SISO, or ex-

ige combination.-James, c/o Bradmores, 482

row Rd., Paddington. [9634

AYLISS-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p. Model. 4-cylindci

watercooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300

; immediate delivery.-Godfrey s, Ltd., 208. Ot
iland St., London. W.l, [0736

120 GP. Morgan, w.c. J.A.P., full equipment,
' speedometer. £130; -would consider lightweight

or cycle part exchange.—W. Smith, Shirley, Clar-

; Rd., St. Albans. [8884

J22 Morsan Popular, £150: Grand Prix £180

'slip Rover, £220: in stock for inimediafe dehvers :

pnvuieuts only 4% extra.-The Premier Motor Co

m Ed., Biimingham. iuiu

)VENTRY PREMIER 1922.—Latest model, brand

new, just arrived; trials and tuition free: £230
I, or easiest of easy payments.—Wilkins, Simpson,

osite Olynipia, London. [9987

ORGAN De Luxe. 1921, M.A.G. water-cooled, fully

eauipped, licence paid, cost over £250, colour

lie- must sell owing to death, £145; not driven

miles.—Gibb, Northgate. Gloucester. L9837

T Monocars, Bicars, and Runabouts in stock
' (Mi-und-hand). Full specification and prices on

ic;it;on- repairs, overhauls: exchanges considerecl.-

. SpM'ialists Garage. 103, Gastlenau, Barnes. [949f

121 Bleriot-Whippet, reverse gear, speedometer,
' electric light, spare wheel, in absolutely per-

condition; 100 gns. ; exchanges or deferred.

—

ards 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
'[9947

ORGAN Service Depot.—OfHcially appointed by

the Morgan Motor Co. Overha^iU and repairs

•uted Every conceivable spare in stock.-Homac's.

, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalstou 2408.
. [9835

OHT Car, 2-3-seater, llh.p., dynamo, spare

wheel, fine condition; £155, or take combination,
erablv 4-cvlinder F.N. or Henderson 1913-14
lel, and about £100.—Farfleld, Stanshope, Ash-
rne. [9043

ORGAN, Grand Prix, late model, water-cooled
8h.p. J.A.P., discs, hood, windscreen, cquipiUFnt,

nillium dash, speedometer, fast, mauve lined white,

!lient condition; £100; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd..
iton. [9465

C. Sociable by the A.O. Company, dependabh
runabout, take 2 persons anywhere, good condi-

and appearance, hood, screen, lamps, etc.; bar-

, £40; trial.-29, Allsop St., Upper Bak* St..

[Ion, N.W [8169

> Guineas, exchanges a speciality.—1919 A.V.
y Monocar, 6h.p,, hood, screen, electric light,

wheels, smart. Many other cars at bargain
cs.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
mham 2452. tlOOl

3VENTRY PREMIER, 1921, dynamo lighting.
Cox Atmos, spare wheel, hood, speedometer, tax

1
December, comprehensive policy till June, 1923,

I condition; £180.—Gilmore^ 16, Turnbull Rd.,
gsigiit, Manchester. [8790
3VENTRY PREMIER 4-wbeeIed super runabout.
8h.p. water-cooled, spare wheel, dynamo, fully

ired, etc.; £230. Motor cycles, etc.. taken in part
lange; instalments if desired.—Frank Whitworth.
., 139, New St., Birmingham. [6063

"^^ BROS. 4"

200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W
'i^houe—j.^.iu^.,-i.,i 1701.

Any make of machine can be
supplied on our Payment out of

Income Scheme. Write for ful

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

ENFIELD JVIODEL 190

Selection of Machines in Stock.
A.J.S. Combination S175

ALLON, 2-speed, clutch £60

B.S.A., K2 . : £107

B.S.A., H2 £110

B.S.A., E Combination £164

CALTHORPE, 2i h.p £36

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, all on £68

crOUGLAS, 3-specd, all on £82

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. Combination, all on . £135

ENFIELTJ Combination iSo £140

ENFIELD Combination 170 £158

ENFIELD Lightweight 200 £55

ENFIELD Sports £55

EDMUND (Barr & Stroud engine) £96

JAMES, 7 h.p. Combination £160

JAMES, 3^^ h.p., Sports £105

JAMES, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £60

MATCHLESS Combination £170

NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p.. No. 3 £73

OMEGA No. 3 £66

OMEGA No. 23 £65

OMEGANo.fi £39 ID

RALEIGH, 2j h.p., 2-spced £68 D

RALEIGH, 2j h.p., 3-speed £73

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-speed £78

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-speed Comb £103

RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p. £130

RUDGE, I.O.M £77

SUNBEAM, 4.1 h.p £141 15,

TRIUMPH H... £105

TRIUMPH S.D £115

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. Combination £140

LIGHT CARS.
B.S.A., 10 h.p £340
CITROEN, 7 h.p £262 10
COVENTRY PR£MIE.<2 £230
G.N. Touring £225
ROVER, S h.p £220

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
G.N., June, 1921, splendid running order, double

dickey, spare wheel, discs, electric lighting
(dynamo), aluminium dashboard, clock, speedometer,
etc., tyres as new; bargain, £140.—Simmonds, 95,
Hunlon Rd., Erdington. Birmingham. [8946

1 Q21 Coventry Premier, 500 miles, absolutely new,
-Lt^ aluminium discs, hood, screen, dynamo, spare
wheel, quantity of new spares, tyre, tubes, valves,
etc., gilt; £160; insured £250.—James, c/o Brad-
mores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9635

1 Q21V-1' Aero-Morgan-Jap, special body, hood, Lucas
-*-*^, Magdyno lighting, electric horn, discs, speedo-
meter, Vanden Flas wings, demonstration m del.
condition as now; 200 gn-s.; exchanges or deferred.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
_ - [9948-
p<OULSON 8-lOh.p. 2.seater Cycle Car, brand new,
Vy beautifully equipped. Smith's speedometer, clock,
hood, windscreen, D.A. lighting, licensed: sacrifice
for quick sale; £105; combination part; real bargain.
—27, Wandle Rd., Wandsworth Common, S.W.17.

1 Q22 Morgan de Luxe Model, 81i.p. J.A.P., water-
-•-" cooled, hood, screen, speedometer, discs, petro!
carrier, Binks hand and foot control, guaranteed
faultless, insured till March, 1913, tax paid- £170 —
Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd.. Is.E. Dalston 2403.

. [9836
1021 Thurlow (Morgan) S-lOh.p. J.A.P. runabout. 3-
j-tf speed, foot clutch, foot accelerator, electric light-
ing, Jiood, screen, Cowey speedometer, jack, foot pump,
complete equipment, tyres and tubes as new, 50 m.p h..

S ™iP-,K-' ™^ o^r ^200, £4 tax 'paid, gnaranfeed
nosolutely sound condition ; price 7S gns. : oilers or ex-
change considered.-186, St. James Rd., Croydon. [9888
OEiXSATIONAL Bargain 1-1922 brand new 8-IOh.p.
f-" Bpacke American Light Runabout, with beautiful
roomy English 2-seater body, and fittings, dynamo
lighting, 5 detachable wire wheels, 45 m.p.g., 50
m.p.h.; see and try this wonderful little car; price
£125; deferred payments arranged: write now for
specification.—R. G. Ga,mble, 88, Gloucester P'ace
Mews, Portman Sq., W.l. [9872

/nr

MORGAN Spare Parts from stock; trade supplied.—
Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [9581

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
".r^OL'NTY" 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidennr Taxis, ns lirensed

V-'' throughout the country.—Write for full partieu-
lars. County Cycl-s and Motor Co., " Originators."
300, Broad St., Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
T AGONDA Coupe, lOh.p., perfect; 90 gns.—MissAJ Moore, 106, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [9568
"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£35 down and 12
J- monthly payments ^5 secures smart 12-15h pPanhard landaulst, runs well:

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
-^ monthly payments £5 secures 12-15h.p. Swift
limousine, seats 5 inside, 4 cylinders.

pALMER'-S Garage. Tooting.—£25 down and 12
-*- monthly payments £5 secures 2-ton Karrier lorry
chassis, new tyres.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures modern 15.9b. p.
*"""'"" ""• dynamo lighting.Swift touring car,

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£20 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat light

van.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8/10 secures Piccard-Pift:t

% landaulet, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 6
monthly payments £5 secures excellent Rtnault

t-axicab.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£150 cash secures
modern 15.9h.p. Napier 30-cwt. covered vay.

solids.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£150 cash secure^
1914 Uuic 2-seater, dickey. 4 speeds, dynamo

lighting, wire wheels.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£90 cash secure^
modern 10-12h.p. Belsiae light 4-seater, 4-cyiindci-

bloc engine, gate change.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly pnyments £10 secures SOli.p. Beilist toui'-

ing car. Small Six.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£75 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures 16-20h.p. modern

Wolseley touring car.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
mon_thly payments £8 secures excellent Sheffield-

Simplex /_t iandaulrt.

PALMER'S .Garage, Tooting.-£40 down and 1?
monthly payments £5 secures 15h.p. MaxwtU

sporting 2-seafer, disc wheels.

PALMER'S Garage, 187, 199. High St.. Tooting, will

accept your old car or motor cycle as part pay-

ment for any car in stock. For cash price deduct lO?'.

from above totals. [9290

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. ix/\i
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CARS FOR SALE.
JOWKTT De Luxe Model, now reduced to £295; in

stock.—Welfoid's Motors, Brighton. [9136

IN Stock, 1922 Sh.p. Rover 2-seater; £220, cash or
deferred.—33, The Parade, Golders Green. I[8832

LANCHESTEH, 2ah.p. 6-cyl. Landaulet; £96.—
Chaulfcur, la, Strathleven Rd., Brixton, S.W.

[9570
GEAHAME WHITE Cycle Car, hood, screen, new

May; ;e75.—" Highclere," Pennhill Av., Pa.rk-'
stone. [9005

TJOVER Cars.—1922 Sh.p. model; price £220; early
JCV delivery.-Godfreys', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. t0350

ROVER 8h.p. Single, 2-seater, splendid running
order and condition; bargain, £50.—12, Lesbourne

Rd., Reigate. [9363

A .B.C. Car, new 1922 model, fully equipped; S295;
exchange or easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [9960

rwood 1 60 cars, absolute bsrgalns, list

exchanges.—Douglas S.,. Cox, Lansdowne,
we-^t jNorwood

~
-[1932

SORIPPS-BOOTH ish.p. 2-seater, lighting and
starting, late model; £100.—Mrs. De Fries, 1,

Grove Lane, Camberwell, S.E. [9569

KOVER Cars.—The famous Sh.p. model in stock,
£220 : lor immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co.,

276, High St., Acton, London. [0761

M.M.C. 2.seater, dickey, 10-12h.p. 4-cylinder; i40,
or exchange combination or solo; selling owing

to tax.—53, Idonia St., Deptford. [9229

IN Stock, 1922 Belsize-Bradshaw Car; £275 com-
plete, cash or deferred.—D. and S. Autocar Co.,

TTT'EST No
'* free, e

33, The Parade, Golders Green. [8833

GOVBNTBY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £230;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.-

Ratclifle Bios., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0,730

HAND lOh.p., 4-eylinder, M'ater-cooled, dynamo
lighting and starter, double dickey; £300.—

Rotcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St., W. [4395

ROVER 1922.—Brand new Sh.p.; trials and tuition
free; £220 cash, or easiest of easy payments.—

Wilkins, Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [9985

ROVER Sh.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynam.
lighting; £220 cash, deferred payments 4%

extra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.l
[0729

HALIFAX 1922 B.S.A., Calthorpe, Coventry.
Premier, Lagonda, and Rhode, latest models, cash

or exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. - ,
17
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"DOVER 1922.—Model-de-luxe Sh.p., brand new;
--•' trials and tuition free; £245 cash, or easiest o!
easy payments.—Wilkins, Simpson, Opposite Olympia,
London. '

[9986

G.N.. 1922, Touring, £225; All-Weather, £250,
fully equipped; inspection and trial invited. De-

ferred payments arranged. From Agents and Show
rooms, 222. Gt. Portland St Museum 2271. [1629

AVRO 1920, £86; Bayard, £90; Emscote 1920,
dynamo, £100; Morgan G.P., 1918, magneto,

£115; Carlthorpe, 1917, 4-seater, £200.^Railton, Cob-
ham and Co,. Ltd., Water St., off Blackfriars St.,

Manchester. 1[9655

G.N. Sh.p. 1921 touring, dynamo lighting, detacliaWe
wlieels, original tyres little worn, hood, screen,

horn, first used this yenr, tax paid to December 1922,
ready to drive .nwav ; £145.—" St. Maur," Beuhill Wood
Rd., Sutton, Surn-y. [9116

4-SEATER Alldays 12h.p.. flush-top body, fully
equipped, many spares, £35 just spent, dark

blue, unscratched; excellent condition; £130; driving
taught free; exchange 2-ssater Morgan or motor cycle.
—63, Solon Rd.. Brixton. [9466

"I Q20 Emscote. 8-9h.p. J.A.P., 2-3.seater body, grey
-Lt/ dome, black wings, Lucas dynamo lighting, 5

- detach Sankey wheels, hood, screen, etc., as new, guar-
anteed ; exchange good combination.—Rhind and Co.,
Stone Place; Rusholme, Manchester. [9084

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
i-TON Gladiator Motor Van. running order; £35.—
2 W. Mayes, Eattlesden, Bury St. Edmunds. [8868

CHARRON Van for sale, 2-cylinder quadrant, good
appearance and condition, reliable, working daily;

£30.-24, Ingletou St., Brixton. [9064

WARWICK Auto-Carrier, thoroughly overhauled by
makers, now waiting collection at works; £60, or

exchange motor cycle.—Bunting's, Wealdstonc, Middle-
sex.

_
[9814

FOR Sale, Montgomery commercial box carrier, cost
£23/10; price £18; never been used; also En-

field chassis and wheel, £6/10.—Rockall, 21, Lyming-
ton Ay., Wood Green. [8904

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, ' London, E.C.4. for

easy terms. 'Phone; Holborn 5777- [7218

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
could not be si<npler.—157B, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [7375

iiEL T ^3
73, Great Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257.
Business Hours.

At the request of numerous clients we have
decided to alter our business hours, and in future

we shall be open to give every attention to

prospective customers up to

7.30 p,m Monday to Friday.
4 o'clock SaturdaySm

HIRE
Motor* Cycl^ and C tmbinatlons.

Any period frorn ono dav-

A GO D SELECTION OC" 1922
MODELS IN STOCK.

Easy Payments taken on New Machines
and Exchanges Entertain^.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1919 ZENITH, sports, 6 h.p., with Sideoac

and all accessori" " E85

1920 HARLEY DAVIDSON and Sidecar,

Dynamo lighting, all accessories £125

1920 4 cyl. F._N. (iimbination £30

1920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar,

all accessories £90

1920 HENDERSON and Sidecar, Speedo-
meter, all accessories £115

1921 3-spd. 3i LEA FRANCIS, all accessories £65

1916 NEW IMPERIAL, 2-spd., clutch, kick-

starter £38

And many others. Call and inspect.

G N.'S, COVENTRY PREMIERS, MORGANS.
and ROVERS IN STOCK
REPAIRS.

Good Machines taken in for Sale
on Commission*

New ImDerial Spare Parts Stocltist';.

* WET or FINE !,

ANSWERS THE PURPOSE.
m WET WEATHER THIS SHIELD
PROTECTS FROM RAIN, MUD, ETC
IN HOT, DRY WEATHER, IT DOES
THAT WHICHJ^O OTHER SHIELD DOES,
IT COOLS THE ENGINE.

For Lightweights the price is 30/-
For Heavyweights „ ,, ,, 35/-

write Service Co., 292, High y\

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
HALIFA5.--£7/10 deposit. 10/- weekly, 1)17

SVi-li.I). Premier, grade gear; £25; get full
Halifax Motor lExchange, Horton St., Halil'as.

FOR Best Treatmeut and best terms for ligii

cyclo cars, or motor cycles of any make,
second-hand, - - -^- "- -

W.0.1;

EASIEST of Easy Payments for any make of

cycle or car, Ask ns to quote you i u

payments on any make.—Wilkins, Simpson,
Olympia, London.

CREDIT is obtaina;hIe Irom the Cliflorfi

Mfg. Co. in respect' to any make of molui
sidecar, or car.—177, Westminster Bridge Rd.,
'Phone: Hop 210.

ANY make of cycle or any comhination com
equipped; licensed, insured on 12, 15, 18 n

extended payments system.—Write for parti
Rideezi Sales, Ltd., 5, Victovia St., S.W.I.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Regent St..
,

bridge, supply any make of car on easy
We give a fair deal at a reasonable charge.
privacy, no unpleasant enquiries; car deliver
payment of first instalment, any district; lull p
lars by post ; exchanges arranged.

ENGINES.
DOUGLAS 23^h.p. racing cams, complete,

cylinders and valves, unused; '"£4.—Below.

8-lOh.p. W.C. Vee twin, 85x110 outside flywhse
able tliction drive, mechanical oil- pump,'

crank, all Oearingfi adjustable, water and ind
pipes, carburetter, excellent condition throughout 1

Lowe, 4, Carlton Terrace, Childa Hill, N.W.2.

QUADRANT Engine; 5\^h.p., top-Sole ' colic

£3.—Particulars, Bainbridge; ^Wittbri Gill

P.
and M. Engines, ^64/10; overhauled andf
pleted. f6 / 1 ; spares.— 7, Hereford Rd'.,

^

water.

BRAND new Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, air-cooled, g|
teedperl'eet and unused; £18/10.—Daw, 114/1

ton Hill.

Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, Binks, mag., all as new ; sa
first £28, or .exchange lightweight. -Bi!

P.O., Mexborough. -
'

ONE new 3^A>h.p. J.A.P. engine (twin), con
with magneto platform, inlet pipe, exhhusf-

and valve lifter; price £14;i0.

NE new 3V2I1.P. J.A.P.
price £12/10.

engine fsingle). cMH-i

F,P. Co.

O
'T^WO Amac carburetters, new; price £1/7/©
-- one Schrebler carburetter, with flange, as'

price £2/5.—B. P. Garage, 40, MniTay Mews,-,
deu Town, N.W.

P.
and M. Engines, overhauled, complete, £.
with magneto and carburetter £10/10.—Ili

Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool.

\ RIEI, S'/ah.p., complete with C.A.V. majjuet^^ B. -and 3. carburetter, nearly new; £18:
Clarke, 138, Brighton Rd., S. Croydon;

VILLIERS (1921), Mark 3. carefully used, exi
condition, 'also B. and B. carburetter; reas<

offer.—25, Old Lodge Lane, Purley, Surrey.

ENGINE, P. and M. R.A.F., £3, requires ovei
ing; 4h.p, De Dion, 35/-; Bosch magneto, 3

1, Springfield Park Crescent, Catford, S.E,6. - .

Sih.p. Fafoir Engine, .good condition, with;
2 proo'f magneto and caburetter; - ^9/1

McBain, 139, Carlton Vale, KiJbum, "N.W.e.

SPARE- Parts lor Villiers, Blackburne^ and J

engines from stock ; trade supplisd ; write fori

list.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l.

JAMES 41411. p. single, new cylinder and crank
perfect, £17; Cox Atmos {brand new). carbU'

55/-.—Dalhy, Baker St., Sparkhill. Birmingham.

6 h.p. Water-cooled De Dion Engine, complete
be seen running; £5\ Ditto, cylinder, core

30/-.~-Peaeock, 17, Staffdi-d Mews, West Kil

London.

Sh.p. Paragon 1920 2-stroke Engine needing-,
adjustment, complete 'with 2-speed gear li

unit, C.A.V., Amac; £5/10, or offer.—29, Afi

Rd., Honor Oak Park, S.E.23.

WHATEVER Type of Engine You Require, wi

supply. Special bargains: 1914 Triti

£13/13; 3V,h.p. Rudge, with magneto and ' (

rotter, £13/13; 2%h.p. Calcott, £7.—Porfield M^
Forfield Place, Leamington Spa.

A
IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

MAGNETOS at Bargain Prices, not com,
starters, all tested; money back -if : unsatll

post ,1/3 each magneto.—Below.

THOMSON-BENNETT 180° Twins, 37/6; C

anti singles, 25/-; Dixie singles and 180°,

E.I.O. and M-L singles, anti, £2/10; C.A.V. 1

spindles. £2/10.—Banister and Botten, 341,

St., London, N.l. 2480 North.

a42 A-II letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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The Grand Prix Race.

ONCE more a British machine has won the

Grand Prix Race—France's premier

motor cycle event—and, what is just as

important to those interested in the

development of the lightweight, a British

two-stroke has carried off the laufels in the

256 c.c. category. Italy must be credited with

the honour of winning the fiTst- three places in

the race for 350 c.c. motor cycles.

There are several features of interest in con

nection with the two British victors; one also

won the Grand Prix last year and this year's

Senior Tourist Trophy Race, and the other holds

the Lightweight Tourist Trophy. These two
riders can rightly claim to be, in their respective

classes, Europe's premier racing men, while the -

makers of their niounts share their success.

No British machines were entered in the

350 c.c.., or possibly yet another victory for this

country would have been scored, for, good as

the Italian machines were, no one will deny
that the make which has four times won the

Junior Tourist Trophy, in addition to a Senior

win, is many miles an hour faster than any two-

stroke of the same capacity yet produced.

Every credit must be given, however, to the

makers of the 350. c.c. winner, which, in securing

the first three places, demonstrated the prac-

ticability of a type of engine new to motor cycle

practice. It also proved that, given sound and
suitable design, good workmanship and reason-

able luck, a comparatively _ unknown machine
may leap from local into international fame.

Being practically straight and without
gradients, the course provided a test entirely

different 'from that imposed by the sinuous
and hilly route traversed by competitors in the

Tourist Trophy Races. Such a course called

for sheer speed, and few prophets predicted a

.win for a two-stroke engine in any of the three

classes. That, in such an event, the winners of

two of the cl_asses were two-strokes in com-
petition with engines embodying the latest four-

stroke practice, shows the progress of the type..

Another lesson of the Grand_Prix is the fact

that a greater proportion of the smaller machines
survived the high speed test than those of the

500 c.c. class, which :on the whole did not aquit

themselves so well as they should have done.

Being held under the auspices of the French
Government, the preparations at Strasbourg for

the event were unquestionably excellent. But
there were several points in the actual organisa-

tion of the race which might be criticised, and
the English visitors could not help but compare
the French methods with the A.C.U.'s very

complete organisation of the Tourist Trophy
Races. Notwithstanding, the Grand Prix of
L'Union Motocycliste de France was a great

success, and one looks forward to the 1923 event.

Right'^hand Sidecars in Great
Britain.

CONSIDERABLE interest has been aroused
by a recent article sugges.ting that side-

cars should be fitted to the right- and not

to the left-hand side of the machine.
Although a most ingeniously argued case

was presented in favour of the change, the

general weight of opinion appears to favour
leaving things as they are, only one correspond-

ent this week agreeing fully with the writer of

the original article.

It seems to be a case, too, where the conserva-

tive majority are in the right; for the danger
accompanying an attempt to overtake another

vehicle without first obtaining a clear view of

the road ahead is in itself sufficient to outweigh

all the advantages of having the sidecar on the

so-called off-side of the machine.

An index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the paje facing the back cover,
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I Commit a Crime.

CASUISTS and moralists may find food for

thought in the causes which may lead up to my
doing time at the moment these words appear

in print. I was riding a motor cycle in somewhat
lightsome mood, and was also on my way to catch a

train to fulfil an important engagement at a distance.

The road was straight, empty, devoid of turning, and
to all appearance deserted. The machine on which
I was seated has clone as near as no matter 70 m.p.h.
on Brooklands, and at the critical moment—shortly

to be described—it was absolutely all out.. Suddenly
a couple of constables jumped out of concealment

in the hedge, and held up their arms. I didn't stop,

because I couldn't; at that speed a cautious man,
requires room to pull up. As I slowed down, the

sergeant emerged ; and about the place at which I

came to a standstill, the inspector dived out. I don't

feel in the least guilty. Ought I to?

Aggfannoying.
N awkward word, yet expressive. Suitable for

parsons, who mustn't use blunt Saxon exple-

tives. I had exactly five minutes to get to the

start of a hill-climb two miles aw^ay. ' I wheeled

out the machine, and depressed the float tickler. It

stayed depressed, and an immense flooding com-

menced. Moreover, the tickler was only .removable

from the underside of the float chamber lid, and the .

carburetter was fitted with " top feed " of the type

which demands two very thin spanners and much
caution if the float is to be exposed W'ithout destroying

the petrol pipe. I got there, but ray fuel con.sumption

was at the rate of about 20 m.p.g. This happened
because I had laid cunning plans to enjoy a non-stop

season.

Compromise.

THANKS to " p;ntente " for tackling the merits

of 3,in. V. 2§in. tyres, but a word of criticism

as to his presentation of the facts. I have

reluctantly concluded that a sloppily inflated tyre

skids more and less controllably than a small hard

tyre. If I were competing in a Six Days and ex-

pected greasy roads, I would certainly fit 2|in. covers,

and keep them jolly hard. Similarly in a speed event

I would use a hard tyre (size immaterial), as would

any other sensible man. "Entente" talks of
" rolling " and " bouncing " on ^in. tyres, and con-

demns them as a " mistake on medium weight

machines." Here he goes much too iiK, as Sir Julian

Orde said when' Chassagne's Sunbeam did an extra

"Ixion's" "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are

mailable in took form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The
Motor Cycle" Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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and

lap in the Car T.T. If a tyre is slack enough to roll,

it doesn't bounce, for one thing. Our correspondent

has completely ignored the two chief factors, viz. :

—

(i) A 3in. tyre doubles the comfort.

(2) A 3in. tyre hardly ever punctures.

So if I were a commercial traveller resident in North

Devon (which I praise Allah I am not), I should use

board-hard 2|in. tyres from September to March, and

puddingy 3in. tyres from March to September. This

is for solo mounts, of course ; on sidecars, the big tyre

is at present Avithout a rival.

A Half Legging,

|F the making of overalls there is no end, and 1

had almost registered a vow to restrict myself

to one or two well-tried ftiends in this line

to mate no more experiments.' But I had often

felt what the famous Dr. Spooner once described from

the pulpit as a " half-warmed fish" for a short leg

overall as summer wear. A few weeks ago the Para

Rubber Co., of John Bright Street, Birmingham, sent

me a pair of their Flexi-Spring leggings, which quite

fill the bill. The two legs are separate, ceasing below

the fork. Concealed springs of a peculiarly flexible

character- hold the legging in. place and compel it to

keep a smart shape, in lieu of flopping unseemly, as

many overalls do. The fastenings consist of four

spring clips down the back of each leg, plus a minor

novelty in the form of a auick release for the instep

strap, this snap fastener being high enough up on the

foot to keep fairly clean. In conjunction with a three-

quarter length coat these leggings are very nice wear.

Moreover, they are pretty thoroughly guaranteed, which

is a rarity in such matters.

How to Advance the Ignition.

THE local knut—oneof those second year experts-

was in sad trouble with his new baby tw^o-stroke,

which crawled, overheated, and only registered

2S m.p.g. In fact, it displayed .the most disquieting

symptoms of pernicious anasmia. At last he was

simply compelled to consult the local garage in a casual

roundabout way, and, of course, the local mechanic

promptly suggested that the ignition was timed very

late. A week later the knut pocketed his pride, and

actually brought the machine in for repairs. The

mechanic tested the timing, and found she was firing

on the exhaust stroke, so to speak. " Why didn't you

advance the timing ? " " I did. " " How much ?
'

'

" Two inches."' After the mechanic had said several

things commencing with " "What the . . . ,_" the

knut confessed to supposing you advanced the timing

by chopping bits off the high tension cable, on the

principle that the spark would then reach the plug

sooner.

28
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Occasional Comments.

—

Variable Jets.

|N my 499 c.c. Triumph I use a Sutton and Pock-

lington variable jet. Intelligently used, these

devices are invaluable. A few experiments

with two or three standard jets of different delivery

rates will convince anybcMJy of this. With, say, a

28 jet one will get low fuel consumption, poor accelera-

tion, limited speed and not too good a climb. With,

say, a 35 jet the same engine will be excellent in the

three latter respects, but consume hogsheads of petrol.

Variable jets enable one to get these and other com-

binations from the saddle. But I would add that the

nickel disc on the handlebar control of the jet should

be marked with, say, half-a-dozen notches, so that

when a useful aperture is found by experiment, the

same setting can be regained to a hair at any moment.

The use of the lever naturally upsets the action of the

air lever, and mixture control becomes so uncertain

that some riders hardly ever vary the jet. When the

disc is notched, two or three positions will be utilised

•regularly.

No Switch.

THE tip given by F. E. D. H. on p. 35 in our

issue of July 6th for dispensing with any visible

switch on electric lamp equipments desires

greater prominence, ^^•1^ich I hereby accord it. I am
tilting it to all my lamps henceforward.

Found in a Public Library.

n
DON'T know the inner history of the following gem
which was found by a reader on the table of a
public reading room. Perhaps some local Boy

Scout had been swotting up for his mechanic's badge.
The spelling, etc., has not been faked, but is exactly
as found.

"In a. fourstroke engine it is consisted by a
stroke. In the cilinder its a piston. This piston

has four stroke. The first stroke is called a suck-
sion stroke, because when it goes down it sucks.

Is the bettsall and air, which is a 'gass- When
the piston up, it pushes up the gass, but its still

stopping.

The cilinder because the way with which it comes
has been closed. The piston pushes up the gass
until it is in but a small space then. The second
stroke is called a comppression because it is

preesed together. Third stroke is called exorst.

And the fourth stroke is a firing stroke. By a
firing stroke I mean it is inflamable. By inflam-

able I mean it will easily take fire."

The office Sherlock Holmes suggests that motorcycling
schoolmasters should

{a) Use models in explaining engines to small

boys.

(b) Refrain from dictating while they are suffer-

ing from sore throats.

Not the least enjoyable part of a motor-cycling holiday, whether it be in the form of a long tour or a series of excursions from a centre,

are the al-fresco meals partaken by the roadside. A picnic scene in North Wales.

16 _ • ,
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OFF ! From zero to 60 m.p.h. in a few yards. Riders in the 500 c.c.

class a second or so after the flag was dropped. Bennett and de la

Hay, the Sunbeam exponents, were too quick for ihe photographer and
had already leaped forward out of the range of the camera.

British Machines first in 500 c.c. and 250 c.c. Classes.

A. Bennett (Sunbeam), winner of the Senior T.T.
and last year's Grand Prix, secures this year's 500 c.c.

Race, with H. Hassali (Norton) second, and Zind
(Motosacoche) third. G. S. Davison (Levis) first in250c.c. Class.

second, and third in 350 c.c. Race.

New Italian Two-stroke first,

STRASBOURG was early astir on
Wednesday last week, the occasion

of the Grand Prix Motor Cycle
Race, organised by the Union Moto-
cycliste de France. The whole of the

week has been given up to a national

fete in Alsace, car races following the

motor cycle event on Saturday and Sun-
day.

Many visitors from all parts flocl^ed

towards fair France's regained province,

not a few hailing from England, whilst

Italians were also in evidence.

The race itself provided still another
victory for British productions, A.
Bennett (492 Sunbeam) winning the
senior event, and Geoffrey S. Davison
(248 Levis) the lightweight section,

Italy gaining the. 350 c.c. event in Visioli,

who rode a vertical twin-cylinder two-

stroke Garelli—a machine of extraordin-

arily neat design, which showed up con-

spicuously throughout.

600 FI—j5y-/JMa n'^ 2^

No 350 c.c. British Machines.

It is a pity that no British machine
was represented among the six entries in

the 350 c.c. section : one would much

THE 1922 GRAND PRIX IN
A NUTSHELL.

500 c.c. CLASS.
1st.—A. Bennett (492 Sunbeam),

4 hr. 5 m. 40 s. = 61-0 m.p.h.

350 c.c. CLASS.
1st.—Visioli (349 Garelli),

3 hr. 39 m. 55 s. = 56-7 m.p.h.

250 c.c. CLASS.
1st.—G. S. Davison (249 Levis),

3 hr. m. 84 s. = 52-4 m.p.h.

FASTEST LAP.
H. Hassali (490 Norton),

7 m. 38 s.,= 65*7 m.p.h.

have liked to see A.J.S. riders in the

contest, and some of the fleet J. A.P. and
Blackburne engined mounts of home con-

struction.

It is particularly noteworthy that both
Bennett and Davison repeated their Isle of

Man successes. In the case of Bennett
his victory in the Grand Prix is all the

more convincing, as he carried off first

place in France last year, won the

T.T. this year, and now acliieves the

grand slam by again winning the Grand
Prix. Both Bennett's Sunbearri and-G. S.

Davison's Levis- were fitted with the

identical engines used in the Isle of Man,
-and, moreover, their gear ratios, even

after experiment, were unchanged,
despite the fact that the roads in the

Stra.sbourg circuit are practically flat. •

It was raining • slightly as the specta-

tors wended their way to the course, six

miles west of Strasbourg, and as the

roads were closed to traffic at 7 a.m. a

-A -.CCH.- Tr^Pr-* &--UfiJCl^--A7 -J>y-R°RD y/*-'

ofMj 4HLE5 5NEE3

Contour of the 1922 Grand Prix Course at Strasbourg.
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The 1932 Grand Prix.—

long detour was necessary to reach the
grandstands. Those riders who had
foolishly abandoned mudguards, were- ob-
viously fretting about the possibility of
ignition and transmission ti'oubles, for
tne steady rain had thoroughly soaked
the road surface.

All round the course railiugs were used
to keep spectators off the roadway

; gen-
darmes and soldiers with, fixed bayonets
guarded the approaches being stationed
at equal distances over the whole
eourse.

I^enbh iKpvernment's Preparations.

The erection of huge grandstands op-
posit* the replenishment depots, tiers of
seats -at various, v^mtage points at the
three acute bends of the course, and
brit^es over the roadway, gave some idea
of the wonderful preparations made for
the races. -It is said that a million
francs had been spent by the authorities
on tlie organisation of the Grand Prix. ,

But .if the preparatory arrangements
were complete, it must be confessed, that
the actual tirganisatioi) of the race failed

at several , points. The score board, for-

instance, as worked by the U.M.F., was
most unreliable, and, in fact,, misleading.

.

Again, Jhree or four men were ila_gged to
stop when actually tbey had not : com-
plete.d their allotted, laps, and the times
of the leaders were given only every five,

laps, and then very late. Thus a com-
plete record of the laps traversed had to

be made by each spectator who desired to

follow" the progress, of the race at all

intelligently.

The usual hubbub of a typical French
crowd was not sufficient to drown the
din of the healthy exhausts of the forty
engines warming up on the starting line.

They were ranged up in three groups, 19

in the 500 c.c. class, 6 in the 350 c.c,
and 15 in the 250 c.c. class. The start,

which was timed for 8 a.m., was delayed
a quarter of an hour', for the rain had
stopped and there was a chance of the

coads drying up.

AT DUTTLENHEIM CORNER. Francisquet, one of the French Norton riders and Liandois

(Isoard Liandois).

Promptly at 8.15 a.m. there was. a

lare din as the starter's blue flag fell

i^? &znEii-r

Map of the Grand
Pnx circuit, which
is 13'38 km. in

length (approx. 8-V

miles).

and to a man every 500 c.c. rider got

smartly off the mark. Two minutes
later the six representatives of the 350
c.c. class went- away, Gnesa (Garelli),

who alone of the half-dozen used his

clutch to start, at once forging ahead.
Another two minutes and a fine batch
of fifteen lightweights roared away in

a fashion that was inconceivable of 25T
c.c. engines a year or two ago, Cottin
(Velocette) outstripping his confreres,

and Froment (Yvels) remaining in the
rear pushing vigorously.

First Circuit Completed.
. Once away there was little time before
the 500 c.c. leaders were due, since the

triangular course, is but 8i miles in ex-

tent, and as a matter of fact part of

the longest leg, with the competitors
fleeting along the tree-lined roadway,
could be seen from the grand stands.

The Strasbourg Circuit is a near
approach to Brooklands but for the three
acute bends, for the surface, is magni-
ficent, and except for slight bends on
the short leg of the circuit the course

A lew seconds afler the simultaneous stari of the competitors m the 250 c.c. C'£
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The 1923 Grand Prix —
is dead straiglit. There are no hills

whatever, and but for ,
the bends the

riders might have used single gears.

Suddenly a group of riders appeared
in sight. To the astonishment of most
of the British spectators the first man
round was Jolly on a twin-cylindev
Alcyon, a light blue finished machine

;

its rider wore a jersey to match. Kaas
(A.B.C.) was next, within hailing dis-

tance, Hassall (Norton) third, with Ben-
nett (Sunbeam), Shaw (Norton), Edmond
(Triumph), de la Hay (Sunbeam), HoHo-
well (Norton), and Walker (Norton) in

the order named. But the mud they

sprayed! Even after one lap most were
bespattered, and a small bow wave was
sent up by their front wlieels—fearless

ra.cing indeed !

Davison takes the Lead.

First to stop at the depots was Pelis-

sier (Motosacoche), but he was off again

in three minutes. The Italian, Visioli,

led the 350 c.c. class on his Garelli twin,

a fine crackle suggesting no fluke about
his early advantage. His confrere

Gnesa was, hot on his heels, Meunier
(Alcyon) being but 100 yards behind.

Of the lightweights, Kershaw led the

way, but pulled up as he passed the

stands and did not restart, for he had
broken a valve at the very point from
which he started. Barely 3(50 yards
behind- was Davison and liis marvellous
little T.T. Levis.

Already the men who straggled around
the whole of the course passed so fre-

quently that it was not easy to keep
track of them. On the second lap, Naas,
the French champion motor cyclist and
his A.B.C. had managed to wrest the

lead from the Alcyon ridden by Jolly

which now lay- second with Hassall's

Norton third. Meanwhile, Francisquet
(Norton) toured into his depot for ad-

justments.
Gnesa (Gai'elli), too, displaced Visioli

for leadership in the 350 c.c. event,

though they remained in close order

with Meunier (Alcj'on) third.

Score Board Errors.

Already tbe score board was recording

laps which were obviously wrong.. After

three laps Hassall had crept up to

second place, but Jolly's Alcyon was' but

a hundred yards away. In this lap

Edmond (o.h.v. Triumph), who, by the

way, did not appear so fast as in the

Island, fell at the Enzlieim bend and
lost a minute or two ; de la Hay (Sun-

beam), who was close on his heels bad
difficulty in avoiding bim. De la Hay,
whose engine was noticed ,to be emitting

a metallic ring later retired with a seized

exhaust valve. There wa^ a distinct

difference in the e-vhaust notes. The
Continental machines, for instance,

mostly dispensed with silencers, but for

real crackle we award the palm to

Gillard's Peugeot, which, incidentally,

seemed fast enoug'i to win but suffered

stops. The Ricardo-Triiunphs liad a
deep mellow note, while the Sunbeams
were more piercing and were only ex-

celled by -the Nortons, whose bark is

well known. The Velocette in the race

had a fearsome note."

When Clech (Motosolo) came round
he had tied his handkerchief over his

face to protect him from flying mud

;

he sadly needed goggles.

Hard Fought Duels.

An A.B.C. -Norton-Alcyon fight was
proceeding with Triumphs arid Sun-
beams lying low but a short distance
behind the vanguard. With twenty-five
laps still to go and the roads in the
treacherous state they were, there was-
nothirig definite in the placings. The
pace, too, was distinctly hot, laps in

" less than eight minutes being usual for

the fastest 500 c.c. mounts.
Of the 350 c.c. machines, Gnesa (Garelli)

led Meunier (Alcyon), the latter having
held first place for two laps, while
Visioli (Garelli), the eventual, victor,-had
dropped back to third place.

'Among the lightweights, Davison was
going well though he had a doughty
rival in J. Whalley, whose Massej'-Arrau
was going great guns and threatened

leadership throughout the race. Gener-
ally, however, the race was not so ex-

citing or absorbingly interesting as the
Tourist Trophy. With three sets of
riders on such a short course, and the
men passing in one long procession, the
-public was unable to assimilate the
position, and the absence of times and
the poor lap scoring did not assist.

Hassall as Pacemaker.

A ding-dong struggle was being fought
out in the Senior class,, however. . Up
till the ninth, lap the order stood : Naas

j

(A.B.C), Hassall (Norton) and Jolly y,

(Alcyon), and never more than a hundred
yards separated the trio. Jolly actually

used Hassall as a pace-maker. Another
A.B.C. rider-^Bartlett—was " going ex- -

tremely well, and Gillard (Peugeot) at
J

one time promised for a place, but .

Bennett (Sunbeam), who had apparently
;

been taking matters comfortftbly at the

'

start, began io creep up ^lace by place,

.

jumping, in fact, from eighth pbsition on
the fourth lap" to fourth on the- ninth '

circuit. Edmond (Triumph), too, was ';

now doing better.

Gnesa had lost the lead in the 350 c.c.

section, Visioli on a sister machine dis- .,

placing him after eight laps, only to,'

give way to Meunier (Alcyon) for two;.'

laps due to a stop for fuel. Many of /

the riders halted about this period for'.'

replenishments. The 500 c.c. leaders .j'

were by this time lapping the light-

weights, but Lne pace of the latter was
surprising. Davison was still retaining

his lead, which he had held from the-'

start. P. Sallot (Thomann) rode ex-

tremely well, occupying third place for

four laps, but dropped back to make an
adjustment. Handley had also dropped

'

bade several places on his O.K., and"'

Woods later was seen briskly pushing .

the sister machine into the depot and
proceeding to effect an engine adjust-

ment. But the piston trouble he had
supposed turned out to be a broken

,

valve. Marcel Jolly (Armor) was im-

proving, also Cottin (Velocette), who
jumped from fourth position on the

,

eighth lap to third on the ninth lap.

WHEN MEN AND MACHINES GET A RESPITE.

VOLUNTARY^ AND INVOLUNTARY STOPS. (Left) Hassall (Norton) replacing his rear wheel. (Centre) Vernisse (Yvels) taking in

" stamina " fuel. (Right) Edmond (Triumph) searching for lost speed, afterwards discovered to be due to a broken valve spring.

a 28
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110 MILE DUEL IN THE GRAND PRIX.

A. Bennett (Sunbeam) and Jolly (Alcyon) representing England and France respectively hurtling neck-and-neck past

the grand stands during a duel which lasted for thirteen laps.
^ a 29
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Gnesa (Garelli) at the heel? of a 503 c.c. machine on the third of the three comers of the course. Eventually he ran second in the

350 c.c. class to Visioli on a duplicate machine.

THE LEADERS AFTER tO.LAPS—
83 MILES.

h. m. s. '

500 C.C. Class. Naas (A.B.C.) .. 1 18 36
350 c.c. Class. Meunier (Alcyonl . . 1 29 1

250 C.c. Class. G. S. Davison (Levis) 1 M 55

The Italian Garelli riders had started

in long thin mackintoshes, but the wind
and speed had torn the lower portions

into shreds, exposing inner tubes around
their waists.

One was bound to admire the coura-

geous riding of the leaders, for on
mads still having a distinct coating of

grease they ploughed along at over a

•A mile a minute. Hassall, in particular,

shot past the stands time alter time at

a rare pace, but he was not. in luck,

for he had sundry troubles, and when
leading after eleven laps, came into

depot with his back wheel wobbling and
chain dangling very loose. Finding that
the back wheel bearing had given out,

Mr. J. L. Norton removed the back
wheel from his sidecar machine, and,
fitting it to Hassall's mount, the rider
was soon off again to regain valuable
lost time.

Naas (A.B.C.) again took up the
leadersliip after twelve laps and kept
it for three more, but this time it was
Bennett (Sunbeam) who was to harass
him, though Jolly (Alcyon) having lost

position due to a brief stop was still

lying third. Another Norton rider,

Fraiicisquet, now climbed up the ladder,

Where the course was not boarded off, fencing was used so as to enclose the track entirely.

Marc (497 c.c. Alcyon) and Clech (248 c.c Motosolo) on the long leg of the triangle.

a .3

thauks to several meteoric circuits, and
another Alcyon rider. Marc, was con-
sistently annexing higher positions,

being fifth after sixteen laps.

LIGHTWEIGHTS RUNNING WELL.
Meanwhile Visioli's Garelli continued to

'

run with remarkable , regularity, and was.^

never challenged for leadership among the
six 350 c.c. machines, and the same may
be said of Davison's Levis, which had only
Whalley (Massey-Arran) and Cottin (yelo--;

cette) to fear ; for, in the order nanled,
those three maintained their positions for

lap after lap, Cottin dropping back when,
in liis sixteenth circuit, he had to refill.

Davison had a huge tank with the object

•of stopping once only for replenishments.
At thirteen laps Bennett was only a

couple of miles in arrear of Naas (A.B.C.)
and now occupied second place, Jolly and
Hassall being next, but the Sunbeanii rider

seemed to be crouching lower, and wt-

have learned to know what that means

;

gradually but surely he wore his oppo-

nent down, until, during the fifteenth

lap, Naas unfortunately suffered a broken
piston and retired, and Bennett . secured

the lead.

THE PENALTY OF NOT WEARING
GOGpLES.

Clech (Motosolo) was now almost blinded

by the mud due to wearing no goggles;

so his plight can best be imagined. Tliat

Handley's O.K. was possessed-of real speed

was seen when he flashed past Jolly

(Alcyon) in front of the grandstands.
Edmond in the meantime had stopped for

petrol, but he was now over a lap in

arrears. De Neufville (Triumph) also

halted, and had some difficulty in getting

his engine to fire on restarting. Gillard

(Peugeot), arriving' late, made a quick re-

fill, as did Hassall (Norton). Chauviere,

on a 250 c.c. mount of his own make, re-

tired with a broken aluminium piston, tha.

second only of the 250 c.c. mounts to

retire to this point, though several of the

Senior machines were out of the running.

23
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The 1922 Grand Prix.—

All the 350 c.c. riders were xvinning

well at half distance. Bartlett's A. B.C.
was misfiring, due to inud and wet on the
magneto. Cottin (Velocette) now arrived
and, having apparently decided to pass
on, changed his mind and caused some
coniternation by rid'ing the full length of

the stands in the reverse direction of the
course unhindered. Marc (Alcyon) got
another lift up due to retirements,' and
HassaU was making a really plucky'

attempt to retrieve Ibst ground.

At Half Distance.

About. haJl; distance the roads began to

dry- up,' the sky' brightened, and there\Was'
erihvj prospect of a really good' finish ; the-

crow-ds too-^afJected earlier on by the ad-

verse, weather—considerably increased . in

proportions. The wonderful Alcyon ridden"

by., Jojly was ' still, hotly pursuing the
leader,' and its' chance -taftiewheii Ben-
nett, already delayed.by a fall at Duttle'n-

heini-fiorner, diie to his rear brake seizing,

stopped for pgtrjol artd' oiU The French-
man thus led from the 15th to the 18th
lap by a maximum of 27 seconds, only to

be repassed by the Sunbeam wizard on
the nineteenth circuit.

From this point onwards Bennett rode
like a winner, never varying his lap

speeds, and nobody remained who could
live with hini but Hubert HassaU, who
experienced unexpected mishaps.
Zind (Motosacoche) had now worked up

well, but this Swiss rider, though eighth
on the 14th lap, occupied third place
from the 19th to the 21st laps, when he
was displaced by Hassall (Norton),' whose
fight against odds was the feature of the
day. Twice he lost his position on account
of minor mishaps, but pluckily regained
it, establishing the record lap ; 7m. 38s.

(over 65 m.p.h.), later beating it by a few
seconds.

Representatives ol each class at Duttlenheim Corner. Cuzean (347 c.c. Terrot) ; Zind (499 c.c.

Motosacoche) ; and Belney (249 c.c. Terrot).

When Edmond arrived in dej)ot he eyed
his machine disconsolately, and discovered

the cause of his lack of speed—a broken
inlet valve spring, which caused his retire-

ment. Pinney (Triumph) arrived slowly
about the same time and retired, due to

a lost tappet rod, haying paddled 10 km.
to the finish. Pelissier (Motosacoche) was
very fast ; he easily slipped ahead of Jolly
(Alcyon) in one of the many duels in

front of the grand stand. On the next
lap a trio at speed -was a sight worth

seeing, particularly as it was made up of

International stars—Jolly (Alcyon), Zind
(Motosacoche), and Bennett (Sunbeam).
Vernissi ("^vels) now stopped to change

a tyre.

AFTER 15 LAPS—125 MILES.
h. m. 8.

500 c.c. Class. A. Bennett (Sunbeam) 1 59 33
350 c.c. Class. 'Visioli (Garelli) .. 2 11 49
250 c.c. Class. G. S. Davison (Levis) 2 19 31

Bartlett withdrew his A. B.C. due to a
fall at Duttlenheim, caused by a broken

^'jSgt.'J' /^»-a&*^ X, ^-

England's premier liglitweight'speedman—G. S. Davison (Levis)—finishing first in the 250 c.c. class.

»3
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The 1922 Grand Prix.—

brake cable. He was not hurt, the spill

meielv adding to the layer of mud plas-

t,;i-ed"on his clothes. De Neufville now-

added to the Triumph's cup of disappoint-

ment by having to withdraw, due to loss

of compression. Zind, the Swiss rider ot

a ilotosacoche, ran with his machine in

the ueverse direction of the course, and
was reprimanded, but he merely wanted
to daub the chains with a paint brush

dipped in oil.

Spectators hereabouts conjectured

whether Bennett and Jollywould hare tu

stop again for replenishments, since there

were but seconds between them. When
they came by the grandstand Bennett
actually had a 25 seconds' lead, but the

Frenchman stopped for fuel.
^

A Wonderful Lightweight.

The little Levis was an eye-opener to

the crowd. With only a lap or two to

go another success for the two-stroke

seemed a certainty. Actually Davison
suffered his only stop during the closing

stages, a plug giving out! He had been

hampered, however, by a lack of petrol

in the float chamber, and had continually

to depress the needle to ensure a suffi-

ciency.

Meanwhile Whalley was pegging away,
on his Massey-Arran, as regularly second
as, Davison was first—and Davison knew
it! When the latter halted on the nine-

teenth and penultimate lap, he feared

, that Whalley might beat him on the

post, but as luck had it Whalley, too,

had trouble, as his gudgeon pin broke,
and he had to finish on foot, losing three

places thereby in the last few milesr

G. S. Davison received a hearty cheer
as he arrived. But stopped short of the
official flag (borne by the Chevallier Rene
de Knyff) and had to be waved on
again, with the result that he started
again on a superfluous lap.

Once again the Levis has raised the
standard of two-stroke machines by this

second successive victory, and has made
an achievement of considerable signifi-

cance.

P. Sallot, on a Thomann, gained second
place at the finish, having ridden well

and consistently. Cottin (Velocett^ was
third man home, a position he occupied
for a long time.

FINAL TIMES IN THE 250 c.c. CLASS.
b. m. s.

J. G. S. Davison (Levis) .. ..3 8.4
i.. Sallot IThomann) 3 34 3
i. Cottin (Velocette) 3 34 41
4 J. Whallev (Massev-Arran) .. 3 41 7
5. Clcch (Motosolo) 4 11 3
6. M. JoUv (Armour) 4 15 7
7. Belnev (Tierrot) 4 25 5
8. Nell (Velocette) 4 30 42
9. Vernisse (Yvels) ,. 4 38 51

Interest now centred upon the 350 c.c.

class, since the closing stages of the 25
la-ps had been entered upon. At the con-
clusion of 20 circuits the Garelli riders

were still first and second—the sole ex-

ample of consistent positions in the whole-
race, Meunier (Alcyon) still being third.

TIME AFTER 20 LAPS—166?, MILES.
h. ra. s.

350 c.c. Visioli (Garelli) 2 56 12
500 c.c. A. Bennett Sunbeam).. .. 2 40 11

Gillard (Peugeot) now retired after

sundry meteoric laps punctuated by
various minor troubles. Bennett, as

a ^2

regularly as ever, continued to increase

his advantage, w'itfi the Alcyon rider

hanging on until the 25th lap, when
the latter had to retire. It was noticed

when he passed for the last time that

his machine was wobbling as if the steer-

ing had been affected.

This let up Hassall into second place,

though still two laps behind Bennett,

and he never lost it, though once he had

difl[iculty in passing Vernisse (Yvels), who
vyas on his wrong side, and Hassall had

to apply his brake. Zind (Motosacoche)

likewise -moved up one -n-hen Jolly went

-out,- and he, too," stuck te the third

position.

A Triple Win for Italy.

Still the 350 c.c. mounts ran with

clocklike precision, though there were

but a dozen riders left on the course

when Bennett stopped to fill up. While

Davison was being feted, the French

agent for Levis, M. Psalty, advertised

the Levis success on the windscreen and

disc wheels of his car, -.with which he

proceeded -to parade the good news.

The only changes in the positions of

350 c.c. class were that dall' Olio
,
dis-

placed Meunier (Alcyon) on the 25rd

lap, and thus enabled the Garelli two-

strokes to finish first, second, and third,

after a fine exhibition of consistent run-

ning. Visioli (Garelli) acknowledged the

cheers by wa™ig both arms in the air as

he ^ped. along. .Thus two races finished

before noon. ~

350 c.c. RAGE, 208 MILES—RESULTS.
h. m. s.

1. Visioli" (Garelli) 3 39 56
2. Gnesa (Garelli) 3 41 1

3. dair Olio (GarelHl 4 6 46
4. Meunier (Alcvon) 4 30 48
6. Cuzeau (Terrot) .... .. . . 4 36 1

When Jolly retired. Mare, on another

500 c.c. Alcyon, took up the running,

'

but from fourth place his task was too

great. On the other hand, due to an error

on the .scoreboard, many thought he was
pressing the leader as he came round
regularly half-a-mile or so in arrear.

It began to drizzle again, but the road

surface had dried well. On commencing
his last lap Bennett received an en-

couraging cheer, and one saw him in the

distance flashing along the magnificent

highway bordered by tall trees. His
Sunbeam never faltered, and he came
home at a wonderful pac5, heing cheered

vociferousl.v for his third successive vic-

tory. On the principle of doing in Rome
as the Roman does, competitors who had
retired rushed forward and kissed Ben-
nett, and soon he was the centre of an
admiring crowd, which grew to positively

dangerous proportions on the course
'

itself.

Marc now came along, and. being

flagged, stopped under the supposition

that he had finished the course. Later
ithe officials discovered the error, and
urged him to complete two more laps,

but having lost much time Marc declined,

and indeed demanded to be credited

with second place. It was extremely

unfortunate, as Marc had ridden a fine

race and fully deserved better luck.

Hassall (Norton) now came along, and,
hesitating as he peeped into the tank, de-

cided he had enough petrol to proceed

JULY 20th, 1922.

on his final lap. He came home second

after an adventurous and plucky ride

full of. thrills, approximately 15min. be-

hind Bennett. Third to finish was Zind
(Motosacoche), a marvellous performance
when it is considered that he was no

higher than sixteenth on the first and
second laps, and from that moment
gradually ascended the ladder. Only one
other rider survived the course in the

500 c.c. class, viz., Francisquet, another
Norton rider, who also was low down
(fifteenth) after two. laps, but climbed
rapidly, being foui'th at half distance.

Few 500 CO. Survivors.

The small i>ercentage of survivors in

the Senior section is certainly surprising,

the more so when compared with the

sjnaller classes. Tyre trouble -was notice-

ably absent throughout the day. Most
hrought home the new tubes with which
they started. Engine trouble was the

most pronounced—which is perhaps not

surprising when the flat triangular course

of 85 miles, with its long, straight

stretches, is taken into account.

500 c.c. RACE, 250 MILES—RESULTS.
h, m s.

1. A. Bennett (S-anbeam) ..' .. a 5 40
2. H. Hassall (Norton) 4 20 8
3. Zind (Motosacoche) 4 33-33
4. Francisquet (Norton) 4 42 48

The French Grand Prix has thus. again,

added to the laurels of British manufac-
turers. In both the 250 c.c. and the

500 c.c. classes British riders and
machines were first

Thus in the big international race or-

ganised by the governing .body- of the

sport in France, no French machine
secured a victory. In the 250, c.c. class

representatives of cross-Channel makers
wei-e second, fifth, .sixth, seventh, and
ninth, while a French rider of a Britisli

machine was third.

Italy claimed the first three places in

the 350 c.c. race, with French machines
fourth and fifth ; no British machines
were entered.

In the 500 c.c. class; as already re-

corded, only four out of the nineteen

starters finished the course, and of these

none represented the organising country,

Britain taking fii:st. second, and fourth
places, with Switzerland third.

DETAILS OF THE
WINNING MACHINES.

250 c.c. Class. G. S. Davison (Levis).

British single-cylhiderAwo-stroke : Dun-
lop tyres: E.I.C. magneto: Senspray car-

buretter: Renold chains. W.fight of

machine. 155 lb.; rider. 132 lb.

350 c.c. Class. Visioli (Garelli).

' Italian twin-cylinder two-stroke witli

common combustion space; Hutchinson
tyres; Mea-Garelli magneto: Zenith car-

buretter. Weight of machine, 195 lb.

;

rider, 149 lb.

500 c.c. Class. A. Bennett (Sunbeam).

British single-cylinder four-stroke;

Dunlop lyres; M.L. magneto; Amac car-

buretter; Renold chains. Weight of

machine, 251 lb. ; rider, 135 lb

7q
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Davison thought the Course
Monotonous.

WHEN Davison's win seemed a cer-

tainty the French representative of

the Levis became violently excited,

but when Whalley was seen to be press-

ing him hard his face fell. Then poor
Wnalley broke down, and Psalty, the

agent referred to, once more became
' exuberantly joyful.

Geoffrey S. Davison took his fine win
most modestly, and reported he had had
by no means a trouble free run. Uneven
firing, due to bad carburation, caused him
considerable an.'ciety, and this he ascribed

to a different brand of petrol fi'om that

he had used in practice; but it was the

only kind he could procure just before the

start. Also, although he was laps ahead
of his rivals towards the end, he had to

stop once, in the 19th circuit, to change
a plug. Mud and grit caused considerable
discomfort, and that thrown forward bv

G. S. Davison

and his wonder-

ful Levis at the

conclusion or

his splendid ride

of 1661- miles in

3 hrs. min.

8'4 sec.
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WHAT THE WINNERS SAID.

their signal victoi-y. Davison's mount
was equipped with Dunlop tyres, which
hardly showed a mark at the end of the

race, E.I.O. magneto, Senspray car-

buretter, and Renold chains; Miracle oil

was used.

Visioli Interviewed with
D.fficulty.

ACHAT with Visioli, a typical

Italian, short and clean shaven, the

gallant rider of the Garelli, was no

easy matter, as he spoke no French, and
his interviewer little Italian. He, too,

had trouble on the run, and had stopped
four times owing to plug defects.

Asked as to his views of the course,

Visioli said that he considered it

to be very stiff for small machines,

which' had to be driven hard all

the time. It was quite different from
Italian races, which were often held in

hilly or undulating country. Signor
Garelli, who witnessed the race, is natur-

ally pleased with the triple success of

his machine—a two-stroke vertical twin
with a common combustion chamber.
Third to finish, dall' Olio, is a private

owner.
All the Garellis were fitted with Mea

Garelli magnetos, a special Zenith car-

buretter with two vaporising -chambers
and one float chamber, and Hutchinson
tyres.

the rear wheel blew back again and.hit
him in the face.

Asked about the course, he considered
its long straight stretches monotonous, the
only relief being the sliehtly winding
stretch between Innesheim and Duttlen-
heim—the shortest of the three legs of
the triangle.

The Levis he rode -was the identical
mount he used in the Isle of Man, and
had the same gear ratios, i.e., 4.2, 5.125,

and 6.75 to 1.

He considered the corners too sharp to

enable a close ratio-box to be used with
success ; but, for experimental purposes
in France he was well provided with
gear boxes giving various ratios. Finally
he selected that used in the Isle of Man.
His tank held sufficient petrol and oil to
enable hun to survive the 20 laps (166J
miles) with but one stop.

Following upon his recent success in the
T.T., Davison and the makers of his
Levis are to be heartily congratulated upon

How they Greeted Bennett.

BY winning the French Grand Prix last

week Alec Bennett has performed
the " hat trick."

When a Frenchman wins his com-
patriots embrace him. Taking a leaf out
of their book, de la Hay and a host of
other Englishmen soundly kissed Bennett
on his arrival. Probably our French
friends now think that we have changed
since the war, and have become more de-
monstrative.

Save for a slight accident on the ninth
lap Bennett had no trouble. At Duttlen-
heim corner a Frenchman on a small two-
stroke cut across his bows and so Bennett
had to lock his back wheel. This saved
a collision, but the eventual winner
skidded, fell, hurt his arm, and slightly

cut his face. In answer to a question,
Bennett laughingly replied that he had
had no oil trouble this time, and had
stopped to replenish every eight laps.

He considered the course, though easy,
very trying to an engine, as it got little

or no relief. Notwithstanding the notice-

able dissimilarity in the Isle of Man and
French Grand Prix courses, Bennett
found his T.T. gears just right for the
Strasbourg circuit, and, in fact, used
the identical machine, engine, and gear
box, with ratios of 4.1, 5.3, and 7.8 to 1.

He finished fresh, and wjis just as retir-

ing over his victory as is his wont. When
a man can win three important contests
in succession, as Bennett has done, he
must be acknowledged to be possessed
of wonderful judgment and restraint,
quite apart from the known qualities of
the magnificent Sunbeam he rides. Ben-
nett's machine was fitted with an M.L.
magneto, Amac carburetter, Dunlop tyres
and Eenold chains.

THE HERO OF
THE 1922
GRAND PRIX.
A. Bennett, win-
ner of the 500 c.c.

class, on the
Sunbeam w i fh
which he also

won the Senior

T.T. Bennett
was also first in

last year's Grand
Prix.
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NOTES.
Francisquet's Norton was fitted with

fi grease cup feeding lubricant to the inlet

valve guide.
* * *

Four-valved twin-cylinder engines were
the feature of the racing Peugeots. The
overhead mechanism was entirely en-

closed in ribbed aluminium casings.

* *- *

A number plate was used to indicate

to the waiting competitors the number of

minutes before " zero hour," which was
15 minutes after schedule. Quite a good
idea, as the noise of the exhausts silenced

all other sounds.
* * *

W. F. Newsome, the old Triumph
racing man, rode from Strasbourg on the

step of a lorry which was conveying spares

to the depot. Suddenly a steering pin

fell out; the driver lost control, of

course, hit a cart and turned it over.

Fortunately no one was hurt.
* * *

J. L. Norton found that his garage had
been broken into overnight and Hassall's

machine had had several nuts loosened.

The matter was brought to the notice of

the French officials, who regarded it in a

very serious light and promised full in-

vestigation. One more case of this kind
will kill international competition as surely

as it was killed in 1905.
» * *

M. Jolly (Armor) stopped to replenish

on his 7th lap, keeping his engine run-

ning all the time, but stopped it imme-
diately he engaged his clutch.

* * *

Cottin (Velocette) overshot his depot
and rodf. back to it, thereby arousing ire

among the officials.

* * *

Duttlenheim Corner was taken steadily

by most of the competitors, but Naas, the
daring A. B.C. rider, actually passed a
rider on the bend and just escaped touch-
ing him.

* ' * *

In the Armor-Thomann-Alcyon depot
petrol poured from its tin into a spouted
can was filtered through someone's hat.

^OT^m

WINNER OF THE 350

c.c. RACE. Visioli and

the two cylinder two-

stroke Garelli on which

he led his class Irom the

eleventh lap. Two other

Garellis secured second

and third place.

Group starts are always impressive, but

the manner in which the two Sunbeam
riders, Bennett and -de la Hay, disengaged
themselves from the throng was well

worthy of note.
*- * *

Two of the three Garelli's made excel-

lent starts and kept up a fine average
throughout. This is the first time this

ingenious two-stroke has been raced be-

fore a representative group of British

motor cycle enthusiasts, but it is not un-

known to Italian speed events.

* * *

We pay grateful tribute to the kindness
and courtesy extended by MM. Reni de
Knyff, Longuemare, Tatin, and Fourreau
who always gave valuable assistance when
requested.

JULY 20th, jg22.

The lightest machine in

the 500 c.c. race was Marc's

Twin Alcyon, which weighed
1951b. Thus the rider's

weight of 1471b. was 43 per

cent, of the total of rider

and machine.
* * *

The heaviest motor cycle

in the 500 c.c. class was
Walker's Norton, which
weighed 2791b., the rider

being 1791b., 39 per cent, of

the combined weights.
* # *

Lightest among the light-

weights was the privately

constructed C h a ii v i e r e,

which weighed but 1491b.

This machine had a four-

valve four-stroke .
engine

built into a Villiers frame.
* » *

Again the side valve single

has won_ a big international
event in competition with
the o.h.v. type, which, was
in the majority.

* *

Below we give a table

showing the equipment of

the machines in the three

races. It will be seen that

British components played
quite an important part.

TVRES.

Dunlop. Hutchinson. Avon.

500 c.c. . 16 3 —
350 c.c. 3 3 —
250 c.c. . 11 3 1

Magnetos

w u > > ^

1

4 •§

1
^. 8

500 c.c. 3 2 4 2 1 3 3

350 c.c. 2 1 3
250 c.c. 2 2 3 3 1 2

Carburetters.

-
<5 P5 31

s
s 3 CQ M 14

500 vx. ... 12 2 3 2

350 c.c. . . 1
^ 2 3

250 c.c. ... 5 1 1 4 1 1 1

H. Hassall (o.h.v. Norton), whose riding aroused the admiration
of every spectator. He led on lap 11, fell back to fourth on laps

13 and 14, and regained second position at the 25th lap.

Marc (Alcyon), who. through an error on the part of the officials,

wa' flagged off the course two circuits short, which lost him a

place in the 500 c.c. race.

b4 I?
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Imprjressions of

AT least half the enjoyment of a
French motor-cycle race lies in the
general atmosphere which prevails.

At Strasbourg, indeed, it was the more
marked because the weather was vile on
the actual day of the race, for, even
with this to damp everybody's spirits,

still the spectators treated the whole
thing as a spectacle for their amuse-
ment.

Before the race anybody with a motor
cycle, more particularly anyone in a
peculiar garb or with an engine possess-

ing an unusually strident bark, was the
centre of almost embarrassing attention,

and, knowing this, handled his machine
with as many little spectacular touches
as possible.

Interested Critics.

If any motor cycle stopped, while itj

rider so much as lit a cigarette, an enor-

mous crowd formed a thick hedge all

round it to comment on the engine or

rider impartially in a patois which owed
sometliing to Germany and little to

France. Jiven when the inevitable white-

trousered Agent de Police arrived, in-

quisitive as to the obstruction, the crowd
did not dissolve, but had to be juslied
aside until the Majesty of the Law con-

fronted the motor cyclist. Even then
the Law was stymied, because, in nine
cases out of ten, the motor cyclist, being
English, could not understand a word—

•

or for convenience claimed this dis-

ability.

To go to a cafe of an evening, especi-

ally in any sort of leather coat, was to

be a hero very easily. Can it be won-

AT STRASBOURG.
the Alsatian Capital during Grand Prix Week.
dered that everyone rode the streets in
sharp bursts, let their engines "rev."
suddenly until the old buildings rang
with the noise, and allowed their
machines to skid just sufficiently to de-
monstrate a masterly recovery. In any
case a motor cycle of the racing brand
can make more noise than a sporting
car, and, since noise is appreciated in
France, thj motor cycles scored heavily
over the many ferocious canvas-bodied
cars which were in Strasbourg for the
car races.

Seriously, though, the atmosphere of a
French town before a race is something
worth experiencing after the apathy of
the average English crowd. When the
Frenchman—or in this case the Alsatian
—sets out to make merry, he makes
very merry and is not afraid to show
it.

On the daj' of the race all who wanted
tn see the motor cycles turned out in

big cars with bodies tied on with string,

and, rain or no rain, amused themselves.
j^Vnd this is true not only of the men,
but of their womenfolk, who, moreover,
are experts at wearing a really suitable

and really practical motoring garb and
yet appearing attractive in it.

It is not done in England.

In England, to stroll about munching
the end of a long roll and with a large

bottle of older under one arm, woujfl

invite undue attention. If, added to

this, one is wearing a purple waterproof,
a blue collar having a pattern of crim-

son flowers and a yellow necktie with
vermilion spots on it, then a crowd

—

probably a hostile crowd—would collect.
In France nobody pays any attention,
and everyone is happy.

Enthusiasm of the Crowd.
At the Tribunes the attitude of the

crowd is characteristic. Man, woman
and child, they watch each machine
which stops at the pits and argue hotly
as to why, going into technical details
to any length. All classes do this. Now
imagine a charwoman in England who
could talk seriously about an o.h.v.
Triumph, and you have the parallel case.

- There are, of course, rules and regula-
tions, policemen and barriers, posses and
brassards. Yet, towards the middle of
the race, quite a lot of people have got
where they shouldn't be, and done what
they "didn't ought," and nobody minds.
You w^ould not see the T.T. winner
kissed by a quite strange girl imme-
diately he finished

; perhaps it would
increase the entry if you did ; but it has
happened in France, and nobody can see

why she shouldn't. Every tram, nearly
every house, and practically every car

has a flag, two flags, four flags, or more,
the cars often having as many as their

owners can borrow or steal. This adds
colour to the scene, brightens everybody
up amazingly, and convinces one that this

really is a fete, not a funeral. So great

is this eHect that even staid Britons have

been known to wear a tricolour in their

hate. Taking it all round, the French
know how to stage a race and, which is

more important, the crowd know how to

a<;t their parts with zest.

S. C. H. D.

INTER-GLUB RIVALRY.

AN annual West country event, the
Bristol and Bath inter-club team
trial, was contested, in a howling

gale, on the 7th of July.
It proved to be one of thfe most

strenuous trials in the history of either
club. It will be remembered that in the
"Arctic " Trial of April 1st last, the after-

noon's course in the Mendip Hills was
cancelled, and this was, in fact, the prin-

cipal portion of the rout-e of the Bath and
Bristol event, which has been favoured
for some yeass past. In the 40 miles lap,

taken twice, are five observed hills

notorious for bad surfaces, and the effect
of recent weather on these and the other
twenty miles of " colonial " sections was
to render them atrocious. Ashton Hill
was the easiest. Lye Hill is a freak, but
comparatively simple gradient. East Dun-
dry, Ubley and Burledge are also freak
climbs named in the order of their
severity, Burledge being the most difficult

;

it produces wheel spin without apparent
reason, and the upper sections are boulder
strewn to such an extent that keeping a
balance is more a matter of luck than
skill. Ubley is a dark, steep track on

Bristol V. Bath Team Trial. Victory for

the sloping sides of thick wood, and heavy
rain had rendered this very uncompromis-
ing.

The whole Bristol team got home with
vejy nearly' perfect scores ; only one hill

failure among ten machines on ten freak

hills is rather remarkable riding. Bath
was unlucky enough to have one solo man
retire, within a few miles of the start, and
there were numerous failures on the hills ;

also a number of time errors at checks.

Full Points Gained.

Of the Bristol team, in the solo section,

the best performance appeared to be that
of S. G. McWatters on a 490 c.c Norton
(incidentally the machine which G. H.
'Tucker rode through the " Arctic " Trial).

He gained bonus points on all the
" bonus" hills and thus scored a " highest
possible." Only those who rode through
the trial can fully appreciate the merit
of such a performance. W. A. Le Brun
{499 Rudge), E. F. Jellyman (490 Norton),

X. Conrteney (499 Sunbeam), F. A. Simp-
son (346 Francis-Barnett), and K. J.

Woods (499 Wilkin), all finished without
any failures, but with only two or three

Bristol.

of the possible four bonus points awarded

for feet not leaving the rests on Burledge

and East Dundry.
The sidecars were equally successful.

H. F.. Walters (994 Ariel sc.) and 6. H.

Tucker (490 Norton sc, the mount on

•which he rode in the "200 mile" at

Brooklands recently) both had top

scores. F. G. Mann (998 Harley

D. sc.) lost the crank case plug

early on, and ran most of the way on a

poor oil supply; consequently one hill

failure out of ten hills was a good per-

formance.
In the Bath team, the G.N. light car

driven by Noel Harbutt, had no .

failures; all the sidecars failed on one or

other of the hills. Vic. Anstice (the

Douglas T.T. rider), on a 749 c.c. Douglas,

kept a clean sheet until the second ascent

of Ubley, when his gearbox seized ; fortu-

nately he was able to free two gears and

finished on time. The Bath solo men were

very unequal, one or two doing well, but

others lost many points.

Of the twenty other competitors, E. G.

Fery, on a racing G.N., conquered the hills

by sheer speed.
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350 c.c. Beardmore'Precision with Barr &- Stroud Engine.

ENGINE: Barr & Stroud; four-

stroke, single sleeve valve, 70 x 90-5

mm. (350 c.c).

FRAME: Beardmore-Precision; rigid,

all steel with integral pressed tank.

SPECIFICATION.
LUBRICATION : drip feed.

BRAKES : Front : contracting band.

Rear : V block in dummy belt rim.

TRANSMISSION : All chain (i X i)

.

GEARBOX : Sturmey-Archer, three-

speed.

TYRES: 26 x 2h
FORKS : Beardmore-Precision

spring.

WEIGHT: 210V>s.

PRICE : £90.

leaf

NOT having previously ridden a macliine fitted with

tlie Barr & Stroud engine, yet fully aware that

as a unit it had special features which had

enthused more fortunate colleagues, the opportunity to

borrow one for an afternoon was seized with alacrity.

For journalistic road-testing 'purposes the selection

of a machine taken to the Isle of Man as a T.T. hack

by one of his staff is scarcely fair to the manufacturer,

who naturally wishes to place a new, if not specially

selected machine into the hands of a pressman.

Not a Ne-w Machine.

However, it was just fortuitous circumstance that

placed a very much used, very dirty, and altogether

ancient and ill-used mount in our possession on that

sunny afternoon wlien the machine was tried.

As the weather was vety hot, no difficulty was ex-

perienced in starting ; with great ease the engine came

to life with the weakest thrust of the starting pedal.

Moreover, the smooth way in which it comn^enced to

tick over, without any preliminary racing or fuss,

pointed to a commendable freedom from those minute

air-leaks which often ha>e an appreciable effect on some

most excellent poppet valve engines until the heat

of the cylinder has reached the carburetter.

Before starting away the complete absence of the

usual rattle of a poppet valve engine was noticeable,

b8

and the exhaust was quiet almost to the degree of
" woolliness.

"

Letting in the clutch gently without appreciably

opening the throttle, the machine went away well on its

first gear ; no doubt the large outside flywheel permits

this unspectacular method of starting, and maybe in

consequence will be a great gxief to the really hot type

of rider who " gets away " from the starting line of an

all-night reliability trial as though commencing a
'' standing start" attempt in a speed hill-climb. To
such as he, however, the docility of the B. & S. engine

may be circumvented by widely opening the throttle

and dropping in the clutch on middle or top gear, for

the gentlemanly tone of the engine's conversation belies

its manner if it is so desired, and it will deliver a

decidedly hefty punch.

Subtle Charm.

Once on the road it is difficult to describe in what

way the power unit differs from other first-class engines.

Take the best single-cylinder popj>et valve machine

there is—letting " best " in this instance signify such

qualities as flexibility, silence of operation, and freedom

from vibration.

There are one or two engines in which these qualities
' may be said to be developed to the utmost extent

possible to their type. Good ! Mount a machine

18
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Road Tests.—

jxjwered with the

B. & S. engine, even

one with a worn and
slapping piston and a

rather noisy gearing

to the magneto, as

had that fitted in the

Beardmore, and m
indescribable diffei

ence will be sensed

It is a difference ap
preciated rather than

felt as this, that, oi

the other apparent

and positive quality.

That rather
" woolly " exhaust

sound is indeed de
ceptive. Even in a

comparatively heavy
layout like the Beard-
more frame, which is

built with an eye to

stability and con-

sequent comfort of

mind, the engine is

The Beardmore-B. 8f S. was tested in the Isle of Man, It is here shown passing the

deserted mills in Sulby Glen on jts return from a successful attack on the hairpms

and gradients that lead to the Snaefell mountain road.

capable of a thoroughly satisfactory touring perturni-

ance on the open road. In hill-climbing, too, there is

ample power for the ascent of freak gradients, picking
a course amongst rocks and boulders at low sjieed

;

throttling down to a dead crawl on a hairpin and open-
ing wide immediately a fair passage is assured.

Under all such circumstances a smooth response is

made to tlie opening throttle; there is a kind of elastic
'

' push
'

' which enables the machine to be controlled

with great flexibility at low speeds without any ten-

ilency to knock and without the necessity for delfcate

spark manipulation ; somewhat a rare quality with a

long-stroke cylinder.

On the particular engine under review a decided
piston rattle was evident, and, as before mentioned,

the magneto drive appeared to be unduly noisy. The
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former may well have
been a characteristic

of the individual ma-
chine, but the latter

"was rather inferred to

be a defect of the

method of driving.

Chains seem to be

preferable for such

subsidiary drives.

Robust Frame
Construction.

So far the engine

alone has been dealt

with, but the Beard-
more-Precision frame
is by no means un-

worthy of notice.

The sturdy construc-

tion is obvious not

only to the eye, but

to the muscles when
the machine has to be

hauled up on to its

stand. Slightly
greater height than

the normal increases the effort of the latter operation,

but does not appear to affect the steering.

A comfortable riding attitude is provided by the

sports type of layout, and the high footrests and ample
ground clearance make the machine a suitable one for

trials and general rough riding. Steering was remark-

ably good and steady ; even a fiercely braked back
wheel on a rough and stony descent only resulted in a

perfectly straight- skid of some twenty yards; inciden-

tally the rear dummy belt rim brake is not harsh unless

powerfully applied. The braking action is smooth

and progressive with the pedal conveniently situated

against the right footrest in a position which does not

necessitate any searching. The contracting band front

brake, it must be admitted, was neglected. This
omission to test a detail of the machine is due to a

forgetfulness regardinc: its existence Avhich the power
of the rear brake encouraged. For ordinary pulling

up on the level when a premeditated stop was made it

was smooth and effective in its operation.

Altogether an
admirable mount,
powerful enough
for all ordinary

and strong
enough for most
extra ordinary

riding.

As a machine suitable

for overseas conditions

the 350 c.c. Beardmore,

with Ban" & Stroud

engine, should be ideal.

It is strongly built and

easy to handle, while

there is ample ground

clearance and the

footrests are placed at

a good height.

, b II
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS. sw||;

R pairin a Mechanical Horn.

HERE is another simple scheme con-

nected with mechanical horns. It

frequently happens that the

phmcers 'of these get lost, someitimes

jumping out on the road and never be-

ing found again. In this case a scrap-

box repair was carried out by Mr. P.

Oddv. A door-linob with the square

spindle passing through the lock was

discovered to be an exact fit in the

square hole at the ^.op of the horn, and

the ratchet teeth were easily filed in

one face. An external spring under the

Using a door-

handle as a

plunger for a

mechanical horn.

knob will provide for a return of the

plunger if an inside spring cannot be

%rranged for the new plunger.

4. Free of Charge Spark Gap.
By utilising a piece of strip metal as a

:Up, Mr. E. Roberts, of Huddersfield,

.'iirries a spare sparking plug at the ter-

minal of the working plug. By joining up

A Selection of our Readers'

Home-made Gadgets, with

some Practical Hints on Work
in the Garage.

into place. Mr. A. Young, of Lough-
borough, sends a tip (which is not
original) that may help someone out of a
difficulty. A piece of string is passed
through the end links in the manner
shown, and by pulling thereon, "the block
and tackle " purchase will draw the end

Cheap method of producing a spark gap.

the high-tension wire to the spare a spark
gap is made automatically, for the current
pafses over the points of the top plug and
so through its body to the terminal of the
main plug, where it fulfils its normal
function.

Joining a Chain.
Ordinarily the easiest way to join a

?hain is to place both ends . on the
sprocket, forcing it down into the teeth
until the extremities approach sufficiently

near to each other to insert the connect-
ing link, finally adjusting the tension by
sliding back the wheel by the method pro-
vided by the maker of the machine.
Sometimes the chain is just long

enough to be correct when jointed, but
just short enough to be difficult to pull

b 12

"A little bit of string " as an aid to chain

repairing.

linKs together quite easily. This para-

graph really should be headed " Putting

the half-Nelson on the chain."

A Stand Clip.

No doubt Mr. J. S. Bakewell, of Pen-

rith, har been troubled by a stand-clip

lacking in the essential quality of " grip,"

otherwise he would surely never need to

deal with it so drastically. But then, per-

haps all the roads he traverses are not

like that lovely stretch leading to Car-

lisle. The sketch is self-explanatory. A
strip of springy steel is bent into a hook

and pinned or riveted to the tail of the

mudguard ; the stand crossbar falls into

the crook, and it cannot drop down under

any circumstances, ^o much for the pro.

Locating the Crank for

Timing Purposes.
When the amateur tuner becomes bored

with searching for the piston top through-

the compression tap hole with a piece of

wire Mr. C. S. Moores, of Exeter, recom-

mends him to take the drastic step of

drilling a small hole through the crank

case wall vertically above the main shaft.

Then when the cylinder is taken ofE and'

the piston brought to top dead centre, a

An old but effective method of gripping

the stand.

On the con side it would seem rather a
nuisance that each time the machine is

to be jacked up the stand must be raised,

and the mudguard pressed in until the
crossbar clears—but then perhaps Mr. B.
alw^ays leans the machine on its foot-rest

or uses a prop-stand?

A device to facilitate timing the engine.

drill may be passed through and a corre-

sponding hole made in the flywheel. .

Daring future tuning operations there'

need be no further difficulty in searching

for t.d.c. Simply insert a spoke through

the crank case hole and slowly rotate'

engine until hole in flywheel coincides. A*
small screw may be used to plug the hole..

Roadside Repair to a Generate-,

,

Many readers no doubt have suffered 1

generator trouble. Perhaps the most

annoying mishap in this connection,, how-

ever, is the breaking of the drip-feed

adjusting screw. This was recently the ex-

perience of " C," who effected a roadside

Improvised generator drip control.

repair as follows. The valve seating of

the water container was removed and a

large leather washer cut. A piece of wire>

was passed through this with an eye

formed on its end. The other end of thei

wire was passed through the top of the

water container and bent over so that the

water just leaked by the washer suffi-

ciently to generate gas. To shut off then

water entirely, the wire is pulled untili

the washer is drawn into the hole, and^

then bent over sharply.
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A Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

It is noiv generally accepted thai insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number of
communications received on insurance matters, too, indicates that readers are very keenly interested in this subject;
some of the questions require expert advice, and this feature has been formed to deal impartially with the various
problems that are presented to us.

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co., Ltd. (a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded IS years ago)
enable "The Motor Cycle" to keep in very close touch with all matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted
advantage to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked "Insurance" on the left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed
to "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

Insuring the Mr. Eeggie Mackintosh, writing from Leeds,
Licence. asks: "In basing 'present value' of a

machine, is it any use adding ' £3 ' or ' £4 '

as value of the taxation licence in conse-

quence ? Would the insurance company pay
this additional amount in the event of the

machine and its licence beiiig stolen?"

The insurance companies are not concerned with the
licence, but only with the insurance of the machine, so

that consequently, in stating the value of the machine at the
time of proposal, the cost of the licence should not be added.

* * * *

Basis for Mr. H. G. Fairlie, London, S.W.3, and Mr.
Premium B. W. Jones, of Brockley, S.E.4, revert to a

Rating. question which has been discussed several

times in The Motor Cycle which concerns in-

surance companies' horse-power basis for pre-

mium rating purposes.
Mr. Fairlie instances his own machine, which

has a 350 c.c. two-stroke Precision engine, the
makers' rating of which is 3^ h.p., and points
out that there are other 350 c.c. engines which
are rated according to their makers at 2J h.p.

Mr. Jones instances a 678 c.c. Martiusyde
rated by the manufacturers at 6 h.p., and
points out that a 650 c.c. Quadrant is rated
by the makers at 4^ h.p.

Whilst Mr. Fairlie wishes to know whether
an insurance company is justified in charg-
ing him the higher premium according to

makers' h.p., Mr. Jones wishes to know
whether an insurance company would permit
him to insure under the scale of premium
chargeable for machines below 5 h.p.

Insurance companies adopt the basis of makers' h.p. for
purposes of rating, the advantages of this system teing,
from their point of view, its simplicity, besides being under-
standable by the vast majority of motor cyclists.

We certainly consider that the motor cyclist has a legiti-

mate grievance in this particular connection. The pre-
sent basis of rating produces certain anomalies, and the
solution of the difficulty would appear to be with the
makers, and it is only on the adoption by the makers of a
standard h.p. basis that these can be removed.

-» * * *

Accidental Mr. J. Gill, writing from Peckham, says :
" 1

Damage. had the misfortune to run into the back of

a sidecar which belonged to my brother, owing
to a sudden check in the traffic. My number
plate cut the back of the sidecar. I reported
it to my insurance people and my brother did

likewise. My brother's company, of course,
refuses to pay, and the company I am insured
with has written to him and also refused

;

I have heard nothing further myself, in
this case I shall have to pay for the repairs
myself. Is it worth while insuring if you
have to pay insurance and then pay claims?"

It certainly would appear, granted the particulars are as
stated, that you are being unfairly treated. We would like
fuller particulars, and on receipt" of these will be pleased
to advise more fully.

* -^ » *

Repaired or " Kecently I became the owner of a brand
" Patched new two-stroke," writes Mr. S. W. Ouseley,
Up-" Ealiijg, W., " but unfortunately on the second

ride I was unlucky enough to have a bad
collision with a car. I am fully insured, but
I should like to know whether the machine
should be returned to me as new, having only
done about thirty miles, or whether it should
be patched up and returned. This is, I
think, a, question of vital importance to any-
one purchasing 'out of income.'"

You are entitled to receive your machine back properly
repaired and in as good condition as it was prior to the
accident. Indemnity under an insurance policy indemnifies
you against loss ; that indemnity is only complete when the
machine is returned in as good a condition as it was prior
to the accident. '

SUMMARY.
In addition to the queries dealt with above, we have

received a number of letters asking for advice, replies to
which are given below :

W.J.K. (St. John's Wood, N.W.8).—You should draw
the attention of your insurance company to the fact that
the value of your machine is now less than when first pro-
posed for insurance, and inquire if you are entitled to a
reduction in premium.
H.R.G.W. (Cranford, Middlesex). — We know nothing

against the organisation you name.
D.G.R. (Jlilan, Italy!.—We do not know of any British

company transacting motor cycle insurance in Italy.

F.B.T. (Greenhithe, Kent).—The Autocar Insurance Co.
will issue you a policy subject to satisfactory proposal at

the premium you name. It would also give you the other

information you seek. The fact that you desire to change
your insurance company does not affect the position

at all.

bi5-
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WHICH SIDE FOR THE SIDECAR ?
Readers Discuss the Subject of Right' and Left-hand Sidecars.

IN
an article in T/ie Motor Cycle of June 29th it

was suggested that British sidecars are fitted on
the wrong side, that the better way would be to

attach them to the right-hand side of the machine.
Mr. Batten's remarks have aroused considerable

interest, and a selection of opinions from our readers

is appended.
Experience with a British outfit on French roads,

where the rule of tlie road is the reverse to that

obtaining in this country, leads Mr. R.- H. Cox to

disagree with the case for a change. He writes :

"There are certainly advantages in fitting sidecars to the
right-hand side, but I am inclined to think that Mr. Batten
has never tried out his theory thoroughly in this country or
very serious disadvantages would have become apparent to

him.
" In the first place he would wish us to ride along the

camber of the road with our sidecar ready to lift at the

slightest provocation ; we all know that an anxious moment
can be experienced when forced to the right of a steeply-

cambered road in passing another vehicle; Jli\ Batten would
wish us to have many anxious times.

" Furthermore, and equally important, it would be found
with this arrangement thai, Avhen negotiating by-l.ines and
narrow roads the driving wheel of tlie outfit would be
attempting to perform its duties in the worst possible part

of the road, while the sidecar wheel which has little or no
gripping to do, would be riding on good hard ground.

" My remarks are founded on the experience of a British

outfit on French roads, where the right side rule obtains;

and, in my opinion, the two disadvantages given above
very much outweigh any slight advantage we might gain

in cornering and adjustment of machine by adopting the
' sidecar on the right ' principle. Besides, what about stand-

ing on your head to adjust the tappets !

"

Overtaking other Vehicles.
Quite a different objection is put forward by a

correspondent signing himself " Safety First "
:

" Mr. H. M. Batten, I think, fails to point out the one
great fault of all left-hand drives, namely, the enormous
danger present when a left-hand driven machine is over-

taking and wishes to pass a heavy vehicle which is travelling

slowly and completely obliterating the view of traffic coming
in the opposite direction. To pass the other vehicle the
driver of the left-hand machine must swing out nearly his

whole width beyond the rear o0 side of the vehicle he
is passing before he can even see if there is an\' vehicle

coming in the opposite direction. On naiTow roads the
danger in doing this is very acute with modern fast motor
traffic, and even on wide roads there is considerable danger.
This, incidentally, does not seem to have been taken into

account by the commission which was set np to inquire into

the 'advisability of forbidding left-hand drives.

"I speak against the left-hand drives as one who has Irad

experience of its dangers, having had manj' 'narrow squeaks'
when travelling on open country roads on market days, with
left-hand driven Fords turning out suddenly from behind
heavy market carts. Of course, the driver is hardly to blame
—he cannot see whether his road is clear or not, and when
there is little traffic he sounds his horn and swings out,

taking the risk, sometimes with disastrous result, because he
stands very little chance of pulling in again quickly.

" It seems to me that this ever present danger with left-

hand drives overrides the advantage of easy cornering to the
left, and as most people naturally take the precaution of slow-
ing down for all corners, left or right, unless they want a
heavy tyre bill, it would make but little difference in that
respect if the right-hand sidecar fitting were adopted. Nowa-
days the average sidecar is pitched much too low to come up
in the air at moderate speeds on left-hand comers, and there

b 16

are very few sharp bends now which are not provided with
the familiar red warning triangle."

"Weighed in the Balance.
Cornering difficulties are Mr. B. R. Reiss-Smith's

chief objections to the proposal :

" In my opinion Mr. Batten's suggestion is entirely wrong,
and my conclusion is based on the following facts :

—

" (a) Left-hand bends, sidecar on right

:

(i) Bad for seeing round corner—a 'slight disad-
vantage ' according to your contributor.

(ii) Sidecar will not lift—a 'big advantage."
"(b) Eight-hand bends, sidecar on right:

(i) Good for seeing round corner. Naturally this
must be classed a ' slight advantage ' in sympathy
with (a) (i) above.

(ii) Sidecar tends to lift. Similarly this must bs
a ' big disadvantage.'

" From the above points brought out by Mr. Batten it is

surely mathematically correct to say that the battle is at
least 'all square.'

" Mr. Batten admits that tJie chief reason why sidecars are
fitted to the left is for the comparative safety of the pas-
senger in case of collision. Surely, as we place ourselves
responsible for our passengers, this is a big advantage.

" In addition, Mr. Batten apparently does not consider the
fact that when turning to the left with a left-handed sidecar^
the camber of the road helps in preventing lifting, whereas
in turning to the right with a right-handed sidecar the
camber actually assists the lifting.

" This point alone should surely decide the issue. Indeed,
I think that turning to the right with an empty rightr
handed sidecar (especially when the turn is from flat to
utihill) would be positively dangerous above a crawl, with-
out any emergency coming into the situation at all.

" True, with a left-handed sidecar the effect of lifting is

likely to be more serious, as Mr. Batten points out, but
why not adopt the plan where lifting is less likely to occur?
"As regards chain and magneto adjustments (and I

don't see many people making adjustments on the roads
nowadays), I think this is quite a minor point. Chains are
not always on the left side, and neither are magnetos wholly
adjusted from the left."

One Way of Settling the Problem.
" Eye-Sore " has original ideas on the matter, al-

though we do not think that they provide a solution

to the matter :

" If the right-hand side is also the right side, it will
mean that all the makers of sidecar outfits must re-design
their products, to a certain extent anyhov?. Would it not
be better if they went the whole hog and re-designed them
as mechanical and efficient vehicles for transporting two,
i.e., as three-, or, preferably, four-wheeled cycle oars?

" There are, to my mind, many disadvantages to the left-

handed sidecar, and just as many wihen it is" on the right.
Why not take it away altogether?"

Finally, two and a half years' experience -with a
" right-handed " outfit, of the make which his nom-
de-flume implies, convinces " Harleyite " that our
original contributor was right. " Harleyite" writes :

" I agree with all the author says, as I have driven a
right-handed sidecar, attached to a Harley-Davidson, for the

last 2J years, and find that for cornering, etc., it has a great
advantage over the left-handed pattern.

"Many times I have heard remarks passed, some intended
to be sarcastic, but these were entirely due to ignorance,

and possibly if the doubters were to drive one. they woulti

altar their opinions.
" It is always my intention to stand by the i-ight-handed

sidecar."

23
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J^tims to t/ic Giitor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to tlie Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and most be accompanied by the writer's name and address

AR^ ENCLOSED CHAINS DESIRED?
Sir,—Is it possible that a difference of opinion as to

the desirability of a^ totally-enclosed chain-drive really

exists ? I cannot believe that it is so.

Two years ago I bought a much-advertised machine, one
of the new-comers, and was assured at the Show that

before deliveries commenced, full protection for the chain

would be provided. This protection did not materialise,

and after the first fifty miles, the near side of the back
wheel was smothered with black oil, probably due to too

much lubricant in the gear box. Realising also that the

chain would have to be frequently removed for cleaning,

and having no desire to spend a deal of time and trouble

in this unprofitable recreation, I decided to have a chain-

case made. I soon found, however, that no one was a bit

keen on the job, as it was a spring frame machine, so had
to do the work myself. —
Now, after several thousand miles, the chain is as good

as new. It has been regularly oiled, but never removed from
the machine, and very seldom adjusted.

My question is prompted particularly by the fact that I

shall probably want a new machine next year, but on
looking over specifications of the various possibilities, I

find a naked chain is the rule rather than the exception

;

the explanation generally put forward being that if the

chain is enclosed it never receives any attention until,

through want of adjustment, it jumps the sprockets and
makes a general mess of things.

Personally, I am not prepared to accept this as the
real explanation, and would suggest that the manufacturers
are not prepared to supply what is really preferred by 99%
of their clients and in my opinion an indispensable fitting,

until it is insistently called for. EXCELSIOR.
Birmingham.

CHILDISH "BLINDING."
Sir,—I was on a 250-mile journey the other day, and

was going as fast as I could to get it over. (To prevent
shoals of letters, indignant, witty, and" otherwnse, i

may say at once I do not claim a 40 m.p.h. average.) I

came up to and passed a gentleman on a well-known
'

' sports
'

' model, which, I believe, is guaranteed to do
"70."

.

A few seconds later I heard a roar and was enveloped in

a cloud of dust-, which, of course, was no more than I

expected. What I did not expect was to catch up and
pass the same gentleman about two miles further on. Still,

less did I expect to hear another roar and be enveloped
in another cloud of dust. About two miles further I

caught him up again, with the same result, and this parti-

cular sort of tip and run business went on for the next
fifty miles or so, when my tormentor turned off on another
road. My own machine is a 293 c.c. touring model—so there
was not even the possibility of my being goaded into a
race, and the gentleman on the sports model must have
known this. Besides which, I was "all out" as it was.
Now my grievance is this : if a man wishes to "blind,"

by all means let him, and good luck to him, but to demon-
strate the superiority of a 70 m.p.h. over a 40 m.jj.h. machine
in the manner I have described seems to me to be most
extraordinarily childish, and incidentally the most obnoxious
kind of "bad form " met with on the road. ~ N. W.
Wroxham.

EXPERIENCES WITH THE HARLEY FLAT TWIN.
Sir,—As a Harley-Davidson enthusiast and a constant

reader of your very interesting paper, I think it is my duty
to correct certain impressions which may have been formed
by anyone reading the report of your road test of a Harley
flat twin which appeared in your issue of February 15th.

Though this letter is somewhat belated, I hope that you will

give it a place in your columns.
I purchased my first Harley Sport in June, 1920, and it ran

3,500 miles without decarbonismg, and this would not have

been done had not the exhaust valve on the rear cylinder

got stuck. After decarbonising the machine did not give

trouble for another 2,000 miles, when clutch slip set in.

This I found incurable by the usual method of tightening the

clutch springs, so I changed a set of discs, since when there

was no trouble. Up to October of last year the machine

had done 9,000 miles. The original tyres were still on the

'bus, and looked good for another 2,000 miles. This machine
averaged 73 m.p.g. for the whole of its mileage, while the

oil consumption worked out at 1,200 m.p.g. The highest

speed it attained was 52 m.p.h. with two up, when the

machine was not in perfect tune. This, as you will note, is

7 m.p.h. faster than your representative got out of his

Harley, and the fuel consumption is lower by 8 m.p.g.

I can vouch for the accuracy of the speedometer, a Johus-

Manville.

At the end of last October I sold the machine, and bought

an electric model of the same type and make.

This machine has done 4,0C0 miles to date, with petrol and

oil consumptions of 80 and 1,100 miles per gallon respec-

tively. I have touched 50 m.p.h. on it and hope to do he'ter

in a day or two, as I have just decarbonised and ground the

valves. I might mention that an engineer friend of mine
has succeeded in obtaining 55 m.p.h. on his Harley, without

any faking of the engine. LEO D'ALMADA, Jr.

Kowloon, China.

WHERE IS IT?

Sir,—I think the hill which your correspondent "O.E.
2990" refers to is Crackley Bank, and, although I am not

a good judge of gradients I should say 1 in 5 is a fair esti-

mate for its steepest part.

I climbed the hill a little time ago with a Light Tourist

New Imperial, but as the engine -was new I changed to

second for the last portion.

As the hill is fairly straight, and can be rushed, it should

be a fairly easy top-gear climb for the average machine,

but to climb it with a 494 c.c. sidecar on a gear of 8 to 1

and 22 stone up, is no mean performance. D.H.2946.

Stafford.

b ig
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ILLUSORY PRICE REDUCTIONS.
Sir,—There is a firm of motor cycle manufacturers which

recently reduced the price of its single speed model only by
£5, BO that one has now to pay £17 10s. extra for two-speed
0. & k.s., whereas six months ago, when things were dearer,

one could get the two-speed model for £12 10s. extra. The
specifications then and now are identical. ^X3.
Kent.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.
Sir,—Just a suggestion to add to the confusion of ideas

on super-E/udging ; I have never owned a Rudge, but have
had several Senspray carburetters, and incidentally found
them excellent instruments. Each one, however, had the same
fault, viz., the tickler return spring after some use took a

set sidewise and by bearing on the needle made its action
sluggish. This, of course, led to alternate flooding and
starving and consequently to irregular running. I removed
the spring and gave up " tickling," leaning the machine
over instead when a little loose juice seemed to be indicated.

Will the gentleman who has tried every suggestion up to

now see if the above has any effect on his trouble ?

J. STUART WHITE.
YET AGAIN!

Sir,—Motorists here, in one of the outposts of the Empire,
have read with much interest your article on overseas trade

in motor cycles. Those of us who still have a regard f^ir

the condition of the old country, look with desjjair at the

great preponderance of American machines on the road. To
find the cause, we have to get beyond Uie actual machines,
as the British have proved themselves to be equal to their

Yankee rivals both in speed and reliability. The reason is

the service of the agents. Well-equipped garages with plenty
of spares, are at the service of the riders of the Harleys and
Indians, while the man who sells the English 'bus is " very
pleased to get one from home." It is heart-breaking to the
enthusiast. Then, too, prices.

One well-known lightweight, retailing at home at £85,
is being offered for sale here at £135; while another with
a home price of £95 is being sold at £114. Why? Valves
at home, 3s. ; here, 123. 5d.

We see the advertisements in The Motor Cycle and we like
our money's worth. If the manufacturers cannot control
their agents, there is not much hope for the revival of
England's overseas trade. A. K. H.
Port Elizabeth, South Africa.

GOGGLES AND HEARING.
Sir,—Being one who likes to maintain a good pace and

rides in all sorts of weather, I find the winds very trying
for my eyes, yet, never feel safe whilst wearing goggles.
The trouble is that they greatly upset my power of

hearing, or rather some sense which we have which enables
us to do the right thing at the right moment when in a
tight corner.

For some time I thought this must be just a silly fad
of mine, but on mentioning it to a pal I found he was
troubled the same way.

I thought perhaps many of your readers have had the
same experience, and it would be a great boon to know
how to overcome this difficulty. SUTTON BANK.
Yorks.

BRITISH LIGHTWEIGHT'S WONDERFUL
PERFORMANCE.

Sir,—I notice in your issue of July 6th the wonderful
performance of a Triumph Junior, ridden by J. Booth, in
the Durban-Johannesburg Trophy.

For its size and engine capacity it is nothing short of
marvellous that such a small powered cycle should keep up
an average of 24.3 m.p.h. on a very rough and trying course
of 395^ miles. The hills and state of the roads must have
been a gruelling test, and a great amount of credit is due
to the rider.

Surely this must be a record for an engine with a cubic
capacity of only 225 cubic centimetres? I now feel proud
of being an owner of a machine of the same capacity and
make. W.X. 1779.

Gerrard's Cross.

b2o

SILENT OPEN EXHAUSTS.
Sir,—Might I say a few words in favour of the straight-

through exTiaust pipe. The general impression seems to be
that a machine with a straight-through exhaust must be
noisy, which, 1 think, is quite without justification. I have
in my mind a well-known "4 h.p." single which, with the
standard exhaast system I have known of, ejects the most
ear-splitting noises, but which, with a straight pipe of
sensible diameter (l^in. or over), has become a most pleasant
machine to hear. TENTERDEN.

Kent.

THE BATTLE OF TYPES.
Sir,—In your recent article on "The Beginner's Mount,"

there were two passages which seem to ma to need some
explanation.

" There is so little advantage in one type over the

other" (four-cycle and two-cycle engines).

"Ail British machines are to all intents and purposes

of equal merit in the matter of reliability."

This would seem to class ihe woolly, petrol-drinking, noisy,

ineffective average two-stroke, the steady-plugging-puU-for-

hours-without-getting-faster four-stroke type, such as P. & M.
or B.S.A., the super-revving o.h.v. 350 c.c. four-stroke, and
the silent sleeve-valve engine in one and the same category.

It appears to me that a novice is very liable to gain a very

false impression of modei'n engines, for neither in reliability,

speed, economy, or noise do the four types mentioned bear

any apparent connection—save perhaps irf degreas of noise !

JACK G. NEWBIGGING.
[Our correspondent, we fear, is a trifle prejudiced against

two-strokes. Does he recall, to name but one instance, the

performance of the Levis and Scott machines in this year's

T.T. Races?—Ed.]

IMPOSSIBLE AVERAGES.
Sir,—I must apologise for intruding into an affair which

really is not mine at all, but may I ask "H.S.J" who writes

in j'our "Readers' Replies" column, what make of speedo-

meter he uses ?

It is beyond possibility that a standard 350 c.c. Douglas

can average 30-55 m.p.h. with loaded sidecar. This question

of average speed has been raised again and again. The
average H.S." claims is an extremely good one even for

fast solo mounts, and on my Scott Squirrel, admittedly one

of the fastest machines obtainable, it is only under extremely

favourable conditions that I can average 35 m.p.h. And that

average necessitates taking full advantage of the Squirrel's

powers of cornering and hill-climbing.

I should imagine 35 m.p.h. average impossible even with

a solo 350 c.c. Douglas, and with sidecar somewhere about
25 m.p.h. the extreme limit.

A neatly designed

racing model Spa
produced by Spa
Motor and En-

gi nee ring Co.,

Scarborough.
This particular

machine, ridden b>

A. 0. Brett, has

done remarkably

well in speed events

in Yorkshire.

It is interesting to note
that the A.G.U. schedule
speed for the Brooklands
test during the "Six Days"
is 25 m.p.h. for the 350 c.c.

sidecar class. Your corre-

spondent should enter. He
could make rings round the
other competitors

N. WILLIAMS.
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GENUINELY AMATEUR TRIALS.

Sir,—Surely your correspondent, Mr. 0. C. H. Giddy, is

mistaken in his statement that the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial

(which, by the way, was instituted for seifiiiy ofticers of the

R.N., and 'is therefore closed to ex-officers) is the only

genuine amateur event of the year.

He has only to read T/ie Motor Cycle, regularly to discover

many others. EX-N.C.O.
Kidderminster.

INFLUENCE MACHINES FOR I.C. ENGINES.
Sir,—Further to my original letter suggesting the use of

influence machines for ignition purposes, and in face of two
letters published on July 6th, I would like to point out that

the spirit which prompted the idea was that, writing to a

journal like T/ie Motor Cycle, the subject would catch the

eye of some scientific motorist who would possibly be a help

in developing this branch of a neglected science to some
useful purpose.

The static influence machine, to those who uiulersfand it,

undoubtedly opens up a great field of research, and I think

eventually it will be the means of such improvements as to

create quite as much an advancement over the magneto as the

wireless telephony has over ordinary telephones.

I was indeed pleased to see that interest was shown in a

practical form by Mr. Lutman's letter, although every one

will admit that the apparatus as described is of a crude

nature, and has many mechanical weaknesses, but icliich could

all be overcome satisfactorily if the same time and money
were spent upon it as the dynamo mid magneto have had
spent on them. I would like Mr. Joughin kindly to take note

of the above, and also to ask if he is familiar with the

Tudsbury influence machine, which works in a mef.'d con-

tainer, under atmospheric pressure, which gives an excellent

spark for X-ray work, and is capable of lighting a tube easily

where an ordinary induction coil of the same rated spar/c

length would fail entirely.

For this purpose (X-rays) anything less than an Sin. to

lOin. spark length is merely a toy, and as a ^in. spark is all

that need be talked about i'or motors I still feel that a much
lighter and smaller instrument can be developed from the

static machine to take the place of the magneto. As for the

idea which Mr. Joughin has that no type of machine can give

a constant stream of sparks, I would say that he is partly

right and partly wrong. Even the magneto must have an

interval suiBcient to charge its condenser ; it is the same with

an induction coil, with the added weakness of its current

being alternating.

With the static machine, its current being iini-directional,

the charging interval is considerably less ; therefore, given the

proper insulation of parts, a much more constant and greater

output can be obtained with the static machine than with

either the ceil or magneto. It is its present undeveloped

state which is its drawback, and it is the improvement of it

which I am greatly concerned about and which I was anxious

to see taken up by those who understand it such as Mr.
Lutman, but unfortunately one's work is often nullified by
such writers as "Losch-Bodge," who have no scientific know-
ledge or interest, and who are simply content to use the only

means attainable at the moment for a given purpose.
FREEMAN LEE.

RUNABOUT AND SIDECAR.
Sir,—I see " A.F.J.," in his article comparing the Morgan

with the sidecar outfit, complains of the difficulty of accom-
modating an extra passenger in the former vehicle.

I should recommend him to try the Family Morgan, which
would, I think, fulfil his desires. The design of the body
is, in my opinion, an improvement on the de luxe model, and
unless the driver is a very lanky fellow, he will find ample
room in the front seat, and if the back seats are not required
for passengers they form an excellent place for luggage when
on tour.

I have been a motor cyclist since 1912 (a purchaser of
The Motor Cycle for the same period), my last machine being
a Triumph outfit, and- with wife and three children I had
a difficulty in packing them in the sidecar. Not being able
to afford a four-seater car, my choice for a new machine
rested between an 8 h.p. motor cycle and double-seater side-

IN A FAMOUS EUROPEAN TOURING DISTRICT. A
P. & M. sidecar outfit, laden for touring, crossing the Danube

near the Castle of Persenburg.

car and a Family Morgan, and I decided on the latter. I
' am glad to say that I have not regretted the purchase.

I use the machine professionally, and for this purpose the
Morgan has many advantages, perhaps the greatest of these
being that I do not have to garb myself in overalls, but
can ride in comfort in my ordinary clothes. If it rains I
simply put the hood up and am then in the dry—a great
asset.

I agree with "A.F.J." that, owing to the absence of a
reverse gear, it is rather difficult to turn the Morgan in a
narrow road, but it is no heavier than a big outfit, and I
have many times turned it round single-handed in a narrow
lane without undue exertion.

I have no connection with the Morgan Go. NM 1519.

Sir,—I was very much interested in the article entitled
"Runabout and Sidecar." Your sub-title aptly describes
this subject as "ever green"; yet one deplores the fact
that it should be so ; a little more attention devoted to
securing the comfort of sidecar users would, I submit, leave
the majority of advantages in favour of the sidecar outfit

when compared with the runabout.
For some time I have owned an 8 h.p. outfit bearing a

very famous name. I am pleased to say that I have never
had a moment's mechanical trouble ; so accustomed have I

become by this time to exemplary engine performance that
the thought of an involuntary stop never enters my head.
Leaving the question of weather protection out of considera-

tion, I am yet dissatisfied with the outfit as a means of
getting about the country.

My dissatisfaction comes entirely under the heading of

comfort. As a motor cyclist I have always endeavoured to

obtain two kinds of comfort—one physical and the other
mental. In my own case I find that both must be ministered
unto, if I am to have an enjoj'able trip. We all know well

enough what is meant by physical comfort. By mental com-
fort I wish to convey the " I-needn't-worry-about-that " feel-

ing which cheers a man who, on a long journey, reflects

for instance that his rear wheel is of the easily detachable
variety.

I do not agree in the very least with your contributor's
definition of " comfortitis—a dread disease that must rtm its

course." (One could more readily understand the etymology
of " discomfortitis "—a state of affairs where the inflamma-
tion is only too apparent.) He speaks as though the desire

for comfort were a mere passing aflliction, like measles. I

submit that he really objects to the continual bumping and
banging of main road travel as much as I do, yet, seeing

there is little chance of getting manufacturers to study the

comfort of those who ride their products, is content to make
the best of things as they are. This policy, however, tends

to delay the advent of the really comfortable sidecar outfit

bv quite a few years.

"Folkestone. RAYON DE SOLEIL.
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H.P. RATINGS.
Sir,—A'e the proposed " 1 h.p. per c.c." rating, I should

like to point out that two engines of identical cubic capacity
may develop diftereiit horse-power if one is designed for

touring and the other for racing. It seems to be obvious
that a " hot-stuff " engine should be credited with a con-

siderably greater power output than its " slow but sure
"

brother.' C. E. N. BALMFORTH.

" THE SPORT AND THE MASSES."'
Sir,—In reply to ' R. 0. Bins," I would remind him

that the T.T. races are held in the I.O.M. and not near
London.
The reason for the small crowd is obvious. I would also

emphasise that in Lancashire, anyhow, 80 per cent, of a

crowd go to see sport and not to gossip.

Greenock, N.B. " V.S. 1503."

BEAUTIFUL PEMBROKESHIRE. •

Sir,—I was interested in your article " Where to Tour,"
but I fail to agree with one part, in which it referred to

"nothing of -interest below Aberystwyth." -

What about beautiful Pembrokeshire?—Newport (Peiri.),

a pretty little seaside place, and Fishguard (of which you
give a picture) ; then on to the very old and quaint city of

St. David's, the birthplace of
'

St. Bavid, with its

ancient cathedral and palace ruins, and several places

of interest; to the pretty village of Solva with its

delightful fishing streams and picturesque harbour; to

Newgele, a glorious three-mile stretch of sands, sufficiently

firm for motoring ; thence to Haverfordwest, which brings

one into "Little England beyond Wales," where no word of

Welsh is spoken ; to Milford, famous for its shipbuilding

and heaps of other things, and across the Haven to

Pembroke? Several other places, too, one would see on the

way. and anyone doing the tour, I feel sure, would enjoy

it very much.' CONSTANCE E. SMITH.

THEORETICALLY CORRECT RADIATING FINS.
S'.r,—Having read the controversy in your journal on

cylinder cooling, I venture to ask a question relating to the

cross sectional shape of cooling fins. It seems to me that

in most cases the fins are of nearly uniform thickness from
]'oot to tip, only having enough taper to allow of drawing
tiie patterns. Now the conducting area of a uniform fin

increases in direct ratio with the diameter, thus giving

greater conductance at the tip, where most of the heat has
]iiesumably been dispersed, than at the root, where all the

heat has to pass through the metal. Also a fin of uniform
thicK-ness being cooler at the tip than at the root would tend

to distortion.

From this I should conclude that the best shape of fin

would be of a taper section, and that there would be a cor-

rect number of fins for any given set of conditions. Would
any of your correspondents care to say whether or not this

is so. and if not, to correct? R.W.R.
Salford.

"A RIVAL TO BEGGAR'S ROOST."
Sir.—Referring to your account of a new Devonshire hill,

I first saw this hill thirteen years ago. I approached it

from the top on a push bike unaware of its existence, and
thought a landslide must have taken place ; the road seemed
to have disappeared, being invisible till one is right on the
brink of the hill. In those days there was a quite respect-
able water-splash at the foot of the hill, over which the
present bridge was built some ten years ago (rather un-
fortunately from a club contest point of view).

It is said that a newly married couple returning to Ilsing-
ton were taken by an inebriated driver at full-gallop, in a
carriage and pair, down this hill without mishap, and a
local youth has the credit of having climbed it on a push
bike. Personally I have not yet ventured to put a motor
cycle at it either up or down.

JOHN D. W. PATCH.
Vicar of Ilsington.

[Our correspondent goes on to point out that the local
name of the hill is " Sibbs/' not "Sims," and the nearby
village "Ilsington," not " Islington. "—Ed. ]
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PRICES OF ALUMINIUM PISTONS.
Sir,—In reply to the letter of "A.H. 42" (TynemouthK

may I state that I have fitted, witli entire success, two alu-

minium pistons to au A. J. 8. twin at a cost njuch unaer
the figure he mentions.

I shall be verv happy to assist him.
ARTHUR E. BACH.

STARTING DIFFICULTIES—WITH A WATCH!
Sir,—I have recently fitted a handle-bar watch obtained

from a well-known firm. It is satisfactory in all ways but
one. If ever allowed to stop, it can only be restarted by
twirling it rapidly in the hand after removal from the
machine—rather a lengthy proceeding as the case is one
of the "thief-proof " variety. No amount of swinging of
the handle-bars or driving over " pot-holes " will persuade
it to start ; even the Jarrow roads fail. Can any reader
suggest a simpler remedy than fitting a C.A.V. electric

starter? , D. L. W. AWBURN.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

THE ZENITH BRADSHAW.
}in-,~i Tendi of your road test of the Zenith-Bradshaw

with particular interest, inasmuch as I have experienced the
same nuisance with the oil-pump indicator as you describe.
Ithink it only fair that the true explanation o'f this should
be given to your readers, as it will not alone be of interest
to prospective owners, but will be much appreciated by •

present riders of this fine machine, who have not yet ex-
perienced the trouble.
The inside of the indicator consists of a plunger, to the

bottom of which is scre-^'ed a leather washer, similar to
a tyre pump washer. Afi=r several hundred miles running,
with no signs of leakage, nie leather, having become sodden
with oil, suddenly, and wit "-out warning, goes on strike, and
the lucky man—I was one. touch wood—discovers that his
oil is being pumped on the road without getting seized up.
The replacement of the washer (cost about 2id.) takes
about five minutes, and I strongly advise all Zenith-Brad-
shaw users to carry a spare washer and keep their oil

indicators under observation. Messrs. Zeniths are now
fitting a visible indicator to their new machines, and owners
would do well to get one fitted, if possible or fix up a
mirror. CHAIN-DRIVE ZENITH-BRADSHAW.

VEHICULAR TAXATION.
Sir,—" 3i Triumph's " letter caught my eye chiefly on

account of its rationality. How good of him to allow the
kiddies to own such road-racking monsters as toy motors,
tricycles, scooters and roller skates, and to think of charging
them even less than he is charged for his little Triumph.
Surely other readers must acknowledge his generosity

!

Bury. DISGUSTED.
[This is one of half a dozen or so letters^ signed " Dis-

gusted " by readers who have evidently taken our original
correspondent's suggestion too seriously.

—

Ed.]

DDDnnnnnnnnDDDDDnnDnnnnnnnnnnn
Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.

°
"

Issued in con'unction with The Motor Cycle. n

^ "MOTORCYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." '"'

^ The standfird handbook on the nptor cycle. ^
n Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. P
P "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." D

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-, By post, 2/3. p"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
»-i By"IxiON,"of Tfie Motor Cycle. „~

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. tf
*-^ Paper Poirds. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/0. ^
D " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. Q

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, QM London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. p*
ri Bool< post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and !r
LI Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4,'8. D
D " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. CI

D With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post. 2/10. D
D Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. D

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

Q and Railway Bookstalls. p-,

DDDnnDDaDnDDDDDDDaaa a a n n o
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he t'liircl Brooklands meeting is being held on
urday. the 29th inst., when races will be ar-

for niolor cycles, three-wheelers and cars.

"Entry forms fo-r any of these events and particu-
lars ol memibership mav be cbtaiiied from Mr.
E. H. Gordon, 23, West Lodge Avenue, West
Acton, W.3.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Mot or cycles, sidecars, and light cars up bo

1,500 CO. may take part in a sporting trial which
has been arranged to take place next Saturday,
'the 2i2nd inst., starting from the "White Lion"
Hotel. Cobham, at 3 p.m. Cammunicatious showld
he addressed to Mr. Clifnrd Bowen, "The Chalet,"
Woodccte Arenue, Wallington.

Atherton M.G.C.

In spite of the heavy rain -which fell during
tiic return journey from Windermere, the relia-

bility trial held on the 2nd iust. proved a great
success. All the machines came through with-

out tro ible, and the iirst prize (a shield) was
won by W. Morrison (490 Norton), who only lost
c* points. The second iirize was won by W. Wood
'550 Triumph) with a less of 10 marks.

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.G.

Nearly £20 was raised by members at the hos-

piial fete on July &th by means of "joy rides,"

njid a programme of gymkhana events resulted in

the fullowing successes -.—Tilting the bucket: D.
Dawkins and J. Skinner (348 Douglas); obstacle

race: S. D. Blake (499 Suobeam) and S. Goodman
(499 Sunbeam sc); musical chairs: P. V. Hare
(494 Douglas).

Yeovil and District M.C.C.
a' non-stop trial over a circular course of Wenty-

five miles, which has to be covered three times,

'has been arranged to take place on Saturday, the
.29th inst.. for the President's cup and silver

medal. The run will start near Yeovil, and the
'course has been selected purposely to obviate the

necessity of expert tiding and the risk of damaging
competing machines. Further particulars may be

i obtained from Mr. E. A. Wright, at Sherborne,
Dorset.

Hkley M.C. and L.C.C.

Although the speed trials held on the 10th inst.

were not favoured by good weather, some credit-

aT>le speeds were registered. The winners of

bronze n^edals lor the fastest times in their re-

spective classes were:—250 c.c. Class, L. Runton
.|249 Velocette), 42.65 m.p.h.: 350 c.c. Class,
X. Runion (249 Velocette), 42.65 m.p.h; 500 c.c.

Class. J. 3. Duxburv (481 Scott), 68-18 m.p.h.;
750 c.c. Class, J. S. Duxbury (481 Scott), 68.18
m.p.h.; Unlimited c.c. Class. J. S. Duxbury (481
.Scott); Sidecars. 750 c.c, W. B. Lee (678 Mar-
tinsyde sc), 39.30 m.p.h.

~
Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.C.

; Bowhouse Brae, near Tankerton, selected for
the open hill climb held on the 8th inst.. is

about one mile long and quite straight, with a
gradual rise increasing towards the summit; com-
petitors were timed over a measured half-mile of
the stiffest part, with a flying start of 150 yards.
The results were :

—
275 c.c—General : J. A. Porter (249 New

Genrard), SO^/^s. Experts bfLrred : W. Kennedy
(249 New Imperial), 363. ' -

350 c.c—General: J. A. Porter (349 New- Ger-
rard), SO^^s. Experts barred : H. Drummond
(349 Massey-Arran), ZGVb^-
500 c.c—General : A. H. Alexander (494 Doug-

las), 27^U Experts barred: A. B. Fairley (494
Douglas), 27-»'',s.

750 c.c —General : A. H- Alexander - (494
Douglas), 27'*^^.- Experts barred: N. Muir (490
Norton). 28^i;s.
Unlimited c.c.,—General : D. S. Alexander (998

Indian), 24s. (fastest time of the day). Experts
barred: A. B. Fairley (494 Douglas), 292{-;S.

All three sidecar classes, for 500, 750 and un-
limited cc, were won by A. H. Alexander (494
Douglas sc), whose time in each_ class was 34'*/.^s.

5-1
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Meeh*:3Enb Club Events.

Jul}/ 22nd.

Juli/ 22)1(1

July 22nd.

July 22nd.
July 22nd.

July 22nd.

Jidy 22nd.
July 22nd.

July 22nd.

July 22nd.

July 22nd.

July 22nd.

July 22mL
July 22nrJ.

July 22nd.

July 22nd.-
July 23rd.-

July 23rd.-
Jnli/ 23rd.-
July 23rd.-

July 23rd.-

Jitly 23rd.~

July 23rd.-

Juhj 23rd.-

Ji'ily 23rd.-
July 23rd.-
July 23rd.-

July 2Mh.~

Julij 25th.-
July 26th.-

July 26th.-

July 27ih.~

—Bradford M.C. and L.C.C—Cricket
Match at Castle Houard.

.—Kelso and District M.C.C—Open Sill
CHtnb on Lanton Hill.

—North Wales M.CC—Iieliability
Trial.

Dewsbury J/.C.C

—

Run to Blackpool.
Esse-t M.C.—Bate Meetin^j at Brook-
lands.
South Birmingham M.C.C.—Trjal
(open to the Midland Centre A.CU,).

—North London M.C.C—Hill Climb.
.

—Middlesborough and District M.C—
Hill Climb (Yearby).

,

—

Wallington and Di-slrict M.C and
L.C.C—Sporting Trial.

-Atherton and District M.C.C—Bun to

Hoylake.
-Exeter M.C and J.C.C.—Inter-Club
Trial to We^on-super-Mare.

-Weston-super-Mare M.C.C—Belia-
bility Trial.
-Wolverhampton M.C.C—Hill Climb.
-Coventry Triangle M.C.—Petrol Con-
sumption Test,

-SewcastJe and Northern M.C—Picnic
run to Boman Wall.

-Shi'Mcfd M.C.C—Picn ic.

-Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—
Breakfast Run.
-York and District M.C—Bun.
-Leeds M.V .—Reliabildy Trial.
-East London M.C.C. — Picnic at
Kweleglui Month.

-Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Meriden Shaft Wood.
Exeter M.C and J.C.C—Run to Holne
Chase and Newbridge.
-M iddlesborough and District M.C—
Bun.

-Sheffield M.C—Douglas Vicker's Cup
Trial.

-Westmorland M .C C Sporting Trial.
Barrou- and district M.C—Hill Climb.
-Rolherham and District M.C—Run to

Gringley-on-the-tJ id

.

E.<;scx Count// and Southend A.C—
Crippled Childn'ii's Outing.
York and District M.C—Bun. "

Leeds M.U.—Impromptu Bun from
City Square.
Bei'jate, Bedhill and District M.C.C—
President's Cup Trial.

Mid Bucks M.CC—Speed Trials.

DQaDDDnDBHQQDQQnaQaDHQC-lQQI

Bedfordshire A.C.
In spite of i;nfavourable weather conditions a

united meeting took place on the 9th inst. of the
North London M.C.C, Herts M.C.C, and St.

Albans M.C, as the guests of this club at Bed-
ford. Tlie visiting clubs, after a short tour of

the town, were entertained to tea and returned
home at 7.30 p.m.

Aberdeen and District M.C.
A large and representative gathering mustered

at Queen's Cross on Saturday, the 8th inst., for
the speed triiiJs which took place on that date,
the weather remaining favourable until 5 o'clock,
when rain began to 'all heavily. The trials took
place' over a measured half-mile, and two classes
were run—one open to all members handicapped
on the strength of previous wins, and one
for j50 cc machines, similarly handicapped.
Results :—
Class I.—1, W. Chevne (492 Sunbeam), 28.2s.;

2, R. Dempster (499 Triumph), 29.5s.; 3, G. K.
Ferres (349 Massey-Arran), 29.6s.
Class II.— 1, G. K. Ferres (349 Mas.sey-Arran)

;

2, T. Smith (249 New Imperial).

Sale and District M.C.C.
Delays on the road necessitated an earlier ter-

mination than had bsen at first intended in the
midnight run carried out on the 8th and 9th
inst. At the start the weather conditions were
unfiivourable, but iiu improvement took place aftei
about four hours.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The 24-hour reliability trial to Torquay and

back, for the Golden Goblet, is planned to take
place on Friday, the 28th inst. The run will
commence at 10 p.m., and is open to motor cycles,
sidecars, cycle cars and cars. Entries and other
communications should be addressed to Mr C W
Fauiconbridge^ at King's Head Chambers, Hert-
ford Street, Coven br-yi,

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
R. T. Cawthorne, riding a 490 c.c. Norton, put

up the fastest time of the day in the handicap
speed trials on the 9th inst. at a speed of 78.63
m.p.h. Second in the solo class was W. Black-
burne (499 Triumph), followed by E. P. Dodd
(499 Sunbeam). The sidecar class resulted in a
win lor J. Calvert (532 Scott sc), runners-up
being R. T. Cawthorhe and R. Clay, both riding
490 cc Nortons and sidecars.

Oxford M.C.
No freak hills are to he inchided in the

members' non-stop and consistent driving trial,
which has been arranged to take place on Satur-
day,- the 29th inst,, commencing at 3 p.m. The
course includes a thirty-mile circuit to be covered
twice, beginning and finishing at the " Lambert
Arras" Hotel. Entries must be received by the
26th inst. (Wednesday), and forms may be ob-
tiiiiied from Mr. Wilfred Mathews, ot 6, St.
Aldates, Oxford.

JBarrow and District M.C.
Results of the speed trials held recently at Hest

Bank Sands are announced as follows :—
Event 2: (1), P. Barron (348 Hawker).

Event 3: (l) J. N. Yates (499 Sunbeam). Event
4: (1) H. Jackson (499 Sunbeam). Event 7:
(1) 11. Jackson (499 Sunbeam). Event 10: (1)
H. Baxter (490 Norton). Event 11 : (1) H.
Baxter (490 Norton).
Five Mile Race.— (l) B. Houlding (349 Mata-

dor sc),

Macclesfield and District M.C.
Heavy rain storms rendered the seventy-mile

" Colonial " reliability trial on the 9th inst. even
more difficult than was originally intended, but,
in spite of this, "some. very creditable performances
were made. Included in the course were the
famous hills at Little Slack and Jenkin Chapel,
a watersplash at Meerbrook, and about eight miles
of unused grassgrown coach tracks, with only
about five miles of main road travelling. The
winner was B. H. Davenport on a G.N. light car,
followed by S, Gleave (490 Norton) second, and
J. H. Broadhead (550 Triumph) third. Bronze
medals were awarded to R. Carter (499 Sunbeam),
G. Holmes (499 Sunbeam), and C. R. Mills (10
Swift light car). W. Taylor, mounted on a 998
cc. Indian, had very bad luck, as he-was forced
to retire with magneto trouble within a few miles
of home after a good performance.

Bedditch and District M.C.C. and
Kidderminster M.C.C.

The fastest tim? of the day in the inter-club

speed trials held on the 10th inst. was made
by R. Eveson (490 Norton), who covered the 500
yards course in seventeen seconds with a flying

start of twenty-five yards. Other results were
as follows :

250 CO.-1, N. Hall (249 O.K. Junior), 22*^55.;

2, F. Robbins (249 Triple H), 23V5B.

350 C.C. Class.— 1. N. Hall (292 O.K.), 18%s.;

2, T. Featherstone (349 A.J.S.), 19%s.
Two-strokes up to 350 c.c- 1. F. Robbins (249

Trinle H), 23*/5S.; 2. A. Salwav (292 O.K.), 24s.

600 C.C— 1, R. Eveson (490 Norton), 1.7%s.;

2. N. Hall (292 O.K.). IS^/^s.

IJNLrMTTED.-1. R. Eveson (490 Norton)-, 17s.;

2. N. Hall (292 O.K.). 19s.

Unltmited Sidecars.—1, !R.. Eveson (490 "Norton

sc), 2O2/5S.; 2, H. Perrey (770 B.S.A. sc), 212/5S.
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"Jliincs to XiolK OLainps.

July 20th . . . . 10.5 p.m.

„ 22nd .. .. 10.2 ,.

.. 24;h .. .. 9.59 „

26ti 9.56

Number plates to be iUumiiiatert thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order [1921).

Motor Cycles at Goodwood Eaces.

Special arrangements have been made
by the A.C.U. for the parking of motor
cycles at the Goodwood race meeting.

Disabled Drivers' Motor Trial.

To-day, Thursday, an evening trial over
a course of about thirty miles, starting and
finishing at Thames Ditton, will be con-^

tested by ex--service drivers all of whom
sustained some disablement during their

war service.

"Road Mending in Progress,"

A correspondent writes to say that the
road through Denbigh to Ehyl at Lland-
egla Village is at present under repair

for about a mile. He adds that the re-

pairing process is very slow, and is

being carried out with the assistance of

large, loose stones, which are entirely

innocent of the attentions of any steam
roller.

Motor Cycles in France.

In 1921 the total number of motor
cycles registered in France was 42,864,
while in 1920 there were 50,783 regis-

tered. It is thought that the reason
for this falling-off in the number of motor
cycles is due, not to any lack of popu-
larity of this form of locomotion, but
to the fact that in France the cycle car

is becoming a serious competitor to the
motor cycle and sidecar.

A New Term.

Tilt Motor Cycle originated the term
" flat twin " as an easily remembered
title for the horizontally-opposed twin
cylinder engine—and it caught the popu-
lar fancy. Now we are constrained to

suggest, more or less seriously, the term
"split-single" for engines having two
cylinders with a common combustion
space, like the G-arelli, which secured the

first three places in the 350 c.c. C4rand
Pri.\.

The Next Open Trial.

If it is even approximately as successful

as last year's event, the open reliability

trial of the North Wales M.C.G., to be
held over a sporting but fair course on
August 12th, should be well worth enter-
ing. Entry fees are reasonable—£1
for non-members—and the .prizes are valu-
able and numerous. Particulars may now
be obtained from the secretary of the
event, Mr. L. Stanley .Jones, 1, Ruthin
Road, Denbigh, N. Wales.
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Mid-week London Trials Sought.

Several London motor cyclists complain
that there is no Metropolitan or district

club that organises competitions at any
other time than during the week-end. For
the benefit of those whose business permits
mid-week leisure only, can any club
secretary refute this suggestion?

SMATJ. CAR PROGRESSION

"THE AUTOCAR- —puhlished
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE " and condncled on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
plete automobile journal embracing
small, medium, andlargecars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
cha'^e of a light car should read

Every Friday 4ci,

Founded in 1895, " THE AUTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaper and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.
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Special jfeatures.

THE GRAND PRIX. RIGHT-HAND
SIDECARS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

Misuse of the Highway.

Scotland Yard has issued an edict point-

ing out that- the use of the highway for

sports and purposes other than bona-fide

travelling has no legal sanction. Obstruc-

tion or disorder arising from events of this

nature is particularly to be avoided.

5 m.p.h. an Excessive Speed !

Speed limits of 6 m.p.h. on the straight

and 4 m.p.h. when turning corners are

being consitlered by the powers that be

in the island of Alderney. Single-geared

solo machines may soon, we imagine, be

at a discount in that part of the world.

Welsh Open Speed Trials.

The famous course on Pendine Sands

has been chosen for holding open speed

trials on Monday, August 7th. Entries

closely definitely on Saturday, the 29th

inst., and forms, together with further

particulars, may be obtained from the

West Wales Contra Secretary, Nelson

Hotel, Carmarthen.

Scottish Speed Championships.

Races of 10 miles for the 250 c.c. class

and 20 miles for the others will be in-

cluded in the Scottish speed championship

event on the West Sands, St. Andrews, on
Saturday, the 29th inst. The meeting,

which is being held under the auspices of

the Scottish Auto Cycle Union, will start

at 10.30 a.m.

Unusual Police Activity.

By every post we receive from readers

cuttings from local newspapers describing

police court proceedings against motor
cyclists. I^sually the fines do not, exceed

30s. or so, but at Horsham recently the

amounts varied from £5 to £10. The
reader who forwarded the information in

this case characterises the treatment

accorded to some as abominable. After

perusing columns of report, we agree.

Horsham should be avoided.

The. Phantom 500-Mile Race.

- According to a London evening paper

of Wednesday of last week there was to

have been fought out at Brooklands last

Saturday "what is (not even excepting

the Tourist Trophy) the most arduous test

of machine and man in the motor cyclist's

calendar—the annual 500 mile race."

Half a column was devoted to comments
on the riders " who were to take part

—

several were mentioned by name—and the

article concluded by advising readers to

make their way to the Weybridge track

about midday on Saturday, when they

would be in plenty of time to see the

closing stages. As a matter of • fact they

would have exactly ten weeks to wait!

1 7-2 1
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Next Saturday at Brooklands.

Xliree motor cycle races are included in

the programme of next Saturday's Brook-

lands meeting of the Essex M.C.

Sudden Fame for Bristol Rider.

Coincident -wiih his several successes at

Brooklands on Saturday, S. G. Watters,

a Bristol Norton rider, has just been

a-wavded one of the only two solo gold

medals in his local club's recent contest

with the Bath M.C.C.

Alms Hill in a Trial.

Alms Hill, near Henley, reputed to be

steeper than 1 in 3, was on Satm'day in-

cluded for the first time in an important

reliability trial. Although by no means
in its worst condition, it was the means
of failing 90 per cent, of the entry.

Lady Aspirant to Long Distance Records.

It was the intention of Mrs. Janson,

the well-known lady motor cyclist, to

attempt the "double-twelve "—an author-

ised substitute for the twenty-four hours

—record early this week on a 350 c.c.

Xrump-Jap. Her attempt was to have
been coincident with S.. F. Edge's run for

the same record on an A.C. car.

Sensible Classification.

In the programme of last Saturday's

South Midland Trial (described on page

108), machines were designated by their

cubic capacities instead of horse-power
ratings, i.e., "490 Norton," "550
Triumph," "247 Levis," etc., thus follow-

ing the lead set by The Motor Cycle
some weeks ago.

Whose signature is this? If the writer can-

not be traced before the 1 st of August the

Edinburgh M.C. will hand over to charity

the first prize of its guessm? competition on

the Scottish Trials.

Echo of the Arbuthnot Trial.

To the list of medal winners in the

Arbuthnot Trophy must be added the name
of Sub-Lieutenant J. B. Heath, R.N.
(976 Brough Supei-ior). The reason his

name was omitted from the official list

was that he was originally No. 21, but he
lost this number and attached 31 to his

machine, hence there was some confusion
in recognising him.

International Six Days Trials.

Entries for the International Sis J^ays

Trials closed at ordinary fees on Satur-
day last, and will close at double fees on
the 22nd inst. At the time of writing,

forty-two entrants have sent in their

•names, and so far as riders are concerned
five countries are represented ; England,
Switzerland, France, Holland, and
Sweden. Three teams have entered

—

Switzerland, holders of the Trophy;
England, to be represented by A. Bennett
(Sunbeam), F. W. Giles (A.J.S.), and
Q. S. Davison (Levis) ; and Sweden, repre-

sented by B. Malmberg (500 Husquvama),
U. Gotha (500 Husqnvarna), and E.
Westernberg (1,000 Husquvarna sc). The
trials start on August 3rd.
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Curious Calculation.

Extract from a recent Brooklands pro-

gramme :

Weatherell ... 71 X 88 mm. = 550 c. c.

Sheffield-Henderson 71 x 88 mm. =348 c.c.

Euscoe-Blackburne . 71x88 mm. =347 c.c.

Under Happier Circumstances.

A correspondent reminds us that the

Belgian-German frontier during the war
ran at a distance of about one kilometre

from Francorchamps, near the Belgian

Grand Prix course, and troops on their

w-ay to occupy the' Rhine towns after the

cessation of hostilities presum.ibly marched
along what is now the course for the races.

Where are the Best Riders?

In view of the fact that very few of

the competitors in last Satux'day's trial

in the Chilterns got through with any-
thing approximating clean sheets, it would
be inteiesting if a contest were held over

the same course open to teams of Nortli

Country, Yorkshire, Midland, Welsh, and
South-W.estern riders. Would they beat
the local men?

Imports and Exports.

Less than half the number of motor
cycles were imported into tins country
last month compared with May, the

number for June being 86.

The uncertainty of trade conditions is

show:n by the extraordinary ebb and flow

of the export returns month by month.
Listead of a steady upward curve, as we
should like to see, the tell-tale graph
depicts eiTatic ups and downs, like a

barometrical chart of cliangeable weather.
Last month the value of exports was down
by nearly £30,000 compared with May.

MOTOR CYCLE IMPORTS. JUNE.
1920. 1921. 1922,

Value of machines .. jei6.784 *6,111 £4,208
Value of accessories .. £12,634 £9,178 £4,100
No. of machines.. .. 253 71 86

Total £29,418 £15,289 £8,308

MOTOR CYCLE EXPORTS. JUNE
1920. 1921. 1922.

Value of machines £105,733 £54,792 £35.018
Value of accessories £48,853 £19,374 £16,096
No. of machines .. 1,405 722 496

Total £154,586 £74*166 £51,114
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Road Warnings.
It is important that motorists strictly

observe the speed limit of 10 miles per
hour through Redhill, Reigate, and
Crawley, states the A. A. Special cau-

tion in regard to the speed limit is also

necessary when passing through Farning-
ham (Kent).

Brighter Brooklands Programmes.
For the more or less humble sum of

one shilling the programme of a Brook-
lands meeting has not hitherto provided
much really readable matter. In the
most recent issue, however, a new feature

was started—" Brooklands Celebrities,"

illustrated. The first subject was
Lieut. -Col. R. N. Stewart, an outline of

whose wonderful war record will 'come as

a surprise even to those who know liini

intimately.

"Excellent Reason for Selling."

The motoring advertisement columns of

the lay Press frequently contain delightful

fragments of unconscious humour, but a

specimen gleaned from a recent provin-

cial weekly newspaper shows what a cai

really can do if put to it. The owner is

anxious to dispose of a "five-seater, lovely

condition, any trial, cheap to clear," and
amongst other qualifications its petrol con-

sumption is stated as 30 gallons to tlv-

minute. It is haidly surprising that tin

vehicle is for sale

!

First Swiss Grand Prix.

ilotor cycles, solo and sidecar, from
250 c.c. to 1,000 c.c. competed in the

Swiss Grand Prix this year. In the

heavier machines Boisetti was the winnef
on a 998 c.c. Harley-Davidson, Sperdci

finishing second on a Motosacoche. In

the 500 c.c. class many incidents occurred

fir.st place eventually being won. bj

Lavanchy on a Douglas, with Meylai.

(532. Scott) second, and another Scot'

third. Heusser (Condor) won the 350 c.c.

class,- being the sole survivor out of si.\

entrants ; and the winner of the 250 c,c.

class was Trezza on a Moser, second place

being gained by Jean, riding a Condor.

How to get to the Belgian Grand Prix.

Motor cyclists intending witnessing th--

Belgian Grand Prix, which is to be held

at Spa on Sunday next, will find that .the

most convenient way of taking a motoi

cycle over to Belgium is to travel by tht^

G.E.R. sei-vice, leaving Liverpool Street

at 8.40 p.m. The steamer arrives at Ant
werp at 7.30 a.m., allowing the motni

cycli.st plenty of time to get his machine
through the Customs and make an earlv

start to Spa. Travellers from the 5Iid-

lands and other parts of England have a

train service running in direct communica-
tion with the Harwich-Antwerp steamers.

For instance, connecting trains leave

Liverpool Central at 2.30, Manchester

3.25, Sheffield 4.42, and through car-

riages are run from all these places.

There are also connections Avith Stafford,

Burton-on-Trent, Derby. Leicester, Melton

Mowbray, and Nottingham.
Last year the road from Antwerp to

Spa was mostly in very good condition,

the route being through, Diest, Aerschott,

and Liege, about 150 miles. Visitors can

only leave Belgium on the Sunday night

by 'the G.E.R" boat sailing from Zee-

brugge at 11.15 p.m.
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TWO CYLINDERS—ONE CONNECTING ROD.
Details of the Garelli Motor Cycle which secured First, Second, and Third Places in the

Grand Prix 350 c.c. Class.

11^ view of the triumph of the Garelli

machine in the 350 c.c. Grand~ Prix

some details of this Italian two-stroke

cannot fail to interest our readers.

The engine follows similar lines to those

of the old Lucas two-stroke, which, as

some readers of The. Motor Cijde will
,

recall, was fitted to the A'alveless

car. In appearance the power unit is

extremely neat and in many respects

sets an example which British manufac-
turers could follow with advantage. We
refer chiefly to the manner in which the

magneto is housed and to the unit con-

struction of gear box and crank case.

Common Combustion Head.

The two cylinders (50 x 89 mm.), are

arranged transversely across the frame,
with an air passage between them ; they
have a common combustion head. The
two pistons are connected by one
gudgeon pin and transmit the power by a

single connecting rod.

Primarily induction is v'i.a the crank
case in the usual way, and it is controlled

by the right-hand piston. The gas trans-

fers at the bottom of the left-hand cylin-

der through a ring of ports in the wall,

and the burnt gases make their exit

through ports uncovered by the right-

hand piston. Only one --pirking plug is

used, and the impulse effect is identical

with that of a single-cylinder two-stroke
engine of the conventional tvne.

Technical Details.

A ball bearing of large diameter is em-
ployed in the connecting rod, this being
somewhat unusual. The crankshaft itself

is also mounted unconventionally, for the

shafts float in compression-tight glands,

the crank discs being carried on ball races

mounted on fi.xed flanges formed on the

base chamber walls.

In the case of the racing machines used
in the Grand Prix the carticular type
of Zenith carburetter employed had two
vaporising chambers, one for each

cylinder and a common float chamber.

Diagrammatic section ol the

Garelli engine, showing the

two pistons
mounted on a

. common gudgeon

^ pin and the single

n connecting rod.

Observe the com-
mon combustion

chamber.

Side and front views of the Garelli engine, showing the enclosed Mea-Garelli magneto and

,

the change speed gear.

Another interesting feature of the

machine is the arrangement of the ilea-

Garelli magneto, which is cylindrical in

shape and is carried in a housing, forming
an extension of the crank case. The use

of this type of magneto on a two-stroke

engine is to be commended, since the

ignition range is controllable by rotating

the magnets in relation to the armature,
and not merely by turning the contact

breaker cams ; by this method the full

efficiency of the magneto is obtained at

any degree of retardation. A similar

extension on the other side of the crank
case encloses the clutch and gears, giving
two speeds (4.8 and 8.5 to 1). The clutch
is of the metal disc type, consisting of
"" late steel and, bronze plates. This

The complete Garelli touring model motor cycle, which closely resembles the sports model

on which the 350 c.c. cfass in the Grand Prix was won, the chief alterations being in the handle-

bars and the special double vaporising chamber carburetter fitted.

c 8 ,

arraiigempnt allows the use of but a single

chain, which runs at low speed.

The Garelli is manufactured by La
Societa Anonima Moto Garelli, 287,

Casella Postale, Milan, Italy.

WELL-KNOWN MOTOR
CYCLIST IN FATAL AIR

CRASH.
WE regret to record, the accidental

death of Mr. P. J. Evans, of Bir-

mingham, when returning from the

Grand Prix by the aeroplane which crashed

last Sunday. Mr. Evans accompanied

The Motor' Cydv. staff to Strasbourg to ^
witness the motor cycle Grand Prix, and

stayed over to see the car races of last

Saturday and Sunday. The winner of

the first Junior Tourist Trophy in 1911,

"P. J.," as he was known to his friends,

keenly followed motor cycle racing, and

made a practice of presenting handsome
souvenirs to those who made fastest laps

in such events as the T.T. and Grand
Prix. When the present writer took leave

of him at the conclusion of the motor «

cycle event at Strasbourg he was shown

a silver cigarette case intended for the

rider who, made the fastest lap—Herbert

Hassall being the fortunate one.

The late Mr. Evans was well known as

a successful motor cycle agent in Birming-

ham, which city .— and the pastime

generally—loses one of the staunchest sup-

porters of the motor cycle movement. He
leaves a widow and family, to whom our

deepest sympathy is extended.
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A £100 SIDECAR OUTFIT.
Revised Dunelt Model.

AFTER seven months' hard work on
last year's standard model Dunelt,
we were thoroughly satisfied with

the performance of the big two-stroke for

all-round sidecar work, and consequently
it was of peculiar interest to ns to take over

.the new £100 model for a road test during
the past week. The only noticeable change

A new type of big end is fit-

ted lo the £100 Dunelt. The
connecting rod is. threaded

over the crankshaft ; the rol-

lers are inserted through a

groove and retained by rivet-

ed plates, the balance weights

being boiled to the crankshaft

after assembly.

NEW
ENGINE
DETAILS

Relieved sides

are a feature of

the latest type

of Dunelt
piston ; this

c c n s t r uction

leaves slipper

surfaces on the

thrust sides^

Externally the utility Dunek sidecar outfit differs iiltle from last year's model ; simplicity is

a great feature of this machine.

i'rom the earlier model is that interchange-

able wheels are.no longer fitted, though all

wheels are quickly detachable, and our
road experience showed that the latest

£100 model is an improvement rather than
otherwise on the t\'pe which we possessed.

In the power unit, the only material
alteration is that the split roller big end
has been discarded in favour of a single

row race threaded over the solid crank-
shaft, the balance weights being attached
after the big end unit has been assembled.
In addition to this the piston has been
modified to some extent, the sides being
relieved for practically the full length of

the working piston, leaving a kind of

slipper upon the working surfaces only.

The extreme simplicity of this big two-
stroke outfit is e.xactly what is required
by the comparative novice, and there is

little that can possibly go w-rong. The
85x88 mm. two-stroke engine with its

double diameter piston shows no signs of

overheating under normal use, and the

machine is extremely comfortable to ride.

Long wheelbase and special design of fork

minimise road shocks to a great degree

;

comfort also is a feature of the sidecar,

which has a long and roomy body with a

large locker at the rear capable of contain-
ing a two-gallon can of petrol in addition

to quite a reasonable amount of luggage.

UNCERTAINTY REGARDING THE ANGLO-DUTGH TRIAL.

AT the moment of going to press we
are advised by the A.C.U. that

the Competitions Committee has
abandoned the Anglo-Dutch Trial, which
was scheduled to take place on the 29th
of this month. We understand that no
British team has been selected owing to

difficulties experienced by the A.C.U. in

obtaining regulations and details. Go-
incident with this intimation from the
governing body we have received the

following very definite programme from
Holland, as well as a complete team
nomination.
"On Friday^ the 28th of the month, at

6.15 in the morning, the English team
will arrive at the Hook of Holland,
there to be met by members of the or-

ganising committee and bv representati\'es

of the Rotterdam M.C.

" An hour and a half after arrival in

Holland the team will start away from
the Hook, via Jlonster and Loosduinen,
to arrive at The Hague at 8.30 for break-
fast. At 10 o'clock the party will leave
for Utrecht, passing through Leyden
and Woerden. After lunch at Utrecht a

start is to be made at 3 p.m., via Amers-
foort, Voorthuizen, and Jlillingen for

Deventer. where the night will be
passed. Having bad dinner, the compet-
ing machines will be examined and
number-plates will be issued.

" The trial will be a two-day run, start-

ing from Deventer on Saturday, July
29th. The distance, to be covered is 285
kilometres (173 miles), through Gelder-
land, Overysel, Friesland, and Drenthe,
finishing at Hengelo. On the second day
240 knis. (146 miles) will be covered, the

route leading through Overysel, Gelder-
land, Utrecht, to The Hague.
"After the trial the official dinner will

be held at either Schevenrngen or The
Hague.

" On the day following the trial (Mon-
day, July 31st) an outing has been planned
to the seaside resort of Noordwyk-aan-
Zee, where lunch will be taken. After a

farewell dinner at 5.30, the British team
will be escorted to the Hook for re-

embarkation.
From this it will be seen that arrange-

ments in Holland were in a fully ad-

vanced stage.

It is to be hoped that the Competitions
Committee of the A;C.U. will reconsider

its decision, as this annual trial has

always been most popular with 'motor

cyclists on both sides of the North Sea.

COLWYN BAY SPEED TRIALS.
FULL results of the Colwyn Bay speed

trials, a brief account of which ap-
peared in last week's issue of The

MotoF Cycley are now to hand.
275 c.c— 1, G. E. Tottey (249 New Imperial),

43-«^., silTer medal ; 2, A. W. Muirhead (249
D.O.T.), 46*/^s., bronze medal. Special novice
award: A. Clotton (249 New Imperial). Special
general award : G. E. Tottey (249 New Imperial).
276 TO 350 C.c—1, G. S. Boston (349 A.J.S.),

SeVss., gold medal; 2, J. Cooke (348 Edmund),
373/48.. silver medal; 3. C. H. Foster (348 New
Scale), 40%3., bronze medal. Special general
Rward : J. Cooke (348 Edmund). Special novice
award: A. W. Holmes (349 Rex-Acme).

2-»

351 TO 500 c-c— 1, G. F. Burns (492 Sunbeam),
36%s.. gold medal; 2, V. E. Horsman (490
Norton) , silver medal, and H. N. Gaskell ( 499
Triumph). 37-^'5S., bronze medal. Special general
award: H. N. Gaskell (499 Triumph). Special
novice award: O. Jessop (492 Sunbeam).
501 TO 750 C.C—1, V. Horsman (588 Norton).

352/sS., gold medal: 2, C. P. Wood (532 Scott),
37S/5S., silver medal. Special general award

:

E. L. Boston (532.5 Scott).

UNLIMITED c.c—1, R, T, Cawthorne (490
Norton). 35s., gold medal; 2, H. Langman (532
Scott), 361^5., silver medal; 3, V. Horsman {588
Norton), 362^s,, bronze medal. Special general
award: S. Ollerhead (494 Douglas). Special
novice award: O. Jessop (492 Sunbeam).

350 C.C. SIDECARS.— 1. G. S. Boston (349
A.J.S. Fc), 39%s., silver medal; 2. B. Houlding
(349 Matador-Bradshaw). 47s., bronze medal.

351 TO 600 C.C. SIDECARS.—1. R. T. Caivthorne
(490 Norton bc), 39'/,^s., sold medal; 2, V, Hors-
man (588 Norton sc), 42s., silver medal: 3, 8.

Ollerhead (494 Douglas sc). 43.s., bronze medal.
Special general awa rd : S. Ollerhead ( 494 Doug-
las sc).

UNLUllTED SIDECAR3.-1. G. S. Boston (349
A.J.S sc), 40%s., gold medal; 2, V. Horsman
(588 Norton sc,), 41s., silver medal: 3, C. P.
Wood (532 Scott sc.) and R. T. Cawthorne (490
Norton sc). 42^/^5. Special general award:
A. Tinkler (999 American X ec).
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SURPRISES IN SOUTH MIDLAND TRIAL.

entre Event Arranged by Luton and North London Clubs. Chiltern Rivals to the Cotswolds.

Then the competitors began to arrive.
" No. 1," C. Bourlet (498 Ariel) appeared
in the distance, drew slowly nearer,

wobbled into the ditch and failed; " No.
2," E. W. S. Howard (492 Sunbsam)
charged up to " the cannons '' at a great
speed and skidded to a standstill;

"No. 3," C. C. Labin (738 Martinsyde),
did not get so far as " No 2." The fourth
man, L. P. Walter (550 Triumph), made
a moderately clean ascent, and then there

was a further succession of variously
spectacular, glorious, and rank failures,

relieved only by the good climbs of T. S.

Sharratt (349 A.J.S.). and C. B. Smyth
(499 Sunbeam). W. F. S. Love (490 Nor-
ton) also reached the summit non-stop, but
with feet dangling all the way.- F. G. S.

Babb (348 .i.J.S.) leapt off the road,

machine and all, with such velocity that
^hitherto unperturbed spectators scurried

to the woods for safety.

E. Pugh (499 Triumph) and L. Welch
(O.K.) made respectively good and moder-
ate climbs, non-stop in each case; and
H. H. Robinson succeeded in footing his

Wooller over the worst portion, a meri-

torious /eat of physical endurance repeated
later by M. Pearson (550 Triumph).
After an arrow-like flight up the

steepest patch, R. Worsley (Scott-

Squirre!^ attempted either to change gear

or to slip his clutch, and he, too, joined

the ranks of the fallen.

Lad? Does Well.

Just before the sidecars appeared on the
scene the only lady competitor in the
trial. Miss Bates (499 Triumph), toured
up, without a sigii tff wavering or anxiety.

After making a faultless climb of the steepest stretch of Alms, H. H. Saddington (662 c;

James sidecar) came to a stop with wheel-slip near the summit.

IT has generally been considered impos-

sible to plan out a trials course within
easy reach of London that would spoil

the clean sheets of 90 per cent, of thos*

who attempted to traverse it non-stop.

On Saturday, however, the South Mid-
land Centre event proved that it could be
done, and—what is even more important

—

without introducing any great element of

freakishness.

It may be that many of the hill failures

or semi-failures were due to a preponder-

ance of genuine private owners in the

entry list, coupled with the fact that the

Home Counties' enthusiast does not have
the same opportunities of perfecting his

mountaineering as, say, his North coun-

try brother of the throttle lever.

Nevertheless, the South Midland Trial,

organised for the Centre by the Luton
and South Beds, and North London clubs,

could in point of difficulty be compared
favourably with most Devonshire, Derby-
shire or Yorkshire scrambles. Further-
more, the 68 competitors took what came
their way in a thoroughly sporting spirit

;

forty-eight of them finished and only

ten claimed non-stops.

" New " HiUs.
Included for the first time in an im-

portant trial, Alms Hill, Henley, was re-

sponsible for many of the failures, but

one or two new discoveries in the neigh-

bourhood of Princes Risborough ran it

very close. Main roads were as in-

frequent as real colonial going was com-
mon.

Bradgers Hill, within a mile from the

start at Luton, was hardly worthy of

observation, but an extremely sticky

descent a little further on caused much
wobbling among the soloists, and one side-

car, F. H. L. Walker's Zenith-Bradshaw,
turned over.

A grass track, fairly dry, near Houghton
Regis, was responsible for further un-

C 10

easiness, and this time E. W. S. Howard
(492 Sunbeam) came off, luck more than
skill keeping several others upright.
The Henley terror, with its maximum

grade of 1 in 3 and its upper surface of

wet leaves, was, however, the first real

point of interest. At a casual glance it

appeared to be in excellent condition, an
opinion that was confirmed by The Motor
Cycle representative when he successfully

attempted the ascent himself.

One ot the best ascents of Alms' Hill was made by the only lady competitor in the trial

Miss Bates (499 c.c. Triumph).

14-20
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Surprises in South Dlidland Trial.

—

what was now a- positive avenue of

blalionary machines awaiting outside

assistance. Her's was a faultless climb.

It was mainly a matter of wheel-grip
with the sidecars, and since nohody ap-

peared to have thought of chains it was
not surprising that there were six failures

before F. D. Chapman (993 Matchless sc).

helped by his passenger on the carrier,

was successful. G. D. Johnston (550
Triumph sc.) got creditably far up befoie
he, too, had to vault off and run along-
side, and G.. Haines (633 Norton sc.)

-further upheld the reputation of the big
single by fully equalling Chapman's per-

formance. The only other non-stnp pas-

senger ascents were made by S. Hall on
a Morgan and an unnamed late entrant.

Unnecessary Mud-ploughing.
Hills came thick and fast after the High

Wycombe lunch stop. Crowell, a weird,
and wonderful two-level track up the Chil-

terns, terminating in a slough of mud
quite impossible for a sidecar, was climbed
by fully half the entry before it was dis-

covered thafit iiad been officially cut out
of the route the night before.

One or two enterprising riders found
that a detour through the woods avoided
the quagmire at the summit, but the

majority of the soloists ploughed bravely
through the mud with waving legs and
staring eyes. During the half-hour we
wasted watching the debacle quite the

best show was made by R. Pugh (499

Triumph).
Less than five miles further on, Wain

Hill proved less freakish, but still a very

severe test. Had its half-grass-grown

surface been wet probably nobody would
have reached the summit. Additionally,

it possesses a very acute left-hand hair-

pin bend and is long enough and steep

enough to demand the very best that en-

gine and man can give. T. S. Sharraic

(349 A.J.S.), C. C. Labin (738 Martin-

Only a mile or so from the start, Bradger's Hill was climbed easily by all. H. Reyre (493 c.c.

Ariel) coming up in second gear.

syde). H. Revre (498 Ariel), C. B. Smyth
(499 Sunbeam), F. Roberts (598 Indian),

W. F. S. Love (490 Norton), F. G. S.

Babb (349 A.J.S.). F. C. W. Bennett (292

O.K.), R. Burley (499 Sunbeam), E. F.

Shuldon (348 Raleigh), R. Pugh (499

Triumph). L. Welch (292 O.K.), H. H.
Robinson (348 Wooler), A. Milward (?48

Wooler), F. F. Hickman (550 Triumph),
H. Milligan (349 A.J.S.). and M. Pearson

(550 Triumph) were among the best of the

"

soloists, but in view of his small engine

and high gear, A, Mockett on an Enfield

two-stroke deserves special' mention.

W. E, S. Love (490 c.c. Norton) splashing through a shallow watersplash in the morning's run.

Miss Bates, who had been doing so well

on a four-valve Triumph, ran into the
bank and dislocated her knee—not badly,
for she carried on. W. Hardman (993

Matchless sc.) made the least flurried and
therefore most imposing sidecar climb,

but an un-named Norton rider assisted by
a very plucky lady passenger was
certainly faster. W. Ridley (1092 New
Hudson three-wheeler) also made an ex-

cellent ascent.

For half an hour or so there was a lull

in the difficulties of the route; then came
Gadsden, a path through a wood near
Whyteleafe and rumoured to be as steep as
Alms. It was not quite ; but six hours
sunshine was solely responsible for pre-

venting a repetition of the scene at

Henley, or worse. As it was, over thirty

lost no marks there, mainly the same
riders who had distinguished themselves
on Alms and Wain hills. H. E. K.
Sawtell (Moragn) and B. Bowker (T.B.)

were noted as best of the three-wheeler
drivers.

Nearer home Aldbury Hill attracted
many expectant spectators, but caused few
failures. In many ways it resembled
Gadsden," and in places it was sOi dark
under the trees that it was almost neces-

sary to light up to pick a safe path to the
top. N. B. Beigh (748 A.J.S.) failed, and
H. Willis (498 Ariel) and R. G. Hickman
(496 N.U.T.) footed. At Dunstable, which,

by the direct road, was only 5 miles to

the finish, the competitors were led a

merry dance through more by-lanes and
round further observed hairpins, and,

reaching Markyate, thought that the finish

was in sight. It was not, by any means,
aixl again it was only the unsporting sun-

shine which caused disappointment to the

crowd on Green Lane—a favourite of the

Lutonians, which, that morning, was
" quite unclimbable."

Provisionally, the Mid-Bucks M.C.C.

wins the Service Shield.

c 15
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BIG FIELDS AT BROOKLANDS.
349 c.c. Weatherell wins the 100 Mile All'comers' Handicap at Fourth B.M.C.R.C. Meeting

Machines in the 350 c.c. Class on their starting

on a 349 c.c. Weatherell

ALTHOUGH the weather was threaten-

ing at midday, it improved consider-

ably during the afternoon, and many
of the events in the fourth members' meet-

ing of the British Motor Cycle Racing
Club on Saturday last were run off in bril-

liant sunshine.

In spite of the fact that the first race

was the keenly contested 100 mile handi-

cap event for the Mellano Cup, public in-

terest was not what might have been ex-

pected, and the nimiber of spectators at

the fork was comparatively small.

In the great event of the day, the 100
mile handicap, the experiment was tried of

handicapping on distance instead of by
time as is the usual practice. Signals for

startins: were given by maroons, but the
competitors took the actual starting signal

from marshalls who were stationed at each
starting line. The scheme appeared to

work quite satisfactorily.

Fifty-four entries were received, and
forty-two started.

Stiff Pace in 100 Mile Race
From the very beginning a stiil pace was

set, the effects of which began to be felt

after the first half-dozen laps by one or
two of the less fortnnate competitors.
C4. L. Thompson (349 Weatherell) came
into his depot with his magneto swinging
loose on the end of the control cable,
whilst another Weatherell, ridden bv
A. W. Hemmings, was delayed with a
loose driving chain. Great disappointment
was felt when it was noticed that E. B.
Ware (1,086 Morgan-Jap) had retired
after only four laps with tyre trouble,
for his engine was running faultlessly.
and his time so far had been excellent.
A number of machines experienced plug

troubles. G. H. Tucker (588 Xorton) met
with bad luck, fracturing his Tower tank

c i6

line in the 100 mile handicap, won by R. Weatherell

fitted with a Blackbume engine.

tube after eight laps in the neighbourhood
of 60 ra.p.h.

Emerson's Tyre Trouble.

A. A. Swan had only completed three
laps on liis 249 c.c. New Imperial when
he was compelled to retire witli a'broken
inlet valve. F. Thorpe (349 O.E.C.-Black-
burne) retired after putting up a good fight

for seventeen laps, and J. L. Emerson
(494 Douglas) had his chaiices spoilt by
a burst back tyre. He entered his depot
smiling good-humouredly, with the cover
half off the rim, the tube hanging out and
the back wheel wobbling badly.

The result of the race was a decided win
for R. Weatherell (349 Weatherell), who
certainly deserved his success.

1. R. Weatherell (349 Weatherell).
2. F. A. Longman (349 A.J.S.>.
3. H.^Le Vack (349 New Imperial).

Winner's speed = 66.64 m.p.h.

A series of tlu-ee-lap races followed, the

first tor 5(X) c.c. solo machines, and some
close racing was witnessed, but finally G.
McWatters (497 Norton) took the lead

and held it, coming in an easy first in

the final lap.

1. G. MoWatters (497 Norton).
2. C. Volk (496 Douglas).
3. J, Bancs (348 D.E.C.-Blackburne)

.

Winner's speed = 72.15 m.p.h.

Another three-lap solo handicap followed
— 500 c.c. to 1,0()0 c.c.—and, as far as

speed counts, provided the greatest thrills

of the afternoon. Lt.-Col. H. N. Stewart
as usual rode his 994 c.c. Trump Anzani,
which did so well in the recent Yorkshire
Speed Trials at Saltburn, whilst 0. M.
Baldwin, with bis 994 c.c. Matchless, and
V. E. Horsman (596 Norton) both looked

as though they meant business. H. Le
Vack and Kaye Don, mounted on 988 c.c.

Zenith-Japs, also made a formidable

pair, and J. A. Watson-Bourne (976

Brough-Superior) was not to be disre-

garded.
As it happened, the latter had it all his

own way over the first lap, although

Victor Horsman was not far behind, and
0. M. Baldwin's speed was surprising.

R. N. Stewart burnt his clutch out in the

second lap and had to retire, and Kaye
Don was obliged to give it up on account

of plug trouble in the same lap. The end
of the second lap saw Watson-Bourne still

leading, with Baldwin second, and Victor

Horsman third.

Tlie race resulted in a close finish

between :
—

1. O. M. Baldwin (994 Matchless).
2. V. E. Horsman (596 Norton).

Winner's speed = 86.43 m.p.h

Chairing R. Weatherell, the winner of the 100 mile giant handicap, who rode a machine ot

his own make at a speed of 66'64 m.p.h
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A. G. Smith, winner of the private owners' handicap on a 490 c.c.

Norton and sidecar.

O. M. Baldwin, winner of 500 c.c.— 1 OOO c.c. 3-lap solo handicap

on a 994 c.c. Matchless.

A three lap handicap for sidecar

machines not exceeding 600 c.c. formed
the fourth event of the afternoon, and in

this McWatters again pulled off a first

place with his 497 c.c. Norton and side-

car. There were ten competitors. It was
an interesting race, A. G. Smith, the one-
legged rider, leading for the iirst lap on
a 490 c.c. Norton. ' He was followed by
G. McWatters (497 Norton sc), and Ef.

Searle (499 Sheffield - Henderson sc).

fiercely struggling for second place. Next
were C. Vo'lk (499 Douglas sc), V. E.

Horsman (596 Norton sc), S. M. Greening
(346 Francis-Barnett sc), and E. A.
Bridgman (497 Indian sc). J. Hill (499

Douglas sc.) met with misfortune in the
second lap, having to retire owing to his

exhaust pipe coming adrift.

The second lai3 saw McWatters leading,

followed as before by Searle, with A. G.
Smith (490 Norton sc.) third, and Victor
Horsman (596 Norton sc) a close fourth.
There was considerable excitement, for it

was obvious that a keen contest would
take place in the third lap between the
two leading machines. Unless something
unforeseen turned- up, it seemed evident
that 'none of the other riders could over-
take them.

Onlookers craned forward to see who
was leading, and at a distance it was
certainly difficult to tell. As the pair
neared the finishing line, however, there
was little doubt as to who was first.

McWatters roared past at. well over 65
ra.p.h. on his Norton, with Searle close
on his back wheel.

The results of the event were :
—

1. G. McWatters (490 Norton sc).
2. E. Searle (499 Sheffleld-Henderson sc).
3. A. G. Sipith (490 Norton sc).

Winner's speed ^61.45 m.p.h.

Big twin sidecar and three-wheelers
competed in the next race. E. B. Ware
(1,086 Morgan J. A.P.) was at scratch,
which lost him exactly one lap to the first

FOE reasons which require no explana-
tion, the Dublin and District Motor
Cycle Club was not able to issue

the list of awards in connection with
the open twenty-four hours reliability
trial held on June 23rd " and 24th,
until last week. The awards are as
follows :

Gold Medals,—P. H. Hurse (633 Norton), G
Bnggs (499 Triumph), P. A. Bell (749 James sc).

Twin carburetters with variaWe jets controlled
from the handle-bar and a special air-intake are
fitted to some of the Douglas racing machines.
Caused by the speed of the machine 4 balanced
air pressure is created on the petrol in the tank

and in the float chambers

man round, whilst H. Martin (1,074

Morgan Anzani) only got 27 seconds handi-
cap. 997 c.c. Indian sidecars were ridden
by D. H. Davidson, E. A. Bridgman, and
W. H. A. Turner, whilst another formid-
able trio, H. Le Vack, S. E. Longman,
and R. Charlesworth, were on big Zenith-

Japs. Two 975 c.c. Brough-Superior
outfits, ridden by J. D. Marvin and J. N.
P. Rowlaudsnn, were favourably handi-

capped, and from the first lap it was
obvious that the race belonged to them

;

no one else had a chance. Rowlandson
easily led every lap, closely followed by .

Marvin. Ware reached extraordinary
speeds with his Morgan, but without
avail.

1, J. N. p. Rowlandson (977 Brough-Superior

2. J.
3. C.

The

D. Marvin (977 Brough-Superior sc).
G. Pullin (746 Douglas sc).
Winner's speed = 67.10 m.p.h

last event of an interesting, and
successful meeting was a private owners'
handicap. McWatters and his all-con-

quering Norton met with a set-back this

time, retiring in the third lap with a flat

front tyre ; W. H. Sheraton "(490 Norton)
also gave it up during the third Ijip ; and
J. N. P. Rowlandson (977 Brough-
Superior sc.) came home with a broken
exhaust valve.

After three exciting laps, during which
many individual struggles took place, the

final lead was gained by A. G. Smith (480

Norton sc). The results of the race

were

:

1. A, G. Smith (490 Norton sc).
a. G. H. Williams (348 WeathereU sc).
3. R. G. Spikins (1,087 Salmson light car).

IRISH RELIABILITY TRIAL.
C. A. Murphy (550 Blackburne), Capt. Cooper
(8 G.N.), T. SlCTin (249 Humber), J. Healy (550
James sc), J. T. Cathcart (249 Velocette), J J
Kidney (550 Triumph), M. J. Doyle (293 New
Imperial), S. J. Redmond (998 Indian so.), E.
Murphy (550 Triumph), H. E. Bell (SOO James),
and G. V. B. Cooke (499 Sunbeam).

SiLVEB Medals.—T. E. Greene (494 Douglas)
C. S. Maguire (600 Humber) W. Fagan (596
Indian), J. Browne (494 Douglas), C. D. Maguire
(975 Matchless sc), J. A. Adair (557 B.S.A.),
anu F Holmes (976 Enfield sc).

Bbonze Medals.—J. D. Wallis, Junr. (557
B.S.A.), and G. Thomson (500 N.U.T.).
FlNISHEKS CEBTIFICATES WEEE AWARDED TO.

—

T Woods (S57 B.S.A.). J. A. Carville (557
B.S-A.), H. McGaixy (994 Ariel sc), Dr. Broderick
(211 Leris), and B. G. ITOlier (293 Hobart).

Special Awaeds.—Passenger Machine Prize ; J
Healy (550 James sc). Passenger Machine under
650 C.C. : J. Healy (550 James sc). Lightweight
Prize: M. J. Doyle (293 New Imperial). Hutchin-
son Prize (250 CO.): T Slevin (249 Velocette).

Te»m Prize: H. E. Bell (500 James), P. A. Bell

(749 James sc), and J. Healy (550 James ac).

c 17
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CLUB NEWS (continued X
from p. 103 J

Essex M.C.
In order to suit the convenience- of a number

of members who find it difficult to manage the
usual early start, the organfsers of the club meet-
ing at Bi'ooklands on Saturday, the 22nd inst.,

have arrarged for the first race to commence at

2.30 p.m. The entries for this event are good,

and a full military band will be in attendance.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Competitions stated to be of a " sunple and
amusing " nature will be a feature in the Rally

at' the Greswold Arms at Knowle on Saturday ac

3.30 p.m. A speed-judging paper chase will also

be included, starting at the George Hotel, Soli-

hull, at 2.15 p.m., and finishing in time to join

in the other sports. Entiies are free, and the
events are open to club members and theiv

friends.

Bradford M.G. and M.C.C.

Considerable public interest was displayed in

the handicap speed hill climb for the Dyson
Shield on Satiirday last, the 15th inst. There
were over GO entries in all, and 50 machines lined

up at the start at Tong, near Bradford, the dis-

tance of the course being one-third of a mile.

The results were:—
Solo.

1. W. H. Rhodes (998 Indian), gold medal.
2. H. Askham (490 Norton), silver medal.
3. R. Turner (494 Douglas), bronze medal.

Sidecars and Thrjlk-Wheelers.

1. J. Smith (490 Norton sc), gold medal.
2. R. Clay (490 Norton sc), silver medal.
3. T. Northwood (Jiorgan), bronze medal.
The Dyson Shield was won by J. Smith on a

490 c.c. Norton and sidecar, who was given 10
seconds and beat W. H. Rhodes (998 Indian) by
about 8 yards.

Cumberland County M.C.C.
A successfu' picnic, followed by a gymkhana,

was held at Moffat on the 9th inst. The weather,
although rot promising at the start, cleared later,

and did not interfere with the event, and thirteen
machines turned out lor the run.

North London M.C.C.
Members of the North-West Loudon M-C.C. are

joining in the annual tiill climb next Saturday,
the 22nd inst., at Kop Hill, in competition for

the challenge cup at present in the possession of

this club. The climb is due to start at 4.0 p.m..
there being 9 classes with two men from each
club in eaofe. class.

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C. and Bath M.C.C.
official resnlto of the inteSclub trial described-

on page 93 have just reached us; the highest
possible marks were 244—3 points per mile for 80
miles, plus 4 bonus points for clean ascents ol

East Dundry and Burledge Hills.

Solo Machines.
S. G. McWatters (490 Norton), 244, gold medal.
W. E, Le Brun (499 Rudge), 244, gold medal.
F. A. Simpson (346 Fraucis-Barnet), 242, silver

medal.
V. Courteney (499 Sunbeam), 223, bronze

medal.
3i. P. Jellyman (490 Norton), 222.

.
K. J. Woods (499 Wilkin), 201.

SlDEC.\RS.
G. H. Tucker (633 Norton sc.), 244, gold

medal.
H. C. Walters (994 Ariel sc), 244, gold medal.
F. G. Mann (998 Harley-Davidson sc), 222,

bronze meda .

•
, Light Cars,

A. R. Passey (G.N. light car), 244, gold medal.
The total of the winning Bristol team amounting

to 2,330 points, as compared with the 1,806 points
of the rival club, giving Bristol a margin of 524
points.
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Inverness and District M.C.

Leys Hill v/as selected for the club's first hill,

climb held on the 12th inat. There Vere sixteen
entries, and the competitors were divided into ,

three classes. The length of the climb was one

'

mile. Results:—
Unlimited Class.

1. K.. J. Mackintosh (490 Norton), Im. 25s.,,
who made fastest time.

2. G. Corsair (398 A.B.C.), Im. 29i/=3.

Under 350 c.o.

1. S. Maoqueen (348 G.E.I.) , Im. 33s.
2. J. Inglis (348 G.a.l.), Im. 48s.

2-STiiOKE Class.
1. W. T. Bullock (225 Royal Enfleld), 2m. 37s,

St. Albans and District M.C.C.

A detailed report of the hill climb held on
Thursday last, the 13th inst., at Newgate, is now
to hand, and results are given as follows:—

350 C.C. Class.

1. A. A. Swan (249 New Imperial) and A.
Godman (348 Cotton-Blackburne), 14y5S.

600 c.c. Class.
1. C. Dunham (490 Norton), lOiJs.
2. C. Gordon (499 o.h.v. Triumph), H%s.
3. A. C. Giiling (494 Douglas), 125.

1,000 c.c. Class.
1 A. C. Girling (494 Douglasi, lis.
2. C. Dunham (490 Norton) and C. Gordon

(49c) o.h,». Triumph), inJs.

4. D. M. Bordnass (490 Norton), 11=43.

600 c.c. Sidecar Class.
1. D. M. Bordnass (490 Norton so.), 16%s.
2. G. Gxjrdon (499 o.h.v. Triumph), 16=/5S,
The fastest time of the day was put up by C.

Dunham on a 490 c.c. Norton.

ELEVEN clubs entered teams for the

"John Bull" team trial which took

place on the 1st inst., organised by
the Scottish Western Motor Club. In all

there were sixteen teams competing, con-

sisting of four riders each, making a total

of sixty-four entrants. The event was won
after a close contest by the Falkirk and
District M.C., who all completed the 56-

mile course without a stop, and with a

total time error of only 109| seconds. De-
tails of the winning team are as follows :

—
W. Sinclair (490 Norton), time error 14|s.

;

A. Climie (349 A.J.S.), 33fs. ; Mrs. D.
Bell (799 A.J.S. sc), 44|s. ; A. Neilson

(750 A.J.S. sc), 17|s. Runners up, another
team of the same club, J. E. Chisholm
(498 Ariel), 30|s. ; A. Howie. (490 Norton),

A SCOTTISH TEAM TRIAL.
retired; P. Armstrong (799 A.J.S. sc),
G. L. Haniiah (799 A.J.S. sc) 7|s. All
except Howie completed non-stop runs.
The following competitors from various

clubs were also successful in completing
"non-stops":—R. Spence (499' Sunbeam),
A. Smith (499 Sunbeam), ,J. Cunningham
(976 Campion sc.),_G. Black (490 Norton),
A. L. Downie (498 Ariel), J. Alexander
(976 Sunbeam sc), A. Downie (750 A.J.S.),
R. Stanfleld (481 Scott), H. Nelson (499

Rudge sc), U. Hope Wilson (350 Ed-
mund R. and S.), R. M. Cowan (496 Slartin-

syde), J. Barr (750 A.J.S. sc), Nos. 85, 61,

and 12 of the first Clackmannan team, B.
Gold (346 Francis Barnet), J. Caldor (799

A.J.S. sc), P. Nicholson (550 Triumph),
C. C. Taylor (749 James sc), H. E. Hor-

wood (498 Ariel), R. N. Lockbead (498
Ariel), J. Stewart (633 Norton), J. N.
Philips (499 Sunbeam), R. M. Wilson (349
A.J.S.), A. J, C. Lindsay (499 Triumph),
W. Romanel (398 A.B.C.), J. Martin (633
Norton), J. Bennie (654 Rover).

Several of the sidecar entrants were dis-

qualified by their passengers being out of

their seats ; the majority of the failures

were recorded at Amulr'ee.

Other clubs competing, apart from the
one already mentioned, included Edin- =

burgh and District M.C. (three teams),

Scottish Western M.C. (two teams), Clack-
mannan M.C.C. (two teams), Kilmarnock
M.C.C., Elgin and District M.C.C, Glas-

gow M.C.C, West Fyfe M.C, Perth M.C
(tM'O teams), and East Lothian M.C.

Competitors in last week's 350 c.c. Granrf Prix, Tlie leading machine, an Alcyon, is followed by the three Garellis which fini-„hed first, second and third,

c i8 , .
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanfed by a l^d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the AutomobDe Association and Motor L'nion, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desirirtg routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Ser\'ice Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a iM. stamp) and will be dealt
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

FUELS: NEAT AND MIXED.

(1) What adjustments are neces-

sary to the B.S.A. variable jet

carburetter to run on pure benzole
and on half-and-half benzole and
petrol? (2) Which fuel would be

most suitable, and is there much advan-
tage over petrol? (3) Is benzole more
or less likely to catch fire than petrol ';—
G.B.

(1) The variations of your jet are a matter
for experiment. The greater the propor-

tion of benzole the more you sliould be able

to cut down the jet size. (2) Probably the

best all-round results are obtained from a
half-and-half mixture. The use of benzole

. eliminates knocking and gives smoother
running, with improved mileage and

- power. (5) Petrol is slightly the more in-

flammable, but from a practical point of

view tTiere is no difference.

CONTACT BREAKER ADJUSTMENT.
In overhauling my 350 c.c.

Douglas I find that the contact

points open twice as much on one
compression stroke as on • the

other; is this u.sual? The engine

all right at speed on both

cylinders, but when running verj- slowly

in neutral, one misfires.—F.C.

It is not uncommon to find a slight varia-

tion in the contact gap in twin cylinder

magnetos. The usual cure is to pack up
one contact cam with a strip of metal foil

or paper, between the cam and the case,

when the two are m«de separately. After '

• carrying out this operation carefully check
the timing and see that both cylinders are

timed exactly alike. The faulty slow run-
ning is more likely to be due to air leaks,

probably through .a slack inlet valve guide,

than to the contact breaker adjustment.

CRANK-CASE HEATING.
New rollers, retainers, and

Q crank-shaft iu the big end have
> been fitted to my 1917 Indian.

Also the cylinders have been re-

ground and new pistons and rings
Compression is ^ood ; valves and

ignition are correct, yet when I have
gone about ten miles at about thirty
miles an hour the crank-case is so hot
that I can only just touch it. (1) Can
you tell me the reason for this and how
to cure it? (2) Engine will not run

fires

fitted.

important Bates.

Sun., July 23r(l—Belgian Gr n rix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon., Jul 'Cth

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.
Sat., July 29th, North-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

^ Sat., July 29th — Scottish Speed
Championships

.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-
t>ers* Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Races in
Phoenix Park, Dublin.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th

—

A.C.U. Six Days Trials.
Sat., Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.
Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

smoothly under 15 m.p.h. on top gear,

but seems to run free and then jerk
badl}-. I have also a 1916 renovated
Triumph. Everything is in good order,

and valves and magneto are timed per
makers' instructions. Piston rings and
compression are good, but the crank-case
gets hot ju.=t the same as the Indian.

—

«.C.
There is no harm in the crank-case of your
engines becoming hot provided the

machines run satisfactorily. It is most
probable that extra heat is caused by the
new rings and pistons being rather tight ;

this will cause the oil to get hotter, but
as the crank-case is an excellent radiator,

it should do no harm.

COMPRESSION RATIO.
What is the relational area of

^Tl " compression ratio," in proportion

^ to the area of the working
-iJ cylinder? What relationship

would you consider best in a first-

class make of cylinder? By compression
ratio am I to understand the relation-

ship between the space where the gas is

compressed between the piston and
cylinder end when piston is at its full

inward or compression stroke, and the

area the gas occupies when piston is at

its full outward stroke?—M.C.
The first part of your query is not very
clear, but we imagine that you wish to
know the proportion of the compression
space to the swept volume ; this usually is

about one-third, which would give a com-
pression ratio of four to one. There is

no hard and fast rule for compression
ratios which vary with engines of different

designs. The normal side-by-side valve
touring engine usually has a compression
ratio slightly below four to one.

SCOTT CARBURATION.
New pistons and cylinders have

been fitted to my Scott, and the

machine has done about 300 miles

stiine. Everything was clean

when reassembled. Timing of

magneto is correct, as advised by the

makers, and the oiling and cooling are

in order, yet overheating occurs. (1.)

Can the carburetter be the cause in

any way? It is a Binks 3-jet, and
when the machine is moving up to 20
m.p.h. or just over, the throttle barrel

is still at the bottom of the main in-

take; should this be so? (2.) What is

likely to prove the best arrangement
of jet sizes for solo riding, as at pre-

sent I am only getting about SO miles

to gallon, and machine is very sluggish in

starting? (3) Which are the most suit-

able plugs ; I used to have Reliance, but
understand they are not,to be obtained

now? (4.) What would be the effect on

the engine if the rubber rings in the

cylinder base were imperfect, as upon
taking cylinders off once I found these

practicall.y melted away?—L.D.

(1.) The adjustment of the carburetter is

probably incorrect, and you should write
,

to the makers for ah instruction booklet.

(2.) Jets numbered 00, 2 and ? generally

give the best results
;

you should get

about 55 m.p.g. riding solo. (3.) Reliant^;:

plugs are now very seldom seen, but you
should have had good results with most

standard single and three-point plugs

under ordinary touring conditions. (4.)

If the cylinder base rubber rings are

damaged, the engine will not run regu-

larly, as there will be serious compression

leakages between the combustion chamboi
and the crank case, via the annular pas-

sage in the engine base below the cylindi-r

flange.
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READER'S REPLY.
SIDECAR ON SOLO LIGHTWEIGHT.
I would like to ask " H. S." how he

keeps his engine cool enough to climb hills

in second gear, or whether he has to wait
until his engine cools before attempting a
climb.

I have a 350 c.c. three-speed Douglas
in perfect condition, and my speedometer
does not register 5,000 miles yet. I should
like to attach a light sidecar, but find

that after a run of five or six miles with
a pillion passenger I cannot do anything
on any fair gradient unless I resort to low-

gear, for the reason that my engine gets
hot and loses power. I don't doubt the
machine will . take a sidecar if only I

could keep it reasonably cool.

L. W. White.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
tte-aders' replies to questions published •

under this heading should be addressed
t/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.OA, when they will be joricarded
direct to the qverists concerned.

" W. P. J." (Liverpool).—293 c.c. single
speed Connauglit : fuel consumption, speed,
general wear.

,

" O. B.". (Beckenham).—29 x 3^ in. tyres
on heavy weight outfits, especially Bates
and Goodyear.

"S. H. G." (East Ham).—654 c.c.
Quadrant, solo and sidecai'.

"J. S." tBrockley).—F.E.W. valVe
attachment on 749 c.c. A.J.S. and side-
car r easy starting and fitting

; prevention
of leaks iii valve guides.
"0 W." (Carnarvonshire).—499 c.c.

Abingdon Kiug-Dick engine in Coventry
Eagle.

"E. N. D." (Stortford).—Weatherell
automatic lubrication on 550 c.c. Triumph
"H. G." (Beaconsfield).—349 c.c. A.J.S.

standard sports model.
" W. S. C. S." (Perth).—748 c.c. F.N.

and sidecar.

"T. C. B." (Ryde).-349 c.c. A.J.S.
sports model: tuning, m.p.h., m.p.g. suit-
able jet sizes.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Birkenhead io Purley.—H.C.
Birkenhead, Chester, Bro.xton, Whit-

church, Galley, Brownhills, New Oscott,,
Castle Bromwich, Stonebridge, Kenil-
worth, Leamington, Bishops Tachbrook,
Gaydon, Warmington, Banbury, Oxford,
Littlemore, Nuneham Courtenay, Dor-
chester, Shillingford, Nettlebed, 'Henley,
Maidenhead, Salthill, Eton, Windsor,
Staines, Sunbury, Kingston, Norbiton
Church, New Jlalden, Cheam, Sutton,
Carshalton, Purley. Approximately 221A
miles.

Birmingham to Gonsett.—P.B.
Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Bassetts

Pole, Tamworth, Nomansheath, Meas-
ham, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Nottingham,
Mansfield, Worksop, Tickhill, Doncaster'
Ferrybridge, Aberford, Wetherby, Har-
rogate, Ripley, Ripon, Leeming, Cat-
terick, Scotch Corner, Barton, Staple-
ford, Darlington, Ferryhill, Durham,
Lanchester, Leadgate, Consett. Approxi-
mately 242J- miles.

C 22

Improved Belt Adjuster.

The patentees of Forbes belt adjuster
have recently brought out an improved
model which should find favour with
motor cyclists. The wearing parts of

ths adjuster have been case-hardened to

provide greater strength.

Spare Parts Reduced.

Since the war F.N. spare parts have
been- increased . 150 per, cent, in price,

but their cost has now been reduced to
75 per cent, above " pre-war prices. The
same reduction applies in the case of
complete, niachines : the 748 c.c. four-

cylinder' being iiow £125, 'with sidecar

£160, or £153 without hood and screen.

A eonsisteiat Trialis Rider.

A rider who _ is distinguishing himself
by steady driving- in - the big trials

'

is

P. L. Mayo (the CoVefttry Eagle ex-

ponent). He is' the leading figure on tlie

illustration "which appeared at the top of

page 73 in our last issue.

High Finish and low Price.

Circumstances have permitted a con-
siderable reduction in the price of the

.

496 c.c. 3-speed Lea Francis motor cycle

and the price of this model has been fixed

at £90, a truly wonderful value for such
a highly finished macliine. It will be
remembered that the M.A.G. 496 c.c. en-
gine is employed with totally enclosed
front and rear chains, foot boards, toe

shields, and admirable mudguarding.

A Good Record.

To be the winner of every class for solo

machines up to 250 c.c. at any speed
trials is not a record to be easily beaten.
Besides various other successes this was
achieved by F. Reynard, of Long Street,

Easingwold, on a 249 c.c. Monopole-Jap
at Saltburn.

An Error Remedied.

Some time ago a little trouble with
sticking contact breaker rollers was ex-

perienced in C.A.V. magnetos, manufac-
tured by C. A. Vandervell and Co.., Ltd.,
of Acton, London, owing to an error
having crept into the manufacture. This
error was corrected as soon as discovered,
and no trouble has been met with since,

as was te.stified by the recent T.T. races.

Any riders experiencing the trouble re-

ferred to above are invited to communicate
with the makers.

Reduction in Prices.

As from July 1st the prices of Martin-
syde motor cycles, manufactured by the
firm of Martinsyde, Ltd., Maybury Hill,

Woking, have been reduced as follows :

496 c.c. "sports" solo, £98; 678 c.c.

machines—"sports" solo, £110; standard
sidecar model, £150; "sports" sidecar
model, £145; "sports" . solo with
"sports" sidecar, £135; solo off stan-

dard sidecar model, £120 ; delivery out-

fit, £150.

JULY 20th, ig22.

Something for Nothing.

A sample tin of H.M. grade Glial-

lenge motor cycle oil will be sent to any
prospective customer on application to

the Challenge Oil Co., Ltd., Howard
Works, Stoke Newington, London, N.16.

A Useful Handbook.
Owners of Bradbury motor cycles will

appreciate the latest handbook containing
instructions and hints on driving, adjust-

ing, and maintaining these machines,
which are manufactured by Bradbury and
Co., Ltd., Wellington Works, Oldham.

Current Prices.

Some confusion has recently occurred
the price of two machines which are in tl3
public eye at the present time, the 350 c.c.

Raleigh and the newly revived 925 c.c.

Clyno sidecar outfit. The former is listed

at £68 (two-speed model) and the latter

ij 158 guineas.

The Roadmaker.
An interesting booklet, comprising about •

forty pages of instructive reading matter
and a number of illustrations, is being

.

published under the title of " The Rqad
Maker," on behalf of the British Rein-

forced Concrete Engineering Co.. Ltd.y'

whose head offices are situated at

1, Dickinson Street, Manchester, and with
works at Trafford Park, Manchester.

Details at a Glance.

The firm of R. Weatherell and Co..

Ltd., The Terrace, High Road, Kilburn,

N.W. , manufacturers of the 349 c.c.

Weatherell motor cycle, have adopted the

novel and very useful idea of embodying
in one blue print every individual com-
ponent of the machine, thus enabling all

details to be seen clearly at a glance.

Found on the Boad.

On July 9th, near Carnforth, a car-
|

buretter float charnber cap, by Mr. W. H.
Glover, 47, St. Mark's Road, Preston,
Lanes.
On July 10th, between Etchingham and

Burwash, by Mr. W. J. H. Bassett, 145,

High Street, Sevenoaks, a licence holder,

containing a licence card for an Enfield '

sidecar, issued by the East Sussex -

Licensing Committee on January 5th.

Lightweight Success.

At the Redditch and Kidderminster
M.C.C. joint open speed trials on the 10th

inst., the 249 c.c. O.K. junior, manufac-
tured by Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.,

Hall Green Works, Birmingham, gained
first place in the 250 c.c. and 350 c.c.

classes, second fastest time with a 350 c.c.

machine in 600 c.c. class, and second prize

for the two-stroke class, machines up to

350 c.c, was gained with a 292 c.c. O.K.
Junior. At Brooklands on July 8th thi.s

machine finished third in the 350 c.c.

scratch race.

Lubrication Specialities.

Satisfactory lubrication, whether of

engines, wheel bearings, or driving chains,

is always an essentially important factor.

Special .attention has been paid to these

requirements by the County Chemical Co.,

Ltd., of Bradford Street, Birmingham,
who supply " Chemico " chain lubricants.
" Vasol " is prepared for use in bearings.

Both contain graphite.
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Millford Sidecars have been

famous for quality and
comfort.

A Millford Sidecar costs from
£-2T.. You knowr what your
favourite solo machine costs.

Add the two and see what you
save compared with, the price

of a Combination.

There are 8 models for 1922.

Write for Folder B,
MILLS-FULFORD, LTD., COVENTRY.

The Original Sidecar Makers.

kstablished 1899.

J

Millfo
NeR

Jm MOTORING
-A-CAR

MOTORING ON TWO WHEELS ^n
The Ner-a-Car takes you anywhere without

effort, mess or fuss, and brings you back safely,

comfortably, "cleanly," quickly. Most men and
women need this essential travel help.

The Doctor needs the Ner-a-
Car ; so does the housewife
when shopping or visiting.

The Estate Agent or other
professional men need the
Ner-a-Car every time they
go out on business.

The Ner-a-Car does not skid. Is

absolutely clean to drive, starts

like a car, travels smoothly like a
car, and climbs hills easily. Does
80 miles to the gallon—cheaper
than 'bus, train or tram.

Write for the Ner-a-Car Catalogue. Learn how the Ner-a-Car gives »afe riding
in traffic or on greasy roads. See how equally suitable it is for man or woman.

INTER-CONTINENTAL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
20. CONDUIT STREET, LONDON, W.l.
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cycles and 3-wheelers are the

special care of the C.W.S.
Motor Cycle Works, Tyseley,

Birmingham. During this

season the motor bicycles have

Woon hill-climbs and touring

tests with ease, because they

are a high-class engmeering
proposition.

Fee the specification of the
" Federation " Motor Bicycle,

with its J.A.P. engine and
modern <lesign.

// yoa are inicealed in the firm that makes the

Federation" Motor Ci/c/e, wri'e to C.IV.S.
Publicity Dept., Balloon Street, Manchester, for a
copy oj "

'J he Growth of the C,W S."

For Kilo & Racing: Order 100 to Circle

THE INDICATOR WITH UN-
LIMITED SPEnD READINQ,

THE BONNIKSEN ISOCHRONOUS
has long convinced the Scientific Rider
of its unrivalled properties, viz.:

—

It tells the truth at all speeds. Its

hands are not confined to one turn on
the dial; at 60 m.p.h. the hand will

?how TO i.e. 50 plus 10.

5 Accurate because its "controlling

\ mechanism " is same as in a watch
No hand oscillation because the tndi-

rating hand is lacked while reading.
Motor Cycle Type. Car a- Cycle Car Type.
Trip. Non-lrip. Tri]i. Non trip.

£5 5 £4 15 £7 £6 10
instruments are returttable at any time

against cash less 10/- per month.
Apply to J. E. BONNIKSEN,

165 Tachbrook Rd-, Leamington, knglaua
(Son of Inventor), practical woiker upon this in-

strument since 1912, excejJt for Service in the

R. A.F. as Mechanic, Pilot and Squadron Com-
mander.

REPAIRS, CONVERSIONS, Etc., proiiiotly and carefnlly attended to.

DASH BOARD FITTINGS. CLOCKS. WATiHES.HUB DISTANCE RECORDERS.
Customers' furtlier wants attended to on agreed connnission.

Bankers: London Joint City and Midland Bank, Ltd., Leamington Spa.

L-ALL & LECKIE
MOTOR SADDLES.

All Sizes,

25/- to 50/

Dept. XI.

JOHN LECKIE & CO., LIMITED, WALSALL.
London Showrooms - - • - - 84, Fore Street, E.C.2.
When ordering saddles, please give make and year of machine.

Easily Portable.

Compact & Light

We also supply " Wearprufe
carry-all cases, knives, forks,
spoons, complete canteens, fold-
ing buckets, wash basins and
the loi little details incidental
to comfortable camping.
Write for lllustritcd Catalogue.

The T.O.M. Co. Ltd.
6, Princes Street, Hanover Square,

London, W.l.
Telephone: Mayfair ly^o.

All our tents have these
leatures. Adequate head
"room. Flies, when extended,
act as weather breaks, and a
fire can be lit between them
for warmth or drying. Back
of tent designed to deflect

warmth down into tent.

Can be erected in one minute
by one person in any weather.

" 2 IN THE SHADE " (patent applied for).

An ideal motor cyclist's tent for two adults.

7' X 7' X 7' closed, 7' A 1 1' 6" X 7' open
(rectangular in plan).

Price £6 6s. complete with poles, pegs
and sewn in waterproof ground sheet.

Carriage paid in the United Kingdom.

LIGHT CAR TENT (patent applied for).

Accoranlodates three people comfortably,
and packs easily on to the running board
of a light car. Same design as above,
but larger and higher.

7'x g'x 8' 6" closed, ii' 6">: 9'x 8' 6" open.
Price £7 7s. coniplete with pegs, pole and
sewn in ground sheet. Carriage paid in

the United Kingdom.

22 h.p. solo 12/6
2 to 6 h.p. s. car. . 16/6
DOUGLAS, 21 h.p.. 15/6
B.S.A.. 4ih.p 15/6
ENFIELD 2J h.p. .. 21/-

ENFIELD,6to8h.p. 24/-

Pair. From your Agent.

Banish wrist
ache by fitting

Terry's
Patent Spring Links.
Handlebar vibration is absorbed
by the springs, and no longer need
you suffer the agony of wrist ache.
Why not write for Lists? Learn
all about this fitment.

Hertert Terry & Sons,

Manufacturers,

REDDITCH, Eng.

Est. 1855.

The
Sidecar

Motor
Cycle

Full particulars on request

from^ .

The
CI y n o Engineering

Spare Fart Stockists & Service Agents : Co., Wolverhampton
KAYS, 8, Bond Street, Ealing, 'Phone: 992.

'Phone: Ealing 1827. W.5. 'Grams: Clyno, Wolverhampton^

b2 6 In answering these advertisements it ts desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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as used in the

I.O.M. T.T.RACES

For the SpZLdman
Ride without
This Screen is neat, smart
and sale. It provides

protection from Bitiug

Winds—Cutting Rain

—

Dust or Flying Stones,

and wUl fit any maciiine.

Obtainable from all Motor
Cy le Agents, or it will be
seat Carriage paid.

PRICE COMPLETE
£1:1:0

EASTING
WINDSCREENS

Safety First For

COMFORT,
PROTECTION

end

SAFETY
are unequalled. When
planning your holidays
assure your passenger's
welfare and comfort,
Rmember Easting Wind-
screens for s.ifcty.

ROYAL - £5
STANDARD £3 18
BABY - - £3

Write for latest list.

EASTING WINDSCREENS, Ltd.,

13?, SteelhoQse Lane, BIRMINGHAM.

& 34, Finsbnry Square, London, E.C

For restoring rouRbened
and scratched Celluloid
Windscreens to their crisr
nal condition

Easily applied and
effective in use. From
al) Agents or post free,

price 3/6 per bottle.

REPAIRS.
New Celluloid can be
fitted and returned in ihree

Hays. Roy^land Slandird,

20/-, B by 16/-. When
Fending Screens remove all

fitting':.

WARNING.
Do iwi get your Screen

repaired by tlie jobber.

Our repairs are done by

experts and guaranteed

t%'CLUB
^•teAiLli^YSlJ"!

SILICO ENAMEL GO. STRATFORD, LONDON

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cvcle.' b29
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DEFERRED PAYMENTS OVER 18 MONTHS
4% for 12 Months, 6% for 18 Months.

SOLOS.

A.J.S., 2f h.p., Sports
ALLON, 2| h,p.. 2-speed
ARIEL, 3i h.p., 3-speed
B.S.A., 4i h.p., all-chain

CALTHORPE, zi h.p
CALTHORPE, ai h.p., 2-speed
CALTHORPE, j"\.P., 2} h.p
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., all on
DOUGLAS, 3i h.p., O.H.V
DUNELT, 4 h.p., 3-speed
HUMBER, 4i h.p.. Sports
LEVIS, 2i h.p
LEVIS G., clutch and K.S.
MASSEY-ARRAN, 23 h.p
MATCHLESS, J., 8 h.p
NEVV IMPERIAL, 2J h.p
NEW IMPERIAL, 350 c.c

NORTON, 3i h.p., 16H
O.K., 2jh.p
O.K., 2-speed
O.K., 2-speed, clutch and K.S
RUDGE, 3}h.p., I.O.M
SCOTT, 3j h.p
SHEFFIELD HENDERSON, O.H.V.
SUNBEAM, 3* h.p

£85
£60
£87
£110
£36
£45
£65
£75

£130
£86 2

£100
£48
£68
£72 10
£130
£73
£84

£115
£39 18
£55 13
£60 18
£77
£105
£110
£126

TRIUMPH, 4hp
TRIUMPH, aU-chain
ZENITH-BRADSHAW
ZENITH, 5 h.p., Sports

COMBINATIONS.
A.J.S., 7 h.p

ARIEL, 7 h.p
B.S.A., 4i h.p., all chain

B.S.A., 7 h.p
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p
DUNELT, 4 h.p., spare wheel
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p
ENFIELD, 8 h.p
HUMBER, 4ih.p
MATCHLESS, Sports
MATCHLESS, Special Touring . . . .

MATCHLESS, H2
MATCHLESS, H2, 2 seater

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p
NORTON, Big Four
O.K., 3 h.p.

P. & M., 4i h._p., 4-speed
SCOTT, 3} h.p
SUNBEAM, 4j h.p.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p -•

£105
£115
£113
£110

£175
£160
£142
£164
£135
£113
£185
£140
£140
£160
£150
£170
£175
£145
£153
£96 10
£130
£140 e
£175
£140

BROUGH-SUPERIOR. The Sporting Rider's

Ideal.

MARK I., 8 h.p £150
MARK I., Combination £180
MARK II., 6.3 h.p £125
MARK II., 6.5 h.p. Combination . . £150

LIGHT CARS.

MORGANS.
We speciahse in these wonderful Runabouts.

Immediate dehvery of most models.

POPULAR £150
DELUXEA.C £175
DE LUXE W.C £186
GRAND PRIX £180
FAMILY W.C £191

Prices include lamps, horn, hood, screen, mats.

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 10.5 h.p., 4-cyl.

W.C, Dynamo £315
ROVER, 8 h.p. Dynamo £220
ROVER, 8 h.p., de Lu-\e £245

Eai-Uest delivery.

You Deal Direct
With Us as we
Finance Ourselves. ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO. Ltd.

9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon.

•Phone : Croydon 2450. 2451. Telegrams: " Track, Croydon.

Any make of
machine supplied.

Write for Cata-
logue and Lists.

F. J. YOUNGS
or igin at e d the 2

YEARS principle

of extended oavments

TEN YEARS AGO
Phone : Hampstead 4807

PURCHASE
IN ACCORDANCE WITH
YOUR OWN POCKET.

F. J. YOUNGS
uses no outside
company to finance

extended payments

business.

Phone : Hampstead 4807

1912. Ten years of progress brought about by recommendation. 1922 .

ANY NEW MACHINE IN STOCK SUPPLIED
WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE for extended payments.

(O.K. JUNIOR EXCEPTED).

2% EXTRA — 12 MONTHS.
3% EXTRA — 18 MONTHS.

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED AT
(except in a few cases where

manufacturers stipulate their terms).

4r% EXTRA — 2 YEARS.
SET EXAMPLES ARE LIKELY TO BE MISLEADING.

F. J. YOUNGS
deals personally with

all p r o p o s a Is (or

extended pasrments.

Phone : Hampstead 4807

WRITE STATING YOUR REQUIREMENTS AND
HOW YOU PROPOSE PAYMENT.

1 DO THE REST.

F. J. YOUNGS, 2, 3 & 5, The Parade,

High Rd., KILBURN, LONDON, N.W.6
Phone : Hampstead 4807. Grams ; " Yuparkil Kllb. London."

F. J. YOUNGS
for ten years has never

refused to accept a

proposal from a

reliable person.

Phone : Hampstead 4807

h^O In answering these advertisements it ts desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel

> RIEL SVjh.p. Sports Model, brand new, but
i. slightly shop-soiled; 78 gns.—Longman Bros.. 17,
jnd St., Ealing. 'Phone; Ealing 689. [8623

RIEL.—AH models cash or gradual payments.
L Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,
tncycle Co.. Ltd.. 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. 10704

I EIEL new 1922 sy^h.p. sports model combination,
I. 3-3peed, clutch and kick-stnrt; f 115.—VFauchope's.
Shoe Lane, London. Easy payment and exchange.

[2133

920 Ariel, 3-speed, countershaft. F.R.S. lamps, horn,
spetdometei, licenstd, splendid condition; £52.-

', Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone; Kingston 1274,
[2027

, RIEL 61i.p. Combination, ]>erfect condition, 3-

i. sueed, clutch, K.S,, Binks, Easting; 62 gns.;
change solo.—Parsonage Fa,rm, Hanley Castle,
arcester. [2044

RIEL (July. 1920) SVab.p. Combination, kick-start,
I electric light, windscreen, pillion seat, all spares,
perlect order ; £80 ; seen by appointment,—'Phone .

•gent 3120. [1154

921 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, Lucas Magdyno
lighting, legshields, Easting screen, mechanical

brication; £135, or would exchange lor Triumph
mbination and ca^h.—Owner, " Carlton Dene," Ewell,
;rrey. [2120

921 Ariel Combination, 6-7h.p., speedometer, special
Inmp set, absolutely perfect mechanical condition

id appearance as new, luxurious sidecar ; accept £90
r Quick sale.—Martin, 10, Herbrand St., W.C
useum 6594. [1138

L BIKL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel
k. Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Garage,
roadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0804

Armls.
RMIS 3V2h.p., Precision engine [2-stroke), 2-

^ speed, clutch, and kick-starter; £42.—Newnham
)tor Co., 223, Hammersmith Kd., W.6. 'Phone

.

immersmith 80. [1767
Atlas.

'' ICKHA M, St-okes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
^ Agent for Atlas; unequalled seryice, repairs.
:. [3563

OUTHPORT.—1922 Atlas lightweight, almost un-
used, taxed; 26 gns; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord

,, Southport. [1978

Bat.

[AT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, good condition;
' £40; any time.

—

155d, Noithcote Rd., Battersea.
[1886

920 Model Bat, J.A.P. engine, 5-6h p., twin-cyl.,
S-speed.-R..A.B., The Shrubbery, Basingstoke.

[1261
AT-.T.A.P. 4h.p. D.h.v., Mabon, F.E. clutrh, new

* tyres, perfect order; £30, offers.—H. W., 66,
xidside Gdns., Tottenham. [1463

'AT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped, per
' tect order; £50; would take lightweight part
fment.—163, Wandsworth Rd., S.W.8. [1679

C|21 Bat Combination, new condition, mileage
i? 1,000, electric lighting ; £ 125, or part ex
mce lightweight.—Cook. Jeweller. Newark. \13<.

'

921 8h.p Bat-Jap Comiblnatton. electric lighting.
Cowey speedometer, detachable and spare

eels, Easting, tax paid; £125; would consider
fiter machine part.—7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill.
-24 [1437

AT-J.A.P. Combination 1921, engine and Grindlay
* sprang wheel sidecar, Easting windscreen, electric
3 gas, in good runnintr order, tvres and enamel like
ff; best oflei or lightweight; part bought car reason
selling; willing to ride 50 miles.—Apply 47, Bishops

-. Peterborough. [1558

921 Bat-Jap 6u.p. twin, Lucas Magdyno lighting,
spare wheel, interchangeable, Bat sidecar, hood,

een, just completely overhauled. 2 new tyres, ready
touring, £95 cash secures.— 8. and B. Motors, 16.

nff*s College Ed., N.W.3, 5 minutes Swiss Cottage
it. 'Phone: Hampstead 6782. • [2023

tteai dmore
[121 ' Beardmore Sports Solo, spares, taxed.—
y Denton, 26, Duke of York St., Middlesbrough.

[13=10
Ih.p. Beardmore, spring frame, little u«ed ; £45,
2 close offer.—Howling, 9, Hollywood Rd., Ken-
?ton. [1644
' EARDMORE-PRECISION.—1922 models Jor .m-

mediate rleliverv Cash, exchange, or deferred
7Tnentfl, Kflva « Ronrl St EaHne 'aR33

'EARDMORE-PRECISION, latest model, sy^ih.p.,
' 2-stroke, very little used, fully equipped; £50,
nearest.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

,![2283
'EARDMORE-PRECISION 1921, S-stroke Combina-
' tion, fully equipped, spring frame, tax paid, nn-
atched; £75.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holj'well
. Oxford. ,[1962

Blackburne.
h.p. Blackburne Combination, 1920, excellent order,

spares, complete; £83.-44, Russell Terrace,
imlngton Spa. [1565

PARKERS
OF

BOLTON
BRADSHAWGATE,

TEL. 1348,

AND

MANCHESTER
24S, DEANSGATE,

TEL, 864 CEN.

A few of this week^s S,ff, Bargains.

1 7 Instal- Cash
Deposit. ^^mentsoF price

con DIAMOND, 1921.
*^V 2f h.p. .T.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,

clutch, Lucas accessories, tax C C C
paid, new condition^ £3 2 9 3CDD

COC: B.S.A., 1917.
^^*J 4i h.p. and sidecar, 3-speed, C 70

equipped, tax paid £4 8 ot/U

PIC BRADBURY. " ~~

*"'*' 3^ h.p., and C.B. sidecar,

N.S U., 2-speed, equipped, C^C
tax paid £1 15 10 3tOD

C qn HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1923.SOU 7-qh.p., electrically equipped
Combination, speedometer, o-l ^n
screen, tax paid £8 1 3 3& 1 ^U

£19 NEW-HUDSON.
~

SJ-^ 3i h.p., T.T. model, single CJA
speed, fast £1 12 3 3tOU

CIC HOBflRT. 1920.'
^^*J 2J h.p., 2-speed, fully C^*^

equipped £1 12 3 3i«J*5

CI C HOBART, 1914.
S 1 •J 4 h p.. Twin C.B. sidecar,

fully equipped. Easting, C ^ ^
tax paid £1 12 3 XOO

C'^C SCOTT, 1919.X^O 3' h.p. model, fully equipped, C/iC
very good condition £3 It 8 XOD

COC P.&M., 1920.
X<^0 35 h.p., 2-speed, K.S.,

C. B. sidecar, fully equipped, C7C
Bluemel screen, tax paid .... £4 9 7 dt i D

P^A INDIAN, 1914.*^" 7-0 b.p. Combination, Mill-

ford sidecar, electric lighting,

discs, tax paid, good con- CAC
dition £4 8 *0D

C1C TRIUMPH.
3^ ^*J 24 h.p. Baby, fully equipped, C4^

tax paid, as new £2 13 9 Xt^O

C1C RUDGE, 1919.

~~
*-*-*^ 3^ h.p. multi, equipped, tax C/1^

paid, good condition £2 13 9 IHO
COC RUDGF, 1922.^^O Combination model, fully

equipped, tax paid, un- P ^'J
scratched £4 6 3-/0

REMEMBER
WE SPECIALISE ON EXCHANGES.

ANY MAKE OF
NEW MACHINE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

BLACKBURNE. 1920 4h.p. Combination, fully
equipped and licensed; £80.—The Layton

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. ,[1958

"DLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p., 3 speeds, equipped.
--' taxed, as new; exchanRe 2'^(h.p. Douglas ligat-
weisht and cash.—143, Ravensbury Ed., Earlsficld.
S.W, £2304

Spire Parts:

BLACKBijBNE.—All engine spares from stock; list
on application.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland .St.,W 1. [1782

Bradbury.
DRADBURY Combination, perfect, trial; 30 gns.;
J-» exchanges.—Bonney, 619, Harrow Rd., Kensal
Green. [1712

£11.—2%h.p. Bradbury, dropped frame, magneto,o* rebushed, new rings.—Allison, 232, High St., Cam-
den Town. [1545

'p T. Bradbury 1913, reconditioned, a real good lot;
£24/10.—Kennington, Bull Hotel, Wheathamp-

stead, Herts. [2322

pRADBORY SVah.p., Bosch mag., Senspray car-
-•-' buretter, N.S.C. gear, take sidecar, good condi-
tion; £22.—Cook, 29. Park Rd., Harringay. [1148
"DRADBURY 41i.p., N.S.D., new cylinder and
J-» piston, Bmks. year's tax, lamp, horn, £35.—
Boreham, Ashleigh," Downley, High Wycombe,
Bucks. [133^
rJRADBUEY 4hp., N.S.U. 2-6peed, T.T. bars, 21n.
-•-» copper exhaust, lamps, pump and tools, engine
perfect. Ux paid; £35, or near offer.—L. Rampton,
JVlortimer, Berks. [1316
tDEADBtTEI. 1922, 6h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,
--» spare wheel; never ridden; listed £165; accept
£150, or lightweight taken in part.—Hamling, 59,
Chandos St. Hereford. _ (7599
DRADBURY 4h.p. Ooachbuilt Combination, coun-
-•-» tershafl gears, clutch, kick start, new tyiej,
lately re-enamelled and dona out in maker's colours
splendid outttt; £55.—Speeohley, 86, Churohfleld Rd
Aoton, W.3. [135^

Spare Parts

;

"DRADBURY Spare Parts Supplied.—Agents, Bright
-"-^ and Hayles, 78, Church St., CamberweU. [1690

Brough.
"D ROUGH S-6h.p. V Twin, 3-speed, H.G., 1913;
'-' ie35.—Mead, Altwood Rd., Maidenhead. [1075
4P60.—Brough 1920 6-6h.p. combination, large bulbomcV back sidecar, lamps, horn, perfect condition.-
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2203
"DROUGH 3y3h.p. Horizontal Twin, lamps, speedo-
J-» meter, licence paid, machine in first-class condi-
tion; £53.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St.,
Cambridge. [2118

BROUGH 1920, 5/6h.p., Model G combination,
electric lighting, full equipment; £82/10.—

Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Oamomila
St., E.C.3. 'Phone, Avenue 5548. [006S

"I
Q21 SVoh.p. Brough, condition perfect, long

X«/ plated exhausts, Cowey, lamps, close ratios,
K.S., mileage low, fast, exceptional 'bus, cost £145;
offers.—174, Oakbrook Rd., Sheffield. [1300

BRAND New 1922 SVih.p. Overhead VaJ« Flat
Twin Sports Model Brough, 3-speed chafo drive,

slightly shop-soiled; reduced to £90; easy paymanta
4/^ extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [2204

Brough Superior.
ANCHESTEB, Oldham, Bury, Stockport, Staly-
bridge, Eochdole, Huddersfield, etc., etc.—We ar«

sole agents for Brough Superior.—Brough Superior
Northern Services, 198, Manchester Rd., Oldliam.

BROUGH SUPERIOR Northern Services.—A« our
name implies, we are Brough Superior specialists.

All models in stock. Mark I., 90X77V2 mm., o.h.v.,

£160; Mark I. side valve, £150; Mark I. sporting
combination, with screen, step, mat, ana apron,
£180; Mark II., 6.5h.p, M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark
11. sporting combination, £150. Demonstration runs
by appointment. Catalogues post free on request
We are the Brough Superior representatives for whole
of Lancashire and Yorkshire (exception Leeds and
Sheffield), and greater part of Cheshire and North
Stafford. Showrooms, 198. Manchester Rd., Oldham.

IS Yours Going to bo a Brotigh Superior ? If so.
don't forget Brough Superior Northern Services.

Let ns give you a trial run. [0880

BROUGH SUPERIOR Combination. Magdyno, horn,
Cowey speedometer, trip and light, spark ampli-

fiers, aluminium plates, knee grips, tooU, grip oiling,
run 1,000 miles; nearest i£140.—Chemist, 75, Silver

M-

St., Edmonton. f209l

BROUGH STJPERIOES.—Order your new mount
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

tuned to order. Mark I., 8h.p., side valve, £150;
sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and
apron, £180; Mark I.. 90mm. bore o.h.v. £160;
Mark II., 6.5h.p, M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark II.

combination, £150. Special Service Agents; lists.—
G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
•Phone : 993. [0834

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b33
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOI^ CYCLES FOJR SALE.
Brough Superior

BROUGH SUPERIOR, 1922 models, 6.5h.p. M.A.G.,
^125; 8h.p. (side valve engine), i£150; 8h.p.

side valve combination, £180; demonstration model
in stock; call for a trial run.—Storer and Tait, 20,
Bourdon St., -Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 625.

[7368BROUGH SUPERIOR, latest model, 8h.p. o.h.v.
twin, fitted with Lucas Magdyno lighting set and

electric horn, epecially tuned and guaranteed capable
of exceeding 75 m.p.h., only used for demonstration
purixjses; list price £185, special price £125; liberal
exchanges, easy terms.—Frank Hallam, Brough Superior
Agent, Dalton St., Birmingham. tHO^
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot,

and sole London agents lor the Brough Superior,
the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77V2 o.h.v., 3-

speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sport-
ing combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
epecial side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; Mark
II. 6.6, mag., 72X90, 3-sp6ed, clutch, and kick
starter, £125; sporting combination, step, mat,
screen, etc., £150. Demonrtration models in stock.
Catalogues sent post free on request.—The Allen-
Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, Lon-
don Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450.

[0733
Svfirr Parts:

SPARES.—AH engine, gear box, and frame spares
lor Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.

—

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
[0835

Brown.
BROWN C.B. Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-8peed, clutch

perfect, all on; £30; sacrifice; cash wanted.

—

16, King's College Rd., Swiss Cottage. [1636

B.S.A.

B.3.A. 6-7h.p. Oombination, spare wheel, excellent
coaditjon; £130.—Nelson's, Rhyl. [1419

B.S.A. 1922, model K.2, almost new; £97/10.—The
Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1963

B.S.A. 1913 3y2h.p., T.T., discs, good order; £29.-
" Branksorae," Woodford New Rd., Woodford

Green. [1023

NEW 1921 41/lh.p. B.S.A. Combination and acces-
sories; £120.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd.,

Kilburn. [2059a

B.S.A. Single, all-chain drive, K.S., tax paid, trial;
£28; exchange lightweight.—497, Old Ford Rd.,

Old Ford. [2229

41h.p. 1919-20 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, fr«
4 engine, kick-start ; £75.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [2134

*|Q22 B.S.A. 6h,p. Combination, No. 3 sidecar, never
J-tf ridden; £145.—Shove, 9, Montiore Av., Red-
lands. Bristol. [1518
X> .S.A. 4h,p. Combination, very ftne order; £45.

—

*-* Vivian Haidie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood-
•took St., W.l. [2080

B.S.A. 1919 4Xli-P. Combination, splendid condition,
fully equipped, tax paid, any trial; £78.—Tippen,

Marden, Kent. [9213
£45.-1916 4i4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, S-speed,

clutch, K.S., windscreen, lamps, taxed.—King,
Egrove, Oxford. [1969

B.S.A. 4yih.p^ 3-speed, all accessories, new in
January, scarcely ridden; £95.—Hicts, 67a,

High St., Maldon. [1305

B.S.A. Combination 4i4h.p., 3-6p6ed, 1920, good
order, licensed and insured; £70,-11, Atling-

worth St., Brighton. [1910

NEW B.S.A. 4J4h.p., 3-speed, with new B.S.A. side-
car, unregistered; sacrifice, 88 gns.—62, Princess

Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [2063

£80.—B.S.A. 41/ih.p. Combination, fully equipped, in
excellent condition, tax paid till December.—Ha rt-

W6irs Garages, Ltd., Oxford. [1269

1Q22 B.S.A., new Model E twin, with No. 3 aide-
J-*' car, slightly shop-soiled; £150.—Hucklebridge,
133, Sloane St., Chelsea, S.W.I. [1685

B.S.A. 4i/ih.p., 1922, K2, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,
brand new, slightly soiled; £97.—Eagles and Co.,

375, High St., Acton, London, W. [2072

1 Q22 model H B.S.A. Combination, Lucas lamps,
J-*J horn, sidecar, and rear lamp set, absolutely new
*130.—H. C. Preater, Ltd., Swindon. [2024
£24.—B.S.A. 3V2h.p., 2 speeds, clutch,' all acces-

sories, excellent condition, reliable and cheao —
143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [2302

GODFREY'S, Ud.—B.S.A. 1920 4%hjp., H. B.S.A.
sidecar, screen, completeily equipped; £88, guar-

aniteed.—208, Great Portland St., W.l. [2348

GODFREY'S, Ltd.—B.S.A. 1914 4^4h.p., 3-sp6ed,
all ohain, coacbbuilt sidecar, accessories, guaran-

teed; £65.—£08, Great Portland St., W.l. [2349

41.h.p. B.S.A., 1922, all-chain, with Montgomery
4t sidecar, horn, and tax paid, guaranteed as new;

£125.—Tilleys, The Esplanade, Weymouth. [1991

£45.—B.S.A., model K, Combination, 3 srpeeds,
clut<sh, kick starter, countershaft, good order;

gift.—Clarke, 406, York Rd., WandswoPth. [1935

A FEW EXAMPLES
OF PURCHASE BY

18 MONTHLY
INSTALMENTS

The amount of deposit and monthly instalments
is clearly shown against each motor cycle in this
list- We have all these machines and many
others in stock, and they are therefore ready for
immediate delivery.

NEW 1922 IV10DELS.
ARIEL, 3^^ h.p., Sports model, 3 speeds and

clutch £87 10
Deposit £23 4s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £3 17 3
ALLON, 2| h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and K.S. . . £60
Deposit £15 i8s., 18 monthly instalments of. . £2 13
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2 £107
Deposit £28 7s. 6d,, 18 monthly instalments of £4 14 6
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 2 speeds, aU on £68
Deposit £18 IS. 6d., 18 moijthly instalments of £3
DIAMOND, 2| h.p., model F3, speeds, clutch

and kick-starter £65 2
Deposit £17 5s,, 18 monthly instalments of. . £2 17 6
HAWKER, 4i h.p., Blackburne engine, 3 spds.,

clutch and kick-starter, all-chain drive .... £89 5
Deposit £23 13s., 18 monthly instalments of. . £3 18 10
HAWKER, 4i h.p., Model C Combination £110
Deposit £29 3s., 18 monthly instalments of. . £4 17 2
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H Combination. . £170
Deposit £45 IS., 18 monthly instalments of . . £7 10 2
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., model H Combination,

magdyno hghting £188
Deposit £49 17s. 6d., iS monthly instalments of £8 6
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., FamUy Comb., model H £175 10
Deposit £46 ios.6d., i8monthly instalments of £7 15
N.U.T., 3^ h.p., twin, model M £100
Deposit £26 los., r8 monthly instalments of. . £4 8 4
N.U.T., 5 h.p., Model M., all-chain drive £120
Deposit £31 i6s., 18 monthly instalments of . . £5 6
NEW IMPERIAL, 2^ h.p., model 3 £73
Deposit £19 6a. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £3 4 6
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds £55
Deposit £14 I IS. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £2 8 7
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2J h.p., 2 speeds, clutch

and kick-starter £57
Deposit £15 2S. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £2 10 4
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p. Combination, mag-

dyno lighting £158
Deposit £41 i8s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £6 19 6
RALEIGH, 2| h.p., model, 2 speeds, clutch and

kick-starter . . . ; ; £68
Deposit £18 IS. 6d., iS monthly instalments of £3
RALEIGH, 2^- h.p, model, 3 speeds, clutch and

kick-starter - £73
Deposit £19 6s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £3 4 6
RALEIGH, 3 h.p. model, 2 speeds, clutch and

kick-starter £73
Deposit £19 6s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £3 4 6
RUDGE MULTI, 3^ t.p., I.O.M., Sporting

model £77
Deposit £20 8s. 6d., 18 monthly instalmentsof £3 8
RUDGE MULTI, 3^ h.p., I.O.M., Touruig

'

model £77
Deposit £20 8s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £3 8
ROVER, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and K.S.,

all-chain drive £100
Deposit £26 los., 18 monthly instalments of . . £4 8 4
SIRRAH, 2f h.p., Blackburne engine, clutch

and kick-starter, 2 speeds £67
Deposit £17 15s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £2 19 2
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., model S.D., all-chain drive £115
Deposit £30 9s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £5 17
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., model H., chajn-cum-belt

drive £105
Deposit £27 i6s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £4 12 9
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds £65
Deposit £17 4s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £2 17 5
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3^ bp, model A,

Gradua gear £113
Deposit £29 i8s. 6d,, 18 montlily instalments of £4 19 10

The above figures include the small interest "charge of

6 per cent. Proportionate rebate is allowed for settlement
in a shorter period than 18 months.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED).

We shall be pleased to send you a list of our guaranteed
second-hand machines, all of which can be purchased by

deferred payments.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.),

418 Romford Road. Forest Gate. E.7.
Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

490, East Ham. " Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

1 Q13 SV^h.p. B.S.A., clutch model, perfect c<
-L*' tion, tax paid; £25.—Storer and Tait,
Boui-don St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [:

B.S.A. Combination,- 4i/ih.p., 1921, 3-speed,
chain, kick-start, hand clutch, all lamps,

paid; £110.—Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall. [;

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, 3
-*-*^ speedometer, lamps. Klaxon, tax paid, excel
condit:ion; £60 or offer.—19, Willow St., Romfor

J>26.—3ll,h.p. B.S.A, T.T., in splendid condil
cV lamps, Klaxon, new tvres, belt, and Tan-
tax paid, trial.—49, AVinstead St., Battersea, S.'W

f Q20 4^;h.p. B.S.A. Combination, Henderson sidi
--*.' beautiful condition, ^65; ditto 1916 coml
tion, fine condition, ^43.-24, Balliol Rd., North 1

sington. p
6-7h.p. B.S.A. C<>mbination, late 1921, dyni

equipped regardless, very small mileage, any g
antee; £140.—Burt, 39, Craven Gdns., Wimble
S.W.19. p

B.S.A. 4Kli-P.i 1922, lamps, horn, tools, mil
guaranteed under 100, tax and insurance p

accept best offer ever £100.—Womhwell, Bradwel
Sea, Essex. [1

B.S.A. 1914-15, 4i4h.p., 3-speed. countersahft,
chain, lamps, tax paid, excellent condition;'

<'.hange lightipeight; sell £42.—Suffield, Fins.
Bromsgrove. []

B.S.A. 1916, chain-oum-belt model, with iJ

Fulford sidecar, S-speed and clutch, with 1 1

tyre, 3 acetylene lamps; £55.—EJvett, 236, High .

Leytonstone. [3

1 Q20 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, Easting, Lit
Xft/ lamps, fully equipped, good condition, OW'
ridden; £85.—Simpson, Knypersley End Farm,
dulph. Staffs. n
B.S.A. 1916 41/ih.p., 3-speed, kick-start, all-cJ

drive, fully equipped; bargain, £38; coach s

car, £5.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Pho
Maryland 2598. []

IQIS 4Uh.p. All-Chain B.S.A.. with extra fitti
-JLtf also just been overhauled by the makers; i

£70.—Apply W. Helyer, Toddington Farm, til

hampton, Sussex. [3

£90.—B.S.A. 4i4h.p., delivered new 1921, comp
with Coupette sidecar, all-chain drive in(i

lamps, tax, etc.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Pho
Hampstead 1353. [S

B.S.A. 1921 Model K2, -with Dinky sporting sid(>

accessories, nice condition; £79.—Elce, I

13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.
'Phone : Avenue 5548. [(

B.S.A. 1921 Combination, absolutely perfect, 1

miles, original tyres, lamps, speedometer, East
£110, or exchange larger combination or light ear.-

Uplands Rd., Harringay.

B.S.A. 4i^h.p., 3-speed, all-chain; 42 gns. B. ',

SVyh.p. combination, countershaft gears; 36 e ;

photographs.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper B
mond Rd., East Sheen. [? i

B.S.A. 1915 4J^.p. Combination, belt-ci^m-cb ,

hood, windscreen, Tan-Sad, replacements,
,

cost £15, 1921 licence, insurance paid; £70.--Pai ,

16, Barnmead Rd., Beckenham. [2
'

£68.-1920 B.S.A. 4i/ih.p. Combination, I

equipped, hand cJutCh, splendid condition,
liahle, in grand tune.—Allen, Oarlton House, B
St., Seaford, Sussex. 'Phone : 12. []

B.S.A. 4Vih.p. Combination, 1915, 3-speed, cli:

K.S., speedometer, all on, perfect condition, ;

padd ; 75 gns., nearest offer, quick sale.—Hod|
,

97, Lower Richmond Rd., Putney. 1} i

1 Q20 B.S.A., chadn-cum-heU model, 4i4h.p., 3-si
JLv clutch and kick starter, front and rear lai

horn, Watford speedometer, splendid condition; £t

Rivett, 236, High Rd., Leytonstone. []

EXOE/PTIONAL Bargain.-^.S.A, 1922 41.:,

model H.2, all-chain drive, tax paid, better I

new, not done 50 miles; accept £89/15.—Wil =

.Simipson, opposite Olympia, London. [] 1

6-7h.p. twin B.S.A. (1921 purchased Nov. 19201 (

bination, electric lighting, accumulator, Eni

windscreen, spare wheel, Tiiggage grid. Tan-sad; cost

£240; offers.—Box 2259. c/o TJic MotoT Cycle, ['

B.S.A. 4^y4h.p,, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, co

built underslung Canoelet sidecar, I

equipped, tyres perfect, first-class condition thro

out, photograph; £36.-128, London Rd., K
Lynn. H

4ih.p. B.S.A. Combination (late model), L
4 dynamo lighting and horn ; cheap. '

3V.h.p. B.S.A. Combination, thoroughly overhav
39' gns. or nearest.—181, Newton Rd., Burt 01

Trent. V-

1 Q22 41/iIi-P- B.S.A. Combination, No. 3 sitl'

X J/ absolutely brand new, unregistered and '

ridden ;
purchaser unable now to take delivery

;

price £139, accept £116.—Daw, B.S.A. Agent, '

Brixton Hill. I'

b34 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

915 Douglas 2'j4h.,p.. 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax
paiiii, Lew tyres, good cundiLiun Lhrougliuut: 23

s.—lS, Sumnierhill Rd., Dai-.tilord. [1749

>18.--Douglas, 2-;;ih.p., 2-si)ued, tax paid, good tyres,
i belt stand carrier, etc., perfect, ride away.— 15,
;h«:e3 Rd., W. Hampstead, N.VV.6. [1391

h.p. Donglas Combination, 1919, good condition,
comparatively small miieage, tax paid; £70.-10,
'- ic Circus, Sydenham, S.E.26. [1456

»45.—Douglas 4Il.p. Solo, renovated, ovelihauled, as
«' new, pja.ed and stored, late forits; real bargain,
Clarke, 406, Vork Rd., Wandsworth. [1936

IPORT.9 Douglas SVth.p., 1922, all on, perfect; con-
' dition, specially tuned, ride any distance; £95.
rhornton, 71, London Rd., Leicester. [1509

)OUGLAS 1917 234h.p., 2-spe6d, lamps, mechanical
horn, footboards, tax paid, any trial; £38.—Organ,

!, Asamemnou Ed., West Hnmpstead. [1633

919 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Easting, condi-
cion excellent, exceptional engine; £70.—

lyson, R.A.F., Hawliinge, Follcestone.
£70.
[12M

^IBB, Gloucester, has ridden Douglases for years
T past; ij.inpl ufii\ery ot tiie various models trom
3ck: trade supplied where not represented. [7542

917 Douglas Combination, fully equipped, new
sidecar, most efficient engine, any trial; £49 —

lylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsflcld. [1792

920 (September) smart Douglas Combination, fully
equipped, mileage 3,090, insured, practically new.

uuiue; £90.-25, Carlton Park Avenue, Eaynes Park.

021 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, all accessories.^ lax paid, condi-Lion like new; any trial; £100.
offer.—C, A. Blay, 192, Heaih Rd., Twickenham.

9
[2093

20 Douglas 2-j4h/p., Sspeed, head and tail lamps,
Lucas horn, new Duulop tvres, insurance and

I l>aid; £55.—RiveU, 236, High Rd., LeytMistone.

919 4h.p. Douglas Combination; a beautiful lot;
just tuned ready for holiday trip; .£80; accept

If down.—Buntings Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.
[2281

JODGLAS 4h.p. 1917, 3 speeds, dutch, kick-starter,
' renovated, S48; also 2»,ih.p., 2 speeds, tax paid.
iS.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London,

[2071

ijih.p. Douglas, single-speed, Bosch magneto, ride
'4 away; £17/10; exchange and cash, 3h.p. Hopley
leaf spring, 12/-.— 2, Gainsborough Ed., Hackney Wick.
9. [1379
\OtJGLAS 1922 2%h.p., tax paid for year, fully
' equipped, only run few miles: £55; must sell.
'4, Brighton Ed., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston
25. [2171
»65.—Douglas 4h.p. combination, coachhuilt, late
^ model, electric lighting, tax paid till December,
excellent condition.—Hartwell's Garages, Ltd., Ox-

rd. [1267
IPORTINGLY Equipped 1919-20 ai.h.p. Douglas,

very little us3d, absolutely reliable; £45, lowsst;
X paid; genuine.—Scott, Montrose, Winchmore Hill,
mdon. [1202
Q15 2-%h.p. Douglas, all on, spares; £27, or offer" —White, Hewett's Quay, Barking. After 6 30 :

, Monkhams Ave., Woodford Green. 'Phone : Pa^t
im 756. [1448
DOUGLAS 2=ih.p., 1915, thoroughly overhauled.
' head lamp, new generator, new tyre, tax paid;
i5.—261, Mitcham Lane, Streatham. Tel.
reatham.

TOFFAT, Yeovil.—What , wa
- Douglas M.C.'s—nuf sed.
ares and repairs; exchanges,
hone: 50

2940
[2032

don't know about
New 1922 models.
Agents since 1908

[5724
ATI; 1916 2*ih.p. Douglas, splendid condition,

^ equipped, Bowden extra air. 100 m.p.g., cut-out
ag exhaust, fully licensed; 34 gns.—lA, Hearne Rd.,
ew Bridge. [1527
Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new oversize tyres,
*J dynamo lighting, engine overhauled at makers,
w condition, tax paid; offers.-Kinsey, Darran, Risca,
onmouthshire. [Ij

"VOTIGLAS 2%h.p., nearly new, latest 1922 tank,
^ Duffer head, lamps, horn, footboards, plated

l-S"J i643.-261, Mitcham Lane, Streatham. 'Phone

:

140 Streatham. [2034

)ODGLAS 1922 Models: 25ih.p. £68. 4h.p. solo

^ £110. 4h,p. combination £135; prices include
I accessories; delivery from stock.—Rivett, 236. Kieh
L. Leytonstone. [2630

\OUGLAS 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, 1918; 65
-^ gns. Ditto, solo, 52 gns.; photographs Ex-
anges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond
1.. East Sheen. [9587
Q20 Dougias, 25-ih.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-start

fully equipped. little used, practically brand
!W

; £65, bargain.—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond
d., Dalston, N.l. -

[2254

Jl'''?' '^i?i
2-speed Douglas, all on, £60, solo:

3? "^ ^v'^''-?-
'^1* "oi'Klas Combination, 2-sneed,35 -Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London

ash or easy terms. [2138

We are the Exchange
.speciilists.

A FEW .OF OUR BARGAINS
1922 8 h.p ENFIELD, comb.,
speedometer, horn, licensed,

only run 500 miles £130
.1921 3^ h.p. RUDGE MULTI,

horn, licensed, in new con-
dition £50

1921 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, lamps,
horn, Binks, spare belt, etc. . . £50

1921 5-6 h.p..ROVER comb.,
lamps, horn. Easting, in per-

fect condition £120
1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb.,
bought new May, 1921. fully

equipped, as new £125
1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD comb.,

electric lamps, speedometer,
etc. £105

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN comb.,
d)aiamo, speedometer, leg-

shields, etc £105
1920 2| h.p. METRO TYLER,

lamps, horn, only run few
huiidred miles £50

1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES comb.,
lamps, horn, etc., a gift £85

1919 5-6 h.p. JAMES comb.,
as above £75

1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS comb.,
lamps, horn, very good con-
dition £75

igiy 3J h.p. P. & M. 2-speed,

etc., lamps, horn, etc £40
1915 2j h.p. DOUGLAS,lamps,

horn, etc., bargain £30
A.B.C.SKOOTAMOTA,lamps.

horn, small mileage £15
MANY MORE.

May we send you full particulars?

HEW MODELS IN STOCK:
A.J.S.. ENFIELD, DOUGLAS,
MATCHLESS. B.S.A., ARIEL,

ETC., ETC.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
WRITE NOW

R.BAMBER&C..,L.d.,

2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.'Phone

607

027/10.—Dougla
oW letter, tank

I
MOTOR CVCLliS lOU SALIi.

I

Douglas.
SOUTHPORT.—T.T. Douglas, 1914-15, exceptionallj

good, ele^'tiu- iiijhLiny, Lucas acce^ories, di;c3.

lull tax, speedometer; £35 ; exchanges.—Kent's, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [1930

ELI CLAltK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me, I may be useinl

Lo you. The pioneer agent lor Douglas motors.—196.
Cheltenham Rd.. LJrisl,ol. [0016

1 Q20 Douglas 2";4h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S., com-
J-t7 plctj with aL'cessoiies, in really excellent condi-
,tion; accept ^£55.—Kjnsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower
Addiscomba Rd., Croydon. [1705

2''.ih,p., 2-speed, Amac Carbu-
etter, tank in makers 'colours, good order,

ready for use, few extra special; £30; carriage extra.
-59, High St., Clapham, S.W.4. [2330

DOUGLAS 1919 23^th.p., all on, speedometer,
rubber grips, knee-grip?;, complete tools, excellent

condition, also tyres, tax naid ; £50, nearest offer.—
Pryor, 5b, Hammet St., Taunton. [1589

1 Q18 4b.p. Douglas Combination, very good condi-
X t/ tion. Easting, speedometer, lamps, horn; £60;
reason for selling, sailing for Dominions.—Wills, 113,
Portland Rd.. Holland Park, W.ll. [1906

1 Chl9 Douglas 2^h.p., 2-speed. lamps, born, belts.
Lt^ tools, spares, knee grips, discs, long exhaust,
speedometer, tas, esoell^nt condition: £50, complete.—
Walker, Foresthill. Shortheath, Farnham. [1127

1 Q 18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Douglas screen,
-1-f tax December, recently overhauled, costing
about £20, offers; also Clyno-Enfield combinations.—
Parkfield Garage. Perry Vale, Forest Hill. [1510

D0TJGI*AS.-4h.p. Combination, Oct., 1920, equipped
lamps, horn. Tan-sad. licenfied 1922, mileage under

3,000, appearance exceptional, mechanically perfect;
£90, or offer.—129, F^rme Park Rd., Crouch i:n;'. N.p.

f. f98
EXOEPTiaNAL Bargain.—Douglas 1922, 2-spe6d,

all on, lam/ps, horn, licence holder, etc., tax
paid, not done 30 miles, new July 1st; accept
£59/17/6.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [1325

DOUGLAS Combination, 1921, accumulator lighting.
Klaxon, Bonnikscn. small mileage {mostly solo).

perfect mechanical condition, appearance, gold medal-
list London-Edinburgh; £100.-17, " Dunmore Rd ,

Wimbledon. [2266

DOUGLAS 1918, 2-speed, 2^h.p., very fast, disc
wheels, guaranteed throughout, nice condition,

good tyres, all accessories ; trial any time ; bargain,
P33.—Stepney Garages, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial
Rd., Stepney. {1620

1 Q22 3i^h.p. Sports Douglas, latest model, new la'^t
-- «-' month, lamps, horn, knee g'ips, Bonniksen, will
do 80, too fast for owner; cost £125 complete be-'t

offer over £100; see Exchange.-Taylor, Station Hotel.
Habrough, Grimsby,. [2005

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1920, condition and
appearance nerfe'^t, mileage 4,uu0, hood, screen,

lamps, horn, mirror, luggage carrier, new spare belt,
tax paid; £90.—Private Owner, 107, Kingsland- Av.,
Earlsdon, Coventry. * [1259

FOR Dougias 1922 2%h.p. and 4h.p. Combinations,
get in touch with us ; we are North London

agents, and give you the best of service; all spares ir.

stock; no W.D. rubbish.-Jones Garage, The Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, [0786

DOUGLAS 1922 4h.p. Combination, electric lighting,
speedometer, elaborately equipped; cost £165 all

on; what offer? Touring Norfolk July 22nd-August 5th,
—Write 29, Beaumont, Place, Norwich, or 150, Ux-
bridge Rd., London, W.12. [1549

DOUGLAS 23/4h.p., 1917, overhauled, in good con-
dition, £3o: 1918 2Uh.p., overhauled, tax paid,

£35; these machines have been thoroughly over-
hauled and done up. all worn parts replaced.—W.
Murch, Jun., 179, Brixton Rd., London, S.W.9,

[2264
DOUGLAS 4h.p. Coachbuilt nice Combination,

powerful, fast, 191^, 3 speeds, kick-starter, good
tyres, guaranteed perfect, all accessories; trial any

time; bargain, £49.—Stepney Garages, 77, Salmon
Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepney. 'Phone: East 4542,

[1617
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, the Dougias

Agent with real experience and knowledge of a
Douglas. Successes during 1920 on this mount: 33
6rst3, 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 special
trophies Let me deal with your order Unequallpd
cprvicB repairs, etc [3557

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stork. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's, 2,
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607 [7329

DOUGLAS.—£68; new 2^4h.p. 2-3peed models de-
livered from stock: all ir.achines complete with

best lamps, horn, licence-holder, pump and tools; ex-
changes and special payment terms arranged; corres-
pontience invited: catalogues and full particulars by
return post free.—Herbert Robinscn, Ltd., Green St',

Cambridge. [2165

All letters relating to advertisements Ghould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b37
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked CP).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS new 2*il].r. 1922 2-speed models, fully
^'quipped, £68; 2^/:ih.p., 3-epeed, clutch, and kick-

start model, all on, £82
;
4n.p., all on, £110; 4h.p. cora-

binntion. all on, £135; SV-h.p. sports model, £115;
6h.p. combination, all on. £165. Tour old machine
taken iu exchange and treated as payment do^ii, the
remainder in 12 equal monthly payments or more.—
VVauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2139

£39/10, offers.—Special Douglas, originally 1915,
2^4h.p. 2-speed model, fitted with drilled pistons,

lightened valves and replacements value £25 (proof)
since November, 1921, entirely dismembered Whitsun,
1922, plated, stove enamelled dark red, thoroughly
overhauled, very best lamps, horn, tools, spares, B,
and L. mechanical pump, discs, knee-grips, fircones,
exceedingly fast, smart, reliable; fijnance forces sale.

—Thorpe, 284, Plumstead Common Rd., London, S.E.
(P) [1541

Sparf Partft

:

DOUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [7665

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [6077

DOUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of genuine Douglas
spares. Dealers supplied at trade rates.—Rivett,

236, High Rd., Leytonstone. [2679

DOUGLAS Sparea.— We hold a complete stock for

ah models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare
part stockists.—Jomea Garage Broadway. Muawell Hill

N.lO. [0806

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed
Douglas spare parts; prompt attention, immediate
dispatch lowest cash prices 14557

Dunelt.
LL dy-

only
wants seeing.-3, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24.

[1439
DUNELT 1922 4h.p. Combination, spare wheel,

speedometer, all accessories, mileage under 300

;

best offer.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [1770

T QS'l Dumelt Si^h.^)., 2-gtroke, new tyres, M-I
-*-*-^ namo lighting, all accessories, tax paid.

/ Economic.
£34.—Economic, variable gear model, finest value;

call and inspect.—PiniTs Garage, 12. High St.-

Fulham. [8296

£34.—Economic, 6-speed, clutch, vibrationless twin
motor cycles, heavy tyres, Druid forks, for ladies

or gentlemen ; see it climb Muswell Hill !—North
London agents- Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.lO.

[0903

"C^CONOMIC.—We ca-n give yuu Immediate delivery
^-^ oi this wonderful low-priced machine; variable
gear model, £34, or on easy payments. Please send
P.C. for catalogue.—South Eastern Garage, Heme
Hill, S.E. 24. [1436

ECONOMIC Motor cycles £34; immediate delivery
2V^h.p. opposed twin, variable gear, clutch,

dynamo lighting; trial runs given.—London agents
Denman Motor Agency, 4. Denman Place, Picradii'i-
Circus^ Tel. : Regent 986. [0893

Edmund.
EDMUND Spring Frame, Blackburne or Barr and

Stroud engines.—Gourlay's, Fallowfield. [7670

1 Q22 Edmund-Barr-Stroud, tax paid, £73 ; 1922
--«-' Edmund-Blackburne, tax paid, £68.-5, Roches-
ter Mews, N.W.I. [2218

Enfield

1 Q22 Enfields iu stock.—Premier Motor Co., Bir-
-- *^ming'ham. [4601

NEW Enfield Combinations in sfcock.—Bounds' Garage,
223, High Rd., Kilburn. [2058

1 Q21 2V4h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, 2-stroke; ^£35/10.-
--V 89, Spencer Place, Leeds. [1530

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfields: all models
in stock.-J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573

£9.-Enfield, twin, carburetter needs repair, tvres fair.

—Swiuneiton, 69, Victoria Ed., Fenton, Staffs.

[1625

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, new
Dunlops; £40, or offer.—64, Bolton Rd., Har-

row. [1873

ENFIELD 2-stroke 1920, lamps, etc., excellent con-
dition, licensed; £28.—Box 2585, c/o The Mo^or

Cycle. [1516

ENFIELD 1921, Bh.p. combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting, complete with spares, as new; £118.—

Below.

ENFIELD 1920, 6h.p., dynamo lighting, hood, all
accessories; £105.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishops-

gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0066

ROYAL ENFIELD 2»4h.p., 2 speeds, kick staner.
£57—Shepherd. Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham

Cross 31 [0879

ENFIELD, 3h.p. Twin, plated and enamelled as
new, excellent running order; £30.-148, Broad-

wall, Blackfriars. [1445

^

I

Can To-day offer you

IMMEDIATE
DE LIVERY
OFANY MODEL

RALEIGH
THE MOTOR-CYCLE

\

I

RALEIGH 2} h.p. (350 c.c.) 4-stroke

;

2 -speed; clutch; kick starter C /CO
(Standard Touring or 'Sports' Model) *"'J

RALEIGH, 25 h.p. (.350 c.c),

4-stroke, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

starter (Standard Touring or S-IT.
• Sports " model) * ' ^

RALEIGH, 3 h.p. (400 c.c),

4-stroke, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

starter (Standard Touring or CT-Q
•• Sports " niodel) ^ ' '-'

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-speed,
" Sports " model, complete with
polished alumUiium sporting side- CQQ
car ^^^
RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-speed, " Tour-
ing " Combination, Raleigh side-CIA^

RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p., flat twin,

3-speed, detachable wheels, special CI CC
" Montgomery " Sports sidecar .. ^AJJ
RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p., "Model de
Luxe" (Combination, wind-screen, C 1 70
spare wheel d.xio

CARRIAGE PAID TO AMY ADDRESS !

Easy Pagments 4% extra

Sole Birmingham Agents for HENDERSON
4-cyUnder, LEVIS, RALEIGH,
VELOCETTB. Principal Birmingham
Agents and Service Depot for TRIUMPH.

Contracting Agents for A.J.S., ENFIELD,

JAMtS, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON.etc.

lelephone :— Telegrams :—
Central 73S7 " Primns,
12 lines). Birmingh-m.

'

J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1 Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, speedometer, pill
A*^ lamps, mileage 2,000, tax paid; £120.—Mar
Sedbergh, Yorks. [X

TO 19 6h.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo light
i

J- 1' hood and windscreen; ^£75.-64, Church i

Edgware Hd., N.W. . [2

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., all in
condition ; £55 ; seen evenings.—Chiverton,

Tavistock Sq., W.C.I: [1

ENFIELD 1917 6h.p., 2-seater sidecar, speedomt
lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, hood; £85.-3, Turle ;

Tollington Park, N.4. [1

1 22 Bh.p. Enfield 2-seater combination, Luca.? li

J-t' t;ix pjiid, purchased June; offers.—Chapman,
Bostall Hill, Plumstead.

DAN GUY. Weyniouth.-EnSe!
'Ivn-j, double- sealed sidecai

(Tuararitpe-I pei feci' ^.125

1920, f
tax pai

[1

!d 1921 Sh.p., A
bood and scr

ra

1 Q20 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., spkndid condit
J-t/ fully equipped; any trial; ^90.—Wilmot,
Oianmore Way, Muswell Hill.

ENFIELD 1919 Combination, excellent order; i

—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith
W.6. "Phone : Hammersmith 80. [1

ENFIELD Combination, Sh.p., late
equipped, excellent condition; £95;

Procter, 14, Victoria St., Hereford.

ENFIELD, 1922, K.S., 2-sp3ed, tax paid, fai

honestly periect ; any trial; under 500 miles; d

-14, Chelmsford Rd., Walthamstow. [1

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appoir
agent for Royal Enfields.—A. F. Pulling, I'l

London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone : 1619. [6

Eoyal Enfield Combination 1922, dynamo li

ing, £137/10; cash or easy terms.—Wanchope'i
Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [2,

ENFIELD.—Complete range of 1922 models for i

mediate delivery ; cash; exchanges; easy paymei
—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [1

NFIELD 1922 Magdyno Combination, not c

1,000 miles, excellent condition, tax paid; £'.(

The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxiord. '[1

Oh.p,
yJ in

E
ENFIELD 1920 8h.p., J.A.P. engine, Combinat.

electric lamps, perfect order; £80.—Vivian Hal
and Lane, I-td., 23 and 24, Woodstock St., W.l.

[2-

1 Q22 Sh.p. Enfield Comibina-tion, electric lightJi

J-*' ilicensed, indistinguishable from new; £121
Godfrey's Garage, Cra-ubrook Rd. 'Phone : Ilford

[11

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, a smart and efficii

mount, any examination, looks like new; £32/i
—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S

[17

IjiNFIELD-J.A.P., 1920, Sh.p., Magdyno Comb

-

J tion, paint and enamel as new; mechanic '

sound; bargain, £105.—14, Cannonbury Rd., Rb
gate. [1

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1916 Combination, hood, scr-

lamps, tax paid, exceptionally good condit
silent engine, any trial; £75.-120, Poivis St., AA

wich. [1

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., fully equipped \

Jamps, etc!, in excellent running order, tax i

;or year; £45; bargain,—74, Brighton Rd., :

biton. [2

~l Q22 Enfield 2-stroke, new in June, full licf

J-t/
. paid, ridden about 700 miles; £52 or '

aear offer ; no further use.-Ford, Oxford
Daventry. [2

ENFIELD 1922 latest Combination, Sh.p. ; adverl
"

cannot take delivery; will sacrifice £20 dej ;

paid, leaving £120; London.—^Box 2580. c/o
motor Cycle. [1

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Enfield 1922, 2-strok(
speed, kick-starter, tax paid, better than d

only done 30 miles ; £45.—Dunn, 14, Bridge
Northampton. [1

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, late 1918, in excel
condition, good tyres, tax ]jaid, lamps, horn, >

private owner; any trial; £85.—H., 73, Carleton
'

Tufnell Park. N.7. 17

Sh.p. Enfield, twin M.A.G., 2-speed, all chain,
£47 18 montlw ago; neai'est offer accepted. ^\'

pxchanwe with cash for late New Iniijerial.—G^n

High St., Uxbridge. Li

ENFIELD 1922, brand new, 2-5troke, 2i4h.p.,

sports model, ]*ust arrived, secure now; £55;
changes ; easiest of easy payments.—Wilkins Simp
opposite Olympia, London. [i

1 Q22 Enfield Sh.p. Combination, electric light, r

-L«7 not done 160 miles, winner gold medal and si

cup Builth Trials, tax paid, insured; accept £14
Ivor Weale, Builth Wells. [1

ENFIELD Combination, practically new, just

turned from makers, hood, screen, s'<=pdoui.

Tan-sad, and spares; £105.—Hammond, " Heath^i

(top Station Rd.), Crayford, Kent. fl

b3S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

;OrTS.—A P.C. will bring you a demonstration (no
obligation), true revelation. The ideal.-—" Par-

d," Indian Agcnta, 89, EAst Hill, Wandsworth.
[1713

DIAN 7-9h.p., Powerplus, spring Irame, solo, 1919,
3-speed, clutch, kick-start, new and unused, mile-

300; £58.-4, Hanover St., W.l. Maylair 786.
.[1896

DIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, S-speed, cJutch, East-
ing, taxed December; £47; exchange B.S.A.

ibination or similar.—132, Seven Sisters Rd., N.7.
[1475

DDFREY'S, Ltd.—Indian Scout 1921 41i.p., dy-
namo lighting. Lucae electric horn, speedometer,

ran^teecl; £105.-208, Great Portland St., W.l.
'X^ [2364

ODI^n^EY'S, Ltd.—Indian Powerplus Oomblnation
1919 7ii.p., spring iraJiie, dynamo lighting, acces-

9S, guaranteed; £95.-^08, Great Portland St.,

[2557

aOFR-EY'S, Ltd.—Indian Powwplus 1916 7ii.p.,

witJi Indian coachbuilt sidecar, disc wheels,
idoraeter, accessories, guaranteed; £88.—208, Great
tiand St., W.l. [2356

J
19 Indian Powerplus Com'bination, dynamo

" I'ghting, speedometer, mileage 2,700. splendid
iitiou; liglLtAveight and cash considered.—James,
Ewscoe St., Liverpool. [1851

DIAN Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch.
K.S,. electric liprht, sound ord°r and pood appear-

»; any trial; £60, or near offer.—72, Huron Rd.,
ham. 'Phone; Streatham 1596. [1197

ODFJIEY'S, Ltd.—Indian Scout 1921 4tx.p., with
MilHord sidecar, Easting screen, complete with

sstries, condition t-hroughout as new, guaranteed;
5.-208, Great Portland St., W.l. . [3355

IDIAN Combination 1919, not W.D., dynamo light-

ing, hoin, spe&dometei, elaborate sidecar, also

ing bodv, lavishly equipped, periect, mileage 5,000,
trial; £89.-86." Florence Bd., N;4. [1498

)19 Indian, 7-h.p. Powerplus, Millford sidecar,
spring frame. Cameo, electric light, licensed,

?llent condition; £95, or exchange 3-wheeler.—
W. B.. Devonia, Herschel Park, Slough, Bucks.

[1447

)16 5-6h.p. 3-speed Indian Combination, kick-
start, as new, unlicensed, £55; also 1915 7-9

, snring frame combination, like new, £48.—28,
odford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone ; Maryland 2598.

[1757
115 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, 2-speed, clutch,
' K.S.. MilJford sidecar, new tyres, has not been
len for 2 years, splendid condttion, any trial; £45;
would exchange.—Yeates, Chislehurst Rd., Orpiog-

[1732

ODFREY'S, Ltd.^Indian Powerplus Combination,
1920, 7'h.p., spring frame, 3-speed, dynamo ligh-t-

speedometer, bulbous back body, windsoreem,
d, guaranteed; £105.-208, Great Portland St.,

I. [2358

Combination, electrically

sidecar, Bluemel's wind-
tax - paid, only done 700
192, Heath Rd., Twicken-

Q.
- [2094

ATE 1921 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Solo, elec-

trically equipped, tyres hardly worn, uiiscratched,
r-drive .speedometer, tax paid, in per.'ect mechanical
er; £90 cash; or gradual payments arranged.—iSeeii

248, Bishopsgate, :E.C. (Juno Showrooms).. [2105

) 20-21 Standard Indian Combination, complete
with dynamo lighting, hood, screen, bulbous

k, perfect condition, only 3.000 miles, fu.lly in-

sd, tax paid until December; owner will accept
10 or near offer,—Applv Godfrey's, Ltd.,

, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1242

ATE 1920 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting,

electric horn, absolutely sportiest Indian oa
road, Swan sporting sidecar, movable dash, volt-

ter, red and white discs, exceptionally fast, and
iranteed in every, way ; first cheque for 75 gns,

iires; owner ordered abroad.—67, Fernlea Rd., Bal-
n. [2269

s'DIAN Combination. Powerplus, delivered March
last, only done 400 miles, absolutely perfect

;

ler has car, must sell; electric horn and lighting,

,lIord sidecar ^xtra large. Easting windscreen, tax
d and fully insured ; what offers ? Would consider

d lightweight. 1921 or 1922, in part payment.—
1, 47, Hereford Rd., Westbourne Grove, London,
2. [1086

IDIAN Powerplus Combination 1918-19 7-9h.p.,

3 speeds, hand and foot clutch, kick-starter, elec-

: liehting, speedometer, accessories, licence, new
cially designed large touring sidecar (cost £50),
bous back. Aero windscreen, spares, new condition
oughout; bargain, £80; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd..

xton. i[1649

'HE Indian Scout.—For speed, reliability, economv.
and real comfort there ie nothing to beat it. We

11 be only too pleased to give yon a demonstration, or
d yon full particulars. Prices from £112 to £165.
?he8t price allowed for your present mount in es-
inge.—Langford'fl, Indian Specialists, 37, Crieklewood
Jndway. London, N.W.2. [1866

122 Indian 7h.p.
' equipped, 2-seater
en. condition as new,
as; £165.—C. A. Blay,

\ FOR
( MOTORING and

I

EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades, and two

qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the public in garments at

SO% LESS THAN TO-OAY'S
I COaT PRICE.

i CHILDREN'S
/ CAPES and
' HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
All sizes, 2iin., 24in..

ayin., 3oin., 33iu. and

allone"price
4/11 p'"^ ^^- '^'"

/ • for postage.

Worth 12/6.

GENTS'
FAWN RUBBER

i SURFACECOATS
AND

HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes 34m., 36in., 38in.,

40m., 42in. and 44in. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage 15 /. Worth
i/- extra. ' *^l 42/-

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER- UNED
COATS

(Just the thing for
Motor use).

Sizes. 42in., 44in.,

46111.. 48in. 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/=

I'ustage i/- extn
Worth 35/-

HEAVY

THIS offer cannot
repeated

be
when the

cloth'is sold We secured
this cloth during the trade
slump, and It bought to-
day we could not offer
the garments at even
double the price

]J clients are not satisfied on receipt oj garment, the
money will be refunded in full upon return of the
clothing.

All orders, together with remittance
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

TNUIAN Sparea.-lmmediate deJivery.—Kays, 8, Bond-^ St., Ealing, £75g3
(^ODFBErS'. Ltd., 208. Great Portland St.. London,

,

";l-Comijlete stock ol all Indian spare parts
iiiwnya tn stock. Write for tree spare part list, stating
.vear of manufacture. L07S2
TNDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brix-
-» ton Ed., London ('Phone: Brixton 3129), aupply
all part.s from stock, new and second-hand, 'illey
also specialise in Indian repairs. [Sx^sa

I^°r?,t^1='*™i'i"^~^l"; °,'><1 second-hand for all

«7rft^ ^fi.
"" .se'.ond-hand spares sent on approval;

write, call, or 'phone; ive can save you monev

-

LaiiBJord's, 37, Oricklewood Broadway, NW2Hafnp-
[1867

stead 8616.

rjODPBEY'S,
^-^ 2-speed,
Portland St.

Invicta.
Ltd.—Inviota 2V|h.p. 1919, JAP

accessories, guaranteed; £42.-208, Great
^1- [2359

Qih.p. Invicta, smart coachbuilt sidecar, with ad-
"=-''= instable seat and locker at back; new outfit
oHered as shop soiled at clearance price; i;iOO; sun n.
ditto solo, £85. Convenient easy payments.—Ilarrods
Motor Salesrooms, 118, Brompton Rd., London, S.W.I.

[1482
Ivv

2-speed Ivy,2¥'-^^ 1920, perfect running order;

tax paid.—Eagles and Co.,
Ijondon, W,

£32.-88, Park Rd., Dulw'ich. [1737
^23.-1915 Ivy, 2-stroke, new piston, main bearings,
o*^ Qiew Amsc, tax, new Dunlop tyre.—OrtihardieiEJi
Leathertiead. [1751

1 Q20 Ivy, 2-stroke, 2-speed, periect runjiing order,-^^ escerient oondition; nearest £35.—Kent, Tlndal
Rd., Aylesbury: _ [1747

1 Q2.1 2V^h.p. 2-stroke Ivy, 2-speed, clutch and K.S.,
-*•*' Sturmey, all accessories, tax-paid, better than
new; £45.-5, Norwood Rd., Herne Hill, S.E.24.

[1440
IVY 1922 2-stroke, 2-sp&ed, dutch, kick-?fcarter.

Model D; £47/10.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16. Bishoi>s-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548.

[0067
IVY 2V2h.p. 1920 2-stroke, Sturmey-Archer 2 speeds,

clutrh, kick-starter; £38, including accessories;
' " ' ' ~ 275, High St.. Acton,

[2074

Ivy Combination, 5-6h.p. twin J.A.P., all acces-
sories, coachbuilt sidecar, windscreen; 90 gns.,

nearest offer; any trial.—Lucking, 28, Church St.,
Rugby. Tel. : 145. [1400

IVY 3h.p. 1922 T.T. Model, as used in the Isle
of Man races this year, 3-speed, all-chain drive,

guaranteed to do 60 miles per hour; £75.—Maudes',
100, Gt. Portland St., London. [1780

James.
JAMES 1920 SVsh.p. Twin, all chain. 3-speed, per-

fect order; £60.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester.
[1807

JAMES 3'/^h.p. Twin Sports, completely over-
hauled, fast; bargain, £50.-229, Maryvale Rd..

Bournville.
"

[1252a

JAMES.—All 1922 models in stock : call and in-

spect.— The Agents, Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon
St.. Bond St.. W.l. Mayfair 625. -J7369

1 Q 20 6h.p. James Combination, tax paid, hood,
-Lt? ficreen, lamps, etc., in splendid order; bart:ain,

£80.—Churchill. The Grove, Dorchester. [1143

4ih.p, James Combination, 3-speed, all-chain drive,
4 oversize tyres, accessories, licensed, excellent

condition; £59.

—

45b, Cato Rd., Claphani. [1875.

£35.—41/ili.p. James Combination, 3-speed, counter-
shaft, gears, clutch, K.S., cauoelet coachbuilt r-ida-

car, fully equipped.—King, Egrove, Oxford. r 1 97

1

1 C|20 James 2-stroke, 2-speed, all lamps, horn, knee
-Lt/ grips, tax- paid; £35; exchanges.—Homac's, 243,
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone; Uaiston 2408.

[1820

-| Q22 James SV^h.p. Twin Sports, as new, fully
-L *y equipped and licensed, only done 600 miles

;

£95; guaranteed perfect.-

mouth.
77, ShelSourne Rd., Bourne-

[1174

| 020 James Combination, 5-6h.p., _
X«/ speedometer, etc., bulbous back sidecar. Bluebell

electric lighting,
Bluebell

£65.—Martin, 10, Herbrand St., W.C. Museum
[1139

JAMES 4Viti-P- Combination, cane sidecar, good

condition, K.S., 3 speeds and clutch, speedo-

meter, lamps, etc.; £70.—33, Lisson Grove, Maryle-

bcne.
--'• '[2371

NEW 1922 model de Luxe James 7h.p. Combina-
tion; windscreen, spare wheel, child's dickey seat;

£160; easy payments, 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. 18614

-| 019 5-6h.p. James Combination, Montgomery side-

Xt/ car, lamps, horn, speedometer, K.S., 3-speetl.

unridden since recent overhaul by m akers ; excellen t

condition and appearance; £88.—86, Church Rd.,

Upper Norwood, S.E.19. 'Phone: Sydenham 2363.
[1900

screen
6594.

A I! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue 541

Motor Cycles advertised by private ovrners are. when desired, marked (P)>
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
James.

Spare Pnrfs:

Immediate deliveryJAMES Spares.
St., Ealing.

Kays, 8. Bond
[4830

WHITBYS.—James spares, expeit seivicG.— 7, 'Tlie

Vale, Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chisivick 1513. [9777

J.E.8.

J.E.S. Lightweights
;

place your order with the man
on the spot.-Gibb, Gloucester. [7546

J.E.S. l^^h.p., exceptional condition, recentl.v

fitted new wheels, tyres, belt; £13/10.—Inman,

BE IN

TIME
Letwell, Rctherham, [2056

1Q20 J.E.S., neariy new condition, guaranteed per-
J-*' lect; must be sold; nearest offer to £20 secures.

—Thornley. Borenam Wood, Herts. [9041

J.E.S. Lightweight, very posh little motor cycle,

condition as new ; owner bought combination;
12 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [2273

J.H

1 Q15-16 5h.p., M.A.G- Bransome-Kent Combination,
J-*y Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, kick-starter, liand
foot-controlled clutch, Lucas lamps, etc., well
equipped ; accept £ 60.—Glover, Hereford Villa, New
Barnet. '[1915

Kerry.
2^4h.p., running order.KERRY

suit beginner

KLNGSBURY
equipped, untidden,

Hill,

licensed; £10/10;
-196, Albert Rd., South Norwood

[1514
Kingsbury.

2%h,p., 2-speed, all-chain, superbly
licensed; £.46.-16, Shoot-up

IV.W.2. (P) ' ^ [1830

Lea'Francis
1 20 Lea-Francis, syoh.p. M.A.G>

series, very good condition

;

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham,
19= engine, acces-

£50.—Premier
[2208

M.A.G., 2-speed. K.S.,
in fijst-class condition;
The Boulevard, Balham

[1743

3i^.p., band-foot
clutch, K.S., fully equipped, _ Watford jpeedo-

1 Q20 Lea-Francis 3Vjh.p.
JL*/ fully equipped and
£55.—Gray and Levin, 5,

High Rd., S.W.

T EA-FRANClSj^ 1920, M.A.G.,

any trial; £65.—B., 11,
[2278

meter, absolutely perfect.

Pleasant Place, N.l.

LATE 1919 Lea-Francis Siyi.p., 2-speed gear,

h.b.c, clutch, kick-starter, thoroughly over-

hauled, excellent condition; bargaip, £48.—Gibson.
Swansea House, Pickering, Yorks. ~ [2062

LEA-FRANCIS 3V2h.p. 1920, M.A.G. engine, all-

ehain, Binks carburetter (new), Lucas -lamps,
kttee-grips, Norton handle- ba-rs. Triumph footrests.
mechanical condition guaranteed, fast solo mount,
licensed December : £ 80 or offer ; must be sold.-—

Dalgleish and Baird, New Bridge, Riccarton. "Phone :

404 Kilmarnock. [1224

Levis.

pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

POPULAR 2i4h-p. Single-gear Levis, £48; Model
S, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, £58; Model G, 247

c.c, 2-speed, clutch, £61; kick starter £2 extra; easy
payments 4% estra; carriage paid to any address:
all models in stock for immediate delivery.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5881

ust overhauled by makers;
[1954

LEVIS 2i4h.p., 2-stroke:

£25, bargain.—Moss, Wem,

GIBB, Gloucester, Sole District Agent
immediate delivery from stock.

Levis

:

[7545

028.—Levis, veryjow, fast, any trial; exchange.—57
[1579

lunnmiT
[1972

Kenburj'' St., Camberwell, London.

£19.— 2i/4h.p. Levis Popular model, good
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

LEVIS Popular, 2-stroke, accessories, ta-x, 1919; ^28.
—Midland Motors, St. Clement's, Oxford. !1496

-| Q21 2-speed Levis, tax paid, perfect condition: £37,
Xt/ or nearest.—Binns, Melrose, Pelsall, StafEs. [2019

LEVIS 2-speed, all on, new tyres, new condition

;

£28.—Norton, 26, Beaumont Rd., Hornsey Rise,

N. [2258

TT7E are the Agents for Londonj_S.W. Choose from
our stock.—Knight's,

6.W.17.
Upper Tooting Rd.

[0778

LEVI:? 1919, , excellent condition, equipped, good
Dunlops; 26 gns.—10, King's Rd., Kingston-on-

Thames. - [2334

GODFREY'S, Ltd.-Levis 1915 2i41i.p., Roc 2*speea,
ac-cessories, speedometer, guaranteed; £32.—208,

Great Portland St., W.l. [2360

FOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest 2-

stroke upon the road, send or call

Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
Jones
[0788

LEVIS 2';ih.p., chain-drive, Enfield gears, 29 gns.

Levis 21/ih.p. Popular, 24 gns.—Peter Gordon,
Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. i[9596

LEVIS Motor- Cycle, 1921, 2 speed, hand ohitch,
legshields, lamps, horn, licensed; £40; lach*

Held, Staffs.—Box 2562, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1273

to secure one

of these latest model

1922 O.K Junior Motor-

cycles (slightly shop-soiled

but otherwise BRAND NEW)
which are offered at particu-

larly tempting prices for

cash or easy monthly pay-

ments. We have only a few

left, so write NOW.

MODEL XI

•I h.p. O.K. engine, 2-speed gear, foot-

bonrds, Webb front brake, Dunlop t>Tes,

educed to £50 cash, or £12 10s. deposit

and 12 monthly payments of £3 7s. 2d.

MODEL XII-
As above, but with 2-speed gear, hand con-

trolled clutch and kick-starter, reduced to

£55 cash, or £14 deposit and 12 monthly
pa>-mcnts of £3 16s. lOd.

MODEL XVI
2-1 h.p. Sports, 3-spced gear, clutch and kick-

starter, footrests, Webb front brake, larf^e

capacity tank, DurJops, reduced to £62 10s.

cash, or £16 deposit and 12 monthly payments
of £4 3S. 4d.

Head lamp set, rear lamp, horn aud licence,

holder, £2 extra.

ONE ONLY
Brand new I92r 5-6 h.p. H.O. Brough Com-
bination, 3-speed, all-chain drive, hood and

screen, Lucas acetylene set, Cowey horn,

£140 cash,-or deposit £35 and 12 monthly
pajTiients of £9 8s. 2d., or 18 paj-ments of

£6 8s. 3d.

* 1922 MODELS *
we can deliver from stock

2j h.p. A.J.S S85

7 h.p. A.J.S. Comb £175 C

3* h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed £90

4} h.p. B.S.A., Model K2 £107

4 i h.p. B.S.A., Model H2 £110
6 h.p. B.S.A., Model E £132
B.S.A. sidecars £32

2i h.p. ENFIELD Sports £55
8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £140
8 h.p. ENFIELD Magdyno £158

4i h.p. HAWKER, all-chain, 3-speed £89 5

4\ h.p. NUMBER Sports £100
3i h.p. MARTINSYDE Sports £98
8"h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £150

2j h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £73
4i h.p. QUADRANT Comb £105

3* h.p. RUDGE-MULTI £77

2I h.p. RALEIGH £68
2 J h.p. RUBY «70
5 h.p. 8TANGER, sprmg frame £97

4 h.p. TRIUMPH S.D £115

3* h.p. TRIUMPH, Model R £120

3i h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW, all-chain £118
Etc., etc.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS from one-fifth deposit, and
the balance in 12, 15 or 18 equal monthly instalments.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES in great variety at

prices to suit all pockets ; list and terms post free.

288-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, ^W.C.1.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

3Xh.p. Levis -2.speed, countershaft, late model,
2 excellent condition, taxed, genuine bargain;

£35, offers.—29, Hendham Rd., Wandsworth Com.
mon. [2051'.

"j 022 Levis, 2 speeds, Sturmey, hand clutch, for
-L^ immediate delivery ; £58 ; exchanges or deferred
4% extra.—Hnmac's, 243, Lower (Jlapton Rd., N.E.
•Phone: Dalston 2408. [1821

1 Q21 Model S. Levis, Sturmey-Archer 2-speed,
M-iJ handle-bar controller clutch, Lucas lamps and
horn, perfect condition; £42.—Premier Motor Co,,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2207

LEVIS New 1922 Models.—2i4h.p. Popular, £48{
2i4h.D., 2 speeds and clutch, £58; Levis sports

model, £hl ; all models supplied on easy terms and
exchange, one-fifth down; also 2i^h.p. 1921 Levis, tax
paid, all on; £37.'10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [2142

LEVIS.—All spares or complete 1922 model cycles
from stock, carriage paid.—Jones Garage, Broad,

way, Muswell Hill. N.IO. [0807

GODFREYS. Ltd.. 203. Gt. Portland St., London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all Levis spare parts

always in stock. Write lor free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0753

LincoIn-EIk.

LINCOLN-ELK Combination, 4i4h.p., countershaft,
kick start; 38 gns,; take solo part.—57, Kenbury

St., Camberwell, London. [1578-

3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, 1914, Mabon, clutch, fully
2 equipped, new tvres, tax paid; £15.—Maynafd,

161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [2062..

L.M.C.

L.M.C, 1920, S'Ah.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S., equipped
and tax paid, excellent order; £65.—The Layton

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1959

£20.—L.M.C. S'/oh.p., Bosc magneto, B. and B. car-
buretter. Auto Varia gear, good running order,

'

several new, parts to engine, tyres good. — Arnold's,
Sherborne Causeway, Shaftesbury, Dorset. [1055

L.M.C. 1920 6h.p. Twin Combination, absolutely per-

fect condition, 3-sp6ed Sturmey-Archer ge.ar box
with kick-start, hand and foot clutch, windscreen, and
all accessories; price £70, or offer.—Vandervell, 199,

Piccadilly, W.l. Gerrard 562. [1133

Martinsyde.
MAETINSYDE 1920, electrically equipped, hood and

screen; accept £90.— :>! Hillier, 216, Portohello

Ed., North Kensington. [G768

MARTINSYDE.-lmmediate delivery ol 1922
models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—

Kays. 8. Bond St., Ealing [4835

MAETINSYDE Combination, 6h.p., new last July,

equipped, tax paid, low mileage; £88.—27,

Sydney St., South Kensington. [9349

1 Q21 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, practically new,
J-t? unsoiled; £107; every accessory; exchanges.—24,
Balliol Hd., North Kensington. [1677

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., are the London Mar-
tinsyde Service Agents; trial runs arranged;

fpares stocked.—157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6080

FOR a 1922 Martinsyde SVih.p. Sports or 6h.p.
Combination get in touch with the North Lon-

Musweli
. r0789

The Broadway,

b42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advcrtiied by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

don agents, Jones Garage,
Hill, N.IO

MARTINSYDE Combination, August, 1921, Easting,
electric lights, Watford speedometer, watch, Dun-

lop Magnum spare tyre, magnificently et^ipped, just
painted, thoroughly overhauled, tax naid 1922; £130;
after 7.-51, Amesbnry Av., Streatham Hill. [1884

Massey-Arran.
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol. Sole District

Agent for Massey-Arrans ; unequalled seiTice, re.

pairs, etc. £3562

Matchless.

H.
F.
"PDWARDS and Co.,

50
"VrODEL J Solo, £125; Model J Combination, £140.

jl/TODEL H2, dynamo lighting, £170/10.

"JY/TODEL H2 2-seater, £175/10.

pXCHANGES or Deferred. [9941

CROSS, Effingham Sq., Is agent for Matchless motort

in Eotherham. [2163

JA.P. Sh.p. twin Matchless, 3-speed clutch, tax, trial:

£33.-135, Acre Lane, Brixton. [1500

Harrington Rd., South Kensington, offer a few
shop-soUed Matchless at bargain prices.
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! MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
i N.S.U.
jlJ.S.U. 6y2h.p., 1913, 2-speed, starter, spring Irame.
1" lamps, spring wheel, cane sidecar, licensed, good
|der; ^£25.—Brown, Kirkhill, Nigg, Aberdeen. [1914

i" N.U.T.
IvT.U.T. 31/oh.p. Twin, Lucas dynamo lighting, all
•y accessories, licence paid; £85; perfect condition
iroughout.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [1802

wr.U.T. 3V2h.p. Twin. 1921, Lucns Magdyuo lighting,
" electric hom, speedometer, licensed, guaranteed in
ileudid order; £90 cash.—Brown, Kirbymoorside,
orks. [1190

:^h.p. N.U.T. Combination, J.A.F., overhead valve
;' engine, coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped, Sturmey-
rcher 3-speed; £39.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt
ane, Earlsfield, S.W. [2226

• 111. p. N.U.T.-J.A.P., twin o.h.v., 3-speed, counter-
's shaft, Bonniksen, lamps, spares, last, trial by
•pointment, overhauled, no exchanges ; £40.—Harri-
n, 41, The Grove, Hammersmith. [1203

>75—1920 N.U.T. 3M.h.p. Twin, Sturmey 3-speed,
y countershaft gear, clutch and kick-start, Lucas
lagdjno lighting set, Watford speedometer, horn,
ftry fast.—Davis, 18, Church St., Bickmansworth,
[erts. [2037

J.U.T. 1921 3y2h.p., perfect, original tyres, knee-
" grips, Lucas separate generators, silent, econ-
nical, fast, enamel excellent, owner going abroad:
18O or near offer.—B. H. L., 14. Stanmore Rd..
lichmond, S.W. [ISli

O.K.
).K. 2i/lh,p., 2-speed. good condition; £22.—Gough,

Long Reach, West Horsley, Surrey. [1151

920 O.K. Union, not ridden 3,000; £32.—8e,
Peabody Estate. Rodney Rd., Walworth. [1244

).K.-J.A.P., 2-speed, -1916. quarter's tax paid, good
condition; £22.-34, Sylvan Av., Wood Green.

[1699
licensed; bargain for~

' Oxford.
[1121

[XMUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—2V'h.p. 1921
VV o.K - ......

921 O.K. Junior, 2-speed,
quick sale, £33.-38, Cowley Rd.,

.-Junior, tax paid; £27/10; easy terms.

j

[2155
||
Q17 O.K., M.A.G. 2-3peed gear box, tns paid, giod

L«7 condition: £22.-77, Haverstock Hill, Hampstead.
; [2239
921 O.K.-Villiers. 2-speed, kick-start, clutch, little

used; £40, or near offer.—42, Perran Rd., Tulse
[ill. [1648

clutch and kick start, horn, tax paid.
10, Hickeys Grove, Rich-

[1464

920 O.K.
like new; 32 gn;

lond, Surrey.

3.K. Junior 1921 2i4h.p., lamps, horn, etc., excellent
cond'tiou; £35.—Stacks, garaged Youngs, Parade.

Cilburn, N.W. [1294

£48/10.—O.K motor cycle, brand new, not shop-soiled.
2-speed: list £55/13; accept £48/10.-Hartweirp

aiages. Ltd.. Oxford. [1265

3.K. Junior 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 1921, perfect condition,
very little used, fully equipped; £30, or nearest.—" "' [1855

1921 model, new and un-
used, single speed; £30.—Eagles and Co., 275,

rijih St.. Acton. London, W. [2070

I

021 O.K., 2-speed, kick-start, clutch, Lucas lamp,
\-*y horn, licensed, guaranteed; £38.—Beesley,
Parford St., Newtown, Manchester. C1643

O.K. Junior 1920 2V2h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke. clutch,
tax paid, insured.^ excellent condition; 40 gns.

'oster. Bazaar, Chertsey.

K.K. 2y2h.p.. _ Mark IX.,

30, Avondale Old Kent Rd., S.E. [1413

I (CI 17 O.K.-Jap 2-%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, good
^«/ appearance, sound running order, new cyli '

liston, valves, tappets, rebushed,
-Cbllyer, Penrose, Twyford, Berks.

cylinder.
licensed; £29/10.

[1562

Omega
. _ ^mega-Jap. . . ^

dition, taxed.~King, Egrove, Oxford.
028.—1919 2^4h.p._Omesa;Jap. 2-speed, splendid, con

I
Q21 Omega-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed. clutch, kick-starter,

i-v lamps, licence. i>erfect condition throughout; £45
-Wade, South Luffenham, nr. Stamford. [1359

3MEGA-J.A.P. 1920 2%h.p., 2-speed. clutch, kick-
starter, all equipment, excellent order; £40.

—

?h6 Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. '[1968

P. and M.

I
Ql^J?- ^^^ M. Combination; £28.-64, Church St.

Edgware Rd.. N.W. [2252

P.
and M. 1921 Solo, all accessories, tax paid; £75.
—42. Quinton St., S.W.. 18. [1852

P.
and M., 1918, rebuilt; new tyres; £45, or offers.

—Alletson, Paston, Peterboro'. [1164

P.
and M. 1919 Combination, excellent condition;
£45.—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2183

i>lh.p. 1919 P. and M. Solo, fully equipped; £:55.—
^2 Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2147

P.
and M. Combination, 1919, just overhauled, as
new; bargain £50.—Hayes, Milton Villas, Ayles-

)ury. [1488

I Q 20-21 P. and M. Combination, splendid condition,
1-*' electric light and horn, fipeedometer, windscreen,
;ax, insurance paid; £100, or oSer,-5, Lechmere Kd.,
ITricklewood, N.W.2. [1539

NOTE
THIS!
OWING TO LOWER
COST OFMATERIAL
AND LABOUR WE
ARE NOW ABLE
TO ANNOUNCE A

FURTHER

REDUCTION
OF APPROXIMAIELY

15%
IN THE PRICE OF

HlLIPsoN]
PATENT ALTTOMAnc GOVERNCK

ULLEY
AND GEAR COMBINED

for

2and4STROKE
ENGINES

No gear box Irictlon
No grinding noises.
No wheels^or pinions to cliew ap.

Th« lightest, Epeediest, and simplest gear

on ihe market for direct belt-driven 2 and
4 stroke engines.

We are now in a position to supply tli9

Fliilipson Pulley to At J.A.P. engines without
any alteration to the machine or ''staggering"
0) the engine.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERV.
Send for Illustrated Booklet/

What ts your make? Write la-

NEW REDUCED
PRICE

£6-6-0
CARRIAGE PAID

PHILIP80N&C"'L"-
Astlejr Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Phone, 147 Eagiey. 'Grams, 'Safety, Bolton.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M. Oojpbina^iJsn, 1919, Eaating, speedo-
meter, lamp- iion., £65—38, Sherrifl Rd., West

Hampstead. '

[1728
"p. and M., 1918, latnps, horn, spares, tax paid,
J- ride away; sacrifice £40, or best.—43a, Tennyson
Rd., Kilburn. [1061

P. and M. 3V2h.p., new tyres, new gears, good running
order; £37/10.—E. J. Carter, 15, Baxter Gate,

Loughborough. [1279

P.
and M., late, splendid condition; cheap; unemploy-
ment cause; exchange cash.—Havnes. 27. Church

Path, Chiswick.
Havnes, 27, Church

[1888

1 Q19 P. and M. Combination, just overhauled, lamp,
-L«7 tax, all on. aajiew; 45 gns.-

"
Mews, Lancaster Rd., W.ll.

^36.-1918 SVoh.p. P. and M.,

-11. Blechynden
[2235

___,.,__ ... completely rebuilt,

new engine, very posh appearance; bargain.—2,

Do-wne Terrace, Richmond. [1684

RENOVATED P. and M.'s 1918, guaranteed
machines; £45; immediate delivery.—Inman,

Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. [1011

F.O.C.H. have 1918 P. and M. Combination, Inlly

equipped, excellent condition; special bargain.

—

5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Tubj) [1433

P.
and M. Combination; £50; no W.D. ; full equip-
ment, electric, spares ; smartT outfit.—Asquith,

2, The Broadway, New Southgate, N.ll. [2370

PHELON and Moore Combination 1918, overhauled,
very smart, Lucas. Easting, Tan-sad, spares, any

trial ; £55.-30, Penrhyn Rd.. Kingston-on-Thames.
[1491

P. and M, Combination, 1919, not W.D., overhauled
makers, trip speedometer, tax, all accessories,

done 5,000 miles; £60.-51, Chingford Rd., SoutJl
Chingford. [1119

P.
and M. 1917 Combination, electric lighting,

speedometer, etc.; £52.-Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0068

P. and M. Combination, 1920, electric, speedometer.
Easting, beautiful condition, standard sidecar;

bargain, £65, or near; after 6.-113, Browning Rd.,
Manor Park. [2244

X>. and M. 3V.>li.p. 2-speed Combination, not W.D.,
15 gns.; sol

Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond
;[9594

graph.—Peter Gordon,
Rd., East Sheen.

A P. and M. Combination Motor and Sidecar,

5V,h.p., 1920, good condition; what offers for

immediate sale.—Apply Percy Brown, 174, Mitcbam
ad., Tooting, S.W.17. [1264

*<pftTe fdTTH:

P.
and M. Spares Specialist. Stamp brings list.

—

Inman, Durham Rd.. Seaforth, Liverpool. [1010

P.
and M.—All parts in stock for P. and M.'s; send
stamp.—P. and M. Specialist. H. Beardwood, 147.

Burlington St., Liverpool. [0839

Paragon.
1020-21 2%h.p. Paragon 2-speed, C.A.'V., magneto,
-LJ7 Amac, carburetter, big Miller lamp set. tax

paid for year, spring frame, horn, this machine is in

very nice condition and has very good tyres, any trial

;velcomed; £20/10; bargain.—Allen, Station House,
Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [1739

P. and S.

PEAESON-SOFWITH June 1921, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-

speed, clutch, kick-start, equipped, mileage 650,
perfect: £47.—Coston, 226, ^^'alton Rd., 'tt'oking. [1587

Peugeot
TlJE'DGEOT 5-6h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, clutcll model,
X^ excellent condition throughout, complete with
accessories; sacrifice, £17/10.—Foster, 31, Clissold Rd..

Clissold Park. London. N.16. [2367

Powell.

POWELL.-We have just received a special sporti

model; price £95.—Nelson's. Rhyl. [1418

Premier

£14 —4h.p. twin Premier in splendid ruiining order.

—King, Bgrove Farm. Oxford. [1975-

PREMIER 3'/:h.p.. 1914. solo or combination. 3-

speed, etc
Halifax.

what offers.—Buckley, 'Vine Terrace.
[1624

PREMIER 1314 3V;h.p., twin, new belt. B. and B.,

recently overhauled; £20, or nearest -"—offer.-

Esmond" 25, Nursery Rd!, Chelmsford. [1112

£20.—3V'h.p. Premier. Bosch. Binks. 2-speed, free

eniine. tyres good, cylinder rebored fast, reli;

able, ride away, send photo.—Proudlove, Dunedin,

St. Anne's Bd., Blackpool. \_l.iii.

Synrf Pnrtu

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the

most competent firm to supply spares and execute

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served m the

Premier works, and know this machine from A to j^.

We hold the most varied stock of parts tor it m the

world We are the only traders who can claim to

supply evevv part for a Premier machine. Our priees

are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write

us full requirements; yon will receive our reply per

i-eturn.-Forfield Motors. ForSeld Place, Leamington

Spa,

411 letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked 'Pi.

[3167
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Q

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

Spare Parts

:

PREMIER.—All parts in stock. ' 'By return
Bervice."~AIf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,

Coventry. 'Phone : 1945. [2041

Priory.

PRIORY 1922 Models; wonderful value; 2^Ah.p.
J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S., 52 gns. ; 2^h.p. 2-stroke,

2-speed, ^38; write for specification.—R. B. Clark and
Co., 7. Exhibition Rd„ S.W.7. [7365

PRIORY, immediate delivery of 1922 models, 2^4h.p.
J.A. P., 2-speed, clutch and kick-start; £52 gns.

2^;4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed; 38 gns. Exchanges or de-
ferred.—Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington,

i^).^..

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experience

with Quadrants. [9925

UADRANT New 1922 4Vih.p. Chain Drive
Combination in stock; £105.—Moss, Wem. [1955

BRAND New 1921 4V2h.p. Quadrant; £75.—Clifford
Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

[2202
"1020 Quadrant Combination, 4V'h.p., perfect,
-l-tf equipped, taxed; £65.-11, Cathles Rd.,
Balham. [1533QUADRANT late 1920 chain-drive Combination,

scarcely used; £62.—R. B. Clark and Co.. 7,
ExbibitSbi Rd., S.W.7. [2182

£85.-1922 4V2h.p. Quadrant combination, mileage
under 1,000.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, West-

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [2201

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., Distributors, 139,
New St., Birmingham.—Quadrant £100 4l^h.p.

C-ombmation, delivery from stock. [0767

£35.—1914 4V2h.p. Quadrant combination, electric
lamps, horn, speedometer, hood.—Clifford Wilson

Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I. [2200

QUADRANT 3V2h.p. 1920 Combination, mileage
3,000, original tyres, lamps, Easting, Tan-Sad,

tax paid, insured; £75; privately owaied.—K.J. Motors,
Bromley. [2337

QUADRANT Combination, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
gear box, Amac, spring forks, chain drive, spring

forks, speedometer; £55, or offer.—Seen 2, Iffley Rd.,
Hammersmith. I[1591

1 Q21 Quadrant 4y2h.p. Combination, chain, speedo-
J-t/ meter, Tan-Sad, lamps, Klaxon, etc., perfect
condition, tax paid; £70; any trial.—Nicholson, 107,
Gilmore Rd,, I>ewisham. [1569

QUADRANT, 1921, all-chain combination, co&t
£l55j all on, little used, splendid condition,

bought car; rare bargain; £70.-188, High St., Ted-
dington. 'Phone: Kingston 1533. [1568

4jLh.p. 1922 Quadrant Combination, 3-speed, kick-
2 starter, all-chain drive; £105. Your old

motor cycle taken in exchange, remainder on easy
terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2130
T Q 22 Quadrant Combination, chain-cum-belt, com-
-l-t' pletely equipped, licensed, insurance, 800 miles;
£85, or exchange twin combination; cash adjustment.
—Spare, 32, Lambourne Rd., Seven Kings. [1702

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and spare part stockists; deferred
payments; exchanges; all models in stock. Special
insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.

—

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone : Hop 210

[9926
Radco.

ADCO, 1920, kick-starter, 2-8peea, clutch, perfect;
f26.-S66n 2, Hogarth Rd., Earl's Court. [1211

1 Q22 Radco, sporting model, tax paid, horn, etc.,
»-*J unridden; £55, or offer.—C. A. Blay, 192,
Heath Rd., Twiokeuham. [2097

CLEARANCE of shop-soiled models; single speed,
£32; 2-speed, £42; easy payments, 4% extra.

—

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8615

Raleigh.
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of 234h.p. 4-stroke lightweight
2-speed, £68; 3-speed, £73; also 5-6h.p. flat twin,

Fpring frame, detachable wheels, solo, £130; Bidecar
combination, £165; easy payments, 4 per cent, extra;
free delivery to any address.—The Premier Motor Co..
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0866

3^hj>. Raleigh, 3 speeds, in stock; £73.—Tilleys,
4 The Esplanade, Weymouth. [1990

RALEIGH New 1922 25^h.p. Lightweight in stock;
no waiting; £68.—Moss, Wem. [1956

RALEIGH 2%h.p., 2-Epeed, kick start, in stock
,

£6H —Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [1280

RALEIGH, delivery from stock, all models.—Wy-
clitfe Meter Co., Bath Rd., Cheltenham. [1110

RAXEIGHS.—All models; delivery now.—Barldj?
and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.

[3693

24 Months
to pay in, with a dis-

count if you pay earlier.

RIDEEZI
will supply you with a Combination

in time for the Holidays by paying a

deposit and the balance in 24 months.

R

MODEfH" STANDARD

From £150. All Models for Immediate Delivery

pUUMPIJ}
COMSItUJIOl

From £129. Special Sidecars

Connaught
Combinations.

From £95. Very Special Sidecars.

Will intending purchasers kindly write or call and tell

U3 exactly the Machine they require, Accessories, Insm--

ance, etc., and just how they wish to pay for it ? This

does not. place you under any obligation. We will willingly

quote you by return.

All Catalogues and full particulars post £ree.

RIDEEZI SALES, LTD.,

5, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

£66.—Raleigh lightweight, cost ^73, unscratched;
owner leaving country.—Box 2576, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [1813

RALEIGH 2%h.p,, 3-speed, semi-T.T. bars; delivery
from stock; £73.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.

'Phone. 1024. [9846

RALElGH.-lmmediate delivery ol 1922 model§.
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing 14838

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models; ex-

changes or deferred payment.—Edwards, 50,

Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [9943

RALEIGHS, a-y^h-p. 1922 Sports or Tourist models,
in stock, licensed; £GS, or easy terms. Free

delivery anywhere.—Talbot Garage, Market St., Stour.

oridge. L8048

RALEIGH New 1922 5-6h.p. Combination, spare
wheel, electric lighting, wind screen, licence

paid, guaranteed unused; best offer over £165.—Box
592, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2212

RALEIGH 3h.p. 3-speed Combination in stock for

immediate delivery, £103; also all Raleigh
nodels.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [1766

IMMEDIATE Delivery Raleigh, all models in stock:

5-6h.p. £130, combination £165; 2^.ah-p. £68,
£73; 3h.p. combination, £103; cash or deferred pay-

ments 4% extra.—Mitchell Garage, Roundhay Ild.j

Leeds. [0890

Reading=Standard.
READING-STANDARD Combination, 1921, tax

paid, fully equipped, perfect order, dynamo light-

ing; £100.^Hartree and Street, Purley, Surrey. [1198 '>

-j Q 21-22 Reading Standard Combination lOh.p.,

JLi' dyniimo lighting, demonstration model, soiled

only: £110.~Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southport.
[2124

READING-STANDARD 1921 Combination, plus one

aiuecar, single or 2-seater, dynamo lighting,

liood, screen, many extras, as new ; fully taxed and
insured; £95.—James, c/o BradmoTes, 482, Harrow
Rd., Paddington. "

. [9632

Regal.
23.h.p. Sports Regal-Precision, 1915, overlap cam,
4 Bosch, Amac, fully equipped, taxed, adjust-

ible pulley; £28.—" Lyndale," Balaclava Rd., Sur-
"Diton. [1835

Rex.

£16.—Rex 3Voh. p.,, splendid condition, any trial; takt >

push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, '

Lrndon. [1576 i

RES 3%h.p., £16/10; also 2%h.p.. £15; both per-

fect; particulars and photos.-Spencer, Charleville, >

Hersham Rd., Walton-on-Thames. [1845 '

RES 3i/^h.p., single tspeed, in splendid condition: en-
gine thoroughlv overhauled by makers ; any trial

after 7 p.m.; price £25.—W., 62. Ferdinand St., London,
NW.l. [-1095

RES 4h.p. Sporting Motor Cycle, in going order, t

single gear, about 1912-13, just riglit for the
holidays; £35, oT offer,-Ay 1ward, Farringdon, Alton,
Hants. [1289

£28.—Rex combination, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, fully

equipped, engine overhauled, smart coachbuilt
'

sidecar.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earls-
field, S.W. [1795

REX 6h.p. Twin Coachbuilt Combination, fast, eco-

nomical, 2 speeds, free engine, "good order guar-
anteed, Bosch, B. and B.; bargain, £22.—Stepney
Garages, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial Rd., Step-
ney. [1618
33.1ip- Rex Combination, Blackbnrne engine, new,
4 fast, just delivered ex works, 3-speed Stnrmay-

Archer gear, kick-starter, and hand-controlled clutch:
£96/15; exchange or easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [2148

Rover.

-| Q20 5-6h.p. Rover (sidecar), J.A.P., 3-speed, sound; '

J-^y £63/10.-89, Spencer Place, Leeds. [1529

3JLh.p. Rover 1914, single-speed - model road racer;
2 £37/10; easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. 12157

1 Q19 Si^h.p. Rover, 3-s^eed, countershaft Combina- ,.

-I- *^ tion, electric lamps, Easting ; £6S, bargain.—
Motor Mart, Yeovil.

'
[1078 '

ROVER T.T., Philipson, late model, splendid con-

dition, lamps, accessories, tax paid.—5, Ashford
Avenue, High St., Hornsey. [1349

"|Q19 6h.p. Rover Combination, speedometer, wind- '

jL.*y screen, condition excellent; must realise; 64
gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [2268

£30.—SVah.p. Rover, Philipson pulley, free engine
clutch, condition and appearance good.—Premier

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2210

"1021 Rover Combination, 5-6'h.p., excellent condi-
-l-*' tion, mileage 500, Klaxon, 3-speed, kick,

lamps; £85, offer.—6, Silvester Rd.. Dulwich. [1129

ROVER,, nearly new, 5-6h.p. cpmbination, 1919-20.
£15 accessories, hardly used; 75 gns.; would

separate.—73, Windermere Rd.. South Ealing. [1"637

b46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advejtised by private owners are, when desiredt marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

919 Simbeam 3'/L'h-p., Monlaomery sidecar. East-
ing screen, apTou, horn, Lucas lamps, new

Tinlops, tax paid, equal new, any trial; £95.

—

ames, 49, Cheyney Rd., Chester. (P) [1308

I

O 21 3'/-jh.p. Sunbenui Combination fAvipnst), wind-
Lt/ aereen. accessories, little iiiikiine. perfect ton-
ition; cost £i220. Mill nccipt £125, or nearest offer.—
Uirrows, 16, Waliuer Ru., "Waterloo, Liverpool. [2017

Ql5 Sunbeam 3\[;h.p., 3-speecl. chain drive, clutoh
*^ ami kick starter, Iroiit and rear lamps, horn,
an-Sad, tyres in new condition, veiv fine machine;
57/10.-Rivett, 236, High Rd., Leytonst-one. [1321

021 31'yh.ip, Sports Sunbeam, perfect condition,
-*^ jtk)t over 1,000 miles, Cawey hooter, brand new
ucas ligliting set, unused, spare valve, etc.; £100;
righton.-,Box 2581, c/o The Motor Ci/clc. [1815

IQ21 3i.L'h.p. T.T. Sporting Sunbeam, ridden Lare-
L v fully 250 miles only ; owner must sell imme-
iately, ao reasonable offe:

/o Herbert Robinson, Ltd.
clused.—Write, Jameson,
Green St., Cambridge.

[21V0

I
Q21 Sunbeam 3'/.h.p., sporting model, less kick-

L«7 starter. Lucas- dynamo lighting, Bonnikseu
jeedometer. horn, licence paid, excellent condition;
:96.—King, 4, Willow W'alk, Short St., Cambridi;e.

- '

[2115
iUN'BEA'M 8h.p. Combination, 1921, d.vuamo ligJit-

5 ing, elertric hern, speedometer, windscreen, hood,

aare wheel, Tan-Sad, tools, insured and taxed, new
jnuition-; cost £300;- accept £220.--19, Church St.,

wickenham. [1881

;<UNBEAM Combination, SlL-li-P- late 1920, new
5 JVlontgomery sidecar and windscreen, condition
s new, leaf spring forks, fully equipped, tax paid,

ny trial; £110; owner bought car.—Jenkins, 4, Vine-
ard Rd., Wellington, Salop. [1730

920'j Sunbeams, . Semi-Sports, laminated forks,

Binks, F.R.S. Major, Cowey, open exhaust, foot-

Kts, additional silencer, footboards, legshields, me-
Ikanicallv perfect, condition new, cost £165; sell £110;
lioto.—24, Scarisbrick St., Soufhport. -. [2075

I
C|21 Sunbeam Combination, 3VL'h.P-- new April,

Lt? interchangeable wlieels, leaf-spring fork, full

ize touring gear bos, oversize Dnnlops, carefully used,
erfecfc internally and externally, speedometer, lamps,
k)wey horn; £125.—Plowman, 6, Clarence Crescent,
Windsor. [1473

iCNBEAM Combination, December. 1921, S^^h-P-
5 spare wheel. Magnum cord tyres, 26x3 in., B.

DO saddle, Lucas electric and acetylene lighting,

tjwey speedometer, electric and Klaxon horns. Triplex
•reeu, etc.; price £165, cost over £210; condition
erfect; seen Woking.—Box 2572, c/o The Motor
vcle. - . 1[1378

JJUiSBEAM Combination. SV^h.p., just delivered from
J makers, brand new, iuUy equipped, including East-
ig Royal, spare wheel, tax and insurance ior 12
lonths, cost pver £200; accept 160 gns.; great sacri-
ce, and bargain for magnificent turnout; consider
elerred payments, or will take-filOO and Bebe Peu-
eot.—11, Church Grove, Lewisham, S.E.13. [1508

^ENUINE Bargain.—Sunbeam 1921 8h.p. J.A.P.
-Jf Combination, 3-speed, Lucas Magdyno lighting,
iectric horn, Cowey speedometer, screen, storm apron,
ood, iuggage grid, sidecar mat, legshields, Tan-Sad,
rare wheel and tyre, all I>unJops, tax paid till 1925,
o^ done 3,000miles, condition throughout excellent;
>;^pt £159/15.—^Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia,
oiiduii.

" [1323
swirt.

el9.—3i2h.P- Swift, go anywhere, uew Dunlop tyres,
i!oBi-h.—Davies, School, Newbridge-ou-Wye. [1236

Torpedo. ^

rORPEDO-PiRECISION Lightweight, tax paid, re-

bushed, new tvres, Bosch. B. and B., 2-speert;
16.~W. Porter, 23, Winchester St. N., Taun-ton,
,>merset. [1125

Triumph.
^FFRA Motor Irish M.T. Surplus.

tGNS. Monthly.-
shuft Triumph motor

-Deposit S.\^lin .=:ecures counter
cycle, reconstructed, stove

namelled, and finished in makers' colours, Bosch-
lagneto, new tyres, tubes, guaranteed 3 month?
ish £60.—Etfra Motor Works, 59-63, High-st., Clap-
am, S.W. "Phcne: Brixton 1115. [2333

pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

rMMEDIATE delivery of type. H, 4h.p., 3-speed,
L £105: type S.D., chain .drive, £115; tvpe R.,
Ml. p.. ovei-head valve, £120; type L.W-.. lightweight,
,65; sidecars from £20 to. £50; easy payments, 4 per
ant. extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
ilotor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [0867

rRltTx\rPH 4h.p. CD., as new; £100.—The Morris
Garages, Oxford. _ " [2111

I Q22 Triumphs in stock; cash or exchange.—Rose's
1-*' Garage, tTxbridge. [1503

LATE Tiiuinph 4h.p. oouuteishaft comhin;ition, new
condition; £55.—Below.

rRITJMPH 4h.p., eolo or combination, S-speed ; £32,
would consider exchnnge.— 1, Pembury Mews, Pem-

lucv Rtl.. Tottenham. [1945

YOUR HOLIDAY
KIT IS INCOMPLETE
WITHOUT ONE OF OUR
W^ATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE SUITS

MOTOR"cYClJrSUIT
with Plaited Leather Belt.

GUARANTEED
WATERPROOF

B
SPECIFICATION

MADE Irom
hard-wearing

double texture

material wit.1 an
interlinin; sf

Rubber.
Double Breasted
Jacket, wit.1 all-

round Belt and
Leather Buckle,

large Patch Poc-
kets, and con-
verteil collar to

button right up
to neck, to fasten

with Throat Tab.
Wind CuRs in

sleeves. All
seams ot tho Suit

rubber cemented
and taped with extra

material, making 4he
garment absolutely

waterproof.

Orerali Trousers with

spat - shaped leg

;

wind gussets to keep

the wind from the le?

and boots ; fastened

wHb patent clasp

fasteners, enabling

the trousers to be

pulled oil In a moment
TIM suits art newly
manufactured, and every

care is taken with details

so that the garment will

meet the severest test

We give full guarantee

that this suit is lhoroug*i|y waterproof, and imper-

vious to the most drenching&tontinuous downpour.

THESE SUITS ARE NEWLY IMADE
FROM FRESHLY PROOFED tMATERIAL
BY EXPERICNCED WORKMEN, AND
NOT HALF PERISHED CLEARANCE
LINES OR W.D. SURPLUS.

NO EXTRA CHARGEPRICE

35i
FOR CARRIAGE.

State chest measure-
ment apd height when

ordering.

SUIT WITH SEATLESS TROUSERS
(as above)

JACKET ONLY . - - -

SEATLESS TROUSERS ONLY -

OVERALLS ONLY

42/.

25/.

18/
12/6

Our Illustrated List and Pattern tninch of cloths

together with self-measuretiientform, will be sent on
to yon post free, and without any obligation, upon
receipt of your NAME and ADDRESS.

SIZES 34", 36", 38", 40', 42"-

44" in stock. Specialsizescan
be made in 5 DAYS, and no
extra charge made if you
decide to avail yourself ot

this opportunity.
Send your measurements to-

day. We guarantee a perfect
fit in every way.

We are the actual Manufacturers

:

—
Martin Waterproof Co.
208, Oldham Rd„ New Cross, Manchester.

MONEY
REFUNDED IN
FULL IF NOT
PERFECTLY
SATISFIED
& GARMENTS
RETURNED
TO US IN
> DAYS.

TRimrPH-EICARDO in stock; £120.-
J\lotor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q 18 Counter>haft Triumphs Irom £40.-24. Ealliol-l" Ed.. Noith Kensington. (1669

TRIUMPH 1921 Model H, mileage 1.000, perfect;
£65.-26, Croydon Rd., Penge. [2214

NEW 4h.i). Triumph, Model H, in stock.-Bounds'
Garage. 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [2059

Sih.p. Triumph, 2-speed, lamps; C25.—.Sharp, 11.
2 Voriey Rd., Higtigate, London. [1635

TRIU*LBH 4h.p. Countershaft Con"»>ina.t ion; £50,
e.Kcellent bargain.—Nelson's, Rhyl. [1416

1Q18 Triumph, countershaft, almost new, perfect;
X«7 £55.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden. [1717

TRIUMPH 4h.p., S.D., 1921, new condition; £110.—Evans and Sons, Stone, Stalls. I[1345

-Premier
[0868

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., fully equipped, tai paid;
£65.-145, Widmore Rd., Bromley. [2340

-| Q18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, as new; £55.-
-Lt' 2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [149:

1 022 Triumph 4h.p., brand new, complete witli
-S-«.r brand new Coupette sidecar; £125.—Below.

1 Q22 Triumph 4h.p., brand new, albchain, owner
J-*^ must sell; offers.—Below.

1 Q14 Triumph 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch lamps, etc.;
-L«' £25; bargain.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone: "Hampstead 1353. (23^'.

TRIUMPH-EICAEDO 4-yalve Model; £120; from
stock.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [1803

MODEL H 1922 Triumph, new, £105; also 8.D.
model, £115; cash or extended payraents.—Below.

WE have ssyeral 1913-1919 C.S. Triumphs, fitted
new tyres, tubes, etc., and many fitted with 1922

S.A. gear boxes, splendid value, enamelled and plated;
£65.-The Hackford Engineering Co., 33, Hackford
Rd., Bri.xton, S.W.9. 'Phone; Brixton 3062. [228S

T^Wtl?^;^ .!'!'''• •
*,^°--K' To™*' 30r, Enston Rd..J- JN.W.l. Phone: Museum 8038 and 8039. [1136

Qih.i). Triumph, Bosch, N.S.U., kmps;'£24; after."« 7.30.—134, Northcroft Rd., West Ealing. [1883
rriRIUMPHS.-Prompt deliveiry and service.-Barlow
-- and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.

/^ROSS, EflSngham Sq., is agent for the trusty:
^~J Triumph in Rotherham. All models Irom stock.

TRIUMPH, 1918, and sidecar, all on, tax plid*
£70.—Warner, 87, Bermondsey St., Bermondsey.

rriRIUMPIH 4h.p.. K.S., - countershaft, perfect condi-
-•- tion, all on; £65.-42, First Av., Rotherham.

[1609TRIUMPH 1918, perfect, very fast; £47/10.—Lob--
ban, 34, Burton St., nr. St. Pancras Church.

rpRIUMPH, clutch model, 1913, tax paid, guaran-X teed; cheap.—Arsenal Works, Hampton Hill.

[1522
1 Q 17; Triumph, countershaft, with 1921 sidecar oer-J-t» lect; 50 gns.—62, Princess Rd., Kilburn, n'.W.6.

1 QSO Triumph Junior, equipped and taxed, almost ati-H new; £38.-Brockbank, 58. Lord St., Southport.

TRIUMIBH Countershaft, less unit, tank ''Ws*
eaiidle. etc.; £12/10.-2, Aj>pian Rd., Bow, E.3.

n grig

1 ft^^rT''"'"?^^^'
^elivery from stock, Ricardo. Typo^ff H. or S.D.-Daw, Triumph Agent, 114, Brixton"'" [2000

1 Q18 Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, with all acces-Xi/ sones; 40 ens.-64. Church St.. Edgware Rd..
N.W. [2250

LATE Model Triumph Combination, perfect condi-
tion, any trial; £65.-120, Sutherland Kd..

Croydon. [1332

4h.p.

Maiden.

Triumph, countershaft. 1916-17,
Sussex

aluminium
Ed., New

[1909

TRIUMPH - GRINDLAY Com'bination, fully
equipped; £70.—Oakford, Jordan Well Ohamibers,

Coventry. [1789

I 021 Triumph, lavishly equipped, countershaft.
J-«/ mileage 1,000; £75.-24, Balliol Ed., North
Kensington. [1670

TRIUMPH 1913, 3y2h.p., Philipson, all on, good
running order; £25.—Talbot Garage, Market St.,

Stourbridge. - [8049

1 Q17 Triumrph Combina.tion, equipped, good condi-
-l" tion, any trial; £52.-77, Haverstock Hill.
Hampstead. - [2237

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, 3 speeds, late
model, in splendid condition; £45.-74, Brighton

Rd., Surbiton.
,

[2172

GODFREY'S, Ltd.—Triumph 1919
MilHord Empress sidecar, condition

guaranteed; £84.-208,

4h.p.,

tion
Grea.t Portland St.,

type H.
excellent,
W.l.

[2364

A11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. a33
Motor Cycles advertised bv orivate owners are, when deilred, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Countershaft, perfect condition; any
trial; £50.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. 'Phone:

Brixton 3062. [2287

F.O.C.H. for Triumphs, new and second-hand in
stock at tempting prices.—5, Heath. St., Hamp-

stead (nr. Tube). . [7866

1 Ql? Countershaft Triumph Combination, lampe,
-L*/ tax, all on; £55.-11, Blechyuden Mews, Ijan-
cnater Ed., AV.ll, [2234

TRIUMPH Sy-Ii-P-, clutch, Philipson's governor pulley,

Lucas lighting.—Jacques, Thornton, Ettington,
Stratford-on-Avon. [1215

GODFREY'S, Ltd.—Triumph 1919 4h.p., type H,
excellent eondi^tion, guaranteed; £72.^208, Great

PortJand St.,- W,!.
,

£23-62

MOPFAT, Tcovil, Official Triumph Service Agents.
1 922 models from stoftk

parts. 'Phone; 50.
exchanges

;

all spare
[5725

LATE 1918 Triumph, as new, registered; £52.—
Handship, Fire Station, South Parade, Church

St., Chelsea, S.W. [1097

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 1916, excellent con-
dition; £60.—Backett, 135, Beulah Rd., Thorn-

ton Heath, Surrey. ^[1109

3 111.p. Triumph, clutch, Grado, Binks, Bosch, lamps,
2 good condition; £40, or offer.—21, Kestou Rd.,

Peckham, S.E.15. [1495

TRIUMPH Junior 1919, licensed, Lucas lamps nnd
horn, excellent condition; f38-.—Law, The Hollies,

Sedgley, Staffordshire. - [2012

3JLh.p. Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, clutch,
2 Philipson, all on, tax paid ; £35 / 10.—Hack,

Victoria Rd., Bromsgrove. [1094

1Q14 Triumph-Gloria Combination, 3-speed. K.S.,
.r.Q/ tax, . insurance paid, fine condition; £46.—169,
Loughborough Rd., Brixton. [1476

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914. good running order;
taken for debt; sold highest bidder.—Palmer, 8,

Findon Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [1311

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1918, countershaft, 3 speeds,
clutch, kick-starter, overhauled, new condition;

£55.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. - i[1651

GODFREY^S, Ltd.—Triumph 1913 Si/sb.p-. 3^peed.
clutch, pedal-starter, accessories, guaranteed; £40.

—208, Great Portland St., W.l. {2361

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1921, good condition, all on.
spares, etc.; £80; o^nier going abroad.—33, Guild-

lord St. 'Phone: Museum 3396. " ti255

TRIUMPH Combination 1921 tail paid, eqnippeil,
exceptional bargain ; ^£82 / 10.—M. Hillier, 216.

Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [1524

SEVERAL second-hand Triumplis always in stock.
Triumuh Service Agents for Sussex.-Caffvns.

Ltd., 56, Terminus Rd., Eastbourne. [1181

TEIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, eounterehaft, East-
inp, speedometer, perfect condition; £85.-31,

Avoca Ed., Tooting Beo Ed., S.^W-l?. [1209

1 Q18 Triumph, 3-speed Stupmey, all accessories,
--*' uew Dunlop rear, tax paid; a bargain, £58.—
1, Norwooi Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [1438

1 C|22 Tfiizmph. S.D., and Gloria sidecar; .£155;Av just arrived; bring yourft along for allowance.

—

Buntings Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [2280

CROYD()N Agents Triumphs, all new models and
large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's

Presto Mctor Works, North End. Croydon. [0864

TRIUaiPH 1913 Coachbuilt Combination, under-"
slum? sidecar, 2-speed and clutch; 5e32, no offers.

—SpeeohJf^y, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [1356

1 Q 18 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, D.A.
X «/ lighting, tip-top condition

; gilt, £65.-37,
Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston. N.l. [2256

"I Q 20" Triumph-Gloria Combination, screen, electric
J-tJ' lighting, spares, good appearance, owner-driven,
overhauled; £95.-9, Oyster Lane, Byfleet. (P) [1157

TRIUMPH 1921, splendid Com'biuation, electric,

Easting, speedameter, disc wheels, licence; £82,
offers.—29, Addiscombe Court Rd., E. Croydon. [1897

SACRIFICE.—3M?b-P- Triumph, dropped frame, en-
gine perfect, decompressor fitted, appearance as

new; £30, or nearest.

—

8a, Moat St., Coventrj'. [1292

TRIUMPH 1916-17. New sidecar, windscreen, ac-
cessories. Wheels tank renewed 55 guineas.

Photograph.—^Fish. 62, Addison Gardens, W.14. [1397

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, just (fverhauled. tap-
hole condition; 58 gns, ; -or exchange A^.C.

—

Harris, 6, Ardwick Rd., West Ham'pstead, N.W.2.
[1595

1 Q 21 4h.p. Triumph Combination, Magdyno, every
-«-*' P9ssib]e accessory, condition perfect; £105, or
offer.—C. A. Blay, 192, Heath Rd., Twickenham.

[2096
TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, licence paid, all

accessories, £55; also one type H combination,
nearly new, £90; and one 1921 SD combination, all-

chain drive, discs, screen, licence paid, all acces-
sories; £100.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [1804

In the Centre of

Northern Activity

The North of England

Branch
of

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Bead Office: ^7, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

is situated at

Calvert's Chambers

8, Commercial St

LEEDS
Telephone: LEEDS 26283

—-a convenient centre for the whole

of this busy Commercial District.

Applications for " The Motor

Cycle " and " The .
Autocar "

policies are invited from North

of England Agents.

These should be addressed to

the Leeds Branch, the Manager
of which will be pleased to

give any information that may
be desired.

Every assistance is rendered

to agents in securing business

and the speciaUsed organisation

of the Company is placed at

their disposal for the settle-

ment of claims or difficulties.

N.B.—"The Motor Cycle" policy is authorised

and approved by " The Motor Cycle," with

which The Autocar Fire & Accident In-

surance Company is closely associated. The
conditions of the policy are complete and
comprehensive, and the issuing Company
enjoys a high reputation for generous and
prompt settlement of claims, and for efficient

service to policy-holders at all times.

WRITE TO-DAY

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 QI8 Triumph 4h.p., excellent running order, gcoj
-*-•-' condition and very reliable; accept £47.—Kinsey
and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Crovdon.A" [1706

LL Triumph models always in stoet; also lull range
of Triumph Spares. Triumph Service. Apents for

Susses.-CaffynB, Ltd., 56, Terminus fid., Eastbourne.
[1180

CJHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all modets lu
^^ Etock lot immediate delivery.—J. A. Stacej,
Triumph Service Depot. 12. Ecclesall Rd.. Sheffield.

[0812
n.O20 Triumph, fully eauipped, lamps, horn. ef...
-*-*^ Stewart speedometer, genuine bargain £63.—
"Ward, Fleur dy Lys, Clifton Hampden, Abingdon, BerliP.

CJEViBRA/L Triumiph Countershaft Motor Cycles, in^ perfect condition, aill accessories; fi^S each.—
Richardson, Rosslyn Hill, Rosslyn Mews, Hamp^iead,

.
[1753

1 O20 Triumph Combination, equipped everv possible
J-V accessory, magnificent outfit; great bargain, £78.
—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l,

_ [2255
rjODFHiEY'S, Ltd.~Triumph 1917 4n.p., tj-pe H,
^-^ with sporting sidecar and windscreen, comjiletely
equipped, guaranteed; £74.—20S, Great PoTlland St.,

W.l. _ [2563
"1 Q18 Triumph Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, lamp^,
-L *J horn, mirror, tools, etc., beautiful contjitioii

;

£60, or ofler.—Morriss Garage, Ebaenau £j^, Eatteisea
Part. •

^

-
'

_ [1206

1"Q20 Triumph-Gloria Co-mbina-tion, fully equipped,
-»-*' perfect condition, £30 spares; nearest £.125,—
Oocter, Secondary School, Bromsgrove, Worcestei-
shire. _ [1658

rpRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., 3-speed, electric light, horn.
-»- speedometer, discs, tax paid; £65.—Storer and
Tait. 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., "W.l. Mayiair
625. . ^[1(MI

TRIUMPH 3V2b.p., clutch model, horn, pump, new
back tyre and tube, tax paid, condition good, ride

away; £30, or nearest ofller.—T. Taylor, 32, N^^vtown :

R-d., earlisle>. [120.4

£26.-1912 Triumph, clutch, C.B.' Combinaition,
Grado ^ear, licensed, equipped, expert esamiha- ;

tlon; after 6.—Daglish, 26, Wrtheringtou Rd., Dray- '.

ton Park, N.5. [1€90-

LATE 1918 -Triumph countershaft Combination^' ift

good condition, fully taxed and equipped, nearly
aew sidecar; £59.—Ward and Co., 51, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., Putney. [9170

TRIUMPH 4h.T)., 1920, Model H, 3 speeds, clutch,
kick-starter, excellent condition, including acces*

sories; £65; tax paid.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

Acton, London, W. [2073

1 <i 20-21 Trinmph-Millford Combinatiou, H model',Xv electric lamp, accumulators, Tan-Sad, BluemeU
screen, . spare belt and tube;
Rd., Bromley, Kent.

£95.-165, Homesdale

.

[10718

TRIUMPH, Si>orting model, electric light, Sensprajr.
discs. Tan-Sad, posh outfit, only wants seeing;

nearest £40 secures ; real bargain.—H. Gore, 800,
Holloway Rd., N.19. [2233 .

TRIUMPHS.—Immediate delivery of all models.-.
Special sidecars to suit, £25, Exchanges with

pleasure; easy payments.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. [1967

TRIUMPHS.—Cambridgeshire Service Agents. Com-
plete stock spares; all models from stock; easy,

payments and exchanges arranged.—King and Harper,
6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [980^

1 Q22 Triumph, all-chain drive, in stock for imme-
J-^ diate delivery ; £115; exchanges or deferred
payments 4% extra.—Homac's, 243; Lower Clapton Kd.,
N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [1823 '

TRIUMPH All-chain Model in stock; immediate de-
livery ot all other models: liberal exchanges" or

defeiTed payments if desired.—Edwards, 50, Harring-
ton Rd., South Kensington. - [2188

3ih.p. Triumph, single-speed, clutch, recently over-
2 hauled by Triumph Co.. new belt, tyres gooi^,

fully equipped, perfect condition; £30; bargain.— 13.

station Rd., Lewes, Sussex. [1101

FAMILY Turnout.—1919 Triumph, with roomy
2-9eated sidecar and Tan-sad; lamps, .-icreen,;

speedometer ; splendid condition, £85.—Buntings
Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [2279

TRIUMFIH.—Immediate delivery of a-H 1922 models;
sidecars to suit from £20; write for catalogue

and full particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evan^,
John Bright St., Birmingham, [1427

TRIUMPH 4h.p., new April. 1921, Canoelet siderar,

sports model, all accessories, not used since October-,

last, selling owing to death of owner; £92: n 3'al,

bargain .—Executor, Penrhyn, Enfield, [1219.;>

TRIUMPH coachbuilt Combination, 1914, 4h.p., 3^^

speed, clutch, Bosch, good tyres and condition,'

lamps, horn, tools; £24.~Bnrns, 16, Trafalgar 3q.,',

White Horse Lane, Mile End, Xondon, E.l. [1441^1

SOUTHPORT.—Ricardo, done 800 miles, lovely con'
dition, faultless Lucas head lamp, tax; £112; ;

also 1912 clutch Triumph, good condition, 28 gns.r,
exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport. £1983-

a34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. vrhen deatred. marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

A GOOD Selection of Countershaft Triumphs always
in stuck from £40.—The Triumph agents and

spare parts specialists, The Hackford Eng. Co.. 33,
Hacklord Rd., Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 3062. [2288

31h.p. Racing Triumph, just completely overhauled,
2 2 pulleys, pistons, 1 special aluminium, drilled

con-rod, etc.. all new parts to engine, short wheel-
base very fast, trial; ^33.—Ford, Sc^well. Berks. [1514

TRU'MPH 4b.p. 1921, renovated, countershaft, Mill-
lord sidecar. Cameo screen, electric light, horn,

ami other accessories, full tax and insurance paid;
£85.—Wood, Pranketts, Stoke-under-Ham, Somerset.

i[1304
rj.OI>FREVS, Lt<l.-Triumph 1919 4h.p.. type 'H,
^^ with Middletou spring wheel sidecar, bulbous
back, Eastiug windscreen, Rotax dvnamo lighting,
guaranteed; £96.-208, Great Portland St., W.l.

^ [2365
1Q21 Triumph, all-chain model, exceptional engine,
-*y 110 m.p.g.r perfect throughout, low mileage,

Epeedometer, horn, lamps. 95 gns.; C.B. sidecar, 10
giis.; Maidenhead.—Box 2542, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[1200

1 Q22 Triumph-Gloria Combination. Model H.C., new
Xi7 April, Lucas horn, lamps, mirror. Autocar in-
suramc policy, all spares, tax paid 1922, as brand
new, unscratched; £145.-32, Melville Rd., Coventry.

[1543
£50.-1917 C.S. Uriumph combination, Gloria side-

car, fully equipped, Cameo screen, luggage grid,
year's licence, splendid condition, not W.D. ; photo.
Liarticulars, stamp.—Bacon, Offingfion Lane, Worthing.

[1582
Oih.p. Triumph, modernised, new b.ars, tank, tvr^2 tube, lamps, engine £15 overhaul, new cylinder
pistuus, bushes, valves, tappets, guides, etc., splendid
ihml>er, fast, reliable"; £27/10.—Forder. Wvkin, Hinck-
ley. , [1241
4h.p. Triumph -and Sidecar, 1918 model, Sturmey-

Archer countershaft, 3-speed gear, etc., ^65 ; also
4b. p. 1914 3-speed gear model, with clutch and kick-
starter, d£45 ; easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [2151

TRirMPH.—1920 Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, fully equipped, Gloria sidecar, perfect;

£95, or would exchange for car, cash adjustment.-
200, London Rd., Kingston Hill, S.W. 'Phone ; King-
ston 104. _ [9159

rRIUMPH 1911, with 3-3peed hub, fop hole', £35;
also complete rear portion, £4; Binks. new, £3;

lew lin. belt, complete, £l; 6in puUev, 15/-; top
sack rear stays-, 15/-; trffers 'considered.—^Ford, Clock
Souse, Tisbury. (D) '[1355

rRIUMPH Agents.—All models from stock; cata-
logues and full particulars by return post free;

xchanges and special payment terms arranged: cor-
espondence invited.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
It., Cambridge. /~- [2167

1 C|21 Triumph-Gloria chain-drive Combination,
*-«.' Lurns electric lighting. Cameo screen, leg-
shields. Bonniksen speedometer, perfect condition
hroughour. tax paid; £140.—Premier Motor Co..
\ston Rd-, Birmingham. [7351
3ih.p. Triumph, 1913, very fast sporting machine,
2 clutch, kick-start, Lucas lamps, Klaxon, year's

iceiice. tools, tyres almost new, stored during war,
mechanically ' perfect; £25; exchanges.—31, Marl-
borough Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [1933

ty Q GNS., exchange.—Extremely smart, almostO brand new, 1919 Triumpn, clutch, kick-start,
5 speeds, large bulbous back sidecar, electric light,
leautiful turn-out, unscratched.—Seabridge, Hansler
-Id., Eiut Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [9999

i|'C|19 Triumph 4h.p., aiid £30 patent ccmfort-able
*-*^ sidecar, specially picked engine for reliability
rials, climbs P-orloch comfor;ably, won several meda;s,
)erfeL:t condrtdon, suit critical judge, tax, insurance
laid.—Kibble, Coombe Dingle, Bristol. [1841

TrRIUMPH 1919, 3-speed. mileage 2.000, Watford
speedoirfeter, rear wheel drive, lamps, horn, ori-

(inal tyres, spare valve, fork spring, belt and tyre;
ondition like new; any trial; £65.—Hall, 91, St.
?eter's St., St. Albans. 'Phone : 636. [1431
^h.p. Triumph Combination 1921, Gloria sidecar,* Easting screen, Tan-Sad pillion seat, speedometer,
ilectric lamps and accumulators, horn, etc., tax paid
1922; £120. Convenient easy payTments,-Harrods
Motor Salesrooms, 118, Bromptou Rd., Loudon, S.W.I.

[1480

^ Q19 Triumph 4h.p., Dunhill sidecar, hood, wind-
X%7 screen, electric lighting, appearance as new,
overhauled and re-enamelled last April, tyres good,
aew Dunlop rear, all tools, spares; accept £80; con-
dition perfect; trial by appointment.—84, Part Lane,
Wallington, Surrey. [1070

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for apy new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
illowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's. 2,

Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7326

OFFICIAL Croydon Agents for Triumph.—3Vch.p.
o.h.v. 1922 Triumph, tax paid, all lamps, slightly

foiled. 75 m.p.h. guaranteed, bargain. £115; TypeJI.,
£105: S.D., £115. Spare part stockist and repairers
3f Triumph?.—The Winstan-Henney Motor Co., 63,
Sor.th End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [0895

mms^w. e. line,

ONLY A FEW LEFT ! SHOP-SOILED
genuine

READING
STANDARD
8-10 h.p. Motor -Cycles

100 Gns.
A FIGURE THAT WILL NEVER BE REPEATED.

The Machines are oi the 1921-19^2 type, comnlete with
DYNAMO LIGHTING, ELECTRIC HORN, et';., etc.

THESE MACHINES CAN BE PUBCHASED ON
DEFERRED TERMS AS FOLLOWS :

£25 deposit on delivery o! the machine, the balance
payable in SIX months at £14 per month ;

OR
£25 deposit on delivery of the machine, the balance

payable in TWELVE months at £7 5 5.

PLUS ONE SIDECARS,
with H.od, £37 10 O each.

SHOP
SOILED

anil Screens,

Retail Price £60 12s. 6d.

ra BLACK AND GOLD, BLUE, HARLEY GREEN,
RED AND OLIVE GREEN.

MANY NEW AND USED MACHINES IN STOCK

WE ARE PREPARED TO PURCHASE A
NUMBER OF LATE MODEL MACHINES,

CASH OR TERMS.
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

TO THE TRADE
Your enquiries are invited tor par-

ticulars, terms, etc., of the

"DORWAY "

FOLDING SIDECAR
This can be attached to any ma-
chine. The body can be removed
in a minute, and the chassis, which
remains attached and permanently
lined up to the machine, will pass
through a

28iiich«DORWAY"
Sample outfit can be seen in basement
during alterations. Wholesale only for
this attractive proposition.

TO THE PUBLIC.

Your Local Man Can^ Supply.

89, GT. PORTLAND ST.,
LONDON, W.l.

LANGHAM 1601.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TKir.MPH 1921-22 chain-drive Combination, a5 new
102 gns.: solo, 84 gus. Triumph 4h.p.. S-speed

countershaft, 42 gns. Triumph 3',<.h.p., 3-speed com-
binalioii, 37 gns.; solo, 28 gns. Triumph-Hicardo
1922, 112 gns. Photographs; exchanges.—Peter Gor-
don, Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Hd., East Sheer).

fgkqzrpEIUMPH-GLORIA Combination. late 1921. little
J- used, cost £170. Lucas lightiug. speedometer
Atomizer, special valve sleeves, spare tvre, belt an«i
tube in case, sprocket, valve, chain, etc., all tools,
luggage and petrol carriers, Lucas horn, knee grips,
tax paid, full insurance; £130; seen July 28 or ap-
^mtmeat.—P., Bramley Cottage. Handswortb, Sbef-

[1454field.

'pRIL'MPHS.-New 1922 4h.p. Combination, all-chain
-- drive, ^155; chain-cnm-belfc combination, £^a^.
4h.p. S.D, all-chain, ^£115; Model H, chain-cum-belt.
^105; .Junior 2i/ih.p., £65; also several second-han«i
Triumphs from £40; and one S'/oh.p. o.h.v.. done 500
miles, illG'. Second-hand machines taken in ex-
change, remainder on easy terms. Value allowed on
old machine accepted as first payment down.—Wau-
chope'.'5, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn S777.

[2152
Srinr^ Pnrf.H

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—K a vs. 8.
Bond St., Ealing. [7661

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Stuxmey-Archer
sr^ares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Kichmond

Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [9126

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—AH Triumph spares
at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot,—Premier Motor
Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [0798

TRIUMPH ^pare Parts for all Models; also
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0809

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage. South St.. Rom-
ford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spares.

No disappointing delays; every part in stock. Re-
pairs bv skilled mechanics. We are official servic*
agents.—Tel. ; Romford 584. [7766

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stcok, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph, re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Tritimph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Trump.
NEW 2^ih.p. Trump-Jap, 2,-speed model, £60: ex-

'hauge or easy terms.—Wauchope' s, 9, Shoe Lane.
London. [2128

WORKS Demonstration Trump models at greatly
reduced prices:—350 c.c. sports model J.A.P.,

£68; 293 c.c. standard model J.A.P., £50; 500 c.c.

sports model J.A.P., £90. All in new condition;
only used for' demonstration. Call at our works for
inspection and trial.—Trump Motors, Ltd., Foxlake
Works, Byfleet, Surrey. 'Phone: Byfleet 126. [1366

Velocette.
T>REMIER Motor Co.. for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of IModel E.2 2-speed, £65;
E.3 3-speed, £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame!

£68; alT with clutch and kick starter- easy payments,
4% extra; carriage paid to any address.—Premier
Motor Cn.,' Aston Rd.. BTrmingham. [4609

1 Q21 Velocette, 2-speed, licensed, beautiful condi-
J-tJ tion; £50.—Wm. Brown, Bagmere, Breieton,
Sandbach. [8820
-| (ft21 Velocette, perfect, lamps; £44: exchaufre
JL*/ modern higher power.—11, Lyndhurst St.,
Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent. [2003

1 Q19 Velocette 2V^h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, all on, tai
X*/ paid; £26/"10.—Shepherd. Enfield Highway.
Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0392
T Q22 Brand New Velocette, E.3, 3-speed touring
X«7 model, special machine with 249 c.c. sports
engine, licence paid, guaranteed unused; sacrifice £67
cash.—Bos 25.91, c/o T7ie Motor Cycle. [2211

Verus.

1 019 4h.p. Veras and Sidecar, 5-speed, lamp, horn,
1.U etc.; any trial; £70.—Haines, 12, High East St.,

Dorchester. [1144

"I Q 20 2~'4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, 2-speed and clutch.
Xt/ all on, tax paid; 50 gns. — Shepherd, Enfield
Highway. Tel.*: Waltham Cross 31. [0897

£33._Verus-Sirrah 1921 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch.
kick-starter, ail accessories, taxed, as new bir-

^ain, must sell.—143, Ravensbury Rd.; Earlsfield,
S.W. :.2303

1C|20 Verus, 2Vib.p., 2-stroke, under 1,000 miles,
XJf equal new, electric light, good accessories, tax
paid, insurance; £40.—25, Santos Rd., Wandsworth,
S.W.18. [1452

VJndec.

£24.—6h.p. Vindec, all on, tax, 2-speed, jnsfc over-

hauled; or exchange with cash; by appointment
—French, Springfield, Cranford, Middlesex. i[1312

All letters relating to adveitisementa should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P>.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Werner.

WERNER 2^'4h.p., good running order, new T.B.
magneto: *10.—A. Baker, 40. West St., Uroydon.

[1843
Williamson.

tf?47/10.—Williamson 8h.p. water-cooled Combina-^ tion, 2 speeds, clut4:h, handle st^arter, c-bain, fast,

reliable.—Clarke, 406, York Rd., Wandsworth. [1934

Wolf.

WOLF 2%h.p. 4-stroke, variable gear, Senspfky,
thoroughly overhauled, new tyres, lamps, foot-

boards, good running order; £22.—Fox, 180, Dewsbury
Rd., Leeds. [1526

WOLF King Dick, 191 eVa, 4h.p. Ckjuntershaft Com-
bination, 3-speed, complete, speedometer, horn,

lamps, windscreen, perfect order; accept £60; genuine
bargain, licence paid December 31st.—Rainger, Far-
rjngdon, Alton, Hants. [1286

Wooler.
WOOLER, 1920, complete, everything as new, mileage

1,500; bargain, 39 gns.—17, Highbury Gardens,
lUord. - [1235

WOOLER 2%h.p., 1920, good condition, ' not
licensed; £30, or offer.—^H. Spurgeon, 96, Far

Gosford St., Coventry. [1167

WOOLER 2^4h.p., variable speed, clutch, lamps,
horn, tools, speedometer; £40.—Telford

Garage, 47, StJeatham Hill, London, S.W.2. [1421

WOOLER 2%lh.p. Touring Model, T.T. bars,
specially fitted, absolutely as new, mileage 50,

lamps, all accessories; £45.—Miller, Hatton, Warwick.
[1122

"1Q19 Wooler Flat Twin, 2%h.p., complete with
-8-«7 lamps and Klaxon horn, in good condition^
best offer.—Jenkins, 4, Vineyard Rd., Wellington,
Salop. [1731

Zenith.

H.
F.
"pDWARDS & Co.,

Harrinston Rd., South Kensington,50
HAVE a few brand new 5-6 Zenith countershaft;

models, clutch, kick start, at 84 gns.
(listed at filial.

1 Q22 SVjh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, belt drive, brand
J-*? new (shop-soiled 1 ; 82 gns. (listed at £113).

EXCILA.NGES or Deferred.
[9945

7ENITH All-chain Eight, £130.

IMMEDIATE delivery from Allan Gruzelier, Ulster
Chambers, 168, Regent St.

WE can supply any model Zenith immediately,
and have in stock many second-hand bargains.

New 1921 5h.p. Countershaft model, 84 gns.; we have
a few of these to offer. , [1430

EXCELLENT 6h.p. twin Zenith-Gradna, electric
light: £45.-26, Griffiths Rd., Wimbledon. [2025

ZENITH-GBADUA coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p.,
all on; £48.-55, South St., Greenwich. [1479

"I Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw SJ-jh.p., Gradua gear, shop-
-l" soiled only; £89.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [9214

ZENITH-J.A.P. 5-6h.B.. Gradna gear, lamp, horn, etc.,
ride away; £'=0.—Box 2565, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[1223
1022 Zenith-Bradshaw, brand new; any . reasonable
XtF offer accepted.—16, Harborough Rd., Southamp-
ton. [1100
8h.p. Zenith Countershaft, July, 1921, new condi-

tion; bargain, £90.-5, Hatohlands Rd., Redhill,
Surrey. [1746

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, new 1922 model, £95; S'/a
h.p. oil-cooled engine.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.,

Chester. [1809

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths, new and second-hand in stock
at tempting prices.—5, Heath St., Hampstead

(nr. Tube). [7867

1 Q18 Zenith 8h.p. Sports, perfect order, pillion,
-i«' etc.; snip, £47/10.-18, Fnlham Place, Pad-
dington, W.2 [1833

ZENITH.—New 1^22 models on easy terms; list on
application ; exchanges.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [2153

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b, Gt."

Portland St.. W.l. [6082

ZENITH 4h.p. Combination 1916, just thoroushly
overhauled, electric lighting, spares; £50, or offer.

— 6, Moore St., Colne. [2018

ABSOLUTELY Genuine.—6h.p. Zenith-Jap, 1918;
any inspection; no dealers; £58; evenings.—9,

SiTSsex Sq., Brighton.
'

[1605

ZENITH 5h.p. Countershaft, new and guaranteed,
few only lelt; 84 gns.-R. B Clark and Co.,

7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5913

ZENITH 3V2h.p. Combination, ready to ride away,
test given; £49/10.—Apply W. J. Barlow. 48,

Alsen Rd., Holloway, N.7. [1907

Vhe

BRAMPTON
BI-FLEX SPRING FORK.

Users are unanimous
in their opinion of the Brampton Bi-FIex Spiing
Fork. The following is an extract oE unsolicited

letter, dated June 24thj received from Messrs. Tfaeo

and Co., Motor Engineers. 6, Hatton Garden,
Johnson Street, Liverpool :

—

" We- may say that our client, Mr. Sutcliffe,

informs us that your Spring Forks made a vast
improvement to his combination ; in

fact, he declares that riding is now an intense

pleasure, without experiencing the shocks and
-jaxs on bad roads, as was the case prior to the
fitting of your forks."

For comfort's sake choose a motor cycle fitted

with the Brampton Bi-Flex Spring Fork.

MeasurcmetU/orms and descriptive booklet on request

BRAMHON BROS. Ltd.

Oliver Street, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith

rjODFRiEY'S, Ltd.—Zenith-Bradshaw 1922 SVah.p..
^-^ trradua gear, coiidiLioii as new, guaranteed; £87,
—208, GreaA Portland St., ^W.l. [2366

6-8h.p. Zenith-Gradna Combinaticn, Easting, J.A.P.,
tax and insurance paid; any trial: £65.—Beard.

10, Winchester Rd., Higham's Park, E.4. [1882

LATE 1920 ah.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination,
Millford De Luxe sidecar, as new ; exchanges

;

£67/10.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1672

ZENITH 8h.p. Sports model, special machine, the ouly
one of its kind, uearlv new; offers or exchanges.—

Barker's Motors, 194 BaUiam High Rd., S.W.12. [1182

"1 Q 20 Late Zenith Sh.p. Sports Combination, new
-Lif tyres,- la.mps, etc., perfect; price £70.—
Matthews, Haisboro, Baker St., Weybridge, Surrey.

[1584
£80, or near offer.—1916 Zenith combination, 5-6li,ii.
c^ J.A.P., engine jngt overhauled by makers, clutiL,
kick-start, dynamo lighting; bargitin.—Eaudall, Andover.

[1271
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, new 1922 model, Gradua

gear, slightly sailed; £90; exchanges entertained.
—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London, W.

[2069
SOUTHPORT. — All-chain 3-speed 1922 Zenith-

Bradshaw, like new, Lucas accessories; 87 gns.,

gift.; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport.
[1984

ZENITH All-chain flli.p. SpDrfcs in stock"; 1922
Super Sports, Sh.p. J.A.P., new condition, taxed, _

equipped £105.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. 1

rsisd
ZENITH-BRADSHAW 3t/.h.p., 3-speed all-cliaia :

drive, shop-soiled only ; £105.—Newnham Motor .

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone ; Ham'- •

mersmith 80. [176&-

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Sports, Grindlay sports sidecar,
electrics, discs', speedometer, luggage carrier," etc.,

top-hole condition, done 3,000; £75.—Blunt, Cfowell
Parm, Pulborough. .[^486

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 3y2h.p., 1922, Gradua gCcn.

condition absolutely as new, run 600 .miles, splen-
did solo mount ; quick sale accept £90 cash.—Brown.
Kirbymoorsidfl, Yprks. [1 189

ZENITH 8-lOh.p o.h.v., late 1921, mileage 2,300,
Klaxon, speeQ..^.'Qeter, year's licence, do over 70,

sparesi unscratched, £95.—C. R. Catesby^ FairhaTen.
Chilton Rd., Edgw. 3.- [1575

ZENITH Combinauon 1920 Sh.p., clutch and K.8.,
original tyres, perfect condition, any trial, tax

pa-id, fully equinped, D.A. lighting; 75 gns.—145,
Widmore Rd., Bromley, [2338

NEW 1921 Zeniths at Bargain Prices.—Sh.p. sports.

Model G, £100; Sh.p., clutch Model H, £110;
5h.p.. clutch Model D, £88.—Storer and Tait, 20,
Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair "625. [7370

GENUINE Bargain.—1919 8h.p. Zenith:jap, with
Dunhiil sidecar, hoed, screen, lamps, horn, etc.,

tax paid till 1923; make- sure and secure now; £65.
—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [1328

ZENITH-J.A.P. Sh.p., clutch, kick-starter, Millford
sidecar, overhauled, new tyres this season, speedo-

meter, windscreen, petrol carrier, tax paid December;
any trial; £58.—4. Briar Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2.

'[1402

ZENITH, October, 1920, Sh.p. J.A.P.. with IVIills-

Fulford family sidecar, excellent condition, best
British combination on road, all accessories, tax paid
1922; no reasonable offer refused.—Golby, 27, Bourne-
mouth Park Rd., Southend-on-Sea. [1059

Q/|-BORE Side-valve Zenith, clutch, kick-starter.

V " perfect mechanical condition, very fast, experr,

examination invited, trial eveniings, price £55 ; also

Henderson sporting sidecar for machine if wanted.

—

Chauffeur, Wykaham House, Gordon A v., Stanmore.—
'

~ [1913

Sh.p. 1920 Countershaft Zenith, new Lucas lamps
and horn, spare belts and chain, 3 sprockets,

Tan-Sad, new Bates cover and tubes, enamelling and '

plating new, long plated exhausts; any severe trial

or guarantee.—Apply Dugdale, Euston Rd., More-
cambe. Lanes. [1281

3ih.p. Zenith-Bradshaw (privately owned), special
2 picked engine, do 70, special finish, 3-speed,

K.S., all-chain drive, Cowev 80 m.p.h. speedometer,
done under 500 miles, condition as iew; £120. (See!

Exchange.)—" Trevista," Coulsdon, Sun-ey. 'Phone i.

Purley 1171. [1531;

"OEX BRITTAIN'3 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, lat?^
-tV 1921. Euper-Bports J.A.P- engine, Millford de luxe
sidecar, all 1922 improvements, electric lighting, juany
extras, a powerful, luxuriant, speedy, yet economical
machine, externally perfect and mechanically better;

than new; a bargain at £130.-360, Upland Rd., E,
Dulwich.

'

_ [1170

Syarp Par fa:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [4829

Ladles' Motor Cycles. ]

GODFREY'S, Lt^.—Lady's New Imperial 1915
2%h.p., 2-speed, in good condition, but requires >

slight repairs; £28.-208, Great Portlaaad St., W.l.
[2345

.sfc AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adveH:lsenient, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P>.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

HAOK, l^h.p., open frame motor cycle, disc clutch,
obain driYe- weight 75 lbs.;' 40gna.—Hacli

Sneineering Co., Victoria Road, Hendon. [7554

FEAJ5IK WHITWOETH. Ltd., 139. New St.. Bit
mlnghnm, distributing ageuta for the I,adj'8 Ivj.

Lajatiest of fill ladies* machioee; £62, complete. 8en'l
or list. [0724
[TELOCETTE 1922 open frame models for immediate
» delivery: 2-speed, ^268; 3-speed, £7S; the ideal
ady'8 mount, easy payments 4^ extra.—Premier Motor
lo., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [7354

Allscellfineoua.

20 S'/jh.p., spring frame, K.S., clutch; about £45.—Howling, 9, Hollywood Bd., Kensington.

T.A.P. 2y2h.p., speedometer, good running order; £15,
'. quick sale.—41, Grove Bd., South Woodford.

rTH.G(ENT.^23.ih.p., 3 speeds, clutch, perfect, tax,^ insurance; £22, offers.—255, South LamibeOi Rd.,
.W.8. £1895

.

ri'H.V". 3i,^h.p, J.A.P.-, OTerbauled, re-enamelled, ex-
1/ ceptionally fast; JE24.-69, Kingston Ed., New
lalden. [1908

i Q22 Levis, kick-starter type, Sturmey-Archer gear,
Lt7 hand clutch, electric lighting set, licence paid,
lOt sailed; £58.

1h.p. Douglas Combination, splendid condition, open
to expert's examination; £80; licence paid.

ALSO 1922 4h.p. Douglas Combination, not done^ 200 miles, absolutely as new; price £120; licence
aid. Owner just purcTiased car.

ALSO 1920 2>4h.p., 3-speed, kick-starter model^ Douglas, including many extras, perfect condi-
lon, and licence paid; £55.

A LSD 1919 or 1920 Baby Triumph, 2-speed model,^ in perfect condition, licence paid; £40.
ALSO 5-6h.p. Twin J.A.P. Engine Hazlewood Com-^ bination, almost as new, not done 3,000 miles,
lany extras and- licence paid; £65: subject to expert's
xamination and trial.—Huttons, Motor Engineers,
•evizes Rd., Swindon. [1106

ITHE .following high-class motor cycles, brand new and
never ridden, for immedinte disposal, to mate room

or hght cars:-

OVER oVsh.p. 1920, 3-speed, countershaft model,
best offer secures.

r .M.O. 6h.p, 1920, twin, 3-sreed. countershaft, sus-
'-' pension frame model, best cfler secures.

L.M.C. 6h.p. as above, rigid frame model, best offer
secures.

f.-M-C. SVjh.p. 1920, single cylinder, 3-speed, counter-M sliaft, best offer secures.

A LSO L.M.O. Bh.r. twin, 3-spe&d. countershaft, com-
?*• plete, with Henderson Bl sidecar, speedometer,
.imps, fully equipped; onlj^used for demonstration pur-
Joses; best offer secures.

iVTEBES and Mebes (Est. 1893). 144, Gt. Portland St..
!-'-• VI. l._ 'Phone: Langbaro 2230. [8995

[>3.h.p. Motor Cycle, new magneto and tyres, all ac-W4 ccssories, tax paid; ifilO.—64, Church St.,
idgware Rd.. N.W. [2251

"J.H.V. 2^'ih.p., specially built for competitions thi=

'^n ir r'^,"«^,'T'°f "» ^P^«'^ eyenU; first offer ol
.50.-63, Peafcsfield Av., Grimsby. [1126

8^WH„^Gjf'~?,''-V-u'^-'''-
"'"2le, Bosch, Senspray,

we rI
so miles to buyer; photo 6d.; £22.-1, Wiil-

;lore Bd., Perry Barr, Birmingham. (D) [1058

R^Sl^'' f-^-^-' F*''-'-
"•''•f- ^io-'S' hraud new, com-,

•l^nn M ^'i WJ*™. "5; with waterproof Bosch,
1,18/10.-28, Clevedon Ed., Bolsall Heatlj, Binningham.

VTOFFATT, NortJl Wimbledon Cvde Storesl^w"
;' \p,liy'=\»<*- F^'Wedon, S.W.19: Tel.: Wlmble-on 2270, have the following bargains to offer or
.TChange :

—

lyOFFATT.-A.J.S., -brand new, 1922, tax paid,
|-^-*- sporis model: £85.

OPEA'TT.-AUdays' AUon 1921, 2-speed, clutch

R

If' ._ __„^„ ^._„'' and kick-starter, tax paid, all accessories, nearly
&k; £39.

ITOFFATT.-Indian 1919 7-9h.p. solo, 3-speed,
•'' oUitch, hand and foot, T.T. bars, all accessories,
jx paid; £47/10.

kTOFFAT-T.-N.TT.T. Sporting Combination, 5h.p.,
'-•• twin J.A.P., o.h.v., 3-speed countershaft eear
.A.; £40. -

OFFATT.—Hnmber and Sidecar, 1914, 3iAh.p., 3-
speed, kick-starter, chitch, tax paid: this

pachine is practically as new, been in store; £34.

lyrOFFATT.—Rover 3y2h.p., T.T. model, very fast;

\/fOFFATT.—Scooter Motor, Mobile Pup, low milA.
!-«. age; *9/10.

OFFATT,—Sunbeam 3V'-.h.p., 1919, S^speed, kick-
starter, clutch, tax paid; £60. [1632

VI

BELOW IS A LIST OF

New 1922 Models
THATAREACTUALLY IN STOCKAND
-ARE THEREFORE AVAILABLE FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ARIEL, 3i h.p., Sports «90
B.S.A., M6del K3 £107
BROUGH SUPERIOR, Marl^ ii .. £150
EDMUND, Blackbume £90
ENFIELD, Model i8o £140
ENFIELD, lUodel rgo £158
ENFIELD, Lightweight £55
ENFIELD, Sports £55
NUMBER, Sports £100
HUMBER, Standard ... £110
INDIAN SCOUT £112
MASSEY
MATCHLESS, Model H, Comb. ... £170
NORTON, Model i6H £115
REX ACME, Impy model £100
SCOTT-SQUIRREL £105
TRIUMPH, Model H £105
TRIUMPH, Model S.D £115
TRIUMPH, Model Ricardo £120
TRUMP, J.A.P £150
VELOCETTE, Model E2 £65

IN ADDITION TO -THE ABOVE WE
HAVE THE FOLLOWING SECOND-
HAIID BAKGAINS :—
ENFIELD I92r, magdj-no Comb.
Not done 2,000 miles, and in

exceptional condition. Bargain at £1 20
DOUGLAS, r920, 2j h.p., 3-speed,

clutch and K.S., fully equipped. . £65
VELOCETTE, r92o, ni h.p., 2-speed,

fully equipped and licensed. Very
fine order 40 gns.

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 1922, and
Swan sidecar. Fully equipped and
licensed £125

TRIUMPH, 1920, and sidecar, lamps,
horn and Easting £85

ZENITH, r9i9, 5 h.p., C.S.^ model,
lamps, horn and speedometer.
Bargain at £65

BLACkBURNE, i92r, 8 h.p., mag-
d>-no Comb., speedometer and
spare wheel. Very fine. Bargain at £125

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2} h.p., 2-speed,
fully equipped and licensed .... £35

BEARDMORE PRECISION, 1921,
and sidecar. Not done 300 miles.

As new .-. £75
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p.. Comb., com-

pletely equipped.Exceptional order £80

For forthei Bargains see , Miscellaneoos
Columns.

-

Exchanges and Extended Payments with
pleasure. ^

TriumphSenriceAgents Jor OxSoid&District

90, High Street, OXFORD.
and BICESTER.

Phones : 58 1 and 784 Oxford : 35 Bicester
Grams ." "Integrity," Oxford and Bicester.

J. W. ToIIady.
General Manager.

w
w

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneoua

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Finest selection
motor cycles, combinationa, in London. Ex-

changes, easy terms.

ANDSVVORTH.—Wo hav« the eiact motor cycla
you want, also the exact price you wiah to pay.

Ar^DSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only arm to
give immediatg delivery first deposit.

WANDSWORTH.-1921 Royal Enfield 2iih.p., 2
speeds, lamps, nearly new ; 45 gns ; exchaogw,

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 New Hudson 2^h.p., 2
speeds, lamps, little used; 43 gna.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921-22 Douglas, almost new,
500 miles, 25/ih.p., 3 speeds; 58 gns.; terms,

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Triumph. almost new,
4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 85 gnj.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-1920 Rover, beautiful combina-
tion, 6h.p. twin, 3 speeds; 85 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 F.N. lovely combination,
7h.i>., 3 speeds, lamps; 95 gns.; easy terms'.

WANDSWORTH.—1920-21 Indian combination,
dynamo lighting, bulbous sidecar. Easting.

speedometer; 89 gns.; terms

WANDSWORTH.—1920 A.B.a combination, twin,
4 speeds, lamps, speedometer ; 79 gna. ; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Henderson, dynamo light-
ing, lOh.p., 3 speeds; only -89 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas late 4h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, kick, lamps, speedometer, newly paintod;

49 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. , magnificent maohino, 5-8
h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, shaft drive, lamps, over-

hauled, newly enamelled, newly plated; 49 gns.; easy
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier coachbuilt combination
3',^h.p., 3-speed gear box, kick; 49 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. 1919 3%h.p., 2 speeds,
kick, lamps, beauty; 49 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. 1918 3»/:h.p., 2 speeds,
lamps, runs splendidly; 39 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian (late) 7h.p., 3 speeds,
newly enamelled, newly plated; 55 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian, 1915, clutch model. 7
h.p. twin, very fast; sacrifice, 39 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith 6h.p, twin, Gradua gear,
fine sidecar machine; 39 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Matchless coachbuilt combina-
tion, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., 2 speeds; 39 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—fiazlewood coachbuilt combina-
tion, 5h.p. twin J.A.P., 3 speeds, hood, lamps;

55 gns.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian coachbuilt combination,
5h.p. twin, 3 speeds, lamps; 48 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier coachbuilt combination,
3',^h.p., Grado gear, kick, lamp; 39 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Vindec coachbuUt combination,
5-6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, kick; 29 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph
,

Si/j^.p., clutch model,
kick, good tyres, runs splendidly; 29 gna.; terms.

WANDSWORTH. — Triumph Siy^h.p., sporting
machine, F.E., clutch, dropped frame; 25 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Roc 5-6h.p. twin, F.E., clutch,
new tyre, lamps; sacrifice, 27 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. 4V2h.p., 4 cylinders, 2
speeds, shaft drive, wants attention; 17 gns.;

terms-

WANDSWORTH. — De Dion 234h.p., magneto,
dropped frame, licensed, drive away; 16 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Ten beautiful coachbuilt side-
cars, Glorias, Grindlays; from 8 gns.; art canes,

4 gns.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges, Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town-

Station). "Phone: Latchmere 4686. [2192

*?15 to £25.—We can offer you choice ol a dozen
^' good machines, A.J^., Bradbury, New
Hudson. Enfield, etc.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Wealdstone. [2284

1 Q22 4h.p. Coulson, Blackburne engine, 3-speed,
J-9J K.S. and clutch, Montgomery sidecar, mileage
under 100, £85, special bargain; 1922 O.K., K.S.
and clutch, mileage very small, as new, £48; 1914
New Hudson, 3-speed hub gear, good condition, £25.
—Chas, Baker Co., Tonbridge. [1168

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged. Any new cycle, combination, or car sup-
plied, cash or deterred payments.-Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone:
'Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[1611

41! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the^nd of each advertisement, and the date of the issu*. 337
.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CVCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

Oh.p. Williamson Combination, £47/10; 4h.p.
'-^ B.S.A,, 3-speed combinatioqj, £45; "4-h.p. Douglas,
renovated as new. £45.—Clarke, 406,- York Sd.,
Wandsworth, S.W.18. [1937

"DLACKPOOL Bargains.-1922 Rudgcs, 1922 Ariels,
-•-» 1922 O.K.'s, 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quad-
lants, 1922 Royal Kubys. Quick deliveries. Good
lirice lor your machine; exchange.—Booths' Motorics.
Waterloo Bd., Blackpool.

jDLACKPOOL Bargains—New 1921 4h.p. Brad-
-•J bury, all chain, £78/10. with sidecar £95/10.
- Booths' Motorifcs.

"DLACKPOOL Bargains.—New 9h.p. Eudge Combina-
-•-» tion, spare wheel, £150; new Bradbury light-
weight, 2 speeds, K.S., £60; new Martinsyde combina-
tion, £150.—Booths' Motorics.

"D LACKPOOL Bargains.—Si/jh.p. Triumph, £18/10/6;
-*-» ditto, 2-speed, ^22/10/6; ditto, 3-speed, £22/10/6.
—Broths' Motories.

"DLACKPOOL Bargains.—3V.h.p. Humbcr, £20/10/6;
J-» 6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £29/10/6; 3<Ah.p. Premier,
£24/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

DLACKPOOL Bargains.—SV-h.p. Singer, 2-speed.
-•-» £24/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/19/6; another,
£35/10/6; N.S.U- lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-speed
O.K., £23/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Rudge, dynamo light-
ing, £59/10/6; good Douglas, je25/10/6; 4h.p.

Douglas with new sidecar, £69/10/6; Sh.p. 'Premier
combination, £47/10/6; Enfield combination,
£39/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

"DLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Matchless combina-
-L* tion, spare wheel, hood, screen, lamps, £99/10/6;
New Imperial, 2 speeds, K.3., £45/10/6.—Booths'
-Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 G.N., dynamo lighting,
spare wheel, £110/10/6; 1920 Tamplin.

£59/10/6; Morgan de Luxe, £147/10/6; two 1920
Matchless combinati^ms. £115/10/6 and £120/10/6;
1920 Rudge combinatior. dynamo lighting. £79/10/6:
1920 RudKe. £55/10/6; Indian Combination,
*45/10/6; 1920 Sun, £35/10/6; another, £39/10/6;
Alldajs' Allon, £36/10/6; another. £42/10/6; 1922
O.K., mileage 600 £34/10/6; several others cheap;
push rvcles taken in exchange.—Booths' Motories, 294
Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [1020

6h.p., twin, all-ohain drive, 3-speed C.S. gear box,
clutoh, good sidecar, complete with horn, lamps,

speedoaneter, spare chains, tyre, etc*. Also 3^,^h.p.

New. Hudson combination, 3.«peed; must be sold im-
mediately; any oiTer considered.—Grovend, Knockholt,
Kent. [1681

HALIFAX.—Cash Bargains: Humber 3V2h.p.,

£10/10; Premier Si/jh.p., Grade gear, £22/10;
Premier, 2-speed, £27/10; Rex, 2-speed, and sidecar,

£24/10; 2'4h.p. New Imperial, £22/10; Matchless
combina-tion, ^639/10.—Collier's Motories, Horton St.,

Halifax. [2102

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.,

Ltd.—Shop-soiled Triumph, latest model, £98/10;
1918 countershaft Triumph, tax paid and acces-sories,

£55/10; 1917 Triumph, splendid mechanical condition.

£47; 1913 3-speed Tritunph combination, good condi-

tion, and all accessories, £40; 1912 clutch model
Triumph, guaranteed order. £22; Alldays' Allon, 2-

speed, K.S.. and clutch, special bargain, £32; 1921
Douglas 2^h.p., tax paid, all accessories, long exhaust,
new condition, £55; 1916 Douglas, exceptional order,

£33.-26. Tulsa Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292
[% minute from Brixton Skating Rink). [2122

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest , Models cycles and combinQtions. any

period.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130.
Rnston Ed. f0795

DOUGLAS Combination, £5 per week; 1920 G.N.,
8 gns. per week ; fully insured.—Rodwell, 8, Red

Lion Sq. Chancery 7272. [1519

NORTHERN Readers.—Reliable combinations and
cars for hire,—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth,

Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [1012

ROBERTSONS Motors. Ltd.. lor many years have
specialised in this class of work. "If machine is

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week is

allowed.—157T3. Gt. Portland St., W.l [6083

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
H
FpDWARDS and Co..

Gt, Portland St., W., are cash buyers ol

solos, combiiiatioDS, and Morgans. Highest
prices given; distance no object. Call, write, or
'phone : Maylair 4027. [0870

UiiiiiiMfiiiiiiniiiiitiniiiiiiiiiMitnMiiiiiritiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii^

IedwArdsI
r & CO., =

hOI.GiiEAT PORTLAND STREET, W.l I

i TeL Mayfair 4027. |

j WONDERFUL BARGAINS. I

= We have been appo'nted Sole Distributing =

E Agents for London and 5 miles Radius for =

iThe PRIORY, 2f-H.P.i
iJ.A.P. 2-Speed, Clutch,!
i Kick-Start. Price 52 Gns. I

I Also, the 2f-H.P. PRIORY 1

= 2-Stroke, 2-Speed, Price I

|£38. i
= Specification on request. r

i Several Brand New 5-6 1

i 1921 ZENITH i

tCOUNTERSHAFT |

I
Models, Clutch, Kick'Start, |

I 84 Gns. I

I Listed £118. Maker's Guarantee. |

I 1922 3* h.p. I

jZENITH-BRADSHAW!
i Belt drive,Brand New(shop soiled), =

82 Gns. I

I
Listed £113. j

i BRAND NEW (SHOP SOILED). I
= 1922 LIGHT SIX B.S.*. and No. 4 sidecar .. ..£143 =
= Listed £162. Maker's Guarantee. =

i SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS.

101

nn.B.

•^ANT

prnn COMBINAXIONS and Solos, any make, gnar-
*J\r\f anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372, EnstoD Rd. Museum 6581. f5564

_ Gns. ^
^ ig::o B.S.A. Combination. Lucas Magdyno, =
= =pcedo ...:,,.. i .. , -....;. 80 E
= 19:10 6 h.p. A.J.S. COMB., Dynamo lighting, =
= spare wheel, speedometer, ' excellent =
= condition ." 120 =
E 1919 3I h.p. SCOTT and 60 guinea Rennoc side- E
~ car. di?cs. wind screen, fully equipped . . 65 -
= 1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Light coach built S/C, =

E fully equipped 75 E
= SECONDHAND SaLOS. E
E 1922 8 h.p. D.O.T. JAP., super-Sports JA.P. E
E engine, speedometer, lamps, horn, mileage ^
=

, 300, indistinguishable from new 115 E
E 1922 si h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports model, lully E
- equipped, as new 93 =
E 1922 3i h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3-speed, E
E chain drive, mileage 200, indistinguishable E
- from new 100 =
E 1921 5 h.p. COUNTERSHAFT ZENITH, clutch, E
E -s^

K/S., Lucas lamp, speedometer. Tan-sad, =

E excellent condition ^ 70 =
E 1921 2^ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed,equfppej E
E excellent condition 53 E
E 1921 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, semi-Sports, magdyno =
E lighting, speedometer, electric horn, knee E
E grips, absolutely as new , 109 E
= 1921 2J h.p. A.J.S., Lucas lighting, Cowey horn, E
E excellent condi tion 72 E
= ig2i 5 h.p. SPORTS ZENITH, electric fighting, =
- speedometer, mileage o^n. as new 70 E
E 1921 5 h.p. SPORTS ZENITH, speedometer, =
E electric lighting, 2 months' old, as new .... 69 =
E 1920 A.B.C., speedometer, lamps, horn €5 E
E 1920 RUDGE, equipped. 47 E
= 1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, fully equipped, tax paid 03 =
E 1918 2| h.p. DOUGLAS, fully equipped, exceDent E
E condition 37 =

E Deferreo Payments & Exchanges on any of the above* =
E WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS. =
^ Cash watting "^ r
riiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiMriiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiriiE

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

A LWAYS Boy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. II in town, writ*,
'phone, or call. II country, send to London

lerminu6. We collect Iree and send b^t cash ofler.—
W, T. Ounn. Ltd., 326, Euston Ed., London. Museum
5391. [033^

TDEST

pKlCES

r-llVEN.

H. F. EDWARDS and Co., 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington, will purchase loi spot cash

your motor cycle or combination. Call, write, or.,

'phone Ken. 3709. (0604-

TX/"ANTED. eh.r. Bradbury flame.—Apps, Braotheli;
[1904-

WANTED, Morris-Oxford or Cowley 2- or 4-seater
car.—King^ Eerove, Oxford. - [1976:i

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place'
for disposing of motor cycles

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make yon a ca^ti

oher at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of &
good cheque if you sell your marfiine at PalmecV i

Garage.
. i

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have I sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality.
, of;'

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every n
Thursday at 2. , i

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge "is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given. ,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect madHnee-
,
from any London railway station. The aUctioik.'

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting;—If cash offer not ac-

cepted, machine can be included in Auction- 5;il'-

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price,
and we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms: Selling "com-
mission, 7V->X, not chargeable unless machine ,is

sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged-^'
For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 valuft,
5/-; ditto over.sESO value, 10/-. When we effect -a
sale these charges aje cancelled and commission'
charged.

^

"PALMER'S Garase, Tooting.—Catalogue free. TeleJ'A phone: 208 Streatham. Telegrams: Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [1939'

8^1.p. countershaft solo, 1920-21, for cash.—Write
Miller, 2, Belvoir Rd., E. Dulwich. [1926-

1Q21 23ih.p. Douglas.—Full particulars and price,A*/ 89, DalyelJ Rd_, Stockwell, S.W.9. . [227>'

DOUGLAS Combination Wanted for £60- lirte model.
—33, Richmond Rd., West Kensington. [1383:

WANTED, modern combination; - £16 deposit,
balance monthly.—Z., Box 2482, cyo The Motor

Cycle. ., [1107

RECENT Single-cylinder Combination, any moke
cheap.—100, Scalpclijffie Rd., Burton-on-Trent

Staffs. [1301

31.h.p. I.O.M. Eudge-Multi, good order, 1916il920
2 local inspection

Braintree.
-Elliot, Resting Seat House,

£1111

HARLEY Combination, late dynamo model; £8C
offered; state engine number.—103, Church St,

Edmonton. -. [162t

WANTED, Combination Harley-Enfield, A.J.3.. SuDi
lipiim preferred, reasonable.—Mosednle, 30, Cant€t"

bury Ed., Kilburn, N.W.6. [gOCp

WANTED, A.J.S 1922 or late 1921 dyoamo Com.
bination, cash waiting.—Price, particulars, letter

only, Pye, 28, Elmwood Rd., West Croydon. [221^,

WANTED, 1921 Coventry Premier 3-wheeler, m
fancy prices ; 1 920 Triumph combination par

exchange, perfect.—Beauchamp, 27, West Park, Bristcfl

[1661'

WANTED, 1920 countershaft Triumph solo or copjr
bination, for spot cash.—Maynard, 161, Bowe

'

Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. 'Phone : Palmers Green W
[205]'^

MODERN Motor Cycles and Combinations bougfi!
for cash or sold on small commission ; send H^

tails fii-st.—South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.B.34:
[14S:

WANTED, combination or Morgan for Tcmperiflii

2-seater, shop-soiled, nnregistered, quite neWi
^100; any test.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. Batter
sea. 443. [171^1

WANTED, Matchless or Harley Combination, lOl'l

or later, for 1918 P. and M. combination ^'f
cash; any trial; inspection.—Ball, Langmore, Hool
wood, Horley. [116

338 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
TP to ^30 cash lor cheapest and latest 2';ih.p. 4-
J shoko offered.— 1, Church Lane, Windsor. [[1920

LDVEETISER requires good oombin.ntion not earliel
thiui 1920. immediate cash it price reusoniible.—

ettera only to Will, 769, Romford Rd., Munor l^Jirk,

ondou, E.12. [1916

TJ^iXNTED, late combinations, solos, also Morgan
» ninabouls. G.N.'^ and Rover 8's; cash or ex-
lange.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
ile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0074

iUNTING'3 Buy, _sell, or eichange any make of
motor cycle. State your requirements. We

adertake to do your business and give you satisfac-
on. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
lange. Wealdstone, [0828

<PECIAL Cash Buyers; Triumphs. Enfields. B.S.A.'s,
' Douglases. Matchlesses. A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Brad-
irys, Martinsydes, Zeniths -Wandsworth Motor Ex-
*aDge, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
|hoDe : Latchmere 4686.

-CIXINDER P.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s. Vm.C.'s
: wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,
andsworth.

I
ED Indians, Harley-Davidsons wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.. Wandsworth

'own Station). [4559
^ASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
J cycles and combinations, any make or condition.
Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Class, Ltd., 485-
13, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone :

chmond 2362 and 2363. [0372
ji.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for sonnd

machines of all types; highest prices and cour-
ons treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5
sath Street, Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone-
>mpstead 37S2. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.

11610
rrANTED.-Motor cycles and combinations for im'mediate cash, nevj, or second-hand. Bring your
ichine to us for a ctfsh offer; hish prices paid on
e spot. Write, 'phone, or call if possible.-Forge
iJ-aKC, 74-76, Brighton Rd. Snvbiton. 'Phone:
mgston 3025. [5897
NY Number of Second-hand Machines and Com-

il binations purchased for cash. A representative
11 be sent to any part of the country to inspect
:d complete the transaction after preliminary nego-

' ??^-.4 S"'?; .'Phone, or call.—Longman Bros.,
. Bond St.. Ealing. Tel. : 689. [4564
IIEND your motor cycle to Palmer's Garage and

Mot.-jr Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash
ev telegraphed immediately, ou receipt. lS"earest
jition Wimbledon. We will collect from any London'
luon. Machine can be included in auction sale if
fireil.—bole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [1942

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
L^«-i,??^'^^,.^''°°t"'' '""' Spare r,iit.).-Beaiifort
»- «oika, Richmond Rd.. Twickenh.niu. [2231
;Q20 Willow Scooter, splendid' order; £.lg- take" PUSH cycle part.—57. Keiibury St., Camberwell
,nIon.

fljg^
.B.C. Skoctamota. new. unsoiled. latest model- £2^

I sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Bir-
ngham- 14658
(OOOTA Motor for sale, little used

dition; cost £55 new in 1920
Iward, Farringdop, Alton, Hauls.

in perfect con-
what olTers?-

[1288

;
UTOPED Scooter, fitted Amac, carburetter, saddle;

u only wants ttming; ^13/10; exchange tj-pewriter
[ladys cycle and cash.—Hammond, Colenso Rd., Bol-
11, Lanes. ~

rjOlS

I

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
if,''"ALL Auto-Wheel, B.S.A., perfect condition ; £8

—

" 14, Mount St., Aylesbury. [IS74
tJTO-W"HEEL, good condition, new tyre; £8.-90,

r South Worple Way, Mortlake. [1069

OUNG Motor Cycle Attachment, James cycle; best
offers; new.—Jones, Greatford House, St. Asaph.

'•JATJl, Auto-Wheel with 2-speed cycle, good con-
' dition; £13.—Bayly, 34, Greenvale Rd., Eltham,
5-3- [1604
-E.S. l->ih.p. Auxiliary Set, pedal starter, excellent
machine for beginner; £23.—Maudes', Walsall

rage, Walsall. [1774
Ih.p, 1921 Motor Attachment on 3 B.S.A. pedal

cycle, very efficient, 3-speed gear, etc.; ^17/10.
¥auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2159
f UTO Wheel, B.S.A, make, excellent condition, re-

j.
ceiitly overhauled, £7. Lady's Centanr cycle

^ched. £3.—14, Broxholm US., West Norwood.
L 11931
STALL Auto-Wheel and Lady's Enfield C.vcle, per-
f feet running order, tax paid to December
Bl.—Taylor, 1, Liclifleld Grove, Finchley, Church
'A- [1640
rOTING special Gent.'s Cycle and Attachment, 1921,
' with improvements to maker's model, consisting
'!—B. and B. carburetter, Thomson-Bennett mag-
lo, front spring forks, substantial engine carrier,
antes rear stand; condition as new; accessories;
:ed October; trial, appointment; ^620, offers; bought
nbin.iiion.—Eastwood, Welhvick, WendoTer, Bud-,-

fisss

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to
inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriage paid. Na extra;.

This Building is complete with 1 in. tongiied aiid
grooved floor, Jin. match-boards or weather-
boards, Siii. framing, strong boarded root, best
pluvex lelt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales.
8x 6 £8 lex'lo £27
lox 8 £13 18x12 £33
I2X 8 £17 10 SOX 10 £37 10
14X10 £23 20X12 £40
OLYmPIA MOOliL ASBESTUii BlllkUlrtli

Specijtcatton m Our Camlogus.
I2X 8 £23 10 18x10 £42 10
14X10 £32 15 20XIJ £46 15
16XJO £37 15 . —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proof

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicitea testimonials should create

confldenee.

Sheen Park Lawn Tennli Club,
Itfay 22nd, IQ23.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committee to say
they are very-pleased with the Pavilion you
erected for them.

Yours faithfully,

John O. Griffits.

23, London Road,
Leicester.

Gentlemen,
I find the Building you sent me very

satisfactory, and consider it very good value
for the money.

Yours faithfully,

__^^____ J. Crosby

" Alma," ,

Alexandra Road,
^ Cowes, I.O.W.

--lear Sirs,

I have received the Building in good con-
dition and I consider it an excellent piece of
workmanship and an exceptional bargain.

Yours faithfully,

L. G. Chinchen.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G°
High Street, Fulham, London. S.W.

Telephone- PUTNEY 27>i

£12/10
Kent.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTOWHEEL Owners !—Smart featherweight motor

-i^*- cycle runabouts, complete, ready for engine; from"""'"
' ' cheapest yet.—S. Motors, Egcrton,

[2315
1 Q21 lyh.p. Young Cycle, with motor attachments,--" had very little use, excellent condition, tax paid
1922; i£17/10.—Harrods JVtotor Salesrooms, lie.
Brompton Rd., London, S.W.I. [1484

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son lor hoods screen, and aprona;

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS .and Son.—Adjustable windscreens, com-
plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-I sent

on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes ol wind-
screens; we have a few second-hand Standard

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below,

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-
screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtains,

etc. ; open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St.,

Putney. S.W. (D) [6193

V-SHAPED Sandiim Screens, with apron; £2/15.—
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[1693
HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High
Rd.. Tottenham, London. 13502

WINDSCREENS , 50 only,_SDiaII Triples glasa, suit-

able'sidecar: 10/6 each, - -- "'

lieim Crescent, London.
7, Codrington Mews, Blen-

,
£1254

SIDECAR Hoods.- 30/- and 40/-, best quality
materials; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules Hood

Co.. 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0853

SIDECAR Hoods, best aualiiy waterproof motor twill,

fit any sidecai body, complete with side cnrtainsj

49/6.—Drury, 101, Hulton Rd., Canonbuiy, London.
[Di [1362
CELLULOID Reviver, for renovating scratched and

roughened panels; 3/6 pdr bottlfc.—Easting
Windscieens, Ltd., 132, Steelliouse Lane, Birming-
ham. [1102

ALL makes of screens repaired; new panels^ from

12/-; coverall aprons from 10/-.—Robini Manu-
facturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hilt, Brixton, S.W.2.

Phone: Brixton 1585. [2327

BODIES.
T IGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.

SHOP-SOILED Sporting Body, coachbuilt, ealt Doug-
las chassis, £7/10; P. and M., renovated as new,

£4; several P. and M, and other chassis at bargain
prices; brand new coachbuilt bodies from £5/5; write
tor illustrated list.—26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. *Phoii&:
Brixton 2922. (J^ minute from Brixton Skating Rink.)

t2123
COACH Body, good condition, w-ell upholstered;

£3/10.-78, Church St., Camberwell. £1691

'pWO Wicker Bodies, one torpedo; cheap, £5, or
X separate.—72, East Dulwich Rd., S.E. . tl53»

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

,

made by them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, repaint and upholster at
moderate charges, first-class work guaranteed;

estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and Son,
rear of 84. High St., Putney. S.W. [6199

ClOACHBUILT Body and Chassis, 4-point, complete;
' £4/10, bargain.—Ekinore, Willoughby Rd., Col-

wyn Bay. [1614

BASTONE3 lor Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in
stock Irom £4.-228, Pentonville Rd.. Kins'*

Cros.s. London. N.l, [5131

FIT new Willowbrook body io your old sidecar, and
make it like new; prices from f5.—WiUowbrook

Body Works, Leicester. [0336

SINGLE Bodies from £4 to £15.—Full partlonTara
from The London Body Manufactnrerg, 193,

Merton Rd., Southfields, S.W.18. [2259

FIFTY bodies, second-hand, upholstered best pega-
moid, touring shape, from £2 each; a few,

new, at £7, exceptional bargain : also a lew chassU
to clear.—Sandums, 336. Gray's Inn Rd„ W.C.I.

[0871
HELEN Sidecars.-Streamline, brand new, £3/15:

full bulbous back bodies from £6; 2-seater8 from
£9; bodies finished all ulurainium, £ia—Robini
Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.
'Phone : Brixton 1585. [2326

TORNADO. Aluminium Sidecars.—^The last word in
sporting and touring sidecar bodies, handsome,

roomy, and comfortable, light yet tremendously strong,
adaptable to any chassis.—Catalogue post free from
Greenwood, 198, Manchester Rd., Oldham. [8840

£4/17/6.-250 Douglas type, bulbous backed, and
locker under seat, brand new. bodies unholsterod

in rexine; £4/17/6 each; owing to contract, we hav«
bought right, to sell right; they simply require »
finishing coat to complete; photo sent on request and
stamp. 'Phone : 1958 Brixton.—19. Wilcox Rd..
South Lambeth. London/ S.W.8. [2590

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a^g
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BODIES.
COBB Speedraail Sidecar Bodies. Sports type up-

holstered, finished any colour and lined ; usual
price £4/5, to clear £3/10. A few *5 models to
clear at £4. All quite new and unsoiled, ready for
cliaasis, and carriage paid. No rubbish. TourintJ
bodies for any chassis, £4/10, bulbous, hanlsomely
finished. Send for clearance list.—Vernon CcUu, 18,
Midland Rd., Carlton, Nottingham [1559

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
F

B

OE

OANDHAM, the^martest sidecar specialiste.

SANDTjar Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices tvere the talk
of the shoTV; £14 to £50. "Write for new catalogue.

SANDTJM fV-shaped) Wind Screen ; a hood, screen, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Writ* for list. .

SAl^DUM (V-shaped} Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes : " An instantaneous success : sold

out ; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336, -Grav's Inn
Ed., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

TANDEM Sidecar, coachbuilt; £8.-335, Bethnal
Gi-een Rd., E. [1471

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
most generous terms at Middieton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,
or donkey cart in part payment.

^ (\(\ MILE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, riding
^\J\f Indian with Middleton spring wheel sidecar;
Le Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with Middleton
spring wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs of all kinds;
trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-
car makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd.. Finsbury

Park. 'Phone: Hornsey 1584. (0522

ASTONEiS for Sidecars, no better or cTieaper bouse.
All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; ^12/18/6.

BASTONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock,^ including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing' agents for the famous
Montgomei-y sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung
£7/19/6, tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms

14/-.~228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross. London, N.l.
'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.

[6049

B.S.A. Sidecar, complete, as new; best offer accepted.
—16, Trelawney Rd., Hackney. [1660

TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmans-

worth. 'Phone: 5- [6805

CAMBER.—Tandem sidecars, large locker space; £27.
—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER.—Semi-sports model; £17/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

MONTGOMERY Sidecars, 28in. wheel; bargain,
£10/10.-78, Church St., Camberwell Green.

[1692
WATSONIAN Chassis, 26in. wheel and tyre, com-

plete; £5.—11, Station Rd., Manor Park.
1[1598

RED Indian. Canoelet coaohbirilt sidecar, complete,
good condition; £10.—Box 2558, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [1275

COACHBUILT Sidecar, complete with windscreen;
£10.—E. Humphries, Blockley, S.O., Worcester-

shire . [1788

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains,-Limited number, new
coach bodies, inll size, with locker, £5/17/6;

Tisually £9/10.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains. -New £9/10 coach
bodies lor £5/17/6; illustration iree.—Booths

Motorics, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity Dew under-
slung chassis. 4-point attachment, £9/19/6;

illustration free.—Boothe Motorics, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.-Genuine Rudge side-
car, Easting, screen, £16/10/6; sidecar for 5h.p.

Indian, £11/10; new sidecar for 4li.p Douglas, £16/r5;
Hercules, £9/10/6.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Some new sidecars for
Triumphs, B.8.A., etc.. cheap; cane bodies, 12/6;

sidecar fittings, wheels, rims, mndt^uarde, springs.—
Booths Motories. 2S4, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [1021

STANLEY BELTS
ANo FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

A BOX OF STANLEY SPARES Is a complete
belt ectuipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road It contains

•^^

1'2 M.«
Th« STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

Th3 STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjusteryetinvented, Savestime,
trouble & money. Saves the cost of anewbelt

The STANLEY SHIELD which protects-the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulleV, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Ph'lipson Pulley, gd.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS foradjustingth^
length ofyourbelt inonesacond. 8etof3,6cl

"Never be without a box of Stanley Spares."
Price 3/6 post free, Seiid size of belt when ordering
The LION fASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000

miles—lid.
Our Goads are World-renowned for their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER tree with each belt

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT .

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT, Pt™f. ,^

;

Bromley 806

For your Motor Cycle or Car.
Built of Best Quality Timber
Sectional. Tenant's Fixtures

PRICKS from 65 5 0.

Calatogtles post free,

FOTHERGILL &
SCHOFIELD,

irai

m^i

Warwick Road,
BATLEY,

Vorks.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS. :-

SIDECAR, Phelon and Moore, with all fittings, w
coudtion; £18/10.—Tilleys, The Esplanade. Wc

mouth. ri99

INDIAN" Spring- Frame Sidecar, spenial sports hrwi;

brand new, door, locker ; £14.—Ha-mlyn, Limp
field, Surrey. [lai

SMART Eennoc Light Sidecar, dark red, nearly nei
locker, apron, lamp, good tyre; £12.-41, Evel?

Rd., WimbledoD. [140

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, ^221
£29/10, £32/10- Nothing on one wheel t

equal. Lists tree. fOSS

O-SEATER Patey Sidecar Body, liood; £10. Glw)^ pattern body, £8.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balhai
High Rd., S.W.12. {118

MILLFORD Coachbuilt Sidecar, £5/ 10 ; Clyn
tradesman's sidecar, £5.-534, Fulham Rd., Wa

ham Green Basement. [156

QPORTING Coachbuilt Sidecar, hood, Triples wim
^' screen, new Pabaer, disc, good condition; £6.-31
Cumberland St., Luton. [131

COACH Sidecar, good- condition, '£5; Bramble node
slung coach sidecar, £7/10.—Gill, 51, Nassingtc

Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. [14E

1 Q21 Rennoc Sporting Sidecar, disc wheel,' wim
Xt/ screen; £10.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbikoi
pJione : Kingston 1274. [202

SIDECAR Chassis, several designs; trade supplied^
W. II. Rodham and Co., Manufacturers, Stratlor

St., Camp Hill, Birmingham. [635

1 Q22 Brand New A.J.S. Sidecar, lightweight model
J-V cost £25: nnscratched; £16.—JolU Tailoj

:

139. St. Michael's Hill, Bristol. [1,66
,

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidef^ars; mod^
for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc.. Ridee;

Salee, Ltd., 5, Yictoria St., S.W.I. [082

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecars-, T6gna. ; touring mode
£18; write for designs, satisfaction guaranteed.-

Willowbrook Sidecar Works, Leicester. [033

COLLINS and Son lor Sidecars, new bulbous bac
'

models complete with renovated nnderdou
chassis, with fittings for any machine, from £12/10^
Below.

COLLINS and Son.— 2-seater bulbous back coachbni'
models, with renovated underslung chassis, (roi

£15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis.' Site
with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt b6dr

supplied with fittings for any machine, £18/I0>
Below. .>

COLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fulford Chassis, wit
bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with &

tings for any machine; £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chas»
repairs; all work guaranteed; send for catalogU'

Open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till
. ,

o'clock.—Below. --
i

COLLINS and Son will take your present eideca
in part payment of any model; a^few second-ha^

sidecars in stock.—Collins and Son, fear of 84, Hig
St., Putney. S.W. [620

MILLFORD Sidecar, brand new end February, '

point Triumph attachments, oversized tyre, 'ne

Easting: £25.—Symons, Croirstone Garage, Crowetor
Rd., Weetclifl. [121

GLORIA Sidecar, complete with~Bttings, £14; spot

ing coachbuilt sidecar tor Triumph. £11; Hgl

cnacbbuilt sidecar, suit Triumph, £6.-rHole, .129, Pai

Lane, Wallington. tl7'

IDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Sav-

garage worry -and exi)en3es. Attached to mot<

will go through passage 28in. Tandem and sing ,

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar. — When ordering your
,

moti

specify a Hopley folder. "Suits motors up
;

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commerct
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitte

Tested 7 vears.—Hopley. Upper Highgate St., Birmin
ham. COU

,

PM Sidecars, new, underslung, bulbous back bodie

chassis stoved, plated fittings, all connection

,

Dunlop tyre; £11/10; sent on approval.—55. S

James Rd., Bermondsey. -^ [23'

LANCASTER Sidecars.—Snperb coachbuilt eideca

complete from 14 gns. ; bodies only from 4 gi

A good selection in stock. Call and inspect—

T

Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Rd., West X(

wood, S.E.27. 'Phone: Streatham 2541, [33:

PECIaL Purchase.—Manufacturers" stock to

cleared at unheard of prices (stock soiled). Coi

plete sidecars with coachbuilt body, tyre and fitting

£11/10; coachbuilt bodies, £3^/10; limited quantit
,

cannot be repeated.—Bast<)nes, 228. Pentonville »*
\

King's Cross, London, N.l. - [73'
j

DORWAY Folding Sidecar, saves garage. Wh.
|

folded (10 seconds) combination passes throui

2Sin. doorway. Ordinary unDoticeahle appearaO

when open, no freakishness; demonstration any UK
Send for fnll description.—Retail agents, Frank Wb
worth. Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. ,

[60i

S

S
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
fVRAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saFes atorage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itsell

olutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

, when folded, combiDation will pass through a
1. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
,e Co.. Ltd., 236. High Holborn, W.C.I, [0388

ELEN Sidecars, sports outfits lor P. and M.'s,
, bulbous back, locker at rear, £14; touring outfits,
30U3 back, £14; outfits lor Triumphs, B.S.A.'s,
. £15; ser-ond-hand outfits complete from £6

;

163 only, £3. Write for catalogue. Extended pay-
ita.—Robini Mfg. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton,
•.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [2325

JRNADO Aluminium Sidecars.—The last word in
sporting or touring sidecars; Vide The Motor

le 1921 Show Report; "An aluminium Zeppelin
} sidecar, a lovely thing in polished aluminium,
;e the most cliarniiDgly petite in the Show,
iplete with chassis, £30; body only, £19.—Illus-
ed catalogue post free from, Gieenwood, 198, Mao-
;ter Rd., Oldham. [8841

LU -Man Hep lias 1.000 Douglas underslung
chassis, renovated and complete, to suit all makei
machines, for £5; or fitted with a brand new
iglas type bulbous backed body, for £10/10 (these
ies are upholstered with cood Quality Rexine. but
lire a last coar, of paint); this has been left for
eliine on rail; send lor photo, enclosing stamp
cannot be beaten (or -our prices. 'Phone; 1958
Eton (See Bodv column.i-19. Wilcox Rd.. South
ibeth, Ixjndon. S W.8 [2591

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MSCOTE 1920, dynamo, detachable wheels^ £100.
—Below.

ORGAN 1918. G.P., M.A.G.; £115.—Below.

ERRri^BiROWiN 1920, 4-cvI. Coventry Simplex,
blue; £100.^Below,

'ERRrL-BROW-N 1920, 4-cvI. Coventry Simplex,
-cream; £100.—Below.
NOER 1916, dynamo; Cl,50.—Below.

OUGLA-S 1920 2-3ea'er; dynamo, self-staiter, bul-
bous body; £200.—Below.

AYAjRD 2-seater; £90.—Below.

AMPLIN 1919 2-seater, electric Ughi ; £70.-
9eIow.

AILTON. Cobam and Co., Ltd.. Water St.. off
Blacfcfriars St., J^IancKester. [2108

.N. 1921, as newj £105; or exciiange.—497. Old
Ford Rd., Old F^rd. ' [2227

'.C. Sociable, perfect order, speedometer, hood; £20.
—Firmingei, 93, Cheason Rd.. Fulhaiu. [1098

'ORGAN 1921 De Luxe Model, w.c. M.A.G. engine,
- Lucas dynamo lighting; £152/10.—Below.
"ORGAN, w.c. J.A.P. de Luxe, lamps, etc.; £85.—
. Below.

.N. 1920 Standard Model, dynamo lighting, spare
wheel; £130.—Below.

.V. Monocar. 1920, 5h.p.. repainted; £67; ca-'^h,

exchanges, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd, 13-.15-i6,
hopsgafce Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

mue 5548. [0072

|E DION lOh.p. Twin Light 4-3eater, going well;
£55.—11a. Dafforne Rd.. L'pper Tooting. [1103

EDEIJA.—The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p., air-cooled
' or water-cooled to choice. Immediate deliveries.

EDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-eooled
' model, £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3 speeds
I reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,
Is, jack, and pump included. Trial free.

EDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or
' motor cycle taken part payment.

EDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
' Concessionnaire lor the British Empire, Palmer's
rage, Tooting. 11940

.IV,, uuunng model, immediate delivery; £225
Ratcliffe Bros,, 200. Great Portland St.. W.

["ORGAN 1914 8h.p. J.A.P. . any trial; 50 gns., real
L bargain.—35, Marlow Rd., Anerley, S.E.20.

[1723
914 Hiimbeiette. all new gears, in goofl condition;

£80.-10, Sparhnwt St., Biiry St. Edmunds.
[1084

[ORGAN Runabouts: immediate delivery 1922
L modejs from stock; enquiries invited.—Moss, Wem,

[1957
AMPLIN 1921 2-seater, in perfect condition, com-

plete equipment; £90.-71, Beverley Rd., Hull.
I [2317

[ORGAN' de Luxe, perfert conditiou anv trial;"
bargain, £85.—Earl, 10, Catherine St., Ply-

nth. [1066
'RAND New 1922 De Luxe G.N.,' cost £250. with
• extras; accept £190.-24, Balliol Rd., North
nsington. [1678

rUMBERETTE Cycle Car, 1914, 8h.p., air-cooled,
L- hood, screen, lamps.—Holland, 183, Chester Rd.,
c<aesfield. ^

[1627

^•^BROS, ^
200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W

'Jr'boiic—i^.iatfa^-u I70(.

Any make of machine can be
supplied on our Payment out of

|

Income Scheme. Write lor ful

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

ENFIELD MODEL 190

Selection of Machines in Stock.

A.J.S. Combination £175

ALLON, 2-speed, clutch £60

B.8.A., K2 £107

B.SJ*., H2 £110

B.S.A., E Combination . .

.' £164

CALTHORPE, 2^ h.p. . . . £38

DOUGLAS, 2-speeti, all on £68

DOUGLAS, 3-speed, aU on £82

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. Combination, all on . £135

ENFIELD Combination i8o £140

ENFIELD Combination 170 " £158

ENFIELD Lightweight 200 £55

ENFIELD Sports £55

EDMUND (Barr & Stroud engine) £96

ilAMES, 7 h.p. Combination £160

JAMES, 3i h.p.. Sports . . . £105

JAMES, 2} h.p., 2-stroke £60

MATCHLESS Combination £170

NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., No. 3 £73

OMEGA No. 3 ! £66

OMEGA No. 28 £65

OMEGA No. 6 £39 10

RALEIGH, 2j h.p., 2-speed £68

RALEIGH, 2S h.p., 3-5peed £73

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-speed £78

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-5peed Comb £103

RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p £130

RUDGE, I.O..\I. £77

SUNBEAM, 4i h.p £141 15

TRIUMPH H £105

TRIUMPH S.D £115

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. Combination £140

LIGHT CARS.
B.S.A., loh.p £340
CITROEN, 7 h.p £282 10
COVENTRY PREMIER £230
e.N. Touring £225
ROVER, 8 h.p £220

RALEIGH,

TRADE SUPPLIED

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
*| 021 De Luxe Morgan, as new, equipped and taxed;
Xt7 £140.—James, c/o Bradmorea, 482, Harrow
Rd., Paddington. [9636

MORGAN 8h.p, J.A.P., A.C., good condition, ready
tor the road; £65; exchanges.—4A, County

Grove, Cambervvell. [1741

IN Stork for Immediate J-)eliverv, New Hudflon Light
Car.—Full ^articuliird from Brewater, Sparhawk St.,

Bury St. Edmunds.
_

[1083

MORGAN 1921 <Ie Luxp, JrA.P. engine, water-joolptl,
electric light, speedometer, perfect; £160.—Hyner,

Deraingham, Nortolk. [1117

RICHARDSON 1921 Bh.p.. 4-speed. reverse,
equipped, excellent order; 85 yns.—Clark, 7,

Exhibition Rd., 3.W.7. [2185

MORGAN.-New 1922 Models in stock.-Agents,
Birkenhead Motor Works. Old Bid*ftoa Rd..

Birkenhead. 'Phono: 2047. i[2389

3-SEATER lOh.p. 4-cyl., Trumbull, perfect condi-
tion; £80, no reasonable offer refused.—29, Bristol

Gardens, Maida Vale, W.9. [1147

^100.—Beb3 Peugeot. 1915, fully equipped, beautiful
c^ condition, any trial, tax paid.—2, Oriental Par-
ade, Monument Rd., Woking. [2296

1it|14 8h.p. w.c. Perry 2-seater, 5 detachable wheels.-^^ lighting and lull equipment, tax. paid; 90 gna-
—356. Lordship Lane, ci.E.22. [1407

1 C|22 Superb 3-wheeler, J.A.P.. 3-speed, lovely car;
J-«/ uffers; exchange lightweight and cash.— 121,
Leicester Causeway, Coventry, [2318

"IQ20 Grand Prix Aero Morgan, M.A.G., w.c, elec-
-»-*^ trie lighting; nearest offer £130.—Mallows.
17. Tregunter Rd., Earl's Court. [1572

GARDEN 1921-22 2-seater, fully equipped, perfect
mechanical order; £70 for quick' sale, or exchange

solo.—71, Alleyn Park, W, Dulwich. [1153

LATE 1920 Taraplin 2-seater. small mileage, ex-
cellent *.'ondition ; any trinl : cheap for cash.—

S. Fisk, 280, Norwich Ed., Ipswich. [1128

MORGAN, Popular model, £150; also de luxe and
Grand Prix models; delivery from stock; no wait-

ing.—Marslon, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [L810

MORGAN. late 1920, M.A.G.. Grand Prix,
equipped, licensed, perfect: £l32.—R. B. Clark

and Co.. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1006

GARDEN 1921 de Luxe, newly painted; £60; ex-
change solo or combination, cash either way.

—

Grimes, 16, Bruton Place, Bond St. I[1765

I Q 21 Coventry Premier 3-wheeler, dynamo, spare
-Lt/ wheel, dickey; £150.—Hillier, (Side Bell) 9,
Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington. I[1861

1 Q21 Morgan de Luxe, water-cobled, speedometer,
-i-t' splendid condition; sei30.—Hillier, (Side Bell)
9, Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington. ![1859

£80.-1921 lOh.p. Cyclomobile, friction drive, elec-
tric light, perfect condition, very reliable.

—
" Ash-

burnham," Litchfield Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [1588

A.C. Sociable, good eondition, spepdometer, Binks.
Bosch magneto, tyres excellent; want room; £20.

bargain.—Lnmbert, Northolt Junction, Ruislip. [1193

MORGAN de Luxe, 8h.p. J.A.P., a.c, speedometer,
good tyres, nickel front to bonnet, etc.; £85; trial

by appoiutmeut—44, Kiver Kd., HoUoway, N.19. [1351

CARDEN 2-3eater do Luxe, speedometer, clock,
dynamo lighting, new Christmas; £105, or part

exchange motor cycle.—Coliison, Vange, Pitsea. [8933

GIBBON Cycle Car, 4h.p. Precision, very econo-
mical ; splendid condition, any trial ; £38, or

close offer.—105, High St., Collier's Wood. Merton.
I[8824

3-WHEEL Cycle Cars, 6-7h.p. Rex engine, m.o.o.i.v.,
2-speed. running order; £12/10. LUh.p. Moto-

sncoc.he, running order; £6.—Oswald, Damacre RH.,
Brechin. [1132

"I
Q21 Castle Three, with 1922 drive, unscratched.

-L«7 mileage under 1,000; cash urgently needed;
dynamo, spare wheel; £135.—35, Falkner Square,
Liverpool, [2013

NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,
all makes; good selection in stock; cash, easy

payments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Hol-
born, W.C.X. [0673

8 h.p. 1921 Garden Car, fully insured, 2-speed free
engine and kick-starter, electric and gas lighting,

hood and screen; £77/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoo Lane,
London, E.G.

'

tSlSS

1 (1120 Lawrence-Jackson, 8h.p. water-cooled J.A.P., 3
i-*J speeds, reverse, hood, screen, thoroughly over-

hauled: £90; would consider motor cycle part.— 52, Sid-

bury, Worcester. [1301

1 Q21 Aero Morgan, M.A.G., special primrose body,
J-t/ dynamo lighting, speedometer, aluminium
dash, perfect condition; £140.—" Corvallis," Burling-
ton Rd., Wallasey, [1626

-| Q22 Coventry Premier 4-wheeler, spare wheel,
J-tJ dynamo lighting, only run 400 miles, guaran-

teed- £175, or exchange good combination and cash.

Hillier. (Side Bell) 9, Wallingford Avenue. North
Kensington. [1860

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 3.41
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
FOR, Sale, 1919 A.V. Monocar, 6h.p., repainted, elec-

tric and acetylene lighting, tools, etc., very good
condition; cheap, what offe^rs ?—Apply, Birney, Bank
House, Daventry.

^
[2378

BAYLISa-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p. Model, 4-cylinder
water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300

gns.; immediate delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt.
Portland St., London, W.l. [0736

"|Q22 Morgan Popular, £150; Grand pris, £180;
J-t/8h.p. Rover, £220; in stock for immediate delivery

;

easy payraent-s only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co..
Astou Rd., Birmingham. [0773

COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeler, speedometer.,
dynamo, new condition, taxed; £160, or ex-

change combination.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482,
Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9634

"I
Q21 Castle Three, dynamo, spare wheel, mileage

-*-'*' only 900, guaranteed; £160, or exchange good
combination and cash.—Hillier, (Side Bell) 9, Walliiig-
ford Avenue, North Kensington. [1858
"1 020 G.N., dynamo lighting, spare wheel, hood,
J-^ mileage 7.000, tax paid; any trial; £150. or
offer; .'aeen evenings after 6 p.m.—78, White Horse

Lane, E.l. 'Phone: E. 1027. [159u

COVENTP.Y PPEiMIElR 1922, latest model, brand
new, just arrived, trials and tuition free; £230

cash, or easiest of easy payments; exchanges.—Wilkins
Sinipson, opposite Olympia, London. [1331

SCOTT Sociable, most economical car, giving 70
m.p.g., tax £4, tyres unscratched, new spare

wheel, only 4 months on road; offered fcl70; cost

f273.-Mills, 3, Victoria Ter., Kendal. [1163

MORGAN De Luxe, 1921, M.A.G. water-cooled, fully

equipped, licence paid,- cost over £250, colour
purple; must sell owing to death, £145; not driven
400 miles.—Gibb, Noithgate. Gloucester. [9837

A.V. 1921 (October) 2-seater, excellent condition,

only run 2.500 miles, Magdyno set. speedometer,
etc;; cost over £180, accept £130.—Kinsey and Co.,

Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombe Bd., Croydon. [1707

COULSON 8-lOh.p., 2-seater Cycle Car, brand new,
beautifully equipped, Smith's speedometer, clock,

Iiood, windscreen, D.A. lighting, licensed; sacrifice

for quick sale; £105; combination part; real bargain.

—27. Wandle Rd., Wandsworth Common, S.W.17.
. [2036

BARGAIN for Family Man.—1921 lOli.p. J.A.P.-
engined car, small 4-3eater, 3-speed and reverse,

Dunlop Magnums, lamps, hood, all new throughout;
£60, or offers. Also Triumph, fixed engine, engine
perfect, fast, new belt, lamp, and spare tyre; £22

;

must be sold,—Bottomley, Albert Rd., Margate. {2050

SWIFT 7h.p. 2-3-seater body, in extremely fine con-
dition throughout, sump lubrication, 3-speed and

reverse, gate change, recently thoroughly overhauled,
repainted, new hood, double windscreen, and dome
wings fitted; acetylene and oil lamps, all good tyres
and spares ; very smai-t appearance ; economical and
silent running, tax paid to December; £65.—The
Gables, Sylvan Hill, Upper Norwood, [1894

A.C Sociable, smart 2-seater, 6h,'p., hood, screen,

lamps, good tyres, newly painted ; only 49 gns.

;

exchange motor cycle; easy terms.-Wa<ndswor(tii Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

[2195

"I
O^l Garden 2-seater, electric lighting, tyres per-

-Lv feet, hood, screen, perfect order; £70. Your
present motor cycle taken in part payment.—Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd,, N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408

[1825

1 Q 21 Bleriot-Whippet, reverse gear, speedometer,
At/ electric light, spare wheel, in absolutely per-
fect condition ; 100 gns, ; exchanges or deferred.

—

Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
;[9947

ROVER 1921 8h,p., dynaono lighting, overhauled,
repainted Saxe blue, as new, new tyres, spare

wheel, extra tyre, petrol cajn to matcli, and ca,rrier;

£160.—Derringtou, Grafton Rd., New Maiden, 'Phone:
256. [2127
CASTLE-THREE dynamo, spare wheel, 1921, abso-

hitely indistinguishable irom new; £43 down.
£2/8/10 weekly ; dic^,ount lor cash; exchanges enter-
tained.— 57, Gt. George St.. Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092
Eoyal. ^ - [1245

"I Q 14-15 Chater-Lea Light Car, &h.p., w.c, 3-speed,
-'-^y gate, worm drive, wire wheels, mechanically
excellent, good tyres, any trial; ^no reasonable offer

refused; owner ab'-oad,—Colonial Travel Agency, 161a,
Strand. [2217

1 Q21 Garden car, in good running order, electric
J-t/ light, spring seats, hood, and screen; best offer
accepted, or will' exchange for good Combination.—
Allsopp, c/o Jones Motor House, 108, Lothian Rd.,
Edinburgh. [1458

A.C. Sociable by the A.C. Company, depemda-blo
runabout, take 2 persons anywhere, good condi-

tion and appearance, hood, screen, lamps, etc. ; bar-
gain, £40; trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St..

London, N.W , [8169

MORGAN 1921, 8h.p. M.A.G., water-cooled, com-
plete with lamps, horn, tools, etc., new tyres,

bodywork just repainted, etc; £138. or close offer.

—

86, Church Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19, 'Phone:
Sydenham 2363. [1901

BASTONES
Established 16 years.

JVo better, or Cheap r Housm

26X21

26x23

24x2 Clinchor da Luxe, Junior 17/6
24 X 2i Hutchinson, T.T., pubber Stud 21/6
26 X 2 Englebert, Passenger Rubber Stud 17/6

Bergougnan, 3-ribbed, Heavy 18/6
Hutchinson, T.T„ Rubber Stud 22/-

Spencer Moulton, Sq. ribbed 18/6
Spencer Moulton, St. Stud, ex-Heavy 24/-
Ciincher do Luxe, Heavy 24/6
Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 24/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

27/-
IVIichelin, Semelle Steel Stud 20/-
Rom Combination ..'...,.'........, 37/-

I
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 24/-

IVlidland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 25/-
• Kempshall, Anti-sliid, Heavy 30/-

Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 25/-
1 Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy ........ 26/-

{Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

36/-
Clrncher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy 36/-
Dominion,UscoRubber,non-siiid,Heavy 25/6
Dominion, Corrugated, Heavy 28/6
Dominion, Nobby Tread, ex-heavy .

,

36/-
Hutchinson, T.T., Ribbed 28/6
Midland, Ribbed, Heavy 30/-
Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

55/3
Bergougnan, 3-ribbed, Heavy 23/-
Goodrich, Safety Ttiad 35/-
Kidland, Rubber Non-skid, Heavy .

.

28/-

Hutchinson, T.T.. Rubber Stud 26/6
Spencer Moulton, 3-ribbed ex-Heavy 22/6
Michelin, Fine Ribbed 20/-

Spencer Moulton, Steel Stud. 25/-

^ Skew, Rubber, Non-skid 30/-
Englehert (Wired Edge) 25/-

Midland, Ribbed, ex-Heavy 35/-
f Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

40/-

650X 6; \ Clincher Dreadnought 36/-
•- Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavv . . i 35/-
f Clincher, 3-ribbed, ex-Heaw 47/-
I Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy ., 48/-

700 X 80 T Super Chain, ex-Heavy 42/-
, I Clincher, Fine Ribbed 44/-

V Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

61/-
/ Midland, 3-Ribbed, ex-Heavy 39/-
Goodyear, AH-WeatherTread,ex-Heavy 55/-
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy 47/6
Firestone, Rublx;r non-Skid, ex-Heavy 45/-
Portage, Rubtjer non-Skid, ex-Heavy 43/-
Federai, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 43/-
Hutchinson, Super Studded, ex-Heavy

TUBES
Qoodricb, Clincher, Hutchinnn, and Red Fox.
'24x2 and 24x2^ each
26X2^ and 26X 2} each
700x80, 28x3 and 650x65 each
Goodyear Butted 28x3 each

The above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are sent on
approval against remittance CARRIAGE PAID.

HOURS—9 till 6

:

Saturdays 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road.
King's Cross, Lond m, N.l.
one : 2481 North, *Grams : Bastones, London.

26X2i

26X3

28X3

64/3

4/3
5/6
7/6
7/6

li'tolOhp-

Prices from . £22
Magneto Ignition.

All Engines desp:

cart, paid, ready t

Send for List

stating h.p.

required.

Ideal for Farm
and Workshop

&W;H0LIAND,
Agricultural Engineers,

MACCLESFIELD.
Cheshire.

•UPft^^CHER

HUB GEAR ^
REPAIRS AND •REPLACEMENTS.

OfEJmr LANE GARAGE. LYMM.CAesAire

RUNABOUTS AND CYCH: CARS.
KQ Guineas, exchanges, a speciality.—1919t^O Monocar, 6ii.p., hood, screen, electric 1;

disc wheels, smart. Many other cars at bar
prices.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulfl
Sydenham 2452.

j]

REYNOLDS Runtibout, in perfect condition, 2-f">

2-stroke engine, 2-speed gear, kipk-starter, r-

seats, ns new, with tool kit; mtikers' price 75
our price 55 gns. only; come and test it.—C. iin
and Co., 16, Little I'ortland St., London. {]

(^OVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeled super rnnabv> 8h.p. watet-cooled, spare wheel, dynamo, (

insured, ^etc; £230. Motor cycles, etc., taken in
exchange; instalments if desired.—Frank Whitwo
rtrl. 139. New St.. Birmingham. [e

1 CI21 Coventry Premier,- 500 miles, absolutely \-Lt/ aluminium discs, hood, screen, dynamo, si
wheel, quantity of new spares, fcyre. tubes, vai
etc., gift; £150; insured £250.—James, c/o B,
mores, 482, Harrow Rd.. Paddington. [8

TI/TORGAN Aero, 1922. deliver^ March, milenpe I

1 "T^-^'"^'"'^'*"^"
^s new, sports M.A.G. fnpine, dyii

ijgJiting, aluminium disce, speedometer, clock, niai
hood, screen, serpentine mascot, horn, Jeff tube pi
tank and radiator, cost £252 : accept £220.-Coh
Depot, 62, High St., Leicester. W
1 022 Morgan De Luxe, fitted hood, screen,
-i-tf lamps, rises, speedometer, aluminium '1

Binks carburetter, dual controls, absolutely fiiul

order, tax paid, insured until March 1923: ''''

Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Cisi
Rd., N.E. 'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [] I

A.V. Monocars, J.A.P. engines, 2 speeds, die \
lighting, windscreen, painted red with black n I

guai'da, fast, reliable, siwrty sppearance,- all overh;ii
arn-d tuned; also 2-ssater Bi-Cars and Runabouts

:

particulars and prices on application; exchange;,
sidered.—A.V. Speciali^-t, 103. Ca^tlenau, Barnes, il

A .B.C. New 12h.p. Light Car, efficiently equi&
|

hood, screen, etc., sporting model, with s) ij

wheel and tyre complete, disc wheels, etc.; ;E295;'3
motor cycle or sidecar combination taken in part*;
ment, and the remainder in 12 equal .monthly

\

ments.—Wauchope's, 9,' Shoe Lane, I'^leet St., Lott

ta

Syarp Pn.Hs

:

MORGAN Spare Parts From Stock; trade !
1

'

plied.—Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [1

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all nw
from stock; list free.-Elce. Ltd., 13-15i

Bishopsgate Av,, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Pl£o

Avenue 5548. [0

MORGAN Service Depot.—We are ofBciallv annou
by the Morgan Motor Co. Overhau-ls

repairs by -experts. All spares in stock.—Homi
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2-

- [1

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.

CO0NTY " 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as lice)

throughout the country.—Writ-e for full part

lars. County Cyr-le and Motor Co., '* Originate

300, Broad St., Birmingham. [S

CARS FOR SALE.

IN Stock, 1922 8h.p. Rover 2-seater; £220. cash
deferred.^—33, The Parade, Golders Green. (18

ROVEE Car8.~1922 8h.p. model; price £220; e

delivery.—Godfreys' , Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland
London, W.l. [0

^7EST Norwood! 60 cars, absolute bargains,
I free, exchanges.—Douglas S. Cox, Lansdo»

West Norwood. U'

ROVER Cars.—The famous ShTp. model in sti i

£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and'
275, High St.. Acton, London, EO

IN Stock, 1922 Belsize-BradShaw Car; ££275 c

plete, cash or deferred.—D. and S. Autocar
33. The Parade, Golders Green. [8

LAGONDA All-weather Coupe, 35 m.p.g., will
,

change for G.N. combination or soloaud casl
j

45, Knighton Rd.. Forest Gate. [2 1

SINGER lOh.p. 2-seater, dynamo lighting, e
j

splendid order; £l25, or exchange.—Clayl
Tavern. Old Ford Re, Bow. [2 1

PIERCE-ARROW 4-cyl. lOh.p. Coachbuilt Comb
tion, splendid outJit; great bargain, £55.—Spe

ley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [1

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £2
immediate delivery; cash or deferred paymen)

Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0

HAND lOh.p., 4-eylinder, water-cooled, dyoi

lighting and starter, double dickev ; £30
E-atcliffe Broe., 200, Great Portland St., W. [A

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dyni
lighting; £220 cash, deferred payments

extra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W.l
ro

A.C. Light Car, 3-seater, perfect little car. 35 m.]

1916, any trial, guaranteed in new condit

repaiifted, overhauled.—341, Dpper St., Loudon, N
[2

4-SEATER Alldayg 12h.p., flush-top body, i

equipped, many spares; £35 just spent; c

blue, unscratched. excellent condition; £130. IJri;'

taught free. Exchange 2-seater Morgan or nn

cycle.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1

a42 All letters relatiug to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.



JOLV 27th, 1922.

Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices : Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: " Cyclist, Fleet, London." Telephone: City 2847 (13 lines).

Coventry : Hertford Street. Birmingham : Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester: 199, Deantgate.
Teftgrami ; " Motorcycle, Coventry."
I'tlt^-hona ; 10 Coveiitr; (5 lineB).

Telt!^"ma: "Autopreae. Birmiughiiia."
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Still Another British Success.

THE
Belgian Grand Prix of Sunday last

again proved the efficiency and speed of

British motor cycles. Once more the

machines which won the 500 c.c. and
250 c.c. classes in the Tourist Trophy

races and the French Grand Prix were success-

ful, while the 350 c.c. class was won with a

British engine.

.It may be recalled that the original purpose
of the Tourist Trophy event was to provide

facilities for British machines to pro\'e their

capabilities in competition with those of foreign

manufacture. ' For various reasons the T.T.
does not receive th^ support due to it from riders

across the English Channel, and it speaks well

for the enterprise of our manufacturers that

they patronise the Continental races,'^ on the

princip. ' of Mahomet and the mountain.

Such consistent successes as have been secured

by the winning machines cannot fail to impress

the whole motor cycle world.

Silencing Racing Machines.

SOME small amount of consternation has
been created by the recent Brooklands
edict, and its enforcement, anent the

silencing of motor cycles.

It appears that complaints have arisen

amongst those resident near the track regarding
the noise of racing motor vehicles, and the track

authorities state that these protests are more
particularly aroused by motor cycles and
machines with motor cycle engines.

Whether a solo motor cycle with open ex-

haust creates more actual noise than, say, a

5,000 c.c. racing car with huge "drain-pipe"
exhaust arrangements is open to question, but
there may be some justification for the grumble
when it is recollected that, although perhaps less

in actual volume of noise, the sharp crackle of

a motor cycle exhaust is, maybe, somewhat more
penetrating and irritating to those to whom its

music does not appeal.

Whatever the rights of the case, it must not

be forgotten that the track authorities have

threatened to close the Brooklands course to the

B.M.C.R.C. unless better silencing is observed

by its members, and as this is an eventuality

which would do considerable harm to all con-

cerned, it behoves the offenders to deal with

.their machines as the occasion warrants. . Some
loss of power may occur, but it must be re-

membered that this would affect everyone to an

almost equal degree.

One suggestion w'hich we may put forward is

that the B.M.C.R.C. specifies for each class a

standard capacity exhaust box to be fitted at

the end of a long pipe or otherwise as the rider

desires. For tuning purposes some part of the

track at certain hours might be set aside for

testing with open exhaust pipes.

Well supported Trials.

ALL
over the country the competition side of

the movement, is extremely active.

Sporting reliability trials are particu-

larly popular, and the practice of con-

fining these events to a half-day, say

Saturday afternoon, further attracts the genuine

private owner.

As recent competitions have shown, it is pos-

sible to map out a thoroughly sporting route

within quite a small radius of any of our large

cities. Unless really freak tracks are wanted

—

and they seldom are, nowadays—it is not neces-

sary to go to the moors or the mountains in

order to provide an afternoon's rough-riding

difficult enough to attract the keenest enthusiast

yet not too difficult for the novice.
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The Coupe Sidecar with "Solid" Hood: Pierrots and the "beastly hills."

COMFORT for the passenger should

be the highest aim of sidecar

makers. It is the .subtlest form of pro-

paganda. A badly sprung chassis, un-

yielding upholstery, an ill-designed

screen, the absence of a. hood in a

downpour of rain, can on a trial run

damp a woman's sidecar enthusiasm

for a long time, and the impression

received during a trial run may affect the sale of a

sidecar or even an outfit.

Whether Mr. Goadr the maker of the Coupette

sidecar, has had experience of this sort or not, the

excellent protection he can give with his Coupette side-

car should encourage and produce good business, for

it will certainly appeal to the feminine fancy.

Although I was familiar with tlie design of the

Coupette on paper, I had not had the opportunity (jf

criticising the finished article until last week. I went

prepared to criticise, because I had seen similar con-

trivances which had shocked me by their crudity, weight

and ugliness, but no adverse criticism was necessary.

The Coupette sidecar itself has a pleasing contour,

is carried on a well-sprung chassis, and is most com-

fortable. The upholstery is well padded and sprung.
"

Mr. Goad told me his idea was to produce a fully-

equipped and weather-protected sidecar which would
appeal particularly to users of medium-powered motor

cycles. This he has done, for the .sidecar is particularly

light and the wind resistance small, even when th.'

hood is in use.

Although he has departed from the conventional, his

sidecar does not bear the imprint of improvisation, such

as many novelties do. It is a sound and practical job,

the rigid hood swings easily into position, and folds

back into its recess when not in use, leaving the lines

of the sidecar quite clean. This feature is an admirable

one. Nothing looks w'orse ' than a weather-bleached

hood so obviously- and aggravatingly untidy when
folded out of use. This Coupette sidecar, which is

made by Mr. Alfred Goad, 122, Maida Vale, London,
W.9, should enjoy a popularity worthy of its undoubted
attraction. Photographs are .shown on the following

P^ge- <s. o ^ <j>
" ~~^—

N

!» « IS the sidecar really an-
*

- uncomfortable-looking

_
vehicle? As an ardent

|^3^3)^^Z]^^Ek^^E sidecarist I cannot, of
^-^—^

course, answer this ques-

tion. But I have been

struck many times by pas-

sengers' remarks after

their first run, and should imagine that the average

non-motor cycling individual docs really think the side-

a28

car a bumpy, nerve-racking contrivance. " Your side-

car is really quite comfortable, not a bit like I thought

it would be," was the surprised remark made to me
only last week by a lady well used to car riding, but

who had never been in a sidecar, and, .strangely enough,

the persons who are more used to riding in 'buses and

trams than in cars have similar ideas about sidecars. _

A READER signing himself
'* "Summer Cyclist," writing

on the subject of " Touring

Grounds," says, in all seriousness,

that I should suggest North Wales
as a touring ground. I thought

every motor cyclist had been to

North Wales. Is there a man
possessing the wherewithal to pur-

chase petrol and a night's lodgings

who has left unvisited Llanberis

and Aberglaslyn ? There is ! For
once I met two men with their wives who had made a

bee lirie for Llandudno or Colwyn Bay, garaged their

sidecars and settled them.selves down to the pierrots

and picture palaces for a whole fortnight, glad in their

journeying to have be'eii able to avoid " the beastly

hills bv taking the flat coast road through Flint and

Rhyl.'''

<!> <i> <> ^>

I
THINK it must be this kind of person who leaves

beer bottles and bits of paper at his various

stopping places en route. Only last week I pulled up

near a spot just vacated by two sidecars and a Ford,

and the refuse left on the grass would have disgraced

Hampstead Heath on a Bank Holiday evening. This

complete indifference to common decency, curioush'

enough, often ' goes hand in hand with apathy to-

wards, or inability to appreciate, nature even when she

is most sublime.
o o <s> o

IT frequently happens when deciding on a fairly

* lengthy tour that the travelling bags are either toe

big or too small. On my last long tour I abandoned

bags and cases altogether except for one on the machine

and carried luggage for three in waterproof sheeting,

choosing to do this in preference to forwarding parcels

on to various stopping places on the road. The method

adopted was to make three separate rectangular parcels

as big in area as the grid would allow, each strapped

securely in waterproof sheeting, finally enclosing the

three in one large rubber sheet to form a solid rect-

angular package. It is astonishing what a quantity of

luggage can be carried in this way, but don't be mean

or careless with the straps.

18
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THE
CULT OF
THE

COUPE
SIDECAR

The three upper illustrations

depict the " Coupette

sidecar, an exceptionally

neat and workmanlike job.

It will appeal to owners of

medium powered machines,

for it is light in weight and

its wind resistance negli-

f»ible. A. Goad, 122, Maida
Vale, London, W. 9, is the

manufacturer.

Considerable attention is being paid both

by mannfaetnrers and private makers to

the all wood or all metal hood. Some of

the wooden types fold back, roll top desk

fashion ; others ' are solid, like the
" Coupette " shown above, and simply
pivot backward and forward. The de-

mand for complete protection for the

passenger is very insistent in these days-,

and no doubt when the advantages of this

type are better known, the coupe top will

become popular, especially with owners

of sporting sidecars, the clean lines of

which are spoilt by untidy hood sticks

and flapping cloth.

A non-collapsible

hood of three-ply

wood, which ex-

tends over the rear

auxiliary seat. Al-

though grace of

outline may have

been sacrificed,

R. G. Kerr, of Ennis-

corthy, says he is more
than satisfied with the

alteration, and that his

1921 749 c.c. James feels

little or nothing of the

extra weight and wind

resistance.

A " solid form of hood which can be detached from the body
together with the screen. This model is manufactured by

P. S. Collyer, 78, Snell's Park, Upper Ed-Tionton.

The maker has thought of the driver's comfort, also, in fitting

to the 1922 " Collyer " twin a bucket seat supported on cantilever

springs.
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Maniacs ?

THERE is an old Roman provei-b " de gustihus
non disputandtim," well balanced by the

modern North Country maxim " there's nowt
so queer as folk." Last week I found myself
marooned amongst some strange men whose chief pas-

sion in life is a new sport known as " hiking." For
the benefit of the non-hiker, let me expound that the

hiker goes one better than the snail. The snail carries

his house on his back ; the hiker goes further, and
carries, his grub as well as his house. The grub con-

sists of the three essentials of life—bread, beans, and
bacon; the "house" is an ex-W.D~. ground sheet in

which a blanket is rolled—if you are a cold mortal
you rnay also carry a bit of muslin the size and shape
of a dogkennel, which is euphemistically termed a tent.

We fell to comparing our respective hobbies. Easy
fruit, thought I to myself. I held forth eloquently
on the red weals produced by the shoulder straps of

the pack; of the tedious crawl at which a dull land-

scape passed over the hiker's shoulder; of the discom-
fort of sleeping under hedges ; of ticks, earwigs, and
harvest-bugs; of vipers; of lighting fires with wet
wood. Believe me, I had none the better of the argu-
ment. What those hikers had to say of motor cycling

would char these chaste pages. So I won't print it.

Philosopher as always, I opine that one man's meat
is another man's poison. I tried a 24-hour hike with

these eccentrics, and an o.h.^-. Triumph was sweeter

than ever when I escaped from them.

The First Baby Two-Stfoke

A GENTLEMAN who was prominently associated

with the evolution of the two-stroke assures me
that the first " baby " two-stroke to take the

road in this country was a Levis, which appeared in

the early months of 1910. Any ri^-al claimants,

please?

The Trewso Leggings.

FOR fussiness in details commend me to two classes

of men—the camper, in regard to his entire kit

;

the keen motor cyclist, in regard to his riding

wear. I am going to spend yet another paragraph on

the Trewso leggings, because I have in the past boUi

commended them and criticised them. They were

—

to the best of my belief—the pioneers of the quick-

detachable type of waterproof legging, which is so

rapidly killing the clumsy patterns, which compel you
to lie on your shoulders and wave your legs in the air

till some kind friend comes along and "skins "your

: ~~\

\ "Ixion's" "MOTORCYCLE REMINISCENCES" are :

\ available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The :

Molar Cycle" Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4. \

legs for you. Their particular device consists of two

spring . steel tongues per leg, one for the calf and

another for the shin. You can rip these out of their

sockets in half a second with a double motion of the

hands, when the garment promptly collapses rounrl

your feet, and so does riot get soiled internally by

the mud on your boots. In the past I found fault

because the aforesaid" spring tongues occasionally flew

out when one was walking about. I have now ascer-

tained that this is solely due to bad fitting ; if you

give your correct measurements when ordering, this

catastrophe will never happen. The latest type is

equipped with leather patches to take the heavy wear

on the inside of each foot, and the instep security

device is a chain, fixed by elastic at one end—quite a

.clc\'er notion.

Over-Lubrication in Excelsis.

READER was duly impressed by the works

manager with the advisability of over-lubricat-

ing his new bus for the first 1,000 miles. He
followed the counsel so energetically that after a couple

of months the machine began to run rather badly ; and
upon examination it was found that the bore of .the

exhaust pipe had carboned up till there was barely

room for a lead pencil tO be inserted. Moderation in

all things.

A Gap in the Programme?
GENTLEMAN who is interested in the motor

cycle trade is anxious to piit up a ^'aluable

trophy for open competition, preferably includ-

ing sidecars as well as solo machines. He desires the

trophy to be of the annual challenge variety, and to

be awarded for some' outstanding feature not

adequately covered in the current programme. These
conditions are not easily fulfilled, but it is obvious

that at present we have no event limited to lady motor
cyclists. If any reader has a better suggestion to

make, let him send it along to me, and it shall reach

the proper quarter.

Observe !

EMERGING from a garage yesterday I met a tall

athletic girl, clad in heavy leathers, perspiringly

pushing one of the special light-weight machines

deliberately designed for the inexpert potterer. Her
back tyre was fiat, and to judge from its worn con-

dition a further crop of punctures was her inevitable

doom. She was of a temperament which is utterly

bored by even the most straightforward forms of road-

side tinkering, and preferred to risk punctures and
push on to a garage when unfortunate, rather than

learn how to do a very simple operation for herself.

The incident throws into relief the wiser design of

the Harper Runabout:, which is equipped with both

detachable wheels and detachable rims.
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After'Impressions of a Hurried Trip

Across France to Alsace.

THERE is more romance in a yacht entering i

foreign port tlian in thousands of miles of
cruising round its homeland coast.

The same applies to the motor cyclist who finds

himself and his machine through the customs in a

foreign land.

Instead of being a mere tourist the rider becomes
an explorer ; instead of roads, the highways are paths
into the unknown. So far the coasts of Great Britain

have represented the outposts of civilisation, and it

comes almost as a surprise to the motor cyclist on his

first visit to the Continent that finger, posts, steam
rollers, garages, and inns are continued beyond the

Channel.

There they are, however, different, perhaps, froiu

the wayside objects of this country, but nevertheless

the same old familiar friends.

Driving on the Wrong Side.

First impressions leave a deep mark, and in this

connection probably every British motor cyclist who
has toured on the Continent retains vivid memories
of the first few hours of driving on the right-hand
side of the road. On meeting or' overtaking traffic

instinct tends to cause the driver to do the wrong thing,

and on the first day, at least, it is with tensioned
nerves that he forces himself to do what is right.

When one is occupying the centre of the road and
meets an approaching high speed car, also in the

centre of the highway, it requires the same amount of
' will power to draw over to the right, as is necessary
when a bicyclist essays to balance a tricycle.

Although I have toured in America, Scandinavia,
and France, this preliminary nervousness has
always been present. Perhaps other motor cyclists

are quicker to adapt themselves to the different rule

of the road ; in fact, F. G. Edmond, the Triumph
rider, asserts that he finds no difSculty in changing
over from the left to the right-hand rule, but experi-
ences confusion on returning to this country.

Incidentally, the tourist in a conventional British

outfit here finds an answer to the controversy on right

or left-hand sidecars. With a sidecar on the left and
" keep to the right" as the rule, it is sometimes diffi-

cult to see the road ahead when overtaking slower
traffic, because it is not until the centre of the road
is reached that the driver is able to ascertain whether
the way is clear or not.

Such were some of the thoughts which flitted

through the mind while speeding towards Paris en
route to Strasbourg for the Grand Prix. On en-

13

Tucked away out of the whirr of modern hfe—a Strasbourg fruit

market m a courtyard near the centre of the city.

countering the pave in the suburbs of Paris, one's

thoughts turn to the other matters which concern such

things as spring frames and oversize tyres.

Paris the Real Starting Point.

Actually the trip to Stra.sbourg began at Paris,

which gay city was anything but gay as we
left it in the very early hours ~of Monday morning
prior to the motor cycle Grand Prix. A southerly

course was taken via Champigny, near which town
we passed a race-course where French cavalry were

in training, and a fine sight they made at the gallop.

Moderately good roads were traversed all the way
to Provins,- where a big road race was held last year.

Here we began to realise that we were journeying

south, and as we sped along on roads which were

dead straight for miles on end, both passenger and
driver were silent. It transpired at the next stopping

place—Sezanne—that each had been occupied by

thoughts on the same subject.

In every town and village through through which
we passed nearly every house had its wooded-slat

shutters clo.sed. It is always so in southevn countries,

where the principle adopted is to keep out the light anvi

so exclude the heat. But it was not hot ; it was not

even sunny for fully half. the journey, yet on both

sides of every road the majority of windows were

shuttered. For the first few miles these shuttered

windows are just noticed in passing, but after two

hundred odd miles of it, they tend to depress the

wayfarer and create many morbid thoughts.

•' 3'
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One ot a large park of big gun-

which occupies a gras=; grown sid-

ing miles away irom ' anywhere

A reminder of the Great War.

These notes are im'^

pressions ; theiefore^-irre-

le\ant as it may be, 1

was reminded that fair

Fiance has not yet re-

covered from the war.

Somewhere I have isead

that oui cioss-Channel

neighbour lost 50% of

her .young men between
the ages of 19 and 32.

iMere figures, perhaps,
liut the fact remains very
seen excepting in uniform, and, in this connection, it

occurred to ns that there were a great many more
men under arms in F' ranee than are to be seen in

this country.

"And what has that to do with motor cycles?"

asked my companion.
" Everything," was the reply.

Can one expect France to become a big motor
cycling country if all her young men are in the army?
Can posterity be guaranteed success in commercial
life, in the arts or scientific research, if all the young
blood is drained into a military machine?
We continued this argument for several miles until

the official at the octroi on the outskirts of the next

town turned conversation into another channel.
Monsieur took a prefunctory glance over the outfit,

decided that w^ were eirang'ers, and waved us on.

Had we had cabbages or chickens

or even a surplus supply of petrol

aboard, we .should have had to

pay the local duty which is levied

on all goods imported by the

towns from the country. Inci-

dentally, it is cheaper to buy
petrol outside the large towns than

within.

Those shuttered windows really

had got on our nerves, but even

this characteristic feature of the

French road side failed to make
a depressing picture of Vitry le

Fran9ois, where we lunched.

Archway through which the traveller may enter the picturesque town of

Vitry le Francois.

few young men are to be

Strasbourg recalls th«

story books of childhood

A natural monument to those who
ought on the old Franco-German

rontier. The edge of a forest of

dead pines in the Vdsges.

Vitry is a clean little

town where everyone and

everything appeared to be

dozing. The traveller

enters it through a beauti-

ful archway, where a

motor char-a-banc dis-

puted our right of way.

Outside is the blue-green

uf heavy foliage, and in-

side the grey town. It is

like opening a door in Lh:-

wall of an old-world garden and finding oneself in

the street. That motor coach seemed out of place

somehow—certainly it had pneumatic tyres which ren-

dered it silent on the -pave, but one felt that sur-h

places ought to be visited on foot with a staff and

haversack.

In the centre of Vitrv is a fountain where the tour

roads into the town meet, so one cannot pass through

without pulling up. We lunched at an hotel which

approximated to any English hostelry in a quiet

cathedral town, in company with divers persons whose

calling in life it was impossible to conjecture. In-

cluding the Grand Duchess who lunched ferociouslx

within sight 'of the chauffeur of her limousine at

another table, they all had their counterparts in

England.
French To-wns.

Leavincf the sleepy environment of the square, we

took' the ° road opposite to that by which we had

entered, and continued our journey towards France's

regained province of Alsace.

No wonder the Michelin guide
| |

,

gives a plan of most towns in

France. It is such a problem to

find one's way through, for if

the roads are long and straight,

the streets are short and tortuous,

and, as a rule, the difficulty of

finding the way into the usual

centre square is only exceeded

when discovering a way out agaiii.

More straiglit roads, more di-

lapidated country dwellings with

P!_.'
i J

Plan of the square at

Vitry showing the four

main roads which meet

at the fountain in the

centre.
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To Strasbourg for the Grand Prix.—

their manure heaps, more shuttered windows, and

due course we arrived at Nancy, where we made a h

for tea. ^
p''

Regarded as one of France's clean- |''

est towns, Nancy makes a strong ap- s-

peal. The inevitable square in this ;

case, the Place Stanislas, is enclosed

by massive iron gates richly gilded.

Two corners of the square are occu-

pied by beautiful fountains, and the o

words " five o'clock tea " on the flap-

ping front of an hotel canopy sug-

gested that English visitors were fre-

quent.
" More probably American," mur-

mured my passenger* But in America
five o'clock tea is practically un-

known—but perhaps mine host doe.s

not know this.

Behind the Lines.

On the road once more after half

an hour's stay we continued our way
along tree-lined roads to Luneville,

and, as we were now approaching an

area which was not far behind " the

lines " in the bad days between 1914

and 1 9 18, we -had several reminders

that cleaning up after a war is a big

task. At one point miles away from

town or village we saw a large rail-

way siding where on grass-grown

.tracks lay dozens of heav} guns --tti'

in their camouflage paint. Here n e

came across The Autocar editorial

party on an eight-cylinder Talbot-

Darracq. .Our confreres had started

from -Paris several hours after we had

left, and by greater speed and better

experience of the roads had got

ahead. Incidentally, they soon 4eft

us again, and we were able to appre-

ciate to the full why the peasants

look upon motor cars with disfavour.

The dust that car raised was like the

in

:Ut

spray on Boulogne pier during the gale which was
raging on the day we landed. All the roads, of

course, are not tar surfaced like our own.
'"'^ We reached the edge of the Vosges

I , at Badonviller, which town re-

___^__
. minded us that we were indeed in a

foreign land. From now on the

road wound among great forests of

pines up the mountains to the Gol de
Schirmeck, a pass over 2,000ft. high
and at times. with gradients and hair-

pins that would gladden the hearts

of the Edinburgh Club officials when
in search of routes for a Scottish Six

Days.

Well-graded Roads.

Unlike those in Scotland, however,

the road was good but so graded that

it covered many miles in compari-

son to the flight of the crow. I sup-

pose one should substitute magpie for

crow in this part of the world, for

everywhere on our, route we had seen

the black and white mischief-makers
which are as common as the bullock-

drawn farmer's waggon.
Gone now were - the straight flat

loads and their avenues of top-heavy
trees with their great bunches oi

mistletoe. No longer could we see

very far ahead, "for hairpin after

hairpin followed in quick succession

as higher and higher we mounted
above the valleys and ravines. For-

gotten were the shuttered windows
of the plains of France as we hur-

ried on in second and bottom gear

amid scenery which has no parallel

in Great Britain, for here the trees

covered the hills to their crowns.

Scenes Worth Revisiting.

Would that we could have tarried

awhile ; it is a country which is worth

travelling far to see and offering pos-

sibilities for a camping tour for any-

In ancient Strasbourg—capital of Alsace, France's regained province—where the 1922 Grand Prix race was run.
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The Chauviere motor cycle, built by its owner who competed

with irin the 230 c.c. Grand Prix. The frame is a Villiers. and

the engine a small four valve unit built up by the rider himself.

Direct chain drive is used.

one who loves ths grandeur of forest cla'd

mountains.

Surely war could not have disturbed such a peace-

ful corner of the world ? To such a place one would
come to get away from the din of the clashing arms. . .

Then round another hairpin and disillusionment.

Whole forests of dead trees towered towards the sky

with leafless branches and naked trunks bleached white

by passing time. Some were shattered at their base

and leaned against their fellows. Others lay half

hidden in the tangle of Nature's mantle which, as if

to cover up the destruction wrought by man, is healing

the great wounds mad-e by bursting shells that came
across the mountains and forced the Allies' soldiers to

seek refuge in the dugouts now visible on every side.

We now fully understood why sidecar outfits were

used in the ambulance service on this front, for their

mobility on the steep and comparatively narrow roads

would be a very great advantage. I tried to imagine

a four-wheeler ambulance turning round on these

gradients of i in 7 with perhaps shells bursting on

either side.

We descended into a valley via an enlarged Inver-

farigaig corkscrew which tested the brakes to the full,

and then on again upwards for a thousand or more
feet with glorious vistas all around, until finally the

summit- was reached and the descent into Alsace began.

Alsatian Colour Schemes.
What a change ! We had indeed entered another

country. Instead of the paint-starved grey houses and
their heaps of manure, we now saw clean white or

cream washed walls, brilliant red tiles, and green

painted shutters. Trim farmsteads lay off the road,

and, occasionally, an Alsatian costume to add further

colour to the scene.

Remembering that this was France's regained pro-
vince, we wondered whether the new paint was due to

an overhauling by

,
the makers or to the

usual habits of the

people. In only

one respect did

Alsace appear simi-

lar to the France
we had left behind
on the other side of

In this subtle manner a French company ™^ VOSges tne ex-

advertises its 3J horse power machine, pressions On the
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faces of the people. Everywhere, from the coast to

Strasbourg, we noticed it, a sadness reflected even in

the countenance of the young. East of the Vosges it

seemed to fit the country. For one could not imagine

laughter and song where the villages are grey and only

the red poppies relieve the monotony of green in the

open country. ]:!ut in gaily-coloured Alsace, with its

swift running streams and flower decorated houses, one

expected to find happiness and care-free faces, such

as one meets in Norway and Switzerland.

Just an impression perhaps, but then these notes do

not aspire to be anything more.

A Fairy Story To'wn.
In the gathering dusk we approached Strasbourg,

and as we entered by roads with smaller and more

crooked streets on either hand we were reminded of

childhood memori's of the place where the storks build

their nests on the chimney pots and of crooked houses

which for generations have illustrated the fairy stories

of Hans Anderson and the Brothers Grimm.
I will leave the pictures of Strasbourg to speak for

themselves,^ It is a beautiful city blending the ultra-

modern with the Middle Ages. Some day I shall go

again with an easel and a paint box having an extra

supply of purples and blues in order to depict the

shadows' that for once are beautiful.

We expected gaily uniformed bands performing in

the city square, we looked forward to fetes and rejoic-

ings. For was it not the great Alsatian week ? We
had promised ourselves a city ablaze with colour and
illuminations. The illuminations were there and flags

were flying—and the band turned up with its bugles

and side drums at its head ,; but as it was teeming

with rain we turned into a place of amusement—which

was almost as deadly dull as a conversazione organised

by a village chapel.

In another generation, perhaps, France will return

to its former lightheartedness ; in the meantime every-

one seems to be an onlooker waiting for someone fo

take the initiative—^and no one does. Vedette.

K. Bartlett.lhe English rider ot

the A.B.C. in the Grand Prix.

Bartlett won the 350 c.c. race

in 1920 on a Verus, but he is

now associated with the pro-

duction of ttie

French A.B.C. and

Gnome - Rhone
machines.
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A FAST TOURING
MOUNT.

shortest possible

Some Notes on the 16H
Norton after Prolonged Use

AMONGST the duties of T//e

Motor Cycle staff, is tlie

personal observation of

points of interest in long-distance

trials. For this purpose it is neces-

sary for the observer to be

mounted on a perfectly reliable

machine, so that he may not only

survive the trial without mechanical

delays, but also return to head-

quarters with "copy" in the

time.

Again, since observed hills are often close together,

a fast mount is essential if competitors' performances

are to be watched at all the tricky places.

With these points in mind, and after due considera-

tion, the writer of these notes selected a 490 c.c.

Norton for his working hack.

Departures from Standard,

The 16H model was chosen as a basis, but in order

to ol)tain increased comfort on long runs certain minor

alterations from the standard specification were in-

corporated. First of all 700x80 mm. tyres were

fitted, and to compensate for the -slightly increased

gear ratio an engine sprocket with one tootlf less than

standard ^vas ord:red.

Next, a fully valanced

front mudguard, such

as - is fitted to the
' bia' Four," was

.specified so as to

afford rather more
protection in had

weather. It must be ,

stated that all these -

extras, which were ^

but the rider's per-

sonal whims, were

fitted by the makers
without necessitating

any alterations in

existing parts. Later

modifications and ad-

ditions to detail speci-

fication consisted of

a Jelley saddle—

a

type always used by
the writer—a Webb
front brake to replace

the horseshoe type as

4

On the road with the 490 c.c. Norton-

comfortable,

then fitted, a medium-sized Hunt electric head lamp
with 6-volt accumulator carried behind the saddle tube,

and a special pair of handlebars to suit the rider's

"out size" in build. Thus equipped the machine
came very near to the ideal fast tourist as imagined
by its owner.

Suitability for Long Journeys.
Now, at one time there was current amongst a section

of the motor cycle community a notion that the
Norton was purely a " speed iron " and was not a
suitable machine for long-distance touring. That this

is an absolute fallacy has frequently been proved, and
in the particular case under discussion additional proof
is furnished by the fact that the Norton has, the best
non-stop record of any of the large number of machines

which have from time

to time occupied the

owner's garage. Over
a distance of some
7,000 to 8,000 miles

the single mechanical

hitch which occurred

was a momentary
piston .seizure due to

a mixtin^e of oils

which did not blend.

Even this contretemps

•did not cause a road

stop, and it was not

until a week later

that an opportunity

was found for remov-

ing the -cylinder for

examination. Inspec-

tion revealed a slight

seize mark, which

was polished off with

fine emery cloth, and

subsequently all went

well.

by

—a mount long since proved exceptlonalty fast,

and easily controlled.
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A Fast Touzing Mount.—
Little need be said of the Norton's speed qualities,

whicli are known the world over, but it may be added
that, even with big tyres and a very full equipment,

the H.16 more than satisfied all the requirements in

this respect. As regards garage attention, the owner
makes a rule of removing the cylinder of any machine
he may possess after every 2,000 to 3,000 miles.

Apart from decarbonisation, such an inspection reveals

any latent troubles, which in the case of the Norton

were invariably absent. The replacement of a front

chain, one adjustment of the front hub, and the fitting

of a locking device to a mudguard nut which persistfd

in working loose and causing a rattle, are the only

adjustments worthy of mention. If driven on thin

mixtures the Norton is a little apt to pink when pick-

ing up on a high gear, but this trouble was largely

eliminated by fitting a i mm. washer, supplied by the

makers, below the cylinder. With this washer in use

top-gear hill-climbing under touring conditions is ex-

ceptionally good, and it is seldom indeed that low
gear is required, except for hairpin corners and freak

surfaces, which must be traversed at little more than

walking speed. Amongst the many noted hills to the

credit of the Norton are Porlock, Lynton, Park Rash,
Alt-y-Bady, and the famous Welsh Screw hill. It is

true that a stop occurred on the last-mentioned climb,

but this was due entirely to the rider who, with a

strange carburetter control, opened the throttle. instead

of closing it, causing wheel slip. The machine was
immediately restarted at the same spot and went
away with plenty of power in hand. With such a

fast machine it was possible to attain average speeds

as high as the road would stand, and the Norton is

one of the very few machines which will honestly cover

the-mile per minute under normal road conditions.

Features Contributing to Speed.

When such excellent all-round results are obtained
from an apparently normal 500 c.c. single, it is worth
studying the design in order to find out " the reason
why," and the " insides " of the Norton are certainly

more interesting than the exterior. A very light cast-

iron piston (aluminium pistons are offered as an alter-

native) and a light but stiff connecting rod are partly

The 16H. Norton,

with 700 X SISstom

com

responsible for the rapid acceleration and ability to

maintain high speeds without apparent effort, while

the unusually large and heavy flywheels are responsible

to some degree for the smooth, slow running and wide
flexibility range. The vahes are not unduly large,

Siiff H-section con-

necting rod with

roller bearing big

end ; it is liberally

drilled up ihe

centre web.

A light cast-iron piston with a

decided waist is fitted to the

standard Norton. The hollow

gudgeon pin is located by a peg

and locked by a split pin at the

opposite end.

but the cams and the port design are excellent, and the

long stroke enables a reasonably shaped compression

chamber to be employed.

The above points, in conjunction witli the admirably

designed cylinder, well ribbed where necessary, and
having ports separated from the barrel, are chiefly

responsible for the fact that the Norton is one of the

fastest standard machines on" the road. The word
" standard " is used advisedly, for the Nortons, eyen

as used in road racing, are standard machines, subject,

of course, to individual tuning by their riders.

General Characteristics.
In praise of the Norton 16H, it may be said that it

is fast, reliable, flexible, a fine hill-climber, well

balanced, and easy to handle—what more is required?

Criticisms of this machine are not easy to find, but

slightly better protection and lubrication nf the front

driving chain might be arranged with advantage, a

rather unduly large hole is left in the back of the

magneto chain case, which permits the entry of water

and grit when traversing typical trials routes, and the

mudguarding is—only little better than on the average

sports machine. All these matters, however, are trifles

compared to the fact of its wonderful power and
flexibility, and the owner w^ould have put up willingly

witli more serious faults for the pleasure of riding so

fine an all-round per-
equipped to the owner's specification

. tyres, which add considerably to the

fort of the machine.

former, which, tractable

as a lamb in traffic,

can -become a roaring

lion at the touch of

the throttle.

The machine has now
changed hands, but it is

satisfactory to watch it

piling up gold medals
in the hands of the

new owner, who is abso-

lutely unconnected with

the trade, but is never-

theless having thorotighly

satisfactory results in

some of the more import-

ant long distance reli-

ability trials.
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ScoTMND^ndieMotor Cyclist
Notes on Touring in the Highlands and the

Appreciation of Mountain Scenery.

MOST •motor cyclists promise themselves -a'Scottish

tour
—"next year, perhaps," they say, "if

times are better. " But the percentage of those

who ever realise this dream is comparatively small

—

and more's the pity, for the peculiar charm and beauty

of the Highlands is unrivalled.

The writer has motored in many lands, but neither

the Mediterranean countries of Europe, the sun-

swamped Orient, nor the many climes of Africa have
.revealed to him anythmg quite so fascinating as the

calm, rugged grandeur of our own " Bonnie .Scotland."

With this magic hunting-ground at his door, so to

speak, the discriminating tourist has no call to go
abroad in search of Fairyland.

Bad weather is a " spoil-sport " anywhere, but rain

in the Highlands is a very different thing from a

wet day in Manchester, and it is wonderful how- the

swirling Scotch mists can soften the most vigorous

landscape.

Not Always Raining.

However, it is not always wet north of the Clyde
;

in the latter half of the summer of 1920 there were
six consecutive weeks of glorious weather. Still, it

must rain sometimes, even in the best regulated

countries, and when it does, why, there are other

fields to plough : where, for instance, is the gun or

the rod more in evidence—the artist or the golfer

Iietter catered for? Moreover, when you are in the
" Land -o - Cakes," what better opportunity for

sampling them? Then there's the famous native

wine. .- . ."

(Left) A halt on the shores of Loch Lochy,

Caledonian Canal. (Right) Near Cockbridge.

He is an old man who can say that he has e.xhausted

the possibilities of Scotland. It will take many an

annual three weeks' holiday to visit even the better

known beauty spots—and the Highlands are all beauty

spots.

A mistake a great many people make is to map out

an extensive tour and then spend all their hard-earned

vacation trying to keep up to schedule. What is the

use of hurrying along day after day just so as to

be able to say, " I covered 2,000 miles on my holi-

day?" "More fool you," the rejoinder should be.
" You might have done even better tip and down the

Great North Road."

Avoiding a Set Itinerary.

How often has one thought, when motoring in the

Highlands, " What a pity, after coming all this way,
to rush by this glorious scenery, these wonderful glens

—I should like to linger here? " For heaven's sake,

then, why not do so? And yet few do; they must
push on to such and such a place, because otherwise

they would feel that they were' wasting time.

- By far the best way is to make no plans at all,

anrj just wander along till one comes to some spot that

takes one's fancy, and then make straight for the

nearest village. Discreet enquiry is almost sure to

discover some cottage where one may lodge for a few
days.

The writer has always followed this scheme when
motoring at home or in France or Spain, to the benefit

both of -his pocket and enjoyment, for the quaint

bii
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Scotland and the Motor Cyclist.—
customs and society of the natives are intinitely

more amusing tlian the trivialities of tlie common-
place hotel.

"People who live in flat countries," they say,

" have drab minds." This may bg so, but then their

pleasure is all the keener vylien visiting the land

of their more fortunate neighbours.

One must not, however, expect to find the Alps in

Scotland ; but lest tliis should deter some from ventur-
ing thither, it is as well to remember that one moun-
tain is much like another, and that many of the world's
giants turn out, on inspection, to be comparatively
disappointing—the reason Joeing that a considerable
portion of their altitude is derived from the already
high level of the ground from which they spring. It

._ ; J
is a fact that many of'1 the Highland Bens, while
the snow lingers on their

summits, are quite as im-
pressive as the Pyrenees,
say, or Mount Olymixis.

D. C. Burn,
(B.A., F.R.G.S.).

(Left). Loch Katrine,

The Trossach?,

(Top>. At the summit

of the " Devil's

Elbow."

(Right). The Forth

Bridge.

t

USEFUL THINGS TO KNOW.
Engine Revolutions, Gradient and

WHEN motor cyclists foregather it frequently

happens that discussions turn on such sub-

jects as speeds and gradients.

Below are given some formute and other data by
means of which many an argument may be settled.

To Find Engine Revolutions.
If the r.p.m. of an engine, at different speeds and

on a certain gear, 'be divided by the speed, a constant
results, which, when further divided by the gear ratio,

gives a fresh constant, depending on the size of the

tyres used. These constants are as follows :

For 24in. wheels = approximately 14 (14.04).
For 25in. wheels = approximately 13 (13.01).
For 28in. wheels = approximately 12 (12.1)

From this we can see that:

:f7— —k or iS= i X Fx''.

where : F= speed in m.p.h.
')' = engine speed in r.p.m
r = gear ratio.

For example, on a machine travelling at 30 m.p.h.
with a 5 to I gear and 26in. tyres, the engine speed
v.'ill be 30x5x13 = 1,950 r.p.m.

Measuring Gradients.
Every motor cyclist knows ihe way in which local

liills become terrors of i in 3 and- i in 4, when there
is no one near who has actually measured the gradient
to correct the mistake. The apparatus required to

b 12

Speed Estimation by Simple Rules.

measure the gradient of any hill is a piece of strmg,

preferably weighted at one end, and a ruler.

Place a wheel of the machine with the valve nearest

to the ground, and stretch the string across the centre

to form a diameter. Where it again meets the other

edge of the tyre Jiold it and let the free end hang
vertically. Mark where the end passes the tyre, and
measure the distance between this 'point and the point

of contact of the tyre with the ground. If the dia-

meter of the wheel is now divided by the distance

' just found,' the result is the gradient of the hill. -

Thus, on a machine having 28in. tyres, if the

measurement is found to be 2in., the gradient will

be known at once to be i in 14.

Estimating Speed.
To find one's approximate speed when travelliijg

along a main road, it is only necessary to count the

number of telegraph posts that are passed in two
minutes. This, when the posts are at th-e usual dis-

tance of do yards, gives one almost the exact speed

in miles per hour. For instance, if 30 posts are

passed in two minutes, the speed is approximately

30 m.p.h. ; 15 would be passed in one minute, or

15x60 in one hour. Piach post being 60 yards from
the next, vthich equals -^^ of a mile, the speed is

really 15X60X ^fg- miles per hour, which, when re-

duced, becomes 30.6 Ki.p.h. 'W. T. H.

'6
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NOTES ON PISTON RINGS.
Hints on the Manipulation of an Important Engine Detail.

IN
the making of piston rings it is impor-
tant that they should be turned to
such a diameter that the ring fits the

cylinder when the gap is closed. The
coiTect diameter is found by multiplying
the bore of the cylinder by 3.1416, adding
the width of the gap when the ring is

open, and finally multiplying the result
by 0.318. If the rings are to be ground
after turning, a further O.Olin. should
be allowed. Castings for piston rings

should be of iron,

cast vertically, the
lower end being used
for the rings since

Removing piston rings

by means of three

strips of hack-saw

blades.

this portion of the
metal is cleaner and
less porous. It is,

of course, only neces-

sary and worth while to make rings

when fitting oversize pistons or in an
emergency, and this information is worth
remembering.

Klaking Special Rings.

In turning rings they are first made
over-size, bored to correct size, parted
off, cut, and clamped upon a mandrel
with the slot closed, and finally ground
to the size of 'the cylinder. The cylin-

der should be carefully measured either

with inside micrometer or by means of
.

inside callipers (transferring- the latter

measurement to outside callipers with

which to check the grinding of the new
ring). Catalogue specifications of cylin-
der bore should never be accepted since
the cylinder may have worn oversize to

the extent of three or four thousandths,
which can be compensated for in the
new rings.

The final grinding operation, after cut-

ting gives an eccentric finish to the ring,

thus putting the greatest strength of the
ring at the point of greatest leverage.

Many rings, however, are not eccentric.

In removing the ring three pieces of

hack-saw blade or strips of sheet metal
are passed behind the ring, so that they
are an equal distance from one another.
The ring may then be easily slid off. In
re-assembling remember to fit the bottom
ring first.

When the Ring is Burnt In.

- If the ring is gummed into its groove
with carbon a piece of hack-saw blade
should be judiciously worked to and fro

under the end until the carbon is

loosened. Sometimes a piece of copper
wire pushed round under the ring will

achieve the desired result.

In fitting new rings they should be
tried in the bore of the cylinder prior to

placing on the piston, and the slot ad-

justed so that a gap of about 0.004in.

obtains.

There are various piston ring slots,

such as the plain sloping one, the pinned
variety (which is chiefly^ used on two-

strokes to prevent the ends creeping

round and fouling the exhaust and
transfer ports, although it is sometimes

used to keep the slots from working in

line on four-stroke engines) and the

step-jointed slot which is made as shown
by filing two rectangles on opposite
edges of the ring so that they meet.

Dealing with Worn Cylinders.

When a cylinder has worn so that a
' perfectly round ring is not satisfactory,

the ring should be hammered to lit

First the ring should be placed on the
piston and the latter pushed up and

ULEflKAY SHADED Pj

>B^

I i Eccentric ring showing

greatest thickness (ex-

aggerated) opposite the

gap-

Various types of piston ring slots, showing

also the method of step cutting.

down in the cylinder for two or three

seconds, using a wood block in the- cylin-

der head to prevent the piston runnins
up into the combustion chamber. Upon
removal the. portion of the ring not in

contact with the cylinder will show
up, and if this part is held on a flat

iron block and judiciously hammered
from the inside, it will probably mark up
all round. C. M. .N.

SOLDERING ALUMINIUM AT LOW TEMPERATURE-
ALUMINIUM, despite the general

ease with which it is worked from
the manufacturing point of view,

is one of the most difficult of metals with
which the repair man has to deal.

Primarily the difficulties which arise

in aluminium repair work are due to the

rapid oxidisation of the metal, the

chemical changes at the surface being

almost instantaneous after filing or

cutting.

Welding of aluminium, of course, is

possible, but unless skilfuUy done by
-Specialists the intense heat used is apt

to injure the physical properties of the

metal, not to mention the possibility of

setting up distortion, or local stresses in

a delicate casting.

Most of the difficulties of repairing

aluminium articles, however, are over-

come by the use of a solder prepared by
the Salunite Aluminium Solder Co., of

43, Johnson Sti-eet, Westminster,
London, S.W.I. This preparation melts

at a comparatively low temperature,

such as may be obtained by a small
blow-lamp or even a soldering iron. No
preparation of the metal is required

other than by cleaning and scraping to

a bright surface; a flux is not essen-

tial, and the work to be repaired is

"tinned" —by bringing it up to

the requisite heat and rubbing the stick

moulding being done with a flexible

knife-blade.

When the solder has set it can be
turned, drilled or tapped with ease, and

A badly damaged

motor cycle crank-

case repaired with

Salunite alu-

minium sol der.

Not only has the

boss been replaced

but strengthening

webs have been

added to support

the repair, making

the case stronger

than when new.

of solder thereon, finally brushing in the
molten metal with a stiff wire brush.
As the solder becomes plastic it is

possible to mould bosses, strengthening
ribs or the like on a weak casting, this

«»- •

K
•*«»"H.^_

it is very difficult to break away at the
joint any two pieces which have been
properly soldered together. Salunite is

sold at 8s. per lb. ; a trial outfit is avail-

able at 6s.

b 15
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The Choice of

Accommodation
during a Holiday
Awheel. How
to find a

Comfortable Hotel

EVERYONE appears to be interested in touring,

but nobody agrees as to its cost. It was
fully anticipated that a recent letter complain-

ing of the almost prohibitively high level of hotel

charges would arouse some interest and one or two

denials, ' but e\'en we were surprised at the extent of

the correspondence which has followed.

One main fact emerges at once from the welter of

ideas supplied by readers to rescue our original corre-

spondent from holiday-making by motor coach. The
economically-minded tourist must avoid the big motor-

ing hotels. Not, it should be noted, because these

places do not provide the comfort their classification

would indicate; but because anything approaching a

large hotel, with a correspondingly large staff which
specially caters for- the purely seasonal motor tourist,

cannot be expected to compete in the matter of price

with the smaller " family and commercial " inn which

pays its way all the year round as a matter of course.

There is sound sense in this view ; but the difficulty

would appear to lie in discovering these less pretentious

commercial houses in strange towns. There are many
small hotels which exist chiefly as places for the sale

of intoxicating liquor, and externally these are almost

indistinguishable from the establishments in which the

commercial traveller and other habitual wanderers find

comfortable accommodation.
Again our correspondents come to the rescue.

'"' Ask a policeman " is a safe and well-recommended
plan ; the local shopkeepers are usually able to help

;

or, according to one reader who has " been on the

road for twenty years " a useful list may be found
in " Good Lines," published by the Commercial
Tra\ellers' Association, Aldersgate, London, E.G.

The Question of Finance.

On the other hand, one or two unpleasant experi-

ences at Avayside inns which lacked the seal of any
motoring association are sufficient to discourage many
people from further experimenting. Henceforth they
decide to take no more risks even if they have to pay
a little more for their comfort.

- The whole subject is one which appeals to no two
people in the same light ; and the fact that the tem-
perament and financial standing of every motor cyclist

b i6

tourist is far from alike makes it still more difficult
to lay down aijy general rules. For example, the
present writer has^^felt more satisfied when, paying
a 19s. 6d. bill at ascertain " three-star " recommended
hotel than, two days later, when los. 6d. was charged
at a wayside inn; but, on another occasion,.. he ob-
tained incomparably greater comfort and better food
for 13s. at a Welsh market town non-motoring family
and commercial hotel than he enjoyed a few days
later for 15s. 6d. in a doubled-starred establishment
much frequented by motorists generally.

High Charges No Guarantee of Satisfaction.

Locality sometimes makes a big difference, but again
it is impossible to say definitely which way the differ-

ence Lies. The largest house in a big city often pro-
vides better value for money than the unassuming vil-

lage, inn ; but just as often the best hotel in the vil-

lage is more comfortable than 90 per cent, of the

city establishments and less costly than all of them.
It should be unnecessary to point out that the charges
at seaside and holiday resorts are almost invariably

higher than the corresponding rates in districts less

favoured by the holiday-makers, but even in this case

there are 'more exceptions than should be necessary to

prove tire rule.

Perhaps it is a case where wisdom lies in a variety

of counsels, and, on this assumption, we append a

selection of letters from our readers :

" Commerk," who is what his nom-de-flume im-

plies, recommends commercial .hotel, advice which he

follows himself with satisfactory results :

" My usual bill for tea, bed and breakfast—a meat tea,

not a 5- or 6-coiirse dinner, comfortable bed and a good
bacon and egg or fish breakfast—is, for one person (and
the same rate applies when I take my wife), 3s. 6d. tea, 3s.

bed, and 2s. 6d. breakfast. One gets as much to eat as one
would wish for, a good bed, and courteous attention,

without being overwhelmed with sefvants to tip ; this charge
also includes garaging." —

A very sensible defence of hotel charges is pro-

pounded by Mr. W. T. Jabobs :

" Do we realise that, often, an hotel of, say, twenty rooms
has only a few engaged all the year round and has to pay
rates and taxes on the lot; a staff has to be kept large

enough to cope with a sudden filling up of all the rooms

;
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What It Costs to Tour.—
and a vast amount of clean linen must be available—which
all represents so much dead money?

" I have seen very moderate bed, breakfast, and bath
charges advertised at some quite good London hotels, but
I think in most cases these are nearly always full, or nearly
so, so each guest has to bear a much smaller proportion
of the overhead charges than a guest at a country or small

town hotel, where, except for some special show week or

other local event, the hotel is three parts empty.
" People expect to find a bed, wash, and a meal at any

time they turn up in any town, and as long as we expect
that I suppose we shall have to pay for it. May I suggest
that the A.C.U. and A.A. (who ought to be one) get out a

list of private apartments in various towns which are
willing to put people up for a night."

Valuable assistance from the A.A. Handbook is

acknowledged by Mr. A. F. Scroggs, who thinks Mr.
King, our original correspondent, has been unfortu-
nate in his choice of accommodation :

" No doubt these things vary in different parts of the
country, and I cannot say what the conditions are in the
North, but I have done a good deal of touring in the West
of England, and I do not find it so expensive as Mr. King
appears to do.

" With the very valuable assistance of the A.A. hand-
book, I usually find very comfortable rooms, with dinner
and breakfast for 20s.—25s. for two people for one

..night, and I have had them as cheap as 18s. (at the " Ship
"

Hotel, Crediton, Devon). I always aim at staying at a

village or small country town rather than at a big town,
as I find that at, say, a two-star hotel in a town one some-
times gets one-star comfort at a three-star price, while at a
one-star village hotel one may have good food, perfect

comfort, and that personal, courteous attention that is gene-

rally lacking in a big hotel. I should like to mention
especially the ' Bath Arms ' at Cheddar in this connection.
" We generally buy food for the mid-day meal and take

it in the sidecar, eating it by ' the roadside wherever we
-happen to be, about 1 p.m. This is much cheaper,

pleasanter and more convenient than lunching at an hotel.

Acting on these lines the expenses work out at rather under
£2 per day, the daily mileage being about 80-100 miles."

Economy First.

Classified hotels should be_ avoided, according to

Mr. H. A. House, whose experiences otherwise tally

with Mr. Scroggs 's :

" I have done a good deal of touring on a Triumph and
sidecar, and am a member of the A. A., to my own great
advantage, as I have often found. But if cheap touring
is desired, the^ classified hotels must be carefully avoided.
Personally I always make for the better class of village inn,

or a temperance hotel, and with reasonable care in selection,

I have always found these clean and hospitable, with good
plain food, and quite suitable for a lady, provided great

luxury or comfort is not expected.

"On arriving in a strange town, have a chat with the
local policeman—he will generally give useful advice as to

a suitable place. Also, aheays enquire prices before deciding

to stay the night. For the mid-day meal it is far cheaper
(and more enjoyable, too, in my opinion) to buy a few
supplies, and have a Thermos filled before starting, and then

to have lunch in the open, when and where one will. Tea
may be managed in the same way, or high tea at about 6

p.m., does away with the expense of dinner and is far

cheaper.
" A short while ago two of us did a four days' run to

Yorkshire and back, covering 515 miles, and including

everything the cost was £1 10s. per day for the two of us.

Last summer two of us did an eighteen-day trip round

North Wales, during August, covering 925 miles. The total

cost for the two of us was £1 6s. per day. The most
comfortable place we stayed in cost us £2 2s. for the two
of us for three nights.

" Of course, if Mr. King really wants to spend as little

as possible, and see as much as possible, camping is tlie

very best solution. With a friend, I have done a fourteen-

days' camping tour of Cornwall, covering 1,150 miles tor

£9 10s. inclusive for the two."

Several useful rules for the economically-minded

tourist are embodied in the following letter from Mr.

E. I-. Long :

"Having toured in practically every county in England
and Wales and not being blessed with overmuch wealth,

I have reduced expenses by observing a few self-taught

rules.

"'Firstly, as you are not a commercial traveller and will

not be using the hotel again, do not tip except in the case

of exceptional attendance by waitress or " boots," which
as a motor-cyclist you will not often receive.

"Only go to a "recommended" hotel as a last resource,

and if forced to, for bed and breakfast only. Another
important point is to knock off early : this gives one the

opportunity of looking about for a reasonable place. The
fact of a small temperance hotel not having a garage will

usually save 6d., as the ordinary garage always charges

less than the hotel. Avoid hotels and inns for lunches and

teas, especially for the latter.

Evenings Free.

"If riding near the coast knock off about four o'clock

at a town about six miles, inland. Have tea, wash, and a

clean-up after having fixed up your hotel for the night

and then run down to the coast and enjoy yourself for the

evening.
" Of course, the game will always be expensive as far as

accommodation is concerned : you cannot expect an hotel to

lae run on private house lines. Mr. King made a mistake

in letting his wife see the bills; I always lose mine. When
a man pays as much for tea, bed and breakfast for one

night as the lady gets to keep the family for a week, he

must expect some remarks. I nearly had a holiday in North

Wales spoilt from the same cause. Nevertheless, except

for the hotels, petrol, and oil, there are very few extras,

as we find our own amusements, and cent, for cent, it is

very little dearer than a seaside holiday if care is taken."

Beginning with the statement that solo touring is

the most economical way of spending a holiday,,

" 'Bus before Char-a-banc " goes on to describe his

own holiday :

"At the end of June I spent nine days touring from the

Midlands, in Devonshire, and in all covered about 900 miles.

I put up at nights at any convenient commercial hotel, all of

which I found to provide most comfortable accommodation,

and the average charge for each of the eight nights was

between 9s. and 10s. for supper, bed, and breakfast. The

total cost of my holiday, including absolutely everything

except the wear and tear of the machine—a 4 h.p. Triumph

—

and with no desire to cut down expenses, was £9 16s. 6d."

Mr. J. Stuart White solves the problem by touring

in France. He writes :

"Having suffered from the high charges of our hotel

keepers I have great pleasure in giving Mr. A. S. King some

good advice as to how he may avoid them. This in three

words—'Tour in France.' He will find that by picking the

smallest hotels in the Michelin Guide he can travel com-

fortably with his wife for just the same figures in francs as it

costs him in shillings in England per day, i.e. his holiday

will cost him only half an English one in hotel expenses.

Besides this he will have the very finest of cooking and will

be welcomed as a friend at the hotels. (See picture in

Michelin Guide, which is quite true to lite.)

"My boy and I, touring France last year, found that all

the passport expenses, cost of crossing both ways with a

Scott and a sidecar and the extra cost of petrol were amply

covered by the saving on hotel bills. Prospective tourists
_

can choose any sort of scenery they fancy."

b 19
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Among the Accessories

Controllability.

Immovable but easily moved
IS the paradoxical but true

attribute of the new fnction-

held control

lever intro-

duced by J.

Doherty &
Son, Dig-

beth. Bir-

mingham.

Carrier Equipment

Specialisation. Neat and Inexpensive
Spark Gap.

All forms of pillion seats, etc., are handled
by Saxessories at Saxol's Works, Coventiy,

above being a sprung luggage carrier (20s.),

and below astride (37s. 6d.) and side (35s.)

pattern seats.

' Multum in Parvo.'

Embodying a screwdriver, an
ordinary tyre lever, and a

small ^m. spanner, which will

take the centre bolt of a

magneto contact breaker, the

Master tool also acts as a

tyre locking lever, preventing

the cover from rolling off the

rim, while leaving both hands
free. 7d. (Dell & Mitchell,

24, Soho Street, Liverpool.)

Fitments designed specially for Douglas

machines form the output of W. G. Coram,

150, Victoria Street, Bristol, three of whose

latest productions are shown. Top, left : an

extension oil sump filler for the 595 c.c.

model : top, right : a light cast iron piston,

with two rings in one groove, for the 348 c.c.

machine ,* and, below, foot-boards also for

the 348 c.c. model.

Mileage Recording.

Trip and total mileage, indefinitely, are

recorded only by the Ahcol indicator. The
ingenious epicyclic reducing gear is shown
in this semi-sectioned drawing. Transmission

of course is on usual speedometer lines.

£2 2s. (A. Hyslop & Co. Ltd., 30 Durham
Road, Holloway, London N. 7).

Locking-up the Fuel Supply.

Theft prevention is aimed at

on the Wright petrol tap by
cutting off the fuel supply by

means of a Yale lock. 30s.

(R.Wright, 114-116,
Southampton Row, London,

W.C. I.)

AnnuiAR
5PAUK GAP

The firm of Lodge Plugs, Ltd., has intro-

duced a terminal embodying an auxiliarv'

spark gap device, which is offered at 1 s. 6d.

It is particularly recommended for use with

slightly faulty or easily oiled-up plugs.

Eliminating an o.h.v.

Disadvantage.

None too soon,

the removal of

overhead valves

is made easy by

the Hickman
tool, the action

of which is self-explanatory. (H. G. Hick-

man, 59, Queen's Road, South Farnborough.)

Enclosing the Valves.

b -o

Neatness, simplicity and ease of manipulation

are the outstanding features of the valve

cover protected by H. F. Harrison,

1 3 , Styvechale Avenue, Coventry. Each end

of a split sleeve fits into a metal cup and the

whole is held in position by the pressure of

a spring located in a socket encircling the

base of the tappet guide.
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ELECTRICAL TIMING
APPARATUS ON LOAN.

Well-known Firm in the Motor Industry

Ready to Help Clubs with Hill Climbs

and Speed Trials.

ARRANGING a method of timing his

club's hill climb is one of the chief

bug-bears of the average club secre-

tary, who will learn with much pleasure

that an up-to-date electrical apparatus

is now being offered on loan by
Ferodo, Ltd. (Sovereign Mills, Chapel-

en-le-Frith), manufacturers of the brake

lining of that name.
The outfit, which we illustrate, is com-

plete with telephone and the necessary

cable for kilometre speed trials.

The recorder and the electric control

from the clock were specially manu-
factured by Elliott Brothers, Ltd., and
the degree, of error in working is for

practical purposes quite negligible. Times
can be recorded, and the record kept
down to minute fractions of a. second,

impossible to obtain with the best class

of split second chronometer. In addi-

Timing apparatus, clock

one telephone, etc., are con-

tained in the large case at

the rear, the telephone and

connections for the contact

strip at the start being in

the smaller one.

ISec.

Y^ I4'?3 PerlodB. ,1

OF -3 Second.

Timing strip. showing how the apparatus

is u^ed.

tion, the times of any number of com-
petitors can be recorded at very brief in-

tervals, so long as the person in charge
of the instrument can mark the different

competitors' names or numbers against
the starting and finishing marks recorded
on the paper strips.

In operation the device works on the
same general principles as the one used
for short distance records at Brooklands.
which has already been described in Thu
Molar Ci/ch. In this case a brief re-

capitulation should suffice.

Contact strips are laid across the road
or track in electrical circuit with the re-

cording arrangement ; th« recorder is

started, and drives the strip of paper
under three special marking pens; the two
outer pens make straight lines, the centre
one is given a lateral movement, which
produces a continuous series of regular
zig-zag lines, the periodicity of each
cycle being e.xactly half a second.
The sketch of a length of the paper

strip- used shows what takes place. On
contact being made by passing over the

road- contact strip, the pen on one side is

drawn out sideways and returned imme-

diately contact is released. The stiip

shows two such marks, one being made by
the front and one by the rear wheel of

the vehicle.

At the termination of the run, the
vehicle makes contact with the other
strip, and this is recorded by the other
pen. Drawing lines at right angles from
these points to the centre marking gives
the time elapsed between start and finish.

As shown, there are fourteen periods of

half-seconds, plus three-quarters of a
half-second ; the time taken, therefore, is

7.375 seconds.

By using a scale for sub-division below
quarters of a second, readings can
readily be made to one-si.xteenth of a
second, and a permanent record kept by
suitably marking the strip.

Promoters of speed trials and hill-

climbing .events who wish to take ad-
vantage of the offer of the apparatus
should lose no time in getting into com-
nuuiication wth Ferodo, Ltd.

DISTINCTION WITH STANDARD
COMPONENTS.
New 350 c.c. Sparkbrook
Lightweight Sidecar Outfit.

THE modern tendency towards light-

weight tidecar outfits is well exem-
plified in the latest model Spark-

brook.
Engined with the standard 350 c.c.

side-by-side valve J. A. P., it has chain
and belt tr;,nsmission through a three-

speed Sturmey-Archer gear, with clutch

and kick-starter. Although the excel-

lently-finished machine is constructed on
standard lines throughout, it differs from
the average assembled machine in that

practically all the parts are constructed

in the Sparkbrook works, even the Druid
type forks being of the firm's own manu-
facture.

Instead of utilising the normal Stur-
mey-Archer change speed lever, a neat
gate is attached to the taiUc, the actual
control lever being carried on the lower
tank Tail. The specification includes B.

12

Several refinements distinguish the Sparkbrook lightweight outfit (rem other machines

embodying a very similar specification.

- and B. carburetter, M-L magneto, alu-

minium footboards, a channel section rear

stand, and an internal V rear brake. In
addition to this, such improved details

as a positive adjustment for the front

chain and gear box are included.

The price of the machine, with a neat
and well constructed sidecar of suitable

proportions, is £101 17s., or solo £78
15s. The makers are the Sparkbrook
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Payne's Lane,
Coventry.
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NEW RANGE
OF SPORTING

SINGLES.
Neat Design of Massey
Machines fitted with

Blackburne Engines and ^

Burman Gear Boxes.

QUITE a new make of motor cycle has

recently made its appearance in the

Birmingham district. Known as

the Massey, "it is being produced by the

Massey Motor Company, Ltd., of 227-238,

Belgrave Road, Birmingham.
Several variations are made to suit the

requirem3nts of different types of rider,

but in the main all the models are simi-

lar, and therefore it will suffice to de-

scribe the 349 c.c. sports model. It is

fitted with a Blackburne engine of
_
that

capacity, an enclosed chain transmitting

5^OT§€E,E 'JULY 27th, 1922.

Massey handle-bars with auxiliary mounting

for lamps, etc. to preserve the celluloid

covering on the mam bar.

the power to a three-speed Btirman gear

bo.x with clutch and kick starter. Final

drive is also by chain, protected over the

top run by a light guard. Internal ex-

panding brakes are fitted to both wheels,
the front being the well-known Webb

Extremely symmetrical lines are followed in the layout of the standard 349 c.c. Massey.

type. A Cox carburetter supplies the

mixture, and the circular type Sl-L mag-
neto is employed for ignition purposes.

On the whole the Massey machines have
a standard .lay-out with a particularly-

neat appearance, but it is in detail work
that they chiefly e.xcel. The steering

head is fitted with very large ball races,

both the upper and lower ones having
special lubricators.

A Practical Handle-bar.

Quite an unusual fitting is found in

the handle-bar unit, the bars themselves
being celluloid-covered and attached to

a backward projecting lug. while a for-

ward extension of the same lug carries a

short cross piece to which lamps, speedo-
meter, etc., may be fixed, thus saving the

handle-bar covering. In spite of the fact

that they are of sporting appearance, the
bars give a particularly comfortable posi-

tion for touring. A particularly fine piece

of work is to be seen in the bottom
bracket lug, which is both light and stiff

in construction, being internally webbed
and having a draw bolt adjustment for

the gear bo.x.

Mudguarding again is well carried out,

the rear guard being of wide section and
domed, while the fully valanced front
guard is of a peculiar rectangular section,

splaying towards the rear, where it is no
less than 94in. wide.

FIVE 500-MILE RACES.
THERE will be five separate 500-mile

races this year, one for each of the
five recognised classes ; these races,

of course, will lie run concurrently at

Brooklands on September 23rd.
The table given below shows the classes

of the machines for which the event is

open, the time of starting, and the colours
of the regulation jerseys worn by the
riders.

Starting Colour of
Class c.c. time. jersey.
A .. 250 7 a.m. White
B .. 350 8 a.m. Blue
C .. 500 9 a.m. Yellow
D .. 750 10 a.m. Green
E .. 1,000 10 a.m. Red

The ranes will be stopped at 6 p.m.
The races will be open only to male

members of the B.M.C.R.C. mounted on
solo motor cycles. Prizes totalling £300
will be offered by the Motor Cycle Sec-
tion of the Motor Trade Association, and
by the British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

Any part of a competing machine may
be renewed or replaced during the races

AUGUST HOLIDAYS.

Publishers' Announcement.

Readers who wish to insert

Miscellaneous Advertisements in

the issue of "THE MOTOR
CYCLE" dated August 10th,

1922, should note that, due to the
Holidays intervening, instructions

must be in our hands by first

post on Thursday, August 3rd,

addressed to Dorset Ho use,
Tudor Street, London, E.C. 4.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Sidecar lugs are incorporated in the

frame, and the top tube slopes slightly

rearwards, in addition to being dropped
in a gentle curve. Foot rests are adjust-

able for position, and in the case of

damage can be easily removed and re-

placed. Silencing arrangements are car-

ried out by an aluminium expansion cham-
ber lying below the chain stay.

Amongst the other practical points
which are very noticeable on the machine
are the sensibly proportioned screw ad-
justers for the rear wheel, and the rubber
knee grips screwed direct to the tank,
and having a considerable range of ad-
justment in a horizontal direction. The
price of this machine is £78 15s. ; it is
also sold at £79 15s. in a modified form,
with aluminium piston and racing cams,
and tuned to do over 60 m.p.h.

T.T. and Sidecar Models also.

A third model with a similar frame is

of the T.T. type, having ^n overhead
valve Blackburne engine, and a close ratio

gear box Avithout kick starter; it is priced
at £99 15s. Fitted with a neat sidecar
of sporting appearance, with adjustable
windscreen, and painted in black and
gold to match the motor cycle, the stan-
dard 349 c.c. model is sold at £101 17s.,

while a very similar outfit having the
555 c.c. Blackburne as a power' unit is

priced at £110 5s.

except the cylinder or cj'linders and /or
the crank case, which parts may ,be

sealed. Entries, which cost £6 6s. Od.
and close on August 31st, are limited to

fifteen in each race.

Replenishment depots will~ be estab-
lished at the Fork ; each competitor will
be allowed two attendants, and these
must wear coloured numbered caps corre-
sponding to the colour and number of the
competitor.
No claims for records will be allowed

unless the claimant has completed at

least half the total distance of the race.

Any competitor riding in close proximity
to another competitor for two or more
consecutive laps will be disqualified.

Racing helmets must be worn. Entry
forms can be obtained from the hon, sec-

retary of the B.M.C.R.C—Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, Mill House, Warlingliam,
Surrey.
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SELF-LUBRICATING SPRING FORKS.
Escombe Leaf Spring Suspension; Forks Combined with Mudguards.

So many spring forks and frames de-

signed by enthusiasts have got no

farther than the paper stage that

it is particularly interesting to find an

unorthodox device which has actually re-

ceived considerable road testing. This
applies to the front suspension under

consideration, though the rear springing

which we are also able to illustrate has

An unusual front suspension employing
leaf springing. This spring fork has been
in use for several thousand miles on an

Indian motor cycle.

so far progressed no farther than the
drawing-board.

Mudguard Valances form Fork Girdeis.

Several noteworthy points characterise
the front springing, and it is claimed by
the inventor that it is light and strong,
attachable to existing -machines, and
cheap to produce. In essentials the fork
consists of a sheet steel mudguard in-

dented about the position of the nor-
mal fork girders to increase the stiffness

and additionally strengthened at this

point by an extra internal sheet. Piv-
oted from the end of the fork are a pair
of forgings which take the form of a
trailing link, in which the spindle is car-

ried ; they also serve as points of attach-

ment for the butt ends of laminated
springs. At the thin or rearward end of

these springs are anchored two oscillat-

ing slippers, and one of the indentations

on each side of the combined fork and
mudguard is arranged as an oil reservoir,

the contents being sufficient to last for

many thousands of miles. Oil is fed

direct to the pivot bearings, thence down
the enclosed springs to the oscillating

slippers.

The head tube is attached to a lug

fixed to the mudguard, and is stiffened

in a forward direction by a triangular

web and laterally by side tubes extend-

ing from the lug to the handle-bars.

Constant Spring Resistance Claimed.

It is claimed that by using springs

which operate from a concave to a re-

verse camber and- are directly attached

to the links, the resisting movement of

the spring about the pivotting points of

the link may be regarded as constant

throughout its deflection. The movement
permitted is large, but to prevent exces-

sive motion suitably curved stops are

provided at the thin end of the spring to

increase the resistance at abnormal de-

flections; these stops also constitute a

safety device, since should the main leaf

fracture, the second, third, aiid fourth

leaves would butt against the

stops. The. travel of the wheel
is additionally limited by the

slots through which the spindle

works. Considerable fore-

thought is obvious in the de-

sign of the pivot attachments,

since these are built up to a

reasonable width by steel

washers riveted and welded in

position, the design of the

mudguard also is practical, and
should not only protect the

rider but also all the working
parts of the fork. In addi-

tion to the advantages of

neatness and simplicity, and
the very desirable trailing

link action, the construction

provides for a minimum amount

of unsprung weight, and absolute lateral

rigidity of the wheel. The moving parts

consist only of the links and springs,

with their oscillating slippers, all of

which are efficientiy lubricated by means
of the reservoir already mentioned in

conjunction with a wick feed. The
springs are protected from mud and dust

by their gaiters, and the wheel is in-

stantly detachable by means of a knock-

out spindle.

Preliminary Road Tests Satisfactory.

An experimental fork as described

above has been undergoing road tests

for some fifteen hundred miles, fitted to

a 998 c.c. Indian, and has so far given

admirable results. In addition to this a

rear suspension has been designed in

which a special chain case and dummy
chain case form radius rods from the

gear box to the rear wheel, laminated
springs being attached to the saddle tube

and to rollers on either side of the rear

sheet steel mudguard. This is designed

for a maximum deflection of nearly

twelve inches, and should provide ex-

treme comfort, though considerable

ground clearance will be necessary. The
inventor is Mr. R. D. Escombe, South

Park, Sevenoaks, Kent.

A proposed method of rear suspension.

FURTHER NOTES ON SOLDERING.
IN dealing with hints on soldering it is

1 the writer's opinion that insufficient

stress is usually laid on the abso-
lute necessity of thoroughly cleaning, by
scraping or other means, the surfaces to
be united : omitting this precaution is the
rea.son why so many . beginners fail in

making a good job.

When .soldering nipples on control
wires, it is sometimes necessary to un-
ravel the inch or so that has been ex-
posed to the air and clean each strand
separately with emery cloth, afterwards
twisting together, .securing the ends with
a turn or two of soft wire and
" tinning," taking care that the solder
penetrates well between the strands.
When the nipple has been soldered in
position the whole should be well washed

in hot, soapy water to remove any acid

that may remain.
Trouble is sometimes caused by the

heat from the bit oxidising the steel wire
and so preventing the solder adhering

;

for this reason it is advisable to use the

lowest temperature that will allow the

solder to run freely, and also see that the

surfaces to be soldered are well covered
with flux before applying the bit.*

Remaking Cracked Joints.

Cracked soldered joints are nearly
always corroded ; therefore it is best to

separate the parts and well scrape the

surfaces before attempting a repair.

Leaks sometimes occur round filler cap
bushes and cause much annoyance by
allowing petrol to splash over the outside

of the tank. The screwed bush may be
removed by inserting the point of a knife

in the crack and melting the solder by
means of a large bit, at the same time
levering apart. Here a word of warning
may be given, the writer having seen a
flame two feet long leap from the aper-
ture through an incandescent fragment
on the bit igniting the gas in the tank
although all petrol had been mopped out
and the filler cup left off two days pre-

viously. One scarcely cares to imagine
the result had the repairer's eye been
over the hole at the time.
Beginners generally make the mistake

of using too small a soldering bit, with
the consequent rapid loss of lieat. One
about 5 lb. in weight is a very useful

size. H.W.B.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address

I found that a piece of aluminium tube, Sin. long, fitted

over the air intake of my Amae carburetter, made a noticeablf

difference to the running of the 'bus.

If the edges of the exhaust port flange are rounded ofl

with a file, it will be found that this portion will not carbonise

up so quickly, and will permit a freer passage tor the exhausi
gases.

For speed I time the Levis, so that the points are just break-

ing when the piston is 6 mm. from t.d.c. With this timing

the engine tends to revolve backwards on starting up, but

only for the first few explosions. Tlie magneto is a 1915 fixed

ignition " Di.xie."

I should be interested to know the maximum speeds obtained

by private owners of 1915 Levis single-speed models.
Whitchurch. _ TONEY FLEX.

UNAPPRECIATED BELT DRIVE.
Sir,—Being in a fickle mood-- a few weelcs ago I visited

several well-known agents for the purpose of purchasing a

solo "big twin," offering my three-months-old belt driven

500 c.c. machine in part exchange.
It gave me rather a shock to find that the average price

offered for my machine ranged about 50 per cent, of the list

price—the reply to my indignant protests in each case being,

"People will not buy belt driven machines."
I do not blame the agents, but I think there is certainly

something wrong with the public. I have owned several
" all chain drive " machines and can say, without the slightest

hesitation, that, compared with my present mount, the drive

was harsh and the gear bo-x generally unsatisfactory. This
fact I did not appreciate at the time, but only since becoming
converted to all belt drive.

For the solo competition rider all chain drive and a three
(or four) speed gear box is undoubtedly "the thing," but why
the remaining 95 per cent, of solo riders insist on these

encumbrances is rather a mystery.

EVOLUTION OR REVOLUTION?
Sir,—For some years I have followed the progress made

in design and lay-out of motor-cycle engines, and every ye<ar,

whether at the T.T. or at Olympia, I have to some extent
been disappointed with the improvements made. I find

myself looking for something really new, not just a modifica-
tion of pre-war engines or borrowed " aero practice "—so-called

—but a new departure in internal combustion engines that

will give us these things which even the most " super-bus
"

now produced does not give ; that is, absolute reliability,

complete .silence, speed, and. real economy.
Has the i.e. engine really reached its zenith, and are we

to be content with what is actually a noisy, wasteful, un-
reliable, and tiresome piece of mechanism which would not be
tolerated but for its mobility? Or is there a day coming
when the petrol engine as Ave know it will be regarded in the
same light as the old reciprocating type of steam engine is

regarded to-day? C.J.il.
Warwick.

POWER LOSSES FROM OPEN EXHAUST
Sir,—Having seen that "Flux" is anxious to know my

reasons for condemning a straight through exhaust pipe on
Levis motor cycles, I submit the following as the probable
reasons for the results obtained :

—

The piston of the Levis engine (if I remember rightly) is

not primarily designed for the purpose of aiding the incom-
ing gases to expel the burnt exhaust gases, but rather that
these two are kept apart, thus securing good petrol con-
sumption.
The burnt gases have therefore two methods by which they

are induced to leave the cylinder : (1) by their greater pres-

sure than that of the , atmosphere, (2) by a form of "inter-
e.xtraction."

It is on the latter that I base my theory. Suppose the
piston to be at the bottom of its stroke, the exhaust gases
will be flowing at a certain speed into the exhaust pipe,
down to the silencer ; now let the piston ascend for the com-
pression stroke, and the inertia or momentum of the gases
will be the means of forming a vacuum between the exhaust
port and the silencer. When, therefore, the piston again
reaches the bottom of its stroke, the burnt gases will be
sucked down the exhaust pipe. This is called "inter-
extraction."

If a straight through exhaust pipe is fitted it has generally
to pass through an angle of 180°, which means to say that
the skin friction of the gases w-ill be very great, thereby
reducing their speed and minimising the above-mentioned
effect. SOLUEK.
Oxford.

Sir,

—

'Sly experience is exactly opposite to "Solder's." I

changed the standard exhaust system, on my 1915 Levis, to a
straight through 2in. flexible exhaust pine. " The diflierence is

extraordinary : the 'bus is miles faster on the level, will climb
with ease " pimples " at which it would have kicked before,
ruiTs cooler, and does not knock half so easily.

I can only suppose " Solder " refers to a straight through
pipe of small dimensions, with sharp bends.
At the same time I notice that Davidson, on the T.T.

Levis, had a standard silenc-er fitted, and I guess he has got
a pretty good reason for it.

b2S

In Strasbourg during the Grand Prix week.

An American outfit bearing a French name.
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A stable companion to my machine is a 550 c.c. all chain

machine bearing a world-famous name. In eighteen months
the owner has used his bottom gear once, and at low speeds

he eases his clutch to avoid snatch—as per makers'

instructions.

r should be the last to deny that trials and speed events

have been tremendous factors in the evolution of the modern
motor cycle, but if one effect of them is to send belt drive

to the wall then, in my opinion, there is no doubt that they

have done a tremendous amount of harm.
I should like to know what type of machine the "expert"

would drive (solo) if all competition and trade considerations

were put on one side. " GRADUA.
London, N.W.S.

GEAR-CHANGING PROCEDURE.
Sir,—In reply to "Ug Chugalug's " letter, is it really the

makers' fault, or carelessness on the part of the rider?

Some makers in their instructions advise one to lift the

exhaust when changing. Is the clutch just for ornament?

To change down perfectly without harming gears, trans-

mission, or tyres, one must declutch and slightly accelerate

the engine. One cannot accelerate with the exhaust valve

lifted, and it is impossible to engage two gear wheels travel-

ling at different rates without grating.

Another point : why do agents instruct their customers—

•

and also do it themselves—to change right down when stop-

ping? In most cars one can get straight from any gear into

free, while in most motor cycles one must change through

second before free (neutral) is reached ; hence my motto

—

"Wait until the omnihus stops."

Durham. UNUSUAL DISCLAIMER.

Sir,—Referring to the remarks made by " Ug Chugalug,"

I should like to say that, in my opinion, changing gear by
lifting the exhaust is a much neater way in that it is effected

much more quickly than when declutching. Moreover, it

need not earn the reputation of harsh control, and saves

clutch wear by a good deal. I am referring to Sturmey-
Archer gears, but being young in experience I am open to

hear and perhaps to profit by the advantages of declutching

when changing gear. TRIUMPH-4H.P.
Spilsby.

"BORN 1909, .'"

Sir,—Perhaps my experience on an old Triumph may be
of interest to your readers. The machine has a 1909 engine,

which, when I bought it in 1920 was in excellent condition,

having been rebored, etc. I did 4,000 miles on it before

overhauling last spring. No new parts were required, but
I noticed the small end was rather slack. So I decarbonised

and ran for another 1,000 miles, mostly with a pillion pas-
senger. My last run was from Staines to Brighton and back.
On the outward journey it was not its usual self, the

petrol consumption was high, speed was lacking, but hearing
no unusual noise I caiTied on, thinking an overhaul
was due. On taking off the cylinder, I found to my sur-

[jrise both piston rings were in pieces and a segment Ig

I'^ILS 135

A miniature for the War Office. This little 165 c.c. Economic
has jiKt been delivered for special messenger work.

13

A fine ascent of a freak hill. E. H. Hughes (398 c.c. A.B.C.)

climbing Sibbs Hill, a rival to the famous Beggar's Roost. Sibbs

Hill was the scene of a recent impromptu hill climb by Exeter

motor cyclists when Hughes made the best performance against

several machines of a larger capacity.

inches was missing from the top ring. Proceeding further 1

found the gudgeon pin was in half, and a piece was missin;;

from the small end bush, also the valves looked as if they
hadn't been seating for years. Can anyone tell me where
the piece of piston ring and small end are ? The cylinder is

not scored. I had intended getting a more modern machine,
but after taking me over a hundred miles in that condition

I feel I can't desert the old 'bus now, so I am having her
modernised, and am waiting in pleasant anticipation for

many more happy days astride the
London, W.ll. TRUSTY TRIUMPH.

SAFEGUARDS FOR THE SECOND-HAND BUYER.
Sir,—While congratulating "Ex-D.R." upon getting so

well out of a deal with an apparent crook, it must be noted

that his own procedure was far from businesslike.

He states that the agreement was to send half the purchase
money to the vendor, when the latter would put the machine
on rail for approval. He goes on to say that he sent a post-

dated cheque, i.e., that he sent a worthless piece of paper.

Had I, or any other business man, been in the vendor's
position (but, of course, operating a straight deal) I should

not have moved a hand towards despatching the machine
until the cheque had become due and been collected.

I agree with "Ex.-D.R." that the only proper system,

apart from a personal call, is your deposit system.

J. STUART WHITE.
WHO ORIGINATED THE CRASH HELMET?

Sir,—The crash helmet was in common use in the early

days, of flying at Brooklands and elsewhere. The Hon.

Alan Boyle wore one when he crashed at the Bournemouth
meeting in 1910, and, if I remember rightly, the late Hon.

Charles Rolls had one on when he flew across to France and

back without landing overseas. J. MORSE SCOTT.

Sir,—I believe I can lay claim to being the oldest rider on

the English track to use a crash helmet on all occasions

from 1905 until I gave up track work.

This crash helmet can be seen here at any time, bearing

a few marks which can show its use, and what it saved

my head on two occasions ; it was sent me at my request

from Paris by Mr. Geo. Barnes (then called " Cannon-Ball

Barnes," in France) in the autumn of 1905.

I have several cuttings from The Motor Cycle during

1907, 1908, 1909, etc., of myself wearing this helmet,

one occasion being at the Olympia Sports at the Stadium.

Maybe someone else, perhaps Barnes himself, used one in

Enoland before me, but I do not remember it, nor have I

heal-d of anyone. DUDLEY R. CLARKE.

[In the -article which has aroused this correspondence, Dr.

Eric Gardner was given credit for originating the present

"rim-less'! helmet; the older type was, of course, ni use

many years before.

—

Ed.]

bsi
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R.A.C. SALUTES.
Sir,—I cannot uiiderstmid any pducated man wishing to

be saluted by load patrols, but to a certain type that saw-

little of the army, such cheap homage (ptfid in advance)
should please such simple folk.

Personally, f think saluting by the R.A.C. patrols should

be stopped, as it is quite unnecessary.
London, W. CHISWICK.

Sir,—In reply to "Ken Bush," I also have repeatedly

noticed ecn absence of salutes—within this last year's riding

particularly.

This has given me an uneasy feeling, after passing patrols.

. as to whether "all's well"; yet to pull up and inquire, the

reason means not only a possible waste of time, but if it

were only an oversight, a sense of snobbishness also.

Birkenhead. 40144 OR THEREABOUTS.

SOLDERING BOWDEN NIPPLES.
Sir,—It may be of interest to Mr. A. E. Bottomley and

othprs to know that in our frequent tests of our wire
mechanism, soldering, etc., we have invariably found that

a properly soldered nipple will hold while the stranded wire

cable will break, not at the nipple, but at a place that has

not been heated. There must be something wrong with the

method of soldering if the wire breaks at the nipple after

heating. ^

The wire and nipple should never be held in an open fire

or gas flame when soldering. For ordinary purposes, the

method recommended by "G.R.H., Cambridge," is quite

suitable. Our own method is not, of course, applicable, but

it may .be of general interest to state that we use a bath of

molten solder, maintained at a constant temperaiire of 400°

Centigrade, into which the nipples are dipped.

We tremble to think of the consequences to us if our

soldering resulted in our wires breaking in the manner
suggested by your correspondent.

p.p. BOWDEN WIRE, LTD.,
James R. Nisbet.

GUILDFORD HILL.

Sir,^Is it not time motorists in general organised some"
form of protest against the absurd and stringent speed regu-

lations imposed on vehicles ascending the bad hill in Guild-

ford Town. As all motorists know, this road is very wide,

and has no side turnings to speak of, and the police seem to

have no discretion as to what is a reasonable speed. On
Sunday evening they seem to have been particularly busy.

A friend of mine, among others, was coming lip the hill at

certainly not more than 12 m.p.h., and was promptly pulled

up and accused of doing 25 m.p.h., which was absurd, as you
will agree when I tell you that the machine was over 18

years old and has a fixed gear, the engine being an old

The Nottingham police authorities were among the first to
recognise the value of the motor cycle in police work, and
have for several years employed sidecar outfits. These two
machines—a Campion and Raleigh, both made locally—arfe

recent additions to the fleet.

1^ .3^

A Rudge sidecarrier built specially tor the use of the Atco
motor lawn mower representative, who uses it for the conveyance
of this speciality—a lawn mower fitted with an an-ccoled

two-stroke engine.

Antoine of 3 h.p. I suggest it is about time motorists com-
bined and boycotted the town, as was done in the case of

Reigate some years ago. The Kingston police have a danger-
ous town to look after, so have an excuse, and are to be
admired at the way they carry on during busy hours, but the
Guildford police have yet much to learn if they wish to win
the respect and assistance of the motoring public. What is

the matter with the big motor associations which are still

crying out for members and seem to be idle ?

'S.W.8. OLD MAN HEP.

SECURING SILENCE.
Sir,—The chief offenders in the matter of noisy exhausts

are those riders who, in an endeavour to give a sporting
appearance to a standard machine, have detached the silencer

and fitted instead a plain, straight through pipe. These
machines are often offensively noisy, and are a danger to

other road users, for their riders must often fail to hear
what, with ordinary silence, would be an audible warning.
But what I fail to understand is the purpose of these

beautiful shining pipes on any but a specially , designed speed
mount; As most riders will know, the object of a long,

clean, exhaust tract is to obtain at high piston speeds a

small back pressure, and. in addition, an "extractor action."

at the end of scavenging, due to the momentum of the rapidly
moving gases. This extractor action is only of value at the

end of the exhaust stroke, and to obtain full advantage of it

a long period of valve opening over T.D.C. is necessary. For
obvious reasons makers do not time their machines in this

manner, and unless a bad design of silencer was previously

fitted, a very small gain in maximum power can hardlj' be

worth the consequent noise. Manufacturers of sporting

machines usually fit such pipes, but tltey seem to have
ensured that they are reasonably quiet.

Until recently but slight attention was given to silencer

design—a case of delicate compromise. Lack of space in

which to fit a silence!' of really adequate capacity is a most
detrimental factor in efficient muffling. It seems to me that

the best position for the silencer is near the rear wheel at i.ie

end of a long pipe with easy bends. Gas momentum is

made use of, and on entering the silencer the gases will have
diminished in pressure and volume. Hot gases flow more
easily than cold. The silencer is then in direct line with

the 'direction of flow ; an injector action can be combined
with it by taking advantage of the force of the wind, which

is strongest when most desirable. In this position -the silencer

should be easily detachable for cjeaning, etc.

Silencers and piping of sonorous designs and metals, such

as brass, copper, aluminium, are inclined to be noisy. The
explosions set up ringing vibrations, in the metal. These car

be damped by sheathing in asbestos;, but this impairs cool

ing. Some cast metal silencers have quite a bell-like tone

B. M. THORNTON.
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The riders' praise for

the tyres that carried

them through.

Copy of telegram from
ALEC. BENNETT:—
" First 500 class French
Grand Prix on Dunlop
tyres which gave no
trouble showed abso-
lutely no wear and were
perfectly steady on the

wet roads a product
without equal."

Copy of telegram from
H. W. HASSALL :—
" Second on Norton
Dunlop tyres were excel -

lent."

Copy of telegram from
G. S.DAVISON:—
"Finished first Levis on
Dunlop tyres 250 class

French Grand Prix your
tyres absolutely perfect

no wear visible on either

cover no trouble at all."

Motor Cycle Races
Strasbourg, July 12th.

500 C.C. class (course distance 249 miles).

FIRST Bennett (Sunbeam)

SECOND Hassall (Norton)

jLJ\) C«C* Class (Course distance 166 miles).

FIRST Davison (Levis)

SECOND Sallot (Thomann)

THIRD Cottin (Velocette)

and RECORD LAP (Hassall on Norton)

ALL ON
DUIMLOP

TYRES
FOR SPEED, SECURITY AND CERTAIN
SATISFACTION — SPECIFY DUNLOP.

1-7 In ansiverinfi this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Douglas
ycumous /

WHEN it falls to the lot of one particular machine to gain a single

record, much ado is made about the feat. In the case of Douglas
it is somewhat dififerent ; as they' hold most in their class and so

many in other classes it is impossible to proclaim the importance of all,

but merely to draw attention to the very outstanding rides.

The Hour Record is considered the " Blue Riband " of all records and
Jack Emerson's ride when estabhshing this and the 50 Mile Record is one
that will live long in the memories of Brooklandites who were present at

the time.- To cover 78.91 m.p.h. in 60 minutes on a Httle 500 c.c. twin
cyhnder machine is extraordinary, and proves the stamina and reliability

of the twin opposed engine and its superiority over all other types.

On the same day the 50 Mile Record was established at 78.77 m.p.h.
Both these records are World's Records.

Another outstanding ride was that of C. G. Pulhn in covering the half mile
at 100 .6 1 m .p .h . electrically timed at Brooklands on March 23rd. On the
same day the extraordinary figures of 99.58 m.p.h. for the mile and
97.57 m.p.h. for the kilometre were established, beating all existing

records, proving again that the twin cylinder engine is not only faster over
a longer distance, but the fastest machine of its type in the world. It

must not be forgotten that only 12 months ago the 1,000 c.c. machine
first reached the extraordinary 100 m.p.h. mark.

T^e surprising performance of the 3| H.P. Douglas and Sidecar was also

estabhshed by Cyril Pullin, when he covered the kilometre at 77.14
m.p.h. and the mile at 76.49 m.p.h., with a little 494 c.c. engine carrying

sidecar and passenger. Compare this speed with any previous speed put
up on a similar size machine and you will be amazed at the difference.

On the smaller machine, the record of 400 miles in 400 minutes by
Tudor Thompson on a 2f H.P. Douglas stiU remains as the finest ride

on that size machine ever accomplished. It appears that the record is going

to stand some time, and the little engine that could average this speed over

such a distance is certainly one for which reliability and general efficiency

of unequcJled quantity can be claimed.

In all, 86 records have fallen to the lot of Douglas, including World's,

British and Foreign establishments. The 500 c.c. British Championship,

750 c.c. British Championships, 500 c.c. Scottish Championship and the

Championship of Germany are also to its credit and are

Performances which bring fame to the name of DOUGLAS.

DOUGLAS MOTORS Ltd., S "gsToSS: BRISTOL
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." 13-19
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THE BATTLE OF TYPES.
Sir,—iiay I offer a protest against Mr. Jack G. Xew-

biggiug's letter on the subject of " The Beginner's Mount " ?

In regard to his tirst objection, J. G. N. does not apparently
understand the situation. The question that was being dis-

cussed, as I understand it, was whether a small two-stroke,

or a small four-stroke, is more suitable for the average school-

boy as his first mount ; and not wliether a baby two-stroke
possesses any advantages over a Brough Superior or Harley-
Davidson. Also, may I ask yhy he thus condemns the

two-stroke ? -

If he thinks that two-strokes are so " ineffective," how
does he account for -the success of the Scott-Squirrel and
Levis in this year's I.O.M. races ; and for the latter machine's
win in the 1922 "Grand Prix"? Incidentally, I possess a

Levis two-stroke, and have never noticed the defects which
he mentions.

I am sure that none of those who have ever possessed a

Levis or Scott can complain of "wooliness" in the exhaust;

yet neither of these bicycles are as noisy as the " super-

revving," o.li.v. 350 c.c. four-stroke.
""

As for "petrol-drinking," my mount can do tlie 120 m.p.g.

as guaranteed by the makers with ease.

I admit that the average 250 c.c. two-stroke is not a match
for the 350 c.c. spoi-ting mount in speed; but I am sure that

it absolutely heads the list in its own class.

With regard to the second point in J. G. N.'s letter, I

uphold the writer of the article, as I think that, taken all

round, the reliability of (ill classes of modern machines is

marvellous. What other kind of petrol-driven vehicle could

stand the Scottish Six Days—excepting a Rolls—without

"konking out" of retiring? Yet out of the 119 starters for

the event this year 64 per cent, finislied : and of the finishers

64 per cent, got " golds "
! D. A. BEATTIE..

HANDLEBAR WATCH DIFFICULTIES.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. D. L. \V. Awburns' letter, the trouble

he has is quite common among moderii watches of the cylinder

type, and is due to a technical fault too lengthy to explain.

If the winding stem is pulled out to set the hajids and the

hands are turned backwards and forwards I think lie will

find the watch will start off quite easily. (Winding, the hands
backwards is in no way detrimental to a modern watch.)

LISS.

LET THE BEST MAN WIN.

Sir,—May I suggest to the B.M.C.R.C., through your
columns, that there should be at least one scratch race for

each class at its very excellent r^ce meetings? No one will

deny that' a good handicap provides an excellent race (the

finishes of many handicaps at Brooklands this season have
been most spectacular) ; but, on the other hand, most people

like to see the best man -win, and I think I am voicing a

widely held opinion when I say that men who have the

skill and courage to lap at 80 to 90 m.p.h. deserve-ttr stand a

chance of scoring a win at least once "during the afternoon's

sport.

Let us have handicaps by all means, and plenty of them,

but why not, say, one scratch race for each class during the

afternoon, to give the fast men a chance of scoring the

successes they deserve? ' G. K. RAE.

SIDECAR ON SOLO LIGHTWEIGHT.-

Sir,-^My letter over the initials " H.S.'-^ (which, incident-

ally, should read " JJR.3.") has called forth two replies in

your last week's issue, and I am taking this opportunity of

replying to both at one and the same time.

I mentioned that I could average 30 to 35 m.p.h. with a

loaded sidecar and my 350 c.c. Douglas. I again repeat that

statement, but with this qualification : I do not guarantee

to keep up that average on a 100-mile run through various
cities and towns, for the simple reason that my engine in time
would naturally become over-heated through changing down,
etc. However, on a short run of about 30 to 40 miles on a
tolerably good road, I should be extremely surprised if I
could not keep up the average hamed.
Mr. Williams continues :

" I should imagine 35 m.p.h.
average impossible even with a solo 350 c.c. Douglas." May I
in return inform Mr. Williams that on the 17th inst. I left

Birkenhead on my 350 C.C. Douglas (solo) at 10.15 a.m. and

5-II
.

a7

arrived at Birmingham at exactly 1.5 p.m., a distance of 97

miles. The average m.p.h. works out at 34.2, and, when it is

considered that the rider en route had to pass through no
less than five towns (Birkenhead, Chester, Whitchurch, New-
port, and Birmingham), perhaps Mr. Williams may in future

'alter his opinion about the 350 c.c. Douglas.
Mr. White would like to know how I keep ray engine" cool ?

After the above-mentioned ride from Birkenhead my engine

was warm—not hot ; immediately after lunclieon on the same
day I set out for Stratford-on-Avon with a pillion passenger
and again kept up an average of about 30 to 35 m.p.h. All

hills were taken either in top or second, and anyone who
knows the road in question will not dispute the fact that

there are two or three severe tests in hill climbing.

My machine is a standard one; I look after it well, and
am fairly generous towards it with oil. J. R. JONES.

GOGGLES AND HEARING.
Sir,—Perhaps "Sutton Bank" will be pleased to know

that his failing to hear while wearing goggles is quite a

common experience, and is mostly due to pressure on the

nerve channel in direct communication with the drum of the

ear. It is also possible in some cases for this nerve to

effect the whole system, causing the rider to get the "wind
up " when in a tight corner.

There were illustrations, in the issue of T/ie Motor Cycle

of June 8th, of a device known as the "Phace" screen,

which not only overcomes this trouble, but protects the whole
of the face, neck, and chest, and prevents the wearer from
inhaling the dust. Goggles, unfortunately, have another

failing—entirely obliterating the view- by fogging, which
often proves more uncomfortable than loosing one's hearing

;

the "Phace " screen does not fog. PHACE SCREEN.
Southsea.

VALVES THAT CONTRACT WHEN HOT.

Sir,—I was very interested in the .statement made by your
correspondent, " HP 1677," in The Motor Cycle, to the

effect that his exhaust valve contracts when hot and expands
again on cooling.

For the last few months I. also, have been using an ex-

haust valve in ray 550 c.c. Triumph, which produces the-

same phenomena. If the tappet is correctly adjusted when
the engine is cold, then after about twenty miles' running
the clearance has increased to three or four times the

original. On the other hand, if the tappet is adjusted cor-

rectly when the engine is hot, then on cooling down there
is no clearance at all, and the valve stem presses on the
tappet, thus preventing the valve from seating properly.

I might say that the tappet locknut is always securely
tightened, so there is no question of the tappet head having
worked loose. OH 4634.

Birmingham,
i

Sir,—May I suggest that the cause of the exhaust valve
s^mlng shorter when hot is that it is made of an alloy

.steel with a. smaller coefficient of expansion due to heat
than cast iron, with, I should,, imagine, a high proportion
of nickel. W. T. JACOBS.

DD cnnnDDnnDDnnnDnnDDan anDonnao
D
D Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.

D
D

D Issued in coniunction with Th&Motor Cycled d
° " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO iVTANAGE THEM." °
tJ The standard handbook on the motor cycle. tJ

D Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

D "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." D
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. q

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." Q
[-1 By " IxioN," of Tlic Motor Cycle. «
h: Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. b!
f-* Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. Q

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. D
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,

pi London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. p.
r: Boole post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and

pjQ Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4,'8. Q
D -THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. Q
D_ With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. ,J3y post, 2/10. D
D Obtamable bypost (remittancewith order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Q
Q Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booltsellers qn and Railway Bookstalls. rj
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Xrimcs to Xigbt OLajups.

July 27tli .. .. 9.25 p.m.

„ 29th .. .. 9.22 „

„ 31st .. . 9.19 „

August 2nd . . . . 9.13 ,,

One number jilntr must be illumJiiaLf'd 3= abovf'

ride Road VeliicUM Registration and T.icfjnsing

Order (1921). Aceordins; to tlic I.ijrJits on
Vehicles Re;!nlation3 (19031 tlie lamp-, ordinarily

required b.v law ma.v be lit halt an hour laier.

No Motor Cycle Events at Southsea.

Possibly because the proposed event

clashes with the English Six Days Trials,

the A.C.U. has refused a permit to

embody motor cycle speed events in the

Southsea Carnival. The' car races, of

course, are not affected by this decision.

Finding the Way.
Why is it that some parts ot the coun-

try are so much better signposted than

others ? In certain counties, however
hard one tried, it would be difficult to

lose the way, even in the most un-

frequented lanes; in other districts the

map'less rider welcomes the occasional

signpost as a long lost friend.

Truly Unsolicited Testimonials.

Every day we receive letters commenc-
ing, " Having seen in your Correspondence

columns testimonials to the promptness
and efficiency of the spares service, etc..

of various firms," and going on to describe

good treatment which the writers them-
selves have experienced. The curious part

of the business is that actually they have

not seen such letters in our Correspondence

columns ; so many are received that to

publish them all—the only fair wa};—
would mean excluding all the other in-

teresting subjects discussed week by weel:

under " Letters to the Editor."

Lighting-up Times.

Trouble has apparently arisen through

readers failing to appreciate the value of

the footnote hitherto appended to our

lighting up tables to the effect that one

number-plate should be illuminated half-

an-hour earlier than the times stated. In

future, therefore, our tables will give the

actual times at which lamps must be

lighted to comply with the number-plate
aspect of the case. When the lamp
illuminating the number-plate can be
independently controlled the driving lights

and rear light need not be brought into

use until one hour after sunset or half-an-

hour after the times tabulated.

c 4

A.C.U. Prize-winners.

First prize of £100 in the A.C.U. com-
petition inviting ideas for demonstrating

the advantages of membership has been

awarded to Mr. A. C. Oilman, 22, Bow-
den Road. Beckenham, Kent. Second and
third prizes of £50 and £10 have been
won bv Mr. R. Beal. 6. New Street,

York, and Mr. A. C. Godfrey, Hambro
Lodge, Dachet, Bucks, respectively.

Impromptu Silencers.

When it was first decreed that motor
cycles should make less noise on Brook-
land's trac:k, the ingenuity of some of

the riders was severeh' ta.xed. On the

day of the fourth members' meeting of

the B.M.C.R.C. the Saturday before last,

several members were apparently unaware
that the rule of silencers was to be strictly

enforced at once, and open exhausts
were numerous. The quick change altera-

tions made to comply with the new
regulation were humorous and clever. In
many cases quart oil tins of various well-

known makes added an artistic touch to

the exhaust arrangements when employed
as expansion chambers!

TO STRASBOURG.
SCOTLAND AND THE MOTOR

CYCLIST.
WHAT IT COSTS TO TOUR.

Another Record.

Seven foolscap-size folios ot type-script

were necessary to record the full time and
fornuda results of the motor cycle classes

at the recent Westclifie speed trials^-and.

even then, no machines were specified !

^ Caution.

We are informed that police activity

is being exercised in the Hexham dis-

trict; the chief offence to be guarded
against apparently is "furious driving"

on ' account of which there have been

several convictions lately.

A.C.U. Consul for Lincoln.

Mr. G. A. Weatherill (the Schoolhouse,

Holton-le-Moor, Lincoln), who has wTitten

in our pages on camping with a trailer

caravan, has been appointed by the Auto-
Cycle Union, as its local consul for The
district.

Veterans' Race at Brooklands.

Commencing at 2 p.m.. the fifth mem-
bers' meeting of the B.M.C.R.C. will be
held at Brooklands on Saturday, August
12th. The programme will include five

three-lap handicap motor cycle races in

the various classes. Event six will be a
three-lap veterans' handicap for motor
cycles and passenger machines of any
class, driven by a member of the club
over forty years of age. The last event
will take the form pf a three-lap private
owners' handicap.

HIS UNLUCKY DAY. A competitor in the Liverpool Motor Club's recent reliability

trial whose luck was out. After failing to climb the formidable hill at Helsby (Cheshire).

he returned to the village, where he fell into the hands of the police for an alleged

technical offence regarding his brakes.
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A Motor Cyclist Clown.

Joha, the F.N. rider in the Belgian
Grand Prix, is a clown by profession.

Costly Roads.

No less than £420,000 was spent on
the roads of Northumberland during 1921.

More Motor Cycles for China.

Last year motor cycles imported into

China 1;otalleJ nearly four times the

value of those in 1919.

Tcaffic Control in the Potteries.

The chief constable of Stoke-on-Trent
has intimated that he may shortly have
to ask for a sidecar outfit to be used
for overhauling recklessly driven motor
vehicles.

Have You Seen It ?

We have received a request from the

Consul-General of Mexico, 25, Craven
- Road, London, W.2, for the address of

the makers of a flying motor cycle, sup-

posed to have been manufactured and
marketed in England. It is described

as a motor cycle with folding wings,

capable of flying short distances.

,

Prize Fund for 50C MUe Race.

Since the prize for last year's 500 mile

race was won outright, the Motor Agents
Association, Ltd., is endeavouring to

' raise the prize fund of £200 for the 1922

event. An appeal is being made to

agents who are members of the Associa-

tion to contribute to the fund, as it is

felt that the event will help business.

The awards subscribed for will be known
as "Agents' prizes."

Disabled Drivers' Clubs in the Provinces.

In consequence of the success of the

Disabled Drivers' Motor Club in London
area, it is suggested that similar organic

sations be formed in other parts of the

country. The secretary of the London
branch (c/o The Disabled Society, 48,

Grosvenor Square, London, W.l), will

endeavour to put local parties in touch

with each other if they will communicate
with him.

No:sy Motor Cycles at Brooklands.

Col. Lloyd has recently complained of

the noise of racing motor cycles on Brook-
lands track, while Mr. Locke King, who
owns the track, has likewise protested.

Noticing no improvement in this direc-

tion on the occasion of the last meeting,

Col. Lloyd has informed the B.M.C.R.C.
that unless there is much better silencing

of exhausts at the next event, the track
will be closed to the club.

Confusion Worse Confounded.

In a recent interim report on British
standard nomenclature for automobile,
motor cycle, and cycle parts much good
work has been done by the British
Engineering Standards Committee in uni-
fying technical phraseology. One serious
blunder, however, appears to have been
made in naming the three main categories
of motor cycles, which are described as

"singles," "sidecars," and (cyple) "cars."
The term " single " meaning a solo
machine will eause endless confusion with
the motor cyclist's familiar term of
"single," applied to a machine with one
cylinder.
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Beware.

Motor cyclists should beware of the
police activities at Hexham and Corbridge,
near Newcastle-on-Tyne.

The late Mr. P. J. Evans.

The late Mr. P. J. Evans, who was
killed in an air smash whilst returning
from the Grand Prix race at Strasbourg,
was buried in Birmingham yesterday.

Petrol Imports.

172,956,645 gallons of petrol were im-
ported during the first half of this year,
an increase over the corresponding period
last year of 33,063,119 gallons.

Police Campaign Against Noise.

A correspondent writes warning motor
cyclists against travelling through the
Potteries district unless they have their

machines- fitted with an expansion cham_-
ber, and not a "straight-through" ex-
haust pipe. Apparently the police are
showing signs of discomforting activity in

this direction.

Pish-taiU unpo pular in Grimsby.

Some magistrates have held that the
"fish-tailed" silencer is sufficient; but
after ;attending a demonstration given out-
side the Court for his benefit, the Grimsby
magistrate said in his opinion the " fish

tail" was not a sufficient silencer, and he
should insist on an expansion chamber
being fitted to machines used in the town.

Motor Cycle Brakes.

A motor cyclist charged at Kingston for

driving a motor cycle without an inde-

pendent brake o{)erating on the front
wheel was successfully defended by the
A. A. Cross-examined by the A. A. solici-

tor, the police could not deny that there
were two independent brakes on the
macliine. It was, moreover, pointed out
to the Bench that a case of this kind
should not have been brought by the
police merely on the legal knowledge of a
constable, and that advice should have
been talvcn before prosecuting. The Bench
were therefore asked to mark their dis-

approval by awarding costs against the
the police, which they did, awarding one
guinea costs against them, arid the sum-
mons was dismissed.

Motor Cycles in France.

In a recent 3G0-mile run across France
we saw less than a dozen motor cycles
outside the big cities. Motor assisted
bicycles predominated.

Exchanges.
Among the articles offered in exchange

for motor cycles in last week's issue were :

a motor launch, piano, typewriter, and
jewellery, organ, cinema camera, Bedford
Buick car, a one-ton van, and a Singer
coupe.

Poetic Licence !

Various stories are goinir t.h^ •ouuds ot

a motorist whose licence holder for quite
a considerable period has carried no-
thing more than the label from a bottle

of Guinness' stout. It sounds too good to

be true ; but, anyhow, the practice is not
to be recommended.

HQl-cIimb Washed Out—Literally.

Rain storms that almost earned the
title of cloud bursts made the surface of

Kop Hill quite impossible for the North
and North-West London Club's contest,

which was to have taken place there on
Saturday. ; Both clubs had mustered
strong sides.

Further Entries in the Six Days.

In addition to the list of 126 entries

for the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials already
announced, the following names have been
received :—E. .

Smith (926 Clyno sc),

N. Clayton Russell (633 Norton sc),

H. H. S. Harris (800 A.J.S. sc), and
J. H. Davies (entered by the N, Wales
Centre A.C.U. ), on a 599 cc Sunbeam,

Pre-war Survivors.
A favourite and seemingly increasing

feature of present-day speed trials and
hill-climbing events is the inclusion of a-

class set aside for enthusiastic members
riding machines which first left the fac-

tory in the neighbourhood of 1914. It is

remarkable, moreover, to notice the per-

formances of which some of these veteran
mounts are still capable.

British Industries Fair.

The British Industries Fair, .rapidly

growing to be regarded as an important
annual event, is being held next year

(1923) in the Exhibition Build_ings at

Castle Bromwich, . Birmingham. from
February 19th to Mai-cli 2nd. In previous

years this fair has formed the meeting-

place of buyers from all parts of the

country, as well as those from countries

abroad.. Applications for space should be

addressed to the General Manager, British

Industries Fair, Chamber of Commerce,
Birmingham.

Motor Cycle Licences.

The Ministry of Transport has just

published the figures of motor licences

issued from December 1st, 1921, to

May 31st, 1922, and from these it is seen

that the number of annual licences issued

amounted to 272,950, and the approxi-

mate number of licences current on
May 31st, 335,796. In addition to these

the number of motor cyclists who availed

themselves of the quarterly licensing

arrangements equalled 78,606 ; 15,750 of
which were taken out in the first quarter

and 62,846 in the second quarter. Under
this heading is included as many as 313

invalid motor vehicles.
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Lined up and ready for the start of the Belgian Grand Prix. Dr. Lamborelle, Chairman of the Belgian Motorcyclists Federation is talking to

A. Jackson (Sunbeam) who proved to be the winner of the 500 c.c. class.

British Riders win All Classes in Belgian Grand Prix. Heavy Rain Causes Many
Retiremsnts. Sunbeam, Levis, and Rush'Blackburne Machines Successful.

FEESH on the heels of their success
in the French Grand Prix, British
riders and machines swept the board

in the big Belgian race last week-end.
Again, a Sunbeam was foremost in the

500 c.c. class, the rider being A. Jackson,
a north countryman not yet well known
in the racing world.

In the 350 c.c. claps the winner, E.

Remington, rode a Belgian assembled
machine, the Rush, equipped with a
Blackburne engine, while once more the
250 c.c. victory has fallen to G. S.

Davison on the all-conquering two-stroke
Levis.

If Bennett, after his French win. com-
plained of the monotony of the Stras-

bourg circuit, English riders had no
cause to do so of that utilised for the
Belgian Grand Prix.
Whereas the one course consisted of a

practically straight-sided triangle, with
no gradients worthy of mention, the otner

is all ups and downs, and has corners
enough and to spare.

Course Greatly Improved.

The Belgian course is approached from
Spa by a hill—the Cote de Malcharaps,
of which there is no familiar counterpart
in England, France, Germany, Italy, ur

Switzerland. It rises abruptly from the
town with a consistent gradient of 1 in

10, has one easy bend three-quarters of

a mile from its beginning, then one more,
and then a gradient of l.in 9, next an
easy rise, making two miles of hill in

all, and then a descent to the Francor-
champs corner.

Thanks to the courtesy of Mr. Paul
Keleeom we had an opportunity of care-

r 8

fully studying the course from a four-

cylinder F.N. sidecar outfit, driven by
Baron de Grady.
Much improvement was noticeable.

Bridges had been widened and corners

vastly improved. From the start oppo-
site the grand stand the course is on
the down grade, a bend over the first

widened bridge follows, then another,

The Belgian Grand
Prix circuit.

after which the road rises sharply for

some distance.

After the summit there is a fast down
grade stretch to Burnenville, the old

German frontier, then a greatly improved
corner, a long straight, at ihe end of

which is a curve followed by a bad hair-

pin. Next ensue fast stretches, on an
upgrade to a severe hairpin, also im-

proved, which leads back to the grand
stand—9|- miles in all. Immediately
after its repair the surface must have
been fairly good, but excessive pleasure

motor traffic has done it no good, as it

is inclined to be rough, and is quite loose

at the corners.

The Race.

After a long spell of rain, fine weather
favoured the morning of the race, and
as the start was not till 10.30 a.m., every-

one had a chance of being present.

From an early hour motor cycles held

their sway on the roads, and at nine

o'clock a continuous stream swept' up the

great hill from Spa. Fast cars there

were in plenty, but motor cycle traffic

predominated. It was hard to believe

that so small a country as Belgium could

contain so many of these machines, but

it is so, and it is pleasing to note that

British makes predominate. From the

enthusiasm displayed it would seem that

the Belgian Grand Prix would rapidly

outshine the great French event, and all

that can hinder its progress is' the lack

of experience of its organisers, who have

hitherto run only one similar event.

Organisation this year, though capable

of improvement, was not bad, and there

were no such silly incidents as stopping

18-24
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Belgian Grand Prix.—

men before they had completed the re-
quisite number of Japs, but it was not-
wise: to have- placed the scoring board
at the side and to the rear of the Press
stand, nor, to have made the. latter too
flimsy and then to have crammed half
of it with spectators so that it began
to tollapse and cause almost a panic just
after the sta/rt. The rustic grand stand
on the hillside was all right when the
weather was fine, but on Sunday -— !

'
'-

Threatening Clouds.

Alas! within half an, hour of starting
time clouds obliterated the sunshine, and
heavy rain threatened, /is usual, on the
Continent, the inen were started by
groups' accqrSing to classes. Edmond
(Triumph) led easily at the start, being
by far jthe smartest, man off the mark.
In the 350.9. c., class. Eysdon, the British
private owner of a 'standard A.J.S., was
the first to- reach the; first corner,, but,
of CQin-se,' he, had ,no chance, and rode
purely, for the fun of. the thing. Among
the Hghtweight's.^Handley (O.K.):, whose
riding , throi:ighout was remarkable, was
the first aw,ay.„ . Worse luck, the good
weather disappeareoj ^^.t , the very stiirt

;

raigL fell as the iirst,.batch left, and soon
became a veritable downpour, soaking the
roads, spoiling the speeds, and reducing
the side of the course adjacent to the
replenishment depots to a quagmire.
Rain blew in on to the press stand and

wetted the scoring sheets, then the stand
began to collapse, and before three laps

had been covered all count of the men's
positions had been lost.

Among the Senior machines, were
several famous riders. Hassall, who won
last year, was a clear favourite, Edmond
xyas known to be fast, but the faults in

his engine which had proved to be his

undoing at .Strasbourg had not been
remedied. With such a strong teajn,

consisting of Shaw,. Walker and Hollo-
well, (as well as Hassall), the Norton
seemed well-nigh invincible, whilst the

Bresiau, a Belgian Nor;.on rider, taking the first corner comfortably. Edmond (Triumph) is

the rider by the roadside.

Sunbeam was represented solely by
Jacksori, who, although he competed
in the T.T., is a comparatively unknown
rider. The Saroleas entered were there
more to represent the honour of their

country than anything else, as - the
machines were clearly not fast enough.
The rain which fell during the race

naturally accounted for numerous inci-

dents. As they approached the first

corner the Norton brakes screamed as
they were applied. Hollowell had water
in the carburetter on his sixth lap, and

by then had had two tumbles. Edmond
was out in his third lap with magneto
trouble. Thys, another Triumph rider,

had retired. Pelissier (Motosacoche) re-

tired before covering one lap owing to a

cracked cylinder head. Stolz (Norton)
only survived one lap, while Delyigne
(Indian) lasted out but two.

Of the Juniors, the new overhead
valve F.N.'s clearly had it all their own
way, while Davison (Levis) was busy
leaving all the lightweights behind.
Growing lap times were posted every two

H. W. Hassall (Norfon) rounding the Francorchamps comer. He had every prospect of winning until he suffered lyre trouble on his last 'ap-

2-8 eg
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Belgian Giand Prix.—
laps with fair regularity, and lap leader?

were likewise announced.
After six laps, Hassall (Norton) was

well at the head of the 500 machines.
His was obviously the fastest mount on
the course, and as early as the first lap
he was leading by half a mile. His
colleague. Walker, ran second, while
Jackson (Sunbeam) was third. In the
350 class, Claessens (F.N.| was travel-
ling well, rapidly creating the reputation
of the new model, and an almost certain
runner for the fastest lap it not for a

win for his category. Eeinartz (Gillet)

occupied second place, while Fraser
(Sheffield-Henderson) was running third.
After Davison in the 250 class, Handley

(O.K.) was second, and Kershaw (New
Imperial) was third. By this time.
Woods (O.K.) was suffering from watei
in the magneto, and though he pluckily
tried to remedy the trouble it eventualiv
got the better of him.
At this stage we had a chance of a

chat with the unfortunate Edmond, vviio

had reappeared carrying broken magneto
parts in his nand. He told us he thought
the course more sporting than the French
one, but that it had suffered through
being iinproved too late. He considei'ed
the French organisation to be better.
Many men were by now retiring or

experiencing trouble. " Fraser (Sheffield-

Henderson) who was promising well, was
using the frame of one of the machines
used in the T.T. A halt at the Norton
depot brought the news that Hassall had
covered eleven laps and had not yet
stopped to replenish, Hollowell had lost

a footrest and Walker was behind time.

A Lull in the Storm.

The rain had now stopped, and there
followed a welcome respite from the
drenching wet which was taking its toll

of rider's.

Pierard (Gillet) had retired like many
others owing to magneto troubles, while
Kershaw (New Imperial), who had
actually been leading, had been delayed.
News was heard at the Triumph depot
that Antoine was the sole survivor.

Another unfortun.'ite among the light-

weights was Whalley (Massey-Arran),
into whose magneto water had entered.

Reinartz (Gillet) overshot his depot while

trying to stop so as to replenish and rode

back in the reverse direction. This
would have raised a storm of protest in

France, but no one seemed to mind here.

Aiter Ten Laps.

At the end of 10 laps the first three

men in each class were

500 r,c. Cl-.\SS.

H. W. Hasi.iil (490 Ts'orton).

A. Jackson (482 .Sunbeam),
.). W. Shaw (490 Norton).

550 c.c. Class.
F. Claessens (349 P'.N.).

Eeinartz (349 Gilletl.

E, Remington i349 Rusli-Blackburne).

250 f-.c. Class.
B. Keisliaw (^9 New Imperial).
» Handlcv :2iI9 O.K.).
V S lla-Viiii: i247 "Levi-..

n?miugton's Rush is a Belgian built

r."'achine with a Bhtckburne engine,

(.'laessens was leaoing by a lap, and
there seemed every prospect of the old-

es.tablished Belgian firm making its re-

appearance in racing in a somewhat sen-

Sritionai manner. Thus it seemed at

half-time, but the F.N. team had had
its. casualties, and the brilliant Claessens
was fated to fall out with a broken
chain and magneto trouble. Meanwhile
tilings were happening in the other
classes.

At half-time, though Hassall was still

leading, Jackson (Sunbeam) had had to

cede second place to Shaw (Norton). At
that moment Claessens (F.N.) was still

enjoying his nieteoritic ride to glory,

while Remington (Rush) was running
second and no third man had been
posted. These gaps in the lists of

leaders and also on the scoreboard were
annoying.

Davison in the Lead.

Among the lightweights Davison
(.Levis) had regained his accustomed roll

ot leader, and Handley (O.K.) ran
second. Apparently Fraser (Sheffield-

Henderson) was third, but the notice-

board preserved a discreet silence on Tnis

point. '

Dame Fortune was still busy thinning

the ranks. News came in that the ill-

fated Walker was forced to retire owing
to a broken crank pin, Hiiynen (F.N.)

bad withdrawn owing to a broken valve,

and Claessens was now missing. Thus
failed a gallant attempt on the part of

an indigenous firm to wrest the laurels

from the British invader. We wish them
better luck next time.

When 20 laps had been, completed

Jacksdp. (Sunbeam) had wrested first

place from Hassall (Norton), and the

plucky Antoine ran third, thus gallantly

upholding the honour of the Triumph.
In the 350 c.c. class Fraser (Sheffield-Hen-

derson) was leading, and had apparently

every chance of winning, while Reming-
tion was second, and in the baby class

Davison (Levis) was still at the top.

Towards the end of the race there was
great excitement. All prophecies as to

who -would win seemed like being upset.

Beaten in the Last Lap.

Hassell, having by far the faster

machine, easily overhauled Jackson once

more, who was covering his final laps %vith

a butt-ended inner tube trailing in the

mud. Then the puncture or tyre fiend

eventually settled the Norton rider, as

passing with a flat rear cover, he yielded

the winner's place to the ever victorious

Sunbeam. Fraser seemed certain in lead-

ing the Sheffield-Henderson to victory,

but he dropped back and Remington took

his place. Meanwhile, as they had only

20 circuits to do the lightweights had

finished, and Davison received the custom-

ary bouquet, having won by a clear lap.

THE WINNERS.
500 c.c. Class; 28 Laps—261! Miles.

T. Jackson (492 Sunbeam), 5h. 15m. 42s.

— Antoine (499 Triumph), 5h. 21m. 47s.

H. W Hassall (490 Norton), 5h. 29m. 58s.

Winner's speed (approx.), 49^^ m.p.h.

350 c.c. Class; 24 Laps—224 Miles.

E. Remington (349 Rush-Blackburne),
5h. 23m. X8s.

A. Fraser (348 Sheffield-Hentlersouj

,

Winner's speed (approx.), 4111; m.p.h.

250 c.c. Class; 20 Laps—186.^ Miles.

G. S. DaTison (247 Levis), 4h. 18m. 43s.

W.'-. Handley (249 O.K.), 4h. 32m. 35s.

Vormander (248 Griffon),

Winner's speed (approx.), 43% m.p.Ii.

NEW OVERHEAD VALVE RAGING F.N.
PROBABLY forerunners of an excellent

sporting mount and almost certain
runners in the next T.T. , the new

348 c.c. F.N. racing machines embody
many new features.

The fact that the steel plates forming
brackets for the support of the o.h.v.

gear are similar in design to the A.J.S.
gives the first impression of a similarity

to that engine, but there the similarity

ceases.

A detachable head is employed which is

heavily finned, especially round the ex-

haust port. Over this head lies a. stirrup

resting in a groove between the fins and
secured by long holding-down bolts with
nut couplings at their base and ball-joints

on top. Long push rods actuated by the
cams through the usual levers in the
timing gear serve to operate the overhead
valve mechanism, the shafts of which run
in roller bearings.

Lubrication is effected by means of a

Best mechanical lubricator, while a separ-

ate oiling arrangement lubricates the

front chain. It is interesting to note that

the English type gear box and the English

forks comprise many parts made in the

F.N. factory. A Bosch magneto and an
Amac carburetter form part of the equip-

ment. Each of these machines ha^ to

climb Malchamps Hill at high speed, and
in practice one did so at 60 m.p.h.

ANGLO-DUTGH TRIAL POSTPONED UNTIL SEPTEMBER.
LAST week Mr. Van Turenhotit. of the

Royal Dutch Motor Cycle Club, paid
a visit to the Auto-Cycle Union and

interviewed Colonel F. S. Brereton and
Mr. E. J. Bass, in connection with the

Anglo-Dutch Trial.

It appears that the Dutch Club sent a
Jetter to the Secretary of the Auto-Cycle
Union on July 3rd giving the particu-

lars asked for. This letter never arrived,

and on July 5th the Auto-Cycle Union
wived to Holland for the necessary de-

fails, such as rules and route. Presum-
ing that the letter of July 3rd had been
delivered, the Dutch officials ignored the
communication. Consequently, a mis-
understanding

I

arose ; the Auto-Cycle
Union naturally thought that the Dutch

officials were slack, and the Competitions
Committee decided t/^ abandon the trial.

Now the matter has been brought before
the Management Committee, and it has
been decided to hold the trial from
September 15th-18th. The British team
will be selected forthwith, and will be
due to cross over to Holland on Septem
ber 14th.

[4-20
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SPORTING HALF-DAY TRIAL.
Medley of Water' Splashes, Hills and Hairpins in South Birmingham M.C.C. Trial for

the Avon Cup.

Ey.KS Mdland motor cyclists may be
surprised to find that it is possible
to lily out a first-class sporting trial's

course within a radius of fifteen miles of

Birmingham. Yet this feat was accom-
plished by the organisers of the South
Birmingham M.C.C. half-day trial for the

Avon Cup, held on Saturday.
Excepting Beacon Hill hairpin and

one or two deep fords, the course, in it-

self, provided no great difficulties., though
to average 20 ra.p.h. over a twisty route
with an obstacle every few miles is none
too easy, and this difficulty was increased
by poor route marking in certain sectors.

In places the blue stain was too faint

to be seen without careful search ; fre-

quently it was laid after the turn only,
instead of being placed as a warning
before. This led to considerable delays
and not a few competitors got oft' the
course, rejoining the route further on.

Two fedies were amongst the forty-eight
entrants, Mrs. Janson (247 Levis) and
Miss Cottle (547 Powell), but the former
decided to rest on her laurels after her
strenuous two days at Brooklands, though
she thoroughly enjoyed watching the per-
formances at Packington ford.

. The Fun Begins.

Starting from. Lordswood Road, Birm-
ingham, the fun began within three miles,

where a narrow, grassy lane terminated
in p, series of minor splashes, joined "by a
single rideable track, just submerged by
an inch or two of running water. Next
came Hagley Wood and 'W^alton Hills, the
latter observed but too easy for comment
when the surface, as it was on Saturday,
is dry.

A brake test took place on Sheepwash
Hill, near Shut Mill, at which the follow-

ing appeared to make outstanding per-

formances : 'W. J. Knight (499 Triumph),
W. J. iloxon (349 Monopok), J. L. Hand-
ley (598 A.B.C.), E. A. Montgomery (499

Sunbeam), P. Hallam (Brough Superior),

Neville Hall (292 c.c, O.K.),,H. Greaves (349 c.c. Beardmore Precision), and H. S. Perrey

(557 c.c. B.S.A.), passing through Packington Ford.

and 'W. Goodall (976 ilorgan), Eomsley
Hill—sometimes known as Shut Mill Hill
—followed ; though scored with deep ruts,

it is easy when dry. Then came the
GuUey and Beacon Hill.

A straightforward climb of Beacon
presents no difficulties to a modern
machine, but part way up the com-
petitors were led round a grass triangle
providing a hairpin of some severity.

At this point several riders "came un-
stuck." L. Cox (249 New Imperial) hit

^the bank and bent his crank. Miss
Cottle, who was riding a Powell with a
Jardine gear box, also hit the bank and
fell, baulking Stretton 'Ward (499

.Vliss M. Cxjttle (547 c.c. Powell) preterred the bridge to the watersplash.

Triumph), who, however, managed to

pass very neatly. Goodall's Morgan also

failed to get round clean. R. Cooper
and L. Clulee (AUons), A. Cope (494
Douglas), E. Jacobs (349 Beardmore-
Precision), J. Orford (349 Henley-Black-
burne), W. Knight (499 Triumph), H. S.

Perrey (557 B.S.A.), and B. L. Bird
(770 B.S.A. sc), all made good perform-
ances ; but many others touched with
their feet.

A mile and a half further on came the
stop, start, and low gear test. Riders
were expected to ^et away from rest

within five seconds and cover a timed
uphill section on low gear. The test was
an easy one, but in spite of the most
explicit instructions at least two riders
changed up in the low gear section.

Deceptive Appearance o£ Severity.

Gravel Pit and the Gaby Glide -nere
the next obstacles, and then came Beoley
ford, near Redditch. The number of
failures at this spot can only be ac-

coimted for by its deceptive appearance
of severity. The ford is fairly wide, but
not deep enough to be really serious.

Nevertheless, J., Bacon (490 Norton)
stopped and fell ; E. Jacobs (349 Beard-
more-Precision), H. V. Collins (654
Brough Superior), Miss Cottle (547
Powell), J. Moxon (349 Monopole), and
A. Sidley (348 "S^erus), failed, and at

least nine others used their feet. L.

Horton (249 New Imperial) probably
made the neatest crossing.

There was a time check at the Bird-
in-hand (Stratford Road) ; then came
Windmill TLane hill with its attendant
fords, and more fords at Barston, Grim-
shaw, and Pelham,,.each of which spoilt

c 15
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Sporting Half-Day Trials.—

a tew non-stops—a colonial section be-

tween Castle Bromwich and Col'eshiU,

and finally Packington ford, quite the

event of the day.

Many spectators had collected to watch
the fun" at the crossing, which is a

matter of about unrty yards and nearly

a foot deep for quite a considerable, dis-

tance. Really clean crossings were few
and far between, although the following
were excellent : J. N. Roberts and
L. Horton (New Imperials)—the former
appeared to Have clutch slip—W. John-
son (292 AUon), H. J. Stretton-Ward
(499 Triumph), H. V. Collins (654

Brough Superior), B. L. Bird (770 B.S.A.
sc), T. Ward (349 Sirrah), H. Uzzell

(954 New Imperial sc), E. Arthur
(Brough Superior), E. Montgomery (499

Sunbeaan), H. Walker (770 B.S.A. sc),

and H. Ward (557 B.S.A.).

There were fourteen absolute failures,

but B. Green (348 Verus), R, Cooper and
L. Glulee (Allons), S. Lewis (349 Beard-
more-Precision), H. S. Perrey (557

B.S.A.), A. Sidley (348 Verus), and F.

Hallam (Brough Superior), all made good
crossings, apparently just using their feet

to steady.

Five miles, mostly very rough going,

brought the riders to the finish at Stone-

bridge Hotel, where thirty-five checked
in by 7 o'clock. '

Provisional results have ;been announced
as follows :

—
Best performance of the day! E, Clulee

(292 Allon), winning the Avon Cup and a

gold medal.
GbLD Med.\ls : 3. W. Lewis (598 Beardmore-

PreciEion), H. J. Stretton-Ward (499 Triumph).
H. Uzzell (976 New Imperial sc), and E. Arthur
(Brough Superior). ^

S. W. Lewis (598 c.c. BeardmoreTrecision) in tlie water splash at Quinton.

Silver MEr>.\Ls : J. W. Roberts (293 New
Imperial), L. Horton (293 New Imperial), R. C.

—Cooper (292 Allen), W. .Tohuson (292 Allon), S.
Green (349 Verus), A. C. Cope (348 Douglas),
W. J. Knight (499 Triumph), H. S. Perrey (557
B.S.A.), B. L. Bird (557 B.S.A. sc), J. H. Walker
(557 B.S.A. sc), and P. Hallam (Brough Superior).
Bronze Medals : T. H. Weaver (349 Sirrah),

E. F. Turner (293 New Imperial), S. H. Griaves

(350 Beardmore-Pcecision), Neville Hall (292 O.K.
Junior), H. Ward (557 B.S.A.), H. V. Collins
(Brough Superior), and W.- Montgomery (499 Sun-
beam)^-.
The team prize was won by the B.S.A. team,

comprising H. S. Perrey, B. L. Bird, and J. H,
Walker.
48 competitors entered, oi wbom 44 started, and

34 finished.

LADIES AS

COMPETITION OFFICIALS.

THE SOCIAL SIDE OF RELIABILITY TRIALS.

A pleasing feature of the recent 6he day reliability trial held by the Worcester and District

M.C.C. and M.C. was the appointing of lady marshals. Mesdames Blickley and Gibbs and

their Sunbeam outfit, on which they performed very useful work in the course of the

event which covered two fifty mile circuits.

c i6

LUBRICATION
TESTS.

SOME time ago the engine department
of Bayliss, Thomas, and Co., manu-

facturers of the Excelsior motor cycle;

King's Road, Tyseley, Birmingham, com-
menced a series of lubrication tests with
various oils in a standard 650 c.c. Excel-

sior and sidecar which were productive~of

some interesting results.

Graphite mixed with a standard liigh

grade oil caused carbonisation and pinking

in 750 miles, which necessitated dismant-
ling and thoroughly cleaning the engine.

The same oil, used without graphite, gave
satisfactory running for 1,600 miles before

pinking occurred.

The engine was once more taken down,
cleaned, re-assembled, and put on the road
again to be tested with another brand of

oil. After running successfully for some
months the test was discontinued, the

^distance covered being 3,200 iniles.

On dismantling a third time, the cai'bon

deposit was found to be less than had
accumulated in the previous test of 1,600

miles. But, even more remarkable feature

was that during the whole of these triaJs

the valves were not ground in. In fact",

the whol© of the engine remained un-

touched.
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West Kent M.C.
A hiU-<iimb wil! take place on August 27tli

at The Cut, near IMaicbtojic, off the Maidstone-
Ashtoid road, commencing at 1.30 p.m. All
entries must be forwarded to Mr. A. G. Williams.
51, Beckenham Lane, Shortlands, Kent, before
Friday, August IStli.

Lichfield and District M.C.C.
Twenty-four competitors took part in a relia-

bility trial held at the beginning of the month
as the first round for the Hoskison Cup, Results :

First-class Awards.—F. H. Twyman (499 Sun-
beam); A. Jones {292 Diamond-Jap).

'^'^'-a>jr>-CL*ss Awards.—A. K Button (550
Triumph); J. J. Smith (490 Norton); H. Griffin
lavo .vu..al rJnheld sc). 'i'he second round will
be run off on August 27th.

Ilford M.C.C.
August 13th has been selected tor the holding of

a one day reliability trial for motor cycles, side-
cars, and three-wheel cycle cars. Various cups

^ will be awarded, in addition to gold, silver, and
bronze medals. The run will start from the
" Bell " Hdtel, Epping, at 9.30 a.m., and other
particulars of the ,event are available from Mr.
A. E. Sweet ingham, 25, Christchurch Road.
Ilford.

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.
Arrangements are now in hand for the holding

of speed trials on the parade at Eastbourne be-
tween 2 p.m. and 6 p.m. on September 9th, when
the following clubs have been invited to compete :

The B.M.C.R.C, Woolwich, Plufnstead and Dis-
trict, Brighton and Hove, and Surbiton M.C.C.
A number of valuable cups are being offered,

together with gold, silver, and bronze medals.
Fuither particulars may be obtained from the chib
secretaries concerned, or from Mr. H. V. Warren,
73, Terminus Road, Eastbourne.

North London M.C.C.
About forty members turned out for the even-

ing run held on Wednesday of last week. The
riders started from their headquarters, " Ye Olde
Gate House." Highgate. at 8 p.m., and returned
at 12.45 a.m. after a very enjoyable run through
Potters Bar. Hatfield, Welwyn, Knebsworth, and
Harford, where supper was served, the return
journey, starting at 11.45 p.m., being made via
Hartingfordbury, Hatfield, and Barnet. It is

hoped to repeat this success in the near future.
Meanwhile, the next event is the Club Cup Trial
on Saturday next.

Neath and District M.C.C.
Tuesday. August 8th—the day following the

open speed trials on Pendine Sands—has been
chosen for holding the "Welsh T.T." There will
be run off a 100 miles race—twenty laps of ,five

miles each—with classes for 500 c.c, 750 c.c,
and unlimited c.c, and a 50 mile race (ten laps)
for 250 c.c. and 350 c.c. machines. The event is

open, to al! members of clubs in the South West
Wales Centre A.C.U. In addition to other valu-
able prizes, the Capt. Watkins Challenge Silver
Rose Bowl and the President's Challenge Trophy
will be competed for.

South Midland Centre A.C.IT.
Official results of the championship and team

trial, a detailed report of which appeared in last
week's issue of The Motor Cycle, are now to hand.
Special Gold Medal : T. D. Chapman (993

Matchless sc).
Gold Medal : C. Broom-Smith (998 Indian

Chief sc).
Silver Medals: T. S. Sharratt (349 A.J.3.),

C. B. Smyth (499 Sunbeam) L. Welch (292 O.K.),
E. O. Spence (989 Harley-Davidson sc).
Bronze Medals: C. C. Labin (678 Martinsvde),

I.. P. Walter (550 Triumph), H. Reyre (498
Ariel), F. Roberts (596 Indian Scout), T. G. 8.
Babb (499 Sunbeam), Miss Bates (499 o.h.v.
Triumph), L. V. Freeman (976 Sunbeam sc),
and G. Slade (490 Norton sc).
Club cups were awarded to Luton and S. Beds.

(E. O. Spence). Oxford M.C. (L. Welch), N.W.
London (C. B. Smyth), and Mid. Bucks (T. S.
Sharratt).
The Service Challenge Cup was woh by Bucks.

County M.C.

Meeh=j£n£) Club Bvcnis.

July 27th.—Mid Bucks M.0.C.Speed Trial.

Jiily 28th.—Coventri/ and Warwickshire M.C.—
24-Hour Heliahiliiu Trial.

Jnhr 29th.—N. London M.C.C—Club Cup Trial.
July 29th.—Sheffield MC.C —Picnic.
July 29th.—Corentrij Triangle M.C.—Run to Sutton

Park.
July 29th.—Deiosburu and District M.C C—Trial.

July 29th.—DirniffiRS and District M.C. and C.C.—
Social Tiun.

July 29fh.—Buhvell M.C.—Run to Half-way Bouse.
July 29tli.—East London M.C.C—Novices' Com-

pHition.
July 29th.—Bristol M.C. and L.CC.—Porlock Trial.

July 29th.—Gloucester M.C (ml L.CC—Run to

Wcston-Super-Mare.
July 29th.—Oxford M.C- v. Bucks M.C—Hill

Climb.
July 29th.—East Midland Centre A.C.U.—CHp-

•itmie Drive- Speed Trials. - -'

Julif 29th.—Yeovil and District M.C.C.—Presidents'
Cup Trial.

Julij 39th.—Ash ford M.C. and L.CC—Picnic Run.
July 29th.—EaHna and District M C.C—Brook-

lands Meetinff.

Jul)/ 29th.— ^Atherton and District M.C.C.—Rup
July 30th.— I to Shrewsburif.
Jidy 29th.— CBradford MC. and L.CC—Brad-
July 30th.— { ford-London-Bradford 24-Hours'

V Trial.

July 30th.—Bridgnorth and District M.C.C—Clce
Hills Picnic.

July 30th.—Exeter M.C and J.CC.—Run to

Duleerton.
July 30th.—York and District M.C.—Run.
July 30th.—Manchester M.C.—Gymkhana.
July 30th.~Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Nottingham

Castle.

July 30th.—Colne and District M.C.—Run to

Knutsford.
July 30th.—Coventry Triangle M.T.—Run to Coles-

hill Woods.
July 30th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Run to Hardrow

Force.
July 30th.—Newcastle and Northern M.C.—Follow

the Arrow Trial.

Aug. 2nd.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.—Run
to Hution Gate, and Kildale.

Aug. 2nd.—Leeds Motor Union.—Impromptu Run
from City Square.

Aug. 3rd.—Gloucester M.C and X.C.C

—

Gym-
khana.
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Eastbourne and District M.C.C.
Trying weather conditions attended the annual

reliability trial on the leth inst, when the Harold
Day cup and the Kett cup were competed for
(for solo and sidecar machines respectively). The
winner of the first trophy was L. S. Mason (550
Blackburne), whilst H. V. Warren carried off

the Kett cup with a 976 c.c. Royal Enfield and
sidecar.

East South Wales Centre A.C.U.
A reliability trial will be held on Saturday,

August 19th, starting at 2.30 p.m. from Cardiff,

at which there will be several novel and interest-

ing features, including speed judging and accelera-
tion and braking tests. Voluntary marshals are
needed, and help from motorists who live in the
Cardiff and Newport district would be much appre-
ciated; communications should be addressed to Mr.
E. R. Mitchell. 29, Llanfair Rd., Cardiff.

Sarum and District M.C. and C.C.

S. E. Crisp (Ner-a-Car) won the reliability trial

held on the 12bh insfc. for the July Challenge
Cup {presented by Messrs. Hobden Bros.), a silver

medal being awarded in addition. Second came
H. A. Lord (James sc), followed by H. G. Macklln
(550 Triumph), both of whom gained silver medals.
Twenty competitors entered, all successfully com-
pleting the course.

Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C
Best performance in the club team trial held on

Saturday, the 15th inst., was made by F. Murray
(499 B.S.A. sc). The team prize was won by the
following team: H. A. ColUer (Matchless), B. J.
Sims (499 Triumph sc), and F. J. Ellis (976
Matchless sc).

Sunderland and District M.C.C.
The weather for the reliability trial held on the

16th inst. was very unfavourable, but in spite of
this a fair number of competitors faced the starter,
Boltby Bank and Arden Bank in Yorkshire, to-
gether with several watersplashes (swollen by the
rain) were included in the course. H, L. Young
(349 A,J,S,) was first, with a loss of only five
marks, closely followed by S. Bell (490 Norton),
with a loss of eight marks.

North Liverpool M.C.C.
All motor cyclists residing in the district are

invited to become members of the new club which
has recently been formed under this title. The
club will be affiliated to the North Western

;

Centre A.C.U, Those interested should attend a
meeting which is being held to-night at 8 p.m.
at Croylands Street Schools, Walton, Liverpool.

Worcester and District M.C.C.
In conjunction with Worcestershire M.C. the

annual one day reliability trial was held on
Saturday the 15th inst., when the president's cup,
the Eric Williams cup, and the Badgery shield
were competed for, Tho course was one of 51Vi
miles completed in two circuits, making a total

of 102^^ miles, starting from the Fox Inn at
Brandsford.
H. J. atretton Ward (499 Triumph) and J, A.

Newman (494 Douglas) tied for the Eric Williams
cup ; President's cup was won by W. A. Carr
(8 Morgan).
The team prize was carried off by ( 1 ) J. A.

Newman (494 Douglas), (2) H, J. Stretton-Ward

-

(499 o.h.v. Triumph), and (3) W. R. Brown {499
Sunbeam sc). ^ ^ ,t
First Class Awards Solo : J. A. Newman

(494 Douglas), H. J, Stretton-Ward (499 o.b.v.

Triumph), W. J. Knight (499 o.h.v. Triumph),

C F Townley (Norton), J. Bacon (Norton), S,

W Lewis (Beardmore), and E, Main (369 A.J,S.).

Sidecars and 3rWHEELEBS : W. R. Brown (499

Sunbeam sc), B. Bladder (976 New Imperial sc),

W. A. Carr (8 Morgan),

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

"THE AUTOCAR"— pnbUslied

from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE " and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is ttie com-

plete automobile journal embracing

smatt,medium,andlargecars. Every

motor cyclist contemplating the pur-

chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4u.

Founded in 1S95, " THE AUTO-
CAR" is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaper and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is uni-

versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoringjournal.

c 17
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LADY MAKES
THE FIRST

"DOUBLE-
TWELVE"

RECORD.
Mrs. Janson's 24 hour ride

on a Trump'Jap.

ON Wednesday and Thursday of last

week Mrs. G. M. Janson, riding a

249 c.c. Trump-Jap, gained the dis-

tinction of being the first ridei'to make a

'"double-twelve hour" record in this

country.

The " double-twelve " method of cover-

ing a twenty-four hour ride permits the
driver to rest for twelve hours between
two twelve Lour stretches on the track

;

the machine is locked up dui'ing the rest-

ing period.

Mrs. Janson covered 43 miles 677 yards
in the first hour and thereafter lapped
Brooklands at over 40 m.p.h. ; the three

best laps being done consecutively at

46.45 m.p.h. At the end of the first

twelve hours 515 miles 1,123 yards had
been covered at 42.97 m.p.h.
On the next day the hourly speed never

fell below 44.12 m.p.h. ; and two hours'

riding were done at 46.37 m.p.h., and the
grand total mileage was brought up to

1.071 miles 1,180 yards at a speed of 44.65

m.p.h., this constituting the first British

"double-twelve" record.

^JVLY 27th,

Before commencing her successful attempt on the double-twelve hour record. Mrs. Janson
and the 249 c.c. Trump-Jap on which she rode 1,071 miles, 1,180 yds. in 24 hours at an

average speed of 4465 m.p.h. Lt.-Col. R. N. Stewart is in the background.

In addition to the above record Mrs.
Janson also made world's records in

Class A (250 c.c.) as under:

—

11 hours
12 hours

506 miles 695 yards (46.03 m.p.h.).
556 miles 57 yards (46.33 m.p.h.).

No trouble was experienced throughout
the run except for oil on the magneto con-

tact breaker. On the whole the weather
was good, as there was sunshine without

the temperature being too warm, anJ
there was little wind. It was a remark-;
able performance, and Mrs. Janson
showed wonderful pluck throughout. Her
mount was equipped with an M.L.
magneto, Hutchinson tyres, a Lodge plug,
a Sturmey-Archer gear box, and Renold's
chains. Castrol oil and Pratt's motor
spirit were used.

KEEN RACING AT ESSEX BROOKLANDS MEET.
Good Handicapping provides some excellent finishes. Three Events for Motor Cycles.

As there were but two events for

motor cycles only in the programme
of the Essex Motor Club's Brook-

lands meeting on Saturday, the chief

interest centred on the cars. Neverthe-

less these two races were well worth
watching, especially as the finishes were

so close as to make it -almost impossible

to judge who had won until the numbers
went up. Additionally there was a pas-

senger machine race in which cars and
sidecars competed together.

As seventeen machines started in the

500 c.c. handicap, the field soon spr'ead

out until it was almost impossible to dis-

tinguish either the individual riders or

the leaders ; and, right until the last lap,

the track was covered with motor cycles

in an almost continuous string. W. H.
Sheraton (Norton) at first gained the lead,

and, by the last lap, had an advantage
of nearly half a mile. Behind him, how-
ever, R. E. Dicker (Rudge) and J. L.

Emerson (Douglas) were coming up at a
great pace, and for a while it seemed as

tliough they must catch the Norton.
Time, however, proved too short, and
Sheraton had a handsome win, averaging
55.25 m.p.h. The riders of two com-
peting machines which' had fallen out

caused consternation by wobbling along
the straight as tlie leaders finished at

speed.
Handicap.

1. W. H. Sheraton (490 Norton) Im. 27s.
2. E. E. Dicker (499 Eudge) .. Im. 6s.

3. J. L. Emerson (499 Douglas) scratch

From the spectators' point of view few
races could be better handicapped than
the 1,000 c.c. event, as some twelve
riders entered the finishing straight at

the same time, the ensuing melee being
most exciting. It is true that the scratch

man, C. F. Temple, failed to catch the
•leader, but his passage through most of

the field when the Harley was really-

going alone provided very definite thrills.

PiiUen Again.
-A-S it was C. G. Pullin achieved victory

with the Douglas at' a speed of 85.5

m.p.h., just passing R. E. Dicker (Rudge)
on the post. G. Maund (A. B.C.) would
probably have caught Dicker had the

race run a little longer. Unfortunately
C. Waterhouse had a spill just after the
members' bridge, due to the exhaust pipe
of his Sunbeam coming loose. For a
moment he lay tangled up in his machine
while a surprised pliotographer was
apparently too scared to help him
though within a few yards. Happily the

incident closed with no more than a bad
shock and some grazes.

Though the latest Brooklands ukase
states severely that motor tycles are too
noisy and promises dire things if

silencers are not fitted, one would never
have imagined that anything had been
said when the field for the passenger
handicap went to the post. Some, at all

events, had a bark like a machine-gun.
It was almost impossible to follow the

race accurately from the stands owing to
the fact that some eigliteen machines on
an 84 mile course spread out a long way
when the scratch man departs 3m. 35s.

after the limit man.
The cars—a Temperino, Eric Longden,

Salmson, and Mathis—were completely
outclassed, only one, of them, the tiny
Temperino, making any showing at all.

Right at the end F. W. Dixon shot to
the front on a Harley-Davidson, travelling
well, de Lissa (Motosacoche) following,
with a crowd of machines behind, from
which R. Charleeworth (Zenith-Jap) just
managed to gain third place.

1. F. W. Dixon (989 Harley- Handicap.
Davidson sc.) 18s.

2. O. de Lissa (994 Moto.
sacoche sc.) 33s.

3. E. Charlesworth (987 Zenith-
'Sspsc.) .. -..-,. .. .. Im. 21s.
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A Special Feature in which Motor Cycle Insurance Questions are Answered
and Discussed.

After Mr. E. W. Laiby. fciouth Norwood, writes:

Twelve " With reference to the inquiry of Mr. C.

Months' Canthall, of Croydon, in your issue of the

Wear. 29th June, wlierein he asks what amount
an insurance company would pay on a machine
stolen twelve months after taking out the

policy.

"I do not agree entirely with your re-

marks re, the amount stated in proposal form.

What it amounts to is this : The insured

states what he considers the value of the

machine, and also what he paid for same,

say £100. The company says :
' All right, we

shall charge you so much.' After a time the
insured is unlucky enough to have his machine
stolen or burnt, and has to get a new machine.
Does the company fulfil the contract that

has been paid for? Oh, dear no! Being
verv generous (?) it will perhaps merely pay
£65.

in view of this, one is inclined to ask,

why pay a premium on an amount that the

company has no intention of paying?
"I had a policy with a company for three

years and paid a premium on an amount of

£110. One day I was looking at my policy

and realised what I had let myself in for.

I wrote to the company and asked liiem

what they would pay if my machine was lost,

but could not get any satisfaction—they
would not, in fact, promise to pay even twenty
shillings ! .

" I may say I cancelled this policy and
now have one which is worded as follows :

"In the event of the motor cycle in-

sured being totally lost or destroyed \>\

fire, accident, or theft, the insured
valve will be paid."

" This policy actually cost me less than
the other."

Tlie principle involved in this particular instance is one
which is not novel to insurance, but is one of the funda-
mental jjrinciples on which insurance has been based from
its inception.

A policy oE insurance is never intended to be a means
of profit. At the time of insuring, a value is stated for
purposes largely of convenience to both parties to the
contract, and does not necessarily Tiiean that the value as

stated in the proposal is the actual value of the machine
proposed to be insured.

It will be clearer, perhaps, if it were put this way : A
machine is purchased, say, to-day at a cost of £150. and
is proposed for insurance at that amount, and at the end
of, say, six months, is totally destroyed or otherwise lost,

and a claim is then made by the policy holder against the
company with whom he insures. T'he machine at the time
of insurance is worth £150. Between the time of insurance
and time of loss, six months' usage has taken place, so that
consequently it must be obvious that the value after six

months' usage cannot be the value at the time of insurance,
a certain d'epreciation having certainly taken place in the
meantime.

Several other readers raise this same point in one form or
another, and instance in almost every case that the com-
pany with whom they insure " accepts the value they stated

at the time of proposal. This is not the actual case, and
there can be no verification of value unless an inspection
ot the machine takes place by the company proposing, to
insure it It is impossible for such an inspectioA to take
place without considerable increased charge being made forthe insurance so that the assumption from the outset onthe part ot the insurance company is that the proposer isacting honourably, and stating what is the actual value'
at the time of proposal, and that in so stating the pro-
poser implies that in the event of a total loss arising atany time during the currency of the policy, that this total
loss cannot exceed the value stated by him
However, a loss -arising, say, in the sixth or subsequent

months currency of the policy must mean that the value
is less than at the time of proposal. The prevailing prac-
tice amongst established offices is not to issue an agreed
value policy, and one of the reasons against their so doinn-
1? that it IS contrary to all the principles of equity, unless
the agreed value is such at the outset of the insurance as
shall be less than the actual -value is likely to be at &\^y
time during the currency of the policy.
On the 364th day of a policy's currency, a loss may ari-e

in connection with a machine insured at a certain value
twelve months prior to that date. If an agreed value is to
be the basis of the insurance, it will be seen that such -

agreed value must be an amount which, from the insurance
company's standpoint, provides for every contingency likeh-
to arise during the course of the full twelve months whil'e
the policy is in operation.
A policy of insurance is a policy of indemnity, not of

profit, and if both parties approach the contract bearin;'
this essential principle in mind, no difficulty at all need
arise. A total loss is dealt with on the basis of fair market
value at the time of the loss. This basis, it will be seen,
provides for a payment which shall at any rate equal the
cost of a similar machine in every respect being replaceable
by the insured out of the money paid by the insurance com-
pany.

* ^ * *

Loss of a Mr. L. C. Studeley, writing from Peter-
<^'***- borough, says: "My machine, which is

fully insured, catches fire, and in a success
fill endeavour to put out the flames, I irre
trievalily ruin a £6 waterproof coat. Will
a reputable insurance company pay for a new-
coat ? Or shoiild^I have let the machine burn
out and draw my cheque for £120 from the
insurance people..

It would certainly appear to be a hardship were an
insurance company to refuse to pay for a waterproof coat
in circumstances sucli as are set out in this enquiry, and
we are quite sure, on the circumstances being proved, that
most companies would treat a claim of this nature verv
sympathetically indeed.
On the other hand, "however, we would point out that

there is no implied or expressed indemnity of this nature
under a motor cycle insurance policy, and obviously there
cannot be any such indemnity as a matter of right, i)ecause
it would be extending the limits of a policy to an extent
to which motor cycle insurance, as such, should not go.

The last sentence in this enquiry calls for a little com-
ment, perhaps, and that is that an insured is supposed to

exercise reasonable care and precaution, and vre take il

that common honesty would impel a motor cyclist placed
in such circumstances to do all he possibly could to

minimise any possible loss.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions. should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for pubheation or not must be accompanied by a 1 Jd. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Coixespondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the AutomobUe Association and Motor Union, readers of ." The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a i*d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

GEAR SLIGHTLY TOO HIGH.
My 557 c.c. 1917 chain driven

B.iS.A. and sidecar goes splen-

didly on the level hut picks up
very badly on slight gradients.

In fact, 1 have to change down
on to second gear on hills that smaller

machines can roar up. I am inclined

to think that it is geared too high.

The sprockets are thus : Engine
sprocket, 16 teeth; gear box, 35 teeth

and 15 teeth ; Ijack wheel sprocket, 35
teeth {26in. back wheel). Do you think
this is too high for touring purposes V

If so, give me your suggestion as to

what alteration to make. Will you let

me know my present gear' ratio, as 1

make it about 41 to 1?—H. P.
Your present gear ratio is approximately
4g to 1, which should be. about correct

for light sidecar work. . If you carry
very heavy loads you might try an en-
gine sprocket with one tooth less, which
you could obtain from the manufacturers.
To calculate the gear ratios, multiply to-

gether the numbers of teeth on the driv-

ing sprockets, and also multiply together
the numbers of teeth on the driven
sprockets. Then divide the latter pro-
duct by the former. If you wish to
measure by a simple method, put a
Dhalk mark on the engine sprocket to

correspond with a similar mark on the
crankcase, engage top gear, mark the
wheel rim and chain stay, raise the ex-

haust lifter and turn the rear wheel one
complete revolution, counting meanwhile
the revolutions of the engine.

HEAVY FUEL CONSUMPTION.
Petrol consumption on my

348 c.c. Douglas averages 42
m.p.g. with a Biriks carburetter
(jets 000, 2, and 5). The engine
has been recently overhauled and

new valves, guides, and pistons fitted.

Would lagging the induction pipe im-
prove matters, as this is always very.
cold ? I would be grateful for advice
with a view to improvement.—G. B.

The consumption you mention is obvi-
ously unduly high, although the jets

-would seem to be about correct. You
should get at least 100 m.p.g. Try fit-

ting a hot air intake to the carburetter

and lagging the pipe near the cylinder
connections. This will serve the double
pui'pose of preventing air leakage and
aiding the conduction of heat from the
cylinder to the pipe. Make sure, of

important 2)ates.

Sat., July 29th, North-Westcrn Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Sat., July 24th — Scottish Speed
Championships

.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days^ Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-
bers* Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Races in
Phffinix Park, Dublin.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 25th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Sept. I6th—The Scott Trial.
Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 2lst—B.M.CR.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat. Nov. 25th, to Dec. 2nd.—Olympia
Motor Cycle Show,

course, that the jets are in their correct

holes, that the leather dainping pads in

the throttle are functioning correctly,

that the jets are (screwed firmly into

their seatings, that the petrol level is

correct, and that all joints in the petrol

supply system are free from leaks.

WORK FOR A SKILLED MECHANIC.
Since decarbonising my New

Hudson two-stroke it has lost a

great deal of power. I have
given the cylinder joint extra
care. I then decided to„fit new

piston rings, which when fitted caused
an uncanny rattle inside which I at-

tributed to" the big-eu'd being .worn ; i

therefore replaced the' old -rings. When
the cylinder is' off , I .fean \

rock ..^tlie con-

necting rod»<bd;ckwardi' and forward a

quarter of an inch each way. (1)

bhouldi'this be so ? The slackness of

the big-end is' easily felt by_up-and--.
down motion. (2) Do you think that
this loss of power is caused ' by . the

worn rings, and if I took up, the big-

end wo'uld it "stop the rattle when the

new rings were fitted ? (3) Do yoii

think this job could be managed by
me, as I have never taken a two-stroke
engine down, but I have seen car. en-

gines overhauled, and understand the
use of engineers' tools? (4) What are

the parts of the crankcase assembly
Vhich need special care in assembling
to prevent air leaks? I may state that

before decarbonising the machine ran

well, and I have not touched the tim-

ing. '

(S) How is the big-end taken up,

and do the rings need any special fit-

tirig?--C. -H.

In a short paragraph it is impossible to

describe the whole of the processes con-

nected with the taking up of the' big-

end and the fitting of new piston rings.

Apparently in your engine the trouble is

caused by excessive play in the big-end

bearings ; the rings also may be badly
worn, and if so they would account for a

certain amount of noise when the engine

is riinning.. Both the replacement of

rings. in a worn cylinder and (especially)

the taking up of bearings is a highly

skilled fitter's job. When reassembling

the crankcase the joint between the two
halvfts of the case must be very carefully

made and the crankcase bolts evenly
tightened, each bolt being screwed up a

little at a time to ensure an absence of

air leaks between the faces of the two
portions. Seccotine is a good jointing

material, and so also is Metalastene.

Great- care must also be taken that the

joints between the cylinder base and the

top of the crankcase are clean ; a brown
paper washer, coated on. both sides with
Seccotine- is advisable. As your engine

appears to be generally out of order, we
would recommend that you obtain a'copy

of "Two-stroke Motor Cycles."

RELATING TO THE FOUR-VALVE
TRIUMPH.

(1) Is the cylinder head of the.j

o.h.vi-, Triumph removable for
j

valVe grinding, or are the valve 1

seating's .removable ?;'- (2) If not,,

it will fbe neces'sary to remove'
- the entire. ;-cylinder7 Is there!,' suflScienfl

room'to do- this'without -taking the en4
gine out of the' frame? (3). I-s the posl

' sibilfty? of compres'sion .leakage due to

four valv'es a .serious - objection in al

machine in-fended fo'r- touring, and notj

for riicing.—^A.- R.-P. " - :

(1) The cylinder head, is removable and
'may be detached for valve, grinding and'
decarbonisation.'- '

(2) It : is iitit necessary

to remove the entire cylinder. (3) The
possibility , of compression leakage, at the

valves .ttilay be ignored, and it is no -more

likely^.tD be objectionable than it is in

the case of a two-valve engine.
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MEANING OF W.D.

What is meant by the abbrevia-

tion W.D. so often seen in connec-

tion with advertisements o£ motor
cycles, spare parts, and acces-

sories?—M.C.
The abbreviation you mention stands for

War Department, and is applied to goods

made for the War Office and which are

now sold to the public as " surplus stores."

POTENTIAL SPEED OF OLD SINGLE.

What is the bore, stroke, and

^TI cubic capacity of the 1914

^ 3s h.p. 3-speed (hub) Premier ?

-iJ Also, about what speed should 1

^ obtain with this machine, solo.

At present I am unable to exceed 2S-

30 m.p.h., although everything seems in

ord-er (top gear 5 to 1).—R. C. S.

The machine had an 85x88 (499 c.c.)

engine, which should be able to accom-

plish a speed of at least 40 to 45 m.p.h.

if everything is in order. Without a

personal examination it is difficult to

give you any guide to the trouble.

MECHANICAL PUMP ON A B.S.A.

When the eccentric of the
- ^T] Best oil pump which I fitted to" my 557 c.c. B.S.A. is set at just

-LI oVer half throw, the oil over-

flows into chain case, %ut the

sparking plug keeps quite clean and 1

cannot make the engine smoke. Can
you tell me if I can adjust the oil level

in the crank case at all? I do not

know if I am giving- too much or

whether the oil level in the engine is

too low.—T. H.
If your piston rings are in good condition

it is quite likely that your engine will

not smoke, even if you are supplying

more oil than is necessary. You do not

state if the engine smoked previously to

fitting the Best mechanical punap. If

the oil is overflowing into the chain case

you are obviously getting a steady flow.

The half-way setting of the pump rsgu-

lator should be about correct.

A NOVICE AT 59.

(1) Do you think that I am
too old to ride a motor cycler

I am 59 years of age, and for

the last 30 years have ridden a

push cycle to and from business

MOTOR CYCLE POLICE. To facilitate their work in the outlying districts of Calcutta,
the police aurtiorities have formed a motor cycle squad. The British trade should note that

American machines were selected.

beginning to find it rather tiring. (2)

Should you not think that I am too old
what type of mount would be the most
suitable for the above purpose, and for
little week-end outings? I do not
fancy any motor attachment.—N. C.

Certainly you are not too old to ride a
motor cycle; there are many enthusiastic
riders who are older than yourself. Al-
most any of the lightweight machines on
the market would be suitable for your
purposes

; you should choose a two-speed
model, with clutch and kick-starter. For
obvious reasons we are unable to recom-
mend any one particular make of

machine, but if after careful thought you
care to submit your final choice to us,

we shall be glad to tell you if it is suit-

able for your needs.

TUNING AND A PERSISTENT KNOCK.

(1) What is the correct valve
timing for a 1913 hub'-geared

Triumph ? (2) The correct igni-

tion timing? (3) What makes
my engine knock ? It has been

rebushed and new big-end and small-

end fitted, but it knocks when accele-

rated.—J. McL.
(1) and (2J Time the exhaust valve to

close as the piston reaches t.d.c. and the

inlet valve to open immediately after-

wards. Set the spark control at two-

in Lon'don all the year round, but am thirds retard, the piston on top dead

HITCHIN POSTAL AUTHORITIES
ample capacity used for parcel delivery.

both time

INNOVATION. A B.S.A. side carrier ol

The experiment has proved a success, saving

and labour.

centre, and couple up the magneto with
the points just separating. (3) Possibly
your engine requires decarbonising. Pro-
vided there is no perceptible play in the
bearings, the trouble is due either to car-

bon deposit, worn piston, or ignition too
far advanced.

A TWO-STROKE RATTLE.

Peculiar rattle becomes ap-

qI parent after running my two-
^ stroke for a considerable time or
-iJ on ascending a slight incline (this

latter will bring it on a few
minutes after the engine has started
from cold). This is a rattle as distinct .

from a knock caused by ignition or
faulty bearings, and will continue for
some time after the throttle is closed
and the engine turning over without
firing. It also seems to me to occur on
each stroke of the piston, and not
merely every revolution of the engine,
and sounds as if the gudgeon pin had
come loose and was catching in the
inlet port each stroke. The engine,
however, appears to be in perfect order,
and the rattle does not appear to affect

the power at all, although it gradually
becomes louder and louder until almost
like a hammer. What would happen
if it was allowed to continue ad Jib. I

do not know, but it gradually dis-

appears if the engine is allowed to con-
tinue very gently. Speed seems to have
no particular influence on its appearance
or disappearance. Can you suggest a
remedy ? Sparking plug in use is a
special two-stroke model.—H.K.S.

The rattle you mention is peculiar, for

although there is a form of rattle com-
mon to some two-stroke engines, it is

usually affected by speed to a very great
degree ; moreover, it does not wear ofi

with further running. On the whole we
should be inclined to think that the pis-

ton is too slack a fit in the cylinder,

causing a definite slap until the engine

warms up, when the increased tempera-
ture takes up the piston clearance to

som« degree. We should advise you to

return the cylinder to the manufacturers,

so that they may check the clearances

and see if the dimensions of your piston

are as standard,

c 23
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading shotdd be addressed
c/o 7'he Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'',

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when thcij will be forwarded _

direct to the querists concerned. Bequests

for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

"H. N." (Croydon).—Yolex dry bat-

teries for solo lighting ; W.S.R. -variable

jet on A.JI.A.C. carburetter.
" C. S. B." (Reading).—W.S.E. jet on

B. and B. carburetter (fitted with pilot

jet) on a 490 c.c. Norton,
"J. S. B." (Walsall).—398 c.c. A.B.C.

;

481 c.c. Scott Scjuirrel; speed, m.p.g.,

hill-climbing capability. A.B.C. spring

frame.

"C. D." (Repton). 492 c.c. Sunbeam
"sports" model; speed, m.p.g.

" C.F.A." (Edg'baston). — 490 c.c.

Norton (16H) ; 349 c.c. A.J.S. "Sports."
"A.S" (Whitwell).-499 c.c. Sunbeam

solo and with sidecar ; m.p.g. ; touring
- speed.

G. G. (StourlDridge). — Self-sealing

tubes : durability and efficiency.

J. B. P. (Sway).—500 c.c. or 678 c.c.

N.U.T. solo : comfort, speed, m.p.g.,

etc.

A. C. G. (Hammersmith).—225 c.c.

Royal Enfield, K/G model : petrol con-

suniDtion, efficiency.

"F.R." (Huddersfield). — Garden
2-seater.

SPARKLETS.
Oil-Cooled Engines.

As oil-cooled engines are being discussed

to a considerable extent at the present

time attention is drawn to the tact that

the Bradshaw types of oil-cooled engine

are protected by British patent, and also

by patents and pending patents abroad.

It is stated that the American patent
issued on June 27th last contains remark-
ably broad claims.

Assistance £or Tourists.

Motor cyclists in the Peak district will

be glad to learn that Mr. E. P. Hurt,
propiietor of the Darley Bridge garage,
stocks; spares for most of the leading makes
of motor cycles. In addition to this, and
on account of the difficulties sometimes
experienced in this district wlien a break-
down occurs, arrangements can be made
for assistance to be sent at the charge of
l^d. per mile, or in case where breakdown
necessitates the machine being taken to
the garage a fee of 2d. per mile will be
charged.

Removing Tar.

Autoglass is the name adopted for a new
preparation which not only removes tar,
but produces a mirror-like surface on
frames of motor cycles ; it also rejuvenated
« dulled coach-built sidecar. We received
a sample of tliis preparation, which is

cream-like in its substance, from the Mid-
land Pharmaoal Co., Market Street,
Coventry. It is put up in handy tins in
three sizes, 2s. 6d., 4s. 6d., and 8s. 6d.
Apart from the uses of Autoglass already
mentioned above, it is claimed to renovate
and preserve leather.

c 24

Magneto Successes.

The Sunbeam ridden by A. Bennett
in the 500 c.c. class of the recent French
Grand Prix was fitted with an M-L mag-
neto, adding a further success to the
already large list credited to this make of

ignition apparatus.

Found on the Koad.

A motor cycle silencer outside the High
Barnet Engineering Works, 45, High
Street, Barnet, on the 16th inst., by Mr.
A. J-. Drake, of this address. The silencer

w-ill Ije returned on application to him.

A Miniature Automatic Pulley.

For the very smallest of fixed gear
belt-di-iven machines of the motor-assisted
bicycle type a miniature edition "of the
Philipson automatic governor pulley has
been evolved by Philipson & Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge, Bolton.

Distribution in Noitfaern Counties.

Mr. S. W. Phillpott, of 1, Oakdale
Road, Mossley Hill, Liverpool, has under-
taken the distribution of Excelsior motor
cycles and Bayliss-Thomas light cars for

the counties of Cumberland, Westihor-
land, Lancashire, Staffordshire, Cheshire,
Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, and the Isle

of Man.

Price Reductions.

The following reductions in the prices

of Sheffield Henderson motor cycles, manu-
factured by Henderson J\Iotors, Ltd., 73,

Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield, are an-
nounced :— 349 c.c. standard touring
model, £80; 349 c.c. 'sports," £0); 349
c.c. o.h.v. type, £1'05; 550 c.c. touring
model, £105 ; 349 c.c. standard touring
sidecar machine, £97 10s. These prices
took effect as from July 17th, 1922.

Plugs on the Grand Prix.

Both the winner and the second man in

the Grand Prix motor cycle race used
K.L.G. plugs.

Tyres in the French Grand Prix.

Machuies gaining chief places (1st and
2nd in the 500 c.c. class, and 1st, 2nd
and 3rd in the 250 c.c. class), were all

fitted with Dunlop tyres. The fastest

lap was put up on a Norton machine
similarly equipped.

Business to Continue.

The representatives of the late Mr. P.

J. Evans, who was unfortunately killed
in an aeroplane accident on the 16th
inst., state that the motor cycle agency
business will be carried on as usual at

81/91, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

Catalogues Received.

J. Barbour ajid Sons, Ltd., South
Shields : A catalogue of various articles

of clothing-, including the Beacon oil-

skin suit for motor cyclists.

JJeginald Samson, Ladywood Road,
Birmingham : Catalogue of various motor
cycle accessories, dealing with an excel-

" lent spare tube carrier, a repair outfit in

a leather pouct, and numerous other
accessories. .

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Princip
Street, Birmingham : A xiseful illustrated

list of spare parts, in which all items
are nmnbered and priced.

Jackson's Impervo, Ltd., 48, Dover
Street, W-1 : An illustrated booklet and
guide describing the results obtained by*
treating tyres with the "Impervo"
preparation.

After the Grand Prix at Strasbourg. Some well-Tcnown motor cyclists responding to
" The Motor Cycle " photographer's " smile please." Left to right—^T.Clibbery, the Amac
representative ; T. C, de la Hay, a Sunbeam T.T. winner ; and A, Bennett, whose win on a
Sunbeam completed his hat trick in big events. F. Buckley, of Dunlop tyres ; H. Hassall,

file Norton rider, who established a record for the Strasbourg course and beat it.

Mrs. Hassall, J. W, Shaw and G, W. Walker, two other Norton riders of note, and the

well-known Mr, J, L. Norton, with one of his assistants.
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The Quality

remains long

a£ter the price

is forgotten.

SINKS'
CARBURETTORS
ARE A SOUND INVESTMENT.

Plus 2/-

packing
and

postage.

Vhe Patent 3-jet clamping arrangement allows
the carburettor to be controlled by a single

lever. Yet an air valve is fitted for coasting
down hill.

REVISED PRICES:
FAMOUS TOURING MODEL - £4
New Model for light-weight two-

strokes, without air valve " ^O
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Each instrument is sold on approval under a
guarantee that has stood for 12 years, viz :

—

To Give PERFECT AUTOMATIC FLEXIBILITY.
MARVELLOUS SLOW RUNNING IN TRAFHC.
CERTAIN AND POWERFUL ACCELERATION.
GREATER SPEED.

IT IS THE MOST ECONOMICAL CARBUEETTOE MADE
AND CANNOT FAIL TO INCREASE YOUR MILEAGE PER GALLON
BY ANYTHING FROM 10 TO 50 PER CENT. (SOMETIMES MORE).

BEFORE TAKING YOUR HOLIDAYS, FIT A BINKS'
to your machine. It is easily done by j'ourself

or your Agent in an hour.

Experience and Prove its Merits

whilst on tour, knowing that if you are not
completely satisfied you may return the car-

burrettor to us and we will undertake to return

your purchase money, less 7/6.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO DO SO, BECAUSE

you will spend less on petrol and add to the

pleasure of driving.
Mr. G. L BINKS. Mr. H. BINKS.

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO ORDERS.
Please send for descriptive catalogue—prices and book on carburation free.

Carburettors to suit all machines. Carburettors fitted at our works.

Here
TRIUMPH. 27/4/22.

Gentlemen,
I have great pleasure in giving you ray experi-

ence with the " Binks " carburettor. This is the

third instrument of your make I have purchased.
For easy starting, good petrol consumption and
all round rehability, it cannot be beaten.
Funny thing, but a friend of mine who uses a

well-known 4 h.p. countershaft machine cannot
pass me cm mine, although they are identical

machines. The " Binks " carburettor gives that

little extra burst of speed when occasion demands.
W. G.

MORGAN. 1/5/22.
Sirs,

I have no hesitation in stating that your
promises are entirely justified in aU particulars,

as to easy starting, running and economy m
petrol consmnption. I can now make my Morgan

is a selection amongst numerous testimon
do as I hke ; hitherto she seemed to do as she
chose.

I ' venture to prophecy continued success for

the " Binks " carburettor. F. L.

DOUGLAS.
Sturminster Newton.

Gentlemen,
Now with regard to the carbm-ettor which I

recently purchased from you, let me say that I am
perfectly satisfied with it.

When I had it fitted to my 4 h.p. Douglas, I

was at first certainly sceptical, and somewhat
suspicious of it fulfilling what your firm claimed
for it to be capable of doing.
However, I persevered, and am now, as I have

already stated, perfectly satisfied with what it has
done. I have nearly doubled my m.p.g. from
35 to 65, which is not at all bad, and there is no
doubt that the acceleration is great. I am very
glad I bought it. W. \V.

iais :
—

RUDGE. 28/6/22.

Dear Sirs,

The carburettor you sent me for my 3^ h.p.

Rudge-Multi has proved a great success, and runs
like a Twin. Starting is easy, and the engine

takes hills on top gear now which it absolutely

refused to do before. A Rudge-Multi fitted with a
" Binks " carburettor is indeed a joy to ride and
drive. E- B. L.

2-2 h.p. A.J.S. 15/6/22.

Dear Sirs,

Please forward a set of your printed matter
relating to Motor Cycle Carburettors. I want
them for a friend owning a Scott combination.
The carbiu-ettor that you fitted to my solo mount
2f h.p. A.J.S. at your works a few weeks ago is

giving every satisfaction. The machine is now a
pleasure to drive. The control levers also are a
decent size, and work very sweetly.

J. B. C.

Use Binks* Sparking Plugs 3/6 each in tin box; they are reliable.

C, BINKS (1920) LTD., Phoenix Works, Eccles, MANCHESTER.
In answerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." b3.^
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BANK ON A C

"PTROM its inception the Dunelt has quickly forced ibi

*• way into the forefront of public esteem.

The neat design, excellent comfort and sound construc'

tion have appealed strongly to those who requir<

efficiency and economical running coupled with h\:
purchase price.

The following points are svorthy of your closes;'

consideration

:

i

ENGINE.—Patent 4 h.p. single-cylinder two-stroke, air-cooledl

500 ex.

FRAME.—Specially designed strong section loop frame, with straigh

dropped top tube, giving low saddle position. The lugs are heavih

reinforced throughout where the maximum strain occurs, thus ensuring

an almost unbreakable frame. Front and back stands fitted,

MAGNETO.—M.L. CARBURETTER.—A.M.A.C. SPRI^^C
FORK.—Laminated spring, specially designed.

LUBRICATION.—Slight drip feed to cylinder walls.

GEAR.—Sturmey-Archer three-speed and clutch.

TRANSMISSION.—^" roller chain to gear and i" belt to back wheel

WHEELS.—26"X2j", easily detachable and interchangeable through-

out. " Knockout " spindles. Improved footboards and rest com

bined. BRAKES.—Front and rear brakes, operating on belt rims>

Wheels can be removed without interfering with brakes. MUD-
GUARDS.—6" wide, giving protection in all weathers. D Sectio\i

TYRES.— Hutchinson Heavy, 26"x2i". COMBINATION.:
Specially designed Sidecar, allowing interchangeability of wheels

complete with apron and spare wheel. FINISH.—Al

black and heavily enamelled : nuts, bolts and small fitting,

being treated with an Anti-Rust process.

Finally, on price the DUNELT scores above all others-

it costs 108 GUINEAS, whxh makes it uaquestionably thi

greatest value and QUALITY combination on the market

Why not come an-1 examine these machines for yourself

Get the best at Allen-Bennett's and reap the benefit

"Real Service after Sales."

All models in stock of the "Matchless" and "Donelt."

ALL MODELS IN STOCK

I W {mM^c>Ae\

n^J
ALLEN.BENNETT
MOTOR CO., LTD.,
9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, W. CROYDON.

'Phone: Croj'don 2450, 2451.

• 'Grams: "Track, Croydon." m.\JEiT\
COMMERCIAL PUBLICITY.
b34 In answering this adveriiseinettt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Standard 2-3

Seater Model.

9 h.p. £9 Tax.

£275
90°<.v"Type,85x
121, 1370CC., com-
plete with Hood,

Screen,SpareWheel,

Dynamo Lighting,

Tools, etc.

DELIVERY
FROM STOCK
OF ALL MODELS.
NO WAITING.

London to Edinburgh Reliability Trial,

2 Cars— 2 Gold Medals.

DO YOU KNOW
that the 9 h.p. Belsize-Bradshaw offers the finest value on the Light

Car Market to-day ?

Designed by Mr. Granville Bradshau^, one of the leading motor-

cycle designers, and manufactured by the Belsize Co., who have been

makmg motor cars for 26 years, it has the " gingar" of a high-powered

combination, with the com'^ort o" a big car.

40 m.p.g. of petrol, 2,000 m.p.g. of oil.

May we send you full particulars and

arrange a demonstration run? Deferred

payments arranged.

T. ALLISON
(THE CROMWELL ENG Co.),

127, Fulham Road, KENSINGTON, S.W.3.
•Phone: KEN. 5914, and PUTNEY 1601.

GtAMAGB
THE PREMIER MOTOR CYCLISTS' STORE OF THE WORLD

"Brooklands "

HELMET
Infineselected skins.

Neat fitting flap,

opening or closed as
desired, and can be
neatly rolled. Buckle
and strap chin fast-

ening. Fleecy lined.

O'lr price C IC
Post +d. i'/ U

The"T.T."

Safety
Helmet

Successfully u'ied
at the T.T. Races.
Isle of Man, 1914,

I 9 2 o a 11 d
Price
Complete 32/6

Gamage
Oxford Shoes
Made in Finest
Quality Black Glace
Kid fully Chromed,
.^oft and flexible.

Smart PATENT
TOE CAPS. Good-
year Welted. No
socks to nick up or
tu:rt the most sensi-

tive feet.

19/11
Post Free.

Gamage
SCOTCH
BROGUES.

Uppers of finest quality
Brown Willow, medium
colour, or Black Box Calf.

GOODYEAR WELTED.
Soiiil oak bark tanned
soles. All sizes for men,
6 to IT.

19/11
Post free.

The "Gamage"
WATERPROOF

MOTOR.
CYCLING SUIT
Consists of double
breasted jacket vvithbelt

all round and leggings
with gaiter front. Slat'e

ina strongdurabledoublt
texture waterproof cloth
all seams sewn and
taped, and every suit i=

guaranteed waterpro'-f ^
and perfect fitting !^.

J ack e

and Legg-
ings Post
Free

All sizes in stock. When
ordering please give si ;^e

round chest over waist- I

coat aud length inside

leg.

The 'GAMAGE
'

DUST COAT AND OVERALLS.
Made in strong durable Crash. Will stand hard wear and continual
washings. No Motor Cyclist should be %vithout one of these suits, for

they are ideal for Summer Touring. They protect fully from dust and
keep one cool. The suit consists of easy fitting jacket, without OC/
belt, and overalls mth gaiter front. Price complete, post free *»»'/ ^

teed waterprO'--f ^ >.^^i
perfect fitting fe^ J9^^^

s37|6,^

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I.
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ciicle. b37
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St

CLUB

firiiSH

<^0 ENAMEL COMPA'^I

L^

SILICO ENAMEL CO., STRATFORD, LONDON.
3/-

CLUB

INAMES «

c
o
L
o
u
R
s

CLUB COLOURED ENAMEL.
Dries Motor Cycle si7.e Ti_Qi

Made in : Large Tins
RoyaJ Mail Red. Black.
Elswick Green. White.
Emerald Green. Cream.
French Grey. Brown.

or Light Blue. Lavender.
chip. Dark Blue. Primrose.

CLUB TRANSPARENT ENAMEL FINISH. 1/6

24
hours.

Does not
crack

Post free it

unobtainable

R.i>3nicoi,& ci^.

'"«rf; CREASES.:

^'^tmS^BS^^
THE TAPLEY

GRADIENT METER
MOTOR CYCLE TYPE.

The only instrument that measures tht

gradient as you go.

PRICE.
Vertical Face -Brass .. .. 73/6

Plated .. .. 77/-

Sloping Face—Any Finish .. 90/-

ParUcuUrs on request—

TAPLEY &C0.,
TOTTON. SOUTHAMPTON.

sadcQ
LONDO.'l AGENT ;-

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
100, Gt. Portland Street, W.

LONDON DISTRICT DISTRIBUTING AGENT :-

No. 2

34 Gns.
9 events only entered during 1921 and were awarded
4 SILVER CUPS. 5 GOLD MEDALS.

3 SILVER MEDALS.
Only one machine entered in each event.

E. A. RADNALL & CO. Dartmouth Street

T. BAXTER,
36, Gt. Eastern St., E.G.

No. 1

42 Gns.
BIRMINGHAM

b38 Jn answeiino these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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lube 1 rotector

OWING TO DIFFICULTIES WITH
THE WORKS, DELIVERY OF TUBE

PROTECTORS WILL BE DELAYED

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

Liberal terms to factors and
retailers.ThefVobecBng'

layep of steer

Mail PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES. 17/11 each.

Sole Agents

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office : 101, Leadenhall St., E.C.3

SCOTT AUTOCAR Co., Ltd.,
LIDGETT GREEN, BRADFORD.

•Phone: 2734 Bradford. 'Grams: "Sociable," Bradford.

'Uhi

COTT COCIABLE/c

s:

or

PEED & kJAFETY.
Mr. H. Mortimer Batten,
writing in "The Motor Cycle"
of June 22nd (page 832), says :—

"As regards maximum speed, the

machine will accelerate to over 40 m.p.h,

on any good high road. The efficiency

for the engine size is marvellous, for it

must be borne in mind that the capacity

is approximately the same as that of the

ordinary 411. p. single."

BRIEF SPECIFICATION:
ENGINE : 5-6 h.p. Scott Two-stroke, two cylinder,

water-cooled, roller bearings.

GEAR : 3-speed, constant mesh, ball-bearing.

CLUTCH : Metal frictional contact, combined cone
and expanding ring.

CARBURETTER: Zenith.
TRANSMISSION: Propeller shaft and spiral

bevel.
WHEELS : Disc, detachable, all interchangeable.
BODY : Two-seater with dickey.
LIGHTING : Dynamo.
TAX £4. FUEL : 70 m.p.g.

Price complete, £215

In ansu-erini/ these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." b4i
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BoTv^den
Kerviee

You are certain to require
Replacements for the Bowden
Brake and Control Fitments on
your Machine—now, or later.

Then, the "Bowden Motorcycle Replace-
ment Parts " List No. 146, will prove
invaluable. It gives illustrations, prices,

and distinguishing numbers of all

BOWDEN MOTORCYCLE
REPLACEMENT PARTS
for Bowden mechanism, completely-
fitted .^triujeoars, etc., and will gladly be
sent post free on reque.=t

A Special jJeparfmenl facilitates their
quick- supply, also thp iroup; lepair
and renewal of all Bowden Fitments.
Let us know youi lequuements—NOW
The Bowden Brake Co. Ltd.,

Tyseley - - Birmingham.

379/22

For speeding or

touring it's "Al."

ICIiyS,^^*'' Saddle
(Patents pciuiing)

For taking the stings from bad road nding there is nothing to
equal it. It takes up road shocks like a sponge takes up water.

Ask your agent to order one for you, If it does
not suit—your money back.
Heavy weight, 63/- Light weights, 57/6 each.

Give rider's weight and name and year of machine.

Herbert Terry & Sons, Ltd., Redditch, <5S^*^(^
Established 1855. Fng.

ElBOTS

^''«"NEW AUSTIN"
PILLION SEAT

LOW SADDLE POSITION.
Latest Method of Springing. No Side Rocking whatever.

Light, Neat and Comfortable. Finished in Solid Saddle Leather,

Weighs only 6 pounds.

m
Seat - _ _ - 26/6 each

Back Rest and Arms 7/- ,,

Hand Grip
Footrests

2/- each

4/9 „

Old Pattern "Austin

Pro. Pat. 30180.

Fitted with Sliding Clips, will

suit all makes of Motor Cycles.

Well upholstered in

Pegamoid.

Price 15/- Retail.

W. H. JENKS,
SNOW HILL, BIRMINGHAM.

A. TURRELL & SONS, """V^o^RVsr^/.tll'^EUa'!'"'''

Hfiight Height
Ltli.Wth. to Eidge to Eavflg

7X
ft.

S
SX 6
9X 7 .

lox 8
12 X
I+X
l6x
l8x

8

tt i

7 o

7 6
8 o ,

84
8 4
8 7 .

89 .

8 9 ,

9

ft. in.

5 o

5 3
5 6

5 9
6 o
63
64
64
6 6 36 -rJ

Pbone:
268 Sydenham

20x10
Prices Carriage Paid England

and Wales.
Made In sections, with doable doors, with Jin. tongned and grooved match-
boards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

210Z. glass. Flooring : Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
for erecting house.

SPEE

hi ansiverinr/ these adrertiseiaents it

M
HIGH GRADE

AND
UNEXCELLED
FOR-CYCLES.

John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester

isirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Cuts down
Petrol costs

25%
Fam=0 is a wonderful invention which is going to
be of great service to the whole motoring com=
munity. Its use saves at least 25% of the cost of
Petrol, and alreadythereare well authenticated cases
investigated by us, where a fuel economy of 50%
has resulted. The first 8=02. can of Fam=0 clears
the engine of all carbon deposit, and the regular
use of Fam=0, in the proportion of i=oz. to every
5 gallons, prevents further carbonisation and lm=
proves the flexibility and general running of the car.

OUR GUARANTEED OFFER
Use just one can of Fam-O, and if it docs not give you 25% more mileage and clean your Petrol
system and Engine we will refund your money. After the first can, you use 1-oz. Fam-O to every
five gallons of Petrol, or 1 can to every 40 gallons.

Fam-O is sold by garages at the following prices :—For Motor Cars, 6/6 per 8-oz. can ; Light
Cars and Motor Cycles, 1/- per 1-oz. bottle.

Stnl Post Free anywhere by the Proprietors if you cannot obtain locally.

IHTEIISiFiE

AGENTS
WANTED
EVERYWHERE. FAM-

Tho Mii© Stretcher'
FAM-O" CO., LTD., 1, EARL STREET, LONDON, S.W.2

After all has been said and done, the

REAL TEST
of Motor Spirit is what it will do on the Road

IN YOUR CAR
Experienced Motorists with every type of engine have proved
conclusively to their own satisfaction that there is no motor fuel

giving such consistent clean running, power, and dependability as

PRATT'S PERFECTION SPIRIT
PRATT'S HAS A GREATER SALE
than any other motor spirit—a popularity gained solely by reason

of its high quality, real economy and dependability.

EVERY GARAGE STOCKS PRATT'S
—Insist on having it always.

ANGLO-AMERICAN OIL CO., LTD., 36, Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W.I
Branches & Depots Everywhere.

^^
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GET IT AT TAYLOR'S
Largest Suppliers of

As Sole London Agents and largest suppliers of

the A.J S. range of motor cycles—we extend to

you a hearty invitation to call and inspect them
at our spacious South Kensington Showrooms

also Quickest Deliveries

or write for catalogue and full particulars.

We can supply all good makes of motor cycles

for Cash or- on Easy Payment terms spreading
over 12, 15 or 18 months at slight additional cost.

PRICES
' Including free delivery in

the British Isles.

7 h.p. Comb. - £175
{With detachable and inter-

changeable wheel;

Ditto, 2-seater - £185
2f b.p. Solo - £ 8 5
2Jh.p. Comb. - £110

Also Sole London and District

Agents £or Excelsior and Dunelt
Motor Cycles.

statins makeWrite or phone for proposal fortn ij unable to call, stating make of machine that interests you.

52-53, Sussex Place, Sth. Kensington. (For Cars and Motor Cycles.)

21a, Store St.. Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.C.I. (For Accessories and Repairs.)
Telephones—Kensington 7260 and Museum 1240.

H. TAYLOR & CO., Ltd.,
Telegrams—"Dynametro, Westcent, London.'

GR
than

E ATE R VALUE
gfiven beforeever _

A limited quantity of this wonderful boot for disposal to the

readers of " The Motor Cycle '
at

30% Less than any previously quoted unices
Every boot is brand new, Absolutely Waterproof, and easy to

sUp on and o£f. Far more serviceable than sitnilar articles of vasUy

inferior materials sold elsewhere at equal prices

Officers' Field Service

TRENCH BOOTS.

Our Price
Postage and Packing, i.j6. In Brown or Black.
All si'-es. Guaranteed to be made of the finest

Government Leather. Sizes from 4 to 12.

Smaller si-/e5 suitable for ladies. These boots
reach to the knee, and have full length tongues
and side buckles, which efEectively prevent any
water penetrating through the lace holes or over
the tops of the boots. The uppers are strong
and stout, and vet extremely soft and pliable.

The SMARTEST and MOST COMFORTABLE
Trench Boot procurable.

BRITISH
ARMY BOOTS
OFFICERS'

17/6

27/6BEOWN

Send Postal Order or
Cheque, a.nd state

size required.

LONDON ARMY BOOT
Government Contractors,

(Dept M.G.) 186, Bishopsgate, London, E.C-2
{Adjoining. BisJtopsgafe Street PoHce Slation.) ^^

A Special Line in Motor Cycling Suits.
We nave no hesitation in claiming thatour

" Draperstyle " iMotor Cycling Suitshave
no rival at the price. Satisfaction guar-

anteed or money refunded in full.

C 50.—Motor Cycling Suits, made from
Elout dark fawn material dustproof and
rainproof, double-breasted' Jacket, sleeves

with storm straps at wrist. Slash pockets.

The Leggings have special gussetted side-

and straps to go under boot.

"All British" 90/C Carriage Paio
Factory Price, fciO/U to your Dooi

The Suit Complete.

Stocked in sizes (Breast over Jacket) ,^
34 36 38 . 40 42 44 ins.

C 80.—Motor Cycling Suit, comprising
Man's fuU-cut double-breasted coat
double texture material storm coUar,

stormproof tab cuffs to tighten up whcT.

driving, thoroughly proof, rubbcr-proofer^

insulat^ edges. Seams sewn and taped
Detachable belt with slide buckles.

Leggings of same double texture material

5pat front shaped—^understrapforinstep

—

lab Ian shaped gussett outside, patent clip

fasteners at side. The gussett prevents
either wind or rain from penetrating

Light in weight, thoroughly w^nd- and
weather-proof, tailor-made, nothing on the market to equal it.

THE FliOOFING IS GUARANTEED. Price 32/6.

Si7P=
^^^^^ 3^ 38 40 42 44 ms.

='^^s- Length 36 3^ 33 40 40 ins.

Suit complete, 32/6. If required with seatiess trousers, 3/6 extra.

(Jacket only, 21/6. Leggiri^^, 12/e. Seatiess Troupers. 16/3.1

No. C. 81. Helmet, double texture, material guaranteed windproof
and waterproof. Superior to leather helmets at three times the
price, specially fitted with pxtensions at b^ck to cover neck and
come well down over the collar. Warm fleecy lining, adjustabJe
strap under chin, special ear protectors to wear open or closed,

peak at front, only 5/6 each.
Illustrated Booklet Free^

ERNEST DRAPER & CO., LTD.,
54, "All Britisb Works," NORTHAMPTON

b46 / 11 rin.<iwerini/ these advertisements it if desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

AHIEL late 1920 3'Ali.r-, 3-speed, equipped, tnxed

;

82 gns., ijlioto.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upiier
Eicbmond Ed., East Sheen. [2725

ARIEL 31411. p. Sports Model, brand new, but
slightly shop-soiled; 78 gns.—Longman Bros., 17,

Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [8623

ARIEL Sy^h.p. Combination (1921), perfect condi-
xX tion, licensed. Easting, electric lighting: £110,
or near olfer.—5, Ranelagli Gardens, Ilford. [2500

ARIEL 1921 6h.p. Standard Combination, Lucas
Magdyno lighting, leg guards, tax paid; £130.

—

Basement, 89, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [3442

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.O.I. [0704

ARIEIL 3i,i,h.p. Combination, 1320, 3-speed, olutoh,
kicii-start, decompressor, windscreen, lajups, guar-

anteed like new; £80.—39, Anglesea Rd., Ipswich.
[2999

AREBL new 1922 S'/'h*. Sports Model Combina-
-^ tion, 3-9peed. clutch and kiok-start; £115; easy
payments and exchange.—Wto.uchope*s. 9, Shoe Lane,
Lond«jn. [3399

1 Q2r 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, Lucas Magdyno
X«!/ lighting set. horn, legshields, screen, perfect
condition; £120.—Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon St.,

Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [3667

ARIEL SVsh.p. Combination 1920-21, excellent con-
dition, luggage grid, lamps, speedometer, spare

belt, tyre, 2 tubes, tax, insurance paid; £70.-55, Hamp-
ton Ed., Birchflelds, Birmingham. [3045

ARIEL 1922 3V2h.p. Sports Model, quite new and
slightly soiled only ; special cash price £80 ; ap-

proval anywhere.—The Laytou Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 Oxford. [3336

£80, Exceptional Bargain.—SMjh.p. Ariel and Rideezi
sidecar, 3-si3eed, 1921 model, new this year, mile-

age only 400, condition perfect throughout, tax paid;
any trial; exchanges. — Langford's, 37, Broadway,
Cricklewood, N.W.2. Hampstead 8616. [3601

ARIEL 1921 4h.p. Combination, coachbuilfc side-

car, tax, insurance paid, 3-speed, decompressor,
kick-start, fully equipped, Dtinlop Magnum tyres,

new condition, guaranteed perfect, any trial: 80 gns.

—Cadge, Chemist, 193, Philip Lane, Tottenham. [2741

SvnTP Pnrfn.

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel

Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Garage,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0804

Arno.

AVLIXQ 4h.p., Tan-sad, speedometer, good condition,

fast; £22.—Macklin, 19, Boundary Ed., Wood
Green. [2701

Atlas.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Atlas; unequalled seryice, repairs,

ete. [3563

SOTJTHPORT.—1922 Atlas lightweight, like brand
new; 26 gns.; exchanges.—Kents,^ 417, Lord St..

Southport. [3001
Bat.

5-6h,p. Bat-Jap, sidecar, in good running order;
cheap.—Mayhew, Pettaugh, Suffolk. [2380

6h.p. Bat-Jap, N.S.TJ. geai, Binis (94 m.p.g.),

lamtK. horn: £22.—S3. SnringdaJe Rd.. ISr.l6.

[2919

SPORTING Bat-Jap 5-6h.p., very fast, perfect, single

gear; £50, or nearest.—Smith, 14. Wyndham St.,

Brighton. [2398

"I Q20 6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, splendid condi-^^ tion, complete; £90, or nearest.—Box 2111, zio
The Motor Cycle. [3483

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Sports Model, 2-speed, perfect
condition: ride away; £45, no offers.—Mosely,

Ivanhoe Rd., Westgate. (F) [2472

1 Q21 Bat Combination, new condition, mileage
X-nJ 1,000. electric lighting; £125, or part ex-

change lightweight.—Cook, Jeweller, Newark. [1309

1Q21 6h.p. Bat-Jap, as new, 3-speed, spring
A«/ frame, mileage 1,000. fully equipped, tax paid
and insured: owner going abroad; £90, or nearest.

—

Seen 64b. Heath St., Hampstead. [2509

Id 21 8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, electric lighting,

x«7 Cowey speedometer, detachable and spare

wheels. Easting, tax paid; £125; would consider

li'^hter machine part.—7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill.

S.E.24. [1437
Beardmore.

BBARDMOBE-PRECISION.—1922 models tor im-

mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deterred

pavments.—Kays. 8. Bond St.. Ealing. [4833

-| Q21 Beardmore-Precision. 2-speed, kick-starter,

X«7 spring frame, equipped, taxed, photograph; 47

gns.-284, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [3560

1 021 Beardmore-Precision, Z'/Ja.v-, 2-speed, clutch

±-*J kick-start, spring frame, all on, tax paid, small

mileage; first reasonable offer.—Tutt, 144, Eushey
Green, S.E.6. [2858

Blackburne.

1 O20 3%h.p. 3-speed Blackburne, K.S. and clutch;
1y £65.-Eoss, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2626

All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

PARKERS
OF

BOLTON
BRADSHAWGATE,

TEL. 134B,

AND

MANCHESTER
245, DEANSGATE,

TEL. 864 CEN.

A few of this week's S.H. Bargains.

1 'y Instal- Cash
Deposit. X^ ments of Price

O^n DIAMOND, 1921.
Si-U 2i h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,

clutch, Lucas accessories, tax V ^^
paid, new condition £3 2 9 *J«J

COC B.S.A., 1917.
d<iLiJ 4^ h.p. and sidecar, 3-speed, CTO

equipped, tax paid £4 8 Ji l\)

CIC BRADBURY.
^A'-' 3* h.p., and C.B. sidecar,

N.S.U., 2-speed, equipped, C'^C
tax paid £115 10 *JO

C :jn HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920.
SOU 7-gh.p., electrically equipped

Combination, speedometer, C 1 OfJ
screen, tax p,aid £8 1 3 SJ-^""

CI 9 NEW-HUDSON.
*i— 3i h.p., T.T. model, single C^ft

speed.fast £112 3 »JU

C 1 C HOBART, 1920.
iilD 2J h.p., 2-speed, fully C'?'^

equipped £1 12 3 *JJ

ei C HOBART, 1914.
Xlu 4 h.p.. Twin C.B. sidecar,

fully equipped, Easting, C3'?
taxpaid .. .., £1 12 3 S^J

C-IC SCOTT, 1919.
XmO 33 h.p. model, fully equipped, ?fi^

very good condition £3 11 8 SUJ

O-IC p. &IVI., 1920.
X^O 3 J- h.p., 2-speed. K.S.,

C' B. sidecar, fully equipped, ^7^
Bluemel screen, tax paid £4 9 7 * I J

eon INDIAN, 1914;
X^vf 7-9 h.p. Combination. Mill-

ford sidecar, electric ligliting,

discs, tax paid, good con- CA^
dition £4 8 3;03

01 C TRIUMPH.
XLD 2I h.p. Baby,'fully equipped, fAZ

tax paid, as new f2 13 9 ^^-J

CI C RUDGE, 1919.
dClJ

, 3J h.p. multi, equipped, tax Vd'^
paid, good condition £2 13 9 J'^-J

C9C RUDGF, 1922.
X^O Combination model, fully

equipped, tax paid, un- CT'^
scratched £4 6 * ' J

REMEMBER
WE SPECIALISE ON EXCHANGES.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

£70, bargain.—Blackburne 4h.p. late 1920 combina-
tion, all accessories, taxed, splendid condition.

—143, Rayensbury Rd., Earlsfleld, 8.W.13. [1271

£65.—1920 Blackburne combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, kick-starter, fully equipped, splendid con-

dition; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3171

19 22 Sh-.p. BUokburne Combination, lamps, horn,
tools, small mileage, condition aa new; £98.

Seen by
bridge.

appointment.--King, 4, Willow Walk, Cain-
[3499

.> pii i-e Farts

:

[2782

[0834

ANY MAKE OF
NEW MACHINE SUPPLIED.

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b40

advertised by private o^vners are, when desired, marked (P).

BLACKBURNE.—All engine spares from stock; list

on application.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [3298
Bradbury.

£18.—4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, tax
paid.—King, EgiPOTe Farm, Oxford. £3019

3 h.p. Bradbury, good running order, licensed;

£13/10.—Cha^ppell, Skelchley, Hinckley. [3011

4h.p. Bradbury Combination or Solo, excellent con-
dition, any oiler.—Call 246, Lordahip Lane, Wood

Green. [2702

4h.p. Bradbury Motor Cycle, discs, T.T. bars, copper
exhaust; sell 5E25, or exchange anything.--£.

Evans, 52, Vicarage Rd., Camberwell.

"DRADBTJK.Y Combination, powerfld, 2 ojiccio,
--' clutoh, lamps, etc.; £30; excellent condition, used
daily.—Girling, Newport, Shenley, Ilerta. [2926

BEADBUET 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, counter-
shaft, hand clutch, Binks, Cowey, spares, over-

hauled, any trial; £60.—34a, Fieldhouse lid., Balham.
[^705

"I
Q20 Bradbury 4h.p. (solo), 3-speed, good condition;

JLtJf best offer—To view and try, apply Eksap Motor
Co., 14, Marylebcne Mews, New Cavendish St., W.l.

[2349
BRADBURY 6h.p., new 1921 model, 3 speeds chain

drive, K.S., Millford-Rock latest chassisless side-
carl £115.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
London, W. [3280

Brough.

BROUGH 1920 5-6h.p., with jmis-Fulford, lavishly
equipped, recently overhauled; £75; photo stamp;

owner buying car.^tl, Rutland Park, Shet&edd. [3015

BROUGH 1920, 5/6h.p., Model G combination,
electric lighting, full equipment; £82/10.

—

Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile
St., B.C. 3. 'Phone, Avenue 6548. [0055

BRAND New 1922 SVih.p. Overhead Valve Flat
Twin Sports Model Brough, 3-speed cliain drive,

slightly shop-soiled; reduced to £90; easy payments
4% extra.—Premier Motor XJo. Aston Kd., Birming-
ham. -'-^^ [2204

Brough Superior.
"T^O You Want a Machine

—

rriHAT will pass everything on the road?

THAT will let everything pass you without changing
down ?

rpHAT can be driven by a child ?

nPHAT takes a man to hold?

rpHAT always looks clean ?

npHAT never breaks down ?

npHEN its a Brough-Superior you want.

COME and chat with us and have a ride.—Storer
and Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. May-

fair 625. ' [36.56

BROUGH SUPERIOR 8h.p., 1922; just one machme
at the special price of £137/10 cash; approval

anywhere.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Ox-

ford. 'Phone ; 581 Oxfcrd. [3337

MANCHESTER, Oldham, Bury, Stockport, Staly-

bridge, Rochdale, Huddersfleld, etc., etc.—We are

sole agents for Brough Superior.-Brough Superior

Northern Services, 198. Manchester Ed., Oldham.

As our

I

BROUGH SUPERIOR Northern Services.-

name implies, we are Brough Superior specialists,

nodels in stock. Mark I., 90x77Vj mm., o.h.v..
All models .« --. .- , ..

£160- Mark I. side valve, £150; Mark I. sporting

combination, with screen, step, mat, ana apron,

£180; Mark XL, 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark
II sporting combination, £150. Demonstration runs

by appointment. Catalogues post free on request.

We are the Brough Superior representatives tor whole

of Lancashire and Yorkshire (exception Leeds and

Sheffield), and greater part of Cheshire and North

Stafford. Showrooms. 198. Manchester Rd.. Oldham.

IS Yours Going to be a Brough Superior? It so.

don't forget Brough Superior Northern Services

Let us give you a trial run. [0880

BROUGH SUPERIORS.-Order your new m9unt
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

tuned to order. Mark I., 8h.p., side valve, £150;

sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, ana

apron, £180; Mark I., 90mm. bore o.h.v £160;

Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark II.

combination, £150. Special Service Agents; l'st3.-

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.

'Phone : 993.
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MOTOJR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough Superior.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.. Ltd.. Service Depot,
and eole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced priees.. Mark I., 90x77V2 o.h.v., 3-

speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sports

ing combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
Epecial side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; Mark
H. 6.5, mag., 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick
Btarter, £125; sporting combination, step, mat,
screen, etc., £150. Demonstration models in stock.

Catalogues sent post fr-ee on request.—The Allen-

Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade. Lou-
don Ed., West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450.

.'^parc Partu :

SPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame spares

lor Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.

—

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
[0835

Brown.
BROWN oVsh.p., low, fast, powerful, sporty, £22;

also 2%h.p.. as new, £25; take pedal cycle part
either.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [2899

B.S.A.

1 Q16 B.S.A. AVih.p., 3 speeds, K.S.; £30; tax paid.±U —Butler, Silver St., Tamworth.. [2382

1 Q21 B.S.A. 4i4h.p., chain drive, tax paid, insured,
-*-«/ splendid condition; 79 gns., or offer.—49, Eosslyn
Hill, Hampstead- .

[259i

41h.p. 1919-20 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, free

4 engine and kick-start; £75.—Wauohope's, 9,

Slioe Lame, London. [3400

~IQ18 B.S.A. 4Vih.p. All-chain Combination, Dunhill
JLS/ sidecar, screen, hood, lamps, tax paid, insured;
i£88.—87, Gore Rd., Hackney. [3160

B.S.A. 1919 4^4h.p. Combination, splendid condi-

tion, fully equipped, tax paid; £78, or near
-offer.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [2812

£40.-1920 T.T. B.S.A., never been used ; snip. -
W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Hol-

land Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [3471

T C|20 4i/4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, Henderson side-

-Li/ car, £65; ditto 1916 combination, £43.-24,
Balliol Rd., Nortli Kensington. _ [2950

B.S.A. Combination, countershaft model, lamps,
horn, new tyres, like new; £95-—Bunting, 58,

Eaton Park Rd., Palmer's Green. [3351

-|Q20 4i4h.p. B.S.A., practically new, mileage 500,
ji*7 lamps, horn, licensed; £58.-37, Arlington Rd.,

Snrbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [2908

1Q22 B.S.A., chain solo or combination, ridden 250
X»/ . miles, new chain belt, bargains, customers buy-

ing cars.—Hussey, Yjsi^t., Stofiord. [2560

1 Q 20-21 B.S.A. 4i^h.p. Combination, perfect con-

J-*' dition, tax paid; £70, or near offer.-Zouch, 11,

Manor Park Ed., Harlesden, London. r?643

T 13 3^^h..p. B.S.A., clutch model, perfect condi-
-M-V tion, tax paid; £25.—Storer and Tait, 20, Bour-
don St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [3658

1 Q 21 (late) 6-7li.p. B.S.A. Combination, perfect,

Xt/ Lucas lamps, licence paid December; £135;
bought car.- Townsend, Wootfcon-Bassett. [2445

BS A. 4iAh.p., 1922 K.2, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,

brand new, slightly eoiled; £97.—Eagles and
Co., 275. High St., Acton, London, W. [3278

B.S.A, 3-speed combination, overhauled; sale, ex-

chang:e witli cash late Douglas combination.—Eudg-
nick Cottage, "West Horsley, Leatherhead. [3049

B.S.A. 4'i4h.p. Combination 1922, speedometer,

electric horn and lamps, smart and well kept;

£85.—Nortbwood Motor Works, Middlesex. [2787

B.S.A, 4y2h.p. Combination, 1921, excellent running,
tax paid, insured to February, 1923; £95, cash.—

Mayers, 12, Meadway, Golders Green, N.W.ll. [3S70

e; e; gns.—1919 B.S.A. Combination, 30536, F.R.S.,
O O Easting, leg shields, tax paid, spares, faultless.

—Garage (opposite Fire Statonl, Acton, London. [2751

6-7h.p. B.S.A. Combination, new July, 1921, spare
wheel, grid, all accessories, mileage 3,000; £130.

—

Symonds, 16, Weymouth Mews, Portland Place, W.l.
[3121

B.S.A. 1921 4y2h.p. Combination, all chain, done 500
miles, Easting, aluminium legsliields, like new,

Newry district; £130 "cash.—Box 2699, c/o The Motor
Cycle. .

[2712

-| Q21 B.S.A. Combination de Inse, chain cam belt,

X *y magneto, dynamo set, Binks carburetter, spare

tyre, as new, offers.—Cranbroot, St. Peter's Avenue,
Kettering. [2697

B.S.A., 1920, 4i4h.p., 5,000 miles, Millford side-

car, electric lighting, speedometer. Easting, in-

Eurance tax paid; £95.-35, Wincanton Rd., South-'
aelds, S.W. [2772

B.S.A. Coachbuilfc Combination. 1920, all-chain
drive, condition as new, fully equipped; £80, or

pxchange higher power.—Jarvis, 113. Camberwell
3rove, Camberwell.

, [2766

B.S.A. 4i^h.p. countershaft combination, electric

light, new Dunlop, extras, fully eauipped, excellent

condition throughout; £60, consider Harley exchange.
_8. Craven Park, N.W.IO. [abOO

FOR PURCHASE BY
CASH

EXCHANGE
OR

DEF ERRED
PAYMENTS.
NEW 1922 MODELS.
ARIEL, 3^^ b.p., Sports mode

, 3 speeds and clutch £87 10
ALLON, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kick-starter £60
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2 £107
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2 speeds, all on £68
DIAMOND, 2j h.p., Model F, 3 speeds, clutch and

kick-starter £65 2
HAWKER, 4j h.p., Blackbume engine, 3 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter, all-chain drive £89 5
HAWKER, 4l h.p., Model C Combination £110
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H Combination £170
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.. Model H Combination, mag-
dyno lighting £188

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Family Combination,
Model H £175 10

N.U.T., 3i h.p., twin. Model M £100
N.U.T., 5 h.p.. Mode M, all-chain drive £120
NEW IMPERIAL, 2^ h.p., Model 3 £73
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2 speeds £55
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and

kick-starter £57
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p. Combination, magdyno

lighting £158
RALEIGH, 2.1 h.p., model, 2 speeds, clutch and

kick-starter £68
RUDGE-MULTI, 3i h.p., I.O.M. .Sporting model . £77
RUDGE-MULTI,3i h.p., I.O.M. Touring model.. £77
ROVER, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-starter,

all-chain drive £100
SIRRAH, 2| h.p., 2 speeds, Blackbume engine,

clutch and kick-starter .
.- £67

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p,, Model S.D., aU-chain drive . . . £115
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H, chain-cum-belt drive £105
TRIUMPH, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds £65
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3} h.p., Model A, Gradu

gear £113

The above is a selection only, we can supply
promptly any model of any make.

SECONDHAND
MACHINES.

These are guaranteed mechanically perfect.

ROVER, igig, 3^^ h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, horn,
Millford sidecar £81

ARIEL, 1920, 3-^ h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, tax
paid £80

F.N., 1920, 2\ h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kick-

starter, shaft drive, lamps and horn £35
CLYNO, igi6, 6 h.p. Combiantion, 3 speeds,

detachable wheels £90
JUNO, igi8, 2^ h.p., VilJjers engine, tax paid . . £29
DOUGLAS, 1920, 4 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

lamps, bom, tax paid £90
O.K., I92r, 2^ h.p.. Junior, lamps, bom, tax paid £30
ARIEL, 1919, 3* h.p,, 3 speeds, lamps and horn
and Milhord sidecar £70

MATCHLESS, 1921, S h.p., 2-seater combination,
dynamo hghting, horn, spare wheel, screens,

leg-shields, sidecar step, tax paid £135
N.U.T., 1920, si- h.p., 3 speeds, dynamo lighting,

Swan sporting sidecar, tax paid £90
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 3I h-P-, I.O.M. model,

lamps, horn, tax paid £48

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.),

418 Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.7.
Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

.490, East-Ham. "Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

£68.-1920 BS.A. 4i4)i.p. Combination, Jail
'=*^ equipped, hand clutch, splendid condition, p
liable, in grand tune.—Allen, Oarltou House, Broa

j

St., Seaford, Busses. 'Phone : 12. [179 i

"D.S.A. 414h.p. Combination, 1915, 3-speed, clutcl
|A-^ K.S., speedometer, all on, perlect condition, ta !

paid; 75 gns., nearest ofler, quick sale.—Hodgsoi
97, Lower Richmond Ed., Pntney. [133

TT^OEPTIONAL Bargain.-B.S.A. 1922 aVih.p. mod. i

"V H2, allKihain diive, new Ist July, -tax paid, betb
than new, not done 50 miles; accept £85.—Wilkini ;

Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [345 i

T>.S A. 1921 6-7h.p. Combination, Easting screei i

-•-' lamps, horn, tax paid; £121; cash or extcndec
payments.—Taylor's, 52 and 53, Sussex Place. Bout)
Kensington. Phone : Kensington 7260. [258i 1

£64.-B.S.A. 1919 4Vih.p., chain-cum-belt, B.S.i
'

<=» canoelet sidecar, excellent mechanical conditioi
lamps, spares, tools, licensed.—16, Garden Av
Mitchani, near Southcroft Rd., Streatham. [316

"R-S.-f;, 4'/4h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, 42 gns.; BS.i~ 3',2h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, 29 gna. ; sidcca
(coachbuilt) lor either, 7 gne. : exchanges.-Peter Gordor
Ltd., 110, tipper Richmond Ed., Bast Sheen. [272

O..S.A. Combination 4i4h.p., 1919, lovely oonditioj-" coachbuilt Canoelet sidecar. Cameo screen am
side curtain, tyres good, lamps, horn, etc. : £55.-
James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd., Padding
'an- [362'

TJ.S.A. SVsh.p. Sporting Combination, 1921, 3-speec-" gear box, kick-start, handle-bar, clutch torped
sidecar, Cowey speedometer, very fast, excellent cot
(htion; £69, or near ofler.—128, Roundwood Ed.'
Willesden. [255i>

ID.S.A new 1922 4t4h.p. all-chain solo, £110
-'-' 4i4h.p. chain-cnm-belt, £107; sidecars supplied tc
any -model; your old machine taken in exchange ant'
treat«i as payment down, remainder in 12 eqna
monthly payments or more.—Wauohope's, 9, Sha
Lane, London. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [340J

TJ.S.A.—All models in stock for immediate deliveryJ-7 exchanges and extended payments with pleasure
2V2/4 extra for 12 months and 4% only for 18 months
good modern S.H. Triumphs taken, in part payment a'
highest possible valuation.—The Layton Garages, - 30
Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 Oxford. [333i

"tTOLIDAY Bargain.—1919 4l4h.p. B.S.A. combina-
-*--»- tion, Canoelet D4 sidecar, lamp sets and horn,-
tax paid till December, tyres and general condition
excellent, a sound outfit, ready for a 1,000 mild
holiday tour, £65; also another 1919 model, witl
very nice Empire sidecar, fully equipped and tax paid
outfit as new, £75.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffror
Walden. 'Phone: 45. [268«

Synrp FartR .-

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate deliverj.—Kaya, 8, Bond.
St., Ealing. [7663

"O.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free,
'-' from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spare
Service Depot, Broadway. Mnswell Hill, N.IO. [0806

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St.. London
W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare part!

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statins
year of manufacture. [075C

Calthorpe.
CALTHOEPE-PEECISIOM 2i4h.p., 2-Bpeed, perfect

taxed; £19.-34a, Pieldhouse Ed., Balham. [2706

£27.—Cnlthorpe-Jap 2?4h.p. Enfield 2-speed. tyr«
good, engine equal to new.—406, Gariatt Lane.

Earlsfleld, S.W. [3528

1 Q20 2^/th.p. 2-speed Calthorpe-Jap, tank repainted,
-Lt/ mechanically perfect, lamps, and horn; £35.—
26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Brixton 1292. [3372

SODTHPORT.—Calthorpe 2l4h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed
iust overhauled, good condition, accessories, tax.

19 gns.; exchanges.—Rents, 417, Lord St., Southport
[300e'

CALTHORPE 4h.p. 2-speed Coachbuilt Combination
fully equipped, spares, licence paid, splendic

condition; ^35 for quick sale.—The Paimerston
House, Chelmsford Rd., Walthamstow. ['280£

2ih.p. Calthorpe Motor Cycles, new 1922 models,
3 £36; or £7 down ajid 12 montlily payments

of £2/9/6; balance paid in 18 months if required.—
Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4. [3402

Chater-Lea.

BARGAIN, 4h.p. Chater-Lea twin, licensed, i,ny tjial-
£20, or ofier.-59, Kitchener Rd., E. Finchley.

[2680

8 h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap Combination, all on, any
trial, bargain; £40. Write appointment.—Case,

285, High Rd., Kilburn. [2748

CHATER-LEA 8h.p., special 2-seater sidecar, hood,
Triplex screen, speedometer, taxed 1922, pistons,

rods, bearings, chains, tyres new, many spares; any
trial; £75.-163, "Vauxhall Bridge Rd. Victoria 5577.

[2390;

NEW Chater-Lea 2-speed Countershaft ,^Gear Box,
£4; Gradua gear complete, £3/15; new Fellows'

single magneto, 50/-; 26x2V2in- Avon Sunstone cover,

30/-.—Murray's, 37A, Charles St., Hatton Garden,.
Holborn. [2672

bjo All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners aj-e, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination 1918, expeptioii;illy
good condition, fully equipped, tax paid, real bnr-

.'fiin
; £65.-88, GloucGster Place Mews, Portman Squar*",

W.l. [2883

Q-S.b.p., 2-speod, W.D,, reconditioned machine, un-
m4: used, nearly all new parts, tyres, belts, etc.,
lamps, horn; 39 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [3640

£16.—2^4b.p. Douglas. Bosch, Amac (variable iet).
Zephyr pistons, special tank, tax paid, fast jind

reliiible, a gift.— 2, Downe Terrace, Richmond Hill
(evenings). .. [3C48

pVOUGLAS Combination, in tip-top condition, 3
-*-' speeds, kick-start, Amac, Dunlops, fuUv equipped,
tax paid; ^63, or offer; phobo.—Surridge, 17, Station
Rd., Dford. [3226

MOFFAT, Yeovil.—What we dont know about
Douglas M.C.'s—nuf sed. New 1922 models,

spares and repairs; exchanges. Agents since 1908.
'Phone ; 50 [5724
DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1917, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-

starter, renovated, £48; also 2^/4h.p., 2 speeds,
tax paid, £35.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
Jjondon, W. [3277

Sjlh.p. Douglas, 3-speed, "Tr914, magneto, cylinders,
4 pistons, renewed 1921, lamps, spare belt, etc.,

perfect order; best offer over £25.—Satow, H.M.S.
K6, Chatham. [2638

"TiOUGLAS 1922 Models: 2";lh.p. £68. 4h.p. solo
--' £110, 4h.p. combination £] 35 ; prices inriudo
all accessories; delivery from stock.—Rivett, 236, Hinh
Rd.. Leytonstone. [2680

tf>3h.p. 1921 2-speed Douglas, all on, £60, solo; also
/V4 SVsh.p. 19,14 Douglas combination, 2-s.peed,
£3'5

; codh or easy terns.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., London. [3404

/;j.EiNUINE Bargain.^4h.p. Doug'las, 2 speeds, .fully
^-^ equipped, just ocst £30 renovating as new, per-
fect condition throughout; £50, carriage paid.—Dos-
ser, Slin-gsby, Yorka. [2912

ELI CLARK can give yon good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

to you. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.—196,
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

4h.p, Douglas Combination, excellent condition,
lamps, etc.; bargain, £52/10; lightweight part

exchange.^^0, Linhope St., Upper Park Place, Baker
St., N.W.I. Padd. 2854. [3165

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, beautiful
ordei, 62 gns. ; also another, 1919 4h.p. solo,

52 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
Richmond, Rd., East Sheen. [2727

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1915, Sinks, T.B., Dunlops,
Miller 32H, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, recently over-

hauled and painted, perfect condition; £45.—Webb,
39, High St., Walthamstow. [2770

~l Q19 4h.p. Douglas- Combination, locker back side-
-Lt^car, equipped, tax paid, condition and appearance
guaranteed : £70; only wants seeing.- 7, The Ravens-
oroft, .Scrubbs Lane, Willesden. [2567

£27/10.—Douglas 254h.p., 2-speed, Amac Carbu-
retter, tank in makers colours, good order,

ready for use, few extra special; £30; carriage extra.
—59. High St., Clapham, S.W.4. [2330

"PJOUGLAS Combination, 1919, electric light,
--' speedometer, luggage grid, tax paid, etc., recently
overhauled; £70. 1, Great Titchfield St., Oxford
Circus, W.l, 'Phone : Mus. 6823. [2752

-| Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
-L«/ lighting, speedometer, horn, tools, Ace disc
wheels, luggage carrier; £36. Seen by appointment.—
King, 4, Willow Walk, Cambridge. [3498

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Douglas 1922. 2-speed,
all-on, lamps, horn, licence holder, etc, tax vaid,

not done 30 miles, new 1st July: accept £58.—Wilkin^,
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [3452

"1 Q 1 3 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Douglas screen,
-*-«^ tax December, recently overhauled, costing
about £20, offers; also Clyno-Enfield combinations.—
Parkfield Garage, Perry Vale, Forest Hill. [1510

T^OUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1916, uncrated 1920, splen-
-L/ did condition, lamps, horn, tools, spare tube,
belt, chain, valves ; £33. ^ After 6.-42, Eardley
Crescent, Earl's Court. Kensington 881. (P) [2767

£45.—Douglas Combination 1918 (4h.p.), 1918 model
(all on), new Dunlops througtiout, excellent con-

dition, 3-speed, clutch, kick-start, genuine bargain;
no offers.-Edginton, 19, Lewis Grove, Lewisham.

_ [S797
T~iOUGLAS Combination, 1920, 4h.p., condition ex-
-»-' cellent, screen, lamps, luggage carrier, spare belt,
tax and insurance paid; £90; bargain; owner going
abroad.-Payn, Shamrock House, Lymington, Hants.

[3061
T^OUGLAS new 2^4h.p. 1922, 2-&peed models, fully
-'-' equipTDed, £68; 2%\i.T)., 3-speed, clutch and kick-
start model, all on, £82; 4h.p., all on, £110; 4h,p.
oom'bination, all on, £135; 3Voh".p. sports model,
£115; 6h.p. combination, all on, £165; your old
machine taken in exchange and treated as payment
down, the remainder in 12 equal monthly payments
or more,—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3405

AH letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cvcle

FOR
EASY PAYMENTS.

SOLO.
1922 2.? h.p. DOUGLAS, all oo £68
1922 2'? h.p. DOUGLAS, s-SD., K.S £82
1022 ^.V h.p. DOUGLAS, .Sports £115
1922 2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-sp £55
1922 -,J- h.p. NORTON, 16H £115
1922 33. h.p. ARIEL, vsp-, K.S £95
1922 4i h.p. B.S.A., all chain £110
19224 h.D. TRIUMPH, all chain £115
19224 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £105
1922 -,V h.p. ROVER, all chain £100
1922 3* h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW £119

COMBINATIONS.
19227 h.p. A.J.S. Comb £175
1922 S h.p. ENFIELD Comb £140
19228 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dvn £158
19224 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb. . : £135
19226 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £165
10228 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £170
19226 h.p. B.S.A. Comb £164
1922 4J: h.p. B.S.A. Comb £142
1922 ,si- h.p. ARIEL Comb £125

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY
MAY WE QUOTE YOU ?

SECOND-HAND MACHINES AT
CLEARANCE PRICES.

19228 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., as new £125
1921 3* h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, as new £50
1921 6" h.p. ROVER Comb., perfect £115
192 J 4l h.p. ARIEL Comb., all chain £9B
1921 2j h.p. ROYAL-RUBY, 2-sp £45
1020 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., as new £125
1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., elec. lamps . £105
1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., speedom., etc. £105
1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Comb., equipped .... £85
19 19 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb., a gift £75
19 17 3i h.p. P. & M., lamps, etc £40
A.B.C.SKOOTAMOTA, equipped £15

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

R.BAMBER&G..,L,

2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.'Phone

607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Ol6 Douglas Combination, overhaul costing i;45
-'-*-' includes engine, gears, magneto, all new wheels,
2 new tyres, new coachbuilt body, 3 lamps, speedo-
meter, Klaxon; bargain, ^60.-92, Stapleton Hall Rd.,
N.4. [2820
4h.p. Douglas Combination 1917-18, K.S., in perfect

condition, recently re-bored and new pistons
lifted, lamps, horn, etc. ; £65, o bargain, or would ex-
f]ianj,'e lor lightweight.—Applv Yeates, Chislehurst Rd.,
Orpington. f^222

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1920, condition and
appearance iierfect, mileage 4,000, hood, screen,

lamps, hern, mirror, luggage carrier, new spare belt,

tax paid ; £90.—Private Owner, 107, Kingsland Av.,
Earlsdon, Coventry. [1259

FOR Douglas 1922 2-y(h.p. and 4h.p. Combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London

agents, and give you the best of service; all spares in
stock; no W.D. rubbish,—Jones Garage, The Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. [0786

£55.—I,ate 1920 2^.p. 3-6peed Douglas, cost £100.
will literally climb mountains and fr^ak hills,

completely equipped, tax paid; having car, cmly occa-
sionally used, tyrea, enamel, etc., almost equal new,
deliver free 100 miles.—Graff, Hayes, Kent. 'Phone:
Biomley 532. [2571

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, the Douglas
Agent with real experience and knowledge of a

Douglas. Successes during 1920 on this mount: 38
firsts, 1 7 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 Bpecial
trophies. Let me deal with your order. Unequalled
service, repairs, etc [3557

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Wanted, yonr present motor
cycle in part exchange lor any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's, 2.
Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7328

TAOUGLAS, ^668.—New 2^h.p. 2-speed^ models de-
-JL-' livered from stock; all machines complete with
best lamps, horn, licence-holder, pump, and tools

;

exchanges and special payment terms arranged; corre-
spondence invited; catalogues and full particulars by
return post free.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St.,

Cambridge. [3510

1 Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Triplex ecreen,
-L *y hood, 6-volt. dynamo lighting, dash, ampmeter,
cut-out, switch, accumulators, spot light, 3 lamps.
Dimmer, speedometer, mechanical horn, luggage grid,

new tyres, insurance, perfect engine, outfit absolutely
ex-showroom; £175 worth for £97/10.—Write appoint-
ment, 18, Chatsworth Gardens, Acton, W.3. [2519

Snare Parts

.

DOUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery,—Kays. 8.

Bond St.. Ealing. [7665

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [6077

DOUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of genuine Douglas
spares. Dealers supplied at trade rates.—Rivett,

236, High Rd., Leytonstone. [2679

DOUGLAS Spares,—We hold a complete stock for

all models
;
post free. Douglas Agents and spara

part stockists.-Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,

N.IO. [0806

1:jiRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed
Douglas spare parts; prompt attention, immediate
dispatch lowest cash prices. [4657

Dunelt.

BRAND New Dunelt Combination, with spare
wheel, shop-soiled only; reduced from 108 gns.

to £95.—Dan Bradbury, 224, London Rd., Sheffield.
[2435

1Q21 Dunelt Syoh.,?., 2-stroke, new tyres, M-L dy-
JLJ/ namo lighting, all accessories, tax paid, only

wants seeing; £60.-3, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill,

S.E.24. [1439

Duzmo.

NEW 3i/>h.p. o.h.v. Duzmo Sports, single speed, list

^£80, "slightly soiled, £75, or offers; another with

2-speed gear, all-chain drive, specially tuned, winner

of hill-climbs, guaranteed as new, done 50 miles, list

£115, accept £100, or offers; both machines are excep-

tionally fast, will do 70 in the hands of a good rider;

stamp for particulars; exchanges considered.—Stan-

worth Motors, Higham, Burnley. [3385

Economic.

£34.—Economic, 6-speed, clutch, vibrationless twin

motor cycles, heavy tyres, Druid forks," for ladies

or gentlemen ; see it climb Muswell Hill !—North
London agents Jonea' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0903

ECONOMIC—We can give you Immediate delivery

of this wonderful low-priced machine; variable

gear model, £34, or on easy payments. Please send

P C for catalogue.—South Eastern Garage, Heme
Hill, S.E.24. [1^2^

ECONOMIC Motor cycles £34; immediate delivery

2y'.h.p. opposed twin, variable gear, clutch.

dynamo lighting; trial runs given.—Loudon - agents

Denman Motor Agency, 4. Denman Place, PicfpHiiiv

Circus. Te!. : Regent 986. [0893

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b5^

s advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Economic.

£34.—Economic, variable gear model, finest value;
call and inspect.—Finn's Garage, 12, High St.,

Fulham. [8296

^ Edmund.
EDMUND Spring Frame, Blackburne or Barr and

Stroud engines.—Gourlay's, Fallowfield. [7670

Enfield.

-25, Oxiord
[2478

ENFIELU 2;ah.p., 1920, accessories, like new; £35
—5S, Thrale Bd., Streatham. 12855

ENPIELt), 2-speed, 1920, taxed, perfect
Parry, 15, High St., Battersea.

TWIN Enfield, 2?4h.p.; £20, bargain.-
Ed., Stroud Green, N.4.

[2855

£36.—
[2704

"|Q21 Enfield 2\4h.p., 2-speed, not done 300 miles;
J-*' £40.—Coulson. Birstall. near Leeds. 12653[2653

N

NEW Enfield Combinations in stock.—Bounds'
Garage, 223, High Bd., Kilburn. iS\W. [3238

SHEFFIELD Agent for Eoviil Enflelds: all models
in stock.-J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Hd. [0573

EXFIELD 2%h.p., twin-cylinder, excellent condition,
trial; £15.— 17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [3118

IEXFIELD 1921, 2-stroke, eciuiiiped. licensed, as ipw:
J f38.-llylam, 197, London fid., Croydon. L3203A

"IQ21 Enfield, 2-stroke, K.S., Lucas lamps, etc.;
J-iJ £45.-134, Meanley Rd., Manor Park, E.12.

[2757
EW Enfield lightweight sports model in stock.—
Bounds Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn, N.W.

[3240

ENEIELD 1921, 8h.p. combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting, complete with spares, as new; ^118.—

Below.

ENFIELD 1920, 6h.p., dynamo lighting, hood, all

accessories; £105.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishops-
gat© Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0066

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, fine condition;
£28/10.—HoucMn, 188, High St., Peckham,

S.E.5. [3642

OtJGNS.—1920 Enfield lightweight, fnllv eouijiped
'*«7 and taxed, snip.—284, South Lambeth E^l..

S.W.8. [3562

ROYAL ENFIELD 2i/ih.p., 2 speeds, kick starter,
*57.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway Tel. : Waltham

Cross 31 10879

"I Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, many extras, cost
-L" £175, as new; accept £110.-3, Parker Lane.
Burnlej-.

^ [3624

£60.—Enfield Combination, 1917, mechanically per-
iect, all on, any trial.—26, Traialgar Sq., Chel-

sea, S.W.3. [2516

"I
Q21 Enfield Lightweight, licensed December, 1922,

-Ltr horn, very smart; £35.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [3331

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1917, 2-speed, K.S., mechanical
lubricating, lamps, horn; £30.—P. Willcocks,

Datchet, Bucks.' [3038

POST ORDERS
SAVE YOU TROUBLE AND
ANNOYING DELAYS, WHILE
IF SENT TO THE SERVICE
COMPANY LTD., YOU ARE
ASSURED OF IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH AT ENGLAND'S
LOWEST PRICES.

DRIVING CHAIN
THERE IS A CH.AIN FAMINE, BUT
WE CAN DEIlIVERJFROM STOCK.

RENOLD
! X i heavy 4/10 per ft.

£32.—Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-spcea, like new, fully
ennipped, tax paid, or exchange.—406, Garratt

Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W. [3523

ENFIELD Lightweight, 1921, 2-speed, K.S., all

accessories, perfect; nearest £40.—97, Rosebery
Ed., Muswell Hill, N.IO. [2703

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 8h.p.. Mug
dvno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen

guaranteed perfect: £125 lOfllP

£33.-1921 2-speed Enfield, perfect condition.—
W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Hol-

land Park, W.l. Park 2071. [3473

1Q17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in really excellent
--*' condition, lamps, horn, tax paid: £65.—Whis-
stock and Lingley, Woodbridge. [3093

1Q19 Enfield 3h.p. twin, speedometer, lamps, 2-
-*-*^ speed, mechanical lubrication, fast; £37.

—

Goode, 68, High St., King's Lynn. [2917

CEOYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Eoval Enfields— A. F. Pulling. 176a,

London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone: 1619- [6299

OQGNS.—1916 Enfield. 3h.p., twin, 2-speed, clutch,
'^ «^ K.S., equipped, licensed, splendid condition;
trial.--68, Rattray Rd., EJfra Ed., Brixton. [2847

029.-Enfield T\vin 3h.p. 1912, 2-<:peea, all-chain^ drive, fully equipped, will take sidecar, any trial.

-406, Ganatt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.'SV. [3524

ENFIELD.-Complete range of 1922 models for
immediate delivery : cash, exchanges, easy pay-

ments.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
(2721

8h.p. Enfield-Jap 1918, Coloniel ' pattern, tip-top
order, nearly new tyres, usual accessories, speedo-

meter; £90, or close offer.—37, Bonfield Rd., Lewisham.
[2800

ENFIELD 1922 8h.p. Combination, never ridden,
slightly shop-soiled; £120. Deferred payments

arranged.—Motoria, Regent Parade, North FInchley.
[2824

i X r",

i X
-J
heavy, 4/10 per ft.

5 X tV ^l per ft.

heavy, 4/5 per ft.

COVENTRY
j X 1, 5/6 per ft.

heavy, 4/5 per ft.

PERRY
i :< i W.D. surplus, 3/6 per ft.

DUCKWORTH
5 X 5, as fitted to Harleys, 3/9 per ft.

Also the following " lii^ht " chains for Magneto drives,

Renold and Brampton. * x J, 1/10 per ft. Perry
J X J and J X 1%, 1/3 per ft.

RENOLO - COVENTRY - BRAMPTON
TRIPLE—DOUBLE—CRANKED & SPRING LINKS.

3 X ^-S X i!-» X J- J •< i-i :< i',
— i X (.

ALL IN STOCK.

STURMEY GEARS
THREE-SPEED COUNTERSHAFr GEARS AND AI.L

PARTS IN STOCK

IT IS 10 to I YOUR MACHINE IS FITTED WITH A
"BRITISH" HUB—WE STOCK ALL PARTS.

SERVICe LAMP
A Self-contained Solo Electric Set. All British.

4-Volt Hart Accumulator, in heavy gauge case. Switch

to each lamp. Complete, as shown, With all wiring and
bulbs ready wired up for use, £4 - 17 - 6.

All Goods at Lowest Cash Prices. Packing and Carriage
Free. The Trade Supplied.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

I^NFIELD-J.A.P., 1921, lamps, horn, tax paid, onlj
-^ wants seeing; 92 gns. ; wanted, Matchless body.—

67, Flaxman Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5.

8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1922,
lie-

[2768

_ dynamo
lighting; £157/10; cash or easy terms.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Sthoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Hol&orn
5777. [3405

,

8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno,
and horn, 1922 model; £158. Deferred terms.-

Mnrriss and Co., Ltd , 139, Finchley Rd., London,
N.W.3 [3379

3h.p. Enfield, believed 1918-1919, in top-bnle oon- '

dition, lamps, horn, Tnn-sad, speeds, ki<rk-start;
£44; original tyre on front.—Hough, 750, Holloway
Hd., ISr. [2408

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, in splendid condi-
tion, lamps, spa,res, hood; etc.; £58 cash, or

exchange lightweight and cash,—34a, The Hale, Tot-
tenham, N. --

[2474

NEW 1922 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Magdyno
lighting, windstreen ; £161 - easy jiayments 4%

extra; exchanges.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [3590

£15.—Enfield T\:in 3h.p.,-2-2peed, Bosch, B. and B.,

T.T. bars, new tyres, tax pajd, excellent condi-
tion, ride away.—A. Taylor, Moat House, Berkswell,
near Coventry, [3211

£48.—Enfield 2-5troke, 2-speed, 1921, new this year,
mileage only' 300, all accessories, tax paid ; any

trial.—Langford's, 37, Broadway, Cricklewood, N.W.2.
Hampstead 8616. [3600

T^NFIBLD 3h.p. twin, late 1915. 2-speed, perfect
"* condiLion, just completely overhauled, tyres ex-

cellent, all on, tax paid; £35;
Rd., Streathaju Hill.

after 6.30.—10, Palace
[3175

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, WX.l
Telegrams : Telephone :

"Admittedly, London." Holborn 6430.

EXFIELD 8h.p. J.A.P. 2-seater sidecar. Tan-snd,
lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, hood, screen, spares,

splendid condition, little used ; £80.-1 5, Ha rris St.,

Markhonse Rd., E.IO. [2422

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6"h.'p., splendid condi-
tion. Easting, hood, speedometer, spring seat,

lamps, spares ; any trial ; bargain, £75.-15, Park
Parade, North Finchley. [2471

T Q21 Enfield Combination, Sh.p.. .LA.P., Magdyno
i-*y lighting, screen, Bonnlksen, etc., oversize tyres,

beautiful condition, taxed; £118.—Walker, 769, Rom^
ford Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [2963

I Q20 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Magdyno. EX. fit-

-S-t' tings complete, only done 3,000 miles, pood m
new, just overhauled

;
price £120. — Apply, Chanin-

Thomas, Minehead, Somerset. Tel. : 103. [1177

EXCEPTIONAL Barg.nin.-Enfield 1922 CnmbinatiOQ
Sh.p., Magdyno lighting, tax paid, bruud. new Ist

July, not done 50 miles; cost over £160, vill iiccept;
ilSS^Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lttndon.

[3451
1 Q17 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, 3 lamps, -Easting
JLt? windscreen, trip speedometer, Lucas horD,
tools, spares, perfect running order; any trial; tax paid;
£65 ca^h.—83, Penshurst Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E.

[2840

ENFIELD, late 1921, 2i/lh.p., 2-stroke, as new.
specially tuned, fully equipped, licence paid end

1922; £40, or close offer.—Brewis, Eildon, Ravens-
bourne Paj-k, Catford, S.E. 6. 'Phone: Lee Green 475,

[2599

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, late 1921, beautifully

fitted up with extras, including 2 Easting wind-
screens, dynamo lighting, 2-seater sidecar, tax paid, low
mileage, in excdlent condition; f125.—Hartwell's
Garages, Ltd., Oxford. [2574

ENFIEiLD 1920, 2-speed, 2-stroke, complete with
lamps, . tools. Klaxon horn, footboards, tax paid

1922, condition as new; cost £68; first offer £36
secures. — Tarran, 86, Vaughan Rd., Coldharbour
Lane, S.E.5. (3 knocks). [3144

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1915, with light sidecar, M.A.G.
twin, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., mechanical lubrica-

tion, fully equii:)ped, splendid condition; £35, or

nearest offer.—Apply by letter, James, 45, Falkland
Rd., Kentish Town, N.W. [2495

ROYAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, new last

March, Lucas electric light, full list of spares,

tax naid to December, and insurance to March, 1923,

in absolutely perfect condition, small mileage; price

£135.—Elsden and Co., Ltd., Holt, Norfolk. [2503

ENFIELD Combination, delivered June,

1922, Magdyno lighting, once used in trial run,

in absolutely perfect order and new condition, tax

paid; £150 cash; or gradual payments arranged.—

Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, E.C. (Juno Showrooms).
[2107

1 Q22 Royal Enfields.—All models in stock; extendefj

JLt/ payments at 2yo% extra for 12 months and 4%
onlv for 18 months; good S.H. Triumphs wanted id

part pavment, and top market value allowed.—The

Lavton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. Phone:
581 Oxford. t333E

ENFIELD Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no obiect. Best priceS'

allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-

ments. (See column advertisement.)-Bamber's, 2.

Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [732fl

pOYAL

b54 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of

Motor Cycles advertised by private o^v^ers are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE,
Indian.

>0\VERPLUS Indian Combination. electrically

equipped, indistinguisliable irorn new :iud

oroughly sound, tux paid 1922; £60; exchange light-

?ight and easU.—88, Gloucester Place Mews, Portmau
luare, W.l. 1:2882

1 9 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, ilont-
»' goinery sidecar with Bluemel screen and Inggaye
id, dynamo lighting and. generators, the whole in
iperb condition ; £89.-86, Church Kd., Upper Nor-
Dod, 3.E.19. [2S63

iOUTHPORT.—1920 (December) Indian Powerplus
* 7h.p. Combination, large bulbous back sidecar,

asting screen, dynamo lighting, luxurious outfit,

) gns. ; another, 78 gns.; exchanges.—Kents, 417.
3rd St., Southport. [3009

920 7-9h.p, Indian Combination (date guaranteed),
electric, ammeter, speedometer, Easting,

?ensed, original tyres, any trial; £90, offer lower-
jwered machine or combination and cash.—Hillside,
aioworth, Mansfield. [2451

"NDIAN Late 1920 Powerplus, complete with Swan
- sporting sidecar, discs all round, speedometer,
echanical horn, electric and acetylene lighting, spot
ght. tax paid, tip-top order; to clear, £80.—Clarke'.=,

J, London Rd., St. Albans. Herts. [2544
* ATE 1921 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Solo, elec-

^ trically equipped, tyres hardly worn, unscratched,
ar-drive speedometer, tax paid, in perlect mechanical
der; £90 cash; or gradual pavmencs arranged.—Seen
248, Bishopsgate, E.C. (Juno Showrooms). [2106

915-16 Indian 7h.p., beautifully enamelled gold,

blue-lined, all plated tank and fittings, clutch
lodel, racing machine, many new parts altogether.

one at large cost by special order; exchange lower
ower with cash; sell 68 gns.—115, Moor St., Burton-
Q-Trent. [3307

(
n

[KDIAN Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8, Bond
L St.. Ealing. [7658

nODFREXS', Ltd.. 208. Great Portland St., London,
'JT W.l.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

Iways in stock. Write for- tree spare part hst. stating

ear of manufacture. [0752

fKDIAN".—Tlie Dennis Accessories Stores. 89, Brix-
L ton Rd.. London ('Phone: Brixton 3129). supply
11 parts from stock, new and second-hand. They
Iso specialise in Indian repairs. [6501

rNDIAN . Spar'es.—New and second-hand for all

L models; all second-Land spares sent on approval;
t!rite. cull, or 'phone; we can save you money.—
jongford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hnmp-
tead 8616. [1867

Invicta.
GODFREY'S, Ltd.—Invicta 23^h.p. 1919, J.A.P.,
-^ 2 speed, accessories, guaranteed; £42.-208, Great
•ortlaud St., W 1. [2359

Ivy

IQ21 2Vbh.p. 2.stroke Ivy, 2-speed, clutch and K.S.,
Ltf Stnrmev, all accessories, tax paid, better tiian

ew; £45.-5, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill. S.E.24.
[1440

[VY 1922 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter,

Model D; £47/10.—Elce. Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishops-

;ate Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0067

[YY 2Vjh.p., 1920, 2-stroke, Sturmey-Archer 2

speeds, clutch, kick-starter; £38, including acces-

ories. tax paid.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton.
X)ndoQ. W. [3279

31.h.p. Ivy-Pr"?cision, aluminium footboards, Klaxon,
2 head'and tail lamps, generator, extra largs tank,

[rip lubrication, tools, spares, in daily use; any trial;

;2a.—Williams, c/o Non-Ferrous, Smith Hill, Brent-
ord. [2666

SPORTSMEN.—1921 Ivy 3h..p., 3-speed, Mcrss gear
^ box and clutch, close ratio ; the winner of the
921 200 mile race, capa.ble of 60 m.p.h., lamps,
torn, etc.; £45.—Croxford, 461, Upper Ricbmond Rd.,
•last Sheen. 'Phone : Richmond 322. [3650

James
JAMES 4^4h.p. Combination. 1916-17. excellent

order; best over £3S secures.—43, King's Rd..
Luton, [2689

JAMES 5-6h.p., 1919, Montgomery, hood, screen,
trial; oHers; solo wanted.—44, Dovercourt Rd..

Sheffield. [2997

I Q19 James, 2-speed, 2-stroke, fully equipped, tax
i-*y naid ; 30gns.—11, Blechynden Mews, Lanca<^ter
ad., W.ll. [3563

JAMES-VILLIERS 2-stroke, 23^h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch; £29, or near offer.—Jenner, 11, Somerset

ad., Tottenham, N.17. [2409

JAMES Late 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed. lamps, horn,
spare belt, Tan-Sad, taxed; snip, £38.-124, Mel-

rose Av. Wimbledon Park. [2851

3ih.p. Twin James, late 1920, 3-speed, in perfect
Z condition, very little used, any trial ; £65,

—

t^each, Windsor Rd., Chorley. [2679

JAMES.—All 1922 models in stock; call and inspect.
—The Agents, Storer and Tait, 20. Bourdon St..

Bond St.. W.l. Mayfair 625. [3659

FOR
MOTORING and

EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades, and two

qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
ofiering this to the public in garments at

50% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COaT PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
Ail sizes, 2iin., 24111..

27111., 3oin., 33in. and
36111.

ALL ONE PRICE
yi /'I'i plus gd. extra

for postage.

Wortli 12/6.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER- UNED
COATS

f Just the thing for
iVIotor use).

Sizes, 42in.. 44in.,

46in., 48in. 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/=

Postage i/- extr^

Worth 35/-

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or

NAVY RUBBER
UNED COATS.

Sizes, 34m., 36in,, 38in.,

4oin., 42in. and 44iD. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Posta£;e 15/. Worth
i/- extra. **/

<J2/-

'T'HIS offer cannot be
* repeated when the
cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth during the trade
slump, and i( bought to-
day we could not offer
the garments at ever
double the price

7/ clietiis are not satisfied on receipt of garment, the

money will be refunded in full upon return of the
clothing.

All orders, together with remittaoc?
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE.
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

1Q13 James SV^h-P., 3-speed, Irea engine clutc,
J-*/ lamps, tax paid, etc., guaranteed sound, trial;
£25.-52, Finborougll Rd., S.W.IO. [2427

1 Q20 James 2-Btroke, 2-speed, all lamps, horn, knr-e
-•-/ giip.s, tax paid; £35, exchanges.—Homac's, 243.
Lower Clapton Ed., iS'.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [3469

1 Q16 4h.p. James Combination, Lucas dynamc
--«> lighting, good running order; ^52. Seen bv
appointment.—ifing, 4, Willow Walk, Cambridge.

[349'
TAj\£ES 21/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-3peed, rough-lookdng but^ perfect order, new chain, tyre, megneto: nearest
£18; any trial; appointment.—21, King's Rd., Ley-
tonstone. [3161

NEW 1922 model de Luxe James 7h.p. Combina-
tion; windscreen, spare wheel, child's dickey seat;

£160; easy payments, 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co..
Aston Rd., Birmingham. (.8614

TA.^IES Combination 4yh.p„ 3-speed, klci-staj-t. all-^ chain drive, Taji-Sad, luggage grid, accessories
and spares, excellent condition, any trial; £58.-33,
St. John's Av., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [3139

"I
22 7h.p. James Combination, spare wheel, dynamo

-L^ lighting, dickey seat, all on, tax and insurance
paid, cost nearly £200, done under 200 miles; sell
£150.-253, Munster Rd., Fulham. [2808

"I019 James Com-bLnation 4i4h.p., lamps, horn,
-*-^ speedometer, in splendid condition, insUTa,nce
policy; £63.—Croxlord, 461, Upper Richmond Rd.,
East Sheen. 'Phone: Richmond 322. [3«51

TAMES 3V2h.p. Twin, September, 1921, 3 speeds.
*^ clutch, kick-start, enclosed chain drive, semi-T.T.
handle-bars, Lucas big head lamp set (lit twice),
Lucas rear, separate generator, Stewart horn, Dunlop
tyres, full tool kit, repair outfit, spare valve com-
plete, chain links, plugs, ridden 3,000 miles, condi-
tion beautiful, licensed December 1922, insured
February, 1923, examination, trial bv appointment;
£82/10.—Lomax, John St., Heanor, No'tts. [2656

Sparr Pnrfs

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired

J ARIES Spares. Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [4830

WHITBYS.—Jumes spares, expert service.— 7, Tii-"

Vale, Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chis-;vick 1513. [9777

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Lightweight, l^Sh.p., good condition; £10.—
Surridge, Ongar, Essex. [3334

J.E.S. Lightweights
; place your order with the man

on the spot.— Gibb, Gloucester. [7546

Lea-Francis
1 Q20 Lea-Francis, 3y2h.p. Twin M.A.G. engine, chain
-^ t/ drive, kick-starter, good condition ; X50.

—

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3592

ACk GNS.—3^h.p. Lear-Francis, light sidecar, fully^v equipped, taxed; bargain.—W.J.C. Motor Ex-
change, 5, Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park
2071. [3472

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 3y2h.p. Combination, detach-
able wheels, kick-starter, lamps, screen, speedo-

meter, horn, etc., excellent order, low mileage, tax
paid, insured, overhauled; £75.~Write, K., 69, Eard-
ley Crescent, Earl's Court. [3638

Levis.

pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

POPULAR 2i4h.p. Single-gear Levis, £43; Model
S, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, £58; Model G, 247

CO., 2-speed, clutch, £61: kick starter £2 extra; easy
payments ^X extra; carriage paid to any address;
all models in stock for immediate delivery.-Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5881

LEVIS 1918 2^,4h.p., splendid running order: 24 ens.
-1, Priory Rd., Kew. [2833

LEVIS 1921 2i4h.p., in perfect condition, all on.—
Gilford, Overton, Hants. [3029

LEVIS 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, iust overhauled by makers;
£25, bargain.—Moss, Wem. ^ [1954

GIBB, Gloucester, Sole District Agent for Levis:
immediate delivery from stock. [7545

LEVIS late model. 2-speed, clutch, tax, insurance
paid; £37.—48, Percy Rd., N.12. [2531

LEVIS, very low, fast, powerful ; £28 ; trial.—57,
Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [2900

31.h.p. Levis, perfect running condition : £25, bargain.
4, —38, Almeric Rd., Battersea Rise. [2533

W'E are the Agents for London, S.W. Choose from
our stock.—Knight's. 126, Upper Tooting Rd.,

.t; W 17 [0778

LEVIS, 2-speed gear box, nice condition, late model;
bargain; accept £22/10.—Edwardes, 277, Cam-

berwell Rd., S.E. [3180

LB'VIS Popular, December, 1920, Lucas horn.
W.S.R. jet, little used; £35.-63, Burnt Ash

HiU, S.E. Alter 7. [2601

2ih.p. Levis, 2-speed, late model, fast, splendid con-

3 dition; first over £.zo secures bargain.—29,
Hendham Rd., Wandsworth Common. [3553

advertisement, and the date of the issue bsy
mnrlied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

FOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest 2-

stroke upon the road, send or call at Jones
Garage, The Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.lO. [0788

1 Q21 Levis 2Vth.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, perfect
JLt-' condition, lyres new, owner buying combination:
40 gns., bargain.-
6.W.2.

-Ashton, 29, Plato Rd., Brixton,
[2448

~| Q22 Levis, 2-speed, Stnrraey, hand clutch, for imnie-
-*-«' diato delivL-rv: £58 ; exchanges or deferred ^X
extra.—Homao's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone:
Dalston 2408. [3460

1 Q21V2 Levis, Stewart speedoioefer, Lucas lamp,
J-v horn, tools, footboards, good tyres, excellent
condition, as new, trial, cost £71; offers.—Holt, The
Bank, Kippax, Leeds. [2488

LEVIS new 1922 Models.—2V4h.p. Poimlar, £48;
S'^h.p., 2-speed a-nd ohitch, £58 ; Levis sports

model, £5-1 ; all models supplied on easy terms and
Bxchamge, one-fifUi da^Ti; also 2i4h.p. 192-1 Levis, tax
paid, all on, £37/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [3409

Spar Parts.

Quivers, 37,
[2497

LEVIS.—All spares or complete 1922 model cycles
from stock, carriage paid.—Jones' Garage, Broad-

way, Muswell Hill. N.lO. [0807

GODFREYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland SI., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all Levis spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0753

Lincoln=£Ik.
LINCOLN-EI.K 2";ih.p., 2-stroke; ,

Green St., Forest Gate, E.

L.M.C.

1 Q20 4h.p. L.M.C. Combination, lamps, horn, tools;
--•A £60. Seen by appointment.—King, 4, Willow
Walk, CanUjridge. [3495

Martinsyde.
MARTINSTDE 6h.p. Combination 1922, practically

new; £135.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [3256

1 Q22 Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination; £150. De-
-*-*' ferred terms.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finch-
ley Rd., London, N.W.3. [3380

MARTINSYDE.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—

Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [4835

pOBERTSUNS MoLora, Ltd., are the London iVlai

XV tinsyde Service Agents ; trial runs arranged

,

spares stocked.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. L608U

FOR a 1922 Martinsyde Si/oh-p. Sports or 6h.p.
Combination get in touch with the North Lon-

don agents, Jones Garage, The ±Ji-oaaway, Mi's 1

Hill, N.lO. [0789
Massey^Arran.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole DistncL
Agent tor Massey-Arrans; unequalled service, re-

pairs, etc. 1.3562
Matchless

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for Matchless in
Rotherham. [3310

to any
[7548

MATCHLESS, all models; free delivery
address.— (jiibb, Nortligute, Gloucester.

"( Q20 Matchless, spring frame model, complete, and
J-tf tax paid: £110.—Cross, Effingham Sq.. Rother-
ham.

-Ali

Cross, Effingham Sq., Rother-
[3313

modelsMATCHLESS, ,

arranged.—Agents, R. B. Clark and "Co., 7, Exhi-
bition Rd.. S.W.7.

MATCHLESS Combination, 1919,- Sh.p.,
condition ; any trials ; £90, bargain.-

Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13.

MATCHLESS
tK-ltiiplied with

Kays. 8.

from stock; exchanges"
'

'"'
" Exhi-

[7366

splendid
6, Boyne

[2446

Combination Sh.p. M.A.G, 1921,
lamps and speedometer; £105.-

Bond St., Ealing. [3257

LATE 1918 Matchless Combination, windscreen
speedometer, lamps, tools, etc., spare wheel; £75'

—5, Villas on the Heath, Hampstead. [2758

MATCHLESS H, 1920, fully equipped. Magdyno,
M.A.G. , Binks, perfect condition; £95 for quick

sale.-79, Edith Rd., W. Kensington. [2927

1021 Matchless-M.A.G., hood, screen, spare wheel,
J-t/ speedometer, good tyres, accessories, Binks,
taxed; £120.-4, Torrington Rd., Berkhamsted. [2402

1 Q21 • Matchless-M.A.G. Combination, Magdyno,
-i-»^ horn, speedometer, licensed, insured; £115.—
Neweuham, Midget, Raypark Av., Maidenhead. [2993

QHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in^ stock. Sporting models £130, standard models
£170.—A. J. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [0574

£150 is the price of a new Matchless Combination,
see our showrooms, all models in stock;

For any make of Motor-Cycle

WE ARE THE PEOPLE!!
i Our Motto : "A satis^ed customer

] is our best advertisement."

! YORKSHIRE MOTOR CYCLE AGENT

[

FOR AFTER-PURCHASE SERVICE.

SPECIAL HOLIDAY
offers

FOR HIRE PURCHASES.
I
12 Months'

118
Period add 4%

Either J or ^ deposit.
6%

I

MARTINSYDES

6 H.P.

] SPORTS
'comb.

rmi Cash Price £145, or^ £S0 10 down, & 12 Payments £8 8 0, orH £37 15 „ ,, „ „ £9 9 0, or
[l£51 7 „ „ 18 „ £5 15 0.

OUR SPECIAL LINE.
nHJ Martinsyde 6 h.p., light sports outfit,

fB Quite similar to above. Not inter-wheels,
\mn £135, or on above terms. I

iffleh.p. Martinsyde Standard Comb.,£15D,or [

S^£52 down & 12 Payments £8 14 0, or I

yafi39 „ „ „ „ £9 15 0, or[
£53 „ „ 18 „ £5 18 0.

in Martinsyde 3; h.p. (ideal for Solo), £98, r

or on above terms. \

m

] MAETraSYDE, CONNAUGHT, ENFIELDS, A.J.S.,

I
HAZLEWOOD, LEA FRANCIS, MASSEY-ARRAN,
RALEIGH. HOBART MOTOR CYCLES, ETC.

I
T.B. 3-WHEELER.

payments.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd.,

S li.p. Water-coole 1 , Spare
Wheel, Lamps, etc., £200
or £70 down and 12 pay-

ments of £11 10.

Our " After-Purcbase-ServiCB " Ensares you

B satisfaction.

WATSON CAIRNSLtd.

M^

"The Progressive Yorltsliire Agents."

Lower Brigrtate, Leeds.
cash or
S.W.17

I Q21 Matchless Combination, Magdynamo lighting n 'phoneJ-*/ set, electric horn, hood -and hood cover, etc., nfu ^-^o-in 1 Jpd's.
mileage about 4,000, in perfect mechanical condition; 11111*^^^^ j-ccua.

£115. — Pei-rin's Motor Garages, Ltd., Marsh Lane,
Southampton. [2442

b58 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

'Grams. |

Watson Cairns, Briggate, Leed^,
[]

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

£35 Secures Combination, fit and ready lor any toui
1913 Matchless-Jap e-ffh.p. twin, bub gears, kicli

starter, wicker sidecar.—96, Bosfcock Av., Northampton
[246:

~l Q21 dynamo lighting Matobless Combinatioi
Xt^ magneto, dash, i^indscreen, exceptional condit^n
cost £250, eaciifice 118 gna,—67, Fernlea Kd., Ba
hnm. [324

MATCHLESS. Matchless.—Seabridge can suppl;
'

you and take your old machine in exchange.-
Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Duiwich. Sydenhan
2452. [694(

TASSELL, la Bloomfleld Rd., Plumstead, fo

Mntchless Combination; deterred payments
spares ai all dates ; trade supplied where agents no
appoints. [224,

MATCHLESS late 1920, spring frame, spare whet
and tyre, equipped reganiUess of expense, comolet .

combination as new; £109.-3, isorbury Parade, Xoi
bniy, S.W. [324

1 Q22 Matchless Combination, spring frame, sporti
JLt7 model, new, unused, shop-soiled only, list prici

£165; to clear, £150.—Clarke's, 98, London Rd., 8t
Albans, Herts. [254(

3 ill. p. twin Maichless-.Tap, o.h.v. sports model, a
2 used 1914 T.T., 3 speeds, clutch, too fast fo

owner; ta.t paid; trial, £35.—110, Cornwall Rd,
Brixton, S.W. [3541

MATCHLESS 1918 Combination, new 2-seater side

car. Easting screen, spare wheel, new tyres, re

liable touring machine; £96.—Hoar, 8, Atwell Rd.
Peckham, S.E.15. [2841

-| Q22 Model J Matchless-M.A.G., speedometer, East
J-t? ing, spare wheel, lamps, won 3 gold medals
Ijerfect condition, cost £200; lowest £140.—Rogers, 29
Sydenham Hill, S.E. [249J

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, Rh.p

J.A.P., dvnamo lighting, electric horn, speedo

meter, hood, tax paid, peifect; £130.—Lucking, 15'

Oxford Rd., Colchester. [239(

ATCHLESS 6h.p. C.B. Combination, Tan-Sad, 3

speed Sturmey-Archer gear box, speedometer, elec

trie lighting, just overhauled; £90, or near offer.-69

Tilehurst Rd., Reading. [266£'

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, 1922, licensw

to December 31st, perfect and indistinguishabli

from new, mileage negligible; £150; approval any
wh£re; owner purchased car.—The Layton Garages

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [334i-

MATOIDLES-S Sh..p., Model H, 19>21, Lucas Mag
dyiuo lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, horn.

2 spare W'heeis, and fidlv equipped; £110; guaranteet

perfect order, tax paid to December.—The Bat Motor

Co., 2, King^vood Rd., Penge. [320J

MATCHLESS Combination, August, 1921, licensed'

December 3Ist, M.A.G. engine, spare wheel, wii^ji

screen, all accessories, perfect order throughout, pri

vately owned; £135.—Can be seen at Garage, 18, Dowr
St.. Piccadilly, W.l., at any time. [2504

MATOHiJLESS Combination, Sept., 1921. M.A.G
engine, fully equipped, Magdyno lighting, speedo

meter, horn, spare wheel, -hood, windoreen, etc., per

lect touring condition, done 1,200 miles; £150, oi

near offer.—.Box 2720, c/o The Motor Cycle. [348C'

20 Matchless Model H - Combination, recentl;

overhauled, splendid order, Magdyno lighting

Easting, latest Binks, speedometer, legshiolds, spari

wheel, two new tyres; cheap, £110.—E. A. G., 31

Anerley Park, S.E.20. 'Phone: Central 2475. [343:.

NEW" 8h.p. 1922 Match.ess Combination. 2-seate;

model, spring frame, £187; Sh.p. staud^iu-d mudeL
£170; sports model, £160; easy payments one-fiffJ

down, remainder in 12 equal monl.hly p^iyments o;

more.—Wanchu|- -"s. 9, Slic^ Lane. 'Phone; Holboi'J

5777. [34U

MATCHLESS 1919 Combination, just lately re

turned from Colliers, brand new special body i

upholstered in leather, etc., interchangeable wlieelt-

spare wheel, complete,, equipped, all new tyres, spares

etc., tax paid; £110.—Robini, 1, Tulse Hill, BrixtoD
S.W.2. [343'

MATCHLESS Specialists.—Wanted, your presen

- motor cycle in part excbange for any new mod*

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Bes

prices allowed for second-hand machLnes. Deferre

payments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's, S

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [732

MATCHLESS Combinations.—T. J. Ross,' of 86. HiR
Rd., Lee, S.E. ('pliane Lea Green 774), will \)

pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery

Exchanges and deferred payments arranged ; demol
stration model always in stock. Purchasers taugb

free. Large assortment of new and second-hand mote
cycles always in stock. [566

22 Matchless Combination, H.2, M.A.G., Binks

Lucas dynamo lighting, rear drive speedometer
legshields, Lucas horn, sidecar screen, spare whee

(un-used), sidecar step, luggage carrier, spare petro

carrier, tools, tax paid and £12 insurance, absolutel:

as brand new and guaranteed perfect, mileage 1,700

any trial, just over 2 months old; cost £232; accep

£155, rock bottom.^S-tcckwell, Elstree. Nutfield Rd,

Redhill. [320'

19=

19^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

P. and M.

920 P. and M., srleiitlid condition; £50.—E.iys. 8,

Bond St., Elding. ,

[3261

920 P. nnd M. ComWnotion, fullr equipped; £75.—
Kars, 8, Uond St., Ealiiig. 1326L

». aaid M., late, W.D., 2-speed. kici-start; £25.-1.
Springfield Park Ores., CaUord, S.E.6. [3136

lih.p. 1919 P. and M. Solo, iully equipped; £55,—
'a Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. {3415

>. and M. 1919 Combination, excellent condition;

£15.—Clark, 7. E.xhibicion Rd., S.W.7. 12183

J. and M. 1918 Solo, in good running order; £30.—
. Miles, 11, Cliichester Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [3550

MMEDIATELY From Stock, 1922. 4-speed P. and
M. combination; £130.—Cough's, Gloucester.

[3052

919 P. and M., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, and horn,

tax paid; ie38.—198. King St., Hammersmith
[2835

>. and M., late R.A.F.; £25; 2-speed, kick start--

Bailey's Garage, 25D, London Bd., Forest Hill,

E. [2419

>. and M. 3'Ah.p., 2-spced, 1917, good condition.

. C.A.V. magneto; £26/10.-P.. Willcocks, Datchet

neks. [3039

J, and M. Combination, 1919, overhauled perfect

throughout, all on; £50.-50, Haverstock Hill,

.W.3. [2941

>. and M., 1918, lamps, horn, spares, tax paid;
. ride away; sacrifice, £35, or best.—43A, Tennyson
d.. Kilburn. [1062

920 P. and M. SV'h.p., excellent condition; will

take £27/10.—Motorists' Advisory Agency,

td., 89, Wigmore St., W. [24o3

3. and M. Combination, SVoh.p., 1918, in good run-
ning order; accept £40, or nearest offer.—33,

[arket Sq., Leighton Buzzard. [2577

OENOVATED P. and JNI.'s 1918, guaranteed
L*' machines; £45: immediate delivery.—Inman,
turham Rd.. Seaforth, Liverpool. [1011

I

Q18 P. and M. Combination, speedometer, lamps,
Lv horn, excellent condition

'^'

'

hristchurch Rd., Bournemouth.
£55.-244, Old

[2450

3. and M. Combination, late, mechanically perfect,

fast and reliable, fully equipped, coachbuilt sidecar

;

50.—37, RednaJl Ter., Hammersmith. [3123

G^.O.C.H. have 1918 P. and -M. combination, fully

- equipped, excellent condition ; special bargain.

5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Tube). [2718

D. and M. Combination, 19i8, JKl'-P-i clutch, good
^ order, running, tyres nearly new, enamel good,

11 on; £45, offer.—54, Ballater Rd., Acre Lane, S.W.2.
[2708

P.
and M., 1918, splendid condition, tyres new, tax
paid; £37; any trial; after 7.30, if Sunday be-

ore 1.30.—66. Seaford Rd., West Ealing (Northfields

nation). [2780

P.
and M. Combination. 1920, electric, speedometer.
Easting, beautiful condition, standard sidecar;

largain, £65, or near; after 5.—113, Broivning Rd.,

Janor Park. [3552

P.
and M. 1917 Combination, electric lighting,

speedometer, etc.; £52.—Bice, Ltd., 13-15-16.

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

ivenue 5548. [0068

P.
and M. Combination, SVih.p.. 2 speeds, clutch^

kick-start, late model, tax paid, lamps, Klaxon,
lew tvres, excellent order; S40.—68, Gloucester Rd.,

Regent's Park. [2361

P.
and M. SVA.p., 2-speed, hajidle-starter, just re-

novated, taxed, lamps, tools and sidecar fittings ; first

heqne £27/10 secures.—S. Dickens, Manor" Farm,
Jrimscote. Towcester. ^ [3196

LATE 1919 P. and M. solo ox combination, perfect.

expert examination, engine No. A8045, tax paid,

iolo £60, combination £57/10.-31, Elm Street, Heb-

.nim Colliery-on-Tyne. [2551

I Q17-18 P. and M. Combination, lamps, horn, tax
!-«/ paid, in good condition; private owner; £40.
-Clark, c/o Shepherds' Garage, Enfleld Highway,
rel. : Waltham X 31. [0906

P.
and M., R.A.P. model, sports sidecar, footboards,

kick-start, fully equipped, excellent condition;

E4S, or offer, or would consider exchange.—'Write,
3.H.. 7, Trafalgar Sq., Chelsea. [2925

P.
and M. 1919, overhauled by makers, new Mill-

ford sidecar, Bluemel's screen, luggage carrier, all

)n, tvres perfect, licence paid; absolute bargain, 60

nis.—308, King's Rd., Chelsea, S.W. [3142

£38.—P. and M. 1918, excellent condition, lamps.
Klaxon, aluminium chain guards, plated exhaust,

jpare sprockets, taxed- to December; or exchange
Wooler.—103, St. Albans Av., Chiswick. [3162

1 019 P. ^ud M. Combination, new condition, bul-
Xt/ boUi sidecar, little and carefully used, trial

run, £59; also lightweight, 2-speed, £25; privately

owned; no dealers; buying car.—35, Bective Rd., Put-
ney. [2606

All letters relating to advertisements
Motor CycUs

IS THE p^INEST R.OAD S.^ARCHLIGHT

THE ACE OF LAMPS. Manufactured by us
in 4 Different Sizes.

F R S

STREAMLINE SET
|

Major, No. loi - 90/-

Big, No. r04 - - 63/-

Jtmior, No. 105 - 45/-

Midget,No.lo6-21/9

A Set tor Every Requirement

P p_g
THE UNIVERSAL HORN

M/CYCLE HORNS

X'o.ciS, 13" long- 10/6

.. 00,15" ..
-16/3

Mated tor its Tone and Finish.

jo; F.R.S.

MOTORCYCLE
I

LICENCE HOLDER
5/- 5/6

F.R.S.

MOTORCYCLE
TAIL LAMP

Thousands in Daily Use all over the Kingdom.

Complete in al!

detail with
s-way Y piece
and necessary
Rubber Tubing

F.R.S.

Combination '

ACETYLENE
SETS

No. 150 (Major)

7/10/0

No. rsi (Big)

6/13/0

Ko. 152 (Junior)

5/17/6

The Ideal Acetylene Set for All-night Runs.
2 Models with 7" Head Lamps and 4 v, 40 or

6 V. 50 Accumulators.

Complete Set No. 201

7/0/0
Ditto No. 204 7/18/0

F.R.S.

Combination -^

B ELECTRIC SETS

2 Models with /V
Head Lamps and
4 V. 40 or 6 V. 50

Accumulators.
Complete Set No. 202

7/10/0
Ditto No. 203 8/8/0

Just switch on—and the F.R.S. Beam is there

:

_ Set No. 304 7"

Head Lamp, 4V.25
Accumulator - 5/7/6

Set No. 305 ?i"
Head Lamp, 4V.25
Accumulator - 5/17/6

F R S
Solo ELEGTRJC SETSi

Note how the Accumu-
lator is carried on the

middle of the machine.

Our Latest Catalogue with the Greatest of Pleasura.

SUPER DYNAMO
Supplied complete or

I

separately with any of

our Electric Combina-
tion Sets.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

1Q20 p. and M.
-L«/ maker?, 1922

Combination, renovated 1922
- . pioc-kets fitted, Lucas fitting^.

Easting, Binks, mudshields, good tyres, condition a-
new

; £87; exchange solo.—2, Ida Grove, Stourl^n.
Leeds. [2385

"I
Q20 P. and M. Sporting Combination, Swan sidecar.

-Lt/ fully equipped, tax paid, in excellent condition
throughout; i;70, or near offer.—Kenneth Kemp and
Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaugbt St., Marble Arcli.

W.2. Padd. 1177. [3349

SpnTf I'tnti

:

and M. Spares Specialist- Stamp brings list.—

Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. [1010

and M. Spares.—All parts In stock at low prices.

—Bailev's Garage, 25d. Ix>ndon Rd., Forest Hill,

[2418

and M.—All parts in stock for P. and M.'s; send
stamp.—P. and M. Specialist, H. Beardwood. 147.

Turlington St., Liverpool. [0839

Paragon.

1 Q22 2'/oh.p. Paragon, 2 speeds, kick-starter, spring
j-*J frame, lamp sets and tax paid, quite new;

P
P
S.E.

P

£40.—Walbro
Phone : 45.

Motor Cycle Co.. Saffron Walden.
[2589

F.R.S. LAMPS Ltd.,
Beam Works, Vere St., BIRMINGHAM.

-DEPOTS—London—7. GrapeSt. (off Shaftesbury Av.,

Belfast—G. Beers, 11-13, Bedford Street

GlasFOW—R. H. Woodside. 65, West Regent St.i

P. and S.

P.
and S. 1920 Villiers, 2-apeed, born, ©leotric head
lamp, Tan-Sad, not done 3,000 miles, perfect:

£42.—Bixon, 79, Carshalton Park Rd., OarshaLton;
or ring : Victoria 7042. [3204

Peugeot
OlO.—5h.p. twin Peugeot, fine running order, spring^ forks, tax paid.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [3021

6h.p. Peugeot Combination, good condition, tax paid,
drive away; bargain, £26.—Calvert, 164, Borough,

S.E.I. [2646
Premier.

PREMIER 7-9h.p., cylinder and all fittings, guaran-
teed all new and perfect; £7- the lot.—Box 2711,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [3489

PREMIER S^/^h.p. Combination, Easting, accessories,
£50; in perfect condition.— 17, Victoria Rd.,

Kilburn, N.W. {2 knocks.) [2939

PREMIER SJJh.p., 2-speed gear bos, Bosch, B. a:id

B., quick detachable sidecar. Easting Royal wind-
screen, electric lighting, trial; £45.—Parsons, 21, Rye-
croft St., Fulham. [2710

PREMIER, 1914, 2-speed, countershaft and clutch,
coachbuilt sidecar, good condition, fully equipped,

t-ax paid; great bargain, £32 /lO.—Longman Bros.. 17.
Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing 689. [3607

Spnrr Parts

:

PREMIER.—AH parts in stock, by return service.—
Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.

'Phone: 1945. [3089

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the
mo'^t competent firm to supply spares and execute

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.
We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
world. We are the only traders who can claim to
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices

are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us full requirements; you will receive our reply per
return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
Spa. [ii67

Priory.

PRIORY 1922 Models; wonderful value; 2%h.p.
J.A.P., 2-speed. K.S.. 52 gns.; 2%h.p. 2-stroke.

2-speed, £38; write for specification.—R. B. Clark and
Co.. 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7365

P.V.

P.V. 1919 spring frame, 2-speed, Villiers, full equip-
ment.—Offers, Oracknell, 2, Stamford Grove West,

Clapton N.16. Let 'em all come. [2536

P.V. Spring Frame Combination, Bh.p. J.A.P.,
N.S.tl. gear, coach underslung sidecar, equipped

;

£26.—" Cranleigh," College Slip, Bromley, Kent.
[2753

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experience-

with Quadrants. [9925

QUADRANT New 1922 4V2b.p. Chain Drive
Combination in stock; £105.—Moss, Wem. [1955

g Q20 4h.p. Quadrant, very nice order, 3-Epeed. K.S.
i-tt? and clutch; £55.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.

[2630
ONCE Used for demonstration.—1922 3-speed all-

chain Quadrant combination; £100.—Gongh's,
[5053

£75.—Clifford
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

[2202
late 1920 chain-drive Combination.

Gloucester

"ORAND New 1921 "IVjh.p. Quadrant
Wilson Co.

QUADRANT „._
scarcely used; £62.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

£60.-1920 4V'>h.p. Quadrant combination^
horn, overhauled.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, Westhorn

minster Brid; ;e Rd., S.E.I.

[2182

lamps.
West
[3619

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

£85.—1922 4¥'h.p, Quadi-ant combination, mileage
under 1,000—Cliflord Wilson Co., 177. West-

minster Bridge Rd., S.B.I.
.
[2201

FRANK WHITWOBTU, Ltd., Distributors, 139,
New St., Birmingham.—Quadrant £100 4y2h.p.

Combination, delivery from stock. [0767

£35.-1914 A'/^h.p. Quadrant combination, electric

lamps, liorn, speedometer, liood.—Clifford Wilson
Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I. [2200

4 ill. p. 1922 Quadrant Combination, 3-speed, kick-
3 starter, all-chain drive; £105; your old motor

cycle taken in excha-nge, remainder on easy terms.-
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3416

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and spare part stockists; deferred
payments ; exchanges ; all models in stock. Special
insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.

—

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone : Hop 210.

[9926

Badco.
22 (May) Radco, 2-stroke, 2-speed, slightly used

;

£37; licensed.-Surridge, Ongar, Essex. [3333

£17.—Radi'O 2'/4h.p., good going order, good tyres,

and lamps, taxed.—S. Garner, Chequers Rd.,
Preston, Hitchin, Herts. [2466

CLEARANCE of shop-soiled models; single speed,

£32; 2-speed, £42; easy payments, 4% extra.

—

Premier JVIotor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8615

Raleigh.
TJREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of 2%ih.p. 4-stroke lightweisht
2.speed, £68; 3-speed, £73; also 6-6h.p. flat twin.

spring frame, detachable wheels, solo, £130; sidecar

rcinbination. £165; easy payments, 4 per cent, extra:

free delivery tc any address.—^The Premier Motor Co..

Astun Rd.. Birmingham. [0866

RALEIGH 1922 2%h.p., brand new; £65.—Clark, 7,

Exhibition Rd„ S.W.7. [3612

RALEIGH 2%h.p. 2-speed Sports Model; £65.—
Gitford, Overton, Hants. [3028

RALEIGH 2">ih.p., K.S., 2-speed, in stock; £68.—
Plant, Pcnkridge, Staffs. :[2395

RALEIGH New 1922 2%h.p. Lightweight in stock;
no waiting; £68.—Moss, Wem. [1956

RALEIGH 2%h.p. Demonstration Model, 3-speed

. clutch; £70.—W. Cowell, Northallerton. [2691

22 2';ih.p. Kaleighs, 3-speed; £73; in stock.—
Guivers, 37, Green St., Forest Gate, E. [2496

RALEIGHS.—All models; delivery now.—Barlow
and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.

- [3693

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing 14836

t 0^2 2%h.p. Raleigh, S.A. 2-speed; £68. Deferred
JLt? terms.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, i'inohley

Rd., London, N.W.3. [3382

RALEIGH Specialists.—All lightweight models
actually in stock, including 3h.p. combination;

exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3359

IMMEDIATE Delivery Raleigh, all models in stock

:

5-6h.p. £130, combination £165; 2i4h.p. £68,
£73; 3h.p. combination, £103; cash or deferred pay-

ments 4% extra.—Mitchell Garage, Roundhay Rd.,

Leeds. [0890

RALEIGH 3b.p. and 2^h^. models in stock for

immediate delivery. Best prices allowed on
second-hand machines in part payment; spare parts
in stock.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd„ W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3358

RALEIGH 2^h.p. Lightweight, 2-speed model.
£68; ditto 3-speed, £73; 3h.p,, 2-speed, £75;

ditto 3-speed, £83; your old machine taken in part

payment, and the balance if oece-ssary paid iu 12, 15,

or 18 months' instalments.—Apply London Motors,
61, Ilolborn Viaduct. [3634

Readin^=Staiidard.

TO 16 7-9h.p. Reading-Standard Combination, great
-L«? bargain; £56.—Eoss, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2632

READING - STANDARD Combination, 8-lOh.p.,
1921, dynamo, Plus One sidecar, single or double-

seater at will, hood, screen, many spares; £95.—Jaanes.
C'o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [3629

Re.x.

EX 7h.p. 1920 Combination, perfect order; £90.—
Ratclil'fe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [3288

h.p. Rex Combination, new condition; bargain, £25.
Fisher. Springwell Rd,, Heston, Hounslow.

[2958
"O EX 6-8h,p Twin Combination, excellent condition.
XV licensed, insured, hood, screen; £50.—14, Meyler
St., Tonyrefail, Glamorgan. [2667

£26.—Rex Combination 5-6h.p., 2-speec], tax paid,
fully equipped, coachbuilt sidecar, trial willingly.

—406, Gariatt Lane, Earlsflcld. S.W. [3526

19

6

In Busy and

Populous

South Wales

The SouthWales
Branch

of

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSUR.\NCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Head Office: 77, CHE.APSIDE, LO.N^DON, E.C.2

is situated at

15, High Street,

CARDIFF
Telephone: CARDIFF 4136.

—a convenient centieforthe whole District.

Applications for "The Motor
Cycle " and " The Autocar

"

policies are invited from South
Wales Agents.

These should be addressed to

the Cardiff Branch, the Manager
of which will be pleased to

give any information that may
be desired.

Every assistance is rendered

to agents in securing business,

and the specialised organisation

of the Company is placed at

their disposal for the settlement

of claims or difficulties.

N.B.—"The Motor Cycle'' policy is authorised
and approved by "The Motor Cycle," with
which The Autocar Fire & Accident In-

surance Company is closely associated. The
conditions of the policy are complete and
comprehensive, and the issuing Company
enjoys a high reputation for generous and
prompt settlement of claims, and for ef&cient

service to policy-holders at all times.

WRITE TO-DAY.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Hex.

£50.—Eex-Jap Combination Gh.p., Easting sat'c
good tyres, lamps, horn, in good condition.—

1

Goninge Park Parade, Tooting Junction, S.W. 17. [25?

T> EX-ACME 1922 Jamous Impy 4h.i). J.A.P. eor
-*-V binution, dynamo lighting, all on model, as nt'
rlimb anftbins-.—Write, 25, Kingsbjy Avenue, W«
Ealing', London. - [25i

Q.^lip. Rex-Acme Combination, Blackbuvne engiii.
'^4 new, fast, just delivered ex works, 3 spee<I
Sturmey-Archer gear, kick-starter aud hand-controlk
clutch ; £96/15 ; exchange and ea.sy terms.—Wai
fhi^pe's, 9, Shoe Lane, Landun. [3T1

Roc.

ROC 4h.p., 2-sijeed, free engine, good order; £12/li .

-1, Springfield Park Crescent. Catford, 8.E.6. '<

[242

Rover.
£24.—-Rover S^.^h.p., beautiful condition; great ba

gain.—57, Kenbuiy St., Camberwell, London.
t29D

ROVER 1920 SVsli-P- T.T. Philipson, fully equipuei
perlert condition; £54.—Tinson, Ronaldn, Static

Rd., Netley. [30S

31.h.p. Rover, 1914, single-speed model, road racei
2 £57/10; easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Sh(

Latie, London. -

-
[341

T.T. Rover-Philipson, £40, taxed year, lamps, toe!
belt, carrier, good coudition.—Rodgers, Pipe Lan

Staveley, Derbv. [252

~| Q20 SV^b.p. Rover, semi T.T., 3-speed, K.S. an
-fc-tr clutch, accessories, very fast; £60.—Ross, 3l

High Rd., Lee. [262'

ROVER 1920 3V^h.p.. 3-speed countershaft, clutcl
kick-starter, completely equipped, perfect; £60.-

180, Grangehill Rd., Eltham. [287

1 Q[14 syoh.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, tax(?'a', pe
Xt/ t-ect condition; £42 ; will separttt^, genuiue.-i

Laing. 11, Eaunocb Rd., Eulham. [312

ROVER 3V-.'b.p., all-chain drive, 3-speed, new, ai

used, shop-soiled; to clear, £85.—Clarke's, 9i

London Rd., St. Albans, Herts. [254

"DOVER SU'ii-P- Sports model, 3-speed, clutch, di;

IX wUeels, fully equipped, perfect condition; £4.7.-i

15, Camden Gro^e, Chistehurst. [241

KOVER S'.jh.p. Countershaft Combination, SLS;
clutch, little used; 55 gns., or exchange.—5, Te

race Garage, Turnham Green Terrace, Ohiswick. [33V

X^ 55.—Rover Combination 5-6h.p., all-chain, ful^ equipped, smart sidecar, windscreen, speedomete
ready tor bolidaj'^.-406, Gari-att Lane,. Earlsfteld, S.A^

[352

ROVER 1919 3-speed Combination, fully equippe(
£68; 1914 SVah.p. 3-speed, overha-uled, ua

ohanically excellent, £28.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed'
S.W.7. [217

ROVER 1920 3%h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutcl
kick-start, fully equipped, tax, insurance, fas;

silent, in splendid condition; £60.—Downs, Glemsforc
Suffolk. [3051'

SACRIFICE, 5-6h.p. Rover Combination late ISl^"
3-speed, count-erahatt, clutch, idlo 1921-22, uiiln

age 1,400; bargain £60.—Pye, 152, St. Peter's S1

Lowestoft. - [3^c

£50.—Rover combination, 3^/^h.p., 1915-16, counte:
shaft, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter, fallh

equipped, splendid condition; exchanges.—65^, Sol'oi

Rd., Brixton. [317

"I Q2I, July, 5-6-h.p. Rover, Grindlay Tourist sid
Xt/ car. Easting Royal_windscreen, luggage grii

lamps, horn, mirror, as new; cost £190. OHers.-
Huddleston, 98, Hawcoat Lane, Barrow-in-Fumess.

[25£

ROVER 5-6h.p., 1919, Burlington Birdcatcher sid>

car. Rover chassis, Lucas lamps, Watford speedi
meter, Capac carburetter, legshields, smart tumou
winner of medals and best kept machine prize r'

cently; £100; after 7 p.m.—70, Woodcote Rd., Wa'
lington, [292

5 -eh. p. Rover Combination, late 1920, special iSf
ford sidecar, spring chain drive, Lucas lightin

and horn, Cowey speedometer, Cameo, large hooi
luggage grid, built in chassis, kit of tools, and man
spares, done under 3,000, all as good as new; £15(:
or nearest.—Cooper, 41, Hornington Rd. North, Bu
ton-on-Trent. [248

s iinrc Parts : ,

ROVER Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays,
Bond St., Ealing. |;4J

Royal Ruby.

ROYAL RUBYS.—Prompt delivery from Bark
and Son. Monton. Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles. [36!

"I Q18 Sh.p. Royal Ruby, like new, 3-speed, K.S. an
±.Xf clutch; bargain, ^65.—Ross. 86, High Rd., te'

[2621

ROYAL RUBY Combination, hood, screen, efe^'

perfect; any trial; £80 for quick sale.—L.M
Claremont, Colnbrook. [266'

ROYAL EUEY Combination 1919 8h.p. .T.A.P., cor

plete for anv journev: 95 gns., or near of^er^—

Uundalk Ed., Brockley, S.E.4. [.^2:

b62 All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by. private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
, Triumph.

FFRA Motor Irish M.T. Surplus.

GNS. Monthly.—Deposit £16/7/7 secures connter-
shiilt Triumph motor cycle, reconstructed, stove
melled, and finished in makers' colours, Bosch
gneto, new tyres, tubes, guaranteed ? months:
ll i£60.—EHra Motor Works, 59-63, High-st., Clap-
a. S.W. 'Phcne: Brixton 1115 [2333

HEJUER Motor Co. lor 1922 Triumphs.

JMEDIATB delivery of type H, 4h.p., 3-speed.
£105; type S.D.. chain drive, £115; type R.,

h.p.. overhead valve, £120: type L.W., lightweight,
5; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 per
t. extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premiei:
tor Co., Aston Ed.. Birmingham. [0867

a21 Triumph Combination: £97/10.—Kays. 8. Bond
J St., Euling. [3263

C|19 Triumph, very fast, smart- £47/10.-67, Fernlen
t/ Rd., Bulh.am. [3247

£52.—Ross, 86,
[2623

3 16 4h.p. Triumph Combination;
High Kd., Lee.

IRIUMPH 4h.p., CD.,
Garages, OxEord.

£100.—The Morris
[3267

Countershaft Triumph;
High Bd., Lee.

perfect condition; £17/10.—
[3541

bargain, £40.—Ross.
[2628

lEIUlIPH 3',l.h.p. 1911
1. Priory Jpd., Kew.

[EW Triumphs.—All models in stock at list prices.
I —Ross, 86, High Bd., Lee. [2640

IRIUMPH. S'.Ah.p., 1913, clutch model; £25. offer.
—17, Elmstone Rd., Fulham. [2512

'RIUMPH. 1913, clutch, exceptional condition; any
trial; offers.—1, Priory Rd., Kew. [2834

IRIU.WPH 4h.p., S.D., 1921, new condition; £110.—Evans and Sons, Stone, Staffs. {1345

919 Triumph, 3-speed, K.S.. clutch, all on, spare
tube, belt, chain, perteci; £65.

QIS Triumph, 3-speed, K.S., clutch, all on, splen-^ did condition; £50.—Croxford, The Motor Cycle
luse. 461. Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14
loi.e : RiclLmoud 322. [3653

QlS^Tnumph Combination, _splendid condition:
£62/10.—Eays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [3265

and as
[2877

iE4B.—
[2949

Bound,
[5239

ilh.p. Triumph, Grado gear, jnst overhauled, last-
'i £30.—Scnanee, Oallington, Cornwall. [3037

^BIUMPH-EICARDO in stock; £120.-Premier
Molor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0868

918 4L.p. countershaft Triumph, perfect
new; £55.-9, Church Ed.. Harlesden.

Q18 Countershaft Triumph, new condition" 24, Balliol Bd., North Kensington.

TEW 41j.p. Triumph, model H, in stock.-
' Gariige, 223, High Ed., Kilburn, N.W.
Q13 3i,oh.p. Triumph, 3-speed, complete, lamps,
«^ etc.; £28. -Cross, Agent, Botherham. [3314
*14.—3'.jh.p. Triumph, m.o.v., Bosch, B. and B.,
^ good running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [3023

919 4h.p. Triumph Combination, full accessories,
tax paid; £77.^-Eoss, 86, High Bd., Lee. [2622

1BIU.MPHS.—Prompt delivery and service.—Barlow
. and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.

[3692
iRtUMPH C.S. 1921, engine and gear, perfect,
- new condition; £65.—91a, Oakfield Ed., Penge.

[3518
^BOSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for the Trusty
-^ Tjriuraph for Botherham ; all models from stock.

[3312
Q22 4h.p. Triumph Combination, full accessories,f like new. tax paid; £120.—Boss, 86, High Ed

,

•e. [2621

fast, pull two; lightweight or
Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-

'1. [2901
QlS^rinmph Combination, 4h.p., all on, excellent^ condition; £60.-96. Hornsey Lane, Highgate,
.6. [2477
h.p. Countershaft Triumphs, from £46/10, good

' condition.—2, Fortune Gate Bd., Harlesden,
W.IO. [3538

JABY Triumph, late 1921. beautiful order, com-
plete; real bargain, first £39 cash.-89, East Hill,

andsworth. [2935

918 Triumph Combination, overhauled and reno-
v.ited. any trial :£60,—Adams, 120, Sutherland

i., Croydon. [3253
"lEIUMPH Junior, 1922 model; £65. Deterred
- terms.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Kd.,
indon, N.W.3. [3383
^OFFAT, Yeovil, Official Triumph Service Aeents.—
'X 1922 models from stock: exchanges; all spare
irts. 'Phone; 50. - [5725
GODFREY'S, Ltd.—Triumph 1919 4h.p., type H,
^ excellent condition, guaranteed: £72.—208, Great
)rtland St., W.l. [2362

918 Countershaft Tniunph, fully equipped, taxed;
£45; combination, £55.-11, Blet^ynden Mews,

uneaster Ed. W.ll. [3564

IRIUMPH, £22,
cycle part.—57,

—to secure what he is out for.

In the A.C.U. Midland Centre Open Trial, Mr.
Gus Kuhn, riding a 4 h.p. Burlington Recon-
ditioned Douglas was successful in being
awarded a GOLD MEDAL, thus maintaining
the high standard of reliability of the Burling-
ton Douglas.
This endeavour well supports our claim that

Burlington Reconditioned Douglases are equal
in performance to new machines.

BUELIHGTON RECONDITIONED DOUGLAS

4 h.p. 5-speed K/S and clutch, fully equipped Solo

Cash Price 75 Gns.

Combination with new Burlington No. 2 Touring Side-

car complete with storm apron.

Cash Price 93 Gns.

We shall ie more than pleased to forward yon full

soecitication of the above machine. EASY PAYMENTS
CAN NOW BE ARRASGED FOR EITHER 12 OR
i.8 MONTHS.= "

BURLINGTON
UNDERSmELD

for

TRIUMPHS.

Can be fitted by any
amateur in a few
minutes. They are

stove enamelled and
add to the appear-

ance of the machine.

Protects your engine
and yourself against

mud.

Price 6/6 each.

Postage 1/3.

FOOTBOARDS for 2J h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglases;

covered with lino; brass beading; with cUps
1 2/6 per pair. Postage i/6.

SPARES.—If it's for a Douglas, toe hnve it.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON MOTOR CYCLE Co., Ltd.

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COmMON, S.W.4.

Plione ; Bri-vton 2417. Wires: Burlington Motors, Claph.Tm,

Just byClapham Common Linderground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

2 lb. p. Tiiumiih,
4 bfiipiin £37/10.-

cf'iiditinn a

... __ -Uliind
Eiisholme, ilimchesfei.

new, fully equipped

:

and Co., Stone iMuce.
[2734

1 022 Triumph Combination, brand new throughout.
-*-<^ Coupette sidecar, genuine Coventry machine;
£ 125 ; exchanges.—Below.

1Q22 Triumph Combination, all-chain, Counsttc
J-*^ side.-ar; £135; brand new throughout; ' will
separate; £135.

"I Q20 Triamph 4h.p., countershaft, specially tuned,^^ aluminium discs, lamps, tax paid, fast, guar-
anteed; £70.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 1353. L3655

1 Q18 4h.p. Countershalt Triumph, superb condi-
-*-^ tion ; snip, £49 ; seen any time.—100, Hand-
croft Rd., West Croydon. [2869

TRIUMPH, 1920, 3-speed, clutch. K.S., splendid
condition; exchange lightweight and cash.—Sut-

ton. Pillory St., Nantwich. [2654

TRUJMPHS. 1917, 1918, countershaft, 3-speed.
K.S., equip-ped, from £45.-204, Ladbroke Gri ve,

VV.IO. 'Phone: Park 5541. [2846

3JLh.p. Triumph T.T.,
2 order; £27, otfer

race, Trimdon Grange,

1 Q 19 Triumph Combination, perfect condition,
-*-*-' accessories, spares, tax paid December.—Thomp-
son, 34, Windsor St., Rugby. [3189

TRIUMPH 3'/2h.p., 1913, clutch, kick-start, licensed,
head lamp, thoroiighly reliable; £^.—Craddock.

179, Chalkwell, Sittingbourne. [2598

Bosch, new tyres. In good
-Edwards. Co-operative Ter-

Durham. [2484

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1918. countershaft, 3 speeds,
clutch, kick-starter, new condition ; £55 ; ex-

changes.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3173

TRIUMPH Countershaft, splendid condition, tax
paid; £38, or exchange.—5, Terrace Garage,

Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick. [3376

TRIUMPH Combination 1921 tax paid, equipped,
exceptional bargain; £82/10.—M. HilUer, 216.

Portobello Rd.. North Kensington, [1524

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 chain drive
Triumph combination, tax paid, all accessories;

£148.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3603

SEVERAL second-hand Triumphs always in stock.
Triumph Service Agents for Susses.—Caftvns,

Ltd.. 56. Terminus Rd., Eastbourne. [1181

1 OIS Triumph, 3-speed Sturmey, all accessories,
-M-^ new Dunlop rear, tax paid; a bargain, £58.

—

1. Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [1438

LATE 4h.p. Triumph countershaft, nice coacbbuilt
sidecar, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, perfect condition;

£67/10.-391, King St., Hammersmith. 1"3235

TRIUMPH 1916, renovated, 4h.p. countershaft,
3-speed. C.B. sidecar, splendid condition, any

trial; £70.-104, Himley Rd., Tooting. [3232

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-speed, good condition,
lamps, and tax paid; 50 gns.—Longman Bros.. 17,

Bond St.. Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing- 689. [3606

CROYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's

Presto Motor Works, North End. Croydon. [0864

3 size C.A.V. accu-
400, tax for year;

£80.—M. S. Fryar. West Wratting, Cambs. [2383

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, o.h.v., as ridden in T.T.;
immediate delivery; £120; exchanges or instal

ments.—Meeten, _ Triumph Agent, Dorking. [2673

19 Triumph. £59 ; thoroughly overhauled, with
50% new parts to make a particularly fast 'bus,

tax paid.—406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [3529

RIUMPH 4h.p., 1920-21. Gloria sidecar, wind-
screen, acetylene lighting, tax paid; £112.-

Basement, 89, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [3446

LL Triumph models always in stock; also full range
of Triumph Spares. Triumph Service Agents fnr

Susses.—CafEyns, Ltd., 56, Terminus Kd., Eastbourne.
[1180

"I Q 18 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, D. A.
jinJ lighting, guaranteed absolutely perfect; £65.—
37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

13503

£55.—Countershaft Triumph, 4h.p., engine No.
58653, renovated, also others; exchanges.—Smith's,

86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite ChaJk Farm Tube Stn.).
[3324

SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all models in

stock for immediate delivery.-J. A. Starey,

Triumph Sen-ice Depot, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.

[0812

LATE 1920 Triumph and Gloria sidecar, fully

equipped, windscreen, etc., splendid condition,

owner driven; £97/10.-F. C. Blomer, Leominster.
[2465

£24.—Triumph SVoh.p., clntch, Philipson pulley,

new tyres, all accessories, taxed, splendid order

;

bargain.—143, Ravensbury Rd., -Earlsfield, S.W. 18.

1 Q21, model H. Triumph, largi

-i- */ raulator lighting, mileage

19^
tax

Base

A^

All" letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE..
rriumph

~| QX8 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed. electric light, horn,
A«/ sijeedometer. discs, tax paid; £65.—Storer and
Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625.

[3661

1 Q 20 Triumph and coachbuilt sidecar, perfect condi-
J-v tion, fully equipped; £90.~Davies, Feiniende,
W«stbury Rd., Buckhurst Hill. 'Phone : City 8940

[3572

GODFREY'S, Ltd.-Triumph 1919 flh.p., type H,
Millford Empress sidecar, condition excellent,

guaranteed; £84.-208, Great Portland St., W.l.
[2?64

"I
Q20 Triumph Combination, equipped every pos-

J-«/ sible accessory, magnificent outfit, equal new;
^£78.—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., DalFton,
N.l. L3507

GODFREY'S, Ltd.-Triumph 1917 4n.p.. type H,
with sporting sidecar and windscreen, completely

equipped, guaranteed; £74.-208, Great Portland St.,

W.l.
,

[2363

"I Q20 Countershaft Triumph, engine No. 65019,
J-t/ fully cuqipped. licensed, guaranteed; £62.
—37, Arlington Ed., Snrbiton, 'Phone ; Kingston
1274. [2740

"I
Q14 Triumph Combination, K.S., clutch, 3-speed,

J-ft/ exceptionaUy smart, luily equipped, tax paid;
£35.—Ward, South Western Garage, New Maiden,
Surrey. [3034

1 Q18 Countejshaft Triumph, po]i*:hed .nlumininm
-i- 1/ discs, font .ind hand clutch, legshiekls, ^-qniuppd ;ind

taxed : £48.—164, Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon IMrk.
S.W.18. [.''932

TRIUirPH W.D.B. Combination, D.A. ^ lighting,
speedometer, spares, etc., very trusty ; owner

going abroad; £70.—Bernard, 66, George St., Port-
man Sq., London-. [2468

TRIUMPH.-Immediate dpliveiy of all 1922 models,
sidecars to suit from £20; write for catalogue and'

full pLirticuInrs of easy pjivments.-P. J. E\'iu:s, John
Bright St., Bii-minsham. [2722

THIUMPHS.—Cambridgeshire Service Agents. Com-
plete stock spares; all models from stock; easy

payments and exchanges arranged.—King- and Harper,
6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [9803

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 193 9, not W.D., smart coachbuilt
sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer, toolbags,

tools, excellent order; ^£67/10; no offers.—Owen, 94b,
High Rd., Ea.^t Finchley. [3668

20 Triumph-Gloria Combination, countershaft,
year's licence. Easting, lamps, etc., exceedingly

smart, excellent condition; 72 gns.—Fersfield, West-
bury Rd., New Maiden. [3573

-jQ22 Triumph, all-chain drive, in stock, for imme-
JL*? dinte di-'liverv; £115: excTiangea or deferred pay-
ments ^% extra.—iHon.Ku's, 243, Loiver Clarion Road,
N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [3462

TRIUMPH 1912-13. 3i'2b.p. clutch model, Philipson
pulley, Binks speedometer, long exhaust and

whistle, cane sidecar, all on, perfect; iWO.—Chalmers,
37, Andover Place, Kilburn. [3155

1 Q21 Triumph Gorabihation, mechanically sound,
X«7 electric lighting, tax paid, aluminium number
plates, all-chain drive; £75.—James, c/o Bradmoie's,
482. Hanow Rd., Paddington. [3628

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, used for a few demonstrations,
run under 100 miles, no extras, intlistinguishable

[10m brand new; £100, no offers.—George Davies,
Spring Gardens, ^laverfordwest. - [3306

"BQIS Triumph Combination, not W.D;, screen, full
A*' equiproent, Tan-Sad, many spares, tax paid,
grand condition; £68; exchange; after 5.—Heath,
168, Wellington Rd. South, Hounslow. [2815

TRIUMPH Model R in stock for immediate delivery

:

extended jmyments at 21/2% only for 12 months
and 4X only for 18 months.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 Oxford. [3344

I^ODFREY'S, Ltd.-Triumph 1919 4h.p., type H,
^^ with Middleton spring wheel sidecar, bulbous
back. Easting windscreen, Rotax dynamo lighting,
guaranteed; £96.-208, Great Portlarid St., W.l.

£2365
TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920, 4h.p., 3-

sipeed, fully equipped^ lamps, horn, speedcmeter,
taxed 1922, small mileage, recently overhauled, spares,
perfect; £95.—H.,- 40, Grove Rd., North Finchley.

[2788
TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920, aluminium

discs, all accessories, only ridden 6 months, as
owner jn Ireland, very smart and excellent condition

;

price £89.—Apply, Mrs, Walters. Church St., Relgate.
[2501

1 Q 20 (late) Triumph Combination, beautiful con-
S-iJ dition, Easting screen, Tan-sad, Cowey speedo-
mete/, lamps, tools, new tyres and belt; ^85; any
trial,—Jeweller, 605, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18.

I[3555
TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, late 1919, 3-speed

countershaft, Lucas electric lighting, Gloria side-
car, hood, screen, luggage grid, all splendid condi-
tion; £92/10.—Byfleet Automobile Co., West Byfleet.

[2480

1 Q14 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, pedal-
J-«y staj-tar, C.B. sidecar, new 1920, tax paid, out-
fit overhauled January, tyres as neiv, Tan-Slad, lamps,
accessories, luggage bos, take 3 anywhere, trial; £55,
ftr nearest offer for quick sale.—Spencer, Blisworth
Hill Farm, Northamptonshire. [3195

24 Months
to pay in, with a dis-

count if you pay earlier.

RIDEEZI
will supply you with a^ Combination
in time for the Holidays by paying a

deposit and the balance in 24 months.

MODEL'H" STANDARD

From £150. All Models for Immediate Delivery

From £129. Special Sidecars.

Connaught
Combinations.

From £95, Very Special Sidecars.

Will intending purchasers kiiidly write or call and tell

us eitactly the Machine they require, Accessories, Insur-

ance, etc., and just how they wish to pay for it ? This
does not place you under any obhgation. We will willingly

quote you by return.

All Catalogues and full particulars post £ree

RIDEEZI SALES, LTD.,

5, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I riumpti.

I Q20 Model 4h.p. Triumph, type H, mileage 3.000
A'-' with 1921 Gloria sixlecar, lamps, tools and spares
really good condition; owner selling through ill-health
£85.—Thompson, 34, Quex Rd., N.W^. Hampstaac

'

7162. '[332^

^h.p. Triumph and Sidecar, 1918 model, Sturmej
^^ Archer countershaft 3-speed gear, etc., i;65; ale
4h.p. 1914 3-speed gear model, with clutch and kic
start, £45; easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe J-am
London. [342
'pRIUMPH Agents.—All models from stock; caU
J- logues and full particulars by return post free
exchanges anr^d special payment terms arranged; corr<
spondence invited.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Ureen St
Cambridge.

. [551

1 Q20 (late) 4h.p. Triumph Comltination, CanotOet sidj
-*-^ car, with Easting, all lamns and geneniton
natch, knee grips. Klaxon, etc., tax paid iJecemhei
absolntply perfect; £85.-86, Church Rd., Ui>ner Xoi
i\ood, S.E.19. •'286;

'pRIUMPH and 1920 Grindlay Spring Wheel Sidecai
-* luggage grid, windscreen, etc., recently ovei
hauled, re-enamelled by Triumphs, beautiful turn-oul
splendid condition; best offer.-Birch, 63, Wellesle
Rd., Gt. Yarmouth. [330
-| Q21 Triumph-Gloria chain-drive CombinationJ^y Lucas electric lighting. Cameo screen, leg
shields, Bonniksen speedometer, perfect conditioi

'

throughout, tax paid; £140.—Premier Motor Co,'
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [735

1 Q20 Triumph, Millford Corvette sidecar, 6-vol
-ttf electric, Bonniksen speedometer. Cameo screen
mechanically perfect, spare belts, chains, tube, etc.
exceptional engine, trial given; £85.—Monkhouse. 73.
East Parade, Harrogate. [306{

(TQ GNS., exchange.—Extremely smart, aliiios'
• *J brand new, 1919 Triumph, clutch, kick-start
3 speeds, large bulbous back sidecar, electiic light'
beautiful turn-out, unscratched.—Seabridge, Hansle
Rd., East Duhvich Sydenham 2452. [999!

npRiUMPH 1922 and C.B. Sidecar, completel'
-- equipped and licensed, very small mileage ani
indistinguishable from new; originally cost £145, bar.
gain at £120 cash ; approval anywhere.—The Laytoi
Oarages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Ox
ford. [334,.

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present moto;
cycle in part exchange for any new model Iron

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best pricei
allowed lor second-hand macliines. Deferred payi
ments. (See column advert! sement.J-Bamber's, 2
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Ph<.-ne : . 607. [732fi

OFFICIAL Croydon Agents for Triumph.—3'4h.p
o.h.v. 1922 Triumph, tax paid, all lamps, slightl;!

soiled, 75 m.p.h. guaranteed, bargain, £115; Type W
£105; S.D., £115. Spare part stockist and repairer.
of Triumphs.—The Winstan-Henney Motor Co., 63.

South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. r089i

TRIUMPHS.-Wt are Triunjph specialists. Sim^e Mm
our second-hand Triumphs have won 19 awards ii

rompetitiou. Prr-sent stock: 1922 Triumph-Ricardo
112 g-nri. ; 1921 chain-drive Triimtph, 84 gns. ; 192J
chaiji-drive Triumph combination, 102 gns.; 1,917 4h.p
(Ountershaft Triumph, 52 gns.; another 4h.p. coimtei'
shaft Triumph, 42 gns.; 1914 3-speed Triumiih, 4L.p.
32 f.'-ns. ; sidecars to suit; photographs free.—Pete
UoKhm. Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen

[273(

TRIUMPHS.—Buv from official appointed agents
New 1922 4h.p. combination, all-chain drive-

£155; chain-cnm-belt combination, £145 ; 4h.p. S.D 1

all-chain, £115: Model H, chain-cum-belt, £105; Ki'

Junior 2i4h.p., £65; also several second-hand Triumph,
from £40. Second-hand machines taken in exchange
remainder on easy terms. Value allowed on ol(

machine accepted as first payment down.—Wauchope's
9, Shoe Lane, London. "Phone: Holborn 5777. [3421

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle 'Engineering Co., Ltd.—
Triumnhs ! Triumphs ! Triumphs ! The beat

terras for the best bicycle: £28 down and the re-

mainiJer in 12 monthly instalments of £7, including
insurance, etc. ; or with sidecar, £33 down and £8
per month. Not only do we sell Triumphs, but we
offer Triumph service and carry every part in st-ock.^

We are Triumph enthusiasts, and we are" always
pleased to discuss these bicycles apart from selling. A
special inducement is our generous allowan-.e for old

machines in part payment against new. Our tele-'

phone is at ycur disposal for any . inquiry regarding
a Triumph. Second-hand bargains: 1918 Triumph,
accessories and tax paid, £50; 1917, good condition

and new tyres, £45; .1917. renovated as new, £52;.

1913 3-3peed and accessories, £35; 1912 combination
2-speed. N.S.U. gear, £33; 1912,, clutch model, and
accessories, £21. Offer us your old Triumph, we like.

them !—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.,

Ltd., 26, Tnlse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292.

(}/2 minute from Brixton Skating Rink.) [3369

Synre Parts

.

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, fl,'

Bond St., Ealing. L7661

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Arohei;
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Richmond^

Rd., Putney. 'Phone : Putney 2754. [912«^

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.-All Triumph spares'

at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-;

minfiham agents and service depot.—Premier Motoi',

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0791'.

- 334 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the Oate of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I riumpb.

RlUiVliii Spare J^arts (or all Models: also

Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, jiost free;

r overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
mts, Broadway, Muawell Hill, N.IO. [0809

SND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St., Rom-
ford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spares,
disappointing delays; every part in stock. Re-

rs bv skilled mechanics. We are official service
nts.—Tel. : Romford 584. [7766

RIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not "second-hand in place

Dew till prices drop? Il.alf the price, satisfaction

ranteed. Hundreds of "testimonials. Triumph re-

rg and renovations a speciality, under personal
ervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
mier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
!£t machinery.—Forlield Motors, Forfield Place,
.mington Spa. [7361

' Trump.
[j.p. Trump Combination, S.A., 3-spced, clutch and

K.S.. Canoelet sidecar, unscratchcd, lamps, etc.;

r'lO.—Ehind and Co., Stone Place, Eusliolme, Man-
,«tsT. [2735

TORKS Demonstration Trump models at greatly

-reduced prices;—350 c.c. sports model .T.A.P.,

3: 293 c.c. standard model J.A.P., £50; 500 c.c.

rts model J.A.P., £90. All in new condition;
y used for demonstration. Call at our works for
section and trial.—Tr\irap Motors, Ltd., Foxlake
Iks. B.vfleet, Surrey. 'Phone: Byfleet 126. [1366

Velocette.

iREMIER Motor Co., tor 1922 Velocei.!3.

JMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speed £65-
E.3 3-speed, £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame!

8: all with clutch and kick starter; easy payments
e.vtra; carriage paid to any address.—Premier

.tor Co Aston Rd.. BirminBham. [4609

ELOCETTE late 1921, 2i,.!,h.p., 2-speed, all-chain,
mechanical oiling, U.A.V., Lucas lighting, etc..

wey speedometer, aluminium footboards, copper ez-
iist, mileage 2,063, unused since i'ebruarv, tax paid
23, as brand new; *48.—la, Willowbrook Kd., 'I'ra-
gar Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E.I. [3149

Verus.
•ERUS-BLACKBURNE, believed 1920-21, 2 ^speeds,

clutch, kick; lamps, licensed; genuine bargain,"
7.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [2934

920 2'ih.p. Verus-Blackburne, 2-speed and clutch,
all on, tax paid ; 50 gns. — Shepherd, Enfield

f^hway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0897

920 Verus, 2yih.p., 2-stroke, under 1,000 miles,
equal new, electric light, good accessories, tax

id, insurance; £40.-25, Santos Rd., Wandsworth,
V.18. [1452

Wilkin.
[7ILKIN-BLACKBURNE, 4h.p., 1922, Sturmey-
' Archer 3-speed, all-chain drive, little used; £63.
10. Latchett Rd.. Woodford, E.18. [3539

Williamson.

915 8h.p. Water-cooled Williamson Combination;
£60.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2541

'h.p. W'illiamson, air-cooled Douglas engine, Canoe-
' let sidecar, windscreen, apron, splendid running
der; £70, or offer.—Pelly, 64, Stalker Lees Rd.,
efBeld. [2396

Wooler.
\700LEB 1920, variable gear, spring frame, bar-
' gain; £35.-71n, Midmoor Ed., Balham. [2966

irOOLER Motor Cycle, 1920, onlv done 200 miles;
' £50.—Bentley, 21, King Cross St., Halifax.

[2738
ITOOLER 2?ih.p., late 1920. low mileage, excellent
V condition, electric light; £35, or offer.—23 Mar-
ck Hd., S.E.4. [2754

920 2^;4h.p. Wooler, lamps, horn, "new belt and
tyres, fast and reliable: £40.—Palmer, 10,

u-ncr St., Sparkbrook, Birmingham. [2492

920 2''ih.p. Wooler, fully equipped, condition ex-
cellent, low mileage; £38, or near offer.

—

lisy Garage, Far Gosford St., Coventry. [2387

922 Wooler, 3-speed gear box, clutch, all-chain
drive, fast. Palmer cords, lamps, horn, tools,

eedbmeters. taXj everything absolutely perfect and
w^sacriflce, £49.—A., 15, High Rd., Kilburn. [3502

Zenith.

rENXTH AU-chain Eight; ifil30.

ifAFEDTATE delivery from Allan Gruzelier, Ulster
Chambers, 168, Regent St. We can , supply any

odel Zenith immediately, and have to' offer many
cond-hand bargains. New 1921-5h.'p. clutch rnodel,

I gns.; a few of these still left. [3273

915-16 Sh.p. Zenith, K.S. and clutch; £50.—Ross
86, High Rd:, Lee. [2633

rENITH 8h.p. sporting solo, as new; £60.—Seen at
J 11, Brecknock Rd., N.7. 12458

BANCROniAN CO.'S
GREAT ANNUAL SALE
commences from to-day for 3 weeks
only ; so buy now and save money. The
Greatest Bargains ever offered. Our

sale is genuine.
We have been advertisers in " The Motor

Cycle " from Its first publication.

TYRES.—Manulacturers' clearance stock, not

W.D., although not gu_aranteed by the makers they
are new and perfect, no rubbish. Wood-MUne extra

heavy, 4-ply combination, 30/- ; Hutchinson,
26 a 2 iJ, Heavy T.T., 22/6; Passenger, 26.^2

J.-
Jor

2}, 32/6 ; 700x80 to fit 650X65 rims small car, extra
heavy, .42/-; Extra strong new model Passenger,
2S:<3, 48/6; Extra heavy, 3-ribbed, 7ooa'65, li:?ht

car, 32/6 ; 650 X 65, Steel stud car type, 52/-.

Firestone, 20 X 2 for Autowheel, 1 9/6 ; original, 45/-

;

Tube, 5/11. Palmer, 26x2, light, 21/-; 650x65
cord heavy, 35/- ; 26 x 2A cord heavy, 35/-. Oylers,

650x65, square tread, heavy, 25/-. Clincher De
Luxe, iicavy, 26 •; 2^, 32/6 ; 26X 2 Junior De Luxe,
21/-; 26x2^,24/6; 26X1-1,16/8. A few wired
edge covers, 26 X 2i and 2^, heavy, 29/6 each.

Goodyear, Stepney road grip. Dominion Nobby and
Hutchinson 1922-3 Models in stock.
TUBES.—24x2,24x2^,4/6; 26X2i, 26X2Vaiid

26x2^,4/11; 28x3 and 700x80, 6/6. Post gd.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not \\.D., l" , f 6",

9/6; i", 7' 6", 11/3; Bates short lengths, J", 5', 4,6;
5' 6", 5/- ; r, 4' 6", 5/-

;
5', 5/8 ;

5' 6", 6/- :
1", 2' 6",

3/-; 3', 3/9; Leather belts, -f at 1/6 per it. ; Belt

fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Post i/-.

Great purchase of Genuine " BOBJON " LAMPS.
Nickel plated on brass or black and plated. Large
size, 5^" front, with powerful back lens, large

generator sufficient for two lamps, suitable for a
heavyweight machine, 25/- complete, as illustrated*"

Price

Original price 55/-. Smaller set, 4.V front, suitable
for lightweight, 16/6. The greatest bargain ever
ofiered. When cleared can never be repeated at near
the price. Postage and packing 1/6 extra. Special
quotation for quantities.

GOGGLES.—Fitted with genuine Triplex Glass
15/- model, to clear 9/6. Limited quantity. Post gd.
SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop-soUed. Cowey

with trip, £4 10s. Smith's with trip, S4 55,

Bonniksen's in stock. Pest 1/6. Speedometer
replacements in stock.

TAN-SADS.—A few with back seat to clear, 28/6.
Original, 57/-. Carriage 3/6 extra.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan
leather, unlined, 7/6. Lined, 9/11, new and fresh.

Chrome leather gauntlets with finger and thumb and
wrist strap, 2/11. Gloves, leather, wool Hned, 3/11.
Above lines are worth more than double. Limited
quantities only. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting of

double-breasled coat with belt, storm cuffs, and
collars, and seatless trousers with gussets, patent
fasteners, and leather bound seats. Finest quality,

extra heavy, double texture waterproof material,

dark fawn, new and fresh, only been made recently,

not half-perished WjO. Our price to clear, £2 2s.

Postage 1/6 extra. Coxild not be bought elsewhere
under £4 los. The greatest bargain ever offered.

Order immediately to save disappointment. All

stock sizes.

HORNS.—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ; usual
price, 29/6, our price, 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra.

Smith's Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or 12
volts, Jarge size, suilable for heavy combinations;
original price, £2 15s. ; our price, 30/-, Postage 1/6.

The greatest bargain ever offered. Ail new and

f erfect.

We can supply everj thing or the motor cyclist a:

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
7i-, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

'Grams: "Chaikel,London." 'Plione: LondonWallgSg?
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

22 3'/oh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, belt drive, shop-
soiled only; 82 gns; list price £113.—Below.

NEW 1921 Zeniths at Bargain Prices.—Sh.p. snorts,
Model G, £100; Sh.p., clutch Model H, £110;

Sh.p., clutch Model D, £88.—.Storer and Tait, 20,
Bourdon St., Bond .St., W.l. Maylair 625. [3662

ZENITH-GRADUA 4h.p., good condition (tax paid);
*30.—Plaits, 602, King's Bd., Fulham, B.W.6.

„ 15111
QPOETS Zenith Sh.u. 1920, well equipned, in sood
1^ eouditicu; £65.—Lowcth, 6, Mount Pleasant Ed.,
Eahng. [3054

1 Q21 2^4h.p. Zenith, as new, registered, etc.; bargain,
J- 1* 42eus. ; after 4.30 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Ham-
mersmith. 13534

O.O.C.H. for Zeniths; new and second-hand in stock
-- at tempting prices.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Tube). [2719

ZENITH Sports Sh.p., 1921, lamps, tax, etc.,
specially tuned and balanced; £60.—2, Madrid

Hd., Barnes. [3321

BRAND New Sh.p, Sports Zenith, makers' full
guarantee; £80.—Dan Bradbury, 224, London

JRd., ShefBeld. [2434

ZENITH 1919 3%h^p. Single Sporting Model, per-
fect condition, all accessories; £50.—Tippen,

Marden, Kent. [2813

"I Q20 6h.p. Zenith Sports, with Henderson sidecar;
-Lt^ £80; exchange single solo.—Maynard, Lea
Bridge, Leyton. ![7723

1Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, slightly shop-soiled; £90.
-LU bargain.—Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., S9,

Wigmore St., W. "[2431

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled
Zenith-Bradshaw. Gradua gear; £100.—157b Gt

Portland St., W,l [6032

-I Q20 Sh.p. Countershaft Zenith CombinaUon, Mill-
-•-«./ ford de luxe sidecar; *57.—24, Balliol Kd.,
Nortir Kensington. [2953

Sh.p. Zenith Combination 1914, just overhauled by
makers, licence paid; nearest ofler £85.—Eussell,

North St., Melton Mowbraj-. [2554

1 Q22 5-6h.p. Countershaft Zenith, onlv very slightlv
-•-t' shop-soiled; £100.-Motorists' Advisory Agencv,
Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W. [2432

-J
Q21 Zenith sports 5-6h.p., Gradua gear, all lamps,

-*-.^ horn, tools, taxed 1922, almost new outfit; £67.
-391, King St., Hammersmith. [3233

ZENITH 8hp. 1920 Countershaft, Henderson sidecar,
fully equipped, small mileage; £105.—18, Dorl-

cote Rd., Wandsworth Common. [2760

ZENITH-BRADSHAW New 1922 Model, Gradua
gear, slightlv soiled ; 82 gns.—Eagles and Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London, W. [3275

GODFREYS, Ltd.—Zenith-Bradshaw 1922 3Vi.h p.,

Gradua gear, condition as new, guaranteed; £87.
—208, Great Portland St., W.l. [2366

RENITH Sh.p. Combination, kick-start, new last
^i November, fast, reliable, low mileage; cheap.

—

Hesliug, Iwerne Minster, Blaudford. [2676

ZENITH-GRADUA 1914 Sh.p. Coachbuilt Combin.a-
tion, overhauled, new tyres, lamps: bargain, ^47;

after 6.—Sextan, 270, High Rd., Chi^wick. [3208

ZENITH.—Official appointed agent. New 1922
models on easy terms; list on application; ex-

changes.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3423

1 022 SVjh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, all-chain drive, S.A.,
-i-iy 3-speed; £119. Deferred terms.—Morriss and
Co., Ltd., 139. Finchley Bd., London, N.W.3. [5381

ZENITH 8h.p., clutch model, 1920 Sports sidecar,
fast and reliable, tools, licence, insurance paid;

£115.—Collins, 69, Abingdon Rd., Kensington. [2425

£80, or near offer.-1916 Zenith combination, 5-6h.p.
.J.A. P., engine .just overhnuied by makers, ciuteli,

kick-start, dynamo lighting; bargain.-Randall, Andnver.
[1271

ZENITH Sh.p., all chain, in stock; few 5-6h.p.

countsi-shaft models, new, guaranteed, £88 ;
ex-

changes or deferred.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[3613

6h.p. Zenith, clutch model, nearly new Middleton

sidecar, electric horn, speedometer, splendid con-

dition; £75, or oiler.—Peaston, 1, Station Ed., Erisoiu.

LATE 1919 Zenith Sports Combination, taxed, fully

equipped, kick, countershaft, new tyres, beautiful

condition; £65.-3, Norbury Parade, Norbnry, S.W.^^^

ZENITH Combination 6h.p., Gradua gear, clutch,

K S pillion, Easting windscreen, Binks, speedo-

iTietcr tax paid, perfect mechanical condition; £80;

Siy trial -Borriughs, 2. East View, Maltby, Bother-

ham, t^*^'

21 3b.p. Zenith Combination de Luxe, counter-

„ shaft, clutch, and kick-starter, F.B.S. electric

lighting speedometer, disc wheeB, etc., mileage 2.000;

bargain,' 88 gns. Will ride 100 miles to view.

—

Smith 9, Johnson St., Netting Hill Gate, Loudon.

\V 11
'

,
l[2439

19'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZBNITiH-G.RAD-UA 4h,p., all oil, excellent condi-
tion, tax paid lor year; £30, or offers; o-wner

ninst sell.—iHarvey and Co., A7, South La.m'beth Rd.,
'lear VauxJiall. [2S&6

1 Q 19 5-6h.p. Zenith Combination, sports model,
-Ltf Lucas lighting set, knee grips, many spares,
tax paid, a reril pleasure to ride, condition perfect,
£58; solo, £53.—Whisstock and Lingley, Wboabridge.

[3096

ZENITH 6h.p. Clutch Model, Swan sidecar. Ace
discs, Binks, electric lamps and horn, Easting

screen, luggage grid, completely overbaxiled; £75, or
exchange Triumph; Suffolk.—Bos 2701, c/o The Motor
Cycle,

'
[2714

ZENITH 8h.p. 1921 Combination, Gradua gear,
clutch, all Lucas lightirtg, Cowey horn, Easting

windscreen, spare" belts and tubes, perfect condition;
any trial ; seen any time ; £ 1 1 5 .—2 1 , Coombe Rd .,

Kingston. [2659

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Combination, kick-starter,

specially finished, with 1922 suiier sports J.A.P.
engine, owner Cdr. Hillyard ; seen by appointment

;

price complete, tax paid, £110.—Write, Zenith Motors,
H<ampton Court. [3374

1Q21 Sh.p, Sporting Zenith, condition as new, large
J-t/ he3,d and separate Lucas tail, Cowey horn and
trip speedometer, illuminated clock, knee-^rips, Tan-
Sad, and footrests, numerous spares, fast and reliable,

tax paid; offers.—" Rodendale," Windsor. [2485

SOUTHPORT.~1922 Special Competition Zenith-

Bradshaw, 3-spe3dr" all-chain, genuine sports en-

gine, completely overhauled and tunei:! by makers this

week, Lucas accessories; cost £130; gift, 87 gns. ; ex-

changes.—Kents, 417, LOi-d St., Southport. [5002

ZENITH Combinntibn 1920 Sh.p., rlntcl!, F.R.S.
lamps, speedometer, new DunhillV liniousette Ixidy,

ffindwieen, insurance nnid. condition and appearance
perfect: ^95, or eschange 1922 Morgan or lig'at car,

cash fidiustntent.—l. Austin Friars, Stamford. [2956

ZENITH Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., Gradua geJtr,

clutch, K.S., electric light, perfect running order,

comfortable loouiy Watsonian eidecar,- almost new,
good Dunlop tyrea, tiis paid.—Carter, " Dunkerry
Lodge," 70, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [2565

ZENITH 1920 8h,p. Six>rts, Sandum Elite bulbous
back sidecar. Easting, electric and acetylene

lighting, apeed<Hneter, perfect throughout; must pell;

£85, or best offer.—Russell, Homestead, Woodfield
Park Drive, Leigh, Esse«. Business Phone : Bank
5136.

- [2682

f^varf "Parti •

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8.

Bond St.. Ealing. [4829

radles' Motor Cvcles

LADY'S Douglas 1914, 2-speed, kick-starter, in

splendid condition^ lamps, horn, etc.; £32/10.—
Siraisier, Jordangate, Macclesfield. [5013

HACK, l^4h-p., open frame motor cycle, disc clutch,

chain drive; weight 75 lbs. ; 40gnE.—Hack
Engineering Co., Victoria Road, Hendon. [7554

ENPIBLD, 2-speed, foot-controlled, totally enclosed
mechanism, g<xid running condjtion ; £19.—Crox-

'ord, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., East Slieen. 'Phone:
Rach.mond_322. [3648

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd.. 139, New St.. flir

mingham. distributing ngenta for the I*ady*8 Ivy.

daintiest of all ladies* machinefl; £62. complete. Send
for lifit. [0724

VELOCETTE 1922 open frame models for immediate
delivery: 2-speed, £-68; 3-speed, £75; the ideal

ludy's mount, easy payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7354

£20.-10.
[2907

order, £l2;
^ "

, £16.
[2627

Miscellaneous.

Sh.p. 2-speed combination, good
- Alexandra Gardens, Folkestom?.

Oih.p.^ Precision-Triumph, in running

—Ross, 86, Hish'Rd., Lee.'

GENUINE Bargain.—6h.p, J.A.P. Combination; £50.
—Owner, 115, High St., Lymington. [3186

PRECISION 3"fih.p., Mabon counter.?haft gear,
Bosch, excellent condition, must sell; £18.

—

Smith, 53, Glenfarg Rd., Catford, S.E. [2929

HUMBEF. Combination, 3-speed, £45; Triumph
combination; 3-speed, £45; take lightweight part.

—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [2903

£25.—Calthorpe, 2%h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, con-
dition good, mechanically perfect; combination

wanted; offers.—373, Acton Lane, Acton, [3168

VILLIBRS (19-21), Mark 3, carefully used, excellent
condition, also B. and B. carburetter; reasonable

offer.—25, Old Lodge Lane, Purley, Sm-rey. [2875

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, have some
new 1922 shop-soiled machines of various makes

at bargain prices for cash ; inspection cordially invited.

'Phone : Holborn 5777. [3430

" DAYBEAM "

Complete Electric

. - ??* *?L. €L^ Solo Outfit, £3 3s.
LightwetghtS. -wbbo*^ Combination Outfit, £3 15s.

Head Lamp only, 25/-. Tail Lamp only, 5/-.

"DAYBEAM" Heavyweight Sets.—Solo, £5 5s.;

Combination, £7 7s. Illustrated List Free.

ACETYLENE HEAD LAMP SET.

THE <' LIFEGUARD
ACETYLENE
REAR LAMP.

Price 3/- each.

MADE TO
LAST.

Westwood special Lines are stocked by all reputable agents.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-Great holiUaj
bargains; exchanges; easy terms,

WANDSWORTH.—When you buy your motor cycit
-from us you are dealing with an old-establishtffi

firm backed by 24 years' sound motor experience
atlvice free; satisfaction guaranteed.

WANDSWORTH^Easy terms: the only firm U
give immediate delivery any motor cycle first

deposit.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 (Aug.) Connaught 2>$h,p.,
2-stroke, lamps, speedometer, almost new; 36

gns. ; terms.

WANDSWORTH,—1920 (Aug. 15thl Zenith Sporti
Model, 5h.p., twin; sacrifice, 59 gns.

terms.
easj

RIM ec PATENTS LT?
LA^DEN RB BDRDESLEV BIRMINPHWM.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 (Sept.) Douglas, 2?4^.p. ^

speeds, lamps, speedometer; 59 g^s.; eesy terms:

WANDSWORTH.—1921 (July) New Hudson, 2J/*h.p.

2 speeds, unscratched; 42 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 (June) Enfield, 2i:4h.p., I

speeds, new condition ; 45 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 (Oct.) Triumph, 4h.p., I

speeds, lamps, practically new; 89 gns.; terms

i

WANDSWORTH.—1920 (Nov.) Indian Combination i

dynamo lighting, 7-9h.p, Powerplus, 3 speeds
Easting; 89 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 (July) Rover Combination i

5-6h.p., 3 speeds, hood, screen; 85 gns.; term'si

WANDSWORTH.—Indian (late) 7-9h.p. 3 speeds:
spring frame, newly enamelled; 55 gns.; termSi

WANDSWORTH.—Hazlewood-Jap Coachbuilt Ccmii
bination, 5h.p., twin, 3 speeds, lamps; 55 gns.

terms.

WANDSWORTH.-P.'and M. 1919 3.'.'2h.p., 2 speedsi
chain-drive, lamps; 49 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith fine 6h.p., twin J.A.V.Y
Gradua gear, runs splendidly 39 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier Coachbuilt Combination!
3>2h-P-. 3 speeds, lamps. Klaxon; 39 gns.; easj-

terms.
WANDSWORTH.—Douglas (late) 4h.p., 3

clutch, kick, lamps, beauty; 49 gns.; terms".

WANDSWORTH.—Abingdon King Dick. 3Hh.p.. i
speeds, kick, lamps; 38 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, clutch model. 5.' ^h.p.

:

kick-starter, good tyres, lUmps; 25 gns.; terais.'

WANDSWORTH.—F. N. 23^4h.p., 2 speci's, lamps
Klaxon, runs splendidly; 25' gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH. — Motosacoche 2>2h.p., -variabk
gear, nic3 little machine, licensed; 19 gns.; easj

terms. ",

j

WANDSWORTH.—R3X 2i.ih.p., magneto, all conl-r

pl,ete, ready drive away; 14 gns.; easy terms. J

WANDSWORTH Exchanges. — Wandsworth Motol
I

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Stn.), ii

'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [3283:

JONES Garage, The Broadway, Muawell Hill, N.lOi:

and 4, Woodside Parade, Nortb Finchley.

DEFERRED Payments.—Send for details of nev

scheme and big lists of guaranteed machines.

JONES Garage.—We are open all day on Saturdayi

we will teach you to ride, free, any time you like -

JONES Garage.—Here you are lads ! £35 hotstuti

Indian and sidecar, fully equipped, full tax paidi

large exhaust, 7-9h.p. Special bargain -of the week.

JONES Garage.—Here's another good one. 191^1

Triumph Combination, fully equipped, tax paidn

first-class condition ; £45.

JONES Garage.—1914 3Vj1i-P- Sports Abingdon (Kin(n

Dick), tax paid, Lucas King ol the Road lampi
Gloriaphone horn, etc., very sporty, fast and ex

cellent coudition; £27/10. A special price for casl:

only, worth £45.—Jones Garage, Broadway, JVluswel!'

Hill, N,10.

JONES Garage.-1914 SV^h.p. New Hudson, with sid&i

car, all equipped, 3-speed, clutch, etc.-, very tint'

condition; £32/10. ._.. ;

JONES Garage.—Also Indian Sidecar for springi:

fi-ame model, perfect; £15. -^

JONES Garage.—1919 4h.p. Douglas Combinationj;

£79/10.
, -j

JONES Garage.—1918 4h.p. Triumph CombiaatiQiii'!

luxurious sidecar; £75. _ ,

JONES Garage.—Sh.p. Enfield Combinations, neW'
Magdyno lighting, Vickers engines, mechanioa)

lubrication, superb outfits; £140. Send for bargaim

list.

JONES Garage.—1919 3Vjli.P- Ariel, ]ust fitted wltlji

1922 brand new Ariel sidecar, unused; £79/10;'

'Send for deferred terms form, etc. ^
HUGE stock of all makes Jrom £25. Open ajji

Saturday. "*;

JONES Garage, Broadway, Mwswell Hill, N/l^'

Phone: Hornsey 2917. 'Bus from Highgate fli-

Finsbury Park. 45 minutes from, Tottenham Court

Road. L35S€

336 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the- issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private oAvriers are, when desired, marked (P)-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

[119 (late) Countershaft Combination, lamps, horn,
l/ etc., been gnraged haU time, owner going

'oad. condition as new; £65; seen any time.—S.
cdonald, 20, Nelson St., East Ilam. [2457

4-5.—4i/.h.p. Combination, 3-si>eed, kick-start, all

chain, Chater fittings throughout. Palmer
:ds, all guaranteed perfect ; tools, spares ; real

gain.—Rendall, 10, Jasper Rd., S.E.19. [3553

RECISION Combination, 2-seater, Enfield gear,
Amac speedometer, P. and H. lamps, horn,

•ons, luggage grid, nej? tyres, tax paid, just over-

xled; trial willingly.—58, Kingsgate Rd., Kilburn,
idon. [2508

LLBEE Garage, Thornaett Bd., Earlsfield. London.
. S.W. (opposite station. L.S.W. Railway),
lone : Latchmere 4388. Terms, no extra with good
osit. Immediate delivery ; no inquiries; satisfac-

a guaranteed.

LLBER.—Clyno 1920 2-stroke. 2-speed. clnt<'h. nil

- accessorieB, tax paid, in new Condition; £39.

LLBER-—Ixion-Villiera, '

2\Qi.v.. comple.te with
. lamps, in running order; £24.

LLBEK.—Levis 1916 2V!:h.p., 2-3peed. all accessoriee,
- good order; £29.

LLBER.-Humber 1914 SVjh.p., 2-speed, handle-
. start, all accessories, tax paid; £25.

LLBEE-—Triumph 3V2h.p., clutch model, all acces-
- sories, Philipsou piillev, tax paid, good condition

;

3.

LLBEK.—Douglas S^jh.p., 2-speed, new tyre, all

. accessories, tax paid, in good condition; £35.

LLBER.—1920 Blnckburne, 4h.p. model, complete
- with all accessories, tax paid, in splendid con-
ion ; £65.

LLBEE.—1916 B.S.A. Combination. 4i'th.p. oounter-
- shaft. Easting, all accessories, in good order, tax
d: £58.

LLBER.—1918 Rover Combination. 4h.p. counter-
- shaft. 3-speed, clutch, kick, speedometer. Easting,
f.tric lighting, mirror, m splendid condition, tax imia:

LLBER.—Chater-Lea, J.A.P. combination, specially
. built. 1921, 5-6h.p. 5. -A.. S-sueed, ciutcH, kicic,

iel coach sidecar, all accessories, tax paid; £55. L344l

LACKPOOL Bargains.-1922 Rudges, 1922 Ariels,
' 1922 O.K.'s, 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quad-
its. 1922 Royal Rubys. Quick deliveriee. Good
ice for your machine; exchange.—Boothe' Motories,
iterloo Rd., Blackpool.

[L4CKPOOL Bargains.—New 1921 4h.p. Brad
* bury, all chain. £78/10. with sidecar £95/10.
tooths' Motorifcs.

'LACKPOOL Bargains.-New 9h.p. Rudge Combina-
' tiori. spare wheel, £150; new Bradbury light-
ght, 2 speeds. K.S., £60; new Martinsyde combina-
n, £150.-Booths' Motories.

' LACKPOOL Bargains.—3iAh.p. Triumph, £18/10/6 ;

*- ditto. 2-sp6ed, £22/10/6; ditto, 3-speed, £22/10/6.
troths' Motories. •

'LACKPOOL Bargains.—3V2h.p. Humber. £20/10/6;
' 6h,p. 3-speed Rudge, £29/10/6; 3VL'h.p. Premier.
4/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—3V,h. p. Singer, 2-speed.
* £24/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/19/6; another,
5 10 6: N.S.U. lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-speed
X.. £23/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Rudge, dynamo light-
* ing. £59/10/6; good Douglas, £25/10/6; 4h.p.
uglas with new sidecar, £69/10/6; 8h.p. Premier
Qbiiiatiou, £47/10/6; Enfield combination,
9/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

ILACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 Matchless combina-
' tion, spare wheel, hood, screen, lamps, £99/10/6;
w Imperial, 2 speeds, K.S., £45/10/6.—Booths'
tories

"LACKPOOL Bargains,-1920,G.N., dynamo lighting,
' spare wheel. £110/10/6; . 1920 Tampan.
.9/10/6; Morgan de Luxe, £147/10/6; two 1920
itchleas combinations, £115/10/6 and £120/10/6;
20 Rudge combinatior. dynamo lighting. £79/10/6'
20 Rudge, £55/10/6; Indian Combination,
5/10/6; 1920 Sun, £35/10/6; another, £39/10/6;
Idays' Allon, £36/10/6; another. £42/10/6; 1922
£.., mileage 60'J £34 / 10 / 6 : several others cheap

;

sh rvcle=; taken in exchange -Booths' Motories, 294
iterioo Rd., Blackpool. [1020

FECIAL Notice.—Douglas 1918 2^4h.p., 3-speed.
clutch. K.S., fully equipped; also Triumph, 1913,

peed Premier. 1914, 3-speed, clutch., K.S., counter-
ifc; Rad?o 1915 2'i-h.p., 2-sti'oke. These machines
ist be sold; no reasonable offers refused; also
eral others.-61, Grand Parade, Harringay. [3439

"i.O-C.H, for second-hand cycles, combf^atious, and
nmacwnts at bargain jirices. Exchanges ar-

nged. Any new cycle, combination, or car sup-
led, cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Car
)use, 5. Heath St.. Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone .

impstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.
fl611

James

GROSE
LTD..

Established 1876.

"Phones: 7712 Central. 1297 North. City 3654.

OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2,

and at 255-257 , Hollonay Road, N.

8, New Bridge Street, E.G.

SIDECARS
Wa specialise in Sidecars, and can supply from

Stock to fit almost any make of machine.

SPUR RACER.
Light sporting coachbuilt body, with small
Locker fitted, on light underslung chassis, com-
plete with all fittings, and studded t>Te

—

£11 -11-0.

THE SPUR.
Light touring coachbuilt body, well upholstered,

with locker under seat, light underslung chassis,

complete with all fittings, and studded t\Te

—

£12 - 12 - O.

SPUR LA GRANDE.
The smartest Sidecar on the road. Best coach-
built body with large bulbous back giving a large

locker, spring upholstering and special shape door,

chassis heavy underslung. four-point connection,

valanced mudguard, etc., and complete with
Hutchinson tyre

—

«18 -18-0.
CHASSIS.

The SPUR, complete with all fittings, mudguards,
wheel, etc £7
The SPUR Heavy, underslung, fitted with 4-point

connection, valanced mudguard, etc.. . £8 15
The SPUR Tandem, speciahy suitable for Harleys
and heavy twins, will take family body, etc.,

built of heavy gauge tubing 3-leai spring, 5-point

connection, valanced. mudguard, with special

fitting any size wheel £16
The SPUR Indian, specially made for spring

frame Indian, 4-point connection, valanced mud-
guard, 28in. wheel, finished in Indian red. com-
plete £14 14

A Special Show of Sidecars are alwaye on
view at our Hol.oway Road Branch, which
closes at 1 o'clock Thursdays and 9 o'clock
Saturdays.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mlscellaneouii

1 021 Model W.D.B. Combination, Montgomery side-
J~ *f car. Sandum Easting screen, lamps, horn.
Watford rear drive speedometer, heavy Dunlop and
Hutchinson covers, done -250, extra tool box, spares,
tit.; £.15; trial.— Write, 14, Culverden Rd., Balham.

I[3575

HALTFAX.-Cash ' Bargains.-1919 Z^.^-^i.V- S-speeri

- Ariel. ^£49/10; Humber, 3Vi;h,p., £10/10; Hex
2-3peed and sidecar, £24/10; 2';ih.p. New Imperial,
£22/10; Premier, SV-h.p., Grado gear, £22/10; Premier
2-SDeed. £27/10; Matchless Combination, £39/10.—
Cullier's Motories, Horton St., Halifax. [3580

1 Q22 New Machines, slightly soiled, to clear.

—

-Lt/ 2i/,h.p. Triumph, list price £65, our price £57;
2i^h.p. Velocette, list price £65, our price £57; 2V.ih.p.

Velocette sports, list price £68, our price £60;
3'^>h.p. Rudge, 3-speed, list price £94. our price £85;
3'i.h.p. James sports, list price £105, our price £90;
2'',ih.p. Ruby combination, list price £95. our price

£85; 7h.p. .Tames combination, li^t price £170, our
price £155: 8h.p. Enfielrl Combination, list price

£140, our price £125; 4V'h.p. P. and M. combination.
list price £130, our price £119; 8h.p. Matchless
2-p»ater combination, Magdvno, spare wheel, leg

shields, etc., list price £205,' 19, our price £190. Write
for second-hand bargain lists. Black burne, Hcott,

Triumph, Villiers. and Sturmev-Archer service agents.

—J. Hebden and Sons, 149. St. .lames St.. Burnley
(Tel.: 488)', and 71, Scotland Rd.. Nelson (Tel.: 91)-

[3585

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles nnd combinntiony, any

period.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden. 130.

EuatOD Rd. 10795

DOUGLAS Combination, £5 per week; 1920 G.N..

8 gns. per week; fully insured.—Rodwell. 8, Red
Lion Sq. Chancery 7272. [1519

NORTHERN Readers.—Reliable combinations anH
cars for hire.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth.

Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [1012

ROBERTSONS Motors. Ltd.. lor many yeara hav^
specialised in this class of work. If machine is

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week is

allowed.—157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l [6083

H
F
E

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

DWARDS and Co.

j/^-l. Gt Portland St., W., are cash buvers ol

J."i holos, tombiual-ion.l, and Morgans. Uighest
prices given: distance no object. Call, write, or

'phone: Maylair 4027
~

[0870
rp.b

500 COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-
anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor

Ltd., 372. Boston Rd. Museum 6581. r5564

W^
ALWAYS But

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. II In town, write,
phone, or call. If country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash ofler.—
W. T. Dunn. Ltd., 336. Euston Ed.. Ixindon. Museum
5391. [0332

"DEST

p RICES

f~\
IVEN.

H. F. EDWARDS and Co.. 50. Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington, will purchase !oi spot cash

your motor cycle or combination. Call, write, or

'phone Ken. 3709 10604

QCOTT 1911 R_[ght-hand Crankshaft.—46, Tynewydd
Rd., Barry Dock, Glam. [2981

WANTED, really cheap solo or combination, any
make: cash waiting.—King, Egrove. Oxford. [3024

MATCHLESS 1922 2-seatev Combination. M.A.G.-
eouipped.—Drapper, 40. Rovston Rd., Penge. S.E.

[2948

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue 337
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

SOLO or combination, speeds, known make: cheai).
—27. Gayhur,st Ed.. Dalston. E.8. [3108

LIGHTWEIGHT, late model, perfect; spot cash.--
Pickard. 11, West Mall, W.8. (P) [3133

NEE-A-CAR- wanted, equnl new, age. mileage, price.

conditiou.-37, Kiniau Ed.. Cardiff. [2517

WANTED, good combinations and solos for cash.

—

Quadrant Garage. Winchmore Hill. [3274

WANTED, a Hudge, good condition, cheap for cash.

—Box 2671, c/o Tlie Motor Ciiclc. (Dl [2505

GOOD Combination wanted.—Write 01

Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. 18
call, 143.

[3272
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
T.T. Norton, any model; send lowest price, privately.

—32, High St., Reigate. [3114

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure oi a
good cheque ii you sell your machine at Palmer's

Garage. -

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men have
sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No parage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The aiiction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-
cepted machine can be included in auction sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7j.-2%, net chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged—
for motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,
5/.-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free.—Tel.

:

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[3070

WANTED, Triumph solo or combination; reason-
able.—Particulars, price, 20, Winchester St..

Coventry. [3092

COMBINATION, recent, any condition; exchange
landaulet (see Cars) .—Postmaster, High St.,'

Hornchnrch. [3100

£80 offered for best Sports Combination, late model,
fully equipped.—Hare, 15, Caird St., Queen's

Park, W.IO. [2660

WANTED, 2-stroke, condition no object, evenings
alter 6.30 or week-ends.-Jeseop, 65, Woodaide

Rd., S.E.25. [2559

WANTED, Combination Ilarley-Eii field, A.J.8., Sun-
beam prelened. reasonable.—Mosedal©, 30, Canter-

bury Rd., Kilbnrn, N.W.6. [9008

TRIUMPH Wanted, after 1915. complete or not,
appearance immaterial ; cheap for cash.—^Box

2642, c/o Tfie Motor Cycle. [2423

MODERN Motor Cycles and Combinations bought
for cash or sold on small commission; send de-

tails first.—South Eastern Garage, Herne Hill, S.E.24.
[1434

"B Q21-1922 2^/ih.p. Douglas, New Imperial, good
-B-v condition, any well-known machine same h,p.,

radius StratfordKm-Avon.—Bos 2700, c/o The Motor
Cycle. _

[2713

WANTED, late combinations, solos, also Morgan
runabouts, G.N.'s, and Rover 8's; cash or ex-

change.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0074

BUNTING'S Buy, -sell, or exchange any make of

motor cycle. State your requirements. We
undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-

tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [0828

SPECIAL Cash Buyers; Triumphs, Enfields, B.S.A.'s,
Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Brad-

burys, Martinsydes, Zeniths.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
'Phone : Latchmere 4686.

4-CYLINDER F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s
wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town Station). [4559

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-
493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. "Phone :

Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0373

F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting tor sound
machines of all types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.

^610
CASH Buyers. — Sunbeams, Douglases, Enfields,

A.J.S.'s, New Imperials, James, Calthorpes, All-
days' Aliens, Edmunds, Sparkbrooks, Radcos, Meti'o-
Tylers, O.K.'s. Levises, Velocettes, Ti-iumphs, Woolers,
Connaughts.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth (Town Station). [3283

WANTED, Countershaft Triumph, £25-£35 offered,

one needing repairs not objected to. Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed wheel, guaranteed sound, with top and
bottom stays, all controls complete; £9.—Howick,
Keepers' Corner, Burstow, Surrey. [2980

55 M.P.H. GUARANTEED
21 H.P. DOUGLAS

1922 Special Models with hght twin ring pistons,

specially finished cylinders, alloy valve caps.

Zoom ! Zoom ! ! exhaust, barrel valve springs, Tony
combined aluminium footboards and footrests, low
riding position, lamps and horn, special Araac.
Delivery anywhere and only obtainable from me.
Cash or easy payments. The finest, cheapest and
best little 'bus built. Price £69 10s. Standard
Model, £68.

A NEW TWIN RING PISTON.
Scientifically designed to prevent
distortion. Four strengthening
w'L'bbs and radiating fins, gudgeon
pins supported correctly. Much
lighter than standard pistons, yet
double the strength. Piston with
rings and gudgeon pin, 14/6.

J, S. writes ;
" I fitted the new

pistons, and was astonished at the
speed and power increase."

ZOOM ! ZOOM !

Are you Zooming it ? This lovely

exhaust pipe gives a lovely Zoom
note and provides an expansion
chamber many times the cyUnder
capacity ; it silences without back

pressure. The most efficient

system yet devised ; over 2,000
sets already fitted. Beautifully
finished in polished copper
plate, 30/-. Nickel plated,

33/6.

UNBREAKABLE
SIDECAR SPRING.
GUARANTEED FOR

12 MONTHS.
Double the comfort. Actual
photographs reproduced
showing the wonderful 4in.

movement of the spring.

You can practically turn

this spring inside out, and
it will return to its normal
setting without fracture.

Its secret is in its self-shock-

absorbing qualities, and it

works both ways, thus tak-

ing the rebound, which is

also absorbed by friction.

Have one fitted to your
chassis, and you'll be siu"-

prised at the added com-
fort. Price 17/6.

The Spring in its

iiorvial position.

The Spring Jieavilv

loaded. Movement
4 inches.

Sho-mng }iow the top
leaves absorb both
shocks and reboutid.

^(iQiSf^
Official Douglas Agent,

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL.
(Ten years with Douglas Motors, Ltd.)

Tel. 3792.

1 IbeltfastenerJL/

PRICE

Mali.
fSlZES

INDEPEMDENT
CASE-
HARDENED
BOU^R
FREE TO

i, I
-^ i^y ^^ IlEVOJ-VE.

One inck sixenow available

HOLUOYDaCOLLlER ^':SS?'rsS?5-^''
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

NY Number of Second-hand Machines and Com
binatlons purchased for cash. A representativ*

will be sent to any part of the country to inspect
and complete the transaction after preliminary oego-
tiations. Write, 'phone, or call.—Longman Bros

,

17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.; 689. [4564

SEND Your Motor Cycle 'tb Palmer's GaraRe and
Motor Auction Room, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer ttlegraphea immediately on receipt. Nearest
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale il

desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [306'!

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scoot-ers and Spare l*arts.—Eenuforl

Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [SSSC

AUTO-GLIDER 23^h.p., built carry 2, practicallj
new; £14.—Cooper, Poultry Farm, Bayleigh. [2443

A .B.C. Skootamota. new, unsoiled, latest model; £S3,
sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth, 139. New St., Bir-

mingham. (4668

UNIBUS 2>2h.p., clutch, 2 speeds, kick-stai-t, electric

lighting; £25; nearly new, excellent order.—
S. M. H. Ors, 25, Camden Rd., near Tube. [2960

MGTOH Scooter, Dyonette, for lady ox gentleman,
as new, cost 37 gns.; _ will accept £25 01

nearest ; call, evenings.—10, Munca-ster Rd., Clap.
|

ham Common, S.W.ll. [2668,

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS. 1

CYCLE with Young Engine Attachment, as new
only ridden a few miles; bargain.—Bradbeer, Minoi

head, Som. [240(i

Iih.p. Young's Motor Cycle, special frame, quit*.

2 new, tax paid; £17.—Smith, 175, New Nortb
Hd., Hoxton. [274:'

Iih.p. Kenilworth Motor Cyclette, suitable for lad]'

2 or gentleman; ^27/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shot.

Lane, London. [3'42J

AUTO-AVHEEL, B.6.A. model, and Humber 2.3pee(

cycle, excellent order; £14/14.—Mylam, 197, Lon
don Rd., Croydon.

'

r?20;

CYCLOTRACTEUR, shop-soiled, makers' price £21.
Send for terms; stamp please.—Edwarde-s, 277,

Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. -,[317V

1h. p.Motor Attachment, fixed to a good B.S.A. pedai

bicycle, 3-speed hub gear; ;ei7/10 complete.—Wani
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3421;

WALL Auto-Wheel for Sale, excellent condition,
owner bought motor cycle; no reasonable ofra

refused.—Delme, Courtland'a Avenue, Hamptoi
Middlesex. [25^

B.RIGGS-STRATTON Auto-wheeh 2h.p. (American)',
very powerful, cost £35 last August, suit trader

man's tricycle; £25, or near offer.—33, Market Sq.,:

Leighton Buzzard. [257(i

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son for hoods screen, and apronaS

hoods from 35/-.—Below.
,

|

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreens, comr
plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-: senti

on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes ol windi

screens; we have a few second-hand Standard
Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wiuA
screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtalnf

etc.; open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings til

1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High Stv

Putney, S.W. (D) [6191'

SANDUM V Screens in stock; £2/15.—Houehijli
188, High: St., Peckham, S.E.15. [241'

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, bra^s fittingli

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, Hip
Rd., Tottenham, London, [350-

SIDECAR Hoods, 30 /- ond 40/-, best qualifci

materials; celluloid, 1/6 sq. It.—Hercules Hoc
Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0851

EASTING Screens froi» £3; Sandum V screens, froni

£2 / 1 5. All makes of screens repaired. Nev
panels fitted from 12/-; aprons supplied from 10/-
hoods complete Irom 35/—Robini Mfg. Co.," 1 and 3

Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 2. 'Phone: Briston 1585-
[343t

BODIES.
MONTGOMERY 1921 Sports Body, good conditiofl

offers; cheap.—95, The Grove, Wandsworth. [315

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all mode)
In stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, an
give twelve months' guarantee with every bod

made by them,—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, repaint and upholster t

moderate charges, first-class V7ork guaranteed
estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and Son

rear of 84, High St., Putney. S.W. [6l9.

TORNADO Aluminium Sidecars.—The last word i

sporting and touring sidecar bodies, handsom
roomy, and comfortable, light yet tremendously stronj

adaptable to any chassis.—Catalogue post free fro)

Greenwood, 198, Manchester Rd., Oldham. [884

a.^8 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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The Featherweight Motor Cycle.

IT
is not always particularly easy for the

motor cyclist of to-day to appreciate

the advantages of the ultra-light type of

mechanically propelled cycle. The rider

of a sporting mount is apt to look with

scorn and derision on anything smaller than

250 c.c, yet the real miniatures are increasing

in number, and there is a very definite reason

for their increasing popularity.

Firstly, it must be remembered that the

popularity of the motor cycle has not yet-

approached its zenith, and that by far the

largest number of prospective motor cyclists will

be dra^vn, not from the class of young rider

with sporting proclivities, but from the busi-

ness men who require a very moderately

priced two-wheeler principally to take them to

and from their daily work. - Again, there are

thousands of cyclists whose increasing years

compel them to consider some form of

mechanical aid on their pleasure trips into the

country or on their journeys to or from the golf

course. - Such as these do not need fast or

heavy machines, but rather the lightest and

simplest possible type of mount. The motor

assisted pedal-cycle, if properly devised, exer-

cises a strong appeal to the habitual cyclist.

For one thing he is able to retain his , accus-

tomed riding position and enjoys, rather than

otherwise, the occasional light pedal assistance

which may be necessary on the more severe

gradients. Without doubt the motor assisted

cycle is doing, and will continue to do, good

propaganda work, and though we consider that

the greatest future lies before the miniature

motor cycle fitted, probably, with a tiny two-

stroke engine and two-speed gear, yet both

types are to be encouraged. Three points are

of vital importance whichever type is to be con-

sidered, viz., price, weight, and mudguarding.

The first item must be kept as near as pos-

sible to that of a high-class pedal cycle, weight

should not exceed 8olb. to 851b., and mud-
guarding should be sufficient to permit a

business man to arrive at his office in a reason-

able state of cleanliness, not a very difficult

proposition when it is recalled that a speed of

20 miles an hour is the maximum desired.

Inexpensive Touring.

SOME people hold the belief that motor cycle

touring is an expensive pastime. It is not.

At the same time it may easily be made
expensive, and it must be confessed that

most of us live, as it were, on a higher

scale during our holidays than we do during the

remaining forty-eight or fifty weeks of the year.

But it is not fair to blame the motor cycle for this

increased expenditure.

There is really no reason why a tour should

make a bigger hole in one's purse than^a more
prosaic fortnight by the sea. In fact, the reverse

should be the case.

Perchance, however, the grumblers are content

with a more or less modest boarding house when
they spend a vacation safts motor, but, setting off

awheel, their ideas of comfort alter, and nothing

satisfies but a really elaborate hotel.

Sometimes, indeed fairly often, the big hotel

provides the better value for money, but as a

general rule the motor cyclist tourist should be
content with the less imposing establishment.

Even then his expenses will not be greater than

with the seaside boarding house, and certainly

infinitely less than in the big seaside hotel.

It is nevertheless very true that one cannot

judge the relative value of an hotel until one is in

possession of the bill next mornine:.

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue

3
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will be found on ttie page facing tlie back cover.
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The Camping Season.

LOT of motor cyclists will be camping out during
the next few weeks. I have no desire to hurt

anybody's feelings, but every camper knows
that when permission to use an old camping site is'

refused, the cause is almost always that " dirty

campers " have been there in the interim. No land-

owner or land tenant cares to see one of his choicest

plots defiled by a litter of paper, foul tins, grease,

bacon rind, egg shells, and the like. It is not enough
to chuck such rubbish somewhere out of sight. Thi^re

may be a convenient ditch or patch of fern

handy to cover up filth, but filth attracts vermin,
and wasps, flies, and earwigs are the portion

of the next camper to use that site. The decent
camper always burns everything which is burn-
able before he strikes camp. He makes a point of
burning out tins to remove grease, scraps of meat, fish,

milk, etc., therefrom. What cannot be burnt he buries.

Even his. greasy washing-up water is strained into a
shallow pit through a sieve of leaves and twigs. The
Boy Scouts have very stringent rules on this subject.

Let us motor cyclists see that we are at least as tidy
and sanitary as small urchins can be. Some of my
favourite sites are now' closed to all campers, and
others are so polluted that no decent man would use
them.

Two Tent Tips.

THE camping motor cyclist may be interested in

two small tips making for comfort and
efficiency during an open-air holiday. Has

your cottage tent a vertical pole at each end ? ^If so,

scrap it and substitute at each end two shear leg poles,

lashed together at their upper ends. The first merit
is that the doorway is no longer obstructed ; even more
precious is the fact that when a heavy shower begins
at 2 a.m., instead of staggering out barefoot into the
wet, cold night to slacken the taut guys, you just
reach out a sleepy paw and alter the angle enclosed
by the shear legs. A second tip of less value is based
on the fact that a push is often as effective as a pull.
The four main guys of the ordinary ridge-poled tent
are generally extended far out from the tent at about
45 degrees, where their sturdy pegs have a nasty habit
of stubbing one's bare toes, and causing one to rev.

freely upwards from a datum line commencing with a
handy but naughty little " d." These protruding ob-

: "Ixion's" "MOTORCYCLE REMINISCENCES" are I

! available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The :

I
Motor Cycle" Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4. :

structions may be eliminated by stretching the fore guys

backwards and the rear guys forwards in X formation

on either side of the tent; it stands just as firm, and
the fairway at each end is cleared.

Knee Grip on Lady's Machines.

n
DON'T know whether our fair riders grip the tank

with their knees. In ancient days, when the

paladin disguised himself as a woftian to spy out

the enemy's fortress, they used to detect him by toss-

ing over a few links of gold chain, and watching

whether he opened or shut his knees to catch it. Per-

haps the same applies to motorcycling. ButT have

just been sampling a famous ladies' model, and I

noticed that the colossal knob of the gearlever came
just where the tenderest part of my thigh was. It

didn't feel right, but j>erhaps petticoats make a dif-

ference. I believe that the design of ladies' machines
still requires a great deal of attention to detail. ,

More Strange Trottble.

Tq) EADERS may remember my carefully laid plans

J_^ for a no-trouble season. Also how the demon
of miscliief who occasionally interferes in hurhan

affairs proved one too many for me. He's been at it

again. What was it this time? Certainly. A high-

velocity golf ball, smitten by one of those willowy

knickerbockered blokes with universal joints at every

hinge of his anatomy, encountered my tank at speed

some thirty yards after quitting the club face. Result,

new tank. I must study the literature of demonology.
and learn what sacrifice will propitiate the powers of

darkness. The culprit was merely demonstrating a
perfect swing, and didn't mean to hit the ball at all.

A Home Truth.

ACCORDING to the A.C.U. the"^ public- are

clamouring for more silent motor cycles. It

may be so. Our village postmistress is not. I

reproduce the conversation verbatim :

—

V. P.M. :
" So you've got a new motor cycle, Mr.

Ixion?",
Self: " Yes, Mrs. Jones. Do you like it?

"

V.P.M. :
" To be sure I do, sir !

"

Self (incautiously) :
" Now I wonder what's taken

your fancy about it; I didn't know you were interested

in machinery."
V.P.M. (without malice) : " No more I be, sir.

But it makes that much noise I have time to get the

children in afore you comes past."

(Ixion kickstarts vigorously.)

19 ,
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Anywhere a Pony Can Go.

E
THINK so highly of the motor cycle that I use

mine in the country exactly as one would use a

horse. I make it do everything except jump,
especially in dry weather. With a low bottom gear

and a handlebar clutch I caracole gaily over, commons,
through woods, across fields, and through fords.

There are just two snags in this sort of riding, pro-

\ided the surface is dry. Snag No. i is the familiar

difficulty of opening a gate whilst supporting a

machine which scales over 2^ cwt. Snag No. 2 is

obviated by a prop stand with a disced spike at its

business end—^viz., the problem of propping up a

machine on a soft flat surface.

W^
An Impromptu Gymkhana.

'E have all heard of the gentleman . who rode

a motor bicycle backwards from somewhere
to somewhere—I believe the feat was actually

accomplished in Yorkshire just before the war, and T

only pray that no topers of the night before were

stricken with lunacy by the weird spectacle. But I

have recently experienced an even more harrowing

sensation. Some few motor cyclists were larking about

on a deserted cricket field, when Jones bet Robinson
that he couldn't ride his machine blindfold. Robin-

son was duly blinkered by tying a thick bag over his

head, and off he went. He simply couldn't balance
and fell off with agonised shrieks. Then we all tried

Two or three experienced considerable difficulty in

keeping upright ; but one or two members of the party

could not only ride with ease, but managed to take
their machines decently near a mark sighted just before
they were blindfolded. Try it, and test your sense

of balance. Mine is only so-so with no horizon to act

as a datum line.

True Pathos.

THERE are plenty of pathetic individuals wander-
ing' about the planet—'the gourmand whose purse

only permits of feeding in teashops ; the rosarian

I once met-, who earned his bread in the whaling in-

dustry ; and many others. But for sheer tragedy com-
mend me to the marine engineer whose hobby is motor
cyrling, and who spends about one month per annum
ashore, for which a cruel and brutal Government com-
pels him to pay a full quarter's tax, or may be two
quarters if the month falls awkwardly. , I have just

had a letter from one such, who implores the trade

to remember that seven riders out of ten are staid

fellows, and prefer the " sit up and beg " riding posi-

tion to T.T. attitudes. He has fitted a .o2in. nipple

and needle valve to the left transfer port cover of his

Scott, and connected it up to a branch petrol line.

He finds the engine will now start at the second kick

from cold in any weather. _

M'

TOURING IN THE FRENCH ALES. The quaint village of St. Veran, 6,690 feet above sea level and the highest commune n-

France. See article "A Week in the High Alps" fpage 154'.
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One of Europe's

Most Wonderful
Touring Grounds.

Amidst the French
Alpine Passes
with a Solo

Lightweight.

By c. WATfeRLOW.

The limit of practicable road on the Calibier. A huge bank ot snow confronted the traveller as late as June.

THERE is one respect in which a solo motor bicycle

scores over all other self-propelled vehicles,

and that is its ability to be turned round easily

in awkward places. Many of the mountain tracks and
snowy passes up \vhich I penetrated early in June
one would not have dared to attehipt in a car, for fear

of coming up against a bank of snow or an avalanche

across the road with a precipice to one side and a cliff

on the other, and being forced to proceed most peril-

ously in reverse down perhaps five miles of liarrow,

steep and winding mountain track.

A motor bicycle on the Riviera is one thing, and in

the high Alps in springtime it is quite another. On
the azure southern shores of France it is apt to seem
rather small, especially in the height of the season

when Rolls-Royces and the like swarm everywhere ;

but once in the mountains, providing that it is sound
and has a good three-speed gear, it comes into its own.
Its rider has the freedom of the heights, and can lord

it over all the cars that pass, or try to pass the highest

cols, for they often get into difficulties before the roads

are fully cleared for their summer trafSc.

The Writer's TasK.

To attempt to describe the high French Alps, with

their wonderful roads in all the glory of fine June
weather, is a heavy responsibility for the conscientious

soul of one who, havinp; travelled much, firmly believes

this part of the world to- be the most beautiful on earth

and unsurpassed as a touring ground. If these notes

induce but a few to follow in the writer's wheel tracks

and to learn to know and appreciate the countrv and

a 24

the people of the P'rench Alps, thev will, in his opinion,

have served their purpose.

My little A.J.S. never feels the heat; but I did not

allow it to mistake the magnificent coast road from

Cannes to Nice for the T.T. course. The shimmering,

bituminous surface seemed to exude heat like a casting

fresh from the mould, and the sun beat down with

merciless intensity as I left Cannes on the afteriioon of

June I St. Turning to the left up the vallev of the

Var without entering Nice, the road, still broad and
straight as an arrow, was in luuch better condition this

year than formerly. It carries a very heavy industrial

traffic for the first part of the way, and it was good to

find that repairs had at last caught up with deteriora-

tion.

Surprising Contrast.

The change from a broad valley baking in the

southern sun to a wonderful narrow mountain gorge

comes with surprising suddenness when one is making
good speed, and then, passing through numerous short

tunnels, the convolutions of the road beside a great

torrent in full spate makes one feel that one is on the

real Route des Alpes at last. For years I have longed

to explore this route, the course'planned by the branch

of government known as Fonts et CJimissees in conjunc-

tion with the Touring Club de France that leads the

astonished traveller over all the highest passes from

south to north, skirting along the Franco-Italian

frontier. Now at last the dream has come true, and

my one desire left in that direction is to go again.

A glance at the map would appear to indicate that

the distance from Nice to Entrevaux in the Var valley

28
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is about equal to that from the latter place on to Bar-

celonnette, whereas actually the latter stage is much
longer owing to the fact that no map can show all the

innumerable bends in' the road.

It is a different world into which one emerges after

[>assing the first barrier of the Alpes Maritimes through

the Gorges du Var, a fresher air, a softer light and,

in June, a land that is full of the scent of flowers and
new-mown hay. The road rises steadily through Puget

Theniers and Entrevaux, which is the most charming

old town with ^an ancient castle perched apparently

quite inaccessibly on a pinnacle hundreds of feet above

the broadened river.

A Rocky Sentinel.

A little higher up, the route bends to the right, and

then climbs, with a gradient that is for the first time

noticeable, to the entrance of the Gorges de Daluis, a

favourite excursion from Nice and a most wonderful

mountain passage. A fantastic rock pinnacle stands

sentinel at the southern end, and the road passes, by
many bends and several tunnels, through a chaos of
red cliffs and clefts whilst the torrent of the Var roars

at an abysmal depth below one on the right.

What's in a Name ?
Again the valley opens out as we descend to the level

of the stream once more and arrive at a peaceful little

town called Guillaumes, a name that French people
now consider to be regrettable. Here there is a com-
fortable country hotel, and much to be seen of interest

in the surroundings. It is the first stopping- place

for motor coaches on the Route des Alpes in high
summertime. I stopped for the night, my distance

from Cannes now being 121 kilometres; the Col de la

Cayolle, with its formidable elevation of 7,630 ft., was
now before me.

The road leading up from Guillaumes to this col

passes at first through a deliciously pastoral valley set

off by rugged mountains closing the horizon to the

north. The village of Entraunes, the last of any size

•s^miis^mis^^ji^^igiii^s^e'issi&m^^^ss^^&'f.i^immy'

SCENES AFTER PASSING THE
BARRIER OF THE ALPES MARITIMES

(Left.) Sentinel Rock, Gorges de Daluis

Right (top.) Looking back towards the

summit of the Col d'Allos from the

northern slope.

(Bottom.) A characteristic view in th

Gorges du Var.

16
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in this valle)', is very picturesque and contains in tlie

middle of its narrow street one of tl^e most fearsome

hairpin bends to be met with anywliere.

Above the last group of wooden chalets the climb

begins in earnest with a gradient of about i in 10,

stiffening sometimes to i in 8. The last trees are left

behind, and vegetation, save for scraggy grass and rock

plants, disappears from the scene, which becomes grim

and forbidding and very grand. Clouds were gather-

ing over the summits, and there was none of the

brilliance of some of the passes, equally lofty, further

to the north. The road surface v.'as quite good, only

a little stony in places, and I rose steadily towards

the clouds at 15 m.p.h. on second until, when thelop

seemed quite near, there came an unpleasant surprise,

a mass of boulders across the road, and workmen who
told me that there were quantities of snow and ava-

lanches higher up, and that the pass would not be prac-

ticable before the end of the month. It was most dis-

appointing. The only thing to be, done was to drop

right down again through Guillaumes, thread the

Gorges de Daluisonce more, and, by a circuitous route

via Annot, la Colle St. Michelle and Colmars, attempt

the Cold'Allos (7,312 ft.), which might also be in the

same state, though. I had passed it in a car nearly a

month earlier last year.

Sno'w Compels Detour.

This enforced change of route was not altogether to

be regretted, for it gave me one more mountain pass,

the passage of la Colle St. jMichelle, a matter of barely

5,000ft., not to be compared' with those on the real

Route des Alpes, but presenting a view of indescrib-

.able beauty over the deep wooded valley of the river

Verdon in which lie the villages of Colmars and Alios.

It began to drizzle, my back tyre was suffering

from a persistently leaky valve, and my petrol was

running low, so that I was never so glad of the night's

repose as when I arrived at the little Hotel de France

in picturesque Colmars, where a welcome was certain,

as this is the third year in succession that I have

stopped there in passing over the Alps.

Scoring over a Car.

A party in a new and racy Nazzaro car also put up
at this hotel for the night, and we fell into conversa-

tion, as one does so easily in French hotels. Their

engine gave 80 horse-power and untold speeds on the

road. They talked gaily of reaching the Col du
Lauteret, about a hundred miles further on, for lunch

the next day, starting only at 9 a.m. However, they

did not know the road, and were certain to be dis-

illusioned. Actually I left at 8.30 a.m., whilst they

were making their preparations, and I never saw them

again.

The morning was Avet, and it looked as though the

experience was coming of endeavouring to cro.ss a

7,oooft. pass in really bad w-eather ; but the clouds

dispersed as I rose steadily through Alios and up on to

the heights where the surrounding snows became blind-

ingly bright. The road on the southern side is narrow

and stony, but not really difficult, first speed being

required only for a few soft patches. There were

flowers on the heights and the track was clear of snow

a 26

on both sides of the summit. Stopping by- the refuge
house at the top, a wayfarer informed me that much
Avork had been done this year in clearing the pass, and
that it had cost 7,000 francs. Certainly the descent

on the northern side was in much better condition than

last year.

I found that it had taken just under an hour to reach

the summit, 25 kilometres (14^ miles) from Colmars,
and I had risen 3,330ft. without stopping, overheat-

ing or worrying in any way, the-elevation of Colmars
being 4,050ft. and that of the top of the col 7,380ft.

The upper air makes one feel alive on a different

plane of existence from the normal. Gazing down
from the top of the Col d'Allos over a vast tumble of

peaks, rocky and snowy and clothed at their bases with

dark pine forests, the perspective in which the earth

and life in general appear is all changed. Then
indeed one feels equal to fulfilling Kipling's somewhat
difficult injunction :

—

" meet with triumph or disaster,

and treat these two impostors just the same."

But what a marvellous land this is ! How small

Ben Nevis would look from these heights, and what a
pimple Snowdon would be !

I de.scended very slowly to Barcelonnette, so as not

to arrive too early for lunch there, which, from past

experience, Iknew would be good. It is a little town
'

tucked away in the heart of the mountains, but w-ith

an entourage of trim, well-built villas the presence and
origin of which is curious. Some few decades back
much of the enterprising youth of the place emigrated

to south and central America, and some returned having

made fortunes which they expended in building really

comfortable homes in their birthplace. These houses

are known as the Mexican villas.

Local Road Warnings.

They told me that the Col du Vars the next barrier

to be crossed over the range called the Chaine de Par-

paillon, was " feti fraticablc," a phrase scarcely strong

enough to deter an enterprising motor cyclist. I was
able to fill up here with the exact quantity of petrol and
oil required and also to buy more photographic films,

of which I had already expended a surprising number.
My only touring trouble, apart from tyres, was due

to the smallness of the machine's petrol and oil capacity

and to the fact that one can seldom induce dealers in

country places to sell less than 5 litres (just over a

gallon) of the former and two litres of the latter, which

quantities my tank will only take when quite empty.

It is obvious that this presents a serious difficulty when
one is not radiating from a centre. Some form of

auxiliary tank is really essential for long-distance tour-
|j

ing in remote regions. v

The afternoon was very hot, and as I breasted the

steep southern ascent of the Col du Vars it seemed to ->

get hotter instead of cooler as the height increased. j|
Thunder clouds hung about the summits and flowers ''

decorated the grassy slopes in a profusion that is mar-

vellous to northern eyes. The road is bad, narrow,

steep and very rough with vertical edges in several

places. This pass, the top of which is 6,960ft., was

constructed in 1891 by the 5th regiment of Chasseurs

Alpins, and they probably began on the northern slope, 1
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which is well engineered, and got ratlier tired of tlie

job towards the end. ' It is considered to i)e one of the

most difficult in the Alps from a motoring point of

view. My only pauses on the ascent were of a photo-

graphic nature. It is a pity that the camera cannot

vender those dazzling little blue gentians that star the

ground up there amidst rocks and stones and patches

of melting snow.

The southern slope is very beautiful, with all the

usual Alpine features of rich, flowery fields nestling at

preposterous angles against dark

forest-clad mountains, and with the f-
lateral valley of the upper Ubaye ,,^,.- -

leading straight to the Italian frontier fe'

past the delightful village of St. p
Paul. I once spent a night at the fj

little inn there, where they have not 1^

even got electric light yet. One opens *--'^

the front door and chickens run out

of the parlour, and one catches a

glimpse and a whiff of cattle repos-

ing just beyond a secon.d door, but

upstairs it was clean, and I was given

a meal that, no ordinary human
being could consume in its entirety.

Owing to the proximity of the Italian

frontier a passport is advisable.

TKe refuge house at the top of the Col d'Allos.

But the northern descent is glorious beyond all

powers of description. At first the road winds down-
wards through a pine forest, the mossy turf of which
in June is carpeted with flowers. Then the valley
opens out to a spacious scene that is unique in the
Alps. The broad valley of the Durance spreads itself

lar below, and, piling up on plane after plane of dis-
tance and elevation, the great snow mountains of
Dauphiny ri.se into the skies, sometimes floating like
ethereal islands above the earth and the clouds, some-
times losing themselves in unfathomable atmospheric
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depths. One is compelled to stop and gaze upon this

vast magnificence. I wonder, if one built a liouse up
there, whether it would be easy to live with th;it view
every day, or whether one would be made to feel s6
minute as to render comfortable existence • almost
impossible.

By many convolutions the road descends upon
Guillestre, another characteristic, peaceful old French
country town with an ancient church and a passable •

hotel, and here we turn to the right to explore the

Val Queyras down which flows the torrent of the Ciuil

View near the lop of the road le

up to the Sommet Bucher.

idmg

mg mountauis

from its source on Mont Viso and the

Italian frontier. This is a detour that

very few British tourists have as yet

been accustomed to take ; but they do
not know what they miss. About 20

miles of excellent route naiionaU

leads up the -Val Queyras, and, in

spite of all that has gone before, it is

a revelation. It passes first of all

through a gorge the vertical rock sides

of which are fully a thousand feet

high, and then emerges, as so often

happens in these regions, into a broad
and pastoral upper valley the flank-

of which are clothed entirely with

forests of larch ' trees. The first place of in-

terest, in the gorge itself, is la Maison du Roi,

nt which are to be seen souvenirs of Louis XIII.,
w^ho passed that way on a journey _t0' Italy. A little

higher up a fine medieval fortress. Chateau Queyras,
stands across the valley and barred the way in ancient

times. Then, passing Ville-Vieille at the confluence

of the Guil w'ith another mountain torrent, we come to

Aiguilles, principal village of the val.

{To be (Piiclndcd
.)

^
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MOST motor cyclists are acquainted with the self-

recording barometer in which the fluctuations of

the atmospheric pressure are indicated by an

oscillating pen on a chart encircling a slowly rotating

drum.
If instead of indicating the pressure of the atmos-

phere we have a moving pencil which records the ever-

changing pressures in the working space of a motor

cycle cylinder, and if the uniforfflly rotating drum is

replaced by a flat plate which moves to and fro in

such a way that it exactly reproduces the movement
of the engine piston, the diagram drawn out will be

known to the engineer as an " indicator diagram," and
will prove of the greatest use in determining the effi-

ciency of an engine under varying conditions of valve

and ignition timing and with various settings of the

carburetter controls or in comparing the results given

by various designs of engine details or by various

grades of fuel.

Resolving Qylinder Pressures
Diagrammatically,

In order to realise fully the nature of an indicator

diagram let us first imagine the stroke of the piston to

be represented to a definite scale by a horizontal

straight line, such as A H in fig. i.

We may think of the point A as the " top dead-
centre "and the point H as the " bottom dead-centre,"

and we may further imagine the stroke to be divided

into a large number of parts at the points B, C D,
E, and so on.

Now just as an ordinary thermometer records tem-
peratures by the measurement of the column of liquid

against a scale, let us imagine that it were possible

to insert a pressure gauge into the cylinder of our
engine which would read off, in exactly the same way,
the pressure in the working-space for each of the
piston positions corresponding to the points A, B, C,
etc., throughout one complete cycle of the engine.

BOTTOM
DEAD

CiriTEE

Fie. I.

These pressures would be measured by

the heights of the indicating column in

our imaginery pressure-gauge, and these,

in turn, could be represented by vertical

lines drawn to

scale through

the corre-
sponding
points on the

line AH.

The Four-
StroRe Cycle.

For the
sake of sim-

plicity let us

deal with a

four - stroke

engine and first consider the suction stroke. As

a general rule the pressure in the cylinder at the com-

mencement of this stroke will be a httle above that

of the atmosphere, and vyill-fall slightly as the piston

moves to its
" bottom dead-centre," so that the vertical

lines representing the pressures will gradua ly diminish

in length and the fluctuation is shown by the line A Y
_

in fig. I, which joins up the extremities of the pressure

linGS.

In a precisely similar manner the line Y Z W
_

in

fig 2 will represent the fluctuation in pressure during

the compression stroke as the piston travels back from

"bottom dead-centre" (point H) to "top dead-

centre " (point A), and here the pressures increase very

considerably, and the vertical lines therefore increase

in height to a corresponding extent. In practice the

pressure increases steadily until the end of the com-

pression stroke is very nearly reached. This is shown

by the portion of the diagram between the pomts -,j

Y and Z, and at the latter point the pressure may

amount to 100 lb. per square inch; ignition then

occurs and the pressure jumps up almost mstantane-

ously while
the piston is

moving over
" top dead-

centre " at the

pxDint W.

1
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What Happens in the Cylinder.

—

Tlie liriiig or working stroke then commences, and

the pressure continues to increase just beyond " top

ilead-centre " to a point such as V in fig. 2, and the

jiiaj.imum pressure may be as much as 450 lb. per

square inch. It then falls off again as the piston moves

lo its " bottom dead-centre " as shown by the line V T,

until, iinally, the pressure represented by the height

H T will not be greatly above that of the atmosphere.

The piston now commences the ex-

haust stroke and moves back to the

.''top dead-centre," and the pressure

diminishes gradually at first and then

usually rises slightly, as shown by the

curved line T X in fig. 3. The slight

rise which is

generally noticed,

in practice, to-

wards the end of

the exhaust
stroke is due to

the back pressure

which exists
almost invariably

in the silencer

and exhaust
pipe.

This completes the cycle of operation of the engme

and another suction stroke then commences.

Owing to the fact that the variations in pressure

during the suction and exhaust strokes are small com-

pared with those during the compression and_ firmg

strokes, figs, i and 3 have been drawn to a different

scale of pressure from that used in fig. 2. but if we com-

bine figs. I, 2, and 3, using a common scale of pres-

sure, we obtain the peculiarly shaped area shown in

fig. 4, which wili be the complete " indicator dia-

gram " for the engine under consideration.

Any four-stroke internal combustion engine, whether

it be' a large, slow-running gas engine or a small

high-speed petrol engine,

when. working ' normally

would give an indicator dia-

gram roughly resembling

fig. 4 in general outline.

Fig. 4.

:-5

Indicators Actually in
Use.

In the foregoing a purely

imaginary method of ob-

taining the indicator dia-

gram has . been described,

but several ingenious appli-

ances have been constructed

which, when attached to an

engine, will trace out the

diagrams automatically.

One of the simplest of

such instruments is known as

the " Micro-Indicator," and

is shown diagrammatically

in fig. 5. To the experi-

mental engineer studying internal combustion

engine phenomena, the apparatus conveys much

bCKtwED into
mGIME CYUNDEE.

Fig- 5-
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information as to what is taking place inside the

cylinder under observation.

It consists of a small cylinder C, fitted with a piston

and having a bore of rather more than one centimetre,

or roughly three-eighths of an inch, giving a piston

area of one square centimetre. This small cylinder has

a screwed boss at its lower end which fits the com-

pression tap hole of the engine to be tested, while

the piston carries a short rod R which protrudes

CrROUMD CLASS
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Fig. 6.

through the top of the cylinder C, and is fitteii at its

upper extremity with a fine horizontal pointer P. This

just touches a detachable smoked-glass plate . S,

measuring about two inches by one inch. The piston

is regulated by a strong external spring X, and as

the pressures fluctuate in the engine cylinder the rod R
and pointer P move up and down to a proportionate

extent. The glass plate S is held in guides which are

connected by rods, eccentrics, and gearing to an

external portion of the engine crankshaft, but for the

sake of clearness this mechanism is omitted from the

diagram.
Direct Pressure Recording.

The backward and forward motion of the engine

piston is, of course, converted into the rotary motion
of the engine shaft byJhe connecting rod and cranks,

and this rotary motion is reconverted back to
'

' straight-line
'

' motion by the above-mentioned
mechanism, with the resultrthat the glass-plate of the

indicator exactly reproduces
\ on a smaller scale the motion
» of the engine piston and in a

direction at right angles to

that of the pointer P.

In this way
EAHAUST VAjyE oPETiS the pressures

in the work-
ing - space of

the engine
cylinder are

automatically
recorded
throughout the

cycle of
o p e r a t ions,

and an indi-

cator diagram, similar in shape tolhat shown in fig. 4,

will be drawn out on the smoked-glass plate.

TOO EARl>

EXCESSIVE BACK PRESSURE

Fig- 7-
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What Happens in the Cylinder —
Actually the size of the diagrams thus ol)taine(l is

extremely small, ami after "fixing" the plate liy

soaking in Canada balsam, they are either examine;!

under a microscope or enlarged photographically.

Another interesting appliance enables the indicator

diagram to be traced out on a screen by a rapidly

moving spot of light, and as the carburetter controls or

ignition timing are altered, so the diagram can be seen

to change its shape.

The Watson Indicator.

This apparatus, known as the " \\'atson Indicator,"

is shown in a diagrammatic manner in fig. 6.

The engine pressures are recorded by the vibrations

of a thin silicon-steel, diaphragm enclosed in the

casing C, which is connected up to a compression

tap on the engine cylinder by means of a short tube.

The vibrations of this diaphragin are transmitted by

a rod to a small mirror A, wliile' a second mirror B
rocks to and fro in exact harmony with the motion of

the engine piston, being connected up by gearing,

eccentrics, and rods with the engine cranksliaft. Both
mirrors are enclosed in a box having a ground-glass

screen S at one end.

A powerful beam of light is projected on to the

mirror A through an opening in the box, and is

reflected back to the mirror B and thence to the

screen S in the manner shown, and is focussed by
lenses until it appears as a small bright spot.

The motion of the two mirrors is thus combined in

the movement of the beam of light, and the spot on the

screen moves so rapidly that the indicator cHagram is

traced out in the form of an illuminated line.

AUGUST 3rd. ig22.

To the expert eye the incticatdr diagram tells at

once what is happening inside the engine cylinder, ?ind

the area of the figure, combined with other data, gives

a fairly exact measurement of the horse-power and

efficiencv of the engine. , '

^ In the case of two-stroke engines which depend-
(jn crank case compression, an indicator card, or dia- ^

gram, can be taken for the crank case as well as for <

the working-space of the cylinder, and much useful

data thereby obtained.

As an example of what an indicator diagram will

reveal, let us examine fig. 7, which represents two
faults in the engine under consideration.

Incorrect Valve Timing.

First it will be noticed that the curve correspoiiding

to the firing stroke drops steeply at its lower "end,

the dotted line.showing the more usual shape for this

portion of the diagram. The steep slope points to

tlie fact that the exhaust valve is opening too earh'

and the area between the full line and the dotted line

represents a loss in the efficiency of the engine.

Secondly, the curve corresponding to the exhaust

stroke rises abnormally towards the -end, and this

shows the existence of excessive back pressure in the

exhaust pipe and silencer.

The use of the indicator as a method of testing has

long Ijeen in vogue for steam and gas engines, and its

application in various forms to the high-speed petrol

engine is becoming increasingly popular with the more
scientific and advanced designers, proving as it does

a quick, sensitive, and accurate means of testing and
comparison.

B. G. Manton (B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.C.E.).

MISTAKEN VIEWS ON THE SIDECAR.

WHY does it so frerjuently occur that people who
know least about a subject offer their opinions

so readily? It would not matter if they were

content with offering their opinions, but they are too

apt to couch their opinions (usually wrong) as if they

were facts.

Without wishing to appear in any way disrespectful,

.we cannot refrain from refuting the views expressed

by a coroner in a recent case involving the question of

the sidecar. In his address he said, " Of course

motor cycles and sidecars are very dangerous, and tots

of , accidents have occurred with them all over the

country." At this point a lady interrupted with

the suggestion that they should be " done away with

if you can't rely upon them," and further stated, with

feeling, that " they ought not to be allowed." The
coroner's next remark may explain why she was so

decided in the matter. He said " If I were you I

should not ride behind again." What he meant
exactly it is difficult to say, unless .she was guilty of the

indi.scretion of joy-riding on the pillion of the machine

at the time of the accident. It is not at all clear,

however.

But the most amusing part is yet to come ; he went

on to sav that " those who have driven these machines

toil me that when the driver of a motor cycle goes round

a ^o

a corner .with any weight in the sidecar there is a tre-

mendous strain on his arms. If the weight is con-

siderable it pulls the driver over. It is very danger-

ous unless the rider drives'very slowly around corners,

takes the greatest possible care, and does not have too

great a weight in the sidecar."

Unsatisfactory Theory.
It is quite obvious from this that the speaker has

never driven one of these " dangerous machines " him-
self. " If the weight of the sidecar is considerable it

pulls the driver over." Does he mean by this that

the driver, exhausted and worn out by the strain of

trying to get round the corner, rolls off the saddle in

an agony of despair and^ is left behind ? That sounds

rather unsatisfactory from many points of view 1

Certainly the driver sliould take every possible care,

but then so should every user of the road, whether -J
driving a six-cylinder car, a motor cycle, a donkey cart '^

or a bath chair. All are equally dangerous at times.

It might surprise the coroner in question to know that

on most modern machines it requires very little skill

indeed to drive without going through the usual

formality of grasping the handlebars at all. Also,

more accidents usually happen with a light sidecar,

because of its greater instability, than with a heavy

one.

22
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS, v.^^

Two Good Generator Tips.

Although practically all acetylene

generators are used for supplying more
than one lamp it is rather surprising that

ho provision is made for this by the

makers and. that recourse must be made
to outside connecting pieces. This fact

suggested to "H.C.," of Bayswater, an
alteration in a generator of the ordinary
type, which has proved of real value.

As vifill be seen from the illustration

an extra gas tube is provided^ and on each
tube there is a small tap such as is used
on model engines. The original single

tube was removed, for owing to its fine

bore there was a tendency for water to

condense inside it and cause irregularity

in the supply of gas. Both tubes are now of

^T^in. bore, and their fitting is quite a
simple matter, for
it is onl}' necessary
to drill or punch
holes through the
top and bottom of

the water con-

tainer and solder
the tubes in posi-

tion. The taps
are, of course,

optional, but they
are found to be
a great conveni-

ence. An alterna-

tive to the fore-

going arrangement
would be to pro-

vide a T-piece at

the top of the
existing tube, but
it is just as easy

to fit two tubes and the gas is under
better control.

An additional improvement to the

generator consists of filling the bottom of

the carbide container with solder, as

shown in the sketch. This obviates the

tendency of the bottom to crush in if

undue pressure is applied in an attempt to

make the joint gas-tight. The bottom of

the container should first be tinned in the

ordinary way with a soldering iron and
then a quantity of molten solder be
poured in, and the result is a bottom that

will withstand very severe pressure.

Flywheel Brake with Ratchet
Lever,

On machines equipped Tvith outside fly-

wheels an excellent supplementary brake
may frequently be rigged up, the retard-

• ing pad being on the flywheel rim. Mr.
J. Taylor, of Glasgow, suggests a
steel rod pivoted to the footboard and
carrying a fibre shoe to fit the rim against
which it is to be pressed. Clipped to the
top tube is a notched plate against which
a suitably filed portion of the rod slides.

A metal or wooden knob finishes the fit-

ment and makes it convenient to handle.

Supplying two lamps

direct from one gene-

rator.

A Selection of our Readers'
Home-made " Gadgets," with
Practical Hints on Work in

the Garage and on the Road.

Re-Timing a Magneto.
The magneto chain should not be re-

moved for re-timing. It is much simpler
to loosen the sprocket, leaving the chain
without disconnecting it.

Rusty Rims.
If the bead of a cover parts from the

walls, rusty rims are sometimes to blame.
Once in a season the covers should be re-
moved and the edges of the rims sand-
papered and re-enamelled.

Over the Rough Patches.
On nearing a patch of stones with a

sidecar, work up a little impetus and
then declutch to allow the outfit to roll

over the new metal ; the stones are not
likely to cut the back tyre unless the
engine is actually driving the machine.

The Spare Chain,
When two chains are used in the trans-

mission it is a good idea to make up the
spare chain in two lengths, of which the
shorter length consists of the same number
of links as the primary chain. With a
few spare links one should then be proof
against any emergency.

Utilising the Spare Plug.
To prevent the spare sparking plug

lying in idleness " C.S.M." drills a hole in
the hood of his acetvlene head lamp and
passes the business end through into the
interior, securing it inside by a thin nut
of sparking plug
thread. An insu-

lated switch is

fitted to the handle-
bar and the high-
tension wire is led

to this, two wires
branching to the
cylinder plug and
to the spare re-

spectively. When
it is desired to

light up, the water
is turned on a few
minutes in ad-

vance, and then
the current diver-

ted to the spare plug in the lamp,

the spark across its points igniting the

gas—and possibly blowing the glass out

of the front if the precaution of slightly

opening the door has not first been
observed !

Lighting the acetylene

lamp by electricity.

Supplementary Springing o^ a

Pillion.

When a pillion seat " bottoms " i"

crossing potholes with a fairly heavy
passenger, a reader signing himself
" Bunny " recommends that a couple of

old valve springs (A.J.S. in his case) be
placed between the

ordinary springs of

the pillion seat. If

the extra springs

are rather shorter

than the others no
loss of resiliency

occurs. This tip

only applies to pil-

Utilizing old valve lion seats with corn-

springs for a pillion pression coil springs,

seat. of course.

Anti-vibration Lamp Bracket.
To those who suffer many broken fila-

ments in electric head lamps a satisfac-

tory spring bracket may be made very
easily with some odd bits of steel plate

and the usual handy man's tools. It is

specially suitable for those machines
equipped with a solid flat single tongue
lamp bracket.

An oblong piece of plate is cut in from
each side, so that a centre portion may
remain the width of the lamp bracket

A device to

prevent broken

filaments.

The sides are bent backwards, the lower
portions at right angles and the upper
to enclose the bracket and slip over it.

The two arms at right angles are drilled

to take a bolt with squared ends, and
one kept apart bj' a tubular distance

piece. On the square ends of the bolt

the two arms of the lamp bracket are

secured. Two pieces of gramophone spring

make up the spring which controls the

movement of the bracket, the assonbly
being clearly shown in the sketch. On
the flat back of the bracket clip a nut

is brazed to receive a knurled head-lock-

ing screw and nut. This attachment was
made by a reader who prefers to remain
anonymous.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR :

CYCLISTS"—fiives hundreds ' oj useful
'

"wrinkles." Price 2s. 3d. post free, from :

" The Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, :

Tudor Street, London, B.C. 4. -

';
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A Special Feature in which Motor Cycle Insurance Questions are Answered
and Discussed.

It is now generally accepted thai insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number of
communications received on insurance matters, too, indicates thai readers are very keenly interested in this subject;

some of the questions require expert advice, and this feature has been formed to deal impartially with the various
problems that are presented to us.

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co., Lid. {a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded 18 years ago)
enable "The Motor Cycle" to keep in very close touch with all matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted
advantage to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked "Insurance" on the left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed
to "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

A Question " Alverston," writing from Wallasey,

ol Responsi- Cheshire, says: "All garages, repair depots,

JjiJitv. and the like display a notice to the effect

that ' they are not responsible for any damage
done to a car whilst being driven by one

of their staff.'

" It is quite feasible that a repair job of some
nature cannot be tried out unless the vehicle

is on the road. Should a smash happen and
we assume that the garage man is in the

wrong, how do I stand if he repudiates

responsibility ? My insurance policy only

covers accidents when I am driving, or, per-

haps, an extra named driver, and the acci-

dent may have been caused by gross negli-

gence.
"Is this notice only 'bluff'? Surely all

reputable repair depots are covered, despite

their calm repudiation."

The notice referred to is binding on the owner of the

car provided it can be shown that the owner knew of it at

the time he gave the order for the repairs, and if the notice

is conspicuously displayed the court might hold that he
would be presumed to have notice of it.

* * *" *

Insuring Mr. W. Watling, Hammersmith, writing on
Accessories. the question of insuring accessories, says

:

" When insuring an outfit the full value of

accessories is included. This may easily be
£50. In my own case it exceeded this

amount I understand, however, that I

should not be re-imbursed, even though every
accessory was stripped from the machine ar/d

stolen. Is this so?"

The theft cover in connection with motor cycle insurance
is of a total loss nature, that is to say, in the event of
the machine itself being stolen, all accessories are included
and taken into account when paying the loss. Very con-

siderable difficulty has been experienced by insurance com-
panies in connection with this theft section, and such
experiments as have been made providing for the payment
for stolen accessories irrespective of the machine being
stolen have ended somewhat disastrously. Very often it

is impossible for the unlucky owner to say whether an
accessory has been stolen or merely lost, which, of course,
is quite a different thing. It is to be hoped that motor
cycle insurance will follow in the same stages of progress
as pi'ivate car insurance, and that eventually the business
will get on to such a basis as will permit insurance com-
panies to include the theft of accessories in the same way
as this item is included In a private car policy.

b4

Increasing Mr. Pennell writes :'" Last August I pur-
the Value of chased a 1916 A.J.S: for £70. During last
a Second' winter I completely overhauled the machme,
hand Mount, fitting many new parts, which naturally en-

hanced the value of the outfit. I think it is

worth at least £90 at the present time.
" Of course, I had to declare the purchase

price when insuring the machine, and what
I wish to know is how I stand in this matter
to-day if the machine should be damaged or
stolen."

If i\Ir. Pennell is reasonably certain that his outfit at
the present time is worth £90, that, obviously, is the
amount at which he should declare its value in his pro-
posal to the company he names. In the event of a total
loss arising during the currency of the insurance, little or
no difficulty would be presented, as the fair market value
at the time of the loss would be based with regard. to the
fact that such special work had been done by the insured
himself to his machine, and he being a competent engineer,
would be given the full benefit of the fact by any reputable
insurance company.

* * * -»

1,000 c.c.= Mr. Charles Hargreaves, Liverpool, is con-

2| h.p.? cerned about the insurance of a machine he is

building, and says: "I am building a motor
cycle at home, and when it is completed I in-

tend to insure it. The engine, of my own de-

sign, will have a cubic capacity of nearly
1,000 c.c, but I, as the manufacturer, will

rate it at 2^ h.p.—it may develop more, or
it may not. Will the insurance company
accept my rating, or will it be considered
that this is a case where an exception should
be made to the otherwise apparently irrevoc-
able rule of basing premiums on manufac-
turers' horse-power ratings?"

Our enquirer here evidently proposes to set up an arbi-
trary distinction of his own when his home-made engine is

completed, and whilst endeavours of this sort probably
deser\-e success, we are afraid we cannot quite see any in-

surance company accepting an engine of 1,000 c.c. as 2^
h.p., for, as our correspondent states, it may develop more, or
it may not. To begin with, the enquii'er is not a manu-
facturer in the admitted sense, and this no doubt he will
readily admit. An insurance, when it is granted to him,
will be granted because he personally is considered a desir-

able risk, and the merits or demerits of his engine and his

own horse-power rating of that engine will play a very little

part indeed in the premium basis. It is not a case which
would often happen.
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A SIMPLE AUTOMATIC
CARBURETTER.

Good All'found Results from the Ekon.

CONTENTIOUS literature and wordy
arguments on the merits of single-

and two-lever carburetters are almost
wearisome in their constant recurrence.
For tliis reason it is not proposed here

to enter into lengthy discussion on the
advantages of either type. Let it suffice

that e.xperience proves that a first-class

I single-lever carburetter is at least as suit-
' able for the average rider as any other

type, and more than desirable for the

;
absolute novice.

\i Our latest experience of an automatic
i'-

carburetter has been with the Ekon,
] marketed by Geofiric & Keene, Ltd., of

Broad Street Place, London, E.G. This
! instrument some of our readers will re-

member under the name of the " Eta "

described in The Motor Cycle some two
years ago.

Success of Earlier Models.

Manufacturing problems have delayed
the production of this, instrument, and
though it made a meteoric appearance in

the 1921 Six Days' Trials, earning a bonus

Sectional plan illustrating the injector cone

and compensating passage.

of 30 marks for fuel consumption on a
993 c.c. Matchless sidecar, it is only now
ready for the market.

Before going into details of the car-

buretter it may be stated that it is

thoroughly well made, is simple to adjust,

economical in use, provides a very wide
range of flexibility with no flat spots, and
appears to give a full power range. Like
most accurate instruments, it is highly
sensitive to air leaks, and users are recom-
mended to pay special attention to their
induction systems and inlet valve guides,
but apart from this feature, which after
all affects all carburetters to some degree,
we have found the Ekon as near perfec-

MOTOR cyclists in France are warned,
under the nevr Code de la Eoule,
that before proceeding on the

road every driver must carry with
him a grey card showing that the
vehicle has been registered, a pink
card showing that he is capable of driv-
ing the vehicle, and a driving permit for

sidecars and cycle car drivers. On the
machine itself there must be a licence disc

(motor bicycles only)—or, if a passenger is

carried on the pillion, two discs—and a
plate bearing the owner's name, profession,
and residence. In addition to this, the

tion as any mechani-
cal device can be. It

is simple and robust
in construction, and
with only one ex-

ternal adjustment, a
screw-down needle
for the pilot jet.

ControUing Action Described.

Fuel passes to a top feed float chamber
and thence to a submerged controlling

jet. In order to reach the main venturi

the fuel then parses through an injector

cone which, besides being acted upon by
the air velocity in the normal manner, is

also controlled by the action of the de-

pression in the inlet pipe on a balancing
tube leading to the back of the injector

from a point on the atmospheric side of

the throttle.

Without this tube the suction on the jet

at high speeds with big throttle openings
would be excessive but the compensating
tube, acted upon at the point of greatest
depression (suction), tends to draw a back
current of air through the injector, thus
limiting the amount of petrol issuing

therefrom. It is claimed that by correctly

proportioning the orifices an automatic
compensation is introduced which ensures

that the depression acting on the fuel will

remain proportionate to the air velocity

under all conditions.

Main Charge Unaffected by Pilot Jet.

A pilot jet with its own air intake is

employed for slow running purposes, but
in order that the strength of the mixture
supplied from this source shall not effect

the main charge, the pilot is cut out of

action as the main passage is opened up.
In the gas passage from the pilot jet

there is a small valve chamber above the
main butterfly throttle, and a spring-
loaded disc valve has its seating therein.

When the throttle is nearly closed
a circular cam mounted on the edge of

the throttle vane strikes the stem of the
small valve and opens up the passage
from the pilot jet, but as the throttle is

opened the cam leaves this stem and the
valve is allowed to drop, thus completely
eliminating the action of the pilot jet.

Fitting and adjusting the carbm'etter is

simplicity itself. After paying due

Section showing the construction of float chamber, submerged jet,

pilot jet adjustment and throttle operated cut-off valve for pilot jet.

attention to possible sources of leakage,
the carburetter is flooded slightly and the
engine started with the throttle about
one-fifth open ; the pilot jet previously
should have been well opened out, then
the throttle is closed down and the pilot

screwed back until the engine runs evenly
and slowly. This is all tha£ is necessary,
for although the metering orifice may be
changed for a larger or smaller size, if

desired, the instrument is calibrated be-
fore leaving the works and is not likely to

need alteration. Our own experience in

this respect is interesting. The Ekon was
fitted experimentally just before a long-
distance trial which involved the ascent
of Bwylch-y-Gi'oes and other severe hills.

So promising were the results that we de-

cided to retain the carburetter on the
trial, but judging from previous experi-

ence with other instruments, we decided
to fit a slightly larger jet. All went well,

and excellent results were obtainable, but
the consumption was very slightly above
normal, so that on returning we decided
to fit the original jet as supplied by the

manufacturers. As a direct result con-

sumption has improved to well . below
normal and the engine is livelier

throughout its range of action, and if any-

thing pulls better on hills.

In conclusion we may state that if any
normal rider requires better results than
those obtainable with the Ekon carbm--

etter, to say the least of it, he is

ambitious.

Ekon carburetter, showing the

gau; e-covered air inlet.

large

FRENCH ROAD RULES.
machine must carry two registration plates
bearing the number issued by the Service
of Mines (registration numbers).

Transverse Number Plates.

Motor cycles must liave the front regis-
tration number fixed transversely and not
in the direction of travel. Exhaust cut-
outs are forbidden in towns and villages

and when approaching animals on the
road ; in the open country a Klaxon horn,
which can be heard at a distance of at
least 100 metres, must be carried. In
towns a bulb horn only is permitted.

From dusk sidecars must have two lamps
showing a white light m front, and a red
lamp must be carried at the rear on the
.left, clearly illuminating the registration
plate also. In the country the motor
cyclist must have at least one head lamp
lighting the road at 100 metres, which
must not shine more than a metre above
the road. It must be extinguished on
arriving in a town. Solo machines need
only have a red reflector at the rear ; in

any case, the use of a powerful head light
is forbidden in towns. The speed is un-
limited only on the open road.
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The McKechnie Spring Frame Sidecar Outfit.

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: Covenby-Vidor flat-twin, GEAR BOX: Jardine jour-speed, TYRES: 28 x Sin.

75 K 7S mm. = 6S8 c.c. 4-7 to 1 top. CARBURETTER: Cox or Amac.

FRAME: McKechnie spring. LUBRICATION: Showell SIDECAR: Millford.

TRANSMISSION: g X g in. chains. mechanical pump. PRICE: Sola £125, Sidecar £1S0.

A DESCRIPTION of the, McKechnie spring-

frame has already appeared in the pages of

this paper, and, as considerable interest has

been evinced by the public in its unorthodox design,

it is only necessary to recapitulate the salient features

of the frame.

It will be remembered that the head lug is attached

rigidly to the rear fork, ends by. two tubes on each

side; between these duplex members lies a unit com-
posed of the engine, gear box, tank, footboards, saddle,

etc. This assembly,

i n a subsidiary

frame, is suspended

by a leaf spring

reaching from the

head lug to the car-

rier, and pivoted

torque tubes connect
the gear box bracket
to the back axle.

Comfort Well
Assured.

In addition to the
large range of action

provided by the long
spring, the designer
has not fallen into

bS
An outfit on which bad roads can be negotiated in comfort, the 688 c.c. McKechnie'

the error of fitting a small saddle and tyres, for com-
fort is improved by a Terry spring saddle and
28x3in. tyres; front suspension is provided by a

Montgomery fork.

On the occasion of, our test we were offered either

a solo or sidecar machine, but, having previously tried

out a "solo model over a course which included ridged

and furrowed fields, ' we were anxious to test the

machine under the most disadvantageous circumstances

—that is, with a sidecar attached and over bad roads.

On taking over

the machine we found
that it was equipped

with aluminium leg

screens which ex-

tended the full length

of the engine and
acted also as . air

scoops directing the

main current of air

over the cylinders.

These screens proved

most practical in

service, keeping the

rider absolutely clean,

though naturally they

are inclined to ac-

centuate mechanical

18
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Road Tests o£ New Models-

noises to some degree. The Coventry-Victor engine

is not fitted witti exhaust lifter mechanism, and just

at first one notices the lack of this- fitting when start-

ing. However, after a few experiments it is quite

easy to swing the engine over compression by the kick-

starter.

Testing over Pot-holes.

Having once started the engine we took the road

with the idea of searching out pot-holes. Such a

search is not difficult even in these days, and within a

few miles of Coventry we knew of a long stretch of

rough road which served its purpose admirably. No
attempt at avoiding bumps was made ; rather were they

sought out, and the machine was driven at speeds

varying from a crawl to approximately double the legal

limit over all surfaces. On no occasion was shock

felt; the rider has the curious sensation of floating,

though the wheels and main frame appear: to be thrown

about over bad roads in the normal manner.

As is the case with many spring frame designs, the

machine is at its worst at low speeds, but this

"worst" is such an improvement on the jarring

of a rigid frame that one cannot help feeling sur-

prised at the lack of discomfort. The fact that the

wheels are attached to a rigid frame eliminates the

Rider tank, engine and gears are completely insulated irom direct

system of springing. The near leg shield has been retiioved

possibility of side play—a trouble which is too often

in evidence in more usual designs.

Four Speeds with Medium Power.

With regard to the running of the engine and trans-

mission, we were well satisfied with the pulling powers
of the Coventry-Victor engine, while the four-speed

Jardine gear provides a very convenient range of ratios.

The fourth ratio permits the top gear to be somewhat
higher than is usual for medium-sized engines so

heavily laden; nevertheless, on the 4.7 to i ratio, the

machine is quite capable of carrying its rider and pas-

senger up normal main road hills ; third speed is handy
for the easier single-figure gradients, while second is

usually used for starting purposes and really bad
hills. This leaves first as an emergency gear which

need never be used in ordinary circumstances.

Fitted with a Cox carburetter, the engine ran per-

fectly throughout our test, being very flexible and
capable of pulling well at quite low speeds. A Showell

mechanical pump relieves the rider of all anxiety with

regard to lubrication. Our passenger testified to the

comfort of the Millford sidecar, the chassis of which

is rigidly constructed and stoutly attached to the main
frame.

The only slight criticisms which we have to put

forward are that the foot brake is not too conveniently

arranged nor too powerful
in action, and that the

swish of the driving

chains that is usual with-

out side flywheels was
slightly accentuated by
the metal leg screens

;

this point, however, is

having the attention of

the manufacturers, and it

is probable that in the

near future it will be

largely eliminated by the

substitution of n o n-

metallic shields. As re-

gards riding position, the

saddle is well forward,

and the handle-bars are in

road shocks by the McKechnie '^
"'^l"'''*'

^"^ comfortable

to show the frame lay-out. position.

AS OTHERS

IT
is not often that a lay newspaper pays such special-

ised attention to a competition of its local motor

cycle club, but the following amusing report of an

Irish event is an exception and worth quoting. The
writer says :

—

" Some smart halts <rere observed (when the competitors

began to artive at the hill), many coming to rest with their

front wheel almost on the threshold of the well-known pub.

Within a short time over a score had assembled. The
committee got busy with red flags and \vhit<; tape. The
welkin rang with a crackling assortment of exhausts. A blue

haze rose from the assembled throng. In the distance a

Scott whined like an overladen and self-satisfied bee. An
A.J.S. banged herself out of sight over the hill to the south.

Mysterious last minute adjustments were furtively performed.

The time-keeper, smiling grimly, oiled up his split-second

chronometer. An hour later the first man to start wheeled

liis machine to the tape.

SEE US!
" The procedure at the start is somewhat tame. In fact,,

the whole thing is tame only for the off-chance that sorAeone
will obligingly break his neci:.

The total length of the course was about 200 yards, and
the direction was uphill. The reason it was uphill is suffici-

ently obvious. The committee expect accidents, but do not
deliberately arrange them. The first competitor, liaving

whiled away another interval of time in mild repartee with
the expectant spectators, starts. The flag drops, the stop-

watch back-fires, and the breakneck artist covers the first

one hundred yards of his journey at the alarming pace of

four miles per hour. At the end of this he pauses to whisper

a few sweet nothings to a long-suffering official who has

to see that his front wheel is on the tape. On the word of

command his right hand performs some lightning manoeuvres
among sundry levers, the engine suddenly scroa/ns in agony,

a grating whirr, a cloud of blue-tinged dust, and lie is gone.

The sound of his exhaust dies away suddenly, and he has

had his half-dollar's worth. And so the next."

b II
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Overseas and Continental News. Popularity of British Machines Abroad.

Motor Assisted Bicycles.

Motor-Assisted Bicycles.

1£ the ordiiiaiy type of bicycle has

become less popular in France, motor-
assisted bicycles are the rage, and those

who make them are hard put to it to

keep the supply equal to the demand.

The Swiss-Italian Hill Climl).

There will be a day's rest, on August
6th, in the course of the International Six
Days Trials, and on the same date will

be held the Monte Bre hill climb near the
resting point. This should be a most
interesting trial, as it is likely to attract

some of the best known Italian riders,

since the venue, Lugano, is on the bor-

ders of Italy.

Motor Cycling in America.

One would hardly think it, but there
is a great similarity between the position

of tlie_ motor cycle in France and the
United States, because in both countries
it is considered bad form to ride a motor
bicycle. While at the Grand Prix, a pro-

minent French motor cyclist bewailed the
fact that he did not know of a single

man of his standing who would acconi-

puny him on his motor bicycle. Here is

the American point of view :
" We know

that no person on earth is more gentle-

manly than the Englishman, yet he is

not too big nor too embarrassed to ride

a motor bicycle." The American writer
goes on to say :

" that if the motor
cycle can gain such a prestige in Eng-
land, so it might in. America. All we
ha\-6 to do is to get busy."

An Austrian Appreciation.

Jveferring to a Triumph ridden in some
races at Baden, an Austrian paper says
that "For weeks we heard reports of this

fairy tale of motor cycles. One was en-

thusiastic about its four valves and other
refinements; another praised the incom-
parable cool running of the single cylin-

der, . its speed, and other virtues. All

this gossip about the new Triumph made
us sceptical about its performance, for

all predictions have the same fate as

predicted revolutions, but it was differ-

ent last Sunday. Karl Kodric was the
victor, how, when, and where he wished,
and especially in the unlimited capacity
class his triumphant feat was im-
portant in three respects : as a victory

of a relatively small engine, as a

triumph of the single cylinder, and as

a proof of the highly successful motor
cycle industry of the Island Empire.

b 12

Parisian Motor Cycle Police.

Starting operations not very long ago
with only a dozen machines, the Paris

police force now has eighty motor cycles in

commission.

Motor Cycles in Denmark.
Machines well known on the British

market figured prominentlv in the recent

Fanoe race meeting. A Levis won the 275

c.c. class, an F.N. the 350 c.c, a Norton
the 500 c.c, an Indian the 650 c.c, a

Bleriot the 800 cc, an Indian the 1,000

c.c. class, while a Henderson was trium-

phant in the class for machines over

1,000 c.c

A Novices' Competition in Natal.

Organised by the Maritzburg Motor
Cycle Club, the Voter Trial was re-

cently run off. The object of the com-

petition was to induce novices to compete

among themselves, so that they might
acquire a keenness for competition riding.

The first three riders were W. H. Aniey

(269 Sun-Villiers), G. Varlv (989 Harley-

Davidson), D. M, Smith (349 Douglas).

A New Italian Motor Cycle.

Apart from England, it one wishes to

find" originality in motor cycle design one

must go to Italy; an example of this is

the wonderful triumph of the GareUi in

the Grand Prix.

The latest development is a four-cylin-

der £6x100 mm. (984 c.c.) water-cooled

machine, know-n as the Garabello, built

exactly on car lines, with a monobloc

engine, honeycomb radiator, and shaft

transmission.

An American on Britisli Maeliines.

Owing to tariflf duties, one naturally

imagines that American motor cycle_ ex-

perts have few chances of testing British

machines, but apparently they have only

to go to Toronto (Canada), where Mr.

W. J. Porter has a number of British

machines in stock. An American's views

of such machines as the French-made
A. B.C. are distinctly interesting.

Apropos this machine, he writes :
" When

the lowest of the four gears is engaged

and the clutch let in, oh ! boy, what a sen-

sation." Again, when testing a Triumph
he says :

" I started off more interested

in the sensation produced in the single-

cylinder engine than in any other feature.

The impression I received was that of

gliding along in an effortless fashion with

someone in the distance - beating a tom-
tom."

Motor Cycles in Calcutta.

According to Lord Eonaldshay, there

were 863 motor cycles in Calcutta in

1918, and 1,385 in 1920.

Motor Cycles in Victoria.

It is worthy of mention that there are

more motor cycles ridden in Victoria

(Australia) than in the whole of Canada,
there being 14,000 in Victoria and 9,902

in the whole of. Canada. This shows
what a remarkable influence good roads

have on the development of motor
cycling.

An Important Italian Race Meeting.

The Circuito Valle Ticino was won by
the Italian champion rider Doraenico
Malvise on a Triumph. In the 350 c.c.

class the victor was Visioli, who won
the 350 c.c. class in the Grand Prix.

A Triumph was second in the 500 c.c.

class, and a Norton third, while the

second machine in the 350 cc. class was
a Douglas.

Continental Racing Tracks.

Brooklands track is certainly the envy
of all Continental nations ; while in

Strasbourg recently a prominent French
official entirely attributed the victory of

the British machines in the Grand Prix
to the fact that the French had no
track like Brooklands. A French racing

track has been projected on several occa-

sions, but has never materialised. Italy,

however, has the honour of having the
first Continental racing track at the
Pare Eoyal of Monza, about seven miles

from Milan. The track is actually in

construction, and will measure 10 km.
(64- miles) per lap.

At Bloemfontein.

Handicap speed trials recently held in

Bloemfontein by the O.F.S. Automobile
Club attracted over one thousand spec-

tators. In the solo class up to 600 c.c
the winners were H. Daubney (348

Douglas), P. C. Ferreira (348 Douglas),
and J. Price (499 Triumph). In the un-
limited solo class Daubney again won on
the same machine. Mayhew (998 Indian)

was second, and Kruger '490 Norton)
third. In both the sidecar class up to 60(1

c.c. and the unlimited sidecar class J. L.

Kruger (490 Norton sc) was the winner.
The fastest actual time was made in the

sidecar events by E. H. Petersen (989

Harley-D. sc), while E. L. Mayhew (998

Indian) made fastest time of the day in

the unlimited solo class.
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Birmingham M.C.C.
One ol the most successful events at the recent

gymkhana at Knowie required the entrants—solo
riders only—to ride to a certain point, then dis-
mount, and push their machines backwards to the
start.

Marlow and District M.C.C.
The route for the recent annual tour was

through Somerset into Devon and Cornwall a=
far as St. Ives, returning along the north Cornish
coast through Tintagel, Boscastle, Bude and
Taunton to Bristol and thence via Newbury and
Reading to Marlow, approximately 600 miles
Very little trouble of any kind was experienced
on the road. A portable wireless set was carried
which gave some excellent results.

Kingswood and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Eighty miles were covered in the course of the

first reliability trial organised on the 15th ult.
ITie event was an unqualified success. The results
of the run, judged on points lost, were as follows :

hP^ S-.^'"S (348 Douglas), 1; 2, S. A. Hatherell
(560 Triumph), 2; 3, A. J. Wood (318 Cotton-
Blackburne), 5; 4, W. F. Moon (348 Douglas), 9;
5, A. East (633 Norton sc), 11; 6, J. H. Williams
(348 Douglas), 12.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C,
The sporting trial which took place on Satur-

day, the 22nd ult., started from Cobham at 3
p.m., the course being over a circuit of 80 miles,
divided into two sections of 40 miles each, and
including about two miles of sand at Thursley,
in addition to numerous severe hills. High
Button Hill attracted a number of spectators,
and some spectacular ascents were made. Results •

Allan Gruzeliee Cup.—Reg. Green (490
Norton).
Gold Medals.—A. B. Lavy (499 Sunbeam),

H. B. Browning (349 A.J.S.), and E. Barton (976
Matchless sc).
Silver Medal.—A. Headlam (498 Zenith.Brad

sliaw).

Doncaster and District M.C.C.
The speed trials held on the Sandall Beat Road,

Doncaster, were a complete success, and, despite
a strong wind, competitors recorded some good
times. E .T. Cawthorne (490 Norton) made the
fastest time of the day. Results;
SIDECAR MACHINES (500 c.o.).— 1, B. Caw-

thorne (490 Norton), 27%s.; 2, E. Searle (499
Shefiield-Henderson), 29s.
SOLO MACHINES (250 c.c.).— 1, R. L. B Tay-

lor (247 Levis), 37%s.; 2, H. C. Dobbs (211
Levis), 37s.
300 c.c— 1, R. Wood (249 Massey-Arran). 30s.;

2, F. Reynard (269 Monopole), 32%s.; 3, W. W
Wiltshire (292 Omega-Jap)., 33y5S.
350 c.c— 1, R. Lucas 349 Sheffield-Henderson).

26%s.; 2, R. Wood (249 Massey-Arran), 27s.; 3,
R. Gray (348 New Scale), 27yss.
SOO c.c— 1, R. Cawthorne (490 Norton), 241/5S.;

2, R. G. FHnt (490 Norton), Z5*As.; three tied
for third place with 25%s.—E. Searle (499 Shef-
field-Henderson), R. Lucas (349 Sheffleld-Hender-
son), and R. Wood (249 Massey-Arran).
750 c.c—1, R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton),

24s.; 2, R. G. Flint (490 Norton), 243/5S.; 3, R
Lucas (349 Shefiield-Henderson), 26s. Winner's
speed, 75 m.p.h.
UNXIMITED.—1, R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton),

23%s.; 2, W. H. Rhodes (993 Indian), 24>/45.; 3,
R. G. Flint (490 Norton), 24%. Winner's speed,
76.92 m.p.h.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
Organised by this club, a joint speed event, in

which some fifty riders represented' Suffolk, Nor-
folk, and Essex, was held on Saturday afternoon,
the 15th ult. Some excellent speeds were put
up, -and results of the event are as follows :

STANDING STARTS.
750 c.c—1, E. C. Baldwin (499 Sunbeam), 37s ;

2, R. Thurlow (499 Triumph), 43l,<iS.

Two-STEOKES.—1, J. Whisstock (247 Levis),
443/5S.; 2, A. V. Adams (269 Excelsior), 475.; 3,
W. J, Ooc (249 Velocette), 51%s.
500 c.c. Sports Machines.— 1, R. P. Fenn (499

Triumph), 29s.; 2, A. G. Mann (499 Sunbeam),
3024=.; 3, K. S. Duncan (499 Sunbeam), 31%s.

A successful competitor in the Stourbridge, Kidderminster, and Wolverhampton clubs

recent inter club hill climb. E. Wheeler (499 c.c. Sunbeam sidecar) starting in the

500 c.c. sidecar class.

350 c.c. Touring.- 1, W. J. Whisstock (247
Levis), 44s.; 2, C. Dansie (348 Douglas), 45ys5.
Unlimited Sports Machines.— 1, R. F. Fenn

(499 Triumph), 23%s.; 2, A. G. Mann (499 Sun-
beam), 30s.
500 c.c. Touring Machines.—V. Revett (499

Hudge-Multi), 45i.sS.
350 c.c. Sports Machines.— !, W. J. Pretty

(549 A.J.S.), 38%s.; 2, A. V. Adams (350 Dia.
mond), 39V^s.
Unlimited Touring Machines.— 1. E. C. Bald-

win (499 Sunbeam), 36=/j5.; 2, B. B. Winter (998
Indian), 37s.

PLYING STARTS.
Two-STROKES.- 1, A. V. Adams (269 Excelsior),

34V5S.; 2, J. Whisstock (247 Levis), 36V5S. •

350 c.c. Sports Machines.—1, J. F. Rose (350
B. Precision), 30s.; 2, W. J. Pretty (349 A.J.S.).
32s.
350 c.c. Touring Machines.— 1, C. Dansie (343

Douglas), 40s.; 2, W. J. Coe (249 Velocette),
42^,55.

500 c.c. Touring Machines.—1, E. C. Baldwin
(499 Sunbeam), 3II/5S.; 2, V. H. Revett (499
Rudge-Multi), 41s.
500 c.c. Sports Machines.— 1, R. F. Fenn (499

Triumph), 23%s.; 2, A. G. Mann (499 Sunbeam),
25s., and E. C. Rose (500 N.U.T.). 25s. (tied).

750 c.c. Touring Motor CycLES.— 1, H. Beacon
(293 New Imperial), 3OV3S.; 2, F. J. Rose (350
IJ. Precision), 31%.
Unlimited Sports Machines.— 1, E. C. Rose

(500 N.U.T.). 241/58.; 2, R. P.' Fenn (499
Triumph), 24%5.
Unlimited Touring Machines.— 1, K B

Winter (998 Indian), 302AS.; 2, E. C. Baldwin
(499 Sunbeam); 30-%.

STANDING STARTS.
600 c.c. Touring Sidecars.— 1, R. W. Tracey

(770 B.S.A. sc), 44-!'5S.; 2, E. H. Mayhew (450
Triumph sc), 47s.
Unlimited Touring Sidecars.— 1. B. B. Winter

(993 Indian sc), 44ysS.; 2, S. C. Butler (650
Zenith sc), SO%s.

PLYING STARTS.
600 c.c. Touring Sidecars— 1. W. R. Tracey

(557 B.S.A. sc), 36y5S.; 2, E. H. Mayhew (550
Triumph sc), 40s.
Unlimited Touring Sidecars.— 1, B. B.

Winter (998 Indian sc), 36s.; 2, S. C. Butler
(650 Zenith sc), 421/55.

STANDING STARTS.
600 c.c. Sports Sidecars.— 1, R. F. Fenn (499

Triumph sc), 36%s.; 2, A. G. Mann (499 Sun-
beam sc), 37s.
Unlimited Sports Sidecars,— 1, R. F. Fenn

(499 Triumph sc), 36s.; 2, A. G. Mann (499 Sun.
beam sc), 38s.

FLYING STARTS.
600 C.C. Sports Sidecars.- 1, E. 0. Rose (500

N.U.T. sc), 28%s.; 2, R. F. Fenn (499 Triumph
sc), 285,^3. (Rose winning tie)

-

Unlimited Sidecar Machines.— 1, R. F. Fenn
(499 Triumph sc), 291/5S.; 2, E. C. Rose (500
N.U.T. sc), 29%s.
R F. Fenn (499 Triumph) made fastest solo

time of day; E. C. Rose (500 N.U.T.) fastest

sidecar time; and B. B. Winter (Indian) won the
Novices' Prize.

Honiton M.C. and L.C.C.

A new clnb has bean started here, and already
the me:nber£hip has reached as many as fifty en-

thusiasts. A short evening trial was organised
recently and attended by satisfactory results. It

is hoped to arrange a more elaborate reliability

trial iu the near iuture.

Redhill, Reigate and District M.C.C.

The winner of the ciip in the President's Cup
Trial held on Wednesday, the 26th ult., was
Chaplin, riding a 494 c.c. Douglas solu; gold
medals were awarded to Faulkner (550 Blackburne),
Harris (976 J.A.P. sc). Gunnell (557 B.S.A. sc),

and Headlam (498 Zenith-Brad=haw sc).

Worcester and District M.C.C.

In company with the Worcester M.C. and the
Malverns M.C.C, a visit was paid on the 20th
ult. to the Austin Motor Works, at Longbridge,
Northfield. Tea was provided in a specially allo-

cated messroom, and afterward the members wit-

nessed the final operations in building the cars.

During the time the members were bavins tea
the club was honoured by an address of welfome
from Sir Herbert Austin. Mr. J. Howell re-

sponded on behalf of the mem.bers.

Connaught M.C.C. (Birmingham.)

A branch is being formed in Birmingham and
district, and it is proposed to hold a reliability
run devoid of freak features during late Augnst or
early September All Midlind owners of Co'j-
naught motor cycles are invited to become members
of the club; the run will be held over a conr=e
approximately 100 miles in length, to be covered
Vt 20 m.p.h. Communications should be addressed
to the Bordesley Engineering Co., Ltd,, York Mills,

Witton Lane, Aston, Birmi.ogham.

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.

An average gradient of 1 in 10 for a third of

a mile was chosen Jor the hill-climb held recently
near East Worldham. Formula results :

300-600 C.C. SOLO.—I, S. W. Mansell (499
R.over); 2, W. J. Collis (499 Rudge) ; 3, F, P.
Vernev (500 N.U.T.).
Fastest time: S. W. ManseU (499 Rover),

33.8s.
UNLIMITED.— 1, H. C. Mansell (349 A.J.S.J

;

2, H. Medcalf (Bugatti);
Fastest time : P. W. S. Bulman (650 Zenith),

UNLIMITED C.C. (Standing Start, Stop, and
Restart).—!. R. M. S. Maxwell (398 A.B.C.); 2,

W. E. Willson (Alvis).

Fastest time: P. W. S. Bulman (650 Zenith),
45.3s.
MACHINES OF 1914 OR EARLIER MANU-

FACTURE.— 1. H. Medcalf (Bugatti); 2, W J.
Collis (499 Rudge).
Fastest time: W. J. Collis (499 Rudge). 34.65
THREE-WHEELERS AND SIDECARS.— 1,

F. N. Edney (998 Indian sc); 2. P. W. S. Bulman
(650 Zenith sc).
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Jitims to t£c Giitor
The Editor dees not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle/' Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and must be accompanied by the writer's name anJ adlicss

THE CHARMS OF 12 M.P.H.

Sir,—Allow me to protest against the abolition of the speed
limit. It is only in very rare cases that a speed in excess

of 20 m.p.h. is safe on the road. My own machine, I know,
is, capable of more, but very rarely do I let it exceed that
speed. In the last year I know I have not ridden more than
50 miles in all at above 20 miles an hour.
The charm of motor cycling is that it enables one to see the

country. One cannot admire the scenery and drive at 20 miles
an hour. Fifteen is possible, but not as safe as 12. If one
wishes to go fast there is the train, biat the motor cycle

should not be allowed to blind along at 35 miles an hour.
Bishop's Stortford. . "DIE HARD."

THE BATTLE OF TYPES.
Newbigging seems

he makes the state-

neftectivenoisv,

two-stroke " petrol

Sir,—Your correspondent Mr. J. G
to be labouring under a delusion when
ment—" The woolly, petrol-drinking,

average two-stroke."
One can scarcely call the average

drinking." 125 to 150 m.p.h. is fairly economical, I should
think, but perhaps Mr. Newbigging can inform us how
he tunes his " steady-plugging-puU-for-hours-without-getting-
faster" P. & M. or B.S.A. to do this?
Again, I have heard noi.sy four-strokes.

The average two-stroke has a much softer purr than the
bark of the average four-stroke.

Now to the ineffective stage !

Perhaps Mr. Newbigging has not heard of the T.T. races
;

if he has not, it may perhaps broaden his already highly
fertile mind to get a copy of the T.T. number of T/le Motor
Cycle aifd study the performance of the Levis and Scott
Squirrel, also to read the wonderful performance of G. S.

Davison in the Grand Prix races at Strasbourg and Spa.
J. Booth's performance in the Durban-Johannesburg

might also enlighten him. T. E. J. MEADWAY.

CREDITABLE AMATEUR DESIGN. At a first glance

one would imagine this racy looking vehicle to be a 100
m.p.h. Brooklands car instead of the true cyclecar which it

is. An old Precision twin engine, Sturmey gear box and belt-

cum-cham drive compose the '"innards," while the chassis is

ash reinforced with steel plates, the aluminium body,
except the Ford radiator shell, being also home made.

. 1 he owner who signs himself " Diplomat " wishes to remain
anonymous.
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"BREAKFALL."
vSir.^I was much interested in " Nautical Matthew's

"

letter, and I agree with him that a person with a knowledge
of breakfalls will come through a nasty accident unhurt,
while one with no knowledge of them may be severely

injured.

About two years ago I learnt some breakfalls, and last

summer while riding through a town on the South Coast
I ran into a Ford van. I was travelling at 15-20 m.p.h.
when the collision occurred, and I was Hung over the bonnet
of the Ford. I remember keeping my head tucked in, and
the next thing I knew I was sitting by the side of the road
quite unhurt, while my bicycle was lying under the Ford.

I am sure that if I had not known how to breakfall I

should have landed on my head. AP-7536.
Windsor.

WHAT IT COSTS TO TOUR.
Sir,—I find the big hotels are not to my idea of comfort

and satisfaction. The best way for the man of moderate
means is to look for commercial hotels, i.e., where commercial
travellers are always staying. They are the most reasonable
and the most comfortable. Many of these are temperance
hotels and very homely. The quickest and best way to find

the popular hotel in any small town is to call in a local

shop, and the shopkeeper will always know where his -

travellers stay. The prices mentioned by your correspondent
are most unreasonable for a motor cyclist to pay. 5s. for a
dinner, 3s. 6d. for bed, and 3s. for breakfast for each person
is quite enough. J. P. NEVILLE.

Sir,—Being an average motor cyclist with only moderate
and limited means, but wishing to see and realise the benefits

of my own countiry, I travelled according to my pocket,

which, by the way, is the best place for one's pride if one
wishes to be economical.
Roughly my tour was^Loridon. Aberdeen, Inverness, .

Oban, Lake District, Carnarvon, Aberystwyth, Chepstow,
Bii'iningham. Bournemouth, Littlehampton, London; which
totalled 2,034 miles.

The outfit was a 1918 595 c.c. Douglas sidecar, and car-

ried my wife and son age 14, for whom I was usually

charged adult's rate. The time taken was 30 days, and cost

in all £49 lis., from wliich £4 7s. could be cieducted for

tyre, tube, repair to frame, and several non-essential

articles purchased. We were able to live well, .saw all the

interesting sights en route, and spent wet evenings in

theatres or cinemas.

Forty-five pounds for 30 days works out at 30s. per day,

of 10s. each, and includes petrol, oil, tolls, amusements, etc.

How is it done? My advice is steer clear of all big

hotels irrespective of the number of stars (I am an A. A.

member and appreciate their advice and assistance, except in

hotel accommodation). On entering a town enquire from
the police as to where the commercial hotels are situated,

they are usually homely and moderate. As for meals, you
can generally obtain what you require at a time convenient

to yourself, which enables you to spend a full evening
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outdoors. If they cannot accommodate you or recommend

you elsewhere, enquiries should be made at restaurants who
can generally put you on the track of suitable "digs."

Our tour included accommodation at twelve commercial

or temperance hotels, two inns, two restaurants, and the

remainder at private houses. The charges varied from

50s for two rooms, dinner, supper (light) and breakfast at

the Woolpack, Doncaste'r, to 12s. 6d for one room, tea,

supper, breakfast and lunch at a comfortable and spotless

little cottage in Grantown, Scotland.

In 1920 W6 did a month's tour, and covered 14 hundred

miles at approximately the same cost.

With one exception we were able to obtain suitable

accommodation first shot. Accommodation is a bogey to

many would be tourists, and I consider all motor cyclists

throughout the country would do well by banding them-

selves together, forming a touring club and publishmg a

book which gives all the towns in the United Kingdom and

addresses of hotels, restaurants, or private houses at which

suitable and moderate accommodation could be obtained;

a book of this nature should not cost more than a Is., and

would be almost invaluable to the tourist.
•

. ."EXPERIENCED."

Sir,—My wife and I had a fifteen days' holiday tour with

a 550 c.c' Triurhph and sidecar at Whitsuntide, covering

nearly 1,000 miles—from Yorkshire, through Somerset,

Devon, Cornwall, Dorset, etc.—at an inclusive cost of £17—
excepting wear and tear of machine, but counting petrol,

oil, and slight repairs on the journey.

Our plan was to use hotels for bed and breakfast only,

and these charges for the fourteen nights averaged 13s. 2d.

per ni^ht. They varied considerably—from 24s. to 93. for

the two of us. The cost for two nights at Bournemouth

was exceptional—being less than one average night, owing

to special circumstances.

The hotels chosen were the smaller ones given m the

" Michelin Guide " or one recommended by a local police-

man, and all proved satisfactory so far as comfort and

breakfast were concerned. On the two occasions when we

stayed two nights we were fortunate in finding suitable

- boarding-house accommodation, and

this slightly reduced the average

cost

We are easily satisfied with re-

gard to meals. En route we pur-

chased sandwiches, " Cornish

pasty," -cakes, fruit, etc., and

enjoVed a midday lunch on the road-

side." often followed by a nap (the

weather was ideal) ; and the cafes

or confectioners easily supplied oni-

wants for teas.

Bradford. W. B.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr.

A. S King, evidently makes the
- mistake of" putting up in large

towns. My practice has always

been to make for the small country

inns. In these one generally gets

quite as well fed and looked after,

and at a very much smaller cost.

I have lately been touring with my

OT^KJI i6q

MECCANO ENGINEERING.

A clever little model made by a small Bristol boy.

Tins miniature outfit is fitted with chain drive and

clockwork mechanism.

wife and two small children and have found the cost for

light supper, bed, and breakfast to be in the neighbourhood
of 13s. for the whole crowd.
To take a concrete example, I have just put up at the

" Golden Heart," about 2 miles east of Birdlip—a delightful

old-fashioned inn in gorgeous surroundings, where we got

plenty of wholesome country fare (home-cured bacon, new-
laid eggs, home-made butter, etc.), and the bill for supper,

bed, and breakfast only 13s. Our other meals we always
take picnic fashion with the aid of a Primus stove.

London, S.W.ll. XF 3039.

Sir,—I am very much surprised to read the figures quoted

by Mr. King, and if he should care to communicate witli

me I think it quite possible that I can give him details

which will enable him to tour successfully at a far smaller

figure than £3 per day.

He gives no indication in his letter of the area which he

covers, but I may tell you that our running by motor cycle

and sidecar varies from 400 miles per week to as much as

700, and we run to schedule and keep an accurate account
of all costs incurred—hotels, running expenses, tolls, and the

like; such, a figure as quoted by Mr. King is certainly not

borne out in our own professional experience.

EOMAINE.
Liverpool. R. Bassett-Bullock, Director.

INFLVENCE MACHINES FOR I.C. ENGINES.
Sir,—In_connection with the application of a small Wims-

hurst (a din. plate specimen can give gin. spark
!)

plus
condensers (Leyden jar or otherwise) to a motor cycle, it

really looks • as though not one has seriously rigged up
some device (even with the machine on the stand) to test the
efficacy. Are we waiting for the Germans to do the pioneer-
ing work?

I did not quite grasp the method of timing the spark to the
engine in the suggestion given a few weeks ago. Wouldn't it

be practicable to keep a condenser well charged by the
machine and to lead the inner and outer coatings of the con
denser to a very simple make and break, with advance and

retard facilities (similar, I suppose,
to the device on those truly pon-
derous magnetos of ours) ? The
Wimshurst would simply run all the
time at a sufficient speed to keep
the condenser well charged—and we
all know that doesn't take much
doing !

Can't some engineer rig up the
necessary make and break device
and run his machine on the stand
(with connected Wimshurst tuned
by a helper) and tell us how it turns
out? One might reasonably
expect

—

(1) Better explosions with such
a strong spark.

(2) Greater speed, if all goes welL
I, for one, would be only too

pleased to lend my powerful little

-Wimshurst for any such purpose.

NON-ENGINEER.
Heading.

On the right is shown a model sideca*^

outfit made by E. Wright, I , Belgrave

Avenue, Leicester, who shared the

first prize of£20 in the recent Meccano
competition. It possesses all the

features of a modern outfit, having a

four-stroke engine (shown on left),

valve mechanism, contact breaker and

cam, two speed gear box,

clutch kick-starter, chain

drive, pump and drip

^"^ ^ lubricator, and is driven
"

" S ''y '*° fi'fictric motors.

51 The model is half-size the

-^C~^ wheels being 14 in. in
"

diameter.
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INCONSIDERATE MOTOR COACH PASSENGERS.
Sir,—Recently I was driving to Stratford-on-Avon with a

passenger in the sidecar. We must have been travelling

at about 30 m.p.h. and coming towards us was a bright red

motor coach. Oust as we passed I saw something flash across

me, heard a loud bang, and saw my passenger duck her

head quickly.

What had happened was that one of the "gentlemen " in

the coach had thrown a tin overboard, which hit the wind-
screen on the inside and then bounced back out of the

sidecar, narrowly missing my passenger's face.

I suppose we all get used in time to matches and cigarette

ends being thrown out of motor coaches at random, but I

think the limit is reached when it comes to tins. Perhaps,
in the near future, we may have to dodge the empty beer
bottle as we drive along! Qui viviri. rerra.

W. LAWRENCE REID.
HAMPERING GOGGLES.

Sir,—I am of the opinion that eyes and ears must work
in conjunction with each other.

On many occasions I have been travelling along at about
20 m.p.h. with my goggles (Triplex mask) in place, and on
removing them the engine note seems to have become more
lively. The roads on each occasion have been dead straight,

etc. Experiences and opinions of other riders would interest.

London, ,S.E.23. ' OMEGA 3.

Sir,—A friend of mine and myself agree entirely with
".Sutton Bank" on the matter of goggles.

The sensation is worst in that type which has separate

glasses. We think your correspondent will find it a great

improvement to wear the one-piece celluloid pattern, as this

allows a far greater field of vision. It seems to be the

reduction of the field of vision which destroys one's self-

confidence in a tight corner. SCO'.
Cambridge.

WAR ASSOCIATIONS OF A BELGIAN RACE.
Sir,—With reference to your remarks regarding the Grand

Prix course, I marched through Franchorchamps into

Malmedy in November, 1918, on my way to the Rhine.
I was greatly interested in a map of the course, pub-

lished last year, as it brought back very vividly that
memorable and interesting march.

ABTHUE, HIGGOTT.

HANDLEBAR WATCH DIFFICULTIES.
Sir,—If Mr. Awburn's handlebar watch is mounted

similarly to mine, there is an easy way out of his difficulty.

In mine, the mounting is also of the so-called " thief-proof

"

type, the means of attachment being inside, and the method
of opening not really obvious.
To enable adjustment to suit handlebars of different

shapes, the back attachment has a swivel movement. This
does not need to be immovably tightened up, and if left so

as to be movable by hand, allows of a brisk back and forth
rotational motion, which is sufficient to start the watch.
I invariably use this method when my watch runs down,
and find it quite convenient. T. S. BENTLEY.

"IXION'S" REMINISCENCES.
Sir,—May I express through the medium of this letter my

great appreciation of our old friend " Ixion's " " Motor-cycle
Reminiscences"? I consider this book great.

In these days of super-efficient engines and speed gears and
general reliability, few realise the trials and tribulations of the
pioneers. It is to the fortitude of these men that the sport

has "made good." The most wonderful thing about these

early machines is that they went. I'm afraid if some 1922
super-knuts and alleged speedmen were given 1905 "

3i
singles " they would be found rather lacking. Those were
machines for sportsmen and drivers, not lever manipulators.
London, N.17. DELIGHTED.

BaOOKLANDS from the air. a striking photograph of the great racing track, showing the various points of interest, familiar,

by name, anyhow, to all followers of the motor cycle movement.
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GEAR CHANGING PROCEDURE.
Sir,—I tluTik "Triumph-4h.p." is hardly correct re gear

changing. The exhaust lifter method is certainly neater and

simpler from the operation point of view, bnt leaves much
to be desired with regard to the "innards" of the gear box

and sweetness whilst changing. Certainly for changing up,

though not so good as the clutch method, it is passable

;

but to change down by means of the exhaust valve lifter is

rank bad practice, as it is necessary that the speed of the

driving " dogs " (engine) be increased to the speed of the

lower ratio, or driven " dogs." As for clutch wear, the

modern article will stand a great deal of ill-use.

Birmingham. " JAMES-3ih.p."

SOLDERING BOWDEN NIPPLES.

Sir,—Regarding the letter from the Bowden Wire Co., I

can only say that I have seen large numbers of broken

control wires and over 90 per cent, were broken near the

nipple. The lever imposes a bending strain as well as a

pulling strain, and the heat of soldering having softened the

wire adjacent to the nipple is the cause of its breaking at

this point.

It would be interesting to have the experience of other

motor cyclists in this matter. A. E. BOTTOMLEY.

ALL IN PIECES.

Sir,—With reference to "Trusty Triumph's" experience

with regard to his 1909 Triumph, which he states carried him
100 miles with broken gudgeon pin, piston rings, etc., I

should like to mention a similar occurrence which happened
to me last season on a 1913 clutch model Triumph.
Owing to my friend's machine having broken down at

Colwyn Bay, N. ^yales, we decided to finish our journey to

Birmingham (119 miles) " two up " on the machine mentioned
above ; an average of 30 m.p.h. was attained, but the nearer

to Birmingham we got the noisier the engine became ; never-

theless it did its work unfalteringly, notwithstanding 'two

hours' deluge of rain. On taking down the engine on the

following day I discovered that the crank case splash plat-

form had broken away, which in turn had smashed the

"skirting" of the piston to pieces to within 1 in. of the

gudgeon pin ; the latter had come loose and scored the

cylinder njVijth in., the big end bush had fallen to pieces

and dropped out of the connecting rod (no doubt due to some
broken fragments having got into the bush), and on the top

of everything the near spindle had seized and had been
turning round Avith the nuts in the frame and had nearly

worn the latter through !

.Four weeks afterwards the same machine obtained two
awards (a first and. second) in the annual Levis Trial, the

necessary repairs, reboring, new piston, etc., having been
very efficiently carried out by H. Collins, of Shirley, near
Birmingham.

I think as regards faithfulness of an old 'bus this case

needs some beating ; and it is absoliitaly ivitJiout exaggeia-

tion. Usual disclaimer. " DIGGER."
London, S.W.I.

S. E. Crisp and the 211

CO. Ner-a-car on which he

won the challenge cup

(presented by Messrs. Hob-
den Bros.) in the recent

reliability trial held by

the Sarum and District

M.C. and L.C.C.

.Jtiudge, the distance is as near 50 miles as makes no odds.
This is an average of 40 m.p.h. I was mostly all out on
the straight-away, but took absolutely no risks on corners.
In the evening of the same day I did the 75 miles from
Broadstairs through Canterbury, Detling, Maidstone, to

Bexley Heath in 1 minute over 2 hours, an average of

approximately 37 m.p.h.
The machine was a 2-speed 1919 model, with standard

cam, alloy pistons of two-thirds standard weight but of

standard compression ratio, aluminium radiator caps over
exhaust valves, and an 18 T. sprocket. Maximum speed on
level 'about 55 m.p.h., all on.

I attribute the average to the splendid cooling properties

of the pistons and caps and not to any great increase in

maximum speed. L. W. E. HARTLEY.

DEFINING FREAK HILLS.

Sir,—I feel that I must take exception to your report of

the Bristol and Bath inter-club trial, in which your corre-

spondent terms Dundry, Ubley, and Burledge Hills "freak "

hills, in the order named. The trials committee of the

Western "Centre A.C.U. included these gradients in the

Arctic Trial of April 1st, and it is unanimously considered

by this committee that in no way can these hills be termed
freaks.

Neither the Bath nor Bristol Clubs participated in the
" Arctic." J. A. NEWMAN,

Trials Secretary and Treasurer,
A.O.U., Western Centre.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.

Sir,—My old Triumph on at least two occasions took hills

and levels with wonderful stride, but my present mount—

a

belt-driven Norton—does the trick almost regularly, in the
dusk of a dewy evening.

Does not this latter fact seem to indicate some particular
condition of atmospheric pressure two or three feet above
the ground, or, at any rate, at the same height as the
carburetter ?

In connection with this, one wonders whether carburetters
with air intake facing the front give better results, or other-
wise, than those with intake facing backward.
Reading. ENQUIRER.

AVERAGE SPEEDS OF SOLO MOUNTS.
Sir,—^lu regard to a letter from Mr. N. Williams on the

probable performance of a 348 c.c. Douglas, at Whitsuntide
I rode a machine of this tj'pe from Tunbridge Wells to
Dover in 1^ hours. According to the Bonniksen mileage
indicator of a friend who accompanied me on an I.O.M.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in con 'unction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handttook on the motor cycle.

Pries net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

-HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

• MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " IxioN." of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3.
Papar Boards. Price, 2/f). By post, 2/0.

THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

Boolv post, 3/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4,/S.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2,/ro.

Obtainable bypost (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.,

Dorset House, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.
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CURI^eNT onAT
t Ticoe TO

August 5lh . . .. 9.11

„ 7th .. .. 9.8

,. 9l:h . . .. 9.4

„ lOtl. .. .. 9.2

A WEEK IN THE HIGH ALPS.

WHAT HAPPENS IN THE CYLINDER.

_peA,TU.R.es
I

One number jjlate must be illuminated as above
rtdc Road Vehicles Registration and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law may be lit half an nour later.

More American Supremacy \

" This issue is a humdinger, don't you
think?" asks an American contemporary
in very big type. One can only weakly
confess that probably it is.

Growing Petrol Imports.

Double the amount of motor spirit was
imported during last month compared
with June, 1921.

2,550 m.p.h.

According to The Timts, which does
not often err, a Leyland car at Brook-
lands covered 8i miles in 12 seconds

—

" IOI4 m.p.h." A reader asks if this

should not be 2,550 m.p.h.

The Dregs o£ Victory.

British manufacturers r'^ally must
exercise more discretion in entering for

Continental events. Several of The Motor
('i/cle staff wear an extremely grey look
since hearing of English successes in the
"first Gran Criteriura Internazionale
delle Prealpe Varesine."

Rubber Roads.

Some time ago the Ceylon Public Works
Department used heavy blocks of scrap
rubber to pave a bridge in the Chilaw dis-

trict. The Director of Public Works now
reports that the rubber blocks have stood
heat and wear and tear very well, and the
department intends to make further
experiments of (he same nature in the
near future.

Echoes of the Belgian Grand Prix.

Since the report of the Belgian Grand
Prix appeared in our last issue we have
received confirmation of the results, some
of which were delayed in transit. Stob-
bart (Sarolea) finished fourth in the 500 o.c.

class, while Kieken (Gillet) was second in
the 350 c.c. class. In the 250 c.c. class
the tim.e of Verniander (Griffon) was
4h. '_32m. 35s., while the time of Woods
(O.K; Junior), who finished fourth, was
5h. 16m. 25s.

International Six Days Arrangements.
No less than 600 marshals will be em-

ployed at the International Six Days
Trials, starting to-day from Geneva.
On August 9th the speed hill-climb
will be organised on the road from
Bruch to Fribourg, and there will be a
kilometre speed trial on the race track
at Laconnex. Numerous prizes have
been given by the town of Geneva and
the .States of Geneva, Berne, and Fri-
bourg.
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The Sincerest Form o£ Flattery.

Feeling that there is a market in

America for a real lightweight is proved
by the reintroduction of a 225 c.c. two-
stroke—extremely like a famous Coventry
make of the same capacity—by one of the
well-known big-twin firms over there.

As Others See Us.

Nobody will be more amused than
Hubert Hassell himself at a French
paper's description of the Norton rider
losing first place in the Belgian Grand
Prix " with rage in his heart."

Not Open, But Nearly So.

The ambitious claim is made by" its

sponsors that the Western Centre's hill-

climb, to be held on the- 17th inst. at
Chatoombe, is a combination of two open
climbs held during 1921. Although not
"open" this year it is unliljely to suffer

much by the fact, for almost all the well-

known riders belong to one of the Western
Centre clubs. Particulars may be ob-
tained fryn iMr. F. R. Ware, St. Sidwells,

TufHev Avenue, Gloucester.

SMATT. TAR PI^OGRF.'^STON

"THE AUTOCAR" — rnbhshed
from the offices of •• THE MOTOR
CYCLE " and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
plete automobile journal embracing
small, medium, andlargecars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4d.
Founded in 1S§5, " THE AUTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobile paper and enjoys

the greatest circulation. II is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

Wireless on a Club Tour.

On a recent club tour of Cornwall and
Devon the Marlow and District M.C.C.
carried a portable wireless set.

Silencers for Power?
The latest subject for controversy is the

efficiency (or lack of it) of the " drain-

pipe" exhaust. What a disillusionment

for speed-merchants if someone proves that

the . straight-through pipe actually

diminishes the engine's power

!

What is it?

A weird three-wheeler has recently been
noticed on main roa^ls near London ; it

has front wheel driving and steering,

and is propelled by a single cylinder

engine mounted over the front wheel.
When last seen, the macliine was being
piloted by one of the fair sex.

Juggernauts.

At the present time, in many parts of

the country, travelling shows towed by
enormous smoke-belching traction engines
are encountered. These monsters com-
pletely block narrow country roads, and
shower soot and cinders upon the motor
cyclist who has the misfortune to be
hemmed in behind them.

Modem Reliability.

" Every day we are getting better and
better." The famous formula of Dr.
Coue might well be applied to the efficiency

of the modern motor cycle. A few years
ago breakdowns were the order of the
day ; now one can ride daily for weeks
on eiid without encountering a stranded
rider. We have not reached the Mil-
lennium, however, so manufacturers have
no excuse for resting on their laurels.

Dangerous Tramlines.

Many roads traversed by tramlines are
in a deplorable condition, and the London
Road between Twickenham and Brentford
is no exception to the rule. In places the

road has subsided, leavfng the tramlines

projecting some distance above the wood
blocks, 'ihese projections are high enough
to cause pronounced skidding in the case

of solo machines, while it is quite evident

that the sharp metal can do considerable

damage to tyres.

Police Activity.

Motor cyclists passing through Rich-

mond (Sui'rey) should be prepared for

police curiosity regarding silencing

arrangements, especially in the neighbour-

hood of the Hill and Park, where a num-
ber of riders have been pulled up and sub-

sequently fined. We may add, however,

that the offenders appear to have been, in

most cases, members of a local frater-

nity which has been causing considerable

annoyance to residents for some time

past.
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Sidecar Taxi in Bristol.

Til© first licence fpr a sidecar taxi for

public service in Bristol has been granted.

It is a sta,ndard twin B.S.A. outfit, and
appears to be doing good business.

Novel Handicapping Procedure.

Entrants for tlie Public Schools M.C.C.
Handicap at Brooklands, on the 12th'

inst., were invited to attend in person the

handicapping meeting last Tuesday.

Specialises on Silence.

Professor Low, a well-known figure in

motor cycle circles, is being considerably

"ragged " about liis new role. of.

"Silencer of Underground Kailways.'''

Successful British Big Twin.

George Brough and the - Brough
Superior are beginning to be factors to bo
reckoned with at Brooklands. On
Saturday he won his race at over 85
m.p.h.

A Note o£ Gratitude.

On behalf of the East End children

who were taken out by sidecar and car

recently for a day in the country'at Har-
penden is sent "a very hearty 'Thank
you ' to all those who helped to give such

a glorious, never-to-be-forgotten day."

4 New Hill.

lia the Bristol Club's 12 hour event of

^.ugust 26th there is to be included a hill

of unusual severity which has never be-

fore been used in a trial ; it is understood

to be in the Stroud district, but its

identity is to be kept quiet for the

present. '
,

Brevity.

A certain London daily paper believes

in abbreviation in small ads. thus r—
•• Douglas comb., smart gen. turnout, replete

every aoces., inc. e. Itl. sp. discs, etc., taxed, £

—

cash."
• Sh.p. Blackburne comb., eqpd. Ips. hrn. ecrn.

tools, etc., only run 400 mis. Moutgoms scr. scru.

lugg. box, good oi-d."

Considerate.

In many of her main streets St. Ixjuis,.

(U.S.A.) has adopted what is termed
"The White Line of Safety," consisting of

white bands painted on the roadway
about 4ft. from the curb. Cars and
motor cycles wilj not be allowed to en^

croach within the border. Tins idea is

solely for the safety of cyclists.

Coventry Club's Cricket Match.

In sending us the results of a ericket

match in which the Coventry and War-
wickshire Motor Club took part, wherein
ippears :

" W. W. Brandish . .-. bowled
TiU ... 0," the secretary remarks that
Brandish, who was second in the Senior
T.T., does not appear to play cricket as

well as he can rjde!

Will they bring back the Cup?

Ten years ago the British Motor' Cycle
Manufacturers Union put up a cup for in-

lernational competition in reliability trials-

The first year the British team won ; in

the next event Switzerland secured the
trophy, and has held it ever since. The
1922 International Trial started to-day
from Geneva, and a strong British team
is competing with the hope of bringing
oack the cup.
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Silencer Warning in Middlesbrough.
Motor cyclists should exercise speciat

care in Middlesbrough, warns the A. A.,
and in particular assure themselves that

the silencing devices on their machines
are efficient.

Amateur Motor Cyclist at the Wheel.
Althoi^h not successful in the motor

cj'cle events at Brooklands on Saturday,
R. M. Knowles, the well-known amateur
Norton rider, scored a useful win on his

30-98 b.p. Vauxhall car at over 73
m.p.h.

Riders Nominated for Six Days Trials.

F. C. Paikes, M. Bishop, and J. John-
son have been nominated as the three
riders of the Sun motor cycles in the
A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.s.

A New Record.

Victor Horsman was recently responsible
for setting up a new flying mile record
in the 600 c.c. sidecar class, covering the
distance on a Norton and sidecar i-n

4m. 24.8s., equivalent to a speed of 67.97
m.p.h.

An Old-established Reliability Run.
One of the oldest of provincial long-dis-

tance club runs, the Bradford-London-
Bradford trial of the Bradford M.C. and
L.C.C., took place on July 29th and 30th,

the Leeds, Hull, Wakefield and Dews-
bury clubs also participating. Eighty of

the 100 entrants started, ainongst them
being four ladies, two driving P. and -Vl.

and two Scott sidecars; of these three

finished. Very few failed to complete the

joui'ney, which followed the mahi road.

Much congestion occurred at Muskham,
near Newark, where the old wooden
bridge is being replaced.

Route o£ the "Six Days."

Probably the most difficult route of the

whole of the Six Days Trials (August 21st

to 26th) occurs on the first morning.

Starting from York the direction is

northerly into the Hambleton Hills, in-

cluding Rosedale Abbey Bank. In the

afternoon of that day industrial districts

will be largely traversed, Burton-on-Treiit

being the objective. On the following

days Shrewsbury, North Wales (Bwlch-y-

groes and the Hirnaut Pass) and Central

Wales, the Wye Valley, and the hilly

Stroud district are traversed, finishing

at Brooklands on the Friday, after

sampling the Chiltern Hills (Alms Hill,

etc.). On th& last day the speed tests

will be carried out at Brooklands.

'* Championship " meetings are now the vogue in Japan, the enthusiasm shown at the races

being quite remarkable. The rider on the right won the Naruo championship on a 494 c.c.

Douglas.

c .3
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THE RISE OF THE
350 c.c. ENGINE.

New Class B Hour Record Figures.

ONE of the outstanding features of the motor cycle move-
ment since the war has been the rapid rise of the
350 c.c. engine. The outcome of the Junior Tourist

Trophy races, the present-day engine of this size is

challenging the position held by the 500 c.c. type
In the 1921 T.T. a Junior machine won the Senior race.

In 1920 the Junior winner was 11.05 m.p.h. slower than
the Senior, while in this year's races the. Senior event was
won at a speed only 3.58 m.p.h. in' excess of the smaller

machine. Now a motor cycle fitted with a 350 c.c. o.h.v.
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Graph illustrating the advances in speed year by year of 500 c.c.

and 350 c.c. hour records.

J.A.P. engine has maintained the remarkable speed of over
74 m.p.h. for an hour. The following are H. Le Vack's
records secured at Brooklands a few days ago on a New
Imperial :

—
10 miles ... 73.52 m.p.h.
50 miles ... 74 „

100 miles ... 72.81

1 hour ... 74 miles 291 yards=:74.17 m.p.h.

Less than two years ago the 500 c.c. hour record stood at
72.4. Le Vack e.xceeded this speed for a hundred miles and
included a stop- for full replenishment.
Ever since we first inspected the o.h.v. J.A.P, engine in

May last, we have expected big things from it, and we con-
fess we were somewhat disappointed that it was not more

H. Le Vack who
achieved the remark-
able speed of 7417
m.p.h. for an hour on a

350 c.c. New Imperial

with J.A.P. engine.

Neatness of design characterises the 350 c.c. o.h.v. J.A.P. engine

which occupies very little more space in the frame than a side-

by-side valve engine. -

fortunate in the Tourist Trophy races, but both in the Junior

and the Senior events the machine suffered troubles which
we understand wei*e not connected with the engine itself

—

a gear bo.x in the one race and a magneto platform in the

other. These defects—if defects they were—have evidently

been rectified, for no trouble was experienced by Le Vack
during his lOO-mile run at Brooklands. That Le Vack's
hour record of 74.17 m.p.h. is remarkable is best appre-

ciated when compared with previous figures and those of

Class C (up to 500 .c.c). These are shown graphically in the

preceding column, from which it will be seen that while the

post-war figures of the 500 c.c. class show -a more or less

steady improvement, Le Vack's record has given the 350 c.c.

figures a rise of no less than 8 m.p.h.—raising the speed
from 65.09 m.p.h. to 74.17 m.p.h., a "jump" which is prob-

ably unique in the history of record breaking. The following

figures show the steps in the speed ladder of the two
classes :

—
500 c.c. 350 c.c.

From 1912 to 1920= 5.04 m.p.h. .71 m.p.h.
1920 to 1921 = 4.26 m.p.h. 2.70 m.p.h.
1921 to 1922 = 1.86 m.p.h. 8.08 m.p.h.

Total ... 11.16 m.p.h. 11.49 m.p.h.

It will be seen that the increase of speed since the, war
has been greater in the case of the 350 c.c. than in the

5O0 c.c. class, but only Le Vack's record has made this so.

1920 saw the 500 c.c. type" advance 5.04 m.p.h., while

.71 m.p.h.- was all the extra speed the 350 c.c. engine could

do. The next year gave a further 4.26 m.p.h. to the 500 c.c.

eiigine, and only another .2.70 m.p.h. was added to the

350 c.c. figures, totals of 9.30 m.p.h. and - 3.41 m'.p.h.

respectively.

So far this year the Class C hour record has only advanced
1.86 -m.p.h. as compared with Le Vack's "jump" of 8.08

m.p.h.—a really remarka,ble perforrnance and one upon which
we conoratulate the rider, the J.A.P. firm, and the makers

of the New Imperial.

Bevel driven overhead valve gear of the

record breaking 350 c.c. J.A.P. engine.

Observe the neat exhaust lifter arrangement.
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OVER THE "100" MARK.
Consistently High Speeds attained at the East Midland Centre A.C.U. Clipstone Drive

Speed Trials.

F. T. Hatton (748 c.c. Douglas sidecar) starting in the 750 c.c. sidecar class at Clipstone Drive.

FAVOURED by the-, good surface, the"
slight downward grade, and a fairly

strong breeze which freshened

steadily throiighout the day, the hundred
and twenty odd contestants in the East
Midland Centre Speed Trials on "Saturday

achieved- speeds no less astonishing to

themselves than to the spectators.

Clipstone Drive, a hard concrete-like

metalled roadway through the derelict

camp of the same name near Mansfield, is

fairly satisfactory from all points of view
other than in its provision of, vantage
points for spectators.

Fine Speedway Lacking a Grand Stand.

Over the measured half-mile, with ample
flying start and pulling up distance, the
road curves so slightly as to be scarcely

noticeable, and the surface is practically

free from waves or bumps. Unfortunately

the road is narrow, and in consequence,"
with spectators concentrated on the one
side alone available for them, and there

being no elevated banking for their

accommodation, there is a tendency for

the width of the track to be still further

reduced by craning sightseers who will

not keep back.
Be that as it may, however, the riders

hurtled unerringly down the harrow space
and into what to them must have been
a veritable bottle-neck by the finishing

line, where the timekeeper's tent was faced
by a long row of " orchestra stalls," other-

wise the caterer's chairs, in which the

public courted disaster at the compara-
tively low price of sixpence each.

Sidecar classes were run off first in the
afternoon, and of these there were only
three, with capacity limits up to 550 cc,
750 c.c, and unlimited c.c. respectively.

Second fastest time of the day was made by I. P. Riddoch (998 c.c. o.h.v. Zenlth-
BJackburne). His speeds were: solo, 101 '12 m.p.h., and sidecar, 87'38 m.p.h.

In the first two classes Searle and
Padley, the Sheffield-Henderson exponents,
distinguished themselves ; but in the un-
limited section the main duel was between
I. Riddoch (998 Zenith-Blackburne sc.)

and F. W. Dixon (989 Harley-D. sc).

The latter was the victor, his four-valve
o.h.v. engine having a pistol-like exhaust
and tremendous speed.

Sidecars at 90 m.p.h.

Di.xon covered the half-mile in 20 sees.,

or 90 m.p.h., but this was to be marvel-
lously outshone in the solo classes later.

Ne.xt came the East Midland Centre
championship classes, competed for ir.

teams of three (two solo and one sidecar).
In this event occurred the only untoward
incident of the day—H. Harvey (499
Triumph) getting into a bad wobble and
having his front tyre come off (which caused
which is difficult to say) near the finishing
.line. Fortunately missing the crowd, the
rider was little hurt, but the machine
suffered rather badly.
Out of teams representing Derby,

Leicester, Loughborough, Nottingham, and
Mansfield, the latter proved victorious.

Solo Classes.

So far the event had scarcely got into its

stride, but now came the solo classes,
each being divided into three sections,
"A" for amateurs and previous non-win-
ners of open first prizes, "B" for "non-
expert " trade riders, '" G " for experts.
Two classes for two-strokes provided an

opportunity for Alec. Bowerman, a 15-

year-old rider of a Velocette, to show his
pace, and it proved that only the best

Scotts could beat him ; amongst riders of

machines similar to his own he was in-

vincible, and attained 59.77 m.p.h.
In the bigger solo classes the unwieldi-

ness of the entry (there were 76 entrants

in. the 550 c.c, and 66 in the 750 c.c.

categories) made detailed reporting impos-

sible, and the winners' times must speak

for themselves.
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For the high speeds attained the course was all too narrow. High.hedges and lack ot raised

banking confined the many thousands of spectators to the track. The rider approaching the

finishing line (at 77^ m.p.h.) is L. Padley (34? c.c. Sheffield-Henderson.)

A Chance for the Crocks.

Between these two classes was a most
interesting one for machines of 1914 and
earlier vintage and any capacity. These
included B. Fellowes' ancient iSIinerva, a

water-cooled Humber single, and other

veterans. The winner, who covered the

half-mile in 26s. (69.3 m.p.h.), rode an old

Bat-Jap, fitted with two Schebler carbu-
retters and a three-speed hub gear.

Hassall and his Norton appeared mete-

orically in the 750 c.c. solo class, his time
being 20s., but on re-running in the un-

limited class something went wrong and
he just toured up the course. In the

trade section of this class and in the

Mansfield Club Championship following

came the most thrilling spectacle of the

day. Incidentally, there is every assur-

ance that the times were accurate and
the distance correctly measured, but the

times recorded are certainly extra-

ordinary.

Well over 100 m.p.h.

"Eiddoch, with his o.h.v. two-carbur-

etter Blackburne-engined Zenith (three-

speed), covered the distance in 17|s.

(101.12 m.p.h.), and everyone waited to

learn if Dixon could beat this. If, pre-

viously, police and marshals had struggled

somewhat vainly to keep back the crowd,
thoughts of Dixon's coming were much
more effective. The popular favourite

failed to make a win, however, and the

Mansfield Club Championship, in which
he alone of the two was entered, pro-

vided the only remaining opportunity in

which to vindicate himself.
This he did, the demoniacally-cracklino'

exhaust roaring nearer to the thrilled

crowd around the timing tent at 103.46
m.p.h., the half-mile being covered in

171-8.

Dixon's ride concluded the meeting,
which had progressed without a break in

its excellent organisation from 2 p.m.

until 7.40. Praise and bouquets should
be handed freely to the competitors, the

patient officials, and the many thousands
of still more patient spectators who stuck
to their posts with unwavering faithful-

ness during the whole proceedings.

Results, in order of class members, are

as follows :—

•

E. MIDLAND CENTRE TEAM CHAMPION-
SHIP,

Winners : MansBeld and District M.C. and L.C.C
F. Horbury (496 Douglas), 22s.
R. Lucas (548 Sheffield Henderson), 22%s
F. Sisson (490 Norton sc), 26s.

Class 1.—Two-stroi^es up to 300 c.c.

Section A.—4 entrants.
Alec Bowerman (247 Velocette). 25*'53.

S. Marshall (247 Velocette), 273,^5.
'

R. Taylor (211 Levis), 29'is.

Section B.—6 entrants.
Alec Bowerman (247 Velocette), 25^*»
H, Jennison (247 Velocette), 26*,5s.
S. Marshall (247 Velocette), 275/55.

Section C—2 entrants.
Alec Bowerman (247 Velocette). 254^3
J. Syjyester (247 Velocette), 34%s.

Class 2.—Two-stbokes, unlimited
Section A.—8 entrants.

E. Frecar (532 Scott), 24V'5'3.

C. Barnes (481 Scott), 24yiS.
Alec Bowerman (247 Velocette) ioct/-
P. Nash (481 Scott) r'''''

Section B.-7 entrants.
A. W. Thrush (481 Scott), 24i^s.
E. Widdowson (481 Scott), 2SVss.
Aleo Bowerman (247 Velocette) 1 „„
J. Nash (481 Soott) f

26-!^3.

Section C—4 entrants.
Alec Bowerman (247 Velocette)} ocs/-
J. Nash (481 Scott) f

'° ''=

J. R. Sylvester (247 Velocette), 301/^3.

31/53.

Class 3 —Solo up to 3(3.0 0.0.

Section A.—4 entrants
Bowerman (247 Velocette). 26%i
Marshall (247 VelMette). 27%s
Holdsworth (249 Massey-Arran), 30',:!

Section B.— 11 entrants,
Bowerman (247 Velocette). 26%=.
Heath (249 Coventry Eagle), 26*53
Jennison (247 Velocette), 27V4s.

Section C—4 entrants.
Roberts (249 New Imperial). 291/5S
Sylvester (247 Velocette), 33s,

Class 4.—Solo Up To 350 0.0.
Section A.—11 entrants.

,4ston (349 Diamond B.j, 25%s.
Brown (349 Royal ,Ruby), 26-»,^,
Bowfrnian (249 Velocotfel, 27^s,

Section B,—21 entrants.
O. Handley (349 O.K.I, 222/;S.
J. Nichols (349 Mars). 22'/*.
R. Gray (349 New Scale), 23%s.

Section C—7 entrants.
K. Lucas (349 Sheffield-Henderson I. 223.
O. Handley (349 O.K.). Z2VsS.
J. Nichols (349 Mars), 22y5S.

Class 5.—Solo up to 550 0.0.
Section A,—21 entrants.

W. Martin (499 Sunbeam). 21>/5S.
P, H. Turnhill (490 Norton). 223/ss,
A. Thrush (486 Sunbeam), 22'/53.

Section B.—22 entrants).
F. Horberry (496 Douglas), 21^,63.
A. Bosworth (498 Brough), i

Harold Petty (490 Norton), 1-223,-
P. Sisson (490 Norton), •"

O. W. Redgate (499 Sheffield-Henderson), I, ,5,,
J. Wilkinson (490 Norton;,.

j^i^/i'-

.Section C—11 entrants,
E, Scarle (499 Sheffield-Henderson), 20%s.
F, T. Hatton (496 Douglas), 21s,
F, Horberry (496 Douglas), 21^'ss.

Class 6.—1914 and Earlieb Machines. Ant
_ Capacity.
H. Synyer (976 Bat-Jap). 26s.
B. Chatterton (654 Matchless). 27y5S,
W. White (499 EuJgc), 28s.

Class 7.—Solo up to 750 c.c.
Section A.—31 entrants.

W. Martin (499 Sunbeam), 2l%s.
R. C. Winn (496 Douglas), 21%s.
D. Jones (499 Sunbeam) 1 „,- ,,
A. W. Thrush (482 Sunbeam) 1 22'/3S-

Section B.—25 entrants.
J. Richards (688 Coventry Victor), 21%3,
H, Petty (490 Norton), 21'',Ss,

P, B. Norris (348 ShelTield-Hende.son))
J, Wilkinson (490 Norton) {

Section C—12 entrants, -

H. Hassall (490 Norton), 20s,
,

_ P, T. Hatton (748 Douglas), 205^3.
"E, Searle (499 Sheffield-Henderson), 21a.

Class 8.—Solo, Unlimited.
Section A.—28 entrants,

W. Martin (499 Sunbeam), aiVss,
R. C, Winn (496 Douglas), 21=4s.
D. Jones (486 Sunbeam), 22%s.

Section B.—24 entrants.
J. Richards (688 Coventry Victor), 20*/is,

0. W, Redgate (499 Sheffield-Henrlersonl) „,,,
G. Hartwell (976 Brough Superior) ! ^i-Vsi.

P. Sisson (490 Norton), 21-'/5S.

Section C.—14 entrants.
1. Riddoch (998 Zenith), 171/^3.

F. W. Dixon (989 Harley-Davidsoft). JSVsS.
E. Searle (499 Sheffield-Henderson) , 201/53.

Class 9.

—

Sidecars up to 550 c.c.

Section A.~7 entrants.
^ H. M. Barron (490 Norton sc). 251/53.

P. Cheston (490 Norton sc) 27s.
F. Nash (481 Scott sc), 29s,

Section B,—2 entrants,
S. Lawrence (499 Sunbeam sc), 285^3.

Section C.—5 entrants.
L. Padley (348 ShefBeld-Henderson sc), 23V53,
E. Searle (499 Sheffield-Henderson sc), 23%s,
S. Lawrence :499 Sunbeam sc). 29s.

Class 10,—Sidecars up to 750 c.c.
Section A.—7 entrants,

H. M. Barron (490 Norton sc), 251/5S

P. Cheston (490 Norton sc), ),„„,
P. Nash (481 Scott sc),

,./'^a-/5S.

Section B.—3 entrants.

J. Richards. (688 Coventry Victor sc). 243

F. Sisson (490 Norton sc), 243/53.

Section C—4 entrants;

E. Searle (499 Sheffield-Henderson sc), 23s.

P. T. Hatton (748 Douglas sc), 23%s,

Class 11—Sidecars and Tbree-w^eelers,
Unlimited.

Section A.—7 entrants.

H. Barron (490 Norton sc), 25s.

A. Grocock (976 Zenith sc), 27s.

P. Cheston (490 Norton sc), 28^3.

Section B',— 5 entrants,

J. Richards (688 Coventry Victor sc.) )

P. Sisson5--(490 Norton sc.) > 253.

G. Hartwell (976 Brough Superior sc), 253/Ss.

Section C— 7 entrants.

F. Dixton (989 Harley-Davidson sc), 2O3.
I. Riddoch (998 Zenith BJackburne sc), 203/5S

R. Stacey (989 Harley-Davidson sc), 233/5-

Class 13.—Mansfield Club Championship.
Section A.— 14 entrants,

R. Flint (490 Norton), 212/53.

A. Thrush (486 Sunbeam), 223^5.
R. O. Winn (496 Douglas), 23s.

Section B.—18 entrants,
•P. W. Dixon (989 Harley-Davidson), 17%3
F. T. Hatton (748 Douglas), 2O3,
B. Stacey (989 Harley-Davidson). 20%s.
•Fastest time ol the day (103 45 to p,b.).

i
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EALING CLUB AT BROOKLANDS.
Ladies' Day on the Track. Poorly Supported Handicaps. British Big Twins' Successes.

5Sa«,,«UMa»u

A speed impression ot J. L. Emerson (499 c.c. Douglas) eind A. S. Guthrie (347 c.c. Diamond B. and S.).

BROOKLANDS meetings resemble Ford
cars. They are all very much alike,

and you may call them by different

names without altering them beyond
recognition.

Last Saturday's event was run by the

Ealing club, but e.xcept that the fields

were smaller than usual, it might easily

have been a B.M.C.E.C. affair; the same
people were there, and, generally speaking,
the same people won.

Lady's Win.

On the other hand, the afternoon was
notable because of a lady competitor's win
—Mrs. Janson (249 Tfump-Jap) was first

in the novices' handicap—and because of

a more than usually pronounced atmo-
sphere of gaiety about the proceedings.

Three races held over from the previous
M.C.C.' event opened the programme, the

first a 1,000 c.c. sidecar handicap. It was
a battfe between three long handicap men,
S. E. Longman (988 Zenith-Jap sc), R.
Charlesworth - (988 Zenith-Jap sc), and
F. A. Longman (994 Ariel-M.A.G. sc).

The last-mentioned led for two laps, but
his namesake gained his 12 seconds
penalty in lap three, and Charlesworth re-

trieved ground lost at the start.,

600-1,600 CO. SiDECAB Handicap.
1. S. E. Longman (98B Zenith-Jap sc.), Im. 33.

2. H.. Charlesworth (988 Zenith-Jap so.), Im. 243.

3. F. A. Longman (994 Ariel-M.A.G. sc), Im. 15s.
Winner's speed=66.29 m.p.h.

The M.C.C. Championship came ne,Kt—
a difficult-to-follow five-lap handicap, in

which C. F. Taylor (Alecto), the limit

man, was well beaten on the last lap by
E. W. Spencer (499 Douglas).

M.C.C. Championship fob Harkt Smith Cop
1. B. W. Spencer <499 Douglas), 3m.
2. C. F. Taylor (345 Alecto), 7m. 45s.
3. H. Le Vack (345 New Imperial), 2m.

Winner's speed = 72.66 m.p.h.

The first of a series of three-lap Ealing
events—a 350 c.c solo handicap—saw two
ladies on the starting line, Mrs. Janson
(Trump) and Mrs. Knowles (349 A.J.S.).

Mrs. Knowles led the field for a lapr but

the less generously handicapped men crept

up thereafter, and C. G. Pullin (346

Douglas) scored yet another well-earned
win.

350 c.c. Solo Handtjap.
1. C. (J. Piillin (346 Doualas). 9s.
2. A. Fraser (348 Sheffield Henderson), 543.
3. F. J. Youngs (348 O.K. Junior). 54 sec.

Winner's speed=73.69 m.p.h.

There were only four starters in the 500

c.c. race, and finishing order was also first

and second lap order.

500 c.c. Handicap.
1. Lt. R. T. Grogan (490 Norton), Sl».

i. R. M. Knowles (490 Norton), Im. 25s
3. E. Newitt (496 Douglas). Im. 15s.

Winner's speed=70.58 m.p.h.

Five big twins, with only 45 seconds

separating them all, now provided an ex-

cellent tussle. F. A. Lcjngman (Ariel-

M.A.G.) got, well away from the limit

mark and led for just two laps, but Geo)

Brough (988 Brough-Superior) was 18

seconds per lap faster, and neither Bald-

win's Matchless nor Col. Stewart's Trump-
Anzani) were quite able to oatch up the

machine with the big plated tank.

500-1,000 c.c. Handicap.
1. G. Brough (988 Brough Superior), I83.
2. O. M. Baldwin (994 JNIatchless), 9s.

3. R. N. Stewart (994 Trump-Anzani), 153.
Winner's speed=85.07 m.p.li.

Of the four starters in the novices'

handicap, two were ladies ; but Mrs.
Janson's track experience gave her a de-

cided advantage over Mrs. Knowles, and
her greatest danger was from the scratch

man, G'. H. Ruscoe (348 Ruscoe-Black-
burne). He failed, however, by about 250

yards to overtake her ; and Mrs. Knowles
made a good third.

Novices' Handicap.
1. Mrs. G. Janson (249 Trump-Jap)^ Im. 33s.
2. G. H. Ruscoe (348 Ruscoe-Blackburne), scratch.
3. Mrs. O. M. Knowles (349 A.J.S.), Im. 33s.

Winner's speed=53.70 m.p.h.

^
Mrs. G. M. Janson (249 c.c. Trump-Jap/ and Mrs. O. M. Knowles (349 c.c. A.J.S.) at

the start of the 330 c.c. Ealing Handicap.
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Ealing Club at Brooklands.

—

A rag-time inter-club team race

followed ; it was won very decisively

by a strong team representing the

B.M.C.R.C.
There were twelve starters in the three-

wheeler event for Professor Low's cup, but

the race was very much a procession in

5>tartiug order. V. Baxter (346 Holroyd
sc.) won comfortably, S. E. Longman
(988 Zenith-Jap sc.) gained much ground
in reaching second place, and L. F. Peaty
(348 Hawker sc.) had to go hard to pre-

vent another big twin from being third.

W. D. Hawkes on a single-seated Morgan

with an eight-valve M.A.C4. engine was
handicapped out of the picture.

TDREE-IVHEELER HANDICAP.
1. V. Baxter (346 Holroyd sc.),, 3m. 36s.
2. S. E. Longman (988 Zenith-Jap sc), Im. 15s.
5. L. F. Peaty (348 Hawker sc). 2m. 5l3,

Winner's speecl=50.18 m.p.h.

Down on the programme as an
impromptu handicap, the next event
attracted a wonderful field, ranging from
30-98 h.p. Vauxhall and 15;9 h-.p. Bentley
ears down to a solo Harley-Davidson. The
handicapping was as comic as the entrants
looked on the starting line. C. W. John-
ston on the sam© flat twin Harley-
Davidson machine that The Motor Cycle

"road-tested" at the beginning of tlie

year up to a maximum of 45 m.p.h., won
comfortably at 54.31 m.p.h.—which was
also rather funny ! Evans-Greaves on a

Broiigh-Superior sidecar was second.

In the last race of the day S. E. Long-
man (988 Zenith-Jap sc.) won the Ealing

club championship, after lying second for

two laps to V. Baxter (348 Holroyd sc).

The solo riders were dealt hardly with,

although Col. Stewart (Trump-Anzani)

made an excellent fourth from very near

the scratch mark. 0. De Lissa (M.A.G.

sc), who was third, was heavily penalised.

The winner's speed was 66.65 m.p.h.

SCOTTISH SPEED CHAMPIONSHIPS.
New Jmperial, Douglas, Norton, and Harley-Davidson Successes.

SCOTLAND'S big speed event of the

year—the Championship Meetiftg at

St. Andrews—was held on Saturday
and resulted in several keenly-contested

races in which local men and well-known
English riders divided th© chief honours.
There were many hundreds of specta-

tors, and the weather conditions \Yere

favourable. Nearly 300 entries were
received.

Interest centred on the championsiiip

races. D. B. Calder (248 New Imperial)

won the 250 cc. event with some ease

and A. H. Alexander (349 Douglas) was
not very hard pressed in the 350 cc. race,

winning by 800 yards or so; his time for

the twenty miles was 23m. 25|s., an
average speed of 51.2 m.p.h. for a ten-
lap, twenty-mile course.

No less than thirty competitors lined

BY reason of the fact that the district,

in which the event was originally

fixed to be held was th© scene of a

-good deal of "Irregular" activity, the
Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club
was compelled to change th© venue of

its open hill climbing handicap on Satur-

day last to the d© SaUy QuaiTy Hill, near
Tallaght. The success of the event did

not suffer because of the change, arid good
competition was seen in the various
classes. The fastest time of the after-

noon was made by A. A. Wayte (499 Sun-
beam), 45 sees., but the sm-prise of that

up for the medium-weight (550 cc. cham-
pionship, and by superior cornering,

C. P. Wood (532 Scott Squirrel) came
home first, only to be disqualified in

favour of Graham Walker (490 Norton).
Wood's disqualification is said to be due
to the length (or shortness) of his exhaust
pipe.

^
There was a regrettable accJident owing

(0 D. S. Alexander and D. B. Calder, on
Nortons, colliding. Both were seriously

injured.

Only ten started in the 1,000 cc. race,

also over the twenty-mile course, and
Geo. Grinton (989 Harley-Davidson) won
easily from F. A. Hunter (975 Brough
Superior) and R. J. Braid (998 Indian),
who finished in the order stated. Grin-
ton's speed was 56.8 m.p.h.
Three one-laip races followed. The

AN IRISH CLIMB.
class was furnished by J. Healy, who, on
a twin 500 cc. James that he had procured
for the postponed Tailteann road race, did
a wonderful performance by getting
within If sees, of the scratch man's time,
despite a handicap of nearly four stone
extra, weight. He was an easy winner of

the handicap. R. Humphreys (249 Velo-
cette) won the two-stroke class, tieing

with th© scratch man's fastest time, and
T. V. -Murphy (348 Coventry Eagle)
proved the winner of the 350 cc. class.

The placings and times of the winners in

the four classes were as under :

—

550 cc class needed two preliminary

heats, the final placings being : 1, J. J.

Lawcock (348 Sheffield Henderson); 2,

C.Norman Sadler (348 Sheffield-Hender-

son); 3, A. A. Porter (348 New Gerrard).

G. W. Walker (490 Norton) scored two

further successes in the 560 cc. and

1.000 cc classes.

C. Norman Sadler (348 Sheffield-Hen-

derson), D. Adamson (490 Norton!, and

J. G. McEwan (490 Norton) were respec-

tively first in the 350 cc, 560 cc, and

1,000 crc experts barred three-lap races.

Graham Walker (490 Norton sc.) was

allowed a walk-over in the 6(X) cc. side-

car class, and the only other sidecar race

—1,000 cc.—was won by G. Grinton (989

Harley-Davidson sc).

For the third year in succession the

Edinbui-gh team won the inter-club race.

250 cc. (TWO-STKOKES).
1. R. Humphreys (249 Velocette), 2s., SSVis.
2. T. P. Slevin (249 Velocette), scratch, 6014s
3. J. G. Burney (225 Enfield), 5s., 62%s.

350 cc. (Four-strokes).
1. T. V. Murphy (348 Cot. Eagle), 8s., 53s.
2. H. McNally (249 New Imperial), 5V/ki.
3. F. A. Wallen, Jun. (349 A.J.S.), 2s., bsVss.

500 AND 600 CC.
1. J. Healy (500 James), 12s., 34SJs.
2. A. Carton (490 Norton), 45., 42i/is.

3. T. E. Greene (494 Douglas), 5s., 431/58.

Sidecar Class.
1. D. Allen (490 Norton so.), 2s., 631,^5.

2. C. D. Maguire (976 Matchless sc), 5s., 65^4s,
3. E. Ashton (998 Indian sc), scratch, 6624s.

DIAGNOSING IGNITION FAULTS.
IT is a somewhat difficult matter _to

ascertain the precise condition of a

sparking plug without first stopping
the enginei and then removing the plug

;

the Brolt Neon spark gauge has beeiT de-

signed to obviate this. Without short-

cireuiting, it utilises a very small amount
of current to produce a luminous dis-

charge of sufficient colour value to

demonstrate the exact condition of a
sparking plug, the bright red glow being
obtained by an electrical discharge
through a tube containing, a rare gas
called Neon. ' _

The device simply consists of a vul-

canite cylinder containing a glass Geissler
tube packed at either end with steel wool
and having a brass cap at one end. It

is held in the hand by the insulated end.

and the brass cap is placed against the
terminal of the sparking plug, when, if

the plug is in order, a bright glow is

shown through the window provided, the
'current passing to earth through the

How the Geissler tube and steel wool are

arranged Inside the guage.

body of the motorist without producing

-

any shock. ';

In its method of operation the applil
ance resembles a miniature condenserj
If th© plug is faulty or the points are^

tod close together the potential is imme-'
diately reduced, and the tub© will flash

only feebly or intermittently ; if the 'gap
is wide the potential is raised and the
flash is lurid in colour.

The gauge may also be usefully em-
ployed for testing the continuity of the
electrical circuit, and for "locating any
leakage which may occur in connection
with the high, tension leads by simply

,

tracing the gauge along the outer coverT:3

ing. .,

The gauge is obtainable from BroH
Ltd., Rood End Road, Olbury, price 6s.'
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CLUB NEWS (continued "\

from p. 167 )

Rotherham and District M.C.
The annual reliability trial has been arranged

to take place on August 20tb, when a special prize
lor lady riders will be offered. Entries for this
event close on August 13bh.

Weston-super-Mare and District M.C.C.
A 72 mile course including five different hills

was selected lor a reliability trial held on ' the
22nd of last month. Silver cups were awarded to
E. G. Fersy and A. R. Passey, both driving G.N.
light cars. Gold medals were awarded as follows :

J. Tucker (293 New Imperial), F. C. King (550
Triumph), G. O. Scampt-on (499 DuneU- sc), and
F. G. Mann (998 Harley-Davidson sc).

Dolgelly and District M. and M.C.C.
A successful reliability trial and hill-climb took

place on Wednesday of last week, when 14 com-
petitors started and 11 completed the course.
Good performances, despite unfavourabU weather
conditions, were made by the following riders :

Mrs. Gillmore (550 Triumph sc), W. James (269
Metro-Tyler), O. W. Chambers (490 Norton), R.
James (557 B.S.A.), and Wynne Williams (693
Raleigh).

Matlock and West Derbyshire M.C.C.
At a meeting held at headquarters, the Darlev

Bridge Garage. Matlock, on July 22nd, Mr. E. F.
Hurt. South Darley, Matlock, was elected hon.
general secretary, Mr. G. Davis, Tor House, Mat-
lock, branch secretary for Matlock and district,
and Mr. C. Spencer. Post Office, Rowsley, branch

-^secretary for Bakewell and distriLt. It was agreed
to affiliate to the East Midland Centre of A.C.U.
The opening meet and club run was held on the
29th ult. The club would be glad to hear from

- secretaries of clubs within a radius-'of 30 miles
with a view to arranging an inter-club rally.

Tiverton M.C. and L.C.C.
The results of the recent gymkhana held on the

old race course at Tiverton are as follows:—
RIDING THE GREASY PLANK.—S. Courtnev

(269 Wolf).
EGG AND SPOON RACE.—1, L. Stagg (499

Sunbeam); 2, S. W. Jordon (292 O.K.).
RIDING BLINDFOLD.—1 . W. C. Tieloggan

(998 Indian); 2, R. Barrington (375 Roval Rubv).
BUN-EATING COMPETITION.—S. Courtney

{269 Wolf).
PICKING UP ORANGES.—1, A. B. Hannell

(375 Roval Ruby) ; 2, L. Stagg (499 Sunbeam).
SLOW RACE.—1, E. Thome (398.A.B.C.).
RELAY RACE.—L. Stagg (499 Sunbeam), S.

Parmiter (499 Triumph), and E. Thorne . I39y
A.B.C.)

Meeft=3EnO Club Events. Ipswich and District M.C.C.

Bth.—CoatbrUfffe, Airdrie and District
M.G.G.—Social Run to Pebbles.

5th.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Htm to Eine-
ton.

5th.—Mid<Uesbrough and. District M.C.—
Speed Jxtdging Competition.

6th.—Coventry Triangle M.C.C.—Run to

TeicJcesbury.

6th.—Prestivich and District M.C.C.—Social
Run.

6th.—Kelso ami District M.C.C.—Social Run.
6th.—Newcastle and Northern M.C.—One-

day Reliabilitu Trial.
6th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Run to Grassing-

ton via BurnsaU.
6th,—Rotherham and District M.C.—Rim to

Scarborowfh.
6th and rth.—m-ley M.C: and L.C.C.—Social

Event.
7th.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—

Impromptu Gymlchana.
7th.—York and District M.C.—Yorlc-Edin'

burgh-York Trial.
7th.—Barrow and District M.C.—Social Run.
7ttir
—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.Social
Run to Burnham.

7th.—Sheffield and- Hallamshire M.C. and
L.C.C.—12 Hours' Trial to the seaside.

7th.—Doncaster and District M.C.C.—Salt-
burn Trial.

7th and ^th.—Bulwell M.C.—Run to Skegness.
8th.~Neath and District M.C.—Welsh T.T.

Races, Pendine Sands.
m.^Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.—Supper Run

to Chudleitjh.
9th.—Ashford M.C. and L.C.C—Picnic Run

to Perry Woods.
9th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Impromptu Run

from Citi/ Square.
9th.~Reigate, Redhill and District M.C.C—

Speed Trials.
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Southport M.C.

The reliability trial for the " Rudge " cup and
other special prizes~wil] be run off '»n ilie 13th
inst. A race meeting is also being held on tne
sandg on Saturday, the 19th inst., over a straight
course approximately one mile in length, com
mencing at 3 o'clock. Further particiJars are
available from Mr. Rowland Hill, 75, Sefton St.,
Manchester.

Fastest time of the day in the hill-climb at
Belstead Brook Hill on the 22nd ult. was made by
R. F. Fenn (499 Triumph), both in solo and side-
car events. The slow hill-climb was won by R. O
Clarke (247 Levis).

nkley M.C. and L.C.C.

Considerable interest was displayed in the con-
test for the Trade Trophy run oH on the 30th
of last month, and the fairness of the handi-
capping resulted in some very close finishes. In
the final A. Fieldhouse {499 Sunbeam) beat
J. S. Whitley on a similar machine. \V. Clough
(532 Scott) gained a special prize in a contest
with E. R. Hall, who was driving a Bugatti car.

Midland C. and A.C.

Results have now been announced for the
24-hour trial to Holyhead, already described in
Tfit Motor Cycle.

M.C. AND A.C. TROPHY.—F. W. Giles (799
A.J.S. sc).
JORDISON TROPHY.—F. W. Giles (799

A.J.S. sc).
GOWCH TROPHY.^-R. F. Turner (293 New

Imperial). ^
B.N. BOWL.—G. Butcher (490 Sunbeam).
TRADER TROPHY.—A. RoUason (994

Ariel).
TEAM PRIZE.—New Imperial (R. F.

Turner (293 New Imperial), L. Horton (249
New Imperial sc), B. Uzzell (976 New Im-
perial sc).
MEMBERS' SOLO PRIZE.—R. F. Turner

(293 New Imperial).
MEMBERS' SIDECAR PRIZE.— L. Newey

(994 Ariel sc).
GOLD MEDALS.—R. C. Cooper (269 AUon),

L. E. Clulea (269 Allon), A. Rollason (994
Ariel), G. Butcher (490 Sunbeam), R. F.
Turner (293 New Imperial), F. W Giles (799
A.J.S. sc).
SILVER MEDALS.—E. A. Barnett (346

Francis Barnett), H. Harris (349 A.J.S.), L.
Horton (249 New Imperial), A. R. Evans (499
Sunbeam), J. J. Sykes (599 Sunbeam), W.
Woodcock (498 Ariel). R. W. Duke (499 Tri-
umph). L. Newey (994 Ariel sc), H. G. Uzzell
(976 New Imperial sc); H. F. 3.. Morgan (8
Morgan)

.

BRONZE MEDALS.—N. Hall (292 O.K.),
H. Greaves (350 Beardmore-Precision), S. W.
Lewis (598 Bear.^nore-Precision), W. B. Gibb
(494 Douglas), C. E. Reading (498 Ariel), F. H.
Brown (550 Res Acme sc), J. W. Meredith
(8 T.B.).

A^ec Jackson, a prominent Yorkshire club
man, who won the Belgian Grand Prix on

a 492 c.c. Sunbeam.
Competitors in the Harrogate and District Motor Club's recent reliability trial. G. W. Hill

(532 c.c. Scott sidecar) and W. Atkinson (550 c.c. Triumph) at Occaney water splash.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. —All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a l^d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference, Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit
of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a rjd. stamp) and will be dealt
with by the K.f>^. and. M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the couiitry as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

RIGHTS IN STOLEN MACHINE.

A few months ago I bought a

motor cycle and sidecar from an
auction room. After I had the

outfit a few weeks I was sum-
moned for its return or its Tahie,

and had to give it up as it had been
stolen. I asked the auctioneers to re-

fmid the amount paid them for the
outfit, but they refused, repudiating
all responsibility, as they only acted as
agents. Do you think I can recover
the amount?—S.S.

No one has any titl« to a stolen machine
other than the rightful owner, and it

remains with you to obtain the price
you paid from whoever received the
money ; no doubt the auctioneers merely
acted as agents for the person in whose
possession the machine then was, in

which case they should give you every
facility for tracing this person.

GAS-TIGHT LAMP CONNECTIONS.
Has any gas-tight method of

conveying acetylene from genera-
tor to front lamp yet been
devised?—J.R.M.
Good quality rubber tubing of

suitable bore should be perfectly effi-

cient. If the generator, however, is a
long way from the lamp you might use
brass tubing with rubber connections at
each end. It is unusual for any serious
diffictilty to arise in keeping these con-
nections reasonably gas-tight.

VALVE TIMING TERMINOLOGY.
I often see it .stated in

?'
I

Tht Motm- Cycle that the e.K-

haust valve of an engine closes
LU 30° late. I understand this

means degrees. Taking an en-
gine of 75 mm. stroke, does this mean
the tenth part of 75 mm ?—R.I.

When an exhaust valve is stated to close
10° late it means that the valve closes
when the crank pin has rotated 10° or
1-36 of, a revolution past the top dead
centre.
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DESIGNING A SPECIAL SPEED MODEL.
Will you give me the correct

wheel-base for a speed machine
fitted with 250 c,_c. J.A.P. en-

gine, Sturmey lightweight three-

speed gear, and 26x2gin. tyres?

I understand that large tyres reduce
speed. Also what would be suitable

gear ratios for such ;a. machine with
II st. rider? Would there be any ob-

jection to raking the handlebars for-

ward and placing the saddle well up
the tank, providing the machine was
built for this—the obvious reason be-

ing weight distribution ? Again, do
you think that supposing softened cast

steel bolts wei:e used to secure a duplex
frame machine at all main lugs, they

would fracture with continual use, unless

annealed periodically ?

—

:Lex-Locus.
It is quite impossible to give you defi-

nite fibres in answer to the questions

you raise. If it__ were possible to state

without qualification that such and such

Smportant Dates.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

Internationa! Six Days Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th.

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooltlands.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open RcUability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th, Motor Cycle Races in
Phoenix Park, Dublin.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Fri., Sept. 15th, to Mon., Sept. 18th

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.
Sat. Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.
Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.G. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. 11th

—

Olympia Car Show,
Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd.—
Olympia Motor Cycle Show. '

a wheel-base was the most satisfactory
one, and certain gear ratios would give
the best results, there would be no longer.,

'

any need for the experimental staffs
which are retained by most of the lead-
ing manufacturers. The solutions to
your questions depend entirely upon the-
results of experiment which you would
have to conduct yourself. It does not
follow necessarily that a machine steers
well if it has a comparatively short
wheel-base. 26x2iin. tyres would be--
quite large enough for racing purposes,
but for touring 26 x 2|in. would be prefer-
able. The placing of the saddle and
handlebars again will need to be deter-
mined by experiment. If the results
were satisfactory, the disposition which
you suggest would be justified, but we^.
cannot say .whether it will be successful-
or not, as we have not tried such an
arrangement ourselves. In the' ordinai7
way it is most likely that bolts of mild' 1

steel would be used for the purpose sug-
gested, and it is doubtiul whether it

wjould be worth 'while going to the con-
siderably greater expense of usiii"
annealed cast steel.

"

BULB AND ACCUMULATOR VOLTAGES
Having heard that a 4-volt lamp^ might be advantageously used on

> a 6-volt accmnulator with quite—
I satisfactory results, I adopted this

plan some time ago ; but my ex-
perience was that the accumulator re-
quired charging much more frequently-
only lasting about one-third of the usual
time. Would this be the natural res^ilt
or have I a —leak" somewhere?—
W..T.B.

Using a 4-volt bulb on a 6-volt circuit
is almost bound to cause quick running .

down of^the battery, as naturally the
resistance is lower than tliat for which tbe-
circuit is designed. As ta general inile,

however, electric bulbs of low voltage are.,

not very accurately calibrated, and it is

possible that you were fortunate in obtain-
ing some so-called 4-volt bulbs of com-
paratively high resistance.
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WINNERS IN THE
A.C.U. MEMBERSHIP

COMPETITION.

(Left). Mr. A. C. Gillman, who was
awarded first prize of £100 for the

best ideas demonstrating the advantages

of membership. (Right). Mr. Reginald

Beal, who won the second prize of

£50.

CONDENSATION OF INLET PIPE.

What is the cause of conden-

^Tl sation on the inlet pipe, as this

^ has happened on my machine
Jt-i once or twice just lately? It

was never noticed during the

cold winter months. Would too strong

a mixture cause it?—H.L.E.
Condensation on the inlet pipe is caused

by the temperature drop associated with

the rapid evaporation of the fuel, and
is usually a sign of good carburation.

It is curious that this has occurred dur-

ing the summer months only ; of course,

it is most marked when the atmosphere
is humid. If the condensation is exces-

sive, perhaps the mixture is very slightly

weak, and a warm air intake or hot
jacket on the induction pipe would be
an improvement.

BALANCE.
I have a Brown engine fitted

^T] to a cycle from which I get

^ fair running, but I think it re-

-LJ quires balancing, also it over-

heats. The bore is 83 mm., the

stroke being the same. The recipro-

cating parts are 2Jlbs.. rotating parts

^Ib. The weights on the flywheels are

17oz. (1.) How much more weight
would require to be added to balance

correctly. (2.) If pieces of lead were
drilled and bolted on to the flywheel

and then riveted, would the lead work
off, causing damage to the crank case ?

—R.I.
(1.) If the figures you give are correct
you would require approximately lloz.

extra to be added to the balance weights
opposite to the crank pin and at a mean
distance of 41.5 mm. from the main
shaft. (2.) You would find lead un-

satisfactory as a balancing material un-

less it is filled into recesses. If tlie

additional masses must be bolted or

riveted on, steel or bronze would be more
suitable.

MISFIRING WITH VARIOUS
SYMPTOMS.

About a month ago a T.B.^ magneto on a J.A.P. single

^ developed bad misfiring, and on
-iJ e.xamining the contact breaker

I found a spark was occurring at

the platinum points, caused, I thought,
by the fibre on the crank arm having
worn so that the metal came in con-

tact with the cam. Rectifying this

cured the misfiring and the machine
was then run successfully for five hours
in a Welsh downpour, but on trying

the machine a few days later only a

sharp shock could be felt intermittently

on the contact breaker cover and thp
cycle frame, while a spark was obtain-

able between the H.T. cable and

cylinder, but not at the plug points.

(I have tried four different makes of

plugs with no success.) Is this caused
by water entering magneto or a defect

necessitating its return to the makers ?

-G.A.
The first trouble would appear to have
been due -to faulty Condenser or condenser
connections. In the second case it is

probable that water has entered the mag-
neto down the high tension lead, and you
might be able to <Jry this out by warm-
ing the parts or the whole magneto very
gently in an oven, though the tempera-
ture of tho instrument itself must never
be allowed to reach the melting point of

wax. An hour or so of this treatment
should cure the trouble it it is due to

water only, otherwise you should apply
to the manufacturers. If the sparking at

the contacts still persists, return the
magneto for overhaul.

WILL MAGNETO OPERATE HORN?
I am thinking of fitting an elec-

1^1 trie horn to my Scott to be run

I
^ from the magneto cut-out ter-

Li-I minal, and shall be glad if you
will tell me : (1) If this is prac-

ticable and advisable, and (2) what volt-

age horn to use?—G.E.F.
It is not practicable to work an electric

horn from the magneto cut-out terminal

of a Scott motor cycle.

A fleet ot Bradbury machines which took par" in a recent demonstration run Irom Oldham to Blackpool. Decorated with colours and
bearing large cards displaying the maker's name, this string of two dozen or so machines of the same make attracted considerable

attention.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,''

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
B.CA, when they will he forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests

for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

PJ^OTl^LS

M.G." (Woking).—490 c. c. Norton
{16H) with T.T. engine.

"L.G.B.D." (Bristol).—650 e.c. Excel-

sior single and sidecar.
" E.W.R." (Newark).—" Challenger

"

puncture proof tubes ; Impervo puncture

seal ; and F.E.W. valve attachment for

499 CO. Sunbeam.
"F.R.S." (Bristol).—247 e.c. Levis

G.Z.K.S. model.
"E.M.D.B." -(Hastings).-The Ato-

miser Co.'s (SouUi Shields) No. 7.

atomiser.
*' V.D.L." (Glasgow).—654 e.c. Quad-

rant ; 499 e.c. Dunelt.
"B.P." (Worcester).—532 e.c. Scott:

intermittent metallic noise in vicinity of

crank ease.

"B.G." (Dublin).—398 e.c. A.B.C.
" S.J.T." (London).—398 e.c. A.B.C. :

hints on tuning; e.xtra air devices.

"E.A." (S.W.18).—998 e.c. Blackburne
with Binks carburetter.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
BuRSLEM TO Cardiff.—F.W.
Burslem, Newcastle-under-Lyme, Eccles-

hall, Newport, Shrewsbury, Church Stret-

ton. Craven Arms, Ludlow, Leominster,
Hereford, ' Ross, Wilton, Whitchurch,
Symdiids Yat, Monmouth, Raglan, Usk,
Caerleon, Newport, Cardiff.

WiLLENHALL TO AbERYSTWTTH. E.N.
Willenhall, Leamington, Warwick, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Alcester, Worcester, Brom-
yard, Leominster, Eardisland, Kington,
New Radnor, Penybont, Rhayader, Llan-

gurig, Dyffryn Castell Inn, Yspytty-Cyn-
fyn, Aberystwyth.

Mansfield to Blackpool.—F.6.
Mansfield, Chesterfield, Baslow, Chats-

worth Park, Haddon Hall, Bakewell, Bux-
ton, Macclesfield, Chelford, Knutsford,
Warrington, St. Helens, Rainford, Orms-
kirk, Rufford, Longton, Kirkham, Black-

pool.

Barnes to St. Agnes.—J.W.C.
Barnes, Kingston-on-Thames, Surbiton,

Esher, Cobham, Ripley, Guildford, Farn-
ham, Alton, Chawton, Alresford, Win-
chester, Romsey, Salisbury, Wilton,
Shaftesbury, Sherborne, Yeovil, Crew-
kerne, Chard, Honiton, Exeter, Okehamp-
ton, Lifton, Launceston, Bodmin, Indian
Queens, Mitchell, Zelah, St. Agnes.

Bristol to Eastbourne.—C.J.T.
Bristol, Bath, Warminster, Codford St.

Mary, Deptford, Salisbury, Romsey, Win-
chester, Bramdean, Petersfield, Midhurst,
Petworth, Fittleworth, Pulborough, Stor-
rington, Washington, Steyning, Bramber,
Old Shoreham, Brighton, Falraer, Lewes,
Beddington, Polegate, Willingdon, East-
bourne.

b 26

British Tyres £or Belgian Royalty.

The Coventry Victor engined machine,

recently supplied to H.M. the King of

the Belgians, has been equipped with

Bates tyres.

Found on the Road.

The back rest of a pillion seat on the

Bath road, near Midgham, on Wednes-

day, the 19th inst., by Mr. R. Stewart

Kiiill, who may be addressed at West
End Farm, Midgham, near Reading.

Clincher Tyre Successes.

At the recently held Essex Motor Cycle

speed trials, S. M. Greening, who won
forty-one first prizes, eight, second prizes,

and three third prizes on time and for-

mula on his 248 e.c. Jap-engined Francis-

Barnett, used Clincher de Luxe tyres.

A Foot-controlled Gear.

The 349 e.c. Weatherell, on which R.

Weatherell recently won the 100 miles

handicap at Brooklands, was equipped

with the three-speed gear with foot con-

trol manufactured by the Moss Gear

Co., Ltd., of the Crown Works, Thomas
Street, Aston, Birmingham.

Amended Awards.

In the recent report of the Midland

Centre A.C.U. reliability trial, it wa=

stated that E. Foster, riding a 69b e.c.

Raleigh motor cycle, had been awarded

a silver medal. It has now been announced
that his performance in this event won
him a gold medal, not a silver one.

Cleaning Coachwork.

Motor cyclists who take a pride in the

appearance of their sidecar bodies may
obtain a free sample of Chemico car

polish by applying to the County Chemi-

cal Co., Chemico Works, Birmingham.
This preparation brightens up dull coach-

work in a remarkable manner, and is

claimed to remove tar stain.

Additions to Prize List.

Further trophies, bowls, vases, and
sparking plugs (presented by the Manufac-
turers' Union ; Capt. G. S. Jones, Ruthin

;

the Sphinx Manufacturing Co., Ltd.; and
the Robinhood Engineering Works, Ltd.)

have been added to the award list in the

North Wales Open Trial to be held on
the 12th inst.

Chain Spares.

Realising that some difficulty is occa-

sionally experienced in obtaining chains

and various chain accessories in London,
arrangements have been made for stock-

ing a complete range of Renold, Coven-
try, and Brampton chains, as well as

spring, cranked, double and triple con-

necting links in all sizes, by The Service

Company, Ltd., of 289-293, ^ High- Hol-
born, London, W.C.

AUGUST 3rd, ig22.

Racing in Ireland.

The machines which secured first and
second places in the Open Fifty Miles
Championship of Ireland—and also those

which gained first and thu'd positions in

the Fifty Miles Handicap Race (Unlimited
e.c), were all shod with Dunlop tyres.

Success of Rotary Valve Two-Strokes. .

In all the recent open trials in which
they have been entered, success has been
attained by the rotary valve engined Sun
Vitesse machines, and the list of awards
gained by the Sun Cycle and Fittings Co.,

Ltd., of Aston, Brook Street, Bii-ming-

ham, is an imposing one.

Birmingham Foundry Exhibition.

At the Foundry Exhibition at Bing-
ley Hall, - Birmingham, recently, a

national competition for foundry em-
ployees was held. Men from the Mid-
land Motor Cylinder Co., Ltd., Smeth-
wick were successful in taking three
prizes.

Tyre Works Success.

The Avon fire brigade at the works of

the Avon Indiarubber Co., Ltd., at Melk-
sham, in Wiltshire, won the Rowell
Challenge Cup at the recent annual com-
petition of the West Midland District of

the Fire Brigades' Association, held at

Abingdon, against ten other well-known
brigades.

Grand Prix Echoes.

Dunlop tyres were used on the first

three machines in the 5O0 e.c, class of

the Belgian Grand Prix.
A. Jackson, who won the 500 e.c. class

in the Belgian Grand Prix on a 499, e.c.

Sunbeam, used an M-L magneto.
K.L.G. plugs were used by Bennett

(Sunbeam) and Davison (Levis), who won
the 500 e.c. and 250 e.c. French Grand Prix
races respectively.

Price Reductions.

Reductions in prices are announced by
Humphries & Dawes, Ltd., manufacturers
of the O.K. Junior, motor cycles. The
prices are as follows : Sillocar' outfit,

£85 2s. ; the XV. All Chain Solo model;
£59 6s. ; the XVI. Sports model, £67 4s. ; -

the XII., £58 16s. ; the XL, £53 lis.'

The fixed gear model remains at £39 18s.,

but it has been modified.

The prices of the O.K. Junior 4-strok6

machine, fitted with Blackburne engines,

now stand as follows : Chain-cum-belt
drive, £73 10s. ; all chain model, £75 12s.

Catalogues Received.

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Imperial
Works, Princip Street, Birmingham : An
illustrated list of spare pai'ts for the
" New Imperial light-tourist " all-chain

drive models. Copies will be forwarded
on receipt of a postcard.

Banshee Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Crown Close Works, Bromsgrove, Bir-

mingham, manufacturers of Banshee
motor cycles : An illustrated catalogue
attractively designed, together with com-
plete specifications of the various models
shown. ^
T.O.M. Company, Ltd., 6, Princes

Street, Hanover Square, London, W- : --i

catalogue entitled " Everything for Camp-
ing and Touring," containing full parUcu-
lars of all camping requisites.
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lube Irotector

OWING TO DIFFICULTIES WITH
THE WORKS, DELIVERY OF TUBE

PROTECTORS WILL BE DELAYED
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION

TVie FVotectintf

layer of steer

Mai"

Liberal terms to (actors anJ
retailers.

PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES, 17/11 eacK

t.o!e Agents

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office: 101, Leadenhall St, E.C.3

Fits between
the outer cover

and the inner*

tube

Unexcelled on the Track and

in the Air, B.T.H. Magnetos

are ideal for the road.

B.T.H. Magneto Successes.

B.T.H. Magnetos were fitted to the Triumph
machine that gained 2nd Place in the Senior

Motor Cycles T. T., and to the Sunbeam
Cars gaining 1st Place in the International

T.T., and the cup for the fastest lap.

They also helped create all the World's

Records recently established by Sunbeam
Racers.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

Lower Ford Street Coventry.

In answRTing these advertisements It is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." b29
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During the last few weeks we have been fortunate enough to obtain a large number of exceptionally good second-hand

machines in e^tchange for new, and in order to reduce our stock we arc offering these machines at actually under cost price,

which is considerably below market value. Any macliine may be purchased on our Extended Payment System over a period

of twelve or eighteen months at a small additional charge, and for the benefit of Country Clients any machine is sent on
twenty-four hours' approval. Here are just a few of the many bargains we have to offer that may be inspected in our

Showrooms from 9 a.m. until 7.30 p.m., Saturdays included,

MATCHLESS, 1920, model H, 2-sr., TRIUMPH, Baby. 2J h.p., 2-speed,

spare wheel. Easting windscreen. . £125 thoroughly overhauled
'' ' TRIUMPH, 1912, 3* h.p., clutch,MATCHLESS, Vktory model, Lucas

dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
Easting windscreen £95

DOUGLAS, 1921, 4 h.p. comb., lamps
and horn, speedo., Eastmg wind-
screen £95

DOUGLAS, 1921, 2j h.p., 3-speed,

clutch and K.S., lamps and hOrn,
speedometer £65

DOUGLAS, 1919, 4 h.p. comb., all

lamps and horn £77 10
DOUGLAS, 1916-17, 2j h.p , 2-speed,

all lamps and horn £42 10
LEVIS, 1917, 2t h.p., excellent cond. £28
ENFIELD, 1915, 3 fa-P-. 2-sp., T.T.,
very fast £32 10

ENFIELD, 1916, 3 h.p., 2-sp., fully

equipped £37 10
TRIUMPH, 1922, 3* h.p. Ricardo,

tax pajd, run 20 miles, unseratched £115
TRIUMPH, 1921, 4 h-P- all-chain

comb., Xucas lamps, speedo., horn,
Easting windscreen £115

£30

lamps and horn, very sound
INDIAN, 1915, 3i h.p. Twin, 3-sp.,

clutch and K.S., fully equipped .

.

TRIUMPH, i9jsi, 3^ h.p., clutch, T.T.
bars, very fast £26

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 79 h p.,

elec. model comb., fully equipped. , £115
NEW IMPERIAL, 1919, S h.p.. and

practically new, Watsonian K3i
sidecar, fully equipped £85

NEW IMPERIAL, 1921, 2| h.p., 2-sp.,

cl. and K.S., elec. Itg., very fine

condition
ROVER, 1913-14, 3h h-P-> Z-^P; cl.

and pedal starter, all lamps ....

HOSKINSON, 1921, 2% h.p., 2-sp., cl

SCOTT, 1921, Squirrel, 3J h.p.,

Brooklands winner, many special

fitments, rare opportunity £77 10
£28 COULSON, 1920-1, 4 l^p. Blackburnc,

2-speed, fully equipped £48
£42 10 B^Y, 1920, 8 h.p.. spring frame, all-

chain drive and Henderson Elite
sidecar, fully equipped £87 10

SINGER, 1914, -li h.p., 2-sp. coimter-
shaft, cl. and K.S., very handsome,
coachbuilt sidecar, practically new,
fully equipped £47 10

BRADBURY, 191.V14, .^^ h.P- N.S.U.,
2-sp., rc-enamelled black and gold,

£48 very sound £27 10
B.S.A., 1919, 4i h.p. comb., all lamps

£37 10 and horn, Easting windscreen,
splendid order £67 10

and K.S., fully equipped £37 10 OMEGA, 1921, 2J h.p., J.A.P., 2-sp.

READING STANDARD, 1920, 8-to
h.p. comb., dynamo Itg., hood and
screen, exceptional condition £100

ROYAL RUBY, 1917, la-^y's model,
2i h.p., 2-sp., fully equipped, as new £32 10

Apart from the above, we have over 50 brand-new models in stock, and can supply any make on Jistcnded Payments
over a period of eighteen months. Full list. free on request.

cl. and K.S., fully equipped £45
VERUS, 1920-1, 2j h.p. Blackburnc,

2-sp, cl. and K.S., fmly equipped. . £48
NEW HUDSON, 1920, 2^ h.p., 2-sp.,

fully equipped £37 10

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO. Ltd.
SHOWROOMS :

9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon.

Phone : Croydon 2450, 2451. Tele4rams : " Track, Crovdon.

/a

"«'/;^^!«»?-iik\'«»!^ ^yi,^^y.^y4

^uncfu^^ GODFREY'S LTD.

Sole London and District

Distributors for the well
known

The Remedy

is Simple

and

Prices are

Reasonable,

The perfect Puncture-Sealing Tube discovered at last.

Challenger Patent Punctin^-Sealing Tubes are prac-

tically indistinguishable from the ordinary old-

fashioned tube. They are absolutely pneumatic
throughout and contain no messy or sticky substances,

nor is there any solid filling, nor anything which will

collect in a lump in the lyre while the car is standing.

TTie only difference from an ordinary tube is that the

tread portion is very slightly thicker and is built of

three layers so adjusted as to be self-seahng ; the centre

layer being composed of the patent hole-proof com-
position, which instantly closes up when the nail or

article causing the puncture is withdrawn.

PRICE LIST.

24X2 £0 14 3
24X2i 15
26X2i 15 3
26X2} IS 9
26X2i 18
26X3 18 6
28X3 1 3
650X 65 1 9
700X80 1 5
30X3 1 8
30X3i .. 1 18
710X90 1 12 i
815X105 .. 2 8

CHALLENGER PUNCTURE

SEALING TUBES.
The sales of these tubes have increased to an
unprecedented extent justified by the prac«
ticable nature of the Patent and testified by an
ever growing list of thoroughly satisfied riders.

Immediate delivery can be given of all sizes.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
Stocked by Messrs. H. Taylor & Co., Ltd., 21a, Store Street,

W.C.I : Messrs. The Service Company, 289-293, High Holborn,
W.C. ; A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holboni, E.C.4, and all leading

Agents.

WRITE FOR FULL PRICE LIST AND
SAMPLE SECTION to

GODFREY'S LIMITED,
208, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.I
'Phone: Langham 1300L

b30 In answering these advertisements it (s desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL Combinatiun, ^'jh.p.,
start, hood, winascrceu

Alleyn Park, Dulwich.

ARIEL 1920 Sil.h.p. Combination
shaft, splendid

Lambeth Rd.. S.W.8.
condition;

ARIEL hit
62 gus.

3-speed, clutch, kick-

t^x paid; £48.—3.

[4X79

3-speed ccunter-
£62.-49, South

[4831

:ite 1920 51 .'.h. p.. 3-speed, equipped, taxed;
photo— I'eter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper

Kirhmoud Rd.. East Sheen. [2725

ARIEL S^ot.p., 3-speed, 1921, and sidecar, acces-
sories, tax paid, unscratched; £77/10.—Owen,

94b, High Rd.. East Finchley. [3910

ARIEL sy^h.p. Sports Model, brand new, but
slightly shop-soiled; 78 gns.—Longman Bros., 17,

Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [8623

ARIEL 1921 6li,p. Standard Combination, Lucas
Magdyno lighting, leg guards, tax paid; £130.

—

Basement, 89. Gt. Portland tot., London, W.l. [3442

ARIEL.—AH models cash or gradual payments
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,

Wincycle Co., Ltd.. 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0704

1 Q 20 Aifel 6-7h.p. Combination, perfect running
J-v order, tax p:iid, nil on, sacrifice for cnsh; £65.—
Ciarage, 17, Silcbester Rd., St. Leoilards-on-Sen. [3914

A RiEfL SV^h.p,, dropped back frame, Bosch mag-
-^ neto, adjustable pullev, aoy trial; £15.—28, Wood-
ford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone. jNIarv^land 2598.

[4867a
1QI9 Ariel 6h.p. Combination, Easting, beautifully
J-^ equipped, taxed, small mileage, new condition;
£62/10.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney.

[4120
ARIEL Combination 3Uli.p,, windijoreen, Tan-Sad,

tax paid, splendid order ; £70 ; exchainge Baby
Triumpii, or spares.—Waterloo House, North Cheam.

[3811
A RIEL 3y2h.p., sports model, 3-speed, clut-cli, kick-
-^- starter, chain-c-um-belt drive, T.T. bars, shcp-
soiled only; £80.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.,
London. [4711

AP-IEL new 1922 3V>h.p. Sports Model Combina-
-^ tion, 3-speed, clutch and kick-start; £115; easy
payments and exchange.—Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Lundon. [4678

ARIEL 1919 3i,l.li.p., 3-speeds. clutch, kick-starter,
lamps and horn and MiUford sidecar, guaran-

teed; £70.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd., Forest
Gate, E.7. [4028

Spare Parts:

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel
Agents, and Spares Seryice Depot.—Jones Garage,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0804

KICKHAM.
Agent for Atlas;

etc.

Atlas.
Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

unequalled serTice, repairs,

[3563

Rat.

"VTEW 1921 B.A,T., Sh.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, spring
Xl name; £70.—Snipe, 330, Euston Rd. I[4853

1 Q20 6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, splendid condi-*-^ tion. complete; £90, or nearest.—Box 2717, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [3483

"I 020 Bat-Jap Combination, excellent condition, 3-
J-*^ spe^l. clutch, kick-start, owner bought car; 65
gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

OA'T-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt

[4348

Combination, 3-
;peed, in perfect condition: £35; a real bargain.

—249, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E. [3734
T> AT-J. A.P. Sh.p. Mills-Fulford Combination, 1914,
--' model 3, fully equipped, very small mileage, per-
fect running order, any trial; £50.—Holland, Gordon
Rd., Whits:able.

'

{3695

1Q21 6h.p. Bat-Jap, as new, 3-speed, spring
J-*^ frame, mileage 1,000, fully equipped, tax paid
and insured; owner going abroad; £90, or nearest.—
Seen 64b. Heath St., Hampstead. [2509

"J
Q21 8h.p Bat-Jap Combination, electric lighting,

•*- *^ Cowey speedometer, detachable and spare
wheels. Easting, tax paid; • £125; would consider
lighter machine part.-7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill,
S.E.24. [1437

Beardinore.
BEARDMORE-PRECISION.-1922 models for im-

mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferred
payments.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealins. [4833

Blackburne.
BLACKBURNE 1922 8h.p. Combination, lamps,

horn, screen, tools, etc., sidecar fitted with canti-
lever springs, absolutely indistinguishable from new,
only run 400 miles, cost £175; accept £140.-89, Bal-
ham Hill, S.W. [4063

BLACKBURNE 1920 8h.p., Henderson Elitp siuecar.
Easting, 5-speed, detachable cylinder Leads. 28x3

tyres, spare interchangeable ^vlleel, Liieas electric, leg-
shields, Bonniksen Bpeedometer, Klaxon, complete Tan-
Sad, various spares, licensed 1922, splendid running
order, enpine just ovprlianled: £110, or nearest.—Salns-
bury, Kallsands, ur, Kingsbridge, DeTOnshire. [3957

This advice has been ' transmitted '

throughout the country not by
wireless but by satisfied clients.

A few of this week's S.H. Bargains.

1 9 Instal- Cash
Deposit. ^^ mentsof Price

con DIAMOND, 1921.*^U 23 h.p. J.A.P., a-speed, K.S.,
clutch, Lucas accessories, tax V ^^
paid, new condition £3 2 9 *JJ

con ZENITH, 1920.^^U 6 h.p. sports, fully equipped, ^/>^
tax paid, absolutely as new £4 7 XliJ

£1 C BRADBURY.
^-•J 3i h.p., and C.B. sidecar,

N.S.U., 2-speed, equipped, C^C
tax paid £1 15 13 SOD

C:2n HABLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920.SOU 7-9h. p., electrically equipped
Combination, speedometer, C 1 On
screen, tax paid £8 1 3 *-l-^U

Cin RUDGE.^^" 3* h.p. muUi, equipped, tax ^^'^
paid, good order £2 4 10 XO«J

con RUDGE, 1919.*^" 3* h.p. I.O.M. model, fully ^CJO
equipped, as new £2 13 9 SOU

C1C H08ART, 1914.SIO 4 h.p., Twin C.B. sidecar,

fully equipped. Easting, C ^ ^
tax paid . . £112 3 **10

COC SCOTT, 1919.S^J 3^ h.p, model, fully equipped, C^l^
very good condition £3 11 8 *UD

COC P.&M., 1920.
d^CD 3i h.p., 2-speed, K.S.,

C. B. sidecar, fully equipped, C 7C
Bluemel screen, tax paid £4 9 7 * I O

CI C ENFIELD, 1920.
«* i O 2 J h.p, model, 2-speed,

clutch, fully equipped, C/iC
tax paid £2 13 9 *^0

C1C TRIUMPH.
cC 1 2\ h.p. Baby, fully equipped, ^ 4 ^

tax paid, as new £2 13 9 SHO

CI C RUDGE, 1919.
*-'*' 3^ h.p. raulti, equipped, tax ^4^

paid, good condition £2 13 9 St'O

COC RUDGE, 1922.
*«0 I.O.M. model, fully

equipped, tax paid, un- ^T-^
scratched £4 6 Ai i O

REMEMBER
WE SPECIALISE ON EXCHANGES.

ANY MAKE OF
NEW MACHINE SUPPLIED.

DEPOTS.

BOLTON s. MANGHESTER
245, DEANSGATE.

Tel. 864 Cen.

BRADSHAWGATE.
Tel. 1348.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne

Spare Parts:

BLACKBURNE,—All engine spares from stock; li=t
on application.—Maudes', 100. Great Portland St.,

W.l. f^,.'

Bradbury.
4 h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, lax paid;

£40.—Blackman, Kiugswood, Reigate, Surrey.
[3868

£18.—4h.p. Bradbury Combination, clutch model,
light sidecar, sbund condition.—King, Egrove,

Oxford. [4423

f Q20 Bradbury 4h.p. (solo), 3-speed, good condition;
*-^ best offer—To view and try, apply Eksap Motor
Co., 14, Marylebone Mews, New Cavendish St., W.l.

[2849
£48/10.—4h. p. Bradbury coachbuilt combination,

countershaft gears, kick-start, re-enamelled and
plated, smart turnout.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd.,
Acton, W.3. [4590

BRADBURY 6h.p. new 1921 model, 3 speeds, chain
drive. K.S., Millford-Rock latest chassisless side-

car; £115.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
London, W. li;4620

T3RADBURY Combina-tion, overhauled, re-myhol-
--' stered, re-enajnelled, single cylinder, 4-sUroke,
4h.p., new licence; £40, or near offer; money wanted.
—Moss, Sawbridgewt>rth, Herts. (P) 13789

"I Q20 4h.p. Bradbury, this year's new sidecar, with
-»- 1' Easting Royal, smart appearance, any trial,
expert's examination, complete with lamps; ^75.—J.
Greenwood, Unity St., Hebden Bridge. [4515

BRADBURY 4h.p., C.B. sidecar, Parmore carburetter,
Boscli, N.S.U., 2-spe6d, iree engine, good running

order, lamps, tools, tax paid Dec. : £30.—J. Hiptou,
Holmedale, Station Rd., Ilkeston, Derbyshire. [4398

BRADBURY 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick.
Klaxon, mirror, lamps, screen, speedometer,

Tan-Sad, overhauled, upholstered, perlect condition,
take 3 anywhere; genuine bargain, £80.—Pugh, Prend-
wick Cottage, Bank Top, Bedlington, Northumber-
land. . [3837

Brough.

BROUGH 1920 5h.p., 3-speed, all-dhain, kick-start,

hand clutch, Brough sidecaj. Easting screen, all

la-mps; £90.^Maude3', WalsaJl Garage, WaJsall. [4717

BROUGH 1921 3y2h.p., T.T., overhead valves, close
ratio gear box, clutch, exceptionally fast

machine, complete lamps, horn, tools, licensed, in
splendid condition; £65.—Motor Supply, 71, King St.,

Huddersfield. [3706

Brough Superior.

MANCHESTER. Oldham. Bury, Stockport. Staly-

bridge, Rochdale. Huddersfield, etc., etc.—We ars
sole agents " for Brough Superior.—Brough Superior
Northern Services, 198, Manchester Rd., Oldham.

BROUGH SUPERIOR Northern Services.—As our
name implies, we are Brough Superior specialists.

All models in "stock. Mark I., 90x77V2 mm., o.h.v.,

£160; Mark I. side valve, £150; Mark I. sporting
combination, with screen, step, mat, ana apron,
£180; Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark
II. sporting combination, £150. Demonstration rum
by appointment. Catalogues post free on request.

We are the Brough Superior representatives lor whola
of Lancashire and Yorkshire (exception Leeds and
ShefQeld). and greater part of Cheshire and North
Stafford. Showrooms, 198. Manchester Rd., Oldham.

IS Yours Going to be a Brough Superior? If so.

don't forget Brough Superior Northern Services.

Let us give you a trial run. [0880

BROUGH 1920 5-6h.p. Model G. Combination, elec-

tric lighting, full equipment; £82/10.—Elce,_Ltd.,
13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
'Phone : Avenue 5548.

Camomile St., E.C.3.
[0070

BROUGH SUPERIOR, 1922 models, 6.5h.p. M.A.G.,
£125; Sh.p, (side valve engine), £150; Sh.p.

side valve combination, £ 180 ; demonstration model
in stock; call for a trial run.—Storer and Tait, 20,

Bourdon St.. Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Maylair 625.
[4771

BROUGH SUPERIORS.—Order your new mount
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

tuned to order. Mark I., Sh.p.. side valve, £150;
sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and
apron, £180; Mark I.. 90mm. bore o.h.v. £160;
Mark II.. 6. Sh.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark II.

combination. £150. Special Service Agents; lists.—

G and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
'Phone : 993. [0834

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.. Ltd., Service Depot,
and sole Ijondon agents lor the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery ol 1923
models at reduced prices. Mark I.. 90x77i/^ o.h.v., 3-

speed. clutch, and kick starter. £160; Mark I., sport-

ing combination, step, mat. screen, etc., £180, or with

special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; llark

H. 6.5, mag-, 72x90, 3-speed, clntch, and kick

starter, £125: sporting combination, step, mat,

screen, etc., £150. Demonstration models in stock.

Catalogues sent post free on reauest.—The Allen-

Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11. Royal Parade, Lou-

don Rd.. West Croydon. 'Phono: Croydon 2450
r07?^3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough Superior

^p-iri' Pnrl.i;

SPARES.-AII
fur BrqiiEb Superior

Ecar box, and Irarae spares
-^ - -^: in stock; "write for lists.—

and J. Dawson. The Idea] Garage. Cambridge.
[0B35

Brown
liHOWN 1914 3liL.p., Bosch magneto, Amac car

buretter; £18.—Oalics 67, Melrose Av., Mitcham,
[3750

B.S.A

NEW 19ai B.S.A. , 4h.p., T:T. model,
£S0.—Snipe, 330, Euston Bd.

BRAKD New Sports Model B.S.A., 4iih.p.
entei'taiaed.—Myatfs, Ooalville.

single speed ;

![4853

exchange
Myatfs, Ooalville'. '" ' [3962

Jl Q19 B.S.A. 4Vih.p., tax paid year, perfect condi-
J-" tion; £55.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden. [4056

jV'EW B.S^A. _1922^niodel, 4'4h.p., 5-sKeed, gnaranteed1922 model, 4Mh.p., 3

£95.—Tucker, Highbridee, Som,

B.S.A.
«25,

3Voh.p., 2 speeds, clutch,
.—Cooper, 63, Avenue Rd,

BvS.A. Sports
throughout;

Gardens.

T.T., Bosch,
bargain.—41

B Combination, 4i^h.p.,
new, complete; £fl5.

[3967

in good condition

;

Camberwell, S.E.5.
[4820

B. and B., as new
Beechwood Av., Kew

[4089

dj'namo, hood, screen,
—229, Maryvale Rd.,

[4537

Combination, Henderson sidecar,
24, Balliol Rd., ISorth

[4d..

1 Q20 41/ili.p.
i-tJ £o3: ditto 1916, *43.
Kensington.

B.S.A. 4yih.p., 3-speed, all accessories, new in

January, scarcely ridden; £95.—Hicks, 67a, High
St., Maldon. 13739

1 Q21 B.S.A. 4iih.p., chain drive, tax paid, insure<l.

JL«5^ splendid condition: 79 gus.. or offer.—49. RosBlyn
Hill. Haraiistead 1259'

"I 022 B.S.A. 6h.p. Twin Combination, shop-soiled; to
X«7 be sold at special price o! £135, listed £164.

—

Pitts, of Eedditch. [3997

-| Q22 B.S.A., brand new,^ shop-soiled, Model_ H2:
£105.—Shepherd,

Waltham Cross 31.

4}'

B.S.A. AVih.i .

touring bars^ shop-sciled only;

Enfield Highway. 'Phone
[0908

Ih.p. 1919-20 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speecI, Iree

engine, and kick-start; £75.—W^anchope's, 9,

Shoe I.ane, London. [4679

B.S.A. Combination 1920, chain, 4i^h.p., new con-

dition, equipped; ^78.—Abbey, Bamfield, Sun-

mead Rd., S-unbury. [4558

3-speed, clutch, chain-cum-beU drive,

£95.~-Maudes', 100,

Great Portland St., iSondon. [4709

3 ih.p.* B.S.A., free engine, clutch, recently enamelled

2 and overhauled, splendid running order; £20.—
Barker, Carlton, Middleham. [4370

BS A 1919 41/ih.p. Combination, splendid condi-

tion, fully equipped, tax paid; £78, or Bear

ofier.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [2812

BSA 1922 4Vih.r., Model H.2, and No. 3 side-

car, practically new; £123.—Eastern Garage. 41".

Romiord Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [4031

T ill9 B S.A, Combination. Millford, all-chain, fully

Ay equipped, ^^^uararteed ; £75, or consider ex-

change.—29. Old Ford Rd.. E.2. [4478

BSA. 1921 4i/4h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive, B.S.A.

coachbuilt sidecar, all lamps, tax paid; £110.—
-Maudes', Walsall Garage, WalsaH. {4716

I 021 4i4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, Lucas Magdyno
X*J lighLiiig set, electric horn, hoed, soreen, et-c., as

new; oflera.—Monk, Gunmaker, Chester. [3787

£70. B.S.A. 1919 4^Ah.p. No. 2 sidecar, fully

equipped and licensed, windscreen. Klaxon.—120,

Oxford St.. Totterdown, Bristol. (D) [4383

BSA 4^^h.p. 1922, II. 2, 3 speeds, Hnlch, K.S..

brand new, slightly soiled; £100.—Eagles and

Co., 275, High St., Acton, London, "\V. [4618

T Ck^"^ B.S.A. 4^,4h.p- All-chain Combination, Magdyno
X*7 lighting, screen, lamps; £90; seen by appoint-

ment.-King, 4, Willow Walk, Cambridge. [4798

1 Q21 B.S.A., H2, small mileage, original tyres,

-B-»? lamp, horn, licence; £90; with sidecar, £95;
any iria.!.-W. Young, Misterton, Somejrset. [3796

S.A. 1919 4'/i^-P-. 3-speed, all-chain, nearly new
but Flightly soiled, mileage negligible; Ijargain,

£70.—Pembroke House, East Rd., King.^ton. [4222

B.S.A. 1919 4Vib.p., Model K, and Milllord sidecar,

accessories, tax paid, guaranteed; £80.—Eastern
Garage, 418, Romiord Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [4033

119-20 B.S.A., 4Vih.p., all-chain, 3 speeds, clutcTi,

K.S., accessories, excellent condition; £68,
oKer.—Owen, 2, West Warwick Place, Victoria. [4062

I. A. 6h.p., twin, 3-speed, clutch, kick-start, all-

chain drive, B.S.A. No. 3 sidecar, shop-soiled only;

£165 —Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London.
[4712

B.S.A. 4%h.p., 3-9peed, clutch, kick-starter, all-

chain drive, B.S.A. No. 3 sidecar, shop-soiled

only; £135.—Maudes', . 100, Great Portland St., Lon-

Jon.

B

19'
ofier,-

B.S..
ch

SUIT
YOUR OWN

CONVENIENCE.
The figures below show clearly the amount
of deposit and instalments required to
purchase by either 12 or 18 montWy pay-
ments. Rebates are allowed for earlier

settkment, and we shall be pleased to consider
special arrangements to suit the requirements
of each individual customer.

NEW 1922 MODELS.
The following are in stock, but we can also
supply ali other machines promptly :

ALt-ON, 2% h.p., 2 speeds, cl. and k.-s £60
Deposit jTi 5 i8s., i8 monthly instalments of , . £2 13
Deposit £15 I2S., 12 monthly instalment's of . . £3 18
6.S.A., 4J h.p,, model K2 £107
Deposit £28 7s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £4 14 6
Deposit £27175. 7d., i2monthlyinstalmentsof £S 19
DIAMOND, 2| h.p., model F, 3 speeds, cl. and

kick-starter £65 2
Deposit £17 5s., 18 monthly instalments of . . £2 17 6
Deposit £16 igs., 12 monthly instalments of . . £4 4 7
HAWKER, .4I h.p., Blackbume en2:ine, 3 sps.^

clutch and kick-starter, all-chain drive . . £89 5
Deposit £23 13S.J 18 monthly instalments of . . £3 18 10
Deposit /"23 4s., 12 monthly instalments ot . . £5 16
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., model H comb £170
Deposit £45 IS., 18 monthly instalments of . . £7 10 2
Deposit £44 4s., 12 monthly instalments of . . £11 1

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., model H comb., magdyno
lighting £188

Deposit£49 17s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £8 6
Deposit£48 17s. 6d., 12 monthlyinstalmentsof £12 4 5
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Family comb., model H £175 10
Deposit £46 los. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £7 15
.Deposit£45 12s. 56., 12 monthly instalments of £11 8 2
N.U.T., 5 h.p., model M, all-chain drive .... £120
Deposit £31 i6s., 18 monthly jnstahucats of . . £5 6
Deposit £28 I2S., 12 monthly instalments of . . £7 3
NEW IMPERIAL^ 2% h.p., model 3 £73
Deposit £iq 6s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £3 4 6
Deposit /iS iQs. 5d.. T2monthly instalmentsof £4 14 11
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2 speeds £55
Deposit£i4 iis.6d., i8monthly instalmentsof £2 8 7
Deposit £14 6s., 12 monthly instalments of. . £3 11 fi

ROYAL ENFIELD. 2^ h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and
kick-starter £57

Deposit £15 2s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £2 ,10 4
Deposit£i4. 17s. 7d., 12 monthlyinstalmentsof £3 14
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p. comb., magdyno Ur. £158
Deposit £41 i8s. 6d., 18 monthly instalmentsof £6 t9 6
Deposit £41 IS. 5d., 12 monthly instalments of £10 5 5
RALEJfiH, 23 h.p, model, 2 speeds, clutch and

kick-starter £68
Deposit £18 T.5. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £3
Deposit /i 7 13s. 5d.. 12 raonthlv.instalmentsof £4 8 5
RUDGE-MULTJ, 3* b.p., LO.M. model £77
Deposit £20 8s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £3 8
Deposit £20 IS. 7d., 12 monthly instalments of £5
ROVER, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-

starter, all-chain drive £100
Deposit £26 los^ 18 monthly instalments of £4 8 4
Deposit £26, 12 monthly instalments of ... . £6 10
SIRRAH, 2J h.p., Blackbume engine, 2 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter £67
Deposit £17 15s. 6d., 18 monthlyinstalmentsof £2 19 2
Deposit £1795. 6d., 12 monthly instalmentsof £4 7
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., model S.D., all-chain drive £115
Deposit £30 9s. 6d., 18 monthly instalments of £5 1 7
Deposit £29 i8s., 12 monthly instalments of. .

*£7 9 6
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., model H, chaui-cum-belt

drive £1 05
Deposit £27 i6s. 6d., 18 monthlyinstalmentsof £4 12 9
Deposit £27 6s., 12 monthly instalments of . . £6 16 6
TRIUMPH, 2.1 h.p., 2-5troke, 2 speeds £65
Deposit £17 45. 6d_, iS monthly instalments of £2 17 5
Deposit /*i6 i8s., 12 monthly instalments of £4 4 6
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3J h.p., model A,

Gradua gear £113
Deposit £29 i8s. 6d.^ 18 monthly instalmentsof £4 19 10
l>eposit £29 7s. 6d., 12 monthly instalments of £7 6 11

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

[4710

"D.S.A. 4i4h.p,, 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,-" cum-belt drive, B.S.A. sidecar, combinatio;

b,^4

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.).

418 Romford Road. Forest Gate, E.7.
Telephone: Telegrams:

490, East Ham. " Egaraco, London."

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised hy private owners are, when desired.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

T>.S.A. 1922 4'/4h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo'
-L' lighting, mechanical oiling, 26,x3 tyres, licence
as new; £129.—Dr. Erecse, Stafford Av., Melton Mow-
bray. [4125

1 Q21 B S.A. 4%h.p. Combination, perfect, trij-^v speerlometer, Cameo, mileage 2,000, ta^ed, in-

V,r,'; iSlOO- Writs, " Kendon," Malford Grove, S.
Woodford. [3929

"I 021 6-7h.p. B.S.A. Combination, large sidecar,,

vf™ '"Sfli'ee snd. spare wheel, D.A. liehtinc. East-
'

ing, excellent condition; £140, or offer.—Haylock, Pur-^
fleet, Essex.

[3735

19^^iu^i®-i^-,,'''4''-P- all-chain B.S.A., fitted with
,

MiUs^FuUprd iS30 sidecar, unridden; exchange"
n "Si", ^''A™?'"' 1920-22 and oash.-Box 2846, c/o
J he Motor Cyde. [4797
j 020 B.S.A. 4i/,h.p., chain-belt, Montgomery side-

.

car, aoce.ssQries; £75 minimum; evenincs by ap-

MeJ'rlS??'.-^?'"'/,^'
"> Al«='««3^a Rd., Wimbledon, cr

-Meadh.ujst, Sunbury. [4605

, chain-

r,]^*., u -T","^'
jj.o.^. sidecar, combination com-

k!!,'
^"'^I'-^O'Jed only; £127.—Maudes', 100, Great

Portland St., Loudon. [4708

2920 4i4h.p. BS.A -.vith B.S.A. sidecar and ohas--^" sis, 3-speed, clutch, kick-sitart, screen hoodcape, tax paid etc.; £78.-Walker, 769, Romford RdManor Pai-k, Loudon, E, [4505

B'^;w'^-°"''i"'"'°°' "§1' *Mll'P'. Lucas Magdyno,
n»M irf

horn speedometer, screen, insurance

U^i- ^%^ •^^W°°° "]'=: =™P' £120.-197, Port-lana Kd., tsouth Norwood. [3684
"D.S.A. 1913 sy^h.p. and sidecar, 2-speed, lamps, hora.L» speedometer, JSasting windscreen, numing ord«r

i^rA °KH
ei™''^*«<l

:
/35.-Eastein Garage. 418, Rom-ford Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. [4037

jVJEW Genuine I/O M. B.S.A. T.T. Model, overhead^•^ va ves, only ridden 500 mfles, licensed, very fastan ideal machine for amateur oompetition rider; flr«t
4.95 secures.—44, Barbourne, Worcester. [4075

TJ'^if-/,
'*'''*''„'''• ^fPeed, aU-chain, 42 gne.: li.S A

, v.V-?!l?'i
2-Bpesd, countershaft, 29 gns. ; sideriir

(coachbiiilt) forather, 7 sns. 1 excbanges.-Peter Gordon!
Ltd., 110. Ul'iier Richmond Ed., East Shpeu. [2725

TyjTAGNIpiCE-NT B.S.A. Twin Combination ! Silent
j-'-^ tappets, spare wheel, 6 electric lights, Ace
discs speedometer. Klaxon, Tan-Sad, insurance, cost
i.245; offers.-Catkin, 33, HeatTi Drive, Hampstead.

"D.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Combination, Lucas electric
-f-» lighting, first-class condition: ^6125 Another
similar machine, £115.—Newnham Motor Co., 223Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

-1922 B.S.A. 4yh.p., oil-ctain, with No. 3 sidec^J

, ^no''^''
'"/""P. not Tidden more than 50 miles.'

solo ±98, or £120 with sidecar; present list price £142
illnstration on reQuest.-A. Whitby, 7, The Vole, 4cton'
''V.3. [4<)65

TJ.S.A. 6-7h.p 1921 Combination, electric light
--' Cowey sipeedometer, Biuks, Tan-Sad, luggage car-
rier, perfect condition, mileage 3,800, fully insured
and licensed; £120.—Write Sockett, Theydon Bois
Essex. •

[3778

T7SC.EPTI0NAL Bargain.-1920 4y4h.p. B.S.A. Com-
•1^ biiialion, 3-apeed, all chain, hand and loot clutch,
tools, lamps, luggage cairier, speedometer, licence and
insurance paid, splendid condition; £69.—Bargman,
146, Marrowbrook Lane, Cove, Hants. [4495

1Q20 414I1-P. B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch
-*-v and kick-starter, vi^ry roomy .sidecar,' coach-
built, large locker, electric lighting, outfit in first-
class condition throughout; £85, or nearest —AI A
Newma'n, 16, Winterstoke Gardens, Mill Hill, N W 7.

[3861
-IQ21 4i4h.R B.S.A. Combination, No. 3 B.S.A.
M-if sidjecar, aJl as mew, magnificent outfit, Lucas
equipment. Easting Royal, Smith's speedometer, Tan-
Sad witii back- and foot-resLs; cost £170; absolute
bargain, £115.—336, CaJedonian Rd., King's Cross,
N.l. [48SC

B.S.Ji. new 1922 4i/lh.p. all-chain solo, £110; 4y,h,p.
ohain-cum-belt, ^107; sidecars supplied to any

model; .your old macliir,e taken in exchange and
treated as payment dow-n, remainder in 12 equal
monthly payments or more.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane. London. 'Phone : Holbom 5777. [4680

Spare Parts

:

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7663

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free,
from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares

Service Depot. Broadway, M.uswell Hill, N.IO. [0605

GODFREYS'. Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London.
W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always in stock. Write for free «pare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0750

B.S.A. Spares.—Living on the doorstep, I can -send
all spares definitely by return, post free; catalogues

free; belts to suit, 12/6.-Pitts, of Redditrh. Tel.
and wires : Redditch 91. [3999

ertisement, and the date oT the issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

3 GNS.—Douglas 2=ilM.i.. 2-si.eed, 1917, new ex-
cept saddle, never been ridden.—F. W., 20,

bmolii Ed., Heme Hill, S.E. [4761

|0UGLA3 Specialists.—All models stocked; easy
pavraents; eNchanges; trade supplied.—City Mr,t^r

;jpot, Luwerhead Row, Leeds. (9703

\OUGLAS 1922 Solos and Combinationa in stock
-' Agents, Birkenhead Motor Works. Old Bidston
I p,,kpntipad 'l^hnne ; 2047 r238fl

Q22 Doughis. SVolj.p. sports lUMlel, onlv used for" demonstration purposes.— Geo. Hildred (Motors),
Id., Hainton Siiuare, GrimsbyT [4015
M?, -Douglas 4h.p., 1913, 3-spced, clutch, kick-
'' start, new tyres, lamps. Klaxon, pert. cond.

;

9. Campbell Rd., Walthamstow. [4104
JOUOLAS 2i4h.p., 1915, 2-speed. overhauled, lamps,
' liorn, tools, spares, tax paid; best offer; evenings.
76, Danecroft Rd., Heme Hill. [4182

ji 3h.p. • Douglas, single-speed, new magneto, good
j* rnnriiig order; sacriflce £12, carriage paid

—

)rswell, 56, Lawrence Hill, Bristol, [3721
ah. p. Douglas, 2-speed, buffer head model, fullya eiuinped. tax paid, real good machine; £32.—

,, Tranmere Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W. [4304

JC115 Douglas 2'>ih.p., lamps, horn and tr.„l«
ly running order; £22/10; seen by appointment!
|ing. 4, Willow Walk, Cambridge. [4800
!"VOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, sneedometer,
'-' ween, lamp-, etc., excellent order; £50—Claren-
n House, Granville Park, Lewisham. [4230
Q20 Douglas Combination 4h.p.. like new, com-^ pletely equipped, perfect order; 76 gns., genuinergain.—14, Whitby Rd., South Harrow. [4092
JOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, speedometer' screen, hood. el«ctric light, excellent condition;
S5.—12, Dowanhill Rd., Hither Green. [4303
JOUGLAS Combination, thcroughlv overhauled,
f Uinieo. hoed, Tan-Sad, tax. accessories; £70, near
er; trial.—90, Avenue Rd., Camberwell. [3681
TEARLY New 2"5ih.p. Douglas, Miller's electric
^ liehting, lull equipment, taxed 1922; a real bar-
in. £54.-391, King St., Hammersmith. [4552
"JOIIGL.^S Combination, 3-speed, clutch kick-

,r,
start. Klaxon, Ea.sting, splendid condition; £65.

18, Pembury Rd., Hackney Downs, E.5. [3828
JIBB, Gloucester has ridden Douglases for years

I

P"/t; I'-l"rt.drli\erv of the various models from
3Ck; trade supplied where not represented. [7542
;^h.p. Douglas, about 1912. single gear, in good* condition, Bosch magneto, footboards, buffer
ks; i£9 secures.-14, Estcourt St., Devizes. [4362
'49.--Douglas 4h.p. combination, 1917, new saxe
' blue sidecar, chctric lighting, horn, etc., in excel-
it order.—406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W. [4325
ih.p Sports Douglas; £140; new, slightly used,
^ fully equipped, guaranteed perfect; £90.—
ibcrts, Himbledon Lodge. Parkstone, Dorset. [3969
j^h.p. Douglas, completely reconditioned, enamelled.
' plated, tyres, mudguards, belt, tool bags, tools
w; £35.—Garage, Medina Ed., HoUowoy, N. [4158
\OUGLAS 25ih.p., 1917, buffer head, good order,
" new tyre back, lamps, aluminium number plates,
K paid; £35.-78, Crowbro Rd., Tooting Bee. [4583

\OUGLAS 25ih.p., 1920, 3-speed, speedometer,
' lamps, horn, toolbag, tools, tax, perfect order;
i2/10.—Owen, 94b, High Ed., East Finchley. [3908

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combination; £75, excel-
' lent condition, efficient and reliable, guaranteed
al.—84, Beauval Ed., East Dulwich. Alter 7. [4095
15!—2%h.p. T.T. Douglas, Bosch, Amac, special

' tank, long exhausts, fast and reliable, tax paid.
I, Downe Terrace, Richmond. (Evenings.) (D)

[4228
VOUGLAS 1918 4h.p., 3-speed and clutch, good

condition, and smart appearance; £40.—Longman
OS.. 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone; Ealing 689.

[3605
VOTJGLAS 1920 2-'4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-start,
' fully equipped, practically brand new; £52—
, Canterbury Ed., Ball's Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l

[4815
IRACTICALLY brand new 23.',h.p. Douglas, latest

3-speed model, all on ; great bargain, £48.

—

,
Canterbury Ed., Ball's Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

145.—Douglas 4h.p. late model, .npnearauee and con-
' flitinn as new, licensed, lamps, horn, bar<»ain ride
miles to pnrchaser.-211, Garratt Lane. Wandsworth.

[4440
\\2\ Douglas 2'^;h.p. for Sale, speedometer, onlyf done about 900 miles; price £60, or near offer
ipply Lours Morris, 56, Redington Rd., Hampsfjad.

[3770
1118 Douglas 4h.p. 3-speed, overhauled. re-enamell»d
It and plated, like new, best over £50, must sell-
rth London.—Box 2745, c/o llu Motor Cycle.

9
[3714

20 Douglas Combination, practically unscratched
electric lighting, shields, beautifully fitted-

nhce £75; photograph.—3, Bellevne Ed., Ealing '

[3971

Reliable

Second-hand

Machines

IN STOCK.

1921 CONNADGHT, 2-speea -

1921 RUDGE MULTI - - -

1921 RUDGE MULTI - - -

1920 RUDGE, 7/9 Sports comb.

£ s,

42 10

57

57

79

19.20 ENFIELD, comb., dyno, spar. 110

1920 ENFIELD, Sih.p. lightweight 32 10

1920 ENFIELD, 8 h.p. comb, electric 95

1921 ENFIELD, comb., dyno - - 125

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR,
7/9 comb., elecltg.- - -105

1920 SUN, 2} h.p., 2-spd., k/str. 32 10

1914 CHATER-LEA,8h.p.,3-spd.,
comb., spdr., elec. Itg. - - 50

1917 LEVIS, 2-speed, clutch, aU-
chain drive ----- 27 10

1920 NEW HUDSON, 2-speed - 39 10

1922 NEW HUDSON, 4.5 comb.,
Lucas access., used once - 115

1919 TRIUMPH & Mead & Deakin
sidecar ------- 75

1920 HARLEY DAVIDSON, 7/9
h.p. Sports comb., elec. - 125

1922 C0NNAUGHT,3 h.p.allchain 52 10

1922 COVENTRY PREMIER,
8 h.p. w.c. car - - - - 180

1914 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. & sidecar, 52 10

W.D. DOUGLAS, 2f h.p., A 1 order 35

W. D. DOUGLAS, 2| h.p. - - - 29 10

1915 B,S.A. "K" with 1921 Mont-
gomery s/car----- 59 10

AUTO WHEEL 10 10

AND MANY OTHERS.

DEFERRED TERMS —
taith option of a Discount.

WOOD QBEEN, LONOQ}!, N., 60, Hista Road.
'Phone Hornsey 1956.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, N.E., 151, High St.
'Phone : Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

EBSTON BOAO, LOSDON, N.W. (Opposite Gt.
Portland St. Stn.) 'Phone; Museum 4978.

Open until 7.30 Monday to Friday.
Open until 4 Saturday.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, new tyre back, lamps, horn,
footboards, newly enamelled tank; £34.-261,

Mitcham Lane, Streatham. 2940 Streatham.
[4584

DOUGLAS Combination 1917, electric light, wind-
screen, luggage grid. Klaxon, spares, etc.: £45,

near ofler.-35, Wiugmore Kd., Cburdi Bd., Tottenlipni.
[3o97

026.—1917 25.',h.p. Douglas, equipped, fast, T.T.^ bars, good order.-W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5,

AddLson Avenrue, Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071.
[4836

DOUGLAS 2i4h.p., 2-speed, 1915, T.T. bars, electric
light, very sporty and exceedingly fast; exchange

Rudge, Zenith, Scott, etc.—152, Peckham Park Rd..
S.E. [4372

1Q14 Douglas 2'yih.p. Touring, clutch, kick-
-LiJ* starter, Binks or Amar-. lamps, tools, spare \

excellent
cuik.

condition: .£25.—MacRae, Fetteresk, Peni-
[3874

DOUGLAS 2'!ih.p. 1913, plain countershaft. T.T.,
fine running order, trip speedometer; £21; after

6 o'clock.—37, Leamington Rd. "Villas, Westboiirni-
Park. [4252

DOUGLAS 254h.p., 2-speed, reconditioned, all worn
parts renlaced like new. tax paid, lamps, etc.,

like new; £40, bargain.-
S.W.9.

-179, Brixton Rd.. London,
[4840

DOUGLAS 2?.lh.p., 1917, fast, engine overhauled
April, open copper exhausts, lamps, horn, grip^.

tax paid;
ington.

nearest £40.—Franklin, Whitnash, Leam-
[385S

MOFFAT, Yeovil.—What
Douglas M.C

1 022 Douglas, 2%h.p., oversize Dunlops, Tan-Sarl,
-Li7 I,ucas equipment, year's licence, mileage neglig-
able. perfect; 46 gns.—Fersfield, Westburv Rd., New
Maiden. [4416

DOUGLAS Combination 1920. electric' lighting..
Easting, luggage grid, speedometer, unscratched;

best offer.—Yates, 54, 'Valentine Rd., South Hackney,
London. [4843

2iih.p.. 2-speed, W.D., reconditioned machine, un-
4 used, nearly all new parts, tyres, belts, etc..

lamps, horn; 39 gns.—Edwards, 101. Gt. Portland
St.. W.l. [3640

33.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, all on, tax paid and
4 insured, perfect condition and running order;

f,38 ; seen after 8, 3 Sat.—Farrer, 14, Thrale Ed ,

Streatham. [3805

we don't know abn*ir

nuf sed. New 1922 modeii.

spares and repairs; exchanges. Agents since ]9n«
'Phone- 50 [5721

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,

and kif-k-starter. lamps, horn, tax paid, guaran-
teed; f.90.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd., Forest
Gate, E.7. [4026

1 Q19 2^ih.p. Douglas, 1922 improvements, Binks,
X«/ not W.D., 35m.p. h., low gear; £35. or exchange
higher power, a snip.—F. B. Hobson, Hill Lodge, Wel-
wyn, Herts. [4093

Q3.h.p. 1921 2-9peed DougJas, aU on, £60, solo;
''^4 also sy^h-.p. 1914 Douglas, sidecar, 2-speed, £35;
cash or easy terms.—Wauchcpe's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
St., London. i[4683

3-SPEED Douglas 254h.p., clutch and K.S., 1920.
cornnlete with accessories, excellent condition

;

£54.—Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombe
Rd., Croydon. [4596

DOUGLAS 1922 Models; 2^4h.p. £68. 4h.p. solo

£110, 4h.p. combination £135; prices include
all accessories; delivery from stock.—Rivett, 236, HiEb
Rd., Leytonstone. [2680

£36.—1918 2^h.p. 3-speed Colonial Mode! Douglas,
all accessories, speedometer, year's licence, appear-

ance condition excellent, not W.D.—Bacon, Offington
Lane, "Worthing. [4387

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., lovely condition,
X«7 3-sp'"od gear, ki'^k-stnrt. 1922 tax. lamps, lioin,

tools, etc.; bargain, £75.—Young, 1,238, Coventry Rd.,
Yardley, Birmingham. [3752

DOUGLAS 1916 2^',h.p. Model, specially tuned for
speed, full equipment; £32,'10.—Elce, Ltd.,

Camomile13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av,
'Phone : Avenue 5548.

St., E,C.3.
[0067

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares: try me. I may be useful

to you. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.—196.
Cheltenham Rd.. Bristol. [0016

"1019 (Dec.) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, special.
-i-«^ with Lucas lamps and special sidecar, perfect
machine, tax paid and insurance transferred;
£80.—Ings, Colerne, 'Wilts.

price
[3749

DOUGLAS 1921 2^h.p., 2-speed model, lamps and
horn, tax paid, very small mileage; £45.—Newn-

ham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith
'Phone ; Hammersmith 80.

W.6.
14633

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's. 2.

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. ' [732?

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, mnrked (P).

ssue t>37
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DOUGLAS
oidei, 62 gns. ; also another,

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.ii.,

and appearance as new, mi

MOrOU CYCLES 1 OK SALb
J>ougIas

1919 4]i.p. Combiniitioiij beautilnl
_ . 1919 flli.p. solo,

52 gns. ; esnlianges.— Peter Gordon, Ltd.. 110, Upper
EicUmond Ed., Bast Sbeeu. [2727

DOUGLAS 2^/th.v., just erected, all plating and
eniinielUng as new. Zoom! Zoom 1 Exliaust.

copper, liinips, liorn, ete. ; £32/10.—James, c/o }jrad-
mures, 482, Harrow Ed., Paddington. [4289

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Douglas, 1922, 2-speed,
all on, lamjis, horn, licence holder, etc., tax paid,

not done 30 miles,- new 1st July; accept £55,—Wilkins,
Simi^son, opposite Olympia, London. [4530

"I Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, P. and H, dynamo
-"-«-' lighting, Bluemel windscreen, speedometer, etc.,

condition guaranteed; owner gone to China; 80 gns.~
14, Park Avenue, Palmer's Green, N.13. [4402

23.h.p. Douglas, not W.D., recently enamelled, new
4 pistons, timing gear, all accessories, oil-tight

chain cover, splendid tyres; offers.—Heathfield, Mcrde-.
Surrey, near Wimbledon. Wimbledon 633. [4518

1 Q 18 4h.p. Douglas Combination. Douglas screen,
J-*^ tax December, recently overhauled, costing
about £20, offers; also Clyno-Enfield combinations.—
Parkfield Garage, Perry Vale, Forest Hill. [1510

"j Q17 2^4h.p. Douglas, not W.D., original enamel in
-Lt/ perfect order, tyres almost new, excellent lunning
order, complete, lamp's, horn, and tools; £30.—Maynaid.
161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. 'Phone: Palmers
Green 19. [4384

FOR Douglas 1922 2%h.p. and 4h.p. Combinations,
get in tonch with us; we are North London

agents, and give you the best of service; all spares in

stock; no W.D. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. [0736

ir)3.h.p, Douglas, early, performance equals expensive^4 mount, new belt, back tyre, Albion 2-speed, K.S.,
clutch, Palmer cords, projector, legshields, aluminium
fcotboards, copper exhausts and tail-pipe, pan seat;
£19.—Box 2795, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3820

1920, condition
age 4,000, hood,

screen, lamps, horn, mirror, luggage carrier, new
spare belt, tax paid ; £80, genuine bargain.—Private
Owner, 107, Kingslaud Av., Earlsdon, Coventry. [3846

T Q19 Douglas Combination, ^h.p., electric lighting,
J-*^ new speedometer, new hood and Cameo wind-
screen, tyres nea^rly new, insurance and tax paid,

gxiaranteed; 78 gns.—Smith, 9, Johnson St., Netting
Hill Gate, London. 'Phone : Park 3447. [4829

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Coachbuilt 1917 Combination,
smart, 3 speeds, free engine, clutch, kick-start,

good tyres, guaranteed perfect; hood, windscreen, all

accessories; trial any time; bargain, £48.—Stepney
Garages, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepney.
'Phone: East 4542. [4216

KICKHAM. Stokes Croft, Bristol, the Douglas
Agent with real experience and knowledge of a

Douglas, Successes during 1920 on this mount: 33
firsts, 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 special
trophies. Let me deal with your order. Unequalled
service, repair.^;, etc. [3557

T\OUGLAS 254h.p., 1917, lamps, mechanical horn.
J--' watch, Tan-Sad, aluminium footplates and
number plates, long copper exhaust, polished alu-
minium discs, etc., a very striking machine, in per-
fect condition; £40.—Croxford, 461, Upper Richmohd
Rd. EasL Sheen. S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond 322.

[4769
DOUGLAjS new 2:>^.p. 1922 2-speed models, fully

equipped, £68; 2^!4h.p,, 3-&peed, clutch and kick-
start model, all on, £82; 4h.p., all on, £110; 4h.p.
co'mbiiiation,, all on, £i3'5; 3Vrh..p. Sports model,
£115; 6h.p, combination, a.ll on, £165; your old
machine taken in exchange and treated as payment
down, the remainder in 12 equal monthly payments
or mo-re.—Wauchcpe's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 14684

Spare Parts:

DOUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8.

Bond St.. Ealinfi. [7665

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Doug^Ias spares requirements,—157b, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [6077

"P\OUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of genuine Douglas
-L' spares. Dealers supplied at trade rates.—Rivett,
236, High Rd., Leytonstone. [2679

T\OUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for
-*-' all models; post free, Douglas Agents and spax*e

part stockists.-Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,
'N.IG. [0806

FRANK WHITWORTH, -Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed

Douglas spai-e parts; prompt attention ; immediate
dis.patch, lowest cash prices. [4657

Dunelt
"|021 Dunelt 3V:.h.p., 2-stroke, new tyres, M-L dy-

namo lighting, all accessories, tax paid, oi;Iy

wants seeing; £60.-3, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill.
S.E.24. [1439

FOR
MOTORING and

EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades, and two

qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the public in garments at

SO% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COaT PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
All sizes, 2iin., 241:1.

27111., 3oin., 33in. and
36in.

ALL ONE PRICE
4/'f ! plus 9d. extra

/ for postage. .

Worth 12/6.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER -LINED
COATS

(Just the thing tor
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in.. 44in..

46in., 48111., 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/-

I'ustage i/- extra

Worth 35/-

GENTS HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or

NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes 34m., 36in., 3^'"-.

^oin., 4 2in. and 4410. Chest,

ALL ONE PRICE

1/ ex tra. ' *^/ 42/

T^HIS offer cannol be
* repeated when the
cloth is sold We secured
Ibis cloth during the trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not olfer
the garments stt ever
double the price

JJ clients are not satisfied on receipt oj garment, the
money will be refunded in full upon return of the
clothing.

All orders, together with remictanci
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND 3

CHESHIRE RUBBER CO. s

MACINCOAT HOUSE. I

. 34, North .John St., LIVERPOOL. ',

i ^ ^ (

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Duzitio.

NEW 3V'h.p- o.h.v. Duzmo Sports, sinptle speed, list

£80, slightly soiled, £75, or offers; another with
2-speed gear, all-chain drive, specially tuned, winner
of hill-climbs, guaranteed as new, done 50 miles, list

£115, accept £100, or ctfers; both machines are excep-
tionally fast, will do 70 in the hands of a good rider;

stamp for particulars; exchanges considered.—Stan-
worth Motors, Higham, Burnley. [3388.

Economic.
£34.—Economic, variable gear model, finest value;

call and inspect.—Finn's Garage, 12, High St.,

Fulham.
_

[8296

ECONOMIC.—Immediate delivery of this wonder-
ful low-priced machine; variable gear model,

£34, or easy payments. Send for catalogue.—South
Easteiu Garage, Heme Hill, S.E,24. [4883

£34.—Economic. 6-speed, clutch, vibrationless twin
motor cycles, heavy tyres, Druid forks, for ladies

or gentlemen ; Bee it climb Muswell Hill !—North
London agents: Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0903
ECONOMIC Motor cycles £34; immediate delivery

2V2h.p. opposed twin, va'-iable gear, clutch,
dynamo lighting ; trial runs given.—London agents
Denman Motor Agency, 4, Denman Place, Picca^liliv
Circus. Tel. : Regent 986. [0893

Edirutid

NEW 1921 Edmund-Jap, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, spring
flame; £60.—Snipe, 330, Euston Rd. - [4857 -

EDMUIim lightweight [spring frame), very comloit-
ahle, tux paid; £42.—A. W. Platts, 602, King's

Ed., Fulham, S.W.6. [4471. I

Enfield.

SHEFFIELD Agent lor Eoval Enflelds; all models .)>

in stock.-J. A. Stncey, 12, Ecclesall Ed. [0573 l

1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination; £105; Mat'dyno,
,

JLt^ fully equipped.—Forster, 72, Latimer Ed.. F'oTest t

Gate. [3938

ail accessories, any
Barking Rd., East

[4183 '

ENFIELD Combination, 1916,
trial; £50, no offers.—65,

Ham.

"I
Q21 Enfield, 2-stxoke, 2-&peed, kick-start, tax paid,

-*-*' just ovei'hauled; £35.-44, Caxlton Rd., East
Sheen. [4305

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late model, excellent '

condition, very little used; £87.-17, Elliott

Rd., Brixton. [3326 -

6h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen,'

overhauled by makers; any trial; £55.—

£

Ed., Dulwich.

lamps, ,

3, Paxk :

[1735

ENFIELD 1921 21,^ih.p., 2 speeds, accessories, guar-
anteed; £42.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd.,

Forest Gate, E.7. [4035

"I
Q21 2\4h.p. Royal Enfield, good condition, carefully

-Lt/ used; £40; or near offer.—Merstliam Garage,
Merstham, Surrey. [4b4d

ENFIELD Lightweight, 1921, fully equipped, tax,

not run 200 miles; £42/10.—Owen, 94b, High
Rd., East Finchley. [3909

"I 020 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, very little used, fully

-L»/ equipped, tax paid; £32/10.-406, Oarratt
Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.

'

[4326

ENFIELD 3h.p., excellent condition, new tyres,

tax paid; £42. Alter 6 p.m.—26, Turneville

Rd., West Kensington. [3845

iAN GUY, Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 8h.p., Mag-
dyno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,

guaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

h.p. 1919 Enfield twin, kick-start, maker's £9 over--

haul, owner going abroad; accept nearest £45.--

D., Sandall Hall, Wakefield. [3746

ENFIELD 21/lh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, all-ohain drive,

tonrinig bars, shop-soiled onJy; £52.—Maudes',
100, Great Portland St., I.ondou. [4707

1O20 Royal Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting,

A«7 almost new, tax paid; £87 / 10.—Rhind and Co.,

guai

3'

Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester.

-|Q19 (h't^) 3h.p. Enfield, engine
-Ltf makers 1921, i

7 P.U1.-174, Muswell Hill Ed., N.IO,

[3988

overhauled by

E^

[3693

ENFIELD Combination, Lucas Magdyno, Easting,

8 weeks old. licensed; £140 cash; bought car.

—

Eidgway, Pool Quay, Nr. Welshpool. [4410

CROYDON and Dislrict.—Sole oOcial appointed

agent for Royal Enflelds.—A. F. Pulling, 175a,

London Rd., Croydon". 'Phone: 1619. [6299

NFIELD 3Ii.p., 1914, 2-speed, new tyres, tax paid,

good appearance, engine perfect; £30 or ex-

change.— 148, Broadwall, Blackfriars. [4842

-| Q22 8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, lamp sets,

it/ Klaxon, tax paid, very slightly used; any trial;

£132/10.—Willoughby, Merstham, Surrey. [4547

ENPreLD 3b.p., 2-SEeed, clutch, automatic lubri-

cation, perfect; £26; exchange Cleveland, Clyno.

—55, London Rd., Newcastle-under-Lyme. (D) [4529

ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination, accessories, very good

order; £75.:—Newnham Motor Co... 223. Hammer-,

smith Rd.. W.6 'Phone: Hammersmith 80, [4629

b38 All letters relating to advertisements should ijuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Jlotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
!

Humbcr.
I TTUMBER 6h.p. TV.C. Comliination, 3-speed, Hortz
Xl ivcin; £75.-5, Alexaudru ravement, Middle Lane,
!Horuse7, N. [3756

H UMBER Combination, 5V>h.p., 3-speed, kick-
starter; £28; late 1914; trial.—Chapman, High-

j,
bridge St., Waltham Abbey. [3884

Indian.'
TrNDIAN 7-9]i.p. Road Racer, excellent condition; £30

only.— 17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4925

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Indians; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. [3561

I Q20 June Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamo,
Xtf fully equipped; 5685.-8. Exe View, Thorverton,
Devon. [4564

INDIAN Combination 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, kick, about
8 months' wear; £75.—L. Firstbrook, Old Mill,

Da.rentli. [4492

7-9h.ii. Indian Combination, 1914, 3-speed, chitch.
lamps, peilect condition; ^42.—Tayler, Nash

Court, Margate. [3728

7-9h.p. Luxurious Indian Combination, only wants
seeing^ £45.—Royal Garage, Castle Gate, Lytham

:
Rd.. S.S., Blackpool. [4520

EXCHANGE your present machine for new Indinn
Stout, high prices allowed. " Porwood," Agents,

East Hill, Wandsworth. [4202

"IQ21 Indian 7-9h.p., electric, T.T., perfect condi-

;f-^ tioii. any trial ; £85, or nearest.—Inghaju,
Builder. BarrowTio-Furness. '[4246

£77/lD.~Tndian Scout, almost new, in splendid con-
dition, equipped, only wants seeing; after 4.30.—

i, Elm •"Gardens, Han.mersmCth. [4825

1 Ql5 Indian Combination, lamps and speedometer,
XtJF running order; .£42; Fcen by appointment.—
King, 4, Willow Walk, Cambridge. [4799

INDIAN Combination, 1920, 7-9h.p., electric light-
ing, dynamo set, splendid engine; £85; any trial.-

Farringtons' Garage, Bridge St.. Walsall. [3646

"I Q21, dynamo lighting, his valv? Indian combina-
J-*^ tion, electric horn, Millford, 50-gn. sidecar, con-
dition as n3w; 85 gas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

[4341
GODFREY'S, Ltd.— Indian Scout 1921 4h.p., dy

namo lighting, Lucas electric horn, speedometer.
guaranteed; £105 -208, Great Portland St., W.l.

[235a
INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, late 1919, dynamo

lighting, speedometer. Easting, under 4,000
piiles; £90 or nearest offer.—31, Overbury St., Liver-
pool. [3892

QO| GNS.—7-9h.p, Indian Combination, electric light.
*^*^ ipeedometer, good tyres, nice engine; exchange
Cfiisiderpd; bargain; after 4.30.—4. Elm Gardens, Ham-
mersmith. • [4824

1 Q 14 Indian Combination, spring frame, 2-speed,
JL tf K.S., clutch, fully equipped, good condition;
£53; exchange lower power solo.—Mockford, Titch-
field, Hants. [3895

GODFREY'S, Ltd.—Indian Powerplus 1916 7h p ..

with I'naian coachbuilt sidecar, disc wheels.
speedometer, accessories, guaranteed; £88,^208, Grea'
Portland St., W.l. [2356

1 Q 20 Indian 7-9h.p., dynamo, spring frame, T.T.
-Lt/ bars, small mileage, original tyres on. owner
bought car; no reasonable offer refused.—Grice Sile-

nroft. Cumberland.
^

[4904

POWERPLUS Indian 1919-20, dynamo lighting,
•Teedometer, Klnxon, Fasting, done 3,000, new

nnndition, tax paid; £90, offers.-Davis, 1, Wellinirton
Buildings, Bow, E.3. [3685

£55.—Indian 1916 combination (1920 sidecar), in

good condition, 3 speeds, electric lighting and
December.—Hartwell's

[4039

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Ccacbbnilt Combination, spring
fra.rae, 2-srpeed, clutch, kick starter, lamps, tools.

good order; anv trial given; £45.—^. Sims, 22, Cotr
tenha.m Rd., HoUo^'ay, N. {4239

SOUTHPORT.—1919 October Powerplus Indian,
dynamo combination, speedometer ampmeter.

Easting, good condition; 79 gns.; exchanges.—Kents,
417. Lord St., Southport. [4573

1 Q 19 Powerplus Indian Combipation, brand new
J-U 1921, 3,000 milss, electric lights, new Coventry
chain, tax, perfect, unscratched, drive to buyer; £100.
—Carpenter, Belton, Doncaster. [375S

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed, kick-start, fully
equipped, . new tyres and tuoes, windscreen; sell

£50, or exchange lightweight and cash.—4, Hobart
Place, Langborough, Wokingham. [4129

1 Q 15-17 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, handle-bar clutch,
-»•*' K.S., new English oonttrola, handOe-bars, B. and
E. carburetter, etc., very docile; £45; or 2-stroke and
cash.—Wayward, Campsea Ash, Suffolk. (D) [4604

TNDIAN Scout, Millford sidecar, windscreen, electric
-- light and horn, speedometer, ta,x paid, insured,
gnaranteed, new April; price £110.-19, Clapham
Court, King's Av., S.W,, or 'Phone : 887 Holbom.

[SS''

electric horn, tax paid
Garages, Ltd., Oxford,

BAMBERS
FOR

EXCHANGES
NEW 1922 MODELS

FROM STOCK.

7 b.p. A.J.S. Comb £173
5 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £14J
8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dynamo £158
4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £n5
6 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £165
5 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £170
6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb £164
4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb £142
3J h.p. ARIEL Comb £125

SOLO.
2j h.p. DOUGLAS, all on - {SB
2j h.p. DOUGLAS, s-speed, K.S £S2
3* h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £115
2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
3J h.p. NORTON, l6H £115
3i h.p. ARIEL, 3-specd, K.S £85
4i h.p. B.S.A., all chain . . .- £110
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £J05
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all chain £115
3* h.o. ROVER, all chain £100
3i h.p. 2ENITH-BRADSHAW £119

NO WAITING ; ANY MAKE SUPPLIED

EXCELLENT PRICES
ALLOWED for secondhand machines in

part exchange.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
USED MACHINES.

1522 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., as new .... £125
1921 3j h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, as new £50
19216 h.p. ROVER Comb., perfect £115
1921 4i h.p. ARIEL Comb., all chain £98
1921 2-( h.p. ROYAL-RUBY, 2-specd £45
19206 h.p. A.O.S. Comb., as new £125
1920 6 Ii.p. ENFIELD Comb., dec. lamps . £105
1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., speedom., etc. £105
1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Comb., equipped £35
1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb., a gift £75
1919 7-9 h.p. INDIAN POWER PLUS,

equipped £50
1917 3i h.p. P. & M., lamps, etc £40
A.B.C. SKOOTAMOTA, equipped £15

WKITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

R.BAMBER&G..,L.d.,

2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.'Phone

607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Indian.

GODFBEVS, Ltd.—Indian Powerplus Combinatitn,
1920. 7h.p., spring frame, 3-3peed, dynamo light-

ing, speedometer, bulbous ba^lc body, windscreen,
hood, guaranteed; £105.-208, Great Portland St..

W.l. [2358

POWERPLUS Indian Combination, 1918-19, 7-'J

h.p., 3 speeds, hand and loot clutch, kick-

starter, specially designed touring sidecar (cost £50i.
electric lighting, windscreen, licence, accessories: £75:
exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [4350

"J
Q20 Indian Powerplus. Henderson Elite sidecar,

-»-»' elecLrioatly equipped, plated windscreen, un-
puTictured, mileage 3,500, indistinguishable from new.
fully insured: cost £250, receipt shown: accept reason-

able offer.—19, Shakespeare Rd., Hanwell, W.7.
Phone: Ealing 1167. [4367

Spare Parts

:

INDIAN Spares-— Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7668

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W.l.—Complete stock ot all Indian spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating

year of manufacture. [0752

INDIAN.—The Dennis. Accessories Stores, 89, Brix-

ton Rd., London ('Phone: Brixton 3129), supply
all parts from stock, new and second-hand. They
also specialise in Indian repairs. [6301

Invicta.

GODPHEY'S, Ltd.-Invic.ta 25,ih.p. 1919, J.A.P.,

2. speed, accessories, guaranteed: £42.-208, Great

Portland St., W 1. [2359

"I Q20 3'Ah.p. Invicta Combination, 3-Epeed, clutch,
-•-«? kick-starter, T.T. bars, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, screen, tax paid, new tyres, spares, excellent

condition, illness reason selling: sacrifice, £90; near

offer considered.—Perrins, The Hollies, Potton, Beds.
[4568

Ivy

IVY 2i,!.h.p. 1920, 2-speed, accessories, tax paid, ex-

cellent condition; offers.—71, Manor Park, Lee,

S.E.13. [1258

|Q22 Ivy Three Sports, as new, extra equipment;
-LJJ £S5; exchange.—Merry, 168, Wellington Rd.
South, Hounslow. M218

IQ21 2i/2h.p. 2-stroke Ivy, 2-speed, clutch and K.S.,

-I-*' Sturmey, all accessories, tax paid, better than

new; £45.-5, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24.
[1440

IVY 2yjh p. 1920 2-stroke, Sturmey-Archer 2 speeds,

clutch kick-starter; £38, including accessories;

tax paid.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,

London, W. M619

IVY 1922 Model, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-

starter, guaranteed as new, tax paid: £47/10.—
Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St.,

E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0065

James.

JAMES 3i4h.p. Sports, twin, 3-speed, K.S.. 2V2in.

tyres; £50.-229, Maryvale Rd., Bournville.

tax, insurance."JQ21 James 7h.p. . ,„ . . .

JLiJ lamps, screen, Bonniksen; £115.-26, Webbs
Combination

11115.-26, V
Rd., Battersea. [3715

JAMES.—All 1922 models in stock; call and inspect.

—The Agents, Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon St.,

Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [3659

41h.p. all-chain drive James combination. Lucas acces-

4 series, in fine order: sell £65, or lightweight taken

part payment.—A., 7 Tlie Vale. Aeton, W.3. [4467

1 020 James S-stroke, 2-speea, all lamps, horn, knee
Lu grips, tax paid; £32/10; exchanges.—Homac s,

243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston .2408
[4641

JAMES 1919 Combination, 5-6h.p., Orto screen,

Watford trip, lamps, spares, splendid condition;

£35—Lancaster, 119, Dudding Hill Lane, Neasden,

N.W.IO. M158

JAMES 1922 New 7h.p. Double-seater Combination,

spare wheel, mag-dynamo set, legshields, insurance

and tax paid; £165 or nearest offer.-A. J. Hooper,

High Rd., East Finchley, N. [4134

1Q 19-20 James 5-6h.p. Combination, full equipment
i.if throughout, mechanical, enamel, and appearance

as new: £95, or offer, must sell; trial appointment.—

39, Dundonald Ed., Leicester. [3710

NEW 1922 Model de Luxe James 7h.p. Combina-
tion windscreen, luggage carrier, child's dickey

seat: £160; easy payments 4% extra; free delivery

to any address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-

mingham. ![4889

1 Q 18-19 3V-h.p. Twin James Combination. 3-speed

XU gear box, kick-start, hand and foot clutch,

Binks carburetter, new lamp set complete, sprung foot-

boards, knee grips, tool ba^s, tyres and tubes good,

chain cases, 2 stands, meohanical horn, pump, tools,

lew sp-ares, comfortable sidecar with new windscreen,

general condition excellent, ta^x paid end 1322; £56;
withcmt sidecar, £55; privately owned.-55, Biilstrods

Rd., Hiounsilow, Middlesex. [4500

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

Spare Parts:

JAMES Spares. Immediate deU?ery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St.. Ealing. [4830

WHITBYS.—Jiinies spnres, expeit service.— 7, 'ine
Vale. Actou, W.3. 'Phone: Chisv/ick 1513. [9777

.LE.S.
excs^lent condition ; bargain, 10 gns.—67,

[4349«J Fernlea R,d., Baliiam

J.E.S. LightweightH
; place your order with the man

on the spot.— Gihh, Gloucester. [7546

J.E.S. lightweight, recentlj" overhauled bv makers, tax
paid; £18.-A. W. Plaits, 602, King's Ed., Eul-

ham,_S.W.6. [4470

1 Q20 J.E.S. Lightweight, fully equipped, splendid
-Li? condition; £19.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.
'Phone : Kingston 1274. [4334

JUNO 1918 2Voh.p., 2-stroke, Villiers engine, tax-

paid, new condition, guaranteed; £29.—JB^teru
Garage, 418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [4025

Kingsbury.
KINGSBURY, 2-speed gear with chain stays; oHers.

—34, Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [3700

LeT = Francis

NEW 1921 Lea-Francis Combination, SV-h.p. twin
J.A.P., 2-specd; £85.—Snipe, 350, Euston Rd.

[4851
LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, M.A.G., S'A.h.p., hand-foot

clutch, K.S., fully equipped, Watford speedo-
meter, absolute] V perfect, any trial; £65.—B., 11,
Pleasant Place, N.l. [4394

Levis.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for 1923 Le?i8.

POPULAR 2i4h.p. Single-gear Levis, £48; Model
S, 2'4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, £58; Model G, 247

CO., 2-speed, clutch, £61; kick starter £2 extra; easy
payments 4% extra; carriage paid to any address;
all models in stock for immediate delivery.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5881

Levis

:

[7545
GIBB, Gloucester, Sole Distiipt Agent fnr

ininiediiite deliveiy from stock.

SINGLE Speed Levis 1921, fully equipped; £28.
—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l.

[4751
Choose from

Upper Tooting Rd.,

LEVIS .2Vih.p, 1919, new condition, perfect running
order; £25.-Moflatt, 14, Church Rd., Wimbledon.

'Phone: 2270. [4193

3ih.p. Levis, 2-&troke, fully equipped, splendid con
2 dition; £20.-28, Woodford Rd ~

WE are the Agents for London, S.W
our stock.—Knight's, 126,

'Phone : Maryland 2598.
Forest Gate.

[4866

LEVIS 1919 2V,h.p., equal to new throughout,
taxed, fully equipped; pbotograph; £25.—128,

London Rd., King's Lynn. [4366

"I
Q21 Levis, pi^ctically new, 2Vih.p., 2-speed, clutch,

-8-*y variable ignition, fully equipped; £40.—R., 60,
King Edward's Grove, Teddington. [3774

FOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest 2
stroke upon the road, send or call at Jones

Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0788

1 Q 22 Levis, 2 speeds, Sturmey, hand clutch, for
-Lt/ immediate delivery; £58; exchanges.—Homac'a,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408

[4642
LEVIS 1920 Single, thoroughly overhauled, top-hole

condition, new tyre and belt; £30, spare piston
and pulley for sale.—Apply at once, 35, Holmewood
Gardens, Brixton Hill. [4102

LEVIS New 1922 Models; 2iAh.p. Popular, £48;
2i^h.p., 2-speed and clutch, £58 ; Levis sports model,

£51; all models supplied on easy terms and ex-
change, one-fifth down; also 2Mb-P. 1921 Levis, tax
paid, all on, £37/10.—Wauchope'3, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [4666

SPECIAL Bargain.~New 1921 Model S Levis, 2-
speed, clutch; reduced to £50; guaranteed new;

this machine we have taken back from one of our
sub-agents against a 1922 model, and guarantee same
unused; easy payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4890

Spare Parts:

LEVIS.—All spares or complete 1922 model cycles
from stock, carriage paid.—Jones' Garage, Broad-

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0807

GODFREYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland SI.. London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all Levis spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0753

Lincoln-Elk,
LINCOLN-ELK sy^h.p., 2-speed. free engine, aplen-

did condition, little used; £35.-79, Atlantic Rd,
Brixton, S.W.

'

[4187

ASTRA
ACCUMULATOR SET
AN EFFICIENT ELECTRIC SET

AT THE
PRICE OF AN ACETYLENE SET.

BRITISH MANUFACTURE.

£2.17.6
COMPLETE with

HGAnLAmF. 5-inch glass, adjustable

focus, adjustable brackets. Black
and nickel finish.

ACCUMULATOR. Best quality obtain-

able. 4 V. 20. Specially made for

this set.

TAIL LAMP & INSPECTION LAMP
combined.

Wired up with aluminium armoured
cable. Ready for fitting.

Both Lamps fitted with bulbs ; and
each lamp has separate switch.

Headlamp, Brackets & Case

only gL^I"
Internal dimensions of case are

6} inches high, by 4J, by i-f^.

SETS SENT ON APPROVAL
against cash. Money refunded in
full, if not satisfied and goods re-
turned undamaged within 7 days.

TRADE INQUiRIES INVITED.

Pull Particulars and Catalogue of
Sidecar Sets, Dynamo Sets,

Lamps, etc., from

THE ASTRA DYNAMO CO.,

110, Victoria Street,

Westminster, S.W.I.
Telephone : Victoria 7544 and 7545.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.M.C.

3ih,p. L.M.C, Bosch, mechanically perfect, 2-speed

;

2 cash offers.—Brockway, 1, Westbourne Rd..
Trowbridge, Wilts. [4514

L.M.C. 1911 i',ib.p., Bosch, B. and B., 3-speed vari-
able gear, tyres and belt very good, good con-

dition all through, recently re-enamelled; £11; a bar-
gain.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

[4650
l\1artlnsyde.

OFFERS wanted for 1921 Martinsyde Combination,
excellent condition.—Reader, South St., Exeter.

[4S61
MAETINSTDE Combination 6h.p., 6 weeks' old, not

done 400 miles ; £145,—Taylor, Dentist, Ureenwich.
'Phone: 1055. [4234

MARTINSYUE.-Immediate delivery of 1922
models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—

Kays, 8, Bond St.. Ealing. [4835

MARTINSYDE Combination, 6h.p., screen, 6 weeks
old, done 300; £145, or exchange 2-seater.—

Taylor, Dentist. Greenwich 1055. [3688

"pOBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., are the London Mar-
-tV tinsyde Service Agents; trial runs arranged;
spares stocked.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6080

MARTLNSYDE Combination, -windscreen, specdo.
meter, dynamo lighting, tools, spares, new last

year, splendid condition; £120.-127, Amhurst Rd.,
Hackney. [4090

FOR a 1922 Martinsyde 3i4h.p. Sports or 6h.p.
Combination get in touch with the North Lon-

don agents, Jones Garage, The Broadway, iSlus.veil

HUl, N.IO. [0789

MARTINSYDE 1920 Combination, electric light,

hood, screen, original tyres, unscratched; £80.

—

Skinner, c/o Mr. Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., North
Kensington. 14406

Massey-Arran.
KICKHAM, Stokes Crofti Bristol. Sole District

Agent for Massey-Arrans; unequalled service, re-

pairs, etc. [3562

Matchless.
"VTATOHLESS, oil models; free delive'T to any

nddress.—Gibh. Northgate, Gloucester, [7548

MATCHLESS Combination 6-8h.p., 2-speed, kick-
starter; £36.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4926

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Tan-Sad. mileage
6,000; £100.—Godwin, Lismore, Park Av., Har-

penden. [3690

MATCHLESS H Sports, dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, spares; £100.-4, Trotyl Terrace, Plum-

stead, S.E.I8. [4306

NEW and Second-hand Matchless's always in stock;

1921 and 1922 bargains.—Knight's, 126, Upper
Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0759

MATCHLESS 1920, dynamo, M.A.G., every equip-
ment, perfect; £112.-31, Thiilmere Rd., Mus-

well Hill, N.IO. [4422

MATCHLESS.—All models from stock; exchanges
arranged.—Agents. R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhi-

bition Rd., S.VV.7, [7366

8h,p. Matchless-Jap, reoently overhauled: photos,
and particulars free on application.~H, Lees,

Sorn, Mauchline, Ayrshire, [4373

MATCHLESS Combiilation, splendid condition, all
on; trial given; offers,-Still, 185, Winchester

Rd., Highams Park, Chingford. [3842

MATCHLESS 2%h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed,
clutch, Senspray, splendid condition, tax paid; -

-£27.-31, Chiswick Rd., Chiswick. [3817 J

MATCHLESS 1921 8h.p, M.A.G. Combination, all"'
accessories, guaranteed; £125.—Eastern Garage,

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7- [4032

1 Q22 Matchless-M.A.G., Lucas Magdyno lighting,
-B-tf spare wheel, screen, licensed, unused: £172.—
52, Cartwright Gardens, W.C. After 7. [4051

"J
022 Matchless Combination, dynamo, all on, indis-

-L»/ tinguishable from new; £140, nearest.-Jam^s, c/o

Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [4298

MATCHLESS Combination 1920, Model H, Easting
screen, spare wheel, lamps, etc., good condition;

trial; £90.—Featherstone. Sidley, Bexhill. [4211

MATCHLESS 1922 Sports Combination, soiled only:
£138.—Elce. Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., B.C. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in .

stock. Sporting models £130, standard models -^

£170.—A. J. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield. [0674

•| Q21 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo light-

XI/ ing, M.A.G. engine, windscreen, dash, electric

horn* 116 gns.: as new.—67, Fernlca Rd., Balham.
[4344

8h.p. Matchless Combination, lamps, screen, etc., re- '

cently overhauled and enamelled.—Woodall, Duck-

ham and Jones, Ltd., Mill Lane, Widnes, Lancashire.
[376^

MATCHLESS. Matchless.—Seabridge can supply

you and take your old machine in exchange.—
Seabridge. Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. [SSIO

b42 All letter? relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

IQ20 O.K.-UNION 2-)ih.p., a-stroke, on original
lU tyres; £27.—Ranscheart, Challont. [4065

IQ21 O.K.-VILLIERS 2%h.p., speeds, clutch, kick-
L«7 starter, taxed; £39.-7, Milford Rd., West Eal-
ng. [4088

3.K., latest 2^h.p. 1922 model, 2-speed, clutch, kick-
stiirter, us new; £47/10.—Kuys, 8, Bond St.,

Saling. [4174

^.K.-UNION, Juno, 1920, 3,000 miles, equipped,^ licensed, good order; £25, offers.—Fell, 85, Alex-
ndra Rd., Grimsby. [4147

1921 2i4h.p. Junior, lamps, horn, tax paid,
guaranteed: £30.—Eastern- Garage, 418, Rom-

)rd Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. [4027
Omega.

E
28.—1919 2?4h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-sp6ed, splendid con-

dition, fully equipped.—King, Egrove, Oxford.
[4425

':J0DPREY'S, Ltd.—1921 234.h.p. Omega-Jap. 2-

-* speed gear, machine in excellent condition; £48.
-208, Great Portland St., W.l. [4919

I
Q22 Omega-Jap 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, mileage

Lt/ 800, perfect order, windscreen, lamps, si>eedo-
leter, etc. ; £147.—Tomlinson, Thorpe Lane, Syston,
.eicestcr. [5870

P. and M.
3ih.p. 1919 P. and M. Solo, fully equipped; £55
J 2 —Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 1467)

JK.

-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

P. and M., 2-sf
since 1920; £58.—Ranscheart, Chalfont.

[467]

used
[4064

jQ18 P. and M.,^2-speed, all-chain drive, not used

P.M. 1919, solo, £35; 1921, as new, all accessories,
mileage 100, £70.-42, Quinton St. "

£48.-
l

Powu.

S.W.18
[4292

P. and M. 3'^li.p^ Combination, well erjmpiied.
"xentish
[4243

P.
and M., R.A.F. model, just oyerhauled, with ac-
cessories; 40 gns.—Goodhouse, Goose Green, East

)ahvich. [402 J

P.
and M. Combination, in new condition, many
est-ras; £63; must sell.—Reece, Fix Cottage. Bras-

ecl, Kent. [4493

P.
and -M. 4h.p. Combination, 1920, magnificent ron-
<l t'oa, luiiy equipped; £72/10.—Kays, 8, Bond

Jt, Ealing.
- [4175

P.
and M., late, R.A.F., 2-Epeed, kick-start, less car-
buretter; £15.-1, Springfield Park Cres., Cat-

ord, S.E.6. [4307

S
50.—1920 SV^h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, clutch, K.S.,
under 2,000 miles, as new, fully equipped.—King,

Sgrove, Oxford. [4427

P.
and M. 1919 Combination, re-enajmelled,

.
plated,

perfect; £48; would separate.—38, Sherriff Rd.,
^est Hampstead. [4497

I Q19 P.- and M., sporting sidecar, legshields, all on,
LJ/ insurance; sell or exchange Enfield.—60, Prim-
ose Av.. Shiregreen, Sh-effield. [3802

I
Q18 P. and M. Combination, speedometer, lamps,

L«/ horn, excellent running order; £55.-244, Old
3hristchurch Rd., Bournemouth. [3742

RENOVATED P. and M.'s 1918, guaranteed
machines: £45; immediate delivery.—Inman,

Durham Rd-. Seaforth, Liverpool. [1011

have 1918 P. and M. combination, fully
gain.
[2718

F.O.C.H
equipped, excellent condition; special bargain.

-5, -Heath St.. Hampstead (near Tube}.

£52/10.—P. and M. and sidecar, new 1920, 2 speeds,
K.S., all accessories, new condition; sacrifice;

nust sell.— 143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [4652

P.
and M., brand new, 4M:h.p., 4-speed model, in
stock; £102.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-

nersmith Rd., W^6. 'Phone: Hammersmitb 80.
{4635

P.
and M. 1917 Combination, electric lighting, speedo-
meter, very good condition ; £50.—Elce,

19^

Ltd,
3-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3.

Phone : Avenue 5548. [0073
17-18 P. and M. Combination, lamps, horn, tax

paid, in good condition; private owner; £40.
-Clark, c/o Shepherds' Garage, Enfield Highway.
Del. : Waltham X 31. [0906

P.
and M., 3V2h.p., about 1918, and sidecar, reno-
vated by makers, and in splendid condition, chain

ases fitted, nearly .new tyres, all lamps, horn, taxed
L922, Easting screen; a real bargain, £48.-391, King
St., Hammersmith. [4550

P.
and M, 1919 Combination, licensed, new Sandham
screen (best model), new Bates all-weather tyre,

jidecar coachbuilt and re-upholstered, lamps, horn,
stc, everything O.K.; must sell.—Giles, Nina House,
rennyson Avenue, King's Lynn. [3906

P.
and M. 3V2h.p. 2-speed Combination, with latest.

type kick-starter; £70. Also 5 other late model
P. and M. combinations in excellent condition from
E50.—Newnbam Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
tV.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4628

P.
and M. Late Type Solos, R.A.F. model, rebuilt,
re-enamelled, lined, and plated, fitted with new

r. and B. magneto, B. and B. carburetters, tyres and
iubes; 40 gns.—Voltaire Motor Works, 4, Voll.aire Rd.,
:JIapham, S.W.4. "Phone: Xatchraere 4346. )£4817

New Catalogues are now to hand of

our latest range of Burlington Sidecars.

Herein our nine new Burlington models
are fully described and illustrated—it

is a catalogue of great interest to every
motorcyclist.

Ony slogan is " Luxury Products at

Economy Prices." Let us prove this claim.

We shall be'pleased to forward this catalogue

by rehtrn on receipt of 2d. stamp.

No. 1 TOURING MODEL.—A body of clean lines and
light construction, with ample locker space in

bulbous back. Body weight 50 lbs.

Pric^, complete with waterproof apron.. £18 2

No. 2 TOURING MODEL.—A model with comfort and
strength as its first consideration. Effective

arm-rests and adequate leg-room. Body
weight 51 ibs.

Price, complete with waterproof apron.. £24 7 6

No. 3 TOURING MODEL,—An ideal model for high-

powered combinations. The tall, straight line

top and unbroken side-panelling give a smart-

ness of line which does enhance any outfit.

Body weight 58 lbs.

Pi ice, complete with waterproof apron.. £32 10

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON MOTOR CYCLE Co..Lid.

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone E Brixton 2417. Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham,

Just by Clapham Common Underground Staf-i/^n

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M. 1922 models, the finest proposition ol
the day; Model B, solo, £102; Model A, solo,

£115. We make a speciality ol fitting the ultra-
modern Goad Coupette sidecar to any of the abovft
models at an additional cost of £28. Immediate de-
livery Irom the authorised agents. Exchanges wel-
comed; extended payments arranged.—Kenneth Kemp
and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews. Connaught St., Marble
Arch, London, W.2. 'Phone: Padd 1177. [4871

Spare Parts:

p. and M. Spares Specialist. Stamp brings list.—
-^ Inman. Durham Rd., Seaforth. Liverpool. [1010
"p. and M. Parts, new and second-hand, in stock.—
-- S. E. Porter and Co., Wbitchurch, Salop. [3878

p and M.—AH parts in stock lor P. and M. a; sendX stamp.—P. and M. Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147,
Burlington St.. Liverpool [0839

Peugeot.
^10.--5-6h.p. twin Peugeot. 2 speeds, clutch; musto^ sell.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [4426
pEUGEOT lOh.p. Twin, a.i.v.. 90x95 mm., E.I C ,-- new Amac, C.S. 2-speed, Albion clutch, chain and
belt, good tyres, rear connecting rod broken; £18, offers
-Dunn, 8, Westmount Rd., Eltham, 8.E. [4255

Pope
pOPE 7-9h.p. Sports, perfect, overhead valves, all
-^ on; £65; exchange.—B. Wataoa, Kirbymoorside.
^orks. [3945'

Premier.

1 Q^'*r,-^^^°^'^^'
3 'speeds, kick-starter, periect; £27.—-L*' Bay House, Priory, Gt. Yarmouth. [3864

£12/10.—3V2h.p. Premier, S^peed. clutch, fine run-
nmg order, tased.-King, Egrove, Oxford. [4428

PREMIER SVsh.p., smart and fast, guaranteed,
-- genuine; £26.-15, Lowther Rd.. Kingston. [4364

PREIMIER 2V2li.p.. perfect running order and con-
dition; £15.-66, Dalmeny Av., Norbury, S.W.16.£[4369

65.—Premier comomation, overhauled, speedometer,
lamps, horn, screen, etc., 7-9h.p.—Townson and

Ward, Ltd., Barrow. [4014

^4. GNS.—Premier coacbbuilt combination, couuter-
*^^* shaft gears, clutch, equipped, licensed, good con-
ditioii, after 5 p.m.—20, Treen Avenue, Hoggers Corner,
Barnes. [4163

PREMIER 3y2h.p. countershaft gear box Combina-
tion, in good running condition; £27.—Newn-

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. 1[4631

Spare Parts :

PREMIER.—All pfirts in etocfc. " By return ser-
vice. "—Alf. HoIUnd, Ilearsall Lane Corner, Cov-

entry. 'Phone: 19^S, [4420

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the
most competent firm to supply spares and execute

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in tbo
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.
VVe hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
world. We are the only traders who can claim to
-upply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us full requirements; you will receive onr reply pel
eturn.—Forfieid Motors. Forfield Place, licamingtoa
Spa. [5167

Priory.

PRIORY 1922 Models; wonderful value; 2%h.p.
J.A.P., 2-speed. K.S.. 52 gns.; 2%h.p. 2-stroke.

'speed. £38; write for specification;—R. B. Clark and
^o 7 Exhibition Rd., S.W 7 r7365

PRIORY.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models, 2^
h.p. J.A..P, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-start ; 52

gns. ; 2%b.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, £38. Exchanges or
deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [4049

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years* experience

with Quadrants. [9925

BRAND New 1921 4V2h.p. Quadrant; £75.—Clifford
Wilson Co.. 177. Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

[2202

1 Q 20 Quadrant Combination, 4V'.h.p., perfect,
11/ equipped, taxed; £65.-11, Cathlee Rd., Bal-
ham. [4301

QUADRANT 4V2'h.p., 3 speeds, excellent condition,
all on; bargain, £23.—Davis, 304c, Wandsworth

Rd., Clapham. (P) [3952

QUADRANT late 1920 chain-drive Combination,
scarcely used ; £58.—<R.

'
' "

exhibition Rd., S.W.7
Glark and Co., 7,

r2182

lamps,
West-
[3619

r» 60.—1920 4J/^h.p. Quadrant combination,
ot horn, overhauled.—Clifford Wilson Co.. 177. West-
minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

£85.—1922 4V2h.p. Quadrant combination, mileage
under 1,000.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177. West-

minster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I r220l

4ih.p. 1922 Quadrant Combination, 3-speed, kick-
2 starter, all-chain drive; £105. Your old motor

cycle taken in exchange, remainder on easy terms.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4672

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

£6.—Quadrant 5b. p., apiing lorks, round tank, very
low, eugine peii'ecf-^leEo iiiat,ueto and carbiiretter.

-Doran-\Ve'.)b, TJsbury, Wilts. [3783

XjiRANK WiHTWORTli. Ltd., Distributors, 139.
-*- New St., Biimingham.—Quadrant dElOO 4Vah.p.
Combinatiiion, delivery from stock. [0767

Q3.h.p. Quadrant,
/^4 liing order;
Kerswell, 56, Lawrence Hiil, BristcJ.

magTieto, spring forts, good run-
bargain, £8/10, carriage paid.-

[3720

^35.-1914 4V2li-p. Quadrant combination, electric
cW lamps, horn, speedometer, hood.—Clifford Wilson
Co.. 177. Westminster BridgB Rd.. S.E.I. [2200

QUADRANT 1922 Standard Combination, all-chain,
soiled only; £98/10.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishops-

gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0068

CLIFFORD WILSON MJg. Company, Quadrant
Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis

Liibutors *or London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
cfScial repairers and spare part stockists; deferred
payments; exchanges; all models in stock. Special
'nsurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.

—

J 77, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone: Hop 210

[9926

Radco
Jj?15.—RadcQ 2j.^i.p,, going order, good tyres, lamps.
cV —9, Waldegrave Rd., Teddington.' [4363

pADCO^ 19£2, ^shop-soiled, only one left;
28 gns.—30, Park St., Islingtou, N.l.

*22.—2'4b.p. Radco, overhauled, new lamps,
^ tax.—27, Flaxton Rd., Plumstead.

accept
[3729

year's
[3942

£17.—Radco, Albion 2-speed, overhauled, perfect
order, licensed.—177, Archway Rd., Highgate.

[3867
3ih.p. Radco, splendid condition; i20: would take 3-

2 speed gear bos part payme-'t.—Allen, Broadway,
Mitpham. [3775

1 Q21 Radco No. Z, 2 speeds, hand clutch, kick-
Xi/ starter, guaranteed perfect, any trial, taxed;
£32/10.-7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [4557

RADCO 2i/ih.p., 2-speed, chain-oum-belt drive, tour-
ing bars. Mills oanbuaretter. shop-soiled on.ly; £43,

—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [4706

CLEARANCE of shop-soiled models; single speed,
£32; 2-speed, £42; easy payments. 4% extra.

—

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8615

Raleigh.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Bateighs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 2%h.p. 4-stroke Lishtweight,
2-speea, £68; 3-speed, £73; also 5-6h.p. flat twin.'

spring frame, detachable wheels, solo, £130; sidecar
combination, £165; easy payments, 4% extra; free de-
livery to anv address.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [0866

RALEIGH 1922 2^4h.p., ferand new; £65.—Clark. 7.

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3612

RALEIGH New 1922 2%h.p. Lightweight in stock;
no waiting; £68.—Moss, Wem. [1956

5-6h.p. Raleigh, new but shop soiled, what cash offers?

J. 0. Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbuiy. [4397

RALEIGH new 1922 3h.p.. just received; £73 cash
or exchange.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [4455

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models.
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [4836

Nothing better for the
-Loais G. Ford, op-

posite G.P.O.,' Eastbourne. [447-3

i O^l Raleigh 5-6h.i). Combination, guaranteed new
JLJy not been used; £150 for quick --- '^ '^"

"pALEIGH Motor Cycles:
-tV hoHdays; 23.ih.p. in stock.-

King St., Barton-on-Humber.
sale.- -Grassby,

[3835

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models; ex-

changes or deferred payment.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [4052

T Q21 Raleigh 5-6h.p. Combination, electric lamps,
Xt7 and horn, Bonniksen speedometer, machine
unscratched; bargain, £115.—Allin, 12, Bridge St.,

Cambridge. [3882

IMMEDIATE Delivery Raleigh, all models in stock:

5-6h.p. £130, combination £165; 2^^h.p. £68,

£73; 3h.p. combination, £103; cash or deferred pay-

ments 4% t::tra.—Mitchell Garage, Roundhay Rd.,

Leeds [0890

RALEIGH 2";4h.p. and 3h.p. Lightweights in stock

for immediate delivery. Second-hand solos or

combinations accepted in exchange. Cash either way.

Raleigh specialists.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd.. W.6. Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[4634

NEW 1922 3h.p. Raleigh standard Combination, 3-

speed, clutch, kick-starter, £103; with alumin-
ium sporting sidecar, £99 ; with Montgomery Light-

weight sidecar, £95; a 3h.p. Raleigh combination
gives the road performance of much larger machines
at one-half the cost; easy paynjeuts only 4% extra.

Buy direct from the Raleigh Specialists.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. i[4893

THE BEST TYRE
you tican f/t to Perfect/on

^25%
DISCOUNT.

ELITE SUPER , ,

NON-SKID MOTOR \
CYCLE COVER <

To introduce this cover
we are prepared to allow J

the above special dis-

• count off the first i.ooo sold. Guaranteed to give _
you at least 331^ per cent, more mileage than you
have obtained from any other make ; these covers •

embody all the true principles that go to make a
non-skid—Side Ribs, Cross Bars and Suction Cups
—a combination of everything that is best in tyre ;
manufactxire. Order one now.

: Size. Special Price. List Price.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.
:26x2i.... 29/6 5/9 40/- 7/6

:26x2i;<2J 42/- 6/9 56/- 9l-
:28:3 S1/- 7/11 68/- 10/6
;700x80... S4/6 7/6 69/6 9/9

• A few of onr S ECIAL CLEARANCE LINES. I
All these special clearance lines are sent on 7 days' Z
approval against remittancej carriage paid.

Our
I

List

Size.

24X 2

24X 2i
2Gx 2

26X2i

26 X 2'.

X2i
26X2*

1650X65

700 X 80

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. heavy.
Palmer, cord, heavy
Palmer, cord
Bates, spec, hvy., wired on
Dunlop, heavy rub. stud..

Bates, spec, hvy., beaded.
Clincher de Luxe, heavy.

.

Michelin, steel stud
Palmer, cord
Elite, 3-ribbed. ex. heavy.
Dunlop, heavy rub. stud . .

Hutchinson, rubber stud.

.

Goodyear, all-weather ....
Palmer, cord
Goodrich, safety tread. . . .

Elite, 3-ribbed. ex. hvy.. .

Bates, special heavy
Clincher de Luxe, heavy.

.

Clincher, dreadnought. . .

.

Goodyear, all-weather ....

Palmer, cord,, heavy
Goodrich, safety tread. . . .

Palmer, cord
Goodrich, safety tread
Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy..
Soly, rubber non-skid ....
Goodyear, all-weather ....

Palmer, light car

Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. hvy..

Price,

18/6
28/9
27/6
39/10
32/6
32/6
28/6
27/6
24/6
22/6
34/3
32/6
29/6
25/-

39/6
38/-
40/-

37/6
29/6
25/-

57/6
55/-

53/-

47/6
47/3
40/-

30/-

21/6
50/-
45/-

45/-

Price.

^9/6"

40/3
38/6

47/9
43k
38/6

37/3
40/-

35/6

45/8
50/-
41/6

49/6

48/-
52/6
56/-
56/-

:

28/j
-

70/-

65/3
71/6

63/-

.

67/6 -

64/6
-

63/-
62/9
60/-
66/-

Note.~All goods sold tiyus a re ^laianteedlo give satisfacrii

: ii.................^....................,

: MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaranteed.

:

: 24 X 2, 4/9 ; 26 x 2, 4/9 ; 26 X 2i, 5/9 ; 26 x 2S, 6/- ; :
: 26 x 2i X 2i, 6/9 ; 26 X 2*, 6/9 ; 28 X 3, 7/11 : t
: 700x80, 7/6.

: MOTOR CYCLE BELTS, in Standard Lengths. I

; Per foot 8in. 1/-, 3in. 1/5, Jin. 1/9, lin. 2/-, 1 Jin. 2/6 :
• •E>>Baja[Ba*Baa«BB...--.
: cv,„,^, r,„, CLIIMOHER BELTS FOR S
. Specull U«e. DOUGLAS MACHINES :

;6ff. 6ins.x jin. 5/9 each. Carriage 9d. extra!

'Grams S

"Tyrelidav, Z

, London." Zkswswm
= LONDON'^ LLAUJ:\i, i^RE HOUSE, "

;266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.\y.l •
to where nllpos' orders pjioiild lie addressed.

A And at 44, Surbiton RO. Kingston-on-Thames. A
%\ Telephone—fviimatuii S.^.'ia. JTM

(le-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

BALEIGH 2"'.ih..p., 2-speed, fckk start, clutch
livered mid-dde June, mileage negligible, insured,

lif.'fiised, hern, tools, etc.; £65.—Cliff Creamery, Biat-k-
rui.'k, Brighton. [4610

Readin^-Standird.
LATE 8h.p. Readiug Standard Combination, 3-sp-5ed,

baud, loot clutclj, fully licensed; £55.-89, East
Hill, Wiindsworth. [4193

REABING-STANDAED 2-seat«r Combination 1921,
dvnamo, numv extras ; £90.—James, c/o Bradmore«,

482, Harrow Ed., raddington. [4297

Pex.

REX 7h.p. 1920 Xombination, perfect order; £90.—
Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [3288

REX Combination, 8h.p., J.A.P. engine; any trial;

£45; after 6.—P. M. PuUan, "Artichoke,'*
Elstree. [3694

REX Sh.p. Twin Combination, windscreen, head and
tail lamps, new tvre, less carburetter; ^22.—

Jones, 132, Horuscy Rd., Holloway, N.7. [4223

J? 27.—Rex combination, 5-6h.p.. 2-speed, coachbuilt
cV sidecar, engine and gears thoroughly overhauled;
any trial; only wants seeing.—406, Garratt I-ane,

Earlsfield, S.W. [4327

"DEX 6-&h.p. Combination, 1914, 3-gpeed, counter-
ihaft, a-U-chain nic-del.

equipped, tax paid ; bargain
Saltley, Birmingihaan.

new through'O-ut, fully

£55.-41, Gcman Rd.,
[4601

5-6h.p. Rex, 2-speed, clutch, new gears, mechanical
overhead inlet valves, perfect order ; photo

;

licensed ; offers; exchange Douglas or lightweight.—
MacDonald, 39, Brougham St., Greenock. [3875

33.h.p. Rex-Acme Combination, Blaclcburne engine,
4 new, fast, just delivered ex works, 3 speeds,

Sturmey-Archer gear, kick-starter and hand controlled
clutch; £96/ 15; exchange and easy terms.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4673

SPECIAL Bargain.—Brand new 1921 8h.p. R-ex-

Blackburne - Combination, detachable wheels,
spare wheel and tyre, Cameo windscreen ; original list

price ^213, reduced to £130; guaranteed new and
unused; easy payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham, [4894

Roc.
new forks, magneto, etc., gear, clutch,
der; £20.-118, Cricklade Rd., Swin-

[3894
Rover.
3-speed, countershaft model
£55.—Moss, Wem. [4877

ROC SiL'h.p., !

running or
don."

ROVER 3t/2h.p.,

splendid order;

ROVER 1920 SVoh.p. T.T. Philipsou, fully egnipped,
perfect con^i'tion ; £54.—Tinson, RonaldQ, Station

Rd.. Netley. [3091

3ih,p. Rover, 1914, single speed model, road racer;
2 £37/10; easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [4674

LATE 192& Rover sy^h.]'., S-speed, chain drive, in
' excellent condition, with sideu-ai; £80, or near

ofler.—Sadler, Xewhall, NantVieh. [3806

1 Q20 Rover Combination, lamps, tools, tax paid,
1-*? as new; £75. — Rbind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme, Manchester. Exchange [3993

ROVER 4h.p. 1920 Combination, 3-speed, lamps,
horn, etc., splendid condition; bargain, £55.

—

Dennis, Tedburn St. Mary, Exeter. [3943

ROVER 4h.p., 3-8peed, clutch and kick-start, April,
1922, mileape 150, unsorntched; accept £87.—

Freeborough, 1, Noimanton Rd., Derby. [3784

"I
Q2O.I2 tdate guaranteed) 4h.p. Rover Combination,

S.%f all-chain drive, Easting, lamps, excellent con-
dition ; £ 80 .—Snow, Broadstcne, Dorsafc. L4421

ROVER 1919 3-speed Combination, fully equipped,
£68; 1914 SVah.p. 3-speed, overhauled, me

chanically excellent. £28.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,
5.W.7. [2173

"I
Q20 Rover 5h.p. J.A.P.", 3 speeds, 3in. tjTes,

X if nearly new Grindley sideeai', Easting, fine con-
dition; £80;
Darlington.

taxed.—T. Walton, 31, Oaklands Ter.,

[4298

ROVER 1921 5-6h.p. Combination, guaranteed per-
fect order, sidecar older make; cheap at £100, no

other offer considered; Scotland.—Box 2817, c/o 27tc
Motor C'ljch. [3855

1 Q17 Rover . Combination, 3-speed countershaft,X iJ lamps, horn, ~ Easting, date, condition guaran-
I
teed; £49.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone

:

Kingston 1274. [4332

ROVER 1919 S'/jh.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and kick-
starter, lamps, horn, and Millford sidecar, giiar-

antced; £81.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd.,
Forest Gate. E.7. [4023

LATE 1920 Rover Combination, SVijh.p. Rover side-
car, EastiUfa Windscreen, tax paid, ne^v tyres,

recently overhauled, in good order; 58 gns.— 7, South-
gate St., King's Lynn.

. [4528

"I Q20 Rover 3! Jh.p., a^l-chain, sporting Canoelet
J.*y sidecar, fully equipped, in excapbionally good
condition, present owner's hands since new, any trial;

£85.-998, Garratt Lane, Tooting, [^293
Steele Tub icity.

t 46 AH fetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the cud ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycle*? advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I rluniph

-|Q22 Triumph-Ricardo, £120; also 4h.p., all-chain
J-t/ drive, £115; in stock for immediate delivery;

exchanges or deferred 4% extra.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: DaUton 2408. [4644

TRIUMPH 3'Ah.p. sports model, with Phillipson
puUev. accessories; very fast machine in new

condition: £47.—Newnham ^foto^ Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Ri).. W.e. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. I[4637

1Q20 (late) Triumph Combination, beautiful condi-
JLt/ tion, every accessory, speedometer, Tan-Sad,
Easting, luggage carrier, etc. ; £Q5 ; any trial.

—

Jeweller. 605, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.IS. [4841

A GOOD Selection of Countershaft Triumphs always
in stock from £40.—The Triumph agents and

spare parts specialists. The Hacklord Eng. Co., 33,
Hackford Rd., Brixton. 'Phone : Brixton 3062. [4108

1 Q 20 Triumph Combination, screen, speedometer,
J-iJ lamps, horn, taxed, new condition, not reno-
vated, guaranteed; £68.—Ward and Co.. Triumph
Specialists, 51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney.

[4122

1C|20 Model 4h.p. Triumph, type H, mileage 3,000,
-i-*/ with 1921 Gloria sidecar, lamps, tools and spares,
really good condition; owner selling through ill-health;

£85.—Thompson, 34, Quex Rd., N.W.6. Hampstsad
7162. [3327

4h.p. Triumph and sidecar, 1918 model, Sturmey-
Archer countershaft 3-speed gear, etc., £65

;

also 4h.p., 1914', 3-speed gear model, with clutch and
kick-start, £45; easy terms.—Wa liehope^, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [4656

TRIUMPH Outfit, 1919 model, luxurious 2-seater
Rennoc sidecar, warranted as new. screen, Lucas

lamps, horn, speedometer, licence paid.; £85; terms
arranged if desired.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Wealdstone, Middjesex. [4739

-| Q 21 Triumph-Gloria chain-drive Combination,
X«? Lucas electric liplitinp. Cameo screen, leg-

shields. Bon^jikseu speedometer, perfect condition
throughout, tax paid ; £140.—Premier Motor Co..

Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [7351

TRIUM'PtH 19ai, countershaft model, perfect me-
ciiankal condition. platUig and enamel as new.

all on, new Duulcipa back and tfront, new belt, long
cupper exhaust, 17-tooth sprc-cket; first cheque secures,

£85.—Monckton, Dalmeny. Marlborough, "Wilts. [3799

SPORTING Triumph 1919, countershaft, T.T. bars,
brand new sporting Swait sidecar, dissolved ace-

tylene lighting, spare cover,- tube, etc., Bonniksen,
excellent condition, with guarantee; £78. Owner buy-
ing :Morgan.—Franke, 102, Buckingham Rd., Dal-
ston, N.l. '[4844

5Q GNS.—Triumph 1919-20, model H. top gearO chanee, just thoroughly overhauled, receipt shown,
new tyres, belt and chain, meehanicnl condition squal ^o
new. excellent appearance, licensed, 'qiiipped, spares,

readv to go anywhere, after 5 p.m.—20, Treen Avenue.
Hoggers Corner, Barnes. - [4164

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement.)-Bamber's, 2.

Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7326

OFFICIAL Croydon Agents for Triumph.-3',-jh.p.

o.h.v. 1922 Triumph, tax paid, all lamps, slightly
soiled, -75 m.p.h. guaranteed, bargain, £115; Type H..
£105; S.D., £115 Spare part stockist and repairers
of Triumphs.-The Winstan-Henney Motor Co., 63,
South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [0895

TRIUMPHS.—Buy from official appointed agents.
New 1922 4h.p. combination, - all-chain drive,

£155 ; ohnin-cum-belt combination, £145 : 4h.p.
S.D., all-chain, £115; model H., chain-cum-belt, £105;
K. Junior, 2Vih.p., £65; also several second-hand
Triumphs from £40; second-hand machines taken in
exchange, remainder on easy terms ; value allowed on
old machine accepted as payment down.—Vfauchope's.
9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [4657

TRIUMPHS.—We are Triumph specialists. .Since May
our second-hand Triumphs have won 19 awards in

competition. Present stock : 1922 Triumph-RicaTdo.
112 gne. ; 1921 chain-drive Triumph. 84 gns. : 1921
chain-drive Triumph combination, 102 gns.: 1917 4h.p.
countershaft Triumph, 52 ens.; another 41i.p. counter-
shaft Triumph, 42 gns.; 1914 S-speed Triumph, 4h.p.,
32 gns. ; sidecars to suit ; photographs free.—Peter
"Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.

[2730

DO you wish to exchange your old machine for a
brand new Ti'iumph ? We can arrange for you

t-o have a new Triumph on 12 monthly instalments of
£7 and a cash payment of £28 down, which in most
cases is covered by what we will allow on. your present
machine. We carry a complete st-ocfe of Triumph
spares, and offer you complete service. See our Mis-
cellaneous advertisement for wonderful value in
Triumph spare parts. Second-hand bargains : 1918
Triumph, accessories and tax paid, £50; 1913 3-speed
and accessories, £35; 1912 combination. 2-:peed N.S.TI.
gear, £33; 1912 clutch model and accessories, £21.—
Light Car and Motor Cjxle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26.
Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Brixton 1292. (":.

minute from Brixton Skating Rink.) -- [4782

24 Months
to pay in, with a dis-

count if you pay earlier.

RIDEEZI
will supply you with a Combination
in time for the Holidays by paying a

deposit and the balance in 24 months.

MODEfH" STANDARD

From £150. All Models for Immediate Delivery

"JrIUMPIJ)
COMSIHADSi

From £129. Special Sidecars.

Connaught
Combinations.

From £95. Very Special Sidecars.

Will intending purchasers kindly write or call and tell

us exactly the Machine they require, Accessories, Insur-

ance, etc., and just how they wish to pay for it ? This
does not place you under aoy obligation. We will willingly

quote you by return.

All Catalogues and full partdcolar^ pest Iree

RIDEEZI SALES, LTD.,
5, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

rr/- Pnrffi

:

'l^'Ki ij vii'ii Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 9,A Bond St., Ealing. [7661

COMPLETE stotk Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51. Upper Richmond

Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [9128

TRIUMPH Acents since 1906.—All Triumph spare*
at new reduced price.-} from stock; principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0798

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models; als*
Stumiey-Archer gear parts from stock, post Ireo;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0809

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St., Rom-
ford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer sparei.

No disappointing delays; every part in stock. R*-
pairs by skilled mechanics. We are official Bcrrio*
agents.—Tei. : Romford 584. [776«

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in plact

of new till prices drop? Hall the price, satisIactioB
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph, re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under perton*!
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph, ui<I
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding oa
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Placa,
Leamington Spa. [73S1

Velocette.

"PREMIER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery ol Model E.2 2-speed, £65;
E.3 3-speed, £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open Irama,

£68; all with clutch and kick starter; easy payment*,
4% extra ; carriage paid to any address.—Premier
Mot-or Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham, [4609

Verus.

1 Q20 Verus, 4h.p. Blackburn*, Sturmey 3-spe€(l,
J~*y Tan-Sad, under 2,000, perfect; sacrifice £60.—
J.G.O., 320, Victoria Pa,rk Rd., Leicester. [3740

£33.-1921 Verus-Sirrah, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch,
K.S., all accessories, tax paid, runs splendid;

bargain.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.I 8.

[4664
1Q20 Verus, 2Vih.p., 2-3troke, under 1,000 milcA.
At^ equal new, electric light, good accessories, tax
paid, insurance; £55.-25, Santos Ed., Wandsworth,
S.W.I8. [1453

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 1920 Combination, 2-speed,
kick-start, tax paid, almost as new, ready go

anywhere; cost £130; now selling at £55.—Garage*
12, Allsop Place, rear Baker St. Station. [4249

Victory.

1 Q21 Victory-Villiers, 2-speed, hand clutch, K.8.,
Xt/ everything on, in Al condition; £45, offers,-

—

118. Crickiade Rd., Swindon. (D) [3893

Williamson.
£45.—Williamson Combination, Bh.p., water-cooled,

Douelns eneiae, 2-speed, countershaft, perfect
order, ridp 50 miles to purchaser.-211, Garratt Lane,
Wandsworth. [4439

Win=Precision.

WIN-PRECISION Combination, 4Mh.p.. 1914: £3fl

cash.—Odell. 2. Princess May Rd., N.16. [3744

Wolf.
014.—2^h.p. Wolf, 2-stroke, splendid running order,^ taxed.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [4430

Wooler.

WOOLER Motor Cycle, 1920, onlv done 200 miles;
£50.—Bentlev, 21. King Cross St., Halifax.

[2733

WOOLER 2^ih.p., variable speed, clutch, lamps,
horn, tools, speedometer, in slendid condition;

£40.—Telford Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [4018

Zenith.

H.
F.
TjiDWARDS and Co.,

^(\, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

HAVE a few brand new 5-6h.p. Zenith countershaft
models, clutch, kick-start, at 84 gns.; listed

at £118.

1 022 SVsh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, ^
belt drive, brand

new, shop-soiled; 82 gns.; listed at £113.

[4047
-pXCHANGES or Deferred.

rVENITH All-chain Eight; £130.

IMMEDIATE delivery from Allan Gruzelier, Ulster
Chambers, 168, Regent St. We can supply any

model Zenith, immediately, and have to offer many
second-hand bargains. New 1921 5h.p. clutch model,

84 gns.; a few of these still left. [3273

All letters relating to advertisements shouM quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised bv orivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 3"/.h.p. Twin Sports, discs. Klaxon, etc.;

£32.-21. Mayfleld Grove, Harrogate. [3860

£99/10.—Zcnith-Gradua Sports Model, shop-soiled.

8h.p.—Townson and Ward, Ltd., Barrow. [4011

-| Q22 S'Ah.P. Zenith-Bradshaw, belt drive, shcp-

Xf soiled only; 82 gns; list price £113.—Below.

4

£95.—Stevens, Cowley,
[4412

NEW 1921 Zeniths at Bargain Prices.—8h p. SP™^.
Model G, £100; 8h.p.. clutch Model H, £110;

6h,p., clutch Model D, £88.—Storer and Tait, 20,

Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. Maylair 625. [366J

ZENITH-GRADUA 6h.p., fast;, just overhauled;

snip; £32.-116, Sandmere Kd., Clapham. (4414

£92/10.—Zenith-Gradua, countershaft model, shop-

soiled, 6h.p.—Townson and Ward, Ltd., Barimv.

jC>30.-Sporting""4h.p. Zenith, taxed, T.T., 2in. ex-

dt haust, rebushed, fast.-280. High Bd., Balham.
[41b^

h p. Zenith Goachibuilt Combination, any trial, ride

away; £45.-1, Bute Gaidens, Petersham, Surrey
[3682

ZENITH 8h.p. Super Sports, guaranteed 60 m.p.h.;

52 gns.; must sell.—32, Stanley Rd., Islington.

SPECIAL Sports o>.v. Twin Zenith rmsoratched

;

photograph; £^.-31, Halford Ed., F""j|™g^

1 Q21 Zenith 8h.p. Countershaft Combination,
^
as

X*/ new, all accessories;

Middlesex.

-1022 Zenith-Bradshaw, chain drive, new- but ehop-

lif soiled, what cash offers f-Piekenng, Mardol

Shrewsbury. '-^•'"°

FO C H for Zeniths ; new and second-hand in stoci

at templing prices.-5, Heath St., Hampstead

(near Tubel. ''"'^^

ZENITH 1919 3yoh.p. Single SPort"ig„ Mo^el per-

fect condition, all accessories; £50.—lippen,

Marden, Kent. L<i8i3

£99/10.-Zenith-Biadshaw, 1922, oil-cooled, Gradua

gear, sh '"'' 'i'l>"-T.

Ltd., Barrow

yBNITH-BHADSHAW. Gradua done '50^
"^'Jj^/j faultless, equipped, tax paid; *8S.-85, wiverton

Ed., Sydenham. '-*''

ROBEETSONS Motors, Ld.-1922 shop-soiled

Zenith-Bradshaw Gradua gear; £100.-1571),^

Portland St.. W.l.

17BNITH-GRADUA K.S. Combination enamelled and

Zt plated, tyres and bell, new; £40.-73, Lroydon

Grove, W. Croydon. 1-''''^'

ZENITH 1922 All-chain Sports Combination. 8hjp.,

toxed,- eauipped, run 50 miles only; El^S--?-

Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. L*""*

ZBNEIIH 8h.p., JJl.P., sports model. Gradua gear,

touring bars, shop-soiled oniy; £80.-^Maudes , 100,

Great PorUand St., London. L4'u=

NEARLY New 5-6h.p. 1921 Sports Zenith full

equipment, taxed 1922; a real bargain, £67.--

391, King St., Hammersmith. IHooj.

ZENITH 3V2h.p. J-A-R^. Combination, Gradua

speedometer, fine condition; £40.-Write 20,

Mazenod Av., Quex Ed., N.W. [3875

Qh/p. Zenitjh Oombinatlon, sports model, in splendid

O condition; £30; cash needed; letters.-T. Mareh^

"gi^r, 1hop-Tonedr"3>/i'h.p.-iiwnson and Vtod^

Gt.
[6082

- Condition; £30; cash iee'ded; letters.-T

35, New St., Kenndngton. S.E.

GODPREY'S, Ltd.-Zenith-Bradshaw 1922 3y™h P

Gradua gear, condition as new, guaranteed, £87

-208, Great PorUand St., W.l.
' [2366

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, new, unused, 1922 model

^Graduf gear, slightly soiled; 75 B?S--E''Eles and

Co., 275, High St., Acton, London, W. 1461b

SPORTING Modd V-twin J.A.P. 5h.p. Zenith, siplen-

did oomdition, just overhauled, all accessories; £48

-75, Westmoreland Ed., Bromley, Kent. [i72i

-ir»20 Zenith 6h.p. Sports Model, Binks, knee-grips,

XJ7 horn, new spare tyre and tube 80 m.p.g.;

£65-—Allin, 12, Bridge St., Cambridge. [3881

ZENITH OfBcial Appointed Agents.—New 1922

models on easy terms; list on application ; ex-

changes.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4658

ZENITH Chain-drive Sports in Stook.—Few 5h.p.

countershait models, new, guaranteed; £88.—

R. B. Olark and Co., 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7, [4880

ZENITH Shjp., J. A.P., Gradua gear, olutoh. kiok-

starter, MiUMord Zenith sidecar, shop-soiled only;

£125 —Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London.
[4702

ZENITH Combination, 1920, 8h.p., clutch Dunhill's

sidecar, Easting, condition perfect; £95, seen

after 6 p.m.—126, Upton Park Rd., Forest Gate, E.7.

1 022 5h.p. Zenith Sports Model, lamps, horn
X^ licence to end of year, low mileage; only £85.-

Blake, Portland Ot. Garage, Gt. Portland St., W.l

ZENITH 8h.p. Combination, kick-starter, epecial

JAP engine, Lucas lighting, speedometer, new
condition throughout; £95.-226, Venner Ed., Syden-

ham. [4253

Choose your Bank Holiday mount irom the following list

of second-hand bargains. These machines are all ready to

ride away, or if you cannot call at Oxford we would
airange to DELIVEE FREE wiaun 100 miles. Each machine
is perfectly genuine, and the buyer of either camiot fail

to be pleased with his choice.

ARIEL, 3* h.p., Sports, 1922,

soiled. One only £80
BEAROmORE PRECISION, 1921,

and sidecar, as new, very small

mileage £75
BLACKBURNE, 1920, 4 h.p., and
sidecar, completely equipped, very
fine £30
BLACKBURNE, I92r, 8 h.p., mag-
dyno comb., speedometer and spare

wheel £125 '0

B.S.A., Model K2, 1922, very
slightly soiled, bargain at £95
ENFIELD, 1921, magdyno comb.,
very smaU mileage and very fine

order £120
DOUGLAS, 1920, 2| h.p., 3-speed,

clutch and K.S., fully equipped . . £60
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2i h.p., .2-speed,

fully equipped and licensed £35
EDMUND, 2j h.p., O.H.V. mode!,
special T.T. machine, very fast .. £125
SCOTT SQUIRREL, 1922, com-
pletely equipped £80
MATCHLESS, Model H, 1920 (late),

Lucas magdyno, thoroughly over-

hauled and renovated, very smart
and a bargain at £110
OMEGA JAP, rgao, 2j h.p., 2-sp.,

clutch and K.S., excellent order . . £40
TRIUMPH, Ricardo, very Uttle

used.eSceptional bargain, equipped £110
TRIUMPH, 1920, model H, and
Mills Fulford sidecar, equipped . . £80
VELOCETTE, 1920, 2-speed, fully

equipped, very little used, sound. . £42 10
ZENITH-BRADSHAW and Swan
sidecar, very small mileage, smart
outlit £115
ARIEL, 1920, 3i h.p. combination,
lamps, horn and tax paid £80
GLYNO, 1921, 8 h.p. combination,
lamps, horn, screen, spare wheel,

tax paid, excellent condition .... £100
INVICTA, 2-stroke, single speed,

lamps, horn, good order £30
SCOTT, 1921, 3i h.p., fully

equipped, excellent condition .... £75
ZENITH, 1919, 4/5 h.p. counter-

shaft model, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter. £65
SUNBEAM, J932, 4ili.p., 3-speed

clutch, K.S. and sports Canoelet

sidecar, Lucas magdyno, hcenced £140

Every kind of proposition is catered for

—

New or Second-hand Machines—Cash or

Extended payments—Exchanges. If you
will kindly send us a post card stating your
requirements, we will either write you fully,

or arrange for our travelling representative

to call upon you. You cannot be wrong in

writing to us, as it is our motto to com-
pletely satisfy all clients who approach us.

Please write us on the subject of your
machine—NOW.

I

90, High Street, OXFORD.
and BICESTER.

Phones : 581 and 784 Oxford : 35 Bicester

Grants : "Integrity," Oxford and Bicester-

J. W. Tollady,
General Manager.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 1919 5h.p. Sports Montgomery Combina-—
tion, excellent condition; ab:>ohite bargain, £55;

?ell solo; private owner,—Box 2830, c/o The Motor
Ci/cle. [4006

5-6n.p. Sports Zeuitii, almost new, miscratched, elec-

tric ligM, kit, ac<

£.100, or nearest
way, N.W.ll.

ZENITH 6-8h.p. Sports Model with Swan Sidecar,
speedometer, lamps, and horn; £75.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Bd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. :[4625

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922, 5-specd all-chain drive
model; not run 50 miles; £105,—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone;
Hammersmith 80. [4636

i*55.—Practically new 90 bore sports Zenith-Gradua,
cV special plating, fnlly eqnipped, taxed; exchange

accessories, very fast and silent;

ffer procures.—Taylor, 14, Corriiiig-

[3726

tower power ; 20 miles to purchaser .-

bury Rd., Woking,
-Hart, 133, May-

[4361

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Coimtershaft Combination, per-
fect a.fter overhaul this month, taxed, equipjjed;

owner going abroad; nearest £90.—Bynne, 1st Bn.
K.R.R.C., Aldershot. _ [3925

ZENITH 3V2h.p., dropped back frame, disc wheels,
Gradua gear, in beautiful condition, very fast,

any trial given; £28.-28, Wood/ford Rd., Forest Gate.
'Phone : Maryland 259S. - [4868

ZENITH Sh.p. 1920 countershnft, Millford sidecar.
Easting, electric lighting, speedometer, Iiorn jmd

spares, tip-top order, tax paid; £100, offers.—Gains-
borough Lodge, Leytonstone. [3785

ZENITH 1920. genuine, privately owned, Lucns head
lamp, electric tail. Trip speedometer, Klaxon horn,

knee grips, numerous tools and spares, tax paid ; £78.—
Hammond, 84, Highbury Hill, N.5. [4924

SOUTHPORT.—1922 special competition Zenith-Brad-
shaw, 3-speed, all chain, genuine sports engine,

Lucas accessories; cost £130, gift, 87 gns.; exchanges.
—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [4571

Sh.p. Sports Combination, fully
low generator, absolutely as new,

guaranteed perfect, fast, and powerful; £63.—51,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [4117 -

ZENITDH-GRADITA Comibination 4Ji.p., just over-;

hauled, coachibuilt sidecar, screen, hood,
paid,' test nin; 38 gns., bargain; advertiser ord'en

rest.—5, Pa-out Grove, Nea^sden, N.W. 10. [4S3^

ZENITH 1920 5-6h.p. Sports, fully equippe|^
mechanically excellent, appearance perfeo^

licensed for sidecar till December, fast, 75 m.p.g.ll
62 gns., near offer.—3, Loris Rd., Hammersmith. [4227

ZENITH Sh.p. Countershaft, De Luxe Combination,
cantilever spring to sidecar. Cameo windscreen,-

Dunlop Magnums, racing and touring sprockets, niag--^'

nificent outfit, in splendid condition, any trial.—

^

Tyler, 118, Kempe Rd., Kensal Rise _(No. 6 'busj

1 Q20 Zenith
JLt/ ^equipped.

ZENITH 1920 eh.p. Countershaft, Millford sideca^
with many 1922 improvements

;
just overhauled!

and re-enamelled ; appearance like new ;
guaranteed

mechanically perfect; hood, windscreen, luggage ana
petrol carrier, speedometer, Klaxon, mirror, new head
lamp, D.A. cylinder, 4- new tyres, many spares, ete;J

tax paid; insured to March, 1923; any trial- LondohJ
£85, or nearest.—Write Box 2862, c/o The Motoa
Cycle, [4S3f

Spare Parts:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.-Kays.
Bond St.. Ealing. r482g

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Douglas 1914, 2-speed, kick-starter,

splendid condition, lamps, horn, etc.; £32/10.:^
Simister, Jordangate. Macclesfield. [303|

33.h.p. New 1922 New CoiSi«fe, lady's machine, fittejl

4 witli Comet sidecar; £30; easy terms arx'angeg
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe- Lane, London. - [466|

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St.. Bij
mingham, distriyuting agents for the Liidy's Iv^

daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62, ccmplete. Seiw^

for list. [072J

VELOCETTE 1922 open frame models for immediatfl
delivery: 2-speed, £68; 3-speed, £75; the ide#

lady's mount, easy payments 4% extra.—Premier Motffl^

Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. FTSSfl

AIROLITE Lady's Model, efficient, reliable, elegan

the only open frame lightweight motor cycla

starts with push of pedals: 31 gns; list.—Small Eg
gines C-o- 131. Coventry Rd., Birmingham. [4^

Miscellaneous.

4-STROKE Precision Junior, 2-speed, going order; i_^

—H. C. Featherstone, Ightham, Sevenoaks. [38p,

Xi*33/10.—Genuine Bargain, Combination to be sea
oW alter 7 p.m.~-23, Gloucester Rd., Kew Gardeni

[4061

SPORTING Sh.p. J.A.P.^ very fast, dual lubricatioif

Bosch, done 75 m.p.h. Brooklands; £30; too f^
for owner.—14, Phcenix St., Euston. [45^

336 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

"1022 BIntcliIess, all models, immediate delivery; cnsli
S.iJ exchange or easy terms.—The Agent, Sam. E.
Clapliam. 'Plione: Oreemvich 751. Also for

A.J.S., Beardmore, Connanglit, Chater-Lea, Douglas,
Edmund, Economic. F.N., Harley, Hobart, Hazle-

wood, James, Levis, Monopole, McKenzie, P. and M.,
Royal Rnby, Rex-Acme. Rudge-Ealeigb, etc. All makes
light cars.—Sam. E. Olapham (Motors), 27, Stoclnvell

St., Greemvich, S.E.IO. [4933

REGENT Combination, 7h.p. Convictor-Sturmey
gear, perlect; £70. Also Swift 2-sea.ter, dickey,

smart lot, perfect; £66.—91a, OakOeld Ed., Penge.

C4806
TOXES' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.-
*^ Huge stock, ail prices, all makes and types, side-
cars, spares, fittings, repairs, etc.; list of machines
free.

TONES' Garage.—23/ih.p. 1914 New Hndson, 3-speed,
•^ K.S., clutch, equipped, tax paid, etc.: special
price for cash, i;20.

TONES' Garage.—SVjh.p. Sports Abingdon (King" Dick), tax paid, equipped, very smart; £27/10.
TONES' Garage.—7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, caun-^ tsrshaJt gear, clutch, K.S. model; call and have

a tjial; £25; out special bargain of the week.

TONES' Garage.—19il9 4h.p. Douglas Combination," first-ra-te condition; £75; another at £45.

JONES' Garage.—1918 4h,p. Triumph, Combination;
£69/10.

JONES' Garage.—SVjh.e^ Twin Lea-Franois-Jap, all
chain, tot^illy enclosed, countershaft gesit, kick-

starter, clutch, equipped and tax paid, beautiful
condition; £40

J~\OZBNS More 'Phone or call for big list.—.Tones''-' Garage, Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO. [4911

^ I h.p. Precision C.B. Combination, 3-speed, K.S..
^i4_ windscreen, apron, tools and spares, in perfect
condition, powerful hill-climber, any trial.—11, Cottage
Green, Caraberwell, S.E.5. [4084
*1 f)**-P' Henderson Combination, speedometer, lamps,
-•-vf hood. etc.. as new; £68. 2V.h.p. Ivy 2-stroke;
£22, a gift. 6h.p. Enfield Couibination ; 5659.

—

Ayden, 159, Hornsey Hd., N.7. [4615
] IGHTVVEIGHTS from £25 to £60; no easy ray-

•j "^^"'^ under £30; all in good order and carriage
paid by mentioning this advertisement.—Bunting's
Motors, Wealdstone, Middlesex. [4743
TyAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lans, Londqn, have some»' new 1922 shop-soiled machines of various
makes at bargain prices for cash; inspect ion cordially
invited. 'Phone : Holboru 5777. [4664

1 Cjl9 (late) Countershaft Combination, lamps, hprn
-V" ,

etc., been garaged half time, oft-ner going
abroad, condition as new; £65; seen any time.—S.
Macdonald, 20, Nelson St., East Ham. [2457
Ty'ARD AND CO., Putney, have the following bar-" gams to offer.—1922 A.J.S. Combination, Mag-
dyno, electric horn, spare wheel, taxed, insured
speedometer, special tyres, absolutely new; £172/10.
TT7"ARD AND CO.—Henderson IB20 de Luxe, Grind-" lay spring wheel sidecar, hood, dynamo light-
ing, absolutely new condition; £110.

"W^ARD Atro CO.-Zenith 1920 8h.p. SportsJl Combination, low generator, outfit as new, very
fast, powerful; £63.

"IXTARD AND CO.—AUdays-Allon. 2-speea, clntcTi,
VT recent £10 overhaul at maker's, good condition

taxed, eciuipped; £27/10.

"YX7ARD AND CO.—Ariel 1919 6 and 7h.p. Combi-
T» nation. Easting, well equipped, taxed; £62/10.

WARD AND CO.—Triumph 1920 Combination,
screen, speedometer, lamps, etc;, taxed, new

condition; £68/10.

WARD AND CO.—All above can be seen and tried
any time, and are fully gi^.aranteed by us. Our

best advertisement is your satisfaction.

AED AND CO., 61, Upper Richmond Ed., East
Putney. 'Phone : Putney 2754. [4124

Slh.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
2 good order throughout, licensed September,

trial; £25, bargain price, as unknown make, and
owner bought car. Don't assume too cheap to be
good, come and see.—10, Geneva Ed., Kingston-on-
Thame-.. (4083

SPECI.\l, Notice.-Douglas 1918 2%h.p., 3-speed.
clutch. K.S., fully equipped; also Triumph, 1913

3-speed Premier, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.. counter-
shaft; Radco 1915 2i/oh.p., 2-stroke. These machines
must be sold; no reasonable offers refused; also
several others.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay, [343S

1 Q20 New Imperial Combination, as new, ^85; 1920
-l.tr Rover combination, as new, ^75; 1919 B.S.A.
combination, ^80; 1921 Monarch-Jap combination, as
new, £85 ; 1921 Monarch 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, etc.,
£37/10; Rudge-Muiti, £28; Triumph solo, i£47/10;
1919 Triumph combination, as new, £75; New Hudson
combination, £45; fiaby Triumph, £35; 191S Triumph
combination, £75. Motor cycles bought, sold, or ex-
cliangcd.-Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme,
Manchester. [3994

w

"Uhc

BRAMPTON
BI-FLEX SPRING FORK.

Light-
weight
model
referred

to below

The following is an
extract of un-
solicited letter dated
July 7lh, 1922, re-

ceived from a user
of The Brampton
Bi-F!ex Spring Fork
resident in A>Tsh:re.

*' For the past two years I may say your

Fork has done something like 50-60 miles

per day, over atrocious roads, and in a

hilly district where pot-holes are the rule

and nol the exception. Nevertheless, riding

has always been comfortable and not pro-

ductive of the tired feeling so common to

lightweight riders."

For comfort's sake cUooss a Motor Cycle fitted with

The Brampton Bi-Flex Spring Fork. Measurement

form and descriptive booklet illustrating models for

Motor Cycles of 2J h.p. and upwards will be for-

warded on request, applications for whicb are invited.

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.

Oliver Street, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BLACKPOOL Bargatns.—1922 Rndgea. 1922 ArleU,
1922 O.K.'s, 1922 New Imperlahj, 1922 Qo»d-

rants. 1922 Royal Rubys. Quick deliveries. Good
nrine for your machine; exchange.—Booths' Motories.
Waterloo Rd.. Blackpool.

BL.4CKP00L Bargains.—New 1921 4h.p. Br»d-
biiry, all chain, £78/10. uith sidecar £95/10.

Booth.s' Motoriea.

DLACKPOOL Bargains.—New 9h.p. Rndge Combrom-
*-' tion. spare wheel, £150; new Eradbuxy light-
weight, 2 speeds, K.S., £60; new Martiiisyde combin*-
tion, £150.- Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOLBargaiiis.—3>/,h.p. Triumph. £18/10/6;
ditto, 2-Epe3d, ^22/10/6; ditto, 3-Epeod, £22/10/6.

—licoths' Motories.

DLACKPOOL Bargains.—3V.h.p, Humber. £?0'10/6i
*-» 6h p. 3-speed Rmlge. £29/10/6; 3V!.h p. Premier,
£24/10;6.—Booths' Mntc^ries,

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—3l:.h.p Singer, 2-.spoed,

£24/10/6; Pheloi, and Mcore, £19(19/6; a'jother.
£35/10/6; N.S.U. lighl weight.- £13/10/6: 2-speed
O.K., £23/10/8._Boolh,-' Motiries

BLACKPOOL Bargains—19S0 Ru'Ige, dynamo light-
ing, £59/10/6; good Douglas, £25/10/6; 4h.p.

Muugias with new sidecar, £69/10/6; 8h.p. Premier
combination, £47/10/6; Enfield combination,
£39/10/6.—Booths' Motorie.3.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Matchless combina-
tion, spare wheel, hood, screen, lamps, £99/10/6;

New Imperial, 2 speeds, K S.. £45/10/6.—Booths"
Motories.

BLACKPOOL Ba;gains.-1920 G..N., dynamo ligbtine.
spare «hecl, £110/10/6; 1920 Tamplin.

£59/10/6; Morgan de Luxe, £147/10/6; two 192u
Matchless combinations, £115/10/6 and £120/10,'6|
1920 Rudge combinatior. dynamo lighting. £79/lC'6
.920 Rudee, £55/10/6: Indian Combinatim,
£45/10/6; 1920 Sun, £35/10/6; another. £39/10/6;
Alldays' Allon. £36/10/6: another. £42/10/6; 192.>

OK. mileage 600 £54/10/6: several others chw.p.
nnsh cycles lakeit in exchange —Booths' Motories. 2^4
Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [1020

IJ^.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, aBd
runaoouLs at baigain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged. Any new cycle, combination, or car sup-
plied, cash or deterred payments.— Fair Oiler cSr
House, 5, Heath St., Hampslead (near Tube). Phone.
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

11611
RKAL Bargains.—1919 Indian Powerplus, handsome

spring whfcl sidecar, screen. lamps, horns, etc.,

£70; 1917 Harley, electric lighting, roomy sidecar,
hood, screen, tax paid. £72/10; 4h.p. Triumph,'
countershaft, bulbous sidecar, oreihanled, renovated,
accessories. £65; 4h.]>. S-sjiced .N'e-.v Hudson combina-
tion, eiiuitipeil, £30; BIc]'iot-\rbippot cycle car, lata
1920, reverse, folly eqnijipcd. as new, £100: Waverley
light car. lOli.p.. 4-cyIindcr, Bosch, Zenith, body
damaged by fire, running order. £65 cash, snip; ex-
changes.—O.G., 59, Scliolefield P.d., Upper Hollowax

[2260

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIBE Latest Motjels cycles and combinatiorrs, any

period.—Write terms, Foirler Erigden, 130.
Euston Kd. [07S5

DOUGLAS Combination, £5 per week; 1920 G.N.,
8 gns. per week-; fully insured.—Kodwell, 8, Red

Lion Sq. Chancery 7272. [1519

NORTIIERiN Readers.—Reliable combinations and
cars for hire.—Inrjan, - Durham Rd., Seaforth.

Liverpool. 'Pbone : Waterloo 296. [1012

ROBERTSONS Motors, Lt'd., for many years have
£pecia.l:=ed in this class of work, if machliw is

purchased, full amonint c^ hire np to one week ii

allc-wed.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6083

H
F

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED,

pDWARDS and Co.,

1A1' *" Portland St.. W., are cash buyers ol
i-"-L solos, combinations, and Morgans. Highest
prices given; distance no object. Call, write, or
'phone ; Mayfair 4027. [0870

np.B.

\yANT •

•"ifV/l COJrBINATIOSS and Solos, any make, euar-
tjXj" anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
Co.. Ltd., 372, Euston Ed, Museum 6581. [5564

W^
A CTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE Offer Us your Motor Cycln or Combina-
tion. We pay cash on sight. Write, call, or

'phone Museum 3606.—Snipe, 330. Euston Rd.. N.W.I.
raseo

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

a37
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. It in town, write,

'phone, or call. If conntr.v, send to London
terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—

W. T. Dunn, Ltd,, 326, Euston Bd., London. Museum
5391. [0332

pRlCES

^IVEN.

HF. EDWARDS and Co., 50, Hariinglon Rd^,

- South K-enoington, will purchase lor spot casti

your motor cycle or combination. Call, write, or

'phone Ken. 3709. t0604

T.T. Norton, any model, if cheap, paying cash.—
Graen, Wine Merchant, Reigate. [4501

LIGHTWEIGHT, late model, kick-stai-t, cheop, cash,

—4, Gaywood Ed., Walthamstow. [5918

PAI^MER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for disposing of motor cycles.

PAIjMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of a

good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's
Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge Is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from' any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
accepted, machine can be included in auction

sale held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms ; Selling com-
mission 7%%, not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged

—

for motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,

5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
• ale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged. *

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel.

:

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[4276

CASH Waiting for Best Bargain offered this week;
no rubbish.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [4431

ANTED, good combinations and solos for cash.—
Quadrant Garage, Winchraore Hill. [3274

DOITGLAS wanted, 2-54b-P.. cheap for cash.—Particu-
lars, Spencer, Potter St., Bishop's Stortford. [3953

MATOKLE^SiS 1922 2-seater, equipped.-E. Butler,
Poverest Farm House, St. Mary Cray, Kent.

[4609
WANTED, Combination or solo, suitable countershaft,

really cheap, letters.-Job, 221, Albert Ed., Crov-
don. [3931

£20 spot cash waiting for good modern 2-stroke.*
gears essential.—20, Treen Avenue. Hoggers Corner,

Barnes, [4165

TRIUMPH Countershaft Wanted, late model, reason-
able price.—107, Bannercross Ed., Ecclesall,

Sheffield. [4302

HAELEY of A.J.S. dyunmo combination, not earliei
1919.—Full particulars cash at 108, Church St

Edmonton. [3829

WANTED, powerful combination, late model •

reasonable.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kil-
burn, N.W.6. [4135

"lY/TOTOR Bike wanted, exeliange modem typewriter,
-i-TX cash adjustment.—Bailey, Sunny BanlL Lythall^
Lane, Coventry.

^ [3891
VA/ ANTED, Enfield Combination, or any make; good
»T price given.—Aydeu,. 159. Hornsey Rd., N 7.
Phone: North 280. i[4614_

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON or American X Combination,
J-»- must be late model and price reasonable —Pride
156, Stpckwell Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [4400
Tl/TOpERN Motor Cycles and Combinations bought
xTj. Iqi- cagti oj. g(j](j Qjj small commission; send de-
tails first.-South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24.

[1434ADVERTISER requires Good Combination, not eaf-
*^ lier than 1920; immeddate cash if price reason-
afble.—Letters only to Blaokmore, 769", Romford Etl ,Manor Park, London, E. [450*7

"1X7"ANTED, late combinations, solos, also Morgan run^
'» abouts, G.N.'s, and Rover 8's. Gash or exchange.
-Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., . Camomile St.,
E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548- [0076

W

^^ BROS. -^
200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W

'Fhone—i,aagai,u 1704.

Any make of machine can De

supplied on our Payment out of

Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

"JAMES No. 10.

Selection of Machines in Stock.
A.J.S. Combination £175

ALLON, 2-speed, clutdi £60

B.S.A., K2 ; £107

B.S.A., H2 £110

B.S.A., E Combin.ition £164

CALTHORPE, 2i h.p £36

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, all on £68

DOUGLAS, 3-speed, all on £32

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. Combination, all on . £135

ENFIELD Combination 180 £140

ENFIELD Combination igo £153

ENFIELD Lightweight 200 -£55

ENFIELD Sports £55

EDMUND (Ban- & Strourl engine) £95

JAMES, 7 h.p. Combination £160

JAMES, 3i h.p., Sports £105

JAMES, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £60

MATCHLESS Combination ., £170

NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p.. No. 3 £73

OWIEGAN0.3 £68

OMEGA Ntt 28 £65

OMEGA No. 6 £39 10

RALEIGH, 2} h.p., 2speeJ £68

RALEIGH, 2j h.p., 3-specd £73

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3speed , £78

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-speed Comb £103

RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p £130

RUDGE, I.0..\! £77

SUNBEAM, 4 J h.p £141 15

TRIUMPH H £105

TRIUMPH S.D £115

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. Combination £140

LIGHT GARS.
B.S.A., loh.p £349
CITROEN, 7 h.p. .• £262 10
COVENTRY PREMIER £230
G.N. Touring £225
ROVER, 8 h.p £220

TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
W. BRANDISH and Sons want Solo Motor Cyrles

or Combinations in part payment for Rover
and Crouch Light Cars ; exceptionally good prices
given.—Particulars to 625, Foleshill Rd., Coventry.

[4768
BUNTING'S Buy, sell, or exchange any maKe oi

motor cycle. State your requirements. We
undertake to do your business an(» give you satisfac-
tion. Distance immaterial,—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [0828

SPECIAL Cash Buyers; Triumphs, Enfields, B.S.A.'s,
Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Brad-

burys, Martinsyds, Zeniths.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
'Phone : Latchmere 4686.

4-CYLINDER F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s
wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St, Wandsworth

(Town Station). [4559

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-
493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone :

Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

FO.C.H. always have cash waitins tor sound
machines of all types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,
Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752 Hours 9.7. including Saturdays.

{1610
ANY Number of Second-hand Machines and Com-

binations purchased for cash, A representative
will he sent to any part of the country to inspect
and -Complete the transaction after preliminary nego-
tiations. Write, 'phone, or call.—Longman Bros..
17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: 689. [4564

SEND Youir Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station W'imbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine 'can be included in auction sale if

desired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [4273

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
SKOOTAMOTA, very little used; bargain, £12.-

Stubbs, Loughborough, [4340

KLNGSBUEY Scooters and Spore Parts.—Beiraforl
Works, Eichinond Bd., -Twickenham. [259C

BRAND New Auto-I^ed, electric lights, clutch, etc.;

£12/10; cost £40.—Woodward, Mill Lane.
Formby. [3903

A.B.C. Skootamota, new. unsoiled. latest model ; ££3,
sacrifice.-Prank Whitworth, 139. New St., Bir-

mingham |'4653

AUTOPED, clutch, electric lighting, excellent con-
dition; £7/10.-52, Vicarage Rd., Harborne. Bir-

mingham. . [4474

AUTOXO 11411. p.. scarcely used, perfect_order, f^ot^:^

hoards, licence paid; £16.-
Chelsea, S.W.

-308, King's Rd.,J
[4485

AUTOPED Scooter, wants adjusting, £12 ; take lady's
cycle part.—Tui'ton, Woverlev Terrace, MarsM

Huddersfield. [392^^

BRAND new Autoped i-cooter, li,^h.p., single speedl

complete with dynamo lighting; £15.—Snipea
lie. Euston Rd. - 1433;^

KINGSBURY Scooter, almost new, motor cyclei

saddle, cost £45; sacrifice, £22; bargain.—Mis^
Bagnall, Ryall Hill, Upton.oa-Severn, Worcestersbirea

[4181,'

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
A UTO-WHEEL Scooter, very little used; what offers

|

-Willoughby, Merstham, Surrey. [4549

NEW^ unridden Young's motor att.achmeut, bargain.-:

Wawn, 40, Chesnut Avenuf, Hull. [3855

WALL Auto Wheel, good condition, spares; £9.-

40, Beeohill Rd., Eltham, S.E.9. [3689i

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A^, exnellent condUion. 1920
£10.—Woodw - - - -

, ^ .

Surrey,
31, Sunnydene Rd., PurlevJ

[4283

IJLh.p. Kenilworth Motor Cyclette. suitable for lad,

2 or gentleman: £27/10.—Wauchope's, 9, ShO(

Lane, London.

-| Q21 Cycle with Young

[4663

_ _ _ motor attachment. litt-U

?a; tax paid; f12/10, alter 7 p.m.-4, Wffl
loughhy Bd., Hampstead. _ [38j"

WALL Auto-Wheel for Sale, in periect rnnnin
order, tax paid; £7/10, or near offer.-Mitchell

52, Lake Ed., Portsmouth. [41311

CYCLO-TRACTEUR, brand new. only shop-soiledTJ

makers; £21. Write for list for bargain.-Ed-^
wardes, 277, Cambcrwcll Rd., S.E. [426

J

Ih.p. Motor Attachment, fixed to a good B,S.A. peda
bicycle, 3-speed hub gear; £17/10 complete.*.^?

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [466^

7021 Wall Auto-Wheel de Luxe, and Sunbe,
JL*? bicycle, also new child's wicker sidecar; wh^ffl

offers!—F. Jones, Ffrwd House, Rhayader. [4459J

a^S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol e.ach advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
YOUNG special Inrly's cyclo find attnchment, nbso

liitely as new, runs splendidly; nccept £17/10

:

[llnes3 cause of selling.—Thomna, Photographer, Staple-

hnrst, Kent. [3869

LATE 1921 Young motor attachment and Bpecial
pedal cycle, separate or together, practically

new and in perfect running order, with accessories;

£20.—Apply, Reverend D. W. Murphy, United
MeMicdist House, Drybrook, Gloucestershire. [4903

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLI NS and Son for hoods screen, and aprons

;

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreens, com-
plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent

on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes ol wind
screens ; we have a few second-hand Standard

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-
screen in lew hours, new aprons, side curtains,

etc.: open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

1 o'clock.—Collins and Son. rear oi 84. High St..

Putney. S.W. (D) [6198

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings.

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones. 778, High
Rd., Tottenham, London. [3502 .

FAMOUS Sandum V-shaped Windscreens; £2/15 and
£3yi8, fitted free, or post free.—33, Hacklord

Rd., Brixton. 'Phone: 3062. [4109

SIDECAR Hood?. 30/- -^nd 40/-, best quality

materials; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules Hood
Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0853

BOWER screen, adjustable, complete with coverall

apron, 30/-; Easting screens from £Z; Sandham
V screens £2/15; all makes of screens repaired; new
panels fitted from 12/-; aprons supplied from 10/-;

hoods complete from 35 / -.—Robini Manufacturing
Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone:
Bri.xton 1585 [4734

BODIES
COACHBUILT Body, good condition, green; £4.—

48, Hollydale Rd., Peckham. _ [4137

NEW Body Icr undersLung chassis, very roomy, bul-

bous locker; 50/-.-4Ho.Uand, Gordon Rd., Whit-
itable. [3696

RENJVOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers; 55
models; also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOO Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, London, N.19. [4932

OLLINSand Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
stock, from liglitweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS and Son aro actual mannfacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

made by them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, repaint and upholster at

moderate charges, first-class work guaranteed;
estimates free; send lor catalogue.—Collins and Son.

rear of 34. High St., Putney, S.W. [6199

MOXTGCMERY No. 2 1922 Body, with screen,

luggage grid, unused.—Browning, R.N. Hospital,

Portland. [3866

QUANTITY of New Bodies, mus't clear, all sizes;

call and inspect.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell
Rd., S.E. [4262

SIDECAR Body, family 3-seater (bulbous back);
plenty of luggage capacity.—26> Monks Rd.,

Coventry. [3762

BAST0NT:S for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in

stock trom £4.^2-26, Pentonvill© Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. [&13-1

FIT new Willowbrook body to your old sidecan and
make it like new; prices from f5.—Willowbrook

Bodv Works, Leic.est-er. [0336

BEAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bodies, £4/15;
other models from £2/10; write for specification.

—Burton, Sidecar Works, St. Peter'js Park Rd., Broad-
tairs. [3637

A FEW Brand New Sporting and Touring good^ quality Bodiea ior sale; £6/15 each; cost to make
fil5/15; bargain^.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Pihono

:

Hampstead 13-53. £4698

pf/i. BRAND New Chassis for Heavyweight, Indian,
^\f Harley, etc., with new bodiei upholrtered in

leather; £22/15.—Rdbini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3.

Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. 14939

FIFTY bodies, second-hand, upholstered best pega-
moid, touring shape, from £2 each; m few,

DOW, at C7, exceptional bargain; also a few chassis
to clear.—Sandum 3, 336, Gray's "Inn Rd., W.0.1.

[0871
COBB Spcedman Sidecar Bodies, racing type, £3/10;

touring, £4; streamline sports, £3/15; all hand-
lomely finished, lined, and Tarnished; carriage and
packing free; gnick delivory.—Vernon Cobb, 18, Mid-
land Rd.. Carlton, Nottingham. [4142-

TORNADO Aluminium Sidecars.—The last word in
sporting and touring sidecar bodies, handsome,

roomy, and comfortable, light yet tremendously strong,
idaptable to any chassis.—Catalogue post free from
Greenwood, 198, Manchester Rd., Oldham. [8840

C

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to
inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriage paid. No extra;.

i his Building is complete with.lin. tongued and'
grooved floor, fin. matcti-liaards or weatlier.
boards, Sin. framing, strong boarded root, best
pluvex felt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Walea.
8X 6 £3 l6xia £27
lox 8 £13 i8xi2 £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20X lo £37 10
HXio £23 20XI2 840 9

OLYinplA mUUcL ASUiiiiru,} UUILOIiid

bpecificaiion m Our Catahgjte.
I2X 8 £23 10 iSxio £42 10 •
i4Xia £32 15 20X12 £46 IS
16XIO £37 15 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proof

and sound-proof.

Our unsollcitea testimonials should create

confidence.

Sheen Park Lawn Teanls Club,
May 22nd, 1932.

Dear Sir,

i am instructed by my Committee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavilion you
erected tor them.

Yours faithfnlly,

John O. Griffits.

23, London Road,
Leicester.

Gentlemen,
1 find the Building you sent me very

satisfactory, and consider it very good value
tor the money.

Yours faithfully,

^^__^^_^^^_ J. Crosby,

" Alma,"
Alexandra Road,

Cowes, 1.0.W.
Dear Sirs,

1 have received the Building in good con-
dition and I Qonsider it an excellent piece of
workmanship and an exceptional bargain.

Yours faithfully,

L. G. Chinchen.

ninstrated Catalogue Freg.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE Q^
High Street, Fnlhaai, London, S.w!

Telerhone PUTNEY 2771

BODIES.
LATEST Type New Underslung Bulbona Back Coach,

from £10; 30 years' experience.—Taylor, 637,
Seven SUteri Rd., Tottenham. [4143

LIGHT Oar and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.
—We have every class ol coachbuilt sidecar ia

stock. Write for our catalogue. Old sidecara taken in
part payment.—26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 1292. (Va minute from Brixton Skating Rink.)

[4783
SIDECAR Body Designg for the trade only. Work-

ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings ol original
designs, also working drawings, lull-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St., London, E.C.4. [0004

£4/17/6.-250 Douglas type, bulbous backed, and
loclter under seat, brand new. bodies uoholstered

in resine; £4/17/6 each; owing to contract, we hav*
bougiib rieht. to sell right; they simply require a
finishing coat to comolete; photo sent on request and
stamp. 'Phone : 1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox Rd.,
South Lambeth. London. S.W.8. [2590

HELEN Sidecars, Helen Sidecars, More Bargains.—
15 brand new coachbuilt bodies, £3/15 eaohi

20 sports, for P. and M..'fl, £6 each; 10 touring
bodies lor Triumphs, B.S.A.'a, Norton, etc., £6/10
each; 8 2-seaterg, £8 ea^h; second-hand bodies front

£S; Bend for catalogue.—Robini Manufacturing Co.,
1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [4732

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

OANDHAU, the smartest sidecar speclalisia.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the taW
of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

SANDTTM (V-shaped) Wind Screen ; a hood, screen, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDTTM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Onr South Londoi
agent writes: *' An instantaneous success; bo1«

out ; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with ns.

SANDHAM Bngineerinff Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.0.1. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [OOH

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecari »r«
guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, ob
most generous terms at Middleton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor CEf,

or donkey cart in part payment.

Q /\A MILE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, rtdinf
/Q\j\J Indian with Middleton spring wheel sidecar;
Ije Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with MLddletoa
spring wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs ol all kindsj
trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sid«-

car makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbuij
Park. 'Phone: Hornsey 1584. (0521

NORTON Sports Sidecar, mew, complete with, ftV

tings; £28.—(Below.

B.3.A. No, 3 Sidecar, oomiplete, shop-soiled; £30:

—

Below.

HJLS-FnLFORDi De Luxe -model, complete, sho^
soiled only; £30.—Below.

MILLS-JimLPORD Sidecar, euita-ble lor Harloy-
DavidBcm, oompHete, shop-soiled only ; £30.

—

Below.

DFNKY Sports Sidecax, suitable for Sunbeam, goiod

condition; £15.—BeQow.

AIX the above can be seen at Maudes', 100, Great
Portland, fit., iLondon. [4713

C.B. Sidecar, good condition, cheap.—E. O. Linington,
Nether Wallop, Hants. [3937

SIIXEKJAIR.—Gloria, with sprung wheel; £4/10.-56,
Acacia Grove, New MaWen. [3718

BASTONF^ for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fii

any machjne; £12/18/6.

BASTONES. ~ Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONEIS.—Distributing agents for the famoai
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1923 modeli

.

in stock,

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, nnderslnnj
£7/19/6, tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms

14/-.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.

[6049
SIDECARS for Indian. Soott, Douglas, clearing from

£6.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4923

CANOELET Minor Sidecar; £9/10, nMrest oflei.-

42. Firerolt Ed.. Upper Tooting. [3843

COACHBUILT Sidecar, featherweight, complete fit-

tings, suit Trintnph, cohdition aa new; £7/10.—
Miller, Broadway, Haywards Heath. [4434

M

All letteri relatlnH to advertisement! thould auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a^q
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
RENNOC Sidecars, 24 models, lightweights, touring,

tandems, from £12; cash or terms.

RENNOC Sidecars have a large quantity of clear-

ance sidecars, fit all makes.

RENNOO Sidecars are known throughout the world
for quality. See testimonials.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We are actual manufacturers
of complete sidecars, bodies, hoods, and screens.

ENNOC Sidecars.—Send for list, most comprehen-
sive in the trade; wholesale, retail, export.

RENNOC Sidecars specialise in repairs of every
description. Repainting, upholstering, enamel-

ling, etc.

RENNOC Sidecars specialise in sidecars to fit

Indians, left-hand, in stock,

RENNOC Sidecars are manufactured by Eennoc
Motors, Ltd., Marlborough Rd., Upper HoUoway,

London, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [4931

MONTGOMERY Sporting Models in Stock; £23/10.
—Houchin, 188, High St.. Peckham, S.E.15.

[3643

A.B.C. Sidecar, done under 200 miles, Palmer cord;
what offers ?—Cromwell House, Maldon, Essex.

[3776
MONTGOMERY Sidecar for 7-9h.p. Harley, new

condition; £12.—Clark, 7. Exhibitiin Rd., S.W.7.
[3617

LIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar (grey) off 3V2h.p. Tri-

umph; £5.—Sharp. 11, Vorley Rd., Highgate,

N. [4278

£11, or nearest.—Douglas Sidecar, 4-point, wind-
screen, oomiplete.-181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-

Trent. [3705

LARGE Sidecar, second-hand, Middleton, suit Indian
or Harley; £12.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell

Rd., S.E. [4263

COACHBUILT Sidecar, off 2?^h.p., light, roomy,
good condition; nearest £8.—Hewitt, 68, River-

way, N.13. [4560

BOOTHS Biackpooi Bargains.—Limited nimber. new
coach bodies, full size, with locker, £5.a7/6.

I'sually £9/10.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains. -New £9/10 coach
bodies for £5/17/6; illustratioo Iret>.—Bootbs

Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity new under
slung chassis. 4-poinfc attachment. £9/19/6

illustration free.—Booths Motorics, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Genuine Rudge side-
car, Easting, screen, £16/10/6 ; sidecar fnr 5h.p.

Indian, :gll/10; new sidecar for 4li.p Douglaa, £16/15;
Hercules, £9/10/6.—Booths Motorics. Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Some new sidecars for
Triumphs, B.S-A., etc., cheap; cane bodies. 12/6;

sidecar fittings, wheels, rinas, mudgTinrds, springs.-
Booths Motories, 294, Waterloo Ed., Blac"kpool. [1021

SIDECAR, stripped of upholstery, wants painting,
new hub and axle fitted; £4; offers.—Rout. Long

Sutton, Wisbech. [3973

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coven try.—Three models, £25,
£29 / 10, £32/10 Nothing on one wheel to

?qual- Lists free [0856

SIDECAR for Sale ofl Sunbeam, in good condition

;

£23.—J. Daborn, Cycle Agent, Guildford Ed.,
Lightwater, Bagshot. [3849

A.C. Chassis overhauled, ball bearing wheels, suit
2-seater bodv; £26.—L. A. Freeman, 10, Prince

St., Watford, Herts, [3761

NEW Bulbous Back Body Douglas Chassis, new tyre,
perfect condition, on Triumph; £13.—Thorpe, 22,

Colville Sq., Bayswater. [4555

MILLFORD Skiff, new 1920, upholstery, tyre, point
good, guaranteed no defects; £12.—Saselby, Stret-

ton-on-Dunsmore, Rugby. [3960

CANOELET Sporting Sidecar, model K4, Zenith fit-

tings, used once only, cost £24/10; accept £16
cash.-Brown, Kirbymoorside. [2573

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars: models
for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi

Sales, Ltd., 5. Victoria St.. S.W.I. [0829

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecars, 16gns. ; touring model,
£18; write for designs, satisfaction guaranteed.—

Willowbrook Sidecar Works. Leicester. [0335

NEW 1922 Paragon Folding Sidecar, offers, cost
£33/10 ; new sports Montgomery, cost 425,

offera.~391, King St., Hammersmith. [4553

SWAN Sporting Sidecar, as new, Scott colours ond
fitting, luggage carrier, eto. ; cost £30, take £22,

or ofler.—Young, Beausejour, Ryde, I. of W. [3844

COACHBUILT Torpedo Sidecar, folding grid, apron,
splendid condition, suit 3Y^h..p., 2^ih.p. ; £10,

offer.—108, Horseferry Rd., Victoria St., S.W.I. '[4378

FLOAT Sidecar, compllete cover, tube, unused

;

original price, 27 gns.; sacrifice £12.—Colonial
Motors, 104a, JTinchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [4875

£8.—Rennoc C.B. sporting sidecar, suit 3i^h.p,, jn
Dplendid condition, or exchange for larger aide-

car, suit 6h.p.—Price, 201, Staines Rd., Hounslow.
[4828

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

A BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can efTect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1 '2 -nrli

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
btlt length adjusteryetinvented, Savestime,
trouble & money. Saves the cost ofa new belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which p-otects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Phlipson Pulley gd.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOXS foradjustingtha
length ofyouroelt Inonesscond. Setof3,6d

" Never be wnthoul a box of Stanley Spares."
Price 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering
The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,003

miles—lid.
Our Goods are World-renownei! for thetr Reliability

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt.

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT, „Pt™f. „^ Bromley 806

The Book that describes

Clothing for the Motor
Cyclist, made by a
Motor Cyclist.

FOR A

WRITE

IRVINE
SMITH,
BUTTERSHAW,

BBADPOBD.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MILLS-inj!LFORiD (Light Touring Sidecar, l93!

very good coiKlition, suitable fur Triumpih,
£12.—Jones, 65, South Side, Cl'apham Common. [4^

COLLINS and Son lor Sidecars, new bulbous bi^
models complete with renovated underaltf

chassis, with fittings lor any machine, Irom £12/1^
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back coachbuil.
models, with renovated underslung chassis, Irom

£15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted
with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body, i

supplied w'ith fittings lor any machine, £18/10.—
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fullord Chassis, with*
'

bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with fit\,

tings for any machine ; £ 17 / 10.—Below.
'

'

j

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassia;",;^

repairs; ail work guaranteed; send for catalogue/.;

Open weekdays till 8,30, Sunday mornings till 1 .'

o'clock.—Below. ^
COLLINS and Son will take your present sidecar /

in part payment of any model; a few second-hand
sidecars in stock.—CoUins and Son, rear of 84. Hig4 '

St.. Putney. S.W. [6200
'

TORPEDO Sidecar, new, chassis, wheel and tyre,
.

also coach-built body and underslung chassis and
wheel; any offer considered.-28, Binrfield Rd., Clap-

ham, S.W. [4097

CANOELET coachbuilt sidecar, splendid condition,

28x3 tyre, suit Indian or Harley, all fitting's;

£10, cash returned if not satisfied.-Bos 2835, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [4003

-| Q20 2-seater sidecar, believed Sandham, hood, soreeu,
i-iy nearly new Dunlop, all in excellent condition, extra

strong chassis; £11, rear snip.—Whisstock and Linglev,
;

Woodbridge. 14451

NEARLY New Spring Wheel Middleton Light C.B.

sidecar, mileage 50; snip at £13/10.—Seen at

368, High Rd., Willesden Green, N.W. 'Phone:
Willesden 240. [3772

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves

garage worry and expenses. Attached to motor
will go through passage 28in. Tandem and eingie

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING* Sidecar. — When ordering your motor
specify a Kopley folder. Suits motors- up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to cominercial

in few seconds. Detachable wheels eah be fitted.

Tested 7 years.—Hopley. Upper Highgate St.. Birming-

ham. 10152

BANKRUPT Stock of Sidecar Chas:=is.—18 gn. brand

new chassis, including punc^tureproof tyre, £7/10;
also 2 £35 sidacars,- new, £16/10.—Liquidator, RustK:

Walk, Bourne, Farnham. [4579

KA BRAND New Chassis for Henderson, Harley,

O \I American X, New Imperial, Indian, etc., all

complete, new tyre, etc.; £12/15.—iRobini Mauufac-

turing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse HiH, Brixton. 'Phone

:

Brixton 1585. _ .
£4940

PEClAL Purchase.—Manufacturers' stock to be

cleared at unheard of prices (stock soiled). Com-
plete sidecars with coachbuilt body, tyre and fittings.

£11/10; coachbuilt bodies. £3/10; limited quantity;

cannot be repeated.—Bastones, 228, Peutonville Rd..

King's Cross, London, N.l. [7342

DORWAY Folding Sidecar, saves garage.. When
folded {10 seconds) combination passes throngfi

28in. doorway. Ordinary unnoticeable appearance

when open, no freakishness ; demonstration any time.

Send lor full description.—Retail agents, Frank Whit-
worth. Ltd.; 139. New St., Birmingham. [6064

PARAGON fpatent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has prcved itsell

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in doorway. Call and see it demonstrated-—Win-
cycle Co.. Ltd., 236,. High Holborn, W.Cl. [0388

TORNADO Aluminium Sidecars.—The last word in

sporting or touring sidecars. Vide 2'he Motor
Cycle 1921 Show Report :

" An aluminixun Zeppelin
type sidecar, a lovely thing in polished aluminium,
quite the most charmingly petite in the Show."
Complete, with chassis, £30; body only, £19.— Illus-

trated catalogue po&t free from Greenwood, 198, Maji-
chester Rd., Oldham. [8841

HELEN Sidecars, Helen Sidecars, More Barains.—
18 P. and M. outfit*, new bulbous-back bodies,

new tyres, mudguards, 'springe, etc., £12 each; 30
MilUord chassis, with new bodies, etc., as above, foi

"Triumph, B.S.A., Norton, etc., special fittings, £13/10
each; complete outfit lor Sunbeams, new bodies,

etc., £14; brand new lightweights, complete, £11/10;
James outfit, complete, £10; 2-seater outfits, £14
each,; brand new outfits complete for 4h.p. haachines,

etc., £14/10; 15 new bodies at £3/15 each; your
old outfit taken in part exchange; extended pay-
ments taken.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3,

Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixton 1585.
[4733

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
BliERIOT WHIPPET, L920, fully equipped, as new;

£62.-10, Baronsmead Rd., Barnes. [4453

S

34" All Ifetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1 .V. 192J. oiilj' done 600 miles, perfect, any tritil:

^ £60.-Wooll'. Camdea Kd., Iiiswicli. C3927

k/TORGAN de Luxe, 1922. good condition, licensed;
JX £140.—Main, 36, Parade, Leamington. [5818

690-—1921 Tamplin, all on, tax paid, any trial,

bought car.-Gandy, Skirsgiil, Penrith. [270C

|C|21 Garden 2-seater, speedometer^ lighting set;

L«/ £75.-159, Leytonstone Rd., Stratford. [4000

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-10h,p., air-cooled

or water-cooled to choice; immediate deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model. £185; water-cooled
model, £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3

peeds and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen,

imps, tools, jack, and pump included; trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or
motor cycle taken- part payment,,

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
Concessionnaire for the British Empire, Palmer's

iarage, Tooting. [4271

1020 A.V. Light Car, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, dickey;
Li? first cheque 42 gns.—67, Fernlca Kd.. Balham.

[4343
kTORGAN Runabouts; immediate delivery 1922.
JX models from stock; enquiries invited.—Moss, Wem.

[1957
ITORGAN, G.P. mag., exchange Hghfc car or sell

!»X first reasonable offer.-Durant, Bourne, Farnham.
[4578

LTORGAN, late 1920, M.A.G., Grand Prix, equipped,
M. taxed, perfect; ^126.—Claik, 7, Exhibition Rd..

.W.7. C3615

4 .C., splendid 2-seater, wheel steering, 5-6h.p., hood,

\. screen; only 49 gns.; exchange motor cycle. Easy
3rms.

"GIRLING 2-seater with tradesmen's carrier, good
JT tyres, drive away; 39 gns. Easy terms.

CTIOLETTE. splendid 2-seater, 6-8h.p., 4 speeds,

T hood, screen, lamps; 59 gns.; exchange motor
ycle. Easy terms.

atJMBERETTE, smart 2-seater, streamline body,
3.7h.p., 3 speeds, hood, screen ; 69 gns. ; ex-

hange inttor .cycle. Terms.

I 020 (June) Bleriot-W'hippet, beautiful 2-seater,

Lt/ 8-9h.p. Blackburne engine, hood, screen, lamps,
pare wheel; "79 gns,; exchange motor cycle. Terms.

I 022 Garden, almost new, 2-seater, 7h.p. twin,
Lv dynamo lighting; 89 gns.; exchange motor
ycle. Easy terms.

I Q21 Garden, lovely 2-seater, hood, screen, 5 lamps,
lU speedometer ; 79 gns. ; exchange motor cycle.

Sasy terms.-

^OTE Address : -^Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
-T Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phone:
,atchmere 4636. I[4764

£20.—Chassis, 3 and reverse shaft, differential,
wings, tyres, etc.—Clark, 18, Elsie Rd., East

>ulwich.
^

4;4096

EXCEPTIONAL 1921 G.N., dynamo lighting, spare
wheel, as new; ^120,-24, Balliol Rd.. North

Kensington. [4324

TIIAND Prix Morgan-Ja.p, W.C., equipiped and tax
J paid; £95.—Richardson, 24, Fostan Rd., Saltley.

linningham. [5686

W"EW 1921 Tamplin 8h.p., 2-seater, 3-speed, com-
.1 plete with hood and screen; £-105.—Snipe, 330,
Inston Rd, [4862

LTORGAN 1921 De Luxe, w.c, M.A.G., Lucas
*A dvnamo lighting, guaranteed perfect condition;
152.—Below.

ITORGAN 1915 De Luxe, w.c, J.A.P., complete,
tX good condition; £85.—Below.

LTGRGAN 1915, a.c. Sports, J.A.P. . exceptional
M. condition, guaranteed; £85.—Below.

4 .v. Monocar 1920 5h.p.. repainted, tax paid, elec-

i trie lighting, speedometer, etc. ; £67. Cash, ex-

hanges, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishops-
ate Av,. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0074
CHASSIS, 4i^h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-speed, counter-

ehalt, new tyres, good running, order ; £20.—Lam-
»ert. Whitwick. , ^ [3961

I Q21 G.N.. fully equipped, in first-class condition
L^ throughout, £150.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Heet St., London. [4686

MORGAN, A.C, thoroughly reliable; £78, or nearest
ofEfr. tax paid, all ou.—Adams, 66, Loughboro'

Pork. Brixton. S.W. [3886

GARDEN 2-seater, 1921, tip-top order; £50. or ex-

change with cash for twin combination.-—F.
kVildei-spin, Chatteris. [4722

I Q21-22 Garden 2-seater, hood, screen, electric, good
X»/ condition; £65.—Saunders, c/o Page and Gir-
ling, Melton. Suffolk. [4452

RICHARDSON 1921 8h.p., 4-speed, reverse,
equipped, excellent order; 85 gns.—Clark, 7,

Exhibition Rd., 8.W.7. ' [2185

MORGAN-J.A.P., a.c, Binks, lamps, hood, screen,
economical and reliable; trial any time; £70.—

Holmes, Slinfold, Sussex. [4130

FORWARD
BRITISH
PLUGS

Type M
Detachable

Mica Plug 5/

jWTAKE certain of plug
satisfaclionon thAloiEcst

runs by fitting a Forward
" Type V'M "— the. p'ug with
ihe de'achable mica insulator

which will never crack or

break—and whether you use
your machine for business or

touring, for solo or sidecar

work, you have the best

—

and therefore most economical
p ug which money can buy

F rward Fasteners tave
' achieved an enviable reputa-

tion all over thewor'd fr
their ' soundness in design,

workm->nship and reliability.

1/9 each, adiustable.

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, B'ham

AGAIN on 22-7-22

Mr. C. G. PULLIN
on a 750 cc. Douglas M/C, using the

gy/jpr-nJlV VARIABLE JET ATTACHMENT
^""oke furthei records, viz:

E|ying5nules at 89-5 m.p.h. Standing 10 rafles at
85 78 m.p.h., and algo won the 1,000 cc handicap at

86*5 m.p.h.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET TO
Sutton, Pocklington &

Johnson,

Ml, Clerkenwell Road, E.G.I.

PRICE 30/-

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN 1922 8h.p. J.A.P., TvateK'OoIed model,

fnlly eaiiipped and in ijerfect condition; £157/10.—
Kays^ 8, Bond St., Ealing. [4178

AERO Morgafn, 1922, speciaj emgine, Lucas dynamo
lighting, deck, speedometer, done 600; 200 gns.

-H. Rock. Cradley. Staffs. [3674

3-WltE7EJL CycJo Car, 2-seater, 2-speecI, take 2 any.

where, chains and tyres equal new,
£25.—May, Cemetery, Deal.

M0RGA^3'.—New 1922 Models
Uirkenhend Motor "U'orks,

Birkenhead. 'Phone : 2047.

tax paid;
];4&i2

in stock.—Agentfi.
Old Bideton Ed.,

[2389

ROVER 8h.p., single, 2-seater and dickey, smart
appearance, take 4 anywhere; £50; exchanges.—

12, Lesbourne R.d., Reigate. [4133

MORGAN", 1913, 8h.p. J.A.P.) discs, good condi-
tion throughout, tax paid to September; £50.

—

Stubbs, Rempstone, Loughborough. [4337

A.C. Sociable, hood, screen, lamps, perfect running
order, just overhauled and enamelled; £48.—

26, Lollard St., Kenaington Rd., S.E. [4810

HALIFAX.—1921 Coventry Premier 3-whee!er,
£157/10; 7-9h.p. 3-speed 3-wheeler. £69/10.—

Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [4725

MORGAN Bnnaboat, 1914 model, 8h.p. twin-cyl.

J.A.P. engine, fully equipped, hood, screen, lamps,
etc.; £55.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4661

MORGAN 1921, M.A.G. engine, A.C. tools and
acceseories, perfect condition throughout : £130.—

Njwbery and Sons, 27, Charterhouse Siiuacu. Lfrdon.
[2511

T.B. 1922, J.A.P., water-ccoled, S-lOh.p., 3-speed a.nd

reverse, han-dle start, maker's standard spccifica^

tion, shop-soiled; £175.^Maudes', Walsall Garage,
WaJsall. - [4720

1021 Morgan de Luxe, 8h.p., water-cooled J.A.P.,
M-Zf disc, speedometer, fine condition; £130.—^Hil-

lier, (side bell ) 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Ken-
sington. i[4312

GARDEN 1921 2-seater, electric and acetylene light-

ing, hood, windscreen, accessories, licence, ei
Calient condition; £65; exchanges.—63, Solon Bd.,
Brixton. [4363

COVENTRY Premier 4-wheeler, painted mauTe.
many extras, as new; £1*70, or exchange combina-

tion and cash.—James, c/o Eradmores, 182, Harrow Rd.,
Paddington. [4265

O-Seater 2-cylinder 2-stroke W.C. about 6li.p. Sporty^ little Runabout, wants overhaul. £35; also 8h.p.
Renault 2-seater, £105.—Hughes, Carlisle Rd., Haiap-
ton, Middlesex. [4086

"I Q 21 Coventry Premier 3-Wheeler, dynamo, Gpar«
-Lt/ wheel, dickey, speedometer, small mileage;
£145.—^Hillier, (side bell) 9, Wallingford Avenae,
North Kensington. [4311

1022 Morgan Popular, £150; Grand Prix, £180;
-l-«^8h.p. Rover, £220: in stock for immediate delivery;
easy payments only 4/^ extra.—The Premier Motor Oo.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0773

1 Q21 (Sept.) Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled magneto
-L«/ engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, dise, only rtb
1,500 miles; £150.—Hillier, (sidp bell) 9, Wallingford
Avenue, North Kensington. [4309

BAYLISS-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p. Model, 4-cyUiider
water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300

gns.; immediate delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt.
Portland St., London, W.l. [0736

HUMBERETTE 1914, a.-c, electric lighting, oT«r-
size tyres, overhauled, rebushed, worn gears re-

newed, repainted, taxed; £70, or offer.—Campbell, 20,
Addison Rd., Bedford Park, W.4. [4060

BLERIOT-WHIPPET, only run 420 miles, Lucas
dynamo lighting, spare wheel, speedometer; £105,

or exchange combination.—Hillier, (side bell) 9, Wal-
lingford Avenue, North Kensington. i[4310

A.V. 2-seater, late 1921, 2-speed and reverse, Mag-
dyno, speedometer, hood, screen; cost over £160;

mileage 2,500; accept £128.—Kinsey and Co., Ltd.,

350, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. I[4599

COVENTRY Premier 1921 3-wheeler, all on, many
extras, dynamo, spare wheel, finest value obtain-

able; £140, exchange combination and cash.—Jamea, 0/0

Brndmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [4284

1 O^l Cyclomobile 9h.p., friction drive, electric light;

Xt/ £70. Alsc sporting twin 2-stroke runabout;
£45. Cbeap motor cycle considered part payment.—
Ashburnham, Litchfield Rd.. Sutton, Surrey. ![43a3

A.O. 3-wlieel cycle car, watertight magrteto. 2-speed

and clutch, hood, windscreen, side door, wheel

steering, good tvres, complete with lamps : £30 ;
pent

carriage paid.—Box 2832, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4004

MORGAN-J.A.P., just overhauled, painted, good all

round, hood, screen, lamps, any trial, no

dealers, stored 4 years, mechanically sound; £80.

genuine.—M., 41. Hickiing Rd., Ilford, Essex. [4101

COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeled super runabout.

8h.p water-cooled, spare wheel, dynamo, fully

insured, etc.; £230. Motor cycles, etc., taken m part

exchange; instalments if desired.—Frank "nitwortn_

Ltd 139. New St.. Birmingham. [6063

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a 4.1
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
-| Q21 Garden 2-seater, electric lighting, tyres per-
J-iJ lect, hood, screen, perfect oi;<ier; £70; your
present motor cycle taken in pdtt paymenff.—Homac's,
243, Lower Crapton Rd., N.E. Dalsfon 240S. [4646

1 Q21 Bleriot Whippet, reverse ^ear, speedometer,
Xt7 electric Hghf, spare whe^l, m absolutely per-
fect condition; 88. gns.; exchanges or deferred.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[4050
-|Q20 Mpjgan de Luxe, 8h.p. w.c. J.A.P., fully
JL*y equipped, Iamps» horn, tools, speecgjrneter, discs,

etc., tax paidf; £13Q,—H^mac's, Morgan Servfce Depot,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Datston 2408.

[4645
KQ GNS., exchange.—1919 Carden 2-seater, ready^ t7 for a iMVLT, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, kick-start,
disc wheels. Screen, hood, any examination, trial.-—

Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. [3610

BRAND new 8h.p. Coulson 2-.seater, 3-speed, hood,
screen, D.A. lighting, Smith's clock, speedo-

meter, taxed, absolute bargain; £105, solo combina-
tion parti~27, Wandle Rd., Wandsworth Common,
8.W.17. [4905

y|Q GNS., exchanges a speciality.—1919 A.V.
•ixi/ Monocar, 6li.p., hood, screen, electric light,

disc wheels, smart. Many other cars at bargain
prices.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
Sydenham 2452. .

i[100l

REYNOLDS Runabout, in perfect condition, a-seoter,

2-6troke engine, 2rspeed gear, kick-starter, Ducket
-seats, as new, with tool kit; makers' price 75 gns.;
Qur price 55 gns. only ; come and test it.—C. Duncan
and Co., 16, Little Portland St.. London. [1272

A.S. Monocars, J.A.P. engines, 2 speeds, dickey,
fighting, windscreen, painted red with black mud-

guards, fast, reliable, sporty appearance; prices £50
to £70; also lOh.p. Blackburne A.V. Runabout, 3-

speed and reverse, aluminium body^ £130; exchanges
considered,—A.V. Specialist, 103, Castelnau, Barnes.

[4454
COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, brand new. 8h.p..

dynamo lighting, speedometer, free insurance, etc.,

£230; with seU-starter, £250; also Rover Bh.p.
standard, £220; Model de Luxe, £245; any motor
cycle or car taken in part exchange; best firlces

allowed. Immediate attention uiK>n full particulars.

Distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone. Any make
supplied. Authorised agents, also for B.S.A., Singer,

Swift, Calcott, Bean, Humber, etc. Easiest of easy

payments arranged. — Wilkins, . Simpson, oppdsibe
Olympia, London. 'Phone : Hammersmith 238. \^5^L

Spare Parts : -'

MORGAN Spare Parts from Stock ; trade supplied.—
Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.. W.l. [«^ ,

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all models
from stock. List free.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16,

Bishopsgate At.,
Avenue 5548.

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

[0075

TAXI.COMBINATIONS AND CABSr
CODNTY 8h.p. B.3.A. Sidecar Taxis, as lic^sed

throughout the country.—Write for full particu-
lars. County Cvcle and Motor Co., " Originators," 300,
Broad St., Birmingham. [2510

CARS FOR SALE.
DE DIETRICH 90h.p. Racing 2-seater. dynamo;

£65.-8, Crowhurst Rd., London, S.W.9. [4695

LATE 1921 8h.p. Rover Car, condition brand new;
£155.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[4318
2-SEATER Car. water-cooled, tax paid; f65, eschnnge

motor cycle.—Derrett. Oni'ell Rd., Clacton-on-Sea.
[3928

LANCHESTER 6-cylinder Landaulet, over 20 m.p.g.
guaranteed; £85.—77, Acre Lane, London, S.W.

[4694
G.W.K. 2-seater 1914, exrellent condition, licensed,

insured; 110 gns.—15, Clarendon Rd., Margntp
[3901

6h.p. 2-seater. modern, part exchange 4-fieater or motor
scooter.—Potter, 34, Lancaster Rd., South Nor-

wood. ' [3840

ROVER Cars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220: early
deliverv.-Godfreys', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [0350

SUNBEAM 15.9h.p. 1913 5-seater. most reliable;
' £125 ; tax paid.—-IVIrs. Lord, 39, Baytree Rd.,

Brixton, S.W. [4696

TST'EST Norwood! 60 cars, absolute bargains, list
I free, exchanges.—Douglas S. Cox, Lansdowne,

West Norwood. [1932

ROVER Cars.—The famous 8h.p. model in stock,
£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co,.

275, High St.. Acton. London. [0761

1 Q 20 Emscote 2-3-seater as new, Lucas dynamo
-t */ lighting, tax paid ; £ 130 ; exchange.—Rhind
ind Co., Stone Place, Rusholme. [3995

HUMBER Car. 5h.p., single-cylinder engine, in
sound order, taxed; £35; exchange good lathe.

—Rout, Long Sutton, Wisbech. [3975

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; d3230:
immediate deliverv; rash or deferred payments.—

Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

BASTONES
Established i6 years.

JVo better or Cfiecfp r House

26X2i

26X23

24X2 Clincher de Luxe, Junior ,. 17/6
Ditto, ex-Heavy 21/-

24 X 2i Hutchinson, T.T„ Rubber Stud 21/6
/ Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 22/-
Spencer IVIoulton, Sq. ribbed 18/6
Spenctr IVfoulton, St. Stud, ex-Heavy 24/-

Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 24/6
Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 24/-
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Hdavy .

.

27/-
Michelin, Semelle Steel Stud 25/-

' Rom Colnbinatidn . . . , ; 37/-

( Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 24/-

J Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 25/-

I

Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 25/-
v Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy 26/-

(Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

,

36/-
Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy 36/-
D6minion,U5coRubber,noo-skid,Heavy25/6
Dominion, Corrueated. H^vy 28/6
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud .... 28/6
Midland, Ribbed, Heavy 30/-
Kutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

55/3
'Bergougnan„3-ribbed, Heavy 23/-
Goodn'ch, Safety Tread 35/-
Midland, Rubber Non-skid, Heavy .. 28/-
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 26/8

26x2l i Spencer Mouiton, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 22/6
Michelin, Fine Ribbed 20/-
Spencer Moulton, Steel Stud 25/-
Skew, Rubber, Non-skid 30/-
.Englebert (Wired Edee) 25/-

26X 3 Midland, Ribbed, ex-Heavy 35/-

fGoodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .. 38/6

630X63 1 Clincher Dreadnought 36/-

\ Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy 35/*
/clincher, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 47/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

48/-

n V »n -1 Goodyear, All Weatter 52/-
' Super Chain. ex-Heavy 42/.

Clincher, Fine Ribbed 44/-

Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

61/-

/ Midland, 3-Ribbed, ex-Heavy 37/-

Goodyear, All-Weather Tread, ex-Heavy 50/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .... 44/-

Ftresfone, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 44/-

Portage, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 40/-

I

Federal, Rubber non-Skld, ex-Heavy 40.'-

Clin6her De Luxe, ex-Heavy 40/-

( Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy 50/-
' Hutchinson, SujJer Studded, ex-Heavy 64/3

TUBES,
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox.

24x2 and 24X2} each 4/3

26X2I and 26x2^ each 5/8

700X80, 28x3 and 650x65 each 7/6
Goodyear Butted 28 X 3 each 7/6

Tfie above New Clearance Cavers and Tubes are sent on
approved against remittance CARRIAGE PAID.

HOURS—9 till 6 : Saturdays 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road.
King's Cross, London, N.l.

'Phone ; 24S1 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.

70'

Preserve your

Cylinder,

Withstands heal,

petrol, and oU.

Tins 1/2 and 2/..

post free

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd..

HULL, England.

ALL-WEATHER RIDERS.
When making calls do not leave yofir saddle exposed to

SUMMER SHOWERS.
Safeguard your Health by Fitting the

ALLDRY SADDLE COVER.
No interference pillion or baggage. Fits any width
carrier and is compact, neat, foolproof, Price 8/- (post
paid). Illustrated particulars iree. Immediate delivery.

COVER. 25, Deyncourt Gardens, UPMINSTER.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage, TootiDg.—£35 down and 12

monthly* payments £5 s'ecures smart 12-15h.i).
Panhard landa^le^, runs well,

PALMER'S Qatage, Tooting.—£l25 down and 12
nionthly payments £lO secures modern 12-15h.p,

Swift torpedo tourfng car, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£20 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat

light van.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8/10 secures Piccard-Pictet

% landaulet, cfynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£150 cash secures
modern 15.9h.p. Napier 30-cwt.- covered van,

solids. ,

PALMER'S Garage, Tqoting.r-£90 ca^sh secures
modern I0-l2h.p. Belsize light *4-seateT, mono-

bloc eiigine^ gate change.

PALMER'S . Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
EiOnthly payin^nts £10 secures 30h.p. Berliet

touring car, small six.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£75 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures 16-20h.p. modern

Wolseley' touring car.

PAUPER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12*
monthly payments £8 secures excellent Sheffield-

Simplex % landaulet, 6 cylinders.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 15h.p. Maxwell

sporting 2-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat

cab landaulet, 4 speeds, runs well.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—10-12h.p. Alcyon;
sports 2-seater, dickey, 4 cylinders, runs excep-i

tionally well; £120.

PALMER'S Garage, 187-199, High St., Tooting,;
will accept your old car or motor cycle as part

:.

payment for any car in stock. For cash price deduct i

10% from above totals. [4277_-

DIXIE 25h.p. 7-seater, 1914 model, very fast, over
^

^ 60 m.p.h. ; ^125; property of airman ordered
overseas.—52, Strathleveu Rd., Brixton, S.W. 2. i[4693

;

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash, deferred paymentB A%

extra.-RatcUHe Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W.l.
t0729 .;

STUDEBAKER-FLANDERS Touring Car, fully

"

equipped, tax paid, new tyres, any trial; £45.—
Ward, South-Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey."

[4543
0195.~Singer, late model, 2-stroke, lighting, start-

CTii" ing, tyres new, tax paid.—Herbert, 35, Cochi'ane
St., St. John's Wood, N.W.8. "Phone: Hampstead
4505. [4079
8h.p. single-cylinder Rover 2-seater, 3 speeds, re-

verse, new covers all round, in running order;
bargain, £23.-8, Half Moon Lane, Heme Hill.

-

S.E.24. [2739

"

CO\rENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler. . water-cooled,

"

hood, screen, spare wheel, dynamo lighting •
'

£135.—Relief Motor Co., Ltd., Cleveland St., Wolver-
hampton. [3797;

MERCURY 1920 2-seater and dickey, dynamo light-
ing, new condition, many refinements; £170, or

terms.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.
Middlesex. [47^

ROVER 8h.p. 1921, as new all throush, speedometij
iind many -extras; £165, or exchange combinati('

and cash.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Ri
Paddington. i;42J

HALIFAX.-1922 B.S.A., Calthorpe, Coventn
Premier, Lagonda, and Rhode; latest models";

cash or exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St,, Halifax. [4726

£150.—Mercedes Limousine 30h.p. (live axle), body
by Rothschild, mechanically sound, good hire

car.—Herbert, 35, Cochrane St., N.W.8, 'Phone;
Hampstead 4505. [4081'

ROVER Be Luxe, June,. 1922, absolutelv as neiVri
side curtains, etc. ; cost £270, sacrifice £2lCi

paint-ed peacock blue.—James, c/o Bradmores, 48^
Harrow Rd., Paddington. [428

A.B.C. 1922' Sports Car, dynamo lighting, sparl
wheel, electric horn, mileage negligible, ua^

scratched, new; £252/10, or exchange motor cyclea
—51. Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [412ff

£250;|
- i. Dtf

ferred payments arranged. From Agents and Show
rooms, 222, Gt. Portland St. Museum 2271. [16Sf

1 Q22 Buckingham Ten, dynamo, spare wheel™
-i-*? dickey, unlicensed and unused, unable to takg
delivery; will sacrifice deposit £10 or best offer.^i^
Andrews, Manor Farm House, Dry Sandford, Abing,
don. [26^

ROVER Car, 1922. 8h.p. standard, new in June, bai
l>aid till 1923, not done 200 miles, conditi63

better than new; a genuine bargain, accept ^197/ll
for quick sale.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympic
London. [4539

G.N., 1922, Touring, £225; AU-Weather, _
fully equipped; inspection and trial invited.

a42 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issi
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CARS FOR SALE.
DE MARCAY lOh.p. 2-seater, 5 detachable wheels, I

tyres almost new, dynamo lighting, one ol the

bpsfc cars of its class; cost £280 recently; Bacrifice

£110 immediate sale; seen Ijondon.—Box 2836. c/o
The Motor Cycle. [4017

OAA GNS.—Exceptionally Smart 1918 Touring Car,
/^ V V 20,lh.p., Meteor lighting, starting, detach-
able rims. This car has had very little use, smaller

car entertained.—Herbert, 35, Cochrane St., St. John's
Wood, N.W.a. 'Phone: Hampstead 4505. [4080

G.N., touring, dynamo lighting, 5 detachable whee"
full equipment, tyres unpunctured, ex works

August, 1921, first registered and used this year,

paintwork unscratched, tax paid to December; sacri-

fice £135.—Tellord Garage. 47, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
[4016

TRUMBULL 191-7, smart little 2-seater, 4-cylinder,

llh.p., good tyres, fast, powerful, economical,
guaranteed perfect, all accessories ; trial any time

;

bargain, ^690.—Stepney Garages, 77, Salmon Lane,
Commercial Rd,, Stepney. 'Phone : East 4542.

C4217

LE ZEBRE, 4-cylinder, water-cooled, 4 speeds,
dynamo lighting, 5 lamps, electric starter, 5 de-

tachable wheels with spare tyre, 2-seater English body
with hood and screen, brand new; £225; payment out
of income if desired.—Vandys, Ltd., 40, Albemarle St.,

W.l. 'Phone Gerrard 488. [3822

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.0.4, for

easy terms. .'Phone: Holborn 5777. [7218

ROBERTSONS .Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
could not be simpler.

—

157b;' Gt. Portland St.,

W.l [7375

HALIFAX.—£7/10 deposit and 10/- weekly buys
motor cycle or combination; price £32/10. Get

full list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-
fax . [4724

ANT make of cycle or any combination completelv
equipped; licensed, insured on 12, 15, 18 months'

pztended payments system.—Write for particulars,
Rideezi Sales, Ltd., 5. Victoria St., S.W.I. [0830

2

ENGINES.
JEW 8h.p. -T.A.P. engine, for oar or cycle, A.C. : £24.
—26, Highbridge St., Waltham Abbey. [4269

3,h.p. 2-stroke T.D.C., nearly new. with magneto;
4 £6.—Rex, Middle St., Taunton. [4244

J.A.P. Engine, 5h. p., 1919, perfect order; ilO.

—

Hubbard,- 10, Bridge St., Dunfermline. [4279

3ih.p. 1913 P. and M., perfect condition, very com-
2 plete; £3/15.—15a, Park St., Gloucester. [3799

4h.p. Douglas Engine, complete with magneto car-
buretter, etc., £12.—M., Cleave House, IJpavon,

Wilts. [3757

NEW 5h.p. J.A.P; engine with Edmund spring frame,
almost complete; £30.-26, Highbridge St., Waltham

Abbey. £4270

TRIUMPH Engine, No. 50743, Sturmey-Archer gear,
wants assembling; £16.-25, Ravensbourne Rd.,

Catford. [4159

P.
and M. Engines, ^4/10; overhauled and com-
pleted, ^6 / 10 : spares.—7, Hereford Rd., Bays-

water. [6104

31h.p. Minerva, mechanical inlet, overhauled, mag-
2 neto, Senspray; SO/-.—Thomson, 59, London

Rd., Croydon, Surrey. [3859

33.h.p. Minerva eiigine, mechanical valves, 50/-;
4k Kerry ^'vlindsr, automatic, new, 12/6.—Nasli, 80,

Cotterell Rd., Surbiton. [3872

SPARE Parts for Villiers, Blackburne, and A.B.C.
engines from stock; trade supplied; write for spare

list.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [4779

THE Broler 3V2h.p. 2-stroke stands supreme for
workmanship and efficiency. Unequalled at the

price of £10/15, which includes cast aluminium silencer,
magneto chain case, chain, and sprockets.

FRAME to suit, built ol Brampton fittings and 12
and 14 gauge tubing; price complete with stand

and tubular carrier, £4/17/6; order early for quick
delivery.—Broler Motors, Narborough, Leics. [3328

CHALMERS 6-cyl. Engine, first-class condition, fitted
with carburetter, flywheel, and fan, £20 ; also

quantity of spare pavts belonging to same car for dis-

posal, cheap.—Harley, 246, Battersea Bridge Rd., S.W.
[4863

ENGINES.—500 2^h.p. 2-stroke, manufactured by
Coventry car maker, 70 mm. bore, 70 mm. stroke,

toller bearing big eiid, floating gudgeon pin, com-
plete with exhaust pipe and release, brand new and
first-class workmanship, standard design; £6/10
•RCh; trade enquiries invited.—Marriott and Co., Key
Hill, Birmingham. [4486

HEPPELTHWAITES.—Another good deal. J.A.P.,
J.A.P., J.A.P. Bh.p., brand new, all spares in

tock; £5,000 worth to dispose of. Complete 8h.p.
J.A.P.'s, less flywheels and timing covers, £10, all

ew parts. We- cannot repeat when these are sold
•ot; second-hand engines, SVah.p. Triumph, £5, fins
eWpped; 4-cyliiider F.N., £5; 5h.p. N.S.U., £4/15;
ftlio 5h.p. J.A.P. spares. Send for list; enclosa stamp.
—17-19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.
Thone: 1958 Brixton. [3621

rMAUDE RUBBER Col
68, PRAED STREET, W. 2.^^—— 4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION

FREE
WITH ALL ORDERS OVER 40/-

WE INCLUDE A 5- APOLLO PLUG.

and our Special Mail Order Dept. dispatch all good!

immediately on 7 days' apprcval against cash.

HOURS.~9-7. Sat. 9-6.

24X2i
26X2

26X2i

26X2}

Continental. Chain-Td 21/6

Englebert Passenger. Heavy . 17/6

Avon Ribbed. Heavy 17/6

Wood-Milne Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-

Dunlop Rubber-studded. Hvy. 27/6

Firestone Safety. Ex. Heavv. 28/6
Hutchinson T.T. Heavy 23/-

Avon. 3 -Ribbed Heavy 22/6

Michelin Comb. Ex Heavy . . 20/-

Dunlop Rubber-stud . Ex.Hvy 36/6
Clincher do Luxe. Ex.Hvy... 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber-stud. Hvy 26/6

Dunlop R/S. Heavy 30/-

26X2^X21 Palmer Cord. Heavy 28/6

Goodyear Diamond 38/6
Clincher de Luxe. Heav>' . . . 28/6
Kempshall Anti-skid. Heavy. 27/6
Dunlop Heavy. Rubber Stud 45/-
Dunlop. Extra Hvy. R/S 53/-
Dunlop. R/S. Heavy. 32/-

Hutchinson Passenger. Ex.Hvy 27/6
Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 30/-

Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Stud 40/-
Kempshall Anti-Skid. Heavy 18/6
Firestone, Rubber N/S 42/-
Goodyear Diamond AU-wthr. 49/6
Goodrich, Safety 45/-

Portage, Super Ex. Heavy . . . 43/-
FederaL Ex. Heavy 43/-
Avon, 3-Ribbed Heavy .... 32/-
Avon. Extra Heavy 36/-
Dunlop S. studded. Light Car 35/-

Dunlop. Grooved.. Light Car 37/6
Avon Comb. Extra Heavy.. 40/-
American Rib-Stud. Heavy. 21/6
Palmer Cord 32/6
Rodace Sq. Td. Ex. Hy.Lt.Car 42/6
Maude. Super Ex. Heavy . . . 45/-
Goodyear Diamond '.

. . . 52/6
Midland 3-Rib. Light Car . . . 45/-
Goodrich Safety. Light Car 45/-

Dtinlop Magnum 50/-

Tubes. Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon

—

26"x 2", 2i", 2g" and 2^* 5/6 each
26X 28X 650 & 700 6/6

RUBBER H IP-BOOTS.
10/6 per pair.

Guaranteed watertight. Postage t/3.

26x2!

26x3

28X2i
28x3

650x65

700x8

^k #*

v:e.s:
MSea^OKl® gETT

FOR MOTOR CYCLES
PRICES «. ILLUSTRATED

BOOKLET ON APPLICATION.

ILLUSTRATED ADVERTISEMENT
APPEARS FIRST ISSUE OF EACH MONTH. I

VALE ENGINEERING SYNDICATE,
8/1 1. brown's BUILDINGS, ST MARY AXE. E.C.3.

f

TOP RAIL
TOOL BOX.
AGAIN REDUCED

10/- Post Paid.

REQ. SAMSON
Ladywood Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
Send tor List

ENGINES.
WHATEVER Type ot Engine you require, we can

supply, new or second-hand. Special bargains :

brand new Coventry Premier, pattern 1915, 4h.|> .

£12/10; 3'/.;h.p. Premier, 1913, £9/15; 3'/2h.p. Rudgu
with magneto and carburetter, £12/15: 2%h.p. Cai-
cott, £6/10.—Forfield Motors, ForBeld Place. Leam-
ington Spa. [4B1J

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

BARGAIN

IN Magnetos can be secured from the Marble Arch
Motor Exchange.

OKA Motor Cycle Magnetos to be cleared. Sea
«/y V below.

PLEASE note our stock consists of genuine Motor
Cycle Magnetos, all variable ignition, and guaran-

teed not converted or reconstructed aeroplane starter

mags.

WE guarantee we can supply, you a magneto cheaper
than anyone.

SINGLE-OYL. Anti-clock, M-L, 45/-: Splitdorf. 35/-:

C.A.V., 38/-; U.H., 35/-; Berling, 30/-; Dixie,

large type, 30/-; all above suitable for Triumph,
B.S.A., etc. Below.

SINGLE-CYL. Clock, C.A.V., 38/-; Dixie, 30/-;

Berling, 30/-. Below.

I QA° Anti Clock, C.A.V., 38/-; Splitdorf, 35/-;
-LOl/ Dixie, 30/-. Below.

-1 OA° Clock, Thomson Bennett, 38/-; C.A.V., S7/6;
10V Splitdorf, 35/-.—Below.

A(i° 50°, 65°. Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf, or Dixie;

4:/v hundreds of others in stock. All guaranteed and

sent on approval against cash.—Marble Arch Motor

Exchange. 135, Edgware Rd.. W 2 'Phone :
PadJ_

789. 'Grams: Archmotex, Padd.. London. \_illb

rpHE Centra] Ignition Works

TjlOR Magnetos,

A LL Guaranteed 12 months.

BOSCH for Triumph, B.S.A., P. and Jt.. etc., £3/10:

M-L for Triumph, B.S.A , P. and M., etc *3

Bosch twins, all max^hines, all dj^srees. *3/ 10 ,
Rut-

hard?, late type, specially designed for Douglas £3^/^,

Thomson-Bennett twins, all machines, ,*2/V/6, motor

rvcle Vulcanising sets complete, 7/6; all magnetos en-

doVedwaferp^f; carriage, l/6.-The Central fen.tion

Works, 14, Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London. S^W

Tel.: Brixton 2W. '-^°'"

(BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

AGNETO Factors and Repairers.

* LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

OSCH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignition; £3/5.

L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition;

£3/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single or twin, enclosed

waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees; 4.2/15

each.

mHOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single or twin,

X enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition, all de-

grees; £3/10.
. . ,,

A. v., single or twin, enclosed waterproof, variable

ignition: £2/15.

TJTHARDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/5 each.

ERLING, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/5.

SPLITDORF, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/5.

IXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able ignition; £2.

ANY of the above single-cylinder magnetos can be

supplied with the special long driving spindle,

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and bass

plates, ready to be immediately fitted; sprockets

can be supplied if required. Please state make ol

engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE We guarantee all our magnetos for

12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

ALL Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto to

us for quotation. It will pay you. We can

despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, it required,

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

QPECIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 27.

Stockwell Rd.. London, S.W. (1 min. from Stock-

well Underground Station). T.A. : Ignitionao, Clap-

road. London. Tel. : Brixton 2841. [2717

B
M

C

B^

D^
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
XT.B. I. Co.

TT.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares

stocked.

.B. Speci
fixing to Triumph.

XT.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete for

T>.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

/^.A.Vr New, twin and single, cloclt and anti; £3.

"pvIXIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

TT.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

TT.B. will take your old machines in part payment.

H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,

on approval against cash, or through The Motor

Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co.. 78, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill,

London. 'Phone : Brixton 610. [0694

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,
spares, and repairs.

MOTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality magnetos
now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos.

BOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos.
Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-

ley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
spark at all engine speeds, makes your engine a real

live engine, give you easy starting, smooth and rapi'l

acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
sumption with increased power; price only £5 each,

postage 1/6 extra ; a 12 months' written guarantee
sent out with each magneto. We give you satisfaction
or refund cash.

PLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin
ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;

therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to_ be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes: "Magneto to
hand; many thanks for prompt despatch, satis-

factory in every way; will recommend to my friends."

ZENITH Owner writes :
** Since fitting magneto have

completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;
will certainly recommend these magnetos,"
REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days* ap-

proval against cash per return on receipt of
your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied ; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner ? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother running, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas ? Then send for a
latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch ZA2 magneto
now, price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.

end M.'s, with 1 2 months' guaranteed service, price
£SJ10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest enclosed
waterproof type (not converted starters), ready to

fit on 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, with
12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage
1/6.

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all

your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting
pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs ? Fit a
Bosch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write, call,

or 'phone for terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see it,

we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like new,
no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours if

urgent, and return it with a written 12 months'
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
can lend you another free of charge. We could not
make these offers if we were not certain of the quality

of our work.

YOtJR old magneto will b^ equivalent to new at a
low cost. Send us your defective magnetos now.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 28. Bateman's
Row. E.C.2. "Phone : London Wall 4570. (One

minute from Brown Bros.) [2756

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

C.A.V. Single or Twin, clock or anti, 50/-; Thom-
son-Bennett ditto, 52/6; Bosch D.A.L. ditto, 60/-.

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L's, Coventry, suitable
for stationary engines, 35/-; variable ignition,

10/- extra.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cylinder, clock or anti.
£4/10; fully guaranteed; on approval against

:ash.

¥7ALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
V ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. [0698

NEW 4-cylinder magnetos, Heco and Dixie ; £3
each.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [4432

"IT'S A GRAND BUS."
" When I sent you my order I was doubtful of a little

22 H.P. Douglas doing 55 m.p.b.—your guaranteed

speed ; she actually touches 60 m.p.h.," writes J. R. L.

You'll be siuT)rised if you place your order with me
for my Special Model Douglas. It is fitted with
Zoom ! Zoom ! ! Exhaust System, Tony Combined
Aluminium Footboards and Footrests, Special

Radiated Pistons, Twin Rings, Alloy Valve Caps,

Barrel Valve Springs, and guaranteed to do 55 m.p.h.,

and it does it. Price £69 lOS., deUvered anywhere.
Extended payments over twelve months if desired.

ZOOM < ZOOM ! !

The most efficient exhaust sj^tem in

burnished nickel or copper, expansion
chamber ^^ times the capacity of the

cylinder. No back pressure, no
" crackle," just an inoffensive Zoom-
ing. Adds £10 to the appearance of any
Douglas. Price 30/- copper, 33/6 nickel.

THE CORAM RADIATED PISTON
gives more power, less friction, keeps

the engine cooler, bearings last longer,

increases revs, at least 1,000, ozs.

lighter than any other piston. Com-
plete with twin rings and gudgeon,

14/6 each.

THE TONY PATENTED COMBINED
FOOTBOARD AND FOOTREST.

Beautifully made in burnished aluminium with ser-

rated footgrip and solid rubber footrest in ideal

position, greatly improves the appearance of your
mount, and is practically unbreakable and always
tidy. Price 30/- per pair.

Any Spaie tor Douglas or Williamson sent by return.

Apart from my large stock I am right on the spot.

Bepaiis, including complete renovating, enamelling
and plating, in seven days.

140, VICTORIA STREET. BRISTOL.
Tel, 3792. Official Douglas Agent.

Tnnks any
«liap6"to order.

Repairs and re-

enamelling
from 15/6,
I llnst-rated
List frea

jfluCREEN Water «,, Off C^

AaxlUary
;

tanki, with :

aiUr, tap, T "
plec«, piping,
olipi, com-
plete, ftlways

ui atqi^,. 1

EWm

IGNITION, LIGHTING. ETC.
MAGNETO repairs and spare parts, all types.—R. J.

Lovelock, 151, High St., Itchen, Bouthampton.
[3915

EELIANCE "Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest

London Repair Depot), for repairs ana mag-
netos.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with ft

12 months' written guarantee against all defects.

TJELIANCE test every magneto alter repair, under
J-*' all running conditions, and as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-

tation in placing your orders with us.

RELIANCE stock spares for all makes. Special
line, genuine platinum screws f01^ all types, 12/-

per pair. Magneto work of every description is car-

ried out solely on our premises. We are, therefore,
enabled to give you quicker and more efficient ser-

vice at the right price.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
charge upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may bo
certain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.0.1.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new and
second-hand magnetos. See following list.

THOMSON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand new,
any degree, enclosed waterproof, variable; 55/-.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type single or twin,
enclosed, waterproof, variable, suit Harley,

Indian, etc.; £3/10.

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Light-
weights; 55/-.

E.I.C. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable foT

Triumph, B.S.A,, or any Lightweight; £3.

BOSCH, type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable,
latest pattern; ideal for Douglas, 2-^4li.p- and

4h.p.; £4.

BOSCH D.A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, any
degree, suitable for Indian, Harley, etc.; ^£4/10.

FELLOWS new magnetos always in stock, any de-
gree for any engine; also a large selection of

second-hand magnetos, all makes.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely that same is in good order at time of sale,

but a plainly written statement that we guarantee
each machine against all defects for a period ol 12
months. This, we maintain, justifies us in charging
a few shillings more than certain of our competi-
tors.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their
works to see any of the above on test. Mag-

neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon applica-
tion. It will pay you to deal witli a firm of repute.—Reliance Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St.

John St., Lon-don, E.C.I. Tel.: Clerkenwell 4290.
T.A. : Remagco. Isling, London. [9816

BOSCH and M-L Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6; vari-
able ignition, guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.,

Croydon. [4185

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-
tooth stocked.—Ridington, 202-4, Southampton

St., Camberwell. [3584

K.L.G. W.D. Plugs, 4 for 2/6, postage 9d., value
unprecedented; money returned if dissatisfied.—

Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolverhampton. [8185

NEW C.A.V. Accumulator Ligihrting Set, comjp-lete"

with switchboard and dimming switch ; cost-

£3/10; offers.—Box 2863, c/o Tht Motor Cycle.
[4941

ACCUMULATORS. — Quality right; price right;
write for list; trade supplied.—Adams Bros..

(Longton), Ltd., Accumulator Manufacturers, Longton,
Staffs. 11284

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter.,
what condition, provided complete, ior 30/-; 24

hour service.-Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,

Ealing, W. [4838

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 55/- each nett.—

Leslie Dixon and Co, (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial Av.,
Minories, E.l. [0760

MAGNETOS Overhauled and Repaired from 15/- to

35/-; returned as new in 2 days and guaranteed
for 12 months.—Turner Bros., Magneto Repair Ser-

vice, Summerseat, Manchester. [3824

MOTOR Cycle Dynamo Lighting Sets (Wattilite),

head and tail lamp, accumulator, dynamo, and
drive, brand new; our price £6/10, list price £16.—
H. W. Turner, 259, War-wick Rd., Kensington, W.14.
'Phone: Western 946. [2699

THE London Magneto Repairing and Winding Co.,

Ltd. (Managing Director, S. T. Boon), contrac-

tors to H.M. Govermnent, and oflacially apipointea

by the R.A.C. Magneto repairs of every dscription;

all repairs at lowest possible prices, and strictly

guaranteed. We can mostly return them within 24

hours. We have several new and second-hand sm^Ic^

and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—

78 Hajnpstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I. 'Phoner?

Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Ensroad, Londo^ '

a44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Misleading Comments on the
Pastime.

OUR
attention is frequently drawn to the

fact that several daily and weekly lay

newspapers are in the habit of publisliing

motor cycle notes which are misleading

to an extreme. The humorous faux
pas so often poted in our " Current Cliat,"

columns are not primarily referred to; the mi-

fortunate errors are those of exaggeration and
the lack of a proper sense of perspective -on the

part of the writer.

To ,;iame one instance only, a motor cycling

correspondent to a daily paper remarked that

the small number of failures in a certain trial

on Kop Hill was surprising. Now, as many of
our readers know, it is really surprising that

any machine should fail at all on the acclivity

in question, which is " a second gear climb "

of the most typical variety ! Ignorant .state-

ments such as these are common; every week we
have instances pointed out by readers.

Again, our great national dailies tend too
much to be actually London dailies ; and in

their motor cycle notes this is particularly

apparent. They lack knowledge of the
respective values of trials, races, etc., and take
it for granted that an event within easy reach
of the Metropolis is necessarily more important
than one in, say, Yorkshire or Wales, and
consequently accord it undue prominence.

The Motor Cycle has always endeavoured,
and we venture to think with every success, to

avoid misleading impressions of this kind

;

North Country and Midland events irrespective
of distance fall within our regular scope. It

is regrettable therefore that the non-motor
cycling public should be misled in any way as
to the respective importance of events whether
they are held North, South, East, or West,

simply on account of the fact that, by reason
of environfnent, the London newspapers single

out " local " events for special attention in their

motor cycle notes.

In the Rain.

FOR a great many people, the first sign of
rain turns motor cycling from a pleasure
into a penance. This should not be; and,
in view of the discouraging weather of

June and July, the comment may be
worthy of greater emphasis.

Actually when dark clouds promise' to mar yet

another week-end, the keen motor cyclist feels

glad that he is a motor cyclist. He knows,
especially if he is a city dweller, that his machine
will save him from being compelled to spend his

precious leisure hours indoors. He simply wraps
up well in oilskins and wailers and gets out on
to the road.

Mudsplashing is a pleasant recreation only if

the machine is well greased or possesses an all-_

weather finish and the rider is suitably clad. A
long oilskin coat of good quality and a pair of
waders -fulfil the latter requirement; ordinary
clothing may be worn underneath.
Too few machines, hcwever, possess an all-

weather finish, and many are none too easy to
clean no matter how well they may have been
greased before use. It is this that discourages
all- but the enthusiast from wet-weather riding.
Lack of fully efficient mudg-;Trding is quite a-,

secondary consideration.

Huge mudguards and other necessarily
unwieldy protective devices are not going to do
nearly so much to popularise the motor cycle as
an all- weather vehicle as is a rustless finish along
with a minimum of mud-collecting nooks and
crannies.

.^ . / f / ////.//.y///// / y / ^ / ^ / / / <,vvvv
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Weigh It—^According to Law.

HAM receiving complaints from all over England
that the licensing authorities are charging maxi-
mum tax for certain makes of machine which

are advertised as coming out below the 200 lb.

limit. The Scott Squirrel is a case in point. Weighed
as the 4aw demands, this machine scales just under
200 lbs.—198 lbs. to be precise in the several cases

which I have personally tested, and is therefore amen-
able to the 30s. rating. What often happens is that

a rider applies for registration, fills in the weight at

198 lbs. or thereabouts, and then fills his tanks and
attaches crowds of accessories. A week later he

usually receives from the licensing authority a demand
for a certified weight ticket. Off he goes to the nearest

weighbridge, and his ticket not unnaturally states

210 lbs. or more as the weight. Moral : get a certi-

fied weight ticket for any machine near the border-

line before you start converting it into a gypsy caravan
—local authorities are not fools, and require convincing

in respect of those 190 lb. machines.

Dangerous Driving.

THERE are two ways of maintaining a satisfactory

average speed across country. The commonest
is never to let your speed drop below 25 m.p.h.

or so, and incredible as the statement may appear to

the unobservant, this is actually the everyday prac-

tice of perhaps seven riders out of ten. I stationed

myself in a broad city street with a stop watch the

other day. The timing was naturally rather of the .

policeman type, but approximately it was true that the

majority of the riders under observation negotiated

the quite heavy traffic at well over legal limit. I then

hied me further out along the same main road, and
roughly timed over fifty riders on a perfectly safe and
straight stretch. Only one man was beating 30 m.p.h.
The ordinary tourist and utility rider averages between
20 and 28 m.p.h., and he does it by keeping very

close to his mean speed all the time. My own driving

method is entirely different. I don't in the least mind
dropping to ten or even five m.p.h. wherever the con-
ditions suggest instantaneous control of the machine.
In towns and villages I am perpetually being over-
taken, even by Fords and baby two-strokes and 500 c.c.

sidecar outfits, none of which are inveterate speedsters.

When I have the road to myself I don't keep the
throttle behind the 30 mark ; in fact, I usually give

j "Ixion's" "MOTORCYCLE REMINISCENCES" are :

I available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The :

Motor Cycle" Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4. \
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my sports engine all it can take. Casual spectators at

farmhouse windows doubtless ejaculate " Look at that

fool !
" as I streak past their lonely homesteads.

But in sober fact I am a far, far safer driver than the

man who never exceeds 30 and who seldom slows down
below 25. Daily observation convinces me that most
of us travel much too fast in trafficky places ; and
travel a good deal slower than . we need on the

genuinely open road. Nervous riders are among the

worst offenders ; traffic frightens them, and they push
ahead hard in their subconscious eagerness to be clear

of the town.

Motcr Cycle Mania,

A DISTRESSED paterfaynilias approached me
thi-s Aveek requesting that I would wean his

seventeen year old son from his perverse passion

for motor cycles and all things connected therewith.

I refused with oaths. Papa's grouse was that Sonny
ought to have been concentrating on logarithms or

something readily convertible into ^ s. d. at a later

stage of his career. My refusal was based on the fact

that a growing lad usually spends a good many hours

of his time in dreamland, and he may easily elect to

dream of costlier and less healthy commodities than

motor cycles. True, the motor cycle will certainly soil

his paws; but there are worse alternatives. It is just

the first edition of calf love—silly, perhaps ; innocent,

certainly; harmless, probably. ^ I asked papa what
was his leading, interest in life at a similar age; and

,.papa went r'ather pink. So that's that.

Lost His Piston ?

n
SUPPOSE you never did that, reader? Neither

did I. I have dropped most parts of my machine
and its equipment on the road at various times,

including my pillion passenger. But young Fitz

Wilkins actually contrived to lose his entire piston.

The machine was originally a sports bus, and he pro-

ceeded to super-sport it. Took off .everything remov-

able. Balanced the road wheels. Streamlined the

tubing of the frame. Finally he got to work on the

inside of the engine with drills and file. The pace

gradually rose from the manufacturer's 60 m.p.h. till

two reliable observers timing with 17s. 6d. Ingersolls

reported that he had done the flying mile at 78'2 m.p.h.

"Just a little more drilling," mused Fitz Wilkins,
" and I shall get 80 m.p.h. !

" Perhaps he did. He
found pieces of the bottom of the crankcase. Twisted

relics of the conrod. Possibly one-third of the

gudgeon pin. But nowhere even the tiniest portion of

the piston.

Which indicates that amateurs should leave well

alone.
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I DERB\SifiBia
Notes on the Peak District,

which offers Attractions for a

Month's Exploration, yet can be

encircled in a One Day's Run

A COUNTRY of wooded vales with
silver trout streams flowing over
grey boulders, a land of well graded

highways and awkward by-ways of uu-
surpassing beauty ; of little sheep farms
and great lime quarries—such is Derby-
shire; but it is her dales that place

the comity among the beauty spots of

Great Britain, so distinctive are they.

No other landscape is like her's, except,
of course, parts of the adjoining county
of Yorkshire, but even Yorkshire has
nothing to compare with High Tor,
Matlock—that beetling cliff which towers
over the straggling town and vale, domi-
nating even in the bright summer time,

but forbidding and majestic when the
winter gales tear along the chasm below.
The Peak district of Derbyshire is situ-

ated at the base of the Pennine Range, is

surrounded on the south by compara-
tively uninteresting country, and is easy
of access from many big towns ; much
of its beauty can be seen in one day.
The district is compact, and no matter
what spot you may select as a centre, the
most interesting places can quickly and
easily be reached.
On writing touring notes it is usual to

give a route district from village to
village, on no account forgetting the
places of "interest" which frequently
consist of some broken down ugly ruin or
massive ancestral home of a duke, but
I fancy the average motor cyclist when
touring thinks more of a massive grey
boulder set in a sheet of purple heather
near to a trout stream—a likely luncheon
spot—or of the state of his machine and
the roads, or the hotel which is to shelter
him that evening, than he does of show
places en route.

In the run planned on this page, places
and buildings which should not be missed
are italicised, but commend me to a tour

BUXTON

of the nature I suggested in the recent
notes on the Broads, that is, " wander
where the spirit takes you," have your
speed bursts by all means, but not

through the Peak district ; if that is

attempted one misses the exquisite dale
of the Dove, Millers Dale, and Mpnsal
Dale, and the other little dales that can
only be appreciated by putting up your
machine for a° while and using " shank's
pony." Friar John.

DISTANCES OF THE BIG
FROM BUXTON.

Buxton to London ...

,, Liverpool

,, Birmingham
,, Southampton
,, Nottingham
., Leeds
,, Norwich

, Cardiff

„York
,. Newcastle on-i'jne

TOWNS

Miles.

. 164
53
64

. 191

. 49
: 62^

. 172i
. 163i
. 811

1534

Head

Matlock:

TO DERBY
Monsal Dale),

A SUGGESTED ROUTE.
BUXTON is a good centre from which

to explore the Peak ; even within
walking distance are to be found

some of the finest views in Derbyshire.

BUXTON—HATHERSAGE (via TIDES=
WELL)—36 miles.

Leave by High St. and London Rd.
Make the tour of Duke's Drive on to the
picturesque road through Ashwood Dale
and Wye Dale ; ascend Topley Pike, then
turn down Sandy Dale to Millers Dale
Stn. [from Buxton the qorfjes should he
visited on foot). Then on to Wardlow
Mires (water/all on right), Edgestone

{fine view of Monsal Dale), and
Ashford. The road then follows river
bank to BakeweU. From the market
place keep straight on, past Haddon Hall,
to Rowsley {(/rand view of the Derwent
Valley), on to Beeley, taking the South
Lodge of Chatsworth Park. Cross the
river immediately afterwards, and take
the road to the beautiful village of Eden-
sor; then on to Baslow. {Instead of
going from Rowsleij direct to Baslow,
Mutloch may he included—see map).
Still following the Denvent Valley, crojj
the river into Calver, then on to Grlndle-
ford Bridge, Fox House Inn. Booths
Edge {The Surprise 1,050 ft. on left), and
Hathersage.

HATHERSAGE to BUXTON
CASTLETON)—19 miles.

Take Castleton Rd. on left, following
the river vallsy on to Hope, Castleton,
and Mam Tor (1,709 ft., magnificent view

of the vale), over Rushup Edge {fine

scenery). Descend into Chapel-en-le-

Frlth, past Dove Holes, Fairfield, to

Buxton.

HATHERSAGE — BUXTON (via

GLOSSOP).—This is an alternative route

of 34 miles through magnificent scenery,

(see map )
'
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"A Week -in

Hi6h
\ iiiiaiBi

Previously the author described

his motor cycle tour from

,; Cannes to Aiguilles. This, the
'» concluding instalment, details

the journey over the Col d'lzoard,

through Briancon, La Grave and on to

AiX'leS'Bains.

By C. B. WATERLOW.

IT
is noteworthy that the remote region of. the Val
Queyras was first discovered as a touring ground
and centre for Alpine climbing by an Englishman

named Coleridge, so I was informed by the Mayor of

Aiguilles. This amiable official presides over an enter-

prising little Syndicat d' Initiative for the district and
does all he can to attract tourists.

The Val Queyras once visited will call you
back again. Though pressed for time, I stopped three

nights, and the -days were brilliant and perfect. Three
weeks would not exhaust the excursions to be made,
hut with a motor bicycle in three days one can cover

most of the ground that is practicable for the machine,

and here especially it scores over a car, for mountain
tracks can be pursued to their limits without fear of

getting into serious difficulties.

The next stage of my route lay over he Col d'lzoard

(7.900ft.), the loftiest of all except the Galibier, and
after the experience of he Col de la Cayolle, 100 miles

further south, the possibility of passing it seemed
somewhat doubtful. The proprietress of the Grand
Hotel

—

madanie is always far more important than

monsieur in such establishments—said that, alas, the

col was not yet quite clear, though they were working

on it for a large party of British journalists due to

arrive there about the 27th of the month; and what
a pity it was, for the scenes up there had not their

equal in the world. In the height of the season when
motor coaches carne over and stopped for lunch at

her hotel, every day she was accustomed to hear forty

or fifty people all saying that it was the most mar-

vellous view on earth. In imagination I could hear

these good tourists all saying it, all at once and at the

top of their voices. Though a thorough Francophile,

I do not appreciate the babel of their conversation

when many are gathered together, and was thankful

for the tranquillity of being the first tourist of the

season. This was not to last, for several motoring
parties arrived on my heels.

But the Col d'lzoard ! At least I would try it, and
would go as far as possible, returning via Guillestre

and the valley of the Durance only if compelled to do

S,"

The passage ot the Col d'lzoard, which was traversed with the

help of workmen on the road.

SO. Madame thought that I should be taking undue
risks

;
perhaps she thought it mad 1

It is the first duty and delight of the tourist to

pursue the main road to its limit on the slopes of

Mont Viso. The village of Abries, three miles further

up the valley, is very interesting and dilapidated, but

it also boasts a Grand hotel that was not open at the

time of my visit. There is an old covered market in

this village dating from 1259 and profusely inscribed

with the most laudable sentiments, for the peasants

in the high Alps are always very pious. Some of this

writing still legible on its walls runs like this :
" Good

reputation is preferable to great riches and friendship

to gold and silver. Be good to all, respect misfortune,

love peace, honour merit, be kind and charitable."

Peace is there to be loved, and who would not obey
this injunction now except, alas, a few staff officers

and profiteers?

Motor Cycling at 5,500 feet above Sea Level.

Continuing up the valley the road passes three small

villages, becomes extremely rough and stony, and ends
at an elevation of about 5,500ft. at a post erected

by the Touring Club de France, indicating that twenty
minutes' walk takes one to the full view of Mont Viso
(12,602ft.). To see this view at its best one should
rise early, for even in fine weather clouds soon begin

to float about the gigantic crags of Mont Viso, which
stands alone and unrivalled, dominating the whole of

this region of the Alps. On the grassy slopes known

19
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A Week in the High Alps.—

as the Belv^dfere de Mont VisQ there is, in early

summer^ a.wealtli of flowers that cannot be believed

unless it be seen. It is as though Paradise, leaving

the earth at the fall,of man and passing skywards, had
dropped something behind on the way.
The lateral .valley down which .flows the torrent of

the Aigue-Blanche has the honour of containing the

highest Commune in France, Saint Veran, which
stands on a verdant southern slope 6,69.0ft. above the

sea ; and beyond this place the road continues upwards
for a f«w.miles in the forrn of a rough, boulder-strSwn
track, to an old quarry from .which the gYeen marble
« as cut to make the tomb of Napoleon at Les Invalides
in Paris. The whole ascent from the valley of the

Guil is steep, almost as severe as the Col du Vais, and
beyond the quairy a mountain track leads on to the

little chapel of Cloisis, wheie, on the i6th of July, a
pilgrimage is made by piou'> ppii]ilo 1 nth from the

St. Veran,. has now disappeared altogether. It is a

good place for a pilgrimage.

There is one more excursion which must be made in

the Val Queyras, for it is the best of all. On the

southern side of the valley at Chateau Queyras stands

a mountain called the Sominet Biicher (7,312ft.), up
which has been constructed a military strategic road
with quite reasonable gradients and a surface that is

much better than that of the Col du Vars. The total

rise, all through a great forest of larches, is about

2,900ft., and the road is 12 kilometres long, so that

the average gradient works out at i in 13.9. The

(Left). The ancient market at Abries—Val

Queyras.

(Right). Sheep cause a picturesque

obstruction on the road up Mont Viso.

(Bottom). Looking down from the top of

the road on the Sommet Bucher.

French and Italian sides of the

frontier, which lies but a little way
beyond this most lonely spot. I

made the pilgrimage on June 4th,

the A.J.S. taking me about half

the way from St. Veran, until it

was stopped by a stony bank with

a gradient of about i in 2, where
I left it and proceeded on foot.

Up there by the little chapel

was nothing but stillness, snow,
and running water, with bright

starring the freshly uncovered turf.

ring of rugged peaks dominated by the Tete d'Etoiles
(9,584ft.); there is not a house, not a tree in sight.

The ordinary world, already somewhat remote at

blue gentians

It stands, in a

surface consists mostly of a smooth mat of pine

needles, which by its softness throws extra work on

the engine, but affords,comfortable going. On a fine

day the ride up this mountain is unique and unfor-

gettable. There are glimpsos all the way of an
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expanding view of vast mountains fading into the dis-

tance, and, rising towards the summit, one catches up

the spring until the trees are in their first tender green.

From the top of the road, where a turning space is

provided for cars, five minutes' walk takes one to the

extreme summit, a grassy knob on which a little shelter

has been built and from which there is a view in a

complete circle of more than fifty Alpine peaks.

To clinib a mountain like this, to be lifted easily to

the top by a little motor bicycle, is a wonderful experi-

ence quite different from the ascent of a lofty col,

where the view is always limited by the flanking

mountains. One seems to be at the top of everything,

and the valleys are so deep down below as scarcely

to be visible. The world appears entirely as a scene

of rugged peaks rising one behind the other indefinitely

in every direction.

Each of the three exciirsions described in the

Val Queyras can easily be made in a half-day without

hurrying, but the mornings are usually preferable for

clear views and cloudless skies.

The hour of departure and the attempt on the

Col d'lzoard arrived. The distance to Briangon from

Aiguilles by this pass is 43 kilometres, though a

straight line drawn between the two places would

probably not make more than half this length. It is

a "concentrated col,^^ making its distance in a com-

paratively small space, especially on the southern

side. Passing the last village, Brunissard, in the

beautiful valley of the Arvieux, they shouted to me
that the col was very steep, a fact that I had guessed

already. However, the general ascent proved to be

no worse than the Col du Vars, and I acme to the

famous scene near the top known as la Casse Deserte

without any difficulty. Here the road drops slightly

to pass round a vast amphitheatre formed by great

screes thrown down from the heights of La Grande
Rochebrune, the mountain to the right of this route.

'

The place can hardly be described. It is different

from anything to be seen elsewhere, either in pictures

or in reality. The road here is at an elevation of

some 7,500ft. ; there -.s scarcely a vestige of vegetation

and the air is so keen and clear that the shadows of

towering needle-pointed rocks appear almost black.

Crossing a Snow Bank.
.1 passed some workmen on the road who looked

as though they expected to see me back again.

The last few bends were negotiated easily until, quite

close to the top, I came upon the dreaded snow bank
rigiit across the road. There were only two of these

01 the extreme summit (7,900ft.), which I reached on
foot in about five minutes. Just on the other side

were two more workmen clearing the road. I said

good morning, and what a pity it was having come
so far that my little machine should be stopped just

at the top. They at once offered to help me, and their

sturdy pushing, backed up by heavily nailed boots,

soon got the A.J.S. across the snow bants. I was
somewhat generous, for the hotel bill at Aiguilles had
been a pleasant surprise in its moderation. After that

all was easy. I was indisputably the first tourist of

the year to pass the Col d'lzoard, and I dropped down
in triumph to the refuge Napoleon half a mile from
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the top by a short cut that was harder and drier than

the main road, on which there was still much snow.

This house at 7,700ft. I was told was open all the

winter through. Chasseurs Alpins come there from
Brian9Gn for winter sports. The descent through great

pine forests on the northern side is specially grand as

regards the views looking back towards the summit.
Brianjon, which was reached very comfortably in

time for lunch, is the second highest town in France,
and stands at an elevation of 4,3Soft. There is the

old town built up on the mountain side and a new
industrial quarter in the valley of the Durance, the

two being joined by a broad, straight road with a

gradient of i in 7 for rather more than half a mile.

It would be a fine venue for hill-climbs, but so far

as I am aware none take place there. The old town
is entered by draw-bridges and under ramparts, a

form of protection somewhat out of fashion now, but
which has served good purpose in old days as the

inscriptions over the gateways signify. What pass for

streets inside the walls are cobbled stairways with
drains running down the middle, impracticable for

wheeled vehicles. The view from the north-eastern

ramparts is very beautiful. The town with its twin-

towered cathedral lies far below one, and the eye"

penetrates into the distance up the valley of the

Guisane towards the snowy mountains surrounding the

passes of the Lauteret and the Grand Galibier, which
were to be the crown and culmination of my journey.

A Beautiful Route.
The main road from Grenoble over the Col du

Lauteret to Brian9on passes on into Italy by the Col du
'

Mont Genevre, which is one of the best and most
beautiful, routes into that country. The eastern side

of the Lauteret is nothing of a., climb, the rise involved

being 2,400ft. in 19 miles. The road is a fine piece

of engineering with no sharp bends, and is protected

at dangerous points by tunnels from avalanches and
waterfalls. Althougl) the Lauteret (6,750ft.) is less

lofty than the other passes already described, it lies

in the midst of very high mountains covered with

everlasting snow ; and it is, moreover, far more
spacious than the other Alpine passes. There is not

a vestige of vegetation save grassy slopes which in

June carry such a wealth of flowers as can be seen

nowhere else in Europe ; and right up to the rugged

summit of the Galibier, as soon as the snows melt,

flowers bloom, wild anemones which grow larger the

higher you get until you can scarcely believe your eyes,

narcissus in incredible quantities, blue gentians, and
wild pansies of many colours, together with innumer-

able rock plants.

There was much snow about the col this year on

June 6th, the date of my arrival, and it could be seen

at a glance that the Galibier, the road for which leaves

the main Lauteret route about a mile before the summit
on the eastern side, was impassable. The glorious

peaks of La Meije (12,782ft.) were clear of cloud and
dazzling in snow and sunshine. I installed myself at

the Hotel des Glaciers in a little wooden room with a

balcony and an outlook straight upon the glaciers and
summits of this mountain, then took a run down the

twelve kilometres of descent to La Grave to secure

some more petrol for the morrow. There are two

as
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long tunnels just above La Grave which are very damp,
slithery, and unpleasant inside. They are lit with
electric light, but dimly. I met a mule being led

through one of them—mules hate motor bicycles—and
the scene that ensued was pandemonium.
La Grave nestles right under la Meije, so that the

principal view is at an angle of 60° above one. It

has two quite good hotels, and is a fine centre for

climbing and excursions on foot, but it lacks the

glorious spaciousness of the Lauteret.

Unlike the Col d'Izoard, the Grand Galibier had
no intention of yielding to an attack from an im-

pertinent motor bicycle. I was far from the summit
when very early the next morning I met the first snow
bank, and, proceeding on foot, found that higher up
the road was entirely covered and almost indis;

tinguishable. Even on foot the ascent was by no
means easy. 1 made footprints in the snow to be

followed on the descent. Let all who read these notes

and who ever reach the tunnel at the top of the

Galibier not be content with just passing through and
descending the other side, but take the footpath that

leads up to the summit above the tunnel, where a

table d' orientation has been placed at an altitude of

8,870ft. In any case it should be noted that the

passage of the tunnel, which is fully half a mile
long, requires care, and it is essential to light one's

lamp.

The view from th&. fable dJorientation could exhaust

all the superlatives in the English language. The
panorama sweeps from Mont Blanc to Mont Vise. All

the giants of the Alps are there ; to the south the

summits of the Dauphiny Alps, the splendid Barre des

Ecrins (13,457ft.), the highest mountain in France
outside the Mont Blanc group, the peaks of Mont
Pelvoux and La Meije, and the heights of the Bella-

donna range to. the north. This view sweeps. over 200
miles of dazzling snowy summits and glaciers, but the

sky must be clear to see it all.

This was the culminating point of the journey. I

descended, left the Col du Lauteret, passed through
La Grave, ran swiftly and easily down the lovely valley

of the Romanche towards Grenoble, which city was
avoided by passing through Uriage-les-Bains and
entering the Isere valley just above it; then proceeded
through Chambery to Aij.-les-Bains, the journey's end.

The Routes des Alpes is completed by passing on
from Aix-les-Bains to Annecy, and over the Col des

Aravis to Chamonix and Mont Blanc. But this section,

better known than that which I have tried to put
before the reader, cannot be described in a few words,
and requires a further article.

Distances.

Kilometres. Totals. Hotels.
Cannes
Guillaumes 121 Ginney OUivier.
Col de la CayoUe 33 154
Barcelonette 29 '183 Du Nord et des

Alpes.

St. Paul 21 204 Des Etrangers.

Col du Vars 26 209
Guillestre 25 234 Imbert.
Aiguilles ... 26 260 Grand.
Abries 5 Grand.
End of Val Queyras from

Abries 10

St. Veran from Aiguilles ... 15

Somraet Bucher from Aig-
uilles 20

Col d'Izoard ... ... 24 284
Briangon ... 19 303 Grand de

Brian§on.

Col du Lauteret ... -... 30 333 Des Glaciers.

Galibier from Lauteret ... 8

La Grave 12 345 La Meije.

Aix-les-Bains 158 505

Note.—Eight kilometres etjuals 5 miles (approx.).

A point that is of special interest to those consider-

ing touring in the French Alps is the question of •

expense. My running expenses including hotels, all

meals and tips, and everything spent on the machine,

petrol, oil, and 9 francs for tyre repairs being the only

items, but excluding such things as Kodak films and

cigarettes, .amounted to 332 francs, which for seven

days is less than ^i a day.

BEFORE THE TOUR.

IN
the instruction books issued by manufacturers one
often encounters the statement that such and such

a part is " packed with grease " at the works, and
will require no further lubrication for a thousand miles

or more. The private owner, messing about with an

oilcan which is not ea.sily stored when on tour, often

wishes he could pack certain parts with grease. In

actual fact, this is easily done, and such items as the

wheel hubs, fork spindles, and steering head can be so

thoroughly stored with lubricant at the start of a long

holiday that they may safely be neglected for a month
or more. The writer's method is to melt down a

quantity of- Price's hub lubricant on a stove until it is

as fluid as water. It is then poured into an oilcan with

a fine spout, and injected into the parts till it oozes out

all round the bearings. It cools rapidly as it encounters

the cold metal, and after a wipe over the parts can be

left to do a full month's hard work without further

attention.

The chains should be removed, cleansed in two
successive baths of paraffin, and immersed in a final

bath of melted lubricant, after which they can be, neg-

lected for 1,000 miles; no matter how dry they become

externally, the bearing surfaces will be greasy. They

should, be carefully adjusted, the tension being verified'

for ^in. up and down sag after the gear box and draw-

bolt nuts are all tight.

Both engine and gear box should be flushed out with

paraftin and relubricated, four full charges to the

engine, and the gear box according to its maker's

directions.

All the nuts and screws should be gone over for

tightness, as the loss of quite a tiny part may be a

sad nuisance on tour. Loose nuts may be fitted with

spring washers, or the boltheads burred over with a

punch and hammer, or anointed with thick, ropy paint.

Small plated items should be protected with vaseline or

celluloid varnish {e.g., " Corrosine "), as nobody wishes

to waste time cleaning on a holiday.

See that the tyre repair outfit is fully stocked ; and

do not start on a long ride with any dubious tube or

cover.
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IT
is difficult to imagine two pastimes that pair better

than motor cycling and light-weight camping.

The power of the motor cycle scorns the slight

additional weight, and its speed brings the distant

camp site within easy reach. Frequently, in the case

of sidecar outfits at least, part of the equipment, in

the shape of cushions, rugs, and picnic basket, is

already carried. All that is necessary to render the

motor cycle a complete and 'self-containing touring

equipment is a tent and a down sleeping bag, weighing

together only a few pounds. The modern light-weight

tent is a cosy and comfort-

able sleeping apartment,

about as far removed from

the clumsy primitive canvas

typ>e as the modern motor-

cycle is from its early ances-

tors. Pitched under right

conditions it is dry and safe

in any weather. A light-

weight camp outfit enlarges

at once the freedom of the

motor cyclist to an extent it

is difficult to estimate ex-

cept through actual ex-

perience.

Why Barter Your
Freedom ?

Imagine for a moment the

conditions under which camp-
ing is enjoyed. , Thousands
of touring motor cyclists this

summer will find themselves

a 28

An ideal way ot spending a holiday, given fine weather, care in selecting pitches, and the right sortot tent.

Making the Most of the Precious Summer Days. Hints on Equipment.

at the end of a long day's ride sitting on a bank of

No smelling oil

in the sidecar.

heather, with the lake below reflecting the sunset lights

and all around the towering mountains. Who would
want to leave such ideal surroundings at the call of
the necessity of finding accommodation for the night?

With a light-weight tent, the tourist would be able to

enjoy the long evening, and those silent hours when,
in the op>en, something vastly interesting: and arresting

is happening every moment. This is no matter of mere
economy ; the question is whether we do not barter too

valuable a portion of our leisure on a holiday when we
* ' shut ourselves away frorii

that beauty of . Nature
which we came out to see.

It requires little exercise

of the imagination to picture

the pcssfbilities of the light-

weight tent for week-ends.

Every Saturday evening

during the summer thou-

sands of motor cyclists rush

away from choice scenes

back to town conditions. A
light-weight camp outfit

would enable them to spend

the whole week-end by the

river, or on some upland

farm. Many, of course,

have already discovered the

healthy joy of " week-

ending " with a light-

weight tent, and theii

numbers are ever growing.

r8

lamps need be used if accumulators are carried

The illustration shows the wiring from the

machine to the tent.
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"TWO IN THE SHADE.'

Of the two camping outfits shown that on the left is the motor cycle size and of a pattern known as the " Two in the Shade.

Its ground sheet is made ol oiled canvas and is part and parcel of the tent. Anyone can erect Jhe tent in one minute and can pack

it in one and a half minutes. It will hold three comfortably and is provided with a ventilated hood. The cost is 5gns. The larger

tent is intended for cycle cars and big sidecar outfits, and, of course, provides more accommodation. These are the productions of the

T.O.M. Syndicate. 6, Princes Street, Hanover Square, London; W.I, which shortly hopes to institute an information bureau on camping.

Certain practical considerations will at once arise in

the minds of motor cyclists wlio have not so far had
experience of light-weight camping or camp touring :

questions of selection of equipment, method of packing

on the machine, choice of sites and suitable touring

districts. The general equipment is now familiar to

the majority of motor cyclists, and I need only mention,

here a word of warning. There are tents labelled and
listed as " light-wgight," and light-w^eight tents.

Members of the A.C.U. will notice in the handbook
this year a section on light-weight camping, and the

A.C.U, will give them advice as to sources of supply.

I have no doubt that the A. A. will do the same for its

members. There is no need to waste money on heavy
equipment which will afterwards be discarded as use-

less, while there are books dealing specially with light-

weight camping.

Carrying the Outfit,
The sidecarist, if he has chosen his equipment with

care regarding weight and bulk, will have no difficulty

in finding accommodation for a complete camp outfit

for two on his luggage carrier and in the sidecar locker.

There is no need to buy exjyerience in the shape of a

ruined tent if care is taken to protect it against the

effects of vibration. An old suitcase serves as a pro-

tection, and ought to hold both tent and sleeping gear.

If occasionally the tent or flysheet has to be packed
while still damp it should be carried outside the case,

but strapped in such a manner that no part is subject

to wear under vibration. As far as possible it will be

found advisable to carry all equipment on the sprung

portion of the sidecar, but not,, of course, in the side-

car toe. The locker of the B.S.A. sidecar and similar

outfits will take a full equipment for a camping pair.

Needless to say, such articles as plates and cups should

be packed as tightly as possible by wrapping them in
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soft paper serviettes or in the tea cloths. It will be
found convenient to use rubber rings cut from an old

inner tube to secure small items, if they are not to pro-

duce a travelling orchestra.

For the solo camper the problem is entirely different,

and bulk assumes much greater importance. While
the total weight of a solo camp outfit is only a few
pounds, it is well to follow the lead of the designer

of the Scott motor cycle and dispose of this weight as

near the ground as possible. The stove reservoir

should be clipped to the frame or packed in a special

box outside the picnic outfit. For carrying the picnic

outfit, a flexible telescopic bag or Japanese rush basket,

the sides of which adapt themselves somewhat to the

shape of the contents, will be found much more satis-

factory than a stiff basket or fibre case. The art of

packing neatly is quickly acquired if some thought and
practice is given to rolling and cording the tent and
sleeping bag before taking to tlie road. Yachtsmen
with experience of a small boat will have little to

learn.

Choice of Suitable Sites.

More enthusiasm for the joys of light-weight camp-
ing has been damped out by bad site selection, per-

haps, than for any other reason. The rules of the

game are easily acquired by camf>ers who are keen and
observant. The lightweight camper needs drinking

water, shelter from wind, actual or possible, and turf

of a quality to provide a grip for his pegs. Little else

is essential, but if in addition he can secure a wide
view, a bathing place and running water near at hand
—then is the cup of his happiness filled to over-

flowing. Discovering these conditions eventually

becomes an instinct, but an ordnance map will indicate

the possibility of shelter, of running water and high

ground. Ground likely to be flooded at any time of
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Camping with a Sidecar.

—

the year should be avoided, of course, 'and also over-

hanging trees. A slight slope away from the shelter-

ing rocks or trees and towards the view is sought after,

in what the estate agent would call " a most desirable

site."

In England it is generally advisable to camp on

private land with the permission of the tenant or land-

lord—a much easier matter than non-campers fre-

quently suppose. In over twenty years of camping in

all parts of Britain, the writer remembers only one

point-blank refusal, and that was from a farmer angry

because, in approaching the house, our engine had dis-

turbed his game. It is important to convince the

farmer or land owner at once that you genuinely share

his anxiety about crops, cattls and closed gates. If-, in

addition, you can interest him in the camping game,

and make him curious to see how a tent that rolls into

next to no space can provide adequate shelter for two

or three people, your case is won. Point out the stove,

promise not to light fires without permission and to

leave the site as clean as when you entered it, and you

will find that farmers and land owners are quite reason-

able and even sympathetic folk. It is for campers
themselves to see that they do not abuse the trust, and
so foul their own nest.

Members of the A.C U. can now obtain from the

Union headquarters particulars of camping sites

throughout Britain. This is a useful innovation, but

the list may be extended by personal experiment.

Recommended Areas.

Camp touring is possible almost anywhere in the

British Isles that motor cyclists penetrate. There is a

string of camp sites along the south coast, and in the

West Country. Mountainous or hilly country, where

there are swift-fliowing streams and uncultivated land,

forms the ideal ground of motor cycle campers. Ulls-

water and Borrowdale, in the Lake District, Dolgelley

and the Gwynant Valley in North Wales, the Yorkshire

Dales and along Lomondside provide examples. For
its wide choice of glorious sites the Highlands of

Scotland cannot be equalled in Britain.

When motor cyclists- learn what enchanting holiday

playgrounds await their mastery of camping, we shall

have waiting lists for permits to camp on the better

sites. Meanwhile the pioneers can find considerable

joy in blazing the trail into some of the more remote

beauty spots of Britain.

Henry J. Stone,
Author of "Camp Touring and Light-weight

Camping.''

A well sheltered site for the week, showing two types of tents suitable for motor cycle camping.

CAUSES OF STREET ACCIDENTS.
DURING a recent inquest held by the City Coroner

the fact was disclosed that in the first quarter

of this year there were as many as 130
fatalities "in London alone caused by street accidents,

many of which were, in his opinion, unnecessary and
preventable. With the present increase of motor
traffic of all kinds it is certain that more care will have

to be taken both by pedestrians and drivers alike. Far
too many accidents are caused through people step-

ping into the roadway before making sure that the
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way is clear, and although the motorist is so frequently

blamed for the sometimes inevitable accident which

follows, he is often by no means guilty of negligence.

Time and again accidents have been caused by cyclists

turning in the road without any proper v.arning to

oncoming traffic, and this applies very strongly to deaf

cyclists. It has been suggested in various quarters

that persons afflicted in this way should carry -ome

distinctive mark to warn other drivers, an idea that

would, without doubt, avert many .disasters.
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Which Side for the Sidecar ? NA/'atch Police Signals,

most Improved ?

Where can Sidecars be

lyjR. MORTIMER BATTEN raised a hornets' nest
^*-^ when he contended that the right side of the

machine was best for the sidecar. Judging on

evidence from both sides, the obvious summing-up
should be in favour of the existing method. Not

having driven a macliine witli

the sidecar attached on the

right-hand side one can only

theorise, whereas Mr. Batten

speaks from experience of both

methods. " Safety First,"

however, stated the case

clearly in the issue of

July 20th, and his argument
should be sufficient to convince

anyone that the left side is the

safer side on which to fix the

sidecar, for driving in traffic

at any rate. Anyone who rides

on busy roads cannot help but agree. " One great

fault," says " Safety first," "of all left-hand drives

is the enormous danger present when a left-hand driven

machine is overtaking and wishes to pass a., heavy
vehicle whicTT is travelling slowly and completely

obliterating the view of traffic coming in the opposite

direction. To overtake the other vehicle the driver

of the left-hand machine must swing out nearly , his

whole width beyond the rear off side, of the vehicle

he is passing before he can even see if there is anv
vehicle coming in the opposite direction. On narrow
roads the danger in doing this is very acute with
modern fast motor traffic, and even on wide roads

there is considerable danger."

The extreme care that has to be exercised in pass-

ing slower moving vehicles on roads near cities

makes it imperative that nothing should be done to

add to that danger. I think this argument alone

counter-balances the points brought up in favour of the

right-hand sidecar.
<3> O <> O

REPLYING to a recent article entitled " Runabout
and Sidecar," by A. F. J.,

" Rayon de Soleil,"

in the correspondence colurrins, says the author appears

to be willing to make the best of the present-day side-

car outfit, and " Rayon de Soleil " objects to

A. F. J.'s assumption that the desire which comes

5

to all sidecarists sooner or later for more comfort is

" merely a passing affliction like measles."

Making " the best of things " is often retrograde

policy, and so is the spirit of compromise—sometimes.

Yet either . may be virtuous on occasions. Whether
A. F. J. is a hero or coward in making the best of
" bumping and banging " sidecars, to use " Rayon de

Soleil's " words, I am not sure. I dare say he could

have shouted from the housetops that all sidecars

need spring frames and air cushions, but probably,

like the rest of we ordinary mortals, he took the line"

of least resistance. In not embodying in his article

a vindictive, slashing criticism of sidecar outfits, he

evidently missed an opportunity of pleasing " Rayon
de Soleil " and maybe thousands of others who are

sick of being shaken to pulp on bumpy roads.

<> O -4> O
'T'ALKING to a manufacturer of sidecars recently

I gathered that he thought his productions as

near perfection as possible. The femark invited an
attack, but this particular maker is such an enthusiast

_

and has made such great efforts at improving his

models that I had not the heart to offer adverse
criticism. As a rnatter of fact, the criticism I could
have offered would have applied to nearly every side-

cav, and not to this make in particular.

It would be easy to tabulate what I think the

greatest failings in the preserj^-day sidecars. But in-

stead I will ask readers where they think there is

most room for improvement in sidecars. Purely de-

structive criticism is often readable, but suggested
remedies for failings are what we all desire. Where
can sidecars be most improved ?

o o <> o
CIDECARISTS on tour—or not on tour for that
'-' matter-^beware of the signals of policemen on
point duty. Curb your haste to get along, and
do not be fooled by a signal that is not clear to you.
Sooner stop in error

than proceed in error.

I need not recount a

recent happening,

sufficient it is that one

has to obey the law —
as it is laid down at
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Passenger Machine Topics.—

street corners. And if ' you interpret a

slovenly waving of the arm for you to

proceed to cut across a main thoroughfare,

when the waving is meant for the other

man to proceed along the main thorough-

fare, then do not be surprised at what
follows at the right angle. ^Vatch the

signals.

<j> o o <s=-

IWI' OTOR cycle camping can no doubt be
^^^ thoroughly enjoyable. I have pro-

mised myself a long camping holiday many
times, once going so far as to take a small

tent and a feW blankets with me on a tour.

But I must admit they were never used.

Curiously enough, near all the spots where
we decided to stay there happened to be
an inn or hotel, and one went there of
course for- dinner or tea (call it what
you like) before erecting the tent. . While dining in

the ancient oak-panelled room with its old sporting

prints and engravings, or maybe in the other sort of

room with its hair-stuffed sofa and " Battle of

AVaterloo, " we discussed the pros and cons of tent

erecting, generally, finishing the specious arguments
whilst on a stroll round the village, always agreeing

that it was " not worth the bother " considering we
should be striking camp early next morning. The
same old pros and cons were brought up and dis-

cussed each day, and the ending was always the same

—a wretched admission, no doubt. But, some dav
I am going to do the thing properly. That is, I am
going to persuade two other owners of sidecars—who
are temperamentally fitted for the job, of course—to

make up a party. Luggage could then be divided
and the work of erecting and cooking divided. The
only thing that would not have to be divided would be
opinion.
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FOLDS RIGHT UP ! Folding sidecar chassis are not uncommon, bui n

collapsible hoiii and chassis certainly contains an element of novelty. An outfil

embodying this feature is now being tried on the road by its designer.

Mr. Edward Bracewell, 12, Greengate, Keighley, and so far has proved satisfactory.

The chassis is constructed of spring steel and, excepting the detachable bottom,

the body is also of steel.

CTEERING a sidecar for the first time is usually a
*^ disconcerting experience, especially if one has

driven a solo machine for any length of time. Quite

recently I saw a sidecar driver steer directly into a

hedge instead of taking a left-hand bend in the road.

A more stupid happening one could not imagine.

Afterwards I conversed with the owner, who luckily

had suffered no damage either to himself or outfit.

He said he had only just taken up sidecarring, but had
ridden a solo machine for many years, and could not

account for his lapse. Of course, one steers almost sub-

consciously on a two-wheeler, and a decided and con-

scious effort in turning the handle-bars is not noticed.

But there is little excu.se for such a lapse as that

described, even though this subconscious steering had
liecome an ingrained habit. Possibly the real reason

for the accident was the age-old fear of the sidecar

wheel lifting; a week or two on three wheels and one

gets over this.

A pretty scene not many miles Irom the heart ol Birmingham. This peaceful retreat is in Sutton Parle an open expanse of many
acres to the north of the great MidKnd city.

b 4 17
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A 1,000 MILE HOLIDAY FOR £20.
Economy and Freedom on a Sidecar Tour for Two—with a Little Refrain on

Trouble-free Riding.

By A NOVICE.

(Left) Beddgellert, famous for its legend of

Prince Llewellyn and his fiound.

(Right) How the luggage was carried on the

Triumph outfit.

(Bottom) Punting up the rapids at Symonds
Yat, Wye Valley.

THE slump, low funds, and little possibility of

the latter increasing made the question of a

holiday something of a problem. It became

a question of how much one could do for a certain

sum—and that sum a very limited one.

How much would it cost to travel by train to South
Wales via Oxford and the Wye Valley, .up to North
Wajes, then back to London via Chester, Buxton,

Derby, Stratford-on-Avon, and Oxford? Trying to

work it out resulted in the conclusion that at present

rates such a tour would be impossible except for multi-

millionaires, but by providing my own transport the

trip was actually done by two people for less than _;£2o,

including all hotel expenses, smokes, pin money, and
an occasional round of golf.

A Faithful Single.

I happen to be the proud possessor of an all-chain

drive 550 c.c. Triumph sidecar—one of the first, I

believe—and this fact, of course, solved our problem
at once.

Starting from London, three up, two suit cases and
two bags of golf clubs, we ran to Oxford comfort-

-*i»S^^

"f^mi-x

ably in three hours by way of Staines, Runnymede,
Windsor, and Henley, by far the prettiest route. At
Oxford the third and smallest passenger was dropped
for a stay of ten days with friends, and on the fol-

lowing day my wife and I continued the journey with

the idea of reaching Ross-on-Wye for the night.

Starting at about 10 a.m-r-,- we travelled by way of

\Voodstock, Broadway—the most delightful old-world
A'illage in the kingdom —and. Worcester, spent a

couple of hours on the Malvern Hills, and ran into

Ross about six. " Big " hotels Mere " taboo," and
we finally fixed up at a little inn where we were most
comfortable. We then prospected for the golf

course, and, having found—and approved—it, turned

in.

- Next morning we played a round of golf and
settled our modest account (15s. for bedroom, supper,

and breakfast). Our inclination then ran in the direc-

tion of Hereford, via Symonds Yat, the Wye Valley,

Chepstow, and back again, and it was our intention

to spend the next night at Hereford. We were, how-

ever, persuaded to spend some hours on the Wye at

Symonds Yat, a truly glorious spot, and, with the aid
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A 1,000 Mile Holiday for £2D.—

of a most entertaining boatman, went some distance

down tlie river and back o\-er the rapids.

The boatman offered me £io if. I could punt the .

boat up the rapids, but many, having flattered them-

selves as to their prowess in this, had failed, so I

thought discretion the better part of valour and took

a photograph instead.

By this time it was about five o'clock, and after tea

we proceeded through the most delightful scenery to

Chepstow, via Tintern Abbey, and, having given up

all hope of getting to Hereford, discovered a beautiful

Uttle village on the Wye called Redbrook, where we

stayed with the postmaster, a delightful person.

Along the Welsh Borderland.

We were now badly behind schedule, and it behoved

us to get a move on next day ; the necessity for so

doing, however, did not make us leave this little bit

of heaven before 10.30 a.m., but when we started we
moved and ran right through to Bettws-y-coed in the

day, stopping to see Hereford Cathedral, and to

admire the delights of Leominster, Ludlow, Shrews-

bury, and the country round Llangollen. At the latter

place a house called " The Maids of Llangollen's

House " is worth a visit, the exterior carving being

marvellous.

So far no punctures, no bursts, no spanner used

;

just oil and petrol.

We stayed on the top of the Conway Falls, just out-

side Bettws, at a little house of great reputation—if

.the visitors' book may be taken as a guide—for two

days, during which time we visited Colwyn Bay, Llan-

dudno, and the surrounding country, and on the eve

of the second day got out the map to see where to go

next. Criccieth struck us as just our mark, so off we
went next morning through " Snowdonia," our first

call being Beddgellert, then down the Aberglaslyn

Pass to Tremadoc and Criccieth. Truly the Prime
Minister has chosen a delightful spot for his leisure

moments ; we spent three days basking in the sun-

shine, enjoying the wonderful bathing and playing

SOlf.
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We visited Pwllheli and rounded the point to Nevin

and Trevor, but came back to Criccieth in the end.

We reluctantly left Criccieth to go via Carnarvon,

Llanberis, Capel Curig, and Rhyl to Prestatyn, but

being unsuccessful in getting accommodation there we
pushed on towards Chester, and finally stayed in the

mining district at a little village called Mostyn. Not
being used to this sort of country, we got out of it

early next morning, spent a few hours in Chester, and
then away over the moors to Buxton. After Buxton
and Bakewell we left the main road to go to Chester-

field and Baslow, intending to spend the night at Mat-

lock. On arriving we found we had landed in the

middle of an agricultural show, but after endless

enquiries managed to get in at a farm where we were

made most comfortable.

The Recurring Refrain.

So far no puncture, no burst, no spanner used ; just

oil and petrol.

Our next stage was to Stratford-on-Avon, passing

through Lichfield, where we visited the Cathedral.

This proved an easy run, and we arrived in time to

run out to Anne Hathaway's cottage. Next morn-

ing w^as spent looking round Stratford, but time was

short, and our holiday was drawing to an end. The run

to Oxford from Stratford presented no difficulties, we
picked up our third passenger and turned for the last

lap.

The run back to London was an easy one, and the

road perfect all the way.

We had started 'out on a Saturday morning and
returned on Sunday, fifteen days later. Two week-

ends had been spent at Oxford, but the rest of the

time we were on the road.

On arriving home our speedometer showed that 1,012

miles had been covered, and our expenses, including

every conceivable item, came to under ;£2o, a fraction

of the cost of what the journey by rail would have

been; but "comparisons are odious," and to compare

a " bike " with a train, well ! Right up to the end

of the trip there was no puncture, no burst, no spanner

used—all the machine wanted was just oil and petrol.

SCOTIA'S VARIED CHARM. SeoJanJ is not composed entirely of mountain passes and rugged glens. From Stonehaven lo

Aberdeen a wide finely surfaced road runs over undulating country ; and glimpses of the grey North Sea compensate one for the

lack of lochs and bens.
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SIMPLICITY IN SIDECAR DESIGN
To the man of moderate means, the

sidecar outfit of "4h.p." and under

offers a real solution of his transport

problems.
The essentials demanded by sidecarists

of this type are comfort, cheapness, and
light weight, coupled with strength ; to

satisfy all these demands is not too easy

a task, but so far as the sidecar itself is

concerned, the Holt Motor Manufacturing
Co., of Albany Road, Earlsdon, Coventry,

have gone a long way towards this end.

The chassis we illustrate is a modifica-

tion of, and in many ways an improve-

ment on, a previous production, and, while

the principle remains the same, the con-

struction is greatly different. One tube

only now forms the chassis; this is bent

into the form of an equilateral triangle,

the two ends being joined by a single lug,

which forms also the housing for the

springs upon which the wheel is

suspended. Mounted on this housing is

the beai-ing for the wheel fork, a hollow
axle acting as an oil reservoir.

The wheel springing is almost un-

changed and is in every way efficient. It

will be noticed, however, that the wheel
fork is upswept at the rear to give a

lower chassis position. The mudguard is

attached direct to the knock-out spindle

while its forward end is supported by a

An Improved

Model of the

H olt Patent
Spring Wheel
Chassis. Left or

Right'hand type

at Will.
New spring housing and upswept wheel fork of the Holt chassis,

A nait step is fiuai into the bsnJ of the fork.

spring clip to the wheel fork ; thus in

no way does it interfere with the removal
of the wheel when tyre lepairs become
necessary. The body is supported on three

coil springs operating throa^h levers ; by
this system the body is at all times up-
right and free from side sway. Either
three or four points of attachment may
be employed.

It will interest Continental and Colonial
readers especially that the wheel fork and
spring unit may be reversed and the
chassis mounted on the right-hand side

of the machine without obtaining addi-

tional parts.

Simplicity is the keynote >f the Holt
'.hassis ; including the wheel fork and
three-point connections to the motor cycle.

six tubes only are employed in the entire

construction. The body will be of the
semi-sporting type of ample dimensions to

give comfort, while appearance will not
be forgotten.

After an extended test on the road we
are able to speak highly of the behaviour
of the sidecar. It gives a degree of com-
fort hitherto associated only with the
larger and far heavier outfit, while the light

weight makes high average speeds possible

even when used with a low-powered
machine. The action of the wheel leaves

nothing to be Sesired, nor is there any
lack of lateral rigidity. Deliveries com-
mence immediately, various models com-
plete with bodies being priced at £21 and
upwards.

Although stoutly constructed and possessing great strength, an
excellent impression of its light weight is gained from this view.

l-ow manufacturing costs and interchangeability of parts are lealure

of the Holt chassis.

FROM THE FOREIGN MAIL.
British Mount Wins Swedisli Race.

In recent Swedish races over a
\i distance of 250 km. (156 miles), an O.K.

Junior finished first.

- Mont Cenis Hill-climb.

Such a hill climb as can never take place
in this country was held on the Mont Cenis
recently. The course is fourteen miles
long of continuous gradient, mounting in

zig-zags, and no steeper than 1 in 9-lCU-

In the 350 c.c. class, Eossi (Motosacoche)
was first, time 23 min. 47|sec. In the
500 c.c. class, Jolly (Alcyon), 22 min.
34-^- sec. ; Leoni (Delia Ferrara), 22 min.
58| sec. ; Peracchio (Galloni), 27 min.

7f sec. In the 1,000 c.c. class, Mancini
(Indian) was the winner, time 20min.
40|sec., beating the former record created
by the late Biaggo Nazzaro, whose time
was 21 min. 25 sec.

A Good Place for the Generator.

A French contemporary suggests that
in the case of a twin-cylinder the acety-
lene generator may be clipped to an
exhaust pipe. This is not at all a bad
idea, and it should be useful in the
winter time, as in such a position the
water could not freeze.

Speed Trials in Spain.

A flying kilometre speed trial was re-

cently organised by the Royal Spanish
Motor Cycle Club. The fastest time in

each class was as follows:—
250 c.c: Bourbon (225 Enfield), 68.25 km.p.h.
(42K m.p.h.).

500 c.c. : Lucos (496 Zenith), 95.5 km.p.h.
(59>$ m.p.h.).

750 CO.: Blanco (582 Indian), 98.9 km.p.h.

(61>i m.p.h.).
1,000 c.c: Fuentes (989 Harley-D.), 139.5

km.p.h. (87 m.p.h.).
1,000 CO. Sidecars: Maure (989 Hailey-D. so),

120 km.p.h. (75 m.p.h.).

Examination for Driving Licences.

Before granting driving licences to

motor cyclists, the Queensland Traffic De-
partment has decided that a test will

have to be passed. A letter has been
written by the Department to the Queens-
land Motor Cycle Club asking for a sug-

gestion for a practical examination to be
given to applicants which would be suit-

able for all classes of machines.

A Close Race.

The 300 miles National Championship
Race, at Wichita, Kansas, held on the

4th of last month, was won by R. Hep-
burn on a 998 c.c. Indian, his time being

4h. 18m. 543. Higley gained second

place riding a 998 c.c. Harley Davidson,

his time for the distance being 4_h. 37m.,

beating Kreiger who finished third with

a 998 c.c. Indian by only 30 seconds.

bii
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DEVELOPMENTS IN CARBURATION.
Three-jet, Two-lever

Insirument.

OF all the many details connected with
petrol engines perhaps the carbu-
retter receives the most attention at

the hands of designers.

In the past few weeks we have had no
less than four experimental instruments
on test, and each of these has given good
results in its own particular sphere. By
this we mean that one carburetter may be
designed as a single lever instrument for
normal touring purposes, and functions
admirably as such ; anotlier is turned out
to give maximum power and acceleration

at the expense of automaticity and petrol
consumption ; and a third is designed
particularly with the idea of giving good
all-round results, but particular stress is

laid on low petrol consumption. The two-
lever instrument under review comes into
the last mentioned category.

" Cut-away " view of the Reece carburetter,

showing the arrangement of jets, shrouds

and dampers.

As will be seen from the sketch, which
is self-explanatory, there are three jets

placed in line. All three are slu-ouded by
tubes, and the two nearest the engine

are prevented from coming into action

until the throttle is partially opened by
small tubes which coincide with the

shrouds ; these tubes are carried in the

throttle barrel.

In action, as soon as the tlrrottle is

slightly opened the rearmost jet is opened
up, and with- this fuel supply it is pos-

sible to attain a speed of approximately
25 miles per hour ; when the throttle is

raised slightly further the foremost jet

comes into action, and still further move-
ment opens up the middle jet. An air

slide is mounted in a second barrel beliind

the throttle chamber ; a slot in the throttle

barrel is engaged by a set pin in the outer
casing of the mixing chamber, so keeping
it in its correct position.

It is claimed by the inventor that petrol

consumption up to 120 m.p.g. can be ob-
tained regularly with a 500 c.c. engine,
and as far as our tests have proceeded we
should judge that the claim is accurate,
although, since the model we are testing
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is a hand-made experimental instrument
not easily tuned to varying machines, it

is difficult to arrive at accurate results.

Nevertheless, the carburetter gives excel-

lent slow running and acceleration, and is

almost automatic in action, the consump-
tion being particularly good. The carbu-

retter is the design of Mr. J. R. Reece,

63, Henry Street, Ashted, Birmingham.

Floatless Single-lever
Carburetter.

A FLOATLESS single lever carburetter,

somewhat of a novelty, is being pro-

duced in Birmingham by Parmor
Carburetters, Ltd., Carlton House Exten-
sion, Birmingham. Known as the
" Parmor No. 2," the carburetter

under examination has several features of

interest. First, it is of the floatless

type, the spraying nozzles being covered
by a conical cap when the machine is at

rest. Suction of the engine raises this

cap and permits the mixture to be drawn
into the carburetter body, its outlet to the
engine being controlled by a normal piston

throttle. In addition to a rotatable air in-

let which may be closed for starting pur-
poses, there are two main adjustments,

(1) a tap controlling the amount of fuel

which reaches the jet, and (2) a screw-

down adjustment limiting the lift of the

jet covering valve.

•^ss^h 3^a=^3 S*

} g \ ^-
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Components of

the Parmor
Carburetter.

A FEATHERWEIGHT
THREE-WHEELER.

SOME interest has been aroused in the

Midlands by the appearance on the

roads of a tiny three-wheeled vehicle

propelled by a two-stroke engine and
carrying two passengers. The owner and
manufacturer of the machine is Mr. J.

Wainwright, of 53, Barras Lane,
Coventry.
Weighing only 140 lbs. complete, the

vehicle has a light tubular frame. The
20xljin. front wheels are mounted on
vertical sliding tubes, the motion of

which is controlled by coil springs

;

steering is direct through a tiller. The
rear of the chassis is unsprung, but the

seat frame is suspended on ash laths

giving a certain amount of flexibility.

The power unit is a 70x70 mm.
(259 c.c.) two-stroke, and has been built

up by the owner chiefly from parts of

proprietary engines; the crankshaft,
however, is a five-piece unit of home
construction.

Weighing only 140 lbs. complete, this

tiny home-built vehicle truly earns the

title of "cycle car."
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OBTAINABLE FROM ALL
MOTOR-CYCLE DEALERS,
IN A COMPLETE RANGE OF SIZES.

TRADE MARK

READY FOR THE HOLIDAY—
AND ALL THE ROAD MAY HOLD
His mount " tuned up " and running

sweetly ; in his pocket a book of

Dunlop maps to guide him on his way
—and on his machine a pair of trusty

DUNLOP
TYRES

that will take him wherever he wants
to go—with comfort » speed and safety.

In ansiMrlnn this advurtisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." bi3
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SIMPLY PERFECT TO RIDE

The rms w
Scout

The acknowledged best designed Motor Cycle in the World.

Prices from £ 1 1

2

£ 1 34- Combmation.

jor Catalogue which gives illustrations and full particulars of this fascinating mount.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
"Indian House,"

366-368, Euston Road, London, N.W.
Telephone—Museum 1643.

Telegrams
—

" Hendian, Eusroad, Lonc^on."

Agencies throughout the world.

bi4 In nnstrcrin'/ thnse. arlierlii^ementK it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." 19
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Part of^lhe new Ilsham road, which will afford unbroken 1 of the

SOUTH Devon gives promise of one of the finest

motor roads in our country. It is the Ilsham
road at present under construction right, .along

the coast. It would be difficult to find on any part of
our shores a more delightful road than this, with the

Devon hills inland and the outward view across the
Channel to the south.

Torquay has great ambitions, and she knows well

that her natural virtues are an irresistible attraction

to motorists, who look to South Devon with ever-in-

creasing eagerness.
, There is no meanness about the

outlay in the provision of facilities, and the opening
up of choice ways in this beautiful neighbourhood, and
the extension of the Ilsham roa.d is a case in point.

To follo-w the Coast Line.

An inspection of a road map of South Devon shows
that already the coast line is followed closely from
Dawlish to Brixham, but an actual tracing of this

road shows that the map encourages an expectation

which is not fulfilled. -The road does not by any
means afford an unbroken view Of the sea. It bends
frequently inland and for miles has a barrier of trees

between itself and the open sea. It is on the promon-
tory east of Torquay, which ends in the rocky point

of Hope's Nose, that the new road is being made, and
the sea views are especially fine from the headland.
A visit to the scene of operations shows what a ^'ast

amount of labour and energy is being expended, and
with what thoroughness the extensive work is being

carried out.

Just off the land in this vicinity are three rocks

which rise from the sea and afford a quiet resting

place for sea birds. They are known as the Thatcher

,
Rock, Shag Rock, and Crestone Rock, and charming
views of them may be obtained through the fir trees

!''that are grouped along the cliffs.

At work on a bad bend. The new road, too, is very

hilly but picturesque.

A Picturesque Coast Road, affording

Tourists a glimpse of Devon's
sea. Remarkable Scenery.

The new road will not be without its gradients, but

gradients mean vision, and are therefore not to be

condemned. No one expects to find long level

stretches in Devonshire. It is a land of climbs, and

drops, and they are part of the interest of the district.

Another Coast Road.

One word of warning in this connection may not be

without advantage. Motorists travelling west from

Exeter will reach, a mile or so from the city, a dividing

of the ways, where a very distinct notice points right

to Torquay and left to Dawlish. The former is the

inland road and runs over the hills. There is on this

route one very stiff climb some two miles in length, over

Telegraph Hill. It is said to be the w^orst hill any-

where in the district. The surface is good, but it is

a somewhat trying ascent, and there is nothing to be

gained by taking this way. Torquay must then be

reached through Newton Abbot ; but the coast road by

Dawlish and Teignmouth is much to be preferred.

Dartmoor's Attractions.

If the sojourner at Torquay or thereabout wishes to

experiment in climbing, he will find ample opportunity

on Dartmoor. A run through Newton Alibot to Ash-'

burton, and thence to Two Bridges near Princetown,

will convince him that Dartmoor is not to be lightly

considered. These great hills are, however, well

within the range of the average mount, and it is only

by a little daring and adventure that one can derive

the fullest enjoyment from the remark ril.ilo scenery that

has made central De\'on.shire famous. Let it, how

e-^er. be borne in mind tliat the sunny wcallicr that

clings along the coast is no gurnaiilce that the higli

moors may not be shrouded in an irnpcnetrahlc nrst or

even undergoing heavy rain, ami iTicse an.' points one

cannot easily- ignore.

bi5'
"
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pOWE^ED §PORTS

(1) 976 c.c. Brough Superior—side valve ).A.P. engine

(3) 998 c.c. Rex with Blackburne engine.

(2) O.H.V. Brough Superior and IVlontgo^ety sidecar

(4) 998 c.c. Blackburne with Matchless sidecar chassis.

Experiences and Opinions of a Well'known Compeiition Rider.

POSSESSED with the love of speed, coupled with

an intense dislike for trains, and a purse too

slender to " run " a fast car, I have owned a

rather striking series of fast sidecar outfits during the

last few years, a brief but candid criticism of some

of which might prove useful reading to the prospective

owner of this type of machine.

Short of a powerful two-seater car, there is, to my
mind, no type of vehicle so eminently suited to long-

distance fast touring as a good big twin with medium-
weight sidecar. Solo machines are pleasant enough in

their way, but the extra luggage accommodation of a

sidecar is an undeniable advantage, and I for one

strongly object to finding my best suit full of holes or

covered with tooth powder, such as frequently results

from carrying one's suit case on an unsprung carrier.

Likewise, being a methodical person, I like to carry a

spanner to fit every nut on the machine, and the tool-

bag has yet to be designed which will accommodate
the resulting toolroll !

Misconceptions.
That the sports sidecar is comparatively seldom met

with on the road is possibly largely accounted for—

-

apart from the question of initial cost—by a rather

prevalent ignorance on the part of soloists as to the

speed capabilities of a fast outfit.

There is also a common belief that an empty sidecar

is a source of danger, necessitating great care in nego-
tiating corners. No idea could be more mistaken pro-

vided that intelligent forethought is shown in choosing

b i6

a sidecar of suitable weight for one's choice of mount
;

its general build makes all the difference to a machine's
behaviour with empty sidecar. A low-built " bus

"

with centre of gravity well down will corner safely

with quite a light sidecar, whereas a top-heavy machine
will require a far heavier attachment to attain the same
degree of stability.

More important than appearance.
Of far greater importance than the appearance of a

sidecar body is the strength of its chassis and con-

nections, and this is a point which must be gone into

very carefully when choosing a sidecar for a big twin,

especially if it is to be light. It need hardly be said

that one of the old-established firms should be patron-

ised, since chassis design is a matter of experience

rather than theory, and the maker's advice should be
sought as to the most suitable chassis for the purpose.

Of the various types of motor cycles I have owned,
the Harley-Davidson, Henderson, Blackburne, Rex-
Blackburne, Brough Superior (o.h.v. and side-valve),

and "sports" New Imperial are perhaps best suited

for the purpose of illustrating this article, the aim of

which is to give some idea of the road performance of

a fast outfit, its steering -stability, and speed capa-

bilities.

Henderson.—1,072 c.c, four-cylinder, two-speed,

short wheelbase model, with " Fitsu " light sidecar,

the chassis of which was not to my liking. This

machine was standard but for flat T.T. bars and
single-lever control.' It is a pity that the English
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The High Powered Sports Sidecar.

—

market is not offered an alternative bar of this type,

since the steering—especially solo—was much im-

proved thereby.

The outfit was exceedingly fast but overgeared, so

that speed had to be ^ot up downhill. The speedo-

meter was accurate to within a mile or two, and on
one occasion actually registered (s'l, on the level. It

steered really well and was stable with light sidecar.

Brough Superior.—Designed primarily as a de

luxe speed mount to an ideal specification rather than

to a figure, one naturally expects a lot from the Brough
Superior. After nearly a year's experience of one of

these mounts I am bound to say that my expectations

have been fully justified. Equally good service, too,

has been obtained from the sporting Montgomery .side-

car recommended for use with these machines by their

maker.

The power unit for the first 5,000 miles was an

o.h.v.- J. A. P. of 9S6 c.c, the chief attraction of which
lay in the extraordinary power given off at low

"revs.," enabling an abnormally high gear (3.25 to

i) to be employed. There' is no denying the fascina-

tion of a really high gear; it quite upsets one's- judg-

ment of speed, and 40 feels like 28 ! The speed of

this outfit was no less than 65, recorded by a speedo-

meter accurate to fine limits.

A side-valve " sports " J. A. P. was substituted

later, but, being an engine that loves to " rev.," the

gear had to be lowered. Thus the chief charm of the

o.h.v. engine was lost, but the side-valve scores in its

greater accessibility and reliability. So far the maxi-

mum speed recorded is 61 m.p.h., but I hope to im-

prove upon this later.

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the Brough
Superior as a sidecar machine is its amazingly light

steering, and this in conjunction with an ideal riding-

position renders it the most comfortable long-distance

mount I have yet experienced. Moreover, it holds
the road remarkably well.

For sidecar work I frankly prefer Brampton forks
to the now standard Montgomery ; the former steer

lighter, are more sensitive, and, above all, look neater.

Montgomery forks have the advantage for solo work,
however.

Rex-Blackburne.—The only machine of this make
that need concern us is a very imposing outfit I owned.
Encumbered with dynamo lighting and a very heavy

sidecar, it was not well equipped for speed, but by

dint of faking the engine the maximum speed had
been improved by the previous owner, Mr. J. D.
Martin, to the tune of 53 m.p.h. The P^ex sporting

body has most pleasing lines, and this, in addition to

a pair of long plated exhaust pipes and T.T. bars,

gave a rather cumbersome outfit quite a sporting

appearance. In spite of an abnormally long wheel-

base, the steering was excellent.

Blackbukne.—The 998 c.c. Blackburne is not, as

a rule, particularly fast oj lively, but one of mine had
both qualities, the maximum speed being 52 m.p.h.

The chassis was the Victory Matchless, standard until

recently ; this was strong, but heavy, and too wide in

the track. The coil rear springing was given to bounc-

ing with the sidecar empty, but behaved well under

load. T.T. bars and footrests gave this outfit a dis-

tinctive appearance. The steering and front springing

I did not like, and this is a point on these otherwise

delightful machines which needed attention. The
forks had a pronounced rake, and there was too much
trail, which, in conjunction with the wide chassis,

made cornering laborious.

H.arley-Davidson.—These delightful machines

need no praise from me; since their merits are well

known, but a word of warning might be advisable.

(1) 1916 Harley-Davidson with Millford chassis and Rennoc body. (2) 986 c.c. Brough Superior with overhead valve.'!,

(3) 1919 Harley-Davidson with underslung chassis and touring body. (4) 976 c.c. "sports" New Imperial.

b 10
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since they are frequently delivered solo and so are to

be seen with a variety of attachments, many of them

quite unsuitable.

It is a mistake to fit an ultra-light sidecar to a

Harley, since it is a rather top-heavy machine The
sporting Montgomery or Grindlay suit this mount well

and is as light as is compatible with safety.

The best Harley I had was an old grey 1916 model

with Millford Empress chassis (which gave wonderful

service), Rennoc torpedo body, and disc wheels. This

outfit would do 52 m.p.h., and steered well. A later

(191 9) model fitted with a heavy touring body and
underslung chassis was a shade faster, but the engine

was not so delightfully " silky," and the chassis was

very unsatisfactory for high speed work.
" ."^PORTS " New Imperial.—Introduced at

Olvmoia last autumn, this new model attracted con-

siderable attention from its racy appearance. The
976 c.c. Sports J.A. P. unit supplies the powdr, and
the gear box is a three-speed Burman. It is intended
purely as a speed mount, and so the makers have dis-

pensed with carrier, toolbags, silencer, etc., and mud-
guarding is of the simplest. The frame, however, is

on the lines of the standard production and is ratMr
too high to give the best results for speed work either

solo or with liglit sidecar.

Fitted with a light Grindlay sporting sidecar, this

outfit was exceedingly fast, but the steering is

rather heavy, and the sidecar tyre got very little

wear, being seldom on the ground ! Unfortunately, I

was unable to try out the maximum speed very

thoroughly before parting with the outfit, but it would
do over 60 m.p.h. without a shadow of doubt, and
the acceleration was positively sensational.

W. A. Fell-Smith.

Striking and unique in formation Cheddar Gorge form.s an attractive destination (or hundreds of motor cyclists living in the West
Country. Situa'.ed between Axbridge and Wells these great cliffs tower,_pver a road leading to the beautiful Mendips.

MOTOR CYCLES AND THEIR USES.

THE following ingenious paragraph appeared in

a recent issue of a provincial paper at the end
of a column on general motor cycle matters per-

taining to the enthusiast, and is reproduced here as an

example of the adaptability of the modern motor cycle.

Probably few people realise how frequently, in the

course of ordinary conversation, they make use of the

names of some of the leading machines manufactured
to-day :

—

" Let theirs be a summer of Sunbeams, of many
Triumphs, the Acme of all previous seasons, Alldays

b 20

and every day a Diamond in their memories; may their

speed excel the Aerial flight of the Bat; forbid that

they ever come to a Blackburne they Conna'ught cross

;

may their purses ever contain a Bradbury for times of

stress. Here's hoping we'll all stick together like the

Ivy, a Matchless combination of O.K. chaps, ever

ready to Raleigh to the help of some poor stranded

Rover. Let's hope we Beardmore police traps without

being copped, and reach our Zenith in avoiding with

Precision any hard wall that threatens to make us

Rex !

"-
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CURRENT
CHAT I

Uitnes to Xfgbt XampSi
August 10th .. .. 9.2 p.m.

„ 12th .. .. 8.59 ..

,. 14ih .. .. 8.55 „

„ 16th .. .. 8.50 „

-One number plate must be illuminated as above
fide Road Vehicles Hegistration and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law may be lit half an hour later.

A Question of Tune.

From a provincial paper :
—

" A. B.C.
Scootanujto, new appearance., scarcely

used, £18, or exchange for a piano.
"

Riding an overhead eight valve Harley-

Davidson, F. W. Dixon exceeded 103

m.p.h. at Qipston near Mansfield recently.

This - vifas the first occasion on which
100 m.p.h. had been- attained in this

country outside a racing track.

"Coueism" and " The Motor Cycle."

• A reader writes that "Coueism" must
be part of the routine at our editorial

offices, since The Motor Cycle really gets
" better and better " each' week.

Visiting Zeebrngge.

Tourists travelling to Belgium by the
G.E. Railway who disembark at Zee-
brugge should spend half an hour on the
famous Mole there. The scene of the
greatest naval exploit since Trafalgar, it is

well worth a visit, and complete details
of the fight are given in a booklet obtain-
able on the spoti

Benzole Mixtures.

A ready mixed petrol-benzole fuel is now
obtainable. It is a boon to those riders

of heavy outfits who find that benzole is

essential for cool running and absence of

knocking.

Variable Pulley Gearing for Lightweights.

A countershaft infinitely variable gear
(with kiclc starter) is shortly to be
marketed for lightweight machines. One
of our riders recently tested the experi-

mental model amid the traffic of Fleet
Street.

Observers for the Six Days.

ilotor cyclists willing to act as observers
and marshals during the first day's run
of the Six Days Trials (August 21st) in

the York and Thirsk, Kirby-Moorside and
Sheffield districts should forward their

names to Mr. W. A. Dovener^ 26, Beams-
ley Avenue, Frizinghall, Bradford.

Catering at Speed Trials.

No one will deny that the average speed
trial or hill-climb of 300-400 entries is a

dull affair, only to be ameliorated by such
adventitious aids as bands of music or a

good caterer's stall. The latter invariably

does good business, and is specially desir-

able when the proceedings are protracted.

Giving Old Machines a Chance.

Classes in all manner of competitions
might be set aside for pre-1914 machines.
They always provide interest, sometimes
amusement, and in any case encourage
riders to participate in club life who at

present feel that possession of the latest

type of machine is essential to success.

Trials organisers and award donors please

note.

Traffic Blocks.

Provincial motor cyclists seldom en-

counter traffic hold-ups so extensive as

those which occur in London. Recently a

member of The Motor Cycle staff found
himself held up by the kerb just opposite

the door of a well-known city accessory

store, stopped his engine, went in and
bought two chain links, returned and re-

started just as the traffic moved on again.

Anglo-Dutch Trial.

As already announced in The Motor
Cycle, the annual Anglo-Dutch motor
cycle trial will be held in Holland from
Friday, September 15th, to Monday, Sep-

tember 18th, inclusive. The British team
will be selected and the detail arrange-

ments made by the Eastern Centre of the

A.C.U. , and the British competitors and
officials will journey to Holland on Thurs-
day, September 14th. The Dutch motor
cyclists are preparing a series of social

entertainments for the British representa-

tives.

The Popular Motor Cycle.

There were very few motor cycles in

their garages during last week end, judg-
ing from the number on the roads.

Police Activity.

A correspondent informs us that there is

police activity at Netlier Wallop, between
Andover and Salisbury.

Army Motor Cycles.

There are now 2,415 motor cycles in the
control of the War Office, while in 1914
there were only 24. In the Royal Air
Force the motor transport section has 512
motor bicycles and 316 sidecars.

Belgian Grand Prix Surprise.

The A.C.U. has received an official

letter from the authorities responsible

for the Belgian Grand Prix to the effect

that Alec. Jackson, the Sunbeam rider

who came in first in the race, was dis-

qualified for changing a sparking plug.

SMALT. CAR PROGRESSION

-THE AUTOCAR" — published

from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE " and conducted on the

same enterprising lines— is the com-
plete oulomobile journal embracing
small, medium, andlar^ecars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4d.

Founded in 1S95, " THE AUTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobile paper and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is uni-

versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

Obstruction by Tractors.

Drivers of heavy tractors should note
that one of their fraternity the other

day was fined £4 and costs at the Bunt-
ingford Petty Sessions for obstructing

the passage of a motorist who wished to

pass him on the highway between Bark-
way and Hare Street.

A Motor Cyclist Author.

John Long has ju.st published a novel by
a motor cyclist author—John L. Carter.

Its title is " Come Day—Go Day," and at

least one chapter is full of mechanical

matters of particular interest to the motor
cyclist. Some day perhaps John L. Carter

will give us a real motor cycling novel,

and if he attains the same standard of

humour as is revealed in " Come Day—Go
Day " it will stand more than a sporting

chance of being a best seller—among motor

cyclists at least.
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Light Traffic.

Two ped<al cyclists riding side by side

are as diiEcult to pass on the road as a

motor coach.

Family Sidecars.

There is a marked increase in the use

of double-seated sidecars, occupied ap-

parently by parents who have purchased

machines which their sons—and some-

times daughters—drive.

Picnics in the Wet.

The inclement weather of this summer
has not deterred the family sidecar party

from enjoying its midday picnic. A water-

proof tent is now coming to be recognised

as an essential part of sidecar equipment.

A Mobile Caterer.

Last week-end we saw a sidecar with a

trailer. We quite expected to find that

the latter was a portable caravan. When
it was " opened out," we were invited to

have a " cup of tea, price 3d."— a, good

idea and one appreciated by the fair sex.

Undesirable Pyrotechnics.

Why do some riders allow the exhaust

systems of their machines to become
choked with carbon and soot? At dusk

machines are sometimes seen leaving a

vocket-like trail of glowing sparks in their

wake.

A Reminder to Parents.

It is a matter for regret that quite a

number of thoughtless parents take out

their young children in sidecars without

providing a screen to protect them from

grit and dust. Frequently outfits may be

noticed on which the lady of the party is

comfortably accommodated behind a

screen, but a juvenile sits before it.

Pillion Riding.

Replying to a question in the House of

Commons, the Secretary of the Ministry

of Transport, Mr. Neal, said that he had
no evidence that the number of accidents

due to pillion riding was increasing, and

that he did not think there was sufficient

ground to justify legislative action.

Youthful Riders.

Apropos of Col. Brereton's article in

these pages on " Motor Cycles for Boys
and Girls," and the correspondence which
followed, it is noticeable that fully 90 per

cent, of the large number of youthful
riders on the road to-day are among the
most careful and considerate users of t/' ^

highway.

Hand-signalling Estraoidinaiy.

A reader tells us that while riding be
hind a large American car, nearing soma
cross-roads, the word " Left " appeared
on a device over the rear number plate,

and simultaneously a hand shot out from
the off-side of the car ; to crown this, the
driver accelerated and kept straight on
his original course

!

Feminine Fashions.

The mere male will no doubt have
noticed that lady sidecar passengers are
thia year wearing large hats in lieu of the
leather cap or Tam o' Shanter once so
popular. Our passengers inform us that
the change is not entirely due to fashion,
but that, with an efficient screen, the
large brim shades the eyes and ^prevents
headache.
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Tea in Thermos Flasks.

A picnic basket tip is to carry milk for

the tea in the Thermos, in a bottle; if

mixed in the first place, the cup of tea

loses its refreshing qualities.

Pottering in London.

Not the least enjoyable evening rides

for the London motor cyclist is a potter

through the quiet streets which are so

congested during business hours.

A New By-pass Road.

Rapid progress is being made with the

new relief road running between Ohiswick
and Staines. This road, constructed with
the object of relieving congestion on the

Chiswick— Brentford — Hounslow route

out of London, is constructed throughout
of asphalt, and is of unusual width. It

is estimated that the work will be com-
pleted two years hence.

The Latest in Sidecar Equipment.

In the specially made dash of a de. luxe

sidecar recently seen on the road was a

shelf containing a neat array of books.

This sidecar library included " Motor
Cycle Reminiscences," by Ixion; " Motor
C.ycles and How to Manage Them,"
" Tracing Motor Cycle Troubles," " The
Motor Cycle Route Book," " Hints and
Tips for Motor Cyclists," several of

Charles G. Harper's works, a log-

book and three novels.

Eastern Danger Spots.

There is a lack of road warning signs

in the Eastern Counties. According to
correspondents, Low Hill, near Royden,
Essex, is "most dangerous," and so is

the right-hand turn in the village of

Weeley, between Colchester and Clacton;
the former is unposted ; the latter is so
bad that the ordinary warning signal is

useless.
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Musical Two-Strokes.

Why does a two-stroke engine alter

its exhaust note to a sharp, high-pitched

"twanging" sound while fourstroking?

Perhaps some two-stroke expert can
explain.

Tracing Troubles.

It is not very often that one finds a

motor cyclist by the roadside studying
the maker's book of instructions, yet

frequently one sees car owners diagnosing
trouble by aid of the printed word.

Fire I

A pillion rider, by dint of striking

many matches, managed to relight an
extinguished rear lamp without having
to call a halt. But " what was gained
on the swings was lost on the round-
abouts," for he had to dismount with
alacrity when he found his nether gar-

ments smouldering

!

Silent Brooklands.

When an L. and S.W. express train

rattles along the railway straight at

Brooklands, it is impossible to hear the

cars and motor cycles running in the

vicinity. Aggrieved track-men wonder
if there is anything particularly soothing

in a steam locomotive s roar and clatter

to the Weybridge residents who have
complained of the motors' noises.

Expert Evidence

!

At the Leicester County Court " an ex-

pert in motor cycles " stated that it was
a very risky thing to start a motor cycle

by running along with it. Such a silly

statement would not matter much if it

had not been responsible for a motor
cyclist being found guilty of negligence
when his machine crashed into a shop
window, judgment admittedly being
swayed by the "expert's" opinion.

A sign of the limes at the Bootle motor carnival. The owner of this Norton outfit—evidently

a wireless enthusiast—conceived the idea of fitting his sidecar with a wireless receiving set

instead of decorating it in the more orthodox way.
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Yorkshire Holiday Event.
Foiivleen solo and four passenger out-

fits started in the annual York-Edin-
burgli-York trial of the York M.C.. and
tAvelve and two resjiectively finished on
Monday night. There were no serious

hills, and the weather conditions were
favourable.

The Other Japs.
The Japanese are taking up motor

cycling with considerable enthusiasm, but,

according to Mr. H. C. Lepper, the

secretary of the Yokohama M.C.C., they
favour, for somp unknown reason, heavy
American machines, which are much too

high to allow the riders to touch the

ground with their feet. Many spills and
bruises are the result.

Mrs. Janson's "Double-twelve" record.

At an informal gathering at the Lang-
ham Hotel in celebration of Mrs. Janson's

double-twelve hour record on the 249 c.c.

Trump-Jap, that intrepid lady said thftt

Col. Stewart of Trump ilotors, Ltd., had
confessed to thinking so little of the pos-

sibihty of a woman completing the distance

that he just handed over an ordinary stock

machine for the ride.

Touring Eauipment Overseas.
The. motor cyclist who tours the British

Isles frequently wonders what his Overseas
brothers do in tlie matter of equipment.
In this country there is generally a garage
within five miles, or at the worst twenty
miles. The tourist in South - Af>-ica,

Australia, and Xew Zealand has to give

doser attention to the question of spares

and supplies. Perhaps some of our many
overseas readers will let us know the main
items of their equipment when on tour.

pl[®Tm(^iL®
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750 c.c. Cycle Car Records.

On Wednesday, August 2nd, the little

A.V. driven by A. E. Taylor made a

successful attack or. Brooklands records.

As the A.V comes under the F.I.CM.
definiton of a cycle car, the records

attempted were those of Class J. 1 (under

750 c.c). From a flying start the kilo-

metre was covered at a speed of 116.09

k.p.h. (72.10 m.p.h.), while the mile was
covered at 71.43 m.p.h., and the five miles

at a speed of 69.62 m.p.h. These are

class records, and for world's records the

mean speeds of both directions have to

be considered, these being 115.34 k.p.h. or

71.67 m.p.h. for the kilometre, and

70.89 m.p.h. for the mile

Ohservers ?or the Six Days.

Local A.C.U. Centres have been asked

to provide a complete staff of marshals

and observers for each section of the

course of the forthcoming Six Days
Trials, and unattached motor cyclists

willing to help should communicate w-ith

the nearest Centre Secretary. The ad-

dresses are : Yorkshire, Mr. W. A. Dove-

ner, 26, Beamslev Road, Frizinghall,

Bradford: East Midland, Mr. K. S. Top-

ping, 64, Frederick Street, Loughborough ;

Cheshire, Mr. W. G. Hill, Hill's Garage,.

The Newgate, Chester; Midland, Mr.

E. W. Winckle, 105, Colmore Row, Bir-

mingham; Nortli Wales, Mr. J. H.

Davies, Bryn Golen, Ruthin; East South

Wales. Jlr. A. B. Adams, "The Croft,"

Clevedon Road, Newport, i\Ion. ; \yest-

ern Mr. John Howell, 12, The Foregate,

Worcester; South Midland, Mr. E. J.

Pittock. 57, Gap Road, Wimbledon, S.W.

INTERNATIONAL TRIALS IN SWITZERLAND.
Contest. Forty-f!.ve EntrantsTeams from Britain, Sweden

IN England we have always been accus-

tomed to judge the importance of a

trial- by the number of entries re-

ceived.. .Rather should we ascribe im-

portance to the quality of the entries,

and to the lessons the trial teaches.

For the International Trials there are

but 45 entries. More is the pity ; but
our British representatives are tirst-class

riders, who are inouuted on the best

machines the world can produce.
Included in our team we have two T.T.

winners, who are pitted against the best

Swiss motor cyclists who won the Cup
in 1920, and who held it in 1921 against

the strongest team we could put forward ;

moreover, they are competing on their

own soil, and so have the advantage of

our men, since no one in our team knows
a yard of the very difficult course, which
has not its equal in the British Isles.

Among the other British riders not in

the team, Eric WiOiams (A.J.S.), and
Hugh Gibson (Raleigh) rode last year,

and so are conversant with the difficulties

and peculiar nature of the country.

Whereas last year there were only two
international teams, this year there are

three, the third being' that from Sweden.
The Swedes have proved themselves to

bo true sportsmen, and sent their Hus-
qvarna sidecar outfit by road, taking four
days from the port of landing in Ger-

and Switzerland in Six Days'

Representing Five Countries.

many. The three international teams
were composed as follows :

—

Engl.and.
G. S. Davison (249 Levis).
A. Bennett (492 SiHubeain).
P. W. Giles (BOO A.J.S. sc).

SWITZERL.\ND.
J. MoraBd (248 Condor).
A. Robert (496 Motosacoche).
E. Gex (994 Motosacoche sc).

Sweden.
B. Malmlierg (494 Husqvarna).
G. Gothe (494 Husqvarna).
P. Swanbeck (995 Husqvarna sc).

At the time of starting the entry list

was composed of the following :

—

H. Dinkel, Swiss (248 Ck>ndor).
J. Jtorand, Swiss (742 Condor).
V. Pittet, Swiss (248 Condor).
A. Clero, Swiss (346 Condor).
J, Volzenlo^el, French (346 Condor).
L. Divorne, Swiss (248 Comdor).
P. L. Hurrelbrink, Dutch (498 Sarolea).

A. Bennett, English (492 Sunbeam).
J. Robmann, Swiss (999 Frera).
G. S. Davison, English (249 Levis).
E. Gex, Sw.iss (994 Motosacoche sc).
F. Franconi, Swiss (496 Motosacoche).
A. Souvairan, Swiss (994 Motosacoche sc).

L. Bouvin, Swiss (994 Motosacoche).
L. Pelissier, Swiss (994 Motosacoche).
A. Robert, Swiss (496 Motosacoche).
A. Rothenbac^i, Swiss (987 Hariey-Davidson).
O. Sutter, Swiss (987 Harley-Davidsou).
A. Leu, Swiss (987 Harley-Davldsou).
B. Ma,lmbeTg, Swedish (494 Husqvarna).
G. Gothe, Swedish (494 Husqvarna).
P. Swanbeck. Swedish (995 HusQvarna sc).

O. Lambert, French (696 Viratelle).

D. Senuing, Swedish (999 Husqvarna).
F. Egget, Swiss (499 Triumph).

Hugh Gibson, English (348 Raleigh).

E. Borsetti, Italian (348 Raleigh).

E. Svduev, English (348 Raleigh).

C. Laeser, Swiss (965 Sew Imperial).

A. Demont, Swiss (2*4 New Imperial).

E. DesSeux, Sw.iss (292 New Imperial).
G, Fuhrer, Swiss (994 Motosacoche).
R. Gay, Swiss (986 B.S.A, sc).

W. E. Clarke, English (653 Quadrant).
CMfford Wilson, English (653 Quadrant).
L. Meyer, Swiss (994 Motosacoche).
F. W. Giles, English (800 A..I.S. sc).

lEric Williams, English (348 A..T.S.).

N. F. Harris, English (348 A.J.S. ).

Lt. Glen Kidston. R.N., English (499 Sunbeam).
G. L. Hamer, Dutch (736 Douglas).
A. Dunand, Swiss (499 Sunbeam).
A. Pictet, Swiss (1.098 Hinstin cycle car).

A. Bertschi, Swiss (499 Triumph).
E. Markiewicz, Swiss (749 Benjamiu cycle car).

Even though the French who live on
the Swiss bordex did not send a team,
two French riders were entered. There
were two Dutchmen, and one Italian,

while practically one-fourth of the riders

were English. As last year the examina-
tion was in the Electoral buildings, and
was carried out with characteristic

thoroughness. Great attention was paid
to silence, and many a rider had to " fish-

tail " the end of his silencer.

Scenes at the Examination.

Two days were taken up in the ex-
amination,^! the machines, which with
their riders were weighed, v7hile all-

important portions, such as crank cases,

wheels, frames, and tanks were sealed.
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TWO OF THE TEAMS IN THE INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL:

'

Comceting for Britain : A. Bennett (492 c.c; Sunbeam), F: W. Giles Swedish representatives' debut: they are all mounted on Husqvarnas,

(800 c.c. A.J .5. sidecar) and G. S. Davison (247 c.c. Levis). Sweden s leading motor cycle.

Three British club teams are compet-
inn for the Team Prize—the _ Worcester
and District JI.C.C. (F. W. Giles. Eric

Williams, and H. F. Harris) ; the Brad-

ford and , District M.C.C. (E. Sidney,

Hugh Gibson, and Clifford Wilson) : and
the" British Motor Cycle Racing Club
(G. S. Davison. A. Bennett, and W, E.

Clark).

FIRST DAY'S RUN: GENEVA—CHAUX
DE FONDS (124 MILES).

Last Thursday morning broke overcast

and fresh, but with every prospect of fine

weather.
The day's run was an easy one, just

intended to introduce the riders to the

type of country they would have to

traverse during the remainder of the trial.

It is not surprising, therefore, that all

who started reached their destination to

time."

The competitors were started in order-
according to a draw, and curiously

enough the principal British riders got
away first. F. W. Giles (A.J.S. sc),

then Hugh Gibson on the Raleigh, A.
Bennett on his spotless Sunbeam, and
G. S. Davison on his not quite so spot-

less Levis. "Truly," as a Swiss official

remarked to us the day before, " you
have sent us your ' aces.'

"

Quite a remarkable feature of the day's

journey was the excellence of the roads.

On from Geneva the route lay along the

shores of the beautiful lake, over a

smooth, Avell-tarred highway for some 12

miles until Nyon was reached ; it then
turned abruptly " inland " up into the
Swiss Jura, a beaiitiful country with
wooded hills rarely raising their tops
above the tree-line but over roads often
exceeding Ben Nevis in altitude.

Once the blue-green waters of the lake

had been left the competitors started to
climb ; first over the four miles climb up
the Col de St. Cergue. rising nearly
2,000 feet but over smooth, gradually
rising roads with easy bends. Then the
road flanked the sides of the mountains
overlooking the lake, descended a little,

and then started to rise—the beginning
of the Col de Marchairuz—the first

observed hill. This climb was a long
one, well over four miles of gradient,
easy at first but with a final hairpin of

about 1 in 7 on the inside. Both the
British team and the other British riders

looked perfectly happy. Giles on the
800 c.c. A.J.S. sidecar,' with his wife as

passenger, looked as if he were on a

holiday tour. Our two "aces," Bennett
and Davison, were seemingly just as con-

tent, while the Raleighs and Quadrants
made light work of the hill. Naturally
such a climb in no way w=orried the
Swiss-born Condors and Motosacoches.
while the Swedish Husqvarnas made
excellent ascents.

A steep winding descent through the
pretty uplands of the Juras followed,
leading to the charming little Lac de
Joux, on the road round which there was
recently held the first Swiss motor cycle
Grand Prix.

As the lake is approached two valleys
appear, and the competitors, to their siir-

prise, %ver6 directed up the one through
which there appeared to be no exit. It

was a short and pretty climb through
almost a gorge, followed by a steep wind-
ing descent to Vallorbe, the luncheon
stop.

Though one or two of the higher cor-
ners of the observed hill had been rough,
the morning's roads were excellent, but
after lunch came the ascent of Ste. Croix,
which occupied a quarter of an hour, was
somewhat steep and rather rough. The
competitors then descended to Neuchatel,
getting a glimpse of its pretty lake, and
made a long winding climb up to the Vue
des Alpes, whence on a clear day can be
seen the whole range from Mont Blanc to

the Bernese Oberland. Needless to say,

it was misty ! . The climb presented no
difficulties, and on the summit we were
interested to chat with a police lieuten-

ant and his sergeant who arrived on a

Motosacoche sidecar outfit.

A five miles descent brought the com-
petitors to Chaux da Fonds, where the

day's run terminated. All who started

arrived without the loss of a siiig'e mark,
despite several secret checks.

SECOND DAY'S RUN : CHAUX DE FONDS
—ZURICH (174 MILES.)

Friday's run was considered to be the

most difficult of any. It had not the

enormously long climbs of Saturday's
route, but judged from English standards
the hills were both long and severe, aver-

aging from -three to four miles and com-
prising country roads of a nature which
we call "colonial."

Despite blue skies, a hot sun and a

cool breeze to temper its heat—in a word,
ideal weather—the severity of the course

told its tale of victims,, and three were
removed from the list of survivors.

British and Swiss teams were both intact,

though of the latter Robert (Moto-
sacoche), the champion rider of Switzer-
land, was caught out at a secret control,

the accuracy of the timing of which was
indisputable, and so lost marks. During
the second rlay, therefore, the British
team was leading; still, with four more
days to go much could happen. Of the

gallant Swedes, Captain Svanbeck (Husq-
varna) struck a bojjlder with his gear box
and had to retire, L. Divorne (248 Con-
dor-Swiss) and W. E.. Clark (653
Quadrant) had to retire, while several
lost marks.

[To be concluded.)

CROYDON HILL CLIMB.
Sidc'Valve Single Makes Fastest

Solo and Sidecar Times at

Marlpit Hill.

MARLPIT LANE, Coulsdoh, was on
Saturday last the scene of a poorly

irted but nevertheless interesting hill

climb, open to members of the Croydon
_and District M.C.C.

A. Attwood (548 Hawker) made
fastest time in both the solo and sidecar
classes, his time in the former being
31| seconds for the flying half mile.

Time results of the various classes were
as follows :

—

350 c.c' Solo.
Private Ou-ners.—l, N. Peet (349 A.J.S.),

38"'5S. : 2, M. Jones (349 Douglas), 45%s
Trade.—1, N. Peet (349 A.J.S.), and C. M.

Fairwaatlier (250 Coulson), 37%s., tied. '

600 c.c. Solo.
Private On-ners.—l, G. Symonds (499 Duzmo),

34%=.; 2, N. Peet (319 A.J.S.), 375/5S.

Trade.— 1. A. Attwood (548 Hawker), 32%s.;
2, G. Symonds (499 Duzmo), 33^s.

Unlimited 5olo.
Private Owners.—!, G. Symonds (499 Duzmo),

32s.; 2, I. P. Riddooh (548 Hawker), 52%s.
Trade—1, A. Attwood (548 Hawlter), 31%s.:

2. I. P. Riddoch (548 Hawker), 33%s.

600 c.c. Sidecars.
1, A. Attwood (548 Hawker scT, 45s.

Unlimited Sidecars.
Private Owners.—1, W. Bucknell (976 Match-

less sc), 48-!4s.; H. S. Jerome (398 A.B.C.),
53y5S.
Trade.—If A. Attwood (548 Hawker sc.),

45'/5S. ^ A. E. Chittenden (976 Brough-Superior
sc). 49>,?s.
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BANK HOLIDAY MEET AT PENDINE.
West Wales Centre Open Speed Trials provide Interesting and Varied Racing.

Competitors getting away in the 350 c.c. 4 mile race. Wet sand made the process an uncertain one.

ONE came away from the open speed

trials at Pendine on Monday re-

assured that motor cycle racing is

the finest of all sports.

Everj'thing combined to make the day an
enjoyable one—sunshine, a vast expanse of

not-too-wet sand, satisfactory fields, thrill-

ing racing, and—George Dance. Not that

the Sunbeam v/izard, now happily re-

covered from his accident at Catsash,

monopolised everything—^there were other

exceptionally good men on good machines
there—but he certainly won all the events

in which he entered, including most of the

Welsh championships for this year.

There was no split seconds timekeeping,

formula calculating or handicapping, nor

an endless procession of solitary riders

whizzing by at irregular intervals ; each

class was a race—usually either twice or

five times round a two-mile there-and-

back course—and everybody started at

once, or as nearly as readily-sinking

wheels permitted.

Welsh Championships.
Championship events came first, all over

the full ten miles except the lightweights

and the sidecars.

Of the seven "275 c.c." starters, W.
Edwards (Rex Acme) lost least time after

the flag dropped, but Morris Isaac (New
Imperial) quickly ousted him from the

leading position, and Edwards had to be
content with a second place, hardly won
from L. I. Davies (Diamond) on the last

lap.
27.5 c.c. CHAMproNSHip (4 Miles).

1. Morris Isaac (249 New Imperial).
2. W. Edwards (249 Bex-Acme).
3. li. I. Davies (249 Diamond).
^ Winner's time = 4m. 43^/^s,

There was a like number of competitors
in the " Junior " race, and when L. 1.

Davies (Cotton), W. Edwards (o.h.v.

A.J.S.) and C. Sgonina (own-conversion
o.h.v. A.J.S.) completed a lap almost

neck-and-neck, ' a close finish seemed
likely. However, the Cotton gradually
lost ground, and Sgonina's machine was
suffering from oil on the clutch, allow-

ing the other A.J.S. to increase its lead

steadily to the finish. Posters on the

course advised us to " watch the Sheffield-

Henderson "
; as it turned out, we could

not avoid doing so.

T. J. Thomas' machine of that iUc was
at» least as fast as any, but his skid-

cornering was lurid to the^ extreme.
It appeared to be a case of more _ haste

less speed.

350 c.c. Championship (10 Miles).

1. W. Edwards (349 A.J.S,).
2. A. Bullock (349 Weatherell).
3. T. -J. Tliomas (349 ShefBeld-Henderson).

Winner's time = 10m. lis.

C. P. Wood (Scott Squirrel), H. Hassall
(o.h.v. Norton), Sgonina (Sgonina-Special),

and Dance (o.h.v. Sunbeam) were ob-

viously the people who mattered in the

560 c.c. event, and although Dance was
possibly most fancied, any one of the other

three was entitled to consideration.

Wood was left at the post with an oiled-

up plug, and for four laps Dance and
Hassall hurtled round together, with
Sgonina never hopelessly behind. Dance
steered an uncannily close course at the

corners, but Hassall, if sometimes wider,

was not one whit slower in getting round.
Then, half-way up his last lap, the
Wolverhampton man really opened out,

led round the last corner, and sped down
the straight _ about 100 yards in front.

a;¥;s^t«>-^ss?^^k^5^'^-5-»» ' "r^"S^is?y'CT-='"-

Waiting for the starter's flag to drop in the championship sprint : from left to right—C. Sgonina

(Sgonina-Special), Handel Davies (Brough-Superior) and George Dance (Sunbeam).
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Handel Davies and the Brough-Superlor proved an Invincible combination in the closed events

;

and was always well placed in the championships. Davies cornering when leading the field in

the unlimited four mile race.

His speed for the ten miles, including nine
acute turns, equals 63.27 ni.p.h., which
he bettered slightly in another class.

560 c.c. Championship (10 miles).
1. G. Dance (499 Sunbeam).
2. H. Hassan (490 Norton).
3. C. .Sgonina (Sgonina Special).

Winner's time = 9m. 29s.

He had a slightly more difficult task
in the unlimited event, for Wood had
overcome his plug trouble and H.
Davies (Brough-Superior) turned out to be
a very speedy dark horse. Davies led

first time round, followed by Dance,
AVood, and Hassall. but he lost his posi-

tion on the turn ; . it was Wood, Dance,
and" Davies for the following fwo laps

—

Wood's corner work being wide but
amazingly sure and fast. Entering the
last lap Dance had dropced to third, but,

sure enough, less than two minutes later

the craning spectators saw what they had
more than half expected—the Sunbeam
whizzing across the line at 80 m.p.h.,

with the Brough-Superior and the Scott
relegated to second and third. There was
a storm of applause. George Grinton, the

Edinburgh Harley rider and Scottish
" Heavyw-eight " champion, was hampered
by gear box trouble in this -race, or

possibly things might have hummed even
more.

Unlimited Ch.4mpionship (10 miles).

1. G. Dance (499 Sunbeam).
2. H. Davies (976 Brough-Supeiior).
3. C. P. Wood (481 Srott).

Winner's time = 9m. l^ss.

A Right-hand Sidecar.

Although the open sidecar race did not
actually come next, it nevertheless

deserves description at this juncture.

Wood, Grinton—with only top gear in

action—Davies (Brough-Superior), and
F. Bush (Harley-D.) were the starters.

Since all the turns were left-hand

ones the Scott's right-hand sidecar was
distinctly advantageous, but the Brough-
Superior, with a conventional attacK-
nlent, kept just ahead until the finishing

straight. Then the big twin oiled up a
plug and coasted-in in neutral many yards
behind the humming two-stroke. It was
a pity, for the finish most assuredly would
have been keen.

c8

UXLiMiTEn Sidecar CnAMPiONSHip (4 miles).
1. C. P. Wood (431 Scott sT;.).

1. H. Davies (976 Brough-Superior sc).
3. F. Bush (998 Uarle.v-Davidson sc.).

Winner's time=4m. IS^^s.

As last year, the W^est Whiles Centre
closed four-mile events, which followed,

were as interesting as the open events,

this despite the fact that all the competi-
tors were genuine members of local clubs.

After a false start in the 300 c.c. race,

all six competitors left the line as one
man—an impressive sight. At half-

distance Morris Isaac (New Imperial) and
L. I. Davies (Diamond) cornered together,

only occupying the space a sidecar outfit

would have taken up^ For a moment it

almost seemed that they would crash.

Still dead level, they screamed rouiid~ for

the second and last time, and in that

formation they crossed the finishing line

—a dead heat.

500 c.c. Closed (4 miles).
1. 51. Isaac (249 New Imperial) and L. I. Davies .

1249 Diamond), tied.

3. W. Edwards (249 Re.t Acme).
Winner's,time=4m. 52s.

But slightly less sharply contested was
the 350 c.c. affair. This time it was
Sgonina (A.J.S.-Special) versus L. I.

Davies (Cotton-Blackburne). Davies led

until the second about-turn, when his

rival gained fully 10 yards by a well-

judged, neat loop, retaining the resulting

advantage, but hardly gaining on it, until

the end. T. J.- Thomas (Sheffield-Hen-

derson) was never dangerous, but made a
good third,

350 c.c. Closed (4 miles).
1. C. Sgonina (349 A.J.S.-Special).
2. I/. I. Davies (349 Cotton-BIackburne).
3. T. J. Thomas (Sheffleld-Henderson).

Winner's time=4m. li>iS.

Nine started in the 600 c.c. race, but
Dr. Lindsay (Norton) early forged ahead,
winning by over 300 yards.

600 c.c. Closed (4 miles).
1. Dr. A. Lindsay (490 Norton).
2. A. W. Nicklen (492 Sunbeam).
3. S. Bush (490 Norton).

Winner's time = 3m. 52s.

Eleven " unlimited " machines lined

up, incidentally all 500 c.c. mounts except
Bush's Harley-Davidson and H. Davies'

Brough-Superior. Davies steered his big

machine in an exceedingly capable

fashion, and all Dr. Lindsay could do was
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to hang grimly on to second place, Bush
finishing less than ICO yards behind.

Unlimited Closed (4 miles).
1. H. Davies (976 Brough-Superior).
2. Dr. A. Lindsaj' (490 Norton).
3. F. P. Bush (998 Harley-Davidson).

Winner's time = 3m. 41'^^s.

Interspersed among the later races were
one mile sprints for each capacity class.

The detailed results, below, speak for

themselves. Dance won his event without
difiicultjt; Sgonina's mount beat the T.T.
A.J.S. ; Harris, Dr. Lindsayj-and Davies
were also distinctly quicker in accelerat-

ing than their competitors. Despite the

short distance, the numbers of the first

three "unlimited " machines were artistic-

ally chalked up on the scoring board be-

fore the rest of the field flashed past

!

One-Mile Speints.
CTiampionship Unlimited Class.—1, G. Danes

(499 Sunbeam); 2, C. Sgonina (Sgonina Special);
3. H. Davies (976 Brough-Superior).
300 c.c. Solo (closed).— 1, H. Harris (249 New

Imperial): 2, L. I. Davies (249 Diamond); 3,
W. Edwards (249 Rex-Acme).
350 c.c. Solo (closed).—!, C. Sgonina- (A.J.S.

Special); 2, W Edwards (349 A.J.S.); 3, L. I.

Davies (349 Cotton-B.).
600 c.c. Solo (closed).—1, Dr. A. Lindsay (490

Norton) ; 2, A. W. Nicklen (492 Sunbeam) ; 3,
I. Parker (492 Sunbeam).
Unlimited Solo (closed).—1, H. Davies (976

Brough-Superior) ; 2, F. Bush (998 Harley-
Davidson) ; 3, Dr. A. Lindsay (490 Norton).

There were two more sidecar races, as

under, the feature of the second being the

plucky fight of the Douglas against the
much bigger Brough-Superior.

750 c.c. Sidecars Closed (4 miles).
1. "V. Anstice (494 Douglas sc).

Winner's time=:5ra. ll^y^s.

Unlimited Sidecars Closed (4 miles).
"1. H. Davies (976 Brough-Superior sc).
2. J. Anstice (494 Douglas sc).

Winner's time=4m. 42'.^s.

A light car event and a grotesquely
comic race for Ford oars concluded a

meeting that provided varied sport for a

big, but not record, crowd of spectators,

and at least one win apiece for ahnost all

the most popular entrants.

GLASGOW OPEN SPEED
TRIALS.

67 m.p.h for the Half Mile from a
Stan(jing Start. 175 Competitors.

ORGANISED by the Scottish Wes-
tern Motor Club, Saturday's speed
trials were open to both cars and

motor cycles, and by permission of the
Renfrew authorities were held over a

straight half-mile of road at Inikinnan.

The Scottish Western people, who
have proved themselves experts at

running these events in the past, excelled

themselves on Saturday. • 'They electric-

ally timed 175 competitors over th.e

course of half a mile without a protest.

Fastest time of the day was made by
A. L. Downie, of Edinburgh, on his

o.h.v. A.J.S. ; he covered the half-mile

from a standing start at the amazing
speed of 67 miles per hour. He, however,
had no speed to spare in winning this

coveted honour, ' his time being only

fractions of a second better than Geo.

King (another A.J.S. rider) and J. M.
Philips (976 Dot).

No one man had it all his own way
this year amongst the motor cyclists, but

Geo. Kelly (A.J.S.), G. C. Walker (New
Gerrard) and A. H. Alexander (Douglas)

all won three classes each.
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A Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

// is now generally accepted thai insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number of

communications received on insurance 'matters, too, indicates that readers are very keenly interested in this subject;

some of the questions require expert advice, and this feature has been formed to deal impartially with the various

problems that are presented to us.

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Acciderd Insurance Co., Ltd. (a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded IS years ago)

enable "The Motor Cycle" to keep in very close touch with all matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted

advantage to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked "Insurance" on the left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed

to "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

Paying Pre> Mr. J. L. Salisbury, Glasgow, writes

:

mium on an " When one buys a new outfit the usual
Amount plan is to give the full retail price when
Never filling up the form, and consequently paying
Recoverable, the" highest possible premium. Considering

that the price of any machine depreciates 25
per cent, immediately it has been on the

road, what sense is there in paying a premium
on an amount one knows will never be paid

out in case of theft?"

This question is interesting, because it brings to light

the other side in connection with total loss settlement.
However, depreciation to the extent named by our en-
quirer would not be enforced by any insurance company
simply because the machine had just gone on to the road.
Most companies would consider that for the first month or
two, unless there were decidedly aggravating circumstances,
no depreciation at all, or at any rate very little, had taken
place. Indemnity is required by the motor cyclist, and it is

up to him to see that he places himself in such a position as
to obtain it.

Insured Mr. W. C. Smith, Farmouth, says: "I am
Twice. - insured with a daily newspaper which includes

in its policy ' Accidents whilst riding a
Motor Cycle.' Would it pay out if it

knew I was insured with a company cover-
ing motor cycle accidents?"

So far as Vie are aware, a company responsible for the
accident insurance coupon which is now such a common
feature with daily newspapers would not be concerned
whether a. claimant had a motor cycle policy covering
similar accidents, neither would the company issuing the
latter policy be concerned in any insurance benefits derived
as the result of the newspaper coupon insurance.

* * * *

A Lesson for Jlr. E. W. Atldns, Middlesbrough, writes

:

the Unin= "... The shed in which my sidecar
S""'^''- outfit was garaged was burnt to the ground

and my machine absolutely destroyed. The
owner states that on the night before the
fire he saw that the place was all right and
doors locked, but I know that is not true.
The building was insured, but not the con-
tents, neither was there a notice exhibited
stating that customers left their machines there
at their own risk, nor was any mention made
to that effect when I arranged to garage my
outfit there. I had not insured the machine

myself, and the owner of the garage refuses

to help me in any manner, so I wish to know
how I stand, and if it is possible to claim

anything from him."

The garage proprietor is not liable for loss sustained

through fire unless it can be shown that such fire occurred

through negligence, and there is nothing to support this

view. Even if it were true that the door was not properly

fastened,. it could be said that a fire was the natural conse-

quence of such act of negligence.

# * * *

Riding at Mr. A. F. Atkins, Bournemouth, asks if he

Brooklands. is covered should an accident occur whilst

driving on Brooklands in the ordinary way
and not in an event, race, or an attempt at

record breaking.

The usual limit placed in policies covering motor cycles

is that the insurance is not effective whilst the vehicle "is

being driven in any speed test," so that, provided the

insured can satisfy a company that, although the accident

occurs on Brooklands Track, yet his purpose was not record

breaking or racing, he would be covered by the ordinary

policy. In the Six Days Trials, for instance, insured com-

petitors are covered, although they have to make several

fast circuits of the track.

* * * *

Pillion A correspondent "J.J." says: "My motor

Riding. cycle policy included third party risks up to

£1,000 when I first took it out, and in addi-

tion I was insured against pillion riding.

But when the next premium became due I dis-

continued the latter part of the insurance.

Shortly afterwards I met with a slight acci-

dent, and the company says it is not en-

titled to pay compensation to the third party

who is claiming damages, because I had a

friend on the pillion seat at the time of the

accident. Is this attitude of the company
correct?"

You originally insured to include risk whilst a passenger

was being carried on the pillion seat, and paid the extra

premium for this. On renewal you did not include pillion

riding risk, and, presumably, the premium payable was

reduced accordingly. An accident has now occurred whilst

a pillion passenger was being carried, and under the cir-

cumstances it appears quite obvious that this accident does

not come within the cover granted by the policy.

b 25
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AMONG THE Accessories

Bowden Wire Lubrication.

Silkily working controls are ensured by

using Lloyd lubricators, tlie clamp portion

of which is intended to be fitted permanent-

ly to a bared length of the Bowden cable;

then the reservoir is filled with oil which u
forced through by air pressure from an

ordinary tyre pump. (T. Lloyd, 12, Bridge

Street, Manchester.)

Oil Leakage Eliminated.

TFLt -RMHEBS

Oil leakage through and outside the tappet

guides of old 595 c.c. Douglas engin& is

minimised by washers and packing glands,

the fitting of which is undertaken by Eli

Clarke, Cheltenham Road , Bristol, at a cost

of 15s. .

Self-contained Lighting Set.

Four-volt accumulator, tail lamp and a switch

in each connecting plug are included in the

W.T. self-contained lightine sec marketed by

the Service Co., Ltd., 289, High Holborn,

London, W.C.2,at£4l7s. 6d.

b26

Three-Purpose Plug. Cover.

Acting as a radiator for the

central electrode and ?

waterproof cover for the

plug, the Fit Quick detach-

able bonnet also embodies -

a cut-out plunger useful for

locating faulty sparking

plugs on multi-cylinder

engines. 2s. (The Fit Quick
Motor Accessories Co., 68,

Rochester Road, Rock
Ferry, Cheshire.)

Labour-saving Pump
Connection,

Although designed for car

tyre valves, the Ideal

push-on pump connection

is adaptable to motor cycle

sizes by mserting a piece

of rubber tubing in the

nozzle. 2s, (Quickways,

Ltd., 30. City Road,

London, E.C.I.)

Neat Prop Stand.

Although at

present adapt-

able to ma-
chines with
fo otb oa rds

only, the
Russell prop

stand is quite

one of the

neatest of its

kind. A hee!

tap on the

upper plunger releases a catch which allows it

to spring out of action, while it may be brought

back - into use by foot pressure on the pin

screwed into the leg. It locks automatically,

has an adjustable prop, and weighs only 18 oz.

(J. Russell. 25, Warwick Road, Earl's Court,

London, S.W.5.)

Bowden Wire Adjustment.

Control wire adjustment is facilitated by th2

Quickways method, which consists of baring

a portion of the cable casing and substituting

a sheath of coiled wire in which is threaded

a stop, movement of which, of course, takes

up slack in the wire. (Quickways, Ltd.,

30, City Road, London, E.C. I .)

Built-up Number Plates.

If we ignore the obvious—and illegal—use,

the chief advantage of the " Ever Ready
"

built-up aluminium number plate is that the

local agent is able to hold a stock of numBers
for use as required, and the customer may
thus rely on instant delivery. (Adams Non-
Ferious Metal Co., Forward Works, Legge

Street, Birmingham.)

Ensuring Valve Efficiency.

—'~~—

~

*J U—

Valve grinding is a much less tedious task if

some such tool as the Ewart (above) is used.

"

The adjustable arm permits the brace to be

:

centred and thus equalises pressure on the-

valve face. (New Ways, Ltd., 132, Middle-

i

ton Hall Road, King's Norton, Birmingham.)
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'nth

ISth

nth

13th.
17th

-Public Schools M.C.C. Club.—
Brooklatids Handicap.
-Sumy M.C. and L.C.C.—
Members' Team Trial.—Middksbroitgh and District

M.C—Bill Climb. "-

—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run
to Princethorpe Woods.

^Atherton and District M.C.C.—
Speed TriaU.—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—
Run to Cotswold HHIb.—Sheffield and Bollamshire M.C. and
L.C.C—Hill Clinili (Yorks Centre).—-West Kent M.C.—President's Cup
CompetUion.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Bentley Woods.
,

—Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.—Picnic at

Brean Doiim.
-—WaUington and District M.C. and
L.C.C—Run.—Slieffield M.C.C.—Run to Harrogate.

—Ilford M-CC—ReliabiHty Trial.—Manchester M.C.—Hill Climb.
.

—Col.ne and DiMrict M.C. — Starlde

Trial.

.

—Prestwich and District M.C.—Sor.ial

Run to Manchester Hill Climb.

.

—Rotherham and District M.C.—Run to

Boston.
.

—Exeter M.C and J.CC—Run to

Lydford Gorge.
.

—Leeds Motor Union.—Run to Cray.—Western Centre A.C.V.—Hill Climb.

Speed judging at the Bristol M.C. and L.C.C. '' mysteiy "
trial. A competitor attempting to

tide at 18 J miles an hour for an unknown distance, which in this instance turned ou'. to

be only 300 yards.

Isle o£ Wight M.C. and L.C.C.

Fastest time of the day at the club's recent hill-

climb on a 1 in 4 rise was made by W. H. S.
Collins on a Harley-Davidson.

275 CO.—Two-STEOKES : 1, A. J. Bust (269
O.K. .Tunior); 2. C. Langford (269 Sparkhrook).

350 c:c.—1, J. E. Morris (348 Baleigh) ; 2,
C. Langford (343 Douglas).

500 CO.—1, 0. F. Stagg (494 Douglas); 2, E.
G, H. Morris (490 Norton).

750 CO.—1, C. F. Stogg (494 Douglas); 2. D.
Oliver (650 Zeuith) ; 3, M. J. Eumsey (499
Triumph).

Unlimited.—1, W. H. S. Collins (989 Harley-
Davidson) ; 2, H. W. Lininglon (976 Royal Enfleld)

;

3, C. F. Stagg (494 Douglas).

600 o.c—SiBECAES : 1, J. H. D. Allen (557
B.S.A. sc.).

Unlimited Sidecars.— 1, 0. W. Brannon (976
Royal Enfield sc).

Oxford M.C.

Competitors in the "Stop-and-out-ol-it Trial
"

had to cover a 30 mile circuit in the Chilterus—

a

route of eome hills and many surprises—which
brought them back to the starting point. Their
time was taken in passing, a-nd they were sen!
on to complete another lap of the same course,
which had to be completed in the same time.
This is no novelty, but an innovation was a secref
check at which times were taken on each lap.
This time again should have been the same a^
on other two for speeds and distance were the same
on each circuit.
There were numerous mishaps. F. J. Findlatei

(Triumph), after completing the first circuit with
a pillion passenger, punctured on the second.
The star performer was S. Hancox j490 Norton).
silver medal, total error 2m. 18s,; 1st bronze, H.
Cripps (550 Triumph), 6m. 47s.; 2nd bronze, E.
F. Sheldon (348 Raleigh). 15m. 3s. No sidecar
machine finished the course. Several cars abo
competed with, varying degrees of success.

Geo. Grlnton (989 c.c. Harley-Davidson), winner of ih^

Heavyweight Championship.

SCOTTISH SPEED CHAN4P10NSHIPS.

Norton experts. On the left is Graham Blacl". who was unsuccessful agam-t

Crahame W. Walker (right) in the 560 c.c. handicap.

h" 29
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IDITOR
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " Th6 Motor Cycle," DorsetHouse, Tadm Street, E.G. 4., and must be accompanied by the writer's name and-addiess.

5.5<? SUPERFLUOUS C.C.?

Sir,—The speeds attained in the T.T. races, bringing hame
to us the possibilities of the sma.ll and medium modern
machine, must surely make the thinking man wonder why
anyone should want a 1,000 c.c. engine for solo use. The
various letters on the subject that have appeared in your
columns from time to time have struck me more as the

efforts of men who are seeking to excuse themselves for

the practice than as plain statements of their reasons.

For some years past I have ridden a touring 350 c.c.

mount (on which I can easily do 60 m.p.h., even under
sligTitly adverse conditions) whose acceleration is enough to

slide me oft the saddle if I do not grip the bars firn-Jy

;

and more than ever I fail to see how any sane man can

want an engine three times as big.

I should like any of your readers to give me one good
reason why I should not continue to regard " big-twin-itis

"

as a form of lunacy which has, at present, no medical name.
S. Bhodesia. B. PYGSBOTHAM.

AVERAGE SPEEDS ON A 350 c.c. MACHINE.
Sir,—Having just competed a thousand-mile tour on my

350 c.c, 3.Epe6d, clutch-model Douglas, I feel that, in fair-

ness to the machine, I must set my experience against that
of Mr. L. W. Wliite. My machine had 2,000 miles to its

credit before commencing the tour, but thei only preliminary
attention was to grind valves, put fresh oil in the crank
case, and just to look over machine externally. The ground
covered was practically all Devonshire, including North
Devon, from Porlc»ck to Clovelly, carrying a nine-stone
pillion passenger. Never once did the engine lose power
through overheating; it ran "like a train" all the time,
and an excellent average speed was maintaioLd. On return-

irig from Devonshire, I did the journey of 130 miles (with
passenger) in five hours, an average of 25 m.p.h.

Personally, I should not hesitate to attach a light sidecar

to my machine if I wished, but I should not hope^to averaga
35 m.p.h., although I think that for a "burst" the outfit

would do "40" easily, and would average about 22 or

23 m.p.h. "DOUGITE."
Abingdon.

Sir,—Though not, at the moment, a motor cyclist, I am
a regular reader of The Motor Cycle, and my- experience,

such as it is, dates back to 1905.

With regard to Mr. J. R. Jones's statement, that he can
average 30-35 m.p.h. on a 350 c.c. Douglas with loa-ded side-

car, I fancy that it will need more than his unsupported
word to convince your readers.

I believe that it has been stated that in order to average
a certain speed for a journey of any length on the road,
involving the passage of towns, etc., the rider's mount must
be capable of a maximum speed approaching to double the
desired average. A proportion of Mr. Jones's route, the
road round Newport, is not in the best of condition, as I

discovered to my sorrow on a recent trip from London to

Spital, which is a few miles short of Birkenhead.
The A.A. gave the distance as 198 miles, which I

covered in 6^ hours dead, thus averaging 30.4 m.p.h., my
familiarity with the road alone enabling me to put up
this modest performance, and on much of the road speed
is impossible. Until I read of Mr. Jones's average I

flattered myself that I had not done so badly. My mount
was a 1920 Vitesse-G.N. K L. B. DYNE.

b 30

Sir —I have read Mr. J. R. Jones's reply to Mr. Wil-
liams, and am, I am afraid, still sceptical. Is Mr. Jones
riding a 1939 Douglas, or does he judge his speed by the
apparent rate of the engine, i.e. by the noise?

I have owned nineteen different machines, many of them
big twins, and on none of them have I been able to average
anything like 35 miles an hour for a journey of 100 miles
with loaded sidecar. Does Mr. Jones realise that in places
on the route he mentioned he would have to travel for con-
siderable stretches at 60 m.p.h. to keep up the average of
34.2 miles?

^f his bike can do this it is " some " 'bus and has "some "

rider. L. C. STUART.
Sir,—Mr. J. R. Jones's (tne 350 c.c. Douglas rider) aver-

age reminds me of one run I made from Leicester to Lon-
don. On leaving home my wristlet stood at 8 a.m., and
on arrival in town it was 10,25 a.m. The fly appeared in
the ointment when, half an hour or so later, I looked again

—

the watch still said 10.25 !

Personally, I find that I get a good average by adding
10% to the distance I've been, and subtracting 10% from
the time taken. B.I.A.J.S.

Leicester.

UNCERTIFIED ELECTRICAL TIMING. .

Sir,—In regard to the electrical apparatus for use on
hill-climbs described recently, and also_ the device used for
short distance records at Brooklands, there is one point
which seems to require some further safeguard.

Electrical indication of the precise moment of a vehicle
crossing a line is no doubt advantageous, as there is no per-
sonal variation, no question of delayed observation, nor of
premature reading, and, moreover, the indications are per-
manently on record for verification. But though the elimi-
nation of the personal element ancl the possible errors of ob-
servation is all to the good with a trustworthy recording
device, surely it is important that th'e clockwork by which
the interval between these accurately observed moments is

measured should be of the highest class and certified as
accurate ?

It is insufficient to observe accurately the moment of the
passing of the vehicle over two tapes if the recording in-

strument measuring the interval of time between those two
moments is not accurate also. "The electric signal may be a
refinement on the human observer, but is the clockwork asso-
ciaied with these electric timing devices as high grade
as the chronographs hitherto obligatory for official time-
keepers to possess ? Possibly it may be, but it would be
more satisfactory to know that this vital part of the electrical
timing system was the subject of an independent certificate

of behaviour, and also subject to an annual revision of its

continued good behaviour.
The watehes of official timekeepers are quite rightly in-

dependently certified at the National Physical Laboratory
as reaching a high level of excellence. The- Kew test, as it

is called, is vital before a watch may be used. But neither
^in regard to the clockwork at Brooklands, nor the clock-
work now offered on loan by Messrs. Ferodo, Ltd., does it

appear that any independent certificate of their behaviour
or " rating " has been made.

If we are seeking for a higher degree of accuracy in the
method of operating an instrument, we ought at least to
ihake certain that the instrument to be operated is of th€
same level of excellence as the certified watches hitherto
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compulsory for official timekeepers. It does not suffice to

make a watch acceptable to say it was made by a good
maker ; it has to pass an independent examination. To make
the clockwork mechanism on which the device depends
equally acceptable, it should be subjected to a similar inde-

pendent original e.xamination and certificate of merit, and
require a subsidiary annual revision. INTERESTED.
London, N.W.ll.

HANDLE-BAR WATCH TROUBLES.
Sir,—In your issue of July 20th, you published a letter

from Mr. D. W. L. Awburn, which greatly interested us.

We can understand a watch being damaged by excessive

vibration, or driving over "pot-holes," etc., and, as a

matter of fact this is the fate of most watches used on
motor cycles.

It is surprising to learn that a watch in going condition

would not start of its own volition, after being subjected

to vibration from "pot-holes." If this watch happens to

have been an Ingersoll, we shall be interested to hea,r direct

from Mr. Awburn, who apparently has a curiosity.

During the war, a watch mechanism was required for a

highly important defensive purpose. We understood from
the authorities that most of the well-known brands of

watches had been experimented with, but the Ingersoll was
the only one found to be a self-starter. As a self-starter

was the essential feature of the watch mechanism required,

Ingersoll watches were exclusively used. -We are, gf course,

unable to divulge what the mechanism -rtas, but let it

suffice to say that it could not be agitated in order to induce
the movement to start. To use a motoring expression, the

mechanism had to start from cold.

THE INGERSOLL WATCH CO., LTD.,
P. J. MORREN, Director.

WHAT IT COSTS TO TOUR.
Sir,—I beg to thank the various correspondents who have

replied to my letter. The fact that motor coaches, lying

practically idle all winter, can still make a profit for their

proprietors by summer touring at 30s. downwards per day
per head, "putting up only at the best hotels," shows that

reasonable hotels are to be had if only one knew how to find

them. And for the life of me I cannot understand why
such hotels capable of catering for motor cyclists do not

advertise in the paper read weekly by them all.

Since my first letter I have made a discovery which bids

fair to solve the difficulty. It is the " Miehelin Guide," pub-
lished at 5s. This book not only gives plans of all towns
of note with names of the streets, clearly showing onp the

way through them, and also the location of places of interest,

but also gives a list of hotels with, in most cases, their

tariffs.

With this book in hand a tour can be planned and the

maximum cost of it known in advance. If cheaper accom-
modation can b-e found en route then so much to the good.
Unfortunately, the tariffs of some hotels are not given, and
these I should avoid, in which case if I were touring in

the- district mentioned by Mr. Scroggs I should have failed

to avail myself of the two very reasonable ones he gives, as,

although these are given in the guide, their tariffs are not.

When on the tour of which I complained, one night we
came up to an A. A. hotel so tremendous that we dare not
venture in ; instead we chose one less pretentious. On look-

ing up in the guide I find that if we had put up at the
very large one we should have been a few shillings in pocket.

I figure it out that a tour can be planned with the help
of the guide to cost for two persons : Bed, 6s. to 10s. ; break-
fast, 5s. to 5s. ; lunch, 5s. to Vs. ; i.e., total, 23s. ; so that
tea, petrol, and all minor extras {lea\'ing out wear and tea:

!

can be met out of £2 per day.

I have to-day shovm the guide to a non-motoring friend
of mine who has often put up at some of these hotels when
away on business, and he assures me that the price he has
paid is much below the tariff as given in the guide. How
much longer are mine host and others going to be before
they realise that motoring is no longer the exclusive sport
of millionaires? And that there are heaps of motorists who,
like myself, have to deny themselves all other luxuries in-
dulged in by their non-motoring friends, which in the
aggregate, come to more than the expenses of upkeep?

A. S. KING.

Sir,—Having recently completed a tour of 1,015 miles on
a 770 c.c. B.S.A. sidecar outfit, I am able to record that
my experiences on the subject of c .ts are entirely different
from those mentioned by Mr. King. My tour was :

1st day, Lond-on-Birmingham. 6th day, Cameiford-Penzance.
2nd day, Birmiiigham-Hereford. 7t/h day, Penzance-Plymouth.
3rd day, JHereford-Bristol. 8th day, Plymouth-Exeter.
4th day, Bristol-Lynmouth. 9th day, E.xeter-Bournemouth.
5th day, Lynmouth-Cameliord. 10th day. Bouniemoulh-London-

The average petrol consumption being 50.4 m.p.g., thi?

item works out at £2 10s., or 5s. per day; three quarts of
oil for the entire trip is a negligible item.
From a point of view of economy, combined with conveni-

ence, my passenger and myself decided to adopt the plan
of having a-somewhat frugal lunch after the precaution of
a substantial breakfast. Then, avoiding lavisliness, on the
one hand, and risk of discomfort, on the other, we chose
two-star A.A. hotels, except on the fifth night, when the
town only boasted one hotel, and that a one-star (but I am
compelled to add that in this instance we were shown greater
courtesy and fared irwre sumptuously than at much more
pretentious places).

It will be seen by referring to a map that the daily mile-
age was 95-100, which allowed arrival in the early evening
having visited show ..places en route. Dinner then proved
welcome, but the grill-room was selected, where available,
and in every case proved advantageous.
To sum up, we found at the end of our journey that we

had spent roughly £1 per day each, excluding wayside "lu-
brication " as needed, but including petrol.
London, W.6. FIRST-YEAR TOURIST.

THE A.C.U. AND THE SOUTHSEA SPEED TRIALS.
Sir,—I gather that the A.C.U. in its wisdom has banned

the motor cycle racing at Southsea on August 23rd. I should
like some explanation of the motive, as to many of us here
it seems but an effort to strangle the sport at its birth in

this district.

The sport of organised motm- cycling is non-existent in

South Hants, which has 300,000 inhabitants, and a deter-

mined effort was to have been made after this event to bring
ourselves in line with other parts of the country, and form a
real, live sporting club. The A.C.U. has had the pleasure
of killing that idea.

It meant great effort, against great prejudice, to get the

races organised as an exhibition of what the modern motor
cycle is capable of, and the educative effect would ha^'e been
great.

All time, trouble, and effort has been wasted, and the

local hospital robbed of a goodly sum.
I suppose the A.C.U. will trot ont the Six Days' Trials.

Surely it is interfering with personal liberty, and also very
childish, to say, "If you don't play with me you shall not
play at all " ?

Gosport. NOT A MEMBER OF THE A.C.U.

VALVES THAT CONTRACT WHEN HOT.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondents who write on the

subject of valves which do not expand with heat, I think
that' I am correct in saying that all such valves are made
from special material which gained strong favour during
the war.

I believe that I was one of the first motorists to use valvea

of this kind. Somewhere about 1912 (after experimenting
over a number of years with steel suitable for valves) I first

used a steel containing "Wolfram," which we then called

"unshrinkable steel." I found this was quite a success, so

turned up a valve and took it to the Show, hoping to give

some of the manufacturers a good tip, but I found th=se

latter gentlemen knew all there was to know about steel, and
I got everything from laughs to insults. A few years later

that great alarum (war) went oft and some people woke up.

Many years ago I had an engine—the product of one of

our foremost engine manufacturers—^t-hat was the very
dickens on valves. If I tried to overtake a rabbit, the in-

discretion cost me the price of a valve. My pockets bulged
with these most necessary parts when I turned out for a long

run. I got so fed up that I began making my own valves,

which were successful. I then wrote offering to give the

manufacturers of my engine some forgings for trial ; these

were refused as they " turned all their valves from the

har." Ye P. H. DUDLEY.
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ROAD PATROL SALUTES.
Sir,—I am in full agreement with " 40144 or Thereabouts."

One does wonder if all is well when the patrols fail to

salute.

If saluting is only "cheap homage," why are we told ir.

(he " A.A. Handbook" to stop and ask the reason why a

patrol has not performed this duty? HARLEY-D.
Westcliff-on-Sea.

HAMPERING GOGGLES;
Sir,—I was interested to see " Sutton Banks' " remarks

on this subject, for I, too, am troubled with <'ight. loss of

heai'ing when wearing goggles. I have now found an effi-

cient substitute for goggles in the shape of "Pidko" cap
fitted with a celluloid peak, which lets down over the ej'c-s.

This peak, when not in use, folds inside the main peSk
of the cap. Usual disclaimer. C. S. BURNEY.

Sir,—If "Sutton Banks" has not tried a C.G.P. screen

I would unhesita.tingly recommend him to do so.

I also like to maintain-a fair speed, but until acquiring
one of these eye screens had to be content with ordinary
goggles, ajid suffered the same trouble as your correspondent.
Usual disclaimer. J. P. HOGAN.

GEAR CHANGING PROCEDURE.
Sir,—I agree with " Triumph-4 h.p." that changing gear on

the exhaust lifter is much easier, but would qualify this, in

that this is correct only when changing up.

Of course, the box under discussion is the Sturmey-Archer,
in which that primitive device, sliding pinions, is eliminated.

I also use one of these boxes, and find that changing up on
the exhaust lifter is perfectly easy, noiseless, and can be
effected without any jerk after very little practice. Changing
down on the clutch, besides being theoretically correct, is

also perfectly simple—and simply perfect.

However, I have had doubts as to the advisability of using

the exhaust lifter, and, like "Triumph 4 h.p.," would wel-
come some authoritative advice on the subject. Perhaps the

Sturmey-Archer people themselves would oblige us? I am
sure the very large number of users of this fine article would
much appreciate some guidance from its makers.
London, iSr.W.2. ZEBRA.

GUILDFORD HILL.

Sir,—Living in Guildford, and being a motor cyclist, I

would like to protest against the text of the letter signed
"Old Man Hep."
There are several nasty turnings into Guildford High

Street, and the police are quite right in their attitude ; they
are, I may say, very lenient> vfith the speed merchant, as

I know well.

I should like to meet that famous single-gear Antoine that
will go up the street in question at 12 m.p.h. I very much
doubt if it would get up at all unless a speed of 20 m.p.h.
was maintained. FAIRPLAY.

Guildford.

Sir,—With reference to Guildford Hill, I was of much
the same opinion as " Old Man Hep " until I came to

live in this town.
The famous High Street on closer inspection is found to

contain numerous side alleys which are too narrow to be
noticed when driving through. These are largely used by
tradesmen's and carriers' vans on market days, and the speed
limit is an endeavour to make the street safe on these occa-
sions. Naturally the regulations must be enforced all the
time or not at all. A detailed street plan would, I think,
be a revelation to any casual week-end motor cyclist who
ji^as passed through the town.

Local chauffeurs have been known to declare that they
would rather drive in London than in the High Street on
a Saturday morning.

Tile police are quite human, and are apt to be mioled by
noise and appearance.
The activity here provides cases with witnesses at a mini-

mum of trouble for the local sessions. Perhaps your valu
able paper might compare " police activity " with a " Inw
calendar," and give weekly forecasts of "unsuitable tour-

ing conditions " in various districts. XB 3225
Guildford.
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REJUVENATING OPERATIONS THAT PAID.
Sir,—Perhaps some of your readers may be interested to

know that I have been able by an expenditure of between
£10 and £12 to improve very greatly the efficiency of a ten-

year-old clutch model Triumph, such as may be bought
second-hand for £25 to £30.

First, I fitted a Philipson pulley {touring strength) with
a handle-bar control ; the left-hand pedal was made to hang
permanently down so that it could still be used for mount-
ing. It could not be allowed to revolve, as it would foul

the governor of the pulley, but the right-hand one was re-

tained as a kick-starter.
I found the pulley had improved the machine's hill-climb-

ing power, but still it was very awkward to get slow running
in traffic with the old two-lever carburetter. I accordingly
decided to invest in a Binks three-jet carburetter, and by
using jets Nos. 000, 3, and 7 have now got a machine that

will just tick over on a gear of 4.7 to 1, and gcjes with
ease up hills in South-east Kent that were quite beyond its

capacity before. A long exhaust pipe which I also had
fitted has enabled me to do away with the large holes at

the end of the silencer which when in use made the machine
noisy.

Everyone knows what good machines these early Triumphs
are, and I personally feel very pleased not to have had to

spend at least £60 to get the results that I am now getting.

I need scarcelvsay that I have no interest in either of the

above firms. " G. C. ROBERTS.

SUSTAINED HIGH AVERAGE SPEEDS.

Sir,—Haying just purchased my seventeenth motor cycle

since demobilisation in 1919, I think it may interest your
readers to know why I decided this time on a Scott-Squirrel.

I have owned all classes of "'bus" from lightweight to

1,000 c.c. twin, and as my job entails a tremendous lot of

travelling all over the southern part of the' country, and
usually well away from railway stations, it is absolutely

necessary to have a really reliable 'bus; also, owing to the

fact that I often e.vceed the 200 miles a day mark, besides

making calls, I must have a machine that keeps up a sus-

tained high average speed. I have found a Scott-Squirrel

pretty well unique in this respect.

I do not suggest that it is the machine with the highest

maximum speed by any means, but I do say that for really

fast road work it is indeed a very fine rider who will corner

regularly on an ordinary motor cycle at the same I'ate as

an drdiiiary rider on a Scott. Further, a big mileage daily

these days, with the roads in the state they are, makes com-
fort a sine qua non, and here again a Scott with 3in. tyres

stands on a level with any spring frame cycle on the market.

I am very keen on competition work, ^and regret that I

cannot afford a stud of machines ; but here again, with a

Squirrel, I have a mount that will do the knots, maintai'i

the knots day in, day out, and still win me medals when
the opportunity offers.

I have no interest whatever in the Scott Company.

Cardifi. WATER-COOLED.

DnnnannnnpnnnnnnDPDnpnnnpnanna
D
D Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.

n
D

n Issued ;n_con;unction with The Motor Cycle. D
^ "MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." D
n The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Pr!c3 net, 2/6. By post, a/io. U
D •• HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS;" Q
Q Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. D
n " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." D
ri By " IxioN," oi The Motor Cycle.

hf Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. jjD Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. ^
n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, D
n London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. q -

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England^ and _.

Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

D "THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6.- By post, 2/10.

D Obtainable bypost (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., D
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or o£ leading Booksellers p

(-. and Railway Bookstalls. q
DnopnpnnDnnnnnnonDnnDDnnDPDPnn
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto.

Doi"set House, Tudor Street^ London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not
Correspondents are urged to write clearly sind on one side of the paper only, numbering each
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope,

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union,
of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representat:

particular locality-

THE FIRST 4 H.P. TRIUMPH.
What was the date when the

^T] first 4 h.p. Triumph motor cycle

> appeared on the British motor
cycle market?—CM.

All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
must be accompanied by a Ud. stamped addressed envelope for repiy.
query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects,
readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit
Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a rjd. stamp) and will be dealt
ives ail over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any

?

The4 h.p.Tiiumph (550 c.c.) was marketed
in the year 1914, being exhibited at the

Olympia Show of November, 1913.

ENGINE POSITION.
Could you inform me as to the

position of the engine in relation

to the frame, wheel-base, etc.,

so as to get the correct balance.

The engine is a 499 c.c. Black-

burne sinp'le.—R.M.R.
There is no .'pec^al position for the

engine in relaiion to the frame and
wheel-base whicli can be said definitely

to be correct. The matter is one for

experiment, and testing, and you should

aim at keeping the centre of gra\'ity of

the whole machine, together with that of

the rider, as nearly as possible in a

central position lietween the two wheels,

and as low as possible.

VARYING RATIOS FOR SOLO OR
SIDECAR,

On my old twin I rode solo

r^T] (4 to 1 top gear) almost as much
I > as sidecar (4| to 1). I now con-

Li- template buying a chain-cum-belt
Triumph, and wish to use the

best gear ratios for each purpose and
to effect the change periodically with
the minimum of difficulty, but the

makers tell me that it necessitates

changing the engine sprocket, probably
the chain, and shifting the gear box,
with consequent adjustment of belt.

This is too much trouble. Is the belt

pulley on the Triumph their own or a

Sturmey-Archer production? Would it

be possible and practicable to have an
adjustable one in its place ? There is

little difference between Triumph solo

and sidecar standard gears, viz., 5 to 1

and 5j to 1 ; and I am inclined to think
that a higher solo gear, 4| or 4i, might
be used with advantage. If the choice
has to fall on one set of gears perman-
ently which, for my purposes, would you
recommend ?—J.E.

The belt pulley on the chain-cum-belt
model Triumph is a part of the Sturmey-
Archer gear box, and it would be quite
impossible to fit an adjustable pulley in
its place. We would recommend you to
have a top gear of about 5a to 1, as the -

Triumph engine is more eflticient when

running at a fairly high number of revo-
lutions. Even with this gear ratio you
would find it quite fast enough for all

ordinary solo purposes.

TECHNICAL FORMUL/E.

I understand that up to about
50-80 m.p.h. the following for-

mula gives the air resistance of
a moving body :

—

E = KAV=
where R = resistance in lbs.

K= constant
A = effective area in square ft.

V = velocity in feet 'per second.

Will you please let me have the fol-

lowing information : (1) Value of the
constant K ; (2) A reasonable value to

assume for A in the case of (a) Tri-

umph solo and "(b) Matchless standard
sidecar outfit; (3) What is a reasonable
value in lbs. per ton for the road re-

sistance to a motor cycle's progress on
the level (a) on a good, dry tarmac
road, (b) on a stony and dry surfa-ce,

such as that of Kop Hill at the present
time.—W. H. H.

(1) In the formula you wish to use

—

K = .0014 if V is in feet per second, or
.003 if V is in m.p.h. These figures are
approximate. (2) The figures for A are
verv uncertain ; we would suggest 10 sq.

ft. "for (a) and 20 sq. ft. for (b). (3) Re-
sistance = weight x T. T is very variable

but we would suggest in example (a)

Jmportant Dates

Sat., Aug. 12th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th, Motor Cycle Races in
Phcenix Park, Dublin.

Men., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th

—

A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Fri., Sept. 15th, to Men., Sect. ISh
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Sat. Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.G. Chim-
plonshlp Meeting at Brooklants.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. I!lh
Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

that it equals 0.015 approximately. It

is still more difficult to judge the value
of T in the second case, as it depends so

much upon a particular degree of rough-

ness in the nature of the road surface.

Try T = 0.06.

INTERMITTENT MISFIRE.
How long should a magneto

run before it requires remag-
netising ? Mine is a Bosch, and
it has been running on a 976 c.c.

J. A. P. engine since 1913. It

has run very well and without trouble
until recently, but now and again I

get a misfire, and as I have tried

various plugs, and everything else

seems in order I begin to wonder if it

could be the magneto. Has the car-

buretter (an Amac two lever) anything
to do with this trouble? It has been
working the same length of time.

Would you advise me to try a new
one?—J.H.K.

It is not likely that lack of magnetism
is causing the temporary misfire, since,

if the magnets were weak, you would
get a poor spark all the time. It is more
probably that you are suffering from an
air leak in the induction pipe, a
temporary choke in the petrol system, or
an air leak in the petrol tank.

ENGINE RACING ON TOP GEAR.
When I'unning an A. B.C. motor

cycle in fourth gear at anything
over 22 m.p.h., the engine runs
perfectly, but below that speed
it runs very unevenly, apparently

missing every third or fourth stroke.

The carburetter is the Claudel supplied

by the makers. How can I improve
the slow rmming of the engine on top
gear ? Would a change of carburetter

effect an improvement? Of course in

the lower gears I can get it to run well

at low speed, but I do not like the

grind of low gears.—J.W.D.K,
ProbaV.y your troubb is caused by air

leaks in the induction system, or possibly

by inlet valves which are slack in the

guides, causing an exactly similar effect.

Go over any pipe connections very care-

fuUv, and, if necessary, try the effect

oC biidmg with insulating tape, which
should cure your trouble without the ex-

pense of changing cniburettcrs. We take

it that your magneto points are in good
order, and your plugs are both of the

same type and of first cb.«s make.
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READER'S REPLY.
A TWO-STROKE RATTLE.

My own opinion is that it is _ now
definitely agreed that the usual two-stroke
rattle which occurs when the engine is

revving is caused through slack con-

necting rod bearings, eveu a suspicion of

play sometimes causing this ; but there is

another rattle which sometimes occurs, and
It is quite distinct from the other.

I was at one time troubled with a rattle

in my two-stroke engine exactly as

"H. K. S." describes. If allowed to con-

tinue it rose in intensity until it could

be felt through the grips. This was liable

to occur at practically any speed over
10 m.p.h; It alway.s occurred when driv-

ing against a head wind, and was per-

sistent ; but on hills it only lasted for a

short distance and then died away. It

usually could be cured either by closing

the air lever slightly, or in some cases

if noticed at once by retarding the spark.

I should have put this down to a weak
mixture knock but for the fact that for

the 5,000 miles the machine was driven
this last winter between two overhauls it

was impossible to get a recurrence of the
symptoms.

Since the last overhaul, about tvm
months ago, the trouble has recurred. It

is not caused by pre-ignition, slack bear-
ings or flywheel, or sticking rings, while
the same piston is still in use. If any
readers have had any experience with a
similar trouble I should be glad of their
opinions, for it appears thiat the only
definite way to locate the trouble is by
elimination, i.e., alternately trying new
parts such as piston, cylinder, etc., which
IS too costly for a private owner. H. B.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading shoidd be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'-
Dorset Bouse, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests
for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

" E. P." (Norwich).—Suitable machine,
running costs, equipment, etc., for a, taxi-

•idecar.

" N. E. R." (Leeds).^96 c.c, IMartin-
•yde " Sports " model.
" H. J. F." (London).—Best mechani-

cal pump; Binks' carburetter on 499 c.c.

Sunbeam solo.

"J. H." . (Dalston).—481 c.c. Scott
Squirrel and sidecar; 499 o.c. Dunelt and
•idecar : speed, m.p.g., hill-climbing
capacity.

" G. A. S." (Hamilton).—976 o.c.

Eoyal Enfield and sidecar.

"N. E. P." (Bristol).—5S7 c.c. B.S.A.
&nd sidecar : carburation.

" R. F. B." (Weston-super-Mare).-349
e.c. A.J.S. solo and sidecar: 398 c.c.

A. B.C.

"M. T. R." (Carlisle).-Ner-a-car

:

speed, m.p.g., reliability, etc.

"R. A." (South Shields).—398 c.c.
A.B.C. 1 relial)ility, upkeep, speed.
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Grand Prix Equipment.

Both Bennett (Sunbeam) and Davison
(Levis) used K.L.G. plugs when they won
the 500 c.c. and 250 c.c. classes, respec-

tively, in the French Grand Prix.

Magnetos in the Grand Prix.

Riders in the Belgian Grand Pri.\', in-

cluding G. S. Davison, the Levis

exponent, speak highly of services ren-

dered by the E.I.C. magnetos fitt;ed to

their machines.

32,000 Miles without Decaibonisation.

In an article entitled "Lubrication
Tests," in the July_ 27th issue of The
Motor Cyde, an Excelsior engine was de-

scribed as having completed 3,200 miles

without decarbonisatioii. The makers
now tell us that the figure was intended
for 32,000.

Sidecars and Accessories.

Readers interested in sidecars and
accessories are invited by " Rideezi

"

Sales, Ltd., to visit their works at 5,

Victoria Street, London, S.W., during
the usual business hours. The firm have
recently concluded arrangements witli

Coleford Motors (Sidecar Body Co.), 25,

Upper Clapton Road, E., to absorb their

entire output of complete sidecars, bodies,
chassis, and accessories.

Price Reduction.

Dating from 'the 1st inst. the prices of

Duzmo niotor cycles are reduced by 13 per
cent. The prices for the single-speed
sports model, the three-speed touring, the
three-speed super sports, and the big
twin three-speed touring model are respec-
tively £70, £100, £107, and £128, The
machines are designed and manufactured
by J. Wallace, Cedar Road Works, Enfield
Highway, Middlesex.

Good Lubrication.

Price's Huile de Luxe was used by
G. S. Davison, the Levis exponent, both
in the Lightweight T.T. Race in the Isle
of Man this year, averaging 50 m.p.h., and
again in the French Grand Prix, when he
succeeded in maintaining an average of
53 m.p.h. in the 250 c.c. class. His per-
formances are reviewed in a booklet issued
by Price's Co., Ltd, Battersea, London,
S.W.U.

Wanted—A Passenger.

A correspondent la desirous of getting
in touch with a passenger for a 14 days'
tour of the Lake district, commencing on
Saturday August 26th. The writer is

Mr. H. 0. Jess, residkig' ei, 1, Eversley
Terrace, Green Lan«, Goodmayes, Essex,
and any reader considering his proposal
should communicate with him at that
address. Mr. Jess adds that he is 33
years of age with 12 years' motor cycle
experience.

AUGUST joth,.ig22.

Successes in Italy.

In the 631 mile race for the Ravelli Cup
in Italy on July 22nd and 23rd F. Opes.si

and A. Tatici (499 Triumph) tied for first

place in the 500 c.c. class ; they were third

and fourth in the general classification.

Found on the Road.

A lady's left-hand new kid glove on the

Stratford Road, near Shirley Racecourse,
on July 29th, found by Miss M. Jarrett,

218, Addison Road, King's Heath,
Birmingham'.

Trade Support Next British Industries

Fair.

Having agreed to support the British

Industries Fair (Birmingham), 1Q23, the

British Cycle and ilotor Cycle Traders'

Union has now advised its members that

they are at liberty to exhibit.

Revised Award.

L. E. Clulee, who rode a 259 c.c. Allon

in the M^C. & A.C. 24 hom's'- reliability

trial from Birmingham to Holyhead anil

back, has now been awarded a gold medal
in place of the silver one as previously

announced.

That Silencer !

C. P. Wood on a Scott Squirrel made
•fastest time in the Scottish Medium
Weight Championship at St. Jlndrews on
Saturday last, but was disqualified owing
to the fact that his exhaust pipe did not

conform to the Scottish A.C'.U. regula-

tions.

Building Extensions.

Owing to recent extensions in the factory

accommodation, the Robini Manufactm-
ing Co., of 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra

Road, Brixton, S.W., makers of sidecars

and light car bodies, etc., are now able

to carry out a greater amount of work at

lower rates. In addition to the above-
mentioned lines, the firm specialises in

various renovations and accessories.

Road Improvements.

Volunteers are required by the Road
Improvement Association to undertake
survey work in connection with road im-

provements. The Association, the address

of which is 15, Dartmouth Street, West-
minster, S.W.I. , is preparing schemes of

road improvements for submission to the

local authorities, and to the Ministry of

Transport.

Change oi Address.

As from the 1st of this month the

address of Jlelchior, Armstrong and
Dessau will be 15, Newman Street, Oxford
Street, London, W., for showrooms, spare

parts, stores and offices, whilst the regis-

tered offices have been removed to 111-113,

Great Portland Street, London, W.l. All

enquiries relating to " Henderson " or
" American X " machines should be for-

warded to Newman Street.

Catalogues Received.

Petro-Flex Tubing Co., Ltd., Cassio-

bury Works, St. Albans Road, Watford

:

A pamphlet detailing the advantages and
uses of the Petro-Flex fuel and oil piping.

Denton's Specialities, 53, Newland,
Northampton ^ Literature dealing with
Denton's cast iron soldering fluid, cast

iron brazing flux, and standard soldering

fluid in three grades.
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ouglas
eats'J^

SCOTTISH CHAMPIONSHIP
CAPTURED FORTHE FIFTH TIME,
against the world's best riders.

THE
WORLD'
FASTEST
STANDARD

MOTC,'? CYCLE
and the

FIRST TO DO
100 MJ>JI.

in the 3^ h.p.

and 6 h.p. clashes.

;t

A. H. Alexander, riding a 2| h.p. Douglas, achieved an
exceptionally fine performance against a field of 25 of the

best of riders and many makes of machines, winning by no
less than half a mile. The extraordinary consistency of the

Douglas may be judged by the fact that in

1919 it won the 350 c.c. CHAMPIONSfflP.
1920 „ 350 c.c.

1920 „ 500 CO.
1921 „ 500 c.c.

1922 „ 350 c.c.

1922 second in the 500 c.c. CHAMPIONSHIP.

It also holds the

500 C.C. BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIP,
750 c.c.

and the

1000 C.C. GERMAN CHAMPIONSHIP.
SENSATIONAL PERFORMANCES were also made at

Brooklands, E. W. Spencer on his 3^ h.p. Douglas gaining the

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP and GOLD CHALLENGE CUP
against all the cracks.

C. G. Pullin, FIRST in the 350 c.c. Handicap, winning at an
average speed of 73'0i m.p.h. from a standing start on a
little 2f h.p.

FIRST in the 500 c.c. class Team Race.
SECOND „ 350 c.c.

And R. Newitt THIRD in the 500 c.c. Handicap.

Clipstone Speed Trials, Fred Hatton made third fastest time
of the day, being beaten by only 1000 c.c. machines, covering

the Flying Half Mile in 20 seconds, equalling 90 m.p.h.

Still upholding our claim that the Douglas is the fastest

standard machine, and the first motor cycle to do 100 m.p.h.

in the 3^- h.p. and 6 h.p. classes.

DOUGLAS MOTORS LTD.,
30, Hanham Road, KINGSWOOD, BRISTOL.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/ele.

No. 6-

1^37
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A FTER all,

li. tyre trouble

implies pumping.

With "Schrader"

valves on your

tubes, you can

use the garage
power pump,
and what is more

"Schrader" valved

tubes don't need

nearly so fre-

quent inflation as

the old type
cycle Valve.

A. SCHE.ADEK'S SON. lac

Ease
of

Inflation

Britisli Fiictoiy :

Koaa, "Willesaeji

Lopidou, N.W.io.
turcrs of the
tTiiiversal" Tyre

Victoria
Junction,
JUaunfac-
' Schrader
Fresaure

>*^..

Be sure it's a
" Schrader "

—

Look
for the name.

ONLY THE BEST IS GOOD ENOUGH ! I

Canoelet Sidecars
appeal to all discriminating Motor Cyclists by
reason of their ELEGANCE, COMFORT AND
PROVED RELIABILITY. These qualities are
displayed only in a sidecar of scientific design,
constructed by experienced hands.

THAT IS WHY CANOELET SIDECARS
HAVE A WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION.

Price

£24

Price

r£24

MODEL R. TOURING.
BODIES ANY COLOUR. FITTINGS FOR ANY MACHINE.

Write to-day for Illustrated Catalogue

MEAD & DEAKIN
TYSELEY. BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

"STRENGTH WITHOUTWEIGHT— YET
STRONGER THAN
THEY NEED BE."
We are the sole wholesale dis-

tributors £oF Great Britain and
Ireland of these popular Vulcan-
ised Fibre Expanding Carrier Cases.

WEARPRUFE
CARRIER CASES
Solve your Luggage Problem
bygetiiiii; the case which embodies
tlie following; unique points :

(1) Lightness with Strength.

(2) Waterproofness and
Indestructibility.

(3) Perfect protection by alu-
niinium-faced 3-ply battens
from all frlctionai wear.

(4) Yariable capacity.
(5) Ingenious, yet fool-proof, bridal leather strapping.

iSin. X III in. x6 in., 27/6; 14 in. x loj in. x 6i in., 26/-.

Can be seen and bought at Army & Navy Stores, Barker*s, Ganiage'Sf
Beiutjink's, Harrod's, The Service Co. [Holborn), Haymarkct Stores,

Robinson & Cleaver's, Selfridge's, H, Taylor & Co., Ltd., Whiteley's,
Dunhill's, Harley Davidson and all leading stores.

Messrs. Athill & Clirk .ilso make a case specially for iis, complete with or with*
out battens, and lockiiiij buckle strap, for use with our " Cant Slip" Luggage
Faileners on Carriers, Tan-Sads and car runiiii— ' '~

20 -v 12 xBUn 38/6
without battens . . 36/6
S:t of 4 " Ciut Slip"
l^iifT^age Fasteners with

2 8-ft. Stiraps.
\Vel)bing 10,6
Good Leather 12.6
BcstBiidal Leatberl5r6

TheT.O.M. Co.Ltd.

6, Princes Street,

Hanover Square,
LONDON- -W.I. iip/e/or

,lel:. Mayjair 1740. Catalogue,

THELAMPLUGH
Safety Two Level

Petrol Cock
(Pat. No. 1552)

It is impossible with this cock

to accidentally turn lever to

the reserve supply of petrol.

When your Carburetter runs

dry it is only necessary to pull

out the small knob shewn (Fig. 1)

and turn lever to reserve

position (Fig. 2).

STANDARD THREADS
FITTED IN ONE MINUTE.

Price 6/- each, N.P.
POST FREE.

FRO3I A1.I. AGENTS OR DIRECT—

S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd.,

Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM. No. 2.

Reserve supply.

b3« In answering these adveriisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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" GOOD - SERVICE "

ARMY TRENCH COATS

In Stock—Chest 34, 36, 38,

40, 42, 44.

Other sizes 7 days.

AT 52/6 EACH

Made from GUARANTEECT Materials by a

former War-time Contractor.

New Triple-proof Gabardine,
smart Check lmine:t interlined
throughout with OILSKIN.

For SPRING—SUMMER— AUTUMN—and
WINTER wear.

These coats are ofiercd in the usual civilian style.

Guaranteed materials, combined with the
knowledge of work-hands who know from war-tim3
experience "what is required " in

Officers' Army Trench Coats,
are embodied in the manufacture of the " GOG^
SERVICE" Coat.
With ALL-WOOL camel fleece detachable hning.

AT 68/6 EACH.
IF YOU CANNOT CALL take advantage of our
SATISFACTION GUARANTEE OFFER, which
gives you an opportunity of comparing the value
offered in the " GOOD SERVICE " Coat against
INFERIOR garm?nts now on the market.

OUR GUARANTEE pS?c".;il?d ^Sr?;
any way to come up to expectations. WE
GUARANI EE to refund remittance in FULL
withouc further que&tion, provided the gar-
ment is undamaged and returned in 7 days.

Don't miss this Unique Opportunity—Cnll or Mail
To-day. State chest {over coat] ami height measure-
m ents when ordering.

Astounding Glove Value

Best Quality HORSEHIDE Driving Gloves
(as illustrated).

Made from Best
Quality Hide, one-
stud fastener at
wrist.

SOFT and PLIABLE.
STRONG and DURABLE,
In Willow, Tan, or Grey.

To-day's value.
6/6 a pair^

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Pairs. Per pair.

I at 3/2
3 „ 2/11
r. „ 2/1 -3

12 „ 2/9
Post Paid,

Single pairs at

Counter 2/8

LEGGINGS
{as illustrated).

Made from Stout Fawn Twill
Mackintosh.

Absolutely Waterproof.

AU sizes for LADIES' Wear

GENTS' & YOUTHS'
in 12 in. to 14 in. calf

sizes ...

For use with breeches
Single pairs at Counter

Post Rates — i pair gd ,

3 pairs i/-, 6 pairs 1/3!

283-293. High Holbom,

LONDON. W.Cl

Specify Ferodo Brake Blocks

on your new mount.
Prior to the introduction of Ferodo Brake Bloclis for motor
cycles, one set of blocks lasting throughout a long race was
practically unknown.

Now it is the usual thing for riders in the big races to use only
one set of Ferodo Brake Blocks for both practice runs and the

actual race.

This is because Ferodo Blocks are made with the same care as
.Ferodo Friction Linings. They give the same efficient service

—

the same remarkable wear—and they never split in use. ,

Ferodo Brake Blocks can be fitted without any alteration to the

shoes, and they are made for many standard models.

wmmmm
BRAKE BLOCfCS for iOTOR CYCLES
Blocks for a nitiiibcr of standard models are in stock. Present

owners shon/d write to t:s foi a li'^t. If yon contemplate purchasing

a new mowit sfiecify Ferodo Brake Blocks.

Sole ManujCici'irers:

FERODO, Ltd. CHAFEL EN-LE-FRITH. C|)
.,

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. bi.1
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The Best Road Guide for Motor Cyclists

riiriiniMritiiriiiiMntrtririMiririiiiritiniiiitMririiriif IIIIIINIIirilllilllllllllllllllJiiiiilllllIIMIIIItllMIIIIIII^

ROUTE BOOK
With Road Maps of England 8t. Wales,
Scotland, and the London District

List of ContentsAWELCOME departure from the stereotyped form of

Toad book is made in "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
ROUTE BOOfv. In addition to the usual routes from
London, radiating main routes are given from other larf;e

and populous centres in England and Wales, and Scotland,

as well as " linking-up " routes from all other cities and
towns of fair size. The intersecting or linking-up routes
are clearly shown by reference numbers. The items of

interest on the main roads are described by the well-known
authority on roads, Mr. Chas. G. Harper. A useful set of

Maps of England, Wales, and Scotland, in Atlas form, and
printed in red and black, is included.

Price 2/6 net. By Post, 2/10.

Radiating Routes from large and Populous
Towns, Traffic-avoiding Routes, and Routes
into and out of London.
Linkinj-up Routes from and to smaller
Towns.

List of Ferries in England, Wales, and
Scotland, with their charges.

List of Speed Limits in Various Counties.

Lighting up Time Table.

Also 32-page MAP SECTION.

I Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON. E.C.4
z And Leading Booksellers.

'iniMiiiiMUiuiiJMiiiiiNiMUMiniiriiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiriiiiMiiiininnniinriiniiiniinjiinMNiMininiJMiiiiniJMinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiuMiiniinMiiinniniiiiiiMitiiiiJii.

ATLAS — '1^"
•SEND FOR BOOKLET Nf)W

If h.p., complete with Pump,
Tools & Outfit, weight 95 lbs. '^^/Jr^pKfc «i '4si

^S'^ffl^Sk
PRICE 30 GUINEAS.

I J^ ^m ^^p§f />j^^^^^ap|.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ^ "'**-*iiSa»-«aW'«=*""''~-": .-- .

ASTON MOTOR & ENG. CO., Ltd.,

WITTON LANE,
BIRMINGHAM.

A.TURRELL & SONS, '•""ArVs-""-"""'
*"'"''

FOREST HILL, S.E.23.

'Pbone T

1268 Sydenham
Height Heiyht

Lth.Wth. to Rid;;a to Eaves
ft. ft. ft in. It. in. £. a d.

7x 5 .. 7 o ,. 5 o 7 5 0.
8x6.. 76.. 53 9 00k
9X 7 .. 8 o .. 5 6 II 7 Of
lox 8 .. 8 4 .. 5 9 12 19
I2X 8 ,. 8 4 ,. 6 o 17 5
X4X 8 ., 8 7 .. 6 3 21 ^
i6x 9 .. 8 9 .. 6 4 26 El;

x8x 9 .. 8 9 ,. 6 4 31 :^
20x10 .. 9 o .. 6 6 36 -r^

Prices Carriage Paid England
and Wales.

Made in sections, with double doors, with Jin. tongued and grooved match-
boards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts, Windows glazed :

2102. glass. Flooring : Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
for erecting house.

DTOl

|^g^!f;, CREASES.

b42 /« answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
i Plf21C£&
1advertisements" m these columns
-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ilional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

ra charged double rate. Each paragraph is

urged separately. Name and address must
e counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

)80ial terms to regular trade advertisers will

9 quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

Ivertisements should be made payable.,.—rr-cST
I lUFPE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.

*—

'

reasury Notes, bein? untraceable it lost in

•ansit. should not be sent as remittances.

All adveriisa.nents m this section should be

ijcompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

i) the olTices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

louse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
nsure insertion . letters should be posted in

ime to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle."

y the first post on Friday morning previous to

lie day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

00 late for a particular issue or that are

rowded out will automatically be inserted in

lis following issue unless accompanied by

nstructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

uota the number whioli is printed at the end o(

ich advertise.nent, an I the date of the issue

1 which It appears 1.

The proprietors ara not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is laker

) avoid mistakes

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveriisers, Jptteis may be

idressed to numbers at " "1 ha Motor Cycle" Office.

/hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

igistratioa and to cover postage on replies must be added
) -the advertisement charge, wliich must include the

ordsBoxooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
ill appear in the advertisetnent. .Ail rrplics should he

idressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle." Dorset House,

udor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box, No.
Ivertisements are warned against sending remitlaiice through

epost except in registered envelopes: in all such cases the

>e of the Deposit System is rccomtnended, and tiie envelope

\ould be clearly marked " Deposit DeParttnent."

In the case of motor cycles oITered for sale under a box

jmber, as it is unusual for these to be sold without flrst

ling Inspected by the Intending-purc baser, advertisers will

cUitate business by embodying in their advertisements

irae mention or the district iu which the machine

lered may be seen and tried.W DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

ay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

eposit Svstem. If the money be deposited with "The
otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt ot the

)ods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

nount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
I the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

I the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
he seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

ansactions up to f^io, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on
ansactions over ^10 and under £50, the tee is 2/6 ; over

iP and under £7$, 5 /- ; over £75 and under £ioo, 7/6
id on alt transactions over £100^ i%. All deposit

atters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

ondon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

ade pavable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

dication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

le Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

sirous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

IS ver to their enquiries are requested to regard the

efi33 as an Indication that the goods advertised have

ready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

any enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

Cd one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

i .B.C.. 1922. with special Swan sporting sidecar,
A electric li.:;ht, tax paid: £87/10.—Basement, 89,
t. Portland St., London, W.l. [3443

fWHEN GODFREY'S SE! L
THE VERIEST NOVICE MAY BUY
WITH THE UTMOST CONFIDENCE

SOLE AGEVCIES FOR
INDIAN. SCOTT. AND"
LEVIS MOTOR CYCLES

1922 MODEI,S—SOLO.
A. .1. S, 2j h.p. q-speed K.S £85 1

ARIEL, Sports. 3> h.r., ^-sprecl £87 in
ALLON, 2j h.p., 2-stroke. 2-spfed £60
B.S.A., 4} h.p.. Mod.'I K2 £107
B.S.A., 4} h.p.. Model H3, chain drive.

.

£110
B.S.A., 6h.p.. Mnd»lE. liaht toimna... £132
COVENTRY-EAGLE, ^ h.p £80
DOUGLAS, 2? h p.. 2-speed £68
EXCELSIOR-VILLIERS. 2I h.p £39 1H
HAWKER, 2» h.-.. Modrl A, 2-stroke. . £52 10
HAWKER-BLACKBURNE, .1} h.p £89 5
INDIAN SCOUT, 4 h.p., standard model £112
INDIAN SCOUT. 1 h.p., with dec. equip. £130
LEVIS POPULAR, 2I h.p.. sinRle speed. £48
LEVIS, 2^ h.p.. Models. 2-speed!s:ear.. . £58
LEVIS. 2', h.p. Model G2,2-speed sear.. £61
NEW IMPERI4t, 2jh.p., ModelNo. T. £73 n
NEW IMPERIAl.. 2ih.p.. Mod»lNo. ,. £80 n
ROYAL ENFIELD. 2I i\o., Mod-1 200. . £55
ROYAL ENFIELD. 2I h.p.. Model 201 . . £57
RALEIGH. 2? I'.p

. --'-xd rh.Th KS. £68
RUDGE-MULTI, Jj h.p. I.O.M.. T.T... £77
RUDrjE, !iJh.p., ^-i^-'ls-^r. allch-'m. £94 o

SCOTT, t1 h.p.. -s'rnlte. TourinR Model £110 fl

SCOTT-SOUIRREL. 5l h> £105 fl

TRIUMPH, 3J. h.p. type R. O.H.V £120
TRIUMPH, 2} h.p.. type T .VV.. 2-stroke £65
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Type H £105
TRIUMPH, J h.D. Type S.D £115
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3il h.p £113
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, <i^h.p., 3-sp... £119
ZENITH, s h.p.. Sports Model C £110
ZENITH. 8 h.p.. -i-sneed sear £130

1922 PASSENGER MACHINES.
A.J.S.. 7 h.p.. combination, ^-sp. eear.

.

£175
A.J.S., 7 h.p., as above, with Maffdyno. . £195
B.S.A., 4i h.p.. Model K2, combination. £139
B.S.A., 4j h.p.. Model H2, combination. £142
B.S.A,, 6 h.p.. Model E. combination. .. £164
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p.. combination, 3-sp.. . £125
INDIAN SCOUT, 4 h.p., combination. .

.

£134
INDIAN, Standard 7 h.p. combination.

.

£157
INDIAN, with dec. equip, and speedo... £175
INDIAN CHIEF, 8-10 h.p.. combination,

elec. equip, and speedo £199
MATCHLESS, S h.p., Modd H comb.. .

.

£170
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model I. touring.. £150
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Modd H £175 10
MATCHLESS, S h.p., Modd H cotnii., £190
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p.. standard tour-

iner combination £145
QUADRANT. 4I h.p. all chain £105
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p., with Enfield

sidecar £140
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Model 180.

family sidecar £145
SCOTT, 3| h.p.. Touring Model, standard

sidecar *145
SCOTT-SQUIRREL, 3i h.p. Sports sc. £13.'i

ROVER, 8 h.p., li.eht car £225

Any machlns sn""'!"*! e,i r.^uir T.rms. For 'hia
4percent. (n'va'JdfH 'o purchase price. /

GODFREY'S AtlOW TTrWO^TVAUTE FOK APPEOVKD
SECOND-HAND MACHINES IH PART EXCHANGE.

Write for Cataloeme and Snecial List of Brani
New, Shon Soiled, and Second-hana Bargaini.

GODFREY'S, L^^
The Service Houso for B.S.A..
Indian. Scott & Levis Spare Parts.

208, Gt.Portland St., London, W.f.
'Phone : Langham 1300 (2 lines).

All letters relating to advertisements should duote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desi

MOTOR CYtLtS FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

GODPREY\S.—1920 3h.p. A. B.C., dynamo lighting
spring frame, 4-speed. hand clutch, guaranteed

£80.-208. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5525

1Q21 Sports A.B.C., excellent tune and condition

u, J.J"*'- overhauled: £64; will ride machine reason
able distance for inspection.—Kinsey and Co. Ltd
350, Lower Addiscombe Kd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1129.

"I 021 A.B.C., IVIagdyiio 'lighting, dashboard wiiJi

f-^ vo'lbmelei, Co^ey horn, Tan-Sad, licensed, per-
fect condition throughout; 67 gns. ; exchanges or de-
ferred.—Edwards, 60, , Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. 1-5^53

A .B.C. 1921 Combination (Hendtrson B sidecar)^ Lucas dynamo lighting, kick-start, new Easting,
hand Klaxon, speedometer, tyres iiearl-v new, in fine
^ndition, tools, etc., licensed and insureil; beit over
£80.—F. A. Y., 62, Atwood Ed., Didsburv, lUanchester.

c „ [5249
Spare Parts:

\ .B.C. Service Depot.—Spare parts lists now avail-

, . V''"''
''"'i'' supplied.—Maudes'. 100, Great Port-

land St.. W.l. [4776

A.J.S.

A -J-S. 2'jih.p. to 7h.p. in sloe];.—Merrick's Stores.
-'^»- Listerhills Ed,. Bradford. 'Phoue : 2439. [5069

A.J.S. 224h.p. Model B. 1922 model; £85.—Base-
ment, 89, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [3441

A.J.S. 1922 25/;h.p. Sports End 7h.p. Combinations
in stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

A.J.S. Motor Cycles, deliveiies from stock, all models
—Derby agents, H. Paliu, Ltd., Bourne St.. P"-'"-

[5091
B.l. A.J.S. from stock; cash or deferred.— Cuiiu.j

Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Co.. S.E. L.

_ [2199rvAN naV. Wevmo.nh —1922 ?li n V .1 S LVn,
-L' binntion. £175; in stock. Dorset trade supplied

[0817
A.J.S. Motor Cycles on easy terms.—Wauchope's,- 9.

Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777
[5423

A.J.S. Combmiition. newiy renovated 1914; Morgan
-^^ or Triumph iu exchange.— 109. Moor r^np,
Bolton. (5435

1021 A..I.S. Combination, dynamo lighting, £130:
-1" ditto. If 20, £110. 24. Balliol Ed.. North
Kensington.- [5329

"I Q20 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, hood, ecreen-
"•••^ £95.—Hilliei (side bull), 9, Wallingford Av..
North Kensington. [5343

LATE 1919 A.J.S. Combination, excellent order; low
price for quick sale..—Arthur. Marchamley.

Hawkstone, Shropshire. [4462

£70.—A.J.S. 1922 2^ih.p., Model Bl, very small
mileage, as new.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, West-

minster Bridge Ed., S.E.I. [5501

1 Q20 6h.p. A.J..3. Combination, in splendid crdei,
J-V complete with spare wheel, all lamps, tax paid.—
Churchill, The Grove, Dorchester. [4962

LATE 1921 2'j4h.p. A.J.S,. complete with Lucas
lamps and horn, licensed, very little used; £70.—

Escolme, Priest Hutton, Carnfcrth, C3821

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination. June. 1920; price £130;
spar© wheel, etc.; full particulars on application,

—54. Abingdon Rd., Kensington, W.8. [5102

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, £175; 2>4h.p., 3-sp2ed,
£85.—Immediate delivery can ba obtain3d front

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [6180

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2i/,h.p. solo, or 7h.p. com-*
Dinations, get in touch with the N, London agents,

—Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Muswell ITiU. [078S

F.O.C.H. have 1916 A.J.S. combination, inter-
changeable wheels and spare, fully equipped

:

bargain.—5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Tube). [2717

1 Q22 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, windscreen, hood,
-LtF side curtains, spare wheel, Lucas accessories:

£150.-Box 2955. c/o The Motor CijcU (Mancliester
District). [5371

A.J.S. 1914 2"i.',h.p.. 2-speed. clutch, K.S.. new
cylinder and gears supplied by makers, thoroughly

overhauled, goorl condition, tax paid ; £40.—Downes.
Thorpe Salvin, Worksop. [5096

IN stock 1922 7h.p. A.J.S. and sidecni, complete with
spaje Mlieel, £183; also tniiiiedi,ite delivery of

2^4h p, model, £85, cash oi deleired.—D. und S. Autocar
Co, 33, The Parade, Goldcrs Green. [5004

A.J.S. 2-5cater Combination, spare wheel, speedo-

meter, battery, electric lighting, perfect condi-

tion; £125.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [4623

A.J.S. 2^/|h.p.. Model Bl, 3 speeds, clutch and K.S..

fuUv eiiuinned, mi'eage under 350, nnscratched.

tax paid; £80. Exchanses.—Homac's. 245, Lower

Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [514;.'

advertisement, and the il;ite of the issue b45

red. Di:u-;sed (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Ckunb 3nation, spare, whe^el, luggago
grid, Cowey speedometer, electric lighting, 2

horns, Terry spring seat, tip-top condition; any trial;

£127/10.—Gibb, 100, Northgate, Gloucester. [5531

3ih.p. A.J.S., B.l, used 26 miles; owner bought
4 same make combination, complete with lamps,

horn, licence paid to end ol year; bargain, £77/10.—
Timberlake's Garage (Tel. ; 512-513), Wigan. [4041

A.J.S. Combination 1916-7, recently overhauled, £80;
tax, insuranc'e, screen. Klaxon, lamps, Cowey,

speedometer, condition- and appearance excellent, any
trial by appointment.—F. F., 2, Lower Derby Kd,, Wat-
ford. [5211

SHOP-SOILED 1922 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, spare
wheel, windscreen, etc., never been used; re-

duced to £165; easy payments; iree deliyery to any
address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [5503

QA GNS.—1919 A.J.S. 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combina-
t/VF tion, windscreen, spare wheel, tax paid, good
order, driven by mechanic, bargain, quick sale, any
trial by appointment.—177, Lewisham Rd., Lewisham,
S.E.13. 'Phone: Lee Gieen 1716. [5498

A.JjS. 1921 Comljination, spare wheel, Lucas electric

lamps, Watdord speedometer, pillion seat, spare
valve a^nd accessories, spflendid condition thronghiout,
unpunotnred, tax paid; £145, or hear offer; seen
London.—Box 2971, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5490

A.J.S. Specialists.-Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay
ments. (See column advertisement).—Bamber's, 2.

Eastbank St., Southpoit. 'Phone: 607. [5160

6h.p. 1920 A.J.S. De Luxe Combination, inter-

changeable wheels with spare, very completely
equipped, screen, lamps, speedometer, mirror, etc.,

beautiful condition, small mileage; cost £225; accept
£115; will ride machine reasonable distance for in-

spection.-—Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addis-
combe Rd., Cxoydon. [5536

Sipare Parts

:

A.J.S. . Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7662

Alldays.

ALLDATS-ALLON 2-speed, fast, splendid mnning;
£30.—Beams, West Ewell, Surrey. [5000

KICKHAM, Stokes Oroft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Aliens; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. [3559

AIjLbN 2%h.p., 2-speed, Tan-Sad, excellent condition,
all on; £50; aftei 6^—132, Beechall Rd., Highams

Park, E.4. [4952

1 Q22 Allon Combination, electric lighting, tax paid,
J.*^ original tyres, unscratched; £72.—8, Half Moon
Lane, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5400

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Allon 3-

stroke new 1922 motor cycles, 2-speed gear model,
£60 ; 5-speed gear model, £65 ; easy payments and
6X<^ange. [5424

OQ GNS, Exchange.—1917 Allon 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
f^*y lamps, footboards, any examination, trial.

—

Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich, Syden-
ham 2452. [4773

"I Q 16 234h.p, 2-speed Allon, engine overhauled,
-I-tr guaranteed perfect, fully equipped, licensed,
snamel good; bargain, £26.—Malvern Garage, Thorn-
ton Heath. [5256

-| 021 Alldays' Allon, 234h.p., 2 speeds, clutch nnd
-*-«7 K.S., fully equipped, tax paid; £50. Exchanges.
—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone

:

Dalston 2408. [5143
American X.

£24.-1914 7-9h.p. American X, 2-3peed, clutch, K.S.,
fine running order.—King, EgrOve, Oxford. [5232

AMERICAN X. Combination. new September,
1921, mileage Under 600 Milford de Luxe sidecar.

Easting Royal, Bonnlksen, Klaxon, etc., owner bought
car; £110.-Write, C. Inntsfail, NorthRark, Gerrai-ds
Cross. [5380

AHeL
X*14.—3Vih.p. Ariel, Mabon countershaft gears, sound
cV machine.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [5256

ARIEL 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, trial ; £75.—
Taylor, 31, Patterdale Terrace, Gateshead. [5097

ARIEL SV^h.p. Touring Model in stock ; £95 cash or
exchange.—Toshach, Cycle Depot, Woodbridge.

I[4417
3ih.p. 1921 Ariel Combination, very carefully used;

2 —£90.—Timberlake's Garage (Tel. : 512-513).
Wigan. [4042

1 Q22 Ariels; immediate delivery; best value; 6-7h.p.
-Lt/ dombination, £125.—Pinn's Garage, 12, High
St., Fulham. [8297

ARIEL late 1920 3V'h.p., 3-speed, CQuipped, taxed;
62 gns., photo.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, TTpper

Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [2725

ARIEL 1921 6h.p. Standard Combination, Lucas
Magdyno lighting, leg guards, tax paid; £130.

—

RaspTtieot, 89, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [3442

A LIMITED NUMBER
OF

ZenitH

SPORTS 3J. With Bradshaw oil-cooled engine and
GRADUA GEAR.

£113
(SHOPSOILED MODELS)

FOR

75 gns.

£25 on taking the Machine away and 6 monthly pay-
ments of £9 : 4 :5.

SPORTS-EIGHT. With Super-Sports J.A.P. engine.
Fitted with famous GRADUA GEAR. The Supreme
favourite of many years* standing.

£121 cash, or £31 : 9 : 3 do\vn, and 12 pa\Tnents of
£7 : 17 : 4.

" ALL-CHAIN-EIGHT," with Super-Sports TAP
£130.
£126 cash, or £32 s IS : 3 down, and 12 payments

of £8 : 3 : 10.

ALL-CHAIN-3^. With Bradshaw oil-cooled engine,
still holds unique record of not a single retirement in any
Reliability Trial.

£119 cash, or £30 : IS : 10 down and 12 payments
of £7 : 14 :.9.

WALTHAMSTOW. LONDON, N.E., 151, High St
'Phone: Walthamstow 169 (alines).

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON. N.W.I (Opposite Gt. Portland
StreetStation). 'Phone: Museum 4578.

Open until 7.30 Monday to Friday. Open until 4 Saturday.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N., 50, SQgh Road.
'Phone: Homsey 1956,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual payme'iii.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Ageii '

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.l. [671

ARIEL New 1922 3j^h.p. Sports Model Combinatio
_3-speed, clutch, anj kick-starter; £1X'5.—Wa

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. Easy payments ai
exchange. [54;

A'RIBL 1919 Combination, very gord order, eli

trie lighting, etc.; £57/10.—Eke, Ltd., 13-15-1
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.O.3. 'Phom
Avenue 5548. fOO',

1 Q 21 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, Lucas Magdyi
--*' lighting set, horn, legshields, screen, perle
condition; £120.—Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon 8I
Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [55^

A E-IEL 1920 Combination, 3-speed, kick-starte
•*^ electric lighting, Tan-Sad, coachbuilt sideca
wLndsoreen, hood, side curtains, luggage grid, speed
meter, all tools; £65.—Holbrook Motor Co. Richmoni
'Phone: Richmond 255. [51]

Spare Parts: .

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. An
Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Joues Garag

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [080

Arno.
4h.p. Sports Arno. r", new, faet, reliable clutch, beaat

ful exhaust ; sacrifice £30 ; light sidecar, £5 ; bffeii

—Squire, Wivenhoe. [49f

Bat.
DAT-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3
-*-• speed, in perfect condition; £35; a real bargain
—249, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E. [373>.

1 Q 21 8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, electric lighting:
-t-*^ Cowey, detachable and spare wheels, Easting
tax paid; £125; would consider lighter machine part.-
7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [539^

Spare Parts:
Blackburne.

"DLACKBURNE.—All engine spares Irom stock; lis!
J-» on application.-Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.
W.l. .[^,

Bradbury.
016.—4h.p. Bradbury, 2-sp2ed, clutch, splendid run
c^ ning order.—King, Egrove iarm, Oxford. [525'i'

1'Q22 Bradbury 2%h.p., 2-speed, cluteli and kieti
J-«^ start, cheap.—53, Market St., Hebden Bridge.

_^ [507i
TDRADBURYS irom £50; deferred paymenta.-
J-* Knowsley Motors, 236, West End Lane, N.W.6,

[5009

NEW Bradbury MilHord Combination, 4h.p.; £95;
exchange lightweight part.— Boydell, Orfcrd, War

rington. [5247

BRADBURY, 2Kli.p., 1922, tax paid, 2-speed,
clutch and kick-starter; £55.—Wauphope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London, [5434^

BRADBURY 4h.p. 1920, 3-speed, all-chain, clutch.

K.S., fullv enuipped overhauled ; bargain £53.~
lugle, Hilton, Hunts. 1:4974

3ih.p. Bradbury, good running order, lamps, horn,
2 taxed, photo; offers.—Barnwell, Berry Lane,

Aapley Guise, Bletchley. [538ij

BRADBURY late 1920 6h.p. Combination, luxurious
leather upholstered, screen, cape hood, windscreen,

perfect, reliable; £75, baiga in..—Booker, 26, Tbe I'iiradt-.

Golders Gra?n. [4977'

4h.p. Bradbury Combination 1921, Stunney 3-spee'l,

clutch, kick-start, speedometer, lamps, new over-

size tyre, just overhauled. Camber sidecar. Easting, tus

paid, insured, ride away; £59.—Lunn, 14, Colby Hd.,

Upper Noi'wood. London. CD) [5062

Brough.

1 Q21 Brough Model G, Sporting, perlect, very fast,

-1-t' full equipment; £70.—Hurt, South Darley, Mat-
lock. [5135

BROUGH 1920 5-6h.p., Model G, Combination, elec-

tric lighting, full equipanent, excellent condition';

£82.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-.16, Bishoipsgate Av., Camomdlo
St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0069

"I Q21 SVah.p. Brough, perfect condition, long" plated
-Lf exhausts, silencer if preferred, Cowey, lamps, close

ratios, K.S., mileage low, exceptional 'bus; cost £145.
sacrifice £80.-174, Oakbrook Rd., Sheffield. [5465

5h.p. Brough Model G Combination, late 1920,
engine j ust back from makers, electric light,

Easting, etc., any trial; what offers? Must be sold.—
Parfltt, Holly House, Peasedown, ar. Bath. [5093

NEW 1922 3»^h.p. Flat Twin Sports Mpdel Brough,
3-speed, chain drive, slightly shop-soiled; re-

duced to £85; list price £110; easy payments if re-

quired, 4 per cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [5504

Brough Superior.
8h.p. Brough Superior o.h.v. Sports Combination,- iiiil*-

age 2,900, perfect and very fully equipped; £125i-
173, Park Avenue, Northfleet. [49S.3

t)46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and ttie date of the i<:<:up

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desiredr marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

30UGLAS 1922 Models: 2^4!!. p. £68. 4h.p, solo
£110, 4h.p. combination £] 35 ;

prices inclutle
[1 accessories; delivery from stock.—Rivett, 236, High
,d., Leytonstone. [2680

[J 3.1i-r. DouglMs, W.D., reconditioned machine, un-
W4! used, nearly nil new parts, tyres, belts, etf:.

;

pns. : all on, exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
td.. South Kensington. [5204

ELI CLARK can give yon good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

3 you. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.— 196.
Iheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

DOUGLAS 1921 2';4h.p., 2-speed model, lamps and
horn, tax paid, very small mileage; £45.—Newn-

am Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., AV.6.
*hone : Hammersmith 80. '[4633

30UGLAS 2^4h.p. 1920, 3-speed, lamps, mechanical
horn, Cowey speedometer, knee-pads, spares,

Tiaranteed perfect; approval deposit; £52/10.—Gihb,
00, Northsate, Gloucester. [5550

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combinntjon. beautiful
order, 62 gns. ; also another, 1919 4h.p. solo.

2 gns. ; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
lichmond Rd.. East Sheen. [2727

^OUGLAS 4h.p. 1920 Combination, Triplex adjust-
-' able windscreen, hood, speedometer, lamps, com-
ic te set tools, tax paid, all in perfect condition

;

hat offers?—N. Gibbs,. 4, Weigall Rd., Lee, S.E.12.
[5023

k-SPEED 2'^4h.p. 1920 Douglas, clutch, K.S., acces-
' sories, excellent condition; £54; will ride machine
iasonable distance for inspection.—Kinsey and Co.,
td.. 350, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone :

129. [5338
^OR Douglas 1922 2?4li.p. and 4h.p. Combinations,
• get in touch with us; we are North, London
;ents, and give you the best of service; all spares in
ock; no W.D. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broad-
ly, Muswell Hill [0786
>3.h.p., 1920, 3-speed, hand clutch and kick-starter,
•'4 £55; 23ih.p. 1921 2-speed Douglas, all on,
60, solo; also VA^.p. 1914 Douglas combination, 2-
)eed, £35.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St..
ondou. Casb or easy terms. [5430

r^pUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, Binks carburetter, new
L' chain, engine as new, new cylinders, pistons, rings,
alTOs, guides, etc., complete with lamps, D.A. cylinder,
leetric battery tools, mirror and speedometer; £53.—
04, Palace Rd., Tulse Hill, S.W.2. [5059

r\0UGLA3 Combination, 4h. p., 1920, condition
L' and appearance as new, mileage 4,000, hood,
?reeQ, lamps, horn, mirror, luggage carrier, new
Dare belt, tax paid; £80, genuine bargain.—Private
wner, 107, Kingsland Av., Earlsdon,- Coventry. [3846

riCKHAM. Stokes* Croft, Bristol, the DouglasV Agent with red.1 experience and knowledge of a
ouglas. Successes during 1920 on this mount : 33
:sts. 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 special
ophies. Let me deal with, your order. Unequalled
rvice, repairs,- etc. [3557

D,OUGLAS Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part esehangfi for any new model from

tock. No waiting. Distance ho object. Best prices
Uowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
lents. (See column advertisement).-Eamber's, 2,

fastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607., [5163

1
Q-^O Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Triplex screen,

L«7 hood, 6-voIt. dynamo lightine, dash, ampmeter,
ut-out, switch, accumulators, spot light, 3 lamps,
)immer, speedometer, mechanical horn, luggage grid,

ew tyres, insurance. x>6rfect engine, outfit absolutply
X-showroom ; £175 worth for £97/10.—Write appoint-
lent, 18. Chatsworth Gardens, Acton, W.3. [5192

DOUGLAS New 2^^i'h.-a. 1922 2-speed model, fully
equipped, £68; 2^'ih..xt.. 3-speed, clutch and kick-

art model, all on, £82; 4h.p., all on, £110; 4h.p.
imbination, all on, £135; SJ^h.p. sports model, £115;
J.p. combination, al! on, £165. Your old machine
,ken in exchange and treated as payment down,
le remainder in 12 equal monthly payments or more.
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [5431

Spare Parts:

)OUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7665

"\OUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of genuine Douglas
-^ spares. Dealers supplied at trade rates.—Rivett,
56, High Rd., Leytonstone. [2679

51RANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Complete stock genuine guaranteed

ouglas parts, immediate dispatch ; lowest cash prices.

[5084
^OUGLAS Spares.-We hold a complete stock for
-' all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare
irt stockists.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,
.10.

"

[0806
Dunelt.

921 Dunelfc 3J^h.p., 2-stroke, new tyres, M-L dy-
namo lighting, all accessories, tax paid, only

mts seeing; £60.-3, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill,
E.24. [5393

Economic.
» 34.—Economic, variable -gear model, .finest value,
i^ call and inspect.—Finn's Garage, 12, High St.,
ilham. [8296

1922 COVENTRY PREMIER
REDUCED PRICE, £230.

8 h.p. W.C. 4 -wheeler, dynamo lighting, spare
wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, dickey seat and

12 moJiths' insurance.

1922 MODELS
B.S.A., 1 h.p., dynamo lighting, starter, etc. £340
GALTH0RPE,2-seater, all-weather body. . £375
CALTHORPE, 4-seater, all-weather body .

.

£395
L.S.D., 8 h.p., 3-wfieeler, All on £165
LAGONDA, 11.9 h.p. 2-seater, new model. £299 S
LAGONDA, 11.9 h.p. (Coupe or 4-3eater).. £395
RHODE, 10 h.p. 4-cyl. light 4-seater £275
B.S.A., 4}, 3-speed, All chain £110
B.S.A., 4i, 3-speed, All-chain comb £142
B.S.A., 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach comb £164
DOUGLAS, 23, 2-speed £68
DOUGLAS, 2}, 3-speed, clutch £82
ENFIELD, 2^, 2-speed, All chain £55
ENFIELD, 8 h.p.. All chain comb £140
LEVIS, 2i, 2-speed, belt and chain £58
LEVIS, 2i, 2-speed, model G £61
KIARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. comb., reduced to.. £150
NEW IMPERIAL, 2}, 3-speed, All chain.. £73
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., comb £145
NORTON, 3it, 3 speed, 16 H £115
NORTON, 3-speed, Big Four £120
NORTON, Big Four, and family sidecar £157
REXACME,2i, 2-speed £50
SCOTT SQUIRREL, 3i h.p £105
SCOTT, 3i, comb ; £145
SUNBEAM, 3)^, 3-speed, new model £126
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., All Chain, 3 speed .... £115

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS
SOLOS.

A.V. MONOCAR, 1920, 8 h.p., J.A.P., 2
speeds £75

ARIEL, 1920, 3i, 3-speed countershaft. ... £69 10
ARIEL, 1919, 3%, 3-speed countershaft .. £55
B.S.A., 1919, 4i h.p., 3-speed, tax paid £60
EDMUND, J.A.P. 1920, 2i, 2-speed £49 10
HUmBER,3J^, wants attention £14 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2f, tax paid £25
PREMIER, 3.V h.p., 2-speed, spring forks.

.

£35
PREMIER, 3.Vgradua gear £25
RUDGE, 3V, clutch model, wants attention £19 10
RUDGE MULTI, late 1919, 3:V, tax paid. . . £49 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 3J^ I.6.M £55
RUDGE MULTI, 1921, 3i~ h.p., I.O.M £59 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p., tax paid. . £62 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p £70

PASSENGER MACfflNES
COVENTRY PREMIER, w.c, 3-wheeler. . £157 10
RANGER, 2-seater, light car £75
RICHARDSON, 1920, light car £95
ARIEL, 3J, 1920, 3-speed comb £79 10
ARIEL, 1919, 3V, 3-speed comb £60 10
B.S.A., 1919, 4.1, comb., tax paid £79 10
COVENTRY VICTOR, 5-6, 1921, flat twin £97 10
CHATER LEA, 8 h.p., 3-speed, comb £69 10
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, 1920 Grindlay s.c. . £97 10
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £105
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., wantsattention £39 10
MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p., comb £8S
REX J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed comb £52 10
RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, and sidecar, tax paid. . £72 10
RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £89 10
SUNBEAM, 8 h.p., M.A.G., 3-speed comb.. £92 10
TRIUMPH, 3i, 2-speed comb., tax paid. . £39 10
TRIUMPH, 1921, all chain comb., tax paid £110

DEFERRED PAYMENTS? YEs"

Halifax Motor Exchange,
25, Horton Street, Halifax.
'Phone: X400. 'Grams: " PerfectioQ.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Economic.

ECONOMIC ; £34 ; deferred payments.—Know.=!c-v
Motors, 236, West End Lane, N.W.6. [5010

ECONOMIC—Immediate delivery cl this wonderful
low-priced machine, variable gear; £34, cr easy

payments; send for catalogue.—South Eastern Garage,
Heme Hill S.E.24. [5398

£34.—Economic, 6-speed, clutch, vibrationless twin
motor cycles, heavy tyres, Druid forks, for ladies

or gentlemen ; ste it climb Muswell Hill !—North
London agents: Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[O903
T^CONOMIC Motor cycJes £34; immediate delivery
-L^ 2'/2h.p. opposed twin, vai-iable gear, clutcli,
dynamo lighting; trial runs given.—London agents
Denman Motor Agency, 4, Denman Place, Piciadillv
Circus. Tel. : Regent 986. [0893

Enfield.

SHEFFIELD Agent for Roynl Enfield^: all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey, 12, Eeelesall Rd. [0573

ENFIELD Twin 2%h.p., good condition; £18, offers.
-Bevis, 29, Queen's Rd., Basingstoke. [5194

1 QI7 6h.p. Enfield Combination, perfpct condition;
J-«' accept £60.-Hey, Wonmdd, Rishworth, Yorks.

[5345
1 Q20 Royal Enfield Combination, as new, tax paid;
J-ft^ £87/10. bargain.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme, Manchester. [5457

LATE 1916 6h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen,
lamps, trial ; £65, or nearest.—W. Baker, 47.

Burnell Avenue, Welling. [5267

ENFIELD Combination, all acce^^sories, in good con-
dition; £80, or near offer.—Meadowbank, Rectory

Rd., Farnborough, Hants, [4971

T\AN GUY, Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 Sh.p., Mag-
-*-' dyno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,
guaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

ENFIELD 1921 Sh.p. and sidecar, dynamo lighting,
all as new; n bargain, £125.—Povev Cross Works,

Horley, Surrey. 'Phone: 117. [5090

T.T. 3h.p. Enfield, recently overhauled by makers, all

- accessories, excellent condition; £35.—A. Reeves,^
Church Rd., Eroadstone, Dorset. [5268

ENFIELD 2i4h.p. 2-speed. new condition; £39;
genuine.—Douglas Johnson, Greenfield Tame

Farm, Watlington, Oxfordshire. .: - [4990

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Royal Enfiekls.—A. F. Pulling, 175a.

London Rd^ Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [6299

ENFIELD 1917 6h.p., perfect nmning order, mil^aga
5,500. 2-seater 'sidecar, _ fully equipped; £85.—

Bevis, 3, Turle Rd., Tollington Park; n:4. [4949

1Q21 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, Magdyno lighting,
JLtf mileage under 2,000, perfect condition; bargain,
£120.—Morris, 90, Other Rd., Redditch. [5134

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, accessories, very good
order; ^£75.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-

smith Rd.. W.6 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. {4629

1 QlB Sh.p. Enfield, 2-speed, kick-start, and clutch,
J-*^ horn, licence paid, in fiood condition; £28. Ex-
changes.—2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone; 607.

[5158
ENFIELD.—Complete range of 1922 Models for im-

mediate delivery. Cash, exchanges, easy pay-
ments.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

- [5173

1 Q21 Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed, with lightweight
-Lt/ C.B. sidecar in perfect condition; £45 complete
(separate, £37 ar^d £10).—30, Westwartl Rd., South
Chingford. [5132

ENFIELD 1919 Sh.p. Gomibination, full equipment,
t-ax paid, very good condition; £75.—Elce, Ltd.,

13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomilo St., E.G. 3.

'Phone : Avenue 5548, • [0070

"I Q21 Enfield Sh.p. Combination, Viclwrs engine,
JL»/ speedometer, electric light, 2-fieater sidecar, screen,

hood, specially built detachable taxi top; £110.—Rich-
mond, Sunnybank. Monmouth. (P) [5248

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1920 model, Fpeedo-
meter, /electric lighting, new tyres, hood, screen.

etc., all perfect running order, as new; £95, quick sale.

—E., Mount Cottage, St. Leonards-on-Sea. [5030

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Enfield 1922, latest

2-stroke Sports model, tax. paid, better than new,
not done 30 miles, new in July; accept £47/17/6.—
Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [5439

ENFIE.LD 1921 8h.ip. CombiTiatinn, Lucas dvir-TiM

ligthting, fully equipped, tools, spares, etc, perfect

condition; £115.—Elce. Ltd., 13-15-1'6. Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548.

[0071

ENFIELD 1922 Sh.p. Combination, dynamo light-

ing, speedometer, hood, and screen, tax, side

curtains; condition as new; £135.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone; Hammer-
smith 80. i[4622

"pOYAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, new last
-LV March, liUcas electric light, full list of spares,

tax paid to December, and insurance to March, 1923,

in absolutely perfect condition, small mileage; -price

£135.—Elsden and Co., Ltd.. Holt, Norfolk. [2503

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a33
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

"I Q21 Enfield, 2-stroke, mileage 1,100, absoKitely as

ji*y new, plus lamps, spare chain, new tube and tax

paid; 45 gns.—Harmer Hadlow Down, Sussex. [5022

ENFIELI> Specialists.-Wanted, yoiir present motor
cycle in part exchange lor any new model from

stock No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices

allowed for second-hand mnchines. . Deferred^ pay-

ments. (See cohuun advertisement).—Bamber s, 2-

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: -607. I515i*

8h.p. New 1922 Royal Enfield Combination, £l40;
dynamo lighting model, £158; 2,'<h.p. model,

£55; with kick-?tarter, £57. Your old machine taken

in exchange and counted as first payment down, re-

mainder in 12 equal monthly payments or more.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. 'Phone*
Holborn 5777. [5432

^pare Parts

:

ENFLELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [7666

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.—

PuUing's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone :

1619. [6300

Excelsior.

1Q20 Briti.=h Excelsior Combination, Lucas magdyno
-It/ lighting, interchangeable wheels, absolutely in

first-class running order, windscreen, spare wheel,

etc. ; £87 / 10, bargain ; exchanges.—Rhind and Co.,

Stone Place, • Rusholme. Manchester. Phone ; 776
Rusholme. [5458

F.N.

5-6h.p. F.N., 4-cvl., single speed, good order; £15.—
17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [5311

LANGPORD'S, F.N. Specialists, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, London, N.W.2.—What about shalt

drive? May we send you particulars of the latest F.N.
models? 8h.p. 4-cyl., £125; 3h.p., £72; 2V2h.p. £55.
Exchanges are our speciality. [5285

F.N.'s, Sh.p., new type, overhead valves, £125; with
sidecar, £160; Sh.p, new type, overhead valves,

with kick-starter, hand-controlled clutch, and 2-speed
gear, £72 ; a 2;^h.p. 2-speed hand-controlled clutch,
and kick-starter, side valves, £55; easy terms and ex-
change,—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone:
Holborn 5777. [5413

Spare Parts:

F.N. Spares.-We can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

lord's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.
[5286

Francis^Barnett.

1 Q22 latest Francis-Barnett, all-chain, 2^h.p. sports;
J-t^ £68.—Clifford" Motorics, Eastwood, No<tts. [5448

1 Q21 2Yth.p. Francis-Barnett. clutch, kick-starter,
-Lt/ acetylene lamps, speedometer, horn, done very
small mileage; £45.~A. S. C, 166, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. Tel.: Museum 6626. [5476

Harley-Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsona; from

£120.~Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

"I Q19 Harlev-Davidson Combination, Grindlay side-
-i-t? car; £62/10.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
sington. [5327

1 Q15 Harley Combination, unused, magneto igni-
-^*y tion, perfect order; £80; any trial.—E. A,
Cobb, Potters Bar. \ [4846

HARLEY Combination. 7-9h.p., 1918-19, 3-seater
sidecar, Tan-Sad, screens, speedometer, good

condition, cheap.—120, Inderwick Rd., Hornsey, N.
[5499

£65, bargain.—Late Harley Combination (not W.D.),
licensed, decent api>earance, mechanically abso-

lutely perfect, genuine turnout.—" Panvood," 89, East
Hill, Wandsworth. [5260

HARLEY 1918 Combination, electric lighting, tax

paid, fully equipped, perfect; £70.—Eke, lAd..
13-15-16, Bishopigate Av.. Camomile St.. E.G. 3.

'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0068

-| Q19 7-9h.p. Harley, Henderson Elite sidecar, fullv
-L«7 equipped, any trial, £75; al?o 1918 combination.
hrod and screen; £65.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
'Phone ; Maryland 2598. [5373

HARLEY 2-seater Combination, electric lamps.
Bonniksen speedometer, very fine outfit; £90.

—

Npwnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. ' [4626

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 electric Combination,
hood, screen, speedometer, discs, very smart, and

in excellent order; £110.—Newnham Motor Co., 223.
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. [4630

1 Q21 Harley Combination, dynamo lighting, sneedo-
^*^ meter, discs, hood, screen, back rest, legshields,
electric and mechanical horns, mascot, licensed, in-
iiistinguishable from new throughout; 128 gns.; ex-
nhanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd ,

South Kensington. [5452

Spare Parts:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7667

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINKOT BRAND

TO BEjCLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber.

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
making the^e
a bs ol u tel y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The jackets are
made double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuffs.

TheMotor Leggings
are made fastening
with clips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in

leg.

Thesft Fnitg actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manuSactare
without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely wacerprooi,
and should these not meet entirely vrith your
approval, we guarantee to return youf money in

tuD, ii returned within seven days,

SPECIAL PRICE.

29/11 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We have also several thousands deavy Twill

Suits to offer. These are made ol the heavy Twill
used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the
finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits ars

striped, miaking these garments absolutely water-
proof, and we are prepared to give a guarantee
that these are absolutely impossible for water to

penetrate through. The Motor Leggings are mads
in the same way with wind gussets, fastening with
clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

40. 42 and 44 chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 29, 31.

Please state when ordering by post, naeasuremencs
ot chest, ieogth inside.

50/- Carriage i/- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4891 Bank.

Liverpool.

K
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Henderson.
ICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol. Sole District,
Agent for Hendersons; imequalled service, re-

iJiius, etc. [3560

BARGAIN.—Henderson combination, 4-cyl.. lamijs,
licensed, kick-start, perfect order; £39/10 cash.

—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [5281

£38.—Henderson 1916, -with sporting sidecar, lOh.p.,
4-cytinder, 2-speed, -chitch, kick-starter^ lamps, horn,

speedometer, requires attention, bargiiin.— Smith's, 86,
Chalk Farm Kd.. N.W.3. [5472

1 020 Henderson Combination, dynamo lighting,
J-^ electric horn, windscreen, licensed year, perfect
throughout; any trial, 85 gns.; exchanges or deferred.
-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[5545
HENDERSON Combination 1921, 2,250 miles, large

bulbous sidecar to match, Blasting windscreen.
Klaxon horn, reai drive, speedometer, splendid con>
dition, cost £260; £125. or nearest offer.— 18, South St.,

Torquay. [5043

HENDERSON Combination. 1913-14, just re-condi-
tioned by real engineer (not garage) and mech-

anically thoroughly sound, offered at bare cost re-

pairs; £55, seen any time.—Gammon's Farm, Gam-
mon's Lane, Watlord (Watford Junction Station).

[4085

Hobart
H0BART-VILLIER3 2V2h.p., 2-speed, good condition;

£28. near.—Izzard,- 21, Verona St;, Battersen.
[503.9

HOTSTDEF 4h.p. O.H.y. 1916 T.T. Hobart
Jap, Bosch B.B., copper drainpipe clutch,

absolutely perfect appearance and condition; 28 gos.
—60, Barrington Rd., Brixton. [4945

Humber,
18 near.^Humber 2\ih.p. 3-speed, good order.—

16, Daleham Mews, Hampstead. [4939

12.— 3J{.h.p. Humber, 2-siieed. clutch, handle starter,
good iTinning order.—King, EgroTe, Oxford. [5240£

T^.O.C.H. have 3y2h.p. Humber, 2-speed, escellenl;
:

-- bargain.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).
[2716

-| Q22 Humber 4V2h.p. Flat Twin Sports, brand new,
-L*' shop soiled; £95.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway.

[09Q9
4h.p. Humber, never been used, 1921 machine, paid i

£135; £75.—Tiraberlake's Garage (Tel.: 512-5131. ',

Wigan, [4040 n

Indian.

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 2-speed, kick-start, perfect; £30.—
17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Spring Frame Combination, kick-
start; £40.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. -[5309

Ir ICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District i

*- Agent for Indians ; unequalled service, repairs, •

etc. [35©j 1

1 Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, electric lighting, j

-^*^ insured and tax paid; 90 gns.—24, Poulton Ed.,
Southport. [5230

1 Q 15 7-9h.p, 3-speed Indian Combination, lamps,
-L*^ good condition; £75.—Colebrook, 92, Hazelville
Rd., N.19. [4948

"IQ16 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, sporting v»^ sidecar, good conditiou ; £55.—Shoobridge, Hoo,
Rochester. [5034

INDIAN Scout, electrically equipped, Bonniksen.
fast, new condition; £70.-4, Hanover St., Lon-

don, "W. (P) [5104 .

INDIAN 1919, dynamo lighting and horn, excellent ^

condition; exchange, or sell £60.—Turner, Stone-
leigh, Anston, Sheffield. [5044 -,

1 Q20 7-9h..p. Indian, 2-seater sidecar, dynamo light- '

-L«^ ing;" £70—28, Woodford Rd.. Forest Gate.
'Phone: Maryland 2598. [5374

£40.—7-9h.p- coachhuHt Indian Combination, 2-speed,
cluteh, good condition, running,—30, Canning

Crescent, Wood Green. [5214

1 Q19 7-9 h.p. Indian Combination, Watsonian side-
J- tf car, 3-speed, tax paid, ride away ; £65.—
Armitage, Naval Headquarters, Hull. [4980

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1920 Combination, Henderson side-
car, electric, fully equipped, licensed; £110, or

near offer.—Warde Brothers, Asbstead, Surrey. [5128

1 Q21 Indian Scout, dynamo lighting, speedometer,
-1-t' etc., tax paid; £85. Exchanges.—Homac's, 243»

'

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [5150

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, complete, lamp, honwi 1

windscreen, perfect running order, excellent c(Jii* =

dition; £38, bargain.—Seymour, Bull Plain, Hertford.
[504C .

GODFREY'S. Ltd.—Indian Scout 1921 4h.p., dy-

namo lighting, Lucas electric horn, speedometer,
guaranteed; £105 -208, Great Portland St., W.l.

[2354 1

1

~| Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, electric light, honi, :

XU speedometer, 2 screens, discs, luggage grid and
business body: £110.—Riley, 13, Danesbonse Rd., Burn-

ley. [5365

a34 AJl letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycle- advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEVr IMPERIAL 1916 2^/^.v., 2-8peed, 26 ens.:

also imother, 1918, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-
start. 33 gns.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-- - [2728

3, 3-speed,

'd'

J.

mond lid.. East Sheen.

NEW IMPERIAL 234I1.P.. - - .

kick-fitart, all-chain driye ; £73. Immediate de-
Model No.

Evans.
[5181

livery. Cash, exchanges, easy payments.
John Bright St., Birmingham.

1Q20 New Imperial Combination, J.A.P., ah. p., 3
J-*' speeds, clutch, and K.S., all lamps, horn. Easting
screen, an exceptional bargain, tax paid; £80. Ex-
changes.—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5147

SPECIAL Bargain.~New but slightly shop-soiled 1922
Model No. 3 New Imperial 2y4h.p., 3--Speed, chain

dri/e; reduced to £65; with Maglita, electric lighting,

£73; easy payments 4 per cent, extra.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5507

Spare Parts:

NEW IMPERIAL Sparp Parts.—London stockist's-

Boy, 173. Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham
1257. Open till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturaoya. L0855

Norton.
pREMlER Motor Co. lor 1922 Nortons.

NO. 9, 3V>h.p., £80; 16H, 3-speed, £115; Big Four,
3-speed, £120; sidecars Irom £22; easy payments,

4 pel- cent extra, free delivery to any address.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0865

1Q22 Nortons, all models: free delivery to any
J-iJ jiddress.— Gibb, Gloucester. [7547

payments.—
[5446

1Q21 Norton 16H., mileage 3,500, licensed, insured.
J- 1/ lamps, etc., owner bought car; £75, ofEers.—Harris,

Caius. Cambridge. [5073

1 Q22 Nortons, all models; deferred
-Lt/ Clifford. Motorics, Eastwcxid, Notts.

1 Q21 3!.^h.p. Norton Sports Model, fully ^quipped,
-L*? speedometer, etc.

.

-.r, t,.
, ._Robin-

[5125

F.O.C.H.
u

£65, or nearest.—E,

sen, Wefbourne, Lines.

l/^H Norton late 1920, special engine, very fast,

JLv) many special fittings and spares, oflers.—Ward.
81, Monks Ed., Lincoln.. - [5316

have a 1922 Norton 16H Model, little

used, excellent ccmdition, licensed; bargain.—5,

Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [2'715

NORTON, 1922 (May), fully insured, licence paid,

perfect condition, owner going abroad ; first

reascnable offer accepted.—Barrow, Green Lane, Bolton.
[4966

NORTON,' new, 1922, all models supplied. Big

Four and de luxe sidecar, £153; also 3J^h.p., 3-

speed. all-chain drive. £115; exchange and easy terms
arranged.—Wauchops's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5418

,-| Q21 Norton, exceptionallv fast, fully equipped, tax
X«? paid, in splendid condition throughout; £75, or

. exchange consider-ed.—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4,

Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch, London,

W.2. Padd. 1177. [5541

NORTON Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices

allowed for second-band machines. Deferred pay-

ments. (See column advertisement}.—Bamber's. 2.

Enstbank St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [5162

SPECIAL Clearance Offer of new slightlv shop-

soiled 1922 Ni>rtons; No. 9, SVah-P-. £70; 16H,
?-speed, £95; Big Four, 3-speed, £100; this offer

:annot be repeated; easy payments only 4 per cent.

;xtra; carriage paid to any address.—Premier Motor
"30., Aston Rd., Birmingham, [5506

N.S.U.

£30.—6h.p. N.S.U. Combination, 2-spsed, Senspray,

Bosch, quarter's tax paid, overhauled, low built;

10 offers.-Woodgate, Colliers End, Ware, Herts. [5101

N.U.T.

OVH twin N.tr.T, 1915, aluminium pifitons, over-

hauled March; £35.—Darragh, 14, Courtfield

Gardens, Earl's Court. [5057

£40._N.U.T. SVoh.p, sports, overhead ifalve twin
J.A.P., Sturmey 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,

krensed, accessories, sidecar lor same; £5,-406, York
M.. Wandsworth. [5304

Omega.
ipODFREY'S, Ltd.—1921 2%b.p. Omega-Jap, 2-^ speed gear, machine in excellent condition; £48.
= 208, Great Portland St., W.l. [4919

O.K.

O.K.-J.A.P. 1916 2^h.p., 2-speed, new Dunlop heavy
tyres, belt, chain, tappets, periect order, tax paid;

£27/10.—Howe, Walsingham, Norfolk, [5362

IQ21 O.K., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, Lucas lamps,
I.f horn, licensed, guaranteed ; £35, 'lowest.

—

[5252ici-.-Iey, 198, Dantzic St., Manchester.

P. and M.

1 020 p. and M. Combination, good condition. Easting,
M.*J lamps; £65.—Bowers, 10, Autumn Terrace, Burley,
Leeds. [5315

A Real

Rubber

Ngn-skid.

THE BEST TYRE
you can fit to Perfection

35yo
DISCOUNT.

ELITE SUPER •^^
NON-SKID MOTOR V^^
CYCLE COYER V

To introduce this cover

we are prepared to allow

the above special dis-

_ count oH the first 1,000 sold. Guaranteed to give
• you at least 33JL per cent, more mdeage than you
have obtained ifrom any other make ; these covers
embody all the true principles that go to make a •

non-skid—Side Ribs, Cross Bars and Suction Cups •

—a combination of everything that is best in tyre J
manufacture. Order one now. 5

: Size. Special Price. List Price.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.
26x2i 29/6 5/9 40/-

.
7/6

•26x2ix2i 42/- 6/9 56/- 9/-
:28x3 51/- 7/11 68/- 10/6

: 700x80... 54/6 7/6 69/6 9/9

; A few oC our SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES. ;
All these special clearance lines are sent on 7 days' 5
approval against remittance, carriage paid.

Size.

24x2 Palmer, ribbed 18/6 29/6;
24X2I Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy 28/9 40/3
26x3 Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. heavy. 27/6 38/6

26X2I Palmer, cord, heavy '^P^ 47/9

4.V4
38/6

37/3
40/-

35/6

26X 2I \

X2ij
26X 2.V

26 a 2J")
>2"}t

26X2J
28X3

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. heavy.
Palmer, cord, heavy
Palmer, cord
Bates, spec, hvy., wired on
Dunlop, heavy rub. stud..

Bates, spec, hvy., beaded.
Clincher de Luxe, heavy.

.

Michelin, steel stud
Palmer, cord
Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. heavy,
Dunlop, heavy rub. stud.

.

Hutchinson, rubber stud.

.

Goodyear, all-weather ....
Palmer, cord
Goodrich, safety tread

Clincher de Luxe, heavy...

Clincher de Luxe, heavy.

.

Clincher, dreadnought. . .

.

Goodyear, all-weather ....
Palmer, cord, heavy
Goodrich, safety tread ....
Palmer, cord
Goodrich, safety tread. . .

.

Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.

.

Soly, rubber non-skid ....

Goodyear, all-weather

Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. hvy.

Our
Price.

18/6
28/9
27/6
35/10
32/6
32/6
28/6
27/6
24/6
22/6
34/3
32/6
29/6
25/-

39/6
36/-
40/-

32/-

List

Price. J

45/8
50/-
41/6
49/6

48/- :

5 2/6 •

25/- 28/3 5
57/6 70/-
55/- 65/3 .
53/- 71/6 !
47/6 —

f
47/3 63/-

650x65 Goodrich, safety tread. .. . 40/- 67/6 1

30/- 64/6 I

. .. .. 21/6 63/-
• 700x80 Goodyear, all-weather 50/- 62/9

„ Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. hvy... 45/- 66/-
Note.-All goods soKibyiis a re iruaranteedto give satisfaction

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaranteed. :
:24x2,4,'9; 26x2,4/9; 26x2i,5/9; 26x2|,6/- "

!26x2ix2J, 6/9; 26x2il, 6/9; 28x3, 7/11
1700x80,7/6.

: MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths. ;
Perfect Jin. 1/-,5in.1/5, Jin. 1/9,1in.2/-,1}rn.2/6.

"'l'Z'^^lIi«, CLINCHER BELTS'for:SpecudLtns. DOUGLAS MACHINES.:
;6tt. 6ins.x ?in. S/9 each. Carriage 9d. extra:

'Grams

:

"Tyrehtiav,

. London."
iiHWiiiiBgimHa

LONDON'S LhADlNlj TYKE HOUSE
;266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.I, i

to where all poat ordera should be acldrcsHed. -

'\ And at 44, Surblton Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.* Telephone—KiDi^Btoii 33iJ6.

BefteU.
[5038

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and iM.

1Q17 p. and M., eood condition; £29/10.—
-*-*^ Wraysbury.

1Q17 Ji/.Ji.p. P. and M., lamps, horn, liceufie paid,
-»-*' excellent condition: £40. Exchanges—2, East-
bank St., Southport. 'Phone; 607. [5156

p.O.C.H. have 1918 P. and M. combination, fully
-- equipped, excellent condition ; special bargain.
—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [2718

P.
and M., brand new, Ai^h.p,, 4-speed model, in
stock; £102.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-

mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.Pt4635. and M., 1917 engine, S'/jh.p., 2-Bpeed, kick^itarter.
overhauled, new Palmer tyres, newly enamelled,

licensed; sacrifice 39 gns.—77, Arthur Ed., Wimbledon
Park. [5361

1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, standard model, tyres
--*^ good, mechanically periect, enamel and plating
excellent, licence paid: price £69.—Denham, Chorley-
wood "Vicarage, Herts. [4946

1Q17-18 P. and 1\[. Combination, lamps, horn, tax
--«/ paid, in good condition: private owner; £36.
—Clark, c/o Shepherds' Garage,
Tel. : Waltham X 31.

A
iiinfield. Highway.

[0906

P. and M. Combination jMotor and Sidecar.
3'/2liP-» 1920. good condition; what offeifi for

immediate sale?—Apply Percy Brown, 174, Mitr-hani
Rd., Tooting, S.W.17. [5028

P. and M. 1920, mechanical oiler, ratchett brake.
Binks, Cowey, speedometer, lamps, .horn, perfect

condition, as new, mileage 2,000 ; £55, bargain.—57,
Falmouth Avenue, Highams Park. E.4. [5208

1 Q22 P. and M. machines, immediate delivery from
J-«? stock, model A solo, £115; model B solo, £102.
We miike a speciality ol fitting these machines with the
all-weather Coupette sidecar at an additional cost of

£28.—Below.

P.
and M, 1920 Sporting Combination, Swan sidecar,
fully equipped, tax paid, in excellent condition

throughout; £65, or good exchange considered.—Kenneth
Kemp and Co., the authorised agents for Messrs. Phelon
and Moore, 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Mariilp

Arch. London, W.2. Padd. 1177. [5540

P.
and M., 3y2h.p., about 1918, and sidecar, reno-
vated by makers, and in splendid condition, chain

cases fitted, nearly new tyres, all lamps, horn, taxed
1922, Easting screen; a real bargain, £48.-391, King
St.. Hammersmith. [4550

O30.—P. and M. Combination, tax paid, in excel-
3i^ lent running order. This, and many other bar-

gains, are being offered for sale at the showrooms of

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 4, Berners St., W. (opposite

Bourne and Hollingsworth). [5177

P.
and M. SVo^-P- 2-speed Combination, with latest

type kick-starter; £70. Also 5 other late model
P. and 'M. combinations in excellent condition from
£50.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4628

Spare Parts:

P. and M. Parts, new and second-hand, in stock.—
S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. [3878

Premier.
£14.~4h.p. twin Premier, Bosch. B. and B.. good

running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [5234

PREMIER 3^/^h.p., 3-speed, counterehaft, kick-starter,

hand and foot clutch, recently overhauled; offers.—

35, Church Rd.,, Upper Norwood, S.E.19. [5313

ih.p. Premier, Albion 2-sp6ed, drop frame, foot-
2 boards, shields, really good machine ; nearest

£22^0.-Bishop, Winkfield Row, Bracknell, Berks.
[5227

PREMIER SVa^.p. countershaft gear box Combina-
tion, in good rutining condition; £27.—Newn-

ham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W,6.
"Phone; Hammersmith SO '[4631

Spare Parts ;

PREMIER.—All parts in
Service."-Alf. Holland,

Coventry. "Phone : 1945.

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the
most competent firm to supply spares and execute

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z-

We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
wcild. We are the only traders who can claim to
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are r.ock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us full requirements;, you will receive our reply per
return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place. Leamington
Spa. [3167

Priory.

PRIORY.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models, 23/,

h.p. J.A.P., 2-3peed, clutch, and kick-start; 52
~',hj). 2-stroke^ 2^peed, £38._ Exchanges or

South Ken-
[4049

21

stock. "By Return
Hearsall Lane Corner,

Cp245

gns.; _ ^ ...
deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
sington.

Quadrant.

BRAND New 1921 4V>h.p. Quadrant; £75.-Clifford
Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I

[2202
Steele Publicity.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experience
with Quadrants. [9925

/QUADRANT ZV2h.v., M.L. magneto, Biuka, good
^** tyres, running order; £18.—Went, Abbey-cwni-liir,
Rads, [5379

O60.—1920 4i^h.p. Quadrant combination, lamps,
^^ horn, overhauled.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, West-
minster Bridge Rd., S.E.l. [3619

£55.-1914 4V2h.p. Quadrant combination, electric
lamps, horn, speedometer, hood.—Clifford Wilson

Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.. S.E.l. [2200

QUADRAJ^T 1&22 Stttndard Combination, al'lKcliarn

drive, soiledi only, complete; £98/il0.—E-lce, Ltd.,
13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3.
pflione: Avenue 5548, [0066

41h.p. 1922 Quadrant Combination, 3-«peed, kiok-
3 starter, all-chain drive; £105. Your old motor

cycle taken in exchange, remaind'er on eaey terms.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5419

Spare Parts:

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and spare jmrt stockists; deferred
payments ; exchanges ; all models in stock. Special
insuirance facllitiee applicable to Quadrants only.

—

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, 3.E.1, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone; Hop 210.

[9926
Radco.

Oih.p. Radco, guaranteed perfect, year's taa,
^4. lamps; £20.-27, Flaxton Rd., Plumstead.

^ [5308
^18.—2%h.p. Radco 2-Etroke, 2-speed, splendid
c** running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[5235
CLEARANCE of shop-soiled Radco 1921 and _22

models ; write for special list ; latest type 2-

speed from £42; easy payments 4 per cent, extra.

—

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5508

Raleigh.
TDREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 254h.p. 4-strok6 Lightweight,
2-5peed, £68; 3-speed, £73 ; also 5-6h.p. flat twin,

spring frame, detachable wheels, solo, £130; sidecar
combination, £165; easy payments, 4% extra; free de-
livery to any address.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birminsham. [0866

-f Q22 .Raleighs, all-chain drive; £68. —Clifford
-L«7 Motories, Eas:tivpood, iNotbingham. [5447

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models; ex-
changes or deferred' payment.—Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South K.ensington. [4052

Q 3.h.p. Raleigh, 2-speed Sports Model, only done
-VA 100 miles, guaranteed perfect; £60.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5509

IMMEDIATE Delivery Raleigh, all models in stock :

5-6h.p. £130, combination £165; 25ih.p. £68,
£73; 3h.p. combination, £103; cash or deferred pay-
ments 4% extra.—Mitcnell Garage, Roundhay ' Rd.,
Leeds [0890

£150.-1922 Raleigh, 5-6h.p. twin engine,. 3.-speed,

clutch, kick-starter, chain drive encased, with
new sidecar an-d extra tradesman's box body, either
detaehed in two minutes, faultless, little mileage, owner
buying car.—^Parker's Garage, Thame. [5053

RALEIGH 2%h.p. and 3h.p. Lightweights in stock
for immediate delivery. Second-hand solos or

combinations accepted in exchange. Cash either way.
Raleigh specialists.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd.. W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[4634
Reading^Standard.

£45.—Reading-Standard 1917 combination, 3 speeds,
hand, foot clutch, licensed, perfect; exchanges.

—89. East Hill, Wandsworth. [5282

Rex.
6h.p. Res, 3-fipeed clutch j best offer; in lair con-

.dition.—Bainbridee. Witton. Gilbert. Durham-Durham.
[4987

1 Ql3 Rex Combination, 6-8h.p., little used; £46,-L^ offer- wanted, lightweight.—Marks, 1, Opal St.i
Lower Kennington S.E. [5140

33.h,p. Rex-Acme Combination, Blackburne engine,
4 new, fast, just delivered ex works, 3 speeds,

Stumiey-Archer gear, kick-starter and hand-controlled
clutch, £96/15; exchange and easy terms.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London [5420

A REAL Bargain.—Brand new 8h.p. Rex-Blackburue
Combination, detachable wheels, spare wheel

and tyre, Cameo wind screen, original list price £213;
redaced to £130; guaranteed new and unused; eaey
payments 4 per cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [5511

Rover.
~l Q22 (March) Rover 4h.p. touring, perfect, Milford
-L*/ sidecar; offers.—56, Lynn Rd., Ely, Cambs.

[5271
ROVER (new) 3-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick.

Klaxon, lamps; bargain.—6, Silvester Rd., Dnl- -

wich. [49&S ' ^

£ititMiiiiiniiiiiiiiitritiiinriiriir)[)t[)tMiiiiiiiiti[iniMiiiiiiit::

IedwardsI
= & CO.. =

not, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.I i
= Tel. Maytair 4027 5

I
WONDERFUL BARGAINS. [

= We have been appointed Sole Distributing |
i Agents for London and 50 miles Radius for =

I The PRIORY \

i 2| H.P. J.A.P. 2-Speed, Clutch, I

i Kick-Start. Price 52 Gns. Also =

I the 2| H.P. PRIORY 2-Stroke, i

i 2-Speed, Price £38. i

1 1922 3 H.P. S-Speed RALEIGH |
i Combination. Brand new. =

I
Price £103

I
~ Specification on request. =

= Several Brand New 5-6 h.p* =

i 1921 ZENITH i

ICOUNTERSHAFT I

E Models, Clutch, Kick-Start, =

I
84 Gns.

I Listed £118. Maker's Guarantee, i

i SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS. |

r 1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD, magd>'Tio, hood, screen, Gns. =

^ speedometer. Tax paid. As new 140 z.

Z 1922 MATCHLESS; 5pring:-frame 2-sea(er side- E
Z car, windscreen, hood, dynamo lighting, ~
Z spare wheel, legshields. As new. Mileage z
Z 3QO. Cost ;f22I. . . . . 175 z
z 1921 Delivered March, 1922. INDIAN comb., ~
- y h.p. dynamo ]tg., speedo., .windscreen, z
z licensed 94 z
z 19207 b.p.READINGSTANDARD comb., d>-namo, z
z s reen, mascot, licensed, good order 64 ;

z 1920 8 h.p. BRITISH EXCELSIOR, De Luxe s'c. =

5 spare wheel, hood, screen. Fully equipped z
z and tax paid. Perfect order ... . 92 z
E 1920 7/9 h.p. INDIAN. Electric model, Speedo- ^
E met^r, screen. Taxed. Perfect order &2 z
z 1919 3 h.p, ENFIELD and Wicker sidecar, E
E speedo., Lucas lamps, horn. Good condftion 42 =

i SECONDHAND SOLOS. =

E 1922 8 h.p. D.O.T. JAP., super-Sports J.A.P. z
z engine^ speedometer, lamps, horn, mileage E
E 300, indistinguishable from new 115 ~

E 1922 2i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Sports Model. z
z Winner 4 firsts Southend Speed Trials. As -

E ndw, 6 weeks old, year's licence 74 E
E 1921 2^ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed, equipped, z
z excellent condition. 49 E
E r92i 3* h.p. SUNBEAM, semi-Sports, magdyno E

E lighting, speedometer, electric horn, knee z
z crips, absolutely as new 109 E
E 192T Baby TRIUMPH. Fully equipped and z
z taxed. New condition 42 E
E 1921 B.S.A, all chain, speedo., equipped, licensed, E
E as new ... 65 z
z 1921 25 h.p. KINGSBURY, 2 speed, all chain, E
z equipped, licensed, electricltg., splendid order 33 =

E 1921 3* h.p. NORTON H 16, all chain, Lucas z
z equipment, excellent condition. Year's E
E licence 80 E
E 1921 5 h-P- Sports ZENITH, excellent con- E
E dition, 2 months- old 69 E
E 1921 SCOTT, Lucas lamps, speedo., Tan-Sad, z
r mileage 490, indistinguishable from new. ... 75 E
E 1920 5 h.p. ZENITH, fully equipped, speedo... 52 =
= 192025 h.p. COULSON-BLACKBURNE, 3-speed, z
z kickstarter, hcensed, good condition 48 E
E 1920 RUDGE, equipped 45 E
E 1918 2£- h.p. DOUGLAS, fully equipped, excellent E
z condition 37 E
E 1917 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, clutch, kick z

E start 50 z
E 1914 7/9 h-P. Clutch INDIAN. Equipped, taxed. ~
~ Good condition .', 28 z

5 1911 3i RUDGE Clutch Model. Tax paid. Binks 17 z

z Deferred Payments & Exchanges on any of the above. E
WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS. =

Cash waiting, E
;)iiiiiiit]iiiriii]titiii]iiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin'7

MOTOR CYCLES FOl^ SALE.
Rover.

31h.p. Rover, 1914, single-speed model, road racer,
2 £37/10; easy terms.—Wauchope's 9, Shoe Lane,

London. [5421

3ih.p. T.T. Bover, good condition all ro\iHd, horn,
2 licence paid; £28.-2, Eastbank St., Soutbport.

'Phone: 607. [5157

T>OV-ER S'/L-h.p. Comitershart Combination, S-speed.-
-*-*^ kick-start, excellent conditions £65.—Hot-ley,
130. First Av., Manor Park, E.12. [5048

ROVER, genuine T.T. 3>$h.p., Phillipson, absolutely
perfect condition, complete with accessories, tools,

spares, licensed; very fast; £40.—Monk, 5, Lemna Rd.,
Leytonstone, E.ll, [4984

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL RUBY, 2H'h.-p., ^-stroke Villiers, in thor-

ough order, all on, spare belt; £30, or offer.—
Mullock, 2, Musgrove Rd., New Cross. [4953

1 Q22 Royal Ruby, the spring frame combinatioii,
-^^ immediate delivery, -cash, exchange, or eiisy terms.
—S;im. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich, S.E.IO. [4934

•Spare Parts:

ROVER Spares.- Immediate
Bond St., Ealing.

delivery.—Kays, 8,

[5081

Rudge
1 020 Rudge 5-6h.p, Combination eouipped, spares,
JLi/ trial; £75.-49, Spital St., Dartford. [513^

1 Q22 Rudges.—AH models in stock.—Shepherd, En-
Xt/ field Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0900

WAUCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane. London.—New 1922
Rudge 3>$h.p. I.O.M., £77; easy terms arranged.

[5422

CGODFREY'S, Ltd.—1920 5-6h.p. Rudge and Sidecar,
^ lamps and horn; £58.—208, Great Portland St.-,

W.l. [4918

J C|22 I.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest
-^t' reduced prices, £77v—Jones' Garage, BrOad'vav,
Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0791

077 is the price ol a new Rudge. Get it Irom thft^ Agents; in stock; cash or payments.— Knight'5,

126. Upper Tnnting Rd.. S W,17 r0836

RUDGE-MULTI Isle of Man Model, 1920; ^48.—
Newnham Miotor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4632

RUDGE 7-9h.p. 3-speed, late 1921 modeL practically

new, only driven about 150 miles; £75.-0. A.

Vandervell and Co.^IAd.y Acton, W.3. [5027

RUDGE-MULTI Combination, 1917-1918, in good
order, very fast, sporting sidecar; 55 gns.—

Stuchbery, 45, Allison Rd., Hornsey. [5264

RUDGE-MULTI 7h.p. Twin, 1921, absolutely as new,
very little used ; £63, no offers.—Marble Aroh

Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [2777

PRACTICALLY Brand New I.O.M. Rudge with new
Watsonian aluminium sidecar, best accessories;

cost £110; accept £60.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken.
sington. . [5324

LATE 1921 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M., special 5-guinea,

Duhlops, complete accessories, exceedingly smart,

excellent condition; 48 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury -Rd.,

New Maiden. [5265

RUDGE-MULTI, 3Vi;h.p., variable gears, chxtch, pedal

starter, in .exceUent condition, tax paid; to clear.

LoAver Clapton^ Ed., N.E.
[5149

£27/10.—Homac's, 243,
'Phone: Dalston 2408.

RUDGE-MULTI 1920 Touring Model, splendid con-

dition, only run 3,000 miles, lamps, etc., licensed
- - - „, 1 , Garage, '61;

[4944
to December ; £50.—Seen, Wonham's
Coombe Rd., South Croydon

1 Q20 Rudge-Multi, electric lighting, hoo-n, etc.,

-i- *y licensed, good tyres, excellent meohanicail con-

dition; 45 gns.
Harrington Rd.,

©xchaniges or deferred.—Edwards, 50.

South Kensington. [5544

1 020 SV^h.p, Rudge Combination, as new, all acces-

series' owner buying car, £65; also 2.4h.p. Singer

T.T., new belt and tyres, good condition; 20 gns.^
Cant. Martin, Heathfield, Broadstone, Dorset. [501?

UDGE-MULTI SVoh.p. T.T.' model, June. 1926,
Canoelet Sports sidecar, _

Easting Baby^ CowW
speedometer. P. and H. 127 lamp, spares,

order; bargain, £68.—Atkinson, Heathfield,
first.class

Sussex. ,

[5121

-| 021 {Jxinel Rndge-Mnlti Combination, 5-61i.ii., as

Xt7 new, 68 gns., or solo, 69 gns.; 1920 Riidse-Multi

7'91i.p. combination, 75 gns.; 1916 Rudge-Miiiti pom-
oination SVA.p., 42 gns. ; solo, 33 gns. ; exch.niigea,

photographs fref-.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Unper
Richmond^d., East Sheen. [2729

Spare Parts:

RUDGE Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Shephertl, En-
field Highway, N. 10901

-Foifleld
[3163

,

Scott.

QC'OTT. Combination (late 1920), Easting, tax paic^^ One machine; £70.-77, Horton Grange RSu
Bradford. [5050'

THE Promptest Firm for Rndge Spares.
Motors, Eorfield Place. Leamington Spa.

a38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

£55.—
[5093

22 3'/oh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, belt drive, shop-
soiled only; 82 gns. ; list price £113.—Below.

I7ENITH Combination, 6h.p., good condition
€i Tarrant, 35, Cromwell Rd., Rodhill.

19
IVTKW 1921 Zeniths at Bargain Prices.—8h. p. sports,
1.1 Model G, £100; 8h.p., clutch Model H, £110;
ih.p., clutch Model D, £88.—Storer and Tait, 20,
Jourdon St.. Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [5550

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths; new and second-hand in stock
at tempting prices.—5, Heath St., Hampstead

near Tube). [2719

1 Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw sy.h.p., all chain, shop-soiled;
J-*^ £110.-Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd..
Loudon, N.W.3. [5198

I

Q^O Zenith 6h.p. Sports Model, Binks, knee-grips,
*-*y horn, new spare tyre and tube 80 m.p.g.;
;65.—AlHn, 12, Bridge St., Cambridge. [3881

/ENITH: Official Appointed Agents.—New 1922
-J models on easy terms; list on application; ex-
;hange3.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5405

'yENITH 6-8h.p. Sports Model with Swan Sidecar.
%i speedometer, lamps, and horn; £75.—Newnham
lotor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd,
Xammersmith 80.

W.6. 'Phone
i[4625

'/ENITH-BRADSIIAW 1922, 3-speed all-chain drive
-^ model ; not run 50 miles ; £105.—Newnham
lotor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

:

[ammersmicn 80. [4636

Spare Parts:

7ENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,
-^ Bond St., Ealing. [5078

Ladles* Motor Cycles.

I"
ADY'S New Ryder, 1914, good condition; £25, or

^ offer.—Oarnley, 36, Chart Lane, Reigate. [4951

C1R.ANK WHITWORTH (Agent), 139, New St., Bir^
L mingham, emphatically recommends special lady's
lodel of famous Ivy, daintiest of all ladies' machines;
62, complete; send for list. [5086

CLEARANCE of Shop-soiled Models.—New 1922^ Lady's Velocette, clutch and kick-start, 2-speed,
sduced to £60; 3 speed, £65; cannot be repeated;
asy payments 4 per cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co.,
vston Rd., Birmingham. [5512

Miscellaneous.

J
.A.P. 3h.p. twin, 3-6peed clutch, tax, trial; £33.—
135. Acre Lane, Brixton. [1500

JONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO,
and 4, Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

DEFERRED Payments.—Send for details of new
scheme and big liets of guaranteed machines.

JONES Garage.—We are open all day on Saturday,
we will teach you to rid?, free, any time you like.

TONES Garage.—Here you are lads ! £29 hotstuflf

Indian and sidecar, fully equippad, full tax paid,
irge exhaust, 7-9h.p. Special bargain of the week.

JONES Garage.—Here's another good one. 1914
Triumph Combinationi fully equipped, tax paid,

irst-class condition; £45.

TONES Garage.—1914 3V2b-r. Sports Abingdon (King
Dick), tax paid, Lucas King of the Road lamp,

jloriaphooe horn, etc., very sporty, fast and ex-
ellent condition; £25. A special price for caeh only,
lortii £45.—Jones Garage, Broadway, Muswiell Hill,

;^.10.

JONES Gaiage.-
frame model,

-Also Indian
perfect ; £15.

TONES Garage.-1919 4h.p.
J £75.

TONES Gnrage.-1918 4h.p.
J luxurious sidecar: £65..

Sidecar for spring

Douglas Combination

;

Triumph Combination

.

JONES Garage.—8h.p. Enfield Combinations, new,
Magdyno lighting, Vickers engines, m^echanical

ubricntion, superb outfits; £140. Send for bargain
ist.

TONES Garagf. —1919 SVoh.p. Ariel, just fitted with
J 1922 brand new Ariel sidecar, unused; £75. Send
nr deferred terms form, etc.

HUGE stock of all makes from £25. Open all

Saturday.

JONES Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
'Phone: Homsey 2917. 'Bus from Highgate or

"inshury Park. 45 minutes from Tottenham Court
loiul. [5518

Bih.p. Motor Cycle, complete; £6; room wanted;
2 seen by appointment.—Allenby, 6, Carolina

'!ace. Richmond, Surrey. [5021

iTTAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, have some
VV new 1922 shop-soiled machines of various makes
t bargain prices lor cash ; inspection cordially in-

Ited.-'Phone : Holborn 5777. [5411

Ih.p. Wolf-Jap Combination, new sidecar, 3-speed,
kick-start, lamps, tax, etc., £35; 5-6h.p. new com-

. Ination, perfect, 3-speed, clutch, kick-start, £42 / 10

;

i^h.p. Rudce-Multi combination, £35.—Rhind and
Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [5461

BANCROFTIAN CO.'S
GREAT ANNUAL SALE
commences from to-day for 3 weeks
only i so buy now and save money. The
Greatest Bargains ever offered. Our

sale is genuine.
We have been advertisers in '* The Motor

Cycle " from its first publication.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not

W.D., although not guaranteed by the makers they

are new and perfect, no rubbish. Wood-Miln3 extra

heavy, 4-piy combination, 30/- ; Hutchinson,

26x2 J, Heavy T.T., 22/6; Passenger, 26x2 J for

2^,32/6 ;
700x80 to fit 650X 65 rims small car, extra

heavy, 42/- ; Extra strong new model Passenger,

28x3, 48/8; Extra heavy, 3-ribbed, 700X65, light

car, 32/6; 650x65, Steel stud car type, 52/-.

Firestone, 20X 2 for Autowheel, 19/6 ; original, 45/-

;

Tube, 5/11. Palmer, 26x2, light, 21/-; 650x65
cord heavy, 35/- ; 26 x 2^ cord heavy, 35/-. Oylers,

650x65, square tread, heavy, 25/-. Clincher De
Luxe, Heavy, 26X 2J, 32/6 ; 26X 2 Junior Ds Luxe,

21/-; 26X2J, 24/6; 26X1J, 16/6. A few wired
edge covers, 26x2^ and 2\, heavy, 29/6 each.

Goodyear, Stepney road grip. Dominion Nobby and
Hutchinson 1922-3 Models in stock.

TUBES.—24 X 3, 24 X 2i, 4/6 ; 26 X 2^, 26 X 2J and

26X2I, 4/11; 28x3 and 700x80, 6/6. Post gd.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D., %', 6' 6',

8/2; / 6", 9/5 ; i% f (T, 9/5 ; S', 10/1 ;
8' 6', 10/9;

i",/6M0/4; 8-, 11/-; 8'6M1/8; i4«,8M6/-;
Bates shoit lengths, f, 5' 6% 5/-; l", 5', 5/6;
Leather belts I" at 1/6 per it.; .Belt fasteners 9ll,

andl/-. Posti/-.
Great purchase of Genuine "BOBJON " LAMPS.

Nickel plated on brass or black and plated. Large
size, si" front, with powerful back lens, large

generator sufficient for two lamps, suitable for a

heavyweight machine, 25/- complete, as illustrated.

Original price 55/-, Smaller set, 4^' front, suitable
for lightweight, 16/6. The greatest bargain ever
offered. When cleared can never be repeated at near
the price. Postage and packing 1/6 extra. Special
quotation for quantities.

GOGGLES.—Fitted with genuine Triplex Glass
15/- model, to clear 8/9. Limited quantity. Post gd.
SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop-soiled. Cowey

with trip, £4 10s. Smith's with trip, £4 53.

Bonniksea's in -tock. Post 1/6. Speedometer
replacements in stock.

TAN-SADS.—A few with back seat to clear, 28/6.
Original, 57/-. Carriage 3/6 extra.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan
leather, unlined, 7/6, Lined, 9/11, new and fresh.

Chrome leather gauntlets with finger and thumb and
wrist strap, 2/11, Gloves, leather, wool lined, 3/11.
Above lines are worth more than double. Limited
quantities only. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting of
double-breasted coat with belt, storm cuffs, ani
collars, and seatles9 trousers with gussets, patent
fasteners, and leather bound seats. Finest quality,

extra heavy, double texture waterproof materiil,

dark fawn, new and fresh, only been made recently,

not half-perished W D. Our price to clear, £2 2?,

Postage 1/6 extra. Could not be bought elsewhera
under £4 los. The greatest bargain ever offered.

Order immediately to save disappointment. All

stock sizes.

HORNS.'—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch; usuiL

price, 29/6, our price, 15/3. Postage 1/3 extrj.

Smith's Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or t2

volts, large size, suitable for heavy combinations:
original pnce, £2 15s.; our price, 30/-, Postage i/5.

The greatest bargain ever offered. All new anJ
pertect.

We can supply everj thing for the motor cycUst a:

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
7S, BISHOPSGATE, LONUON. K.C..2.

'Grams: "Chaikel.Londoa." 'Pbooe: Lon io.iWjjlg-Jc)

,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

"ry'ANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, London's leading
'' MntoT" Cycle Exchange, lor great bargains; cash,

exchanges, easy terms.

Tl/'ANDSWOBTH.—When you bay your motor cycle
'* from us you are dealing with an old.e5tablish6d

firm, backed by 24 years' sound motor experience.
Advice free. Satisfaction guaranteed.

TyANU.SWORTII.—Easy terms; the only firm to gi-'a
' • immediate delivery any motor cycle first deposit.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 4h.p., clutch model. ch?in
drive, drive away; 22 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Motosacoche Lightweight 2Vjh.p.,
variable gear, runs splendidly^ fully licensed;

10 gns.; terms.

TX7"ANDSW0RTH.—T.D.C. do Luxe 2i!;ii.p.. 2 speeds,
^^ only wants seeing; 26 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Royal Eiifield 3h.p. Twin, 2
speefls, lamps, drive away; 29 gns.; t^

Twin,
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph 3l,ih.p., clutch model,
dropped frame, runs well; 26 gns.; easy terma.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph 3%h.p., magneto, good
tyres, lamps, drive away; 22 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N. 2%lh.p., 2 speeds, lamps.
Klaxon, runs well; 25 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Boo 5-6h.p. Twin, clutch, new
tyres, lamps ; only 23 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-P. and M., about 1917. 3l/2h.p.,

2 speeds, kick, new tyres, newly enamelled;
39 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier, splendid coachbuilt
Combination, 3V2h.p., Grade gear, kick; 35 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph Coachbuilt Combination
3Voh.p., Graxio gear, clutch, lamps; 39 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Singer, beautiful coachbuilt Com-
bination, 4'^li.p., 3-speed, gear box, kick, lamps;

49 gns.; terms. '

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson (late), roomy coach-
built Combination, 8-lOh.p., 4 cylinders, 3 speed.,

lamps, speedometer; 59 gns.; t«nns.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian (late) 7h.p. Twin, 3 speodii,

newly enamelled; 55 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Hazlewood Coachbuilt Combina,
tion, 5h.p. Twin J.A.P., 3 speeds, lamps; 55 gns.;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas (genuine 1919) 4h.p.,

3 speeds, clutch, kick, dynamo lighting; sacrifice,

55 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas, latest 1921, 234h.p., 2
speeds, lamps, speedometer, as new; 58 gns.

WANDSWORTH.—Coulson 1921, 2%h.p. Blackbumo
engine, 2 speeds, spring frame ; 49 gns. ; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Oonnaught, 1921, August.
2-^4h.p.. lamps, 2 hooters, speedometer; 42 gas.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-1920-21 Royal Enfield 2l/ih.p.,

2 speeds, lamps, nearly new; 42 gns.; term*.

ANDSWORTH.—1921 Metro-Tyler 2%lh.p., 2

speeds, lamps, little ^ used; 39 gns.; terms.

1Tt/''^^'DSW0RTH.—1920 Indian (November) Coach-
VV built Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, dynamo
lighting, lamps, speedometer. Easting, 2 hooters;

89 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian, splendid Coachbuilt Com-
bination, 7h.p. Twin. 2 speeds; 49 gns.; eajiy

terms. _:

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., almost new. 5-6h p., 2

speeds, clutch, beautiful enamelled, plated; 49

gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 1915 T.T., clutch model,

7h.p. Twin, fast; 39 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—10 beautiful Coachbuilt Sidecars.

Glorias, Grindlays. from 8 gns.; canes. 3 gns.;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Exchanges, Wandsworth Motor
*
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town

Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [6444

FO C H for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
'

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged. Any new cycle, combination, or car sup-

plied, cash or deferred payments.-Fair Offer Car

House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube) 'Phone .

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.^

^

1021 Monarch Ombinatlon, Sh.p. J.A.P. 3-speed

\.U Sturmey, Easting, as new, £86; 1930 British

Excelsior, 6-8h.p. J.A.P ., 3-specd, spare wheel, Gloria

sidecar, Lucas Magdyno, £37/10; 1919 Triumph com-

bination, lamps, tax, as new, £75: Baby Triumph,
£35- Monarch, 2-stroke, 1921, clutch, kick-start, as

new' £37/10; Rudge-Multi 3i/.h.p., £26, bargain;

Triumph, countershaft, 1918, £55; 2-seater Emscote,

1920 £130- G.W.K., perfect, £35; exchanges arranged.

Rhin'd and Co., Stone Place, Wilmslow Rd., Rusholme,

Manchester. 'Phone : 776 Rusholme. I54bu

w^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

A LLBEE Garage, Tbornsett Rd., Earlsfleld, Lon-
f^ don, S.W. (opposite station, L.S.W. Railway),
Phone; Latchniere 438.8; Terms, no extra with
good deposit: immediate delivery; no inquiries: satis-
laction guaranteed.

A LLBER.—Clyno 1920 2-stroke, 2.siieed, clutch, all
-^^»- accessories, tax paid, in new condition: £39.

ALLBER.—Humber 1914 S'/ah.p., 2-speed, handle
start, all accessories, ta.x paid: £25.

A LLBER.—Triumph S^ih.p., clutch model, all ac-
-^^ cessories, Philipson puFey, tax paid, good con-
dition: £23.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1914 S'/oh.p., 2 speeds, complete
with all accessories, tax paid; £29,

ALLBER.-New Imperial 191S 2i/ih.p. J.A.P., 2-

speed, sporting machine, all accessories, tax
paid: £32.

ALLBER.—Blackburne 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
kick, all accessories; tax paid; £65. .

ALLBSR.—Triumph-Gloria 1921-22, aUchain model.
Easting Royal, luggage grid, complete acety-

lene lamps, most beautilul combination, as new, tax
paid; £120.

ALLBEE.-1S16 B.S.A. Combination, 4l4h.p.,

countershaft. Easting, all accessories, in- good
order, tax paid; £53.

ALLBER,—Chater-Lea-Jap Combination, specially
built, 1921, S-6h.p., S.-A. 3-speed, clutch, kick,

Ariel coach sidecar, all accessories, tax paid; £55.
[5502

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1922 Budges, 1922 Atiels,
1922 O.Ji..'s, 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quad-

rants, 1922 Royal Rubys. Quick deliveries. Good
price for your machine ; exchange.—Booths' Motorics,
Waterloo lid., Blackpool.

BLACKPOOL Bargains^—New 1921 4h.p. Brad-
bury, all chain, £78/10, with Sidecar £95/10.^

Booths' Motorics.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—New 9h.p. Rudge Combina-
tion, spare wheel, £150; new Bradbury light-

weight. 2 speeds, K.S., £60 ; new Martinsyde combina-
tion, £150.—Booths' Motories."

BLACKPOOL Bargains—3'Ah.p. Triumph, £18/10/6:
ditto, 2-speea, £22/10/6; ditto, 3-speed, £22/10/6.

-Booths' Motorics.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-S'Ah.p. Hnmber, £20/10/6;
6h.p. 3-speed Eudge, £29/10/6; SVjh.p. Premier,

£24/10/6.—Booths' Motorics.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-3'Ah.p. Singer, 2*pecd,
£24/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/19/6; another,

£35/10/.6; N.S.U. lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-speed
O.K., £23/10/6.—Booths' Motorics.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Eudge, dynamo light-

ing, £69/10/6; good Douglas, £25/10/6; 4h.p.
Douglas with new sidecar, £69/10/6; 8h.p. Premier
combination, £47/10/6; Enfield combination,
£39/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 MatoUess combina-
tion, spare wheel, hood, screen, lamps, £99/10/6;

New__ Imperial, 2 speeds, K.S., £45/10/6.—Booths'
Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains!-1920 G.N., dvnamo light-

ing, spare wheel. £110/10/6; 1920 Tamplin,
£59/10/6; Morgan De Luxe, £147/10/6; 1920 8h.p.
Ruby combination, £79/10/6; 1920 3y"h.p. New Scale,
2 speeds, K.S., £38/10; 6h.p. Bat, countershaft, 3-

speed, £39/10/6; 1920 2%h.p. Excelsior, £27/10/6;
3h.p. Enfield, £37/10/6; 6h.p. Indian, £32/10/6; 1921
Enfield lightweight, £39/10/6; 1920 Sun, £35/10/6;
(several others cheap; posh cycles taken in exchange-
Booths' Motories, 294, Waterloo Ed., Blackpool.

[5483
HALIFAX-EUDGES 3JAh.p., clutch. £19/10; 1919

Multi, £49/10; 1920 Mnlti LO.M., £55; 1921,
£59/10; 5-6h.p. combination, £75; 1920 7-9h.p. twin
combination. £82/10 ; deferred payments accepted.—
Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5485

A 1920 Pearson and Sopwith, 2-stroke. 2-speed. all
on, etc., beautiful little machine; also a 3h p.

Grandex, 4-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, fully equipped,
re-plated, enamelled, etc.. like Dew^ both perfect; offers
v'anted for cither or hioth.—Walker. 769, Romford
Ed., Manor Park. London, E. [5276

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
IRE Latest Models cycles and combinntions, any
period.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130,

Eusten Ed. [0795

DOUGLAS Combination, £5 per week: 1920 G.N.,
8 gns. per week; fully insured.—Rodwell, 8, ited

Lion Sq. Chancery 7272. [1519

H

H
F

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

"piDWARDS and Co.,

1A1' ^'- Per"'"''! St., W.r are cash buyers ofA"J- solos, combinations, and Morgans. Highest
prices given; distance no object. Call, write, or
'phone ; Mayfair 4027. [0870

VERY DANGEROUS
this skiddy weather.

Why not purchase one of
our sidecars on our out of
income plan? Your own
dealer may supply you.
Write for name of nearest

Agent.

With child's seat £26 10

Call and inspect range of models
or write for catalogue and form.

Any make of machine. Solo or
Combination, supplied on a
small deposit and terms to your

convenience. No extras.

Write for form post free.

Immediate Delivery

Matchless

Triumph

Raleigh

Connaught, etc.

Call and talk '' over or

write and tell us all about it.

RIDEEZI SALES,
LIMITED,

5, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
nn.B.

^ANT
K/\rk COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, gna I

*J\fyj auteed top prices given.—T. and B. Mote [

Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [656

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. li in town, writ'

'phone, or call. If country, send to Ixindo

terminus. We collect free and send best ca.sh oifer.-

W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Musem
5391. t033

,

BEST

f^
IVEN.

H. r. EDWARDS and Co., 50, Harrington Ei'

South Kensington, will purchase for spot Cii.

your motor cycle or combination. Call, write, <

'phone Ken, 3709. [OeO

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent pb.-

for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a c.''

offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will b3 sure c

a good cheque if you sell your machine at Pa
mer's Garage. , ,

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.—Thousands of men isy

sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality (

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale evet

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge-

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machiasi.

from any London, railway station. The auctiol

sale is held every Thtirsday, ' commencing 2 p.rri;

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer nob a«

cepted, machine can be included in auction sal

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price am.

we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Terms : Selling com:

mission TAX, lot chargeable unless macnme li

sold If no sale a nominal auction fee is charged'.'-

For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 valm

5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we efiect l

sale these charges are cancelled and commissiol

charged.

PALMER'S Garage, -Tooting.-Catalogue free. Tel.!

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Toot

ing. ISlli

A.B.C. Solo.—Particulars and lowest price to Dai

jeeiing. Downs Estate, Brighton. [511-"

WANTED, good combinations and solos for cash.-'

Quadrant Garage. Winchmore Hill. [327'

WANTED, Solo or Combination, any make, must b

really cheap.—King, Egrove, Oxford. (524

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination; cheap. — £

Richardson, 78, Croydon Rd., Oaterham Valley

Surrey.
' W98

WANTED, countershaft, B.S.A., James, or simila

combination ; around £30.—Box 2973, c/o 1(

Motor Cycle. [524;

WANTED, powerful combination, late model
reasonable.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kii

burn, N.W.6. [4131

4h.p. Triumph or Doiiglas Combination, goc4 coi

dition essential, price reasonable.—Box 2904. c!

The Motor Cycle. ~ [502

WANTED, countershaft Triumph, not earlier tha:

1918, up to £40 for good one.—406. Yor
Rd., Wandsworth. [530

£25 Cash plus 12 £3 montlily payments for bes

1919 combination offered; private.—Box 2953

c/o The Motor Cycle. [516'

WANTED, Victory model Matchless, sidecar, intei

changeable wheel.—A. Stovell, 2, Battery fid

Well Hall. Eltham, S.E.9. [505-

MODERN- Motor Cycles and Combinations hough

for cash or sold on small commi'-sion; send de

baUs first.—South Eastern Garage, Heine Hill, S.E.-2<

[5391

WANTED, modern 6 or 8h.p. commercial combina
tion, open bodv preferred; reasonable pric

given for good machine —Chauffeur, Garage, Wythar
Abbey, nr. Oxford. [518.

SEND Tour Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage an

Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting, uas"

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearej'

station Wimbledon. We will collect flora any Londoi'

station. Machine can be included in auction sale r

desired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [517'

342 All letters i-elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
ITANTEiD, late combhiations, solus, ako Morgan
» [Tuiiabuuta, G N.'s, and Rover Eigh'ta; cask or

oUaiige.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bisliopsgate Av.,
momile St., E.C.3. phone: Avenue 5548. i£0074

JTJNTING'S Buy, sell, or exchange any make of
motor cycle. State your requirements. We

idertub? to do your business and give you satisfac-

m. Distiince immoteriuL—Buutin^j's Motor Ex-
ange; Wealdstone. -, [0828

[FECIAL Cnsh Buyers: Triumphs, EnEelds. qj.S.A.'s,
' J-ioughisses, MatchlessL's, A.B.C.'s. Scotts, Brad-
trys, Martinsydes, Zeniths.—Wundsworth Motor Es-
lauye, Ebner St., Wandsworth (To\ni Station),

hone: Latchmere 4686.

-CYLINDER F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s
- tt-anted.—Wandsworth Motor Eschiinge, Ebner St.,

itmlsworth.

I
ED Indians, Harley-David^ons wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.. Wandsworth

own Station). [4559

^ ASH on Sight for new and second-hand rnotor
'' cycles and combinations, any make or condition.
C:ill. write, or 'phou.p. Short and Glass, Ltd.. 485-
'3, Upi'er Eichmoud Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
:chmond 2562 and 2363. [0372

fi.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for sound
machines of all types; highest prices and cour-

^ns treat^ient assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

?;itli Street, Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone:
tuipstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.

[1610

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
'IXGSBURT Scooters and Snare Tarts.—Beaufort
^ Works, Eichmoud Ed.. Twickenham. [2590

921 Kenilworth Scooter, tax Tiaid, perfect order,
«uit lady or gent; £18.-7, Norwood Rd., Heme

-•II, S.E.24. [5401

UTOGLIDER, 1921. 23'4h.p. Union engine, little
- u.-cd; cost £60; nearest £30; licence July-Dec—
ni-on, BrauDston, Ruf^by. [5103

.B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model, list
^ £55 ; accept £23 ; wcnderiul bargain.—Frank
iiitwurth, 159, New St., Birmingham. [5085

KOOTAMOTA, bargain, 20 gns., as new. perfect
Older; seen any time; trial allowed.—Box 29,»H. Smith and Son, School Rd., Sale. [5213

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
ilh.p. Wall Auto motor cycle, perfect condition;
2 £8/10.—Johnstone, Dovemount, Hawick. [5071
'Ih.p. Kenilworth Motor Cyclette, suitable for lady
2 or gentleman; £27/10.—Wauchcpe's, 9, Shoe
ne. London. [5410

AMES Cycle with Young motor attachment, suit
la.ly or gent, nearly new; £25. or offer.—Mace,
Wimbledon Park Rd.. Wandsworth. [5035

li.p. Motor Attachment, fixed to a good B.S.A.
pedal bicycle, 3-speed uub gear; £17/10 cora-

;tc.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5409

rOUXG special lady's cycle and attnctiment. nbso-
1- lately as new. runs splendidly : acceiit £17/10-
ness cause of selling.—Thomas, Photographer, Staple'-
irst, Kent. [3869

921 l^ih.p. 2-stroke Young ^Attachment and
special cycle, 120 miles to gallon, clutch model

en in store 9 months, practically new; cost £32;
cent £18 for quick sale.—15a, Broadway Market,
IJrlop. E. [4955

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
^OIXTNS and Son for hoods screen, and aprons:
-' hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreens, com-
^ plete with apron; 22/6. 30/-, and 35/-; sent
I approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

"jOLLINS and Son stock all known makes ol wind-
/ screens; we have a few second-hand Standard
listings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below.

|"^OLHNS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-
y screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtains,
(c; open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till
o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St

latney, 8.W. (Dl [6198

ITOODS, plated fittings, 39/-; side curtains, 8/-.—
;J- Drur.v, 101, Halton Ed., Canonbury, London.

[4970
ICT'-SHAPED Sandum screen with apron, 55/-- large
' size 43/ 18.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St
temherwell. [5325

ITIGII-GUADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,
-^ -0/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High
d._ Tottenham, London.. [3502
2AJ>"DtJM V windscreens fitted free or sent post free
-» 55/- and 78/- : call and inex>«;t.—33, Hacfcford R.d
Irixton, S.W. 'Phone : Brixton 3062. [5217

JIDECAE Hoods, 30/- and 40/-, best quality
' materials; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules Hood
0., 693, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [085S

Ride a Burlington
Reconditioned Douglas
VALUE.— There is none finer

than the Burlington Reconditioned
Douglases. They are built up
throughout with new parts—reliable

in every detail—and equal in per-
formance to new machines

.

ECONOMY.—You'll find the Burling-
ton Reconditioned Douglas is just

the machine—at a moderate price

and with low upkeep costs.

EASY PAYMENT.—Pay as you ride

on a Burlington Douglas. Deferred
Payments can now be arranged over
a period of 12 or 18 months.

BURLINGTON RECONDITIONED
DOUGLASES.

2} h.p. 2-Speed Model, fully equipped.

Cash price £50

4 h.p, 3-speed K/S and clutch, fully equipped
Solo. Cash price 75 gns.

Combination' with new Burlin^lon No. 2
Touring Sidecar, complete with storm apron

Cash price 93 gnS,

We shall be pleased to forward you
full specification of the abovemachines
on request.

SPARES.— If it's for a Douglas,
we have it.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON MOTOR CYCLE Co„Ltd.
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

phone; Brixton 2417. Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham
Just by Clapham Common Underground Station

.

BODIES.
DINXEY SiilcHar Uody lor sule. perfecf .(mditir.Ti ;

f2/10.-Stiittoid, Penleiijh, Weatbniy, Wilts. [5019

RKiNNOC Sidtcar Bodies, actual manufacturers; 35
models; al.so several clearance, cheap to dear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering,—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Ed., Upper Holloway, London, N.19. [4932

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS and Son arc actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

made by them.—Below.

C0LLIN3 and Son repair, repaint and upholster at
moderate charges, first-class work guaranteed

;

estimates free; send for catalogue-—Collins and Son.
rear of 84. High St., Putnej', S.W. [6199

MATCHLESS Box Carrier, without chassis, never
used; £5/10.-52, Brenthurst Ed., 'Willesden.

[4993
BASTONES for Sidecar BodJes, all latest models in

stock from £4.—aas, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. £5131

FIT new Willowbrook body to your Cftd sidecar, and
make it like new; prices from £5.—Willowbrook

Body Works, Leicestor. [0336

DOUGLAS Body, new conditioned, bulbous back, re-
enamelled, lined, and upholstered: £4/10, liar-

frain.—Elderkin. 99, Greyhound Ed., S.W.6. [5209

GOOD quality sidecar bodies, a few to clear, semi-
sporting and bulbous back touring; £6/15 each.—

Guad, 122, Maida Vale, 'Phone : Hampetead 1353.
[5475

BEAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bodies. £4/15;
other models from £2/10; write for specification.

—Burton, Sidecar Works, St. Peter's Park Rd., Broad-
stairs. [3637

FIFTY bodies, second-hand, upholstered best pega-
moid, touring shape, from £2 each; a few;

new, at £7, exceptional bargain; also a few chassis
to clear.—Sandums, 336, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.I.

[0871
HEPPET.THWAITB'S.—Old man Hep. for Douglas

type bodies. £4/17/6, brand new (see Sidecar
column), and send for photo. These bodies are
painted lead colour. We have sold over -850 Bince
August last.—17-19, Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth, Lon-
don, S.W. 8. 'Phone : 1953 Brixton. [5320

QIDEOAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-^ ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original
designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal. Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when desicning new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St., London, E.G. 4. [0004

SIDEC.4R ATTACHMENTS.

s
POE
QANDHAM, the smartest sidecar speclalista.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-ivnr prices were the talk
of the shoiv; £14 to £50. AVrits for new catalogue.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen; a hood, screeli. and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous succees : sold

out : send further suppTy." Agents, get in touch with ns.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
most generous terms at Middleton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept youv old sidecar, motor car,
or donkey cart in part payment.

QAA MILE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, riding
t^yjyj Indian with Middleton spring wheel sidecar;

Le Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with. Middleton
spring wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs of all kinds;
trade inquiries invited.

lY/TIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-

XVi car makers, 27, Strond Green Rd., Finsbury
Park. 'Phone: Hornsey 1584. [0522

BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
AJl latest models in stock,

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to ^t
any machine; ^12/18/6.

BASTONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famons
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

In stock.

BASTONES lor Sidecar Chassis, underslung
£7/19/6, tandem chassis £14/10, anxiliary arms

14/-^—228, Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross, London, N.l.

•phone : 2481 North, 'Grams : Bastones, London.
[6049

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 343
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SIDECAU ATTACHMENTS.
ALE, Norton De Luxe Sidecar, almost new, best

offer~4, High St., Pontypridd. [5020

FOR Sale, rmnhiU's Limousette Sidecar.—R. Hale,
Pinehill Rd. Crowtliorne, Berks. [5124

CHASSIS, off Triumph, strong, spring wheel; cheap,
£3.-79. Barry Rd., E. Dulwich. [4979

SCOTT Sidecar, good, £8: Indian, £6; Blackburne,
£5.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [5312

ENNOC Sidecars, 24 models, lightweights, touring,
tandems, from £12; cash or terms.

RENNOC Sidecars have a large quantity of clear-
ance sidecars, fit all makes.

RENNOC Sidecars are known throughout the world
for quality. See testimonials.

T> ENNOC Sidecars.-We are actual manufacturers
XV of complete sidecars, bodies, hoods, and screens.

RENNOC Sidecars.—Send for list, most comprehen-
sive in the trade; wholesale, retail, export.

RENNOC Sidecars specialise in repairs of every
description. Repainting, upholstering, enamel-

ling, etc.

RENNOC Sidecars specialise in sidecars to fit

Indians, left-hand, in stock.

RENNOC Sidecars are manufactured by Rennoc
Motors, Ltd., Marlborough Rd., Upper Holloway,

London, N.19, 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. ~ [4931

CAMBER Sidecars, £17/10. complete.—Bright and
Hayles, 78. Church St., Cumhenvell.

CAMBER Tandem Sidecars, £27.—Bright and Haylea,
78, Church St., CamberueU.

CAMBER Utility Sidecars, £25, large locker Bpace.
—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cambenvell.

CAMBER semi-sports, shop-soiled ; £12/10.—Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberw^-ll. [5384

PORTING Rennon light conne. lamp, apron; £6/10.
—9, Western Rd., East Finchley. [5319

SIDECARS.-Several very cbean; room wanted.—57,
Kenbury St., Camberwell, London, S.E. [5299

RUDGE Light Sidecar, nearly new, unpunctured;
£15.-21, Winchendon Rd., Fulham, S.W.6.

[5112
BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number jieir

coach bodies, lull size, with locker; £6/7/6, usually
£9/10.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.-New £9/10 coach
bodies for £6/7/6. Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity of new
latest pattern underslung chassis; £9/19/6.

Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.-Some new sidecars for
Triumph, B.S.A., Douglas, etc., cheap; sidecar

fittings, wheels, springs, rims, mudguards.—Booths'
Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [5484
j^QAOHBUIiLT Sidecar, 4-i>oint suspension; £6 to
^^ clear.—For field Motors, Forfield, Pla«e, Leomi-ng-
ton Spa. [5515

RENNOO Light Sporting, excellent condition, locker,
apron, lamp, good tyre; £10.-41, Evelyn Rd.,

Wimbledon. [4956

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, £25,
£29/10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheel to

equal. Lists free. [0856
T7XTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
*-* for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Ride^
Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0829
T IGHTWEIGHT Sidecars, 16 gns.; touring model,
--* £18; write for designs, satisfaction guaranteed.—
Willowbrook Sidecar Works, Leicester. [0335
IVrrLLS-FULPORD Sidecar lor sale, 4-point attach-
-^»-t- ment, off Triumph; wihat offers? Or exchange
Bportlng model.—Lean, FritwelJ, Oson. [5066
r^OLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbous back
V-/ models complete with renovated underslung
chassis, with fittings tor any machine, from £12/10.—
Below.

/ROLLINS and.8on,-2-seater bulboaa back coachbuiltvy models, with renovated underslung chassis, from
£16.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted
with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body

Bupplied with fittings for any machine, £18/10.-^
Below.

i^OLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fulford Chassis, withvy bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with fit-
tings for any machine; £17/10.—Below.

rf^OLLINS and Son epecialise in frame and chassis
V-/ repairs; all work guaranteed; send for catalogue"
Open weekdays till 8.30. Sunday mornings till 1
o'clock.—Bslow.

COLLINS and Son will take your present eidecar
in part payment ol any model; a lew second-hand

flidecara in stock.-Collins and Son, rear of 84 Hieh
St.. Pntney. S.W. [6200

SPECIAL Purchase.-Mannlactnrers' stock to be
cleared at unheard of prices (stock soiled). Com-

plete sidecars with coachbuilt body, tyre and fittings
£11/10; coachbuilt bodies, £3/10; limited quantity-
cannot be repeated.—Bastones, 228, Pentonville Rd
King's Cross, London, N.l. [7342

.

£10
STARTLING OFFER

Available to

August 31st only.

For the above sum
our Mr. D. R.

O'Donovan will tune
up, for Speed or Hill

climbing events, any

NORTON
of recent manufacture,
and will guarantee a
considerable increase

in speed.

This sum will include

a racing piston and a
suitable engine
sprocket.

The usual charge for

this is £25, plus cost

of new parts.

SEIZE
your opportunity now
as this offer will be
withdrawn on above
date.

O'Donovan Motors
(D. R. O'Donovan and H. H. Beach)

76a, Gt. Portland Street, W.l,
Museum
5890

" Odonomote,
Wesdo London.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAK off P'owerplus Indian (left-hand kiik-storl

windscreen, first-class condition; £10.—Mr. 1

Riseley, Windmill Square, Macclesfield. [536

SIDECAR suitable 1921-1922 Triumph, fittings oou
' plete, painted grev, lined black, flat ivindscreei

hood: £14.-L. B., 57, HiE,^h St., Crawley. [527

COACHBUILT Sidecar, 1920, 3-point, Avon tyr(

lamp, Cameo windscreen, apron, off Triunjph ex

cellent .cpndition; £15, or near.—140, Elsley Rd., S.W
^ [509'

GLORIA Sidecar, faultless throughout, Cameo wini
screen, very strong lupeage carrier, large ma

waterproof apron; £12.—The Cottage, King's nd
Horsham. [527

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Sa«
garage worry and expenses. Attached to moEo

will go through passage 28in. Tandem and singl

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecg,r. — When, ordering your mpto
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up t

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercia
in lew seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted

Tested 7 years.—Hopley. Upper Highgate St., Birming
ham. .

[015:

LANGFORD De Luxe Sidecar, windscreen, disapreiii

ing hood, beautifully upholstered, good as new
great bargain; £21, offers.-Write, Brown, 12, Wood
bourne Av., Streatham. [522;

DOUGLAS Sidecar, brand new. bulbous bodj

painted and lined French grey, chassis w
enamelled, new wheel, tyre, tube, flt'tings, 4h.p. Dowj
las or Triumph; £14.—S., 24, Rudolph St., Gt. Level

Bolton. - [504!.

DOiRWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. WheV
folded (10 seconds) combinatiun passes throuRlK

ordinary doorway. Unnoticeable -appearance whffll

open, no freakishness; send for descriptions.-FranL
Whitworth. 139. New St., Birmingham. [508;''

CANOELET K4, aluminium finish, for A.B.C., al«.

minium dashboard and waiterprool apron, pracn

tically new, £15; A.B.C. sidecar sprocket, very lit*!""

used, £1 ; racing Flexi carburetter for A.B.C, £2.-J

Pierre, '• Westholme," Marsh Rd., Pinner. [5p7(.

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storajH-

has 7 years to its credit, and has prrved itsel:

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle

and, when folded, combination will pass through^ ii

30in doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.— WItti'

cycle Co.. Ltd.. 236. High Holborn. W.C I. [OMIi

OLD Man Hep. nearly sold out his 1,000 Douglui

Chassis at £5 each, so if you don't want to U
disappointed get busy. He can also supply a nen

Douglas type body fitted with bulbous back and' lookei

under seat and new tyre (complete sidecar) £10/10; soW

over 850 since last Autjust. Send for photo, euc^oai'

etamp please.—Hep, 17-19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth
London, S.AV.S. [5321!

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS. ;

MORGAN de Luxe, 1922, good condition:, licensed;'

£140.-Main, 36, Parade, I^amington. [3818

MORGAN A.C., periect order, overhauled and paitited'

complete; £70.-la. Crouch St., Banbury. t537.(

BEDELIA.—The new 1 922 Model 8-1 Oh.p., _^tr'

cooled or water-cooled to choice. Immediate de

liveri'-s.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled Model, £185; water-cooledl

model, £195; side-by-side armohgir seats, 3 speeedi

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps

tools, jack, and pump included; trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy tenns. Your old car 01

motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.-Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sok
Comessionnoire lor the British Empire, Palmer*!

Garage, Tooting. t517C

A.V. Monca.r, 19'20, 5'h.p., excellent condition, ^ft

,

painted, electric lighting, speedometer, tax paid;

£67.—Below.

TAMPLIN 1921 Tandem, Staggered seating, tM'

paid, full equipment, excellent condition ; £72,—

Below.

COOENTRY PRECVIIBR 3-wheeler. 1920, tax pai^,

dynamo lighting, fully equipped, excellent condi-

tion; £120.—Below.

G.N.,~ 2-speed, belt drive, tax paid, good conditiottj

£32/10.~Beiow.

G.N. 1921 Popular, excellent condi t ion ,
railea^gie

3,000; ^105.—Elce, Ltd.. 13-15-a6, Bislaopsgatfl

Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0072

MORGAN Popular Model, fully equipped ; £150,
in stock.—Gibb, 100, Northgate, Gloucester.

'Phone : 852. [5532.

BRAND New 3-wheeled Runabout, lOh.p. M.A.6.
'

engine, coachbuilt body ; sacrifice.—Gray, Win-
Stanley, Malvern. [499.4'

7h.p. Composite Cycle Car, good engine, Bosch niftff-f

neto; reasonable.—Hart, 16a, Stockwell Part
Crescent, S.W.9. [B04r

MORGAN De Luxe, lOh.p. M.A.G., water-coole^,'
fully equipped, in stock; £193/10—Gibb, lOq,

'

Northgate, Gloucester. [5533

044 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
.jTORGAN.—New 1922 Models in stock.—Agents.
rL Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bideton Rd..

rkenhead. 'Phone: 2047. 12339

TORCAN 1914 Sh.p., Binks, lamps, horn, etc., just

A overhauled by maker's and repainted; £100.—
.bb, 100, Northgate, Gloucester. [5528

I
ORGAN de Luxe, lOh.p., air-cooled M.A.G., di^cs.

fullj' equipped, in stock; £186.—Gibb, 100.
)rthgatc, Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [5534

)E Luxe Garden, 1921. fully equipped, 2-speed gear,

clutch and kick-star£er, condition almost like

,w: £77/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[5433

ij*ORGAN Runabout, 1914 model, Sh.p., twin-cyl.,

.1. J.A.P. eagine, tully equipp',^J, hood, screen,

lips, etc.; £55.—Wauchope's, 9 Shoe Lane, London.
[5408

CTAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. London.—G.N.. 1921
V model, fully equipped, in excellent condition,
ire wheel and tyre; £150.—'Phone ; Holborn 5777.

[5412
IAMILTON Light Car, fully equipiped, ready for

service; early delivery; £175; wTite for booklet.
5mith and Co., Ltd.. Compton Works, Wickford.
sex. [5449

921 Morgan De Luxe, Sh.p. water-cooled J.A.P.

,

speedometer, disc.'', lovelv condition; £125.

—

Uier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North Ken-
igton. [5349

iARDBN 1921 7h.p. 2-seater, only done 750 miles,
'' lyres as new, 40 m.p.h, guaranteed, hood, screen,
fctric lamps, horn; £60.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
1., Birm'in.giham. [5513

IALIFAX. — 1921 Coventry-Premier 3-wbeeler.

£157/10; 7-9h.p., 3-speed, 3-wheeler, £69/10; 1920
ichnrdsan liKht car, £95.—Halifax Motor Exchange.
orton St.. Halifax. [5487

922 Morpan Popular, £150; Grand Prix, £180;
Sh.p. Rover, £320: in stock for immediato delivery

:

sv payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co..

iton Rd.. Birmingham. [0773

921-22 Jlorgan De Luxe, water-cooled M.A.G. en-
_- gine, Lucas dynamo lighting, discs, speed-

teter; £150.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford
'.. North Kensington. [5352

ijAYLISS-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p. Model, 4-cyli-nder
M . water cooled engine, 3 speeds* Magdyno; 300
'iS.; immediate delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Gt.
:)rtland St., London, W.l. [0736

'lAMPLTN 1921 Monocar. perfect condition, fully

.. equipped, domed wings, extra engine bearers, good
ggage accommodation, tax paid; £80, offers.—Nisbet.
sington. Castle Rd., Weybridge. [4986

yfORGAN 1920 De Luxe A.O., new rear tyre, top
^L gear chain and sprockets, recently repainted, discs.

5 and electric lamps, tax paid ; £ 1 1 5.—Flt.-Sgt.
;»viUe, R.A.F., Biggin Hill, W.e3terham. [5224

.V. Mcnocar, 1921, 8h.p., fully equipped, in per-
^ fert condition, mileage 4-500; £80, or exchange

gi i>d motor cvcle or combination.—K.G.3.H., Win-
oster House, E.C.2. Tel.: Wall 4343. [5133

921 Garden 2-seater, electric lighting, tyre3 perfect,

hood, screen, perfect order ; £70, Your present

'lehine taken in part payment.—Homac's, 243, Lower
apton Rd., N.E, 'Phoae: Dalston 2408. [5151

COTT Sociables.—Good second-hand ones in stock;
prices from £155; will bring cars any reasonable

.tajice for demonstration.—John R. Kinsey and Co..

d., 350. Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [fj339

922 Bleriot Whippet, only run 420 miles. Lucas
dynamo lighting, spare wheel, speedometer;

: 20, or exchange combination and cash.—Jlillier (side

ill), 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. - [5350

921 Bleriot Whippet, reverse gear, speedometer,
electric light, spare wheel, in absolutely per-

bt condition; 88 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—
ilwarda, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[4050

9 GNS., exchange.—^1919 Garden 2-seater, ready
for a tour, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, kick-start,

;c wheels, screen, hood, any examination, trial.

—

iabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
152. [3610

*RAND new Sh.p. Coulson 2-seater, 3-speed, hood,
:' screen, D.A. lighting. Smith's clock, speedo-
ter, taxed, absolute bargain; £105, solo combina-
•n pa rt.—27, Wandle Rd. , Wandsworth Common,
W.17. [4905

,1 .N., 1921j now repainted and entirely renovated,
T Zenith triple diffuser carburetter, specially tuned
:d many improvements; sell £130, or exchange solo

1:e and cash adjustment.—AUard, c/o Wicliffe Co.,

Veltenham. [5113

921 Garden 2-seater, in perfect, mechanical order,

50 miles per gallon, complete with all accessories,

metric lighting; £80.—G. A. Hall, Garden Specialist,

ieensl>prry Mews East, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
n. Ken. 587. [5359

I
ORGAN de Luxe, M.A.G, engine, dynamo lighting,

2 horns, spare tube and chain, front starting
ndle, speedometer, dashboard, lamp, new August,
'2

1 , for sale, or exchange for 192 1 twin Sunbeam
nbination, owner leaving for Australia where Customs
^ty is same on 3-wheelers as cars.—Macfarlane, Inna-
7ncha, Cannons Lane, Pinner.

'

[5127

0^0^m

LOOK SMART!
"By Wearing our

"ALL WEATHER"
Waterproof Motor Cyclists'

CLOTHING.
MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fig. 1)

With Plaited Leather BpU.

SPECli'lCATlON
MADE from hard wear-

ing double texture
material with an interlining

of Rubber.
Double Breasted Jacket,

with all-round plaited
Leather Belt, large Patch
Packets, and converted
collar to button right up to

neck, to fasten with Throat
Tab. Wind Cutfs in sleeves.

All seams of the Suit are

rubber cemented and taped
with extra material, makin; the

garment absolutely waterproof.

Overall Trousers wr(h spat-

shaped leg ; wind gussets to

keep the wind from the leg

and boots ; fastened with patent
clasp fasteners, enabling the

trousers to be pulled off in a
moment.

SUIT COMPLETE
35/=

Jacket only .... 25/-
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE

Fis- 1.

OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST AND PATTEKN
BUNCH OF CLOTHS, TOGETHER WITH SELF-
BIEASUREMENT FORM, WILL BE SENT POST
FREE AND WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION UPON
RECEIPT OF YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

Waterproof 4C /

Trench Coat '•'/'

(Fig. 2.) Fawn material, rubber ^i
lined, wind /' '

cuBs, /
guaranteed /

waterproof, v

^ fig 2.

WATERPROOF OVERALLS.
Double texture material, clasp

fasteners, perfectly waterproof.

per 12/6 p'i^

THESE GARMENTSARE NEWLY
MADE FROM FRESHLY
PROOFED MATERIAL BY EX-
PERIENCED WORKMEN AND
NOT HALF-PERISHED CLEAR-
ANCE LINES OR W.D SURPLUS
If you cannot call, send money with

breast measurement and height.

^?AT.X£!/J! ORDER EARLY
\SatisJactzon guaratuced or money \ rftoRlflfp
i^refunded ij garments are returned

\ v\inQV
[tojii^MinJfavs^ ,.'. ALL ORDERS,

Actual Manufacturers:

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208,Oldham Rd..NewCross,Manchester

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
A€k GNS., exchanges a speciality.—1919 A.V.
^*J Monocar, 6ti.p., hood, screen, electric light,
disc wheels, smart. Many other cars at bargain
prices.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
Sydenham 2452. flOOl

/^OVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, latest model, brand
^^ new, jufit arrivcKl. tnah and tuition free; £230;
cash ;rr ea.siest of easy payments; motor cycles or cars
taken in part, payment.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite
Olympia, London. f5i(L

r^OVENTRY-PREMIER fl-wheeled super-runabout*
y^ 8h.p., wat«r-cooled, spare wheel, dynamo, fully
insured, etc.; £230; motor cycles, etc., taken in part
exchange; instalments i( desired.—Frank Whitworth.
139, New St., Birmingham. [5082

jlTORGAN 1921 Grand Prix model, lOh.p., overhead—
"-*- valve, water-cooled, guaranteed 60 m.p.h.. alu-

minium body, dynamo lighting, 5 lamps, disc wheels,
upholstered red leather, tax paid; £172, or near
otfer.—Marchant, High St., Weybridge. [5060

Spare Parts:

MORGAN Spare Parts from Stock; trade supplied.

-

Maudes', 100. Great Portland St., W.l. l^ . .

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.^Spares for all models
from stock; list free.—Elce. Ltd., 13-15-16. Bis-

hopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.G. 3. "Phone : Avenue
5548. [0073

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
COUNTY Sh.p. B.S.A. Sidecjir Taxis, as licensed

throughout the country.—Write for full particu-
lars. County Cycle and Motor Co.. "Originators," 300,
Broad St.. Birmingham. [2510

CARS FOR SALE.
FORD Van almost new. guaranteed perfect; sacrific,

£50.-2. Kingswood Rd., Penge. London, S.E 20
[5111

1 Q21 Sh.p. Rover Car, dynamo lighting, practically
J-V brand new;. £165,-24. BalHoI Rd., North Ken-
sington. [5330

ROVER Cars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220- early
delivery.— Godfreys', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [0350

'TfT'EST Norwood! 60 cars, absolute bargains, list» free, exchanges.-Douglas S. Cox, Lansdowne,
West Norwood.- [1933

"pALMER'S- Oarage, Tooting. — £35 down and 12
-L monthly payments £5 secures smart 12-15h.p.
Panhard landaulet, runs well.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures modern 12-15h.p.

Swift torpedo touring car, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-1 4h. p. Fiat

light van.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8/10 secures Piccard-Pictet

?'4 landaulet, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 cash secures
modern 15.9h.p, Napier 30-cwt. covered " van,

solids rear.

PALMER'S Garage, .
Tooting.—£85 cash secures

modern 10-1 2h. p. Belsize light 4-seater, mono-
bloc, gate change.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthjy payments £10 secures 30h.p. Berliet tour-

ing car. Small Six.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£75 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures 16-20h.p. modern

Wolseley touring car.

PALMER'S Garage. Troting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures excellent Sheffield-

Simplex H landaulet. 6 cyls.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£ 40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 15h.p. Maxwell

sporting 2-seater.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£40 do\yn and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat cab

landaulet, 4 speeds, runs well.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-10-12h.D. Alcmn light-

2-seater, dickey, 4 cyls. gate, smart; £120.

PALMER'S Garage. Tocting.-5-6h.n. A.C. Sociable,

hood and screen, runs well; £25.

PALMER'S Garage' 187-199, High St., Tooting, will

accept your old car or motor cycle as part pay-

I
ment for any car in stock. For cash price d-'dn-t

1 10% from above totals. [5176

ROVER Cars.—The famous Sh.p. model in stock,

£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co.,

I

275. High St.. Acton. London. [0761

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model: £230;
immedviite deliverv; cash or deferred ijaymeiits.—

: Rntclifle Eros., 200. Gt. Portland St.. W. [0730

T>OVER Sh.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dvnamo
JX lighting; £220 cash, deferred payments 4 4

I extra.-RatcIiffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St..
^J^gg

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a45
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CARS FOR SALE.
|8h.p. Single-cylinder Rover 2-seater, 3 spsetls, le-

- verse, new covers all round, in running order;
bargain, £23.-8, Half Moon Lane, Heme Hill, S.E.24.

[5396

1 |fi-20h.p. Vauxball, fitted Ford touring body, special
A" Stepney device, '' new tyres, Zenith, BoscH,
tfconomical, tax paid; £70.—Box 2968, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [5521

HALIFAX.-1922 B.S.A., Calthorpe, Coventry-
Premier, Liigonda and Eliode, latest models; casli

or . exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Hoiton St.,

Halifax. [5488

BRASIER 15-cwt. Covered Van, ISh.p., 4-cyI., Bosch,
good tyres, splendid order guaranteed, lamps,

tools; £55; exchange motor cvcle.—Dawes, 45, Charles
St., Exmouth St., Stepney. [5333

GJ^., only just delivered new, 2-seater touring, dickey,
dynamo lighting, detarhablB wheels, tax paid, must

suddenly realise; what oKers? Seen London.—Box
2959, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5477

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Rover Car. 1922. 8h.p..

new in July, hot done 200 miles, tax paid till

1123, condition better thaJi new; accept £197/10.—
Wjikins Six.ipson, Opposite Olympia, London. [5440

C^.W., 1922, Touring, 4;225; AU-Weather, A:250;
3r fully equipped; inspection and trial invited. De-

lerred payments arranged. From Agents and Show-
rooms, 222. Gt. Portland St Museum 2271. (1629

ROVER: Buy from Official Appuinted Agents.— 1922
8h.p. light car, brand new and fast, just de-

livered ex works, £220; exchange or easy terms.

—

VVauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Hoi-
born 5777. * [5407

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—B.S.A.. 1922. latest lOh.u
ear, all complete, new in July, not done 200

miles, tax paid to 1923, coudition better than new,
a real bargain ; £295.—Wilkins Simpson, Opp<:)site
Olympia, London. . [5443

A.B.C. New 12h.p. Light Car, efficiently equipped,
hood, screen, etc, sporting model ".v'th spare

wheel and tyre complete disc wheels, etc.; £295.
Your motor cycle or sidecar combination taken in
part, and the remainder in 12 equal monthly pay-
ments. [5406

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon. E.C.4, for

easy terms. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [7218

CASH, Exchanges, Extended Terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13-
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0075

HALIFAX.-£7/10 deposit and 107- weekly buys a
motor eycle or combination; price £32/10. Get

liill list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax,
[5486

ANY make of cycle or any combination comi.iieteiv
equipped; licensed,- insured on 12. 15, 18 months'

extended payments - system.—Write for particulars,
Rideezi Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St.. S.W.I. [0830

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Regent St., Cam-
bridge, supply any make of car on easy terms.

We give a fair deal at a reasonable charge. Strict pri-
vacy, no unpleasant enquiries. Car delivered on pay-
ment of first instalment, any district. Full particu-
lars by post. Exchanges arranged. [5188

ENGINES.
f>3.h.p. Minerva, adjustable tappets, B. and B.- £3.
rW4 .—40, Alexandra Rd., Chatham, Kent. [4982

NEW 9h.p. M.A.G. Cycle Car Engine, air-cooled,
carburettor and magneto, starting handle; £40.

J.A.P. lOh.p. Cycle Car Engine, air-cooled, 90°, com-
plete with inlet pipe and magneto, as new; £30.

TWO 4h.p. J.A.P. Engines, air-cooled, as new, com-
plete with magneto; £21 each.—Reynolds Bros.,

Peel St., Barnsley. [5182

N.S.U. 3h.p. unit, complete with magneto and car-
buretter.—Lancaster, Heeley Rd., Birmingham.

[5342

P.
and M. Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
pleted, £6/10; spares.—7, Hereford Rd., Bays-

water. [6104
8-lOh.p. Peugeot racing twin, Bosch, B B any

examination; £14.—Turney, Sheep St., Winslow,
Bul-ivS. [5068

SPARE Parts for Villiers, Blackburne, and A.B.C.
engines from stock; trade supplied; write for spare

list.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [4779

THE Broler Sy^h.p. 2-stroke stands supreme for
workmanship and efficiency. Unequalled at the

price of £10/15, which includes cast aluminium silencer,
magneto chain case, chain, and sprockets.

FRAME to suit, built of Brampton fittings and 12
and 14 gauge tubing; price complete with stand

and tubular carrier, £4/17/6 ; order early for quick
delivery.—Broler Motors, Narborough, Leics. [3328

HEPPELTHWAITE-S for all spares for the 8h.p.
J.A.P., 4h.p. w.c. J.A.P. (new), £13; complete

set of new parts to build 8h.p. (less flywheels), £10/10;
second-hand engines, 2-yi.h.p. 1915 Douglas and M.A.G.

,

£7/10; 4h.p. J.A.P., £10; 2h.p. Ixion. stationary,
seen running, £5, suit push cycle; 3l2h.p. Triumph,
chipped fins, £5/ 10; 3V>h.p. Humber and magneto,
£8/10; 1921 S'/jh.p.- L.M.C., £10; 5h.p. N.S.U.,
£4/10; 4-cyl. F.N. and magne'to, £5; also others.—
19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth. Ixmdon, S.W 8.
Phone: 1958 Brixton. [5322

In the Centre of

Northern Activity

The North of England

Branch

of

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Head Office: 77, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

is situated at

Calvert's Chambers

8, Commercial St.,

LEEDS.
Telephone: LEEDS 26383.'

—a convenient centre for the whole

of this busy Commeycial District.

Applications for !'The Motor
Cycle" and "The Autocar"
policies, are invited from North
of England Agent§.

These should be addressed to

the Leeds Branch, the Manager
of which will be pleased to

give any information that may
be desired.

Every assistance is rendered

to agents in securing business,

and the specialised organisation

of the Company is placed at

their disposal for the settlement

of claims or difficulties.

N.B.—"The Motor Cycle' policy is authorised
and approved by "The Motor Cycle," with
which The Autocar Fire & Accident In-

surance Company is closely associated. Tlie

conditions of the policy are complete and
comprehensive, and the issuing Company
enjoys a high reputation for generous and
prompt settlement of claims, and for efficient

service to policy-holders at all times.

WRITE TO-DAY.

ENGINES.
WHATEVER type of Eiigine you require we can

supply. Special bargains ; brand new Coventry
Premier, paMern 1915, 4h.p., £12/10: S'Ah.p. Premier,
19'13, £9/10; 3Vihjp. Kudge, £11/10; a^/jh.p. Calcott,
£6/5.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamiogtoa
Spa. [5514

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

A
J^EAL

"OARGAIN

IN Magnetos can be secured Ircm the Marble Arcb
Motor Exchange.

SI A Victor Cycle Magnetos to be cleared. See
»7 «^ V below.

PLEASE note our stock consists of genuine Mot^n
Cycle Magnetos, all variable ignition, and guaran-

teed not converted or reconstructed aeroplane starter
mags.

WE guarantee we can supply you a magneto cheaper
than anyone.

SINGLE-CYL. Anti-clock, M-L, 45/-; Splitdorf. 35/-;

C.A.V.. 38/-; U.H., 35/-; Berling, 30/-; Disie,

large type, 30/-; all above suitable for Triumph,
B.S.A., etc. Below.

SINGLE-CYL. Clonk, C.A.V.. 38/-; Dixie, 30/-;

Berling, 30/-- Below.

1QA" Anti Clock, C.A.V., 38/-; Splitdorf, 35/-;

XOlf Dixie, 30/-. Below.

1 QA" Clock, Thomson Bennett, 38/-; C.A.V.. 37/6;
-LOV Splitdorf, 35/-.—Below.

/f Q^ SO''. 55'-'. Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf, or Dixie;
j^/^ hundreds of others in stock. All guaranteed an^ i<l

sent on approval against cash. -Marble Arch Motor-i
Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2 'Phone: Padd. H
789. 'Grams: Archmotex, Padd., London. [2776

XT.B. L Co.

TT.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares

H
P
C

stocked.

.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete for

fixing to Triumph.

.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

.A.V. NewTtwin and single, clock and anti; £3.

~p|IXIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

XT.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

XT.B. will take your old machines in part payment.

H.B. Despatches- all goods per return, carriage paid,

on approval against cash, or through The Motor

Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton. Hill,

London. 'Phone : Brixton 610. [0694

rpHE Runbakeu Repairs and Spares Service.

IF you have a magneto, dynamo, starter, or battery

for -repair, don't let it fall into the hands of the

botcher.

-pVERY Make and Type

CAN be speedily and thoroughly repaired by any
one ol our Service Depots. All spares in stock.

THE Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service : jMan-

Chester*—288, Daansgate. 'Phone ; Central 7342.
Landon.—142, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone : Museum
3905. Leeds.—94, Albion. St. 'Phons : 27219. Liver-

pool—16, Colquitt St. 'Phone : Royal 605. Birming-
ham.—192. Corporation St. 'Phone: Central 2059.
Bristol.-14, Colston St. 'Phcne 3728. Glasgow.-
134, West Nile St. 'Phone: Douglas 1605. Paris.-
40, Rue Brunei. 'Phone: Wagram 50-11. Head Office

and Works, Cheetwood Lane, Derby St., Manchester.
Phone: City 8266 (3 lines). [0905

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

C.A.V. Single or Twin, clock or anti, 50/-; Thom- iJ

son-Bennett ditto, 52/6; Bosch D.A.L. ditto, 60/>. J

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L's, Coventry, suitable
for stationary engines, 35/-; variable ignitioDi

10/- extra.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cylinder, clock or anti,

£4/10; fully guaranteed; on approval against

cash.

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-

ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. [0698

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, 30/-; guaran-

teed.—Magneto Works, Acton St., Wigan. [4981

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-

tooth stocked.—Ridington, 202-4, SouthamptcD
St., Camberwell. [3584

F.E.S. electric hejidlight, rearlight, accumulator in

ehonised cose, charged ready for use; 38f6.—40,

Niston Rd., Cambridge. [5016

K.L.G. W.D. Plugs, 4 for 2/6. postage^ 9d., value

unprecedented; money returned if dissatisfledj—

Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolverhampton. [8185

a46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot^ the isstfie
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T.T. Machines for the Public.

ALTHOUGH the T.T. races remain but a

memory for another year, -the present is

not an inopportune tiine to comment on
the subject of offering to the public

models which scored successes in the Isle

of Man.
Many manufacturers are now considering

their 1923 programmes; Ave tliink we echo the

sentiments of an important class of motor
cychsts when we urge those makers who have
scored in this year's big racing events to include

in their catalogues machines as nearly as

possible identical with the honours-winning
mounts which bore their transfers. Some do
already, but one or two most certainly do not.

In accepting entries for the Tourist Trophy
races, it is a stipulation of the. A.C.U. that

identical machines be made available to the

public. Somehow or other this rule is not

observed as it should be ; and, since no mention
of price is made, compliance may be avoided
simply by quoting an absolutely prohibitive

figure to the enquirer.

The average enthusiastic motor cyclist quite

reasonably wonders why a firm should show any
desire to refuse orders for a commodity very

much desired by some of its clients. Corre-
spondents continually suggest to us that the sole

reason is that the commodity in question—the

super T.T. model—would only injure the repu-
tation of its manufacturers if allowed to reach
the hands of the ordinary private owner, that

it is simply a freak which holds together just

sufficiently long enough to complete the course
in a race at a very high speed, when it is

returned to the factory to be rebuilt. It is not

a pretty theory.

So long, however, as manufacturers continue

to withhold from the public a model even
resembling in type their record-breaking wonder

machine, so long will the man in the street con-

tinue to harbour his suspicions.

Just how mucl\ truth there is in the assump-
tion is another matter, for it must be admitted

by the most jaundiced critic that a machine which
makes an outstanding performance in such a

strenuous race as the T.T- should require very

little de-tuning and modification to convert it

into a delightfully controllable and thoroughly

roadworthy sports mount. If this were not so.

th-e whole purpo.se of the T.T. race Avould be
lost.

Therefore, to retain the confidence of the

motor cycle public, it behoves those firms to

.whom our remarks apply, to market replicas or

at least to offer models of the same type as those

which have brought them so much fame in the

competition world. It is not_ much to ask.

International Siic Days Trials.

FOR
the second time a British team has

attempted to wrest the trophy presented by
the British Motor Cycle Manufacturers
Union from the Swiss, who have held it

since 1920. It is greatly to be regretted

that it has been unsuccessful, as it was
beaten by one mark. It was a splendid team of
first-class riders, and had it not been for one
small technical failure they would have been
successful. A broken saddle spring, for which
marks were deducted during the final examina-

tion-j caused the penalty which lost the trophy.

It is hard luck indeed, but Britain's representa-

tives rode well, their machines proved their re-

liability and hill-climbing capacity, and they

proved themselves equal to, if not better than,

their Swiss rival's, especially when it was con-

sidered that the total cubical capacity of their

engines was less than that of the Swiss machines.

J
An index to the advertisements in this issue twill be found on the pa^e facin°: the back cover.
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Side Roads.

THE \ariuus motoring organisations are obviously
busy trying to find services worth rendering to

their membership. Have they never noticed
one of our most obvious needs, or is there some secret

lion in the path? I refer to the shrieking necessity
for safeguarding main road tral'fic from the idiots who
turn into it at speed -out of by-lanes. Within 25 miles
yesterday I saved umpteen lives by driving very
cautiously along one of our mainest main roads. At
the first by-lane under notice, which entered at a right

angle, a farmer's cart charged iivto the main road at

speed along an arc which effectively blocked the full

width of the road ; and at the same instant some
unspeakable ass of a motor cyclist dived out of the
by-lane, overhauling the cart on the corner, and turn-
ing in his saddle to cursE the farmer for sweeping so
wide. At the ne.xt four blind corners Ford vans main-
tained by small local tradesmen were the offenders.

At the sixth by-lane junction a big Daimler simply
picked up a cheap small car and chucked it over the
hedge. In no case could the culprits be under any
misapprehension as to the respective standing of the
two roads concerned. The big highway was one of our
greatest trunk routes, and the side turnings were rough
parish roads proceeding to tiny hamlets.

The Fosse Road.

nX this connection it is worth noting that many
speedmen consider that the Fosse Road from
Leicester to Newark affords a chance for one of

the finest "blinds" in England. To my. thinking it

is a road which demands extreme- caution. It is

crossed at right angles rather blindly by a number of
lesser roads and at least one important highway.
Traffic on all these roads is rather sparse, and their

I "Ixion's" "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are :

I available in book form, -price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The :

Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
\

a iS

users imagine that this sparsity confers a licence to

take blind crossroads all out. I have ej.perienced and
seen so many narrow squeaks on this route that 1

personally drive slower over it than in most places.

It is surely tirjie that the law about main and side

roads should be cleared up and strjctly enforced. If

this is impossible, it would be a palliative if a motor-
ing body would erect skull-and-crossbone 'signs at the

points w'here these side-lanes debouch 'into the big

roads, and beneath them a board " Main Road—
Beware of Fast Traffic!" The present perils arise

from the fact that the fast through traveller doesn't

know where the side roads occur, and trusts to a

shadowy right of way, whilst the locals, having no
more imagination than a mangold wurzel, see no harm
in abuttinji; into a stream of high-speed traffic at random
until they are dead.

A Holiday Warning.
[AY I appeal to those of our readers who are

spending their summer holidays off the beaten

track to drive with supreme" care ? There are

several reasons w'hy even an expert should not apply

Portsmouth Road driving habits to the lanes of sea

coast and mountain resorts. The first is that the holi-

day maker is on strange roads and cannot identify

each and every danger spot at first sight. The second

is that the local standard of driving (especially as

applied to Ford cars) is not that of a London taxi

man. The third is that the natives are accustomed to

having their roads to themselves for at least half the

year, and that doubling or trebling or;, quadruplhig tiie

traffic makes for difficulties, especially when the sur-

plus motorists are drivers of the rather dashing type.

The Alleged Motor-Coach Peril.

nA\[ not one of those Avho consider that motor

coach routes should be avoided for prudential

reasons. It is true that none of us likes en-

countering a motor coach. That a couple of
,

motor
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Occasional Comments.— -

coaches can pretty well block the- -widest road. That

where motor coaches congreg'ate, potholes usually

ahouxid. But conditions- are generally improving each

year. A vast deal of road- widening has been done

—e.g., along the Dartmoor roads, which are once

more safe and comfortable, despite the coaches. The
potential perils of these cumbersome monsters are fylly

understood, and their drivers are nowadays picked

men, as ^cautious and courteous ^ as they are cfever.

Many motor cyclists have taken a vow to give motor

coaclung areas a miss as fat as possible. If my ex-

perience goes for anything, they would find that this

tratTic has been very largely reformed within the past

year.

A Cofious Experience.

READER asserts that after about 1,000 miles

on an o.h.v. 'engine he finds a very peculiar

deposit about ;^in. thick on his, inlet valves.

He describes it as a " spongy, rubber-like growth,"
and wonders whether it is connected with the masking
of these valves on the particular engine which he uses.

He further remarks how pleased he is with the cleanli-

ness of his crank case, partially due to the absence

of burnt oil oozing out of the exhaust valve guides.

The Solitary Fail",

IT is very gratifying to meet so many ladies riding

alone. Not so long- ago, if one sighted a lady

riding solo, her attendant swain came along a few
hundred yards behind. This week I have met at least

a .score of girls—well, some o-f them will never be

girls again—absolutely by themselves. Several im-

plications follow. A woman can feel safe unattended
on British roads. Ladies' machines have acquired a

good reputation for reliability. Should a puzzling

trouble occur, a girl can relv on the comradeship of
the road to see her through it.

Ponctare Proof.

SEVERAL lady readers have recently asked me to

recommend an absolutely puncture-proof tyre.'

They say they don't mind changing a plug, but

repeated wrestles with tyres nauseate them. The re-

quest is often pointed by a demand for definite

opinions about various anti-puncture specifics. I

answer all these letters in the same way. The best

safeguard against punctures is to be heavily over-

tyred, which means expenditure and weight. The
various dopes marketed for insertion in standard tubes

have never convinced me that they are more than

palliatives, capable, often, of sealing a small hole,

good to delay the leakage from a sizeable hole ; but
generally useless in the case of a big tear. I like the

puncture-sealing tubes better than the dopes, but patent

tubes are necessarily expensive. If Mrs. Ixion de-

manded a .solo 'bus (I have trained her better), I

should send her out on ^in. tyres, with nail-catchers

and p.p. tubes, or some dope inside a standard tube.

Extremes Meet.

THE'same post brings a letter from Irak. One of
our keenest riders has forsworn the hobby. Not
from poverty. Not from age. Not because

of D.T. No, not even becau.se of sandstorms or

Mesbpotamian roads or predatory Arabs. But merely

15

because there is no shade. He remarks pathetically

that in a country where the act of turning on the petrol

induces a profound perspiration, and where there is

no shade except at "heat-stroke stations" (otherwise

mud huts, by the roadside), the idea of mending a

puncture in the open sun is fraught with suicide. So
he has abandoned the sport until some kindly fate

shall transfer him to Labrador. So, what with lazy

ladies at home, and tired Tims in the tropics, and the

indolent individuals of this country, the gentleman who
can produce a non-puncturing tyre is assured big

markets.

Goggle Deafness—
nHOPE some medical reader will tackle in earnest-

ness the query propounded by "Sutton Bank"
in our issue of July 20th. I have heard many

riders assert that goggles made them so deaf that

they preferred to expose their eyes to wind and dust.

Analysing my own sensations without medical know-
ledge, I had rather come to the conclusion that sight

and hearing work together : goggles usually limit

one's field of vision ; so, failing to see something, one
imagines one has failed to hear it.

—And Helmet "Whistle.

LOSELY allied to goggle deafness is another

motor cycling malady, which may be termed

"helmet whistle." When one dons certain

types of helmet, a formerly silent breeze suddenly be-

comes articulate, and creates a most annoying whistling

in one's ears. A helmet manufacture!: told me it could

be stopped by making the helmet such a good fit that

no wind penetrated between the sides of the helmet

and one's cheeks. This is not as easy as it sounds,

but when I at last managed it the whistling was still

bad. A rider next informed me it could be stopped

by having sufficiently large sausages in front of the

ears. I increased the size of mine till the helmet was
almost all sausage. But it still whistles.

Against the Bye-Pass Route?

IHAVE been told that local tradesmen are always

against the signposting of any switch or bye-

pass route, on the ground that it deflects pos-

sible customers, and that garage owners are the chief

obstructions, as they have installed themselves along

the old routes, and would be outflanked if traffic were

sent along new roads. Hence it is said that only at

really perilous bottlenecks like the historic city of

Durham can local opposition be fought down and

the happy tourist be~ nursed along a safe, straight-

forward " way round." This objection is doubtless

substantial in some cases. But it is very easy to

exaggerate it. After all, the touring motorist is not a

big shopper. He stops for meals. He stops for motor

supplies. He stops for emergencies, such as drugs or

a clean collar. But in the ordinary way he buys very

little else along the road. Moreover, nine motor

cyclists out of ten plot their tours to dodge as many
of the big towns as possible, largely because of the

fiifficulty of finding the way. Many a rider deliber-

ately avoids Bristol or Birmingham solely for this

reason, and would cease to do, so (at any rate in dry

weather) if pathfinding were simplified.
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS. ^.-^^ >

N
Bowden Wires.

EVER ' cut a Bowden wire without
first soldering the strands together,
otherwise they are sure to unravel.

A flywheel brake with ratchet lever suggested

by Mr. J. Taylor of Glasgow.

Lost Filler Cap.

IT is not absolutely essential that a re-

placement should be made, but the
petrol will slop over very badly if the

opening is not covered ; on those tanks
having an oil reservoir, transfer the cap
therefrom to the petrol tank and fold a
duster or a piece of an old tube over the
oil opening, keeping it in place by a strap

round the tank.

Driving a Mechanical Pump.
BEING blessed with a simple machine

having no obtruding rotating parts,

Mr. C. B. Browne foimd his desire

to fit a mechanical oil pump thwarted
until' a special inspiration came his way.
The machine in question was a Villiers-

engined mount, with flywheel magneto on
one end of the crankshaft and clutch on
the other, so that a drive from the engine
itself was not reasonably possible. Only
some transmission element remained to

provide the neces-

sary rotating ele-

ment, and as the
gear box was a

Burman of the plain
tivo-speed type, it

was decided that the
Showell pump, on
account of its neat
dimensions should be

! carried on the oft-

/ side main shaft bear-
ing housing. The
shaft itself was
slotted diametrically,
so that the squared

Showell pump driven end of the pump
off the mainshaft of spindle could engage
a Burman gear box. to obtain the drive.

A Selection of our Readers'

-

Home-made "Gadgets," with
Practical Hints on Work in
the Garage and on the Road.

Hunting.

IF the two cylinders of a twin engine are
not perfectly synchronised there is a
loss of power. It is a simple matter to

run each cylinder separately by removing
the sparking plug cable in turn or by
shorting each plug with a wooden-handled
sci^Avdriver.

Drastic Remedy.

A DESPAIRING rider who, miles from
anywhere, required a cotter- pin for
a valve took the risk of cutting a

spoke out of the front wheel to obtain
the necessary hard material. It worked
excellently.

Valve Springs.

WHEN power falls off, it is important
to see that the springs are of the
right strength. If they are too

weak, power will be lost through " valve
bounce" and "tappet lag." If the re-

placements are too strong, great stress is

put upon the valves, tappets, and cam
gear.

. Sidecar Luggage Grid.

A SUBSTANTIAL luggage grid,

sprung with the sidecar body and
capable of bearing a man's weiglit,

was simply constructed bv Mr. G. S.

McCann;' of Uttoxeter. Square oak bars

Folding Stand for Sidecars.

TWO pieces of oak or ash about
12in. or ]4in. long by liia.
wide and fin. thick, a 5-16in.

bolt and wing nut, a couple of
screws and a hacksaw - blade, are the
materials in Mr. H. Towers' sidecar stand.
The pieces of wood are drilled 5-15in.

about 2in. from the
end and secured by
bolt and nut.

One hole in the
hacksaw blade is

brought out to tlie

edge to form a
hook-end by filing,

and then the other
end is fixed to one
leg about 4in. from
the bottom, and
the hook dropped

for over a correspond-
ing screw on the
other leg.

Mr. Towers, being a timber merchant,
can afford to be reckless in the metal
line, having saved on the wood ; we
ordinary mortals would use a bit of strap
iron in place of that hacksaw blade.

A useful idea

owners of sidecars.

A strong home-made grid.

were used, the two rectangular side frames
being made first and then joined by the
trans\'erse bottom pieces, which in turn
were bridged by the "floor" boards. All
joints were halved and screwed, and the
main corners strengthened by iron corner-
plates bought from the ironmongers. Ths
grid was suspended by bolts from two
pieces of Ixjin. angle steel screwed to

the bottora of the body, further, support
being givenby two strips of steel, |x-|Vin.,
screwed to the back of the body and the
sides of the grid.

A Dope for Joints.

THERE are very few jointing media
which are impervious to heat, oil,

petrol, and benzole. It is worth
knowing that seccotine is proof against all

of them, whereas many of the dopes used
by motor cyclists are sensitive to one or

other of the above influences.

To Users of Rubber Grips.

IN common with many other rider.q,

Mr. J. F. Bridge, of Liverpool,

found that after fitting ruober
grips he always had dirty hands after

riding. This state of affairs he
assumed to be due to the absorp-

tion of dirt by the grips after the hands
had become soiled by adjustments on
various occasions. The grips being of a

peculiar composition, did not prove to be
amenable to any ordinary cleaning pro-

cess, but the trouble was finally elimi-

nated by covering them with suitable

lengths of cycle inner tube, thus\giving
them an easily cleaned surface of excel-

lent rubber.

• '• BINTS ASD TIPS FOR MOTOR v
: CYCLISTS"—gkcs hundreds of useful '

• " tvrinl'les." Price 3s. 3d. post free, from \
'•

'' The Motor Cycle " Officer, Dorset House, :

: Tudor Street, London, B.C. 4.
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MOTOR CYCLES IN THE EAST.
Notes from Readers in Japan, Burma, Java, and the Malay Straits.

A 976 c.c. Excelsior on Japanese highways. Take away the

THE motor cycle is now the fnount of every man,
and is in use in every clime. True, we have

not yet heard of any Eskimo running a machine
on the shores adjacent to the North Pole, but from
almost every other part of the world we have letters

from readers who, irrespective of road or climatic

(renditions, use their machines for business and
pleasure.

For long it has been recognised that the so-called

colonial conditions are not general in the overseas

markets, and that one may find roads just as good as

those in this country in almost every country where the

white man has taken charged On the other hand, there

is rough and bad going in these islands equal to the

ivorst roads in Africa or the Antipodes. Hence the

modern trials are developing motor cycles along lines

which will render them suitable for every man's needs
wherever he may reside.

A Long Ride.
Twenty years ago a well-kiiown explorer cycled

round the world via Siberia.' While there are difli-

culties in a similar journey being undertaken at the

present time, it may not be long before the feat will

be attempted on a motor cycle.

Two intrepid motor cyclists have started to ride to

the home country from Singapore. They are F. A. F.

Johnstone and E. D. Hill, of Johore, and their route

includes Siam, Burma, India, Mesopotamia, Asia

Minor, Turkey, the Central European States, Italy,

and France. They recently left Penang for Alor Star

on the second stage of their journey. The couple do
not anticipate any serious difficulty, except in Burma,
where they may be confronted with the absence of

roads. They are well provided with spares and maps,
and are quite confident that they will accomplish the

journey, which they estimate will occupy eight or nine

characteristic rickshaw and the scenes might well be m Britain.

months. Johnstone is riding a Triumph while Hill

is mounted on a Douglas.

Zeniths and Nortons also appear to be well to the

fore in Singapore. Quite recently a rider of a 654 c.c.

Zenith (H. La Mothe) ^d a Norton exponent (W. P.

Currie) rode from Singapore via Batu Pahat, Muar,

Malacca, and Tampin to Serembau (220 miles) in

ph. 35m. actual running time. Neither men had to

put a spanner- to the engine of his machine, but

lx>th experienced tyre troubles.

The run was over typical colonial roads of loose

metal covered with sand and unrolled. On several

parts of the route the machines had to be ferried across

rivers in native boats.

Good Opening in Burma.
A correspondent who signs himself " Anglo-

Indian," writes that Burma is a very good market for

motor cycles, in spite of the fact that there are very

few roads, but most of the. riding is done in the canton-

ment. For this reason small two-strokes have become

very popular, and one may see hundreds of such

machines as the New Hudson, Triumph, and M.T.

The B.S.A., Triiimph, Ariel, and other big singles are

also very much to the fore as double purpose mounts.

We are informed that Harley-Davidsons have a good

sale in spite of the fact that they cost nearly as much

as Ford cars.

Flat twin " sports models " are popular, there being

many Harley Sports and Douglas two-speed models in

use.

From Japan.
An Englishman resident in Japan is loud in his

praises of the 976 c.c. Excelsior sidecar outfit, one of

which he has recently had sent out to him.

"I think," he writes, "it is one of the best looking

machines in this locality, particularly when placed alongside
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™otor Cycles in the East.—
a typical Yankee outfit. The .T.A.P. engine gives plenty
of power for anything wanted here, there being very few
stretches of decent road for even half a mile in length.

The sidecar is Al. Thank heaven ! I have the Brooks
cantilever saddle on Japanese roads. On a recent run I

climbed 1,400ft. in 4 miles, all on second gear. The road
was a continuous corkscrew, and the scenery was very
beautiful. Part of the ancient Tokkaido road from Tokyo to

Kyoto is exceptionally good."

Motor Cycle Racing in Java.

Recent mails fr^m Batavia (Java) brought news of

a motor cycle race meeting which was held on the

racecourse at Welterneden, a suburb of Batavia. The
grass track had been rolled with a steam-roller and

re-turfed in places, and some excellent racing was wit-

nesftd, though the first morning's programme had to

be postponed on account of the wet going.

Strict police regulations were in force, and during

practice no rider was allowed to exceed 80 km.p.h.

(50 m.p.h.). Competitors had to wear racing helmets

and to sign a declaration that they had previously

ridden on the track and that none but themselves were

responsible for their accidents. A European doctor

was provided by the race committee.

The circuit w^as 1,600 metres (80 feet short of

rnile), and the results of the various classes were :

Class A. Max. capacity 400 c.c.—4 laps.

1. J. K. Fellner (A.B.C.) ... ... 48.6 m.p.h.

2. J. C. Meeuwenoord (A.B.C.) ... 45.2 ,,

Class B. Max, capacity 500 c.c.—5 laps.

1. ,de Eaadt (Douglas) '... ... 60.66 m.p.h.
2. Fellner (A.B.C.) 56.9
5, de Stuuler (Douglas) ...; ... 51.9 ,,

Class C. Max. capacity 750 c.c.—5 laps.

1. de Eaadt (Douglas) ' 58.2 m.p.h.
2. Fellner (A.B.C4.) 56.5 ,,

3. de Stuuler (Indian Scout) 54.0 ,,

Class D. Max. capacity • 1,000 c.c—8 laps.

1. de Raadfc (Indian) 61.9 m.p.h.
2. Eons (Harley-Davidson) 61 5 „

Class E. Max. capacity 1,250 c.c.

1. Van der Kop (Harley-Davidson) 49.7 m.p.h.

From Bombay.
Mr. Fraser L. Peradon of Bombay has found that

in spite of the heat, 105° in the shade, and long treV^

in second gear, the engine of his New Imperial
big twin sidecar shows no sign of overheating.

He recently drove from Bombay to Lonaola on
the Poona road. The journey was 76 miles and occu-

pied 3! hours, wliich, considering the state of the

roads, is regarded by Mr. Peradon as particularly

good. The route included the Bor Ghat—a long and
steep climb which was ascended on second gear, passing

several big six-cylinder American cars in bottom gear.

The petrol consumption for the round trip, 152 miles,

was two gallons. Mr. Peradon concludes his com-
munication by remarking emphatically that, in his

opinion, the motor cyclists of the home country do not

. know what a bad road really is.

IN JAVA AND INDIA.

(Top.) An A.B.C. ridden by J. K. Feline''

which secured first place m its class at a race

meeting in Batavia (Java).

(Bottom.) F. L. Peradon. of Bombay, and his

976 c.c. New Imperial sidecar which he has

tound particularly suitable for use in India.

(Right.) An Indian scene near Bombay.

^'
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REJUVENATING AN AMERICAN BIG TWIN.
Describing a Thorough and Painstaking Overhaul carried out by an Enthusiastic

Amateur Mechanic.

THE mmchine concerned in the

following account is a 1920
model American X with magneto

ignition, which had been in regular use

for close upon two years.

Approximately 10,000 miles had been
traversed without mechanical break-

down, but one or two new valves had
been fitted and sundry exhaust valve

springs, also periodical grinding-in of

valves and decarbonisation attended to.

At length, however, power had been

lacking and the carburetter had proved

troublesome. In addition, oil in the

combustion chambers was much more in

evidence than conduced to clean plugs

iind regular firing, and the need for a

thorough overhaul was very apparent ; it

might be added that all the work neces-

sary was carried out in the course of

six weeks.

Commencmg to Dismantle.

Carburetter and inlet pipes were first

detached, as also the inlet domes and
rocker gear, then by gently levering

through the plug hole and judiciously

tapping the inlet cage guide and valve

The shaded portion shows the old worn
guide which was turned off the inlet cage.

It was replaced by a new one (right)

made of phosphor-bronze.

stem the. cage was removed complete
with its valve and spring. Care was
observed not to damage the thin copper
washer, making^ the joint between inlet
cage and cylinder.

All traces of carbon were removed
from the inlet pocket and seating for the
washer. Before removing the cylinders
the. plug in the top of the rear cylinder
was removed, the contact breaker placed
inlhe" full advance " position,' and the
engine rotated until the contact points
were ; just Commencing to separate " for
the back cylinder. A record of the
piston position for full advance ignition
was thus obtained by hiarking a wire
inserted through this cylinder top.

Removing the cylinders arid releasing
the valve springs, very considerable
wear in thfi exhaust valve guides was
observed. As might be anticipated, the
old guides proved difficult to unscrew
until a good fitting box-key and a sturdy
tommy pin were obtained and re-

peated dosings of paraffin, turpentine,
and blow lamp heating were applied.

Method of usmg wooden packing blocks

to lock crankshaft while unscrewing

sprocket nut.

The npw replacement guides were
slightly eased on the screwed portion
before being firmly screwed into place.

Decarbonising and Valve Grinding.

The condition of the exhaust valves
being very fair the faces were ground
in the lathe, usirig a fine emery wheel,
afterwards grinding in each valve (with
Richford fine compound) very slightly

into its respective cylinder.

Chipping all carbon from the cylinder

heads and about the valve ports and
pockets, scraping away the old cylinder
base packing, removing any burrs with
a smooth file and washing the units

thoroughly in paraffin completed the
cylinder overhaul. New cylinder base
washers were cut from 1-54 in. thick
Hallite jointing.

iVIeasurement of the cylinder bores by
micrometer revealed almost imperceptible
wear, and refacing of the valve seats was
not necessary.

The inlet valve guides are . integral

with the cast-iron valve cages. Where-
as the valve seats were excellent, the
guides were hopelessly worn—this

latter no doubt accounting for some of

the erratic running previously referred

to. As it was considered that the cost

of new cages wa,s hardly justified the
following repair was carried out. The
guides vvere cut off flush, the bore in-

creased and tapped out -fin. diameter
by 24 threads per inch to accommodate
phosphor-bronze guides, vjhich were
turned up.

Pistons Sent to Ring Specialists.

Turning next to the pistons, a fair

amount of wear was evident, especially

in an up and down direction.

The old rings wei-e scrapped, and
after cleaning a large amount; of. carbon
deposit from the interiors the pistons
were posted to a firm of piston ring
specialists with instructions to true up

the grooves and fix each piston with a
set of rings.

At this stage as much oil as would
drain out was got rid of by way of the
crank case drain plug, afterwards pour-
ing in about a pint of paraffin and well
flushing. Wear on ci-ank and gudgeon
pin could then be felt appreciably.

Dismantling the Crank Case.

Of the connecting i-od small ends the
gudgeon pins were most worn. New
standard replacements werj obtained
and tried and no appreciable wear was
detectable in thebushes, which are plain
phosphor bronze.
Trying each connecting rod for verti-

cal play, sufficient was noticeable to in-

dicate the desirability of a closer

inspection, and this, of course, involved
taking Jtpart the crank case and fly-

wheels. Removing the timing case
cover and leaving the oil pump in situ

for the moment, all the timing gear was
exposed. It was noticed that the small
main shaft pinion is marked (two dots)

for meshing with the large cam wheel.
After washing all the parts in paraffin

no appreciable wear was noticeable, but
one of the rocker studs was loose in the
timing-case wall.

The pinion and the sprocket being
keyed on taper shafts, they were re-

moved by prising with a screwdriver and
at the same time tapping the shaft ends
sharply but not heavily with a brass
hammer.
Before detaching the crank case from

the frame (the gear box had to be le-

moved first), a wood block was placed
in position to take the weight when the
frame bolts were loosened.

Removal of the crank case fastening
screws was next proceeded with. A
powerful screwdriver, and, moreover,
one which " fits " the slots of these re-

cessed cheese-head screws was here very
desirable, as the latter are of necessity

tight with a view to keeping a good
joint and correct alignment.

Holding the flywheels while

the crank-pin nut is removeJ.
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Rejuvenating an American Big Twin.—
Dealing with the flywheels, it was

remembered that the crank pin nut
nearest the timing-gear has a left-hand

thread. The small locking screws found
against the faces of the crank pin nuts

were first removed by gripping one of

the connecting rods carefully in the vice

and allowing the flywheels to rest on the

bench. A well-fitting type of key is,

however, desirable, on account of the

tightness of the nuts and their shoi't

dept h

.

By smartly tapping the crank pin

end it was removed from the flywheels,

and the connecting rod assembly taken
apart, careful note being made of the

order of assembly. (Forked rod is in

fi'ont cylinder. 1 Using a micrometer, it

was found that the crank pin was worn
oval to the extent of 5-l,000in,, so re-

placement was decided upon. It was
further thought desirable to replace the

roller assemblies by new ones, and these

w^ere accordingly obtained.

Overhauling the Cycle Parts.

Attention" was now directed to the

cycle parts. The front wheel was re-

moved and the head dismantled, the

latter being found to be fitted with cup
and cone bearings. The cups showed
slight indentation, but otherwise were in

lACKlNG SmiBS

Head races loose in their seatings

may be firmly located by packing

strips of brass foil.

good condition. To rectify, each cup
was lightly ground on the flat portion

with a high-speed emery-wheel of fine

grade. Later, in re-erecting, it was
observed that the cups were a slack fit

in their housings, and a remedy was
effected, using thin brass-foil packing
strips and tapping the cups to their seats

with a mallet and wood drift. Dis-

cretion as to the tightness of fit is, of

course, necessary. On account of rust,

the front fork spring was taken apart,

each leaf cleaned and greased. To do
this it is first necessary to remove the
mudguard from the fork.

Turning now to the front fork rockers
and clevis. .

considerable wear was
apparent in the bolts of the latter.

There' was also sufficient wear in the
rocker holes to permit objectionable

play. As it was noticed that the rockers
were in pairs, they were first marked
for their own side of the fork before re-

moving. It was decided, as the clevis on
each side showed no signs of wear, to fit

standard new bolts only, but to drill out
and bush- the rockers after truing the
rocker studs and hardening. It was
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necessary first to soften the rockers, then
drill out l-8in. diameter, larger in all but
the spindle hole. Tool steel bushes,
appro.xiniately l-15in. thick were made
to fit the traed-up studs and new clevis

bolts. These bushes were first pressed
into position in a soft state and the

grease hole drilled to reach both bushes.

Next the bushes were removed, har-

dened, lapped to suit the sfuds and clevis

bolts, and then pressed into place again.

Inspection of the front hub showed
everything in good condition, cleaning
thoroughly and repacking with hard
grease being all that was required.

Advantage of Large Diameter Hub
Bearings.

A preliminary to dealing with the rear

wheel was a thorough cleaning of all

parts in paraffin to free from grease and
two years' accumulations of road sur-

face. E.xamination then showed no
necessity for new brake linings, and the
spindle bearings required no attention

beyond packing with grease and re-

setting. No doubt the ^in. diameter
balls found here account to some extent
for the good wearing properties of the
cups and cones.

Passing to the sprocket side of the_,

hub the cush drive was dismantled,
using ~s, soft steel punch to operate the

lock-ring, a special key not b>eing avail-

able. Several of the " cush " springs

were found to be broken, consequently
were replaced by makers' spares. After

the usual cleansing, the cush drive re-

assembly was made, using an ample
supply of grease, and as it was found
that the sprocket had developed slight

wear on the teeth, it was reversed on the

hub so as to take the pull on the

opposite tooth flanks.

Re-assemhling.

The flywheel and connecting rod

assembly was made much in the same
manner as described for dismantling, but
in the r-everse order, great care being
taken to keep the flywheels square with

each other.

The spigoted crank case joint having
been scraped free from old jointing and
any burrs removed, the new joint was
made with " Metalastene " and the

screws thoroughly tightened up.

Having tapped the gudgeon pins into

position, it W'as first necessary to flatten

the safety washers which are fitted, then

to dish them into a saucer shape with

the gap more or less closed. Then in-

sei-ting the washers in the gudgeon pin

bosses the former were expanded into

their recesses, using a taper punch, and
finally flattening by tapping with a drift

of approxim.ately the same diameter as

the gudgeon pin.

Ths front cylinder is best fitted, com-
plete with exhaust valve and cover, at

this stage, as with the magneto on its

platform it is extremely awkward to

tighten up the timing side front cylinder

stud. The magneto should now be fitted

to its platform, adjusting it to gear cor-

rectly with the intermediate timing wheel
and tightening the base screws.

Should the refitting of the magneto to

its platform be left until the engine is

fitted in the frame it will be found more

AUGUST ijth, 1Q22.

or less impracticable to tighten all four
of the magneto base screws owing to the
obstruction of the front frame lug.

Valve Tappet Clearances.

The inlet valves were refitted, leaving
2-l,0OOin. between rockers and valve
stems. A clearance of 8-l,O00in. was
allowed between tappets and exhaust
valves.

Thus far, it will have been observed,
little mention has been made of the car-
buretter. This, a Scheblcr. had not for
some time given satisfaction and, more-
over, appeared somewhat heavy on
patrol, and it was decided to fit a new
instrument, a Binks being selected.

A special exhaust jacketed extension
pipe was attached to the standard

-

American X inlet pipe flange to carry
the carburetter in the most accessible

FORK 3I\JD BU3H
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Hardened steel bushings used

10 give the front fork rockers

a new lease of life.

position and to avoid fouling the front

cylinder with the float chamber, at the
same time keeping clear of the gear lever

and operating rod.

A stay under the float chamber
fastened to the nearest cylinder holding-
down stud was fitted to relieve the inlet

pipe of undue weight due to overhang.
Whilst holding no brief for the car-

buretter makers, it is only fair to remark
that the improvement in performance has

fully justified the expense. Slow
running and acceleration are especially

good.

Here it is appropriate to insist how
very necessary it is that all joints in the

induction system, gaskets, etc., should

be clean and smooth. The importance of

this advice, so often reiterated in the

columns of this paper, cannot be over-

estimated.

In conclusion, the procedure described

in the foregoing, though concerned par-

ticularly with one make of machine, is in

general applicable to sundry other

machines of similar type.—H.B.

NEW ROUTE TO WALES.
A scheme has been adopted by the

Cardiganshire County Council and the

Rhayader Rural District Council for the

opening up" of an alternative route for

motor traffic from Aberystwyth and Mid-
Wales, to Hereford and the English

border. By this route tourists from
England will be able to take the present

wefl-known road through Dyffryn Cas-

tell, and return by a reconstructed old

coaching read passing through the heart

of Wales, via Rhayader and Hereford.
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GUIDE TO THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Thorough Testing Foreshadowed in Advance Maps of the Six Days Routes.

Long, Tiring Hills are a Feature. 144 Entrants.

TARTING out from York on ]Monday_^morning,

the " Six Days " competitors will embark on
over 8oo miles concentrated road work ; the

sixth day is to be devoted to speed tests on Brooklands.

Motor cyclists whose engagements will permit should

make a point of being on the course at the various

places where performances can be judged, for the best

riders and machines will be engaged in the greatest

test of the year. Together with the T.T., the Six

Days Trials represent the most important contribution

of the A.C.U. to the active development of the efficient

motor cycle.

The competitors weigh in and submit their mounts
for preliminary examination between 2 p.m. and

3 p.m. on Sunday ne.xt at the Bloffom Garage, York.

MONDAY: YORK TO BUXTON.
York (8 a.m.), Ampleforth, Boltby, Rosedale

Abbey, Kirkby Moorside, Sheriff Hutton, York (lunch
1.8 p.m.), Sherburn, Ferry Bridge, Barnsley, Ringing-
low, Hathersage, Buxton.

It is freely prophesied that Monday morning's run

will be tlie stiffest one of the Trials. The route lies

north of York, over fairly level roads for the first

20 miles. Shortly, hoAvever, comes the ascent of

White Horse Hill and the immediate descent of

.Sutton Bank.
The route then lies through Thirlby and Boltby.

v.-hen Boltby Bank is negotiated and a secondary road

taken to Helmsley and east to one mile before Kirkby

Moorside. From this point a detour is made right

over the wild moorlands, the most northerly point

being White Cross. A track is then followed down
to Rosedale Abbey, out of which is the ascent of the

same name, followed by a run' across the moors to

the water-splashes of Hut=
ton=le=Hole. From this point

the run back into York

is comparatively uninterest-

ing.

In the afternoon main

roads are chiefly encountered, «mplcfobtm\1i i>hovingkam

until just after touching
,,,Z::^^t ^^

Barnsley at the fortieth mile

much more trial-like country

is reached, the route skirt-

ing Sheffield through

Ringinglow. Litton

is shortly reached,

the famous Litton

Slack passed, but

not ascended,

good main
road taken
into Buxton,

where the first

competitor is

due to arrive

at 6.51 p.m.
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f# SHEFFIELD

CAT^ F/OSU flllL
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RUDYARD LUbtCti
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CHEADLE,

HILDERSTOrtE

K<E.CC1.ESHALL

liYNEV/POBT STAFFORD

TUESDAY: BUXTON TO SHREWSBURY.
Buxton (8 a.m.), Congleton, Rudyard, Axe Edge,

Rudyard Lake (lunch 11.19 p.m.), Oakamoor, Cheadle,
Stone, Newport, Shrewsbury.

On Tuesday morning the main road is taken past the
famous "Cat and Fiddle," and then over excellent

trials country east and south-east of Macclesfield.

Some 30 miles of by-ways brings competitors to Mow
Cop, after Avhich hill the

route takes a north-easter-

ly direction towards Axe
Edge, and then south-

wards to the beautiful

Rudyard Reservoir.

After lunch at the

Lake Hotel, although
the gradieiits are not
severe, the nature of
the course is

such that any
high speeds
are impos-
sible. A circuitous route touches Ipstones, Oaka-
moor, Cheadle, Hilderstone, Newport, and the

outskirts of Wellington to the Wrekin.' A mag-
nificent test hill through the woody slopes of the
Wrekin will be included, if possible, after which
the remainder of the run into Shrewsbury - is plain
sailing.

WEDNESDAY: SHREWSBURY TO LLANDRINDOD.
Shrewsbury (8 a.m.), Westbury, Marton, Welsh-

pool, Llanfair Caereinion, Cann Office, Dinas
Mawddwy, JBala (lunch 1.30 p.m.), Cann Office,
Newtown, Knighton, Llandrindod Wells.

Through Shrewsbury the main road is taken to near
Welshpool, where a left-hand turn brings competitors

to the village of Leighton and over the Long Mountain
to Marton. The lower road is then taken back into

Welshpool, soon after which the main road is followed

through Llanfair Caereinion, Cann Office, Dinas
Mawddwy, and up the now famous pass of Bwlch=y=
groes, and down into Bala, the lunch stop.

The diflicult BALA^r^™^"/
road over the ^^
little - known
Hirnant Pass is

next taken. Lake
Vyrnwy being
skirted on its

north- easterly

side, and the road fol-

lowed for some four miles

beyond it, until a sudden
turn to the right is taken to

Cann Office. The route now
runs to Llanfair Caereinion,

and from there the old am
hilly road direct to New

H/Rnfinr pah

SHREWSBURY

LLANFAIR f:p::^yW-f

// 7(wELSHPOOL
/ 1 W ^°^ nouMTAifi

^- NEWTOWN

f// LLANDRINDOD
" WELes
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town is followed. After climbing the Kerry Hills

the boundar}' road between Wales and England is

traversed until Knighton is reached, Avhilst from
Knighton there is an excellent fast run into I-lan-

drindod Wells.

THURSDAY: LLANDRINDOD TO GLOUCESTER.
Llandrindod Wells (8 a.m.), Builth, Llandovery,

Brecon, Llangynydr, Beaufort, Abergavenny (lunch
12.24 p.m.), Pontypool, Abergavenny, Monmouth,
Tintern Parva, St. Briavels, Bicknor, Gloucester.

The main road is followed to Builth, after wliich

the old coach road is taken towards Brecon, but is

soon left after the summit is reached by a bye-road
passing down Panne Hill and continuing over the

mountain road south of the Sugar Loaf Pass into

Llandovery. From Llandovery to Brecon the main
road is followed and continued for another lo miles

towards Abergavenny until the climb over the moun-
tains from Llangynydr is commenced, the road at the

summit reaching an altitude of no less than 1,694ft.

The valley of the Usk is re-joined by way
of Beaufort and Brynmawr, and lunch is

taken at Abergavennv.

LLANWRTYD

AUGUST i-jili, igi-

to the opposite uplands and the interesting villages of

Hewelsfield and St. Briavels. The route continues

to traverse the romantic Forest of Dean, the next point

of importance being the descent through the Forest

and corresponding climb near Bicknor. From this

point an undulating road is taken to Gloucester.

FPJDAY: GLOUCESTER TO BROOKLANDS.
Gloucester (8 a.m.), Stroud, Uley, Nailsworth,

Miseiuen, Birdlip, Northleach, Oxford (lunch 12.46
p.m.), Dorchester, Benson, Britwell Salome, Princes
Risborough, Marlow, Windsor, Staines.

Following the'direct road lo Painswick, the route

traverses quite a number of interesting test hills in the

Cotswolds. After reaching Uley a north-easterly

direction is taken through Avening and then north-

yvards through the wonderfully picturesque Miserden
Park to the top of Birdlip. After leaving Birdlip

another beauty spot is passed at Cowley Manor, and
several more test hills encountered until the main
Oxford road is reached at Northleach, from where it

is plain sailing into Oxford. After lunch the main

£3K-L0UCESTER
^£ NORTHLEACH

.
^>-:>^^ princes'*'"

r\ RISBOROUGHI

Vt. SRfTWELL

After the stop another long mountain pull is met

with, this time being the direct route from Aber=
gavenny to the colliery districts of Blaenavon and
Pontypool. After passing Pontypool the route returns

to Abergavenny, and from that town bears east to

Monmouth.
Shortly after leaving Monmouth there is a peculiarly

beautiful descent to the valley of the Wye, and this

historic river is followed until Tintern Parva is

reached, where the river is crossed and an ascent made

HENLEY.J';)

road to Henley is taken as

far as Benson, after which
WEYBRiDGElig»/™««/

an attempt is made to show that the Chilterns have
as much of interest for the motorist as either the
Cotswolds or the Forest of Dean. Britwell Salome
is the first of a series of hills in this neighbourhood,
the steepest of which is Alms Hill, out of the hamlet
of Stonor, to whic^ hill there will be an alternati\e

route for those who are not prepared to face its

gradient of i in 2.75.

The most northerly point in the afternoon's rurj is

Whyteleafe Hill, out of Princes Risborough, soon
after which the route bears south through High
Wycombe, Marlow, and Maidenhead, and so to Brook-
lands.

THE COMPETITORS AND
CLASS A- (Not exceeding 250 c.c. solo).

Gear Ratios.
No. Win. Max.

1. P. L. Mayo (249 Coventry Eagle) 6.95 20
2. E. P. Purnell (169 J.E.S.) 6.5 18
3. B. Kershaw (249 New Imperial) 6 17
4. L. Horton (249 New Imperial) 6 17
5. .1. W'ilkins (249 New Imperial) 6 17
6. G. S. Davison (247 Levis) 4.75 16
7. .\. R. Edwards (247 Levis) 4.75 16
8. F. W. Applebee (247 Levis) 4.75 16
9. G. Lovegrove (247 Radco} 5.25 18
10. J. Johnson (247 Sun-Vitesse) 6 16
11. F. Parlies (247 Snn-Vilosse) 6 16
12. M. Bishop (247 Sun-Vitesse) 6 16
13. »J. Graham Gates (248 Grindley) 6 16

CLASS B. (Not exceeding 350 c.c. solo).
14. E. A. Barnott (346 Piancis-Barnett) .. .. 5.9 172
15. S. M. Greening (346 Francis-Barnett) .. .. 5.9 179
16. Mrs. O. M. Knowles (349 A.J.S.) 6 is'
17 »H. Gibson (348 Raleigh) 5 8 16 8
18. W. H. Hadfield (343 Raleigh) .. .. 1.. 5.8 168
19. C. P. Nott . (343 Raleigh) 5 8 le's
20. R. Coopo.- (292 Allon) 55 ic
21. L. E. Clulee (292 Allon) s's 16
22. W. Johnson (292 Allon) sis is

a 26

THEIR OFFICIAL NUMBERS.
Gear Rat:

No. Min.
23. E. W. Ohoklcrott (349 A.J.S.l 6.4
24. H. P. Harris (349 A..J.S.) 6 1

25. Eric Williams (349 A.J.S.) 6,1
26. P. C. North (292 O.K. Junior) 6
27. N. Hall (292 O.K. .Timior) 5
28. W. Handley (292 O.K. Junior) 5
29. E. Searle (350 Shefflcld-Henderson) 6
30. S. E. Longman (349 Zenifch-Jap) 5
31. 0. H. Mocatta (349 Zenith-Jap) 5
32. I. P. Anderson (293 Connaught) .. .. .. 5.5
33V C. L. Sprosen (348 Connaught) 5
34. A. G. Wall (348 Connaught) .. s
35. Mrs. G. M. Janson (349 Coventry Eagle) .. .. 6 2
36. C. J. P. Dodson (349 Royal Ruby) 5 2
37. P. N. Hills (349 Royal Ruby) 5.2
38. G. Kimberley (349 James) 5
39. J. Lidstone {349 James) .. 5
40. H. Greaveg (349 Beardmore-Precision) .. .. 4 5
41. O. Packman (349 Packman and Poppe) .. .. 5.25

CLASS C. (Not exceeding 500Co. solo.).
42. Geo. Dance (499 Sunbeam) '. 49
43. A. Bennett (499 Sunbeam) .. 4*9
44. C. Greenwood (499 Sunbeam) 49
45. E. 'H. Gifford (496 Martinsyde) 45

Max.
16.4
15.6
15.6
14.25
14.25
14.25
14
14
14
18
14
14
18.1
13.1
13.1
16.75
16.75
16
15.28

11.1
11.1
13.71
15.25
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No.
46. O. S. Bridcutt (499 Dnnelt) ..

47. B. H. Cathrick 1499 Dunelt) ..

48. R. M. Knowles (499 Norton) ..

49. J. L. Hanman (494 Douglas) ..

50. W. L. Card (499 Rudge)
51. F. S. Wlutfleld (499 Kudgc)
52 W. II. Hardman (499 Willtin) .

53. H. M. Beedon (499 Sunbeam)
54. R. C. Winn (494 Douglas)
55. R. P. Ranson (496 Lea-Francis)
56. A. Lea (496 Lea-Francis)
57. W. N. G. Phillips (499 Triumph)
58. -E. Cross (499 Triumph)
59. A. Rollason (498 .4ricl)
CO. F. A. Longman (498 Ariel)
Gl. \V .T. Woodcoclc (498 Ariel)
62. J. A. Newman (494 Douglas)
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Gear
Min.
4
4
5
4.8
4.6
5.3
5.25
6.25
4.75
5.5
6.5
4.75
4.5
4.625
4.625
4.625
4.5

CL-4.SS D. (not eKceeding 750 c.c. solo).

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
C8.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

76.

77.

78
79.

H. Davies (599 Sunbeam) - ..

E. Austin (688 Coventry-Victor)
Westwood-Wills (547 Powell)
F. Bainbridge (739 ]\.*artinsyde)

H. Davidson (596 Indian-Scout)
Scott (532 Scott)
Hill (532 Scott)
Moore (532 Scott)
Foster (698 Raleifih)
W. Becker (688 McKechnie)
M. Philpott (598 Beardmore-Precision)
A. Leyland (556 P. and M.)
G. Catterall (596 Indian Scout)
S. Burnett (700 Raleigh)
E. Culte (698 Melro-Tvler)
Buckle (748 F.N.)
Peck (665 Ariel)

5
4.25
4.5
3.6

5
4.68
4.68
4. fid

4.7
4.7
4.5
4.75
4.8
5
4
4.5

-4.625

solo).

4
3.9
4.6

CLASS E. (not e.'tceeding 1,000 c.c.

ao. E. J. Kehoe (998 Rudge)
81. *Geo. Brough (976 Brounh-Superior)
82. W. D. Pugh (989 Harley-Davidson)

CL.ASS B/s. (Sidecars not exceeding 388 c.c.l.

M. C. Breese (349 Weatherell) 6.02
I. P. Brcttell (348 Connaught) 5.5

CLASS F. (Sidecars not exceeding 600 c.c).

83.
84.

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

P. Cunningham (555 P. and M.)
R. Lewis (555 P. and M.)
G. M. Townsend (555 P. and M.)
T. C. de la Hay (599 Sunbeam)
E. W. BischoH (599 Sunbeam)
P. Brown (599 Sunbeam)
P. Pehrson (499 Dunelt)
B. Bourke (595 New Hudson)
F. B. Freeley (595 Newt- Hudson)

5.3
5.3
5.3
5.25
5.6
5.6
4.5
5.5
5.5

^Denotes competitors

WHERE

Ratios.
Max.
12
12
14
11.4
11-6
14.8
14
14.3
12
13.2
13.2
13.75
12.46
14.3
14.3
14.3
13.5

1I.25
11
15.25
9.5

13.
8.6
8.6
B.6

12.5
16.5
14.75
15.5
12.
13.2
12.5
10
14.3

12
8
10.4

17.10
20

17.5
17.5
17.5
15.75
15.23
15.23
14
18
IS

representing

No.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

100.
101.

102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
HI.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
317.
118.
119.
12-5.

121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126- =

J27.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
)3^.
134.
135.
136.
I''?.
138.

139.

140.
11.1.

T'2.
143.
144.

centres

Mundcy (595 New Hudson)
W. Hadley (499 Rudge)
L. Danskin (499 Rudge)
T. Sibley (499 Rudge)
R. Jacobs (598 Beardmore-Precision)
Dickinson (498 Ariel)
Harrison-Watson (550 Triumph)
W. Wildblood (494 Douglas)

CLASS G. (Sidecars not e.xceeding
A. Symes (678 Martinsyde)
T. Bashall (678 Martinsyde)
H. Bashall (678 Martinsyde)

A. Bridgnian (998 Indian)
Swanton (998 Indian)
F. Long (976 Excelsior (British))
S. Perrev (770 B.S.^.)
L. Bird (770 B.S.A.)
H. Walker (770 B.S.A.)
II. S, Harris (799 A.J.S.)
Bucknell (993 Matchless)
0. Barton (976 Matchless)
B. Minett (750 Bradbury)
Piatt (750 Bradbury)
A. Fell-Smith (976 Brough-Superior)
Cotton (749 James)

G. Baxter (989 Harlcv-David^on) ..

T. R. Allchin (989 Harley-Davidson)
C. W. Johnston (989 Harley-Davidson)
F. W. Giles (800 A.J.S.)
H. Poole (800 A.J.S.)
O. Wade (800 A.J.S.)
F. O'Brien (964 iratchless)
E. J. Ross (993 Matchless)
F. J. Ellis (993 Matchless)
W. E. Grange (750 Bradbury)
T. F. Blumfleld (994 Ariel)

Newev (994 Ariel)
J. Watson (994 Ariel)
H. Bvwaters (986 Zenith)
Heed (986 Dot)
C. Cha.rlesworth 1986 Zenith)
D. Hardee (998 Matchless)
Smith (926 Clvno)
N. Clavton-Rnssell (633 Norton)

L.
F,
P.
H.
R.
G.
F.
W.
J. Chater-i;,ea (976 Chaler-Ieal
*L. P. McCardle (989 Harley-Davidson)

CLASS J 2 (2-seater cvclecar not exceeding
D. Rhodes (578 Scott-Sociable)

CLASS H2 (2-seater cvclecars not exceeding 1

G. W. Shepherd (998 L'.S.D.)
P. S. Spouse (980 T.B.)
S. Hall (1,096 Morgan-M.A.G.)
F. F. S. Morgan (978 Morgan-J.A.P.)
W. Carr (1090 Morgan-Anzani)
in Premiership Competition.

(;ear Ratios.
Min. Max.
5.5 18
5.3 12.8
5.3 14.8
5.3 14.8
5.5 18.5
5.5 17
5.38 14.88
5.5 15

c.c).
5.8 19
5.8 19
5.8 19
5.9 14.7
5.9 14.7
4.5 12.8
4.9 17.3
4.9 17.3
4.9 17.3
5 16
5.25 14.68
5.285 14.68
5.1 14.8
5.1 14.3
4.25 12.0
5 16.75
5.2 1 1 .7

5.2 11.7
5.2 11.7
5.5 14.1
5.5 17
6.5 17
6.?5 14.5
5 25 14.5
5.25 14.5
5.1 14.8
4.625 14.3
4.625 14,3
4.625 14.3
4.875 13.871
4.25 14.25
4.5 13
5,25 14.5
4.85 16-3
4.9 14.85
5 15:9
5.2 11.7

750 C.C. ).

4.9 17

,100 c.c .).

4.3 12.0
4.6 14.8
4.5 11.25
4.5 13.5
4.5 14

TO SEE THE TRIAL.
MONDAY.

8.00 YORK- ... _
8.24 Sutton-on-the-Forest ...

8.31 Stillington
8.56 -A.mpleIorth
9.35 Thirlbv
10.15 HKLMSLEY
10.37 Gillaraoor
11.54 KIRKBY MOORSIDE
12.17 Hovingham
12.471,;. Strensall
1.81,1." YORK
Lunch ai. De Grey Rooms.

(Ih. 2mm.)
2.30 YORK
2.44 Naburn
2.47 JOOtb Mile Run
3.30 Burton Salmon
4.10% Brierlev ...

4.281,4 BARNSLEY
5.23 Ringinglow
6.28 Ashtord
6.511,2 BUXTON

Total D.w's Rcn
THURSDAY.

8.00 LLANDRINDOD
WELLS

8.35l.i Llangynog
9.7V' 500th Mile Run
9.81/i Llangammarch Wells ...

9.48-'i LLANDOVERY
10.34 Penpont
10.51''i liRECON
11.22 Llangynidr
11.55 Gilwern
12.24 ABERGAVENNY

Lunch at the -\ngel Hotel.
(Ih. 36m.)

2.00 ABERG.WENNY
2.18 Blaenavon
2.36 Pontvpool ...

3,09 ABERGAVENNY
3 281.;. Crossash
3.461,4 600th M'les Run ...

4.04 " MONMOUTH
4.4114 Ilewelsfield
5.02 ' Park Fnd :.

5.36 MITCHELDEAN
6.09 GLOUCESTER

ToT.iL D.w's Run ...

2V, lO'Vf,

8% 18.%

293,i
12 4134
8 49;^
20 69li
7% 77%

10i.f, 8714

6% 94%

41.A 41/4

100
9% 20
13% 33%
61/8 391A

18 57%
XlHi 751A
10% 85% 179-'.

179%

11% 11%

TUESDAY.
8,00 BUXTON
8.521,4 Wildboarclough
9.00 200th Mile Run
9.30 jNIossley Moss ... ^ ...

9.451,;, Mowcop
9.581,,, Biddulph Moor

10.481/4 A:;e Edge End
11.071,2 Meerbrook
11.19 RUDYAHD

Lunch at Ho'"el Rudyard.
(Ih. 41m.)

1.00 RUDYARD
1.35 Ipstone ...

2,20 Cheadle
2.42 Hilderstone
2.55 Aston
3.08 Gt. Brideelord
3.411/2 NEWPORT
3.51 300th Mile Run .

4.05 WELLINGTON (out-
skirts)

4 29 Longvjood
4.541,4 SHREWSBURY

ToT.41, Day's Ru.v ...

17% 17%
1 200
12% 30
5% 351,'s

4% 391;,

16% 56%
6

1/5 62%
3% 66% 2461,',

101,;. 101/.

131/; 24
"

6% 30%
4 34%
4% 39
11% 50%

7% 58
8% 66%
5% 641,4 321%

11
131/,

15y(

22%
36%
51%

578 57%
10 67%
11%

-"
9%

78%
88 5661,4

3
12
23

33%

8% 41%
12% 53%
6% 60%
11% 72
11 83

TEAMS IN THE TRIAL.
Twenty teams in all have been entered, aggre-

gate performance prizes being competed for in
Classes A. B, C, F, and G, as follows

:

CLASS A.—New Imperial (competitors 3, 4, and
5): Levis (6, 7, and 8); Sun-Vitesse (10, 11, and
12).

CLASS B-—Raleigh (17, 18, and 19); AUon
(20, 21, and 22); O.K.-Junior (26, 27, and 28);
A.J.S. (23, 24, and 25); Connaught (32, 33-, and
34).

CLASS C—Sunbeam (42, 43, and 44); Ariel
(59, 60, and 61).

CLASS F.—P. and.M. (85, 86. and 87); Sun-
beam (88, 89, and 90); New Hudson (92. 93, and
94); Rudge (95, 96, and 97).

CLASS G.—Martinsyde (102, 103, and 204);
B.S.A. (108, 109, and 110); Harley-Davidson (118,
119, and 120); K.3S,. (121, 122, and 123); Match-
less (124, 125. and 126); Ariel (128, 129, and
130).

WEDNESDAY.
8 00 SHREWSBURY
8.49 Buttingtou
9.08 Marton
9.311/i WELSHPOOL

10,23 Feel
10.54 DINAS MAWDDWY ...

11.35 Llanuwchllvn
11.511,4 BALA
Lunch at Whi^e Lion Hotel.

(Ih. 38i/,m.)
1.30 BALA "

1.401,;. 400th Mile Run
2.131/, Llanwddyn
2,3214 Pont Llogel
3.041/j J/lanfair Caereinion
3.21 Tregvnon
3.36 NEWTOWN ... ...

4.1314 Beguildy
4.561,; Bleddfa
5.16V. Penybont
5.211/, Cross Gates
5.311,4 LLANDRINDOD

WELLS

Total Day's Run ...

FRIDAY.
8.00 GLOUCESTER
8.30 Pagan Hill
9.21% TETBURY

10.03 Bislev
10.35V, Birdlip
10.371,4 700th Mile Run
11.06% Withington
11.251/. N0RTHLE.4CH
12.14 WITNEY
12.28 Evn.sham
12.461,;, OXFORD
2.00 OXFORD
2.28 DORCHESTER
3.01V, Watliupton
4.23 " PRINCES RIS-

BOROUGH
4.51 .8101 h MHe Run . .

4.57 HIGH WYCOMBE ...

5,26% MAIDENHEAD
5.44 WINDSOR
6 OOV, STAINES
6 09 Chertsev
6.17 Weybriclge
5.20% BROOKLANDS

TOT\L D.w's Run ,..

16%
6%
7%

17
10%
12
5V,

14V.
6%
10%
5%
5
12%
6%
614

1%

163!,
22?.',

30%
47%
58
70
751,4 397

14%
20%
31%
37
42
54%
68%
75%
77%

3n7
400

3% SOVj 477H

6471,4

10 10
17% 27%
3% 41
10% 61%

700
10% 62%
6% 68IA
16% 84%
V,i 891/0

6 . 951/, 743
743

9% 9%
11% 20%

14% 47%
800

11% 59
9% 68%
5% 74%
5% 80%
2% 83
2-% 85%
li's 865', 829%

)82V1
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Two-Stroke

Phenomena.

ir*

Original Views on Fouf'Stroking and the Management of Two-stroke Motor Cycles.

HAVING ridden a single-geared Levis during the

past twelve months, the writer presents for the

consideration of motor cyclists his opinions on

a number of points peculiar to the running of the

two -stroke engine.

In the first place it must be a matter of surprise

to the mechanic that so much popular misconception

still exists upon the matter of four-stroking. Four-

stroking is not necessarily a defect in the running of

a two-cycle engine. That is to say, troublesome and
-annoying as the phenomenon is, it is to a great extent

an inevitable and a natural one. It must be borne in

mind that a profound contrast exists between the mode
of action of a four-stroke valve and a two-stroke port.

Difference bet\«reen Poppet Valves and
Cylinder Ports.

The . inlet valve of a four-stroke engine remains

open during the whole of the induction stroke so that,

the. gas has plenty of time to get in ; but in the two-

stroke engine the port is open for merely the briefest

instant—when uncovered by the piston skirt. There-

fore when the engine is working very fast at low

throttle opening, as, for instance, when going down-
hill or before a strong wind, the gas simply hasn't

time to get through the momentarily opened port in

sufficient quantity to furnish a new charge. When the

engine is working fast and the throttle is shut down
only a whiff of gas can pass through the port in the

brief iiistant available, and this is by no means the

total quantity the crank case could suck in were the

port open a little longer; as when the engine is not

turning so rapidly. Indeed so little may enter that

the crank case is still under suction when the piston

descends, and if you compress a gas at low pressure to

start with, the final pre.ssure in the crank case when
the transfer port is opened may not even attain one
atmosphere, and hence none whatever will pass into

the cylinder. Therefore the engine does not fire on
the next stroke, but on the stroke after that another
whiff will enter the crank case and add itself to the

gas already there so that enough is now present to

produce' a snort t,hrough the transfer and charge the

cylinder ready for the next spark. Offen even two
revolutions are not sufficient to get enough gas in and
the engine takes three (six-stroking) or four revolu-

tions (eight-stroking) and so on.

Inevitable and Accidental Four=stroking.
This natural misfiring then must be clearly dis-

tinguished from four-stroking due to ex-cess of oil or
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too rich a mixture, though it may augment both.- The
engine, however well made and carefully designed,

cannot help exhibiting the phenomenon, which will

inevitably appear when the revolutions are in excess

of what would be produced by a normal throttle-open-

ing under load, which slows the revving and hence

allows the ports to keep open -longer. No amount of

ingenious arrangement of the ports, or of accurate

lubrication, or blaze at the plug, can persuade gas

to fire which hasn't time to get in.

It is to be noted that the two factors involved in

natural four-stroking are the size: of the throttle open-

ing and Xh^ duration of the port opening. Increase

either and the firing improves, though the machine

may travel faster than you want it. A two-stroke

machine may descend a long hill firing only once every

sixteen "revolutions (sixteen-stroking—which is not a

joke about some atrcK-ious engine, but a fact to be

observed and explained in the best). Now when the

gradient lessens the engine is gradually put under an

Increasing load and the firing improves in a series of

definite stages. First it fourteen-strokes, then twelve-

strokes, ten, eight, six, four, and finally two-strokes.

The change in beat can be observed through the series

by the rider who is patient and interested enough.

It would be outside the province of this article to

deal with four-stroking caused by over-lubrication or

too rich a mixture. Curiously no very great loss of

speed can be observed under such conditions. The
machine seems to travel as fast with the engine four-

stroking as when it is working properly, the beats

when four-stroking being presumably of double the

strength when jbvo-stroking. It is this feature that

render.s four-stroking so harmful to the engine and
irritating to the rider. When the charge is surfeited

with fuel the chemical changes at explosion are dif-

ferent from normal, the difference being analogous

to that between the gentleness of giuipowder and the

violence of high explosive.

The Release Valve as a Tell-Tale.

A few miscellaneous phenomena of the tNA'O-strokc

engine may now be referred' to. The compression-

release valve, when exposed and not fitted with a duct

to lead the spluttering gas into the silencer, affords by
the sound it makes when opened a ready means of

detecting bad running of the engine. If tire engine

is running smoothly there should be a succession of

sharp hisses from the valve when raised. Frequently,

however, there can be heai'd a very harsh, grinding, or

even rattling soiuid. As this noise is only apparent
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Two-Stroke Phenomena.

—

when the valve is raised tlie rider may be pardoned for
concluding that the vjilve itself is the cause.

The cause, however, is insufficient lubrication.
Indeed, the engine can be felt running badly, but not
heard until the valve is lifted. The explanation is a

simple one. It corresponds to opening tlie door of an
engine-room containing some noisy machinery and
lieing deafened by the sound, while if the door is kept
closed it is comparatively quiet outside. The piston
is really grating in the cylinder, but the cylinder is so
hermetically sealed that you do not hear the noise till

you open the valve and let the sound out. If the

sound when the valve is raised is a soft hiss all is \vell,

but if there is any harshness, however slight, it is a

call for more oil. No two-stroke rider need ever suffer

seizure if he understands the sound of the release valve.

An Incidental Advantage.

Before leaving the subject of release valves, I would
suggest that the open valve, although it is alleged to

splutter oil over the rider's clothing, has quite an im-

portant though incidental advantage over the closed

kind. The intensely sharp hisses it makes are the most
effective warning note devised in cases of emergency.

Pedestrians and dogs rnay stand in your way, peace-

fully impervious to the sound of your horn, but the
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moment the hissing valve is opened they jump as if it

were the Last Trump. And the ix>int is that in an
emergency you instinctively raise the valve—so that
you stof) the machine and give a last desperate warning
into the bargain.

Running BacRw^ards.

A curious feature of the two-stroke engine is its

capacity to run backwards. This peculiarity may
prove exciting under some circumstances. For in-

stance, on a steep hill the rider may have occasion to

paddle his machine backwards into the curb, and when
he drops the valve to stop, the engine suddenly fires

vigorously down the hill. On a machine with fixed

ignition this property is capable of an entertaining

application—in theory, at any rate. On a steep hill

your small engine conks out, partly because you can-

not retard the spark. You have got a heavy portman-
teau on the carrier, and the engine cannot even hianage
this, even if you are pjepared to run alongside. So
turn the machine round and set it going backwheel
first. Since the engine is revving opposite to normal
the really advanced spark now becomes a retarded one,

whi(7h is just what is wanted.

And if you are clever enough to guide the bike

straight you can get up after all—by brains instead of
brawn. George F. Sleggs (B.Sc).

CHAIN TENSION ON SPRING FRAMES.
Small Effect of Chain Centre Variations on Well'designed Machines.

AN impression that pivoting the chain stays other

than at the chain sprocket centre is detrimental

in a spring frame seems to be current, and it

is frequently brought to light in criticisms of fully

sprung machines.

While admittedly not- theoretically perfect, the

swinging of the chain stays from a jioint not exactly

coincident with the front sorocket centre does not
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deserve all t-lie adverse criticism it receives, and a true
statement of the facts is only fair to the many excel-

lent frames embodying this feature.

The alleged, defect of course is the consequent varia-
tion of chain tension, but this proves on investigation
to be almo.st a negligible objection in a well-laid-nut
frame design.

Fig. I is a diagram of the A. E.G. rear springing,
showing that with a deflection of 2^-in. (probably never
exceeded under ordinary conditions) the reduction of

6

the sprocket centre distance is only Ts-in.. while, even

under a 4in. deflection, the maximum given by the

makers, the reduction is but 32-in.

A mathematical check is very simple. In the second
figure :

—

A = 17=-4== 16.523.

8= 414-16.523=20.773.
- c = 20.773=-4= = 21.154.

x= 21.25-21.154=. 096in. or a little over j^-in.

For the human individual who habitually distrusts

mathematics the writer can testify that when the
'

machine is loaded with one person in the saddle and
another on the footboards, no slackening of the chahi

can be detected by the usual test for vertical play at

the centre of its span.

FIG.2.

The A.B.G. is chosen to illustrate this article only
by reason of the machine being ready at hand. The
figures on the diagram w-ere obtained by accurately
setting out the dimensions fu?i size.

R. J. B,
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CLUB NEWS.
Rochester. Chatham, and District

M.C. and L.C.C.
A nm will take place to Palm Bav, Margate, on

the 20th inst. The reliability trial for " Tho
Short Bowl," which had to be abantlonetl previ-
ously owing to iDjiufficient support. \YiIl probably
be run off tUuing September.

Epsom and District M.C.C.
An enjoyable social run wa? held on the 30, !i

of last month from Epsom to Bognor and back.
Inquiries from rneiglibouring clubs desirous ti

organising a joint veliahiliLy trial w.ill be wel-
comed hv the hon. secrelarv, Mr, Y, E. ITiming.
"The Laurels," Park Hill Read, I>we]!.

North-Western Centre A.C.U.
Another gymkiiaua id being held on llie 19 Ih

inst. at Blackpool, and members of all affiliaLed

clubs are invited to take part in what sh-ould
prove a verv enjoyable event. Particulars are
available frc-m iMr. A. Taylor, ' Sunnyfield," 84.
Hornby Road, Blackpool.

Uxhridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.
The first annual competition for ihe Reeves

Cup took the form oi a reliability 'trial over a

fairly easy course from TJxbridge to Marlborough
and 'back, a distance O'f 120 miles. Tiie premier
award was gained by F. F. Hickman (550
Triumph), and a second prize of an electric light-

ing set went Lo R. Dalton (499 Sunbeam).

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.

A hill near Olifton Suspension Bridj-e was Lhe
scene of considerable ipublic interest lately when
a variety trial was held. The best performance-,
were made, in the acceleration test, bv R. Hough-
ton (349 A.J.S.): brake test, by C. W. Rankin
(G.N.): speed judging, by F. G. Mann (998
ilarley-Davidson sc); and, in the fast and slow
hill-climb, by H. Jaco'bs (976 Zenith), the club
captain. Results, based cm points, are as follows :

(1> R. Houghton (349 . A.J.S.), 327; (2) F. G.
Mann <998 HarJev-Davidson sc), 312; (3) C. W,
Rankin (G.N.). 311.

North London M.C.C.
In the club cup trial held ou the 29 th rf

last mouth the chib cup and a gold medal were
awarded to C. W. May (550 Triumph). The light-
weight Radco Cup and a gold medal were won
by il. H. Baxter (247 Radco), and silver medals
were "gained bv the following : T. W. Sullivan
(247 Levis), L. P. Walter [550 Triumph), C. L.
Sprosen (293 Connaught), F. Roberts (596 In-
dian), B. Stalev (550 Triumph), and J. Hyatt
(398 A.B.C.).
S. F. Colman (770 .Tames) and R. IT. May (557

B.S.A.) botli secured bronze medals.

Scottish Western M.C.
Fall results of the speed trials, an account o|

which appeared in last week's issue of The Motoi
C'licle, are a.= follov;s

:

275 C.C. Formula.—A. Best (249 N"ew In-
perial), time 30 13-16=., figure of merit 1180,
m.p.h. 58.3.
275 C.C—A. Best (249 New Imperial), time

51 3-16S.. m.p.h. 57.8.
350 C.C. (E,\pert barred). Formula.—W. Ken-

nedy (249 New Imperial), time 34 5-16s.," figure
of merit 1150, m.p.h. 52.5.
350 C.C. Formula.—A. H. Alexander (348 Doug-

las), time 30 7-16s., figure of merit 1250, m.p.h.
59.0.
350 C.C. (Expert barred).—G. C. Walker (348

New Gerrard), time 32 l-l"6s.. m.p.h. 56.2.
350 c:c.—G. Kelly (349 A.J.S.). lime 28 2-16s..

m.p.h. 64.
600 C.C. (Expert barred). Formula.—G. C.

Walker (348 New Gerrard), time 32 7-16=.. figure
of merit 948, m.nh. 55.5.
600 C.C. Formula.—A." L. Downie (349 A..T.S.),

time 28 10-1 6s., figure of merit 1173, m.p.h. 62.8.
600 C.C. (Expert barred).—J. B. Longrauir (499 •

Sunbeam),, time 29 ll-16s., m.p.h. 60.6.
600 c.C.-G. Kelly (349 A.J.S.), time 27 5-16s..

m.p.h. 65.9.
Unlimited c.c. Formula. (Expert barred).—G.

C. Walker (348 -New Gerrard), time 33 5-16s..
figure of merit 899, m.p.h. 54.0.
UNLiMiTE^i^. Formula.—A. L. Downie (349

A.J.S.), tinre^ae 15-16S., figure of merit 1530,
m.p.h. 66.8.
Unlimited C-c. (Expert barred) .~J. B. Long-

muir (499 Sunbeam), time 23 a4-16s., m.p.h, 62.3.
Unlimited. A. L. Downie (349 A.J.S.), 26

15-16S., ra.p.h. 66.8.
600 C.C. Sider.ar.=;, Formula.—G. Kelly (349

A.J.S.), time 34 2-16s., figure of merit 1244.
3n.p.h. 52.7.
Open 600 c.c. Sidecars.—E. A. Small (499 Sun-

beam), time 34 3-16s., m.p.h. 52.65.
Hnlimited. Sidecars. Formula.—A. H. Alex-

ander (499 Douglas), time 34 6-16s., figure of
merit 1114, m.p.h. 52.3.
Unlimited. Sidecars.^A. H. Alexander (494

Douglas), time 33 3-16s., m.p.h. 52.7.
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H. Symonds, who on a 499 c.c. Duzmo obl;ainecl Iwo firsts^at the recent Croydon Club's
hill climb at Marlpit Hill.
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North-West London M.C.
The int^rtiub hill-Lilinib which had to be pcst-

poned owing tu unfavourable weather conditicnr,
will prt'b;iblv take place on Saturday, September
23rd.

Southport M.C.
Communications relating to the race meeting on

Saturday next should be addressed to Mr, Row-
land Hill, at 75, Sefton Street, Southport, and
not at Rianchester.

Sheffield M.C.C.
The weather was very unfavourable lor the

reliability trial for the Douglas Viekers cup, which
was held recently over a course which included
the famous Derbyshire Hill. Mam Tor.
H. Oscroft (976 Enfield sc.) was first with a loss

of only 3 marks, whilst A. Bennett (770 Hazel-
wood sc.) came in second with a loss of 4 marks.
J. Cox (976 Matchless sc.) and G. W. Potts (749
James sc.) tied for third place with a loss of 5
marks each.

Easthourne and District M.C.C. .

Speed trials have beeu arranged to take place
at Eastboiirne on Saturday, Sept, 9th. commenc-
ing at 2 p.m., when classes will be. run for motor
cycles, sidecars, cycle cars, and light cars (not
exceeding 1,500 c.c), and these will be open to
members of the following clubs, in addition to
members of the organising club:—Wallington and
District, Brighton and Hove, Surbiton and Dis-
trict M.C.C, and members of the B.M.C.R.C. En-
tries for these events should be addre.==ed to Mr.
II. V. Warren. 73. Terminus Road, Eastbourne,-
and received by him not later than Sept. 6th.

Cornering at Pendine. C. Sgonina on the o.h.v. A.J.S. converted by himseH.
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J^tte^ tct£c GUtor
,. The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Conespondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset^House, Tudor Street, KCA, and mast be accompanied by the wi'iter's name and add ess.

HAMPERING GOGGLES.

Sir,—Like your other correspondents, I have found goggles
of all types au inconvenience, and now do not use them at

"all, but wear a pair of ordinary eyeglasses instead. These
are made of clear glass, and while not restricting the range
of vision protect the eyes sufficiently from wind and dust.

E. KUCHKOFF HEAD.

SOLDERED BOWDEN NIPPLES.

Sir,—With regard to Mr. A. E. Bottomley's letter, I

have experienced similar mishaps with my Bowden wire

controls. '

Changing gear on my machine is effected by a wire

cable (Bowden) and the wire has snapped four times in

all (three times .within the last month), and each time

th:- wire parted near the nipple.

My opinion is that the nipple is too small to hold the

wire. TWO-STROKE.
Durham. r. • - .

Sir,—My machine is "only one
month old, and five strands of the
clutch wire have become detached
from the handlebar lever nipple.

If the strands are placed in posi-

tion it can be seen that they just
touch the nipple, showing that they
have broken and not pulled through.
This is probably due, as Mr.

Bottomley suggests, to the heat of
soldering weakening the wire at this
point. THOS. H. SALTER.

DOPE.

Sir,-—For- the benefit of. other
readers I- should like -to give my
experience of "Fam-0." -

Jly machine is au Allon two-stroke,
and my petrol consumption has been
112 m.p.g. .- -

L used one dose from the loz. buttle
of " Fani-O " to the gallon of fuel,

and, although I did not -expect that
about a teaspoonful of this would give
any increased mileage, I was agree-
ably surprised ig fjnd that I obtained
3,32 tti.p.g. I find that- for the same
speed as before using " Fam-0 " I do
not require sijch a large throttle, open-
ing, and a smaller jet would no doubt
brmg about a 25 per cent, increased
mileage, as claimed by the makers.

I have not used tnis mixture for
the purpose of decarbonising my
engine, so perhaps some reader who is

13

lis " opinion as tocarrying out - trials will give us
results. -,

I have no connection whatever with the firm responsible
for the mixture. NOLLA SYADLLA.

BRISTOL'S FREAK HILLS.

Sir,—It was with grea.? surprise, and with no little disgust,
that I read the letter from Mr. J. A. Newman relative to
the inter-elub trial between Bristol and Bath.

I would point out to Mr. Newman that, in the recent
trial organised by the Weston-super-Mare Club over a similar

route, not one solo competitor made a clean climb ; he him-
self failing about halfway up. I would also remind him of

his performance on East Dundry in the first circuit of last

year's Bristol and Bath inter-club trial.

Regarding Mr. Newman's comments relative to the Arctic

Trial, the fact that the three hills in question were washed
out seems to have been forgotten. The reasons why the two
clubs named took no part whatever in this event are well

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF CLUB LIFE. Gymkhana events provide an excellent method
of introducing the social element into club life. Hot-plug-changing competitions and the

like provide amusement for the least technical or non-expert members and are never

despised by the real enthusiast.
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known to the Auto-Cycle Union, and in particular to the

Board of the Western' Centre. It suffices to say that these

reasons occasioned the withdrawal of the Brisol, Bath, and
Kingswood Clubs from this centre.

These clubs are three of the keenest organisations in -the

Kingdom, and approximate a total membership of 450 in all,

Bristol and Bath possessing about 200 members each, and
Kingswood , about 50. The latter club has only recently

been formed, but is very efficient and well organised. The
trials organised by these clubs are not exactly the milk-and-

water affairs inferred by your correspondent, and are always
conducted and run off. both by organisers and competitors, in

the most sporting spirit. "REX. FOWERAKER,
Hon. Secretary.

Sir,—The letter of Mr. J. A. Newman is hardly that of a

sportsman. I am not a competitive motor cyclist, but know
tlie hills in question to be undoubtedly well worthy of the
description " freak."

There is a distinct difference between East Dundry Hill and
the Dundry Hill mentioned by ilr. Newman, the latter being
a main road hill, and the former a steep grass-grown cart

track. True, neither the Bath nor Bristol Clubs partici-

pated as clubs in the "Arctic" Trial, but several Bristol

Club members competed and carried off premier honours ; to

instance one member onlv, Mr. Walters, the first sidecar

competitor.
'

W. H. GOODENOUGH.
Sir,—East Dundry, Ubley, and Burledge hills have been

used frequently in Bristol, Bath, and Weston-super-Mare
Clubs' trials, and are well known to many old hands in this

district; under bad weather conditions they may be termed,
- quite frankly, freak hills ; when dry, they are merely diffi-

cult. These three hills have figured in some six or more
trials in the past two years, and the experiences of competi-
tors, of more than average ability, leads them to the firm

opinion that, Burledge in particular, in wet weather, is an
impossible proposition without some additional aid in the
shape of chains or special tyres ; even then the solo rider's

chances of keeping his balance on the atrocious surface are
very small.

If furthtv evidence is required, Mr. Newman's own per-

formance (his exceptional experience and abilities in trial

riding, are undoubted) in a recent trial of the Weston-super-
Mare Club, reported in your issue of August 3rd, page 179,

supplies it. On his usual make of machine, on which he has

August may not be the finest month for seeing the English Lakes at their best, but

hundreds of motor cyclists are at present touring this mecca of the foreign visitor and

pride of the North Country. A picturesque glimpse of Grasmere" from tlie summit of

Red Bank,
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scored so manj' victories in the past twelve months, he tailed

low down on Burledge, and ultimately scrambled to the
top, footslogging and with his engine knocking painfully, to

arrive in the control in a temporarily exlinusted condition.

East Dundry followed later, Ubley was not included, but Mr.
Newman does not figure in the list of awards. Couple
this -with his uninspiring performance on East Dundry in tlie

inter-club trial of 1921, when that hill was in good condition,
and there is, I think, sufficient proof of the freakishness of

these- hills. If they are not freaks, surely Mr. Newman, of

all riders, should be able to climb them. He lives within a
few miles of Burledge, and has every opportunity of study-
ing the hill. Cieneral opinion places, Burledge as the worst,
Ubley next- so, and East Dundry the easiest of three very
bad hills.

His references to the "Arctic" Trial of April last have
little to do with the point at issue : for reasons well known-
abnormal weather—these hills were not included in the
Western Centre A.C.U. Trial. Mr. Newman's letter would
lead an uninformed reader to suppose that they were included,
but the trial finished before they were reached, hence the
Western Centre Trials Committee has no actual trials' ex-
perience to back its opinions as to whether they are freaks
or not. It is interesting to note that J\Ir. Newman's know-
ledge of these hills was gained originally from his attempts
in Bristol Club events.

F. A. SIMPSON,
Press Secretary,

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.

STANDARD BELT LENGTHS CONDEMNED.
Sir,—A few days back I asked a garage owner at Sleaford

if he had a belt to suit ac.s. Triumph; he told me that
the length that was available was 8ft. I only required 5ft.

4in., and thus had to purchase 1ft. Sin. more than was
necessary.

I would suggest that suitable lengths should be supplied
for standard machines, or long lengths so that the required
length can be cut, and I was informed that the makers will

not do this. ^ S. C.

Sleaford.

INFLUENCE MACHINES FOR I.C. ENGINES.
Sir,—I have read with considerable interest your readers'

letters on this subject. I may~say right away that they may
disillusionise themselves as to the
probability of such machines in prac-

tical use.

A magneto or coil ignition gives a

current of several thousands of an
ampere, which, although admittedly
in excess of requirements, allows a

margin for leaky insulation,' etc.

A Wimhurst of large size (say,

20in. plates) will only give a current

of a few millionths of an ampere,

which is insufficient to cause ignition,

as I satisfied myself many years ago.

It is true that by storing the " juice
"

in a Leyden jar or condenser an
adequate spark might pass from time

to time, but for continuous sparking

of a multi-cylinder engine a multi-

plate machine would have to be used,

which would be much more bulky than

the magneto, even if not so heavy.

There exists even then the diffi-

culty of timing as the spark would
jump unevenly, thereby firing one

cylinder relatively before another.
"

I had thought to overcome this by
a distributor filled with oil, or by un-

short-circuiting the current at each

sparking j)lug segment, but I am
afraid with all these difficulties the

scheme becomes impracticable, fasci-

nating though it is. I may say I am
not prejudiced against the influence

machine in so much as I am plotting

out a 40-plate machine with 4ft. discs

for X-fay work.
MORTIMER A. CODD, F.Ph.S.

2»
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VEHICULAR TAXATION.
Sir,—Your correspondents, Messrs. G. J. Hickling and

" 3^ Triumph," who advocate the taxation of cycles, peram-
bulators, scooters, toy engines, etc. (more or less), never
appear to have given any thought to the subject of universal

vehicular taxation. Let them ask themselves why a push-

bicyclist—a good honest word, Mr. Editor, which is more
derogatoi'y to the lazy ones who don't (or ought not to)

push their bikes than those who do—goes twice as fast and
thrice as far in a day's journey than a pedestrian. Surely

it is because he moves with less fiictioii. And what destroys

roads ?

Furthermore, the damage done to the roads is roughly

proportional to the tyre bill of the machine, given similar

tyres. My tyres cost 30s. apiece, complete, and last me
10,000 miles. [ A humble push-bicyclist cannot estimate the

motor cyclist's tyre bill ; but I have seen it stated that it

costs him id. a mile : £10 per 10,000 miles. No, sir ; I sub-

mit that pedestrians be taxed according to their boot bill,

or cyclists be subsidised according to their tyre consumption.

I hold no brief for roller skates or toy engines, but am
only an enthusiastic cyclist who would buy a motor cycle

if he had the cash. M. E. L.

Cambridge.

"THE CHARMS OF 12 M.P.H."

Sir,
—"Die Hard" protests at the proposed abolition of

the speed limit and votes 12 m.p.h. ample and 20 m.p.h.

road hogging.

I suggest he sells his machine and buys a pushbike ; this

would no doubt fill all his'requirements at far less expense.

Or, if motoring especially appeals to him, what about a

motor bathchaii'? To drive in top gear at 12 m.p.h.^ is

cruelty to motor cycles. QUIXIX.
Loudon, W.2.

Sir,—We would suggest that "Die Hard" travelling at

12 m.p.h. with his gaze fixed upon the scenery is blinder

to the dangers of the road than the average motor cyclist

at 30 m.p.h. with his eyes where they should be, and that

therefore he constitutes the greater menace to the community
at large. TWO OF THEM. '

Windsor.

Sir,—There were very few roads where "25" is unsafe!
Emphatically it is unsafe to drive at 12 m.p.h., as steering

and steadiness are not so good ; anyway, it is not comfort-
able, and the safest speed is always the most comfortable
and the one at which steering is best. Either " Die Hard "

ha? a deplorable lack of confidence in himself or else an

SUNDAY ON THE TRACK. Any fine Sunday, nowadays, a certam number of London
motor cyclists—who, incidentally, are quite a type to themselves, and entirely different from,
say, Yorkshire enthusiasts—make Brooklands track their rendezvom for the day. A scene on

the members hill.

NOT FOR THE BRITISH MARKET. Clams and synthetic

whisky are not the only products of America that seldom reach

Britam ; this single-cylinder, single-gear " American X " with

rigid forks, for example, would be but slightly less useless on
Brooklands, than on English roads. Yet it, no doubt, does

well on the saucer-tracks of the U.S.A.

equally deplorable lack of control of his machine. Motor
cyclists who are continually doing 45-50 m.p.h. are rather

a nuisance, but I would far rather have theni than wobbling
road-crawlers. One can look at scenery and be perfectly

at ease at between 20 and 25 m.p.h., and, in addition,

the machine is travelling fast enough to be properly con-

trolled and balanced. The idea that speed is unsafe is a

relic of the "red flag" days; we shall get over it one
day ! EOCKER. •

Berks.

Sir,—I quite agree with "Die Hard" that it is not safe

for him and others like him to exceed 20 m.p.h. ; but why
should not those capable of higher speeds inaulge in them ?

Although my- machine is not a track racer, I frequently

touch "50" without danger to mj'self or others.

Lichfield. SPORTSMAN.
Sir,—Allow us to protest against the protest of " Die

Hard "^ against abolishing the speed limit.

We admit that 12 m.p.h. is a fit speed for the nervous.

Winston. SCOTT SQUIRREL MERCHANTS.
Sir,—Surely " Die-Hard " is not in earnest when he i-e-

commends motor cyclists' to travel by train if" they wish to.

exceed 20 m.p.h. Fancy trusting oneself to an unknown
driver who hurtles along at from 50 to 60 m.p.h. ! Tl?e

train has not even a fair chance, for if anything gets in its

way it cannot dodge, but has to run into it. And it is

nearly always going somewhere where one does not want
to go. And the fares—awful ! And one is always reading
of accidents on the railway. No ! Give me a motor cycle

every time.

Joking apart, however, I was out

on the road with a sidecar outfit on
Sunday, August 6th, and was travel-

ling at what was an easy pace for my
machine—25 m.p.h. on the main road,

slowing to 20 for villages and
country roads. There was a lot of

traffic on the road, most of which I

was meeting, for I seldom passed other
motors, e.xcept 'buses or other heavy
vehicles, and I myself was seldom
passed. This shows, what I have
often noticed, that tlie majority of

motor cars and motor cycles travel on
the main road at a speed of about
25 m.p.h., and, presumably, consider
it a safe pace.

Given a reliable machine, there are

plenty of roads where speeds of even
35 or 40 m.p.h. are quite safe, and
where 12 or 15 m.p.h. would simply

appear ridiculous.

Ipswich. H. W. B.

Sir,
—" Die Hard " must have either

a remarkable sense of humour or

softening of the brain. At the pre-

sent moment I am unable to aecide

wliich ; but that anyone should write
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such a letter with anything approaching seriousness at

all passes my comprehension. For that reason I imagine

he must be a wag, and I am inclined to regard une

letter as a "leg pull." On the other hand, if he in all

seriousness means what he purports to, then I doubt whether

his machine is capable of more than 20 m.p.h. Possibly,
*

like a rider I once encountered, he has his throttle lever so

- arranged on the bar that it fouls another lever, when opened

out sufficient to let the machine do 20 m.p.h.

For admiring the scenery, he would do infinitely better

on a push-bike, I should imagine, and with a minimum of

tj'ouble. His allusion to blinding at 35 miles an hour is

really too much of a good thing, and coupled with the state-

ment that ' fifteen is possible, but not as safe as 12 " (pre-

sumably he always keeps one foot on the ground in case he
falls), I think, conclusively proves that he wi'ote- this letter

with a contented chuckle and possibly " his tongue in his

cheek.' So I take off my hat to " Die Hard," or rather, to

his sense of humour.
Crewe. O.H.V. BROUGH SUPERIOR.

Sir,—May I heartily endorse "Die Hard's" opinion on
the suitable speed for a motor cycle? The beauties of the
field and hedgerow, the little wayside flowers, etc., cannot
be properly appreciated when one is tearing madly along at

18 miles an hour. This modern passion for speed is,- I fear,

but only another sign of the same spirit which induces young
ladies in sidecars to call "Beaver" as they pass me, doubt-
less, I suppose, on account of my long white beard, which
sometimes flows out behind me. May I be allowed to sub-

scribe myself "DIE HARDER?"
Cambridge.

Sir,—I myself can see all the scenery I want to see at

20 m.p.h. If "Die Hard" cannot, why does he not stop

and then make up the speed in between the places with
beautiful scenery? Also there are such places as the Great

North Eoad, which has miles and miles of the dullest scenery

possible.

"Die Hard" says that if you want to go faster go by
train. This is absurd when you compare the cost with that

of motor cycling. "MAGNETO."-
Isle of Wight.

UNCONTROLLABLE VALVE BOUNCE.

Sir,—After experiments with springs I find that, after

slamming a valve on its seating it cannot be prevented

from bouncing, however strong the spring, and this theoreti-

cally means, in the case of the exhaust valve, that the

bounce takes place during the induction stroke and the

piston draws in some of the exhaust gases and also reduces

the possible amount of mixture thnt could be induced into

the cylinder ; and, in the case of the inlet valve bounce

takes place on the compression stroke and not only allows

some of the mixture out again, but reduces the com-
pression ratio. (I presume these ratios are measured by
turning the engine over slowly—quite a different matter to

what is happening at .speed.)

After all, a cam does not ptisJi a valve up at speed,

but knocks it up and the spring jumps it down again,

and this is the cause of boraicing.

Another point : the sleeve valve is just developing, and
engines so fitted probably can do better on a lower com-
pression and a larger carburetter than in the case of the

same sized engine with poppet valves.

The remarkable performance of a two-stroke in this year's

lightweight T.T. seems to add weight to the above state-

ments, especially as everybody must admit that this fypo
of engine is very crude from the mechanical point of view.

I am only an amateur, but I would like to know what
trade men do to overcome this sort of thing when racing.

Johannesburg. COLONIAL.

ALL IN PIECES.

Sir,—With reference to "Digger's'.' letter in which he
eulogises the very sporty behaviour of his 1913 Triumph,
I really must write and tell you about my 1902 super sports

model machine.
This faithful old 'bus which, as I do not wish to raise

an unseemly blush to the cheeks of its manufacturers, shall

04

be nameless, has never yet let me down ; and, on one

memorable occasion, while on a holiday jaunt from Land's
End to John-o-Groat's, not only the big end, piston skirt,

etc., deserted me, but the complete engine fell out. In a

superb determination to triumph over difficulties, my gallant

mount pulled itself together and finished the journey in

record time, the average speed for the whole trip being
slightly under Bennett's time in the T.T. race this year.

I would add, in case the above remarks induce in your
correspondent, "Digger," a desire to^ surpass even this

performance, that having kicked iip my machine for the

last time on this journey, I had considerable difficulty in

disengaging my foot from my iron bedstead, and have
suffered from corns ever since. NIGHTMARE.
Birmingham.

Sir,—Probably many amused readers are wondering what
" Digger " 4iad for supper the night he wrote to you. The
awards he mentions were : second in novices class,' and
private owners' prize (which he chooses to call first).

Birmingham. AMUSED FRIEND.

PILLION RIDING.
From Sir Barry Brittain, K.B.E., M.P.

Sir,—In the House of Commons on the 3rd inst. a member
put up a question trying to prohibit pillion riding.

I see that Hansard somewhat^ misreports a supplemental
question of mine, a correction of which I have sent in.

'That correction, however, %vill not be made until the bo\md
copy of Hansard appears, and, in the meantime, I do not
wish it to go abroad among my. many motor-cycling friends
that I am one of the kill-joys who wi.sh to prohibit pillion

riding.

I have during my_ life had the good fortune to take some
.
small part in almost every game and sport. I rode on a

motor bicycle (not for very many yards !) in 1895 in France,
and have driven cars almost since they were invented.
There may be a small risk in pillion riding, but it is a

very, very small one as far as the careful cyclist is con-

cerned, and certainly no more than the risk entailed in sncli

winter sports as ski-ing and tobogganing or fox hunting.
To the average Englishman a slight spice of danger de-

tracts in no way from the sport, nor will it, I hope, ever

do so. .

I am a keen champion of the motor cycle, and the joy it

brings to the boys and girls of England, and, as far as I am
concerned, I will certainly do anything I can to resi.st put-

ting up the German " Verboten " with regard to pillion

riding. HARRY BRITTAIN.

Sir,—As I have ridden many thousand miles with a pillion

passenger I should like to express my opinion through the

medium of youi' paper on the subject of sprung pillion seats.

For controllability in emergency, freedom from fatigue,

and for balance, I prefer to ride without a pillion seat at

all. Many of my passengers prefer to ride without a sprung
seat, as they complain of tlie swaying.
London, N.W.6 BWANA. MKUBWA.
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CURRENT
CHAT

"JTlmes to XiQbt Xamps.
Augusi 1 7th .

.

.

.

8.49 p.m.

.. 19.h .. .. 8.45 „

. 21st .. .. 8.41 ,.

„ 23rd .. .. 8.37 „

One number plate must be illuminated as above
1 irfc Road Veliicles Registration and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Resolatlons (19031 the lamps ordinarily
required by law may be lit hali au hour later.

Heart-braking I

Several Croy'don motor cyclists ^ have
been fined recently for possessing " only

a back-pressure brake."

Hush!
Ford has now turned but his six-millionth

flivver. Now that everybody is sup-

plied, suggests a weary American jour-

nalist, let's hear no more about the things !

Tank-Corps Motor Cyclists.

Presuming that all survivors of the ori-

ginal Tank Corps men who were at Bisley

and then Thetford are still motor cyclists,

a reader suggests a meet of the first

five companies of the Heavy Section,

-AI.G.C., as it was then called.

The Unappreciated Charms o£ 12 m.p.h.

!

Such interest did the recent letter de-

ploring the modern tendency to travel at

speeds in excess of 18 m.p.h. arouse among
our readers that one correspondent sent

his indignant reply by express post,

u'hich cost five times the nomral post-

age rate. It is curious, however, that few
share the editorial view of -doubting " Die-
hard's " seriousness.

Is Brooklands Over-rated?

Opinions of pro\incial motor cyclists

who have visited a Brooklands meeting
might provide confirmation or otherwise
of the theory we heard the other day that
the Weybridge track is a much over-rated
place, and that the bulk of its hahitufa
would fail miserably when pitted against
unknown local men on a course or hill with
which they were previously unacquainted.

Something Wrong.
Lunching in Beaconsfield on his way to

the Pendine Sands race meeting a mem-
ber of Tli& Motor Cycle staff witnessed
the most amazing example of road-hogging
in all his career. A large black touring
car hurtled through the town towards
Uxbridge at fully 35 m.p.h.j keeping well
into the right-hand side of the wide main
street and forcing cars and motor cycles
coming in the opposite direction on to

their wrong side. Several smashes were_
avoided by some miraculous means."
Either the driver was mad or he was a
foreigner in ignorance of our rule of the
road. In any case, there is something
wrong with a law which permitted him to
occupy a seat behind the wheel at all.

6

Wireless Sets for Motor Cycle Police.

Experiments are being made with a view
to equipping all Michigan (U.S.A.) motor
cycle police with wireless receiving sets.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

'THE AUTOCAR"—i>ublished

from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
pUte automobile journal embracing
small,medium,andlarge cars. Every
motorcyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light, car should read

Every Friday 4tl.

Founded in 1895, " THE AUTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaperand enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is uni-

versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

New Dimming Device?

From a London evening paper :
" Rover

comb., k.s., Easting, 3 spd lamps, as

new ; apply

—

'—."

Out of Action.

Where have all the scooters gone ? There
must be quite a number lying dormant,
disregarded and dusty.

We Live and Learn.

Norton motor cycles, according to an
American trade paper, are "made by
Tom Norton, Glandrindod Wells, Eng-
land." Italics would lose their value
in a case like this.

Reassuring News.

We are pleased to hear that Douglas
Alexander, the well-known Scottish rider,

is on the way to a good recovery from
his crash at the St. Andrews speed cham-
pionships. He wishes to thank all those

who helped after the accident.

Resource.

Recently a rider lost his tank filler cap

whilst traversing a coast road. Nothing
daunted, he made a short search along the

high-water mark on the beach, and soon
discovered a suitable cork to fill the

vacancy.

Fuel Consumption Test in Open Trial.

In the Cheshire Centre A.C.U. open

one-day reliability trial, to be held on

September 2nd, a fuel consumption test

on- "A.C.U. forniula " will be a deciding

factor in arriving at the final results. The
start will be near Knutsford, fuller par-

ticulars being available from Capt. W. G.

Hill, Hill's .
Garage, The Newgate,

Chester.

The Early Bird.

Considering the almost ideal conditions,

it is surprising that so few motor cyclists

go out for early morning runs. Before

8 a.m. roads are almost destitute of

traffic, so that,, given a sufficiently good

surface, one may safely indulge in " more
throttle," than later in the day.

Last week's floods caused considerable Inconvenience to tourists and one does not wonder that

the owner of the Raleigh outfit paused near Loughborough in order to take a photograph

before taking the water.

b7
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NEW 350 c.c. TWO-STROKE.
Enlarged Model of the Union Engine. Detachable Head

and Plain Bearings Throughout.

consisting of two bronze castings bolted

.to a flat connecting rod base ; an ex-

tremely large outside flywheel is fitted,

and the cylinder has a separate cast iron

head bolted to it.

In spite of the fact

that only a few of

these engines are yet-
oh the road, they are
by no means experi-
mental, for in a modi-
fied form they have
been operating pump-
ing and lighting sets
for a considerable
period. We are able
tto reproduce a power
curve of a standard
engine which had
been ru ming for many

Sectional view of the 349 c.c. Union engine

showing the lubrication scheme and massive

proportions of the working parts.

capable of propelling the rider over any
normal country with a top gear of 5^
to 1. It was possible to start on top gear
quite comfortably and to climb a hill of

1 in 9 with the greatest of ease. A con-

siderably higher gear might be used for

solo purposes, the gear fitted being suit-

able for sidecar work, and vrith a higher
gear a reasonably high road speed could

have been attained in comfort. Lubrica-
tion appears to be perfectly satisfactory,

and the engine two-strolied regularly over

a wide range, fuel economy being a

marked feature of the road running. The
magneto drive mav be arranged by chain

in the normal fashion or may be direct

from the crankshaft.

The address of the designer is Mr. E. H.
Whaley, Coleridge Chambers, 177, Cor-

poration Street, Birmingham.

THE Union engine has already made a

good name for itself and is now
well known in the two-stroke world.

A later development has recently made
. its appearance and takes the form of a

350 C.C. three-port two-stroke engine of

very robust construction. Having a bore

and stroke of 75 x 79 mm. the engine is

of 349 c.c. capacity ; its salient features

are a one-piece crank.shaft and the em-
ployment of very large plain bearings,

with lubrication leads direct to tlie

cylinder, both main bearings and through
.the crankshaft to the big end.

The big end is of the marine type,

months' continuous use pre-
vious to the testj though we
are informed that a similar

engine has maintained
9 b.h.p. at 3,500 r.p.m. for

a period of 45 minutes.
The main claims for this

engine are that it is par-
ticularly cool in running and
is very economical and
flexible ; its weight is only
50 lb.

On a machine which " was
tried by our representative,
the engine proved to be

Ifesa
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M.°.p. and power curves of a 349 c.c. Union taken after

a period of prolonged hard work.

FLEXIBLE SIDECAR COUPLINGS.
A Device to Eliminate Frame Breakage or Contortion.

WITH the idea of providing' a certain

amount of flexibility between the
motor cycle and sidecar and thus

saving frame breakages, a modified form
of the well-known Hardy flexible joint

has been introduced under the name of

the Hardy-Grew sidecar coupling.

This device takes the form of a fabric

disc rivetted on one side to a large dia-
meter Clip, and on the other to a smaller

but similar cup, while the unit can be
attached to any one, or preferably to

all, of the sidecar connections.

Considerable care is evidenced in the

design, which is applicable to discs of

any thickness to suit special circum-
stances, while the coupling can be fitted

without any brazing. It is only neces-

sary to cut a small length from any con-

necting tube, insert the coupling, and
tighten up the clip bolts; these clip bolts

b,8

pinch the coupling to the tube, and, as
an additional safeguard, the bolts pass
through the tube to the depth of l-64th
of an inch. In addition to saving frame
breakages the Hardy-Grew coupling has

Part sectional and sectional views of the

Hardy-Grew flexible sidecar coupling.

another very marked effect, for when
travelling over bad roads much, of the

shock which is usually transmitted to .the

cycle frame from the sidecar, is elimi-

nated. This feature was particularly

noticed under road test conditions, and,

the Triumph and sidecar on which the

couplings were submitted for test was re-

markably comfortable. As is the case

with most flexible sidecar connections, the

rider requires a short time to become
accustomed to the slight "give" which
permits the machine to lean to either side

to a small extent, but it must be remem-
bered that in the device under considera-

tion this " give " is comparatively .slight,

being just sufficient to eliminate shock*

without permitting the machine to roll to

any very gi'eat extent. The manufac-
turers' address is E. J, Hardy and Co.,

118, Queen Victoria Road, Coventry.
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HUNDRED MILE RACE ON THE SANDS.
Neath M.C. " WeUh T.T." in adverse weather won by C. P. Wood (Scott Squirrel).

AFTER such glorious weather on the - . -
-

Bank Holiday Monday for the

A.C.U. open event at Pendine (de-

scribed last week), it was disappointing to

the Xeatli club to find that the first Welsh
T.T. would have to take pla«-;e under

unfavourable w-eather conditions.

Out of a very large enti-y few finished,

and it is worthy of note that the little

machines held their OAvn for reliability.

The outstanding performance was that of

the two Scotts, ridden by Clarence Wood
and Ivor Tliomas rejspectively. Wood, on

a 532 CO. Squirrel took the lead at the

commencement, maintaining this position

throughout.
5-mile Laps.

Each lap measured 5 miles. In the first

the Scott set the pace. Wood leading by

50 yards, followed by Hassall (490 Nor-

ton), Dance (499 Sunbeam), and Gi-inton

(993 Harley-Davidson). Several competi-

tors fell out even thus early, mostly due

to plug and clutch trouble.

At 20 miles the positions were : (1)

Wood, (2) Dance, and (o) Hassall, Grinton

having previously run into the depot for

replenishment.
Among the smaller (250 c.c. and 350 c.c.)

machines, which bad 50 miles to cover,

Edwards, on his o.h.v. A.J.S., gained a

remarkably fine lead, and was lapping

most consistently. M. Isaac, Carmarthen
(Xew Imperial), retired with eye trouble,

but T. -A. Jones (Ivy) still carried on, his

little machine humming away in fine tune.

Owing to Dance's -delay Wood became a

lap in advance ; Hassall had fallen behind
with plug trouijle. However, at 35 miles

Wood stopped to refill, and Dance picked
up lost time in a marvellous manner. On
restarting. Wood literally screamed up the

course, still maintaining the lead. At this

time H. Davies (Brough Superior)- com-
pleted his first lap, having been delayed
with magneto trouble, and Edwards
(A.J.S.), although he had stopped for a

Clarence Wood and his 532 c.6. Scott upon which he won the premier event. -

refill, led by a lap all the machines in his

class.

Ivor Thomas (Scott) gradually crept
into a position, running second to Dance
in the 500 c.c. class. Wood completed half
the distance in 53m. 10s., and led by
four miles, while Grinton, who had ap-
parently been having bad luck, now
forged into third place. The positions at

half way (50 miles) were : (1) Wood, (2)

Dance, (3) Grinton.
At 65 miles Wood, still leading, visited

his depot, being off the course for nearly
four minutes. Simultaneously loud eheer-

(Lett to Right) T. A. Jones (349 c.c. Ivy) second in 350 c.c. class ; J. N. Roberts (249 c.c. N;w
Imperial) second in 250 c.c. class ; and J. Evans (249 c.c. New Imperial) first in 250 c.c. clas:.

ing, greeted Edwards (A.J.S.); for he had
completed his 50 miles, and thereby won
the Junior Cup.

Winner of 250 c.c. Class.

The heavy downpour had now eased
somewhat, and the positions were : (1)

Wood, (2) Dance and Grinton (level), (3)

Ivor Thomas, the latter receiving loud
cheers from his club mates. Evans, on a
250 c.c. New Imperial, now finished, win-
ning first position in the 250 c.c. class.

Hassall, dogged by plug trouble, re-

turned to the fray. At 90 miles Dance,
who was running second to Wood, had
a remarkably quick fuel replenishment,
and once more led the 500 c.c. class.

However, " there's many a slip 'twixt cUp
and lip," and this was exemplified in

Dance's case, for at 98 miles his magneto
gave out and he was grateful to be towed
in by Messrs. Pratt's representative.

Previous to Dance's misfortune Wood
completed his run, doing the IflO miles

in 108 niins., and it is remarkable that
there was only a dift'erence of 50 sec. in

the times put up by him in the first and
latter half of the race.

Owing to the retirement of Dance, Ivor

Thomas, who had been lapping steadily

and consistently throughout, now became
the winner of the 500 c.c. class, with
Hassall (o.h.v. Norton) second.

Full results :

100 Miles (Unlimited).
1st, C. P. Wood (532 Scott), lOam.

100 MILE.S (351 TO 600 C.C).

1st, Ivor Thomas (Neath) (481 Scott Squirrel).

2iid, Hubert Hassall (490 Norton).
(No times taken.)

SO Miles (250 cc).
1st. Jack Evens (249 New Imperial).

2nd, J. N, Roberts (249 New Imperial).

50 Miles (251 to 350 c.c).
1-', W Edwards (349 A.J.S.).

2nd T. A. .Tones (349 Ivy).

3rd, 1,. P. West (349 Massey-Arran).

b Ti
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OVERHEAD VALVES ON A
43 c c. ENGINE.

Cleverly Designed Miniature Power Unit for

Attachment to Pedal Cycles.

WE are hvSoming accustomed nowa-
days to astonishing performances
from ti>'iy engines, but by "tiny"

we generally limit ourselves to units

between 150 c.c.—250 c.c. With the

advent on the British market of the

45 c.c. Clem 'nt engine our scale of

Of German origin, this

pedal cycle serves to

show how the Clement
unit is attached and
also a wmd scoop
which is recommended
as an aid to cooling.

Careful detail design is apparent on the Clement 43 c.c. unit-

probably the smallest i.e. road vehicle engine in the wo/Id.

djectives will have to undergo

om^ its size—or lack of

size—the Clement is

quite a remarkable
design, embodying as

it does a steel cylin-

der, overhead valves,

and an 8 to 1 reduc-
tion gear in th°
crankcase. Turned
out of a solid steel

bar, the cylinder is

screwed into the crank-

case, being held by a
locking ring as on
some aero engines.

Ball bearings are em-
ployed for the main
shaft and rollers

almost everywhere
else. There is an
outside flywheel.

The carburetter
has been designed
specially for its task
and consists of a

float chamber and float enclosing a central

jet, air being admitted through a gauze
right above, and, if required, through an
adjustable extra inlet ; a butterfly valve

throttle operates in the choke tube. The
size of the sparking plug and the tension
of the valve springs are to scale with
the overall dimensions of the engine, and
the bevel driven under-hung magneto is

unobtrusive to the vanishing point.

For £17 the engine will be despatched
to the customer by parcel post

!

It is intended to be attached in front
of the bottom bracket lug of an ordinary
pedal cycle, and a rear sprocket and
petrol tank have been evolved to fit. An
oil-tank is unnecessary, -the qrankcase
sump acting as a reservoir.

All the so-called minor details have
received considerably more careful atten-
tion than one would expect on such a
unit : for example, two petrol filters are
provided. ~

,
.

The Belgian designeris London address
is 26. Albany Street, N.W.I, but the
manufacture, so far, has been carried out
in Germany.

FRANCE'S SMALLEST ENGINE.
The 63 c.c. M.icromoteur Auxiliary Motor with Friction Drive.

MOTOR assisted bicycles are becoming
exceedingly popular in Franco, and
every few weeks a new make is put

on the market ; numerous races and com-
petitors are being organised for this class

of machine.
An interesting example recently intro-

duced to the public is the Micromoteur,
a single-cylinder two-stroke engine of

46x38 mm. bore and stroke, which em-
bodies a piston displacement of only 63 c.c.

This appears to be the smallest and
lightest engine for a bicycle built in

France, its weight with tank, but without
fuel, being 161b. The engine is said to

develop J h.p. at 3,500 revolutions.

Mechanical Features.

It has several distinctive mechanical
features, among them being a die cast alu-

minium crank case with only one joint,

ball bearings of unusual size for the main
shaft, and an external (completely
machined) steel flywheel. The little con-
necting rod is of bronze-aluminium alloy.
The Micromoteur is spring suspended to

the steering tube and the front forks, and
can be mounted on any bicycle. A- cast-
aluminium bracket clamped to the steer-
ing tube carries the petrol lank.

b 12

An original and patented type of fiic-

tion drive to the front wheel is employed.
The main shaft of the engine carries a
drum having a series of cylinders around
its periphery and parallel to its axis. The

engine being pivoted, these cylinders bear
on the tread of the tyre, frietional contact
being maintained by means of an adjust-
able coil spring. There is excell-ent contact
between the drum and the tyre, without
any wear of the latter, and at the same
time there is a sufficient degiee of elas-
ticity to allov/ for shocks from the wheel.

The diminutive size of the Micromoteur will be gathered from the i

unit mounted on a pedal cycle.

ustration showing
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O^e Intei^ational
Six Days ^kL

(Leh) A river of ice, the Rhone Glacier trom [he Furka Koact.

(Right) As seen from the Grimsel Road, the magnificent
Handsck Fall.

British Successes in

ALTHOtJGH only supported by 45
entries, the International Six Days
Trial in Switzerland may be re-

garded as a success. The chief interest in

the trial revolved around the three inter-

national teams competing for the trophy
presented some years ago by the British
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union, 'and
held by the Swiss team, which won it in
1920 and held it in 1921.
The British team was composed of :

—

G. S. Davisott (2^9 Iievia), winner of the 1922
Lightweight T.T. and the 250 c:c. French and
Belgian Grand Prix Races;
A. Bennett (492 Sunbeam), winner of the 1922

Senior T.T. and the French Grand Prix of 1921
and 1922; and
F, W. Giles (800 A.J.S. sc). representing the

firm which has won the Junior T.T. so often and-
the Senior T:T. in 1921.

The Swiss team consisted of J. Moramd
(248 Condor), A. Eobert (4S6 Motosa-
coche), and E. Gex (994 Motosacoche sc),
while a team from Sweden, included B.
Malinberg; G. Grothe, and P. Svanbeck,
all mounted on Husqvarpa motor cycles.

France not OflScially Represented.
France did not nominate a team, but

there were several French riders in the
trial, in addition to two Hollanders and
one Italian; while British riders consti-
tuted above 25 per cent, of the total
entry.

As recorded in last week's issue of T/ie
r'otin Cycte. the first day's run was from
Geneva to Chaux de Fonds, a distance of
124 miles, when excellent roads were en-
countered along the shores of L'ake
Geneva. A 2,000 ft. climb up the Col

Swiss International Event.

Fifty Miles Long.

de St. Cergue and the Col de Mar-
chairez caused little trouble; in fact, all

competitors arrived at the end of the first

day's run without loss of a single mark,

in spite of several secret checks.

The second day's run was considered to

be the most difficult of any, the hills

Hills from Five to

being both long and severe, and averag-
ing three to four miles long, with sur-
faces of a "Colonial" nature.
Leaving Chaux de Fonds at 7 a.m., the

competitors gently descended the pretty
St. Iniier valley, the centre of the clock-
making industry. All day the competi-

THE SIX

DAYS COURSE

IN

SWITZERLAND. •• ,:fe.&r .^^ -^.os&ftT)"

, _ .WIS _*»^ vsr-,^<i/iarn .,.„.

SCermtes
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The Intftrnational Six Days Trial.—

tors journeyed through the great Jura
range, the huge extent of which is not

realised by those who are unacquainted
with the district. After the Court con-

trol came the first "colonial section," the

ascent of the Stierenberg, a narrow, long,

and winding hill covered with stones and
gulleys. Next followed a descent to the

ancient town of So'ejre, where Scintilla

magnetos are made, and then the pUce
cle resistance of the whole trial—the Weis-
senstein Pass.

A Swiss Appleeross.

The observed climb was five miles long,

rose some 2,5C0 ft., was over 4,000 ft.

high, had a stony surface, 'and gradients
of 1 in 6 in places. On the whole, the
performances were better than last year,

but it accounted for several failures.

Here Robmann (Frera) had tyre trouble

at the base, and C. Wilson (Quadrant)
stopped with a choked jet. Viewed from
the worst hairpin, the performances 'vere

distinctly interesting. Jex (Motosacoche
sc.) came up fast, but his passenger was
not normally seated.- Pelissier (994 Moto-
sacoche) only just managed to get round
by slipping his clutch, Volzenlogel (346
Condor) foot-slogged, but many riders
made quite clean climbs on just putting
down a leg to balance themselves on the
turn. Pictet (248 Condor) made an ex-

cellent ascent among the lightweights,
Egger (o.h.v. Triumph) just succeeded,
Sidney (348 Raleigh) was baulked and
forced inside the curve, while Clarke
(Quadrant) fell, and this incident ap-

peared to be the beginning of the trouble

which ultimately proved to be his un-
doing. Particularly good ascents were
mad'e by Eric Williams (A.J.S.), who re-

membered every yard of the course from
last year, Malmberg (494 Husqvarna),
and Giles (800 A.J.S. sc). Giles, by the

way, left the route the day before, which
was not to be wondered at, as the arrow-
ing, in parts, was none too good ; he had

l^^^^iS AUGUST lyih, ig22.

Francois Franconi (496 c.c Motosacoche) arriving at Vallorbe, the luncK control on the first day.

to make up time, and partially seized his

engine in so doing. Gothe (494 Husq-
varna) did well, while Wilson (Quad-
rant), Gibson (Raleigh), Davison (Levis),

and Robmann (Frera) made excellent as-

cents. Andre Pictet, the driver of the

only cyclecar, the 1098 c.c. Hinstin, came
up well, but carried his passenger on the

tail of the vehicle.

Difficulties Down Hill.

The difficulties of the Weissenstein are,

however, not only as regards its up
grade, but on the down grade also, which
is not only steep, but is rough, winding,
and traversed by gullies, and it was on
one of these that Gibson took a nasty

toss; his machine fell on him, and rather

badly damaged his ankle, but he pluckily

continued, andi finished the journey,

hoping to go on again the next day. After
his tumble Bertschi (Triumph) came to

his assistance. Hamer, the Dutch rider
of a 736 c.c. Douglas, manag-ed the Weis-
senstein well enough, but lost time
through chain trouble and a loose hub.

Extremely Undulating.

Howevefj the Weissenstein was not
the end of the morning's difficulties, as

there followed the ascents of La Scheulte
and the Passwang, amounting, in all, to

six crossings from one valley to another
in the Jura range.

Lunch was served at Laufen, and
thereafter the road, though easier, was
quite stiff enough. It rose and fell

among the valleys of the Jura, passing
wooded hills, threading its way through
gorges, and giving glimpses of old feudal

G. Fuhrer (994 c.c. Motosacoche) climbing the zig-zag up to the Vue des Alpes.
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The International Six Days Trial.—

castles perched on inaccessible rocks,

ancient strongholds of a bygone age. The
last few miles into Zurich were over very

badly worn roads. Used as they are to

stiff country in their mother-land,, the

English riders, one and all, agreed that

the day's run was really sever.e. In the

morning it was evident" that the mileage

to certain of the checks was inaccurately

given in the programme, and this matter

received the attention of the officials.

Among those who lost marks may be

mentioned Lambert (Viratelle) 24 marks,

who made a good climb of the Weissen-

stein, and on being told he had lost

marks, said the officials were inexact

;

Demont (244 New Imperial), 13 marks;
Robmann (Frera), 51 marks; V. Pictet

(248 Condor), 48 marks, and Hamer (736

Douglas), 31 marks.

Swiss Team Loses Marks.

Robert (Motosacoche), of the Swiss

team, was caught napping at a secret con-

trol, while Svanbeck (Husqvarna) retired

after damage to his gear box through

striking a boulder. Thus the British, .

team was leading at the end of the second'

day.

THIRD DAY.—ZURICH TO LUGANO—
181 MILES.

A long day's run was before the com-
petitors as they left the beautiful town of

Zurich at 5.30 a.m. on Saturday. The
morning was overcast and cool, but the

day promised to be fine. Gibson pluckily

started, though he could not put his foot

to the ground. As to Clarke (Quadrant),

who fell five times on the previous day,

which was the most severe of the trial, his

various troubles delayed him so much
that he had to retire.

Thursday's run was the first to bring the

competitors among the High Alps, entail-

ing the climbing of very long ascents, and
passing through the most beautiful scenery
Europe can produce.
Leaving Zurich, the competitors were

taken over a small pass into the country
south of the lake.

Types of Control.

The first control of importance was at

Pfaffikon. Here it must be mentioned
that the trial teemed with controls, which
are of four kinds : conti-oles de paisage,
controls at which the competitors do not
stop, but which are there to ensure the
correct i-out* being taken; controle fixe, a
control where the competitors stop and
sign ; (ontrole fixe et ravitaillement, where
competitors sign and fill up ; and controles
sprret-s, the meaning of n-hich is obvious.
After the Pfaffikon control the competi-
tors very gradually ascended along the
Linth valley, between two chains of high
mountains, on which there was far more -

snow than last year, and proceeded to
Linthal village, which mafks the be-
ginning of the Klausen Pass.
Talking to the hotel keeper about the

pass, he said :
" Do you see that moun-

tain?" pointing to a cone-shaped peak
which dominated the village. "Well, you
will have to climb as high as that." It
did not seem possible; but he was right.
Mounting en lacets—by zig-aags—with ,\

fairly loose surface at every corner,'' the
climb went up and up, then suddenly,
just as the trees grew thiimer and the

-c. 'W-^^^^.

IN TYPICAL SWISS TOWNS EN ROUTE.
(Top) G. S. Davison (249 cc. Levis), in Waldenburg on the second

(Centre) Starting on the second day's run from Chaux de Fonds. L. Pelissier (994

and E. Gex on a sister machibe fitted with a sidecar.

(Bottom) W. E. Clarke, the (Juadrant rider arriving at the Vallorbe lunch control

day.

c.c Motosacoche)

on the first day.
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ON THE WEISSENSTEIN PASS—A CLIMB OF 2,500 FEET IN 5 MILES.

A Dutch rider of a Sarolea P. Lamberts—Hurrelbrinck on one of F. Egger, a French Triumph rider, emerging

the numerous bends.

country assumed that grand air of desola-

tion which exists just below the snow line,

a smiling valley, at the end of which Avas

Klausen village, dominated by beautiful
snow mountains, was reached.
Far down in the valley could be heard

the distant echo of the
competitors' exhausts,
doubtless disturbing
the. chamois in their

lofty haunts, for these
nimble and graceful
beasts still dwell amid
the high rocks. De-
spite the altitude

tunnel.

leafy

BRE

CASSARATE
(START)
900 FT ABOVE
SEA LEVEL

.HAKE
LUGANO

The course of the Cassarate Bre Hiil Climb—a rise of 1,649 feet in 5 miles—near
Lugano, referred to on tlie next page.

attained—6,000 feet—the height of the
summit is 6,344 feet—the gradients are
not worse than 1 in 10, and the corners
though loose, are quite flat.

Engines make Light of Passes.

All the machines came swinging round
the zig-zags, and opening np thereafter
sang up the pass as though their engines
were as fresh as their drivers. Bennett
(Sunbeam) soared up comfortably, Tvhile
even Davison's little Levis did much on

b 20

top gear and never ue2ded a lower ratio

than second ; Clifford Wilson on the
Quadrant, the SwisS-ridden New Imperials,

the Swedish llusqvarnas, the little Con-
dors, Dutchman Hauler's Douglas, the
French Viratelle, the Motosacoche, and the
Italian Frera all came up, making light

of this lofty 14^-miles' long hill. Giles
(A.J.S. sc.) and both Williams and Harris
(349^ A.J.S.) looked perfectly happy.
Nineteen miles an hour average in the

Alps allowed little time for dawdling, and
a •pro2}ox of this limit, it must be men-
tioned that for the ordinary motorist the
pass is controlled, and the legal average
of 11 m.p.h. between the control posts
must not be exceeded.

At the summit the competitors had to

pass through two walls of snow, which
had been cut to clear the road.

A magnificent descent, past gorgeous
snow mountains, glaciers, and waterfalls,

led to Altdorf, the end of the morning's
run, arid after lunch came the thirty

miles' climb up the St. Gothard, reaching
an altitude of 6,872 ft.

Storm on the St. Gothard.

Just as the competitors reached the
summit a cloud suddenly formed on a

mountain overlooking the Hospice and the
two wild lakes near by. Others followeti,

and in a few minutes the sky was covered
and rain fell.

i

L. Divorne (248 c.c. Condor) and L. Bonvin (994 c.c. Motosacoche) checking in at Vallorbe.
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At Vallorbe—as at any English village—the competitors attracted the usual admiring crowd of

juveniles.

Down, down went the riders, Avinding

corkscrew fashion, down the slieer side ot

the mountain, slithering round the dis-

grai!efutly loose corners, which rapidly

became greasy with the torrential rain.

On the fourth " storey " down a Moto-
sacoche rider fell in the loose surface and
twisted his handlebars. Others passed
looking miserable, and it seemed as if

many marks would be lost before Lugano
was reached, but it was not to be, as

after Airolo, where tlie railway emerges
3,000 ft. below the summit, the rain

ceased, and thereafter followed an easy

run to Biasea, where a secret check was
sprung upon the competitors. Here Eric

Williams (A.J.S.), who had been riding

with Sidney (Raleigb), who travelled

slowly because of the grease, found him-
self well behind time and had to hurry
to catch up.

. After Bellinzona, one pretty bttle climb
en lacets up the Monte Cenere was made,
and the competitors then had an easy run
to beautiful Lugano.

The Toll of the Third Day.
Few marks were lost on this, the third

day, and none of the British team had
any trouble. Fuhrer (Motosacoche) had
lyre trouble after Bianca; Lamberts-
Hurrelbrinck, the Dutch rider of the Saro-
lea, l9st much time owing to trying to
trace a noise made by his chain cover,

which he thought indicated something
serious.

Other unfortunates were Egger
(Triumph), 2 marks; Wilson (Quadrant),
1 mark; Bertsch (Triumph), 2 marks;
and Fiihrer (Motosacoche), 41. At the
end of the third day the Swiss team had
lost 2 marks, and the English 6, but a
protest has'been raised by riders of several
nationalities who were said to have lost

marks at. the Hochwald secret control on
Friday, since their speedometers show that
the distances on the route laid were in-
aceuaiate.

A Day of Rest at Lugano.
Jou7- de rejws (Day of Rest).—As such

was August 6th described in the pro-
gramme. It began well. Late on Satur-

4 .

day .night it was announced that the
Monte Bre hill-climb, organised by the
Unione Sportiva Ceresio, would begin at

7 a.m., and all the Englishmen, keen as
they are, vowed they would rest in their

beds. Mr. Ebblewhite declared nothing
would persuade him to be astir so early,

but as he was official timekeeper he had
to go. As to the others—well, at 4.30
a.m. motor cycles began to flit along the
road by the lake, trams ground their
wheels as they turned the corner by the
.hotel, at 5 a steamer whistled, and at
5.15 it seemed better to get up and dress
than lie abed and listen to the noise.

5Ionte Bre is a wonderful hill ; in fact.

'fJ

it is not a hill at all but one of those
conical mountains rising sheer from the
lake which stand as -sentineLs watching
over the town of Lugano. The road
which winds up its Hank is in "good order,
is 5 miles in length, and rises to 1,649 feet

above the level of the lake—not sea level,

mark you I as that of the lake is already
nearly 1,000 feet. It has ten hairpin
corners and finishes just short of the
mountain village of Bre. The following
are the results of the climb :

—

Class B. 550 c.c—Rossi (Motosacoche), 9m.
18s. (32 ra.p.h.); Gnesa (Garelii), 9m. 32V3S.

;

Za-^cheo (A.J.S.), 11m, 12s.
Class C. 500 c.c — 'Rossi (Motosacoclie), 8m.

22^.5=. (35.5 m.p.b.l; Bernasconi (Frera), 9m. Is.;

Dattaglia (Triumph), 9m. 6',is.

Class D. 750 c.c—Ghezzi (Motosacoche), 9m.
36"^5S. (31 m.p.h.) : Bernasconi (Triumph), lOm.
15s.: Urio (Indian), 10m. 34%3.
Class E. 1,000 c.c—Visioli (Harley-Davidson),

8m. 473/5S. (35 m.p.h.): Leoni (Indian), 9m. 27s.:
iVIattavelli (Indian), 9m. 39s.
Class G. 1,000 c.c. Sidecars,—Widmer (Indian

sc), lOm, 38^/^s. (30.5 m,p,h,): Acerboni (Frera).
lOm. 50s.: Pcrivangiier (Sunbeam), lOm. 53^/55.

"^Rossi brolre ilie record for tlie hill.

FOURTH DAY.—LUGANO TO BERNE—
183 MILES.

An early start was made on Monday,
the first man leaving at 6 a.m. in pour-
ing rain.

It thundered and lightened as the com-
petitors prepared for another arduous run,

and before starting Giles (A.J.S. sc.) had
to change a tube. Rain continued as far

as Bellinzona and then ceased, but clouds

obscured the mountain tops and the
weather looked more than threatening.

Actually from the bottom of Monte
Genera, the hill out of Lugano, to the top

of the St. Gothard is 52 miles of steady up
grade, with only one interruption, and
there are as many hairpin turns as there
are miles of hill. The motor cycles took
the famous pass on its most difficult side

with the greatest ease, notwithstanding
the fact that the loose corners had been
churned into greasy mud.

Hugh Gibson (349 c.c. R:ileigh) going well on one oi the long engine-trying climbs—the

Vue des Alpes.
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The International Six Days Trial.—

Near the summit the men were riding in

the clouds and rain, which happily cleared

off as the^' descended.
Despeux (292 New Imperial) was in

trouble with his petrol tank, and at the

control by the' side of the lake started to

mend it with soap. Dunand (499 Sun-
beam) punctured on the St. Gothard.
Down from the summit the weather be-

came clearer and the temperature warmer.
On entering Altdorf the competitors

had to turn sharply to the right to reach

the control, and only those with a good
memory reached their destination without
trouble. Bossetti (Raleigh) wandered all

over the town and protested in language
(French) more forcible than polite. It

was pointed out to him that it did not

matter as he had arrived punctually, but

even that did not pacify him.

Indiifeient Route Marking.

The marking was very poor at times
during the trial, and it is a wonder how
the Englishmen found their way. This
was especially noticeable in Lucerne.

After lunch at Altdorf the route lay

along the famous Axenstrasse, which
flanks the Lake of Lucerne, through the
unique windowed turmel hewn out of

the solid rock through which wonderful
views are obtained. The road was e.xcel-

lent but rather narrow, climbing gently at

times ; it led to Lucerne, after which place

followed an easy, uneventful, but some-
what long run to Berne, the capital of

Switzerland.
The principal . features of the journey

were the richness of the fertile country

fj^OT(^iLE

and the beauty of the numerous chalets

\\'\\\\ their windows and balconies decked
with flowers. Rain fell towards the end
of the run and became really heavy as the
men arrived.

Determination.

Everyone, of all the nationalities, was
filled with admiration at the pluck of

Hugh Gibson (349 Raleigh). Ji day in bed
at Lugano while the others enjoyed them-
selves had done him good, but the injury

he had received on Fridav would have
caused the average individual to lie up
for at least ten days. Nevertheless he
started" from Lugano on Monday morning
and had no trouble until within about
20 miles of his destination, when an ap-

proaching car forced him on to a loose

patch of road, causing him to fally but
fortunately without damaging his machine
or bringing further injury to his ankle.

In Berne itself the e-xceHently organised

control was in the principal square, which
was of great beauty and flanked by noble

buildings. Police kept it clear of people,

and only officials and competitors were
allowed in its sacred precincts.

Thousands of inhabitants v.'atched the

final stage of the day's run, despite the
heavy rain that was falling.

Bennett (Sunbeam) reported an excellent

trip, hut bewailed the fact that he had
lost a spare cover and tube some miles

back. He. like others of the English
riders, had suffered punctures, and on
Saturday had had three and saved another
by pulling out a nail just in time.

Sutter (Harley-Davidson) pulled up sud-

denly to avoid a spectator, skidded and

AUGUST iph, ig22.

fell, while Harris (A.J.S.) gave a similar
form of entertainment. He was approach-
ing the control quite sedately when he
suddenly saw fit to accelerate at the very
moment when another competitor crossed
his path. Result—an equally rapid
tumble within a few yards of the checker.
Fuhrer (994 Motosacoche), who was a

member of the Bel-ne Motor Cycle Club,
received a bouquet, of flowers on his

arrival, and his fellow members were
similarly honoured. Lamberts-Hurrel-
brinck, the Dutch rider of a Sarolea which
is five years old, reported a good run;
but he has learned that riding among the
High Alps is different to the plains of the
Netherlands. Wilson (Quadrant) and
Sidney (Raleigh) came in wet but happy,
and Davison (Levis) arrived in as cheery
a mood as ever.

So far as the day's results are concerned
Bertschi (Triumph) retired, and marks
were lost as follows : Hamer (736 Douglas),
41 marks. He was first penalised _26 for

arriving late at a control, and then started
to make up time, overdid it, and came in

too early at the next, losing a further
15 marks. Dunand (499 Sunbeam) was
mulcted 10 marks for arriving late.

FIFTH DAY'S RUN: BERNE TO
CHATEAU D'OEX (192 MILES>.

After the night's rain the roads«wer6
dustless as the competitors struck a

.southerly course from the Swiss cnn'tnl

towards Interlaken. As it was a market
day, bicycles and farm carts thronged rhe

route to Berne, but the road surface was
good.

On the Klausen Pass—a long, gruelling ascent, which tests to the full the modern high-compression air-cooled engine.
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The International Six Days Trial.—

It was a journey of superb beauty.

First the liien skirted the beautiful lake

of Thun, tlien passed through tourist-

favoured Interlaken, with its famous view

of the Jungfrau, then along the shores of

the equally lovely lake of Brieiiz to the

li'ttct iU riiistance. of the long day's jour-

ney—the ascent of the Grimsel pass.

Tliis was through the grandest scenery,

but though the day was fine clouds ob-

scured the summits of the highest /noun-

tains, spoiling the distant view.

Checked at the Revolver's Point.

Only slightly inferior to the St. Gothard
ill altitude, the Grimsel, thougli it has a

better surface, is quite as steep and was
far more difficult to climb; on the

St. Gothard the average speed was only

12 m.p.h., while that for the Grimsel was

,19 m.p.h. and the sidecar machines had to

work hard to maintain it. Motor vehicles

are controlled on all tHe principal Swiss

Alpine passes; a speed limit is set which
must not, be exceeded, and a toll is paid

and a pass given at the foot which must
be surrendered at the summit. Now the

Swiss Motor Cycle Union had definitely

"arranged with the cantons concerned that

these formalities should be waived during

the trial. Notwithstanding a Swiss com-
petitor, Souvairan (994 MotOsacoche sc),

W9S held np at the inn near the summit
by a gendarme; who pointed a revolver at

hifli. M. Delessert, clerk of the com-se,

foHunately arrived in time,, but -.could

make no headway with the gendarme. He
then saw the proprietor of the hotel, a

former deputy, pointed out that this ijyas

not a courteous way to treat visitors of

various nationalities, and persuaded him
to telephone the cantonal government,
w-ith the result that hrmible apologies

wefe offered. Souvairan lost 25 minutes,

whjich was of course allowed him
From the two pretty lakes adjacent to

-the hotel surrounded by gi-and snow-
covered mountains the road ascended
abi'uptly in zigzags to the summit, where
the riders were very near the clouds. Then
a fresh ^dew of wonderful splendour was

s;'*'fc'9ff%^e^^*^^«*v>5(;^\.f^^ ^

How the road turns and twists up the mountain side on the Klausen Pass.

revealed, but was riot so fine as last year
owing to the weather conditions. To the

left the Rhone glacier could be seen, from
which trickled the tiny stream which feeds

Geneva's great lake and becomes one of

the proudest rivers, in France. Steep zig-

zags, which had to be taken without loss

of time, led the riders to the check at

Gletsch at the bottom of the valley. The
road, which was not so good as that over

the Grimsel pass, and as narrow as an
English lane, led down towards the Lake
of Geneva, ending in abrupt and very
sharp hairpins.

Only one British Retirement.

All tliO men appeared to be travelling

well, including Bennett (Sunbeam), Harris
(A.J.S.), Giles (A.J.S. sc), Wilson
(Quadrant) and Davison (Levis). So far

the English team were intact, but one
English rider had retired. Gibison

F. W. Giles (800 c.c. A.J.S. sidecar)—The passenger member of the British team—on the long

ascent of the Klausen Pass.

(Raleigh) was still pluckily continuing,

but the failure of an unpuncturable tube
and its refusal to retain a patch soon after

the start added to his woes.

Iniringemeut of Rules.

Brigue, the luncheon stop, is a pictur-

esque and quaint place of some import-

ance, as it marks the beginning of the

Simplon pass and the entrance to the
famous tunnel. An incident in the

luncheon control led to the withdrawal of

a competitor from the trial. Robmann
(Frera) was observed to change his jet,

which of course was strictly against the
rules. The matter was at once reported

to the " jury," i.e. the Trials Committee,
and he was immediately disqualified.

After BrigiTe a magnificent and very

fast road lined with poplars and reminis-

cent of the great national roads of France
was traversed for many miles. The
weather was now intensely hot, and one of

the features of the day's run was the ex-

traordinary changes of temperature, first

the chill of the early morning, the mode-
rate temperature of the valleys, the cold

on the summit of .the pass, and then the

tropical heat of the afternoon, followed

later by a quite chilly climb over the Col
des Mosses and an arrival at Chateau
d'Oex, just as a thunderstorm heralded
the approach of torrential rain. The
ascent of the Col do Mosses was of no
great severity, and the road surface was

, excellent. It was in no way inferior as

to scenei'y to the others, and some glorious

views of the Diablerets were obtained.
Chateau d'Oex, where the night was
spent, was the only mountain resort on
the trial where the competitors stayed.

The Day's Toll.

Demont (244 New Imperial) retirpd

owing to gear trouble, while Clerc (248

Condor) lost 51 minutes on the Grimsel
Pass owing to a similar defect, the

Hinstin cycle car was 4 minutes late, and
Malmberg (494 Husqvarna) lost 2

minutes.
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The Inteinational Six Days Trial.

—

SIXTH DAY : CHATEAU D'OEX TO
GENEVA (175 MILES).

After the thunderstorm on the previous

evening the clouds hung low on the moun-
tains, and all the high peaks were blotted

out as the competitors left Chateau d'Oex
and dropped down the mountainside into

the pretty Sarine Valley as far as Broc.

Meyer (994 Motosacbche) had a nasty
tumble at the start, and hurt his nose
badly. After leaving the stopping place

for the night the competitors climbed
the Col du Briich, the same observed hill

as was used last year. First to arrive

was Clerc (Condor), whose engine came
_ to a standstill near the last bend, and he
arrived pushing and much exhausted.
Examination proved that a ball bearing
had gone in his gear box, and he was
compelled to retire. Borsetti (348

Raleigh) stopped owing to the carburetter
drying up, and nearly baulked Pittet

(Condor) as he did so. Eric Williams
(348. A. J. S.) came up in splendid style,

as did Gibson (348 Raleigh), while Giles

and Bennett climbed in quick succession,

the former making a comfortable ascent,

while the latter travelled fast, riding
beautifully and keeping as cool and col-

lected as ever. Pelissier (Motosacoche)
made a fast climb, and cut out at the cor-

ners. Hamer (736 Douglas] sat upright in

the saddle and took the hill at touring
speed. Sidney (Raleigh) and Wilson
(Quadrant) both made good asc«nts. Rob-
mann (Frera), whose disqualification was
announced on the previous day, was al-

lowed to start. H« climbed the hill in
excellent form. Gex (Motosacoche sc), of

the Swiss team, made a splendid ascent.

many Lose Marks.

Meyer, whose accident is previously
mentioned, arrived very late at the foot
of the hill, and retired. The hill had to

be taken as fast as possible, and any man
who was more than 10 sec. behind the
fastest in his class was penalised. Marks
lost on the hill stand as follows :—Dinkel
(248 Condor) and Morand (742 Condor) 0,

Pittet (248 Condor) 15, Volzenlogel (346
Condor) 2, Lamberts-Hurrelbrinck (498
Sarolea) 12, Bennett (492 Sunbeam) 0,

Robmann (999 Frera) 2, Davison (249
Levis) 0, Gex (994 Motosacoche) 2, Fran-
coni (496 Motosacoche) 2, Souvairan (994
Motosacoche sc.) 4, Bouvin (994 Motosa-
coche) 1, Pelissier (994 Motosacoche) 0,
Robert (496 Motosacoche) 6, Rothenbach
(989 Harley-Davidson sc.) 0, Sutter (989
Harley-Davidson) 0, Leu (989 Harley-
Davidson) 2, Malmberg (494 Husqvarna)
9, Goethe (494 Husqvarna), 10, Lambert
(696 Viratelle) 3, Senning (999 Husq-
varna) 1, Egger (499 Triumph) 4, Gibson
(348 Raleigh) 4, Borsetti (348 Raleigh) 4,
Sidney (348 Raleigh) 7, Desfeux (292
New Imperial) 17, Fuhrer (994 Motosa-
coche) 11, Clifford Wilson (653 Quadrant)
5, Giles (800 A.J.S. sc.) 4, Eric Williams
(348 A.J.S.) 0, Harris (348 A.J.S.) 2,
Hamer (736 Douglas) 15, and Dunand
(499 Sunbeam) 4.

After riding the hill, the competitors
descended a zigzag road to the Simme
Valley, passing through gorgeous country,
over which the weather was now attempt-
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ing to clear, ascended the steep Col du
Pillon, and returned to Aigh after having
made a complete circle of mountain roads,

reaching the Rhone Valley by the road
ascended the day before. After Mont-
reux, the luncheon stop, a detour was
made into the high country dominating
the Lake of Geneva. The riders then
descended to the excellent road along the
lake almost into Geneva, when a turn to

the right was taken and a steep hill

ascended.
There after the road—excellently

marked—wound in and out and round
about after the manner of an A.C.U. one-

day trials course, brought the competitors
to the flat road over which the speed test

was held in the reverse direction to last

year, and on through more winding
lanes to the Donzelle, tl(e worst gradient
in the trial.

Excellent Organisation.

The organisation of the first was excel-

lent ; the spectators were roped off from
the course, and the surface was in fine

condition. Only one incident marred the
test, and that was the accident to Bouvin
(994 Motosacoche), who fell and retired.

After the speed trial came the hill

climb. West of Geneva lies a plain, but
nevertheless it was possible to find there
a really sporting little hill, quite short
but with a gradient of about 1 in 4,

and with a fair surface, for all the world
like an English by-road. There were
only two failures, Desfeux (New Im-
perial) and Jean (Condor). The latter,

first stopped owing to his gear lever slip-

ping out of engagement, made a second
attempt, and ran to the top, arriving
exhausted. All the English team climbed
well, but Giles (A.J.S. sc.) swerved
badly, as his back tyre was flat. There
was a level-crossing at the bottom" of the
hill which could not be rushed, as it was
approached after a right-hand bend, and
naturally the level-crossing caused several
delays. Crowds of people watched both
the speed trial and the hill-climb. Six
miles oiily separated the Donzelle from
Geneva.

The Last Stage.

On arriving at Geneva last Thursday
night the competitorsi machines were
stored in a school some little distance
behind the Batiment Electoral, and there
the officials toiled all day over the results,

ably guided -by MM. Delessert, Revilliod,

Merle, Loughborough, and Ebblewhite.
Then the machines were examined as to

their condition, and finally the results
were announced at a banquet held in the
Kursaal.

M. Jules Neher, President of the Swiss
Motor Cycle Union, occupied the chair.

M. Neher had been the life and soul of
the Trial, but had largely worked in the
background. A delightful welcome was
accorded to riders and officials by M.
Guinand, who paid a handsome tribute
to the former for their pluck and endur-
ance, and the fact that certain had con-
tinued despite injury through acci-

dent. He was^ delighted to see two magis-
trates of the Canton and Town of Geneva
at the Donzelle hill-climb ; they were
exceedingly pleased with the excellent
arrangements there.
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M. Neher made three excellent speeches,
in English, French, and- Swiss-German
patois, and thanked both riders and
officials. Other speeches were made by
Col. Brereton, C.B.E., and M. Philippe, of

the French Sporting Press. The prizes
were then distributed by Mme. Neher,
supported by MM. Delessert and Conchon.

OFFICIAL RESULTS.
Winners of International Trophy, presented by

the British Mo-tor Cycie Manufacturers' Union,
by one mark,

I. The Swiss Team.

J. Morand (742 Condor) 1,000
_S. Gex (994 Motosacoche sc.) ... 998
A. Robert (496 Motcsacoche) ... 992

11. The British Team.

G. S. Davison (249 Levis) ... 1,000
y. W. Giles (800 A.J.S. sc.) ... 996
A. Bennett (492 Sunbeam) ... 993

III. THE Swedish Team.

G. Goethe (494 -Husqvarna) ... 990
B. Malmberg (494 Husqvarna) ... 983
P. Svanbeck (995 Husqvarna sc.)

—

2,989

Trade Team Results.
1,973

(1) A.J.S. (Giles, Williams, Harris), 2,994, or 4-,

more than the winning international team.
(2) Harley-Davidson (Rothenbach, Sutter, Leu),^

2,993.
(3) Motosacoche II. (Souvairan,- Fxanconi,

Pelissier), 2,975.

CLUB TEAM RESULTS.
(1) Zurich M.C.C. : Dinkel. Rothenbach, Leu,

2,995 (Touring Club Suisse Cup).

(2) Worcester and District M.C.C. : Williams,
Giles, and Harris, 2,994 (Lumina Cup).

(3) Motosacoche Club: Souvairan, Franconi,
Pelissier, 2,975 {Maxim Cup).

Prize for the best performance of a foreign

machine, offered by the Federa-1 Police :— G. S.

Davison (Levis).

Prize for the best performance of a Swiss
machine:—H Dinkel (248 Condor), J. Morand
(742 Condor). As Dinkel's mount had the
smaller engine he was awarded the prize presented
by the Swiss Automobile Club.

Special Gold Medals.—H. Dinkel {248 Con-
dor), G. S. Davison (249 Levis), Eric Williams
(348 A.J.S.), J. Morand (742 Condor), A. Rothen-

*

bach (987 Harley-Davidson sc).

Gold Medals.—V. Pittet (248 Condor), H. F.

Harris (348 A.J.S.), H. Gibson (348 Raleigh), E.
Borsetti (348 Raleigh), — Jean (346 Concjor), E.
Desfeux (292 New Imperial), E. Sidney (348
Raleigh), F. Franconi (496 Motosacoche), A. Ben-
nett (492 Sunbeam)j A. Robert {496 Motosacoche),
F. Egger (499 Triumph), G. Goethe (494 Husq-
varna), B. Malmberg (494 Husqvarna), A. Dunand
(499 Sunbeam), E. O. Sutter (987 Harley-
Davidson) , A. Leu (987 Harley-Davidson) , L.
Pelissier (994 Motosacoche), C. Laeser (965 New
Imperial), D. Senning (499 Husqvarna), E. Gex
(994 Motosacoche sc.l. A. Souvairan (994 Motosa-
coche so.), F. W. Giles (800 A.J.S. sc).

Silver Medals.—P. Lamberts-Hurrelbrinck
f4c»8 Sarolea), G. L. Hamer (736 Douglas), G.
Fuhrer (994 Motosacoche), J. Robmann (999
Frera). ^

FLYING KILOMETRE SPEED TRIAL
RESULTS.

Class A.—G. S. Davison (249 Levis), 44.56
m.p.h.; V. Pittet (248 Condor), 41.57 m.p.h.; H.
Dinkel (248 Condor), 39.10 m.p.h.

Class B.—Eric Williams (348 A.J.S.), ^52.02 ,

m.p.h.; E. Borsetti (348 Raleigh), 50.83 m.p.h.;
H. F. Harris {348 A.J.S.). 50.15 m.p.h.

Class C.—F. Franconi (496 Motosacoche),
58.86 m.p.h. ; A. Bennett (492 Sunbeam), 58.56
m.p.h.; A. Dunand- (499 Sunbeam), 54.42 m.p.h.

Class D.—J. Morand (742 Condor), 55.37
m.p.h.; O. Lambert (696 Viratelle), 48.63 m.p.h.;
C. Wilson (653 Quadrant), 47.59 m.p.h.

Class E.-~0. Sutter (989 Harley-Davidson),
66.8 m.p.h,; L. Pelissier (994 Motosacoche), 85.79
m.p.h.; C. Laeser (965 New Imperial), 59.80
m.p.h.

Class G (Sidecars).—A. Rothenbach' (989
Harley-Davidson sc), 54.03 m.p.h.; E. Gex (994
Motosacoche sc), 53 m.p.h.; A. Souvairan (994
Motosacoche sc), 49.05 m.p.h.
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On Conquering Hero—;econd in severity to Alt-y-Bady. H. T. Williams (633 c.c. Norton sidecar).

WELSH RAIN ON WELSH HILLS.
Alt'y'Bady and Conquering Hero twice Encountered in North Wales Centre Trial

Local Riders' Outstanding Performances.

SIXTY entries were i-eceived for the

"North Wales Centre A.C.U. Open
Trial, which was held last Saturday,

and of the sixty all but four were solo

riders. This fact indicated to some extent
the general expectation of what the day
would hold for the competitors.
There were only one or two defaulters

on the starting-line at Denbigh, although
rain was falling in that direct and pecu-
liarly steady, coming-down-all-day man-
ner so familiar to those who dwell amidst
the mouirtainous places. Unfortunately,
:iraongst the non-starters were two of the
three ladies who had entered the event.

Two Shoit Circuits.

Comparatively, the course was a short

one, actually just under 56 miles, but it

included miles of "colonial" going, as

well as the famous (or infamous) Alt-y-

Bady, and the hill known as Conquei'ing
Hero between Rhewl (Llangollen) and
Bryn Eglwys ; this course, which was
excellently arrowed, was covered twice.

First man away was J. W. Wills (547
Powell), a rider who knows the district

and who put his knowledge to advantage,
riding fast and well and subsequently
qualifying for two of the principal

awards.
The -route followed the main road to

Ruthin, and then went on to Llanfair
Dyffryn Clwyd—usually written Llanfair
D.C. to help the iion-linguistic English.
Shortly after passing this hamlet, the

oompetitors were switched off down a

narrow lane, and after several bends
were precipitated into a narrow, leafy

path which formed also the bed of a

shallow stream.

Probably because everyone was already

soaked by the drenching rain, the water-
course was treated with great contempt,
not a single failure being recorded.

At Pentrecelyn soine more colonial

^oing was encountered, then for a short

distance the road towards Llangollen was
followed, the sheer descent to that holi-

day-thronged town, via Pentredwr, being
taken instead of the more gradual but
scenically wonderful Horse Shoe Pass.

The "Bady" in Rain.

Immediately outside Llangollen Alt-y-

Bady was attacked, and although the rain

had washed the surface clear of slime the
wet, rounded rocks were tricky.

The hill, in fact, claimed twenty-one
failures on the first circuit, but before
mentioning these special attention must
be called to the showing of J. W. Wills
(547 Powell), C. M. Jones (347 Diamond
B. and S.), G. F. Bums (499 Sunbeam),
and E. 0. Hughes (349 Raleigh). The
latter's performance was specially won-
derful because of his physical handicap.
Hughes has only one arm, and "holds"
the left grip by rubber bands attached to
a steel "hook."
Of the other competitors, A. Colcombe

(596 Indian) was baulked, but climbed
well on being allowed a restart. H. F. S.
INIorgan (1098 Morgan) made a fine ascent.

G. W. H. Goodall, on a similar machine,
failed through the carburetter drying up.

G. W. Shepherd (986 L.S.D.) broke a
valve, and L. A. Clowes (688 Coventry
Victor) twice skidded completely round.
Miss Cottle (550 Triumph) climbed well.

Bert Kershaw (249 New Imperial) most
unusuallv, I'an into the bank.

0. Wade (349 A.J.S.), having his T.T.
machine with I.O.M. mudguards, gave up

In the watercourse, near Llanfair Dyffryn
Clwyd, F. E. Marsden (499 c.c. Sunbeam),

C. M. Jones (347 c.c. Diamond-B. & S.),

and J. W. Jones (348 c.c. Ivy).

and joined the spectators, who, incident-
all}', also were soaked by the downpour.
From Alt-y-Bady the next hill. Con-

quering Hero, was reached. This hill,

after a long, winding lane approach
(where many met a motor 'bus, to their

no small consternation), commences with
a right-hand hairpin, then a further easy
bend and a long, stiff pitclt, stony and
very greasy in pjaces. Then comes a long
greasy track over the mountains to Bryn
Eglwys.
Rumoiu' had been busy anent Conquer-

ing Hero to such an extent that it is said

a surreptitious visit had been made by
an amateur road-mending party to scrape
the surface. Be that as it may, the
ascent was comparatively easy, provid-
ing a narrow path first at one side and
then at the other, was followed. Indeed,
only two failures occurred, R. James (557

B.S.A.), who had to assist his machine,
and H. R. Milling (482 Scott), who skid-

ded broadside on for no apparent reason.

On Conqiuering Hero.

Of the good climbs on Conquering
Hero Miss Cottle's ascent was excellent.'

Her old Triumph pulled well, and as she

has a grease gun arrangement and pipes

to deliver "belt grip" on to the counter-

shaft pulley, she experienced no belt

slip. A steady ascent was made by F. H.
Hawkins (349 Raleigh), P. L. Mayo (249

Coventry Eagle) was most certain, and
G. Fairly (245 Calthorpe) was slow but
very .sure.

The only sidecar running was H. T.

Williams' 633 c.c. Norton, which cams
up with the passenger on the carrier

and "conking" heavily. Undoubtedly
the star ascent of the day was H. F. S.

Morgan's, his three wheeler hurtling up,
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Once more Alt-y-Bady proved a severe test and only two or three made clean ascents during

the pouring rain. J. Knowles (499 c.c. Triumph) ready to put down his feet in case of a skid.

sending a perfect shower of mud and
stones from the chain-shod rear wheel.

Back to r.eibigh.

By circuitous route through narrow
lanes, generally parallel with the main
road, Denbigh was again ' reached, and
the second circuit commenced. At
Ruthin, however, the lunch stop was held
at The Wynnstay Arms Hotel,- where an
excellent meal was provided.
Approximately one-third of the entry

retired before lunch, some due to sheer

disgust W'ith the weather.
In the afternoon the conditions were

very little different, but the Water splash

was slightly deeper, and there was a

welcome cessation of the rain as Alt-y-

Bady Avas again reached.
As in the morning competitors were

dispatched up the hill at half-minute
intervals, and the star climb was un-
doulitedly made by G. I'". Burns (499
Sunbeam), the premier award winner of

the same event last year C. j\I. Jones
(347 Diamond-B. & S.) repeated his pre-

vious good ascent, and J. H. Fox (653
Norton), after a preliminary wobble,
made a perfectly steady "touring"
ascent up the middle of the road, regard-
less of boulders or grease. Huglies. the
one-armed Raleigh rider, again made no
mistake, and Wills and Price on their

Powells were excellent, the former being
amongst the very best. H. F. S. Mor
gan again provided a thrilling di.splay.

Even after seeing the astounding per-

formance of his runabout one felt in-

clined to say, with the old farmer who
saw the giraffe at the Zoo-, "it may be
very nice, but it can't be true."
Other good climbs were made by Miss

Cottle (550 Triumph), A. R. Evans (499
Suiibeam), G. L. Falck (499 Rover), and
F. E. Marsden, (499 Sunbeam). Failures,
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of course, were legion, even P. L. Mayo
(249 Coventry Eagle), B. Kershaw (249
New Imperial), J. A. Newman (495
Douglas), and A. Colcombe (596 Indian),
being amongst the vanquished.
The rest of the circuit was merely a

scramble against time to hold the 20
m.p.h. average, and it was enlivened by
two secret checks. Fine weather finally .

arrived as the riders finished at Denbigh,
and long after everyone had checked in

and many had gone home, a competitor
rolled in calling for the timekeeper. It

was J. W. Moxon (349 Monopole), who
deserves a special mention. Delayed
with tyre trouble ear'.y in the day, he
had pegged away round the course, lost

all the time available for lunch, and
finally checked in about half-an-hour
late. His persistence puts to shame aH
those who retire as soon as the "gold"
is out of sight.

Provisionally the principal awards are

as follows :

—

North Wales Challenge Cup for best Jierform-
ance ;

—
J. Westwood Wills (547 Powell).

Nsrth Wales M.C.C. Amateur Cup (open) ;
—

G. F. Burns (499 Sunbeam).
Pi'AieM Challcns;e Cup for best performance by

N.W.M.C.C. member: —
J. Westwood Wills (547 Powell).

N.W. Centre Championship prize;—
W. J. Kellett (499 Sunbeam).

Silver Vase for best passenger machine; —
H. F. S. Morgan (1098 Morgan).

Club Team Silver Cup:—
N. Wales M.C.C. (No. 2 team).
J. li. Davles (499 Sunbeam).
W. J, Kellett (499 Sunbeam).
R. R. Bromley (499 Sunbeam).

Trad2 Team Silver Clip:—
W, Edwards No. 2 team.
W. Edwards (547 Powell).
S. W. Smith (532 Scott).
A. E. Hughes (550 Triumph).

Cold Medals.—J. Westwood Wills (547 Powell-).

W. J. Kellett (499 Sunbeam), W. J. Williams
(600 Raleigh). A. R. Evans (499 Sunbeam), G.
F. Burns (499 Sunbeam), H. F. S. Morgan (1098
Morgan).

MOTOR CYCLE RAILWAY
RATES UNDER REVISION.

Possibility of Reduced Charges for

Transport of Lightweight Machines
by Passenger Train.

PROPOSITIONS have been laid before

the -Rates Advisory Committee of

the Ministry of Transport by the

British Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union
urging a reduction in the charges for

transporting lightweight machines by i:a.-.-

senger train.

The suggestion is that machines under
200 lb. in weight be put in a separate

classification, since, considered as bulk,

the average lightweight only occupied

two-thirds of the cubic space taken up
by a typical big single.

Moreover, it was contended that there

was considerable variation, taken on a

value basis, in connection with the rela-

tionship of transport charges by rail.. For
instance, on the heavy machines the per-

centage of value in relation to delivery

transport charges was 0.8%, whilst in re-

lation to the low weight machines the

outside figure was about 3.74%.
It .was urged that a 40% reduction in

charges should be made for the lightweight
machines.

Railway's Objection Easily Dismissed.

The Railway Companies have entered
several objections to the proposal, the

chief of which was that they were unable
to weigh the machines, a large number

'

of stations not being provided with proper
appliances to weigh itiotor cycles, and
therefore, however far they fnight feel

disposed to come into line with the appli-

cation, they did not see how they could
very well do so.

It was pointed out that the weights of

machines in use was clearly shown by
the licence cards they were required to

carry by law, and the Chairman, after the-

Committee conferred, aimounced the de-

cision "that it would be a good plan to

have the two classes."

IMPROVED OVERSEAS
TRADE FOR JULY.

BOTH imports and e.xports of motor
cycles for July show a decided in-

crease on the corresponding figures

for June. The total value of imports has

grown from £8,308 to £12,066, and of ex-

ports from £51,114 to £77.901. Inciden-

Hallly as the following tabular excerpts

from the Trade and Navigation Accounts
show, the export figure is very nearly as

high as it was in July, 1921. But it is

less than a third what it was in 1920

;

and imports have fallen even more heavily.

MOTOR CYCLE IMPORTS.
1920 1921 1922

Value of machines ... £40,872 £5,828 £4,750
parts £10,307 £14.879 £7.316

Total value £51,179 i:20,707 £12,066

MOTOR CYCLE EXPORTS.
1920 1921 1922

Value of machines ... £203,849 £54,834 £50,065
parts £67,229 £23,904 £27.836

Total value ... £271,078 £78,738 £77,901
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RAIN AGAIN STOPS BROOKLANDS MEET.
Four Races Only - Decided at the Fifth B.M.C.R.C. Meeting on Saturday.

;

E. Remington (998 c.c Blackburne) who
scored a win in the 1000 c.c. solo

handicap.

IN the short spac« of time between
2 p.m. and the opening of the heavens
shortly after three, four heathily con-

tested races were decided at last Satur-

day's B.M.C.R.C. Brooklands meeting.
It was_ a day out—or rather a half-day

•—for E. Remington and Blackburne en-
gines ; the combination scored ' notable
wins in two eA'ents. A Zenith-Bradshaw

Col. Stewart's silencing arrangements on
his big twin Trump-.^nzani.

and a 499 c.c. Rudge sidecar respectively

surprised the handicappers by annexing
the remaining first places. There were no
scratch races on the programme, and
several well-known riders were absentees
because they failed to see eye to eye with
the handicapping authorities.

In the first race Le Vack appeared on a

new 250 c.c New Imperial, instead of the
100 c.c. larger model which he had en-
tered, and consequently he was moved
from the scratch mark, being allowed
54s. This left R. Weatherel] (345

Weatlierell), E. Remington (348 Edmund-
Blackburne), and G. H. Williams (348

Weatherell) on the back mark—quite a

compliment to Blackburn,e engines gener-

ally. Remington rose to the occasion,-

although F. A. Longman (o.h.v. A.J.S.)

made the very best use possible of 9s.

start. The Curtis, ridden into third place
from very nearly the limit mark, has a

sleeve-valve Barr.and Stroud engine.

Soi.o Handicap.

(348 Erlmnnd-BIackburne).

R. E. Dicker (499 c.c. Rudge sidecar)

winner of the only passenger event to be

decided before the rain.

like speeds from his Rudge, running it

into a creditable second despite a 51s.

penalty on the leader. Mallet, however,
lost some time by employing a push-start
at the commencement.

500 c.c. Solo Handicap.
1. R. A. Mallet (496 Zenith-Bradshaw), Im. 51s
2. R. E. Dicker (499 Rudge), Im.
3. R. O. Lowe (490 Norton). Im. 27s.

Winner's speed = 67.10 m.p.h.

G. L. Werts, who introduced a new make at

Brooklands—a 350 c.c. Barr and Stroud
engined Curtis. He was third in the first

350 c.c.

1. E. Remington
21s. liandicap.

2, F. A. iongman (349 A..J.S.), 30s.
3. G. X. Werts (350 Curtis-B. anS S.), 2m. 3s.

Winner's speed = 71.52 m.p.h.

Thirteen started' in the 500 c.c. event,
including two new-comers—G. Cowley,
sen. (Sunbeam), who made an excellent
get-away, to disappear for tlie r.est of the
afternoon, and P. Cunningham ^P. ana
M.), who rode a good race into sixth posi-

tion. The limit man, J. Carter, on an
old single-cylinder Zenith, kept his lead
for one lap, but R. A. Mallet, on the
modern version of the same make, was
ahead at lap two, with R. 0. Lowe
and P. 6. Kennedy (Notions) in pursuit.

Mallet retained his place on the final lap,

and R. E. Dicker squeezed ^ome pre-war-

R. A. Mallet (496 c.c. Zenith-Bradshaw;,

who won the 500 c.c. event at 6715
m.p.h.
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Rain Again Stops Biooklands Meet.

—

The 1,000 o.e. race was really esoitiiig.

Out of ten entries, nine started, 21 seconds
separating them all except ihe two lijiMt

men—G. Packman (Packman-Jap) and
F, A. Longman (Ariel-M.A.Gr.)—who were
both allowed 54 seconds. Col. Stewart,
Avho had fitted a combined silencer and
streamline tail to his' Trump Anzani, lost

his chance by failing to start promptly;
whereas Reraijigton's big Blackburn©
accelerated in a positively astounding
manner.
Although under-geared and misfii^ing,

the Packman led the field for a lap, being
JolloTped by Longman. 0. M. Baldwin
(Matchless-M.A.G.), T. R. Allchin

K^S'^im
(Harley-Davidson), Remington and Col.

Stewart, these five almost neck and neck.
Remington obviously had gained most
ground, and no one was surprised when
he led next time round. C. F. Temple
(Harley-D.) made a valiant effort to pass
the Blaekburne, but his luck seemed to
have quite deserted him, and Remington
hurtled home at over " ninety," unmo-
lested.

1,000 CO. Solo Handicap,

1. E. Remington (998 Blackbarne), 3s,
2. O, M. Baldwin (992 MatcWess-M.A.G.), 9s.
3.- T. R. Ailcliin (989 Harley-Davidson), IBs.

Winner's speecl=89.10 m.p.h.

But for a burst tyre on his last lap,

F. W. Jelpke (348 Weatherell sc.) would

AUGUST lyth, 1922,

have enjoyed ,a runaway win in the

600 CO. sidecar handicap. As it was, he
ran from the aeroplane sheds to the finish-

ing line on a flat rear tyre, and was only
passed by two others, R. E. Dicker f499

Rudge sc), who had allowed him over a
minute, and Y. E. Horsman (596 Norton
sc), who started scratch and all but over-

hauled the field. Le Vack had fitted a
sidecar to the wonderful 350 c.c. o.h.v.

New Iniperial-Jap,i,but a broken throttle
' wipe prevented us from seeing how it be-

haved in double harness.

600 c.c, SiDECAB Handicap.

1. R. E. Bicker (499 IRndge so.), Im. 24s.
2. V. E. Horsman (596 Norton sc.), scratch. .

3. J. L. Emerson (496 Douglas, sc.), 6s.

Winner's £peed*59.15 ra.p.ll.

SHEFFIELD HILL CLIMB IN THE RAIN.
Keen Rivalry and Great Enthusiasm Despite Downpour at Yorkshire Centre Speed Event.

THE Sheffield and Hallamsliire M.C.
and L.G.C. ^vas very unfortunate on
Saturday, for the Yorkshire A.O.U.

Centre Hill-climb, organised by the club
on the Einginglow Road, was spoilt by
incessant rain. But it was by no means
an unsuccessful venture.

Despite the drenching rain an enthu-
siastic ai'dour pervaded the whole affair,

and a good number of "mudlarks" made
the journey out of the city, to be re-

warded by some remarkably fine riding.

Nortons were well to the fore, and regis-

tered many wins.

Good Organisation.

Every event ^vas run off with clock-

like precision, and not a single note of

complaint could be registered against the
organisation. The course was well mar-
shalled by club ofiicials and police, and
additional precautions were taken by
roping off either side of the road.

Mrs. Janson (Tmmp) was geared too

high for the course, and F. W. Dixon
(Harley) was troubled with misfiring,
probably due to the heavy rains. Thrill-
ing riding was exhibited in the premier
event by R. T. Cawthorne and G. W.
Walker (Nortons), and the local rider,
E. Searle (Sheffield-H(!nderson). The
course was a measured half-mUe. Re-
sults :

—

Experts (Solo up to 250 c.c).
1, K. L. B. Taylor (Levis), 341/53.; 2, S. G.

Gambles (Diamond), 36s.; 3, J. S. Jenkins (Velo-
cette), 362/^3.

Experts Baebed (Solo up to 250 c.c).
1, H. J. Shnttlewortli (Velocette), 41s.

Experts Solo (up to 350 c.c).
1, E. Searle (Sheffield-Henderson), SOHs.; 2, J.

Cooke (Edmund), 33%s.; 5, C. N. Sadler (Sheffield-
Henderson), 35143.

Experts Barred (Solo up to 350 c.c).
1, G. N. Sadler (Sheffield-Henderson), 32-f5S.; 2,

J. Cooke (Edmund), 331/53.; 3, G. H. Craven-
Phillips (Beaumont), 34i/^s.

Experts Solo (up to 500 c.c),
1, R. T. Cawthorne (Norton), 26I/5S.; 2, G. W.

Walker (Norton), 26%s.; 3, E. Searle (Sheffield-

Henderson), 27V5S,

A wet event. At the start of the Sheffield and Hallamshire club's hUl climb last Saturday.
E. Searle (Sheffield-Henderson) Is the rider in the foreground.

Experts Barred (Solo up to 500 c.c).

1, F. Sisson (Norton), 27s.; 2, J. Cooke (Ed-
mund), 291/58.; 3, J. H. lUingworth (Norton),
SO^^s.

Experts Solo (up to 600 cc).
1, G. W. Walker (Norton), 26V4s.; 2, R. T. Caw-

thorne (Norton), 262/55.; 3, E. Searle (Sheffield-
Henderson), 27^^s.

Experts Barked (Solo up to 600 c.c).
1, J. Cooke (Edmund), 30%s.; 2, J. H. rling-

worth (Norton), 301/Js.; 3, W. H. Gillott (Norton),
32%s.

Experts Solo (up to 750 c.c).
1, R. T. Cawthorne (Norton), 26y5S. ; 2, G. W

Walker (Norton), 27s.; 5, B. Searle (Sheffield-
Henderson), 2714s.

Experts Barred (Solo up to 750 cc).
1, J. Cooke (Edmund), 30i/iS.; 2, J. H. lUing-

worth (Norton), 30%3.; 3, W. H. Gillott (Norton),
32%s.

^ Experts (Solo Unlimited). .

1, E. T. Cawthorne (Norton), 26 s/js.; 2, G W
Walker (Norton), 264/5S.; 3, E. Searle (Sheffleld-
Henderson), 27%3.

Experts Barred (Solo Unlijuted).

,J' f'^'Sj'
Sisson (Norton), 26J/5S.; 2, G. E. Carnell

(Harley-Davidson), 28%s.; 3, J. Cooke (Edmund),
301/5S.

Experts (Sidecars up to 350 c.c).
I, L. .Padley (Sheffield-Henderson).

Experts Barred (Sidecars up to 350 c c

)

1, A. A. Eraser (Sheffield-Henderson).

Experts (Sidecars up to 500 c.c).
1, H. T. Cawthorne (Norton), 31%s.; 2 G W

Walker (Norton), 3334s.; 3, E. Searle (Sheffield-
Henderson), 35s.

Experts Barred (Sidecars up to 500 c c )

1, S. Olkrhead (Douglas). 41i^s.; 2, J. H. iuiue-
worth (Norton), 412/5S.; 3, G. W. Horridgs (Doug-
las), 42s. = > 6

Experts (Sidecars up to 600 cc).
,cl' g- T- <!W.horne (Norton), 32y5S.; 2, E. Searle'
(hhemeld-Henderson), 32^3.; 3 G W Walk.^r
(Norton), 33s.

Experts Barred (Sidecars up to 600 c c).
1, W. H. Gillott (Norton), 33s.; 2, J. H. lUing-

worth (Norton), 39s,; 3, G. W. Horridge (Douglas),
41»4s.

Experts (Sidecars up to 750 cc).
1, R. T. Cawthorne Norton), 31s.; 2, G W

Walker (Norton), 35s.; 3, E. Searle (Sheffield-
Henderson), 3314s.

Experts Barred (Sidecars up to 750 c.c).
1, J. H. IllingTirorth (Norton), 3814s.; 2, S. Oiler-

head (Douglas), 40'4s.; 3, W. H. Gillott (Norton).
42s.

Experts (Sidecars TJnlimited).
1, R. T. Cawthorne (Norton), 31'4s.; 2, G W

Walker (Norton), 331/53.; 3, E. Searle (Sheffield-
Henderson), 33143.

Experts Barred (Sidecars Unlimited).
1, S. OUerhead (Douglas), 39i4s. : 2, W H

Gillott (Norton), 41s.
Fastest Time of the Day—Solo.

G. W. Walker (Norton), 26l4s.

Fastest Time of the Day—Passenger Vehicles.
R. T. Cawthorne (Norton). 31s.
Fastest time of the day fay an amateur full

member of the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.
and LC.C. : G. B. Carnell (Harley-D.), 28'4s.
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CURRENT CHAT Orr^i).
Roadside Luncheons.

Perhaps it is the rapacity of mine host,

a desire to save time, or pure love of the

open air, but the practice of taking

al fresco luncheons by the wayside is in-

creasing in popularity.

Seaside Landladies.
Motor cycle camping is booming, more

owners indulging in this kind of holi-

day than ever liefore—and no wonder,
considering its cheapness. Seaside land-

ladies are still seaside landladies in their

charges.

Ihe Late Sir Albert K. Rollit.

To the older readers of The Motor
Cycle the name of Sir Albert K. Rollit,

whose death, we regret to say, was an-

nounced last week, was chiefly known as

president of the Stanley Show, an office

which he held for many years.

A Fine PeiSormance.
Whereas the Swiss team gained 2,990

marks during the International trial, the
Worcester M.C.C. team—Giles, Williams,
and Harris—all on A.J.S. machines,
beat them as regards a total number of
marks by 4. Bravo ! Worcester.

What was it?
Eeturning from Denbigh to London

with the report of the North Wales open
trial last week-end, we saw at intervals

throughout the country men apparently
taking a census of the traffic

, on the
roads. Were they disguised policemen,
minions of the Transport Ministry, or

Bolsheviks counting the motoring aris-

tocracy ?

Unsuitable Motor Coaches.
Much attention has been focussed in

the Press on certain char-a-banc acci-

dents during the holiday season. Some
may think the occurrences have been
accorded disproportionate prominence.
With that point of view we are not so
much concerned, says Motor Transjiort,

but what does appear particularly dis-

qiueting is tlie fact that photographs of

one of the accidents appear to show that
the chassis of the vehicle concerned was
of a make only intended for private, 'car

work, and an old model at that. True,
the char-a-banc was but a -small one, but
even so, it is asking too much to expect
brakes and other mechanism to deal with
loads double those for which they were

"designed.

The late Viscount Northclifle.

The motoring movement has lost another
pioneer in the death, last Monday, of

Alfred Charles William Harmsworth,
Viscount Northcliffe. Lord Northcliffe,

who was one of England's most successful

journalists, commenced liis newspaper
career in Coventry with the proprietors of

this journal. Long before the Emancipa-
tion Act permitted the use of motor cars
in this country, Lord Northcliffe ran a car
which he kept in France., A leading
article in No. 1 of The Daily Mail pre-
dicted the revolution of transport which
the motor car, then almost unknown, was
to bring about. Aviation, too,' owes
something to the dead Peer, who encour-
aged its development by offering attractive
money prizes for such pioneer efforts as
the first Cross-Channel flight.
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Better Road Construction Wanted.
A few months ago the fine road between

Sunbury and Staines was remade with
tarred macadam. Already it is developing
unpleasant waves. When will the even-
surfaced road on solid, unyielding
foundations materialise ?

Baiting the Speed Merchant.

In the Surbiton Motor Club's circular

advising members of the forthcoming
South-eastern Centre Brooklailds meeting,
it is said that " this is an excellent op-
portunity for you to prove that you have
the fastest -'bus of its kind on the road,

and that you have averaged over ' 60

'

between ' the Talbot ' and Kingston after

a club supper."

SEVEN OF THE
MOST IMPORT.

ANT HILLS, IN

THE SIX DAYS
TRIALS.

Monday morning.

24 miles from York.

A Benevolent Fund Cruise.

An evening cruise arranged on behalf
of the Cycle and Motor Cycle Trade!
Benevolent Fund took place last Friday
evening, when a party of over SCO left

Glasgow by special train to Gourock, and
sailed on the "Duchess of Argyll " down
the Clyde to the Kyles of Bute and back.

What he Owes to the Police.

Prior to the sta,rt of the International
Trial G. S. Davison wa6 fined for ex-

ceeding the limit. At the end of the
event he won a handsome gold watch pre-

sented by the Swiss Federal police, so

now his feelings towards them have
changed for the better.

Noise about Silencers.

The activity of the police at Sunbury-
on-Thames renders this district unhealthy
for motor cyclists with second-grads
silencing arrangements. A correspondent
complains of a recent experience when,
after riding his machine for nearly four

years in the locality without any altera-

tions to his silencer, he was suddenly
pounced upon and fined.

F.LC.M. Meeting at Geneva.

Following the conclusion of the Inter-

national Six Days' Trial, the Summer
Congress of the F.I.C.M. was held at the
Swiss A.C. premises at Geneva. Dele-
gates attended from Great Britain,

Switzerland,, Belgium, Holland, France,
Denmark, Sweden, Italy and the United
States, and several important decisions

were made. Among these were, that
motor cycle interests should' be looked
after at the Intern ationa,l Traffic Congress
by delegates from the F.I.C.M. ; that
racing helmets should be compulsory in

all races held under the Federation rules

;

that in Class E (1,000 c.c.) records the
minimum tyre size should be 65 mm. ;

that on the occasion of record attempts
the only parts of a machine which might
be changed were the plug, chain or belt,

wheel and/ or tyre; and that mile and kilo-

metre records might be made from a
standing start.

ROSEPALE-
OOO

m^li
12 3 4.

MrLES
6 6 7

Monday morning.

63 miles from York.

Tuesday morning.

35 miles from Buxton.

Tuesday afternoon.

61 miles from Rudyard.
Wednesday mommg.

18 miles from

Shrewsbury.

Wednesday mommg.
65 miles from
Shrewsbury.

Friday morning.

26 miles from Oxford.

c 13
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CLUB NEWS (continued '\

from p. 230 I

South-Eastern Centre A.C.C.
Entries for the race meeting at Brooklanda on

September 2nd close by the last post on Satur-
day nest. The event, which is- being organised
by the Surbiton M.C., is open to merabers and
all clubs affiliated to the Centre, and entries will
ba received by Mr. W. B. Reeve, 25, Ditton Road,
Surbiton.

Worksop M.C. and L.C.C. and Mansfield
and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Joint speed trials at Clipstone Drive—the Mans-
field course of 100 m.p.h. fame—will be' held on
Saturday, August 26th. Particulars are obtainable
from Mr, A.. E, Stafford, Campion Cycle Co.,
Worksop, or Mr, G. Mills,' 16, Hall St., Mans-
field.

Liverpool M.C.
Motor cycles, sidecars, and three-wheelers" are

eligible to compete in the non-stop " regularity and
reliability " trial which, is being held on the 27th -

inst. from Frodsham for the Colmore (Liverpocl)
Trophy. Entries, which close by the first posc
on Monday, the 21st inst., should be sent to Mr.
V. E. Horsman, 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.

Ross and District M.C. and L.C.C.
First place in the reliability trial held recently

for the Triumph gold medal, for which there were
22 competitors, was won by W. A. Clark (596
Indian Scout). Silver medals were awarded to P.
Little (293 Calthorpe), \V. E. Smith (499- Sun-
beam), A. Matthews (34.9 Coulson), g-ud C. H.
Wheildon (349 A.J.S.).
A hill-clrmb is being held at Sandford Pitch

on the 22nd. inst.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
To be held under ordinary touring conditions,

a joint reliability trial over a course approxi-
mately 200 miles is being arrairged for September
10th, when the Beardraore Challenge Cup will
be competed for. The following clubs ar-e eligible :

Bury and" D. M.C.C, Colchester M.C.C. Ipswich
and D. M.C.C, and Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C. Full
particulars may be obtained from Mr. G. Bird,
" Sandhurst," Friars Ed.., Ipswich.

North Cheshire M.C. and L.C.C.
With the Blai© Cup a5 premier award, the

cluib held, a reliability trial on July 30th, the
course being laid in North WaJes over a distance-
of 70 to. 80 miles. The way was most exacting:
on ac<:\punt of rather dangerous descents, which
caused most competitors to lose time. The ob-
servers were also kept pretty busy on Horsman
Ladder. Results :—Blake Cup and Gold Medal

:

B. H. DaveupOTt (G.N.), Medal for best Solo

:

L. K. Ward (490 Norton).

Meeft^EiiD Club JE\?ent5.

Aufi.
Ailij.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

. Aug.

Aug.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.
Aug.

' Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

A ug.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
Aug..

lOth.—Buluen M.a.—Rim.
lOih.—Coaibrid/je, Airdrie and District 6.0.—

Speed Trials.
lOth.—Mid Bucks M.C.C—FlexibiUtu Hill

Climb.
10th.—North Western Centre.—GymMiana,

at Blackpool'.
19th.—E. Soutii Wales Centre A.C.U.—Ee-

llaUlitii Trial.
10th.—Dumfriesand District M.C. and C.C.—

Social Run.
10th.—Public Schools M.C.C.—Anmial Night

Trial.
19th.—West Kent M.C.—Members' Team Trial
19th.—SouthpoH M.C.—Race Meetivg.
19th.—Aberdeen and District M.C.—Cairn-

o'Mount Hill Climb.
19th.—South Mid. Centre A.C.U.—GiimJchana.
19th.—Lichfield and District M.C.C—Speed

Trials.
20th.—York and District M.C. Run.
L'Oth.—lixeter M.C. and J.C.C.—Run to

Teignmouth.
10th.—Barrow mid District M.C—Run to

Tow Top,
SOlh.—Atheiion and District M.C.C.—Re-

liability Trial.
20th.—Colne and District M.C.—Run to

Morecambe.
20th.—Sheffield M.C.C.—Run to Doiedale.
20th.—Covenlru Triangle M.C.—Run to

Baliy Woods.
SOth .—Neiccast.le and Narthem'M.C—Run to

Norhwn-on-Tweed.
20th.—Midcllesbrortfjh ami District M.C—^

Run to Ridge Lane.
20th.—Dmicaster and District M.C.C.—Run to

20th.—Woolwich ' ami District M.C.C.—
Gyml-hana.

20th.—Rotherham and District M.C.—Re-
liability Trial.

20th.—Leeds M.U.—Run to Aysgarth.
20th.—Bridgnorth and District M.C.C.—Rally.
20th.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

and L.C.C.—Runi to Margate.
2Srd.—Leeds M.U. Improiuittu Run.
23rd.—Worcestershire M.C. and District

M.CjD.—--Evening Main Road Trial.

IHHiataQBeHQHHBHBEHHQiaElEiaBBH

First inter-team trial for clubs in the North of Scotland, when, as-will be seen, the going was
more than a trifle rough. Elgin and District M.C. and L.C.C. organised the event,

c 14

Aberdeen and District M.C.
The gymkhana held at Potarch on the 5th inst.

was a good success, all the competiflions arranged
receiving good entries.

South-Western Centre A.C.U.
Saturday, December 14th, has been allotted by

the Centre to the Taunton M.C. a-nd L.C.C. ii>r a
Centre trial. The trophies will incluiie the Iccal
Traders' Bowl, the Autumn Bowl, and the Team
Cup, in addition to other awards.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.
Serenteen memibers took part iu the Dauum

Cup trial, a run to Saltburn through the down-
pour on Bank Holiday Monday. Competitors were
timed up Sutton Bank. Results :—
Gold Medal : 1st, H. Ohristiau (490 Norton),

with 12 bonus marks; 2nd, H. Moate (550
Triumph sc), 10 bonus marks; Srd, H. Dodds
(211 EnfieW), 6 bonus marks; 4th, G. Higgin-
bottom (998 Harley-Davidson sc), 3 bonus marks.
The " Danum Bowl," H. Christian.
The " Clark Cup," H. Dodds.
The best sidecar performance, H. Maote.

York and District M.e.
Results of the York-Edinburgh-York trial have

been issued as follows :

—

Solo Cxass.
Kitdge-Whilworth Cup and Gold Merfa!.—Billy

Hodgson. (499 Su&beam).
Gold Medals.—W. Atkinson (550 Triumph), G. A.

Reed (532 Scott), W. Marriott (350 Coventry
Eagle), Mrs. Janson (350 Coventry Eagle), J. A.
Watson Bourne (976 Brough Superior). G. P.
Lazenby (350 Coventry Eagle), Wm. Westwood
(499 Triumph), A. Winter (550 Triumph), J. Ford
(748 P.N.), W. Turnpenny (499 Rudge-Multi).

Silver Medal.—G. W. Fryatt (370 Connaught).
SlUECAHS AND 3-WHEELEHS.

Silver Vase and Gold Medal.—Geo. W. Shepherd
(E.S.D. three-wheeler.),^^
Gold Medal.—W.. Holloway (770 B.S.A. so.).

Dublin Ramblers M.C.C.
This recently iormed amateur organisation held

a hill-olim'bing competition on Saturday last at
the De Selby Quarry Hill, the results of which
were as loUows :—

250 CO. (TWO-STKOKE) CLASS.
Heap, times.

•T. A. H. Waters (Enfield). 55
W. K. M. Hewitt (Enfield), 6s
L. A. W. Orr (Enfield), 6s.

35a G.o. Class.
W. R. M. Hewitt (Enfield), 17s.
S. Woods (Cotton), 'scratch
a. Kennedy (Enfield), 17s

600 CO. Class.
S. Woods (Cotton),' 2s. ... ...

H. G. Ellerker (A.J.SJ, 12s. ...
'.'.

J. P. Cathcart (Humber), 4s. ... ..

Bradferfl M.C. and L.C.C.

471/53.

4S*/iiS.

eiVis

361/^5

362',3

58s.'

33^ vS-

34='^.

362i3.

The results ol the 24 hoiits Bradlord to London
and back- reliability trial, which took place on
the 29th and 30th of last month, are now avail-
able. The competing clubs were : Bradford M C
and L.C.C. (70). Dewsbury and District (13),
Wakefield and District (11), Hull Motor Club (9)
and Leeds and District (5), giving a total of 108
entries.

,

Solo machines.—The "Mitchell" Cup won out-
right r G, R. Grundy (4-99 Sunbeam), 246 seconds
eicor. Gold medals: R. Turner (494 Douglas),
r Bray (560 Triumph), G. A. Reed (532 Scott),
J -A. Xeyland (555 P. and M.). W. Atkinson (550
Tiiumph), N. P. Brooke (67S N.U.T.). Silver
medals : ,f. R. Graudisou (496 Zenith), H -isk-
ham-{550 Norton).
Sidecar - machines " and three-wheelers.—The
Hodgson" cup won outright: 6. Allan (499 P.

and M. sc.).-54 seconds error. Gold medals- G
M. TownseiLd (555 P. and M. sc), A. D. Thornton
(499 P. and M. sc), S. Jepson (799 A.J.S. sc).
P Shaw (550 P. and M. sc), A. E. Sellers (976
~)[atclil».5s sc), .S. M. Haish (555 P. and M. sc).
H Moore (499 P. and M. sc), J. A. Smith (499
P, and M.). G. Scott (976 Matchless sc), W A
Dovener (632 Scott sc), W. E. Anderton (499 P
and M. sc). F. Smith (925 Olyno sc), R. Lewis
(555 P. and M. sc), -J. C. Neilson (998 -Harle.v-
Davidson sc). D. Rhodes (Scott Sociable),: G W
CKambers (490 Norton sc), G. W. Shepherd (976
LS.D.), Miss I.- Pickles (534 Scott sc), C; N.
Robinson (550 Triumph sc), H. Firth (770 P. and
M. sc), D. Brigham (680 Omega sc), H. Hains-
north (976 L.S.D.), J. Robirison (976 L.S.D.),
C F. Swaine (976 L.S.D.), H. Graham (490 Nor-
ton). Silver medals: G. Early (532 Seotlisc.), W
Wood (532 Scott sc), E. P. Dodd (499 Sunbeam
sc).

liady drivers only, any vehicle.—The " Ida
Picldes *' cup was woii outright by Mrs. K. Apple-
ton (499 P. and M. sc), with an error of 366,
and a fiold medal was awarded to Miss P, Barker
(499 P. and M. Bc). ;
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,
Doi-set House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a l^d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a lid. stamp) and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

DRIP FEED ON SCOTT.
As I have just had my Scott

^1 engine overhauled and do not care

^ to run any unnecessary risks, will

-iJ you inform me how many drops of

oil per minute are necessary ? The
"blue haze" from the exhaust seems to

me to be rather unreliable.—A.H.P.
About 30 drops per minute at each
lubricator.

AERO DYNAMOS.
Are ex-W.D. aero dynamos

^^ suitable for lighting the three

^ lamps of a sidecar outfit?

—

,
L±J D.McC.

Aero dynamos are not usually suitable for

motor cycle lighting, as they are designed

to run at very high speeds, and require

special cooling arrangements Vfhen they

are used on machines running at ordinary

road speeds. On an aeroplane, of course,

they are cooled, by the rush of air to

which' they are exposed.

MINIATURE ON OBSERVED TEST. Re-'

cently G. A. Cade rode a 164 c.c. Economic

from London to Edin-

burgh under A. C. U.

observation. The Great

North Road was followed,

deviatin? through
Wooler, Greenlaw and
Lauder, and including the

ascent of Qrfrae Hill.

The journey was done

in three days and ihe

average speed was

about l7'02 m.p.h.

There were only four

Involuntary stops,' all

of.a minor nature. An
official certificate is

being issued.

Sinportant Bates.

JVIon., Aug. 2Ist, to Sat., Aug. 26th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Sept. Tni. — Clieshire Centre

A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Frl., Sept. ISth, to Men., Sept. IStll

—

: Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Sat. Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at

Brool£lands.

Sat., Oct. 2Ist—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. Hth

—

Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd.

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

FITTING BIGGER TYRES.
The tyres on my Excelsior

machine are 650x65 mm. on the

front wheel and 26 x Sin. to fit

2^-in. rim on the back. Both
tyres fit eitlier wheel. I should

to fit oversize tyres. Will

700x80 mm. fit my rims, and are they
advisable ?—F.J.

Tyres of 700x80. mm. dimensions fit

650 X 55 m.m. rims, on which they are i>er-

fe'ctly satisfactory.,

DEFECTIVE PLUG INSULATION.
The plug of my old-type

Minerva appears at times to spark
not at the points but some d-s-

tance higher up. What is the
fault, if any?—A.P.S.

The plug is apparently shorting across the
insulation. A new one is advisable.

NEW PISTON RINGS.

(1) What method should I adopt
for grinding in new piston rings ?

(2) What measurement does 0.008
represent ? (3) Can I purchase a

feeler of above gauge at an engi-

neer's shop or motor cycle accessory
store?—A. W.

(1) It is unnecessary to grind in new
rings if they are supplied either by the
makers or by piston ring specialists.

(2) 0.008 stands for eight thousandths of

an inch. (3) You can purchase a set of

feeler gauges at a good ironmonger's or
engineering sundries shop.

SCOTT CHAIN ADJUSTMENT. -

. I have a 1921 Scott, and at pre-
sent aril having considerable
trouble with the gear chains. If
I a-un the machine with the low

. _ gear chain, properly adjusted, the
high gear chain tends to mount on the
.sprockets of the gear wheel, -which
makes driving, very uncomfortable.. If
a cranked, link, is inserted in' the high
gear chain so as to give the correct
tension in that chain, the low gear
chain rubs the tray (or undershield),
and ultimately jumps off the sprockets.
How can : I cure this trouble? The
chains can hardly be worn yet as the
machine has hardly done more than 800
miles, and except for one occasion (and
that for a short burst) has never done
more than. 25 m.p.h. I have measured
the chains with a new length, and no
difference in length is apparent, and
several friends to whom ,t have shown
the chains sav that no wear is apparent.
—F.P.M.

It is most unusual for the chains to come
off the sprockets if the countershaft is in

alignment with the engine-shaft, even if

the chains are run very slack indeed.
You should get the maker's instruction

booklet and pay particular attention to

the alignment of the countershaft. It is

quite easy to test this by measuring from
tire centre of tlie countershaft to the

crankcass door strap bolts.

b 25
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POWER OF SMALL TWO-STPOKE.
What horse-power should an

engine (two-stroke) of 2^ in. X
2^ in. boi-6 and stroke develop

normally, and at its highest pos-

sible speed?—C.D.F.
It is almost impossible to answer your
question with accuracy, as two-stroke

engines vary to a very large e.xtent, often

intentionally. The average low speed of a

two-stroke engine of the size you mention
would probably produce about 2 to 2^
b.h.p. under normal conditions, with a

maximum of 3 to 4 b.h.p. It should,

however, be possible to exceed this figure

quite considerably in the case of a high-

speed engine.

FROM NEUTRAL TO LOW.
There is great difficulty in

engaging low gear on my 1921
Indian when starting off. I can
obtain a silent engagement only

by sacrificing the gripping power
of the clutch; Then when 1 adjust the
clutch I fail, to obtain an easy gear

engagement. I need hardly say I push
the clutch out as far as it will go be-

fore attempting to move the gear lever

(it is not of the inter-connected type).

Once on the move, I can change up or

down all right. It would appear to me
that the inner portion of the clutch

nearest the gear box revolves, although
the outer portion remains stationary,

and that, of course, means that the

main shaft is revolving.—G.A.C.
It-would appear that the difficulty you ex-

perience when engaging low gear is due
to the clutch dragging slightly. If you
cannot correct the adjustment of the
clutch so that it is fully disengaged you
might find it possible to engage the low
gear easily from the neutral position by
giving the exhaust valve lifter a momen-
tary Bick as you pull the gear lever over

;

of course, the exhaust valve must not
be raised long enough to stop the engine,
and the machine should be held by the
brake.

ELUSIVE WHIRRING.
I have a 348 c.c. Douglas

(1915) which is apparently in

perfect condition, having recently

been overhauled ; but when the
engine is running there is a noise

just like a dynamo working, and the
faster the engine goes the louder it

hums. It makes the same hum when
engine is free as it does when in gear,

so it is evidently not in the gear box.
The engine is well oiled, and I cannot
find any stiff parts in bearings when

,

turning flywheel round The chain is

not catching on anything, nor is the
flywheel. I have a C. A.V. magneto
fitted, but I understand these do not re-

quire oiling. Would it make a hum-
ming sound if it did? It does not ap-

pear to come from valves or the guides,
and I have fitted new high tension
wires, but I have been unable to locate
the humming up to now. Would you
tell me of any part which would make
a humming sound if not perfect ?

—

H.H.
It is probable that the noise is coming
from the timing gears, which may be
worn, or the magneto driving gear may ,

not be correctly meshed. This is a most
likely cause of the trouble. We should

b 26

advise you to try varying the mesh of the

magneto gear by placing a thin packing

(paper, card, or sheet metal) below the'

magneto before making other adjust-

ments. Next make certain that your
driving chain is not too tight. It would
be most unusual if the magneto itself

caused the noise, but if it has been run-

ning since 1915 it would be advisable

to have the end plates removed and the

bearing repacked with vaseline.

OIL LEAKS FROM GEAR BOX.
Oilescapes from the belt pulley

side of my Sturmey-Archer three-

speed box. Oil splashes on the

belt and. on the cylinder, etc. The
belt pulley has recently been

adjusted for slackness. Oil escaped,

however, before overhaul, though in less

quantity. I understand all bearings are

in good order. Price's Huile de- Luxe
mixed with Hub lubricant has been em-
ployed- for lubricating the gears. (Mile-

age—5,000 solo.)—E.I). B.
Other than that the gear box is over-filled

with oil we cannot trace any alternative

cause for the trouble you describe. If it

persists with a smaller quantity of oil in

the gear box, we would recommend that

you write to the makers.

MATERIAL FOR LEG SHIELDS.
On fitting leg shields to my

^ri machine I find that being made
^ of metal they accentuate by reson-
-iJ ance the noise made by the par-

tially enclosed engine. I require

a sheet-like non-metallic ' material hav-
ing the following properties :—Light-
ness, toughness, durability, capability of

being moulded into the shape of the
shields and rigid enough to remain as

moulded ; it must be fairly cheap. Can
you tell me if I can procure such a

substance?—W.E.M.
A material to suit your requirements is

ordinary sheet fibre' which has been used
in body construction. It might require
some slight stiffening, but this should not
be difficult to arrange. A light metal
beading would improve the finish and prob-
ably be sufficient for your purpose.

OWNERSHIP OF STOLEN MACHINE.
I bought a second-hand side-

^T] car outfit from a private indi-

^ vidual, and obtained 'an authentic
* I stamped receipt

for the purchase

money. But the out-
,

fit happens to be a

stolen one. Some
days later the per-

son from whom it

was stolen identified

the machine while I

was riding it, and
claimed it as his pro-

perty. How do I

stand in the matter?
—O.D.L.

In the event of your
unwittingly purchasing
a stolen machine, the
law would compel you
to hand it over to the

rightful owner. You
can only claim against
the person' from whom
.you purchased the
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STARTING DIFFICULTIES.

I am troubled by difficult

starting from cold on my 557 c.c.

B.S.A. Can you give me any

useful suggestions? — J.H.B.-

Lagos.
We should have imagined that in yout

climate starting the engine even from'

cold would be fairly easy. .We would

suggest the following points in order to

make the starting easier. Open the

adjustable jet on the B.S.A. carburetter

one complete turn, advance the ignition

almost fully, and place the gear lever in

the third speed, releasing the exhaust valve,

when the foot starter pedal is almost at

the bottom of its stroke.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

vnder this heading shoxdd be addressed

c/o The Editor,
'" The Motor Cycle,''

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,

E.CA, when they will be forwarded

direct to the querists concerned. Requests'

for experiences should be accompanied by

« stamp.
D.R. (Hull).—348 c.c. W.D. Douglas;

976 c.c. Roval Enfield, sidecar.

S.R.P. (London).—398 c.c. A.B.C. :

hints on tuning, 'etc.

L.B. (Chesterfield).—225 c.c. Triumph.

READER'S REPLY.
HEAVY FUEL CONSUMPTION.

Perhaps, "G.B.," you would like to

know my experience, and how I have

cured the similar trouble that I had with

my Douglas. The jet in the Amac car-

buretter was a 27. I changed it to a 24,.

and the misfiring at once ceased and has

never returned, and the petrol consump-

tion changed from ab"out 55 m.p.g. to

practically 80 to the gallon ! I have made
quite sure that what I assert is correct,

for I have been testing it for two

months. ' J- H. Y.

machine.

HARD LUCK ! Alec Jackson, ot Keighley, who privately

entered the Belgian Grand Prix and won. He had trouble with a

plug, however, and, because he exchanged it for one offered by a

spectator, he was disqualified.
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USED BY THE WINNERS

OF NINE T.T. RACES IN

NINE WEEKS.

NO MOTOR CYCLIST SHOULD USE A

DROP OF PETROL UNTIL TREATEDWITH

MIRACLE OIL

LUBRICATES

THE PISTON

'ii»m^'.- .,,,.

sijitHj^'r

S^ltXVtV" •"

LUBRICATES
THE VALVES.

Hall an ounce to every gallon of fuel—petrol or benzol.
Lubricates combustion chamber walls, piston rings, valve stems
and guides. -

In fact, lubricates properly those parts of engine which the oil in

base claambcr cannot properly reach.
AND FURTHER— ^ ~ ' -

Owing to its peculiar character, carbon deposit is considerably reduced.
-The better lubrication MIRACLE' OIL provides 'produces an engine
condition which gives much smoother running with'gieater ]>ower
output ; improves compression and .enables carburetter to be set for

weaker mixture, thus giving, more miles.per gallon.' The consump-
tion of ordinary lubricating oil is also' much*" reduced. -----,'
The better; lubrication alone greatly increases life of ehgine and
saves more than the oil costs."

'
- -

' '

.

Good things always have imitations, so beware, and only add
MIRACLE OIL to your fuel. . .

IN TINS : 8 oz. 3/6, 16 oz. 6/6, 32 oz. 12/6.

SOLE PROPRIETORS :

THE CONCORD COMPANY, LTD.,
18, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W.l.

Pronounced " BRYCO."

In answering these advertisements it' is desirable tQ mention "The Moto
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fAQUAMAC OVERALLS. Cunnmgly constructed self-locking

PLUS. PLUS. PLUS.

THE AQUAMAC is

The only REAL Waterproof
PLUS many other advantages.

THE AQUAMAC PATENT
OVERALLS.

"WM per 17/6 pair.

THE AQUAMAC PATENT
MOTOR COATS ARE FULLY

WOOL LINED.
Price 37/6

COMPLETE-SUIT. 55/-
Send your order at once
and save disappointment.

Give Chest measurement, Waist and Inside

Leg from Fork to Floor and Height, to

THE EXPRESS MANFG. CO.,
(M/C), LTD.

Manutactnring; WaterproofMotur Clothing Experts

AQUAMAC WORKS,
431-7, ROCHDALE Rd., MANCHESTER.

// you cannot call, write /or Free Catalogue
and Patterns.

37 6
non-water conductmg openings. Just a few pulls at the sides « » f->f I A VIAf^^ " n\^ nr inj /T^ t T i
and the leggings fall to the p_j„- -tT Iti. nprnair

»«-l»J-^"'lAt,S CAN BE IN- COAT OH V.
ground. Price 1 f /O per pa'r. spected and purchased AT:— ^'-'^•^ ""'J'.

rnrr cc *tt t-cc TTirknci-nc The Asbestos and Rubber Co., Ltd., 24, King Edward street, Hull- rrH\/IPT FTF ^ITIITrULL SbAlLbSS IKOUatRS MESSRS. J. M. MILLETT & sons, AlWon Place, Southampton. LUiVlrLUlL OUll,

PRICE

:

FULLY-WOOL
LINED,

25/6
A. E. BROMELL, opposite Hamilton Square Station, Birkenhead.

per O. T. ATKINSON, High Street, Heathfleld, Sussex.

pair. THE SERVICE CO., LONDON, LID., 289, High Holborn, London. 55/-

.uiritHtinnriniriiinrMtiMtinfriinirMiiiitiiiniHiiinMMiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiMMiMiiMiriririirniiiirMrnNrutiiMittitititnMiiiriiMriiriiniiiiiiiiiiiMMritiiiiiiiiriiitiniin'iiiMMi^

The Best Road Guide for Motor Cyclists

= iriiiiiiiiiiiintiriiiitiiiriiitiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiniiitiiriiiii

ROUTE BOOK

iiiniiNiHiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMUNMiriiiiiiiiitiiriiiiiii:

With Road Maps of

Scotland, and the

AWELCOME departure from the stereotyped form of

road book is made in " THE MOTOR CYCLE "

ROUTE BOOK. In addition to the usual routes from
London, radiating main routes are given from other large
and populous centres in England and Wales, and Scotland,
as well as "linking-up" routes from all other cities and
towns of fair size. The intersecting or linking-up routes
are clearly shown by reference numbers. The items of

interest on the main roads are described by the well-known
authority on roads, Mr. Chas. G. Harper. A useful set of

Maps of England, Wales, and Scotland, in Atlas form, and
printed in red and black, is included.

England & Wales,

London District
List of Contents-

Price 2/6 net. By Post, 2/10.

: Radiating Routes from large and Populous
: Towns, Traffic-avoiding Routes, and Routes
I into and out of London.

: Linking-up Routes from and to smaller

i

Towns.

i
List of Ferries in England, Wales, and

i
Scotland, with their charges.

j List of Speed Limits in Various Counties.

: Lighting up Time Table.

Also 32-page MAP SECTION.

I Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD. , DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON. E.G.4 i

= And Leading Booksellers. =

~iliiiNitMMniiiiiiiiiMiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiii)itiniiiMiiiiiniMiliiiii[iiMiiiMiMiniMiHMiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiifiiiiilMiiiiiiMiii>iitiiiiiiiiijiriMiMr

b30 In answering these advertisements it Is desirable to mention "The Motor Ciicle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS-
PRICE'S.

advertisements' in these columns
-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraplis of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment lot

advertisements should be made payable.^—lErcor
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^.

—

^—

'

Treasury Notes, bein? untraceable it lost in

transit, shoulj not be sent as remittances.

All advertiS3 nants m this section should be

I
accompanied witli remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
i ensure insertion letters should be posted in

1 time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

1 by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that &te

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by

i

instructions to the contrary.

! AU letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, ani the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

ito avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
[

For the coaveuience of advertisers, letters may he

laddressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

iWheii this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage od replies must be added
ito the advertisement cliarge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
iwill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

iaddressed No. coo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
'Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4. Readers who rep y to Box. No.
* dvertisemenis are warned against sending remittance through

.{he post except in registered, envelopes; in all such cases tlte

y use of the Deposit Syslem is recommended, ajtd the envelope

should be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the casB-of motor cycles offered for sale under a box

nomber, as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

(acilUate business bv embodying In their advertisements

some mention of the district in which the machine
iDtTered may be seen and tried.

2Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to nuknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System, If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of lliis receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods i^ three days, and if a sale is effected ve remit the

amount to the seller, but. if not, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
The seller take<; the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to f^io. a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; en
transactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over

Cso and under £75, 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6
and on all transactions over £100, i%. All deposit

matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

made pavable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself oi

ithe Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

liesirous, but have not advised us to that eEfect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers wbo reply to advertisements and receive no

inswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

illencd as an indication that the goods advertised have
Uready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

nany enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to

lach one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

Motor Cycle, just delivered. Standard model,
£82,—Eamaden-Barber, Ltd.. Fair-

[5611

A .B.C.
^*- BppriallT tnned
ford, Glos.

THAT'S

.ADVISE HONESTLY.
SERVE WILLINGLY.
ACT FAIRLY,—

GODFREY'S

A.J.S.

ALLON
ARIEL

B.S.A.

COVENTRY
EAGLE

DOUGLAS
ENFIELD

HAWKER
INDIAN

LEVIS

MATCHLESS

WE
CAN

SUPPLY
THESE
NEW
1922

M(K)ELS
FROM
STOCK
FOE
CASH
OB
ON

EASY
TERMS

NEW-
IMPERIAL
RALEIGH
RUDGE
SCOTT

TRIUMPH
ZENITH

Light Cars

—

8 b.p. ROVER
10 h.p.

BAYLISS-
THOMAS

8A.p.

MORGAN

A selection from our list of Second-

hand machines, every one of which

carries the same guarantee as given

with a brand new machine.

SOLO MACHINES.
NEW IMPERIAL, 1914, 2} h.p., =-speod ... £38*

INVICTA, 1919, 23 h.p.. 2-speed £42

P. & M., 3j h.p., 2-speed £48

OMEGA, 1921, 2j h.p., 2-sp. J.A.P. engine £48«

A.B.C., 1920, 1 h.p., 4-speed SBO'

DOUGLAS SPORTS, 1922, 3* h.p., 3-speeds £88

SUHBEAM, 1921,3 i h.p., T.T. model .... £100

INDIAN SCOUT, 1921, 4 h.p., 3 speed .... £105*

PASSENGER COMBINATIONS.
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p.. and sidecar £58
B.S.A., 1914, 4i h.p.. and sidecar £65
TRIUMPH, ly 17, 4 h.p. ^ £74
B.S.A., 1920, 4.i h.p '. £88
INDIAN, 1916. 7 h.p, ., £88t
INDIAN, 1919, 7 h.p _ £95t
TRIUMPH, 1919. 4 h.p £96*

INDIAN, 1920, 7 h.p £105

* Licence paid to December 31, 1922.

t Licence paid to September3o, 1922.

May we send you Ml descriptive list?

ACCESSORIES ABE INCLUDED WITH MANY
OF THE ABOVE MACHINES.

GODFREYS allow utmost value tor approved
Second-hand Machines in part exclian!;e.

GODFREY'S, Ltd
208, Gt. Portland St..

LONDON, W.l
'Phoite: Lan^ham 1300.

The Service House for B.S.A., Indian, Scott, and
Levis Spare Parts.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A -B.C. 1921 .Sports. lighting, specdometi
-nL complete, last, as new; £60.-79, Ca
Hions, Barnes.

"OOBERTSONS Motors. Ltd.—1920 A.B.C. (new in
^^ 1921) standard, accessories; 55 ens.— 157b. Gt.
Portland St.. W.l. - (5938

f:j.ODrREys. Ltd.-
^-^ lighting, spring
guaranteed;

tax,
Castleton

horn.
.Man-
[5738

new condition
ton.

1920 3h.p. A.B.C, dynamo
frame, 4-speed, hand clutch.

£80.-208. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6925

pBENCH Jlodel A.B.C, 4 speeds, hand clutch, kick-
starter, lamps, speedometer, licence, accessories,

; £65; exchanges.—63. Solon Ed., Brix-
[6484

1 020 A.B.C. dj'namo model, lamps, horn, speedo-•^" meter. Tan-Sad, all tools and accessories,
spares, including piston, just overhauled, mileage
under 1,700; bargain, ^630.—Rowe. 51, Nightingale
Ijane, Balham. [6587
CUPEE Sporting A.B.C. 2 electric headlights, spot-
'-' hght, discs. Miller lighting set, plated tank,
twin polished exhausts. Brooks' latest,, mechanical
horn, spare tube, watch, tax, etc., almost as new;
genuine bargain, .£65. or nearest offer; wanted, com-
bination.—122, Lower Mortlake Rd., Richmond. [6519

/"OFFERS wanted for Special Competition IModel
^-' A.B.C, winner of 12 firsts and many other
awards in Brooklands and other open speed events,
in perfect order, with full equipment and many
spares, 80 m.p.h. guaranteed. We specialise in the re-
pair and overhaul of A.B.C. machines, and can guar-
antee an increase of 10 m.p.h, on standard models
without expensive alterations.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd.,
Victoria Crescent, Wimbledon. [6&44

Spare Parts:

A.B.C. Spare Parts.—London Service Depot for all
parts.—iVlaudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Port-

land St., W. [6762

Abingdon.
p. Abingdon, new. tyres, complete, smart, good

;

£10/10.—Walter Jones, Newport, Salop. [6256

Sports Model, fully
bargain.—H3, Higii

Latchmere 4290. [6462

Acme.
3-speed, detachable wheels, spare

£85.-28, Woodford Ed.,
'

[6604

S-"

ABINGDON-KING DICK 4h.p,
equipped, tax paid; £15

St., ClapJiam. 'Phone :
'

ACME 1921 8h.p.
wheel, lifiridaome sidecar

,

Forest Gate. 'Phone: Maryhiiid 2598.

A.E.L.

BRAND new A.E.L.-J.A.P: 2r;ih.p., 2-speed,
kick-start; call after 6 p.m.; £55.-158,

Rd.. Sydenham.

clutch,
Venner
[6641

A.J.S.

A.J.S.—New 2^^h.p. in stock;
kibition Rd., S.W.7.

j Q21 A.J.S. Combination; &.
1-iJ North Keoiiington.

£85.—Clark. 7, Es-
[7013

10.—24, Balliol Rd.,
[6459

and touring
[6869

A.J.S., new 1922, 234h.p., sporting
models in stook.—Moss, Wem.

A.J.S. Combination, hood, lamps, etc.; £58.—Miles,
11, Chichester Rd., Kilbyrn, N.W.6. {6853

Stores,

[5063

Wauchope's, 9,

A.J.S. 2*4h.p, to yh.p. in stork.— Merrick's
Liaterhills Rd.. Bradtord. 'Phone; 2439.

A.J.S. Motor Cycles on easy terms
Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 577'

[6699

DAN GUT, T\"cymoutli.—1922 7h.r. A.J.S. Com-
bination, £175- in stock. Dorset trade supplied.

[0817

A.J.S. 1922 254h.p. Sports and 7h.p. Combinations
!n stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

[476?

A.J.S. Motor Cycles, deliveries from stock, all models.
-Derby agents. H. Palin, Ltd., Bourne St.. Derby.

[5091
1 . A.J.S. from stock ; cash or deferred.—Clifford
Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Co.. S.E.I.

^3199
35,—A.J.S. 5h.p. Combination, counte'^shaft. kick-

starter; bargain.—66, Kingsgale Rd.. Kilburn,

B

N.W.

A.J.S. 1922 2%h.p. model B,
horn, perfect; £75.—Lovin,

Berks.

-|Q22 2%ll.p. Model B A.J.S..
-Lt/ done 500 miles: bargain.

[6213

mileage 500, lamps.
Old House, Sonning,

[5612

fully equipped, only
£83.—Nixon. Kirkbv

[6083Stephen.

SOUTHPOET.—Instant delivery 1922 Standard Sporrs

A.J.S. : iSS : exchanges.-Kents, 417, Lord
. St.,

Soutliport. [5567

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Combination, 1320, as new, spare wBeel. tauips.
wiDdscreen. tax paid; £115-—Flitt, Willington

Rd., Watford. -. [5802

1 Q22 2^4li.p. Sports A.J.S., lamps, horn, licence, uiilp-
-*-*^ age 350: £80.—Pink^ 3, Winchester lid.. S«i'>s
Cottage, N.W.3. [5565

A .J.S. Combination, 3V.h.p., renovated througliont,
-'^^ topping condition; £60.-244, Old Christchurch
Rd., Bournemouth. [5579

£70.—A.J.S. 1922 2^.p., Model Bl, very small
cW mileage, as new.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, AVest-
minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [550-1

A.J.S. (April, 1922) Sports, lamips, Cowey horn,
Tan-Sad, tax and insurance; £80.—104^ Wood-

borough Rd., Nottingham. [6069

03.h.p. A.J.S. 1916, S-spead^ dntch, K.S., thoronglily
^^4 overhauled, fully equipped, licensed; £42.-17,
Sussex Ed., New Maiden. [6964

"I Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. and Sidecar, liimps, horn, tools,
-*-*' screen, hood, spare wheel, excellent order; £95.—
Bos 3087, c/o The Motor <Jycle, [6780

NEW A.J.S. Combination, £183 model, shop-soiled
only; special price, £165.—D. and S. Autocar Co.,

33, The Parade, Gciders Green. [6391

A.J.S; Combination 5-6h.p., clutch, 2 speeds, kick-
start, good order, countershaft gears; £33.-68,

Gloucester Rd., Camden- Town. [6295

"|Q.22.2S/4h.p. A.J.S. in stock for immediate delivery;
Xv* cash or deferred payments.—Ward and Co.. 51,
Upper Richmond Rd, East Putney. [6821

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, dynamo lighting, spare
wheel, hood, speedometer; £112/10; no offers.-

Day, S7b, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherds Bush. [6171

1 Q22 A-J.S. Combination, fully equipped, cost over
J-«-' ^£200, mileage 64; bought car; private, sacri-

fice.; £155.—Bovsfield, Westhury, Wiltshire. [6257

"I Q19 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, screen,
-L*' speedometer, fine condition; £85.—Hillier (side

b^l), 9, WaUingford Av., North. Kensingtoa. [6422

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, ^6175. '2^4^.^-. 3-speed,
£85.—Immediate delivery can be obtained from

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [6867'

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models, 2i4h.p. solo, or 7h.p. com-
oinations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

-Jones" Garage, The Broadway, Wuswell HilL [0785

r.O.C.H. have 1916 A.J.S. combination, inter-
changeable wheels and spare, fully equipped;

bargain.—6, Heath St., Hampstead (near TubeJ. iz'li/

0.3.^-P- A.J.S^ Sports and B.I. Models, with lamps,
^^4 horns^ and tax paid„ mileage under 50, guar-
anteed as new; £75.—Tilleys, Esplanade. Weymouth.

[6659

1 Q22 A.J.S. 2^4h.p. Model Bl, immediate delivery
X *y from stock ; catalogues with pleasure.—Sam h..

Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,
S.E.IO. [6972

-j Q21 (late) 2J4 A.J.S., mileage under 500, lamps,
XiJ horn, insured August, 1923, genuine bargain,

laxtiaid; £76, no offers; after 6.—30, Claremont Sq.,

Ansel, Islington [6079

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, special 8h.p. J.A.P. unit,
Xi/ S-A. gears, etc., electric hqrn and light, hood.
Xan-Sad, all spares; £78, or offer; any trial,—56, Biook-
Tille fid, Fulham. ' [5666

"j Q14 A.J.S. 5-6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed,
Xi/ K.S., hood, windscreen, lamps, horn, new tyres,

tax paid, insurance; bargain, must sell, £60.—W., 12,

Ambleside Rd., Willesden. [6026

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, hood, spare wheel, fully
Xt? equipped first-class condition ; £130 ; will es-

chdnge fur 1922 Morgan, cash adjustment.—45A, Dunts-
hill Rd.. Earlsfield, S.W.18. [6818

A.J.S. Gombination, 6h.p-, late 1920, complete with
electric light, speedometer, driving mirror, lug-

gage grid, spare wheel and tyre, tax paid; £115.—
Box 3075, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. (6143

1 QQ GNS., Exchanges.—1921 A.J.S. Combination.XO t/ l.imps, screens, spare wheel, iuxuiloud turn-

out, auv ex;i'mination, trial.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd.,
East Dulwieh. Sydenham 2452. [S966

-| Q20U A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen, side cur-
X«/ tains, spare heel, accessories, overhauled.' in-
distinguishable new; £125, or solo 4h.p. Triumph and
cash.-Jenkius, Westway, Caterham, Surrey. [5663

A.J.S. Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting Distance no object. B^st prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay
ments. (See column advertisement).— Bamhei's, 2
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [5160

*|Q22 7h.p. ,\.J.S. Combination, Magdyno, electric
X«7 horn, spare wheel (unused), mirror, Bonniksen
trip speedometer, tax, insurance, makers' guarantee,
special oversize tyre>; cos-t recently £212; a.bsoluteIy
unsoiled; owner bought car; £169/10. genuine bargain.
—51. Upper Richmond ltd.. East Putney [6820

EXCHANGI?
YOUR *-*

MOTOR CYCLE
FOR

CALTHORPE 10 h-p. £375 cash, or

£97 6 down and 12 payments o£ .. £24 7 10^

4-seater £20 extra.

MORGAN "Popular" Model. £150 cash, or

£39 down and 12 payments erf ,~. £9 15

MAXWELL (New Series). £360 cash, or

£93 12 down and 12 payments of . . £23 8

ROVER "Eight" £220 cash, or

£57 H down and 12 payments of . . £t4 6

De Luxe Model £25 extra.

OVERLAND. £295 cash, oi

£76 14 down and 12 payments of . . £19 3 6

DEFERRED PAYMENTS with option of discount

EUSTOM ROAD LONDON, N.W. ;Opposite Gt. Portland
Street Station). 'Phone : Museum 4978.

Open until 7.3. Monday to Friday. Open until 4 Saturday.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON. N., 50, Hi^h Road
'Phone r Homsey 1956.

WALTBADSSiaW. LONDON. N.E., 151* BifA V,

'II erf WnJthamsfcw 15^ (2 linesl.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A J.S. Combination, delivered June, 19^1, cost
£220. small mileage, practically new. Tan-Sad,

,

all accessories; price £150.—E. McNally, Standard
Hotel, St. Oswald St.. Old Swan, Liverpool. [6126

SKOP-SOILED 1922 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, spare
wheel, windscreen, etc., never been used; re-

duced to £165^ easy payments; free delivery to any
address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [5503

i03.h.p, A.J.S. Sports, 1921, 3 s-pesds, C and K.S..
'V* equipped, Bonniksen, mjlsage 349, unscratched.
guaranteed perfect, tax paid; £75; exchanges.—
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone
Dalston 2408. [6894

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, new 16/9/51, guaran-
te?d condition, mileage 3,146, Tjiplex screen, side

t^crepn, legshie:ds, Bonniksen trip, F.R.S. headlight,

electric side and rear, spares; £148.—Owner, 12, Len-
side Avenue, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [5756

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.-A.J.S. 234Ii.p., 3-speed, haml
cLutch. kitk-styi-t, ea'iipped, 45 gns. ; ajso. 1918

A.J.S.. couibinatiou,. dehichable wheels, excellent order,

taxed,- equipped, 68 ens. ; exchimses.-Peter Goidou,

Ltd.. 110, Upper Richmond Rd., E;i3t Sheen. Tel.-.

I'utney 2865. [6945

Upare Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays. 8, Bond
St., Eaiing. [7662

Alidays.

KICKBAM., Stokes CToft. Bristol, Sole District

Ageut for Allonsi uneauallEd service, repairs,-

etc. ; [3559

ALL0AYS 2-stroke, 2-speed, cluteh, K.S., legsliield?,

aceeilsoties : £35 ; owner -bought cur.—B;iteiv.
Phone: Tott. 1784. [.'i?56

AELDAYS' Allon 1919 2^fih.p„ 2-speed, clutch, Tan-
Sad, fully equipped, taxed, splendid ccnditicn;

£36.—R. Davis, Gobowen, Salop. [6021

."I
Q22 Allon Combination, 'electric lighting, tax paid,

-*- V original tyres, unscrafeched; £6&.—8, Half
Moon Lane. Hcrne Hai, S.E.24.

,
[6919

ALLON Li&htweight Combination, ccachbuilt side-

car, speeds, clutch, like new, tax paid; £48. bar-
gain.—215, Pulney Bridge Rd., Putney. [6065

1 Q 22 Alldays Alloa Combination, S.A. 3-speed,
-i-t/ C.K.S. extra large tyres, run 150 miles,
licensed; £78.-14. Nelson Terrace. Stockton-on-Tees.

[6218
ALLON" 2'^^ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, electric light, leg-

- shields, and Tan-Sad, excellent condition ; £40,
or near ofler.—Au&tin, 290, Haydon's Rd„ Wimbledon.
S.W. -

.[62L3

A LLDAYS, Allon., solo, £.60.; combinatioE, £80; in
'^- =i:ock for immediate delivery j cash, or deferred.-
Lpvttt, 80, Stieatham High Rd. 'Phoue: Streathsuu
2701. [5642

TX/'AUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—AUon 2-
"T stroke new 1^22 motorcycles; 2-speed gear model,
£60; 3-speed gear mode!, £65; easy payments; anv
e.xchange. [6700

07' GNS.. E.vchange.-1917 Alton 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
•W f lamps, footboards, any o,\amination, trial,—
Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich, Syden-
ham 2452. [4773

T Q21 Alldays Allon 2-spe3d, dutoh, kiek-start, leg-
J-t/ shi-^lds, speedometer, lamps, Imrn, tax paid, excel-
lent condition: £45.—Hollington, 66. St. Leonards St.,
Bromley-by-Eow, London, E.3- [5808

1 021 Allon. 2">ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch and K.S..
-«> fully equipped. ta.x "paid, guaranteed as new;
£50; exchanges,-Homac's, 245, Lower Clapton Rd .

N.E. "Phone : Dalston 2408. [6895

1 Q21 Alldays Allon, 2-stroke, 2-speed. clutch, kick-
-Lt^ start, disc wheels, tax paid, ligliting set. horn.
legshield^, in practically new fonditiou throughout - £59.
—Walker, 769. Romford Rd.. Manor Park, London.
E. [6575

American X.

AMERICAN X Family Combination, screen, hood,
electric; muit be sold, going to Africa.—35 Park

Rd.. nrord. [6304

AMERICAN X Combination 7-9h.p., splendid con-
dition, expert examinatiw] welcomed; close of

season bargain. £58,—*.* Roselea," Blenheim- Rd.. St
Albans [6042

AMERICAN X 1920 Combination, Dunhill Jimous-
etts sidecar. Easting, excellent condition; £70

cash, bargain; exchange considared.—Derrington,' Graf-
ton Rd.. New Maiden. '

[6984

AMERICAN X Combin:ition, new September, 1921
mileage 600. Millford de Luxe sidecar. Easting'

Royal, Bonniksen, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, 3iA tvres,
taxed, etc.. owner bought car; ±"100. or near.—Write
C, Tnnisfail, North Park. Gerrarcts Crc>ss. [6500
PnOTOGRAPH Free—Magnificent American X

combination, 1921. luxurious sidecar, electric
lighting, very fully equipped and in perfect mwhanicnL
order ; 89 gns. ^ cost over double ; exchanges.-Peter
GoMlon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.
Tel.: Putney 2865. rf;942

b},A All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLKS fOR SALE.
B.S.A.

J.S A. 1920 4"/ih.p. Combination, all on, tax. in-

siiraiH'o paifl, Oowev speedomRter, 2-seater car,

,:ou^ltt for view wiUiiii 100 miles; £70.— Shackel.
jiiameaida, Wraysbury, Staines. [6060

919-20 B.S.A. Combination, windsciecii. horu,
tools, T.ucas dynamo lighting, not Magdyno,

s paid, good condition, ride 30 miles; sC70, or near.

King. Silveihill, Radbourne, near Derby. [6525

J.S.A. 41^11. p. Canoelet Coach Combination, chain
drive, kick-start, 2-&pee']. fully equipped, perfect

ndition, smart, tumon.'. ; photograrph ; £30; bought
r.—Mill Huuse Farm, Salters Rd., King's iJynn.

[6093

J.S.A. 6h.p. Twin, Lucs-s Magdyno lighting, 3-speed,
clutch, kick-start, all-chain drivL^, Dunlop Mag-

im tvres, B.S.A. sidecar, screen, all lamps, shop-
llrd only; £165.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,

mdon. ~ [6750

lODFREY'S, Ltd.-^1920 4i^h.p! B.S.A. combina-
^ tlon. Model H, chain drive, Binks carburetter,
.mpletely equipped, standard B.S.A. sidecar, and
isting screen, guaranteed; £88.-208, Gt. Portland
L W.l. [6940

913 3',-.h,p. B.S.A., 2-speed, clutch, pedal start,
new Dunlop tyres and belt, smart appearance,

ijnd condition, with the exception of one or two
jnor adjustments; absolute bargain, sK21.—Coppen,
ddenden, Kent. (D) [6562

J
.8.A, 1919 Combination, practically as new. not

used since last August, perfect condition, equipped
th all lamps, horn, speedometer, Easting screen,
;ding luggage grid, tools ajid spares, genuine bar-
in; £82. or near; must sell, any trial week-«nds.—
Vancouver Rd., Catford. -[5603

>.S.A. -new 1922 4i4h.p. all-chain Solo, £110;
' 4^4h.p. chain-cum-belt, £107; sidecars supplied to

\y model; your old machine taken in exchange and
[vsXed as payment down, remainder in 12 equal
OTithlv payments or more.—Wauchope' s, 9, Shoe
'ue, London. 'Phone: Hciborn 5777. [6703

Spare Parts

:

J
.8.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8, Bond

I

St., Ealing. . [7663

J.S.A, Spares can be had by return, post free,

from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares
ilivics Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0805

J|1HE B.S.A. Specialists.—On the spot. Give our
1- nnri\"alled Spares Service a trial; catalogue free.—
ininty Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd., Broad St., Bir-
lingham. l[70ll

i^ODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St. London,
|T W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A- spare parts
[ways in stock Write for free, spare part list, stating
lar of manufacture. [0750

j

Calthnrpe
IJEW shop-soiled 1522 Caltherpe, 2-stroke, single
1 speed; £32/10.—Snipe, 330, Euston Rd. I[6911

'!"<ALTHORPE-J.A.P. 234h.p.. late 1921, all on; £40.
i-* —Moffat.- 14, Church Rd., Wimbledon. Tel.:
70. [7007

ATE 1920 Calthorpe, 2-s;peed, all oof, new tvre,
J accessories; £35.—Hupfield, 27, Portland Rd,,
nsbury Park, N. [6054

JIQ19 Calthorpe, S'/^h.p., 2 speeds, in splendid run-
I «' ning order, compists with lamp, horn, etc.; £29.—
own Garage, Weybridge. {6556

*22/]0.—Calthorpe-Jap 1915 2yah.p.. Enfield 2-speed,
^ aluminium footboards, accessories, tax paid.—De-
Incey Street Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [6223

jl^AJ.THORPE, ^Vih.p. Precision, 2-speed. coachbuilt
-^ sidecar, good mechanical order, fully equipped,
iisonable offer accepted, seen Hammersmith.—Wil-
cks, 8, Willow Av.. Barnes. rS748

'<ALTHORPE Combination, 1921, 3h.p.. Sturraey-
-' Archer 2-speed gear, hand clutch, K.S,, M.-L.
ihting set, as new; cost £105; must sell; £40.

—

ipper, 13, Furber St., Crewe. [6336

918 Calthorpe 2^f:lh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully
. equippeil, splendid condition; £38; exchange
jifield. New Hudson, Levis, or similar.—Seyer, 213,
:bury St., Pimlico, S.W.I. (D) [5725

>l.h.p. Calthorpe Motor Cycles.—New 1922 models,
i' 2 £36; or £7 down and 12 monthly payments
I
£2/9/6, balance paid in 18 months if required.—

jauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4. £6704

li^OUTHPOET.—Calthorpe 2i4h.p., 4-strok6, 2-3peed,
[' just overhauled, good condition, accessories, tax,
(13 gna. ; also 1915 Calthorpe 5h.p. J.A.P. combina-
jon, 2-8peed, all chain, excellent lot, £45; exchanges.—
ifents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [5568

j

Caaipion
hAMPIC)N-.T.A.P. 4h.p.. good tyres, fast; £18.-103,
^ Moore Park Rd.. Fulham. [5673

CAMPION 6h.p. Twin J.A.P. Combination, Bramble
"-' sidecar, all on, good condition; £37.-119, Rislev
if., Tottenham. [5575

''6h.p, Campion-Jap Coachbuilt Combination. 1917,
' just overhauled and as new, little used; £90; or
change lower power and cash, B.S.A. preferred.—
'ilson. Studiold, Settle, Yorks. {6062

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

NEW OR SECOND HAND.
Prompt quotations combined with expeditious

delivery. Deferred payments quoted.

NEW 1922 LIGHT GARS.
B.S.A., CALTHORPE, COVENTRY PREMIER,

LASONDA, L.S.D. AND RHODE.
NEW 1922 MOTOR CYCLES.

B.S.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
EDMUND, LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, REX, ROYAL RUBY, SCOTT, SUNBEAM

AND TRIUMPH.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SOLOS.

ARIEL, 1919, 3}, S-speed countershaft £55
EDMUND, 1920, 2-!, spring frame £49 10
FEATHERWEIGHT, It h.p., spring forks . £9 15
NUMBER, 3i, wants attention £14 10
NEW HUDSON, 3i, 3-spced, tax paid . : . . £35
PREMIER, 3J h.p., 2-speed, spring forks . . £32 10
RUDGE, 3^, crutch model, wants attention £19 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 3t I.O.M £5S
RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, 31, h.p., I.O.M £S9 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5^6 h.p., tax paid . . £62 10
RUDGE-mULTI, 1820,7-9 h.p £70

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ARIEL, 1919, 3V, 3-speed comii £69 ID
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-6, flat twin £97 10
CHATER LEA, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb £69 10
BARLEY, 1918, 7-9, 1920 Grrndlay sc £97 10
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £105
INDIAN, 7-9, 2-speed comb., tax paid £57 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., wants attention £39 10
MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p. comb £85
REX M.O.V., 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £39 10
RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, and sidecar, tax paid. . £72 10
RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £89 10
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc £87 10
TRIUMPH, 3i, 2-speed comb., tax paid ... £39 10
TRIUMPH, 1921, all Chain comb., tax paid £110
ZENITH, 4-5, countershaft clutch comb. . . £57 10
ZENITH, 8 h.p., countershaft clutch comb.. £69 10

RUNABOUTS.
A.V MONOCAR, 1920, 8 h.p., 2-sp., Jap. . £75
BLUMFIELD, 7 h.p., 3-wheeler, Chafer Lea

3-speed £67 10
COVENTRY PREMIER, 1921, 3-wheeler,

tax paid £157 10
FORD, 4-seater Tourer, wants aftention ... £49 10
H.F.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-seater, dynamo

lighting £97 10
LAGONDA, 11.9 h.p. Coupe £185
RANGER, 8 h.p., 2-seater, wire wheels, hood

screen £75
RICHARDSON, 1920, 8 h.p., dickey, tax pd. £97 10

SPECIAL OFFERS.
£7 10s. deposit and 10s. weekly buys

STEVENS, 4i, single gear, spring forks £17 10
REX, 6 h.p. P. & M., 2-speed £19 10
HUMBER, 3i, 2-speed £27 10
SCOTT, 3}, 2-speed comb £49 10
RUDGE, 3i, clutch, wants attention £19 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £42 10
PREMIER, 3i Grade gear £25
PREMIER, 3i, 2-speed £32 10
BRADBURY, 3i, 3-speed, tax paid £32 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2S Jap engine £27 10
HUMBER 1914 3V 3 Speed £32 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Centaur.

Silh.p. Centaur, splendid condition: any trial; £16.
4 —Wriglit, New St., AsLford, Kent. [6078

Challenge.

THE Universal Motor Co., St. James Rd., ncrb.v.
have for disposal a 2Yih.p. 2-stroke Challenge

iTiotor cvcle, fitted with Albion 2-spee<l, lamps, etc..
nice Cdiidition throughout, and open to any trial; pnce
£16,10. or near offer. [5564

Cfiater.

3ih.p. Chater-Fafnir, 1914 engine, clutch, sidecar,
a licence; £20.—16, Gap Rd., Wimbledon. 16298

(^ATER-PEUGEOT Combination, drop frame,
^-^ 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, new tyres, running
order; £26.—101, Eglinton Hill, Plumstead. ![6417

CHATEE Combination, 8-lOh.p., 3-speed clutch,
thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, hood and

screen; sacrifice £75.-100, Jamaica St., Stepney.
[5922

Cfiater-Lea.
3Xh.p. Chater-Lea-engined motor cycle, M.A.G. ig-

2 nition; £12.—Duranf, Bourne, Faraham. £6056

Ctiater-Lea Villiers.

iqi9 Chater-Lea-Villiers 2'Ah.p., 2-speed; £28,
-•-" complete, perfect.—51, Plymouth Rd„ Abbey-
dale, Sheffield. [6051

Cleveland.

1 Q21 Cleveland, mileage under 100 miles, guaranteed
-I-" absolutely as new, 3h.p., 2-stroke; list price, £86;
sacrifice, £45.—Martin, 10, Herbrand St. W.C.
Museum 6594. ' [5026

Clyno.
VTEW 1922 8h.p; spring frame Clyno Combination
-i-' in stock; 138 gns.-Kays, 8, Bond St., EaUng.
^^ [6614
/ILYNO Lightweight 1920, 2-Bpeed, clutcll, guaran-
^~'' teed; £30.—12, Churchfield Rd. East, Acton.

_. It6423
"IQ 17-18 6h.p. Clyno Combination, perfect, unusedXtr 2 years, £48; solo wanted, £48.—Bustin, Ci'"'-

ton, Thame. [5650

CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, electric lights, new
1920, good condition; £32.-16, Carlton Rd..

Sidcup, Kent.
., [5669

CLYNO 21/l.h.p., 2-speed, band clutch, fully eiiuipped,
tax paid, like new; £27.-91, Burntwood Lane.

Earlsfield, S.W. [6599

*| Q21 8h.p, Clyno Combination, epiing frame, dynamo
.-*-*' lighting, spare wheel, as new; £125.-Kays, 8,

Bond St., EaUng. [6613.

1 Q17 Clyno Combination (Henderson), mechanically
-L«/ -perfect; trial any distance; cheap.—77, Raby
St., Tinsley, Sheffield. [5888

l Q20 Clyno, 2-speed, 2-stroke: £36.—Eey, 173, Gt.
-i-ir Portland St. 'Phone; Langham 1257. Open
till 7.30; 4 o'clock Saturdays. [6987

CLYNO 1918 S-6h.p., detachable wheels, perfect;
£45.—Railton, Cobham and Co., Ltd., Water

St., off Blacklriars St., Manchester [6831

CLYNO 1920 2i/2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, good
condition, mechanically sound, all accessories;

£30.—Henson, 30, Finlay St., Fulham. [6434

CLYNO Combination, 5-6b.p., 1918, 3-speed, 4 inter-

changeaole wheels, all on; £65; splendid condi-
tion,—Eaton, 38, High St., King's Lynn. [6183

6 h.p. Glyno Combination, 1917, recenUy overhauled,
3-speed, K.S., 4 Interchangeable wheels, ell-chain,

lamps, ts,x paid; £75.-35, Park Rd., Rugby. [6030

CLYNO. 1920, two-stroke, two-speed, and clutch,
overhauled and repainted like new, new Bunlopa,

bargain: £30.—Derrington, Grafton Rd., New Maiden.
[69S3

£55, bargain.—1918 Clyno combination, spare
wheel, 3-speed, enclosed chains, screen, leg-

shields; or exchange runabout.—Keable, ill. High St.,
Guildford. [5903,

1 018 Clyno Combination 5-6h.p., interchangeable
-L *^ wheels. Easting, recently overhauled, " last,

splendid condition ; *75, or reasonable oiler.—14,
Cornwall Rd„ Deal. [6581

CLYNO 1921 Sh.p. Combination, fully equipped,
with ali lamps, liorn, windscreen, tax paid, and

spare wheel, in pei-fect condition; £100.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [6888

^paro Parts:

L aTNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7664

CLYNO Spares, all parts for all models in stock,
cheap.—Llanage, 79, Wavenley Rd., Redland,

Bristol. [6941

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, late model, fully equipped,

and perfect condition; £25; offers; must sell;

appointment.—Garraway, 3, High St., Sydenham. *= tri.

[5932

CONNAXJGHT 1920 23,4h.p., 2-speed. clutch. K.S.,
taxed, equipped, excellent condition; 39 gns.—

Heath, Royal Garage, Castle Gate, Lytham Ri.,

Blackpool. [5659

advertisement, and the date of the issue b^7

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOl^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connauifht

CONNAUGHT 2'/2li-P- 3-speecl ; trial, 2 up; tax
paid; lamps, etc.; £25.—184, Greenford Avenue,

Ilamvell, W.7. [G'ySO

CONNAUGHT 2"/4h.p., 2-speed. fully equipped, tax
paid; £22/10.-3, The Mews, Victoria Rd., Clap-

ha-m. 'Phone ; Latchmcrc 4290. [6460

T ATE^ 1921 2';.4h.p. Connaught, special racing
engine, excellent conditi'

niksen speedometer
£32/10.—Rogers, 42,

3Q22 Counaughts,
-«7 very; cash, or

—Write ior leaflet
Official N. London

Argos silencer, Bon-
fuUy insured, licence paid;
Church Rd., Hendon. [6533

all models, for immediate deli-

deferred terms 4 per cent, extra.
and further particulars to the
Agents, Homac's, 243, Lower

Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [6896

Cotton.

T.T. Junior Race.—Cotton-Blacklsurne team the only
100% finishers. 85 recent awards and records.

From 62 gns.—Cotton Motors, Gloucester. [9524

Coulson.
33.1i.p. Coulson, 2-stroke, all on, as new; £22.—

4 Jones, 131, Beechcroft Kd., Upper Tooting,
[6551

4h,p. Coulson-Blackburne, 1920, original tyres
scarcely -worn, fullv equipped, licensed; £5&.—

Plitney, Box 3111, c/o T?ic Motor Cycle. [7009

23.h.p, Coulson-Blackbume, 2-speed, T.T. bars, -low
4 riding position, fully equippe<], Watford speedo-

meter, etc.; 38 gns., bargain.—Gower, Clifton Hampden,
Abingdon. [5784

1 Q21 Coulson Combination, 4h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds,
-^*^ spring frame, lamps, tax paid, excellent con-
dition; £57/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone

:

Hampstead 1353 [6880

-| Q21 Coulson-Blackburne 4h.p., 3-speed, just over-
j-\f hauled, re-bushed, guaranteed, speedometer,
lamps, horn, tax paid; ^57/10, no offers.^Hood, 24.
Shepherds Bush Green, W.12. [6567

Coventry Eagle

NEW 1921 Coventry Eagle, SVih.p., 3-speed; iE70.

—

Snipe, 330, Euston Rd. '-[6907

De Luxe.
TWENTY-PIVE Pounds off current list prices has

(ocussed public attention on the most, remarkable
motor cycle in the world—the De Lu'xe Barr and
Stroud. There is none other that will sta-nd com-
parison. One delighted customer writes: "I did 654__

miles on one of your machines in tw„p days, averaging
144 miles per gallon of petrol." Think of that for

economs I Facts, not fiction. But here is something
more startling still. We are prepared to take' twenty
Rtone and a hefty sidecar up a one-in-three gradient
without touching bottom gear—an unparalleled 4)er-

formance, but doubly proved. It is folly contem-
plating the purchase of any other machine until you
have seen our latest production, which embodies
double expanding brakes on car lines, Eramptom latest
forks, Amac carburetter, M-L round magneto, Dunlop
heavy tyres, De Luxe pan saddle and cush drive. We
manufacture four models, from £56, and can supply a
handsome combina-tion from £80 nett. Send 4d.
stamps for a handsome illustration, measuring 13 x
lOin. and an interesting 32-page catalogue, together
with riders' opinions and a list of notable successes.
Deferred payments arr3,Tiged with our London agents.
All orders should be accompanied with a deposit of
£5. Don't delay a moment; send for lists at once
and be convinced. 2d. stamp for illustration oniy.
The super machine of 1922 is the unexcelled De Luxe
Barr and Stroud.—De Lux© Motors, 174, Corporation
St., Birmingham. [7027

Diamond.
IBB, Gloucester, can give immediate delivery Dia-

r.-icnds from stock. [7544

KICKHA^d, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent ior Diamonds; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. [3556

1 Q20 Diamond-Jap 23.ih,p., 2-speed, Enfield gear,
-*-«/ very fast and sporty, tax paid; £37/10.-4,
Hobart Place, Langboro", Wokingham, [5746

•pOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London and
X\i Home Counties Agents for the fam(>us Diamond
motor cycles, fitted with Barr and StrouS or J.A.P.
engines.—157b, Great Portland St., W.l.

.
[5931

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 1920, excellent condition, 2-speed,
new back tyre, fully equipped, trip speedometer,

etc.; £37 ~S. and B. Motors, 16, King's College Rd.,
S^viss Cottage, London, N.W.3. Hampstead 6782.

[5792
Douglas^

3.h.p. Douglas, 1919, splendid coindition; 42 gns.-
^^4 30, Duke St., Southport. [5685

-| Q16 2'j4h.p. Douglas 2-speea, fully equipped; £27/10.
-Lt/ —Kays. 8, Bond St., Ealing. [6615

tf>.3h.p. Douglas 1916, 2-speed, good condition; 28 gns.
-^'4 —Holmes, Willis Rd., Stockport. [5065

33.h.p. Douglas, 1916, all on, perfect, spares;
4 £25/10.—27, ATragon Rd., Twickenham

[6292

18 All letteii relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles
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MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINKOT BRAND

TO BE_CLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth,
rubber.

interlined

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
making these
a bsolutel y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The jackets are
made double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuflfs.

TheMotorLeggings
are made fastening
with clips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in
leg.

These suits actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture

without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to dear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely waterproof,
and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your mo.iey ni

full if returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

^y/ 11 Carriage 1/- extra.

We have also several thousands heavy Twill
Suits to offer. These are made of the heavy Twii!
used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the
finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits are
striped, making these garments absolutely water-
proof, and we are prepared to give a guarantee
that these are absolutely impossible for water to
penetrate through. The Motor Leggings are made
in the same way with wind gussets, fastening with
clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

40, 42and44chest,lengthsinsidelegare27, ^9,3T-
Please state when oideiingby post, measurements
of chest, length inside,

50/- Carriage i/- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4891 Bank,

Liverpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALH.
Douglas.

4h.p. Douglas, renovated 'like ne\v; £45; guarantew
perfei^t.—Dosser, Slingsby, Maltou. [636;

3ih.p. Sports Douglas, equipped, licensed, discs
2 £36.-11, Station Rd., Manor Park. [6571

"rjQUGLAfS 1922 SVah.p. Sports, brand new, slightljJ^ soiled; £105.—Ginger Motors, Banbury. [667]

X*12.—Douglas 2^vih p., new tyres; any trial; bargain
^^ —Smith's. 86. Chalk Farm " ~

-Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W,.3. [6697

£16.—2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, low, smart appear
ance, sound.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [673E

DODGLAS 2"):ih.p., tax paid, all on, good conditiou;
40 gns.—27. Seymour St.", St. John's, S.E.8. [5761

O^^i-P- Douglas, absoliTtely unsoratched; musi
/V4 realise; 27 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [6835

G^Y GNS.—Douglas 4h.p. Combination, luUy equipped,
new body; guaranteed thj-ee months.—Below.

/i£i GNS.—Douglas 4h.p. Combination, splendid jun- I^^ ni-ng order.-EHra Motor Works, Ltd., 59-63, I

High St., Clapham. [6116

IS, 2-speed, discs, maoi'
Rd., iiurton-on-Trent.

[6558

£24.-2%h.p. 1915 Dougli
estriis.—K-vers, Newton

33.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, tax paid, all on; £24.-
4 Jones, 131, Beechcroft Rd., Dpper " "

^*y £50.

T~\OUGLAS, 1921,

Tooting.
[6549

ii.p. Douglas, all on, excellent condition;
—Chilrers, 25, tjueen's St., King's Lvnn.

[6035
all on, taxed, perlect; 48 gns.—

R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhihition Rd., S.W.7.
[5851

DOUGLAS 2-.;.ih,p., all on, perfect running order;

£40, or nearest offer.—91, Mora Rd., Cricklewoud.
[5785

DOUGLAS 1921 2^/ib.p., 2-«peed, done 200 miles,

tax paid; £50.—2, Sylvan Rd., Forest Gate, E.7.
• [5983OQ GTNS.-^Douglas Combination, new body andO t/ chassis, perfect order.— 59, High St., Clapham,

S.W. [6120

4h,p- Douglas Combination, 1918, beautifully

equipped, any ti'ial; £75.—56, Ormeley Rd., Bai-

ham. [5589

"1-Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Easting, sound
J-tf order; £70.—Claysou, R.A.F., Hawkinge, Folke-
stone. [6081

JQ13 2^^4h.p. Douglas, all on, 120 m.p.g., very fast,

j'-t' excellent condition; £35.—Squelch,

4h.p. Combination,
light car.—4a, St.

Stoke Rd.,
[5885

late model; £75;
John's Wood, Lou-

[6151

2-speed, fully ea"ipped ; £25.—
Forest Gate. 'Phone : Marv-

Innd 2598. [6605

DOUGLAS 1919 Combination, fully equipped, bar-
gain; 56 gns,—Billingsley, Oxford House, Worm-

ley, Herts. [6154

,h.p., 1917, all on, perfect; £37. En-
twin, perfect, £15.—7, Grove Rd.,

Acton, W. [6195

Slough.

DOUGLAS
exchangf

don, W.

1 Q18 2?.'ih.p. Dotiglas.
-L*y 28, Woodford "Rd,

DOUGLAS 2'?:

field 2-14h.p.

|Q19 (October) 4h.p.
J~*y 3,000 miles, as new; £65.
Ross-on-Wye.

23.h.p. Douglas (nnused
4 maker's colours ; 40 £

W.C., after 7.

23h.p. DouglaP,
4 re-enamelled

Fairlie, Beauly

.

DOUGLAS 1921 2~f4h.p.,

all lamps, tax paid;
Garage, Walsall.

Douglas Combination, under
Howells, Howcaple.

[5984

W-D.), absolutely as new,
ns.—52, Cartwiigbt Gaidens,

[5203

1916, 3-speed, recently overhauled, '

smart, good tyres, tax paid.—
[5986

3-speed, clutch, kick-start,
'

^68.—Maudes's, Walsall"
'

["675S

"1CI16 Douglas 2%'h.p._ not W.D.; electrize ligliting,

exceptiona'
beth Rd., S.W.8.

condition ; 36 gns.—284, South Lam-
[6856

1 Q22 2?'4h.p.
-»••' stock.—Shepherd,

2-speed Douglas, all on, delivery from
liepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.

:

Waltbam Cross 31. [0899

1 Q18 2%h.p. Douglas, perfect mechanical condition,
-«-«/ 120 m.p.g., stored 18 mouths; £40.—Green,
85, High- Holborn. 16568:

1 Q22 Douglas, 2^f4h.p., 2-speed, bought new but
-L*' unused and unlicensed; £65.—Dadswell
Rd., East Grinstead.

Cranston -

[6665

GODFREY'S, Ltd.—1922 3Kh.p. Sports Douglas,
o.h.v., 3-speed gear, lamps and horn; £88.-208,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6-927

T\OUGLAS 1921 2^4h.p.,

equipped .—Skinner, c/o
Rd., North Kensington.

2-speed; £46; fuUv
Hillier, -216, Portobello

[6288

"j021 Douglas, lamps, speedometer, insured to June,
X*/ 1923, t-ax paid, perfect; £50.- "' ..

-

Brown, 20, Bourdon St.,

should Cfuote the number at the end of each
advertised by private owners are, when desir

Storer, Tait artd
Bond St.. W.l. Mayfair 62fr.

[5551

advertisiement, and the date of the issue

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

ENFIELD 1919 8h.p, Combination, full equipment.
„ tax paid, very good condition; £75.— Elce, Lt<l.,

11^13-15-16, Bisliopsgale Av.,
Kj^'Phone : Avenue 5548.

Camomile St., E.C.3.
[0070

ENFIELD Combinntion Bh.p. J.A.P., fully equipped,
exceptional condition and low mileage ; £65, or

exchange lightweight and cash.—74, Brighton Rd.. Sur-
hiton. 'Phone: Kingston 3025. [6631

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Enfleld 1922 latest 2-

stroke sports model, tax paid, better than new, not
done 30 miles, new in July; accept £47/17/6.—"Wilkins,
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [6791

ENFLELD Combination, 1920, J.A.P. 8h.p., thor-
oughly overhau'led by Enfield, hood, screen, speedo-

meter, etc., all spares, tax, insurance to March; £100.
-.Sayers, 114, High Rd., Willesden Green. , [5786

ENFIiBLD, 1922, 8h.p., Magdyno Combination, com-
plete with 2-seater sidecar, hood and screen, tax

paid, exceptionally fine condition; bargain at £135.

—

The Layton Garages, 30, HolyTi-ell St., Oxford. [6886

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. C-fmbiiaa" '>. ucis .:

lighting, fully equipped, tools", spares, otc, perfect
condition; £115.-Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0071
PHOTOGRAPH Free.—Enfleld 6Ii.p. coachbuilt com-

bination, good order and appearance, taxed,
equipped; 49 gns. : exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110.
Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen. Tel.: Pnfney 2865.

[6957

1 1 rt GNS.—Bh.p. Enfleld Combination, picked J.A.P.
--J-'-' engine, delivered August, 1920, only run
5,000 Tuiles, dynamo Jig-hting, hood, screen, many ex-
tras, absolutely aiew condition throughout: owner must
sell.—18, Soutli Bruton Mews, Bond .'=t., W. Mavfair
4282. {5820

ENFIELD Specialists.—Wanted, your prej=ent motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement).-Bamber's. 2,

Eastbalik St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [5159

8h.p. new 1922 Royal Enfleld Combination, £140;
dynamo lighting model, £158; 2r4h.p. model,

.€55; with kick-starter, £57; your old machine taken
in exchange and counted as iirst payment down, re-
mainder in 12 equal monthly payments or more.

—

Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. 'Phone :

Holborn 5777. £6707

'Impure Parts:

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.

-

Bond St., Ealing.
•Kays, 8.

t'7666

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.—
-Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone :

1619. (6300
Fafnir.

3 in.p. Fafnir, M.O.V., modern, perfect, lamps, tax

;

2 genuine bargain, £8/10.—33, Sandringbam
Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [6214

F.N.
4-CYL. F.N., 4-5h.p., fine running order; 18 gns.—

30, Duke St., Southport. {5686

F.N. 2%h.p., 2-speed, handle-bar clutch, engine over-
hauled: £16; ride away.—Allison, 232, High St.,

Camden Town. [5726

SOUTHPORT.—2l5h.p. P.N., 2-speea, brand new
tyres, T.T. bars, splendid running machine ; 24

(tns. ; 4-cylinder P.N., ricle away, 15 gns.; exchanges.-
. Kcnta, 417, Lord St., Southport. [5569

r.N.'s.—Bh.p. new type, overhead valves, £125, with
sidecar £160; Sh.p. new type, overhead valves,

with kick-starter, hand controlled clutch, and 2-speed
gear, £72; a 2y^h.-p., 2-speed, hand controlled clutch,
and kick-start, side valves. £55; easy terms and ex-
changes.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Ixmdon. 'Phone :

: Holborn 5777. [6708

Spare Parts:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904: prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

lord's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.
[.5286

Francis-Barnett.

1 Q22 latest Francis-Barnett, all-chain, 2%h.p. sports;J-" £68.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [5448

" Gamage.
GAMAGE-VILLIER? 1920, 2 speeds, splendid order;

30 gns., offers.—13, Epsom Rd., Canterbury Rd.,
Leyton. [6325

Harlev.Davidson.
1Q19 Harley Combination, magnificent turn out: 60

' J-" gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [6840

SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons; Iroin
£120.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

. IQ19 Harley-D'avidson Combination, fully equipped;
;

J-»' £65.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [6440

1019 Harley Combination, 50 gn. sidecar, Bosch
J-«' magneto, perfect; any trial; 90 g^s.; lower
power part.—The Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd., Oroy.
•»"• [6654

THE BEST TYRE
you can: fit to Perfectioh

DISCOUNT.

ELITE SUPER *^
NON-SKID MOTOR V
CYCLE COVER *_

To introduce this cover

we are prepared to allow

the above special dis-

- count off the first i,ooo sold. Guaranteed to give _
you at least 33^ per cent, more mileage than you ;

- have obtained from any other make ; these covers ;
embody all the true prmciples that go to make a ;

J
non-skid—Side Ribs, Cross Bars and Suction Cups ;—a combination of everything that is best in tyre ;
manufacture. Order one now. S

Size. Special Price. List Price.

Cover. Tube. .Cover. - I'ube.

:26x2i.... 29/6 5/9 40/- 7/6
26x2ix2i 42/- 6/9 56/- 9/-
;28x3 51/- 7/11 68/- 10/6

: 700x80... 54/6 7/6 69/5 9/9

; A few of our SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES. !

J
All these special clearance lines are sent on 7 days' J
approval against remittance, carriage paid. S

Our I List

Make. "-—
Size.

24x2
24x21
26x2

26x2!

26X 2\ 1

X2i
26x2'.
28 2!-

28x3

650X 65

700x80

Price.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe,e.x. heavy
Elite, vribbed. e.K. h.--avv.

Engleberti rubber studded
Paimer, cord, heavy
Palmer, cord
Bates, spec. hvy.. wired on
Dunlop, heavy rub. stud.

.

Bates, spec, hvy., beaded.
Mictielin, steel stud

Hutchinson, passenger. . .

.

Palmer, cord
Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. heavy.
Dunlop, heavy rub. stud . .

Dunlop, extra heavy
Hutchinson, rubber stud. .

Goodyear, all-weather ....
Palmer, cord
Clincher de Luxe, heavy .

.

Clincher, dreadnought.'. .

.

Clincher, drcadnonsht. . . .

Goodyear, all-weather ....

Palmer, cord, heavy
Goodrich, safety tread. . .

.

Palmer, cord

Ajax, rubber non-skid. . .

.

Goodrich, safety tread. . . .

Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy..
Soly, rubber non-skid ....
Goodyear, all-weather ....

Elite, 3-ribbcd, ex. hvy.

Price. ;

29/6

:

4o/.i ;
1?/6 ;
39/-

47/9
43/4
38/6 ;
37/3 !

40/- •

45/8 :
50/- :
41/6—
49/6

48/- :
28/3 :
.^_

70/- s
65/3 :
71/6

:

63/- :
61/- :
67/6
54/6

63/-

:

62/9 .

. _ . ,
66/- ;

Note.-Al[goodssoldbynsareguaranteedtogivesatisfaction a

: MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaranteed, i
: 24x2, 4/9; 46x2,4/9; 26x2^,5/9; 26x2J,6/-::
:25x2Jx2i, 6/9; 26x2i, 6/9; 28x3, 7/11:1
:7oox8o, 7'6. :.......^^...^^^^^^^,
: MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths.!
: Per foot Sin. 1/-, Jin. 1/5, Jin. 1/9, lin. 2/-, 1 Jin. 2/6 :

V3„J r.„^ CLINCHER BELTs'fOR!
Speciai Ltm. qOUGUAS MACHINES, i

ID ft. 8in5.x ?in. 5/9 each. Carriage 9d. extra!

'Phone ^^ll^rAl 'Grams

ILbCEBBIDISIBB
; LONDON'^ LtADJSvu 1 YKE HOUSE •
;266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.I {

18/6
28,/9

27/6
17/6
35/10
32/6
32/6
27/6
27/6
20/-
28/6
34/3
32/6
29/6
36/6
25/-

38/e
36/-
25,'-

32/6
57/6
49/6
53/-
44/-

47/3
42/6
40/-

30/-

21/6
50/-
45/.

to where allpoac ordera alioold l>e addre8.«ed.

** And at 44, Surbiton Rd.. Kingston-on-Thames. >t,W^ Telephone—KiiicBtou 3Jfi5. '^^\ r

MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley -Davidson.

1 Q19 Harley [50- gns. fiidecnr), overliQuled, pfiinted
J-*^ and vU\Ud: £95: solo part—120, Sutherland Ed..
Croydon. [5586

HAELET-DAVinsnx 1917 Combination, handsome.
t-eilott, not \r.l-i. ; sell or escbange.— 1, Priorv

Ed., Kew. r6EC3

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1920. elaborately
fitted; £105. near.—244, Old Christchurch Rd.,

Bournemouth [5573

HARLET 1918 7-9h.p. Combination, splendid order;
£59.-28. Woodford Ed., Forest Gate. 'Phone:

Maryland 2598. . [6603

TO 15 Harley Combination, unused, magneto igni-
J-^ tion, perfect order ; £ 80 ; any trial.—E. A.
Cobb. Potters Bar. [4846

1Q19 -Harley-Davidson Combination, electric lights,
J-*^ Easting, hood, etc., splendid condition; £98.—
15. Deal Rd., Tooting. X6579

"|Q18 Harley Combination, in good running order,
J-t/ fully equipped, tax paid; £70.—Finn's Garage,
12, High St., Fulham. [6536

1 Q 20 7h.p. Hajley-Davidson, fitted Grindlay side-
J-»^ car, elect ricallv ptinipped; bargain f75.—Box
3084, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6777

"I Q 20 Harley Electric Combination, perfect,
Jl*/ equipped; £95.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482_,

Harrow Rd., Paddington. [5705

Canoelet side-7-9h.p. Harley Combination 1917,
car, good condition, any trial; S70.—W. King,

68, Whitehorse Rd., Croydon. [5647

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, all on, 7-9h.p.,

1918, excellent condition; £70, or nearest.—9,
Palmers Rd., E. Sheen, S.W. [5893

7-9h.p. Harley Combination, electric, with inter-

changeable magneto, good condition and tyres;

£65, oilers.—a. Yarnold, Huntingdon. 1[6342

1 Q 20-21 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric
-LJ/ model, tax. insurance, all on, mechanically per-

fect; £120.—26, Ronalds Rd., Highbury, N.5. [6227

£85.—Genuine 1919 electric model Harley combina-
tion, discs. Easting, Tan-Sad, speedometer; by

jinnnintment or after 6 o'clock.—49, Dagmar ATenn°,
Wembley. 15555

1Q16 Harley-iDaTidson Combination, electric model,
-*-*' speedometer, overhauled and repainted, tax
oaid; £80 or near offer.^Stannard,
LiOwestC'ft.

Burton St.,

[6351

1Q16-17 7-9h.p. (Harley-Davidson Combination, tan-
--*' dem sidecar, completely overhauled, all acces-

sories; can be viewed Lincolnshire.—Write "Anchor-
age," Brightlingsea. [6377

HARLEY 1918 Combinatibn. electric lighting, tax
paid, fully equipped, perfect; £70.—Elce,

13-15-16, Bishop&gate Av.,
Phone : Avenue 5548.

'Camomile St.,

Tjtd.,

E.C-3.
[0068

£50.—Late 1917 Harley 7-9h.p. 3-speed, speedometer,
lamps, horn, good condition, new Millford Model

de Luxe sidecar it required, £30.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [6968

-j Q21 Harley Standard Combination, 7-9h.p., elec-
-i-t? trie model, 500 miles, speedometer, horn, light-

ing, insurance and licence paid; nearest offer £150.

—

"Z.," 4, Median Rd., E.5. [6159

HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar, electric model,
spsedometcr. all accessories; £110.—Rey, 173, Gt.

Portland St. "Phone: Langham 1257. Open till
*

7.30; 4 o'clock on Saturdays. [6985

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1916-17, over-

hauled July by makers (JjOndon), new parts

throughout (engine forks, chains, t>Tes, etc.), perfect

condition, smart appearance; £80. or near offer; owner
buving car.-Seen Park Garage, Park Rd., Crouch
QEhid, N.

.
[6071

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., perfect condition.
-i-*' just overhauled by OHarley-Davidson, London,
Bonniksen speedometer, spares, Zenith exhaust pipe,

new front forks, etc., larpped Brooklanda 69-70 m.p.h.;
owner aibroad; price £93.—Wilson Purves, Horsham,
Garage, Horsham. [6104

1 Q21 Harley Combination, dynamo lighting, speedo-
Xt7 meter, discs, hood, screen, back rest, legshields,

electric and moohamical horns, mascot, licensed, in-

distinguishable from new throughout; 128 gna.; ex-"

changes or deferred.—^Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd.;
South Kensington [5452

CAMBRIDGESHIRE.—Late 1920 Harley, electric

model, tax paid, not run 2,000 miles, perfect me-
chanical condition, original enamel almost perfect,
special extra largo legshields, roomy sidecar with
locker, 2 tyrea as new, all accessories; bargain, £105.
—Rowell, Trinity College. [5966

7-9h.p. Harley Opmbination, perfect condition, en-
gine practically new throughout last Christmas,

new magneto, carburetter, front forka, back wheel
rebuilt 8-gauge Bpokaa, acetylene head, electric side

arid tall, mechanical horn, ]ust overhauled Harleys,
owner buying car, reasonable price quick sale, trial

Lichfield or Walsall by arrangement; what offers?—
Black, Sandhills House, near Walsall. [5640Steele Publicity.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the 'ssue b4i
Motor Cycles advertised by T)rivate owners are. when desh*ed,' marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley^Davidson.

Spare Parts:

HAK.LEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
Uund St.. Ealing 17667

TJARLEY-DAVIDSON.—We have a large stock o'
J-J. second-hand parts.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,
Great Portland St., W.l. [6764

Hazlewood
"^EW 1921 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p twin
J-^ J.A.P., 3-speed; £100.— Snipe, 330, Euston Rd.

"DAROAIN.—5h.p. Hazlewood Combination, Jackes
-•^ 5-speed countershaft gear, Senspray carburetterrunning oraer; £60.-Hev. Lamplugh, Clayhanger,
Bampton, Devonshire. [5653
fTAZLEWOOD Big H 5-6h.p. Twin J.A.P. Combiua-
-»--» tion, 3-speed gear box, K.S., 1917 model. Cameo,
speedometer, electric lighting hood, luggage carrier,
petrol carrier, side curtains, new tvres. perfect and
guaranteed; will give purchaser 60 m'iles' test; i.earest
to £75 secures; also B. and B, carburetter, suitable
lor twin, 30/-.—Kinnaird, 268, Portobello Rd., W.IO.

[6008
Henderson.

K'T„",A^*; ^^t""^!,
^'°'^- Bnstol. Sole District

->-^ Agont for Hendersons; unequalled service re-
pairs. Etc.

f3550
TXENDEHSON 1922 De Luxe model, with Millford
n It ^ S'''u *S^ P^'"' "5 >^w; £175.—D., c/o 194,Exlham High Rd., S.W. [5819
XTENDEKSON Combination, 1920, perfect condi-
u • . '°S' *90.-RaiIton, Cobham and Co.. Ltd
\Vater St., off Blacklriars St., Manchester. [5830
"1 020 Henderson Combination, dynamo model, thoi-»-" oughly overhauled, ready for tour; £110; solo
exchanges.-141, Neasden Lane, Neasden, N.W

lo Ti J „ . [6268
.50.—Henderson Combination lOh.p., 4-cyl., speedo-
meier, lamps, mechanical hern, requires atten-

t!Oh; bargain.-Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed., N.W. 3.

j Q20 Henderson Combination, 4-cyl.. 3 speeds Hen-
T',^

derson Elite sidecar, screen, beautiful outfit-
£08; ofiers.-113. High St., Clapham. 'Phone:

£

Latchmere 4290. [6464

1 ft
Henderson Sports Solo, special aluminiun.J-" pistons, special induction pipe, Claudcl carbur-

'^iT f,^" i"', '^'i,-!? "^ condition throughout:£85.-114, Brixton Hill. [6475

I Q 20 4-cylinder Henderson and sidecar, speedometer
f-y^ Easting windscreen, electric light; £110 -R-y'
,nf',,';f „^","^°'^c.^'•

'P*"™*: Langham 1257. Op;n
till 7.30; 4 o'clock Saturdays. [6994
TTENDERSON, late 1921. -Sporting Combination de
M '"?„;!'*'='?'' liethng, full equipment, tax paid,

mileage 500; £130, or oHer; e-xchanges.—41 The
Grove, linchley. 'Phone: 868. [6771
TTBXDERSON, late 1920, Elite sidecar, small mile-
-»-•- age, just completely overhauled, beautiful me-
chanical order, all accessories, luxurious outfit; £115—Beiiby, Desmond House, Cannon Place, Brighton.

"IQ21 Model K Henderson Combination, dynamot-y lighting, reverse gear, single or double seater at
will; cost £300; accept £155 or near; or exchange
1921 Harley Combination.—307, Camden Rd HoUo-
way. [6627
"1020 (late) Henderson and Grindlay de Lu.xe spring-Xt/ wheel sidecar, dynamo lighting, separate accumu-
lators, for solo riding, hood, trip speedometer, taxed,
exceptional engine, absolutely new condition, guaran-
teed perfect; £110, or exchange Triumph and cash.-
51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [6828
HEiVDERSON Combination, fastest outfit iu

country, winner of many awards, T.T. bars,
speeds, long exhaust, special large tank, D.A. light-
ing, lacing Canoelet, apron. Aero screen, outfit
enamelled blue and gold, tyres as new, unscratclied,
engine guaranteed perfect, numerous gadgets; £120
or near offer.—21, Wontner Rd., Balham. [5818
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson

importers, offer the following: 1921 combination,
electrically equipped, £140: 1920 Standard combina-
tion, all accessories, tax paid, £115; 1916 clutch mode],
in really beautiful mechanical order, £50; 1915
Standard, with luxurious sidecar, speedometer, and
accessories, £65.—lS7b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5937

Spare Parts:

TJOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., the Henderson Ex-
-LV ports, have the most representative stock in
the country.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5934

Hobart,
OBART-VILLIERS 1921 234h.p., 2-speed; £40.—
Bromley, Chemist, Whetstone, N. [5979

"|Q19 Habart-Vjlliers, 2-speed, all on, good condi--Ltf tion; £28, near offer.—Olliver, 26, Enfield Rd.,
Aeton. [6040
TXOBART 2-stroke 1921, 2-speed, clutch and kick-
-"- start, excellent condition, as new; £40.—Read,
6, West Hill, Sanderstead, Surrey. [6678

Humber.
.3h.p. Twin Humber. 3-speed, clutch; 15 gns.-
4: Tegg, Dorchester, Wallingtord. [6094

b42 All letters relating to advertisements
Alotor Cycles
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You'll \
PICK UP

BARGAIN
if yo-u grasp the opportunity—
and write to-day for our

'

STOCKTAKING
CLEARANCE LIST
of brand new, but slightly shop-
soiled, 1922 models. Selling

machines in such large numbers,
we have to specify our require-

ments months in advance—with
the result that the recent bad
weather and trade depression
have left us with several new
machines which we have decided
to clear at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
These are a few of the machines
we MUST CLEAR.

2-stroTce Lightweights ;

LEVIS, RADCO, VELOCETTE.

i-stroke Solos and Gomhinations

:

NORTON, RALEIGH, TRIUMPH,
A.J.S.,NEW IMPERIAL, JAMES,
BROUGH.

Full list free upon request.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY—^ASTON ROAD—
BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

HUMBER SH^.p.. in splendid order; £15.-59 Pal-
frey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., 3.W.8. -^F[6oag.O.C.H. have SV^-h.p. Humber, 2-speed, excellent;
bargaiD.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube)-,

(2716
31Ji.p. Humber Combination, 2 speeds, fine order;

2 £16.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Hounslow.
[6554

1 Q22 Humber 4V2h.p. Flat Twin Sports, brand new,
-Ltf shop soiled; ^95.—Shepherd. Enfield Highway.

{0909
HUMBER 1916 Combination, 3-speed C. and K.8.,

speedometer, lully e:iuipped; £50.—K.J. Motors,
Bromley. [5900

£14, Near.—SV^h.p. Humber Sports, good tyres, Boach
B. and B., tax, ride awny.—Evers, Nei^'ton Rd.,

Biirtofi-on-Trent. [6357

3ih.p. Humber Motor Cycle, Mabon clutch, horn,
2 speedometer, lamps, tax paid; £29/10.—Boat

3074, c/o The Motor Cycle.
. [6142

£23.—1913 2'J4h.p. twin Humber, copper exhausts,
D.R. bars, Bosch, dron top tube.—Warner, 55,

DrewEtead Rd., Streatham, S.W. [5973

HUMBER SVih.p., countershaft gears, clutch, ,tax

paid, guaranteed good condition; £15; seen after
5 o'clock.—68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Town. [5702

1020 4^h.p. tinn Humber Combination, 3-*;peed,
*~*J E.S.. H.C., ouiek detachable rear wheel, Lucag
lamps. Smith speedometer, only done 2.700 miles; £90.
— Madgwicks, Kuowsley St., Bolton. [5688

HUMBEiR 1922 4y:rh.p. Flat Twin and special .C3.
Sidecar, completely equipped, :iamps, horn,

liceiisedj Easting and Bonniksen, almost new, and a
sacrifice; £120.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St..

Osfoi-d. [6885

4ih.p. Humber, Millford Fa,mily, sidecar, inew Feb-
3- ruary, 1 92 1 ,

perfect condition, Lncas lamps,
horn, hood, screen, grid, spares, licensed; examination,
trial; £100; exchange for sclo, cash adjustment.—
Avery, Matlock Bath, Derby. [6445

Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. road rncer, £30 ; 2-fiT)eed, snring frnme
model, £34.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [6596

INDIAN 5-6h.p., clutch model, £22; exchange.—
Kennard, 78, Yerbury Rd., Holloway, N.19. [6200

1 (Cb22 4h.p. dynamo model Indian Scout, as new; rest
J-^ £135, accept 95 gns.—93, Oi-nierod Ed., Bmnlev.

[6329
TZ ICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole Distiiut
J-\. Agent for Indians: unequalled service, repnirs,

etc. - [3561

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch, T.T. model, good tvr^^s, over-

hauled, lamps, etc.; £29.—P. Willcocks, Diitrheti
Bucks. [5623

7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, nice order, fas
iiaid- 68 ens., or exchange.— 3, Parker Lane,

[6331
paid; 68 gns.

Burnley-

INDIAN Scout, electrically equipped, Bonniksen.
fast, new condition; £70.-4, Hanover St., Lon-

don. W. (P) [5104

INDIAN, 3-speed, clutch, kick-start, Tan-Sad. tax
paid, perfect ; £ 50.—12, Clapton Square, Lower

Clapton, E.5. [5801

INDIAN Combination, under 4,000, dynamo, speedo-
mefer. Easting; reasonable" offer.—31, Overburv

St., Liverpool. [6350

1 Q21 dynamo lighting big valve Indian Combination,
J-*' absoUitely unscratched; 85 gns.—67. Fernlea
Rd.. Balham. .[6836

1 Q ^0 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo liRlitiup,
-Lt/ nice condition; 95 ens., or exchange.—3, Parker
Lnne, Burnley. [6328

£24.-1914 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,
soimd condition, fine running order.—King.

Egrove. Oxford. [6736

7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus, 3-speed, K.S., F.E.; £40,
or offer.—Blezard, 130, Droylsden Rd., Newton

Heath, Manchester. [6452

"I Q 22 Indians.—Immediate deliveries, deferred pny-
JL*/ ment, exchanges.—Brown, 3, Parker Lane,
Burnley. Tel. : 1032. [6332

1 Q15 Indian 7-9h.p., clutch, discs, accessories, smart,
-*-tf fast, powenlul, running well; ^£35; exchange.—
Palace, Buckley, Flintshire. ' [6569

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3
Easting, accessories, excellent condition; £50.-

2, Kimberley Rd., Chingford.- [5740

INDIAN Combination 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3-speed,
clutch and kick-starter; £55.-59, Palfrey Place,

Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd.. S.W.8. [6015

POWERPLUS Indian Combination, 7-9h.p.,- 3 speeds,
equipped, tax paid, fine condition; 70 gns.—13,

Vambery Rd., Plumstead. S.E.IS. [6025

"I
Q20 7h.p. Indian and sidecar, innumerable acces-

-1-*/ sories, condition excellent; £55.—Ealing
Garage, Ltd., Ealing. "Phone 1079. [5825

7-9h.p. Indian, gear box, countershaft, luxurious
sidecar, hood, windscreen, going abroad; 35 gns.

—Smith. 7, First Avenue, Blackpool. -[5734

sbbuld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
advei*tised by private owners are, when desired, marked (PI.
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i MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

SHEFFIELD Afient for Ma tchless. All models in

stock. Sporting models £130, standard models
£170.~A. J. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [0574

MATCHLESS Model H/2 Family Outfit, hood,
screens, lamps, speedometer, spare wheel, as

new, perfect; £160.—64, Melrose Av., Mitcham. [6161

MATCHLESS, late 1920, all on, perfect condition, 4
spare tyres and ihner tubes ; trial ; £l25, or

near offer.—Long, 8, County Grove, Cambenvell,
[62X7

MATCHLESS 1922 Sports Combination, soiled only,
complete; £138.—Eke, Ltd.. 13-15-16, Bishops-

gate AT., Camoimile St., E.C.3, Phone : Avenue 5548.
10065

1 Q22 Matchless Combination. Model H2, dynamo
it/ lighting, spare wheel, etc., absolutely as new;
any trial; £152, no offers.—Young, Bush Lodge, Epsom.

[6531
MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p., J.A.P. engine,

1914. electric lighting, hood, windscreen, etc.,

perfect condition.—18, Park View Terrace, Welling,
Kent. [6137

1 Q21 Matchle.=;s-M.A.G. Magdyno Combinatiooi, bond,
--•' screen, step, ilegshields, speedometer, 1 new
cover extra

;

S.W.18.
£1 15.—Builders Arms, Soutbflelds,

[6504

TASSELL, la Bloomfield Ed.. Phimstead^, for
Matchless Combination : deferred payments

:

epnres of all dates; trade supplied where agents not
appointed. [2241

1Q19 Matchless Combination, not nsed 12 months,
J-f spare wheel, tyres, tools, overhauled; givins up;
£85, or offer.—H. Tucker, Ashby-de-la-Zoncb, Leicester-
shire. (P) [6049

1Q20 Matchless Model H Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P.,
-i-v LuQ3,s lamps, spare wheel, hood, etc.; £98.

—

Sum E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich. S.E.IO. [6974

MATCHLESS 1920 (late) Model H.. Lucas Maedyno
combination, thoroughly overhauled and reno-

, vated, as new; ^110.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
weU St., Oxford. [6892

MATCHLESS 1921 Fully Licensed Combination,
screen, hood, spare wheel, M.A.G. engine; 120

gns., or exchange Ford tonner or cycle.—115, Moor
St., Burtou-on-Trent. [5896

MATCHLESS Combination, Oct. 1920, first used
1921, Magdyno, Easting, Binks, spares, un-

Bcratched; anv trial; £125 nearest.—Hill, 60, March-
mont St.. Russell Sq., W.C.I. [631B

MATCHIJilSS 1921, model H, Combination, gvery
acces-sory, dynamo lighting, beautiful machine;

' bargain, £140.—Smith (Motors), Ltd., High Rd.,
: Goodmaves, 'Phone: Ilford 1082.

MATCHTjESS Combination, 8h.p., 2-speed combina-
tion, lamps, horn etc., overhauled, good running

order ; 40 gns. ; exchanges or deferred.-Edwards, 50.
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. f5545a

MATCHLESS 1921 ComDinatiorf, M.A.G., dynamo
lighting, electric horn, front band brake, spare

wheel, new tyre, windscreen, hood, all accessories;
£150.—Arnold 89, Crayford Rd., N.7. [5751

MATCHLESS Combination 8h.p., J.A.P., Magdyno,
speedometer, electric horn, hood, screen, cur-

tains, legshields. reflex mirror, perfect throughout;
£100.—Lucking. 15, Oxford Rd., Colchester. £6296

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination, 6-8h.p., 1915,
40 m.p.h., 80 m.p.g., Binke, Bosoh, 2-Hpeod genr,

kick-starter, excellent condition ; £50.—Apply, Sat.
afternoon, Eldridge, 41, Cardrosa St., Hammersmith.

[5806

1 Q21 Sh.p. M.A.G. Matchless Combination, Lucns
-»-«-f lamp, horn, speedometer, windscreen, luggage

;

carrier, spare wheel, mileage 2,600, perfect mechanical
'. condition, tax paid, any trial; £100.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealin?. [6618

: 1 Q22 Matchless Combination, H/3, M.A.G., Mag-
' J- »? dyno, speedometer, legshields, screen, spare
i wheeli, etc., small mileage, guaranteed perfect, as now,
any trial; nearest £160.—Stockwell, Elstree, Nutfield

I

Rd., Redhill. [5696

MATCHLESS 1921 Sh.p., M.A.G., 3-speed, kick-
start, foot clutch, 2-seater sidecar, 2 wind-

i icreens, hood, accumulator lighting, all lamps, spare
wheel and tyre, tax paid; £135.—Maudes', Walsall
Garage, Walsall. [6754

MATCHLESS Combination, August, 1921. licensed
December 31st, M.A.G. engine, spar* wheel, wind-

screen, all accessories, perfect order throughout,
privately owned; £135,—It can be seen at Down St.
Garage, Piccadilly, W.l, at any time. [0913

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H, M.A.G., dynamo light-
ing, electric horn, Bpeedometer, hood, screen,

curtains, legshields, front band brake, newly uphol-
stered, insured, tax paid; £112.—Ambrose, 40, Stan-
more Rd., West Green, Harringay, N, [5778

MATCHLESS Combinations.—T. J. Ross, of 86. High
Rd.. Lee, S.E. ("phone Lea Green 774), will be

pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery.
Bichanges and deferred payments arranged ; demon-
stration model always In stock. Purchnsera taught
Iree. Large assortment ol new and second-hand motor
cycles always in stock. [5669

PATENT

AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR
PULLEY AND GEAR COMBINED

tor the

Mckenzie, etc.

By fitting the" BABY "PHILIPSON

to the McKENZIE or similar

lightweight you obtain the

lightest, speediest and simplest

geared machine on the market,

adding only i{ lbs. extra

weight to your machine, and
gives you a large variation

of gears.

NUIVIEROUS GEAR VARIATIONS.

Watch the Pulley open as a
gradient is reached and moreover
watch it open exactly the correct

amount.

Personal equation does not come
in, the Pulley thinks for you!

No gear box friction. No grinding
noises. No wheels or pinions to

chew up. Increases life of engine.

More mileage per gallon of petrol.

Governor regulates the gear arid

belt grip automatically.

Maximum amount of driving energy
is transmitted to road wheel.

Can be set at any desired top
gear between the extreme limits

of the pulley.

It simply takes the place ot the

ordinary pulley and flywheel and is

fitted, without alteration, in a few
minutes to the McKENZIE or similar

b'ghtweights.

Write us.

Send for Illustrated particulars.

PRICE

^provisional)

CARRIAGE PAID.

PHILIPSON & CO LTD

Astley Bridge, BOLTON. Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Phone, 147 Eagley. Grams, " Safety, Bolton."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1 Q2t Matchlesg-M.A.G., Lucas Magdyno, elertric
^-•-' lamps and horn, sparo wheel, mudahlelrta, East-
ing screen and step to sidecar, licensed for year, good
condition ; £130 for quiok aaie; appointment.--
'Matchless," 96, Churcli Rd., Richmond. [6518

1C|20 Matchle-i-s Model H Combination, recently
XO" overhauled, splendid order, Magdyno lighting.
Easting, latest Binks, speedometer legshields, spare
wheel, two new tyres; cheap, £105.—E. A. G,, 31,
Anerley Park, S.E.20. 'Phone: Central 2475. (6694

MATCHLESS Combination," Victory Model, jnst
overhauled, lamps, hood, Eastings, spare wheel,

2 extra tubes, perfect condition, otferB, any trial,

selling through illaess; also Bradbury and sidecar.

cheap.—Williams Bros., Wholesale INewsagenta, UuilH-
ford. [6775

MATCiHLESS Super-Sports J.A.P. Corabinatioii,
1 9i22, Lucas electric lighting, mechanical horfi,

Co-wey speedometer, Pedley knee and handJe-bar grips.

Easting screen ; cost £200 ; 6 weeks old ; rtftson for

selling.—C/o Findlay, 88, Marchmont Ore*., Edin-
burgh. [6023

NEW Sh.p. 1922 \^tchlesa Combination, 2-seater
model, spring frame, £187; 8h.p. standard model.

£170; sports model, £160; easy payments one-fifth
down, remainder in 12 eq,ual monthly paynients "v
more.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. 'Phone : Holborn
5777. [6710

8h.T). Matchless Combination, 1923 modeJ, ccmpleta
with lamps, horn, speedometer, spare wheel, hood,

hood cover, mirror, and all accessories, tax paid 1922,
Insured comprehensive, only ridden 249 miles; must
sell; seen by appointment.—White, 63, SheaU Cre;.,
Maidstone. [6333

1 Q21 Matchless 2-seater Combination, epeedoraeter,
-L*? Lucas lighting set, 2 windscreens, Tan-Bad.
spare wheel, luggage carrier, hood, side curtains, nor,

used since October last, cost £237; wili accept £145;
appearance and condition as new.—Wadlow, Orpin tj-

ton, Kent. [6772

MATCHLESS Specialists.—Wanted, your present
motor cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no obiBCt. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
pajnnents. (See column advertisement) .—Bambers, 2

.

Eastbank St., Sonthport. 'Phone: 607. [5164

MATCHLESS Model H 1920 Combination, perfecc
running order, little used, almost new condition.

Magdyno, Easting Royal hood, new heavy Dunlop
[unused) on spare wheel, aroe.isories, tax paid \

ren^oii-

able offer invited for genuine no-trouble bargain.—
Rev. R. H. McCall, Thome Rectory, Yeovil. [5643

Spare Parts:

MATCHLESS Spares.
8, Bond St., Ealing,

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-

turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agea'.
Broadway, Muswell HiU. N.IO. [0808

McKenzie.
McKENZLE, the famous lightweight; £27/6, nr

fully equipped £29. Immediate delivery.—R. O.
Houchin, 188, High St., Peckham, S.E.15. [5917

Metro.
£25.^Metro-1Vler 1920 Sporting Model, disc wheels,

tax paid; any tria.1; bargain.—Smitli's, 86, Ghalk
Farm Rd., N.W.3. [6695

£22/10.—Metro 2i/feh.p., eloping tank, Icnj exhan.st
pipe, tyres as new, tax paid.—Delancey Street

Garago, Camden Town, N.W.I. [6224

Minerva.
£10/10.—Minerva 3y2h.p., mechanical valves, Bosch,

spring forks. 2-speed Roc fitted; gift.—Saunders.
49, Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [5969

Monarch.
1 Q21 Monaich-Jap Combination, 3-speftd Sturm ?y-

X *y Archer, H.B. clutch and kick-starter. Easting
.screen, beautiful condition ; £85.—Rhind aad Co.,

Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [6072

MotO'Reve.
£16.—Moto-Reve 2Kb.p., clutch, new tyres, all on,

tax paid.—Osborne, Shepherdswell, Dover. [6681

MOTO-REVE 2h.p., single, magneto, excellent con-

dition; £12.—J. W. Brewer, Middleton, Picker-
ing, YorkB. [5676

Motosacoche.

1 Q14 Motosacoche, .SVsh.p. M.A.G. engine, Enfield
X*7 a-epeed, overhauled, fast; £26, or exchange 2-

stroke.—66, Wardo Av.. Fulham, S.W.6. [6153

Ner-a-Car.

NER-A-CARS.—The 1922 wonder. 2^4h.p.. 2-stroke

variable gear, electric and gas lighting, ready
"^ '

'
'

' South
[6920

Immediate delivery.—Ka >-

.

[5075

foT road ; £65 ; limited immediate deliveries.-

Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24.

New Comet.
3^h.p. New 1922 New Comet, lady's mach.'npi, fitted

4 with Comet sidecar; £80; easy terms isranged.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
' [6711

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of thi .ssuo b45
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON. 4h.p. J.A.P., less rear wheel; £18.
—Kennard, 78, Yerbtuv Rd., Holloway, N.19.

_ [6201
I Q21 New Hudson. 2-stroke, 2-speed. lamps. Klaxon,
A*' little used: £32.—Harvey, 6, Albert Sq. Mews,
Clapham Rd., S.W. [5719

IVTEW HUDSON 3'/.b.p.. fine sporting machine: fl5
J-^ cash: ride away.—74, Brighton Kd., Snrbiton.
'Phone: Kingston 3025. [6633

TTUDSON Coach Combination, countershaft gear
J.-»- box, 3-speed, genuine sacrifice; 29 gns.—Smith,
7, First Avenue, Blackpool. [5733

1Q21 New Hudson de Luxe, 2.stroke, accessoriesJ-^ and spares vcomplete, sacrifice: £30.—May, 106.
Wrottesley Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [6134

NEW HUDSON Motor Cycles.-Lcndon Depot, 45,
Gray's Inn Rd., London, "W.C.2. Immediate de-

livery ail models. Spares stocked. Trade supplied. [0851

1 Q22 2>^.p. Hudson de Luxe, £63; one shop-soilsd
J-^^ de luxe, £55; also Popular model, £50.—
Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross
31. [0911

PHOTOGRAPH rree.-192f New Hudson, 2-stroke,
J- 2-speed, new condition ; 35 gns.—Peter Gordon,
Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Tel.:
Putney 2865. [6950

"^JEW HUDSON 1916 Big Six Combination. Mills-
-"-' Fulford coach-built sidecar as fitted to Supibeam,
3 speeds, clutch, kick-start, countershaft, chain-cura-
belfc drive, complete equipment of accessories, lamps,
horn, etc., tax paid lor the year, all tyres very good,
spare belt, tools; the outfit has just been overhauled,
sidecar

. re-upholstered and coach-painted, and is in
perfect condition throughout, a really good turnout;
accept £45 for quick sale.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd.,
Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [6639

New Imperial.

J Q22 25;h.p. New Imperial-Jap, mileage 900^ £50L^ 24, BaJliol Rd., North Kensington. [6442
ATEW 1921 New Imperial <Dombination, 8h.p^^ J.A.P. : £105.—Snipe, 330, Euslon Rd. [6904
TVJEW IMPERIAL, 2',h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, verv
--' good condition; £29.—Crown Garage, Weybridae".

2 ah.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, as new, tax paid-
* £24.—Jones, 131, Beechcroft Rd., Upper Trot.

i°8- [6560
SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles,

all models in stock.—J. A. Stacey, Ecclesall Rd.,
ShefBeld. [0813
T ATE 1919 23,4h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch
-LJ and kick-start, all on; £45.-80, Newbold St.,
Rochdale. (6537
Olh.p. New Imperial, Nov. 1916, splendid condi-'•S tion; any trial; £29.—Stringer, 46, Canonburv
Rd., Epfield. [6270
"VTEW IMPERIAL 2?4h.p. J.A.P. 2-speed, practically
-Li unscratched and as new; 32 gns.—67, Fernlea
Bd., Balham. [6831

NEW 1922 New Imperial 2%h.p., 3-speed, makers'
guarantee; £56; most realise.—391, King St..

Hammersmith. [6471

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2 speeds, fully equipped,
taxed, splendid condition, last; £27.-7, Co-wdrey

Rd., Wimbledon. [6503

NKW IMPERIAL 1922, 2iih.p., all-chain, 3-speed,
taxed, practically unused; 58 gns.—Clark, 7, Ex-

hibition Kd., S.W.7. (5856

"ItllS New Imperial, 2Ja'h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, tax
-»-«' paid, fully equipped; £30.-4, Hobart Place,
Langboro', Wokingham. ^5745
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2?4h.p. New

Imperial-.Japs. 1922, No. 3 £73, No. 2 £60;
easy terms and exchange. [6712
"1 Q18 New Imperial-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully
-•-•.' equipped, tax paid; £28.-113, High St.. Clap-
ham. 'Phone ; Latchmere 4290. [6459

"I
Q18 New Imperial 2J-ih.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed, fully

-»-«' equipped, licensed, exceptional condition; £28.
—99, Cannon Hill Lane, Merton. [5718

rjODFREY'S, Ltd.-1914 23ih.p. New Imperial-Jap,
^"^ 2-speed, lamps, speedometer, horn, guaranteed'
£38.-208, Ot. Portland St., W.l. [6932

-1Q19 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, practically
Xt/ new; exchange solo .and cash.—37, Arlington
Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [6252

PHOTOGRAPH Free.-New Imperial 254h.p., 2-speed,
25 gns.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper Rich-

mond Rd., East Sheen. Tel. : Putney 2865. [6951

"I
Q20 New Imperial 23-4h.p. 2-speed, trip eyclo-

Xtf meter, appearance, condition first-class; £38,
nearest.—Cooke, 45, Sankey St., Warrington. [5662

£35.—Indistinguishable from new, 1920 New Im-
perial-Jap 2V'2h.p., 2-speed, tax paid; any trial;

bargain.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., NjW.5
[6695

-| Q 19-20 New Imperial-Jap Combination 8h.p., lnlty
X%/ equipped, licensed, in absolutely new conditioir;
£75.-164, Revelstoke Rd.. Wimbledon Park, S.W 18

[6368

VERY DANGEROUS
this skiddy weather.

Why not purchase one of

our sidecars on our out of.

income plan? Your own
dealer may supply you.
Write for name of nearest

Agent.

With chUd's seat £26 10

Call and inspect range of models
or write for catalogue and form.

Any make of machine. Solo or
Combination, supplied on a
small deposit and terms to your

convenience. No extras.

Write for /orm post free.

Immediate Delivery

Matchless

Triumph

Raleigh

Connaught, etc.

Call and talk '' oner or

write and tell us all about it.

RIDEEZI SALES,
LIMITED.

5, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S,W,1.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

"I Q20 6h,p. New Imperial and Sidecar, all accessnrM
J-t' £85.-Rey, 173. Gt. Pcrtland St. 'Phoni
Langham 1257. Open till 7.30. 4 o'clock Saturdayi

[69!NEW IftnPERIAL, Sh.p J.A.P,. 1919 Canoelet sic

car, lamps, new tyres, etc., 3,000 miles, b^

trial.—Morgan, 47, Wocdside Ccurt Rd., South Hi
wood. [581

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p., 3-speedi all accessor^
double-seater sidecar, very little used, excelte

condition, taxed; £80.—205. South Croxted Rd., Di
wich. [58.

1 Q21 2^4h.p. New Im,perial (bought February, 1921
J-*^ 900 miles, absolutely as new, lamps, Klaxo
Tan-Sad, taxed; 50 gns., bargain;—154, Downham Ri
Islington, N,l. [681

"I Q21 New Imperial, 2^^h.p., 3-speed, all accessorit
J-«? £50; also 1^21 2-speed. £40.—Rey, 173, Q
Portland St. Phone : Langham 1257. Open I;

7.30; 4 o'clock Saturdays. [69S

NEW IMPERIAL 1922 2yih.p. Sports Model,
speed, chain-cum-belt drive, B. and B. carbt

etter, 26x2i4in. tyres, shop-soiled only; £60.—IMaade
100, Gt. Portland St., London, [67'

NEW IMPERIAL 2"jih.p., Model No. 3, 3-spf.

kick-r.i; ;l, all-chain drive; fVs. Immedia
(.elivery Cash; exchanges; easy payments.—P.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [6^'

SPECIAL stocktaking clearance sale offer of new hi

slightly showroom soiled 1922 model No. 3 Ne
Imperial 2^4h.p., 3-speed, chain drive; reduced to £6! '

deferred payments arranged.—Premier Motor ^
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [691

1 Q22 New Imperial Sh.p. Super Sports J.A.T
J- «? tuned especially by Prestwicli for 200 mil
sidecar race, outfit speed over 65 m.p.h., condili<

as new; c<*st £193; accept £150. or exchange low'

l>ower and cash.-198, King St., Hammersmit
'Phone : 2474. l^i

PHOTOGRAPH Fies.—Late 1920 New Imperial 8h.

.

ffKichliuilt conibination, 28in. wheels, 3-spee

beautiful combination, licensed till Decepjber, iflSRV'

till March, fully equipped, purchased new last year 1

present owner ; 85 p;Bf.
; exchanges.-Peter Gordon, Lt(

110. Upper- Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Tel. ; Putm
2865. [69;

Spare Parts:

NEW IMPERIAL Sparfl Parts.—London stockist" '

Rey, 173, Gt. Porthmd St. 'Phone: Langhfli,

1257. Open till 7.30 p.m.. 4 o'clock Snturdais [085

New Ryder.

NEW RYDER Motor Cycle, 2-spced gear box, lamp
horn, speedometer and mirror, tyres as ne\

latest New Ryder model, tax paid; any trial; £3_8yii

—Chamber.'^, Preston Bissett, Bucks.

Norton.
NORTON, 1921, 16H, very special; 78 gns.—Clir]

\

7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7, [585

19=22 Nortons, fill models ; fiee
address.—Gibh. Gloucester,

Nortons, all models; deferred
Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

[601

delWery to - nr,

[754

payments..
[544

"I Q21 Norton, single speed, excellent order; any test

Xt7 best offer.—Dibben, King's Arms, Amesbury.
[662

1 Q21 3V'b.p. T.T. Norton, lamps, torn, tools, firsi

A" class" order: £45.—Box 3081, do The Motor Cyd
[677

T.T. Norton, Model 9, October, 1921, unridden thi

year (proofs) ; £60, or offers.—135, Harvest Lam
Sheffield.

"

[612

"I <i22 Standard ' Norton, shop-soiled onlj-; £70
J- ,7 otherwise "braJid new.—Pox, 12, Conduit St

Lichfield.- C6M
|

NORTON 4h.p., sidecar, 500 miles, Bonniksen. lampi '

horn. Tan-Sad; £135.—Knights Broomfleld Hal

Chelmsford. [594

NORTON 1921 3iAh.p., speed model, as new,

on: £80.—Moore, Park Hotel, Wood Vale, Hone
Oak, S.E.23. [598

fullBROOKLANDS Special Norton, . as new. _

equipped, 75 m.p.h: ; £48.—Green, ' Wine Mel

chant, Reigate. [569i

F.O.C.H. have a 1922 Norton 16H Model, littl

used, excellent condition, licensed; bargalll.~;

Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [271

I 021 16H 3V'h.p. Norton, condition as new, discs

-LI/ lamps. Klaxon, etc.; £85, or near oBer.-

Bailey and Havman, 25-7. Londo'n St., Reading. [605'

NORTON Late 1920 Big Pour Combination, splendi'

condition, mirror, muffs. Easting, Lucas lampi

700X80 tyres; £95.—Ridont, Lee Hall, Rugeley. [602.

NEW 16H. 3y.>h.p. Norton, oversize tyres, close rati

gear box;" cost £117/10; makers' guarantee

best offers; must realise.—391, King St., HamnH-r

smith. [847:

NORTON 16H, 1922, sife-ncer, electric Jightin::

Bonniksen, Klaxon, mileage 2,000; cost ^£130

bar-gain, £110; condition perfect.—3. W^orcester Gar

dens, Sutton, Surrey. [5594

b46 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cvcles

should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and thp date of the issue

iidvertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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i! MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

,

.

Rex.

^1 T?'^^ Combination 5-6h.p., 2-speed, in excellent con-
' JLw dition, lully equipped, coachbuilt sidecar, any
trial ; £26, sacrifice.—406, Garrittt iiane, Karlsfield,

,
a.W. [6318

REX mi.p. Combination, 2-speed, Binks 3-iet, Bosoh,
splendid mechanical condition, smart appearance,

just re-enamelled ; trial willingly; honestly worth £40.
—Massey, 35, Padua Rd., Penge. [6276

33.h.p. Rex-Acme Combination, Blackburne engine,
4 new, fast, just delivered ex works, 3 speeds,

Sturmey-Archer gear, kick-starter and hand controlled
rlutrh ; £96/15; exchange and easy terms.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London. [6715

/[' Rover.
^' ni7.—1912 3'>jh.p. Rover, clutch model, good'run-^ ning order.—King, Egrove, Oxford [6740

SJLh.p. Rover 1915, Grado, discs, equipped; £42; ex
2 change.—Ward, Frampton, Stonehouse. i[6524

i^NE 1922 3Vi;h.p. Rover, complete with lamps and
^-^ horn, shop soiled; price £90. Makers' guaraoitee.

jl Q22 Rover, 6h,p. cointoinati-on, shop soiled,^^ maker's guarantee; pric« £135,—Rawlinson
:Motors. Ltd., Sudell Cross, Blackburn. Tel.: 6401.

[6879
ROVER 1920 SV-h.p., N.S.U. gear, all lamps, tax

, paid; £55.—Maudes', Walsall Garage. Walsall.
' [6758
ROVER SVoh.p. T.T.. 1919, verv fast, condition as

new, tax jiaid; £40.-38, Cowley Rd., Oxford.
[6246

31.h.p. Rover, 1914, single speed model, road racer;
2 £37/10; easy terms.—Wauchoije's, 9, Shoe lane,

London. [6716

31.h.p, T.T. Rover, good condition all round, horn,
2 licence paid; £28.-2, Eastbank St, Southport.

i'Phone: 607. [5157

5h.p. Rover Combination 1919, 3-speed, C.S., in
excellent condition, fullv equipped; £55.—406,

i:5arratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [6319

''1 Q ^'^ SV^b.p. T.T. Rover, every possible accessory,
''',ji*y condition as new; £37, or offer.—C. A. Blay,
1192, Heath Ed., Twickenham. [6379

1Q14 SV^li.p. Rover. 3-speed, B.B., Bosch, all on,
it/ stored during war, excellent condition; £45.
-Squelch, Stoke Rd., Slough. [5884

LATE 1920 Rover 3i-l.h.p.. 3-speed, clutch, kick-
start, -condition perfect; nearest £60 secures.—55,

Robinson Rd., Tooting, S.W. 17. [5991

1018 SV^h.p. Rover Combination, fully equipped,
i-tf excellent condition; £60.—James, c/o Brad-
•nores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [5707

SXli.p. Rover T.T., 1921, hand controlled Philipson,
2 good condition, fast, thoroughly overhauled

;

||S60.—Denison, R.A.F., Duxiord. Cambs. [5943

J1 O20 Rover 3V2h.p. Philiiison, new July, 1921, per-
i-*-*^ feet condiiiou, fully enuipped, copper eihaust;
'i50.—Baillie, 12, Redclifle Square, South Kensington.

[6066
ROVER, 1919, 3-speed combination, fully equipped,

£63; 1914 S'^h.p., 3-sx>eed, overhauled, mecnani-
allv excellent, £28.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,
:J.W.7. [5855

^iPEED !—75m.p.h. Rover, 1921, 3M'h.p., Philip-
^ son, all accessories, huge exhaust, perfect, owner
iroke paying off speed summonses; £65.-38, Elm-
lourne Rd., Balham. [5782

E 50.—Rover combination, 1915t16, Si^h.p., counter-
shaft. 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter, original

namel. fully equipped, splendid condition; exchanges.
-63. Solon Rd.. Brixton. [6488

I
Q22 3V>h.p. all-chain Rover, actual show model,

Lt/ unscratched. run under 1,000 miles, original tyre
s new, lamps, horn tax paid; first cash £67/10;
een by appointment.—Thompson, 13, Rayston Rd.,
'enge. [6693

3_l_h.p. T.T, Rover, converted 1921 at works from
2 standard to T.T., only done 400 miles since,

'hilipson, sporty and. fast ; £60 ; exchange with
ash for runabout.—127, Midland Rd., Welling-
,K>rough. [5781

,1 020 S^ah.p. Rover Combination, countershaft 3-
«-*/ speed, clutch, kick-start, speedometer, wind-
creen, tools, lighting set, equipped and taxed, splen-
!id condition, guaranteed sound; 68 gns.—186, St.
fames Rd., Croydon. [6038

Spare Parts:

ROVER Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [5081

IE
Royal Ruby.

1IQ22 3h.p. Royal Rubv, unscratched; 40 gns.—67,
t*/ Fernlea Rd., Balham, [6842

OYAL RUBY 1919 8h.p. Combination; any trial.

Lock, Trinity St., Dorchester. [6044R
VTEW 1921 Uoyal Ruby, 3h.p., 2-speeil, spring
-> frame; £60.—Snipe, 330, Biiston Rd. I[6913

IQ20 Royal Ruby Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P., Stur-
i-*y mey 3-speed, Easting, mileage 3,000, as new;
i75.—Williams, 27, Finsbury St.. E.G. [614B

.«2

If you haven't seen the Burlington
Sidecar Catalogue yet, why not
drop us a line now ? You'll find it

more than interesting, describing,
as it does, nine sidecar models all

"Luxury Products at Economy
Prices."
//ere helow are three of our sporting models ;

No. 1.—SPEEDY MODEL. ^>-==^
A real li.dilweiglit body, special'y suitable for light
machines Body weiglit 38 lbs. p. ice, i? 1 7 1 Ao
complete with waterproof apron ..*'-*-' -^ "^ •

No. 2.—SPEEDY MODEL.
A distinctive and sporty model, beautifully finished in
best coach style. Body weight 48 lbs. X^'^A- Co
Pricej complete with vpaterproof apron ^-^^ OS •

SEMI - SPORTS MODEL.
The last word in sidecar construction, in which com-
fort and ample locker space have not been sacrificed

to provide a real sporting appearance. Body weight

48 lbs. Price, complete with wateipioof ^Of\
apron ., .. .. -. **'-^"

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone: Brixton 2417.
Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

19
N-

19
19
19

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Uoyal Ruby.

ROYAL KDBY 1922 2')ili.p., cost £78 three weeks
ago; accept £55.—Railton, Cobham and Co.,

Ltd., Water St., oH Blacklriars .St,, Manchester.
(5832

1 Q22 Royal Ruby, the eprine frame combination,
J- tf immediate delivery, cash, exchanfje, or easy terms,
—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich, S.E.IO. [4934

ROYAL RUBY 2-stroke, Villiers engine, 1916, oyer-
hauled, condition and tyres e-xcellent; £20.

—

Stanley. 8, Warwick Square Mews, Clarendon St., Pim-
lico, S.W.I. [6196

ROYAL RUBY, 1920 model, Sh.p. combination, tax
and insurance paid, complete with windscreen,

lamps tools, etc.; £95; 2%h.p. Douglas taken in part
exchange.—Glover, 26, Holland Rd., Brixton. [5560

ROYAL RUBY Combination, 1919, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3
speed.?, hand clutch, kick-starter, chain drive,

•Swan touring sidecar, lamps, licence, windscreen.
Klaxon, accessories, splendid condition; £80.-63,
Solon Ed., Brixton. [64S9

Rudge
1 Q21-1922 Rudge, as new, equipped; 52 gns.—19,J-^ Valnay St., Tooting. [6841

RUDGE-JIULTI, 1922 shop-soiled; £72.—Clark, 7.
Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5849

21 Rudge-Multi, in perfect condition; £50.—Fox,
12, Conduit St., Lichfield. [6447

EW shop-soiled 1922 Rudge, 3V>h.p., 3-speed, chain
drive; £82.—Snipe, 330, Euston Rd. [6910

21 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, 3'/^h.p., trial by arrange-
ment.—Burton, High St., Bridgnorth. [6000A

19 Rudge-Multi, in perfect condition: any trial;
£40.—Pox, 12, Conduit St., Lichfield. [6443

21-22 Rudge-Multi Combination, bargain; must
sell; 57 gns.-67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [6839

22 Rudges.—All models in stock.—Shepherd, En-
field l-lisihway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. (0900

RUDGE-MULTI SV-h.p., good condition; £35.—
iSniith, Dinnington Village, Northumberland.

1(6414

"I
Q21 Rudge-Multi, fully equipped, licensed, excel-

-Ltf lent condition: £52.-14, Goodmayes Av., Ilford.

16163
GODFREY'S, Ltd.—1920 5-6h.p. Rudge and Sidecar,

lamps and horn; £58.-208, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [6934

1022 Rudge-Multi, shop-soiled only; £70; othcr-
-*-«? wise brand new.—^Fox, 12, Conduit St., Lich-
field. [6450

1 Q21 3i,^h.p. Rudge-Multi, unpunctured, all ac-
-l-«7 cessories; £55.—R. V. Foster, Hitcham, Maiden-
head. [5684

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Rudge SVoh.p., I.O.M,; £77; easy terms ar-

ranged. [6717

3ih.p. 1916 Rudge-Multi, nearly new condition; £38.
2 Coachbuilt sidecar, £7/10.—21, Brent St.,

Hendon. [[6456

RUBGE 5-6h.p., running order, coachbuilt sidecar;
offers.—69, Gaskell St., Stockton Heath, War-

rington, [5965

I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, 1921, not done 700 miles,
.. guaranteed ; offers, must sell.—Davies, Gai'ase,

Ellesmere.
. - , ^, (57?*;

RUDGE-MULTI, condition as new; any trial after
5.30; only wants seeing; £37.-300, Portobello

Rd:, W.IO. '
^ ,

. [5891

~| Q20 Rudge-Multi and sidecar, all accessories, in
-t-*^ excellent condition; £65.—8, Half Moon Lane,
Heme Hill, S.E.24. - [6916

RUDGE-MULTI 1915; £28; taxed, faultless running
and condition, new Dunlops, equipment.

—

26b,
Ingleton St., Brixton, [6479

£77 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the
Agents; in stof'k; cash or payments.—Knight's,

126. Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0836

RUDGE-MULTI SVah.p., late 1920, as new, Hender-
-son sidecar, all accessories; £55. or exchange.

—

72, Cornwall Rd., Brixton, S.W. 2. [6303

RUDGE-MULTI 7h.p. Twin, 1921, absolutely as new,
very little used; £68, no offers.-Marble Arch

Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [2777

3ih.p. Rudge-Multi, good running order and ap-
2 pearance; £25/10 for quick sale, first cash se-

cures.—Hunt, Dairyman, Hunston, Chichester. [5677

PRACTICALLY Brand New I.O.M. Rudge, with
new Watsonian aluminium sidecar; cost £118;

accept £60.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.
[6438

1 Q20 (lat«) Rudge SVoh.p., LO.M. picked engine,
J-*J spare cams, very fast and economical; £50 or
close offer.—Greenwood, 60, Beaconsfield St., Bedford.

[6185

1 Q22 Rudge 7-9h.p. Combination, never - ridden
it/ fi"e=t cnT"hi"^tion extant. 3-sneed. chain drive
spare wheel, splendid bulbous sidecar; £130 cash;
deferred payments arranged; tuition free.-^Motoria,
Regent's Parade, North Finchley. (6787

All letters relating to advertisements stiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marlied (P).
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MOTOI^ CYCLES FOIt SALL.
Rudge

CJNIP !—3V'li-p. lixulge. multi-gear, tyieg excellent,3 in i>erfect order, tax paid; £27 10s.—Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[6900

1 Q22 Riidge-Multi T,T., exocptionally fast, very
JL*J carefully tuned by expert, perfect throughout,
like new, tax paid; £69.—61, Dingwall Rd., East
Croydon. [6216

RUDGE 5-6h.p. Combination, perfect, speedometer,
lamps, spares, tools, windscreen, taxed; trial;

£60; after 6 p.m.—101, Narbonne Avenue, Claphani
Common. [6588

1021 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M. model, SV^h.p., all acces-
X*' scries; £46.—Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St.

'Phone: Langham 1257. Open till 7.30; 4 o'clpck

Saturdays [6990

1 Q2IV2 Rudge-Multi, equipped spare valves, belts,
X»? 2in. copper exhaust extension, original tyres,

as new; £58—J. Binfield, 20, Obelisk St., Camber-
ley, Surrey. [5645

1 Q21 Rudge Combination 7-9h.p., 3-speed, all-chain
JL<? drive, spare wheel, windscreen, all accessories,

perfect condition; £110, or offers.-Meech, Wander-
well, Bridport. [6348

1Q20 3%h.p. T.T. Rudge-Multi. with lamps, horn,
-^*y handle-bar muffs, tyres and belt as new, ex-
cellent condition; £43, or near offer.—Monk, Gun-
maker, Chester. . [5667

RUDGE 1920, I.O.M. model, excellent condition,
used very little, speedometer, lamps, and tax

paid; 48 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St,, Ealing.
'Phone: Ealing 689. — [66S4

. 1 Q22 Rudge, I.O.M., practically new, unscratched,
-M-tJ lamps, speedometer, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, tools,

taxed, privately owned; £65, must sell.—Newbery,
69, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [5713

7-9h.p. Rudge Multwin Combination, Amac carbu-
retter, I^.R.S". electric lighting, all in first-class

condition; £110, any type good make solo part ex-

change.—16, Vernon Rd., Luton. [6144

~i Q20 Rudge-Multi, electric lighting, ho.rn, etc.,

JL*^ licensed, good tyres, excellent meohanical con-

dition; 45 gns ; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50.

HarringUm Rd., South Kensington. [5544

RLTDGE-MULTI Combination, 1914 type, in excel-
lent condition, mechanically and appearance,

fully equipped, tax paid, coachbuilt sidecar, wind-
screen; £29.-406, Garratt Lane, Earlslield, S.W.

163 16
31h.p, I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, mileage 3,976, condition
2 new, with speedometer, P. and H.. Klaxon,

Tan-Sad, spare belt; 55 gns.: without equipment, best

offer.—"33, Yew Tree Rd., Uxbridge Rd., Hammersmith.
[6014

1 Ql9 Rudge-Multi C3. Combination, lamps, tools,

J-«7 Easting, hood. exteHent condition, new belt,

tyres, re-enamelled, very smart: £65, or best offer;

would separate; tax year.—22, Osborne Ter., Clapham
R<3. 15974

"I Q20 Rudge-Mnlti Combination, 5-6h.p., tax paid,
-i-t' fully insured, horn, no lamps, spares, new front
wheel and tyre, rear frame, 3 tubes (new), 3 belts

(2 new) ; £80, or nearest.—Pattison, 40, Mottram
St., Barnsley. [6451

Id 22 Rudge-Multi LO.M. model, under 50 miles,
J-*' unserntched, tax paid, fully equipped; £65, or
exchange considered —Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4,

Berliel*>y Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch. London.
W.2. Padd. 1177. [6801

1 C|20 Rudge 5-6h.p. Combination, electric light,
JLiJ Klaxon, knee grips, etc., licensed year, excel-

lent mechanicaP condition and appearance; 50 gns.;
exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50 Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington. [6977

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.-Rudge-Multi late 1921
5v6h.p. coachbuilt combination, new condition^

68 gns.; also 1920 7-9b.p. Rudge-Multi coahrbuilt com-
bination, fully ^'quipped, 78 gns. ; aUo 1916 S^.^h.p.

Rudge-Multi coachbuilt combination, bargain, 39 gns.

;

also 1916 3',^h.p. Rudge-Multi solo, 32 gns.; oil

guaranteed- exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Tel.: Putney 2865. [6945

Spare Parts:

RUDGE Spare.?.—Immediate delivery,—Shepherd, En-
field Highway, N. [0901

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place. Leamington Spa. [3163

Sarolea.

£11.—5-6h.p. Sarolea, excellent order, electric lights,

smart, splendid tyres (magneto needs slight re-

pair); excbanges.~B. Talbot, 8, Darlington Rd., West
Norwood. [6249

Scott.

JOHN R. KINSEY and Co., Ltd., Croydon, for
Scotts. [4594

SCOTT, about 1912. overhauled; £17.-David.'50n, 196
Gladstone Avenue, .Wood Green.

2-speed,

[5760

K.S., good condition,
[5960

1 Q20 2^h.p. Scott, 2-apeed, K.S., in lovely condition;
X«/ £70.—Magdwicks, Knowsley St., Bolton. [5687

035.—Scott 3^h^.
CTi/ tax paid.—G. Hawley. Masham, Ripon,

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

Manufacturers of

ACCESSORIES, PATENTS, SPECIALITIES.
POWERFUI. LONG RANGE LAMPS.

AGENTS
AS THE EVENINGS GET SHORTER
YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL NEED

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
FROM

YOUR STOCK.
FREE DISPLAY STANDS,

SHOWCARDS,
&c., &c

Display Stand No. 2.

Set Al—For Solo Machines.

Fig 895—Head Lamp - - -
- 60/-

Fig. 576—RearLamp, il'Bullseye- - 4/9

Fig 1150—Ebonite Accumulator 6 volt 25 amp 47/b

Fig 378—Metal Carrying Case - -
- 10/6

Fig. 428— r Way Screw Type Switch - 21-

Price Nickel Plated Head I-amp -

'-

123/6

„ Black „ „ ., - 128,'6

Bulbs and Wire, 8/6 extra.

Set CI—For Medium Solo Machines.

Fig. 88r—Head Lamp, si" front 36/-

Fig. 574—Rear Lamp, li" Bullseye - 5/9

Fig. rr6o—Accumulator, 4 volt. 20 amp.- 24/-

Fig. 377—Metal Carrying Case - - - 10/-

Price Nickel Plated Lamp
,

Black „ „
Bulbs and Wire, 8/6 extra.

H.A.H. Fig. 576, REAR LAMP.
ft.

(Bayonet type.)

75/-
78/-

Price, less bulb, complete,
4,/9

Wiite for our Catalogue, free.

Postage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, Ltd..
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone

—

Croydon 2225.

Telegrams

—

" Keyage, Croydon.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott. -.

SCOTT Service Depot, Cathedral MotoE Works, U^
pool.—Scott Sociables and motor cycles. [6$fl

SCOTT Combination, 1921, good condition; no reasoi
able offer relused.—Hale, 7, Clarence Drivi

Harrogate. [588

£40.—Scott 3%h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, chain driv*
conditfon as new,

,
guaranteed.—Beesley, 19(

Dantzic St., Manchester. [609

1 SCOTT Standard, also Sqnirrel; used less than 5 mile
for denionetration: il-OO each.—Gibb. Nurtbgatt

Gloucester. Service Ai^ent. 1754

LATE 1920 Scott Combination, splendid condition
Easting, electric lighting, licensed, insured; mus

sell; offers.-After 6, 30, Union St., Barnet. [619;

1 02^2 Scott Squirrel, direct from makers this weei
J- 1/ unpacked, firm's guarantee, unable take-^ge
livery; £99.-Box 3070, c/o The Motor Cycle, [6ll(

1 Q15 Scott Sporting Combination, meehanii/nl <'0j

J-*^ dition, tyres and apiiearanr-e excellent, fiiP

equipped; £45.~Rani3ay, 93, Sussex Rd., AYatlord. [56:

1 Q22 Scott Touring, not done 300 -miles and in te.
-«-t/ fei^t condition, -Lucas lamps and horn; cent £12(
bargain £85.—Bowker, 21, Manchester Ed., Burnley- 1

[565

LATE 1915 Scott Combination, Easting, t^s., in^n

auce, excellent condition, seen evenings by oppoic
ment; £55. —Stewart, 29, Drayt-on Avenue, West Ealm.
W.13. [579

SCOTT Combination, 1920, Easting windacr^u '

Oowey speedometer, hood, complete lighting iet
;

tools and spares, tyres and chains nsw.-^Burton, Hij)
St., Bridgnorth. [6001

EXCEPTIO^^AL Bargain.—Brand new Scott Squisre.
model, 70 miles per hour, new last week ; cos

£106/10; accept £90 quick sale; money urgentl
neeJed.—Box 3051, c/o The Motor Cycle, [600

"I
Q22 Scott-Squirrel, competition model, speed . 7(

J-*' Ace discs, carrier with Brooks bags, electri

horn, Lucas lamps, extra big tyres, flat base Tims
£100.—C. J. Wheeler, Broadway; Newbury. tsft;

PHOTOGRAPH Eree.-Scott Combinotion, late mode
good mechanical order but rtppeaionce rongrli

48 gns.; wtnild separate; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd*
110, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen. Tel.: Putne
2865. [695

SOUTHPORT.^1922 Scott Squirrel Combinatioti
Squirrel sidecar, as brtSnd new, fully eqiiipDec

fully taxed, 110 gns.; another 1922 Squirrel, fiill

equipped, fully 'taxed, fully .insured, like new, 85 gns.

exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [557

Spare Parts

:

WARD Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St.. Bradrord,- to

serviceable second-hand Scott parts on approTta
against cash, [088!

GODFREYS', Ltdr, 208. Gt. Portland St.. LondoB
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare part

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statin

year of manufacture, [075

Silver Prince.

SILVER. PRINCE, 2j4h.p., April, 1921, unscrateheo
all on, taxed, insured; ^50, or nearest.—Wilnibt

12. York Rd., Kettering.

Singer.

9, Shoe Lane,

[640:

-2iAh.r
[672

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe
Singer, 1910; £25.

SINGER 2^4b.p., 2-speed, free, licensed Christmas
£19.—13, Clifton Rd., Norbiton. .[642(

£22/10.—Siuger 3i^h.p., 3-speed, fast machine, fin

condition, tax paid,—^Delaneey Street Garagt
Camden Town. N.W.I. [622.

SINGER 3,''2h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed
ciutch and kick-starter, lamps, horn, hood am

screen, perfect order; £40, or exchange lightweigh
and cash.—K. Pellaut, 16. St, George's Mews, Regent'
Park Rd., London, N.W.I. [684i

Spare Parts:

THE Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.—Forfiel
Mofois. Forfield I'lace, Leamington Spa, [316'

GENUINE Singer parts, " by return service/'-^jill
Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coveqtr^

'Phone 1945. [eeSI

Sparkbrook.
,

^

Sih.p, Spaikbiook, S-speed, new condition.—Pearoi
2 Miirfoid. V\'r,laag-. [602

PHOTOGRAPH Fiee.-Sparkbrook-J.A.P. 6-8h:p

countershaft gears, clutch, kick-start, 2-sp.nter sicJi

ear; 52 gns. ; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., lU
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Tel.: Putaey 2865.

[69?

GENUINE Bargain.—Sparkbrook Inte 1920, 2-tipe''.

clutch, long exliaust, AV.S.R,. fully equipiied, utnn

spares, mileage 3,400, as nety in eveiy respect, jxu

examin.ation, trial: 39 gns,—Kimberley, Worthing" Ril'

Littlehampton, Susses. (P) [605

Sun,

SUN-VILLIEES 234h.p. 1915, fully equipped, tn

paid, tyres new, splendid condition; £25.—

S

Hilda, Oagmar Avenue, Wembley. f574

a.^4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor- Cycle- advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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1| MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

1Q22 Sun-Vitesse, rotary valve engine, S.A. 2-specd,
Lif C.K.S., run 200 miles, licensed; £52/10.-9,
Hartington Ed., Stockton-on-Tees. [6220

SUN-VITE.9.SE, 192.2, 2-speed, clutch, fcick-starler,
taxed 1922, as new, too fast lor owner; sacrifice,

£50.-Holt, 117, Tiverton Rd., Exeter, [4-375

SUN-VITESSE 1922 2iAh,p., 2-stroke, Maglita light-
ing- set, S.A. 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, chain-

cum-belt drive, all lamps, shop-soiled onlv; £70.—
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [6749

SUN-VITESSE 1922 2'Ah.p., rotary valve engine.
Moss 3-speed, clutch, kick-start, all-chain drive,

M-L Maglita lighting set, Canoelet light sporting
sidecar, all lamps, shop-soiled onlv; £90.—Maudes',
100, Gt. Portland St., London. [6751

F'OE SunJ.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with
the sole North London agents. Models in stock,

iiagle Speeiid, 42 gns. ; 23,4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speod, K.S.,
60 gns. Send for cntalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
IGruiige, BruadWiiv, Mu,s\veU Hill, N.IO. . [0790

Sunbeam.
SrXBEAAI 3V-!h.p., run 5,000, first-clnss condition

:

£70, bargain.—Dosser, Slingsby, Mnlton. [6363

laUNBEAM 1921 3"4h.p. Touring Model, brand new;
I J £125, bargain,—Ginger Motors, Bambury. [6672

JTriOKHAM, Stikes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
'XV Agent for Snnbeams ; uneaualled service, repairs,
IptC. [3558

JlC|2i Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
|!«.»' spare wheel; £135.—Cridland, Bodborough; Stroud,
,31o8. [5563

BJLb.p. Sunbeam, 1919, new, enamelled; £60.—
.
2 Moffat, 14, Church Bd., 'Wimbledon. Tel.

:

270. [7008

'^UNBEAM Combination, Si-^h.p., splendid condition

;

]J £55.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham Ed.,
'.W.8. [6016

I Q19 SV^h.p. Sxinbeam and sidecar, disc -wheels, lamp.^,
Li' horn, etc.; bargain £75.-Walbro, Lynn Ed., Ely,
rambs. [5997

SUNBEAM Slih.p., December, 1920, sidecar. Easting
I J windscreen, electric lighting; £95.-27, Park View.
Id., Addiscom'be. [5977

Dh.p. Sunbeam Combination, horn, and tax paid,

i^ mileage under 700; bargain, £145.—Tillevs, Es-
lanade, Weymouth. [6660

SUNBEAM, 1919, S'Ah.p., 3-5peed, taxed, insured,
J ride anywhere; £48.—Letters, Wilkins
irockley Ed., London, S.E.

338,
(6167

BAKGAIN of the week; £35.—6h.p. Sunbeam,
Gloria sidecar, hood, windscreen, etc., 1914.-

luntley, 46, King's Ed.. Chelsea. [5942

|Q17 Sunbeam 3i,4h.p., licensed, S-speed, clutch, kick-
-.L^ start, in excellent condition; £70, or exchange
jfhtweight.-"Winn, Bentham, nr. Lancaster. [6055

"lODPREY'S. Ltd.—1921 S'.ih.p. Sunbeam, sportingJ T.T. model, excellent condition, capable very
igh speeds; £100.-208, Gt. Portland St., "W.l. [6937

I III 20 Siyi.p. Sunbeam, "Watsonian sidecar, accumu-
L^ lator. electric lighting, tax paid, full insurance policy,
unranteed perfect ; £100.—J. Bosworth, Dalkeith Place,
.lettering. [6375

^JUNBEAM 1920 3V2h.p. sports and 'Watsonian- side-
^ car, lamps and speedometer, good condition;
ondon district; nearest £95.—Box 3077, c/o The
tolin- Cpcle. [6208

^UNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo light-
' ing, every accessory, condition excellent; £105,
sar offer.—Capt. Chambers, 138, Knights Hill, 'West
urwood. 'Phone : Holborn 4941. [6845

SPECIAL Sporting SVoh.p. Twin Sunbeam, delivered
^ last year, cost £175, rock bottom, £90; torpedo
decar, £15; A.B.C. cheaper machine part.—120, Marl-
jrough Flats, 'Walton St., Chelsea, S.'W.3. [5621

ill. p. 1921 Sunbeam Combination, Magdyno lighting,
^ spare wheel," speedometer, watch, windscreen, etc.,

liole comiiination in lovely condition ; first cheque
130 secures.- "S^ nlbi-o', Lynn Ed., Ely, Cambs. ""

[5996

SUNBEAM 3i/»h.p. 191.9 and Sunbeam sidecar,
J mechanical lubrication, electric and gas lighting,
.verliauled by Sunbeams Dec, 1921, perfect mechanical
rder: £85.-Hall, 91, St. Peters St., St. Albans. [6100

[
Q20 3V-;h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fully equipped

:Li/ with Lucas accumulator, lighting set, bulb horn,
imith speedometer, mirror, Blumells screen, in grand
ondition; £115.—Madgwicks, Knowsley St., Bolton.

[5689
SUNBEAM Combination SVah.p., 1920, complete
^ with lamps, screen, horn, speed indicator. Tan-
id, accessories, perfect condition; bargain, £110; by
qjointment.—Maynard, 55, Elizabeth St., Blackpool.

[6269
922 S^oh.p. T.T. Sunbeam, condition perfect,

Cowey. Binks mouse trap, Arnac, 4 sprockets,
iller lighting set, other spares, andj kit complete;
inner of many medals, including three firsts at
lipstone Drive at 85 ra.p.h. ; only used in four trials;
ist £160; offers; buying car.—W. Martin, "Golden

lion," Market St., Kettering. [6607 L

THE
PERFECTED
PAYMENT
SYSTEM
WHEN it comes to buying

a machine on the easy
payment system, it will

be found that The Service
Co.'s methods are the fairest

and most generous of all.

IN addition to allowing a

rebate for an earlier comple=
tion of the contract we give

A BONUS
for regular payment. Could
anything be fairer than that?

CHOOSE any machine you
like—new or second=hand

—have it at once—pay what
you like down and the rest

in 12, 15 or 18 months.

WE HAVE IN STOCK for

immediate delivery : 1922
ARIEL, A.J.S., B.S.A.,
ENFIELD, ZENITH,
TRIUMPH (all models), O.K.
JUNIOR (all models), QUAD=
RANT, NEW IMPERIAL,
MATCHLESS, RALEIGH,
McKENZIE, and, oh ! almost
every well=known make.

Best allowance for your present
'bus in part exchange, which
may stand as your deposit and
the balance in instalments.

SEND FOR OUR
CURRENT LIST

of second = hand and merely
shop=soiled machines and
combinations.

£>

The SERVICE Co., Ld.

289=295, HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON — W.C. 1

MOTOR CVCLIS 1 OR SALE.
I Sunbeam.

"1 021 Model 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, tax, in-
-t-^ surance, 1923, Slagdyno spare wheel, every ac-
cessory, mileage 5,126; trial given; perfect condition;
owner giving up.—Gold, 244, Vauxhall Bridge Rd..
S.W.I. f6405
"PIOE Sale, 1922 T.T. Sporting Model Sunbeam, run
-- about 3,000 miles ; automatic lubrication, elec-
tric lighting, Bonniksen speedometer; nearest offer to
*115 secures.—Bloomer, West St. Mary's Gate,
Grimsby. jgjgg

I 021 Sunbeam 3^h.p., as new, not run 300 miles,
-»-*-' Lucas Magdyno and lamps, electric horn, speedo-
meter, licensed to Dec; cost £180; finst deposit, on
.£110 secures, subject to inspection.-Box 3071, c/o
T?ic motor Cycle. [6111

GUNBEAM 2%h.p., semi T.T., 2-sl>«ed, hand clutch.
^J kick. start, enclosed chain drive, enamel and
mechanical condition ekoellent, Lucas lamps, horn, etc.,
Jones speedometer; £40, no offers.— 7, Birkbeck Man-
sions, Hornsey, N.a. [5668

aUNBBAM 8h.p Combination 1919-20, low mitease^ and new condition throughout, fully eouipped, in-
cluding spare wheel, hood, Tan-Sad, speedometer, lamps,
horn, etc., tax paid, insurance to September; £150 or
thereabouts.-"Woodall, 20, Belgrave Avenue, Victoria
Park, Manchester. [6045

SUNBEAM 3y2h.p. semi-sports, Dec, 1920, Magdyno
lighting, electric horn. Brooks cantilever saddle,

speedometer, Binks, Tan-Sad, tyres good, low mileage,
guaranteed perfect mechanical condition; £80, or nearest
offer ; well worth investigating, inspection by appoint-
ment.—Brown, 99, Ediidge Ed., Croydon. [6061

T.D.C.

1020 2yih.p. T.D.C, perfect ruuning order; nearest"
-L" £25.-Tom "Wood, Mickleffeld, Leeds. [5704

T.D.C. Dc Luxe, 2l4h.p., 2-strokc, 2-speed gear;
£25, including accessories.—Eagles and Co., 275,

High St., Acton, London, W. [5928

Triumpb.
TJRBMIER Motor Co. lor 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of type H, 4h.p., 3-speed.
£106; type S.D., chain drive, £115; type E.,

S'/oh.p., overhead valve, £120; type L.W., lightweight.
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 per
cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [0867

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, taxed, lamps, in new
condition; £75.

7 Model 4h.p C
lent condition; £45-

1 Q17 Model 4h.p Countershaft -Triumph, in eicel-
-L«^ lent condition; £45-

1 QIS 4h.p. Triumph Countershaft Combination, ex-
-L«? cellent outfit; £75.—Rhind and Co., Stona
Place, Rusholme. [6074.

TEIUMPH, 1920, in absolutely new condition; £60.
—91A, Oakfleld Rd., Penge. [5916

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £47/10.-24,
-L" -Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [6436

1019 Countershaft Triumph Combination; £55.-24,
-1-" Balliol Ed-, North Kensington. '[6437

TEIUMPH, 1919, fully equipped, taxed, insured;
62 gns.—K.J. Motors, Bromley. [5901

"JQIO 3V^ih-p. Triumph, in running order; first £14
-JL%/ secures.—Nixon, Kirkby Stephen. ' [6085

-| 022 Baby Triumph, all accessories, perfect; £45.—
-LtJ Jarvis. High St., Wheatley, Oxford. [6374

TRIUMPH-EICARDO, new 1922 model in stock,

no waiting; exchanges.—Moss, "Wem. [6872

TRIUMPH-RICARDO in stock; £120.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0863

-| 012 Triumph 3V-!h.r., single speed, sound order;
-L«? £16.—Box 3086, c/o The Motor Cycle. [677E

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 1916-17, top-hole condi-

tion; *48.—31, Mansfield Ed.. Ilford. '[6512

TRIUMPH 1921 Model H., with new 1922 special

engine; £70.-25, Croydon Rd., Penge. [5915

1 O20 Triumph Combination, really excellent condi-

XiJ tion; £75.-63, East Av., East Ham. [6245

1 QIO Triumph-engined Bike, good tyres, very.rjeli-

Xt7 able- gift, £10.

—

26b, Ingleton St., Brixton.
' [6480

', *-

Brampton Rd., St. Albans.
1019 Trnimph and Sidecar, condition as new, tax
-LtJ paid- £78-—88, Brampton Rd., St. Albans.

[6539

I Q21 All-chain Triumph, all accessories; £75.—
X.*y Half-way Garage, Windsor Rd.. Maidenhead.

3ih p Triumph, N.S.U. 2-spe,ed ; exchange 2-speed

2 4-cyl. F-N-; sell £27.-11. Vorley Ed., Highgate-
[6297

GENUINE 1918 countershaft Triumph, very fine con-

dition, perfect £55,-9, Church Ed.. Horlesden.
[5554

TRIUMPH, new 4h..p. 3-speed countershaft model,

kick-starter, unused; £98, bargain.—Moss, Wem
,[6871

TRIUMPH 1912 2-speed, recently overhauled; £25
—H. White, Buckman's Green, Smarden, Kent^

All letters relating to advertisements should
Motoi' Cycles adver

quote the number at the end ol each .advertisement, and the date ol the issue

tised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Tr-uniph.

'T^IIIUMPH Combimitinn, elertiio lamps, etc., perffii^t

;

-- £60; Mould sepaiate.—"120, Sutherliiad Rd., Crov-
don. [5585
T^RIUMPH Combination 1918, fully equipped;
•*- £47/10.— 100, Elgjtn Crescent, North KensinEtou.
VV.IO. ![6483

J 021 Triumpli Combination, ns new, ivitli Biie-'Tal
J-*^ Canoelet sidecar; £97/10.—Kays, 8, Bond St..

Ealing. [6620

"IQIS 4h.p, Triumph, Bosch, npw tyres, all on, ex-
*-«^ ccllent condition; £50.—Squelch, Stoke Pd.,
S'onch. [5886
TRIUMPH 1911. fitted 2-s«eed wheel, good order;

£25.^AIf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
Coventry. [6648

npRIUMPH 1919 4h.p. countershalt, taxed, insured,
-L fast; £65; privately owned.—K.J. Motors,
Bromley. [tl82

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, equipped, taxed, in-
sured, perfect condition ; £70.-42, Sunny Gar-

dens, Hendon, [6037

TrRIUM.PH Coachbuilt Combination, renovated bv
makers 1921, perfect; 56 gns.—120, Sutherland

Rd., Croydon. [6653

1020 Triumph, new Dunhill. equipped, .spares,
J-*^ going abroad; £72/10.-44, Canterbury Grove,
West Norwood. [6204

T^RIUMPH Countershaft, nearly new, incomplete;
-- P^2 .—4 , Sailisbury Terrace, Mytchett. Farn-
boroughj Hants. ;[6541

BABY Triumph, tip-top condition, new, lamps, etc.,
fully registered; £37/10.—W. Wall, Codsall,

Wolverhampton. [6205

3ih.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, 1913; £40;
2 take lightweight and cash.—12, Trotyl Ter..

Plumstead, S.E. [6194

TRIUMPH 1919 4V4h.p., 3-speed, kick-start, hand
clutch. Gloria sidecar;, £100.—Maudes', Walsall

Garage, Walsail. [6755

1 Q22 Triumph Comibination, only done 50 miles,
-M.*J Ooupette sidecar, tax paid, guaranteed; £120;
e-\changes.—Below

.

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p. countershaft, lamps, alumi-
--•^ nium discs, loug plated exhaust, exceptionally
smart; £68/10.—<Joad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone

:

Hampstead 1353. [6881

"IQi^O Triumph Combination, full eouipm-ent, equal
Xt? new; £69/10.-37, Can.terburjr Rd., Balls Pond
Rd., Da^ton, N.l. [6809

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Model H. late 1919, top gear
chi^nge, new condition; bargain £58.—Pike, 102a,

Church St., Chelsea. [6232

TRIUMPH, new condition, bought July, 1921, done
700 miles, lamps, etc; £75, nearest offer.—9,

Peascod St., Windsor, [6510

~|022 4-valv6 Triumph and Whitley Sports Sidecar.
J- *^ all complete, almost new ; £135.-23, King
Richard St., Coventry. [7025

NEW Triumph, model H, shop-soiled only; special
price, £95.—D. a^nd S. Autocar Co., 33, The

Parade, Golders Green. [6393

1 Q22 Triumph, Model H, just delivered, tax paid.
J-«-' lamps, owner ordered car; offers wanted.

—

Putts, Campden, Glos. [6412

1Q19 Triumph 4h.p.,- 3-sp^ed, condition like new.^^ fully equipped, guaranteed; £56.-406, Garratt
Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [6320

TiRIUMPH Combination 1920, fully equipped;
£67/10.—Skinner, c/o Hillier, 216, Portobello

Rd., North Kensington. [6287

3ih.p. Triumph, modernised, Bosch magneto, elec-
2 trie lights, overhaul; £28, or near offer.—44,

Lansdowne Rd., Dalston. [6807

TRIUMPH Combination, 1913, N!S.U. 2-speed,
clutch, new tyres; £50.-12, Cavendish Rd.,

Higham's Park, Chingford. [6165
£29.—Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 1913, 3-speed,

clutch, pedal starter, tax, perfect.—239, Gold-
hawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [6844

4h.r. T:iuiuph 1915. T.T. model, re-enamelled, nearly
new tyres, C.A.V., excellent condition; £30.-^P.

Willcoc'ks, Datchet, E.ucks. [5622

1 Q20 4b. p. Triumph, engine No. 72138, condition ns
J^*y new, fully eouipned; £62/10,—Maynard, 161.
Howe? Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [6594

TRIUMPH 3izh.p. S-spaed, countershaft, latest type
tank and frame, lamps, horn, speedometer, tools,

tax paid, perfect; £45.—Below.

JQIS Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, electric light, horn.
i~*y speedometer, disc, tax paid; £59.—Storer and
Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St„ W.l. Mayfair 625.

[6976
TRIUMPH renovated, 1916, Grindlay combination,

fine condition, fully equipped; £70.—Oakford,
Jordan Well Chambers. Coventry. ![6400

TRIUMPH 1912, clutch model, Philipson Canoelet
sidecar screen, taxed year; £30.—Garaged, 65,

High St., Hounslow. 'Phone: 366. [6555

TURNERS
Genuine COWLEY

SPEEDOMETERS
(NON-TRIP.)

August 17TH, T922. ;

Another Large Purchase.
Brand New. Fully Guaranteed

By COWEYS.

Carr. paid SS/-
Send make of machine and size of (vre.

Size, I Sin. wide x 22 in. long. WiU fit

any Sidecar Body. Black finish J0/6
W^e are also stocl^isis for the following

Manufacturers goods :—
AMAC, BINKS,

BROWN & BARLOW,SENSPRAY,
BOWDEN WIRE LTD.,

BRAMPTON, DRUID,
BRITISH HUB CO., B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS, J.A.P., LEVIS,
TRIUMPH, VILUERS,
BEST & LLOYD,
LUCAS, MILLERS,

POWELL & HANMERS,
RENOLDS, STURMEY ARCHER,

SHOCKSTOPS, TAN-SAD,
CAMEO, EASTING.

Sidecar fittings in endless
variety.

l8Q,l8l,l82,Raiiwa!|Approach

Est
1801.

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
W.12.

'Phone

:

Hammer-
smith
2436,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

SEVERAL second-hand Triumphs al-wnys in etm
Triumph Service Agsntrt for Su^ftex.— Caflfn

Ltd.. 56 T>'rmtnn.s Rd.. Efistlioume. fll

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, renovated 1922, pi

feet order, tax and inenrance paid; £65,-
Schlamp, 62. Lordship Park-, N.16. t6S(

O30.—Triumph Combination, 1913, 3'/t>h.p., clntc
<^ splendid condition, fully equipped, licensed; ai

trial.—32. Lanfranc Rd.. Worthing. t82(

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.— 1922 chain 4ri
Triumph combination, tax paid, all accessorie

£148.-1571), Gt. Portland St., W.Tr [59:

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, good condition, rj(

away ; must be sold this week ; taken for deb
£29.-8, Finden Rd., Shepherd's Bush. (60!

TRIUMPH Chain-drive Combination in stock; £15
Can we help you to this beautiful outfit? Wri

us.—Buntings Motor E.\change, 'WeaJdstone. [58i

CRCyDON Agents Triumphs, ail new models ai

large range of second-hand in stock.—Moon
Presto Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [081

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, fully equippei
licensed until December, condition very good, an

trial given.—Green, 202, Trinity Rd., S.W.17. [558

1Q22 Triumph, aJl-c-hain, and sidecar, electric lijiii

-Lw' ing, mileage only 800; £110.—Hillier (,.i.

bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [M;

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., chain belt, Montgom?ry lid

car, fully licensed, lampa, hoin, wjud8cr«e
splendid condition ; £80.—Motor Mart, Yeovil. [57(

GODFREY'S, Ltd.—Triumph 1919 4h.p., type I

Millford Empress sidecar, condition excelLen

guaranteed; £84.-208, Gt. Portland St., W.l. (693

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3 speeds, K.S., lamps, hori

. tools, tax perfect througliout any trial alter

o'clock; fSe.-Fox, 37, Clonmel Rd., S.W.6. [642

£48.—Triumph 4h.p. 1918 countershaft, just ore

hauled, renovated, perfect order; good sidoca

suit 3V2h.p.; £5.-406, York Rd., Wandsworth. {62f

GODFREY'S, Ltd.—Triumph 1919 4h.p. type I

dynamo lighting, Middleton touring sideca,

licence paid; £96,-208, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [693

TRIUMPH 1917-13 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kicl

starter, new tyres, fully enuipned, splendid coi

dition; £48; exchanges.-63. Solon Rd., Brixton.
[64S.

"IQ18 4h.,p. Countershaft Triumph, con<liUon,ar
-Li/ appearaince as new; £55; ride 60 miles to pu

chaser.—2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO,
[642

SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all models

stock for immediate delivery.-J. A. Stace

Triumph Service Depot, 12, Ecclesall Rd., ShefBeld,
lOSii

ALL Triumph models always in stock ; also full rani

of Triumph Spares. Triumph Service Agents fi

Sussex.—Cuilyns. Ltd., 56, Termintrs Rd-, Bastboiime
(118

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clntol

renovated as new, fully enuinped, tax paid; £3(
— 113, High St., Clapliam. 'Phone: Latchmere 4291

[846

TRIUMPH Late 1918 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kicl

starter, thoroughly overliauled, new conditio

throughout; £55; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., BriKtoi
[649

£55.—Countershalt Triumph, 4h.p., engine Ni

58653, renovated, also ethers; exchanges.—Smith":
86, Chplk Farm Rd (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Sin.'

[091

TRIUMPH, clutch model, also" f^idecnr and two hodi-

for same, passenger, tradesman's b.ox. wou

sepniate, ear wanted.—59, High St., Hmipton HBL
(662

£55,—1918 Countershaft Triumph, all arcessorie

new Dunlop rear, tax paid, perfect order througl

out; bargain.—1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24.
1692

"1 Q22 Triumph, 4h.p., model H, shop-soiled oalj

-«-«' £97/10.—Rev, 173. Great Portland St. 'PhiJne

Langham 1257. Open till 7.30; 4 o'clock Saturday;
[699

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all model'
liberal exchanges or deferred payments if desirci

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington
[697

,

f

1 Ql9 Triumph, latest gear change, eouipped. taxet j[
-i-«^ perfect condition, guaranteed, £54; with sidi J

car, £62.-61, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. I

[68!

GODFREY'S, Ltd.—Triumph 1917 4h.p., type I

with sporting sidecar and windscreen, complete

equipped, guaranteed; £74.-208, Gt. Portland St

W.l. [693

TRIUMPH 1921, new December, 500 miles, oivii' .

going abroad, tools, lamps, etc.. splendid condition i

£85.-R. Daniell, R.A. Mess, Lille Barracks, Aldf

shot. I57e

TRIUMPH Specialists.—'Wanted, your present moti

cycle in part exchange for any new model frni T

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best pri^'' '

allowed for second-hand machines. Del'ened p'l

ments. (See column advertisement).-Baniber's,

Eastbnnk St., Southport. 'Phone; 607. (Slf

a35 All letters relating to advertiseme-its should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issre

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
. Triumph

TRIUMPH 1921 countershaft, excellent condition,
iiiechimically perfect, new tyies, speedometer, n\\

uceessories, Terry saddle; £69.—A. M., 31, Leaaing' St.,

S.E.23. [5600

TRIUMPH 3i/l-h.p. Clutch Model, pedal start,
equipped, fast, reliable, smart, taxed; £30, or

nearest; not Sundays.—Post Office, Burgh Heath,
Surrey. [6179

TRIUMPH 1918, enamelled black and ^old, polisheO
discs, 'coiiper exhaust, splendid condition ; £55,

OT T.T. Eover and caBh.—Siuey, Hurstbourne T;irrnnt,
Andover. [5588

TRIUMPH 4h.p. late 1920. in splendid condition,
only ridden by owner since new; sacrifice £70.

—

Seen by appointment, Burbridge, "Weare, Axbridge,
Somerset. [6669

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, oountershaft, renovated
maker's, eaual new, .1920, Millford sprin§r wheel

eider^ar. excellent condition; about £60.-34, Friar's Rd.,
Coventry. [5728

TRIUMPH 3-siieed Countershaft; £48. Exceptional
condition, enamel, tyres, belt, etc., new,' tax

1923, lamps.—88, Gloucester Place Mews, Portman
Sq., W.l. [6128

TRIUMPH (1916) countershaft (1918) Combination,
excellent condition, .screen, grid, speedometer.

tax; £55.—Berrylands Motor Co., Berrylands Rd.,
Surbiton., [6187

TRIUMPH, late countershaft, latest gear change,
renova'^ed, equipped, taxed, guaranteed, £48/10;

with good sidecar, £56 10.— 51, Upper Richmond Rd.,
East Putney. [6826

:1Q18 Triumph . Combination, 3-speed, K.S., Bosch
'4-t/ magneto, all in excellent condition; call before
"9 a.m. or by appointment; £58.-96; Homsey Lane,
'Highgate, N.G. [5730

1Q20 Triumph. 3-speed, countershaft, speedometer,
JL*^ lamps, tools, tax paid, only ridden a few miles
solo, unscratched; £70.—A. S.. 15. Bramshott Av.,
Charlton, S.E.7. [6159

JQ21 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, mileage 800, per-
-LU lect condition; sacrifice £90 for quick sale;

5wner going awav; any trial.—Richmond, 82, Milton
3t.. Fleetwood. [63'53

TRIU-MPPI. 1922 Model II and C.B. sidecar, com-
plerelv equipped, and very small mileage; cost

£142 10. accent £112/10.—The Lavton Garages. 30,
Holywell St., Oxfurd. [6887

.1 Q22 IRicardo-Triumph, also 4h.p., aJl chain, in
•LJy stock for immediate delivery; exchanges or de-

ferred.—.Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Bhone: Dalstoii "2408. [6901

1 Q21 Triumph, with Sandam lightweight sidecar
-Lt7 (new April, 1922). electric and acetylene lamps.
ools: £97/10, or quick offer.—A. W. Frazer. 7.

vra--.r,swen St., Durham. [6566

tf> Q GNS.—Exchange 1913 Triumph, Gradua gear
-^ *-5 coaohbuilt sidecar, lamps, windscreen, anv
examinjition, trial.-Seabridge. Hansler Rd., East Dul-
wicb. 'Phone: Sydenham 2452. [5536

TRIUMPH 1914, 3-speed, good condition, fully

equipped, tax paid, 27 gns.; also similar com-
lination,- 30 gns.—iLongman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

baling. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [6683

1019 Triumph and Mills-Fulford sidecar, wind-
i- iy screen, P. and H. head lamp, Lucas horn. Cowey
Ijt^cdometer. new tyres and chain; any trial; £80.—
n. Markham Crescent, York. [6323

3ih.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, believed 1913, cut
2 down frame, footboards, 3Vj years stored. 2-

pef;d counters-haft gear, splendid engine; £27, no
offers.— 2, Lucius St., Torquay. [5946

rRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models.
Sidecars to suit from £20. Write for cata-

ogue and full particulars of easy payments.—P. J.
i^vnn?. John Bright St., Birmingham. " ^6866

1Q19 late Triumph Combination, Millford sidecar,
-Lt/ screen, fu'l equipment. Tan-Sad, tools, spores, tax
'aid. new condition ; £67, exchange;- after 5.—Heath.
L68, Wellington Rd. South, Hounslow. . [5661

rRIUMPH 4h.p.. new April, 1921. Cancelet sidecar.
Sports model, used very little, not used since

)<'t<.Vi?! ; selling owing death owner; 90 gns., or best
ifiri

: bargain —Executor, Penrhyn, Enfield, [6082

1 Q-0 Triumph Comhinntion, exceptional touring side-
'-«-' .'ar, Lucas lamps, horn, B.S.M. discs, legshield(=,
-etml crirrier. mileage 4,500, insurance November, 1922-
85; iiftpr 6 p.m.-54, Steele Rd., Leytonstoue. [5606

r Q GNS.—Triumph 1919-20 Coachhuilt Combina-
^ ^ tion (not W.D.), 3-speed. clutch. K.S., guaran-
eed mechanically perfect, fully equipped; anv trial;
fi.er 5 p.m.—20, Treen Av,, Hoggers Corner. Barnes.

[6409
rl^IUMPH 4h.p„ Model H. Watsonian Monarch.

.sidecar, engine No. 72670, new Easter, 1921,
tewart speedometer, Lucas electric (accumulator)
gliting. Easting screen, Tan-Sad, mileage 2,700, full
:t ^pare^, tools, solo sprocket, perfect condition, prac-
iraily indistinguishable from new. fully licensed, in-
ured; £110.—63, Norrey's Avenue, 0-x:foTd. [6573

kMM

Bp Wearmg our

"ALL WEATHER"
Waterproof Motor Cyclists'

CLOTHING.
MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fig. 1)

WUh Plaited Lentlier B. It.

SPECIFICATION
B/l A D E from hard wear-
'" ing double texture
material with an interlining
of Rubber.
Double Breasted Jacket,
with all-round plaited
Leather Belt, large Patch
Pockets, and converted
collar to button right up to
neck, to fasten with Throat
Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.
All seams of the Suit are

rubber cemented and taped
with extra material, making the
garment absolutely waterproof.
Overall Trousers wilh spat-
shaped leg ; wind gussets to
keep the wind from the leg

t>nd boots ; fastened with patent
clasp fasteners, enabling the
trousers to be pulled off in a
moment.

SUIT COMPLETE
35/-

Jacket only .... 25/-
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE

OUR HXUSTRATED LIST AND PATTERN
BUNCH OF CLOTHS, TOGETHER WITH SELF-
MEASUREMENT FORM, WILL BE SENT POST,
FREE AND WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION UPON
RECEIPT OF YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

,

Waterproof OC /-

Trench Coat '"/
(Fig. 2.) Fawn material, rubber

lined, wind
cuffs,

guaranteed
waterproof.

SEAT -
\LESS *

Trousers
Fawn
double
texture
material,

rubber
interlined,

wind gus-
set & clasp
fasteners.

All siies.

Guaranteed
Waterproof.

IS/-
per pair.

WATEBPBOOF OVERALLS.
Double texture material, das?
fasteners, perfectly waterproof.

per 12/6 P^i'

THESEOARMENTSARE NEWUY
MADE FROM FRESHLY
PROOFED MATERIAL BY EX-
PERIENCED WORKMEN AfID
NOT HALF-PERISHED CLEAR-
ANCE LINES OR W.D SURPLUS
// yott cannot call, send money tmth

breast measurement and height,

POST yOUR ORDER EARLY
|

]
batis/aciion guaranteed or~woney

\

[i-cjunded if garments are returned
J

to us within 7 davs >

CARRIAGE!
PAID ON

ALL ORDEaS.
Actual Manufacturers:

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208.OldhamRd.,NewCros5,Maocbest&r

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

SPECIAL Bargain.-New 1922 Tyi.*^- H 4!i.p. 3-spepd
Triumph, sliop-goiled : reduced to £95 ; easy

paynientij 4 per cent, extra; farriage pairl to any
address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Hd.. Burnin--
nam. [5510

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., speedomr-ter. lamps, etc..
extra comfoilable leather upbolHered sidet-ar.

new 1921, i-plendid order, tax and ini?iirance jmid;
£85, or near offer.—Sweet, 77, King's Rd., Leyton-
stone. E.ll. [6157

1 Q 18 Tj iumph and Sidecar, rou titer.shaft, 3-spe©l,
J-*' clntL'h, kick-starter, original enamel, plate,
taxed, accessories, beautiful condition; after 8 Satur-
day or Sunday; £60.—Parker, 65, Clifton Avenue,
Wembley Hill. ^6499

rpRIUMPH 1918 countershaft, with new Watsonian
J- R34 .sidecar, engine reground, newvpiston, re-
bushed, many spares, acetylene and electric, tyrea
new, insurance; £85.-45, St. Leonards Rd., Ea-^t
Sheen, S.W.14. [6630

1 Q21 4h.p. Triumph, Model H, with Millfuid side-
it' car, hood, screen, electric lamp, 'J'an-Sad,
variable jet, splendid condition througliout, any trial;
£99; or exchange spurts Sunbeam.—Clean, 52, Ciare-
mont Rd., Surbiton. [6285

EXCEPTIONAL end-of-seascn bargain.—Brand new
4h.p. countershaft Triniuph, latest type, shtm

soiled, but'nnused; £95.—Light Car and Motor Cycle
Engineering Co.. Ltd., 26. Tulse Hill, Brixton,
phone: Brixton 1292. - [700 1

-j Q21 W.D.B. coachbnilt Combination (3,000 miles),
J-tJ' fully equipped, rear drive, speedometer, all

accessories and spares, new Dunlog and Hutcliinson
covers; trial; £75, or near offer.—Write F. AV. R., 4,

Juer St., Battersea Park, S.W. [6506

PHOTOGRAPHS rDee.-Trimapli S'oh.p.. S-speed
Stnrmev countershaft, 42 gns.: another ditto. 41i.p..

48 gn,«. ; 1922 Rioardo-Triiimph, Tvinner 30 events tlda

season, 115 gns.: eschanses.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110.
Upper Eichuiond Rd., East Sheen. [6952

TRIUMPH Combination 1918 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

kick-starb. Smith's speedometer, under 2,000
miles, lamps, horn, tools, etc., unscratched, and in

perfect mechanical condition, as new; £65, after 7.

—

328, Hitlicr Green Lane, Lewisham, S.E. [6132

OFFICIAL Croydon Agents for Trinmph.—3V2li-P-

o.h.v. 1922 Triumph, tax paid, all lamps, slightly

soiled, 75 m.p.h. guaranteed, bargain, ^115; Type H.,

£105; S-O.. £115 Spare part stockist and repairers
of Triumphs.—The Winstan-Henney Motor Co., 63.

South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [0895

4h.p. 1919 Triumnh, 3 speeds, clutch and kick-start.

£75; 4h.p. 191*6 Triumph combination, £60; 4h.p.
Triumph and sidecar, 1918 model, Sturmey-Archer
countershalt 3-speed gear, etc., £65; also 4h.p. 1914
3-speed gear model, with clutch and kick-start, £4?:
easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe I-ane, London, [6725

TRIUMPH, T.T. bars, complete levers, £1; AlbioT.
2-speed clutch, complete, £5; Matchless sporting _

nnderslung torpedo body, sprung wheel, £5; Dougla-
chassis, complete wheel.-tyre, 50/-; coachbuilt sidecnr
chassis wheel tyre. 50/-; frame, wheels, tyres, spring
forks, saddle, bars, suit 3i..h.p,, 50/-.—Perrin, 6, Etr-n
Rd., St. Albans.

'
i[6571

1 Q19 Triumph Countershaft Sporting Combination.
-Lt/ model H, Canoelet K4 sidecar, torpedo wind-
screen, fully equipped, manv spares, fast, spleiidiii

condition, 10 months' insurance, expert inspectior,
any trial; exceptional opportunity to purchase genuii e
bargain, £7^f^T nearest offer.—F. C. Eames, 155.
Kensington High St., Londo/i. [5967

TRIUMPHS.—Buy- from official appointed agents.
New 1922 4h.p. combination, all-chain drive.

£155; chain-cum-belt combination, £145: 4h.p, S.D .

all-chain, £115; Model H., chain-cum-belt. £105:
Junior, 2i-4h.p., £65; also several second-hand Tri-
umphs from £40; second-liand machine.s . taken in
exchange, remainder on easy terms. Value allowed
on old machine accepted as nayment down.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777

[6727

Spare Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8.
Bond St.. Ealing.

"

[7661

r^OMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
^"^ spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Richmond
Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [9126

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph sparer
at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0793

TRIUMPH Sijare Parts for all Models; nUo
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumrdi
Agents, Broadway, Mnswell Hill, N.IO. [0809

TRIUMPH Parts. 1904-22, every part in .= tock. ne.\
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop? Halt the price, satisracti( ii

guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph iv-

Ijairs and renovation^ a speciality, under person \\

supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph, an 1

Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding o\i

latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Plfce,

Leamington Spa. [7361

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issua as7
Motor Cycles advertised by private o^vne^s are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

Spare Parts

:

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St., Rom-
lord, lor Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spates.

No disappointing delays; every part in stock. Re-
pairs by sliilled mechanics. We are ofigcial service
agents.—Tel. : Romford 584. [7766

Trump.

1 Q22 Trump-Jap 2?'4b.p., horn, lamps, speedometer,
A*' licensed and insured' "December, good condition;
cost £70; accept £45.-68, Riverway, N.13. [6812

Unibus^.

UNIBU'S, nearly new, £20; clutch, 2 speeds, spring
frame, .handJe-start, electric lighting, excellent con.

dilion.—68, Gloucester Rd., Regent's Pari, [5703

Velocette.
pREMIEE Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speed, £66;
E.3 3-6peed, £72/10; - E.1,.2 lady's open frame.

£68; ill! with clutch and kick-starter; easy payments,
4% extra ; carriage paid to any address.—PTemiet
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4609

1 Q21 Velocette, in perfect condition, all accessories;
-I-*/ owner bought combination; £47.—Nixon, Kirkbv
Stephen. [6084
'YT'ELOCEfrTE 1921, 2-3peed model, completely
• equipped, lamips, horn, legshields, and tax paid,

equal to new; £48.—The Lay ton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. [6882
~|021 2^4h.p. Velocette, 2-speed gear, new, perfect,
-*.*^ unscratched, mileage 70, Covtfey speedometer,
Lucas lamp set, horn, mirror, legshields. etc., tax
and insurance paid; £65.—3, Rosemont Parade, North
Finchley, N.12. > [6149
y^I^OETTE, late 1921, 2y2h.p., 2-speed, chain-
V drive, Lucas lighting set, Cowey speedometer,

horn, aluminium footboards, copper exhaust, appear-
ance and mechanical condition open te expert examina-
tion, as brand new, mileage 2,000, tax and insurance
paid; 40 gna.—284, St. James's Rd., Old Kent Rd.,
S.E.I. [5756

Wanderer.
WANDERER SiJh.p., 3-speed, countershaft; £28 —

59, PaUrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd.,
S.W.8. [6018
£15.—Wanderer^ 2%h.p., Bosch, B.B., splendid run-

ning order, 3-speed; cycle part.—Skinner. 29,
Maldon Crescent, Chalk Farm. t6133

Williamson.
^45.—Williamson Combination 8-lOh.p., water-^ cooled "Douglas engine, 2-speed, clutch, handle
starter, perfect running order, any trral.—406, \ork
Rd., Wandsworth. 16263

Wolf.
3h.p. Wolf, 1915; a gift, £17; cash wanted.-^air-

hurst. Back Mesnes St., Wigan. [5791

"^TOLF, Sy^jh.p. late model, 3-speed countershaft
»» kick-starter, splendid order; £49; sidecar for

ditto, £6; bargain.—Moss, Wem. (6873

Wooler.
TXTOOLER 1920 25,ih..D., fully equipped, little used,
»' splendid order; 3637/10.-Pringle, Rozel, Hendon

Av., Finchley. [5783

WOOLER zmi.p., 1920, smart mount, stored long
period, good order, tyres almost new, lamps,

horn, tools, speedometer; £40. great bargain.—Telford
Garale, 47. Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [6107

Zenith.

H.
F.
"pDWARDS and Co.,

K A, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

HAVE a few brand new 5-6h.p. Zenith countershaft
models, clutch, kick.start, at 84 gns.; listed

at £118.

"IQ22 3'/jh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, belt drive, brand
-t-t/ new, shop-soiled; 75 gns.; listed at £113.
"PXCHANGES or Deferred.^ [4047
5-6h.p. 1921 Zenith Sporting Model; £55.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, [6732
8h.,p. Zenith Countershaft, clutch, kick-start; £50 for

quick sale.—Smith, 39, Wood Av., Folkestone.
[5741

JUST Delivered, red, black and gold Zenith-Brad-
shaw, all chain: what offers ?—"Unity Motors

Egham.
[6(jl.g

£38, bargain.-6h.p. Sports Zenith, splendid condi-
tion, lamps, horn, tax paid.— lA, Hearne RdKew Bridge. [5535

"pi.O.C.H. for Zeniths; new and second-hand in stock
•- at tempting prices.-5, Heath St.,. Hampstead
faear Tube). [2719

bi Busy and

Populous

South Wales

The SouthWales
Branch

of

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSUR.\NCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Head Office: 77, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

is situated at

15, High Street,

CARDIFF
Telephone: CARDIFF 4156.

—a convenient centrefortke whole District.

Applications for "The Motor
Cycle" ahd "The Autocar "-

policies are invited from South
Wales Agents.

These should be addressed to

the Cardiff Branch, the Manager
of "which will be pleased to

give any information that may
be desired.

Every assistance is. rendered

to agents in securing business,

and the specialised organisation

of the Company is placed at

their disposal for the settlement

of claims or difficulties.

N.B.—"The Motor Cycle'' policy is authorised
and approved by "The Motor Cycle," with
which The Autocar Fire & Accident In-
surance Company is closely associated. The
conditions of the policy are complete and
comprehensive, and the issuing Company
enjoys a high reputation for generous and
prompt settlement of claims, and for ef&cient

service to policy-holders at all times.

WRITE TO-DAY.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

A N Opportunity lor Speedmen

!

ALLAN GRUZELIER Offers his Special Spa
|

Bradshaw for sale at £127; winner of numerc
firsts, and capable of a speed of 80 m.p.h:; in I

pink of condition and as new throughout,

ANOTHER Similarly Equipped, and highly turn
and costing the owner nearly £200, lor £110

ALL-CHAIN Eight in Stock for immediate delive
fitted J.A.P. Sports engine; £130.

BRAND New Gradua Gear Model Bradshawe
75 gns. to clear; a few left; brand new 5 h

countershaft models at 84 gns. to clear.

WE are the Specialists ; come to us for service

Allan Gruzelier, Ulster Chambsrs, 168, Beg« '

St.. W. [61

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports (late), fully equipped; 50 gn
exchange Douglas and cash.—101, Broxholm R

,

West Norwood. [ftl 1

1 Q21 Zenith 8h.p. sports model and sporting iSt

-i-v sidecar, mileage 300; accept £85.—Box 3090,-
2Vie Motor Cycle. IG"}

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd. — 1922 6hop«)i
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b, '

Portland St., AV.l. [5S

ZENITH, 1922, alLK;hain sports combination. 8b
taxed, equipped, run 50 miles only; £145.- !

Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.
'

[SE
j

1 Q19 Zenith-A.B.C. 3h.p. Sports, fully equipp
J-*7 tax paid, fast and perfect; £29.-113. High >

Clapham. "Phone : Latchmere 4200. [6"^

ZENITH-BRADSHAW New Unused 1922 Mo<:

,

Gradua gear, slightly soiled; 75 gns.—Eagles a i

Co., 275, High St., Acton. London, W. [5£
|

NEARLY Kew 1921 Zrnith 5-6h.p. Sports, Grac
gear, lamps, horn, tools, taxed 1922; real li

gain. £65.-391, King St., Hammersmith. [Gi^

ZEMITH-GRADUA 6-h.p. J.A.P., kick-starter, fl

order; £35, bargain; 1922 sidecar if required. 1

1

Taylor, 657, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [61 '|

ZENITH.—Official appointed agents. New H
models on easy terms; list on application;

changes,—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, [6")

^ENITH chain-drive sports in stock.—Few Sh"
^^ conntershaft models, new, guaranteed; £8£
R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5£

1 Ql9 Zenith, Sh.p,, sidecar, and all acces-ories; £1

-**'—Rey, 173, Great Portland St. 'Phone: Lai

ham 1257. Open.tiJl 7.30; 4 o'clock Saturdays. [69

1 Ql'* 3|2h,p. Zenith and sidecar, all accessories, n
-B-*/ tyres and belt, in splendid condition; £33
Moffat, 14, Church Rd., Wimbledon. Tel. : 2271

[TO

ZENITH 8h.p. J.A.P. Sports Model, Gradua ge

Senspray carburetter, 650x65 tyres, shop-soi
only; £80.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland Kt,, Lond

[6:

ZENITH, 1915-16 4h.i:. single, Gradua gear, perl

running order; £40; se:ri by ap;>ointment.-
i

J. Plummer, 211, Casewick Rd., West Norwood, S i

[5£

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 and Swan Sport
;

Sidecar, completely equipped and equal to m
,

£115.—The Layton Garages, 30, HolyweU St., ( .

ford, C6i :

1Q14 Zenith Sports, 5-6h.p.. complets with lai I

-S-«' sets, thoroughly overhauled, fast machine; £<
,—Wargato Motor Engineering Co., Wellingborough B '

Rusbden. [56

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3-speed, all-chain, 19 :

brand new but shop-soiled, cannot repeat; £1
,

list ; my price £100.—Bradbury, 224, London B

Sheffield. £6;
|

SHOP-SOILED Zenith-Bradshaw, 3V.'h.p., £90; sh
|

soiled 5-6h4p. countershaft Zenith, 1922 mo(
,

£100.—Motorists' Advisory Agency, -Ltd., 89, Wigri
SI., W.l. [5r

1 Q21 Zenith Combination, clutch model, new ci
,

J-*/ dition; £l30, or exchange 2-seater car.—Fletcb '

2, Criterion Bldgs., Thames Ditton. 'Phone: 15 I

Kingston, [^^

"I Q20 5h.p. Zenith Combination, fully equippiitl

Xt7 licensed, speeodmeter, Tan-Sad, Easting wi

screen, owner bought car; £70.—Aylmer, Pincha
King's Lynn. [66 \\

Sh.p. Zenith Countershaft Combination, condit:
[

almost as new, Cameo windscreen, Dunlop Mil
nums, for quick sale; £66.—Tyler, 118, Temple -S f
Kensal Rise. [6fl

||

ZENITH, Sh.p. J.A.P., Gradua -gear, clutch, ki

start, Amac carburetter, Millford-Zenith sitlec !

shop-soiled onlv ; £125.—Maudes". 100, Gt. Portls I

St., London, £61»]]

ZENITH Sh.p. Combination, winner gold Djfi:

1,000 miles trial, in perfect condition, run 6,(

miles only, special Milliord sidecar, all accessor

lamps, etc., (/owey horn and speedometer, East
windscreen, late 1920-1, tax paid and fullv insiujl

price £100.-Apply 5, Hook Rd., Surbiton.- [5|

Q^6 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles adveitised by private owners are. when desired, marlted (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

>Q f'^'S, excharj^e.—1916 sports Zenith, 8h.p.

>t/ Gradua gear, fully equipped, last, smart: any
camination.—Seabridgc, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwich.
jfdeniiam 2452. [6240

919-20 8h.p. Zenith Countershaft, kick-start,

speedometer, lamps, licensed, in exceptional ]v

ue condition; ^33.-37, Arlington Rd., Hurbiton.

'hone : Kingston 1274. [6251

mpEas 1921 8h,p. Zenith, lapped Brooklands 82
* m.p.h., perfect balance, ra-cing and t'onring cams.

-ares, tax paid, lamps, horn; £80, or offer.—^61,

isteluau, Barnes. Hammersmith 1177. [5812

JEW 1921 Zeniths at Bargain Prices.—8h.p. sports,

N Model G, £100; ah. p., clutch Model H. £110;
i.p.. clutch Model D, £88.—Storer and Tait. 20,

jurdon St., Bond St., "W.!. Mayfair 625. [5550

DHOTOGRAPH Free.—1922 Zenith-Bradshaw, run
;. 500 njil'^3 onlv and indistinguishable from new;
) gns. : exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
liohmond Ed., East Slieen. Tel.: Putney 2865. [6947

922 5-6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, Sports, guaranteed per-

fect, enamel, plating nnscratched, lully equipped,

K paid, anv trial; £75. or exchange lightweight and
;h.—Bythesea Villa, Newtown, TrQ\Ybridge, Wilts.

!
[6455

9" 20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, bought
1921, fully equipped, registered, spares, new

i-es, Montgomery sidecar and windscreen, beautiful

itflt: £82: after 5 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammer-
,ith. [6813

"ENITH 8-iOh.p., 90-bore o.h.v., August, 1921,
' mileage 2,400. speedometer, Klaxon, spares, tools,

w back tyre, Challenger tubes, racing Amac, over

: pa.p.h., everything as new; £90.-^0. R. Catesby,

jghfield, Croxley Green, Herts. [5625

ENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8.
' Bund St... EaTing. [5078

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

RAND new lady's motor cycle frame, complete
j> with guards, tanks, 'etc., cost £12/10; accept

t719/6.—1, Meadow View, Newbridge, Wolverhamp-
il. [5583

IRANK WHITWORTH (Agent), 139. New St., Bir-

mingham, emphatically recommends special lady's

idel of famous Ivv, daintiest of all ladies' machines;
.2. complete; send for list. [5086

'lADlES 23jh.p. 2-speed Douglas, 1911 good running
J order, £12/10; Humber 2h.p. lightweight, nice

(jtdition, £14/10.—Syd Pearson, Gate House, Cheyles-

^re, Coventry. 'Phone: 1639. [6415

J:lEARANGE of Shop-Soiled Models.—New 1922
- Ladv's Velocette. clutch and kick-start, 2-speed,

liuced to £60; 3 speed, £65; cannot be repeated;
ey payments 4 per cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co.,

.ton kd., Birmingham. [5512

Miscellaneous.

VRGAIN.—2'>4h.p. Single, Gradua gear; £15/10
- c. inplete.—11, Queenis Rd., S.E.I 5. [5827

rRirMPH N.S.XT., good condition, £25; Eadco
£i5._42, Princes Rd., Holland Park. [6516

'ARWOOD.—Douglas Combination, dynamo lighting,

licensed, late model, new tyres, guaranteed; £58.

' ARWOOD.—191? Reading-Standard lOh.p. Com-
bination, 3-speed, all chain, licensed; exchanges;

lAP.WOOD.—1920 2-seater Tamplin, 3-speed, lamps,
-I Ikensed, new tyres, hood, screen; £65.

TARWOOD.-Indian Scout Agents, new and second-
J hand in stock; exchanges; free runs.

"1ARWOOD.—Sporting 2-seater Darracq, licensed,
J tkctric light, 3-speed, reverse, sound; bargain
i).

lAE WOOD.—1921 3-wheeler 4-cyI., hood, screen,
J electric ligl;t, licensed; snip £115, bargain.

1ARWOOD Garage {Exchange Specialists), 89, East
Hill, Wandsworth. [6326

tfSTROKE Motor Cycle, ~2 speeds, never been used;
ye £95._-Knight, Rambler Cottage, Bourne, Farn-
hi. [6057

.^[LLIERS 1920 2'^,ih.p.,-2-stroke, 2-5peed, footboards,

*l lamps, etc.; £29.—R.V., 371, Earlsfield Rd..
gufiekl. S.W. {5989

'^\l9 Sports J.A.P. 2^4h.p., 2-speed Albion gear
J* l)ox, only wants seeing; any trial; £29/10.-4,
Atiii Waye, ITxbridge. [5577
4.5.—2^4hp. J. A.P., new T3. magneto, electric

p headlight, horn, footboa^rds, running order, tax

JL—Tonkin, Circus House, Padstow. [6099

X .p. Combination, 3-speed, ha.nd clutch, gas and
C electric lighting, latest Binks, etc., De Luxe side-

Cf Sept., 1921; photo, trial; 75 gns. lowest.—Shaw,
Nth WeaJd, Esses. [5720

i"i.h.p. 2-stroke Lightweight, countershaft gears,
/^c handle-bar clutch, kick-starter, new running
oir. guaranteed perfect; cost £60; sell £35.—Man-
ic Woolsthorpe, Grantham. [5878

411 letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

Of Interest to

Speed Merchants.

One would naturally think that it is late

in the season to think of getting a
machine now for competition work, but
that is where many make the mistake.

NOW IS THE TIME to get the right

machine for next year's events !

Have you ever considered that to get
the very best out of any engine it is

advantageous to run it a few thousand
miles easily, so as to wear in each part
thoroughly ?

We are experts at tuning, and we are in

a position to offer you the best and
speediest, specially tuned.

The 31 h.p. DOUGLAS Sports is the
world's fastest 3J h.p. twin and carries

the distinction of being the first 3J h.p.
motor-cycle to exceed a speed of 100
m.p.h.

We are now booking orders for delivery

in strict rotation of the 3J h.p. Sports .

Douglas specially tuned and equipped
under the per.'sonal supervision of ourMr.
A. H. Alexander to the same specifica-

tion as used by himself so successfully,

with a guaranteed speed of 80 m.p.h.

Each machine supplied will be equipped as follows :

—

Special camshaft, special aluminium pistons, special

valve springs and auxiliary rocker springs, 2 special

Amac Carburettors with our own synchronised
controls and special air box, complete engine
specially assembled and lined up. Every machine
specially tested on the road and supplied with a list

of gears suitable for various purposes, with hints and
tips, specially pertaining to this modeL

List price of 3J h.p. Sports
Douglas - - .

Extra for this special equip-
ment and tuning -

£115

12 10

£127 10

You will have a machine fit to compete
with the best in any speed event. Our
guarantee is 80 m.p.h., but that should
easily be exceeded by any machine we
supply, so equipped.

If you wish to shine in speed com-
petitions get ahead of the other fellow
and Order your Douglas NOW—from
ALEXANDER'S. We may have to limit

the number we can specially treat, and
early booking is advisable.

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH

(also at 272, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW).

RIDE "AN ALEXANDER. TUNED"
DOUGLAS AND SOAR TO SUCCESS.

w

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TX/'ANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Greatest bar-
'* gains in motor cycles ever been known; cash, ex-

changes, easy terms.

WANDSWORTH, the old-established firm, always
serves you well. Advice free. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only firm to
give immediate delivery first deposit.

WANDSWORIH. — 1921 Diamond-Jap 2"?ih.p.,
2 speeds, smart sporting machine; offers;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.-19a2 Royal Enfield 2i4h.p.. 2
speeds, like new ; 46 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH—1921 Douglas, absolutely new,
27Jh,p., lamps, speedometer; cost 89 gns.;

sacrifice 58 gns.

"l7r7"ANDSWORTH.-1921 Coulson-B., 23/,h.p. Black-
»» buTDe, 2 speeds, electric lighting, Bonniksen;
53 gns. Terras.

AND3W0RTH.—1919 Douglas 4h.p., 3 speeds,
kick, dynamo lighting, 55 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1919 Indian Powerplus 7-9h.p.,
3 speed';, beautiful machine; offers. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Hazlewood coachbnilt combina-
tion, 5h.p. twin J.A.P., 3 speeds, lamps, speedo-

meter, hood; 55 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Res coachbuilt combination
(brand new 5h.p. Twin J.A.P. fitted); 49 gns.

Terms.

TT7"ANDSW0RTH.—Singer beautiful coachbuilt com-
»» bination, 4',^h.p., 3-speed gear box, kick, lamps;
55 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson 1918 fine coachbuiU
combination, 8-lOh.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 59 gns.

Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph splendid coachbuilt
combination. SVoh.p.. gears, clutch, lamps;

39 gns. Easy terms.

TT7-ANDSW0RTH.--B.S.A. coachbuilt combination,
»> 4h.p., 2 speeds, kick, lamps; 49 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier cljachbuilt combination.
S'/oh.p., Grado gear, kickj lamps; 36 gns. Easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Motosacoche Si/zb-P..' variabU
gear, lamps, hooter, overhauled, nice condition;

23 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Royal Enfield 3h.p. Twin,
2 speeds, lamps, cheap; 29 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rudge 3V2h.p. clutch model,
sporting machine, disc wheels, lamps; 35 gna.

Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph SM-h.p. clutch model,
_ dropped frame, runs splendidly; 26 gns. Easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph 3h.p., magneto, good
tyres, lamps, drrve away; only 19 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber 3i/2h.p., 2 speeds, good
tyres, lamps; cheap 25 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian 4h.p. (clutch model),
chain drive, good tyres; only 22 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges.-Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town

Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [6335

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, have somo
new 1922 shop-soiled machines of various makes

at bargain prices for cash; inspection cordially in-
vited. 'Phone ; Holborn 5777. [6724

3ih.p. Sports Brough, full equipment, just over-
2 hauled, perfect running order, £45; 3J^h,p.

speed model Diizmo, exceptionally fast, condition as
new, £57: Swan sporting sidecar, jnst repainted grey
and black and upholstered grey Bedford, Triplex screen,
and disc wheels, £12/10.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Vic-
toria Crescent. Wimbledon. - [6545

1Q17 Clyno, 3 speeds, kick-starter, 6h.p., slightly
-LU incomplete, £25 ; Hockley 2-stroke, like new,
£16; Enfield 2'j4h.p. Twin, £14; F.N. 4-cyI. 6h.p.,
£15; Antoine SVah.p., £5; Kerry 6h.p. 2-speed counter-
shaft, £14; Alldays car chassis, less engine, £10;
Humber 8h.p. Twin engine, £5; sidecar chassis, £2j
new J.A.P. 8h.p. engine, incomplete, £5; Bosch Twin,
30/-; 3-speed gear box, £2; 3-speed rev, £3; cycl«
frame, wheels, 15 /j-; several parts cheap.—Call or writ*
(stamp), Capt. Collins, Sunbury-on-Thames. [6623

STARTLING Reductions in new 1922 Models

:

slightly shop-soiled 2?^.p. Royal Ruby combine-
tion, 3-speed. list £95, accept £82/10; 2?/4h.p. Excel-
sior-Blackbnrne, 3-speed, list £75, accept £65; Sl^h.p.
Rudge. cbain-dri.e, list £94. accept £82; 3>^h.p.
James sports model, list £105, accept £90; 7h.p.
James combination, list £170, accept £150; Sh.p.
Enfield combination, 'ist £140, accept £126; 7h.p.
A.J.S. combination, Magdyno, spare wheel, etc.. Hat
£210, accept £185; 8h.p. Matchlesa combination, 2-

seater, Magdyno, spare wheels, etc., list £207, accept
£182; brand new 1921 Sh.p. Enfield combination,
£120.—J. Hebden and Song, 71. Scotland Rd,, Nelson,
Lanes. Tel.: 91. [6395

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, wlien desired, marked (Pi.
a ^9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1922 Rudf-es, 1922 Ariela,
1922 0.ju..'s. 1922 New Imi>ejml<^, 1922 Qnad-

jauts, 1922 KojmI Rubys. Quick deliveries. Good
Plicae for your niiichine; excban&e.—Booths' Motories,
Waterloo Rd., Blarkpool.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—New 1921 4h.p. Brad-
bury, all chain, £78/10, with sidecar £95/10.-

Bootlis' Wotories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-New 9h.p. Rudge Combina-
tion! spare wheel, £150; new Bradbury light-

weight, 2 speeds;, K.S., £60; new Martineyde combina-
tion, £150.—Bootha' Motorics.

BLACKPOOL Bargaina.-SV-h.p. Trinmph, £18/10/6;
ditto. 2-8peed, £22/10/6; ditto, 3-speed, £22/10/6.

—Booths' ilotories.

BLACKPOOL Borgains.-SV^h.p. Humber, £20/10/6;
6h.p. 3-speed Budge, £29/10/6; SVuh.p. Premier.

£24/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.— 3i/'li-P- Singer. 2-6peed,

£24/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/19/6; another,
£35/10/6; N.S.U. lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-spe9d

O.K., £23/10/6.—Booths' 'Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 Rudge, dyn;uno light-

ing. £59/10/6; good Douglas, £25/10/6; 4h.p.
IJonglas with new sidecar, £69/10/6; 8h.p. Premier
combination. £47/10/6; Enfield combination,
£39/10/6—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Matchless combina-
tion, 6pare wheel, hood, s^ieenf lamps, £99/10/6;

New Imperial, 2 speeds, K.6., £45/10/6.—Booths'
Motories.-

BLAOKPOOL Bargains.-1920 G.N., dynamo light-

ing, spaio wheel. £110/10/6; 1920 Tamplin,
£59/10/6; 'Morgan De Luxe, £147/10/6; 1920 8h.p.
Ruby combination. £79/10/6; 1920 SVoh.p. New Scale,

2 speeds, K.S., £38/10 ; Bh.p. Bat, coimtershaft, 3-

speed, £39/10/6; 1920 2^jh.p. Excelsior, £27/10/6;
3h.p. Enfield, £37/10/6; 6h.p. Indian, i32/10/6; 1921
Enfield lightweight, £39/10/6; 1920 Sun. £35/10/6;
several others cheap

;
push cycles taken in exchange.

—

Booths' Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool.
[5483

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged. Any new cycle, combination, or car sup-
plied, cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St.jHampstead (near Tube). Phone.
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

riBii

1 Ql'^-lS 4h.p. Wolf- Jap Combination, S-speed,
X%/ clutch and kick-start, new sidecar, £35; 1914-
16 New Hudson coarhbuilt combination, excellent
condition, £45; 1917-8 4h.p. Triumphs, from £45;
1921 i\Ionarch 6-8h.p. .7 .A. P. combination, as new,
£85; 1920 British Excelsior combination, Lucas Mag-
dyno, £87/10; 1920 Royal Enfield combination, £85;
Rudge-Multi, in fine running order, £25; Babv
Triumph, as new, £35; 1921 Monarch-Villiers, 2-speed,
clutch, kick-start, £35. bargain. Motor cycles bought.
sold, or e.\chang(^d.~Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Bus-
holme, Manchester. [6075

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

period.-Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130,
Euston Rd. [0795

T\.OTJGLAS Combination. £5 per week: 1920 G.N.,
---' 8 gns. per week; fully insured.-Rodwell, 8, Red
Lion Sq. Chancery 7272. [1519

KOBERTSON'S Motors. Ltd.. for many years have
specialised in this class of work. If machine is

purchased, full amount of hire uo to one week is
allowed.— 157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5936

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
H
F
"PDVPARDS and Co.,

"lAI, Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers of
.*-^.*- solos, combinations, and Morgans, Iligliest
prices given ; distance DO object. Call, write, or
'phone : I^Iayfair 4027. [0870
rp.B.

^ANI
nirtft COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, EUar-^"\J aijt^ed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
C.-1.. T.td., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [556a

W^

A CTUAL BUYERS.

TJLEASE offer ns your Motor Cycle or Combination.
J- We pay cash on sight. Write, call, or 'phone
.Museum 3606.—Snipe, 330, Euslon Rd., N.W.I,

[6914GIVE £20 for Douglas, New Imperial, or similar-
103, Moore Park Rd., Fulham. [5674

^iiffiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiinniintMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiij;

lEDWARDSl
= & CO.. z

i 101, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.l f

i Tel Mayfaii 4027 |

I We have been appointed Sole Distributing =

= Agents for London and 5 miles Radius for =

I
The PRIORY

|

i 2| h.p. J.A. p. 2-Speed, Clutch, Kick Start =

I Price S2 Gns.
i 2|- h.p. PRIORY 2-Stroke, 2-Speed. 1

E Price dCoS E

E 1&22 3 H.P. 3.Speed RALEIGH I

= Combination. Brand new. E

I Price £103 f

I SpeciflcatioH on request. z

= Several Brand New S'-S h.p. e

= 1921 ZENITM !

iCOUNTERSHAFT f

E Models, Clutch, Kick-Start, i

i 84 Gns. I

i Listed £118. Maker's Guarantee. E

I SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS. i

= 1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD, magdyno, hood, screen, Gns. =
r speedcm?ter. Tax paid. As new 140 r
3 1922 MATCHLESS, spring-frame 2-sealer side- =
z car, windscreen, hood, dynamo lighting, z
z spare wheel, Icgshields. As new. Mi,!eage ~

z 2QO. Cost £221 175 =
= 1921 Delivered March, 1922. INDIAN comb., H
z 7 h.p. dynamo Itg., speedo., windscreen, =
~ licensed 94 r
z 1920 7 h.p. READIN6STANDARD comb., dynamo, E
- screen, mascot, lir cnsed, good order 64 -
= 1920 8 h p. BRITISH EXCELSIOR, Dq Luxe s,c. z
~ spare wheel, hood, screen. Fully equipped z
E and tax paid. Perfect order . . . 92 z
= 1920 7/gh.p. INDIAN. Electric model. Speedo- z
r meter, screen. Taxed, Perfect order. . .

.

82 z
z 1919 3 h.p. ENFIELD and Wicker sidrcar, z
= speedo., Lucas lamps, horn. Good con<]ition 42 z

I SECONDHAND SOLOS. I

i 1921 2'5 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-specd, equipped, z
z excellent condition 49 z
z 1921 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, semi-Sports, magdyno =
z lighting, speedometer, electric horn, knee =
= grips, absolutely as new 109 z
= 1921 25 h.p. KINGSBURY, 2 speed, all chain, =
= equipped, licensed, electric Jtg., splendid order 33 z
~ 1921 3i h.p. -NORTON H 16, ail chain, Lucas =
z equipment, excellent condition. Year's =
z licence .,..." 80 z
z 1921 5 h.p. Sports ZENITH, excellent con- =
z dition, 2 months old 68 =
z 1920 5 h.p. ZENITH, fully equipped, speedo... 50 z
= 1920 22 h.p. COULSON-BLACKBURNE, 3-spced, =
z kickstarter, licensed, good condition 48 z
z 1920 RUDGE, equipped 41 5
z 1918 25 h.p. DOUGLAS, fully equipped, excellent 5
z condition 37 z
z 1917 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, clutch, kick =
= start ., 46 =
z 1914 7/9 h.p. Clutch INDIAN. Equipped, taxed. z
- Good condition 28 -
= 1911 3^ RUDGE Clutch Model. Tax paid. Binks 17 =

I LIGHT CARS |
z 1921 MORGAN, G.P., M.A.G. Engine. Lucas =
z Dynamo . Speedo, licensed , repainted, z
z perfect order 1 39 E

§ Deferred Payments & Exchanges on any of the above. =
= WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS. =

z Cash waiting, =
rTiitiuiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiniiiiiiiKiiiiiniMiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiirt.z

W^
MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, wi
'phone, or calL II country, send to -lH)n

tei'minus. We collect Iree and send bsEt cash otfa
W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Mu«
5391, [0

EST

P
G

RICES

lYEN.

TX. F. EDWARDS and Co.. 50. Haniugton 1
;

---- South Kenainfe'toa, will imrchuse for aiiot li 1

your motor cycle oi combination."
'phone Ken. 3709.

Cer.l, \\rite,

[0

T^ALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—The pre-eminent p
-*- lor disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make yun a c

offer at sight.

PAI^MER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure (

good cheque if you sell your machine at Palm
Garage.

PAL^fER'S Garage. Tooting.—Thousands ul i

have aold their m.achines here.

PALMEai'S Garage, Tooting, make a specialir,

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale ti

Thur=<lay at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-No garage cliarpi

incurred i:ntil 7 days' notice is given.

PAL&iER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect macb
from any London railway station. The auo)

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

I^ALMJOiR'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash nut accej)
,

mactiine can be included in Auction Sale 1

every Thursday. - ^
PALMER'S Garage, Touting.—You fix the pnoi'M

. we do the rest.
{

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling c

mission, TV-^Xr ^^^ chargeable unless raachiiii

snld. 11 no sale, a nominal auction fee is charct

for motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 v.

5/-; ditto, over £50 value, 10/-. When we err

sale these charges are cancelled and comm.-

charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—Catalcgne free. T
208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's i^artJge, Tool

[6

WANTED, good combinations and solos lor caai

Quadrant Garage, Winchmore Hill. [3

WANTED immediately, good Solo or Combinati
nuist be bargain.—Oak House, Wallingford.^

1,5

WANTED, Combination or solo; also 2-stro

eheiip; modern.— 10, Baronsmeiid Rd., Bar
[51

WANTED, Harley, standard djnamo combinati

nut earlisr 1920.—Cash at 103, Church :

Edmonton. i^'

WANTED, powerful combination, late mod
reasonable.—Mosedale, 50, Canterbury Rdr, 1

burn, N.W.6. -t^

ARLEY 7-9h.p. solo, Combination, 1919, lat

cheap; electric prelorred.—73, Windeimere

J

South Ealing. [5

WANI'^0, Lightweight .I.A.P. or Levis; lull dels

leasonahle price.—M. Hattie, 4, Richm

Terrace, Aberdeen. (D) I?

WANTED, Combination, about 1-920, exchange 4

Camijiou, cush adjuatment.-Booth, 40, Wjli

ham Rd., Market Rasen, Lines. l^

PRIVATELY.—Required, Solo, Douglas prefen

limit £30 ; repairs immaterial.—" Craulcig

College Slip, Bromley, Kent. (P) [6

8ti.p. Matchless 2-seater Combination or any oi

6h,p. or 8h.p. combination cheap foi ca.«!

High, 21, Princes. Rd., Gt. Yarmouth. [^

WANTED, late combinations, solos, also Mor
runabouts, G N.'s, and Rover Eights; cash

exchange.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, BishopsgaLe -'

Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [Oi

F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for e"

machines of all types; higliest prices and •

teous treatment assured,-Fair Ofler Car House,

Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube). Thf^

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Stiturdaya.

WAN1;*ED, to purchase for cash, or sell on c

mission, a number of really first-class nn

cycles and combinations. Representative will

sent to insi)ect and complete transaction after

liminary negotiations. Write, 'phone, or call.—L<

man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ea
689. [fi

H^

340 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED
BUNTING'S Buy <<eU. or cxohnnge any niiike of

iimtoi ryrile. Stiite your retiuirements. We
.idf 1 t;ik'^ to do yonr Imsiiiess jind give you satisfiio-

Dn. DistMiice iiniufiterial.—Bunting's Motor Kx-
lansc Woiildstnne. [0828

IPECIAI. Cnsh Buyers: Triumphs, Enfields. B.S.A.'s,
* I'lMiniiisses, IVIatcLiessGs, A.B.€.'s, Scotta, Brtirl-

irys, il;iitinsydes, Zeuitlis.—\V;tnds%Yortli Motor Ex-
anntie, Eltner St., 'Waiidswoith (Toivu Station),
'hone: Liiti.-'hm.Te 4686.

il-CYLINDEK RN.'s, Hendersons. T.A.C.'s. T.M,C.'3
It w;inted,—Wiindaworth Motor Exchange, Eliuer St.,

'anthworth.

iED ludiaus. Harley-Davido^ons wanted.—Wands-
wcirtlj Motor Exchange, Ebner St.. "Wnndswortli

'own Station). [4.559

^ASH on Sight for new and serond-haud motor
-^ c-yrles and combinations, nnv make or i-ondition.

Call, write, or 'phon^, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-
:»3. Upiier Rirhmoud Rd.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
khmond 2362 and 2363. —

'

[0372

1^?"ANTEJJ, for i»nsh. motor oveles and romhinations.
,

» ^iipw or second-hand. We pay good prices for
|iUiediat(' possession. Biing your machine to us and
;te cash away. Now is your time t-o sell.—Forge
ira^c. 74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston
125. [6636

EM) Vour Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
,' Alulnr Auction Booms, High St.. Tooting. Ca^i
er te'e^raphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
iLi. a Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
itinii. Machine can be included in auction sale if

;ireii--So!e aiklress. Palmer's Garage, Ttxiting. [6386

JETER Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd..
Ea^t Sheen, are cash buyers of modern motor

ch--^. or will take same in part exchange for new or
o!ii!-];and machines or light cars; distaiice no
jclL. and special attention given to the requirements

fci country clients. 'Phone : Putney 2865. [6962

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
flXGSBURT Scooters and Snare Parts.-Eeaufort
Ik. Works; Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2590

riNGSBURY Scooter, excellent condition, taxed;
^ £15, or offer.—205. South Croxted Rd., Dulwich.

[5941
i£|21 Keuilworth Scooter, tax paid, perfect order,

^ suit lady or gent; £18.—7, Norwood Rd., Heme
li, S.E.24. [6922

kBAND New Autoped Scooter, iVjh.p., singje speed,

f complete with dynamo lighting; £15.—Snipe,
0. Euslon Rd. • " [6915

.B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled. latest modeL list
'-' £55; accep^ £23 ; wonderful bargain.—Frank
iitwcrth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [5085

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
TEW Economic Motor Set complete; £11; with all

1 fittings.—106a, Great Moor St., Bolton. [6667

10.—Young's motor attachment, hardly used, per-
' feet condition.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[6741
Q 2 1 Young Jfotor Attachment and James cycle,
»/ in new condition; £18/10.-114, Brixton Hill.

[6473
^8/10 Auto-wheel, fast and powerful; tax and car-

riage paid.—Roas, Grocier, 249, Twyford Av.,
i-t=mouth. [5694

ih.p. Kenilworth Motor Cyclette, suitable for lady
2 or gentleman; £27/10.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe
ne, London. [6719

917 Wall, 2-stroke, 2-speed, countershaft, 2";4h,p..

horn, lamps, fast, reliable; £24-—Cable, 89,
undy St., Poplar. [6521

lYCLOTRACTETTR, only shop-soiled, new price £21,
'' mv nrire £10/10, carriage paid.—Edwardes, 277,
mV.eiwell Rd., S.E. - [7000

920 Young Attachment and first-class Bicycle,
hardlv used; £24; e'-change.—Price Bros.. Cat

[il. East Barnet. Herts. [6638

7"0UNG lil'h.p. Attachment, fitted to gent's push
cvcle, value £7, has eood tvres, engine excellent;

6.-B0X 3088, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6781

h.p. Motor Attachment, fixed to a good B.S.A.
i

pedal cycle, 3-speed hub gear; £17/10, complete.
iV'auchope's, 9, Shqe T^ne, London. [6720

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
'OLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons;

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

lOLLINS and Son.—Adjustable wind screens, com-
plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent

.approval against cash; -carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

tOLLINS and Son stock all known makes of wind-
f\ screens; we have a few second-hand Standard
listings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below.

^tOLLINS and Son fit celluloid paneh to any wtnd-
ecreen in few hours, new aprons', side curtains,

,
open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

fo'clock.—CoUiu-s and Son. rear of 84, High St
|itney. S.W. (D) [eie's

^^on the Road'
The Mlowmj ;s a copv of unsoHcitccI Icttr-r dated lulv

atyth, 192^, received from a user of the " BR \JIP TO.N'

"

Bi-l'lex Spring Fork, resident in Derbrahire :—
" Dear Sirs,
"I have given your Forks which you sent me

recently a very good test, and I can find nothing
out praise for them, and we have some roads in
Derbyshire, I can assure vou. In fact, the whole
machine could drop into some of the holes I have
been over, and I took them at speed just to seehow the Forks would act, and they were, as you
say in your advertisement. First Class.

" Yours laithfullv."
I he advertisement referred to hv the above user appear-

ed in "The Motor Cvcle" on July 6th. page v oj the
Supplement.

If your nmchinc is nol filled irilh llic "BRAMPTON"
B:Flex Spring Fork, hi iis feud v)h r> measurement form
nnd descriptive hinklel iHustr^line models for Moljr Cvcles
of 2l h.p. ami upwards.

The i

BRAMPTON
Bi-Flex

SPRING FORK.

BRAMPTON BROS. LTD.,
Oliver Street, BIRMINGHAM.

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
T^ASTEXfi .Standiird model, new. never used; £3/12.—
-L' 152, B:,nomljti Avenue, StieatliaUi Hill. [5990

TpAftTING Standard, i-omplete. used three weeks;
J .€2/17/6, nearest.—Frost, Bedford Place, Brid-

I'ort. [6310

HltiH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,
30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High

Rd.. Tottenham, T.ondon. [3502

SIDECAR Hoods. 30/- and 40/-, best quality
materials; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules Hood

Co,, 698, Seven Sisters Rd.. Tottenham. [0853

BOWiER Screen, adjustable, complete with coverall
aprcji, 30/-; Easting s.creens from £3; Sandham

V screens, £2/15; all makes of screens repaired; new
panels fitted from 12/-; aprons supplied from 10/-;
hoods complete from 35/-.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1

and 3. Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 2. Phone : Brixton
1585. [7023

BODIES.
RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers; 35

models; also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
up'iolsterihg.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd.. 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, London, N.19. [4932

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below

COLLINS and Son arc actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months" guarantee with every Tiody

made by them.^Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, repaint and upholster nt

moderate charges, first-class work guaranteed

:

estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and Son.
rear of P4. \lizh St., Putney. S.W [6190

COACH-PAINTING.—Bodies painted and lined.

First class finish.—Andrews, 123. Walworth
Rd. [6092

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in

stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Bd., King's
Cross, London, N 1. {5131

FIT new Willowbronk body to your old sidecar, and
make it like new

;
prices from £5.—WiUowhrook

Bodv Works, Leicester. [0336

BEAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bcdies. £4/15:
other models from £2/10; write for specification.

—Burton, Sidecar Works, St. Peter's Park Rd., Broad-
stairs. [3637

SIDECAR Body, lightweight, re-upholstered, re-

painted, as new; bargain, £3/17/6.—Hockley
Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St., Newtown Row, Birming-
ham. [6676

COEB-SPEEDMAN Sidecar Bodies.—Startling reduc-

tions to clear; bodies from £2/5; all carriage
paid and packed free; list stamp.—Vernon Cobb, 18,

Midland Rd., Carlton, Nottingham. [5780

FIFTY bodies, second-hand, upholstered best pega-
m( id, touring shape, from £2 each ; a iew,

new, at £7, exceptional bargain; also a few chassis

to clear.—Sandums, 336, Gray's Inn Rd.. W.C.I.
[0871

HEPPELTHWAITI'^S.—Old man Hep. for Douglas
type bodies, £4/17/6, brand new (see Sidecar

column), and send for photo. These bodies are
painted lead colour. We have sold over 850 since
August last.—17-19, Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth, Lon-
don, S.W.8. 'Phone : 1958 Brixton. [5320

HUGE Purchase of Entii'e Stock of Plus One Chas-
sis, brand mew, complete with all fittings, tyre

and tube, for all American machines and English
heavyweights, complete with our specially built De
Luxe body, beautifully upholstered,, etc.; £22/10.—
Robini Manic. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton,
S.W.2. [7017

COBB-SPEEDMAN Sidecar Bodies. Startling prices.

Racing bodies at from £2/5. Touring bulbous,
£3/5. No rubbish, all new and unsoiled. Carriage
and packing free. Quick delivery. State colour re-

quired. Sidecars complete on Watsonian chassis from
;Pn/ll.—Vernon Cobb, 18. Midland Rd., Carlton.
Nottingham. i[619S

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dent,, established
designers to the coach trade fur over 80 years. Con-
sxrlt Tis when desicning new ideas.—Dorset HoiT-'e.

Tndnr St.. London, E.C.4. [0004

HELEN Sidecars! Helen Sidecars! More Bargains.—
15 brand new coachbnilt bodies, £3/15 each; 20

sports for P, and M.'s, £6 each; 10 touring bodies
for Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nor tons, etc., £6/10 each

;

8 2-seater3, £8 each; second-hand bodies from £3.
send foF catalogue.—Robini MauFc. Co., 1 and 3, Tnlse
Hill, Brixton, S.W.2, 'Phone: Brixton 1585, [7014

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
COACHBUILT Sidecar; £5/10.-10, Ellesraere Rd.,

Roman Rd., London E. ![6006

SWAN Sporting Sidpcar, ofl Hurley, nearly new; £12.
-53. Ilford" Hill, Ilford. [623'1

NEW Streamline Spring Sidecar and Milford chassis;
£8.-104 Malvern Rd.. N.W.6. [6816

BARGAIN.—Good cane sidecar, fit any motor cycle;

£2.—Box 3100, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6799

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
pOR
iDANDHAM, tbe Bmartest sidecar gpecJaliste.

SANDtJM Sidecars.—Our pre-wnr prices -were the talt
of the show; £1^ to £50. Write for new catalogue.

SANDUM (V-3haped) Wind Screen ; a hood, screen, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SAjS^DTJM (V-sho'ted) Wind Screen.-Our South London
ugeut writes : " Au instantaneous success ; sold

out; send further suppTy." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Ed., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED -Payment Arrangements if desired, on
most generous terms at Middleton's,

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,

or donkey cart in part payment.

OAA MILE Sidecar Race, Daividson- first, riding
^\J\J Indian with. IMiddleton spring wheel sidecar;

[.e Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with iVIiddleton
spring wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs of all kinds;
trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-

car makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Einsburv
Park. 'Phone : Homsey 1584. [0522

BAST0NE3 for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.

BAST0NE3. — Sports model eidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung
£7/19/6, tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms

14/-,—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, I^ondon.

[6049
RENNOC Sidecars, 24 models, lightweights, touring,

tandems, from £12; cash or terms.

RENNOC Sidecars have a large quantity of clear-

ance sidecars, fit all makes.

REIJNOC Sidecars are known throughout the world
for quality. See testimonials.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We are actual manufacturers
of complete sidecars, bodies, hoods, and screens.

RENNOC Sidecars.—Send for list, most comprehen-
sive in the trade; wholesale, retail, export.

RENNOC Sidecars specialise in repairs of every
description. Repainting, upholstering, enamel-

ling, etc.

RENNOC Sidecars specialise in sidecars to fit

Indians, left-hand, in stock.

RENNOC Sidecars are manufactured by Rennoc
Motors, Ltd., Marlborough Rd., Upper Holloway,

London, N.19. 'Phone; Hornsey 1589. [4931

SIDEOAK.S.—Latest new nndevsiung bulbous back
Triiunph similar; £10/10; 30 yeaia' experience.

SIDECARS.—Latest new underslung bulbous back,
' Triumph similar; £10/10; no junk; 30 years' ex-

perience.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham.
[6190

PHEiLO'N and Moore Sidecar, nearly new condition;
bargain, £15.—Tilleys, Esplanade, Weymouth.

[6662

SPORTING, R.34, Watsonian 26in.; £15.—Chap-
man, 82, Battersea Rise, Clapham Junction.

![6520MONTGOMERY Sporting Models in stock; £23/10.—R. G. Houchin, 188, High St., Peckham, S.E.15.
£5918

J Q 22 P. and M. Sidecar, new ; reasonable offer
1- »/ accepted.—Box 3091, c/o The Motor C.ucJe.

^ r6784
QPORTING Canoelet Sidecar, complete, with opron,^ step, lamp; £7/15.-122, Chester Rd., Warring-
ton. [6308

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.-Limited number jiew
coach bodies, full size, wdtb locker; £6/7/6, usually

£9/10.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—New £9/10 coach
bodies for £6/7/6. Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity of new
latest piittern underslung chassis; £9/19/6.

Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Some new sidecars lor
Triumph. B.S.A., Douglas, etc., cheap; sidecar

fittings, wheels, springs, rims, mudguards.-Booths'
Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [54'84

ALMOST new Rideezi Sidecar, steel studded tyre,
cost £30; £20.—Luckett, Electricity Works. Ban-

bury. [5607

FORWARF
BRITISH
PLUGS

Type M
Detachable

Mica Plug 5/.

TWfAKE certain of plug
^ satisfaction on the {oiigesi

runs by fitting a Forward
Type " M "— tbe plug with
the de'achable mica insulator

which wiii never crack or
break—and whether you use
your machine for business or

touring, for solo or sidecar
worlc, you have the best

—

and therefore most economical
plug that money can buy

F rward Fasteners have
achieved an envfable reputa-
tion all over the wor'd f' r

their soundness in design,

workmanship and reliability,

1/9 each, adjustable.

Forward Leather Links,
1/6 each.

Forward Super Belt Punch«,
2/6 each.

Hook — the strongest

hook fastener,

1/3 detachable.

1/6 adjustable.

King Hook Leather Linkf,
1/- each.

List

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, B'ham

SPARE PARTS FOR

^dim Motor

Cycles

Supplied all over the World.

Specialists \n " Indian " Repairs and Overliauls.

Dennis Accessaries Stores,

89. BRIXTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

Plione : Brixton 3129.

siDECAH Attachments.
NORTON Spmts ^629/10 sidecar for 3V»ll.p. ma«l

new, must sell.—Box 3092, c/o The M
Cifcle.

[j

SCOTT Sidecar, £5; also 1920 Harley body, (
59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham '

b.W.8. [(

SIDECAR, Touring, luggage grid, rear locker, «
lent condition; £13.-18, Deansfield Rd., Eltb

S.E.9. [e

r^OAOHBTrilLT Sidecar, 4-point suspension; £6
^-^ clear.—Forfleld Motors, Forfleld Place, Leam
ton Spa. [i

TORPEDO complete, 4 point, off Triumph, phi
£10.—Lodge, 12, Parkwood PI., Tavistock, So

Devon. [g

MONTGOMERY Sidecar Chassis, suitable for
make; i£15.—Maudes', 100, Great Portlanr!

London.

CANOELET K4 Sidecar, oH Triumph, 4 point,
tyre, excellent condition; £7.-52, Claremont

Surbiton.

DOUGLAS Sidecar, green, adapted for Triuii

good condition; £8/10.—Crook, 28, Aleiai,

Rd., Worthing. - [6

WHITLEY .Sidecars, Ooventrv.-Tilree modeh, .

£29/10, £32/10. Nothing on_ one wheel
equal. Lists free. [0

C.
and W. Sporting Triumph Sidecar, cost :i

unused, Gloria finish; best offer.—Box 3093.
The Motor CilcU. __ F6

HADEN Sidecar Chassis, complete, less tyre, :

able for any machine: £14.^iMaudes', 100, G
Port.land St., London. [6

CANOELET Sporting Sidecar, fit Triumph, N.oll

perfect condition; £11 (no offers).—Ford. Sot«

nr. Wallingford, Berks. [5
'

EXTENDED i-ayments accepted tor sidecars; ino

for nil makes.-Send for catalogue, etc.. Bid
Sales, Ltd., 5, victoria St., S.W.l. .[0

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecars, 16 gns. ; touring -mo

£18; write for designs, satisfaction guarantee
Willowbrook Sidecar Works. Leicester. to;

CANOELET Minor, 26X2J4, Dunlop, special sprii

very light, suitable racing, running on N.TJ. i

£10.—194, Plaistpw Rd., West Ham. [61

COACHBUILT Sidecar, 1920, 3-point, Avon t]

lamp. Cameo windscreen, apron, off Triumph
cellent condition; £15, or- near.—140, Elsley Rd,, 8.

[6C

1 Q21 Swan Sporting Sidecar, Easting disc wh
J-i/ electric light, indistinguishable from new; *

—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kings

1274.- ®
TOOTING.—Canoelet M.M.4 Touring. TJnui

Government surplus heavy Dunlop tyre.
.
C

nections for Harley; £12/10. Also spares for I

model.

TOOTING.—Scott Tradesman's Box Sidecar, .

tyre; £6/10.—Broadway Motor Co., 998, Garr:

Lane, Tooting. 'Phone: Streatham 33ffl. [6*

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbous bs

models, complete with renovated undersla

chassis, with fittings for any machine, from £12/10
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back coachbo

models, with renovated underslung chassis, Ir<

£15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitt

with our 1922 bulbous De-Luxe coachbuilt bO(

supplied with fittings for any machine, £18/10
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fnllord Chassis, »i

bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied witli I

tings for any machine; £17/ 10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chas

repairs ; all work guaranteed ; send for catalogl 1

Open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till
j

o'clock.—Below.
j

COLLINS and Son will take your present sidec
^

in part payment of any model; a few second-liai

sidecars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, Hif

St., Putney. S.W. [621 i

SIDECAR.-Hm-e a Hoptey folding sidecar. Soi

garage worry and expenses. Attached to uioi

will go through passage 28in. Tandem and single bodi
J

fitted.-Honley.
j

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your niot '

specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors ns
,

''

loh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercl

in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitte

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., BimiB
ham. toil

GREAT Bargain.—New C. and M. sports si'deci!

body with V-shaped screen; cost £28; accej

£14, or near offer.—198, King St., Hammersmitl
Phone: 2474. (646

MILLPORD Chassis, suit 4h.p., £5; Scott W.l|

sidecar, 70/-; Douglas, £8; torpedo sporUnji,

£8; light chassis, £3.—Kennard, 78, Yerbury Bd
Holloway. N.19. [6'-

ii42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nuinber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
GLORIA SklecDr, 1920 Triumph, piacticalty new.

£15; also Rover sidecar, fitting Kasting, and
sidecar brake, £11.-37, Arlington Kd., Surbiton.

'PlK.ne: Kingston 1274. [6254

MONTGOMERY C.B. Sidecar, complete, 26x2^2
wheel, good cover, smart, £8/10 ; also lielitweiglit

spcjting sidecar, complete, cane body, good cover, £6/10.

-Piont, Canon St., Taunton. [6370

PETER Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd ,

East Sheen, have- always several good second-

hand coachbuilt sidecars in stock, to suit all makes;
from £7. 'Phone: Putney 2865. [6960

LARGE Purchase Bankrupt Stock.—Sidecar chassis,

complete with tvre, £7/10, original price, £25;
all brand new 1922 goods; also few bulbous back
sidi'cars at £17.—Durant, Bourne, Farnham. [6053

RIDEEZI.-We are the local agent?, and can supply

vou irom stock.-Light Car and Motor Cycle

j
Eufiiueeriug Co., Ltd.. 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. »Phono:

;
Briiston 1292. (V- minute from Brixton Skating Kidk-I

' [7002

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
fnided aO seconds) combination passes throuRn

ordinary doorwav. Unnoticeable appearance when
open, no freakishness; send for descriptions.—Frank
i.Wlui worth, 139. New St., Birmingham. [508?

jlO GNS.—We have 12 brand new complete sidecars.

Ii-L^ less tyre and tube, suitable for 2^4^.v. Douglas
'and lightweights. 3-point suspension chassis, stove

enamelled and new, beautifully painted, roomy light

bodv.—The Effva Motor Works. Ltd., 59-63, High St.,

;Clapham. [6119

HUGE Purchase ot the Entire Stock of Plus One
Chasis, all brand new and complete, tyre and

tube, for the foUo-wing machines : f-or American mach-
ines and English heavyweights; ^12/10; usual price

£25.—Robini Manfc. C-o., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brix-

ton, S.W.2. [7018

SPECIAL Purchase. -Manufacturers' stock to be
cleared at unheard of prices (stock soiled). Com-

plete sidecars with coachbuilt body, tyre and fittings,

£11/10: coachbuilt bodies, £3/10; limited quantity;
cannot be repeated.—Bastones, 228, Pentonville Rd.,
Kings Cross, London, N.l.

" [7342

PARAGON f patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has prrved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination wilt pass through a
30in doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.— Win-
cjcle Co.. Ltd.. 236. Hieh Holborn. W.C I. [0388

OLD Man Hep. neatly sold out his 1,000 Douglas
Chassis at £5 each, so if you don't want to be

(lisapr.oint3d get busy. He can also supply a new
Douglas type body fitted with bulbous back and locker
under seat and new tyre (complete sidecar) £10/10 ; sold
over 850 since last August. Send for photo, enclose
r-taiiip please.—Hep, 17-19, Wilcox Bd.. South Lambeth.
LmikIou, S.W.8. [5321

liXJELEN Sidecars! Helen SidecarsI More Bargains.—-
r-L-"- 18 P. and M. outfits, new bulbous back bodies.

I
T.ew tyres, mudguards, springs, etc., £12 each; 30
lilillfciil chassis, with new bodies, etc., as above, for

Triumph, B.S.A., Norton, etc., special fittings, £13/10
each; complete outfit for Sunbeams, new bodies, etc.,

£14: brand new lightweights,* com.plete, £11/10; 2-

seater outfits, £14 each; brand new outfits,

pomplete, for » 4h.p. machiues, etc., £14/10; 15
new bodies at £3/15 each; old outfit takefa

ipart exchange; extended payments taken.—
Robini Manfc. Co.. 1 and 3. Tulse Hill, Brixton,
8.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. £7015

EXCEPTIONAL OHer.-New MiUford chassis de luxe.
- fitted with be^t coachbuilt bulbous back body,

painted and upholstered to choice or standard in Eoyal
hhie, £20; chassis 6nly£ll/ll : all fittings free. Special
fittings for late type Triumph. Several second-
hand MiUford chassis at bargain price, £5/10

;

fl! other makes of chassis feeoud-liand from £2; new 6b. p.

Eufield chassis, £5; new sidecar wheals, complete less

tvi^, 15/-; several new bodies slightly ehop-soiled at

cleaianne price. Write for particulars. All MiUford
parts stocked. If you wish to j'^irchtise your sidecar bv
instalments come and in^Ttet^t the Rideezi model: liberal

allowance for yovir old sidecar in nart payment for new.
Lisht Car and ilotor Cvcle Eneint^ering Co., Ltd.,

2'6, Tulse Hill. Brixtou. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [V2

minute from Brixton Skating Rink.) [7001

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
ILEY 2-scater Chassis, ride' away; £20.—Fred Cnl-

is, Neston, Cheshire. [5951

A -V. Monocar, very smart lot; £50, or near offer.

—

a. Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [6863

T>-EDELTA.—The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p., air-cooled
•C* or water-cooled to choice. Immediate deliveries.

If* EDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
*-* model, £195; side by side armchair seats. 3 speeds
d reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,
ols, jack and pump included. Trial free.

BEDELIA.-Cash or easy terms. Your old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

"OEDJBLIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
Jj Concessionnaire for the British Empire.—
Palmer's Oarage, Tooting. [6384

R

STOP
at this and compare prices

and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriage pald^ No extras;

This Building is complete with lin. tongued and
grooved floor, ^in. match-boards or weather-
boards, Sin. framin|;, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex telt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales:
8x 6 £8 16x10 £27
lox 8 £13 18x12 £33
I2X S £17 10 20X10 £37 10
14 X 10 £23 20x12 £40

OLYmplA muuEL AS8CSTUS BUILDING

Specification in Oar Catalogue.
12 X 8 £23 10 18X10 £42 10
14X 10 £32 15 20X 13 £46 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proo

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

Sheen Park Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, I (22.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committee to say
they are verj' pleased with the Pavilion yoii

erected for tbcm.
Yours faithfully,

John O. Griffits.

23, London Road.
Leicester.

Gentlemen,
I find the Building you sent me very

satisfactory, and consider it very good value
for the money.

Yours faithfully,

^^^_^^^^ J- Crosby.

" Alma,"
Alexandra Road,

Cowes, LO.W.
Dear Sirs,

I have received the Building in good con-
dition and I consider it an excellent piece of

workmanship and an exceptional bargain.
Yours faithfully,

L. G. Chinchen.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C!!

High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.
Telephone : PUTNEY 2771.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
61i.ri. W.C. J. A.p. engined 2-iio;iter Hiiniibout; £55.

or exchange.—3, Bewaey St., WarriuKton. [5652

5-6h.p. A.O. Sociable, exceptionally good mechanical
condition

r
£30.-17, Heaton Bd., Mitchom. [6597

MORGAN Runabouts, immediate delivery, all 1922
models, from £150 complete.—Moss, Wem.

• [6874

CYCLE Car Chassis, fitted Enfield gear, less engine,

disc wheels: snip, £12.—Arsenal, Hampton Hill.

[5629
MOnGAN Dc Luxe, water^oooled, Lucas lamps;

£dO.—Shonlon, Grosvenor Place South, Chelten-
ham. [6312

MORGAN, late 1920. M.A.G., Gra/nd Prix, equipped,
taxed, perfect; £126.—Clark. 7. Exhibition Kd..

S.W.7. [5854

ANTOINE 5-6h.p,. Twin, perfect condition; £25
or near offer.—Keeling, 16. William St.i Grays.

Essex. [6625

A.V. Monocar 1921, only done 600 miles, take two
anywhere; perfect order.—Woolf. Camden Re,

Ipswich. [6405

SMABI Sporting; 2-s6ater, 9h.p., 1914, 4-cyl., water-
cooled, splendid order; £75.-63, Arlingford Bd.,

Brixton. [6238

'15.—Cycle Car, complete, discs, screens, etc., less£^
unit, gear box, tyres, perfect.—Baker, Jamiiica

St., Bristol. [S779

1 Q21 Coventry-Premier 3-wlieeler, as new, dynamo;
J-*?* £140.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd..
Paddington. [5712

A.V. Monocar,, 1920, 5h.p., excellent condition, re-

painted, electric lighting, speedometer, tax paid;
£67.—Below.

TAMPLIN 1921 Tandem, Staggered seating, tai

paid, full equipment, excellent condition; £72.--
Belcw,

COVENTRY-PREMIER 3-wheeler, 1920, tax paid,
dynamo lighting, fully equipped, excellent condi-

tion; £120.—Below.

G.N., 2-speed, belt drive, tax paid, good condition;
£32/10.~BeIow.

G.N. 1921 Popular, excellent condition, mileage
3.000; £105.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate

Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0072

A.C. Sociable, excellent order, repainted, reverse,

child's dickey seat; £60, or offers.—21, Broad-
way, Sheerness. [6576

1 Q21 Garden Cycle Car, dynamo lighting, detach
J-t/ able -wheels, almost new; £65.—Dunn. 326.
Euston Rd., N.W.I, [6878

MORGAN 1916 A.C. M.A.Q. lOh.p.. good condi-
tion, acetylene; £70.-60, Talgarth Rd., West

Kensington, London. [5804

1 Q20 8h.p. A.V. Monocar, equipped; £65, offers;
-*-*' exchange late motor cycle.—18, Cambridge
Rd., Barnes, S.W.13. 1[6547

A.V. Monocar, 8h.p. 1920, sound running order, fully
equipped, tax paid; £65, owner moving.—10, Viui-

brugh Park Rd., S.E.3.. [5764

RICHARDSON, 1921 8h.p., 4-speed, reverse,
equipped, excellent order; 85 gns.—Clark, 7,

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5853

1 Q21 Rover 8h.p.. many extra fittings, new con-
-«-*/ dition; £155.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482-
Harrow Rd.. Paddington. [5709

stuck.—Agents.
„_ Motor Works, Old

Birkenhead. 'Phone : 2047. ir2389

/COVENTRY-PREMIER, 3-wheeler, 1921, electric
^^ lighting, as new, fully insured; £160.~Wa]Jis.
32. Aberdeen Rd., Bristol. (D) [6507

HARPER Runabout^ new July, insured, registered,
ideal mount winter; cost £109, sell £80.—Chase,

53. Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent. [6509

G.N. 1921. Julv, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, etr,.

just overhauled, bargain, must sell, any trial

;

£135.~Malins, The Barn, Redditch. [5559

MORGAN 1915 De Luxe, water-cooled, £80; 1921
ditto, £125; others comiaig in.^Buntings Ex-

change, Wealdstone. Closed Sundays, {5823

1 Q23 Rover 8h.p., as new, side curtains, speedo
-*-»/ iLcter, many extras; £180.—James, c/o Brad-
mores, '482, Harrow Rd., Paddington, [5703

)Q22 G.N. (May), dynamo, spare wheel, d'-ckey,^ small mileage; £170.—Hillier, (side bell). .9.

Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington. [6423

COVENTRY-PREMIER 4-wheeler, as new; £170.
or exchange combination and cash.—James, c/o

Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. 5710

1 Q21 Morgan De Luxe, dynamo, perfect; £145, or
J-t/ exchange Combination and cash.—James, c/o
Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [5711

MORGAN 8h.p. J.A.P., spare wheel, new DunloiJ
Mngnum, accessories, tax and insurance,- £100,

or offer.—Thomas, 52, Altenburg Gardens, S.W. 11
[6043

MORGAN.-New 1922 Models
Birk^^head Motor Works. Old Bideton Rd .

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 343
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
PRACTICALLY New, exceptional De Luxe G.N.,

dyoiamo Jighting, spare wheel, every accessory;
£120.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [6441

SWIFT 7-9h.ip., late 1913, 2.seater. just overhauled;
this carries our recommendation; accept £90, or

r.ear.—Buntings Motor Exchange, WealdsLone. [5824

/^RAND Prix Morgan, vjater-cooled, J.A.P. engine,
^^ grand condition, iate model ; £105.—Particulars,
Conlectiuner, 116, Cheltenham Rd., BristoK [6361

G.N". 2-6eat2r 1915, engine overhauled, elec-tric light-

ing, speedometer, Avro screens, st^^gge^ed seats,

licensed; £60.-69, EiDg<?ton Rd, Xew Maiden. [6963

GARDEN 2-seater, 1921, hood, screen, electric and
acetylene lighting, licence. Klaxon, splendid con-

dition; £65; exchanges.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [6492

MORGAN Runabout, 1914 model, 8h.p. twin-cyl.
J^.P. engine, lully equipped, hood, screen, lamps,

etc.; £55.—Wauchope's, 9 Shoe Lane, London. [6722

DE LUXE Garden, fully equipped, 2-speed gear,
clutch and kick-starter, condition almost like

new; £77/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[6721

LITTLE MIDLAND (January, 1921), re-painted,
beautiful condition, electric lighting, very fast;

£110.-244, Old Christchurch Rd, Bournemouth.
[5581

LIGHT Car Chassis, wheels, 6h.p. W.C. engine,
radiator gear box, magneto, differential and

clutch; £15 ..he let.—A. White, 156, High St., Merton.
[6272

1 O 2 1 Coventry-Premier 3-wheeler, dynamo, spare
-«-V wheel, speedometer, dickey; £145.—Hillier,

(side bell) Q. Wallingford A\enue, North Kensing-
ton. [6426

HAMII/rON Light Car, fully equipped, ready for

service; early delivery; £175; write for booklet.
^mith and Co., Ltd., Compton Works, Wicfcford,
Essex. [5449

1 021 Morgan de Luxe, 8h.p., water-cooled, J.A.P.,
At' speedometer, discs, lovely condition; £125.

—

Hillier. (side belJ) 9, Wallingford Avenue) North Ken-
sington. [6425

MORGAN, 1920, Grand Prix, J.A.P. , all accesso-

ries; £110.—Rey, 173. Great Portland St.

'Phone ; Langhani 1257. Open till 7.30 ; 4 o'clock
Saturdays. [6998

LAGONDA 3-wheeler, 9h.p„ water-cooled, 3 speeds
and reverse, foot and hand brakes, foot clutch,

hood, screen, speedometer; £70.—58, Ironmill Lane,
Crayford. [6186

TWO Lovely G.N,'s, little used, privately owned,
dynamo, open to any reasonable offer of ex-

change; to he sold cheap.—Marlborough, 20, Finch-
ley Rd., N.W.8. [6173

"I
Q21 sporting 2-seater; £75; J.A.P. engine,

-"t/ G.W.K. drive, hood, screen, electric lights, tax
paid ;

privately owned ; bargain.—Seen, 34, Hereford
Rd., Westbourne Grove. {6504

MORGAN de Luxe, A.C.. Bh.p. J.A.P., painted
yellow and black, hood, screen, lamps, speedo-

meter; any examination or trial; £75.—1, Dincwall
Rd., Croydon. • [6609

"IQ22 Morgan Popular, £150: Grand Prix. £180;
-*-*^8h.p. Rover, £220,: in stock for immediate delivery

;

easy pavnients only 4% extrn.—The Premier Motor Co..
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0773

8h,p. Victor Cycle Car, water-cooled, 2-speed, re-
verse, smart, up-to-date, tax paid, 2 new Palmer

covers, nearly new hood, any trial ; £40.-406, Gar-
ratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [6321

BAYLISS-TH0MA3 1922 lOh.p. Model, 4-cylinder
water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300

gns.; immediate delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt.
Portland St., London. W.l. [0736

GIBBONS Cycle Car, economical, reliable, condition
absolutf.lv faultless, climb anything; any trial;

£25 (no offers).—Hood and Edwardes, 105, High St.,
Colliers Woods, Mertou, S.W. [5954

HALIFAX. — 1921 Coventrv - Premier 3-wheeler,
£157/10. 7-9h.p. 3-speed 3-wheeler, £69/10.

1920 Richardson light car, £95.—Halifax Motor Ex-
chane3, Horton St., Halifax. [6102

TAMPLIN 1920 8b.p. J.A.P., 3-apeed Sturmey, fin^
condition ; 58 gns. ; exchange motor cycle.—Peter

Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen,
lel. : Putney 2865. Photograph. [6949

3-WHEEL Cycle Car, 2-seater, 3-speed, chain and belt,
S-9h.p. Blackburne, as new, not done 1,000 miles,

romplete hood, screen, and lamps, electric^ any trial,
photo; 100 gns.—P. Egertou, Gomshall Mill, Surrey.

[5799

5Q GNS., exchange.—1919 Garden 2-seater, ready^ for a tour, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, kick-start,
disc wheels, screen, hood, any examination, trial.

—

Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. [3610

WE are now in the position to give early delivery
of all models of the Morgan Runabout ; ea^y

payments accepted at 4 per cent, extra. We are offi-

cial agents, and can supply every spare part from
itock; overhauls by Morgan experts.-Homar's, Morgan
Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston
2408. [6903

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS orders:! and in use hi
H.M. WAR OFFICE and onr ALLIES.

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

agairst belt trouble on the road. 11 contains

1'2

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

Tho STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
bilt length adjuster yet mvented, Savestime,
liouble& money. Savesthe cost ofanew belt

Thg STANLEY SHIELD which protectithe belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Ph'lipson Pulley, gd.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS foradjustingthe
length ofyouroelt in onesecond. Set of 3, 6d

" Never he without a box of Stanley Spares."
Price 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering
The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000

miles—lid.
our Goods are World-renowned lor thetr Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the orieinal Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Bell Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT. jP^onf.

„ ^Bromley 806

ROSCO
cyUNDERBUCK
^fioroRcycLES.CAR5*5^.

En BR05.Hii:

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heal,

petrol, and oil.

Tins 1/2 and 2'..

post fretf.

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd.,

HULL, England,

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

EOVER.—Buy Irom official appointed agents, u
8h.p, light car, brand new and fast, jusL

livered ex works; £220; excliange or easy term;
Wauchope'B, 9, Shoe Lane, Ix)ndon. 'Phone : Holbi
5777. [6?

SET of four cycle car wheels, 650x65.- 10 G. spok
lin. belt rims, complete with brake drums a

steering arms, new; gift, £7/10; cost double.—Hock 1

Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St., Newtown Row, Birmii
ham. [66

A.V. Monocars, J.A.P. engines, 2 speed?, dickey, iigl

ing, painted red with black mudguards, ta

reliable, sporty appearance ; prices ^50 to £70, *

changes considered.—A.V. Specialist, 103, CastleiM
Barnes. [57

"I Q21 Castle Thre*^ 2-seatGr lOh.p., 4-cyl., -wEitei-fi i.

-*-*-' dynamo lighting, many extras, lax paid loi y

condition as new including: tyrec* ; Imrgain £1 50,
exchange lor motor cycle and cash.— 159-161, Ctistehi:

S.W.13. _ [59

COVENTRY-PREiaiER 1922 latest mnd-^l. brnnil ri'

ju9t airived, trials and tuition free; £230 casL,
easiest of easy payments ; motor cycle or cars taken
part payment.—"Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olymi
London. " [67

MORGAN 1917, Grand Prix Aero model. 19
M.A.G. water-cooled, magdyno electric light ii

disc wheels, ju?t repainted and re-upholstered, 700x
tyres and spare, taxed, insured; £80.—Harris, Probi
C-ornwall. . [57 ,

1 Q22 Morgan, G.P. model, "fitted o.h.v. waC 1

J-*' cooled "Anzani engine, fully equipped, in sto .

for immediate delivery; £185; easy payments accept
at 4 per cent, extra.—Horn ac's, Morgan Service Depi

1

243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. F69r

A.V. Unnabonts, new, lOh.p. Blacklnirne engiu
3 speeds and rever-f. aluminiura body, side-by-w

seating, large locker at rear of seats, Aero windscreen-

£130, exchanges considered.-A.V. Specialist, \{

Castlenau, Barnes. [57'

CNOVENTRY-PREMIER 4-wheeled auper-runaboiM
^ 8h.p., water-cooled, spare wheel, dynamo, fnl'

insured, etc; £230; motor cycles, etc., taken in pgi

exchange; instalments if desired.-Frank Whitworl
139, New St., Birmingham. [50.*-

TJETN0LD3 Runabout, in perfect condition, 2-8eafe

Xl> 2-stioke engine, 2-speed .gear, kick-stiUter. \)Mc}<

seats, as new, with tool kit; makers' pric-e 75 SDJ.

our price £45 oulv ; come and test it.—C. Duaoi
and Co.. 16, Little Portland St.. London. [6?^

(^ RAND Prix Morgan. 8h.p. J.A.P., water-cMJJ
^ engine, Lucas Magdyno lighting, disc wheels, |^fl

minium dash, instruments, new hood, repainted;!.^ I

tyres good, in absolutely new condition; great bargai

£115.—Stone, 280, Gloucester Rd., Horfield, Brist'

163

A -B.C. New 12h.p. Light Car, efficiently equipi*
. hood, screen, etc., sporting model with spa

wheel and tyre complete, disc wheels, etc.; £295; yo
,

motor cycle or sidecar combination taken in pa

payment, and the remainder in 12 enual month
payments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Londo
•Phone : Holborn 5777. [67;

Spare Parts: •

MORGAN Spare Parts from stock; trade suppli(

—Maudes', 100. Great Portland St., W.l. [67

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all mod*
from stock; list free.-Elce. Ltd., 13-15-16. B

hopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Ave
5548. [0

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, sidecar taxi, licensed* ar

running in Eastbourne.—Reason for selling ai

all particulars, Barrett, 4, Cornfield Lane, Ea*
bourne. [571

'

COUNTY Sh.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as liceD&'

throughout the country.—Write for full pariic
lars. County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators," 30
Broad St., Birmingham. [2S;

CARS FOR SALE. %i
G.W.K. 2-seater, tax paid, new tyres all roundj-1,1

first-class condition throughout; £90.-Below;.*'
I

1 Q20 Emscoto 2-3-3eater, Lucas dynamo lightin
-Lt/ etc., as new; £130; exchange.-Rhind and O
Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [6'0!

1 Q22 A.B.C. sports, cost recently £300, taxed, abs
it'Iutely new; £252/10.-41, Santos Rd., Wand
worth. - [68i

FORD landaulet, 5 detachable wheels, electi
lighting, splendid condition, any trial; £65.

Below.

UNIC, 10-12h.p. landaulet, ^ splendid condii
throughout, any trial ; £25.—Below.

FIAT 12-14h.p. cab landaulet, 4-cylinder, 4-eii'

and reverse, new tyres, fully equipped; £7^
Ward, Soutb-Western Garage, New Alalden, Sun

[57.1 1

GARDEN 1921, little used, and in excellent co
dition^, £60, or near.—Bunting's Motor Exchang

Wealdstone. [68*

844 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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!;
CARS FOR SALE.

ROVER Oars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220: early
delivery.— Godfreys', Ltd.. 208, Ut. Portlnnd St.,

Loudon, W.l. [0350

3-SEATER, with dickey, 4-cyl., lully Euaranteed;
wanted larger car; sell, bargain; dBSO.—Arsenal,

lanniton Hill. [5630

tXT'EyT Norwood ! 60 cars, absolute bargains, list
Tl free, e.fchanges.— Douglas S. Cox, Lansdowne,
^est Norwood. [1932

1 AlJ.P. 4-cyI. Delage 3-seater, good order; £60, or
J-" exeUauge modern motor cycle and cash.— Sheldon,
Wheatley, Oxon. [6373

lA .C. 1915 Light Car, lOh.p., clover-leaf body, in
tX perfect condition; £150, or best offer.—7, Gibson
Iq., London, N.l. [6147

,[ Oh.p. Ruby-Windhoff, 2-seater, taxed, running
U/W order; £40, or nearest.—C. C. Stubbington,
Irc.Tfc Munden, Ware. ^ [6543

LfORRIS-COWLEY (October, 1921), 2-seater,
U. starter; £260; exchange Morgan.—21, Wood-
illo Rd., Golders Green. [6453

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
L nionlhly payments £5 secures smart 12-15h.p.
'anliard Laudauiet; runs well.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures modern 12-15h.p.

wift torpedo Touring Cai', dynamo lighting.

DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£25 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat

Ighb Van.

MAIMER'S Garage, Tcoting.—£50 down and 12
uii.nthly payments £8/10 secures Piccard Pictet

Landaulet, dynamo lighting.

3ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 cash secures
;- ruixlern 15.9b.p. Ka-pier 30-cwt. Covered Van,
.liJs rear.

>AI.:MER'S Garage. Tooti'hg.—£R5 cash secures
nmdern 10-12h.p. Belsize light 4-seater, Mono-

oc, gcite change.

.IAL.UER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures 30 h.p. Berliet

:uTiug Car, small six.

'JALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£75 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures 16-20h.p. modern

'cl^eley Touring Oar.

DALMER'S Garage, Tooting. --£30 down and l'

rnontbly payments £8 secures excellent Sheffieh'
ijnplex ''4 Lan-daulel, 6 cylinders.

;")ALiMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
nidiithly paymencs £5 secures 15h.p. Maxwell

orUug 2-seater.

iALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-J4h.p. Fiat Cab

mdaulet, 4 speeds, runs well.

>ALMER'S Garage.—10-12h.p. Alcyon Light 2.sealer;
.lickey, 4 cylinders, gate, smart; £120.

>AL.'\IER'S Garage, 187-199, High St., Tooting, will
accept your old car or motor cycle as part paj"^

eat for any car in stock. For cash price deduct
iX from above totals. . [6382

> OVER Cars.—The famous 8h.p. model In stock,
V £220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co.,
'5. High St., Acton, London. [0761

922 Rover, Sh.p., only dona 800 mile.'?, nn-
MTatched; £190.—Hillier, (side bell) 9, Walling-

d Avenue, North Kensington. 16424!

* OVER J921 T.T. Philipaon in exchange with cash
tj :i'l.jusiment for Triumph, not earlier than 1919 or
i20.—Rushworth, Abridge, Essex. [5632

iOVENTRY-PREMIER, 1922. 4-wheel model; £230;
' immediate deliverv ; cash or deferred payments.—
itolifle Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

IUilEER 2-s6ater, oil-cooled, smart, ivith new hood,
tyres good, new spare, tax paid, perfect running

a^r; £55.-169, Moitlake Rd., llford, Essex. [6034

"INGSBURY JUNIOR 2.seater, in perfect order;
^ £120, or good solo or combination in part ©i-

iD~e.—Ill, Morten Terrace, Gainsborough. [6352

>UVER Sh.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
t lighting; £220 cash, deferred

,

payments 4%
tra —Ratcliffe Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[0729
[TAITCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-G.N. 1921
V model, Jully

.
equipped, in excellent condition,

lie wheel and tyre; £150. 'Phone: Holborn 5777.
[6723

155 —Warren Lambert 9h.p. 2-seater, water-cooled,
' ? speeds and reverse, hood, screen, spare, electric
op?, good running order.—406, York Kd., Wands-
rth, [6265

h.p. Single-cylinder Rover 2-seater, 3 speeds, re-
verse, new covers all round, in running order

;

"Sriin, £23.—8, Half Moon La;ne, Herne Hill,
1.24. [6923

[XGERJ919 lOh.p., completely equipped with full
Rotax dynamo lighting set, 5 detachable wheels,

iiedometer. double dickey, tax paid, just com-
:»te]y overhauled and repainted, appearance and run-
'ig as brand new; accept £185 for quick sale; or
uld consider good combination or solo and cash.

—

Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldehurgh, Suffolk. [6640

BASTONES
No

Established i6 years.

tetter or Cheap r Howe

26X"2l

26X2;

26X2}
to fit

26X21

26X21 -

26X3

650X65

IB

24x2 Clincher de Luxe, Junior 17/6
Ditto, ex-Heavy 21/-

r4X2j Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 21/6
26X2 Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 21/-

Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 22/-
Spencer IWoulfon, Sq. ribbed 18/6
SpcnccrMouiton, St. Stud. ex-Heavy 24/-
Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 24/6
Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 24/-
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

27/-
Michelin, Semelle Steel Stud 25/-
Rom Combinatioa , 37/-

( Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 24/-
J Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 25/-

Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 24/-
V Palmer, Cord, Heavy 30/-
' Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

36/-
Clincher Dreadnought, ex Heavy 36/-
Hutchinson, Passenger, Rubber Stud 36/-
Dominion,UscoRubber,non-skid,Heavy 25/6
Dominion, Corruaated, Heavy 28/6
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 28/6
Midland, Ribbed, Heavy 30/-

V Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

55/3
'Goodrich, Safety Tread 35/-
midland. Rubber Non-skid. Heavy .

.

28/-
Huichinson, T.T.. Rubber Stud 26/6
Spencer Moulton, 3-ribhed, ex-Heavy 22/6
IHichelin, Fine Ribbed 20/-
Spencer Moulton, Steel Stud 25/-
Enjleberl (Wired Edge) 25/-

Midland, Ribbed, ex-Heavy 35/-
r Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

38/6
< Clincher Dreadnought 36/-
^ Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy 35/-

f

Clincher, 3-ribbed , ex-Heavv 47/-
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

48/-
Goodyear, AH Weather 52/-
Super Chain, ex-Heavy 42/-
Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

61/-
Goodyear, AU-Weatlier Tread, ex-Heavy 50/-
Goodrich, Safety Tiead, ex-Heavy 44/-
Firestone, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 44/-

2Sx 3 J Portage, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 40/-
' ^ Federal, Rubber non-Skid, ex-IIeavy 40/-

Clincher De Luxe, ex-Heavy. . i- 4C/-
Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy 50/-
Hutchinson, Super Studded, ex-Iieavy 64/3

TUBES,
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox.
24X2and24X2t each 4/3
26X2i and 26x2* each 5/8
?oox 80, 28X3 and 630x65 each 7/6
Goodyear Butted 28X3 each 7/6

The above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are sent on
approval agaiiisi remitlance CARRIAGE PAID.
HOURS—9 till 6

:

Saturdays 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road.
King's Cross, London, N.I.

'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams ; Bostones, London,

j^loodm^
For your Motor. Cycle or Car.
Built of Best Quality Timber.
Sectional. Tenant's Fixtures

PRICES from £5 5 0.

Catalogues post free.

FOTHERGILL &
SCHOFIELD,

Warwlclc Road,

SATLEY,
York5.

TWISTED FRAMES.
BROKEN FORKS, DUD ENGINES

AH made like new, unapproachable workmanBhip
results ' guaranteed. Estimates Iree, Specialists

for many yeprs in this class of work.
Sidecar Mudguards to fit on Body .. 17/6

Complete wi:h stays, valanced, everlastings.

JONES GAEAGE» Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
'Phone: Horn^ey, 2917.

CARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—1923 B.S.A.. Calthorpe, Coventry-

Premier, Lagonda, and Rhode. Latest models.
Cash or exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. i[6l03

£35 down and 12 iSonthly payments of £7/10 buyt
excellent running Waverley 2-seater, nice dickc-y,

Warland rims; bargain.—Marlborough. 20, Finchlcy
Rd., N.W.8. [6175

EXCEPTIONAL Bargaln.-Rover car 1922 8h.p.. nf;r
in Jnlv. not done 200 miles, tnx paid till 1923,

fondition bpttnr than new; accept £197/10.—Wilkinsj
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [6792

1Q16 Horstman 9h.p. 2-s?aier and dickey, 5 d&-
--*' tachable wheels, 5 lamps, starter, etc., ia
first-class order ; any trial given

;
price £100.—Tb»

Gables, Sylvan Hill, Upper Norwood. [5771

G.N., only just delivered, new, 2-seater touring,
dickey, dynamo lighting, detachable wheels, tax

paid; must suddenly realise; what offers? Seen I.on-
don.—Eox 3067, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6109

G.N., 1922, Touring, £225; All-weather, £250;
fully equipped; inspection tind triid invited. De-

ferred piivraents arranged. From Agents and Show-
rooms, 222, Gt. Portland St. Museum 2271. [16?9

10 22 Calthorpes, all models awaiting any reason-
-Lt/ able exchange, cars or motor cycles, or pay
out ol income; also second-hand and nearly new
models at low prices.—Marlborough, 20, Finchley Rd.

[6174

N.A.G. 13.9h.p. 1914 2-seater Car and dickey,
O.A.V. lighting, recently overhauled thoroughly,

all on; sell £95, or exchange good combination.^
Foster, 31, Clissold Rd., Clissold Park, London, N.16.

[6243
EXCEPTIONAL Eargain.-B.S.A. ir22 latest lOh.p.

cgr. all complete, new in July, not done 200 miles,

tax paiil till 1923, condition better than new, a re'il

bargain; £295.— \^^i!kina, Simpson, opposite Olympia,
London. [6795

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
FORD 1-ton Lorry, English flat top body, cab, wind-

screen, as brand new, run one month only; bar-

gain, £140.—Joseph Rhind and Co., Stone Place. Rus-
holrae, Manchester. [6077

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4, for

easy terras. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [7218

T> OBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hiro purchase terras
iV could not be simpler.—157b, 'Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [5935

CASH, Exchanges, Extended Terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13-

15-16, Bishopsgate Av,, Camf>mile St., E.C.3.
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0075

HALIFAX.—£7/10 deposit and 10/- weekly buyi a
motor cycle or combination; price £32/10. Grt

full list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hall-
fax. [6101

ANY mate. of cvcle or any combination completeir
equipped; lioehaed. insured on 12, 15, 18 months'

extended payments svstem.—Write for particulars,

Rideezi Sales, Ltd., 5. Victoria St., S.W.I. [0830

ENGINES.
h.p. J.A.P. Engine, 1922 model, new; £28.-5, Palace

Mews, Enfield. [6967

Twin, £4; single, £2; wheels, torpedo parts run-
about.—23, Globe, Romford. [6164

EW 9h.p. M.A.G. Cycle Car Engine, air-cooled,

carburetter and magneto, starting handle; £40.

8
6

J.A.P. lOh.p. Cycle Car Engine, air-cooled, 90°, com-
plete with inlet pipe and magneto, as new; £30.

TWO 4h.p. J.A.P. Engines, air-cooled, a» new, com-
plete with magneto; £21 each.—Reynolds Bros.,

Peel St., Barnsley. [5182

BRAN>D new 8-lOh.p. .J.A.P.; see also Miscellaneous
column.—D.D.L., Red Roof, Roimdhay, Leeds.

[56834h.p. T.D.C. Engine, 4-Etroke, magneto, carburetter;
£10.—Pilkington, 26, Balcarres Rd., Preston.

[6070

P.
and M. Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
pleted, £6/10; spares.—7, Hereford Rd., Bays-

water. [6104

33.h.p. J.A.P. Engine, new, £12; one ditto, good as
4 new, £8 or near offer-Crowhurst, East Hoathly,

Sussex. [5635

4h.p. Twin N.S.U. B. and B. Carburetter. Bosch
magneto, I'eady to put in frame; £7/10, bargain.

—25, West End, Brierley HDl, Staffs. [6497

O {\ ENGINES in stock, cheap. Write, call, or
/WV- 'phone North 1346.—De Cort and Flynn, 39.
Essex Rd., London, N.l. [6453

9 h.p. Riley Twin, Bosch, Amac, clutch, water pump,
excellent condition ; £16.--Gill, 51, Nassingtcn

Rd.. Hampstead, N.W.3. • [5693

EXCELSIOR Engine, 3h.p., m.i.o.v., good condi-
tion, 65 /-, bargain ; tank (old pattern) , 6 /-.

—

Wardman, High St., Cheltenham. [5747

ENGINES.—Douglas 4h.p., brand new, £16: 25^h.p.

2-stroke, new, £8, or offer.—Levitt, 80, Streatham
High Rd., S.W. 'Phone: Streatham 2701. [5641

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a45
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ENGINES.
J.A.P. 8h.p. 1820, splendid condition, magneto, car-

buretter, cnntrols. complete; £25.—Acton Motor
Exchange, 55, C'hurchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [5714

SPARE Parts for Villiers, Blackburne, and A.B.C.
engines from stock; trade supplied; write lor

spare list.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l.
[6767

PRECISION 3^h.p. Bosch, Ssnspray, all controls,
pulley, copper exhaust pipe, £12; Triumph 3!.2

Up. new piston, less cylinder, £5.—Tonge, Holmesfield.
Sheffield. [5735

LEVIS Flat Twin Engine, 6h.p., magneto and car-
buretter, £12; 4h.p. ditto, no carburetter or

niasncto, £7.—Cole. 457, Rathgar Rd., Loughborough
Junction, S.W.9. [6170

J.A.P. 2-yih.p., pverhead valyes, not done 200, as
new, £8/15; new Binks mousetrap, suit Norton,

£2 / 15 ; new 4h.p. Douglas Amac, £2.—Idip, Seck-
hampton, Cheltenham. [5742

£5.—2i^h.p. V.T.S. engine, Thompson-Bennett mag-
neto, perfect; 3V'li-P. Triumph ensined Motor

Cycle, Albion 2-speed clutch; a gift £22/10,—Horn,
Long Buckby, Rugby. [6378

THE Broler 3V:;h.p. 2-stroke stands supreme for
workmanship and efficiency. Unequalled at the

pri:e of £10/ 15, which includes cast aluminium silencer,
magneto chain case, cliain, and sprockets.

JjiRAME to suit, bnilt ol Brampton fittings and 12
and 14 gauge tubing; price complete with stand

and tubular carrier, £4/17/6; order early for quick
(Unlivery.-Broler Motors, Narborough, Leics. [3328

8-lOh.p. Douglas water-cooled engines, horizontally
opposed, mechanical lubrication, brand new; and

second-hand, suitable light car, stationary power plant.

—Stamp specification, Derrington, Grafton Rd., New
Maiden. 'Phone : 256. [6981

WHATEVER type of Engine you require we can
supply. Special bargains : brand new Coventry

Premier, pattern 1915, 4h.p., £12/10; 3iAh.p. Premier,
1913, £9/10; SVz^.V- Rudge, ^11/10; 2-;4h.p. Calcott,
;P.6/5.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place. Leamington
Spa. {5514

ONE 4Mli.p. Precision Engine wi^h plates and frame
complete, all as new, bargain, 13 gns. or nearest

offer, or separate; one good second-hand T.D.C. 2-
stroke engine complete, £5/15; one Liberty 2-stroke
engine complete, brand new, 9 gns.; new and improved
type T.D.C. 2^;dh.p. 2-stroke engines in stock; for
leading lines and bargains, see Miscellaneous columns.
—.Stamp enquiry, please, address, The Hockley Motor
Co., 38a, Cecil St., Newtown Row, Birmingham. [6675

HEPPELTHWAITE'S for all spares for the 8h.p.
iT.A.P., 4h.p. w.c. J.A.P. (new), £13; complete

fet of new parts to build 8h.p. (less flywheels), £10/10-
.second-hand engines, 2>rih.p. 1915 Douglas and M.A.G ,

£7/10; 4h.p. J.A.P., £10; 2h.p. Ixion, stationary,
F.een running, £5, suit push cvcle : 3yoh.p. Triumph,
chipped fins, £5/10; S'Ah.p. Humber and -magneto,
£3/10; 1921 S'^h.p. L.M.C., £10; Sh.p. N S.U.,
£4/10: 4cyl. F.N. and magneto. £5; also others —
1 9, Wilcox Rd., South J>ambeth, London, S.W 8
Phone : 1958 Brixton. [5322

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

T> EAL

"OARGAIN

IN Magnetos can be secured from the Marble Arch
Motor Exchange.

950 ^°^°'^ '-'^^^® Magnetos to be cleared. See

T>LEASE note our stock consists of genuine Motor
-«- Cycle Magnetos, all-variable ignition, and guaran-
teed not converted or reconstructed aeroplane etarfcer
mags.

WE guarantee we can supply you a magneto cheaper
than anyone.

SINGLE-CYL. Anti-clock, M-L, 45/-; Splitdorf, 35/-;
C.A.V., 38/-; U.H., 35/-; Berling, 30/-; Dixie,

large type, 30/-; all above suitable for Triumph,
B.S.A., etc. Below.

QINGLE-CYL. Clock. C.A.V., 38/-; Dixie, 30/-;
'-5 Berling, 30/-. Below.

1GA° Anti Clock, C.A.V., 38/-; Splitdorf, 35/-;-LOV Dixie, 30/-. Below.

"I Q(\° Clock. Thomson Bennett, 38/-; C.A.V., 37/6;JLOV Splitdorf, 35/-.—Below.

^0°. 50°. 55", Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf, or Dixie;^'^ hundreds of others in stock. All guaranteed and
sent on approval against cash.—iNIarble Arch Motor
Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2 'Phone : Padd.
789. 'Grams: Archmotex. Padd.. London. [2776

OK /_-~M.L. Single Magnetos, as new.—31a, Comp-
'VtJ/ ton Rd., Kensal Green, N-W.IO. [6419

M.L. Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6; variable ienition
guaranteed.-84, Greenslde Rd., Croydon. [6876

MAGNETO, new. platinum points, for fiat twin,
long leads; 39/-.— 5. Rochester Mews, N.W.I.

[5618
T TjCAS 6-volt Dynamo, new. suitable solo or com-

bination.—Box 3078, c/o The MotoT Cycle.

MAUDE RUBBER GO.'
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2.——— 4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and our Special Mail Order Depl. dispatch all goods
immediately on 7 days' approval against cash.

HOURS.—9-7. Sat. 9-6.

24X21 Continental. Cliain-Td 21/6

26X3 Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 17/6

Avon Ribbed. Heavy 17/6

26X2.1 Wood-Milne Comb. E.\. Hvy, 22/-
Dunlop Rubber -studded. Hvy. 27/6
Firestone Safety. Ex. Heavy. 28Jfr

Hutchinson T.T. Heavy 23/-

Avon. 3-Ribbcd Heavy 22/6

Michelin Comb. Ex. Heavy . . 20/-

2&X2i Dunlop Rubber-Stud. E.x.Hvy 36/6
Clincher do Luxe. Ex. Hvy... 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber-stud. Hvy 26/6
DunlopR/S. Heavy 30/-

26 X 2\ X 2i Palmer Cord. Heavy 28/6
Goodyear Djamoud 38/6
Clincher de Luxe. Heavy . . . 28/6
Kempshall Anti-skid. Heavy. 27/6
Dunlop Heavy. Rubber Stud 45/-
Dunlop. Extra Hvy. R/S 53/-

26X2i Dunlop. R/S. Heavy 32/-

Hutchinson Passenger. Ex.Hvy 27/6

26x3 Engleherl Passenger. Heavy. 30/-
Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Stud 40/-

28x2! Kempshall Anti-Skid. Heavy 1 8/6
28 x 3" Firestone, Rubber N/S 42/-

Goodyear Diamond AU-wthr. 49/6
Goodrich, Safety 45/-

Portage, Super Ex. Heavy . . . 43/-
FederaL Ex. Heavy 43/-

650 K 05 Avon. 3-Ribbed Heavy ... . 32/-
Avon. Extra Heavy 36/-
Dunlop S. studded. Light Car 35/-
Dunlop. Grooved. Light Car 37/6
Avon Comb. Extra Heavy.. 40/-
American Rib-Stud. Heavy. 21/6
Palmer Cord 32/6

700x8 Rodace Sq. Td. Ex. Hy.Lt.Car 42/6
Maude. Super Ex. Heavy... 45/-
Goodyear Diamond 52/6
Midland 3-Rib. Light Car... 45/-
Goodrich Safety. Light Car 45/-

Dunlop Magnum 63/-

Tubes. Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon

—

26"x 2*, 2^", 2!" and 2^" 5/6 each
26X 28X 650 & 700 6/6 ,,

RUBBER BELTING. BEST MAKES
1"—1/9 ;

5-"—1/7 per foot.

In Stock to-day :

TRIUMPH Model H £10S
„ SD «115
,, R «120

NORTON 16H .. £115
RALEIGH 3 h.p. 2-speed .. £73
A.J.S. 2| h.p. Model B.l. .

.

«85
H. JULIAN,

84, Broad St., READING.
Phone 1024.

KLEENWEL GLEANERS

r6742

8 <or

1/6
rosr FBEE

(SIZE 16 in. by 15 in.) !

Willi a.lwra.ys be wrelcorrte by
you. for your Motor Cycle;
Sa.tis'faction Guaranteed.

C. & 0. BOLCHOVER, 84, Portland St.,

MANCHESTER.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
.r^OUNTY 6t London Engineerine Works, Ltd.

lyTAGNETO Factors and Repairers.

A LE Magneto Spares Stocked.

B 03CH Single, Type D.A.L., variable igiiitji

!l]l

M-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable igniti-

£3/15.

npi-IOMSON-BENNETT, single or twin, ^nrlr.
-- waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees; £2
each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single
enrlof^ed, waterproof, variable ignitioji.

grees; £J/10.

C.A.V,, single or twin, enclosed,
ifznition; £2/15 each.

RUTHARBT, single, enclosed,
ignition; £2/5 each.

BERLING, single, ' enclosed,
ignition; £2/5.

SPLITDORF, single, enclosed,
ignition; £2/5.

DIXIE, single or twin,
able ignition ; £2.

waterpro<if, vaii

waterproo]', \;a

waterproof. Tar

waterproof, va:

enclosed, waterproof,

ANT of the above single-cylinder magnetos ran

supplied with the special long driving epiy

sviitable for Riidge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads _ and t

plates, ready to be immediately 'fitted; sprorl

Plea SI state matecan be supplied if required.
engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos 1

12 months, and. will willingly replace or j-^i'-

any that should prove defe<;tive within that period.

ALL Bepairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto

ns for quotation. It will pay yon. "Uc

despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if reqiu:'

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

CJPEOIAL Terms to Trade. ~Writ3 for list.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 2
]

Stbckwell Rd., London, S.W. (1 rain, from btoc

well Underground Station). T.A. : Ignitionac, Clii
,

road, London. Tel.: Brixton 2841. - 127
|

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the l«rge

London Repair Depot), for lepairs ana ma'

netos.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magne'

within 3 days, and i! necessary 24 hours, witU;

12 months" writben guarantee against all dfilects. : ,

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair, und' '

all running conditions, and as we corrtracr t|

j

many of the largest concerns, you need have no^ne-

tation in placing your orders with ns.

RELIANCE stock spares for all makes. Sped
line, genuine platinum screws Jor all types, 12

j

per pair. "Magneto work of every desciiption ,is ta
'

ried out solely on our premises. We are. therefor

enabled to give you quicker and more efficient

vice at the right price.

"pELIANCE will be pleased to give advice tree

-tV charge upon any question concerning igniuc

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience

your disposal, and old and new customers may 1

certain of getting the usual promptness and court*

we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Ma
;

neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.G.
,

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new »
|

second-hand magnetos. See following list.
j

THOMSON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand ae'

any degree, enclosed waterproof, variable; 55/-

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type single or twi

enclosed, waterproof, variable, suit Hark
Indian, etc.; £3/10. i

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, foi t

able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Lign 1

weights; 55/-.

E.I.C, enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable f

Triumph, B.S.A., or any Lightweight; £3.
^

BOSCH, type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof," variab!
j

lateat pattern; ideal for -Douglas, 2^4^. p. a',

4h.p.; £4. '

BOSCH D.A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, ai

.

degree, suitable lor Indian, Harley, etc.; ^4/H
|

FELLOWS new magnetos always in stock, any c

gree for any engine ; also a large selection

second-hand m.agnetos, all makes.
|

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter v'^

the price or make, is guaranteed by us.

merely that same is in good order at time of f

but a plainly written statement that we guarar

each machine against all defects for a period of

months. This, we maintain, justifies ns in chait'

a few shillings more than certain of our compeiiij

tors. 'I'

RELIANCE cordially"" invite customers to th( |

'

works to see any of the above on test. W '

'

neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon appl

tion. It will pay you to deal with a firm of rep

—Reliance Magi.eto Repairing Co. (1914), 383,

John St., London. E.C.I. Tel.; Clerkenwell 42<

T.A. : Remagco, Isling, London. [9*^

246 AH letters relating to advertisements should atiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of t\\Q issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
T.B. I- Co.

I.B.
for new and second-liand magnetos; all spares

stocked,

I.B.
Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete lor

fixing to Triumph.
).M.. J. A. P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

^.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti; £3.

\IX1C. single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

T.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

T.B. will "take your old machines in part payment.

I.B.
Despatches all goods per retnrn, carriage paid,

on approval against cash, or through 7'he Motor
cle deposit system.

[.B. Ignition Co., 78. New Park Rd., Brixton Hill,

London. 'Phone; Brixton 610. [0694

jFAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,
l spares, and repairs.

tOTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality magnetos
,
now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos.

jOSCIt Enclosed Waterproof Typp D.A.L. Magnetos,
r Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Ilar-

||i J. A. P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
Nrk at all engine speeds, makes your engine a real

'i
engine, give you easy starting, smooth and rapiil

i;eleration, high speed, and low luel and oil con-
iption with increased power; price only £5 each,
:tage 1/6 extra, a 12 months" written guarantee
-t out with each magneto. We give you satisfaction
I'efuiid cash.

ILEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin
'' ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines:
. reiore we have every confidence in claiming them
;be the magneto you require for your big machine.
I' one to-day, and see life with a Jive machine.

rARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes :
" Magneto to

'• hand; many thanks for prompt despatch, satis-
'i;ory in every way; will recommend to my friends."

rENITH Owner writes: "Since fitting" magneto have
* completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;
V cert.ninly recommend these magnetos^'

1EMEM3ER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
• proval against cash per return on receipt of
F r onler; there is no obligation to keep it until
' hiive used it for 14 days on jour machine and
I saiisfiei; let us send you one now
RE You a Discerning Douglas Owner ? Do yon

' want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-
iii ^rrvice that will give you starting without worry,

' ninnther running, and more powerful engine' and
' ei I' suits from your Douglas? Then send for a

I I. lulosed waterproof type Bosch ZA2 magneto
i<i, piice only £5. carriage 1/6.

rA.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
^ fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.
(] M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, price
tlO, carriage 1/6.

lOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest enclosed
waterproof type (not converted starters), ready to
m 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, with
months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage

\:
'

TOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you- testing all

-L your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting

Sads
yearly by throwing away good plugs ?' Fit a

•h aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
h to-day and always have your sparking plug
bi fit hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

JADE discounts and export quotations.—Write, call,

'phone for terma.

YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see it,

rill rebuild your magneto to look and work like new,
matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours if

'Ut, and return it with a written 12 months'
antoe. While your magneto is lieing repaired we
lend you another free of charge. We could not
e these oflers if we were not ceituin of the quality
"^ur work.

OL"R old magneto will be equivalent to new at a

low cost. Send us your defective magnetos now.,

I4.GDYNAMO Engineering Co.. Ltd . 28. Bateman'a
;, Row, E.C.2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570. (One
Lite from Brown Bros.) [5864

tLE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ing?. St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

V..V. Single or Twin, clock or anti, 50/-; Thom-
son-Bennttt ditto, 52/6; Bosch D.A.L. ditto, 60/-.

[OMSON-BENNETT and M-L's, Coventry, suitable
' for stationary engines, 35/-; variable ignition,
extra.

I

rOMSON-BENNETT 4-cylinder, clock or anti,
£4 / 10 ; fully guaranteed ; on approval against

iLE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
'ing=, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. [0698
ATALITE Dynamo repairs and. spare parts.—Acton
Motor Exchange, 55, Churchfield Rd., Acton,

[5716

UNIQUE
Opportunity
HAVING purchased for cash

the following W.D. goods,

we offer same at a small per-

centage of profit as below :

—

C.A.V. Starters - - 1-7/6 each

C.A'.V. I or 2 cylinder.

ready for fixing - - 28/6 eacli

Thomson Bennett, as above 35/-

Thomson Bennett, 4 cylinder 65/-

Thomson Bennett, A.D. 2 47/6

All the above guaranteed for 6 months.

Steel Washers, Tyre Valves,

Dashboard Lamps at Bargain

Prices.

Terms i month's approval against casli.

BROWN, GARDNER & CO
,

8, Bevis Marks, London, E.C.3.

Warning

!

Silence is necessary to keep within
tlie law!

Fit the CARB-JECTOR for

100 per cent, efficiency without

ANY LOSS OF POWER.

Price 25/» ^^'

state outside diameter of exhaiT^t

pipe and engine h.p. or c.c.

BRIDGEHEAD Ltd.,

, BANKHEY WORKS, BLACKPOOL.

MAC»

^1 ^^ 'hF^Ws^'-'^''^
^1 1 fell ^'^^,&i,-Jhtry'"''"

lETOS ^..~ww*

[^^ff!!^M

jg

1

i

%?1 {PATENT)

1 SUPER DISCS
': / Supfilial by all As'ents.

-

e.ORNERCROFT LTD..
ACE Works - - Coventry-

IGNITION. LIGHTING, ETC.
MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-

tooth stocked —RidingtoD, 202-4, Southampton
St.. Camberwell. 1^08-.

LTJCAS nynamo LiylUing Set, complete, cost £25.
£14; Apollo electric hern. £1.-42. Seymom

Av., BibhopslLn. Bristol. (D| [5580

ACCUMULATORS. - Quality rieht; price riRht-,

write for list; trade supplied.—Adams Bros..

(Longton), Ltd., Accumulator Manufacturers, Longton.
Stalls. iiJtei

ANY Motor Cycle Mag;nelo repairefl, no matter
what coTnlition, provided corapJeLe, lor 30/-; 24

hour service.-Kavs. Electrical Dept.. 8, Bond St.,

>:alinff, W. [5077

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, witlj ammeter, 20/-;

with ammeter and voltmeter, 357- each nett.—
Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l). 9. Colonial Av..

Minories, E.l. [0760

QPLITDQRF, single, nnti-clock. wrialile i?nitinu,^ practically new; 38/6; reduction lor quantitie?.—

Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mewa, Conii.nigbt

St.. Marble Arch. London. W.2. Padd. 1177. [6805

Q1 /_ is what we rbarge for overhauling your
^ X' magneto, returned as new in 2 days, and
gnarantf^cd for 12 months. Spares supplied at lowest

prices.—Turner Bros., Magneto Repair Service, Sura-

merseat, Manchester. [4943

Q fT //?.—C.A.V. magnetos, singles and 180'' twins.

O • / O i^riable, guaranteed new and perfect. Note
sppciallv that we send on approval against cash; reduc-
tion oii quantities. Kindly state rotation required.—
Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.

[5289

SURPLt7S Magnetos, with written guarantee one
vear. M-L single. 35/-; B.L.LC. ditto, 42/-;

Bosch ditto, 45/-; C.A.V. single or twin, 50/-; Thom-
son-Bennett ditto, 60/-. We specialise in repairs and
spares for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamp. Deal with
experts and avoid cert^ain disappointment.—Whitdale
Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone :

Croydon 1625. - [6459

THE London Magneto Repairing and Winding Co..

Ltd. (Managing Director, S. T.. Boon), contrac-

tors to H..^L Governraent. and otficially appoinitd

by the R.A.C. Magneto repairs of every dscriptio";

ail repairs at lowest possible prices, and strict Iv

guaranteed. We can mostly return them within 24

liours. We have several new and second-hand single

md 2-cvl. magnetos in stock, all guaranteetl.--

?8. Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, EusroaU. London.

12445

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.-We repair Con-
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on U.H..

iosch, Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berling
nagnetos, we can naturally give .vou better service,

'rices, rewinding, 18/-; condensers, 10/-; platinum
crews (Bosch standard), 6/-; remagnetising, 2/6; slip

ings, 6/6; H.T. terminals, 4/6. Our price for over-

lanling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-

nd 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guar-
mteed for ,12 months, and re-despatched to you in

! days.-Continental Ignition Repair Co.. 13. Ilard-

ick Rd., Chiswick, London. [2504

rpUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-ho\iT repair service.
"^ Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;
plit-dori and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

rical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
Dares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.D.

est bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
iiarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock

r guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
pare parts for '.'11 makes in stock; charged accumu-
itors, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,

ables, *A-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltdges. We
ive you real live service always.—Euston Tgnition
'or." 329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
f nseum 5034. T.A. : Magdvno, Eusroad, London,

r026.:

TYRES.

MAUDES'- Mtitor Mart.—Special offer of clearance
covers, not W.D,, all guaranteed by us: 24x2i:i

Tntchinson T.T., 21/-; 26x2 Hutchinson Brooklands,
7/6; 26x2 Hutchipson T.T.. 23/-; 26x214 Avon
>urolith, 25/-; 26x2Vi. Hutchinson Brooklands. 17/6;
'6x2V, Hutchinson T.T. 3-rib, 22/6; 26x2y8 Hutchin-
on T.T., 23/6; 26x272 to fit 2% Belgrave cable cord,

!3/6; 26X2V2 to fit 2\i Hutchinson passenger, 33/-;

16x2'/. Hutchinson passenger R.N.S., 30/-; 26x3
Tutchmson T.T., 27/6; 28x3 Clincher Dreadnought
and De Luxe, 52/6; 700x75 to fit 650x65 Hutchin-
on 3-rib, 28/-; 700x80 Burnett manufacture 3-rib,

0/-: 700x80 Stepney road grip, B type, for Morgan
eir wheels, 60/-; tubes, strong red rubber, 26 x 2'^

i/e, 26x2Vo 6/-, 26x3 6/-, 26x3 7/-.—Maudes' Motor
'fart, 100, "Great Portland St., W.l. |6768

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard
makes; list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Shef-

field. . [0589

Y|"OTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,

JX etc., carriage paid.—ISuxton Vulcanising Co..

Uixton, Derbyshire. [9293

riCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pnr-

J chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and Co^
36, Argvle St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [5200

411 letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue 3,47
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TYRES.
ECONOMIC Tyres,—We hove tlie iolloiviiig blemished

and clearance covers and tubes in stock. We send
9n 7 days' approval against remittance, carriage paid,
yassenger train,

EOONOMIC.-24X2 Clipper Ideal, 15/-; tubes, 5/-;

24X2'/! (also for 2in. rims) Clincher Junior de
Luxe, heavy, 20/-.

ECONOMIC.-26X2 Clipper Eubberstnd. 17/6; 26x
2^^ Palmer heavy cord, 37/6; Firestone uon-sltid,

28/6; tubes, 5/6.

ECONOillC—26x2% Economic lieavv rubberstud.
31/-; extra heavy, 36/6; Clipper tubes, 5/6.

EOONOMIC.-26x2'/.x2iA Goodyear All-weather,
37/6; Kom rubberstud, 25/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC.-26X21/. O.S. Eedfern heavy rntjberstud,

27/6; Clipper Ide'al, extra heavy, 35/-; tubes, 7/-.

EOONOMIC— 28x21/2 American Clincher extra heavy
de Luxe, 45/-.

ECONOMIC.-28X3 Stepnev Boadgrip, 47/6; Goodrich
.Saletv. 47/6; Firestone non-skid, 45/-; -Portage

non-s):id, 41/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECONO1IIO.-650X65 Stepney Eoadgrip. 39/6; Good-
rich Saiety, 39/6; Clipper, extra heavy, 32/6;

tu'ies, 6/6,

IfiCONOMIC.-700x60 Beldam V-grooved, 50/-;
-i Goodrich ' Saiety, 46/-; EconO]uic, extra heavy.

4:76; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop Eublierstud, fullv warranted;
24X2, 22/6; 24x214, 24/9; 26x2, 24/6; 26X214,

25/9.

EOOSOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New- Cross Ed.. S.W. 14
(near Town Hall]. 'Phone: New Cross 1393. [6651

BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and tubes.

A call on us will convince you, or 'phone, Ger-
i.rci 1347.—See Below.

Of? x2i/j.—Palmer cord. 32/6; Beldam all-rubber,
"^W 25/-: Wood-Milne 3-ply, 22/6; Clincher de
l.uxe, 17/6; extia heavy, 30/-; tubes, 5/6.—Below.

<> fix 2'/,.—Avon Stonehenge, 27/6; Tricar, 30/-;
r^^ Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar, 27/6; Good-
\ear cord 5-ribbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9.—Below.

Ofix2y2X2i4.—Palmer cord, 36/-; Beldam 3-ply,
-*" 30/-; 4 ply, 35/-; Wood-Milne 4-pIy, 25/-;
Clincher Dreadnoi^ght, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below.

Of? X2y8.—Palmer cord, 34/3; Wood-Milne key-grip
'*'-» 3-ply. 22/6; 4-ply, 27/6; Beldam all-rubber
3 ply, 25/-; 4-ply, 30/-, tubes, 6/-.—Below.

Oflx3 —Wood-Milnt key-grip 4-ply, 35/-; Beldam
'WW all-rubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-ply, 35/-; tubes, 7/6.
—Below.

OQx3.—Clincher rubber-studded sidecar, 30/-;^O Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 45/-; Beldam
3 ply, 30/-: Wbcd-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 37/6; tubes.
8/-.—Below.

/; Kf\x65.—Palmer cord heavy, 42/6; Wood-.Milue«c»V 4-ply, 37/6; 3-pIy, 30/-; Goodyear cord 5-

ribbed, 42/5; tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane. London. W.C.2 (next door to Aldridge'=l

'Phone: Gerrard 1347. [0869

0/^x21/2 for 650X65 rim I'abuCT Cord, 2-ply only,
/^V) 20/- each; Macintosh, 20/-; Clincher de Luxe,
.20/-; ether makes same luice.

700

V %

LIMITED.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF 1922

MORGAN, G.N.,

ROVER RUNABOUTS,
FO.'l

GASH, EXCHANGE, INSTALMENTS.

M n T 11 D ^^ ''^*° ^ number of 1922 new,

III U I U n shopsoiled solo and combinations.

nun I m ^'"" "'^'''"'" '" P"* payment.

uYRI rS ^™^ "^ details of your require-

rorcVsS MORGANS, GJ. 11^^ ]lll

We are requiring a number of runabouts.

CASH or EXCHANGE.

Morgan Spare Parts from Stock.

13, 15, 16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
Phone ;Ave„„e 5548. CAMOMILE STREET,

Stock, London. LONDON, E.C.3.

CLOTHING
FOR

MOTORING
REGULATION

TRENCH COATS
Chet'k-Llned and CieZI and OetachabI

<

Ollsltin Interlined OO/- Fleece-Lined.

The Ideal Coat for Motorists.

TRENCH COATS
45/- & S2/6

Check-Lined Check-Lined anJ Interlined.

These coats are double-breasted and have a belt
all round, and are made of fine quality wool

gabardine.

X80 Clincher Tubes iu boxes, perfect condi-
tion, 6/- eaeh.

MARBLE Arch Motor Excbange, 135, Edgware
Ed., W.2. [2775

FRESH Surplus Stocks.—New Beldam covers, 26x2,
18/6; 26x2',4, 2%, 21/2, or 3, 25/- each; 28x3, 35/-

tach; steel-studded in all sizes, 10/- extra; 650x65
Beldam Bulldog, 40/-; 700x80, 45/-; 650x65 Dunlop
studded or grooved. 40/- earh:~Homerton Rubber
Works, 46, Brooksby's Walk. Homerton, E.9. [0331

npyRES and Tubes.—Special offer of Clipper Ideal
-B- heavy 3-ribbed covers, all guaranteed perfect-
26x2'/, 25/6, 26x2?^ 23/6, 26x21/, 35/-, 26x2.y, to
fit 2',4 37/6, 28x3 45/6, 650x65 37/6. Inner tubes,
best make, and guaranteed, 26x2 5/., 26x2M 6/-
26x2"/2 to fit 2% 6/6. 26X2JJ 6/6, 28x3 8/-, 650x65
8/-—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

[6005
TV/fASONS.—Great Offer: Wood-Milne Key-Grip,
-L'J- 26x21/2 heavy, 21/6; ditto extra heavy, 24/6;
28x3 heavy, 30/-; 700x80 heavy, 35/-; 24x214
heavy, 18/6; 26x2i/l (D rim) extra heavy. 23/6-
26x21/2X21/1 extra heavy, 28/6; 650x65 extra heavy,
25/-; 28x21/2 extra heavy (American), 30/-; approval
J gainst remittance; satisfaction guaranteed; carriage
paid.—Masons, The Tyre House, Ipswich, [0916

GRAND Offers of Tyres, sent on 7 days' approval
against cash, plus 1/6 postage. 26x2ii Avon

21/6; Firestone, 27/6; Goodvear, 28/6; Clincher,
19/-; Wood-Milne combination, 22/6; 26x23^ Clincher
E.H., 27/-; riunlop heavy, 30/-; Avon, 27/6; 26x2i,<,x
214 Avon E.H., 28/-: 28X3 Dunlop, 28/-- Goodyear
49/6; Firestone, 42/-: Goodrich, 45/-; Macintosh, 24/--
650X65 Goodrich 38/6; I'almer cord 44/-; Rom eauure
tread, 37/6; 700x80 Avon E.H., 44/-. Tubes, small
sizes, 5/6, others, 7/3,

-A I,L these covers are guaranteed by us.—AlTvin Tvre
.cl. Co., 37, Red Lion St., High Holborn. [6645

a^iS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at ttie end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

ALLGOODS SENT on SALE or RETURN
We hold an unequalled stock of new and
secondhand Breeches, Raincoats, Dinner
and Dress Suits, Lounge Suits, Leather
Flying Coats, Trench Coats, Sports
Jackets, and Flannel Trousers at bargain
prices. If you are in want of any clothing
pay us a visit. It will be well worth your
while, or if unable to call we will send
goods on sale or return.

lUustrated Price List and_ Self-Measurement Form
sent on application.

CLOTHING BOUGHT, SOLD OR EX-
CHANGED. BUYERS SENT ANYWHERE

MOSS BROS., (p^n^v)
83-5, High Street, Hotting Hill Gate,
and 224 High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.

TYRES.
TIYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process through,
-S- including retreading burst covers. Every kini
repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads ii

days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., We=t Br
wir-h

13,

CENTRAL Garage for Fair Dealiug. All ,nv.-i
verti.'ed are guaranteed, and will he il.,,,;,

within one hour on receipt of order; what is moif
will send with all lines a portable vnlcaniser fr^
charge ; no motor cyclist should be without cue,

SPECIAL Offer of Palmer Cord Tvres.-26x2Uy
' 35/-; 26x21/2. 36/-: 650x65, 44/-; 700x80, '

These covers are not W.D., but brand new and
antei^d.

O/l X2 Hutchinson R.S., 19/6; 26x2 IJuiil.iu ],,I** 36/6; Continental ,H., 21/-; E.H., 25-,

P^X2i/,.-Firestone, 27/6: Bates E.H,, 30 - : Clu,,
'*v> E.H. (ovcrsi7.c), 28/-; Clincher Jnuioi, is
Goodrich E.H., 28/-; Avon Stonehenge, 21/6; (Jo

year E.H., 28/6; Wood-Milne E.H, lomhinM,
22/6; Hutchinson T.T., 21/6; Continental il,.

E.H., 28/6.

36 X 23^.—Dunlop heavy, 28/-; Avon tii'

Hulchinson, 2-6/6 ; Clinclier de Lux*^

700

0^x2V,.-Gooclru-h E.H., 35/-; HutcliiiiBOu I',,

'*"*> gei; U.S., 29/-; Clincher E.H., 29/6: Hut
son T.T.. 25/-; Coutinentul H., 28/-; E.H., 32/6.

6>£? X2V,X2i4.-Dun]op H.. 46/-; Hutr-liinson- T^^ 30/-; Avon E.H., 28/-; Belgrave cord, 2f

Continental H., 32/6.

O/?x3.-0bntinental H., 35/-; E.H., 40/-; 26x5
/WO IJunlop H., 54/-; E.H., 62/9.

O Qx3.—Clincher E.H., ribbed, 42/6; Dunlop s;r,^O 30/-; MfiL-intosh chain tread, 25/-; Ga..
Diamond. 49/6; Firestone, 42/-;- Goodrich, 45/-; Poi

43/-; Continental H, 38/-; E.H., 41/--.

^ K Ax65.—Goodii<'h tyuarauteed), 35/6; Hutchu/OtiU H., 32/-; E.H., 37/6.

X 80.—Firestone, 41/-; Avon extra heavy,, 4S
Goodyear, 52/6,

;

rpUBES.-Sniall size, 5/6; 28x3 and 700x80, TH
i

CENTRAL Garagi'^ always open; any oo-vers i^eut

7 d:iys' approval against cash, plus 1/6 oarii:

—302, London ltd., Thornton Heath. 2237 CroydL,

i'

LONG-DISTANCE Retreads, three-ribbed pan
returned like new, 26in. tyres, 20/-; 28in. Iv

25/-; burst tyres made perfect, chafed beads

moulded, tube vulcanising, butt ends fitted; best ^a-

in the country.—Melton Rubber Works, Melton Ai-

bray.
TANKS.

TANKS enamelled and lined, latest colours, I

Hnish, from 10/6.—Andrews, 123, Walwoi
Rd. m
D.OUGLAS pattern tanks, new, enamelled aud fit

with B. and L. pump; 55/- comijlete.—U
8f5. Clienpside. Binuingham. [79

TANK.9 renovated, makers' colours, from II

irame and forks, 9 /-.—De la Cour, EnamelB
Works, 298, Kenniiigton Rd.. S.E. ^65

TANKS Renovated, makers" colours, from 12;
tanks made and supplied to order.—Robini Man'

Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. (70

P.
and M., R.A.F. brand new tanks, uiaker's !^

colours, 48/6.—Kenneth Keuln and Co., 4, Bej.'.

Mews, Conuaught St., Marble Aroh, London, W.2.
[6SI

THANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern; high.la.-^s wo
only.—D- Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St.. j!

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established
years. [22

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-ename!led. llni

transferred; hand'le-bars, etc., 'plated. Esti

lished 30 years.—At twood's, 86, Rosebery Av,, h
do>n. E.C.I. [70

TANKS.—We undertake partition leakage, last)

ings, and every repair, with re-enamelling maie
colours in six days.—-Park Tank Works, lA. Parad
Rd., Highbury, N.5. [54

AVERY'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit macln
of most the leading manufacturers, with pi^i

fittings complete, at 35/-- guarantee for 12 uiuu
with every tank supplied.—Gordon St, Tank Wor

'

Coventry, 'l^hone: 1774. (pi i

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired; f

re-snamelled at our own works ;. all kinds of

tings stocked; quick service and reafiouable pliai>

Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chapel 1

Salford, Manchester. Tel. : -2191 Central. [Oi

1 Q22 Tanks, brand new, latest pattern, tapejX t? round edge petrol tanks to fit any Doug
frame from 1913 upwards, finished standard Doug

j

colours, complete with all the latest fittings, 2^ffa.
i

£3/3; 4h.p.. £2/16; tanks only, 30/-.—Beechwd
Stapleton, Bristol. _ [56

TANKS.-AU kinds made to""order, 32/6 eorh,

eluding 2 plated tillers. 2 ta-ns. Delivery
days, oaniage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or nin

I
returned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6: two t'oIi i

I
17/6—Order fonns from H. Peel, Tlie Liverpool Ti

1 Hospital, 5, Smithdown Lane, Paddington, Liverpoi
[9)
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The A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

GREAT public interest is being taken in the

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials, which started

on Monday and are now proceeding. As
an event it is the biggest and most im-

portant of the year and is probably better

supported in the matter of variety of makes
and types if not in numbers than ever pre-

viously.

Compared with last year, of course, the trials

are infinitely more interesting, not only because

of the more representative entry, but because of

the greater difficulties of the road portion of the

test.

In 1920 the freak hill policy was carried to

an excess; in 1921 there were few hills worth
mentioning at all ; this year a happy medium has

been struck. Only a sound machine will survive

the first five days of road testing without a loss

of marks, but the route has been so chosen that

mere luck plus highly-skilled driving will not

give certain entrants any great advantage over

others whose machines are actually quite as re

liable. Then, on Saturday speed tests will be

held at Brooklands, when also marks will be

deducted for defective general condition and so

forth. Silence is being tested aurally during

the whole week.

Taken altogether, therefore, it will be seen

that a very serious effort is being made to supply

concentrated tests of all the features most desired

by the ordinary motor cyclist. En -passant, it

may be mentioned that, although there are no
really freak hills, one of last Monday's chief

tests was ruled out of the 1920 trials as impos-

sible. Thus has the motor cycle improved in

the short space of two years. Could one ask

for more concLusive-proof of the value of trials

generally ?

As always, a certain number of new" models

and improvements destined to appear next year

are in evidence among the competing machines.

There is, however, a noticeable absence of what,

for want of a better word, we must call " gad-

gets," fitted by the riders themselves. This is

a good sign, for it means that nowadays a motor
cycle is ready for a strenuous trip just as it is

delivered. Insulating tape has been relegated

to the tool-kit, where it properly belongs.

Again, the question of silence has received

very close attention, and many are the new
designs of exhaust arrangements in the trials.

This, again, is all to the good of the man-in-

the-street motor cyclist, who is becoming tired of

being summoned for noise when riding a stan-

dard, unaltered motor cycle as turned out by
the manufacturer. If the trials are any guide

—

and, usually, they are—this sort of thing will

not be so common next year.

Few technical novelties are being tried out.

It is noteworthy, however, that re-designed

cylinders with deeper radiating fins are fitted to

two well-known makes of the single-cylinder

class. Another entirely new model also pos-

sesses a very excellently cooled cylinder head.
Generally speaking, there is, as we have said,

little change in design—in many cases the com-
peting machines are absolutely standard models
—but straws that show how the wind blows are

the increased popularity of the four-speed gear

box and the decreased popularity of belt drive.

Every class of motor cycle is represented, but

it would be futile to attempt to draw any
definite conclusions from an analysis of types.

At the same time, the fact that the big

(600 c.c.-i,ooo c.c.) sidecar heads the list

numerically—thirty-seven against the twenty-

eight 350 c.c. solo machines which come next

—

cannot be lightly passed over. That there are

sixteen 750 c.c. solo mounts is also significant.

An index to the advertisennents in this issue will be found on the paj:e facins: the back cover.
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What It Costs to Tour.

n
OFFER no direct contribution to this discus-

sion, but throw a sidelight upon it. I have

just returned from my annual holiday of 14

days, spent at the coast in one of the most expen-

sive South Coast localities. Our party numbered 34
^-two adulls and 32 boys. The total expenditure,

inclusive of everything—food, firewood,, rent of

camping site, etc.—was about £^^0, a sum which

covered several quite expensive sailing excursions,

visits to the cinema during frightful weather, un-

limited mosquito dope, and so forth. In other

words, a fair-sized party can camp at a cost of

14s. -15s. per head per week. Transport cost us

nothing, as we tramped to our venue, pulling our

stuff in trek carts. The implication is that a party

of motor cyclists—all members of the same club,'

for example—might do the HigHands or Cornwall
on a trifling expenditure if they substituted camp
kit - for hotel bills. I lay a -heavy emphasis oh
the word " party.''' A couple who go camping must
occupy a good deal of the day with work—cooking,

washing up, shopping, pitching and striking lents,

digging refuse pits, and other jobs for which many
people have no special stomach. But if a party of^six

or eight pals travel on these lines, the jobs are sub-

divided, and can be compressed by proper organisa-

tion into a very few minutes. To give an actual

example, the above party arrived at a meadow about

4 p.m. on August nth. At 4.40 p.m. the five carts

were unloaded, nine tents erected and tidy pits dug,
and tea (including four hot viands) had been served.

By 5.30 p.m. all work for the evening was concluded,

apart from the boiling of any hot drink required to

wash down a cold supper. I wonder that some of
our go-ahead clubs do not organise camping tours, and
believe that the practice would grow by leaps and
bounds if it were once started.

Windscreens and Legshields.

THE B.S.A. people were the first to test public
opinion by demonstrating a motor cycle which
offered its rider practically the same weather

protection as an ordinary car; and prejudice was cer-

tainly excited by its somewhat bizarre appearance.
Nevertheless, the idea is worth continued experiment
and persevering propaganda. Now we get cold (as

compared with car passengers) because we wear too
much clothing in the bad months. Our bodies evap-
orate a good deal of moisture. ' If our clothing is

j
•Ixion's" •• MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are

j
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The

j
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

a 18

sufficiently ventilated, this moisture condenses on

our skins or in the clothes, and presently chills

us to the bone. Given such wind screening as

the special B.S.A. model furnishes, we could keep per-

fectly warm with clothes light enough to ventilate them-

selves properly. I, for one, intend to try my luck this

autumn with a big windscreen and efficient legshields.

Sleeping Out.

GAjSIPING novices seldom understand how to

keep themselves warm at night, and the early

hours of a summer morning can be chilly to a

degree. The three main points are as follow :

—

(i-)

(ii.)

(iii.)

Waterproof under you.

No waterproof over the bed—rely on tent

or bush for protection from rain ; a

mackintosh on the bed spells moisture

by condensation inside the bed.

More blankets under you than over -you.

Not the Only Pebble.

THE other week I described how an amateur hotted

up a sports single till his engine remonstrated

by dissolving its piston into thin air. He -is

not the only pebble on the beach, for a Scot who.sup-

poses himself to be the anonymous hero of the tale de-

scribes a similar incident. He, too, bought a 6c

m.p.h. single, and tuned it up to 80 m.p.h., chiefly

by Jightening the reciprocating parts, though he also

ground off most of the base of his cylinder to raise

the compression. He now wants to know what went.

The mechanic who took the flange off the cylindei

asserts roundly that the connecting rod stretched till

the piston hit the top of the cylinder. But the earnesi

owner succeeded in finding the top of the cylinder

several fields away, and it wasn't even dented. Next,

please?
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Occasional Comments.—
Not for Us ?

nHAVE just vastly enjoyed a 600-mile scurry with

a member of The Autocar staff on one of the new
" Baby Fours," viz., a small car litted with a

water-cooled four-cylinder engine no larger than the

big twins which figure on some motor cycles. It was

a real revelation of the perfect engine. Car, occupants

and luggage together weighed nearly three-quarters of

a ton, yet that infantile power unit played cup and

ball with its load just as our 1,000 c.c. twins toy with

a small rider. Fifty-five m.p.h. on the flat w-as easily

within its compass, and on the steepest hills the pace

never sank below 20 m.p.h. The fuel consumption at

high speed was always better than 40 m.p.g. .
There

was no engine vibration, and the only noise was a

level purr most pleasing to the ear. I fell to wondering

why the four-cylinder motor bicycle engine lingers so

sluggishly—there are a few on the market, but they

hardly ever appear in competition, and are rare birds

on the road compared to singles and twins.

Cost is no doubt a main deterrent. Presumably the

8h.p. Talbot car engine costs about as much as a

mid-quality motor cycle complete. But I cannot help

thinking that the four-cylinder only wants exploiting

on motor cycles to achieve a vogue.

A Lot of Levises.

I
SPENT part of last week hundreds of miles from
London in a holiday resort. On my wav back I

met in the course of a single day along a single

main road eight brand-new Levises, each obviously

loaded up with full touring kit for the summer holiday.

I also noted the facial expressions of the riders. Not
so long ago the tourist who rode a baby two-stroke

looked either apologetic or defiant when he met a

500 c.c. sports. Apologetic, as if to say " Sorry I

can't run to a 'iius like yours !

" Defiant, as one

W'ho would remark ''
It is you road-burners who do the

sport so much harm 1
" But these 1922 Levisites were

all cutting out a fast bat, and chucked me the genial

grin of road comradeship ; they knew that at the end
of the day they would have covered just about as big

a mileage as I should, and that their average pace

would only be fractionally slower than my own. Yet
some people fancv that the T.T. does no good.

THE RECENT INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL IN SWITZERLAND.

Regarded as the finest possible test for air-cooled engines, the long climbs to high altitudes form the chief reason why British manufacturers

enter the International Trial. Valuable experience of a technical nature is obtained, but to the riders it is a holiday amid some of the

finest scenery in the world. Competitors on the Klausen Pass.

15
'
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Pictorial Echoes of ihe
International Trial.

1 and 9. On the Col du Briich. 2. Ascending the Grimsel Pass. 3. Windings

of the St. Gothard road. This portion of the journey was made in pouring rain

and the comers were extremely muddy and treacherous. 4. Eric Williams

(A.J.S.) comfortably climbing the Cote de la Donzelle, which ascends abruptly

(I in 4) from the Rhone Valley. 5. A. Bennett (Sunbeam) in Brigue, which

marks the beginning of the Simplon Pass. 6. Borzetti (348 Raleigh) in

Altdorf. 7. Chalets in the lower portion of the Rhone Valley.

SJ
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Robmann (Frera) taking a corner on the Klausen Pass.

Discussing the General Apathy of British Motor Cycle Manufacturers to Trials

outside their own Country. Lessons that Might have been Learned.

LOOKING back on the 1922 International trial

one's first thought is of regret—regret that

British manufacturers, generally, have allowed a

chance to slip by which may not'occur again. It is

not certain that Switzerland will run the event next

year. And so an unrivalled opportunity of learning

the lessons of motor cycling in high altitudes may well

have been lost.

Great Britain has an undoubted supremacy in the

motor cycle world, but she must not rest on her laurels,

or she may find serious rivals on the Continent.

It has been suggested on more than one occasion

that the trial, being so far away, scarcely justifies the

expense, but there is a good answer to this. A well-

known and popular English make, unknown in Switzer-

land previously, was entered last year and made a good

performance ; the result was that an order was given

at the Olympic Show from a Swiss agent for 100 of

these machines. Every motor cyclist is indirectly

interested in overseas trade.

Where Delay Meant Disaster.

It was a trial in which delay meant disaster. In a

country where the length of a hill may vary between

five miles and practically ten times that amount, what
chance has a rider to make up even for minutes lost

in making an adjustment? Were it not for the corners,

these long hills with gradients not worse than i in 10

could be climbed on top gear, but as it is, continuous

use of second speed is demanded. Under these condi-

tions fesiina lente must be the rider's motto ; a generous

throttle opening means trouble, as one of our riders,

who suffered a partially seized engine through trying

to make up time on a long hill, will agree. Lubrica-

tion becomes a real problem.

Efficient Swiss Brakes.

Brakes on British machines have improved, but they

are still inferior to those used by the Swiss, which

consist of enormous shoes applied to special rims.

One thing of importance has been definitely proved,

and that is that on mountain roads motor cycles are

vastly superior to cars. Very few British makes of

cars would have survived this trial, and it is interest-

ing to relate that the official cars, which were of

French, Swiss and American manufacture, gave more

trouble on the second day than all the motor cycles

during the whole week.

19
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i'lx Days among the Swiss Mountains.

—

Ours was a splendid team, and technically it beat

the Swiss people on their own ground. The three

Britishers rode well, and if they could not command
success they deserved it.

Mr.' Loughborough, in his speech at the F.I.CM.
meeting following the trial, stated that he noticed a

very marked improvement in the machines over those

which took part-last year, but evidently the Swiss had

not expected to do quite so well as they had, and

thought that the Donzelle hill " would just skim the

cream off the milk "
; but it was a failure. The per-

formance of the British riders and, save for the

accidents to the one sidecar, of the Swedes was as

good as that of the Swiss.

Next Year's Event.

He made the following two suggestions for the

future event : the abolition of fixed controls outside

which men waited and then arrived

to time,\and in their stead more

secret controls with a larger margin

both ways ; the abolition of the ex-

amination of the machines at the

end of the trial, which the A.C.U.
had always found a source of

troiible, and the substitution of a

long high-speed test.

A word or two about conditions

in Switzerland may not be out of

place. ' There are plenty of motor
cycles, and there would be more
if traffic regulations were more
reasonable. Certain cantons which
forbid cars on certain roads allow
motor cycles to use them, while

others forbid all motor tratSc.

Motoring on Sunday is almost
universally prohibited, and the re-

sult is that 40,000 francs is spent

by Swiss motorists in France each
week, end ; and at one Customs
house 500 vehicles line up in a
queue every Sabbath. This may be
rather outside the scope of a
review of the recent trial, but it is

introduced with the idea of show-

ing that, despite the Gilb?rtian traffic regulations of the

country, motor cycl'ng is in a fairly -prosperous state.

Also things are due to improve, for a new law placing

motor traffic under Federal instead of Cantonal control

is about to be passed. One of the resuHs, incidentally,

of the restriction of motor traffic is that the roads are

mostly free of potholes and in excellent condition, and
that the country is ripe for a motor cycling boom.
When that occurs there will be a considerable demand
for motor cycles of sturdy, efficient design such as

Britain builds so well.

As a Touring Ground.
Even to-day, if the regulations are observed, a very

pleasant holiday may be spent in the country, of which
every section has its peculiar beauty, and, if discre-

tion is exercised, "at a really reasonable cost. Few
people realise that Geneva is but 300 miles from Paris

and very little farther from the French coast than
London is from Edinburgh.

Wondertul snow mountains overshadow the road near the summit of the Klausen.

POSED PILLION PERILS.

UNINTENTIONALLY amusing photographs to

show the alleged danger of pillion-riding were
a feature of a recent issue of a Sunday illus-

trated newspaper.

Harmful Propaganda.
We might well pass them over with but a chuckle

at their urmatural and absurd poses were it not that

they will undoubtedly do harm to motor cycling gener-

ally.

The average reader of the newspaper in question
probably knows nothing at all about motor cycles

;

further, he usuaHy has a firm belief that the camera
cannot lie. Subconsciously, therefore, he begins to

believe that pillion-riding is as dangerous as it would

be if everyone practised the gymnastics of the riders

in the photographs.

There is no reason for any of their movements. They
ride up kerbstones ; they drive into stationary motor
cars ; they steer between two stationary vehicles while

the lady passenger leans over in an endeavour to give

an impression of danger ; they wobble horribly—all
on a well-known touring big twin motor cycle which
normally is hardly ever used without a sidecar !

~

To the informed reader the whole series provides

an excellent contradiction of the view that pillion-

riding is dangerous. Every one of the " accidents
"

depicted would just as surely have been an accident

had there been no pillion rider there at all.
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AN UNINTENTIONAL
TOUR.

Holiday'making in England, Scotland and
Wales, incidentally including 1,600 miles on

the road.

Illustrated by Miss PHYLLIS KERMODE.

ON a recent Sunday, chance took me down to

Brighton for the day. I had been before,

but never until then had I realised how
thoroughly unpleasant these crowded seaside resorts

can be to the man \vho loves the countryside.

,
Thousands of holiday-makers aimlessly paraded

the piers,. the front, and the beach, looking hot, dusty,
and, very often, unhappy. Some—wiser—occupied
massed battalions of deck-chairs, but everywhere it

was crowds; crowds, and more crowds. There seemed
to be more people than pebbles on the beach, and even
the sea—the .sole justification for visiting the place

—

had a camouflaged air of artificiality.

Yet a holiday in Brighton, or Blackpool, or any-
where else of the kind, cannot be inexpensive. And
one can obtain much better vacation value for money
—if one is a motor cyclist.

Touring and Travelling.

As I write, my Bonniksen confesses to 1,600 miles,
ticked off in England, Scotland, and Wales during
the last fortnight, and every one of them enjoyable.
Quite a small proportion, however, is touring mileage
in the generally recognised sense of the adjective. As
a matter of fact, my taste for touring has been spoilt
by previous acquaintanceship with almost all the beauty
haunts of Great Britain, and my original intention was
to cram as much golf into each twenty-four hours as
the long summer days would allow. This programme,
too, despite the speedometer reading, was adhered to.

The initial journey

from town to (Coventry

to take over my\ mount
—a new one—was made
by train. This fact is

only interesting because

it revealed that the lug-

gage and clothing
stowed and worn by the

motor cyclist w-ithout

trouble may be ex-

tremely bulky and awk-
ward when lugged about
by hand. The solo

motor cycle is supposed
to have very restricted

facilities for luggage
accommodation ; let
those who hold this view
unstrap their holiday kit

and clothing and become
temporary pedestrians !

"l M«fti!in h

IKIPER AND MACHINE/

1
SET OFF

fi.-.jIU^o ^^c^

Clothing, by the way, may make or mar a long

motor cycle journey. In my case I wore, with every

satisfaction, an oilskin interlined trench coat under-

neath a long leather coat, and a pair of Hutchinson
boots when necessary. This may sound more suitable

for a London-Exeter run, but in my experience it is

the ideal all-the-year-round garb for the hard rider.

A pair of flannel trousers in the carrier bag was
always ready to substitute riding breeches and stock-

ings at times when the 'bus was not in use, and the

vexed problem of headgear was solved by omitting it

altogedier, except for a pair of light, tinted Triplex

goggles. One solitary strap, carefully located, effici-

ciently retained a loosely packed bag and the waders on

the carriers, ~ and maps, small kit—including tooth-

paste !—cash for roadside supplies of fuel, spare

bulbs, cigarettes, tobacco, and a few other often re-

quired or fragile etceteras, were carried in an ex-W.D.
haversack.

Northward Bound.
Thus equipped, rider and machine set off after lunch

on Saturday for tlie Great North Road and Scotland.

At first it was an irritating ride. Along that inviting

speedway from Leicester

a 24

to Newark, Doncaster,

Wetherby, and Scotch

Corner, it required con-

siderable patience to

keep the pace down to

25 m.p.h., but for the

first 250 miles "or so this

was done. Never once

did the needle reach

"30," yet a late halt

at Brough showed that

the average for 200

miles _ had been 22

m.p.h. This may aston-

ish those who talk of

the difficulty of averag-

ing 20 m.p.h. on a long

run.

Next morning it was
decided that the engine

could stand much more
throttle. Inverness was
over 300 miles away,
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its rider

and my ultimate destina-

tion 25 miles further

on. Suffice to say,

therefore, that I reached

my -objective at 8.30

p.m. after a glorious

no-trouble run, apart

from five or six fuel re-

plenishments and a

quick lunch and quicker

tea, absolutely non-stop.

Runaway Fodens would
not drag from me the

exact hour I started
,

from Brough. Nothing

distorted.

, During the following

week a pedometer would

almost certainly have

registered a greater

mileage than the speedo-

meter, the faithful 'bus

being relegated to hack-

endeavoured to tune upwork while

his golf.

A WeeK-end in the saddle.

But from Saturday evening until Monday afternoon

it came into its own again—in the North of Scotland

the only really permissible Sabbath recreation is walk-

ing—and totalled up another 300 miles in a visit to

friends near St. Andrews. By this time I was becom-

ing quite bored with the road across the Grampians,

which incidentally is as rough and out of condition as

ever I have known it. For those to whom the High-

lands are unknown, however, there are ample scenic

compensations both on the spot and further on.

More golf ensued, and then, after eighteen holes on

Tuesday morning in a minor gale, it was very suddenly

decided to go and see the car T.T. races in the Isle

of Man on the following Thursday. With a little rush

work there would be, it was judged, just time to catch

a night boat on Wednesday evening.

- By a curious coinci-

dence, I left Inverness

at 3.50 p.m., which is

also when the mail train

for the South makes a

start ; this livened up
the ride to Perth very

considerably, for a

Highland railway train
^

makes no great speed for

the first 50 miles, which
is mostly hard climbing.

There was quite an in-

teresting train versus

motor cycle duel. Of
course,,! lost on corners,

but gained on the long

hills, and all the way to

Drumochter the train

was kept in view
wherever the road fol-

16
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lowed the iron, trail.

Not until a mile or

two from the summit did

I gain an appreciable

lead, and, very soon

after, the train came
whizzing past once more
at " 55;" a wave from
the driver seeming to in-

vite a continuation of
the contest. The chaU
lenge was not accepted.

A Change of Plans.

That evening I went
on only as long

as I dared in

a country where
hotels are not eager to

supply food after
9 o'clock or so. Kendal
saw a stop for lunch on
the following day. This
halt is notable for two reasons : in the first' place, the

County Hotel there supplied, for the very modest
sum of 3s. 6d., the most excellent meal it has ever

been my lot to enjoy on the road ; secondly, I decided
—for a very adequate reason that need not be detailed

here—not to visit the Isle of Man after all. (No !

I am not a bad sailor.)

Turning northward once more for Windermere,
Ambleside, and the Lakes, I discovered at least one
beauty spot which I had not previously visited

—

.Borrowdale and the road along the west side of Der-
wentwater. There one reaches a high altitude right

alongside the lake, and the magnificent panorama will

cause the most hardened road burner to halt for a
moment. But vivid impressions of Scotland made the

beauties of the Lake District seem tame
; yet there

was insufficient real contrast, such as" Surrey or War-
wickshire might have supplied, to make the change
enjoyable.

A move was made to Noj:th Wales.

On Thursday, how-
ever, much rain caused
a very prolonged lunch
stop in Liverpool, and
signs of more later in

the day indicated a
night's halt at Wrexham,
after an aimless ramble
totalling only some 150
miles. Truth to tell, my
decision to re-visit the

Welsh passes was backed
by very little desire

;

the weather conditions,

too, were discouraging.

The busy little Den-
bighshire town provided

another pleasant surprise

in the matter of hotel

accommodation. Usually

I rely on the A. A. or
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An Unintentional Tour.^

R.A.C. signs when choosing where to stay, but in this

case none were visiljle, and the,,next best—or perhaps

the better—method of asking a policeman Avas em-

ployed. He pointed to a building of singularly un-

imposing exterior appearance, which was prominently

labelled the " Wynnstay Arms." Doubting at first,

I entered, I saw, I was conquered.

Inside were all the comforts, of a London hotel

—

in the bedrooms, constant hot water, electric light with

many switches, and labour-saving terra-cotta floors

comfortably strewn with rugs ; furthermore, there was
excellent catering, service, and cleanliness at a moder-

ate figure. Moral : Do not judge an hotel on its out-

side appearance.

Friday—my last day on the road—contained

another lazy run. Joining Watling Street at Shrews-

bury, I experienced my usual difficulty in leaving it

successfully for Coleshill and Coventry. The area

enclosed Ijy a circle having the, Lichfield and Sutton

C'oldfield road as its diameter contains a more con-

fusing maze of (apparently) main road junctions than

anywhere else in the world !

Almost, I forgot my mount, which is a good sign,

for too often, in the past, descriptions of holiday

ramblings awheel tended to become purely narrati\-es

of mechanical repairs and adjustments.

The machine was an o.h.v. Triumph. It behaved
in the way one expects a Triumph to behave—fault-

lessly. With the speedometer at.'i,58o miles on Wat-
ling Street, it was let out to see how it had kept its

tune for- such a rapidly totalled mileage without de-

coking—" 56 m.p.h." was the answer.

The plug Avas removed three times, and the valve

push rods were adjusted on, ,1 think, four occasio!j.s.

Brake and rear chain received attention once each.

That was all.

Fuel consumption for the whole trip averaged the

extraordinary figure of 90-95. m. p. g. My record day's

run, the first Sunday's 330 miles, failed to fatigue

me. " Hands off steering " and 3in. tyres will be

essentials on all my mounts of the future. A McL.

An ideal motor cycling counto'—California, the land of perpetual spring. These Los Angeles boys prefer a Cleveland two-stroke to

their father s
*' twin-six ' limousine.

MOTOR SPIRIT PRICES IN AMERICA.

IN
the House of Cornmons recently, replying to

Major Glyn, Sir P. Lloyd-Greame, Secretary to

the Overseas Trade Dept., said that according to

information he had obtained from trade and other

sources, the price, at refineries in Philadelphia,

U.S.A., of motor spirit, of a grade distinctly inferior

to No. 3 motor spirit, was, on July ist this year, 20
cents per gallon. The price to consumers in New
a 2C

York was 26 cents per gallon. In July, 1914, the

corresponding prices were 11 cents and 15 cents. Those
prices were for bulk supplies, and a standard gallon in

the United States was five-sixths of a British imperial

gallon. Most of the motor spirit imported into this

country from the United States was carried in the oil

companies' own tank steamers, and he was unable to

supply infonnation as to the cost of transport.
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A Perfect Day's Run. Riding in a

jji Deluge. The Cost of Touring.

THE morning : a fine one in late August, calm,

with just a touch of coolness in the air, and a

golden glow in the misty east. We packed sand-

wiches in a porcelain-lined box—sandwiches from the

middle of a Cumberland ham—lettuce and tomatoes.

We also took a basket of greengage plums. Two fat

Bakewell tarts were also accommodated, and two big

flasks containing tea and coffee.

The tyres of all three wheels were perfect, and the

spare was not a groggy cast off; chains were perfect,

and there was no hoping we should not have trouble,

for it was no perfunctory overhaul the machine had

had the night before. Such was the start of a perfect

day's sidecarring.

The journey : over roads without pot-holes and

traffic, with an engine pulling with a clean exhaust

note. Ten, twenty, thirty, forty miles, and then the

sea- air was felt p the ozone, carried across the

flats, met ire

as Ave rushed
I towards t -h e

s ho r e. We
inhaled big
breaths of the

tonic :
breeze,

and glorified

the sidecar.

The objective : seagulls skimmed over the desert of

gleaming yellow sand before us; the gentle hiss of

breakers reached us as we sat in the grey grass on the

dunes and consumed ham and greengages. We bathed

and decided in the future to shun the city and live

" the simple life," then slowly packed up and pre-

pared to depart. In the cool evening the engine sang

sweetly, we met no disconsolates on the roadside

with break-downs, no hare attempted to jump the

sidecar, and we arrived home within a few minutes

of our appointed time—a gorgeous, refreshing run on

a rare day when the pleasures of the sidecar were
enjoyed to the

very limit. A
tale lacking in

incident, may-
be, but such

daj's I sorrily

admit are only

too rare.

IS it possible to keep perfectly dry whilst driving for
^ five or six hours in a continuous downpour ? I

have my doubts. Up to the present everything I have

tried allows wet to percolate either at the crook of the

elbow or at:the shoulder seams, and in spite of waders
and a waterproof apron underneath the' oilskin, rain

will in some mysterious way find its way oft" the tank
on to the saddle and also drive in between the buttons

of the coat. - -

,

•

Some of my colleagues have been just as unfortunate

as I have; others vouch thait they keep perfectly dry

in a deluge. . _ •, .

One rider, who has covered big mileage on pow.erful

outfits wears ordinary waders and an oversized rubber

coat, never complains. An-
other, who has covered the

Scottish "Six Days "

several times, wore last time

a thin oilskin, a new and
stout leather coat on top, and
Hutchinson waders. Yet the

Scottish " shoAvers " pene-

trated the leather and seams i3
of the oilskin.

I am inclined to get specially made a pair of waders

cut in a similar manner to what I believe are

called American overalls, such as are used by
mechanics. There are, of course, good overalls

on the market made with seats, but they ^ are

not comparable with rubber waders—and were

never meant to be—when it comes to riding

in deluges. The special waders, together with a good
rubber coat, with a light poncho on top, should enable

one to keep dry and warm. Granted you might be

sufi^ocated, but those ominous and " goosey " shivers

often experienced after a thorough soaking on the

saddle would be avoided. Personally I would rather

be suffocated than chilled to death.

a 27
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Passenger Machine Topics.—

T DO not think quite sufficient attention is being dis-

' played by makers in luggage accommodation. [

know this is a statement that may be immediately

refuted. The many lovely bulbous back sidecars

capable of holding a can of petrol out of sight may
be pointed out as exemplifying the attention that has

been given to the subject. These bulbous backs are

very nice ; they add to the symmetrical appearance

of a body, and are useful for oddments and also for

carrying petrol when in Sutherland and Ross. But
when it comes to carrying a couple of portmanteaux

or a big package, one is often in a quandary.

There is ample room for a display of ingenuity in

arranging^ a grid that will take two cases of ample
area without giving the outfit a clumsy appearance.

These cases might fit quite independently into a per-

manent outer case of fibre fixed on to the special grid.

Between the machine and the. sidecar a similar idea

might be adopted, for there is any amount of wasted

space.
<j> O <E> O

'

"VX/^^"'"
'"^ "^"^'^ *" *°"'"

'
" ^ subject this; there

''^ are sufiicient potentialities in those five words
to make a book. Several of the many letters on this

matter in recent issues are more than interesting ; they

are astonishing as showing what can be done on com-
paratively little expenditure. I say comparatively.
" Experienced," for instance (lucky man with 30
days' respite from London), says he took a 30-days'

holiday from London to Scotland, Lake Disti-»ct,

Wales, and Bournemouth, for 30s. per day, which in-

cluded accommodation for three persons and cost of

petrol and amusement. -" W. B.," on a 15-days'

tour, averaged 13s. 2d. per day for bed and breakfast

(for two persons). And then what can be said of
" XF 3039," who, delving about Dorset, finds

—"a
delightful old-fashioned inn in gorgeous surroundings

The limit in sidecar outfits—a 10 year old French enthusiast and his 9 year old

passenger.
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How a Coventry owner of a Rudge outfit, Mr. Biddle, solved the

problem of weather protection for his passenger. .

where we got plenty of wholesome country fare (home-

cured bacon, new-laid eggs, home-made butter, etc.),

and the bill for supper, bed, and breakfast was only

13s." The very name of the inn,
"" The Golden

Heart," is intriguing. " X.F3039 " did not mention

the honeysuckle and new-mown hay, the old beams
and pretty waiting-maids, but then one can't expect

everything for 13s. J

<•' <^- -«> -s>

JT'is obvious, then, that touring is not the expensi\e
* pastime some would have us believe. Discrimina-

tion has to be used ; if one is too lazy to enquire for

reasonably-priced accommodation, then the indiffer-

ence has to be paid for. There certainly can be no

more attractive holiday than a

sidecar tour, putting up just where

one desires, stopping as long as

fancy dictates, and continuing the

journey at one's own sweet time.

Such a trip is blissful after exis-

tence under I arbitrary time limits.

<•> <-- <=> <t>

""PHE Paris correspondent of
•^ The Motor Cycle writes that

in France no person is allowed to

ride a motor cycle, or indeed to

handle any kind of mechanically

propelled vehicle, until he has

passed a practical and theoretical

Government examination. At
present no age limit exists. Only
10 years of age, Paul Goujon,

I am told, passed a very severe

examination which gave him the

right to travel over all the high-

ways of France on a motor cycle.

Paul's machine is built to his re-

quirements, for it is a motor as-

sisted bicycle to which, is attached

a closed basket-work sidecar.

r8

J
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AMONG THE Accessories
VKIM
Easier Starting on Ex-R.A.F.

Machines.

Ex-W.D. and other old P. & M. machines
may be modernised by fitting the kick-

starter made by the Motor Cycle Accessories

Co., 43a, New Cross Road, London, S.E.

Valve Seat

Cutters.

If the valve seat-

ing is badly

pitted, this
Midland device

will prove useful.

Although mainly

for garage use, it

should also at-

tract the com-
petition rider, for

cutters are sup-

plied to suit

various engines. (T. H. Hodgson &
Co., Ltd., Sentinel Steel Works, Neepsend,

Sheffield.)

Dimming Acetylene Lamps.

Intended to allow an acetylene lamp to be
dimmed when the machine is stationary, the

Cotton dimmer makes use of a three-way tap

in conjunction with two burners. At present

it fits P. and H. lamps only. (F. C. Cotton,

23, Wellington Street. Lincoln.)

13

Air Leak Detection i)

Simplified,

By means of cigarette

smoke pumped into the

cylinder by the Gordon patented device,

ail leaks, suspected or otherwise, may easily

be located.
, It is particularly useful in

detecting the cause of uneven firing on twin

cylinder engines. (R. J. Gordon, 5, Lands-
downe Square, Weymouth.)

Leak Proof Filler Cap.

Eli Clarke, the erstwhile well-known com-
petition rider, has introduced a device to

prevent petrol splashing out of over-full

tanks ; it consists of an aluminium disc,

a felt washer and a felt pad by which
the existing cap holds the new member in

position. (E. Clarke, Cheltenham Road.
Bristol.)

Simple

Pillion

Seat.

Suitable for
either child or

adult, the Fell

and Mitchell

pillion seat is hght, simple

and free from rattles and is

provided with a footrest.

(Fell and Mitchell, 24. Soho
Street, Liverpool.)

Plug Cleaning Made Easy.

Screwed into the Westminster device, a

sparking plug may be rapidly cleaned by a

little vigorous shaking, loose steel wires and
petrol combining to remove all carbon

deposit. If required, two plugs may be

cleaned at once, one at either end. (The

WestminsterTrading Company, St. Stephen's

House, Victoria Embankment, London,
S.W.I.) >

Ingenious

Locking

Washer.

Placed above

the nut instead

of underneath,

the Palnut safety lock washer, which screws

in the core ofTRe thread, tends to flatten out

and thereby grips more tightly as the main
nut is unscrewed. 2s. 6d. per assorted box.

(The Palnut Co., Ltd., 6, Great St. Helens,

London, E.C.3.)

Slow Combustion Picnic Stove.

Wayside picnics, or even more elaborate

meals, are simplified by the Hardy stove

which burns a special charcoal slow com-
bustion fuel, a card-board box-full, as

illustrated, lasting nearly two hours. With

three fuel replenishments, the price is 1 3s.,

spare heating units being 9d. each. (The

Pitt Commutator Co., Grenville House,

Brunswick Square, London, W.C.2.)

a <*.x
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The McKenzie Lightweight.

ENGINE: Hobart two-stroke; $0 x GO

mm., 170 c.c.

LUBRICATION: Petroil.

CARBURETTER: Vici, one lever.

SPECIFICATION.

TRANSMISSION : g in. rubber

belt, fixed gear.

TYRES : 26 x 7J in.

BRAKES: Front, rim; rear,

coaster hub.

MAGNETO: Fellows.

SPRINGING: Frame, rigid;

forks, Hobart spring.

PRICE: £27 Gs.

{at Coventry works).

front

THERE seems little doubt as to the rapidly in-

creasing popularity of the ultra-lightweight

motor cycle, and we therefore ^velcomed the

opportunity of testing one of the most popular models
in this class of machine—the 170. c.c. McKenzie.

Obviously this mount has been planned with con-

siderable care and with an attention to detail which
goes far to make it as satisfactory on the road as it

proved to be.

In construction and driving it is simplicity itself,

and anyone with even the most elementary knowledge
of motor cycles need not be afraid of taking over the

machine. The engine has a cubical capacity of

170 CO. and is of the two-stroke type, giving very

smooth running and all the speed that is required.

Transmission is by a direct belt drive to -a large

drum on the near side of the back wheel from a

pulley behind the outside flywheel on the engine
shaft.

A pleasing feature of the little mount is the willing-

ness and astonishing flexibility of the engine.

Petroil Lubrication.

The carburetter is a Vici of the single lever type,
and lubrication is effected by the petroil system. The
petrol filler cap is fitted with an oil measure, and
spare oil is carried in the oil tank in front of the
petrol container in the usual manner, but the under-
side of the oil tank possesses a release tap, thus en-
abling oil to be drained off' as required. The mixture
in this case should be five measures of oil to every half

a 32

gallon of petrol. The tank capacities are about three-

quarters of a gallon of petrol and one quart of oil.

To try it under the conditions which the average

purchaser almost certainly will use it, we decided

to subject it to a few tests in thick traflSc,

tests from which it emerged with flying colours.

A few turns of the pedals were sufficient to start the

engine, and after that, barring accidents in the way
of traffic blocks and other inevitable stops, it was
not found necessary to use the pedals for any purpose

other than as foot-rests. With very little practice
" traffic-dodging " may be reduced to a fine art with

a McKenzie, as was soon discovered. The ease of

manipulation and eagerness of the engine enable one
to wriggle through openings which would be impos-

sible to a less lively machine.

Speeds from 8 to 20 tn.p.h.

Satisfied that the machine was capable of doing

all that was required of it in traffic, we then tried the

other extreme with equally satisfactory results.

It stood up to reasonably fast work with apparent

ease, and the engine appeared to be quite free from
overheating. Of course it must not be imagined that

great speeds can be obtained with a machine of this

kind. The speed on the level is not much above 20

m.p.h., but as the machine is so light and-convenient to

handle, any speed greater than this would tend to have

evil effects on what can only be described as an excel-

lent little frame ; the minimum speed with the engine

firing properly is somewhere in the region of 8 m.p.h.
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Road Tests of New Models.—

Braking is carried out by a hand-operated rim brake

on tlie front wlieel and a singularly efficient rear

brake of the back-pedalling type. We took the oppor-

tunity of testing these brakes somewhat severely and

were unable to find any fault with them. They do

their work well.

A certain amount of vibration is noticeable when

travelling at the higher 'speeds, but this is almost un-

avoidable in machines built on such very light and

simple lines ; the front forks absorb all average

road shock quite satisfactorily, and the saddle is

<:omfortably sprung.

We were unable to verify the efficiency of the

mud-guarding arrangements owing to an unusual spell

of fine weather during the tests, but as far as can be

judged from appearances it should be quite good.

The latest McKenzie model- nth a lower frame—an alternative to the now popular

standard production.

The upper section of the driving belt is protected

by a light metal shield which obviates any danger of

one's clothes coming in contact with the belt and also

protects it to a certain extent from the wet.

The frame is strongly built, the front down tube

being continued in a loop under the crank- case for

extra security, and the engine itself is bolted to the

frame in two places.

Suitable for Riders of both Sexes.

The advantage of the McKenzie is that the frame
construction makes it suitable to be ridden with almost

equal ease by either sex, whilst mechanical con-

siderations need terrify nobody. It takes up no
more room than an ordinary pedal bicycle and is

really remarkably light.

. Altogether we were very well pleased with the

performance of this machine, whether
used for slow and sometimes difficult

work in London traffic or for the easier

and more enjoyable pastime of open
country riding, reliability rather than

speed, of course, being the order of the

day.

The large number of McKenzies now on
the road, between 1,500 and 1,600, we are

informed, testifies as to its all-round

utility. Recently an alternative model with

a slightly lower saddle position was in-

troduced and is intended for those who
find the original model a little too high.

With this latest model it is possible even

for short riders to sit on the saddle with

both feet firmly on the ground, a point

which gives the nervous rider increased con-

fidence.

INSURANCE PROBLEMS.
A Feature in \A/hich Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

The Bewilder-
ing Increase
"* Premiums.

Mr. L. Desoutter embodies a number of queries
in the one letter :

" In 1919 I took out a policy
with a certain company for a 350 c.c. twin
Enfield worth £75 ; it gave me complete cover,
including pillion riding, and was insured whilst
anybody drove it. I paid the first 50s. in the
damages section. The premium was under £3.
This year I wished to take out the same kind
of policy, with the same people, offering the
same cover for a 550 c.c. motor cycle worth
£50; I was informed that the premium would
be £13. I had no claim during the previous
policy of 1919, but the company refused to
give me a rebate of 15 per cent, because the
insurance had not been continuous. To my dis-

gust I find that all insurance companies require
the same premium. Have they made a com-
bine ? For there seems to be no competition
left. And why is it that premiums have gone
up since 1919, when everything else—labour,
cost of living, etc., has dropped considerably?
My brother has got a two-seater light car
worth £400; his comprehensive policy only
costs him about £12. I have driven motor
cycles for the last ten years, always with a
pillion seat, and have never had an accident
or put in a claim against any company, so you
understand why I consider the above pre-

miums exorbitant.

Can you tell me of a good insurance
company that will give me the cover I re-

quire ai a reasonable figure ? Why should 50
per cent, extra be claimed for addition rider ?

The risk is not double, as the machine cannot
be ridden by two persons at the same time.

The reason for the very wide difference between the pre-

mium you have previously paid and the present rate appears
to be that for some time the insurance companies carried on
motor cycle insurance business at a considerable loss. Insur-
ance companies keep statistics with regard to the various
classes of risk and have evidently found the increased
premium necessary for pillion riding and risks where more
than one person drives. Whilst there may be small variations
in the premiums charged by various companies, we do not
know of one that would be willing, at the present time, to

issue policies at the figure you apparently require.

* ^ * *

Fire Caused Mr. F. Smurthwaite, Sales Manager of Messrs.
by Collision. C. Binks (1920), Ltd., Manchester, propouncU

an interesting question :
" Assuming one has

a machine insured against fire, theft, and third
party risks, what would be the position if an
accident, say a collision, damaged the petrol
tank, thus causing a fire? Would the insur-

ance company consider the damage due to
' accidental damage or fire ' ?

"

In this case the damage caused by the fire would certainly

be indemnified. The cause of the fire would not affect the
case; but very possibly a reduction would be made for the

damage to the machine in the collision.

b 3
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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION RULES.
F.I.C.M. Conference at Geneva makes Minor Alterations to Several Regulations.

Touring Facilities Discussed.

No less than nine countries were repre-

sented at the summer congress of the

F.I.C.M., which was held immediately
after the conclusion of the International

Trial. Delegates were present from Great
Britain, Italy, Switzerland, Belgium,
Holland, France, Denmark, Sweden and
the United States.

The Spanish Tangle.

Affairs in Spain appeared to be in a

somewhat tangled condition. The Royal
Spanish Motor Cycle Club [Tteal Moto-Club
d'Espana) is really the governing body,
but the Royal Jloto-C'lub of Cataluiia is

the more active motor cycle body, and is

fully qualified to take the lead. For some
years the Real Moto-Cluh d'Espana has
been promising to put its house in order,

but it has done nothing. It is therefore
proposed to give it one month to give a
satisfactory reply to the F.I.C.M., and
failing that to exclude it from the Federa-
tion and to appoint the Royal Moto-Club
of Cataluna in its place. At the same time
it was resolved to put the full facts of the
case before the patron of the club, H.M.
'I'lie King of Spain.

Touring Facilities.

The General Secretary reported that he
had received communications concerning
improved touring facilities from Belgium,
Denmark and Holland, and he presentecl

the Chairman with a reprint of an article

in The Motor Cycle of Februai-y 16th,

1922, which showed the formalities to be
gone through and the sums expended by a
British motor cyclist who desired -to., tour
on the Continent. It was also reported
that the Dutch club had in one year dfealt

with 2,245 applications for facilities for

foreign touring.

It was decided that the F.I.C.M. should
take steps to be represented on the
Congres Internationale de la Circulation
Ifoiiiiere, a body meeting annually in

Paris, which attempts to smooth out all

difficulties of international motoring.
Motor cyclists . hitherto have not been
represented.

Insurance £or Tourists and
Competitors.

Next came a very interesting discussion

on the question, of insurance. In Denmark
every motor cyclist must be insured
against third-party risks, and a similar law
is to be brought into effect in Switzerland.

It was explained that the customs autl.ori^

ties of both countries would undoubtedly
ai'cept policies issued by recognised insur-

ance companies. Mention was also made
of the insurance of competitors in motor
cycle races and competitions, and it was
announced that riders in Switzerland could
be insured up to 20,000 francs against

death in a one-day race for 30 francs, and
in a race not exceeding 10 kilometres in

length for 10 francs. The British rate for

similar policies is ten times this amount.
A proposition emanating from Belgium

for the abolition of the 1,000 c.c. class for

racing and other alterations in the general

classitication was not passed, as it was
pointed out that these were purely in-

ternal matters and each country was free

to follow its own desires.

A proposal from Great Britain to intro-

duce a 750 c.c. class for sidecars was laid

on the table, and another to the effect that

in records the timekeeper's original sheets

(if electrical timing, the original strip)

should be submitted to the body passing

the record was agreed : it "was also decided

that those parts of a motor bicycle taking

part in a record which might be changed
should be the sparking plug, chain or belt,

wheel and/or tyre. A third proposal from
Great Britain was also agreed—that mile

or kilometre records migljt be made from a-

standing start with the engine running, as

it was thought that this would give ex-

cellent information as regards accelera-

tion.

Minimum Tyre Size Reduction.

From the point of view of safety it was
agreed to adopt the proposal of the U.S.A.
delegate that the minimum tyre size in

Class E (1.000 c.c. machines) should be re-

duced to 65 mm., as it was found that the

. larger size tyre would not hold the rim
at high speeds.

AN AMATEUR ROAD RACE NEXT YEAR?

c;

Next Year's T.T. possibly

OMK interesting recommendations re-

kj garding next year's T.T. Races are to

be made by the Competitions Com-
mittee of the A.C.U. to the General Com-
mittee at its next meeting. It is suggested
that in 1923 the three T.T. Races should
be for motor cycles of 230 c.c, 350 c.c,
and 500 c.c. respectively ; a sidecar T.T.
Race is also likely to be discussed. This

in England. Proposal to Reduce Li

will give great satisfaction to many makers
of passenger machines.

Special consideration will be given to an
amateur or private owner's event, follow-

ing the T.T. Races proper. Alternatively,

if amateurs can be satisfactorily defined,

and the definition enforced, a reduced fee

may be charged for them in the T.T.
Races, and special prizes awarded.

ghtweight Capacity Limits.

The races may possibly be held in

England about the middle of June ; failing

this, in the Isle of Man. It is also pro-

posed that past T.T. winners .should be
made honorary life members of the A.C.U.
and that special badges should be issued

to them during the races week.
It is likely that efficient silencers will be

made compulsory in the races.

WHOLESALE CAPTURE OF 600 c.c. SIDECAR RECORDS.
THERE has been considerable activity

in the 600 c.c. sidecar record class

at Brooklands lately. On Monday
of last week J. Emerson (499 Douglas
sc) lowered the times for the mile,

which, subject to confirmation, now
stand at :

1 mile = 58.82 m.p.h.
I mile (mea-n speed rocord) = 66,67 m.p.h.

THERE are one or two little stories

to tell in connection with the Inter-
national Six Days Trials which go

to show the sporting spirit of the Swiss.
Arriving in good time from their dis-

tant homes, the Swedish riders made a
trial run through the countiy round
Geneva, and returned in a very miser-
able state of mind, as they found that
their brakes were wholly inadequate for
the trial they were about to face. In

On the following day he successfully

attacked another two :

. Flying 5 miles=70.50 m.p.h.
Standing 10 miles = 6e.48 m.p.h.
His equipment throughout was : Hutchinson

tyres, Castrol oil,. E.I.C. magneto, Shell petrol,
Flexi carburetter, K.L.G. plugs, and a Beta
streamline sidecar was fitted.

Also on Tuesday D. R. O'Donovan (588
Norton sc) gained an important series

SPORTSMANSHIP.
Southern .Sweden the roads are, flat.

Relating this trouble to a certain Swiss
official, who prefers to be nameless, they
were surprised and delighted to hear him
offer to take their mounts into his works,
which turn out -a rival machine, and en-

tirely reconstruct the brakes, and this

was done to time after twenty-foijy hours'

continuous work !

The Swiss officials were certain that

England would win by a narrow margin,

b4

of the longer distance records in the .same
class :

1 hr 61m. _ile6yd. = 61.26 m.p.h.
2 hrs 118m. 1,030yd.=59.29 m.p.h.
3 hrs 178m. l,098vd. = 59.54 m.p.h.

50 miles 49m. 2.04s. = 61. 17 m.p.h.
100 miles Ih. 38m. 42.3s. =60.78 m.p.h.
200 miles 3h. 24m. 29.41s, = 58.68 m.p.h.

The equipment used included : Speedwell oil,
~

Dunlop tyres, and a C.A.V. magneto.

and were prepared to take their beatin,g

like sportsmen. Two dead-tired officials

added up the figures. " Yes," said one,

"we have won by one point." " Splen-

did," said the Swiss. "Hold hard!"
said the first speaker, "it's^yoK, not us."

This remark, when translated, almost
brought tears of joy to the Swiss sports-

men, so relieved were they at the end of

this lutte passiona.nte (passionate struggle),

as they called it.

"17
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FAST TIMES AT CHATCOMBE PITCH.
Western Centre A.C.U. Mid'Week Hill-climb Attended by Many WelUkriown Riders.

AFTER a heavy downpour in the fore-

noon brilliant sunshine favoured the

Western Centre A.C.U. hill-climb last

Thursday afternoon.

The event took place at Chatcombe Pitch

Hill, about four jniles south-east of Chel-

tenham, over a course all but half a mile

in length. There were events for all

classes of vehicles, and a large field turned

out from the various clubs, both to take

part in and to witness the sport.

The hero of the hour was George Dance,

whose riding, as usual, was beyond all

praise. He made the fastest time of the

day on his 499 c.c. Sunbeam, covering the

distance on more than one occasion in

23|s., thus again winning the

"Williams" Challenge Cup; he also

carried off the " John Bull " Challenge

Cup, presented for the fastest time of the

day with a sidecar or three-wheeled

vehicle—28fs. W. L. Handley (348 O.K.-

Blackburne) was also surprisingly fast.

The organisation was good ; timing w;is

carried out electrically ; and a fairly

strong wind blew in favour of the com-
petitors, so that there was really nothing

at which one could grumble.

There were thirty-two competitors,

although considerablj' more entries.

The results were as follow :

250 c.c. Solo (Open).

1. F. Hallam (247 Levis), 3H4s.
2. B. Kfirshaw (248 New Imperial), 31%s.

350 C.c. Solo (Open).

1. George Dance (349 Sunbeam), 24%s.
2. W. L. Handley (343 O.K. Junior), 25'is.

3. P. G. Morgan (348 Cotton-Blackburne), 273.

350 C.C. .Solo (General).

1. W. L. Handley (348 O.K. .Junior), 25s.

2. J. Cook (348 Edmund), 28s.

3. F. G. Morgan (348 Cotton-Blackburne), 293,ts.

500 C.C. Solo (Open).

1. George Dance (499 Sunbeam), 233/5S.

2. H. Hassan (490 Norton), 24%s.
3. E. W. Spencer (494 Douglas), 2W^-

500 C.C. Solo (General).

1. E. W. Spencer (494 Douglas), 25i/sS.

2. W. L. Handley (347 O.K. Junior), 25=/5S.

3. F. J. Adam (490 Norton), 26y5S.

750 C.c. Solo (Open).

1. George Dance (499 Sunbeam), 23%s.
2. H. Hassall (490 Norton), 24y5S.
3. R. E. Eveson (490 Norton), 26s.

750 c.c. Solo (General).

1. W. r.. Handley (348 O.K. Junior), 24%s.
2. E. W. Spencer (494 Douglas), 25s.
3. F. J. Adam (490 Norton), 26s.

Unlimited Solo (Open).
1. George Dance (499 Sunbeam), 253^5.
2. H. Hassall (490 Norton), 24='-s.

3. L. Paynter (490 Norton), 26%s.

Unlimited Solo (General).

1. R. E. Eveson (490 Norton), 25%5.
2. F. J. Adam (490 Norton). 26%5.
3. W. H. W. Drew (490 Norton), 26%5.

600 c.c. Sidecars (Open).

1. George Dance (499 Sunbeam sc), 30\^s.
2. L. Paynter (490 Norton sc), 31-f5S.

3. R. E. Eveson (490 Norton sc), 32%s.

600 c.c Sidecars (General).
1. W. B. Gibb (494 Douglas sc), 342/sS.

2. J. C. Loveay (490 Norton sc), 36s.

750 c.c. Sidecaes (Open).
1. George Dance (499 Sunbeam sc), 28%s.
2. L. Paynter (490 Norton sc), 32>/5S.

750 c.c. Sidecars (General).
1. R. Eveson (490 Norton sc), 29%s.
2. W. B. Gibb (494 Douglas). 332/,s.

Unlimited Passenger Machines (Open).
1. George Dance (499 Sunbeam 6C.), 28-^s.
2. R. E. Eveson (490 Norton sc), 30y5S.
3. L. Paynter (490 Norton sc), 32s.

Unlimited Passenger ^^ACHINES (General).
1. W. B. Gibb (494 Douglas sc), 33MiS.
2. H. V. Hughes (Morgan), 363i;S.

A number of minor thrills were wit-

nessed at various times during the hill-

climb, several competitors finding some
difficulty in hugging the first bend suffi-

ciently close, with the result that they
found themselves dangerously near the

grass bank on the opposite side of the

road, and the thick dust here made a

quick return to the middle of the road by
no means an easy task.

TRIANGULATION AND
THE SPRUNG WHEEL.
SIDECAR chassis design offers a wide

field to the man of inventive genius,

the tendency being more and more
to ignore the conventional ideas of to-day

and make a fresh start from first prin-

ciples.

This is exemplified in the lay-

out which we illustrate, the sub^

ject of a provisional patent by
Jlr. Leonard L. Langley, 86,

Clifton Hill, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

Considering that some form of

wheel springing is desirable, the
designer started

by hingeing the

wheel- carrying

fork and providing a mounting for lami- -

nated springs for its suspension. From
this main lug three straight tubes were
carried to the cycle frame. Then an auxi-

liary portion was added to form some sort

of rectangular mounting for the body.
That, in brief, completed the task.

Although the sketch is more or less dia-

grammatic, it will readily be ^een that

the rigid points are where they are most
needed, and that the cycle frame and the

sidecar wheel are connected by a double
triangle of straight tubes.

Alternative fonns of wheel suspension,

etc., are allowed for in the patent speci-

fication, and for heavyweight outfits an
additional stay may be arranged as indi-

cai;ed by the dotted lines in the drawing.

In the Langley sidecar chassis three straight

tubes are led to the mounting for the

sprung-wheel fork.

. POSITIVE VALVE
ACTION.

A SCHEME for the positive closing of

side-by-side valves has been de-

vised by jMr. H. F. Spurr, of

110, Newland Street West, Lincoln. The
action , is extremely simple, since instead

ol employing a plain cam a cam track is

"cut into the face of the 2 to 1 gear wheel

;

into this track is inserted S, roller attached

to the tappet stem, an additional guide

being supplied to prevent side rock by
twisting. The tappet is attached direct

to the valve stem by means of a small

screwed cup containing a vei-y short

length of spring sufficient only to take

up the necessary tappet clearance. By
this means the valves are both opened

and closed positively. The scheme,

though novel as regards motor cycles, has

been in use on certain racing cars.

AN 18-MILE HILL.
EIGHTEEN miles up hill, even if the

gradient is only moderate, represents

a searching test of cooling. This un-

usual distance had to be covered in the

Italian " Championship of the Mountain,"

up the St. Bernard Pass, starting from
the village of d'Aoste. In the 500 c.c.

motor cj'cle class a Triumph ridden by
Opezzi was first in 35m. 14^3., followed

by Rossi on a Motosicoche in 37in. 40s.

Bisioli, who won in the recent 'Grand Prix

Race at Strasbourg, was first in the 1,000

c.c. class.

Details of the
Spurr positive

valve action applied

to a single-cylinder

machine.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle." DorsetHouse, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and must be accompanied by the writer's nameand addres?.

650 SUPERFLUOUS C.C?

Sir,^—Mr. B. Pygsbotham wonders jvhy people use machines
over 350 c.c. for solo work. By the tone of his letter I

take it he means fast solo work. True, the speeds attained

in the T.T. races bring home the possibilities of the light-

weight, but the buying public cannot, and never will be

able to, buy standard machines as fast as those entered by
the makerein the T.T. The Lightweight T.T. was won at

nearly 50 m.p.h. average, but I certainly would not buy a

two-stroke if I wanted a 50 m.p.h. machine (bar the Scott,

of course). How many 350 c.c. four-stroke mounts are

there able to keep up 50 m.p.h. for any length of time?
CHARLES r. STAGG.

Sir,—Mr. B. Pygsbotham seems fully convinced of the

efSciency of the 350 c.c. machine, but he surely does not

claim it to be the ideal sidecar mount. Some machines in

this category, e.^., the Douglas and the A.J.S., are fast,

but even these do not make ideal mounts for serious sidecar

work, and it cannot be. expected of them.

Why is the "big twin" tolerated? Surely its more even

balance and " silkiness " and its greater reserve of power

give it a certain prominence over the good old "single."

London, S.W.19. "1.000 C.C."

Sir,—I do not own a machine at the moment, but my
prospective purchase will be something pretty near a 1,000

c.c. 'bus unless I discover that either the new sports

J.A.P. or o.h.v. Blackburne twin of approximately 750

c.c. possesses practically all the properties which less than

a year ago belonged to "the bigger engine only. This selec-

tion is the sole outcome of a careful and unprejudiced

, search for the machine which most . nearly complies with

the very clearly defined requirements necessary for me to

experience and enjoy fully all that there is in the sport.

Does Mr. Pygsbotham really suggest that such an ex-piana-

tion is not a sane and reasonable one ?

The outstanding feature of his letter is his rather arbi-

trary and uncomplimentary classification of the big twin

solo rider—that is, the rider who seeks to get more than-

bare speed and acceleration from the stress and fury of a

game little engine in extremis. Does he similarly stigma-

tise the individual who in the pursuit of any given hobby,

recreation, or sphere of life, seeks more than just one

bare attainment, or who would wisb to explore other

avenues? Is it a case of " big-car-itis

'

ith the Rolls-

Royce owner when a little machine of the G.N. type might
be tuned to equal road speed and acceleration ? Or a case

of " big-house-itis " with the man who would reside in a

"desirable residence, three reception rooms, billiard room,
bath, h. & c, usual offices .. . .

" when any prim'live

water-tight two-roomed shack would efficiently provide mere
simple shelter and warmth and a feeding and sleeping

place ?

On the other hand, it is certain that any man, observed

^
to be continuously working and tuning away at his little 360
c.c. 'bus to keep it in 60 m.p.h. -under-slightly-adverse con-
ditions fettle, would certainly evoke a new and unfavour-
able "medical" classification from quarters where the
fascination of motor cycling was not sympathetically under^

b8

stood. In its unmedical form it might conceivably be

" little-single-itis." Who knows?
No doubt it is within the point at issue to jot down a

few of the conditions, governing the writer's selection_of a

machine :

The wonderful little 350 c.c. engine was passed over

because :

It is too fussy and insistent at speed.

It conveys too much sense of strain, effort, wear and

tear at speed.
(T.T. conditions are not everyday load conditions.)

60 m.p.h. required to be available at ahy time without

constantly looking to the tuning,

Requirements of writer a little too severe for retention

of tune for a reasonable length of time.

Frame of bicycle too small (writer is somewhat above
the average in height—or length of limb—and stature).

Machine too unsteady on battered roads and grease.

The 500 c.c. machine was passed over because he required ;

A twin of at least 300 c.c. per cylinder;
JMedium close ratio gear box

;

Top speed of 45/44 to 1.

All usual hills to be taken without effort, and bothering
about speed gear when the hills are not " rushed."

Biggest top gear acceleration from comparatively slow
speeds.

Eig-twin-sports-outfit-speeds and acceleration in the event
of it being wished to run a sidecar.
That indefinable pleasure of a well balanced big engine

leisurely running well short of its capacity.
In addition there is the. smoother and more " placid

"

running of a big twin at speed ; the question of big tyres ;

the preference for a machine weighing approximately 270
ib., etc. D. G. L.
London.

THE ROAD TO ST. DAVIDS.
Sir,—Pilar'ms and travellers of many varieties from the

days of William the Norman and Edward I. have visited
St. Davids, that famous shrine and cathedral of South
Wales. Its highway from Haverfordwest (of seventeen miles
over sixteen hills) was in the Middle Ages well known to
pilgrims. Pope Calixtus II. ordained that two pilgrimages
to St. Davids counted as of equal merit to one to Rome.
To-day that road in some parts is in as bad condition and

is as dangerous to travellers as when the pilgrims of ancient
days passed over it.

The road is an epitome of many others in the country.
For centuries it stood the ordinary traffic of coach, market
cart, and farmer's shandry, and kept with little repair in

fairly good condition.

To be up to date (not having a railway line there) a rail-

way company put on a motor-bus of 45 horse-power, and of

immense weight, to deal with the local traffic. The result

is a ruined road, torn up in places as if it had been ploughed.
It is now being repaired at a cost of £90, COO.
May a recent pilgrim to St. Davids make a suggestion to

the local road authorities ? Let them insist on the removal
of the large 'buses, and require the substitution of lighter

vehicles. JAMES HOXJLT.
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MUSICAL TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—With reference to the query raised on page 204 of

August 10th issue of The Motor' Cych, the high-pitched
" twanging " note of the exhaust of a two-stroke engine when
" four-stroking " can be put down to the following : With
the three-port type of engine firing once per revolution a
certain amount of burnt gas is left in the cylinder after

scavenge, and its presence in the next charge of incoming
gas slightly reduces the maximum
explosion pressure, and that through-
out the expansion stroke. When

V>. " four-stroking " (firing only once per
two revolutions), the scavenge obtained

: HSOlCA^TES Dl<\<qasM WH£H BONWIHS
MOCIWUI-Y
tftOtCfcre^ Pl»>G)BA(^ WHCN F00a5TBO\<wei.

in the " miss " stroke reduces the presence of any burnt gases

that previously were present. The next incoming charge

has, therefore, a slightly higher pressure on explosion and
throughout its expansion. W'hen the piston uncovers the

exhaust port the effects of this are made noticeable to the

ear by a sharper note. Indicator diagrams taken from a

two-stroke engine when running normally and when " four-

stroking" are appended. J. R. TOPHAM-HAYNES.

HAND.PVMP OILING PREFERRED.
-Sir,—I see iu the latest number of The Motor Cycle that

I have received that " Ixion " rather spreads himself on
mechanical oilers.

Considering my mount, I cannot agree with him at all,

and wish I had a hand pump to give large dollops of oil

to the engine when rec(uired.

My mount is a 595 c.G^Douglas which functioned very

well in the cold weather.
Now I am stationed in the centre of India, where the

"Great Ones" are building even another city (the eighth,

I believe). Anyhow, they have started well, as the roads
in the vicinity are good for the most part.

I have found that' my "machine dries up very quickly

wi.en riding over 30 m.p.h., which points to insufficient oil.

I can never get it to smoke unless I fill up the drip feed

cup and let it stand until the oil has gone down the pipe
;

then it only smokes for a minute or so.

I think the trouble is that the oil in the sump gets too

hot. In the hot weather, with shade temperatures of 110°

and over, it must be 150° in the sun on the road.

I got a partial seizure a few weeks ago, and took the
machine into the local .expert's to be dismantled, arid .found

the connecting rod of the rear piston bent ; otherwise the
engine was in excellent order.

Can " Ixion " give any suggestions for gingering- up the
oil system. I also have difficulties with all oil connections
after some miles on bumpy roads ; they all leak, and oil

oozes out freely.

Delhi. ULYSSES.

AVERAGE SPEEDS OF 350 c.c. MOUNTS.
Sir,—I have been a reader of your excellent weekly for

some time,/but did not become a "proud possessor" until

six months ago, when I took delivery of a' 1922 349 c.c.

Sports A.J.S.
A few weeks ago I read of Mr. J. E. Jones' average

speed performance of 35 m.p.h. on his 348 c.c. Douglas
with a loaded sidecar.

A week or so ago I planned a "double twelve" hour
trip from Deal to Plymouth and back over a long week-
end. Going to Plymouth my wife accompanied me on the
pillion. I was unfortunately advised by a very well known
body to take the coast route through Hastings, Brighton,
Southampton, Bournemouth, Dorchester, etc. I imagine it

was tliought I wanted a holiday instead of an endeavour
to evade present railway fares.

In my inexperience I planned my schedule through that
coast route for an average speed of 20 m.p.h.

Unfortunately, I could not leave early on the first day
and could only do 80 miles, but was up to time. The
remaining 220 miles were rattled off on the second day
between 9 a.m. and 11 p.m. The average of 20 m.p.h.
(running time) was maintained throughout, but at what a
cost! We seemed to be tearing along at over forty nearly
all the way. This seems queer arithmetic, but anyone
who knows the coast towns will agree with me that this
speed in the country is necessary to maintain the average.
On arrival in Plymouth my agent showed me the maker's

sidecar suitable for my mount. My wife immediately in-
sisted on the purchase or a return by rail. The strange-
ness of the new drive was overcome during the stay and
the return journey set out upon (inland this time). I got
away earlier on the first day and put up for the night at
Salisbury. My average speed now with the loaded sidecar was
16 m.p.h. as far as Exeter, and then 20 m.p.h. on to Salis-
bury. I really think Devonshire should be corisidered
separately, especially for such small outfits. The run from
Salisbury to Deal was made the next day. On the whole
the roads are very good, and I went at it' hard on this last
run, yet my average was only 24 m.p.h. I did a timed
mile at 40 m.p.h., but to keep up 24 m.p.h. on such a
long run meant hard going for the little 'bus for many
rniles of country. Happily, I had no involuntary stop
either way" or even this average could not have been kept
up.

Now I do not wish to compare the merits of the A.J.S.
and Douglas junior mounts, Ijut Mr. J. R. Jones'' average
of 35 m.p.h. puzzles me.

I have no speedometer, and my speed on such a run is

calculated from milestones, route cards and a watch.
I am beginning to think a lot about this question of

speed. In my opinion there are too many enthusiastic
young motorists who talk casually of their 'buses " doing "

60 and 70 m.p.h. on the open highway. But perhaps after
all it is the speedometer manufacturers who realise that a
nice friendly make will be a "bestseller."
Deal B-ONE.

Sir,—
Some talk of xMexander, and some of H. Le Vack,
Of Dixon, and of Ixion, and many a racing crack

;

Of racing Cjjrns and pistons, of new improved valve
guides.

Of tyres, and wheels, and stronger steels, and many
things besides.

But of all the sport's great heroes, there is no one to
compare

With Mr. Jones, whose speed is as the speed of sound
in air.

A bang ! a blast ! a whirlwind—he must be on the road
;

Le Vack, and Pullin, Dixon, here's your chance of being
towed.

I thought I read of records at Clipstone yesterday.
Ye gods ! but what would they have been had he been

there to pay ?

A slight mistake in tinging, a little slip in miles

;

The story's good. Oh ! keep it, excuse the reader's
smiles.

Now, Mr. Jones, a long farewell, my hat is in my hand;
. We all have bikes, we tell the tale, and so we understand.

Glasgow. JEHU.

Sir,—As a final contribution to the somewhat protracted
correspondence on the above, may I state in reply to

.several letters that if their respective writers would kindly
refer to my previous letter regarding the 100-mile run
from Birkenhead to Birmingham they will at once notice

that I clearly and emphatically stated that this was done
on a solo mount, and absolutely no reference whatsoever
was made to a loaded sidecar. I simply quoted the instance

in question to convince one of your correspondents that
a 348 c.c. Douglas can maintain a 35 m.p.h. average for

fairly long distances—e.g., Birkenhead-Birmingham.
" Dougite " admits that he could do a "burst" of

"40 easily" with a light sidecar attached to his 348 c.c.

b II
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Douglas. I have not only done a " burst," but I have
kept up "40," and this simply goes to prove that on a

tolerably good road a 30 m.p.h. average could easily be
maintained.
To repeat myself again, on a long run I could not

possibly hope to keep up such an average—only a fool

would expect to—but as regards solo work it is an average

that can be kept up with the minimum of cost and trouble.

In conclusion, my average speeds are no exception to the

rule—every Douglas rider can do the same if he wishes

to. I refer those interested to Mr. Hartley's letter ; he
averaged 40 m.p.h. over a distance of 50 miles, and
37 m.p.h. over a distance of 75 miles, and therefore it is

quite evident that those who doubt these performances are

not only ignorant of the subject which they are supposed
to be discussing, but, in addition, have never been astride

a Douglas machine. J. R. JONES.

WHERE CAN SIDECARS BE IMPROVED?
Sir,
—"Friar John" asks where can sidecars be most im-

proved ? In my opinion the tubular system of construction

is at fault, and ought to be omitted in the design of any
chassis or frame intended to traveh on the road. A few
points may be gathered from my experience of old crocks.

I first took the road with an old 50 in. ordinary pedal
cycle, with solid tyres, and covered some miles, doing all my
own repairs, I then thought that the front wheel was fine,

but the back wheel was too small, and the backbone too stiff;

these two points shook my bones, especially on cobble pave.

My next mount was a "safety," with pneumatic tyres, which
was much better, but the frame was too rigid. After this

I got a 10 h,p. White steam car, with wood plated chassis,

which did its work well, but the springs were too light. My
little boy was often tossed off the seat, on quite a good road,

if I opened out to over 20 m,p,h.
The next was a 10 h p. Mors car (four-cylinder), with

wood plated chassis, which_ was well designed, with large

diameter wheels, and correctly sprung ; it glided away
-beautifully, and the chassis lent itself to the uneven road,

the tyres and springs doing their bit easily. Then came a

"5 h,p," De Dion Jackson car, with tubular chassis. When
going over pot holes, the steering wheel often jerked clean

out o'f my hands. The frame was too rigid, and the springs

too light. I -then got a Premier motor cycle with wicker

sidecar, tubular chassis
;

potholes meant pitch and toss

with violence. Frame and chassis were too rigid. I now
have an old Humber, with collapsible sidecar body, and
spring steel chassis ; the sidecar glides along very smoothly,
and does not transmit the shocks to me when driving to half

the extent that the tubular chassis did. Sidecar chassis

should be made from the best spring steel, and it correctly

designed they would prove ideal,

I am also in favour of spring steel frames for motor
cycles, which I feel sure would damp out many jolts, which
the tubular frame transmit to both machine and rider,

EDWARD BRACEWELL,
Sir,—Considering that comfort is first in demand, that

the spring wheel of simple and perfect construction will

eventually kifl the rigid type is beyond all doubt, - Since

the cost is equal, the comparison for comfort is like light to

darkness, or automatic to mechanical valves,

Coventry. A. S, M.

Sir,—The upholstery of many sidecars is lacking in re-

silience, and is made of very poor material.

The position and size of the screen relative to the pas-

senger is sometimes wrong. The screen should be placed

fairly near the passenger, as on the A,J,S,, etc.

The faeilities for carrying luggage and sundries are in

many cases insufficient ; there should always be a luggage
grid, a la A,J,S, again.
The appearance and efficiency of the hood can be improved.

Side curtains should always be supplied.

The mudguarding of the sidecar wheel is often poor, and
the guard should be made larger, and with deep valances.

Even the chassis of some models are not up to their work,
and a four-point connection is advisable.

Among details, it makes an appeal to the passenger, fair

or otherwise, if suitable arm-rests are provided, and if a

step is fitted, I have no interest in any firm,

.
London, S.W.19. FAMA CLAMOSA.
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Sir,—I own a Triumph and a proprietary sidecar,' and
have had some very long runs on the outfit. The Triumph
is a gem ; only I wish the spokes in the two wheels would
not break so often ! This defect I partly attribute to the
dead running of sidecar chassis.

Why is it that so much attention is paid to the spring-

ing of the sidecar body? The cycle rider requires as mucn
pleasure and comfort as the passenger. All the road shocks
from the sidecar wheel are passed by way of the chassis

frame to the cycle, and materially add to the discomfort

of the driver. In the ordinary course the rear wheel is not

sprung, and the extra unspi-ung weight makes the rear very
dead indeed,

\ I have had my chassis frame break three times ; tliis, no
doubt, would_be obviated had the chassis a sprung wheel,

Swindon. _^F, H. P.

NOMENCLATURE. -

Sir,—May I suggest " Siamese Twin " as an alternative

to the term " split single " as applied to the Italian Garelli

motor cycle described in a recent issue?

Kent. - SLEEVE-VALVE, -,

SUSTAINED HIGH AVERAGE SPEEDS.

Sir,—Since "Water-cooled" is evidently a hard rider, it

would be interesting to know what he considers the ideal

gear ratios for the -Scott-Squirrel for all-round work.
There are many prospective buyers of this machine, I am

sure, who would welcome some advice on the choice of the

ratios offered by the manufacturers.
E. HODGKINSON.

STANDARD BELT LENGTHS CONDEMNED.
Sir,—We read in your last issue a complaint from a rider

that he was compeUed to purchase a longer length of belt-

ing when on tour than he needed, consequent upon the

garage proprietor stating that it was impossible to procure

long lengths of belting from which lengths could be cut

as required.

We do not know whether your correspondent vpas pur-

chasing a "John Bull " belt, but there is no difficulty in

any trader purchasing the "John Bull" belt in long lengths

of about 64 feet, and we experience a regular demand for

sucli lengths. In addition, these belts can be obtained in

lengths suited to the standards of all machines, but as the

standards are so varied the long lengths are particularly

useful.

THE LEICESTER RUBBER CO., LTD.
(J, Cecil Burton, Director,)

GOGGLES AND HEARING.
Sir,—I should like to say that I fully endorse all that

" Sutton Bank " has experienced in this matter, and would
like to put forward the theory that the lack of air pressure

on one's eyeballs gives one a false impression of lack of

speed, and think that in some way there is a nerve in the

eye which is connected to the ear-drums.

Westcliff-on-Sea. H,J. 915,
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° Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists. °
pi Issued in conjun'tion with The Motor Cycle. Q
n " MOTOR CYCLES AND^lOW TO MANAGE THEM." D
Iz The standard handbook of the motor cycle, qD Price net 2/6. By post, 2/10. -,,

^ " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." )d
LJ Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. {^
'-' " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." ^
D By " Ixio.v," of The Motor Cycle. U

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. Bypost, 5/3. O
Q Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

n "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. Q
pi Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, r]
'-' London. Set of three, complete in rase, Pri.e net, 5/6. _
n „„_ ,,„.„ ,,.„ _ —„ ^
n Wales, London. Price net, 4/6, By post, 4/8. Q
n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. D

With 32 pages of Road Maps, Price net, 2/6, By post, 2/10. Q
Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., -
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E,C,4, or of leading Booksellers q

IZ and Railway Bookstalls. r-t
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Book post, 5/ro. Set of Two Maps—England and
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Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.
A gymkhana is being held on the 27th inst. at

Knockholt, Kent, and members are invited to par-
ticipate in an extremely yaried and interesting"
programme.

Barrow and District M.C.
Results of the reliability trial tor the Members'

Challenge Cup are as follows:—
1st.—Capt. J. T. Noble (678 Ma'-tinsy.te sc).
2ud.—J. Morrison (498 P. and \l.).
3rd.—D. Chaaning (499 Sunbeam).

Abergavenny and District M.C. and L.C.O
H. HassaU (490 Norton), deputising for a local

rider, made fastest time of the dav at the recent
hill-cIimb. Arthur Davies ( Cotton ) , T. Nicklin
(Sunbeam), J. Parker (Sunbeam), won the classes
in which HassaU did not ride.

Clitheroe and District M.C.C.
Considerable interest was displayed in a petrol-

consumption test held recently. The winner of

the first prize, a carbiiretter presented by Messrs,
C. Sinks, Ltd.. was S. Whiteside (A.V. cycle car),
while second and third awards were" taken by H.
Sainsbury (Marseel light car) and G. Hunt (976
Sunbeam sc.)

.

Bolton and District M.C.
The President's Cup, competed for in the re-

liability trial which took place last month, was
won by W. E. Smi'thie (490 Norton). Second best
performance iDeing made by V. Rothwell (633
Norton sc). Motor cyclists wishing to join this
club should communicate with Mr. W. Headley,--
at Raikes Hall, Bolton,

AsMord M.C. and L.C.C.

On September 3rd a hill climb has been ar-

ranged to take place at a hill which will not be
made known until the day before the event.
Competitors will be allowed to ride up the hill

once only before actually competing. There will

be classes for all types of vehicles, including a
special event for " veteran " machines.

Darlington and District M.C.
On the occasion of their first annual long dis-

tance trial on Saturday the 12th inst., members
were unfortunate as regards weather conditions,
and although a good entry had been received
only eleven^ competitors started on the run to
Edinburgh via Appleby and Carlisle. Leaving
Darlington at 8 p.m., the first man arrived home
at 8.8 p.m. the" nest day,- having covered a total
distance of 304 miles. A large crowd of in-

terested spectators assembled to witness the
finish. Prize-winners: (1) J. Moffet (Mathis light
car). (2) R. F. Stobbs (349 A.J.S.), (3) P. Bell
(349 Massey Arranl. The district was well re-

presented in the trial, competitors from Northal-
lerton, Barnard Castle, Wolsiugham, and Bishop
Auckland taking part.
The next important trial is to be held on the

27th inst.. when a number of valuable prizes will
be offered for competition.

Isle of Wight M.C. and L.C.C.

Results oi the lull climb, which took place re-
cently over a difficult course near Ventnor. are
as follows :—
275 c.c. two-strokes, solo.— (1) A. J. Rust (269

O.K. Union), 44l/ss.; (2) C. Langford (269 Spark-
brook). 54s.
350 c.e., solo.—(H J. B. Morris (348 Raleigh),

38=/i8.; (2) C. Langford (348 Douglas), 431/5S.
500 c.c, solo.—(1) C. P. Stagg (494 Douglas),

34yjf. : (2) E. G. H. Morris (490 Norton). 36%s.
750 c.c, solo.— (1) C. r. Stagg (494 Douglas),

34s.; (2) D. Oliver (498 Zenith), 35V;S.
Dnlimited. solo.— (1) W. H. S. Collins (989

Harley Davidson). 31+^s.; (2) W. H. Linington
(976 Royal Enfield), 32''/,s.

600 c.c, sidecars.- (1) J. H.' D. Allen (557
B.S.A. sc), 48!J4s.

Unllmitecl, sidecars.— (1) C. W. Brannon (976
Royal Enfleld sc), 39s.

i-S

Dulwich and District M.C. and L.C.C.
A reliability trial was recently organised which

included some fairly stiff hills, and creditable per-
formances were put up by many of the competitors.
Silver medals were awarded to Robinson (596
Indian sc.) and D. Setter (550 Triumph sc).

Burton M.C. and L.C.C.

On August 13th- a reliability trial for the
Robothara Cup was held over a difficult course of
88 miles, when the following were successful:—

P. B. Chester (490 Norton), 3Vi marks lost,

winner of Robotham. ' Cup, H, L. Collins (430
Norton), 6V2 marks lost, silver cup.
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MeeI?=]£nC» Club Events.

Euilth Wells and District M.C.C.

Aim.

Alio.

Alia.

Aug;

Aug.

Aun.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug..

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug..

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.
Axm.
Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

S4th and 2601.—Doncaster and Di'strici M.C.C.—Speed Trials.
2Sth.^Worksop M.C. and L.C.C. and Mans-

field and District M.C. and L.C.C.—
Joint Speed Trials on Clipstone
Drive.

26th.—Mid Bucks M.C.C—Second- Trophy
Run.

26th.—Kelso and District M.C.C.—Rill
Climb.

26th.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C and
L.C.C—24 Hours' Reliabilitu Trial.

26th.—WalliTigton and District M.C aivi
L.C.C—Freak Hill Climb.

26th.—Reigate, Redtiill and Di'strici M.C.C—
" Old Crocks " Trial.

26th.—Gloucester M.C and L.C.C.—Secret
Destination Trial.

26th.—Aberdeen and District M.C.—Hill
Climb.

26th—Connaught M.C.C.—Cymkhana at
North Harrmv. \

28th— York and District M.C-—Garroiely
Hill Climb.

27lh.—Darlington and District M.C.—Reli-
ability Trial.

Sm.—Frestwich and District M.C—Reli-
ability Trial.

STth.—rLiverpoot M.C.—Reliability Trial for
Colmore Trophy.

2nh.—Ashford M.C and L.C.C—Run to

Eastbourne.
2rth.—Ereter M.C and J.CC—Run to

Bceka Falls ami Haiftor.

27th.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C—
Petrol Consumption Test.

27th.'—Epsom and District M.C.C—Reli-
ability Tried.

27th.—Halifax and District M.C. and L.C.C.—Run to FeivsUm.
27th.—2forth Wales M.C.C—Pimic.
27th.—Manchester M.C.C—Social Run.
27th.—Middlesbrough and. District 31.C.—

Reliabiliiy Trial for McAdams Cup.
27th.—Neivcastle and Northern M.C.—Picnic

Run to Ahvinton.
27th.—Coventry Triangle M.C—Run to

Droiiwieh.
27th.—Atherton and District M.C.C.—Run

to Castleton.

27th.—Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Newark
Castle.

27th.—Rotherham and District M.C.—Run to'

Harrogate.
27th.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C

and L.C.C.—Run to Hastings.
27th.—York and District M.C.—Run.
27th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Reliability Trial.

27th.—Worcestershire M.C.—Symonds Yal
Picnic.

30th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Run from City
Square.

31st.—Gloucester M.C and L.C.C.—Visit to

Avon Tyre Co., Melksham.
31st.—Bnlwell M.C.^Run to Woodhouse

Eaves.

Enthusiasm ran high at the second annual
carnival and gymkhana held by the club on Wed-
nesday, the 9th inst.

Epsom and District M.C.C.
The progress of this newly-formed club has

been entirely satisfactory. A reliability trial is
being held on the 27th inst., consisting of two
laps of 20 miles each, starting from Epsom
grandstand at 3 o'clock p.m. Further information
can be obtained from Mr. G. E. Himing, " The
Laurels," Park Hill Road, Ewell.

Gipsy M.C.C.
The annual rally is to be held this year at

Monsal Head, near Bakewell, on September 3rd.
Secretaries of clubs which intend competing for
the trophy should write for further particulars to
Mr. C. TUornewill, Hanipton Cottage, Eyniford,
Kent.

Neatii and District M.C.C.
Speed trials will take place in Margan Park ou

Saturday. Sept. 2ud, all classes being catered for,
including a special champiojiship event. The
D. M. Evans Bevan Challenge Cup is open for
competition, and the present holder, C. Sgonina,
will defend his title. The entire proceeds will
go to the Neath Nursing Association.

East Midland Centre A.C.TJ.

A hill-climb open to all members of clubs- in
the area will take place on Saturday, Sept. 16th,
In the hope of encouraging the entry of new
riders, it has been decided to run a special section
in each class for those who have not been in the
first three places at any speed event this year.
Full particulars are obtainable from Mr. K. S-
Topping, 64, Frederick St., Loughborough.

Macclesfield and District M.C.
Starting from Fence Avenue, Buxton Road,

Macclesfield, at 1.30 p.m. on the 27th inst., a
reliability trial will be run over a point-to-point
course of approximately 752 miles. Special awards
"will include the Birchenough Cup and the Hop-
wood Shield. This event is open to members ot
the North Cheshire, Chester, Buxton, and War-
rington Clubs; entries should be addressed to Mr.
S. T. Holland, West Mount, Chester Road,
Macclesfield.

Dunheved (Launceston) & District M.C.C.
Some good performances were witnessed at a

recent hill-climb when H. Piper (499 Sunbeam)
carried off first place in the solo class, closely

followed by O. G. Whitlock (349 A.J.S.). The
sidecar class was won by E. R. Wells (490 Norton
sc), with W. Weighell (799 A..T.S. sc) second.

A special prize for Morgan runabouts was secured
by W. T. Horrell. and the novices prize- by
T. C. Williamson (349 A.J.S.), whilft the fastest

turn of the day was made by H. Piper (499 Sun^
beam). On the 30th inst. a reliability trial to

Porlock and back will take place.

Yeovil and District M.C.C.

The trial held on Saturday, the 5th insfc., tor

the President's challenge cup produced some excel-

lent sport, and very close times' were recorded;

Competitors had to make the first circuit at an
average speed of between 17 and 20 miles an-
hour, and the next two circuits in as near as

possible the time taken on the first. The course

totalled 76V= miles, and had to be covered non-
stop. The best motor cycle performance was
made by E. P. Saunders (350 Diamond), 186.; and
Arnold Wright (499 Sunbeam sc.) was 22 seconds

out. . Certificates for non-stop runs were also

awarded to the following:—L. F. Clarke (532

Scott) 37s.; W. G. Chiirehill (349 'Verus). 41s.;

G. L. Morrish (499 Sunbeam), 50s.; T. V. B.

Hook (595 Douglas sc). 65s.; J. Shenton (Mor-

gan), 76s.; Miss M. Chiswell (350 Diamond),
116s.; E G. Lawrence (498 Ariel), 125s.: .T.

Stagg (494 Douglas), 165s.; H. G. Clarke (595

New Hudson sc), 459s.

bi5-
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Doiset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for pubhcation or not must be accompanied by a lid. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked *' Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a lid. stamp) and will be dealt
with by the A..-^. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

REBORING CYLINDERS.
I am thinking of ., having

the cylinders of my Douglas
rebored and fitted with new
pistons. Will you inform me
what is the least amount of

metal one can leave with safety? Surely

tlie thinner the walls the better the

cooling would be. Can you recommend
reboring?—L.E.F.

If it is necessary to rebore the cylinders

of your Douglas, we should suggest that

you approach the makers, who would
perform the work far more satisfactorily

than most smaller firms. If the ovality

of the cylinders necessitates removal of

more than ^5,%^ in., we should advise you
to have them renewed.

A HEAVY LOAD.
Intending shortly to buy a

^T] sidecar outfit, I would like to

^ know if my so far intended
-JJ choice is impossible as I have been

told it is. The passenger list in-

cludes myself, 12 stone; wife (pillion).

9 stone; and two children (sidecar), 5

stone the two ; the type of machine
.selected is a 350 or 370 c.c. two-stroke,

three-speed gear, all-chain drive. Is 2i

stone on the bicycle too much?

—

J.W.P.

important Dates.

Sat., Sept. 2nd. — Cheshire Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Fri., Sept. 15th, to Mon., Sept. 18th

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Sat. Sept. 15th—The Scott TrlaL

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at

Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 2Ist—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. llth—
Olympla Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

The load you suggest is far too heavy for

a machine of under 500 c.c, and we
would recommend you consider one of at

least this size, and preferably a single

cylinder. A weight of 21 stone on a

lightweight motor bicycle itself, as a

regular load, is excessive.

A halt by the way. G. S. Davison (247 Levis), B. Malmberg (494 Husqvarna). L. Pelissier

(994 Motosacoche). and F. W. Giles (800 A.J.S. so.) near Lugano during the Internalional

Six Days Trial in Switzerland,

b 16

UNSUITABLE MAGNETO.
I do not think the magneto is

the right one for my twin N.S.U.
The cylinders are set at 60°. If

I set No. 1 exhaust to close top

dead centre, will the other come
right?. Contact breaker cams are set

at 180°; is this right? If not, can I

alter them to suit the engine?—D.N.O.
(1.) If both valves are worked from one

cam you need only time one valve, and if

this is done properly the correct timmg
of the other will follow. (2.) If the mag-
neto is one designed to suit an engine

w'ith cylinders set at 180°, Jt will be im-

possible to modify it to suit a 60° V twin
engine

;
you would need another mag-

neto suited to the latter angle. The
cams should be set at 150°.

TIMING OLD PATTERN ENGINE.

(1.) Will you please give me
the correct timing of the exhaust
valve of my old type Fafnir

motor cycle? (2.) If this were
wrong, would it cause over-

heating? E.H.E.S.
(1.) The timing of the exhaust valve of

your engine, which is presumably one
with an automatic inlet valve, is as

follows:. Rotate the engine until the

piston is at the top of the stroke, then
insert the cam wheel so that the valve is

just closing. (2.) If the exhaust valve

timing is very much out it would cause

poor running. Most probably the trouble

is the result of late ignition timing,

insufficient lift of the exhaust valve due
to a worn cam or too much clearance

b'efcweeii the tappet and ihe valve stern.

OVERTAKING A TRAMCAR.
Will you kindly tell me which

is the correct side on which to

pass a tramcar, both when run-

ning and statiorijary? I was told

recently that it is correct to pass

a stationary car on the near side, but as

passengers' are usually mounting or dis-

mounting when the car stops it is more
of a difficulty to pass an the near than

the off side.—J.P.M.
In overtaking a tramcar a good deal of

discretion has to be used, and there is

no very definite legal ruling on the

point. When a tramcar is in motion it

is better, if at all possible, to overtake
it in the ordinary w^ay on the off side,

but circumstances may compel you to

keep on the near side. The same applies -

also when it is stationary.

14
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LEAKAGE FROM GEAR BOX.
After running a few miles my

belt becomes smothered with
grease from the gear box of my
single-cylinder Ariel. Last week
I partly filled the gear box with

grease before starting on a long journey,

but on an'iving at niy destination the

box was nearly empty. What is the

best means of cleaning the belt ? Is

petrol injurious ? What grease do you
recommend ?—W.C.J.

The only thing to do is to have the gear

box taken do'\\u and find the cause of

the leak. It might be that the bearings

require rebushing, or that a felt washer
is needed. All you can do is to wipe the

belt with a rag soaked in petrol. Petrol

naturally destroys rubber, but if it is

wiped quickly and lightly no harm should
ensue. Ambroleum -or thick engine oil

is generally used for the gear box.

REMOVING BELT DRUM.
Will you inform me how to

remove the belt driving Avheel.

which is fixed t(5 the hub of the

1916 single-cylinder B.S.A. motor
cycle ?

—

Novice.
The belt pulley on the^rear wheel of the

1915 B.S.A. motor cycle is screwed on
with a left-hand thread (the lock ring

is right-hand thread). These pulleys are

extremely diificult to remove, and unless

you have special apparatus, they are easily

damaged in the proc-ess. We would
recommend you to return the wheel to the

makers if it is necessary that the pulley

should be taken off.

FLYWHEEL RING OR CHAIN SWISH.
On my 349 c.c. Blackburne

engined two-speed machine the
chain drive (not enclosed) between
the engine and gear box makes
considerable noise when travelling

over 15 m.p.h., and I have tried tighten-

ing and loosening- the chain, but all to
no avail ; it does not catch anywhere,
and the sprockets are not worn ; chain
lubricant has no silencing effect. I am
told that a silent chain and sprockets
will cost about £7 or £8, which is alto-

gether too much' to spend on the
machine. Also what is a suitable ratio
for top gear ; the present one is 6i to 1 ?

H.D.R.
You do not say if you are using your
machine solo or with- a sidecar, conse-
quently it is rather difficult to advise you
with regard to the gear ratio, but if you
are riding solo a gear of 5j or 6 to 1
should be low enough. Ii your chain
sprockets or chain have worn badly there
is no cure for the noise you mention other
than replacement, but most outside fly-

wheel machines are apt to accentuate the
chain swish. Try the effect of painting
the flywheel with a thick paint, w^hich
may deaden its ringing.

READERS' REPLIES.
A TWO-STROKE RATTLE.

My Villiers (old type) engine developed
a bad rattle. On arriving home, I dis-
covered that tlie fly-wheel keyway was
•enlarged to half the circumference of the
bore. The remedy was obvious.—A.
Kelsall.

4-10

A bad rattle occurred whenever I ex-
ceeded 25 m.p.h., but with my timing
thus—hiindle-bar lever at full retard,
points just breaking, and piston just
past t.d.c, I can now exceed 35 m.p.h.
without any trouble.

Also, instead of 8, 16, and 32-stroking
when running slowly downhill (as it used
to do), my Peco engine now two-strokes
])erfcctly.—A. A. Smith.

If " H. B." tries a thicker washer
between cylinder and crank case he will

probably cure the rattle. My own engine,
1916 Villiers, was thoroughly overhauled
about a year ago, but _when I received it

again I found it would not .exceed 25
m.p.h. without a terrific clanking from
the engine. As far as could be ascer-
tained, everything was in order. New-
plugs and a different timing were tried
without success. Just as I was on the
point , of giving it up as a bad job I

tried a thicker washer,- with greaii suc-
cess. Speed, hill-climbing and slow run-
ing all improved, without a trace of
ratlFe. Why a thick washer is required
now, when formerly I used a paper joint,

is a mystery, unless the new con-rod was
a shade longer than the old one and so
raised the compression or altered the port
timing. It akvays takes about 200 miles
after decarbonisation to get the former
power back.

—

Sheffield-Villiees.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Feaders' replies to questions puhlishrd

under f/iis heading sftoidd be addressed
r/o The Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they ivill be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests
for experiences should be accompanied by
a stanip.

H.L. (Hove).—799 c.c. A.J.S. sidecar
fitted Lucas Magdyno : suitable speed-
ometer and hood.
"M. J. T." (Arnhem).— ilills carburet-

ter, for slow running and economy on
American big twin to replace Schebler
type.

"C. J. S." (Stoke-on-Trent).—225 c.c.

Royjal Enfield " sports " model : speed ;

fuel consumption ; reliability.

'H. W." (Stonehouse).—Rudge-Multi
and Zenith-C4radua : belt slip in wet
weather; life of belts.

" H. D. R." (Tadworth).—398 c.c.

A.B.C. : reliability; carburation.
"R. F. N." (I^ndon).—398 c.c.

A.B.C. and sidecar : relmbilitv.

"J. S. B."_ (Waterloo)!—989 c.c.

Harley-Davidson sidecar with Binks car-
buretter.

"A. E. S." (Newark).—142 c.c. Atlas
lightweight.

""F. W. T." (West Norwood).—349
c.c. Royal Ruby " sports "

: with Amac
carburetter.

"W. W." (Widnes).—584 c.c. Harley-
Davidson : suitable sidecar, m.p.g., steer-

ing and speed.

"C. V. H." (Newquay).—976 Brough
Superior (side valve J.A.P.) and 986 c.c.

o.h.v. model : speed, reliability, and
m.p.g. with sidecar.

"H. L. G." (Tunbridge Wells).—349
c.c. A.J.S. : speed, climbing, and "all-
weather" fii-iish. Also 398 c.c. A.B.C. and
499 c.c. Triumph.

Cycle Car Records.

A 700 c.c. Blackburne engine was used

in the A.V. monocar which recently

created flying kilometre and mile records

at Brooklands.

Auto-Wheel Price Reduction.

The price of the Auto-Wheel attachment
has been reduced from £30 to £25 by
Auto-Wheels, Ltd., Russell Road, Ken-
sington, London, W.14.

The Belgian Grand Prix Winner.

Antoine, who has been adjudged winner

of the Belgian Grand Prix, after Jack-

son's discjualification, used a Lodge plug

in his o.h.v. Triumph.

Magneto Repairs in London.

London users of the Coventry made
M.L. magneto will find a complete sei-vice

department at S. Smith & Sons (M.A.)
Ltd., 179, Great Portland Street, London,
W.l.

Midland Foundrymen's Success.

At the recent Foundry Exhibition in

Birmingham five employees (not three as

previously stated) of the Midland Motor
Cylinder Co., Ltd., gained prizes out of a

total entry of 400.

Price o£ the McKechnie.

The price of the McKechnie spring

frame sidecar outfit is now £155. The
address of the makers is McKechnie
Motors, King's Head Chambers, Cov-

entry.

Hand Cleanser.

Rejoicing in the name Yomf, a hand-
cleanser is being marketed by the Quick
Service Motor Co., 123, Church Street,

Croydon. A sample has passed its test

at the editorial hands.

Better Late than Never.

A. Attwood, who protested successfully

against being discjualified on a 600 c.c.

Hawker sidecar during this year's London
to Edinburgh run, has since been awarded
a gold medal by the M.C.C. for his per-

formance.
Change of Address.

Owing to the increasing demand for the

Henley motor cycle, the, manufacturers

have found it necessary to remove to

larger premises, the address of which is

now: Messrs. Henley Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Steward Works, Doe Street, Bir-

mingham.

The Chameleon Exhaust Pipe.

The colour-changing propensities of the

nickel-plated exhaust pipe of a certain

sports model are being watched with

growing interest. At first the plating

turned a pale straw colour, and then took

on the appearance of polished brass. It

next reverted to its original clear nickel,

and now a wondrous purple hue is spread-

ing downwards from the exhaust port.
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Uimes to 3Lfgbt Xanips.
August 24th .

.

.

.

8.34 p.m.

„ 26th .. .. 8.30 „

„ 28th .. .. 8.26 „

; „ 30ih .

.

.

.

8.22 „
Ojie number plate must be illuminated as above

vide Road Veliicles Registratiori and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (19031 the lamps ordinarily
-required by law may be lit half an hour later.

Tyresome Tips.
" Soak them in paraffin, and then give

them liberal treatment with lubricant "

—

a Yorkshire paper's advice on the care of

motor cycle tyres.

Taxation Prophecies.
Included in extracts from a Northamp-

ton newspaper two hundred years ago is

the- following news item; "Municipal
authorities have been invited to suggest
alternative schemes for the taxation of

motor vehicles." A correspondent sug-
gests that perhaps, when the subject has
been considered for 200 yearSj some system
approaching the reasonable may be hoped
for!

The Continental Way.
On one of the hairpin bends .on the

Jura road, where a glorious view over the
Lake of Geneva and the High Alps is un-
folded, is displayed a notice " Ralentissez
—Admirez " (Slow up—Admire).

A Feathered Phantasy.
Extract from a daily newspaper:—

'-'Muffled noises from underneath a char-
a-banc alarmed the passengers during a

10-mile ride from St. Brides to Newport
(Mon.). At the end of the journey four
liens flew out of the vehicle's gear Tjox."
No wonder the passengers were alarmed !

The Silence Gamble.
Different localities have different ideas

upon silence, and the fact that the Read- ^

ing magistrates recently decided, after a

demonstration, that a sports model with
a straight through exhaust pipe was not
unduly noisy is no guarantee of future
immunity from prosecution elsewhere—or,

for that matter, in Reading.

Extra "c.c." Not Superfluous.
A detective recently received information

that a motor cycle had been stolen (a

348 c.c. Douglas as it happened). He
went home, got out his 976 c.c. New Im-
perial sidecar, and although the thieves
had fifteen minutes start, was successful
in overhauling them 14J miles from
where the theft had taken place. The idea
of justice overtaking them with such
alarming rapidity astride a big twin of

modern design had apparently not occurred
to the culprits, for they abandoned the
stolen Douglas and fied.

C4

Coupe Sidecars.

Will the coupe type of sidecar eventu-
ally become a standard pattern and be
included in catalogues of the majority of
manufacturers ?

Waste Space on Sidecars.

It is to be hoped that sidecar manufac-
turers will pay more attention to the
utilising of the waste space between the
machine and sidecar. Special grids hold-
ing specially shaped cases would be use-
ful when touring.

Sign Posting.

IMoi-e attention should be paid by local
authorities to signposting in towns and
villages. The most difficult districts to
traverse are those in tlie South,- botli
Surrey and Sussex being as bad as any
county. Rarely is the same amount of
difficulty experienced in the West, Mid-

'

lands, or North.

4s. Worth of Bliss.

At the Bishops Lydeard (Somerset)
Police Court Ralph Alexander Coleman,
a boy aged 12, was summoned for having
ridden a motor cycle without a licence.

The boy had ridden the machine from
Taunton, a distance of five miles, and
when quite near his home met the local

police sergeant. The bench admired the
boy's pluck and discharged him on pay-
ment of the costs, 4s.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

"THE AUTOCAR"—published
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
phte aiUomohile journal embracing
small,medium, andlarge cars. Every
motorcyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4(1.

Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-
cessful automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

Indispensable.

New high-powered sidecars are as

much in evidence as ever they were.

There appears not the slightest' likelihood

of any waning in their popularity, and
once again may be asked, Where is the

vehicle that can replace them ?

Heard on the Halls.

^ Sitting in a dazed condition on the

road with his right arm clutching what
remained of a front wheel, a motor
cyclist, who, at 40 m.p.h., had forgotten

how the throttle closed, was requested by
a short-sighted old lady to mend her

umbrella as well

!

Motor Cycle Club Recommends SilenoB

Darlington and District M.C. and
.L.'C!C. has passed the following com-
mendable resolution :

" That all members
of this club are advised by the committee

to comply carefully with the law regard-

ing the silencing of their machines, thus

assisting to preserve our good relations

with tne police and avoiding any annoy-

ance to the public."

Once upon a Time.

Blowing the horn of his Enfield sidecar

outfit when passing three horse brakes

on the High Beach-Wood ford road, a

reader was stopped by a policeman and
told that he was making a noise. The
officer then produced a piece of wire,

looked over the machine, and pronounced

that the tappets wanted packing ! (N.B.

—This is neither a dream . nor a fairy

tale.)

Special Tracks £or Cyclists Opposed. /

Propositions that special cycling tracks

should be laid alongside new and existing

main roads are strongly opposed by

organised cyclists' interests, which take tht

view that such provision may possibly be-

come only a preliminary towards exclud-

ing the cyclist from full rights on the

road. In consequence of this the Roads

Improvement Association has dropped its

sponsorship of the suggestion.

Bust.

A movement, of interest to motorists, is

on foot to form an association of manufac-

turers of non-corrodible and anti-corro-

sive products to foster the scientific and

commercial development of materials and

processes that tend to defeat the ravages

of rust and corrosion. Any of our readers

who are interested in the project are in-

vited to communicate with Mr. W. R.

Douglas Shaw, at the Royal Society oi

Arts, 18, John Street, Adephi, London,
W.C.2.
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CLUB NEWS (continued X
from p. 27sJ

Mm ffill M.C.C.
starting at 6.30 p.m. oa Friday, September Stti,

from the Castle Hotel, Woodford, the twenty-four
honrs reliability trial through London to Bala
and finishing at liUton will take place, covering a
totail distance of 420 miles. All awards will be
won outrigli't; further particulars axe available
from Mr. E. J. Bass. 40, Chancery X>ane, W.C.2.

Midland C. and A.C.
Arrangements are now complete for the inter-

club team trial on the 9th of next month, when
teams representing competing clubs will consist
of three solo and three pa^^enger machines, all

riders to count. Clubs intending to enter for
this event; which is by invitation, no eaatry fee

being required, should commnnicate with Mr.
J. L. Stocks, at the Ariel Works, Boumbrook,
Birmrngham, aa soon as possible.

Sdderminster M.C.O.
Motor cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars may enter

for .the haJf-day relia-bility trial -which is' being
held on Saturday the 26th inst., starting from
the >Red Lion Hotel at 2.15 p.m., over a route
•pproximately 80 mtles in length. The classes

iruiL will be as follows :—Solo machines up to 350
CO., and unlimited; passenger machines up to

600 c.c, and unlimited. Entries should be ad-
dressed to Mr. A. K. Bell a-t 33, St. George's
Terrace, Kidderminster.

Annfield Plain and District M.C.

A course of 170 miles over somewhat difficult

country dn parts was chosen for the President's
relia-bility trial which was held recently. The
results of the rmi are- now to hand, and. are as
follows :

—

(1) R. Wilson (490 Norton), 'President's Cup
and Gold Medal.

(2) H. Adam (M.A.G. Morgan), Gold Medal.
t3) J. Dix (557 B.S.A.), Silver Medal.
(4) H. Hunter (550 James)", Bronze Medal.

Okehamptcm MX.C;
Twenty-two competitors started on the annual

reliability trial to Laoid's End and back on "the
16 th inst., when the following awards were
made :

—

Heavy Solo Machines-:—
(1) ' W. Backway (5^0 Triumph); (2) E. J.

Hosking (976 Zenith) ; (3) T. Woods (550
Triumph).
LigTitwcightS:—
a) H. Brooking (349 Verus); (2) A. Terber -

(211 Levis); (3) P. Cawling (348 Douglas).
Fassenacr MacTiinis:—

(1) J. G. Durfant (633 Norton sc.)j ^2)- W. H.
Ne\\Tnan (976 Royal Eniield sc.).

Preparations are at present In hand for the
formation of a club in this district, and motor
cyclists desirous of encouraging the scheme should
communicate with Mr, j. H. Woods, of Woods
Garage, Daws Lane, Mill Hill, N.W.

Norfeh-Westem Centre A.C.U.
The open hill-climb which was postponed on

July 29th is to take place on September 9th.
The entry list has been re-opened and entries
can be received by Mr. J. H. Place, " Girsee,"
258, Manchester Bd., Burnley, up to September
2nd.

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.

A team trial was held on the 12th inst. in

indifferent weather over a circular course of 27
miles, starting at Wotton Hatch Hotel, near
Dorking, the course being covered twice in opiio-

site directions. No team succeeded in finishing
complete. Results, subject to confirmation ;—1st,

Dorking Centre, Team 2 (silver medals), F. P.
Venney (500 N.U.T.), F. P. Verney, jnr. (225
Triumph), 7 marks; 2nd, Dorking Centre, Team
1, C. J. Feeny (346 Francis-Barnett), J. B.
Phelps (269 A.E.L.), 24 marks; 3rd, Farnborough
Centre. P. J. Broadhurst (499 .Sunbeam), S. W.
Mansell [499 Rover), 51 marks.

Fetersfield and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The first hill-climb, which took place on the
6th inst. at Hyden Hill, Eastmeon, over a mea-
sured mile, was quite successful. Five hundred
spectators attended. Thirty members partioipateji
in the event, there being sixty entries in tlie

eight classes. The winners. of 'the various classes

were as follows :

—

250 c.c. Solo:—
(1) McArdell (247 Levis), Im. 52s.
(2) B. Mould (239 J'ames), 2m. 39s.

350 c.c. Solo:—
(1) R. Blagg .(293 New Imperial), Im. 36i/-s.

(2) D. Fairbairn (348 Raleigh), Im. 49y5S.

500 c.c. Solo :—
(1) A. Moss (494 Douglas), Im. 212/^s.

(2) W. S. Luker (490 Norton), Im. 24s.

750 c.e. 60I0:—
(1) W. S. Luker (490 Norton), Im. 202^s.

(2) Baiinister (481 Scott Squirrel), Im. 26%s.

1,000 c.c. Solo:—
''

(1) W. S. Luker (490 Norton), Im, 19s.

(2) Bannister (481 Scott Squirrel), Im. 242/5S.

750 c.c. Sidecar :—
(1) R. Chitty (678 Martinsvde sc), Im. 52%3.

- (2) D. Fairbairn (665 Ariel sc), Im. 54^s.

1,000 c.c. Sidecar :—
(1) R. Chitty (678 Martinsyde sc), Im. 52s.
(S) D. Fairbairn (665 Ariel sc), Im. 54-t.^s.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
In the recent International trials the following

represented the club as a team :—
Hugh Gibson (349 Raleigh). Clifford Wilson

(654 Quadrant), and Charles Sidney (349
Raleigh).

Bath and West of England M.C.
The club held a successful hill-climb at Banner-

down Hill on Saturday, August 12th. Fastest
timt; of tlie day was made by V. Anstice (733
Douglas), who covered the 686 yards course in
17";5S. The winners of three premier awards
were: Solo Class (Fuller cup), E. W. Spencer
(494 Douglas), time 18s. Sidecar Class (Colmer
(^i^p). V. Anstice (595 Douglas sc), time 22Vi6-Amateur Glass (5 guinea prize), G. McWatters
(490 Norton), time 20s. The results for the
remaining classes arc as follows:

Class l.-S. Gill (249 New Imperial), 25-i^s.
(bronze medal).
C5377 2.—S.Gill (349 Weatherell), 252/5S. (bronze
medal).
Class 3.—G. McWatters (490 Norton), 20s.

(silver medal).
SroECAR Classes.

Class 15.—G. H. Tucker (490 Norton sc) tied
with V. Anstice (595 Douglas) for first place, time
26^/^s., and Tucker was awarded a bronze medal
on formula.
Class 16.—V. Anstice (595 Douglas sc), "22i/is.
Class 18.—G. H. Tucker (490 Norton scj),

26'-5S. (bronze medal).
Class 19.—V. Anstice (595 Douglas sc), 214/^s.

(silver medal); G. H. Tucker (490 Norton sc),
26s. (bronze medal).
Class 22.—G. McWatters -(490 Norton sc), 292/^3.

{bronze medal).
E. W. Spencer (494 Douglas), 21s. (silver medal).
Cl.\SS 4.—V. Anstice (595 Douglas), 17^'5S.

(silver medal) ; E. W. Spencer (494 Douglas^,
IS^^s. (bronze medal).
Class 5.—S. Gill (249 New Imperial), 26s.

(bronze medal).
Class 6.—L. Bird (348 Douglas) tied with S. Gill

C349 Weatherell), 293. S. Gill won bronze medal
on formula.

Class 7.--G. McWatters (490 Norton), 20-V5S.

(gold medal); E. 0. Collins (490 Norton), 22%s.
(silver medal). R. Houghton (492 Sunbeam) tied
with F. W. lilay (500 James) for third place with
24s. May won bronze medal on formula.

Class 8.—E. W. Spencer (494 Douglas), 18s.

(silver medal); V. Anstice (494 Douglas), ISMiS.
(bronze medal).

Class 11.—G. McWatters (490 Norton), 203'is.

(silver medal); R. Houghton (492 Sunbeam),
22V5S. (bronze medal).

Class 12.—G. McWatters (490 Norton) 20^5S.

(silver medal}; R. Houghton (492 Sunbeam),
22^33. (bronze medal).

RACING AT PORTMARNOCK.
VERY successful meeting was run

A off by the Leinster Motor Cycle
at the Velvet Strand, at Port-

marnock, on Saturday last, when a pro-
gramme of five races was decided. The
feature of the' meeting was the consistent
riding of J. 6. Bumey (225 Royal
Enfield), wlio was placed in the four solo

classes, winning two of them. The back-
markers were asked to give away rather

too much, and none of them got placed.

T. E. Greene (494 Douglas) was Ihe
fastest of the cracks, but he was never
nearer than fifth in the final placings.

Results :

—

Six Miles (Two-Stroke up to 300 c.c.}.

1. R. Humphreys (220 Velocettc), 553.

2. T. F. Slarin (220 Velocettc), scr.

3. J. G. Burney (225 Royal Enfield), 75s.
Time, 9m. 35s. (actual).

Six Miles (All Types up to 350 c.c).
1. J. G. Burney (225 Royal Enfield), 2m.
2. S. Woods (348 Cotton), owes' 90s.
3. T. r, Brodericli (211 Levis). 2m. 10s.

Won by 250 yds. Time, lOm. 30s.

Ten Miles (up to 600 c.c).

1. C. Briggs (550 Triumph), aV-m.
2. J. a Burney (225 Royal Enfield), 7iim.

3. S. Woods (348 Cotton), 5Ss.

Won by 30 yds. Time, 16m. 25s.

Twenty Miles (Unlimited).
1. J. G. Burney (225 Roval Enfield), 15m.
2. C. Briggs (550 Triumph), 9m.
3. S. Gill (348 Douglas), 16m.

Time, 34m. 30s.

Six Miles (Sidecars, Unlimited).
1. C. D. Maguire (976 Matchless sc), 20s.

2. E. F. Ashton (998 Indian sc), scr.

3. P. Smith (993 Indian sc), 25s.

Won easily. Time, 8m. 37s.

RESULTS OF NORTH WALES OPEN TRIAL.
MORE detailed results of the Xorth

Wales Centre A.C.U. GpeM.sTrial

than were available wheneuf :.r«T

port was prepared for last week's -iss-ue

are now to hand. - .a; '-' ';

It will be observed that J. Westwood
Wills (547 Powell), who gained ihe pre-

mier and other awards, has. .now also.

been awarded the centre;^ champj^BSjiip
..

prize. This award was first -niaideirto.,

another rider—Wills Weljh residence
qualification being under disCffisibn. " "

'^lie full provisional .result^' are as fol-

lows':^^ --'. ..i:'j '-','".

Open Challenge Cup.—J. Westwood Wills 1547
Pcwelt). "

: , :y :<
:"

Open Amateur Cup.—G. F. Burns (499 Sun-
beam).
Powell Challenge Cup J. W. Wills (547

Powell).
Centre Championship.—J. W. Wills (547

Powell).
Cup for N.W.M.C.C. Amateur.—G. F. Burnes

(499 Sunbeam).
Cup for. 250 c.c. solo machine.—Bert Kershaw

(249 New Imperial).
. Cup for 350 c.c. solo machine.—C. M. Jones (349

- Diamond, B. and S.).

Cup for 500 cc. solo machine.-W. J. Kellet (499
.Sunbeam).' ,' , -

-

Novice pr4Ze;^C. M. Jones (349 Diamond,' B.

.

ajld S.).

.-.Passenger machine prize.—H. F. S. Morgan (980
Morgan.)'..-- ,--'.]
Trade .Team.^W. Edwards No. 2 Team : W.

Edward? (547 Powell), S. W. Smith (532 Scott),
A.. E. Hu;ihcs (550 Triumph).:.'

Club Team.—N.V^'.M.C.C. No. 2 Team ; W. J.

Kellet (499 Sunbeam), J. W. Davies (499 Sun-
beam), R. R. Bromley (499 Sunbeam).
Gold Medals.—J. W. Wills (547 Powell), W. J.

Kellet (499 Sunbeam), W. J. Williams (700
Raleigh), A. R. Evans (499 Sunbeam), G. F.
Burns (499 Sunbeam), H. S. F. Morgan (980
Mofgan)

,

Silver Medals.—R. Edwards (598 Beardmore-Pre-
cision), J. Knowles (499 Triumph).

Bronze Medals—J. O. Jones (499 Triumph). A.
S, Jones (482 Scott-Sauirrel), W. Edwards (547
Powell), S. W. Smith (632 Scott), D. E. Hughes
(550 Triumph), J, H. Davies (499 Sunbeam), G.
B. Richards 1499 Triumph), Miss Cottle (550
Triumph), G. L. Falcli (499 Rover), A. Colcombe
(596 Indian), C. M. Jones (349 Diamond-B, and
S.), B. Kershaw (249 New .Imperial), W. J. Ast-
ley (499 Triumph), R. O. Hughes (349 Raleigh),

- R. R. Bromley (499 Sunbeam), H. J. Greathead
(348 Ivv), H. Price (547 Powell), H. Penning-
ton (547 Powell:.

.
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Early Stages of this Week's
Big Endurance Test.

Over 140 Competitors.

JUST as the T.T. is the biggest motor
cycle speed event of the year, so the

A.C.U. Six Days Trials form the most
important reliability event.

Nominally they started on Monday last,

but actually most of the competitors felt

that they, anyhow, had "gone over the
bags " just as soon as they handed over
their machines to the care of the A.C.U.
on the previous day.

Sunday in York (the starting point) was
a busy day, but before going on to

describe what happened and what it

Brought forth, it may be well to recapitu-

late the story of the trials generally.

Briefly, there are five days of road work
at, mostly, a 20 m.p.h. schedule, finishing

on Friday ; then, to see how the compet-
ing machines have retained their tune,

high speed tests will be held at Brook-
lands on Saturday ; and, finally, an ex-

amination of general condition will be
undertaken. The road portion, without

being freakish, is sufficiently stiff to be a

verj' severe trial in itself ; the speed and
condition tests are expected to prove the

last straw on the camel's back in quite^a

number of cases._

142 Competitors.

To return to the preliminaries, 142 of

the 144 entrants presented themselves for

the long drawn-out business of having

their machines weighed, examined, and
sealed. Most of the riders took things

very seriously, and a considerable amount
of apprehension was felt about the follow-

ing day's run.

Although the trials provide manufac-
turers with every opportunity of trying

out new designs under conditions of great

publicity, they are not so freely used for

this purpose as they might be.

This is to be regretted, because the

lessons learned during the week's strenu-

ous testing are sufficiently in advance

of the Olympia Show to enable any modi-

fications found necessary to be incor-

porated in the next year's models.

New "350 e.c." Single.

The James Cycle Company has evi-

dently appreciated the Six Days in the

light of an instructive test of this

description and its entrj' includes a depar-

ture from its usual range of models in a

349 c.c. single-cylinder four-stroke, on
examples of which J. Lidstone and G.
Kimberley are mounted.

In appearance the new James light-

weight singles are as distinctive as the
other products of the same factory. The
engine is of the inside flywheel variety,

AUGUST 24th, ig22.
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with side-by-side valves, the springs of
which are enclosed in plated cases, as on
the big-twin engine. The drive is by chain
throughout, a James three-speed gear box
with hand and foot clutch control and
kick-starter. The finish is the usual
black, with brown tank lined in red and
gold.

In the same class is the Baleigh, a new
chain-driven model of which tnade its first

An aluminium silencer, fitted with drilled

fish tail, is bolted to the chain stay of the

Francis-Barnetl.

Split detachable valve spring covers on the

new single-cylinder James lightweight.

Increased Popularity of

Chain Transmission. 1923

Models under Test.

appearance. Undoubtedly the popularity
which the chain-cum-belfc Raleighs have
attained will be enhanced bv the adoption
of a chain-driven specimen, especially for
harder work or sidecar pulling.

Much attention was focussed on the
smaller mounts, which are becoming nr«)re

and more popular. It is to be regretted,

however, that two-strokes were not more
fully represented amongst the starters.

Nevertheless the two oldest two-stroke
names, Levis and Connaught, were w«ll

upheld, the former by three chain-driven
247 c.c. models erf standard design (two
looking rather "naked " with their ex-
posed magneto chains), and the latter by
a team of three solos and a sidecar outfit.

Two of the solo Connaughts and the side-

car are more or less n«w models. The
engine dimensions of 76 x 77 mm. (348
c.c.) are new to this make, and the tank
has been modified in shape and finish.

Chain drive and three-speed Birrman
gears are fitted, and altogether the appear-
ance is workmanlike and substantial.

Other two-strokes in the trials -are the
rotary-valved Sun-Vitesse, the Allon, the
Radco, the O.K.-Juniors, and the 500 c.c.

Dunelt, but the latter are represented
by a sidecar outfit this year. Moss three-

speed gears with chain drive are being
used on the Sun-Vitesse and O.K. Junior
machines, while the Allon is now fitted

with a Sturmey-Archer three-speed box
and chain-cum-belt drive. Specially com-
mendable is the fact that the AUons are
absolutely standard models, even to the
footboards and leg-shields.

A Super Solo Mount.

Probably no machine attracted greater

crowds of admirers at the weighing-in
than George Brough's new SO m.p.h.
(guaranteed!) 976 c.c. special sports
model B'-ough- Superior. It is a glisi.en-

ing mass of plating and polished alu-

minium. The exhaust pipes are connected
to the ports by large finned castings, and
the expansion chambers at the extreme
ends are of stream-line bulbous- formation.
The saddle position is only 27 iliches from
the ground.

Brettell's Connaught, sidecar has been
mentioned, and is the only competitor in

the same class as M. C. Breese,- who is

driving a 349 c.c. Blackburneengined
Weatherall.-
Ee-designed cylinders with deeper fins

are being used on the Ariel and Rudge
singles, but the remaining machines in

this class show little change or modifica-

tion. The P. and M. machine, it was
noticed, had been fitted with additional

foot control for the change speed

d4
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TTie varied nature of Monday afcernoon's route.

J. Lidstone and the new and attractively designed 349 c.c. James. F. Smith, who is piloting the 925 c.c. Clyno sidecar.

mechanism, and an innovation on the

twin B.S.A. IS a foot-operated front

brake. On this machine, also, the grow-
ing tendency to mount the handle-bar

rigidly on the head lug is followed. In-

J. Westwood Wills and the 547 c.c.

chain-driven Powell.

cidentally, this practice is, among others,

adopted on the Connaught, Sunbeam, the

TyfSCAV MOR^JNCI

O MILES ^

new Grindley, the Brough Superior, and
the Coventry Eagle.

A True Lightweight.
Easily the smallest machine entered, tlie

169 c.c. J.E.S. two-stroke is a real light-

weight of diminutive size. Its rider,

R. T?, Pm-nell, felt somewhat handicapped
by the absence of a clutch, but the little

mount is equipped with a four-speed
constant mesh gear box giving a lowest
ratio of 18 to 1 ; the transmission is by
chain throughout. If this machine sur-

vives the week a few failures on the worst
hills would be no discredit to it.

Silencing Systems.

There was every evidence, as the
machines were presented tor examination,
that few people were anxious to lose
marks for inefficient silencing.

Raleigh lightweights had a very com-
plete system, using a transverse silencer
under the magneto, a long pipe, a further
expansion chamber, and finally a fish-tail,

Westwood AVills' Powell carried an Argus
silencer at the end of a huge " drain
pipe" exhaust, and G. E. Austin had
another Argus silencer adapted to take
the twin exhaust pipes

, of his Coventry
Victor- Caxbjector -silencers were the
equipment on the Allon two-strokes, while
Harry Reed's big Dot sidecar had an
enormous expansion chamber secured to

the carrier stays. Unusual and some-
what diverse exhaust systems were to be
seen on the Beardmore-Precisions, J. M.
Philpotts' machine having a long pipe
which branched into two at its farther
end, the outlets being restricted by the
insertion of smaller tubes. Neat aluminium

expansion boxes were fitted to the Francis-

Earnett sporting models.

New "Assembled" Mount.

AJate-comer at the weighing-in was the

Grindley sporting machine, equipped with

«iuss iw liei

One ot the new chain-driven Ailons, three

of which are entered.

a 249 c.c. J.A.I". engine. Nothing un-

conventional distinguishes this mount,
which embodies well-tried

components, but its graceful
„— — JP lines and the unusually large
_»jimm _ tyres (28x3 in.) give it an

attractive api^earance. It is

made by the Grindley Motor
Co., of Prees, Salop.

Few innovations in trans-

d^
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One of the two 349 c.c. single cylinder chain driven Zeniths. W. H. Hadfield, who is riding the 348 c.c. all-chain driven Raleigh.

mission or brakework were to be seen, but
most of the machines in the Trials have
three-speed gears and all-chain drive. Four
speeds, however, were to be found on
the J.E.S., Clayton Russell's, 633 c.c.

Norton sidecar (Dureff_ four-speed chain

gear box), the P. and M.'s, the Dot, and
the Morgan runabouts. Examination of

the sidecars did not bring to light any
startlingly new or unusual features

;

indeed the general tendency to make the

actual connections rigid in the plane of

the greatest stress almost indicated a lack

of any real inspiration in sidecar chassis

design ; whether the end of the week will

bring a tale of frame and chassis frac-

tures remains to be seen, but in one or

two instances it might be predicted.

Most of the "big" sidecars—Ariel,

Matchless, Harley^Davidson, Brough
Superior, A.J.S., Bradbury, Martinsyde,
Zenith, Chat-er-Lea, Clyno, James, Ex-
celsior, and Indian—are standard models,

and it is noteworthy that they mostly
carry one or more spare wheels, one of

which is equipped with chains.

Runa1)outs Well Represented.

Contesting with the sidecars are a Scott

Sociable and Morgan, L.S.D. and T.B.
runabouts. At the conclusion of the

Trials much comparative material as to

the rival merits of these types will be
available.

The only known non-starters wereG.
Packman (349 P. and M.) and G. E. Cuffe

(698 Metro-Tyler).
Apart from one or two alterations in

gear ratio—usually denied by the riders

concerned, who argue that their erring
lower gears are counteracted by larger

tyres—the only changes on the list of

competitors published last week are :

—

R. Evans is riding in place of Hugh
Gibson (Raleigh) ; C. W. Hough in place
of Eric Williams (A.J.S.) ; B. E. Browning

Only one machine was changed : J. H.
Davies, the North Wales representative
in the premiership competition, decided
to ride a 492 c.c. T.T. Sunbeam in place
of a 599 c.c. model. '

Drivers with their machines and passengers reporting to the chiel marshal last Sunday
afternoon at York.

in place of P. N. Hills (Royal Ruby);
and C. Bourlet in place of C. Dickenson
(Ariel). ,

Many and varied were the magneto, pro-

tections against water-splashes, from a

handful of grease on some, a sponge bag
to a complete wrap-
ping of old inner
tube on another.

The Martinsyda
sidecars are re-

puted to have 21.8

IS'pu to 1 bottom gears.
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Tw3 350 c.c. soloists in tKe " rough " on Rosedale Abbey Bank, H. F. Harris (A.J.S.) and
Mrs. Janson (Coventry Eagle).

MONDAY'S RUN, 1791 MILES.

York, StiUington, Ampleforth, Thirlbyt

Helmsley, Gillamoor, KirkbyMoorsidej
Hovingham, Strensall, York (lunch),

Naburn, Cawood, Brierley, Bamsley,
Binginglow, Ashford, Buxton.

Really gorgeous summer sunshine

graced the start of Monday's run, the

first of the Six. Days' Trials.

For the first twelve miles level going

in a northerly direction was encountered,

but the Hambleton Hills loomed in the

distance.

The White Horse.

Five or six miles of undulating lanes

with a surprising frequency of blind

corners next ensued. All the time the

riders could see ahead, of them the "white
horse" which gives its name to the first

test hill of the~ day. Cut out of the

heather so that the white shingle shows
through, the tremendous i-epresentation of

a horse dominates that flank of the hills

on which Sutton Bank lies on the more
northward side.

Near the foot of the hill a rather severe

hairpin had to be negotiated, but the hill

itself was scarcely worth observation.

Most modern solos, and some of the side-

car models should have taken, it in their

stride on middle gear. Neverthe'.e'ss,

there were many failures, almost all due

to indifierent driving.

V^DNESOAV MORNING

Stage Fright.

Of course, the first hill in a trial

always finds the riders in a state of stage

fright, and it is this must account for

283

White Horse Hill belied the rumours
of the Sunday evening; its texture alter-

nated between sandy path and quite in-

considerable sandstone boulders, much
more pleasant to ride over than, say, cer-

tain portions of the Finchley Road out
of lyondon ! The hill is perhaps about-a
mile in length.

On the upper part H. F. Harris and
C. 'W. Hough made the ascents which
gained most applause from the spectators

;

they were fast and neat. Mrs. Knowles,
on a similar machine, made a remark-
ably good steady climb.

Bert Kershaw, whose luck surely is out
this last few weeks, ran his New Im-
perial up the bank. Dance and Bennett
(Sunbeams) treated the gradient con-

temptuously, and "T.T.'ed" up, but
Bennett got into a bad cleft in the rocks

and wobbled a little.

A Wonderful Miniature.
R. P. Purnell made a wonderfully good

ascent on his 159 c.c. J.E.S., and. the
Levis and Sun-Vitesse machines geiierally

did well. Of the AUons, R. Cooper was
noticeably the fastest of the three, but
W. Johnson hung on to middle gear right

up to the worst part.

Two Soott riders, W. Moore and W.
Scott, did not trouble to take the hairpin

wide ; knowing what they could do they
simply "cut" it at speed, eroing over the

worst gradient. T. Peck, one of the solo

Ariel riders, attempting the sarae feat,

ran into the bank.

Lightweights attacking White Horse Hill at speed. J. Johnson (247 Sun-Vitesse) and

R. Evans (348 Raleigh), followed by F. W. Applebee (247 Levis).

the poor performances of many, yet it is

unbelievable that old and seasoned com-
petition riders should commit such
blunders as to "cut" unknown hairpins

and to commence prodding with their feet

when there is no earthly need to loose

balance on merely mildly stony surfaces.

Particularly nice ascents were made
by F. W.- Becker (688 McKechnie), G.
Brough (975 Brough Superior), L. Horton
(249 New Imperial), P. L. Mayo (249

Coventry-Eagle), and C. L. Sprosen (348
Connaught).
The first sidecar up was -the 349 c.c.

Yesterday's routes.

~~#Wa The mommg in-

puj.\%LmcH eluded Bwlch-y-

Groes
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Solo machines after tackling the worst portion

(349 Royal Ruby), H.

Weatherall, driven by JI. C. Breese, and
it climbed quite well.

Most of the jingle cylinder sidecars did

well, and they were not depending on non-

sliid chains ; with the big twins, however,
quite another story must be told, for

all of the following stopped : R, Swanton
(998 Indian sc), baulking V. F. Long
(976 Excelsior sc), H. H. S, Harris (799

A,J,S, sc), G; E. Minnelt (750 Bradbury
sc), P, Piatt (750 Bradbury sc), F, Cot-

Uim (749 James sc), and T. J. Ross (993

Matchless sc).

Three-wheelers Score.

The most impressive sidecar ascents

were those of the Martinsyde team, but
undoubtedly the three Morgans, the T,B,,
and the L.S.B., outclassed all the other

passenger machines. H. F. S. Morgan,
indeed, made a wonderful show in avoid-

ing stopped or failing sidecars, as also did

W. E. Grange (750 Bradbury sc).

A diversion was provided by the Scott

Sociable, which speeded up the hill with _

the spare wheel bouncing behind, trailed

by a few yai'ds of strap ; it was ultimately

hauled in lilie a lifebelt by the crew.
From White Horse, Sutton Bank was

descended (with caution) ; and after

some Colonial going Boltby Bank was
ascended. The latter hill is a second-

gear climb in point of gradient, but has
a very vile surface, dry but exceedingly
rough. So also was the moorland track
which followed, it seemed, for miles and
miles. 15 m,p,h. was the schedule speed
for this section, and it was none too low.

Some of the riders were reported to

of the Rosedale climb. The riders are: J. Lidstonc on the new 350 c,c, James, P. N. llills

M. Beedon (499 Sunbeam), and E. Searle (349 Sheffield.-Henderson).

have visited Rosedale Abbey Bank on
the previous day and to have compiled
charts of its safe passages and dangerous
shoals. It is that sort of hill, but curi-

ously enough the people who conquered

it recompensed controllability and an'n

ample reserve of power, almost every time.

Hundreds of spectators had fore-

gathered to watch the fun, when A. R.

Edwards (247 Levis) appeared and regis-

.•^^
i^^^^^^H-^

C^p^ ^^^Hpn^^^^^^^^B

^j^^^hI
Ml IBci&L''&SiShhH'

•m^i^ f i^^
F. C. North piloting his 292 c.c. O.K. up Rosedale Abbey Bank. He did not stop to light his

pipe.

its dry but treacherous surface and
banked cross-gulleys were as often or
not those who had never seen it before.

One caimot say that it was a " use-
less " test; for solo machines, anyhow,

tered a very creditable temporary failure

not very far from the summit. J. Wil-
kins (249 New Imperial) and G. S. Davi-
son {247 Levis) both waved their legs

if they did 'not paddle much, but Bert

ThuRSOAV MORrJiNG

^ 1 c
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. Six Days' Trials.

—

Kershaw (249 New Imperial) made a
clean climb in the full sense of the phrase.

Until he fell, P. L. j\Iayo (249 Coventry
Eagle) was very steady, and L, Horton
(249 New Imperial) only stopped his road
wheels when he grounded.
Mrs. Knowles (349 A.J.S.) came to a

stop at the same spot, but soon got going
again. Non-stop, but more or less erratic,

journeys—sometimes hampered by other
outright failures—were made by G. Love-
grove (247 Radco)-, L. E. Clulee (292

AUon), W. Johnson (297 Allon), E. M.
Knowles (490 Norton), S. JI. Greening
(346 Francis-Barnettl, E. A. Barnett
(346 Francis-Barnett) and F. C. North
(292 O.K. Junior).

Loud cheers greeted R. P. Purnell's

J.E.S., which did well until it stopped ftir

a little while. Bridcutt's and Cathrick's
Dunelts got mi.xed up in a heap, while
Parkes' and Bishop's Sun - Vitesses

wormed past very cleverly. The Grind-
ley romped up to lie down, and R.
Cooper broke the belt of his AUon. Hall
and Handley on the remaining O.K. 's

made very excellent climbs, without
touching with their feet.

Eric Williams' substitute on the A.J.S.
—C. W. Hough—got cheers in mistake.

but eventually earned them, passing
Mrs. Janson (Coventry Eagle), who had
to be as.sisted after a fall on the first

corner. A new chain-driven Raleigh in

the hands of W. H. Hadfield, who only
footed once, was very fast, as was H. F.
Harris (A.J.S.), who wobbled some-
what, however.

A Star Ascent.

The Sunbeam solo team was led by
Dance, who made a magnificent climb

;

Bennett tried to provide an encore, but
skidded right round on the fatal guUey

;

and their third man, C. Greenwood,
footed.

One of the new lightweight James

—

G. Kiraberley's—made an unblemished
ascent, and Lidstone on the other was
quite fair. The 349 c.c. Zeniths were
less fortunate, but neither actually
stopped. E. H. Gifford (496 filartinsyde)

did not do nearly so well as he usually
does, nor did H. Greaves (349 Beardmore-
B. and S.).

Three Scotts came next—ridden by W.
Scott, Ci_. Hill, and W. Moore—and all

made imposing climb.'i ; one unfortu-
nately stopped higher up in a sporting
attempt to avoid a baulk.
A. RoUason (Ariel), E. Foster (698

Raleigh), and E. S. Burnett (698 Raleigh)
all reached the upper gulley before foot-

ing
; and about the same time Westwood

Wills (Powell) recorded another, of the
rare, non-footing journeys. R. P. Ran-
son (Lea-Francis) fell spectacularly, and
his confrere, A. Lea, .somehow also got

mixed up with a bunch of failures. For
a few minutes all was chaos. G. E.

Austin (Coventry Victor) joined the

melee, and Cross (499 'Triumph) was
fortunate in being able to worm past.

Bainbridge (Martinsyde) failed to -emu-
late Cross, but T. Buckle (748 F.N.)
glided through the throng in an extra-

ordinary manner to stop higher up.

Things cleared a little for .1. A. New-
man (Douglas), and he kept his feet on
the rests all the way up. In an endeavour
to hug the left side of the road, J. H.
Davis (492 Sunbeam) edged a party of

spectators down the hill-side, and J. M.
Philpot (598 Beardmore) followed, erratic-

ally but quite well, the path that Davis
had so effectively cleared. D. H. David-
son (596 Indian Scout) and W. D. Pugh
(989 Harley-D.) were probably the last

solo riders to make anything ap-
proximating a really good showing,
although the bigger twins of George
Brough (Brough-Superior) and E. J. Kehoe

Sidecars on Rosedale Abbey Bank. The A.C.U. included this hill in the 1920 trial, but at the last moment decided against its inclusion.

di3



Cooling the tyres after Rosedale Abbey Bank,

the watersplash

(Rudge) were at least as effective as the

majority of the lightweights—but they
were not nearly so suitable for the
task in front of them.
To attempt to describe the sidecar per-

formances in detail would prove nothing.

Passenger Machines on Rosedale.

The three P. and M.'s were as good as
any ; the Harley-Davidsons and one of

the Indians—despite, in each case, a fairly

high low^ gear—were excellent. F. W.
Uiles's A.J.S. was wonderful, and Freeley's
and Mundey's New Hudsorr outfits also

stood out fx'om the ruck. None of the

Sunbeams appeared to have enough weight
on their front wheels, and the JIatchlesses,

except G. D. Hardee's, were not up to

their usual pitch. W, H. Bashall's
Martinsyde did not require assistance, nor
did J. H. ^Yalker's B.S.A. until the side-

car apron became mixed up with the
wheel. A 494 c.c. Douglas outfit, driven
by J. W. WJldblood, just scraped to the
summit, where to tlie general disappoint-
ment it, too, stopped.- Wade's A.J.S.
was almost as good as Giles's ; and L.
Newey (Ariel) was easily best of his team.
The Scott Sociable shed its passenger ;

but the three-wheelers with central rear
drive were, without exception, in faultless

fettle. These were : H. F. S. Morgan
(Morgan), W. Carr (Morgan-Anzani), S.

Hall (Morgan-M.A.G.), F. S. Spouse
(T.B.), and G. W. Sliepherd (L.S.D.).
After passing the Chimney at Rosedale

Summit, a mile or two of moderately
" colonial "" surface brought the competi-
tors to Hutton-le-Hole, which has two
watersplashes in its street; these did not
cause any trouble, however. Thence from
Kirkby Moorside, through Hovingham
and Strensall, to York was plain sailing.

Straightforward Afternoon's Run.
In the afternoon, apart from the num-

ber of corners, the route, until the out-
skirts of Sheflfield were reached, was en-
tirely over top gear roads, a small observed
hill, Stainboro' Low, near Barnsley, being
of no account.
Between Oughtibridge and Hathersage

there was a considerable amount of climb-
ing, with corresponding deep descents, but

d 14"

A. W. Hadley (4

at Hutton-le-Hole.

Rudge .sidecar) negotiating

the much-rumoured teaser near Ringinglow
proved to be dead easy.

Descending from the moors to Hathersage
a rough-surfaced patch nearly unseated
many as it A\'as encountered with a com-
]>aratively easy nioorland road on which
fair speed could be attained. Before
reaching Buxton, Litton Slack was seen,

over a wall, and the gatewav at the foot

AUGUST 2ith, 1Q22.

At the start Wills' Powell, with its

whijfce-painted tyres, looked like a London
taxi.

* * * *

W. A. Carr's Morgan has an o.li.v.

Anzani engine which is remarkably
silenced.

*
.

* * *

_ Glorious sunshine made the leather coat
brigade look unfashionable—but, he laughs
best who ...

* * * *

Searle's Sheffield-Henderson, although a
side-valve model, has a foot-operated oil-

pump.

TUESDAY'S RUN, 140f MILES.

Buxton, Mossley Moss,. Mowcop, Biddulph
Moor, Axe Edge End, Rudyard
(lunch), Ipstone, Cheadle, Hiiderstone,
Aston, Gt. BridgeJord, Newport,
Wellington, Longwood, Uriconium,
Shrewsbury.

Again there were prospects of fine

weather, and only a very small minority
were unable to take the road for the
long run westwards to Shrewsbury.
The route for the day was planned

largely by Dr. C. H. Hopwood, wno rode
a Levis in the T.T. He assures us that
in the afternoon there were 297 corners
(including 100 hairpins). Certainly bends
were the predominant feature, their

number and surprising variety making
the twenty-mile average difficult in the
extreme.

J. Harrison-Watson, 550 c.c. ' Triumph with Toronda sidecar, on Wh'te Horse Hill. The
landmark from which the hill is named is seen m the background ~

of /Cowdale was passed. It seemed
strange to go so near those famous test

hills without actually scaling them.
Despite the easy nature of the after-

noon's run, memories of the morning
made the banner, " Buxton Welcomes the
A.C.U.," a truly thankful sight.

A new gate change, mounted in a
bracket incorporated in the gear box fraSne
clamp, is being tested, on -Claytim-Russelrs
Dm'eff four-speed box.

* * * *

W. H. Hardman's old . Wilkin has a
550 c.c. .'Blackbflrne cylinder head on its

499 c.c. engine.

ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL
, ARRANGEMENTS.

IT would appear from the present state

1 of aftaiis that tlie Anglo-Dutch Trial

IS likely to fizzle out, as the Eastern
Centre, which the A.G.U. requested to

organise the trial so far as this country
is concerned, look upon the event as one
p^iich should be a matter for the A.C.U.,
aftd even at this date no definite details

ar§ available.. Pending a further arrange-
meift,. entries -should be sent to Mr. D.
Stuart, hon. sec., Eastern Centre, A.C.U.,
Holme ViUa, Algers Road, Loughton,
Essex, before September 1st.
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MEND A BURST
SIMPLY,
QUICKLY,

AND

EFFECTIVELY
WITH A

"(hemico]' BLOW-OUT
PATCH.

A thorpugKly reliable emergency patch which should be i icluded

in every motor cychst's and motorist's equipment. Ir.stintly

attached—perfect grip which strengthens under pressure—nc
solution—no mess—no waitmg.

IN FOUR SIZES.

PRICES FROM 1/6

The picture tells

the story
No instructions to follow.

INSERT THE PATCH
INFLATE THE TYRE

AND
DRIVE AWAY.

That's all. No solution is needed, once

the patch is in position— finis.

The further you drive

The . better the mend.

Go to a Dealer and examine one

yourself. You won't leave with-

out two or three for your kit.

Send for copy of " Tyre Economy."

THE COUNTY CHEMICAL Co.,Ltd.

CHEMICO WORKS,

BIRMINGHAM.

miracle Oil
V ^ 2^€wlati(ni in imbrication^-

THE VALVES
AND
GUIDES.

Upper Cylinder Lubrication Gives

Astounding Engine Efficiency.

Half ounce MIRACLE OIL added to every gallon of fuel you put in

your tank, conditions the engine in a most remarkable manner.

Its super-lubricant qualities perfectly lubricate upper end of cylinder,

piston rings, valve stems and guide?, producing a most wonderful
surface on both cylinder and rings, thereby improving compression
and preventing wear, eliminating sticking or squeaking valves.

For sleeve valve engines the effect of its regular use is wonderful.

An engine conditioned by the use of " MIRACLE OIL " develops more
power, runs much smoother, uses less ordinary oil (about one-half),

will require less fuel, and consequently travel more miles per gallon
;

will cost less for overhaul as MIRACLE OIL arrests wear and tear,

nd limits carbon deposit.

MIRACLE OIL is not a fuel dope ; it is a super-lubricant, which con-
ditions an engine, thereby effecting savings greatly in excess of its cost.

IN TINS : S oz. 3/6, 16 oz. 6/6, 32 oz. 12/6.

SOLE PROPRIETORS :

THE CONCORD COMPANY, LTD.,
18, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W.l.

Agents for Scotland and Ireland :

THE CRAIGIE ENGDJEKRING CO., Ltl, Elmbank Street, Glassow.

/n answering/ t/iese adcertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle. C5
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P4Mlan

Made Pillion Riding
as comfortable as an
Six spiral Sprlngs-of-Ease absorb ail road shoclis,
eliramate all risky lateral play. Patented hold-
last device snps-like-steel—it cannot slip. There
are in'^erchanReable accessories—foot-rest, harid-
grip back-rest and an exclusive principle of
adjustment. Tan-Sad fits every type of Motor
Cycle with carrier,

MOTOR CYCLE INSURANCE;
Because Tan-Sad is so sajc, no extra Premiuit}
IS charged for your Uolor Cycle insurance. The
money savedpays Jor the scat and leaves something
in hand /or accessories. Apply Tan-Sad Agenis.
Details also from General Acciden! Assurat^ce
Company or

TAN-SAD LIMITED,
Freeman Street . . . BU^^MINGHAM.

Makers cf the famous Tan-?ad Pmms. and Tan-Sad
Chairs for Workers (Headley's Inventions).

SAFE and
easy-chair.
PILLION SEAT

30/-
U.iCK RES I

V-
'OOr REST

SI-

HANDLE.
2/-

(^S.6,

4s^^

X-L-ALL & LECKIE
MOTOR SADDLES,

All Sizes,

25/- to 50/

Dept XI.

JOHN LECKIE & CO., LIMITED, WALSALL.
London Showrooms - - - - - 84, Fore Street, E.C.2.

When orderin,g saddles, please give make and year of machine.

THEV^AkK. USE

SPEED
MOTOI^ OLL.S
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

Johns. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Worl<s, Mancliestei

r
Modernise your machine by fitting an

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT

COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
Three-Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter. . £13 10

Two-Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter . , , £10
Two-Speed Plain Box £6

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
From Stock.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
Upper Highgate Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Model 42 (as iUustrated)—Black fiiiLsh. Nickel-plated
IjezeU Indicates speeds to 60 milGs per hour. Tota
mileage counter to 10,000 and lepeats. Quickly
reset trip-counter.

Price £6 5 (or without trip model 40) £5 15
Back wbeel drive for

Triumph, 5s, extra.
Back wheel drive (or

Indian or Harley-Bavid-
sou, 10&. extra.

ManufacfuTed bv
NORTH & SOMB.
Ltd., WATFORD, &
l^,Suho :::'q.,LondoD.W.l

iSPEEDOMETERS %^£iV

Rust
Proof
Dope

HOWSE'S

KEEP HIM OFF!
ITiis littlebeggar works
whilst you're asleep or

busy— takes pound s

and pride off your
" outfit. " Stop his ac-

tivity with "Conrosine"

Ihe Rust-Preventerand

"Derusta " the Rust-

Remover.

In 1/6 and 2/6 sizes, at Halford's shops and all

other enterprising dealers, or direct from
—The Rust-Preventer Firm.—
Union Works, SMETHWICK,

Postage .^d. and 6d. each size extra;

ElKCRES

c6 Ir. ansu-erinn these adi-erti.sements it is '.Me to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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CLUB

FINISH

I^O ENAMEL COHM'S
B

LOOK FOR THE TRADE MARK
THE ACCESS- CLUB CRIES YOU BUY.

IT IS A '^^T'^^^^ GUARANTEE OF

QUALITY, VALUE, RELIABILITY.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

SILICO ENAMEL CO. STRATFORD, LONDON.

a ENAMELS. >^n.=i\
Q^ , CLU8 BLACK ENAMEL. O O ^

'~

rS W Special Hard Dryins .. Jars 11 Jd. & 1/6 m f^
O

S CO '''-"B COLOURED ENAMEL. ^ 3 "^ >
^g J Dries Motor Cycle size Tins 1/9 ^ P
ji^

f > in Made in : Large Tins 3/- ^ r^ $ I~y 24 Royal Mail Red. Black. ''^
^C — -<

(i liours. Elswick Green. White. r^ ?I P
1 . I

'-' Does not Emerald Green. Cream. 2 2 ' C
rs— f^ crack French Grey. Brown. ^2 2
^X }~ or Light Blue. Lavender. ,_ Q CD Q^* ^ chip. Dark Blue. Primrose. Q m ''l 03

O CLUB TRANSPARENT ENAMEL FINISH. O' C/) >^ S Makes Worn and Dull Enamel Look Like New. ^§rn —
f^ ,

Motor Cycle or Sidecar size Tins . . 1/6 *~ ^ ^
t: ^ Large Tins 3/- > ^j

"^
g

—^ o CLUB ALUMINIUM ENAMEL. O m n r~^ — Petrol Resisting Jais 1/6 f^ O > HI

CJ> o ANTARNISH INVISIBLE LACQUER. E— ^>UJ ^ Prevents Rust and Tarnish ., Jars I/. . "0 2 Z
g- cc ANTARNISH BLACK LACQUER. H > "<
C3 Q. Gunmetal Finish . . . . . . Jars 1/- O >^

CLUB ENGINE BLACK. 9 '^ 33

Oa >- ForRadiators, Exhaust Pipes, etc. Tins 1/-& 1/8 -n~'^ °^ CLUB JOINTING GOLD SIZE. 73^0
.J Makes Oil, Air and -Water-tight Joints. V m r-
C3 Tins 1/. 9 mm

CLUBE

ENGINEBUCK

1^' CLUB

^^

The Proprietors of " Pratt's " are the only
distributors of Motor Spirit who guarantee
to deliver only No 1 grade spirit into
Kerbside and Garage Pumps that display
a "Pratt's" Globe or a No. 1 Label.

This statement is published in the interests of Motorists, and at the request of many
Garages, with the object of encouraging confidence in the handling of bulk Spirit, so that
the purchasing public can obtain

PRATT'S
PERFECTION SPIRIT

in bulk with the same security as when purchased in sealed green Cans, added to which
are the following advantages :—

Filtered Petrol. Quick Service. No Waste.
EVERY GARAGE STOCKS PRATT'S.

ON TOP IN ALL ROAD TESTS.
ANGLO-AMERICAN OIL CO.. LTD.. 36, QUEEN ANNE'S GATE, LONDON. S.W.i
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Sunbeam, igis,
condition. . . .

Reading Standard,
screen

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
S h.p. Comb., fully equipped, splendid

1920, 7-9 h.p., dynamo lighting, hood,

£110

B.S.A., 4i h.p., 1920, all-chain, electric lighting, speedo.,
hood, screen, pillion seat, etc., hardly scratched £90

Harley-Davidson, 1920, 7-9 h.p., electric model, fully
equipped ":

-

Triumph, 1921, 4 h.p., Comb., Lucas lamps, speedometer,
horn. Easting £115

Matchless, 1920, Model H 2-seater, spare wheel. Easting,
very special bargain at £125

Indian Chief, 1922, 7-9 h.p., dymimo lighting, speedo.,
indistinguishable from new. Cost over fzoo. Excep-
tional opportunity at '.

. .

.

£155

Take the Opportunity
i\ ^J WW • • • • There are aJWaps
bargains in our stock to meet^ eVerpone*s purpose
and purse. This is only a selection; if you don't
see here what you Want, send for our full list.

Every machine is guaranteed for three months from
date of purchase—and can be readily acquired on
our exceptionally liberal Extended 'Payment Terms,

SOLO MOUNTS
Lea-Francis, M.A.G., 3^^ h.p., 3-spee:l,

clutch, and K.S., Lucas lamp§, horn,

speedo., London-Edinburgh Gold
Medal \dnner, as new £75

Douglas, 1916-17, 2| h.p., 2-speed,

lamps and horn £42 10

Enfield, 1922, 2{ h.p., 2-speed, clutch

and kick-starter, electric lighting,

horn, as new £48

£87 10

£95

Dunelt, 1921, 4 h.p., 3 speed, clutch I

and kick-starter, interchangeable j
wheels. Not distinguishable from 1

new £67 10
i

Alldays-AUon, 1921-, 2J h.p., 2-speed,
j

clutch and kick-starter, lamps, J'

;

horn, as new - £48 •-

Rudge-Multi, 1917, LO.M., 3.1 h.p., \

splendid order, fully equipped .

.

£42 10 I

FOR SPORTING RIDERS.
Sunbeam, 1922, Super-sports, only run
150 miles, as brand new £105

Sheffield-Henderson, 1922, 2^ h.p.,

O.H.V., Blackbume, spare alu-

minium piston, done barely 100

miles. Cost £110. Sacrifice £90

£77 10 •

Scott Squirrel, 1921, 3! h.p., Brook-
lands winner, many special fea-
tures. Rare opportunity . .

Triumph, 1922, 4-valve Ricardo, tax
paid

. Run less than 50 miles.
Perfect new condition £110

Special Offers

under £40

I
Eemptan Lightweight. 5 only of

I

these attractive little mounts,
j

brand new but slightly shop-
; soiled, 2 h.p. A. B.C. engine,
i 2-sp., now offered

j
only

New Imperial, 1917, '

lamps, horn. ......

£35
Triumph, Baby 2\. 2-sp.,

thoroughly overhauled

£32

£30

Triumph, igii,

3i, clutch, T.T.
Bars, very fast

Rover, 1913-14, %\ h.p., 3-sp.,

du.ch, pedal ©37 1

A

£32 10

s'arter, lamps

AlWas^ cVir 100
New Machines

in Stock.

Half an hour
from

Charing Cross
{59 -Bus)

-AUen-Bcnnctb
^^^^^^^^^7^0 tor CompaLny Limited^^^^^

Open every day
[inch Saiurdaifs)

to
7'30 p.m. ,

9-10-11, ROYAi
Crovdon 2'I50'1.

PA14AL.E. WJiSk e ROVnON
"Tra k." Crovf'on

Not nnlv will RONTJK MOTOR
CAR POLISH give a brilliant, lasting

polish to the painted and enamelled work ol

all motor cars, sidecars, frames and petrol tanks,

but it is also splendid for renovating LEATHER
CUSHIONS.

rOHOK
MOTORCAR
POLISH

Easy and pleasant to use. Beautiful glossy weatherproof surface

THal sample seni on receipt of one shilling in stamps iviih

jiame and address of usual dealer.

RONUK LTD., PORTSLADE, SUSSEX
Manufacturers of the famcus

RONUK FLOOR POLISH

r"""

GREATER VALUE
than ever given before
A limited quantity of tliis wonderful boot for disposal to the

readers of " The Motor Cycle " at

30% Less than any previously quoted prices

Every boot is brand new. Absolutely Waterproof, and easy to

slip on and o£f. Far more serviceable than siinilar articles o. vastly

inferior materials sold elsewhere at equal price;

Officers' Field Service

TRENCH BOOTS.

Our Price
Postage and Packing, t/6. fn Brown or Black.
All sizeii. Guaranteed to be made of the finest

Government Leather. Sizes from 4 to 12.

Smaller sizes suitable for ladies. These boots
reach to the knee, and have full length tongues
and side buckles, which effectively prevent any
water, penetrating through the lace holes or over
the tops of the boots. The uppers are strong
and stout, and yet extremely soft and pliable.

The SMARTEST and MOST COMFORTABLE
Trench Boot procurable.

BRITISH
ARMY BOOTS
OFFICERS'
BLACEor
BROWN

Send Postal Order or
Cheque, and state

size required.

17/6

27/6

LONDON ARMY BOOT CO.,
aovernment Contractors,

(DepL m.C.) 186, Biahopsgate, London, E.C.2
{A djoinins Biskopsgaie Strefi Police Statimu)

b 18 ln-Ma-wM'f(a'iKi'i'eadvlrtw^hUnU it isd-esirable to mention i-', The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTO« CYCLHS FOU SALE.
Blackburne.

Spare raria:

BLACKBURNE.—All engine spares from stuck; lis'

nn appliL-ation.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland
St.. \V. [7944

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 2'ih.p., 1922. tax paid, 2-speed, clutch

and kick-starter; £55.—Waurhope's. 9, Shoe
],anc. London. [6718

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, 3-spced, kick-start
equipped, also box carrier, any trial; 38 gns.—9.

Lothian Rd., Brixton. [7582

BRADBURY 6h.p.. new, 1921 model, 3 speeds,
chain drive, K.S., Millford-Rock latest chassisless

sidecar; £115, or separately.—Eagles and Co., 275,
High St.. Acton, London. [7923

Spare Parts:

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs.—Agents, Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

[7842
Brough.

BROUGH SV'h.p. Flat Twin, o.h.v., countershaft,
fast; cheap, £38.~Bond, Knockholt. [7204

BROUGH SVili-P.. 1917, o.h.v., 3-speed Sturmey
countershaft, just overhauled; £48.—Starling, 6,

Carey's Cottages, Brociienhurst. [7034

NEW 1922 3Vjh.p. Flat Twin Sports Mpdel Brough.
3-speed, chain drive, slightly shop-soiled; re-

duced to £85; list price £110; easy payments if re-

ijuired, 4 per cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
ltd , Birmingham. [5504

Brough Superior

1Q21 Brough Superior, 8h.p., o.h.v.. lamps, horn.
At/ speedometer, licensed, mileage 300; £115.

—

Forrest. " Hut," Crossford. Carluke. Scotland. [5879

MANCHESTER. Oldham. Bury. Stockport. Staly-

bridge. Rochdale, Huddersfield, etc., etc.—Wa are
io\e agents tor Brough Superior.—Brough Superior
Northern Services, 198. Manchester Rd., Oldham.

BROUGH SUPERIOR Northern Services.—As our
name implies, we are Brough Superior specialists

411 models in stock. Mark L, 90x77M> mm., o.h.v..

E160; Mark L side valve, £150; Mark I. sporting
ombination, with screen, step, mat, ana apron.

E180; Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark
[I, sporting combination, £150. Demonstration runs
3y appointment. Catalogues post free on request.

We are the Brough Superior representatives tor whole
of Lancashire and Yorkshire (exception Leeds and
Sheffield), and greater part of Cheshire and North.
Stafford. Showrooms, 198. Manchester Rd.. Oldham.

IS Yours Going to be a Brough Superior? If so,

don't forget Brough Superior Northern Services.
Let us give you a trial run. [0880

BROUGH SUPERIOR 1921 Sports Combination,
o.h.v. J.A.P , original tyres. Ace discs, speedo-

meter, fully equipped, spares, licensed; £125, or ex-
change.—Malvern Garage, Thornton Heath. [7677

6.5h.p. Brough Superior, ]\tarch, 1922, Lucas lamps,
horn, Oowcy speedometer, large D.A. cylinder.

Terry pillion seat, fitted with £40 Toronda sporting
niotfcled aluminium sidecar screen, disappearing hood,
locker; in perfect condition and looks as new; £150.
cost £190.—Skinner. 12, Sadler Gate, Derby. [7056

1022 Brough Superior Combination, 8-lOh.p., snecitl
-l«/ super-sports .J.A.P. engine, sirie valve, mileage
1,500, as new, licensed, lamps, speedometer, horn,
trial and examination invited, cost ^E208 in April;
bargain, £170; or exchange modern light 4-seater car,
with cash adjustment.—Harding, 6, Church St., Hin-h
Wycombe. "Phone : 22,

^

[7480

BROUGH SUPERIORS.-Order your new mount
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

tuned to order, ftlark L, Sh.n., side valve, £150;
sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and
apron, £180; Mark I., 90mm. bore o.h.v.. £160-
Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £l25; Mark IX.
combination, £150. Special Service Agents; lists.—
G. and J. Dawson, The ideal Garage, Cambridge.
'Phone : 993. [0834

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.. Service Depot,
and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced -i^rices. Mark 1., 90x77V> o.h.v., 3-
speed, clutch, and kick-starter, £160; Mark'l., sport-
ing combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; Mark
IL 6.5 mag., 72x90. 3-speed. clutch, and kick-
starter, £125; sporting combination, step, mat,
screen, etc., £l50. Demonstration models in stock.
Catalogues sent post free on request.-The Allen-
Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11. Royal Parade, Lon-
[Jou Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone ; Croydon 2450

C0733
Spaie Parts:

C*PARES.—All engine, gear box. and frame spares
*:^ for Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.—
(3. and J. Daw(5on, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge. [0835

B.S.A.
"O.S.A., speedorneter, lamps, spring pillar, good
*-» order; £28.-323. Portland Rd.i South Nor-
wood. ^763^ i

POSTCARD
will bring you our latest List

of New, Second-hand, and Shop-soiled

Machines. Don't delay.

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAY\1ENTS.

A Jew of this week's S.H. Bargains.

Deposit. 1 9 Instal- Cash
i" ments of Pric;

£an SUNBEAM.
S^h.p. Standard model, soiled VlOn
only, equipped. Bargain.. £6 5 5

eor) ZENITH, 192C.
=*^^" 6 h.p. sports. f,lllv eqiipped.

tax paid, abso'utcly as new £4 7 £65

C 1 C LEVIS.AXU 2j h.p.. 2 -speed, fu'Iy-

equipped, tax paid, as new £1 15 10 £35

C'lf] HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920.SOU y-i^ ii,p,, electrically equipped
Combination,- speedometer,
screen, tax paid £8 1 3 £120

3ilU 3;^- h.p. multi. equ;pp3d, tax ^'^^
paid, good order £2 4 10 SOJ

con RUD6E, 1920.
XiiU 3^ h.p. T.O.M. model, fully

equipped, tax paid £3 11 8 £60

£15 """"
4 h.p., Twin C.B. sidecar,

fully equipped, Easting,"

tax paid £1 12 3 £33

C9C SCOTT, 1

^^•J 35h.p.mc
919.

model, fully equipped,
very good condition £3 11 8 £65

£15
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1920.

2j h.p. 2-speed, clutch and
K.S., fully equipped, tax

paid £2 13 9^ £45

C1C ENFIELD, 1920.
^ J-*^ 2i h.p. model, 2 -speed,

clutcli, fully equipped,
tax paid £2 13 9 £45

OIC RUDGE, 1919.
^1*5 3y h.p. irnilti, equipped, tax, ^4^^

( paid, good condition £2 13 9 3-^0

COC RUDGE, 1922.X^D i.o.M. model, fully
equipped, tax paid, tin-

£4 6 £73

PARKER^S
DEPOTS.

BOLTON s. MANCHESTER
BRADSHAWGATE.

Tel. 1348.

245, DEANSGATE.
Tel. 864 Cen.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. Combination, 3'Ah.p., 2-speed, as new; £30— 17. Hcaton Rd., Mitc-ham. [7617

NEW 1921 B.S.A. 4h.p. T.T. model, single-speed;
£57/10.—Snipe, 330, Euston Rd. [7742

B.S.A, Ai.^h.p., June. 1922. chain-belt: £85.—
Williams. Brightview, Hadley Rd.. New Barnet.

r7349
^ih.p.. not done 500, Canoelet sporting sidecar;^4 £95; exchange.—Howell, Tynewydd. Treherbert.BC709".S.A 1914 Combination, 4Vih.p., all-chain, tax

paid; 5e60.—31, St. Dunstan's Rd., Feltham
Middlesex. [7575

1 Q 20 B.S.A., JLucas lamps, horn, licensed, excep-
--*' tionally gpod conditioji; £55.-99, Cannon Hiil
Lane, Merton. [7453

1 Q21 B.S.A. 6h.p. Combination, Rennoc 2-seater
A*/ sidecar; nearest offer £120.-8, Hirstwood Rd..
Saltaire. Yorks. ' [7641

B.S.A. 1922, 4i,ih.p. model K2, very sliRhtlv soiled:
bargain at £95.—The Lay ton Garages. 30, Holy-

well St., Oxford. [6889

1 014 4h.p. U.S.A., coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped,
J-t/ 3-speed, K.h.; *4y.—2, i^ortune Gate Kd .

H:irle?den. N.W. [7986

1'a20 4i4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-chain drive, in per-
•i*^ fett condition

; £56.-164, ReTelstoke Rd., Wimble-
don Park, S.W.18. [7571

1 Q22 B.S.A.. brand new, shop-soiled, Model H2;
J-»/ £105.—Shepherd. Enfield Highway. 'Phone:
Waltham Cross 31. - [0908
^ih.p. 19X9-20 B.S.A. Comhination. 3-speed. free
^S^* engine and kick start; £75.—Wauchope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, liondou. [6702

O.S.A. 4i/ih.p. Combination, 1922, for sale; £125;
-*-* mileage 150; owner wants Sh.p. Rover —Box
3241, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7942

1 013 B.S.A. SV^h.p.. 2-speed. clutch, iwrfect condi-
-L 97 ticn ; £20, or exchange spares, etc.—Cooper,
65. Avenue Rd., Camberwell. [7372

042.-1917 414I1.P. B.S.A. Combination,, 3-speed, clutch,oW K.S., coachbuilt sTtlecnr. lamps, horn, taxed, over-
hauled.—King. Egrove. Oxford. [7871

1022 B.S.A. 6h.p. Combination, as new, aboutA«^ 300 miles, lamps, horn. Easting screen, licence;
£142.—Coryn, Hornchurch, Essex. [7767

"1021 (late) 4i4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, almost new
-*-*^ elfti trie, taxed, enuipped, insured- £110 —20,
Overhill Rd., East Duluich, S.E.22. [7263

13 .S.A. 4V4h.p., 1922. LI2. 3 speeds, clutch. K.S..
-*-* brand new. slightly .soiled; £98.—Eagles and
Co.. 275. High St., Acton, London. i[7922

1019 B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination. 4iAh.D.. elo
-1 t' trie lighting, tax paid; any trial; £60.—Lim
Tree Farm, Chartridge, Chesham, Bucks.

1 Q22 B.S.A.. 4i4h.p.. 3-speed, shop-soiled only; £90
-'-*' —Rey, 173. Great Portland St. 'Phone: Lang-
bam 1257. Open till 7.30; 4 o'clock Saturdays. [6996

"D.S.A. Combination 1915-16, Model de Luxe side-
-*-' car, good condition, great bargain ; £45.—Long-
man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing
089. [7994

"D .S.A. Combination, late 1914, lamps, horn, etc.,
-*-* licence paid, excellent condition, perfect running
order; £60,—P.V. Motor Cycles, Ltd., Perry Vale,
S.E.23. [7483

1 Q19 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, Cameo wind-
J.U screen, side curtain, cover, beautiful condition;
£55.—Station Hotel, outside Latimer Rd. Station
(Metropolitan). [7294

"I Q21 4^4h.p. B.S.A. Chain Combination, electric
-I- 1/ light, Blu^mel screen, new tyres all round,
fine condition, tax paid; £115.-6, St, George's Rd..
Golders Green. [702S

B.S.A. 1917 4i.ih.p.. all chain, Tjerfect condition, full

equipment, coachbuilt sidecar, screen and hood,
tax paid; £63 ; after 6.—Cann, 181, Green Lanes.
Clissold Park. [7390

1 Q20 B.S.A. 4i^h.p. Combination, fully equippe-L
J- 1/ good condition; selling to clear 18 months'
storage and debt. £68, or close offer.—Box 3068. c/o
The Motor Cycle. [6108

1 21 4! ^h.p. B.S.A. Combination, Easting wind-
J-iJ screen, all accessories; £115.—Rey, 173, Gt.
Portland St. 'Phone: Langham 1257. Open till 7.30;
4 o'clock Saturdays. - [6989

1 Q21 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, all accessories,
X*7 shop-soiled only; £150.—Rey, 173. Great Port-
land St. "Phone : Langham 1257. Open till 7.30;
4 o'clock Saturdays. [6997

"I
Q22 B.S.A. Light 6-7h.p. and No. 4 sidecar, shop-

-Lt' soiled demonstration model, maker's guarantee:
138 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50. Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [5454

1020 4i4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, new Mar. 1920.
JLJ/ splendid condition. 3-speed. Inmps, Easting screen,

tnx paid and insurance to Julv. 1923, Bnrton-on-Trent
district; £79.-Eox 3234, c/o The Motor Cycle. (Di

[7883

ime
[7361

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b?I
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners larc; when desired,. marked (P). j
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 6-7]i.p. Combination, unscratched, very low
mileage, spare wheel, Lucas lamps, horn, speed-

ometer, Easting, many unused spares, insured, taxed;
£130.—WaUon, 168, Burbage Rd., Dulwich, S.B.
Tel. : Brixton 1489. [7540

"IQ14 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, K.S., clutch, all-
-LH chain drive, all on, tax paid, very sound
machine; £35.—Croxford. The Motor Cycle House,
<?61, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14.
'Phoney Richmond 3221, [7919

|ia22 8h.p. B.S.A. mo,I«l F. all lamps acetylene,
J-tyhom, mirror, new spar© valw, cover, tnbes, barely
ridden 500 miles; £120, or nith 1921 Royal Leicester,
bulbous back sidecar. £135; ill-health sole reason for

selhng.—Woodcock, Hull St., Leicester. tD) [7848

1Q20-21 4i4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, B.S.A. chassis
J-*' and B.S.A. coachbuilt sidecar, all-chain drive,
3-speed, clutch, kick-start, speedometer. Easting
screen, apron, hood. Tan-Sad. lighting set, etc., tax
paid, lieautiful condition; £88.—Wil, 769, Romford
Rd., Manor Park, E.12. [7466

B.S.A. 1919 Combination, practically as new, not
u'^ed since last August, perfect condition, equipped

with all lamps, horn, speedometer, Easting screen,
folding luggage grid, tools and spares, genuine bar-
bain; £82. or near; must sell, any trial week-ends.—
6, Vancouver Rd., Catford. [5603

B.S.A. new 1922 4i4h.p. all-chain Solo, £110;
4Vih.p. chain-cum-belt, £107; sidecars supplied to

any racidel; your old machine taken in exchange and
treated as payment down, remainder in 12 equal
monthly payments or more.—Wauchope's, 9, Shue
Lame, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [6703

1 Q 21 Luxurious 6-7h.p. B.S.A. Combination, with
J-tf spare wheel, 4 new tyres, speedometer, electric

and Cowey mechanical horns, Lucas 6-volt light-car
dynamo lighting set, with ammeter and switchboard,
2 head. 2 side, and tail lamps, screen, hood, and
luggage grid; 129 guineas. May be viewed and tried
in Loudon.—AVrite in first instance to Alban Gilbey,
The Lea, Denham, Bucks. [7061

Spare Parts:

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing.

^

[7663

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free,

from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and "Spares
Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0805

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St. London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always in stock Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0750

Calcott.

£15.—1915 2%h.-p. Calcott, all accessories.

—

Brampton, Blagdon Rd., New Maiden, Surrev.
[8031

Calthorpe.

NEW Shop-soiled 1922 Calthorpc 2-stroke, single-
speed; £32/10.—Snipe, 330, Euston Rd. [7744

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. genuine. 1917, 2V7h.p., Enfield
gears, splendid machine; ^ESO.-8, Hill View,

Ilminster. (D) [7160

"I Q20 Calthorpe, equal to new, 2^4h.p. J.A.P., En-
JLtF field 2-speed gear; £37/10.—MetcaKe, 256,
Fore St., Edmonton, N.18.

1 Q19 Calthorpe-Jap, 2";4h.p., Enfiefd
jLv licensed 1922. excellent condition;
Coles, The Cottage, Cranbrook.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1916 2'i^ih.p., 2-speed,
splendid condition, fully equipped, licensed: £26.

—21, Sydenham Rd., Guildford. [7524

CALTHORPE 1923, 2-speed, cIutchT, kick-starter ,-

perfect; £32.—Nonington, Terrace - Garage,
Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick. [7687

1 Q19 Calthorpe-Ja-p 2^:ih.p., new 3-speed. clutch,
-L«^ kick-start, lamp, horn, tools; £45.—Walters.
Presbytery, Richmond Rd., Worthing. |D) [7210

-| Q18 2^:lh.p. Calthorpe, 2-stroke, clutch, 2-Epeed:
J- 1/ selling up ; any reasonable cash offer.— 1 20,
Marlborough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3.

[7499
2ih.p. Calthorpe Motor Cycles.—New 1922 models.

2 .-£36; or £7 down and 12 monthly payments-
c-f £2/9/6, balance paid in 18 moiilhs if required.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G. 4. [6704

SOUTHPORT.—Calthorpe 1915 combination, 4h.p.
J.A.P. twin. 2-speed, all-chain, all on, taxed

;

snip, 39 gns. Calthorpe 2'.4li.p., 4-stroke, 2-sp?ed,
just overhauled, accessories, taxed; 19 gns.; exchanges.
—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [7777

~|Q16 234h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 3-speed countershaft
--«/ gear, Senspray carburetter, horn, knee-grips,
tax paid, is fitted with Dunlop heavy tyres, in very
good condition throughout, and all spares; accept
E20.—Allen, Station House, Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [7900

Campion
31h.p. Carapion-Broler Combination, all accessories.

2 Ea?ting, new engine, 2-speed, clutch, kick-
starter, Showell's lubrication; offer.—62. West Hill,
Dartford. [7355

Chater-Fafnir
£10.—3'/2h-P. Chater-Fafrir, tax paid, clutch, ride

away.—Baldwin, Greenford Rd., Harrow. [7672

[7508

2-speed,
£33.

—

[7040

clutch.

SOMETHING
TO SUIT

EVERYONE.
Our stock of motor cycles embraces m^odels of every
description both new and second-hand. The latter have
been completely overhauled and the same guarantee is

given with them as with a new machine.

We allow full value for machines taken in -part exchange
for new oneS and accept deferred payments for anv
transaction.

WE STOCK 1922 MODELS OF
THE FOLLOWING MAKES:

A.J.S. NEW IMPERIAL.
ARIEL QUADRANT.
ALLON. ROYAL ENFIELD
B.S.A. RALEIGH.
DOUGLAS. RUDGE.
HAWKER. ROVER.
INDIAN. SUNBEAM.
LEVIS. SIRRAH.
MATCHLESS. TRIUMPH.
N.U.T. ZENITH.

We can send you our Booklet giving

details of the above.

There are a few iqzz models in our showroom which have
become soiled. We are offering these at reduced prices,
shall we post you a list ?

"

'

SECOND-HAND
Overhauled and guaranteed.

ROVER, 1919, 3i h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and K.S..

.

£62

CLYNO, 1916, 6 h.p. Comb., detachable wheels .. £85

JUNO, igrS, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke Villiers engine "^'"£29

DOUGLAS, 1920, 4 h.p. Comb £90

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., and Gloria sidecar £85

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2\ h.p., 2 speeds £30

O.K., 1921, 2i h.p.. Model rX £30

N.U.T., 1920, 3J h.p., dynamo lighting and Swan
sporting sidecar £90

RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 3^ ii-P-, I.O.M. Model £48

6.S.A., 1922, 4J h.pv. Model H2, and No. 3 sidecar £123

B.S.A., 1919, 4} h.p., Model K, and Miliford sidecar £80

A.J.S., 1916, 23 h.p,, 3 speeds, clutch and K.S £40

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1921, 2J h.p., 2 speeds £42

RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 3^ h.p., and sidecar £58

B.S.A., 1913, 3ih.p.. and sidecar, 2 speeds and clutch
lamps, horn, speedometer, Easting screen. Run-
ning order, but not guaranteed . ,

.

", £35

MATCHLESS, 19:^1, 8 h.p. Comb £125

NEW IMPERIAL, 1914, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds. Running
order, but not guaranteed £23

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1917. 3 t-P-, 2 speeds, clutch .

.

£38

RUDGE-MULTI, 1922, 3*- h.p., I.O.M. Model .... £65

BRADBURY, 1922, 2% h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and
kick-starter £55

B.S.A., 1913, 3^ h.p., Countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch
and kick-starter and sidecar £43

The majority of these are complete with accessories and
are tax paid. We will with pleasure give you full details

of any.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R^.C, A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.),

418, Romford Road^ Forest Gate, E.7.
Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

490, East HaiQ. "Egaraco, London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA 2^fih.p,, 1919. 2-sneed. lamps, horn,
Stewart speedometer, good condition; £35.—

Wright, '"Liscard," Lavender Hill, Enfield. [7185

CHATER-LEA, 1920, Villiers 2V2h.p., 2 speeds,
Watford, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, Lucas lighting, 2

toolbags and tools, just been overhauled, in guaran-
teed condition; £40, offers; any time.—58, West
Green Rd., Tottenham, N.15. [7545

Cleveland.

T Q14 syoh-P. T.T. Cleveland-Precision,
sound, accessories

Victarage, Cockerraouth.

complete,
offer.—BroiTtrhton

[7045

19

£12 secures Cleveland 1921 3h.p., 2-strolte, abso-

lutely new, mileage under 100, fully equipped;
balance 12 monthly payments 55/-.—Martin, 10 Her-
brand St., Russell Square, W.C.a. [7708

CLEVELAND, 3h.p., 2-stioke, 2-speed, hand clutch,
kick-starter, new April, 1921; mileage, 2,000;

700x80 tyres, unpunctured, semi-T.T. bars, long
copper exhaust, Westwood heavy electric light, licence
tor year, fast and exceptionally comfortable; reason
for sale; £55; trial.—Burton, South St., Ashbourne,
Derbyshire. [7051

Clyno.

CLYNO 2^4h.p., 2-stroke, shop-soiled, £78; sale prio«

£50.-Whipple, Grantham. [7133

20 Clyno, 2-speed, all on, good condition; £25/10.
—31, NuTsery, Walworth, S.B. [7984

£40.—Clyno, 2-stroke. 2-speed, shop-soiled, 2y-A\.v.~
Townson and Ward, Ltd., Banow-in-Fiirness. [734C

1020 Clyno, 2i/^h;p., 2-speed, clutch; 28 gns.; ex-
J-V change combination.—27, Gayhurst Rd., Dal-
ston. [7673

"I Q20 Clyno. 2-speed, 2-stroke; £36.—Rey, 173, Gt.
-i-t' Portland St. 'Phone: Langham 1257. Open
till 7.30; 4 o'clock Saturdays. [6987

"I Q 20-21 Clyno 25.4h.p., little used, perfect, 2-speed,
-i-tf clutch, new Dnnlop, lamps; anv trial; £37/10.
-67, Amity Grove, Raynes Park, S.W.20. [7565

5 h.p. to 6h.p. Olyno 1917 Combination, 3-speed, 700>
80 new tyres, splendid condition; £85; exchang<

higlier power, cash adjustment, Walee.-Bos 3221, c/(

The Motor Cycle. £732^

CLYNO 1921 8h.p. Combination, fully equipped

.

with all lamps, horn, windscreen, tax paid, andi

spare wheel, in perfect condition; £100.—The Layton
Garages, 30, -Holywell St., Oxiord. [6888'

CLYNO 1920 2i^h.p., 2-6troke, splendid condition,

little used, electric light, clutch, horn, Dunlop
tyres, tools, etc., tax paid ; bargain. 39 gns. Any
evening after 8.—91, Lordship Park, Manor Rd..

N.16. [7409i

Spare Parts:

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7664

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT, late 1921, fully equipped, tax paid,

as brand new; £30.—284, St. James's Rd., Old

Kent Rd., S.E.I. [7494

1 Q 21-22 Connaught, Sturmey gear box, kick, clutch,
X *y lamps, licensed, guaranteed ; £35, no oHers.—
89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7591

1 Q 22 Connaughts, all models, for immediate ^ell

Xt/ very: cash or deferred terms, 4% extra. WritE
for leaflet and further particulars to the ofBcial N.

London agents.—^Homac's 243, Losver Clapton Rd..

N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [7907

Cotton.

T.T. Junior Race.—Cotton-Blackburne team the only

100% finishers. 85 recent awards and records.

From 62 gns.—Cotton Motors, Gloucester. [9524

Coulson.
23.h.p. Coulson 2-stroke, nice condition ; £22 ; 01

4 exchange with cash for combination.—Jones,

131. Beechcrolt Rd., Upper Tooting. [7626

23.h.p. Coulson-Blackburne 1920, 2-speed. fully

4 equipped, mechanical condition, appearance per-

fect, carefully used; 45 gns.-Write, Carey, Post Office

Staff, Epsom. 17661

Coventry Eagle

NEW 1921 Coventry Eagle Sj-ih.p., 3-speed; £67/10.
—Snipe, 330, Euston Rd. [7740

COVENTRY EAGLE 1919, 2^^h.p. J.A.P. engine

No. V. 727, Jardine gears, B. and B. carburetter

Hutchinson's, Lucas horn. P. and H. Jighting, nearlj

new; £35.-59, Swaby Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [746?

De Luxe.
2-stroke, 2-speed,

150, High St.,

Barnet 250.

F.O.C.H. have 1920
condition ; bargain,

stead. {Near Tube.)

DE LUXE-T.D.C,
£20, must sell.-

DE I.trXE T.D.C.,
teed: ride away;

Bedford Park, Cbiswick. .

perfect order

Barnet. 'Pljone:

^ [728:

T)e Luxe 2-stroke. excel lenl

*20.—5, Heatn St.j llntav
I8OO:

2-stroke, acoessories, guaraH'
£19.-176, St. Alban's AV.

[763!

J122 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor XycJe<! advertised by private owners are, when desired,.- marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield

tax fully

Lord St..

[7941

ROYAL EXFIELD 1916 3li.p., twin.
paid; any trial; £33.—Bruckbank, 58,

.Southpurt. "Phone; 1054.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Enaeld 1921 8h.p., MaR-
dyno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,

juaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

iQ22 Enfield Sh.p. CombinaLioD. dynamo lishtins.
Xt/ hood, windscreen, speedometer, spares.--Bine;le.
51. Conduit St., Gloucester. [7191

ENFIELD Combination Sh.p. J. A.P., new la.st year,
in perfect condition throughout

; £95.-^Monck,
llishop's Ckeve. Cheltenham. i[7444

ij^h.p. Twin Royal Enfield. 2 speeds, fully equipped,
'V* tax paid, e.vcellent order; £15.—Maynard, 161,
Hawes Rd., Bowes Park. N.ll.

Enfield
iiange

.ieechrroft Rd

2-stroke, as new, any
ii/ change for combination; £32/10.-

Upper Tooting.

[7448

trial; or ex-
'ones, 131,

i[7627

|rl>22 Knfleld Combination.
J-t/ nil

One of the.se reliable
uttits 8lit,'htly shop-soiled; M-hat offers —Radfords,

Ltd.. 12, Hull Ring, Birmingham. [7832

Combination. Lueas
150; offers.—Chap-

-I 022 8h.p. Enfield 2-seater
At/ horn, tax paid, mileage
i;ian. 20, Bostall Hill, Plumstead,

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, 6h.p., screen, spare
cover, tube, tax, insurance, excellent condition;

[7783

tyres, fullv
or exchange.

[8016

£65.-64, Normandy Ay., Barnet.

PXFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, Dunlop^ equipped, tax paid, guaranteed: £30;
406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.

ENFIELD.—Complele range
immediate delivery; cash

ments.

ENFIELD
paid and completely

CRO\DON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Royal Enflelds.—A. P. Pulling, 175a,

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [6299

nge of 1922 mTidels (or
h; exchanges; easy pav-

J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham,
'

[7331
1921 8h.p. Magdyno Combination, tax

. equipped, excellent order;
fl20.-The Lajton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[6890
B-\RGAIN.—1922 Sh.p. Enfield combination, in-

distinguishable from new, fitted with 3 lamps,
horn, and tax paid; £128/10.—Willoughbj', Merstham
Surrey. [7507
Oh.p. Enfleld Combination, late 1920, Mag. dynamo." electric horn, and spares, condition like new,
mileage 5,300; £100.—Hands, 184, Soyereign Rd
Cuvsntry. [8107

1 qai Enfield 2iih.p., K.S., Lucas lighting, horn, andi*' full equipment, licensed, indistinguishable ne^v
ised lady; £40; appointment.— 15, Beech Hall Rd.,
^iighams Park, E.4. [7384

UNFIELD 1921 Combination, Lucas Magdvno, fully
'-' equipped, perfect condition; £107/io.—Elce.
r.td., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.C.3.
Phone : Avenue 5548. [0065

IQ21 (Aug.) Sh.p. Enfleld Combination, snojdo-
*-*' meter. Easting and many extras, mileage 2,000
itrfect condition

; 105 gns., or near offer.-Derngate
kfotor Cc. Northampton. [7716
pOYAL ENFLELD 6-Sh.p. J.A.P. Combination,
-t' duuble-seater sidecar; a real family man's out-
it; lamps, ta-X, etc., excellent condition; £55.—.Rhind
nd Co., Stone Place, Rusholme. Manchester. [7253

PHOTOGRAPH Free.-Enfleld 6h,p. coachbuilt com-
*- bination, good order - -and appearance, taxed,
iriuipped; 49 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110
Jpper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen. Tel.: Putney 2865.

[6957
PNFIELD Combination. 1918, Sh.p. J.A.P., Blue-
LJ mel windscreen, electric light, 700x80 tyres pil-
lon. speedometer, taxed to Deceoi-ber, excellent ' con-
ition; £80.—Howard, 102, Station Rd., Crayford.

117450
[Q17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen,L" discs and all accessories, tax paid, in splendid
indition, guaranteed; any reasonable trial or ex-
nnnation; £95.-Pittuck, Rly. Station House, East

[7276
22 Sh.p. Enfield, Tickers engine, 2-seater sidecar,
.ompletely equipped, also with hood and screen.

hi3 machine is unscratched and as new, owner bought
ar: £120,, near oflier.-Stone, 280, Gloucester Rd., Hor-
eia, Bristol. [7850
[021 8h.p. Enfield Combination, absolutely perfect-^ condition, tyres excellent, speedometer, mirror
ir.dscreen, Tan-Sad, extra' sidecar seat, spares; bar-
iin, £105; owner buying car.—Wilson, -Woodstock
uttage, Wallingford.

'

[7132
a OTAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Comliination. excellent con-
Lii dition and appearance, completely overhauled fittedew tyre.s and chains. Cameo screen and cover, all on
60; privately owned.—View before
arage, Harylands Rd.. Harrow Rd.,

lam, E.e.

1022
L«7co

6 at Hoaregraves
. Paddington. [;7849

Jh.p. new 1922 Royal Enfield Combipation, £140;^dynamo lighting model, £158; 2i4h.p. model,
55. with kick-starter, £57; your old machine taken
1 exchange and counted as first payment down re-minder in 12 equal monthly payments or more

-

anchope 3 9, Shce Lane, Fleet St., London. 'Phone :

clborn 5777.
t670'7

f FOR
I
MOTORING and

( EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards
of Cloth in three shades, and two

qualities from manufacturers who
require ready- money, and we are now
offering this to tlie public in garments at

50% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
All sizes, 2iin.,24in.
2yia., 3oin.,33in. and

alloneIprice
4/11 p'"^ 9'^' ^^'"

/ ' for postage.

Wortli 12/6

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER- LINED
COATS

(Just the thing for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in.. 44in.,

46in.. 48m. 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/-

Postage r'- extra.

Worth :(=;,

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 3410., 36in., sSin.,
<1oin., 4210. and 44in. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage IK/. VVor-ii

1/- extra. *^/" 42/

'T'HIS offer cannot '
•• repeated when the
clotli is sold. We secure..
this cloth during the trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not offer
the garments pt evfp
double the price

// cUenIs are not satisfied on receipt of garment tlie
money mill be refunded in full upon return of the
clothing.

All orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to

—

J THE LANCASHIRE
: CHESHIRE

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

110 GN.S. -8h p, Enfield Combination, picked J.A.P.-*-^" engine, delivered August. 1920, only run
5,000 miles, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, niariy ev-
Iraa, abjoUiloly. new condition throughout; owner must
sell.— 18, South Bruton Mews, Bond -•'t., W. Mavfair
4282. [5820

"ONFIELD Speoialiflfs.—Wanted, your present nintfir
-LJ oynle in part ex<liange lor ;inv new inndpl Irf.tii

stock No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pav-
ments. (See cohimn advertisement].— Ilamtier's. 2-

Eastbank St., Southport. Thone: 607. [5159

L,

AND
RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

B

."^ /)« ri* Pa rta :

ENFIELD Spare?.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.
Bond St., Ealing. t7666

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.—
Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone :

1619. [6300

I-xcelsior.

1O20 iExcelsior 2'4h.p., J.A.P., 2 speeds, clutch.
-*-^ K.S., speedometer, good condition; £4^2.—Down-
man, Claypole, Newark. [7127

1 O20 British Excelsior Combination, Sh.p., J.A.P..
^*-^ Lucas Magdyno, exceptionally smart machine;
£87/10; spare wheel, etc.—Rhind and Co., Stciie
Place, Rusholme. 'Phone: 776 'Rusholme. [7251

Fafnir.
ARGAIN", Fafnir motor cvele and i^idecar, magneto
ignition; £12 lot.—Shade, 16, Mason St., "Wal-

worth. [8030

3ih.p. Fafnir M.O.V., enclosed Bosch, B. and B..
2 Druid forks, tax paid, good order; £10.—P.

Willcocks. Datchet, Bucks. '[7415

F.N.

F.N. 2i4h.p., 2-3peed. new, B. and B.; sacrifice. £11,
—Cooke, 20, Stephen St., Coventry. [7117

i) 3.h.p. F.N., 2-speed, clutch, fully equipped, ccod
^^4 condition; £35.—Apps, Bracknell. [7172

F.N. 1913 4-cy!. Sh.p., fitted with new Amac, grol
running order; best offer.-Brown, Camps, Craw-

ford.
'

[7256

"J
Q20 F.N. 2i/,h,.p., 2 speeds, clutch, K.S.; 20 gns.—

^*y 48, Plough Lane, opposite Football Ground,
Wimbledon. . [7471

4-CYL. F.N., new pistons, Bo_sch, droppsd frame,
running ; £12.-30, James Watt Terrace, Bar-

row-in-Furness. [7773

SOUTHPORT.-2]4h.p. F.N.. 2-sp^ed, brand n-w
tyres. T.T. bar.s, splendid running machine; 24

gns. 4-cyl. 'F.N., ride away; 15 gns.; exchang s.—
Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [7780

F.N.'s.—Sh.p. new type, overhead valves, £125, with
sidecar £160; 3h.p. new type, overhead valves,

with kick-starter, hand controlled clutch, and 2-speed
gear, £72; a 2ii.h.p., 2-speed, hand controlled clutch,
and kick-start, side valves, £55; easy terms and ex-
changes.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone :

Holborn 5777. [6708

.Spare Parts:

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are.'When desired,

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.-Lang-

ford's, 37, Crieklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.
[5286

Francis-Barnett.

"I
Q22 latest Francis-Barnett, all-chain, 254h.p. sports;

-L*^ £68.—Clifford Motories. Eastwood, Notts. [5448

1 Q20 (Sept.) 2^4h.p. Francis-Barnett-Jap, Sturmey 2-

J-i/ speed, clutch and kick-start, Dunlops new, tax
pfiid, onlv wants seeing; £40.-5, Norwood Ed., Heme
Hill. S.E.24._ [7998

FRANCIS-BARNETT, late 1920, 23/^h.p. J.A.P..'
Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, gear box, chiteh, kick-

fitnrter, lamns. accessories, lirencp, excellent condition;
£50, exchanges.- 63, Solon Kd., Brixton. [7558

Harley=Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons: from

£120.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

"I Q19 Harlev-Davidson Combination, fine condition;
-L?/ £65.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [786S

1Q19 Harley Combinatio-n, excellent condition;
XiJ 58 gns, bargain.—67, Fernlea Rd., Ealham ; ex-
change. [8036

HARLEY Combination, 7-9h p.. hood. Easting,
Tan-Sad; any trialj £70.-108, Merrow >St..

Walworth. [7318

HARLEY 1915 Combination, fully equipped, pocd
anpearance; any trial; £55.—114, Holland Rd.,

Harle:;den. [7535

1 QlS Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p. 3-speed,
-i-»^ in good order, Easting, lamps.—97, Chestnut
Rd., Plumstead. [7298

HARLET-DAVinsON 1920 Combination, fnlly

e.iuipped, taxed, jmd in excellent condition; £85.—
K.J. Motors, BromJey. [7852

T 019 Harley CnDmbination, electric model, wind-
-1-^7 screen, good tyres; nearest £85. or exchange.—
Davies, Cinderford, Llandudno. [7202

vertisement. and the date of the is.sue 625
mr^rlied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley^Davidson.

"DARGAIN.~1919 Harley-Davidson Combination,
-L» mechanically perfect, any trial; 52gns.—118,
Hither Green Lane, Lewisham. [8077

1 Q 20-21 llarley-Davidson Combination, electiic
*- 1/ model, discs, hood, screen, speetlometer; £120,
filers.—4, St. Charles Square, W.IO/ l[7512

HARLET Combination, 50 gns. sidecar, Bosi'h
njiigneto, new condition, any trial ; £90, lower

pc-\ver part— 120, Sutherland Ed., Croydon. [7753

"IQ19.20 7-9h.p. Harley Combination (electric), ex-
-*~^ cellent mechanical condition, fast; £95, or near.
—Greenwood, High St., Combe Martin, Devon. [7131

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson 1919, condition like new,
electric lighting set, mechanical horn, tax paid;

£65.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham.
;[7667

HARLEY Combination 1920, description too mui'h to
ri int, only wants seeing, private owner ; offers.-

Eaves, Wells Mews, Wells Rd., Shepherd's Bnsh, W.
[8019

HARLEY Combination. 7-9h.p. Model de Luxe side-

car, splendid condition; £95; or vifould exchange
for solo mount and cash adjustment.—49, Bangalore
St.. Putney. [7426

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson Combination, excellent con
-l-«7 dition, screen, etc.; £75.—Elce, Ltd
Bishopsgate Av.,
Avenue 5548.

Camomile St., E.C.3.
13-15-16,
Phone

:

[0071

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p. C-ombination,
fully equipped and tax paid, windscreen, etc.,

good condition: £50.— The Layton Garages. 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. [8054

1 C|18 Harley-Davidson Combination,
-*-*' dition, hood screen,
13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
'Phone : Avenue 5548.

to first caller with £69 cash; a gift.—83,
Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E.

excellent con-
etc; £65.—Elce, Ltd.,
Camomile St., E.C.3.

[0070

HARLEY 1919 Millford; £45; double seater,
speedometer, lamp, tools, in perfect order, any

trial. Solo, £65; Combination, £90.—Hainault House,
The Crescent, Croydon. [7894

£50.—Late 1917 Harley 7-9h;p. 3-speed. speedometer,
lamps, horn, good" condition, new Millford Mode^

de Luxe sidecar if required, £30.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [6968

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, dynamo light-

ing, guaranteed as new throughout; will be sold
Penshurst

[7622

HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar, electric model,
speedometer, all accessories; £110.—Rey, 173, Gt.

Portland St. 'Phone: Langham 1257. Open till

7.30; 4 o'clock on Saturdays. [6985

HARLEY Combination, 1920, electric model, De Luxe
sidecar, speedometer, hood, windscreen, little

used, splendid condition, tax paid year, insurance
March; cost £250; take £125.-187, Westbury Av.,
Wood Green. {7111

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1921 Combination, dynamo
model, with handsome sidecar, speedometer, disc,

absolutely perfect and spotless, only run few miles

;

. great bargain. £135.—Norrington, Terrace Garage,
Turnbam Green Terrace, Chiswick. [7688

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combinations. One or two
of these only. Brand new, fully equipped, carry-

ing maker's guarantee, i;145. Exchange and deferred
payments.—Longman Bros., Harley Specialists, 17,

Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [7993

1Q18 Harley-Daviidson Combination, stored 2 years,
-l-«^ Montgomery sidecar, luggage carrier, lamps,
gc<id tyres, tax paid for the year, perfect mechanical
condition; anv expert examination ; £85, no offers, no
dealers.—Hinckley, 288, Farnham Rd., Slough. [6113

Spare Parts:

ARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Elays, 8.

August 24TH, 1922.

H Bond St., Ealing. [7667

Hazlewood.
1921 Hazlewood Combination

J.A.P., 3-speed; £100
Euston Rd.

^EW 5-6h.p. twin
exchangcis.—Snipe, 330,

[7738

-| Q13 2-^4h.p. J.A.P., Hazelwood 3-speed and clutch,
i tl perfect; £15, or exchange Douglas.—Jones,
131. Beeclicroft Rd., Upper Tooting. [7628

HAZLEWOOD Combination, late 1920, low mile-
age, 5-6h.p. J.A. P., 3-speed, countershaft, clutch,

kick-start, new condition; £95, or near offer.—170,
Hazlewood Lane, Palmers Green, London, N. [7931

Henderson.
£38.—Henderson Combination, lOh.p., 4-cylinder,

running order, requires attention.—Smith's, 86,
Chalk Farm Rd. N.W.3. ;[7506

1 Q20 4-cylinder Henderson and sidecar, speedometer,
-i-«-' Easting windscreen, electric light; £110.—Rey.
173, Great Portland St. 'Phone: Langham 1257. Open
till 7.30; 4 o'clock Saturdays. . [-6994

1QI6 Henderson (date guaranteed) fine coachbuilt
J-" Combination, 8-lOh.p., 4 cylinders, 3 speeds,
kick, screen, speedometer; bargain, 59 gns. Exchanges,
Easy terms —Wardsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,
Wandsworth (Town Station). [7699

GHIEVEMENTS

USTIFY

UPERIORITY.

*##
MOTOR-CYCLES HAVE PROVED
THEIR SUPERIORITY IN EFFICIENCY,
DESIGN, ACCESSIBILITY, RELIA-
BILITY, AND SPEED.

BAMBERS
CAN DELIVER ALL MODELS

FROM STOCK.
ALSO

8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £140
8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dyoamo £158
4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb ; £135
6 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £165
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £170
6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb £164

4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb £142
3j h.p. ARIEL Comb £125

SOLO.
2} h.p. DOUGLAS, all on £68
2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, K.S £82
3* h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £115

2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
3i h.p. NORTON, i6H £115
3i h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed, K.S £95

4l h.p. B.S.A., all chain £110
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all chain £115

3i h.p. ROVER, all chain £100
3* h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW £119

NO WAITING ; ANY MAKE SUPPLIED

CASH,
EXCHANGES &

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
SECONDHAND MACHINES

1922 6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb., shop-soiled ....

1022 3^ h.p. ARIEL Comb., shop-soiled .

.

1922 3^ h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW,
shop-soiled £105

1921 5-6 h.p. ROVER Comb., perfect cond. £115
1921 4 h.p. BRADBURY Comb., all chain

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., fully equipped. .

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., dynamo, etc.

1920 4j-h.p. B.S.A. Comb., new 1921 ....

1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Comb., fully equipped

1917 3i h.p. P. & M., lamps, horn, etc. . .

A.B.C. "SKOOTAMOTA, horn and lamps .

.

MANY MORE.

R.BAMBER&Co.,Ltd.
2, EASTBANK ST.,

•"^r SOUTHPORT.

£140
£110

£78
£125
£95
£90
£80
£40
£16

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

KrCKHAM. Stokes Croft. Bristol. Sole Distr
Agent {or Hendersons; unequalled service

i

pairs, etc. [35

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., the original Renders
importers, offer the following; 1921 combinati)

electrically equipped, £140; 1920 Standard combii
tion, all accessories, tax paid, £115; 1916 clutch mod
in really beautiful mechanical order, £50; 19
Standard, with luxurious sidecar, speedometer, a
accessories, £65.—157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [59

Spare Parts:

pOBERTSON'S Motors. Ltd., the Henderson I
-*-v perts, have the most representative stock
the country.—157b, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [59

Hobart,
1 Q21 Hobart-Jap 2'f4h.p., 2-speed. footrests-Lf starter, etc., condition perfect; £45,
13, Courtside, Sydenham, S.E.26.

Humber.
1 Q22 Humber 4M!h.p. Flat Twin Sports, brand ns-Lt/ shop soiled; £95.—Shepherd, Enfield Highwai

[09
TTTJMBEiR 1922 AVsh.p. Flat Twin and special C.
J-J- Sidecar, completely equipped, lamps, hoi
licensed. Easting and Bonniksen, almost new, and
sacrifice; £120.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell S
Oxjford. [68

Indian.
INDIAN 7.9h.p., 1915 clutch model, road race

£30.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [76

"IT'IOKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole Dirtr
**• Agent for Indians; uneQualled service, lepai
etc. t35

ki(

Andetsc
f71

INDIAN" Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,
new ; £ 105, or near offer.—Cooley,

Sussex.

^25.-1913 Jndian Combination,
c^ Dunlops, perfect conditiun.-
Kilbum.

1Q15 7-9h.p.
J-*-' throughout,
St,, Derby.

equnl
Ardingl

[72!

ion, 2-speed, clutch, nt

17, Birchington Rii

[80-

Indian Combination, excelle
Easting; £70, bargain.—23, Ba:

[72

£36.—Indian 7-9h.n., splendid machine: sidecar. £
forced to sell.—Williams, 22. St. Martin's Ril

Stockwell, S.W. . [73'

7-9h.p. Indian, clutch, like new. excellent conditio
£35. offers, or exchange, cash adjustment.-

2

Princes Av., Chester. [71:

1 Q 22 Indians.—Immediate deliveries, deferred pi
J-t/ luent, exchanges.—Brown, 3, Purker Lai
Euixley. Tel.: 1032. [63

"I
021, Dynamo lighting, big valve Indian Coi

-L«7 bination, absolutely unscratched; 85 gns.—

6

Femlea Rd., Balliam.
"

[80;

1 ftlS 7-9h.p. clutch model Indian, absolutely pt
-^*^ feet, 70 miles per hour, fully equipped; £39.
High, Riiigstead, Lynn. [7i;

INDIAiN Sli.p. 1915, overhauled, sew tyres, chair
licensed, £45; sidecar for same, £12,—Blunde

14. Addison Grove, Taunton. [73:

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, spring frame, Boo
and screen, perfect ; 65 gns.—^A. Hughes, 5

Staines Rd., Sunbury. Middlesex. i[731

POWERPLUS Indian Combination. 7-9h.p., 3 speed
equipped, tax paid, fine _condition ; 70 gns.—

1

Vambery Rd., Plumstead, S.E. 18. [60i

[73€

electr

1 Q21 Indian, big valve model, dynamo liehtine.
-L *y seater sidecar, all on ; £95 ; take solo part/
13, Normansmead. London, N.W.IO.

£37.-1915 7-9h.p. Indian Combination,
lights, speedometer, beautiful conditioii; after

p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [80C

"IQIS 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, equipp&
J-«^ registered. Easting, nice outfit; £43; after

,p,ni.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [800

INDIAN 7-9h.p., T.T. model, fine tune, economica
splendid condition, taxed, ride away; after £

£42/10, or offer.-16, Christie Rd., E.9. [757

INDIAN, 1914, 3-speed and clutch, 7-9h.p., lamp.
horn, etc., tax paid, splendid condition ; £42.-

Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [764

INDIAN 7-9h.p. sports model, electric lamps, firet-dai

condition, little iised ; £45 ; would exchange cod

bination, cash adjustmeut.—80u, High St., Bexley. [802

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, condition and^ai
pearance as new, electric lighting

—Turner's, 223, Forest Rd.,
anv trial; £6£

Walthamstow, E.17.
[742

1 Q20 Indinn 7-9h.p., electrically equipped, roomy I

JL<t/ seater sidecar, hood, watch, speedometer, di^c, pe

tect. trial; £95.-28, Albert Ed., Stroud Green, -N.4.

[777,

1 fi 21 Indian Scout, dynamo lighting, speedometei:
lU etc., tax paid; £85. Exchanges.—Homac'i
243 Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalsfco i

'.403. [790.''

1 Q19 Indian Combination, Powerplus. overhauled
JL*/ electric lamps. 3-speed, clutch, Easting, grifl

tax £75. or near.—Winsor, Leith House, Weybridgf
Surrey. [758

b2D All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS, all models; Iroe delivery to any
address.—Gibb, Northgate. Gloucester. {7548

VfATCHLESS, new August, 1921, cost £225, M.A.G.,
LVX I^ucas Magdyno lighting, fully equipped with
ipare wheel, hood screen, speedometer, etc. ; best offer

)ver £120.—Sanders, " Milford," Stone, Greenhithe,
Kent. [7055

GENUINE Bargain.—1921 H2 Matchless. Magdyno,
1922 improvements, equipped regardless of ex-

lense, insured perfect condition, mechanically oiled;

E140. near ofler.—Full particulars, 43, Ashcroft Rd.,
::!irenrester. 1[7240

MATCHLESS Combination H2. late 1920. M.A.G.,
Lucas Magdyno lighting, speedometer, hood,

ifreen, curtains, spare wheel, two new tyres, tax
>aid, perfect condition; £125.—Milne and Russell,
72. High St., Croydon. [7785

VfATCHLESS^ Combination, August, 1921. licensed
L" December 31sl, M.A.G. engine, spare wheel, wind-
icreen, all accessories, perfect order throughout,
irivately owned; £135.—It can be seen at Down St.

iarage, Piccadilly, W.l, at any time. [0913

PHOTOGRAPJI free.—Matchless Model H combina-
tion, Lucas Ma-gdyno, spare wheel complete, rear-

Irive speedometer, hood, screen, leg shields, perfect
irder, mileage 5,000 only; l69gns. ; exchanges.—Peter
Jurdon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.

[8064
VTEW 8h.p. 1922 Matchless Combination, 2-seater
Li model, 6pring frame, £187; 8h.p. standard model,
2170; sports model, £160; easy payments one-fifth
lown, remainder in 12 equal monthly payments or
nore.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. "Phone : Holborn
i777. [6710

MATCHLESS Specialists.—Wanted, yuur present
motor cycle in part exchange for any new model

rom stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
irices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
layments. (See column advertisement).—Bambers, 2,
Eaathank St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [5164

VfATCHLESS Combinations.—T. .T. Ross, of 86. Hich
iW- Rd.. Lee. S.E. ('phone Lea Green 774), will be
Dleased to take your orders for prompt delivery.
Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
tration model always in stock. Purchasers taught
reo. Large assortment of new and second-hand motor
7cle3 always in stock. [5669

Sparc Parts:

H/fATCHLESS Spares. Immediat
L'J- 8, Bond St., Ealing.

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P.
turn, post free.-Jones Garage,

3roadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

,e delivery.—Kavs,
[5075

or M.A.G. by re-

Matchless Agent,
[0803

McKenzie.
licensed December; £25; buy-
-110, Brookscroft Rd., Wal-

hamstow, -i[7563

McKENZIE-HOBART ultra lightweight motor
cycles; 2_6 gns., ex works; imiuediate deliveries of

these wonderful machines.—Colonifll Motors, 104;

[ITcKENZIE, as new,
L*-L iiiE combination.-

b'inchley Rd. Hampstead 7822.

Metro.
Metro-Tyler, tax£25.-1920

Chalk Farm Rd

[7098

I.—Smith's, 86.
[7504

Monarch.
I Q21 8h.p. Monarch-Jap Combination, Easting, 3-
'-*-' speed Sturmey-Archer, in rnew condition ; ^85.
-Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme. 'Phone

:

'76 Rusholme. [7252

Ner-a-Car.
VTER-A-CAR, 1922, nnscratched, mileage 200,
l-'l licensed, insured; £52.—Stainer, High St., Rvde.

I[7236

NER-A-CAR, new November, tax paid, as newj £50;
would exchange Industrial shares.—Waterloo House,

S^ortli Cheam, Surrey. [7089

W"ER-A.CARS.—The 1922 wonder, 2Vih.p., 2-stroke
L' variable gear, electric and gas lighting, ready
or road ; £65 ; limited immediate deliv_eries.—South
Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E. 24. [6920

New Comet.
r>3h.p. New 1922 New Comet, lady's machine, fitted^4 with Comet. sidecar ; £80; easy terms arranged.
-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6711

New Hudson.
r>a.h.p. New Hudson-Jap, 3 speeds, clutch; £18.—
"^4= Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Hounslow. X7803
[>lh.p. New Hudson Combination, about 1914, 3-
'J2, speed, clutch, running order; £30.—Apps,
Jracknell. [7173
VTEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed, low, excellent
L-^ condition, easy starter; would suit lady; £30.—
jyon, Soham. [7425

^ih.p. New Hudson, single speed model, complete,Wa and tax paid; £25, suit boy or lady.—Cross,
Cffingham Square, Rotherham. [7073

^

beg to announce their

STOCKTAKING

SALE
of NEW 1922 MODELS

(SHOWROOM-SOILED)

AT HUGE REDUCTIONS!

I

I

Full list sent post free upon
request ; below we give a few
of the machines offered :

—

List
Price,

£47

Clearance
Price.

sp.,

sp.,

£40

£48

£62

£63

£70

£95

RADCO 2i h p.,

kick-start

£58 LEVIS 2j h.p.,

clutch . .

£73 NEW IMPERIAL 2

h.p., 3 sp., kick start .

£73 RALEIGH 2 1 h.p. 3 sp
kick start

£80 NORTON No. 9 3^ h.p

T.T. model

£105 TRIUMPH Type "H
4 h.p., 3 sp.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

£131 TRIUMPH Type "H'Vn^
Milford No. 7 SidecarXll4

£138 TRIUMPH S.D. chain
drive, Montgomery,
"Sporting " sidecar

£153 NORTON No. 1" Big 4"
de Lnxe Sidecar

£155 RALtlIGH 5/6 h.p.,
" Sporting " Sidecar

£183 A.J.S. 7 h.p., comb
screen, spare wheel

^£124

'.£130

.£135

':.£165

Easy Payments 4% Extra

Machines despatched by
road or pail—delivery free.

t

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON' Motor CyclM.-London Depot, 40,
Grny's Inn Rd.. London. W.C.2. Immediate de-

livery nil models. Simres stoiiied. Trade Bnpplied. f0851

"I
Q22 2|<h.p. Hudson de Luxe, £63; one shop-soiled

-i-i' de luxe, £55; also Popular model, £50.—
Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross
31. [0911

1 Q20 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, as new,
-Lv speedometer. Cameo screen, many extras, taxed;
£60.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington. [7815

2Q19 3V.-4h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds. K.S.. lea-
tJ shields, footboards fitted with nearly new

Canoelet D4 sidecar, windscreen, apron, lamp sets,

horn, tax paid, tyres all'very Rood, outfit in nice order,

yery easy starter; iBeS.—Wallis, 49, High St., Saffron

Waklen. 'Phone : 45. r7368

New Imperial.

NEW 1921 New Imperial Combination Sh.p.

;

exchanges.—Snipe, 330, Euston Rd.

£23.— 23/4h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds,
tax paid.—King, Egrove Farm. Oxford.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9,

perial-Jap, 1917,

£100;
[7737

lamps.
[7874

Shoe Lane, London.—New Im-
2-speed gear; £37/10. [8010

NEW IMPERIAL, 2'!ih.p. J.A.P. , 2-speed, very

smarl, unscratched; 29 gns.—67, Fernlei Rd., Bal-

ham. [8032

SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles;

all models in stock.—J. A. Stacey, Ecclesall Rd..

Sheflield. [0813

35.—1920 New Imperial, 2V2h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,

tax paid; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
N.W.3. nsOZ

3-speed, makers'
-391, King St.,

[6471

Rd., N.\

NEW 1922 New Imperial 2?ih.p.,
guarantee; £56: must realise

Hammersmith. ,

^^

NEW IMPERIAL, 1922, ZVJi.V-, all-chain, 3-speed,

taxed, practically unused; 58 gns.—Clark, 7, Ex-
hibition Kd., S.W.7.

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination
equipped, jierfect order; £65.-2(1, Woodsome Ed..

[5866

1919, fiillv

Highga'te Rd., N.W.5. [7981

"ITTTAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2%h.p. Ne_w

easy
Imperial-Japs, 1922, No. 3 £73,

terms and exchange.
No. 2 £60;

[6712

(August) New Imperial-Jap, 2-3peed, perfect,

as new, tax paid; any trial; £42/10.—Haryey.
47, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. '[7933

NEW IMPERIAL, 1917, good condition, mechani
cally perfect, engine renovated 1921. 2-speed;

£32.-40, Woodland Gdns., N.IO. [7799

20 New Imperial, 2'>.lh.p., excellent condition;

£35.—Elce, Ltd., 13-16-16, Bishopsgate Av..

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue S548. [0066

New Imperial Combination, J.A.P., Binks.

excellent condition, insurance and tax paid

;

£70.—Hogg 2, Ruse's Square, Newmarket. [7412

19^

19 18

1 O20 6h.p. New Imperial and Sidecar, all accessories;

IC' £a5.-Rey, 173, Gt. Portlr-" =" !..,„„..

Langham 1257. Open till 7.30. 4

1iai9-20 New Imperial-J.A.P.
±if fully equipped, licensed, in absolutely new con

o'clock Saturdays
[6992

Combination 8h.p.,

-164, Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Piirl:.

[7570

EW

de-
Evans,
[7334

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number
Alotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, ,\^lie,n_ desired, marked (Pj

dition; £70.-
S.W.18.

^ Q21 New Imperial, 2\b.V., 3-speed, all accessories,

i-iJ £50; also 1921 2-speed, £40.—Key, 173. Gt

Portland St. 'Phone: Langham 1257. Open till

7.30; 4 o'clock Saturdays. [6991

!1 ATEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8h.p., 1921, Septem-

^ il ber, used one month only through illness, fully

equipped, cost S190; offers wanted.-Molloy, 14.

Whitehorse Rd., Croydon. L7b8<!

IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 8h.p., 3-speed. Binks.

Canoelet MM4 sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, mile-

age 4 000, perfect condition; nearest £100.—Orc^ory,

Highflelds, Hackney, Matlock. . 1718°

EW IMPERIAL 2-;4h.p., model No. 3, 3-speed,

kick-start, all-chain drive; £73; immediate

liverv; cash, exchanges; easy payments.—P. J.

John Bright St., Birmingham.

-1 019-20 New Imperial-Jap ComWnalion large

it? coachbuilt sidecar, windscreen, legshields e^c,

tax paid; an absolute bargain £85.-Rhind and Co

Stone Place, Rusholme. Manchester. L'^=u

h n New Imperial Combination, 1919, 3-speed,

fully equipped, tax paid, guaranteed, exceplion-

allv smart condition, Easting screen large bulbous

ba?k sfdecar; trial willingly; £69.-406, Garratt Lane

Earlsfield, S.W. ^""^^

SPECia.L Super-Sports New Imperial. 1922, 250

TAP special flywheels, cams, etc., specia ly

tunedat cost of £15. B. and B. and T.B. magneto

close ratio Albion, 1916 frame, splendid ste»iiiiE._ Inbt.

j
new condition. Lucas and copper

_

! exchange cheaper machine and

I

Lowlands Rd., Harrow.

t the end of, each advertisement, and the date ot the issue b20

N

N^

8'

exhaust; £55; or

'cash.—Wellington. 40.
[7286
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

SPECIAL stocktaking clearance sale offer of new but
slightly showroom soiled 1922 model No. 3 New

Imperial 2^4h.p. , 3-speed, chain drive; reduced to £62;
deferred payments arranged.—Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [6970

Q3.h.p. New Imperial Mutor Cycle for Sale; £40,
1^4 or nearest offer; 2-speed gear box with kick-stort
ari'i clutch, good running order; reason of sale out
of work; J.A.P. engine.—A. W. Prior, 1, -Station Rd..
Bishops Stortford, Herts. [8050

NEW LMP.ERIAL Combiaation, 1919, 8h.p-.- 2-speed,
J.A.P, engine, 2-seat6r, Easting screen, newly

upholstered, perfect running, very little used; must
dispose, going away; all on; £105, or oiear offer, bar-
gain; private owner.—47, Elborough St., Southfield,
S.W.18. {7121

"I
Q19 New Imperial Combination, chain drive, 3-

J-t/ speed, clutch, K.S., electric and ^s lamps,
horn, tax- paid, privately owned, guaranteed perfect;
£75.—Croxford. The Motor Cvcle House, 461, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Rich-
mond 3221. i[7920

Spare Parts:

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts—London stockist's,
Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham

1257. Open till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays.
[0855

Norton,

1 Q22 ^Nortonsjjtll models; free delivery to nny
address.—Gibb, Gloucester. [7547

"VrORTON, 1921. 16H, very special; 75 gns.-^Cla-rk,
-L^

7, E.xbibition Rd., S.W.7.

-|Q22 Nortons, all

Clifford Motori(

[5859

models; deferred payments.—
i, Eastwood, Notts. [5446

NORTON Big Four, new 1922, chain drive, £120;
sale price £110.—Whipple. Grantham. {7134

NORTON 3V2h.p., 16H, 1921, Miller lamps, Cowey
horn, Cowey speedometerr—£75.—24, South St.,

Newport, Isle of Wight. I[7319

TVrORTON 1921 leh.p., equipped, licensed, new tyres,
-L^ £72/10; also 1919 Philipson model, nice order,
£34.-43, Turnham Green Terrace, nr. Station. [7099

T ATE 1921 16H. Norton, ridden only 400 miles,
-L' absolutely as new, all on, insurance; illness
prevents owner riding; £90.—Grace, Clatford, Andover.

[7453
1.Q20 Big Four Norton, 3-speed, T.T. bars, speedo-
-B-«^- meter, new 700x80 tyres, accumulator light-
ing, taxed; £70.—^Boxer, 151, Burnt Ash Hill Lee,
S-E. •

. [7304

1>JEW 16H 3Voh.p. Norton, oversize tvres, close ratio
-L^ gear box ; cost £ 117 / 10 ; makers' guarantee

;

best offers; must realise.—391, King St.,
smith.

Hammer-
[6472

"p.O.C.H. have 1922 Norton 16H Model, little used,
-*- excellent condition, licensed; also 1917 Big Four
combination; bargains.-5, Heath St., Hampstead.
(Near Tube.) [7999
tj pt M.P.n.—3V?h.p. Norton, 3-sneed. April. 1921.
* t/ xinder 2,000, Ricardo piston, specially balanced
engine, racing gear box, tax paid; £85.-77, St. Mary's
Rd., Sheffielti. [7364

NORTON 3Vjh.p., chain, Montgomery sporting, as
new, electric light, new light car tyres, screen,

grid, smart, fast turnout, silencer fitted; £65.—Wilson.
Midland Bank, Aoock's Green. [7640

"I Q21 4h,p. Norton, P. and H. head lamp, Lucas
-L*^ rear, speedometer, tax paid, insured, fully
equipped, splendid comdrtion; £87.—Tup^ling, Poultry
Farm, Ivy Hatch, Sevenoaks. [7490

NORTON.—New all 1922 models supplied. Big Four
and De Luxe sidecar £153; also 3V2h.p., 3-speed,

_

all-chain drive, £115; exchange and easy terms ar-
ranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6713

NORTON, 16 H. brand new 1922 model, but shop,
soiled, list price £115, my price £98: Big Four,

brand new 1922, shop-soiled, £120, for £102; cannot
be repeated.—Bradburv, 224, London Rd., Sheffield

[6389
~| Q22 I.O.M. Norton, special 3-speed Sturmey-
Xt/ Archer gear box, separate oil tank with foot
pump, fastest Norton lap in T.T., as new, over 80
m.p.h. ; £100; tax paid.—Hollowell, Wash Lane, War-
rington. , l[7038

"1020 (late) Big, Four Norton Combination, De Luxe
-Ltf sidecar, electric lighting, powerful head lamp,
car tyres, legshields, speedometer, spare chains, mile-
age 7,000, condition perfect; £90.—Gathergood, The
Polly, Bishop's Stortford. [5948

11|21 July 16H Norton, Ricardo piston, light fly-
-M.^ wheels, close aud standard gears, oversize tyres
unpimctured, remarkable speed and. economy, £85;
wanted. O.H.V. Douglas, Triumph, or Sports' .T.A.p!
engined machine.—Ivydene, Tichbome St;, Leicester

[7853
SPECIAL Clearance Offer ot new slightlv shop-

soiled 1922 Nortons; No. 9. 3V''h.D., £70; 16H
3-speed, £95; Big Pour, 3-speed, £100; this offer
cannot be repeated; easy payments only 4 per cent,
extra; carriage paid to any address.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5506

Something

to think

about

!

BEHIND this famous House
is a big reputation for fair

dealing and good service.

The Birmingham House for

Motorists was created by its

foiinder the late Mr. P. J. Evans
on these principles.

To-day this House exists to

maintain those principles and
reputation which made its

founder famous from Land's
End to John o' Groats. Service

and Value—always.

The fine array of motor cycles

awaiting 5' our inspection
includes every leading make.
Expert impartial advice is yours
for the asking. Cali^ write, or

'phone to-day.

A.J.S., EajFIELD, TErUMPH,
NORTON, INDIAN, HUMBER,
JAMES, B.S.A., ROVER, NEW
IMPERIAL, EDMUND,
MASSEY, ARIEL,"'DOUGLAS,

EXCHANGES
or Deferred Payments

PJ.EVANS
THE

BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOB HOTOBISrS.

81 91, John Bright St.

BIRMINGHAM.
'Phone: Mid 2910. 'Grams : Lytcar,B'ham

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton

NORTON Specialists.—Wanted, your present mote
cycle in rnrt exchange for any new model iroi 1

etoclr. No iraitinp. Distance no object. Best price
nllowed lor set^ond-liaad machines. Deferrecl paj
ments. (See column adveitisement).—Bamber's, i

Eastbank St., Southijort. 'Phone: 607. [516

N.S.U.

N.S.U. 1912 4h.p., taxed £14, runtni-ng; offers; ex

changes.— 28, Shelbourne Rd., Bournemouth.
[713:

N.S.IT. 6h.p., spring frame, coach sidecar, good order
nearest £38, or lightweiEht or lathe ljart.~273

Morland Rd., Croydon. 1718'

N.U.T.

PRACTICALLy Brand New N.U.T., Magdync. eler

trie horn, speedometer, Binks; £75.-37, Can'tel

bury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [7971

OCTOBER, 1920 S'/otp., N.U.T., Magdyno, snecdo
meter, new tyres, mileage 9,000, ideal all

weather solo- machine, owner bought car; 65 gns.-

Bayflelds Garage, Sale, Cheshire. [766(

1Q21 N.TJ.T. 3y2h.p., Lucas Magdyno lighting, elec

-LiJ trie horn, Binks, licensed, absolutely perfect ccn

dition throughout; 70 gns; exchanges or delerred.-

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
[697f

N.U.T. 1920 3V;;h.p., with brand new Montgomery
sidecar, electric lighting (Lucas), hand and foo

clutch, Lucas electric horn, Cowey trip speedometer
all as good as new, run under 3,000 miles; £110,
nearest oSer.-Bradley, 78, St. James's Rd., Rother
hilhe, S.B.16. Hop. 5210. [7041

O.K.
Juiiibr sports model with
gus., Irom stock.—Agents,

Rideezi sid'i'ui

27, Cowley R'l.
- [774!

O.K.
8(

Oxford.

O.K. 2'4h.p., brand new, single speed:, accep'

£28/10; only 2 left.—Birch's - Garage, Wolver

hampton. [7211

O.K. 1918, very fast machine, 2-speed, F.B., nicel)

tuned; accept £24.—H., 53, West End Lane

Hampstead, N.W. ['98;

O.K. Junior 3-speed Combination, cost £96/12

done 300 miles, lamps, appearance, as new

genuine bargain, £65.-1, Park Hill Rd., Ewell. [584'

-| 020 O.K. Junior, Villiers engine, 2-speed Albioi

i-iJ gear box, footboards, variable ignition, -
lamps 1

horn, tax paid, perfect condition; 30 gns.—A. Gutt

ridge. Long Clawson, nr. Melton Mowbray. 17161

Omega.

[716!

£26.—2")4h.p. Omega-Jap, 2 speeds, fully equipped,

perfect condition.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [787E

051EGA, brand new shop-soiled 1921 model, 2%h.p
villiers engine, flywheel ma£;neto; £28.

/"K^LEOA, shop-soiled 1921 model, J»ih.p.^
'I;'?^;'^'

2-speed model; £48; approval; ,Newport, Mon.-

Box 3134, c/o The Motor Cycle. POT

OMBGA-VILLIBRS 25ih.p., late model, 2 speeds

lamps and accessories, just overhauled; 22 gns.

will ride 100 miles to view.—Avers, 9,, Johnson St,

Notting Hill Gale, London. [795;

23h p Omega-Jap, 2-speed, new July, 1920, con

4 dition, plating, tyres, etc., like new, lor snli

for best ofl!er, or exchange for recent 41i.p. Elackliurm

engined mount, cash adjustment.—Taylor, Farm, Bridei

St., Golborne, Warrington. [769;

LATE 1919 25/,h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed. clutch, K,S.,

long nickel exhaust, lamps, horn, new wide tank,

2 -gallons, engine just thoroughly overhauled and re

bushed oi-iginal tyres, good as new, fine condition,

all accessories, very fast; £40.-34, Watkin Ter

Northampton. [7&lfc

P. and M.

Pand M., 1919, sidecar; going abroad; nearest £50,

—Brooker, 55, Lady Margaret Rd., Kentish To'sn.

[702£

rrkl3 P and M. Combination, lull accessories, tax

1/ paid, a bargain; £37.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,

Lee. [7606

P and M. 1918 Corabinaticn. perfect, easy terms;

£55 cash, offers.—38, Sherriff Rd.. West Hamp-
stead.

- [7597

Pand M. Combination, recently painted, perfect con-

dition, tax paid, insured ;-65 gns.—184, High St„

Poplar, E.14. 17063

£49, bargain.—P. and M. and Sidecar, new 1920.

all accessories, new condition.—143, Ravensbury

Rd„ Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [7958

BARGAIN, 1917 P. and M., 2Epeed, kick-start,

coachbuilt combination, perfect order, good con-

dition; £30; deposit.—Box 3238, c/o The Molor CilcU.

1 020 P and M. and Sidecar, all accessories. Easting

XJJ windscreen, etc.; £55-—Rey. 173, Gt. Portland

St. 'Phone: Langham 1257. Open til! 7.30; 4 o'clock

Saturdays. .
[6988

1 Q 17-18 P. and RL Combination, lamps, horn, tax

Xt7 paid, in good condition; private owner; £36.

-Clark, c/o Shepherds' Garage, Enfield Highway.

Tel. : Waltham X 31. 1°^°^

bjO All lettei's relating to advertisements should quotf the number at the end of each adveitisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied (P).
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£30.—SJjh.p.
equipped.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I^udge.

RUDGE-MULTI lor Sale, all on, Watford speedo-
meter, tax paid for year, as new; £60, or nearest

offer; owner going abroad.—H. Dowse, Vicarage Lane,
King's Langley, Herts. (7551

1 Q20 Rudge-Multi, electric lighting, horn, etc.,
J-i/ liceDsed, good tyres, excellent mechanical oon-
dit-ion; 45 gns ; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50,
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [5544

1Q16 "Rudge-Multi, 5-6h.p., new belt and tyre, all
Xt/ on, tax paid; a bargain, f25.—Cioxford, The
Hfotor Cycle House, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond 3221. I[7918

Rudge Multi, T.T. bars, taxed,
overhauled, enamel - and plating as

new, fast; anv trial.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addi-
son Av.. Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [8094

I.O.M. Rudse 1921 model.- little used and in new
condition, bargain; price £55.—Light Car and

Motor Cycle Engineering Co:, Ltd. 'Phone; Brixton
1292. Half minute from Brixton Skating Rink. [8084

1Q20 7-9h.p Rudge Combination, in exceptionally
S-tf fine condition, new rings, gndgson pins,- etc.,
enamel and plating very good, electric lamps, over-
size tyres, any trial; £75.—Kirk, 180, Alfred St.,
Nottingham. [7578

iq20 Rudge 5-6h.p. Combination, electric light.
M.tJ Klaxon, knee grips, etc., licensed year, excel-
lent mechanical condition and appearance; 50 gns.;
exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50 Harrington Rd..
South Kensington, [6977
-I Q22 Rudge 7-9h.p. Combination, never ridden.
J-*/ fine-t cnTPhination extant, 3-st)eed, chain drive,
:pare wheel, splendid bulbous sidecar ; ^EISO cash

;

deferred payments arranged; tuition fvee.—Motoria
Regent'^ Parade. North Finchlev. 1670""

PHOTOGRAPHS free.—1920 7/9h.p. Rudge-Multi
combination, luxuriously equipped, 78gns.; also

1916 5V:;h.p. Rudge-Multi combination, electric lights
ing, bargain, 39gns.; also 1916 SV^h.p. Rudge-Multi
Eolu, 32 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110,
(Jpper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [8065

Spare Parts:

RUDGE Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Shepherd, En-
field Highway. N. [0901

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Forfielr
Motors, Forfield PlfH^e. Leamington Spa. [3163

JOHN R.
Scotts-

Scott.

KINSEY and Co., Ltd.,

19 20 Scott, nnnsed,
Stourbridge.

Croydon, for

[4594

Borough Cresrent.
[7684

CCOTT Service Depot, Cathedral Motor Works, Liver^ pool.—Scott Sociables and motor -..".la^ recce

1:

£100; owner emigrating.—The Noot, Byfleet.

cycles. [6666
CCOTT, almost new, carrier and pillion included:
•-.' SlOO; owner emigrating.—The Noot, Byfleet.
Surrey. [yaTS

1 SCOTT Standard, also Sriuirrel: used less than 5 milei
+ for demonstration: £100 each.—Gibb, Northgate.
Glnu'^ester. Servire Aeent. [75"t
OCOTT Combination, 1914. all on, sidecar newly
JJ painted. Uned, upholstered; nearest £48.-110,
Cambenvell New Hd., S.E.5. [7062

1 Q21 SooU 3?4h.p. Combination, new, little used,J-" lamps, horn, pump; 60 uns—48, Plough Jjine.
opposite Football Ground, Wimbledon. [7472

£27.—Specially tuned Scott, 60 m.p.h. guaranteed.
'*' perfect, any trial, Lucas lamps, etc.—4, Carlton
Terrace, 'N.W,2. 'Phone : Hampstead 8390. [8047

1 Q22 Scott Squirrel, direct from makers this week
t-if unpacked, firm's guarantee, unable take de-
livery; £99.—Box 3070, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6110

CJCOIT Combination 1915, overhauled, new tyres,
>-J licensed; £40, take lightweight P. and M. part
exchange.—Hughes. 3, Olaremont Sn.uore, London, N.

[8044
CJCOTT Combination, 1920, Easting windscreen,
^ Cowey speedometer, hood, complete lighting set.
tools and spares, tyres and chains new.—Burton, Hivh
St., Bridgnorth. [6000
QOUTHPOHT.-Instant delivery Scott Squirrel, de
J^

ferred payments; also 1922 Sauirrel combination.
Souirrel aluminium sidecar, all on, lovely condition
105 gns.; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., South-
port. (7778
OCOTT SQUIRREL, purchased December, 1921,tJ mileage under 2,000, Lucas lamps, horn, etc.,
carrier fltted, insured till May, 1923, condition and
appearance as new; price £80.-D, M. Smyth, Depot
Mess, Whittington Barracks, Lichfield, Staffs, [7536

1 Q^o Scott-Sauirrel Combination Canoelet MinorAy Sidecar; this machine is literally new, fully
equipped, and tax paid, sidecar and solo sprockets
specially tuned, exceptionally smart lot; £85 bar-
gain; exchanges.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:Hampstead 1353. [8079
•1Q20 Scott Sports Model, fltted with Sin. tyres,-L'J speedometer. Klaxon horn, tax paid, complete
with new Grindlay sporting sidecar, also Sin. tyre,machine has been carefully ridden, and has done very
J„ '"v.!", ^^' fi"^^' cheque for £110 secures.—Barnes,
30, Shakespeare St., Nottingham, [7203

PHlLlPsoTra
PATENT AirrOtHAnC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED

for

2 and 4 STROKE
ENGINES

During the past few weeks the
following machines have been
fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley
Calthotpe. Aino. Abingdon.
Homber. Quadrant. L. H, C,
Invicta. Hazlewood. DoZmo.
N.S.U. Rover. Triumph.
Alldays Match- Premier. Norton.

less. Conlson Union. New Hudson.
Douglas. Martin J. A. P. Dahn.
Lincoln Elk. Kex.
ChaterLea (Faf- Radco.

nil).

Brown.
O.K. Junior

Morris.
AlJdays
B.S.A.
Grandex

Precision.

Swift.

Rudge.
Ariel (A. I. V.

Jap).

James.
Ivy.
Royal Ruby,

Villers.

T. D. C.

Magnai-de-Bon.
p;om-.„j fillers.

HobartVillera.
8 h.p. J.A.P.
Perry.
Biadbnry.
Well.
Singer.

Bat Jap.
Minerva.

Royal Precision. Nut Jap.

What is your make? Write us for Illustrated

Booklet.

REDUCED jCC C f\ immediate
PRICE 3t.0"0"V/ DELIVERY.

Carr. paid.

Jt, [*bL- '^
PATENT

AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR
PULLEY AND GEAR COMBINED
for the McKENZIE, ATLAS, and
similar LIGHTWEIGHTS.
We also supply the "BABY" PHILIPSON for
all Machines fitted with Villiers Mark IV Flywheel
Magneto.

This Pulley simply takes the place of the ordinary
pulley and flywheel, and is fitted without altera-

tion in a few minutes to the McKENZIE or similar
lightweight. When fitted the " BABY " PHILIP-
SON gives the lightest, speediest, and simplest
geared machine on the market, adding only 14 lbs,

extra weight.
Numerous Gear Variations. More m.p.g.
Maximum amount of driving energy is transmitted
to road wheel.

Xi A A fi CARRIAGE
PRICE X^-**-U PAID.

Write tis. Send for Illustrated particulars,

PHILIPSON & GO. LTD.
Astle:c Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Establisned over 50 years.)

Thone. 147 Eaglev Gram« ' "^atetv RoUon '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

Spare Parts:

WARD Motors, Ltd., 32. Hustler St., Bradford, tor
serviceable seccnd-tiand Scott parts on approval

against cash. . [0889

GODFREY.?', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.. London.
W.l.—Complete stoclc of all Scott spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spaie part list, stating
year of manufacture. . [0751

Singei-.

WAnCHOPE'.S. 9, Slioo Lane, London.-2'..h.p.
Singer, 1910; £25. [6726

SINGER 2V,h.p.; £20, with spares, or offer.—G. H.
Baldwin, 105, Marsala Rd., lewisham. [7112

£15.—2V2h.p. Singer, enclosed Bosch, splendid run-
ning order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [7373

SINGER aWh.n. 1915 Combination, perfect, hood,
screen; £37/10.—llersey, 6, Dryburgh Rd.,

Putney. [7382

Spare Parts:

THE Promptest Firm for . Singer Spares.—Forfield
Motois. ForfleW l-iaos, Leamington Spa. [3164

CIENUINE Singer Parts. By return service.—Alf.
^ Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone

:

1945. [7542
Spilrkhrook.

SPARKBROOK 1919 2V2h.p. Villiers engine, all
accessories, 2-speed, perfect running; £32; original

cost £75.-47, Elborough St., Southfleld, S.W.IB.
[7122

PHOTOGRAPH Free.-Sparkbiook-J.A.P. 6-8h.p.,
countershaft gears, clutch, kick-start, 2-seater side-

<;ar; 52 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110,
Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen. TeL : Putney 2865.

[6953
Sun.

"I
Q16 Sun-V.T.S. 2iih.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed, tax

-Lwpaid, perfect; £19.-1. Priory Rd., Kew. [8025

SUN-VLLLIERS 1914, good order, tax paid; £17.—
—Broclcbank, 58, Lord St^ Soutbport. "Phone:

1054. [7938

SUN-VITESSE, 2-stroke, 2-speed. guaranteed per-
fect: £24; would take push bike part.-Box

3230, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7888

QA GNS., Exchange.—1917-13 Sun-Tilliers, 2-speed,
'^tt lamps, legshields, smart, any examination.

—

Seabridge, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. [7680

FOR Sun-Jap, or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with
the sole North London agents. Models in stock,

single Special, 42 gns.; 2%lh.p. J.A.P., 2-specd, K.S.,
60 gns. Send for catalogues. Tr.ade supplied.—Jonei
Garage, _ Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0790

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM 1921 SV'h.p. Touring Model, brand new;

£125, bargain.—Ginger Motors, Banbury. [6672

CROSS. EfBngham Square, is Agent for Sunbeams
in Rotherham. 4'4h.p. model from stock. [7705

SUNBEAM Combination SlAh.p. 1919, screen, lamps;
£85.—Lee, 138, Tachbrook St.. Victoria, S.W.I.

[7546
"1018 3^^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, excellent con-
-•-"dition; £65.-36, Regina Rd., Southall, Middlesex.

[7633
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Sunbeams ; unequalled service, reoairs,

etc. [3558

1 Q20-1 Semi-Sports Sunbeam, new condition, low mile-
-•-«' age; £90; oflers considered.—105a, Gt. Moor St.,

Bolton. [7644

SPORTS Sunbeam 1921, electric lighting set. Lucaj
horn, tax paid, good condition; £95.—Cope. 15-

Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. (7665

8 h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spring wheel, spars
wheel, Binks, electric, hood, screen; £85 or

offer.—13, The Hard, Portsmouth. [7405

SUNBEAM New 4lih.n.. 1922. with Watsonian
Monarch, Easting, just cost £172, done 600;

£159. or near.—10. York Rd., Maidenhead. [7351

"I Cfc21 Sporting Sunbeam, condition new, fully
J-tl equipped, speedometer, electric.acetylene light-

ing; £95.—Gibson. 26. Powell St., Warrington. [7023

-| Q21 Sunbeam SVjh.p. Sports, fully equipped, Bon.
-LtF niksen, tax paid, insured, little used; £105.^
Smith, Blenheim House, Kernerton, Tewkesburv.

[7241

SUNBEAM 1919 3V..h.p., lamps, horn, tax, splendid
condition ; £75.—Knight and Wheatley, 4, Th«

Pavement. Coulsdon, Surrey. 'Phones Purley 1277.
[7660

SUNBEAM 41ih.p. 1922 Combination, registered,

never been on the road, owner cannot take de-

livery; best offer secures.—168, Downham St., Black-

bum. [7245

8 h.p. 1921 Sunbeam Combination, Lucas Magdyno
lighting and electric horn, spare wheel, Cowey

trip speedometer, legshields, Tan-San with back rest,

sidecar fitted with hood, windscreen, luggage grid

and mat, tax paid and insured, mileage only 4,000;
£150.—Paagbourne, 64, York St., Twickenham.
Phone: Richmond 1135. [7414

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

IQ14
6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 3-speecl, all en-

.*y closed chain drive, Itick-start; £47/10.—28,

Wooflford Kd., Forest Gate.
Qli98.

1 Q2I 3'/^h.p. Sports Sunbeam, .

Xt'Cowie hooter, brand new Lucas lighting set,

'Phone : Marvland
[7529

perfect condition.

spares; nearest £100; no cxchanges.-
The Motor Cycle.

-Box 3218, c/o
[7321

-1021 Si^h.T
At/ particulars;

SUNBEAM Combination, M.A.G. engine, fine con-
dition, all accessories; first offer £90 secures;

»ny trial.—Jackson, 24, St. James St., Piccadilly.

'Phone: Regent 583. [7864

I Q21 Sunbeam SiM.p. Combination, oversize bvres,
XU speedometer, Lucas lamps, spares ; any trial

;

tflOO, or exchange solo all-chain Triumph and cash.—
18, Canterbury St., Coventry. [7358

Sunbeam, lavishly equipped, fullest

first £110, or best over £100;
bargain; condition as new; cost £180.—Foyster,
National Provincial Bank, Lowestoft. [7458

SUNBEAM 1919 8h.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, semi-

T.T. bars, with spare wheel; £75, bargain. Side-

car to fit same, £10. Will separate.—28, Woodford
Rd., Forest Gate. Phone: Maryland 2598. [7528

SPECIAL Sporting 3V2h.p. Twin Sunbeam, delivered
last year, cost £175. Sale imperative. Any

reasonable cash offer. Torpedo sidecar extra. Photos.
—120, Marlborough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S,W.3.

i[7500

1 Q 20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel,
X *y hood, screen, Cowey epeedometer, electric

lighting, Klaxon, spare valve, new condition, guaran-
teed perfect, any trial; £140.—Elliott, 69, West Cliff

Ed., Ramsgate. [7489

1 Q22, SVah.p, Sunbeam Combination, new May 11th,
J~U in new condition, Orto windscreen, speedometer,

Lucas best head lamp and horn, luggage grid; cost

over £180; sacrifice sei45; no offers.-^all, 22, Hawes-
iide St., Southport. {8099

^UJNBKAM 3.921 3y2ii.p., genuine sports model,^ hardly used, unsciatched, lully equipped, in every

way equal to new, racing and standaFd cams, extra
Bprocket, etc., tax paid; 95 gns,—Longman Brofl., 17,

Bond St., Ealing. 'Fhone : Ealing 889. [7996

SUNBEAM Combination, 1918, 8h.p just fitted

new sidecar, electric lighting, fully equipped.
Bpare wheel, tax paid, splendid running c<mditioii,

Teasonable 'trial allowed; price £125, near offer.—H.
ehort, 699, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [7317

31h.p. Sunbeam Combination, cycle 1920, aidecar
2 1921, inter wheels, electric light, legshiekls, 700x

80 tyres, leaf spring forks, excellent condition, any
trial, tax and insurance paid to 1923; £120, or n^ar
offer.—Lorna Cottage, Chertsey Ed., Byfleet, Surrey.

[7553

1 Q20 S^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, No. 1 Sun-
X«/ beam sidecar, luggage grid, baby Easting, Lucas
lamps and horn, interchangeable wheels, original

tyres, spare tube, complete Sunbeam tool kit, in

splendid condition; £120.—Gibbons. Outfitter, 86,
High St., Croydon. [7834

Swift.

SWIFT SVah.p., 3-speed, clutch, re-enamelled, over-
hauled; £21.-16, Daleham Mews, Hampstead,

N.W.3. [7195

T.M.C.
8-lOh.p. T.M.C, 4 cyls., W.C, spring frame. K.S., 3

speeds, beautiful sidecar to match, fitted hood, screen,

show model, smartest machine on the road, runs like

a car, fully equipped, taxed, spares, etc.; cost late
owner over £200; bargain, £95; exchanges.—W.J.C.
Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll.
Park 2071. [8091

Triumph.
"pHEMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of type H, 4h.p., 3-speed,
£105; type S.D., chain drive, £115; type R.,

SVsh.p., overhead valve, £120; type L.W., lightweight,
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 per
cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0867

31.h.p. Triumph; a bargain, £14.-14, Phcenix St.,

2 Euston, N.W.I. [7584

full accessories, tax paid; £68.—
- - - - ' [7603

TRIUMPH-RICARDO in stock; £120—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0868

£15.-1911 3y2h.p, Triumph, clutch model, splendid
running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [7879

TRIUMPH; £18; tax paid, ride away, genuine.—
—441, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [7305

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, lamps, disc wheels,
X*^ etc.; £50.—H. Wright, Arlesey, Beds. I[7433

I Q19 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, perfect;
Xt/ £55.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [7866

LATE 1918 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, splendid
condition; £50.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden

[7267
TBIUMPH 1919 4h.p. Countershaft, taxed, insured,

privately owned; £65.—K.J, Motors, Bromley
[7851

-| Q20 Triumph,
X«7 Roas, 86, High Rd., Lee.

Purchase

Out of Income!
{With apologies to Messrs. Dragc.)

Our system of Easy Payments offers

you every facility when buying your
machine. It enables you to secure

the mount you want and pay in

very easy instalments while owning
and deriving every pleasure from
the machine.

Payments can now be made over a

period of twelve or eighteen months.

Pay as you ride—write for further

particulars.

EXAMPLES:
CALTHORPE.

Cash Deposit - -£9
1 2 Monthly Instalments of £2

18 £1 12

SUN-VITESSE.
Cash Deposit - - £14 6

1 2 Monthly Instalments of £3 11

oris „ „ £2 9

31 h.p. SPORTS DOUGLAS
Cash Deposit - - £29 18

12 Monthly Instalments of £7 9 6

or 18 „ ,, £5 2 3

The above are, of course, only a few
examples. We shall be pleased to

supply practically any make of

motor cycle on the above terms.

Spares—if it's for a Douglas

—

we have it.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone: Brixton 2417.
W^res: Burlington Motors, Clapham,

Just bv Clapbam Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

TRIUMPH-EIOARDO. little used, guaranteed per-
fect, as new: £100.—Hodtrsnn fiaraj'p. TCAumtoIr

mi

Hodgson Garage, Keswick.
[7244TRIUMPH O.S. Combination, Monlgomeiy Bportinii

sidecar, screen, grid, all on, tax paid, insured-
:£75.

TBIUMPH 0.S-, all on, taxed, insured; f52;i0-
black.

TRIUMPH 1919, rebiiilt as new 1922, gear lios
cylinder, etc., iitted 1922 aluminium sporting Mdnt-

gomery sidecar, Sundum screen, Lucas electric lightint,'.

fully equipped, tax paid, 3 months' guarantee; £120.-
R. G. Houchin, Triumpb Specialist, 188, High St., Pe(-k-
ham, 6.E.13. [7547

1Q18 Triumph, countershaft, perfect, £47; ditt*-L" 1919, 652.-24, Balliol Ed.. North Kensing-
ton. [7867

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph complete, and tax
paid; £46.—Cross, Effingham Square, Rother-

ham. (7706

CROSS, Effingham Square, is Agent for the Trusty
Triumph in Eotherham. - All models frnm

stock.
models from

i[7704

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, trial- bar.Xtf gain £60.—Mitchell, OhelwQod Beacon, East Grin-
stead. (7805

TRIUMPH, equipped, renovated; ^624.-20. Lennoc
Rd.. Clanham. Evenines. Saturdav aft.emnnnRd.,

Sunday.
Evenings, Saturday afternoon.

17176

3ih.p. Triumph, 2-speed, dutch, Boscli, just over-
2 hauled; £23.-44, West Side, Wandswortlj

Common. [8043

3ih.p. Triumph, 2-speed, excellent condition, snortv
2 bus"! bargain.—" Cremona," Holmfield Rd.,

Coventry. [7359

4h.p. Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speeds,
K-S.; £30.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston,

Hounslow. [7801

1 Q18 4h.p. Triumph, 1920 Gloria sidecar, perlecl
J-tf condition; £,i%.—2. Fortune Gate Rd., Uarles
den, N.W. -[798J

1 Q17 Triumph Combination, equipped, good cnii
-L«/ dition, any trial; £52.-77, Haverstook Hill
Hampstead.

rpEIUMPH Model H;
[79rt

£105; best allowance lor

yours or quote terms.—Bunting's Exchange,
Wealdstone. [7965

'

1Q12 Triumph, clutch, lamps, speedometer, licensed-
-1-*^ guaranteed perfect; £23.-99, Cannon Hilr
r.ane, Mertou. [7457'

TRIUMPH 1920, Gloria sidecar, Tan-Sad, ett., splen
did condition; £90.—Hodgson, York Villa, War

lingham, Surrey. [8021

1 Q19 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, lamps, horn, etc.,
itf splendid condition; what offers?—61, Downhills
Park Ed., N.15. ., (7430

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, fine condi-
tion, taxed; trial; £42.-120, Pairbridge Rd..'

Highgate, N.19. [706C

1 Q20 4Ji.p. Triumph, condition as new, fullj
-Lv equipped; 60 gns.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd.
Bowes Park, N.ll. [7447

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p. 1912, clutch, W.D. bars, good
tyres and belt, taxed, perfect; £24.-103, Moore

Park Rd., Pulham. - [7303

S0UTHP0RT.-1911 Semi-T.T. Triumph, all on, ex-

cellent tyres; 23 gns.; exchanges.—Kents, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [7783

TRIUMPH Combination, 3.fipe^d, clutch, just over

hauled by makers; £40.—Dulkeu, 26, John St.

Bedford Row. W.0.1. [7512

IQ 19-20 Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, electrii

J-i/ lights, full equipments; £73, offers.—131, Bon-
church Rd., Brighton. [7165

£55.-Triumph Countershaft Combination No. 55009
equipped, licensed, new condition throughout.—47

Leigh fed.. Bast Ham. [7751

3ih.p. Triumph, good running order, splendid oondi-

2 tion; j£30, no reasonable offer refused.—7, Thf

Parade, Walton-on-Naze. [7.19E

TRIUMPH Combination 1918, fully equipped-

£67/10.—Skinner, c/o Hillier, 216, Portobell'

Rd., North Kensington. [6285

NEW Triumph, Model H, shop-soiled only; specia.

price, £95.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, Thi

Parade, Golders Green. [7914

£22.—Triumph 3V2h..p., clutch, Phillipson pulley, ac

cessories, taxed, runs splendid.—143, Ravensburj
Rd., Earlsfleld, SW.18. 1795:

"I Q20 4h.p. Triumph Gloria Combination, perfect

Xt/ condition, fully equipped, little used; £80.-

Thomas Bond, Burford, Oxon. [7266

TRIUMPH 3%h.p., perfect condition, new valves

guides, tappets, easy starting, fast; £20, offer.—

1, Burghley Ed., Leytonstone. [7037

MODEL H Triumph Combination, new in 1922, 30(

miles, speedometer, all accessories; £105, offers—4, St. Charles Square, W.IO, [750J

a^4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycle- advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith

ZENITH 4h.p., Biiiks, electric lights, horn, discs,

knee grips, magnificent appearance, only wants
seeing; accept £45 for quick sale.—Gough, 105, Batter-
sea Park Rd.. S.W.8. [7115

ZENITH 8h.p. Countershaft. ptu-chased 1921.
equipped, registered. Muntgomery sidecar and

icreeii. lovely turnout; £75; after 6 p.m.—4. Eljn
Gardens, Hammersmith. [8007

ZENITH 5h.p.. countershaft, electric lighting,
beautiful condition, for No. 9 Norton, or late

Levis; cash adjustment; sell £68.—F. Goatcher. Rose-
bury. Fiudon. near Worthing. [7032

ZENITH 8h.p. Combination, countershaft model. Mill-
ford Empress sidecar, complete with lami>. screen,

lioru. and all accessories, very little used, original tyres.
splendid condition; £95.—Rice Bros., Horsham. [7215

ini9 Sh.p. Sports Zenith, good belt, tyres, knee-
J-t/M,ips, largest F.R.S. lump set, Cowey, horn, £10
overhMul April, 1922, 60 m.p.b.. gnarnnteed: £55, or
Bsrhange.—Pettmger. I'onslonl Ed., Minehead, Somer.«et.
(D! [7081

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.-Late 1919 8h.p. countershaft
^ Zenith Combination, dutch, kick-start. cJioice of
vingle or 2-seater sidecar, taxeil, equipped, 68 gns.

;

llso a 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw. 85 gns.; exchanges.—
Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Uppel< Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. [8066

ZENITH Sh.p. Combination, winner - geld medal
1,000 miles trial, in perfect condition, run 6,000

Biles only, special Millford sidecar, all accessories,
amps. etc.. Cowey horu and speedometer. Easting
^indsc'een. late 1920-1, tax paid and fully insured;
irice £100.—Apply 5, Hook Rd., Surbiton. [5993

ALLAN GRUZELIER, 168, Regent St., W
Regent 205.-1922 shop-soiled 3V.h.p. Zenith-

Bradshaws, belt drive, sports, 75 gns.; 1921 5h p
lutch models at 84 gns., listed £113; 1922 all-
hain Eight Zenith in stock, £130; 1921 5h.p. sports
Senith, all on, very good condition, unpuuctured, £65.

SEVERAL Good Second-hand Bargains. We are theJ experts on Zeniths, let us advise you. [7216

Sparc Parts:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivety.-Kays. 8.
Bond St., Ealing. [5078

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

FRANK WHITWORTH (Agent), 139, New St., Bir-
mingham, emphatically recommends special lady's

Qodel of famous Ivy, daintiest of all ladies' machines;
i62. completer send for list, [5086

CLEAR.\NCE of Shop-soiled Models.—New 1922
Lady's Velocette, clutch and kick-start, 2-speed,

educed to £60; 3 speed, £65; cannot be repeated;
asy payments 4 per cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co.,
Vston Rd , Birmingham. [5512

Miscellaneous.
BARGAIN.—2%h.p. Single. Gradua gear; £15/10

complete.—11, Queen's Rd., S.E.15. [7369

Oh. p. J.A.P., good condition; £22.—Ivydene, Ban-
~5 di;n Hill, mear Croydon. Call after 7. [7429

33.h.p. J.A.P., single speed, in new condition; £25;
4 tax paid.—254, Icknield St., Birmingham. [7829

TONES Garage, The Broadway, Musivell Hill, N.IO,
^ and 4, Woodside Parade, Nortli J^'inchley.

rvEFERRED Payments.—Send for details of new
'-' scheme and big lists of guaranteed machines.

TONES Garage.—We are open all day on Saturday,
-* we will teach you to ride, free, any time you like.

TONES Garage.—Here's another good one. 1914
-f Triumph Combination, luilv equipped, tax paid,
rst-class condition; £45.

TONES Garage.—Also Indian Sidecar for spring
frame model, perfect; £15.

TONTIS Garage.-1918 4h.p. 'I'riumpU Combination,
' luxurious sidecar; £65.

TONES Garage,—Sh.ij. Enfield Combinations, new.
J -Magdyno lighting, Vickers engines, meclranical
nbrication, superb outfits; £140. Send for bargain

TONES Garage:—1919 SV^h.p. Ariel, just fitted with
' 1922 brand new Ariel sidecar, unused; £75. Sen-l
jT deferred terms form, etc.

TONES Garage, Broadway, Muswell HUI, N.IO.
' 'Phone: Hornsey 2917. 'Bus from Highgate or
'insbury Park. 45 minutes from Tottenham Court
;oad. (7973

IQ20 Imperial 8 2-seater sidecar, £6S,'10! 5-6h.p.
'•" Rover sidecar, £62/10.-89, Spencer Place, Leeds.

[T-LLLIBRS J.H. 1917, 2-speed, any trial, tax plm-,
» £25.—Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southpcrt. 'Phone:
054. [7937
PRECISION 2?4h.p., equipped : £18.-20, Leppoc
L Rd., Clapham. Evenings, Saturday afternoon,
unday. [7177
T.A.P. 2':4h.p., Druids, Bosch, B. and B., Dunlops.
» excellent condition; £2S, or offer; eyenings.-10,
[ildmay Grove, Canonbury, N.l. [7387

BANCROFTIAN CO/S
GREAT ANNUAL SALE

Buy now and save money.
The greatest bargains ever offered. Our sale
genuine. We have been advertisers in " The
* Motor Cycle *' from its first publications.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not
W.D, Although not guaranteed by the makers,
they are new and perfect, no rubbish. Hutchinson,
26X2J{, Heavy T.T., 22;6 ; Passenger, 26X2^ for

2^, 32/6; 700X80, to fit 650x65 rims, small car,
extra heavy, 42/- ; Extra strong new model Pas-
senger, 28x3, 48/6 ; Extra heavy 3-nbbed, 700 65,
iigiit car, 32/- ; 650x65, steel stud car type, 52/-

;

Firestone, 20.2, for Autowheel, 19/6; original,

45/-; Tube, 5/11; Palmer, 26x2, light, JZI/-

;

700 X 80, to fit 650 •: 65, cord heavy, 49/6 ; 28 x 3 cord
heavy, unblemished, 52/6 ; 26X 2* cord heavy, 35/- ;

Oylers, 650 X 65, square tread, heaVy, 25/- ; Clincher
de Luxe, heavy. 26X2I, 32/6; 26,-: 2. Junior de
Luxe, 21/-; 26x2^,24/6; 26x1^16/6; a few
wired-edge covers, 26y zh and 2| heavy, 29/6 each.
Goodyear, Stepney, Road Grip, Dominion Nobby
and Hutchinson, 1922-3 Models in stock.

TUBES.—24X 2, 24 x 2j, 4/6 ; 26 X 2J, 26 x 2} and
26x25, 4/11 ;-28X3 and 700x80, 6/6. Post gd.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D., f. 6' 6",

8/2 ;
7' 6". 9/5

;
|", 7' 6", 9/5 ;

8', 10/1 ; S' 6", 10/9
;

1", 7' 6". 10/4 ; S', 11/- ;
8' 6", 11/8 ; ij-". S', 16/-

;

Bates' short lengths, 5", 5' 6", 5/-
; ^", 5', 5/6 ;

Leather belts, J", at 1/6 per ft. ; Belt fasteners, 9d.
and 1/-. Post i/-.

Great purchase of Genuine " BOBJON " LAMPS.
Made in Birmingham. Nickel plated on bra?B, or
black and plated, large size, si" front, with powerful
back lens, large generator, sufficient for two lamps,
suitable for a heavy^'eight machine, 25/- complete,
as illustrated. Original price, 55/-. Also small set

" British made," suitable for lightweights, similar
to above, 4^" front, plated and brass or all black,
16/6 ; original price, 42/-. Postage, 1/6 extra.
The greatest bargain ever offered. When cleared
can never be repeated at near the price. Special
quotation for quantities.

GOGGLES.—Fitted with genuine Triplex glass»
15/- model, to clear, 8/9. Limited quantity. Post pd,

SPEEDOMETEffS.—Slightly shop-soiled. Cowey,
with trip, £4 10s. Smith's, with trip, £4 5S.
Bonniksen in stock. , Speedometer replacements in
stock. Post 1/6.

TAN-SADS.—A few with back seat, to clear, 28/6 ;

original, 57/. Carriage 3/6 extra.

SIDECARS.—Coachbuilt. Original price, £27 10s.
£16. I

Bodies only £6 lOS. Original price' £12. Must
clear.

HOODS.—Very best quality. Original, £4 4s.
£2 19s. 6d.

WINDSCREENS.—A few shop-soiled, to clear
below cost.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.
Consisting of double-breasted coat with belt, storm
cuffs and collars, and seatless trousers with gussets,
patent fasteners and leather-bound seats. Dark
fawn, new and fresh. Finest quality extra heavy,
double texture waterproof material. Our price to
clear, £2 2s. Postage 1/6 extra. Could not be
bought elsewhere under £4. los. Order immediately
to save disappointment. All stock sizes.

HORNS.—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to
4-volt only, complete with wire and switch, usual
price 29/6; our price 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra.
Smith's electric horns, black and nickel, in 6 and 12
volts. Large size, suitable foD heavy combinations

;

original price, £2 15s. ; our price, 21/-. Black and
plated, i/- extra. The greatest bargain ever offered.
All new and perfect. We can supply everything

for the Motor Cyclist at competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

Grams: "Chaikel, London." 'Phone; London Wall 9897.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

1 Q20. 3-speed. CS., new condition, perfect, fully
-*- «^ equijjpeil ; £65.—Marvey, 47, South Lambeth
Kr}.. S.W.8. [7932

£15, £20. £25.—We have a good assortment at
these figures, and we're on the Bakerloo.—Bunt-

ing's Motor J!:xchange, Wealdstone. [7967

1Q14 Precision 3''4h.p., 2 speeds. Bosch, B. and B.,
-'-*J' lamps, hern, perfect lurniing order; £30; after
6.—41. Olive Rd., Cricklewood, N,W.2. [7113

SPECIAL Mutor Cycle Bargains.—1920 British Ex-
celsiL.r Sh.p. J,A. P. combination, Lucas Magdyno,

nlisohitely peifsit, windscreen, Jiijrons, etc.; £87/10.

1 Q 19-20 New Imperial-Jap Combination, roomy
-*-*' sidecar, windscreen, fully equipped, almost new;
£85.

1 Q21 8h.,p. Monarch-Jap Combination, in beautiful
-*-*^ condition, tax paid; £85.

1 020 Rover Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, almost
-«-*^ new, tax paid; £75, bargain.

"I Q 14-15 New Hudson 5-6h.p. Combination, tax
-L*/ paid, perfect mechanical condition, take 3 any-
where; £42/10.

3Vh.p. Rudge-Multi Coachbuilb Combination, fln«
2 condition; ^£37/10.

4h,p, Triumph Countershaft, rebuilt and as new;
£48/10.

"I
C|19 Triumph Combinatioai, as new; £75.

20 Baby Triumph, as new; £40.19=
1 Q21 Monarch, 2-stroke, 2-spe6d, clutch, kick-start,
J-*' etc., tax paid; £35.

ROYAL ENPTFJ.D Combination, double-seater side-

car, tax paid, excellent condition, equipped; £65,
rare bargain.

MOTOR Cycles bought, sold, or exchanged.—Joseph
Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-

chester, 'phone : 776 Ru'sholme. [7254

SALE motor cycle, complete, Bruid?, magneto, car-
buretter, tax, low, good tyre, running order,

magneto requires attention; £10 or offers.—Dent,
Farm, Greenhead, Crook. [7088

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, have some
new 1922 shop-soiled machines of various makes

at bargain prices for cash; inspection cordially in-

vited. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [6724

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, Lon-
don, S.W. (opposite station, L.S.W. Railway).

'Phone: Latchmere 4388. Terms: no extra with good
deposit; immediate delivery; no inquiries; satisfaction
guaranteed.

ALLBER.—Clyno 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,
all accessories, tax paid, in new condition; £30.

ALLBER.—Triumph 3Hh.p., clutcb model, all acces-

sories, Philipson pulley, tax paid, good condition;
£28.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1914 3>2h.p,, 2 speeds, complete
with all accessories, tax paid; £29.

ALLBER.—Bla_ckburne 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
kick, all accessories, tax paid; £65.

ALLBER.—Triumph-Gloria, 1921-22, all-chain model,
Easting Royal, luggage grid, complete acetylene

lamps, most beautiful combiaaflon, as new, tax paid;
£110.

ALLBER.—1916 B.S.A. Combination, 4!4li.p.. coun-
tershaft. Easting, all accessories, in good order,

tax paid ; £58.

ALLBER.—Chater-Lea-Jap Combination, specially-

built, 1921, 5-6h.p., S.A. 3-speed, cluicb, kick,

Ariel coach sidecar, all accessories, tax paid; £55.

ALLBER.—Humber combination, 1914, 3'-^h.p., 3
speeds, clutch, kick, all accessories, tax paid,

good order; £32.

ALLBER.—Rudge combination 1920-21 Multi, 3]4
h.p., coach sidecar, accessories, tax paid, in new

condition; £58. [7719

A.J.S. 7b. p. Combination, new condition, electric

lighting, many extras, only wants seeing; 140
gns., or near offer; Rudge-Mulli SV^h-P-. 1920, lamps,
horn, speedometer, £50; Beardmore-Precision, 3 921,

lamp, speedometer, mechanical horn, nice order.-
G. Crawley. 43, Ashdon Rd., Saffron Walden. [7515

F.O.C.H. for second hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged. Any new cycle, combination, or car sup-
plied, cash or deterred payments.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). Phone .

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
ri611

BATCHELOR'S Bargains.—1921 2";ih.p. A.J.S.,

lamp, speedometer, taxed, £55; 1921 3%h.p,
Scott, all on, taxed, as new, £75; 1922 Douglas
2Vih.p.. brand new, £63; 1922 SVjh.p. Zenith-Brad-
shaw, brand new, chain drive, £105; 1922 Ariel 6h.p.
combination, brand new, £105; 1922 Sparkbrook
254h.p., 2-speed, shop-soiled, £42; 1922 2'^h.p. New
Hudson, 2-speed, shop-soiled. £42; 1920 7-9h.p. Rudge-
Multi combination. £65; 1918 4h.p. Zenith com-
bination, £35.—Batchelor's, Clarence St., Kingston-on-
Thames. ["7478

*ri letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desii'ed. marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1922 Eudges,' 1922 Aiiels,

1922 0.i\..'s, 1922 New Imperiale, 1922 Quad-
rants, 1922 Royal Kiibys. Quick deliveries. Good
price for vour machine ; escLange.—Booths' Motories,
Waterloo Ed., Blackpool.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-Sfew 1921 4h.l). Brad-
bury, aU chain, £78/10, with sidecar i95/10.—

Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—New 9h.p. Eirfge Combina-
tion, spare wheel, £150; new Bradburj' light-

weiglit, 2 speeds, K.S., £60: new Martinsyde combina-
tion, £150.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-3i/2h.p. Triumph, £18/10/6;
ditto, 2-speed, £22/10/6; ditto, 5-speed, £22/10/6.

—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-SVoh.p. Hiimher, £20/10/6;
6h.p. a-speed Eudge, £29/10/6; SVill.p. Preinier,

£24/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.— 3l/.,h.p. Singer, 2.6peed,

£24/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/19/6; another,

£35/10/6; N.iS.tJ. lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-3pe«d

O.K.. £23/10/6.-Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Eudge, dynamo light-

ing, £59/10/6; good Douglas, £25/10/6; 4h.p.

Douglas -With new sidecar, £69/10/6; 8h.p. Premier
combination, £47/10/6; Enfleld combination,
£39/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 Matchless combina-
tion, spare wheel, hood, screen, lamps, £99/10/6;

New Imperial, 2 speeds. K.S., £45/10/6.-Bootlis'

Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 G.N., dynamo light-

ing, spare wheel. £110/10/6; 1920 Tamplin,
.£69/10/6; Morgan De Lure, £147/10/6; 1920 Sh.p.

Euby combination, £79/10/6; 1920 S'/ji.p. New Scale,

2 speeds, K.S., £38/10; 6h.p. Bat, countershaft, 3-

«peed, £39/10/6; 1920 E%h.p. Excelsior, £27/10/6;

3h.p. Enfleld, £37/10/6; eh.p. Indian, i32/10/6; 1921
Enfield lightweight, £39/10/6, 1920 Sun, £35/10/6;
several others chedp; push cycles taken in exchange.-
Booths' Motories, 294, Waterloo Ed., Blackpool.

[5483

NEW HtFDSON, late 1920, 214I1.P., 2-speed gear box,

witli new cylinder, all in good condition, tax

paid. etc. Also Wolf 1914 S^dh.p., single gear, J.A.F.
engine with new cylinder, piston, piston rings, tappets,

Talves and springs^ belt, etc. Same may be taken to

pieces for inspection; £42 the two.—E. J. IMylon,

Botwell Lodge, Hayes, Middlesex. (P) ;[70'I8

STARTLING Reductions in new 1922 Models:
slightly shop-soiled 234li.p. Eoyal Ruby combina-

tion. 3-speed, list £95. accept £82/10; 2?.Jh.p. Excel-
nor-BIackburne. 3-sreed, list £75, accept £65; 3!/^h.p.

Rudge, chain-dri,e, list £94, accept £82: S.l^h.p.

James 'sports model, list £105, accept £90; 7h.p.
James combination, list £170. accept £150; Sh.p,
Enfield combinarion, list £140, accept £126; 7h.p.
A.J.S. combination, Magdyno, spare wheel, etc.. list

£210, accept £185; 8h.p. Matchless combination, 2-

seater, Magdyno, spare wheels, etc., list £207. accept
£182; brand new 1921 Sh.p. Enfield combination,
£120.~J. Hebden and Sons. 71. Scotland Rd., Nelson,
Lanes. Tel. : 91. [6395

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIEE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

period.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130,
Euston Rd. [0795

D.OUGLAS Combination, £5 per week; 1920 G.N.,
8 gns. per week; fully insured.—Rodwell, 8, Red

Lion Sq. Chancery 7272. [1519

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., for many. years have
specialised in this class of work. If machine is

purchased, full amount ol hire un to one week is
allowed.—167b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5936

H.
F.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

"PDWARDS and Co.,

101' *" I'ortl^id St., W., are cash buyers of
-*-"-*- solos, combinations, and Morgans. Highest
prices given; distance no object. Call, write, or
'phone ; Mayfair 4027. [0870
rr.B.

wANT

niOO COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-^^" anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
C<i., Ltd.. 372. Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564—7EŴ
RE

A CTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE Offer us your motor cycle or combination.
We pay cash on sight.—Write, call, or 'phone

Museum 3606.—Snipe, 330, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
. [7747
TXrANTED, Douglas or Enfield, cheap for cash.—1,
»' Ebner St., Wandsworth. [7702

WHY WORRY
ABOUT WET O
WEA THER ;

Here is your Safeguard

—

MOTOR^CYoiFsUIT
With Plaited Leather Belt.

GUARANTEED
WATERPROOF

\i

r
SPECIFICATION
ADE from
hard-wearing

double texture

material with an
interlining of

Rubber.
Double Breasted

Jacket, with all-

round Belt and
Leather Buckle,

large Patch Poc-
kets, and con-
verted collar to

button right up
to neck, to fasten

with Throat Tab.

Wind Cuffs in

sleeves. Al I

seams ot the Suit

are rubber cemented
and t.iped with extra

material, making the

garment absolutely

waterproof.

Overall Trousers with

spat - shaped leg ;

wind gussets to keep

thewind from the leg

nnd boots ; fastened

with patent clasp

fasteners, enabling

the trousers to be

gulled off in a moment,

the suits are newly

manufactured, and every

care is taken with details

so that the garment will

meet the severest test.

_ We give full guarantee

that this suit is thoroughly waterproof, and Imper-

vious to the most drenching& continuous downpour.

THESE SUITS ARE NEWLY MADE
FROM FRESHLY PROOFED MATERIAL
BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN, AND
NOT HALF PERISHED CLEARANCE
LINES OR W.D. SURPLUS.

KO EXTRA CHARGE
FOR CARRIAGE.

State chest measure-
ment and height when

.^^^ -^^ , ordering.

\SUIT WITH SEATLESS TROUSERS .„ ,

(as above) ------ ^TCtl"

JACKET ONLY . - - 25/-
SEATLESS TROUSERS ONLY - Ig/-
OVERALLS ONLY - - - 12/6
Our Illustrated List and Pattern bunch of cloths

:

together with self-measurement form, utill be sent o»
to you post free, and without any obligatimi, upon
receipt of your NAME and ADDRESS.

) ' MONEY
I

ii2IE
REFUNDED IN SIZES 34", 36", 3«", 40". 42"-

FULL IF NOT 44"m stock. Special sizes can

,

PERFECTLY ^^ made in 5 DAYS, and no

SATISFIED extra charge made if youi

& GARMENTS decide to avail yourself of,

RETURNED ^is opportunity.

TO US IN Send your measurements to-

7 DAYS, ^^y- ^s guarantee a perfect

I
fit in every way.

We are the actual Manufacturers :-"

Martin Waterproof Co.,
20s, Oldham Rd., New Cross, Manchester.

PRICE

35/

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinatipns, cycle cars. If in town, write,
'pbone, or call. If country, send to Irondon

terminus. We. collect free and Bend best cash oflnr.—
W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. [0332

"OEST

pRICES

Q.IVEN.

H. F. EDWARDS and Co., 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington, will purchaBe for spot cash

yoHr motor cycle or combination. Call, ivrite-, or

'phone Ken. 3709. [OGQA

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PAUMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure ol

a good cheque if you sell' your machine at Pal-
mer's Garage. .,"

j

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here. 'J

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality dI ,

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m. •

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-
cepted machine can be included in auction sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price
and we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com- .

. mission 7V2%, not chargeable unless machine is
sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged; i

for motor cars 20/-, motor cycles under £50 value
5/-, ditto over £50 value 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel..r
208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Toot-,

ing- [773ff

T IGHTWEIGJIT, late model, cheap; cash waiting.^-
-L^ 4, Gaywood Rd., Walthamstow. [7312

WANTED, motor cycle; about £10; running order.
—Bos 3235, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7880

WANTED, good combinations and solos for cash,—
Quadrant Garage, Winchmore Hill. [3274

£30 and 3h.p. for C.S. Triumph.—W. A. Cheshire,
40, Alexander Rd., Holloway, London. [7470-

"TX^'ANTED, cheap ligUtweight motor cycle, runningTV order—Box 3236, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7881.

£20 spot ca-sh waiting for modem 2-stroke gears
essential.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes.

[7623
£20 offer for good 2S^h.p. 2-speed Douglas, no

earlier 1915.—Box 3163, c/b The Motor Cycle.

[7104
WANTED, Indian or other American motor cycle

about £20.—Box 3237, c/o The Motor Cycle.

L7882
TTTANTED, several A.B.C., condition immaterial.—
'» 37. Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kings-

ton 1274. [7435

1 Q21 or 1922 Sumbeam or Triumph 3V2-4h.p. Com-
-Lv bination; letters.—iR. Bailey, 10, Bold St.,

Warrington. £7754

WANTED, Harley standard dynamo combination,
not earlier 1920, cheap for cash.—108. Church

St., Edmonton. [7214

1 Q21 Rudge-Multi, 1^0.M., must be cheap and in
-L tf perfect condition.—Caston, The Pheasant, Vanx-
hall Walk, S.E. [7376

WANTED, good Solo, not earlier 1918, Triumph
preferred; state price.—R. Baker, Osiers Farm,

Petworth, Sussex. [7488

WANTED, cheap, 25/4h^. Douglas for cash.—May-
nard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll.

Palmers Green 19. £7449

WANTED, Comhination, in part exchange for new
Buckingham 3-seat car; list 199 gns.; offers, sell,

—lOa, Broad St., Canterbury. [7419

WANTED, late Combinations, solos, also Morgan
Runabouts, G.ls.'s and Rover " 8."; cash 01

exchange.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av".,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0075 .

BDNTING'S Buy, sell, or exchange any make of

motor cycle. State your requirements. - We ''

undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-

tion. Distance immnterial.—Bunting's Motor E^
change, Wealdstone. [0828

a^8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each aovertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
SPECIAL Cnsh Buyers: Triumphs. Entield-s, B.S.A.'«,

Doufflnsses, Matcblesses. A.B.C. 'a, Scotts. Brad-
burys, Mnrtinaydea, Zeniths.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
cbfinge, Ebner St.. Wandsworth (Towu Station).
I'houe; Latchmere 4686.

4-CrLINDER F.N.'s, Hendersona, T.A.O.'s. T.M.C.'s
ivnnted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange. Ebner St.,

Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-DavidtjOns wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

[Town Station). [4559

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

-Call, write, or 'phon^e, Short and Glass. Ltd.. 485-
W3, Upper Richmond Hd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
Richmond 2362 and 2363.

,
[0372

F.O.C.H. always have cash wnitins for Bouud
machines oi" all types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment ns<^ured.—Fair Ofler Car House, 5,

Hentli Street. Hampstead {near Tubo). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdavs.

[1610

JJEND Your Motor Cvcle to Palmer's Garage and
J Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash
ifer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
tation Wimbledon, We will collect from any London
tatlon. Machine can be included in auction sale if

esired.—Sole address ; Palmer's Garage. Tooting.
[7734

rt7"ANTED, to purchase for cash, or sell on com-
'* mission, a number of really first-class motor
ycles and combinatic js. Representative will be
eait to inspect and complete transaction after pre-
Iminary negotiations. Write, 'phoiie, or call.—Long-
lan Bros., 17, Bond St.. Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing
89. £6686

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A TTTOPED Scooter, nearly new, clutch; £15.-17.
tX Kyrle Rd., Clapham Common. [7550

KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.-Benufnrt
Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2590

;1KOOTAMOTA. 12 gns., perfect order; a bargain.—
J_ Greyhound Garage, Streatham Common, S.W.

[7231
A UTOFED Motor Scooter, original tyres, running^ order; £7/10.—Bradbeer, Williton, Somerset.

[7084
^KOOTAMOTA for Sale, good condition; £14.—
J Apply Shakespeare Bros.', Stechford. Birmingham.

[7671
A .B.C. Scootamota, as new, ride away; £12, or ex-
-X change.—Jones. 131, Beechcroft Rd., Upper Toot-
ig-

., II7629

ORAND New Autoped Scooter, IHh.p., single-speed,U complete with dynamo; £15.-Snipe, 330, Euston
-d. [7748
5|3.h.p. Autoglider, clutch model, -fully equipped;^4 £29/10.—Frank Keys, Sundridge, Grange Rond,
rorwood. [7128
^YCLO-TRACTEUR, new, makers* price. £20; accept
-^ £10/10; carriage paid.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell
:d., S.E.

'

[7638

921 Kenilworth Scooter, tax paid, perfect order,
suit lady or gent; £18.—7, Norwood Rd., Heme

ill. S.E.24. [6922

^OR Sale.—A.B.C. Skootamota, excellent condition.
Httle used; £12.—Devereux. 79, Anson Rd.,

ufnell Park, N.7.
, [7094

IJ^OR Sale, Auto Scooter, perfect_CDndition, tax paid;
£8; take push cycle part.—Aliston, '* Lyndhurst,"

anland Av., Hg^rpenden. [7887

L-B.C. Skootamota, new, nnsoiled, latest model, lisi

£55; accept £23; wonderful bargain.—Frank
hitwortb, 139, New St.. Birmingham. [5085

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
922 Young Attachment, mechanically perfect;

write particulars.-Swaffer, High, St., Sandgate,
ent. ,

- [7288

h.p. Motor Attachment, fitted to a B.S.A. motor
cycle, with 3-speed gear; £15.—Wauchope's, 9,

loe Lane, London. I[8011

70UNGS 1921. BoscU magneto, Amac carburetter.
>- first-class order; bargain, £16.—H,, 33, West End
tne, Hampstead, N.W. [7983

921 Young's Motor-assisted Genl.'s Cycle, com-
plete, stored year ; bargain, £12/10.—Cross,

A. Sparsholt Rd., Barking. _ [7161

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
ROLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons;
^ hoods fr'om 35 /.—Below.

'10LLIN9 and Son.—Adjustable wind screens, com-
;^ plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent
approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

ilOLLINS and Son stock all known makes of wind-
' screens ; we have a few second-hand Standard
stings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—^Below.

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-
^ screen in lew hours, new aprons, side curtains,
;.; open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

; o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St
itney. S.W. (D) ^

[Sig-^

IF YOUR

MOTOR CYCLE

REQUIRES
REPAIRING

SEND TO

The Makers.

The

Sopwith Aviation &

Engineering Co., Ltd.
{In Liqn.)

Canbury Park Road,

Kingston-on-Thames.

Telephone : KINGSTON 1988.

HOODS. WINDSCREENS, ETC.
TT-SHAPEIJ Sandura screens; 55/-.—Bright and
' llayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.C[7845AMBER adjustable screens; 25/-.—Bright and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. London.
[7845

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,
30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High

Rd., Tottenham, London. [3502

SIDECAR Hoods. 30/- and flO/-, best quality
materials; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules Hood

Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd.. Tottenham. [0853

WALBRO Sidecar Windscreens, 37/6 each; sheet
celluloid, 50in.x20in., 15/-; 50in.x lOin.. 8/6;

25in.x20in., 8/6; 20in.xl2V;,in., 4/6; 25in.xlOin.,
4/6; 12y2in.xl0in.; 2/6; celluloid sheets for Easting
windscreens, 15/-; celluloid sheets for Cameo wind-
screens. 7/6; send for lists.—Walbro. Ely. Cambs.

[1502
QA/_.—Bower Adjustable Windscreen, 30/-, com-^" / plete with coverall apron ; carriage paid
on appro.; 30/-. Easting screens from i3; Sandham
V. screens, £2/15, All makes of screens renaired.
New panels fitted from 12/-. Aprons supplied from
10/-.—Robini Mannfactnrinc Hn

. i a-n<\ 3, Tulse Hill,
Brixton, S.W.2. 'fhone : Brixton 1585. [7729

BODIES.
COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models

in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS a,nd Son aro actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months" guarantee with every body

made by them.—Below.
COLLINS and Son repair, repaint and upholster at

moderate charges, first-clasa work guaranteed;
estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and Son,
rear of 84. High St.. Putney. S.W- [6199

CAMBER.—Write for list coach bodies, and save
money.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cam-

berwell. [7838

CLEARANCE Sale ol Sidecar Bodies to make room
for new stock. Send p.c—Willowbrook Sidecar

Co., Leicester. [0335

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in
stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's

Cross, London, N 1. [5131

MONTGOMERY 2-seater Sidecar Body (only), per-
fect; exchange lightweight body.—42, Ealing

Park Gardens, South Ealing. [7277

BEAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bodies, £4/15;
other models from £2/10; write for specification.

—Burton, Sidecar Works, St. Peter's Park Rd., Broad-
stairs. [3637

FIFTY bodies, second-hand, upholstered best pega-
moid, touring shape, from £2 each ; a few,

new, at £7, exceptional bargain; also a few chassis
to clear.-Sandums, 336, Gray's Inn Rd.. W.C.I.

[0871
HEPPELTHWAITE'S.-OId Man Hep. for Douglas

type bodies, £4/17/6. brand new (see Sidecar
column), and send for photo. These bodies are
painted lead colour. We have sold over 850 sinco
August last.—17-19, Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth.
London, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [7344

OIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
*^ ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original
designs, also working drawings, full-si^ed or to scale.

—

Trooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House.
Tndor St.. London, E.C.4. [0004

HELEN Sidecars!!! Helen Sidecars!!! Catalogues
on request. Touring and sports bulbous-back

bodies, beautifully finished, complete with coverali
apron, from £6/10; lightweights from £5/15; small
streamline bodies, £3/15; 2-seaters from ^8; second-
hand bodies from £2; the Robini pillion seat, 12/6.
—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,
Brixton, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [7723

A MAZING Bargains in Cobb Speedman Sidecar
-^"^ Bodies. Bulbous touring models, with locker 3t
back, £4/10; sports types, several models, at £3; '

upholstered in good material, but require finishing coit
of paint; all carriage paid and packed free. Above
bodies finished any colour to order 10/- extra. One
soiled sports car, complete \vith fiftines for any machina
on Wjitsonian Model P chassis, £12; lightweight side-

cars, complete on Watsonian Q chassis, from £10/10,
new. fittinss for any machine. Come and see us at
works. Burton Jovce, or send for particulars to Vernon
Cobb. 18, Midland Rd., Carlton, Nottingham. [7169

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
LIGHT "Wicker Sidecar in good order; £1/10—15.

Charles St.. Beithampsted. f7125.

CAMBER Tandem Sidecars; £27.—Bright and Havles.
78, Church St., Camberwell. London. [7840

CAMBER Sidecars, complete; £17/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. London.

[7839
MONTGOMERY Sports Sidecar 1921. green, splen-

did condition; £13.-95. The Grove. Wandsworth.
[7858

1 Q21 Smart Sunbeam Sidecar, body with windscreen
JLt/ and apron, as new; £20.—Hind. The Rise, Sun-
ningdale. f7211

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue lu
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

CANDHAMf the smartest sidecar Bpeclalista.

SANDT7M Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk
of the show; £1^; to £50. Write for uew catalogue.

SAND0M (V-shnped) Wind Screen ; a hood, scieeD, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Writ* for list.

SANDUM (V-ghaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous success; sold

out : send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
most generous terms at Middleton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,

or donkey cart in part payment.

OAA MILE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, riding
/W"" Indian with Middleton spring wheel sidecar;

Le Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with Middleton
spring wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs of all kinds;
trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-

car makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury
Park. 'Phone: Hornsey 1584. [0522

BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.

"A.11 latest models in stock.

ASTONE3.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.

BASTONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several otJier models in stock, including

tandem, all a,t low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung
£7/19/6, t-indom chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms

14/.._223, Pentouville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
'Phone: 2481 iNorth. 'Grams: Bastones, liondon.

[6049
BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Limited miraber new

coach bodies, full size, with locker; £6/7/6, usually
£9/10.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—New £9/10 coach
bodies for £6/7/6. Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool BaTgains.—Quantity of new
latest pattern underslung chassis; £9/19/6.

Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Some new sidecars for
dl?riumph, E.S.A., Douglas, etc., cheap; sidecar

fittings, wheels, springs, rims, mudguards.—Booths'
Motoriea, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [54'84

SIDECAR, C.B., underslung, bulbous back, finely

nnholstered, off Triumph ; £10.-120, Fairbridge
Rd.. N.19. [7517

P.
and M. Sidecar, complete, £8 ; body, good con-

dition, *5.—Specialist, 147, Burlington St.,

Liverpool. t7916

INDIAN Sidecar for spring-frame, coachb"ilt.
tyre good; £9/10.-110, Willows Rd., Cannon Hill,

Birmingham. [7762

MONTGOMEERY. second-hamd, 1922, aluminium
sporting model, Sandum screen, luggage grid and

stand; £22/10.

MONTGOMERY Sporting Model, aluminium panels,
soiled; £22 complete.

MONTGOMERY Sporting Models in stock from
£23/10; lists and fitting free.—R. G. Houchin,

Sidecar Specialist, 188, High St., Peckham, S.E.15.
[7548

MILLFORD (R.H.) Chassis, unused 28x3 tyre, suit
Indian ; 55 /-, delivered.-—Fenwick, Ashby-cum-

Tenby. Grimsby. [7166

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, £25,
£29/10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheel to

equal. Lists free. [0856

WATSONIAN Lightweight Sidecar, cost £22/10, as
new; £11; approval.—Roberts, Stanton-by-

Bridge, Derby. (D) 18105
"10122 Sporting Montgomery Sidecar, not run 100

-
At/ miles; £19.—Bailey, c/o Roundhill Motors, Stough-
ton Drive, Leicester. [7854

SWAN Sporting, 19221/2, as new, 4 att-achments.
Easting, lamp, £29; sacrifice £20.—Heddon, 80,

London Rd., Gloucester. {7522

MILLFORD Family Sidecar, good condition, com-
plete, screens, new Dunlop; £l8.—S. Crouch,

Sutton St. Edmund. Wisbech. [7257
pSTENDED i'ayments accepted for sidecars; models
--' for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi
Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0829

\X7^ATS0NIAN Sidecar, new, complete, Dunlop, very» sporty, worth £18; accept £lO/10.—Edward«,
277. Camberwell Rd., S.E. 4913 Hop. [7636

Government Surplus Stores
THE TALK OF "mE COUNTRY.
The following goods offered to the public combine
the best possible value at the very keenest prices that
have ever been offered on the market.

500 Sidcot Suits. White rubber underlined.
Imitation fur-lined. 5ft. 3in. only. New 35/- each

2,000 Leather Jerkins. (Without sleeves) 7/6 „
5,000 Leather Helmets. Fleeced lining . 5/- ,,

2,750 Leather Helmets. Fur-lined. Short
pattern 12/6 „

1,000 Genuine Army Leather Waistcoats.
With sleeves. Wool lining. Most won-
derful value 25/- „

250 Long Leather Coats. Teddy Bear-
lined. Suitable for Ladies or Gents.
With belt 5/17/6 „

500 Long Leather Coats. Tweed-lined.
Suitable for Ladies or Gents. With belt 4/10/- „

250 Canadian Leather Gloves 3/- pair
10,000 Long Gauntlet Gloves. (i7jin.Iong) 10/- ,,

1,500 Genuine Army Motor Leggings.
Wool-lined to knee 12/6 „

125 Officers' Trench Coats. Oilskin under-
1 ined. Fleeced lining. Most wonderful value 2/15/- each

250 Officers' Trench Coats. Oilskin under-
lined. Without wool lining 1/15/- „

150 Naval Blue Trench Coats. Oilskin
underlined. Check or shot silk lining.

Most wonderful value 2/15/- „
500 Government Jean Boiler Suits. Sizes

.Vs to 8's 12/11 suit
750 Real Witney Blankets. Soin.xiooin.

All wool. Weighs 1 1 lbs 32/6 pair
1,000 Real Witney Blankets. ;oin. xgoin.

All wool. Weighs 8J lbs 27/6 „
735 pairs Unbleached Twill Sheets. Soin. x

looin. Heavy quality 12/6 „
1,500 Pairs Unbleached Twill Sheets.

7oin. xgoin. Heavy quality 10/6 „
2,000 Real New Eiderdowns. Full size 25/- each
1,500 Feather Pillows 4/6 „
1,600 Pairs Pants and Vests. Brittania
make. Pure wool 5/11

^^

1,500 Pairs Pants and Vests. Winter wool
or natural wool. Short or long sleeves 4/6 „

1,000 Turkish Roller Towels. Soin.xigin.
Excellent value 1/9 ^^

5,000 Towels. 52in.x 25in. Excellent value 2/3
20,000 Grey Army Socks. AUwool. (These

will be sent to every customer who orders
other goods) at 9tJ. pair

2,600 Kilts, Pai-t-worn. Excellent con-
dition. 7 yds. material 7/6 each

3,000 Khaki British Warms. Fart-worn.
Excellent condition 7/6 ,

226 Pairs Officers' Knee Trench Boots.
'

Willow caM. New. Lace up front. .. . 37/6 pair
1,000 Pairs Officers' Brown Boots. Willow

calf or glac6. Finest quality New . . 25/- „
750 Pairs Officers' Brown Shoes. Finest

quality. New r. . . . . 25/- „
6,000 Oilskin Jackets. Fart-wom. Con-

dition good 4/6 each
6,000 Oilskin Trousers. Fart-wom. Con-

dition good 4/6 pair
10,000 Oilskin Great Coats. New 7/6 each
5,000 R.I.C. Mackintoshes. Part-worn.

Condition good 5/_
10,000 Naval Waterbottles* 6d. ,',

500 Mess Tins* 6d. „
These will be sent to every (fustomer
who orders quantities of other goods
at 3d. each.

3,000 Ground Sheet Capes. 6ft.x 3ft.

Part-worn. Condition good 2/6 „
80,000 Brushes. For horses, etc 6d. „
150 Horse Collars. 22in. to 28in. New.

Slightly soiled. Most Wonderful value 17/6 „
1,000 Pairs Officers' Riding Reins. New.

Slightly soiled 3/6 „
25 Pairs Reins. Double (can be converted

to single). New. Slightly soiled 15/- pair
100 Leather Saddles. New. Slightly soiled 2/-/- each
150 Pack Saddles. With felt. SUghtly

soiled 10/- „
Head and Heel Ropes. With leather straps.

23ft. in length. New. Slightly soiled . 1/6 ,;

Leather Breastplates, New. Slightly soiled 1/- „
500 Head Stalls. New condition. Slightly

soiled 3/6 „
10,000 Head Stalls. Part-worn. Condition
good 2/6 „

10,000 Rope Traces. Length iift. New.
Slightly soUed 1/6 „

800 Government Tarpaulins. 6ft. Sq. New 6/- „
too Government Tarpaulins. ioftxr2ft. New 1/12/6 „

All Goods Carriage Paid. Money returned it not
thoroughly satisfied.

J. M. MILLET& SONS,
Government Contractors. SOUTHAMPTON

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR, Coachbuilt, off Indian, spring frame, d

tachable child's seat, good condition ; £7 ; afti

6 p.m.—76, Chevening Rd., Kensal Rise. [740

/\ P.M. Bulbous Underslung' Sidecars, chass
/^" and body, brand new, all fittings for an
machine; photo on application; £10/10.

Q f^ P.M. New Chassis, all fittines. new tvre
fJO £5/15.—Turner and Co., 55, St. James Rd
Bermondsey. [737

P. and M. sidecar chassis reno-vated, complete wit

wheel, mudguard, springs, and attachments; £5.-

Simpson, Orchard Rd., Sunbury-on-Tbames. [744

BRAND New 18-gn. Sidecar chaFsis, complete, £6
also few bulbous back new £30 sidecars lor £16

Bankrupt stock.—Durant, Bourne, Farnham. [752

1 Q22 Sidecars, new, unslung, bulbous back, hand
Xt7 somely finished, Triumphs similar; £10/10.-
Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [746

SIDECAR, complete, fitted Easting windscreen, lu(

gage grid, leaf sprung, neat strong chassis, goo
order; £12.—H., 19, Leighton Rd., Kentish Town.

[757
COLLINS and Son lor Sidecars, new bulbous bac

models, complete with renovated underslnn
chassis, with fittings for any machine, from £12/10^
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back coacbbuil
models, with renovated underslung chassis, froi

£15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitte

with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt bod;
supplied with fittings for any machine, £18/10.-
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Milla-Fulford Chassis, wit
bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with.fi-

tings for any machine; £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassi
repairs; all work guaranteed; send for catalogm

Open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

o'clock.—Below.

COLLINS and Son will take your present sideca
in part payment of any model; a few seeond-han

sidecars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, Hie
St., Putney. S.W. _ [620

MONARCH Sidecar, new, complete, Dunlop heav:
patent windscreen, only shop-soiled, worth £2C

accept £11/15.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.I
4913 Hop. [763.

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopl^y folding sidecar. Savn
' garfige worry and expenses. Attached to mot('

will go through passage 28in. Tandem a_nd single boditi

fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your mot(
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up i

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to eommercii
i^ few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitte4

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Biimini

ham. [015

WILLOWBROOK Sidecars now produced on larg

scale. Special designs and terms to moto
cycle manufacturers. May- we give you a call ?—Willovi
brook Sidecar Works, Leicester. [033

SIDECARS.—Tourers, complete with tyre, £13
bulbous back, extra large, £17/10; tradesman'

carriers, £17/10; specials to order; soiled bodies froi

£3; lugs in stock.—R.E.A.L. Carriage Works, Ke'
Bridge, Brentford. [753

£15.—Henderson fieatherwaght sidecar, purchased ne
r920, used about four times, recently repainte(

fitted, new Dunlop studded cover and tube, electric lam
and accumulator box, 4 connections, perfect coudition.-

Grey, White House, Cobham, Surrey. [755

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. Whe;
folded (10 seconds) combination passes throug

ordinary doorway. Unnoticeable .appearance whe:

open, no freakishness; send for descriptions.—Fran
Whifcworth. 139. New St., Birmingham. [508

SPECIAL Purchase.—Manufacturers' stock to l

cleared at unheard of prices (stock soiled). Coir

plete sidecars with coachbuilt body, tyre and fitting!

£11/10: coachbuilt bodies, £3/10; limited quantity
cannot be repeated.—Bastones, 228, PentouTille Rd
King's Cross. London, N.l. [734

SIDECAR (Phoenix), O.B., underslung, off B.S.A
roomy, comfortable, splendid upholstery (green;

2V2 tyre, new bearings wheel. Cameo, hood, ins

enamelled and varnished (body green), spare spring

£12; privately owned.—Seen at Clarke's Garage, Sout
St., Romford. (Half-minute station.) [715

PARAGON fpatent) Folding Sidecar saves BtoraRi

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itse

absolutely relialde. Fits any make of motor cyclf

and, when folded, combination will pass through
30iii. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wii
cycle Co., Ltd.. 236, High Holborn, W.Cl. [038

HELEN Sidecars ! I I Helen Sidecars 1 1 ! Still goin

strong. Heavyweight outfits complete, ne'i

bulbous back bodies, for all types of American ani

English machines, £22 / 10 ; complete outfits I<

Triumph, B.S.A., etc., from £12/10; new lichiweighl^

complete, £11 / 10 ; 2-seaters complete, all fitting i

etc., from £14. Your old outfit taken In part «
change. Extended payments taken. Write for part

culars.^Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tuli

Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [772

340 All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oj the Issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
aUGE Purchase of Plus One Chassis, brand

new, complete witli all fittings, for Enplisli

nd American 8-1 Oh.p. machines, usual price £23

;

ur price ;£l?/l'i; or nT-nnlete with r^nr sTienallv

uilt Jte Liuxe body, upholstered real leather, £22/10.
-Robini AlanTifactnring Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,

irixton, S.\V.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [7726

^LD Man Hep. nearly sold out his 1,000 Douglas
Chassis at £5 each, so it you don't want to be

isappointed get busy. He can also supply a new
>ougIas type body fitted with bulbous back and locker
nder seat and new tyre (complete sidecar) £10/10;
old over 850 since last August, Send for photo,
nclose stamp, please.—Hep, 17-19, Wilcox Rd,, South
.ambeth. London S.W.8. [7343

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER.—New Milltord chassis de
luxe, fitted with best coachbuilt bulbous back

ody. painted and upholstered to choice, or standard
1 royal blue, £20; chassis only, £11/11; all fittings

-ee. Special fittings for late type Triumphs. Several
scond-hand Millford chassis at bargain prices; other
lakes of chassis second-hand from £2. New 6h.p.
lofield chassis, £5. New sidecar wheels, less tyre,
5/-. Severa:! new bodies slightly shop-soiled at clear-
Bee prices. All Millford parts stocked. Write for

[U illustrated catalogue. If you wish to purchase
our sidecar by instalments, come and. inspect the
Jdeezi Model. Liberal allowance for your old side-
\r.—Light Car and Motor Cvcle Engineering. Co., Ltd.
'hone: Brixton 1292. Half minute from Brixton
bating Rink. [8083

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
Jh.p. 1921 TTnit, with dynomo. 2 spare wheels; £135.
' -Littledale, Stony Stratford. . [7057

i .C. Sociable, good condition, hood, screen ; £45-—
V 5, Shottendane Rd., Fulham. [7406

^.N. Chassis, complete, less engine, gear; £10.—
« Norrington, Montpelier Rd., Ealing. [7527

i .C. Sociable 5-6-h.p., excellent order, electric
a- lights; £30.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [7619

pAMPLIN 1922 2-sea.ter; £175; now in stock.-Ser-
L vice M-otors, St. Chad's Rd., Headingley, I>eds.

[7585
LTORGAN 1915 A.C.. re-bushed, Btnks, any trinl,
W. exchanges ; £55.—Highdene Ridgewav, Enfield.

[7423
?40-—Tamplin 1920 2-seater. hood, screen, equipped;
' exchange combination,—47, Leigh Rd., East Ham.

[7752
k .V. Monocar, 1920; cash price. £120; excellent con-
* dition,—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

[7968
FAMILY Morgan, electric and oil lighting; £100.

—Avery, 24, Grove Park Rd., Brlslington, Bristol.
[7669

>h.p. single cylinder Rover, magneto, splendid oon-
* dition; £18.—London Road Garage, Stony Strat-

nd. [7058

jfORGAN. lat*^ 1P20. M.A.G., Grand Prix, equipped,
'X taxed, perfect; £126.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.-
W.-?. [585a

5EDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p., air-
^ cooled or water-cooled to choice. Immediate de-
^eries.

>EDELIA.—Air-cooled model £185, water-cooled
^ model £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3 speeds
id reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,
ols, jack, and pump included ; trial fi-ee.

JEDELIA.-Cash or easy terms. Your old cai* or
motor cycle taken part payment.

JEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer,
sole concessionnaire for the British Empire, Pal-

er's Garage, Tooting. [7732

COVENTRY-PREMIER 1922 4-wheeler, as new;
•^ £160.—James, c/o Eradmores, 482, Harrow Rd.,
iddington. [7816

> .V. Monocar, 1920, 5h.p., excellent condition, re-
i. painted, electric lighting, speedometer, tax paid.
iV.—Below.

1AMPLIN 1921 Tandem, Staggered seating, tax
paid, full equipment, excellent condition; £72.—

;low,

•COVENTRY-PREMIER 3-wheeler,- 1920, tax paid,
^ dvnamo lighting, fully equipped, excellent condi-
gn; £120.—Below,

I.N., 2-speed, belt drive, tax paid, good condition;
T. £32/10.—Below.

'C.N. 1921 Popular, excellent condition, mileage
^ 3.000; £105.—Elce. Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate
v., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[007 'i

yiLEY Runabout, 7-9h.p., water-cooled, perfect:
*' £75 ; exchange light car,—4a, St. John's Wood,
mdon, W. [7383

TORGAN De Luxe, excellent condition, tax paid,
J- fully equipped; £85.—Waterloo House, Nojth
leam, Surrey. [7237

922 Castle Three, new, 4-cyl., water-cooled, electric
lighting, in stock; £200.—Stephens, 60, Notte

.., Plymouth. [7233

921 Garden 2-seater, spare wheel, electric light-
ing, hood, and full accessories; £60.—Ross, 86,

igh Ed., I^e. _ [7608

James

GROSE
LTD.

OLD JEWRY,
CHEAPSIDE,

E.C.2.

land at 255-
[257, HoUoway

Road, N.;

8, New Bridge
Street, E.G.

i^..tuu lis tied 1876.

'Phones: 7712 Central. 1297 North. City 3634-

SIDEOARS
We specialise in Sidecars, and can supply from Stock

to fit almost any make of machine.THE SF>UR RAOER.
This sidecar
is very light

and strong,

it o n Ty
weighs 6olbs.

complete,
therefore
specially
suitable for

lightweights,
two- strokes,
etc. The

Body is well upholstered and fitted with two small
lockers. The Chassis is fitted with large C springs, and
quick detachable connection, wide mudguard, and any
size wheel and tyre. Price complete ^H • 11 • Q
1922 MOTOR OYOLES

Shop Soiled.
2| H.P. DOUGLAS ALLON - - . £65
8 H.P. MATCHLESS Combination Model H,

with spare wheel, wind screen, etc. - £150
2| H.P. SPUR Two-stroke two speed. - - £40

GENUINE

C O WE Y
SPEEDOMETER

55A
CARRIAGE
PA D.

SIDECAR
CARRIER

Fits on the body is

therefore free_ from all

shocks and jars-

Easy to fit and very
strong. Size 20 ins.
X 15 ins.

As illustrated,
jwith two gallon
petrol can carrier

13/6
Less petrol can
carrier, S/o
Enamelled black

EXTRA STAY
for Sidecar Guards v- cHo^E
Fits on parallel tube
of chassis and end of guard. Prev
breakage.
Price 1/6 each. Enamelled black

SILENCER

EXTENSION

Aluminium end cap with 24 ,n. steei tubm?
and centre fixing bolt. End cap is
tapered from 4 in. to 3 in. Price comp!ete

8/6
Clip for holding extension 6cl.

FOOT CONTROL
-for S.A. Clutch

New pattern and extra
strong with Bolt com-
plete 1/6

ALUMINIUM
FOOTREST
PADS

Adjustable for I m. or

i In. Bars.

3/9 pair.

A Special Show of Siciecars is always on view at
our Holloway Road Branch, which closes at 1

o'clock Thursdays and 9 o'clock Saturdays.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN 1916 A.C. M.A.G. lOh.p., good conm

tion, acetylene; ^70.-60, TalEarth Rd., West
Kensington, London. f5804

DUO Car, 8h.p. J.A.P., one damased cylinder:
reasonable cash offer.—Particulars, 62, Maysoule

Rd.. London, S.W.ll. r7162

MORGAN G.P,. 1921, as new in every way, fully

equipped; £130.—Rosoworth Cottage, Chipstead
Valley Rd., Coulsdon. [7769

£110.—Unit No. 1. 1920, dvnamo model, spare
wheel, etc.—Clifford Wilson Company, 177, West-

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [8052

MORGAN.—New 1922 Models in stock.—Agents,
Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidston Rd.,

Birkenhead.' Phone: 2047. [2389

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures smart 12-15h.p.

Panhard landaulet, runs well.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures modern 15.9h.p.

Swift touring car, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat

light van.

PiALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 . down and 12
monthly payments £8 / 10 secures Piccard-Pictet

% landaulet, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Gai-age, Tooting.—£125 cash secures
modern 15.9h.p. Napier 30-cwt. covered van,

solids rear.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£85 cash secures sport-
ing Ford 2-seater, detachable wire wheels, very

fast.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£120 cash secures 10-

12h.p. Alcyon 2-seater, dickey, 4 cyls., gate,

smart.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting. — £85 cash secures
modern 10-12h.p. Belsize' light 4-seater, mono-

bloc, gate change.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£150 cash secures
extra smart 20h.p. Standard ^ landaulet, 6

cyls.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures 30h.p. Berliet

touring car, small six.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£75 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures 16-20h.p. modern

Wolseley touring car. ^
PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12

monthly payments £8 secures excellent SheflBeld-
Simplex ?,i landaulet, Bedford cord.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat

cab, 4 speeds, runs well.

PALMER'S Garage, Toating.-£40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 15h.p. Slaxwell

sporting 2-seater,

PALMER'S Garage, 187-199. High St.. Tooting,
will accept your old car or motor cycle as part

payment lor any car in stork. For cash price dedurf
10 per cent, from above totals. [7731

GORDON-ARMSTRONG, lOh.p. J.A.P., 2-seater
'

Chater, 3-speed gear box; bargain, £15.—118
Hither Green Lane, Lewisham. [8076

MORGAN, 1921, De Luxe, water-cooled. M.A.G.

.

like new; £130; several cheaper.—Bunting's
Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [79

C10VENTRY-PREMIER, 5-wheeler, dynamo lighting.
' new January, 1921, handsome lot; £140.—Bunt-

ing's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7969

LATE 1921 Coyen try-Premier 4-wheeler, dickev.

splendid condition; £145.—Norrington, 'I'errace

Garage, Turnham Green Ter., Chiswick. [7691

CYCLECAR as illustrated and described in The Motor
Cycle of August 5rd, page 168; £120, or ofEer,-

Chaasen, 34, Windsor Terrace, Glasgow. [7046

"I Q20 Tamplin 2-seater, hood, screen, 3 speeds,
J~*y licensed, lamps, guaranteed perfect; £59 (ex-

changes).—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7592

"I
Q21 M.B., 4-cyl. Coventry Simplex engine, spare

X«7 whe^l, hood screen, electric light, licensed, as

new; £105.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7593

TEMPERING 9h.p 2-seater, June. 1921, 6 inter-

changeable wheels, perfect; £125; would ex-

change.—Mitchell, 12, Canonbury Place, 'N.l. [7274

MORGAN de Luxe. 1921, M.A.G., water-cooled,

absolutely as new; £140; many spares.—James,

c/o Eradmores. 482, Harrow Rd.. Paddington. [7817

GARDEN 2-seater 1921, hood, windscreen, electric and
acetvlene lighting, licence, Klaxon, splendid con-

dition; £65, exchanges.— 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [7559

A,V. Monocar 1920 6h.p., J.A.P., 2 speeds, dickey,

lighting. Klaxon, tax paid, good tyres, general

condition as new; £55.-2, Madrid Rd., Barnes. [7475

MORGAN 1921, Aero model, water-oooled, speedo-

meter, hcod, screen, 5 lamps, 2 D.A. cylinders,

all tools, etc., car very little used and guaranteed
perfect; 126 gns.—Lougman Bros., Bond St., Ealing.

'Phone: 689. [7703

All tetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 341
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
T> OVER.—Buy from official appointed agents. 1
J-V 8h.p. light car, brand new and fast, just
livered ex works; £220; exchange or easy t«riifl

Wauchope'a, 9. Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holb
5777. [6

K Q GNS., exchange.—1919 Garden 2-seater, re;
tJ iJ for a tour, 8b. p. J. A.P., 3 speeds, kick-8ti
disc, wheels, screen, hood, any examination, tria
Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenh
2452. [31

MORGAN G.P., M.A.G. engire, 1918, dynamo li(

_ing, electric horn, spesdometer, discs, 5 Ian
dash 'lamp, taxed, sound condition; exchange combi
tion; or sell cheap for cash.—143, Ravensbury
Earlsfield, S.W.18. [7:

COVENTRY-PREMIER, 1922, latest model, bn
new, just arrived; trials and tuition free; £!

cash, or easiest of easy payments. Motor cycles

cars taken in part exchange.—Wilkins, Simpson, i

posite Olympia, London. [31

"IQ21 (date guaranteed) Garden fine 2-seater, tv

J-*' 3 speeds, hood, screen, -speedometer, Klax
lamps; any trial; only 79 gns.; exchange motor cyt

also easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Eb
St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [7i

COVENTRY-PREMIER 4-wheeletI super-runabt
8h.p., water-cooled, spare wheel, dynamo, t\

insured, etc.; £230; motor cycles, etc., taken in*p
exchange; instalments if desired.—Frank Whitwoi
139, New St., Birmingham. [5(

-| Q22 lOh.p. Popular Morgan. M.A.G. encine, Bii
J-t/ carburetter, lamp sets and horu, tax w
brand new July, carefully used, 150 miles only;

price complete ^£161, acx:ept £148.—Wallis. 49. Hi
St., Saffron Walden. - 'Phone ; 45. r7;

1 022 Morgan G.P. model, :fitted o.h.v., water-cooj
^ c? Anzani engine, fully equipped, in stock '

immediate delivery; £185. Easy payments accep
i

at 4% extra.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 2

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. :[7S

REYNOLDS Runabout, in perfect coudition, 2-sea'

2-strokG engine, 2-speed gear, kick-starter, bur

seats, as new, with tool kit; makers' price 75 gn

our price £45 only; come and test it.—C. Dim'n

and Co.. 16. Little Portland St., London. [5!

MORGAN Grand Prix Aero Model, M.A.G. engi

w.c, special exhaust, Lucas dynamo lighti

discs, hood, splendid condition ; nearest offer to £1:

privately owned; seen after 6.30 p.m.—Y*oung, Thoi

son's Garage, Estcourt Rd., Fulham, S..W.6. t7i

£75.-1921-22 Tamplin 2-seater, side-by-side sw

twin J.A.P. 8h.p. engine, hood, screen, lam i

speedometer, 3-speed. clutch, kick-start, only run 1

hundred miles, condition as new; genuine bargaiii

Speechley, 86, Chm-ch,field Rd., Actom, W.3. 'Phot

Chiswick 1902. [72

MORGAN De Luxe 1922 (May), plum purpi

nickel fittings, W.C., 8h.p. J.A.P., Bonniks

trip, Jeffs, Zenith, Jack, etc., cost £210, year's tj

done 500 miles, owner-driven, bought car; nean

£175; delivered 50 miles; no -dealers.—5, Ickbac

Rd., aapton, E.5.
''

t'l

8-lOh.p. Grand Prix Morgan^ M.A.G. engine, paini

heliotrope, lamps, horn, hood, screen, hood co?

usixal accessories, special black domed mudguar
discs, in excellent coudition, only run a small mi
age; price £145 ; exchanges.^R. Bamber and C
Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607.

C73WE are now in the position to give early delive

of all models of the Morgan Runabout; ea

payments accepted at 4% extra. We are ofl&cial agen

and can supply every spare part from stock : o?|

hauls by Morgan experts.—Homac's, Morgan SeiTi

Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 240£
' ^ [79

Spare Parts: -*

MORGAN Spare Parts from stock; trade supplied

Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [79'

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all modi

from stock; list free.—Elce. Ltd., 13-15-1

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile ~ St., E.G. 3. 'Phom
Avenue 5548. [00!

MORGAN Service Depot.—Officially appointed i

the Jlorgan Motor Co. for London. All spar

in stock. Repairs and overhauls by Morgan experts.-

243. Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [7?:

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.

COUNTY eh.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as liceps-

throughout the country.—Write for full partjc

lars, County Cycle and Motor Go., "Originators," 30

Broad St.. Birmingham. [25.

B.S.A. Canoelet Taxi Combination, 6-7h.p., dynah

lighting, electric horn, speedometer, tax pai

cost nearly £300 last year; special bargain, £13
Exchanges. Also 1921 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combinatio
Easting screen, electric lamps. Klaxon and bulb horn

tax paid; £105, Exchanges.—^Newnbam, 223, Har

mersmith, Rd., London. [771

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN, a.c. 8h.p. J.A.P., speedometer, tyres and

mechanical condition good; £70; offers invited;
after 6.30.—44, Kiver Rd., Upper HoUoway. N.19.^

[7386
LIGHT Car, 5-6h.p. W.C, J.A.P.. Phoenix chassis,

partly assembled, spares, particulars, exchange;
bargain, £30.—Wardman, High St., Cheltenham.

[7097
£55.—Warren Lambert 2-«eater, 4-wbeeler, 1914,

9.6h.p. water-cooled Blumfi^ld engine, electric

lamps, eschauge considered.—406, York Ed., Wands-
worth. ^ [7569

075.—Temerino 1921 2-seater, lOb.p., 3-9peed and^ reverse, kick-starter, detachable disc wbeels, small

mileage, exchange combination.—406, York K-d., Wands-
worth. [7568

HAMILTON Light Car, fully equipped, ready for

service; early delivery; £175; write for booklet.

—Smith and Co., Ltd., Compton Works, Wlckford,
[B449

MORGAN De Luxe 1920, J.A.P., fully equipped,
disc wheels, apa-re chains, valves, tube, cover,

exoellemt condition; £115.—Lloyd, Victoria Ter., Leam-
ington. [7651

COVENTRY-PREMIER 4-wheeler, 1922, new con-
dition, tax and insurance paid; £190; exchange

cheaper car or cycle.—97, Nightingale Rd., Wood
Green. v {7228

MORGAN de Luxe, 1921, Sh.p., water-cooled, speed-
ometer, discs, lovely condition; £125; exchanges.

—Hillier (srde bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North Ken-
sington. [7794

HAI,rFAX.—7-9h.p. 3-speed 3-wheeler, £69 / 10 ;-

A.V. Sh.p. 2-speed,-^75; 1920 Richardson light
car, £95.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. 17929

MORGAN, 1920, Grand Prix, J.A.P., all accesso-
rieej £110.-Rey, 173. Great Portland St.

'Phone : Langham 1257. -Open till 7.30 ; 4 o'clock
Saturdays. [6998

TWO Lovely G.N.'s, little used, privately owned,
dynamo, open to any reasonable offer of ex-

change; to be sold cheap.—Marlborough, 20, Finch-
ley Rd., N.W.8. [6173

QQ GNS.; ExchaJige.—Baby Peugeot, 3 speeds,
^*y lamps, horn. Stepney, iax paid; any examina-
tion, trial.—Seaibridge, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwich.
Sydenham 2452. [7681

CAMBRIA Cycle Car, 9b.p'. air-cooled J.A.P., 90°,
overhead valves. Fellows magneto, tax paid 1922;

£70. Wanted, De Luxe Morgan.—Berry, 81, Haw-
thorne Rd., Bolton. [7759

BAYLISS-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p, Model, 4-cylinder
water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300

gns.i immediate delivery.—Godfrey's Ltd., 208, Gt.
Portland St., London, W.l. [0736

COVENTRY-PREMIER 1921 3-wheeler, dynamo,
spare wheel, dickey, speedometer, in new condi-

tion; £140; exchanges.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Walling-
ford Av.. North Kensington. [7795

/:t..N. 1920 Standard Model, full equipment,
^-^ dynamo lighting, etc., perfect condition; £120.—
Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548, [0072

1 Q22 Morgan Popular, £150; Grand Prix, £180;
X*^ 8h.p. Rover. £220; in stock for immediate
delivery; easy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0773

A.V. Monocar 1921 8h.p., fully equipped, in per-
fect condition, mileage 500; £70; or exchange for

good motor cycle Oi" combination.—K.G.S.H,, Win-
chest-er House, E.G. 2. Tel. : Wall 4343. [7280

MORGAN 1922 Family Model lOh.p., M.A.G.
engine, water-cooled, practically new, excellent

condition, speedometer, accessories, tax and insurance
paid; £180".—Jenks, Mont-Clare, Cinderford. [7856

TAMPLIN 1921 2-seater, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds,
hood, screen, electric lighting, etc., excellent con-

dition; 72.—Elce, Ltd., 13,15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.G.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0073

A.V. Monocar -with dickey 1920, 8h.p., just over-
hauled, re-enamelled and upholstered, new tyres

and spares, exchange Triumph combination or sell cheap
ior cash.—Botsford, 37, Thorpe Ed., St. Albans. [7431

1 Q 1 5 Morgan, just overhauled, painted blue and
-*^ fitted with new cylinders, special pistons, magneto,
Binks carburetter, radiator, hood, screen, chains, good
tyres, lamps, insurance; £85.—Pepper, Flitwick, Beds.

[7445
4-OYL. 3-3eater car, late model, electric light, hood,

screen, spare cover, mechanical horn, discs, taxed;
snip 67 ens.; exchange.—W. J. C. Motor Exchange,
5, Addison Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2C71.

[8094
G.N. 1922 2-seater, dickey, dynamo lighting, 5 de-

tachable wheels, automatic lubrication, hood,
screen, horn, tools, pump, jack, tyres unpunotured,
mileage 500: ^£210—Box 3227, c/o The Motor C'vcle

[•7325

VICTOR, splendid 2-seater, Sh.p. twin, water-cooled,
3 speeds, reverse, hood, screen, lamps; 49 gns.

Exchange motor cycle. Easy terms.—Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Sta-
tion). [7701

MOTOR
cvaES
ON EASY TERMS

ANY MAKE
SUPPLIED

Details and latest lists free

NEW SOLO MACHINES
2j h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, de Luxe £60
41 h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, belt drive. . £107

4I hp- B.S.A., 3-speed, chain-drive. £110
2 J h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed

. £55

2f h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT.J A.P £73
2J h.p. LEVIS. Popular model £48
2I h.p. NEW IlVfPERIAL, chain . . £73
If h.p. McKENZIE Lightweight . . £27 6
2i h.p. O.K., single speed £39 18
2j h.p. O.K., 2-speed, clutch, etc.. . £60 18
2| h.p. RADCO, 2-speed £42
2 1 h.p. RADCO, single speed £35 14

3i h.p. RUDGE, Multi gear £77 Q
3J h.p. RUDGE, 3-speed, chain drive £94
2 J h.p. SPARK, single .speed £39 18

2l h.p. ^TRIUMPH, Lightweight . . £65
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, belt.. £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-spced, chain.. £115

NEW COMBINATIONS
2-J h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, de Luxe £85

4i- h.p. B.S.A., belt drive, No. 3
sidecar £139 Q

il h.p. B.S.A., chain drive. No. 3
sidecar £142 Q

8 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £140
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, 3-speed £170
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed.. £145
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-sp., belt drive £145

SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED
1922 4} h.p. COMBINATION, chain

drive. No. 3 sidecar £130

3i h.p. INVICTA, 3-speed, Classic
sidecar £100

SECOND-HAND
2 1 h.p. CLYNO, 2-speed and clutch,

1920 £37 10
I

-I
h.p. McKENZIE Lightweight . . £20

If h.p. YOUNG CYCLE, with motor
attachment £17 10

All machines sent Carriage Paid from
London to nearest Railway Station

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SWl

{Opposite the Main Building}

CARS FOR SALE.
OVER 2-seater, good order, 2 ignitions; 4;27.—

Bellingliam Ter., (Jatford. [79!

NAPIER 15h.p. Box Van, first-rate order; «75.

1, Bellingliam Ter., Catford. [79'

R
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CARS FOR SALE.
AAR'RACQ Car lor Sale: or es<:haiige for com-
^ binatiou.— 143, Shooters Hill Rd., Blackhcath.

(7588
921 De Luxe G.N., dj'narao lighting, spare wheel,

as new; i£115.—24, Balliol Kd., North Ken-
igton. L7870

JOVER Cars.—1922 Sh.p. model; price £220; early
V delivery.—Godfreys', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..
jndon, W.l. [0360

XT^EiST Norwood t 60 cars, absolute bargains, list

• free, exchanges.—Douglas S. Cox, Lansdowne.
"est Norwond [1932

>OVER Cars.—The famous Sh.p. model in stock,
V £220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co.,
•5, Hieh St., Acton, London. [0761

^OVER Sh.p., 1922, mileage only 900, many extras;
£180; exchanges.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Walling-

rd Av., North Kensington. [7793

tOVER, 1922, new condition, speedometer, side
curtains, several extras; £175.—James, c/o Brad-

Jres, 482, Harrow Ed., Paddington. [7818

jOVENTRY-PREJIIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £230;
•' immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—
itcUffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

>0\n5R de Luxe, practically new; cost £270; sacri-
v fice at £210; finished peacock blue.—.Tames, c/o
admores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [7819

J..N., 1922 (May), dynamo, spare wheel, dickey,
f small mileage; £165; exchange.—Hillier (side
ID, 9. Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [7792

• OVER 8h.p. Light Car. 1922 models, dynamo
v lighting; £220 cash, deterred payments 4%
tra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[0729
[TAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—G.N. 1921
r- model, fully equipped, in excellent condition,
ire wheel and tyre; £150. 'Phone: Holborn 5777.

[6723
135 down and 12 monthly payments of £7/10 buys
' excellent running Waverley 2-seater, nice dickey,
rrlsnd rims; bargain.—Marlborough, 20, Fincbley
I., K.W.8. [6175

FALIFAX.-1922 B.S.A., Oalthorpe, Coventry
L Premier, Lagonda, and Rhode. Latest models,
5h or exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
, Halifax. [7930

EHO Morgan, w.c, M.A.G., 1921, dynamo lighting,
special yellow body, special gears, aluminium

h, perfect condition; £125.—" Corvallis," Burling-
Rd., Wallasey. (7855

GNS. only: or exchange motor cycle; also easy^ terms.—Tribet coupe 10-12h.p., 4-cyl., 4 speeds,
re wheel, lamps.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
ner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [7697

I.N., 1922. Touring, £225; All-weather, £250;
r fully equipped ; inspection nnd trial invited. De-
Ted p.Tvments arrani^ed. From Agents and Show-
ms, 222, Gt. Portland St. Museum 2271. [1629

922 Calthorpes, all models awaiting any reason-
able exchange, cars or motor cycles, or pay

of income: also second-hand and nearly new
dels at low prices.—Marlborough, 20, Fincbley Rd.

[6174

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
TON Federal Lorry, new tyres, tax paid, any trial;

exchange, or sell £90.—Ward, South Western
rage, New Maiden, Surrey. [7796

jjh.p. Light Motor Van, 3 speeds, inverse, twin
W cylinders, good hill-climber; £65, or exchaJige
motor cvcle and sidecar.—28, Bourne Rd., Bexley.

[8020
[)h.p. Loco 10-15 cwt. Lorry, truck body, new rear
W pneumatics, engine overhauled, in excellent con-

on; cheap proposition for fast delivery work; £30.
ialvern Garage, Thornton Heath. [7678

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
BY Wauchope'g. 9, Shoe IJane, liondon. E.0.4. for
easy terms. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [7218

OBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
' could not be simpler.—157b, Gt. Portland St.;

L. . [5935

ASH, exchange, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd.,
13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

one Avenue 5548. (0076

'ALIFAX.—£7/10 deposit and 10/- weekly buys a
motor cycle or combination, price £32/10. Get
list.—Malilax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

ifax. [7928

NY make of cycle or any combination completeiv
equipped; licensed, insured on 12, 15, 18 months'

snded payments system.—Write for particulars,
eezi Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St.. S.W.I. [0830

ENGINES.
EW 9h.p. M.A.G. Cycle Car Engine, air-cooled,
carburetter and magneto, starting handle; £40.

A.P. lOh.p. Cycle Car Engine, air-cooled, 90°, com-
,

plete with inlet pipe and magneto, as new; £30.
tV^O 4h.p. J.A.P. Engines, air-cooled, as new, com-
plete with magneto; £21 each.—Reynolds Bros,

1 St.. Barnsley. [5182

JititiiinirinrniritiritMririniriiMiiitiiriiiiiiiiiiirititiiiiiiiii

lEDWARDSl
= jRr ro.. :

[101, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.l |

: Tel. Mayfair 4087 :

E We have been appointed Sole Distributing :

= Agents for London and 50 miles Radius for :

\ The PRIORY
|

: 2| h.p. J.A. P. 2-Speed. Clutch, Kick Start
j

Price S2 Gns.
I

2% h.p. PRIORY 2-Stroke, 2-Speed. I

Price oCOO :

E1922 3 H.P. 3.Speed RALEIGH I

Combination. Brand new. =

Price £103
: Speciflcatioa on request. =

Several Brand New 5-6 h.p. \

\ 1921 ZENITH 1

ICOUNTERSHAFT 1

Models, Clutch, Kick-Start, |

84 Gns.
i
Listed £118. Maker's Guarantee. |

SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS. [

\
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD, magdyno, hood, screen, Gns. 5

;
speedometer. Tax paid. As new 140 z

• rg22 MATCHLESS, spring-frame 2-seater side- z
car, windscreen, hood, dynamo lighting, =

: spare wheel, legshields. As new. Mileage r
290. Cost £221 175 z

: 1921 MARTINSYDE, equipped lamps, trip =
: speedo., horn, Easting, insurance pohcy E

Indistinguishable from new 93 ^
; iy207 h.p. READINGSTANDARD comb., djTiamo, =

screen, mascot, licensed, good order 64 :

\
1920 Sh.p. BRITISH EXCELSIOR. De Luxe s,c.

spare wheel, hood, screen. Fully equipped :

and tax paid. Perfect order 92 :

1919 4 h.p. SUNBEAM, Canoclet s/c, fully :

equipped. Good condition 65 :

1919 3 h.p. ENFIELD and Wicker sidecar, ;

speedo., Lucas lamps, horn. Good condition 42 :

SECONDHAND SOLOS.
1922 2j h.p. ENFIELD, fuUy equipped. Excel- ;

lent condition 38 :

1922 2i ENFIELD, kick-start model, fully
'-

_ equipped. As new 45 -

= 1921 2i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed, equipped, :

5 excellent condition 49 ;

^ 1921 3^ h.p. N.U.T., magdyno lighting, speedo., =

r licenced. Good condition 70 :

= 1921 2j h.p.' KINGSBURY, 2 speed, all chain, \
- equipped, licensed, electric Itg., splendid order 33-
= 1921 3* h.p. NORTON H 16, all chain, Lucas :

^ equipment, excellent condition. Year's z
= licence 80 =

z 1921 5 h.p. Sports ZENITH, excellent con- i
= dition, 2 months old 68 =
= 1920 5 h.p. ZENITH, fully equipped, speedo... 50 -
= 1920 2j h.p. COULSON-BLACKBURNE, 3-speed, =

= kickstarter, licensed, good condition 48 ^
E 1920 RUDGE, equipped 41 i

= 1918 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, fully equipped, excellent z.

- condition 37 ^
= 1917 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, clutch, kick :
= start 46 =

= 1911 3J RUDGE Clutch Model. Tax paid. Binks 17 =

I LIGHT CARS. |
= 1921 MORGAN, G.P., M.A.G. Engine. Lucas =
= Dynamo. Speedo, licensed, repainted, E
= perfect order 139 i
E Deferred Payments & Exchanges on any of the ahove. E

= WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS. E
= Cash waiting. r
.'fiiiiiiiinKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

ENGINES.
7 A /-•—"'I'' Minerva, little used; Werner, 30/-.—
• '-" 91, Grove Rd., London, N.7. [7469

OAh.p. engine A.C., on wood bate with fan comiilete,

,, T *^' ^'fili.n. Dout'las frame. fl.-Fairhe, Slniii-
tord. [7118
p. and M. Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
-^ pleted, £6/10; spares.—7, Hereford Ed., Bays-
water. |-Bi'o4

JAC'^ LUCAS offers complete units fitted up ready
*-* for running on approval or money back terms.-
Below.

FNDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Twin, fitted Splitdorf mag-
-- neto, Hed-strom carburetter, mechanical lubrica-
tion; £12/10.—Below:

T~VOTJGLAS 1915, new condition, waterproof mag-^ neto. Zenith carburetter, guaranteed sound; com-
plete unit, iElO/lO.—Below.

T.A.P. Sh.p. short stroke overhead-valved Kacing
*^ Twin, extra light moving parts, roller bearings,
one cylinder missing, otherwise perfect; £10/10.—
Below.

"p.E.C.O. Z^Jh.p. latest type 2-stroke, fitted water-
-»- proof magneto, Amac carburetter, sprocket, and
silencer; d69/ 10.—Below.

/^.K. 2-stroke 2'!4h.p. 1922. complete with aluminium
vy footboards, C.A.V. magneto and B. and B. car-
buretter and silencer, absolutely like new; *10/10.—
Below.

T>EX 1913 Twin 8h.p., m.o.v., roller bearings, water-
-*-V proof magneto, with carburetter and adjustable
pulley; £10/10.—Below. . .

GTATIONAEIES. all water-cooled and fitted with
^-^ outside flywheels, magnetos, carburetters, and
pulleys: Humber 3h.p., £8; Wolseley on stand, £8;
Clement-Garrod 3h.p. on stand, £9.—Below.

JACK LUCAS. 110, Willows Rd., Cannon Hill, Bir-
mingham. Please cross remittances Llovds

Bank. [7760

J -A.P. Sh.p. Engine, Bosch, waterproof, Amac, com-
plete unit, running; £15.-187, King's Cross Rd.,

London. {7421

OA ENGINES in stock, cheap. Write, call, orfW 'phone North 1846.—De Cort and Flynn, 39,
Essex Rd., London, N:l. [6458

3«Ih.p. ViUiers, magneto, carburetter, ready fcr
4 frame; £10; exchange 3-speed lightweight gear

box.—Mitchell, 12, Cauonbury Place, N.l. [7275

3ih.p. P. and M. Engine, 191S. less carburetter and
4 magneto, cylinder lately reground; price £5, or

near offer.—Treheme, Rowledge, Farnham. [7348

ENFIELD-VICKERS Sh.p. engine, as new, with
frame, forks, carburetter, handle-bar, all levers,

and carrier; £27.-105, Lark Lane, Liverpool. [7065

PHOENIX Sh.p. water-cooled Twin, complete, £9;
Fafnir 3h.p., w.c, bedplate, complete, perfect, £8.

—Gullick, Bank Chambers, Irongate, (JUesterheld.

[7652

BARGAIN.-One 2%h.p., 2-stroke, nearly new steel

cylinder, complete with magneto and carburetter, in
frame, fit; £10/10.—Truckell, Totton, Southampton.

[7043

SPARE Parts for ViUiers, Blaokburne, and A.B.C.
engines from stock; trade supplied; write fcr

spares list.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l.
[7946

3JLh.p. o.h.v. J.A.P., with magneto platform, as
2 new, £14; 3V2h.p side valve J.A.P., £8; 4h.p.

side valve Rex, £5/10.-14, Ecclesbourne Rd., Isling-
ton, N.l. [7807

LEVIS Flat Twin Engine, 6h.p., magneto and car-
buretter, £12; 4h.p. ditto, no carburetter or

magneto, £7.—Cole, 457, Rathgar Rd., Loughborough
Junction, S.W.9. (6170

8-lOh.p. Douglas water-cooled engines, horizontally
opposed, mechanical lubrication, brand new, and

second-hand, suitable light car, stationary power. plant.

—StaniD specification, Derrington, Grafton Rd., New
Maiden. 'Phone: 256. [8087

WHATEVER type of engine you require, we can
supply. Special bargains :—1917 2^h.p. J.A.P..

£10/10; brand new Coventry-Premier, pattern 1915,
4h.p., £12/10; SV'h.p. Premier, 1913, £9; S'Ah.p.
Rudge, £11; 2')4h.p. Calcott, £6.—Forfleld Motors.
Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [7987

ENGINES.— 500 2%h.p. 2-stroke, manufactuced by
Coventry car maker, 70 mm. bore, 70 mm. stroke,

roller bearing big end, floating gudgeon pin, com-
plete with exhaust pipe and release, brand new and
first-class workmanship, standard design; £6/10 each;

trade enquiries invited.—Marriott and Co., Key Hill,

Birmingham. [7830

HEPPELTHWAITE'S for all spares for the Sh.p.

J.A.P., 4h,p. w.c. J.A.P. (new), £13; complete
set of new parts to built Sh.p. (less flywheels),

£10/10; second-hand engines, 4h.p. J.A.P., £10;
2h.p. Ixion, stationary, seen running, SA% suit push
cycle; 3V2h.p. Triumph, chipped fins, £5/10; 3y2hj>.

Humber and magneto, £8/10; 1921 B^h.p. L.M.C.,

£10; Sh.p. N.S.U., £4/10; also others.—19, Wilcoi
Rd., South Lambeth, London. S.W.8. 'Phone: 1968
Brixton. [7341

All lettei-s relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue 343
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ENGINES.
T.D.O. Eiigino Parts.—SlAlLp. 4-stioke, 2«4li.p. 4-

stroke, aud '2%h.B. 2-stroke, 2%l).p. 2-stioke

engines complete; £7/10 eacli.—Write actual maniilac-

turee, VT. H. Cross, 108, Yartiley Ed., Acocks Green,
Birmingham. [8049

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
rr.B. I. Co.

H.B, for new and second-lland magnetos; all spares
stocked.

H.B. Specialise in Tliomson-Bennett, complete for

fixing to Triumi>h.

T>.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

I^.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti: £3.

TVIXIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

H
H

-B. Guarantee magnetos one year.

H

.B. will take your old machines in part payment.

H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,
on approval against cash, or through The Motor

Cycle deposit system.

B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill,

London. 'Phone: Brixton 010. [0694

T^HE Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service.

THE largest ignition repairs organisation in Europe.
Eight branches staffed aiid equipped to carry out

thorough repairs to magnetos, dynamos, starters, bat-
teries, and accumulators ol eyery known make in the
minimum time.

A LL work

IS subject to a manufacturers test, aud returned as
new, guaranteed for twelve montlis.

THE Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service r—iMan-
chester, 286, Deansgate. 'Pbone: Central 7342.

Ixindon: 142, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: l^luseum S805.
Leeds: 94, Albion Sb. 'Phone: 27219. LiveriX)ol

:

16, Colquitt St. 'Phone : Royal 605. Birmiuubam :

192, Corporation St. 'Pbone: Central 201^9. Bi-ist'bl:

14, Colston St. 'Phone : 3728. Glasgow ; 134, West
Nile St. 'Phone: Douglas 1C05. Paris: 40, Rue
Brunei. 'Phone : Wagram 50-11. Head Office and
Works: Cbeetwood Lane, Derby St., IJancheslei'.
'Phone: City 3266 {3 lines). [0841

"(T^OUNTY of Loudon Engineering Works, Ltd.

M

"IITAGNETO Factors and Repairers.

A LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

"jIJOSCH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignition; £3/5.

L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition

:

£3/15.

npHOMSON-EENI^^ETT, ringlo or twin, enclosea.
-«- waterproof, variable ignition, ell degrees; £2/15
each.

TpHOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single or twin,
-*- enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition, all de-
grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, variable
ignition; £2/15 each.

RUTHARDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable
ignition; £2/5 each.

BEBLING, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable
ignition ; £2/5.

SPLITDORE, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable
ignition; £2/5.

DJSLE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, vari-
able ignition; £2.

ANT of the above single-cylinder magnetos can be
supplied with the special long driving epindle,

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and base
plalies, ready to be immediately fitted; sprockets

can be supplied If reanired. Please state make of
engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos for
12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

A LL Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto to
A^ us for quotation. It will pay you. We ean
despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if required,

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

CPEOIAL Terins to Trade. Write for list.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 27,
Stockwell Bd., London, S.W. (1 min. from Stock-

well Underground Station). T.A. : Ignitionae, Clap-
load, London. Tel.: Brixton 2841. [2717

BARGAINS in high-class clearance tyres for motor
cycles.—Call at Radfords, 12, Bull Ring, Birming-

ham. [7833

BOSCH and^ M.L. Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6;
variable ignition, guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.,

Croydon. f762:

ASPINALL'S

CYCLE BLACK
(AIR DRYING)

Lieut. , R.N., writes;

—

" A pint of your Cycle

Black and a lick of

Varnistt has made my
1915 Studebaker look

like a new car."

NOTE. — A sraali tin of Cycle

Blacli will do the same for your

motor cycle combination.

Stocked by ironmongers and
accessory dealers everywhere.

ASPINALL'S ENAMEL Ltd.,

NEW CROSSi S.E.14.

Varnish Works. Telephone:
Rlitcham. New,Cross, 42 & 206.

UNIQUE
Opportunity
HAVING purchased for cash

the following W.D. goods,

we offer same at a small per-

centage of profit as below :

—

C.A.V Starters - - 17/6 each

C.A.V. I or 2 cylinder,

ready for fixing - - 28/6 each

Thomson Bennett, as above 35/-

Thomson Bennett, 4 cylinder 65/-

Thomson Bennett, A.D. 2 47/6

All the above guaranteed for 6 months.

Steel Washers , Tyre Valves

,

Dashboard Lamps at Bargain

Prices.

Terms i month's approval against cash.

BROWN, GARDNER & CO.,

8, Bevis Marks, London, E.C.3.

lONITION. LIGHTING. ETC.
MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnt

spares, and repairs,

MOTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality magn-
now and avoid certain failure of inferior magne

BOSCU Entlosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magne
Ggvernment surplus, ready to fit on Indian, I

ley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powe,
spark at all engine speeds, makes your engine a :

live engine, give you easy Starting, smooth and ra

acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil i

sumption with increased power: price only £5 es

^postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written fiuaraj

sent out with each magneto. We give you satislacl

Ol- refund cash.

"pLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were orii
-*- ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engu
therefore we have every confidence in claiming i\
to be the magneto yiru require for your big macL
Fit one to-day, and -see life with a live machine.

TXART^EY-DAVmSON Owner writes: " Magaetc
--- hand; many tbanks for prompt despatch, ea
factory iu every way; will recommend to my Irlem

lyENTTH Owner writes; " Since fitting ma(rneto b
^J completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfi
Will ccrlainly recommend tbese magnetos. "-

'\\/'HY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists--the i
* * who know—are abnosfc :ill aenJing to \ia

Lbeir Magnetos?

'7'^HERE must be a reason; tbere is; it is beoa
-- tbe Magnetos of quality and guaranteed serv
^upplied by MajidyDamo, beat all other Magnetos.'

MJIGIJYNAMO will lake your old Magneto in p
payment.

TJEMEMBER. your magneto is sent on 14 days'
-Li'pi-Qval against caali per returu on receipt A

your order; thePe is no obligation to keep it uii

ycu bave uted it for 14 days ou your machine »

are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do ._

waul; a I'elia-ble mai^neto wilh 12 months' gaari
teed service IhaD will give you starting wiLliuuL woi'
a iimoother ruonlng, aud more poweHul engine, i

Letter results from your Douglas? Then send foi!i

latest enclosed water'-iroof type Eosch ZA.3 magQ;:
now, price only £5, ca.rria.ge 1/6. \

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters'), ready!)
fit 00 Triumphs, B.S.A.'£, Nortons, aud .1

aud M.'s, with 12 moutbs' guavauUed service, pi)

£3/10, carriage 1/6.
'

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest encldl

waterproof type'(not converLed starters), readyl
fit on 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, w
12 niontbs' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carrfii

1/6.

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing

your sparking plugs properiy? Are ycu wast'

pounds 'yearly by thi-owlng away good plugs? Fit

Upsch aeroplune hand slarLer maguelo ou your gan
bench to-day and always have yoiH" sparking pi

tester at band, price £2, carriage 3/6.

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write; CJ

or 'phone for terms. *
..\,

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you sq
that magneto, wh^atever its coudition, let us seo'

we will rebuild your magneto to Icok and work 1;

new, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hoi

ii urgent, and return it with a written 12 mont'
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired

can lend you aDother free kA charge. We could ii

make these offers if we were not certain ol the qual

of our work.

YOTJR old magneto will be equivalent to new at

low cost. Send us your defective magneto ttc

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Batema,

Row, E.C.2. 'Phone : lyondon Wall 4570. (0

minute from_.Brown Bros.) [74

VAXE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Bui

ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

C,A.V. Single or Twin, clock or anti, 50/-; Tho
son-Bennett ditto, 52/6; Bosch D.A.L. ditto, 60

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L's, Coventry, suital

for stationary engines, 35/-; variable ignitu

]0/- extra,

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cylinder, clock or an

£4/10; fully guaranteed; on approval agaii

cash.

VALE ^Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's BuT

ings, St. Mary. Axe, E.C.3. [08

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to.l

tooth stocked.—Ridington, 202-4. Southaropl

St., Camberwell. tSS

LTJOAg 6-volt dynamo, ppjlect condition.'hardly nee

£4, carriage paid, approval.—E. W. D. Mad
Mattishall, Dereham. l71

ACCUMTTLATORS. — Quality right; price ngl

write for list; trade supplied.—Adams Bri

(Longton), Ltd., Accumulator Manufacturers, Longw

Staffs.
,

'1^

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no mat!

what condition, provided complete, for 30/-'

^

hour Bervice.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond S

EaUng, W. - [5"

a44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
IELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest

London Repair Depot), for repairs and jnag-

tos.

tELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a
months" written guarantee against all defects.

IELIANCE test every magneto afttr repair, under
all running conditions, and as we contract lor

iny of the largest concerns, you naed have no hesi-

li'.'n in placing your orders with us.

IEfJANCE stock spares for all makes. Special
line, genuine platinum screws for all types, 12/-

r pair. Magneto work of every description is car-

id out solely on our premises. We are, llierefore,

ablcd to give you quicker and more efficient ser-

;e at the right price.

IELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of

charge upon any question concerning ignition

jubles. as we place our" long-standing experience at

ur disposal, and old and new customers may be
-tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy
have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-

to Repairing Co., 2S3, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

ELTANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new and
t second-hand magnetos. See following list.

»HOi\ISON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand new
any degree, enclosed waterproof, variable; 55/-.

IHOMSON-BENNETT. large type single or twin,
enclosed. waterproof, variable, suit Harley,

aian, etc.; £3/10.
1.A.V, singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-
' able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Light-
ights; 55/-.

'.I.e. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable f^^*"

' U'riumph, B.S.A., or any Lightweight; £3.

OSCH, type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable,
latest pattern; ideal for Douglas, 254h.p. and

.p.; £4.

»OSCH D.A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, any
' degree, suitable for Indian, Harley. etc.; £4/10.
'ELLOWS new magnetos alwaj's in stock, any de-

gree for any engine ; also a large selection of
ond-hand magnetos, all makes.

I TJARANTEE —Every magneto, no matter what
r the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not
rely that same is in good order at time of sale,

t a plainly written statement that we guarantee
;h machine against all defects for a period of 12
nths. This, we maintain, justifies- us in charging
few shillings more than certain of our com pet 1

s.

tELIANCE cordially invite customers to their
J works to see any of the above on test. Mag
0 list, giving full particulars, sent upon' applica
Q. It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute
Reliance Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St
xn St., London. E.G.I. Tel.: Clerkenwell 4290
i.. : Remagco. Isling, London. [9816

kASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;
' with ammeter and voltmeter. 35/- each nett.—
ilie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l>, 9, Colonial Av.,
aories, E.l. [0760

EBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinvim for blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring.

)ron screws, fit Bosch magnetos, 10/6 pair; old
ews, any make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

EBRON, the pioneer motor contact, registered
March, 1907, and March, 1921; hundreds of un-

icited testimonials.—Jebron, 38, Herbert Rd., Wool-
;h, S.E.18. [0001

PLTTDORF, single, anti-clock, variable ignftion,
practically new, 38/6; reduction for quantities,

[enneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Con-
aght St., Edgware Rd., Marble Arch, London,
dd. 1177. [7825

1/ _ is what we charge for overhauling yoar
' magneto, returned as new in 2 days, and

iranteed for 12 monthsr Spares supplied at lowest
ces.—Turner Bros., Magneto Repair Service, Sum-
rseat. Manchester. [4943

ONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.- We repair Con-
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on tJ.H.,

jch, Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berling
gnetos, we can naturally give you better service,

ces, rewinding, 18/-; condensers, 10/-; platinum
3WS (Bosch standard). 6/-; remagnetising, 2/6; slip

gs, 6/6; H.T. terminals, 4/6. Our price for over-
iling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-
i 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guar-
ded for 12 months, and re-despatched to you in
days.—Continental Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hard-
k Rd., Chiswick. London. [2504

USTON Ignition Co. '3 24-hour repair service
Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;

.itdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

:al service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
res. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.D.
t bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
irantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
.re parto for '*il makes in stock; charged accumu-
org, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
lies, J4-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
e you real live service always.—Euston Ignition
„ 329. Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
iseum 5034. T.A. : Magdyno. Eusroad. London.

r0265

"DAYBEAM
Complete Electric

.- ?f*'?^* C^ Solo Outfit, £3 3s.
Lightweights, ^fiannBSS*' Combination Ou^fit, £3 15s.
Head Lamp only, 25/-. Tail Lamp only, 5/-.

"DAYBEAM " Heavyweight Sets.—Solo, £5 5s.;

Combination, £7 7s. Illustrated List Free.

ACETYLENE HEAD LAMP SET.

(HE "LIFEGUARO'
ACETYLENE
REAR LAMP
Price 3/- each,

Westwood Special Lines are stocked by all reputable agents.

RIM & PATENTS LT?
UAWDErl B° B0RPE5UEV BIRMINGHAM.

IGNITION, LIGHTING. ETC.
SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee f'n«

year, M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-;
Bosch ditto, 45/-; C.A.V. single or twin. 60/-; Thom-
son-Bennett ditto. 60/-. We specialise in repairs and
spares for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamp. Deal with
experts and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdile
Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 1625. [6459

THE London Magneto Repairing and Winding Co.,
Ltd. (Managing Director, S. T. Boon), contrac-

tors to H.M. Government, and officially appoinied
by the R.A.C. Magneto repairs of every dscription

;

all repairs at lowest possible prices, and strictly

guaranteed. We can mostly return them within 24
hours. We have several new and second-hand single

and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—
78, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I. 'Phone :

Museum 1158. T.A. :. .Kumagnelec, Eusroad, London.
12445

TYRES.

MAUDES' Motor Mart.— Special offer oi clearance
covers, not W.D., all guaranteed by us; carriage

paid. 24x214 Hutchinson T.T., 21/-; 26x2 Hutchin-
son Brooklands, 17/6; 26x2 Hutchinson T.T., 23/-;
26x214 Avon Durolith, 25/-; 26x2i/, Hutchinson
Brooklands, 17/6; 26x2i/, Hutchinson T.T. 3-rib,

22/6; 26x2% Hutchinson T.T., 23/6; 26x21,4, to fit

2'/,, Belgrai-e cable cord, 23/6; 26x2V2, to fit 214,

Hut^:hinson passenger, 33/-; 26x2i^, Hutchinson pas-
senger R.N.S., 30/-; 26x3 Hutchinson T.T., 27/6;
28x3 Clincher Dreadnought and De Luxe, 52/6;
700x75, to fit 650x65, Hutchinson 3-rib. 28/-; 700x
SO Burnett manufacture 3-rib, 50/-; 700x80 Stepney
road grip, B tvpe, for Morgan rear %Yheel3, 60/-; tubes,
strong red rubber, 26x214, 5/6; 26x21/,, 6/-; 26x3,
6/-; 28x3, 7/-.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great
Portland St., W.l. (7947

EMANUEL'S tor Tyre Bargains, from maniiiao-
turev's banitrupt and surplus stock.—Below.

Q^x2.—Hutchinson rubber studded, 22/3.

O/S X214.—Clincher de Luxe heavy rubber studded,^^ 22/3; Bates special heavy 3-ribbed. 29/9.

Q^X2.—Continental Standard or ribbed, 16/6;
'^O Hutchinson Brooklands R.S., 26/9.

Oa^^V*-—Hutchinson Brooklands R.S., 19/6; Macin-
/^O tosh chain heavy. 32/3; Palmer cord 3-ribbed

heavy, 34/9; Dunlop Magnum (pattern), 35/-.

Q/?x2%.—Dunlop Retreaded grooved, 20/6; Clincher
'wO de Luxe extra heavy, 24/3; Hutchinson T.T.
rubber stud. 28/6; Palmer cord 3-ribbed heavy, 34/3;
Dunlop Magntun (pattern), 35/9; Dunlop Magnum
extra heavy, 41/-.

0^x21/2 to fit 2Vi rims.—Belgrave cord, cable rubber
/WO stud, 27/9; Emanuel's extra heavy rubber stud,
28 '6; Hutchinson's 3-ribbed, 30/6; Bates special heavy
rubber non-skid, 43/6; Continental heavy, rubber
studded. 39/9.
QfiX2l.i..—Wood-Milne Keygrip, 14/6; Hutchinson
'*«-» rubber studded or ribbed, 33/9; Bates special

heavy ribbed, 30/-.

0£ix2l/2.—Ttom Combination rubber and steel stud,^O 30/-; Avon combination rubber and steel stud,

30/-; Macintosh chain tread, 32/9; Dunlop Magnum
(pattern), 41/-.

6K Ax65.—Emanuel's extra heavy rubber studded,

0\f 26/6; Hutchinson's J-rlbbed, 32/6; Burnett
grooved, 32/-; Dunlop 3-ribbed, 42/-; brand new Palmer
cord 3-ribbed, 35/-.

•YAAxBO to fit 650x65 rims.—Emanuel's extra

I l/V' heavy rubber sUid, 42/6; Bates spccral

heavy rubber non-skid, 52/6.

ry/\/\x75 to fit 650x65 rims.—Hutchinson 3-ribbed

< U" extra heavy, 42/6.

OQx2V. to fit American rims.—Hutchinson ribbed

*0 or" square tread, 26/-.

OQx3.—In original wrappers, Macintosh chain

/*0 tread heavy, 27/6; Fisk extra heavy rubber

studded 46/-; Goodrich safety tread, 47/6; Firestone

rubber non-skid, 45/-; Goodyear diamond tread, 47/6.

OQx3.—Bates special heavy 3-ribbed. 52/6; John
riO Bull extra heavy rubber stud, 52/6.

iynxiV: Bates special heavy rubber non-skid,

liiJ 53'/ 3.

EAL good reliable second-hand ot well-known

makes in all sizes at 10/- each, plus 1/- carnage.

EW Tubes, all sizes, 7/-; clearance, 5/6 each.
w
TOHN Bull Repair Outfits, 3/- and 1/-.

H EMANUEL and Co.—Stores, 37A, Ball's Pond
Rd. Dalston, N.l. Office, 27, Belgrade Rd.,

Stoke Ne'wington, N.16. Tel.: Dalston 3161. [0832

WHERE to buy vour tyres, and get undoubted

satisfacliron.—See Maude Rubber Co. displaverl

advt. 17901

BARGAINS in high-class clearance tyres lor motor

cycles.—Call at Badfords. 12, Bull Ring, Birming-

ham, ^333

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3.000 mile retreads, repairs,

etc., carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co.,

Buxton, Derbyshire. [9293

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-

chase their tyres from McArthur. Hill and Co^

436, \rgvle St.. Glasgow. Lists post free. 1.52UU

411 letters i-elaiing to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a4.'5
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TYRES.
BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and tubes.

A call on us will convince you, or 'phone, Ger-
rard 1347.—See Below.

QIJX214.—Palmer cord, 32/6; Beldam all-rubber,
-*" 25/-; Wood-Milne 3-ply, 22/6; Clinclier da
Luxe, 17/6; extra heavy, 30/-; tubes, 5/6.—Below.
0^x21/2.—Avon Stonehenge, 27/6; Tricar, 30/-;
/^Vi Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar, 27/6; Good-
year cord 5-ribbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9.^Be]ow.

O ft X2y2x2>4.—Palmer cord, 36/-; Beldam 3-ply,
/*" 30/-; 4-ply, 35/-; Wood-Milne 4-ply, 25/-;
Clincher Dreadnought. 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below.

OA X2%.—Palmer cord, 34/3; Wood-Milne key-grip
z*" S-ply, 22/6; 4-ply, 27/6; Beldam all-rubber
3-ply; 25/-; 4-ply, 30/-, tubes, 6/-.—Below.

0/^x3 —Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 35/-; Beldam
/*0 all-rubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-ply, 35/-; tubes, 7/6.
—Below.
O Qx3.—Clincher rubber-studded sidecar, 30/-;
** C? Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 45/-; Beldam
3-ply, 30/-; Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 37/6; tubes.
8/-.—Below.

U Rr/\x 65.—Palmer cord heavy, 42/6; Wood-Milne
V»t»V 4-ply, 37/6; 3-plv, 30/-; Goodyear cord 5-

libbed, 42/6; tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, London, W.C.2 (next door to Aldridge'st

•Phone : Gerrard 1347. [0869

ECONOMIC Tyres.—We have the following blemished
and clefnance covers and tubes in stock. We eend

on 7 days' approval against remittance, carriage paid,
passenger train.

E00NOMIO.-24X2 Clipper Ideal, 15/-; tubes, 5/-:

24x214 (also for 2in. rims) Clincher Junior de
Luxe, heavy, 20/-.

EOONOMI0.-26X2 Clipper Eubberstud, 17/6; 26x
214 Palmer heavy cord, 37/6; Firestone non-skid,

28/6; tubes, 5/6.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Economic heavy rnbberstud,
31/-: extra heavy 36/6; Clipper tubes, 5/6.

EOONOMIO.—26X2V.X2^4 Goodyear All-weather,
37/6: Eom rnbberstud, 25/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIO.—26X21A O.S. Eedfern heavy rubberstud,
27/6: Clipper Ideal, extra heavy, 35/-; tubes, 7/-.

ECONOMIC—28x2% American Clincher extra heavy
de Luxe, 45/-.

EOONOMIO.-28X3 Stepney Boadgrip, 47/6; Goodrich
Safety, 47/6- Firestone non-skid, 45/-; Portage

non-skid, 41/-i tuDes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—660x65 Stepney Eoadgrip, 39/6; Good-
rich Safety, 39/6; Clipper, extra heavy, 32/6;

tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIO.-700X80 Beldam V-groovcd, 50/-;
Goodrich Safety, 46/-; Economic, extra heavy,

42/6; 'tubes, 6/6.

EOONOMIO.—Duulop Eubberstud, fully warranted:
24x2, 22/6; 24x214, 24/9; 26x2, 24/6; 26X2%,

25/9.

EOONOMIO Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Ed., S.E. 14
(near Toira Hall). 'Phone; New Cross 1393. [6651

CENTEAL Garage for Fair Dealing. All covers ad-

vertised are guaranteed, and will be despatched
within one hour on receipt of order ; what is more, we
will send with all lines a portable vulcaniser free of

charge; no motor cyclist should be without one.

SPECIAL Oflcr of Palmer Cord Tyres.—26x2y2X2V,,
' 35/-; 26x21/,. 35/-: 650x65, 44/-; 700x80, 50/-.

Tliese covers are not W.D., but brand new and guar-

anteed.

X2 Hutchinson E.S., 19/6; 26x2 Dunlop heavy,
36/6: Continental H., 21/-; E.H., 25/-.

QC X 214,—Firestone, 27/6; Bates E.H., 30/-: Chnoher
'*" E.H. (oversize), 28/-: Clincher Junior, 19/-;

Goodrich E.H., 28/-; Avon Stonehenge, 21/6: Good-
year E.H., 28/6; Wood-Milne E.H. combination,
22/6; Hutchinson T.T., 21/6; Continental H., 26/-;

E.H., 28/6.

<> ft X 25(1.—Dunlop heavy, 28/-; Avon tricar, 27/6;
/^U Hutchinson, 26/6; Clincher de Luxe (for 2%),
28/-.

Q /J x2yo.—Goodrich E.H., 35/-; Hutchinson Passeu-
<*" ger, E.S., 29/-: Clincher E.H., 29/6; Hutchin-
son T.T., 25/-; Continental H., 28/-; B.H., 32/6.

O£»x2i/,X214.-Dunlop H., 46/-: Hutchinson T.T.,
'*" 30/-: Avon E.H., 28/-; Belgrave cord, 25/-;

Continental H., 32/6.

OftxS.-Continental H., 35/-; E.H., 40/-; 26x3x21/2
/*0 Dunlop H., 54/-; E.H., 62/9.

QQ x3.—(31incher E.H., ribbed, 42/6; Dunlop sidecar,
/W O 30/-: Macintosh chain tread, 25/-; Goodyear
Diamond. 49/6; Firestone, 42/-; Goodrich, 46/-; Portage,
437-: Continental H., 38/-: E.H., 41/-.

ft K Ax65.—Goodiioh (guaranteed), 35/6; HutchinsonOUU H., 32/-; E.H., 37/6.

TAA x80.—Firestone, 41/-; Avon extra heavy, 42/-;
4 1/1/ Goodyear, 52/6.

'T'UBES.—Small size, S/6; 28x3 and 700x80, 7/3.

CENTEAL Garage always open; any covers eent on
7 days' approval against cash, plus 1/6 carriage.

—302, London Ed., Thornton Heath. 2237 Croydon.
[6644

34

^^ BROS. ^
200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W

i'houc—i^mgaa.ii I704"

Any make of machine can be

supplied on our Payment out of

Income Scheme. Write for fuli

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

JAMES No. 10.

Selection of Machines in Stock.

A.J.S. Combination £175

A.J.S., 2f b.p.. r. £85

ALLON, 2-speed, clutch £60

B.S.A., K2 -£107

B.S.A,H2 ...........: : £110

B.S.A., E Combmation '.
. .: £164

CALTHORPE, 2i h.p £36

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, aU on £68

DOUGLAS, s-speed, aU on £82

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. Combination, all on . £135 _0

ENFIELD Combination r8o £140

ENFIELD Combination 190 £158

ENFIELD Lightweight 200 £55

ENFIELD Sports £55

EDMUND (Barr & Stroud engine) £96

JAMES, 7 b.p. Combination £160

JAMES, 3} h.p., Sports £105 .

JAMES, 2* h.p., 2-strokE £60

MATCHLESS Combination £170

NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p., No. 3 £73

OMEGA No. 3 £66

OMEGA No. 28 ,.

.

£65

OMEGA No. 6 £39 10

RALEIGH, 2j h.p., 2-speed £68

RALEIGH, 2| h.p., 3-speed ...

.

£73

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-speed £78

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-speed Comb £103

RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p £130

RUDGE, I.O..M £77

SUNBEAM, 4i h.p £141 15

TRIUMPH K £105

TRIUMPH S.D £115

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. Combination £140

LIGHT CARS.
B.S.A., 10 h.p £340
BESIZE BRADSHAW £275
CITROEN, 7 h.p £262 10
COVENTRY PREMIER £230
G.N. Touring £225
ROVER, 8 h.p £220

RALEIGH,

TRADE SUPPLIED

TYRES.
TYEE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughoi

,

including retreading burst covers. Every kind
repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in
days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Bro: i

wich. [39i
,

SPECIAL new Dunlop combination covers, 26in. •

3in. for 2iAin., 45/-; 26in.x2i/iin. Dunlop heav
25/-; 650x66 Dunlop heavy, 30/-; 26in.x2V2in. Av<
Sunstones, 30/-; 2Sin.x2i/.in. wired, 17/6.—Murras
37a, Charles !3t„ Hatton Garden, Holborn. [72!

HEPPELTHWAITE'S Brand New oversize 28in

3in. covers, £1/8; also oversize 26in.x2f>2ii

£1/8; never repeated when sold out; money back
not satisfied; maker's name on request.—Hep, 17-1

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [73'

LONG-DISTANCE Retreads, three-ribbed patter
returned like new, 26in. tyres, 20/-; 28in. tyfi

25/-; burst tyres made perfect, chaled beads !

moulded, txihe vulcanising, butt ends fitted; best wo
in the country.—Melton Rubber Works, iVlelton Mo
bray. ' [03

FRESH Surplus Stocks.—New Beldam covers, .26x
18/6; 26x21/,, 2%, 21/2, or 3, 25/- each; 28X3, 3£

each; steel-studded in all sizes, 10/- extra; 650X
Beldam Bulldog, 40/-; 700x80, 45/-; 650x65 IJunl

studded or grooved, 40/- each.—Homerton Rubh
Works, 46, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [03;

SPECIAL Offer of Clipper Ideal heavy 3-ribbi

covers, all guaranteed perfect, 26x2i/4, 25/l

26x2%, 28/6; 26x21/,, 35/-; 26x21/. to fit 2'

37/6; 28x3, 45/6; 650x65, 37/6; inner tubes, hei

make and guaranteed, 26x2, 5/-; 26x214, 6/-; ,26
21/, to fit 214, 6/6; 26x2%, 6/6; 28x3, 8/-; 650
65, 8/-.—HerlDert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cai
bridge. [71'

MASONS.—Great Offer : Wood-Milne Key-Gri il

26x2i/» heavy, 21/6; ditto extra heavy, 24/'
28x3 heavy, 30/-; 700x80 heavy, 35/-; 24x2
heavy, 18/6; 26x214 (D rim) extra heavy, 23/i

26x21/2x2% extra heavy, 28/6; 650x65 extra heav
25/-; 28x21/. extra heavy (American), 30/-; approv
jgainst remittance; satisfaction guaranteed; carria,

paid.—Masons, The Tyre House, Ipswich. [09;

GRAND Offers of Tyres,' sent on 7 days' approv
against cash, plus 1/6 postage. 26x21,4 Avo

21/6; Firestone, 27/6; Goodvear, 28/6: Clincbf
19/-; Wood-Milne combination, 22/6; 26x2% rainche
E.H., 27/-; Duulop heavy, 30/-; Avon,, 27/6; 26x2y.
214 Avon E.H., 28/-; 28X3 Dunlop, 28/-; Goodyei'
49/6; Firestone, 42/-: Goodrich, 45/-; Macintosh, 24/:
650X65 Goodrich 38/6; Palmer cord 44/-; Rom squa''i

tread, 37/6; 700x80 Avon E.H., 44/-. Tubes, smi'i

sizes, 5/6, others, 7/3.

ALL these covers are guaranteed by us.—Alwin Tyl
Co.,. 37, Bed Lion St., High Holborn. [662-

TANKS.
TANK:s for B.S.A., new, 38/6; 1910, 1921.-C0

entry Tankers, Ltcl., Hears.all Works, Coventry.
[710

TANKS for Triumphs, new, 38/6; 1910, 1921.-Co
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[710

TANKS for Humber, 1921 pattern, te fit -191:

38/6.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Work
Coventry. [710

TAInKS re-enameiled, makers' colours, with transfer

15/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Can
benvell, London. [783

DOUGLAS pattern tanks, new, enamelled and fltta

with B. and L. pump; 55/- complete.—Daj
85. Olienpside. Birmingham. [773

COYENTEY Tankers, Ltd., maker's lo the prineipl

manufacturers, petrol tanks for any style sui

plied extra caDO(?ity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [710

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern; high-class wor)

only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At

kinsou St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 2!

years. [224!

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined

translerred; hand'le-bars, etc., plated. Estab

lished 30 years.—Attwood's, 86. Rosebery Av., Lon

dou, E.C.I. ["":

TANKS.—We undertake partition leakage, fastenings

and every repair, with re-enamelling, as new il

six days; all work guaranteed.—Park Tank. Works

la. Paradise Bd., Highbury, N.5. [7801

AVERY'S Make and Stock Tanks to. suit machine

of most the leading manufacturers, with plate

fittings complete, at 35/-; guarantee lor 12 montli

with every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Works

Coventry. 'Phone: 1774. t089'

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, an'

re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of fit

tings stocked: quick service and reasonable charges

Illustrated list free.-A. Green, Water St., Chapel St,

Salford, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [025!

TANKS.—All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, it

eluding 2 plated fillers, 2 taps. Delivery l'

days, carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or mone:

returned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6; two colours

17/6 -Order forms from H. Peel, The Liverpool Taiii

Hospital, 5, Smithdown Lane, Paddington, Liverpoot

346 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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BELTS.
lAND New Gimranteed Belts, by leoding nukev;
•jiiii. 1/1, %in. 1/3, lin. 1/6, I'/iin. 1/8 per

-Elloc Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End, Wisbech.
[6396

WIES, Union St., Wednesbury.—Belts, 6ft. 6in.x

lin., 10/3; 61t. 4'Ain.x7-iin., 8/6; Tft.xJJin.,

; 7ft. ein.xTJin., 11/9; Dunlop clearance, car-

e paid, approval. [4452

UNLOP Round Top. % 1/10, Y, 2/2, lin. 2/8,
l'/8 3/2 per foot. John Bull, % 1/11, % 2/3, lin.

li,ii 3/2 per foot. Buffalo hide and chrome, Ji

lin. 2/-, 114 2/3 per foot.—Bastones, 228, Pen-

ille Rd.. King's Cross, London, N.l. [36U

iHN BULL or Bates Standard (new), in any
length.-John Bull, =/,in. 1/11, JJin. 2/3, lin. 2/8,

n. 3/2 per ft.; Bates, .^lin. 1/9, %in, 2/ 1, lin. 2/6,

n. 3/..—H, Emanuel and Co., Stores, 37a, Balls

d Rd., Dalstor, N.l. Office, 27, Belgrade Rd..

B Newingtor, N.16. Tel.: Dalston 3161. [0354

CARBIDE.
J4EST Norwegian carbide. 24/- cwt.. drums free,

carriage forward, all meshes.—Kemp's Garage,

oriers, Louth. [7507

iRBIDE, highest grade only, no seconds, all

meshes; 19/- cwt. drum; e.K 22 depots; immediate
lery.—Elloc Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End.

bech. [7525

^RB IUE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in lib..

2 lb., 4 lb., and 7 lb. lever lid tins, also 1 or 2 cwt.

ns, labelled or plain, quality guaranteed. The
pest firm in the- trade.—The Premier Lamp and
tneering Co., Ltd., Armley, Leeds. [5088

VRBIDE, finest quality obtainable, 20/- per cwt.,

drums free, cash with order, free on rail, Aber-

I, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Gloucester,

nsby, Hull, Leeds, London, Lowestoft, Liverpool,

:oln, Manchester, Newcastle, Preston, Port Talbot,

icorn. Sharpness, Swansea, Yarmouth.—Inter-

onal Products, 77, Victoria St., Bristol. [7771

PATENT AGENTS.
E. S. LOOKWOOD, 3, New St., Birmingham.
'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide tree. [8403

r. BEYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.O.E., Chartered

Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London,

3.2. 'Phone; Museum 3651. [7917

. N. and W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett.

. Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Patent

nts, A.I.Mech.B., A.I.A.E., Associate LE.E., etc.:

S. Skerrett, A.I.E.E., Registered Patent Agent].-
ents, designs, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row,
ningham. Tel. : Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett,

mingham. [1534

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
ce can alwayBbe obtained under this heading for

announcements required by Clubs. Hate 3d. per

word, viinimuiit 3I-.

INSURANCE.
3 Covers All Risks for 234h.p.. others at competi-

tive rrttes.—Ernest Bass, 40, Cbanceiy Laim,

C.2. 'Phone: Museum 2334. . [0005

CONOMY with Security.—Comprehensive Dolicie?

Irom £3/10; Morsans, ^6; sound companies.—
R. Broadhurst, Buchanan Bldgs., 24, Holborn,
.1. [7378

rHE Motor Cycle " Ineuranfe Policy is the policy

authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

tor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for pri\:Ltc

pose.^. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
efits. minimum rates. -Full particulars and pro-

2tu^es on application.—The Autocar Fire and Aoci-

t Insurance Co., Ltd.. 77. Cheapside, London,
-.2. [0007

SITUATIONS VACANT.
iOOAL Representative wanted, ivlth or -without es-

\ perience ; opi'nrtunity for one with motor.—Tyue-
!ir Pillion Seat Works, Union St., North Shields.

j

[0907
3STER and Tuner Wanted by old-established car-

{ buretter makers, for motor cycle trade, used to

i\ and bench tests, good education and certain

lunt of theoretical knowledce necessary.—Box 3192,
yi'hc MotOf Cycle. [7221

f.'ANTED, smart demonstrators in everv larce town
*. lor Ue Luxe-Uarr and Stroud machines. Sub-
b'tial wage and commission. Applicants must be

^lent driv:ers and give guarantees. Permanent job
::ood men.—De Luxe Motor Co., 174, Corporation
t Birmingham. [7901

tSADING Cycle and Motor Compa-ny require com-
petent Works Manager, having thorough ex-

igence of all departments of cycle and motor cycle
Diufacture; design, organisation, production, con-
r, of staff. Financial interest acceptable but not
!Sntial. Remunerative position for qualified man.-
^^ly in strict confidence, with all details. Box 15a,
) orne-Peacock Co., Ltd., County Buildings, Cannon
Jl Manchester. [7327

SITUATIONS WANTED.
lETALLTJRGICAL Engineer, age 24, keen motorist,
L-i flesires appointment, fully control laboratory.-
^(' 3233, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7884

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.

All Buildings carriage paid. No extras:

This Building is complete with lin. tongued and
grooved floor, ^in. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best

pluvex felL Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales:
8x 6 £8 i6xio £27
lox 8 £13 i8xi2 £33
12 X 8 £17 10 20XI0 £37 10
14 X 10 £23 20X 13 £40

OLTmflA muiitL ASBESTOS BUILDING

Specification in O'U Catalogue.
t2X 8 £23 10 18x10 £42 10
14XZ0 £32 15 20x12 £46 15
i6xio £37 15 —
Delivered with iron root complete. Fire-proo

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

Sheen Park Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22ud, z )22.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavihon yon
erected for them.

Yours faithfully,

Joh n O. Griffits

23, London Road,
Leicester

Gentlemen,
I find the Building you sent me very

satisfactory, and consider it very good value
for the money.

Yours faithfully,

^^^^^^^ J. Crosby

- Alma,"
Alexandra Road,

Cowes, LO.W.
Dear Sirs,

1 have received the Building in good con-
dition and I consider it an excellent piece of

workmanship and an exceptional bargain.
Yours faithfully,

L. G. Chinchen.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G°
High Street. Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone PUTNEY 2771.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SUCCESSFUL trjide rider desires channe, more pro-

t^ressive firm, trials, racing, competed 3 T.T., pre-

war experience.— Bo.t 3135, c/o The Motor Cycle: [7075

A MOTOR Cyclist, age 20. seeks post as competition
rider, no opposition, but am very eager to take up

same.—State full particulars to Box 3183, c/o Tht Motor
Cycle. [7143

FINANCIAL PAHTNERSHIP^.
FINANCIAL.—Belgium motor cycle firm, well ei^bab-

liahed and very successful, offers half partner-
ehip to active young man; capital required £6,000.—
Write to Bent 2978, c/o The Motor Cycle. [560-1

ACTIVE Directorship in established motor busines.';.

London, holding valuable sole acencies. technical
knowledge not essential, but knowledRe of cars and
motor bikes an advantage; only smart, young, keen
men who mean work need apply; investment £1,500.
to be utilised in expansion; good salary.—Write, L..

c/o Willmore's Chiswell St., E.G. f7346

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

CYCLE and Motor Cycle Business, witn little car
work, valuable appT^fies, renuine, owner re'irj^e;

goodwill and lease, £2^0; stock abont i:400.—Box
3231, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7886

LONDON suburban main road freehold premises for

sale, splendid position, fine showroom, well fitted

workshop, doing good sales trade new machines and
repairs, no garage, owner retiring, no goodwill asked,
small stock optional; £2.600 for freehold. Suit large

dealers as branch for cycles and cars, no opposition

;

exceptional opportunity. Principals only, write in

own name.—Box 3095, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6788

GARAGES,
BRIXTON 1—Private lock-ups, combinations, 4'-

weekly; small cars, 6/-.—26b. luRleton St. [7498

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.
Terms 7V?%, not chargeable if machine unsoM.
Motor cycles and cars bought and sold for cash.
Nearest goods stations. Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R-:
Wimbledon, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address :

Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [7735

WANTED.
WANTED, 4 tyres. 26x21'., pood second-hand, chea'^. .

-56. Stanton St., Newcastle. [7044

WANTED, Scotfc Frame and Tank.—39, Sunny
dene Rd., Purley, Surrey. [7281

ATCHLESS Spare Wheel. 28 x 3.-Corby, 39
Kellett R.d., Brixton, S.W.2. [7407

OIDECAR Wanted, with connections fcr B.S.A. 1921
t^ single.—F. Cage, Halstead, Kent. [7452

LIGHTING Set for combination.—Price, particular?.
Box 2958, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [5370

QUANTITY old motor ball races, cheap.—Platts.
602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [7860

WANTED, Factors to write for samples and prices
of Baker's Little Dinky wire brushes.

WANTED, Dealers to know—Little Dinky Wire
brushes are a wantedline.

WANTED, Motorists to know that Baker's Little
Dinky is the best wire brush for cleaning

sparking plugs, etc.—Baker's, Albion Works, Eyre
Lane, Sheffield. [7259

AUTO-WHEEL, condition immaterial; state lowest
price for cash.—97, Latchmere Ed., Batttrsea.

[7181
WANTED, Sturmey-Archer gear box, complete rr

incomplete.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. S.W. 9.

[7398
PEUGEOT cylinder wanted, 191 > model, .^Vi-h.p,,

single 84x90.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Wimblp-
don. [7443

FORKS and other Spares wanted for 1916-20 Hen-
derson 4-cyl. machine.—Box 3219, c/o The Mnfor

Cycle. [7322

GOOD Second-hand Philipson handle-bar control
Norton 1921.—Newton, Bank House, Farnham.

Surrey. [7200

WANTED, Indian 2-speed gear, complete, in per-

fect condition.—Thirsk, 17, Sherwood St..

Barnsley. ^ [7037

W"ANTED, 3V2h.p. Triumph engine, with magneto.
chain covers, front engine plates.—Birkett,

Wilden, Stouriwrt. [7201

T>REMIER Parts or complete Premier motor cycles:

* in or out of repair.—Jack Ward, 11, KadforH
Rd., Leamington Spa. [7756

CYCLE Car Wanted, Morgan preferred: exchange
O.K. Junior, balance cash.—Howe, 44. Somerset

Rd., Mead Vale, RedhiU. [7179

WANTED to purchase Outright for Cash, bankrupt
stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares

P'otor cycles, any make.—Send full particulars,

McNeille and Piatt, 57. Great George St., Livernool.

'Phone : 1092 Royal. (7183

M

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue -Xi-
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WANTED.
WANTED, Victory model Matchless sidecar, inter-

changeable wheel.—A. Stovell, 2, Battery Rd.,
Well Hall, Elthara, S.E.9. [5054

EXCHANGE.
EXCHAiNGE A.V. Monocar for solo machiue.—2,

Madrid Rd., Barnes. [7476

61i.p. Enfield Combination, exchange cycle car.—D.
Whitfbeyd, Davenham, Noithmch. [7137

CAKDEN 2-seater and 2^4h.p. Francis-Barnett (see
adverts.).-65, Solon Krt., Brixton. [7560

"pXC'HANOE Late 1919 ITarlev for good single; cash
J-^ adjustment.— 9, Church Rd., Harlesden. ;[7268

1 Q22 Indian Scont (new), dynamo, for late Com-
J-t/ bination.—89, East Hill. Wandsworth. [7595

"PXCHANGE 1920 23:,h.p. Omega, 2-speed, clutch,
"-^ lor 2-stroke.—Cole, Ashbrook, Cirencester. [7182

TRIUMPH Ricardo. Model H., and Baby in stock;
exchanges invit«d.—Thos. Booth, Frodsham. [7776

EXCHANGE your present machine for a new car
or motor cycle at Kays. 8, Bond St., Ealing.

[5076
1Q18 Yale Combination, 9h.p., for lighter combina-
M-iJ tion.—40, Woodlands Rd., Bisliop Auckland.

[7078
4h.p, 1917 3-speed Rover; exchange screw-cutting

lathe, hand shaper.—P. Wright, Witchford, Elv.
[7806

EXCHANGE SVoh.p. Zenith-Jap for combination or
parts; oilers. -27, Lower Grove, Wandsworth.

S.W. [7226

EXCHANGE good sound motor cycle, value £18, for

bicycle and cash.—Collins, 28, St. Mary's Rd., Nun-
eaton. [5633

EXCHANGE Bebe Peugeot 4-cyl. for motor cycle and
cash.—Green, 2, Howard Rd., Morpeth, Northum-

berland, [7140

1 Q17 7-9h.p. Thor Combination, also P. and M., per-
-L^ feet, modem, runabout.—80, Pembroke Rd.,
Cardiff. [7050

FORD 1-ton Lorry, run 3 weeks only, pneumatic,
special English 'body; £140; wanted. Ford

touring. '

ANY of our machines advertised we are open to
exchange, taking yours.—Rhind and Co., Stone

Place, Rusholme, Manchester. 'Phone : 776 Rusholme.
'["ass

B.S.A. 4V4h.p. Solo; exchange Morgan, G.N., similar,
cash adjustment.-23, Jupiter Terrace, Well Hall,

S.E.9. [7765

EXCHANGE 3-inch treadle screw-cutting lathe and
cash foi combination.—Box 3239, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [7798

TRIUMPH .3V2h.p., 2-speed, speedometer, perfect

;

£27, or part exchange, useful.—50, Ballspond Rd..
Dalston. [7424

ARIEL Combination SVah.p., equipped, perfect order;
accept piano and cash.—Brown, 14, Ilford Avenue,

Wallasey. [7064

1Q20 Zenitb Combination for Triumph, Sunbeam,
-*-*^ or ^mall car. See sales column.—Jeweller,
Earlsfield. [7898

EXCHANGE for 2-seater Sidecar. Enfield Sh.n.. also
sidecar, or sell.—Dawson, 82, Walton St..

Leicester.
'

[7353

ROVER 8h.p. Car, 1920, lor motor cycle or com-
bination.—Bridges, Gander Green Lane, Sutton.

'Phone : 57. [7972
5-SEATER Car, good condition, for combination,

cash.—9, Jubilee Terrace, Broomfield Rd.,
Chelmsford. [7526

SMART 1919 234h.p. 2-speed, 2-stroke, and cash for
gowl combination.—W^rite Patrick, 24, Lordship

Park, N.16. [7051

TpNFIELD Twin, 23^h.p.; £17, or exchange light-
^~* weight not under IVi'h.p.—Bevis, 29, Queen's Rd.,
Basingstoke. [7892

"CiXCHANGE first-class Douglas's Combination. 4h.p.
J-J 1919-20, Morgan, Harley, or similar.—30, Welland
Rd., Coventry. [7893
O/IFT. Motor Cabin Cruiser, for good make cqm-,*'" bination; cash adjustment.—288, Priory Rd.,
Southampton. [7290

1 Q20 New Imperial Combination, all accessories, for
--«^ solo; cash adjustment.—134, Wanstead Park
Av., Wanstead. [8023

EXCHANGE 1916 S-seater Trumbull for powerful
combination or Morgan.—EIton, Bodden Lane,

Shepton Mallet. [7309

1Q20 Scott Combination lor 1920 Triumph or A.B.C.
-*-t^ solo and little cash, or sell £78.—Glendinning,
Burgh, nr. Cnrlisle. £7139

EXCHANGE two Lightweights, one taxed, for
heavier machine, solo.—C, 6. Thorley St., near

Bishops Stortford, Herts. [7481

EXCHANGE Racing 5h.p. Indian, with or without
sidecar, for 2^:ih,p. Blackburne or J.A.P.-engiued

machine.—Blundell, 14, Addison Grove, Taunton.
[7311

In Busy and

Populous

South Wales

The SouthWales
Branch

of

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Head Office: 77, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

is situated at

15, High Street,

CARDIFF
Telephone: CARDIFF 4156.

—a convenient centreforthe whole District.

Applications for "The Motor
Cycle " and " The Autocar

"

policies are invited from South

Wales Agents.

These should be addressed to

the Cardiff Branch, the Manager
of which will be pleased to

give any information that may
be desired.

Every assistance is rendered

to agents in securing business,

and the specialised organisation

of the Company is placed at

their disposal for the settlement

of claims or difficulties.

N.B.—" The Motor Cycle " policy is authorised
and approved by "The Motor Cycle," with
which The Autocar Fire & Accident In-

siirance Company is closely associated. The
conditions of the policy are complete and
comprehensive, and the issuing Company
enjoys a high reputation for generous and
prompt settlement of claims, and for efficient

service to policy-holders at all times.

WRITE TO-DAY.

EXCHANGE.
WANTED. B.S.A. Cycle Taxi, -Bill exchange

facturing business (patented), no oppositio
56, Dingle Lane, Liverpool.

T>ELIABLE P. and M. Combination and £,
*~*j higher power combination.—Bramall, 16
grave Terrace, Scarborough.

'

T>ItEMIER 1915 SVjh.p., countershaft gears,
-' for old 2-stroke and cash; or sell £50.-^20,
Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes.

NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination. 191,
change lower power, Douglas preferred, ot

20, Woodsome Rd., N.\V.5.

4-WHEEL Chassis. 4i/,h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed-

c

ahait, good running order, new tyres, for
ivpiglit.—Lambert, Whitniek.

T Q17 Alldays Allon 2^h.p., 2-speGd. in
-l-t^ ord^r, and cash, for Triumph; sell

Avenue Lodge, Grays, Essex.

EDMUND (spring frame), Levis, 2-speed, c

and cash, for good combination.—A. W.
602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.6.

REQUIRED Urgently, Combiriation in ex,

Sh.p. twin M.A.G. Enfield, with £20 t<

cash .—Garrett, High St., Uxbridge.

1 Q19 Omega-Jap, ZH^i.-p-, 2-speed, perfect
JL*' 4'4h.p. 3-speed C.S. K.S. machine, B.S.A
ferred.—39. Ashford Rd., Swindon.

~| Q20 7-9h.p. ludian-MilHord Combination, i

-i-*y model; exchange Morgan or good cycle c

Hawkswood Place, Kirkstall, l/eeds.

EXCHANGE Sporting 3V-b.p. Triumph, clutch
start, 1913, for 2-stroke.-Avery, Little Tor

tage, Back Pantiles, Tunbridge WeUs.

1 Q14 American X, 2-speed, clutch, perfect '

J-*' tion, for lower power and cash.—Norman,.
Snowdrop Rd., Lodge Lane, Welling.

EXCHANGE almost new Indian Scoiit for

Sunbeam, Ricardo Triumph, or similar; a
p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.

BEAN 1921 2-seater, dickey, electric lightinr
starter; £285; would consider solo or combi

part payment.—52, Sidbury, Worcester.

"I Ah.p. Reading Standard Combination, 3-

--" licensed, perfect (£48); for modern S

Parwood, 89, East Hill, Wandsworth.
,

EXCHANGES.—See Calthorpe, Douglas, Ilia:!

F.N., Invicta, Scott, Triumph columns.—

1

417, Lord St., Southport. Tel. : 1273.

1 O20 4h.p. Blackburne, 3 speeds, accessories,
-^*^ good condition; exchange lightweight and
—143, Ravensbury Rd.,. Earlsfield, S.W.18.

EXCHANGE G.W.K. 2-cylinder 2-seater, sp
condition, for good combination.—Nornngton

race Garage, Turnham Green Ter., Chiswick.

XCHANGE Rudge 3V2b.P. Combination,
creen, spares, licensed, for Henderson; sell""

—Manton, 36, Brigg Rd., Ashby, Scunthorpe. ^

AMERICAN X 1-921 Combination, dynamo lieJi

magnificent turn-out; exchange lo\Ver powc^
cash.—110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.

7-9h.p. Rudge-MulLi. late 1920, beautiful coaci

sidecar, new condition; exchange lower powe
cash.—110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.

EXCHANGE Sporting Bat-Jap Combination, 5-

perfect, for 2';.,h.p. Douglas or similar; casl^

justraent.—239, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. l<

Id 20 S^Ah.p. Rover Combination, sound media
*y condition, and cash, for more powerful com

tion.—King, 100, Bedford Rd., Kempston. Beds. I

-| Q22 7-9h.p, Indian dynamo Combination; see

Xc/ Columns, for Brough-Superior, S. by S, y.

or good solo; cash either way.—Parsons, Chiswif

1

EXCHANGE 20h.p. Martini Car, 4 speeds an

verse, sporting 2-seater for combination, Trii

preferred.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamii

Spa.
'

EXCHANGE Morgan De Luxe, w.c, late 1921,

lutely as new, for combination and cash.-

rington. Terrace Garage, Turnliam Green Ter.,

wick. '

NEW HUDSON Big Six Countershaft Combina

sees; exchange lighter solo, cash adiust

either way.—Davis, 46, Blandlord Rd., Bedford i

W.4. '

EXCHANGE 1920 Sh.p. New Imperial Combina

fully equipped, licensed, lor lightweight wd <

—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kmi

1274. ^

EXCHANGE September 1919 Sh.p. New Imperi

seater, S.O. screens, lamps, etc., private o

for lightweight and cash or small ear.—23, Chariei

Beading.

EXCHANGE 6h.p. N.S.U. Combination. 2-s

Senspray, Bosch, quarter's tax paid, oyeina'

low built, for A.C. Sociable.—Woodgate, Colliers

Ware, Herts. '

E
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Editorial. Advertising, and Publishing Offices: Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, London." Telephone: City 2847 (13 lines).

irflRMlNGHAM : Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester: 199, Deansgate.Coventry : Hertford Street.
" Motorcycle Coventry."
10 Coventry (5 lines).

Telegrams : "Antopreas, Binnlogliau
T^leph<f>ie : 2970 and 2971 Midland.

Telegrams: " Illffe, Munchester."
Telephote : 8970 and fl971 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. lOd.; Canada, 23s. lOd.; other countries abroad, 2Ss. 2d. per annum.

Reflections Upon the Six Days
Trials.

NO
more interesting or instructive six days

trials have been held than last week's
Auto Cycle Union event, embracing York-
shire, the Peak district, Wales, and
Brooklands. It was the sixteenth of the

A.C.U. series. As if the varied road test of

830 miles were not sufficient to bring out the

weak spots of any machine, a final twenty-five

laps of Brooklands at minimum set speeds
served to test the engines and lubrication systems
to the uttermost. That so many machines sur-

vived the ordeal (no less than 80 qualified for

gold medals) is the more significant to those

acquainted with the various test hills introduced,

fof few trials have presented so many com-
pressed difficulties in the space of six days.
There was no relief from start to finish.

The first two days, for instance, were each the

equal of the most severe one-day trial, and on
Wednesday the ascents of Bwlch-y-Groes and
the Hirnant Pass were not to be despised.

Generally speaking, the most outstanding
achie\-ements could be claimed by the smaller
machines, for the 250 c.e. and 350 c.c. mounts
were throughout conspicuously good performers,
no hill being too much for them, whilst their

track speeds on the last day were an eye-opener
to many. Next in order of merit, considering
classes as a whole, we should place the three-

wheeled runabouts, only one of which retired.

A.C.U. six days events have been notoriously

se\ere except in 1921, protests being the result^

This year, however, there was a noticeable

absence of complaint, Rosedale, Abbey Bank
almost alone arousing the ire of men who were
mounted on standard machines. Their conten-
tipH that surface alone spelt success or other-

wise was supported by the exhibition on. the

Bteeper gradient of Alms Hill, Henley-on-

Thames, one of the final elimbs on Friday after-

noon. Here, despite a gradient of i in 3, most
of those who essayed the climb were successful,

250 and 350 c.c. lightweights again publicly

demonstrating that solo mounts of this size are

wholly reliable and of the " go-anywhere " type.

Chiefly, the retirements may be divided into

three classes : (i) transmission troubles, (2)

broken frames, and (3) accidents. A large pro-

portion of the last-mentioned were due to the

tortuous nature of the course and insufficient

braking power. The speed test was responsible

- for six retirements, two at least due to the front

tyre leaving the rim.

No one type of machine suffered more than

another so far as the hill-climbing was con-

cerned, for representatives of all types. made
outstanding performances.

' Three points only may be subject for dis-

cussion among competitors : (i) The hotel

arrangements en route
; (2) the wheel slip rule

on hills which was difficujlt to put into operation

fairly ; and (3) the front wheel stand clause.

It will be ' recalled that many competitors in

the Stock Machine Trial were disqualified on the

last-mentioned count, and those who fitted

stands specially in the present case may well ask

whether those who did not conform to the rule

will be disqualified.

Condition at the finish is an important matter

from the prospective buyer's point of view, and
it may definitely be stated that the mechanical

condition of the engines and machines generally

was never better than this year. The track

speeds were really remarkable considering the

length of the speed test and the fact that it

followed immediately upon a long and difficult

road test offering no respite. It was good that

so much country was embraced, for a great deal

of useful propaganda has been accomplished

;

public interest was most marked throughout.

An inaex to the advertisements in this issue will oa found on the pa^e facing the back cover.
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Those Small Makes.

AN unfortunate reader purchased a motor cycle of
a little-known make, and on delivery found the
steering was rather stiff. After much worry

he dismantled the steering head and found that the
top half of the lower ball race had been completely
omitted by the erector, together with two of the balls.

On complaining to the makers, he received a postcard,

which I copy verbatim :

—

"Dr. Sir,—Your letter to hand. In our opinion the ball
race had been overhardened and split up gradually dis-
integrating en rotitt. This opinion is confirmed by the
absence of the other balls.

"Yrs. faithfully.

There is a delicious air of attachment about this

postcard which pleases me enormously. The matter
is treated purely and simply as a technical problem,-

apart from all sordid considerations of ;^ s. d. or such
personal matters as inconvenience to the owner. It

reminds me. of the chemist whose medicine poisoned
the sick wife. When the irate husband sent a lawyer's

letter complaining that lo grains of arsenic had been
put in a tonic, die chemist replied :

" Yours of the

—th inst. to hand. You are in error. It was
strychnine, not arsenic."

The Single Sleeve Valve.

HAM at present riding an engine Avhich many good
judges regard as likely to prove the pleasantest

power unit on the road—the Barr & Stroud
single sleeve valve. It is much too new and stiff to

have de\-eloped its real running, but is already very
likeable. Well silenced and freed from the clack of
the usual valve gear, it slides along very amiably, the

faint tuttering of the exhaust being the only noise
apart from the incurable hum of the front chain and
a fainter undercurrent of sound which I ascribe to

the sleeve-operating mechanism. A couple of kicks
suiKce to ungum the brand-new sleeve each morning,
and, when once warmed up, the engine is extra-

ordinarily free. The compression release valve makes
an unusual noise when opened, reminiscent of the
similar vahe on a baby two-stroke, but nevertheless
distincti\e; a twitch of the valve lever is useful to

"Ixion's" "MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are
available in hook form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.CA-

a 14
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warn pedestrians in traffic. While the engine is run-

ning itself in, its chief peculiarity by comparison with

more familiar types is the phenomenally dogged way
in which it slogs uphill at a countable rate of popping.
Not for many, many years have I sat over an engine
which went on pulling quite smoothly down to such
incredibly low r.p.m. It is mounted in a Beardmore-
Precision frame, and the pair make a most attractive

cornbination.

Three Squirrels.

TpYvURING the summer I have ridden three separate

J UJ Scott Squirrels, two of which were^supplied to

humble and obscure persons in the ordinary way
of business, and—much to the credit of the firm—were
quite as hot as another delivered to our staff. When
riding them a mute ^vonder assails ine as to how

'

they lost the T.T. For if they are possibly a mile or

two slower than two or three ginger four-strokes along

the open straight, their road-holding and control quali-

ties make them simply invincible over roads which bend
and undulate. I am a timid old fogey nowadays, but

I can make any rider on any machine stretch himself

when I tackle him over average or freak roads on a

Squirrel. I suppose the explanation af their failure

to lick the four-strokes in the Isle of Man is ignitional

(another nice, new word). After all, when you have
an explosion at every revolution, and are revving for

hours and hours at about 4,000 r.p.m., the poor plug
does not ha\'e much chance to dispose of the flames

which lick it so continuously. But at least one plug
merchant informs me that by 1924 he will have a plug

which Avill remain cool and black in the jet of a

\velding blowpipe; so the Scotts will be out for blood,

one presumes, in the 1923 race. In the meantime they

remain the hottest and most comfortable lightweights

on the road—for all this trio of Squirrels come out

at under 200 lb.

Mechanical Flash Lamps.

YEAR ago I penned some notes anent the chain

or handle- operated type of flash lamps, which
substitute a geared dynamo for the usual dry

cell, and claim to be " inexhaustible." A shower of
samples rained upon the office in response, and I pro-

mised to report in due course. I never like to look

a gift horse in the mouth, but frankly I am not

enthusiastic about either their economy or their re-

liability. The makers have been very good in repair- ^

ing them gratis,. but the pick of the basket has revisited

30
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Occasional Comments.—

its birthplace thrice in the year. My heart is sour

towards it, because I trusted to it in arriving at a

favourite camping ground after dark; and I had hardly

started to collect wood for a fire to cook my supper

when its gears jammed. I now carry the dry cell type

of flash ; it is lighter, cheaper, and , more reliable.

Signposting: Through Towns.

nSN'T it time that motor cyclists began to make
themselves felt in municipal administration? I

have already ridden 6,000 miles this year, and

in town after town I notice an absolute lack of any

clear signs to direct the through trave.Uer, some of

the largest towns being the- very worst offenders. The

motoring associations do comparatively little to assist,

perhaps because their members are largely car owners,

and a car can so conveniently pause for

enquiries. A stoppage is annoying to a

motor cyclist who would wish to ride on

serenely into, say, Manchester, until a

large sign, " To Liverpool," caught his |
eye. In a few weeks town councillors i

will be seeking our votes. Couldn't we ""'

ginger some of them to attend to the 'i^

matter? Incidentally, there are many '"

towns which would benefit themselves as

well as their visitors, since through sign-

A Trap Somewhere ?

EGET some funny letters.

The latest to hand runs thusly :

—" Dear Ixion,

—Is a 4 h.p. twin more powerful than a 4 h.p.

single ?
"

I will adopt the Socratic method, and reply by ask-

ing whether a pound of aviation spirit- is lighter than

a pound of Castrol R ? But perhaps the questioner

is not trying to pull my leg after all. In which case

the answer is that with which papa always begins when
sonny puts a poser, viz., "It all depends." If the

4 h.p. be maximum b.h.p. in both cases, the two
engines are of equal horse-po-wer. If on the contrary

the 4 h.p. is a merely nominal rating, either of the

two engines may be considerably more powerful than

the other. It all depends who designed them, and with

what end in view.

posting would switch a lot of traffic down bye-
pass routes and relieve ancient streets which are

far too narrow to be safe or convenient. This is the

twentieth century. There is not a town in the country
which is not traversed by hundreds or thousands of
through travellers every year. Yet there is hardly a
single town through which a stranger can find his way
without considerable assistance. Even if the signs

are in order, his experience of other towns makes the

tourist so doubtful that he generally stops to enquire
"between signs." I hope the A.C.U. awarded their

;^ioo to a suggestion on thes€ lines. Personally, as

an everyday rider, I would not grudge any reasonable
subscription to a body which would get this urgent
job well done.

THE INDEPENDENT SPORTSMAN. In the

pursuit of sports and pastimes the sidecaf owner has

an ever-ready aid to his pleasure. The golfer living in

town can reach the links without irksome train or bus

travel, the cricketer, too, becomes independent of all

hired transport.

A Genuine Scandal.

WHEN you spend ^175 in hard cash for a brand

new passenger outfit of reputed first grade,

you expect good value. One of my friends

laid out this sum, and was almost immediately troubled

with misfiring. When he began to investigate the

sparking plugs, he found they were W.D. disposal

type, and part of a cheap line which has been handed

on to the trade at 9s. per dozen plugs, wholesale.

Within a week the American cloth seat cushion pro-

ceeded to crack. Finally, though he bombarded the

firm with a letter, a registered letter, and a wire in

the order named, over three weeks elapsed before they

took any notice of his complaint ; and even . now they

have not presented him with a new cushion or two new-

plugs.
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The "Six Days
Epitomised in Pictures

1. B. Burke (595 New Hudson sidecar) R. Brown
(599Sunbeam sidecar) making light of Bwlch-y-Groes.
2. P. L. Mayo (249 Coventry Eagle) S. M. Greening
(346 Francis-Barnett) and R. Cooper (292 Allon) on

• the Long Mountain. 3. Another view of Bwlch-y-
Groes. F.W. Giles (799 A. I. S. sidecar) and
W. Bucknell (993 Matchless sidecar). 4. A trio

of solo riders on Himant Pass. E. A. Bamett and
S. M. Greening on 346 c.c. Francis-Barnett 's and
W. H. Hadfield (348 Raleigh). 5. The great dam
at Lake Vyrnwy. G. Kimberley (349 James) has a

cigarette by the way.

a i6
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(6). H. F. S. Morgan (978 Morgan) making a fast ascent of Bwlch-y-

Groes. (7). R. P. Ranson (494 Lea-Francis) and J. L. Hanman (494

Douglas) at the bend on Whiston Hill. (8). A pair of high powered

flat-twin solo machines on Whiston Hill, G. E. Austin (688 Coventry

Victor) and E. Foster (698 Raleigh). (9) Thrills for the spectators

were provided in plenty on Rosedale Abbey Bank ; T. C. de lay Hay

(599 Sunbeam sidecar), P.Pehrson (599 Dunelt sidecar) and J.Harrison

Watson (550 Triumph sidecar). (10). B. Ker-shaw (249 New Imperial)

and G. Lovegrove (247 Radco) breasting Mow Cop.

« iTK£^^S*i^l^ fHh^
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WENTY ^HAI^

1902—1 1 h.p. Minerva. 1922—7 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar.

A Motor, Cyclist Discusses many Mounts he has used since the days of the Werner.

AS an enthusiastic motor cyclist I find it interest-

ing to look back upon machines I have owned
and to notice the evolution which has taken

place for a period extending over a number of years.

When photography and riding are combined an

illuminating record can be preserved. .

After various tentative trials on a 2| h.p. motor
tricycle and a Werner front-driven motor bicycle,

1 first invested in a li h.p. Miner\a bicycle. This

machine had a surface car-
__ _

buretter, and, of course,

accumulator ignition. This

was used with a trailer.

Laugh not, ye owners

of powerful twins.

Shortly afterwards the

2 h.p. Minerva appeared,

and 1 bought one. This
had a spray carburetter

—

but the frames of both these Minervas were as high as

a corresponding pedal cycle, and very unpleasant when
cornering.

Locally Built Machines.
It is interesting to remember that- when these

machines were in use, number plates were unknown,
licences not required, and petrol cost about iid. per

gallon. Horse-power Avas then increasing, and my
next 'bus was built up for me locally with a 3J h.p.

Peugeot engine and Perry

frame. This machine gave

great satisfaction, as did

also a second similar one

built up with the same com-

ponents. I fitted up this

latter with separate silencer

and expansion box, and also

made the back mudguard-
and carrier to hinge up,

(Left). 1907-4 h.p. 2-speed Roc. (Top), 1911—^3J h.p. single geared Bradbury. (Right). 1913—2| h.p. 2-speed Douglas.

a 18 25
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Twenty Years' Biding.—
thus affording easy access to the tyre for repairs. It

seems a pity that present-day machines do not embody
this feature Avhen detachable wheels are not fitted.

These Peugeot machines were built with much lower

frames, and a great increase in stability resulted.

The old wicker sidecar shown attached to one of

these machines was the first I owned—a very light

affair, affording scant protection to the passenger.

\Vell do I remember pushing off the outfit when start-

ing, as there was no clutch, and only a single gear !

It is interesting to compare this with my present

A.J.S. outfit—there being an interval of over ten years

between them.

Pedalling Gear Abandoned.

The next machine^a 4 h.p. Roc, with two speeds

and handle starting, 'was quite an advance in design,

and was my first in which pedalling gear was
eliminated. The seat position was the lowest I have

ever experienced.

Following the Roc, I got a ^\ h.p" Bradbury, which
I believe was in 1911. This outfit showed the gseat

advance whiik-had taken place in engine balance about
that time.

In 1913 I got a 2;^- h.p. Douglas, and immediately
became enthusiastic over this handy little mount.

Between the Douglas and the next motor cycle, three

light cars were owned, my present mount, a 7 h.p.

A.J.S. sidecar, being then obtained. This machine
afforded some interesting comparisons with the light

cars, es-pecialy as regards cooling and engine lubri-

cation.

A Prophecy.

In my opinion, the future heavyweight will have an
open frame, and a large pan seat, affording some
support to the small of one's back, also enabling
ordinary clothing to be worn. A steel pressing would
extend up to the steering head, and the sides car-ried

out for leg protectors as in the A. B.C. machine. The
driver would then enjoy a little more comfort, as well

as the- sidecar passenger. It will be an interesting

study to note future evolution, especially when the

lessons learnt with aircraft design come to be even more
adapted to motor cycle design than they are at present.

C. W. StILLMAN.

Coachbuilt trailer used with the 3^ h.p. Peugeot

1902-3-A2h.p. r

to wh

1905-6—A Peugeot fitted with a hinged rear mudguard.

'5

1903-4—3J h.p. Peugeot built to the rider's specihcation.

1902-3—A 2 h.p. Minerva, with engine on the front down tube,

to which was attached a wicker trailer.

The Peugeot was the first of the writer's sidecar machines.

^ a ig
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A MOTOR CYCLIST'S COUNTRY DIARY.
An Old Farmer's Views. School Children and their Sport. A Game of Hide and Seek.

By J. FAIRFAX BLAKEBOROUGH.

SOMEONE remarked
the other day that

saiUng away on a

good straight road, with

the wind behind one, pro-

vided a sensation which he

imagined could only be

likened to that of a hawk
in its " stoop "—as the

downward journey to seize

its prey is called in techni-

cal sporting language.

These who have had
much experience' with aero-

planes and are also^ motor
cyclists, aver that the

sensation^ of motion
through the air is quite

different in the respective

methods of locomotion.
There is somehow a closer

intimacy and a greater feeling of being a part of the_

vehicle in the «ase of the motor cycle than in that of

the 'plane. A flying man once expressed this rather,

neatly when he said, " When I'm in my "bus (why do
aeronauts call their 'planes 'busses?) I feel to a certain

extent dependent on it ; when I'm on my motor bik-e I

feel that it is to a great extent dependent upon me."

At a Wayside Inn.

We called at a wayside inn the other day for lunch,

and whilst Ave waited for the ham and eggs—always
ham and eggs in isolated districts which only see a

butcher once a week—we entered into conversation

with one of the "corner sitters," whom one invariably

finds at these rural hostelries. He chose to be antag-

onistic, and was not long in informing us that he con-

sidered all motor cyclists under a cloud. " We had a

young farmer's son near here who had yan o' them
motor bikes," he began, " and he took a young Jass

with him behind. They had a smash up—ran into a

wall or summat. He sold his machine but, if you
believe me, he's bought another, which we thinks is a

scandal ... In fact, it's the talk of the country how
he can show his face on one again. They're going to

be the ruination of half the young farmers is motor
bikes. They go fleeing about the country instead of

stopping at home and looking after things."

I ventured to suggest that if the accident had hap-
pened to the unfortunate young lady wdiilst she was
being driven in a trap it would net have been considered
against either sentiment or decency for the driver to
have continued to be interested in horses and in

driving and riding them. But the man in the corner
couldn't see that the cases were at all analogous, and
was firmly convinced that the growth of motor cyclists

amongst the agricultural community boded ill for farm-
ing and was likely to unfit the coming generation for
hard work.

We ate our

eggs amidst a

He chose to be antagonistic."

ham and

continued

stream of anathemas
against motor cycles and
motor cyclists, which at

first was inclined to be

amusing, but w-hich eventu-

ally became irritating, and

as we left Ave were

cautioned not to " kill any

of the school bairns," who,

Ave were told, would be
" laiking (playing) on

t'road." Sure enough we
did come across the school

children, Avho had eaten

their dinners, despite the

cold, under the protection

of a hedge Avhere now lay

their baskets. They Avere an

excited group on the broad

strip of grass on Avhich their, fathers and mothers had
played before them, and, as one is never quite sure

Avhat either children or pigs Avill do^ Avhen near a high-

Avay, we slowed down to pass them.

Cruel Sport of the Young.
Then our curiosity Avas_ aroused. There Avas a

terrier in the midst of the children, obviously trying

to worry something amid the plaudits and encourage-

ment of the onlookers. SO' Ave pulled up—how much
some motor cyclists miss on their rides by making
"non-stop runs" almost an article of faith! It Avas a

hedgehog the little terrier Avas endeavouring to kill—

a

" pricky back hotchen " as these children called him.
They had found him amongst the dead leaves in a

ditch, and the terrier turning up opportunely they had
" set him on."

Talk about the peaceful country and all its refining

influences! I know of nothing capable of much more
systematic cruelty than the average A'illage boy ! Well,
the dog's little nose Avas sorely pricked with the hedge-
hog's quills and, turn him over as he would, the dog
couldn't catch hold of the animal's nose—^Avhich Avas

his aim. KnoAving that the end Avould be a game of

football with the inoffensive " hotchen," I gathered
him up in my handkerchief, to the surprise of the

children and amid the protestations of the dog. Poor
little fellow, he's somcAvhere amongst my strawberry

beds noAv, and Avill be' very useful in the spring as a

slug-catcher.

Have you a garden, dear reader? If so, ,1 advise
you to bring a hedgehog home when you come across

one during a. country ride. It is a great asset in

a garden, and an interesting little animal into the

bargain.

Gypsies eat them and consider their lily-white flesh a
delicacy after being enclosed in Avet clay and put into

a stick fire till baked. I once tasted them at a gypsy
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Motor Cyolist'sCountryDiary.—
camp high up on the

Hambleton Hills—t h e

home of the still more
fascinating badger. We do
funny things in our part of

rural England (Yorkshire),

and it is not at all un-

common to see our village

butcher bringing a

sheep or a calf to the

slaughter in his sidecar.

A snapshot of him with the

not very accurate descrip-

tion, "Taking a sheep for

an airing " appeared re-

cently in a local paper, and
rumour hath it that some
old maids in this district

immediately transferred their custom to such_ a
nice, kind, humane butcher," and even proposed an

f;-illuminated address. -

Progressive Young Farmers.
I know of quite a number of young farmers who

|:now daily use their sidecar tO' carry corn and cake to

^ sheep and horses running Out in pastures some distance
from the homestead. One of these left it till rather
late a few nights ago and was surprised to find on
turning down the field road (which led to nowhere ex-
cept turnipland and pasture) that he was being
followed by another motor cyclist. On slowing up
prior to arriving at the gate of the sheep field the other
cyclist arrived on the scene and also pulled up. There

Never sure what children or pigs will do

was a mutual stare . of

astonishment and a mutual
recognition. The second
M.C. was a police sergeant

from a neighbouring market
town who was following up
—or had been following up

—a " suspect " on a motor
cycle, and had been sure

our innocent sheep-feeding

friend was his man, and

that a chase over

hedge and field was
in store for him in the

dusk. Probably the in-

trepid sergeant was more
relieved than otherwise ; for

his task was not likely to

ha\-e been a pleasant one.

Dog Story.

;ame of hide and seek on motor

which are a series of never-

ending S's. You'll see from the foregoing we do have

a little excitement of sorts in village life. This in-

cident provided us with talk for two days—indeed till

the viij;ir's wife's barking Pom was run over by the

Squire's young son who' rides his motor bike like the

very—(bad word!). We all prayed most devoutly that

it would never recover—but, bless your life, it's more
cocky and persistent in its attacks than ever. Of
course its days are numbered, and whoever is respon-

sible for the good deed eventually will never dine at

the vicarage again ! However, he will suffer in the

general cause of the community.

So much for the

cycles along country roads

1/ THE MOTOR CYCLE IN SCANDINAVIA.
Reliability Trials Growing in Favour ; British and American Machines.

SCOTSMAN motor cyclist resident in Sweden
sends some interesting notes on the" develop-
ment of the movement in his adopted country.

"Before 1910," he writes, " there- were very few motor
cyclists, mostly riding F.N., N.S.U.,_ and Duriiopp
machines. From then onwards to 1914, with the improve-
ments in design, motor cycles and reliability trials hecanie
popular. There used - to be a 3-dajy reliability trial over
a 900-mile course in the spring. This was a most strenuous
trial, and used to be a tussle between a 3 h.p. Enfield and
the Wanderer, these two makes being e.xtremely popular
at that time.

" Eeliability trials have always been popular, and lately

short distance speed events run off on the ice have become
very fashionable. A couple of the more important reliability

trials are run in the late autumn and vfinter, and very
adverse weather and road conditions are often encountered.
The severity of these trials when the roads are deep with
snow might be realised by the fact that over a 200-mile
course the leading competitors may arrive at the finish

8-10 hours after schedule time.
" At the present time almost every machine one see-s is of

American make; the Swedes are very fond of being astride
Bojnething big in h'orse-poweo: ratings, and a lot of solo

riding is done on big American twins.
" One of the reasons for this is no doubt the compara-

tively low price at which American machines ran be boiiglit

for liere, and the consequent good value for mrney.

Machines like the Indian Scout and Reading Standard are
sold at £105. On the other hand, some of the agents are
asking rather high prices for British machines. Last year
the prices of two well-known British singles which were
the same in England showed a difference of £40 here.

" The latest model Swedish-built ' Huskvarna ' is a first-

class machine. With a twin-cylinder engine of 550 c.c, all-

chain drive, 3in. tyres, excellent mudguarding, high quality
and finish, and attractive appearance, it is sold at £105,
and why the Swedes buy equivalent American machines
when they can obtain the home-made product at the same
price can only be accounted for by their preference for
everything foreign.
" On account of the comparatively low price of the

American machines, the British manufacturer no doubt finds

himself up against hard competition, but the British product
has a great reputation for quality, and there is always a
market for a high quality article. Sweden has not a big
population, but she has plenty of motor cyclists ; last year's
registration figures show one motor cycle for every 330
inhabitants.
The lightweight is getting more popular, and that is

where the British manufacturer should grasp his opportunity,
as he has the market almost entirely to himself.
The British machines are known for quality, but wha.t is

important for Swedish conditions is : heavy tyres, plenty
of clearance in the forks for the fitting of anti-skid chauis
to tlie wheels foi' winter riding, and an oiling system which
will work in a temperature nmch below zero.
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RIM SIZES AND TYRES.

The Advantages of Large Tyres Outweigh Their Drawbacks.

AT the present time there seems to be a more or

less general realisation of the fact, which has
been well-known to many for a long time, that

large tyres are a real advantage both in the matter of

freedom from punctures and other tyre trouble and
in the increased comfort they afford to the rider of a

motor cycle.

This new appreciation of large tyres has had a good
effect upon the design of 1922 machines, and has

caused motor cycles in general to be more adequately

shod with sensible tyres than ever before, but this is

not alir It has also caused motor cyclists " to sit up
and take notice," with the result that many of them,

when a new tyre becomes a necessity, are looking

around for larger tyres to fit existing rims, provided

that their machines have sufficient clearance between

the forks 'and mudguards to allow of

these being fitted.

Confusion of Sizes.

Now there has been in the past, and

it is feared that there still is, a large

amount of confusion in the stan-

dardisation of rims and tyres. It is

remarkable, indeed, that in many cases

the sizes marked on the tyres were

very often not the actual sizes, but

were called the nominal sizes, the

actual sizes being as a rule less than

the nominal ; some makers also pro-

duced " oversize " tyres for several of

the rims.

Further, the tolerances permitted

in both rims and tyres were unduly
large, and it was never known
whether a new tyre would be exceed-

ingly tight and difficult to place in

position or quite loose and hardly
secure.

Standard Sizes.

Much discussion took place before

the war with the object of remedyil^
this state of things, and doubtless if

the war had not set the world back
many years there would now be no

7l-P(Sl'

The D.2 Standard Rim, 26 X 2\\n.

2i'm., 2iin. for 2iin.

I3 3\KG.

The B.B. Round Base Rim, 26

2iin., 2|in. for 2Tln.

I7 3.WG CiaCUMTIHENCE
71 •437"

The Old 26X 2iin. Rim, 26X 2in., 2Jin.,

2gin., 2iin. for 2jin.

uncertainty, but, as things are, even now some of the

old patterns and sizes are still in use. The results

of these deliberations were published by the Engineer-
ing Standards Committee in April, 1915, but it was
many years before they began to take effect, and they
have never come into the general use to which their

merits entitle them.

About five years later it was felt that a smaller
number of standard sizes would be sufficient to meet
all practical requirements, and, although the rim
known as D2, which had been introduced in I9r5 to

take 26 X 2 J, 26 X 2-| and 26 x 2J for 2|in. tyres, had
been generally accepted, a new rim with a round base
to accommodate these sizes was put 00 the market.
This rim is known as No. BB, and is of the. same
circurriference as the D2 rim, but is slightly wider.

Fitting Larger Tyres.

The question now arises as to what
course is open to the motor cyclist who
wishes to fit larger , tyres than those

with which his machine was originally

equipped. This will, of course,

depend entirely upon what rims are

built into his wheels and what size his

present tyres are. If his rims are

No. D2 and his tyres 26 x 2jin. he
can obtain greater comfort by fitting

" 26 x 2i-in. for 2jin." tyres, but

beyond this he cannot go in most
makes of tyres. I have known
28 X 3in. tyres to be fitted to the old

2|-in. rim and the. D2, which is almost

identical with it in circumference but

slightly wider between the lips. These
28x3in. tyres are made for American
rims, and if fitted to the above rims

the use of three security bolts is

strongly recommended ._

On lightweights fitted with 26 x 2in.

tyres, 26 x 2|:in. or 26 x 2f in. may be

mounted on the same rims.

Many tyre manufacturers make
26x3in. tyres suitable for the "old
size" 26x2|in. rim; this rim

measured 66^ to 66|in. in circum-
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Bim Sizes and Tyres.

—

ference over the bead, which means that they are

something like liin. less in diameter than the D2 rim,

and therefore able to accommodate tyres of a larger

section. Also a 700 x 80 mm. tyre can be fitted to a

650x65 mm. round base rim, and even 710x85 mm.
have been fitted on this size of rim.

When purposing to fit tyres of larger diameter or

section it is strongly recommended that the* motor
cyclist should write to the tyre makers and send them
accurate dimensions of the rims and thus ascertain

whether the larger tyre can be fitted in safety. The
fork and mudguard clearances should also be carefully

noted, for on some machines there is very little room
to spare, and a mudguard with a small clearance can

easily be blocked with mud to the detriment of the

tyre and the running of the machine.

The Advantages of the Bigger Sizes.

The great advantages of the larger tyres are

lundoubted and very . plain to anyone who takes the
- trouble to give any attention to this point ; the larger

diameter and circumference cause the wheel to drop a

little less into potholes and considerably lessen the

effort which is necessary to make the wheel run over

an obstruction on the road or rise out of a pothole
;

the larger section very greatly increases the comfort

of the rider and the greater thickness of the tread

minimises the liability to puncture to a marked extent.

The disadvantages are found in the greater weight of
the tyre, a slightly increased tendency to side-slip, and
a liability to roll when turning corners ; this last is

more noticeable on a sidecar outfit than when the

bicycle is ridden solo, which perhaps is fortunate,

for the slipping which a roll might cause and the

unsteady feeling which it produces are of less moment
when a sidecar is fitted. Both rolling and the pos-

sibility of punctures can be minimised by blowing up
the tyres rather harder than would be otherwise neces-

'sary, and this also helps to prevent side-slip, but some-

thing is lost in the matter of comfort.

Taken all in all there is no doubt that the advantages

far outweigh the disadvantages, and there are even

some who maintain that large tyres give an increased

comfort to a motor cycle which is comparable to that

provided by a spring frame. It is, too, most desirable

that as much road shock as possible should be absorbed

by the tyre, for in this manner it is not transferred to

any part of the machine.

The amount of roll given by big tyres will depend
largely upon the rims to which they are fitted ; if the

rims be wide there will be practically no roll, and it

will not be necessary to resort to over-inflation and
thus sacrifice comfort, but when they are on narrow
rims thev must be blown hard. Auriga.

PREPARING A RACING TRACK.
Czecho-Slovakia is a country where motor cycle racing will soon be afforded the prominence it is given in America. In the U.S.A.

special tracks are provided, in which the competitors are always in view of the spectators. The illustrations depict the Prague track

under construction. (1). From the grand stand. (2). Laying cement over the wooden base. (3). Showing the trestle supports.

(4). The timekeeper's stand.
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ALTHOUGH it is probably true that most people

have heard of the stainless steels available on

the market to-day, yet many are extremely

sceptical about their stainless, or rustless, properties,

while others even consider that these steels do not

actually exist and that the various names given to them
and implying resistance to corrosion are merely clever

advertisements employed to hoodwink the greater mass

of the unscientific British public.

Furthermore, a very prevalent impression amongst
the people who do believe in the corrosion-resisting

properties of these steels is that this is their only

valuable property, and that they are of no further

commercial value.

What Is Steel ?

Before considering stainless steels, and so that we
may more clearly understand them, let us first see

what ordinary, commonplace steel really is. Steel is

essentially an alloy of carbon and iron. Incidentally

it constitutes one of die countless examples which show
the wonderful properties of carbon, undoubtedly one

of the most remarkable and valuable elements knoAvn

to mankind. When it is remembered that the beautiful

diamond is composed of pure carbon, exactly the same

as the soot in our chimneys; and that carbon is the

base of most drugs, high explosives, perfumes, beau-

tiful dyes, and many other things, one realises what
a wonderful element it is, and the properties it im-

parts to iron, when alloyed with it, are not its least

marvellous and peculiar asset.

There are, of course, many different kinds of steel,

and the nomenclature applied to them is based on

their carbon content, thus :

—

Dead mild steel contains O.05 to 0.15% carbon

Mild steel ,, ,

0.16 ,, 0.35% „
Medium steel ' „ 0.36 „ 0.45% „
Medium high steel ,, 0.46 ,, 0.65% „
High steel ,, 0.65 „ 0.9%
Extra high steel ,, 0.91 „ 1.5% „

'

There are always other elements present in steel,

such as manganese, and impurities such as silicon,

phosphorus, and sulphur ; and should a steel contain
such metals as nickel, chromium, tungsten, vanadiurn,
molybdenum, and cobalt, it is known as an "alloy
steel," or in some cases as "tool steel."
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We are now in a position to understand the com-
position of stainless steel and its relationship to other

steels. Stainless steels are alloys of carbon, iron, and
chromium, and if we add '12 to 14% chromium to each

of the steels given in the list above, we have a com-
plete list of all the stainless steels in use to-day. We
have, therefore, arrived at the fact that stainless steels

are actually quite different from ordinary steels, and
that their wonderful properties depend upon the 12 to

14% chromium which they contain. It must here be

pointed but very definitely, however, that stainless

steels are not stainless unless iliey receive a special

treatment. This statement, although possibly sounding

somewhat paradoxical, is, nevertheless, ~ perfectly

true.

If we take a piece of a stainless steel ingot, or

rolled bar, and polish it, then expose it to the

atmosphere, it will rust almost as severely and easily

as will ordinary "common or garden" steel. This

fact accounts for a great deal of ithe scepticism with

which a goodly number of motor cycle manufacturers

regard these steels, and it cannot be too strongly

stated that stainless steels must be correctly heat treated

before they will exhibit their corrosion-resisting pro-

perties.

Stainless Properties Depend on Heat Treatment.
Fortunately the heat treatment process is very easily

carried out. It consists of merely heating the steel

to a "bright red heat" {i.e., 900 to 950° C), and
then quenching it off in water or oil. This treatment

renders the steel quite stainless but somewhat hard

and brittle {i.e., with a tensile strength -in the neigh-

bourhood of 100 tons per square inch), and so if a

certain amotmt of ductility be required it must be re-

heated to a temperature below a dull red heat. By
merely altering this reheating temperature, a host of

different mechanical properties can be obtained, rang-

ing from no tons per square inch tensile, with little

or no elongation before the breaking point to 45 tons,

per square inch tensile, with perhaps 20 to 25%
elongation.

We have heard a good deal recently about stainless

iron. This name is rather misleading, because actually

stainless iron is only a dead mild stainless steel (z.^.,

it contains 12 to 14% chromium, the same as do other
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Stainless Steels for Motor Cycles.—

stainless steels), but the carbon content is similar to

that found in ordinary wrought iron, which is any-

thing up to about 0.15%. So-called stainless iron,

however, is a very useful alloy, and is much more
easily worked {i.e., forged, rolled, or stamped) than

are the higher carbon stainless steels. It has other

applications on account of the fact that after forging

small sections and allowing them to cool in air they

are comparatively soft and can be machined without

annealing. This is unlike the other stainless steels,

which can practically be considered as "'air harden-

ing " steels, by which is meant that they will harden
to about 100 tons per square inch tensile by merely

heating and cooling in air.

Practical Applications.

Just imagine, for example, if those " beastly " rims,

spokes, handlebars, controls, etc., were manufactured

of this alloy, we could plug along for hours in pour-

ing rain—or even run along the sea shore in the shallow

salt water—and when we had had enough we could

put the 'bus on the stand icithout drying it down or

touching it in any way, and leave it overnight with

the absolute assurance of finding it perfectly free

from that horrid red rust so frequently seen to-day.

Or, again, we could give it a good hose down in a few
minutes and then leave it. When one thinks of the

time this would "save—it is the drying which takes

90% of the time in cleaning a machine—one realises

just a fraction of the advantages we would obtain if

manufacturers could only be persuaded to adopt this

steel and do away witli the unserviceable silver- or

nickel-plate which is so dear to their hearts.

Yet another point of advantage possessed by this

steel te which attentiori must be drawn is its strength

at high temperatures. Ordinary steels, and most alloy

steels, even if heat-treated to some 120 tons per sq. in.,

when heated to the temperature of the exhaust port

of a motor cycle engine are very brittle, and their

tensile strength drops to the extraordinarily low figure

of about 7 tons per sq. in. Stainless steel at the same
temperature gives a tensile strength of at least twice

this figure, which fact speaks for itself and accounts

to some extent for its popularity for the manufacture

of exhaust valves.

Of course, there is a fly in the ointment—stainless

steel is comparatively dear at present, but make the

demand, and the cost will drop ; besides, consider the

saving in plating. Kemist.

TKose fortunate motor cyclists who are at present leisurely touring the Scottish Highlands are indeed to be envied'. The illustration,
which depicts a scene near Loch Tay, conveys a slight idea

__
of the magnificent scenery. This foad is well known to Scottish

Trials competitors but during the strenuous " Six Days " the scenery cannot be appreciated as it can on an ordinary tour.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cyde," Dorset House, Tador Street, E.C.4., and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

TANK CORPS MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Sir,—I was extremely pleased to read your small para-

graph in the issue of J'/ie Motor Cycle of August 17th in

connection with the above, and I feel confident that if a

big reunion of motor cyclists who were attached to the Tank
Corps can be arranged, a very successful and pleasant meet-,
ing would result, and I shouM be only too pleased to give
any assistance in this matter, within my power.

I might state that I was one of the original members in

this body, belonged to A Battalion H.B.M.G.C., and was
stationed at Thetford, and from there went to France in

September, 1915, and then on to the Somme, "^nd I should
very much like to have the opportunity of meeting some of

the old friends' of this battalion. W. RRATT.
Regimental No. 75102.

TWO-STROKE PHENOMENA.
Sir,—I am interested in -the article on " Two-stroke Pheno-

mena " in your current issue, but must offer my sympathy
to your contributor for the extraordinary machine he pos-

sesses. I also run a 1921 " Levis," which, unlike his, does
jiot four-stroke unless either the jet is too big or the engine
over-lubricated. With an " economy " jet it functions per-

fectly at a small throttle opening on any down grade and
at .any speed above five miles per hour on the level (botlr.

with a gear ratio of 4| to 1). It has never misbehaved itself

so far as to six-to-sixteen-stroke, and I should get off and
open my tool kit if it did.

The " profound contrast " between a four-stroke valve
and a two-stroke port is to my mind a fallacy, but one which
often appears in print and conversation. The duration of

opening is about .8 in favour of t-he four-stroke, but in

engines of similar capacity the effective area' is in favour
of the two-stroke, and the question resolves itself into an
argument as to the respective merits of duration and effec-

tive area. As the duration is mechanically operated in each
case, and also the only other factor to be considered when
opening the throttle is atmospheric pressure, which is iden-

tical in each case, proportionate working must
from the start right to the limit of the

engine's speed. I do not see, therefore, why your
contributor's theory can explain any variation

from the normal functioning of a two-stroke. If

his machine is over-running his engine on a down
grade, he is obviously under-geared. I quite

agree with his remarks about the release valve

and its tale-telling properties, and I have also

observed the rattling sound he mentions. My
experience, however, has forced me to conclude
that a change of plug is desirable and not more
oil.

Obviously a two-stroke engine will run per-

fectly in either direction, the only limiting factor
being the magneto.
To my mind the retarding influence to the

development of the two-stroke is the abse'nce of

a carburetter designed specifically for the two-
stroke engine.

If such an instrument were designed, it

would be applicable to the four-stroke engine
' also. There is a certain mixture of petrol
vapour and air which is correct to obtain the
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take place

perfect detonating charge necessary to make the two-stroke
do its intended work, and the carburetter would be one
which gave a constant mixture at all throttle openings. At
the moment, if I require more than 50 m.p.h., I must put
in a jet wMch causes four-stroking up to about 12 m.p.h.
On the other hand, if I two-stroke at 5 m.p.h., I cannot

reach much over 40 m.p.h. at full throttle.

It must be understood that the statements above are not
intended to convey the idea that the inlet port of a two-
stroke is the alpha and omega of its design ; but your
article makes no jnention of exhaust and transfer, so I do -

not deal with them. I am now trying out the Hanw'ell
Universal small-end, for which a patent has been sought,
and hope to get better results with this fitting. As its name
implies, it is a universal joint, and enables the piston to
follow the cylinder -without pulling the connecting rod out
of the vertical. I can now remove my " Levis " cylinder
without taking the tank out of the frame.

I am afraid I have encroached on your valuable space,
but I am not alone in my opinion that the two-stroke is' the
future power unit, and' I think that the articles and dis-

cussions on the subject afeto be welcomed. In conclusion,
1 will assert that the reason one hears scornful remarks on
the type is that there is not one repairer in a hundred who
knows anything about it. F. W. FRASER.

THE A.C.U. AND SOUTHSEA SPEED TRIALS.
Sir,—Referring to the letter in your last issue from " Not

a Member of the A.C.U.,'.' ma.y I entirely agree with every-
thing he says? It is, as he says, "real childish." I have
been a reader of The Motor Cycle since 1919, and since
that date have always wondered why we never had races
along the Southsea front, which, in my opinion, is an ideal
speedway.
We were all overjoyed at the thought of having the chance

of seeing some up-to-date sport ; and it would just have
giA^en the Carnival an ^xtra event which even non-
liiotor cyclists would have enjoyed. PUSH-BIKE.

Southsea.

A group ot moior cyclists ati ached to the Electrical and Mechanical Staffs at the Central

Power Station Basrah Iraq Mesopotamia. All the machines are Triumphs.

•
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PRAISE OF THE TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—Can you spare me space for a short account of my

two-stroke experience? It may interest others and be of

some use.

Until recently I have held the opinion common to many
that the bahy two-stroke, while ibeing an admirable " pot-

terer " for town work, was quite unsuitable for strenuous
distance work. However, recent experience has changed my
views. Last March I purchased a six-year-old New Hudson
2^ h.p. two-speed two-stroke (babj^)—my fourteenth machine.
I immediately started using it for my journeys (I am a
traveller), and to my surprise it answered all my require-
ments, taking both short town rides and lon^ country jour-
neys with equal ease and comfort. Since March I have
covered 4,500 miles, with a petrol consumption of 135 miles
to the gallon and total consumption of lubricating oil just
under 5 gallons. Tyres and belt seem very little worse for
wear than when I had it first, while total repairs came to

2s. 5d. for new magneto chain and 2s. for two spindles for
the front springs, total 4s. 5d. ; these last did not break,
but were somewhat worn, so I replaced. I can do 30 to 35
miles an hour, but at that speed she is inclined to overrun

;

the best speed for a journey is about 25 miles per hour.
For a man of my age (53), and a traveller, a better machine
could not be wished for. " O.B."
Blundelisands.

DEVONSHIRE'S NEW COAST ROAD.

Sir,—May I be allowed to supplement the article entitled
" A New Coast Road "_ so far as it touches the route from
E.xeter to Torquay?

If the tourist desires to pass along a road much favoured
by char-a-hancs, running through several villages, and having
little to recommend it in the way of sea or moorland views,
then by all means let him take the coast road to which
preference is given in the aforementioned article.

In my opinion the following is "by far the best route :—At
Alphington Cross, one mile from Exeter, take the right
fork (for Torquay). First village Kennford ; one mile
beyond take left fork up Telegraph Hill. From top of hill,

two miles, take left fork (Teignmouth). Straight into
' Teignmouth. Cross Shaldon Bridge, and again straight for
t Torquay.

This route is recommended as being the shortest and by
. far the most beautiful, as it affords the most glorious views
' both of the sea and Dorset coast on one side, and of Dart-
moor on the other. Again, this rout« is not so 'bus-ridden

as th« other, and it avoids Newton Abbot; indeed the only

places it touches are Kennford and Teignmouth.
Telegraph Hill is less than half a mile in length, and as

regar-ds gradient, is easily sm'mountable. It is worth one^s

while to stop ai the top of the hill to- get the sea view on

the left. Again, one mile or so above Teignmouth, look

down to the right for a view of the sea coast, the Teigii

estuary, the quaint old village of Shaldon, and the valley

of the Teign. D. BEIAN CHAMBERS.

GOGGLES AND HEARING.
Sir,

—

lie the above, I would like to say that I never

managed to wear goggles during my service in the Royal
Flying Corps, and did some 1,000 hours day and night flying.

I never felt safe with them on, and they seemed to dim
the whole of my faculties, and the same applies when motor
cycling, though I do wear them in dust.

I am sure, however, that this only applies to few, as very

few pilots indeed worked without them in the squadrons

to which I belonged, and I never met anyone else similarly

affected.

With reference to the many letters and articles on the

Peak District, I would like to recommend to your readers

the beauties of Lathkil Dale. I have never seen anything

more beautiful ,- but let the rider who goes there see that

his brakes are highly efficient, and his engine pulling well,

as the hill down the valley side is very stiff.

EX-CAPT., R.A.F.

Sir,—I am extremely interested in the discussion going on
in your columns with regard to goggles and deafness, and,
as you ask medical readers to contribute, may I as one offer

a few remarks ?

During the war I put in a few hundred hours of flying,

and on looking back I can remember no occasion on which
deafness occurred through the wearing of the goggles which
I still use for motor cycling.

Like your other correspondents, I have noticed the deaf-

ness when motor cycling. Jf I may venture an opinion of

the cause, I think it is largely due to the restricted lateral

field of vision caused by ordinary goggles.

Sounds in motor cycling come usually from the rear or

flank (if the sound of the engine be excluded). Both of

these positions are usually out of the field of vision when the

eyes are looking forwards out of goggles. In the air prac-

tically all the sound comes from the engine, i.e., from the
front usually—in the field of vision. The only other sounds

THE SIX DAYS TRIALS-A CONTRAST IN SIZES.

George Brough with the new 976 c.c. Brough Superior. TTie smallest machine in the trial the 169 C.C. J.E.S.

is the rider.

13

R. P. Pumel!
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are occasional shouts from one's observer, but he usually
precedes these by a friendly smack on the back. As a pilot's

head was continually turning, it is difficult to say whether
"Archies " were more easily heard in front or not.

As a medical reader, may I suggest that, as the secondary
hearing and sight centres of the brain are very closely con-
nected by communicating nerve fibres, the temporary restric-

tion of one sense, as caused by goggles, affects the other.
This must not be confused with what happens to the one
sense after the complete loss of the other.
The pressure of elastic round the ears and the wearing

of a helmet has only a mechanical effect in closing the ear.
Inverness. N.U.T.

UNCERTIFIED ELECTRICAL TIMING.
Sir,—Your correspondent, " Interested " has been at some

pains in raising the question of the accuracy of the Ferodo
Electric Timing Gear, and incidentally that of the apparatus
of somewhat similar character used at Brooklands.
We are quite aware that fractional errors must obtain

even in the very highest class of time recorders, but we are
quite satisfied with the makers' guarantee that the fully
compensated clock supplied with our instrument has the
minimum of error mechanically possible. If there is an
error in lag or gain of 1 second in 4 hours, what perceptible
or measurable lag or gain can there be in brief intervals of
from 24 seconds to 2 minutes, during which the instrument
is normally in use? lu any case, the personal element is

eliminated, and the times recorded are consistent in every
case.

We do not see how it is possible to test the accuracy of
any times recorded^certainly, we should not be prepared
to accept the evidence of even the most experienced time-
keeper with the best watch obtainable, since our instrument
records divisions of time impossible with a watch. Again,
the perceptive faculty of the human, eye cannot appreciate
differences of movement in excess of l-i6th of a second. It
is, therefore, impossible that an observer can actually see
the wheels of a vehicle crossing a line at a velocity of, say,
29 yards per second, which is the approximate distance
travelled in one second at 50 miles per hour.
We are not experts in connection with split second

chronometers, but it occurs to us that we have seen no times
recorded with watches by divisions of seconds other than
l-5ths ; in this tliere may be considerable error, for it is

quite possible that two motor cycles or cars at the finish of
a half-mile timed event may be running at 80 m.p.h. and
each given tin'ies of 25 seconds, yet one may have accom-
plished 24.85, the other 25.15 seconds—the former would be
about 13 yards faster. It would seem to follow that for
recording high velocities, that electrical contacts are essential
in conjunction with an instrument making a visible and
permanent record of seconds or half-second intervals, which
can be very finely subdivided—quite easily down to l-16th
of a second.
AVe agree tliat the actuating clockwork should be calibrated

from time to time by recognised authorities.

Yours faithfully, FERODO, LIMITED.

BRISTOL'S FREAK HILLS.

Sir,—In my letter re the above, which appeared in your
issue of 3rd inst., I stated that East Dundry, Ubley, and
Burledge hills were not considered " freaks "—in any way

—

by the Trials Committee of the Western Centre Auto Cycle
Union. These climbs were included in the course of the
" Arctic " Trial held on April 1st, 1922, and as prior
to the event we had stated in the Press that no freak hills
would be on the route, I was anxious to correct the impres-
sion which would be gained from your report of the Bristol-
Bath Inter-Club Trial, namely, that possibly we had not
acted in good faith. I further stated that the Bristol and
Bath Clubs did not take part in the Arctic {as clubs being
understood), tliough I might here add that the few members
wlio did ride, did well.

From the letters which appeared in your issue of 17th
on the subject, it seems that the writers have obviously
ignored the object of my letter, making myself the subject
of a personal attack in a way which I should term " not
cricket," on which point I leave your readers to judge.
The only two occasions on which I have negotiated these

three hills in competition were the Bristol-Bath Inter-Club

^,

Three thousand blooms were used

in decorating this Connaught out-

fit which took part in a carnival

in aid of the War Memorial Fund
of Cannock.
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Trial of 1921, and in a recent club half -day event run by the
Weston Club. In the former I rode a big 7 h.p. A.J.S.
solo, and, unknown to myself, I was told that momentarily
I touched the ground with one foot on East Dundry on the
first circuit only. Burledge was taken for the most part on
top gear, and Ubley on middle. In the more recent trial

I rode my Sj h.p. Sports Douglas—^which then had some
25,000 miles to its credit—and, due to the heavy overnight
rainfall, afternoon sun, and a much-worn back tread, I found
it quite impossible to obtain any grip, without the use of

chains, on Burledge Hill. I did not stop my back wheel
at all, and after much hard work, aided by an engine whicli

seemed quite fresli after nearly 15 minutes' revving on the
climb, I reached the top. Not one competitor climbed clean

without non-skid chains, and of those who, like myself,
believed in using ordinary methods of obtaining grip^ only
a. very few succeeded in keeping their back wheels going
all the while.

Mr. Simpson wiir perhaps be interested to know that I

am still suffering from iinjuries received in 1914 in Belgium,
and he is quite correct when he says I was exhausted on
reaching the top.

In conclusion, may I remind your readers that thfe hills

which form the subject of this letter were not " cut out,
"

of the Arctic Trial, but because the district in which they
lie was completely snow^-bound on April 1st this year, the
afternoon's course of which they formed a part, was not
traversed. J. A. NEWMAN,

Honorary Trials Secretary and Treasurer,
A.C.U. Western' Centre.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handbook of the motor cycle.

^ Price net 2/6. By post, 2/10.

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " IxioN," of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-.

Paper Boards. Price, 2/6.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps.s-England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

By post, 5/3.
By post, 2/9.

n Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

n Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers

PI
and Railway Bookstalls.
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MAKE
BROOKLANDS

WORTH VISITING.
Handicap Events Responsible for

the Failure of the Weybridge
Race Meetings as a Spectacle.

By "TANGENT."

ABOUT this time each year the regular

follower of Brooklands events

begins to lose a good deal of his

earlier enthusiasm, and the old question as

to what is wrong with the track crops up
once more.

As a matter of fact, quite a number of

things are " wrong "—varying according

to the viewpoint which one takes—and
none of them can be righted very easily.

While I do not intend to limit my remarks
to the motor cycle meetings only, I will

endeavour to put the case of the average motor cyclist

spectator and the occasional or would-be motor cyclist

competitor.

The track is much too big. Even the racing cars

are inclined to get lost on its vast expanse of bare

cement; motor cycles at 70, So, or 90 m.p.h. do not

look in the least impressive to the spectator, who sees

them only speeding down a section of the straight

usually as far on the other edge of the track as they

can be, or else, intermittently, as black spots crawling

along the railway straight or the Byfleet banking.

For half of each lap they are almost lost to view
altogether. A mile to the lap track, half as wide as

BrookFands, would still permit plenty of room—for

motor cycle racing, anyhow.

Compromise.
It may be argued that it is all very well to say that

the track is too large, but that it cannot very easily

303

Spectators, nowadays, are either keen young enthusiasts, interested trade men,

or people who enjoy an occasional " flutter. Taken together they are not very

numerous^and the average, ordinary motor cyclist is almost entirely absent.

be made smaller. That is so, and until a sensibly-

designed substitute makes an appearance in the Mid-
lands we must make the best of things as they are.

There are several further failings of the Weybridge
location, but before touching upon them one additional

advantage of the Midlands scheme must be empha-
sised. New blood would be infused "into the entry

lists, and, since Birmingham is about a hundred miles

nearer the centre of the motor cycle industry than
London, it would be healthy new blood and plenty of

it. If Brooklands, with all its faults, were trans-

ferred bodily to somewhere near Birrningham, the

racing would gain 100?^ in interest, more spectators,

too, would attend, and admission charges might profit-

ably be reduced.

Too Few Star Riders.
The track as it is to-day suffers because there are

too few star riders. In each capacity class there are

two or, at the most, three top-notch per-

formers who are always a little faster than

the majority ; these riders attend every meet-

ing, and if all the events were on a scratch

basis nobody else but them would win—for

a time.

I do not begrudge these people, their

superiority ; nobody does, for they have at-

tained it by their hard work and long hours

of experiment and practice. At the same
time, they are largely responsible for the

vogue of the handicap, and the handicap

event is the curse of Brooklands.

A handicap is not a- race at all ; it is a

calculation. The competitors are not racing

-one against the other, but all against the

handicapper. Unfortunately, one may go

even further and say that they are not

racing, but scheming against the handi-

In handicap races it occasionally happens that the limit man completes a lap

before the scratch -men start. Spectators find such races very difficult to follow

and consequently much interest is los*

capper.

The system, of course, is at fault. To be

so unwise as to win two races at one meeting
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Make Brooklands Worth Visiting.—

means that the victor will not win again in a hurry

;

he will be penalised right out of the picture ior months

to come. The experts at the game contrive to win

races only as frequently as they dare, and to lose them
in a realistic manner as and Avhen required.

Indeed, to such a pitch have matters come that one

hears the view expressed more often than should be

that the riders arrange amongst themselves as to who
will win each race. It is very deplorable that this

quite incorrect assumption should find currency, but

it is understandable when the true facts of the case

as already outlined are considered.

The Incentive to Win.
It is not easy at a glance to see how matters can

be put right in this respect, but I firmly believe that

if the handicap race were eliminated altogether from
Brooklands programmes things would right themselves

in course of time. The regular limit man of to-day

Duels such as this are not uncommon on the wide

expanses of Brooklands track, but too often only a

venturesome press photographer is near enough to

appreciate them.

would simply be forced to find more^speed,

and there is no reason why they should

not be- -successful. It is not necessary to

-handicap the T.T. competitors to ensure

close finishes. The mere fact that one or

two men to-day have a monopoly of Brook-
lands speed is only because the others have
not had the " get-on-or-go-under " in-

centive to beat them.
Scratch races already form a feature of

B.M.C.R.C. meets, but so long as handi-
cap events are also to be won, the tendency
is to stifle effort. It is to be regretted that
the most recent meeting was run purely on
a handicap basis.

Keep the races confined to engines of
the same capacity ; if need be, separate
the "experts" from the "generals," as

b 4

is done already in club hill-climbs ; and certainly run
events for novices and events for equipped touring
machines ; but at all costs avoid the line of least resist-

ance—the handicap.

Neck-and-Neck Races.
It might be a slow process. Probably for months

the same two or three riders on the same two or three
machines would, win the " expert " classes, but the
other manufacturers, I feel sure, would eventually be
shamed into action, and the invariable headache which
a visit to a race meeting brings to many others beside
myself would be forgotten in the interest of following
a series of neck-and-neck races.

Again, to_ attract new men, why not stage scratch
races for private owners, confined to machines of one
particular make and capacity ? A - short race for
genuinely privately owned 490 c.c. Mortons; another
for 494 c.c. Douglases; another for Scott Squirrels;
for Levisesj for Triumphs—^all would provide much

interest.

\ Then, as a special feature for the last

!
meeting of the year, a race for straight-

from-the-crate stock models, of the makes

j

upon which the expert riders have been
,

scoring such phenomenal successes. Let

I

the " stars " ride them, but do not let

I

them tune them. Would the same handful
I of men win if the race went to, say,

,
twenty laps ? It is diflicult to tell, and for

I
that reason the spectacle would be exciting.

j

Or, again,_a combined one-lap race and
brake test, run in heats with two or three

j

riders at a time, the winner to be the first

man to get round the track and bring his

; machine up stationary on the starting line

again. Or timed speed trials up and dowrT
i the test hill non-stop to a predetermined

spot at the foot.

: There are lots of ways of attracting new
men to the track, and most are methods

^ which would also increase the interest for the

spectators

More often, however, it is a case of solo lightweights and high speed three::,

wheelers straggled all over the track, and all travelling at different speeds.

17
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Cinies to 5Ligbt OLamps.

August 31st

Sept. 2nd
4th

6th

8.19 D.m
8.14 „

8.10 „

8.5 ,.

CumnF
Chdt"

One number plate must be illuminated as above
ride Road Vehicles Registration and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
lequired by law may be lit half an hour later.

Repairs in Progress.

Motor cyclists wishing to test the

springing of their macliines are recom-

mended to carry out tests on a stretch of

main road between Watford and Rickmans-
worth, where alleged road repairs are in

progress.

The Motor Exhibition.

Intimation has been received by the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders that the King has been graciously

|leased to grant his patronage to this

gear's motor exhibition, which will be

Ipened to the public on Friday, Novem-
per 3rd.

'Crash-Helmet" de Luxe.

One cannot but admire the ingenuity of

certain " speedman " familiar to the

irooklands community whose practice it is

-to distm'b the ozone with some force pro-

tected as to the head in what was once a

self-respecting bowler hat—now raised to

the elevated ranks of a " crash-helmet

"

by means of skilful camouflage.

A New Fuel.

A reader t€lls us that he stopped out-

side a large garage not long ago for

a fill-up of petrol. An assistant, obviously

new to the game, was in the act of attend-

ing to his requirements when our cor-

respondent's curiosity was aroused by the
appearance of the liquid. On enquiries

being made, it was discovered that the

zealous attendant had obligingly filled the
tank with water from a "show" can
placed outside the shop to attract cus-

tomers.

Not a Race.

The third one-day " sporting " trial,

open to members of the Motor Cycling
Club, is being held this year on Saturday,
September 30th, when solo motor cycles of

any capacity will be eligible to enter.
The start will be made from the Railway
Hotel at Caterham at 10 o'clock, the route,
consisting of a circuit of about sixty miles,

to be covered twice. Entries for this

event, which should be addressed to Mr.
F. T. Bidl-aie, 84, North End Road,
Golders Green, London, N.W.ll, close on
Saturday, September 23rd.

Wanted, an Owner.

A member of Tlie Motor Cycle staff
recently picked up in the road a licence
holder and card. XB 3318 is the number.

Awards for the Passengers.

After Jast week's Trials, the sidecar
passengers are again asking themselves
why they should not receive some award.

Lost, Stolen or Strayed.

Motorists appear to be getting a trifle

careless in their habits judging by what
they leave about the roads in the course
of a day.

A Little Giant.

How can riders of 1,000 c.c. solo
machines preen themselves after climbing
Bwlch-y-Groes when a little J.E.S. took
it in its stride during last week's Trial?

An Excellent Performance.

Though quite unacquainted with the
course, Clifford Wilson (653 Quadrant)
made an excellent^ performance in the
International Six Days Trials. He not
only made a clean ascent of the Weis-
senstein pass and gained a gold medal, but
he also received the special cup for the
best performance in Class D.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

-THE AUTOCAR '-—published
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and condticted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
plete automobile journal embracing
smaU,medium,andlarge cars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 401 •

Founded, in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.
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Sidecars in France.

There was an enormous increase in the

number of sidecars on the roads in France
between 1920 and 1921. In the former
year there were only 5,559, whUe last

year there were 13,358, an increase of

140 per cent. This, too, is reckoned as

rather a moderate estimate.

Looking for Trouble.

It is surprising to observe how few
people appear to be aware of the dangers
attendant upon precipitating themselves
and their machines into any main
thoroughfare from a side turning without
any "audible warning of approach." Why
is it that drivers of Ford cars always seem
to be the woi:st offenders?

A Breakfast-table Problem.

What is the longest period a motor
cycle has run, maintaining efficiency,

without decarbonising? Messrs. A. G.

Cox and Son, of the Irving Motor Works,
of Taunton, put in a claim for a single

cylinder Ariel which has been run for five

years with a sidecar without having either

a valve ground in or the cylinder taken
off. Even then there was only l-32nd of

an inch of carbon deposit. Can anyone
beat this record?

"The Old Order Changeth: !
"

It is interesting to recollect that a com-
paratively short while ago, even after the

war, it was considered pure " swank " to

wear the now almost universally popular
" flying helmet " for motor cycling pur-

poses—until people began to realise that
such a form of headgear was both com-
fortable and efficient. Nowadays they are

worn by motor cyclists of every descrip-

tion, from the " big twin " solo man to the

baby two-stroke "speed merchant."

Passing Trams.

Little attention appears to have been
paid to the very real danger to overtaking

traffic at tram junctions, the heavy cars

swinging to right or left without any
signal to other drivers who may be ex-

pecting them to go straight on. Last

week a writer in Motor Transport states

that he saw one snch accident which is

typical of what too often happens. A
light car on the off side of a tram at a

junction was just passing as a tram took

the points, and was crushed against an-

other tram. The driver of the No. 1

tram could not see the car when he took

the points, while the driver of the car,

seeing no signal, naturally took it that

the tram would go ahead instead of to

the right 'rlie conductor could not warn

the car driver, as he was too far behind.

In a case like this, who is to blame for

the accident ?

by
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HARROGATE M.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL.
(Left) A. Leake (349 Massey-Arran) at the top of Jack

Hill. (Right) T. Holmes (481 Scott Squirrel) followed

\>y Eastwoojl (498 Zenith-Bradshaw) on a pretty but rough
" titbit " of the route well known to competitors in the

" Scott " and Ilkley Trials.

Southpoit M.C.
In the reliability trial held recently for the

" Rudge " cup and special prizes, J. Carnell (998
Riulge sc.) was the winner, being the only rider
to make a non-stop climb of Park Rash. Red-
mond (349 Massey-Arran) and Speakman (499
Rudge) won the special prizes in the 350 c.c.
class and over .^50 c.c. class, respectively, Carnell
taking the special prize in the sidecar class.

Oxford M.C.
Bv invitr.tion of Mr. and Airs. Frank Gr.-iy, a

pymkhana has been arranged to take place at
Shipton Manor, .Sbipton-on-Chenvell, on Thursday,
September 7th, commencing at 2.30 p.m., wnen
;i nniuber at" ititerpstiiis niirl aninsing events will
be included in the afternoon's programme. Entries
close on September 2nd and should be sent tu
Mr. F. L. K. Loxley, at 66, St. Giles" St., Oxford-

Widnes M.C.
Thirteen competitors started and twelve com-

pleted the 84-mife course selected tor the reliability
trial held recently to decide the winner of the
" Ireland Rose Bowl," when the following results
were recorded :

—

(1) W. Cook (550 Triumph), rose bowl and gold
medal.

(2) A. J. Sandland (998 Morgan).
(3) H. Burrell (348 Rex-Acme).
(4) J. Mooney (499 Sunbeam).

Peterborough m.C.C.
Results of the hill climb held on the 20th

inst. are now to hand, and are given as follows:—
250 c.c, 2-stroke.—Standing start : (1), B. Knigh-

ton (225 Royal Enfleld), 26y,s. (30.66 m.p.h.);
(2), A. Mason (247 Levis), 337,5. (26.71 m.p.h.).
Plying start: (1), D. Coldesworth (249 Massey),
19%s. (46.31 m.p.h.); (2), B. Knighton (225
Royal Enfield), 20%s. (42.65 m.p.h.).
350 c.c—Standing start: (1), J. W Turnill

(349 Royal Ruby), 223,Ss. (39.82 m.p.h.); (2), H.
Le Boeuf (349 A.J.S.), 25V5S. (32.63 m.p.h.).
Flying start: (l)."- J. W. Turnill (349 Koval
Ruby), 15%s. (58.44 m.p.h.); (2). H. Le Boeuf
(349 A.J.S.), IS'/ss. (53.56 m.p.h.).
500 c.c—Standing start: (1), A. Stapleton

(499 Sunbeam), igy^s. (45.96 m.p.h.); (2), O
Collier (499 Sunbeam). IWiS. (45.46 m.p h )

Plying start: (1), A. Stapleton (499 Sunbeam),
13s. (69.21 m.p.h.); (2), O. Collier (499 Sun-
beam), WA s. (68.18 m.p.h.).
Unhmiled.-Standing start : (1), O. Collier (499

^^^fi'^^-J-^-/-'"'-
'"'^^1 m.p.h.): (2), A. Staple-

ton (499 Sunbeam), 19%s. (45.46 m.p.h ). Fly-
ing start: (1), A. Stapleton (499 Sunbeam), 13s

i??;^^,i^-?-„''-'' l^''
O- Collier (499 Sunbeam),

13l^s. (68.18 m.p.h.),

I ?^^'^i'^*-°^^
Race.-Flying start: (1), T, Parker

(499 Sunbeam), 15>/iS. (59.21 m.p.h.).
The fastest time of the day was made by A

Stapleton (499 Sunbeam), whose time was 13s
'

giving a speed of 69.21 m.p.h.

bS

Beigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.
September 10th has been chosen for the one-day

reliability trial, open to all clubs in the South-
Eastern Centre (A.C.U.). The start will be made
from Laker's Hotel, Redhill, at 10.30 a.m.
Entiiet?, which close on Saturday. September 2r:d

(first post), should be addressed to Mr. E. F.
Bewers, 22, Garlands Road, Redhill, from whom
any further particulars are available.

Lune Valley M.C.C.
Speed trials held on Hest Bank sands on the

20th inst. resulted in some exciting finishes,

awards being made as follows. The course
measured V" mile :

—

350 c.c. (scraJcA).—(1) P. Barron (348 Hawker);
(2) .1. N. Yates (349 Sheffleld-IIenJerson).

600 c.c. (scratch).—a) J. N Yates (349
Sheffield-Henderson); (2) P. Barron (348 Hawker).

Unlimited <,3cratch).~(i) ,T. H. Illingworth
(989 Trump-Anzani); (2) J. N. Yates (349
Sheffield-Henderson).

350 c.c. (handicap).—(1) G. Hardmai (349 Conl-
son B.), 150 yards; (2) J. N. Yates (349 Sheffield-
Henderson), scratch.

600 c.c. (handicap).— (1) B. Foxcroft (499 Sun-
beam), 50 yards; (2) H. Baxter (490 Norton),
scratch.

Unlimited (handicap).—(\) H. Baxter (490
Norton), 25 yards; (2) B. Foxcroft (499 Sunbeam),
50 yards.

600 c.c. Sidecars (scratch).— (I) H. Jackson (499
Sunbeam sc); (2) H. Baxter (490 No-ton sc).
Unlimited, Sidecars {scratch).— (1) E. B. Parkin-

son (976 Brough Superior sc); (2) II. Jackson
(499 Sunbeam sc).

600 c.c. Sidecars (handicap).— (1) H. .lactson
(499 Sunbeam sc), scratch; (2) II Jepson (498
Zenith-Bradshaw sc), 100 vnrds.
Unlimited. Sidecars (hatidicap).— (1) E. B.

Parkinson (976 Brough Superior sc), scratch; (2)
II. Jackson (499 Sunbeam sc), 25 yards.

Races were run over a 5-mile course in .the
following classes :

—

Unlimited. Sidecars {handicap).—(l)E.B. Park-
inson (976 Brough Superior sc), scratch; (2)
H. Jepson (498 Zenith-Bradshaw sc), 2min.
Unlimited. Sidecars {scratch).— (1) E.B.Parkin-

son (976 Brough Superior sc); (2) H. Jepson
(498 Zenith-Bradshaw sc).
350 c.c. {scratcJt) .—{1) J. N. Yates (349

Sheffield-Henderson) ; (2) G. Hardman (349 Coul-
son-B.).
600 c.c. {scratch).— {I) H. Baxter (490 Norton);

(2) R. Foxcroft (499 Sunbeam).
Unlimited (scratch).— (1) ,T, Illingworth (989

Trump-Anzani); (2) J. N. Yates (34S S7ieffleld-
Henderson).

Unlimited (handicap).~(l) G. Hardman (349
Coulson-B.), IVjmin.; (2) J. Illingworth (980
Trump-Anzani), scratch.

20 miles Unlimited Handicap Race —(1) J.
Illingworth (989 Trump-Anzani). scratch; (2) J.
Caurot (481 Scott-Squirrel), 7J4min.
The winner's time in this race was 22min.

BradJord M.C. and X.C.C.
Solo machines only -will be allowed to compete

in the first hill climb, which has been planned
lor Saturday next, September 2nd. to decide the
winner for the Wilson Cup. On the day ioUow-
ing, the 3rd inst., a reliability trial for the
Priestly Cup will be run off. A general meeting
is being held at 8 p.m. to-night at the Club
headquarters.

Matlock and West Derbyshire M. and
M.C.C.

The half-day reliability trial originally ar-
ranged to take place on August 27th has been
postponed until September 10th, when a start
will be made from Darley Bridge Garage at 2.30
p.m. to cover a course approximately 80 miles
in length. A gymkhana is being held on Saturday,
September 9th. Particulars of both these events
may be .-obtained from Mr. E. F. Hurt, of South
Darley, ^^latlock.

Avalon and Wells M.C.
A successful hill-climb was held on High Ham

Hill recently. L. G. Williams (494 Douglas) made
fastest time of the day. his time for the half-mile
standing start being only 28 seconds.
The results were :—
500 c.c—(I) L. G. Williams (494 Douslas);

(2) V. G. Tucker (490 Norton).
750 c-.c— (1) L. G. Williams (494 Douglas);

(2) V. G. Tucker (490 Norton).
1,000 c.c— (1) L. G. Williams (494 Douglas);

(2) V. G. Tucker (490 Norton).
500 c.c. Sidecar.— (1) L. G. Williams (494

Douglas sc); (2) J. Steele (490 Norton sc).
1,000 c.c. Sidecars.~(l) L. G. Williams (494

Douglas EC); (2) P. Steele (490 Norton sc).

Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.C.

The confined flying half-mile speed event held
recently over a measured section of the Glasgow-

,

Edinburgh read near Harthill was productive of

some excellent times. The official results to hand
are given as follows :

—

400 c.c. : H. Drummond (349 Massey-Arran);
29^'-s

'^VoOc.c. : N. Muir (490 Norton), 26^s. -

1,000 c.c: N. Muir (490 Norton), 263.

600 c.c. (sidecars) : J. Muir (490 Norton sc),
322/-S.

1,000 c.c. (sidecars) : R. W. Muir (976 Brough
Superior sc), 32s,
The " Sunbeam " gold medal awarded for the

fastest t-ime of the day for a, solo machine of any
capacity was won by N. Muir (490 Norton) in 26s.

H. Drummond (349 Massey-Arra-n), whose time
was 295^5., can-ied off the prize of £2 2s. offered
by Mr. E, M. McNaught for the fastest time of
the day up to 400 c.c, whilst the fastest time
for sidecars of auy capacity was achieved by R. W.
Muir (976 Brough Superior sc) in 32s., thus
winning the " Walter Connor " Cup.

I
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A scene at Mow Cop on the second day. Crowds gathered to watch competitors,

and in many instances riders were baulked by thoughtless spectators pressing on
to the course. J. Harrison-Watson (550 Triumph sidecar) followed by C. Dickinson

(498 Ariel sidecar).

Another view of Mow Cop showing a pair of 678 c.c. Martin-

_

syde sidecars making the ascent. The riders are J. T. Bashall

and A. A. Symes.

Five Days on the Road. A
Test of 830 Miles in Yorkshire,

the Welsh Mountains and the

Thames Valley for 143 Represent-

ative Motor Cycles. 106 Arrived

at Brooklands for the Final

Speed Trial.

MONDAY'S RUN, 179J MILES.

York, Stillington, Ampleforth, Thirlby,

Helmsley, GiUamoor, Kirkby Moorside,
Hovingham, Strensall, York (lunch),

Nabum, Cawood, Brierley, Bamsley,
Binginglow, Ashfoid, Buxton.

AS fully reported in last week's issue,

the route on Monday morning was
of a trying nature despite the fact

that fine weather conditions prevailed.

White Horse, the first hill, although
easy, proved the undoing of many, while
the big ascent of the run, Rosedale Abbey
Bank, became a debacle, the majority fail-

ing through lack of wheel grip on the loose

surface.

One or two soloists, the three-wheelers,
and, in particular, certain single-cylinder
sidecars made outstanding performances.

Distinguished at the Outset.
Amongst the solo machines, the A.J.S.,

the new 350 c.c. James, the Scotts, and
the Powell earned special praise, while the
outstanding riding ability of G. Dance
(499 Sunbeam) gained tremendous applause
on the hills. Sidecars were upheld in repu-
tation chiefly by the P. and M. team, the
New Hudsons, the Dunelt, and the a!j.S.
The wonderful handling of the latter
machine by F. W. Giles was as remarkable
in its way as the brilliant solo riding of
Dance and the Scott exponents.

All the Morgans, the T.B., and the

L.S.D. successfully climbed Rosedale,

but the Scott Sociable required slight

assistance even without its passenger.

From York southwards to Buxton in the
afternoon was an easy trip over main and
good secondary roads, with a little rough
going near Hathersage.

Long bolts hold down the cylinder on
the new single cylinder James.

TUESDAY'S RUN, 140J MILES.

Buxton, Mossley Moss, Mowcop, Biddulph
Moor, Axe Edge End, Rudyard
(lunch), Ipstone, Cheadle, Hilderstone,

Aston, Gt. Bridgeford, Newport,
Wellington, Longwood, Uriconium,
Shrewsbury.

DESPITE early rain, which belied the
promise of the previous evening,
Tuesday's run was not so severe as

Monday's.
Nevertheless, there were nine retire-

ments, at least three being definitely at-

tributable to broken frames or sidecar

chassis, which gives some indication of

the nature of the going. Much of it was
very rough, and almost all of it was
tortuous in the extreme.

Freak Surfaces But Easy Hills.

One section, which included a slight

hill, was thoroughly freakish ; but the
two main test hills did not take a heavy
toll. Two of the retirements were caused
by accidents, both with somewhat serious

consequences to the drivers, I. P. Bret-

tell (348 Connaught sc.) and W. N.
Clayton-Russell (633 Norton sc). Bret-

tell's retirement robbed the trials of one
of the two 350 c.c. sidecar outfits, and
previously he had been doing well.

A straying Scotch mist hung over Bux-
ton "at eight o'clock ; and the first hour or

b rr
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At the lunch stop on the first day. The keen interest of the Yorkshire people in the

trials is evinced by the crowd inspecting competitors' machines.

so was an unpleasant scramble over moor-
land roads, with a visibility of about 50
yards. Buxton to Rudyard, the lunch
stop, is only a matter of 17 miles by
the main road, but this was ingeniously

lengtTiened to 65 on the route-card.

"Mow Cop—Long and Straight,

Mow Cop was the ecene of more lost

marks than anywhere else. It is long
and straight and uneven on the steepest

(1 in 45) portion ; on Tuesday an incon-

siderate crowd, which persisted in block-

ing up the road, multiplied its slight diffi-

culties.

Except the J.E.S., which stopped,
owing, it is said, to a momentary piston
seizure, all the lightweights were good.
The bigger (500 c.c. and upwards) solo

machines simply toyed with the gradient

;

Dance and Bennett (499 Sunbeams), two
of the three Scotts, J. H. Davis' (492
Sunbeam), G. F. Bainbridge (739 Martin-
syde), T. Buckle (748 F.N.), and George
Brough (Brough-Superior) all appearing
to exceed the legal limit on the 1 in 4^
portion.

The New Hudson aiid P. and RL single-

cylinder outfits were the most uniformly
excellent in their class, but it was notice-

AUGUST jisi,^ ig22.

able that the four-speed gear on Lewis's
P. and M. enabled him to overtake
Freeley's three-speed New Hudson—and
tlie latter was by no means slow.

J. W. Wildblood's 494 c.c. Douglas out-

fit also distinguished itself by beating

W. H. BashaU's 678 c.c. Martinsyde—
but after all tire event is not a race, and
slow but sure is a wise motto. The Con-
Tiaught sidecar just scraped up without
assistance, while . its only rival, the-

Weatherell, getting a clear passage,

rushed up at s^jeed.

Penalty 0! Overloading.

J. Harrison-Watson's super-equipped

Triumph outfit konked right out ; Had-
ley's and Danskin's 499 c.c. Eudge side-

cars both required assistance, and it was
touch and go with Sibley. Two "seven-

fifty " twins also needed help—F. Cot-

ton's James and W. E. Grange's Brad-

bury ; and the Scott Sociable shed its pas-

senger and some of the water in its radi-

ator—probably a leak. Bourlet (498

Ariel sc.) claimed a baulk for his failure.

New cylinder on 498 c.c. Ariels. Deeper

radiating fins and larger and more free

valve ports are its features.

It was difficult to distinguish the "very
fast" sidecars from the merely "fast,"

but the following should certainly come
under the first heading: F. W. Giles (799

Rough portions on the route of the second day.
E. W. Choldcroft (349 A.J.S.) and H. F. Harris on a similar

mount.

Competitors on cart tracks near Ipstone

E. A. Barnett (346 Francis-Bamett) followed by S. M. Greening,

also on a Francis-Bamett.

b 12
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fix Days Trials Described.—

A.J.S. sc), L. C. McCardie (989 Harley-

Davidson sc), W. N. Clayton-Russell

(633 Norton sc), and W. A. Fell-Smith

(976 Brough-Superior sc). As usual,

H. F. S. Morgan (IMorjjan) made a show
at least as good as any sidecar.

Lunching at Rudyard, somebody noticed

that E. J. Kehoe's Rudge did not look

right. Examination pioved that the

front down tube was broken, displacing

A shallow walersptash in picturescjue surroundings near Leek. W. Buckneli (993 Matchless

sidecar) and E. C. Baiton on a sister machine.

For quick manipulation. An experimental

gate change mounted in a bracket in-

corporated in the Duretf gear box frame

clamp on Clayton-Ru5Spll's Norton.

the engine by at least two inches. The
news was broken to the rider, who con-

fessed that he had not noticed it himself.

News also came through that Lea's

496 cc Lea-Francis had disintegrated

somewhere on the moors from the same
cause.

There were more corners than ever in

the afternoon's run, but with the excep-

tion of the Colonial section already re-

ferred to, the road surfaces were slightly

better.

A tiio ol sidecars on the hill leading out

Hudson), P. Pehraon (499 Dunelt),

ot Oakamoor. t. li. 1-rceley (3:^5 New
and A. W. Hadley (499 Rudge).

The descent to Oakamoor was more
difficult than the succeeding ascent, and
it is surprising that apparently none of

the many spectators there knew of a con-

siderably less easy hill two miles further
on. However, even the latter was not
severe enough to be interesting, nor was
anything else until the Wr€kin was
reached.

Solos Only on the Wrekin.
Mainly because of a narrow gateway,

solo machines only were allowed to at-

tempt the climb ; and since it terminated
some distance from the actual summit it

was child's play to most.
The only bump on the -well-graded,

smooth track up through the woods caused
just one failure—J. L. Hanman (494

Douglas)—but D. H. Davidson (596

Indian Scout) nearly met a similar

fate, and Westwood Wills (547 Powell)

was dangerously long in effecting a gear-

change on the hairpin. One or two riders

footed, quite unnecessarily, at this point.

The palm for the most imposing per-

formance goes to W. Hill (Scott), al-

though several ran him close and none

displayed any lack of power.

As it was on Tuesday, the Wrekin is

a much over-rated test ; it is doubtful,

even, if it becomes treacherous when
thoroughly wet.

* * *f

Only nineteen competitors finished the

first day's run with absolutely clean

sheets.
» * *

Billeling-out by hotels in Shrewsbury

was not appreciated by those concerned.

In one case a well-known rider was told

by his temporary landlady that he must

come home to bed at nine o'clock ; and in

another the good lady of the house_ had

not returned from the "pictures ' by

10.30 p.m. !
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WEDNESDAY'S RUN, 156 MILES.
Shrewsbury, Marton, Welshpool, Dinas

Mawddwy, Llanuwchllyn, Bala
(lunch), Llanwddyn, Llaniair Caerein-
ion, Newtown, Knighton Penybont,
Llandiindod Wells.

EXCEPT for Bwlch-y-Groes, Wed-
nesday's run did not promise
much in the way of difficulties.

Long Mountain and the Hirnant Pass, the
two unknown quantities to most of the
competitors, failed to provide any un-
pleasant surprises, altliough a greasy up-
grade a mile or two out of Welshpool
might have been the cause of lost marks
had there been anybody there to watch
the fun.

Yet, taken as a whole, the day was
difficult, if only because of the number
of long second-gear climbs, such as only
Wales can provide^ Perhaps no machine
fails on these at the time,- but later on
poorly designed engines begin to lose

power in an unaccountable manner—and
another batch of unfortunates remove
their official numbers. On Wednesday the
party numbered six. (A detailed list of
retirements day by day will be found on
a later page.)

An Easy Test Hill.

Long Mountain had dried too well after

the previous night's rain to cause much
anxiety. Riders toured up in batches of

nine or ten, and in consequence of this

some of the faster men had perforce to
" touch " as they took to the rough to

overtake. J. H. Davies (492 Sunbeam)
was a clever exception.

The hill does not merit that everybody's
performance should be mentioned, and in

order to avoid undue publicity to the usual
dozen or so very fast riders our account
must be confined to the odd incidents.

For example, a Scott followed a Lea-
Francis over a patch of semi-slune. The
latter wobbled slightly ; the former went
up like an arrow, which reminds us that,

excepting perhaps the solo Sunbeams, the
large-tyred machines were infinitely

steadier in grease than the 26 in. x &{- in.

brigade.

Fast Ascents.

Reg. Brown's and T. C. de la Hay's
sidecar Sunbeams shone here more in the
manner expected of. them earlier.

Had the climb been timed, W. D. Pugh
(989 Harley-D) and G. F. Bainbridge (739
Martinsyde) would probably have tied for

first place.

Of the sidecars, Giles (A.J.S.), Baxter
(Harley), Ghater-Lea (Chater-Lea), Newey
(Ariel). Barton (Matchless), and the irre-
pressible Wildblood (494 Douglas) ap-
peared the fastest ; but, showing how
difficult it is to estimate in this matter,
Hardee (Matchless sc.) had just earned a
" very fast " in our notebook when
McCardle (Harley D. sc.) actually over-
took him on the steepest portion.
The failures were : Danskin (499 Rudge

sc), Harrison Watson (550 Triumph sc),
who baulked J. H. Walker (770 B.S.A.
sc), Saddington (749 James sc), and T. J.
Ross (993 Matchless so.). It was not lack
of power in the last case.

Bwlch-y-6roes was the next official

point of interest, but it is a pity that the
Welshpool hill was not observed.

b i6
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FITMENTS ON THE COMPETING
MACHINES.

Exhaust box An old inner tube A cha

fitted on Harry as a knee grip on J. A. Ley-

Reed's Dot outfit. land's P. and M. The tube

is strapped to the tank.

puller

on C. F. Nott's Raleigh.

ca I

pump lubrication

and sight feed on J.

Harrison Watson's

Triumph. Note the

flexible tubing.

Spare chain case on the carrier of the Powell.

Shock absorber on the crank-

shaft sprocket of the Raleigh.

(Left) The sports model Powell had a large Argus silencer bolted to the carrier stays.

(Right) Twin outlets were used for the exhaust of the Beardmore-Precision.
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A siring ot solo riders on the Hirnani Pass climbed alter lunch on the third day. H. Greaves (349 c.c. Beardmore-Precision), Geo. Dance

(499 c.c. Sunbeam), A. Bennett (499 c.c. Sunbeam), A G. Wall (348 c.c. Connaught) and C. Greenwood (499 c.c. Sunbeam).

On the way to Bwlch-y-Groes (the Pass
of the Ci'oss) rain fell occasionally, which
troubled the competitors on the narrow,
winding foothills leading to and beyond
Dinas Mawddwy. Here the right-hand
road was taken to Bala (not the road to

Dolgelley often confused with Bwlch-y-
Groes). Bwlch-y-Groes is 1.750 ft. above
sea-level, and the wonderful -panorama
of rolling hills—the wildest and finest

country that AVales can produce—was ap-

preciated to the full by the crowd of
spectators who patiently awaited the
artival of the long line of competitors.
Meanwhile motor cycles and cars arrived
one by one with their quota ot observers,

some successful, others not so.

Bwlch-y-Groes.

Mr H. R. Watling;. General Manager
of the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union,
who accompanied the trials on a 348 c.c.

Raleigh, made a good ascent, a private
owner followed on a Scott, flhich, even
handicapped by a passenger on the carrier,

cruised up with ease. A couple of 349
c.c. A.J.S. side by side romped up, so
that quite early one was prepared for

successful climbs of this two-mile ascent
iveraging one in five or six—by generai

consent the fairest and finest test hill in

the country, for the surface is good, and
steep gradient alone decides the issue.

P. L. Mayo (249 Coventry Eagle),

led the way at 11.15 a.m., Kershaw (249

New Imperial) following closely in his

track. Both made comfortable climbs

with their diminutive engines. Two non-
competing cars hereabouts stopped on the

crucial stretch fifty yards above the gate

and had to be parked beside the road in

the place usually kept clear for competing
machines which falter on the hill. John-
son (247 Sun Vitesse), Pa Applebee, and
Edwards (Levises) also made this one-

time formidable Welsh ascent look easy.

Fine Ascents by Lightweights.

Mrs. Knowles, on her A.J.S. who came
next, was quite fast, passing several

other competitors on the way up, C. W.
Hough (A.J.S.) was also quick, passing

three riders, whilst Harris (A.J.S.) was
little slower. The fine performance of

the tiny J.E.S. ridden by Purnell was
acknowledged by hearty applause from
the spectators assembled. His 159 c.c. en-

gine never faltered and required no assist-

ance—surely an epoch-making achieve-

Lucas dynamo gear-driven from the magneto

shaft of the Raleigh flat twin.

Revolving route card carriers were used on

the two Lea-Francis machines. The card

was rolled between two tubes of celluloid

which keep it dry in wet weather.

ment. After this one could hardly evoke
special enthusiasm for the larger machines,
for practically all got up well, some with
plenty of power in hand, others preferring

to impress by fast middle-gear climbs.

Horton (New Imperial) bounced on the
saddle, and nearly baulked his team mate
(Wilkins)! Davison got a cheer for his

recent remarkable exploits on his two-
stroke Levis. Greening (Francis-Barnett)

was good, N. Hall (292 O.K. Junior) ex-

cellent. Searle (Sheffield Henderson) good,

also Bishop (Sun Vitesse), and R.
Evans (Raleigh). Eric Barnett (Francis

Barnett) passed three other riders. Love-
grove (Radco) toured up comfortably,
Choldcroft (A.J.S.) toyed with the
gradient, Handley (O.K. Junior) was
notably good, and Graham Gates (on the
new 248 Grindley) quite fast. Thereafter
a big bunch of competitors totired up the

gradient as if it did not exist, including
Sprosen (Connaught), Dodson (I^oyal,

Ruby), Hadfield (348 Raleigh), Clulee
Johnson, and Cooper, on two-stroke
AUons, Lidstone (James), Parkes (Sun
Vitesse), Kimberley (James), and ilrs.

Janson (Coventry Eagle). Ladies are
always popular in trials, and Mrs. Jan-
son's ascent was suitably applauded.
C. F. Nott showed up well on a 348 c.c.

Raleigh, also Anderson (293 Connaught).

The Heavy Brigade.

Then followed representatives of the
larger classes, Cathrick (499 Dunelt)
doing well. J. H. Davies (599 Sun-
beam) in the 750 c.c. class was next, well

ahead of time, "blinding " up—to use a
motor cyclist's favourite term—with his

back down. Longman s performance on
the new all chain driven Zenith, was ex-
cellent, also F. C: North (292 O.K.
Junior). Tc this point no failure had
been recorded on the upper and steepest

stretch, although for half an bom" the

riders had filed past. Hills (Royal Ruby)
had to footslog on the steepest part, but
picked up again. Hardman (499 Wilkin)

was very fast, actually changing up. A
pause, and in the distance one saw a

rider streaking past his fellow competi-
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Six Days Trials Described.

—

tors. It was R- M. Knowles, the Nor-
ton private owner, smoking a pipe non-

clialantly. Then followed Woodcock
(Ariel),' RolJason (Ariel), Wall (Con-

naught), and Greaves (Beardmore-Pre-
cision), all going well. Three others to-

gether, Moore (Scott), W. Scott (Scott)

and Foster (Raleigh), travelled well,

and Beedon (Sunbeam) and Bainbridge

(739 Jlartinsyde) simply loured up.

Westwood wills (547 Powell) made a

spectacular ascent at speed, Newman
(Douglas) took matters easy, and was
passed by Bridcutt (499 Dunelt). G.

Hill (Scott) toured up comfortably,

Whitfield (Rudge) and Longman (Ariel)

were steady, Austin (Coventry Victor)

had power to spare, and Gard (Rudge)
was good. Possibly Geo. Brough's climb

was the fastest of all, for his Brough
Superior was in fine fettle. After

Ranson (Lea Francis) had toured up, a

bunch of eight riders were seen approach-
ing the gateway which marks the be-

ginning of the crucial stretch. All got

up well. Geo. Dance (499 Sunbeam)
emerged with Bennett (Sunbeam) ahead
of the rest, T. Peck (Ariel), Becker
(iMcKechnie), Pugh (Harley), Cross

(Triumph), Burnett (Raleigh), and
Greenwood (Sunbeam). Buckle (F.N.

four-cylinder) buzzed up at speed, fol-

lowed by Davidson (596 Indian Scout).

Phillips (Triumph), J. M. Philpott

(Beardmore-Precision), and Leyland (P.

and M.).

Performances of the Passenger Machines.

It was 11.45 a.m. before the first

sidecarists hove in sight, Cunningham
(555 P. & M.) with Lewis on a similar

mount, leading the way. T. C. de la

Hay (599 Sunbeam) was close on their

heels, the brothers Bashall on 678 c.c.

Martinsyde following. All were good.
E. Mundey (New Hudson) and Symes

F. S. Spouse piloting his 980 c.c. T.B. three-wheeler up the famous Bwlch-y-Gr
this outlying district many spectators witnessed the ascents.

(Martinsyde), Bourke (New Hudson),
Brown (599 Sunbeam), Bischoff (Sun-
beam), Townsend (P. & M.), formed a
group of notable performers, but Bridg-
man (998 Indian) easily took the palm
for speed. Pehrson (Dunelt) and Jacobs
(Beardmore-Precision) were good, but
bad luck befel Swanton (998 Indian),
who stopped and ran back some yards.
Hadley (Rudge) immediately behind
repeated the performance. When Wild-
blood (499 Douglas) arrived he had to

Even

A panorama on

Mrs.

b 20

the Hirnant Pass on Wednesday afternoon. F. W. App'ebee (247 Levis) and
0. M. Knowles (349 A.J.S.) followed by a non-competitor on a Scott.

yell to clear the course, what time he
bounced vigorously on the saddle.
Perry's 770 c.c. B.S.A. got up comfort-
ably, also Walker and Bird on similar
mounts, Giles (A.J.S.) made no mistake,
Bucknell (Matchless) and Ellis (Matchless)
also doing well. Newey's 994 c.c.

Ariel had plenty in hand, Baxter' (Har-
ley Davidson) and Barton (Matchless)
were good, but Ross (Matchless) came
to a standstill due to a broken chain
which delayed him some mniutes. Cot-
ton (749 James) stopped, and then ran
alongside, but the next batch were all

good^ viz.. O'Brien (Matchless), Hardee
(Matchless), Johnston (Harley), Wade
(A.J.S.), Poole (A.J.S.), and Allchin
(Harley). Hall drove the first Jlorgan
up the hill and was notably fast,
H. F. S. Morgan, on the runabout bear-
ing his name, actually changed up, but
was soon down again. Carr (Morgan)
was also fast. Chater-Lea (976 Chater-
Lea) showed up well, also Spouse (T.B.),
Frai.k Smith (926 Clyho), and McCardle
(Harley).

At the End.

The Scott Sociable had been anxiously
awaited, and the driver appeared half
sitting over the driving wheel, his en-

gine pulling merrily. It appears that
he was baulked at the hairpin at the hill

foot, and was delayed six minutes be-

fore his engine fired again. By
12.15 p.m. all the competitors had passed
Saddington (James sc), bringing up the
rear, but he stopped momentarily on the
1 in 5 stretch.

The descent to Bala for lunch was par-

ticularly rough, rock protruding through
the roadway and buffeting the machines.
But this was as nought to what followed

aft-er lunch. First the riders travelled by
way of villages bearing tongue-twisting
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names over the Hirnant Pass, and down
the never-to-be-forgotten descent to Lake
Vyrnwy, cut up beyond recognition by
heavy timber waggons. Numerous cross

gullies or gutters varying in depth
twisted and strained the sidecar mounts
particularly—a twelve mile stretch equal

in severity to anything Scotland can

produce.

But we digress.

The Hirnant Pass.

Hirnant Pass is a climb oJ 1,500 feet,

almost as severe as Bwlch-y-Groes. Al-

tliough motorists were warned by old and
disfigured R.A.C. signs that the road was
impassable, without exception every rider

made light of it. Solo c6nipetitors toured

up in second gear, and had it not been

for the niany deep and water-filled gullies,

it would have been taken- at really high

speeds. As it was several riders made
ascents that were foolishly fast. West-
wood Wills (547 Powell) and J. H: Davies
(599 Sunbeam) were particularly spectacu-

lar, .plunging recklessly over the gullies

regardless of consequences which might
ensue, for a skid on the loose shale surface

would have precipitated them over the

unprotected edge into a ravine a hundred
feet below.
These riders, however, did not

monopolise this entertainment enjoyed
by the many spectators who had jour-

neyed to witness how modern British

machines can perform on Colonial type
mountainous roads. The three Scott's,

ridden respectively by G. Hill, W. Scott,

and W. Moore, were equally fast. George
Brough (Brough Superior) also climbed the

tortuous shale-strewn path in a spectacular

manner, jumping clear of the ground at

one particularly awkward gully, and was
nearly unseated. T. Peck (Ariel) fol-

lowed in a like manner and narrowly
escaped colliding with J. M. Philpott

(Beardmore), who was taking things more
easily.

Some of the riders revealed a different

temperament, for they ascended the rough
cattle way very steadily. J. A. Newman
(494 Douglas) was evidently taking no
chances, and was playing to a larger audi-

ence than is assembled on any trials t-est

hill. I.e., the general public, which judges
results on the award obtained. E. Foster

(698 Raleigh), P. H. Hills (349 Royal
Ruby), F. W. Becker (688 McKechme),
and D. H. Davidson (596 Indian) were
also in this category.

Little Work for Observers.

The official observers with checking

sheets having ample space to record all

kinds of failures, had nothing of this

nature to report, and it came as quite a

relief to them when one man, C. J. P.

Dodson (349 Royal Ruby) was reported to

have used his feet or missed his gear

change or " something," for they were not

sure.

Special mention, perhaps, should be

made of the little J.E.S. ridden by R. P.

Purnell. By climbing Bwlch-y-Groes and
the Hirnant Pass as steadily and as easily

as most of its larger contemporaries, it

proved, anyway up to this point, that the

miniature engine, iess than half the size

Filmg up Long Mountain, the first test hill on Wednesdav morning. The leaders are

E. A. Barnett (346 Francis Barnett), C. W. Hough (349 A.J.S.), F. W. Applebee
(247 Levis).

of Junior T.T. machines, was a practic-

able proposition not only for general

utility work about city streets, but in a

tourist's machine.
One could not but admire the perform-

ances of the sidecars. Without exception

they were excellent, although the speed

at which the competitors drove them over

the gullies brought forth prophesies of

fractured frames and chassis later in the

week.

Speedy Sidecars.

P. Cunningham (555 P. and M. sc.) and
R. Lewis (555 P. and M. sc.) were the

first pair of passenger machines to follow

the solo men, and they emulated the

latter's spectacular methods, sending up
high " bow waves" as they crossed the

water courses. T. C. de la Hay (599 Sun-
beam sc.) was just as fast and had to

pass a stalled non-competitor who forced

the sidecar driver to take a path peril-

ously near the edge of the precipice.

G. M. Townsend (555 P. and M. sc),

R. Brown (599 Sunbeam sc), and P.

Pehrson (499 Dunelt sc), ascended at a

more steady pace, the last-mentioned

only changing to bottom for the last 100

yards of the long climb.

B. Bourne (595 New Hudson sc.) picked

his way more carefully, and obviously Lad
plenty of power in hand, as had E. R.
Jacobs (598 Beardmore sc). A. W.
Handley (499 Rudge sc.) did well, while

the 494 c.c. Douglas sidecar driven by
J. W. Wildblood again made a splendid

climb.

A. A. Symes (678 Martinsyde sc.) was
too fast for the comfort of his lady pas-

senger, who had to raise herself from her
seat to minimise the full force of the
shocks as the machine was forced over the
gullies at speed.

W. H. Bashall (678 Martinsyde) heeded
not the mute appeal for mercy from his

lady passenger, and drove on as if the
twain were rendering the Excelsior duet.

J. T. Bashall (678 Martinsyde sc.) was
slower, but only by choice, and E.
Mundey (595 New Hudson sc.) came up
looking down anxiously as if expecting
to find his tyro flat.

For a moment, perhaps, the bored
observers thought they would have some-
thing to record, but luck was against

them.

More Passenger Comfort Wanted.

Sidecar passengers among the spectators

were asking one another why the com-
petitors' companions had not insisted

upon the inclusion of pneumatic cushions
in their equipment.

R. Swanton (998 Indian sc.) had evi-

dently overcome the trouble that had
stopped him on Bwlch-y-Groes, for he
climbed exceptionally well, as did Frank
Smith (926 Clyno sc).

It is impossible' to add to the list of

those who made sure ascents ; as before

mentioned none stopped.

The descent from Hirnant was not at

all enjoyable, but the rest of the run to

Llandrindod Wells should not have re-

quired bottom gear anywhere—unless from

the lightweights, on one ascent.
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J. W. Wildblood (494 Douglas sidecar) making a speedy ascent of

Llanfair Hill.

Mrs, G. M. Janson (349 Coventry Eagle) and R. Evans (348

Raleigh) on Long Mountain.

Harrison Watson (Triumph sc.) lost so

much time owing to his front tyre leaving

the rim that he retired, and a broken
valve put Danskin (Rudge sc.) out. W. H.
Hardman (499 Wilkin), who previously
had been one of the great majority of

good but not spectacular and therefore

often unnoticed riders, took two nasty

tosses, the second damaging the Wilkin
too much to continue.

THURSDAY'S RUN, 171 MILES.

Llandrindod Wells, Llangynog, Llan-
dovery, Brecon, Llangynidr, Gilwern,

Abergavenny (lunch), Blaenavon,

Pontypool, Abergavenny, Monmouth,
Tintem, Mitcheldean, Gloucester.

SEVERAL things happened on Thurs-

day. For the first time in the trials

it rained really heavily. In itself

this fact would not be important, but it

so htippened that the last hill of the day
—a minor test that scarcely anybody knew
of—was of the sort that required only

slight lubrication to convert it into very

nearly the worst hill of the week.
The rest of the route was more in the

nature of an endurance test ; there was a

great deal of second gear slogging, and,

consequently, hard riding to keep to

schedule. The toll of retirements was
five.

After eight miles the fun started with
a long climb over the mountains, where
possible via gra.ss-grown and rock-

bottomed roads, but never over really bad
surfaces. Thirty-five miles of this sort of

thing was followed by an equal distance

over main roads, which brought the riders

•via Brecon to the Llangynidor Pass.

Footing and "Footing."

Nowhere was it steep enough or rough
enough to cause an outright failure, but
we spent an interesting half-hour on the
least easy hairpin bend watching Dr. Hop-
wood endeavour to discriminate between
" footing " to preserve balance and " foot-
ing" to assist the machine. Eventually
it was decided that "Pa" Applebee
(Levis) and J. Graham Oates (Grindley)
were guilty of the latter offence. Why
W. Scott (532 Scott) had to prod is a
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mystery, but in the case of a Royal Ruby
rider it was simply that he was not at

home on loose stones. T. Buckle (748
F.N.) moved his foot, but then decided to
replace it. J. Watson Bourne, who had
taken over G. Brough's machine owing
to the latter's indisposition, looked very
bored.
Between the lower and upper hairpins,

we observed three sidecarists effecting ad-

justments. These were J. W. Wildblood
(494 Douglas sc), T. R, AUchin (989
Harley-Davidson sc), and C. W. Johnston
(989 Harley-Davidson sc). The first-

mentioned had evidently developed real

trouble after a noteworthy performance
right up to this point, for as the com-
petitors left Abergavenny after lunch they
passed him in tow of a motor 'bus, his

transmission sprocket having sheared.

Thus Pehrson's Dunelt was the only 500
c.c. sidecar left in the trial.

.Thereafter to the Abergavenny lunch
stop there was far less main road than
even the official route map might have

led one to expect, and sudden detours and
tortuous descents at the last moment
caused several to experience diflSculty in

getting in on, time. One of these, Pa
Applebee, suffered a stuck release valve
on the top of other troubles.

At lunch. A.- R. Edwards (Levis) fitted a .

gaiter to his rear tyre ; and it was reported
that R. M. Knowles (Norton) had been
towed into Brecon owing to gear box
trouble.

A No^trouble Hairpin.

After lunch the competitors were led

to the Fiddler's Elbow, a hairpin with a
local reputation, but which proved easy to

every competitor.' Being near a centre
where many enthusiastic motor cyclists re-

side, a big crowd of spectators congregated
to witness what proved to be nothing
more than a display of regularity and
fast cornering. Probably some of the
competitors wished that the hill were
miles away from civilisation,for several non-
competitors considered it good form con-

On the Wrekin, which was climbed by solo riders only. The gradient was not at all

severe as lest hills go, but there were difficulties which precluded the sidecars from entering

the section. G. Kimberley,(349 James) is the rider shown breasting the summit.
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TKe bombardment of Rosedale Abbey Bank. F. Parkes (247 Sun Vitesse), B. H. Cathrick

(499 Dunelt) and O. S. Bridcutt (499 Dunelt) can be discerned in the smoke screen.

tinually to ride up and down while the

trial was in progress. Here Professor.

Low was comfortably seated in a car

making notes on "silence."

, A detour brought the now thoroughly

soaked rrders back to Abergavenny, and
almost all the way to Monmouth it was
greasy by-lanes and ^ short hills. Mrs.
Knowles (349 A.J.S.) suffered from water
in her magneto, and P. L. Mayo (249

Coventry-Eagle) stopped on Upper Lyd-
brook Hill owing to oil on his magneto
carbon brush.

Generally speaking, however, so little

happened (except rain) that the. pressmen
were getting bored with the whole affair,

l.onghope Hill proved their salvation

!

It has a hard embedded stone surface of

the typical unfinished kind of country
lane, and on Thursday afternoon was
coated with so much slime that walking
required care. Only the solo machines
were sent up.

It was impossible to observe all the hill

at once, but all of it was treacherous

;

our remarks apply only to the upper
reaches.

On a Greasy Hill.

The early lightweights, having a clear

run, made quite a good show, Davison
(Levis), Applebee (Levis), Kershaw (New
Imperial), and Horton (New Imperial)
being most steady. Mrs. Knowles
(A..J.S.) disappeared round the top bend
in great style, but -Mrs. Janson (Coven-
try Eagle) was not so fortunate; eventu-
ally she . fell. But she failed in good-
company, for Dance hit the bank at speed
and baulked his two Sunbeam team-
mates. Greenwood and Bennett. All three
got going again in good style. C. J. Pi
Dodson's (Royal Ruby) clutch appeared
to cease functioning temporarily, and
R. P. Ranson (Lea-Francis) almost relin-
quished all control of his bucking mount.

H. M. Beedon (499 Sunbeam), A. Rol-

lason (498 Ariel), and B. C. Browning
(349 Royal Ruby) should not lose any
marks for their climbs. When G. E.
Austin (Coventry-Victor) came to the in-

evitable stop—his machine simply would
not go straight ahead—he baulked F. A.
Longman (498 Ariel), and in the same
way T. Peck (665 Ariel) prevented West^
wood Wills (Powell) from getting up.
Wills fell twice without stopping his en-
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gine,. but three was not his lucky number
in this instance.

Plucky door-die climbs were made by
J. A. Newman (Douglas) and J. H.
Davis (T.T. Sunbeam), and W .T. Wood-
cock (498 Ariel) was very sure. The
three Scotts once again e.xcelled, W.
Moore's being really wonderfully steady

and unfussing. Becker's spring frame
McKechnie seemed to take to the grease

like a duck to the water ; his climb was
as good as any except the Scotts'.

A very high low gear ratio proved the

undoing of Bainbridge's Martinsyde, but

despite several tumbles his time for the

whole distance must have been very
nearly fastest of the day. Pugh's big Har-
ley also proved very unmanageable, a foot-

controlled clutch had obvious disadvan-

tages. Watson Bourne (976 Brough-
Superior) made a magnificent climb until

he fouled the handle-bars of A. A.
Verity's 'Triumph. The only other heavy
weight to make an imposing ascent was
Burnett's 698 c.c. Raleigh.

FRIDAY'S RUN, 1821- MILES.

Gloucester, Stroud, Tetbury, Biidlip,

Northleaoh, Whitney, Oxford (lunch),

Dorchester, Watlington, Princes

Risborough, High Wycombe, Maideni.

head, Windsor, Staines, Chertsey,

Weybridge (Brooklands).

TOWARDS the end of a strenuous trial

the competitors get tired or reckless

or bored. The finish seemed in sight

on Friday morning, and some of the
riders apparently ignored th^ wisdom of
" many a slip betwi.xt . . ."

There was much careless cornering

—

ovei'sliooling turns, etc.—and not a few
minor crashes on Cotswold and Chiltern
clay. Although there was not one real
hill in a morning's run through country
famous for its great climbs, there were
many unpleasantly slippery lanes. One of

D. H. Davidson (5% Indian) and W. T. Woodcock (498 Ariel) making light ot

Llangynidr Pass.

c 3
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Six Days Trials Described.—

these, about ten miles from the start,

got half the solo entry wobbling
and brougbt several to the ground, all

within 20 yards of one another. Love-
grove (Radeo) hurt his leg here, but
carried on.

Later, after traversing Miserden Park
and some gloriously English country, in

most pleasant contrast to the bleak Welsh
mountains of the morning ,

before, a

second gear observed climb" was made less

easy by th»-> presence of a shallow water-
splash at its commencement. Here C. W.
Hough (349 A.J. S.) came to a stop, either

with a shorted plug or with water in the

carburetter, and T. Buckle (748 F.N.) fell.

Another Detour.

The only , survivor of the unlucky
Rudges, F. S. Whitfield's, knocked on the
hill but did not stop. Both the new solo

James were as sure and steady as any,
but it was left to the new' Brough-
Superior, still in the hands of Watson-
Bourne, to make the most effective climb,
although J. H. Da^yies (T.T. Sunbeam)
was nearly as sjjeedv. Dance, after his

adventures on Lnnghope on the previous
day, appeared to be holding back slightly,

and the rest of the solo Sunbeam team
took their cue from him.
After fifty miles of mixed going the

riders had only reached the summit of
Birdlip, and it was not until Northleach
that continuous main road to 0-xford was
joined.

Apprehension

.

At lunch there was an extrfvordinary
amount of apprehension—" wind-up " is

the ajDter twm—about Alms Hill. Accord-
ing to the latest dictates of the A.C.U.
it was to be a penalty as well as a bonus
hill

—

i.e., plus five marks for a clean
climb, minus five marks for a failure.

Sportsmen who had lost their maximum
for a gold debated the knotty point
vigorously, but usually without coming
to any conclusion. Five bonus marks
were very tempting; but Alms Hill was
reputed to be a real terror when wet,
And of course it would be wet

!

Very glutinous-surfaced by-lanes on the
way to Henley, moreover, seemed in the
nature of a practising ground, and by
the time the parting of the ways was
reached most of the riders were in a state
reminiscent of one's first day in the
trenches.

Then, one by one at first, and later in

batches as they arrLved,.;at the foot, they
discovered that the hill was remarkably
dry. It was five easy marks for all but
two who attempted it.

AU Who Climbed Alms.

The heroes are enumerated below :
''

Very fa,st, vtry ^tcachj climbs: J. A.
Watson-Bourne (976 Brough-Superior)

;

on a middle gear of about 5i to 1. W. D.
Pugh (989 Harley-Davidson) ; only
slightly slower.

Very fas/, steady climhs: G. Dance
(499 Sunbeam) ; as speedy as Watson-
Bourne, but necessarily more fussy and
spectacular. A. Bennett (499 Sunbeam)

;

ditto, probably steadier than Dance.
J. H. Davies (492 Sunbeam) ; as good as
he had been doing all through the event.

C4

IpOl^ILlI
Fa.^l and efforth'.is: E. H. Giftord (495

Martinsyde). F. S. Whitfield (499

Rudge). W. N. G. Phillips (499

Triumph). J. Westwood Wills (547

Powell) ; carelessly rubbing his eye as he

breasted the " cannons." J. M. Phil-

pott (598 Beardmore-Precision). T.

Buckle (748 F.N.). W. T. Woodcock
(498 Ariel). D. H. Davidson (596 Indian

Scout) ; with slight rear wheel skidding.

Fast and imposinrj lightweights: L.

Lidstoue (349 James). E. Searle (349

Sheffield Henderson). C. W. Hough (349

A.J.S.). H. F. Harris (349 A.J.S.). J.

Graham Gates (248 Grindley). E. A.
Barnett (346 Francis Barnett). J.

Wilkins (249 New Imperial).
_
G. S.

Davison (247 Levis) ; changed up just past

the " cannons."
Effective, hut mo-re cautious: P. L.

Mayo (249 Coventry Eagle). Mrs. 0. M.
Knowles (349 A.J.S.). A. R. Edwards
(247 Levis) ; waved to a friend among the

spectators. B. Kershaw (249 New
Imperial) ; taking no chances. M.
Bishop (247 Sun-Vitesse). F. Parkes (247

Sun-Vitesse) ; slightly baulked. C. L.

Sprosen (348 Connaught). W. Handley
(292 O.K.-Junior). E. W. Cholderoft

(349 A.J.S.). I. F. Anderson (292

Connaught) ; very slow, but possibly in-

.tentionaUy so. G. Kimberley (349 James).
H. Greaves (349 Beardmore) ;

quite fast,

but "appeared to hold back considerably.

0. Greenwood (499 Sunbeam) ; very
speedy on second gear, then changed
down. B. H. Cathrick (499 Dunelt) ; not
spectacular, but exceptionally steady. A.
RoUason (498 Ariel) ; changed down at
" cannons." E. S. Burnett (698 Raleigh).

Clean climbs: L. Horton (249 New
Imperial); bounced on steepest portion.

F. W. Applebee (247 Levis); feet ready,

but did not touch. J. Johnson (247 Sun-
Vitesse; touch-and-go on the " cannons."
F. C. North (292 O.K.-Junior); wobbled
considerably. Mrs. G. M. Janson (349
Coventry Eagle) ; almost footed. F. A.
Longman (498 Ariel) ; changed down too

late, and unsteady low down.
Failed: H. M. Beedon (499 Sunbeam);

charged " cannons " while attempting to
change gear. T. Peck (665 Ariel)

;

appiirently unable to find low gear.

Several of the soloists footed in the
" porridge " surface near the summit, but
obviously not from lack of power.
Twenty-one sidecars and four three-

wheelers made the attempt, and all except
one—Frank Smith (925 Clyno)—^were

successful. The P. and M.'s led the van;
R. Lewis's was, for a moment, expectecl

to fail, but it pulled gamely through

;

Townsend's was fastest. Only Reg
Brown of the Sunbeam sidecar team took
the risk, and of course he was justified,

although he seemed none too happy with
his steering. P. Pehrson and the
passenger in his Dunelt sidecar chatted
unconcernedly together as they ambled
easily upwards—a very fine performance
from the smallest passengelr outfit left in

the trials.

Fastest Sidecars.

The remainder of the successful sidecars
were big twins, and their climbs must be
summarised. As usual, Giles (A.J.S. sc.)

was fastest, but a tyre burst near the top-,

without, however, bringing him to a stop.
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L. F. McCardle (989 Harley-D. sc.) was
only fractionally slower, although con-
siderably less spectacular. The tlrree

Martinsydes were clean— VV. H. Bashall's
ascent being best— and H. S. Perrey's
was most effective of the three B.S.A.'s.
The nominated Harley team all did well,

although C. W. Johnson and his

passenger both looked frightfully worried.
J. Chater-Lea, on the outfit bearing his

name, was quite good, as was 0. Wade on
the second A.J.S. , although it did not
answer the helm too well.

W. Bucknell's outfit was the most effec-

tive of the three Matchlesses to come up,
O'Brien's being fair, and Ellis's not at all

jinpressive. These three were among the
few to use Parson's chains, and they did
not appear to be of much help in this
instance.

S. Hall's two-speed Morgan was con-

'

siderably better than H. F. S. Morgan's
own four-speed model ; Spouse on the
T.B. and Carr on the third Morgan both
made excellent climbs.
Thus if was proved that gradient alone

cannot stop the modern motor cycle or
three-wheeler.

Minor Misfortunes.

Sudden turns, minor hills, and patches
of muddy going' followed during a 40-mile
detour to Marlow. Over-shooting of

corners continued to be too common ; in
one melee Dance, who pulled up because
two James had missed a turn, was rammed
by Verity (499 Triumph). The latter, on
a strange machine and in his first trial,

was again unfortunate later. He ran
into a large dog at ilarlow and bent things
considerably : pluckily he continued.
When making a minor adjustment to his

JIatchless by the roadside, E. C. Barton
was knocked down heavily by a following
sidecar. He was unable to go on, but his
machine was taken to Brooklands for its
" gold " by a.n official.

No. 13, J. Graham Oates (Grindley),
arrived at Brooklands very, very late, and
e.xplained that he had had valve trouble,
remarking to Mr. Loughborough that he
never wanted a similar number allotted
to him again I E.- S. Burnett (698 Raleigh)
was noticed by the roadside repairing a
front tyre, apparently in serious trouble,
for he failed to reach Weybridge that
night.

On the whole, therefore, the day was a
stiff one. There were four retirements.

SATURDAY, 68 MILES ON
BROOKLANDS.

Brake Test, 25-Lap Speed Trial, Final
Hill Climb and Examination.

THE surprises of the final speed tests
were the number of cases in which
the minimums were exceeded by a

large margin, and the comparatively
small amount of trouble caused by a
gruelling 25 laps under a glaring sun.
The required speeds were: 250 c.c. solo,

30 m.p.h. ; 350 c.c. solo, 35 m.p.h.

;

500 c.c. solo, 40 m.p.h. ; 750 c.c. solo,

44 m.p.h. ; 1,000 c.c. solo, 48 m.p.h. ;

600 c.c. sidecars, 32 m.p.h. ; 1,0(X) c.c.

sidecars 38 m.p.h. ; 1,100 c.c. three-
wheelers, 38 m.p.h.

250 c.c. and 350 c.c. machines^ were
dealt with first, a rough and ready brake
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Start of the high speed test at Brooklands for 250 c.c. and 350 c.c. machines. The riders had to maintain 30 and 35 m.p.p. respectively to

quah'fy for full marks.

.test on the test hill bein,g~ staged on the

way to the fork start. Except for bonus
marks; there was little to be gained by
racing, but Mrs. Janson (349 Coventry-

Eagle) and E. Searle (349 Sheffield-Hender-

son) immediately started a small T.T. on

their own. They finished closely, the

latter just leading, but Mrs. Janson paid

the penalty later, for she could n'ot make
her engine fire when the time came to

reclimb the test hill for the final

examination.
The lap-scoring arrangements were ex-

cellent, but several riders made their own
additional counting apparatus. Pa-

Applebee was said to carry 25 pebbles in

his pocket ; and Mrs. Knowles had a card-

board " comb " on her handle-bars.

Eleventh-Hour Troubles.

Valve and plug troubles were the chief

difficulties. Unlucky Graham - Gates
(Grindley) broke another valve and could

not remove the cap. At last he was
forced to retire, after a very fine perform-
ance, marred only by misfortune. S. E.

Longman (349 Zenith) • was similarly

troubled, bat completed the course. The

J.E.S. plugged steadily round, but it was
reported that Purnell had difficulty in

,
feeding the tiny engine with oil.

Several stopped for petrol, including
A. R. Edwards, who called attention to

the phenomenally cool condition of his

Levis engine. A detailed schedule of the
speeds attained will be found in the page
giving the final awards.
The test hill was vanquished by all the

survivors, but not always with ease.

Fast Solo Moun'/S.

The same sequence was now followed
with the 500 c.c. and 750 c.c. solo

machines. Westwood Wills (547 Powell)
split his belt rim coming down the hill

and so lost his only marks^—eight—in the
trials. Whitfield's Rudge was again ob-
stinate, but was eventually persuaded to
the starting line. It 'was of no avail, for

another two exhaust valves went, and the
machine was withdrawn.
Dance (Sunbeam) announced his in-

tention of going steadily. He must have
changed his mind, for only G. F. Bain-
bridge's " Quick Six " Slartinsyde was able

t-o get ahead of him. Bainbridge had had
a rough time during the road portion of

the event—his lowest gear was in the

neighbourhood of 9 to 1, and probably, in

consequence, the Martinsyde steering-

head was in a parlous state—but he was
always a notable performer, and he
finished up in a haze of glory two laps

ahead of Dance.
Two spills marred the proceedings—T.

Buckle (F.N.) and B. H. Cathrick
(Dunelt) burst front tyres at the same
spot on the track—and although at first

the latter's injuries were reported to be

serious, it happily turned out that neither

was seriously hurt.

Few Adjustment Stops.

If anything there were considerably

fewer adjustment and repair stops than in

the previous classes. Phillips' four-valve

Triumph was opened out on the last lap

and was timed to go round at 60 m.p.h.

Becker's McKechnie and Philpott's

Beardmore were surprisingly fast; spring

frames were evidently an advantage to,

newcomers to the track.

F. A. Longman (498 Ariel) in the brake test. D. Rhodes (578 Scott Sociable) on the test hill at Brooklands.

r-5
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Six Days Trials Described.

—

T. Peck (665 Ariel) again tried *n|/f;car

hill-climbing and failed, and Wastwciod
Wills came up—a little waT!--w:th his

petrol turned off.

Watson-Bourne on the Brough-Superior
and Pugh on the Harley were started \i'ith

the 600 c.c. sidecars. The former imme-
diately commenced lapping at 63-64
m.p.h., and his last circuit was unofficially

timed as 2m. 20s., 69.8 m.p.h. The
Harley rider complained of vibration, and
was lapped several times by the British

production.

Slow Sidecars.

None of the sidecars went in for h'gh
speeds ; it was mainly a series of unin-

teresting processions. P. W. Bischoff

adopted a super-racing attitude, liut drove
the slowest Sunbeam. B. Bourke's gear

box gave out in the same way as Free-

ley's earlier in the week.
While the Scott ybciable kept going, it

beat the sidecars of approximately equal

capacity in a coijvincing manner, but it

suffered much tyre trouble and a broken
spring, and was unable to finish in time.

Very few of the 1,000 c.c. sidecar

' drivers treated the test otherwise than as

a race. For seven laps, F. W. Giles (800
A.J.S. sc.) and L. F. -^McCardle (989
Harley-Davidson sc.) fought a ding-dong
struggle for the lead. C4iles lapped most
consistently at 50 m.p.h., and later de-

clared that he had not been all out but
wished that he had. Plug trouble made
McCardle"s times vary, and eventually
lost him several laps, but he claims to
have completed his final circuit at
60 m.p.h. Strange noises came from
O'Brien's Matchless, but at length they
ceased, warmed-up oil probably finding its

way into a starved bearing.
For the honour of the Ariel team L. F.

Newey, at first very fast, carried on with
a badly leaking petrol-tank, stopping
every four laps for a fuel replenishment.
After lying third to Giles and McCardle
for some time,' Wade on the second A.J.S.
distorted a valve.

New Engine's Troubles,

Saddington, a late entrant on a James
sidecar, who had started the trials with
a brand neiv engine that simply would
not climb hills, veas still in trouble early
in the speed test, losing nearly four laps

on the majority. He retrieved himself by
finishing in time, in great style.
The 678 c.c. Martinsydes, with the

smallest engines in their class and the
lowest top gears, did not disgrace them-,
selves by any means; and the solitary
Chater-Lea, although not fast, was very
consistent. The two Indians were ham-
pered by very heavy ' touring sidecars.
The B.S.A.'s were not so silent as most
of the big sidecars, but they certainly
went well, and beat several 200 c.c. -larger
outfits. Walker, however, broke a chain
at the foot of the test hill, for which he
was docked 11 marks.

Three-wheeler versus Sidecar.

Running in the same class, the Morgans
lost a lap to Giles about half-distance, but
were gaining ground again at the finish.

Although the final examination, con-
ducted by Professor Low and Col. David-
son, was thorough, the number of marks
lost at this point was surprisingly low.

Indeed, the feature of the whole trials,
which, as it may be judged, weile really
severe, was the manner in which so many
machines came through, ready, after only
minor adjustments, to do it all over again.

HOW THE COMPETITORS FARED ON THE HILLS.

The Competitors Classified according to ttie Machines they rode. Their Awards and the hills on
which they failed to make a clean ascent.

A.J.S.
Mr= O. M. Knowles (349). GoZrf medal. Bosedale.

E. W. CholdcroJt (349). GoU medal. Eosedale
and Mow C<)p.

H. F. Han is (349). Gold medal. Rosedale.

O. W. Houeh 1349). Gold medal. Candle Green.

F. W. Giles (800 sc). Gold medal. Climbed all

hills.

IT. Poole (600 sc). Gold medal. Boltby.
0. Wade (800 sc). Silver medal. Climbed all

hills.

II, H. S. Harris (800 sc). Retired.

ARIEL.
A. Rollason (498V Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

F. A. Longman (498). Gold medal. Climbed all

hills.

W. T Woodcock (498). Gold medal. Climbed all

hills.

L. Newey (994 sc). Gold medal. Climbed all

hills.

C. Bourlel; (498 sc). Retired. Boltby. Rosedale.

T. F. Blumfleld (994 sc). Retired.
F J. Watson (994 sc). Retired.
T Peck (6B5). Retired.

ALLON.
L. E. Clulee (29Z1. Gold medal. Climbed all

hills.

R. Copper (292). Gold rnedal. Rosedale.
W, JJBnson (292). Gold medal. Boltby.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
E. R. .Tacobs (598 sc). Gold medal. Boltby

Rosedale.
J. M. Philpott (598). Gold model. Rosedale.
H. Greaves (349). Silrer medal. Whitehorse.

BROUGH-SUPERIOR.
Geo. BrouHh (976). Gold medal. Rosedale.
W. A. Fell Smith (976, sc). Retired.

B.S.A
B. L. Bird (770 sc). Gold medal. Climbed all

hills.

J. H. Walker (770 sc). Gold medal. Rosedale.
H. S. Perrey (770 sc). Silrer medal. Rosedale.

BRADBURY.
W. E. Grance (750 sc). Retired.
G. E. Min«tt (750 sc). Retired.
P. Piatt (750 sc). Retired.

CHATER-LEA.
J. Chater Lea (976 sc). Gold medal. Rosedale.

CLVNO.
F. Smith (926 sc). Gold medal. Rosedale, Alms.

CONNAUGHT.
C. L. Sprosen (348). Gold medal. Gillamoor.
1. F, Anderson (292), Certificate. Boltby. Rose-

dale,
A. G. Wall (348). Retired. Lone Hope,
i. P. Breltell (348 sc). Rcttred.

COVENTRY EAGLE.
P. L. Mayo (249). Gold medal. Lone Hope.

Lydbrook.
Mrs, G. M. Janson (349). Retired at Broofclands.

Rosedale. Wildboarcloush. Long Hope.
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COVENTRY VICTOR.
G E. Austin (688). Silver medal. Boltby. Rose-

dale.
DOT.

H, Reed (986 sc,). Retired.

DOUGLAS.
J. A, Newman (494). Gold medal. Climbed all

hills,

J, L. Hanman (494), Retired.
J. W, VVildblood (49C sc). Retired.
R, C. Wmn (494). Retired.

DUNELT.
P, Pehrson (499 sc). Gold medal. Axe Edae.

Allsreave. Candle Green.
O. S. Bridcutt (499). Silver medal. Climbed all

hills.

B, H. Cathrick (499), Retired at Brooklands,
Rosedale, Penrhied.

'

EXCELSIOR.
V. F. Strong (976 sc). Retired.

F.N.
T. Buckle (748). Retired at BrooUands. Rose-

dale.

PRANCIS-BARNETT.
E, A. Barnett (346), Gold mednl. Rosedale.
S. M. Greening (346), Gold medal. Long Hope,

GRINDLEY.
J. Graham Dates (248), Retired at Broohlands.

Rosedale. Whitehoise. Llangj'nidr. Portway.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
W, D, Pugh (939). Gold mednl. Rosedale.
L, F. McCardle (989 sc). Not eligible lor award.

Centre Premiership only. Rosedale,
G, Baxter (989 sc). Gold itiedat. Rose-'a.'e,

T. R, Allchin (989 sc). Gold medal. Climbed all
hills.

C, W. /ohnston (989 sc). Gold n edal, Rosedale,

INDIAN,
E. A, Bridgman (998 sc). Gold medal. Boltby,

Rosedale, t

R. Swanton (998 'sc). Silver medal. Whitehorse,
Rosedale, Bwlch-y-Groes.

H. G, Catterall (B96), Silrer medal. Whitehorse.
Boltby. Rosedale. Wildboarclough. Froghall.

D, H. Davidson (596). Retired. Boltby. White-
horse.

JAMES.
G, Kimberley (349). Gold medal. Climbed all

hills.

J. Lidstone (349). Gold medal. Climbed all

^ hills.

F. Cotton (749 sc). Certificate. Whitehorse.
Boltby, Rosedale. Mow Cop. Long Moun-
tain, Bwlch-y-Groes. Alms,

H. H. Saddington (749 sc). Certificate. White-
horse. Boltby. Rosedale. Mow Cop. Long
Mountain. Bwlch-y-Groes.

J.E.5.
R, P, Purnell (169). Certificate. Whitehorse.

Boltby (approach). Rosedale, Mow Cop, Long
Hope

^ - ^ LEA-FRANCIS.
a, P, Ranson (496), Gold mednl. Rosedale,
A, Lea (496).

. Retired.

LEVIS.
G. S, Davison (247). Gold medal. Rosedale.
A. R Edwards (247). Gold medal. Rosedale.
F. W Applebee (247). Gold medal. Boltby, Rose-

dale. Llaugynidr.

: L.S.D,
G, W. Shepherd (998). Retired.

MARTINSYDE.
E. H. GiHord (499). Gold medal. Rosedale. Inch-

brook,
G. F. Bainbridge (739). Gold medal. Long Hope.
A, A. Symes (678 sc). Gold medal. Climbed all

hills,

J. T, Bashall (678 sc). Gold medal. Rosedale,
W. H,-Bashall (678 sc). Gold medal. Eosedale.

MATCHLESS.
W. Bucknell (993 sc). Gold medal. Rosedale,
F, O'Brien (964 sc). Gold medal. Rosedale.
T. J, Ross (993 sc). Gold medal. Whitehorse,

Boltby. Rosedale, Long Mountain. Bwlch-y-
Groes,

F, J, Ellis (993 sc). Gold medal. Rosedale,
G, D, Hardee (998 sc). Gold medal. -Climbed all

hills.

E. C. Barton (976 sc). Silver medal. Boltby,
Rosedale.

McKECHNIE.
F. W, Becker (688), Bronze medal. Rosedale,

X MORGAN.
S. Hall (1,096 M.A.G.). Gold medal. Climbed all

hills.

F, S. Morgan (978 Jap). Gold medal.
Climbed all hills.

Carr (1,096 Anzani). Gold medal. Climbed
all hills.

NEW HUDSON.
Mundey (595 sc). Gold medal. Rosedale.
Candle Green,
Bourke (595 sc). Retired at Brooklands, Rose-
dale.
B. Freelej (595 sc). Retired.

NEW IMPERIAL.
Kershaw (249). Gold medal. Whitehorse,
Horton (249), Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

Wilkins (249). Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

NORTON.
N, Clayton-Russell (633), Retired:
M. Knowles (4991. Retired.

'

O.K.
C. North (292), Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

Hall (292). Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

Handley (292), Gold medal. Climbed all
hills.

P. AND M.
Cunningham (555 sc). Gold medal. Climbed
all hills.

Lewis (555 sc). Gold medal. Climbed all hills,

M, Townsend (555 sc). Gold medal. Boltby.
A. Leyland (555). Retired.
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Sis Days Trials Described.—
POWELL.

J. Westwood Wills (5471. CloUl medal. Climbed
all hills.

RADCO.
'C. l/ovesrove (247). Oohl medal. Climbed all

hills.

RALEIGH.
R. Evans (348). Oold mrdal. Roscdale.
O. F. Nott (348). Oold medal. Rosedale.
W. H. HadBeld (348). Bronze medal. Whitehorse.
E. Foster (698). Retired.
E. S. Burnett (698). Ketircd.

ROYAL RUBY.
C. J. P. Dodson (349). Hetired.
P. N. Hills (349). Certificate. Boltby. Rosedale.

Mow Cop. BwIch-y-(5i-oes.

... RUDOE.
A. W. Handle.v (499 sc.l. Retired.
W. J. Danskin (499 sc). Selircd.
F. T. Sibley (499 sc). Retired.
E. .J. Kehoe (998). Retired.
W. L. Gaid (499). Retired.
F. 3. Whitfield (499). Retired.

SCOTT.
G. Hill (532). Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

W. Moore (532). Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

W. Scott (532). Silver medal. Climbed all hills.

SCOTT-SOCIABLE.
D. Rhodes (578). Certificate. Boltby. Rosedale.

Mow Cop.

SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON
E. Searle (350). Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

SUN-VITESSE.
J. Johnson (247). Gold medal. Rosedale.
M. Bishop (247). Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

F. Parkes (247). Certificate. Hirnant.

SUNBEAM.
G. Dance (499). Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

A. Bennett (499). Gold medal. Rosedale.

Gold medal. Climbed all

Gold medal. Rosedale.

Gold medal. Boltby.

Gold medal. Boltby.

C. Greenwood (499).
hills.

H. M. Beedon (499
Alms.

T. C. dc la Hay (555 sc.)

Roscdale.
P W. BisrhoH (555 sc).

Rosedale.
Brown (555 sc). Gold medal. Rosedale.

, H. Davies (492). Gold medal. Climbed all hills.

T.B.
S. Spouse (980). Uu,d medal. Climbed all

hills.

TRIUMPH.
N. C. Phillips (499). Gold medal. Rosedale.
Whitehorse.

\. A. Verity (499). Gold medal. Long Hope.
Harrison Watson (550 sc). Retired.

WEATHERELL.
C. Breese (349 sc). Retired.

WILKIN.
W. H. Hardman (499). Retired.

ZENITH-J.A.P.
S. E. Tx)ngman (349). Silver medal

hills.

C. H. Mocatta, (349). Retired.
R. H. Bywatere (986 sc). Retired.R C. Charlesworth (986 sc). Retired

R.
J.

F.

W.

\.
J.

M.

Climbed all

CAUSES OF RETIREjMENTS.
Monday.

H. Reed (986 Dot sc)—gear box.
V. F. Long (976 E.xcelsior so.)—unknown.
H. H. S. Harris (800 A.J.S.. so.)—carburetter

,

and burnt clutch.
R. C. Winn (494 Douglas)—transmission sprocket

sheared.
T. r. Blumfield (994 Ariel sc)—primary chain

trouble.
G. E. Minnett (750 Bradbury sc)—gear bos.
F. J. Watson (994 Ariel sc)—unknown.
P. Piatt (750 Bradbury, sc.)—magneto.

C. H. Mocatta (349 Zenith)—rear hub bearing.
R. H. Bvwaters (986 Zenith sc.)—unknown.
R. C. Charlesworth (986 Zenith fie.)—gear box.
(1. W. Shepherd (998 L.S.D.l—unknown.

TOESDAV.
A. Lea (496 Lea-FrancU)—broken frame.
C. Bourlet (498 Ariel sc.)—clutch trouble.
W. N. Clayton Russell (633 Norton «!.>-

accident.
E. J. Kehoe (998 RudgeJ-broken frame.
W. A. Fell-Smith (976 Brough Superior sc.)—

broken sidecar connection.
M. C. Breese (349 Weatherell sc.)—broken frame.
I. P. Bvettell (348 Connaught so.)—accident.
H. G. Catterall (596 Indian Soout)—carburetter.

Wednesday.
J. L. Hanman (494 Douglas)—gear box.
W. H. Hardman (499 Wilkin)—accident.
F. B. Freeley (595 New Hudson sc)—gear boi.
W. J. Danskin (499 Rudge sc)—broken valves.
J. Harrison-Watson (550 Triumph sc.)—tyres.
W. E. Grange (750 Bradbury sc)—unknown.

THUE.SDAY,
R. M. Knowles (490 Nortonl-gear box.
W. L. Gard (499 Rudge)—engine trouble.
J. A. Leyland (555 P. and M.)—unknown.
J. W. Wildblood (494 Douglas sc.)-sprocset

kev sheared.
P. T. Sibley (499 Rudge sc.)-broken sidecar

chassis.

Friday.
A. G. Wall (348 Connaught)-unknown.
E. Foster (698 Raleigh)-unknown.
E. S. Burnett (698 Raleigh)—tyres.
C. J. P. Dodson (349 Royal Ruby)-accident.

Saturday.
J. Graham Dates (248 Grindlev)—valves.
F. S. Whitfield (499 Rudge)—valves.
T. Buckle (784 F.N.)-accident (tvre).
B..H. Cathrick (499 Dunelt)—accident (tyre).
Mrs. Janson (349 Coventry-Eagle)—engine and

magneto.
B. Bourke (595 New Hudson sc.)—gear boi.

COMPLETE TABULATED RESULTS.

Competitors' Marks (lost and gained) on Various Tests. 79 GoW Medals, 9 Silver

Medals, 3 Bronze Medals, 7 Certificates. 1 Not Eligible for Award, Centre Premier'

ship Competition Only. 43 Retired.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

TEAM PRIZES: Class A. 1; Levis, total marks 1,450 (riders: G. S. Davidson, A. R. Edwards and
F.W. Applebee). 2; New Imperial, 1,447 (riders: B. Kershaw, L. Horton and J. Wilkins). 3; Sun-Vitesse,
1,416 (riders : J. Johnson, F-. Parkes and M. Bishop).

Class B. 1 ; O.K.-Junior, 1,447 (riders: F. C. North, N. Hall and W. Handley). 2; A.J.S., 1,445 (riders:
E. W. Choldcroft, H. F. Harris and C. W. Hough). 3; AUon, 1,417 (riders: R. Cooper, L. E. Clulee and
W. Johnson).

Class C. 1; Sunbeam, 1,458 (riders: G. Dance, A. 'Bennett and C. Greenwood). 2; Ariel, 1,454 (riders:
A. Rollason, F. A. Longman and W. T. Woodcock).
Class F. 1 ; P. and M., 1,443 (riders: P. Cunningham, R. Lewis and G. M. Townsend). 2; Sunbeam,

1,419 (riders : T. C. de la Hay, P. W. Bischoff and R. Brown).
Class G. Harley-Davidson and A.J.S. tied, 1,443 marks (Harley-Davidson riders : G. Baxter, T. R.

Allchin, C. W Johnston). (A.J.S. riders: F. W. Giles, H. Poole and O. Wade).
CENTRE PREMIERSHIP: F. W. Giles (A.J.S. sc), Midland Centre, 494 marks.
HOPWOOD PRIZE for Best Performance in the Trial : 1 ; F. W. Giles (A.J.S. sc), 494. 2; W. Carr

(Morgan), 493. 3 ; H. F. S. (Morgan), 492.

Speed
on

Brook-
lands,
m.p.h.

MARKS LOST (Bonus Marks shown thus "-1-5.").

Competitor and Machine.
On

time.
On

hills. Brakes. Silence.
Speed
test.

Con-
dition. Total. Award.

-

P. Ij. Mayo (249 Corentry-Eagle)
R. P. Piimell (169 J.E.S.)
B. Kershaw (249 New Imperial).

.

L. Horton (249 New Imperial) ,

.

.T. Wilkins (249 New Imperial) ..

G. S. Dartson (247 Levis)
A. R. Edwards (247 Levia)
F. W. Applebee (247 Levis)
G. Lovegrove " ' ' '

.

.

J. .Tohnson (247 Sun-Vitesse)
F. Parkes (247 Sun-Viteese)
M. Bishop (247 Sun-Vites.se)
J. Graham Gates (248 Grindley)

CLASS A.—MOTOR BICYCLES. NOT EXCEEDING 250 c.c.

34.4 6 10 6 1 + i i 23
27.3 50 25 2 4-12 + 4 93
43.0 8 — 2 -H3 + 3
38.1 10 -K5 . 3 -1-8

42.4 • 10 -1-5 3 -1-12 + i
43.5 — i -(-13 -1-9

42.8 — 4 -H2 + 8
37.9 — 10 4 +^ 7
34.5 — 3 + 4: 2 1
33.12 — _ , 4 -1-3 2 3
36.9 28 4 -1-6 1 27
37.3 — -1-5 4 + 1 2 -1-6
~" "*" - ~ ~ ~"~

Gold.
Certiflcmte.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Oertifloate.
Gold.
Retired 6th day.

c II
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Competitor and Machine.

E. A. namett (346 FRmcis-Barnclt) .

S. M. Giecning (346 Francis-Barnctt) .

Mrs. O. M. Knowles (349 A.J.S.)
E. Evans (348 Raleigh)
W. H. Hadfield (348 Raleigh) . ,

C. F. Nott (3iS Raleii^-h)

R. Cooper (292 Allon)
L. E. CMee (293 Allon)
W. Johnson (292 AUon)
E. W. Choldcrott. (349 A.J.S.) ^

.

H. F. Harris (349 A.J.S.)
C. W. Hough (349 A.J.S.)
F. C. .Vorth (292 O.E. Junior)
N. Hall (292 O.K. Junior)
W. Handley (292 O.K. Junior)
E. Searlc (350 Sheffield -Henderfon) . .

S. E. Longman (349 Zcnith-Jap)
C. H. Mocatta <349 Zenith-Jap)
I. F. Anderson (293 Connauglit)
C. L. Sprosen (348 Connaught)
A. G. Wall (348 Connaught)
Mrs. Janson (349 Coventrv-Eagle) . . .

C. J. P. Dodson (349 Royal Ruby) . . .

P. N. Hills (349 Royal Ruby)
K. Kimberley (319 James)
J. Lidstoue (349 James)
H. Greaves (349 Beai'dmore)

Speed
on

Brook-
lands,
m.p.h.

MARKS LOST. (Bonus Marks shown thus " +5.")

On
time.

On
hills. Brakes. Silence.

Speed
test.

Con-
dition. . Total. Award.

-MOTOR BICYCLES NOT EXCEEDING 350 c.c.

42.6 — — — 3 +7 2 + 2
11.1 — — 3 + 6 — 2
40.0 — — — + 5 —
39.6 — — 2 + 4 2 5
38.9 22 — — 3 + 3 6 • 28
41.0 — — 2 -+K 1 2
38.9 — 5 — 4 + 3 — 6
40.0 — — — 5 + 5 —
24.2 — 5 — 2 10 — 17
44.0 — ,_-. 2 + 9 — + 2

45.8 — — — 3 + 10 9 2
14.? — — — 3 + 9 1 + 5
33.5 — + ;>

— 3 + 1 1 + 2
39.0 — — 2 + 4 2
39.6 + 5 — 2 + 4 2 + 5
46.3 —

-f — 2 + 4 2 + 5
32. S — — '- — -2 12 1 15

35.4 68 4 15 92
40.1

46.3

43.0

' — — 5 + 5

50 20
—

3 + i
-
—

65
40.1 + r>

— 3 + 5 2 5
40.1 + — 2 + 5 1 + 7

45.7 12 — 5 + 10 1 8

G.
A.
C.
E.
O.
B.
E.
L.
W.
F.
W.
H.
E.
E.
A.
W.
A.
A.
F.W
3.
J.

Dance (499 Sunbeam)
Bennett (499 Sunbeam)
Greenwood (499 Sunbeam)
H. Giflord (495 Martinsyde)
S. Bridcutt (499 Dunelt)
H. Cathriek (499 Dunelt)
M. Knowles (499 Norton)
J. Hanman (494 Douglas)

. L. Gard (499 Eudge)
H. Whitfield (499 Rudge)
H. Hardman (499 Wilkin)
M. Beedon (499 Sunbeam)
C. Winn (494 Douglas)
P. Ranson (496 Lea-Francis)
Lea (496 Lea-Francis)
N. G. Phillips (409 Triumph)
A. Verity (499 Triumph)
RoUason (498 Ariel)
A. Longmaai (498 Ariel)

. T. Woodcock (498 Ariel) ....
A. Newman (494 Douglas)
H. Davies (599 Sunbeam)

CLASSC—MOTOR BICYCLES NOT EXCEEDING 500 c.c.

52.3
49.9
48.0
46.6
44.7 —

+ 5

+ 5
5

2

12

5
S
5
3
4

+ 12
+ 9
+ 8
+ 6
+ 4

1
1

~8

+ 9

+ 1 -

+ 8
2

20

42.4

—
10

—
4 + 2 8 20

43.0 — 5 — •2 + 3 — "

. 1

49.7
43.8
44.2
46.3
48.0
49.0
52.8

10 5
5

+ 5
+
+ 5
+ 5
+

2
2
2

2
•2

'2

5
4
5
4
4
3
4

. +9
+ 3
+ 4
+ 6
+ 8
+ 9
+ 12

1 14
8

+ 2
+ 5
+ 7

+ 9
+ 11

G. E. Austin (6SS Coventry-Victor)
J. Westwood WUlg (547 Powell)
G. F. Bainbridge (739 Martinsyde) .

G. H. Davidson (596 Indian)
W. Scott (532 .Scott)
G. HUl (532 Scott)
W. Moore (532 Scott)
E. Foster (698 Raleigh)
W. F. Becker (688 McKeehnle)
J. M. Philpott (598 Beardniore) . .

.

J. A. Leyland (555 P. & M.)
H. G. CatteraU (596 Indian)
E. S. Burnett (700 Raleigh)
T. Buclde (748 F.N.)
T. Peck (665 Ariel)

CLASS E.—MOTOR BICYCLES NOT EXCEEDING 1.000 c.c.

E. J. Kehoe (998 Rudge)
Geo. Brougli, J. A. Watson-Bourne
Brough Superior)

W. D. Pugh (989 Harley-Davidson) .

.

(976
64.6
49.9

4
10

+ 16
+ 1

CLASS B/S.—SIDECARS NOT EXCEEDING 350 c.c.

M. C. Breese (349 Weatherell sc).
X. P. BretteU (348 Connaught-6c.)

P. Cunningham (555 P. & M. so.)
E. Lewis (555 P. & M. sc.)
G. M. To^vnsend (555 P. & M. sc.)
T. C. de la Hay (599 Sunbeam sc.)
P. W. Bischoff (599 Sunbeam sc.)
R. Bro^ra (599 Sunbeam sc.)
P. Pehrsou (499 Dimelt so.)
B. Bourke (595 New Hudson so.)
P. B. Freeley (595 New Hudson sc.)
E. Mundey (595 New Hudson sc.)
A. W. Handley .(499 Eudge sc.) . . .

.

W. L. Danskln (499 Eudge sc.)
F. T. Sibley (499 Rudge so.)
E. E. Jacobs (598 Beardniore so.)
C. Bourlet (498 Ariel sc.)

J. Harrison Watson (550 Triumph sc.) .

,

J. Wildblood (494 Douglas sc.)

+ 2
11

Gold.
Gold.
Gold. .

Gold.
Bronze.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Silver.
Retired 1st day.
Certificate.
Gold.
Retired 5th. day.
Retired 6th day.
Retu'ed 5th day.
Certificate.
Gold.
Gold.
Silver.

Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Silver.
Retired
Retired
Retired
Retired
Retired
Retired
Gold.
Retired 1st day.
Gold.
Retired 2nd daj
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.

6th day.
4th day.
3rd day.
4th day.
6th dav.
3rd day.

VSS D.—MOTOR BICYCLES NOT EXCEEDING 750 c.c.

45.4 — 10 — 1 +1 — 10
48.7 — + 10 3 + 4 8 12
56.3 — — 3 + 12 4
40.1 .

—

0- — 4 13 . 4 . 26
50.2 — — 2 1 + 6 • 12 9
45.5 — — — 1 + 1

47.2 — — 2 1 + 3 —
48.5 21 2 + 4 24
47.9 2 o + 3 2 6

E z z = E —

SUver.
Gold.
Gold.
SUver.
Silver.
Gold.
Gold.
Retu'ed 5th day.
Bronze.
Gold.
Retired 5th day.
Retired 2nd day.
Retired 5th day.
Retired Bth day
Retu'ed 5th day

Retired 2nd day.

CLASS F.—SIDECARS NOT EXCEEDING 600 Co. y

37.4 + 5 2 4 + 5 + 4
37.5 — + 5 2 5^ + 5 — + 3
35.7 — 2 6 • +3 — 4
36.7 — 10 — 3 + 4 — 9
35.4 — 10 2 2 + 3 — 11
36.7 — 2 3 + 4 — 1
33.6 — 10 4 4 + 1 — 17— '

—

5 2 — — « —
.46.5 — 10 4 4 + 14 3 7

— — — — — ^~' z
37.4 — 10 — 5 + 5 — 10— — — — — — —
— — — — — _ _ —

Gold.
Gold.

Retired 2nd day.
Retired 3rd day.

Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Retired
Retired
Gold.
Retired
Retired
Retired
Gold.
Retired
Retired
Retired

6th day.
3rd day.

4th day.
3rd day.
2nd day.

2nd day.
3rd day.
4th day.

CX2
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Competitor and Machine.

Speed
on

Brook-
lands.
m.p.h.

On
time.

On
hills.

MARKS LOST. (Bonus ?/Iark3 shown thus "+5".)

Brakes. Silence.
Speed
test.

Con-,
dition. Total. Award,

A. A. Sysies (678 Martinsyde so.)

J. T. Bashall (678 Martinsyde so.)

W. n. Bashall (678 Martinsyde so.)

E. A. Bridgman (998 Indian so.)

R. Swanton (998 Indian so.)

V. F. Lon? (976 Excelsior so.)

H. S. Perrev (770 B.S.A. so.)

B. L. Bird (770 B.S.A. so.)

J. H. Walker (770 B.S.A. so.)

H. H. .S. Harris (799 A.J.S. so.)

W. Bucknell (993 Matchless so.)

E. C. Barton (976 Matchless so.)

G. E. Minett (750 Bradbury so.)

P. Plait (750 Bradbury se.)

W. A. Fell Smith (976 Brough Superior sc.)

F. Cotton (719 James sc.)

G. Baxter (989 Harley Davidson so.)

T. R. AUchin <989 Harley-Davidson sc). . .

C. W. Johnston (989 Harley-Davidson so.)

F. W. Giles (800 A.J.S. sc.)

H. Poole (800 A.J.S. sc.)

O. Wade (800 A.J.S. .so.)

F. 0'Brien_(964 Matchless sc.)

T. J. Boss (993 Matchless sc.)

F. J. Ellis (993 Matchless sc.)
W. E. Grausie (750 Bradbury so.)

T. F. Blumfield (994 Ariel sc.)

L. Newey (991 Ariel sc.)

F. J. Watson (994 Ariel so.)

R. H. Bywaters (986 Zenith sc.)

H. Reed (986 Dot .so.)

R. C. Charlesivorth (986 Zenith sc.)

G. D. Hardee (998 Matchless sc.)

F. Smith (926 Clj-no so.)

W. N. Clayton Russell (633 Norton sc.) . .

.

J. Chater Lea (976 Chater-Lea-so.)
L. F. McCardle (989 Harley-Davidson 30.) .

H. H. Saddlugton (749 James so.)

D. Rhodes (578 Scott Sociable)
G. W. Shepherd (998 L.S.D.) .

.

F. S. Spouse (980 T.B.)
S. Hall (1096 Morgan)
H. Ji". S. Morgan (978 Morgan) .

W. Carr (1096 Morgan)

CLASS G.—SIDECAR NOT EXCEEDING 1,000 o.c.

43.9 — — 2 5 -1-5 1 3
43.6 — ^— 2 5 -f 5 — 2
43.6 — '

—

2 5 + 5 1 3
40.1 2 10 — 5 -t-2 15
40.1 — 15 2 5 -1-2 — 20

47.5 18 4 5 -1-9 11 29
42.3 — + 5 4 5 f 4 1 1

43.9 — 6 5 -i-5 6

37.4 2 4 -1-10 16
32.6 8 10 2 5 15 11 51

— — — — — — — —
39.5 4 35 3 -1-1 2 43
45.8 — — — 5 + ^ — -1-2

47.3 — -1-5 4 4 4-9 — + G
49.1 — 6 4 -f-11 -H
50.9 — + 5 3 -1-12 — -H4
42.7 — 5 2 -1-4 — ' 3
36.7 — -1-5 2 11 8
45.5 — 2 3 + 7 —

-f 2
37.9 — 25 4 3 10 1 42
43.5 — 2 2

. +5 -H

44.5 —
—

-

- 2 5 + 6 — 1

42.5 8

= =
3 + 1

—
7

46.0 10 2 - 5 -fS — 9

41.0 _ 2 4 +z 1 4
39.9 — — 4 5 + 1 8
37.9 — 30

,

— 5 — 1 36

CYCLECARS.
29.1 44 15 ' 4 3 14

41.6 _ -1-5 5 -1-3

43.3 — -fS — 3 -1-5

4.8.9 + 5 — 3 -1-10

49.1 — -1-5 — 3 -1-11

91

^3
+ 1

-1-1-2

-H3

Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
.Silver.

lietired Ist day.
Silver.
Gold.
Gold.
Retired l3t day.
Gold.
Silver.
Retired 1st day.
Retired 1st day.
Retired 2nd day.
Certificate.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Silver.
Gold.
Bronze.
Gold.
Retired 3rd day.
Retired 1st day.
Gold.
Retired 1st day.
Retired 1st day.
Retired 1st day.
Retired 1st day.

'

Gold.
Gold.
Retired 2nd day.
Gold.

Certificate.

Certificate.
Retired 1st day.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.
Gold.

The feat of Mrs. Knowles in winning a

Scottish and an Enslish " gold " in one
year is an unparalleled achievement for

a woman, and one equalled by very few
men. She is a genuine private owner, and
is all the more pleased because she did

not haVe an absolutely no-trouble run.
* * * *

The rear band brake of Graham Oates'

Grindley gave a lot of trouble, and in

consequence the Grindleys of the future
will be fitted with the dummy belt rim
type. Incidentally 28x3 in. tyres were
used on this lightweight after prolonged
tests, which proved they did not slow the
machine one whit.

* * *

The Auto-Cycle Union wishes to con-
tradict the impression wrongly gained by
a few of the competitors that charges for

hotel accommodation included a certain
percentage to be devoted to the expenses
of the trials. On the contrary, these

charges did not even include the cost of
preparing and printing the. books of cou-

pons, or the expenses incurred in arrang-
ing accommodation for some two hundred
and fifty individuals. These, obviously,
were covered by the entry fees received.

Possibly the error arose owing to the fact
that at one headquarters no advance
prices could be obtained, and therefore
an average was struck with the definite

object of adjustment at the conclusion

of the trial.

THE RESULTS ANALYSED.

J
w

s"

s
CO ii it

-St;

s

1

A
B
C ....
D
E ....

B/s ..

F
G» ...

10
18
13
5
2

18

4

2
1

3

4

1

1

1

2"

i

1

1

1

4
8
6
1
2
8

12

1

79 10 3 7 2 43

* One not eligible for award (centre competitioa only)

.

CENTRE PREMIERSHIP.
Marks.

1. F. W. Giles (.i.J.S. sc), Midland 494
2. J. H. Davies (Sunbeam) N. Wales 491

3. J. A. Newman (Dou,glas), Western 489
4. F. J. Ellis (Matchless sc.), S. Eastern 481
5. L. F. McCardle (Harley-D. sc), Eastern . . 472

6. H. H. Saddington (James sc), S. Midland 444

When G. Brough was forced to retire,

he wired for' J. A. Watson-Bourne,
who is now partner in a garage business

at Oldham. The latter set out at 1 a.m.

'oit^ his Brough Superior outfit, reached

Llandrindod Wells at 7.30 a.m., and
started off with the competitors at 8.26

a.m. Inftdentally, he alw"ays shone on
hills, often climbing second and low-gear
pimples—for others^on a top of 3.5 to 1.

Barnett's and Greening's Francis-
Barnetts—the only two in the trial—ran
most consistently throughout 'the event,
but the former lost 2 marks in the final

examination owing to neglecting to tighten
his rear cone after a hurried tyre change,
under official supervision, the night before.

* # * *

On ilonday Percy Mayo (Coventry
Eagle), Bert Kershaw (New Imperial), and
some others, riding together, miscalculated
a 15 m.p.h. section and were caught, early
at the secret check.

* * # * '

'.

Hadfield (Raleigh) lost marks on Monday
owing to a new engine seizing ; all the
rest of the week he retained a clean sheet.

* * * *

The old McKechnie spring frame
machine in the hands of F. W. Becker
made some surprisingly good ascents of

difficult hills. Becker is not an old hand
at trials riding, and the manner in which
he kept upright on freak surfaces augured
well for the general stability of the

design.
* * * X-

Last week we stated that Bridcutt and
Cathrick. the Dunelt riders, " got mixed
up " on Rosedale. They did; but it turns

out that the former made a clean ascent.
* * » *

The four three-wheelers to finisb—five

started—have a better record tidn the

survivors in any other class.

c 13
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CURRENT CHAT Orji).
The Scott Trial.

Invitations to compete in the Scott

Trial on September 16th are now being

issued, and any prospective competitor
who has not received one should write

at once to the Scott Motor Cycle Co.,

Ltd., Saltaire, Shipley, Yorks.

The Kingston Police.

In spite of the condemnations of some of

our correspondents, a Midland rider who
passed through Kingston recently, re.-

ports the behaviour of the local police to

be above any criticism ; their excellent

traffic control at two difficult junctions

was greatly appreciated.

Sidecars Records Jump.

On the 17th inst. V. E. Horsman (596

Norton sc.) broke the following kilometre

and mile records :

Flying Mile: 4S.07s.=74.89 m.p.li. = 120.53
km.p.h.
IKTERNATION.IL MiLE ; 49.22s.=73.14 m.p,h.=

117.72 km.p.h.
International Kilo ; 30.39s.=73.61 ni.p.n.=

118.46 km.p.h.

A Stolen Mount.

Last week a sidecar outfit which was
being tested by a member of the staff of

our contemporary, *Tlie, Motor Cycle and

Oijcle Trader, wa.s stolen in Birmingham.

The machine was a 749 c.c. James outfit,

with spare wheel, sidecar screen and Mag-
dyno; frame number 1858, registered

OH 8799.

The French Salon.

This year the French Show will be held

from October 4th to 15th. It will con-

sist of two separate exhibitions. Most
of the exhibitors will be housed in the

Grand Palais, but motor cycles, sidecars,

and cycle cars, and certain accessories,

will be found in the huts of the Paris

Fair on the Esplanade des Invalides and
on the Cours-la-Reine.

North-Western Centre A.C.U.
Owing to the Chief Constable being un-

able to provide sufficient police control,

due to other ceremonies occurring on the
same date, the open hiU-climb, formerly
arranged to take place at Garstang on
September 9th, has been postponed. It

is hoped to be able to hold the event on
October 28th, but further particulars will

be announced later.

Popular Scottish Event.

Organised by the Edinburgh and Dis-
trict M.C., the Scottish Two Days*
Trial will take place this year on Sep-
tember 16th-18th, over a course of

approximately 190 miles. Sheriffmuir,

Rinloon, Cockbridge, Bridge of Brown,
Inverfarigaig Corkscrew, and Kenmore
are all included as non-stop hills. Further
particulars are available from Mr. Camp-
bell McGregor, at 6, Castle Terrace,
Edinburgh.

An Extraordinary Accident.

On the London road near Crayford,
Kent, a broken overhead tramway wire
became entangled in a motor bicycle and
sidecar. There was a shower of sparks
and the driver was warned not to move
as the wire was " live." His wife and
child were in the sidecar, but the insu-
lation afforded by the tyres saved them
trora shock, but they had to - remain
stationary until officials wearing rubber
gloves removed the wire.

An Inter-Works Team Trial.

To be allowed to set your own schedule
over a 25-mile lap and then to complete
two more laps without deviation sounds
easy, but try it ! This was the problem
set by the Coventry and District Works
Motor Association to the various teams
representing Coventry works in an event
lield on Saturday last. Each lap in-

cluded a short colonial section and an
ascent of Sunrising Hill. Some sixty
competitors started and a few -first-class

performances were registered, though
there were a number of failures on Sun-
rising. It must be understood that the
competing machines were the property

of the owners, and though a number of

up-to-date models were to be seen, in

some cases they w^ere of considerable an-

tiquity. The results of the competition

are not yet to hand.

CLUB NEWS Or?:^)
Levis A.C.

The Yardley Cnp and other prizes will be com-

peted for on the occasion of the third annnal
reliability trial wMch ha^ hem arianRed to take

place on September 30th. The event is confined

exclusively to single-geared belt-driven machines.

Slou^ and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Saturday, October 7th, has been selected ior

holding the tirst annual reliability trial for the

Harris ciiallenge cnp and medals. The first man
will leave the Crown Hotel, Slough, at 4 p.m.,

and the course will be about 80 miles in length.

\]\ particulars of this and other events may be

obtained from Capt. H .W. H. Dyke, of ' Hart-

ford," Upton Road, Slough.

Westmorland M.CC.
Brilliant weather and good sport characterised

the gymkhana held at Sandside (Morecambe Bay)
on' the 20Ui inst/ The occasion also served as a
rally for the Northern Centre A.C.U. , and there
was a large, attendance of motorists from all

parts of the district. The results of the events
were as follows :

—

Potato Race : (1) G. Hodgson (490 Norton);
(2) U. Sedgwick (499 Sunbeam).
Thieading the Needle: (1) R. McKenzie f654

Rover); (2) P. Fawcett (499 Sunbeam).
Plank Race: (1) G. Atkinson (249 Velocette) ; (2)

P. Fawcett (499 Sunbeam).
Looping the loop: (1) T. Chaplow (498 Ariel);

(2) G. Atkinson (249 Velocette).
Obstacle Ra.ce: (1) B. Turner (249 Velocette);

(2) G. Parkinson (293 New Imperial).
Tilting the Ring:. (1) T. Chaplow (498 Ariel);

(2) R. McKenzie (654 Rover).
V.C. Race: (1) B. Turner (249 Velocette); (2)

T. Chaplow (498 Ariel).
See-saw Race: (1) T. Chaplow (498 Ariel); (2)

R. McKenzie (654 Rover).
Blindfold Race: (1) T. Chaplow (498 Ariel);

(2) G. Roberts (492 Sunbeam).
Two- wheel Sidecar Race: (1) G. Hodgson (490

Norton sc); (2) T. Chaplow (498 Ariel sc).
The star event of the day was tbe race for

two-wheel sidecars, Hodgson (490 Norton sc.)
piitting up a very praiseworthy performance.
Lifting his sidecar for a distance of a hundred
yards, he passed the finishing post at 30 m.p.h.
nmidst the plaudits of hundreds of spectators.
The prizes were afterwards distributed bv Mrs.
R. M. Chaplow, whose husband, together with
Mr. W. Houghton, were the donors of the prizes.
Mr. Arthur MofTatt acted as starter.
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Meeft==3EuJ) Club Events.

Sept, 2nd.—Cheshire Centre A.C. U.—Open One
Day Reliability Trial.

Sept-. 2tuI.—South Eastern Cmtre A.C.U. iSurbiton_
M.C).—Brool'land-s Hace Meeting.

Sept. 2nd.—Worcestershire M.C. — Matlresfield
Court.

Sept. 2nd.—Atherton and District M.C.C.—Itun to

Tarvin.
Sept. 2nd.—Mid Bucks M.C.C.—Petrol Conmmp-

ti07i Test.
. Sept. 2nd.—Wolv&rliampton M.C.C.—CompetHion

for Eric Williams Challenge Shield.
Sept. 2nd-.—Copeniry and Warwickshire M.C.—

Closed Speed Trial.
Sept. 2nd.—Coatbridf/e, Alrdrie and DlHtrici

M.C.C.C.—Social Run to TiUitudleni.
Sept. 2nd.—Dumfries and District M.C. and C.C.—

GymJchanu.
Sept. 2nd.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—

Surbiton and District M.C.C, Speed
Trials.

Sept. 2nd.—West Kent M.C.—S.E. Centre Speed
Trials, Brooklands.

Sept. 2nd.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Paper Chase.
Sept. 3rd.-^Coventry Triangle M.C—Rnn to

Wrekin.
Sept. 3rd,—Colne a7id District M.C.—Pun to

Hopper Lane.
Sept. 3rd.—Bridgnorth and District M.C.C—

Captain's Run.
Sept. 3rd.—Halifax and District M.C. and L.C.C—

Run to Higher Hodder.
Sept. 3rd.—Barro20 and District M.C—Northern

Centre A.C.U. Rally, Keswick.
Sept. 3rd.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.—

Knock-out Competition.
Sept. 3rd.—Shejffield M.C.C—Rim to Edwinstone,

Dukeries.
Sept. 3rd.—Leeds Motor Union.—Run to Ramsgill

and Middlesmoor.
Sept. 3rd.—York and District M.C~Mr. B, '

Wasling\s Run.
Sept. 6th.—York and District M.C.—Novices' Trial.
Sept. 6th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Impromptu Run

from City Square.
Sept. 6th.—Exeter M.C. and J.CC—Evening Run

to Dawlish Warren.
Sept. 7th.—Oxford M.C.—Gymkhana.

Clitheroe and District M.C.
J. Todd (211 New Hudson) was the first

"hound" to catch the "hare," J. Whittaker
(584 Harley-Davidson), in a successful paper-chase
held O'U Wednesday of -last week over a varied
course of approximately 30 miles.

Sonthport M.C.
Pine weather conditions favoured the race meet-

ing held on the Sands on the 19th inst. W.
Johnson, jun. (499 Sunbeam), secured two firsts

and one second, showing considerable skill. In
the sidecar classes F. Bullough (490 Norton sc.)

took fi've firsts in six events.

Botherham and District M.C.
Eighty miles had to be covered in the course

of the annual reliability trial which took place on
August 20lh. The prize-winners in this event
were :

—

(1) D. Lister (349 Excelsior-Blackburne),
(2) C. "Watt (498 Ariel).

(5) L, Thrall (34S Douglas).

The late Mr. Robert Head, Chairman bt

the Motor Cycling Club, who died at

Teignmouth last week. By his decease

the M.C.C. will suffer an irreparable loss.
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xiQsnons

\ selection of questions of general interest

received from readers and our replies thereto. All

questions should be addressed to tie Editor,

'The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E C.^, and whether intended for

publication or not must be accompanied by

a IJi). stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly

and on one side of the paper only, numbering

each query separately, and ketping a copy

for ease of reference. Letters eontaiping legal

questions should be marked " Legal " m the

top left-hand corner -of ttie envelope, and should ^
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QOilQS
be kept distinct irom questions bearing on
technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the
Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers
of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy
the benefit of the Road Service Department of

that organisation. Queries should be addressed to

% the, Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a lid.

stamp), and will be dealt with by the A. A. and
M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from
their representatives all over the country as to the

existing state of the roads in any particular

locality.

WORN CYLINDER.

I have a 1918 Allon two-stroke

and in my work run about 700-

1,000 miles per month. ' Of late

the piston is extremely difficult to

g-et out of the cylinder. In fact,

- I have to wrench it out forcibly. It

burns in the rings after about 300 iniles

and needs taking dow-n. (I decarbonise

every 500.) The machine is slow and
rattles badly immediately it reaches 23

m.p.h. I presume the cylinder is worn
in the bore and is still the original

calibre in the neck. Is it a satisfactory

job to have a two-sti^oke rebored and
new piston fitted?—G.J.

It will be best to return the cylinder

and piston to the mak-ers, a^ they might
be able to jebore it for you and fit a new
piston ; in all probability, however, they

would recommend the fitting of new parts,

as it seems to be badly worn.

TAXATION.
As it is nearly two years now^ since I rode a motor cycle will" you tell me what would be the

-U tax on a machine of about 2| h.p."

and whether one has to have a

licence as well? To the best of my re-

collection it was about 25s. for a licence

two years ago. The registration fee, I,

presume, is only a small amount.

—

T.S.M.F.
Motor cycles are now taxed on weight,

machines under 20 lb. being 30s.

annually ; over 200 lb. 60s. Quarterly

licences can be obtained. The taxation

fee inclndes registration of the machine,

and a driving licence costs 5s. The de-

scription of machines by arbitrary " horse

powers" is falling into disuse since the

initiation by The. Motor Oycle of the

system of rating by capacity only, e.g. :

349 c.c. A.J.S., 269 c.c. Villiers, etc.

SKID ON WET TAR.

I was riding recently in a dis-

^T] trict where the council was tar-

^ - xing the roads. The tar machine
» I was drawn by a tractor, and being

on the bend of a decline it ob-

scured my view of oncoming traffic. No
signals or notices were exhibited, and

as I drew near I observed that the trac-

tor had stopped and only left sufficient

room for one vehicle to pass, and con-

sequently a motor car came through
which placed me with the alternative

of either running on the newly laid tar

important 2>ates.

Sat., Sept. 2nd.—Cheshire Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Fri., Sept. I5th, to Mon., Sept. 13th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial In Holland.

Sat. Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 2Ist—B.M.CR.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. 11th—
Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

or being run into. The former was
done, causing a skid, with slight per-

sonal injuries and damage to clothes,

machine, etc. What course do you sug-

gest to be taken in the matter? Is

the council liable for not exhibiting

warning notices?—P.M.
You do not make it clear whether the

position of the tar-spraying machine com-
pelled you to use the " wrong " side of

the road. This would have some bearing

on the matter, but it is possible that you
may be able to obtain compensation under
the circumstances which you describe, as

there appears to have been some negli-

gence on the part of the highway authority

in not showing warning signs. Your best

plan is to take legal advice locally.

LAMP ON SIDECAR.
The other evening I was stopped

by a policeman for not having a
sidecar light on my Douglas out-

fit. Does the law enforce a light

on the sidecar when the latter is

attached on the near side?—H.C.
A lamp must be carried on the near

side of the sidecar in addition to the head
lamp on the motor cycle, in order to show
the full width of the outfit.

WORN BEARINGS.
(1) When warm, the engine of

^^ my 486 c.c. single-cylinder side-

5r .
car develops a rattle which usually
disappears on breasting a rise, but
reappears again when the slope
It amounts- to a slight metallic
which becomes intensified when

speed on the level is increased. My
mileage is "about 2,500. (2) What ao-

purr.

counts for black smoke being emittec

from exhaust pipe when engine is being

started up?—J.E.W.
(1) A mechanical rattle which is more^

noticeable when the engine is running

light than at other times is usually asso-

ciated with a worn big-end bearing, and
it would be advisable to remove the

cylinder and test whether there is exces-

sive play in either of the connecting rod

bushes. If the trouble is not due to play

in these parts, it may arise from wear
in the timing gear, although this is not

likely if the machine has only done 2,500

miles. (2j Black smoke coming from the

exhaust pipe indicates that the mixture is

far. too rich ; either the carburetter is

flooding excessively or the jet is too big.

TO IMPROVE TOP GEAR PULLING.
I have a 349 c.c. Blackburne-

^^ engined moior cycle geared 4^

> to 1 on top. I find the machine
-iJ will not pull very well against

a head wind, and propose to

alter the gear to about 5^ to 1. The
present engine sprocket has 20 teeth.

What number would be required on
a new sprocket, to make this alteration,

and where could I obtain a sprocket ?

—W.H.
A 15T sprocket on the engine shaft will

give you a gear ratio of approximately
63 to 1, which should be satisfactory.

Possibly the engine makers will supply
you with a suitable one.

REMOVING B.S.A. BELT RIM.

Having split the belt rim of

my 557 c.c. 1919 B.S.A., I shall

be glad of your help re the fol-

lowing questions : (1) How is

the . belt wheel fixed? (2)

Which is the best way to get it off ?

(3) Is it possible to fix a new rim to

the old belt wheel ? (4) If the answer
to question No. 3 is in the affirmative,
where can I obtain the belt rim ?—H.D.

(1) The belt wheel is screwed on to
the hub with a left-hand thread and
secured by a right-hand lock ring. (2)

It requires a considerable amount of
power to get it off, and it may be neces-
sary to heat the hub centre with a blow-
lamp

;
probably your best plan is to re-

turn the wheel to the makers. (3) and
(4) The makers would no doubt repair
the belt rim ; we do not think that you
could do it yourself.

b 25
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READERS' REPLIES.
FROM NEUTRAL TO LOW.

With reference to "G.A.C.'s" inquiry
concerning Indian clutch adjustment, I

should recommend him to examine the
thrust rod, which passes right through the
Indian gear box, for wear, and to adjust
accordingly. When this rod wears the
operating ^-m will travel through the first

portion of its arc before commencing to
disengage the plates. I have been able

to cure similar faults to those described
in this way.—W. W. W.

A TWO-STROKE RATTLE.
Last month my own two-stroke was

overhauled by the makers and was fitted

with a hew cylinder, new connecting
rod, gudgeon-pin, crankpin and rollers,

crank case bushes and piston rings, the
original piston being retained, and right
from the first time I tried it, since when
I have done about 200 miles, an appalling
rattle has issued from the cylinder at

speeds over 10 miles an hour, and which
I cannot control by any means.

It could hardly be wear in such a short
time, especially as I give it plenty of

oil, and also the fact that the rattle was
audible as much during the first mile as

it is now after 200 miles, rules out that as

the reason.

If the flywheel is gently rocked there
is a faint clicking which I have traced
to the new piston rings being somewhat
narrower than the grooves, and conse-
quently coming into contact with the top
and bottom of the groove as the piston

goes up and down ; this, however, I think
is nothing to do with the rattle, as it

is only noticeable when the flywheel is

turned slowly backwards and forwards,
and disappears if the engine is turned
over quickly ; also the offending noise is

much deeper in tone than the click of

the rings. J. I. H.

SCOTT CHAIN ADJUSTMENT.
" F.P.M." should change his chains over.

The present low gear chain should be
shortened to fit the high gear and the
high gear chain lengthened with the piece

cut off the low gear chain, when this will

be found to fit. If he has the correct

number of links in each chain he will find

that his trouble has vanished. If his

machine is a 532 c.c. standard the high
gear chain should have 66 links and the
low gear 77 links. ^ W. 0. J.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions published

under this heading should he addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cijele,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.OA, when they will he forwarded
direct to the querists concerned . liequests

for experiences should he accompanied hy
a stamp.

"W. A. L." (Liverpool). — Scott
Sociable : speed, power on hills, inter-

changeable wheels.
" N. O'N." (Richmond).—Johnson's

Carbon Remover.
"E. P." (Bristol).—557 c.c. B.S.A.

sidecar ("sports" model): suitable top

gear ratio, prevention of oil leakage
around tappets.

"J. S. P." (Thornton).—Hopley and
Paragon folding sidecars.

"J. R. A." (Burton).—499 c.c. Rudge-
ilulti : suitable "sports" sidecar and
general running with same.

" W. K." (Redruth).—550 c.c. Hawker-
Blackburne : fuel consumption, reliability

for solo and sidecar work in Cornwall.

"C. M. P." (Liverpool).—225 c.c.

Royal Enfield with sidecar.

"S. J. W." (Bodmin).—349 c.c.

Coulson-Blackburne, 2-speed "sports"
model : reliability, speed and upkeep.

" D. G. H." (Southsea).—Jackson's
Impervo.
"S. 0. D." (Cirencester).—398 c.c.

A.B.C. sidecar: speed, hill-climbing, and
springing.

"P. M." (Portland).—499 c.c. Dunelt
sidecar : carburetter fitted, fuel consump-
tion, general running.

" G. J." (Taunton).—490 c.c. Norton,
654 c.c. Quadrant, 650 c.c. Excelsior, and
557 c.c. B.S.A., all with sidecars: speed
and reUnbility.

"A. S. P." (Richmond).—One arm
(right).' Suitable machine; mechanical
adjustments necessary.

"A. J. C." (Frome).—398 c.c. A.B.C. :

hints on tuning.

"W. T." (London).—164 c.c. Economic.
"F. S." (Malvern).—398 c.c. Raleigh:

reliability, speed.

"M. S." (Northumberland).—596 c.c.

Indian Scout
"X. Y. Z." (Glasgow).—498 c.c. Zenith

Bradshaw.
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The latest model Vasco two-sfroke fitted with a 349 c.c. Broler engine. A commendable
feature of this neatly designed machine is the large and effective aluminium silencer Prices

range from £45 to £60. The Vasco is produced by Vasco Motors, 136. London Road.

Kingston-on-Thames.
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Low Priced Big Twin.

The price of the American "X" motor
cycle has now been reduced to £105, in-

cluding the usual equipment.

Super-lubrication.

As many as 125 of the 142 starters in

the A.C.fJ. S'ix'.Da'ys Trials used Miracle
oil for their engines.

Change oi Address.

The Cleveland Motor Cycle Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., has changed its quarters

to Premier House, 150, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I.

Chassis-less Sidecars.

Described in our pages nearly two years
ago, the Millford-Rock spring sidecar,

which Las been described as a chassis-less

model, is now being placed in production.

Guarding Against Punctures.

Tyre trouble is always annoying, but at

times it is fatal. To guard against it,

over 75 per cent, of the competitors in

the " Si.x Days" took the precaution of

injecting Jackson's Impervo into their

tubes as a preventive measm-e.

An Injunction.

An injunction has been obtained by
C. A. Vandervell Kid Co., Ltd., against
the Safix Marine Engineering Co., Ltd.,
and a Mr. Burdon, who are restrained
thereby from selling partly rebuilt sur-

plus W.D. starter magnetos as genuine
new C.A.V. magnetos.

Found on the Road.
By Mr. M. W. Bingham. 35, Coniston

Road, Muswell Hill, N.IO, a tool kit and
fin. Coventry chain, on the London-
Worthing road, two miles north of Hor-
sham, on August 13th.
By G. Peff, "Rosemary," Chase Court

Gardens, Enfield, a camera, on the Win-
chester-Bournemouth road.

Useful Preparation.

We have lately received a sample of
3-In-One oil, which is ideal for the lubri-

cation of magnetos and small tools, such
as drills. It prevents rust, can be used as
car polish for polishing up sidecar bodies,
and can be mixed with metal polish to
prevent tarnishing. It is sold in one,
three, and eight-ounce bottles by John G.
Rollins and Sons, 27, Stonecutter Street,

London, E.G. 4, at 9d., Is. 6d., and 3s.

respectively.

Catalogues Received.

The British Timken Co., Ltd., Ward
End, Birmingham : A booklet giving use-

ful information regarding Timken roller

bearings.

James Grose, Ltd., 4, Old Jewry, Cheap-
side, London, E.C.—A complete catalogue
and price list containing a large number ol

illustrations of motor accessories of every
description.
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GOES FURTHEST

CHALLENGE

!

1ST EMPHATICALLY
ON

H.M. 2/7 per quart tin.

Thousands of satisfied users.

CHALLENGE OIL CO., LTD.,
HOWARD ROAD WORKS,

STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.16.
A GRADE OF CHALLENGE OIL
TO SUIT EVERY MOTOR OYCLE,

OFFICERS' ARMY TRENCH COATS
55/-

Post Free in Great Britain

and Ihe Irish Free State.

THE GENUINE
"WESTO" TYPE

With AIl-WooI Detachable Fleece Lining 70/- each.

Brand New, Tripleproof Gabardine, check lining, oilskin iii#e'»'-Iining, and with detachable All-wool
fleece lining. Four Coats in One.

These coats are impervioTis to weather. Worn with the fleece lining, they combine the warmth and com-ort of

an ulster with the rain-resisting qualities of a stout mackintosh. With this lining detached they are a light,

elegant raincoat,

T}iis is the only coat made THROUGHOUT with surplus Goveynmenl materials which ive control. ~

We now stock this coat for ladies as well as gentlemen. Same
materials, same price. Same High Quality.

State Height and Bust measurement.

*• MONEYBACK" PRINCIPLE 0"r method of doing business is simplicity itself.

If you do not like the goods send them back, and we
(Our Guarantee). refund your money. It is a condition that they must

be returned within seven days of purchase.

Chest sizes, 34, 36, 3S, 40, 42, 44 ins. Gentlemen, when ordering state height and chest measurement
over waistcoat. Ladies as above.

SEND YOUR ORDER TO-DAY—IT WILL BE EXECUTED TO-MORROW.
Art Catalogue illustrating this and other Bargains in wearing apparel FREE ON REQUEST.

Cheques, Money Orders and Postal Orders should be crossed Barclays Bank, Limited.

Treasury Notes slwuld be registered.

GEORGE WESTON 6 CO., ^^Z'SioS-'^'''^ini'ikts.

(Dept. M.C.), Westo House, Inverness Road, Hounslow, Middlesex.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' b3g
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;To:jrJu^.i!.^^ , t^^.ii^.^^_c^.f^7^;77=T^;T^jl-,:~>t.3,.^g^^a° Ĉ

i

I

Copy oj letter from :
—

Messrs. S nnbeain
Motors. Ltd.,

Moorficld Works,
Wolverliampton.

14th July, 192::.

In reply to your
letter of the i-^th inst.

re T.T. Race in the

Isle of Man, theframes

of the Sunbeam Car
which won this race

were mpplled by
Vickers last year in

3% Nickel Steel.

Yoiirs faithfully.

"Mc'
TRADE MARi

^S

FURTHER PROOF
reliability and efficiency of VICKERS STEELS.

/^N June 22nd, 1922, theSunbeamand Talbot Darracq racing cars

won the two Tourist Trophy Races in the Isle of Man.

All forgings for both these cars were made by
VICKERS LIMITED from VICKERS STEEL.

Some PREVIOUS PROOFS :—
Crankshafts, Propeller Shafts and other forgings in RoUs-Royce
engines made the first aeroplane flight across the Atlantic,

Crankshafts, Propeller Shafts and other forgings in Rolls-Royce
engines made the first aeroplane flight from England to Australia.

Crankshafts, Propeller Shafts and all other forgings in Sunbeam
engines made the first. Airship flight across the Atlantic in R.34.

Forgings were used exclusively in the Sunbeam car driven by i\[r.

Kenehn Lee Guinness, which on May 27th, ig22, at Brooklands,

made the remarkable speed of 137 miles per hour, being the greatest

speed ever recorded by a car.

¥rT/^|7'"C"DC CTlTiri Q a~« used by the Leadinj* motor -ar and
V aV«'J^Iw£\i3 O J. aL^/I-O aeroplane engine mnniifact- 'ors.

VICKERS LIMITED,
River Don Works, SHEFFIELD.

TyearfO/Ki-e;VICKERS HOUSE, BROADWAY, LONDON.S.W.l.

VICKERS
VICKERS
VICKERS
VICKERS

/.

'»-^'i^-'^*'^-'^-^'^-J*-'-f-^-^'^*^^-f~'-=^-*-i-'->!.J^'^J-i-i!-^.^^'-i-r-^--^-'*-^-f^

r^

Don't decide
until you have seen the

Chater Lea
ft HP 3-Sn ^'^^^^'O n.r. D-Op. Combinahon.

WINNER of many hundred awards for

reliability and speed during the past

12 years. A real no-trouble touring mount,

built to carry weight and go anywhere. The
Chater Lea looks good and is good, a machine

to give you long service, and worthy in every

respect of our 32 years' reputation for

excellence of design and workmanship.

Write for

Sidecar

List.

Chater Lea Ltd.
Kstablished 1890.

74-84, Banner Street.

London, E.C.I.!!^i

CONVERT your old
Hub Gear Motor Cycle into

A MODERN 1922 MODEL
Triumphs, Rovers, B.S.A., New Hudson, Humlier, etc

IMiVIEDIATE £25 DELIVERY

New Gear Bos, Sturmey-Archer, Jardine, Burman, everything complete,

ready to fit Spares stockists for Kent for Triumphs, Douglas, Rover,

: : : : Sturmey-Archer, Villiers, Raleigh. : : :

:

We Shalt be pleased to forward upon application copies of letter^

received from satisfied customers.

030 In ansiverinci these advertisement

READ BROS., 4 & 6, Goods Station Road,

Tunbridge Wells.

it is desirable to mention ' The Motor Cycle.

Telegrams :

Telephone
Rebro, Tunbridge Wells.

113.) Tunbridge Welts.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements' m these columns

-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

Utlonal word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

tre charged double rate. Each paragraph is

iharged separately. Name and address must

)e counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

ipecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

)e quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment (or

idvertisements should be made payal)le__—t'coT
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed_-.^*^

—

'

rreasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

Tansit. should not be sent as remittances.

All advertiS9.nent3 m this section should be

lecompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

louse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
msure insertion letters should be posted in

ime to reach the offices of "The Motor Cycle,"

ly the first post on Friday morning previous to

:he day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

100 late for a particular i;sue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

;he following issue unless accompanied by

nstructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

juote the number which is printed at the end of

ach advertisement, anl the date of the issue

11 which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertiseis, letters may be

ddressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

^hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

jgistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the

'ords Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
fill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

ddressed No. 000, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,

'udor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who reP y to Box No.

dvertiseincnts are warned against sending remittance through

he post except in registered envelopes: in all such cases tlie

se of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

hould be clearly marked '* Deposit Department."

In the case ot motor cycles oDered lor sale under a box

umber, as It is unusual Tor these to be sold without flrst

eing Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

icIIItate business by embodying In their advertisements

ome mention ol the district In which the machine

Dered may be seen and tried.

jxr DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

lay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

)eposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
lotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

mount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, bat

a the event of'no sale each party pays carriage one way.

•he seller takes the risk of d.nmage in transit. Fcr all

ransactions up to £10, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on

ransactions over £10 and under jfjo. the fee is 2/6 ; over

50 and under £75. 5/-; over- £75 and under £100. 7 /fi-

nd on all 'transactions over £100, 1%. All deposit

natters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

.ondon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

lade pavable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

idication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

be Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

esirous. but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers "who reply to advertisements and receive no

nswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

lenoo as an Indication that the goods advertised have

Iready been disoosed of. Advertisers often receive so

lan; enquiries that It Is quit» impossible to reply to

ich one by cost.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

1 .B.C., as new, dynamo lighting, extra air, speedo-
^ meter, tax paid, semi-T.T., engine perfect ; 78
Qa.—Erinville, 11, Lingfield Av., Kingston-on-Thames.

[8150

s rears ag^o:
" I may say I am attracted to your
firm owing to the straight way in

which you dealt with me three
"years ago."

For 12 years the name
GODFREY'S HAS STOOD
FOR STRAIGHT DEALING.

1922 MODELS.
Whether you are a buyer or "are just

looking round," Godfrey's stock will

appeal to you. Here you will find all

the Latest Models and courteous
attention at all times.

Amongstnew models now m stock are :-

A.J.S., B.S.A., liEVIS, INDIAN, SCOTT, TEIUMPH,
MATCHLESS, NEW IMPERIAL, EXCELSIOR.
COVENTRY EAGLE, RTJDGE, ZENITH, CEDOS-

CALTBORFE, ENFIELD, RALEIGH.

If 3"Ou cannot call we will on request
mail you our full lists, including details

of second-hand guaranteed machines
of which the following is a selection :

—

SOLO.
1919 2j h.p. Invicta-Jap, 2 sp £42

1920 3 h p. A.B.C. Dynamo £72

1921 4 h.p. Indian Scout Dynamo £98

1921 Omega-lap, 2 sp., k.s £48

1914 2f h.p. New Imperial Jap £38

1920 I.O.M. Rudge Multi £50

1919 2\ h.p. Chater Lea, 2 sp . . . £32

1919 2 £ h.p. Omega-Jap, 2 sp. ..£35

1922 4 h p. Douglas, as new iii

PASSENGER MACHINES.
1917 -1 h.p. Triumph " H " Sport?

p/car £74

1916 Indian Powerplus, 7 h p. . £88

1920 4i B.S.A. w. Touring s/car. . £88

1920 5/6 h.p. Rudge, bulbous back
s/car £58

1914 B.S.A. Combination, 4 h p. .
. £65

1921 3f li p Scott Squirrel, Tour-

ing s/car £92

GODFREY'S, L^»
208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l.
Phone Langham 1300.

£55/10,-
[8228

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.C. first-class condition throughout:
Horswills, 42, Bridge St., Chester.

A -B-O. 1921 Coiuhinntion, electric lisht; fl05.—25,^^ Peel Grove, Cnnibridse Heath, London. [8727

TyAUCIIOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-A.B.C.
'' Sports model; £295; immediate delivery. [9156

r.O.C.H. have an A.B.C, fully eouipped, excellent con-
dition, bargain.— 5, Heatn St., Hampstead (near

Tube). (8368
TfRENCH Model A.B.C. 4 speeds, hand clutcft, tlcK-
J- starter, speedometer, licence, accessories, nev/
condition; £65; exchanges.—63, Solon Hd., Brixton.

A
[8703

.B.C. 1920 3h.p., lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, perfect
condition; £62.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16 Bishops-

gate Avenue, Camomile St.. E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. [0072

A .B.C., April. 1922, equipped, licensed. Insured till
-^-1- next April, mileage under 1,000; 70 gns.—AppLv.
Baohrach, Sutherland House, London St., Paddington.
(Alter 8.) [851b
T ATE 1920 A.B.C, lamps, horn, speedometer. Cox
--' Atmos, flexible, good acceleration, no hard usage,
fully insured; photograph; £60.—Amies, 109, London
Rd., Chelmsford. [8250
A .B.C., late 1920, electric light, electric horn, me-
f-^ chanical horn, speedometer, mirror, new Dunlop
tyre, back, excellent condition, licensed ; £55.—P. Fort
163, Albany St., Regent's Park. N.W.I. [8263

A .B.C., new February, all 1922 improvements, dy-
-Ci namo, electric model, new accumulators, kick-
start. Smith speedometer, mileage 3,000. perfect; £75,
or part exchange combination.—Chick, Senior Staff
Mess, Royal Aircraft Factory, Farnborough. [8122

A .B.C. Motor Cycle, 1920, as new, guaranteed not
-^^»- done 1,000 miles, owner uses car; cost £180;
electric lighting, Lucas Magdyno, kick-starter, speedo-
meter, horn, 4-speed, rear sprung; will do 60 without
any vibration; a car on 2 wheels; legthields; £100;
can only be seen by appointment.—Mansfield 73,
Powersoroft Ed., Clapton, London, N.l. [8131

Spare Parts:

A.B.C.—The Service Depot for all spares.—Maudes'
Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W. [9017

Abingdon.
3ih.p. Abingdon, complete, good; cheap, £10/10 —

2 Williams, 51, Thurston Rd., Pontypridd.
[8164

ABINGDON 4h.p., Bosch, taxed, accessories: ride
away; £10, bargain.—Guinchard, 179, York Rd.,

Islington. [8721
ABINGDON King Dick S^h.p. Combination, roomy,

C. and B. sidecar, good running order, dependable,
all lamps, horn, tools, spares, licence Dec. 31st; £30 —
19, Woodland Gardens, N.IO. After September 6th.

[8277
A.E.L.

BRAND New AE.L.-J.A.P., 2'A.p-. 2-speed, clutch,
kick-starter; £50, or nearest offer.-137, Clifton

Rd., Rugby. [8241
i .1 S

A.J.S. Combination, lavishlv equipoed; £90.-6,
Station Rd., Hampton Wick.

'

[8632

.J.S. 2%h.p. to
- ListerhiUs Ed..

rh.p. in stock.—Merrick's
Bradford. 'Phone: 2439.

A
19

Stores,

[5069

.J.S. Combination 1921, fulleguipment, Lucas set;
going cheap.—11, Cedar EtT, Cricklewood. [8168

21 A.J.S. Combination, every fitment; £115; ex-
changes.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kendington.

[8549
A.J.S. Motor Cycles on easy terms.—Wauchope s, y.

Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777.
[6699

A.J.S. 1922 2S4h.p. Sports and 7h.p. Combinations
in stock.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts.

,476;

DAN GUT, Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Com-
bination, £175- in stock. Dorset trade supplied.

[0817

A J S. Motor Cycles, deliveries from stock, all models.
—Derby agents, H. Palin, Ltd., Bourne St., Derby.

[5CP1

-|Q14 A.J.S. Combination de Lu.xe, excellent condi-

Ltf tion, license; offers.—Martin, 73, High St., Sid-

cup. [8274

A J.S 1921 2yih.p., mileage 800, unpunctured, per-

fect; £68.-26, Wanderers Avenue, Wolverhamp-
ton.

- [876S

£70—A.J.S., May, 1922, 2'ih.p., B.l, Lucas lamp
and horn, as new.—Boult, Holywell St., Chester-

field. [8466

A J.S. 1922 complete touring model B, shop-soiled,

unused, e-x-works May-. £76.—Robins and Marriott,

Tring. [8713

7 h.p. A.J.S., dynamo lighting set, new but slightly

shop-soiled; £179.-" ''" '"'"

Cycle.

-Box 3358. c/o The Motor
[8979

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

vertisement. and the date of the issue

ed, marked (P).

b3.3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 2^4h.p., 3-speed, 1921, taxed, electric light-

IriK, new condition: £65.—Clark, 7. Exhibition
Rd., S.W.7. [9164

SHOr-SOILED 1922 A.J.S. Combination, epaie wheel,

never been regi.stered: £165.—Clitlord Motories,

E.nstwood, Notts. [V692

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, as new, spare wheel,
lamps, windscreen, tax paid; £105 Flitt, Wel-

lington Bd., Wattord. [8397

A.J.S. 234h.p. (July, 1922) Touring, horn, tax and
insurance, indistinguishable from new; £80.-27,

Old Town, Clapham, S.W. (8302
1 Q21 23jh.p. A.J.S.. mileage 600, lamps, horn, tax,
J-«^ indistinguishable from new; £69.-30, Clare,
niont Sq., Angel, Islington. [8240

£70.—A.J.S. 1922 2%h.p., Model Bl, very small
mileage, as new.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, West-

minster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I. [55C1

03.h.p. A.J.S. 1916, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., (ully
'^4 equipped, mechanically perfect, licensed; £40.—
69, Kingston Ed., New Maiden. [8522

1 Q21 A.J.S., exceptiomal condition, Sept.-March nn-
-*- *^ used, speedometer, sidescreen, 'spare wheel;
£160.-75, Gladstone St., Derby, [8567

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, 1922 engine, hood, elec-

tric lights, spare wheel, perfect condition; £125.
-28, Denbigh Ed., West Ealing, [8183

1017 2?4h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, clutch, kictstart, all-

-i-*y chain, speedometer, lamps, horn, taxed; £40.—
Write, Hart, 133, Maybury Kd., Woking. [8673

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, £175; 2%h.p. 3-speea,

£85.—Immediate delivery can be obtained from
P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [8375

1Q19 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, cycle parts need
-!-•-' thorough overhaul, engine excellent; trial; £55;
after 5.—Corlett, 128, Holland Rd., Kensington. [8252

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models, 2i4h.p. solo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

—Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

-| Q19 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, screen,
^*^ speedometer, lovely condition; ^£85.—Hillier

(Side Bell , 9, Wallingford Av.. North Kensington.
18858

A.J.S. 6h.n. Combination, interchangeable wheels,

etc.; exchange for solo ox Morgan; cash adjust-

ment.—Write Snow, 58. Malvern Rd., Dalston, E.8.
19100

1 Q21 7h.p. A.J.S., spare wheel, Triplex screen, tax
-LtF paid, Lucas lamps, also D-A- lighting, Tan-Sad;

£110.—Taylor, 29, St. Margaret's St., Canterbury.
[8144

-| QIB A.J.S. Combination, just completely re-

-LJ/ upholstered and enamelled; owner bought car;

accept £65.—Merle Bank, Rotherfield Rd., Carshalton.
[8555

-| Q21 A.J.S. Combination, electric horn, speedometer,
J-*y excellent condition, Magdyno, £145; ditto 1920,

£110.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale 'Phone; Hampstead
1363. [9003

1Q22 A.J.S. 2^ih.p. Model Bl, immediate delivery

-Ltl from stock; catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E.

Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,

S.E;iO. [6972

A J S 1920 Combination, 5-6h.p., usual equipment,

perfect condition; £87/10.—Elce, Ltd.. 13-15-16,

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St.. E.G. 3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0065

A.J.S. 5h.p. twin-cyl.. all-chain drive, countershaft
gear box, kick-starter, complete with sidecar;

accept £38 cash for immediate sale.—74. Brighton

Rd., Surbiton. [8504

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. 2-seater Combination, spare wheel,

many accessories; £115; perfect condition.—Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6 Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [8922

A.J.S. 1922 Sports Bl, special Palmer cord tyres,

Lucas lamps, tax paid, 3 weeks old, mileage 150;
£80—Honpac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [7904

1 QQ GNS., Exchanges.- 1921 A.J.S. Combination.
XO t' lamps, screens, spare wheel, luxurious turn-

out, any examination, trial.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd.,

East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. 16966

A.J.S. 2^h.p. 1922 Standard Sporting, bought July,
maker's guarantee, tax paid and insured to July,

1923, fast and as new; bargain, £75; owner going

to sea,—Stephen, 54, Woodsde Rd., Wood Green,
London. N. [9085

A.J.S. late 1921 7h.p. Combination, spare wheel, Lucas
lighting, horn, speedometer, pillion seat, Wex car-

buretter, accessories, small mileage, new condition

;

£140, or close offer.—B., 63. Wharfedale Gardens,
Thornton Heath. [8718

A.J.S, 1920 (late) Combination, dynamo lighting,
speedometer, mirror, hood, trout and side screens,

spare wheel, 3 new spare covers, spare set of chains,
valve, etc., good condition, mileage 6.000.—Seen iiy ap.

pointment at 14. East Dulwich Grove, S.E.22. £150.
[8176

A.J.S. Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for nnv new model from

stock. No walt'ng Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deterred pay
ments. (See column advertisement). —Hamher's. 2.

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [5160

STILL A FEW LEFT!

NEW 3h h.p. ZENITH
BRADSHAW

'SHOP SOILED!

75 gns.

LIST PRICE £113,
OR

£2S on takin g the Machineaway
and 6 monthly payments of

£9 : 4 : 5.

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.

1920 Enfield Comb. Magdyno,
hood screen, speedometer £105

1921 O.K. 2-speed Clutch, all

accessories ... ... £39 10

1922 Rudge Multi, tax paid,

scarcely used £62 10

1916 B.S.A. Comb., very little

used £62 10

1920 B.S.A. Comb., with ac-

cessories £78

1920 Enfield Comb,, excellent

condition £97 10

1917 Douglas 2| h.p. 2-speed,

in nice order £35

1922 Coventry Premier, Dy-

namo, Speedometer ... £175

1915 B.S.A. Comb., Mont-

gomery S/car £62 10

1919 Triumph Comb. A bar-

gain ... ... ... £67 10

1921 Rudge, Solo, very fast... £57 10

1917 Douglas, W.D. 2f ... £29

1922 Ne'w Hudson Comb. ... £115

1914 Douglas, 4 h,p. Comb. ... £50

1914 Chater-Lea Comb. ... £55
We shall be pleased to give full details on request

Any machine may be purchased on
deferred payments.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, N.E., 151, High St

'Phone; Walthamstow 169 {2 lines).

EDSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W, (Opposite Gt. Portianc
street Station). 'Phone; Museum 4978.

Openuntil7.3 Monday to Friday. Open until 4Saturda3-

WOOD GREEN, LONDON. N.. 50, High Road.
Phone- Homsey 1956.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

33h.p. A.J.S. Sports, 1921 3 speeds, clutch, and
4 K.S., equipped Bonniksen, mileage 349, un-

Ecratched, guaranteed perfec'-. tax paid; £75. Ex-
changes.—Homac's, 243, Lcwer Clapton Rd., N-^-

'Phone: Dalston 2403. 17905

TO 22 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, Magdyno, electtlo

--«/ horn, trip speedometer, spare wheel, special car

tyres, insurance, maker's guarantee, few miles e?'^,

absolutely new, bought car; £160.-51, Upper Bicn-

mond Ed., East Putney. ^<"'"'

-|Q21 A.J.S. Combination, comnletest eauinment. ,

i-O value *30, including Tan-Sad, side screen.

Triplex glass, perfect condition, used week-ends only.

unscratched; *155.—Cree, " Lansdowne," W<»'^|?«J
Park. Tel.: Victoria 9000. extension 75. I"^"'

Spare Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.-Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8, BonJ
St., E.-;,ing. P^^2

Alldays.
ALLBAYS-ALLON, 2-speed, perfect; £27/10.-61.

Upper Richmond Ed., Putney. 1°^^'

KICKHAM. Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Allons; unequalled service, leP^"",
etc.

^
[3559

ALLON 1920, speeds, clutch, kick-start, excellent

condition; £38.-128, OlTord Bd.. Barnsbury,

N.l, [8156

£26, or nearest.—1919-20 Allon, 2-speed, clutch,

new condition, perfect running order, licensed.--

McGough, 130, Benton St., Carlisle. 18810

ALLDAYS' Alloii 1922 2%h.p., 2.speed, clutch,

kick-starter, electric lighting, shop-soiled only;

accept £60.—The Layton Garages. 30, Holywell St.,

p >7 GNS., Exchange.—1917 Allon 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
-^ 9 lamps, footboards, any examination, trial.

—

Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich, Syden-

ham 2452. [4773

1 Q22 Allan Combination, special folding sidecar, tax
J-" paid, S.A. 3-speed, K.S., only ridden few miles,

many extras; £105.-10, The Exchange, London Rd.,

Thornton Heath. [8146

ALLON 1917-18, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,
engine gears, and magneto, makers' overhaul:

London to Land's End and return, no trouble run;
tax, insurance; £33/10.-104, Plough Kd., Battersea.

[8811

ALLDAYS' Allon, 1921, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,

kick-start, disc wheels legshields, tax paid, light-

ing set, horn in practically new condition through-
out; £39.

—
'Walker, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park,

London, E [8829 ij

American X.

AMERICAN X 8h.p., 1918. T.T. model, 3-spee(l

clutch, tax paid: £50.—Peacock and Brown, Kew
Bridge Ed., Brentford. [7291 :

AMERICAN X Sh.p. T.T. Model. 3-Epeed clutch, .

kick-starter, in perfect condition ; a bargain, £45.
—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., .

W2. [9094 I

LATE 1920 American X 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, dynamo
lighting, Grindlay super-sprung sidecar, deck,

hood, screen, luggage grid; £100.—Grocer, 193, Lan-
caster Rd., North Kensington. [8299 -

Ariel

1 Q22 Ariels; immediate delivery; best value; 6-7h.p.
.L«7 combination, £125.—Finn's Garage, 12, High
St., Pulham. [6535

F.O.O.H. have 1920 Si/oh.p. Ariel Combination, fulLi

equipped, excellent condition, bargain.— 5, Heati '

St., Hampstead (near Tube).
,

(8369

SOUTHrORT.-1920 Ariel S'/oh.p. Combination. Ariel
sidecar, Easting, all on, excellent lot; 69 gns,;

exchanges.-Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [8588

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—TVest Central Agency,

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.O.I.. [0704 1

ARIEL 1922 3y2h.p. Sports, 3 speeds, kick-start;
chain-cum-belt drive, T T. bars, shop-soiled only;

£80.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London, [9010

A RIEL 1922 Sports Model 3Vch.n. Combination.
x*. practicallv new, lamps, and all accessories; £90.—
Welch, 343, Devon Buildings, Tooley St., S.E.I.

[8190

1 Q18 3l^h.p. countershaft Ariel Combination,
X «^ equipped, taxed, overhauled, condition guaran-
teed as new ; £55.-77, Haverstock Hill, Hampstead.

[9060
PHOTOGBAPHS Iree.-Ariel, late 1920 3"/jh.p.

coachbuilt ccmbination, equipped, 69 gns.; Ariel
?''2h.p., 3-speed coachbuilt combination, hub gear,

35gns. Exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Uppel
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [8061

£75.— Exceptional bargain, S^^h.p 1921-22 Ariel,

with Bidcezi light sidecar, condition as new,
mileage 500 only.—If you are looking for a bargain,

call and inspect this and several others, Triumlih,
Douglas, Indian, etc.. at Langford's. 37. Cricklewood
Broadway, K 'W.2 Hampstead 8616. [9066

bS4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by orivate owners ar,e, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

917 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, K.S.. per-

fect running order, tax paid; £60; seen after

-316, HaydoTi's Rd.. Wimbledon. [8346

918 Clyno 6h.p., 3 speeds, dismantled, less small
parts; inquiries after 6, or Saturday al-teimoon;

19/10.—9, Stanhope St., East Park Rd., Leicester.
[8773

1LYN0 1921 8h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
J spare wiieei, tax paid, spring frame, in excellent
ndition; £100,—The Laytou Garages, 30, Holywell
,., Oxford. [8890

Spare Parts:

'ILYNO Spares.—Immediate deliTery.—Kays, 8, Bond
^ St., Ealing. [7664

Connaught.
» 32/10.—1921-22 Connaught, Sturmey gear box,
'if clutch, kick-starter, lamps, licensed, new condi-

)n. guaranteed.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. Bat-
rsea 443. [8840

"iONNAUGHT Combination, 1922, May, 3-speed,
-' chain drive, clutch, Tan-Sad, Eastinp, lamps,
c, perfect, hardly used; £75.-Bromfield, 72, Eord-
K)k Av., Ealing Common. [8457

922 Connaughts, all models, for immediate :ieli

very; cash or deferred terms, 4% extra. Write
t leaflet and further particulars to the official N.
mdon agents.—Homac's 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,

,E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [7907

Cotton.
"^.T. Junior Race.—Cotton-Blackburne team the only

100% finishers. 85 recent awards and records.

:om 62 gns.—Cotton Rotors, Gloucester. [9524

Coulson.

920-21 23ih.p. Coulson B., Blackburne engine, 2-

speed, spring frame, fully equipped, taxed; £40.
Phone : Kingston 1274.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbi-

Q. [8597

3.h.p. 1920 Coulson-B, 2-speed, clutch, B. and B..
'4 low mileage, recently overhauled and enamelled,
ndition as new; sESO.-W. P. Brown, Clawson, Mel-
Q Mowbray. [8647

Coventry Eagle
10VENTRY EAGLE 3%h.p., J.A.P., 2-speed,
-' lamps, horn, licence till December next, good
res, very smart; ^E2 5.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
ealdstone. [90^5

iOVENTB-Y EAGLE 1920 2^'/Ji.p., J.A.P.. 2-speed,

^ clut-ch, K.S., etc., licensed March, 1921, care-

Uy ridden, Al condition; £55, or offers.—Perkins,

, Recklelord, Yeovil. [8751

De Luxe.
7* O-O.H. have 1920 De Luxe 2-stToke, excellent con-

? dition; bargain, £20.-5, Heath St., Hampstead
ear Tube). C8370

IHAT twenty-five pounds off current list prices has
L given rise to wild rumours. Some say " It can't

st "; others say "Impossible "; a few prophets

[lisper "bankruptcy "; but the knowing ones send

ong their deposits and get the goods. We positively

aim to have embodied in the new De Luxe Ban and
joud the finest components available, and we are

>t alone in describing it as the finest machine in

16 world at anything within £20 of its present price,

ne testimonial to-day reads:—"You may be certain

my hearty recofeimendation; the value is extra-

dinary." We know it, the trade know it, and the

iblic are learning it. Think this over. The average

io 4h.p. does about 94 to the gallon. A regular

der uses approximately eight gallons weekly. Now
B guarantee 140 miles per gallon on the sleeve-valved

igine, and can exceed 4h.p. easily anywhere, any
me. Now, reckoning petrol at its present figure, a
lUgh computation shows an annual saving of £17 on
le petrol bill alone. It doesn't req,uire a mathe-
atician to teU the sensible man that within four

lara the economical running of his Barr and Stroud
is saved the initial cost of the entire machine,
'ith a sidecar fitted we can astound you. We can
imb 1 in 3 on second gear, 20 stone up, do 40 with-

it effort for long pertBds, and yet crawl along at
alking pace if necessary. We are receiving astound-
ig testimonials, and can substantiate every one.
;nd per return four stamps for art illustration

easuring 13in. by lOin., a 32-page catalogue, and
rochures ol riders' opinions and recent successes.
lustration of our super-model D will be sent post
ee on request. Messrs. Whiteley and Rideezi Sales,

td., London, can supply for cash or terms. We
ipply four models from £56, and we challenge the
orld on price and quality. Remember there is no
ner all-round machine in the whole world than the
3W famous De Luxe Barr and Stroud.—191, Sweetman
i., Wolverhampton, and 174, Corporation St., Bir-
ingham. [8406

Dene. _
)ENE 1920, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, complete with coach-

built sidecar, equipment includes lamps, horn,
)eedometer, and screen, total mileage 2,000 ; sacrifice at
65.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[8905
Diamond.

"1 IBB, Gloucester, can give immediate delivery Dla-
JT monds from stock. [7544

lOh.p.ALLWEATHER
CALTHORPE
SPECIFICATION.—10 h.p. 4 cyl. engine, 3 speeds
and reverse, dynamo lighting and starter, Miclielin disc

wheels, 710x85 Palmers, hood, divided screen,
Mulliner's high-class all weather body.

2-Seaier with dickey . . £375 4-seater . . £395

LIBERAL ALLOWANCES
for secondhcind models in exchange.

Deferred payments quoted.

NEW 1922 LIGHT CARS.
B.S.A., CALTHORPE, COVENTRY PREMIER,

LABONDA, L.S.D. AND RHODE.
NEW 1922 MOTOR CYCLES.

B.S.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
EDMUND, LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, REX, ROYAL RUBY, SCOTT, SUNBEAM

AND TRIUMPH.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SOLOS.

ARIEL, 1919, 31 h.p., 3-speed countershaft £55
FEATHERWEIGHT, H h.p., spring forks . £9 15
HUMBER, 39^ h.p., wants attention £14 10
PREMIER, 3} h.p., 2-speed, spring forks . . £32 10
ROVER, 31, h.p., 3-speetf, Good £39 10
RUDGE, 3l, clutch model, wants attention £19 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 3j^ h.p., I.O.M £55
RUDGE-fflULTI, 1921, 3l h.p., I.O.M £59 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p., tax paid . . £62 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p £70
SINGER, 3i h.p.. Clutch, Mag. £27 10
t.D.C, 1921, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, tax paid . . £35

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ARIEL, 1919, 3V h.p., 3-speed comb £69 10
B.S.A., 1921, 6 h.p., comb, tax paid £135
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-6, Hat twin £97 10
CHATER LEA, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb £69 10
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, 1920 Grindlay sc. £87 10
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £97 10
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid . £57 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., wants attention £39 10
MARTINSYDE, 1 920, 6 h.p. comb £85
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. £87 10
REX M.O.V., 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £39 10
RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, and sidecar, tax paid. . £72 10
RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £89 10
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc., tax paid .

.

£87 10
TRIUMPH, 31, 2-speed comb., tax paid ... £39 10
ZENITH, 4-5, countershaft clutch comb. . . £57 10
ZENITH, 8 h.p., countershaft clutch comb.. £69 10

RUNABOUTS.
LAGONDA Coupe, 1922, 1,200 miles £275
A.V MONOCAR, 1920, 8 h.p , 2-sp. Jap . . £69 10
FORD, 4-seater Tourer, wants attention . . . £49 10
H.F.G., 1920, 3-10 h.p., 2-seater, dynamo £97 10
RANGER, 8 h.p., 2-seater, wire wheels, etc. £75
RICHARDSON, 1920, 8 h.p., dickey, tax pd. £97 10

SPECIAL OFFERS.
£7 10s. deposit and 10s. weekly buys

STEVENS, 4i, single gear, spring forks £17 10
HUMBER, 3V h.p., 2-speed £27 10
RUDGE, 3.} h.p., Clutch, wants attention .

.

£19 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-!pBedcomb £42 10
REX-JAP, 6 h.p. comb, tax paid £52 10
PREMIER, 31 h.p., Z-speed £32 10
SINGER, 31 li.p., clutch, tax paid £27 10
BRADBURY, 31 h.p., 3-speed, tax paid £32 10
HUMBER, 1914, 31 h.p., 3-speed £32 10

Halifax Motor Exckange,

25, Horton Street, Halifax.
'Phone: 1400. 'Grams: "Perfection."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Diamond

KICKHAM, Stokes Crott. Bristol. Sole District
Agent (or Diamonds; unequalled service, repair?,

etc 13556

1 a GNS.—Diamond 2-stroke, late model, pcrlect me-
X.\J chanical condition, last, licensed. After 5 p.m.
—20, Treen At., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [3730

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London and
Home Counties Agents for the famous Diamond

motor cycles, fitted with Barr and Stroud or J.A.P,
engines.— 157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [5931

"I
Q21 Diamond-Jap 234h.p. 2-speed Sturmey, lully

-L*.' equipped, Binks carburetter. Best pump leg-

shields, tax paid, excellent condition; £47/ 10.—Best,
64, Somerset Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham. [8298

Dot,

DOT-J.A.P. 6h.p., dynamo lighting, combination,
Bosch, Cowey, kick, Gradua, roomy sidecar every-

thing equal new; £78; take piano, furniture, or solo
part exchange.—115, Bramley Rd., Ladbroke Grcve.

[8786
Douglas.

Oilh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1914, exceptionally good
-^4 condition.-Below.

03.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1916, fully equipped, tax
'^4 paid, Dunlop nearly new tyres, smart, recently
overhauled; £28.—Naylor and Kirk, 408, Garratt
Lane, Barlsfleld, S.W. 'Phone : 'VVim'bledon 2041.

[8984

AT Edwards.-Douglas 234h.p. 1921, 3-speed, clutch,
fully equipped; 52 gns.—Below.

O^fip-, 2-si:feed, reconditioned, with all new parts,
'W4 as good as new, iully equipped; 37 gns.; de-
ferred or exchanges.—101, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[9001
3iih.p. Douglas, 1916, all on, licensed, perfect; £26.
4 —27, Arragon Rd., Twickenham. [8651

OUGLAS 2'^4h.p., late, condition, appearance new

:

£36.-153, Manor Ed., 'West Ham. [8166D
I-JOUGLAS 1922 3i/2h.p. Sports, brand new, slightly
-L' soiled; £105.—Ginger Motors, Banbury. [6671

2
2

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adt

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired.

3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1917; bargain, £25;
4 must sell.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. 19109

3.h.p, Douglas, 2-speed, good, sound, fast machine;
4 £30.—Burnham, Hulcote, Towcester. [8202

BARGAIN.—2%h.o. Douglas, as new, never been
ridden; £42.-15, Curzon St., Leicester. [8312

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., condition .is new; £34; after 7.

—Harrison, 30, Mountgrove Rd., Highbury. [9090

1021 Douglas 2^h.p., 3-Epeed, little used, and in
-*-t/ good order; 50 gns.—Surridge, Ongar, Essex.

[8348
C*^5.—Pre-war Douglas 2%h.-p., splendid condition;^ offers.-Write 31, 'Vicars Hill, Ladywell, S.E,13.

[8529
DOUGLAS, 1921, all on, taxed, perfect; 48 gns.—

B. B. Clark and Co.. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[5851

33h.p. Douglas, Sept. 1921, 3-speea, K.S., clutch
4 model; £57, bargain.—49, Brunswick Rd., Ley-

iton. [8690

D,OUGLAS 1922 4h.p. Combination, absolutely new;
£110.—Oldbury Motor Co., Oldbury, nr. Birming-

ham. [7243

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, any trial; £56, or
offer.—Dorville, Cambridge Park Mews, Twicken-

ham. [8860

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p,, thoroughly overhauled, complete;
£30, or near.—4, Garthorhe Rd., Honor., Oak

Park. [8637

33.h,p. Single-speed Douglas, excellent condition

;

4 £16.—Gill, 51, Nassington Rd., Hampstead,
N.W.3. [8613

1 Q13 Douglas Combination, new sidecar, enamel
^*y and plate as new; 45 gns.—120, Sutherland Rd.,
Croydon. [8797

4h.p. Douglas Combination, only done 500 miles,
owner gone abroad, licence paid; £105.—Huttons.

Swindon. [8280

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. ; £40; all accessories, good
condition.—Miller, Pine Ridge, Orpington

'Phone: 28. [833;

"fQ15 2^4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, lamps. Klaxon, Tari-
-Ltf Sad, perfect, fast; 30 gns.—97, Lower Richmond
Rd., Putney. [8483

3£Lh.p. Douglas (unused W.D.), absolutely as new,
4 maker's colours; 40 gns,—52, Cartwright Gardens,

^.a. after 7. - [5203

DOUGLAS, 1915, fast, overhauled, topping condi-
tion; £33, or offer.—Holly Lodge, Manorgate Rd.,

Kingston Hill. [8198

DOUGLAS 1921 2%h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-start,

all lamps, tax paid; £68.—Maudes', Walsall
Garage, Walsall. [9025

DOUGLAS 2^h.p. 1921. all on. guaranteed exactly
as new, original tyres, belt, etc. : £50.—49. Long

St., Atheratone. [8791

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.—Douglas 2?4h.p., 1916, 2 speeds, tax

paid, aU on; £35. [9153

ertisement, and- the date ol the issue bsy
, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"IQ18 2".jli.p. Douglas, fltted 1921 tank, Binks, fully

LiJ tquippetl : £32.—Mayn.xl'tl, 161, Bowes Rd.,

Bowes Park, N.ll. [8762

1 Q22 2?-ih.p. 2~speed Douglas, all on, delivery from
J-U slock.—Sheplierd, Enfield Highway. Tel.:

Waltham Cross 31. [0899

DOUGLAS 2=4h.p. machines, built o! new parts

throughout; 42 gus.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

Exhibition Kd., S.W.7. [5350

2ilh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1918-19, Lucas lamps, all

4' accessories, excellent condition; £35.-72, Clock
House Rd., Beckenham. [8683

DOUGLAS 1921 22,.',h.p., fully equipped, unscratched;
£46.—Skinner, c/o Hillier, 216, PortobcUo

[8698

nd unre-
Forest Gate.

[8617

I?

Rd., North Kensington.

DOUGLAS 234]!. p., 2-speed, W.D.. new
. gistered; £35,-28, M^oodford Rd, ^

'Phone: Maryland 2598.

1 Q21 23'4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, Cowey speedometer,
J-*' lamps, oversize tyres, perfect condition ;

£49.—
Victoria Garage, Surbiton. [8172

DOUGLAS 23.4h.p., 1917, overhauled, good condition

throughout, accessories; £37/1-0.—Hookey, 10,

Broadway, West Worthing. [8293

1Q19 Douglas Combination, good order, tax and in-

Xt? suranoe, all aeeessories; £75.—Richardson, Erough-
ton K4., Stoke NeH-ington. [8326

DOUGLAS Combination, re-enamelled, semi-T.T.,

speedometer, disc, as new; £75.—Belbin, West
Wickham, Kent. City 8456. [B429

1 Q17 Douglas Combination, lamps, 3 speeds, good
-fi-tf order; £54; exchange lightweight and cash.-

Coniston, Park Crescent, Erith. [8149

£15.—Box 3362, cjo The Motor Cycle.

A pf GNS.—Douglas Combination, 1913,

DOUGLAS 1922 Solos and Combinations in stock.

—Agents, Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidston
Rd., Birkenhead. 'Phone: 2047. [2388

BARGAIN, must sell, 4h.p. Douglas Combination and
Alldavs 2-stroke, both taxed; £40 the two.— 57,

London Rd.. Sawbridgeworth, Herts. [8248

"I Q16 254h.p. Douglas, completely overhauled, lamps,
X.*y new tyres, every accessory, taxed; seen London;
£38.—Munt, 6, Fourth Av., Hove. [5700

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 1920, engine No. 45004, complete
with magneto, Amac carburetter, and exhaust;

[8975

4h.p., 3

speeds, clutch, kick-start, tax paid; exchanges.—
12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [8272

SOUTHPORT.—1919 Douglas Bemi-T.T., Lucas head-

Itimp, horn, tools, tax; bargain, 38 gns., ex-

changes.-Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [8590

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, smart appearance,
-L «^ excellent condition, complete a.ccessories ; 55
gns.—Fersfield, Westbury Rd.. New Maiden. [8337

3ih.p. Douglas as new, very sound 1914 engine in

2 new frame; £50; ride 50 miles to purchaser,—
Elverston, Crescent Rd., Choilton-cum-Hardy. [8236

GIBB, Gloucester, has ridden Douglases for years
past; pionipt delivery of the various models fronj

stock; trade supplied where not represented. [7542

DOUGLAS 254h.p., built of brand new parts, in-

cluding tyres and belt; £40; fully guaranteed.—
Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [8761

DOUGLAS 1916 2";ih.p., excellent condition; £30.
—Elee, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0068

DOUGLAS, late 1921, 2^4h.p., 3-speed, clutcn, kick-
start, completely equipped and licensed, perfect

condition; ^£55.-Purdy, Stoke Park, Coventry. [8605

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., overhauled, makers' colours,
lamps, hprn, complete; bargain, £27.-50, Haver-

stock HUIZ-T^.W.S. 'Phone: Hampstead 6609. [8604

1 Q21 2^ih.p. Douglas, 2-«peed, all on model, tax
J- *y paid ; bargain, £48.—Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [7990

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 2-Epeed, completely
equipped, tax paid, good order; bargain, £35.

—

The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8892

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, in very good
order, accessories, £45; 1919 ditto, £68.—Newn-

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [8925

1 Q 20 Douglas 2^/ih.p., 3 speeds, full equipment,
-l-«^ practically brand new, unscratcbed; £45.-37,
Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [9086

03.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, in excellent mechanical
'^4: order and condition, owner bought sidecar
machine; 30 gns. to clear.—83, Station Rd., Sidcup.

[8460
1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, all accessories;
-!-«/ £58.—Rey, 173. Gt. Portland St. 'Phone:
Langham 1257. Open till 7.30, 4 o'clock Saturdays.

[8944
DOUGLAS Sppcialjfits.—Wanted, your present nictoi

cycle in part exchange for any new model from
Btoek, No waiting. Di.stance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement).—Bamber's, 2,

Eaatbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [5163

MANUFAaURERS' STOCK

MAKINKOT BRAND

TO BE_CLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
making these
a bsolutel y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The jackets are
made double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuffs.

The Motor Leggings
are made fastening
with clips and
Straps, and have
wind gussets in
leg.

These suits actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture

without any profit,

hut we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely vifaterproof,

and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your money in

full if returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

29/11 Carriage 1/- extra.

We have also several thousands heavy Twill

Suits to offer. These are made of the heavy Twill

used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the

finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits are

striped, making these garments absolutely water-

proof, and we are prepared to give a guarantee
that these are absolutely impossible for water to

penetrate through. The Motor Leggingsare made
in the same way with wind gussets, fastening with
clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

40, 42 and 44 chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 29, 31.

Please state when oideiing by post, measurements
of chest, length inside.

SO/- Carriage i/- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
•Phone 4891 Bank,

Liverpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1Q22 2-speed 2-^j4h.p. Douglas, all on, shop-soiled
-i-v £63.-Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone
Langham 1257. Open till 7.30, 4 o'clock Saturdays,

-r^ [894
TJARGAIN, £18.—Douglas motor cycle, single gear
-*-* very light, easy to handle, excellent tyres am
new belt, ready to ride away.—Pratt, Highflekl, Millom

^ [8I2;
1022 3i/yh.p. Sports Douglas, indislinguLshable fror
--*^ new, lamps, horn, absolutely in new condition
92 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing
ten. [8071

I

T~\OUGLAS Combination 4h.p., new tyres, 3-speed

'

J-' kick-starter, lamps, condition as new, accessories
|

tax p!iid and insured.— 6, Boston Place, Dorept Rq.
N.W.I. _ [817i

1 Q19 2^!4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, tax paid, mechanic
J-«^ ally perfect, seen after 6 o'clock weekdays, anu
trial; 39 gns.—103, Winstanley Rd., Battersea 1

S.W.U. [839^1

T^OUGLAS 1919 2-!ih.p. {W.D. model), 2-speed, al
-»-' accessories, lamps, speedometer, etc., engine ii

!

e-:cellent condition; £35.—Clark, 15, Lord St. We^t
'

Southport. [871(

£55 secures Douglas 4h.p. Combination 1918. taj
paid, accessories, new enamel and plating ; anj

inspection.—88, Gloucester Place Mews, Portmai
Square, W. [849^

DOrCLAS. late 1921, 4h.p. Combination, complete
with all accessories and Tan-Sad, small mileage,

and absolutely as new; £105.^Smith, High lid;.

Goodmayes. [7694

1020 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
-Lt.' excellent condition and appearance, tax, in-

£85.—Woolgar, 84, Elmgrove Rd.,
[8219i

3.h.p. 1921 2-speed Douglas, all on, £60,- 'solo;'
/^4 also 3Vj1i-P- 1914 Douglas combination, 2-speed,'
£35; cash or easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., London. '6705

DOUGLAS 1920 2-;4h.p.,- S-speed, clutch, kick-
siarter. fully equipped and tax paid, exceptionally

fine condition ; £55.—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. [8891

DOUGLAS 1922 Models: 2";ih.p. £S3. 4h.p. solo
£110, 4h.p. combination £l35; prices include

all accessories; delivery from stock.—Rivett, 236, High
Rd., Leytonstone. [2680

| Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, good condition,
-i-i/ comparatively small mileage, tax paid, accessories
include spare new belt; £65.-10, Charleville Circus,
Sydenham, S.E.26. [8641

'

"I
Q21, September 4th. Dou.elas Combination, mile-.

I

-i-*^ age 800, absolutely as new, tax and insuranc*']
l>aid; also Tan-Sad; £100.—Smith, 63, Friern, Barnetl
-Rd., New Southgate. [9128

23.h.p. Douglas, W.D.. reconditioned machine, un-
4 used, nearly :ill new parts, tyres, belts, etc.

;

)

40 gns. ; all on, exehanges.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington. [520<1

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

to YOU. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.—196,
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016 '.

fl Q21 Douglas Combination, Cowey horn and sneedo-
I

A f meter, 2 new tyres, receitt overhaul, splendid 1

surance paid
Barnes, S.W

116, New-
[8194

;

condition ; any trial ; 90 gns., best
City Rd.. Plaistow, E.13

4h.p. Douglas Combination 1919, very small mileage,
perfect mechanical condition, fully equipped, tax

and insurance paid; £70 or near offer; Ealing.—Box
3347, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8431

DOUGLAS 4b.p. Combination, 1918, Easting, lug-

gage grid, tax to December, insurance to March
23rd, all on, and in good order; £65.—Adams, 130,

Wightinan Rd.. Harringay, N.4. [7422

DOUGLAS Combination 4Vih.p., lat-e 1918, complete
with lamps (electric), Klaxhorn, windscreen,

^

and all tools, recently overhauled and in perfect con-

dition; price £,10.—Masson Seeley, 121, Victoria St.,

S.W. [8906

33.h.p. Douglas 1922, 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter,

4 equipped with Lucas electric lighting, speedometer,

and Brooks Cantilever saddle, in perfect mechanical

condition and appearance, tax paid; £60.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [8537

FOR Douglas 1922 2%\i.-^. and 4h.p. Combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London

agents, and give you the best of service; all spares in

stock ; no W.D. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broad-

way, Muswell Hill [0788

SPORTS model SV^-h.p. Douglas, the property of an
' officer posted to Levant, speedometer, watch, horn,

tools, spares, extra inner tube, etc.. mileage under 100

1

100 gns.—Lake House, West Rd., Cambridge. On view

Cox's Garage, Bridge St. [7101

RACING 350 c.c. Douglas, specially built May,

.

1921, for 500 mile Brooklands, separate and

large capacity tanks, handle-bar controlled oiling. 2

speeds, revolutions to 5,000, winner of many awards

this year, perfect condition; photo; £48.-25, UPP|i
Mall, Hammersmith. [8580

b38 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
Hazlewood,

tf)5.li-P- Hazelwood-Jap, 3-speed and clutch, alt n^^ces-

/W4 sories, ride away; £15, or excliniiRe with casK
combination.—Jones, c/o Iliitter, 340, High "Rd.,

Balhara. [8784
Henderson.

KICKHAM. Stokes Croft, Bristol. Sole District
Agent for Hendersons; unequalled service, re-

pairs, etc, [3560

HENDERSON Combination, excellent condition, re-

cently overhauled throughout, new tyres, spares;

£90.—Box 3346, c/o Tftc Motor Cycle. [8426

HENDERSON 1920 Combination, Easting, tax paid,

lamps, tools, ett.; £80.—Railton, Cobham and
Jo. Ltd., Water St., off Blackfriars St., Manchester.

[8153

I
A 21 Model K Henderson Combination, dynamo

*-«? lighting, reverse gear, splendid condition, cost

£300; accept dEl55 or near, bargain.—307, Camden
l±. Holloway, N.7. [8453

I Q21 Henderson De Luxe Cwmbination, Ace discs,

l-«^ electric lighting, equipped regardless of cost,

nileage 500; £125, or offer.-" Oaklands," The Grove,
Fincliley. 'Phone : 868. [8482

£38.-1916 lOh.p. 4-cyl. Henderson Combination,
speedometer, mechanical horn, lamps, etc., running

order but ivauta attentioa; exelianges.—Smith's, 86,

Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. fSBlB

l/tQ GNS.—Henderson 1921 % Elite Combination,
M-rtU 12h.p., 4-cyl. i side valves, 3 speeds, reverse
nodel, dynamo lighting, licensed, as new throughout;
?xchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7.

[8267
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson

importer.-?, offer the following : 1920 Standard
rombination, all accessories, tax paid, £115; 1915
Standard, with luxurious sidecar, speedometer, and
Lccessories, £65.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5937

I Q20 (late) Henderson De Luxe, spring-wheel side-
i-U car, dynamo lighting, hood, folding screen, trip

ipeedometer, exceptional engine, absolutely new con-
iition, guaranteed; £105, or exchange lower power.—
jl. Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [8419

Spare Parts :

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., the Henderson Ex-
perts, have the most representative stock in

he country.—157b, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [5934

Hobart.
OBART-VILLIERS, 2-speed, Binks. ekctric light,
accessories; £30.-17, Drayton Av., W. Ealing.

[8645

Humber.
ih.p. Humber, taxed; £15.-59, Palfrey Place,
" " "'"•' "• [8749

order.

B

i>2 Dorset Ed., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.

£12.—21/ah.p. Lislitwei;;lit Humber. ruWiinj
tax.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

r8488

I
Q22 Humbei" 4y2h.p. Flat Twin Sports, brand new.

L«/ shjp soiled; iEgS.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway.
[0900

HFMBEE Combination, 1920, S'/jh.p., flat twin, 3
speeds, speedometer, horn; £75.—Broolcman and

Jo., 5, St. Albans Rd., Watlord. [8208

3JLh.p. Humber Combination, 3-speed, kiclc-start,
2 Easting screen, lamps, tools, splendid condi-

ion; £55.-32, Chandos Rd., Tottenham, N.17. [8425

HUJMBER 1922 AVih-P. Flat Twin, mileage 1,000,
as "new. Bonniksen trip speedometer, Tap-Sad,

amp set; bargain, £100.—Slade's, Garage, Penn,
Sucks. [8350

aUMBER 1922 4yoh.p. Flat Twin and special
coachbuilt sidecar, completely equipped, lamps,

loru, licence, Easting amd Bonniksen, almost new;
;120.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[8895
Indian.

FOR Indian Chiefs, Standards, and Scouts, try Hors-
wiUs, 42, Bridge St., Chester.

[NDIAN Specialists.—For riders who do their own
decarbonising, send for one of our special Indian

;ylinder spanners, 1916 to 1922 models: 2/6, post
tee. [8226

[NDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch, good tyres, overhauled,
lamps; £24.—P. Willcocks, Datchet, Bucks. [8662

[NDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model, excellent running
order; £26.-99, Tynemouth Rd., Mitcham.£[869320.—7-9h.n. Indian 1914 clutch model, good con-
dition, taxed.—77, Hayerstock Hill, Hampstead.

[9062
[TICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
^^ Agent for Indians; unequalled service, repairs.
;tc. [3561

I
Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination. excellent

••" throughout. Easting; £70, bargain.-23, Bass
St., Derby. [7252

[NDIAN Powerplus Combination, late 1920. dvnaino
lighting, any trial; £75.—Catt, 140, Humbe'r Rd.,

ilackheath. _ [8195

rNDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Hoac Racer; £35, or near
- offer; seen by appointment.—Swinton, 10, Hervey
M.. Blackheath. [8674

A REAL

RUBBER
NON SKID

Special Offerj

25% DISCOUNT.!
To introduce this cover we are prepared to allow S
the above special discount off the first 1,000 sold. 5
Guaranteed to give you at least 33^ per cent, more S

mileage than you have obtained from any other Z
make ; these covers embody all the true principles S
that go to make a non-skid—Side Ribs, Cross Bars
and Suction Cups—a combination of everything S
that is best in tyre manufacture. Order one now. 8

WE DO NOT WANT YOUR MONEY. S

To prove to you the excellent value of J
these covers, we are prepared to pay the S
carriage both ways in the event of same 5
not being to your absolute satisfaction, S
and, if you consider it necessary, you may S
deposit your money with the publishers
of this journal under their deposit system.

ElilTE SUPER NON-SKID EXTRA >

HEAYY mOTOR CYCLE COVER.
Size. Special Price. List Price.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.
26x2i.... 29/6 5/9 40/- 7/6

28;<24x2i 42/- 6/9 56/- 9/-
28x3 51/- 7/11 68/- 10/6
700X80... 54/6 7/6 69/6 9/9

A SATISFIED USER WRITES i S
Khtgston.

" Yoit 7uay be interested (0 know that the 26 x 2J x aj
E/ite siifier 7ton-skid cover ivhick you S7f/>fih'ed to me in J
Fcbrtiary last has covered 3,000 milfs on the dri-jin^ «

wheel of my P, & Af. CoTnbinaiion and still looks gopd »
jor an equal fnileage" S

Yours sincerely, G. L. m

This is not an ordinary tube repairin;? outGt, but S

a Cover and Tube Outfit. Containing 1 cover S

patch, 9 assorted tube patches, wire brush, i roll

canvas, i insulating tape, valve tubing, large

tin of solution and chalk. Special price, 2/9. S

List price, 3/6. Send for one to-day. 5

LONDON'S LhADiNU 1 YKE HOUSE,
266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.I

to where all post orders should lie addfeased.

And at 44,Sur]9iton Ro., Kingston-on-Thames
'\ Telephone—Kinijstou 331)5.

Steele Publicity.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN" I'owerpIuB, late 1919, juat overhauled, spl'^"-
did condition; £60, or near.—Eodgers, 38, Aid-

fillnu Rd., Catford. [8249

1 Q 15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speed.7,
-*-«^ clutch, good condition; £55.—27, Pavilion
Kd.. Knightsbridge. • £8125

T (Cfc22 Indians.—Immedinte deliveries, deferred pay-
*-«-' ment, exchanges.—Brown, 3, Parker Lane,
linmler. Tel.: 1032. [6332

INDIAN Scout Combination, 1922, electric light and
speedometer, done 300 miles; only £140.

—

Pawsey, Rayne, Esses. (8611

1 Q21 Indian Combination, big valve model, dynamo.
--*-' electric horn, absolutely as new; must realise
85 gns.—19, Valnay Rd., Tooting. r9105

rQ17 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed and clutch, tyres as
t' new, lamps, excellent rendition; what offer, or

e\'change'?--Pi-os6 Garage, Uxbridge. [8774

1 015 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, kick-stari,
-*~*y clutch, 3 speeds, Easting, perfect; i;50.—19,
Fairfield South, Kingston-on-Thames. [8631

1021 Indian Scout, dynamo lighting, speedometer.
i*7 etc., tax paid ; £85. Exchanges.—Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston
i4r.3 [7908

1 Q22 Indian Scout, dynamo lighting (demonstraiion
Lt7 model), three weeks old, absolutely new; sell

cheap; exchange entertained.—89, East Hill, Wands-
worth. [8839

£77/10.—Indian Scout, fully equipped, registered,
almost new, mileage 4,000 y exchanges enter-

tained. After 5 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammer-
smith. [8709

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p. Powerplus, Sport?
model, splendid condition; £65.—Railton, Cobham

and Co., Ltd., Water St., o£f Blackfriars St., Man-
chester. [8154

1 Q 16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, S-speed. kick-
i~*y start, as new. never been registered; bargain.
£55.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Marv-
land 2598. [8618

1 Q21 Indian Combination, electric lightins:, tax paid
-*-v for the year, Easting windscreen, speedometer, in

excellent order; 92 gns.—Edwards, 50, HarrinRton
Rd:, South Kensington. [8071

1 Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, 3-

-*-*-' speed, electric dynamo lighting, speedometer,
spring frame, excellent condition; accept £85.— 1,

Sunningdale, Cliiton, Bristol. [8572

OQ GNS.~1915 7-9h.p. spring frame Indian com-
iJ bination, 3-speed, equipped. Easting, very nice

condition; exchanges entertained. After 5 p.m.—4.

Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [8711

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Combination, electric light,

Grindlay spring wheel sidecar, real smart ; £80

;

or exchange Douglas combination and cash; or Mor-
gan.—Bell, 106, Gaisford St.. N.W.5. [8355

BARGAIN, 75 gns.—Powerplus Indian Corabinaticn
(£225, 1920), dynamo lighting, electric horn.

speedometer. Cameo, licensed, new tyres, original con-
dition, guaranteed perfect; any trial.—8, Barmouth
Rd., Wandsworth. Latchmere 4541. [858

1

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.-Indian 1920 Powerphn
7-9h.r., 3-speed, spring frame, new condition,

59 gns.; Indian 7-9h.p. combination, splendid order,
^9 gns. ; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Sheen. Tel.: Putney 2865. [6944

t Q22 Indian Combination, dynamo and latest wide
-«- *y mudguards, etc , delivered month ago, cost
£1 75, mileage 550 ; will take best price offered be-
tween Thursday and Saturday; dealers invited; owner
giving up.—Apply Professional, Greystoke Golf Club.
Hanger Lane, Ealing. [8454

4h.p. Indian Scout, -1922 model in stock; £112. We
can allow you an exceptionally good price for

your present machine, in exchange, an-d shf>uld like

to add you to our steadily growing list of enthusiastic
Soout riders.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadwav.
N.W.2. Hampstead 8616. [9067

7-9h.p; Powerplus Indian Solo, late 1921, elec-

trically equipped, rear-drive speedometer, tax
paid, practically new, and in guaranteed perfect
mechanical condition, a wonderful end-of-season bar-

gain; £50 cash, or gradual payments arranged.—On
view at Juno Showrooms, 248, Bishopsgate, E.G.

[8873

FOB Sale, 1919 7-9h.p., spring frame, Powerplus
Indian motor cycle, with new Miller lamps,

separate generators, aluminium top tiibe tool box, new
sprockets, engine overhauled recently, enamel and plat-

ing in good condition: £55.—To be seen at Tonnss.
Motor Agent, 2, 3 and 5, The Parade, High Rd.. Kil-

bnrn, N.W.6. ' [7105

1 021 Indian Scout 4h.p., clutch, K.S., 3-spe3d, cver-

LtJ hauled and just delivered by makers, who have
fitted brand new frame, tank, wheels and tyres, handle-

bars, forks, etc., nearly everything except engine which

is in perfect order, electric light, licensed December;

cost £165; accept £85 or near offer; great bargain a?

essentially a new bicycle ; owner buying car ; near

London.—Bos 3363, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. L8976

All lettfers relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue 541
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1 Q21 Bie Valve Road Racine Indian Combination,
-»-*' absolutely one of fastest machines on road, bar-
gain; 75 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balbam. [9106

Spare Parjs

:

INDIAN Spa res.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7668

(H ODFREYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St.. London,
^-T W. 1 .—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts
always in stock. Write lor free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0752

JNDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new, also second-hand,
from stock; send list requirements for our prices.—

Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Rd., London.
'Phone : Brixton 3129. The firm with a reputation
lor promptness and satisfaction. [6301

Invicta.

INVICTA. single speed. .2-stroke: £28, near offer.—
4, Albert Bridge Rd., Battersea. [8719

Ivy.
20 2Y,h.p. 2-3peed Ivv, excellent order, complete;
£32.-88, Park Rd., Duhvich. [8496

James.

J^aiES Combination, 1919, 5-6h.-D., D.A. cylinder,
insured, tax; bargain £65.—Apply 1, Whitman Rd.,

Mile End, E. [8265

JAMES 1916 4V4h.p. 3-speed Chain Drive Combina-
tion, in excellent condition and appearance; £55.

—Newnhara Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
[8927

rfl20 James, 2-stroke, 2-speed, all lamps, horn, etc.,

*y tax paid; £32/10. Exchanges.—Homac's,
243. Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston
2408. [7909

JAMES Combination, 4f4h.p., countershaft 3-speed
gear box, clutch, kick-starter, all-chain, licence,

hood, etc.; bargain, £38; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd.,
Brixton. [8706

JAMES 1920 Combination, 5-6h.p. de Luxe, well
equipped, smart appearance ; £90 ; tax and in-

surance paid. Ill health.—100, NewJands Park,
Sydenham. [8132

£40.—Extra special 4';.ih.p. James CoacKbuilt Com-
bination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter, in extra-

ordinary good condition, fully equipped.-—King.
Egrove, Oxford. [8738

JAMES 6h.p. Combination, new June, 1919, lamps,
horn, speedometer, screen, 1922 pattern Ferodo

brake, all in splendid condition; bargain, £88.—
Newton, 50, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. 18563

4ih.p. Big Single James Combination, all-chain drive,
4 3-speed, kick-start and clutch, complete vrith new

Sandum. -windscieen and apron. Miller lamp sets, Lncas
horn. Watford speedometer, mileage 4,000, beautiful
condition, anv trial, must sell; £57/10.—Farriu, 7, The
Yale, Acton, W.3. [fi919

.Spare Parts:

JAMES Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing.

^^
[5079

WHITBYS.—James spares, expert service.—7, The
Vale. Actou, W.3. 'Phone: Chiev-ick 1513. [9777

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Lightweights: place your order with the man
on the .spot.—Gihb. Gloucester. [7546

T Q20 J.E.S. Lightweight, mileage 500, fully equipped,
-l-«^ taxed; £18.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [8598

J.E.S.—A few 1921-22 4-stroke V/.h.-p. Lightweights
taken in part payment for our larger models.

All will be thoroughly overhauled and carry our full

guarantee. Prices from 23 guineas. Send for lists of
these bargains.—J.E.S. Motor Works, Gloucester.

i|:7335

Juno.

1 Q 13 2V2h.p. Juno-Precision, 3-speed and clutch,
-^•^ good running order; £16. bargain.—Whisstock
and Lingley, Woodbridge. [8474

Kingsbury.
KINGSBURY 1920 2-8troke, 2-speed, electric light-

ing, tax paid; 36 gns.—M., 45, Nightingale Lane,
Hornscy, N.8. [8276
T Q21 Kingsbury, very smart little machine. 2-SDeed,
J- tf Enfield gear, absolutely unscratched. bargain

;

30 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [9111

33h.p. 1921 Kingsbury, 2-speed, cMtch, Orbit en-
4 gine, all-chain, lamps, tax paid December, as

new; sacrifice, £33.—K.R., 10, Linden Arcade, Chis-
wick. [8171

Lea-Francis
LATE 1920 Lea-Francis, M.A.G. engine, 2-speed,

fully equipped, lamps, etc., taxed, beautiful con-
dition throughout; £60.—Summerfield, Craven Arms,
Salop.

•

[8831
T EA-FRANCIS 1920-21 3"4h.p., 2-speed, kick-
*-J starter, clutch, lamps, horn, speedometer, beau-
tiful condition, as new; bargain, £55; exchanges.—
35a, Strathville Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [8594
LEA-FRANCIS 1920 SVsh.p. Combinatio-n, detach-

able wheels, kick-starter, lamps, screen, speedo-
meter, horn, etc., excellent order, low mileage, tax
paid. Insured, just overhauled, perfect condition' £68
quick sale.-Write Sharp, 188, BIythe Rd., W.14

[8366

«;.<C-'

VERY DANGEROUS
this skiddy weather.

Why not purchase one of

our sidecars on our out of
incoine plan? Your own
dealer may supply you.
Write for name of nearest

Agent.

With child's seat £26 10

Call and inspect range of models
or write for catalogue and form.

Any make of machine. Solo or
Combination, supplied on a
small deposit and terms to your

convenience. No extras.

Write for form post free.

Immediate Delivery

Matchless

Triumph

Raleigh

Connaught, etc.

Call and talk it over or

write and tell us all about it.

RIDEEZI SALES,
LIMITED,

5. VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

GIBB, Gloucester, Sole District Agent for l^-v :

immediate delivery from stock. f7s

LEVIS 2i^h.p., 1916-17, electric light, disc whe<
Al order, smart; £26.-38, Lincoln Rd., Enfle

[86WE are the Agents for London, S.W. Choose fr.

our stock.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting B
,

B.W.17. [07

LEVIS 247C.C. Gl Sports Model, new, licenst

ready for road; £57.—Newman, Hartburn R !

Stockton-on-Tees, [71

LEVIS 1919, mechanically perfect, uew Senspr;
copper exhaust, lamos. Klaxon, licensed; £26

69, Kingston Rd., New Maiden. [85

1 Q22 Levis 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, in stock.
--*^ L.J. and Co., Forest Garage, Bignold Rd., FoH
Gate, E.7. 'Phone : Maryland 2640. [82:

LEVIS, latest model, 2-speed, kick-start and clutc
electric lighting equipment, only done 1,01

miles, licence paid; £55.—Huttons, Swindon. [821

1 Q22 Levis, 2 speeds, hand clutch, shop soiU;
Xtf brand new; £55. Exchanges or deferred, fl

extra.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.!

Phone: Dalston 2408. [79:

LEVIS New 1922 Models.—2i^h.p. Popular, £4'
2ii4h.p., 2-speed and clutch, £58; Levis spot

model, £51; all models supplied on easy terms ai

exchange, one-fiith down.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lar
London. [67(

Spare Parts:

rjODFREYS, Ltd., 208, Gb. Portland St.. I.ondc-
^^ W.I.—Complete stock of all Levis spare pai.
always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statin
year of manufacture. [07;i

L.M.C.

L.M.C., 4V]h.p. engine, thoroughly overhauled, nv
Mabon gear, splendid running order; ;e25.—

2

Skiers St., West Ham, E.15. [84^

L.M.C 6h.p. Twin, suspension frame, brand neii

never been ridden; original cost, £150; gret

bargain at £65, for cash only. New sidecar to fit t

required.—Mebes and Mebes,' 144, Gt. PortlandSt;
W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230. [732:

Martin.

1^ K m.p.h. Guaranteed.-R. N. Judd's specially buii"^ racing o.h.v. twin Martin-Jap, fully equippe
for use on. road, lamps, horn, knee-grips, Bonniksei-
Amac, spares, etc.; £40; superb machine. Eveninf
[not Thursday).—2, Downe Terrace, Richmond.

[846'

Martinsyde-
"I Q22 Martinsydes, all models; de<terred payments.-
-Lt/ Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [544'

MARTINSYDE 1921 Combination' Tan-Sad, speet

ometer, electric light, perfect; £85.—Hopkins, 2,

Westdown Rd., Catford. [863'

MARTINSYDE 1920 Combination, cover, scree r
[

spares, very little used, unscratched; £110.-

.

"Willia-ms, Sacombe Park, Ware. [821

MARTINSYDE 1921 Brand New Combination, ver
^

slightly soiled ; accept £115 for quick sale.-
j

Birch's Garage, Queen Sq., Wolverhampton. [721 I

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London 'Ma.i]

tinsyde Service Agents ; trial runs arranged

,

spares stocked.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [592

MARTINSYDE Combination 1920, speedometer, leg

shields, fully equipped; £80.—Railton, Cot
ham and Co.. Ltd., Water St., off Blackfriars St.-

Manchester. _ [815'i

me.V
money

cash, exchange, or deferred payments.-In stock a

the Service Depot, Marlborough Motor Works (Thi'

Motor House), 20, Finchley Rd., N.W-S. [617'

1 Q21 Martinsyde Combination, 6h.p., splendid run
Xt7 ning order, tax paid, fully insured, Luca'

lamps, Bluemel adjustable windscreen, petrol carrier

luggage grid, quantity useful spares, ready for tour

ing; £130, or very near offer; trial by appointment.-
King, Lawn Villa, Cioxley Green, Herts. [845Si

Spare Parts:

MARTINSYDE Spare Parts are obtainable tron

stock at Jones' Garage. The Broadway, Muswel
Hill, London, N.IO. [091f

Massey-Arran.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole Diatric-

Agent for Massey-Ajraus ; unequalled service, re

pairs, etc. [3561

Matchless.

MATCHLESS, all models ; free delivery to any
address.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [754a

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1920, Lucas Mag-
dyno, "

LET your R^tto be : "A Martinsyde for

Nothing better made, finest value for mi

S.E.
fully equipped; £105.-136, Lambeth Walk,

[839e

NEW and Second-hand Matchless's always in stock'

1921 and 1922 bargains.—Knight's, 126, Upj>eJ

Tooting Rd., S.W.17. r075£

642 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U.

l.U. 2'^h.p., Dunlop Magnums, perfect running
arder; £20, or near offer.—281, Green St., Forest

E. [85X3

p. W.S.U. Combination, fast, powerful ; 38 gns.

;

take lower power part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-
London, [8681

N.U.T.

T.T. 1921 SV^h.p., 3-speed, chain-cum-belt drive,

Watsonian sidecar; £110.—Maudes', Walsall
je, Walsall. - [9027

20 N.U.T. Si/oh.p., dynamo lighting, licensetl, per-

fect condition; £70; consider excliange Bouglas
ination.—156, Thome Rd., Doncaster. [8608

ACTICALLY brand new N.U.T., Magdyno, elec-

tric; horn, speedometer, Binks; absolute gift,

10.—37. Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalsfcon,
[90S8

21 N.U.T. SMjh.p., Lucas Magdyno lighting, elec-

tric horn, Binks, licensed, absolutely perfect con-
tt throughout; 70 gns; exchanges or deferred.

—

irds, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
[6978

O.K.
:.—1920 2%h.p. O.K., licensed, perfect, like

new.—Richards, Main St., Caersws, [8850

L 2-speed, late model, very smart, owner boucht
car; 23 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [9108

L, 1920, single-speed, all on; £25.—Write. Mar-
riott, Section House, Kennington Lane, S.E.
I [9130
L. 2V2h.p., brand new, single speed; accent
£28/10; only 2 left.—Birch's Garage. Wolver-
iton. e7218

[. 2->ih.p., new March, 1922, perfect condition and
'ullv equipped ; must be sold ; offers.—36, Holly
)a!ston. [8151

19 O.K., M.A.G., 2-speed, speedometer, lamps,
etc., splendid condition ; £30.—Andrews, 67,

;ate Hill, N.19. [9129

I. 1922 2^^h.ir., 3-speed, clutch, and K.S., very
sranll mileage and as new; bargain at £55.—Tlie
m Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8903

i. Junior 3-speed Combination, coat £96/12

;

done -300 miles, lamps, appearance as new

;

ne bargain, £60.-1, Park Hill Rd., Ewell. [5847

:. 2V?h.p. Mark XL new 1921 Model. Villiers

engine, flywheel magneto. 2 speeds, only ridden
liles; £40; tax paid. Also new 1921 Mark X.
1, single speed; £32.—Eagles and Co., 275, Hish
licton, London, W. [9041

Omega.
U Omega-Villiers, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,
perfect; £35.-181, Wellington Rd. South, Stock-

[8756

22 3h.p. Omega Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,
clutch, K.S., taxed, equipped; £49; bike only.
easy payments.—Bos 3348, c/o The Motor Cycle,

[8435

P. and M. .

and M., in splendid condition; £25.-59, Palfrev
Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [8748

20 4h.p. P. and M. Solo, fully enuinped and tpx
paid; £42/10.—Kays, 8, Eond^St., Ealing. [8540

and M. Combination, 1918, good condition, must
sell; £38, offer.—25, Ravensbourne Rd., Catford.

[8531
md M. 1918 Combination, overhauled, equipped;
£45; would separate.—50, Haverstock Hill.
3. [8603

i.p. P. and M., 2-speed, engine and gear just
overhauled; £30, or offer.—15, Moor St.,

». Beds. [8565

i.p. P. and M., 2-speed, B. and B. carburetter,
speedometer, just overhauled; £35.—Dafter.

im, Chichester. [8167

18 P. and M.. 2-speed, kick-start, dynamo light-
ing, tax paid, fast and reliable, any trial; £38.
Fort St.. Spitalfields. E.l. [9116

NOVATED P. and M.'s, 1918, guaranteed ma-
chines ; £45 ; immediate delivery.—Inman and

Durham Rd., Seafortb, Liverpool. [5882

20 4h.p. P. and M. Combination, equipped with
Lufas laiUDs and horn, perfect condition, tax
£57/10.-Kays. 8, Bond St., Ealing. [8539

20 P. and M. and sidecar, all accessories; £55.—
Rev, 173. Gfc. Portland St. "Phone : Langham

. Open till 7.30, 4 o'clock Saturdays. [8946

18 P. and M. combination, recently painted, perfect
condition, tax paid; £55, or near offer. After

larence House, Staines Rd., Bedfont. Middlesex.
[8847

and M. 1917' Combination, electric lighting, full
equipment; £50.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishops-
Avenue, Camomile St.. E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue

i[0069

and M.—We have 5 of these combinations In
ptock; prices from £45; good running order
nteed.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
W.6. [8929

^WHY WORRY
\ABOUT WET O
WEATHER •

Here is your Safeguard^

MOTORCYClXsUIT
With Plaited Leather Beit.

B a

GUARANTEED ji

WATERPROOF

SPECIFICATION

MADE troin
hard-wearing

double texture

material with an
Interlinln: ol

Rubber.
Double Breasted
Jaclcet, with all-

round Belt and
Leather Buckie,
large Patch Poc-
kets, and con-
verted collar to

button right up
to neck, to fasten

with Throat Tab.
Wind Cuffs in

sleeves. All
seams of the Suit

rubber cemented
and taped with extra

material, making the

garment absolutely

waterproof.

Overall Trousers with

spat - shaned leg

;

wind gussets to keep

Ihe wind from the leg

nnd boots ; fastened

with patent clasp

fasteners, enabling

(he trousers to be

culled oR in a moment,
the suits are newly
manufactured, and every

care is taken with details

£0 that the garment will

meet the severest test.

We give full guarantee

thai this suit is thoroughly waterproof, and imper-

vious to the most drenching& continuous downpour.

THESE SUITS ARE NEWLY MADE
FROIH FRESHLY PROOFED MATERIAL
BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN, AND
NOT HALF PERISHED CLEARANCE
LINES OR W.D. SURPLUS.

fiO EXTRA CHARQE
FOR CARRIAGE.

Elate chest measure-
ment and height when

ordering.

SUIT WITH SEATLESS TROUSERS .„ ,

(as above) 'Ul'

25/.

18A
12/6

PRICE

351-
JACKET ONLY - - -

SEATLESS TROUSERS ONLY -

OVERALLS ONLY - - . -

Our Illustrated List mid Pallern btiiich 0/ clolhs

together with self-measurement form, will be sent on
to you post free, and wilhoiit any obligation, upon
receipt of your NAME and ADDRESS.

NOTE
SIZES 34", 36", 38", 40', 42"-

44" in stock. Special sizes can
be made in 5 DAYS, and no
-extra charge made if you
decide to avail yourself of

this opportunity.
Send your measurements to-

day. We guarantee a perfect
fit in every way.

actual Manufacturers

:

—

MONEY
REFUNDED EN
FULL IF NOT
PERFECTLY
SATISFIED
& GARMENTS
RETURNED
TO US IN
7 DAYS.

We are the

Martin Waterproof Co.
208, Oldham Rd.. New Cross, Manchester.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

"I
Q22 P. and M. de Luxe Combination, 4h.p., 4

-L"^ speeds, all on, cost £150, shop-soiled; £127/10
cash, or deferred payment.= .—Taylors, 52, Sussex Place,
S.\V.7. 'Phone : Kens. 7260. [0919

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.-P. and M. SV^h-P., 2-speed,
coachbuilt eidecnr, 42 e"s- : solo, 34 kus, ; ex-

changes.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. Tel.: Putney 2865. [6946

P. and M., late R.A.F., 2-8peed, E.S., complete in
parts, fitted with new cylinder, new tank, Bosch

magneto, aluminium chain cases, wheels rebuilt.— 1,
Springfield Park Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [8534

P. and IJi. E.A.F. fiolo models, rebuilt, re-enamelled,
lined and plated, fitted with new T. and B.

magnetos, B. and B, carburetters, tyres and tubes

;

40 gns.—Voltaire Motor Works, 4, Voltaire Ed., Clap-
ham, London, S.W.4. [7718

1 Q22 P. and M. 4'/2h.p. 4-speed Combination, fully
-Lt/ equipped, taxed and insured. This outfit has
been in careful use by our Mr. Kemp for one month
only, and is guaranteed as new. Reasonable offer or
exchange considered.—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4,

Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Edgware Rd., Lon-
don. Padd. 1177. [9158

1Q22 P. and M. 4V2h.p., 4-speed, model B, £102;
J-t^ Model A, £115. We make a speciality of fitting
the special Coupette All-weather sidecar to the above
machines at an additional cost of £28; exchanges;
immediate delivery from the authorised agents.

—

Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4. Berkeley Mews, Connaught
St., Marble Arch, W.2, Padd. 1177. [9160

Spare Parts:

P.
and M. Parts, new and second-hand, in stock.—
S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. [3878

P. and M. Spares Specialists. Stamp brings list.

—

Inman and Co., Durham Rd.. Seafortb, Liver-
pooL i5B80

P. and M.—We have a large stock of second-hand
parts.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Great Portland

St., W.l. I[9018

ALL Spares in Stock; please write for quotations for
any parts; all guaranteed by return.-P. and M.

Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147, Burlington St., Liver-
pool. [0839

P.
and M.—The largest spares stockists. Stamp
brings list.—Inman and Co., Specialists and

Agents, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone

:

Waterloo 296. [5881

P.
and M. Spares at the right price; our unequalled
service ensures satisfaction, your enquiry soli-

cited.—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews,
Connaught St., Edgware Rd., Marble Arch, London.
Padd. 1177. [7823

P. «nd S.
"1 Q20 P. and S. 2^!4h.p. Villiers, 2-3peed, clutch, kick-
Xt/ start, speedometer, lamps, horn, taxed; £35.—
Beaulieu, Avenue Rd., St. Albans. [8672

Peco.

1 Q16 234h.p. 2-stroke Service Peco, just fitted new
-Lt-' 2-speed clutch and K.S., Albion gear box, perfect
condition, equipped, taxed for sidecar; £25,-117, Sheen
Lane, East Sheen. [8527

Pope.
7-9h.p. o.h.v. Pope Sporting Combination, all-chain,

clutch, K.-S., very fast, splendid condition; offers;
exchange 4h.p. combination or solo.—120, Clerkenwell
Rd., E.C.I. [8545

Premier.
PREMIER SVah.p. 1912 T.T. Solo, Bosch, B. and B.,

snip, not taxed, running order; £12/10.—Deacon,
41, Elm Rd.. New Maiden. [8967

31.h.p. Premier Combination 1915, 3-speed counter-
2 shaft, K.S., taxed, trial; £35; exchange 2->4h.p.

Douglas.—Stanley Tite, 113, Lavender Hill, S.W.ll.
[8812

PREMIER Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed, counter-
shaft, clutch, new Dunlops, perfect condition

;

£35, or exchange.~196, Gladstone Av., Wood Green.
[8614

tj/* GNS.—Premier S'/^h.p., countershaft gears, per-
rJ U feet, licensed ; exchange for 2-stroke, cash ad-
justment. After 5 p.m.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers Cor-
ner, Barnes. [8731

Spare Parts:

P'REMIER.—All parts in stock. "

vice."~AIE. Holland, Hearsall
Coventry. 'Phone : 1945.

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.-We claim to be the
most competent firm Lo supply spares and execute

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.
We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
world. We are the only traders who can claim to
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us full requirements; you will receive our reply per
return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
Spa. [3167

Priory.

I3RI0RY, 1922 models; wonderful value; 254h.p..
.7.A.P.. 2-spped. K.S.. 52 gns.; 234h.p. 2-stroke,

2-spced, £38; write for specification.—R. B. Clark and
Co.. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5852

By return ser-

Lane Corner,
[9174

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 645
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Priory.

PRIORY.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models,
2"'ih.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed chitch and kick starter,

52 gns. ; 2%h.p,, 2-stroke, 2-speed, £38. Exchanges
or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [9133

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experience

with CJuadrants. [9925

BRAND New 1921 4V'h.p. Quadrant; £75.—Oliflord

Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.. S.B.I.
[2202

QUADR.\NT, late 1920, chain-drive combination,
scarcely used; £55.—R. B. Clark amd Co., 7, Ex-

hibition Rd., S.W.7. [5857

WAITCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,. Fleet St., London,
E.G.4.—Quadrant 1921 iVah.p. Combination,

dynamo, all on; £65. [9152

4ih.p. 1921 Quadrant C.ombination, 3-speed, clutch
4 and kick-start; £75.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet St., London. [6731

£30.—1914 3-speed Quadrant combination, hood,
speedometer, lamps.—Clitford Wilson Company,

177, Westmineter Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [8051

41,h.p. 1920 Quadrant, all-chain, speedometer, lamps,
2 etc., 1922 sidecar. Easting screen, fine com-

bination; £70.—8, Hassop Rd., Reddish, Stockport.
19149

41h.p. 1922 Quadrant Combination, 3-speed, kick-
2 starter, all-chain drive; £105. Your old motor

cycle taken in exchange, remainder on easy terms.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6714

Spare Parts:

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and spare part stockists; deferred
payments: exchanges; all models in stock. Special
insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.-
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone : Hop 210.

[9926
Radco.

RADCO 2%h.p., sound order, taxed; £16 lowest.—
20, Avomdale Rd., East Finchlcy. [8347

£16.—Standard Radco, perfect, order, insurance,
licence, all accessories.—186, Peckham Rye.

[8622
£25.-1921 2%h.p. Radco, 2 speeds, tax, as new,

ride anywhere.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-
Trent. [8486

"I 022 Radco Sports, lamps, born, insured; cost £65,
-^v sale £50, sacrifice.—^Henry Jelmoire, 16, The
Avenue, Higham s Park, E.4. [8114

Raleigh.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 2%h.p. 4-stroke Lightweight,
2-speed, ^£68; 3-speed, £73; also 5-6h.p. flat twin,

spring frame, detachable wheels, solo, £130; sidecar

combination, £165; easy payments, 4% extra; free de-

livery to any address.—Tbe Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [0866

1Q22 2',4h.p. Sports Raleigh, small mileage; £60.—
l.«7 Williams, Iscoed, Barmouth. [8258

RALEIGH ajih.p., July, 1922, 2-spced, clutch, kick-

start.—Jinman, Nook, Byfleet. [8569

22 Raleighs, also all-chain drive; £68.—Clifford
IMotories, Eastwood, Nottingham. [5447

RALEIGH 1922 2Kb.p. Sports, little used, speedy.—
15A, Rawlins St., Fairfield, Liverpool. [8583

RALEIGH 2%h.p. 2-speed, never ridden; £60.—
Johnson. Provision Merchant, Palmers Green.

[8543

RALEIGH 2%h.p. in stock; exchanges, deferred.—

R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[9166

RALEIGH Combination, new; total cost £190.
accept £150.—Peel, Charlton Av., Weston-super-

Mare. [8225

~i Q21 Raleigh Combination, small mileage; £110;
-Lt' Nottingham district.—Box 3354, o/o The Motor
Cycle. • [8970

RALEIGH 2%h.p. Sports model, £68; 3-speed
model, £73; both in stock.—Marston, New

Ferry, Cheshire. [7272

T Q22 Raleigh 2%h.p., 3-speed, sports model, Cowey
-LJ7 horn, Lucas lamps, as new; £68.-4, Edward
St r,ninirh.bnroiicr>' rR492

aiih.p. Raleigh, 2-speed, S.A. gear, K.S. and clutch;

4 £68.—B. T. Morriss and Co., Lt<3., 139, Finchley

Rd., Swiss Cottage, N.W.5. [8179

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models; ex-

changes or deferred payment.—Edwards. 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [4052

AT Edwards.—1922 3h.p. Raleigh Combination, 3-

speed, brand new; £103; deferred payments and
exchanges.—101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8992

1 Q22 Raleigh 23/4h.p. model; £68; immediate de-

A.*y livery from stock; catalogues with pleasure.—

Pam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-

wich, S.E.IO. [6973

b46 All letters relating to advertisements s:
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To Suit your Pocket
Burlington Douglases are now supplied on an Easy
Payment System which extends over a period o£

IS or 18 months. Don't let your capital be disturbed

—just pay in easy instalments while yon ride.

For reliability and smart appearance you can't beat
a Burlmgton Reconditioned Douglas.

Write for proposal form,

Burlington Douglases.
Andwhat they cost on our EasyPaymentSystem,

2J h.p. 2-Speed Model, fully equipped.

Deposit £13 5
12 Monthly Instalments of £3 6 3, or
18 ., „ „ £2 5 3.

4 h.p. 3-speed K/S and clutch, fully equipped
Solo.

Deposit £20 18 6
12 Monthly Instalments of £5 4 3, or
18 „ ., „ £3 H 3

Combination with new Burlington No. 2
Touring Sidecar, complete with storm apron.

Deposit £25 16 6

12 Monthly Instalments of £6 9 6, or

18 „ , ., £* 8 6.

Spares—if it's for a Douglas, tve have it.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone: Brixton 2417-

Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Stati<M.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

IMMEDIATE Delivery Raleigh, all models in 6t(

5-6h.p. £130, combination £165; 2^h.p. ;
1

£73; 3h.p. combination. £103; cash or deferred '

ments 4^ c:;tra.—Mitcliell Garage, Roundhay
Leeds. [(

PHOTOGRAPH Free.—5-6h.p. flat twin Ral
Combination, spring frame, Grindlay de

sprung-wheel sidecar, mileage 4,000 only, un scratch

125 gns. Exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Limited,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. -

[;

RALEIGH .2V,h.p, lightweight models in stock

immediate delivery: 2-speed model, £68; Z•^
£73; 3h.p., 2-speed, £73; spare parts always in st

deferred payments if required; RaJeigh specialists

many years.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Haramersi
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [!

RALEIGH,—We have a lew lightweight models w
have been slightly used by our staff in 1

petitions, etc., during the last lew weeks, which
can offer at attractive prices. Why not call and »
your machine-?—Newnham Motor Co.", 223, Ham:
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone; Hammertiraith 80. [(

Rex.

REX Sy^h.p,; £16/10-; any trial; take push- c

part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London
[8

REX, 2-specd, drip feed, good running order, <.

hauled, enamelled, C. sidecar; £35; exch;

2-stroke, gears.—Simpson, Station Rd., Wamfleet

£45.—Rex-Jap 6h.p. combination, coachbuilt_ sidt

Basting windscreen, in perfect condition.-

Gorringe Park Parade, Tooting Junction, S.W.IV
[E

X>EX 1920-21 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, in prii

-tV cally new condition, £75; another similar, 'i

not such good appearancu; £65.—Newnham Motor 1

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. "Phone; Hammerst.
80. [f

£29.—Rex Combination 5-6h.p., 2-5peed, I

equipped, smart sidecar, tyres good, a r*

powerful outfit; anv trial.—Naylor and Kirk, '

Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. 'Phone : Wimbk
2041. [6

33.h,p. Rex-Acme Combination, Blackburne eng
4 new, fast, just delivered ex works, 3 spe

Sturmey-Archer gear, kick-starter and hand centre
clutch; £96/15; exchange and easy terras.—Waucho;

I

9, Shoe Lane, London. [C

"p EX-BLACKBURNE 8h.p., 1921, with luxui'
-tV sidecar, iitted large locker, interchan°:8able 2t

wheels with spare, electric lighting, speedometer, h,

many spares and tools ; expert examination inv'i;i

£95.—Cornish, Hales. Park, Bewdley. ffi

19
R

Rover
19 5-6h.p. Eover Combinntion, perfect; £55.

Ealliol Kd., North Kensington. [£

OVER 35.^h.p. 3 speeds and clutch, any trial; i

—Sharman, Carr Vale, nr. Chesteriisld.- [8

ROVER 1920 3V2I1.P., N.S.U. gear, all lamps,
paid; £55.—Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[9

ROVER 3'Ah.p. Oombinaticn, splendid conditii

after 7.—Smith, 134, Hewitt Av., Noel Pi

N.22. [8

ROVER 1919 3-speed Combination, equipped,
cellent order; £65.—R. B. Clark k Co., 7, E:

bition Rd., S.W.7. [8

ROVER 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, £85; 1918 1

h.p. solo, £55.—Newnham Motor Co., 223; H
mersmith Ed., W.6. [8

WAtrCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lone
E.C.4.—Rover. 1914, S'Ah.p., Philipson H 1

trolled V pulley; £37/10.
'

[9

ROVER SMih.p. 3-speed, plutch, 1914, overhar
taxed; £28, or exchange lightweight.—Henni'

22, Tweedy Kd., Bromley, Kent. [8

"I 020 Rover Combination 4h.p., in beontifnl fi

XtP dition, as new; £80, eschange.—ELind and >'

Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. \B

3Xh.p. Rover 1921 3-speed Combination, excell

2 cotndi'tion, accessories, licence to Dec: £7

King, 14, Trebovir Rd., Earls Court, S.W. 5. [S

_£»26.—1914 3V2h.p. Rover, 3-speed, clutch, ye

oW licence, fully equipped, exceptionally good coi

tion, smart appearance.—^Bacon. Of6.ngton Lf

Worthing. 18

£60.—Rover combination, 3Kh.p.. 3-speed, kick-sti

windscreen, lugagge carrier, P, and H. lamps, €

excellent condition, ready to ride away.—Spary, Ewi

Cottage, Works Rd., Xetchworth, Herts. [8'

5h p. Rover Combination, 1919, 3-speed, ttrst-c

condition mechanically and appearance, tax p
lamps, horn, speedometer, mirror, etc.; any tr

^655 —406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. T'

Wimbledon 2041. [8

LATE 1920 Rover Combination, 3Vih.p.. coun
shaft, 3-5peed, clutch, kick-start, windscn-

speedometer, lighting set, tools, completely eqnipii

taxed, new condition, guaranteed sound; '65 gn

186. St. James Rd., Croydon. 'S

ihould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked. (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

RIUMPH 1918, sidecar, 3-speed, all on, good ron-
dition; £60.—Warner, 87» Bermondsey St., Ber-

ndsey. [Bill

ElUMPH 1919 4h.ii., counler.'ihatt., 3-sneed EOar
box, excelleoL condition; ^£48.—74, Brighton Kd.,

biton. [8S06

)22 Triumph Model H. new, not ridden 50 miles,
tax paid: £97/10, or near offer.—Cutts, Camp-

, Glos, 18802

RlUMPir 3i,ih.p., tax paid, Pliilipso-n, all on,
guaranleed; trial; £33; appointment.— 1, Julia-n

, Acti.ii. .' [8338

20.—Triumph 1912 clutch model, perfect mechani-
cal condition, fast, taxed.-77, Ilaverstock Hill,

npstead. [9061

aiUJrPH 1920 41i.p. Countershaft, taxerl, condition
perfect; fair offer; letters.—Box 3368, c/o IT/te

or Cijclc. [9101
MUMPH 1921 4h.ii. Model H, perfect condition,
new lamp and horn; any trial; £78.—H. Tippen,

den. Kent. [8451
UU:\lPH-SlIt,LFOHD Combination, 1921, equipped.
Eastings; £82/10.-90, Cornwall Ed. (top belli,

th Kensington. [8700
?.Il"MPH Countersbaft Model. 4h.p., splendid con-
dition, tax paid; £38.—157, Burntwood Lane.

Isfield, S.W.17. [8502
|18-19 4h.p. Countersliaft Triumph, perfect order
' throughout, tax paid; bargain.-Apply Flint
;age, Bledlow. Bucks. - [8352

1 15 4h.p. Triumph, Sturraey 3-spcecl gears, tax,
' horn, new pistons, very good condition; £45.—
ud. Freshwater, I.W. [8776

;.p. Triumph 1915 T.T., re-enamelled, nearly new
tyre, C.A.V., lamps, excellent condition; £28.

—

yiUcocks, Datchet, Bucks. [8661

IIUJIPH-GLORIA 1918 Combination, excellent
condition. Easting, speedometer, spares; £80.—
New St.. Horsham. (P) [8449

P8 Countershaft Trimnph, discs, speedometer, every
accessory, taxed, £50; ditto 1917, £42.-24,

iol Ed., North Kensington. [8546

UUMPH 4h.p. 1918, W.D. model, perfect con-
dition; £50; no offers.—A. V. Warner, 32.

aard Street, London, W.l. [8116

UU.MPH 1920 4h.p., fast, mechanically perfect,
original tyres; £75; ridden under 3,000.—Dean,

Canadian Avenuej Catford. [8432

(19 Triumph, unu.=ed 2 years, 2,000 miles, ride
' 50 miles to buy'-'r; £75 or nearest.—2, Camden
Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19. [8145

5 secures Countei-shaft Triumph, renovated, tax
till 1923: open to any inspe<-tion.—88, Gloucester

:e Mews, Portmau Square, W. [8495

ITERAL second-hand Triumphs always in stock.
Triumph Service Agents for Sussex.—Caffyns,

,, 56. Tenninus Ed., Eastbourne. [1181

.p. Triumph Combination, 1918, countershaft, 3
speeds, Easting, all on, tax paid; 57 gns.. or
.-22, Estcllc Rd., N.W.3. (P) [8832

5.—Triumph 1917-18 4h.p. Combination, Easting,
new tyres, all accessories, insured.—Lull, 114,
iberds Bush Rd., Hammersmith. [8560
JBEETSON'S Motors, Ltd. — 1922 chain drive
Triumph combination, tax paid, all accessories;

3.-157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5933
.h.p. Triumph, clutch, all on, many new parts,

frame and tank modernised, fast; ~£28.—Clarke,
Woodstock Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [8692

HUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-
start, speedometer, fully equipped; £65.—Stan-

ce, " Pipsden." Hawkhurst, Kent. [8842

|18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, fully eauipped,
splendid condition; £45; new tyres.—204, Lad-

e Grove, W.IO. 'Phone; Park 5641. . (8535
IIUMPH-GLOEIA Combination, 1920, hood,
screen, tax paid; £67/10.—Skinner, c/o Hillier,
Portobello Rd., North Kensington. (8699
IIUMPH Junior, 1921, tax till December, tyres
like new. lamps, horn, very smart; £38.

—

tmg's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. ^ [9046
tlUMPH Combination (1920-21), magnificent side-
,car, windscreen, hood, speedometer, lamps, little
; £100.-13, Granville Rd., Gravesend. [8129
lOYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's
to Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

21 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, as
new, £80; 1918 ditto, £50; exchanges.—Goad,

Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [9006

|22 4h.p. Triumph, picked engine, mileage 1,000,
equal new, lamps, horn; sacrifice £96, or 1921

.p. ounbeam, £95; offers.—Lornie, AJyth. [8142
:VEN away, 1920 Triumph Combination, Jul!
equipment, as new, unscratchecl; £69/10.-37,
ierbury Ed., Balls Pond Ed., Dalston, N.l. [9087
HUMPH 1922, model H, and O.B. sidecar, com-
pletely equipped and very small mileage; £112/10.
e Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

ALEXANDER'S

ANNUAL
CLEARANCE

OF

Brand New, Shop -soiled

and Second-hand

MOTOR CYCLES
NOW BEGI1MS.

This is an event looked

forward to by the keen

cash buyers, and it will

pay you to send for our

list now. Having a stock

of over 400 brand new
machines, there are
naturally many which

have been in stock for

some time which are

slightly shop-soiled.

Our Agencies are : Douglas, Enfield, Norton,

Matchless, Indian, B.S.A., Levis, O.K.,

Diamond, New Imperial, N;U.T., Massey,

P. & M., Sheffield Henderson, Velocette,

Sparkbrook, Henley, Zenith.

When writing, please mention
the make, type, and horse-
power of the machine which
interests you, so that we
may quote you suitably for

your exact requirements.
Act at once and do not lose
this opportunity of securing
the first pick of the many
real bargains which we have

to offer.

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.
272-274, Gt.Western Road, GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRUJTMPH, late countershaifc, taxed, equipped, per
feet condition, guaranteed; £46; with good ild*-

car, £5S.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., Easfc Putney.
[B41i

IQIS^ Triumph Combinaticyn, electric lighting, al
J- «' spares, including hood, speedometer, tube*
'belti, chainsi £70.—Rumuey, Whitley, WarrinBton.

[8481
TRIUMPH.—Immediatft delivery ol all models;

liberal exchanges or deferred payments if desired.
—Edwards, 60, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

{6979
SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all models in

stock for immediate delivery.-J. A. Stacey,
Triumph Seirice Depot, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield.

[0812

ALL Triumph models always in stock ; also full range
of Triumph Spares. Trimnph SeiTice Agent* for

SuBsai.-Oaflyns, Ltd.. 56, Terminus Rd., Eastboiirne.
fiiao

TR.IUMPH 1923 4h.p., model H, complete lamps,
horn, tax paid, in excellent condition t bargain,

£85.—The Laytoa Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
[8898

er K GN3.—Triumph. 1920 (late), 3-speed, clutch,^ *J K.S. (not W.D.), guaranteed perfect; any trial.

After 5 p.m.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes.
[8729

£55.—Countershaft Triumph, 4h,p., engine Wo.
58653, renovated, also others; exchanges.—Smith's,

86, Chp.lk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Stn.).
[0912

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 1921, mechanically perfect,
speedometer, accessories, new Dunlop ana b^t,

any trial; £65.—A. M., 31, Lessing St., Honor Oak
Park.

^
[8261

3ih.p. Triumph, clutch, Philipson, drop frame, long
8 exhaust, lamps, etc., splendid condition, insured;

£28.—Brown Technical Mess, R.A.E., Famborough,
Hants.

. [8557

TRIUMPH, 1913, fully equipped, tax paid, new
cylinder and pistons, Binks carburetter; 26 gns.

—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone : Eal-
ing 689. [8903
-|Q22 Triumph, Model H., 4h.p., 3-speed, shop-
-»-*' soiled; £97/10.—Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St.
'Phone: Langhaon 1257. Open till 7.30, 4 o'clock
Saturdays. [8939

TRIUMPH 1916 4h.p.. 3-speed. clutch, kick-sterter.
in perfect mechanical condition"; £42/10, no

offers.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135. Edffware
Rd.. W.2. [9095

TRIUMPH-GLORIA, late 1920, all-chain, lamps.
Easting, luggage grid, spare chain, etc, insured

June, 1923, excellent condition; £88.-14, Felbrigge
Rd., Seven Kings. [8566

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models;
sidecars to suit from £20 ; write for catalogue and

full particulars of easy payments.—P. J, Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [8374

OQ GN3.— T.T. Triumph, equipped, registered,
/^ if numerous spares, Oowey speedometer, perfect
condition; exchange lightweight. After 5 p.m.—4, Elm
Gardens, Hammersmith. [8710

TRIUMPH 1917 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, new
tyres, lamps, spares, tax, insured, guaranteed sound

order, smart turnout; £60; trial.—Greatwood, 35,
Chaucer Rd., Heme Hill. [8809

1 Q19 Triumph 4h.p., 2-speed; £55; new ^ear box,
-Li/ indistinguishable from new, tax paid, fully
equipped.—406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.
Phone: Wimbledooi 2041. [8987

1 Q22 Triumph, all-chain model, brand new; offers
J-*/ invited; exchange considered.—Kenneth Kemp
and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Edgware
Rd., London. Padd. 1177. [9157

TRIUMPH, 1922, Super Combination, Sandum
screen, lamps, speedometer etc., only done 2,000

miles, guaranteed 3 months; £90. Exchanges.—33.
Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W. I[9123

SEVERAL Countershaft Triumphs, fully renovated
and guaranteed, at £55 cash, or extended pay-

ments.—Hackford Engineering Co., 33, Hackford Rd.,
Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone: Brixton 3063. I[9120

4h.p. Triumph Combination, S.A., countersihaft, 3-

sneed, clutch model, lamps, horn, speedomMer,
luggage carrier, licence paid; £50.—^Blake, Paik Cres-
cent Mews (East), Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8777

£32.—Triumph coachbuilt combination, 1913. 3V?h.D..
excellent condition, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed aJid

clutch, engine thoroughly overhauled, good appear-
ance.—Apply, letter, 47, Howard Rd., Uford, Essex.

[8222

AT Edwards.—1920 Triumph and Montgomery Side-

car, fully equipped and licensed, speedometer,
luggage grid, excellent condition; 83 gns.; deferred
payments or exchanges.—101, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[8994
TRIUMPH 1921 model S.D. and special coachbuilt

sidecar with dickey seat, completely equipped witb

lamps, horn, and speedometer, very fine condition! abso-

lute bargnin at £105.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
weU St., Oxford. fiB904

TRIUMPH Specialists Look!—1922 all-chain Com-
bination, used twice, better than new, electric

lighting, taxed, and full equipment as delivered;

£110 ooEt £165.-James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow
Rd.. Paddington. t 8665

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH-GJLORIA spring wheel Combination,
electric ligbtiag, Smith, Klaxon, Easting, spring

footboards, brand new spare tyre, tube, 2 spare belts,
valve complete, etc., 3,000 miles only, ou't£t in splBU-
did conditio-n, full insurance; £110.—H., 41, Dammar
Ay., \yembley Sill, Middlesex. [8556

TKIUMl'H Spe<'ialifits.—Wanted, your pres,ent motor
cycle in pmt exchange^ for any new model from

stoct. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement).—Baipber's, 2,

Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone; 607. [5161

4h.p. 1919 Triumph, 3 speeds, clutch and kick-start,
£75; 4h.p. 1916 Triumph combination, £60; 4h.p.

Triumph and sidecar, 1918 model, Sturmey-Archer
countershaft 3-speed gear, etc., £65; also 4h.p. 1914
3-«peed gear model, with clutch and kick-start, £45;
easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6725

TRIUMPHS.—Buy from official appointed agents.
New 1922 4h.p. combination, all-ehain drive,

£155 ; chain-cum-belt combination, ^£145; 4h.p. S.D.,
all-chain, £115; Model H, chain-cum-belt. £105;
Junior, 2i4h.p., £65; also several second-hand Tri-
umphs from £40; second-hand machines taken in
exchange, remainder on easy terms. Value allowed
on old machine accepted as payment down.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holboru 5777

[6727
Spare Parts:

TRIUMPH spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [7661

TRIUMPH Spares per return. Full discount to
traders.-Shuker and Son, Authorised Service

Agents, Shrewsbury. [8795

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Richmond

Rd., Putney. 'Phone : Putney 2754. [9126

TRIUMPH Aeents since 1906.—All Triumph spares
at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0798

TRIUMPH Spares.—All parts, all models, in stock.
Second-hand, ex-W.D., or new. ^ioods sent per

" return service."—Alf.. Holland, HearsaU Lane
Corner, Coventry. 'Phone : 1945. [9173

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models: also
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0809

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St., Rom
ford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spares.

No disappointing delays; every part in stock. Re-
pairs vby skilled mechanics. We are of&cial service
agents.—Tel. : Romford 584. [7766

riiRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
X or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop ? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a epeciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regiinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, For&eld Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Velocette.
"\7EL0CETTE 2Vili-P.. lamps, horn, good tyres; £22.—

4, Gore Farm Cottages, Dartford. [8329

VELOCETTE, 2-speed, splendid condition and appear-
ance; £30; trial.—White. 108. Forest Rd., Tor-

quay. [8606

VELOCETTE 1921. 2-speed model , com pi et«ly

eqiiipped. lamps, horn, legshields, and tax paid, in
very excellent condition; £48.—The Layton Garages,
30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8900

Velocette, - 2-speed gear, new, perfect,

1, mileage 70, Cowey speedometer,
Lucas lamp set, horn, mirror, legshields, etc., tax
and insurance paid; £60,-3, Rosemount Parade, North
Finchley, N.12. [8444

Verus.

VERUS 4h.p. Blackburne, S-speed, kick-starter, very
little' used, looks new; £60.-33, Viaduct Rd,,

Chelmsford. [8124
Victory.

"fQ21 Victory-VilHers 254h.p., 2-speed, K.S.. H.O.,
-*-*' Brampton fork, P.H. lamps, horn, etc., long copper
exhaust, semi-T.T. bars, in good running order; cost

£75, sell £40.-D.. 118. Cricklade Ed., Swindon. [8654

Wan.
"IQ17 Wall 2-stroke, 2-speed, countershaft, 25/ih.p.
-Lt/ horn '

" "

"

-1021 2V4h.i
-iV unscratched, mileage 70,

Grundy St.,

lamps, fast, reliable; £24.—Cable. 89.
Poplar. [6521

Williamson.
6-8h.p. William-son 1920 Combination, perfect condi-

tion, electric light and necessary equipment; good
bargain.—Bracegirdle, Metropole Caf6, Rhyl. [8187

Wooler.
WOOLER 234h.p. Twin, mechanical lubrication,

sprung frame, infinitely variable gear, clutch,
Tan-Sad, lamps, horn and all accessories, only used
200 miles, absolutely unscratched. fast, easy starter;
sacrifice £50.—W. T. Fry, 13, Buckingham Palace
Gardens, S.W. 'Phone : Victoria 730. [8413

•sPHlLlPsoN
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAB COMBINED

for

2 and 4 STROKE
ENGINES

During the past few weeks the
following machines have been
fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley
Calthorpe. Arno. Abingdoa
Huinber Quadrant. L. M. C.

Invicta. Hazlewood. DuZmo.
N.S.U. Rover. Triumph.
Alldays Match- Premier. Norton.

less. Coulson Union. New Hadsoa
Doudas. Martin J. A. P. Dalm.
Lincohi Elk. Rex.
ChaterLea (Faf- Radco.

nir).

Brown.
O.K. Junior

Morris.
ADdays
B.S.A.
Grandex

Precision.

SwiJt.

Rudge.
Ariel (A. I. V.

Jap).

James.
Ivy.

Royal Ruby,
Villers.

T. D. C.

Magnat-fie-Bon.
Diamond Villers.

Hobart Villers.

8 h.p. J.A.P.
Perry.
Bradbury.
Woli.
Singer.

Bat Jap.

Minerva.
Royal Precision. Nut Jap.

Wlmt is your make? Write us lor Illustrated

Booklet.

REDUCED XiC C (\ immediate
PRICE dCO-0"Vj DELIVERY.

Carr. paid.

PATENT
AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR
PULLEY AND GEAR COMBINED
for the McKENZIE, .\TLAS, and
similar LIGHTWEIGHTS.
We also supply the "BABV" PHILIPSON tor
all Machines fitted with Villiers Mark IV Flywheel
Magneto.

This Pulley simply takes the place of the ordinary
pulley and flywheel, and is fitted without altera-

tion in a tew minutes to the McKENZIE or similar
hghtweight, When fitted the " BABY " PHILIP-
SON gives the lightest, speediest, and simplest
geared machine on the market, adding only i; lbs.

extra weight-
Numerous Gear Variations. More m.p.g.
Maximum amount of driving energy is transmitted
to road wheel.

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Send for Illustrated particulars.

PRICE
Write us.

£4-4-0

PHILIPSON & C LTD.
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Laacs.

(JBstablisbed over 50 years.)

'Phone. 149 Eaglev. Grams "Safetv. Bolton.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wooier.

1 Q22 Wooler, 3-s.peeiJ gear box. clutch, al3^'n;i
-Lt/ Palmer .<:ords, accpssories, speedometer, tax, ur
age 1,000; any trial; bacriflce £48.-103, Crickl v.i

Broadway. Hampstead 5739. [b

Zenith.

H.
F.
TjiDWARDS and Co.,

Cf fk, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

HAVE a few brand new 5-6h.p, Zenith countersha
models, clutch, kick-start, at 84 gns.; lufa

at £118.

1 Q 22 SVoh.p. Zenith-Bradsbaw, belt drive, btai
J-*^ new, sliop-suiled; 75 gns.; listed at £113.

EXCHANGES or Deferred.

r40<

h.p. 1916 Zenith, Spor^ with sidecar, mechaoiMl
perfect ; £60.~-Tlie Hollies, Gobowen, Osweslrj

f«7l

8
F.O.C.H. for Zenith, new and secondhand in ^tciek

temiitin;
Tube).

prices.— 5, Heath, St., Hampstead iDe
[84'

^ 100.—Zenith-Bradshaw,^ soilei only;
Shrewsbury.

great

ZENITH . 1920 -S--6h.p.. fully equipped, taxed, I

new; £59.-58, Shepherds Bush Ed., Hamme
smith. - [88*

all-chain, brand new, sho
bargain.—Pickering, A%m

m.
ZENITH-GRADUA Coachbuilt Combination, Jpi

condition, reliable, cheap bus; ^37.—60, Mir
Rd., S.E.17. [86!

"I
Q22 3V'h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, all-chain, absolute

-Li/ new, never used; iSlOO.—Kelly's, Bacheloi
Walk, Dublin. [88:

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd. — 1922 shop-soUl

Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £lOO.—157b, G
Portland St., W.l, [39:

6 h.p. Sports Zenith-Gradua 1915. perfect conditiQ

lamps, horn, licensed, fast; £36; , exchange.—

1

Hearne Rd., Kew Bridge. [85'

1 Q20 5h.p. Sports Zenith Combination. Gradna, lafla,
-i-tf 8pron, screen; £65; exchange lightweight, ofish.

I

48, Hoj.edole Rd., Charlton, S.B.7. [861'

AQ GNS.—Zenith-Gradua 1915 6-8h.p. CombW
'ybt/ - tion, handle start, licensed; exchanges.—1]
Cornwall Mews', Gloucester Rd.,, S.W.7.

QA-BORE c.h V. Zenith, all accessories; £70; je

" If cliange solo 1920 Sunbeam, cash adjustmeo
after 6.30,-6, Colville Rd,. Leytonstone, [B5J

ZENITH-BRADSHA'W. new, unused, 1922 modi
Gradua gear, slightly soiled; '75 gns.—Eagles at

Co., 275, High St., Acton, London, W. [90?i

"I Q20 Zenith Sh.p. Combination, as new, counta'
X«? shaft, fully equipped; £75, bargain.—James, cj

Bradmores, 482, Harrow Ed., Paddington. [86e'-

"DEAL Bargain.—1919 ZMiith. licensed, lamps, hor
-tl absolutely as new beautiful order. g:uarantee<

£38.. no offers.—89, East Hill. Wandsworth. [883'

ZENITH-BEAnSHATV 1922 and Swan sporting »4
car, completelv enuippe*! and equal to new; £11'

—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford. i8?(.

AT Edwards.—1921 (delivered Mav. 1922) Zenit

5h,p. Sports, equipped and licensed, excelloi'

condition; 67 gns.; deferred or exchanges.—Below.

-| Q21 Sh.p. Sports Zenith, fully equipped, sujf?.

-Ltf order; 60 gns.—Below.

-f Q20 5h.p. Sports Zenith, fully^^equipped,^ speed-

Portland St., W.l.

85.-1921 (.January) Zenith 8h.p., large bulboi-

Sandum, lighting set. Cameo, horn, taxed, p«
feet condition.—68, Goldsmith Ay., Manor Park^

TO 18 Zenith Combination, Sh.p. V twin. GrajJsl

i-*y gear, mechanically perfect, tyres and gener*

condition excellent; £70.-306, High Rd., Lee. S.Ei;

1Q21 Zenith 5-6h.p. sports model, new May tt'

J.^ year, mileage 500, carefully run in, cniupleteV

£'

' Grantham,' Sevei

ta25
equipped, absolutely as new; £73.

oaks.

ZENITH-GRADUA 4h.p., J.A.P., latest Binks. ne'

belt, excellent condition^ speedy, must sell, an

trial; £40.—R. A. Little. 27, Ashtead Rd.. Stamfor
HiU. [843.

1

ZENITH 1922 (June) Sh.p. Super Sports J.A.P.
j

ihileage 500, as new, lamps, born, tax paid

Park St., Greenleys;£100, nearest offer.—85,
Manchester. [886'

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.—Late 1919 Sh.p. countershai
Zenith Combination, clutch, kick-start, choice c

single or 2-seater sidecar, taxed, equipped, 68 gns,

also a 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw. 85 gns.; exchanges.-

Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Rd., Eas
Sheen. C806

S3^ All leicers relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycle> advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED to purchase for cash, or sell on com-

mission, a number ol really first-class motor
ycles and combiuatious. Representatives will be sent

inspect and complete transactions after preliminary
legotiations. Write." phone, or call.—]Longman Bros.,

17. Bond St., Jliiling. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [8910

SEND Your Motorcycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
Nation Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine' can be included in auctton sale if

Jesired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[9073

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBTJET Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufort

Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2S90

BARGAIN.—Specially designed motor scooter, very

smart, as new; seen any time; .£20.-25, West
End, Bi'ierley Hill, Staffs. [6496

A .B.C. Skootamota, new. unsoiled, latest model, Hsi
cs- £55; accept £20; wonderful bargain. — Frank
Wljilworrh. l-y. New St., Uirmineham. [5085

AUTOGLIDER, 1921 model, 25ih.p.. good condition,

upholstered seat, take 2 anywhere, 2 spare tyres

\imi tubes, etc., tax paid;.*25, or near offer; unem-
Iployed.—48, Grosvenor Bd.. HighbuiT, N.5. I81B9

i MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
YOTJNG Attachmeht and B.S.A. bike; £9/17/6;,

little used.-176, S. Ealing Rd.. W.5. [8726

ATJTOWHEBL, fitted to gent's 'brand new cycle,

lax paid; £15/10.-59, High St., Hampton Hill.

1h n Motor Attachment, fitted to a B.S.A. -motor

cyclei with 3-speed gear; £15.—Wanchope s, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. 18011

TANDEM, Chater-Lea, fitted -with Youngs l?4h.p.

motor attachment; would separate.—F. A. Leyy,

II, Highbridge Villa, Goldsworth Rd., Wokmg. [8509

YOUNG attachment on special cycle, done 1.300

miles, all on, cost £36, just overhauled; *.18;

oraer bought combination. — Lottin, Northfleld

Avenue, West Ealing. [8422

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.

COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons;
hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable wind screens, com-
plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent

JQ approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes of wind-
screens; "we have a few second-hand Standard

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind
screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtains,

letc. : open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

,1 o'clock.-Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St.,

Putnev. S W ID) [6198

!'lTi7IJ^'DSCREEN, new, 22in.xl3in., plated frame;
VV 40/-.—OheviuE, Ollerton Rd., Retford. [8463

EASTING Standard Windscreen, complete, brand
new; £3.-114, Osborn Kd., Sparkhill, Birming-

Iham. [8392

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High
M., Tottenham. London. [3502

aiDEOATl Hoods, 30/- and " 40/-, best quality
:'J materials; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules Hood

698, Seven Sisters Ed., Tottenham. [08S3

\Qfi I .—Bower Adjustable Windscreen, 30/-, com-
lOXfl plete with coverall apron; carriage paid
\m appro.; 30/-. Easting screens from £5; Sandham
V. screens, i£2/15 All mates of screens repaired.

N'ew panels fitted from 12/-. Aprons supplied from
10/-.—Robim Manufacturing Co. 1 nnd 3, Tulse Hill,

Brixton, S.\V.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [7729

BODIES.
COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models

in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

tmade by them.—Below.

C'lOLLINS and Son repair, repaint, and upholster at
'' moderate charges, first-clasa work guaranteed;

(estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and Son,

itear of 84, High St., Putney 8.W. [6199

CLEARANCE Sale of Sidecar Bodies to make room
for new stock. Send p.c.—Willowbrook Sidecar

jCc. Leicester. [0336

BASTONES lor Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in

slock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., King-s
; Cross, London, N 1. [5131

BEAUTIPtTLLY Finished Bulbous Bodies, £4/15;
other models from £2/10; write for specification

—Burton, Sidecar Works, St. Peter's Park Rd., Broad-
Itairs. [3637

FIFT"? bodies, second-hand', upholstered best pega-
moid, touring shape, from £2 each; a few,

new, at £7, exceptional bargain; also a few chassis
• to clear Sandums, 336, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.i.

r0871

-^^ SIDECAR
wirK pa^erv^ foldiag chassis

When open looks like any other sidecar,

and is as rigid as any other sidecar.

Chassis folds—body does not fold—it

lifts off.

The "Dorway"
1. Will pass through any ordinary

door of about 30 inches.

2. Can be changed from a touring
body to commercial body in

20 seconds.

3. Permits easy access to engine
and transmission both sides.

Price back

£27

With roomy bulbous
body (any finish) ; or same
price with Commercial Box
body ; or £25 with open
commercial truck ; or with

Comclete .(..^^q interchanereable bodies,
ind Carnage

, . j.

Paid. at extra cost.

SUITABLE FOR AND WILL FIT
ANY MAKE MOTOR CYCL-E.

Wholesale and Retail District Agents :

139, New Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

BODIES.
HEPPELTHWAITE'S.-OId Man Hep. for Douglas

type bodies, £4/17/6, brand new (see Sidecar
column), and send for photo. These bodies are
paioted lead colour. We have ,?old over 850 since
August last.—17-19, Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth,
London. S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [7344

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, colourerl pencil, ov line dravfings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St., London, E.C.4. [0004

HELEN Sidecars!!! Helen Sidecars!!! Catalogues
on request. Touring and sports bulbous-back

bodies, beautifully finished, complete with coverall
apron, from £6/i0; lightweights from £5115; small
streamline bodies, £3 / 15 ; 2-seaters from £8 ; second-
hand bodies from £2; the Robini pillion seat, 12/6.
—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill.

Brixton, S.W. 'Phone / Brixton 1585. [7723

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd-—
Write for our catalogue. All types in stock. Light-

weights from £5/5; nipdium weight with bulbous back,

£8; 5 only full-size touring bodies with large bulbous
back and locker, coachbuilt throughout, and painted
dork blue with gold line, £8. Shop-soiled bargains:
sporting bodv Canoelet typo, £6/10; semi-sports body,
painted Triumph grey. £6/10; second-hand coachbuilt
tciuing body, repainted, £2/10.-26. Tulse Hill, Brixton.
'Phone: Brixton 1292. (V> minute from Brixton Skat-

ing Rink.)
"

f8963

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS,

s
FOE

Q ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar speclalista.

SANDTJM Sidecars.—Out pre-war prices were the tnlk
of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

SANDUM {V-shapedl Wind Screen; a hood, screen, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Writ* for list.

SANDTJM (Y-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes : " An instantaneous success ; sold

out : send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars- are

guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on

most generous terms at Middleton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car

or donkey cart in part payment.

OAA MILE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, riding
/Wl/V Indian with Middleton spring wheel sidecar;

Le Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with Middleton
spring wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs of all kinds;
trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, Jjondon's oldest established side-

car makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury
Park. 'Phone : Hornsey 1584. [0522

BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.

All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.

BASTONES. —Sports model sidecar, complete,

£17/10; several other models in stock, including
tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung
£7/19/6, tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms

14/-._223, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams: Ba^tones, London.

16049

SIDECAR, light coachbuilt, off Triumph; £5/10.—
42, Clifton Gardens, Chiswick, W. [8642

CANOELET Sporting Sidecar, perfect, new tyre,

etc.; £11, no offers.—Ford, Sotwell, Berks. [8512

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecar, coachbuilt, new, new tyres,

4-point; £10.-85, Paulet Rd., Camberwell. [8782

OA P'M- brand new Sidecars, Boublas, underslung,
/Wvf windscreen, tyre, £10/10; sports model, £8;
new.

QK New P.M. Chassis, all fittings, £5/15.—Turner
^itJ and Co., 55, St. James's Rd., Bermondsey.

C9093
BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number jriew

coach bodies, full size, with locker; £6/7/6, usually

£9/10.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—New £9/10 coach
bodies^ for £6/7/6. Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity of new
latest pattern underslung chassis; £9/19/6.

Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Some new sidecars for

Triumph, B.S.A., Douglas, etc., cheap i sidecar

fittings, wheels, springs, rims, mudguards.-Booths'
Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [5484

Ali letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issua a^y
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECARS.—Several cheap, room wanted: seen any

time.

—

SI, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[8679

MILLS-FUUFORD Sidecar, dark blue, 4V,h.p. motor
cycle; offers either.—6, Ivydale Ed., Nunhead,

S.E. [8723

COACHBUILT Sidecar, in good condition, suit 4h.p.
cycle; £8, bargain.— Coles, Crooks Farm, Sway,

Hants.' [8788

MONTGOMERY Sidecar Chassis, suitable tor any
make; £15.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.,

London. [9029

MOl^TGOMERY Sidecar, paint and leather excel-

lent; £12/10.-256, Trinity Rd., Wandsworth
Common. [8286

SPORTS Sidecar, nearly new, unscratched, good tyre

and nickel work; £6.-28, Hopedale Rd., Charl-
ton, S.E. [8400

HADEN Sidecar Chassis co.nplete, less tyre, suitable

for any machine; £14.—Maudes', 100, Great
Portland St.. London. ;[9028

1 (\ GNS.—Sidecar, large, underslung, bulbous back,
i-" blue, as new throughout.—12, Cornwall Mews,
Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [8269

COACHBUILT Sidecar, hood, screen, all complete;
suit 4h.iJ. machine; *4/10, bargain.—Whisstock

and Lingley, Woodbridge. [8477

BAEGAIN.—Canoelet coachhnilt sidecar oS Indian,

28x3 tyre, splendid condition; £10; deposit.—Box
3360, cJo Tlic Motor Cycle. ' [S978

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbous back
models, complete with renovated underslung

chassis, with fittings for any machine, from £12/10.—
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back coaehbnilt

models, with renovated underSlung chassis, from
£15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted

with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body,

supplied with fittings for any maehine, £18/10.—
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fulford Chassis, with
bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with fit-

tings for any machine; £17/ 10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis

repaii-s ; all work guaranteed : send for catalogue.

Open weekdays till 8.50, Sunday morninss till 1

o'clock.—Below.

COLLINS and Son will take your present sidecar
in part payment «f any model ; a few second-hand

sidecars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High
St., Putney. S.W. [6200

INOIAN Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, red, nearly new,
Easting, Dunlop, appearance condition excellent;

£8.—Owner, 198, Wellingborough Rd., Rushden.
Northants. [8615

SHOP-SOILED Watsonian Model G Sidecar, suitable

for 2i/4-3h.p. motor cycles, original price £21;
our price £12 cash.—Juno Showrooms, 248, Bishops-
gate, B.C. [8874

OIDECAE.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves^ garage worry and expenses. Attached to motor
will go through passage 28in. Tandem and single bodies

fitted.-Horley.

FOLDING Sidecar.-When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial

in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-

ham. f01S2

TTtTTLLOWBROOK Sidecars now produced on large

VV scale. Special designs and terms to motor
cycle manufacturers. May we give you a call ?-Willow-
brook Sidecar Works, Leicester. [0335

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
folded (10 seconds) combination passes through

ordinary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when
open, no freakishness ; send - for descriptions.—Frank
Wliitworth, 139. New St., Birmingham. [5083

A.B.C. Special Spring Chassis, fitted with latest type

coachbuilt body (royal blue), locker, waterproof
apron, Palmer tyre, suit semi-T.T. or Touring bars,

slightly shop-soiled; £28/10 net.—Sopwith Aviation

and Engineering Co., Ltd., Kingston-oi-Thames.
[8345

SPECIAL Purchase.—Manufacturers' stock to be
cleared at unheard of prices (stock soiled). Com-

plete sidecars with coachbuilt body, tyre and fittings,

£11/10; coachbuilt bodies, £3/10; limited quantity;
cannot be repeated.—Bastones, 228, Pentonville Rd.,
King's Cross, London, N.l.

^ [7342

PAR-AGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. (i)all and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0338

QIDECAR Bargains.—S-wan- touring model for rigid
^^ frame Indian, good condition, £13/10; Langford
sidecar, new body, very smart, suit Triumph or
similar, £12; coachbuilt touring sidecar, for SVoh.p.,
lood condition, £10; fitted free.—Langford's," 37, 1

Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. [9068

LIGHT GAR & MOTOR CYCLE

ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.
TELEPHONE: BRIXTON 1292.

A COMPARISON with the
^^ prices below and any other
advertised prices will show that
Triumph riders can obtain from
us their spares and replace-
ments—all brand new—at very
low prices. Our stock is too
numerous to detail, but we hold
a complete stock of Triumph
parts. Write, call, wire or
'phone ! All parts sent on
approval against cash.

Rims, back and front 10 6
Front Wheels, complete £117 6
Seat Pillars 4 6
Footrest Hangers, per pair 9 6
Front Stands 8
Fork Blades, per pair £110
Carb. Control Levers, complete 13 6
Carb. Control Levers, single 4
Petrol Injectors 1

Tappet Guides 1 9
Tappets complete, with guides, per pair 13 6
Front Brakes, complete 19 6
Rear Brakes £1
Gudgeon Pins 2 6
Pistons 9
Piston Rings 1 3
Cylinders £3 12 6
Valve Caps 4
All nuts and bolts 25 per cent, under list.

STURMEY-ARCHER PARTS.
Clutch Nuts 5 6
Clutch Worm Levers 2 6
Layshaft Sliding Pinions 7
Mainshaft Pinions 9 6
Selector Forks G 6
Pulley Lock Nuts 1

K.S. Pinions 3

TRADE JNQVIRIES &
INSPECTION INVITED.

Brand new shop-soiled countershaft
TRIUMPH £90

r92i I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI, small mileage.

Tax paid and accessories , £54
1920 3* h.p. 3-speed K.S. TWIN JAMES.
Tax paid £40

ro2o 2-5peed CALTHORPE d.A.P., good
condition €30

1920 2-speed CLYNO, accessories and tax
paid £34

1917 2.5 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS. Tax paid
and accessories £35

1914 2i h.p. 2-spced CALTHORPE JUNIOR,
accessories and taxed £15

1913 TRIUMPH, completely renovated, with
new type countershaft tajik and frame
centre, N.S.U. gear £30

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, renovated, late type gear
box . £50

We have a large and varied stock of

Sidecars & Chassis. Write for catalogue

LIGHT GAR & MOTOR CYCLE

ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.,

22,26 & 26a, Tulse Hill, Brixton
(i minute irom Brixton Skating Rii^}. "

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS,
"CiXTENDED A'ayments accepted for sidecars; mofle
J-J for oil makes.—SeucI for catalogue, etc., Eidee
Sales, Ltd., 5, victoria St., S.W.I. [0^2

HUGE Purchase of Plus One Cha?sis, brau
new, complete with all tittings, lor Englis

and American 8-lOh.p. machines, usual price sESli

our price £12/15; or complete witti our speciall
buiJt De Luxe body, upliolstereci real leather, £22IH
—Robini Manulacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse HU
Brixton, S.W. 2, 'Phone: Brixton 1585. 1772

OLD Man Hep. nearly sold out his 1,000 Dougla
Chassis at £5 each, so if you don't want to b

disappointed get busy. He can also supply a ne^
Douglas type body fitted witli bulbous back and locke
under seat and new tyre (complete sidecar) £10/10
sold over 850 since last August. Send lor pliotc
enclose stamp, please.—Hep, 17-19, Wilcox E,d., Souti
Lambeth, London S.W.8. [734.

HELEN Sidecars ! ! ! Helen Sidecars ! ! ! Still goin
strong. Heavyweight outJits complete,

bulbous back bodies, for all types ot American an
English machines, ^£22 / 10 ; complete outfits to

Triumph, B.S.A., etc., from £12/10; new lightweigil
complete, £11/10; 2-seaters complete, all - fitting!

etc., from £14. Yout old outfit taken in part 63

change. Extended payments taken. Write for part
culars.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tali
Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [772

EXCEPTIONAL Offer.-New Millford chassis de Ius<
fitted with best coachbuilt bulbous back "bodj

painted and upholstered to choice, or standard in reyi
blue, £20; chassis only, £11/11; all fittings free. Specie
fittings for late type Tiiumphs. Several fiecond-han
Miliford cfiassis at bargain prices; other makes of chaasi
Bei;ond-hand froui £2 ; 6h.p. Enfield chassis, .as nev,

£5; new sidpcar wheels less tyre, 650x65 rim, 15/-
several new bodies slightly sliop-soiled at clearanr-e pricet

Ail Miliford -partv^ stocJced. Write for our illustrate'

catalogues. If you wish to purchase your sidecar b
instalments come and inspect the Eideezi model. LibeW'
allowance for your old sidecar.—Liffht Car. and M6toii

Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd., " 26, Tialse Hill, Brixtor
'Phone: Brixton 1292. (V-, minute from Brixton Skal
ing Rink.)

'"
[896-

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS,
HUMBERETTE. A.C., good bargain; £48 cash.-

264, Kennington Park Rd., S.E.ll. [8561

SPORTY 3-wheeler 2-seater, kick-start, clTain driv3

£80, or near.—62, Galloway Rd.. W.12. [8^6{i.

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p. air-coole<'

or water-cooled to choice. Immediate deliveries'

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-coole(
model £195; sid-e-by-side armchair seats, 3 speedfl

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood screen, lamps
tools, jack and pump included; trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash on easy terms. Your old car oi

motor cycle taken in part payment,

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Solr
Coucessionnaire for the British Empire.-

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [9071:

MORGAN 1922 De Lusq, insured March, 1923, per
lect; offers.—14, Duncrievie Rd., Hither Green

S.E. [8161

MORGAN. late 1920, M.A.G., Grand Prix, equipped
taxed, perlect; £126.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd,i

S.W. 7. [585i

1 Q21 Garden 2-seater, excellent condition, dynami
-*-»' lighting, ha-vsnin; 53 gns.—19, Valnav St,

Tooting. [911JI

STELLTTE, 1914, 2-seater, tax paid, very good coai
dition; £125.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holyw^^

St.. Oxford. [8882

1 Q22 Morgan, dynamo, fully equipped, water-cooled;i
X«7 £145.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Hari;ow Rd. i

Paddington. [8665^^

GRAND Prix Morgan-Jap. electric lishtinei
appearance as new; £95.—Bunting's Motor Ex

change, Wealdstone. [904!'

MORGAN 1922 Model De Luxe, w.c. J.A.P.. com-
plete, practically unused; £160.—Moffat, Motors'

YeovU. JPhone; 50. ' [823('

SINGER 1917 lOh.p., 23eater, dynamo lighting, te

cently overhauled; £125.—The Layton Garages
30. Holywell St., Oxford. [888S

MORGAN.—New 1922 Models in stock.—Agents,
Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidston Rd-V

Birkenhead.' Phone : 2047. [23a3'

£110.—Unit No. 1, 1920, dynamo model, spaw
wheel, etc.—Clifford Wilson Company, 177, West*

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [80K

^^-WHEELEE 1921 Coventry-Premier, original and -er

^' new, dynamo, etc.; £140,—James, c/o Bradmotea
482, Harrow R<1., Paddlngton. [SBTC

VICTOR 1920 2-seater, 8h.p.. water-cooled, used'

for demonstration onlv ; £100; Victor spares ill

stock.—P. D., 58. Woodfield Rd., Ealing. [875T>

1C|20 G.P. Morgan, J.A.P., all accessories; £110.^
-i-*^Rev, 173. Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langh^i
1257. Open till 7.30, 4 olclock Saturdays. '189^5

"I
022 4-wheeler Coventrj^-Premier, , splendid coniiEi

JLv dition; £160; exchanges entertained.—James, c/c
Bradmores, 482. Harrow Rd., Paddington. [.866S

a^S All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each ativcrtisement, and the date of the iscim
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! ENGINES.
I, and M. Engins, R.A.F. SVzh.p,, fitted with new

I

cylinder, perfect; £7/10.-1. Springfield Park
'ascent, Oatford, S.B.6. [8533

).K.—N.S.TJ. Engine, m.o.v., complete with magneto
and carburetter; £7.—Hancocl:, 5, Oakfield Rd.,

,nnon Hill, Birmingham. [6806

:PARE Parts for Villiers, Blackburne, and A.B.C.
' engines from stock; trade supplied; write for

lire list.—Maudes' 100, Great Portland St., W.l.
19022

IAELET Engines, 7-9h.p., 1920-21, brand new,
£48; one 1919 racing, thoroughly overhauled, £29.

alley engines overhauled by experts.—Harley Specialist,

lieeler St., Birmingham. [8478

|>AEGAIN'.—Brand new IVsh.p. Whippet 4-stroke en-

> giue, overhead m.o. valves, aluminium piston, new
iterproof magneto and carburetter, H.B. controls; £8;
irth treble.—Wortham-Blake and Co., Waltham Cross.

(8180
I.D.C. Engine Parts.—S'/oh.p. 4-strcke, 2¥ih.p. 4-

! stroke, and 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2%h.p. 2-strok6

gines complete; £7/10 each.-Write actual manufac-
ie«, W. H. Cross, 108, YardJey Bd., Acocka Green,

irmiugham. [8049

JTHATEVER type ol Engine you require we can
!» supply. Special bargains :—1917 2'(4h.p. J.A.P..

10; brand new Coventry-Premier, pattern 1915,
'.p., £12/10; 3"Ah.p. Premier, 1913, *9; SVah.p.
idge, sElO/lO; 2r)4h.p. Calcott, iE5/10.—Eorfleld
otors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [9144

IEPPELTHWAITE'S for all spares for the 8h.p.

J.A.P., 4h.p. w.c. J.A.P. (new), £13; complete
i of new parts to build Sh.p. (less flywheels),

IIO/IO; second-hand engines, 4h.p. J.A.P., £10:
ih.p. Triumph, chipped flns, £5/10; 3y2h.p. Hum-
r and magneto, £8/10; 3i,<,h.p. L.M.C., £9; Sh.p.

S.U.. £4/10; also others.—19, Wilcox Ed., South
imbeth, London. S.W.8. 'Phone : 1958 Brixton.

[7341

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

H

JEAL

JARGAIN

N Magnetos can be secured from tlie Marble Arch
I Motor Exchange,

^iKA Motor Cycle Magnetos to be cleared.—See
.'0\f below.

[JLEASE note our stock consists of genuine Motor
Cycle Magnetos, all variable ignition, and guaran-

ad uot converted or reconstructed aeroplane starter
ags.

!)n"E guarantee we can supply you a magneto cheaper
y than anyone.

JINGLE-CYL. Anti-clock, M-L, 45/-; C.A.V., 38/-;
' XJ.H., 35/-; Berliug, 30/-; Dixie, large type, 30/-;
II above suitable for Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—Below.

UNGLE-CYL. Clock, C.A.V., 38/-; Dixie, 30/-;
' Berlins, 30/-.—Below.

Qfk" Anti Clock, C.A.V., 38/-; Splitdorf, 35/-;
OvF Dixie, 30/-.-Below.

80° Clock Thomson-Bennett, 38 /-

;

37/6; Splitdorf, 35/-.—Below.
C.A.Y.

2°, 50^, 55°, Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf, or Dixie:
hundreds of others in stock. All guaranteed and

1 it on approval against cash.—.Marble Arch Motor
fcchange, 135, Edgware Rd., 'W.2. 'Phone: Padd.

I

9. 'Grams : Archmotes, Padd., London. [9079

It.B. I. Co.

I.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares
stocked.

I.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete for
fixing to Triumph.

>.M., J.A.P,, Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

I.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti; £3.

"\IXIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

IT.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

-T.B. will take your old machines in part payment.

jlT.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,
'A on approval against cash, or through. The Motor
\yck deposit system.

jlT.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill,
—1- London. 'Phone : Brixton 610. [0694
I^OSCH and M.L. Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6;
-^ variable ignition, guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.,
.roydon. f762i
"^•A.V. and Thomson-Bennett Magnetos 180°, as
'-; new; from 22/6.-12, Cornwall Mews, Goucester"
,ti-. S.W.7. [8270
:iTAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-
!'•* tooth stocked.-Ridington, 202-4, Southampton
;t., CamberweU. [3584

A CCtTMULATORS.- Quality right; price right;
* write for list; trade supplied.—Adams Bros..
jODgton), Ltd., Accumulator Manufacturers, Longton,
tafls. 11284

SsssssHhhhhH!!!

SILENCE!
SsssssHhhhhH!!!

An
important
word

to Motor Cyclists

!

'pO secure that satisfactory silencing

without losing power, fit the
perfected

"CARB-JECTOR"
"yms is the silencer that is simple

in fitment, and gives

ioo%
efficiency.

The

CAR15-JECT0R
(showing section).

Test on a Heenan & Fronde Dynamometer,
June 32nd, 1922.

Revs, per min. Open Exhaust.
B.H.P.

Carb-jector
B.H.P.

2000 2-66 2.66

2400 3'll 3'20

3000
3600
3800

3 94
480
5 06

4"00
4-87

,
5-o6

249 c.c, (2-i h.p.) Sports Model.

The "CARBJECTOR'^ PREVENTS
OVERHEATING. All steel. Plated Ends.

Dismantled by unscrewing Inlet End.
Tail Pipe included.

SIZES.
For engines up to 250 c.c. (2} h.p.).—Carb-jector

measures 2% in. X 11^ in. Weight 2} lbs.

For engines up to 350 cc.^ {2^ to 3 h.p,).—Carb-
jector measures 2§ in.x 12 ins. Weight 3 lbs.

For engines up to 500 c.c.—Carb-jector measures
2-} X 15 in. (2/6 extra for this size).

CARB-JECTORS for engines above
these capacities ready shortly.

PRICE 25/- GASH WITH
POST FREE. ORDER.

BRIDGEHEAD Ltd.,
Bankhey Works, BLACKPOOL.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC,
/BOUNTY of LoEdon Engineering Works, Ltd.

MAQNETO Factors and Repairers.

LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

T>OSCH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignition; £3/5.

M L Single, enclosed, waterproof, Taiiable ignition;
£3/15.

THOMSOi^-BENNETT, single or twin, enclosed,

waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees ; £2/lS
each,

THOMSON-BENTSTETT, large type, single or twin.

enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition, all de-

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, variable
ignition; £2/15 each.

RTJTHABDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition ; £2/5 each.

BEELING, single, enclosed, waterproof, variablB

ignition; £2/5.

QJPLITDOEP, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable
1^ ignition : £2/5.

DIXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able ignition ; £2.

ANT of the above single-cvlinder magnetos can be
supplied with the special long driving Bpindle.

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and base

plates, ready to be immediately fitted; sprockets

can be supplied if reauired. Please state make of

engine when ordering.

GTJAEANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos for

12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

ALL Eepaira Guaranteed. Send your magneto to

us for quotation. It will pay you. We can

despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if required,

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

QPBCIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list.

COUNTX of London Engineering Works, Ltd.. 27,

Stockwell Hd.. London, S.W. (1 min. from Stock-

well Underground Station). T.A. : Ignitionac, Clap-

road, London. Tel.: Brixtnn 2841. [271.

"OELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest

-CV London Repair Depot), for repairs and mag-

netos.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto

within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

12 months' written guarantee against all defects.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair, nnder

all running conditions, and as we contract tor

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-

tation in placing your orders with us.

"RELIANCE stock spares for all makes Special

-tV line, genuine platinum screws for all types, l^l-

per pair. Magneto work of every description is car-

ried out solely on our premises. We are, theretore,

enabled to give you quicker and more eflicient ser.

vice at the right price.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice tree ol

charge upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at

your disposal, and old and new customers may be

certain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy

we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-

neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, B.O.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Eepairing Co._ for new and

second-hand magnetos. See following list.

THOMSON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand new
any degree, enclosed waterproof, variable; 55/-.

HOMSON-BENNETT, large type single or twin,

enclosed, waterproof. variable, suit Harley,

Indian, etc.; £3/10.

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Light-

weights; 55/-.

E.I.C. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable fnt

Triumph, B.S.A., or any Lightweight; *3.

BOSCH type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable

latest pattern; ideal for Douglas, 2?4h.p. and

4h.p.; £4.

BOSCH D.A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, any

degree, suitable for Indian, Harley, etc.; £4/10.

FELLOWS new magnetos, ahvays in stock, any de-

gree for any engine; also a large selection ol

second-hand m.agnetos, all makes.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely that same is in good order at time of sale,

but a plainly written statement that we guarantee

each machine against all defects for a period of 12

months. This, we maintain, justifies us in charging

a few shillings more than certain of our competi-

tors.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their

works to see any of the above on test. Mag-
neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon applica-

tion It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.

—Reliance Magi,eto Eepairing Co. (1914), 283. St.

John St., Liindon. E.C.I. Tel.: Clerkenwell 4290

T.A. : Remagco, Isling, London. [9816

T

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue 341
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
|MAGDYNAMO Enpineering Co., Ltd., for mafinetoB,
|

spares, and repairs.

MOTOR Cyclists fit reliable high guality magnetos
now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos.

Boson Entlosed Waterproof Type I>.A.L. Magnetos,
Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-

ley. J.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
spark at all engine speeds, makes your engine a real

live engine, give you easy starting, smooth and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil coii-

-siTtuption with increased power; price only £5 each,

postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' -written guarantee
SEDt out with each magneto. We give you satisfaction

or refund cash,

PLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-
ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;

therefore we have every confideuoe in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes :
" Magneto to

--- hand ; many thanks for prompt despatch, satis-

factory in evei-y way; will recommend to my friends."

^ENITH Owner writes: " Since fitting magneto have
^^ completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;
will certainly recommend these magnetos."

'\T7"HY is it that the lea<3ing Motor Cyclists—the men
'

' who know—are almost all sending to us for
their Magnetos?

nPHERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
-- the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,

supplied by Ma^dynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

AGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

REMEMBER, your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against cash per return on receipt of

your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother running, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas? Then send for a
latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch ZA2 magneto
now, price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to

fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.
and M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, price

£3/10, carriage 1/6,

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest"" enclosed
wateirproof type (not converted starters), ready to

fit on 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, with
12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage

1/6.

MOTOR. Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all

your sparking plugs properly? Are you wasting
pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs? Fit a
Bnsch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

'l^RADE discounts and export quotations.—Write, call.

M

M

or 'phone for terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see it,

we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like

new, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
i£ urgent, and return it with a written 12 months"
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
can lend you another free of charge. We could not
make these offers if we were not certain of the quality
of our work

"YT'OUR old magneto will' be equivalent to new at a
J- low cost. Send us your defective magneto now.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman's
Row, E.G. 2. 'Phone : London Wall 4570. (One

minute from Brown Bros.) [7497

L. single magnetos, new. complete; 25/-.—Tomp-
kins, 25, Buckingham Rd., Harlesden. [8401

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter
what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 24

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,

Ealing, W. [5077

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter* 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial Av.,
Minories, E.l. [0760

DOUGLAS Magnetos, 2^^|h,p. models, latest type,
watertight variable ignition Dixie magnetos; price

20/-, post free. 50 only.—GrifiSn and Son, 97, Angell
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [8965

SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
year, M-L single. 35/-; B.L.LC. ditto, 42/-;

Bosch ditto, 45/-; C.A.V. single or twin, 50/-; Thom-
Bon-Bennett ditto, 60/-. We specialise in repairs and
spares for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamp. Deal with
experts and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale
Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone

:

Croydon 1625. [6459

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purcliasing.

AH Buildings carriage paid; No extras:

This Building is complete with lin. tongued and
grooved floor, fin. match-boards or weather-
boards. Sin. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex felt Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales:
Sx 6 £S i6>CiQ £27
lox 8 £13 i8xi2 £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20XIO £37 10
I4X ID £23 20X 12 £40

OLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILOSNO

Specification in Oir Catalogue
I2X 8 £23 10 iSxro £42 10
14X10 £32 15 20x12 £46 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron root complete. . Fire-proo

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

Sbeen Park Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, rj22.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Comimittee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavihon you
erected for them.

Yoinrs faithfully,

JOHK O. GRiFFirs-

23, London Road,
Leicester.

Gentlemen,
I find the Building you sent me very

satisfactory, and consider it very good value
for the money-

Yours faithfully,

___^_^^_ J. Cross V.

'Alma,"
Alexandra Road,

Cowes, I.OAV.
Dear Sks,

I have received the Building in good con-
dition and I consider it an excellent piece of

workmanship and an exceptional bargain.
Yours faithfully,

L. G. Chinchen.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G?
High Street, Fnlham, London, S.W.

Telephone PUTNEY 2771.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC. "

O "I / - ie what we charge for overhauling yoi^ *-! magneto', returned as new in 2 days, an
guarant&ed for 12 months. Spares supplied at Ibwi;
prices.—Turner Bros., Magneto Repair Service, Snn
merseat, Manchester. ('494

SENSATIONAL Barsains ! C.A.V. 180° anti-twi
magneto, 25/-; T.B. 180° anti, new, 27/6: Spli

dorf Magdyno, new, suit big twin. £6/16; accurauL
tors, 6 volt 35 amp.. 35/-; 6 volt 15 amp., 18/
Approval.—88, Gloucester Place Mews, Portnia
Square, W. [84S

THE London Magneto Repairing and Winding Cc
Ltd. (Managing Director, S. T. Boon), oonltt

tors to H.M. Government, and ofEicially appoitfte

by the R.A.O. Magneto repairs of every dscriptipo

all repairs at lowest possible prices, and strict

guaranteed. We can mostly return theih within 2

hours. We have several new and second-hand sine
,

and 2-cyi. magnetos in stock, ~ all guaranteed.-
j

78, Hampstead Rd., Bnston, Xondon, N.W.I. 'PhbUo
,

Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad, Londol 1

1241

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Col ,

tinental magnetos only. By specialising on IT.H

Bosch, Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Di-xie, and Berlll}

magnetos, we can naturally give you better seryio
1

Prices, rewinding, 18/,-; condensers, 10/-; platintu

screws (Bosch standard), 6/-; remagnetismg, 2/6; Bli
;

rings. 6/6; H.T. terminais, 4/6. Our pnce tor oTO I

hauling a motor cycle &agneto ranges between 20,

and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Gn»; !

anteed for 12 months, and re-despatched to you- i

2 days.—Continental Ignition Repair Co., 13, Han
wick Rd.. Chiswiclc, London. [250

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair seivici

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magneto:

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elei

trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs an

spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A;1.I

test bench before despatch, and therefore carry ob

guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stoc

of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degree*

spare parts for gll makes id stock; charged accumi

lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plug

cables, ^-watt and vacuum b\ilbs, all voltages. _W
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignitlo

Co., 529, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone

Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London,
[026

TYRES.

MAUDES' Motor Mart.-Speciat offer of clearanr

covers, not W.D., all guaranteed by us, carriag i

paid, 24x2Vi Hutchinson T.T., 21/-; 26X2 Hutchir-

son Brooklanda, 17/6; 26x2 Hutchinson T.T., 23/-^

26X2M Avon DuroUth, 25/-; 26x214 HtitcWnio
Brookiands, 17/6; 26x2i/i Hutchinson T.T., 3-rib a2/,e

26x2% Hntchinson T.T., 23/6; 26x2'^ to fit 2%, Be,
;

grave cable cord, 23/6; 26x2»/2 to fit 2>4, Hutchinso:

passenger, 33/-; 26X21/, Hutchinson passenger S.N.S
30/-- 26X3 Hutchinson T.T., 27/6; 28x3 Clinchc

Dreadnought and De Luxe, 52/6: 700x75 to fit 650:

65 Hutchinson 3-rib, 28/-; 700X80 Burnett man)'

f.ncture 3-rib, 50/-; 700x80 Stepney road grip, B typs

for Morgan rear wheels, 60/-; tubes, strong, red nibbeil,

26X21,4. 5/6; 26x2%, 6/-; 26X3, 6'-:, 2^X3, W-j
|

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100 Gt. Portland St., W.l. [903i

piXOEPTIONAL Offer

:

BRAND New Covers.—Rpflex Clipper Ideal (made b'

Dunlops), heavy 3-ribbed, each cover guarautecr

perfect, 26x2^^ 26/-, 26x2% 27/6, 26x2K to fit 2U

extra heavv 4-ply 32/6, 28x3 extra heavy 4-pIy 40/;

tubes 26x2K to fit 2H rims 5/9, 28x3 6/6 (made b>

Dunlop) ; postage on all above extra.—Marble Arct

Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Ed., W.2. 'PMne:

Padd. 789. [SOS.

MAUDE Rubber Co. for real value; see d'splayec

advertisement of tyres, etc. t"'"

BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and tubes

A call on us will convince you, or 'phone. Get

rard 1347.—See Below.

all-Tubhci'x51/i.—Palmer cord, 32/6; Beldam ^-
25/-; Wood-Milne 3-pIy, 22/6; Clincher *

30/-
Good

26 ..,. - ,.. _,
,

Luxe, 17/6; extra heavyr 30/-; tubes, 5/6.—Below.

3-ply

25/-

OCX21/2.—Avon Stonehenge, 27/6; Tricar,

''WO Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar, 27/6;

year cord 5-ribbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9.—Below.

0^x21/2x2%.—Palmer cord, 36/-; Beldam
40 30/-; 4-ply, 35/-: Wood-Milne 4-ply,

Clincher Dreadnought, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below.

0£J X 2%.—Palmer cord, 34/3; Wood-Milne key-grl]

/wO 3-ply, 22/6; 4-plv, 27/6; Beldam all-ruBbe

3-pIy, 25/-; 4-ply,- 30/-, tubes, 6/-.—Below.

OCX3.—Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 35/-; BeMan
/*v> all-rubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-ply, 35/-; tubes, 7/9

—Below.

O Qx'-—Clincher rubber-studded sidecar, 3*/-

'^O Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 45/-; Beldajli

3-ply, 30/-; Wood-Milno key-grip 4-ply, 37/6; tirbeE

8/-.—Below. ,
_

6 K Axes.—Palmer cord heavy, 42/6; Wood-5Eto
Ov 4-ply, 37/6; 3-pIy, 30/-; Goodyear coM SI

ribbed, 42/6; tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3. Upper St. Martin'

Lane, London, W.C.2 (next door to Aldridge"!

'Phone : Gerrard 1347. [O""'

[•42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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TYRES.

Tp MANUEL'S for Tyre Bargains, from manufac-

|lJ turer's bankrupt and surplus stock.—Below.

yA'!<2,—Hutchinson rubber studded, 22/3.

7}Ay2Vi-—Clincher de Luxe heavy rubber studded,
J* 22/3; Bates special heavy 3-ribbed. 29/9.

^/»X2.—Continental Standard or ribbed, 16/6;
WU Hutchinson Brooklands R.S., 26/9.

^/J>!2l'i.—Hutchinson Brooklands U.S., 19/6; Macin-
JD tosh chain heavy, 32/3; Palmer cord 3-ribbed

leavy, 34/9; Dunlop Magnum (pattern), 35/-.

,^/*x2%.—Dunlop Retreaded grooved, 20/6; Clincher
VO de Luxe extra heavy, 24/3; Plutcliinson T.T.
ubber stud, 28/6; Palmer cord 3-ribbed heavy, 34/3;
:)unlop Magnum (pattern), 35/9; Dunlop Magnum
xtra heavy, 41/-.

^£5X2^2 to fit 2V4 rims.—Belgrave cord, cable rubber
•WU stud, 27/9; Emanuel's extra heavy rubber stud,
28/6: Hutchinson's 3-ribbed, 30/6; Bates special heavy
-ubber non-skid, 43/6; Continental heavy, rubber
ludded, 39/9.

9(2x21,3.—Wood-Milne Keygrip, 14/6; Hutchinson
W\J rubber studded or ribbed, 33/9; Bates special
leavy ribbed. 30/-.

Qi?x2',2.—Rom Combination rubber and steel stud,
''^vl 30/-: Avon combination rubber and steel stud,
50/-; Macintosh chain tread, 32/9; Dunlop Magnum
(pattern), 41/-.

/*KAx65.—Emanuel's extra heavy rubber studded,
Ut»Vf 26>«; Hutchinson's 3-ribbed, 32/6; Burnett
::rooved, 32/-; Dunlop 3-ribbed, 42/-; brand new Palmer
.^crd 3-ribbed, 35/-.

lYAAxSO to fit 650X65 rims.—Emanuel's extra
•W heavy rubber stud, 42/6; Bates special

iieavy rulpber non-skid, 52/6.
17/^/^x75 to fit 650X65 rims.—Hutchinson 3-ribbed
I VVf extra heavy, 42/6.

V)Qx2V'2 to fit American rims.—Hutchinson ribbed
/VO or square tread, 25/-.

00^3-—In original wrappers, Macintosh chain
/*0 tread heavy, 27/6; Pisk extra heavy rubber
studded. 46/-; Goodrich safety tread, 47/6; Firestone
rubber non-skid, 45/-; Goodyear diamond tread, 47/6:
OQx3.—Bates special heavy 3-rjbbed, 52/6; John
J^*J Bull extra heavy rubber stud, 52/6,
OQxSVj.—Bates special heavy rubber non-skid
r^if 53/3.

REAL good reliable second-hand of well-known
makes in all sizes at 10/- each, plus 1/- carriage.

'W'EW Tubes, all sizes, 7/-; clearance, 5/6 each.

JOHN Bull Repair Outfits, 3/- and It-.

XT. EMANUEL and Co.—Stores, 37A, Ball's Pond
•-' Rd., Dalston, N.l. Office, 27, Belgrade Rd.,
Stoke Newington, N.16. Tel.: Dalston 3161. [0832
lyrOTOR Cycl« Tyres on Easy Terms, st.andiird
J-'A makes; list post free.—J. G. Braves, Ltd., Shef-
Seid. [0589
lyrOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs.
-^'J- etc., carriage paid.—Buxton "Vulcanising Co..
Buxton; Derbvshire [9293
<>Cx2y2 for 650x65 rim Palmer Cord, 2-plT onlv,
'»'" 20/- each; Macintosh, 20/-; Clincher de Luxe,
.'30/-; other makes same price.

TAAX^O Clincher Tubes in boxes, perfect condi-
I \f\J tion, 6/. each.

MARBLE Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware
Rd., SV.2. [9080

fj/l x2i; Covers and Tubes. 21/9. Dunlop clearance:/^^ 28x3 Pedley. 39/6; tube, 7/9; carriage paid,
' approval.—Davies, Union St., Wednesbury. [4452

QCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur
•^ chase their tyres from McArthur. Hill and Co.,
436. Argyle St.. Glasgow. Lists post free. 15200

IVTASONS.—The most competitive market; 700x80
-L'A Palmer cord, 45/-; 650x65 Michelin Universal,
35/.; 28x3 Goodyear A.W.T., 47/6.—Below.

MASONS.—Great offer "Wood-Milne Key-grip; 26x2V"
heavy, 21/6; ditto, extra heavy, 25/-; 28x3

heavy. 30/-; 700x80 heavy, 35/-; 24x2% heavy,
138/6; 26x214 extra heavy, 23/6; 26x21/2x214 extra
:
heavy, 28/6; 650x65 extra heavy, 25/-; 28x21/™ extra
heavy (American), 30/-; approval against remiltance,
satisfaction guaranteed; carriage paid.—Masons, The

;
lyre House, Ipswich. [0916

;
"\J7"HY "Vulcanise ? Use Minitmend. No heat, no
'' tools required. Money refunded if unsatisfac-

' tory. 50 repairs 5/4, post free. Agents wanted.

—

;
Crabtree, Lion St., Bacup. I[6051

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-
wirh. [3955

REAL Bargains.—Tyres : 26in.x2%in. Dunlop heavy,
26/6; 26in.x2i/2in. for old size or 650x65 rims,

Dunlop heavy, 30/-; Clincher extra heavy, 25/-;
Hntchi'on passenger, 22/6; T.T., 20/-; Avon tricar,
20/-; Clincher stud, 16/-; carriage paid.—Below.

JNNER Tubes.—Heavy, 2_6in.x2%in., 4/6; 26in.

rUAUDE RUBBER Go:
58, PRAEO

X2%in., 4/-; Dunlop heavy, 4/6,
1,^ doz, 25 per cent, discount.—^Deacon,
Rd., New Maiden.

post paid

;

58, Blagdon
[8965

STREET, W. 2.
4484 Padd.

24X2

24X2i

26X2

26X21

26X23

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and send immediately on 7 days' approval against

cash, any of the following goods uhich are perfect

stock, being manufacturers surplus or slightly

shop-soiled.

Wood-Miine Extra Heavy 20/-

Wood-IWilne Heavy 16/6
Continental. Chain-'I'd 21/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 18/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 21/-

Hutchinson R/S 18/6
Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 17/6
Avon Ribbed. Heavy 17/6
Wood-Milne Comb. px. Hvy. 22/-

Dunlop Rubber-studded. Hvy. 27/6

Firestone Safety. Ex. Heavy. 28/6
Hutchinson T.T. Heavy 23/-

Avon. 3-Ribbed Heavy 22/6
Michelin Comb. Ex. Heavy . . 20/-

Dunlop Rubber-stud. Ex.Hvy 36/6
Clincher de Luxe. Ex.Hvy... 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber-stud. Hvy 26/6
Dunlop R/S. Heavy 30/-

26X 2i X 2i Palmer Cord. Heavy 28/6
Goodyear Diamond 38/6
Clincher de Luxe. Heavy . . . 28/6
DunlOD Heavy. Rubber Stud 45/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy.... 28,'6

Pirelli R/S Extra Heavy 35/-

Belgrave Cable Cord 27/6
Dunlop. Extra Hvy. R/S 53/-
Dunlop. R/S. Heavy 32/-

HutChmson T'nssenger. Ex.Hvy 27/6
Wood-Milne Kea.vy 24/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy . . . 28/6
Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 30/-

Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Siud 40/-

Wood-Milne Heavy- 27/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy.. . 32/6
Kempshall Anti-Skid. Heavy 18/6

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy . . . 27/6
Firestone, Rubber N/S 42,/-

Goodyear Diamond AU-wthr. 49/6
Goodrich. Safety 45/-

Portaee. Super Ex. Heavy . . . 43/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 27/6
Federal. Ex. Heavy 43/-

Avon. 3-Ribbed Heavy ... . 32/-
AVon. Extra Heavy 36/-
Dunlop S. studded. Light Car 35/-

Dunlop. Grooved. Light Car 37/6

Avon Comb. Extra Heavy.. 40/-

Wood-Milne Heavy. 22/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 27/6
Goodrich. Safety Td 37/6
Palmer Cord , 32/6
Rodace Sq. Td. Ex. Hy.Lt.Car 42/6
Maude. Super Ex. Heavy. .._ 45/-
Goodyear Diamond 52/6
Midland 3-Rib. Light Car . . . 45/-
Goodrich Safety. Light Car 45/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 28/6
Dunlop Magnum 60/-

Tubes. Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon

—

26''X2", 2i", 21" and 24" 5/6 each
26 X 28 X 650 & 700 6/6 „

CHALLENGER PUNGTURE-PROOF TUBES
all sizes in stock.

RUBBER BELTING. TdTEDtE?."
li~2/-; 1"—1/9; J"—1/7 per foot.

JOHN BULL.
/-6"lengths; J'—12/6; 1"—15/-; ij"—16,'9

M.4DE BY NORIH BRITISH RUBBER CO
for Motor Cycling, Fishing, etc.

26x2}

26x3

26X3X2!

28X2i

28X3

650X65

700X8

BBAND
NEW
Actual
Value
45/-.

RUBBER

HIP

BOOTS
(WADERS)

TYRES.
ECONOMIC Tyres.—We have the following blemished

and (ieurrince covers and tubes in stock. We sen*"

on 7 days' approval against remittance, carriage paid.

passenger train.

5/-:

Goodyear All-weather,

25/-; tubes, 6/6.

E^

ECONOMIO.-24X2 Clipper Heal, 15/-; tubes,

24x214 (aha for 2iii, rims) Clincher Junior de
Luxe, heavy, 20/-.

ECONOMIC.-26X2--Clippcr Rubberstud, 17/6; 26X
2'i Palmer heavy cord, 37/6; Firestone non-skid,

28/6; tubes, 5/6. ^

ECONOMIC.-26x2% Economic heavy rubberstud.

31/-: extra heavy, 36/6; Clipper ttibes, 5/6.

ECOS'OMIO.-26X 21/2X21/1

37/6; Rom rubberstud,

ECOK'OMIO.-26X2V2 OS. Redfem heavy rubberstud,

27/6; Clipper Ideal, extra heavy, 35/-; tubes, 7/-.

ECONOMIC—28X2V2 American Clincher extra heavy

de Luxe, 45/-.

ECONOMIC.-28X3 Stepney Eoadgrip, 47/6; Goodrich

Sofetv. 47/6; Firestone non-skid, 45/-; Portage

non-skid, 41/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC.-650X65 Stepney Eoadgrip, 39/6; Good-

rich Safety, 39/6; Clipper, extra heavy, 32/6;

tubes, 6/6.

EOONOMIC.-700X80 Beldam V-grooved, 50/-;

Goodrich Safety, 46/-; Economic, extra heavy,

42/6; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC.-Dnnlop Rubberstud. tuHy warranted;

24X2, 22/6; 24x214, 24/9; 26X2, 24/6; 26X2J/i,

25/9.

OONOMIC Tyre Co., 314. New Cross Ed.- S.K 14

(near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393. 16651

CENTRAL Garage for Fair Dealing. All covers a.d-

vertised are guaranteed. What is more, we will

^end with all lines a portable vulcaniser free of charge;

no motor cyclist should he without one.

SPECIAL Offer of Palmer Cord Tyres.--26x2y2X2y.

35/-; 26x21/2, 35/-; 650x65, 44/-; 700x80, 50/.

These covers are not W.D., but brand new and guar-

anteed.

FECIAL Offer ol brand new and guaranteed Good-

richcovers, 26x21/4 27/-, 26x21/, 34/-. 650x65
36/6, 38x3 45/-.

X2ii.—Firestone, 27/6; Clincher E.H. (oversize),.

23/-- Clincher .lunlor, 19/-; Avon Stonehenge,

21/6- Wood-Milne B.H. combination, 22/6; Hutchin-

son T.T., 21/5.

Of! X 2%.—Dunlop heavy 28/-: Avon tricar, 27/6;

/wO Hutchinson, 26/6; Clincher de Luxe (for 2%),

28/-.

Hutchinson Passenger, R.S., 29/-; Clin-

29/6; Hutchinson T.T., 25/-.

X2V2X214.—Dunlop H., 46/-; Hutchinson T.'T.,

30/-; Avon E.H., 28/-; Belgrave cord, 25/-;

Continental 'h., 32/6.

X 3.-Continental H., 35/-; B.H.. 40/-; 26x3x2yo
Dunlop H., 54/-; E.H., 62/9.

OQX3.-Clinche'r B.H., ribbed, 42 / 6 ; Dunlop _Eide-

/WO car, 30/-; Macintosh chain tread, 25/

vear Diamond, 49/6; Firestone, 42/-; Goodric

Portafee, 43/-.

/» K A X6S.—Goodrich (guaranteed), 35/6; Hutch-

OOO inson H., 32/-; E.H., 37/6; Eom E.H.,

37/6.

T A AX80.—Firestone, 41/-; Avon extra heavy, 44/-;

i \J\J Goodyear, 52/6.

rpUBES.-Small size, 5/6; 28x3 and 700x80, 7/3.

CENTRAL Garage always open; any covers sent on

7 days' approval against cash, plus 1/6 carriage.

-302, London Rd., Thornton Heath. 2237
,

Croy*m^

New Beldam covers, 26x2,
or 3, 25/- each; 28x3, 35/-

each; steel-studded in all sizes, 10/- extra; 650x65
Beldam Bulldog, 40/-; 700x80, 45/-; 650x65 Dunlop

studded or grooved, 40/- each.—Homerton Rjlbber

Workt 46, Brooksby-s Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

FECIAL Offer ol Clipper Ideal heavy 3-ribbed_^ covers,

all guaranteed perfect, 26x2J4,

28/6; 26x2>^, 35/-"

36/

26'

/WD Cher E.H.,

36^
Contin

36^
Good-
45/-;

FRESH Surplus Stocks.-

18/6; 26x214, 2%. 2y2.
all

S' 25/6; 26x2%,

aa/o; zdx^X2, 0^1-, 26x2^ to fit iy,, 37/6; 28X3,

45/6 650x65, 37/6; inner tubes, best make and guar-

anteed, 26x2, 5/-; 26xZ'A 6/-; 26x2V5 to fit 2K,
6/6- 26X2%, 616; 28x3, 8/-; 660x65, 8/-.-Herbert

Robinson, Ltd., Green St.. Cambridge.

TARTLING Offer of our well-known. Max Cycar

covers, guaranteed 5,000 miles, or replaced freeS'

All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

ol charge. 26X2J4, 43/-; 26x21^, 45/6; 26x2H, fit

2'A 5316- 28x3, 63/6; 650x65, 54/-; 700X80, 69/-.-

Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green. St., Cambridge. [83SS

Offers of Tyres, sent on 7 days' approval

h plus 1/6 postage. 26x2% Avon,

21/6- Clincher, 19/-; Wood-Milne combination. 22/6;

26X2% Clincher, E.H., 27/-; Dunlop heavy, 28/-;

Avon, 27/6; 26x2y,x2l4 Avon. EM., 28/-; 28x3
Dunlip, 28/-; Goodyear, 49/6; Firestone, 42/-; &K>d-

rich, 45/-; Macintosh, 24/-; 650x65 Goodrich, 36/5;

Pataier cord, 44/-; 700x30 Avon E.H., 44/-. Tubes,

small sizes. 5/6; others 7/3.

LL these covers are guaranteed by ns. Alwin Tyre

Co., 37, Red Lion St., High Holborn. [9033

a43

GRAND
against cash.

A^
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TYRES.
HEPPELTHWAITE'S Brand New oversize 28inx

Sin. covers. £1/8: also oversize 26in.x2V2in-,
£1/8; never repeated when sold out; money back if

not satisfied'; maker's name on reguesfc.—Hep, 17-19,
Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.S. [7342

LONG-DISTANCE Retreads, three-ribbed pattern,
returned like new, 26in. tyres, 20/-; 28in. tyres,

25/-; burst tyres made perfect, chafed beads re-

moulded, tube vulcanising,- butt ends fitted; best work
in the country.—Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mow-
bray. [0317

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A., new, 38/6; 1910, I921.-COT-

entiT Tankers, T,td., Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[7107

TANKS lor Triumphs, new, 38/6; 1910, 1921.—Cov-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[7106

TANKS for Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1913;
38/6.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works,

Coventry. [7108

D.OUQLAS pattern tanks, new, enamelled and fitted

with B. and L. pump; 55/- complete.—Day,
85, Cheapside, Birmingham. [7734

TANKS renovated, makers' colours, from 11/6;
frames, 9/-; wheels, 9/-,—De la Cour, EnamellinR

Works, 298, Kennington Rd., S.E. [8863

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacturers, petrol tanks for any style sup-

plied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [7109

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern; high-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25
years. [2246

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined,
transferred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Estab-

lished 30 years.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., Lon-
don, E.G.I. 17073

rpANKS.—We undertake partition leakage, rebuilds,
-«- and every repair, with re-enamelling, makers'
Uansfers, as new, in 6 days; tested and guaranteed.—
Park Tank Works, la. Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5

[8807
A VERY'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit machines

-^*- of most the leading maniifacturers, with plated
fittings complete, at 35/-; guarantee for 12 months
with every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Works,
Coventry. 'Phone: 1774. [0896

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled at our o.wn works; all kinds of fit

tings stocked; quick service and reasonable cliarges.
Illustrated list free.—A. Green. Water St., Chapel St

,

Salford, MaUchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [02S6

TANKS.—All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, in-
ofuding 2 plated fillers, 2 taps. Delivery 14

days, caiTiage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
returned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6; two colours,
17/6.—Order foims from H. Peel, Tlie Liverpool Tank
Hospital, 5, Smithdown Lane, Paddington, Liverpool.

[9194
BELTS.

BRAND New Guaranteed Belts, by leading maker;
%in. 1/1, %iri. 1/3, lin. 1/6, IVsin. 1/8 per

foot.—Elloc Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End, Wisbech.
[6396

Qfifi BRAND New Surplus ?Jx7ft. Avon belts,/VW condition guaranteed. 5/9 each* 300 brand
new surplus ^x6ft. 6in. belts, made by Palmer, 5/9
each; postage on above 9d.—Below.

ARBLB Ai-ch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd..
'Phone: Padd. 789. [9082

DUNLOP Round Top, %1 1/10, % 2/2, lin. 2/8,
I'/s 3/2 per foot. John Bull, % 1/11, % 2/3. lin.

2/8, 114 3/2 per foof. Buffalo hide and chrome, %
1/9, lin. 2/-, HJ 2/3 per foot.—Bastones, 228. Pen-
tonyille Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [3611

JOHN BULL or Bates Standard (new), in any
length.—John Bull, 'Am. 1/11, J^in. 2/3, lin. 2/8,

Hsin. 3/2 per ft.; Bates, ^iin. 1/9, %in. 2/1, lin. 2/6,
l^/gin. 3/-.—H. Emanuel aiid Co., Stores, 37a, Balls
Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. Office, 27. Belgrade Rd.,
Stoke Newington, N.16, Tel. : Dalston 3161. [0854

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D., ?4in., 6ft.
Bin., 8/2; 7Jt. 6in., 8/5; Jlin., 7ft. 6in., 9/5; 8ft.,

10/1; 81t. 6in., 10/9; lin., 7ft. 6in.,10/4; 8ft., 11/-; 8ft.
6in., 11/S: l%in., Sft., 16/-; Bates' short lengths,
iin., 5ft. 6in„ 6/-; Jiin., 5ft., 5/6; leather belts,
"Ain., at 1/6 per ft.; Belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Post
1/-.—The Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate,
E.O. [8385

CARBIDE.
T^INEST Norwegian carbide, 24/- cwt., drums free,
*- caanriage forward, ail meshes.—Kemp's Garage,
Importers, Louth. [7307

r^ARBIDE, highest grade only, no seconds, all
^^ meshes; 19/- cwt. drum; ex 22 depots: immediate
delivery.—Elloc Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End.
Wisbech. [7525

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable, 20/- per "cwt.,
drums free, cash with order, free oh rail, Aber-

deen, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Gloucester,
Griinsby, Hull, Leeds, Lpndon, Lowestoft, Liverpool,
Lincoln, Manchester, Newcastle, Preston, Port Talbot,
Runcorn, Sharpness, Swansea, "yarmouth.—Inter-
national Products,^ 77, Victoria St., Bristol. [7771

M

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES .

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 farh.

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
b- It length adjuster yet invented, Savestime,
tiouble& money. Savesthecost ofanew belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power, Speciallydesigned for use
with the Phillpson Pulley, gd.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS foradjustingthe
length ofyouroelt In onesecond. Set of 3, 6d.

"Never be without a box 0/ Stanley Spares.^^

Price 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering
The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000

miles—lid.
Our Goods are World-renowned for thetr Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belL

oianie; motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY. KENT, '^^°^f, „^

.
Bromley 806 ^

l*"or your Motor Cycle or Car.
Built of Best Quality Timber.
Sectional. tenant's Fixtures

PRICES from «5 5 0.

Catalogues post free,

FOTHERGILL &
SCHOFIELD,

Warwick Road,

l^ATLEY,
Vorki.

s»

CARBIDE.
CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in 11'

2 lb., 4 lb., and 7 lb. lever lid tins, also 1 or 2 cv
drums, labelled or plain, quality guaranteed. T!

cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp ai

Engineering Co., Ltd., Armley, Leeds. [501

PATENT AGENTS.
J.

B. S. LOOKWOOD, 3, New St., BirminBhl*
'Phone: 5816 O. Patents, guide free. [841

W. BBTSO>f. B.Sc, Assof.M.Inst.C.E., Charter
Patent Agent. 29, Southampton Buildings, Louflo

W.0.2. 'Phone: Museum 3651.
- W\

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can alv:ay? be obtained under this heading ft

announceinentB required by Cluba. Itate 3d..p
word, minimum 3/-.

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Eists for 2^4h.p., others M corape!

tiT6 rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Laii

W.C.2. 'Phone: Mnsenm 2334. [00(

ECONOMY with Security.—Comprehensive polici)

from £3/10; Morgans, £6; sound companiea.'
A. R. Broadhurst, Buchanan BIdgs,, 24, Holbon
E.C.I. [841

" rpHE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy is the polii

-- authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and POVe
motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for pri-vri

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximu
benefits, miuiigum rates. . Full particulars and pi

spectufies on application.—The Autocar Firo and &PS

dent Insurance Co., Ltd.. 77. Cheapside, LondtJ'

E.C.2. ^-- [OQC

TUITION.
7/_.—Private Driving Lesson (car); late instruct*

/ R.A.S.C, W.R.E.N.'s, Women's LegioH.-'

Vernon 'Nash, 16a, AUsop Place, Baker St. Sta-tion

2969 Langham. [SiSi

HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.-

Train by post for tills paying profession. St^',

a business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agri'Mi
tural Correspondence College (Dept. T), iupon. [0*c

SITUATIONS VACANT.
LOCAL Representative wanted, with or without e:

perieuce ; opportunity for one with motor.—TjH'
sider Pillion Seat \A'orks, Union St., North Shields,

[dSQ!

SITUATIONS WANTED.
^

REPRESENTATIVE, young, desires re-engagemefi
with manufacturing firm of repute ; South CoaS

'

—Salary, commission and expenses. Box 3325, c/o TJ

Motor Cycle. [SWi'

EX-R.N.A.S Pilot, dispatch rider, Public Srhoo
fluent F]'ench, 29, seeks position traveller, salesmai

or other position where trustworthiness, intlustriouBhefiv

energy, keenness, and initiative can be used, 12 yean
motor crcle experience; paiinership entertained; sina

capital.-Box 3353, c/o TM Motor Cycle. [896

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR!
SALE. TO BE LET. OR WANTED,

SMALL Motor Works, fully equipped _for the mm
facture of motor cycles tliroughout (engines, frames

etc.), excellent opportunitv for two young men ^i
modpiate capital; £850.—Box 3361, c/c The Moto
Cycle. [897

LONDON suburban main road freehold preniisee Ifl

s;ile, s;)lendid position, flue showroom, well flttfl't

workshop, doing good sales trade new machines
repairs, no garage, owner retiring, no goodwill as!

snirill stock optional; £2,600 for freehold. Suit laig'

dealers as- branch for cycles and cars, no oppositiMi

exceptional oppoftiinitv. Principals only, wtite in owl

name.—Box 3364, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [897'

GARAGES.
BRIXTON I—Private lock-ups, r^mbination?. 4/

weekly; small cars, 6/-.—26b. luEleton St. r*?49i;

GARAGE, i2 cars, to let. West Norwood, concrett

floor, office, 'phone, gas, water, inspection pit

immediate pnssession; rent £80 per an-uum; fit-lings

etc., £25.—Write appointment, 128, Dalmeny At/
S.W;16.

"
[887i'

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, thf

oldest solely motor auction rooms in Londo?.
Terras 71/2 per cent., not chargeable if machine unsoW.
Motor cycles and cars bought and sold fo'r caeh'i

Nearest goods stations. Falcon Lane. L. aiid

N.W.R.; Wimbledon, L._ and S.W.R. and G.W.R.-
Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London.

[9071

WANTED.
WANTED, good sidecar, for Harley-Davldsu]!.—Frnl

Sotwell, Berks. [851J

WANTED, O.H.V. cylinder, fit 62 mm. piston

-

Box 3336, c/o The Motor Cycle. (P) [831£

NB fylindei, piston, exhausi' tappet, 1916 HenOoi
son.—13, ^Yoodland Rd., Thornton Heath. [845;

WANTED, -av^h.p! Twin Minerva Engine, or parts
|

state engine num-ber.—May, Edgefield, Norfolk.

O

044 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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WANTED.
AUTO-WHEEL, condition immaterial: ?tate lowest
A. price for cash.—97, Latchmere Rd., Eattersea.

r7181

WANTED, Stuvmev-Archer gear box, complete or

incomplete.—33. Hackford Rd., Brixton. S.\V.9.
[9124

LIGHT Coaclibuilt Sidecar lor 1920 Triumph.—
Wells, 27, Gloucester Ed., Pendleton, Manches-

•er. 18238

5h.p. or 6h.p. .T.A.P. Engine. 1913 or later, good
order, no crocks.—95, Desborough Av., High Wy-

':ombe. [8525

LARGE Sidecar vranted for spring frame Indian;
full particulars please.- Urew, 169, Whitham Rd.,

IShefBeld. [8745

WANTED, sidecar, coachbuilt. 28x3. suit Black-
burne 4h.p.—Burne, 139, High Bd.. East

Finchley. [8196

WANTED, for SVih.p. Sunbeam, complete sjlencer.

exhaust, extension pipes.—Trump, Alma Bd..
Jlomsey. Hants. [8584

"YTTANTED, A.B.C. Sidecar complete, or chas:
VV only, any condition.—Wainwright,

I
Wolverhampton.

Millflelds,

[8308

JTITTANTED, 4h.p. 1917-18 Triumph Engine, good
'. "V order or requiring oTerhaul.—Ross, 17, Hillend
iplace, Edinburgh. [8325

PREMIER Parts or complete Premier motor cycles

in or out of repair.—Jack Ward, 11, Kadford
|Bd., Leamington Spa. [7756

FRAIIE, New Imperial Bh.p., 1919, W.D. type
Oarryer.—461, Lpper Richmond Bd., East Sheen,

;S.W.14. 'Phone: Bichmond 322. [8921

PREMIER, Singer, and Triumph parts, or incom-
plete ipachines; spot c.ash.—Shortridge, IS,

Boughton Rd., Brownsover, Eugby. [8628

WANTED, Gloria or a Sporting model, Norton or
Sunbeam sidecar, must be !at^ model and ia

good condition: cheap: deposit system; full particulars.

—Jones, 40, Oxford St., Pontycymmer. [8819

WANTED to purchase Outright for Cash, bankrupt
stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares,

rootor cycles, any make.—Send full particulars,

McSeille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool.

'Phone : X092 Royal. [7183

EXCHANGE.
/l-SEATER 12h.p. AUdays (see car column).—63.

Solon Rd., Brixton. [8708

A
EXCHANGE or sell 6h.p. De Dion, tax paid.—John

son, 172, Avenue Rd., Acton. t8780

LLON 234h.p., good as new; exchanges; sell £25.—
24, Newton Rd., Cricklewood, N.W. [8135

EXCHANGE, Harlev, T.T. bars, complete, for pair
touring.—9, Church Rd., Harlesden. I[8827

EXCHANGE 2?jh.p. 1915 Wolf, 3-speed. for 2-stroke.

—Miller, 265, Ongar Ed., Brentwood, [8448

' "1 Q21 Garden 2-seater, dvnamo lighting, for com-
i-fJ bination.—67, Fernlea Bd., Balham. [9H4

JULY 1922 All-chain Zenith-Bradshaw. never
ridden ; exchange.—43, Avenue, Egham. [8348

"|Q20 7-9h.p. Rndse-Multi. perfect: exchange lower
'.l-*y power.—17, Junction Rd., Eastbourne. [8216

TWO Motor Cycles, Bex and Minerva, and cash, for

2?lh.p. Douglas.— 75, Kew Rd., Richmond. [8915

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. Combination for 2'iih.p. Doug-
las.-Polhill, 1, Dane Rd., Merton, Surrey. [8689

EXCHANGE your present machine for a new car

or motor cycle at Kays. 8, Bond St., Earing.
[5076

ARIEL 3^-.h.p., 3-speed, fast, for A.B.C.—Lewis, 17,
Conev "ureeu Drive, Northfield. Birmingham.

[8770
EXCHANGE 8h.p. Bat, all-chain, countershaft com

bination.—Particulars, Bath Tavern, Mitcham.
[8442

COMBINATION. P. and M., 1919, smart, equipped,
perfect, for lightweight.—35, Bective Rd., Putney.

[8577
HUMEERETTE smart 2-seater for motor cycle and

cash, or sell cheap.—1, Swindon St., Highworth.
[8244

EXCHANGE B.B. Carburetter and saddle lor N.S.U.
gear, any condition.—Box 3357, c/o I'Ac Motor

"ytU. [8973

EXCHANGE 1922 Rudge SVjh.p. for Combination or
car; sell, £68.—Broadbridge, Oatlands, Wey-

bridge. [8247

EXCHANGE good sound motor cycle, value fl8, for
bicycle and cash.— Collins, 28, St. Mary's Kd., Nim-

eaton. [5633

EXCHANGE musical instrument, cash to £30; solo i

wanted.—Thompson, 32, Clarance Rd., Kentish
Town. [8412 1

ZENITH 81i.p. Combination for lower power. Morgan
or small car. See under Zenith.—Jeweller,

Earlsfield. [8837

HALIFAX.—Motor Cycles and Combinations
Wanted for exchange for latest 1922 Calthorpe,

Coventry-Premier, and Lagonda light cars. Liberal
allowances. Deferred payments quoted.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [8914

BASTONES
Established i6 years.

No better or Cheap'r House

Clincher de Luxe, Junior 17/6
Ditto, ex-Heavy 21/-

24X2l Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 21/6

26X2 Hutchinson, T.T.. Rubber Stud 21/-

HutChinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 22/-

Spencer Moulton, Sq. ribbed 18/6

Spencer Moullon, St. Stud, ex-Heavy 24/-

Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 24/6
Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 24/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

27/-

Michelin, Semelle Steel Stud 25/-

Rom Combination 37/-

Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 24/-

Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 25/-

Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 24/-

Palmer, Cord, Heavy 30/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy.. 36/-

Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Hf^avy . . .

.

36/-

Hutchinson, Passenger, Rubber Stud 36/-

Oominion,UscoRubl>er,non-skid,Heavy 25/6
Dominion, Corrugated, Heavy 28/6
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud .... 28/6
Midland, Ribbed, Heavy 30/-

V Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

55/3
'Goodrich, Safety Tread 35/-

Midland, Rubber Non-skid, Heavy .

.

28/-

Hutchinson, T.T.. Rubber Stud 26/8

Spencer Moulton, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 22/6
Michslin, Fine Ribbed 20/-

Spencer Moulton, Steel Stud 25/-

. Enflebert (Wired Edge) 25/-

Midland, Ribbed, ex-Heavy 35/-

( Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

38/6
650X 65 J Clincher Dreadnought 36/-

'- Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy 35/-

rClincher, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 47/-

I
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavv .

.

48/-

-[ Goodyear, All Weather, 52/-

I Super Chain, ex-Heavy 42/-

1. Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Stroug .

.

61/-

'GoOdyear, All-Weather Tread, ex-Heavy 50/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy 44/-

Firestone, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 44/-

PortagCj Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 40/-

Federal, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 40!-

Clincher De Luxe, ex-Heavy 40/-
t^ Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy 50/-

Hutchinson, Super Studded, ex-Heavy 64/3

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox,

24x2 and 24X2i each 4/3

26X2i and 26X 2i .-. each 5/6

700x80, 28x3 and 650x65 each 7/6
Goodyear Butted 28 X 3 each 7/6

The above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are sent on.

approval against remittance CARRIAGE PAID,

HOURS—9 till 6: Saturdays 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.

'Phone : 2481 North, 'Grams Bastones, London.

24 X 2

26X2}

26X2J

26x2}
to fit

26X2i

26X2J

26X3

700X8

cyUKDERBUCk
FOR ;

A^OroR CYCLES. CARS *5<f'.

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heal,

petrol, and oil.

Tim 1/2 and 2'.,

post fraa
^

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd.,

HULL, Englantl.

E. T. MORRI S CO, Ltd.,
MARMET HOUSE, FINCHLEY ROAD, N.W.3
are offering for cash or easy payments shop
soiled at greatly reduced prices, B.S.A.

—

Enfield—Martinsyde—Zenith Bradshaw—
Baby Triumph and Economic Motor Cycles

and Combinations.

Full particulars on request.

EXCHANGE
4h.p. Chater J.A. P. Combination. N.S.U. a-soe-^d

clutch; £35; lor hifiher power.—150, Garratt Lane,
Wandsworth. [8340

1 Q 21 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, fully
J-V equipped, tor Morgan or other car.—11. Park
Av., Enfield. [8523

WANTED, 2-stroke, exchange jirofessional cinemato-
graph mechanism.—Dillien, 20, Halg Rd., Plais-

tow, London., [8239

31.h.p. Indian, £20; 23-^.p. Douglas, £15; exchany^
2 both higher power one.—Summerfield, Lodge,

Capel, Surrey. [8554

EXCHANGE Countershaft 4V»h.p. B.S.A. S-sprc-d.

clutch, K.S.. for Lightw-eight and cash.—King,
Egrove, Oxford. [8741

EXCHANGE 1916 7*9h.p. W.D. Indian Combina-
tion, 2-speed, equipped, any trial.—28, Hopednle

Rd., Charlton, S.E. [8399

EXCHANGES.-See Arifl, Calthorpe. Douglas. Nor-
ton. Scott fohimns.—Kenta, 417, Lord St., South-

port. 'Phone: 1273. [8591

7h.p. J.A.P. W.C. Sporty 2-seater, streamline body,
3 speeds, perfect condition, for combination.

—

5, Tidy St., Brighton. [8465

5-6-h.p. Rex Combination, insured; exchange for
lower power combination or good sold.—12, Al-

wyne Rd., Canonbury, N. [8424

1 Q16 Scripps 2-3-seater, condition perfect, D.L. and
J-t/ S., tax paid; combination part exchange.—120,
Grove Rd., Walthamstow. [8403

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination. 1919. ex-
change lower power, Douglas preferred, or sell.—

20. Woodsome Rd., N.W.5. [7377

3-WHEEL 8h.p. Cycle Car, good condition, lamps.
etc., for modern solo machine, or would sell.—17,

Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [8253

-j Q 19-20 Powerplus Indian, T.T. bars, as new, 3
-*-*' speeds; lower power, 4h.p. Norton, etc.—8, Amos
Hill, Pen-y-Graig. Glamorgan. [8112

MINERVA Combination. S^^'^h.p,, 2-speed, handle
start; 32 gns.; take lightweight part.—57, Ken-

bury St., Camberwell, London. [8632

EXCHANGE new Miniature Transmitting, Receiving
Wireless for 24in. wheels or motor saddle; sell

30/-.—7, Abbey Walk, Grimsby. [8331

1 Oh.p. Hillman Landaulet, condition guaranteed.
M-f^ ideal taxi; exchange motor cycle or Ford.—9,
Red Hill, Bassett, Southampton. [8752

HENDERSON De Luxe Combination, dynamo, as
new throughout; exchange lower power.—51.

Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [8415

£30 cash and 3VL'h.p. motor cycle, for best combina-
tion, not later 1918; or sell £30.—Dykes, 25,

Moorpark, Stevenston, Ayrshire. [8816

1 Q19 Countershaft Zenith 8h,p., Dunhill sidecar, for
-L*' sporting Scott or Humber combination.—Halli-
day, R.A.E., Farnborough, Hants. [8625

VICTOR 1920 8h.p., water-cooled, used for demon-
stration only ; £100. Exchange motor cycle.

—

P. D., 58. Woodfield Rd., Ealing. 18758

A.B.C, Brand New Sports Car, licensed, cost over
£300; exchange solo or combination and cash.

—

51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [8414

ARIEL SV^h-.p. 1915, countershaft, three, good order;
£32, offer; exchange good combination, cash ad- .

]ustment.—68, Bancroft Rd., Mile End, E. [8130

INDIAN Combinntion, condition as new, fidly
equipped : exchange solo Indian Scout or 4h.p.

Harley.—42, Hnrpendan Rd., West Norwood. [8165

EXCHANGE 1920 8b.p. Countershaft Zenith. lamps.
speedometer, taxed, for lighter machine.—'Phone :

Kingston 1274.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [859S

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, excellent
-!-«/ condition, for modern lightweight. After 5
p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith, W.C. [8712

AMERICAN X 1921 Combination, dynamo liehtins.
magnificent turn-out; exchange lower newer and

cash.—110, Upper Richmond Rd., East, Sheen. [8067

7-9h.p. Rudge-Multi. late 1920. beautiful coachbuilt
sideca:r, new condition; exchange lower power and

cash.—110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [8068

rC|20 Harley Combination, 7-9h.p., discs, speedometer,
*.r dvnamo, unscratched, beautiful outfit for light-

weight or 2-seater.—21, Wontner Rd., Balham. [8799

EXCHANGE 1920 SKp. New Imperial Combination,
equipped, splendid condition, for solo and cash.

—

164, Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park, S.W.13. [8579

A.J.S. 1920 Combination. 6h.p., accessories, taxed.
?ound condition, for light solo or combination, or

sell cheap.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [8990

1 Q20 Williamson Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., S-speed
Xt/ Sturmey-Archer gear box, all on, and in per-

fect order; exchange lower power and cash.—Chaulfeur,
Allbury House. Surbiton Hill Rd.. Sjirbiton. [8207

EXCHANGE 3V3h.p. Zenith, about 1914, Gradua
gear, B. and B.. Bosch, T.T. bars, engine perfect.

tyres and belt good, for 2-stroke. about 2'/^h.p., in

good order.—Tomlinson, Grove Mill. Haslingden.- [8393

All letters relating to advertisements should <iuote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue- s.^^
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EXCHANGE.
1 Q20 4J4'i-P. B.s!a., 3-sp?ed, all-cTiam drive, in
A*^ perfect condition, for lightweight and cash.—
164, Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park. S.W.18. [8578

3JLh.p. Broiigh, o.h.v., 3-speed S.A., countershaft,
2 dual c]uti:h, Lucas, Cowey, last, for lightweight

and cash.—27, Wandle Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.17.
[8867

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, inteivlianeeable wheels,
etc.; exchange for solo or Morgan; cash" adjust-

ment.—Write Snow, 58, Malvern Rd., Dalston, E.B.
[9100

1 Q22 Gonnauglit 255h.p,, 2-spced, kick-startEV, lamps,
-Li/ speedometer, etc., unscratchetl, guaranteed, for

bi'St 4h,p.—Pratt, Woodlands, Higham, Rochester.
[8660

1 Q21 4-cylinder, 2-seater, hood, screen, electric
-l-t/ light, licensed, perfect, for combination or solo

and cash {95 gns.),—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.-
i[8841

EXCHANGE 1920 A.J.S. Combination, first-class

order, fully equipped, and cash for late Morgan;
sell £130.—45a, Duntshill Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18.

[9092

3iLh.p, Rover 3-speed, clutch, all accessories, tax paid,
2 exchange for a^^h.p. Connaught or any other

make.—Write to W. Lixenfield, Wolston, nr. Coventry.
[8257

P. and M. Combination, late model, malter's colours,
fully equipped, taxed, practically new condition;

exchange solo and cash.—7 Cowdrey Rd., Wimble-
don, [8865

EXCHANGE 1921 2-seater Richardson Car, dickey
back, for combination aiid cash; or ssll £125.

—

28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Marvland
2598. [86l6

A.V. Monocar, 1920, electric, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.; £60.
Modern motdr cycles part.^—Railton, Cobham

nnd Co., Ltd., Water St., off Blackfriars St., Man-
chester. {8158

"1 Q21 Henderson ' Combination, discs, speedometer,
J-^ legshields. Easting, dynamo, beautiful condi-
tion; for lightweight or 2-seater,—21, Wontnei" Rd.,
Balham. [8800

4h,p. Douglas Combination, 1919 model, elaborate
fittings, overhauled, for Morgan or similar;

moderate overhaul not objected.-23, Regency Sq.,
Brighton. [8200

DOUGLAS 1915 2">4h.p., 2-speed, electric headlamp,
horn, etc., sporty and very last; exchange 3h.p.

Enfield. New Imperial, Scott, etc.—152, Peckham Park
Rd., S.E. C8722

SPORTING Bat-Jap Combination, 5-6h.p.^ coachbuilt
sidecar, perfect, for solo Douglas, Triumph, or

siniijai"; cash adjustment.—239, Goldhawk Rd., Shei>-
herd'S Bush. [8787

EXCHANGE 1912 Rtudebaker 4-sGater Touring Car.
detachable wheels and spare, for good" 2-stroke

motor cycle, or sell £40.—Apply Bury Bros., Great
Tew, Oxon. [8382

T> OVER 8h.p. Car, nearly new, speedometer, tax,
-tty Etc., new tyres, perfect, value £160 ; exchange
combination and cash.—51,' Upper Richmond Rd..
East Putney. [8416

RACING Henderson Combination, guaranteed per-
fect, D.A. lighting, speedometer, Canoelet, con-

ilition excellent; for 2-seater, or sell.—21, Wontner
Rd., Balham. [8801

EXCHANGE Enfield Magdyno Combination. 1920,
excellent condition (too powerful), for late Su-n-

beam, B.S.A., Triumph single; nx> rubbish.—12, Union
St., Maidstone. [8656

1 Q14 6-8h.p. Rex Coachbuilt Combination, over-
Ltf hauled, rebushed, in good condition, for P. and
M. combination or 4h.p. Douglas solo, or sen.~62,
Galloway Rd., W.12. [8259

1 Q21 L.M.C. 8-9h.p., all enclosed chain drive, patent
-*-*^ saddle suspension, not run 300 miles, too power-
ful for owner; £85, or exchange 4h.p, Douglas 1921-2,2.
—Clark, Llangunnor, Carmarthen, [8592

EXCHANGE 1921 8h.p. Enfield Combination.
speedometer. Easting and many extras, perfect

condition, for late model Levis and cash.—Roberts,
17, Albion Place, Northandpton. [7717

EXCHANGE lOh.p. Singer 2-seater lisht car. eood
appearance, tax paid, for a combination and

rash, or sell for cash £115.-74, Brighton Rd.,
Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston 3025. [8507

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Good second-hand 2 and
4-seaters at bargain prices. I also supply new

Matchless solos and combinations.—Seabridge. Han-
sler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 24t 16942

BEARDMORE-PRECISION 3Vjh.p.. chain, spring
frame, electric, speedometer, unscratched; ex-

r-hange Velocette, Ivy 3h.p,, or sports solo.—Powell,
Upper Green, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton. [8767

"OXCHANGE deals considered for 1920 Triumph
-L' combination, 1921 Harley-Davidson combination,
1022 Scott Squirrel combination; see Sales column.—
3oad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hanipstead 1353.

[9007
Jt-Gh.p. Blurafield Combination, Sturmey 3-speed,
'- cojntershaft, H. and F. clutch control. Clayrite,
De Luxe sidecar, screen, lamps, Binks, Dunlops, for
Morgan; sell £100.-29, Thornhill Rd., Leyton. E.10.

[8806

In Busy and

Populous

South Wales

The SouthWales
Branch

of

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Heai Office: 77, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

is situated at

15, High Street,

CARDIFF
Telephone: CARDIFF 4156.

—a convenienl centreforthewhole District,

Applications for "The Motor
Cycle" and "The Autocar"
policies are invited from South
Wales Agents.

These should be addressed to

the Cardiff Branch, the Manager
of which will be pleased to
give any information that may
be desired.

Every assistance is rendered
to agents in securing business,

and the specialised organisation

of the Company is placed at

their disposal for the settlement
of claims or difficulties.

N.B.—"The Motor Cycle*' policy is authorised
and approved by "The Motor Cycle," with
which The Autocar Fire & Accident in-
surance Company is closely associated. The
conditions of the policy are complete and
comprehensive, and the issuing Company
enjoys a high reputation for generous and
prompt settlement of claims, and for efficient
service to policy-holders at all times.

WRITE TO-DAY.

EXCHANGE
1 Q2I 7-9h.p. Indian PowerpUis CombinaUon extta=
-1- *^ posh ; also 8h.p. Matchless Victory Mode)
spare wheel, hood, screen. Exchanj^e cither lowe
power and cash.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Bartoa-oh
Trent.

fg^g,

1021 Raleigh 5-6h.p. Combination de Luxe, ^rioi
--*^ frame, Grindlay sprung wheel sidecar, liumri
ously equipped, practically unscratched; exchanpe lowe
power and cash.—110, Upper Richmond RaL, fe
Sheen. [eo6;

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, spring (rai;.

equipped, excellent condition, just overhaul'
wants seeing, exchange for good iower power cotflbio.i

tion or furniture; seli £55.-20, Phelp St., Walworth
S.E.17. [8«T

;

EXCHANGE James Cothbination, cJutch, kick-atarter,
j

perfect cnndition throughout, overhauls laBt I

season cost £20; sell £55, or take lightweight tc !

value; £25 part exchange.—Puddy, St. Michael's A?.,
Yeovil. [8717

YOUR, present mount exchanged lor 1922 4Vjh.'^.
4-speed P. and M. -solo or combination; cash eithei

way, full market value given.—Kenneth Keinp and Co., i

4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch, Lon-
don, W.2. [9161

23.h.p. 4-stroke J.AJP. Engine, B. and B. carburetter,
4 Bosch magneto, good running order, exchange

234h.p. 2-stroke 1915 or 1916 ditto or withcu-t mag- '

neto.—Goude, 12, Whitmore St., Whittlesey, nr.

Peterborough. [8231

SMALL 2-Eeater, water-cooled, 8h.p. twin, 4 an'd re^
,

verse, friction drive, hood, screen, speedofiieter,
thorouph mechanical condition ; £90 ; exchanp;e twin '

combination.—Particulars,- Agate, Dunants Hill,
jHemel Hempstead. 18211.

EXCHANGE yonr mount for a Martinsyde, the ma-
chine of merit, best value there (.sicash or de- I

ferred payments.—Particulars from the Service Agents,
j

Marlborough Motor Works {The Motor House), 20,

Fihchley Rd., N.W.8. [6176

TAMPLIN 1919 8h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey-Archer
gears^ electric, repainted, and in lirst-claes

mechanical condition; £70. Modern motor cycle part.

Railton, Cobham and Co., Ltd., Water St., off Black-
friars St., Manchester. [8159

EXCHANGE.—Rover SV^h.p. 1920, Toiirist model,
brand new, never ridden, for piano, Bluthner,

Steining. Brinsmead. Upright, overstrung, Londou
area only.—Full particulars to Advertiser, 1 4, Har-

.

rington Square. N.W.I. [9146
j

INDIAN 7-9fa.p. 1919 Powerplas. 'spr-ine. frame,"!

sporting machine, 3-speed, kick-starter, hand and
foot clutch, all accessories, tax paid, exceptional
conditiort ; £5S, or lower power.—157, Burntwcod
Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.17. [8501

A-B.C. 19-20, dynamo lighting, speedometer. Hender-
son sidecar, iust been thoroushly overhauled,

excellent throughout ; exchange, with cash, for Sun-
tefim or Triumph, or will separate.—Jowsey. Lamb :

Hotel, St. Ives, Huntingdon. [8333

PHOTOGRAPHS of any of our second-hand '

machines sent free. \'our present motor cycle

taken in part exchange for any make ' of new or

second-hand motor cycle or light car. 50 second-

hands, in stock, all prices.—Below.

COUNTRY Clients' requirements given sWecial

attention. Distance no object. We specialise in

ix)£fc exchanges. See above.—Below.

PETER Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Rd.,

East Sheen. Open always. Tele. : Putney 2865.
[9J41

F.O.C.H. will take yonr present machine in ex-

change for a hew or second-hand car or motor

cvclfe; highest prices allowed.—Fair Offer Car House,

5. Hea.th St,, Hampstead (near Tube).- Phoce

:

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
ri609

COVENTRY-VICTOR 5-7h.p. Sports Combination.
1920 model, Swan sporting sidecar, Eastine.

electric lighting, 3-speed kick-starter^ new oversizo

covers, for good solo (P. and M. preferred) and -cash:

sell £100.—Helliwell, 11. Fletcher St., Warrington.
r8285

EXCHANGES.—The Newnhana Motof Co. specialisp

in exchanges oi all descritpions. Motor cycles for

light, cars, solos for combinations, cash either way.

Full list on Request; 100 maohines to select from. A
call from you will be welcomed.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. [8937

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Sporting Combination, setni-

T.T. bars, with Brooklands handle-bar screen,

Triplex screen on sidecar, dashboard and clock, copper
exhaust pipes, detachable chamber at rear, back wheel

rebuilt with 8-gauge spokes, electric lighting, recent

overhaul cost £40; outfit admired everywhere; exchfinge

lower power solo and cash, or sell.—Boyntou, 23, Win-
chester Rd., Bath. [8715

, NY
REPAIRERS.

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repairerl

promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering
Co., Hounslow. [0517

BUTTERWORTHS.—Light car and motor cycle re-

pairs and overhauls.—15. Deal Rd., Tooting.
[8630

346 All letters relating to a'dvbftisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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REPAIRERS.
;»AT Repair Specialists,

ijiRAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Cut-downs,
new forks, back stays, chain stays ; fixed and

lb Bear machines converted; tube bending and
ncbining of every description; obsolete parts made
Older; urgent jobs returned in 12 hours.—The

oyftl Bunting Engineering Co., 5, Palace Mews,
fifield. London, N. [8109

"1. R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
J grinding specialist,

"CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, ot Leeds] has no
J equal. Price, complete with piston, from 25/-.

» 1,000 is the value of the inacliine and equipment
i^ thai will grind vour cylinder at our works,

—

,sUr. ol Leeds. 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

JiNGINES Pebushed, overhaiiled, rings fitted, singles
J 30/-, twins 40/-.—Below.

iYLTNDERS Reground, fitted with new pistons com-
^ picte, cast iron or aluminium, 20/- to 35/-; all

>rk guaranteed and returned in 3 days.—Turner
ros., Summerseat, Manchester. [4942

jiXPERIENCE Counts; oner 20 years is at your
J service in repairs.—Below.

JiRAMES Repaired and Altered; the pioneers of
cutting down to low riding position.^Bslow.

.ENGINES Overhauled, rebushed. etc., cylinders
ij lebored and new pistons fitted, aluminium pis-

ns, engine sprockets, etc., made to pattern or

eU'h.—Below.

CONVERSIONS.—Sturmey-Archer, Jardine. or Bur-
J man pear boxes fitted to any hub or fixed gear
ichines. Particulars and quotations upon request.
rst-cJass workmanship guaranteed.—A. Pilkington
,d C<i., 390, Lichfield Rd„ Birmingham, [8363

if7"HITTALL.—Pistons, cheapest, promptest; crank-
V shafts reground, accuracy guaranteed.

ITHITTALL.—Cylinders reground and new complete
V piFtons. perfection guaranteed. Welding ex-

Tts.—Whittall Machinists' Co.. Whittall St.. Birmin?-

m. r0017

ITELDING Aluminium Crank Case, gear boxes by
,» experts; immediate attention; reasonable prices.

Below.

ITELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
V experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed
'' since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;

w pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co.. 140, Conybere

„ Birmingham. [3797

RMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer gear repairs and
'^ replacements; all parts supplied from . stock.—
vistrick.

RM.STRONG and Sturmey-Archer gears repaired
>- while you wait.^Tavistock.

1 EARS.—Any type of gear boxes or gear replace-
'^ ments made to pattern or drawing at competi-
' e prices,—Tavistock Engineering Co., Johnson St.,

.tting Hill Gate. 'Phone : Park 3447. [0917

XDIAN Owners.-^If you have trouble with your
machine, send to Indian repair specialists, Dennis,

, ,
Brixton Rd., London. [3655

CETYLENE Welding for the Trade, nothing too
;- big, small or difficult, quick service,—Weldit Co.,
I Pavilion Rd., Knightsbridge, S,W.l. [8389

.C.C.—Cylinders Reground; new light pistons;
Triumphs" quickly; revised prices,—Gradior

: chine Co., Stafford. (Estd. 28 years.) [2376

. 'RAME. Fork, and Chassis Repairs; tubes and lugs
: replaced as new by experts : diw^ount to trade.—
Inghiim and Co., fitzroy St., Leicester. [5146

\
YLINDER grinding, new pistons fitted, machin-

ing, overhauls, accuracy -guaranteed.—Robins,
lapman Co.. York St., St. Pauls, Bristol. [3599

i'LATING and Stove Enamelling, all colours; motor
' cycle parts and tanks as new; discount to trade,
[..angham and Co., Fitzrcy St., Leicester. [5145

i'NAMELLING, Plating, tanks ^^akers' colours,
" machines enamelled, plated, overhauled, repaired,
jick work.—11, Cramplon's Fold, Woodhouse. Leeds.

I

[7786
t/'ELDING.-Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc.,
" made like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—
;nge Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton. Man-
?ster. [6608
»AT Repairs.—Yoa cannot do better than send your
r maohiTie to the makers, who possess the necessary
Ills and jigs for alignmenf,' thereby assuring a satis-
rtory job.

!>AT Gear Box Parts.—We can now supply all parts
" from stock.

i
-A.P. Engines, Repairs and Spares.—We specialise in

:
repairs to all types, irrespective of the Bat type,

d can supply all parts from stock.-Bat Motor Manu-
ituring Co., Penge, London, S-E. [2507
1YLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc.; accurate

and highly finished work; prompt delivery; price
t on application.—W. and F. Wills, Ltd.. Engineers,
idgwater. [0728
'IRAME and chassis repairs, alterations, conver-

sions to countershaft; expert workmanship;
jisonable charges.—Henry V. Smith, Osmondthorpe
ne, Leeds. [636£

\ Piston Rings— |
«

1 standard or over-size piston rings ;
• for any type of engine supplied •

\ from stock, or within two days.

S That is the service we guarantee. ;
• " W & J

" Piston Rings are made •

1 from a special close-grained iron •

I conforming to Air Board speci- C
• fication, and by our process of j

S manufacture ensure perfect •

; compression, under all condi- *

5 tions. Best quality, no ;

i waiting, and prices right. •

\ ^ \
s :
• Onr Service com- :

1 prises atso : Pistons, !

\ Gudgeon Pins, and •

• Cylinder Gri , ding. ;

Qea/^guxc^
immediately

ARMSTRONG and
STURMEY-ARCHER

We make a speciality of prompt

and efficient REPAIRS, and
GUARANTEE that wlien a
Gear leaves our works it is in

perfect order.

All spares in stock.

HUB or
COUNTERSHAFT

Send for Price List.

County Engineering Co.,
btaines Roan, HOUNSLOW.

Railway: L. &S.W.
Wires : "Threespeed, Hounslow.

'

'Phone' Houn?)nw 122.

Sturmey n| Archer & Armstrong Gears

Stamney-Archer Gear Boxes m Stoctt.

2-Srce6 £11 3-Speed Light Weight £16 5

3-Speea Heavy Weight £17 0.

ABOVE GEARS REPAIRED IMMEDIATELY
Every part for all types actually In stock, no waitirvj

Repairs executed nrlthln one day of receiving
order. Fully Illustrated lists and instruction
sheets by return of post. Stamos appreciated.
State make of gear and type. Usual trade terms.
Send repairs to Putney Station, L. & S. W. RLY,
OROMWBLL ENGINEERING CO.'.
327. Putney Bridge Road, b.W.15. 'Phone: 1601 Putney

REPAIRERS,
ENAMELLING. PlaliiiG.—Tanks enamellerl as before;

handle-bars, etc.. plaled.—Send to Murray's Plating
Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers and enamellers
to the trade. [0024

SPEEDOMETERS.—Repairs to all makes; Stewart
and Corbin a speciality; new and second-hand

supplied.—London Speedometer Co., Tamworth St.,

Fulham, S.W.6. [6572

N.S.TJ. and Sturmey (hub or countershaft) Gear Ex-
perts. Send your gear along and we will return

prrj forma invoice.—South London Repair Co., 15,
De^l Rd . Tooting. [8136

A RMSTRONG and Sturmey hub and box geara re-
.tS- paire<l iind parts supplied, also countei'shaft con-
version sets.—Dalby, Triumph Specialist, Baker St.,

Sparkhill, Birmingham. [8173

Ij^RAME Repair Specialists.—New tubes, forks, stays,
cut downs, conversions, enamelling and plating,

at lowest prices; quick despatch.—A. E. and F. Brit-
tain. Bentley Lane, Walsall. [2692

CYLINDER Re-grinding and fitting of new pistons
is our siteriiility ; we also supply pistons, rings,

valV'es, guidss. but^lies and other parts for any make
of motor cycle engine.—C.M.D.

PISTONS complete for all standard makes in stock
from 12/- to 22/- each, postage 1/-.—O.M.D.

CYLINDERS Re-ground and fitted with new piston,

rings and gudgeon complete; 2^h.p. Douglas,
20/- each; 2^ih.p. Enfield. 25/-; 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 32/-;

3JAh.p. and 4h.p. Triumph, 35/-; 4h.p., 6h.p., 8h.p.

J.A.P., 35/-. Write for list of testimonials.—C.M.D.
Engineering Co., Leamington Spa. 'Phone: 763. [1300

TRIUMPH Cylinders Reground and fitted with
genuine Triumph piston complete with rings and

gudgeon; 35/6; returned in 24 hours; J.A.P., B.S.A.,
Rover, etc., same price —Below.

WE Specialise, on Engines, complete overhauls; any
part made to pattern or drawing, accurate work

only.—Harvey and Co., 47, South Lambeth Bd., S.W.8
(150 yards from Vauxhall Station). 'Phone: 3289
Brixton. [0793

SCORED Cylinders repaired in 48 hours, price 11/-

per cylinder; engines re-bui=hed and overhauled
35/-, twins 40/-; aluminium renairs of all kinds.—
Godwin's Garage, Sunbury-on-Thames. [844S

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank
cases, cracked water jackets, valve seatings,

welded and machined complete; scored bores filled

in and ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complete
in cast iron or aluminium.—West London Weld-

ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick- 'Phone : Chi?wick
536. [0^15

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, and
renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.

Competent and satisfactory service assured [0827

CYLINDERS Re-ground, accurate finish, compres-
sion guaranteed; Triumph, Rover, Premier, 35/-;

2^4h.p. Douglas, 25/-; 70mm. bores, 30/-; rings and
gudgeons complete, twins low price.—Below.

PISTONS, all patterns, ovemze specialists, low
price.—Below.

PISTON Rings, oversize or st«p-Gut, 2/-; standard,
1/6; return post; none better. Thousands ol

testimonials.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd., Atberton.
[5136

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Repairs and Overhauls.- Wa
are now able to put work in hand without de-

lay; skillerl staff under careful supervision.—Harley-
Pavidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St.. London,
W.l. [0043

DOUGLAS and Triumph Service Depot. -We special-

ise in repairs to above makes. _
All parts in

stock. Send engine or complete machine for estimate.

—The Winstan-Hennev Motor Co., 63, South End,
Croydon. 'Phone : 2431. [0895

CYLINDERS Reground. new pistons fitted complete.
—Douglas, 20/-; 3y2-4h.p., 35/-; aJumininm

pistons, Brico rings supplied ; re-busii:ng, re-sea ting;

expert engine oveihauls.—Iledley and Co., Forth St.,

Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [2490

FORFIELD Motors, Forfield Place. Leaminctrn ^•-a,

for repairs and overhauls to any engine or niutar

cycle; special department for Premier and Triumph
repairs; work carried out by mechanics late with
Triumph and Premier works. [9143

TTTELDING, Welding. Welding.—Welding done by
VV experts; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes,

pistons, cranks, flanges, etc.; aluminium a speciality.

No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.— U.
Heap. 105. Bissell St.. Birmingham. [0023

HUMBER, Rex, V.S., Vindex, 2-speed wheels over-

hauled, also Roc countershafts. All spares in

stock. Agen ts for Roc spa res.- All comm unica t ioni

to J. Connolly and Co., Manufacturing Engineers,

.Crown Works, Lower Ford St., Coventry. '9169

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken flanges,

cracked water jackets, scored bores, cracked or

worn valve seatiugs. aluminium casings, nny broken
motor parts welded and machined and returned in 7

days; cylinder re-ground, new piston fittf^-i .
piston-*,

valves, guides, all makes in stock: repairs to any en-

gines or guns.—Lincoln Jeffries. Jnn., Gun and M.'ioi

Makers, 120, Steelhouse, Birminglmm. [Sbi'-o

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue -y 47
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REPAIRERS.
WELDING {Autogenousj.—A successfal weld must

be made by a metallurgist. Cast-iron and
aluminium specialists. All work guaranteed. Money
back principle.—Rogers and Son. Welding Scientists,

21a, Circus St., Liverpool. Phone : North 1516. [3808

CRITERION, the cylinder-grinding specialists. We
expect you know the name. 85mm., 34 / -

;

2''4h.p. Douglas. 24/-; 2-strokes from 36/-, with pis-

tons complete.—Criterion Motor Works. Criterion

Mews, Fairbridge Rd., Upper Holloway, London, N.19.
'Phone: Hornsey 1147. [6114

HUB-GEARED machines converted to counter
shaft, or conversion sets supplied to suit all

makes; all makes of gear boxes and spare parts in
stock; recommended by the leading manufacturers;
?tamp reply.—Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Lane,
Coventry, 'Phone: 634. [7674

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.I., Epecinlists in motor cycle repairs of all

descriptions. Completely eanipped workshops at 14,
Miller St., Camden Town, N.W. ['Phone: Museum
24341, which afford exceptional fncilities for overhauls
and repairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [0639

ENGINES Overhauled, rebushed, and tuned up; new
valves, piston rings, etc, always in stock; com-

plete overhauls within 48 hours" of receipt; frames,
gear box conversions, new tubes fitted, or any altera-
tions; enamelling, etc.; specialists in Norton, Triumph,
and B.S.A. repairs; full range of spares.—Simister,
Jordangate, Macclesfield. [8127

NOTICE.—Do you know we are grinding cylinders
and fitting new pistons complete, either iron

or aluminum, irom 20/- each? We guarantee our
work, and we can supply new pistons from 8/- each.
Hundreds of testimonials. Let ua quote you. Over-
hauls from 35/-. Wc can give immediate deliveries.
All our pistons fitted Brico rings.—Kendall and C-o.,

Engineers, Stoney Stanton Ed., Coventry. [7501

WE Specialise in repairs to N.S.U. engines and
N.S.U. engine-shaft gears, our enormous stock

of N.S.U. spare parts (having acquired the company's
entire stock-in-trade and patterns) enables us to supply
to suit practically all N.S.U. models, including the
earlier types, fitted with Eisemann L.T. magneto, also
for the 2h.p. N.S.U. engines fitted to 1913-14 0-K.
machines. In ordering, it is important to submit old
part as pattern ; trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and
Co., Acton Hill Works, Speft-es Dept., 275, High St.,

Acton, London. [0355

IP Only the Best will satisfy yo\i, then the Tennant
Engineering Co., 238, Bristol St., Birmingham,

alone can please you. Super-tritical you may be, but
their work will pass your inspection down to the last
detail. No firm has more experience, no firm has keener
workmen, no firm has greater or better facilities for
turning out perfect work, and no firm will strive more
to give you satisfaction. Cylinders rebored and fitted

new pistons. Rebushing of every dec:cription. Engines
completely overhauled and returned full of vigour and
vim. Frames altered and repaired. Everything
fully guaranteed and at cami>etitive prices. Official

repairers to A.C.U. and R.A.O.—'Phone : Mid. 1928.
[0047

WHITE and Watson, 80, Belvedere Rd., Lambeth,
S.E.I, Motor Cycle Repair Specialist-s.—We have

by careful organisation arranged a 24-hour service for
reboring cylinders; cylinders reground and fitted with
new pistons complete in 24 hours from time of receipt
to despatch. To facilitate this, it is advisable to post
remittance, when despatching, according to our
schedule below. 2%h,p., syoh.p., and 4h.p. Douglas
cylinders reground, with 2 new pistons complete, 35/-,
40/-, and 45/- per pair; other flat twins from 40/-
to 45/- per pair; other cylinders at the following
rates: Up to 65 mm., 22/6; 70 mm., 27/6; 80 mm.,
32/-; 85 mm., 35/6; and over, 37/6; 2-strokes up to
60 mm., 38/-; 70 mm., 40/-; and over, 45/-. Brico
rings fitted to our rebores as st-andard; Clewpet rings,
4/- per bore extra. Engines rebushed, rebalanced, and
overhauled. Gear boxes overhauled and replacements
machined. Fijst-class workmanship. Aluminium weld-
ing, no distortion. [8640

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE : in addition to advertisements under
\

i this heading, advertisements of Spare Parts for ;

» individual makes of motor cycles will be found at
j

i the end of the advertisements of such makes in I

the classified pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale." ;

MAUDES' Motor Mart. Special offer of clearance ex-
W.D. and manufacturers' suidIus ofler. P. and M.

frame tool bags, 11/-; Coventiy chains, unused, low
gear, 10/6; liigh, 10/-; driving 20/-; set, 38/-; front
stands, 5/-; front brakes, 24/6; fir cone valve caps for
BlackbuTne. Triumph, Douglas, Sunbeam, Norton, 5/9

;

licence-holders N.P., 2/6 ; Lodge aero plugs, 2/6 ; Douglas
2=4h.p. Eenold chains. 7/6; 4h.p., 11/6; N.P. front
brakes complete, 2';4h.p., 13/6, doz. only; Watford
trip speedometers complete, 80/-; set of Apollo spanners,
2/6; tool rolls only 1/6; electric torches without bat-
tery, 1/3; ein. screwdrivers, 1/4; Bin. hacksaws, ad-
justable, 2/4; 2-speed Hoc gear box, £6/10; Royal Ruby
spindles with cones, front 5/-, rear 7/6; Sturmcy foot
clutch pedals, 2/3; aluminium rear lamps, 3/6; 18in.
Bluemel pumps, 4/6 ; genuine sheepskin gauntlet gloves,
5/6 per pair; mechanical horn, black or N.P., 13/6.—
Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Gt. Portland St., W. [9031

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NEW SHOP-SOILED AND SECOND-

HAND MOTOR CYCLES AND

COMBINATIONS AT PRICES FOR

CASH OR INSTALMENTS TO

SUIT YOUR POCKET or INCOME.

Please write v.s for full lists, -your
present machine in part exchange

and/or as first instalment.

WANTED FOR CASH '!»»/-

MORGAN, ROVER, G.N., PREMIER.
Please give full particulars and prices.

MORGAN'S
1922 MODELS
FROM STOCK.

SpELi-e fstrts, a.ny IVIodel,
'From S-tocU.

13, 15, 16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
Phone

: Avenue 5548. CAMOMILE STREET.
Stock, London. LONDON. E.C.3

THE *K' SERRATED
MOTOR CYCLE

OILCAN.
PATENT No. 2939.

Fitted with BRASS
TUBULAR SCREW SPOUT

NO LEAKING JOINTS.

Posi free 1/9 each Jrom the

SOLE MAKERS:
J. KAYE & SONS, LTD.

93, High Kolbom, LptiDON, or Lock Works, LESDS

E1
SPROCKETSandGEARS

of every description. Single
orders and quantity producUon.

Immediate deliveries.

Trade Enquiries Solidled.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.

A.
BANISTER-BOTTEN have the largest etr^ i

genuine new Douglas spares ex-W.U.—Belo\^

DOUGLAS 41i.p, Engine Spaing.—Cranksbjifts.
nuts, 6d. ; luaiu races, 17/6 and 8/-; ronri'

rods, 16/6; pistons, complete, 12/6; bare, 9/6; \

2/6; springs, 6d. ; valve guides, 1/9; tappets, 3/6; i

g^uides, 3/6; valve c^ps, 2/-; rings, 1/6; gudgeonn
small end^, 1/6; big ends, 2/-; bolts, Ad. ; spn -

3/6; camshafts, 15/-; races, 4/-; housings, Til-; >

ly^d., cams complete, 6/-; top BGctiou crnnk
25/-; oil trays, 3/6; main oil pipes, 4/6; piimr,^,

intermediate and camshaft wheels, 5/-; magnetos,
main, 4/-; worm screws, 1/6; bronze wljeel, 1/-; .

stu(^k, 1/3; induction pipes, 12/6; exhaust lifts,

plete, 10/-; magnetos, -Thomson-Bennett, 37/6.—H-)

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Gear Box, Clutch Spare«.-t
\vheel3, 17/6; pulleys, complete, 15/-; iront jm

6/6; middle, 2/6; cork, 5/-; rear, 10/-; races for

1/-: studs, 3d. ; screws, IM-d. ; kick-starter (|u;i'l'

12/6; pinions, 2/6; nuts, 1/6; eleeve nuts. 5/6: W'

5/6; bridle, 5/6; front bolt, 2/6; rear K.S. bolt,

dustoap, 6d. ; drawbolt, complete, 2/6 ; all iin

pinions, 6/- each; dogs, 3/6; mainshafts, 9/-; sectnc

5/-; bronze forks, 3/-; steel, 3/6; main race ,
side, 6/-; secondary races, 5/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Fork Parts.-Sides. 30/- pair,

ing columns, 7/ 6 ; headelips, 6/ 6 ; spindles,

fork springs, 1/6; eyes, 1/6; nuts, 3d.; shackles,

4/-; bottom, 4/6; race^, 9d. eacK 1915 fork 1

Steering columns,- 6/6; spindles, 1/6; links, 1/-;-e|k,

1/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p.-Rear stands, 8/-; front ;1918), i

(1915), 2/6; footboards, 12/6 pair; carriers /1&

16/6; rearguards, 10/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p.—Frames, steel heads, £7; headli

15/-; bottom rear stays, 4/6 each; tops, 1

bolts, 21- ; sidecar rear spring3, complete, 9/-; top !r

4/- ; side rearstay clip, 5/-.~Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p.-Wheel rims, 4/6; hub^, 12/6:
rims, 10/-; spindles, 3/-; cups, 1/-; shells,

rings, 1/-: dustcaps, 3d.—below.

DOUGLAS 4h. p.—Exhaust pipes, 16/- pair; silti

10/-; clutch and brake pedals, 3/6; rear bi

complete, 14/6; spanners, valve cap, 1/-,—BelOAV.

DOUGLAS 2^4i.p. Engine Spares.-Valves, 2/-:

plete, 2/9; connecting reds, bushed, 14/-; I'Im

bare, 7/6 ; ring<^, 1/-; gudgeons, 1/-: small ends, ;

valve springe, 6d, ; big ends, 1/6; valve guides, 1

tappets, 21-
;

guides, 1/3; sprockets, 2/6; locker ai

3/-; studs (camwheel rocket, etc.), 1/6: valve caps, 1

magnetos, Thomi^on-Bennett, 37/6; Dixie, 17/6; iig
pipes, 12/-.—Below. j

DOUGLAS 23^h.p. Gear Box Spares.-Layshafts, I3i

screwed sleeves, 6/-; plain, 6/-; large races, 1
small, 3/-; pulleys, 5/-; chain wheels, 5/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2^h.p. Clutch Model.-Chain wheels. 17
adiu<5tabl6 pulleys, 12/6; pedals, 3/6; maiaBfiai

9/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 234I1.P.—Rear mudguards, 7/6 : oatiif

10/6; silencers, 12/6; footboards, 8/6 pair; cLi

guards, 4/6; rear stands, 8/-; frbnts, 2/6; tool ba
21- Eecond-band, new, 77-.-Below.

DOUGLAS 2S^h.p.—Fork spindles, long, 1/6; fili(

1/-; springs, 1/6; headraces, 6d. ; number plat

1 /3 pair ; brake blocks, 1 16 ; sight-ieed glasses, 1

petrol taps, 1/9; hub spindles, 3/-; cups, 1/-; eihm
lifts, 7/6; filler cups, 1/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 8h. p.-Cylinders, W.C., £2; pi-stons, 81

rings, 1/6; gudgeons, 1/6; small ends, 1/6;
'

ends, 3/-; valves, 3/6 ; connecting rods, 17/fi ; va
guides, 1/9. Can quote for other spares.—Below.

BANISTER and Botten have^nll the small Dong'
spares in stock. Trade supplied. Hundreds

parts not mentioned above. All goods despatched sni-

day, carriage extra.-341, Upper St., Lnndon, N
Opposite Agricultural Hall. 'Phone : 2480 North. \B3

4h.p. Douglas Spares, all brand new, genuine
Below.

PISTONS, oversize, 5/-; valves, 1/9; piston rinj

7d.; tappet guides, 1/9; tappets, 1/9; smafl^
bushes, lOd.; big-end bushes, 1/3; gear change quft
-rants, 2 / 6 ; rear hubs, complete, 8 /- ; spindles, 1 /
cups, 7d.; rear brakes, complete. 10/-; rear stamr
6/-; tanks, complete with sight-feed lubricator, ei

(1915 type), new, 35/-; carburetter control wirea, «h
plete, 3/- pair. Only parts as above in stock.—Bek)

SPRING Links.—s^X 5-1 6 Coventry, ' lOd. each. 8
doz.; Renolds cranked. 9d. each, 7/6 doz.; rollei

4d., 3/- doz.; %x% Renold or Coventry, cranked iSnJ'

6d. each. 5/6 doz.; VsXS-lS Renolds spring links, 5
each, 4/- doz.; cranked, 4d. each, 3/- doz.—^Below.'

EST and Lloyd Sight-feed Lubricators, less pufixj
brand new; 6/- each.—Below.

CARRIAGE on all above extra. Large stocks-

'

other interesting parts. Cheques and P.O
should be made payable to Marble Arch Motor E
change, 135. Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone : Padd. 78
'Grams: Archmotex, Padd., London. [90(

J .A.P. Spates. Immediate delivery.—Kays 8, Boi
St.. Ealing. [50i\

WO Harley Cylinders, 1915, with pistons; £5.
—6, Moaeley St., Southend. C87t

B

T
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
[

LYNO.

TARHLE Arch Motor Exchange.

[
LYNO 5-6h.p. and 8h.p., spares, enormous stock.

! Undoubtedly we hold the largest stock in the

;-ld. All genuine Clyno parts, brand new.—Below.

[ARBLE Arch Motor Exchange.—No ridiculous

prices. Trade supplied, liberal discounts on quan-
les; send stamp lor our Clyno list and compare
oes; you'd be surprised.

iLYNO.—Very special offer, limited quantities. Take
' advantage <j{ 'this exceptional ofTer; it won't last

'.g, buy now. Rear portions, 35/-; front stands, 7/-;

eels, 30/-; hub shell, 5/-; wheel cones, 1/6; cups,
1

; wheel xims, 26in. or 28in., 5/-; handle-ba'rs, 7/-;
springs. 17/6 pair.—Below.

(ILY'NO Clutch Plate, bronze 8d. each, steel 3d.

i
each; ratchet sleeve, 1/-; starter pinion, 18t.,

-; pinion spring, 2d.; pinion sleeve, 1/6.—Below.

LYNO 5-6h.p.—Hollow crank pins, 2/6; crank pin
!

rollers, Id. each; outside washer for crank pin,

;; inside. 3d.- piston rings, 8d. each; valves, 3/-
[h; tappet guides, 1/6 eaoh; tappet, exhaust, 1/6;
tet, 9d. each; -cap for tappet, 6d.; cam gear wheels.
i5 each ; cam gear shafts, 1/6 each ; Ferodo brake
;>e lining, 9d. each; timing case screws, Id. each;
'eel spindle bolts, 1/- each.—Below.

jh.p.- Williamson and Douglas Spares, Enormous
[

stuck of engine part-s at halt list prices, all

I
nd new. Let us know your requirements.—Below.

I f4 2ft. 7in. Lengths Coventry Chain, 7/6; 22V2in.
1 lengths \'2X %in . Coventry magneto chain, 1/6
\h; special offer.—Below.

ENOLD Chain Rivet Extractors, 3/6 each; a very
i' useful 'tool.—Below.

;A.P. 8h.p. Spares.^^Brand new crank cases, 35/-;
double cam gear -wheels, 7/6; crank,pins, timing

2 shafts, 3/-.each; m^inshaft timing pinions, 2/-;
tun rings. 9d. each; gudgeon pin bushes, 1/6 each;
above brand new.—Below.

I HAMPTON Heavyweight Spring Forks, lOin. stem
' for lin. bars, brand new, ex-W.D., special offer;

1 -; Druid, 45/- pair.—Below.

iCOTT Rear Carriers, brand new; 10/- each to clear.

I

—Below.

!"EW Imperial 8h.p. Spindles, complete with cones,
J

nuts, and dust-caps, back and front; 4/- pair.

—

ow.

LEATHER Helmets.—Soft tan leather-lined chamois.
I special offer to clear; 4/- each, a real bargain.
jfetow.

IRAMPTON or Coventry Rear Chains for Clyno,
i' ^4X5-I6in., 5ft.; 15/-.—Below.

LYNO Tool and Spare Parts Boxes, 15in. long,

i

9ijin. wide, 51/21^. deep, fitted with 3 trays;
ise are really fine boxes, no Clyno rider should be
[bout one at this price; 7/6, worth double.-Below.

jLYNO Metal Tool Boxes to fit on top tube, very
;

special offer to clear; 5/- each, listed 17/6, suit
j

machine.—Below.

;LYNO Metal Cases for carrying spare tube; 1/9
j

each to clear, listed 4/6.—JBelow.

i

DECAR C Springs (Terry), 4 leal bushed,
special offer ; 1 7 / 6 pair.—Below.

LECTRIC Soldering Irons, brand new, by G.E.C.,
2DO-22O volt, listed 50/-; our price to clear, 12/-

1
1, a bargain.—Below.

i ^ROCKETS.—J.A.P., 6 or 8h.p., %X%, 16 t., 3/6;
;

14 t., 2/6; 12 t., magneto sprockets, 1/6 each,
elow.

.

iXLE Car Wheels, brand new, 24x21^, with No. 2
car hub, as fitted to Grahame White cycle car;

,

- each. list price, 30/-.—Below.
, 'UDGirARDS.—Front, 4in., heavily valanced amd
'• complete with stays for 26in. wheels, special
.ranee offer; 5/- each, worth double.—Below.

^E have a few Motor Cycle Dynamo Lighting Sets
complete.—These are really magnificent outfits,

' were manufactured to retail at £16; our price,
10. Come and see one, all brand new.

i

CETYLENE Head Lamp Sets.—Black or nickel,
i

comprising lamp, generator, H.B. brackets,
'ing; 17/6, usual price, 30/-.—Below.

I

LASONS, genuine, M.C., extra heavy top tube fit-

ting; 15/- each,—Below.
1
3X14 Gauge Finest Quality Steel Tubing lor M.C.

I

work; 7d. ft., any length cut.—Below.

IWECTRIC Head Lamps, 7in., complete with brackets
( and box to take accumulator; 35/-, a real bar-
,n, worth double.—Below.

; LECTRIC Tail Lamps, complete with'^dapter,
" beautiful finish, usual price, 10/6; our price,
i>.—Below.

6X2'^ Tyre Gaiters, a useful spare; 1/- each, usual
price, 2/6,—Below.

'0BES.-7OOx8'o Clincher, 6/-; 28x3. butt-ended.
St. Helens, 5/-; 26x2i4, made by Palmer, 5/6.

lelow.

iTELL-MADE Metal Accumulator Boxes, 6in. deep.
: ' 514x3^ ..in ., with hfnged lid and brackets ; 2/6
h, usual price, 7/S. [9078

very

IMPROVED KICK-STARTS
30/» Complete.

Fitted without alteration.

P.

M.
2| DOUGLAS Clntches £2-5-0

Suitable
for 2j h.p.

W.D. and
machines
prior to
1920.
H.B.

Control.
Easily,

fitted in

place of

gear
chain

sprocket.

Electric Lighting

Sets, £2 - 2 - 6

6in. Head Lamp, 4-volt. Accumulator,
Tail Lamp and Licence Holder.
Polished Aluminium finish.

Motor Cycle Accessories Co.,

43a, NEW CROSS ROM), SM.

Tankg. any
shape'to order.

Bcpalrs and re-

enamelllnR
from IS/B.
Illustrated
LiBt fre& 9^ •

A.Qxil I »r J _
taaki, with E
&U«T, tap. T

I

piece, piphiK, ^
ollpi, flom-
^tti, alwaya

A.GREEN,Water 8f^ off ChaptI M.. Salford. Manchester „
»«nffaiiiiillJiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiT»

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
-pOSTERS.

THE quick despatch firm hold one ol the largest
stocks of Douglas motor cycle spares and acces-

sories, all at knock-out prices; trade supplied, etc. —
Below. ,.-^

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Engine Spares.—Cylinders, 27/6;
Douglas carburetters, new, complete, 15/- each;

Amac carburetters, complete. 27/6; crankshafts.
37/6; connecting rods, 16/6; valves, 2/6; guides. 1/9;
springs, 6d.; caps, 2/-; tappets. 3/6; guides. 3/6;
pistons, 9/-; rings, 1/6; gudgeons. 1/-; main pinion
wheels, 4/-; intermediate wheels, 5/-; magneto wheels,
5/-; camshatt, 15/-; big-end bushes. 2/-; small, 1/6;
induction pipes, 12/6; oil pumps, complete, 10/-;
main oil pipes, 4/6; worm screws, 1/6; wheels, 1/-;

flywheel sprockets, 3/6; chain guards, 6/-; etc.—
Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Gear Box Spares.—Brand new gear
boxes, complete with clutch and kick-start, etc.,

£9/l(y; all pinions, 6/-; dogs, 3/6; clutch ballraces,

1/6; chain wheels, 17/6; clutch plates, back, 10/-;
middle, 2/6; front, 6/-; loose with cork inserts, 5/-;
rear bolts. 4/-; front, 2/6; kick-start quadrants, 12/6;
klck-sta-rt pinions, 2/6; nuts. 1/6; clutch release arms,
3/-; ditto lever, 6/-; drawbolts complete 2/6; springs,
9d.; C.W. sleeve nuts, 5/6; etc.—3eIow.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Fork and Miscellaneous Spares.—
Front brakes, £l; forks complete, 1922 type,

new, £5; stop shackles, 4/-; bottom, 5/-; spindles,
3/-; springs, 1/6; etyes, 1/9; steering columns, 6/6;
head clips, 8/-; head races (set of 4), 2/6; late type
carriers, 16/6; early, 10/6; stands, 8/6; rear brakes,
14/-; head lugs, 15/-; silencers, 10/-; mudguards,
back 12/6, front 15/-; tool kits complete, 10/6;
tool .bags. 11/6;- small, 6/6; sidecar rear springs,

10/s top leafs, 4/6; etc.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2";4h.p. Engine Spares.—Cylinders, 32/6;
crankshafts, £2; Amac carburetters comi^lete,

27/6; Douglas carburetters complete, brand new, 15/-;
connecting rods, 14/-; pistons, 7/-; rings, 1/-; gud-
geons, 1/-; big-end bushes, 2/-; small, 1/6; valves,
2/-; guides, 1/6; rockers, 3/-; tappets, 2/-; guides,
l'^• timing wheels, 5/-; cam wheels, 14/6; engine
spiockets, 3/-; chain guards, 5/-; silencers. 10/-; etc.

—Below.

DOUGLAS 23,ih.p. Gear Box Spares.—Chain wheels.
5/-; pulleys, 5/-; mainshafts, 8/-; S.S. pinions,

8/-; plain, 6/-; layshafts, 13/6; ball bearings, large
4/-, small 3/-; etc.—Below.

Miscellaneous Spares.—Front
forks complete, new, £2/5; fork

steering columns, 10/-; springs, 2/-; links, 1/-;
spindles, long 2/-, short 1/-; head races (set of 4).

2/6; back wheels. 35/-; front. 27/6; mudguards, val-

anced, 12/6; handle-bars, plated, 13/6; rear stands,
8/6; front, 2/6; complete tool kits, 10/6; tool bags,
6 / 6 ; carriers, 11/6; C'iucher belts, 6in.-6ft. , 7 / 6

;

etc.—Below.

MAGNETO and Accessories.—Thomson-Bennett new
enclosed type magnetos,' 180° twins and singles

guaranteed, £2; Sphinx plugs. 2/6; genuine car size
Klaxon horns, 14/6.—Below.

CARBURETTER Bargains.—Brand new carburet-
ters complete with controls for all makes, 20/-

each, list price £4; Amac carburetters complete
for all makes, 30/- each; etc.—Below.

FOSTERS.-The quick dispatch firm. All goods sent
same day on approval. Carriage extra. Send

DOUGLAS 2S4h.p.

brakes, 12/6; '

stamp for lists.—Fosters,
Park, London, N.16.

31, Clissold Rd., Clissold

[8793

INDIAN Engines, forks, mudguards, handle-bars,
gears, clutches, wheels.

INDIAN Magnetos carburetters, kick-starters, and
all parts for above.

INDIAN Carriers, chains, springs, sprockets; in fact,

all parts for models 1909-1922.

INDIAN Spares.—Vast stock new, also second-hand.
Send list requirements for our prices.—Dennis,

89. Brixton Rd., London, the Indian Repair Special-

ists. 'Phone : Brixton 3129. [7146

AVENUE Motors for Douglas Spares, 23<h.p. and
4h,p., new and S.H.^Below.

DOUGLAS Spares, 2Hli.p.—Cylinders, new, 32/6
each; screwed sleeve, 7/6; plain, 5/6; dog, 3/-;

cam wheels, 14/-; all other timing wheels, 5/-; Amac
carburetter, complete, 27/6; gudgeon pins, 1/-; rings.

1/-; tappet complete, 2/3; valanced mudguards, 18/6
pair; pulley, 4/9; sprockets, 5/-; G.B. connectine

rods, 14/-; pistons, 7/6; big ends, 1/9 pair; head
clips, black 5/-, plated 6/-; head races, 3/9 set ol

4; front forks, 16/6; enamelled frames ditto, £3/15;
steering columns, 7/6; fork springs, 2/-; valves, new
2/-; genuine, complete, 2/9; front brakes, 12/-; lay

shafts, 12/6; Renolds chains, 7/6; Brampton, 3/9.-
Below.

ALL 4h.p. Spares in stock at lowest prices; 7 days'

approval on all goods, carriage extra.—Avenue
Motors, 373, London Rd., Thornton Heath. Tel.:

468 Croydon. [9003

BROOKS' and Lycett's Saddles, 26/- post free; 26/-

—33, Hackford Rd.. Brixton. [9126

CLYNO Spares.-All parts for all models cheap.-79
Waverley Rd.. Redland, Bristol. 16941

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date ol the issue a49
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
"OUELINGTON.

BUE.LINGTON.—The House for Douglas motor cycles

and spare parts.

BURLINGTON.—We are not dealers in junk, all

our spares are new and unused. The ioUowing
are a selection from our enormous stocks. We have
practically everything lor Douglas machines.^Below.

BURLINGTON.—Engine parts for 2?4h.p. Douglas;
Crankshaft, £2 /5 ;

piston, complete with gud-
geon, 7/6; piston rings, 1/-; cylinders, £1/12/6; big

end bushes, 2/-; small end bushes, 1/6; valves, inlet

or exhaust, complete with spring collar and cotter, In

protective case, 2 / 9 ; valve guides, 1 / 3 ; flywheel
sprocket, 3/-; tappets, 2/-; tappet guides, 1/3; cam
wheels, 14/6; rocker arms, 3/-; timing side ball race,

8/6; big end bolts, 5d.; nuts, 2d.; aluminium valve
caps, special design, 5/-6; silencers, 10/6,—Below.

BURLINGTON.—Tank parts for 23.ah.p. Douglas:
Tank, late pattern to take early type drip feed,

£2/10; oil pump plunger, complete, 4/-; drain tap,

1/9; tank caps, glass, 2/-; plain, 1/6; drip-feed needle
valves, 2/-.—Below.

BURLINGTON.^Gear box parts for 2^4li.p. Douglas :

Gear -box complete, £5/10; chain wheel, 4/6;
pulleys, 4/6; chain wheel nuts, -6d.; pulley nuts, 6d.

;

adjustable clamp for gear rod, 2/6; secondary shafts,

14/-; ball races, large 4/-, small 3/-; Reynolds' chain,
8/6; Coventry chains, 7/-; do"wn operating rod, com-
plete with Jmob and screw, 8/3.—Below.

BURLINGTON.—Frame parts for 2Kh.p. Douglas:
Mudguards, 12/- per pair; rear stands, 10/-;

rear stand clip, 1/3; rear stand bolt, .5d. ; front stands,
2/6; front stand clip, 1/-; carriers, 12/6; tool bags,
special deep armoured bag, 8/-; saddles, £1/5; handle-
bars, semi-T.T., 15/-; front fork springs, plated, 2/6;
fork spindles, long 1/6, short 1/3; spindle nuts, '4d.;
fork links, 1/-; head locking ring, 1/6; undershields,
complete 5/-; footboards, complete, 12/6 per pair;
steering columns, 17/6.

"O URLINGTON.-Sturmey-Archer Stockists.—Below.

BURLINGTON.—All models Easting Windscreens in
stock.—^Below,

BURLINGTON.—Carriage on the above goods is

extra.—Below.

BURLINGTON Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., 7, South Side,
Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton

2417. 'Grams: Burlington Motors, Clapham, [8386

ipLYNO PARTS.

,0 NOT BE MISLED.

E are the Clyno experts, "largest stock of spare
parts in tho trade.—Below.

Vrice
£2 15
£3 18

DW

The

\/- shaped !=

y sANDum
Windscreen

/TS scientific design^ its

cotnnion - sense ' V shape,
are not the only ff.ntttves tJiat tZis-

titifftiish the Sfindtini, JVindiSCveen above
all others, Xt excels, too, in its most
attractive appearatice, atldvitff the
happifst finishint/ touch to any outfit.
It is uttapproachable also in the range
and, sitnplicity of its adjiisttnents, in,

its fine ivorlcnianship and material.
Tet it is sold at a price that tnahes it

the best value of any accessory on the
market,

^ Write for full delails of both models-

The Sandham Engineering

^riiiiiiViiimi^"- ^^^-^ ^^^' prt^'f
^"^

H.Q.T. Road, London, W.C i.

CLYNO engines 5-6h.p., brand new, guaranteed,
£15; gear boxes complete with all controls, 75%

new parts, 129 gns., guaranteed.—Below.

CLTNC—New cylinders with valve guides, 56/6; piston,
12/6 ; engine sjiroekets, 8/6 ; back exhaust,

front exhaust, and back inlet, toggles, 5/- each ; tappet
guides, 1/9; gear side shaft, 4/-; driving side shaft.
4/-.—Below.

CIQYNO.—New chain oases, magneto 7/6, front 15/-,
rear 25/- pair; footboards, 10/6 pair; clutch pedal,

4/-; brake pedal, 4/-; handle-bars. 5/-; complete wheels,
30/-; rims, 4/6; hub spindle, 4/6.—Below.

CLYNO.—Centre frame, 60/-; rear portion, 35/-; C
springs, 17/6 pair; mudguards, Brampton, front

12/-, rear 15/-; Druid, front 8/6, rear 7/6; front stand,
7/-; ball cups, 1/-; rear sprocket spindle, 5/-.—Below.

CLYNO.—Special offer (2 weeks only) brand new
Renolds rear chain, %X5-16, complete length,

16/6; front Etanipton, VsX^, 15/-.—Below.

CLYNO part sets, special offer, comprising : Bramp-
ton forks, complete centre frame, rear portion,

front and rear mudguards, front and rear stands, tnnk,
complete with drip fepd and all fittings, pair footboards,
2 interchangeable wheels, handle-bars ; all new parts

;

gear box comx>lete with all controls ; 85% new parts.;

the above set 22 ^ns. Tlie best bargain ever offered.

Don't delay, limited quantity only.—Below.

LYNO.—Thousfinds of other parts in stock, low
prices ; send stamp for list.

TRIUMPH pistons, 4h.p., seeond-hand, guaranteed
good condition, 6/- each ; J.A.P. 8h.p. new

sprockets %x%, 16T, 3/6, 30/- doz.—Below.

CARRIAGE extia on above parts ; money returned
if not satisfied; stamp for renly.-W.J.O. Motor

Exchange, 5, Addison Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll.
Park 2071. [9002

TNDIAN Spare Parts, 1909-22.

INDIAN Second-hand Parts in perfect condition are
our speciality: all models; approval against cash;

quotations by return.

TNDIAN Frames, magnetos, carburetters, saddles,
-*- wheels, and all other parts, at bargain prices.

—

Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N."vV.2.

[9065
FORKS, Druid Mark 11., medium, good; £2/19.—

Johnson, 258, Spring Rd., Ipswich. [846i(.

COWEY Speedometer, perfect, complete; £3/10.

—

P. Holyland. 3, Wharf St., Leicester. [8554

siaeKKSi»«Ks«%%%%sisae2Ss^i«s^

C

^ Cylinders eind Fitting SS

K New Pistons,Pins,andRings K
. . PRIRFS. SPRICES.

A.il.S., 4 and 6 h.p. ; Ariel 3} h.p.; Bradbury
4 h.p. ; B.S.A., 4i h.p. and Dome head ; Black-
burneZf and 4 h.p. ; Indian 7-9h.p. and Powerplas;
Jap 2}, 6, 8, and 10 h.p. Norton ; Premier 3^ h.p.;

Precision 8 h.p. ; Rudge 3i h.p. ; Triumph 3^ h.p.

(Dish head), 4 h.p. (Flat head), and 1914 Dome
head ; 35/- each.

Oouglas1914-20 Z| h.p. 36/- pair.

Douglas3i & 4h.p. 46/-pair.

First Class Material and workmanship and
quick delnrery.

Carriage F.O.R. Bradford.

Pkase Send Old Kston with Cylinder.

HEPWORTH RINGS
conform to Air Board Chemical

Analysis and Physical Test.

S8 HEPWORTH PISTON RINGS were used on the X
K Napier " Lion " engine

_
in th^ D.H.g Biplane, Jfi

altitude record, and also on ^M the same type of engine which was fitted to the Si^ ftiachine vanning the British Aerial Derby, zg2l, «
W which broke the world'

k _ _.„_ _,
£ HEPWORTH & GRANDAGE. Ltd. S
^ Wakefield Road, BRADFORD. g

PARTS AND ACCESSOI^IES.
T EWIS'S.—Genuine bargains, all post free.

LEWIS'S.—Brand new R.A.F. Patt. long leai

coats, fleece lined, colour nut "brown, all -i

Be4/17/6, just the length for motor cyclists or mctoi i

Wonderfial value.—Below.

LEWIS'S.-Wonderful offer, which cannot ho

peated. 100 leather coats, new, in Hhati-

dark tan, olive, bronze belted, single-breasted, i.

with wind flaps, lined real Teddy, length 42in..

34 to 44; suitable for ladies or gentlemen; ^rice t

each ; new leather coats, fieece-liued, tan, ch i

leather, ^5/10, all sizes; dark brown leather •.

fl.eece-lined, double-breasted, £4/10, all sizes.—Wu
fill vahie.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Trench coats, finest quality obtainaii

coats in one, lined detachable fleece aci
skin, 62/-; sizes 34 to 44.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Special purchase of waterproof eu
lightweight, 26/- per suit; all sizes. Waterpr

motor cycle suits, made of .fawn double text

material, suit complete, 42/-, all sizes; seat,

ferousers, 18/- pair; waterproof overalls, clasp fastet

15/-, finest quality; waterproof leggings maup ft

Government material, 8/- per pair.—Below.

LEWIS'S Wonderful Offer.—500 new airman Sid

flying suits, lined Teddy Wallaby, t'ur collars, gt
anteed waterproof, cost to make ^10, our price 3S

all sizes to 5ft. 1 lin. State height when orderi

Ideal for motor cyclists. Trade supplied.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Large purchase of Royal Air Force pR
gloves, new; cost to make 60/-, our price ,1'

per pair.—Below.

LEWIS'S.-Triplex goggles, genuine Air Board a'

tion masks, soft brown leather, lined Nutria'
new, tinted or clear Triplex -glass, ideal for mt'ji

cyclists, 10/9 per pair, listed 42/-; R.A:F. feati

weight pattern Triplex goggles, tinted or clear, 9
spare lenses, tinted or clear, 5/6 per pair ; tr

supplied.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Special ladies' leather motoring h;

lined silk, trimmed black fur, in all colours.;

price 15/-; worth double; sizes O.S., W., S.W.-^Beli

LEWIS'S Helmets. Helmets. Helmets.—We h

the largest stock in London; R.AJ'"'. pattc

brand new, Nutria, fur-lined helmets, in tan, t

brown, black and mauve. 14/6, 13/6; chamois lie'

15/6; lined fleece, faced Teddy, 9/-; all leather, ]'

fleece, 7/6, 5/6, wonderful value. Why pay m-
Finest quality obtainable. Special mauve, with h\

fur, for ladies, 14/6.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—All leather waistcoats, brand new. m
from the finest soft tan and. brown, Governm

leathers, ideal for motor cyclists, all sizes. 34in.

42in., price 16/-; 44in. to 46in., 17/6. Wondei
value. Why pay more ? Hundreds of these ;

weekly.—Below.
~

LEWIS'S.—Chance of a lifetime. All-leather (

lined) waistcoat with long sleeves, soft tan. ;,

brown chrome leather (brand new) ;
present-day va,

;

60/-; our price 35/-. Have one on approval, and

for yourself. AH sizes.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Large mechanical horns, listed at 31

our price 13/6; stem-fitting Cowey horns, nio

plated, clearance lines, listed- 50/-, our price 3{

Cowey speedometers, listed ^15/5, our price £3/5^ u:

trip model.—Below.

LEWIS'S. Gloves Large purchase of soft

leather gauntlets, lined wool, 10/6 pair, aU ei

Special chrome leather .gauntlets, 10/-; also spe

lined gauntl.-it gloves at 7/9 for ladies and gentlerT'

American horsehide gauntlet gloves, lined fleece, 8/)'

Below.

LEWIS'S.—We supply every part lor Triumph nr

cvcle, and all Sturmey parts at snecial pm
j

W.D. stock. Write your requirements and save mot

Any goods advertised sent on -approval against ci

Money refunded in full if not approved of.

TO -all purchasers of goods to the value of 2©/-'

present free one aluminium bomb vane mas>.

handle-bar fitting.

Q LEWIS, Motor Engineer and Government S

^^ olus Stores, 19a. Carburton St., off Gt. Portl;

St London, W.l. 'Phone: 1824 Museum and 2C

Two minutes from Gt. Portland St. Station (M(

We close at 1 o'clock on Saturdays. Kindly sma
catalogue free. l^

BINKS Carburetter with flange fitting for Dougl

£2.-71, Tyuemouth Rd., Mitcham, Surrey.
to

BIiNKS Mouse Trap Carburetter, throttle cont

new; bargain, £3/5.—Whitlock, Holswortiy.
{B

GEAR Box, Sturmey, 3-speed, latest, practically H'

il2/10.—Jacques, 46, Chaucer Rd.. S.E.24
[8

J A P. Spares and Repairs. The promptest fim

Foifleld Motors, Porfield Place, Leamington 8p

NSU Gears, S.H., good order; £5/5. State engii

Ga«h approval.—Box 3355, c/^- The Motor Cr
\p

SILENCERS to fit any size pipe, 8/9, POst fre.'

John Wallace, Cedar Road Works, Enfield ^Hi

wav. l-S'

aso All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
RIDE and Clarke for new W.D. Douglas spares.

lOUGLAS 2^.ih.p. Engine Spares.—Cylinders, 30/-;
' pistons. 6/6; complete, 9/-; gudgeons, 1/-; rings,

;
connecting rods, 12/6; bushes, 1/6; valves, 2/-;

ve complete, 2/9.—Below.

lOUGLAS 2^4h,p.—Valve iguides, 1/6; tappets, 2/-;
' guides, !/; cam ^heeh. 12/6; studs, 1/6; rocker

ns, 2/6; sprockets, 3/-; valve springs. Ad.; flywheel

\s, 6d.; keys, 4d.; cam wheel bushes, 1/-; valve
) spaoners, 6d.—Below.

lOUGLAS 2''4h.p. Gear Box Spares.—Adjustable
' pulleys. 12/6; pulleys, 4/6; chain wheels, 4/6;
in shafts. 7/-; layshafts, 12/6; plain pleeves, 5/-;

ewed sleeves, 6/-; ball races, large, 3/-, small, 2/-;

impton chains, 5/-.—Below.

lOUGLAS 234h.p.—Front brakes, 12/6; rear brakes.
' 8/6; brake blocks, lOd.; mudguards, 7/6 each;
riers. 11/6; rear stands. 8/-; fronb stands, 2/6;
ncers, 10/6; wheels, front, 27/6, rear, 30/-; wheel
dies, 2/6; hubs, complete, 7/6.—Below.

lOUGLAS 25,4h.p.. — Head clips, 6/-; steering
. columns, 8/-; forks. 17/6; fork links, 1/-; springs,
i; spindles, 1/3; oil glasses, 9d.; footrest pads, 4/-

I

r —Below^.

i^ J fi-—Amac carburetters, new, complete with
,tl ' " controls and cable, for"2'^h.p. Douglas; jets.

;
each ; armoured tool bags, 5 / ; needles, 1 /

;

!ottle slides, 5/- pair.—Below,

(1 //*.—Largest size Miller No. 3lH lamp £et7
11/ U complete with 1922 generator; P.H.127
tngin mirrors. 5/-; large auantity of other lamps
i stock at bargain prices.—Below.

,
I //*.—Disi Twin Magnetos, 180'^, ready to fix on
J./ \j 2^4h.p, Douglas, enclosed waterproof, vari-

le ignition.—Below.

jARRIAGE extra on all the above goods; stamp
! for reply or list of spares.—Below.

I RIDE and Clarke, 156, Stocfcwell Rd., Brixton.
! S.W.9. 'Phone: Briston 898. (Garage entrance,
jiden Row.) [9053

I

EARS.^If you require gears of any description,
write us. We specialise in, these.—Be]ow.

r EARS.—Sturmey-Archer 5-speed J.S. hub wheel,
brand new, all controls, ^12/10. Triumph free

: ine wheel, all controls, 75/-.—Below.

Premier. Triumph, singer, Villiersi, B.S.A..
{ Rover. J.A.P.. Rudge,, Sturmey-Archer, Enfield,
iDober. We specialise in spares for these. Stock so
tttense cannot advertise a fraction. Write us your
Bet requirements, quotation per return.—Below.

REMIER.—Every part in. stock. Cheapest and
-, promptest in the trade. Lightning despatch from
I; largest stock of genuine Premier parts in the
^ Id.-Below.

RIUMPH Spares.—We defy competition. Thou-
sands of new, second-hand and ex-W,D. 'parts.

pection invited.—Beiow.

RIUMPH riders.-We supply a special large 2V2-
gallon tank for this machine. Old tank taken in

i*. payment. Triumph or any colours^ to order.
^ te for full particulars and reduced prices.—Below.

t. RIUMPH Tanks.—Special line in countershaft
1915-22 tanks. good condition, at 22/6.

F :ialiy picked, 25/-; 1911 type, 19/6.—Below.

II HUMPH and Premier repairs and overhauls our
(i specialty. Promptest service.—Forfield, Below.

r^ UUMPH engine sprockets, 6/9; Triumph front
- forks complete, 75/-, as new.—Below.

r; <IUMPH carburetters, 10/-, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; B.
,. and B., 15/-; Senspray, 20/- and 25/-; brand new
tiles, latest type, 18/11.—Below.
1^ UUMPH size tool bags, new, 15/- pair; genuine

Triumph rear stand, new, 24/-; countershaft
r mudguards with stand clip, new. 12/9: valanced
I t juard, champion mud-stopper, 1276.-Below.
f tlUMPH bottom back stays, 17/6; long copper ex-

haust pipes, new, 16/6.—Below.

'i
HUMPH (all brand new and genuine) special

A bargains : Foot brakes complete, 20/s front
bie complete, 20/-; 1910-14 connecting rods with
ti bushes. 15/-; 1905-14 adjustable pulleys complete,
111.—Below.

^ RIUMPH 1911 Cylinder. 35/-; loud mechanical
; horn, 7,'6; coachbuilt sidecar, £5.—Below".
VjRFFIELD Motors, 11 and 13. Forfield PI., Lea-
•* mington Spa. 'Phone: 631. Carriage extra.
J [9142
AaCAINS.—Renold .s^x'/iin., 3/6 foot, any length;
' approval.—Lancaster. Heeley Rd., Birmingham.
liUBURETTERS.—Amac iVsin. Induction, 35/-;

%in. Induction, 35/-; apnroval:—Lancaster, Hee-
! Rd., Birmingham. [8849
ILD 3h.p. P.F. engine, carburetter and silencer;
' 60/. or nearest.—Advertiser, 105, Wilson St
G^an. [8404
In. Parts; cheap; rear wheel complete, front wheel
^ spring forks, etc.—U, -Pretoria AvenUe, Walt-
^ -"'•'

[8319

QUICKLIT"
Petrol Gas Lamp, jig

300 Candle power at a^
cost of Id. per hour for Jjj
Fuel. ^
USES ONE LARGE

J|g

DURABLE Ji;

MANTLE. Jig

ICHTS WITH MATCHES s(No methylated \ j5
Spirits required./ ^

HAS
AUTOMATIC
BURNER

CLEANER

^ illustrated)« Table Lamps to^ burnparaffio
Jlj from 60/-

X (« trs- light for Id.)

S Goods sent by return of

^ post. All models iu stock.

H Send for List sliowivg all designs for outdoor ,^^ a}id indoor Lighting. gj

g The QUICKLIT LAMP CO. (?. n'JXSf 1.I) K
^ 61. Lower Mosley Street, MANCHESTER. J^M Plione: Central 133 . Every G rage is our Agent. ^

SELFRIDGE'S
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, With.

Family Sidecar £175 10

8 h.p. MATCHLESS Sports Combination £160

6 h.p. B.S.A. Twin Combination £164

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combina-
tion, ig2i Model fully equipped .... £145

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, with Coupette Sidecar £134 8

3ih.p. RUDGE-MULTI £77

2j h.p A.J.S. Model " B " £85

2i h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2 speeds, Clutch
and k.s. £57 10

2i h.p. METRO-TYLER 2 speeds £55

2i h.p. GRIGG, 2 speeds. Clutch and k.s. £50 8

2i h.p. NER-A-CAR, 5 speeds. Clutch
cad k.s £65

sih.p. BABY TRIUMPH 2 speeds £65

li h.p. McKENZIE Lightweight £27 6

31 h.p. ZENITH BRADSHAW, oil-cooled
engine, shop soiled £84

ANY MACHINE MAY BE PURCHASED ON
OUR WELL-KNOWN DEFERRED TERMS.
WRITE OR 'PHONE US YOUR INQUIRIES.

Where makers charge carriagefrom works this is extra.

We have in Stock the famous MIRACLE OIL.
'

Price, 32 oz. Tin, 12/6 , 16 oz., 6/6, 8 oz., 3/6.

Ground Floor Extension,

Selfridge & Co., Ltd.,
'Phone Gerrard i.

'

Oxford St., W.l.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
"VX/^. MURCH, jun., for all new 2->.ih,p. DougIa.s pan-
*» and accessories at a very cheap price.-Below.

DOUGLAS 2y,h.p. Engine Parts.—Connecting rods,
12/6; cylinders, 30/-; ball races, large 10/-, small

7/-; pLHons, 6/6; rings, 1/-; valves. 2/-; guide?, 1/6;
engine sprockets, 3/-; big-end bearings, 1/6; gudgeon
pins, 1/-; rocker arms, 2/6; ta])pets, 2/-; guides. IZ-f
cam wheel.'^, 12/6; cam wheel bushes, 1/6; flywheels,
20/-; small-end bushes, 1/6; etc.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2''.ih.p. Gear Box PajLs.—Ball race^.
large 3/-, small 2/6; R.S. pinion, 8/-: main

shafts. 7/-; layahafts, 12/6; operating forks, 5/-; belt
pulleys. 4/6; chain wheels, 4/6; Renolds chains, 7/-;
etc.—Below,

OUGLAS 2^^ih.p. and 4h.p.—Amac carburetters,
25/6: and parts, etc.—Below.D

DOUGLAS 2^;4 h.p. Miscellaneous Parts.—Chain
guards, 5/-; mudguards, 15/- pair; carriers. 11/6;

number plate>, 1/8 pair; ^,\ brake blocks, lOd.; forks.
25/-; fork spindles, long 1/3; handle-bars. 10/-; belt
rims. 12/6; exhaust lifters, complete, 6/6; head races,
1/-; front stands, 2/6; spanners, 6d.; front brake.-,
12 '6; cylinders. 12/6; foot rests, complete, 8/6; fork
springs. 3/6 pair; tank caps, 1/3; saddles, 15/- each;
etc.—Below.

"r\OUGLAS 2^h.p. Engine, in perfect condition, all
-L^ worn parts replaced; £12.—Below.

T~\OUGLAS Machines thoroughly overhauled in 2 to
-L' 3 days at a very reasonable price.—Below.

T>ARTS that are not advertised please write for, as
-- I stock all parts for 2^4h.p. Douglas. Carriage
extra on all above parts.-W. Murch. jun., 179, Brix-
ton Rd., London, S.W.9. 'Phone; Brixton 1021. All
goods despatched immediately on receipt of cash.

[9127
"VrUMBER Plates, cast aluminium, raised polished
^^ letters and border; cycle, 9/6 pair; car, 15/-.—
Below.

P.
and M.'s chain covers, loose caps, rear guard and
clips, silver polished; 29/- set.—Below.

FOOTBOARDS, aluminium, all shapes and sizes;
from 9/6 pair.—Towler and Moss, 22, Thorn St.,

Burnley. [7239

ALBION 2-speed', clutch and kick-starter. £7/10;
ditto plain, model, £4; both boxes absolutely per-

fect.—Below.

STtJRMEY 3-speed, kick-starter, box, top change, .

perfect, £12/17/6; new boxes, £17; old gears
taken part payments.—Below.

MAGNETOS, all in perfect order; M.L. for Triumph,
£3, ditto C.A.V., 50/-; ditto T.B., 50/-; heaps oi

magnetos stocked; exchanges.—Below.

TRIUMPH Wheels' re-built, new rims, etc., as new.
front, 35/-; back, 47/6; 1911 frame Triumph,

30/-; Triumph 1914 forks. £3.—Below.

PULLEY Gears, second-hand, perfect; Philipson for
Rover, £3; N.S.U. for Triumph. £5/10; Grado

kick-starter for Triumph, £3/10; Mabon's Fitalls,
etc.—Below.

CARBURETTERS, all perfect and complete.—
Amacs, 32/6, 25/-. 20/-, 17/6: ditto B. and B.

and Sensprays. All new carburetters in stock; ex^
changes.—Below.'

IF you need a part up-to-date or obsolete, write me.
—Syd. Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesmore,

Coventry. 'Phone : 1639. [8789

PHILIPSON Pulleys, Triumph, Rover, Bradburv,
B.S.A., etc., excellent; 75/-.—Box 3356, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [8972

STURMEY-ARCHER 3-speed wheel, J.S. type, in
good order, with all controls and back stavs

£8/10.-Below.

ARMSTRONG 3-speed wheat, in good oider, with
back stays and countfirshaft, complete with all

controls, £6/10; also Aimstrong 3-speed and back stavs,
£4/lO.-Below.

REX 2-speed wheel, iu perfect order, with all controls
and back stays, £6/10; ako several free en^-iue

wheels, cheap.—Earnsley Garage, Lichfield Rd,, Birming-
ham. [8564

DOOLEY.—New leather chamois-lined motor cycle
helmets with straps and ear flaps; price 4/6 each,

carriage 4V2d.

DOOLEY.—New Gcvernment steel cutters, to cut
to Kin. steel; cost Government 28/- each; my

price 1/9, postage free.

DOOLEY.—Bowden Silverite Cable, complete with
strong inner wire and adjustable connections,

7ft. 6in. long; price 3/- per length, postage 6d.

DOOLEY.—A quantity of new leather bag's, size 14 x
17, with straps, 8/6 each, plus carriage 1/6: al-so

17x10, with strapSj 5/- each, plus 1/- postage. These
are honestly worth double the price. New leather tool
rolla, complete with straps, price 6/- each.

DOOLEY.—New Kapoc-Hned motor cycle waterproof
coats % length with belt, sizes 46, 48, 50; price

£1 each, carriage extra.

DOOLEY.—Please apply for the above tc J. J.
Dooley, 393, .Wandsworth Rd., S.W.8. 'Phone:

Battersea 1579. [8278

All letters relating to advertisemeots should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tlie date of the issue asi
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
BARGAIN Lut.—Pair wheels, tyres, two frames,

tork tank; 55/- lot.—Simpsun, Orchard, Sxm-
bury-on-Thames. [8470

BROOKS B600 Cantilever Spring Saddle, with
gailei's. perfect condition; £4.—Howes, Bellemoute,

Devizes. Wilts. (U) 18544

MODEL First-class Petrol Motor Castings, ^^h.p.

with cvlinder bored; only 9/9; list 4d.—Madi-
sous, Littleuver, iJerby. r81P4

TRIUMPH Countershalt Frame, practically new

;

approval, deposit, £3.—Harrie,' " Strathavon,"
Lythall's Lane, Coventry. [9148

CROWN Adiustable Pulleys.—Triumphs. Bradbntys,
Premiers, Precisions, 17/6; J.A.P.'s, 19/6;

Douglases, 25/-.—Ridington.

ENGINE Chain and Magneto Sprockets promptly
made. — Ridington, 202-4, Southampton St.,

Camberwell. [2453

DOUGLAS frame, 35/-; Mark VI. Armstrong Gear.
70/-; magneto, single, clockwise, 20/-.—Bolton

House, Southowram, Halifax. [8691

WATALITE Dvnamo Lighting Set, complete, brand
new; £10/10.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway

•Phone: Waltham Cross 31. [0910

LEGSHIELDS, enamelled and lined, to suit Rudge-
Multi, almost new a-nd very smart; 15/-.—Wat-

son, 16, Silverdale, Sydenham. - [8134

P.
and M. Frame, 50/-; forks, 60/-; tank, 30/-; pair
of wheels, 100/-; handle-bars, 10/-; all perfect.—

147, Burlington St., Liverpool. [7917

CHAINS.—Renolds, YaXiyi. 96 links, 15/-; 56 lint.'?,

9/-; Brampton, any length, 2/6 per foot.—56,
Sutton St., Aston, Birmingham. [8771

1 Pfc A SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, 3/-; 144
XO\J bright steel bolts, 2/6; 72 best spring
washers, mixed, 1/9.—See below.

1/tA_ BI^IGHT Hexagon Nuts, 2/6; 72 castle nuts,
Xrtzt mixed, 2/-.—See below.

OAA COPPERED Bifurcated Rivets, 1/-; hacksaw
/^\J\f blades, 8in. to 12in., 1/9 doz.; any of the
above carriage paid.—Woods, Tithebarn St.. Preston,

[1411
COPPER Exhaust Pipe (solid copper tubing),

polished, all sizes stocked; straight, from 1/6
Joot. Bending a speciality.—Evans.

TRIUMPH.-Long full length pipes (not half lengths
as advertised elsewhere), complete with clip;

copper 12/6, steel 10/6, plated 14/6.—Evans.

OUGLAS 254h.p. (extra long to rear tyre), copper
13/-, Steel 10/- pair.—Evans.

LACKBURNE.—Copper 13/-, steel 10/-, plated
13/-.—Evans.

RALEIGH.—Copper 14/-, steel 10/6, plated 14/-.-
Evans.

UDGE, Sunbeam, Rover, Norton.—Copper 17/-,
steel 11/-, plated 15/-.—Evans.

NEW IMPERIAL. Omega, Levis, etc.—Copper 12/-,
steel 9/-, plated 12/-.—Evans.

TRIUMPH-R.ICARDO.—Copper or plated 30/6 pair;
other pattern pipes stocked, too numerous to

mention. All the above long T.T. pipes.—Evans.

MUFFLER Ends (Norton pattern), detachable fish-

tailed, various sizes stocked, from 2/-.—Evans.

FOOTBOARDS.—Solid aluminium, upcurved front
and heelpiece (polished edges), with adjustable

clips, 12/- pair; with fittings for Douglas, 12/-; com-
plete with rods for Triumphs, 14/-.—Evans.

lOOL Boxes, armoured, suit Triumph, etc., 10/6
pair, with locks, 12/6 pair.—Evans.

HANDLE-BARS, plated. Triumph pattern, W.D.
new half-moon pattern, or D.R., %in., 13/6;

lin., 14/-.—Evans.

WHEELS from 42/- pair; specials built to order.—
Evans.

BELT Rims.—Standard Triumph or Douglas, 10/6;
any siae to order, 16/6; tyre-rims, brake drums,

etc, 10/-.—Evans.

LEGSHIELDS, with fittings, for any machine

;

enamelled, 13/6; aluminium, 15/- pair.—Evans.

CARRIAGE Free, cash with order, discount to
Trade.—Evans Bros., Brougham St., Hockley,

Birmingham. [8510

OA/i P- and H. lamp sets, black and plated fittings.
/^"\J absolutely as new; large size 22/6, medium
20/6, carriage 1 / 6 ; trade supplied.—Bdow.

1 AA I'OUGLAS 254h.p. frames, enamelled, and
JLVfVf transfers as new, complete with rear stays,
to suit models 1915-1920; £2/13/6; carriage 2/6;
trade supplied.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. spares, brand new, connecting
rods commplete with bushes, 12/6; pistons, 6/8;

pistons with rings and gudgeon, 8/9.—Below.

DOUGLAS 254h.p. cylinders, complete with
brand new pistons, rings and gudgeon, com-

pression guaranteed, to suit models 1912 to 1920,
£1/5/6.—Dawson Bros.. 34, Ampthill Rd., Bedford.

[8834
STURMEY-AROHER S-epeed heavy gear countershitft,

absolutely new; bargain, £12/19/6; approval.—
44, Washwood Heath Ed., Biaminghom. [8322

D
B

R

T

O'Donovan
Motors—^^e
""'"Norton

Specialists,

(T, It pays to buy a
Norton, and it pays
to get it throughus.
Our Mr. O'Donovan's asso-
ciation with the Norton,
and its wonderful list of
records and successes (to which
he has just added a few more)
make him an outstanding authority
on this outstanding machine. What
he believes in and recommends,
you know you, too, can rely upon.
Buying a Norton from us ensures
your getting the best possible
machine ia the best possible
*' tune," whether for touring or
sporting purposes. Competition
machines are specially tested by
Mr. O'Donovan himself on Brook-
lands Track.

Immediate Delivery
of all 1922 Models.
Deferred Terms
can be arrangGd,

O Donovan Motors
(D. R, O'Donovan & H. H. Beach)
76a, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
" Odonomote,
Wesdo, London.'

Museum
5890.

CLOTHING
FOR

MOTORING
TRENCH COATS

and Oilskin Interlinedeck-Lined 42 /-

with detachable Fleece Lining, S5/.
IDEAL FOR MOTORING.

TRENCH COATS
45/- 52/6

Check-Lined. Cheek-Lined and Interlined.

These Coats are double-bieasted and have a belt

all round, and are made of fine quality woo!
gabardine.

LEATHER MOTOR COATS
Fleece-lined £5 15 ^^^ ^^'^ 3" ronnd.

These Coats are brand new, and are worth £io los.

ALL GOODS SENT ON SALE OR RETURN.
We hold an unequalled stock of new and- second-
hand Breeches, Raincoats, Dinner and Dress
Suits, Lounge Suits, Leather Flying Coats, Trench
Coats, Chauffeurs' Overcoats, Sports Coats, and
Flannel Trousers at bargain prices. If you are in

want of any Clothing pay us a visit, it will be
well worth your while, or if unable to call, we will

send goods on sale or return.

Illustrated Price List and Self-Measurement Form
sent on application.

Clothing Bought, Sold, or taken in exchange.
Buyers sent anywhere.

MOSS BROS., (pSl7,v)
83-5, High St., Netting Hil! Gate, W.ll
and 224, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
ALL 7-9h.p. Premier spares lor sale; approvjil

cheap; new Rudge touring bars. 35/-, with (;o;i

trol8.—9. Red Hill, Bassett, Soutlipmpton. [8753

NEW CyUnders,—2%h.p. J.A.P., 47/6; SV.d.p, Jtr^
cision, 80/-; 4Vih.p. B.S.A., 80/-; 6h.p. H«

1912-14, *3; 83mm. Bex, 70/-.—Shortrfdge.

PREMIER Spares,—Cylinders, 70/-; pistons, 12 C;
con-j,]ds, 14/-; hushes, 7/6 par, main stLiri.

5/6; flywheels, 20/-; tappets, adiustable, 10/- pair

tappet guides, 10/- pair; cranlt-cases, ^4/10.—Shm
ridge.

SINGER Spares.—Cylinders, 70/-; pistons, 18/
con-rods, 18/-; flywheels, 20/-. Enquire lor othei

parts.—Shortridge.

TRIUMPH Spares.—1904-21 Cylinders, 70(

chipped, 62/6; pistons, 14/-; con-rods. 14/-; a

Triumph spares supplied.—Shortridge.

PISTONS for all popular makes, valve cai>

gudgeon pins, etc.—Shorfcridge, 18, Bought,,:

Rd., Brownsover, Rugby. " [8629

GEARS.-1 have the following brand new gears

actually in stock, and will take your old gear

in part exchange. Let me quote you.—Below.

STURMEY 3-speed heavyweight; Sturmey 2-speed

kick-start light-weight; Albion 2-speed kick-start

lightweight; Burman 3-speed kick-start lightweight;

Albion 2-speed plain model.—Bt>low.

SECOND-HAND Gears.—Burman 2-speed Ijick.st^li

and clutch model gear box, in _perfect " ord^,.

complete with controls; £8.—Below.

STDRMEY 2-speed kick-start and clutch model li»hfr

weight gear box, complete with all controls, abGO.

lutely perfect; £7/10. -Below.

ALBION 2-speed plain model gear box, complete

with controls, in splendid condition; real bargain,

£4,—Below.

I71.R.S. Lamp, complete with generator and bracket,

I as new, 35/-; Best and Lloyd drip-feed lubricatur,

complete, as new, 15/-; Lycett No. 6 Panseafc sadille,

soiled only, 20/-; new Miller rear lamp and bracket,

4/o; Tan-Sad, pei^fect. 18/6.—Below.

WILLIAMSON, Premier, Bex, Triumph, Singer,

Arden, and Budge spares in stock. Send fw'

quota.tion.—Below.

A LF. HOLLAND, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.
-.V 'Phone: 1945. [9172

FOOTBOARDS, solid aluminium. 14in. long. 6,000

to clear; 7/6 pair, quantities cheaper.—Fulwell,

48, Manor Farm Rd., Greet, Birmingham. [8652

PHILIPSON pulley with haudlehnr control I'nr Villipis

eusine, Hywheel niagneto, -condition as new; £3/15,

—Morris, BedleoJ, Birchw'ood Ed., Porkstone. [8177

LYNO Spares.—Parts for all models, immediate de-

— livery from stock.—Write, Claridge's, ClyBO
:

Specialists, 8, Chandos Rd., Hedlahd, Bristol. [7262 !

CLUTCH and Free Engine Wheel, complete co»
j

trols, off B.S-A., 50/-; new Dunlop Im. belt,
]

10/-.—H. Swift, Httntbridge House, Matlock. [8220

SADDLES.—Empire de Luxe, large pan, new, cost

35/-. bargain, 18/6; one, slightLy used, 14
/J.

Approval.—56, Sutton St., Aston, Birmingham. [B77Z-

Pand M. and Douglas Chassis Spares, Always u
stock-—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3,

Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1685.
17 /4H

PALMER'S Motor .Auction. Every Thursday,

2 o'clock. Selling commission 10 per cent. SeniJ,

those parts and accessories.-Palmer s Garage, 'Toot-

ing.
'"""^

JAP Specialist; all genuine J.A.P. spares in stock '

for all J.A-P. engines; -quotations by return.-

BP Garage, Murray's Mews, Murray St., CamdM ;i

T.%wn - [»/SS

c

P.
and M-. iNew spares.--riswu i-ntga, ^i-^, .w.;™j

3/9- inlet caps, 4/6; exhaust, 3/6; gudgeon pins,

2/6; exhaust clips, 2/6; kick-starter chains, 3/-.-.

Below.

Pand M. New Spares.—E.A.P. tanks, maker's l3Zi.

colours, 48/6; aluminium discs, combinatioiwt

35/-; handle-bars. 10/-; magneto chain covers. 5/-.-

Below.

P.
and M. New Spares.—Polished aluminium chain

covers, front and rear, complete, 30/-; tool bags.

TO/-; tank needles, 1/9; solid gear spindles, 6/6.-

Below.

P.
and M. New Spares.—Main fork springs, 3/6; cases,

3/3; check springs, pair, 1/9: cases, 2/-; gear

wedge bars, 6/6; journal cages, 7/6.—Below-

P.
and M. Spares.-I^amp brackets, 2/6; brake pedal

studs, 1 / 9 ; crank levers, 3 / 6 ; front wheel spindles,

4/-; magnetos for P. and M., guaranteed, 48/6.-^

Below.

WB are the authorLsed Phelon and Moore agents,

and can give immediate- despatch of any part.

in addition to being able to supply from stock, th«

new 4V2h.p. 4-speed machines at current list prices.—

Below.

ALL goods on approval against cash, postage extra-—

Below.

KENNETH KEMP and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Con-

naught St., Marble Arch, London, W.2. 'Phone :

Padd. 1177. [9159

a';2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote ttie number at ttie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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500 Mile Race Abandoned.

THE
cancellation of the 500 Mile Race at

Brooklands, on account of the alleged
nuisance caused to Weybridge residents
by the noise of the competing machines, is

much to be deplored.
Not only is an invaluable test lost, but the

whole motor cycle movement is stigmatised.
Only those coricerned can rightly judge whether

the" noise complained of is as irritating and dis-

pleasing as. it is said to be. At the same time,
we cannot but think that the decision has been
a hasty one. The complaints presumably are
based on last year's 500 miles event, when, l^ie it

noted, no attempt whatsoever was made to

silence the competing motor cycles. Since then
some sort of silencer has been fitted to prac-
tically every machine that uses the track, and
no one will deny that the noise of the average
short-distance motor cycle race is considerably
reduced in coiisequence.

It would be an easy matter to ensure that

every 500 mile racer was even more efficiently

silenced. Then would be the time to decide
whether or not the event had caused discomfort
to the local residents, and we feel sure that if

the ban remained, the B.M.C.R.C. would not

wish to carry the matter further when the 1923
event came up for consideration.

Ladies in Competition.

IT
is curious, not to say amusing, to hear the

varied expressions of opinion upon ladies

competing in difficuft motor cycle events.

This is no new subject with The Motor
Cycle, but among the ranks of motor cyclists

it is discussed far more frequently. Curiously,
opinion appears to be diametrically opposed.
Some consider women motor cyclists most sport-

ing and plucky and quite enthusiastically applaud

their achievements on hills ; others, more prudish
perhaps, refer scathingly to the masculine attire

they affect and the general strenuous appearance
not only of their equipment, but of the actual

riders themselves.

Whether good is done to the pastime by exhibi-

tions such as we are discussing is also a matter
upon which there is ho unanimity of opinion. But
to the lady motor cyclists suitably attired we owe
a great deal, for they are the means of demon-
strating convincingly that a modern motor cycle

is simple to handle and control and its mechanism
easily understood. Hundreds of our lady readers

use them daily in the course of their shopping
e.xpeditions or to the tennis courts or links, and
that is, after all, the really pleasurable use to

which motor cycles are applied by the weaker sex.

This Year's Paris Salon.

NEXT month the Paris Automobile Salon
will lead off the series of shows of 1923
models. There are no less than one thou-

sand exhibitors. In years past we have
rather felt that the motor cycle exhibits

were lost to view in the enormity of the Grand
Palais. Huge as that building is, it is insufficient

to accommodate the motor cycles, the small cars,

and the cycle cars, as well as large cars and
coachwork. It has been determined, ther'^fore,

to hold a second exhibition simultaneously on
the Esplanade des Invalides, which is on the

other side of the Seine. In it will be the motor
cycles and those cars which have a cylinder

capacity not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

While the advantage of the separate shows
held at the same date will be that the motor
cycle exhibits will be easily found and will enjoy
greater prominence, it is possible that the same
number of visitors will not be attracted to the

smaller show as to the larger one.

An index to the advert sements in tiiis issue rfill oj round on tne pa^e facing th3 back cover.
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occasional
comments'

BY IXION
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Spongy Deposit on Valves.

THE rubbery " growth " on inlet valves, of which
some readers complain, is probably ascribable to.

the vegetable element in compound lubricating oils.

Other riders of similar engines, who use an exclusively

mineral oil, do not suffer from this deposit. It is slow

in accumulating, and causes no trouble ; before the

deposit becomes really heavy, the engine will need de-

coking for the sake of the piston and combustion
chamber.

Oilproof TappetE.

IS workmanship less careful than it was? Or how
is it that not one of my post-war engines has been

genuinely oiltight? The tappet guides are in-

variably the chief offenders. No doubt I over-lubri-

cate a trifle, but most good motor cyclists err on that

side, especially if they hog on occasions. It is an

awful nuisance to be reduced to using paraflin and a

wire saucepan-cleaning brush on a fine summer evening

when one ought to be enjoying the open road. Yet
I hate to see my crankcase enamelled a dull bronzy-

brown by charred deposits of lubricant. Both design

and workmanship appear '*-o shriek for concentrated

attention in this respect.

New- Ailments.

I OGGLE deafness " and " helmet whistle " con-

tinue to make the postman stagger under sacks

of correspondence, but few of the letters are

illuminating. Mr. T. A. Simpson has sent me one of

his " Phace " screens, a sort of bottleneck composed of

celluloid and waterproof twill ; it is tremendously effec-

tive, but as I shall have a pipe in my mouth till within

about ten seconds of the death rattle commencing, I

can't wear the screen ; moreover, it makes one feel rather

like a preserved lizard in a museum, revived by the

alcohol in its bottle. A Tynesider sends me a most
learned letter. I am to hold my watch {a) half-an-inch

from. the tip of my nose; {b) pressed against n>y fore-

head. Ihave done so. I cannot hear it tick in either

position. S'pose he just wanted to make me look silly

in front of my family. Curse him. In my baronial

hall there is a suit of armour worn by an ancester.

Sir Ixion de Coventry, at the battle of Cressy. I am
thinking of getting R. W. Coan to reproduce the head-
piece in aluminium, plus a little mouth-hole to stick my
pipe through.

f -1

j
Ixion's" • MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are I

i available in book form, price 2s.9d. post free, from "The !

I
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House. Tudor Street, E.CA. !

Mingling with the Crowd.

T the end of a day's run in a big trial I generally

take my stance in the official garage, and talk to

the boys. But on one night of the A.C.U. I

elected to mingle with the general public on the edge

of the pavernent and listen to the untutored criticism of

Tom, _ Dick and Harry, not to speak of Jane, Mabel

and Gladys. All that I overheard might be boiled

dowif to just three ejaculations :

—

I. " Aren't they dirty I
" (It had been raining,

and hardly one number plate was legible.)

'2. " Why do some of them make that funny

noise?" (Most of the baby two-strokes

were four-stroking at traffic speeds.)

3.
'

' Poor boys !
" (I am not certain whether

this pity was evoked by the mud-soaked
aspect of many riders, or by the somewhat
haggard expression assumed by most motor

cyclists after 80 miles of grease.)

Removing the Piston.

nHAVE just been assisting a novice to decoke an
elderly machine, purchased second-hand some
months ago. Its designer was one of those kindly

souls whose gudgeon pin is a driving fit, clearly marked
" In " at one end, so that there is no doubt where to

begin punching it out; moreover, when it. is out another
" In " is revealed at the side of one end of the pin,,

so that you don't have to calliper it to discover which
way the fine taper runs. The job roused two or three

reflections, which I now pass on to all concerned.

Imprimis, the cylinder bore was scored, because at some
previous removal of the gudgeon the last owner had
failed to replace it with its ends flush against the

p.iston. Now it is not the easiest job in the world for

an amateur to ascertain whether his gudgeon his been
driven right home or not, and the provision of a ring

gauge—cost about 3d.—would have saved this unknown
owner from damaging his cylinder. Moreover, the dis-

covery—at a later decokement—that he had scored his

cylinder had apparently deterred him from removing
his piston on the next occasion. At any rate, ihe inside

of the piston contained twice as much carbon as the

combustion chamber. The moral is that if pistons are

arranged for amateur removal, pretty thorough resist-

ance should be provided. I even wonder how many
amateur garages boast a pair of callipers, by which
the operator may determine whether his piston is out

of round after the pin has been driven back. Where
neither callipers nor a ring gauge are provided, is it

worth while stamping '.' In ''all over the engine?
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Occasional Comments.

—

The 200 Miles Cycle Car Race.

THE 1,100 c.c. edition of the 200 miles race was
peculiarly interesting to motor cyclists; firstly,

because it was contested by engines no larger than
many employed in sidecar outfits ; secondly, because

these 1,100 c.c. cycle cars represent a mount on to which
many of us hope to graduate some day, when we get

our next rise of salary ; thirdly, because France fought

(and incidentally thrashed) our two leading makes of
cycle car. From a sporting point of view, the top spot

of the race was Frazer Nash; to spend 42 mins.

changing a piston, and to finish at an average speed of

62 m.p.h., is some feat. The three-wheelers put up a

\ery disappointing display indeed ; and our best four-

wheeled cycle car, the G.N., could not live with the

French baby fours. Next year the twins may have a

race to themselves, leaving British miniature fours to

show they are as fast as the French.

About Spark Gaps.

THE least sophisticated motor cyclist has begun to

smell a rat in connection with spark gaps. Such
extravagant claims have been made for certain

devices in this line that doubts of them all have been

aroused. In sending me a set of the firm's spark gap
cable terminals, Mr. Alexander Lodge carefully refrains

from suggesting that they hahe your fuel consumption
or double your h.p. He mildly remarks that his spark

gaps are cheap, and that they do no harm where the

sparking conditions are otherwise good ; but he makes
no positive claim for them beyond the well attested fact

that they tend to prevent misfiring when the plugs have
to work under bad conditions. He does not believe

that any rival device can do more. Unluckily the four

engines at present in my hands for test all spark with

an almost monotonous regularity ; but the Lodge views

on the subject will certainly interest some of our readers.

A Good Course.

THE A.C.U. has oscillated between several

opposed policies for its Six Days Trials, but

this y6ar it came very hear what is probably

the best solution. AVhen it concentrated on freak

hills, it was told that motor cycles were not chamois.

When it utilised normal' roads (as in 1921), we all

arose derisively, and enquired if the trial was intended

for perambulators. This year die Union included just

one genuine freak hill. The rest of the route was com-

posed as far as possible of rough, twisty, undulating

lanes. Each section, considered separately, was just

the sort of stuff which lots of rural motor cyclists cover

every day of their lives ; but the sum total of these sec-

tions imposed a continuous and cumulative strain on
brakes and gear boxes and engines, whilst the prolonged

avoidance of main roads rendered it extremely difficult

for anybody to pick up time lost over petty troubles.

With a little assistance from the clerk of the weather,

a six day trial on these lines develops into a very sub-

stantial ordeal, mild as any individual section will seem

to a rider who know's it by heart. For example, the

Friday morning consisted of about 96 miles ; and 7 5 of

them were quite exacting, though not an inch was
colonial or unfair.

Drayton Cross Hill which was included in the second day's run of the Six Days Trials. Years ago the hill was considered quite a

formidable climb, but all the machines this year took it " on the run." E. A. Bridgman (998 Indian sidecar) and R. Swanton
following on a similar machine.

?,
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ANALYSING THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Unequal Performances which gained Equal Awards. Lessons to be learned—by

Prospective Buyer and Motor Cycle Designer—from the Trials.

and Boltby Bank, did not attempt
Alms Hill, lost five marks on time
(caused by unreliability), four in the

final examination (for a defective

steering head), ^nd only gained a
bonus of two in the speed test.

" A " and " B " each gained a gold
medal.

It is not suggested that " B "

should have had no award—his per-

formance was infinitely better than,
say, " C," whom we imagine re-

tired on the second day with a frac-

tured sidecar chassis plus a seized

layshaft—but, certainly, it is mis-

leading to class him with " A."
The Man-in-the-Street may or

None of the watersplashes were deep enough

to wet one's feet, and E. Mundey's (New
Hudson sidecar) stop occurred before he

actually reached the ford.

IN
this year's Six Days Trials the

A.C.U. trod the thorny path of

compromise in a manner that the

most hardened politician might envy.

The position was a delicate one.

On one side the 1921 affair of many
special tests but little hard road work
was being heartily condemned ; on the

other there Were lively murmurings
against anything freakish or impos-

sible. The A.C.U. listened to both

and then successfully devised a

scheme whereby, it was hoped, every-

body concerned would be pleased.

Unfortunately, " everybody con-

cerned " does not include all of the

general public.

It happened thus. The trials were undoubtedly

severe ; one or two of the hills were among the Avorst

in the country ; the track test of twenty-five laps found
out further weaknesses in the machines ; but the stan-

dard required for a first-class award was too low. Two
machines, " A " and " B," started in the same class.

" A " climbed Rosedale and every other hill in the

event in a faultless manner, gaining five bonus marks
on Alms, and another eight in the speed test, and
losing none under the time, silence, brakes, or con-

dition headings. " B "—f-ailed on Rosedale and Long-
hope, and successfully claimed baulks on AVhite Horse

R. P. Ranson (496 Lea Francis) on Daneway Hill, a test tiiat looks difficult but did not cause

any failures.

may not be sufficiently interested to delve into the com^
parative values of various gold medals—^if he does lie

will find it a complicated business, where equal aggre-

gates may gain different awards—but it would have

indubitably sealed the whole event as the most valu--

able ever rim had the medal scale, to use an appro-

priate metaphor, been geared higher and with close

ratios instead of a big drop from top to secoiid.

Fair Marking.

On the whole, the marking throughout the trial was
very fair ; if anything, there were more cases of
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Analysing the Six Days Trials.

undeserved clean sheets than un-

fair deductions. An analysis of

the performances, class by class, is,

therefore, interesting.

To give credit where credit is

due, we will endeavour to distin-

guish between the " 100% golds
"

and the " only-just-got-away -with-

it golds."

Thirteen started in the 250 c.c.

class, and six finished with as many

or more marks than they were

credited with at the outset—480.
m.p.h. Mks,

(i S. Davison (247 Levis) 43.5 489

A. R. Edwards (247 Levis) 42.8 488

M. Bishop (247 Sun-Vitesse) 37.3 485

J Willdns (249 New Imp.) 42.4 484

B. Kershaw (249 New Imp.) 43.0 483

L. Horton (249 New Imp.) 42.4 480

Only one retired and only two mbi'e

failed to qualify for premier awards.

One of the latter was the 169 c.c.

J.E.S., the general performance of

which entitles it to special praise, ir-

respective of how many marks it may
have Jost by an arbitrary classification.

On the face of it, it might be said that

the two-stroke engine has beaten the

four-stroke type, but it should be noted

that the latter was only represented

in the proportion of five to eight.

Moreover, "through, a ba,d tactical

eiror, the" New Imperial riders gave
away 28 niarlcs between them by
arriving: too eariy at a check.

Eleven out-- of ,twenty-seven

350 c.c. solo entrants dropped: no
marks, which is not quite such a

good proportion, but, nevertheless,

is better than- their rivals on larger

and more expensi^'e'machines.

m.p.h. Mks.
E. Searle (349 Sheffield-Hen-

derson) ... 48.3 493
J. Lidstone (349 James) ..: 40.1 487
C. W. Hough (349 A.J.S.) ... 44.7 485
W. Handlev (249 O.K.-Junior) 39.6 485
G. Kimberley (349 James) ... 40.1 485
E. A. Barnett (346 Francis-

Bai=hett) - ... 42.6 482
E, W. Choldcroft (349 A.J.S.) 44.6 482
" C. North (292 a.K.-Junior) 36.5 482

Knowles (349

40.0 480
40.0 480

329

r^' v\

F
MitB. 0. jVI.

A.J.S.)

L. E. Clulee (292 Allon)
N. Hall (292 O.K.-Junior) 39.5 480
Five others won gold medals, but

four retired, which is consideiably less
salisfactory than the previous class.
Although the four-stroke machines,
helped by superior speed, occupy a
strong position, tlie annexation of the
team prize by the two-stroke 292 c.c.
O.K.-Juniors more than levels up
matters. Searle's performance as a
lone entry is particularly creditable.

The 500 c.c. class was disap-
pointing. Only eight of the twenty
one starters scored full marks.

m.p.h. Mks.
J. H. Davies (492 Sunbeam) 52.8 491
G. Dance (499 Sunbeam) ... 52.3 489
J. A. Newman (494 Douglas) 49.0 489

Long second-gear climbs occupied a considerable portion of Thursday's run (from Llandrindod Wells

to Gloucester). (Top) Over the open moorland near Llangammarch : J. A. Newman (494 Douglas),

and J. Westwood-Wills (547 Powell). (Centre) E. Foster (698 Raleigh) and G. F. Bainbridge (739

Martinsyde) on the Llangynidr Pass hairpin. (Bottom) A. G. Wall (348 Connaught), N. Hall (292

O.K.-Junior) and C. L. Sprosen (348 Connaueht) on Panne Hill.

a 23
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(1) W.Scott (532 Scott) after passing the worst portion 1

of Rosedale Abbey Bank. (2) P. L. Mayo (249 Coventry

Eagle) and R. P. Purnell (169 J.E.S.) at the foot of

Uangynidr Hill. (3) Some of the 250 c.c. and 350 c.c.

machines in the speed test at Brooklands. (4) F. T.

Sibley (499 Rudge sidecar) and A. W. Hadley (499

Rudge sidecar) passing through the shallow water

splash near Leek. (5) J. H. Davis (492 Sunbeam) and

W. L. Card (499 Rudge) on Whitehouse Hill, (6)

P. W. Bishoff (599 Sunbeam sidecar) near Tetbury..

a 24 28
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(7) Two of the 1 ,000 c.c. sidecar prize winners :

G. Baxter and C. W. Johnston on 989 c.c. Harley

Davidson sidecars mating the ascent of Bubbs H:

(8) At the start of the speed test for the 500 c.c. and

750 c.c. machines. Some excellent times were made.

(9) G. Hill and W. Moore ascending Llangammaich

Hill on 532 c.c. Scotts. (10) E. W. Choldcroft (349

A.J.S.) and W. Johnson (292 Allon) on the " Fiddler's

Elbow " near Abergavenny.

I6 a 25
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Analysing the Six Days Trials.

ni.p.li. Mks.
C. Greenwood (499 Sunbeam) 48.0 488
W. T. Woodcock (498 Ariel) 48.0 487
F. A. Longman (498 Ariel) 46.3 485
A. Rollason (498 Ariel) ... 44.2 482
A. Bennett (499 Sunbeam) 49.9 480

Another eight retired from various

causes, usually pure mechanical break-
downs; and one ridei' had to be con-

tent with a silver medal, incidentally

owing to a failure in brakes.

The " seven-fifty " solos are

even less impressive. Fifteen

started, but only three finished

square on ftiarks, and not one

earned a solitary bonus point that

was not discounted by earlier

deductions.
m.p.h. Mks.

G. F. Bainbridge (739
Martinsyde 56.3 480

G. Hill (532 fcott) ... 45.5 480
W. Moore (552 Scott) ... 47.2 480

Two more just scraped through with
premier awards, three got "silvers,"
one a "bronze," and six did not
finish.

There were only three starters in

the largest solo class, but one of
them certainly deserves a line to

himself.

SEPTEMBER yfh, ip22.

Althoueh. as it turned out, it was not really necessary, competitors were only allowed up
Alms H;ll singly. In this group at the foot are W. T. Woodcock (498 Ariel), J. We;twcod-

Wills (547 Powell), George Brough—keeping the saddle of the Brough-Superior warm while

Watson-Bourne prospects the li-'li—Tom Peck (665 Ariel), D. H. Davidson (596 Indian

Scout) and, standing on the extreme right, W. D. Pugh, the big twin Harley rider.

m.p.h. Marks
J. A. Watson-Bourne and G. Brough

(976 Brough-Superior)
'

64.6 482
Another gained his gold with 13 marks below the datum

line, and the third broke his frame.

Neither of the two 350 c.c. sidecars completed the
t-rials ; it was hardly a fair- test for them, anyhow.
Two 600 c.c. sidecars came up to our line of de-

taarcation, and although seventeen started, it would he
obviously unfair to draw comparisons with the solo

percentages.

m.p.h. Marks
P. Cunningham (555 P. and M. sc.) ... 37.4 484
R. Iiewis (555 P. and M. sc.) ... 37.5 483

Eight retired, but the remaining seven all succeeded in

qualifying for premier awards. Incidentally, this is the fir^t

and only case where the highest aggregate of marks did
not go to the man who had made the highest speed in his

class.

Se\-en big sidecar outfits earned at least as many
bonus marks as they had previously lost, but thirty-

eight started, so the proportion is none too good.

m.p.h. Marks
F. W. Giles (800 A.J.S. sc.) ...

T. R. Allchin (989 Harley-D. sc.)

A. A. Symes (678 Martinsyde sc.)

G. Baxter (989 Harley-D. sc.)

F. O'Brien (954 Matchless sc.) ...

F. J. Ellis (993 Matchless sc.)

L. Newey (994 Ariel sc.)

Eleven others were awarded " golds," a twelfth qualified,
but was ineligible, since he had been competing for the

~ Centre Premiership only, seven got lesser awards, and no
fewer than twelve retired. The A.J.S. and the Martinsyde,
therefore, earn special praise on account of the small
capacity of their engines.

The Scott Sociable had a class to itself, but lost

thirty-five marks on hills and one in the speed test,

although not from lack of speed. It was awarded a
certificate.

a 26

Fi\'e conventional three-wheelers started ; four were

on the p/us side at the finish.

m.p.h. Marks
.. 49.1 493
.. 48.9 492
... 43.3 487
.. 41.5 483

50.9 494
47.3 486
43.9 482
45.8 482
45.5 482
43.5 481
44.5 481

W. Carr (1,090 Morgan-Anzani)
H. F. S. Morgan (978 Morgan-Jap)
S. Hall (1,095 Morgan-Mag.) ...

F. S. Spouse (980 T.B.)

The fifth entrant retired on the first day owing to a stone

becoming wedged in the driving chain.

Thus it will readily be admitted thai: the three-

^ wheelers and the 250 c.c. solo lightweights outshone

the machines in any other class.

Reasons are. not far to seek. The cycle cars won
because they were better able to climb freak hills

than even the most expertly-driven solo machines, and
because they incurred less ill-effects in the way of

chassis distortions and breakages on rough going than

the sidecars.

- Several factors allowed the small solo machines to

score : (i) They were more easily handled on rough

going ; (2) less was expected of them on the track

;

(3) possessing early numbers, they generally got more
of a clean run at the difficult hills than the later people

;

(4) they were in every case driven by expert trade

riders ; and (5) they are much more efficient than most
people, even now, realise.

Further important facts may be gleaned from a

study of the result sheets as published last wee"k.

No machine in the trial gained full marks for

silence, the nearest approach

—

minus one point each

—being the three Scotts, Mayo's Coventry Eagle, and

Austin's Coventry Victor. That the only two-stroke

twins in the event have scored in this respect certainly

points to the advantage of this type of engine, but the

fact that the others are a single-cylinder and a flat

twin would seem to prove that silence may be obtained

from any kind of engine if the expansion _arrangements

^2
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Analysing the Six Days Trials.

are properly designed. The
Coventry Victor was fitted with a

proprietary silencer.

Brake inefficiency wa.'j respon-

sible for many lost points, but it

is noteworthy that only one

machine in the 250 c.c. and
•^50 c.c. classes, apd none in the

1,000 c.c. cycle cars, lost marks
under this heading". The main
brake test was carried out on the

Brooklands test hill, luit it would
he interesting to know if the

A.C.U. official observed making
notes on a main road descent nn
Wednesday was responsible for

any of tlie deductions. If so, it

was not. a fair method; too much
depended on each rider's natuial

style of driving down a hill.

All the 600 c.c. sidecars lost

only three marks between them nn

the' -final examination, and the

three-wheelers only one. Other-

wise the lack of condition penal-

ties were verv evenly spaced
throughout the entry list, and
never were they unduly heavy.

Indeed, the excellent order of the machine at the

finish of such a strenuous, event was the subject of

much favourable comment.
The' only failures to gain bonus marks in the speed

test were those who suffered actual mechanical trouble

therein, and of these there were surprisingly few.

.\nother five miles per hour on the schedule speeds all

round should not by any means be an impossible task

next year.

Fourteen riders gained double figures on their

required minimums :

—

250 c.c. Class.

G. S. Davison (247 Levis)
B. Kershaw (249 New Imperial)
A. R. Edwavrls (247 Levis) ...

J. Wilkins (249 New Imperial) ...

350 c.c. Class.

E. Searle (349 Sheffield-Hender-
soii)

H. F. Harris (349 A.J.S.) ...

H. Greaves (349 Beardmore) ...

500 c.c. Class

J. H. Davies (492 Sunbeam) ...

G. Dance (499 Sunbeam)

750 c.c. Class.

G. F. Bainbridge (739 Martinsyde) 56.3 m.p.h. (4-12)

1,000 c.c. Class.

J. A. Watson-Bounie (976

Brough-Superior) 54.6 m.p.h. (4-16)

1,000 c.c. Sidecars.

F. W. Giles (800 A.J.S. sc.) ... 50.9 m.p.h. (4-12)

W. Carr (1,096 Morgan) ... 49.1 m.p.h. (4-II)

H. F. S. Morgan (978Moiga.n) ... 48.9 m.p.h. (4- 10)

While it might not always have been good policy

to " open out " fully on the track when half throttle

would have given the required speed, evfery credit is

due to those who did so successfully.

Teams usually kept together on the road, and the Scolt riders—W- Moore, W. Scott and
G. Hill—were no exception to the rule.

Fuel consumption was not tested officially, but it was
very noticeable that the first morning's run, which did

not traverse an area well catered for by garages, caused

a great number to run out of petrol before the lunch

stop was reached. The distance was ninety-five miles

—strenuous going, it is true—and one can only sur-

mise that petrol tanks are still smaller than they ought

to be. Anyone who lost marks on this occasion

deserved to.

Rosedale Abbey Banh.

As was inferred earlier, the road portion of the test

was exceptionally severe without being imfair. Rose-

dale Abbey Bank i^ certainly a freak hill, but, as we
pointed out in our report a fortnight ago, controlla-

bility and an ample reserve of power were usually

fully rewarded. Baulking was common, but in one

or two instances it proved a blessing in disguise.

Although from the spectacular point of view " close

formation " among the competitors is an ^admirable
arrangement, we would recommend either that the

starting intervals be lengthened next year, or that the

riders be sent up all the woi;st hills singly, as was done

at Alms.
The sidecars did not distinguish themselves on Rose-

.' dale. Tru(^ Giles made one of the best ascents of

the day; but are Shepherd, Hall, Morgan, or Carr (on

the three-wheelers) as super-expert drivers as Giles ?

It hardly seems likely, and therefore we must regard

Giles as the exception that proves the rule.

Longhope, the next worst hill, again proved that

certain machines are more controllable than others,

but baulking was even more common here, and so was
a great deal of rank bad driving. Only one man
proved capable of surmounting the hill at speed (until

he ran into another unfortunate) ; that was Watson-

Bourne on the Brough-Superior, and, again, he is

a 27

43.5 m.p.h. (4-13)

43.0 m.p.h. (4-13)

42.8 m.p.h. (4-12)

42.4 m.p.h. i4-12)

48.3 m.p.h. (4-15)

45.8 m.p.h. (4-10)
45.7 m.p.h. (4-10)

52.8 m.p.h. (4-12)

52.3 m.p.h. (4-12)
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rather an exceptionally good driver on that type of

machine. At the same time, the particular brand of

slime on Longhope was less treacherous to large tyres

—which m itself is quite a valuable lesson.

Friday's chief point of interest—Alms Hill—was,

fortunately, dry. We say " fortunately " ad\'i':edly,

for, as it was, it became a very fair test. It is as

steep as Rosedale, and it proved that grrdient alone

cannot cause a modern motor cycle to hesitate:—even

after 750 miles of the worst roads in the country. Had
it been wet it would have been a driving-test pure and
simple, and the element of luck would have entered

the matter to a greater extent than is desirable. It

allov^'ed many competitors to retrieve their Rosedale
failures. Which was a thoroughly just course of events

for all concerned.

Transmission Failures Too Comnion.

There were forty-three retirements, and perhaps, it

is by a study of these that the trials teach us most of
all. Last week we tabulated'the causes as far as they

were knoAvn. Eleven were due to transmission or gear

box failures, these being the greatest number under
one heading. This is a very unsatisfactory state of

affairs, and it is sincerely to be hoped that the manu-
facturers will take note and endeavour to eliminate

A KINDLY ACTION.
SOME little time ago we received a call from a

clergyman working in the east end of London,-
who found it well-nigh impossible to carry out

bis Sunday duties owing to lack of transport. He is

the Rev. B. Loney, of the Missions to Seamen's In-

stitute, Victoria Dock Road, London, E.16. Many of
those who do the best work in this world, and who
labour for the welfare of their fellow-creatures, are

inadequately paid, and Mr. Loney was quite unable
to purchase a motor cycle to enable him to get from
place to place on what is to him the hardest working
day of the week. Consequently his appeal was in-

serted in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle, with the

result that a lady and gentleman who had ad'-ertised

a 349 c.c. Douglas in the same number immediately
gave it to Mr. Loney. The machine is in perfect con-

dition and very little used, and had only recently been
overhauled. We naturally do not make a habit of

inserting appeals of this kind, but the case in question

appeared to us to be a most deserving one, and we are

glad to think that such a ready response was obtained.-

the weak points in 1923 designs. It is futile to reason
that the average private owner does not impose such
severe strains on his gear box as did a competitor in

the trials ; he may not in a thousand miles, but in ten

thousand the same troubles will almost certainly occur.

Frames and sidecar chassis stood the bucketing re-

markably well, but breakages were not unknown.
Valve trouble was common, and although magnetos

did not put many machines right out of the event,

they spoiled the performances of quite a number.
Plug troubles were especially numerous during the

track test; apparently the average- touring machine is

not fitted with plugs that will stand up to prolonged
high speed.

Tyres contributed their quota of disaster, and
although such preventatives as Jackson's Impervo

—

which was largely used—may possibly have lessened

the number of stops for minor punctures, when a tyre
" went " it usually went very badly indeed. Both the

crashes on the track were due to front tyre failures.

The number of accidents on the road would point

to the sence of .more ineffective brakes than were
noted on S.iturday at Brooklands.

To say more would savour of repetition. The
results, published last week, if read carefully in con-

junction with the report of ihe trials, will provide
more information than any general article can convey.

Tile Rev. B. Loney and the

Douglas motor cycle presented

to him by a reader in response

to an appeal in " The Motor

Cycle."

VALUABLE TECHNICAL DATA.
0\E of the most interesting and useful annual

publications in connection with the motor mo\e-
ment has been " The Automobile Engineer

Year Book," which now appears under a new title,

" The Automobile Engineer Reference Book." Com-
piled by the editorial staff of our sister journal, The
Automobile Engineer, this volume is in effect a new
and revised edition of the year book, which has in the

past been widely recognised as the standard technical

a 28

designers, manufac-work of reference for engineers,

turers, and private motorists.

Undoubtedly, in its present form " The Automobile
Engineer Reference Book," which can be obtained

from our publishers, Messrs. Ilifie & Sons Ltd.,

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, price

6s. net, or post free 6s. 6d., is a most valuable record

concerning motor vehicle design and production gener-

al'y.

18
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By FRIAR JOHN

Which is the Finest Prospect in Great Britain? On Cleaning Muddy Outfits.

Springing of Sidecars. .^

r\ NE of my colleagues is determined to have his
^^ next sidecar attached to the right-hand side of

the machine. But his reasons have no bearing what-

ever on the question of safety. He is one of that

awful brigade which rides on the right camber of the

road and which asserts that higher speeds can be

maintained on that side because of the much easier

steering ,; also he says he is slightly deaf in the left

ear, and finds it difficult to converse with his passen-

ger (he is married, too). Of course, all journalists

have to be deaf in one ear and blind in one eye.

But in his case it is the left ear, whereas the jour-

nalist's deaf ear can be right or left according to his

desire and to circumstances. So presently we shall

have another disciple of Mr. Mortimer Batten—

I

\vonder for how long ?

o O <j> o
VV/HERE is there most room for improvements in

" sidecar comfort ? I asked this question some

weeks ago. Judging from the diverse nature of the

replies (published and unpublished), it seems that

readers think that chassis and upholstery springing

leaves more to be desired than any other feature of the

sidecar ; then come criticisms of hoods and screens.

Several correspondents are severe on such details as lack

of luggage accommodation, iinish of the upholstery, and
general design. But unquestionably it is the subject

of springing which interests the majority. . One reader

goes so far as to say that he intends this winter to

fit shock absorbers on the springs and to replace the

seat with a hammock suspended from coil springs,

and then till the hammock
happen to know tlie lady who
rides in this comfort-seeker's

sidecar. She has ridden

many thousands of miles in

sidecars, and to listea-to hei

enthusiastic talk of the long

and splendid runs she has

experienced, one would not

judge her to be the revolu-

tionary she is. But thf-

heart-to-heart talks ahoui

these " splendid runs " are

mostly heard in private—in

fact, the real opinion of

many la.dy passengers con-

cerning some modern side-

cars has never been ventured

in words. The ladies are

too wise to do that. Another
astonishing thing observable

13

with air cushions. I

«pf.

An incident in the f922 International Six Day.« Trials, A
spectator descending from the top of the St. Gothard Pass in

the pouring rain. The passenger is, of course, well protected

by the hood and screen, but the pillion rider is holding an

umbrella over himself and the driver.

in the letters is that the majority of the grumbles are

from otvners of big and powerful sidecars, many of

whom appear to want Rolls-Royce comfort at Ford car

price. I do, too, but I know there is a limit to the

springing of so small a vehicle as a sidecar.

o o <s> <=>

""PHE sporting sidecar owner is indifferent to or con-
•'• tent—I prefer to say content—with his light

sidecar. IMadamoiselle does not grumble either at the

reclining attitude or at the leather racing helmet,

much less does she grumble at the springs. She likes

the zebra stripes and canary yellow enamel, and the

more penetrating the exhaust the better. No ! the

grumbles are reser\-ed for a later. date.- But it was.

ever thus.
<> <s> o o

WHICH is the fmest prospect' in Great Britain?

This question arose the other day whilst discuss-

ing roads and scenery with several sidecarists who
were making preparations for touring.

Ideas differed widely. The people I spoke to

considered the following scenes to be the finest from

their particular points of view :

{a) Edinburgh from Carlton Hill.

{b) Pass of Aberglasyn from the bridge.

(c) Looking back towards the Black Mountains

(South Wales) from the hill between Llan-

gynidr and Beaufort.

{d) Erom the top of Applecross.

{c) From the Devil's Bridge (Central Wales).

(/) Severn Estuary from the upper road between

Gloucester, and Bristol.

{g) F"rom the top of Fish

Hill, Broadw-ay, in

the Cotswolds.

(//) Wharfedale looking

towards Simon's

Seat from Burnsall

Fell.

(/) The Langdale Pikes

from the Elterwater

—Langdale Road.

A good deal depends on

the state of mind when a

first impression is made— it's

a question of nerves and

stomach after all. It is no'-

at all likely that unforget-

able impressions of scenery

Hould be registered on a

day of continuous mechani-

cal trouble and thunder-
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An ingenious sidecar with collapsible and concealed hood. In

front of the latter is a sliding celluloid screen and over the

open portion by the door there is a sliding apron. When
erected the hood, screen and apron completely protect the

passenger. Mr. W. G. Davies of 155, Rathcole Gardens,
Homsey, London, N.8, has protected the device.

Storms. But, given a cheery engine, brilliant sunlight

and good road surfaces, one can quite easily praise the

panoramas of the Great North Road.
O <4> <> o

HP HE job of cleaning a muddy outfit is no sinecure.
'• It is dog's work. The worst of it is after spend-
ing precious hours on tire filthy job, half an hour's
run on a muddy road causes the outfit to look as dis-

reputable as ever. I suppose I ought to use disc wheels

to avoid the irritating spoke cleaning, and buy an
engine that cannot leak oil, and avoid tarred roads
and always wait until the roads are dry ; tlien I should
s.tand a fair chance of sleeping with a peaceful mind.
Of course, the alternative is to pay five shillings each

time to the garage boy. 'What a grouse for the be-

ginning of September !

This 'soreness is proved by the fact that my garage
partner simply stands four or five' yards off his car,

and, with a hose, calmly directs a devastating stream
of water on to the mud. He appears to enjoy the joli,

but I have to grovel about with a brush and bucket.
o o •*- <j>

VV/ HAT an astonishing difference a new tyre makes
^^ to the steering of a heavy sidecar. I had a

heavy oversize studded cover, Avhich did splendid ser-

vice on the front, after covering many thousands of.

miles on the back wheel. It had worn very flat, and,

being particularly wide in the tread, the slightest

deflation caused objectionable dragging and a decided

impression that the sidecar must be badly out of align-

ment. A narrow coiitact, such as given by tyres having

a central rib on the tread, allows the easiest of steering.

A hood and screeii particularly neat in appearance—the
Easyquip. The screen, which is V-shaped, offers the

least possible resistance to the wind, and opens and shuts

with the door. It is sold by Coventry Equipments, Ltd..

Empire Works, Coventry.

ON PICTURESQUE DAN•E^X;AY HILL IN THE SIX DAYS TRIALS. T. Peck (665 Ariel), followed by W. D. Pugh
(989 Harley Davidson), who on his big machine made some very excellent ascents of the worst hills. .

a 32 *9
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS, w^^..

Petrol Level.

FOR ordinary purposes the petrol level

in the average carburetter should be
just as high in the jet as it can be

without overflowing.

Protecting the Rear Lamp.
HAVING experienced a trouble fre-

quently met with in electric lighting
sets, Mr. C. S. Rawlins has

attempted to remedy the matter in a very
practical way. The trouble referred to

is tne brealiing of tail lamp bulb fila-

ments, and the alternative method of

Anti-bump spring mount-
ing for elettric rear lamp.

lamp mounting which constitutes the cure

takes advantage of the saddle springing.

A strip of iron is used to secure the lamp
to the nut at the base of the saddle spring,

and an additional strut to the spring

plunger red prevents undue wliipping.

The clip on the rod should be free enough
to srlide a little.

Assisting Gravity Drip Feed.

SOME of the cheaper ultra-lightweights

are equipped with a gravity drip

feed lubrication system, and some-
times fiiere is a difficulty in getting oil

to pass in sufficient quantities.

For putting air pressure in the oil tank,

when gravity drip lubrication is used.

A Scottish reader, Mr. G. Glass, over-
came this trouble by fitting a tyre valve
in the oil-filler cap, giving a small amount
of pressure as needed with the tyre
pump.

A Selection of our Readers'
Home-made " Gadgets," with
Practical Hints on Work in

the Garage and on the Road.

Thief-proofing an Enfield.

SIMPLICITY itself is Mr. F. T..
Prettyman's tip for preventing
unauthorised driving of his

Enfield. When leaving it unattended,
he puts the gear iii neutral, lifts

the gear control lever vertically . agaiust
its spring and removes the small
pinion (on squared shaft) which operates
the rack in the centre of the gear. This
is the work of a moment, no tools are re-

quired, and it is practically impossible to
make the machine ridable under power
until the pinion is replaced.

Anti-Dazzle Headlamp Glass.

THOSE who find that the electric head-
lamps frequently fitted to American
machines give insufficient light for

fast driving, and incidentally on occasion
show an annoying black spot, yet are not
sufficiently roomy to accommodate a big
gas-filled bulb, may yet take heart.

A unique improvisation. In place of the

ordinary lens a fruit dish is used, the pattern

making an effective light diffuser.

P. N. D. discovered that a cheap
"cut" glass fruit dish could be obtained
of the correct size to replace the existing

front glass. It can be held in place

independently of the usual fitting by
means of ajength of uncovered Bowden
casing inserted in a piece of rubber gas
tubing of the correct size and sprung into

position wliile the glass is held in place.

It will be found that , the headlamp
will easily accommodate' a large half-watt
bulb, while the star pattern on the glass

diffuses the light so as to eliminate the
black spot;

Carrying a Spare Tube.
WHEN fixing a spare inner tube

round the handle-bars the best
thing to use is a broad wrist strap

of the kind made to go twice round the

wrist. A hole should be cut, thTough
which the valve is parsed.

Making Screws Irremovable.

WHEN such items as watches, club

badges, and speedometers are to

be fixed permanently to a machine
it may be worth while to adopt the petty

theft foiling device recommended by
C. N. B., of Plumstead, London, S.E.

Briefly, his method is to file a slope down
into the screwhead slots, leaving the full

depth only on the side with which the
screwdriver engages when driving the

screw home. Screws so treated cannot be
unscrewed, except, perhaps, with a
hammer and chisel ; therefore the safety
of permanent or valuable accessories is

assured.

Screws with

part of the head

filed down to

prevent their

withdrawal.

Cheaper than Fines,
OWNERS of second-hand machines

that have been fitted with straight

through or flexible exhaust pipes

can make them comply with the law for

nothing, as was discovered by H. R. C,
of Kilcreggan.

H. R. C. buys Texaco oil in the "easj'-

pour " half-gallon tins, and in one of

these he pierced holes in the bottom so

as just to admit the passage of the ex-

haust pipes. Next a clip of fin. mild
steel strip -Was ma,de to encircle the tin

and secure it on to the back stays of

frame or other suitable point. The
screw-on stopper can be drilled with gin.

holes and screwed on tight if the machine
is not silent enough, but a big twin has
been well silenced without it.'

Utilising z Texaco oil tin as a silencer for

" straight through " exhaust pipes.

The tin stands the heat and vibration

well, we are told, and-, given a coat of

cylinder black, it improves the appear-

ance of the machine,

b3
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INSURANCE PROBLEMS.
A Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

/( is now generally accepted that insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number oj

communications received on insurance matters, too, indicates that readers are very keenly interested in this subject;

some of the questions require expert advice, and this feature has been formed to deal impartially with the various

problems that are presented to us.

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co., Ltd. (a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded 18 years ago)

enable "The Motor Cycle" to keep in very close touch with all matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted

advantage to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked "Insurance" on the left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed

to "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

Negligence Mr. A. Clark, Retford, asks " whether a com-
on the Part pany would refuse compensation on the grounds
of the that an accident or loss of property occurred
Insured. owing to the negligence of the insured."

The wording of most companies' policies is such that
they would not be relieved of liability in the event of an
accident occurring which is due to the negligence of the
insured. It must be remembered that goodwill forms a
^cry prominent part of insurance transactions, and the high
reputation of British insurance companies has been founded
on this attribute.

* » * x-

Riding with Mr. H. Clarkson, Islington, says : " In con-
an Empty nection with my lightweight I have an ' all

Pillion Seat' in' policy. For the convenience of occasional

passenger carrying I have fitted a pillion

seat, and I appreciate that any acci-

dent I may be involved in whilst carrying a

passenger the onus would be entirely on my
shoulders. I have also been given to under-
stand that the insurance company would
repudiate responsibility if I should be mixed
up in an accident riding purely solo, merely
because I was carrying an empty pillion seat.

Surely this is monstrous, and I hope to hear
that my informant is wrong."

If your policy has not been specially endorsed to include
risk whilst a pillion passenger is being carried, it is obvious
that during the time you are carrying a passenger in that
way your insurance would not be in force, but your insurance
will not be affected in the event of an accident occurring
whilst a pillion seat is fitted but a passenger is not being
conveyed on same.

• * * *

Renewing an "Mancunian," writing from Stockport, says:
Insurance. " The schedule at the top of the policy reads

as follows :
' Value insured, including acces-

sories and sidecar, £175.' Total loss clause of

policy reads :
' Up to the insured value of

motor cycle.' Agreed value clause reads :

' In the event of a motor cycle insured being

totally destroyed or lost by fire, accident, or

theft," the insured value will be paid.' The
outfit was purchased in 1921 and cost £175,
and this was the value insured with the com-
pany. I have renewed the policy, and the

same value appears in the schedule. Do you
consider that the words used are such as to

bind the underwriters to pay the full amount
named, viz., £175? The wording of the policy

appears to be different from the majority." .

If the present actual value of your motor cycle and side-

car is considerably less than £175, we doubt whether the
clause in your policy to the effect that £175 is payable in

the event of a total loss would hold good in a court of law.

We think you^should raise the point with your insurers, as

if the present value is only, say, £100, the premium should,
be less.

* * * * -

Frame Mr. Hubert H. Hooke, Swanage, writes :—
Breakage. 'I ha\;e a 770 c.c. B.S.A. sidecar outfit

fully insured. Last week whilst riding
alone to pick up my passenger, and travel-
ling at not more than 6 m.p.h., a young
child dashed out from a side road almost
into the outfit. I applied brakes and shut
throttle and locked motor cycle sharply to
right, causing a very severe skid which broke
the frame in three places. Fortunately I did
not touch child and a more serious accident
was avoided by the handle-bar falling over to
the left on to the sidecar. The insurance
company denies responsibility, as there was
no collision, and alleges a weak or faulty
frame. Could you kindly advise me?"

There is no doubt whatever that under such circumstances
the damage is not such as is covered under the ordinary
motor cycle policy.

If the skid had caused the machine to come into con-
tact with the kerb or some other object the breakage
would have been understandable, and come within the cover
granted by your policj'.

ONE DAY TRIAL IN SCOTLAND.
THE one day reliability trial organised by the Scottish

Western M.C. took place under exceptionally un-
favourable weather conditions when the competition for

the James Shield was stronger than ever.

Argyllshire roads are test enough for any motor traffic

in the ordinary way, but when the club officials include
™ch roads as the Rest and be Thankful, Glendarnal,
Ballochandrain, Hell's Glen and Auld Glennie Mhor, with
weather such as experienced recently, it is a trial
indeed.

Fylestone was the first observed hill, but proved of little
trouble to anybody, and Glen Douglas failed to find any
failures, although MacCradie, who was riding a Bradbury,
had trouble with his tyres in the non-stop section, and D.
Wright, who is the present holder of the shield, was in

trouble at the bottom of the Rest with his sidecar connec-
tions; and, save up at the flying check at the top of the
Rest, almost all of the solo men had time to waste, but
most of the sidecar machines had to ride hard to be in
time. The exceptions were: Geo. Grinion (989 Hailey-
Davidson sc), Mrs. Duncan Bell and B. Brown (799 A.J.S.
sc), and K. Sanderson (976 Brough Superior sc).
After the lunch check, which was at Strachnr, the most

difficult part of the route was experienced, and from here
to the finish the failures were many—:W. Simons turned his

outfit over in Hell's Glen. Mrs. Bell, who had been doing
well up to Glen Douglas, also came to grief through hei- lamp
falling and fouling the front w'heel of her machine.
Of the sixty starters, only about half finished, and the

results will show that they have not all got clejin sheets.
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Members of the O.K.-Junior team, who were awarded the tejm
. prize in class B, their

total number of marks being 1,447. F. C. North and N. Hall are shown inset in the

photograph of their colleague W. Handley, who is seen ascending Portway Hill.

Winners of the team prize in class ^ E. W. Applebee, A. R. Edwards and G. S.
Davidson who between them gained 1,450 marks.

i^^'
¥^^ ^- '"" which won class F. Their total miraber of marks was exactly the same as that

of the winning 1,000 c.c teams. The riders are : R Lewis, R. Cunningham and G. iVI. Townsend,

6
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AGGREGATE
PERFORM-
ANCES.

Winning a Team Prize in the

A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

N.EVER has there been such keen com-
petition to win the team prizes as

in the recent Six Days Trials.

To secure one of these awards is more
than an honour; it is undoubted proof

of merit, for, while individual riders may-

obtain splendid performances, a team of

three, nominated before the start of a

strenuous si.x days, has a three to one

chance as compared with a single rider.

Only those following the trials and well

acquainted with the competitors can ob-

tain a true idea of the anxiety and keen-

ness of the men in the various teams.

Before tjie first day is concluded every

team rider knows by heart the numbers
of his fellow-competitors in the same
class. To see what their rivals have done
is the team man's first cons dera-

tion when notices are posted ; bow-
ing, the day's losses in marks—aid so

it goes on all the week, until on the

last day every man knows his t< am's
chances exactly.

This year there were twenty teams com-
peting for five prizes. In Class A (250

c.c.) New Imperial, Levis, and Sun
Vitesse teams were nominated, and in

Class B (350 c.c.) there were five teams-^
Raleigh, AUon, A.J.S., O.K.-Junior, and
Connaught.

Only Two Teams in 500 c.c. Clas:3.

CLiss C (500 c.c.) only attrajCted two
teams, but there were four in the &Q0
c.c. sidecar class and six in the large

sidecar group. Unfortunately, there wer.e

insufficient entries for team competition

in the large solo and the cycle oar classes.

Sunbeam and Ariel riders competed
against each other in Class 0; P. and M.,
Sunbeam, New Hudson, and Rudge in

Class F (600 c.c. sidecars); and Martin-
syde, B.S.A., Harley-Davidson, A.J.S.,

Matchless, and Ariel in the big sidecar

group.

How close was the competition will be
judged from the total number of marks
secured by the respective' teams. In
Class A only three marks separated the
winning Levis team from the New Im-
perial aggregate of 1,447. The O.K.-
Junior trio won the Class B prize by a
margin of two marks ; the Sunbeam riders

had an advantage of four over the Ariel

men in Class C and in Class _G (1,000

C.C. sidecars), the Harley-Davidson and
A.J.S. teams actually tied with a score

of 1,443 marks each. Third in this con-

test was the Martinsyde trio with 1,437

marks.
In the 600 c.c. sidecar class the P. and

M. team won by an easier margin, secur-

ing 1,443 against the Sunbeam sidecars'

1,419.

The marks lost and gained by the riders

in the Levis and Ne\v Imperial teams were
given in last week's issue. From the

tabular results published one finds that

the three New Imperial riders lost tytenty-
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Aggregate Performances.^

eight marks on time. This was due to

an error on the first day of the trial,

when, after negotiating very difficult

country, the riders overlooked the 15

m.p.h schedule speed and arrived at a

check too early, and were therefore

penalised twenty-eight marks. The only
other marks lost were on silence, where
everybody was penalised. Horton and J.

AYilkins, who, with B. Kershaw, formed
the team, were awarded bonus marks on
hills, and all three secured bonus marks
in the speed test. Since only three marks
divided the two teams, it is obvious that

tile New Imperial lost the prize entirely

through being too early at a check.
The Levis team performance was con-

sistently good. The I'iders were G. S.

Davison, A. R. Edwards, and F. W.
Applebee. None secured bonus marks on
hills : in fact, the last-mentioned of the
trio lost ten marks. They each lost four
marks, against the New Imperials' three,

on silence. In the speed test they secured
thirty-two marks, against the New Im-
perial score of thirty-three.

Won on "Condition."

The total score of the 350 c.c. team
winners—the O.K. -Junior—was lower, by
three, than that of the 250 c.c. Levis
team. Here, again, tjie results were
very close, the O.K. team scoring 1.447
and the A.J.S. 1,445. The riders were :

A.J.S. : E. W. Choldcroft, H. F. Harris,
and C. W. Hough; and O.K. -Junior :

F. C. North, N. Hall, and W. Handley.
None of them lost marks on time, and
on hills two of the O.K. riders (F. C.
North and W. Handley) secured bonus
marks, while E. W. Clioldcroft (A.J.S.)
lost five marks under this heading. On
silence the O.K. riders were also one uo
over their competitors on the A.J.S.
Thus before the speed test and examina-
tion the O.K. team was leading by three
points. Considering that the A.J.S. ma-
chine is a stable companion of the
famous T.T. winners, it is not probable
that the O.K. two-stroke riders hoped
to maintain their advantage after the
speed test, and it may be mentioned that
had the speed test only decided the re-

sults the A.J.S. team would have won.
The A.C.U. officials are wise, however,
and debit marks on condition, and this
is where the O.K. -Junior scored. On
speed no less than twenty-eight bonus
marks were secured by the A.J.S. riders
against nine of the O.K. men, but on
condition the former team lost ten marks
against five of the O.K. Thus it will
be seen that the O.K. team won on con-
dition. The two-stroke engines fitted
were of 16.3% smaller capacity than the
four-stroke engines of the Wolverhampton
machines.

500 CO. Solo Class.

Next comes the Sunbeam-Ariel contest
in Class C. The Sunbeam riders were G.
Dance, A. Bennett, and C. Greenwood,
the two first-mentioned, at least, men
with international reputations. Repre-
senting the Ariel were A. Rollason, F. A.
Longman, and W. T. Woodcock, all riders
long experienced in trials riding. On
hills the Sunbeam men secured ten bonus
marks against the Ariel riders' fifteen,
neither team losing any on time. Dance

V. S

. With a total number ot 1 ,458 marks the above Sunbeam riders were awarded tire team prize in

Class C. Inset are A. Bennett and G. Dance. C. Greenwood is shown making the ascent of

Mow Cop.

Besides tiemg with the Harley-Davldson team in class G, one member of the .A.J.S. team F. \V.

Giles (on left) won the Centre Premiership. In the c:n;re H Poole, on the right O. Wade.

Equalling the A.J.S. aggregate, the Harley-Davidson riders share the honour of winning Class G.

From left to right : T. R. Allchin. G. Baxter and C, W. Johnson.

and Bennett each lost two marks on
brakes, and all three of the Ariel riders

also lost two marks each. This left the
Ariel team with three marks to the good.

The silence test penalised the Sunbea.m
men five marks each—total fifteen—com-
pared with their opponents' total of

thirteen, so the Ariel had still a lead c{

five marks before the speed test and ex-

amination.
Dance averaged 52.3 m.p.h. on Brook-

lands, Bennett 49.9 m.p.h., and Green-

wood 48 m.p.h. The Ariel riders were

not so fast on the whole, although Wood-
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cock averaged 48 rii.p.h. and hit, col-

leagues 45.3 and 44.2 respectively. The
Sunbeam total bonus on speed was
twenty-nine, against the Ariel's score of

eighteen, and on condition the Sunbeams
lost two, while the Ariels came tlirougli

ihe examination without loss of a mark.
Thus the Sunbeam team won by the nar-
row margin of four marks by the bonus
marks gained by Dance's speed, which
wei'e more than enough to wipe out the
Al'iels' lead of five marks and the loss
of two on condition.

600 c.c. Sidecars.

In .the medium-sized sidecar class the
contest was between P. and M. and Sun-
beam. The New Hudsons had lost one
of their team before reaching Brooklands
and the Rudge team had suffered misfor-
tunes during the week. The P. and M.'s
had engines of 555 c.c. against the 599
c.c. of the Sunbeams, and the riders
were-:—P. and M. : P. Cunningham, L.
Lewis, and G. M. Townsend; Sunbeam :

T. C. de la Hay, P. W. Bischoff, and
R. Brown. None of the si.\- riders lost
njarKs on time, but on hills the P. and
M. four-speed machines secured ten bonus
marks and the Sunbeams lost twenty.
This gave a lead of thirty marks to the
Cleckheaton production. " On brakes all

but T. C. de la Hay lost two marks,
which test brought tlie P. and jM. gain
down tp twenty-eight. The silence test
penalised the P. and M.'s fourteen,
against eight of the. Sunbeam, reducing
the P. and M. gain 'to twenty-two. On
e.xamination none of the six riders were
penalised, thus it was left for the speed
test to decide the winner, although it is

fairly obvious that the P. and M.'s would
have. had to be very slow indeed and the
Sunbeams very fast for the latter to gain
an advantage. There was just the chance
that a P. and M. would fall out during
the twenty-five laps. But it did not, in
fact, two of the P. and M.'s were faster
than any of their opponents in the other
team, and the total bonus marks on speed
for the respective teams were : P. and M..
thirteen, Sunbeam eleven ; thus the P. and
M. riders actually increased their advan-
tage, winning the Class F team prize by
twenty-four points.

1,000 c.c. Sidecars.

-. In the big sidecar class competition was
closest between the Harley-Davidson, the
A.J.S., and the Martinsyde teams. The
riders were :—Martinsyde : A. A. Symes,
J. T. Bashall, and W. H. Bashall ; Harley-
Davidson : G. Baxter, T. R. Allchin, and

Although having no team competitors, the three Morgans made a splendid aggregate performance
in the Six Days Trials. From left to right are : S. Hall (1096 Morgan-M.A.G.), H. F. .S. Morgan
(978 Morgan-Jap) and W. Carr (1090 Morgan-Anzani) ; all secured gold medals with a surplus

of marks.

C. W. Johnston ; A. J.S. : F. W. Giles,

H. Poole, and 0. Wade. No member of

the three teams lost marks on time ; one
of the A.J.S. riders lost five marks on
hills, but the otlier two (Giles and Wade)
gained ten bonus marks and one of the
Harley riders (T. R. Allchin) gained five.

Thus these two teams were level with an
advantage of five over the Martinsydes.
On the brake test the Martinsj'des lost

a total of six, against ten of the = Harley-
Davidsons. The A.J.S. lost no
marks, and therefore had an advan-
tage over the Harley-Davidson team
of ten, and over the Martinsydes of

eleven. The last-mentioned team lost a

further fifteen marks on silence and the

Harley-Davidsons a further thirteen, while
the A.J.S. team scored in this test, its

only loss being seven marks. Thus before

the speed test and final examination the

Martinsydes were twenty-one on the

wrong side of the 450 credited at the

start, the Harley-Davidsons were eighteen

down and the A. J.S. two. It will be
seen that the A.J.S. had a lead of six-

teen over the Harley-Davidson trio. It

remained for the speed test to decide the

issue for all that, for neither team lost

any marks on condition, although the

Martinsydes were debited with a further

two. The Harley-Davidsons averaged
50.9, 42.7, and 36.7 m.p.h. respectively

scoring twenty-one marks, against the

A.J.S. total of three. 'This low total

bonus was due to losses by one of the
team. F. _W. Giles put up a wonderful
ride at 50.9 m.p.h. with a touring side-

car, and his bonus was twelve, but 0.
Wade lost eleven in the speed test and
Poole secured four. Thus the Harley-
Davidsons regained the eighteen marks
previously lost and secured three marks
in addition. The A.J.S. team, by Wade's
losses, came near to losing honours. They
were two down before the speed test,

and Wade's loss of eleven brought this to

thirteen. Giles gained twelve bonus
marks and Poole four, between them
making up for Wade's deficit, and bring-
ing their total to the same as that of

the Harley team, viz., 1,443 marks.
Although there was no competition,

and, therefore, no team prize in the 1.100
c.c. cycle car class, the trio of three Mor-
gans, driven by W. Cnrr. H. F. S. Mor-
gan, and S. Hall, calls for special com-
ment, since it gained a bonus total of

thirty-two marks, being thus twenty-nine
marks ahead of any other passenger teair.

and topping the best solo team by four-

teen marks.
Special credit is due .to the men and

machines securing the team prizes, for-

readers on perusing the al)ove will appre-

ciate that in no case were results due to

luck. Reliability, hill climbing, speed,

and condition all played their part, to-

gether with that expert riding which is so

important in competitions.

MODERN HIGH DUTY VALVES.
THOSE of the old school of riders will

remember the tionbles which oc-

curred in early days owing to de-

fective valves, partly due to poor design,
»nd partly due to defective material.

Gradually, however, improved materials
and more scientific designs eliminated
valve troubles till they became the excep-
tion rather than the rule in tom-ing en-
gines, but the fear of breakage remained
and it has been the main cause of the
comparatively slow development of over-
head valve units. Even nowadays trouble
is not unknown

During the course of the war the in-

troduction of high efiiciency engines, es-

'

pecially for aircraft work, produced an
urgent necessity for really reliable valves,

and research in this direction has enabled
enormous improvements to be made till

at the present day it is possible to con-

struct a valve which is to all intents and
purposes unbreakable, and which will

stand prolonged use without the necessity

of regrinding. There are now several

firms which specialise in the manufacture
of v.alves, and amongst these the Ccleiiity

High Duty "V^alve Co., of 113, Kingston

Road, Staines, Middlesex, has had won-
derful successes both on road and track.

We know of several racing motor
cyclists who have succeeded in eliminating
valve trouble by fitting Celerity valves,

and we have ourselves had most satisfac-

tory results with, them in a particularly

hot running engine.
An almost entire absence of pitting is

a very noticeable feature of the steel from
which these valves are made, and the con-

fidence of the manufacturers is exemplified

by their gunranlco to replace free of

charge any valvo which bre.iks or burns.
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A FRENCH 500 c.c. SINGLE.
Big Output Foreshadowed of new Gnome and Rhone ThreC'speed Outside

Flywheel Double Purpose Machine.

^^-

Of trim and syrrmelrical Eppcarance, the 4S9 c.c. Gncme and Rhone as seen licm both the valve and flywheel side. In future models a silencer

will be fitted.

MAINLY following standard lines, but
possessing several attractive fea-

tures, the Gnome and Ehone is

about to appear in the British market.

This machine was first described in our

report of the Paris Show last year, but
since that date it has undergone a good
many improvements.
Though of French construction, being

built at the famous Gnome and Rhone

Splitdorf magneto and flywheel brake.

works which turned out 30,000 aeroplane
engines during th-e war, the 499 c.c.

Gnome and Rhone was designed by an
Englishman, J.J>. K. Bai-tlett, who has
distinguished himself in French competi-
tions on both this machine and the A. B.C.
(which is also the company's production),
lie competed in the Tour de France of

2,300 miles on the machine under review
without the loss of a single mark.

Designed £or Cool Running.

A 499 c.c. single-cylinder air-cooled
engine, of 85 x 88 mm. bore and .stroke,

with outside flywheel, pi'ovides the motive
power. The whole of the interior of the
cylinder is machined, and the ladiating
fins are especially deep, particularly round
the exhaust port, while there is an ample
air passage round the valve chest. There
are no separate valve guides, these being
cast integrally with the cylinder.

In the timing gear a single camshaft
is employed ;. double roller bearings are

b 12

provided to the connecting rod, and
there is a double row ball bearing for the
main shaft on the transmission side.

It is worthy of mention that the method
of secui'ing the gudgeon pin by means of

two spring rings fitted in grooves in the
latter and engaging with corresponding
grooves in the piston boss renders it safe

and yet easy to detach.

Easy Starting Air Strangler.

Mixture is supplied by a simple single

lever Gnome and Rhone carburetter pro-
vided with a strangler to the main air

intake, thus ensuring easy starting under
all conditions. The air inlet is cone-
shaped, and is carried well to the rear
of the carburetter.

Transmission is by chain and belt, a
St urmey-Archer three-speed gear box

being employed. The primary drive is

" outside " the flywheel and- is enclosed
in a sheet metal case.

Two Foot-controUefl Brakes.

Originality is shown in the design ot

the brakes. One of these, of the direct-

acting variety, is controlled by the rider's

left heel, and consists of a large shoe
applied to the belt rim, while the other
is actuated by the rider's toe, and is

The spring forks ot the Gnome and Rhone,
the links of which are steel drop forgings.

Simply'deslgned rear wheel brake.

applied directly to the periphery of the
flywheel, the pedal being on the offside

footboard; Good spring forks are em-
ployed, and caps are provided to keep
wet and grit from the hubs.

In the first model seen over- here the
magneto is controlled by a lever on the

tanK, but in future models this will be
handlebar-controlled. It is interesting

to note that all control wires are con-

cealed and pass through the handlebars,
and that sidecar lugs are incorporated in

the frame.

Extensive Production Programme.

The Gnome anj Rhone is to be made
on mass production lines, 10,000 ma-
chines being suggested for next year and
20,000 the year after ; the first batch is

practically ready for delivery. It 'is

hoped to produce the machine at an ex-

tremely moderate price. English conces-

sionnaires have not yet been appointed,

but the export of the machine is handled
by Overseas Sales, Ltd., 21, Georga
Street, Hanover Square, London, W.l.
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COSTS OF A CONTINENTAL HOLIDAY.
Sir,—I have read in your coliimns the correspondence

respecting the cost of a holiday with a motor cycle. I have
just returned from a fortnight's trip in Western France, and
perhaps a few details of my expenses may be of interest to

your readers.

I live some twenty miles from Southampton, so it was con-

venient to cross from that town. I paid 63s. 5d. for a first-

class return ticket to Cherbourg, and my machine cost 7s. lid.

each way. I avoided the expensive coast-town hotels, but
usually went to the best hotel in each place. I find the

average charge per day for dinner, usually of soup, fish, meat,
vegetables, fruit and cheese with cider, bed, breakfast, con-

sisting of coffee with rolls and butter, works out 19 francs

30 centimes, or, at an exchange of 55 francs to the £, about
7s. 4d. My lunch, on similar lines to the dinner, would
average 8 francs 50 centimes, or 3s. 2d. Tips are not included.

So the tourist can get_along quite well at about 13s. per day.
Of course, fashionable seaside towns must be avoided unless

one is prepared to double expenditure. There are, however,
plenty of small towns in Normandy and Brittany where the
tourist can do himself very well at an extremely modest cost.

The price of petrol varies in the different districts, but
9 francs per can of 5 litres is about the average. This is,

roughly, 3s. per gallon.

A permit lie circulation available for three months costs

2 francs. It is obtained without formalities at the Cus-
toms House at the port of debarkation on exhibition of the
tourist's return ticket to England.
The roads in Western France are of varying quality ; the

worst are the main roads running to Paris. If the secondary
roads are chosen a good surface is generally found.

Isle of Wight. ' SAFETY FIRST.

FUEL CONSUMPTION OF TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—As an Allon rider I was much interested and sur-

prised at the letter of " NoUa Syadlla."
My machine is a 1919 model, and with the carburetter

fitted by the makers I could not get more than 50 m.p.g.
;

•so I fitted a Biuks and using 00, 0, and 7 jets average about
70 m.p.g. Your correspondent's statement that he was doing
112 m.p.g., which was afterwards increased to 132 m.p.g.,
by the use of " Fam-0," has fairly taken my breath away i

I should like to hear how he attained even the former result
—type of carburetter fitted, speed that he runs at, etc.

Upton-on-Severn. OLD BILL.

SILENCE!
Sir,—In view of the recent campaign against noisy motor

cycles at Brooklands, I feel I must let you know the result
of a few experiments I have recently carried out with con-
siderable success. All that is necessary is to procure a
selection of camphor balls in sizes varying from 1-2 cms. in

diameter. These may be purchased from any chemist. A
small quantity of permanganate of potash is also required.
Dissolve 20 grains of the latter in 2 ozs. of water, and then
grasping one of the balls in a pair of pliers immerse it in
the aforementioned solution for 10 seconds. The ball should
now resemble a fully ripe grape. My experience is that best
results are obtained with 1 cm. balls for 500 c.c. machines,
U cms. for 750 c.c, and, 2 cms. for big twins. I have not

experimented in the 350 c.c. class yet, but assume that

0.75 cm. would be roughly correct.

All that is now necessary is to place the treated ball in the

expansion chamber or fishtail. The results are quite amaz-
ing. My machine is a Norton, the flywheel of which has
a decided tendency to revolve quickly, but on treating my
fishtail as described above all that was audible was the
pleasant " zipp " of the tyres as they sped me along.

I have used this method during my racing this season at

Brooklands, and I am sure that all those who happen to

know me at that delightful spot will agree that my machine
xyas easily the quietest on the track, even though it was
fitted with a "mouse-trap" carburetter. This was doubtless
due to the natural repulsion that a mouse bears towards
camphor.
The blue smoke caused by the permanganate has the effect

of making the gentleman who is about to overtake you imagine
that your plug is about to soot up, and he coiisequently closes
down thinking he has you cold. This one property gave
me three races. Qtiier advantages are more m.p.h., 100 per
cent, more m.p.g., lubricating oil not required, no tyre wear,
greater riding comfort, safety from seizure (both mechanical
and lawful), etc., etc. It is not on the market yet, but is

sure to be before long ! LIEUT. R. T. GROGAN, R.N.

INSIDE VERSUS OUTSIDE FLYWHEELS.
Sir,—Recently I was an interested observer of an argument

relative to inside and outside flywheels. According to points
scored by the party in favour of outside flywheels it would
appear that this arrangement was all that could be desired.
If this is so, I am curious to know why it should not be
adopted by manufacturers of such machines as the A.J.S.

,

Triumph, Sunbeam, Norton, etc., all of whom specialise in
inside flywheels, and, incidentally, have turned out several
winners in various races.

I would like to put a few questions on the subject ;

—

What actual advantage has an outside flywheel over an
inside?

Is crankcase compression minimised at ail in the outside
flywheel type ?

Does oil drag on the inside wheel type count for anything
at high speeds?

Is any advantage gained in the outside type by having a
large diameter wheel for the same weight, and consequently
a higher peripheral speed ? G. WALLER.

VALVES THAT CONTRACT WHEN HOT.

Sir,—I have noticed in my 550 c.c. Triumph that with
the engine thoroughly hot the gaps between the valve stems
and tappets are wider than when cold.

Careful measurement, however, proved this to be due to

the expansion of the cylinder and crank case being greater
than the valve stems, and so giving the impression that the
valves had contracted. The tappets being to some extent
insulated from the rest of the engine would remain cool

and scarcely expand at all.

I rather think that if those whose valves apparently con-

tract on being heated were carefully to caliper the length
when cold, and then bring to a working heat in a gas flame,

they would find a considerable expansion.
H. W. BAKER.
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WHERE CAN SIDECARS BE IMPROVED?

Sir,—The greatest improvement in sidecars—incorporat-

ing all and more than your correspondents desire—is the

Scott Sociable. It is surorising that this fascinating little

vehicle is not more widely known and appreciated among
sidecarists, so completely does it overcome the inherent draw-
backs of the sidecar outfit without corresponding disadvan-
tage or increased running costs. It is essentially to side-

carists that it makes appeal, and in particular to those wlio

wish at times to carry three aboard, in reasonable comfort.
My fellow motor cyclists will appreciate the point when I

recall the weather conditions of August Bank Holiday Sun-
day. I was on the road most of that day in conipany with
my wife and daughter, and we blessed " Scottie." My in-

terest is that of one who enjoys and appreciates the brainirst
little " 'bus " on the road. ' TWO-STROKE.
Newbury.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.
Sir,—The sometimes fertile mind of " Ixion " has been

concentrated, I believe, upon a question which has puzzled
a good many readers of your admirable journal, and, in

my humble opinion, he has afirittinglij solved the problem.
I must admit that it was his journalistic flair, and not his

mechanical ability that was responsible. Merely his happy
choice of words.

I refer to the temperamental Rudgn. " I.'cion's " words
were "Super Rudging." Super! Tliat is the key to the
whole question. I possess an I.O.M. Rudge. Sometimes
it is below par. Sometimes it Rudges. Sometimes it super
Rudges. All within a space of a few miles.

The Rudge ' is the only machine, I believe, which is

identical with the T.T. model in every respect. Even to

the separate oil tank clipped to the down tube. The air

intake almost touches the centre of a. broad plane surface,

the oil ta.nk, to wit. Sometimes the wind strikes this

surface, shoots across, and pumps out the mi.xture. My
Rudge is below par. Anon, a position of equilibrium is

reached. My engine Rudges. Again, the wind veers round,
relatively to the machine ; I get foiced induction owing to

the ricochetting effect, and I super Rudge.
Some of the Brooklands people have noticed that oil tanks

in similar positions have most peculiar effects on the induc-

tion system.
This is the only reason which satisfactorily accounts for

the undoubtedly temperamental running of my Rudge. Per-
haps some other Rudge riders will investigate on the same
lines. I.O.M.

Stockport.
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HUB LUBRICATION.
Sir,—We are interested to see a friendly leference to our

hub lubricant in 7'he Motor Cycle. We venture to point
out, however, that we have two grades of this material, and
that the "stiff" is the one specially adapted for hubs, fork
spindles, and steering heads. The soft grade, on the other
hand, is most suitable, and is widely used, for motor-cycle
gear boxes, such as the Sturmey-Archer, Indian, and Glyno.

If by any chance a motor cyclist uses soft hub lubricant

for the hubs, he may e.xpect, except in cold weather, to be

troubled with leakage from the ends, which makes a nasty

mess on the tyres, for which we may be blamed, although

unfairly. PRICES' COMPANY, LTD.

SOLDERED BOWDEN NIPPLES.

Sir,—Probably the chief reason why Bowden cables snap

so readily at the soldered nipple is that the acid, soldering

flu.xes one sees so regularly used rapidly eat away the

strands. After using acid flux (such as Baker's mixture)

one should give the part a thorough washing with water,

and then smear with oil.

But much better would it be if every motor cyclist knew
and used Blake's Tube Flux, which is an ideally prepared
composition for non-corrosive soldering, in a particularly

convenient type of tube. It is obtainable from Messrs.

Mosses and Mitchell, Chiswell Works, 122-4, Golden Lane,

London, E.C.I, at Is. tube, and for all sorts of solderin„'

j«bs incidental to motor cycling the writer is glad to have,

made its acquaintance. CHARLES REID.

CHAR-A-BANCS ON NARROW ROADS.
"Sir,—After the dreadful accident recently on the Romney

Marshes, is it not clear that regulations should be put into

force with regard to the routes along which char-a-bancs
may be allowed to travel and as to their speed ?

I have driven' a medium-powered sidecar outfit along this

same road some eight or ten times during the past fort-

night, and feel sure I am only voicing the opinion of all

who have also traversed this route when I assert that it,

together with many others, is totally unfit for char-a-banc

traffic.

From my own personal observation I can state that, at

the spot where the accident occurred, there is barely room
for two ordinary cars to pass one another without one or

both going on to the grass. What chance, then, has larger

traffic of doing .so in safety?
Such routes, I maintain, should be absolutely barred tii

char-ii-bancs, not only on account of the danger mentioned.

Keen interest in the climbing was shown by spectntors on Alms Hill, the last severe test hill in the Six Days Trials.

M T. 0. M. Knowles (349 A.J.S.) whose riding was applauded P. Pehrson (499 Dunelt sidecar) making a clean ascent cf the
on many hills. She was awarded a gold medal. hill.. He also gained a gold medal.
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I
- but also on account of the damage admittedly done to roads

which were never constructed for, nor intended to be used

by, such heavy and fast vehicles.

: The proper place for char-a-bancs is on the great high-

j ways and on them alone, and surely under no circumstances
I whatever should they be allowed to exceed a speed of 15

miles per hour. Many at present exceed 20.

I am far from wishing to curtail in the slightest degree

the pleasure of the many, but for their own safety, as well

as the safety of other users of the road, something ought

to Ije done. Surely the drivers themselves would prefer tlie

wider thoroughfares.
In conclusion, I should like to put in a word for these

drivers. As a rule, they are very clever and show much
consideration for those who are manipulating smaller craft.

Sussex. TOURIST.

GOGGLES FOR THE SPECTACLED RIDER.

Sir,—Having to wear spectacles I take care to choose a

pair of goggles which will fit comfortably over them, and the

particular pair I have at present have curved glasses. I do
not suffer any of the inconveniences stated by your corres-

pondents up to date, but find that when I take the goggles off

j
there is quite a difficulty in focussing my eyes ; I can see

I .. perfectly well with the goggles on, but as soon as I take them

I
off it is just as though I were looking through someone else's

I . glasses, and it is a riiatter of some 30-50 seconds before I

if

' can see properly. - AWAHAWAHAWOO.
N. Devon.

CANCELLED COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—I am writing to deplore the growing habit of motor

cycle clubs postponijig or cancelling competitions at the last

moment through insufficient entries. I engage in a certain

amount of competition work, and three times in the last

few weeks events Jiave been cancelled at the last moment.
Not only does the procedure give the club a bad name,

but it is most annoying after having prepared a machine
specially for an event, and made arrangements f»r a day's

absence, to receive a letter the night before stating tiiat

the event is cancelled. Occasionally, too, I have the option

_ of entering more than one event on a given day, and the

cancellation notices always arrive too late to ejiable me to

tenter for anything eise.

Apparently clubs will not run events unless they are

assured of being financially on the right side, but would it not

be a better policy to run an event, however few entries, and if

a loss be incurred, to avoid, an event of that nature in

future? One club of which I am a member recently carried

through an event with only six entries, but surely that is

the right spirit, and at least shows consideration for the

entrants. 'The club is one of those that I shall rejoin next

year, but I will think seriously before rejoining those which

continuously cancel or postpone events.

E. C. GORDON.

A NARROW ESCAPE.

Sir,—Possibly the enclosed may interest your readers. It

reminds me of a very'nar-

f,
' row escape. When pass-

ing through the New
Forest recently on a

motor cycle and sidecar, I

felt a sudden jar, but,

thinking perhaps I had
dropped into a pot hole, I

did not trouble to stop;

however, on arrival at

Gosport, I found that

one of the back stays

of the motor cycle had
been broken, but did not
then know it had been

, - -
. pierced by a biillet which

was discovered on my
The bullet (actual size) which visit to 'the garage to have
damaged Mr. Kempton's machine the stay repaired,

whilst riding In the New Forest. GEORGE KEMrXON.

TOO INDEPENDENT BUSINESS METHODS.
Sir,—A friend of mine desired to buy one of the best

known of our three wheelers, and wished to have a body
to his own design. On enquiring as to the price of the chassis
he was informed that only the complete machine was sold.

Could any policy be more idiotic and shortsighted ? Had
the gentleman in question been in need of a large ear, a chassis
of course would have been listed as a regular thing, but, as the
requirement.s only amounted to a three-wheeler—oh, no !

As a result, my friend (who is determined to have his
own design of bodv) will have to scrap the standard body
and substitute the other. L. W. G. HARTLEY.

HOT WEATHER LUBRICATION.
Sir,
—

" Ulysses " complains of the mechanical oiling system
of the 595 c.c. Douglas in a hot climate.

I experienced the same trouble in this country in the hot
weather of last summer, also .suffering a partial seizure until
I tried Castrol X.L. oil. As soon as this oil was in the
sump the trouble disappeared and has never recurred.

I take it that "Ulysses" ha.s tried the effect of lessening
the tension on the control spring of the pump.

LESLIE EVELEIGH.

OAT A SINGLE-GEARED TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—As I enjoy the main item on Thursday's breakfast

menu, I notice friend " Ixioii " comments on the number
of Levises upon the road " doing the knots." I recently went
from here (Croydon) to Lytham, Lanes., via St. Albans,
Coventry, Lichfield.- Staft'ord, Tarporley, Warrington, Orms-
kirk, in exactly 12 hours running time (roughly 250 miles).
This was my first long ride, and my mount was a single-gear
211 c.c. Levis {51 to 1 gear).

Croydon. " LITTLE MARVEL OWNER.

GEAR RATIOS FOR A SCOTT SQUIRREL.
Sir,—JNIr. E. Hodgkiiison asks for information regarding

the most suitable gear ratios for the Scott-Squirrel. It is

hard to better those provided by the makers, i.e., 3.75 and
5.4, for the top and bottom respectively. With these gears
the machine will do everything short of climbing the most
extreme of freak hills. The 5.4 to 1 gear will take the
machine up a 1 in 3 gradient, and it is also ideal for traffic

riding. On the other hand, it is not easy to get a smooth
start on a steep hill.

I should not advise altering the ratio between top and
bottom gears by changing the low gear sprocket. There is

-. no need for a much lower bottom gear, and any alteration

can be made bj' merely changing the driving sprocket. This
of course affects the high gear as well.

In my own case I obtained a definite and immediate
increase of 6 m.p.h. maximum speed on top by substituting

a 20-tooth for the 22-tooth driving sprocket supplied, i.e.,

by slightly lowering the gears ; but tills may not apply to

ever.y machine. ^

If Mr. Hodgkinson is about to order a Squirrel, I should
advise the standard gears of 3.75 and 5.4. He can alter

them later if he so desires.

The top gear will take him up most main road hills at

50 m.p.h., and when he sees many riders of four-stroke

machines, whose top gear is lower than his low, changing
down on hills up which he can hum on top, he will bless

the day on which he bought a Squirrel.

N. WILLIAMS.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. E. Hodgkinson's query regarding

the ideal gear ratios for the Scott-Squirrel, I think he will

find the usual top gear perfectly satisfactory, but I would
recommend him to have the 6.9 low gear. Last year I ran

a Squirrel for six months, and won several medals at both
speed and reliability trials, using the 6.9 low gear, and
found it sufficiently low to climb all the rough-surfaced

freak hills we had to climb, and also could get about 40

m.p.h. on it. My new Squin-el has the 5.4 low gear ratio,

and although it is simply astonishing how well it pulls

on this gear (I occasionally fit a Scott sporting sidecar

on it), I really think the 6.9 would be the better of the

two for' anyone who has not had previous experience with

this model. WATER-COOLED.
Cardiff.
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EASY PAYMENTS.
Sir,— I recently had occasion to ask a large corporation

what their terms were for certain household fitments if

supplied on the "hire-purchase" system. They told me
they charged five per cent, mterest for monthly payments
spread over three years. They arrived at the monthly
payment by adding fifteen per cent, to the principal and

dividing the sum by 36. They were a little surprised when
I told them that, as a matter of fairly elementary mathe-

matics, they were charging, approximately, twelve per cent,

per animm for the accommodation.
This led me to inquire into the actual rates of interest

charged for "easy payments" in various trades. It' may
interest your readers to know that the rate charged ,by

the majority of motor cycle factors lies between ten and
twelve per cent. I will give two instances ;—Firm A adds
10 per cent, to the cash price, requires a deposit of a quarter

of the sum, and payment of the remaining three-quarters i)i

24 equal monthly instalments. The rate of interest is about
12 per cent. Kirm B requires a deposit of ten per cent,

of the cash price, and either twelve monthly payments of

79/1200ths of the cash price, or eighteen of 9/200ths. In

each c:ise the actual rate of interest charged is about
II per cent.

These rates may not be excessive, taking everything into

consideration, but it is as well that prospective pui-chasers

should ksow what they really are paying when they accept

these terms. The methods of calculation will be found in

Chambers's "Mathematical Tables" (in the "Explanation''
at the beginning). H. G. LE MESURIER, Lt.-Col.

CAPACITY HANDICAPS IN THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

Sir,—A glance through the entries in Class B in the Six

Days Trials will show you that three houses competed in

this class (which is for machines up to 350 c.c.) with engines

of less than 300 c.c. It is obvious that the A.C.U. cannot
make a class for every manufacturer's cubic capacity, but we
do think it is only fair that the small engines giving away
some 57-60 c.c. in a class should be given a handicap, and
we suggest that for the next trials 5 marks for every 10 c.c.

should be allotted to those whose engines are below the

maximum capacity of that class.

The O.K. Junior engines are of 292 c.c, as also were the

AUons and one Connaught.
HUMPHRIES & DAWES, LTD.

'(E. H. Humphries.)

THREE-WHEELERS IN THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

Sir,—An account of the performance of cycle cars in the

A.C.U, Six Days Trials, the premier competition of the year,

may be of interest to those who wish to compare the per-

formance of various types of passenger machines.
Cycle cars first competed in 1912, when there were five

entries (three tour-wheelers). Two Enfields, a Morgan, and
a G.W.K. obtained gold medals, an A.C. a bronze. In 1913

there were twelve entries (nine four-wheelers). The awards
were a gold for a Morgan and a G.W.K. and a silver for a

J.B.S.

In 1914 thirteen cycle cars competed (seven four-wheelers).

A Calthorpe and a Morgan obtained golds, a JMorgan, J.B.S.,

and A.C. bronze medals.
The next Six Days Trials were held in 1919 and four-

wheelers were excluded ; there were six entries, but only

three awards were made, a gold, a silver, and a bronze, all to

jNIorgans.

In 1920 there were five entries, and Morgans obtained three
golds. •"

In 1921 four-wheelers were again included, but there were
only six entries : three Morgans, two G.N.s, and a T.B. ; all

obtained golds—a quite unique triumph for the cycle cars
engaged, but it does not seem to have encouraged the rest.

This year there were again six entries : three Morgans, a
T.B., a Scott Sociable, and an L.S.D. The four first obtained
golds ; the Scott finished the course.

While the number of cycle car entries has decreased, the
number of sidecar entries has increased by leaps and bounds.
In 1912 there were only six sidecar entries, this year there
were 56. On the other hand, the percentage of golds in .

1912 was 100 per cent., in 1922 less than 50 per cent.

b 2b

It would seem therefore that, although the cycle cars which
have been entered have of late obtained a better percentage
of success than the sidecars, the number of cycle cars com-
peting has been so small (the successful cars being limited
to the Morgan, T.B., and G.N.) that the position of the
sidecar is not challenged. The heavier and more expensive
light car at present hardly comes into competition with the
sidecar; it appeals to another class^of driver. Until the
numerous makers of cycle cars take their courage in both
hands and compete with the' sidecar, the popularity of the
latter is not seriously threatened, though the popularity of
the successful cycle car is assured

H. GEORGE MORGAX.

SIX DAYS TRIALS MARKING.
Sir,—My object in writing to you is to call your attention

to the grossly unfair way the awards have been arrived at
in connection with the Six Days Trials.
My only failure throughout the event was losing 28 marks

for being 14 minutes late at a secret check. Through this I

received no award whatever, although I passed every other
test satisfactorily, with the exception of losing 4 marks for
silencing, and climbed every hill in the trials, including
-^Ims Hill. Further, on looking through the results I find
that other competitors losing as many, and in some cases
more, marks than myself received a silver medal. Also, a

machine that tails on three hills qualifies for a gold medal.
Does this represent the true reliability of my machine?

F. C. PARKES.

[An article dealing with the aw-ards in the Six Days Trials
appears in this issue. The whole fault would appear to be'
that gold medals were won too easily by a great many com-
petitors. If this had not been so, the anomaly complained
of would not have arisen. This is not the only case where a

rider fails to gain a premier award with a total of marks
greater than some of the successful ones.

—

Ed.]

WHERE FOVR-CYLINDERS ARE POPULAR.
Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " comments under the

heading, " Xot for us':'" it will perhaps interest him and
others of your readers to learn that the four-cylinder motor
cycle has already achieved quite a vogue in this country'
(Holland). Both the Henderson and Ace are^amiliar sights
on Dutch roads and cost is no deterrent here, as the Ace
with full electrical equipment and 3^in. tyres sells at f.1,200

(£105), whilst the price of the Henderson is only slightly

higher.

Both machines are capable of the same speeds as the
Talbot car, on which " Ixion " enjoyed his 600-mile scuri-y,

and the Henderson especially is almost as silent as a Rolls.

On the other hand, it is curious to note that the~four-
cylinder F.X., which was quite popular here in pre-war days,

has practically disappeared from our roads. No doubt the
absence of electrical equipment on this machine and its shaft-

drive have something to do with this.

F. H. LAilPEN.
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° Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists. °

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

' MOTOR CYCLE S AND HO-W TO MANAGE THEM." Q
The standard handbook of the motor cycle. _ p.

a
D
D
n Price net 2/6. By post, 2/10. _
° " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." [d
'-' Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. Li

'-' " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." ^J

P By " I.XION," of The Motor Cycle. P
Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. P

n Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. Q
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. n

p,
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, 1-1

Tl London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. z:
Q Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and '-'

P Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. P
D "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. P
P With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. _

P Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Q
n Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers q
PI

and Railway Bookstalls. - p.
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POPULAR PROPRIETARY GEAR BOX IMPROVED.
A New Sturmey'Archer ThreC'Speed for Heavy Machines. Shock Absorber

Embodied in Cha'n'drive Model. Kick'Starter Mounted Directly on Layshaft.

WHEN one of the pioneers of the

countershaft gear box produces a

modified type of gear, it is a

matter of considerable interest to the

thousands who will, as a m_atter of

course, employ this gear box en new
model machines.
The latest three-speed Sturmey-Archer

gear for heavyweight motor cycles is a

remarkably neat jiiece of work ; it is

smaller, lighter, and more compact tnan

;
the previous models, and whilst retain-

'iiig all the advantages of easy changing
Hud quiet running, it possesses several

new and distinctive features.

Improved Clutoh.

A single adjustable clutch spring now
replaces the series of small springs in the

earlier type. In addition, a number of

rubber rings are insei'ted in the clutch

sprocket of the all-chain model, and the

drive is transmitted through these to a

series of pegs in the clutch case; this

arrangement provides a certain amount of

fle.xibility and shock-absorbing capability.

The clutch itself is of the cork-niserted

type, having seven discs.

As is usual .!!> Sturmey-Archer con-

struction, all gears are in. constant mesh,
the intermediate wheels being moved to-

gether by a common plate ; this plate is

operated by a fork lying below the box
and is particularly simple and robust in

construction. The relief device or delay

action mechanism is now integral with

the shifter fork sp]ndle in the gear box
and is not carried On the control lever

bo.i£. .

Both sliding members in the gear are

splined internally arid- engage with cor-

responding splines on their shafts when

In the latest Sturmey gear box the kick-starter is mounted on the layshaft and the final chain

drive model, illustrated by the lower section of the clutch, embodies a shock ab-x;i bar.

required. In general layout the box is a
replica of the Sturmey-Archer lightweight
three-speed gear, and the direct gear
i.'5 obtained by moving the sliding mem-
bers to the left so that dogs on the upper
intermediate wheel engage with similar

dogs on the high gear wheel, locking it

to the main shaft by means of splines.

Movement to the right disengages the
dogs, the drive being through the inter-

mediate wheels, both of which are locked

by splines to their respective shafts ; a

further motion to tlie right engages dogs
on the lower intermediate wheel with re=

cesses in the low gear wheel on the lay-

thaft, locking it to the layshaft, and thus

the lowest ratio is obtained. A kick-

starter pedal operates by a simple form
of pawl mechanism through the low gear
wheels, thus avoiding the necessity for

an additional kick-starter quadrant.
Double row ball bearings are used on 'the

main shaft and the clutch side of the

layshaft, plain bearings being used for

the kick-starter end of the layshaft. The
clutch sprocket revolves on a roller bear-

ing when running loose. Particular care

has been taken to avoid oil leakages, and
the box appears, both mechanically and
as regards compactness, to be a distinct

improvement on the already well-known
products of the maimers.

LIGHTING REGULATIONS UNIFIED.
No Rear Lamps on Solo Machines. Head Lamp Power to be Limited.

Lighting'Up Times in \A/inter.

rarlier

To come into operation on January 1st,

1923, the new Lights on Vehicles

Bill does not entail any serious al-

terations so far as motor cycles are con-

cerned.

On bicycles "not having sidecais at-

tached thereto, whether propelled by
-mechanical power or not, and in the case

of tricycles not propelled by mechanical
power, only one lamp showing a white

- light to the front need be carried. In

the case of bicycles and tricycles not pro-

pelled by any mechanical power, the

Ministry may, by order, authorise the use

of a single lamp so placed to show con-

tinuously without >isk of obscuration a
white light to the front and a red light

to the rear." It seems, therefore, that

motor bicycles need not carry a rear red
lamp, but a pedal cycle may have to carry
a lamp which shows a red light to the
rear.

The Bill first of all stipulates that every

vehicle on any street, highway, or road
to which the public has access during
the hours of darkness must carry two
lamps showing to the front a white light

visible from a reasonable distance, and a
lamp showing a red light to the rear.

Single-track vehicles are excepted in a

later section.

According to the Bill, from April 1st

to September 30th the " hours of dark-

ness " is the time from one hour after

sunset to one hour before sunrise ; and
from October 1st to March 31st the time
betv;een half an hour after sunset and
half an hour before sunrise. This section

will repeal the present regulation j squir-

ing the lighting of one number plate half

an hour after sunset.

A restriction is placed upon the number
of lamps to be carried as welL as the
range of forward illumination. If a
vehicle carries more than two lamps show-
ing a white light to the front, the lamps

which the vehicle is required to carry by
law shaJl not have a range exceeding
60ft. ; while no other lamp may have a
range of illumination of more than 150ft.

Indefinite Rulings.

The penalty for -a contravention of the

Act is not exceeding £5 for the first

offence or not exceeding £20 in the case
of the second or subsequent offence.

The Act applies to vehicles of every
kind, and it seems unfortunate that the
regulations are not more definite and that
certain specified e'-\:ceptions may be made
at the discretion of the Ministry of Trans-
port. It is to be hoped, therefore, that
these powers will not be abused.

It is also v/orth mentioning that no
specific position is mentioned for the
lamps ; for example, it is not stated that
they must show the extreme width of the
vehicle or that the rear lamp should be
placed on the offside of the vehicle.
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CURRENT
CHAT

xrimes to 3Ligbt lamps.
Sept. 7th .. . . 8.3 p.m

9it .. .. 7.58 ,.

]lth .. .. 7.54 „

13th .

.

.. 7.50 ,

One namber plate must be illuminated as above
ftde ' Road Vehicles Registration and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law may be lit tjali an nour later.

Determined Thieves.
The audacity of thieves seems to be un-

limited. Recently several men broke into

a cycle car owner's garage. Apparently
they were unable to start the engine of

the car, so they carefully removed and de-

camped with the dynamo, lamps and
wiring.

A Eeal Veteran.
A paragraph recently appeared in

^
a

paper advertising a well-equipped machine
of a noted make complete with clutch

and kick-start—and tax paid—date 1621,

A correspondent, historically inclined,

enquires whether this machine was ridden

by Charles I. !

Goggle Deafness.
There is probably quite sound reasoning

in the argument that impaired hearing

when wearing goggles is caused by pres-

sure of the strap upon the auditory nerves.

This suggestion seems to be proved by the

fact that one's hearing is often slightly

affected even while wearing goggles

pushed up on to the forehead.

Hero-worship.
A motor cyclist was recently very much

amused to see a group of street-urchins

clustered round his machine and arguing
hotly. This is the conversation he heard :

" Yus, that's the i>ike wot killed 'im."

"No, it ain't." " Betcha it is—look,

'ere's the bloke comin' wot did 'im in !"

The boys retreated with looks of awe as

the "murderer" approached.

Inverfarigaig in Scottish Two-Day Trial.

Thi.s year's Scottish Two-Day Trial will

take the competitors into Highland scenes

familiar to all who have ridden in

the Six Days proper. The latter event
was remarkable for the great distances
traversed, and the forthcoming trial is

equivalent to two of the severest days in

that memorable event. An early start

(7 o'clock ; assemble 6.30) will be made
from Murrayfield Tram Terminus, Edin-
burgh, on Saturday, September 16th—the
Scottish General Holiday—and thence
the competitors will proceed via Stirling,

Sheriffmuir, to Perth, Braemar, Tomin-
toul, Grantown-on-Spey, Nairn, and finally

Inverness, will complete the day

—

approximately 200 miles, Sunday will be
spent at the Highland capital. On Mon-
day the distance covered will be approxi-
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mately 190 miles : Inverness, Inver-

farigaig, Kyllachy, Carrbridge, Dalnacar-
doch, Kenmore, Sheriffmuir, Stirling,

Edinburgh. The observed hills on Satur-

day will be Sheriffmuir, Rinloon, Cock-
bridge, and Bridge of Brown. None of

these hills are abnormally severe, though
the terrors of Cockbridge and Bridge of

Brown depend upon the weather. The
tit-bit of Monday's run is Inverfarigaig

Corkscrew. A large number of entries

have already been received by Mr.
Campbell McGregor, 6, Castle Terrace,

Edinburgh. A club team prize and a

manufacturers' team prize are offered, in

addition to the usual gold, silver, and
bronze medals. It is a pity that the date

of this sporting event concurs with one
equally strong in its appeal to hardy
riders—the Scott Trial.

A Motor Cycling Farmer.
One of the Bromley (Kent) farmers who

opened roadside retail stores on their

farms this week for the sale of farm pro-

duce direct at wholesale prices is Mr,
Bruce Wood, an old competition rider and
a member of the Woolwich Club. Many
motor cyclists from London are amongst
his customers, and several sidecars were
seen leaving with bags, and even sacks,

of produce.

A.l. E£Qciency.

The fact that they are worked hard at

all hours, and appear to receive practically

no attention, speaks well for the machine
(nearly all of well-tried makes) used by
the newspaper distribution companies.

Warm I

For Brooklands use Col. Stewart has
fitted a silencer of generous dimensions
over the back wheel of his machine in the

place ordinarily occupied by the carrier.

We hope he will not give anyone a

"lift" :

New M.C.C. Chairman Elected.

To fill the vacancy caused by the sad

death of Mr. Robert Head, Mr. L. A.
Baddeley, who has been so long con-

nected with the Motor Cycling Club, has

been elected chairman, while Mr. J.

Ogilvie has been chosen to fill temporarily
the position of honorary treasurer.

Misleading Statements.

A weekly publication asks "How many
' pillion girls ' have to be killed before the

obviously requisite law is passed?" It

is quite time that the lay Press stopped
publishing nonsensical paragraphs such as

this on matters about which it invariably

displays supreme ignorance.

"Received too late £or Publication."

It is not very helpful to give a review
of the regulations of a club event in the
issue of r/ie Motor Cycle published two
days before the event takes place. Re
cognition of this fact would pi-event much
heart-burning.

Details and plans of the new wing of Olympia have already been published in The Motor

Cycle. This photograph shows that the work is now well in hand. A great increase of floor

'pace will be available for this year's motor shows, and the chief entrance will be brought into

the main Hammersmith Road.

^ If-
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A machine -the silence ot which is under dispute—being submmed to test by the audiometer

under A.C.U. observation.

500 mile Race Cancelled.

Owing to complaints by Weybridge
residents to the Brooklands authorities

regarding the noise of long-distance

motor cycle races, the 500 mile race has

been abandoned. The matter is dealt

with on pages 325 and 351.

Brooklands Silence Campaign.

People not in the know will be sur-

prised to learn that there is a permanent
injunction against noises on Brooklands
track, which was the outcome of the first

24-hours record, made so long ago as

1907.

More Records on Monday.

On Monday last, D. E. O'Donovan, V.
Horsman, and R. N. Judd, on a stan-

dard 490 c.c. Norton, started an attempt

on the double-twelve record. On the first

(lay they broke the following records

—

500 Miles.—4h. 47in. 5s. Speed, 62.69 m.p.h.

100 Miles.—6h. 24m. 24s. Speed, 62.43 m.p.h.

SCO Miles.—7h. 59m. 40s. Speed, 62.64 m.p.h.

5 HoUKS—314 mis. 194 yds. Speed. 62.82 m.p.h.

6 Hours.—377 mis. 1,719 yds. Speed, 62.99 m.p.h.

Exact Capacities More Interesting.

Club secretaries would make their no-

tices of hill-climbing etc., much more

interesting if they always specified the ,

e.xact capacities ot the competing

machines. For example, when we hear

that a " 3j h.p." Sunbeam has made
lastest time of the day, we can only sur-

mise whether it is a 492 c.c. or a 499

c.c. model.

Speed Trials in the Bois de Boulogne.

Unless the Paris Municipality with-

holds its sanction, motor cycle and cycle

tar speed trials will be run in the Bois

de Boulogne (the Hyde Park of Paris)

tn the morning of Saturday, September

23rd. Last year the energetic Motocycle

Club de France induced the authorities

to allow it to have the use of the famous
Avenue des Acacias for kilometre speed

trials, this being the first time in history

that speed tests had been held over a

highway within the City of Paris. Ap-
plication' was again "made this year for

the use of the avenue, and wifiile the

authority responsible for the care of the
Bois de Boulogne gave immediate con-

tent, there has been a little difficulty,

owing to political contro'versy, in getting

the consent of the Municipality.

M.C.C. One-Day Sporting Trial.

Entries are being received for the
M.C.C. one-day sporting trial for motor
bicycles, which will start from Caterham
on September 30th. Marshals are
wanted for this trial, and if any readers
would care to help the M.C.C. in this

capacity they ai'e requested to communi-
cate with the trials hon. sec, Mr. F. T.

Bidlake, 84, North End Road, Golder's

Green, London, N.W.I. Mr. E. A.
Bridgman will be chief marshal.

Police Campaign Against Open Exhausts.

There has lately been unparalleled
police activity against noisy motor cj'cles

in the Coventry and Birmingham district.

The amount of noise created is apparentlj'

a secondary consideration, the main factor

being whether or not the arrangements
on the machine conform to the law—fish-

tailed, long exhaust pipes are taboo. Now,
since the law itself only asks for a reduc-
tion in the volume of sound and does not
make compuLsory any particular way of

reducing it, the attitude of the police is

not easy to understand.

Obtaining Evidence for Silencer Cases.

On a recent occasion Mr. Stanley Vine,
of Sittingbourne, was stopped by the

police near West Wickham, Kent, for

using too noisy a motor cycle. He ap-

pealed to the A.C.U. , which immediately
took action and arranged a test by means
of Professor Low's audiometer. This in-

strument was rigged up in Professor

Low's car in St. James's Square, and
Mr. Vine was requested to pass between
two oificials of the A.C.U. in front of

the audiometer, so as to ensure being at

the same distance therefrom on eacu

occasion, travelling at a speed of about
18-20 m.p.h.
The noise emitted by Mr. Vine's motor

bicycle was recorded photographically by
'the audiometer, which consists of a dia-

phragm on which there is a small mirror

1 mm. .square. A strong light is directea

on to this mirror, and is projected on to

a photographic film. The film is then

developed and printed, and the oscilla-

tions caused by the sound are permanently
recorded, and can then be compared with

the record of a machine which is accepted

as being reasonably quiet

For Continental Tourists.

All article which appeared in Tlie

Motor Cycle, of February 16th, 1922,

giving all the necessary information con-

cerning touring abroad, has been re-

printed, and a copy will be sent on ap-

plication to any reader thinking of visiting

the Continent.

New 1,000 c.c. Records.

On Friday last E. Remington, on a

998 c.c. Blackburne, covered a mile at

Brooklands from a standing start in

45.58 sees. (78.98 m.p.h.), constituting a

British record. In the reverse direction

he took 48.08 sees., and the mean speed

international record is claimed at 74.87

m.p.h. (120.49 km.p.h.).

Maintaining Tune.

A remarkable example of maintainance
of efficiency after 800 miles' strenuous
road-work was given in the Six Days
Trials by E. Searle's 350 c.c. Sheffield-

Henderson, which actually maintained
48.3 m.p.h. during the speed test at

Brooklands. Incidentally a revision of

the official placings credits Searle with a

'

tie for the second best individual per-

formance of the trials.

Speed Trials at Morecamhe Carnival.

In conjunction with the IMorecambe
Autumn Carnival Committee, the Lune
Valley Motor Cycle Club is organising
flying kilometre speed trials, to be held

on the newly-constructed road between
Morecambe and Lancaster on Friday,
September 22nd. The road, which has
juHt recently been completed at a cost of

£27,000, is of tar macadam, dead
straight, and level, being 1,900. yards long

and 50 ft. wide, and has never been used

for traffic. There will be a flying start

of 5O0 yards, and at each side of the

road there is accommodation for some-
thing Uke 7,000 spectators.

Entries should be sent to the hon.
secretary, Mr. R. L. Ducksbury, Elms
Hotel, Morecambe.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

••THE AUTOCAR"—published
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprisinglines—is the com-
phAe automobile journal embracing
small,medium,andlarge cars. Every
motor cyclist conteinplating the pur-
chase of a light cay should read

Every Friday fiCl.

Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
vevsally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.
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Models
^

a

The 925 c.c.

fully sprung

Clyno Sidecar

Outfit.

f^ A

Midland riders will recognise the familiar hill up the Bull Ring, Birmingham. With a full load of

three and luggage the Clyno can re-start with ease on the worst part of the gradient.

ENGINE: Clyno 42" V Iwin, 76 x
102 mm. {925 c.c.) ; side by side valves.

GEAR BOX: Clyno 3-speed, Ralios
4-85, 7-6 and 16-3 to 1.

SPECIFICATION.

TYRES : 2Sin. x Sin.

TRANSMISSION : All chain

enclosed.

FORKS: Brampton bi-flex.

CARBURETTER : Semi-automatic.

FRAME : Leaf-springing.

EVER since the days of the selective clutch twO:

speed Clyno, its makers have had a high reputa-

tion as manufacturers of sidecar outfits, and it

was with pleasure that a few weeks ago we were ;ible

to announce that the big twin Clyno was once again in

. production.

The early post-war design was most promising in

every respect, but its production was delayed for

some time for works and financial re-organisation, and
this delay has enabled even further improvements to be
made in the final article.

Comfort and Speed.

In spite of the. fact that the machine which we tried

had never been on the road previously, it ran without a
falter throughout a total distance of some 200 miles,

and proved itself '

capable of maintain- r „-«*H^r:"T-T»^-.*->r-. _-

ing very high average

speeds with heavy
loads. The h i g h

averages put up
w ere undoubtedly
due not only to

the power and
smooth running of the

engine, but also to the

comfort provided by
the excellent spring

fi'ame and spring

sidecar wheel, which
absorb severe bumps
to such a degree that

one can maintain high

speeds over rough
roads, pot-holed

streets or tram tracks.

c 4

After a preliminary run we left Coventry by
the Holyhead road for Wellington, thence to the

Wrekin to watch the competitors ascending that hill

during the course of the A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

The trip was accomplislied in remarkably short time in

spite of the new engine, and in extreme comfort.

Thence on to Shrewsbury and back again to Wellington

for the night.

The following day the return trip was made via

Birmingham, and the average speed maintained was as

high as could reasonably be expected of any sidecar

machine. The maximum speed is about 50 m.p.h.
Throughout this trip the load consisted of an ii'-stone

passenger, light luggage, and spare can of petrol and
a spare wheel. In addition the machine was equipped
with full electfic lighting and electric horn.

Even through thick traffic top gear can be used on the 925 c.c. Qyno outfit.

Cool Running.
So. smooth and cool

running is the engine

that it may be left on
three-quarters throttle

for mile after mile

without showing any
signs of distress. It

is also quiet as regards

mechanical noises,

though a slight im-

provement might he

made by lengthening

the tail pipe another

six inches, for though

the exhaust is not

unduly noisy, thank.=

to the large cast alu-

minium expansion

chamber, the sound
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Road Tests o£ New Models.—
of the explosions is clearly audible to the rider, which
would not be the case were a slight extension fitted.

Mechanical lubrication by a small pump driven from
the timing gear relieves the rider of all responsibility,

though since the engine was a new one and we were
driving somewhat fast the auxiliary oil pump was em-
ployed on two or three occasions.

An internal expanding rear brake works smoothly and
powerfully. It is in fact sufficiently powerful to lock

the rear wheel, though a steel-studded tyre such as was
fitted to the machine fs question is not well adapted to

rapid deceleration on smooth tarred roads.

With regard to the front brake, liowever, there is

considerable room for impro^-ement, a horse-shoe type
being fitted at present which not only interferes with
the quick detachability of the interchangeable wheels,

but has the additional disadvantages of scoring the rims

and being insufficiently powerful for use with a heavy
sidecar. An external expanding brake could easily be
arranged, avoiding both these defects, and we under-
stand that the manufacturers already have this matter in

hand.

Mudguarding.
The front mudguard is no less than Sin. wide, and

is valanced throughout the complete arc, and these

sensible proportions helj> to keep both machine and
rider reasonably clean, and the rear guard which moves
with the spring wheel is exceptionally free from rattles.

A most excellent metal-to-metal multi-plate clutch is

fitted on an extension of the gear shaft, and it is par-

ticularly sweet and smooth in action. It is operated by
a pedal conveniently placed on the left footboard.

gun supplied in the kit.

Tlte gear box is unusually silent on all ratios, and it

api^ears to be impossible to make a noise when changing
gear, though, owing to slight stiffness in the new quad-

rant, we did' not always change as smartly as desirable.

Rear suspension by two laminated springs seems to

be ideal ; no trace of side rock could be detected, and the

springs were just sufficiently flexible to absorl) the sharks

without causing roll or bounce. The same may be said

of the sidecar wheel springing, which removed all traces

of those shocks usually transmitted to the cycle by the

sidecar wheel, yet was stiff enough to prevent serious

rolling on corners.

As to the sidecar itself, the two passengers who tested

it on different occasions agreed that the springing was
the most comfortable they had ever experienced, and
though the leg room is a little cramped for a tall man
it is ample for a passenger of normal proportions.

-' Suitable for Rough Tracks.

High ground clearance is a strong point for overseas

bi^yers, and the frame with its duplicate saddle tube

construction is sufficiently rigid for all requirements.

With the exception of the front brake already men-

tioned, the only serious criticism we have to make has

regard to the petrol consumption, which was somewhat
high, working out at approximately 35 nx.p.g. It is

perhaps hardly fair to raise this point, since the engine

and carburetter were untuned and the machine was
driven at more than average speed throughout the greater

part of our test.

Except for the exhaust noise it would have been diffi-

cult to tell that the gngine was a V twin, and from

maximum speed the machine could be throttled down to

a mere crawl and driven through thick traffic on

top gear. In detail work, the Clyno excels ; the

cvlinder heads are very easily detachable, chain

adjustments are simple, and every moving part

of the machine can be greased by a special grease

The 925 c.c. Qyno outfit showing the distinctive finish and very complete equipment. Rear springing,
mechanical 1 brication and detachable cylinder heads are noteworthy features.

A two-way tap enables

the gear box to be lubri-

cated en route, and the

system of feeding oil (by

mechanical pump) to

wells surrounding the

cylinder bases appears to

answer admirably.

It is very seldom that

we have felt so thoroughly

enthusiastic over a heavy

sidecar outfit as was the

case after our trip on the

925 c.c. Clyno, and we
wish the company every

success in its latest

venture.

500 MILE RACE
The British ^Totor- Cycle Racing Club has been com-

pelled definitely to abandon the 500 Miles Race at
Brooklands, which was to have taken place on the
23rd inst. This decision has been come to owing to

the uncompromising attitude of the proprietors of
Brooklands track, but " is taken without prejudice to
any or all of the club's rights existing under the agree-

ABANDONED.
ment now in force between the proprietors of Brook-
lands track and the- British Motor Cycle Racing Club."

Although the resolution of the B.M.C.R.C. would
seem to infer that the proprietors of Brooklands are

antagonistic to the motor cycle movement, this is not

so, since their hands have been forced by a few people

residing close to the track.

c 5
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By adopting these characteristic attitudes at,.Chatcombe hill climb, passengers and drivers reduced wind resistance to the minimum.
(Left). Geo, Dance (499 Sunbeam sidecar) winner of the unlimited sidecar class, (Right), W. B. Gibb (494 Douglas sidecar) riding

with one leg over the saddle.

Barrow and District M.C.
A successful hill-climb was held at Buclcman

Brow, Broughton, on the 27th ult., over a course
measuring 557 yards. Results :

350 CO. (ON TIME),
1. J. C. Dearden (349 Massey-Arran) ... 26VoS.
2. Mrs. Boberts (349 Sheffleld-Hendersonl 28%s.
3. Geo. Roberts (349 ShefHeld-Henderson) 32y55.

600 c.c. (ON TIME).
1. H. Jackson (492 Sunbeam) 24%=.
2. J, C. Dearden (349 Massey-Arran) ... 251/55.

3. B, Hill (532 Scott) 27%s.
1,000 CO. (ON TIME).

1. J. Illingworth (998 Trump-Anzani) ... 23%s.
2. H. Jackson (492 Sunbeam) 23ysS.
3. J. C. Dearden (349 Massey-Arran) ... 26y5S.

1,000 c.c. SIDECARS (ON TIME).
1. J. Illingworth (998 Trump-Anzani sc.) 23%s
" " " "' " ' ' 321/5S.

361/5S.

2. R. Dixon (494 Douglas sc.)

3. H. T. Wilson (490 Norton sc.) ..-

500 0.0. (HANDICAP).

1. J. Morrison (498 P. and M.) 35%s.
2. H. Holmes (499 Rover) ... 28s.
3. B. Hill (Scott) ... ... tied r 24s.

H. Jackson (492 Sunbeam) ...(26(^3.

1,000 c.c. (HANDICAP).

Allowed
13%s.
51/5S.

%5.
"

31/6S.

Allowed
1. J. Illingworth (998 Trump-

Anzani 23%s.
2. H, Holmes (499 Rover) x 28?4s.
3. B. Hill (Scotti tied/27%s.

H. Jackson (492 Sunbeam) ... ( 24%s.
1,000 CO. SIDECARS (HANDICAP)

Allowed
1. H. Holmes (499 Rover sc.) ... 36s. SVsS.
2. H. T. Wilson (490 Norton sc.) 35y5S. 8s
3. B. Fisher (490 Norton so.) ... 38s,

600 c.c (NOVICES).
1. H. Holmes (499 Rover)
2. W. D. Mackenzie (499 Rover) ..:

3. J. Morrison (498 P. and M.)
FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY

J. Illingworth (998 Trump-Anzani)

4%s.
3MiS,
%s.

SVsS.

285/5S.

32iis.
36%s.

23ys5.

Epsom and District M.C.C.
The best performance in the first reliability trial,

which took place on August 27th, was made by
F, Hellish (349 o.h.v. Blackburne) with a total
loss of 18 marks. The silver medal went to
G. Alder (659 Zenith), who only lost 2 marks
more than Mellish, whilst H. Cropley (550 Verus-
Blackburne) carried off the bronze medal with a
loss of 30 marks. In the sidecar class, R B
Furniss (678 Martinsyde sc.) won the silver
medal, and B, Brookman (550 Triumph sc

)

secured the bronze medal. The next reliability
trial has been arranged to take place on October
1st.

Cf

Scottisli Western M.C.
The official results of the one day open reliability

trial held on the 26th of last month are"-now to
hand, and are given as follows :

JAMES CHALLENGE SHIELD.—B. D. Robert-
son (976 Matchless sc).
PALMER CHALLENGE CUP.—E. Watson (673

Martinsyde).
BEST SOLO NOT EXCEEDING - 275 C.C—W.

Kennedy (249 New Imperial).
BEST SIDECAR NOT EXCEEDING 350 C.C-

A. D. S. Barr (348 Barr and Stroud sc).
BEST PRIVATE OWNER SIDECAR.—R. D.

Robertson (976 Matchless sc).
BEST PRIVATE OWNER SOLO.—W. B. An-

derson (349 A.J.S.).
GOLD MEDALS were awarded to the following.

who lost no marks: R. M. Wilson (349 A.J.S.),

J. W. Burton (293 Coventry-Eagle), Chas,
McAllister (346 Francis-Barnett), J. M. Cowan
(499 Rover), G. Hope Wilson (348 Barr and
Stroud), B. Wation (678 Martinsyde), W. Kennedy
1249 New Imperial). Geo. Grinton (989 Harley-
Davidson sc), R. D. Robertson (976 Matchless
sc).
SILVER MEDALS were won by these riders,

who lost marks as stated below : E. A. Small (499
Sunbeam) 5, W. B. Anderson (350 A.J.S.) 6, Jas.

Neil (346 Francis-Barnett) 9, J. G. Porter. (348

New Gerrard) 2, Ian H. McGrowther (500 N.U.T.)

1, T. J. Parry (499 Rudge) 6. John May (349
A.J.S.) 6. G. A. Mann (799 A.J.S. sc.) 2. J. E.
Robertson (976 Sunbeam sc.) 3. Thos. McCreadie
(749 Bradbury sc.) 10.
BRONZE MEDALS.—Mrs. D. Bell (799 A.J.S

EC.) 20, A. D. S. Barr (348 Barr and Stroud sc.)

19.

Tiverton M.C. and L.C.C.

An inter-club speed hill-climb, open to the clubs

affiliated to the Soulh-Western Centre of the

A.C.U., was held on Holne Hill Chevilthorne. The
co'^.rse was—approximately half a mile in length,

and the event resulted in the following times being

recorded :

600 CO. SIDECABS.-l. Stagg (499 Sunbeam
sc), 40s.; 2, Parminter (595 New Hudson sc),

63s.
LIGHT OAR CLASS.-l, H. 8. Eaton (G.N.).

36.5s.: 2, Miss Pink (Horstman), 47.3s.; 3, Hol-

land (Salmson), 57.5s.

1,000 CO. SIDECARS.—1. Stagg (499 Sunbeam
EC), 40.3s.; 2, Freeman (557 B.S.A. sc), 44.8s.:

3, Parminter (595 New Hudson sc). 63.1s.

600 C.c SOLO.— 1, Stagg (499 Sunbeam), 35.6s.;

2, Pincott (398 A.B.C.), 36s.

600 CO.— 1, Pincott (398 A.B.C.), 34.65.; 2.

Parminter (499 Sunbeam), 34.8s.; 3, Stagg (499
Sunbeam), 35s.
UNLIMITED SOLO.— 1, Stagg (499 Sunbeam),

33.2s.; 2, Parminter (499 Sunbeam), 33.8s.; 3,

Pincott (398 A.B.C), 36s.

An all-night reliability trial to Yeovil was also

held under unfavourable weather conditions.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
The full results of the speed trials held at

Langham Moor on Saturday, August 26th, are
now to hand, and are as follow :

—

TWO-STBOKE MACHINES.—A. V. Adams (269
Excelsior), 197'5S.; W. J. Coe (249 Velocette),
20'/5S.

TOURING MACHINES (350 C.C.).—G. F.
Clutten (349 A.J.S.), I55/5S.: J, P. Rose (350
Beardmore-Precision), 17s.; W. J. Pretty 349
A.J.S), 171/58

500 CO.—G." P. Clutten (349 A.J.S.), 15%5,;
L. W. Harrison (499 Rudge-Muiti), 15y5S.;W J. Pretty (349 A.J.S.), I6I/5S,

750 CO.—W. R. Fison (678 Martinsyde), 16%s.;
W. L. Harrison (499 Rudge-Multr), 17s.
TWO-STROKES (EXPERTS) .—A. V. Adams

(269 Excelsior), I73/5S. ; W. J. Whistock (247
Levis), 19%s.; W. J. Coe (249 Velocette), 20y5S.
350 c.c (EXPERTS).—G. F. Clutten (349

A.J.S.), 15-/ss.; J. F. Rose (350 Beardmore-Pre-
cision), 16i^s.; A. V. Adams (350 Diamond), 1.7s.

600 0.0. (EXPERTS).-R. F. Fenn (499
Triumph), 12y5S.; E. O. Rose (500 N.U.T.) and
F. K. Portway (490 Norton) tied, 13i/iS., E. K.
Portway winning on re-run at 13%s. as against
E. C. Rose 13%s.
600 c.c. (EXPERTS).—R, F. Fenn (499

Triumph), 13s.: A. G. Mann (492 Sunbeam),
I31/5S.; F. K. Portway (490 Norton), isyss.

750 0.0. (EXPERTS).-R, F. Fenn (499
Triumph), liM%.; E, C. Rose (500 N.U.T.) ties
with A. G. Mann (492 Sunbeam), 15s., A. G.
Mann winning on re-run at 13 1-lOth sec. as
against E. C. Hose, 13y5S.

UNLIMITED (EXPERTS).—R. F. Fenn (499
Triumph) tied with F. K. Portway (490 Norton)
at 13 1-lOth sees., R. P. Fenn winning on re-run
at 12yss. as against P. K. Portway, 13 3-lOth
sees.; A. G. Mann (492 Sunbeam), 13s.

.SIDECARS UNLIMITED (GENERAL) .-G. Bird
(650 Zenith sc), 17 1-lOth sees.; S. C. Builer
(650 Zenith sc). 20 3-lOth sees.; 0. O. Ross
(598 Beardmore-Precision sc), 23 3-lOth sees,
SIDECARS, 600 CO. (EXPERTS) .—A. G. Mann

(492 Sunbeam sc), 15%s. ; E. O. Rose (500
N.U.T. sc), 15 9-lOth sees.; R. F. Fenn (499
Triumph sc), 16V^s.

SIDECARS UNLIMITED (EXPERTS),—A. G.
Mann (492 Sunbeam sc), 15-^s.; E. C. Rose (500
N.U.T. sc), 16s.; R. F. Fenn (499 Triumph sc),
16 3-lOth sees.

R. F. Fenn (499 o.h.v. Triumph) made fastest
time of the day, securing the Gilbert Challenge
Cup; he also won the Triumph Gold Medal for
the fastest time of the day made by a 500 c.o.

Eingle-cylinder machine. G. F. Clutten (349
A.J.S.) was awarded the Robinhood Engineering
Co. prize for the fastest time in the 350 c.c.

experts' class. L. W. Harrison (499 Rudge-
Multi) carried off the novices' prize.
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Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
Organised by the Harrogate and District M.C.C.,

(he leam trials for the " HagRas Shield" will be
held on Saturday next, starling from Harrogate.

Midland C. and A.C.

Nine teams, consisting of six riders in each, are
rnmpeling in the Midland Centre A.C.U. inter-

cXwh team trial for the " Easting " Tropliy,
arranged to be run off on Saturday next, 9th inst,

Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
and L.C.C.

Events for September include a run to Chisle-
luirst Caves on the 10th, t-o Perry Wood on the
17lh, and the Mart Cup Trial on the 24th inst.,

all leaving Rochester Esplanade at 10 a.m.

Connaught M.C.C.

Apple bobbing, pole and rings, a treacle bun
race, and other amusing features were included
in the programme of the gymkhana held at North
Ifarrow on August 26th. There were twelve events
in all.

Belfast and District M.C.C.

A very successful fifty-mile handicap race was
held on the 19th ^f last month at Dundonald
over a four-mile triangular course. The winner,
W. P. Met<;alfe (976 Brough Superior), completed
the distance in 55m. 30s., an average speed of
54.6 m.p.h. Second place was secured by J-
Andrews (249 New Imperial), and W. Caughey
(350 Mohawk) ran a close third.

Birmingham M.C.C-
The Austin playing fields have been lent by Sir

Herbert Austin for the third annual gymkhana
on Saturday the 16th inst., commencing at 2 p.m.
The whole of the proceeds will be devoted to

^local charities, and the various events featured in
the programme promise an excellent afternoon's
sport. Particulars may be obtained from Mr.
T. F. Watson, 131, Conybere St., Birmingham.

Stocksbridge and District M.C. and L.C.C
Competitors in the Moore Cup trial, held on

Saturday, the 26th of last month, were fortunate
in having excellent weather conditions, and as
the circular route lay through delightful scenery
the run was voted a great success. The winner
of the cup was F. Battye (11.9 Morris-Cowley),
but G. Moorhouse (532 Scott sc.) put up a strong
fight, and E. Hinchcliffe (M.A.G. twin) came in a
close third.

Colne and District M.C.
The reliability trial for the Starkie Cup was

run off on August 20th over a course of 116
miles in the Yorkshire Dales. Th-e winner of the
event was R. F. Haigh (499 Sunbeam), who was
closely followed by G. W. Spencer (211 Levis).
W. Denton (799 A.J.S. sc.) secured third place.
Proceeds from the gymkha'na held on Saturday,
August 26th, were devoted to the local hospital
funds.

Basingstoke M.C.C.

Farleigh Hill has been chosen for the fourth
annual hill-climb to be held on Thiu'sday. the
21st inst., at 2.30 p.m. This event, which in-

cludes classes for practically every type of machine,
is open to all members of clubs affiliated to the
Southern Centre A.C.U., and a special Eold
medal will be awarded for the fastest time of
the day. Entries should be addressed to Mr.
A. T. Fleming, The Castle. Reading Road,
.Basingstoke.

Ross and District M.C. and L.C.C.
^ At the first hill-climb held recently, F. C.
Morgan (349 Cotton) was successful in the open
350 and 600 c.c. classes and L. Paynter (490 Nor-
ton)—who made iastest time on the hill—won the
open unlimited class and the sidecar class.
W. Griffin {350 Douglas) was successful in the
closed 350 c.c. and unlimited classes and second
in the open 350 c.c. and closed 600 c.c. classes—

a

very creditable performance. The closed 600 c.c.

class was won by Vincent Howell {490 Norton).

West Kent M.C.
Five competitors tied for fastest time of the

day at the hill-climb on the 27th ult. On the
re-run A. G. Williams (492 Sunbeam) cut down
the time by VaS.
The winners of each class were':
250 c.c—S. Smith (249 New Imperial).
350 CO.-Expert : G. Eraser (349 Sheffield-

Henderson). Expert barred : A.' Watson (349
A.J. 3.}.
600 c.c—Expert : G. Fraaer (349 Sheffield-

Henderson). Expert barred: H. Fitzgerald (490
Norton).

,
1,000 cc—Expert: A. G. WiUiams (492 Sun-

beam), Expert barred: H. Fitzgerald (490 Nor-
ton).
600 c.c. Sii>ECAES.—H. Fitzgerald (490 Nor-

ton sc).
1,000 c.c Sidecars—G. Maund (398 A.B.C.

Meeh=]En^ Club Ev>ents.

Sept. SIOlh.—Brislol M.C. and L.C.C.—;;4-Hour
Trial.

Sept. Sloth.—Essex M.C. — 24-Bour Eeliabilitij
Trial.

Sept. 9th.—Yorkshire Centre A.C.V.^Team Trial.
Sept. 9th.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—

Speed Trials.

Sept. 9th.—Coatbridfie Airdrie and Diitrict 3I.C.C.—Social- Bun.
Sept. 0th.—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Sespatch-

earritim Competition.
Sept. 9th.—Comitrii Triangle M.C.—Gi/mkhana.
Sept. 9th.—Middle<l mugh and District M.C.—

Kdiability Trial.
Sept. 9th.— Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.—Team Trial.
Sept. O.h or 10th.—Reirjate, Redhill and District

M.C.C.—One-day Trial.
Sept. 10th.— York and District M.C—Club Bun.
Sept. loth.—Middleilrough and District M.C.—

Ladies' Day.
Sept. 10th.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Braunston.
Sept. lOth.—Sheffield M.C.C.—Run to Laneham.
Sept. 10th.—Halifax and. District M.C. and L.C.C.—Run to Aldborough.
Sept. 10th.—Colne and District M.C.—Sporting

Event.
Sept. 10th.—Eelso and District M.C.C.—Reliability

Trial.

Sept. 10th.—Prestwich and District M.C.—Gym-
khana.

Sept. 10th.—Leeds M. V.—Bun to. Sutton. Bank.
Sept. 10th.—Bulwell M.C.—BeliaMlity Trial.
Sept. 10th.—Newcastle and Northern M.C.—Speed

~

Trials at Mugglesunck.
Sept. 10th.—Manchester M.C.—Reliability Trial.
Sept. lOth.—AshJord M.C. aii^ L.C.C—Run to

_ Margate.
Sept. 10th.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

and L.C.C.—Inter-club Reliability
Trial.

Sept. 10th.—Woolwich and District M.C.C—
Mayor of Tav.liton's Cup Trial.

Sept. 10th.—Atherton and District M.C.C.—Run to

Monsal Dale.
Sept. 10th.—West Kent M.C—Combined Kent

Club^' Reliability Trial.
Sept. 9110th.—Wolverhampton M.C.C.—Social Bun.
Sept. 9110th.—Barrow a-nd Diitrict M.C.—Belia-

bility (Moonlight) Bun.
Sept. 13th.—Leeds M.U.—Impromptu Run from

City Square.
Sept. 13th.—York and District M.C.—Paper Chase.
Sept. l-3th.—Reigate, Bedhill and District M.C.C.—

Hill Climb.
Sept. 13th.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—Bun

to Brighton.
Sept. nth.—North WalesM.C.C—Reliability Trial.
Sept. 14th.—GloiKcster M.C and L.C.C.— Visit to

Worcester Pottery Works.

Wallington and District M.C.C.
Cnmnjencing aJ, 3 p.m. on the 30th inst., a hill-

climb is being held at Marlpit Lane, Coulsdon,
when all the usual classes will be included. En-
(rants are forbidden lo practice on the hill be-
furehand. Any other particulars mav be obtained
from Mr. Allan Gruzelier, 168. Regent Street.
Lwidon, W.

Scarborough and District M.C.
The speed trials taking place at Scarborough on

Saturday the 23rd inst. form an outstanding' fea-

ture of North Country motor events for the year,
and an even bigger field than last year, -ivhen 180
competitors entered, is expected. The event, open
to motor cycles, sidecars, 'cycle cars, light cars,
and cars, is being held on the North l''oreshore
witfi the support of the local authorities, and is

timed to commence at 1.30 p.m. Further particu-
lars may now be obtained from Mr. J. D. Fell
2, Harcourt Place, Scarborough,

Coleraine M.C. and L.C.C.
Another successful hill-climb was carried out.

despite unfavourable weather conditioois, at Keady,
near Lunavady. on Thursday afternoon. Slst ult.

The lightweight machines monopolised the prizes,

but numerous thrilling finishes were witnessed.
The course measured one mile, the results on han-
dicap being; —
Class A : (1) VV. Hunter (Hunter),

D. T. Carson (349 A.J.S.), f - - -

New Imperial), 8s.

Class B (Lightweights) ; , .

(Hunter), scr.; (2) C. Reid (249 New Imperial),
scr. ; (3) D. T. Carson (349 A.J. S.), scr.

Class C: (1) W. Hunter (Hunter), 83.; (2) C
Reid (249 New Imperial), 8s.

Class D (Scratch Event) : a) J. Craig (490
Norton), (2) J. Harrison (494 Douglas).

Dublin and District M.C.C.
Open speed trials were run off over a distance

of a kilometre on the Ballyogen road in th»
southern portion of Co, Dublin on Saturday last.

The results were as follows :—
Handicap. Tlmfr-

(secs.).

Two-STHOKES (300 c.c).
(1) G. V. B. Cooke (220 Velocet,te) 10 J8
(2) R. Humphreys (220 Velocette)... 4 37J,J

(3) L. A. W. Orr (225 Royal Enfield) 9 401^
Four-strokes (350 c.fc.).

(1) D. M. Murphy (346 Trump-Jap) 10 30
(2) R. Hewat (348 Douglas) 15 31»i
(3) T. V. Murphy (293 Coventry Eagle) 8 31%

FODR-STROKES (600 C.C.),

(1) R. Walsh (500 James) 10 SV'/s

(2) H. Adair (557 B.S.A.) 13 Zl^fy.

(3) H. V. Briggs (550 Triumph) ... 12 29%
SfORTS AND Racing Mooels (600 c.c).

(1) D. M. Murphy (346 Trump-Jap) 15 2b=/S
(2) R. Humphreys (220 Velocette)... 15 2Sl/i

(3) G. V. B. Cooke (220 Velocette)... 20 27-5
Passenger Machine Ci..\ss.

(1) D. Allan (633 Norton sc.) ... 3 39=/^

(2) E. F. Ashton (998 Indian sc) . . scr. 412,5

(3) J. E. Mills (Talbot car) 3 42=4

8s.; (2)

(3) C. Reid (249

(1) W. Hunter

An evening " stunt ' event of the Harrogate M.C.C. was a slow hill climb up Pot Bank—a local

test hill. Competitors went up in pairs, the slowest rider winning the heat. W. Inman (748

A.J.S. sidecar) and H. Acklan (770 B.SA sidecar) on the lower portions of the hill.
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TWO, THREE AND FOUR
WHEELS.

Mixed Meeting of the South'Eastern Centre A.C.U. at

Brooklands. A Series of Handicap Races.

SEPTEMBER yi/i, ic)22.

MANY times it has been pointed out
in the pages of The, Motor Cycle

that handicap races are overdone
at Brooklands. What, then, is to be said

of an afternoon's racing, consisting of

eleven events, in which each item is a

handicap race? On the other hand, what
was the organising club, the Surbiton

M.C., to do with absolutely unknown
quantities on un-Brooklands machines
and such well-known quantities as

Remington and Le Vack, entered in the

same race ? Running level the unknown
quantities would have packed up in dis-

gust ; thanks to the handicapper they

had a run for their money.
Ill a club centre event, which should

be largely amateur-private-owner (but

wasn't), the handicap race is justifiable,

since the riders are primarily out for

their own fun and the spectators, mostly

wives or ardent supporters, are not much
concerned. On Saturday last the spec-

tators certainly were numerically unim-
portant, being probably outnumbered by
the bookies with their clerks and " tic-

tac" men.

Seventeen in 350 c.c. Race.

Out of an entry of twenty-three there

were six defaulters at the start of the
first race, a three-lap handicap for solo

machines up to 350 c.c. E. Remington
(3.48 Edmund) and H. Le Vack (346 New
Imperial) were the scratch men, H. L.
Biggs (247 Sun Vitesse) being at the other
end of the scale with 2mins. 50secs.

start.

Le Vack appeared slow in getting away,
but soon established a lead over Reming-

ton. It was clear that both these had
the speed to overhaul the earlier starters,

which included Jlrs. Janson (248 Trump
•Jap) and a fleet of four Ivy's.

W. N. Peet (349 A.J.S.). Imin. 42sees.

start, was clearly a dangerous element,
however, for he crossed the line on to

his third lap as Le Vack started his

second, but the J.A.P. engine exponent
was well into a 90 m.p.h. gait. A. Frazer
(348 Sheffield Henderson) dropped out
with a broken push rod. Finally Peet
was overhauled by both Le Vack and
Remington.

Start.
Om. Os.

Om. Os.

Im. 42s.

H. Le Vack f346 New Imperial) ..

E. Bemington (348 Edmund)
W. N. Peer (349 A.J.S.) ..

Winner's speed, 79.20 m.p.h.

Next came a car event, then followed
a private owner's handicap for any type
of machine not exceeding 1,100 c.c. Dis-
tance—three laps. Thirteen started out
of an entry of twenty. The limit men
were D. Fitzgerald (490 Norton sc.) and
0. Clark (1086 G.N.) with 1 min. 42secs.

start; the scratch man rode a 997 c.c.

Indian. It was interesting to observe
that the Norton sidecar got away much
better than the G. N., and was the first

machine to complete a lap, closely fol-

lowed by R. Charlesworth (986 Zenith
sc), with W. H. Purdy on a nicely tuned
A. B.C. hot on his tail ; the scratch man
was eight places behind and had a hope-

less task. The next lap saw Charlesworth
increasing his advantage and pressing

Smith closely, while scratch, Turner (997

Indian), was " up " four places. Mean-
while, G. G. Burford (490 Norton) walked

E. Headlam (496 Zenith Bradshaw), the

limit man, who won the 3-lap senior

handicap by a mile at a speed of 72'01

m.p,h.

Cecil Volk (494 Douglas sidecar) who scored

another runaway win—at 59'80 m.pji.

—

in the 3-lap passenger handicap. He was
severely re-handicapped for the next race.

Waiting for the starter's flag.

in, having left his compression somewhere
on the track, G. H. Symonds (499 i

Duzmo) apparently had valve trouble,

and C. F. Ashby (498 N.U.T.), who had I

been going well, now limped along on

one cylinder. The first three finished at-

fifty yard intervals, with scratch just

behind a couple of Nortons.

R. Charleswortli (986 Zenith sc.) .. Im. 3s.

W, II. Purdy (398 A.B.O.) Om. 54s.

D. Fitzgerald (490 Norton sc.) .. .. Im. 42s.

Winner's speed, 66.11 m.p.h.

Handicapping Astray.

In the senior solo handicap a dark-

horse tricked the astute inhabitants of

Chronograph Villa. By virtue of a non-

starter, E. Headlam (496 Zenitn-Brad-

shaw) became limit man with 2m. 9s.

start from T. Allchin (989 Harley-D.),

and he re-passed the line as the latter

started. W. H. Sheraton (490 o.h.v.

Norton) hung on to him closely for two

laps and then disappeared, while G.

Packman (976 Packman-Jap) was forg-

ing ahead, in turn being chased by

F. A. Longman (994 Ariel-Mag). Head-

lam won by a clear mile, and the two

last-mentioned riders changed positions

as they reached the finishing line.

B Headlam (496 Zenith-Bradshaw) .. 2m. 12s,

F. A. Longman (994 Ariel-Man) .. Gm. 57s.

G. Pacliman (976 Packman-Jap) .. Im. 93.

Winner's speed, 72.10 m.p.h.

Sidecars v. Cycle Cars.

After some "over 100 m.p.h." speeds

in a car event, a passenger race followed

for anything up to 1,100 c.c.

Scratch was H. R. Godfrey (1086

G.N.). while B. Alan Hill (1086 Rhode),

L. A. Pollard (968 Talbot), F. W.
Jelpke (348 Weatherell sc), and S. M.

Greening (348 Francis-Barnett sc) were

at the other end of the scale, with ten

sidecars and a Salmson car in between.

None of the cars were placed, and

Greening maintained a handsome lead

for two laps. On his third round he

was overhauled from the Byfleet bank-

ing by C. Volk (494 Douglas sc), who
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Sidecars v. cars vn the 3-lap passenger handicap. F. W. Jelpke (348 Weatherell sidecar) and S. M. Greening (348 Francis Barnett sidecar)

followed by B. Alan Hill (1086 Rhode) and L. A. Pollard (968 Talbot). A Douglas sidecar won the event.

had been favourably handicapped, and
G. Packman's big- J.A.P.-engined out-

fit was thundering up in the rear, only

just failing to run into second place as

the line was reached.

C. Volk (494 DoiiKlas sc.) .. .. .. 2m. 3s.

S. M. Gi-ejnins (348 Francis-Barnett sc.) 2m. 43s.

G. Packman (976 Packman-Jap sc.) .. Im. Ss.

Winner's speed, 59.80 m.p.)i.

The last big race of the meeting
proper was a tnree-lap all-comers' handi-
cap. . Sixteen of the thirty-eight who
er^tered their names did not materialise.

Most of those who had been so mis-
guided as to win by a good margin in

previous events suffered the penalty,
and were fairly and squarely handi-
capped. Despite this, however, the event
was a ding-dong - affair, exciting to

watch, with Allchin (989 Harley-D.)
going like the wind from scratch, but
a handicap race at its worst—who was
doing what it was impossible to say.

R. Charles\vort)i (988 Zenith-Jap sc.) .. 2m. 9s.

G. S. Welts (350 Curfcis-B. and S.) .. 3m. 3s.
R. O. Lowe (490 Norton sc.) .. .. Im. 45s.
Winner's speed, 63.90 m.p.h.

Public Schools M.C.C. Race.

In the last event of the day, which
was confined to Public Schools M.C.C.

members, the handicapper had -been

specially kind to the limit men, H. B.

Browning (349 A.J.S.) and A. Fielden

(348 Trump-Jap). They had the lead

for two laps, then Fielden gave place

to a Norton sc, closely followed by
Charlesworth's big Zenith, which just

fell short of annexing second place.

Fitzgerald, on the Norton, actually

covered two laps with a broken handle-
bar, for the left half came away in his

hand on the second lap.

H. B. Browning (349 A.J.S.) .. ..4m. 63.

D. P. C. Fitzgerald (490 Norton sc.) .. 3m. 27s.
E. C. Charlesworth (976 Zenith so.) .. Im. 42s.
Winner's speed, 57.01 m.p.h.

INAUGURAL MEETINGS ON NEW ITALIAN TRACK.
First Motor Cycle Event on the Monza Speedway Tcmorrow; 65 Entries for 248 Miles Race.

THIS week marks the opening of the
new Monza 10 kilometre race track in

Italy.

;, A voiturette race on the 3rd inst. was
-' the first event held, while to-morrow

(Friday) will be held the motor cycle race
Ifnown as the Gran Premio delle Nazione,
and on the 10th there will be a motor car
race—the Italian A.C. Grand Prix.

The track has been built on absolutely
up-to-date lines. It is situated in an erst-

while royal park seven miles north of the
city of Milan, and formerly belonged to

, the King of Italy, who gave it to the
State. The track itself has been built in

country consisting of agricultural land,

^ vineyards and woods. It is of peculiar
form ; one lozsnge.-shaped portion is de-

- scribed as a track, while the other is called

, . a circuit, the two, however, forming one
-continuous speedway, with an under-

^_ .
ground passage, the circuit passing under
the track while the grandstand will be
outside, consequently the spectators there-

,
in will have in front of them a couple of

parallel tracks with vehicles running over
.them in opposite directions. It is owing

'
- to this arrangement that the cars will
pass the grandstand three times per lap.

Italy's new race course, the JVlonza track,

near Milan.

The track measures approximately 2|
miles round, and this, together with the
circuit, makes a distance of 6^ miles, oi

10 km. The width of the track is 30ft.

in front of the stand, so that vehicles may
be started in groups.

Friday's motor cycle race is an inter-

national contest of 400 km. (248 miles),

and in the 1,000 c.c. class there are 20
entries consisting of 12 Harley-Davidsons,
2 Excelsiors, 1 Indian, 1 Humber, 1 Nor-
ton, and 3 Gallonis. All the riders men-
tioned are Italian. In the 500 c.c. class

the entries consist of 3 Fongris, 3
Triumphs, 3 Borgos, 3 Douglases, 1 New
Hudson, 2 A.B.C.s, 3 Saroleas, 2
Veruses, 3

' Sunbeams, 3 Freras, 3 Moto-
sacoches, 2 Nortons, 2 Garellis, 2 Gileras,

3 Guzzis, 2 N.U.T.s, 3 S.A.R.s, and 1

A.J.S., amounting to 44 in all. In this

case the majority of theriders are Italian,

but Bartlett, who is an Englishman, wih
be riding one of the French A.B.C.'s, and
Naas the other, while of the Sarolea riders

one is a Belgian. As is common in Con-
tinental entry lists many riders are miss-

ing, but at the time of writing there is no

evidence that any of the English machines

/iwill be ridden by Englishmen.

c 13
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REMARKABLE DOUBLE-TWELVE RECORD.
346 c.c. Douglas Sidecar Averages over 41 m.p.h. for 24 hours. Two other Attempts Abandoned.

Nn fewer than three attempts were
made on the " double-twelve " record

on Thursday and Friday last ; but
the riders scarcely bargained for encoun-
tering such extremely unfavourable
weather conditions as prevailed interniit-

lently during the whole of the two days-

Three Aspirants.

The machines were a 346 c.c. Douglas
sidecar, a 989 c.c. Harley-Davidson, and
a 990 c.c. Rudge, ridden, respectivelv, by
C. G. Pullin, T. Allchin, and j" H.
Mathers. Only the Douglas .was successful.

A start was made at 8.26 a.m. on Thurs-
day in a downpour of rain that continued
for about two and a halt hours, making
the going both difficult and thoroughly un-
pleasant.

So bad v;as the weather in fact that
Allchin, after experiencing a certain
amount of engine trouble, gave up the
attempt, and thus C. F. Temple (his re-

lief rider) was not called upon to show his

powers of endurance.
This left the Douglas and the Rudge

still running, but after about seven hours
under unimproved weather conditions the
Rudge, which had suffered a certain
amount of engine trouble was also with-
drawn, and Pullin had the field to him-
self.

J. D. Marvin acted as relief man on the
Douglas, he and Pullin taking spells of

two hours at a time.

Previous Times Broken.

The first record to fall was the five

hours, previously held by Pullin at 201
miles 189 yards (40.22 m.p.h.). This time
he covered 222 miles 932 yards, an aver-
age speed of 44.50 m.p.h.
Following this came the 6-hour record,

previously held by J. F. Newey (293 New
Comet-Climax) at 234 miles 526 yards
(Z9.05 m.p.h.). The new record
stands at 266 miles 1,362 yards (44.46
m.p.h.). Then, later, the 12-hom- record
sulfered a similar fate, going up to 510
miles 1,623 yards (42.57 m.p.h.).
A new 300-miles record was also set up,

tlie Douglas covering the distance in

6 hours 42 minutes 33.9 seconds (44.71

m.p.h.), followed by the creation of the
" 400 " in 9 hours 22 minutes 1.3 seconds
(42.10 m.p.h.) and the " 500 " in 11 hours
44 minutes 4.04 seconds (42.57 m.p.h.).

During the first half of the attempt 510
miles 1,623 yards were covered at an aver-

age speed of 42.57~ni.p.h., and on the
second day 491 miles 480 yards, giving a

grand total of 1,002 miles 343 yards in

the 24 hours, an average speed of 41.76

m.p.h.
Heavy rain fell again on Friday after-

noon, and I'uUin complained that when-
ever his turn for duty arrived it rained the

hardest. He wore a serviceable-looking

Sidcot flying suit, but even this was not
fully proof against the elements.
Fortunatelv the weather conditions im

proved considerably later, and the few
spectators present were witnesses of a re-

markable finish by ttie one machine which
had stood up to the gruelling test—and
stood up to it in a manner that is beyond
all praise.

The last lap was really remarkable.
After running continuously for nearly 500

miles the Douglas sliowed itself easily

capable of a final speed burst, and lapped
at 50.12 m.p.h.
With the exception of one icoken valve

spring, and fitting one plug ana two new
tyres, the Douglas riders had practically

no trouble. The tyres were all Hutchin-
sons, and Lodge sparking plugs were em-
ployed. The fuel used was Pratt's spirit

and the oil, Castrol R.

SO discouraging are the Midland police

in the matter of hill-climbing com-
petitions that the Coventry and War-

wickshire Motor Club had to journey into
Northamptonshire for a venue for the
annual closed hill-climb. There an ascent,
rejoicing in the name of "Why Not,"
was discovered near West Haddon.
As the new hill has a gradient of but

1 in 15 or so (its main attributes being
lis dead straight nature and the large
stretches of grass at the roadsides for
spectators to watch the proceedings), the
event was termed a speed trial—and so
it proved. The fastest motor cyclist aver-
aged exactly 60 m.p.h. for half a mile

—

ihat is, if the crude timing system em-
ployed can be relied upon. This was in

|. D. IMarvin tai^mg over the Douglas sidecar trom C. G. l^uilm in their recent succes=mi aitempi
on the double Iwelve-hour record. Pullin. who had just finished two hours in the saddle is

on the left thoroughly soaked.
,^

WHY NOT?
The Coventry Club's Combined Speed Trial and Hill Climb.

the hill summit, but none were entered
for the competition.

Tile names of winners of the different classes
which were decided on time only are appended:—
550 c.c. SiDECiRS :

—

• P. H.' Brown (539 Rex-Acrae sc), 445/5S.

750 c.c. SiDECAES :—
S. R. Philpot (739 Martinsyde sc), 42%s

1,000 c.c. Sidecars :—
W. J. Montgomery (976 Brcngb Superior sc.),

341/5S.

300 c.c. Solo Machi.\es :—
M. G. A. Scally (249 Rex-Acme), SSVss

350 c.c. Solo MAcniNEs :—
M. G. A. Scally (348 Rex-Acme). 361/55

550 c.t;. Solo Machines :—
R. Elliott (499 Rover), 31%s.

750 c.c. Solo Machines :—
M. G. A. Scally (492 Sunbeam), 30a.

1.000 c.c. Solo Machines ;~
W. J. Montgomery (976 Brcngh Superior), SO^^s

the open class, the rider being M. G. A.
Scally on a T.T. Sunbeam. E. Poppe,
mounted on a 976 -c.c. J.A.P.-engined
P. and P., was expected to shine, aud
did indeed get off the mark like a stone^
from a catapult, but had the bad luck
to wrench the clutch off when half-way
up the hill.

Motor Cycles Beat Cars.

Apart from the motor cycle and sidecar
events, there were two classes for cars,

but the times of the latter were not so

good as the motor cycles.

Quite a goodly crowd attended, and only
one tradesman's cart descended the hill

during the afternoon. • A fleet of eight
lightweight llcKenzie's was noticed at
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'*

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a l^d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked "Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a rid. stamp) and will be dealt
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

PUSH STARTING.

Is there any objection to stait-

^in ing my 550 c.c. Triumph (which

y has a kick start) on second gear,

-^ as I find it is at times much
easier to get ' it going in this

way in Cold weather than on tow gear,

when I push the machine instead of

using the pedal?—^W.S.M.
There i6 no objection whatever to start-

ing the machine on middle gear in the

\vay you describe.

DIRECT CHAIN DRIVE.

How many teeth, half in. pitch,

are needed ' on back wheel
sprocket to. give a ratio of 5 to 1

or 5| to 1 with 17 tooth sprocket

on engine shaft. The wheels are

i26

in. diameter and the engine is a 350

c.c. two-stroke. "What width of chain

should I use?—U.S.
A direct chain drive from engine to back

;
wheel would in all probability prove very

unsatisfactory, and it would be advisable

to use a countershaft and two shorter
' chains. For a 350 c.c. two-stroke a chain

of I in. width would be ample. You will

: need sprockets of 85T and 89T for 5 to 1

t and 5i to 1 gears, respectively, with 26 in.

wheels.

WEIGHT AND BRAKES.
When having a motor cycle

^T] weighed for registration, should

^ lamps and generators, horn,
I * 1 petrol,' oil, and tools be included?

: My machine is a .1911 Triumph,'
clutch model, ' with Philipson pulley,

and I am a little concerned about its

weight for declaration purposes. . Also,

is one brake only {on rear wheel) suffi-

cient to comply with law?—E.R.W.
The machine when Weighed for registra

tion purposes should be in its ordinary

running condition, "less petrol and oil, -

lamps and tools. One bra^e only (on the

rear wheel) is insifffieient to comply with

the law, which requires that a machine
shall be equipped with two brakes iirde-

pendently controlled, each one capable

of locking the wheel.

NEEDS y)N OPEJS EXHAUST
Since haying ray engine,' a -1915

^ Connaughf two-stroke, dismantled,

^ I have been quite finable to make
-LJ it go with even the two short

lengths - of exhaust pipe on, let

alone silencer: The machine fires for a
few yards and then loses power and

important 2)ates.

Fri., Sept. 15th, to Mon., Sept. ISth—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Sat., Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Racs at

Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.G. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. 11th—
Olympia Car Show.

£at., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd.—
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

stops. It will not even run on the

stand. Owing, however, to the excel-

lent law preserved in the country in

which I reside I have been able to run
with no exhaust pipes at all, when the

engine will fire for ever, speed is good,

and hill climbing and pulling excellent.

The noise, of course,- is deafening. I

wish to sell the machine how, and shall

have to replace the exhaust pipes, ^hese
are quite clean, as are - the jxirts and
carburetter intake. There is not very

much crank case compression, but
cylinder compression is good. Timing
is, I think,. aU right. When the pipes,

are in position a distinct pressure is

discernible for each explosion at the

air intake of -the caxburetter. The pipes

are quite clear, with no obstruction

whatever.—D.S. '
'

We cannot understand why it is that

the machine will run without- exhaust' pipes

and yet refuses to go at .all if the silencing

syst<?m is reinstated, unless there is some
definite obstruction either in the pipes or.

silencer which sets up the back pressure

you appear to get. Probably you have
overlooked some obstruction in the pipes,

and we think that if you clean them,
making sure that all burnt oil and carbon,

etc., is removed, the engine will give

the same satisfaction as' it does when the

exhaust pipes are detached. . . „

NUMBER PLATES REQUIRED BY LAW
Having been stopped by the

police for 'carrying only one
number plate (at the rear) on my
motor cycle, I argued that I

was not failing to comply with
law since, as onlv one numberthe

plate need be illuminated after dark

there was no need for me to have two
while riding in daylight. Will you
tell me whether I am right or not, also

the best proceedings for me to take
in the matter?—O.H.C.

The law requires that two number plates

shall be fitted, one at the front of the
machine and one behind, but in the case
of solo motor cycles, one of these plates.

not necessarily the rear one, must be
illuminated after dark. Cars must have
the rear number plate illuminated. You
are, therefore, in the wrong, and do not
appear to have any defence if a summons
is issued against you.

CONFUSION IN TIMING MAGNETO.
In six months my 557 c.c.

^] B.S.A. ran between 6,000 and
> 7,000 miles without any trouble.
-iJ A month ago I found I was not

getting the full power but de-

carbonising, grinding in valves, and fit-

ting new plug made no difference. I

also found my petrol consumption much
higher than usual, and engine got very
hot. I may say the rings, bearings,

etc., are all quite sound, so I came to

the conclusion that the timing was
wrong. A week ago the engine stopped,
and nothing would induce it to start.

It was impossible to get a spark from
the magneto. After pushing the out-

fit a couple of miles to a garage, the
magneto was taken down, found rather
dirty, cleaned, and put back. It now
gave a good spark, but still I could not
get tl»e power. The carburetter was
examined, and found perfectly sound,
and petrol pipe was also clean. Now
nothing remained but the timing. All
authorities appear to contradict each
other. Your excellent little hatidl^-

"Hints and Tips," advises a medium
timing for touring; the booklet issued

by the makers of the machine advises :

Piston top of stroke, control lever three-

quarters retarded, points just about to

break; while the magneto makers'
booklet says : Time with the spark fuUv
advanced. If the magneto is timed with

the lever in the retarded position, the

spark may occur too early for normal
running when the lever is placed in the

fully advanced position. Every mechanic
I have spoken to on this timing subject

says he has never heard of any en-

gine being timed with the lever set at

full advance, that it is absurd, a mis-

print, etc., etc. In the meantime I

b 25
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>Avant more power and a lower petrol

consumption, also a cooler engine.

—

Puzzled.
The details you give do not sufficiently

indicate the nature of tlie defect (if any)
which prevented the magneto from spark-
ing

; possibly the falling off in power of

your machine, all other things being in

order, resulted upon the slipping of the
magneto timing, due to one of the
sprockets moving on its shaft. The easi-

est way to time an engine is to adopt the
method mentioned in the B.S.A. hand-
book, and the one we invariably recom-
mend ourselves, i.e., with piston on top
dead centre, control lever three-quarters or

two-thirds retarded, and contact breaker
points just about to separate. For greater

accuracy of timing, however, it is often

recommended that the fully advanced posi-

tion of the magneto should be used. In

this case the piston setting must be ar-

ranged to suit the particular engine under
consideration. With the B.S.A., for ex-

ample, the piston would need to be ap-

pro.ximately 9 mm. from the top of the
compression stroke when the spark occurs-

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
rjo The Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests
for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

"H.F." (Wigton).—269 c.c. Cleveland;
269 c.c. O.K. Junior.
"T.C." (Birkenhead).—349 c.c. Barr

and Stroud engine.
'.'L.M.L." (Consett).—Cox Atmos or

other carburetter on 799 c.c. A.J.S. side-

car.

"G.S.A." (Edinburgh).—654 c.c.

Quadrant and sidecar ; 595 c.c. New Hud-
son and sidecar.

"G.C.P." (London).—398 c.c. A. B.C. :

oiling system, m.p.g., ni.p.h., hill-climb-

ing capacity.
" E.S." (Langholme.) -499 c.c. Rudge-

Multi, with pillion passenger : speed, con-

sumption, hill-climbing, and belt slip.
" H.B.B." (Barrow-in-Furness). —349

c.c. A.J.S. standard sports model : speed,
m.p.g., reliability, and suitable sidecar

(Lake District).

"P.S.M." (Eastbourne). — 770 c.c.

B.S.A. and sidecar with Amac car-

buretter.-

"F.S." (Cheshire).—499 c.c. Rudge-
Jlulti with light sidecar.

READERS' REPLIES.
REBOKING CYLINDERS.

Replying to " L.E.F.," we have re-

ground and fitted with oversize pistons

some hundreds of cylinders, and have
taken out as much as yHu and have never
heard of one going wrong. We hold a
large stock of tIStt oversize pistons
(genuine make) of a certain firm, the
machines of which are most popular, and
they certainly would not make these
unless they thought this amount could be
taken out with perfect safety. The
majority of Douglas cylinders can be
taken out tHh--—Robert Harvey (Harvey
and Co.).

b26

Another Price Reduction.

As from August 31st, the British

list price of the " Henderson " de luxe

motor cycle, with electric equipment, has

been reduced from £165 to £137.

Retired in Protest.

The retirement of J. A. Leyland from
the Six Days Trials was in no way due
to his P. and IM. machine ; he informs us

that he withdrew as a protest against

inaccurate recording of hill failures.

Measuring Gradients.

An interesting treatise on the value of

measuring gradients accurately has been
issued by Tapley and Co., Belvedere
Works, Totton, Southampton. It points

out how the Tapley gradometer provides
interesting data on the behaviour of a
machine.

Competing Under Difficulties.

P. N. Hills, reported as a Royal Ruby
rider in the "Six Days," found himself
unable to compete at the last moment,
and his place was taken by B. Browning,
who, although inexperienced in trials

riding, successfully completed the course

on a machine taken straight from stock.

For Valve Grinding.

Quick-cutting qualities are a feature of

a valve-grinding compound recently sub-

mitted to use for test by Mr. P. H.
White, 62, High Street, Kingston,
Surrey. P.H.W. compound is supplied

in two grades, packed in a double tin,

price Is.

The Reason.

The reason that G. E. Austin lost a

"gold" at the conclusion of the "Six
Days " at Brooklaiids on account of poor

speed was due to his inability to hold the

machine (688 Coventry-Victor) above
about 45 m.p.h. owing to the back wheel

being out of alignment. The engine

itself was not responsible for the failure.

Puncture Prevention in the "Six Days."

Ninety-nine riders in the Six Days
Trials used Jackson's Impervo in their

tyres, and of these 56 secured gold

medals, 6 silver, 3 bronze, and 4 certifi-

cates. None retired through puncture

trouble. Six of the ninety-nine reported

withdrawal of nails from tyres without

loss of pressure.

British Carburetters in International Trials.

For the third year in succession the

winning team in the International Trials

has been equipped with Amac carburet-

ters, despite the fact that its machines
have been foreign productions. The same
make of carburetter was also fitted to the

winning manufacturer's team (A.J.S.)

and to the individual winners in the

750 c.c, 500 c.c, and 350 c.c. classes.

SEPTEMBER yfh, ig22.

Flywheel Magnetos in the "Six Days."
Three AUon motor cycles which won

gold medals in the Six Days Trial were
all fitted with Villiers flywheel magnetos.

CyUnder Lubrication.

Of the 79 gold medals awarded in the
recent A.C.U. "Six Days Trials" 70
were won _by riders who used Miracl*
oil.

A Correction.

J. N. Roberts, who rode a 249 c.c."

New Imperial in the 250 c.c. fifty miles
race during the recent " Welsh T.T.,"
secured first place, and not second, as
was stated in our issue' of August 17th.

Sidecar Taxi Popularity.

As manj' as thirty motor cycle and side^

car taxis have now been licensed in Bir-
mingham for public hire, whilst twenty
other towns have adopted the "County"
976 c.c. B.S.A. and sidecar, supplied by
the County Cycle and Motor Co., 300-1,

Broad Street, Birmingham.

Broken Records.

A number of international and British
records have recently been broken by
V. E. Horsman whilst using a Binks
racing cajburetter. Also the- sidecar re-

cords won at Brooklands on the 16th of
last month by D. R. O'Donovan were se-

cured on a machine fitted- .with a carbu-
retter of a similar, make.

A Super Sports Macliine.

A limited number of exceptionally fine

"Sports" solo motor cycles is being of-

fered by the Coventry Victor Motor Com-
pany, Ltd., of Coventry, fitted with their

688 c.c flat twin engine, to be supplied at

the same price as the standard "Sports"
model. A Brooklands certificate guaran-
teeing 80 m.p.h. will be given for an ad-

ditional fee.

Correct Lubrication.

An extremely useful booklet dealing

with motor cycle lubrication is issued by
the Vadium Oil Co., Ltd., Caxton House,
Westminster, London, S.W.I. It is an ex-

ceedingly full and lucid treatise on the

subject which cannot fail to be of great

value to the motor cyclist. Numerous
useful hints and tips, and a chapter of

recommended grades of oil for all motor
cycles, are included.

Found on the Road.

By Mr. G. Shayler, Caversfield House,
Bicester, on the 23rd inst., two miles from
Bicester on the Banbury Road, a licence

holder and card off a Sunbeam motor cycle.

By Mr. H. J. Youngs, 2, The Parade,

-High Road, Kilburn, N.W., a sidecar

lamp twelve miles out of London in

Essex.
By Mr. C. Hunt, 29, Parkholme Road,

Dalston, E. : a motor cycle inner tube at

Puckeridge at 10.30 a.m. on August 27th.

By Mr. B. W. D. Lacey, 33, Wood-
bridge Road, Moseley, Birmingham : a

pair of overalls on the Maenturog-.,
Penrhyndeudraeth road.

By " Observer " : a pannier bag in

White Hart Lane (North London) at

10.30 p. in. on August 22nd. Application
should be made to Tottenham Police

Station.
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"THE TWIN
TO WIN"\ MARTINSYDE

S
Overhead valves, V Twin, interchangeable wheels, coach-bui't side car with roomy locker

and luggage earner ; complete with lamps, horn, licence holder, full comprehensive insurance

n policy for 12 months. Ready for the road.

6 MONTHS GUARANTEE dt^Otf
Down, and 12 payments of £10 Ss., or

£63 down, and 12 payments of £9.

i

i

§

I SPECIAL TERMS FOR LARGER DEPOSITS. 18 months period by arrangement.

CASH PRICE £150. Delivery from Stock. Carriage Paid.

NOTE.—IVe not only have the pleasure in selUn^ you a Martinsyde, but we endeavour to k'ef) your

^ocd'WiU by means of our '* After-Purchase Service," which absolutely assures you of satisfjction.

^ Write, call, or 'phone us NOW!

WATSON CAIRNS & Co., Ltd.,

I

i
I

S

SOLE
AGENTS

LoMrer Briggate, LEEDS.
Teleptione - 23379 Leeds.

i

I
B

I

I

1922 Sporting MoJeL

Supplied to fit any make oi Motor Cycle,

The product of 20 years* riding and manufacturingexperienca.
More comfortable than most heavy touring models. Gracefal
and distinctive appearance. Strong enough for use with 8 h.p«
machines, light enough for use v^lth 3^ h.p. sporting xnount9f
£23 10 ready for the road.
COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE FREE ON REOUEST.

W. Montgomery & Co., Coventry

/n answering these advertisements it ia desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. D29
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Then, IN CASE OF WET,
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The DUNHILL
patent SIDECAR

D^

v.,

^unhill (patent) triangular-framechassis Side-
cars are the strongest, the Hghtest and the

safest sidecars on the road.
The patent triangular design and construction

ensures maximum strength and rigidity com-
jjined with minimum weight. Frame distortion
is impossible.

If you are interested in Sidecars do not fail
to send for the Dunhill Sidecar Catalogue. It
illustrates and describes a fine selection of up-to-
date chassis and bodies, and a copy should be in
the hands of every Motor Cyclist. Send for
one to-day.

tJuhAi^
Head Office and Post
Order Department ;

—

359-361, Euston Road,
N.W.I.

Glasgow

:

72, St. Vincent Street

T doesn't take

very long for
" not enough
air " to do a

lot of damage
to the carcass of a tyre

—

weakening the fabric or

cord construction.

Own a "Schrader Universal"
Tyre Pressure - Gauge and
know how much air you are
carrying in your tyres and
3'our spare.

Prices 6/- and 6/2.

Of all good dealers.

Be sure it's a
" Schrader "

— Look for
the name.

A. SCHRAnnR'S SON, Inc., British Factory:
\'ictoiia Road, "Willesden Junction, London, N.W. lo.

Manufacturers of tile " Sclirader Universal " Tyre Valve.

CYCLE

This ideaj Ladies' machine has the power to go

anywhere. It averages no miles per gallon of

petrol at a speed of 36 miles per hour, giving the

maximum of comfort at a minimum cost of upkeep.

It is exceedingly well guarded for cleanliness

—

low built, and no special dress is necessary when
using this machine. Easily controlled and fitted

with two powerful brakes, it inspires confidence.

With Clutch and

Kick Starter,

Two Speed Gear,

etc., all inclusive.

Catalogue free

on request.

£62
Ladies' Model D.

S. A. NEWMAN, Ltd.,

Ivy Motor Works, Lichfield- Road, Birmingham.

London : Maudes' Motor Mart, Gt. Portland St. W.l

b3c In ansaerino these advertisements it la desirable to mention 'The Motor Cycle.'
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HOLIDAY SUCCESSES

ONLY ONE MACHINE ENTERED IN EACH TRIAL

AND EACH ONE GUARANTEED STANDARD.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL GOLD MEDAL
G. A. LOVEGROVE 2\ H.P. " RADCO."

NORTH LONDON REL TRIAL SILVER CUP
REG. BAXTER ON HIS Zj H.P. "RADCO."

E. A. RADNALL 6 CO., vauxhall works,
Dartmouth Street, BIRMINGHAM.

CtPc/ri IIRVin.HiW

/lENAMEM,
®iSEHinaiijiaffi9
V^SrSRILLIANTtDURABLC/'

CLUBi
2d.

3d.

&

4d.

CLUB BLACK ENAMEL
Special Hard Drying ... Jars Hid. & 1/6

^oldBIsizJ

CLUB '1

FOR ALL

ENGINE

JOINTS.

1/- a j/9.

SILIGO

CLUB COLOURED ENAMEL.
Dries Motor Cycle size Tins

Made in

;

Large Tina
Royal Mail Red. Blacl:.

Elswick Green. White.
Emerald Green. Creara.
French Grey. Brown.
Light Blue. Lavender.
Dark Blue. Primrose.

24
hours.

Does not
crack
or

chip.

CLUB TRANSPARENT ENAMEL FINISH, 1/6

ANY ARTICLE SENT POST FREE
IF LOCALLY UNOBTAINABLE.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

ENAMEL CO. STRATFORD, LONDON

111 ansiverinfj these advertisements it is desirabie to mention "The Motor Cycle. b3^,
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Unexcelled on the Track and

in the Air, B.T.H. Magnetos

are ideal ior the road.

A[?s@Ttiis S[y](g(S§§g i

A B.T.H. Magneto was fitted to the
machine of Mr. G. Antoine, the winner
of the Belgian Grand Prix in the
500 c.c. Class.

Unexcelled on the track and in the air,

Standard B.T.H. Magnetos have this year
again added numerous successes to their en«-

viable list of achievements in many hill and
road trials, the T.T. Races, the Brooklands
Races and Tests, and in the Aerial Derby.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

Lower Ford Street Coventry.

Modernise your machine by fitting an

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT

COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
Xhree-Speed with Clutch and Kick starter.. £13 10

Two-Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter . . £10
Two-Speed Plain Box . . £6

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
From Stock,

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
Upper Highgatr Street, HIRMINGHAM

A.TURRELL & SONS, '"'''^''^^hrildiX^^it!"''
Hciclit Heislit

Lth.Wtli. to Ilii,'e to Eaves
It.

7X
It.

5 .

8X 6 ,

9X 7 .

lox 8 .

I2X 8 ,

i+x 8 ,

l6x 9 .

l8x 9 .

20X ZO

ft in.

7 O

7 6
8 o .

84 ,

8 4 ,

8 7 .

89 .

8 9 .

9 o

tt.iE

5 o

5 3
5 6

5 9
6 o
6 3

64
6 4
6 6

'Pbone

:

1268 Sydenham

Prices Carnage Paid England
and Wales.

Made in sections, with double doors, with JJn. tongued and grooved matcfa-
boaids on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and iitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

210Z. glass. Flooring : Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
for erecting house.

SPEE
M

HIGH GRADE
AND

UNEXCELLED
FOR CYCLES.

John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lans Oil Works, Manchester

b34 In it-nsirorirKj )/ie..--i> 'ii/ iiertiaements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/de.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements' in these columns

First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

lional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

e charged double rate. Each paragraph is

arged separately. Name and address must

counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

eclal terms to regular trade advertisers will

quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymentfor

vertisements should be made payable_—iTco^
ILIFFfi & SONS Ltd., and crossed, ^t—
easury Notes, being; untraceable it lost in

tnsit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements in this section should be

oompanlel with remittance, and be addressed

the olTices of "The Motor Cycle." Dorset

ouse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
isure insertion letters should be posted in

ne to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"
' the first post on Friday morning previous to

e day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

late for a particular issue or that are

owded out will automatically be inserted in

e following issue unless accompanied by

structions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

ote the number which is printed at the end of

eb advertisement, anl the date of the issue

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

1 printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
'or tlie convenience of advertisers, letters may be

iltessed to numljers at " The - Motor Cycle" Office,

'len this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

listratioii and to cover postage on replies must be added
tlie advertisement charge, which must include the

irdsBoK ooo, c/o'* The iSIotor Cycle." Only the number
'1 appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

jlressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
dor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box No.
ertisemenls are warned against sending remittance through

, post except in registered envelopes; in all such cases tin

Qj the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

; uld be clearly marked " Deposit Department,^'

nthe case ol motor cycles olTere<l for sale under a box

'ober, as it Is unusual lor these to be sold without first

log inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

tilllate business by embodying Id their advertisements

lie mention ot-^ the district in which the maobine
rred may be seen and tried.

JW- DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
'ersons who liesitate to send money to uultnown persons

lydeai in perfect safety by availing tliemselves o( our

Joosit System. If the money be deposited with "The
itorCycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

be time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

(ids 13 three days, and if a sale i.s effected we remit the

lount to the seller, bat, if not, we return the amount
'the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, tut
Ithe event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
'2 seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

' Qsacfions up to f,io, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on
Insactions over £10 and under £50, the tee is 2/6; over

a and under ^75. 5/--; over £75 and under £100, 7/6-
il on all transactions over £100, i%. All deposit

itters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

'ndon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

jde pavable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.
"he letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
lication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

' Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

Lirous, but have not advised us to that erfect.

! SPECIAL NOTE.
I
Readers who reply to advertisemenu and receive no

(wer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

sncfl as an indication that the goods advertised have
fiady been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so

lay enquiries that tt Is quite impossUile to reply to

lb one by post.

-^ MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

Combination, 1921, original tyres; £70;
sound condition.—10, Kimberley Ed.,

I

B.O.
'- plete,

com-
, Cam-
[9823

'

THE
SIGN OF

GOOD
SERVICE

There is always "a Base to fall back
upon"—at Godfreys, where a sale is but
the prelude to personal sustained interest in
the welfare of the customer. Orice a
customer your smallest requirement becomes
a matter of urgent importance, your
slightest difificulty our opportunity to prove
the worth of real service.

1922 MODELS.
It is at Godfreys you will find all the latest

models, which can be supplied from stock
either for cash or on easy terms of payment.

EXCHANGES.
It is at Godfreys where the most favour-
able allowance is made for your present
mount in part exchange for another machine,
and, if desired, the outstanding balance can
be paid in monthly instalments.

SECONDHAND MACHINES.
You can buy a secondhand machine at
Godfrej'S with perfect confidence, as every
machine is thoroughly overhauled ' in our
own workshops. The same guarantee is

given as with a brand new machine. The
following list is but a selection.

Otir full list of both new and secondhand machines, also any
catalogue required, sent post free on receipt of a postcard.

SOLO MACHINES.
1921. 3i h.p. SUNBEAM. Sports Mod. £90
1920. I.O.M. RUDGE MULTI - - £50
1920. 3i h.p. LEA FRANCIS - - £62
1921. 2| h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE

(New) £64
1920. 3 h.p. A.B.C. Dynamo - - £72
1921. 4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT. Dynamo £98
1919. 2i h.p CHATER LEA. 2 sp. - £32
1919. n h.p. OMEGA. J.A.P. 2 sp. £35

PASSENGER MACHINES.
1921. 3| h.p. SCOTT. Standard Mod.

Squirrel Sidecar ...
1919. 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combn.
1914. 4 h.p. B.S.A. Combn.
1920. 5/6 h.p. RUDGE. Bulbous back

1920. H h.'p. B.S.A. Mod.H. and s/c'

1917. 4 h.p. TRIUMPH. Sports s/c. £74
1914. 4 h.p. B.S.A. Combn. - - £65

£92
£58
£68

£58
£88

Get your 8 h p. Sover Car from Godfreys.

GODFREYS L™
208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l.
'Phone - Langham 1300 {2 lines).

The Service Bonse for B.S A., Indian
Levis and Scott Spare Parts.

MOTOR CYCLtS
A.B.C

lOR SALE.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each ad-*

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired

WAUCHOPE-3. 9, Shoe Lane. London.-A.B.f..
Sports model, £295; immediate delivery. [1279

A.B.C. 3h.p. solo, electric lightinjj, 1922. tax iniid:
£70.—iVedrics and Co., Ltd., 89, Gt. Portlitnd

St,, W.l. [1311

£55.-1920 A.B.C, lully equipped, licensed, in splen-
did tune, a smart turnout; after 4 p.m.—4. Elm

Gardens, Hammersmith. [1202

1 Q20 3h.p. A.B.C, 4-speed, Lucas lamps, tax paid,
A«-' specially tuned, 60 m.p.h., excellent -condition

;

£60.-22, Whitehorse Rd., W. Croydon. [9283

1 Q21 A.B.C, T.T. -bars, twin copper exhausts, very
J-tJ^ sporty and excellent tune, just overhauled, acces-
sories; £60.—Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addis-
combe lid., Croydon. [9698

A.B-C. 1920 solo, 4-speed, Tan-Sad, tax paid, fully

equipped, perfect condition; £62.—Elce, Ltd., 13-

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0071

Syare Parts:

THE Service Depot lor all A.B.C. Spares.—Maudes'
Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W. fl0*6

Ace.

ACE, made by Henderson, 1920. 4 cylinders, high
power, ne'W sidecar and engine, electric, splendid

condition; £125.—A. Pope, c/o Brown Shipley, 123,

Pall Mall, London. [9350

Acme.
"|Q21 Bh.p. Acme Combination, as new, detachable
J-»/ wheels, spare wheel, J.A.P. engine, fully eQuipped,
hood and, screen; bargain, £75.-28, Woodford Rd..

Forest Gate. 'Phone: Maryland 2598. [1327

A.J.S.

A.J.S.—New 2%h.p. Touring and Bl models in stock;
£85.—Moss, Wem. [1028

A.J.S. 1922 254h.p., model B, new; f85.—Fredrics
and Co., Ltd., 89, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1313

A.J.S. 2^h.p. to 7h.p. in stock.-Merrick's Stores,

Listerhills Rd.. Bradford. 'Phone: 2439. [5069

A.J.S. Motor Cycles on Easy Terms.—Wauchope's. 9.

Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone: Holborn 5777.
[1280

1 Q22 A.J.S. Bl Sports Model, ridden 200 miles
J-*J only; snip, £75.—F. Wilderspin, Chatteris.

C1305
DAN GUY, Woymouth.-1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Com-

bination, £175- in stock. Dorset trade supplied.
[0817

A.J.S. Motor Cycles, deliveries from stock, all modejs.
—Derby agents. H. Palin, Ltd., Bourne St., Derby.

[5C91

A.J.S. 2%h.p., 3-speed, 1921, taxed, electric light-

ing, new condition; £65.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
Rd.. S.W.7. [9164

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1916, complete, in good
running order.—Milward's Garage, 45a, West Hill.

Wandsworth. [9403

£36.—5-6h.p. A.J.S. Coachbuilt Combination, i:-spee>l

countershaft gears, clutch, K.S., taxed.—King,
Egrove. Oxford. [9966

£70.—A.J.S. 1922 2%h.p., Model Bl, very small
-mileage, as new.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, West-

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [55CL

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, Maedyno, spdeedometer,
Xt/ excellent; £110.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [1060

A.J.S. 1922 Bl, im stock; also 7h.p. combination;
cash, deferred, or exchange.—Ward and Co., 51,

Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [1185

1 020 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, complete, spare wheel
Xt/ unused, Tan-Sad; what offers?-Heaton, 406,
Manchester Rd., Bolton, Lanes. [9285,

NEW A.J.S. Combination, £183 model, shop-soiled
only ; special price, £165.—D. & S. Autocar

Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. [[1298

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, £175; 2%h.p., 3-speed,
£85.—Immediate delivery can be obtained from

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [9461

A.J.S. 1916 254h.p. T.T., 2-speed, C.K.S., all-enclose.!

chain, Binks. recently renovated (cost £10), fully

equipped; £^5.-117, East Rd., London, N.l. [993o

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models, 2Vih.p. solo, or 7h.p. com
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents,

—Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Musweli HiU. [0785

1 020 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, full accessories, (:parp
Xt/ -wheel. Lucas dynamo, now condition, any trial:

£105.-6., 21, Market Place, Kingston, Surrey. [9189

A.J.S., late 1919, 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel,
screen, speedometer, side mirror, very fine con-

dition ; £85, or exchange lower nower solo or combina-
tion.—Hiilier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Avenue, North
Kensington. [99?3

ertisem^nt and the date of the issue

marked (P).

b37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

A.J.S.

A -J.S. eh.p. Combination, 1920. lamps, windscreen.
-*^i- hood, siieedometer. spare wheel, perfect; trial;
t;i20; not Sundays.—48, Somerset Rd., Tottenham.

A .J.S. 6h.p. Combination, -new tyres, good condi-ii tion; any examination; £70; or exchange Morgan
^T small 2-seater.—Lancaster, Worminghall, Thame.Tr9362ATE 1920 A.J.S. Combination, licensed, speedo-

J meter, in excellent conditioH; £100.—Apply
Kisdon, Compass House, North Petherton, Somerset.

A
[9209

.J.a. 1920 6h.p. 2-seater Combination, Gpare wheel,
many acccseories; £115; perfect condition.—Newn-

ham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [8922

A J.S. Combination,
gears, kick-starter.

5-6h.p. ; £45 ; countershaft
, lamps, horn, speedometer, tax

paid for year, tyres good.—Cross, " Roseneath," Green-
ford Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [1175

A -J-S. Combination, 1921, magnificent turnout, little
-tJi iised and unscratched, fully eqiiipped. electric
light, horn, etc., perfect condition guaranteed; £130,
or offer.—Guise, Hunstanton. [9949

1 OO GNS., Eschanges.—1921 A.J.S. Combination,
^f^*^ lamps, screens, spar© wheel, luxunous luiu-
out, any cramination, trial.—Beabridge, Hansler Rd.,
East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [6966

1 Q20 (registered March, 1921) A.J.S. 6h.p. Combina-
--' tlon, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, hood, speedo-
saeter, eto., excellent order; reasonable offer accepted.—
H. Newman, 7, Milton Avenue, Bath. [9188

JQ22 A.J.S., Sports Bl, special Palmer cord tyres,
*-' machine absolntely unsoiled, only 3 weeks' old,

tax paid, mileage 25; £80.—Jlomac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Plione : Dalston 2408. [1257

SHOWROOM Sol]ed.-1922 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination,
spare wheel, windscreen; reduced -to £165; easy

payments 4% extra [ free delivery to any address.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9335

t»h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 1919. with 1922 front
* brake, etc., dynamo lighting, horn. Triplex wind-

screen, hood, curtains, mechanical pump, etc., recently
overhauled; 100 gns.—26, Walbeck Rd.. West Ealing.

[9724
6h.p. 1920 A.J.S. de Luxe Combination, spare wheel,

speedometer, lamps, mirror, etc., exceptionally fine

condition) cost £225, accept £110 for axiick gale.—
Kinsey end Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombe Rd.,
Oroydon.

.
[9699

1 Ci20 A.J.S. Combination, Cowey speedometer. Ttrry
-»-»^ saddle, electric lighting, 2 horns, best mechanical
lubrication, luggage carrier, spare wheel, carefully
driven, new condition; £125.—Gibb, 100, Northgate,
Gloucei^ter. [1076

-j 022 A.J.S. _7h.p. Combination, Magdyno, electric

SEPTEIVrBLR 7TH, TQ2:

horn, trip- speedoineter, spare wheel, special car
irante
£160,

tyres, insurance, maker's guarantee, few miles only,

absolutely new, bought car
mond Rd., East Putney.

Upper Rich-
[8420

A .J.S. 7h.p. Combination, September, 1921, hood,
screen, bpare wheel, Lucas electric liKhting, speedo-

meter, tax paid to December, splendid condition;

10© gns., or near offer,—74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton.
Thone : Kingston 3025. [9986

A.J.S. 1922 234h.p., only done 240 miles, faultless,

aV'-in. tyres, Bounlksen, largest Lucas, B. and L.
mechanrcal pump, horn, etc., insured and licensed;

tfjsX £110, accept £75.—Kelley. 2. Hilltop Avenue,
Cheadle-Hulme. Cheshire. [9786

I Q21 A..T.S. Combina-tion, 7h.p., dynamo, Lucas
-I- J/ electric horn, speedometer, spare wheel, hood,
•.•reen, etc., indistinguishable from new; tax paid;
taai^uuteed Iaultle.-?3; £160.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-
ton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dxlston 2408. [1256

A.J.S. Bpacialiatfl.—Wanted,
-Tiycle in part exchange t

«ioet. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
B-Uowed for iecond-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. fSee column advertisement.)-Bamber's, 2,

E*8tbank St., Sonthport. 'Phone: 607. [5160

PHOTOGRAPHS Eree.-1922 A.J.S. 23/4h.p., 3-speed,
lightweight combination, run few weeks only; 89

cn«. Also 1922 AJvS. 2^h.p. 3-speed tolo; 73 gns.
Ako 2')4h..p. S^peed A.J.8.: 39 gns. All have hand-
elntch and kick-fltart; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,
110, TT'oper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Open week-
•n^. [1064

Spare Parts

:

youT present motor

J.fl. Spares.—Xmmediate delivery.

-

Eai;St., Ealing.
Kaya,A

A .J.B. Spares, early models.—Harry C. Boham, St.

B, Bond
[7662

See Parts and
[1306

Paul's Terrace, Wolverhampton.
Accessories Column.

Albion.

FOR Sale, Albion, 3-8peed, K.S., gear box, not run
300 miles, nearlv new; cost £13/10, accept £12;

K'.S.TT. gear, new gears, etc., good condition, £4.-2,
Ohiuley Avenue, Moslon, Manchester. [9850

Alldays.

KICKHAM, Stokes Oroft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent lor Aliens; uneoualled service, repairs,

•tc. [3559

IN STOCK!

Rover "8" £220 cash, or £57 4s.

down and 12 payments of £14 6s.

New Hudson, £230 cash or £59 16s.

down and 12 payments of £14 19s.

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.

1920 Enfield Comb. Magdyno,
hood screen, speedometer £105

1921 O.K. 2-speed Clutch, all

accessories ... ... £39 10

1922 Rudge Multi, tax paid,

scarcely used ... ... £62 10

1916 B.S.A. Comb., very little

used ... £62 10

1920 B.S.A. Comb., with ac-

cessories ... ... £78

1920 Enfield Comb., excellent

condition £97 10

1917 Douglas 2| h.p. 2-speed,

in nice order ... ... £35

1922 Coventry Premier, Dy-
namo, Speedometer ... £175

1915 B.S.A. Comb., Mont-
gomery S /car £62 10

1919 Triumph Comb. A bar-

gain ... ... ...^ £67 10

1921 Rudge, Solo, very fast... £57 10

1917 Douglas, W.D. 2I ... £29

1922 New Hudson Comb. ... £115

1914 Chater-Lea comb. ... £55

1919 Enfield comb. ... ... £89 10

1922 A. J. S. dynamo lighting £175

Only 4% extra for deferred payments.

EtJSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W. (Opposite Gt. Portland
street), 'Phone : Museum 4978.

Open until 7.30 Monday to Friday. Open until 4 Saturday.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N., 60, High Road.
'Phone ; Homsey 1956.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, N.E., 151, High Street.

Phone : Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays

1Q21 Alldays Alton, 2-speeO, clutch, K.H.; £29/10J-t/ -67, Fernlea-R.l., Balham. "[119;

A LLON 2-speed, 231h.iJ., splendid condition; -£23.-
-t-» ^ocl Wheeler, " .Snimysidc," Alcester, , f932(

A LLDAYS Allon, a-speed, clutch, lamii and tool»
'^- flrst-cliiss order; £32, or offer.—54, IJuehess Dil
Edgbaston, Eiruiinghaiu. [93flS

1Q22 Allon, 2-specd, kick, clutch, absolutely as--«^ new, taxed; £50; rare opportunity.—4, Oaj.
wood Bd., Walthamstow. [9442

"I Q22 Allon Combination, electric liehtine. tax paidJ-i/ original tyres, unscratched; £65.-8, Hall
Moon Lane, Heme .Hill, .S.E.24. ri34fc

,g30.—Alldays-Matchless Combination 4h.p., 3 speeds,
'^^ handle start, coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, etc!
—13, Crnoklog, Bexley Heath, S.E. [9634

A LLDArS Allon 1917 2%h.p., 2-,ipeed, lamps, honi,
.*^*- Tan-Sad, overhattled recently, tax paid, insured

;

£30.-5, Poplar Walt, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [9298

ALLON Combination, 1921, Cowey speedometer,
-^^»- lamps, spares, complete, cost about £100; saeri-
fice, 50 gns., or nearest offer.—Ernest Woodcock. Ket-
tering. -

[9222

Q K GNS., Exchange.—1917 Allon 2.stroke, 2 speeds,^ *J lamps, footboards, any examination, trial.—
Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd„ East Dulwich, Syden-
ham 2452. [4773

"1022 Allon, 2-sBeed, clutch, kick-start, good lamns,J~^ tools, and accessories, tax paid, insured, little
used, and perfect order; £47/10.—H., The Cottons,.
London Rd., Romford. [1176 <

"pHOTOGRAFH Free.—1921 Allon, 2 speeds, clutoh,
-- kick-start, new condition; 38 gns.; exchanges —
Peter Gordon, Ltd.. 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. Open week-ends. [1063
-|,021 25,4h.p, Alldays Allon, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,
--^ kick-staiter, legshield.^; tas ahd insurance paid, all
accessories, excellent condition ; £45, or near.—F 14
Eing's College .Rd., Hampstead, N.'O'; [123E

1Q21 guaranteed Alldays Allon, 2-speed, . clutch,
I-•-t' kick-start, lighting set, horn, disc wheels, leg

shields, tax paid, etc., in practically new condition;
£39.—Walker, 769, Romford Rd., JManor Park, Lon-i
don, E. [9691

.

American K.
gPECIAL Racing American X., £50; light sidecar.

£7.—Rosekilly, 92, Savernake Rd., N.W. 3. [9569'

1 Q20 American X Comhination, dvnamo lighting,

,

-•-«' speedometer, 69 gns.—75, High St., Witney.
Oxon. [9584

AMERICAN X 7-9h.p. Combination; selling through
illness; perfect order; bargain, £58.-171, Hat-

field Rd., St. Albans. [1173

1 Q 19-20 American X Combination, 8h.p., 3-speed,
-*-*' kick-start, Plenderson Elite sidecar with exhaust
heater; price £90.-171, High St., Chatham. (9398

AMERICAN X Combination 1916, 3-speed, clutch,
kick-start, acetylene lighting, must sell, ho reason-

able ofier refused.—Hatton, Coombe Green, Coombe Hilll;

Ed., Kingston Hill, Surrey. [91911

Antoine.
£8.—3y2h.p. Antoine, m.o.v. magaieto,

order.—King, Egrove, Oxford.
good running

[9967

Ariel.

Combinations ; see

TS648

bargain,
[9416

1 Q20 3i/2h.p. and 6h.p. Ariel
J- if unde"r Exchanges.—Walbro.

"I Q22 3V'h.p. Touiing Ariel, Kideezi sidecar;XU £95.-33, Stradbroke Rd., Ipswich,

ARIEL 1922 (May) SVbh.p. Combination, periectt

condition, tax paid; £105.—John, Lyndale, Nar-l.

berth. [99881

ARIEL 6-7h.p. Combination, late 1920, iiiet-rate con-

dition ; offers wanted.—274, Heaton Rd., Newcastle-
on-Tyne. - [9830j

1Q22 Ariels; immediate delivery ; best value; 6-711.5.1

combination, £125.—Pinn's Garage, 12,

St., Fulham.
HiBht:
"35.1[65:

ARIEL Cohibination, 3lAh.p., 2-speed. good runninfifi

order; £35.—H. Smith, 86, Manor Park Ud.,i

Harlesden, N.W. [93931

ARIEL 1920 3i,^h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-.-

shaft, new condition ; £59.—Laundry, 49, Soatii'

Lambeth Rd., Vauxliall. [1230J

ARIEL 6h.p. 1921 Standard Combination, Magdynoi
lighting, tax paid; bargain, £127.—Fredrics and"

Co., Ltd., 89, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1310

SOUTHPORT.—1920 Ariel 3%h.p. Combination, Ariel
' sidecar, Easting, all on, excellent lot; 69 gns.;

e.xehanges.—Kents, 417, Xord St., Sonthport. [8588

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual payments
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Ageniv

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holbom, W.C.l. [070ii

1 Q22 Ariel Special Combination, 6-7h.p., cost £126.
-L*' shop-soiled; £108 cash, or deferred payments,
—Taylors 52-63, Susses Place, S.W, 7. 'Phone: Ken?
7260 10921

638 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycle* advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCKES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

! ;pALTHORP^-PRECISION fliih.p., 3-speed counter-
Ky shaft combination ; 48 gns. ; take lightweight
mrt.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [9777

1 Q18 C'aiLliorpe S^i-Sh-p., 2-srroke, cliUch, 2-speecI,

i-iJ requires slight adiustnienti; anv cash ofTei".

—

,20, Marlborough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3.
[9821

Cilh.p. Calthorpe Motor Cycles.—New 1922 models,
W2 .-£36, or £,7 down and 12 monthly payments
if £2/9/6, balance paid in 18 months if required.—
Vauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4. [1284

SOUTHPOET.-Ciilthorpe 1916 Combination 4h.p.
J. A. P. twin. Calthor;^ sidecar, luggage grid, all-

liflin, sunnt appeiiiance, gift, 39 gne. ; ZVa'^^-V- 2-spe''d,

l-stroke Calthorpe, sound, tiixed, 17 ^ns. ; exi-hanges.—
Keiits, 417, Lord St., Southport, [8589

Campion
t
ptAMPlON-J.A.P. 8h.p. 1920 Combination, perfect;

; U £7S.-176, Walmer Rd., North Kensington.
f8349

Chater-Lea*VilIiers
pKATER-LEA-VILLIERS 1920 2V5h.p.. 2-;pe?d,W free engine, drip feed, matrncto control, all on,

\-&x paid, perfect condition, as new; £40, or nearest.
: -17, Richmond Crescent,. Barn>:bury, N.l. [9429

Clevelnnd

£12 secures Cleveland 1921 3h.p., 2-stroke, abso-
lutely new, mileage under 100, fully equipped;

,)alance 12 monthly payments 55/-.—Martin. 10, Her-
trand St., Russell Sq., W.C.I. [9233

Clyno.
20 2J/ih.p. Clyno. 2-speed, clutch; £30.—Hushes.

2^45, Lovely Lane, Warrington. [9251

nLYNO 1920, .2-sT>eed. as new; £28.—Mosedale. 30,
<y Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [9594

i"<LYNO 2-speed Lightweight, absolutely new and
^ unused, shop soiled ortly; £50.—Girling's, Maldon,
Issex. [1294

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London.
E.C.4.—Ctyno 1920 2iAh.p., 2-3troke, 2-speed, and

^E. ; £35. UiiSo

I'^LYNO 5-6h.p. 1918, 3-speed, mechanically sound,
\<^ new canditiou; a bargain, £45, or nearest.— 13.

;:harle3 St., Barnes. [9996

>ih.p. Clyno, 2-speed. 2-stroke. clutch, fullv
V2 equipped; i;25, or exchange.—91, Burntwood
,,ane. Earlsfield. S.W. [9898

£39/10.-Clyno Combination, late W.D. type, spare
wheel, etc., good running order; bargain.—406,

^ork Rd., Wandsworth. [9894

NEW 1922 8b. p. spring frame Clyno Combination in

stock; 158 gns.; exchange or deferred payments if

Ip^iied.—Kaj-6, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [8536

8h.p. Clyno-Jap Combination, dynamo lighting, spiire

wheel, all on, splendid_ condition ; bargain, £80.—
7., 69, Warwick (jardens, Kensington. [9314

'^pLYNO. 1920. 2V2h.p., good condition, electric, all
'^' on; £35; also Lightweight sidecar if required.

—

'ilustace, 11a Lvndhurst Rd., Hamnstead. N.W.3.
J197

'jpLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, new tyres and
I'O tubes, and new Amac carburetter fitted, splendid
ondition; £65.—Owner, 2, Burnside St., Bow, E.3.

[9421
r^LYNO Combination, 1917-18. 6h.p., splendid con-
'^ dition. new Sandham double sidecar, Tan-Sad,
imps, windscreen; £88.-181, Upland Rd., Dulwich.

[9237
*-6h.p. Clyno Combination (Ex W.D.), interchange-
J able wheels, 3-speed, K.S., good order; bargain,
;45. Exchanges.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5. Addi-
un Ave., Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [1211

/> 1 h.p. Clyno 1920, - 2-3peed and clutch, overhauled
y 2 in our own workshops, complete with acces-
iries, tax paid for 1922 ; £37/10; convenient easy
ayments.—Harrods Motor Sales Rooms, 118, Bromp-
on Rd., S.W.I. ' [9476

8h.p. Clyno-Jap Combination, 1918 model, new in

1920, large bulbous black and and gold sidecar,

ivingftd dash, '4 interchangeable wheels, 3 new 28x3
banlops, 3-speed, clnt<:h, K.S., pillion seat, lamps,
i^tewart horn, hood, speedometer, screen, luggage carrier,

merhanically perfect; £90; seen after 6.30, Saturday
3.30. or by appointment.—P-eoIe. " Ivydene," Alexandra
;Rd., Hoxmslow. [9255

> Spare Parts

:

pLYNO Spares.-Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8. Bond
iO St.. Ealing. [7664

Connaught.
CONNATJGHT.—Some shop-soiled and second-hand

machine^, all in perfect condition, thoroughly
overhauled, some never been on the road, at greatly
.•educed prices; from £35.—Connaught Depot, 111,
It. Portland St., London, W.l. [9448

1022 Connaughts, all models, for immediate de-
-^*' livery; single speed, £39/18; Sturmey 2-speed,
'lutch and K.S., £57/10; 3V2h.p. 3-speeds, clutch and
K.S., all chain drive, £75; SVah.p. Combination, 3-

;peed5, clutch and K.S., £95. Deferred, 4% extra.—
tfomac's 243. Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dal-
toii 2403. (1258

1922 COVENTRY PREMIER
REDUCED PRICE, £230.

8 h.p. W.C. ^-luheeler, dytiamo lighting, spare wheel,

hood, screen, speedometer, dickey seat and 12 months^
insurance.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCES
for secondhand models in exchange.

Deferred payments quoted.

NEW 1922 LIGHT CARS.
B.S.A., CALTHORPE, COVENTRY PREMIER,

LAQONDA, L.S.D. AN3 RHODE.

NEW 1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
EDMUND, LEVIS, MARTINSYOE, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, REX, ROYAL RUBY, SCOTT, SUNBEAM

AND TRIUMPH.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SOLOS.

ARIEL, 1919, 3; h.p., 3-speed countershaft £55
FEATHERWEIGHT, 11 h.p., spring forks . £9 15
NUMBER, 31 h.p., wants attention £14 10
ROVER, 3V h.p., 3-speed, Good £39 10
RUDGE, 3^ clutch model, wants attention £19 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 31 h.p., I.O.M £S5
RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, 3.V h.p., I.O.M. .... £59 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-0 h.p., tax paid . . £62 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p £70
SINGER, 31 h.p.. Clutch, Mag £25
T.D.C , 1921, 21 h.p., 2-stroke, tax paid . . £35

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ARIEL, 1919, 31 h.p., 3-speed comb £69 10
B.S.A.. 1921, 6 h.p., comb, tax paid £129 10
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-6, flat twin £97 10
GHATER LEA, 8 h.p., 3-3peed comb £65 10
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, 1920 Grindlay sc £37 10
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £97 10
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid . £57 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., wants attention £39 10
MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p. comb £85 0-

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. £87 10
REX M.O.V., 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £39 10
REX-JAP, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid £52 10
RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, anri sidecar, tax paid. . £72 10
RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £82 10
SCOTT, 3|, 2-3peed comb., tax paid . . . £55
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc., tax paid .

.

£87 10
TRIUMPH, 31, 2-speed comb., tax paid ... £39 10
ZENITH, 4-5,' countershaft clutch comb. .. £57 10
ZENITH, 8 h.p., countershaft clutch comb.. £69 10

RUNABOUTS.
LAGONDA Coupe, 1922, 1,200 miles £275
A.V MONOCAR, 1920, 8 h.p., 2-sp. Jap . . £69 10
FORD, 4-seater Tourer, wants attention . . . £49 10
H.F.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-seater, dynamo £97 10
RANGER, 8 h.p., 2-seater, wire wheels, etc. £75

SPECIAL OFFERS.
£7 10s. deposit and 10s. weekly buys

BUCKET, 4 h.p., low frame, tax paid . . £19 10
F.N., 4-cylinder, spring forks, Bosch mag. £19 10
STEVENS, 4J, single gear, spring forks £17 10
HUMBER, 31 h.p., 2-speed £27 10
RUDGE, 31 h.p., clutch, wants attention . . £19 10
REX.1913, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £42 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2f, single speed £22 10
PREMIER, 31 h.p., 2-speed £29 10
SINGER, 31 h.p., clutch, tax paid £25
BRADBURY, 31 h.D., 3-speed, tax paid £32 10
HUMBER, 31 li.p., engine wants attention £15

Hallf;ax

25, Horton
'Phone: 1400.

Motor Excliange,

Street, Halifax.
'Grams: " Perfection."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaugtit

1 Q22 2-spceri Connaught. unn.^ed but slighllj
-1. «/ scratched, very fine machine; £48.—198, Kint;
SI,, Hammersmith. 'Phoiie : Hammersmith 2474.

r9372
Coulson

1 021 Coulson B, 2"^4h.p. Blackburne engine. 2-
-»-»^ speed, spring frame, lamp^, liorn, licens_ed,
mileage 800; £40.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.
Phone: Kinsston 1274. (9763a

Coventry Acme.
LATE 1920 Coventry Acme Combination. J.A.P.

975. unused spare wheel, new Terry saddle. Eatt-
ins windscreen, Cowey .speedometer. D.A. cylinder, P.
and H. lamps, small mileage, condition perfect; i'120.
or near oSer.—J. Richardson. St. Ives, Hunts. (9625

Coventry Eagle
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stToke, countershaft, elec'ric.

new condition: trial; £28.-10, Boundary R,3..
-Merton. [1009

1Q22 Coventry Eagle Utility Model, 3h.p. J.A.P.

,

--*' Sturmey-Archer clutch, kick-starter, all chain,
unused; catalogue price £90, accept £80.—J. Richard-
son, St. Ives, Hunts, (9627

Dayton
T\-AyTON 2l^h.p. 2-stroke, stand, carrier, Druid
-*-' forks, new belt, good running order; bargain,
£14.—.Murray, 37a. Charles St., Hatton Garden, Hol-
born. !;9407

De Luxe.

1 Q,20 De Luxe, 2 speeds, perfect order, taxed; £22.
-'-*' —Fisher, Spriugwell Hd., Heston. Hounslow.
-„ - [9668
[)E LUXE Barr and Stroud, 2-speed, all-chain, un-

.

---' ridden as yet; neare.st £60.-28, Victoria St
.Abergavenny. [9797
rpWENTY Pounds off curreut market' prices.—That
-»- IS our offer to persons interested in the wonderful
Barr and Stroud sleeve-valved engine. We stand alone
for price and value. Send fourpence stamps for a
well-compiled catalogue, 32 pages, including an art
illUiMatiou of the new Mcdel D, with double expard-
ing brakes and luxurious fitments. It is the cheapest
motor cycle in the whole world and will do 140 per
gallon and take a sidecar anywhere. If you would
use a free demonstration, write us at once, as w°
are appointing demonstrators in all the large townsWe also convert existing machines to take Barr and
.^troud engines. free of charge bv arrangement Write" ..jice.—De Luxe Motor Co.. 174, Corporation St
Birmingham. [1018

Dene.
]r)EN-E 1920 8h.p. Combination, fullv eauipn.-d.-^^ lamps, horn, speedometer, good order; £65 —The
Layton Garages. 30, Holywell St., Oxford. (1146

Diamond
f^IBB, Gloucester, can give immediate deliveiy Din-
^-^ monds fjom stock. [7544

TTICKHASI, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
-f-»- Agent for Diamonds; unequalled service, repairs
"<:• [3556

1 X GNS.—Diamond, 2-slroke, 1919, licensed, perfect,
-* ^ jast. After 5 p.m., ^f^ l^raan A.. TJ..,.™-

Corner, Barnes.
20, Treen Av., Hogg

[98G3

1922, 2"'4h.p., 2-speed, kick-
H.B. clutch, slightly shop-soiled oHlv;

Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [1078

DIAMOND-J.A.P
starter,

£57.-

TIOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London and
-tl' Home Counties Agents for the famous Diamond
motpr cycles, fitted with Barr and Stroud or ,I.A P
engines.—157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [5931

Douglas,
T)OUGLAS 2j.;h.p., very fast; £35.-L. Clark. 112.-•-^ Thorpe Rd., Forest Gate. [9274
1 Q18 and 1920 4h.p. Douglas Combinations: see-Ltf under Exchanges.—Walbro. [9550
1Q16 2»4h.p. Douglas, excellent condition: 30 "n^

—

-•-«^ 11, Chaucer Rd., Heme Hill, S.E. [9216

"I Q18 2?ih.p. Douglas, 2-sBecd, perfect condition:J-V £33.-217, Belsize Ed., Hampstead. [9826

DOL'GLAS 25ih.p., 2-speed, excellent condition;
£32, bargain.—80.i. High St., Bexley. [1215

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, tax paid: £55.
—Sheldrick, 4. Stratford Grove, Putney. fS632

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Solo, everything as new: £48.
-L«/ —117, Loughboro' Park, Brixton, S.W.9. (9215

DOUGLAS 1914, 2-speed, kick-starter, fully
equipped: £25,—Jackson, " Sunnyside." Alcester.

[9327
DOUGLAS, 1921, all on, taxed, perfect; 46 gns.—

R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd„ S.W.7.
[5851

3 3.11. p. 2-speed Douglas, just overhauled, anv trial;
4 £21.—Fairhurst, behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan.

[9736

1 Q20 Douglas 25/(h.p., 3-speed, new condition, acces-
.-L?/ series; 50 gns.—Eames, Westgate, Peterborough..

[9360
DOUGLAS 4h.p., late 1921, run 600 miles only,

new: £60.—Blackbnrne, 82, London Rd., King.=-

ton. [9394

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 541
Motor Cj'cles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

£35.—1916 DouKlas. 2-speed. all on, superb condi-
tion; ride away.—323, Queen's Rd„ Peckham,

B.E.14 r9225

"I
Q 19 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, horn, good

J-i/ condition; £40.-11, Kilmartin Av., Norbury,
S.W.16. [1056

LATE 2-J4h.p. Douglas, guaranteed perfect and abso-
' lutely UDscratched ; 29 gns.—67, Fernlea ' Rd.,

BaUia-m. '
. [1199

1 18 Douglas Ck>mbinaiticai, new sidecar, perfect con-
J-*7 diilon; £45. any trial. -120, Sutherland Rd..
Croydon. [9998

DOUGLAS 2';4h.p.. 2-spee(:l, tax paid, in excellent
running ^jrder; £25/10.-74, Bristton Rd.,

Surbiton.
'

[9990

"I Q16 2^/lh.p. Douslas. Lucas lamps, sood condition.
-L *y tax paid; accept £30.—2a. Kew Foot Rd.,
Richmond. r9867

1 Q21 2^4h.p. Douglas, good condition; £50, or
Xt' nearest offer.—13, Willputte Terrace, Ebbw
Vale, Mon. [9228

£45.—2^'4h.p. Douglas 1921, 2 speeds, fully equipped,
licence, new condition. Exchanges.—63. Solon

Rd.. Brixton. [9709

GOING Ch^p, poali 2^4h.p. Douglas, soun<i, condi-

tion, insured; what offers?—14, Church Rd.,

Islingt<.n, N.l. [9374

"I Q22 23'ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, all on, delivery Irani

J- «? stock.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. TeL

:

Waltham Cross 31. [0899

23.h.p. Douglas, fuUv equipped, pillion seat. ?:cod

4 condition; £30; exchanEe.—Wright, 167. Mal-
vern Rd., Kilburn. [9542

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, perfect con-
dition and appearance;- any trml; £63.-159.

Ebury St., Victoria. ^ [1074

23.h.p. Douglas, 3-speed. clutch and kii'k-.^;tarter, rom-
4 plet« with speedometer; £60.—Entehfie Bros., 200,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1091

DOUGLAS 1917 2l4h.p.. 2-speed. footboards, tax
paid; anv trial; £32.—Organ, 18> Agamemnon

Rd., West Hampstead. [9837

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p. machines, built of new parts
throughout; 39 gns.—R. B. -Clark and Co., 7,

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. i535u

9 GNS. Reduction on all our, reconstructed 2%li.p.

Mouglns motor cycles. These machines -will be com-
pleted exactly as before.

ty K Per Cent, of new parts on each machine, and
* t* fully guaranteed exactly as if purchased from

makers.

EirNS. cash price; full particulars on application, or

OlO down and 13 monthly, payments.

OQ GKS.—Douglas 2*ih.p. Combination, new chassis
Ot/ and bodv, perfect running.—Eiirn Motor Woiks.
Ltd.. 59-63, Highest., Clapham, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton

1115. [1320

DOUGLAS 1921 2'^.Ui.p-, fully equipped, unscratched;
£46.—Skinner, c/o Hillier, 216, Portobello

Rd., North Kensington. [8698

£27 secures Douglas 25/4h.p. 1916, tax paid till 1923,
sound throughout ; trial.-88, Gloucester Place

Mews, Portman Sq., W. [9678

23.h.p. Douglas 1916, little used, thorougli inspec-
4 tion invited, all on; £35.—Smith, Heron Court

Hotel, Richmond. Surrey. _ [9932

3-SPEED 1920 2^/4h.p. Douglas, unscratched, as new;
£42, or exchange 2 sti-oke and cash.—49, Webbs

Rd., Clapham Junction. [9780

1 Q19 4h.x>. Douglas, 5-speed, no clutch, lamps,
XJy horn, discs, sporting, iax paid^ 42 gns.—24,
Brackley Rd., Beckenham. [9531

23.h.p. Douglas, recently overhauled by Douglas,
4 Bristol; 40 gns.—Apply, 35, TeHerscot Rd.,

Balham, S.W., eveninps 7-8. [9570

DOUGLAS 4h;pi Combination 1920, splendid con-
dition, tax paid, any trial; what offers?—Sinclair.

Commercial St., Scarborough. [9259

£50 secures Douglas 4h.p. 1918 Combination,
specially good mechanicallv, smart.—88, Gloucester

Place Mews. Portman Sq., W. [9679

l Q21 4h.p, Douglas Combination, perfect, acces-
-L*/ sorieE. belt, luggage carrier; nearest £ll0.—
Jones, 21, College Rd., Bangor. [9183

1~\0UGLAS 4h.p. Combination, Easting screen, fully
-"-^ equipped and in good running order; bargain,
£45.-74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. -

-
- [9989

^23/10.—2"'.ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, Ijelieved 1914,
^^ equipped, excellent condition, lagshieMs.r^" Cran-
leigh," College Slip, Bromley. Kent-; [9915

23.h.p. Douglas 1921. 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter,
4 lamps, licence, accessories, new condition; £55.

Exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [9710

WELL-EQUTPPBD 2-^.ih.p. Douglas, splencHd con-
dition throughout; £37.—3Ia. Compton Rd..

Wakoman Pd., Kensal Green, N.W.lO. [9642
I
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MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINKOT BRAND

TO BE_CLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped ,

making these
a b s o 1 u t e 1 y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of bard
wear.

The jackets are
made double

-

breasted^ with
belts and wind
cufifs.

The Motor Leggings
are made fastening.
with dips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in
leg.

These suits aetu-

:ally cost over 30/-

to manuSacture

without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Ever\' suit is guaranteed absolutely waterproof,
and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your mojey in-

full if returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

29/11

ii:

Carriage 1/- extra.

We Iiave also several thousands hea\-3' Twill
Suits to offer. These are made of the heavy Twill
used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the
finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined
rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits are
striped, making these garments absolutely water-
proof, and we are prepared to g!\'e a guarantee
that these are absolutely impossible for water to
penetrate "through. The'iMotor Leggings are made
in the same way with wind gussets, fastening with
clips and straps. The Suits ace in sizes 34, 36, 38,
40, 42 and 44 chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 29, 31.
Please state when Oideiingbj'' post, ineasurements
of chest, length inside..

60/- Carriage i/- extra.

Orders to be addressed

—

The LANCASHIRE and
CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.

MAKINKOT HOUSE,
30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4891 Bank,

Liverpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"PiOtJGLAS 1921, 2 speeds, all accessories, guarantee
--' as new, and low mileage; sacrifice, £40.—Guii
chard, 179, York Rd., North London. [977

DOUGLAS 2^^h.p., 1914. 2-speed. Binks carburette
splendid condition, little used; bargain, 30 gn—Lyford, 29, Queen's Rd., Basingstoke. [962

1 Q16 254h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, discs, fully equippa
J-t' sporty appearance, tax paid, overhauled; £38.-
113, Fulham Plalace Rd., Hammersmith. [956

SOUTHPORT.-1919 Douglas semi-TT., Lucas heat
lamp, horn, toole, tax; bargain, .^8 gns., «

changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Soufhport. [859

1Q 15 Douglas 2%h-p., 2-speed, good condition, discs
-»-*' copper exhaust, all on, tax paid; £28, no offers
—Berry, 102- Vineyard Hill Wimbledon Park. [937

GIBB, Gloucester, has ridden Douglases lor year,
past; pionipt delivery of the various models froi!

stock ;. trade supplied where not represented. [754;

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, electric lightine
tax paid, in very excellent -condition ; accept £&E

—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [114: |

TQ22 2'^4h.p., all .on model, Douglas, cost £75 Apri
-'-«.' 29tli, done 800 miles, guaranteed perfect; aceep
£53.—Gilbert, 19, Fernbrook Rd., Lewisham, S.E. [940!

NEARLY New 1921 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed
Miller, electric lighting, horn, tax paid, want

seeing; gift, £49/10.-379, King St., Hammersmith.
[101;

-jQ21 Douglas 2^4h.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, kick
J-t/ start, speedometer, all on, perfect; £70, 01

offer; must Eell.-Box 3483, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[947i.

T.it|17 2=4h.p. Douglas, good appearance and mechanica.
--*' conditiou, tax paid, insured, and all accessories..
£55.—26, Tul^e Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292.

I;132i

DOUGLAS 1920 254h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, fully ecuipped and tax paid; bargain ai

.£55.—The Layton Garages, 30", Holvwell St., Oxfordv 1

[lu*;

1 Q 18 Douglas Combination, just thoroughly over-
-Lt7 hauled, very complete, tax paid, etc.; £60.—
5, Putney Bridge Rd., Wandsworth. Putney 2728.

[9463-
SPORTINGLY EqAiipped 1919-20 25^h.p. Douglas

very little used, absolutely feliable. 'tax' paid

:

genuine; 3e39.—Scott, " Montrose,'.' Winchmore HilLl
[943S^

"I Q20 Douglas 2^4h.p., 3 speeds, full equipment
-Lt/ pi"acticallv brand new, unscratched; bargain"
£45.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston
N.l. [1181'

|Q22 3Vi;h.p. Sports Douglas, indistinguishable frca
-*-«-' new, lamps, horn, absolutely in new condition; r

92 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-i.
ten. [8070

I

OiLh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1914, many 1921 parti
,

-V 4 cylinders, pistons, valves, mudguards, Binks, !

new belt, tyres; £30.-3, Partfield Rd., Shipley, York-
shire. [9819

4h.p. Douglas- Combinatioh, maker's blue, looks just

like iiQ,-\\-, gi-aud order; absolute -bargain, £75.—
Marlborough (The Motor ' House), 20, Finchlev Rd.,
N.W.8. [9578

03.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fullest enuipment, Tan Sad,
-^4: spare belt, ohain,^ exc., new Dunlops, thoroughly re-

conditioned as new, bargain; £32.—7, RiVerdale Ter-
race, Richmond. [1326

1 C|18 Douglas 2^4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
-Li7 licence paid, a real good one, just overhauled
by us, any trial; £42/10.—Gibb, Douglas Depot.
Gloucester. [1081

DOUGLAS, late 1921, 4h.p. Combination, complete
with all accessories and Tan-Sad, small mileage,

and absolutely as new; £105.—Smith, High Rd.,
Goodmayes. [7694

DOUGLAS Late 1921 4h,p. .Combination. -sidecaJ
Silver Swan, all accessories. Tan-Sad, speedo-

meter, as new; what offers.—Garstang, 1, Water St.,

Chorley, Lanes. " [9630

3ih.p. Douglas 192^ Sports, fully equipped, winner
2 of several cups and medals ; a real goer, and

capable of winning again; £100.—Gibb, Douglas
Depot, Gloucester. '[1077

tf>3.h.p. Douglas, 1915, perfect condition, fully
-^4 equipped, P. and. H. lamps, C-owey horn, spares,
et-c.; £35, or near offer.—Maslen, 54, The Vineyard,
Richmond, Surrey. [9984

23.h.p. Douglas, W.D., reconditioned machine, un-
4 used, nearly all new parts, tyres, belts, etc.

;

40 gns. ; all on, exchanges.-Edwards, 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington. [5204

DOUGLAS 2^ili-p., brand hew, never been on the
road, shop soiled-; £46/10.—The S-ulSna Gara^'

Co., New Park Rd.. Brixton .Hill. S.W'.2. 'Phone r

Streatham 40 and 2563. [1307

23.h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, perfect running order,
4 appearance good; gift at £21, don't miss it.

—

Naylor and- Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S'.W.l'S; 1

'Phone; Wimbledon 2041. [-1206

^

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and" spares; try me. I.may be useful >

to you. The pioneer agent for Douglas mators.—196,
Cheltenham Rd.. .Bristol. [0016

642 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, antf tfte date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private ownersr are, when desired, marUed (P).
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i
MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE,

i\
- Harley^Davidson.

IAELBX Couibination 1920 7-9h.p., elontiif lioin,

linhtiuK. hood, screen, sijeedoinater ; 100 k'Hs.—

lyjiole, 59, Park Hd., Petorhorous'-i. [9306

920-21 Harley-Davidson Combination. electric

model, discs, hood, screen, speedometer; £120,
jrs.—17, St. Charles Square. W.IO. '[9739

rtl9 Harley Combination, overhauled, renovated
U 50 gns., sidecar; £90; lower power part.—The
ven. 120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [9999

ACRIFICE.—Harley-David30n combination, special

finish, electric screen, late model, excellent order;

ick sale. £80.-18, Hestercombe Av., Fulham. [9617

IAELBT Combination 1919, fully eanipped, perfect

condition; £75.—Bice, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bisliopsgate

euue. Camomile St., E.O;3. 'Phone: Avenue 5.'?48.

[0066
TARLEY-DAVIDSON. — 1920-21 Harley, fully

X equipped, first-class order, ta.x paid; £65.-198,
'^e St., Hammersmith. 'Phone : Hammersmith
',m. [9871

fARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p. Combination.
L fullv equipped, tax paid, windscreen, etc.. good
,lcr; i£50.—The Laytou Garapces, 30, Holywell St..

iord. ril52

FARLEY Combination, new 1920, recently over-

L hauled and renovated, new chains, speedometer,

stini: cash wanted; £70.—Wool), 27, Hoxton St..

:adon. K.l. [9707

[ARLBY Combination, 1919, dynamo liBhtinE. re-

cently re-enamelled, overhauled. Easting, spares;

4—Smith, c/o Burns, 4, Burton Mews, South
ton Place, S.W.I. [122''

[121 Harley-Davidson Combination (November),
.17 electric, exceptionally sbod condition throush-
(, £110: exchanges.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9.
'lone : Hampstead 1353. [1059

' ENtTINE Bargain.—Harley-Davidson, electric model,
recently repainted and completely overhauled,

headlamp, leg shields, excellent tyres, exceptionally

:, registered, insured; £65; any trial. Exchange
'' Triumph, Norton, Sunbeam.—Holt, Broomhill
Jge, Bickley, Kent. [9377

•ipnre Paris:

[ARLET Spares.—Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8,

Bond St., Ealing. .
[7667

[ARLEY-DAVIDSON.—'We have a large stock of

second-hand parts.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,

eat Portland St., "W.l. [1048

Hazlewood.
[AZELWOOD Combination 5-6h.p.. 1920, perfect

Easting, speedometer; 75 gns.—5a, Sedgemere Av.,

St Finchley. [9''S6

920 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. engine,

just overhauled, rebushed, 3 speeds, leg guards,

idscreen, Tan-Sad, lamps, and spares; £68.-47, West
irne Grove, Scarborough. [9792

Henderson.
-SPEED Henderson, splendid condition, comlortable

pillion; £68.—Hilderstone Alexandria Rd., Mal-
n, [9835

i'lCKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
'I. Agent for Hendersons; unequalled service, re-

•>rs, etc.
^

[3660

820 Henderson Combination, electric, speedometer,
grid, beautiful condition; £120.—70, King's

.-. Camden Rd. [9827

921 Model K Henderson Combination, single or

double seater at will, small mileage, reverse gear,

aamo lighting:- cost £300, accept £150, or near.- 307.
mden Ed., Hollowoy, N.7. . _ [9730

920 (late) Henderson De Luxe, spring-wheel side-

car, dynamo lighting, hood, folding screen, trip

pedometer, exceptional engine, absolutely new con-
Jon, guaranteed; £105, or exchange lower power.—
, "Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [8419-

(OBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson
t importers, offer the following : 1920 Standard
mbination, all accessories, tax pai,d, £115; 1915
mdard, with I'jxurious sidecar, speedometer, and
•essories. £65.—157b, Gt. Portland St., 'VV.l. [5937

Hobart.

921 Hobart-'Viiliers, brand new, shop-soiled;
£39/10.—Shepherd, Enfleld Highway. TeL :

altham Cross 31. - [0923

irOBART-'VILHERS, 1921, 2l/>h.p., 2-speed,
-*- equipped, taxed end year, as new; £32/10.

—

S., 68, Grange Ed., Leyton, E.IO. [9464

!>3.h.p; Hobart-Villiers 1919, good condition and
1^4 reliable; accept £20; an absolute bargain.—Kinsey
id Co., 350, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [9701

number.
'15.—2i4h.p. Humber, 3 speeds, excellent order.—
' Maynard, 161, Bowes Ed., Bowes Park, N.ll.

_ [9842TDMBER 1922 I'Ah.p. Flat Twin and coachbuilt
-t- sidecar, completely equipped, lamps, horn, licence,
isting windscreen and Bonniksen, not done 1,000
Jles, unscratched; bargain at £115.—The Layton
ijicages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1148

/v\y boy, these covers

-

arc ^ci\viJr\e-r\ot dvids

TYRES
THESE SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES
are quite new and not old stock as offered
at ridiculous prices. Ali goods are sent
on 7 days approval against remittance.
Carriage Paid.

Size.

24 , 2
24 2)

26 2

26 2*1
<2ii

26,<2i
23 : 3 or \
27 ;34^ /

28x2J
28x3

650:65

700 X SO

.Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Elite, 3-rib., ex. heavy .

.

Englebert, rubber studded
Palmer, cord, heavy : . . . .

Palmer, cord ,..,."

Bates, spec. hvy. wired-on
Dunlop, heavy, rub. stud.

Bates, spec, heavy beaded
Michelin, steel stud ....

Palmer, cord
Dunlop, heavy rub. stud
Hutchinson, t.r
Goodyear, all-weather .

.

Palmer, cord
Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Ajax, rub. non-skid, for

650 X 65 or 700 X 80 rims
Clincher, Dreadnought .

Clincher, Dreadnought .

Palmer, cord, heavy ....

Goodyear, all-weather .

.

Palmer, cord
Ajax, rubber non-skid . .

Goodrich, safety tread . .

Rodace, rubber non-skid
Goodrich, safety tread . .

Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Soly, rubber non-skid
Goodyear, all-weather

Our List

Price. Price,

18/6
28/9
24/6
17/6
35/10
32/6
32/6
27/6
27/6
20/-

34/3
29/6
22/9
38/6
36/-
25/-

42/6
47/6
32/6
67/6
53/-

47/6
47/3
42/6
37/8
35/-
40/-
30/-

21/6
50/-

29/6

40/3
3S/6

39/-

47/9
43/4
38/S

37/3
40/-

45/S

41/6

49/6

48/-
28/3

70/-

71/6
65/3
63/-
61/-

67/6
64/6
63/-
62/9

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaranteed.

24x2,4/9; 26x2,4/9; 26x2i,S/9; 26x2i,6/-;
26x2Jx2i, 6/9; 26x2*, 6/9; 28x3, 7/11;

700 X 80, 7/6.

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths,

Perfoot jin. 1/-, |in. 1/5, jin. 1/9, lin. 2/-,1iin.2/6.

RETREADING
Rubber Non-skid Pattern.

Ex. livy. Heavy.

•We fit only
the finest
quality treads
obtainable,
and guaran-
tee satisfac-
tion.

26in.

28in.

700x8025/.

20/6

25/.

17/6

20/-

See last week^s edition for our special
offer of Elite Super Non-skid Covers.

'Phone:
Victoria

6553-

to where all post orders should be addressed.

\
And at44( Surbiton Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.

,

Telephone—Kingston 3355. f

Steele Publicity.

F
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

HUMBER 4'/ah.p. Combination, 1920, -speedometer.
lamps, mirror, just overhauled; bargain, £60.

Trial by appointment.—29, Alfred St., Bow, E.3.
1:9661

Indian.
INDIAN Scout, 1920, Bonniksen. new condition; £68.

~4, Hanover St., W.l. (P)- r9230

OR Indian Chiefs, Standard."?, and Scouts, try Hors-
wills, 42, Bridge St., Chester.

INDIAN Specialists.—For riders who do their own
decarbonising, send for one of our special Indian

cylinder spanners, 1916 to 1922 models; 2/6, post
free. [8226

22 Indian -Scout, electric lifihtinK, as new: £90.—
Brunswick Lodge, Thames Ditton. r9890

BARGAIN.—7-9h. p. Indian, private owner.—Further
particulars, apply, 134, Durham Rd., Wimbledon.

[9623
-|Q13 5-6h.p. Indian, licensed, fast; £19; light-
-M-iy weight wanted.—Smith, 46, Adelaide St., Crewe.

[9958
KICKHAM, Stokee Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Indians ; unequalled aervice, repairs,

etc. [3561

3ih.p. Sports Indian, excellent condition, clutch;
2 price £37/10.—Waite, Field Place, Littlehamp-

ton. [9445

INDIAN 7-9h.p., condition excellent, tax paid; must
sell, sacrifice, £38, or near.—73, Tranmere Rd.,

Earlsfield. [9431

| 019 Indian Combination, good condition; £90; tax
-Li/ paid, insured to July, 1323.—580, Green Lanes,
Harringay. [9271

INDIAN" 7-9h.p. 1919, perfect, lamps, etc., mileage
1,000; £55, or offer.—freeman, 17, Union St.,

Wiucheeter. [9253

1 Q15 7h,p. 3-spe°d Indian Combination, electric lieht.
-i-U spares, perfect condition; £60.-35, Pitt St..

Rotherh.im. [9719

£48.—Indian Combination, 1915, electric lighting,
tax, insurance paid.—The Gables, Kensington

Avenue, Norbury. [9693

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., 2-speed, H. and F. clutch,
electric horn, perfect; £35.-10, Knatchbull Rd.,

Camberwell, S.E.5. [9603

~|Q22 8h.p. Indian Chief, complete, not run 120 miles,
J-»7 licensed, absolutely as new; £125.—Smiths'
Garages, Grantham. [9332

1022 Indians.—Immediate deliveries, deferred pay-
-Lif ment. exchanges.—Brown, 3, Parker Lane,
Burnley. Tel.: 1032. [6332

7 -9b.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, Si>eedo-

meter, hood and screen, perfect; £65.—Newman,
6, Norbury Rd., Reigate. [9304

5-6h.p. 1915 Indian Combination, 3 speeds, lamps,
tools, speedometer, tax paid; £42.—Whittaker,

Station Rd., Dalton-in-Furness. [9783

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, wants coupling;, splendid
running machine; £38, or nearest.—Williams, 22.

St. Martin's Rd., Stockwell, S.W.9. [9554

INDIAN Scout, 1921, dynamo lighting, speedometer.
ampmeter, tax paid, good condition ; £80, or offer.

Freeman, 16, Gold St., Tiverton, Devon. [9369

INDIAN" P6w;erplua Combination 1916, fully eqiiippet^
discs, excellent condition, new Binks; £58; taxed.

—Crauleigh, College Slip, Bromley, Kent. (PI [9914

1 Q21 Indian Scout, dynamo lighting, speedometer,
-Liz etc., tax paid; £85. Exchanges.—Homa-c's, 243,
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

,[1255

£55.—Indian Combination, 1913-19, 7-9h.p. Power-
plus, 3 speeds, etc., fully equipped, licence, splen-

fiitl condition. Exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[9711-

LATE Powerplus Indian Combination, licensed, elec-

tric lighting, 3 speeds, kick-start, spring frame,
drive away; £45, exchange,—89, East Hill, Wands-
worth. [9650

/?Q GNS.—Indian Scout, fully eciuipped, licensed," ^ almost brand new; exchange late Triumph,
Norton, etc.; after 4 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammer-
smith. fl205

"I Q 18-19 7-9h.p. Indian. semi-T.T. bars. 3 speeds.
-Ltf etc., taxed, enamel and condition excellent,
very fast; £54, bargain.—35, Upper Tooting Rd.,
S.W.17. [9321

1 Q21 Indian Combination, electric lighting, tax paid
J-»/ for the year, Easting windscreen, speed onpeteir, in

excellent, order; 90 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrin-ston

Rd., South Kensington. [807]

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 1915, and sidecar,, good running
order; no reasonable ofTer refused j bought car;

any trial.—Write, Lilleshall Co., Ltd., Engineering
Dept., Oakengates, Salop. [9753

INDIAN Powerplus Combination. 1916-1917. Swan
sporting sidecar, Tan-Sad, good tyres, 3-sp_eed,

clutch, etc., disc wheels, engine in splendid. condition;

first £60 secures, bargain.—21, Rosefield Rd., Staines.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the~number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1 Q17 Indian rowerplns -with bulbous bark ooachbuilt
J-*? sidecar, also new Sciieibler carburetter, chains, tyies,

and engine, etc., in perfect condition; £55.—Brouucker,
2. Inverine Ed., Charlton. [9611

"IQ20 Indian, big valve, dynamo, spotlight, speedo-
-»- ^ meter, B.T.H. magneto, sporting sidecar, new
pistons and bearings throughout; £110.—Williams, 31,
Alexandra Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4. [9598

"|.021 Powerplus Indian Combination, electric
At/ dynamo, horn, lights, ammeter, speedometer,
Easting windscreen, handsome condition; nearest 100
gn6.—19, Clipstone Rd., Darrall. Sheffield. [9387

"I Q 14 Hendee Special 7-9h.p. Indian Combination,
J-*^ fast, powerful, mileage 9,000, stored during
war, l^oh.p. dynamo, electric starter, lighting, horn,
2 accumulators, speedometer, luggage grid, £28 over-
haul; £55.—Box 3502, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1318

7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Solo, late 1921, elec-
trically equipped, rear-drive speedometer, tax

paid, practically new, and in guaranteed perfect
mechanical condition, a wonderful end-of-season bar-
gain; £80 cash, or gradual payments arranged.—On
view at Juno Showrooms, 248, Bishopsgate, E.G. [1122

FOR Sale, 1919 7-9h.p., spring frame, Powerplus
Indian motor cycle, with new . Miller lamps,

separate generators, aluminium top tube tool box, new
sprockets, engine overhauled recently, enamel and plat-
ing- in good condition; £55.—To be seen at Toungs,
Motor Agent, 2, 3 and 5. The Parade, High Rd., Kil-
burn, N.W.6. £7105

Spare Parts:

INDIAN' Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8. Bond
St., Ealing. [7668

INDIAN Spares, new and second-hand, ftr all
models; cheap.—Pleasant, 85, Carleton Rd.,

Tufnell Park, N.7. l[9658

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St.. London,
W. 1 .—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

nlwayH in stock, "Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0752

INDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for all

models; all second-hand spares sent on approval
writ-e, call, or 'phone: we can save you money.

—

Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hamp-
stead 8616, [1354

INDIAN Spares, 1909-1922. new, also second-hand,
from stock; send list requirements for our prices.—

Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Rd., London.
'Phone : Brixton 3129. The firm with a reputation
for promptness and satisfaction. [6301

Invlcta.

£30.-1921 22i.h.p. Invicta, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch.
K.S. (Sturmey).—King, Egrove, Oxford. [9969

NEW 5V2h.p. Invicta, smart coachbuilt sidecar with
adjustahle seat and locker " at back, new outfit,

offered as shop-soiled, at clearance price, £100; 3V2h.p.
ditto solo, £85; convenient easv payments.—Harrods
Motor Sales Rooms, 118, Brompton Rd., S.W.I.

[9475
Ivy.

IVY 3h.p. 1921 Sports Combination, guaranteed
perfect; £65.-2, Woodhall Terrace, Thornhury,

Bradford. [9386

IVY 1921 3h.p.. 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, lamps,
horny speedometer; £44.—Buchanan, Burwash

Weald. Sussex. [9325

1 Q22 3h.p., Model J, Sports Ivy, delivered March,
-1-^ engine No. 2061, perfect order,- £68.—Richards,
High St., Marlborough. [9315

JVY, 1919, 2y2h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, complete,
lamps, horn, tax paid, smart appearance

;

£32/10.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Ox-
ford.' {1141

1 Q22 Ivy Three Combination, 3-speed countershaft,
-L »7 kick-starter, chain drive, Lncas lighting, Cowey
horn, speedometer. Easting windscreen, spare tyre,
tax and licence paid, perfect condition, 2,000 miles
only; £90.—Kendall, Motor Engineer, 81 A, Dalmain
Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.23, f9926

James.
JAMES 7h.p. Combination, top-hole condition;

£105; also lt)h.p. Morgan.—Briggs, Whitby.
[9656

JAMES, Dec, 1919, 444h.p. Combination, lovelv con-
dition; £97.—Eerryman. 8, Kensal Rd., Westbourne

Park, W.IO. [9417

JAJMES 3i/2h.p. Sports, shop-soiled only; at the
special price of £94.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt.

Portland St., W. [1101

JAMES 2-stroke, 2.speed, shop-soiled only, clutch
and kick-starter; £54.—Ratcli/fe Bros.. 200, Gt.

Portland St., W. [1102

JAMES 7h.p. Combination, shop-soiled only; at the
special price of £144.—Ratcliffe Bros,, 200, Gt.

Portland St., W. [1103

£40.—Special 4i,;lh.p. James coachbuilt combination,
5 speeds, clutch, K.S., perfect, condition,

equipped,—King, Egrove, Oxford. [9970

1 Q20 5-6h.p. James Combination, I»»>ris, horn,
X«^ Cameo windscreen, perfect conci^iloii, insured,
lack of accommodation; £75.—Hill, 109. Bath St.,

Ilkeston. [9910

DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

The Headlamp supplied with this set- is our sin.
Daybeam, a very powerfullight-giver. The brackets
aie of exceptionally strong and hand:ome design.
They carry the headlamp and also the ' (die cast)
aluminium ca"e. The accunaulator is specially made
for moLof cyc'e Ughdng, and will brilliantly Ulumjiae
the head and the rear lamp foi 20 hours if uzed
intermittently. The tail lamp <our torpedo S.B.C.) is

exceptionally strong and well made, and has a very
attractive appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a
switch, .and one lamp may be u ed independeiltly o£
the o'her. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The finish is

ebony back and nickel p'ate.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30/1, Price £550

"DAYBEAM" Combination Set

The set comprises Daybeam 5in. Headlamp, Ideal

Sidecar Lamp, and To: pedo S.B ,C. Tall Lamp.
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch, and
is finished in ebony black wiih n.ckel-plated rel ef.

The accumulator (capacity, 6 volt, 40 amp.) is spec ally

made for motor cycle hghting, and will give very satis

factory service in U£e.

Complete Outfits, List No. 30/2, Price i7 y o

" DAYBEAM
Complete Electric

Set for
Lightweights.

Solo Oatfit, £3 3a.

Combination Outfit, £3 t5s.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
.Inmes

SPECIAL Bargain.-New 1922 SVsli.p. twin, 3-8reeil
sports model Junies ; reduced to £90 ; easy pay-

ments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Hd..
Binninghnm. [9338

1 (Q16 James 4Vih.p. Combination, S-speed, chain drive,
J-*^ dyuiimo Ii|?titing, electi'ic horn, Binka, 3 jet cnr-
hnretter; bargain, £65.—Bowen, 29, Jersey Terrace. St
Thomas, Swansea. [9307

1 Q 19 3V->h.p. Twin James. 3-sneed, lamps. SDares.
A*^ includine rnciuK cams, valves, sprines, etc.,

excellent condition ; £52.—Watson, Railway Hotel,
Paddock Wood, Kent. Tel. : 7.. [9229

1 Q 22 ( Apirl) 7h.p. James Combination, electric
J-t? lighting, fully equipped, perfect condition, tax
paid ; £l45 ; buying car.—42, Freegrove Rd.. Hol-
loway, N.7., or 'phone : City 4944. [9530

"I Q20 5-6h.p. James, fast solo machine, recently over-
-Lty hauled by makers, in perfect order, T.T. bars,

\

lonff exhaust, lamps, horn, tax paid; owner eoine
\

abroad; £57/10; Crovdon.—Box 3492, c/o 2'A.e Motor
Ci/cle. [9977

JAMES 1914 4i.4h.p. Countershaft Coachbuilt Com-
bination, thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, new

frame, forks, gears, piston, rings, rebushed. suuiid;
bargain. £60.—Williams, Roberts Wall, Penally, Pem-
brukeshire. [9389

JAMES 4iuh.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick- i

1 tarter, removable extra seat sidecar, Orto wind-
|

screen, Atkinson hood, side windows, Tan-Sad, lamp6,
t-ools, excellent appearance, mechanically perfect ; ^B5, .'i

—31. Gold5mith Rd.. Acton. [9437 'I

MAGNIFICENT 1922 7h.p. James de Luxe Com- 1'

bination, Lucas dynamo lighting eet, Lucas No. €0 f\

horn, Bonniksen speedometer, spare wheel {unusedj,-
I

difkey seat in rear locker, luggage grid, t^x paid and i'

fully insured, ridden 264 miles, indistinguishable fiom -

new, cost £203, must sell owing to illness; £160, or ]
nearest.— Seen at Messrs. Whitby's, 7, The Vale, Acton, !

W.3. [1027

Hypare Ports:

JAMES Spares.
St., Ealing.

Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8, Bond -

{5079
]

WHITBYS.—James spares, expert service.—7, The {
Vale, Acton. W.3. 'riione: cuisv.ick 1513. [9777 11

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Lightweights; place your order with the man ir

on the epot.—Gibb, Gloucester. r7546.Jf'

J.E.S. excellent condition, fully equipped ;
'£!&,' ?•

nearest offer.—Streets, Olive Terrace, Highbridge, r

Somerset. [9320 '

J.E.S.—A few 1921-22 a-stroke-vlVah-p. Lightweights •

taken in part payment for our larger models.
All will be thoroughly overhauled and carry our full 1

guarantee. Prices from 23 guineas. Send for lists of 1

these bargains.—J.E.S. jMotor Works, Gloucester,
[7335 tlj

Kerry.
3ih.p. Kerry-Abingdon coachbuilt combination, 2-

"

2 speed, clutch, chain and belt, splendid condition

:

£29.—Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscwhbe
Rd., Croydon. [9702

Kingsbury.

1Q21 Kingsbui-y, 2-speedi Enfield gear, as new, mile-
-»-*' age 300, list price £68, must realise; bO gns.

—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham, [1196 H

LeS' Francis-
1 Q 16 3i/:;b.p. Twin Lea-Francis Combination,
-i-*y dynamo lighting, full accessories; £75.—Ross, »,

86, High Rd., Lee. [9765 '

£45.-1920 3Voh,p. twin Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch, >

kirk-start, perfect condition.— Premier Motor Co.,

Astou Rd., Birmingham. [9337

WRITE FOR LIST NO. 7—
Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

TBADE ^Z^^y MARK

_ BIM & PATENTS LTB
LAWDEN Wg BDRDESt-EV BIRMINCHRM.

AK GNS.—Lea-Francis, 1921, Si/oh.p. Twin J.A.P.,
'it-' chain drive, oil bath chain cases, interchange- i

able wheels, hand and loot clutch. K.S.. lecshields.

electric lamps, spares, very last, guaranteed perfect.—

After 5 p.m., 20, Trecn Av., HoKsers Corner, Barnes.
[9864

Levis.

"pBEMIBE Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

BAEGAINS in slightly showroom soiled 1922
models; write for stocktaking clearance gale Oisti

model S 2%h.p., 2-6peed, clutch, 1-educed to l£48;

model G, 247 c.c, 2-speed, oiutoh, reduced to £53;

this offer cannot be repeated ; deferred payments ar-

ranged.—Premier Motor Co., -^ton Rd., Birmingham.
- [9344

GIBB, Gloucester, Sole District Agent for Le'ijj

immediate delivery from stock. [7545

LEVIS 1916, perfect £21, or excliangc higher powet,
11, Stromness Place. Southend. - [9385'

LtVlS, 1920, single, excellent condition; best offer

over £25.—S., 35, Holmewood Gardens, S.W.2.
"[917S

LEVIS, Bosch, Senspray, licensed; £22; oliers, ex-

change.—38, Orchard, (Park Ed.), Sunbury-on-
Tliames. [9643

-g Q20 Levis Popular, in good condition, insured tal

i-iJ April next, lamp, spare belt; ie25.—27, Breck-

nock Rd., N.7. [9930

bjfe All letters relating to adw!:"%'^ments should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

lAotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

Spnrc Parta:

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockist's,

Key, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone : Langham
iaS7. UlJen till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays.

[0855
Norton.

1 Q.22 Nortons. fill' models; free delivery to any
i-i/ nililiess.— Uibb, (jloucester. [7547

NORTON, 1921, perfect, as new, all accessories: £75.
-HO, Wood Vale, Honor Oak, S.E.23. [9427

1921 3'/i:h.p., all accessories, mileage
3,500.—Grev, 105, Herrick Rd., Loughborough.

[9444
NOKTON 1921 16H, O'Donovan tuned, 75 m.p.h.:

bargain, 75 gns.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[9168

JUL'V 1921 6b.p. Norton; £80: exchange for 1922
or late 1921 Sports Zenith.—Ivydene, Tichi>orne

yt., Leicester. [9649

NORTON 1921 16H, close ratio, excellent condition
throughout, lamp and horn; £72.

lyORTON

-28,, Minlord
Gardens, Shepherd's Bush. [9571

F.O.C.H. have 1922 Norton, 16H model, little used,
excellent condition, licensed; bargain.- 5, Heath

.St., Hampstead (j-.ear Tube). (9451

NORTON 1922 models to clear; very special ex-
change allowances. Write us quickly.—Halifax

.Motor Exchange, Norton St., Halifax. [1026

NORTON, late 1921, 16H, lamps, speedometer,
taxed, as new; £75, ' or exchange.—Norriugtou,

Terrace Garage, Tumham Green Terrace, Chiswick.
[1178

NORTON 1921 Countershaft 16H, new tvres,
licensed, equipped; £73/10. Also 1919 Philip,

son model; £33/10. Evenings.—18, Manor tiiove,
Richmond. [1090
ly K M.P.H.—Norton S^^h.p., 3-speed, April, 1921,
• ^ under 2,000, Rfcardo" piston; specially balanced
engine, racing gear box, tax paid; -£85.—77, St. Mary's
Rd.. Sheffield. [1001

"V'ORTON 16H, Irand new, 1922 model, but shop-
.L' soiled, £9.'5; Big Four ditto, £100; exceptional
tpportunity and cannot be repeated.—Bradbury, 224.
London Rd., Sheffield. [1128

BRAND new 1922 16H Norton, unregistered,
maker's guarantee, oversize tyres ; list price

£117/10; best offer over £100, or exchange.—379,
King St., Hammersmith. '

- [1014

S0trTHPOET.-1921 16H Norton, Bonniksen speedo-
meter, spare aluiiinium piston, all on, full tax,

excellent appearance, very fast; 75 gns., exchanges.—
Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [8586

1 Q21 Norton Big Four and Sidecar, speedometer,
J-v horn, all lamps, windscreen, 1922 tax paid,
exceptional condition; £95.—Homac's 243, Lower Clap-
ton Rd., N.E., 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [1260

NORTON, October, 1921, SVsh.p., 16H, chain drive,
kick-start, 3-speed, as new, Cowey speedometer,

Lucas lamps. Tan-Sad, licensed, insured : bargain,
£80, or nearest.-131, Icknield St., Birmingham.

[9851
XrORTON.—New, all 1922 models' supplied. Big
i.1 Four and De Luxe sidecar, £153; also SVoh.p.,
3-speed, all-chain drive. £115. Exchanges and easy
terms arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London .

•[1272
1019 B.R.S. Norton, engine No. 19696, condition
-*-*' as new. ]ust been re-stoved and engine over-
hauled, new tyres and belt. F.R.S. Major headlamp,
Philipson pulley, Bonniksen, any trial; £52/10.—
Staniland, Abbey Park, Louth. [8798

"I Q 22 guaranteed big 4 - Norton Combination,
.*-*^ Canoelet sporting sidecar, oversize tyres, 3-speed,
Mutch, kick-start, lighting set, horn, speedometer,
1922 tax liaid, in practically new condition through-
jut; £104.—Sidney, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park,
London, E. ^ [9692

OTOOETAKING Clearance Sale.-Special'ofler of new
•J^ slightly shonTCom soiled 1922 Nortons- No. 9
3V2h.p.. £70; leH, 3-speed, £95; Big 4, S-speed,
£99; carry maker's full guarantee; easy payments 4^
extra: carriage paid to any address.—Premier Motor
Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9339
NJOETON Specialists.—'Wanted, your present motor
J-' cycle in part exchange for any new model from
stock. No waiting. Distance, no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement).—Bamber's, 2,
Eastbank St., Southporf. 'Phone: 607. [5162

N.S.L'.
/?h.p. N.S.TJ.. 2-speed. splendid condition, cheap;" take lightweight part.-57, Kenbury S„t., Camber,
.well, London. [9776

N.S.'tJ. 2-speed 4h.p. Twin, coach sidecar, new
.

tyres; £27/10; trial.—25, Ambergate St., Ken-
nmgton, London. . [9629
K-6h.p. N.S.TJ. Twin, running order, needs adiust-
," ment; exchange lightweight; £10.—Houlston, 22.
Sands End Lane, Fulham. [9616

N.U.T.
Qlh.p., O.H.V. twin N.U.T., very fast, perfect; £50-
i«'.a tax paid.—Page, 26, Earl's Court- Gardens, S.T\' 5.

;

'

[9305

.rffiLffiA^
C=a^2^^

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Distributing Agents
or A.J.S., Excelsior, and Dunelt Motor Cycles.

THIS WEEK'S SNIPS
in Brand New but slightly shop-soiled motor-
cycles. Also demonstration and carefully used
mounts.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED
AvaiUble for Cash or on our liberal extended
payment terms^ which include a comprehensive
Insurance Policy and Free Delivery within a
radius of 150 miles.

Cash
Price.

£80

£50

£103

£108

£120

£105

£128

£55

£30

£50

£75

£95

£85

£170

£170

£100

Description.

SHOP SOILED SOLOS.
Ariel, 1922, 3^ h.p.,

Sports inodel,with K.S.
Enfield, 1922, 2} h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed.
Zenith-Bradshaw, 1922,

all-chain drive.

SHOP SOILED COMBS.
Ariel, 1922, 5-6 h.p.,

Special Comb.
B.S.A., 1922, 4i h.p.,

all-chain drive.

P. & M., 1922, 3^ h.p.

Comb.
P. & M., 1922, 4 h.p. De
Luxe, 4 speeds.

SECOND-HAND SOLOS,
Lea-Francis, 1919, sf

h.p., equipped.
Clyno, 1919, 2^ h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed.
clutcii and kick-
starter, tax paid.

!vy, 1921, 2i h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed,
clutch and kick-
starter, tax paid.

A.J.S,, 1922, 2% h.p.,

Model B, fully
equipped.

Rover, 1920, 3^ hp.,
Phillipson pulley,
fully _ equipped, in
fine order.

SECOND-HAND COMBS.
A.J.S., 1922, 2% h.p..

Model B Comb., fully

equipped, special de-

monstration outfit. '

Douglas, 1921, 4 h.p.,

screen, lamps, horn.
A.J.S., 1921, 7 h.p.

chassis with " Plus
One " body, dynamo
lighting, electric horn,
speedometer, ' hood,
etc', run only 1,700

- miles..

Henderson^ 1921, 11.6
"h.p.,DeLuse,C.&M.
sidecar, dpiamo Itg.,

electric horn, speedo-
meter and ample sup-
ply of spares. Cost
over£34o,and as new.

A.J.S., 1920, 6 h.p.

Comb., spare wheel,
acetylene lighting,

horn, etc.

Deposit.

£23 10 6

£1S 5

£29 4 6

£30 15

£33 14 6

£29 10 6

£36 16 6

iE15 10

£9 9

Cash

Cash

Cash

£27 14

£24 14

Cash

Cash

Cash

12 Monthly
Instal-

ments.

£6 10

£3 11

£7 5

£7 13

£B 6

£7 6

£9

£4 3

£2 6

only.

only,

only.

£6 16 8

£6

only.

only.

only.

Write {or proposal form if nnable to call, stating make of
machine that interests you—and remember we can supply
any make of New Machine and many excellent carefi^y
nsed mounts at bargain prices.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : Motorcycles and Cars.

62-53, Sussex Place. South Kensmgcoa
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Coor^ Road, W.C.1
Wholesale: S8, Alfred Place, W.C.1.
Garage—^Tottenham Court Road, VV.i.

Telephones : Accessories and Repairs, MuseuuD 1240.
Motorcycles and Cars. Kensington 7260,

Telegrams " Dvnametro. Westceat, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.IT.T. 1921 S'ih.p., 3-spced, chain<um-belt drive.
Watsonian sidecar; iEllO.—Maudes', Walsall

Garage, Walsall, 11041

1Q2X Sh.p. N.U.T. Combination, dynamo lighting,
J-t/ electric horn, Grindlay sporting sidecar, mile-
age 3,500-4,000; £85. -James, H.M.S. Warwick, Devon-
port. [9951

IQ21 N.U.T. 3>Ah.p., Lucas Magdyno lighting, elec-
J.*' trio horn, Bfnks. licensed, absolutely perfect con-
dition throughout; 70 gns; exchanges or deferred.

—

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington,
[6978

O.K.

O.K., 2-speed, very nice, take 2 to Scotland; bargain,
22 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [1190

O.K. 2',^h.p., fully equipped, licence paid; £25.

—

Eatclifle Bros., 200, Qt. Portland St., W.l. [1092

O.K. Junior, 4-stroke, 2 speeds, good condition;
£22/10.-16, Brassey Sq., Battersea, S.W.ll.

[9596
1Q21 O.K.-Villiers, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, Lucas
-Ltf lamps, horn, licensed; £38.—Seaclifle. Silverdale,
nr. Carnt'orth. [9313

-| Q21 O.K., with 1922 350 c.c. Broler engine. 2-
-*-«-' speed, and sidecar: £40.—Garft, Winchburgh,
Linlithgowshire. [9436

O.K. 1921 2V.h.E., 2-sneed, clutch, K.S.. all on.
Tan-Sad, good condition; £37.—Lloyd. 7. St.

Mary's Sq., Kennington, S.E.I 1. [9941

£27/10.-1921 2V=h.p. O.K. Junior, semi-T.T., very
Inlly equipped, tyres as new, 110 m.p.g. guaran-

teed, taxed, and perfect throughout, real bargain;
evenings.- 2, Downe Terrace, Richmond. (D) [9818

O.K. 2i/2h.p., Mark XI., new, 1921 model, Villiera
engine, flywheel magneto, 2 speeds, only ridden

20 miles, £40, tax paid; also new 1921, Mark X.
model, single-speed, 32.—Eagles and Co., 275, High
•St., Act-on, London, W. [1115

Omega.
OMEGA model 2B, shop-soiled only, at the special

price of £58/10.—Eatcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-
l.ind St., W.l. [logs

OMEGA 2')4h.p. J.A.P., 1921, as new, S.A. 2-speed,
long exhaust; £27/10.—D. S., 93, Dolphin St.,

[9204

t the

Newport, Mon

OMEGA Model No. 3, shon-soiled only;
spetial price ol £59/10.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt.

Portland St., W. [1099

"I
Q22 Omega 3h.p., 2-speed, special competition

^*y machine, brand new and unpacked; 40 gns.

—

Box 3503, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1321

0MEGA-J:A.P. 2%ih.p., 1919, 2-speed. clutch, kick-
start, perfect; £35/10; consider McKenzie part

exchange.—Simons, Stafford House, Ashburton. [9889

Orbit.

33.h.p. Orbit-Precision, 2-speed, clutch; £20;_photo-
4. graph.—Fisher, Spriogwell Rd., Heston,

[9939Hounslow

P. and M.
"I Q20 3V?h.p. R^and M. Combination; see underExj

changes.—Walbro. [9549

1 Q20 4h.p. P. and M. Solo, fully equipped and tax
i-^J paid; £42/10.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Baling. (8540

"IQ19 P. and M., complete, lamps, horn, tax paid;
J-i7 bargain, £35.—198, King St. Hammersmith.

[9373

1 Q18 P. and M., new cylinder and piston, lamps,
JL*' taxed; £30.—337, King St., Hammersmith.

[9526

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, condition as new,
fast; £43.—38, Sherriff Rd., West Hampstead.

[9835

1 019 P. and M. and sidecar, good condition and
-L«^ perfect running order; £65.— Smiths' Garnees,
Grantham. [9333

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, 6819S, completely
^if equipped; £40.-26, The Promenade, Palmer's
Green, N.13. [9249

P. and M. C.B. Sidecar, Pillion, all on; £48, no
offers; not W.D., very reliable.—48, Hoe St.,

Walthamstow. [9404

P. and M. Combination, 1919, mechanically- perfect,
all on ;' bargain, £55.—Davidson, 56, Shaftes-

bury lid., W.6. '[9196

"I018 P. and M., tax paid, excellent condition;
i-<J £38/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1353. [1061

P. and M., late R.A.P., in sple*ndid condition, any
trial, tax paid; £40,. or offer.—Gomm, 17, Car-

digan St., Luton. [9293

1Q19 P. and M., overhauled and repainted, new
J-*/ tyres and accessories; . £55.—Affier 6.30, 7,

Holtham Rd., South Hampstead. [9564

RENOVATED P. and M.'s, 1918, guaranteed ma-
chines; £45; immediate delivery.—Inman and

Co., Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. [5882

-| Q20 P. and M. Combination, 3')^h.o.. lamps, etc..Xv Easting screen, in excellent condition; £55, or
near offer.—Monk, Gunmaker, Chester. [9861

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (PI.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

1 Q20 41i.p. P. and M. Combination, equipped witliAv Lucas lamps and liorn, jwrfect condition, tax
paid; £57/10.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [8539

1 Q18 P. and M., perfect order, just re-bored and
J-t/ thoroughly overhauled, tax paid, insured; no
reasonable offer relused.— 165, Glebe Ed., Letch-worth.

[9732
PRIVATELY Owned' P. arid M. Combination, 1919.

in perfect condition, insurance and tax paid, a
real bargain; £70.—Write, H,, 156, Ferndale Rd.,
S.W,4. [9282

iQaO P, and M. Combination, hand brake^ electric
•LU lighting, horn, Easting sci'een, very good con-
dition; cash wanted; £57/10.-391, King St.. Hammer-
smith. [1011

BARGAIN.—P. and M. SV^h.p. Combination, new
1920, fully equipped, splendid condition; £46.—

143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlefield, S.W. Take light-
weight part exchange. [1251

P.
and M. Combination 1917, electric lighting, full

equipment, excellent order; £50.—Elce, Ltd., 13-
15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.G. 3.

'Phone; Avenue 5548. [0067

P. and M. Combination, coachbuilt. delivered 1918, tax
pitid, Lucas and electric lamps, excellent condition

;

£55. offers, exchanges considered.— 115, Holland -Park
Avenue. 'Phone: Park 518. [9410

~| Q22 P. and M. de Luxe Combination, 4h.p.. 4
J-*J speeds, all on, cost £150, shop-soiled; £127/10
cash, or deferred payments.—Taylors, 52, Sussex Place.
S.W.7. 'Phone: Kens. 7260. [0919

P.
and M., late R.A.F., complete, in parts, 2-speed,
K.S., fitted with new cylinder and piston, new

tank. Bosch magneto, aluminium chain cases, wheels
rebuilt; £25.—I, Springfield Park Crescent, Catford,
S.E.6. [9676

P. and M. 1918 Combination, SVih.p., 2-speed, K.S.,
new gears. 1922 B. and B. carburetter, aluminium

chain covers, all lamps, horn, licence paid; trial any
time; £63.—Flint Bimsalow, Croydon Rd.. Warling-
ham, Surrey. [9614

P.
and M. R.A.F, roIo models, rebuilt, re-enamellec!.
lined and platf^d. fitted with new T. and B.

magnetos, E. and B. carburetters, tyres and tubes

;

40 gns,—Voltaire Motor Works, 4. Voltaire Rd.. Clap-
ham. London. S.W. 4. [7718

P. and M. 19 IS Combination, first-class order, new
tyres, speedometer, watch, etc., underslung,

bulbous back, sidecar. Easting screen, tools, spare
tube, fitt-d electric; €65, lowest.—Coe, 206. Links Rd..
Tooting Juiiction. S.W.17. [0297

1 Q21 P. and M. Sporting Combination, Swan sidecar,
-M-*y just thoroughly overhauled, plated and enamelled,
fully^ equipped, tax paid, etc., guaranteed six months;
£85; exchanges.—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley
Mews. Connaught St.. Marble Arch. London. Padd.
1177. '- [1007

Spare Partu

:

P.
and M. Part.'i. new and second-hand, in stock.—
8. E. Porter and Co.. Whitchurch. Salop. [3878

P. and M. Spares Specialists. Stamp brings list.—
Inm'an and Co.. Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liver-

pool. ;.^880

P.
and 3l.—We have a large stock of second-hanrl
parts.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Port-

land St . W.l. [1047

ALL Spares in Stock; please write for quotations for

any parts; all guaranteed by return.—P. and M.
Specialist, H. Bcardwood, 147, Burlington St., Liver-
pool. [0839

P.
and M.—The largest spares stockists. Stamp
brings list.—Inman and Co., Specialists and

Agents. Durham Rd., Sealorth, Liverpool. 'Phone :

Waterloo 296. [5881

P.
and M. Spares at the right price; our unequalled
service ensures satisfaction

;
your enquiry solicited.

—Kenneth Kemp and Co.. 4, Berkeley Mews, Con-
naught St., Marble Arch. London. Padd. 1177. (1002

Premier
22.—SVah.p. Premier, countershaft, sound condi-£ tion.—36, Regina Rd., Southall. Middlesex. [9906

PREMIER SVjh.p., 2.speed gear box, Bosch. B. and
B., coachbuilt sidecar. Easting, splendid condi-

tion, trial; £35.—Parsons. 21, Rycroft St.. Fulham.
[9558

7.9h.p. Premier Combination, countershaft gear,
clutch, good tyres, lamps, perfect condition,

taxed; absolute bargain, £48. offers.—2. Belle Vue
Rd.. rpper Tooting, S.W.17. [9208

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.-We claim to be the
most competent firm to supply spares and execute

i-epairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.
We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
'Acild. We are the only traders who can claim to
(supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us lull requirements; you will receive our reply per
'eturn.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
Bpa. [3167

ŜOME REAL
BARGAINS!

are to be found in our

STOCKTAKING
CLEARANCE LIST

of nearly 30

NEW 1922 MODELS
at great reductions. Below we
give 3 examples, and will gladly

send full list free on request.

LEVIS Model S 2i h,p. 2-=peed clu'ch B AQ
(list p.-,ce ASI 30 '*0

RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. 3-speed, cha'n drive; spring
frame

; detachable wheels (list price /? 1 1 rk
£'130) - - - - 3t 1 1

U

JAIIES Model No. 7 3i h.p. "Sports," X^Ckn
3speed, chain drive (hst price £105) owI/U

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPY.

Aston Road,

BIRMINGHAM/ ^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

Spare Parts:

PREMIER. All parts in stock. By Return Service
—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry

'Phone : 1945. [lio(
Priory.

PRIORY, 1922 models; wonderlul value; 234h.p
J.A.P., 2-speed, K.9., 52 gns.; 2%h.p. 2-8troke

2-speed, £38; write for speoification.—R. B. Clark anc
Co., 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W .7. [585i

PRIORY.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models
2';4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed clutch and kick starter

52 gns.; 2^,ih.p., 2-stroke,' 2-speed, £38. Exchanges
or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [9132

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experiencf

with Quadrants. [992S

BRAND New 1921 4V'h.p. Quadrant; £75.-Clifforc
Wilson Co.. 177, Westminster Bridge Ed.. S.E.l

[2202
QUADRANT, late 1920, chain-drive combination,

scarcely used; £55.—R. B. Clark a-nd Co., 7, Ex
hibition Rd., S.W.7. [5857

WAUCIIOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London
E.G. 4.—Quadrant. 1921, 4V2h.p. Combination

dynamo lighting, all on; £65. [1273

4ih.p. 1922 Quadrant Combination, 3-speed, kick
2 ttarter, all-chain drive; £105; your old motoi

cycle taken in exchange, remainder on easy terms.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1271

Svare Parts :

CLIFFORD WILSON iVIfg. Company, Quadrant-
Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Die-i

tributors for London Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and spare part stockists ; deferred
payments ; exchanges ; all models in stock. Special
insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.—
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone; Hop 210.

[9926'

Radco.
£30.—Radco 1922, single, tax, as new.— Bull, Imber-

home Lane, East Grinstead. [fl^l"!

Raleigh.
RALEIGH.—New" 2%h.p. Touring and Sporting

models in stock

;

£68.—Moss, Wem.- £1029

RALEIGH Z%h.p. 2-speed, never ridden; £60.-
Johnson, Provision Merchant, Palmer's Green.

[854:

RALEIGH 2%ih ,p. in stock ; exchanges, deferred.—
R, B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[9166'

RALEIGH.—Immediate defivery of 1922 models; ex-

changes or deferred payment.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington [4052

IMMEDIATE Delivery Raleigh, all models in stock
5-6h.p. £130, combination £165; 2%h.p. £68

£73; 3h.p. combination, £103; cash or deterred pay
ments ' 4% extra.—Mitchell Garage, Roundbay Ed-
Leeds. [089C

STOCKTAKING Clearance Sale.-Slightly showrooif
' soiled 1922 5-6h.p. Model de Luxe Raleigh Coni'

hinatiou ; list price £165, reduced to £150; easy pay
Oients 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.
Birmingham. ^ [934e

RALEIGH Combination, 1922, 5-'6h.p. twin,, ijsed

once, spring frame, Tan-Sad carrier. Ea,stinp wind'
screen, Lucas lamps, speedometer, cover to sidecar,

tax paid; a bargain, £159/15.—Wilkins Simpson, Oppo-
site Olympia, London. [9357

5-6h.p. Twin Raleigh Combination De Luxe, spriiig

frame, Grindlay sprung wheel sidecar, very Itilly

equipped, run only 3,000 miles; 125 gns.; exchanges;.
photogra.ph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. Open week-ends. [1069'!

Readrnfi=Stan(I-«rd.

READ1NG*STANDARD 8-lOh.p. 1921-22, dynamo
'

lighting, lamps, horn, etc., new, shop-soiled; £90.—
Fredrics and Co.. Ltd., 89, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1314

pEADING-STANDARD, dynamo ligliting. Tan-Sad.
J-V Phis-one sidecar, mileage under 1,000, complete:
£145, bargain.—Slinger, Norwich St., Dereham. [9368

"IQte lOh.p. Reading-Standard Combination, ren&-.
J-^ vated like new, tax paid, full accessories, in-

cluding hood. Easting, windscreen, and pillion seat;

£75.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [9761

1Qi7. about, Reading-Standard, 3-speed, reverse, \

»/ Montgomery 2-seater sidecar, outfit just over-

hauled at cost of £30; reasonable offer accepted, or'

exchange with cash for 1922 chain-drive B.S.A.

—

Ryder. Nurseryman, Stratford-on-Avon. [9608 ,

Spare Parts:

READING-STANDARD Spares, immediate delivery.

—Fredrics and Co., Ltd., 89. Gt. Portland St.,-"

W.l. [1315
Rex,

I

TWIN Rex, 5-6h.p.; bargain, £11.—Fenn, The l|

Garage, The Warren, Handcross, Sussex. [9239::j

£20.—5-6h.p. Twin Rex. perfect, equipped. fast.-ri

Chapman, 28, Beresford Rd.. Gillingham, Kent, i!

[9871

^34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement', and the date of the_ issue

Motor Cycle" advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

>ili.p. 1920 Sunbentn ivith Iiiinliill sidecar anrt Etist-

•2 inn. elei'trip lumps, Klaxon, etc., inourance rolicy,

iinll milenge, excellent contlition; acceiit £95.—ivinsey
1(1 Co., Ltd., 350. Lower Addiscombe Rd. Cioydon.

[9703
HQUTHPOET.—1920 Siinbenm 3Voh.p., luxurious coui-

^ hinntion, Sunbeiini sidecar, eleetrie lighting, de-

udialile wheels, Enstiug, higguse grid, Lucas horn, full

IX- barnitiu, 95 gns., escliauges.—Kent<s, 417, Lord St.,

uuthpoi-t. C85B5

tUNBEAM, 1920, 3\-.h.p., complete, lamps, Ivorn,

^ licence, tax paid, .and semi-aports sidecar with

indscreen; very good condition, £110. Exchanges.
13V payments.—The Lavton Garages, ' 30, Holywell
;:.; Oxford. [1139

31'oh.p. Sports Sunbeam, with spare,
and cams, lamp set,

jofer, taxed to Sept, 30th, almost new condition,

ileage 1,500; £95; anv trial.—Bennv, 4, Furneaux
illas, Paignton. il.9745

<FNBEAM, Dereniher, 1920, SV^li-P-. interchangeable
^ wheels, leaf spring forks, Lucas lamps, generator

,iui horn, Cowey speedometer, complete Sunbeam tool

it iu perfect condition, only ridden during summer
onths; 90 gns. cash.-Apply Yates, Highgate Brewery,
.\d8idl. .

[9735

922 Sunbeam (late May) 3\ih.p. Light Sports,

Bonnlksen trip speedometer, Lucas horn, special

.,C. piston, racing cams, very fast, economical, 90

.p.g., privately, owned, insurance, licensed, any in-

,)eo(ion, genuiiie bargain; 98 gns. cash.—W. J. Beau-
,ont. 83, Grundy St., Poplar, E.14. [8395

921 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo lighting
(Lueas), electric and mechanical horns, spare

heel and tyre, speedometer, Tan-Sad pillion seat,

-jepial saddle, hood. Easting n-indscreen, cost £300
il on, in excellent condition, small mileage, owner
Mng abroad: ^rhat olfers?—Apply G. S. H.. 19. Phjl-
path Gardens, London, fi.W.5. [9262

iUNBEAM Combination (Whitsun 1921) 3i2li-P-. leaf
* springs, interchan-geable wheels, kick-start, Lucas
agdyno lighting set and electric horn, leg shields,
tare wdieel, speedometer, hood. Triplex windscreen,
n-on, mats, insurance, and all accessories complete

;

ileage 2,571; cost £260; everything guaranteed per-
ct and practically new; any trial and expert exami-
ition; sacrifice for £142, a genuine bargain.

—

aurence, 1, Wyndham St., Bridgend, [9376

[ T.D.C.
p.DLC. De Luxe 2-stroke, accessories, good con-
(V dition; £17.-176, St. Alban's Avenue, Bedford
jjirk, Chiswick. [9646

Triumph.
931 4h.p. Triumph Combination: see under Es-

changes.—Waibro. [9547

PRrUMPH 1913, excellent order-; £21.—Claik, T,
L Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. a343
?28.—Baby Triumph, 2-stroke, about 1917, 2 speeds,
i' fine .order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [9972

[iBirMPH, 4h.p., new 1922, S.A. 3-speed gear bos;
^ £60.-53, Haektord Kd., Brixton, ri240

pEIUMl^H-RICAEDO in stock; £120.-Premier
1- Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0868

itRIUMPH 1913, clutch model, overhariled. good
^- tyre5, excellent condition; £25.—Below.
';iR"lUMPH 1919 4h.p., countershaft, privately owned,

;
taxed, insured; £65.—K.J. Motors. Bromley. r9917

'COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, fine condition.
.-' £35, cheap.—9, Church Rd., Harlesden.

perfect

;

[9536

*38.—Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, coach sidecar.—
"' CoUyer, 286, High St., Wood Green, N. [9234

319 Triumph Combination, full equipment; £55.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [9665

ATE 1918 Triumph 4h.p., lamps and horn, tai
i paid; £48.-19, Orbel St., Battersea, S.W.ll.

9
[9520

18 Triumph Countershaft; £48. Ditto 1919
£52.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

it9664
"IRItTMPH^ Junior ip Stock,_brand new; acc^t' £55" " - - - Hunts.caih.—Parkers, Station Rd., St. Ives,

[1136
921 Junior Triumph, fully equipped, licensed

£47/10.~'U-hite, 20, Springbank Ed., Liverpool.
[9740

pRIUMPH, Type H., new; at the special price of
' £94/10.-Ratcliire Bros., 200, Gfc. PortlMid St.,

1

•

[1105
''ATE 1918 Triumph Combination, Sunbeam side-
'-* c«.r, new condition; ^655.—9, Church Rd.. Harles-
|--°- [9533

'l£* G1S"S.-1918 4h.p. Couiitershaft Triumph, newt" tyres, tax paid, perfect condition.—1, Priory Ed.,
6W. [1222
'HRIUMPH. Type 8.D., new; at the special price
»- ^f £103/10.-Rat;cIiITe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland

[1106W.
nEIUMPH. countershaft, 1918 fAugust), 3in. tyres.L splendid condition" ""^ '^- " ™--. ' '-

edhill.
5650.—Ford, Watchmaker,

[9891

t'cMitiiiMrtririritiirtnrMMritrtrirMriititiitiiritiiiriiiniiiniii--.

IedwardsI
= & CO. E

1 101, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.I [

i Tel MaySair 4027. =

= We have been appointed Sole Distributing :

I Agents for London and 50 miies Radius for =

I
The PRIORY

|

I 21 h.p. J.A.P. 2-Speecl, Clutch, Kick Start i

I
Price 525 Gns. |

i 2| h.p. PRIORY 2-Stroke, 2-Speed. |

i Price 3C3S i

I Several Brand New 5>6 h.p. =

I 1921 ZENITH i

I
COUNTERSHAFT

|

i Models, Clutch, Kick-Start, |

84 Gns.
i Listed £118. Maker's Guarantee.!

I
SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS. =

= 1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD, magdyno, hood, screen, Gns. H
= speedometer. Tax paid. As new 138 E

E 1919 3 h.p. ENFIELD and Wicker sidecar, =
£ speedo., Lucas lamps, hom. Good condition 42 =

= 1921 7 h.p. INDIAN Comb., dynamo, screen, =

E equipped 83 |
= 1920 TRIUMPH, Montgomery sc, lamps, speedo., E
E luggage grid, excellent condition 84 ^
E 1920 Si h.p. SUNBEAM Comb., fully equipped, =

E speedo., screen, good condition 89 E

E 1917 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Montgomerj'sc, equipped E
= speedo., screen, excellent condition 58 E

E 1914 4 h.p. BRADBURY and sc, 2-speed clutch, =
- fully equipped , 25 E
E 1911 5 h.p. INDIAN and coachbuilt sc, 2-speed

E clutch 15:

92 =

35:

45:

77;

= 1921 4i h.p. B.S.A., No. 3 sc, fully equipped,

E Easting screen, perfect condition

I
SECONDHAND SOLOS.

i 1922 2i h.p. ENFIELDp fully equipped. Excel-
~ lent condition

*

= 1922 2i ENFIELD, kick-start model. faUy

^ equipped. As new
= 1921 3i h.p. NORTON H 16, all-chain, Lucas
z equipment, excellent condition. Year's
= licence

= 1922 5 h.p. Sports ZENITH, excellent con- =
= dition, 2 months old * 68 -
= 1918 21 h.p. DOUGLAS, fiilly equipped, excellent I
^ condition 37 2
= 1922 8 h.p. D.O.T. Super-Sports, J.A.P. engine, =
= speedo., lamps, hom, mileage 300. Indis- =
= tinguishable from new 99 ^

E 1920 4 h.p. B.S.A., fully equipped, speedo., Tan- =

E Sad, excellent condition 55^
= 1921 3i h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, equipped 50 =

E 1922 2i O.K., clutch, fully equipped, as new . , 34 ^

= Deferred Payments & Exchanges on any of the above. =

= WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS. |
= Cash Waiting. r

^iiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

^22.—Triumph, fast, [jowertul, any trial; take
^^ nedal cvcle nart_—517 Kpnhnrv St.. Camberwell,

[9774
pedal cycle part,

London.
-57. Kenbary St.,

BARGAIN.—3Vjh. p. Triumph, 3-5peed hub, souud,
pertet-t order; £20.—Box 3479, c/o The Motor

Cycle. (D) [94C9

Sih.p. Triumph, good condition, Tan-Sad ; trial

;

2 i:22/10.—Lyndale, CrutchBeld T.,ane. WaltoD-
on-Tharnes. [9727

1 Q21 Triumph, Millford sidecar, Cowey screen.
J-*y lamps, taxed, insured; £68.-106, North End
Rd.. W.14. [9802

1 d22 all-cbain Triumph, full equipment, as bran-J
•M.U new; £80, or nearest.—24, Balliol Rd., Nortu
Kensington. (9666

1 019 Triumph 4b. p., speedometer, lamps, spnTPrt. small
-i-t/ mileage; £65.—Sprinffthon'e, 44, Enssell. Terra<^e,

Leamington. [9183

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p. Model H, perfect condition,
new lamp and horn; anv trial; £78.—H. Tippen,

Marden. Kent. [8451

LATE 4b.p. Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped,
taxed ; £55 ; <'xchange3 entertained.—82, Church

Rd., Mitcbam. [9825

TRIUMP.H Combination, appearance, condition a^
new; bargain, £65.—Seen 14, King's College Rd.,

Swiss Cottage. [9601

X*25.—Sy^li-P- Tiiumpb, excellent conditJcn, ride away.
cV _j. Groom, 86, Rhodes St., St. James Rd.,
HoUoway, N.7. [9302

1 Q L7 Triumph Combination, exceptional order,
J.*y full accessories, tax paid; £68.—Ross, 86,
High Rd., Lee. [9762

TRIUMPH-MILTJTORD Combination, 1921, equipped.
Eastings; £82/10.-90, Cornwall Rd. (top bell).

North Kensington. [8700

NEW Triumph- Model H, shop-soiled only; special
price £95.-1). & S. Autocar Oo., 33, The

Parade, Golders Green. [12yy

TQIS 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, 1920 Gloria side-
-*-«-' oar, as new j £-65, exchange.—2,_i'ortnn6 Gate
Ed., Harlesden. N.W.IO. [1221

TRIUMPH 3V'h.p., .lamps, horn, splendid order;
£20. or offer.—Cole, 457, Ratbgar Rd., L-ougli-

borough Junction, S.W.9. [1170

TRIUMPH 4h.p., April, 1922, luxurious mauve side-
car, perfect, done 800 miles; £115.—I'orteous, 73, •

Englishoombe Park, Bath. [9605

JUNIOR Triumph, 1920, splendid condition, speedo-
meter, lamps, tax paid; £35.—Coy', Sentinel House,

Southampton Row, London. [9524

42 secures Triumph Cquntersbalt, tax till 1 923,^ lamps, specially good " condition.—88, Gloucester
Place Mews, Portman Sq., W. [9680

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1920 Gloria Combination, lamps.
screen, etc., tax paid ; £98.—Frediica and Co.,

Ltd., 89, Gt. Portland St., "W.l. [1312

"lOlS Countershaft Triumph, equipped and licensed,
-I- 1/ in first-class condition ; £46.-164. Revelstote
Rd., Wimbledon Park, S.W.18.

Revelstote
[9747

TRIUarPH 1919, Middleton sidecar, equipped,
taxed, new condition throughout; £65.—120,

Fairbridge Rd., Higbgate, N.19. [9843

Triumph, 1912, drop frame, new Dnnlop,
lamps, horn, taxed, good order; £22, or near.—

Box 3491. c/o TTic Motor Cycle. [9978

34'"-'^-

TRIUMPH
Binks carburetter, Gloria sidecar,

1919 4h.p., 3-speed
buretter, G' "

Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall.

kick-start, clutch,
creen; £100.—

[1045

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.
Triumph combination, tax

£148.- 157b, Gt. Portland St..

— 1922 chain drive
paid, all accessories;
W.l. [5933

SEVERAL second-hand Triumphs always in stock.
Triumph Service Agents for Sussex.—Caffvns,

Ltd., 56 Terminus Rd.. Eastbourne. [1181

1 Q22 4h.p. Triumph, every poeslble accessory, only
-i-^ lidden 500 miles; £75.—Hillier (side bell), 9,
Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [9893

1 Q12 Clutch Model Triumph, speedometer, lamps,
-L«7 recently overhauled; £18.—37, Arlington Rd.,
Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [9769

TRIUMPH Combination SVzh.p., Mabon variable
gear, taxed, insnxed; £50; ride away.—Wallis, 17,

Replingham Rd., Sonthfielda, S.W.18. [9292

1 Q21 All-chain. Triumph, Montgomery sports sidft-

X t/ car, perfect condition ; what offers ?—Water-
man, 57, Ravensbourne Rd., Bromley. [9441

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920, hood,
screen, tax paid; £67/10.—Skinner, c/o Hillier,

216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [8699

TRIUMPH 1911, 3V2h.p., modernised, Bosdi. Sen
apray, Philipson's, perfect; £E6.—^Hol*. 47,

Northampton Rd., Clerkenwell, London. [9671

TRIUMPH, 1922, S.J>., and Gloria sidecar, brand
new, guaranteed gcnaine: £142; private owner.

(Herts.)—Box 3481, o/o The Motor Ovdt. [9471

TRIUMPHS, 2 3'/^h.p., tai paid, exoeUent. rannmK
condition; £70 or nearest ofler; real baxgain.—

Cavendish, Albert Rd., Ashford, Middttesei. [1246IIUIIIIIIIIIIIII

^11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

-

TmUMPH 1916 C:S., tcooa condition, tax and in-

surance paid; £47/10.~R. G. Hoiichin. Triumph
Specialist. 188, Hieh St., Peckham, S.E.15. [9859

CROYDON ARent3 Triumphs, all new mcdeh and
large range (jI Eecond-hand in stock.— Moore's.

Presto Motor Works. North End. Croydon. 10864

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer
3-speed, coach built sidecar; £85, or will sell

separately.—16, The Mount, Whitley, Reading. [9273

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph Countershaft, smart, perfect.
M.*J licensed December, complete pccessbr'es; 55
guineas.—Fersfield, Weatbury Rd., New Maiden.

:Ly832
SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all iiiodeirt iii

stock lor immediate delivery,—J. A. Stacey,
Triumph Service Depot, 12, Ecelesall Rd., S.'ieffiekl.

[0812

ALL Triumph models always in stock; also full luuge
of Triumph Spares. Triumph Service Agents lur

Sussex.—Caflyusj Ltd., 56, Termiuus Ed., Eastbourne.
[1180

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all models;
liberal exchanges or deferred payments if desired.

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
[6979

"l'Q20 Triumph Combination, full equipment, coiidi-
J-*^ tion as Jiew throughout; absolute gift, £69/10.
—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

[1183
£55.—Coimtershaft Triumph, 4h.p., engine No.

58653, renovated, also others; exchanges.—Smith's,
86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Fann Tube Stn.l.

[0912

J Q 22 Triumph allrchain Combination, used once,
J-t/ cost .£165; accept £110; electric fittings.

—

.Tames, c/o Bradraores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington.
[9880

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., 1918, hood, wind-
screen, lamps, horn, perfect condition, tax and

insurance paid; £80.—James, 46, Kew Green, Surrey.
[9195

TRIUMPH, late 1918, 4h.p. countershaft, purcha-sul
brand new May, 1922; not renovated; accessories,

licence, etc.; £60. Exclianges.^63. Soloh Rd., Brix-
ton. ^ [9713

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, -mechanically perfect,
-l-t/ outfit unscratched, speedometer, lamps, etc.;
anv trial or examination; £90.—Barr, 123, High St,,
Acton. I [9224

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, sporting dder-nr, lamps.
- good condition; £55.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishops-

gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.G.3. 'I'hope : Avenue
5548. [0073

TRIUMPH, late 1919, 4h.p. countershaft, excellent
condition, all accessories. Henderson C.B. sidecar;

accept .£75 for auick sale.-Ellis, 39, Erith Rd., Belve-
dere, Kent.

'

[9414

TRIUMPH, 1920, and sports Norton sidecar, discs,
legshields, screen, lamps, excellent condition.

little u?ed; £90, offers.—Smith, Market Place. Willen-
hall, Staffs. [9425

1 022 Brand New Triumph AU-chain Combination;
--«-' £130; exchanges.-Kenneth Kemp and Co.. 4,
Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch. London.
Padd. 1177. [1008

1 Qll S^Ah.p. Triumph, single speed, new cylinder.
-Lt7 piston and rings, etc., in good running order.
iix paid; £15, bargain.—G. Deeker, Yaxham, Dere-
ham, Norfolk. [9319

1Q13 31/^h.p. Triumijh with late type countershaft
J-t/ frame and tank. N.S.U. gear, comnletelv reno-
vated as new; £30.-26. Tulae Hill, Brixton. 'Phone:
Brixton 1292. - [1331

TRIUMPH 1915 Combination, 1919 engine, new aide-
eai', new lampf? and horn, thoroughly overhauled with

new parts, splendid condition ; . iSS.—ilajor Marsden.
Freaaham, Surrey. [9309

TRIUMPH 1920, 3 speeds, K.S., Lucas lamps, horn,
tax, little used, indistinguishable from new,

very fast, guaranteed perfect; £65.—Fox, 37, Clon-
me! Rd.. Fulham. '[9839

^22.-1911 Triumph ccachbuilt Combination, under-
^^ slung, N.S.U. , 2 speeds, fully equipped, 3 lamps,
luggage grid, tax paid.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd.,
Bowes Park, N.ll. [9841

£47/10.—Triumph Combination, iai4, 3 speeds,
coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, lamps, horn, tax

paid, all in exceptional condition.—13, Crooking,
Bexley Heath. S.E. [9633

TRIUMPH 3'/^h.p., in running order, just over-
hauled, lamps, and tools, licensed for 1922,

Grado gear, 1913, tyres good; £35.-5. Empire Rd.,
Bemerton, Salisbury. [9435

i>n GNS.—T.T. Triumph, fully equipped, licensed,
.-V «/ speedometer, numerous spares, in splendid
tune; only wants seeing; after 4 p.m.—4, Elm Gar-
dens. Hammersmith. [1200

THRIUMPH Specialists.-Wanted, .your present motor
J- cycle in part exchange for any new model from
stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement).—Bamber's. 2.
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [5161

'MAUDE RUBBER CO"
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2.^^-^—^ 4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and send immediately on 7 days' approval again^|

cash, any of the following goods which are perfect

stock, being manufacturers surplus or slightly

shop-soiled;

24 X 2 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 20/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 16/6

S4X2J Continental. Chain-TtJ 21/6

Wood-Milne Heavy 18/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 21/-

Hutchinson R/S 18/6
26x2 Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 17/6

Avon Ribbed. Heavy 17/6
26x2! Wood-MilHe Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-

Dunlop Rubber-studded. Hvy. 27/6
Firestone Safety. Ex. Heavy. 28/6
Hutchinson T.T. Heavy 23/-
Avon. 3-Ribbed Heavy .... 22/6
Michelin Comb. Ex. Heavy . . 20/-

26X2J Dunlop Rubber-stud . Ex.Hvy 36/6
Clincher de Luxe. Ex. Hvy. . . 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber-stud. Hvy 26/6
Dunlop R/S. Heavy 30/-

26X 2IX 2j Palmer Cord. Heavy 28/6
Goodyear Diamond 38/6
Clincher de Liixe. Heavy . . . 28/6
Dunlop Heavv. Rubber Stud 45/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 28/6
Pirelli R/.S Extra Heavy 35/-

Belgrave Cable Cord 27/6
Dunlop. Extra Hvy. R/S 53/-

26X 2i Dunlop. R/S. Heavy 32/-

HutchinsonPasscnger. Ex.Hvy 27/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 21/-

Wooil-Milne Extra Heavy 28/8
26X3 Englebert Passenger. Heavy-. 30/-

Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Stud 40/-

26X3X2! Wood-Milne Heavy . ..~... 27/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy . . . 32/6

28X2! Kempshall Anti-Skid. Heavy-18/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 27/6

28 X 3 Firestone, Rubber N/S 42/-
GOOdyear Diamond All-wthr. 49/6
Goodrich. Safety 45/-
Portage, Super Ex. Heavy . . . 43/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 27/6
Federal. Ex. Heavy 43/-

650x65 Avon. 3-Ribbed Heavy ... . 32/-
Avon. Extra Heavy 36/-
Dunlop S. studded. Light Car 35/-
Dunlop Grooved. Light Car 37/6
Wood-Milne Heavy. 22/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 27/6
Dunlop. R/S. Extra Heavy. . 40/-
Goodrich. Safety Td 37/6
Palmer Cord. 32/6

700X 8 Rodace Sq. Td. Ex. Hy.Lt.Car 42/6
Maude. Super Ex. Heavy. .. 45/~
Goodyear Diamond 52/6
Miflland 3-Rib. Light Car. . . . 45/-
Goodrich Safety. Light Car 45/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 28/6
Dunlop Magnum 63/-

Tubes. Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon

—

26"x 2". 2i", 2^" and 2^" 5/6 each
26"x 3", 28"y 3", 650 & 700 6/6 „

CHALLENGER PUNCTURE-PROOF TUBES
all sizes in stock.

RUBBER BELTING. Td^EDLE?."
li—2/-: i"—1/9; r—1/7 per foot.

tlOHN BULL.
7'-0" lengths; J"—12/6 ! 1"—15/-; it"—16/9

MADE BY NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO.
For Motor Cycling, Fishing, etc.

RUBBER
BBAND
NEW
Actual
Value
45/-.

HIP

BOOTS
(WADERS)

10/6
per pair,

postage 1/3.

Wholesale Dept.& Warehonse: STOCKWELL, S.E.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 mrde!
aideoars to suit frum £20; write lor catalogue an

full particulars on easy payments.—P. J. Evans, Joh
Bright, St., Birmingham. [946

1 O i8 Triumph Combination. 4h.p., countershaf
--*' full equipment, splendid coudiiion; £58; e:

change good sqIo aiul cash.—37, Canterbury Rd., Bal
Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [118

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, engine No. 66701
Easting, Tan-Sad, taxed, insured, aceessorie.'

genuine bargain, £68; evenings.—22, Ttynton TeiTaci
Lordship Lane, Tottenham. [971
npRIUMPH, 1922, Super Combination, Sandui
-*- screen, lainpf;, speedometer, etc., only done 2,00
miles, guaranteed 3 months; £90. Excluinges— 3;

Hacklord Rd., Brixton, S.W. [123

TRIUMPH, 1922, model H, and special coachbuil
sidecar, completely equipped and very sma!

mileage; cost £142/10, accept £115.—The Laytc
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [114

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, special sidecai
--*' complete lamps, tools, small mileage, genuine
£70; cash or deferred.—Marlborough (The Moto
House), 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [957

1 Q 22 Triumph H and Coachbuilt Sidecar. Luca
J-*J lamps, horn, splendid condition; £118; privat
owner ; would ride 100 miles to customer.—William:
Bradford House, Corwen, Nortli Wales. [942

SEVERAL Coimtersbalt Triumphs, fully renoviite

and guaranteed, at £55 cash, or extended pn]

ments.—Haokl'ord Engineering Co., 33, Hacklord Ed
Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone: Brixton 3062. [123

4h.p. 1914 Triumph Combination. coachbuilt
Sturmey 3-speed, screen, speedometer, excellen'

condition, overhauled and re-enamelled; £55.—Sadc
Experimental Station, Porton, Salisbury. i'922

\

~t Q22 Triumph-Ricardo, £120; also 4h.p., all-chai::

J-^ drive, £115; in stock for immediate delivery

exchanges or deferred 4-% extra.—^Homac's, 243, Lowe
Clapton Rd., 'N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [126\

TRIUMPH 1921 Model H Combination, sideca

brand new sports Montgomery, complete, Luca
Magdyno set, guaranteed as new; cost nearlV £20C
accept £125, or near.—29, Chester St., Flint. [992*

TRIUMPH Combination 4h.p., countershaft, 1S21
'

splendid condition, windscreen, speedom-ater, siiio]

footboards, Tan-Sad, accessories, tax, insurance; £90
—68, Bolingbroke Grove, Wandsworth Common.- [121'

TRIUMPH modernised, sporty bars, new black lin-

gold tank, copper_exhaust, mufHer end, Bosch, nti

back tvre, lamp, horn, good condition, very good goer

first £24.—Palmer, " Beeehniont," Station Rd., Nei

Baruet. [981'

4h.p. 1919 Triumph, 3-speecl, iiut?h nnd kick-atfttt,

£70; .4h.p. 1916 Triumph combination, £60; 4h.pl

Triumph nnd sidecar, also 4h.r. 1914, S-snesd gen
j

mo<lel with clutch aud kick-start, £45; easy terms.-!

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [128i
'

TRIUMPH Combination, Rideezi sidecar, pillioi
'

seat, new tyres, new guards, electric light, screen

year's tax paid, overhauled last week; selling througl

accident; best offer oyer £50; evening appointment
ouly,—Bamett, 37. Marquess Rd., N.l. f922'

TRIUMPH, October, 1919, Model H. 4h.p., counter

shaft, mechanically peiject. carefully used, new

appearance, new Stirling legshlelds, speedometer
lamps, accessories, spares, tax and insurance to Decem
ber; £70.—Stamford, 1, Hoole Rd., Chester. [924f

TRIUMPH, 1921, all chain, complete with lamps

horn, licence, spring footboards, legshields, am
very luxurious sidecar fitted with hood and screer

and dickey seat, e-xceptionally fine condition; £105-
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [113i

TRIUMPH Combination, rebuilt and finished as new
1922 gear box, etc., new 1922 Montgomer*'

sporting sidecar, Sandum screen and Lucas electri<

lighting, tax paid, 3-month guarantee; £115.—R. G
Houchin, Triumph Specialist, 188, High St., Peckliam

S.E.15. t9S5f

TRIUMPH.—Late 1919 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft

new wheels, carburetter, tank, .'-nd fi,ttings. etc.

absolutely like new, electrically equipped, taxed, per

feet mount; worth £80, oui^ price £55.—Naylor anc

Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. Phouo

:

Wimbledon 2041. 0^^'

TRIUMPH Gloria Combination 1921, type S.D.

!

chain drive, Lucas electric lights, Bonniksei

speedometer, windscreen, legshields, new 1922 patten

mudguards, new extra heavy 2^2^x1. Hutchinson super

studded tvres, appearance as new, guaranteed in i>prf€C

mechanical condition original cost £210, offered a

£135 ca^^h, or close offer.—Premier Motor Co., Astoi

Rd., Birmingham.

.

[^34!

TRIUMPHS.—Buy from ofiicial appointed agents

New 1922 4?i.p. combination, all-chain drive

£155- chain-rum-belt combination, £145; 4h,p. S.U.

all-chain, £115; Model H, chain-cum-belt, £105

Jiinior 2i/lh.p., £65; second-hand machines taken 11

exchange, remainder on easy terms; value allowed 01

old machine accepted as payment down.—"Wauchope 0. 9.

Shoe Lane. London- 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [1291.

I

Spare Parts:

TRIUMPH Spares.-Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8

Bond St.. Ealing. l^bbJ

338 AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each aovcrtisement, and the date of the issue

Motot Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked <P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

Svare Parts:

per return. Full discount to
and Son. Authorised Service

f8795

Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
si>ares, no waiting.— Ward's, 51, Upper Richmond
Putney. 'Phone : Putney 2754. [9126

rEIUMPII Spares
traders.—Shuker

\Kent?, Shrt^wsbury.

pO.MPLETE stotk

td.

rEIUMPH Spares.—All parts, all models, in stock;
eecond-hand, ex-W.D., or new. Goods sent per

teturn Service.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
'oventry. "Phone: 1945. [1110

TRIUMPH Aeents since 1906.—All Triumph spares

at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

ningham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
>., Aston lid., Birmingham. [0798

rRIUMPH Spare Parts lor ail Models; also

Stnrmey-Archer gear parts Irom stock, post free;

ear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Vgents, Uroadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0809

21END to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St., Rom-
j ford, lor Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spares.

io disappointing delays; every part in stock. Re-
tairs by skilled mechanics. We are official service

gents.-Tel. : Romford 584. [7766

1TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-band. Why not second-hand in piace

I new till i^rices drop? Hall the price, satisfaction

uaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal

upcrvision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
'j-emier cvcle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
itest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,

^eaminpton Spa.-
,

[7551

Velocette.

^TOCKTAEIXG Clearance Sale.

SPECIAL ofEer of slightly showroom soiled 1922
J Ye^ocettes at grer.t reductions.

ODEL E.2, 2-speed, £58: model E.L.3, ladies, open
M°'
;63; easy jiavments 4% extra; write lor e-e.Mal clear-

nce Ust: carriage paid to any address.—Pieniiei .u<nor

-'0., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [9343

iTELOCETTE, 1921, 2i4h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn,
V licence, new tvres; as new, £42/10.—The Layton
i.ara^es. 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1138

i7"EL0CETTE. late 1921. 2-ffpeed. chain drive, Lucns
T lighti'is. Cowev speedometer, tax paid, unsrratched,

erfec-t: £40.-284, St. James's Rd., Old Kant Ed.,

..E.l. Exchange. After 5. [1233

4 PRIL, 1922, Velocettt, Model E.3, 3 speeds, clutch,
J>- K.S , all-chain. n3ileage under 800, condition per-

!Ct, aluminium footboards, leershieUls, Luca^ lamp,
om. tax paid; price £63. Bristol.-Box ?504, c/o
%c Motor Cycle. [1323

Verus.

,'C|21 Verus 2V>h p., 2-speed, K.S.. as new; £48.—
'^ Ellis. 10. Bradmon Rd.. Oxford. [9373

920-21 Verus-Blackbuii^e. latest Can^^elet sporting
side'-ar, elertrlc lighting, disc wheels, clutch

id kick-starter, tax, appearance and tyres almoFt as

^w; any trial; 54 gns., must E^ell.—12, Lower Mort-
ke Ed.'. Eichmond.

"

[9887

Werner..

VERjSXR 4Ji.p., low, fast, powerful; £22; take
liedai cycle part.-57, Kenbury St.. Camberwell,

mdon. [9775
Williamson »

915 lOh.p, Williamson Combination, just over-

hauled; £60.—Ross, 86. High Ed., Lee. [9758

»45_—Williamson Combination 8h.p.. water-cooled
•' Douglas engine, splendid machine,; any trial.

—

i6, York Rd., Wandsworth. [9395

Wolf
OLF 2^4h.p., condition good, graduated gear, all

tax paid; cheap, £12.—Cope, 10, Northcote
rrace, Nottingham. [9911

Wooler.

VOOLER 2";4h.p., 1921, fully equipped. lamps.
C-owey speedometer and horn, original tyres, in-

red July, 1923, taxed, beautiful condition; 55 gns.—
, Stonhonse St., Clapham. [9541

iTETOOLER 2^ih.p. Twin, mechanical lubrication,
'V sprung frame, infinitely yariable gear, clutch,
m-Sod, lamps, horn, and all accesf:orie3, only used
]0 railes, absolutely unscratehed, fast, easy starter;
crifice £50.—W. T. Frv, 13, Buckingham Palace
nrdens, S.W. 'Phone: Victoria 730. [8413

Zenith.

920 Zenith; £65: lamps,
paid.— 9, Church

''ENITH Combination 1920 8h.p., accessories; offers;
^ after 6.—136, Franciscan Rd., Tooting. {9574

{PORTS Zenith. 1920, Sh.p. ; £65; photograph.-
' Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd,, Ealing. [9726
h.p. Zenitb-Gradua, beautiful condition; £22; photo-

: graph.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston. Hounslow.
[9938

'h.p. Sports Zenith, long plated exhausts, electric,
' S.nnO Tnilp5 as. np-ar - f t;^ Ot; TToirfoir T>/1

V'

fully equipped, tax
Harlesden. [9537

3,000 miles, as new; £53.—25, Fairfax Rd.i
W.6. ;[9831

THE NEW BURLINGTON
SIDECAR CATALOGUE.
Have you seen tliis brochure of the wide range

of Burlington Sidecar models—^THE SIDE-
CARS THAT ARE DIFFERENT—for the

Sportsman, the Tourer, and the Trader? If

not, send along now and get a copy by return.

SEMI-SPORTS MODEL.
The last word in <i;decar construe .on, n wh'ch com-
ioi't and amp e ocke: -pace have no been ac" ficed

lop ovide a leaL po ting appea ance. Body we gh.

48 lbs. Price, comp e e w..h wa e p.oof XfOC
ap.on

Specal Fittings (or YOUR mach'ne.

No.- 1 TOURING MODEL.
A body of clean line; and 1 ght con;truc'on. with

ample locker ^pace .n bu boui back Body weighi

50 lbs. Price, complete wuh wa.e.p.oo O-t Q O
apron

Spec al Fittings lor YOUR mach ne.

If it*s a Motor Cycle you reijuire—we can supply it

on tbe easiest ol easy teims.
Write au-ay—right aicay, and let u-3 -end you

full particulars.

CASH OR DEFERRED PAYJIENTS.

Spares—if it s for a Douglas, we have it,

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone: Brixton 2417.
Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham.

iu=* bv Clapharo Common UndergrouDd Str.tioo,

H.
F.
E

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

D\VARD3 and Co.,

K fi, Harrinston Rd., South Kensingtoa.

HAVE a few brand new 5-6h.p. Zenith countershaft
models, clutch, kick-start, at 84 gns.; listed

at £H8.
1022 3'/2li.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, belt drive, brand
Xt/ new, shop-soiled; 75 gns.; listed at £113.

EXCHANGES or Deferred.
r4047

Tp.O.C.H. for Zeniths, -new and second-hand, in stock,
-- at tempting prices.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Tube). [9452

1Q20 Zenith, 5h.p. Twin J.A.P. sports, excellent
-*-»/ condition, owner abroatl; 44 gns.—CT, Fernlea
Ed., Balham. [1197

1 Q22 SVoh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, all-chain, absolutely
-L«y new, never used; ^100.—Kelly's, Bachelor's
Walk, Dublin. 1.8818

ZENITH-GRADUA 6h.p. Sports, J.A.P., fine condi-
tion: £35; sidecar if required.—Taylor, 637, Seven

Sistero Rd., Tottenham. . [9588

COUNTERSHAFT 8h.p. Zenith-Gradua Combination,
late 1919, in perfect order; choice of single or

2-seater sidecar; 69 gTis.-Below.

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 SVjh.p., shop-soiled; 82
gns.; exchanges; photographs free.—Peter Gordon,

Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Open
-week-ends. [1072

ZENfTH. all-chain, 3-speed, 350 c.c. J.A.P. (new
model), fortnight old; £68.—Clark, 7. Exhibi-

tion Rd., S.'.V.7. [1340

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd. — 1922 shop-soiled
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b. Gt.

Portland St.; W.l. [S932

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Countershaft Combination,
lovely -condition, well equipped; £72.—Clark, 7,

Exhibition Rd., S.W.?. i[1339

ZENITH 8h.p all-chain Super Sports in stock.
Exchanges, deferred.—B,. B. Clark and Co., 7.

Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [1342

1Cit4 SVjh.p. Zenith-Gradua Combination, overhanled,
Xt/ speedometer, accessories: £40.—W. W. Cl-smb^r-
lain, 6, Aldebert Terrace, S.W. 8. f9:,''.3

028.—3^h.p. Zenith-Gradua, oxerhanled. taxed, in-
<^ sured, smart condition. Coachbnilt sidecar; £5.

—

24, Coldiall Avenue, Muswell Hill. (1Z44

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, new, unused, 1922 model,
Gradua gear, slightly soiled: 75 gns.—Eagles and

Co., 275, High St., Acton, London, W. [1112

"I Q21 5h.p. Sports Zenith, delivtrtd Alay. 1922.
Xtf eqnipiied and licensed, splendid condition; first
cheque £68.-58, Manville Grove. Keighley. [9853

"I
Q21 Sports Zenith, 8h.p. J.A.P., lamps. Cower.

i-*7 spare belt, perfect ccndi'ion; any -inspe.'^ticn;

£80, bargain.— 8, Orchard Rd., Baldock, Herts. [9604

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922, and Swan spoiting side-

car, complfctelv equipped and equnl to new; £115.
-The Layton Garages, 30, HolywEll St., Oxford. [1154

ZKNITII-BRADSHAW, 3-spe6d, chain drive, brand
new 1922 model, but shop-soiled: £98; cannot

be repeated.—Bradbury, 224, London Rd., Sheffield.

[1129
5-6h.p. Zenith Combination, clutch model, fni'y

equipped, new condition, tax paid, any trial;
f35.—Ward, South Western. Garage, New Maiden,
Surrey. [a834

ZENITH, ah.p. J.A.P., Gradua gear, clutch, kick-
'tart, Amac carburetter, Millford-Zenith side-

car, shop-soiled ; only £125.—Maudes', 100, Great Port-
land St.. London. [1038

LATE 1921 Zenith, unscratehed, 90 bore, overhead
valves, Bonniksen speedometer, nearly new, mileage

negligible, 7 to 70 m.p.h.; £85.—Marlborough. (Motor
House), 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. (1111

V'ENITH Combination, Sh.p., 1920-21 model, clutch
'-^ and K.S., horn, lamps, tyre^ a^ new, ."^ce discs.

Just, thoroughly overhauled, owner abroad; what offers?

-Hicks, 11, Clarendon Sq., Leamington. [9300

1 Q21 Sh.p. Zenith, very fast, special engine, lamps.
X tj horn, tax paid, many spares; exchange for

lower-pov.'cred machine; £70 or offer.—24, Wilton
Crescent, Wimbledon. 'Phone: Wimbledon 2298.

[1238
Spare Parts:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate' delivery.- Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [5078

Ladies' Motor .Cycles.

LADY'S Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., all on. tax
paid, perfect; £45, near.—Lansley, Churchfield

Rd.. Walton-on-Thames. [121S

0.3h.p. new 1922 New Comet, lady's machine, fitted

^^4 wilh Comet sidecar; £65. Easy terms ar-

ranged.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1269

All letters relating to advertisements sUould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue a^g
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ludles' Motor Cycles.

FRANK WHITWORTH (Agent), 139, New St., Bir-
mingham, emphatically recommends special lady'*

model of famous Ivv, daintiest of all ladies' machines;
£62. complete: send for list. [5086

VELOCETTE, 1922, ladies' model, special clutch,
2-speed, Bonniksen speedometer, MaRlita outfit,

spares, mileage 370, as new, cost £92/10, bought cai-;

first offer over £60 secures.—Major Bishop. Priors Lee,
Shifnal, Salop. [9754

CLEARANCE of Shop-soiled Models.-New 1922
Lady's Velocette, clutch and kick-s+ai-t, 2-speed,

reduced to £60; 3-speed, £65; cannot be repeated;
easy payments 4 ner cejit. extra.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingliam. [9345

"I Q 22 Lady's Douglas, 3-speed, kick-starter, H.B.
J-t7 clutch, fully equipped, low saddle position,
specially made, not driven 50 miles, guaranteed as
new ; health only reason for selling ; £90 ; approval
with pleasure.—Gibb, 100, Northgate, Gloucester.

[1075

Miscellaneous.
COMBINATION 5-6h.p. C.B., cheap oflers.—Bird, 91,

Pelham St.. South Kensington. [9612

£30,~3^h.p. S.B.T. sports, o.h.v., equipped, 2-speed.
—12, Ulysses Rd.. West Hampstead. [9535

1Q22 21M.P. Villiers-Imperial, 2-speed, C.K.S.; £40.
J-tf —Short. 11, Carshalton Rd., Carshalton. [9927

J .A.P. 5-6h.p., Thomson-Bennett, Binks, low, any
trial; £12.—Guinchard, 179, York Rd., Islington.

[9912
4ih. p. Prec ision Combination, C.K . S. , perfect oon-

4 dition, 3-3peed; £48.-11, Admaston Ed., I'luni-
stead. [9523

LIGHTWEKiHT Motor Cycle, fitted 2y4h.p. Motosa-
coche engine, as new; £15.—Beaumont, Isleham,

Cambridgeshire. [9324

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Great Bargains.
100 motor cycles, combinations, offered at re-

markably low prices. Exchanges entertained.

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap machines is our motto.
Cheap machines. Nothing dear; all cheap.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy Terms, Easy Terms. Im-
mediate delivery given any motor cycle first

deposit. «

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Indian Combination, dy-
namo lighting, 7-9Ji-.p. Powerplus; only 89 gns.

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 Diamond 2^41i.p. J.A.P.,
2 speeds, looks like new; 45 gn,s. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 A.B.C.. beautiful coach-
built combination, twin, 4 speeds; 59 ,jus. Ea:^y

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Rover, nearly new combina-
. tion, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds; 85 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Royal Enfield 2i/4h.p.,

almost new, unscratched, lamps ; only 42 gns.
Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 Triumph, almost brand
new, 4h.p,, 3 speeds; 85 gns. Kay terms.

-1920 Henderson, dvnarac .light-

.
gift, 79 gns.

Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1919-20 beautiful Red Indian,
7-9h.p., Powerplus, 3 speeds, unscratched; 59

gns. Terms,

WANDSWORTH.—1920 B.S.A. coachbuilt Combina-
tion, -^V^h.it., 3 speeds, lamps; 69 gns. Easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination,
4h.p., 3 speeds, kick, lamps; 49 gns. Easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH. — Harley - Davidson Coachbuilt
Combination, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, kick; gift, 49

gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. latest 5-6h.p. made. 4 cylin-
ders, 2 speeds, clutch, newly euamelled, newly

plated, magnificent machine; 49 gns,

WANDSWORTH.—Indian (late) 7-9h.p., 3 --"^

newly enamelled, newly plated ; 49 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—^Rex, splendid coachbuilt com-
bination, 5h.p. twin J.A.P., 2 speeds; 39 gns.

Terms.

^T/'ANDSWORTH.—Matchless-Jap twin, 3 speeds,
»V good tyres; clearance, 32 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH,—Triumph 3y2h.p. sporting type,
new, 4h.p,, 3 speeds; 85 gn5. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Royal Enfield twin, 2 speeds,
lamps mechanical horn; 29 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott 3?4h.p. twin (water-cooled),
2 -speeds, lamps; only 29 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH. — Lincoln-Elk 3V2h.p., Bosch.
dropped frame, runs well; 18 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva 4V2h.p. twin, spring
forks, runs splendidly ; cheap, 19 gns. Easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges, Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Elftier St., Wandsworth (Town Sta-

tion). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. tl249

WANDSWORTH.-
ing, 10h,p,, 4 cylinders, 3 speeds;

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality . Invitation to
inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriage paid; No extras:

This Building is complete with tin. tongued and
grooved floor, fin. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex felt Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales:
8x 6 £8 i6xio £27
lox 8 £W iSxi2 £330
I2X 8 £17 10 2DXI0 £37 10
14XJ0 £23 20x12. £40

OLYmPIA niUUbL A6tSlibrUS tSUILDlNG

specification in Oar Catalogue.
I2X 8 £23 10 18x10 £42 10
14X 10 £32 15 20X 12 £46 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron root complete. Fire-proof

and sound-prool:.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

Sheen Park Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, IQ22.

Dear Sir,

1 am instructed by my Comnaittee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavilion you
erected for tbem.

Yours faithfully,

.TOHN O. GRfFFirS

We erected it on Wtduesday and it wfnt
togethi^r like clockwnrk. I am verypleas-^'d
we left the ord r w-th you, as all who have
seen it think tb'j value is remarkable and
admire th? artistic appearance, Trustin2;
ahd b.'lieviug it will get you other orders
from this<ii£trict.

Yoursfaitbfullv,
Th-^g. E. Kennett.

122, Shortlands Road,
Sittiugboume, Kent.
August 17, 1922.

Mr. Brodrick,
The South-Western Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

Tlie St. Helier Building arrived on Satm--
day, two days before ths promised dehvcry.
We are more than satisfied wth it.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G!!

High Street, Fulhain, London, S.W.
Telepbooe : PUTNEY 2771.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BROUGH SUPERIOR 1921 Combination, 8h,

J.A.P.; bargain, £130. Also , Harley combiii
tion; cheap.—A. E., Well's Mews, Well's Rd., She-

herd's Bush. [ir

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, have t,n

new 1922 shoij-soiled machines of various niiili

at bargain prices for caeh, inspection cordially i

vited. 'Phone: Holborn 6777. 112!

P.
and M., 1918, equipped, excellent order, £31
Precision 2l4h.p., 1915, 2-speed, equipped, e:

cellent order; £15; any trial; reasonable offer I(

lot.—2. Whiteheads Grove, Chelsea. [961

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, Lohdo
S.W. (opposite station, L.S.W. Railway). 'Plioiu

T^tchniere 4388. Terms : no extra with good depofiv

immediate delivery; no encuiries; satisfaction eaara
teed.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1914 S'^h-P-. 2-sBeed, comple
with all accessories, tax paid; £29,

ALLBEB.-Blackburne 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, clutc

kick-stiirt, all accessories, tax paid; £65.

ALLBER.—Triumph-Gloria 1,921-22, all-chain modi
Ea-^ting Royal, luggage grid, complete aeetylei

lamps, most beautiful combination, as new, tax pai(

£110.

ALLBER.—1916 B.S.A. Combination, 4l/ih.p. count*
shaft. Easting, all accessories, in good order, ti

paid; £52.

ALLBER.—Chater-Lea-Jap Coihbination, euecial

built. 1921, 5-6h.p.,. S.A. 3-speed, clutch, kick-star

Ariel coach sidecar, all acc&^sories, tax paid ; £55.

A LLBER.—Humber Combination 1914 3',-ih.p.,
..

•i^ si>ped, clutch, kick-start, all accessories, tax paiii

good order ; £32

ALLBER.—New Imperial 2%h.p., 2-speed, oomplev
with all accessories, tax paid, runs splendidlj

£26/10. [108

n"iIUUMPH 4h.p., couuLershalt gear, clutch, license*
-- trial, £35; Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p., Enfield 2-speet
licensed, £27: coachbuilt torpedo body, £2; 4-cyhndf
Niimeicr magneto, perfect, 50/-.—Rogerson, Newtowi
Wigan. [929

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1922 Rudges, 1922 Ariel
1922 O.iv.'s, 1922 New Imperiale, 1922 Quae

rants, 1922 Royal Rubys. Quick deliveries. Goc
price for your machine ; exchange.—Booths' Motoric
Waterloo Rd., Blackpool,

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—New 1921 4h.p. Brai,
bury, all chain. £78/10, with sidecar £95/10.-

Booths' Motorics.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—New 9h.p. Rudge Combial
tion, spare wheel, £150; new Bradbury Ugh*

weight, 2 speeds, K.S., £60; new Martinsyde coiubiu!

tion, £150.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-3V.h.p. Triumph, £18/10/6
ditto, 2-speed, £22/10/6; ditto, 3-speed, £22/10/1

—Booths' Motories,

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-3V.h.p. Humber, £20/10/6
6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £29/10/6; 3y2h.p. Premie] I

£24/10/6.-Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—SVsh.p. Singer, 2-6peei-|

£24/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/19/6; anotlie:'

£35/10/6; N.S.U. lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-apee
,

O.K., £23/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Rudge, dynamo ligl'

ing, £59/10/6; good Douglas, f25;i0;6; 41.1

Douglas with new sidecar. £69/10/6; 8h.p, Premie
combination, £47/10/6; Enfield combinatioEi

£39/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKI'OOL Bargains.—1920 Matchless combinf 1

tion, spare wheel, hood, screen, lamps, £99/10/6

New Imperial, 2 speeds, K.S., £45/10/6.— Bootlili

Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 G.N., dynamo lighl

ing, spare wheel. £110/10/6; 1920 TampUn
£59/10/6- Morgan De Luxe, £147/10/6; 1920 aS.l

Ruby combination. £79/10/6; 1920 S'/sh.p. New ScaU

2 speeds, K.S., £33/10; 6h.p. Bat, countershaft, i

speed, £39/10/6: 1920 2%h.p. Excelsior, £27/10/6

3h.p. Enflekl, £37/10/6; 6h.p. Indian, £32/10/6: 192

Enfield lightweight, £39/10/6; 1920 Sun, £35/10/6

several others cheap ;
push cycles taken in exchange-

Booths' Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool.
[548.

JONES' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO
this week offer a few special machines at prices t

suit all. 1916 Douglas 2-!4h.p., 2-specd, equipped

£25. 1913 Premier 2%h.p., 2-speed, equippeo

£22/10. 1915 new Ryder-Villiers, 2-speed, equipped

£25. 1915 Lea-Francis 3V:;h.p. twin, 2-speed

equipped, £39. 1917 James 2i,4h.p., 2-stroke, 2

speed, equipped, £30. 1921 New Hudson, 2-slrok6

2-speed, equipped, £45. 1922 Royal Enfield, 2

stroke 2-speed, equipped, £50. 1918 Douglas 4h.p

combination, £55. 1914 B.A.T. 5h.p. 'ombliKblion, !

speed box, £66. 1913 Matchless 8h.p. combiuation

£55. 1916 Harley 7-9h.p. combination, £59/10. Al

tax paid; guaranteed, and in first-class order. YoA
can see tnem tested on Muswell Hill, about the wors-

hill in London; that's a point to consider.—Jone-

Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. 'Phone: Horn'

sey 2917. U='''

a 40 All letters relating to advertisements sbouid auote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desi

advertisement, and the date of the issue

red, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

VO.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged;

7 new cycle, com-bination, or car supplied: cash or
ferred payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath

(near Tube). 'Phone: Hampsbead 3752. Hours
', including Saturdays. [9454

yEEK-ENDS find us open. 50 second-hand motor
» cycles at all prices for sale or exchange: list

d photographs free. Present stock includes A.J.S.,
iiencan X, Ariel, British Excelsior, B.S.A.. P. and
.
Raleigh. Ro.val Ruby. Rudge-Multi, Scott, Triumph,

ifleld. and Zenith combinations, Allon, A.J.S., Doug-
i, Norton, James, l^evis. New Imperial, Triumph,
d Zenith solo, etc. Special attention to country
ents.—Peter Gordon. Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond
I., East Sheen. Tel. : Putney 2865. (1073

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
TIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, anyi period.— Write terms. Foxier Brigden, 130
iston Rd. [0795
DOUGLAS Combinntion. S.S per week; 1920 G.N.,

;
8 gns. per week; fnlly insured.—Eodwell, 8, Red

on Sq. Chancery 7272. [1519

tOBERTSON'S Motors. Ltd.. for many years have
^ specialised in this class of work. If machine is
rchased. full amount of hire up to one week is
iwed.— 157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5936

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

IDWARDS and Co.,

ftl, Gt. Portland St., ... _.. „.„
I/J- solos, combinations, and Morgans.

W., are cash buyers of

, . Morgans. Highest
pes given; distance no object. Call, write, or
[One-:: Mayfair 4027. (0870
).B.

AXT
T

00
, Ltd

TE

COMBIN-ATIOXS and Solos, any make, guar-
anteed top prices given.-T. and E. Motor

.. 372, Euston Ed. Museum 6581. (5564

iGTUAL Buyers.

^LE.iSE Offer us .your Meter Cycle or Combination
- We pay cash on sight. Write, call, or 'phone
Jseum 3606.—Lacey, c/o Snipe, 330, Euston Rd

TE ~
tl^"!

L\\ AYS Buy -

i)L(>^, combinations, c.ycle cars. If in town, write.
'jiiione, or call. If country, send to London

\ liuus. We collect free and send best cash offer —
> T. Uunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Mnseum"
; ' (0332
' EST

KICES

(
[VEN.

F. EDWARDS and Co.. 50, Harrington Rd.,
drouth Kensington, will purchase for spot cash

-' r iiiotor cycle or combination. Call, write, or
' UP Ken. 3709. (0604

)\\XTED, Levis 2-stroke; £15 cast offered.-Box
3486, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [9973

T ANTED, cheap motor cycle, about £10 cash.—Box
3494. c/o The Motor Cycle. [9974

1 'ANTED, lady's lightweight, also eent.'s.—" Rest-
Harrow," nr. Jevington. Sussex. (9266

] oriERN solo or combination gears, cheap.—Thorn-
i Imin, 142, Grali.am E4., Hackney. [9813

1122 Matchless 2-seater, fully equipped; £140
*' oltered.—Box 3490, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9979

V-^NTED, Triumph or Norton; no dealers; cash.—
Ewen, Broad St., King's Lynn, Norfolk. (9261

VANTED, good solo and combination, reasonable —
Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.

J [8433
6'LO. Norton or similar preferred, condition imma-
•^ terial if cheap-.-Freemantle, Stockbridge, Hants.

(988S
pVER 1914 SV.h.p., crank case, fork blades; ap-
* proval against cash.—22, Woodburn Ter., Edin-
":h. :9', tn

yANTED, cheap Motor Cycle, any condition, for
J spot cash.—Mavnard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes
Pi. N.ll. [9843

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
TI/'ANTED, 1914-16 Indian, Triumph, Rover, Harley
'" combination; cheap, cash.—Priest, Salterton.

Devon. (D) [9203

"117"ANTED, Harley (Solo), not earlier 1920; cheap" for cash; letters only.—109, Moyser Rd..
Streatham, S.W.16. [9190
TI/'ANTED, 4h.p. countershaft Triumph. 1915 or
'» 1916, good order, moderate; particulars and

price.—Brown, Dolphinton, Peebles-shire. [9311

WANTED, late combin.ltions, soles, also Morgan
luaabouts, G.N:'s, and Rover 8'a cash, exchange,

extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bij-hopsgato
Avenue, Camomile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548.

(00 7 S
BUNTING'S Buy. fell, or exchange any make oi

motor cycle. State your requirements. We
undertake to dp your business and give you satisfac-
tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. (0828

CPBCIAL Cash Buyers: Triumphs, Enfields. B.S.A.'s,
^J Douglasses, Mtitchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Brad-
burys, Mnrtinsydes, Zeniths.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth {Town Statioii}-

'I'hone: Latchmere 4686.

4-CTLINnER F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s
wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth..

RED Indians, Harley-Davidfions wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town Station). [4559

i^ASH on Sight for new and second-hand rnotor
^-^ cycles and combinations, anv make or condition.
—Call, write, or 'phone, Sl'ort and Glass, Ltd., 486-
493, Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen. S.W. 'Phone:
Richmond 2362 and 2363. (0372

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBUET Scooters and Spare Parts.-Beaufort

Works.. Richmond Ed., Twickenham- [2590

KINGSBURY Scooter, with seat, running order,
tax paid; £8.—Creber, Union St., Plymouth.

0> [9382

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model, li.'^t

£55; accept £20; wonderful bargain.— Fcanfc
Whitworth. 139, New St., Birmingham. (5085

Spare Parts:

3 QKOOTAMOTA Spares at bargain prices; trade sup- .

g O plied.—Write Blake, Engineers, Gosport. (9450

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
22 Young and Cycle; £15, or offer,—29, Carson

Rd., West Dulwich. I[9590

ECONOMIC Motor and Cycle, little used; price £16,
or near offer.-E. J. Smith, 38, Gower Rd., Hay-

wards Heath. [9240

£9/10.—Wall Autowheel and gcnt.'s Humber 2-

speed cycle tax, running order, or separate.

—

Ewers, Newton lid., Burton-on-Trent. [9856

,"1 Q21 l^^h.p. Young Cycle, with motor attachments,
J.*' had very little use, excellent condition, tax
paid 1922; £17/10.—Harrods Motor Sales Rooms, 118,
Brompton Rd., S.W.I. [9477

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son lor hoods, screens, and aprons;

hoods irom 35/--—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable wind screens, com-
plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent

on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes oi wind-
screens; we have a lew second-hand Standard

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, irom 45/-.—Below.

COLLINS" and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-
screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtains,

etc.; open weekdays till 8,30, Sunday mornings till

i o'clock.-Collins and Son, rear oi 84, High St.,
Putney. S.W, (D) [6193

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High
Rd., Tottenham, London. [3502

SIDECAR Hoods, 30/- and 40/-, best quality
materials ; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft,—Hercules Hood

Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0853

OA/_.—Bower Adjustable Windscreen, 30/-, com-O VF / plete with coverall apron ; carnage paid
on appro.; 30/-. Easting screens from ^3; Sandham
V. screens, ^2/15 All makes ot screens repaired.

New panels fitted from 12/-. Aprons supplied from
10/-.—Robini Manufacturing Co , 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,
Brixton, S.W.2. 'I'hone : ttriston 1585. 17729

BODIES.
RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers; 35

models; also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper Hoiloway, London, N.19, [4932

CLEARANCE Sale of Sidecar Bodies to make room
for new stock. Send p.c—Willowbrook Sidecar

Co., Leicester. [0336

HALIFAX.—Perfection coach bodies, any colour, at
greatly reduced prices.—Halifax Motor Exchange,

Horton St., Halifax. [1025

19
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BODIES.
COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models

in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

made by them.—Below.
("10LLINS and Son repair, repaint, and upholster at
^ moderate charges, first-class work guaranteed

;

estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and Son,
rear of 84, High St., Putney S.W. [6199

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, latest models in
stock. Call and inspect before purchasing else-

where. All at low prices.

BASTONES.—Great Clearance of Sidecar Bodies
(stock-soiled), semi-sporting lightweight, £2/15

each; ditto, not painted or upholstered, 20/- eacli;
touring models, 70/- each; ditto, not painted or up-
holstered, 30/- each.—228< Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. Telephone: 2481 North. [1337

BEAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bodies, £4/15;
other models from £2/10; write for specification.

—Burton, Sidecar Works, St. Peter's Park Rd., Broad-
stairs. [3637

HEPPELTHWAITE'S, Old Man Hep.—New Douglas
type,bodies, bulbuus backed, painted lead colour

(ynu get the vaJue in body and not paint); £4/17/6;
suJd 850 since last seasun. (Photo on re^juest).—17-19,
Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone:
1S58 BrUton [1333

COBB Speedman Sidecar Bodies at Clearance Prices.
Brand new bulbous back touring, sports, and

racing types, handsomely made and finished, ready
for bolting to chassis, from £3/10; unpainted from
£2/5.—Call and see us at Burton Joyce, or write,
Vernon Cobb, 18, Midland Rd., Carlton. Nottingham.

[9422
SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-

ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original
designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St.. London, E.C.4. [0004

HELEN Sidecars ! ! ! Helen Sidecars ! I \ Catalogues
on request. Touring and sports bultious-back

bodies, beautifully finished, complete with coverall
apron, from £6/10; lightweights from £5/15; smaJl
streamline bodies, £.1 / 15 ; 2-5eaters from £8 ; second-
hand bodies from £2; the Robini pillion seat, 12/6.
—Rubini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,
Brixton, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [7723

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.—
Write for our catalogue. All types in fftock. Light-

Trt eights from £5/5; medium weight with bulbous back,
£8; 5 only fuU-eizo touring bodies with large bulbous
back and locker, coachbuilt throughout, and painted
dark blue with gold line, £8, Shop-soiled bargains;
sporting body Cancelet type, £6/10; semi-sports body,
painted Triumph grey, £6/10; second-hand coachbuilt
touring body, repainted, £2/10.-26. Tulse Hill, Brixton.
'Phone: Briston 1292. [if, minute from Brixton Skat-
ing Rink.) £8963

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
s
POB
ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar speclalista.

S^
SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk

of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue

SANDUM fV-shaped) Wind Screen ; a hood, screen, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes : " An instantaneous suCceas ; sold

cut; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., "Lt^3., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

O-SEATER Sidecar, complete, good condition: £8.—
/W Creasy, Cranbrook. [9329

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
most generous terms at Middleton's.

MIDDI^TON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,
or donkey cart in part payment.

QAA MILE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, riding
-^"V Indian with Middleton spring wheel sidecar;

Le Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with Middleton
Epving wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs of all kinds;
trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side
car makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsburv

Park. 'Phone : Hornsey 1584. [0522

SIDECAR and Chassis, nearly new; £8, or offer.—
193, Earlsfield Rd.. S.W. [9238

COACHBUILT Sidecar, good condition; £8.—Knows-
ley Motors, 236, West End Lane, N.W.6. [9870

WATSONIAN Lightweight Sidec3.r, practically new;
£10.—The Gables, Branstone, Burton-on-Trenfc.

[9728
SIDECARS, several cheap ; room wanted ; also

bodies.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[9778

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in ase by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and out ALLIES.

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
clieapest insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 'Itrh. ^^ei-

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BENO that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price:
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

Til3 STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjusteryetinvsnted, Savestime,
trouble & money. Savesthecost of a new belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and-
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9d.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS foradjustingthe
length otyour belt in one second. Set of 8, 6d

"Never be without a box oj Stanley Spares.*'

Price 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when orderin"
The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000

miles—lid.
our Goods are World-renowned fo their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belL

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the orieinal Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT. P''°°f' ».^Bromley 806

SHOCKSTOPS
fc^ PAT, NO|iff.1fl. ^^

I C< THE ONLY RUBBER GRIPS THAT ARE
j

D SPECIALLY PeslCHED r..lllVEm LEVEBS

EXTRA LONG ----.STANDARD

LEADING AGENTS- IF UNOBTAINABLE SEND RO. FOR
SAMPLE PAIR ON APPRO, OR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
RFNNOC Sidecars, 24 models, lightweights, touring,'

tandems, Irom £12; cash or terms.

RENNOC Sidecars have a large quantity ol cleat*
ance sidecars, fit all makes.

RENNOC Sidecars are known throughout the world
for quality. See testimonials.

RENNOC Sidecars.—^\Ve are actual manulacturers
of complete sidecars, bodies, hoods, and screens.

KENNOC Sidecars.—Send for list, most comprehen-
sive in the trade ; wholesale, retail, export. '

KENNOC Sidecars specialise in repairs of every
description. Repainting, upholstering, enamel-

ling, etc.

RENNOC Sidecars specialise in sidecars to fit
Indians, left-hand, in stock.

RENNOC Sidecars are manufactured by Rennoc
Motors, Ltd., Marlborough Rd., Upper Hollo-

way, London, N.19. 'Phone ; Hornsey 1589. [4931

BASTONES for Sidecars. No better or cheaper
house. All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Complete Sidecars to fit any machine,
£11; ditto, Sports model, £16/19; Touring bui-

bous back sidecars, £17/7/6; several other models in

stock.

BASTONES.—We are distributing agents for Mont-
gomery Sidecars, All models in stock. We have,

a few stock-soiled sporting models to clear at £21;
also Touring models. No. 1, at £25; also, two only,

1921, Model No. 1, with screen, at £25 each.

BASTONES.—If you ai'e buying a Sidecar, kindly
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere, and

save money.^228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, Lon-
don, N.l. Telephone; 2481'North. [1337a

MILLFORD Junior sidecar, nearly new, Eastin?
screen and lamp; £18.—Smiths' Garages, Granthnui.

[9334
MONTGOilERY Coachbuilt Sidecar, good cover,

Easting screen; £9.—Prout, Canon St., Taun-
ton. [9798

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number new
coach bodies, full size, with locker; £6/7/6, usually

£9/10.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—New f9/lD coach
bodies for £6/7/6. Illustration free.

, ;

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity of new
latest pattern undersluug chassis; £9/19/6. •

Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Some new sidecarB for

Triumph, B.S.A., Douglas, et<:., cheap; sidecar

fittings, wheels, springs, rims, mudguards.—Booths' >'

Motories, 294. Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [5484 <

MONTGOMERY Sidecar Chassis, suitable for any
make; £15.—Maudes'. 100, Great Portland St..

London. U043 '

GREAT purchase sidecars; originally sold at £35;
my price £16. or complete chassis £6.—Dnnint,

Bourne, Famham. [9193 '

HADEN Sidecar Chassis, complete, less tyre, suit-

able for any machine; sE14.—Maudes', 100, Great

Portland St., Loudon. fl0*2 '

^IDECAR, nnderslung chass-is; cost £34; selling for

^ £20; condition as new.—Geiger, 24, Mansfield Rd., .

Gospel Oa.k, London, N.W.3. [1302 1

COACHBUILT Sidecar off Ariel, side door, nicely >

upholstered, good condition; £5.—Wiltshire, Wol-

sey Rd., Ashfovd, Middlesex. L992S ;

EXTENDED j-'ayments accepted for sidecars; modelc

for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Eideezi

Sales, Ltd., 5, victoria St.. S'.W.l. [0829

MONTGOMERY, Light Model, 1922, splendid con-

dition, with Sandum screen and lamp, off Rudge;

£10/10.—Box 3505, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1322

C'iANOELET lightest sporting Sidecar, off Scott.

/ Excellent condition. Lately re-upholstered; £10.

—Bickmore, 2, Seymour Rd., Southfields, S.W.18.

[9947

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbous bwrk

models, complete with renovated underslung

chassis, with fittings for any machine, from £12/10.—
Below. -

'

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back coachbnflt

models, with renovated underslung chassis, from

£15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted

with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body,

supplied with fittings for any machine, £18/10.—
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fulford Chassis, with

bulbojis back coachbuilt body, supplied with fit-

tings for any machine; £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chasste

repairs; all work guaranteed; send for catalogue.

Open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till 1

o'clock.—Below.
"

COLLINS and Son will take your present sidecar

in part payment of any model ; a few second-hand
sidecars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High
St., Putney. S.W. [6200

SHOP-SOILED Watsonian Model G Sidecar, suitable

for 2\4-3h.p. motor cycles, original price £21;
our price £12 cash.—Juno Showrooms, 248, Bishops-
ate, E.G. [1121

r 42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDEOAB.—Have n Hoiiky folding sidecnr. Suxhb

t'nrtiffe M-orry and expenses. Attached to mtitur

wiil go thiou(?li passage 28in. Tandera and aingle bodies

fitted.-Honley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can he changed from pleasure to couimerrial

jri few eecouda. Detitchable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years,—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., BiiiuiriK-

ham. [0152

WILLOWBROOK Sidecars now produced on large
scale. Special designs and terms to motor

rycle maiHiIacturers. May w? give you a call ?—Willow-
hrnok SldoL-ar Works, Leicester. [0335

SIDECARS, latest type iinderslung, bulbous back
coach. £10/10. TraJe boxes to tit above chassis,

2 minute conversion, cheapest in London.—Taylor,

637, Seven Sisters' Rd., Tottenham. [9587

LARGE 2-seater Sandum Sidecar and hood off Har-
ley, nice condition; £14. Montgomery sports

sitler^r, brand new. with door; cost £25, accept
€2(X—391, King St., Hammersmith, i.1016

CANOELET K4, all aluminium finish, for A.B.C..
aluminium apron and dashboard, electric lamp,

-witch, find flex., new last March, condition excel-

.tiit; £15.—Pierce, Westholme, Marsh Rd., Pinner."
[9287

MONTGOMERY Sporting Sidecars in stock, £23/10;
Muntgoniery aluminiiim sporting model and

;;indum screen, soiled, but unused, £24/10.— R. G.
Ibmchiu. Sii-lecar Spe-cialist, 188, High St.. Peckham,
S.E.15. L9860

i}fi NEW P. and M. Outfits, new underslung bul-

/WV bous bodies, new chassis and tyre, fittings for

iny machine, £10/10; 5 sports models, as above,
£8,' 10; photo on application.—Turner and Co., 55, St.

James Rd., Bermondsey. [1229

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage When
folded no seconds) combination passes through

irdinary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when
pen, no Ireakishness; send for descriptions.—Frank
A'hitwnrlh. 139. New St . Birmingham. [508-

LTGHT Racing Sidecar off 2^;ih.p. A.J.S.. black
and gold lines, fitted with Stewart mechanical

u-m, foot operated, spare tyre and tube, apron, quick
le'.achable connections, plated fittings, new condition;
£9, no offers.—Bryant, Milton Villa, Sterne St.. Shep-
leid's Bush, W. [9637

^FECIAL Rideezi Bulb Back Sidecar, locker in
^ back, be=t Lhassi;, fitted with 28x3 wheel and
^almer cord tyre, finished Blackburne colouis, Ei-ting
vindscre^n and apron, side lamp, in quite new con-
iition; cheap: £22.-^Valbro Motor Cvcle Co.. Saffron
^Valden. 'Phone : 45. [9552

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

b^olntely reliab'e. Fits any make of motor cycle,
nd, when folded, combination will pass through a
Oin. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
yclo Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0333

UNDERSLUNG Chassis, for Clyno. complete sidecar.
£24; chassis only, complete, £14/14. with cover

nd tube. Send for photo, 2/6 charged returnable
hen returned. Make your machine up-to-date.
ihers in stock. Write, call, or 'phone North 1846.
-DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex Hd., London, N.l.

l-jG3
~VLD Man Hep has onlj', 1 dozen chassis left, £5
-^ complete, and genuine Douglas at that, or com-
'e^e with uew Douglas type bcdv, bulbous backed,
3d only- requiring a last coat of paint, £10/10. The
it ol 1.000 last year. Some Sale! Photo on re-
lest.—17-19, Wilcox Ed., Suuth Lambeth, London,
W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. . [1335

JUGE Purchase of Plus One Chsssis, brand
-'- new, complete with all fittings, lor English
id American 8-lOh.p. machines, usual price £23;
ir price £12/15; or complete with nur sneciallv
:iJt De Luxe body, upholstered real leather, £22/10.
Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,
lixton, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [7726
JELEN Sidecars ! ! ! Helen Sidecars ! ! ! Still going
-*- strong. Heavyweight outfits complete, new
ilbous back bodies, for all types oi American and
oglish machines, £22/10; complete outfits lor
dumph, B.S.A., etc., from £12/10; new lightweights

,

mplete, £11 / 10 ; 2-seaters complete, all fittings,
c., Irora £14. Your old outfit taken In part ex-
tange. Extended payments taken. Write for parti-
dars.-Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse
ill, Brixton. S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [7724

EXCEPTIONAL Ofier.-iS-ew Millford chassis de Itlxe,
, -^ fitted with best coachbuilt bulbous fcaek body,
imted and upholstered to choice, or standard in roval
ue, £20; chassis only, £11/11; all fittings free. Special
ttinga for late type Triumphs. Several eecond-hand
-dlford chassis at bargain prices; other makes of chassis

i ''ODd-hand from £2; 6h.p- Enfield chassis, as new,
5; new: sidecar wheels less tyre, 650x65 rim, 15/-;
veral new bodies slightly shop-soiled at clearance prices.

,
11 Miliford partri stockecl. Write for our illustrated
ttalo?ues. If you wish to purchase vour sidecar bv
istalmeats come and inspect the Rideezi model. Liberal
Uiwance for your old sidecar.—Light Car and Motor
vcle Eugineeiing Co., Ltd., 26. Tulse Hill. Brixton,
•hone: Brixton 1292. [i/o minute from Brixton Skat-
'S Kink.i [8962

James

GROSE
LTD.,

OLD JEWRY,
CHEAPSIDE,

E.C.2,

land at 255-
[257, HoUoway

Road, N.;

8, New Bridge
Street, E.G.

(^ (.ti>nshei; 187f;

'Phones: 7712 Central. i:!97 North. City 3634.

SIDECARS.
THE SPUR

LIOHT TOURINO IV80DEI.
Thi? ?.de-
car is m St

suitable
for med.um
\veLi:h- mi-
th iTe=i such
as3iRud^e
e;:c. It i";

lipht and
very com-
fort ab 1 e,

fitted wiih
lorker un-

der ;eit and spet^ial side djcr. Can be suppl-^ed in

any colour and to fit practically any mich'r.e without
e-itra ciiirge. Price comp'eie with tyre and all

fittings. £12 12 O
Chassis only £7 O O. Bcdy only £5 O O

ENGINE
SF>ROOK£TS.

Suitable for §"? ich :< i"and §"

14. 15. 16 or 17 iee h, fori"
pi -I h X fff" and \" 18 to ^4
ee h.

B ';ed out and hard
e ed to fit any hhaft

When ordering send sketch
^'ving full particulars or old
sprocket.

12/6

EMERGENCY
VICE.

A very handy and
useful tool. Can be
chpped on to the
carrier or footboard
in a se:'ond and is

quite ripid.

Price 1 /o enamelled

A.A. Badge Holder
for top or front of nura' er
plate. Solid brass crmple e
with screws, i /_ ,' !/ «a'Ji.

ALUMINIUM CRIPS
Hook ends, very com-
fortable, J" or 1"

3/6 Pair.

C H ASS I S.
Th- SPUR, ctimplcta w:th all fittings, mudguards,
whjcl, (tc £7 7
Til' SPUR Heavy, und rilun?. fitt d w.th 4-p3int
c nn ction, valanc d mud.^uard, ttc. ..£10 10
Xh SPUR Tandem, sp ciaily su.table for Hirleys
and h?avy tw ni, will tak; famdy b,dy, i tc, built
cf hjavy gauge tub n?, 3-Ieaf spr ng, 5-pj;nt con-
n cticn, valancLd mudguard, w.th special fitting,

?ny size wh^cl £16 16
Th; SPUR Indian, specially mad; for sprng
fram; Indian. 4-poiat c. nnection, valancjd mud-
guard, 28in. wh;el, finish.d in Indian red. com-
plete £15 15

A Special Show of Sic.ecars is always on
view at our Holicway Road ESranch, which
closes at 1 o'clock Thursdays and 9 o'clock
Saturdays.

c
RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.

lARDEN 1921, electric, hood, .screen, perlect order'
' 65 gns. -flOO, Hi^h St.. LeMisham. [9877

"IVTORGAN Kunabouts.—New models always in stock;
l-'J- from £150, complete.—Mos3, Wem. [1030

'pAMPUN 1919 2-seatcr. little used, trial, perlect
-- order; nearest £45.-11, Kingston Rd., Leices-
ter- [9418

MORGAN De Luxe, a.c. M.A.G., new cears; anv
trial; complete; ^80.—Whaiton. 30. Elfiin St..

Bolton. [9295

MORGAN, late 1920. M.A.O.. Grand Prix, equipped.
La.ved, perfect; £126.—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd..

^.\y". [5354

1 Q22 G.N., mileage negligible, wide dickey, dynamf',
-•-*^ 5 detachable wheeis; Lhe seas<jn's bargain, £180.
—Below.

npWO Lovely G.N.'s, little ased. pyivately owned, -

-B- dynamo; open tu any reasonable offer of ex-
change; to be sold cheap.—Marlborough, 20, Pinch-
ley Rd., N.W.8. ' [9579

Tl/rORGAN 1915 Grand Prix, dynamo lighting, taxed;
-t-"X £85; exchange entertained.—5, Victoria At.,
Surbiton. [9670

STELLITE 1914 2-seater. tax paid, very good con-
dition; £125.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

St., Oxford. [1161

LATE 1921 Morgan de luxe, 'w.C, as new; £130.—
Ntrrington, Terrace Garage, Turnham Green Ter-

race, Chiswick. [1179

HALIFAX.—A.V. Sh.p., 2-speed, £75; Tiny IGh.p.
4-cyl. 2-seater. £95.-Halilax Motor Exchange.

Horton St., Halifax. - — [1022

1 Q21 Garden 2-seater, spare wheel, electric light-
Xtf ing. hood, and full accessories; £55.—Ross.
36, High Rd., Lee. [9759

"IQ21 Garden 2-seater, dynamo lighting, very smart
-*-«^ littie car; lirst cheque for 49 gns. secures.—19,
Valnay St., Tooting. [1191

TAMPLIN 1921 2-senter, Bh.p. J.A.P.. 3-speed, full

eriniuinent, perlect condition, mileage 300^400,
taxed; £72.—Below.

A.V. Monocar 1920 Sh.p. J.A.P., eleotric liglitinf;,

speedometer, just repainted, perfect; £57/10.-
Below.

G.'W.K. 1915 Sh.p, 2-senfer, flynamo lighting-, detach-
able wheels, 2 spares, tyres as new, electric horn,

speedometer, watch, seat covers, black leather hood, cur-
tains; the whole car in exceptional order; £105.—Below,

MORGAN 1919 De Luxe, .J.A.P., full enuipment.
exceptional order: £95; cash, exchanges, extended

terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13-1 5-1 6^ Bishopagate Aveuup.
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0074

COVENTRY PREMIER 1921 3-wheeler. S-lOh.p."
w.c, 3 speeds, reverse, spare, etc.; sacrifice.

—

Lydford, Oakhill, Bath. [9245

QINGER 1916 lOh.p. 2-seater. dynamo lishtins. re-

cently overhauled; £130.—The Layton Garage.=,
30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1163

A,0.
Sociable, good appearance, splendid mechanical

condition, Bosch, equipped; £29, bargain.-34,
Cawley Rd., South Hackney, [9562

LIGHT Car Chassis, twin J.A.P. W.C. engine, 3-
speed gear box, partly assembled ; gift.—Ward-

man, High St., Cheltenham. [9424

1 Q21 Tamplin Cyclecar, lamps, horn, just com-
-1-*' pletelv overhauled, splendid condition; £60.

—

James, H.M.S. Wanvick, Devouport. [9952

1 Q22 Coventry Premier, painted mauve, speedo-
X«^ meter and extras, new condition; £160.—James,
c/o Bradmores, 432, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9882

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Londnn.-G.N. 1921
model, fully equipped, in excellent condition,

spare ivheel and tyre; £130. 'Phone; Holborn 5777.
[1291

"I Q 20 G.N., dynamo lighting, speedometer, spare
i*/ wheel, just overhauled, any trial; bargain at
£135.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[1158
"jO^O Tamplin 2-seater, hood, screen, lamps, licensed,
-L</ Klaxon, new tyres, 3 speeds, hardly used, guar-
anteed; £62, exchanges.—89, East Hill. Wandsworth.

[9653
1Q21 Coventry Premier, as new, guaranteed perfect,
J-*/ dynamo, spare wheel, many extras; £138.

—

James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Ed., Paddington.
[9883

LE ZEBRE 1922, dynamo liRhting and starting.
licence paid, not yet done 500 miles"; sacrifice at

£230.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
|il62

MORGAN de Luxe 1919. M.A,G. engine, speedo-
meter, disc wheels, licensed to December, very

smart and fast; £95.—Hockerill Works, Bishops Stort-
ford. [1130

HAMTLTON Light Car, fullv equipped. reaJv for

service: early delivery; £175; write for booklet.

—Smith and Co., Ltd.. Compton Works, Wickfnrd.
E:s=es. [5449

MORGAN De Luxe 1920. J.A.P., fully equipped,
disc wheels, spare chains, valves, tube, cover, '

excellent condition; £115.— Lloyd, Victoria Ter., Learn
ingtcn. [765]

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the data ot the issue a 13
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
1 Q21 Rover Eight, dynamo lighting, hood, screen,
X «/ 5 wheels, new tyres, speedometei', licensed, guar-
inteed perfect; £139; exchangcs.~39 Eafit Hill, Wands-
vvorth. [9651

BELSIZE BRADSHAW 1922, not done 1,000 miles,

owner purchased larger car, inspection and trial

invited; ^6250. -The Layton Garages, JO, Holywell St.,

Oxford. [1159

1 Q20 Morgan, De Luxe model, electric and acetylene
X U lighting, new tyres, exceptional condition, per-

fect; £110.—The Layton Garages, 30. Holywell St.,

Oxford. [1157

1 Q21 Grand Prix Morgan, completely equipped and
X«7 tax paid, very small mileage, and almost new
condition; iei40.—The Layton Garases, 30. Holywell
St., Oxford. [1155

CROUCH 1920 2-sea.ter, dynamo lighting, spare
wheel, perfect condition throughout, not done

2,000 miles; £150.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. [1164

GNS.; Exchange.—Baby Peugeot, 3 speeds,

lamps, horn. Stepney, tax paid; any examina-
tion, trial.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwich.
Sydenham 2462, [8600

r

89

GJfl". 1922 2-s6ater, dickey, __.

detachable wheels, automatic

"3 Q20 Morgan De
2,*J equipped, hood,

A.V. 2-seater, late 1921. dynamo lighting-, speedometer,
very small mileage; cost OTer £180, accept £108

lor quick sale.—Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350. Lower Addis-
comba Rd., Croydon. [9705

BAYLISS-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p, Model, 4-cyIinder
water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300

?ns.; immediate delivery.—Godfrey's Ltd., 208, Gt.
Portland St.. London, W.l. [0736

1 Q20 Morgan, family model, Tery completely
J-t!/ equipped, with dynamo ligliting, speedometer,
and clock; genuine bargain, £145.—The Layton Gar-
ages. 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1156

GRAND Prix Morgan, special competitioiL model,
lOh.p. J.A.P., electric light, cuaranteed condi-

tion, wonderful hill-climber; £110; phot«> forwarded.
—Snow, Laurel St., DaUton, E.8. [1224

1 Q22 G.P. Morgan-Jap. cheap, bought May. mileage
J-*' negligible, several extra fitments; £160, cost
£189; ride 50 miles to purchaser; appointment.—6,
EyneUa Ed.. East Dulwich, S.E.22. [9270

1 Q22 Morgan Popular. £150; Grand Prix, £180;
J-«^ Bh.p. Rover, £220; in stock for immediate
delivery; easy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0773

1 Q21 Morgan de Luxe 8h.p., water-cooled, speedo-
--V meter, discs, hood, cover, very small mileage,
perfect in every way; £130, or exchange.—Hillier [side
bell), 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington. [9902

dynamo lighting, 5
tic lubrication, hood,

fii^reen, horn, tools, pump, jack, tyres unpunctured, mile-
age 500; £210.—Box 3484, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9553

1 Ah.p. 4-cylinder W.C. Twombley. late model. 2-
-LV/ eeater, taxed, fully equipped; 85 gns. Ex-
changes or easy terms.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5,
Addison Ave.. Holland Park. W.ll. Park 2071 [1212

Luxe, lOh.p. Precision, fully

^^^.ff— , "., screen, lamps, etc, tn really
excellent order;- £120.—Homac's, Morgan Service De-
pot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston
2408. [1262

GNS., exchange.—1919 Garden 2-seater, ready
for a tour, 8h.p. J.AJP., 3 speeds, kick-start,

disc wheels, screen, hood, any examination, trial.

—

Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. [3610

MORGAN G.P., 1921, August. 8h.p. J.A.P., w.c,
hood, screen, accumulator lighting, tools, new

tyre, plum colour, insurance June, tax December;
any trial after 7; £140.-2, North View, Brcntham.
Ealing. [9378

A.C. Sociable, improved body, tail like Morgan and
bulbous front, meGhaaical condition and tyres

excellent, hood, lamps, windscreen, spares, reliable all-

weather machine ; £45.—^Beaumont, Isleham. Cam-
bridgeshire. [9323

1019 Morgan!, Aero model, Bh.p. w.c, J.A.P.. Wes
-*- 1' carburetter, discs, tyres excellent, property of
A client, tax paid; fillO.^Homac's, Morgan Service
Dapot, 243. Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dal-
itan 2408. [1263

A -V. 2-seater, experimental model, usual euarautee.
^^ £130; A.V. runabout, fully equipped, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, detachable wheels, etc., an abso-
lute bargain. £160.—Ward and Avey, Ltd., Park Rd.,
Teddington. [9277

MORGAN-DE-LTJXE (late 1921), water-cooled
M.A.G., Lucas dynamo lighting, electric horn,

speedometer, front starting handle, most lavishly
equipped, and practically unused, smartest Morgan on
road, guaranteed ; £140 ; solo or combination part.—
7, Biverdale Terrace, Richmond. [1225

I Q 22 Crouch, the leading 2-cylInder light car.
i-V 8-18h.p.. dynamo lighting, double dickey.
Special offer of two 1922 model demonstration cars,
fully guaranteed, exactly as new cars, at bargain
figures. Enquiries invited and treated with evei'y
courtesy.—The Crouch Specialists, The Layton Gar-
ages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1160

59

IMPROVED KICK-STARTS
30/ - Complete.

Fitted without alteration.

2f DOUGLAS Clutches £2-5-0

Suitable
for 2j h.p.

W.D. and
machines
prior to

1920.
H.B.

Control.
Easily
fitted in

place of

gear
chain

sprocket.

Electric Lighting

Sets, £2 - 2-6

6in. Head Lamp, 4-volt. Accumulator,

Tail Lamp and Licence Holder.

Polished Aluminium finish.

Motor Cycle Accessories Co.,

43a, NEW CROSS ROAD, S.K

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oil.

Tins 1/2 and 21:
post free

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd..

HULL. Englaad.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
SCOTT Sot'iiibVt?, late 1921, with 1922 iiniiroveuienl

' many extras and accessories, perfect conditior
accept £155; will bring- car reasonable distance tor i

spec-tiou.—Kinsey ard Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addisconil

Rd., Croydon. [97C

COVENTRY-PREMIER, 1922, latest model, bran
new, just aiTived, trials and tuition tree; £23

cash, or easiest of easy payments ; motor cycles (

cars taken in part exchange.—Wilkins Simpson, Oppi
site Olympia, London. [935

"I Q21 Carden (date guaranteed), .splendid 2-seatei
-»-«' electric lighting, hood, screen, any trial; sacr
fice, 49 gns.; exchange combination; also easy termt
—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wand-
worth (Town-Station). [125

CCOVENTRY-PREMIER 4-wheeled super-rimabou
'' 81i.p., water-cooled, spare, wheel, dynamo, full

insured, etc.; £230; motor cycles, etc., taken in pai

exchange ; instalments if desired.—Frank , WhitwortI
139, New St., Birmingham. [508

BUCKINGHAM 1914 Sporting 2-seater. lOh.Ti.. w.c

2 speeds, dynamo lighting, excellent conditio!

fast and economical, all accessories; £75; exchang
Matchless (H), Harley, or Indian combination.~12f
Amcona Rd., Plumstead, S.E. [105

1921, late. newMORGAN De Luxe, w.c,
Coventry-Premier 1921, dynamo lighting,

wheeler, jieriect order; G.W.K. 2-seater, splendid coj

ditioii; excliange amy one for combinaiion and ca^l

or sell.—Norrington Ter. Garage. Turnham Green Ten
Chiswick. fUS,

T.B. Three-wheeler, 1922, standard model, dynam;
lighting, shop-soiled only, carrying makers' guai,

antee; bargain for cash only, £185; list price £21£
-Mebes and Mebes (Est. 1893), the original light ca

specialists, 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : L&n&l

ham 2230. [914i|

1 Q21 Coventry Premier; £46 down, balance £,
-Lt7 weekly over 12 months; taxed, dynamo lighi

ing, spare wheel, 3 speeds and reverse, 3-wheelei:, goo

condition, any trial; discount for .cash; exchanges.-i

McNeille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpoo
phone: 1092 Royal. [979'

:Spare Parts:
\

MORGAN.—Spare parts from stock; trade supplie<i

--iVLaudes', 100. Great Portland St., W.l. [105

MORGAN %vare Parts Depot.—Spares for all mode
iiom stock, list tree.—Elee, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishop,

gate Avenue, Cixmomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Aveni

5548. rot^7

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
2B.S.A. sidecar taxis, 6-7h.p., dynamo lightinj

speedometer, lully licensed, cost nearly £300 eac

last year, must sell; best offer over £150 each.—Woo<,
Taxis, Clevedon. [937

/^CUNT'S Bh.p. B.S.A. ^Sidecar Taxis, as license
' throughout the country.—Write_ for full partici

lars. County Cycle and Motor Co.,

Broad St., Birmingham,
Originators," 30(

[251

£180.-:
[996

R"^

CARS FOR SALE.
1 Q22 Rover 8, mileage 800, as new:
i-O Othello St., Liverpool.

1 Q22 8h.p. Rover Car, only run a few miles; £185

J-i/exolianges.—24, BalUol Rd., North Kensington.
[966

OVER 8h.p. 1922 (April), taxed, diekey. sranei

- used; bargain, £182/10.—Clark, 7, Exhibitio

Hd., S.W.7. [121

ROVER Cars.—1922 Sh.p. model; price £220; earl

delivery.—Godireys', Ltd.. 208. 'Gt Portland St

London, W.l. 1035

7-9h,p, De Dion 2-seatcr, perfect; sell £80; or e:

change combination,—19, Fairfleld South, King-
1992

cars, absolute bargains, lis

- - - >
fl93

to^-on-Thames.

WEST Norwood !—60 - - _ .

free, exchanges.-Douglas S. Cox. LansdmvDi

West Norwood-

ROVEE all.p. 1921. perfect, £160; exchange 192

Morgan and cash; Salisbury.—Box 3393, c-

The Motor Cycle. [?21

1Q22 Rover 8h.p., new condition, several extra.'

•/ £170.—James, o/o Bradmores, 482, Harro

Rd., Paddington. 1888

ROVER Cars.—The famous Bh.p. model in stocl

£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co

275, High St., Acton, London. [076

ROVER 8h.p. Car, in good running order, Bosc

magneto, £20 to clear.-Forge Garage, Bnghto

Ed., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston 3025. [99»

COVENTRY-PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £230

immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.-

Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [073

MATHIS, 1921, 3V.-seater, mileage 3,500, entire

owner-driven; many accessories, spare^; pract

Ashtead, Surrey,
[957cally new.—Campbell, Trevona,

ROVER Bh.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynam

lighting; £22r
extra.—Ratcliffe Bros

lighting; £220 cash, deferred payments «
_Da*,.HffB Rrnc 200, Gt, Portland St., w.l.

[073

844 A" letters relating to advertisements stiould quote tlie number at the end of eacli advertisement, and tlie date o( the issue
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CARS FOR SALE.
-f
Q22 CaUhorpes and G.N. '3.—All mo.lels awaiting

JLI/ any reasonable exchange, cars or motor cycles,

\T Day out of income.—Marlborough, 20, Finchley Rd.,

\-.W.8. [9580

035 doTTD and 12 monthly payments ol £7/10 buys
^ excellent running Waverley 2-seater, nice dickey,

iVarland rims; bargain.—Marlborough, 20, Finchley

Rd.. N.W.8. [9581

G.N. 1922, dynamo, spare wheel, speedometer, dickev.
This car is abfiolutely unsoiled nnd a gift at £165,

110 oitars.—Hillier [side bell), 9, Wallingford Avenue,
Xorth Kensington. [9901

CAEDEN Car 1921, practically new. electrically

equipped, speedometer, clock, hood, original tyres,

lax paid; exchanges; £65, real bargain.— 9, Bavhnm
ltd., Bedford Park. [95R8

SINGER, 1919, dynamo, self-starter, excellent condi-
tion; £185; best allowance made on your motor

-vrle and extended payments arranged.—Service Co.,

;92. High nolborn. W.C.I. [8186

1 Q22 Rover 8h.p., mileage only 800, lavishly
jlO equipped, unscratched; £175, or exchange good
oinbination and cash.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Walling-
ord Av., North Ke'nsington, [9900

ROVER 1921 8h.p., small mUeage, fully equipped,
meclianioally perfect, as new; £150, or exchange

Slaudard Scutt and cash; privat-ely owned.—Prestidge.
128. Thomley St., Burton-on-Trent. [9854

NEARLY new 1921 Rover, 8h.p., 2-seater, full
equipment, spt-edometer, mascot, very handsome,

mscratched, painted chocolate, taxed 1922 ; bargain,
£172/10.—379, King St., Hammersmith. [1015

I
Q21 Garden Car, in excellent condition, electric

Lt/ lighting; any trial or examination; £70.—Eric
llnapp and Harrisson, Montpelier Rd., Queen Si

blammersmith. 'Phone: Hammersmith 2432. [1293

^[TUDEBAKBR 15-20h.p. 6-seater, detachable wheels,
J 2 spare, screen, side curtains, tax paid, splendid
dcdition; sell £120; or exchange combination and
ash.—27. Brooke Rd., Wood St., Walthamstow. [9925

HALIFAX.—New 1922 11.6h.p. Lagonda Coupe,
dickey, dynamo lighting and starting, clock,

needometer; £395; Rover or Morgan taken in ex-
hange.—Halilax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[1023
i-SEATER I2h.p. Alldays' Touring Car, low flush-

top body, sound condition throughout, just re-
jainted ; £150 ; driving taught free. Exchange 2-
eater, motor cycle, or Morgan.—63, Solon Rd., Brix-
on. [9714

HALCOTT 1922 lO.Sh.p.. self-starter and dickey,^ £380; B.S.A. 1922 lOh.p., £340; Singer 1922,
;340; Swift lOh.p., 1922, £365; motor cycles, combina-
ions or cars of any description taken in part payment
or these brand new cars.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite
)Iympia, London, [9356

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
I
ejh.p. Panhard Tan. 1914, monobloc, Bosch, new

t-O hood, tyres good, 2 spares, just thoroughly
verhauled and repainted^ condition equal new; £85.
'.xchange solo or combination; cash, adjustment.

—

tawson, 99, Ashleigh Rd., Mortlake. L9bo<.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
rEY Wanebope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4, for

easy terms 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [7218

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
t* could not be simpler.—157b, Gt. Portland St.,
•L [5935

IALIFAX.—£7/10 deposit and 10/- weekly buys a
motor cycle or combination. Get full list.—

alifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [1021

I NY make of cycle or any combination completeiv
*- equipped; licensed, insured on IS, 15, 18 months'
: tended payments system.—Write for particulars,
ideezi Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0830

i
ENGINES.

Oh.p. 4-cyI. Air-cooled Engine, a.:.v.; 90/-. offers.—
Motley. Nuneham, Staines, [9217

jiNGINE, 4-cyl., £12; 8h.p. J.A.P., air-cooled, new,
J £27/10.-5, Palace Mews, Enfield. [1295

3. and M. Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
• pleted. £6/10; spares.—7, Hereford Ed., Bays-
ater. [6104

)RAND new 2^,;h.p, J.A.P. engine, Amac carburet-
-» ter; £13.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters' Rd., Tot-
nham, [9589

I .B.C. Flat Twin, complete unit, perfect; £12

;

*- delivered. Ds-namo, 60 watts switchboard; £2.
-Gerard, Island Farm, Canvey, Essex. [9595
'PARE Parts for Villiers, Blackburne, and A.B.C.

engines from stock; trade supplied. Write for
^re list.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.. W.l.

-h.p. Douglas, T.B. magneto, carburetter, large
- silencer, fiexible exhausts, excellent condition;
L7.-EDdnck, 56b. Edward St., Parade, Birmingham
-n.^ n' ' CSlsdAn.p i^ngine. mechanical valves, complete, mag-^neto carburetter, £5; 2%h.p. Kerry Engine,
}i U r'''

bargains, both good condition.—Kers-
n, 56, Lawrence Hill, Bristol.

. [9533

BASTONES
K=^ablished i6 years.

No better or Cfieap-r House

26X-1J Clincher, Rubber non-skid 15/-
24x2 Clincher de Luxe, Junior 17/6

Ditto, ex-Heavy 21/-
24x2} Hutchinson, TT., Rubber Stud 21/-
2SX2 Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 21/-

( Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 22'-

Spencer Moulton, Sq. ribbed 18/6
Spencer Moulton, St. Stud. ex-Heavy 24'-

Clincher de Luxt, Heavy 23/-
Goodrich, Safetv Tread. «-Heavy .

.

27'-

IHichelin, Semelle Steel Stud 20'-

C Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 23/-
26x23 ( Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 23'-

IPalmer, Cord, Heavj' 29/-
'Goodricll, Safetv Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

36/-

ClincherDreadnoueht.ex-Heavy.. . 36/-
26X2J I Hutchinson, Passenger, Rubber Stud 36/-
tc fit -i Dominion,UscoRubber,non-sKid.Heavy 25/6

26 X 2i Dominion, Corrueated. Heavy 28/6
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 27/6

) Hutchinson. Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

55/3

I
Goodrich, Safety Tread 35/-

I Hutchinson, T.T.. Rubber Stud 25/-

26X 2» -I
Spencer Moulton, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 22/6

'

I
IHichelin, Fine Ribbed ' 19/-

Spencer Moulton, Steel Stud 26/-
V Enpleliert (Wired Edse) 25/-

6,0X6'! ( Goodrich, Salety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

38/6
' ' I Clincher Dreadnought 34/-

( Clincher, 3-ribbed, ex-Heaw 47/-
Goodricil, Safety Tread, ex-Heavv .

.

48/-

700X 8 -,' Goodyear, All Weather 52/-

Super Chain, ex-He.avy 42/-

I, Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strons .

.

61/-

Goodyear, All-Weather Tread, ex-Heavy 49/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .... 44/-

j Firestone, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 42/-
20X3] Portage, Rubber non-Skid. ex-Heavy 40/-

Clincher De Luxe, ex-Heavy 37,/-

. Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy. ..... 50/-

Hutchinson, Super Studded, ex-Heavy 64/3

TUBES,
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox.
24X2and24X2i each 4/3
26X aj and 26X2i each 5/6
700x80,28x3300650X65 each 7/6
Goodyear Butted 28 X 3 each 7/6

T/ie above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are senl on
approval against remittance

HOURS—9 till 6: Saturdays 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,

King's Cross Road, LONDON, N.l.
Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams Bastones, London.

A few brand new 1922

MOTOR CYCLES AND COMSINATIONS

(A.J.S. NORTON, DOUGLAS, Etc.)

to be cleared regardless of cost.

Also a few Secondhand.

SBND FOR LIST.

«J. HEBDEN & SONS,
71, SCOTLAND RCAD, NELSON, LANCS.

THE PRESTO"
Patent

SPEDJG_ SEAT JMIiAR
Fit one to your motorcycle and
laugh at bad roa.ls and potholes.

Idea! Rear Springing.
Price 35/- Post Free.

THE PRESTJ) CO.MPANV,
26, Cross Street, Hatton Garden,

London, £.C.i.

ENGINES.
"DARGAIN.—Brand new I'^h.p, Whiiipct 4-Btroke en-
-*-^ (jine, overhead ni.o. valves, aluuiiniulu piaton, new
waterproof masneto and carburetter. H.B, controls; £8;
worth treble.—Woitham-Blake and Co., Walthum Crcs*-

[8180
T.D.C. Engine Parts.-3'/;h.p. 4-stloke, 2¥,h.p. 4-

stroke, and 2'>/,h.p. 2-8troke, 2%h.p. 2-atroke
engines complete; £7/10 each.—Write actual manufac-
tures, W. H. Cross, 108, Yardley Ed., Acockg Greon,
Birmingham. [8049

WHATEVER type of engine you require, we can
supply. Special bargains :—Brand new Coevntry-

Premier. pattern 1915, 4h.p., £12/10; 3>Ah.p. Budge,
£10/5; 2"'4h.p. Calcott, £5/5.—Forfteld Motors, For-
fleld Place, I,eamingtcn Spa. [1348

8 -loll. p. Douglas water-cooled engines, horizontally
opposed, mechanical lubrication, brand new, and

second-hand, suitable light car, stationary power plant.
—Stamp specification, Derrington, Grafton Rd., New
Maiden. 'Phone ; 255. [1324

HARLEY 7-9h.p., as new, £15; 2";4h.p. J.A.P., as
new, £9/10; 4'/jh.p. B.S.A., £10; J.A.P., 4h.p.,

C8/10: 3^,'ih.p. Precision, £7/10;. 4h. p. Minerva, £5;
ditto, .^^/4h.p.. £4: Noble, 3h,p., £4/10; water-cooled
Bat, 4h.p., £5; Swift, 7-9h.p. single, water-cooled,
t8; Douglas 4h.p., £10; Clyno, as new, £15; others in
stock.—DeCort and Flvnn, 39, Essex Rd., London,
N.l. 'Phone: North 1846. L9995

HEPPELTHWAITE'S hold the largest stock of
J.A.P. spares in London. List upon apnlication.

New cylinders, £2; pistons, 15/- and 17/6; crank
cates. £2/10: new iih.p. J.A.P.'s, £12; sets of 8h.p.
parts, less flywheels and a few small parts, £10/10;
"W.C. front cvlinders, £3. Second-lland engines : 5-6h.p,
Peugeot, £5/10; 5-6h.p. N.S.U., £4/10; S'/jh.p.

Triumph, £4/10;. 4h.p. L.M.C., as new, £9/10. Set
of 4h.p. J.A.P. parts to build up. £9/10.-17-19,
Wilcox Rd., South I,ambeth, London, 3.W.8. 'Phone :

1958 Brixton. [1334

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

REAL

950

t> ARGAIN

IN Magnetos can be secured from the Marble Arch
Motor Exchange.

Motor Cj'cle Magnetos to be cleared.—See
below.

PLEASE iiote our stock consists of genuine Motor
Cycle Magnetos, all variable ignition, and guaran-

teed not converted or reconstructed aeroplane starter
mags.

WE guarantee we can supply you a magneto cheaper
ttta-n anyone.

SINGLE-CYL. Antidock, M-L, 45/-; C.A.V., 38/-;
U.H., 35/-; Berling, 30/-; Dixie, large type, 30/-;

all above suitable for Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—Below,

UlNGLE-CYL. Clock, C.A.V., 33/-; Dixie, 30/-;^ Berling, 30/-.—Below.

1 WA° Anti Clock, C.A.V.. 38/-; Splitdorf. 35/-;iOV Dixie, 30/-.-Below. -

1 Q A° Clock, Thomson-Bennett, 38/-; C.A.V.,XOV 37/6; Splitdorf, 35/-.—Below.

AQ°> 50°, 55^ Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf, or Dixie;
^/^ hundreds of others in stock. All guaranteed and
sent on approval against cash.—Marble Arch Motor
Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd.
789. 'Grams : Archmotex, Padd., London. [9079
TT.B. 1. Co.

H.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares
stocked.

H.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete for
fixing to Triumph.

"p.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-Etroke engines, etc; £3.

I.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti: £3.c-
T\IXIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

XT.B. GTiarantee all magnetos one year.

TJ.B. will take your old machines in part payment.

H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,
on approval against cash, or through The Motor

Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton HiU.
London. 'Phone: Brixton 610. ' [0694

M.L. Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6; W.D. variable
ignition, guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd., Croydrn.

[1355
MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to ^4-

tonth stocked.—Ridington, 202-4, Southamp*:' n
St.. Caniberwell. (35-^4

O t^ //*.—C.A.V. Magnetos, singles and 180° twins,O < / O.nriabre, guaranteed new and perfect; approvaj
against cash.—Belcw.

£3/15.—ZEl Bosch pattern, new, singles only, exc3p-
tional value

;
please state rotation ; approval against

cash.—LangfOld's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London.
N.\V.2. [1351

All tetters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue a45
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M^

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
<~iOUNTy of London Eneineeiing Woiks, Ltd.

TAGNETO Factors and Eepairers.

A LL Maeneto Spores Stocked.

"DOSGH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignition; £315.

M-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition

:

£3/15. - "

THOMSON-BENNETT, single or twin, enclosed,

waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees; £2/15
each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single or twin,

enclo^=ed, waterproof, variable ignition, all de-

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterDrooI, variable

ignition
; £2/15 *jach.

RUTHAEDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, variatile

ignition; £2)5 each.

BERLING, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/5.

SPLITDOEF, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition ; £2/5.

DIXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able ignition; £2.

ANY of the above single-cylinder magn.etos can be

supplied with the special long driving epindle.

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are Btted with leads and base

plates, ready to be immediately fitted; sprockets

can be supplied if required. Please state make of

engine when ordering.

GDAEANTEE.—We gnarantee nil our magnetos for

12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

ALL Eepairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto to

us for quot.ation. It will pay you. We can

despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if required.

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

OPECIAL Terms to Tr.ade. Write for list.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 27,

Stockwell Ed., London, S.W. (1 min. from Stock-

well Underground Station). T.A. : Ignitionac. Clap_

road. London. Tel.: Brixton 2S41. 12717

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest

London Repair Depot), for repairs and mag-

netos..
.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours wrth a

12 months' written guarantee against all delects.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair, under

all running conditions, and as we contract lor

many 'of the largest concerns, you need have no hesl-

:ation in placing your orders with us.

ELIANCE stock spares lor all makes Special

line, genuine platinum screws lor all types, I^/-

per pair. Magneto work of every descriptioii is car-

ried out solely on our premises. We are, theretore,

enabled lo give you quicker and more eBcient ser-

vice at the right price.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice tree of

charge upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at

your disposal, and old and new customers may be

certain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy

we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-

neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new and

second-hand magnetos. See iollowing list.

THOMSON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand new
any degree, enclosed waterproof, variable; 55/-.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type single or tvvin,

enclosed, waterproof, variable, suit Harley,

Indian, etc.; £3/10.

A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Light-

weights: 55/-.

I.e. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable fo'"

Triumph, B.S.A., or any Lightweight; £3.

OSCH, type Z,A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable

latest pattern; ideal for Douglas, 2y4h.p. and
4h.p.; £4.

OSCH D.A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, any
degree, suitable for Indian, Harley, etc.; £4/10.

FELLOWS new magnetos always in stock, any de-

gree for any engine; also a large selection of

second-hand m.agnetos. all makes.

GUARANTEE—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely that same is in good order at time of sale,

but a plainly written statement that we guarantee
each machine against all defects for a period of 12
months. This, we maintain, justifies us in charging

a few shillings more than certain of our competi-

tors.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their
works to see any of the above on test. Mag-

neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon applica-

tion It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.

—Reliance MagLeto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St.

John St.. London E.C.I. Tel,: Clerkenwell 4290.

r.A Remagco, Smith, London. [9816

R

c-^

B*^

OWNERS
We are now supplying a

LUBRICANT

Specially designed for the "makers

of the Matchless Motorcycle for

use on the following parts:—

All Spring Frame Joints,

including Front Fork Spindles.

The C!u;ch.

The Hubs.

Packed in 1 lb. tins — 2/3 each.

Stocked by :—Lambs Ld. ; Maudes ;

Service Co., Matchless Ae:ents, S-c.

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS Ld
218/220, Queen's Road, Battersea, LONDON, S.W.8.

ASPINALL'S

CYCLE BLACK
(AIR DRYING)

Lieut. , R.N., writes;

—

" A pint of your Cycle
Black and a lick of
Varnish has made my
1915 Studebaker look
like a new car."

NOTE. — A small tin of Cycle

Black will do the same for your
motor cycle combination.

Stocked by ironmongers and
accessory dealers everywhere.

ASPINALL'S ENAMEL Ltd.,

NEW CROSS. 8.E.14.

Varnish Works,

.

Telephone:
Mitcbam. New Cross. 42 & 306,

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magneto;

spares, and repairs.

jlTOTOR, Cyclists fit reliable high quality magoelc
-J-" now and avoid certain failure of interior raaRnetoi

DOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Mafjneto!
J-* Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Ilai
ley. J.A.P.. or any big single or twin, gives powerfu
spark at all engine speeds, makes yuur engine a rea

live engine, give you easy starting, smcoth and rapi'

acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil cm
•sumption with increased power: price only £5 eacli

postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months" written guarante
sent out with each magneto. We give you satialactioi

or refund cash.

TpLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were oriRin
-*- ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines
therefore we have every confidence in claiming then
to be the magneto you require for your big machine
Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

TJARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes :
" Magneto 'ti

-*- hand; many thanks for prompt despatch, satia

factory in every way; will recommend to my friends.'

^ENITH Owner writes: " Since fitting magneto hav<
^^ completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

"\T7"HY is it that the leading. Motor Cyclists—the mei
'' who know—are almost all sending to us lo;

their Magnetos?

THERE must be a reason; there is; it is becaua
the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service

supplied by Magdynamo.- beat all other Magnetos. 1

MAGUYNAMO will take your old Magneto in par

payment.

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' apt
proval against cash per return on receipt ''

your order; there is no obligation to keep it nnti

you have used it for 14 days on your machine am
j

are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do yoi

want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran
j

teed service that will give you starting without worrj'

i

a smoother running, and more powerful engine ant

better results from your Douglas? Then sendJor i

latest enclosed water'nruof type Bosch ZA2 magnet*

now, price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready t<

fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and _P

and M.'s, with 12 months' gnaranteed service, pricfl

£3/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest enclose(

,

waterproof type (not c^onverted starters), ready U
fit on 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, witl

^

12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, cariiagt:

1/6.
IMOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing al.

your sparking plugs properly? Are you wastinf-

pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs? Fit e

Bosch, aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garagt

bench to-day and always have your sparking plus,

tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6, I

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write, call,

,

or 'phone for terms.
1

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap*

that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see it,-'

we will rebuild your magneto to look and work likE

new, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours^

if urgent, and return it with a written 12 months

guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired wc

can lend you another free of charge. We could nol

make these offers U we were not certain of the quantj

of our work

YOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a.;

low cost. Send us your defective magneto now..

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman's

Row, E.C.2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570. (Ont

minute from Brown Bros.) 17497

DYNAMO Lighting Set, brand new; £10;-1V
Churchfield Rd. East, Acton, W.3. [9933.

^ K /_.—AMi single magnetos, as new. — 3U,

,40/ Compton Rd., Kensal Green, N.W.IO. [9641

AGDYNO 6 volt Accumulators, large head, side

-.— and rear lamps, suit heavyweight, set compile'

6 guineas.—Davies. 22. Piercefield Place, Cardiff. [923.

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter

what condition, provided complete, for 30/-;^'

hour service.^-Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.

Ealing, W. fSO'V

DOUGLAS 2^,4h.p., magnetos, waterproof variabli

ignition genuine Dixie instruments, late ^type
^

20/- each, post free.—Griffin and Son, 97. Angei

Rd.. Brixton.
^^°f

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter. 20/-

with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each p^"",

Leslie Dixon and C6. (Dept. H.l). 9, Colonia! Av,|

Minories, E.l. 1
LU/t>i|

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior_ t

platinum, for blades, screws, etc., cures niisttring;

Jebron screws, fits Bosch mag.. 10/6 pair; old ecrewfj

anv make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.
,

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Brosi

CnWer Martin, making world's records.-J enrin

38. Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18. LUUU
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Unwarranted Activity Against
Noise.

SILENCE in a motor cycle is a very excel-

lent attribute, but surely the police cam-
paign^ against noisiness is going too far.

The Motor Cycle has always advocated
the effective silencing of motor vehicles,

and we believe that much can be done in this

respect without hampering the actual motor cycle

user ia any way. Furthermore, we agree that

many machines on the market to-day are far too

noisy, and ^ that very often the manufacturer is

not wholly blameless. Therefore a certain

amount of activity on the part of the police is

understandable. But it begins to be seriousAvhen

events occur such as happened at Co\entry
recently.

In the same day, at the same police court,

two motor cyclists were summoned. In one case

the alleged offence was that of being drunk in

charge of a machine ; in the other, that the

machine was too noisy^ The first man was fined

los. ; the latter, 40s.

The case simply supplies confirmation for

what we have already said ; the present cam-
paign against noise has, in the Midlands any-

how, far over-stepped the bounds of common-
sense. Even more, it has over-stepped the strict

letter of the law.

The Motor Cars (Use and Construction) Order
No. II, 1912, says :

—

" (7) He shall not use any cut-out . . . which
will allow the exhaust gases to escape . . . with-
out first passing through a silencer, expansion
chamber, or other contrivance suitable and suf-

ficient for reducing as far as may reasonably be
practicable the noise. ..."

This regulation is ignored, and the fact that
a motor cycle has a long exhaust pipe, howe\er
silent it may actually be, is accepted as con-
clusive evidence of guilt. Any action by the

authorities against noisy motor cycles ought

always to be based on volume of noise, as the

law requires, and not on a technical point of

expansion chamber arrangement.

Anglo-Dutch Trial Cancelled.

IN
Holland, no less than in this country, there

will be considerable disappointment at the

falling through of the arrangement for the

annual Anglo-Dutch trial, as is now
definitely announced elsewhere in this issue.

By allowing the event to die out, those re-

sponsible have abandoned one of the most valu-

able of international trials ; not a trial valuable

as a technical test, but one of inestimable worth

as an opportunity of demonstrating to the keen
and sportsmanlike riders of a friendly disposed

Continental country the excellence of British

motor cycles.

This year the trial was to have taken place in

Holland, and the orgapisation, at a late hour,

appears to have been deputed by the A.C.U. to

its Eastern Centre. Between the two stools a

popular event has fallen to the ground, the

parent body apparently indifferent, and the sub-

sidiary body handicapped by the suddenness

and lateness of the commission ; certainly no

blame attaches to the latter.

Strong complaints on the matter have already

reached us, and it has been pertinently asked

why a slightly supported International Trial

(which costs each participant from ;^5o to ^"^o

and ten days of time) should be so strongly

fostered while a deservedly popular event occupy-

ing but a week-end and costing about ;£io per

head should be allowed to die away.

Worst phase of all is the apparent unsports-

manlike slight which the Hollanders must feel

after they had got forward the entire arrange-

ments for the trial about two months ago.

^
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Solo and Passenger Golds.

EARLY this summer I heard a number of cracks
disputing as to whether a solo or a sidecar

machine gave an ambitious rider his best chance
of a gold jnedal in a Six Days ; they were being
consulted by an aspiring amateur, who desired to

secure his English and Scottish golds in the same
year. Discussion waxed hot, the voting being, on
the whole, in favour of the solo machine. The soloists

argued that structural fractures were more likely with

sidecars ; that wheelslip on freak hills was more prob-

able ; and that "blinding" to regain lost time was
more perilous. On the other hand, the sidecar en-

thusiasts held that a good driver with a good machine
could go steadily from start to finish ; that .inter-

changeable wheels simplified the puncture problem

;

that wheelslip on freak hills was merely a matter of

pathpicking fins sensible throttle management; and,

above all, that in a wet week the three-wheeler ensured

its jockey a far easier passage,-, as he Avas saved the

eternal effort of holding the machine up.

No Nearer Solution ?

THE dispute was interesting, and the A.C.U. trials

have brought it no nearer a solution, to m.y

thinking. . True, a sidecar filled the first place

for the Hopwood prize (best performance of the week).

True, again, that a sidecar won the Centre Prerriier-

ship. Ori the other hand, a solo rider tied' with the

runner-up :£pr Hopwood award,' and several solo

machines were only pushed out of the list for reasons

which the average rider does not regard at all seriously

—the three 500 c.c. Sunbeams were all mulcted five

marks on the score of silence, and two of them lost

a further two marks for a brake test which very few
machines in daily use could pass, perfectly safe though

they are for all ordinary purposes. If percentages

be taken as a guide to the vexed question of what type

of mount offers the best chance of a gold, the 350 c.c.

solo machine must have our vote. With twenty-seven

starters, this class secured eighteen golds—66%—and
only shed four of its number by the way. The big

sidecar class had thirty-seven starters, twelve retire-

ments, and eighteen golds—less than 50%. The
500 c.c. solo class attracted twenty-two starters, won
thirteen golds, and finished eight under strength,

slightly better than the sidecars.

"Ixion's" " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.CA-
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Featherweights.

UNQUESTIONABLY the top spot of the whole

triaLwas the splendid perfot-mance of Purnell's

169 c.c. J.E.S. That he only gained a certifi-

cate was a misfortune which will obscure the real merit

of the feat. He had five hill failures—on roads which

no private owner of a utility lightweight would ever

desire to travel. He was fifty minutes late on the

first day. He was mulcted of two marks for noisiness.

On the other hand, he accomplished far, far more hill-

climbing than any buyers of a J.E.S. would tackle in

a year. He kept dead time for four whole days. He I

~ was awarded a bonus—the only bonus of its kind in

the list—for the excellent condition in which his lilli-

putian mount completed the course ; and he averaged

over 27 m.p.h. for his seventy odd miles on Brook-

i

lands. Only one factor obstructs a boom in the

featherweight motor bicycle—namely, its usual lack of '

reliability, expressed particularly in terms of power

maintenance. Ladies and elderly men want a feather-

weight which does not ask for perpetual tinkering.

The J-E.S. performance is the first real hint we-hai'

had that the day of the trustworthy tiny may be near,

than some people fancy.

Those Second-hand Dealers.

NOVICE friend bought a machine at quite the tO;-i

market price from a very eminent dealer in second

hand stuff. This dealer had obviously passeil

the machine on just as he took it over from its last

owner, who may or may not have been the original

buyer. One proof was furnished by the cylinder, which '

was scored. Another ~was the heavy internal carboni-

sation of the piston, which no professional mechanic,

worthy the name, would have neglected. A third indi-
j,

cation of my charge was the fact that the two top piston ;

rings had lots of up-and-down play in their grooves.

A fourth was the fact that a small chunk was missini;

from one side of the face of the exhaust valve, and

that this in turn had reacted on the valve seating.

Ought a leading dealer, disposing of a used machine

at a high price, to pass it on without instructing his

men to remove the cylinder,, and peep at the innards

of the beast ? No one of these defects was really

serious. They had not put my friend to any great

expense. They did not produce any aggravating road-

side trouble. But they betrayed both to me and to him

the methods of the firm in question. It evidently

accepts a used machine in a deal ; sends it for a brief

run; and vets, it as sound if there is no appalling noise

and no glaring lack of power.

25,
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i'Oooasibnal Comments.—

Brake and Chain Adjustment.

E can all remember the days when the gear

control alwaj's needed adjustment if the gear

box was shifted to set the chain tension ; on

most motlern machines this auxiliary job is obviated

bv sounder design. Another " combined " adjust-

ment dies much harder. When we reset the rear chain

by moving the back wheel in the forks, the adjustment
.- of the rear brake is usually disturbed. If this brake

is of the belt rim type, the rider generally leaves the

brake alone, trusting to its long movement to preserve

plenty of stopping power. The point wants watching.

Only last week I saw a sports solo involved in a nasty

little crash, and the expert rider confessed to me pri-

vately that he had tightened his rear chain the night
' liefore, and left the brake alone. Result—when he

wanted to stop in a hurry, the brake hardly responded

at all ; and as his front wheel was disfigured by an

obsolete stirrup brake, he was helpless. Good design

will obviate these "consequential" adjustments; the

ideal rear brake' remains unaffected by sliding the

wheel in its draw-bolts. While I am on this topic, I

should like to stir up designers to notice how many
hard riders are substituting internal expanding or

dummy belt rim front brakes for the stirrups to which
some makers cling so obstinately. These people
recognise that an effective front brake has more than
a mere legal value—down i in 3, for instance.

Easy When

YOU know how. The tither day I had occasion to

dismantle the pump portion of a drip feed by the

roadside. At the base of the pump was a gauze

filter disc, secured by a light screwed ring with slots on

each side. Behind gauze and ring was a terrific spring,

equal to about three ordinary exhaust valve springs,

superimposed. I took it out reluctantly, not daring to

think how I should get it back. Repairs complete, I

made several essays to replace it before I hit on a simple

dodge. With one hand I held the ring and gauze

against the edge of my rear number-plate, so that the

plate engaged the slots of the ring. With the other

hand T registered the pump barrel (with its spring

inside) against the threads of the ring, and screw'ed it

on. What threatened to be a very awkward job was
successfully concluded in 10 sec. from devising the

correct method. Incidentally, I have never previously

had to take down a drip feed by the roadside, which
indicates the reliability of these gadgets.

A CHESHIRE BEAUTY SPOT. This typical and

charming bit of " old England "
is at Eccleston Ferrj

on the Dee, three miles from Qiester. It is a landscape that many American visitois look upon as a perfect gem among English

pastoral scenes

'5
'
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Self-contained Lighting Set.

Well-made and well-finished this Westwood
self-contained accumulator lighting set is

marketed complete with rear lamp, wiring

and switches. (Westwood Rim and
Patents, Ltd., London Road, Bordesley,

Birmingham).

For Garage
or Workshop.
Pulleys, magneto

sprockets, o r any

other members that

come within the

range of its two

sizes, may be readily

detached by the

Endolite pulley re-

mover, 15s. (A. J. .

Dew & Co., 21-25,

Endell Street,
Long Acre,
London, W.C.2.)

Piston Groove Scraper.

Piston ring grooves are easily cleaned by the

B.H. scraper, Is. 6d. (The B. H. Co., Eliot

Works, Castle Street, Liskeard, Cornwall).

Carburetter

Adaption on
American
Machines.

Special aluminium inlet pipes and adapters
to twist grip control are now supplied to

enable Binks carburetters to be fitted to

Harlej'-Davidson machines. (C. Binks, Ltd.,

Church Street, Eccles).

Special Adjustable

Spanner.

For adjusting conventional steering-head

nuts and some types of exhaust pipe

fastenings of various sizes, the Estar hinged

spanner is specially useful. 4s. 6d.

(U.S. Tarr, Pittville Garage, Winchester

Street, Cheltenham).

Comfort at Small Expense.

Elderly riders of rigid frame machines may
derive considerable comfort from the Pontifex

pneumatic cushion, which laces round the

saddle and may be inflated by the mouth.

£2 2s. (J. H. Pontifex, Ltd., Buckingham

Palace Road, London, S.W.I .)

Low Priced Dynamo Lighting.

Ward and Goldstone,

the makers of the

Voltalite dynamo so

well-known i n the

pedal cycle world,

have marketed an

improved set for

motor cycle use.

The handlebar lamp
and large capacity dry

battery for use when
the dynamo cuts out of action are mounted
together, and a rear lamp and, if required,

a sidecar lamp are supplied It is impossible

to wire the set up wrongly. £10 {solo set),

£11 10s. (sidecar). (Ward andGoldstone,Ltd.,

Frederick Street, Pendleton, Manchester.)

Three in One.

Watch-holder, licence carrier and switch are

all incorporated in the accumulator case of

the lighting set produced by the Motor
Cycle Accessories Co., 43a, New Cross

Road, London, S.E.

Lever-aided Valve Lifter.

By means of an additional lever action, the

Eli Clarke fitting for 595 c.c. Douglas engines

lessens the strain on the exhaust lifter wire.

15s. 6d. (Eli Clarke, Cheltenham Road,

Gloucester.)

Handy Magneto Pocket Tool.

Comprising two flat spanners, a magneto file,

platinum point gauge, screwdriver and a

box spanner, a handy pocket tool is sold at

5s. 6d. by the Hobson Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., 29, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London,

S.W.I.

3«
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A Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

It is now generally accepted that insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number of
communications received on insurance matters, too, indicates that readers are very keenly interested in this subject

;

some of the questions require expert advice, and this feature has been farmed to deal impartially wUh the various
problems that are presented to us.

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co., Ltd. {a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded IS years ago)
enable " The Motor Cycle " to keep in very close touch with aU matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted
advantage to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked "Insurance" on the left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed
to "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.i.

An Unusual A reader says an acquaintance of his had a
Collision. curious experience the other day whilst riding

his machine through Epping Forest with a
passenger on the pillion seat. He collided

with a deer which ran out from the woods.
He asks what claim for damage to the
niachine would be allowed in a case of this

sort where the cause of the accident is of

so unusual a nature.

If the machine in this case was damaged by collision with
the deer, it would undoubtedly be a claim under the
ordinary policy just as much as if the collision had been
with cattle on the road or any other object.

,- * * * *

Insuring Mr. W. Dewsbury, Liverpool, writes :
—" I

Accessories. have on my machine at least £40 worth of

accessories, and it is quite conceivable that
a thief may effect a complete clearance of

these one night. Yet if he leaves the machine
I do not recover a penny. Can you tell me
what the premium would be on, say, lamps
(2 sets), speedometer, horn, electrical and
other things, to the value of £40? Wmild
a reputable office accept the proposition? "

As the accessories of your machine appear to be of rather
higher value than usual, j'ou will probably find that if j'ou

placed full particulars before your insurance company, it

will be willing to issue a separate burglj^ry policy in respect
<3f the accessories. Unless the company which insures the
cycle will do this for you, we doubt whether any other
office would cover the accessories alone. The premium
would be the subject of a special quotation.

* * » *

Malicious Mr. E. C. Willcot, of West Drayton, says :—
Damage. •' A friend of mine had all three of his tyres

gashed with a knife so badly as to render
them useless. The insurance company tells

him to recover from the perpetrator. The
culprit was thought to be a small boy, but this

cannot be proved. Although a premium of

£8 had been paid hff cannot recover a penny.
Should the company have refused payment? "

The policies issued by the Autocar Eire and Accident In-
surance Company. Limited, include compensation in respect
of darnage caused by the malicious act of third parties. If
this risk is not covered by your present policy, we are
afraid that the only thing you can do is to consider trans-
ferring your insurance to another office, so that in the event
of such damage occurring again you would 1>6 covered.

Agent's V. Mr. J. Hendrie, jun., Glasgow, writes: "1
Makers' took delivery of a new motor cycle on Satur--
Repair. day, August 26th, 1922, from the firm's

Glasgow agent. Immediately I got delivery,
I registered and insured it to cover every-
thing. On Sunday my brother had an acci-
dent with it. I reported and claimed on Mon-
day, leaving the machine at the agents to
be returned to the makers for repair. The
machine was a special super sports model
for competition work. I wanted the machine
returned from the maker exactly the same
as I had received it on Saturday. On Tues-
day, when I went to the agent, the insurance
agent had been there, and gave the motor
cycle agent the machine to repair. The
handle-bars were twisted, the tank was
dented and scratched, the footrests were
twisted and bent, the front mudguard was
dented in several places. I want all the
articles removed, The steering column was
also twisted. I went back to the insurance
office and told them I would not be satisfied

unless the machine was sent to the makers
and I got the makers' guarantee that every-
thing was the same as it was originally.

They said that they could get it repaired
cheaper in Glasgow than sending it back to

the makers. The motor agent gave them an
estimate of £3 10s. to put the machine in
order, but I am not satisfied with this pro-

cedure.
The driver of the other machine that

caused the accident admitted that it was his

fault, and the police constable gave my
brother his name as a witness. The other

machine is also insured. Would you oblige

me by letting me know if I can force the
insurance company to send the machine back
to the makers? "

From the details you give of the damage to your
machine, it does not appear to us that this is severe

enough to justify any extra cost which would be incurred

by sending the niachine back to the makers. If the in-

'surance company gives instructions to the motor agent for

the repairs, it takes the responsibility of seeing that the

work is properly carried out. Should, however, you de-

cide to insist upon the cycle being sent to the makers, a

detailed estimate should be procured and forwarded to the

insurance company, so that it will have an opportunity

of discussing the matter with the makers before the re-

pairs are put in hand.
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The Personal Impressions of "The Motor Cycle" Representative on the Six Days
Trials. The Sporting Aspect of the Event.

WHEN a member of The Motor Cycle staff is

allotted an event like the Six Days Trials,

those of his colleagues who have never had

the same task themselves are inclined to talk enviously

about another holiday and so forth. Whereas, except

that it means a week in the open air, the stern reality

resembles a holiday as much as did a spell of trench

digging to an infantry battalion out on rest in the days

of the war.

It means a week of sheer hard work for the man
and, of course, an even greater strain on his machine.

That is why, although 250 c.c. machines in the com-

petition win gold medals with apparent ease, the Press-

man invariably uses sorhething hefty of 500 c.c. or

more. My machine for the recent big A.C.U. event

was a four-valve Triumph with 3,000 miles already

to its credit, and there were but very few occasions

when I wished it were anything else.

Where were the Private Owners ?

In consequence, I thoroughly enjoyed the affair, and
am constrained to wonder why more private owners'

names did not appear on the entry list. Had I had
any mechanical troubles I would probably now be

feeling amazed that anybody at all had been mad
enough to attempt to follow the wonderful blue trail

that led (usually) to nowhere desirable by the most
round-about route ! Of course, in reality this does not
apply to the amateur competitor, to whom a break-

down is merely momentarily galling ; to myself, at

times, it would have been sheer disaster.

There is something extraordinarily fascinating in

bumping round, a trials course, in keeping upright on
viscous slime, in clambering up landslides like Rose-
dale Abbey Bank without putting one's feet down.
Whether the sidecarist gets the same feeling of achievev
ment is a matter upon which I am not qualified to

'

write, but certainly the -soloist extracts real pleasure

from a section of difficult going. Furthermore, in my
case there were no secret checks and my schedule was
generally to get along just as quickly as I safely could.

The Triumph seemed to enter into the spirit of the

game. It took advantage of every little- opportunity
of acceleration, up or down hill, confidently because-

it has an exceedingly excellent rear brake. It climbed
every hill in

,
the event in a pushful manner, usually''

on top or second gear. It alternately bucketed of
ploughed over colonial sections with never a desire to

wobble or lie down—except once—and if its tail-

wagged slightly on certain particularly unpleasant,

deep wet clay tracks towards the end of the week

—

the 3in. rear tyre had little of its original tread left

—

it was always possible to right it by gripping a little

more tightly on the enormous Pedley rubber grips and
kneegrips of the same ilk.

"Fools Step in , . ."

Perhaps it was the way it conquered Rosedale Abbey
Bank that put me in such good humour with it for the

rest of the week. I had never seen that fearful

acclivity before—^possibly it was just as well—and I

am no George Dance.

19
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Following the Blue TraU.—
Anyhow, although dogged by sooting sparking plugs,

I contrived to draw fifteen minutes ahead of No. i

on Monday morning, and, eluding a frantic Yorkshire-

man with a red flag, rattled up a loose and stony hill-

side, dotted with many spectators, which I judged was
the niucTi vaunted tit-bit of the triafs. The first bend
was easy-—the old rule of keeping to the outside once

more proved its usefulness ; so was the cross over for

the more ..acute left-h.and turn immediately following ;

but the Send itself demanded a surprising amount of

cOncentraticHi, and it was with a sigh of relief that I

straightened, out again—only ta find that I had in

reality but started the climb. Ap-
proaching the- worst gulley with ,.-,,'

' aution, I remembered that machines
with far more clearance than mine
were reputed to ground thereon, and
for the life of me I could not recall

which side was most suitable for a

jump.

Compromising, and because there

was little time to think, I went hard
at the centre. There was a sickening

jar and grating sound as the sdencer
and footrest hanger-bars scraped

363

over. For the first time I kicked out with my feet,

and to my great surprise was able to replace them a
couple of yards further on as I sailed easily to the
summit.

The Baulking Nuisance.

Had the competitors been sent up one at a time I

am sure there would have been many more perfectly

clean ascents, for, as I have inferred, I am not nearly

such a clever rider as many a man who failed com-
pletely on the same hill.

Colonial sections did not worry me; in fact, I

averaged the legal limit over some of the most difificult

(Top). It is suggested in the article that sidecarists do
not gain the same sen'c of achievement as the soloists on
such a hill as Rosedale. Their difficulties, if of a different

variety, are, anyhow, just as great. (Left). For some
Whrtehorse Hill was a fairly easy second gear climb ; for

others it provided most unpleasant surprises in the shape
of grounding crank cases, or wagging rear wheels. Two
Allon riders making cautious ascents. (Bottom). J. H.
Davies became one of the heroes of the event by persuading
a high-geared, long-stroke T.T. Sunbeam round a course

where 20 to 1 gears were often not too low.

a 23
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Following the Blue Trail.—
15 m.p.h. stretches. From lyhat was casually said

by a competitor on a lightweight who followed me
over the wet, boulder-strewn track a few miles from
Rudyard on Tuesday, I fear that my progress at times

was far from elegant ; but, anyhow, I always got there,

and almost invariably without footing. By the way,

to the true solo enthusiast the avoidance of footing

becomes alike an obsesssion and an ideal, alijiost a

religion.

Bv the time the blue dye began to indicate a definite

homeward trail on Friday morning I had reached the

stage where driving on treacherous roads became a
purely mechanical sequence of operations, instinctive

rather than by conscious effort. It proved to be a

dangerous phase. Ten miles from Gloucester I hit

an unnoticed stretch of grease at 30 m.p.h. with alarm-

ing suddenness, and a Lucas electric head lamp and
front number plate occupied the positions hitherto held

by the tyres. Neither of these members was improved
thereby, but nothing else was damaged.
As I kicked things straight by the roadside I had

the consolation of seeing ever3'body else who passed

wobble alarmingly, and at least one take a similar

toss. This was Lovegrove, the Radco rider, upon
whom hinges another tale.

The True Sporting Spirit.

When he slithered into the mud with his machine
more or less on the top of him I was engaged in haul-
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ing the Triumph on to its stand, and confess that I

looked on his predicament more with amuseinent than

anything else. However, Mrs. Knowles, who followed

hard at his heels, was quicker-witted, and realised

at once that the Radco had pinned its rider to the

road. She pulled up, dismounted in a flash, and flung

her A.J.S. into the hedge, rushing to the assistance of

the unfortunate rider before I had realised that any-

'

thing serious was amiss. Although I still feel some-

what ashamed at my own unfeeling attitude, I think

Mrs. Knowles' sporting spirit deserves the widest

publicity.

Alms Hill was the scene of my next discomfiture

—

slight, it is true. I had been up before when it was
so wet that ninety-five per cent, of a trials entry had
failed entirely. Consequently on Friday afternoon,

when it was lined with hundreds of spectators, I faced

it in a spirit of great caution and in low gear all the

way. It was distinctly galling to witness later com-
petitors, who had never seen the hill before, - come
charging up at speed on middle gear.

Every mile of the route, except from the summit
of Mow Cop to Rudyard, Avas covered, but the fifth

day finished the trials so far as the Triumph was con-

cerned. I have no doubt, however, that it would have

lapped at Brooklands at well over the required speed

of its class. W. N. G. Phillips, a genuine private

owner who spent the first week of his holiday winning
a gold medal on a similar machine, averaged 49.7
m.p.h. on tlie track without opening out fully; and,

Mrs. Knowles, the lady A.J.S. gold medallist, was one of

those who were never afraid to get well ahead of time. At
the commencement of Rosedale Abbey Bank she was twelve

places up on starting order—and that after many miles of

15 m.p.h. section.

a 24 28
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Following the Blue Trail.—
ever since I discovered a plug—a 15s. K.L.G.—that

stands up to the task, I have usually been able to send

my own Bonniksen needle well past the sixty mark for

quite considerable spells.

Accommodation Difficulties.

On the whole, the organisation of the event itself

was quite good, although it was not courting popularity.

10 mention the Scottish Six Days Trials to an A.C.U.
oilicial ! The hotel arrangements, particularly at

Shrewsbury and Llandrindod Wells, on the other hand,

were not all that could be desired. Billeting-out may
have been unavoidable, but many of the competitors

felt that they were paying too much for the privilege

I if sharing towels, and so on. The man who said that

there were too many officials was probably not very

far off the mark.

I used neither Jackson's Impervo nor Miracle Oil,

and in this respect I may have been at a disadvantage
to the great bulk of the competitors. But although I

found a large hairpin embedded in my rear tvre on
"Wednesday morning—and the tyre itself has done a

strenuous 4,000 m.iles, during which a rear brake block
was worn to uselessness—I had no tyre trouble; and,
after many sooted plugs on Monday and Tuesdav, I

elfected a cure by cutting down the oil and declutching
on steep descents. Incidentally I found that Wake-

field's X.L. oil suits the Triumph engine admirably.

Fuel consumption for the whole trip averaged well

over 90 m.p.g.

Ground Clearance and Riding Position.

Only two faults on the part of the machine call for

ventilation. (i) The crank case clearance is

inadequate. At the same time, one may ground
regularly a dozen times a day without doing the

slightest damage—if permanently bowed footrests are

excepted. (2) Previously I had considered the riding

position as ideal—certainly the steering is superb—but

after five days in the saddle I am forced to the con-

clusion that the handle-bars are either too far forward
or of the wrong shape for continued comfort—if not

for controllability. At the finish my right wrist and
left arm both ached slightly.

These, however, are not important points when con-

sidered beside the real comfort of the machine as a

whole.

Beyond adjusting the push rods three times and
cleaning the plug once or twice I had no occasion to

open the toolbags during the whole trip. Excepting
perhaps R. M. Knowdes' Norton, the Triumph was
the only machine connected with the trial that reached
the finish without attentioa from oilcan and cleaning

And it does not appear to be much the worse
for that ! Tangent,-

OVER THE ROOF OF SCOTLAND.
Historical Facts Concerning Communications in the Highlands ; General Wade's

Military Roads Across Mountains and Moors.

By E. M. WRIGHT,

IF
you follow the popular belief and accuse your

Scottish acquaintance of a lack of sense of humour
he may retort that "his jokes are not yours

—

that's' all." More probably he will just chuckle; cer-

tainly he wull if he is an oflicial of the Edinburgh
(
'lub. For hoc genus otmie has the real sense, very

highly developed, and I believe I have found out why.
More than half the chief (you could hardly call

them "main") roads in the Highlands were made in

the seventeen-thirties by General Wade, of useful if

not pious memory—as true an Englisliman as ever

carried all before him in the land of the heather. The
Ordnance Survey map has each of them marked, good
and strong, not mei-ely as " military road," but
" General Wade's military road "

; like that, as though
to rub it in. (Bartholomew's, made in Edinburgh, are

strangely careless on this point.)

Not for Speed and Comfort.
They are good roads in the broad engineering sense.

Old man Wade knew his job, and was far from blind
to the scenery. (Was it not he who opened up the

grand pass of Sma' Glen—who showed us where to

get the best view of Glencoe . . . ?) But, oh

—

the detail work! To describe it as "painfully"
crude is but literal truth. These surfaces were never
designed for pleasure-seekers—never built, be sure, for
either speed or comfort. And it is over Geiteral
^Vade's English-made military roads that the Edin-

16

burgh clubmen drag their string of Sassenach's every

season. Theirs is surely what one might call an

historical sense of humour.
Mysterious sounds heard " off," for instance, on the

moors between Rinloon and Tomintoul, should not be

mistaken for the grouse or partridge of that region.

They are the extra deep chuckles, I firmly believe,

of some Edinburgh men in a secret check by the road-

side. For this vile stretch of cross-gullied mountain
track is one of the most typical pieces of General

Wade's work—difficult enough to "sit" in peace-

time, so to speak, without any thought of time-keeping.

The Roof of Scotland.

This has been called the Roof of Scotland, from
Glenshee, where, on a shoulder of the CairnAvell, the

road rises to 2,200 feet, to Tomintoul, with minor
" humps " between Balmoral and Rinloon, Rinlooii

atid Crathie, Cockbridge (properly called Allargue),

and Tomintoul. Above the Cockbridge Ladder, the

upper-middle stretches of which are not unlike Trina-

four, the road rises to 2,090 feet, and I would rather

climb fifty ladders than have to make up time on the

loose and steep descent beyond.

The Roof of Scotland describes more than a semi-

circle round the Cairngorms. It is always some com-

fort, one likes to feel, to the dazed and dithering rider

on this stretch, to remember that for thousands of local

motorists it is the only road from the Dee and Don

a 25
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Sma' Glen through which competitors in the Scottish Two Days Trial return. It is said to have been the first road Genera! Wade
made in Scotland.

valleys and the country south-east of them, to Gran-

town and Inverness, unless a detour half the breadth

of Scotland be undertaken. A magnificent range like

the Cairngorms has its disadvantages.

On next Monday, in the Scottish Two Days Trial,

there is Inverfarigaig. This is not a hill in the sense

of a climb; the " ascent " of it is much more like

stunting round the paths in one's back garden.

Inverfarigaig itself resembles a miniature imported
from the south of France—-high cliffs hung with silver

birches to their very summit, and a deep gorge

between. The " corkscrew " is a series of five narrow
terraces, exactly reminiscent of a cliff promenade in

surlnier climes, each joined to the next by a very
sharp turn indeed. The length of each terrace is not
much more than thirty yards, if that, and it has no
gradient in it.self ; but as the whole promenade is set

on the face of one of the cliffs overhanging the gorge^

the whole sting of the hill to the motor cyclist lies in its

hairpins.

Here too, on Monday, there are bound to be some

historical chuckles, for it was down the gorge of Inver-

farigaig that Prince Charlie himself came hurrying

on his flight from Culloden Moor.
As a hill-climb, pure and simple, Kenmore will

probably prove the test piece. They have been

cutting wood and carting lumber on its sacred slope

this summer, and I leave to the imagination what that

means to a road so shut in by trees and so wellr

softened by the local climate ! Then" the lumber-men

have been making a road for themselves straight down
the hillside, regardless of its gradient, to the mill I

below. If it is in use, wdiy shouldn't the club use

it ? Its sense of humour is very adaptable.

WARNING FROM SCOTLAND.

A WARNING in regard to the number of avoid-
able accidents that occur on Scottish roads, due
to inconsiderate driving, has been issued by the

Scottish Section of the Automobile Association.

One of the principal causes of such accidents, it is

stated, lies in the^ tendency of drivers to accelerate

unduly when ascending inclines, beyond the crown of
which the road is invisible. Tourists, particularly in

the far north, should realise that where the roads are

narrow and visibility is limited, great caution should

be observed when rounding corners, and the correct 1

side of the road should "be strictly kept ; the tendency •

to cut corners is too prevalent.

Considering the disinclination of chief- constables 1

throughout Scotland to take drastic action, it is in-

cumbent upon motorists to endeavour, by taking ordir •

nary care and precaution, to obviate the necessity of;,

a large increase being made in the num.ber of pon-

trols already in operation. It would be a pity if .the'

Scottish police became anti-motorists.

IMPROVING
SCHEMES for carrying out urgently needed road

improvements are being prepared by the R.I. A.
for submission to the local authorities and to

the Ministry of Transport. The Ministry has lately

invited local authorities to create schemes of road
work to provide employment during the coming winter.

The roads it is proposed to deal with first are

the London-Brighton road, the London-Eastbourne
road, the Bath road, the AVarrington-Carlisle road,

a26

THE ROADS.
and the Leicester-Coventry road. Part of the schemes

involve improvements to the roadside, by voluntary

effort, such as cutting hedges, removing unsightly

hoardings, weeding and cleaning out stagnant pools.-

Those desirous of bringing particular information

before the R.I. A. relative to these matters should com-

municate with Mr. Wallace. E. Riche, General Secre-

tary to the Roads Improvement Association, 15, Dart-

mouth Street, Westminster, S.W.i.

.S2
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Present Day Machines Criticised by a Rider who is No Longer Young. Suggestions

and Improvements Required for those who value Comfort, Silence and Cleanliness.

KoiOT cycUsis who retain the priceless possession of youth are apt to regard efficiency and speed as the Alpha and
Omega of motor cycle performance. Himself a sidecar owner, attracted by the motor cycle's economy, "Senex"
discusses in what way the average machine falls short of tlie needs of a great body of men arid women who are not

interested in the sporting side of the motor cycle movement. This body of potential motorists needs economical

machines but is attracted by the silence and easy starting of the small car and the apparent comfort of the cycle car.

Can manufacturers of sidecar outfits give them the same refinements in an inclusive self-contained machine ?

DURING the last year or two a new class of motor

cyclist has appeared.

Professional men with small incomes,

pensioned members of the Services, and so on, who
formerly looked to a pony. and trap, or even a small

car, for means of locomotion, have tm-ned their atten-

tion to the motor cycle, espe-

cially in its passenger-carry-

ing capacity.

To a number of the people

who form, this class the

motor cycle, once the mount
of imagined road-fiends, has

proved, on closer acquaint-

ance, a veritable godsend
;

its handiness, power, and
general convenience, to-

gether with its compara-
tively low cost, were a

revelation.

- Itjnust be observed, how-
ever, that the middle-aged
men—and a few ladies

—

who mostly represent the
new genus have ^ accepted
their motor cycles with re-

servations. The article is

a good one, but it is far from
oerfect. In certain respects,

as silence, driver's comfort,
complication and starting,

although material advances
have been made of late, even

.Mr. J. L. Norton, who handles a sidecar at speeds very lew middle-

aged men ever attain. He retains his youthful zest, and- says that

sidecarring keeps him young.

the highest-grade machines leave something to be
desired.

It is well known that Tlie Motor Cycle calls atten-

tion, in season and out of season, to the existence of
weaknesses in design or construction. Moreo\er, the

framers of official reliability trials seldom fail to throw-

the weight of their authority

on the side of
_ reform by,

say, penalties for noise, or

the like. Nevertheless, the

time has come to voice the

middle-aged man's view TDf

the situation, because imme-
diate action—in the sense of

improvement—is now re-

quired. Otherwise, the com-
petition of the small car and
cycle car (which offer sub-

stantial advantages in com-
fort) will prove more formid-

able than ever -before.

For instance, take the

item of silence. Apart from
the danger of police interfer-

ence and the unpleasant

sensation of being classed as

a road-nuisance, there is the

point of view which is fairly

represented by the writer's

passenger. Nothing will in-

duce her to part with her

comfortable sidecar.- Never-

theless, she invariably hails
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Motor Cycles tor the Middle-Agefl.—
the last beat of the engine with a profound sigh of

relief, usually followelil by the plaintive query,
'

' When are they going to make motor cycles quiet ?
'

'

The culprit, be it understood, is no roaring sports

single, but a high-priced heavyweight twin.

Surely it is not beyond the wit of man to devise

means of silencing both exhaust and engine^, so that

the passenger may talk to the driver without shouting

herself hoarse, or that one may proceed down a quiet

street without attracting every housenolder to the

windows ? Is this too much to ask ?

Again, is the unfortunate driver never

to be released from the unsightly goggles,

waterproof coat and leggings which he has

suffered already too long ?

Of course, this part of the problem has

been tackled. Front mudguards are

deeper, leg shields are beginning to cease

to be an extra, and advertisements of

handle-bar screens show the trend of ideas.

But more is needed.

The goal of invention should . be a

.machine so built and provided with pro-

tection that a waterproof for actual rain

would represent all the special clothing

necessary The elderly man wants to

exposed machinery is one of the chief sources of the

dirt complained of in the foregoing paragraph, to

avoid which special clothing is a necessity. It is also

a contributory cause of the difficulty in cleaning a

motor cycle. Our car friends turn the hose on to

their machines af the end of the day's run; we have
to spend hours over our work.
A beginning has certainly been made. Enclosed

transmission is to be found on many makes, and the
advent of one or two special types shows that en-

closed mechanism and covered wheels are not neces

*^*^<*^»^^«? ^V^i'^^'^J^

Co!. McKecKnie Is a contrast to the middle-aged men who forsake the motor cycle (or

the car. In his enthusiasm he has designed and marketed a revolutionary springing

device, which is probably the most effective that has ever been incorporated on a

machine, and on it he competes m many of the big trials.

mount his machine in ordinary clothes and travel to

his destination with the same absence of fuss and
trouble, robing and disrobing, as does his car-owner
friend. Perhaps the ideal machine will appear at the

next Show. It is time.

Next, there is complication of machinery. No one
wants to see the mechanism, I assure you. The
smooth, clean contours of the car are desired. So
long as machines expose their engines, carburetters,

and the rest, in the present shameless manner, the
car has the best of the argument. Moreover, this

A miniature runabout that will appeal to the

man who prefers the stability of three wheels
and objects to ttre use of overalls. The Harper
runabout, which incidentally seats an extra

passenger at the rear, performed well in the

Scottish Six Days Trials.

sarily the sole prerogative of the car—all !

honour to the designers. But more pro-

gress is essential. Is it too much to pray\
for an entirely enclosed big twin ? In-

1

stant success should be its reward.

Another point affecting the driver is

the springing. Relief from the terror of i

post-war roads is imperative," and it is

not easy for the lay mind to understand

why a motor cycle cannot be sprung fore

and aft like a car. Difficulties of lateral

rigidity are admitted ; but are these really

beyond the power of the designer to

tackle? It is scarcely believable, for there are already

spring frames on the market. So why do some of

the leading makes stick to the rigid frame?
Starting is yet another item in the list. The spec-

tacle of a respectable middle-aged gentleman, red-

faced and perspiring, kicking savagely at an entirely

unresponsive engine is one to make the angels weej>.

It is useless to tell us that this or that dodge will set

things right. Starting should be as much a matter of -

course as it has become on cars. Why should it loom,

!

gigantic in motor cycles?
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Motor Cycles for the Middle-Aged.

—

The sidecar must next be considered. If the pas-

senger is consulted, it will be found that there is not

much room for complaint in the best types. But still

it may be hinted that passengers are not invariably

slim and supple—a trifle more space might be given

in many sidecars, also wide-opening doors, lift-up

dashes, hoods, and screens should be part of the outfit,

not extrcT, as is often the case with the two latter.

Who-ever heard of a car being sold without hood or

creen?

Lastly, inasmuch as passenger-carrying capacity is

iieconiing of increasing importance, not only does

Paterfamilias want to take out all the olive branches.

but Materfamilias not infrequently desires to offer the

hospitality of a seat to a -friend. Considering all

these things, is it not time, if a humble layman may
\enture a suggestion, to develop the adult two-seater

sidecar?

With the mofiern big twin there is plenty of power,
as witness tlie success of the sidecar taxi in certain

centres of population. The sidecar taxi itself is not

quite what is required. For, though offering the indis-

pensable comfort of side-by-side seating (your tandem
is a hopelessly unsociable expedient), it is too heavy
and cumbersome, with its fixed top, for touring and
general purposes.

What is required is a light side-by-side two-seater

Avith room for two adults ; it must be light and yet

strong. Surely herein lies the answer to the cycle car !

360 h.p. AIR-COOLED ENGINE.
A Remarkable Unit which Demonstrates the Great Advance of Air Cooling.

VERY few motor cycle engines have a cylinder bore

greater tlian 86 mm., and the popularity of

three- or four-cylinder machines is still delayed

by. the oft-quoted fear of too much complication and

consequent unreliability.

What, then, would the average motor cyclist think if

lie was put in charge of a huge machine with fourteen

air-cooled cylinders each having a bore of 127 mrei.

(sin.)?

'

.

Such a unit has been made for aero work, and it has

survived searching tests, including five non-stop runs

of 10 hours' duration by the Air Ministry as well as

a 70-hours' test by its makers.

Fourteen-cylinder Radial.

The engine in question is the product of Armstrong-'

Siddeley Motors, Ltd., Coventry, and is known as the

Jaguar. It is of the radial type having two rows of

seven cylinders working on a two-throw crank. ' Six

connecting rods of each group are hinged to the big end

of the master rod, and light aluminium alloy pistons are

attached to the small ends by large but very light float-

ing gudgeon pins. The cylinder barrels are of steel

.screwed into aluminium heads, each head having an

overhead inlet and an exhaust valve working on special

bronze seatings.

A dual carburetter supplies the mixture, which is well

warmed before reaching the cylinders, and an ingeni-

ous distribution system is employed to ensure an equal

flow of gas to all cylinders.

Dry Sump L.'ubrlcation.

As may be imagined, the lubrication system for such
an engine is of the highest importance, and considerable

ingenuity has been shown in details ; suflice to say, how-
ever, that the system, which is of the dry sump type,

has proved most satisfactory. To this we can testify,

for by courtesy of the manufacturers we have been able
to examine every part of a Jaguar engine which had
been stripped after 70 hours' test. Even after tliis

gruelling the valves were in excellent order, and there

was only a trace of carbon on pistons and cylinder
heads, while all w-orking parts were in perfect con-
'dition.

U^

There aFe several features in this lourteen-cylinder Jaguar engine

of interest to the motor cyclist of a technical bent.

A few figures will give some idea of the proportions

and capabilities of this monster :

—

No. of cylinders ... 14
Bore and stroke ... Sin. xSg
Normal rated h.p. ... 320
Maximum rated h.p. 360
Normal r.p.m. ... 1,500
Petrol consumption . 0.52 pt.

Oil consumption ... 0.03 pt.

Weight (dry but in-

cluding carburetter

coils, distributors,

and propeller boss) 716 lb.

Clear diameter of

valves ... . ... 1.875 in.

The horse-powers as above stated are not, of course,

the maximum figures obtainable, and a series of read-

ings to hand show that 372 h.p. can be obtained 1,650

r.p.m., and even higher powers have been obtained.

a 29
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Road Tests q^Nsw ModGls
The 600 c.c. Flat'twin Sports Humber.

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: Flat-twin 75 X 68 m.m. CARBURETTER: Claudel-Hobson, TYRES : 26 X 2^.

{600 c.c), detachable valve seats. single lever. ^ WEIGHT: 235 lbs.

TRANSMISSION: All chain. GEAR BOX: Humber three-speed. Price: £100'.

WHEN taking over a typical sports solo machine
one does not expect to find such a luxury as

a kick-starter, nevertheless this invaluable fit-

ting is part of the equipment of the 600 c.c. sports

Humber, and it should be added that the starting of

this machine is remarkably easy.

Again, the first impression received on the road is

of extraordinary flexibility, another feature not usually

associated with sports machines. One can crawl along

on top gear at a speed but little higher than a fast

walk and yet accelerate to a maximum of approxi-

mately a mile a minute with no other alteration than

a movement of the throttle lever. The carburetter,

it should be added, is a car type Claudel-Hobson single

lever.

Midland Test Hills.

It is not altogether easy to find a suitable testing

ground for a powerful solo machine in the immediate
neighbourhood of Coventry, so we bethought us of the

standard course employed by The Motor Cycle staff

when testing pre-war machines. This course, though
straightforward, includes several good hills, such as

Frizz Hill, Edge Hill, Tysoe, and Sunrising, and pro-
vides a sufficiently varied assortment of surfaces to

form a good test. Accordingly we set forth on a
showery day with the side roads just sufficiently

treacherous to test the stability of the machine.
Over main roads to Warwick, Barford, and Welles-

bourne the Humber covered the ground smoothly and

a 30

fast, giving a sense of security on corners due to a low 1

centre of gravity and beautiful steering. The first rise

to be encountered was Frizz Hill, which is sufficiently

steep and long to test the top gear pulling powers of

most touring machines. The Humber, however, slid

up fast on a threequaij'ter throttle opening and con-

tinued down the corresponding descent past the

beautiful grounds of Compton Verney. Down this hill

we took the opportunity of testing brakes. The rear

brake, operating iii a dummy belt rim, is smooth and

powerful, but the front brake, of the horse-shoe type,

though capable of slowing the machine, will not bring

it to. a stop on any severe grade. This point, in fact,

requires attention, and the present fitting—of a rapidly

disappearing type—.might reasonably be replaced by

something more modern.

At the foot of Edge Hill we took the precaution of

adding an additional charge of oil to the oil sump,

from which lubricant is circulated by mechanical

pump.
Top Gear Hill Climbing.

The surface of the hill was good and dry, and we

experienced no trouble in making a comfortable ascent

on top gear (this with a ratio- of 4.5 to i is no mean

performance), thence down Sunrising a further excel-

lent brake test, sharp to the left at the bottom, and

through the old-world village of Tysoe, thence up the

least known hill of the Edge Hill range. Tysoe Hill

is a good test, though its deceptive gradient does not

22
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appear to be steep to the eye. Again a top gear

ascent was made in spite of the S bend just before

the steepest part. Here we stopped for a few moments
10 admire the view over the surrounding country, the

Min came out, and the marvellously clear atmosphere

permitted great distances to be seen, though it fore-

casted further rain. Returning over the same route,

Sunrising was used as a second gear test, for, since

we had already proved the top gear pulling powers of

the engine, we dropped into middle on the right-handed

hairpin in order to try the performance on the lower

ratios. On a gear of 7.5 to i it was possible to

accelerate even on the steeppst part of the hill, and

the engined toyed with the gradient. Middle gear is

reasonably quiet, excepting at very high revolutions,

when something of a whine proceeds from the gear box.

As in most flat-twins, the vibration at high speeds was
a rely noticeable.

Disadvantage of Sports Mudguards.
Throughout the run the Humber was not spared, and

on the many open and almost traflicless roads high

^speeds were attained. Before reaching home rain fell

gncl provided an opportunity for testing the mud-
:,
guards. We can only say that they are of the usual

sporting type, and, though they are fitted fairly close

to the tyre and consequently stop a certain amount of.

wet, they are not very practical from the point of

\ iew of cleanliness ; where sports models are concerned

this is usual, howe^'er.

Outstanding features of the Humber are silence of
engine operation, accessibility and smooth running.

The engine is not vibrationless, but is so comparatively
free from vibration that it is far ahead of the normal
V twin. The silencing arrangements might be im-
proved, though, in spite of the plain exhaust pipes

with fishtail ends, the exhaust note is rea.sonably quiet

until the throttle is more than half-way open.

Detachable valve seatings have long been a feature

of the flat twin Humber models, and tliese, of course,

are retained so that the complete valve spring and
pocket may be removed for inspection and " grinding

in." Oil is pumped from a capacious sump to feed

the various bearings, plain split big-ends being em-
ployed and lubrication scoops fitted thereto.

Quiet Valve Gear.

The timing gear is quiet and the valve tappets

reasonably silent ; but without doubt the most striking

feature is the wonderful top gear flexibility. So
pronounced is this feature that we could not help

thinking what a -fine single-geared machine, free from
the extra weight and complication of gear box, kick-

starter, clutch, etc., could be produced using the flat

twin Humber engine as the power unit. The sug-

gestion, of course, sounds old-fashioned, and there are

but few who would take an interest in such a machine
were it produced. Nevertheless the point is worth
recording, since it emphasises the wonderful flexibility

of the machine.

Altogether the Humber company has a right to

pride itself on turning out a useful compromise between

the touring and ultra sports types, which, with the

•;-,,'^ ,
backing of an excellent re-

^/^ putation for workmanship,
'—J^- ^••i-i should find a ready market.

A kick-starter, single lever carburetter and mechanical lubricator are none too common on sports models, but these specifications

are included in the Humber equipment

COPENHAGEN'S
MOTOR racing tracks have recently been built in

several places on the Continent. The first to

be constructed after the war was outside

Berlin; another has just been completed near Copen-

hagen ; and yet a third was lately opened for the Italian

Grand Prix in the Monza Park, near Milan.

Apropos of the Danish track, a correspondent writes :

"It is I mile in length approximately (or 3 laps=
5 kilometres). The surface is good, and an un-

13

NEW RACE TRACK.
interrupted view is obtained right round. Two enor-

mous stands, which will seat several thousand, are

nearly completed. There is a fine finishing straight.

" The admittance is 2S. and 3s., 6d. for parking a

motor cycle, and is. for motor cars, which is reason-

able. The track is situated 10 km. from Copen-

hagen, about 15 minutes by a good train service. Like

every other sport here, one can back one's fancy on

the totalisator, the profits of which go to the State."
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60 M.P.H. FOR 24 HOURS
Double-Twelve Record by a Norton ; and Side-Valve O.K.-Blackburne Successes.

A New Name on the Record Lists.

W. L. Handley and W. D, Marcliant who between them broke records

up to 400 miles and 7 hours on the new 250 c.c. side-valve Blackburne-

engined O.K.

R. N. Judd, Victor Horsman and D. R. O'Donovan, a trio ot

Norton exponents who, riding in turns, captured the double-twelve

hour record.

THERE has been considerable activity

at Brooklands during the last few
days. On the 4th inst. Victoi- Hors-

man, D. R. O'Donovan, and R. N. Judd,
tiding a 490 c.c. Norton in turns, cap-

tured the double-twelve (at 60 m.p.h.)
and other records in addition to those

published in last week's issue, which were
as follows :

300 Miles.—4h. 47m. 5s. Speed, 62.69 m.p.h.
400 Miles.—6h. 24m. 24s. Speed, 62.43 m.p.li.

500 Miles.—7h. 59m. 40s- Speed, 62.54 m.p.li.

5 Hours.-314 mis. 194 yds. Speed, 62.82 m.p.h.
6 Hours.—377 mis. 1,719 yds. Speed, 62.99 m.p.h.

The 600 miles was accomplished at

an average speed of 62.05 m.p.h. in

9h. 40m. 9.20s., and the 700 miles at the
same speed (time, llh. 15m. 49.39s.),

while in the 12 hours 741 mites 431 yards
were covered (51.77 m.p.h., or 99.40
km.p.h.).

A Mile a Minute for 24 houis. -

The riders thus succeeded in complet-
ing a double-twelve hours record, accom-
plishing a distance of 1,447 miles 839
yards at an average speed of 50.31 m.p.h.
—the first time this has ever been ac-
complished on a motor cycle. The only
troubles experienced were a broken tyre
valve in the rear wheel, and numerous
broken exhaust valve springs caused by
the stripping of the thread of the adjust-
able tappet.

a32

The 300, 400, and 500 miles and 5 and
6 hours records are in Classes C and D
(500 c.c. and 750 c.c.) only, but the
latter times also apply to Class E (1,000
CO.).

Except for its very deep radiating fins and

the fact that it has no detachable head the

new Blackburne engine is not unlike the

existing design.

On the 5th inst. W. D. Marchant and

W. L. Handley put up a successful series

of records on a 250 c.c. side-valve Black-

burne-engined O.K. The ride was started

with the idea of carrying on as long as

possible, but it was brought to an un-

lucky end after 4O0 miles owing to a

broken saddle pillar, causing Handley to

complete the lap sitting on the tank.

They broke the 50 and 100 miles records,

which is quite unusual in long-distance

attempts, as on these occasions records

are not usually attained until after 300

miles or so have been covered.

The following Class A records were

beaten :

—

Time. Speed.

Distance. h. m. s. m.p.h. km.p.h,

50 Miles . 48 31.96 .. 61.81 ... (99.471 -

100 Miles - . 1 40 33.76 .. 59.66 ... (96.011

200 Miles . 3 31 14.16 .. 66.80 ... (91.41)

300 Miles . . 5 16 28,54 .. 56.87 ... (91.52)

400 Miles . 7 3 27.41 .. 56.67 ... (91.20)

Distance. Speed.
Time. Miles Yards. m.p.h. km.p.h.

1 Hour 61 1,345 .. 61.77 ... (99.401

2 Hours 119 729 .. 59.70 ... (96.071

3 Hours 175 340 .. 58.40 ... (93.98)

4 Hours 228 167 .. 57.02 ... (91.761

5 Hours 283 1,089 .. 56.72 ... (91.281

6 Hours 341 917 .. 66.92 ... (91.601

7 Hours 396 1,146 .. 66.60 ... (91.09)

During the first hour the front fork

springs collapsed, and the whole of the

remaining run was made with \vhat

amounted to rigid forks; the steering,

however, was quite unaffected.
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RECORD-BREAKING SIDE-
VALVE 250 c.c. ENGINE.

THE Blackbuvne engine, fitted to an
O.K. machine whicli put up so re-

markable a performance at Brook-

lands last week, departs only very

slightly in design from the standard
model. It has a bore of 60' mm. with a

stroke of 88 mm., giving a cubical

capacity of 248 c.c.

' Designed for Cool Running.

Ivxternally the engine appears to be
large, this impression being strengthened

hy the unusually generou,s depth of the

cooling fins. These are largely respon-

sible for the coolness which this little

unit is proved to be capable of main-
tairiing both on the bench and on the

track.

Another departure from standard Black-

burne practice is the employment of a

dome idea of the size of the valve pockets

may be gathered from this view of the

cylinder.

.
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one-piece cylinder casting in place of the
detachable head construction previously
used on both side-valve and overhead-
valve models.
As may be seen from the illustration,

special care has been taken to facilitate

the gas flow, the inlet and exhaust valve
orifices being offset approximately -|in.

from the valve centre. The valves them-
selves are l-j^in. diameter. The
tappets appear slightly offset in this in-

stante, but in the standard models these

will be central.

Roller Bearing Big-end.

A roller bearing big-end is used, and the

moving parts are sturdy, the usual Black-

bm-ne layout of outside flywheel being

followed.
Despite the high power output for its

small capacity, the little engine showed
no sign of distress at the end of its 400

mile run.

O
:.'*

Side view of the racing Barr and
Stroud engine, showing magneto
drive artd arrangement of ports.

SLEEVE VALVE
RACING MACHINE.
An Experimental 347 c.c. Barr and
Stroud Unit Designed for Maximum

Speed and Acceleration.

from the sleeve operating drum drives the
magneto.
Experiments have shown that these

chain drives are thoroughly satisfactory,

and after prolonged tests no sign of wear
can be detected, a fact which is probably
accounted for by the ideal conditions

under which the distributing transmission

operates.

Special Roller Bearings.

The sleeve opeiiating drum itself is of

considerable diameter, and is supported

by a special roller bearing on its outer

periphery, there being a comparatively

small number of rollers equally spaced op

supporting rivets. Since the trunnion

which engages the sleeve operating, pin

lies directly within its bearing, rigid sup-

port is provided. Similar in principle to

the standard type, the sleeve is modified

SO much intere.st has been evinced from
tune to time in an experimental Ban-

I
and Stroud racing engine wliich has

j

appeared in public en two or three occa-
jSions, that we have induced the manu-
facturers to permit us to publish a few
details of the internal construction of this
most interesting engine.

,

The standardise? c.c. Barr and Stroud
;
has now become a popular unit with the
public on account of its silence and
'flexibility, and the principle by which
its single sleeve valve is operated is fairly
well known, therefore it will be necessary
cilly to touch on the difference between
the standard and the experimental racing
engine. First of all, inside flywheels
are employed in the latter unit, and this
mvolves a chain drive to the sleeve
operating drum, since the height of the
shaft above the crank would necessitate
a tram of several gears. A second chain

t-2

A four-pott sleeve

and an operating

drum supported on

a large diameter

roller bearing com-
prise the entire

working parts of the

valve mechanism.

A very light

aluminium pis-

ton and inter-

nal flywheels
are features of

the experimen-
tal Barr and

Stroud.

.
m certain respects, and has four double
purpose ports, that is to say, that each
port operates both as inlet and exhaust,
so that the four sleeve ports serve to
open and close four inlet and four ex-
haust ports in the cylinder casting. A
double row of roller bearings is fitted to
the big-end bearing, and the gudgeon piq
floats in an aluminium alloy piston.
As in the standard engine, the crank-

shaft bearings are supported in steel
housings bolted to the lop half of the
crank chamber, which is split horizon-
tally, the base being provided with a num-
ber of cooling ribs. The manufacturers
express themselves as thoroughly satis-

fied with the performance of the engine,
especially as regards acceleration and
maximum speed, which features are
chiefly accounted for by the large port
area, and the rapid opening and closing
obtainable.
Although this promising engine has

already performed well in competition
work, at the present moment it is not
available to the public, since further ex-

perimental work will be required before
the utmost limit of efficiency can be
reached.

hi
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ORIGINALITY IN A 1923 DESIGN.
A Wooler 348 c.c. o.h.v. Sports Engine ; and Improvements to the Standard Machine.

AVISIT to the works of the Dederich-
Wooler Engineering Co., Alperton,
is on every occasion of an educa-

tive and instructive nature. Originality
and ingenuity are always present in

Wooler designs, and the latest produc-
tions are well worthy of careful study.
The 1923 programme of the firm will

include a 500 c.c. sidecar model, but at
the present; moment the popular 348 c.c.

type is being concentrated upon, and has
now appeared, in a new form, as a sports

model.
The engine fitted in this case has been

designed for the purpose of attaining
high road speeds and will undoubtedly

The Wooler sports model crank case, showing
the skew timing gear, timed release valve

and the hot air intake through the crank

case to the carburetter.

acquit itself well on the track. Having
dimensions of 60x60.5 mm., it has de-

tachable cylinder heads, the ports of

which are so designed as to give the
clearest possible passage- for the e.xhaust

This illustration shows the pleasing lines of the new 348 c.c. chain-driven Wooler. Note
the low saddle position, and conveniently disposed change speed lever on this machine.

and inlet gases. To obtain access to the
valves after the cotter and spring have
been removed, the guides, which are of

ample dimensions, are unscrewed, and a

special washer removed, disclosing a slot,

provided for the easy withdrawal of the
valves, which otherwise could not be
taken out at all. The valves are placed
at the side of the cylinder head, the in-

let above and the exhaust below. For
decarbonisation or for access to the valves
the cylinder head must be. removed. To
attach the cj'linder head to the main por-

tion of the cylinder an interrupted thread
is utilised on the same principle as on
the breech block of a gun, the thread on
the cylinder head engaging with' a simi-

lar type of thread cut in a phosphor
bronze ribbed ring held on to the cylinder
by means of the usual holding down bolts.

This casting also forms a portion of the

cam case ; consequently, once the head is

removed, attention may be paid to the
valves without interfering with the cam
case or the rest of the cvlinder.

Both hollow camshafts are driven by
means of skew gearing off the main shaft,

the larger skew wheel running on a
sleeve in ball bearings. Each end of the
sleeve is provided with dogs engaging
with tlie two camshafts. In the sleeve

or hollow journal on which the larger'

skew gear is fitted is a port which is a
timed crank case release, and oil forced
by the crank case compression passes up
the hollow camshafts, lubricating the
cams and " eventually draining through,
the bottom of the case bacli into the main
oil sump.

Direct Acting Rockers.

Inside the cam case are two long rocker

arms which are actuated by the cams,
and on the outer rocker shafts flat sur-

faces are cut against which the locking

screws abut. These screws provide an

adjustment which takes up the clearance

between valve stem and roclcer.

It will be noticed that the C.A.V. mag- •

neto is carried transversely on the top
|

A high efficiency flat twin, the new Wooler with detachable heads
in which the valves are situated ; the carburetter takes warm

air through the crank case casting.

. Disposition of the valves and valve gear. As will be seen the

valve mechanism is entirely enclosed, and the magneto is placed

transversely across the line of the cylinders.

h2 17-18
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Originality in a 1923 Design.—

of the timijig case casting and is driven

by chain off the rear cajiishaffc. On
future models tliis chain will be enclosed.

Transmission is Ijy chain from a gear-

driven gear box in the crank case.

Lubrication is carried out in much the

^(^KS

The sports model combustion head,

showing the interrupted thread jomt.

t

same manner as on previous Wooler
models of recent construction. Oil is

lifted by the gear wheel embodying the

clutch into a trough, tlius keeping a con-

stant level in an upper sump just suffi-

ciently deep to- allow the crank webs to

dip into it. These webs are drilled and
, oil flows up through a specially cut
I channel to the big-end roller bearings.

Above the crank case is an oil breather
, which discharges surplus oil through a

rubber pipe into the top tube of the
frame, whence it drains down the down

, tube and flows back into the sump. Great

j

efforts are being made towards oil eco-
' nomy, and at the present time the con-

sumption varies between 600 and 800
m.p.g., but it is hoped eventually to get

.• as much as 1,000 m.p.g. Half a gallon
of oil is carried in the main sump.

Drilled aluminium pistons with slightJy

domed tops are fitted, the gudgeon pin

being held by two spigotted brass discs.

Larger gudgeon pins than before are now
supplied.

The carburetter takes warm air throngh
tlie crank case casting.

Considerable improvements have been
effected in the standai'd chain-driven
model, which has very pleasing lines.

Engine alterations have been in detail

only, but important changes have been
made in the material. Air-tightness lias

been ensured in the copper inlet pipes

by fitting a cone-shaped felt washer en-

closed in a coned copper ring and kept
in position by a spring abutting against

a shoulder on the inlet pipe. To remove
the inlet pipe it is only necessary to

undo two nuts on the e.xterior of the

inlet valve gear casing. Incidentally,

practically all the nuts on the machine
fit one double-ended spanner.

Foot Gear Control Abandoned.

For the first time the Wooler is fitted

with girder forks.

Instead of foot control the gear can
now be changed by means of a long lever

worked by hand ; when in the neutral

position this lies parallel to the front

down tube of the frame. 'So as to give

a lower saddle position the saddle pillar

has been abandoned and in its place a

special lug has been incorporated at the

rear of the frame, to which the saddle

is fitted. This also gives a greater clear-

ance, and more play for the springs

The present gear ratios are 5, 8 and
16^ to 1, but the sports model is fitted

with a close-ratio gear box. Great im-
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provements have been brought about as

regards the mudguarding, the mudguards
Ijeing wider and an efficient flap being

fitted to the front guard in such a manner
tliat it cainiot rattle or work loose.

Naturally the Wooler spring frame has

been retained, but an improvement has

Ijeen made in the rear brake, which is

now actuated by the rider's left heel.

The tightening of the single chain is

quite a simple matter. It is only neces-

sary to loosen the engine bolts and screw

up the special adjuster provided, which
abuts up against the crank case casting.

Cam case ca.^ting show.ng cams l

rockers.

OIL-COOLED SOLO SINGLE.
New Henley Model with 350 c.c. Bradshaw Engine and All'chain Drive.

WHEN many so-called new machines
follow such a standard specification

that it is difficult to tell one from
another except by the colour of the tank,
it is a pleasure to come across an
assembled machine which has^ individual
characteristics and which without being
ireakish stands out from the normal run.
Such a mac-biue is the new 350 c.c.

Bradshaw-engined Henley^ -made by the
Henley Cycle Co., 18, Doe Street, Bir-
mingham.
"The engine is of the latest pattern and

is, of course oil-cooled, having overhead
valves. The principle on which the Brad-
shaw units are designed has been fully

dealt with on more than one occasion in

the pages of Tlie. Motor Cycle, but slight

alterations have been made, the most
noticeable being a modified exhaust port
casting. Transmission is by chain through-
out, through a three-speed Burman gear
box with clutch and kick-starter ;

' the
chains are protected over the upper runs
only, but the guards are of cast aluminium
and should be considerably less liable to

develop rattles than sheet metal pro-
tectors. Both- brakes are 6f the internal
e.xpanding type, Druid forks are employed,
and the rear mudguard is of exceptional
width, so wide in fact that the chain and
chain guard pass through a slot therein ;

while the front mudguard, though con-

siderably narrower, is valanced throughout
its length. Every detail has been care-

fully thought out, even to the rubber grips

which are supplied on the handle-bars.

Our photos show a plain exhaust pipe,

but a special silencing arrangement is sup-
plied attached to the end of this pipe so

as to reduce noise and comply with the

law. The footrests fitted are of consider-

able width, and the riding position is mosrt

comfortable. At £79 15s. this machine
is of excellent value, more especially

as the price includes 26x2^in. tyres. The
finish throughout is excellent, the colour

scheme being black and gold.

A new model of particularly attractive specification—the 330 c.c. Henley fitted with a Bradshaw engine-

b3
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An Impression of

the Country which,

according to John

Ruskin, affords

One of the Three

Finest Prospects in

Europe.

By ' FRIAR JOHN. Near the Mawddach Estuary. This illustration shows how photography can, with a wide angle lens

m sunless weather, reduce a fine subject to the commonplace.

THE road from Dolgelly to Barmouth has been

described by one writer thus :
" Dolgelly-

Barmouth, 9 miles, rather twisty and narrow in

parts." He says also of Snowdon :
" To make the

tour complete an ascent of Snowdon should be under-

taken; a small restaurant is situated at the summit, but

b.est take your food with you."

I forgive this Philistine his dismissal of Snowdon,

because each time I have made the ascent rain has

fallen heavily. But indifference to that magical bit

of road from Dolgelly to Barmouth I cannot forgive.

It is a colossal affront to Nature.

A First Impression.

My first impression of this road will ne\'er be

effaced. After a 200 miles' sidecar run we had reached

Dolgelly and were climbing the range of hills oxer-

looking the Mawddach estuary, when suddenly the

curtain of mist on our left was torn away. Through
the rent we saw the sun gleaming on a vast spread of

golden sand. On the foothills below Cader Idris

patches of brilliant-coloured vegetation gleamed for a

moment like bright enamels, then dissolved away in

greyness again. As we ambled along the road to Bar-

mouth the fog rolled down the mountain side and
swallowed us once more. For several miles we gingerly

felt our way ; then suddenly the veil was lifted again.

We plunged into a new world, into an atmosphere as

clear as crystal, leaving the clouds behind for good.

This transformation from grey-green to. brilliant sun-

light was uncanny and heady. It was like a draught

of champagne after a day's forced march in full kit,

like ether on an aching tooth. It is a thousand-to-one

chance against a similar phenomenon to that described

being witnessed again, but even without dramatic light-

ing effects the beauties of the Mawddach estuary must
demand appreciation. Cader Idris (only less by 633ft.

than Snowdon), towering over the lower "peaks, domin-

ates the estuary, and .provides sport as thrilling as can

be wished for by the most ardent cragsman.

John Ruskin'^ Opinion.

As Barmouth is approached the Mawddach widens,

and unless a stay is anticipated in the district, leave

the sidecar just before entering the town and ask the

way to the Precipice walk, which overlooks the gulf.

The climb will be worth the effort. John Ruskin has

left on record in " Modern Painters " that the Maw-
ddach estuary, as seen from Barmouth, affords one oi

the three finest prospects in Europe. These are bold

words. If one is fortunate enough to view it on a

clear day, when the- west "wind sends billowy clouds

from Cardigan Bay to cast fleeting shadows on the

water and purple mountain sides, then Ruskih's

opinion will be upheld. It is a sublime panorama, well

worth a fifty mile detour to see."

MOTORISTS COMMON RIGHTS.

THAT a motorist cannot be deprived of his right

of access to a common by a local byelaw was
shown by the result of a recent case in the

Bromley police court. A member of the A.C.U. was
summoned by the police for taking his machine on

Keston Common at a spot adjoining the Bromley-

Westerham road, a favourite rendezvous for motor-

b 4
.

-

ists. The A.C.U. solicitor, who defended, argued

that the particular section of the byelaws under which

this prosecution was brought applied only to those

portions of the common which have been enclosed for

cricket and other games. The court took die same,

view, and dismissed the case, giving costs (^2 2s.).

against the police.
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W. P. Metcalfe

Brough-Superior) win-

ner of a recent fifty

mile race organised by

the Belfast and District

M.C.C. at Dundonald.

CardiflE M.C.C.
Permission bas been obtained to hold speed trials

on_ the pTonienade at Penarth on the 30lh of

this month, comrneueing at 1.30 p.m. Entry
" rnis and other particulars may be obtained from

A. Davics, 91, Penywain Eoad, Cardiff.

Western Centre A.C.U.
Hie third inLer-teara trial for the Western

LitiLre filty guinea Challenge Cup will take place
oti Saturday, the 23rd inst., commencing at 2 p.m.
Compelitors will be required to cover a course of
about 17 miles, twice. Rulee and other par-
ruulars are available from Mr. F. R. Ware,
" St. Sidwells," LuSey Avenue, Gloucester.

Aberdeen and District BI.C.

G. K. Ferres (349 Massey Anac) carried ofE the
silver rose bow! presented by jUi*. Pet^r Smith for
the best performance fit the hill-climl) which wns
held on Sliui Hill, near Alford, on the 26th of Jast
mouth. Some good riding was witnessed by the large
ornwd of spectators. A. Brown (490 Norton) ran a
close second.

Westmorland M.C.C.
RciulU of the speed trials held on the 2nd insb.

are~nuw to hand and are given as follows. The
event was held at Old Town, near Kirkby Lons-
dale, ccmmencing at 4 p.m. ;

—

275 C.C. (Solo).—J. Atkinson (249 Velocette),
41"/iiS.

350 C.C. (Solo).—J. N. Yates (349 Sheffield-Hen-
derdon), 55s.
550 C.C. (KoLO).—1, B. Hill <4Sl Scott). 321/53.;

2, P. HoggarUi (490 Norton), 331/3S.
Unlimited (Solo).—B. Hill (481 Scott), 31%s.
UlTLiMiTEn (SoLO) Handic.\p.--1, J. N. Yates

<549 She(Lield-Hender5on), 3434s.,- 2. P. Hoggarth
(490 Norton), 35-^^s.
Uklishted (Solo) Hakdicap for Milnthorpe

Gup.—B. Hill (481 .Scott), 34%s., who also made
tne fastest time of the day on the half-mile incline.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
Bank Hoiiie Hill, near Pudses', was the scene of a

ueak hill-cliiul' lor solo machiaes on Satuida^', tbe
2nd inrt. The hill is aliout hall a mile in lengtlc.
and has an average gradient of 1 in 5, and a large
crowd of si'er-tatois gathered to-sec the contest, whicJ!
was fer the Wilson Cup. W. Clough (532 Scott),
who carried off the cup last year, ivas again snecess-
^ul, gaining the lull 120 points, and P. Bean (499
SunbeaiD) was awarded the gold medal for the second
best performance, securing 114 points. Other good
oUuibs were made l.y E, P. Hodd (492 Sunbeam),
T. Ballns, inn. (550 P. and M.), A. Smith (293
tiew Imperial). E. A. Bonner (500 3f.U.T.), and J.
Galvert (532 Scott).
Twentv-eisht competitors entered for the Priestley

Cap reliability trial which was held on the same
'liiv over a coaise of 149 miles in length
rhe results of this run were announced as follows;
(1) J. Conchar (10.5 McKenzie ear), Priestley Cup.

105 error.

(2) W, Marriott (293 Coventry Eagle), three silver
haaenr cups. 108 error.

(3) A. W. Brittain (B.S.A. car), special gold
medal. Ill error.
'^ E. P. Dodd (492 Sunbeam), silver medal. 123

error.

5-&

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.

The hill-climb airnn^'^ed for the 16th inst. has been
por^tponed and speed trials substituted ; entries should
reni-h Sir. C B. I' Anson, IMendow Close, Epsoui,
not later than to-day.

CUthecoe and District M.C.C.
In spite of the bad weather which prevailed

throughout the Captain's reliability trial during
the .last week-end of August, quiLe au enjoyable
time was spent.

Weeft:=]Eu5 Club JEveuts.

SeVt- lOth.Surrey M.C. ami L.C.C—Hill Climb.
Sept. 16th.—Dumfries and District M.C. ami C.C.—

ReUfibiiiti/ Trial.

Sept. 16ih.—Mi<i Biicls M.C.C.—Third Trophy
Hun.

Sept. 16th.—Liverpool M.C.—Reliance Cup Trial:
Sept. 16th.—Essex County and Southend A.C.—

Gijmlchana.
Sept. 16th.—Worcester M.C. and District M.C.C.—

Annual Hill Climb.
Sept. 16th.—Coeentry and WarwicJcskire M.C.—

Hedditeh M.C. Trial.
Sept. 16th.—Coatbridge, Airdrie and District

M.C.C.—Hill Climb.
Sept. 16th.~Ashford M.C. ami L.C.C.—Club Run.
Sept. 16lh.—York ami District M.C.—Hun to

Scarboroudh.
Sept. 16th.—East Midland CeMre A.C.U.—Hill

Climb.
Sept. Uth.-Siirbiton M.C.—ReliabiM]/ Trial.
Sept. 16lk-17th.—Coventry Triauf/le Club.—Run to

Chepstow and Wye Valley.
Sept. irth.—Ueifjate, RedhiU and District M.C.C.—

Cctptain's Surprise Run.
Sept. 17th.—Eastbourne ami District M.C.C.—

Penalty Run.
. Sept. 17th.—Leerls M.U.—Run to Nun Monldon.
Sept. 17th.^Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.—Week-end

Social Run and Trial.
Sept. 17th.—Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Cheedale and

MiUer's Dale.
Sept. 17th.—BrUlgnorth and District M.C.C—

Gymkhana.
Sept. 17th.^Doncaster ami District M.CC:^^Run

to Clumber.
Sept. 17th.—York and District M.C—Social Run.
Sept. 17th.—Middlesbroii{/h arul District M.C —

John Gjer's Trial.
Sept. 17th.—Halifax and District M.C. and L.C.C—

Reliability Trial.

Sept. 17th.—Atherton and Di.^trict M.C.C.—Run to

Tarj^orley.
Sept. 20th.—York and District M.C—Old Crocks'

Climb.
Sept. 20th.—Leefls M.U.—Impromptu Run from

City Square.
Sept. 21st.—Bulwell M.C—DovetMe and Via

Gellia.
Sept. 31st.—Basingstoke M.C.C.—Annual Bill

Climb.

Richmond, Twickenham & District M.C.
*

It is proposed to organise a motor cycle club
for this district at an early date if sufficient
support is forthcoming. Persons interested should
communicate with Mr. V. F. G. Fowke, c/o
Troomes Transport, Edwin Read, Twickenham.

Worcester and District M.C.
In conjunction with the Worcestershire M.C, and

the Malvern^! M.C.C. a run tcok pUit'o to Madresfield
Court, Malvern, on Saturday, the 2nd inst-, at the
invitation of Earl Beauehautn, K.C., patron of

the clubs included. Fine weather favoured the eveut,

and a pleasant afternoon was spent insyecting the
grcuuds.

Soutbport M.C.
Aiioth.°r race meeting is being held on Saturday,

ths 30th inst., on the sands at Southport, for solo

and passenger machines. The last meeting was a

great success, over 140 entries being received. It

is intended to hav^ 5 mile races for 350 c.c., 500 e.c.

and unlimited solo motor cyoIe«>. Full particulars

ean be obtained from Mr. Rowland Hill, 75, Sefton
Street, Southport.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.
Normans Hollow, near Maaisfield. has been chosen

for holding the half-mile flying start hill-climb

on Saturday the 16th inst.. open to motor cycles

and passenger machines. A club team champion-
ship, together with the annual reliability trial for

the centre premiership, will be held on the last

Saturday of the month. The course will be one
over which any standard machine should be cap-

able of travelling. Individual entries, club teams,

and teams of one make will be accepted.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

On the Saturday before last members competed in

a reliability trial for the " Erie Williams " shield

and otiier awards, with the following results: —
(1) Dr Harvey (Mntfhleart sc), *' Eric "Williams "

shield, gold medal, and silver cigarette case. Time,
error, 23%3.
(2) H. Green (925 Clyno sc.),- silver medal. SSVss.

eiTOT.
, , ,

(3) E. Wheeler (499 Sunbeam sc), bronze medal.
36I/5S. error.

The Lady's Prize was won liy Miss K. Smith ^976

Smibpain sc.), M-itli a total time error of 48'^,^s.,

carrying off the Clu!i silver, cup.

Central Cornwall M.C.

Speed trials on Davidstow Moor on Saturday

last attracted a large gathering of mdtorists. The
course was a measured half-mile, wjth a flying

start, and between thirty and forty entrants, in-

cluding cars and motor cycles, were timed elec-

trically by the club's special timing apparatus.

The results are as follows :—
350 c.c: (1) O. G. Whitluck (349 A.J.S.), 33s.;

(2) R. Dyer (293 New Imperial), 54^/0.

650 c.c : (1) G. R. Symons (499 Sunbeam),
222/5.; (2) P. Philips (490 Norton). 27V5S,

Unlimited: (1) G. R. Symons (499 Sunbeam),

213.; (2) G. R. Symons (600 Humber), 25-i5S.

The -weather was cold but mainly fair.
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JMteM to t£6 GMor
The Ed t3r does not hold himself responsible for the opinion; of his correspondents.

CorresBondence should he addiessed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.O.4., and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address. •

'iO.OOO MILES HUNNING.
Sir,—I think that I should be serving a useful purpose in

affording motor cyclists my experience in the use of a 550

c.c. Triumph for a period of about two and a half years.

I purchased my cycle in April, 1920, and to date I ha^ve

completed 19,500,- miles, during the whole of which time

I have used a sidecar and frequently a pillion seat for a

second passenger.

I have completed the whole distance without any trouble

beyond the blowing out of a valve cap, which had worked
loose, and an occasional punctured tyre. My experience

includes a strenuous club trial, which I completed success--

fully, my only fault being that I arrived in advance of time
and was penalised accordingly. I won first prize in a petrol

consumption test, with 127 miles per gallon. I followed the

Six Days Trials in 1920 with two passengers, and proceeded
from Brooklands to Land's End and thence, via Bristol to

Liverpool, covering a distance of 1,475 miles. A fortnight

ago I rode to London froin Liverpool, with two passengers,

in a little over ten hours. On the return journey, at Rugby
I experienced my first engine trouble, and I dispatched the

cycle and sidecar to Coventry for attention.

The trouble was caused through the .shearing of the crank-
pin rivets, which necessitated a new piston, main shaft,

sprocket, and chain. This was made good by the Triumph
Company without charge.
Put shortly, my experience shows 19,500 miles with no

frame, engine, magneto, carburetter, or plug trouble. During
the whole period I have used two plugs (Lodge waterproof)

;

the first, still perfect, is kept as a spare.

A. D. HARPER.

MAKE BROOKLANDS WORTH VISITING.

Sir,—May I trespass to reply, on behalf of the "motor
cycle crowd at -Brooklands to "Tangent's" article?
As a reader since 1912, and a regular habitue of Brook-

lands for the same time, I think I am in a position to take
up cudgels on their behalf. At every meeting, car or cycle,

you will find the humble motor cyclist well in evidence.
Brooklands with some folk is almost a religion, and I think
with all its shortcomings the "old lump of cement " wants
a lot of beating for an enjoyable aftei-noon's sport.

MATCHLESS.
London, N.16.

Sir,
—"Tangent" is, in my opinion, very wide of the

mark. The reason why Brooklands is unpopular is simply
because of the expense of racing there. A man, before he
oan enter an event, has to become a member of the club that
happens to be running it, which means that to do any racing
one has to be a member of six or seven clubs. The average
man cannot afford it, and will not run a stunt machine to
enter his club's one meet of the year at Brooklands.
What would track racing of the running and bicycling

world be if every competitor had to join each club at whose
meeting he wished to compete?- NOT A CRACK.

Essex. '

b8

SCORING ON THE CORNERS.
Sir,—I was very interested in "Ixion's" remarks on the

subject of the Scott Squirrel. I am the owner of -a 4-valve

Triumph and a Sports Sunbearir, and I pride myself that

I am never overtaken on the road. Recently, however, 1

went for a run on the Sunbeam with a friend who owns a

Scott Squirrel. On the straight I reckon that my machine
is a good 5 m.p.h. faster than his ; but all the same I found

that I had the greatest difficulty in keeping up with him,

as he could corner at an astounding speed, and although his

machine is far lighter than mine it appeared to be glued to

the road. At first I thought that my bad riding was the

trouble, but later oil we changed machines, when I found

that corners did not appear to exist.

What is the secret?. J.B.R.
Invergordon.

WHY?
Sir,—I cannot understand why some manufacturers do not

study details more than they do.

Why do not all firms fit a spring back stand, as on the

Rudge and Norton ?

Why do they not fit the change gear lever in a forward
position, such as on the 349 c.c. A.J.S. and Sports Sunbeam,
so that one can grip the tank with one's knees? Or if the

machine is supplied with touring handle-bars, in the middle
of the tank, as on the two-stroke James and some of the

Rovers ?

Why do so many still fit the rim brake instead of a front

brake such as on the B.S.A., A.J.S., or A.B.C. ?

Why do a large number fit such small tool bags and
supply a cheap set of tools on a rtiachine which is looked
upon as first-class in other respects?

Why do not all carburetter levers all work the same way?
Okehampton. DARTifOOR.

UPPER-CYLINDER LUBRICATION.
Sir,—The matter of "upper-cylinder lubrication" is ex-

ceedingly interesting to me,, because the M.A.G. engine has

been designed with this end in view As a matter of fact,

the upper portion of the cylinder is already in most engines

properly cared for from the crank case. The inlet valve and
its guide, and the overhead rocker and the push rod guides,

are lubricated from the crank case in all overhead inlet valve

M.A.G. engines, the oil being drawn up from the crank case,

lubricating these pai-ts on its way into the top of the

cylinder. This system, I might mention, . has been well

covered by patents.

There is no question about the fact that these parts re-

quire lubricating, and if it can be done automatically-^as

is the case with the M.A.G. engine—it means that the engine

will last very much longer, and will not require constant

adjustment, the carburation is better owing to no air being

drawn through the inlet valve guide, and, generally speaking,

the engine,runs in a very much sweeter and softer manner.
OSBORNE DE LISSA,

Managing Director, The M.A.G. Engine Co., Ltd.
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MUSICAL TWO-STROKES.
6ir,—Mr. Topham-Hayncs' suggestion, though intei'esting,

is not entirely convincing. I write not in the spirit of idle

criticism, but in the hope that he may be able to furnish

further evidence on one or two points.

I quite agree that in four-stroking better scavenging occurs

than when two-stroking, other circumstances being the

same ; but is it not the fact that four-stroking occurs almost
invariably on light loads ? In this case

' \ the indicator diagram is lather flat, as

UfifER LINE. AT SMALLTHRpfTTLEOPENING
TWO - OTROKING-

CENTRELINE.' iAME. BUT FWR-STRDKING
VPPER. LINE. AT FULL THHPTTLE

TW5 -dTROKING

^ shown in the attached sketch, and not as

\ shown by Mr. Topham-Haynes ; the im-

^ proved scavenging due to four-stroking

will then raise

the pressures to

form the dotted
diagram here-

with. This dia-

gram shows
pressures which
are still less than

those of Mr. Top-
ham - Hayne's

full-load two-stfV oking diagram, and thus his explanation

appears tj fail.

To regard the matter from another point of view, one

may safely say that the pressures which occur in a two-

stroke motor cycle engine are never as high as those which
occur in the four-strokes. The paper by Dr. Lanchester
and Mr. Pearsall read last session before the Institution

of Automobile Engineers, leaves little doubt on that point.

If Mr. Topham-Haynes' suggestion were the true explana-
tion, one might reasonably expect the ordinary four-stroke

to emit a similar noise. Actually this does not occur.
In conclusion, may I ask if Mr. Topham-Haynes' diagrams

have actually been obtained from a two-stroke engine ? II

so, was the four-stroking quite normal, or was it artificially

produced by some means such as tampering with the
Ignition? If it was not artificially produced, what caused
it on fairly full throttle, as shown by the diagram ?

E. P. WILLOUGHBY.
THE NEED FOR CAUTION.

Sir,—I have read with considerable interest " Ixion's
"

comments on the need for careful driving on holidays.
I returned yesterday from a twelve days' motor cycling

tour in North Wales, and, from my experience there, I
can substantiate his remarks in every detail. I can truth-
fully say I have had more " wind up " on this holiday than
I had whilst serving for two or three years in a "suicide

club " in Flanders. In every case the person responsible
was a car driver—more often than not, a Ford merchant.
These people seem to think they are the only people on
the road, and in the narrow winding lanes near Rhyl, which
I made my centre, they drive like veritable maniacs. On
at least a dozen occasions I have been compelled to stop
in a hurry because one of these madmen came careering

round a corner at a dangerous speed, and without any
audible warning of approach.
Regarding motor coaehes, I must say that I have met

with more consideration from the drivers of these vehicles

than from any car drivers I have met. When overtaking
one I have invariably been waved on^ and when passing
one going in the opposite direction I have always been
allowed my fair share of the road.

Barnsley. "FAMILY SIDECARIST."

UNSATISFACTORY SILENCE LAWS.
Sir,—I am not a motor cyclist, and abhor a noisy exhaust,

but at the same time must say that in my opinion the
order regarding silence is being stretched to cover some-
thing it dops not say.

The Motor Cars (Use and Construction) Order No. 11,

1912, says :
—" (7) He shall not use any cut-out . . . which

will allow the exhaust gases to escape . . . without first

passing through a silence)-, expansion chamber, or other
contrivance suitable and sufficient for reducing as far as
may reasonably be practicable the noise. . . ."

Hence it appears that neither a silencer nor expansion
chamber is compulsory, so long as some other contrivance
does the work. The wording of the Order seems to jmply
that so long as you quieten the exhaust the law does not
care a brass farthing how it is done, and to talk such non-
sense as about not having a silencer on the expansion cham-
ber (a police officer's evidence at the Coventry police court
recently) is about as good as talking about a man not having
a carburetter on his back wheel brake.
As the question of noise is simply a matter of opinion,

the quickest and easiest way would, in my opinion, be to

try the machine before the magistrate, due precautions to

be taken for no alteration between the time of alleged
offence and the official trial. Better still, for a duly
appointed official to hear the machine before it goes on
the road, and to issue a certificate stating the means by
which the requisite amount of silence has been obtained,
so as to obviate any question of alteration after the certifi-

catii has bei/n issued.

This is only my opinion, and, not being a la^vyer, do not
advise any motor cyclist to take it as good law.

- M. W. DANKS.

THE ENTHUSIASUM OF THE MOTOR CYCLIST. One ot the most pleasing features ot a big trial like the recent Six Days
event is the way it attracts local motor cyclists out to see the competitors on their own little hills. This is well exemplified in

these pictures of well-known riders—O. S. Bridcutt (499 Dunelt) and J. A. Watson-Bourne (976 Brough-Superior) laughingly rehjsing

a fruit offering—on an easy hill near Blaenavon. In both cases the roadside is lined with non-competing machines.

1-12 bil
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TO SUBSTITUTE THE SIDECAR.
Sir,—In a recent issue there is a

paragraph headed "Indispensable," in

which it is stated that " New high-

powered sidecars are as much in

evidence as ever they were. There
appears not the slightest likelihood of

any waning in their popularity, and
once again may be asked, ' WJiere is

the vehicle that can replace them?'"
Some of us in the North and a few

in the South can afford to smile at this

paragraph and at the question asked,

because we know that the answer has
been found. I can say that for my
part I never want to go back to the

powerful sidecar again, and other, users
of the L.S.D. three-wheeler that I

know are equally sure.

With a J. A. P. engine that does not
overheat, a comfortable roomy body
which will take two adults, as well as

a youngster on a seat fixed to the
floor ; with accommodation for more
luggEige than a sidecar can carry, on
the tailboard, which itself will easily

carry a passenger if necessary ; with
running cost certainly no higher than
that of a heavy sidecar ; with far

greater comfort, sociabilitir and safety

—well sprung, soundlv designed, and
faultlessly made from A to Z, its working parts
very accessible, and able to surprise the majority
of cars on ordinary hills, steering perfectly with
none of the sidecar side-drag and side-shake, and produced
at £165, complete with lamps, horn, screen, hood, and tools,

the L.S.D, alreadj' answers the question, and no one who
has ever tried the two would think twice about it.

J. A. HUBBARD.

.LARGE TYRES ON SLIPPERY ROADS.
Sir,—In your issue of August 31st appear the following

two statements about oversize tyres :

—

On page 297 : "The disadvantages are found in the greater

weight of the tyre, and a slightly increased tendency to

sideslip. . .
."

On page 310: "... which reminds us that, excepting
perhaps the solo Sunbeams, the large tyred machines were
infinitely steadier in grease than the 26 x 2^in. brigade."
On behalf of the thousands who are financially unable to

experiment, may I ask which of your staff expei'ts is right?

I, personally, am not going to ride any more 2iin. tyres

if 3in. are comfier, but at the same time I have no use for

3in. if they are jazzier. Looks as if I shall have to walk.
Sheffield.

^
WIFFLES.

[Opinion on the relative steadiness of 2^in. and 3in. tyres

on treacherous road surfaces is sharply divided. Probably
"-iuriga's " view that the larger tyre is more liable to side-

slip is the more commonly held ; the fact that practically all

the competitors started the trials on brand new covers may
account for the steadiness of those v/ho used the larger

sizes in the si-x days event. The slightly increased ten-

dency to skid comes, if ever, when the oin. tyre has worn
its tread away, and certainly not before.

—

Ed.]

"BUS" TABOO.

Sir,—I read with much interest Mr. J. Fairfax Blake-
borough's article in The Motor Cycle recently.

Having been connected for some time with the naval side

of flying, and thus in contact daily 'with many types . of

"aeronauts" (his term), may I say that the expression "'bus"
as applied to machines is strongly deprecated and very warily
used in the Services to-day.

I once overheard one delinquent report to his CO. that
" his 'bus " was ready for flying. He was told to remember
that he "wasn't in London."

In my opinion, the expression is as bad as "mount" when
applied to a motor-cycle. ARGUS.

Hants.
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TWO-STROKES AT SPEIED. There is nothing like two machines of the same make
-competing together for adding a little excitement to the average Brooklands meeting. R. Dequin
and F. W. Carryer, both on 348 c.c. Ivys, having a friendly tussle at the Surbiton Club's event.

SATISFACTORY PUNCTURE PREVENTIVE.

Sir,—May I commend to your earnest notice, and that of

all motor cyclists, the puncture sealing "dope" known as

Jackson's Impervo? Myself and twelve friends have just

returned from a 700 miles camping tour in the West Country.
There were nine push cycles, two motor cycles, and an
8 h.p. Rover car, with a home-made two-wheel trailer behind
it. The only tyre trouble was with the car, two large punc-
tures and a burst. We rode a great deal on flinty roads,
with quite heavy packages and by no means new tyres, and
we had left the mascot behind ! So what we should have
mended had not Impervo done it for us, I do not know.

G. L. PARKS.

THE CANCELLATION OF THE 500 MILE RACE.

Sir,—As one interested in motor cycle racing, I see with
great regret that the 500 mil© race on the 23rd inst. has

been cancelled owing to the alleged likelihood of annoyanoa
to the neighbouring Weybridge residents. I have for some
time regarded the attitude of the track authorities towards
the B.M.C.R.C. with misgiving, and fear that the restrictions

imposed are but the thin end of the wedge. First we have
compulsory silencers, now the cancelment of an important fix-

ture ; What are we to expect next ? There seems to me little

doubt that the B.A.R.C. is trying to push all the responsi'

bility of noise on to the shoulders of the handy scapegoats,

the motor cyclists, in an effort to propitiate its neighbours.

As to the latter, surely they can be more, or less disregarded

in view of the fact that they have put up with the so-called

nuisance, i.e., open exhausts, for fifteen years. In any case,

it would be interesting to know whether these residents

have any power to take action against what occurs on neigh-

bouring private ground during the daytime, any more than

people living near shipyards, aerodromies, etc., can prevent

the activities of the latter. It would appear to me that the

B.A.R.C. should take a firm attitude. in the matter. Surely

it must be realised that tlie more it gives, the more will

be demanded of it, in which case the prospects of long-

distance racing, both car and motor cycle, at Brooklands look

very black.

Is there not still time to organise a 500 mile race in

which silencers of a certain size in proportion to engine

capacity could be made compulsory, and, if so, would Mr^

Locke King consent to allow the use of the track for it?

I have no doubt that a race on these lines would be even

more interesting from a technical point of view than one in

which open exhausts were used. A. ARNOLD.

27-2S
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What Was It?

A yellow two-seater three-wheeler was
11 "on the Brighton road last week-end.

U wa5 nicely streamlined, the two heads

ot a big flat-twin poked through its sides,

and it had a central front wheel.

New Road Open.

The new stretch of road between St.

Albans and Harpenden, which has been
prepared to cut off a dangerous cornej:, is

liow completed, and has been opened for

general use. Tha surface is excellent, and
the advantage of the change bej-ond

question.

Well on the Way to Recovery.

E. Clayton Russell, the Norton rider

who had a serious accident in the Six

Days Trials, sends us a cheery letter

thanking all enquirers for their sym-
pathy. He alleges that his ear was found
being chewed by a puppy dog, but that

it was retrieved in time and has now
been successfully riveted in place by the

house surgeon of the Stafford General

Infirmary.

The Oldest Motor Cyclist.

'Recently the daily newspapers have be-

come alive to the fact that motor cycling

is hot wholly ajomig man's pastime, and
a controversy has started as to who is the
oldest motor cyclist. Three years ago,

in June. July, and August, 1919, a similar

discussion took, place in the columns of

fht Motor Cycle, when it was discovered
that a Mr. Elias Blackburn, aged 89, of
Redcar, easily earned the honour.

Amateurs on Alms Hill.

Whether private owners can even
approximate the performances of trade
riders on freak hills will be seen on the
afternoon of the 17th insf., at Alms Hill,

Henley, which competitors in the recent
Six Days Trials ascended with such
monotonous regularity. On this occasion

the hill will be the scene of an impromptu
climb by members of the Oxford Motor
Club. All motorists in the vicinity are
invited to help by exhibiting the prowess
of their mounts, and adding thus to tlie

interest of the proceedings.

1 SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

I "THE AUTOCAR -—pubHshed
I

from the offices of

'

' THE MOTOR
i CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
S pUte automobile journal embracing
t small,medium,andlarge cars. Every
S^ motor cyclist contemplating the piir-

t chase of a light car should read

f{|^OT(^!LS

Every Friday 4cl.

Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-
cessful autotnobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

Leaderettes : Unwarranted
Activity against Noise.
Anglo-Dutch Trial Can-
celled

Occasional Comments, By Ision,

Among the Accessories

Insurance Problems

Following the Blue Trail ...

Over the Roof of Scatland
Motor Cycles for the Middle-

aged

A 350 h.p. Engine
Road Tests of New Models:

The Humber Sports Flat
Twin

SO m.p.h. for 24 Hours. New
Records at Brocklands ...

A Racing Sleeve Valve Engine
Originality in Flat Twin

Design

The Mawddach Estuary
Club News
tetters to the Editor

Current Chat
Yorkshire and Midland Team

Trials ...

Renovating an CId Engine
Racing in Italy

An Irish Race
Queries and Replies-^...

359
360-1

362

363
364-7

367-8

369-70

371

374-5

375

37S-7

378
^79, 392

380

384-5

38S-8

389
390-1

392

393-4

Was He Wearing Goggles?

From a local paper :

—
" James w;is

summoned for riding a motor cycle not
having an efficient silencer. Defendant
said that the silencer must have fallen off.

and he did not notice its absence until

stopped by the constable. Fined twenty
shillings."

.5ii

No Anglo-Dutch Trial.

Inquiry at the A.C.U. headquarters
last week elicited the information that
the Anglo-Dutch trial arrangements have
been dropped.

Justice Travestied.

A 10s. fine for being drunk in charge
of a motor cycle and 40s. for riding a
machine with a straight-through exhaust
pipe is how the Coventry magistrates ad-

ministered justice last week.

Three-speed Scott in Yorkshire Trial.

Scott enthusiasts all over the country
will be interested to hear that a three-

speed model made its appearance in an
experimental form at last Saturday's
Yorkshire Centre team trial.

Viclimisation oi Glasgow Garages.

Three young men, evidently working
together, have been engaged in victimis-

ing Glasgow garages by the very simple
method of ordering and paying for one
article, while helping themselves to

others.

Further Norton Records.

On the evening of the 5tli inst., V.
Horsman (588 Norton) made successful

attempts on two short distance records

as follows :—10 mile standing start,

8m. 38.79s., 59.59 m.p.h.; 5 miles flying

start, 4m. 12.2s., 71.37 m.p.h.

A Week-End Rescue.

Apropos of what some machines can do
when put to the test, a 496 c.c. Martin-

syde was seen, in a part of the country

by no means free from hills, gallantly

towing a well-laden family sidecar which
had broken down—and apparently making
light of the effort.

SIX DAYS HIGH SPEED TEST. Last week a 48 hour trial was undertaken by

W. B. Pickering, riding a 770 c.c. B.S.A. sidecar. His plan was to ride eight hours daily on

Brooklands, for six days, under A.C.U. observation. Despite some valve trouble 40 m.p.h.

was maintained each day from Monday until Thursday. On Friday the forks broke and the

crank case was damaged. This resulted in oil leaks and a seized engine on the Saturday.

c 3
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YORKSHIRE TEAM TRIAL.
Haggas Shield Event Organised by Harrogate Club attracts 17 Teams. 9 Finish.

HELD under the auspices of the Harro-

gate Club, the inter-club team trial

of the Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
took place on Saturday last. The win-

ning team will hold the Haggas Shield,

and gold, silver, and bronze medals are

also presented.
The event drew entries from 17 teams,

each consisting of two solo machines and

one sidecar, with the exception of two
cases where an L.S.D. and a Morgan
figured as the three-wheelers.

Considerable interest had centred in

the Ilkley Club's entry, which consisted of

three Scott machines, including what was
described as the " liush machine," and
which turned out to be a new type with
three-speed gear bo.x.

Of the 17 teams four were from Bradford,
Hai-rogate coming next with three, while

others were from clubs covering a wide
area, in which Scarborough and Sheffield

were both represented.

On Boltby Bank.

Commencing at Harrogate the first por-

tion of the course led by way of Knares-
borough and Boroughbridge up into the

wolds east of Thirsk. the first real test

being the ascent of Boltby Bank. This
hill proved a stern obstacle to some of the
sidecar machines, but there were com-
paratively few failures. Amongst con-
spicuous successes, the Scott team showed
up well, while C4. M. Townsend went up
at speed on his P. & M. sidecar.

Liiter on in the morning Ingleby
Greenough was tackled, followed by a
really tough piece over the moors, where
the going literally represented ploughing
through the wiriest varieties of Yorkshire
ling and heather.
The lunch "interval followed arrival at

Helmsley, and on the resumption the way
led back "to Ingleby Greenough, where a

A striking effect caused by exhaust smoke and reflections at the watersplash near Boltby village.

detour was made. The ascent of Arden
Bank was the next obstacle, but this was
generally overcome in good style, the
recent spell of dry weather having left the
surface fairly firm, though the gullies

were both numerous and deep.

Moorland Going.

After another moorland run of some
five miles, the descent of Keppic Bank
was made, the route then leading back
into the Yarm-Thirsk road. A milestone
check was made on the main road back
to Harrogate, where the first competitor
was due at 6.40.

S. M. Haigh (555 P. & M. sidecar) on a steep portion of Boltby Bank.

The results have not yet been
announced, but nine teams completed the-
course, namely:—
Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C—W. Moore (532 Scott),

J. S. Duxbury (481 Scott), W. H. Clough (593
Scott sc).
Bradford M.C. and L.C.—W. Haggas (499 Tri^

nmph). H. S. Moorliouse (499 Triumph), G. M.
Townsend (555 P. and M. sc).
Harrogate and District M.C.—D. Moora

(499 Sunbeam), A. Hill (348 New Imperial),
G. W. Hill (481 Scott sc).

Leeds and District.—W. T. Brand (550 Tri-
umph), W. Backhouse (499 Triumph), S. Jepson
(A.J.S. sc).
Scarborough and District M.C.C.—Sf. Mar-

riott (348 Coventry-Eagle), C. E. Jackson (595
Beardmore-Precision), D. Brigham (678 Omega
sc ).

. Darlington and District M.C.C.—B. M.
Catherick (499 Dunelt). C. Bone (349 Wetherell),W Brown (A.J.S. sc).
York and District M.C.—G. Bower (490 Nor-

ton). E. Wasling (499 Triumph), G. W. Shepherd
(LSD.).
Harrogate and District M.C.C.—C. Botterill

(248 Excelsior), T. F. Leak (348 Massey-Arrau),
B Stuttard (Morgan).

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C.—H. M. Beeden (499 Sunbeam), W. L. Adams
(249 Levis). E. Smith (Martiusyde sc).

Of the casualties W. HoUoway (770
B.S.A. sc.) retired early with broken
bearings to front wheel, while H. Robin-
son (976 Zenith) succumbed to belt

trouble.

P. Shaw (555 P. and M.) had the mis-

fortune to meet an erratic Ford van out-

side Harrogate and continued his journey
minus the front portion of his sidecar.

Even then he might have stayed the course

had the- Fates been kinder, for he con-

tinued until the bottom of his sidecar

dropped out, and only then had perforce

to retire.

The event can be considered an entire

success and another credit to the enter-

prise of the Ilkley Club. The Haggas
Shield, presented by Jlr. W. R. Haggas, is

held for one year and carries with it title

of Yorkshire champion team, at present

held by Bradford.
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A MIDLAND INTER-CLUB TRIAL.
An M.C. and A.C. Sporting Half'day Event for Club Teams.

J. E. Greenwood (599 Sunbeam sc.) on one of the many nairpins.

EIGHT t-eams gathei-ed near the top

of Rose Hill, Rednal, on Saturday
last, to compete for the handsome

cup offered by Mr. Easting, of wind-
screen fame.
The event was organised by the Mid-

land Cycle and Athletic Club over three
24-niile laps of a sporting though com-
paratively easy course in the vicinity of

Bromsgrove. . The chief obstacles con-

sisted of one good watersplash, which
was responsible for a number of failures,

a stop and re-start test on Hagley Wood
Hill (each lap), Walton Hill, a sharp
loose-siu-faccd corner part of the way up
Beacon Hill, an acute right-handed hair-

pin a few miles further on, and an acce-

leration test on Eose Hill (first lap only).

The following -clubs were represented
by teams of three solo and three passen-
ijer outfits each :

—

Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Kidder-
minster, Coventry and Warwickshire,
.Sutton Coldfield, West Birmingham,
South Birmingham, and the M.C. and
.\.C.

Watersplash as Eliminating Test.

Within a few miles of the start the
watersplash was encountered, and since it

consisted of a ford some 14 inches deep
(in 'the worst part) and twenty yards
long, lying parallel to a main road, it

afforded much amusement to cjuite a large
crowd of spectators.

^ On the first lap only the Sutton Cold-
neld team emerged from this obstacle
wjth clean sheets. W. Lovegrove (633
Xorton sc.) spoiled the chances of the
Birmingham M.C.C. by taking the water
too fast and coming to a standstill. Of
the Wolverhampton team Frank Smith
(925 Clyno sc.) dropped on to one cylinder
but came through, clean, though .J. Price

(349 Diamond) failed and lifted his ma-
chine on to the bank. F. Adam (490
Norton), representing the Kidderminster
M.C.C, failed. George Dance, who
turned out with a sidecar attached to a
500 c.c. Sunbeam, was steady and good.
C. A. Potts (1087 G.N.) failed, and

though he'^Hiade a gallant effiort to I'estart

and actually got his engine running, the
water thrown up by the flywheel drowned
his plugs. On subsequent laps he took
the path of discretion and followed the
main road.

Great hopes were entertained of the
Coventry Club, only to be sadly dashed,
for F. 'H. Brown (539 Re.x-Acme sc.)

was the only member of the team to

make a clean crossing. The three
500 c.c. Humbers, ridden by H. Crisp,

L. Crisp, and Pi. Grindley, were at a dis-

advantage owing to their out.side fly-

wheels, which threw the water over riders

and ignition systems.

Momentary Stops.

The failures in the West Biroiingham
team were F. R. Dixon (490 Norton),

E. G. Smith (349 Henley), and P.

Ahearne (635 Norton sc). N. Hall, rid-

ing a 292 c.c. O.K. for the South Bir-m-

ingham club, entered the water confi-

dently, but one unlucky splash just at

the end caused a momentary stop, a fault

which was retrieved by his e.xcellent per-

formances on sub.sequent laps. L. E.

Clulee (292 Allon), of the same team,

stopped momentarily, but restarted and

rode out in good style. The record of

the organising club's team was spoilt by
T. Woodcock (498 Ariel) and T. Lloyd

(733 Brough-Superior).
Restarting on Hagley Wood Hill

proved too easy for the majority, and in

the first lap only F Adam (490 Norton)
and C. A. Potts (1087 G.N.) failed to get

H. Co.'lins (633 Norton sidecar) making the ascent of a narrow, stony portion ot the course.

c 5
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A Midland Inter-Club Trial.—

away clean, while T. Lloyd (733 Brough-
Superior) made quite the star per-

formance.

Foot Balancing Not Penalised.

Touching with the foot was not
penalised, and this somewhat nullified

the severity of the tests on Beacon Hill

and the suhsequent hairpin. During the
first and more than half the second lap.

only Lloyd (733 Brough Superior) was
penalised on Beacon Hill, while at the
hairpin Eoberts (799 A.J.S. sc.) and E.
Boydell (595 New Hudson sc.) came

to grief, and while Potts (G.\.) was
forced to reverse two or three times in

order to get round. Previous to this T.
Peek (498 Ariel sc.),, and E. Boydell (595
New Hudson sc), had, for some mysteri-
ous reason, failed on Walton Hill, a rise

which is not sufficiently serious to cause
failure except owing to bad luck.

In the acceleration test on Dose Hill the
following shone, and managed to cover
the required distance in less than 20sec. :

V. Smith (490 Norton^ F. Price (349
Diamond), C. Hounh (349 A.J.S.). W.H.
Smith (398 - A.BX.). E. A. Barnett
(249 Francis Barnett), E. Grindlav

E. Arthur (733 Brough Superior) made one of the only two non-stop performances of the

Sutton Coldfield team. In the deep walersplash.

(600 Humber), J. Montgomery (986
Brough Superior sc). A. W. Thrush (49S
Sunbeam), E. Arthur (733 Brough
Superior), F. E. Dixon (494 Norton)
E. G. Smith (349 Henlev). A. EoUason
(498 Ariel), and Woodcock (493 Ariel).

On each succeeding lap the water splasli

drew its toll of. victims, and proved easily

the centre of attraction to spectators.

W. H. Smith, who was baulked on the

first lap. caused much amusement on a

subsequent occasion by taking the water
at speed, but the A. B.C. is not a hydro-
plane, and the fireworks ended in a very

damp fizzle On the second and third

laps there were 18 failures at this spot

uii each occasion.

Only Six Fail to Finish.

Of the whole entry (48) there were two
non-starters, -C Greenwood (492 Suii-

beam), and -S. Mar.shall (349 A.J.S-),

whde F. Adam (490 Norton), J. Eoberts

(799 A.J.S. sc), H. Collins (633 Norton
sc ), A. Eollason (498 Ariel). T. Peck
(498 Ariel), and T. Blumfield (994 Ariel

sc ) failed to complete the course.

The organisation was excellent in every

\\ a\ . but by a curious coincidence the

ascent of Hagley Wood Hill was some-

\\hat complicated by the BirminghaBi

club's run to Llangollen, which ascended

the same hill at the same time. Con-

fusion was, however, avoided by a red

cioss on the number plates of the latter

club. .;

The results were as follows :

—

(11 Birmingham M.C'.C. (Marks Lost. 26i,
''

^ Smith (490 Norton), 1 stop.

\\ Lovegrove (653 Norton sc), 3 stops.

J Lidstone (349 James).
F Cotton (749 James sc).
Ct Kimberlev (349 James).
E G. Beijsley (599 Sunbeam sc).

(2) West BrEMiNOH.\M M.C.C. (Marks Lost. 48i.

F R. Dixon (490 Norton), 1 stop.

A Cope (492 Sunbeam sc),
R Dumbleton (349 Henloy), J stops.

P Ahearne (499 Sunbeam sc). 2 stops.

S Sprang (499 Sunbeam).
H Turner (490 Norton sc), 1 stop.

(3) -Sorxn Birmingham M.C.C. (JIarks
Lost, 70).

N Hall (292 O.K.), 1 stop.

H Uzzell (976 New Imperial scK 2 stops.

L. E. Chilee (292 Allon), 1 stop.

H. Perrev (770 B.S.A. sc).

J. Wilkiiis (249 New Imperial).
E. Boydell (595 New Hudson sc), 3 stnp.!-

ESSEX MOTOR CLUB'S 24 HOURS TRIAL.
. From London to Bala t)/a Bwlch'Y'Groes and Return to Dunstable.

THE Essex Motor Club held its annual
London-Bala-Dijnstable 24 hours
trial, a distance of 420 miles, last

week-end. Starting from the Castle Hotel,
Woodford, on Friday night the route lay
through St. Albans, Daventry, Tamworth.
and Welshpool to Balri, returning through
Llangollen to Welshpool, thence up Long
INlountain, a detour of 5g miles, when
the road covered on the outward journey
was rejoined and followed back to

Dunstable.
Although twenty -four cars were entered

the motor cycle entry was disappointing,
only five solos, three sidecars, and three
three-wheelers participating.

There were two non-stop sections, that
on the outward run being Dinas Mawddy
to the summit of Bwlch-y-Groes, the last

mile of which was timed, a cup being

c 6

presented in each class to the competitor
whose time over this mile was nearest to

15 m.p.h. E. A. Marks (349 A..J.S.) made
a good climb, although he had suffered
lamp troubles during the night. W. A.
Newell (490 Norton) failed on the hairpin,
and W. H. Norris (598 Ealeigh) came to

rest with his rear wheel spinning in the
grease just after negotiating the corner.

The Pass Still Difficult.

W. P. Browning (799 A..J.S. sc.) came
to rest just before the corner and was
baulked bv a car further up the hill.

H. E. K."Sawtell (1,098 Morgan) made
a good clinib, but S. W. Dame (1,098
jNIorgan) failed, and after nearly running
over the precipice he baulked several cars.

S. Biss (1,098 Coventry-Premier three-

wheeler) was most unfortunate, for after

breaking a spring near TamAvorth he punc-

tured on the hill and then burnt out hU
clutch. ,>.

-

After breakfast at Bala the second non-

stop section was up Long Mountain, about

three miles after leaving Welshpool on the I

return journey. The surface was quite '

dry, though rough and rutty. W. P. I

Browning (799 A.J.S. sc.) ca'rae to rest •

by the bottom corner owing, we under-

stand, to an air-lock in his petrol pipe,

and W. A. Newell (490 Norton) felLioff

near the same spot. E. A. IMarks (SW

A.J.S.). W. H. Norris (698 Ealei^),

W. P. Browning (799 A.J.S. sc), H. W-
Glendinning (976 Zenith sc), S. W.
Dame (1098 Morgan),- and H. E. K.

Sawtell (1098 Morgan) checked in at fie

finish at Dunstable. - 'I
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RENOVATING AN OLD ENGINE.
How an Amateur Mechanic Rebushed and Rebalanced a 1916 A.J.S. twin.

THE rebushing and general overhaul of a moto'r

cycle engine is by no means, such a difficult

affair as is often supposed, and, while ordinary

care is, of course, .essential, there is little in these

operations beyond the power of the average amateur,

provided he has access to a lathe. The writer at any

rate does not -claim to be an expert mechanic, and was,

nevertheless, very successful in the renovation of his

1916 A.J.S. twin.

Work Scarcely Necessary.

Engines of the type mentioned had plain bearings

throughout; and although the writer's specimen was

running at the top of its form, it was expected,

as it had ove;; 12,000 miles to its credit, that? some

at least of the bushe? would be showing signs of wear.

The engine was therefore taken out of the frame and
entirelv dismantled. The only difficulty here was the

unscrewing of the nuts which hold the crank pin in

the flywheels, but after gentle persuasion with hammer
and punch they came loose and the flywheels were
taken apart. An examination of the various bearings

showed that, as was to be expected, the big-end bushes

had developed most play. Even they were not very

bad, for, although there was a great deal of side shake,

up and down movement was barely perceptible. The
main bearings and small end bushes were very free, but

could hardly be described as badly worn. It was
decided, however, to renew them all. ' The crank

pin, being slightly oval, was sent away to be reground,

but the main shafts were not touched.

Making and Fitting Bushes.

The old bushes were fir.st driven out—this requires

care, particularly in the case of the crank case—and
new ones turned to a good fit on their respective

housings. For the big-ends a specially hard piece of

phosphor bronze was used ; Muntz metal was
employed for the main shaft bushes, and the small-end

bushes were purchased from the local A.J.S. agent.

Though the big-end bushes were an easy enough fit on
the crank pin before they were forced into the ends of

.

the connecting rods, after this

had been done 'they refused to

go on at all, owing to the' pres-

sure of the surrounding metal

reducing the diameter of the

bush. This necessitated careful

lapping in with metal polish

before a good working fit was
obtained. The main shaft bear-

ings were similarly affected,

though to a smaller degree.

The next operation was the

assembling of the flywheels. The truing up was done
between centres in a lathe, and proved much easier

than was anticipated. After the crank pin nuts had
been screwed home, the flywheels were again put
between centres to make sure that nothing had shifted.

The .cylinders were next taken in hand. At the
outset it had been realised that the truing up of these

Method of fixing balance

Weights in the flywheel.

Neglecting to procure a proper casting resulted

in the new piston (right) being too heavy.

and fitting with new pistons was a specialist's job.
and accordingly they were entrusted to a local firm

which was instructed to fit the new pistons with three

rings, as it was suspected that the rather excessive
oil consumption of the engine might be due to

oil getting past

the two rings

with which the

19 16 type of

piston w a s

fitted. T h e

cylinder, bore
Avas ground out

from 74 mm.
to 74.5 mm.
U n fortunately,

A.J.S. castings

were not ob-

tained for the

pistons, and
these turned out much too heavy—7^ oz. each to be
exact. Although this difference of nearly i lb. in the
reciprocating weight was bound to affect the balance,
it was decided to try the engine on the road before
anything was done; and it was therefore assembled.

Here a slight hitch occurred. The writer, in his

anxiety to have everything a good working fit, had
left the bushes a trifle on the tight side, and the effect

of this in conjunction with the new pistons was that

only by jumping vigorously on the kick-starter could
the engine be persuaded to move at all. Starting by
this means was evidently out of the question. After
much cogitation the services of a sporting friend were
requisitioned, and the whole outfit (with the writer in

the saddle) Avas shoved vigorously down a shghf hill

and the engine after being started was run gently for

some time with copious lubrication.

Adjusting the Balance.

There was no very noticeable vibration when on
the road, but a slight harshness showed in the run-

ning. The pistons therefore were lightened by removing
metal internally and drilling the skirts, but they were still

4 ozs. each overweight. Back numbers of The Motor
Cycle were then consulted, and an article on " The

, Balance of Motor Cycle Engines " was found in the

issue of February 3rd, \<)2\. Working on the lines

therein laid down a test was made, and it was
found tliat additional wejght opposite the crank pin

was required, to the amount of 12.5 oz. at a distance

from the centre of 43.5 mm. This suggests that pos-

sibly the engine was originally slightly underbalanced.

It was decided to add the weight at a distance of

79 mm. 'from the centre, and two W'^Ti. holes were

bored right through both flywheels, with §in. holes at

right angles to -keep the weights from shifting. By
filling these with lead the weight was increased by

about 7I oz.

On reassembling and running on the road, a big

improvement was evident, particularly in steadiness

and smoothness of running. I- C.
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FIRST RACES ON ITALY'S NEW TRACK.
1,000 c.c. and 500 c.c. Events on the Monza Course at Milan

A 350 c.c. TwO'Stroke Garelli beats a Field of 40 in the

500 c.c. Class. Harley'Davidson success in the Big Race.

Competitors in the 500 c.c. class at speeJ on a fact portion of tlie track

ON Friday last the first motor cycle

races took place on the new Italian

track in the royal park of ilonza,
near Milan.
The track was described and illustrated

in our issue of September 7th, and has a
circuit of 10 kilometres (6| miles).

Two events were run. The first, for

1,000 c.c. machines, was held in the morn-
ing over forty laps of the course (248^
miles), and in the afternoon there was
another race over the same distance for

500 c.c. machines.
The 1,000 c.c. race was won by the

Italian rider Ruggeri, on a Harley-David-'
son, in 3h. 50m. 3s., or at an average

Start of the 500 c.c. class. Douglases, a Triumph^ and a Norton are among the machines on

the first line.

speed of 54.8 miles an hour. The 500 c.c.

race was won by Gnesa, on a GareDi, in

a total time of 3h. 57m. 23s., or 63^- miles
arr hour.
The Italian track is quite different, both

in its nature and its environment, from
anything existing elsewhere. TTie club

responsible for the venture has been vei7

fortunate in getting possession of a richly-

wooded former Royal park, quite close to

Milan, and in it has built a speedway
which unites track and road conditions.

Well Designed Track.

To get the biggest track in the smallest

atea, the Monza speedway has been laid

out with a small oval inside a bigger,

roughly shaped oval track, there being

one point where one track passes under

the other, and in front of the main
stands the inner and the outer tracks are

parallel.

Prom the grand stands the spectators

have immediately iu front of them two
parallel tracks, divided only by a white

line with inverted V checker boards at

intervals, while about 150 yards away is

a third parallel track, the whole of the

inner curve, the half of an outer curve,

and a portion of another curve.

On the Monza track the competitors are

not in view the whole time, but pass three

times per lap. The periodical disappear-

ance of the competitors tends to keep up

interest in the race, and as they come

into view three times every si.x miles
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British machines passing the grand stand. Sunbeam and Norton riders iceeping well together.

there are few dull moments, even with a

small field of competitors.
An advantage which the IMonza pos-

sesses over all other tracks is the arrange-
ment of roads and bridges, allowing the
spectators to move from point to point
while a race is in progress. Because of

thick woods, all idea of an artificial track

is lost when once the grand stands have
been left behind. With the Alps as a
background, the setting is delightfully

attractive.

Nineteen 1,000 c.c. Starters.

In the 1,000 c.c. class 19 machines were
sent away in a group at 8 a.m. The
makes were Excelsior, Harley-Davidson,
Indian, one Humber, and the Italian Gal-

lonis and S.A.R.'s. All the riders were
Italians.

The race was a struggle from beginning
to end among the Harley-Davidson men,
who numbered ten out of the nineteen
starters. Although the leader changed, it

was always a Harley-Davidson which led

the field, and the fastest lap was made
by Winckler, one of the members of this

team, at an average of 74^ m.p.h.

First Four o£ One Make.

At half-distance the leader was Eogai,
followed by Euggeri, Coutarini, and
Faraglia, all on Harley-Davidson. The
latter half of the race was keenly con-

tested, and brought about changes, the
final result being as follows :

—

50m.
53ia.
58m.
17m.

31/55.

3%s.
SVss.

12%s.
12%s.

1. Ruggeri (Harley-Davidson) ..

>2. Contarini (Harley-Davidson)
8. Faraglia (Harley-Davidson)
4. Winckler (Harley-Davidson) ..

1- Rava (Indian)
Winner's speed, 64% m.p.h.

Group Start of Forty Machines.

In the afternoon race a magnificent
grouped start was made by the forty 500
c.c. machines of British, French, Italian,

and Belgian makes. A special class was
not provided for the 350 c.c. mounts, and
among those starting with the handicap of
a small piston displacement were the
Garellis, which won at Strasbourg. Al-
though British makes were well repre-
sented by Triumph, Druglas, New Hud-
son, Sunbeam, Norton, and N.U.T., the
only British riders were Edmond and

Brandish, on Triumphs. One of the

French A.B.C.'s was ridden by Bartlett,

an Englishman residing in France.

British Lead in Early Stages.

Two Triumphs, ridden by Brandish and
Opessi, and a Douglas mounted by
Pieschi, took the lead at the outset, hard
pressed by the A.B.C. trio. The end of
the fifth lap saw Brandish in the lead,

with Opessi on another Triumph second,
and Fieschi on a Douglas third.

The first hundred kilometres (52 miles)
were covered by Brandish in 56m. 53s.,

with Fieschi on a Douglas only one-fifth

of a second behind hini. Then came
Opessi (Triumph), followed by the two
French A.B.C.'s ridden by Naas and
Bartlett.

Flat Twin takes the Lead.

At this distance Edmond (Triumph),
who had been among the first half-dozen,
went out with magneto trouble. Fieschi'

s

Douglas got into the lead after fifteen
laps, followed closely by the French

champion, Naas (A.B.C.) and by Bran-
dish and Opessi (Triumphs).
Naas, who appeared to have been taking

things easy, jumped into action at this

point and took the lead away from the
Douglas. After twenty laps, half dis-

tance, he had a lead of almost two
minutes, and as Opessi's Triumph had
dropped out with magneto trouble,

Brandish got second place, with the

Douglas third, and a couple of Italian

machines, the Guzzi and Garelli, fourth

and fifth.

Anglo-French Duel.

There was a particularly fine duel

between Naas and Brandish. The French-

man kept in the lead for nearly fifty miles,

but the Englishman gradually crept up
to him and got the lead after thirty laps.

Just when excitement was running high

Naas broke the frame of his machine. He
fastened it up witli straps and covered

five more laps, losing ground to Brandish
all the time. Declaring that it was really

too dangerous, Naas came to the_ pits

and announced his intention of retiring.

Hardly had his A.B.C. been lifted off the

track than Brandish, the last of the

Triumph tea^, had to drop out of the

race with a broken tappet.

Great Excitement.

Tliese incidents caused wild excitement

among the spectators, for they placed

a 350 c.c. two-stroke Garelli, ridden by
Gnesa, in the lead with Fieschi's Douglas
second. The rider of the English machine
did his best, but each lap he lost about
20 yards to the two-stroke Garelli, the

rider of which won the Italian Motor
Cycle Grand Prix by covering 248^ miles

in 3h. 57m. 23s., equal to an average of

63.5 miles an hour. The final result was :

1. Gnesa 349 Garelli) ..

2. Fieschi (494 Douglas)
3. Morabito (492 Sunbeam
4. HafEeis (499 Maffeis)
6. Fergnani (349 Garelli)
Winner's speed, ^V-/z m.p.h.

Out of the forty starters only three

other machines were running when the

race was called off. For the afternoon
race the weather was fine but dull. A
little rain fell during the morning race.

3h. 57m. 23s.
3h. 58m. 12s.
4h. 2m. lis.
4h. 6m. 5s.

4h. 6m. 343.

^*T^

A Douglas rider passing the huge scoring board which recorded lap by lap the numbers ol the

foremost competitors.
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AN IRISH ROAD RACE.
spectacular Event over a 4| Mile Course, Won by J. W. Shaw (490_^orton)

ON the first Saturday in September a
514 mile road race was held by the

North Down M.C.C. at Clandeboye,
in Co. Down.

It was the biggest event of its kind ever
held in Ireland ; in fact, it is hoped that
it marks the approach of the much-dis-
cussed Irish T.T raoe.

Prizes ranged from 1 to 10 guineas, and
there was a special prize for the rider of
the fastest standard machine to complete
the course. Perhaps this last-mentioned
honour influenced J. W. Shaw—the win-
iier^to appear on Ills side-valve Norton.
The course, which had to be covered

eleven times, was of a rectangular nature,
containing one right-angled and three
acute corners, while the sides were hilly

and by no means straight.

There were 34 entries, and nearly aU
the well-known makes were represented.
The passing of machines was continu-

ous, so that interest never ebbed, but the

4J odd miles of the course were rather
congested, as sometimes three or four
riders arrived at the corners together.

Although there were no serious acci-

dents, some riders were down as often as

three times, and quite a few riders and
machines showed signs of ugly falls, but
they all pluckily carried on.

Two of Ireland's premier speedmen. J. W. Shaw (490 Norton) following up H. Chambers

(349 A.J.S.) In the Irish road race at Clandeboye, &>. Downe.

"Jimmy" Shaw (490 Norton), com-
pleted the 5I5 miles in 55m. 10s., and
made the fastest lap time of 4m. 56s., a

speed of over 61 miles per hour. His
average speed for the whole course was
55.6 m.p.h.
Harry McGimpsey was second on a 349

c.c. New Imperial, the fastest in his class

to finish ; his time was 67m.
Both the foregoing riders gave beauti-

ful e.\hibitons of cornex'ing. Shaw, in his

fastest lap, held the spectators spellbound.

The following are the official times of

the first four riders to finish :

—

Handi- Xett
Gross Time. cap. Time.

J. Shaw (490 Norton) ...

H. McGimpsey (349 New
Imperial)

F. Hamilton (490 Norton)
J. Thompson (499 Sunbeam)

75 10

77
78 15
78 60

19=56 10

10=67
14=64 15
16 = 63 50

CLUB NEWS (/rraio
North London M.C.C.

On Monday ol last week the club held a very
Euccessfiil social at the headquarters, The Gate
House, Highgate.

South Midland Centre A.C.U.
On September 23i:d Kop Hill will once again

be the scene of an important speed event, open
to members ol any club in the Centre. A big
entry is anticipated, arrangements beins in the
bands of jNlr. W. H. Hardman, Westcott. Northaw,
Potter's Bar.

Xeath and District M.C.
Final speed trials ol the year will be held in

Margam Park on Saturday, September 23rd, at
2.50 p.m. (postponed from September 2nd).

Surhiton M.C.
Motor cycles, three-wheelers, and cars of any

capacity will compete in the one-day reliability

trial for tho Sop^vith Challenge Cup and other
awards on Saturday. The start will be made from
the Talbot Hotel, Ripley, at 10 a.m. over a secret

route.

Macclesfield and District M.C.

W. H. Clough on a Scott, fitted with a newly designed three-speed gear, making a good ascent

of Boltby Bank in the Yorkshire Centre Team Trial on Saturday.

Particulars of the hill-climb to be held on the

23vd inst. may be obtained from Mr. T. Simistei',

Jordaugate, Macclesfield.

North Liverpool M.C.

At Southport Sands on October 7th the club

will hold its first speed trials. Particulars may
be obtained from Mr. F. E. Marsden, 258, Walton
Rd., Liverpool.

Sheffield M.C.C.

Results of a trial for the S.M.C.C. Trophy, run

on September 3rd over a 70-mile course, were as

follows: 1, H. Oscroft (976 Enfield sc), with a

total loss of 5 marks; H. Bennett (770 Hazlewood
EC.) and J. Cox (976 Matchless sc.) tied tor

second and third place with a total loss of 11

marks each.

Dundee and Montrose M.C.C.

Speed trials were run off over Lewan Sands.

Montrose, in delightful weather on Saturday, the

2ncl inst.. and some good times were Tecorded.

Each class was a separate race.

550 c.c. (Two L.iPs; 1 Mile).— 1, G. K. Ferves

(349 Massev-Arran); 2, R. Scott (349 A.J.S.);

3, A. Lamond (349 A.J.S.) ; winner's time=lm.

^350 c.c. (12 Laps; 6 Miles).-1. G. K. Ferres

(349 Massey-Arran), 10m. 34y5S. ; 2, R. Scott (349

A.J.S.); 3, A. Lamond (349 A.J.S.).

650 c c (2 L-^PS).— 1, A. Brown (490 Norton),

Im 30s.; 2, G. K. Ferres (349 Massey-Arran);

3, J. Adamson (490 Norton).
650 c.c. (12 L,iPS).-l, J. Adamson (490 Nor-

ton), 9m. 555.; 2, A. Brown (490 Norton); 3, (..

Stuart (490 Norton). ,

1000 c.c. (2 Lape).-1, D. MXean (976 M.

and S.), Im. 29s.; 2, J. Adamson (490 Norton.i;

3, A. Brown (40O Norton).
1000 c.c. (12 Laps),-1 J. Adamson (490

Norton), 10m. 14s.; 2, G K. Ferres (349 Massey-

Arran); 3, A. Brown (490 Norton)
The inter-club team race was won by the uunoee

Club team, cc:isisting of J. Adamson, G. Stuart,

and D M'Lean, and results of the 4-lap race lf>r

the Club Championship were as follows :-

1, A. Brown (490 Norton), 5m 30s.; 2, J. to-

wards (499 Sunbeam); 3, G. K Ferres (349

Massey-Arra.n). . ,t„
The Rudge Cup for the competitor matang »e

fastest time of the day was awarded to G. M Lean,

who led the unlimited class.
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A Se'ection of questions O- general interest
received from readers and cur replies thereto.
All questions should be addressed to the Editor,
" The Motor Cycle." Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, EC. 4. and whether intended lor pub-
lication or not must be accompanied by a l?.d.

stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspon-
dents are urged to write clearly and on one side
o: the paper only, numbering each query,
separately, and keeping a copy lor ease of
re erence. Letters containing legal questions should
be marked " Legal " in the top lelthand corner o;

MEASUREMENT OF GRADIENTS.
Is a hill with an incline of 45°?a gradient of 1 in 1 or is it, as I

contend, a gradient of one in the
-^ distance traversed on the actual

surface of the road during one
foot of- rise? In other words, is it

height gained in a given length'of road
or in a given horizontal distance ?

—

T.B.D.
'The incline refe.rred to is ,1 in 1, but
although not strictly correct, the gra-
dients of hills are frequently expressed
in terms of one foot rise in a distance
measured actually along the surface of the
road and not along a horizontal base line.

Road gradients steeper than one in six are
the exception rather than the rule, and it

is only when this degree of steepness is ex-

ceeded that any serious discrepancy oc-

curs when the surface distance and not
the horizontal distance is taken-

OLD TYPE METAL PLATE CLUTCH.
(1) When I gently put in the

^ clutch of my 557 c.c. 1920 B.S.A.
> in order to move away it makes
-!J a very loud grinding noise. I

have tried adjustments both on
the gear box and on the rod; also clean-,

ing out with paraffin and re-oiling, but
without a cure. (I use B.S.A. gear bo.x

oil only). (2) Do you think the gear
box will have to be taken to pieces, and
is it too big a job for me to attempt?
The grinding noise is the only trou-ble,

the clutch otherwise being perfect.—
F.G.

The clutch of the 1920 B.S-A. machine

^^X'.^M-i 1^V3 .-^.-S ^

Jmportant 2)ates.

Sat., Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.

Sat., Sept. 16, and Mon., Sept. 18.—
Scottish Two-Days Trial.

Sat., Sept. 30th. — M.C.C. Sporting
Trial. .

Wed., Oct. 4th, to Suj., Oc . 15.

—

Paris Salon,

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionsbip Meeting at Brooklands .

Frl., Nov.. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. Uth—
Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

was rather small in area for the load it

had to transmit, and, in consequence, the
spring pressure is necessarily very strong ;

a certain amount of noise is frequently
associated with the engagement of this

clutch, and providing it functions cor-

rectly, we. do .not think you need trouble
to dismantle the gear box. . Some im-

WORKMANLIKE SPORTING LIGHTWEIGHT. It is inevitable thai machines
embodying standard components should all look very much alike, and for this reason the
new Grindley, which made quite a creditable dehul in the Six Days Trials, deserves praise
for its air of distinction. This latter attribute is gained by the large tyres (28 X 3 in.)

fitted, and by the neat frame design With a 249 c.c. sports J.A.P. engine. Barman two-
speed gear box and chain drive, the price is £75. (The Grindley Motor Co., Frees. Salop.)

the envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the

Automobile Association and IVIotor Union, readers ot

"The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the

benefit ot the Road Service Department of that

organisation; Queries should be addressed to ths

Editor in the ordinary way {enclosing a i^d. stamp),

and will be dealt with by the A.A. and M.U., who are

regularly in receipt of reports Irom their representa-

tives all over the country as to the existing state oi

the roads in any particular locality.

provement might be effected in the more
delicate engagement of the clutch by , fit-

ting a handle-bar control. It is possible to

dismantle the clutch without special tops,

but it is rather difficult unless you hai'e

seen it done previously by a mechanic who
is familiar with this piece of mechanism.

OVER RICH MIXTURE.
I have a T.D.C. two-stroke,

and having lately taken off the
cylinder and replaced it I find that

it does not go at all satisfactorily.

When running to start nothing
takes place until I release the compres-
sion; when an explosion occurs it will

then go for a few yards and then stops,

until I release the compression acrai'

When the machine is running, the oni^

way to keep it going is to release the
compression constantly- Everything
else appears to be in good order ; the
engine is airtight and there is a good
spark. What do you think is the cause
of this behaviour ? I do not think I

have increased the compression ratio, as

I have put quite as much' packing be-

tween cylinder and crank case as there

was before.—N.P.
The particulars you give us are not suffi-

ciently clear and detailed to enable a con-

clusive answer to be given. We think,

however, that the trouble is caused b
an excessively rich mixture. Black smok
from the exhaust or a fine sooty deposi"

on the sparking plug would indicate th'

condition. In such a case as yours it i»

almost impossible to say definitely what
is amiss without seeing the machine, and
we ca^n only advise you to check over every
item point by point, making sure that all

is in order. The help of such a handbook
as "Two-stroke Motor Cycles " would be
,an advantage to you in doing this.

LOOSENING TRIUMPH SPROCKET NUT.

(1.) How can I take off my
W.D. Triumph engine sprocket
and small half of countershaft
chain-guard nearest the engine?
(2-) What methods are usually

employed to prevent the engine flywheels
rotating while loosening the nut on the

end of the engine-shaft?—J.L.

(1.) The chain sprocket on the W.D.
Triumph engine is of the self-withdrawing
type ; that is to say, as the nut is un-
screwed the sprocket comes away from
the engine-shaft. (2.) It is not usually

necessary to employ any special method
of liolding the flywheels while the sprocket

nut is being loosened, if the engine is

b 17
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first rotated until the piston is up against
compression. A shaj'p tapping of the
spanner witli a hammer is usually quite

sufficient to loosen the engine-shaft nut.

If this is not efiective, however, put in the
low gear and get a friend to hold the back
wheel while you hammer round the
spanner-.

SUITABLE TOP GEAR FOR SIDECAR
I am fitting up a 975 c.c. Clyno-

Jap machine and wowld like to

know what size the engine-shaft

sprocket should be for sidecar
work. The rear sprocket is of

47 teeth, gear box 15 teeth, and clutch

30 teeth.^.H.
We. would recommend a top gear ratio

of about 5 to 1, and with the sprockets
which you eiramerate you would need
one of 19 teeth on the engine-shaft.

READERS' REPLIES,
WORN BEARINGS.

With reference to "J.E.W.'s" query-

as to the rattle he experiences on his

machine, I may say that I liave exactly
' .-.y''same trouble with my 499 c.c. Sun-

beam. I have done 18,000 miles, and
on getting up speed on the level or

slightly down hill a peculiar rattle

appears. This I have found, after ex-

haustive searching, to be piston slap.

This has got no worse during the last six

housand miles, and is not objectionable

f^ nty of oil is given.—S.T.B.

REMOVING B.S.A. BELT RIM.
If "H.D." fastens two stout pegs, or,

say, chisel heads in a strong vice, removes
lock ring, places belt rim spokes over the

pegs in the vice and then gets someone
to give a hand with the unscrewing (grip-

ping tyre and not forgetting left-hand

thread) he should be able to remove his

belt rim. In the event of failure heat

with a blow lamp and try again. Perhaps
"H.D." would prefer to repair his rim,

ss they are rather dear—I have just paid

62 5s. 5d. for one. It is quite easy to

atch a cracked rim with one or more
ieces of soft material bent to shape. One
ivet on each side of the U-shaped patch
•ill do, but both sides of each hole must

oe countersunk. The inside countersink

is to draw the rim down and keep rivet

head clear of belt. I have run thousands
of miles on one I repaired.—P.H.D.
[The method of removing must be

adopted with care, it being remembered
that the spokes are tubular and (com-

paratively) easily damaged.

—

Ed,]

A TWO-STROKE RATTLE,
To add yet another opinion to the two-

stroke controversy, I have found that a

rattle in my Villiers engine appeared to be
caused by endplay in the crankshaft.

Anyone who has watched a "balanced"
electric motor running will know that
endplay can cause a considerable amount
of hammering on bearings. This is

lamped out under load possibly owing to

greater friction, or possibly to damping
action of eddy currents. When I took the
crank case apart of my relatively un-
balanced engine, I turned off a small por-
tion of the crank case on each side to

make the shaft a tight fit. and then in-

serted a paper washer to suit. The rattle

has now disappeared.

b i8

Also, have your correspondents tried a

plug which is not designed for a two-
stroke, the Lodge " Aero B," mica-in-

suilated. I have been using one for five

months now, which was discarded by a
car owner. It has never given any
trouble: Also a friend of mine has had
one in his Villiers engine for two years.

Between us we have about thirty plugs
discarded as second-raters.—K.C. 1960.

[Thin packing washers on the crank-
shaft would stop endplay with less trouble.—Ed.I

lamp on sidecar.
[Several readers have pointed out that

our reply to "H.C." under the above
heading in the issue of August 31st does
not now apply. We regret that as a result

of long usage we quoted the now defunct
D.O.R.A. regulation. At the same time
there may be local byelaws in operation in

various places which affect the matter,
and we would like to have any informa-
tion if such exist.

—

Ed.]
A West countx-y reader obtaiiied the

following clear statement of the. law on
motor cycle lighting from the chief con-

stable of his district:

—

" In the case of a motor bicycle with
sidecar attached, a lamp is required show-
ing a white light in front, which need not
be on the extreme ofi side. A red light

must be shown to the rear, and this may
be attached to either the sidecar or the
bicycle. If, however, the sidecar pro-
jects from the off side, then the lamp
shovi'ing a white light in front is required
to be attached to the extreme off side
of the sidecar, and in such case it must
show a red light in the reverse direction,

unless a separate rear red lamp is carried.

These lights are required between one
hour after sunset and one hour before
sunrise.

" Either the front or rear identification

plat* must be illuminated between half an
hour after sunset and half an hour before
sunrise, except that in the case of a
motor cycle of a weight unladen exceed-
ing 3 cwt. the rear identification plate
must be illuminated."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.OA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests
for experiences sJiould be accompmiied by
a stamp.

"'a.B.C." (Chester).—596 c.c. Indian
Scout : reliability, speed.

" C. W." (Lutterworth).—998 c.c. Indian
or 989 c.c. Harley-Davidson sidecars.

"B.C.S." (Hull).^l?9 c.c. Rudge
Multi, I.O.M. : suitable touring carbu-
retter, hints on tuning for speed.

"W.E.S." (Liverpool).—398 c.c. Royal
Enfield : suitability for light sidecar.

"A.jVI.L." (Carmarthen).—348 c.c. Ivy;
292 c.c. Allon.

"G.A.S." (Hamilton).—555 c.c. P.

and M.
" J.E.E." (Tyseley).—348 c.e. Raleigh :

consumption, speed, possibility of fitting

light sidecar, suitability for tall rider.

"R.C.B." (Littlehampton).-1,301 c.c.

Henderson; 999.5 c.c. American -X;
976 c.c. Brough-Superior (side valve) : solo
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and with sidecar for speed, durability;
and stfi'ering.

"E.R.B." (Darlington).—345 c.e.

Wooler; 350 c.c. De Luxe Barr and
Stroud, model D, for reliable solo work.
"J.R.C." (Malvern).—976 c.c. Royal-

Enfield and sidecar : reliability, speed,
hill-climbing capacity, and fuel consump-
tion.

"G.R." (Rawtenstall).—349 c.c. A.J.S.
;

225 c.c. Royal Enfield; 211 c.c. Levis;
348 c.c. Raleigh.
"A.E.B." (Ampthill).—269 c.c. Vilhers

engine, flywheel magneto, Amac car-

buretter : speed, climbing, consumption

;

suitable oil and jet.

"C.O.R." (Cardiff).—600 c.c. Humber
sports model : cooling of rear cylinder,
lubrication.

"\y.R.C." (KnaphiU). — Suitable
machine for 12-mile daily journey (nor-

mal country). Reliability before speed.

A Good Record.

Three team prizes and fifteen gold

medals were, won by machines fitted with
E.I.C. magnetos in the Six Days Trials.

Fotrnd on the Road.

By Mr. A. Sharvell Cullwick, The
Beeches, 74, Tettenhair Road, Wolver-
hampton : A pair of waterproof overalls

at Newquay, on August 24th.

Collision Causes Eetirement.

V. F. Long, who entered a 976 c.c. Ex-
celsior for the Six Days Trial, was forced

to retire owing to a collision with a caa-t

which seriously damaged his machine.

A Removal.

In future the head offices and . sales

department of the Eynsford Engineering
Co., manufactuTers of the Economic
motor cycle, will be at Primrose Works,
Eynsford, Kent.

The Plugs Pullin Used.

In our account of the double-twelve hour
records set up at Brooklands on Septem-

ber 1st by C. Gr. Pullin, it was stated

that his Douglas was equipped with

Lodge plugs. We are now advised by the

makers of the K.L.G. sparking plug that

their products were employed.

Catalogues Received.

T. C. .Jones and Co., Ltd., 93-95, Wood
Lane, Shepherds Bush, London, W.12;
A catalogue listing small tools of every

description.

The Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Co.

(Great Britain), Ltd., 162. Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W.C.2: Leaflet giving

the most recent prices of Goodyear motor
cycle tyres.

The Watsonian Folding Sidecar Co.,

Ltd., Conybere Street, Birmingham:
Stocktaking leaflet of sidecars and com-
ponents, which are being cleared at low

prices.
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Sir,—It would certainly appear that some person, or

persons, antagonistic to motor .cycles and motor cyclists, and
having influence in the right quarter, has been working to

banish the motor cyclist from Brooklands track.

One is asked to believe that it is the noise of motor cycle

exhausts, as distinct from that of racing cars, which is

particularly offensive to certain residents in the vicinity of

the track. That this is a gross piece of bluff is obvious

to the meanest intelligence, and is disgusting to anybody
having the most elementary sense of fair play.

I have personally been in the paddock when a certain

racing car of foreign manufacture was started up, completely

drowning the sound of the exhaust of several motor cycle

engines which were running at the time. One of these

happened to be my own, and I had a few minutes previously

been informed by a B.A.R.C. official that my machine was
too noisy. Needless to say, there was no question of the

barest suggestion that any noise was being made by the

juggernaut with a German engine which was bellowing in

our midst.

Incidentally, I had that day, and have before and since,

ridden my machine in exactly tbe same condition on my
way to the track, through Aldershot and Guildford amongst
other places, without the slightest comment from the police.

Are we really expected to go on believing this cock-and-bull

story about the astonishing discrimination between sounds
possessed by the residents arotind Brooklands track, or are

we going to hear the truth of the matter—or are the vested

interests concerned too sacred or expensive to be disturbed

by mere fairplay

!

Is it not possible that complaints have been made about
noise in genera! proceeding from the track, and that th«

motor cyclist as the smaller was the easier man to hit?

The thing certainly becomes crudely blatant in its latest

development—the running of the 200 miles light car race,

and the cancellation of the 500 miles motor cycle race.

Incidentally, with reference to these local 4'esideuts, if

they are people who have lived in the neighbourhood since

before the track was constructed, they have been strangely

forbearing in suffering in silence all these years—riot mur-
muring until now. If they are residents recently arrived in

tlie locality—well, the track was there first. XF 573.

Aldershot.

Sir,—We are extremely surprised at this late date to

receive a notification of the abandonment of the 500 Miles
Race, and consider that the matter is sufficiently serious for

the intending competitors to get together and endeavour to

save the situation even at the eleventh hoiu'.

It appears almost incredible that about five local resi-

dents should be in a position to hold up the whole motor
industry and cause the wastage of, at an estimate, somewhere
between £20,000 and £40,000 of the trade's money, without
giving the trade any opportunity to submit a scheme for

making the competing machines reasonably silent. In fact,

we understand that the point has been put to the complain-
ants' solicitors, who refused esen to discuss the matter.
The 500 Mile Race is, to our mind, the most important

racing event of the year, and we believe that next year the
public would have given it precedence over the T.T. races,

on the ground that in the T.T. the man counts for more
'than the machine, whilst the 500 Mile Race is almost entirely

a test of the machine. Any rider who is sufficiently skilled

to keep, a machine on Brooklands ' ""eed has an equal
chance with a crack rider of securing lug ^rize.

It appears to us to be one of those ocoasions calling for

a little sportsmanship and commonsense.
It would appear to the non-legal mind that when the

present proceedings, the outcome of the 20O Mile Light Car
Race, come before the courts, the fact that the competitors
are willing to silence cars and cycles to the extent that the
noise from the track would be no gi-eater than the ordinary
noise o£ passing traffic on the roads, will put the complain-
ants in a very weak position, and it should surely be possible
for the. complainants' solicitors to give one of those conces-
sions (with an unnecessary Latin name) for the race to be
held subject to the machines passing, immediately before
the race, a standard of silence test set by the R.A.C. Engi-
neer and defined well in advance of the actual date, so that
there will be no excuse for competitors arriving with
machines which would not pass the test.

13-14
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We h'tt 6 been experimenting With and have evolved a
particularly efficient silencer for our " Quick Six " machines
which doe.s not involve the fitting of an expansion box nor
create any back pressure, and which does make our "Quick
Six " machines quiet. We should be only too pleased to
submit this device as a standard of silence, and to supply
all competitors with similar silencers suitable for their in-
dividual machines at cost price. All machines would then
be under the same disadvantage, if any.
We trust that very active steps will be taken in this

matter, and that when the full circumstances are available
to the public it will be found that the B.M.C.R.C, A.C.U.,
and B.A.R.C. have used every endeavour and adopted a
bold policy.

GEO. TILGHMAN-RICHARDS,
F.R.Ae.S., M.I.M.E., M.I.A.E., M.LAe.E.,

Martinsyde. Ltd.
COLD FEET.

.
Sir,—Hay I suggest a new item of comfort for winter

riding? Each foot-board may be replaced by a hot-water
box a few inches deep, with the usual fastening brackets
underneath. The upper surface of the water box will serve
as foot-plate and should be about six inches wide. A filler

and drain tap can be fitted so as not to interfere with foot-
operated brakes. Perhaps some manufacturer will produce
this winter need at a reasonable cost, and before the cold
weather is upon us. " BUN-DOOLA."
London.

FOREIGN TYRES ON BRITISH MACHINES.
Sir,—One at least of our important manufacturers fits a

foreign magneto as standard. Such an action is reasonable,
as the magneto may outlast the cycle, and a manufacturer
who does not fit the best, in his opinion, is being false to
his company. But why fit foreign tyres? The best tyres
of to-day are all nearly alike in service. Why then force a
buyer to import goods in these days of unemployment,
the tyre being only a "transient phenomenon," replaceable
after 10,000 miles, more or less, at the sarrie cost as the
one fitted as standard? K.C. 1960.

Watford.

SUMM.\RY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. W. a. Warwick would be glad if the owner of a

Premier, to whom he lent a foot pump recently on the
London-Bristol road, would return it to him at 54, Howitt
Road, Belsize Park, N.W.
The Delancey Motor Garage, of Camden Town, N.W.,

write with reference to the incorrect dating of second-hand
machines, and advise all purchasers of such machines to insist

on the advertised date being stated on the receipt of the
transaction.

The owner of a New Imperial and sidecar pays high
tribute to the Sandum windscreen. As the result of an
accident, the outfit turned a complete somersault, but thanks
to the strength of the windscreen and the nature of its

construction, the occupant of the sidecar was scarcely hurt.

DnnnnDDDnnDnnDDDPnaannDDnnnaDn
n D
° Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, g
r-i Issued in conjunction with T/w Motor Cycle,

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM/' D" " The standard handbook of the motor cycle. pD Price aet, 2/6. By post, 5/10. •-•

° " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." j~,

n Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. bz

n *• TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." ^n Fifth Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 3/3. "-^

• MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." ^
By " IxiON," of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. Q
Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/g, q

' THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, p.

D London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 56. ""

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Q Wales, London. Price net, 4;6. By post, 4/8. n
n "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. D
p. With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. q
p. Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., q
Jz Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers n
D and Railway Bookstalls. „
D a
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XTimes to Xigbt Xamps.
Sept. I4th .. .. 7.43 p.m.

„
16th ... .. 7.43 „

., 18th .... .. 7.38 „

; ,. 20th .. .. 7.34 „

'' One number plate must be illuminated as above
I'jdc Road Veliicles Registration and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law may be lit half an hour later.

The Paris Show.

October 4th to 15th (inclusive) is the
period during which the Paris Show will

be. open.

Olympia Extensions.

Despite every effort to complete the
new wing of Olympia for this year's
Motor Show, it was decided last week
(that the extensions could not be com-
pleted in time. The car show, therefore,
will be divided between Olvmpia and the
White City.

Race" Track for Derby.

A new track is under consideration at
Derby, in which the chief person
interested is Mr. C. A. Clews, borough
surveyor to that town. Professor A. M.
Low is being employed as consulting
engineer, and we understand that the
banking will be made suitable for motor
cycle racing, and perhaps also to accom-
modate light cars.

Silence is Golden.

Both in Leicester and Birmingham
courts riders of machines fitted with
Villiers engines have been summoned for
inefficient silencers. The manufacturers
defended the cases, and defendants
in both instances were dismissed, the
authorities expressing themselves satisfied

that there was no cause for complaint.

Silencer Test Case.

In our last week's issue appeared an
. account of a silencer test by means of
Professor Low's audiometer for the pur-
pose of obtaining evidence on behalf of
a motor cyclist whose machine, in the
opinion of the police, was not properly
silenced. The A.C.U. advises that the
hearing of the case has been adjourned
until the 25th inst.

Silence Danger Zones.

'This week's batch of warnings against
police

,
activi(;y, incidentally all in the

matter of noise, indicate tihat particular
caution is required in Putney High
Street, in the Potteries (particularly
Trentham). in Northallerton, and around
Coventry, Birmingham, and Wolverhamp-
ton.

b i6

French Speed Trials.

As announced in last week's issue, the
speed trials organised by the Moto-Cycle
Club de France are to be run on the 23rd
inst. on the Avenue des Acacias in the
Bois Boulogne, Paris. Entries, which
close on the 19th inst., should be sent
to the Secretary, The Auto-Cycle Union,
83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

Weybridge Residents Want Brooklands
Races.

A body of residents in Weybridge is

petitioning the B.M.C.R.C. against the
abandonment of the SCO Mile Pace at

Brooklands. The petition is worded as

follows :
" We, the undersigned residents

of Weybridge, having heard of your de-

cision to scratch the proposed bOO Mile
Race, hereby express our regret and dis-

appointment, as the abandonment of. this

race has caused considerable financial loss

to the district. We respectfully and
earnestly request you to reconsider your
decision."

The Gas Attack.

Some cyclists have an annoying habit

of pedalUng along furiously in the wake
of a motor cyclist. A Korton rider

advises us that a pumpful of Ca,strol

"R" given to the engine makes an effec-

tive " gas screen " which will repel th.e

most determined hanger-on.

New Offences.
For riding a Ner-a-car " hands off " in

Shrewsbury, T. 0. MuUings. a local niotoi>

agent, was fined £5 and his licence

suspended for six months. Evidently the

Bench did not know that it is often

unnecessary to grip the handle-bars to

steer safely on the machine in question.

But that is not all. It was discovered

that t'fle defendant was deaf ; and
apparently it is because " it was a very
dangerous thing for a deaf man to be
riding a motor cycle " that such a heavy
penalty was imposed. Of course there is

no law against deaf people holding

driving licences, and the element of

danger involved is small.

A QUEER COMBINATION. This amusing "outfit' was entered m a recent comic cycle

parade on the Humber Sports Ground at Coventry. Several of these old " penny farthing," or
" ordinary " bicycles were entered, but the idea of attaching an Auto-wheel caused the greatest

amusement among the spectators

29-30
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NCR-A-CAR
iA MOTORING ON TWO WHEELS Ah
The Ner-a-Car takes you anywhere without
efFort, mess or fuss, and brings you back safely,

comfortably, "cleanly," quickly. Most men and
women need this essential travel help.

The Doctor needs the Ner-a-
Car ; so does tbe housewife
when shopping or visiting.

The Estate Agent or other
professional men need the
Ner-a-Car every time they
go out on business.

The Ner-a-Car does not skid. Is
absolutely clean to drive, starts
like a car, travels smoothly like a
car, and climbs hills easily. Does
SO miles to the gallon—cheaper
than 'bus, train or tram.

Write for the Ner-a-Car Catalogue. Learn how the Ner-a-Car givei »afe riding
ifi traffic or on greasy roads. See how equally suitable it is for man or woman.

INTER-CONTINENTAL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
20, CONDUIT STREET, LONDON, V/.l.

GAMAGES,
Buy your Motor Cycling Clothing at Carnages,

\

where you get the largest range to select from; the
j

finest quality; and prices that defy competition, i

The
*Brooklands' HELMET
In fine selected skins.
Neat fitting flap, open-
ing or closed as desired,
and can be neatly
rolled. Buckle and
strap chin fastening,
Fleecylined.e /(* Post
Our price OIQ ^d.

The
'Referee' Improved Helmet
Gives added protection to the
neck, which will be appreciated
ill cold and wet weather, Cut
from selected tan skins, Tuied
w,-irm fleece. Buckle and strpip

fastening- under chin. Neat
fittiiii-ear flaptliatcan be Q/C
rolled. Price, post 4d., 0/C

MOTOR-CYCLES on EASYTERMS
Gamagea supply any make of Motor-Cycle on
easy terms extending over 6, 12 or 18 months,
charging but 4% for the accommodation.

The "HENDON" Fur-
Trimmed Helmet.

A most comfortable and
serviceable helmet, ideal for

cold weather wear. Cut from

best tan skins, peak and

neck trimmed fur. Fits

close and snug-, and gives

good protection to | A If*
" "

";4d., lA/O

GAMAGES I

KILDAREj

Woollies
J

neck. Price, post 4

The "T.T." Safety
Helmet.

Successfully used at the

T.T. Races, Isle of Man,
T914, 1920, and 192J.

Price 09 /C
complete t>4«/fJ

Post free.

Made from su-
\

perior quality
Scotch Yarns
in the new shades
of Stone, Light
Brown, Heathers
& Greys. Warm,
comfortable, and
giving every
freedom, they are
a delightful gar-
ment to wear
with or without
coat. O^ /

Price ^l/^
Ditto, wiliiOLil

slcevcbl7/6postfiee

Write for a Copy of Gamages
MOTOR-CYCLIST'S CATALOGUE
Giving details of Motor-Cycles, Tyres, Acces-
sories, Clothing, etc Sent post free on request

GAMAGES Special Offer of

"KILDARE"
I Knicker Hose
I Made irom best quality yams,

I

slightly brushed. In medium
and stout ribs, in the new
neutral shades. Durable,
comfortable and well shaped.
As illustration, but with

plain turnover tops.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.' b^^SLZi^J/il^^J

f

In answering t/ienc a(lrcrti,9emcnts it in desirable to mention "'I'he Motor Cycle." b2i
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SOME EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS
£35

BRAND NEW
1922 MODELS

BRAND NEW
1922 MODELS

Kempton Lightweight
2i h.p. A.B.C. Engine, O.H.V.,

4-Stroke, Handlebar controlled.

2-speed, 26-in. wheels.

Band Brakes on both wheels.

Exceptionally low riding position,

I
4-40 m.p.h., 130 m.p.g.

I WEIGHT ONLY 112 LBS.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Selection from our Stock of Second-hand Machines.

J

ROYAL RUBY, 1917, lady's model, z^bcp., 2-sp.,

fully equipped, as new £32 10

BRADBURY 1913-14, 25-h.p., N.S.U., ' a-sp. gear,
re-enamelled black and gold, very sound £27 10

CONNAUGHT. 1916, 2£ h^p., 3-sp., snip S28

KINGSBURY, 1922, 2f h.p., 2-sp., clutch, all lamps,
run under 500 miles £35

LEA-FRANCIS, 1921, 3^ t-P-, M.A.G., 3-sp-, cl.

and k.-s., Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer,
London-Edinburgh gold medal winner, as new,

£75
READING STANDARD, 1920, 7-9 h.p.. comb.,
dynamo Itg., hood and screen £85

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 5-6 h.p., comb..
Easting windscreen, all lamps & horn £85

MATCHLESS, 1920, model-H, 2-seater, spare wheel.
Easting windscreen '..,... £11 5

MATCHLESS, Victory model conib., Lucas dyn.
Itg., spare wheel, Easting windscreen £90

TRIUMPH, 1921, 4 h,p. comb., Lucas lamps,

speedometer, horn. Easting windscreen £110

P. & S., 1921, 2^1 h.p., gI. and k.-s,, splendid con-

dition MO
ALLON, 1921, 4 h.p., 2-sp., cl. and k.-s., lamps and

horn, as new £45
ENFIELD, 1920, 8 h.p., Lucas dyn. Itg., screen,

speedometer ,,^"105

A.J^S., 1920, 6 h.p., comb., spare wheel, just been

thoroughly overhauled £105
B.S.A., 1917, 4I h.p., all-chain combination, hilly

equipped £75

SPARKBROOK, 1920, 2^ h.p., 2-sp., all lamps and

horn, splendid condition £37 10

TRIUMPH, Baby, .2^ h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly

overhauled £30

ROVER, 1913-14, 3^ h.p., 3-sp., clutch and pedal-

starter, all lamps £37 10

HOSKINSON, 1921, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch and

kick-starter, fully equipped - • • £37 10

FOR
SPORTING
RIDERS.

TRIUMPH, 1922, Ricardo O.H.V., run under 50 miles-

soiled only £105
SCOTT, Squirrel, 1922, brand new, slightly shop soiled £95
SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON, 1922, Blackbume, O.H.V., 2J

h.p., spare aluminium piston, 3 weeks old, done 100 miles

Cost £1 10, sacrifice £90
RUDGE-MULTI. 1917, LO.M., 3* h-P-, splendid order,

fully equipped £42 IO

SCOTT, 1921, Squirrel, 3J h;p., Brooklands winner, many
special fitments, rare opportunity £T0

NORTON, 1922, Big Four, and Montgomery semi-sports
sidecar, fully equipped, in new condition £110

A.J.S., 1922, 2f h.p., Bi, electrically equipped, indis-

tinguishable from new £77 10
HORTON, 1920, BIG FOUR sports, electric hghtmg,

speedometer, long copper exhaust £75

"^

'Grams:
'' Track," Croydon.

Always over 100 macliiaes in Stock

Showrooms: 9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, West Croydon. Phone

:

Croydon 2450-1.

Hours of business 9-7, including Saturdays.

I^^^^ 100% Holiday Successes

A.C.U SIX DAYS
G. A. LOVEGROVE

—Gold MedalTRIAL - -
- 21 H.P. RADeO

NORTH LONDON RELIABILITY TRIAL—SilvCr Cup
REG. BAXTER ON HIS 2J H.P. RADCO •

NO, 2 No. 1

^ . ^ EACH ONE GUARANTEED STANDARD. >#> A^
%J^fc VjlIXS* Only one Machine entered in each event. ^r^2 VJillS*

- - - BIRMINGHAM.

EACH ONE GUARANTEED STANDARD.
Only one Machine entered in each event.

E. A. RADNALL 6 CO. - - - - Dartmouth Street - - -

A.TURRELL & SONS, '°''\'S'^hf'i}iiX\\%'!i!r'

Height Heiaht
.Lth.Wth, to Bidge to Eavea

It. ft. ft. in. ft. in.

7X 5 " 7 o .. 5 o
.. 7 6 .. 5 3
.. 8 o .. 5 6

.. 84 ,. 59

.. 84.. 60

.. 8 7 .. 63

.. 8 9 .. 6 4

.. 89 .. 64
90 .. 6 6

'Pbone

:

T268 Sydenham

9X 7
10 X 8
MX 8

14 X 8
j6x 9
18 X 9
20X10
Prices Carriage Paid England

and Wales.
Made in sections, with double doors, with Jin- tongued and grooved match-
Tjoards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and Cijvered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

210Z. glass. Flooring : Strong joists, one inch boards. Ailbolts-supplied

for erecting house.

KEEP fflM OFF!
This little beggar works

whilst you're asleep or

busy— takes pounds
and pride off your

"outfit." Stop his ac-

tivity with "Corrosine"

the Rust-Preventerand

"Derusta " Ihe Rust-

Remover.

In 1 /6 and 2/6 sizes, at Halford's shops and all

other enterprising dealers, or direct from

UnWC17'Q —The Rust'Preventar Firm,—nU fV OIL iJ Union Worlu. 5METHWICK.
Postage ^d. and 6d. each size extra.

b22 in answering the^e advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cj/cle.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Beardmore.

B.EARDMORE SViih.p., all c-hain. spring frame,
speed; £42/10.-47, Leigil Rd., East Ham.

[1798
BIi;.A.RDMORE PRECISION Light Combinatiou

1921, tax, fully insured, equipped, perfect condi-

tion, appearance: £60; offer.—Plester, 71, Wendell
Hd., Shepherds Bush. [1716

Beaumont.
BKAUMONT 1921, as^h.p. Blackburue, will do 60

m.p.h., Druid cheek action, Burman close

ratio, horn, lamps, Bonniksen, perfect; first £55.—
Stuttard, New Park, Harrogate. [1424

Blackburne.
4 li.p. Blackburne and Moptgomery sports sidecar;i £65,-114, Bri.vton Hill. [1962

BL.iCKBURNE 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmey huii, new
tyres; iSs.— 17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1463

Ih.p. Blackburne Combiuation De Luxe, 1921, hood,
screen, all accessories, as new; London district.

—

3ox 3563, c/o The Motor Cycle. :[1410

BL.4CKBURNE 1920 4h.n. Combination. fully
equipped, electric lighting, tax paid, condition

]xcellent ; £80.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
>t., Oxford. [1144
|l Q21 Blackburne 8h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed,
i-t7 most beautiful combination, massive sidecar, 4
jetachable wheels, absolutely unscratched; owner buy-
ng car; cost £250; 72 gns. secures.—67, Pernlea Rd.,
iblham. [2369
BLACKBURNE 1921 8h.p. Magdyno Combination,

complete with horn, speedometer, spare wheel,
uggage grid, licensed, screen, etc., a very excellent
ombination; £120.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
;t., Oxford. [1145

Blumfleld.
^-6h.p. Blumfield, faet, reliable; £25, or exeh.nnge
'J Rood lightweight.—Drew, WeHieath, Eedditch.

[1491
'- Bradbury.

/lb. p. Bradbury, clutch, Bosch, licensed ; £23 ; after
.* 6 p.m.— 68, Gordon Ed., Ealing. [1633

£20.-Bradbury combination, 41/ih.p., 2-speed, over-
hauled.—84, Terrace Rd., Upton Manor, E.13.

[1759
BRADBURY 1914 4h.p. Combination, 2-sneed, excel-

lent condition; £25.-7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7.
[2307

3RADBURY 2%h.p., 1922, tax paid, 2-speed, clutch
and kick-starter; £55.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

london. [2083

th.p.
Bradbury, 2-speed countershaft, chain drive;

bargain, £25, or exchange with lightweight.

—

iWestwood," Orchard Rd., Belvedere. [1797

|Q15 4h.p. Bradbury Combination, countershaft,
1
^ clutch and K.S., all-chain, tvres perfect, taxed,

hiipped; £35.—103, Moore Park Rd., Pulham. [2068

J022 Bradbury -4h.p.. 3-speed, clutch, kick-start,

j

^ licensed year, fully equipped, indistinguishable
,jm new; 70 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards.
:'. Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [2285

j

Brough.

I

HOWHOOM-SOILED. — New 1922 Brough 3V2h.p.,
flat Iwin Sports model; reduced to £85; free

I

livery to ^any address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
jl., Birmingham. [2270

I

Brough Superior.
i
ONDON.

ji

IjROUGH SUPERIOR Service and Sales Depot.

('HE Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd.

OLE Agents for London and thirty miles radius.

'HE Sporting Rider's Ideal. Immediate delivery of
Mark 2 6.5h.p. solo, iei25; Mark 2 combina-

n. JE150; Mark 1 solo, £150; Mark 1 combination.
80. S.S. 80 supplied, with Brooklands certificate
80 m.p.h.. £165. delivery ten days. Demonstration
idels m stock, catalogues post free on request. Ex-
ided payments and exchanges.—9, 10, 11, Royal
",de. West Croydon. 'Phone : 2450-1. 'Granis :

ack, Croydon. [0773

Ih.p. Brough, perfect condition, nnv trial; £40:
' -i 2-8peed, all on.-4. Barley Mow Passage, Chiswick.

I [1482
JTANCHESTER, Oldham, Bury, Stockport, Btaly-
'->- bridge, Rochdale, Huddersfleld, etc.. etc.—We aro
e agents for Brough Superior.—Brongh Superior
Ttliern Services, 198, Manchester Ed., Oldham.
ROUGH SUPERIOR Northern Services.-As our

!
name implies, we are Brough Superior specialists.

^^ .!'' '" ''"'''' Mark I., 90x771/2 mm., o.h.v..
,60; Mark I. side valve, £150; Mark I. sporting
inbinatioii, with screen, step, mat, ana apron,

. 80; JJark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine. £125; Mark
,

sporting combination, £150. Demonstration runs
appointment. Catalogues post free on request.

.3 are the Brough Superior representatives for whols
Lancashire and Yorkshire (exception Leeds and

cffleld), and greater part of Cheshire and North
lillord. Showrooms, 19B. Manchester Rd.. Oldham.
^^,^°<"'^ Going to be a Brough Superior? If so,aont_ forget Brough Superior Northern Services.
t us give you a trial run. [0880

All letters relating to sdvertisements
Motor Cycles

POSTGAHB
will bring you our latest List

of New,Second-hand, and Shop-soiled

Machines. Don't delay.

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

A tew o£ this week's S.H. Bargains,

Deposit. 1 '} Instal- Cash
A^ ments of Price

i£20 TRIUMPH.
4 h.p. 1920, equipped. . £4 6 £68

£20 B.S.A.*''" 19164Jh.p.Combination, CCA
equipped, screen, etc. . . £2 13 9 *J"

CI1; LEVIS.*^^ 25 h.p., 2 speed, equipped, C^A
taxed £1 6 11 SJU

£20 RUDGE.
*''" 31 h.p. 1920 I.O.M., OCC

equipped £3 2 9 SJJ

£15 HOBART.
4 h.p. twin Combination,
equipped. Easting £1 12 3 £33

£11; ALLDAYS-ALLON.* ^ 1920 2 speed, clutch,
K.S., taxed 10 £40

£1!; ENFIELD.
'*' ^ 2\ h.p. 1920, equipped,

taxed 1 3 £38

£15 RUDGE. 1919multi,
equipped, taxed 10 £40

£25 RUDGE.
1922 I.O.M., equipped
as new, taxed £69

£^5 HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
"^ "^ 1920 Electrical Comb.,

fuily equipped, screen £7 3 4 £115

£^S MORGAN.
°^ '^ 1920 W. C. de Luxe,

equipped, tax paid 12 4 £120

£15 DOUGLAS.
'^'^ 1920 25 h.p., 3 speed,

clutch and K.S., equipped £2 13 9 £45

£15 DOUGLAS.
'^':^ 1915 25 h.p., 3 speed,

clutch & K.S., equipped,
tax paid £1 15 10 £3b

PARKER'S
DEPOTS.

BOLTON ^ MANCHESTER
6RADSHAWGATE.

Tol. 134.8. ,

245, DEANSGATE.
Tel. 864 Ceo.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough Superior,

1 Q22 Brough Superior with Swan sporting sidecar,
Xt/ Kuper-^p,irts J. A.P. engine, electric lighting,
nearly new, perfect, cost nearly £200; sacrifice, £150.
—Greave>;, 6, Sheldon Rd., Cricklewood, liondon. [1909

6,5h.p. Brough Superior, 1922, exclusive Toronda
sporting mottled aluminium sidecar, disappearing

hoed, screen. lully equipped, D.A. Lucas lifihting, Terry
pillion, luoks as new; £140; cost £190; ride 100 miles
to purchaser. .See exchange column.—Skinner, 12,
Sadler Gate, Derby. iflOSS

BROUGH SUPERIOR, the new SS80 model, certi-

fied to have exceeded 80 m.p.h. You can see
your machine pass this speed test. Order now, £l60;
standard model, £150; combination, £180; demonstra-
tion machine in stock.—Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon
St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [1522

Spaie Parts:

SPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame spnres
for Broigh Superior in stock; write for hsts.—

Q. and J. Daweon, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge. [0835

B.S.A.

LL New and Second-hand
L- Sner'ialists.

Models.-Tlie B.S.A.

COUNTY Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd., Broad St.,

Biiminghiim. [7010

B.S.A. SVsh.p., fine order ; £20.— 1, Springfield
Park Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. l[2078

4 h.p. B.S.A., clutch model, perfect, licensed; £22.—
Potter, 68, St. Andrew's St., Dundee. [1377

NEW 1921 B.S.A. 411. p., T.T. model, single-speed;
£50.—Lace.v, c/o Snipe, 330, Euston Rd. [2293

28.—3'/*. p. B.S.A., 2-speed, clutch, nerlect order.

licensed.-Halls, Beck,.JiIildenh!dl, Suffolk. [1570

35.—4>/4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, countershaft gears,
clutch, K.S., smart.—King, Egrove, Oxiord. [1891

B.S.A. H2, shop-soiled only, nt the special price of
'

f 99.-Eat<.'lifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[1096

B.S.A. 4t4h.p., June, 1922, chain-belt; £85.—
Williams, Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Barnet.

[1637
1Q12 B.S.A., perfect order; any reasonable offer
-1-t' round £30.—'Peacock, Trinity Parsonage, Bux-
tou. [1370

B.S.A. model K2, shop-soiled onlv, at the special price
of £96.-Entclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [1095

B.S.A.. new 1922 model, all-chain drive, catalogue
price, £110; accept £75.—Heath Garage. New-

market. [1834

B.S.A. 1922 Model K2 Combinatiou, No. 3 sidecar,

shop-soiled onlv; £110.—Arthur G. Daw, 114,
Brixton Hill. [196'0

B.S.A. 1922 4>ih.p., model K2, very slightly soiled:
bargain nt £90.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-

well St., Oxford. [1151

T Q22 B.S.A. 6h.p. Twin Combination, brand new,
-i-t' shop-soiled; £135.—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane
St., Chelsea, S.W.I. [1840

1 Q22 4i/ih.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-chain, shon-soiled

;

i-V reduced from il42 to 4115.—Brockbank, 58.

Lord St., Southiiort. [2168

4Jlh.p. 1919-20 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, ires
4 engine and kick-start; £75. — Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [2084

1 Q20 4iAh.p. B.S.A. Combination, speedometer,
itf lamps, windscreen; £85; sell separately.—L.
Ball, Darton, Barnsley. ;[1418

"I
Q19 B.S.A. 41/ili.p. Combination, with lamps and

-ttJ' accessories, well kept; £65, no offers.— S. S., 45,
Fonnereau Rd., Ipswich. [1541

"1 Q20 B.S.A. 4i,ih.p., all-chain drive, lampsi horn.
-L^ in perfect condition; £55.-164, Revelstoke Rd.,
Wimbledon Park, S.W.18. [1989

"D.S.A. Combination, model K, 1917 or 1918, Ren-
-*-' noc sidecar; sell £55; or exchange Zenith.—35,
Elm Rd., Maiden, Surrey. [1360

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, fully equipped,
countershaft, 3-speed; £42. — Speechley, 86,

Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [1976

1 022 B.S.A. 4Vih.p., all-chain, 3-speed clutch, one
-•-«' only, unridden, slightly soiled; £90,—Hivett,
236. High Rd.. Leytonstone. I[1437

B.S.A. Combination, 1921,. 7h.p., Magdyno, un-
scratched, spare wheel; £120.—Top bell. 90,

Cornwall Rd.. North' Kensington. [1764

B.S.A. 1919-20 4i4h.p. Combination, just overhauled,
new tyres, fully equipped, tax paid; £75.—^East-

man, 66, Oaktree Rd., Southampton. [2072

B.S.A. 41/ih.p. K2 1917 Combination. flrst-cUws con-
dition, many spares, equipped; £65.—Senior. Tlie

Lodge, Hillingdon Court, nr. TJxbridge. [1472

B.S.A. New 1922 4l4h.p. All-chain Solo, £110;
4lAh.p., chain-cum-belt, £107; sidecars supplied

to any' model; your old machine taken in exchange
and treated as payment do"wn. remainder in 12 equal
monthly payments or more.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [203E

sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

advertised by piivate owners are, when desired, marlced (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

LATE 1920 B.S.A., 3-speed, ' Lncas lamps, horn,
licensed, practically new; exchange lightweight,

:ash.—99, Cannon Hill Lane, Merton. [1777
IQlQ B.S.A. Comhination, in perfect order, with
•*-*' lamps and accessories; £67 (sixty-seven pounds);
my trial.—Wingrove Motor Co., Fore St., Ipswich.

^ [1368
"10 22 B.S.A. Combination, Model E, 6h.p., No. 3
•1-*^ sidecar, slightly shop-soiled; £l42.—Morriss
ind Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., London, N.W.3.

"p.S.A. 4V4h.p. 1922. K2, 3 speeds, hand clutch,-' kick-starter, brand new. slightly soiled : £90.—
Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, Loudon, W.

[2150
1Q19 WJi-V. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain drive,-*' fully equipped, speedometer, windscreen, tyres
nearly new; £80.—Spink, 140, New Walk, Leicester.

£1922
"O .S.A. 4'^h.p. chain-cum-belt and tradesman's car-
--' rier sidecar, shop-soUed only; at the special price
of £121.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,
W. [1104

1 Q21 B.S.A. Combination, speedometer, Easting,
X«-f Tan-Sad, lamps, horn, spring seat, low mile-
age, original tyres; £95.-55, Poplar Walk Rd.,
S.E.24. [1439

"JQ17 B.S.A. Combination, 5-speed, clutch, kick-J-^ starter, very smart turnout, expensively
equipped; sacrifice, 47 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
Exchange. [2370

B.S.A. 4V4li-P- 1920 all-chain Combination, lamps,
horn, luggage grid, Easting, mileage 4,000, good

:ondition, smart appearance; £75.—Kippington Grange,
Bevenoaks. [1856

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p., with large Canoelet sidecar, elec-
tric light, very good condition; £110.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammei-smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [1836

B.S.A. 1919 4Vih.p. Combination, lamps, horn,
speedometer, screen, good condition,, new tyres

and cliains; £70, or oHer.—HcKeon. 18, Wellington
Av., Stamford Hill. . [1678

AT Edwards'.—1921 4Vth.p. B.S.A., fully equipped.
No. 3 sidecar. Easting screen, perfect condition;

92 gns. Deferred payments and exchanges.—101,
Great Portland St., W.l. [2229

AT Edwards'.—1920 B.S.A. a^'jh.-p., fully equipped,
lamps, horn, and speedometer, excellent condi-

tion; 55 gns. Deferred pavments and exchanges.

—

101, Great Portland St., W.l. [2221

IQ22 B.S.A. Light 6-7h.p. and No. 4 sidecar, shop-
J-t' soiled demonstration model, maker's guarantee;
£155; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [5454
-| Q21 B.S.A. Twin, Hopley folding sidecar (passes
J~^ through 28in. doorway), Royal Easting, pillion
seat, expert examination invited; £140.—Mclndoe, 7,

Holmlands Park South, Sunderland. [1945

7h.p. B.S.A. De Luxe Combination, 3A, all-chain,
interchangeable wheels, equipped, lamps, liorn,

etc., new June, 1921; cost £187; accept £120, or
nearest; tax paid.—Ping, Westfield, Hereford. [1422

1 021 B.S.A. 4^4h.p. CombinatioTi, electric lighting,
L*-^ Bonniksen speedometer, aluminium lecshields,
extra roomy sidecar. Easting windscreen with special
convenient mountiiic. large locker in back and fiat

luggage deck, recently completely overhauled by makers
and excellent in mechanical condition and annearance:
price £80.—Pearsall, Glaed Hame. Letchworth, Herts.

ri749
Spare Parts:

S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7663

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post tree,
from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares

Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0805

THE B.S.A. Specialists.—On the spot. Give our
unrivalled Spares Service a trial ; catalogue free.—

County Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd.. Broad St.. Bir-
mingham. [7011

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St. London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always in stock Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0750

Calthorpe.

LATE Calthorpe, 2-speed, very nice, guaraiateed

;

bargain, 20 gns.; equipped.—67, Fernlea Rd.,
Balham. [2364

CALTHORPE, 4-5h.p. J.A.P.. 1916. Douglas side-
car, fast, posh, lamps; £50.-229, Maryvale Rd..

Bournville. [1911

2ih.p. Calthorpe Motor Cycles.—New 1922 models;
2 £36, or £7 down and 12 monthly payments of

;*-'2/9/6; balance paid in 18 months if required.—Wau-
'jhope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E,C.4. [2086

Cedos.
»>3.1i-P. Cedes, clutch, K.S., fully eqiiipped, insured,

' little used; £43; Oxfordshire.—Box 3643^ c/o

B

The Motor Cycle. izon

A FINE SELECTION OF

SECONDHAND
MOTORCYCLES

Our stock includes machines oJ every type
and at prices to suit all. Each one has
been suhmitted to a most careful examina-
tion and overhaul in our own works, and
carries the same guarantee as the makers
give when new.

For the convenience of customers not wishing
to pay cash in full, we have shown against
each machine the sum required as deposit
and the amount of instalments 9or twelve
months,

ZENITH, igi2, 3^ h.p,, Gradua pear £25
Or £6 15s. down and 1:2 instalments of . . .

.

£1 13 9
TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch, K.S. £68
Or ^17 13s. "id. down and 12 instalments of £4 8 5

ALLON, 1920, 2-^ h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, K.S. £40
Or i'lo down and 12 instalments of £2 12 8

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1915, 3 hrp., 2 speeds, K.S. £35
Or /g "is. down and 12 instalments of ...

.

£2 6 3
RUDGE-MULTI, 1922. 3* h.p., LO.M. model £65
Or £16 i8s. down and 12 instalments of .

.

£4 4 6
ROVER, 1921, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, all-chain diive

and Canoelet Touring sidecar £85
Or 1.22 2S. down and 12 instalments of . . .

.

£5 10 6
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1920, 3 h.p., 2 speeds ... £40 D
Or £10 los. down and 12 instalments of ...

.

£2 12 6
B.S.A., 1913, 3i h.p. countershaft, 3 speeds,

clutch and K.S. and Sidecar £35
Or /q 5s. down and 12 instalments of £2 6 3

MATCHLESS, 1921, 8 h.p. Comb £125
Or £32 IDS. do\vn and 12 instalments of .

.

£8 2 6
ROVER, 1921, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and

K.S., all-chain drive £70
Or £18 4S. down and 12 instalments of ...

.

£4 11
B.S.A., 1919, 4i h.p.. Model K, and iMilllord

sidecar £80
Or £20 16s. down and 12 instalments of .

.

£5 4
B.S.A., 1922, 4j h.p., Model H, and No. 3

sidecar £1 23
Or £'31 19s. 6d. down and 12 instalments of £7 19 11

N.U.T., 1920, 3* h.p., Lucas magdyno lighting,

and Swan sporting sidecar £90
Or £23 8s. down and 12 instalments of ...

.

£5 17
O.K., 1921, 2j h.p., Model IX £30
Or /8 down and 12 instalments of - £2

RUDGE-MULTI, 1922, 3* h.p., I.O.M. model,
lamps, horn, as new £73

Or £18 19s. down and 12 instalments of .

.

£4 15
DOUGLAS, 1920, 4 h.p. Comb £90
Or £23 8s. down and 12 instalments of .

.

£5 17
JUNO, 1918, 2^ h.p., Villiers engine £29
Or £7 15s. down and 12 instalments of . .

.

£1 18 9
ROVER, 1919, 3^ h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, K.S. £62
Or £16 2S. 8d. down and 12 instalments of . £4 7

NEW IMPERIAL, 1914. 2J h.p.. 2 speeds, tax
paid. Running order but not guaranteed £23

DOUGLAS, 1914, 23 h.p., 2 speeds, tax paid.
Running order but not guaranteed £28

The majority of the above are complete with accessories

and are Tax-paid.

We are offering a few

NEW 1922 MODELS
AT

REDUCED PRICES
in conseciuence of their being slightly shop-
soiled, and shall be pleased to forward a list

upon request.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to K.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.)

418, ROMFORD RD., FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone:
^oo East Ham.

Telegrams

:

Egarace, London,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea*Jap.

ON Sale, Chater-Lea-Jap Combination, 6h.p., 3-spe(
countershaft, F.E. and Th.S., coachbuilt, rooi

sidecar, screen, new tyres, sound, and new chaii
machine perfect in everv detail; must sell; sacrifii

£66, will deliver 100 miles radius.—90, Tulketh Bro
Preston, Lanes. [13

Clyno.
£40.—Clyno 2-stroke, 2-speed, shop-soiled, 2V>h.p

Townson and Ward, Ltd., Barrow, '[14

6 h.p, Clyno, 3-speed, Magdyno, excellent conditic

£40.—P. "Willcocks, Datchet, Bucks, (18

CLYNO ^i^h.p, 2-speed, H.C., excellent conditic
equipped; nearest £40.—15, Drove Rd., Bigglt

wade. [17

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lond<
E,C.4.—Clyno 1920 2V.h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed a

F.E. ; £35. [20

£39/10.—Clyno combination, W,D,, spare wheel, et

good order; bargain; exchanges.—406, York It

Wandsworth. [19

CLYNO Combination, 1917, 6h,p., 3-speed, sportl
sidecar, all on, perfect, tax, insurance pai

£75.—Hadland, 54, Plashet Ed., Upton Pork. [18

£35.—5-6h.p, Clyno 3-speed, kick start, good c(

dition, snip.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Ad
son Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071, [Zi

CLTNO-J.A.P. ah.p. Combination, dynamo ligMii

spare wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, lieen

fine condition ; i80.—Seen 2, Hogarth Rd., Earl's Ooii

[14:

SHOWROOM-SOILED.—New 1922 8h,p, Clyno Cot

biuation, spring frame, detachable wheels, wil

screen; reduced to £125; easy payments 4% extra; L

delivery to any address.—Premier Motor Co., Ast'

Rd., Birmingham. [22

Spare Paris:

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8, Bftl

St., Ealing. (76V

Connnught,
CONNAUGHT 1922 25,ili.p., cjutclr, 2-speed, ki

start, new condition; first reasonable offer.—Dc
294, Willesden Lane, N,W.2. [Zl.

AT Edwards'.—1922 3'/jh,p. Connaiight Coinbi
tion, all-chain drive, 3-speed gear, kick-star

and clutch, fully equipped, lamps, horn, tax paid, a
[

condition ; 73 gns. Deferred payments and exchan^i

101. Great Portland St., W.l. [2i

1 Q22 Connaughts, all models, for immediate
J-*' livery.—Single-speed, £39,'18; Sturmev 2-spe

clutch, and K.S.. £57/10; 3ii.h,n., 3 speeds, clnl

and K,S,, all-chaj-n drive, £75; 3loh.p. combinati
3 speeds, clutch and K.S.. iE95; deferred 4% extn
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. *Phol"

Dalston 2408. f2:

Cotton.

SUPER-HOT-STUFF, 60 miles an hour. Cotton 19
' equipped; £55.—Seymour Hotel, Gloucester. .[11

COTTON 2%h.p., 3-speed. all chain, sbop«il
reduced from £76 to £65.—Brockbank, 58, I

St., Southport. [2:

COTTON-VILLIERS, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start,

new, tax, insurance; £48.—Parker, c/o Pow
Swillet, Chorley Wood. 12

Coulson.

1 Q20 Coulson B., 2^f4h.p. Blackburne, spring fra

i-v perfect,—Chuter, High Hd„ Byfleet. [1

COULSON,—About 20 slightly shop-soiled machu
£10 reduction on all models.—London Mod

61, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C, (H 1

COULSON-BLACKBURNE. 1920, 2-speed spt
[

model, eouipped and licensed; £35.—Godfn ,

Garage, Cranbrook Rd„ Ilford, 'Phone ; 83. [H

1 Q22 Coulson-B., lamps, horn, licensed, insui
;

-L*? Binks, ridden under 1,000 miles, perfect, J

[

new condition; £55.-21, King's Rd., Leytonstonc. I

COULSON.—Several second-hand machines in stt
J

1921 models; prices ranging from £40-£65, C'

|

bination £80.—I.ondon Motors, 61, Holborn Viadi 1

London, E.C. [1
\

Coventry Eagle.

NEW Coventry Eagle 3y,h.p., 3-speed; £62/1,'

Lacey, c/o Snipe, 330, Euston Rd, [2
^

COVENTRY EAGLE. 2V,h.p,, 2-6troke; £26, or 1

olfer,—Seen 4, The Square, Oarshalton. [1
|

NEW 1922, shop-soiled Coventry Eagle; £64,—SM
and Tail, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. SI'

fair 625. [1 '

COVENTRY EAGLE 1922 5-6h.p. Ace discs, Mij.

gomery Sports sidecar, screen, low mileage,

tinctive appearance, Lucas (acetylene), splendid '

,

dition throughout; £110; list, £170.—Lake; Sb

'

Hall, Bletchley. 12

Coventry Victor. 1

COVENTRY VICTOR.-All jnodels in stock.—St

and Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Boed St., *

Mayfair 625. ['
I

b26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ROVDON and District,—Sole official appointed
agent for Royal Enflelds,—A. P. Pulling, 175a,

iflou Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [6299

9G:NS.; Exchange.—1919 Enfield 2-9troke, 2.speed.
lamps, horn, fine condition ; any examination,—

.Neate St„ Albany Rd„ Camberwell, [8602

NFIELD Combination, 1914, speedometer, wind-
, screen, electric, splendid condition, any trial: £45,
, Hazellville Rd„ Hornsey Rise, N,19, [1737

NFIEIJ} Combination 1921 8h,p,. Magdyno, leg-

shields, Tan-Sad, muffs, taxed, insured; condition
client: £115,-Harper, Penelve, Syston, [1597

,il4 Enfield 61i,i3, Combination, tax paid, lamp,
,y screen, speedometer, only wants seeing: £50,—
may, 541, Green Lanes, Harringay, N,8, [1821

lATE 1920 Enfield Combination, d.vnamo lighting,

I absolutely perfect condition; £80,—5, TeiTace
J.ige, Turnham Green TeiTace, Chis\Yick, [2255

i"!ACTICALLY Brand new 8h,p. Dynamo Epfield
I Combination, original tyres, every possible acces-
I

; jei00.-24, Balliol Rd„ North Kensington, [1991

i^'FIELD, 1921, Magdyno Combination, fully

I equipped and licensed, fine order; bargain, £110,
ae Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St,, Oxford,

. . [1143
Q GXS,—Royal Enfield 6h,p, Combination, in very
-J good order, equipped, taxed

;
photograph,—Peter

:,lon. Ltd,, 110, Upper Richmond Rd,, East Sheen,
fioee

[N'FIELD,—Complete range of 1922 models for im-
'; mediate delivery. Cash. Exchanges, Easy pay-
(ts,—P. J, Evans, John Bright St,, Birmingham,
; [2202
||22 Royal Enfield Combination, Model 190, 8h,p,,
\' Magdyno, slightly shop-soiled; £136/10,—Mor-
1 and Co,, Ltd,, 139, Finchley Rd,, London, N,W,3

[1520
Ik 18 Enfield Combination, 40 gns,; sidecar, beauti-
r lul condition, many gadgets ; cash, £75; great
:;ain.—W,, 8, St. Michael's Rd,, Stoke, Coventry,
I [leo'o
[VFIELD 1921, 2-5troke, kick-start, lamps. Horn.
( tax paid for year, indistinguishable from new;
; 40 gns,—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd,, South
tsinglon, tl338
l*riELD 1921 8h,p, Combination, dynamo lighting,
L Easting screen, speedometer, mirror, spare chain,
(;., tubes, tax paid; £125.—W,A,H„ 23, Mel-
i^ne Rd,, Ilford, Essex, [1635

»' Eiiwards',—1920 Enfield 2Vih,p,, 2-stroke, fully
a equipped with lamps, horn, and speedometer,
Silent condition ; 35 gns. Deferred payments and
sanges,—101. Great Portland St„ W.l.' [2222

(' Edwards'.—1919 3h.p. Enfield and sidecar, fully
1 equipped with lamps, horn, speedometer, etc.,
i)n .^eat, tax paid for the year; 42 gns. Deferred
j'ents and exchanges,—101, Great Portland St,,
'' [2223

1.21 Enfield Combination Bh.p., Vickers engine.
^ mechanical lubrication, lamps, speedometer,
;i windsrreen, licensed, in splendid condition; £95,
rar ofler.—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., Chelsea,
I

• [1839
'^1 Enfield 8h,p,, Vickers engine, Lucas Magdyno

lighting set, Watford speedometer, front and
' A*indscr«ens, new hood and cover, tax paid, con-
,(

perfect; price £125,—Bass, 428, Hackney Rd
Ojn, E, i;i402

1 16 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, XI,A.G. engine, 2 speeds.
1 clutch, appearance and mechanical condition as
>; excellently equipped; any trial; first reasonable
B or exchange,—Bryant, Milton Villa, Sterne St,,

'i
'"'3s Bush, [2338

4 21 8h,p, Enfield Combination, splendid condi-
' tion throughput, windscreen, speedometer,

; bargain, £105, or near offer; buying car
6 clock,—Hennig, 60, Thornbury Rd,, Isle-

qi, Middlesex. [1430
(,'2 Enfield-Vickers Combination electric li.^htin''
,' si»edometer, horn,- tax paid, hood, screen, and
1 urtains, etc., etc., only done 150 miles, absolutely
ijnched, and guaranteed; accept £135, or near
14 exchanges.—41, The Grove, Finchley. Phone :

[1816

. ,
- .Sli-P- Combination, Magdyno lighting,

laint and tyies excellent condition, mechanically
present owner since new, tax paid, insured
demonstration within 100 miles at small
write, best offer over SgO.—Nelson, Crescent

'y- R»'^«Eate. -
[igjO

JFIELD Specinlists.-Wanted, your present m.
-tjcle in part exohnnge for nnv new model f
>• No waiting. Distance no object, ~
H^d for second-hand machines. Deferred
?'

. '„f°
eolumn advertisement).—Bamber's. 2.

»l,ink St„ Sonthport, 'Phone: 607 [515b

r'-iF,??''!'
Sfi h Sh<^ Lane, Fleet St„ London,

' t,C,4,-Enfield 1916 combination, 8h,p,' J.A,P.,

So; Jk J'^'f, I," "" *^0: Enfield 1919 com-

h ,! 13 PL?."*'*'* combination, £140; dynamo
n °£57-L*'=?J ^'-''l-P-

™"3el. *55; witb kick-

irt f. k -1
'' "'^ machine taken in exchange and

i di paV^L"!!-™'!'.!""-". remainder in 12%_ual

li
''lELD

otoi
-— -Torn

Best pric::s

pay-

payments or more. [2090

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, Magdyno, Easting, etc.Xtf perfect condition; £95; cash, exchange, ex-
tended terms.—Eloc, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishop^gate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066
Apare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 3,
Bond St., Ealing. [7656

p NFIELD Spares

TYRES
THESE SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES
are quite new and not old stock as offered
at ridiculous prices. All goods are sent
on 7 days approval against remittance.
Carriage Paid.

Size.

26x'2i

26 :23

26x2M
- X 2}!

26x2i
26x3o"r-|
27x31 I

28x2J
28x3

650, 65

700X 80

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Elite, ,vrib., ex. heavy .

.

Englebert, rubber studded
Palmer, cord, heavy .

.

Palmer, cord
Bates, spec. hvy. wired-on
Dunlop, heavy, rub. stud.
Bates, spec, heavy beaded
Michelin, steel stud ....
Palmer, cord
Dunlop, heavy rub. stud,
Hutchinson, t.T
Goodyear, all-weather .

.

Palmer, cord
Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Ajax, rub. no.i-skid, for

650.x 65 or 700 >: 80 rims
Clincher, Dreadnought . .

Clincher, Dreadnought . .

Palmer, cord, heavy
Goodyear; all-weather , .

,

Palmer, cord
Ajax, rubber non-skid . .

.

Goodrich, safety tread , ,

,

Rodace, rubber non-skid ,

Goodrich, safety tread . , ,

Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Soly, rubber non-skid . . ,

Goodyear, all-weather , ,

,

Our
Price.

18/6
28/9
24/6
17/6
35/10
32/6
32 '6

27/6
27/6
20/-

34,'3

29/6
22/9
38 ,'6

36/-
25/-

42/6
47/6
32/6
57/6
53-
47/6
47/3
42/6
37/6
35/-

40/-

30/-

21/6
50/-

Price,

40/3
3S/6

47/9
43/4

48,/-

28/3

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaranteed,
24x2,4,'9; 26x2,4/9; 26x2J,5/9; 26x23,6/-
26x2ix2J,'6/9; 26x2i, 6/9; 28x3, 7/1l'
700x80,7/6.

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengll
Period Jin. 1/-, Jin. 1/5, Jin. 1/9, lin. 2/-, 1 Jin.

2

m RETREADING
Rubber Non-skid Pattern.

Ex. hvy

We fit only
the finest
quality treads
obtainable,
and guaran-
tee satisfac-
tion.

26m.

28in.

700 X 80

20/6

25/-

25/-

17

20

See last week's edition for our special
offer of Elite Super Non-skid Cove:

Grams

:

'Tyrelida
London

"'

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
'

266» VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD. S.W
to where ail post orders should be addressetl.

And at 44, Sorbitol! Rd.. Kingston-on-Thames
^

Telephone—Kingston 3355.

67/6
64/6
63/-
62/0

and Repairs a Speciality.

—

PuUing's Garage, London lid., Croydon. 'Phone :

1619. [6300
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, 2-speed, Villiers engine, new, shop-
soiled; £46.-Frank Eele, Thame. [1400

"pXCELSIOR 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-3eater body,
L' all-chain drive, 3-speed. C.S., electric lighucg sec;
£70.—Redhead, 42, Wellingboro' Rd., Northampton.

[1371
"pXCELSIOR-VILLIERS 2-stroke 1920, 2-3peed,
J-^ Cowey spealometer, all on, perlect condition, tax,
insurance paid.—63. Brooke Rd., Walthamstow, E.17.

[2004
"PHOTOGRAPH Free.—British Excelsior 6h.p. Cum-
J- bination, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick-start,
good order; 52 gns. ; exchanges.— Peter Gordon, Ltd.,
110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [1066

Fafnir.
3ih.p. Fafnir, m.o.v., enclosed Bosch, B. and B.,

2 Druid forks, tax: £9/10.—P. Willcccks, Datchet.
Bucks. [1845

F.N.
p'.N^ 5-6b.p^ 4-cyl., good running order; £12.-17,

Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1462

-106a,
[1855

F.N. Spares.-
1904;

5-6h.p. F.N., 2-speed, H.C. clutcli; first £20.-
Great Moor St., Bolton.

"I Q22 4-cyl. F.N. Combination, nearly new; bargain,
--«^ £115.-59, Gregory Boulevard, Nottingham.

ri730

F.N. 2i4h.p. 2-speed, clutch; £18; exchange 3y2h.p.

Triumph.—Bingham, Clayton Wickham, Hassockis.
[1532

F.N. 4-cyl. (m.o.v.), 2-speed, clutch, good condition
and lunning order; trial by appointment; what

offers?—2, Warham Rd., Harringay, London. [1650

Tji.N.'s.-8h.p. new type, overhead valves, £125; with
-T sidecar, £160; 3h.p., n€w type, overhead valves,

with kick-st-arter, hand-controlled clutch, and 2-speed
gear, £72 ; a 2y2h.p., 2-speed, hand-controlled clutch
and kick-starter, side valves, £55. — Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. Easy
terms and exchange. [2091

Sparc Parts

:

-We can supply for all models from
prompt attention to all enquiries.-Lang-

ford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadwav, London, N.\y.2.
[1353

Harley^Davidson.
1Q19 Harley Combination, overhauled May last,
J- J' perfect condition.—53, Sutherland A v., ftlaida

Vale. i[1440

"|Ol9 Harley Combin;ition, electric model, speedo-
^*y meter, all accessories, taxed; £75.—K.J. . Motors,
Bromley. [1579

1Q19 Harley Solo, 7-9h.p., K.S., all on, mechani-
i-t/ cally perfect, also enamel; £65.—Saw, Mill
Rd., Chinnor. l[1416

1 Q 15 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,
-Lt7 Easting, lamps, good order; £60.-97, Chesnat
Rd., Plumstead. [1628

jr^l'ARLEY Combination 1918, overhauled makers,
£70; exchange solo.—67, Burntwood

[1901

HARLEY Combination, 1921, electric model, as
new; £110.— James, c/o Bradmores. 482, Harrow

R.I.. Paddingtou. [1958

"I
Q19 HarJey 7-9h.p. Combination, excellent condi-

J- 1' tion ; bargain, £95 ; any evening.—Jone?^. 44.
Penn Rd., Holloway. [1397

. 5 7-9h.p. Harlev Combination, sound running

.

£50; no ofiers.—69, Qusens-
[1498

-3--L new tyres
Lane, Earlsfield

19\=„oudition guaranteed
land Avenue. Coventry.

7-9h.p. Harley Sports. Montgomery sidecar, electric,

gas lighting: £115, or offer; must sell.—Harmer,
2, Church St., Kingston. [1803

1 Q20 Harley Electric Combination 7-9h.p., fully
-L t/ equipped, perfect condition £85.-4, North
Side. Wandsworth Common. [1972

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, K magneto
model, windscreen, hood and lamps, tax paid;

£65.-66, Gt. Percy St., E.G. [1514

1 Q18 Harley-Davidson. 7-9h.p.; Montgomery Sidecar,
-I- *J overhauled, condition perfect, £65.—25, Flan-
ders-mansions, Bedford Park. W. I[2269

50 GNS.—Harley-Davidson 1917 model 7-9h.p..
O clutch. 3-speed, kick-starter; exchanges.—12,

Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [2411

HARLET-DAVIDSON Combination 7-9h.p. 1914.
disc wheels, tax paid; £60: take lightweight part

exchange.—Johffi^ton, 44, New Walk, Leicester. [1550

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, brand new and
not even registered fullv equipped. lamps,

speedometer; £135.—Gill. 11. Craven Park, Harlesden.
I[2263Steele Publiciry.

etters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b20
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are; when desired, mnrked (P
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley^Davidson.

HARI/EY 7-9h.p,, fully equipped, perfect,
wants seeing; 70 gns., or exchange Indian

or similar.—26, Addison Av., W.ll. Park 379.

1 Q19 Harley Combination, mag. model, 50 gn
-Lt/ car, overhauled, renovated, as new;
solo part.—The Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd.,
Croydon.

K X GJSrS.—1916 Harley-Davidson Coachbmlt
*-'*-' bination, S'plendid condition, not W.D.
change couaitershaft Triumph considered.—

1

Rd., Kew.

only
Scout
(P)
[2.073

. side-

West
[1946

Com-
; ex-
Priorv
ri729

T Q21 Harley-Davidson Combination, new (Joupette
J- «^ sidecar, electric model, guaranteed ; iil 20 ; ex-
changes.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Rhone:
Hampstead 1353. [2162

HARLEY Combination 7-9h.p. 1915, 3-speed,
clutch, K.S., electric lighting, tax paid, fully

iusured, any trial, accessories; ^£55.—44, Clissold Rd,,
Stoke Newington, N. [1673

HARLEY Combination 1919, re-enamelled, over-
hauled April, dynamo lighting, equipped, spares;

^80.—Smith, c/o Burns, 3, Burton Mews, South
Eaton Place, S.W.I. [1668

HARLEY-DE-LUXE Combination, electric model,
cost ^6240 last year, mileage under 8,000, tax

paid, insured till March ; accept £1 30, offers.—1 87,
Westbury Ave., Wood Green. [1663

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1921 (June) 7-9h.p. electric-

de Luxe Combination, disappearing hood, triplex
screen, excellent condition; no reasonable offer re-

fused.—238, High St., Acton, W.3. [1669

HARLEY 1922 7-9b.p. Solo, full electric equipment,
many extras, perfect condition and appearance;

£100, or easy payments if desired; will ride 50 miles
to purchaser.—Watson, 16, Silverdale, Sydenham. [1503

HARLEY Flat Twin latfi 1920 Combination, speedo-
meter, lamps, tools, etc., in perfect condition

and very smart, recently decarbonised; ijfl5.—Roberts,
291, Green Lanes, Einebury Raik. 'Rhone: North
3270. [1684

HARLEY Plat Twin Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

E.S., speedomet-er, B3iixon. lighting set, lovely

sidecar, tyres unpunctured, new last year, perfect, fault-

less; bargain, £78 cash.—lOQ, Station St., Euxton-on-

Trent. - [1535

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919, magneto and separate
dynamo, C. and M. sidecar, just overhauled,

very good appearance, tyres good, very seldom used

;

£80.-37, Daleham Mews, Hampstead. 'Phone; Hamp-
stead* 4608. .

[2002

THIS Week's Bargain.-1921 electric model 7-9h.p.

Harley and Henderson Elite sidecar, fully

equipped, speedometer, in excellent condition.—
Youngs, 2, 3, and 5, The Parade, High Rd., Kilburn.
London, N.W.6. [2352

1 021 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, electric
Xt7 model, Mills-Fulford bulbous sidecar. Easting
screen, speedometer, small mileage, spares, tools, tax
and insurance paid, in beautiful condition; £128.

—

A. Southorn, 44, Abbeville Rd., S.W.4. [1959

TQ 20 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, electric model,
Jtt7 elaborately equipped, separate switchboard,
electric horn, discs, hood, screen, child's seat with
triple Triplex screen if required, outfit perfect
throughout' and guaranteed; £85, or exchange.—51,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [2387

HARLEY Combination, late 1921, 7-9h.p., Griudluy,
top bonnet aluminium, silver uiaseot, screen, discs,

speedometer, "watfh, mirror, electric lighting and horn,
spot light, gas lighting, 3 new Goodyear spares, etc.,

taxed, photo, cost over £250, illness cause surrender;
£140.—Taylor, Lansdowne, Bournemouth. [1543

NEWLY Enamelled, lined and plated, 1917 Harley-
Davidson combination, was electrical model, guar-

anteed not W.D., unused 3 years, recently fitted new
Bosch, Eenolds chains, valves, springs, rings, fork
rockers, and heavy tyres, 1921 dimmer head light,
Easting Royal screen, equals new machine at half
price; £85, genuine bargain; any trial; owner bought
car.—96, Bedford Rd., East Finchley, N.2. [2309

Spare Parts:

HARLEY Spares.-Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Eahng. [7667

Hazlewood.
IVTEW 1921 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p. twin
-LI J.A. P.; £90; exchanges.—Lacey, c/o Snipe, 330,
Eust^)n Rd. [2290

Henderson.

1 Q20 Henderson Special Sports Solo, absolutely as
-»-«^ new; £85.-114. Brixton Hill. [1963

1 Q20 Henderson Combination, discs, dynamo, speedo-
-i-tf meter; £110.—Willson. Southampton St.. Farn-
borough. [2021

HENDERSON Combination, just overhauled, splen-
did condition; sacrifice, £45.—164, Tylecroft

Rd., Norbury. [1782
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.. the original Henderson

importers, offer the following : 1920 Standard
combination, all accessories, tax paid. ^6115; 1915
Standard, with luxurious sidecar, speedometer, and
accessories, £65.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5937

i FOR (

(MOTORINGand
! EVERY-DAY WEAR. ^

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades, and two
qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the public in garments at

SO% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
All sizes, 2iin., 24in.,

zyin., 3oin., 33111. and
35in.

ALL ONE PRICE
4I< •§ plus 9d. extra

/ i for posta^.

Worth 12/6.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBEER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER- LINED
COATS

(Just the thing for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in., 44in..

46in., 48111., 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/=

Postage if' extra.

Worth ^5/-

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
UNED COATS.

Sizes, 34in., 36in., 38in.,

4oin., 42in. and 44in. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage i K / Worth
If- extra. ' *»*/ 42/-

'X'HIS offer cannot be
^ repeated when the
cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth during the trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not offer
the garments at even
double the price.

If clients are not satisfied on receipt of garment, the
money mil be refunded in full upon return of the
clothing.

Ail orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to :—

THE LANCASklRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE.
34. North John St., LIVERPOOX.. j

!
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Henderson.
KOBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 de luxe Hemb

son motor cycles in stock at the new reduc*
figure of £137.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [231

HENDERSON, 4-cylinder, 2-speed Combinafcio
oyerhauletT, equipped ; £49 ; Lightweight up

£35 part.—3, Norbury Parade. Norbury, S.W. [17'

"I 0-21 Model K Henderson Combination, single
X«^ double-seater at will, small mileage, reverse g^
dynamo; cost £500, accept £135.-307, Camden. R(
HoUoway, N.7. [25(

1 APt GNS.—Henderson 192,1 % Elite ComhinatU)
J-^*^^ 12h.p,, 4-cyl., side -valves, 3 speeds, rever

model, dynamo lighting, licensed, as new throughou
exchanges.—12, Crrnwall Mews. Gloucester Rd., S.W.

[24;

Hobart.

"I
021 Hobart-Villiers, brand new, shop-soilei

-Lt/ £39/10—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel,

Walthaoi Cross 31. [09i

number.
1 022 4^/^h.p. Twin Humber, lamp set, speedomete
J-t'' Tan-Sad, all as new; £90; snip.—Slade, Pen
Bucks. [20'

JO 22 4l^h.p, Sports HUmber, low mileage, (ai
j•LiJ as new, tax paid, insured; £86.—14, Wavli

St., Reading. [14;

4? 19-— 1915 2^ih.p. Y-twin Humber. copper exliaiisJ
cw D.R. bnrs. Bosch, tvre-s good.—Warner, 55, Dre

'

stead Rd., Streatham, S.W. [15'
iHUMBER Combination 3i/^h.p. Twin, 1919 mod(
\

accessories, in excellent condition; £50.-4, Rugl 1

Mansions, Addison Bvidge, W.14. [18;

HUMBER 1922 4V2h.p. Flat Twiu Sports, fu)

eauipped, excellent condition, as new; £80, or ae
ofEer.—51, St. Dunstan's Crescent, Worcester, [IS-

BARGAIN, £50.—Humber, water-cooled, eombiuatic
3J.^h.p., 3-apeed, 1915. Mills-FuUford sideei

recently completely overhauled, owner buying car
Apply 96, Lnwrence Hill, Bristol. [Ml-

XTUMBER Flat Twin water-cooled 6h.pi Combin
-*-*- tion, fully equipped, engine in the pink, ai

tvial or examination; £75, or terms.—Bunting's Mot !

Exchange, Wealdstone, Middlesex. [211:

HUMBER 6h.p. water-cooled Flat Twin Combin
tion, dynamo lighting, hood, triplex windscree

new condition, any trial, mechanically perfect; A'90.

•

Cook, 16. Wingfield St., Gorse Hill, Stretford, Ma
Chester. [igiHUMBER 1922 4V2h.p. Flat Twin and coachbui

sidecar, completely equipped, lamps, horn, licem
Easting windscreen and Bonniksen. not done 1,0(

miles, unscratched; bargain at £115.—The Layt<
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [H<

Indian.

INDIAN 2-speed twin combination ; £15i bargain.
7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. r23t

INDIAN" 7-9h.p. 1915. 2-speed, excellent order; £2
-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

"

[14(

INDIAN Scout, 1920, Bonniksen, new condition; £6'
—4, Hanover St., W.l. fP) [92;

FOR Indian Chiefs, Standards, and Scouts, trj Hor'.
wills, 42, Bridge St., Chester.

(

INDIAN Specialists.—For riders who do their o«
decarbonising, send for one of our special India

cylinder spanners. 1916 to 1922 models: 2/6. po;

free. [822

£35. — 7-9b p. Indian, 2-speed, in good orde
ride away.—Thomas. 84. Tachbrobk St.. S;W.

04:
. bar7-9h.p. Indian, sporty clutch model, semi-T.T. -^-

discs, good order; £30.—Ventham. Leatherheai
[160

^25.-1914 T.T. Indian, clutch model, all on, fa^ and in good condition.—Long, Rectory, WokiO'
bam. - [lee

1Q19 7-9h.p. Indian, 3-speed, kick-starter, cr«tcl
J-*^ excellent condition, tax paid; £58.~VentliaD
Leatherhead. [16O

1 Q16 2^4h.p. Indian, S-speed, clutch and kiek-etm
*-^ tax paid; £22.—Pi-ospeet Hou^^e. Staples Hi;

Freshford, nr. Bath. [14^

"I Q14 Spring Frame Indian, 2-speed, kick-star
-*-*^ equipped, as new; £30; exchange.—4, Thorntc
St., Kempston, Bedford. [173

1 Q 19 Indian Powerplus Combination, 3 speed
J-*' clutch, lamps, Easting, perfect; £65.—Leit
House. Oakdale, Weybridge. ^ [203

INDIAN Combination. 7'9h.p., spring frame, ne
siwrtjng sidecar, splendid condition; £55, or ofEe

Lynedock, Margaretting, Essex. r23£

1 021 dynamo lighting Indian Combination, hi

-*- *y valve model, absolutely unscratched ; bargaii

73 gns.—19, Valnay St.. Tooting. [235

INDIAN, chitch, K.S., speeds, overhauled, ne

tyres, new Easting, new carburetter. Swan ton',

ing;- £45; exchanges.—27, Vernon Rd., Luton. [WS'

1 Q21 Indian Scout, dynamo lighting, speedoraete'v-;

-i-*' etc., tax paid; £85; exchanges.—Homac's. 24.';

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. \

fZUh

b3o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired} marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN Standard Combination {genuine 1922), elec-

' trie model, speedometer, windscreen. Ace discs,

mileage 2,500: £140.t-23, Hamilton Rd., Reading.
[1656

7-91i.p. 2-speed. clutch, Indian spring frame, new
Dunlops, engine overhauled, tax paid, B. and B.,

Bosch; bargain, £39.-17, St. Andrew St., Hertford.
[1714

-|Q22 Indian Scouts.— ^30 under list price; ex-
XO changes arranged; new and second-hand.—Write,
' Parwood," Indian Agents, 89, East Hill, Wands-
worth. [1987

I 1 020 Indian Powerplus, electric, solo, 7,000 miles,

: Xt/ every bearing, chains, sprockets, renewed, re-
' enamelled; £78.—Wilkinsop, 160, Shir^brook Rd.,

Sheffield. [20&4

1 Q 18-19 Powerplus Indian Combination, electric
Xt/ lighting, licensed, 3-speed, kick-start, spring

' ii-ame ;
genuine bargain, ^45 ; exchanges.-39, East

Hill. Wandsworth. [1986

; 1 QI6 lodiau 5-6h.p, Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
,
At/ electric. Easting, hand and foot clutch, very

; Ja^t, perfect; £55; or exchange lower power.—Sanders,
t Stratford Rd., Hendon. [1357

AT Edwards'.—1922 4h.p. Indian Scout, gear-drive,
speedometer, Lucas horn, tax paid, perfect con-

( dition ; 79 gns. Deferred payments and exchanges.

—

101. Great Portland St., W.l. {2227

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, October, 1914, spring
frame, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, lamps, tools,

igood order, must sell through illness; di36.—G. Sims,

22, Cotteuham Rd., HoUoway, N.19. [1717

1 Q 19-1921 Indian Powerplus Combination, speedo-
Xt/ meter, tyres nearly new, spares, etc., will ride

100 miles to view; £64.—Avers, 9. -Johnson St., Not-

I

tin? Hill Gate,. London. 'Phone: Park 3447. [2237

INDIAN Late 1920 Combination, spring frame. Mill-
ford de Luxe sidecar, dynamo lighting, electric

horn, speedometer, Easting, luggage grid, fullest equip-
ment possible; bargain, £98.-104, Mortlake Rd.,

1 Richmond. [2054

£110.—1921 Indian standard 7-9h..p., dynamo, big
valves, MilU-FuIford De Luxe combination, new

tyres, guaranteed perfect, windscreen; cost £240;
speedometer, 1922 tax; bargain.—Box 3584, c/o The
Motor Cycle. I[1444

i, 1 Q 22 Indian Chief and Princess Sidecar Combina-
l-Lt/ ticn, electrically equipped, only used in A.C.U.
Six Days' Trial, in which event it gained a gold
medal; £150, an exceptional bargain.—Hendee Manu-,
lacturing Co., 366, Euston Rd., N.W.I. £1382

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 3-speed, kick-starter,
double-seated sidecar. Easting, back electric,

.powerful gas headlight, all new 1921, done 1,000,
iLiimb anything, speed 3 or 60.—Apply 17, Doraton
iRd., Balham, or 46. York Rd., New Southgate. £90
I
or offer. [1390

! 'Spare Parts:

INDIAN Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7668

1

rjODFRErS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
^-^ W.I.—Complete stork of all Indian spare parts
.always in stock. AVrite for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0752

.TNDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for all
I-*- models; all second-h'nnd spai'es eent on approval
write, call, or 'phone: "we can save vou money.—
Laugford's. 37. Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hamp-

. stead 8616. [1354
TttDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new, also second-hand,
!*- from stock; send list requirements for our prices.—
Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Rd., London.
:Phone: Brixton 3129. The firm with a reputation
jlor promptness and satisfaction. [6301

James.
TAMES 3i/2h.p. Twin Sports, fast, as new; bargain," £39.^229, Maryvale Rd., Bournville. [1912

:"RRAND new James 2-stroke, list price £60; reduced
1-^ to £52.-Whitby's, 7. The Vale. Acton, W.3.

Ji
[2248

AMES SVoh.p. Twin 1920 model; £40; licensed for
, year.-26. Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton
(1292. [2191

,£30.—4Vih.p. James, 3-speed, countetshait gears,^ clutch, kick-starter, good running order.-King,
.tigrove, Oxford. [1892
ilV'EW 1922 3Vjh.p. Sports Model James; list £105;
\^2

°"'' price £85.—J. Hebden and Sons, 71, Scotland
*Rd., Nelson, Lanes. [1887

J

TAMES 2-stroke, 2-specd, shop-soiled only, clutch

r; ..^"'1 kick-starter; £54.-RatclifTe Bros., 200. Gt.
^Portland St., W. [1102
jTAMES 7b. p. Combination, shop-soiled only; at the
I" special price of £144.-Ilatclifre Bros., 200, Gt.
Portland St., W. [1103
T ARIES SVsh.p. Sports, shop-soiled only ; at the
^ special prico of £94.-Ratcliff6 Bros., 200, Gt.
jPortland St., W. [1101
[TfiAMOUS James.—Bargains.—1922 shop-soiled 4Mb.p.
f^a/i/?n"^J,S'V^*"^°' £121/10; SVzh.p. Sports Twin,
HuV ' V^"-P- 2-3peed, clutch, and kick-starter, £54;
il'/ih.p., plain 2-3peed, £49/10.—Storer and Tait, 20,
'Bourdon ht., Bond St., W.l. Maylair 625. [1527

All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycle

ASTOUNDING and

OUTSTANDING

CASH VALUES

ALEXANDER'S
ANNUAL GLEAR-OUT
Brand new 1922 models with

makers' full guarantee.

Slightly shop soiled.

A few examples from our larg3

stocks. Carriage paid to your door.

List , Sale
Price. Price.

£107 4;TT.p. E.S.A., Model K2, ,.; £85 10

£iio 4J h.p. B.S.A., Model H2 «88 10

£i6.t 6h,p.B.S.A., Model E.Ught twin comb. £127

£185 8 h.p. B.S.A. Combination £140

£68 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £59 10

£8:: aj h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed £72

£iJ5 3* h.p. DOUGLAS Sports £100

£55 2.J h.p., ENFIELD, 2-stroke . £47

£140 S h.p. ENFIELD Combination £123

£112 4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT £95

£199 S h.p. INDIAN CHIEF Combination. .. £168

£58 21 h.p. LEVIS, Model S, 2-speed £50

£73 2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-spesl £63

£115 3-i h.p. NORTON, Model 16H £90

£120 BIG FOUR NORTON, 3-speed £95

£39 l8s. 2i h.p O.K. JUNIOR £32 10

£130 4} h.p. P. & M. Combination £120

£105 4} h.p. QUADRANT Combination £96

£39 iSs. 2-J. h.p. SPARK, 2-stroke £33 10

£65 2j h.p. VELOCETTE, Model E2 £59

£119 3\ h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW, chain

drive £100

£85 3h.p. DIAIV10ND,Barr& Stroud engine £75

£68 2j h.p. RALEIGH, 2-speed £59

£73 2j h.p. RALEIGH, 3-speed £64

£60 25- h.p. TRUMP-JAP, 2-speed, Sports. £50

£67 10s. 2j h.p. HENLEY-BLACKBURNE, 2-sp. £58 10

£78 155. 22 h.p. SPARKBROOK J.A.P., 3-speed £68 10

Levis.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

BARGAINS in Showroom-soiled 1922 Models.—
Model S, 2-speed. clutch, kick-start, reduced to

£48; 2i4h.p. Popular, single gear, £40; model G2,
kick-start, 247 c.c., reduced to £53 ; exceptional value;

write for stocktaking clearance sale list; deferred pay-

ments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., A&ton Rd., Bir-

mingham. [2273

GIBb. Gloucester, Sole District Agent for L.'ris:

immediate delivery from stock. 17545

LEVIS 1922, 2-speed, kick-starter, fully .
equipped,

licence paid; £60.—Frank Eele, Thame. £1401

t 021 2-speed Levis; mechanically perfect; £26.—
-Ly Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [2056

LEVIS (single), excellent order, taxed; £20; exchange

£6 lor Douglas.-Macfadyen, Boghead, Arbroath.
[1457

LEVIS Popular, all on, excellent mechanical con-

dition, taxed; £23.-Sage, 36, Grenard Rd., Peck-

ham. ''^^^

LEVIS 2Vih.i>., lamps, horn, good running order, taxed,

best offer over £16, gift.-Ambrose. Post Offlce

Shaftesbury. '^°^'

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b3i

s advertised bv nrivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).

The above Offers are for Cash only

in the interests of a quick clearance.

Lose no time in securing your pick

from this magnificent choice at

unapproachable values.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.

272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW.

MOTOft CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

1 Q 19-20 5-6h.p. James Combination, fully equipped,
J-*-' mechanical and appearance as new; £88.~l.ong,
144. King Edward Rd., S, Hackney, [2323

1 Ol9 6h.p. .Tfimes Combination, tax paid, new Easting
-'-«-' scre^jn and ac^^essories, overhauled, perfect ordor

;

£70.-81, \Yanvick Rd., Banbury. (D) [1490

JAMES Combination, 4Vih.p., late model, counter-
shaft, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter, lamps, hood,

licence; £37.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1933

JAMES 1920 de Luxe Combination, perfect running
and condition, tax and insurance paid; £78.—

26, Webbs Rd., Battersea Rise, S.W.ll.

TAMES .,1922 3'/2h.p. Twin, sports model,

[1941

.- , . . ,
excep-

tionally fast machine, in excellent condition; £80.
—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.6.

[1878

6 h.p. James Combination, late 1919, screen, lamps.
etc., very small mileage, fine condition, mechanic-

ally perfect; bargain, £80.—Hall, ThornCbn Rd., Stoke-
on-Trent. [1356

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, with lamps, horn,
speedometer, Orto screen, hood, in new condi-

tion, mileage 1,200; £85.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[1881
T Q19 4i4h.p. James Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
-L «^ kick-start, all-chain, lamps, born, speedometer,
just repainted, competition winning machine, specially
tuned ; 70 gns.—" Elmleigh," Tenterden Grove,
Hendon. [1664

SHOWROOM-SOILED Only.—New 1922 7h.p. De
Luxe James Combination, detachable wheels,

windscreen, child's dickey seat; reduced to £134. ex-
ceptional bargain.—Premier Mot-or Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. - [2272

OUR 1922 demonstration 7h.p. James Combination
for sale, a genuine bargain, complete with spare

wheel, Lucas dynamo lighting, Lucas electric bom.
legsbields, £10 insurance policy, tax paid, actually run
524 miles, magnificent outfit, cost in all £204; price
£148.—Whitby's, James Service Depot, 7, The Vale,
Acton, W.3. [2247

,bpare Farts:

JAMES Spares.
St., Ealing.

\T7HITBYS.-James
VV Vule, Actoa, W.o

Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
[5079

spares, expert Bervice.—7, The
.L'noue: l„iiiti',Tick 1513. \.9/TI

> J.E.S.

J.E.S. Ligbtweigbts; place your order with tbe man
on the spot.— Gibb, Gloucester. [7546

J.E.S.
for

Gloucester.

Lightweight, very nice condition; first -cheque
8 gns. secures.—67, Fernlea Bd., Balham.

[2362
BARGAIN.—J.E.S. lightweight, fijst-class condi-

tion; £10.-98, Scarboro St., West Hartlepool.
[1505

Kingsbury.
KINGSBURY 1921 S^h'.p., 2-speed, all chain, good

condition; 33 gns.—Lewis, 46, Bellevue Rd..
bury. [1508

1 O 2 1 Kingsbury, 2-speed Enfield gear, list price
£63; sacrifice, 29 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Bal-

ham. Exchange. [2360
Lea=Francis.

1 Q16 Lea-Francis Combination, 3V>h.p. twin J.A.P.,
-L^ 3-speed, clutch. K.S.; £48.-114, Brixton Hill.

ri965
LEA-FRANCIS, 3i4h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, splendid

condition; £45.—Curtis, 66, Colvin Rd., East
Ham. [1639

NEW 1921 Lea-Francis Combination SVah.p., 2-

speed ; £70 ; exchanges.—Lacey, c/o Snipe, 330,
Euston Rd. ir2291

LEA-FRANCIS 3\2h.p., kick-start, 2-speed,
closed chain drive, hand clutch, good

£35.—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
Maryland 2598-

all enT
IS new

;

'Phone

:

i[1755
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIJJ 1919 2i/ili-I>., excellent condition, fully

eqnipBed, tnx paid, photogiaph; £22.-128, London
Ed., King's Lynn. [1705

"1 Q22 Levis 2Vili.p.. Sturmey-Ai'cher 2-spee(i. clutch,
J-t/ slightly soiled, horn, tax paid: for quick sale,

£50.—Bul'garelli, Manchester Rd., Swindon. [1849

1 Q22 Leris, 2 speeds, Sturmey, hand clutch, for
J-t/ immediate delivery, shop-soiled, brand new,
£55; exchaTiges, or deferred 4% extra.—Homac's, 243,
Lower Clapton Rd., N.B. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[2139

LEVIS New 1922 Models.—21/ili. p. Popular, £48;
2Vih.p., 2-speed and clutch, £5&; Lfevis sports

model, £51; all models supplied on easy terms and
exchange, one-fifth down.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [2092

Sjiare Parts

:

GODFREYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.. London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all Levis spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0753

Lincolii'EIk.
GNS., sacrifice, must sell.—Lincoln-Elk 3'/jh.p.,

2 speeds, lamps, overhauled, newly enamelled.

—

20, Dalby Rd., East Hill, Wandsworth. [1827

19

soiled; £128.—Morriss and Co., Ltd,,
Finchley Ed., London, N.W.3.

ghting,
taxed;
bought
. [2053

Lloyd.
LLOYDS 41i.p. Combination, tax paid; £23.-31,

Somerford Grove, Park Lane, Tottenham. [2023

L.M.G.

L.M.G. 6h-p. Twin, suspension frame, brand new,
never been ridden; original cost, £150; great

bargain at £65, for cash. only. New sidecar to fit if

required.—Mebes and Mebes, 144. Gt, Portland St.,

W.l. 'Phone : Langham 2230. [7329

Martinsyde.

1 Q21 Martin-Jap 2541i.p., 2-speed, clutch, fast,
-*-«7 reliable, small mileage; £37.—Dawson, 3, Spring-
field Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [1831

1 Q.22 Martinsydc Combination, 6h.p., slightly shop-
-L*^ soiled: £128.—Morriss and Co.. Ltd.. 139,

[1521

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.. are the, London Mar-
tiusyde Service Agents ; trial runs arranged

;

spares stocked.—157b, Gi. Portland St., W.l, [5929

MARTINSYDE Combination, 6h.p, twin. new
August, 1921, well- kept, tyres nearly new,

hood ; accept £ 105, or near offer,—Pile, Tetford,
Horncastle. [1423

6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, dynamo 1

hood, screen, electric horn, fast, reliable,
£80, or near, oHer; genuine bargain; owner
car.^Tune, 34, Sussex Av., Ashford,, Kent.,

LET your Motto' be': " Ai Martinsyde for me."
Nothing 'Better' made, finest value for money;

cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—In stock at
the Service Depot, Marlborough Motor Works (The
Motor House). 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [9583

THE three, successful Martinsyde Competition Com-
binations ara now for sale. Condition is better

than new. Can be seen and tried at the works. Price
includes special sporting body complete with storm
apron, spare wheel carrier, and spare wheel. Offers
considered over £160.—Martinsyde, Ltd., Mavburv
HiU, Woking, Surrey. [1619

Spaa-e Parts:

MARTINSYDE Spare Parts are obtainable from
stock at Jones' Garage. The Broadway. Muswell

Hill, London. N.IO. [0918
Massey'Aj:ran.

MASSEY-ARRAN 1^22, 350 c.c. J.A.P., super-
sports, special competition engine, close ratio

gear, speed and power marvellous, all on ; £65.

—

Brown, Pine Cottage, Downe, Kent. 'Phone ; Bromley
664, [1375

Matchless.

MATCHLESS, all models; free delivery to any
address.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [7543

8h.p, Matchless-Jap, 1.000 miles; bargain, £130,
nearest; complete.—82. Market St., Colne. [1746

MATCH-LESS 8h,p. Combination, 2-8aeed, K.S.,
equipped; £38.-17, Heaton Bd., Mitcham. [1464

7-9h.p. Matchless Combination; £75; offer, quick
sale; genuine.—22, Queen's Rd., Basingstoke.

[1582
1Q21 model H. Matchless-M.A.G., dynamo lighting.
-*-«7 hood, screen, good tyres, taxed; £90.-12. Ditton
Rd., Surbiton. [1578

TQ22 Matchless, all models, immediate delivery ; cash
Xt/ exchange or easy terms.—The Agent, Bam. E.
Claphana. 'Phone: Greenwich 751. Alsa for

A.J.S., Beardmore, Connanght, Chater-Lea, Douglas,
Edmund, Economic, F.N., Harley, Hobart, Haale-

wood, James, Levis, Monopole, McKenzie, P. and M.,
Royal Ruby, Rex-A.cme, Rudge-Raleigh, etc. All makes
light oars.—Sam. E. Glapham (Mcrtors), 27, Stockwell

St.. Greenwich. S.E.IO. [4933

rQ21
8h.p. Matchless Combination, spring frame,

«* detachable wheels, spare, dynamo lighting;

perfect; £r39.^GDoch, Boofcmaker, Thetford. [2043

There is No
Doubt

—that if you require a real

BARGAIN, and on the BEST
TERMS (18 MONTHS IF
DESIRED), you must deal
with The SERVICE Co., Ltd.
We hold a representative
STOCK of new 1922 models,
whieh we are offering at very
reduced prices, and EVERY
Prospective Purchaser
should, in his or her best
interests, get our LIST of

Shopsoiled and Second-hand
motor cycles and comljina-
tions, before buying, else-

where.

Our Stock includes : ALLON,
*A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A.,

*CEDOS, ENFIELD,
* HAWKER, MATCHLESS,
*MARTINSYDE, NEW
* IMPERIAL, O.K. JUNIOR,
*P. &M., QUADRANT,
»RALEIGH, RUDGE,
*ROVER, ST ANGER,
* TRIUMPH, ZENITH, etc.

TF YOU WILL kindly let us
' know the type or make of

machine you require, and
approximately how you wish, to

pay for same, we shall be only

too- pleased to give detailed

particulars of a suitable one,

and a definite quotation.

TDEMEMBER, Deposit re-
-'^ quired is one-fifth only,

and the- balance—while you
ride—in 12, 15 or 18 monthly
payments. Bonus given for

regular payment.

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDOISr, W .C.l.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

£65.—Matchle.ss corabinatiop, 7-9h,p. M.A.G. imiapf,
3 speeds, countershaft, double sidecar, beautibil

order; exchanges.—406, York Kd Wandsworth, [vasi

i?130 Buys the Latest Matchless Outfit, cash or tinj.* ments; also we have 1921 and 1922 second-hand
bargains.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd., a.W.17.

[0769

MATCHLESS Touring Model J Combination at 1923
price (£130); exchanges, deferred; finest valuo

on market.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [9167

TASSELL, la, Bloomfield, Rd., Plumstead, !<«

Matchless Combination: deferred payment*;
spares of all dates; trade supplied where agents not

appointed. [3241

1 Q.21 iVIaitchless 2-seater Combimaiion, M.A.G. , sBan
i.*^ wheel, hood, screens, lamps, horn, shield^, per

feet condition;
Derbyshire.

140 gns.- Hancos, 74, King St., Belnfir,

[IMS

J.A.P., Magdyno,
£95; evening ap-

Windsor Rd., Foosrt
[1753

"J.Q20 Matchless Combination,
-t«j' all extras, fixed complete;
pointments only.—Colbron, 1,

Gate, E.7.

MATCHLESS 1920 (late), model H, Maadyno com-
bination, thoroughly overhauled and renovated,

'

a^i new ; bargain. £iL5_.—The Layton Garages, ?0. Holj-

well St., Oxford. IU60

MATCHLESS.—The advanced 1:923 Model .) Com-
bination, the World's Best, at £130, completa.

immediate delivery. Cash or easy terms.—Sam K
Glapham (Motors), Greenwich. [227S

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., 2-speed combina-
tion, lamps, horn etc., overhauled, good running

order; £40; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50,

Liarrington Rd.. South Kensington. [5S4Sft

1 Q22 Matchless 2-seater, Magdyno, spare wheel,
--*?" speedometer, 2 screens, hood, electric horn. leu.

shields, sidecar step, 55 miles per gallon 3 up, mileage

2.000; cost £220 last March; accept £160.-24, Sandbj

Green, Well Hall, S.E.9. [2453

81i.p. MatchJess-M.A.G., almost new, just run in,

Magdyno lighting, electric horn, bulb hoM,
speedometer, Tan-Sad, hood, all complete, elaborate

turnout; giving .away, ;£160; cost *230.—WUIoughby,
Decorator, Wolverhampton. [1.712

MATCHLESS Combination. Aiigust, 1921. licensed

December 31st, M.A.G. engine, spare wheel, wind-

screen, all accessories, perfect ortler throughonfr,

privately owned; £135;.—It can- be..seeii ,at t)owa'.8t

Garage, Piccadilly,.. W:.l, at any time.:: .. . . :l0ai3

I ti;22 Matchless Combination. H2. electric ' UUmi.
XtF' speedometer, hood, screen, spare wheelr year's

tax paid, cost over £200, new last month; sellinn

through accident; best offer over £150; evenmg ap-

pointments only.—Barnett,. 37^. Marquess Bd., N.1
[9^2S

LATE 1920 Model H Matchless, spare wheel, Lucas

Magdyno lighting, fitted with Matchless patent

front rim brake, electric horn, legshields, Sajldmg

windscreen, perfect in detail, used week-ends only;

£100; or very near offer.-Chemist, 137, Woodlands

Rd., nford. [192'

NEW 8h.p. 1922 Matchless Combination, 2.seafer

model, spring frame, ;£187 ; Sh.p. standard rooder.

.£170; sports model, £160; easy payments, one-filth

down, remainder in 13 equal monthly payments or

more.-Wauchope's, 3, Shoe Lane, Loudon. 'Phone

:

Holborn 5777. [21)93

MATCHLESS Speoinlists.—Wanted, your present

motor cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred

pavraents. (See column advertisement).—Bambers^ 2,

Eastbank St., Sonthpor.*. 'Phons: 607. [SWU

MATCHLESS Combinations.-T. J. Ross, of 86. Hiei

Rd , Lee, S.E. ('phons Lea Green 774), will M
pleased to take your orders for prompt deliieu-

Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demoni

sttation model always in stock. Purchaser,"! Uagnt

free. Large assortmenb of new and second-hand vm^
cycles always ip stock. fSooS

Spare Parts:

MATCHLESS Spares. Immediate delivery.-Kar»

8, Bond St., Ealing. t5»'5

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G: by r«.

turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent.

Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO. [QBOS-

McKenzie.
,

£25; from makers fortnight, .perfflc^
'

climbs Welsh hills, accessories,— i

MacMunn, Tiptree Hall, Essex. [2855
'(

McKE'NZIE;
condition.

Model. single-

Metro
1Q20 Metro-Tyler 2*.lll.p. Sports . „„„, ,

i-U speed, in perJect order, ta-x paid; £27/10.-

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E, 'P™Bf-
Dalston 2408. lUiVU

MUddleton. •

MOTOR Cycle, the celebrated Middlelon 2h.p., 2.

stroke, 100 miles to gallon, 26in. wheels, ohainj

cumrbelt drive, licence paid, new m June last, limy

guaranteed; approval willingly; £30,—L.X., 71, ChMOg
RH Richmond. Surrey. tfpwRd., Richmond, Surrey.

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at. the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles adv.ertised by private owners are, v/bea desired, marked (P>.

!
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Minerva.

£6,—Minerva 2h.p., ride away
Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3.

MINERVA 2«,h.z
tiou, licensed;

"1 021 MonEiieb-Villiers,
Xl/equal to new; £32/10.—Rhind

MOIO-EEVE Spares for all models,
overhauls..

1Q22

bargain.—Smith's. 86.
[2117

)., just overhauled, splendid condi-
£15.-31, Stouhouse St., Clapham.

[2003
Monarch.

2-8peefl, olutti). kick-stjut.
nd Co., Stone

Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [1587

Moto.Reve.
MOTO-REVE 2''ih.p. twin magneto, lightweight;

£10.—158, Gordon Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.
[1701

Spare Parts:

also repaire,
gears, new engines.—Motor Supply

Co., Sole Concesaionaires, 223a, High 'A.. Lewisham,
S.E. [8321

Ner.a-Car.

NER-A-CAR, perfect condition, mileage 400; iE45.—
Osborn, 115, Rustlings Rd., Sheffield. [1867

Ner-a-Car, in excellent running order, tax
paid; nearest £45.—Cossham, Arcade, Chelten-

ham. . [8304

VTER-A-CAR, late 1921, guaranteed perfect condi-
j.* tion, mileage under 2,000, tyres unpnnctured

;

£55. or oHer.—23, Roundswood Rd., Ipswich. [1384

New Hudson.
£17.—3^,^li.p. New-Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, dropped

frame, equipped.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[1893

NEW HUDSON" 3^/2h.p., 3-speed combination, in very
good running order; £30.—Newnham Motor Co..

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.S.
^

[1883

5-6h.p. Twin New Hudson Combination, lamps, fully
equipped, tax paid, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed, clutch

and kick-start; £42/10; bargain.

1019-20 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed.
-Lt/ clutch and kick-start, mechanically as . new,
fSpecial child's seat attachment for sidecar, Easting,
lamp.=, tax, etc.; bargain, £68/10.—Rhind and Co.,
iStone Place, Ri^sholme, Manchester. 'Phone: 776
Rusholme. [1589

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1920, fully equipped,
siToen, etc., perfect order: £55.—James, c/o Brad-

mores, 482, Harrow-Rd.. Paddington. [1953

BARGAIN.—New Hudson 2S,4h.p., and gears,- new
tyres, lamps, tools, tax, perfect condition: £18.

t-9a. Scarboro St., West Hartlepool. [1506

IIVTEW HUDSON Motor Cycles.—London Depot. 45.
'J-^ Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. All models in
lock. Easy payments. Spares. Trade supplied. [0851

1022 2i<h.p. Hudson de Luxe, £63; one shop-soiled;if de luxe, £55; also Popular model, £50.-
Nhepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross
"• [0911
'^h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed countershaft,
y^ clutch, K.S., fully equipped, taxed December, in-
,mrea July, 1923, perfect, any trial: £65.-14, George
St., Brighton. [1531
:\JEW HUDSON 6h.p. Combination Sturmey counter-
-' shaft, clutch, kick, Binks, lamps; 45 gns. ; ex-
oange countershaft Triumph.—Danford, 22, Farnham
a.. Seven Kin^s. [1657
VTEW HUDSON" 4h.p. Combination, S-speed, kick-
-' start, clutch, taxed ; £45, exchange cash, twin com-
ination. spare wheel preferred.—20, Catherine's Cross,
larlaston, S. Staffs. (2126
SJEW HUDSON 21/jh.p. 1922 De Luxe, demonstra,
'^ tion model. £40; ditto, Popular, £30; 4i4h.p.
'mbination, demonstration model, £100.—New Hud-
n Depot. 45, Gray's Inn Rd., London. W.C.2. [1317

020 (November) 2Vih.p. Hudson de Luxe, 2-speed,
-•^ countershaft, Dunlop tyres, fully equipped, not
n.^ 1.000 miles, in better condition than new;
I'.ilely owned; £40 for quick sale.—36, Bonner Hill
i

, Kmgston-on-Thames. [1806

New Imperial.
VAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New Im-
'

' penal-Jap, 1917, 2-speed gear-; £35. [2094
JEW 1921 New Imperial Combination 8h.p.; £95;
' exchanges.—Lacey, c/o Snipe, 330, Euston Rd.

[2289
.* 35.—1921 New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds, tax paid;
' exchanges.—Smith's, 86. Chalk Farm Rd., N.W 3

[2116
.•22.—2%h.p. New Imperial, J.A.P., 2 speeds, good
^ running order, equipped.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

[1894
ATE New Imperial 2%h.p. J.A.P., unscratched;

' 25 gns.; 2-speed.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
xchange. [2361
JEW IMPERIAL, 1922, 2^!4h.p., all-chain,' 3-speed,

^)^ taxed, practically unused; 58 gns.—Clark, 7. Ex-
'bition Rd., S.W.7. [5856
XTAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2%h.p. New
' Imperial-Japs, 1922; No. 3, *73; No. 2, £60'

terms and exchange. [2095
JEW IMPERIAL, late 1919. 254h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
i" K.S., tax paid, good condition, lamps; £32.—
Willcocks, Datchet, Bucks. [1844

TURNERS
Genuine COWEY

SPEEDOMETERS
(NON-TRIP.)

Brand New. Fully Guaranteed.

Carr. paid 55/-
Send make of machine and size of tyre.

METAL
CASED
TOOL
BAGS

Leather front. 2 clips supplied with
each bag. Best value obtainable.

Carr. paid 8 6 per pair.

Size, i8 in. wide x 22 in. long. Will

fit any Sidecar Body. Black finish

10/6 Carr. paid.

We are also stockists for the following

Manufacturers' goods :
—

•

AMAC, BINKS,
BROWN & BARLOW,SENSPRAY,

BOWDEN WIRE LTD.,

BRAMPTON, DRUID,
BRITISH HUB CO., B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS, J.A.P., LEVIS,

TRIUMPH, VILLIERS,
BEST & LLOYD,
LUCAS, MILLERS,

POWELL & HANMERS,
RENOLD, STURMEY-ARCHER,

SHOCKSTOPS, TAN-SAD,
CAMEO, EASTING.

Sidecar fittings in endless
variety.

l80,l8l,l82,RailwayApproach

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,EsL
1901,

W.I 2.

'Phone

:

Hammer-
smith
243&

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New ItnperiaL

NEW IMPERIAL 2'.ih.p. Model, July 3. 1922,
lamps, horn, mileage 40; iiSO.—Walker. 38,

Francemary St., Brockley, S.E.4. [1670

NEW IMPERIAL 1922, J.A.P. special competition
engine, winner of several trials; £50.

Motor Exchange, Wealdstonj, Middlesex.
Biinting'3

L2155

1 Q20 New Imperial, 2-speed, clutcb, kick start,
J-t/ lully equipped, tax paid Binks carburetter;
£35.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. [9134

1Q19 2'4h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, fully equipped,
Xt/ good condition ; 30 gns. Deferred payments
anil exchanges.-
W.l.

-Edwards, lOl, Great Portland St..

[2233

"J
020 New Imperial Sli.p. Combination, perfect con-

-Lt/ dition, lamps, horn, speedometer, screen, etc.;

£85; exchange Henderson.—Curran, 150, Lochee Rd..
Dundee. [1852

NEW IMPERIAL 1921 8h.p. Combination, electric

lighting. Easting screen, exceptionally fine con-

dition; £85.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. [1882

NEW IMPERIAL. 2^4h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed, 1916,
equipped and licensed, with Tan-Sad. nice con-

dition; £28.—Godfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd., llford.

'Phone: 85. [1621

BRAND new New Imperial, 3-speed, 2^b.p., su];ier-

ajiorts model; £60; exchanges.—Kenneth Ivfuiy
and Co,, 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arrli.

London. Padd. 1177. [2178

1 Q16 New Imperial 2^/4^. p. J.A.P., 2-speed, loni,'

-Li/ copper exhaust, guaranteed i>erfec't thronphout. tox
pnid. nil acfessoiies: bargain, £33.—Erooker, Mill Hfuse,
Salters Rd., King's Lynn. [1706

NEW nii^ERIAL 2:'4h.p., Model No. 3, 3-speed,

kick-start, all-chain drive: £73. Immediate de-
livery. Cash. E^changes. Easy payments.—P. J.
Evans. John Bright St., Birmingham. [2205

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 2^4h.p., 2-speed, clntch. kick-
starter, full equipment, spares, small mileage,

guaranteed perfect condition throughout; £38.—Calde-
court, 105, Mount Pleasant Lane, Clapton. [1757

1 Q20 8hip, New Imperial Combination, licensed,
JLtJ fully equipped, enamel, plating, mechanical con-
dition as new. Exchange Lightweipht, cash.—37, Ar-
lington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston 1274.

I[1776

NEW IMPERIAL Combination 1917 8h.p., Colonial
model, tax paid, splendid order, £65; also 2%h.p.

3-speed, all-chain, New Imperial, shop-soiled, reduc-^d
from £73 to £63.—Brockbank, 58, Iiord St., Southport.

[2166

AT Edwards*.—1922 3h.p. New Imperial. Model 3.

all-chain drive, kick-starter and clutch, Maglita
electric lighting equipment, horn, tax paid, as new
throughout ; 60 gns. Deferred payments and ex-
changes.—101. Great Portland St., W.l. i|;2225

Spare Parts

:

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockist's.
Rey, 173. Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham

1257. Open till 7.30 p.m.. 4 o'clock Saturdays.
[0855

New Ryder.

NEW RYDER, latest model, 2%h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed.
semiine bargain; £25, approval.-Box 3653, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [2200

NEW RYDER 2-stroke, drip feed, fully equipped,
licensed, good condition; trial; £20.—Box 36.*i6.

c/o The Motor Cycle. [2395

NEW Rydsr-Villiers 2y2h.p. 1921, speedometer.
mileage 2,671. complete with horn and lamps,

tax paid, in excellent condition, any trial.—Judd,
Fringford, near Bicester. [1851

New Scale.

NEW SCALE SVoh.p., 2-speed, kick-start and clutch,
mileage 300, practically new.—Bundy, 4, Francis

Av., Portsmouth. [1772
Norton.

1 Q22 Nortons, all models: free delivery to nny
-i-tf address.—Gibb, Gloucester, [7547

NORTON 1921 16H, O'Donovan tuned, 75 m.pji.;
bargain, 75 gns.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[9168

1 Q21 3V2h.p. Norton, Philipson, very fast, condition
JLtT new; £65.—Jenkins, 39, Caeran Rd., Caeran.
Bridgend. ![1720

NORTON, new 1922, Model IBH; list price £115:
our price £94.—J. Hebden and Sons. 71, Scotland

Rd.. Nelson, Lanes. [1888

1 Q22 16H Norton, ridden 400 miles, licence, in-
J-*y suiance. lamns: bargain, £90.—W. Sisson, 137.
Yorkshire St., Rochdale. [1559

1 Q21 3y2h.p. Norton, with Canoelet sidecar. F.R.S.
J-^ lamps, Argus silencer,

"
etc. ; £85.—Falconer,

Bradley, A"lresford, Hants. [1376

NORTON 16H., 3-speed, K.S.. 1921. as new, speedo-

meter, lamps, t&xed; £75.-5, Terrace GaraRe.

Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick. [2254

NORTON Big 4. Canoelet sidecar. Cameo. Tan-Sad.

tip-top condition; quick sale, £50.-20, Mayes Rd
Wood Green. 'Phone: Hornsey 3265. [159''

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
a^.^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

I Q22 Big 4 Norton, quite new, Lucas lamps, horn,
J-t/ licence; cost £130; £105, or nearest.—22, Sand-
Dourne Rd., Ward End, Birmingham. [1921

NORTON 1922 Motor "Cycles. Special liberal exchange
quotations to reduce our stock. Write ue quickly.

—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [2188

"VrOBTON, 1921 model, 16H., 3-speed, clutch, kick-
-^* starter, electric liglitiJig, very little used ; bar-
gain, £75.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. [2245

TVrORTON, B.R.S. engine, 1921, October, 70 m.p.h.
-'-^ Brooklands certificate, Philipson pulley, luHy
iquipped, licensed, excellent condition; £69,—Lambert's,
Thetford. [1858

NORTON 1921 Countershaft - 16H, new tyres,
litensed, equipped; £73/10. Also 1919 Philip-

son model; £33/10. Evenings.—18, Manor Giove,
Richmond. [1090

17 K M.P.H.—Norton 3V2h.p.. 3-speed, April, 1921.
• tf under 2,000, Ricardo piston, specially balanced
engine, racing gear box, tax paid; £85.-77, St. Mary's
Rd.. Sheffield. [1001

"IQ22 3^4h.p. T.T. Norton, ns new, fuUy equipped,
X«/ taxed, etc.; £60.—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4,

Berkeley Mews, Connaught St.. Marljle Arch, London,
W.2. Padd. 1177. [2177

NORTON 16H, brand new, 1922 model, but shop-
soiled, £95; Big Four ditto, £100; exceptional

opportunity and cannot be repeated.—Bradbury, 224,
1/ondou Rd., Sheffield. [1128

-New all 1922 models supplied; Big Four
Hdecar, £153; also SVsh.p., 3-speed,

all-chain drive, £115; exchanges and easy terms
arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2096

NORTON Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

Btock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for * second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See cohimu advertisement).— Bamber's, 2,

Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607. - [5162

STOCKTAKING Clearance Sale. — Some wonderful
bargains in new slightly showroom-soiled 1922

Nortons: 16H sy^h.p., 3-speed, £95; No. 1 Big-Four,
3-speed, £99; Montgomery Sporting sidecar, £20; De
Luxe sidecar, £30; carry maker's full guarantee;
easy payments 4% extra; carriage paid to any address.
—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2274

Q/i m.p.h. 16 H Norton.—This machine has gainedO V 18 firsts in speed trials and 2 Brooklands firsts

since April last; complete with interchangeable close
and standard gear ratios, aluminium piston and new
cast-iron piston, racing Amac plated tank and over-
size exhaust pipe, T.T. bars, no carrier, racing and
standard mudguards. This machine will do over 80 in
capable hands, and is in no way worn out. Photos
on application. With Watsonian aluminium sidecar,
£98; solo, £88.—G. MacWatters, Almondsbury, near
Bristol. [1940

N.S.U.

N.S.TT. Small Twin, 2 speeds, kick-starter, lamps,
generator, horn, nice condition; £18, or exchange.

—Edwardes, 277. Camberwell Rd., S.E.5.. [1792

N.U.T.

N.U.T. 1921 sy^h.p. Twin, well equipped, in almost
new condition ; £75, or near.—Bunting's Motor

NORTON.-
and De Luxe .

Exchange, Wealdstone. [2062

N.U.T. SMih.p. {Feb., 1921) and Swan sidecar, discs,

dynamo, electric horn, speedometer, watch, in
perfect condition, all Ali parts buffed, smartest little

outfit on the road, tax and insurance; £90;, after

6 p.m.~B.. 84, Regina Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4.
[1651

O.K.

O.K. 2'^h.p., fully equipped, licence paid; £25.—
Ratcliife Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [1092

O.K. 2l^h.p., new May, 1922, perfect, all on; £32.
—174, Walmer Rd., North Kensington. £1358

1 Q20 O.K.-Villiers 2-stroke, good order, fully
--«/ equipped; £32.—Ventham, Leatherhead. [1607

O.K., 2-speed, very nice condition, nicely equipped

;

bargain, 21 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. Ex-
change. [2363

1 Q21 O.K. Villiers, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, Lucas
-Lt/ lamps, horn; £36.—Gillman, Seacliffe, Silverdale.
near Carnforth. [2001

O.K.-J.A.P. 1916, 2";4h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,
condition perfect; £30; evenings.—99, Landells

Rd., East Dulwich. [1719

AT Edwards'.—1922 O.K., clutch, fully equipped,
as new ; 34 gns. Deferred payments and ex-

changes.—101, Great Portland St.. W.l. [2224

Omega.
33.h.p. Omega-Jap 1919%, 2-speed clutch, fcick-
4 starter, original tyres; £35.-153, Knollys Rd.,

Streatham. [1595

OMEGA model 2B, shop-soiled only, at the special
price of £58/10.—EatclifEe Eros., 200, Qt. Port-

land St., W.l. [109R

OMEGA Model No. 3, shon-soiled only; at the
special price of £59/10.—lUtcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt.

Portland St.. W. [1099

I
RIDEEZI

j OFFERS

I VERY slightly used

^ machines at big reductions.

1922 Models

MATCHLESS ^t^r^'"''
£25 15 6 deposit and

18 monthly payments

of - - - £8 13 4

Ta.x paid and
insured

.

NER-A-CAR

£10 deposit and

18 monthly payments

of - - - £2 7 19 }

METRO-TYLER ^^^^^.
Insured for 12 months.

(Shop-soiled only.)

£8 9 8 deposit and 18

payments of £3

HDDiT Single Speed, fully equipped,

UnDi I insured and tax paid.

£6 8 3 deposit and 18

payments of £1 18 11

1921 Model

DIAMOND speed, clutch and k.-s.

Tax to end of September and insured.

£10 9 5 deposit and 18

payments of £2 6 8

Write, call, wire, or 'phone

VIC. 2923 —

5 VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega.

1 Q21 25^h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-apeed, Sturmey-ArcherAt/ clutch and kick-start, ^axed, equipped, etc •

£42/10; bargain.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme, Manchester. [1598

Orbit.
Orbit-Precision, 2 speeds, clutch, chain; bar-

gain, £17; photograph.—Fisher, Spriagwell Hd..
Heston, Hounslow. [1833

3ah .p.

-4 aa

P. and M.
and M., 2 speeds, kick-start,

83, Breakspears Rd., S.E.4.
equipped

;

[167e

P.
and M. motor cycle, 2-speed, clutch; £15.—A. W.
Platts, 602, King's Ed., Fulham, S.W.6. [1838

P. and M. Combination 1919. accessories, good order.

—Kenyon and Scott, 8, Crouch Hill, London, N.
[1495

"1022 P. and M. Combination, shop-soiled; leduceti
JL" from £130 to £115.—Brookbank, 58, Lord St.,

Southport. [2169

1 Q22 4y2h.p., 4^peed. model A, £115; model B;
Xt/£102; immediate delivery from the authorised
agents.—Below.

1 Q21 P. and M. Sporting Combination. Swan sidecar,
-Li/ re-enamelled, plated and overhauled, guarfinteed

i

six months; £75; exchanges.—Kenneth Kemp and Co.,
j

4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch. London. '

Padd. 1177. [2176

P.
and M. July, 1921, very little used, as new. fully

;

equipped, taxed and insured ; £70.—Foulkes, Wales
and Co., Ltd., Shrewsbury. (1722

P. and M. Combination, equipped, taxed, splendid
j

condition throughout, trial; £38; exchange.—7,

Cowdrey Bd., Wimbledon. [2033

"I Q21 P. and M., legshields (aluminium), just oyer-

X«/ hauled; £35, or nearest.—Parkinson, Old Bank
House, Southara, near Rugby. [1973

P.
and M. Combination 1918. overhauled, complete:

£45; exchange 5. 6h.p. Rover.—50, Haverstock
Hill, N.W.3. Hampstead 6609. [2342

-| Q18 P. and M. R.A.F. Combination, new sidecar,

XJ/ lamps, etc., tax paid; seen after 7 p.m.; £50.

—83, Longlands Park Rd., Sidcnp, Kent. [2161

1 Q17 P. and M. 3V2h.p., 2 speeds, kick-starter, newly
Xtf enamelled, new Palmer tyres; must realise;

29 gns.—77, Arthur Bd., Wimbledon Park. [2208

P.
a.nd M., 1919, SV^h.p., 2-speed, with^ports sidecar,

completely equipped and tax paid; bargain,

£52/10.—The Layton Garages, 30. Holyvtell St..

Oxford. [2243 '

P.
and M. Combination, late R.A.F., SVoh.p., recently

overhauled, coachbuilt sidecar, Tan-Sad, tax paid,

good condition; £48.—Heard, 25. Woodwarde Bd., East

Dulwich, S.E.22 [1493

Moore Combination,
horn, speedometer,

£95.—Mr. Bingham, 69.

11455

1 Q21 3'/2h.p. Phelon and
Xt/ complete with lamps,
mirror, etc.. like new.
Blade St., Lancaster.

1 Q22 P. and M. de Luxe Combination, 4h.p., 4

Xi/ speeds, all on, cost £150, shop-soiled: £130

cash, or deferred payments.—Taylors, 52, Sussex Place.

S.W.7. 'Phone: Kens. 7260. [0919

P.
and M., 1918, B.B. carburetter, 1922 Pilot,

new tyres, tubes, chains, all on, Tan-Sad chain

cases, spares, mechanically perfect; £49;^ photo.-^

Murray, 109, Fenchurch St.. B.C.!. 11417

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, SVah.p., 2-speed, K.S.,

new gears, 1922 B. and B. carburetter, aluminium
chain covers, all lamps, horn, licence paid; trial any

time; ;e63.—Flint Bunsalow. Croydon Rd.. Warling- _i

ham, Surrey. [9614 n

P. and M. R.A.F. solo models, rebuilt, re-enamelle3, 's

lined and plated, fitted with new T. and B.

magnetos, B. and B. carburetters, tyres and trmt;

40 gns.—Voltaire Motor Works, 4, Voltaire Bd., Clap-

ham. London, S.W.4.
' [7718

P.
and M. 1918 2-speed Combination, kick-start,

acetylene head and side lamps, electric rear.

Best and Lloyd mechanical lubrication, comfortable

sidecar, luggage carrier, licensed; 55 gns.—Wale,
" Wulstanhurst," Hendon Lane, Finchley. 'Phone:

Finchley 2028. [1758

SOLO P. and M.. 2-spced, clutch, all-chain, over-

hauled and rebnshed throughout, new rings,

valves, ball races, largely restored, aluminium chain

covers, footboards, fircone, good as new, quiet, economi-

cal, make ' excellent little combination ; honest value

£38.-75, Leeside Crescent, Golders Green. [1944

Spare Parts:

P. and M. Spares at the Right Price.—1, Spring-

field Park Cres., Catford, S.E.6. [2080

ATT, Spares in Stock; please write for quotations for

any parts; all guaranteed by return.—P. and M.

Specialist. H. Beardwood. 147, Burlington St., Liver-

pool. . fo^g

P.
and M. Spares at the right price; your euQuiiv

solicited.—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkelei

Mews, Connaught St., Marble Aioh, London. PM'I

1177. l^"^

a.34 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and tlie date of the issue

Motor Cycle* advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALt.
Peco.

OHh.p. 2-stroke Service i'eco, new, 2-speed, clutcu
"'* and K.S., Albion gear box, tyres anU Belt per-

f!

lect, equipped, taxed for sidecar; .£25; accept bicycle

y^)art.—117, Slieen Lane, E. Sheen. L2069

Peugeot.

8.— 31i.p. I'eugeot, good ouler, ride nw.ay, tax pmd.

254, Earlafield Kd., \yand(>woitb. [1566

j» 10.—5-6h.p. Twin Peugeot, 2^ speeds, clutch, must

25—Sports Twin Peugeot, discs, electric lamp ; or

[1895

Gleneldon'Rd.,
[1971

sell.—King, Egrove i'arm, Oxlord,

£2L. -. - _ -

exchange for good single.—11
Slreatham.

T' £20.
Winilernaere.

Premier.
to clear.

—

Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. ["8*

PREjriEE SV'h.p., 3-speed hub, recently over-

hauled, tax paid- "
Place. Gargrave, Leeds.

nearest offer.—Fearou,

PREMIER 3'/.h.p. Combinationj £25
Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Cleabarrow,
[1388

£28.—Weatherill, River
[1426

on GNS.—Premier 3Vih.p., 3-speed, clutch. Canoe-

iCif let Combination, licensed 1922. equipped. Ex-

changes.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd.,
=-|P24o8

PREMIER Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed counter
... .1..L-1- T».,«l.^i^c rtfff':^nrif~.- nerlecl

condition

Sparc Parts:

PREMIER Spares.-I am the merchant for these.

By Return Servioe.-Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane

£30.-196, Gladstone Av., Wood Green,

Coventry. 'Phone : 1945. [1906

PEBMIER Spares and Eepairs.-We claim to be the

mSt competent firm to supply spares and execute

reoairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the

Pr^ier works, and know this machine Jrom.A to Z.

We hold the iost varied stock of parts lor it in the

icild We are the only traders who can claim to

lupply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices

ire rock bottom, and our service nnsurpassable. Write

OS fall requirements; you will receive out reply per

returnl-Forfield Motors, Forfleld Place. Leamin|ton

•pa^ ...
Priory.

PBIORT-J A.P.. brand new; £50.-Clark, 7, Exhilii

tion Hd., S.W.7.

of 1922delivery
d clutcl
2-speed,

[2305

model:

P'^'a'^fh^'j'A'p''^ 'peed-:clut^:]i 'and; kick_ starter.

£38. Exchanges

W^EiCA-Quadrant 1921 iiih.p

dynamo lighting, all on; £65.

£80 —1922 Quadrant All-chain Combination

trie liEhtins windscreen, speedometer, mechanical

horn ovMhanW.-Cliaord Wilson Co., 177, w„.l

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

41h.p. 1922 Quadrant^ Combination, 3-spe_ed,

2 starter.

<;? en= 2''jh.p.. 2-stroke. „ -,. 3 -

or defe;red.-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South

Kensington.
''"''

Quadrant.

CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experience

with Quadrants. 1^^^=

£B-3h.p. Quadrant, dropped frame, magneto, good

running order.-King, Bgrove, Oxford. [1896

-\rCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St„ London,
'^^->P-V^ ^ ', ._^ -.,,.,, /ii'i, « combination.

[2097

elec-

inica]

West:
[2288

kick-

_2 "starter. aU-chain drive ; £105; your'old motor

tvcle taken in exchange, remainder on easy terms^
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2098

QUADRANT 4V"h.p., 1920, all-chain, 3-speed,

kick-start Canoelet ' sidecar. Sandum wind-

screen, accessories, tax paid; trial; £55, or offer.

Catlord, " Shenehurst," Benhillwood Rd., Sutton,

Surrey. ' • 11442

QIT\DRANT 1922 4i.',h.p., all-chain, Douglas chassis,

all-metal Sun sidecar, electric lighting and horn,

»ind<creen speedometer, tax paid, fully insured, per-

iect condition, any trial, mileage 2,000; ^SO-—?.

Epple Rd., Fulham, S.W.5. [1671

Scare Parti :

'/CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
V/ Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties:

official repairers and spare part stockists; deferred

payments: exchanges: all models in stock. Special

insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.—

,177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite

(Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone : Hop 210.
I [9926
': Radco.

22 Radco, nncrated; 28 gns. accepted; must
clear.-30, Park St., Islington. [1509

ds, equipped, taxed: bargain, £16;
Fisher, Springwell Ed., Heston,

-

[1832

bars,

on.—Westoning
[1449

19=
EADCO, 2 spe

photograph.-
Honnslow.

035.—1922 aVih.p. 2-speed Radco, T.T. bars. lon|

allexhaust, perfect condition
Vicarage, Ampthill, Beds.

Raleigh.

RALEIGH—All models in stock
Co., Birmingham.

Motor
£2276

OUR NEW AUTUMN ILLUSTRATED
LIST AND PATTERN BUNCH OF
CLOTHS, TOGETHER WITH SELF-
MEASUREMENT FORM, WILL BE
SENT ON TO YOU POST FREE, AND
WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION, ON
RECEIPT OF YOUR NAME AND

ADDRESS.
To THE TRADE :-ENQUiRIES FROM
MOTOR & CYCLE TRADERS INVITED

MOTOR CYCLE SUIT
With Plaited Leather Belt.

GUARANTEED
WATERPROOF

SPECIFICATION

MADE from
hard-wearing

i!oubl9 texture

material with an
interlining of

Rubber.
Double Breasted
Jacket, with all-

rounii Belt and
Leather Buckle,
large Patch Poc-

kets, and con-

verted collar to

button right up
to neck, to fasten

with Throal Tab.

Wind Cuffs in

sleeves. All

seams o! the Suit

arerubber cemented
andtaped with extra

material, making the

garment absolutely

waterprool.

Overall Trousers with

spat - shaped leg ;

wind gussets to keep

(ha wind from the le;

;ind boots ; fastened

with patent clasp

fasteners, enabling

the trousers to be

culled o9 in a moment,

the suits are newly

manufactured, and every

care is taken with details

so that the garment will

meet the severest test.

We give full guarantes

(hat this suit is thoroughly waterproof, and Imper-

vious to the most drenchin^Si continuous Jownpour.

THESE SUITS ARE NEWLY MADE
FROM FRESHLY PROOFED MATERIAL
BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN, AND
NOT HALF PERISHED CLEARANCE
LINES OR W.D. SURPLUS.

NO EXTRA CHARGE
FOR CARRIAGE.

State chest measure-
ment and height when

ordering.

SUIT WITH SEATLESS TROUSERS
(as aljove) -

JACKET ONLY -

SEATLESS TROUSERS ONLY
OVERALLS ONLY -

MONEY
I

5i2IE
REFUNDED IN SIZES 34", 36% 3^% 4°'. 42'-

FULL IF NOT 44" in stock. Special sizes can

PERFECTLY ^e made in 5 DAYS, and no
SATISFIED extra charge made if you

& GARMENTS decide to avail yourself of

RETURNED tl^'S opportunity.

TO US IN Send your measurements to-

7 DAYS. ^^y- We guarantee a perfect

i fit in every way.

We are Oie actual Manufacturers :—'

Martin Waterproof Co.
208, Oldham Rd., New Crass, Ma nchester.

PRICE

35/
42/-'

25/.

18/-

12/6t

n0t0mt0t0t0t0tm

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

RALEIGH 2^4(1. p. in stocit; exchanges, deferred.—
R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Ed., 8.W.7.

[9166
RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery ol 1922 models; ex-

changes or deferred payment.—Edwards. 50, Har-
rington Rd.. South Kensington. fa0S2

RALEIGH 1922 23ih.p.. ' 2-speea, fully equipped,
tax paid, little used; £60, or nearest offer.-34.

Rownsley St., Chapeltown Rd,, Leeds. [2020

1022 Raleigh 2^h.p., 3-speed. lamps, horn, tax paid
--*' to end of year, very fine condition, little used;
£60.—Stubbs, Rempstone, Loughborough. [1743

RALEIGH Lightweight Models.—We hare a few
shoi>-soiIed models to clear at very attractive

IJrices, Call and inspect.—Newnham Motor Co., 223.
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [18B0

IMMEDIATE Deliyery Raleigh, all models in stock:
5-6h.p. £130, combination £165: 2'jib.p. £68,

£73; 3h.p. combination, £103; cash or deterred pav-
nients 4% extra.—Mitchell Garage, Eoundhoy Ed'..
Leeds. [0890

T> ALEIGH Combination 1922. 5-6h.p., twin spring
-*-*' frame, only used once, speedometer 238. Tan-Sad,
Lucas lamps. Easting screen, tax paid, and many
extras; iei59/15. — Wilkins, Simpson, Opposite
Olympia, London. [2157

R[-6h.p. Twin Raleigh Combination De Luxe, spjing^ frame. Grindlay sprung wheel sidecar, very fullv
equipped, run only 3,000 miles; 125 gns.; exchanges;
photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. Open week-ends. {1069

1 022 5-6h.p. Raleigh Standard Combination, spare
-'-t' wheel. luxuriously upholstered sidecar with
Easting windscreen, Lucas electric lighting, tax paid
to December 31st, used only for one demonstratiorn
run; list price £183/10; offered at £150, cash only;
an exceptional bargain.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [2275

Reading-Standard.
READING-STANDARD Combination, demonstration

model." dynamo, unregistered: £105.—Brockbank.
58, Lord St., Southport. [2165

READING-ST.4NDARD 8h.p. Semi-sports Combina-
tion, new condition, overhauled, perfect, elec-

tric; £75; trial.—3, Trafford Rd., Thornton Heath.
[2045

"I
Q21 Reading-Standard Combination lOh.p., 50

--*' m.p.g., luxurious sidecar, spring frame, kick-
start, 3-speed, foot clutch, dynamo lighting set, elec-
tric horn, speedometer, Binks' latest carburetter; £120.
I'-O offers.—Leah, Bankfleld Ter., Huddersfleld. [1747

Revere.
REVERE-VILLIERS 2y»h.p., new 1021, single speed,

excellent condition, tvres new, tax paid; sacrifice,
must sell; £20.—Allen. 228, Cricklewood Lane, N.W.2.

[1497
Rex.

"DEX-ACilE. new, 4i4h.p., catalogtie price, £110;
-•-»' accept £75.—Heath Garage, Newmarket. [1835

1Q14 Res Combination, smart and reliable, any
-l£' trial; £26.-405, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield,
S.W. (2379

REX 3h.p., spring forks, 2-speed, less magneto:
£6. gift.—Wheatlev, 49, Riverside. Kingston-on-

Thames. 11443

8h.p. 1920 Ees Combination, fully equipped, perfect
condition; £90.—EatcliSe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland

St.. W.l. [1094

REX 6h,p.. free engine, pedal start, new condition,
with sidecar; £22 bargain.—28, Woodford Rd.,

Forest Gate. 'Phone; Maryland 2598. [1756

REX Combination, 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, K.S., Bosch,
coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, tax paid; £30,

or near offer.—22, High St., Ware Herts. [176B

REX-ACME 1920 J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, inter-

changeablp wheels and spare, all accessories: best

offer .accepted.-Perriry, Private Ed.. Enfield. [2121

3.h.p. Rex--\cme Combination, Blackburne engine,
^^4 new. fast, just delivered, * 3 speeds, Sturmey- -

Archer gear, kick-starter and hand-controlled clutch;
£96/15; exchange and easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. - [2099
Roc.

ROC sr'^h.p , drip feed, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, etc.

;

£26.^-Write. 58, North Bivkbeck Rd.. E.ll.
[1636

Rover.
O 8,—Rover sr^h.p., ride away; bargain.—Smith's, 86.* Chalk Fari Ed.. N.W.3. [2118

1 Q21 T.T. Rover, as new, tax paid; accept £45.—
-Ltl Heath Garage, Newmarket. [1836

ROVER 1919 3-speed Combination, equipped, ex-

cellent order: £65.—R. B. Clark & Co., 7, Exhi-
bition Rd., S.W. 7. [8072

"\TTAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London.
VV E.C.4.—Rover 1914 3V-h.p., Philipson hand-
controlled V pulley; *37/10. [2100

ROVER 6h.p. Combination. 3-speed. K.S.. lamps,

done 500 onlv. like new; bargain, £80; offer.—

6 Silvester Rd., JE. Ditlwich. L1818

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv

Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are. when- desired

ertisement, and the date ol the Issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

ROVEK 1914 Sijli.p. Philipson, thorougMy over-
hiuiled. new piston ,^nd bit.en(1, specially bnilt toi

1914 T.T., tused; £40.-K.J. Motors, Bromley. [1580

1 Q20 Rover 3V^h.p, Combination, new Coupette
J-*' sidecar, fully equipped, perfect; £80.—Guad,
122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone: llampstead 1353.

12163

1 Q22 Rover 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped and
-1-tf taxed, mileage negligible, condition new; £85,
cr offer; exchanges entertained.—P., 149, Castelnau,
S.W.13. [1452

T> OVER
-Tt Elite

1920 5-6h.p. Combination, Henderson
sidecar, windscreen, speedometer, under

4,000 miles; £80.—Marshall, 40, Normanton Rd.,
Croydon. [1666

T> OVER 4li.p., Canoelet sidecar. 3 speeds, clutch,
-tV lamps, tools, etc.; price £47/10, or close; would
sell cycle' separate. Exchange Lightweight considered.—Moore, South Rd., Hayward's Heath. Sussex.

[1696
"I 020 E.over Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, hand
J- *^ foot clutch, kick-start, in beautiful condition, not
done 2,000 miles, fully equipped, any trial; £85.

—

Ward, South Western Garage, New Maiden. Surrey.
[2257

"I
Q20 Rover Combinatioa, 3y2h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

Jl*7 kick-start, windscreen, speeftometer, lighting
set, etc., completely equipped, tAxed, excellent con-
dition; appointment; ^80.—Hughes, 37, Manville
Kd., iialham, S.W. [2160

ROVER Combination, late model, Rover sidecar and
chassis, SVah.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-start. East-

ing screen, lighting set, horn, taxed etc.; beautiful
engine, and in fine condition throughout; best otfer

over £80.—Walker, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park,
London, E.12. [1917

Spare Parts:

ROVER Spares.-Immediate
Bond St.. Eahng.

delivery.—Kays, S.

[5081

Royal Ruby.
.al Eub]

dition : £50, bargain.

-

1 Q20 Royal Ruby,
i«/ frame, excellent condition;

1 019 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, perfect con-
-*-«? dition; £50, bargain.— 9. Church Rd., Harlesden.

[1698

NEW 1921 Royal Ruby 3h.p., 2-speed, spring frame;
£55; exchanges.—Lacey, c/o Snipe, 330, Euston

Rd. [2296

39/10.—Royal Ruby 3h,p. 1920 lightweight, per.^ feet, accessories ; any trial ; exchanges considered.
-406, York Rd., Wandsworth. [1982

"I
Q22 Royal Ruby, the spring frame combination,

-Li/ immediate delivery, cash, exchange, or easy terms.
—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich, S.E.IO. [4934

3h.p., full equipment, spring
"

, £47/10; cash, ex-
change, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bisllops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0065
-| Q20 (late) 8h.p. Royal Ruby Special, J.A.P.
-i-iy engine, dynamo lighting, large head lamp,
2 spot lights, electric horn, speedometer, fitted electric
light, mechanical horn.^T.T. bars, Swan sporting side-
car, fitted Aero windscreen, dash, fitted with amp-
meter, switches, eto.j discs, special plated exhaust
pipe, successful machine in many trials, etc, looks as
new. perfect mechanical order, fast, the smartest and
^portlest outfit on the road, open to any trial or ex-
amination, fully insured, cost £260; bargain, 118 gns.

;

exchanges, or easy terms.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5,
Addison Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071.

'[2405

Rudge.
£68/10.—Rudge-Multi, 1921, new, Siih.p.-Townson

and Ward, Ltd,, Barrow. [1407

1Ck20 Rudge, T.T., unscratched; 39 gns.; very fast:
-i-«7 owner abroad.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [2366

1022 Rudges.-All models in stock.— Shepherd, En-
-It' field High-n-ay. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0900

3ih.p. I.O.M. Rudge 1922, fully eqnippi>d ; £65.-
2 Ratclifte Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1093

OQ GNS.—1920 Rudge^Mnlti. T.T., clutch, lamps,
*J iy Klaxon, tax, any trial.—2, Madrid Rd., Barnes.

[1793
RUDGE I.O.M., shop-soiled only, at the special price

of £69.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,
W.l.

. [1097
\T17 AUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3h.p. Rudge.
VV Multi, 1921, including accessories, tax paid;

.-£62/10. [2102

WAUCHOPE'3, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Rudge SVoh.p., I.O.M.;' £77; easy terms

arranged. [2101

NEW Shop-soiled 1922 Rudge 3l/,h.p., 3-speed, chain
drive; £79 ' " .-.__-

Euston Rd.
exchanges.—Lacey, c/o Snipe, 330,

[2294

SHOP-SOILED Brand New 5-6h.p. Rudge Solo. £69;
also ditto combination, £87/10

combination, £97/10.—Shepherds,
Tel. : "Waltham.X 31.

Iso ditto 7.9h.o.
Enfield Highway.

[0925

O rV GNS.—S'/^h.p. Rudge-MuUi, late 1914, excep-
/W 9 tional condition and appearance, taxed; ex-
changes.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av.,
Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [2407

24X2

24X2J

26x2

26X2i

26X2J

'MAUDE RUBBER Go'
S8, PRAED STREET, W. 2.—^-^— 4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and in the event of any goods not giving full

and satisfactory results, we either replace free
or make a suitable allowance. Dispatched within

an hour of order on approval against cash.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 20/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 16/6
Continental. Chain-Td 21/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 18/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 21/-

Hutchinson R/S 18/6
Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 17/6
Avon Ribbed. Heavy 17/6
Wood-Milne Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-
Firestone Safety. Ex. Heavy. 28,'6

Hutchinson T.T. Heavv 23/-
Beldam Bulldog .......' 22/6
Avon. 3-Ribbed Heavy .... 22/6
Michelin Conrb. Ex. Heavy . . 20/-
Clincher de Luxe. Ex. Hvy... 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber-stud. Hvv 26/6
Beldam Bulldog. Ex. Heavy 2S/-

26X2iX2j Palmer Cord. Heavy 28/6
Goodyear Diamond 38/8
Clincher de Luxe. Heavy . . . 28/6
Dunlop Heavy. Rubber Stud 46/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavv 28/6
Pirelli R/S Extra Heavy 35/-

Belgrave Cable Cord 27/6
Beldam Bulldog 27/6
Dunlop. Extra Hvy. R/S 53/9
Hutchinson Passenger. Ex.Hvy 27/B
Beldam Bulldog 25/-
BeldamBuildogComb.Ex.Hvy. 27/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 21/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 24/6
Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 30/-
Dunlop Magnum 60/-
Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Stud 40/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 27/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/6
Kempshall Anti-Skid. Heavy 18/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy... 27/6
Firestone, Rubber N/S 42/-
Goodyear Diamond All-wthr. 49/5
Goodrich. Safety 45/-

Portage, Super Ex. Heavy . . . 43/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 27/6
Beldam Bulldog. Ex. Heavy 25/-
Federal. Ex. Heavy.... 37/6
Avon. Extra Heavv 36/-
Wood-Milne Heavy.'. 22/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 24/6
Goodrich. Safety Td..; 37/6
Beldam Bulldog 25/-
Palmor Cord 32/6
Rodace Sq. Td. Ex. Hy.Lt.Car 42/6
Maude. Super Ex. Heavv.". . 45/-
Goodyear Diamond ".

. . . 52/6
Midland 3-Rib. Light Car . . . 45/-
Goodrich Safety. Light Car 45/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 28/6
Avon 3-Rib. Extra Heavy. .. 45/-

Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon

—

26" X 2". 2i", 2}" and 2i' 5/6 each
26"X3", 28"X3", 650 & ^o'o 6/6 .,

DUNLOP TYRES. Surplus goods. Write
for lists. All sizes, at Special Prices.

RUBBER BELTING. TdTEoi!^?''
jj—2/-; I'—1/9; r—1/7 per foot.

JOHN BULL
7'-6'' lengths; J"—12/6; 1"—15/-; ij"_i6/9

MADE BY NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO.
For Motor Cycling, Fishing, etc.

26X2I

26x3

26X3X2!

28X2i

28X3

650X65

7OOX 80

Tubes.

BRAND
MEW
Actual
Value
45/-

RUBBER

HIP

BOOTS
(WADERS)

10/6
per pair.

poslag-e 1/3.

Se?tf OK apjtroval
as^ainsi cash.

Wholesale Dept. & Warehouse: STOCKWELL, S.W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kudge.

1 Q 22 Rudge Combination, absolutely unscratched

;

-*-*^ must realise; owner at sea; 54 gns.—67, Eernlea
Rd., Balham. [2358

RUDGE-MULTI 192'2 S'/sh.p.. slightly shop-soiled;
£72.—Godfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd., Uford.

'Phone : 83. [1623

"O UDGE I.O.M. model 1921, exreptionol condition,
-tV fully licensee!; £52/10.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton.
'Phone: Brixton 1292. [2192

LATE 1921 I.O.M. Rudge and Swan Sports Car, only
run few miles, every accessory; £55.-24, Balliol

Rd., North Kensington. [1995

"I
Q22 3y2h.p. Rudge, 3-speed, new; list price £94;

-i-«^ our price £77.—J. Hebden and Sons, 71, Scot-
land Rd., Nelson, Lanes. [1889

1 Q22 Rudge, brand new, taxed, equipped, coat
--«? over £80; sacrifice, 58 gns.—51, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Putney. [2386

RXJDGE Combination, 3-speed, clnteh, full equip-
ment, lovely sidecar, abeolutely rehable; £30.—Koi

3652, c/o TM Motor Cycle. [2199

RUDGE-MULTI 3Vl;h.p. 1921, splendid condition,
accessories, complete, trial; bargain, £50.—Dickin-

son, Milborne^Port, Somerset. [1365

perfect
Layton
[1153

RTJDGE-IVfDLTI 3V;h.p., I.O.M. model, in
condition; bargain, se32/10 cash.—The

Garages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford.

-|Q22 3V2h.p. Rudge-Multi I'.O.M. Model, complete,
J-*' tax paid, good as new; £65.—Coucill, 31, Holly
Av., Walkden, nr. Manchester. [1369

£77 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the
Agents; in etock; cash or payments.—Kni gilt's,Agents ; in etock ; cash or payment;

126, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0836

£45.-1920 Rudge-Multi SVsh.p., T.T., good condi-
tion, lamps, horn, tools, Tan-Sad, variable jet^

121, St. George's Rd., Stoke, Coventry. [1728

AT Edwards'.—1921 Rudge-Multi SV^h.p., equipped,
splendid condition ; 50 gns. Deferred payments

and exchanges.—101, Great Portland St., W.l. i[2223

£40.—1920 I.O.M. Rudge, new handle-bars, tyfes,

belt, rollers, chain case, fully equipped, Taot
Sad,—A. Cox, 161, Rye Lane, Peckham, London.

[1421
PRACTICALLY Brand New Specially Tuned I.p.M.

Rudge, with every accessory, unsoiled condition,
original tyres: £48.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-
ton. [1994

RUDGE 1922 7-9h.p. Twin, with 3-Epeed gear box
and all-chain drive; £70.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., \V.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. [1879

1 Q22 T.T. Rudge-MuUi 3i^L'h.p.. tax paid, lamps,
-I- *y speedometer ; ^65 ; seen by appointment only.—

,

Martin, " Solva," Engayne Gardens, Upminster,
'

Essex. [2313

RUDGE Spares.-Immediate delivery.-
field Highway. N.

"IQ21 SVsh.p. Sporting Rudge-Multi, not done 1,000
-*-*/ miles, Wix's variable carburetter, tuned for

competition; nearest 48 gns.; any trial.—168. Clapham
Park Rd., S.W. [1640 i

1 Q21 54 Rudge-Multi 3V2 h.p., T.T., as new, guaran-
M-iJ teed perfect, lamps, knee grips, mirror, horn;
owner returning Colonies, must sell; insured, licensed;
48 gns.—Everson, Hale Crescent, Farnham. [1979

1 Q20 7-9h.p, Rudge-Multi Combination, as new; 73 '

-Ltf gns. Also a 1916 SVahTp. Rudge-Multi com-
bination, electric lighting; 39 gns. Exchanges; photo-
graphs free.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. Open week-ends. [1070

Spare Parts

:

-Shepherd, En-
[0901

THE Promptest Firm for Rndge Spares.—Forfield

Motors, Forfleld Place, Leamington Spa. [3165

Scott.

JOHN R. KINSEY and Co., Ltd., Croydon, for Scotta.

_^ [9695

JOHN R. KINSEY and Co., Ltd., specialise in Scotts.
Their experience with these high-grade niachinea

enables them to offer the befit service to purohnsers.
Don't wait for 1923 improvements. The Scott is still

years ahead of others. Prompt deliveries.— 350-35a,
Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [9696

SCOTT, 1921, August, low mileage, as new; £65;
bargain.—229, Maryvale Rd., Bournville. [1910

SJ^OTT Combination, in good mechanical order,

Biuks carburetter, lamps; £60, or offer.—61, Mer-
sey St., Hull. [1378

1 Q14 Scott, 2-speed, excellent condition, very fast,

-L*^ numerous snares, licensed: £35.—69_ KinEstonnumerous spares, licensed; £35.—69,
New Maiden. [1770

SCOTT Squirrel, 1922, as new; will accept reason-
able offer to clear.—Nevraham Motor Co., 225.

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [1877

1 SCOTT Standard, also Squirrel ; used less than 5 milei
for demonstratiou : £100 each.— Gibb. Nortbgflte.

Gloucester. Service Agent. [li'^^

J Q22 Scott S^/ih.p., slightly shop-soiled, otherwise
-«-«^ new; £90; or with Watsonian sidecar, £110.—
Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [108C

336 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, mai^fted (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.
Scott.

ROTARY Scott, Terr }aot, royal blue, looks like new,
Parker frame ; wlio's game to make a bid of Sixty

QuidP-Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southport. [2172

SCOTT 1919, stored 2 years, ' original front tyre,
perfect order^ tax, speedometer, and all acces-

eories; £52/10.-76, Bailing Rd., Hammersmith. ^1926

1Q20 (October) Standard Scott, lamps, speedometer,
XJ/ horn, pillion seat, absolutely O.K. ; owner
abroad

:

Green.
£60, or oHers.- -136, Aldermans Hill, Palmers

[2201

CCOTT, engine 2932, recently overbanled by makers,
^.3' re-enamelled, new chains, lamps, horn, aluminium
number plate.s, excellent condition throughout ;

£50.—
Sims, 8, Penrith Rd., Basingstoke. [1558

SPECIAL Bargain.—Scott, New Squirrel model,
specia.l engine, 70 miles per hour, brand new, unused,

owner must realise cash at once: accept £20 under
list.—Box 3658, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2417

SOUTHPORT.—Instant delivery Scott Squirrel, de-
lerred payments; also 1922 Squirrel, lovely con-

dition, all on, full tax and insurance, 79 gns. ; 1922
,
Squirrel CombinaUon, Squirrel aluminium sidecar, all

- on, full tax. spleridid condition, 105 gns; exchanges.

—

Kents, 417, Lord St.. Southport. [2420

Spare^ Parts:

WARD Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St., Bradford, for

serviceable second-hand Scott parts on approval
Bgainst cash. [0889

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.—Spares and
repairs.—350-352, Lower Addiscombe Ed., Croydon.

'Phone: 1129. [9697

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

I

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
iyear of manufacture. [0751

I

Singer.

SINGER 3V2h.p., splendid condition: must sell im-
mediately; sacrifice, £30; only wants seeing.

—

1
65, West Wycombe Rd., High Wycombe. [1629

3ih.p. Singer 1913, Bosch magneto, 2 brakes on rear
2 wheel, re-enamelled, completely overhauled, every

£20.—BeiTiard,
[1479

part in perfect condition, licensed

;

i

Queda, Shepherdswell, nr. Dover.

Spare Parts:

THE Promptest Firm for Genuine Singer' Spares.-
. . Porfield Motors, Forfleld Place. Leamington Spa.

£3164
SINGER Parts.—I have the genuine stock; get in

touch.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [1907

Slaney.

1 C|21 Slaney, Canoelet sporting sidecar, 7h.p.XU Coventry-Victor engine, Sturmey-Archer coun-
tershaft, all chain, stored since Apr'il, 1921; owner
abroad.—Offers to Suubury Motor Co., Sunbury.
'Phone: 57. [1372

Spark.

NEW 1922 Spark 2-stroke. shop-soiled; £36.—
Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon St.. Bond St., W.l.

Mayfair 625. [1528

SPARK 1922, 'Villiers engine, Sywheel magneto,
single-speed, unused, slightly soiled; £34.—Eagles

and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London, W. (2151

Sparkbrook.
SPARKBROOK 1917 6h.p., J.A P., 2-speed counter-

shaft, 2-seater sidecar, fine order; 52 gns.; ex-
ichanges; photograph.-Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
fRichmoad Rd., East Sheen. '[1071

;

Spur.
"l Q19 Spur 2-stroke, full equipment, nice 'X^ £22/10.-Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopi
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

Sun.
UN-VILLIERS 1914; £15; good-order.-Brockbank,

58, Lord St., Southport. [2174

QJ_ GNS.; Exchange.—1917-18 Sun-Villiers, 2-speed,/^^ lamps, legshields, smart; any examination.—76,
'Neate St., Albany Rd., Camberwell. [8601

16 Sun-'Villiers 2-stroke, 2r^h.p., lamp, horn, new
belt, perfect running order, seen any time;

£20, or nearest offer; must sell; owner going abroad;
la bargain.—N„ 17, Dunster Gardens, N.W.6. [1515

'JTOR Sun-Jap, or Sun-'Vitesse, get in touch with
"^ the sole North London agents. Models in stock,
smgle Special, 42 gns.; 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,
.60 gna. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
jBaiogc, Broadway, Muswell Hil), N.IO. [0790

[

Sunbeam.
QUNBEAM 1922 (May) 4'Ah.p., slightly soiled only;
*~' bargain, £112.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., 8.W.V.

T ftn ''?^'^'—Sunbeam SVjh.p., 1921, as ne^ Lucas
. V, Magdyno, all on.—47, Mortimer Ed. Dal-

ston, N.I. '[1435

1Q21 Sunbeam, Lucas lamps, horn, etc., perfect^" condition, guaranteed mileage 600; £110.—
^nnan, Stourport Rd., Kidderminster. [2065

condition
isgate Av.

Avenue 5548. [0068
-f

S"

19^

'SONS
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR -

—

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED

2 and 4 STROKE
ENGINES

During the past few weeks the
following machines have been
fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley
Calthorpe Amo. Abingdon
Humber Quadrant. L. M. C.

Invicta. Hazlewood. DuZmo,
N.S.U. Rover. Trimnph.
Alldays Match- Premier. Norton.

less. Conlson Union. New Hudson.
ponglas._ Klaitin J. A. P. Dalm.

Magnat-de-Bon.
Diamond ViUers.
Hobart Villers.

8 h.p. J.A.P.
Perry.
Bradbui;
Woli
Singer.

Bat Jap.

Minerva.

Lincoln Elk. Rex.
ChaterLea (Faf- Radco.

Badge.
Ariel (A. L V.

Jap).

James.
Ivy.

Royal Ruby,
Villers.

T. D. C.

Royal Fiecision. Nnt Jap.

nir).

Brown.
O.K. Junior

Morris.
Alldays
B.S.A.
Grandex

Precision.
Swilt.

What is yoiu- make? Write us for Illustrated
Booklet.

REDUCED X:C C i\
PRICE 3CD-D-U

Carr. paid.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

PATENT
AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR
PULLEY AND GEAR COMBINED
for the McKENZIE, ATLAS, and
similar LIGHTWEIGHTS.
We also supply the "BABY" PHILrPSON for
all machines fitted with Viiliers Mark IV Flywheel
Magneto.

This Pulley simply takes the place of the ordinary
pulley and flywheel, and is fitted without altera-
tion in a few minutes to the McKENZIE or similar
lightweight. When fitted the " BAE'V " PHILIP-
SON gives the lightest, speediest, and simplest
geared machine on the market, adding only ij lbs.
extra weight.
Numerous Gear Variations. More m.p.g.
Maximum amount of driving energy is transmitted
to road wheel,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Send for Illustrated particulars.

PRICE £4-4-0
Write us.

PHILIPSON & GO. LTD.
Astley Bridge. BOLTON^ Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

•Phone, i^^Eagley. Grams. "Safetv. Bolton.'

1 022 3Vjh-P. Sunbeam, sporting mod^^ age, speedometer, horn, and lam

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

£*h.p. Sunbeam Combination, all-chain drive, kirk.
^^ start, tax paid, fullv equipped ; £48, genuine
bargain.—S., 2. Cadogan Rd.. .Surbiton. [1454

1 Q22 I.O.M. Racing Sunbeam, many special fittings.
-*-*' 80 m.p.h., lapped in race in 40.34. new con-
dition; £135.—Crabtree, Bridgefoot, Warrington. [2018

idel, low mile-
mps complete;

nearest offer to £115 secures.—C.D.H., Dudley Hotel,
Hove. [1771

SUNBEAM 1921 Sports Model, fully equipped.
speedometer, electric liKhtinc. tax paid; 92 gna.

-Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone

;

Ealing 689. f2267

"I Q 20-21 3Vzh.i>. Suubeam Combination, interchange-
J-*/ able and spare wheel, legshields, Easting, ex-
cellent condition and appearance; £120.-83, Gleballa
Rd., Llanelly. [1603

ion, detachables,
^ . - -, grips, excellent condition;

£115; exchange Morgan; cash adjustment.— 1, Monk
Rd., Bishopston, Bristol. [2029

AT Edwards'.—1920 3i/^h.p. Sunbeam, fully
equipped, lamps, horn, screen, and speedometer.

1 Q20 S'/jh.p. Sunbeam Combinatioi
-i-«-' lamps, horn, knee grips, excell

1019 Sunbeam sy^h.p.,
-*-•-' chanical horn, ta

tax paid; 80 gns. Deferred payments and exchanges.—101, Great Portland St., W.l. [2230-

fully equipped, lamps, me-
tax paid, engine just over-

hauled, perfect; £70.—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. r2143

1 Q20 Sunbeam S^^h.p., engine No. 14510294, Cowey
-J-tf horn and speedometer, Lucas lamps with D.A.
cylinder, 5.000 miles, perfect condition; offers.—Sun-
ningdale Motors, Ltd., Sunningdale, Berks. [9179

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination. 1922, Lucas Mag-
dyno and electric horn, cantilever saddle, Cowey

trip, spare wheel, tax and insurance paid, all com-
plete; £200.-2. Allingtoir St., Victoria, S.W.I. [1649

TO 19 Sunbeam 8h.p., 3 speeds. Brooks cantilever
-*-*^ saddle, fully equipped. Mooitgomery sidecar.
guaranteed perfect.
Lower Clapton Rd.,

tax paid ; £85.—Homac's. 243,
N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[2142
SUNBEAM Combination 1917, SVsh.p., kick-start.

Henderson Elite sidecar, good tyres, many extras,
tax paid, all in splendid condition; 100 gns.—183,
Church Row, Northwood, Middlesex. 'Phone: 158.

• l[1672

1 Q22 S'/oh.p. Sunbeam, brand new. Magdyno light-
-i-*J ing, electric horn, detachable wheels, cost
£170; sacrifice, £120, or exchange solo or com-
bination and cash.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Putney. [2384

31.h.p. Sunbeam, 1915, re-enamelled January.
2 1921. new engine July, 1921, mechanical

pump, Luc^s, Watford, Binks, splendid condition
throughout; £70.—Moseley, 70, St. Ann's Rd.,
Harrow. I[1434

QUNBEAM, 1920, 3M.h.p., complete with lamps, horn.^ licence, and semi-sports sidecar with windscreen,
a very fine outfrt-, very small mileage; £110; approval
anvwhere.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. [2242

SUNBEAM 6h.p.. twin J.A.P., 3-speed countershaft,
clutch and kick-start, all chain, coachbuilt side-

car, lamps. Easting screen, tax, excellent , condition; .

£72.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-
chester. [1590

SUNBEAM 1922 4i4h.p., and Watsonian sidecar.
Easting screen, only done about 300 miles, abso-

lutely like new, Klaxon horn, tax paid; a bargain,
£149/15.—Wilkins, Simpson, Opposite Olympia,
London. [2158

3Xh.p. Sports Sunbeam, April, 1922, K.S.. largest
2 Lucas lamps and horn, hand grips, tyres un-

punctured. carefully . driven small mileage, tax, insur-
ance; cost £143, nearest £100.—Hill, Yelverton
Rectory, Norwich. [2354

1021 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, de luxe model.
J.*^ Magdyno. Cowey trip, electric horn, special
oversize tyres 29X3V2. spare wheel, engine just com
pletely overhauled afc works, perfect condition, cost
£285; accept £150.-30, Nora St., Barrowford, Nelson.
Lancashire. [2064

EXCEPTIONALLY Smart 1920 (Late) SV^h.p. Sun-
beam combination, lavishly equipped with spare

wheel, speedometer, side mirror, Lucas lamps, Tan-
Sad, and leg shields, perfect condition throughout,
any trial; £85.—HiUier, 9, Wallingford Av., North
Kensington. [1869

AT Edwards'.—1922 SV-h.p. semi-Sports Simbeam.
with Burlington semi-Sports sidecar, equipped

with lamps, horn, speedometer, and knee-grips, tax
paid, absolutely indistinguishable from new; 110 gns.
Deferred payments and exchanges.—101, Great Port-
land St., W.l. ![2231

1Q19 Sunbeam SVsh.p., speedy, oew Bonniksen
-*-*^ speedometer^ new inner tubes, Stepney tyres.
Lucas lamps, new footboards, semi-T.T. handle-bar,^
(May, 1922), also tank re-enamelled and gold leaf,
always kept well ; ridden by owner ; grand chance

;

£72, or better; cost double.—Stuart, Highgate House.
Walsall. [1364

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issuo ai?
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Swift.

I Ql'* Sliih.p. Swift, 3 speeds, clutch, decompressed
X *y tyres, and belt, almost new, whole machine
been stove enamelletl, tank black and gold, equippetl,
licensed December; £25.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd.,
Bowes Park, N.ll. [1810

Triumph.
T>REMIER Motor Co, for Triumph Bargains.

SUGHTiY Showroom-soiled 1922 Triumphs at enor-
mous reductions: write for stocktakinE clearance

list: type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £90; type S.D., chain
drive, £100; sidecars from £18; carry maker's full

guarantee: deferred payments arranged; carriage paid
to any address.-—Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd.. Bir-
mingham. [2277

TRIUMPH 3i/.;li.p., clutch model, eauipped, ride away;
£24.-Bflow.

TRIUMPH Countershaft 1920, in splendid condition,
as new; £65.—Below.

TRIUMPH Countershaft, as new; £85.—Miles, 11.
Chichester Rd., West Kilbum, N.W.6. [1 minute

Kilbui-n Park Tube.) [2331

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., all on. Hue order; £35.-59.
Muswell Avenue, N.IO. [1475

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, complete and tax paid;
£4fi—Crn!L< A.rpnh "R/iMiArbnTO. [2252£46.—Cross, Agenl, Rotherham [2252

19 19 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, as new; £54.-406,
Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [2377

TEIITMPH-RICAEDO in stock: £120.-PTeuueT
Motor Co., Aston Rd., BirmiDgham. [0868

"I (1118 Countershaft Trinmph, Tcry fine condition; £48,
-Lt/ bargain.— 9, Clinioli Ed., Harlesden. [1700

1 C|22 All-chain Triumph, lull equipment, as new;
J-t/ £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North-Kensington. [1993

"I
Q22 4h.p. Triumph, shop-soiled onlv, great end ol

J-*^ season bargain; £92.-114, Brixton Hill. [1964

]Q19 Triumph. Combination, full equipment, as new;
-tf £55.-24, Balliol Rd.. North Kensington. [1996

CROSS, Effingha-m Sq., is Agent for the Trusty

Triumph for Rotherham: all models from stock.
[2250

TRIUMPH 1921, all-chain, as new, accessories, in-

sured, etc.; £75.-100, Lincoln St., iSTonvich. {Uj

[2125

1 Q20 Baby Triun^ph, as new. tax paid; £35.—Rhind
-l-*7 and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester.

[1591

MODEL R. o.h.v. 3i^h.p. Triumph, complete, lamps,

and tax paid; £105.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.
[2249

nnratrMPH. Type n., new; at the special price of
5 £94/10.—RatcliiTe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St^T
W. [1105

h» A GNS.—Countershaft Triumph 1918, lamps, Tan-
0\j Sad, perfect.—42, Clifton Gardens, Chiswick,
WA. [1823

T C|18 Triumph Combination, Millford, perfect thftiuph-
J-t/ out, any trial; £45.—Rntter, 340, High Kd., Bal-
ham. [1691

1 Qll Triumph, new afliustable pulley, n*>w belt and
JL*^ tyres, sound and reliable; £20.-52, Blythe Vale.

Catford. [1478

40.-—4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, 3 speeds, clutch,^ kick-starter, equipped.—^King, Egrove Farm,
Oxford. [1897

TRIITI^IPH 3i,i.h.p., splendid condition; £22; take
push, cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,

London. [1732

^PRIUMPH, Type S.D., -new; at the special price
-i- of £103/10.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland
St., W. [1106

"1014 Triumph, fully equipped, 3-speed. clutch,
*- *y kick-start, mechanically as new, tax paid

;

£43/10.

"I
Q17 Model 4h.p. Triumph Combination, excellent

i-iy condition, bargain, equipped; £62/10.

1 O 20 Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick-
XtF start; £62/10.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme, Manchester. 'Phone ; 776 Rusholme.

[1586
TRIUMPH Combination, genuine, splendid condition,

late 1920; lowest £100.—Hughes, Lenham.
Phoue: 1. [1386

£21, bargain.—Triumph 3i;.h.p., clutch, Philinson,
equipped, taxed.—143, Ravensbury Rd.. Earls-

field, S.W. [2115

"I Q18 Countershaft Triumph, fine equipment, as new,
JLt? £48; ditto 1919, £52.-24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensington. [1992

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, splendid order
throughout ;.£32.~Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd.,

Acton. W.3. [1978

1 Q14 Triumph, 2-speed, £27/10; Canoelet minor side-Xv car, £7/lD; what offers?— 5, Ridgmouut Rd.,
"Wandsworth. [1474

BEBE Triumph, new May, small mileage, perfect
order and condition, licence paid; £55.—Frank

Eele, Thame. [1399

The fact that we fjaVe got the goods. Here
are a few examples—useful spares at easy
prices- Let us know your requirements

—

and get what you want by return of post.

SIDECAR FOOTREST. Strongly made of polished
aluminium. Price 4/6. A neat little fitment which

considerably adds to the
comfort of your passenger
besides enhancing the
appearance of your side-

car.

JACKSON'S IMPERVO.
We are stockists for this

wonderful preparation
for preventing punctures. Let us send you
descriptive leaflet.

ARMOURED TOOL
BAGS

With Strap Fastenings.

Complete with all

'necessary clips.

Large size for 4 h.p.

Douglas, 11/6

Smaller, 2J h.p.

Douglas, 8/-

Smaller size

for

Triumphs, 6/-

TRIUMPH
CLUTCH

PEDAL.
Convert your
clutch to foot

as well as hand,
control. Simple
to fit by any
amateur in a
few minutes.

Price 4/-

LUGGAGE GRID
and specially made,
fitted in a few

Black.

for Douglases, Strongly
complete with all clips,

minutes. Enamelled
Price 18/6

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Spares—if it's for a Douglas we have it.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.'W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417.
Wir^.r- BurlineloM Motors. Olafham.

Just by Clapham Common Undergroimd Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combi^nation, Lucas dynamo
lighting, taxed December; £65.-121, Acton Lane,

Chiswick, \V.4. f2035

JUNIOR Triumph, Nov., 1921, little ridden, new
condition, all on; £45.—14. Nelson Ed., Whit-

ton, Twickenham. [1710

3Xh.p. Countershaft Triumph. Combination, coach-
2 built, tools, etc.! £36.—Thomas S4. Tarfi.built, tools,

brook St.. S.W.I.
Tach.
[1415

TRIUMPH Combination, 1921, Henderson car. fully
equipped; £82/10.—Top bell. 90, Corn-wall Hd.,

North Kensington. ![1763

1 Q22 Baby Triumph, 2-speed, soiled, Lucas gadgets;
J-vcost over £70. accent £55r UcGcsfitl.— 4, Gaywoodcost over £70, accept £55; licensed,
Rd., Walthamstow. [1572

1 Q13 Clutch Model Triimiph, W.D. bars, good tyres
--*/ and belt, taxed, tierfpct! £9.a —TO^. Mfnnmand belt, taxed,
Park Rd., Fulham.

perfect; £24.-103, Moora
[2067

£45.—Countershaft Triumph 4h.p., engine No. 58653,
fnlly equipped, tax paid, new tvres.—1^04, Lad-

broke Grove, W.IO. '^ [1687

"1 019 Triiunph Coachbuilt Combination, perfert, all
-Ltf accessories; £70, or near offer.—Peebles. Bnruiing-
toQ>, Shipton-ou-Stour. [1484

TRIUMPH Junior 1921. well eaninned and in
splendid order; *38, or near.—Bunting's Motor

Exchange, Wealdstoue. [2061

TRIUMPH Five 1918. fully enuipped, £45; Five
1917. £37/10. fully equipped.—155, Liidbroke Grove,

W.IO. 'Phone: Park 5541. [1688

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, 1922, condition as new, fully
equipped, subject any examination; £98.—E. Lam-

bert, Castle St., Thetford. [1857'

TRIUMPH Motlel H, also S.D. combination, brand
new; bargain prices; cash or exchange.—^Bunting's

Motor Exchange, WealOstone. [2060

TRIUMPH Model H, shop-soiled only; your old
machine iu part payment; £88.-26, Tulse Hill,

Briston. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [2190

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. countershaft, excellent con-"

dition, lamps, horn, new relir tyre; £55.—FonlkeB,
Wales and Co., Ltd., Shrewsbury. [1721

1 Q 14 Triumph. Combination, electric lamps, all
-L«7 aTJcessories, excellent condition; £55, or" near
offer.-r21, Bramble St., Coventry. [1387

TRIUMPH 1916 C.S.. recently renovated, tax and
insurance paid, fine condition; d£46.—Houchin,

188, High St., Peckham, S.E.15. , [2050

1 Q19 Trinmph Combination, fully equipiied, perfect
Lt7 condition; £58/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

W.9. 'Phone : Hanipstead 1353. [2164

1 Q21 Triumph 2-stroke, 2-speed, Ace discs, lamps,
-L»/ horn, perfect condition : 38 gns.—55, Queen's
Gate Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [192»

•

TRIUMPH-MILLFORD Combination, 1920, Easting,
in splendid condition; £67/10.—M. "Hillier. 216.'

Portobello Rd.. North Kensington. [1762
.

1 Q12 SV^h.p. Triumph, good condition, new carbtt-
,

J-*y retter, fast, offers; also Garden, £17, snip.—
March. East St., igarnham, Surrey. [1403

SEVERAL secpnd-hand Triumphs always in stock.

Triumph Service Agents for Sussex.—Caffyna.
Ltd., 56, Terminus Rd., Eastbourne, [1181.

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd. — 1922 chain drive

TrHtmph combination, tax naid, all accessories:

£132.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5933

£63.—Triumph combination, 1917-18, Easting, ne'W

tyres, fully insured; £70; all accessories.—114.

Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammersmith. [1799

£38.—Triumph combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-

speed, fully equipped, perfect condition, insured.

—119, Cambridge Rd.. Kilburn, N.W.6. [2326

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918. equipped, taxed,

insured, perfect condition; £70.-42. Sunny Gar-

dens, Hendon. 'Phoaie : Chancery 7246. fl745

1 Q22 Triumph. Combination, all-chain, electric

-i-t/ lighting, used once only; £100.—James, x/o
Bradmores, 482. Harrow Rd.. Paddinaton. [1952

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p. countershaft, excellent con-

dition, recently overhauled, spares, any trial ;
-no

offers. £65.-5, Dennett Rd., West Croydon. [1492

CROYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's

Presto Motor Works. North End. Croydon. [0864

TRIUMPH and Millford Sidecar, SV^h.p., lamps,

etc., tax and insurance paid, ' good condition;

£45.—Cummings, 64,- Knowle Rd., Brixton. [1511

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1918, and Millford S.C, in

splendid order; any trial; £70, no offers.

—

Dyson, 17, St. Mary's Grove, Chiswick, ^^.4. [1441

1 Q18 C.S. Triumph, new Henderson sidecar, lamps,

JLt/ liGorn, screen, tyres good, tax paid, splendid coii-

dition; 65 gns.—Streeter, 51, South St.rReading. [1960

ALL Triumph models always in stock; also full range

of Trinmph Spares. Triumph Service Agents for

Sussex.—CaSyus, Ltd., 56, Terminus Rd.. Eastbourne.

a.sS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each aovcrtlsement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P>.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

-| Q18 Countershaft Triumph, hand and foot clutch.
X«/ equipped and licensed, in first-class condition;
£46.-164, Eevelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park, S.W.IS.

(: [X990
TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all models;

liberal e:rchanges or deferred payments if desired.
—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[6979
£55.—Countershaft Triumph, 4h.p., engine No.

58653. renovated, also others ; exchanges.-Smith's,
86, Chalk Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Stn.l.

[0912
TRIUMPH 1922, Eicardo model, lamps, hoi-n, and

licence paid, winner of two cups and gold medals
this season; £100.—Smith, 42, Evesham St., Redditch.

[1581
"DABY Triumph, 1921 engine. Bosch, all on, and

start
gay.

h, for late 2^h.p. to 4h.p. with clutch, kick-

sell £38.—106, Chesterfield Gardens, Harrin-
[1679

1 Triumph-Gloria all-chain combination, fully

XU equipped, mileage, 3,300, new condition; £120.—
Rev Watts, Netlier Broughton Rectory, Melton Mow-
bray. ,

i:l577

"Id 21 Triumph-Gloria Combination; has been care-

:Xt/ fully used, fitted complete with lamps, East-

-406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield,
fully used, fitted complete with lamps, East-

ing windscreen; £66.-406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield,

S.W. [2376

L.4.TE 1913 Triumph Combination, Montgomery
sports sidecar, new, very last, lot guaranteed

;

bargain, must realise, 56 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Bal-

ham.
^ [2368

TRIUMPH 1918, Bastone's lightweight sidecar, ivind-

screen, apron, speedometer, lamps, etc., excellent

condition; £65, or near offer.—Hine, 527, King's Rd.,

Chelsea. - H^^O

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1922, all chain,

fully equipped, as new, handsome <JUtat ;
£100, or

texohange.—5, Terrace Garage, Turnham Green Terrace,

iChiswick. ^ [2263

1 14-15 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

J-S7 Bosch lamps speedometer, tools, good condi-

tion- £45, or nearest.—8, Cape Rd., High Cross

Tottenham. [1667

TRIUMPH 4h,p., 1922 model H, 3 speeds, hand

clutch, kick-starter, brand new, slightly shop-

isoiled; £95.-Eagle5 and Co., 275, High St., Acton,

London, W. '2152

TRIUMPH, 1913, fully equipped, tax paid, new
cylinder and pistons, Binks carburetter; 26 gns.

!-Lon"man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone:

Ealing 689. [2266

1Q22 brand new all-chain Triumph Combination;
!X«7 £125; exchanges.—Kenneth Kemp and J)o., 4

i Berkeley Mews, Connaught St.,

P.idd. 1177.

Marble Arch, London.
[2175

ilOlS Triumph Combination, splendid condition,

i-U licensed, equipped; £58; exchange late solo,

ash adjustment.—37. Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd.,

Dalston, N.l. [2391

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Triumph, 1914, 3-speed,

kick-start, tvres good, lamps, horn, accessories,

verhauled; private owner; £35.-Alder Rd. Garage.

,MaJn Kd., Sidcup. [1740

2 Triumph, T.T. bars, lamps, Philipson pulley,

aluminium piston, fast, reliable; any trial;19^
£22.—Victoria Garage, 10,
Phone ; Victoria 3618. _

Eccleston Place, S.W.I
[1456

TRIUMPH.-Immediate delivery of all 1922 models.

, Sidecars to suit from £20'. Write for cata.logue

md full particulars of easy payments.-P. J. Evans,

riohn Bright St., Birmingham. [2203

rRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination (late 1920),

Lucas electric lighting, speedometer. Easting,

pares, perfect, cost i£215; sacrifice, i:93.—Farrand,

|ireenhill Rd., Bramley, Leeds. [1850

rBIUMPH, 1922, model H, and special coachbuilt
sidecar, completely equipped and very small

nileage; cost £142/10, accept £115.—The Layton
Jarages. 30, HolyweU St., Oxford. [1142

;1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, special sidecar,
jl-t/ complete lamps, t^wls, small mileage, genuine;
1570; cash or deferred.-Marlborough (The Motor
House), 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [9577

laEVEEAL Countershaft Triumphs, iuUy renovated
i^ and guaranteed, at £55 cash, or extended pay-
Inents.—Hackford Engineering Co., 33, OHackford Rd.,
:3rixton, S.W.9. 'Phone : Brixton 3062. [2316

rEIUMPH Combination, late 1919, new coachbuilt
sidecar, lamps, 2 generators, speedometer, spring

iootboards. Easting Royal windscreen; £85; seen after
ii.—Hazell, 20, Hoyle Ed., Tooting. S.W. [1633

EXCEPTIONALLY good Triumph Combination
1920, electric dynamo lighting, fully equipped,

:pare parts, any trial, Montgomery sidecar; £87/10.—
lichardson, 110, WUton Rd., S.W.I. (P) [1804

1 Q21 Trinmph-Rieardo, £120; also 4h.p. all-chain
1-t/ drive, £115; in stock for immediate delivery;
i.xchanges, or deferred 4% extra.-Homac's, 243, Lower
."laptan Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2.408. £2141

1 Q22 Trinmph-Eicardo, guaranteed perfect, trial
lit/ machine 75 m.p.li., all accessories, many spares,
tnauiance, Swan sports sidecar if required.-Offers to the
."hanftenr, Warfleld, Eadlett, Hertfordshire. [2127
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BUY

BIRMINGHAM
The Centre of the Indi

TN our SHOWROOMS— the largest

Motor Cycle Showrooms in Great
Britain—under comfortable conditions,

you can inspect our stock of over
FIFTY of the best

NEW 1922 MODELS
AT

Greatly Reduced Prices
2-Stroke Solos :

—
LEVIS, VELOCETTE.

4-Stroke Solos :
—

BROUGH, JAMES,
NORTON, RALEIGH,

TRIUMPH.
Sidecar Combinations :—

A.JS., CLYNO. JAMES.
NORTON, RALEIGH.

TRIUMPH.
TF you wish to save money and

at the same time to obtain
a really FIRST - GRADE

machine, write for our
Special Stocktaking Bar-

gain List giving full

particulars.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams:

—

"PRIMUS,
Birmingham.'

T^^ELOCETTE, 1921, 2i4h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn,
* licence, new tyres; as new, £42/10,—The Layfcon

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [113S

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue asg
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, perfect condition.
Mills-FuUord sidecar new this summer; any trial

in this district by appointment; price £80.—Write
full particulars to Capt. Jay, Alford, Lines. [1535

AT Edwards*.—1922 4h.p. Triumph, Model H, fully
equipped, lamps, horn, licensed, indistinguishable

from new in every respect; 85 gns. Deferred pay-
ments and exchanges.—101, Great Portland St., W.l.

[2226
Q^GS,, exchange.—1921 Triumph, 3 speeds, clutch,
O'dt kick start smart and comfortable coach side-
car, well equipped, smart turnout, new condition.—
Seabridge. Hansler Rd.. East Dulwich. (Sydenham
2452.) [2399

TRIUMPH Combination, Rideezi sidecar, pillion
seat, new tyres, new guards, electric lieht, screen,

year's tax paid, overhauled last week; selling through
accident; best offer over £50; cveninK appointments
only.—Barnett. 37, Marquess Rd., N.l. [9227

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your pre&ent motor
cycle in part exchangB for any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
aUoived for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement).-Banaber's, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone; 607. [5161 >

TRIUMPH, 1921, all chain, complete with lamps,
horn, licence, spring footboards, legshields, aiid

very luxurious sidecar fitted with hood and screen
and dickey seat, exceptionally fine condition; £105.—
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1137

4h.p. 1921 Triumph, 3-sijeed, clutch aJid kick-starter,
all on, tax paid, £85; 4h.p. 1919 Triumph, 3-

speed, clutch aijd kick-starter, £70; 4li.p. 1916
Triumph combination, £60; 4h.p. 'Ritimph and side-
car, 1918 model, Sturmey-Archer countei-shaft 3-speed
gear, etc., £05; also 4h.p. 1914 3-speed gear model,
with clutch and kick-start, £45 ; easy terms.—^Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. ,

[2103

TRIUMPHS.—Buy from official appointed agents.
New 1922 4h.p. combination, all-chain drive,

£155; chain-cum-belt combination, £145; 4h.p. S.D.,
all chain, £115; Model H, chain-cum-belt, £105;
Junior 2i4h.p., £65; second-hand machines taken
in exchange, remainder on easy terms; value allowed
on old machine accepted a^ payment down.^Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777.

[2104
TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new

or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop ? Hall the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Sptjre Parts:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [7661

TRIUMPH Spares ^per return. Full discount to
traders.—Shuker and Son, Authorised Service

Agents, Shrewsbury. [8795

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Richmond

Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [9126

TRIUIVIPH Parts.—I am the merchant for these.

Parts for all models, second-hand and new. By
Return Service.—AU. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
Coventry. 'Phone: 1945." [1908

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all* Models: also

Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, ^.10. [0809

THE Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.,

Ltd., hold large stocks of Triumph parts at excep-

tionally low prices; catalogues free.—26, Tulse Hill,

Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. (M> minute from Brix-

ton Skating Rink.) [2195

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St., Rom-
lord, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spares.

No disappointing delays; every part in stock. Re-
pairs by skilled mechanics. We are official service

agents.—Tel. : Romford 584. [7766

Trump.
TRUMP-J.A.P. 4h.p. 1922 sports, S-speed, clutch,

T T. close ratio gears, very fast; £80.-87, Woiple
Rd., Wimbledon. [2122

Velocette.

QTOCKTAKING Clearance Sale.

SPECIAL ofEer of slightly showroom soiled 1922
Velocettes at great reductions.

MODEL E.2, 2-speed, £58; model E.L.3, ladies, open
frame, 3-speed, £65; model E.3, gent.'s, 3-8peed,

£63; easy payments 4% extra; write for ececial clear-

ance list ; carriage paid to any address.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9343
VELOCETTE 1921, 2-3peed, December licence, acces-

sories, tools and spares; £35.—Manton, 77, Bushey
Grove Ed., Watford, Herts. [1551
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

Ol'POETTJNITTI-Gooige Denley'd 1921 rompetitiuri
Velofette, S-speed, lUHuy awards (including Trnveis

Tropliy); 52 ui.i).h., sidecnr anywhere, Lucas Jiecessoiies,
spares, iiertect; £50.-70, Stiition Rd., Harborne,
liinuiuglitim. [1689

Wolf.

1 QlS 31i.p. Wolf, jnst overhauled; bareaiu, £15; triiil.XU —Fiiirhuiat. 68, Stjmdlshgnte, Wigan. 11697

WOLF 2y^h.p., 2speed. excellent condition; 4:33; seen
by appointment.— Bond, 22, Prioi-y Ed., N.W.6.

[1561

WOLF. 2-streke, 2-3peed, clutch, kick-starter, fully
equipped, licensed ; £25.—3, Norbury Parade,

Norbury. S.W. [1779

WOLF-ARNO 3>/2h.p., detachable sidecar. 2-speed,
and clutch, la'mps, tax paid ; £35.-24. Oottage

Av., Bromley Common, Kent. [1731

WOLF-J.A.P. Combination 4h.p., 3-speed, counter-
shaft, beautiful condition; 38 gns. ; take Light-

weight part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[1733

Wooler.
WOOLEU 2%h.p., Aug., 1921, perfect condition,

spring frame, 9-sp6ed, eauipped, mileage 3,000,
overhauled Wooler's this month, exceptionally good
engine, satisfied owner, buying another Wooler ; £45;
appointment.-F., 163, New Park Ed., 3.^.2. [2128

Zenith.

ALLAN" GEXTZEHER, the Zenith experts, for real
service.

OUR Stock includes : Super sports all-chain eight,
^130; 1922 Bradshaw model, £75; new 1921

Sh.p. couutersliaft model, 90 gns. ; new 1921 5h.p.
countei-shaft model, £85; 1920 8b.p. countershaft com-
bination, £75; 1921 Sh.p. countershaft combination,
£95; 1922 super speed model SV^h.p. chain-driven
Bradshaw, 80 m.p.h., mileage only 1.400, as new
throughout, £120, or nearest offer.—Allan Gruzclier,
Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St. Regent 205.
Works; Knighi and Wheatley's Garage, Coulsdon.
Purley 1277. [2353
K-eh.p. Zenith Sports, all on, taxed; bargain. £45^ Chuter, High Rd^Byfleet. ' "

ZENITH 5-6h.p. Countershaft,
84 gns.; listed £118.—Below.

1Q22 oi^h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw.
--*' 75 gns.; listed £113; exc.

clutch,

[1830

kick-start;

lightly shop-soiled

;

xchanges or deferred.

—

Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed,, South Kensingto-u.
[2286

ZENITH 1922, Bradshaw chain, very special: £78.—
Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. [2306

£95.—Zeuith-Gradua Sports Model, shop-soiled, 8b. p.
—Townson and Ward, Ltd.. Barrow. £1404

photn-
[1690

^92/10.—Zenith-Gradua Countershaft Model, shop-
cV soiled, 6h.p.—Townson and Ward, Ltd., Barrow,

[1406
ZENITH 1916 5-6h.p.. countershaft, all on; £40;

or exchange lightweight.—Old Bank, ClittOTi, Bris-
tol. ri74i
~l Q 2 1 5h.p. Zenith Sports, very smart, fast, and
X*J sporty; 44 gns.~67, Fernlea Rd.. Balham. Ex-
change. [2365

oil-cooled, Gradua

SPOETS Zenith 1920 8h.p., equipped; £65
graph.— 6, Mount Ple.-isant Ed., Ealing.

1922,
-Townson and

£97.~Zenith-Bradshaw.
gear, shop-soiled, 3iAh.p,

Ltd., Barrow.

FO.C.H. again lead the way.—^Zeniths far .below any
anticipated price reduction.-—5, Heath St., Hamp-

Ward
[1405

stead (nr. Tube). [1605

ROBERTSON 'S Motors, Ltd.
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear;

Portland St., W.l.

ZENITH 1921 Sports -Sh.p., as new, electric, tax
paid; £65.—James, c/a -Bradmores. 482, Harrow

Rd., Paddington. [1954

1922 shop-soiled
£98.—157b. Gt.

[5932

1020 eh.p. Zenith, very little used, perfect condi
L*J tion, fully equipped; £65.—Thomas Batcheller,
Highfield, Maidstone. [2044

ZENITH 5h.p. Sports, special machine, small mile-
age, seen evenings; £35; no offers.—Vickers. 158.

Foxley Lane, Purley. [1766

lyENITH Combination 1921, as new, cost £200;
«-J nearest £95.-2. Criterion Buildings, Windows
Bridge, Thames Ditton.

ZENITH 8h.p
Exchanges, deferred.—R.

Tkc World's
Best

Motor Cycl

RELIABILITY

STABILITY

COMFORT
UNDER

ALL

CONDITIONS.

— £82 —
DYNAMO MODEL £98.

SIDECAR £35.

SPARE PARTS.
Spares of inferior and unreliable

quality are being offered by uu'
authorised persons.

Guaranteed parts are only obtainable
from the makers of the ABC. or
through their appointed AGENTS.

REPAIRS.
If your ABC. requires repairing or
overhauling send it to the MAKERS^.

L1802

all-chain Super Sports in stock.
ferred.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

Exhibition ltd., S.W.7. [1342

ZENITH-BRAD.5HAW, new, unused, 1922 model,
Gradua gear; 75 ens.—Eagles and Go., 275, High

St., Acton, London, W. [2149

ZENITH Sports 1921, Sh.p.. D.A. lighting, done
500 miles, speedometer, licensed, as new; £65.

—

^3, Norbury Parade, Norbury. S.W. C1780
AQ GNS.—Zenith-Gradua 1915 6-8h.p. Combina-
^xO tion, handle start, licensed; exchanges.—12,
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Ed., S.W. 7. [2413

1 Q32 Zenith-Bradshaw, all chain, 3-speed;
-L«7 £101/10; slightly shop-soiled.—Morriss and Co.,
Ltd., 139, Finchley Ed., London, N.W.3. [1518

a40 All letters relating to advertisements sboald quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue

THE SOPWITH AVIATION

& ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
(In liquidation)

KINGSTON - ON - THAMES.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

6h.p. Zenith Combination, Swan sidecar, laniiM,
spares, a sporty outfit in good condition.—Write

Bird, 8, Harvard Court, West Hampstead. [1925

ZENITH Combination, Sept., 1921, Sh.p. counterahaft
sup<^r.«;poi"t8 J.A.P., i:S5; 1920 ditto, stauduiO

J.A.P., £72.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. [2504

ZENITH-BEADSHAW 1922, and Swan sporting side,

car, completely equipped and equal to new; £115.
—Tie Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford, [11S4

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3-speed, chain drive, brand
new 1922 model, but shop-soiled; £98; cannot

be repeated.—Bradburv, 224, London Rd., Sheffield.

[1129

1 Q22 3V:;h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw. belt drive, shoj)-
-i-tf soiled only; 75 gns.; list price £113.—Storer
and Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. Maylaii
625. [1529

AT Edwards'.—1922 5h.p. Sports Zenith, excellent

condition, two mouths old; 68 gns. Deferred
payments and exchanges.—101, Great Portland St.,

W.l. [2218

ZENITH 1919 Sh.p. sports model, excellent con-
dition; £70, or offers.—Haverstock Hill Garage.

50, Haverstock Hill, N.W.3. 'Phone : Hampstead
6603. [2341

T Q20 Sh.p. Zeuitli countershaft, speedometer, lamps,
-•-*' guaranteed perfect; £50. Exchange enter,

tained.—37, Arlington Ed., Surbiton. 'Phono ; Kings-

ton 1274. [1773

ZENITH-BEADSHAW 1922 3y2h.p., shop-soiled; 82
gns.; exchanges; photographs free.—Peter Gordon,

Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Open
week-ends. "[1072

"I
Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw Combination, all accessories,

Jt%/ just thorough overhauled, very smart turnout,
fast, chain drive; sell solo; must sell,—Apply 13, Alfred
Place, South Kensington. [2206

ZENITH-BRADSHAW-GRADUA, new April, done
800 miles, perfect, tuned by Gruzelier, racing

Amac; sell or exchange 1922 sports solo or combina-
tion.—85, Wiverton Rd., Sydenham. [2319

"I Q20 Sh.p. Zenith Countershaft, kick-start model, witll

J^*y £48 Henderson sidecar, screen, sijeedometer, etc.,'!

lovely outtit, 'almost unboiled, £75, or separate.- i

Jeweller, 605, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [1814

Spare Parts

:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,
'

Bond St., Ealing. 15078.:

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

OUb.p. New 1922 New Comet, lady's machine, fitted

-V4: with Cornet sidecar; £65; easy terms arranged.--

Wauchoi>e's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2105

FRANK WHITWORTH (Agent), 139, New St., Bir.

mingllam, emphatically recommends special lady's

model of famous Ivy, daintiest of all ladies' machines:

£62, complete; send for list. [5086,

"I CI22 Lady's Douglas, 3-speed, kick-starter, H.B
Atf clutch, fully equipped, low saddle position

specially made, not driven 50 miles, guaranteed ai

new; health only reason for selling; £90; approval
j

with ple.-isure.—Gibb, 100, Northgatc, Gloucester. I

(^07;

STOCKTAKING Clearance Sale. — Showroom-solle-:

model E.L.2 Lady's open-frame Velocette, 2-speed

clutch, kick-starter, reduced to £60; E.L.3, 3-ST)ecd

£67; easy payments 4% extra; an exceptional oppor

tun ity.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birminehatn
f227£

Miscellaneous.
|

J.
H. VILLIERS 1919, 2-speed, overhauled; £25.-1
Brotkbank, 58, Lord St., Sonthport. [217;

;

"IQ15 Precision 3V.'h.p., 3-speed, clutch, licensed

-Lf/ £19; magneto,' 25/-.—Bolton House, Southow
ram, Halifax. [2334

,

RUDGB-MULTI 1922, shop-soiled, £72; Norbrcct

2';4h.p., new, £33; Mabon gear for Trimuph, excel

lent order, £3/15,-Oswald and Son. Damacre Bd.

Brechin. [IMI

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, have somi

new 1922 shop-soiled, machines of various make!
j^

at bargain prices for cash, ifispection cordially m
)i

vited. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [2101 '

1 Q22 Edmunds 2^4h.p., not been on the road, all

At/ chain drive, kick-start; £80. 1922 Monopoli

2i;,hp quite new; 40 gns. 1920-21 Rudge-Molti

been overhauled thoroughly; £50.—R. Evans, Newport

Salop. [2021

KNOCK-OUT Prices.—E.xceptionally good Budge

Multi, £25/10; 4h.p. o.h.v. J.A.P., running am
appearance perfect, £24/10; 1910 Triumph unit

Chater frame, very I'eliable, £9; any trial.—26b, Jngle_

ton St., Brixton. 1201.

1Q14 Triumph, gears, etc., fully equipped, £43/10.
At/ 1917 Triumph combination, £62/10; 192(

Triumph solo, £62/10; 1921 Monarch 2-stroke, ai

new, £35; 1921 Omega-Jap, £52/10; 1920 Bal);)

Triumph, £35; 5-6h.p. New Hudson combination

£42/10; 1919 New Hudson combination, family side-

car, £68/10; 6h.p. Sunbeam combination, £72; e»

changes arranged.—Rhind and Co.. Stone Place n

Rusholme, Manchester. 'Phone : 776 Kusholme.
fl5B;

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Miscellaneous.
BLACKPOOL Barenin».-1922 Eudges, 1922 Arkls,

1922 O.K.'s, 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quad-
rants, 1922 Eoyal Bubya. Quick deliveries. Good
price for your machine; exchange.—Booths' Motorics,
Waterloo Ed., Blackpool.

BlAOEPOOL Bargnins.-New 1921 4h.p. Brad-
bury, all chain, £78/10, with sidecar £95/10.—

Booths' Motorics.

BLACKPOOL Bareains.-New 9h.p. Budge Combina-
tion, spare -nheel, £160; new Bradbury lighl-

n-eignt, 2 speeds, K.S., £60; new Martinsyde combina-
tioD, £150.—Booths' Motoriea.

DLACKPOOt Bargains.-3lA.p. Triumph, £18/10/6 •

!•»-» ditto, 2-Bpeed. £22/10/6; ditto, S-speed, £22/10/6.
--Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—S'M.p. Humber, £20/10/6;
6h.p. S-speed Eudge, £29/10/6; SVah.p. Pr*mie.-.

EZI/lO/e.-Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargoins.-3V,h.p. Singer, 2-«pecd,
£24/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/19/6; another,

i(!3,'i/10/6
; N.S.U. lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-Bneed

;.).K., £23/10/6.-Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 Eudge, dynamo light-
ing. £59/10/6; good IJouglas, £25/10/6; 4h p.

Jouglas with new sidecar. £69/10/6; Sh.p. Premier
omliination, £47/10/6; Enfield combination,
;;39/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 Matchless combina-
tion, spare wheel, hood, screen, lamps, £99/10/6;

^ew Imperial, 2 speeds, K.S.. £45/10/6.-Booths'
iilotories.

DLAOKPOOL Bargains.-1920 G.N"., dynamo light-
l-» ing, spare wheel. £110/10/6; 1920 Tamplin,
159/10/6; Morgan De Luxe, £147/10/6; 1920 8h p
tuby combination, £79/10/6; 1920 S'Ah.p. New Scale,

speeds, K.S., £38/10; 6h.p. Bat, countershaft, 3-
peed, £59/10/6; 1920 2%h.r. Excelsior. £27/10/6-
h.p. Enfield, £37/10/6; 6h.p. Indian, i32/10/6- 1921
:nfield lightweight, £39/10/6; 1920 Sun, £35/10/6;
avernl others cheap ; push cycles taken in exchange.—
fooths' Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool.

r5483
;JOnTHPOHT.—1919 Invicta-Jap 23Ah.p., 2-speed, 26
,' gns.; semi-T.T. Triumph 1911-12. 23 gns.; 1915
lamond-Villiers. 15 gns.; 2i/;h.p. Calthorpe 4-st.roke,
speed, 16 gns.; 4-cyl. F.N., 2-speed, 16 gns.; 3i/.h.p.
oyaJ Euby Thrasher combination, 3-speed, electric
;!litiog. 27 gns.; 2i4h.p. P.N., 2-speed. brand new
res. excellen't solo, 22 gns.—Kents, 417, Lord St
mthport. 'Phone: 1273. f2423
[ONES' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, iST.lO,

j

this week offer a few special machines at prices
I suit all Big list free. Easy payments. 1916
louglas 2->4h.p., 2-speed, equipped, £25; 1913
remier 3i/2h.p., 2-speed, equipped, £22/10; 1915
ew Ryder-\iUiers, 2-speed, equipped, £25; 1915
™-Francis, SVzh.p. twin, 2-speed, equipped, £39:
117 James 2Wh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, equipped, £30;
ii t™ .^S.'^y^' 2-stroke, 2-speed, equipped, £45;
22 Royal Enfleld, 2-stroke, 2-speed, equipped, £50;
18 Uouglas 4h.p. combination, £55; 1914 BAT
.p. combination, 3-speed box, £65; 1913
itchlcss Sh.p. combination, £48; 1915 Harley 7-9
n. combination, £59/10. All tax paid; guaranteed,

jlt" ,f'"?i?,^,^
°!''^*''- You can see them tested

Muswell Hill, about the worst hill in London-
; ™»n #°ii w°,„'^°°;ii"-—''"'""'S Garage, Broadway,
LlsweU Hill, N.IO. 'Phone: Hornsey 2917. [2431

^ MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
riBE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any
.t^'p,?-""^"*^ '""' ^"'^'^r Brigden, i3o!stop Ed.

[0,35
),OUGLAS Combination, £5 per week; 1920 G N"

8 gns. per week; fully insured.-Eodwell, 8, Eedm 8a. Chancery 7272. [1519
OBEBTSON'S Motors, Ltd., for many years have

i-cl,?=„^'^ i^n '° ""= <='^'^ "' """^If- If machine is

j,w«l .=.,11?"^?"??°*, °' •'"« °P to «"! week isJiwed.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5936

I MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

DWARDS and Co..

j[)l' s?!™^""^?''^?'-' ^- ^" <=^sli buyers of

li«s eivi?.' S?S,'"°°'""'=' V?^ Morgans. Highest

''o?e:^'Ky,ait1o'??f
"" '"'^=^'- ^all, write,

^
or

/E

RE

CTUAL Buyers.

^^wt^Dav°"c'^.h'''/™ •

Mo'"' Cycle or Combination.

l*seum §606 T^,.™ ^'f'^'i,
.Write, call, or 'phonei'»eum 3606.-Lacey, c/o Snipe. 330. Euston Bd.

f^aJf^«.^'"^ r,""^
"'"'l^' Prt-^^ "bout £li°l

[
Bm 3641. c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. l[1898

Advertisements, xxiii.

DOUGLAS
RIDERS-

PLEASE NOTE
Copy of Telegram received

September 4th, 1922.

B. 129. 1.19 WEYBRIDGE. A. 38.
bridgehead LTD.,

BANKHEY WORKS,
BLACKPOOL.

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 AND DOUBLE
TWELVE HOUR RECORDS BROKEN,
ALSO 300, 400, 500,AND 1002 MILES
ON 350 C.C. DOUGLAS SIDECAR
USING YOUR CARB-JECTORS,
ADMITTED QUIETEST MACHINE
ON TRACK.

PULLEN.

PuUen u.sed on his 350 c.c. Douglas

TWO

CARB-JECTORS
and beat his previous records of
JUNE 17th as follows:

Douglas 350 c.c. with j«.nn
sidecar - - . 4U'ZZ m.p.h.
Douglas 350 c.c. with mm.r'
sidecar & carb-jectors 44'5

„

5 hour records.

THIS IS THE

SILENCER
that gives

100%
EFFICIENCY.

lis

SIMPLE IN FITMENT.
t'REVENTS OVERHEATING.

ALL STEEL. PLATED ENDS-
Dismantled by unscrewing inlet end.

Tail pipe included.

SIZES.
For engines up to 250 c.c. (zi h.p.).—Carb-icctor

measures zfin.xirjin. Weight 2i lbs
For engines up to 3500.0. (2| to 3 h.p.").—Carb-

jector measures 2% in.x 12 in. Weight 3 lbs
For engines up to 500 c.c—Carb-jector measures

=i 'n-^ 15 in. (2/5 extra for this size.)
CARB-JECTORS for engines above
these capacities ready shortly.

PRICE 25/- CASH WITHPOST FREE. ^DER

BRIDGEHEAD Ltd.,
Bankhey Works,

BLACKPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
nn.B.

(^00 COMBINATIONS anil Solos, any make, guar-
^J \7\f anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372, Eueton Ed. MuBeum 6581. [5564

A LWAYS Buy

QOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. I! in town, write.
fJ 'phone, or 'call, I! country, send to London
terminus. We collect free and send best cash oHer.—
W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. r0332

TJALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
-*- for disposing of motor cycles.

pALRrER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
-*- offer at sight.

T>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of a
-'- good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's
Garage.

"OALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men have
-* sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality o!

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurretl until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-

cepted, machine can be included in auction sale

held every Thursday.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.^You fix the price and
-^ we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tjoting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission IK'^X, not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged

—

for motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value.
5/-; ditto over £50 value. 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free.
-- 'Phone ; 208 Streatham. 'Grams : Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [2297

£10 Offered for best motor cycle, running order.

—

Box 3642, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1899

WANTED, Lightweight: up to £30 offered.-13a,
Worple St., Mortlake. No. 9 'bus. [1796

cheap' for cash.—Thompson, 32,
Kentish Town, London. [2315

WANTED, Matchless double-seater or 2-seater small
car.—-Thompson, 253, Munster Rd., Fulham.

[1783
WANTED, good solo and combination, reasonable.—

Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.
[8433

MATCHLESS. Model H, wanted, cheap; call or

write.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.
[1254

WANTED, Sunbeam 3y2h.p., late; lowest price for
cash. Letters.-Howard Neads, North St., Old-

lands, Bristol. [1394

COUNTERSHAFT Triumphs, any condition, also
prewar models.—Jack Ward, 11, Radford Rd.,

Leamington Spa. [2048

WANTED, solos, combinations, cycle cars; exchanges
or cash ; Indians, Harleys.—Write, " Parwood."

Indian Garage, 89, East Hill, Wandsworth, 'Phone

:

Battersea 443. [1988

SOLO Sunbeam, Norton, Triumph, give 1918 Match-
less combination and £20; also 1912 P. and M.,

Triumph wanted.—Potter, 28a, High St. 'Phone

:

5298 Hampstead. [1644

LATE Combinations, Solos, etc., Morgan Runabouts,
_ rj.N.'s, Rover " S's," etc.; cash, exchange, ex-

tended terms.-Elce, Ltd.. 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0070

BUNTING'S Buy, pell, or exchange any make of
motor cycle. State your requirements. Wo

undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-
tion. Distance immateiial.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
chnnge. Wealdstone. . [0828

and second-hand motor
in-iis, any make or condition.

-Call, write, or 'iihon^, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-
493, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

WANTED, solo,

Clarance Rd.,

CASH on Sight for new
cycles and cnmhinatin-ns

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufort

Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2590

1 Q21 Whippet Scooter; £10; demonstration macbine.
--*-' —Broadhmst, 887, Lea Bridge Ed., Walthani-
stow. [1568

A-B.C. Skootamota, excellent condition; £25, or
near offer.—A. Stapleton, Rotherwick, Basing-

stoke, [1485
All letter, relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issuemotor cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied (P5

a4£
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MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model, lisi

£55; accept £20; wonderful bargain. — Frank
Whitworth, 159, New St., Birminsham. [5085

MOTOR Scooter.—A.B.C. Skootamota, 1920 model.
ll^Ii.p.. very little used, and is in good con-

dition; what offers?—John T. Young, Ltd., The Motor
House, Newport, Fife. [1409

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. mode!, little used; £9.—

Mylam, 197, London Rd.. Croydon. [1949

CYCLOTRACTEUR, only shop-soiled, new price, £21;
my price, £10/10, carriage paid.—Edwardes, 277.

Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. 1789

£9/10.—Wall Auto-wheel and gent's Humber 2-speed
cycle, taxed, running order, or separate.-Ewers,

Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [1861

1 Q 21 l%h.p. Young's Attachment, James cycle fitted
-*-*^ by makers, clutch model; £20, or exchange
motor cycle.—18, Newton Rd., Ipswich. [1805

YOUNG'S Motor Attachment, 1921. fitted to gent.'s

cycle, mileage under 50, perfect condition ; call

only, after 5 p.m. or 2p.m. Saturdays ; £14/ 10.

—

237, Derinton Rd., Tooting. [1984

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High
Rd., Tottenham. London. [3502

SIDECAR Hoods, 30/- and 40/-, best quality
materials ; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules Hood

Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd.. Tottenham. [0853

A / _.—Bower Adjustable Windscreen, 30/-, com-Ov/ plete with coverall apron, carriage naid, on
approval, 30/-; Easting screens from £3; Sandham V
screens, ^2/15; all makes of screens repaired; new
panels fitted from 12/-; aprons supplied from 10/-;

hoods complete, 30/-.—Robini Manic. Co., 1 and 3,

Tiilse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.
-[1617

COLLINS and Son lor hoods, screens, and aprons;
hoods from 35/-,—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable wind screens, com-
plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent

on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes of wind-
screens; we have a few second-hand Standard

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-
screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtains,

etc. ; open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear ot 84, High St.,

Putney. S.W. (D) [6198

BODIES.
rELEN Sidecars. Helen sidecars. Helen sidecars.H^

^(\(\ ST^RPLUS Bodies from Contract, complete,
*J\j" only need finishing coat of paint; £4/5,
carriage forward; Robini pillion seat, 14/6; second-
hand bodies from £2, Write for catalogue.—Robini
Manfg. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2.
'Phone: Erixton«1585. [1613

BULBOUS Back Body, brand new; will take £4/10,
cheap.—36 York Rd.. Woking. [1935

SIDECAR Body, new spring back and cushion, nicely

finished; £4/5.-277. Camberwell Rd., S.E. [1784

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

made by them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, repaint, and upholster at
moderate charges, first-class work guai'anteed;

estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and Son.
rear of 84, High St., Putney S.W.. [6199

CLEARANCE Sale of Sidecar Bodies to make room
for new stock. Send p.c—Willowbrook Sidecar

Co.. Leicester. [0336

HALIFAX.-Perfection coach bodies, any colour, at
greatly reduced prices.—Halifax Motor Exchange,

Horton St., Halifax. [2187

BEAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bodies. £4/15;
other models from £2/10; write for specificatioa

—Burton, Sidecar Works. St. Peter's Park Rd., Broad-
stairs. [3637

WE can supply Coachbuilt Bodies to suit any chassis.
—Sporting models from £3/7/6, carriage paid;

these are finished complete ready for fitting.—Sidecar
Works, Broadstairs. (1627-
ipOBB-SPEEDMAN Sidecar Bodies, special clearance
V-^ list of bargains; racing, sports, and bulbous from
£2/5. Tell us what you wish to pay; all prices, terms,
works.—Burton Joyce, Vernon Cobb, 18, Midland Rd.,
Carlton, Nottingham. [1563

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.—
' Many end of eeason bargains; call and inspect-

prices from £2.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone

:

Brixton 1292. (i/o minute from Brixton Skating Rink.)
Look for the Golden Arrow. ^

[2193
HEPPELTHWAITE'S, Old Man Hep.—New Douglas

type bodies, bulbous backed, painted lead colour
Cyou get the value in body and not paint); £4/17/6;
sold 850 sinco last season. (Photo on r^uest).— 17-19,
Wilcox Rd., South LambcLh, London, S,W.8. 'Phone:
1958 Brixton [1333

In Busy and

Populous

South Wales

The SouthWales
Branch

of

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Head Office: 77, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

is situated at

15, High Street,

C A R D I F F
Telephone: CARDIFF 4156.

—

a convenient centreforthewhole District,

Applications for "The Motor
Cycle" and "The Autocar"
policies are invited from South
Wales Agents.

These should be addressed to

the Cardiff Branch, the Manager
of which will be pleased to

give any information that may
be desired.

Every assistance is rendered

to agents in securing business,

and the specialised organisation

of the Company is placed at

their disposal for the settlement

of claims or difficulties.

N.B.—"The Motor Cycle " policy is " authorised
and approved by "The Motor Cycle," with
which The Autocar Fire & Accident In-
surance Company is closely associated. The
conditions of the poUcy are complete and
comprehensive, and the issuing Company
enjoys a high reputation for generous and
prompt settlement of claims, and for efficient

service to pohcy-holders at all times.

WRITE TO-DAY.

BODIES.
CIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-^ ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings ol orlgin&i
designs, also working drawings. lull-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., eetablisheil
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Ood-
Bult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St., London, E.G. 4. [000a

S
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

CANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specfaliBta.

SANDTJM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talb
of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catoloeue.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen ; a hood, screou, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shapedl Wind Screen.—Our South LonSon
agent writes : " An instantaneous succees ; sold

out
;
send further supply." Agents, get in touch with i}«.

SANDHAK Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's_Iiin
Ed., W.0.1. 'Phon'e: Museum 3427. (0019

XTELEN Sidecars. Helen sidecars. Helen sidecars.

BRAND New Chassis, complete tyre and tube, with
streamline bodies, £10; brand new cha.ssis, com.

plete tyre and tube, etc., £6/17/6; 100 Plus One
chassis, with fittings for all American and English
machines, £12/10 each; new chassis with buloons
back body, requiring finishing coat of paint. £12/10;
second-hand chassis from £2.—Robini Manfg. Co., 1

and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixton
1585. -- [1614

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
most generolrs terms at Middleton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,
or donkey cart in part payment.

QOfi MILE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, ridingf^"" Indian with Middleton spring wheel sidecar;

Le Vack second, -riding Zenith-Jap with Middleton'
spring wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs ol all kinds;
trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-
car makers, 27, Stroud Green Kd., Ftnsburyi:

Park. 'Phone; Hornsey 1534. rosa^-

CANOELET Minor, complete, excellent condition;
£8.-2, Madrid Ed., Barnes. [1794

"DASTONES tor Sidecars. No better or cheaper
-*-* house. Ail latest models in _ stock.

BASTONES.—Complete Sidecars to fit any machine,
£11; ditto. Sports model, £16/19; Touring bul.

bous back sidecars, £17/7/6; several other models ill

stock.

BASTONES.—We are distributing agents for Mont-'
gomery Sidecars. All models in stock. We hftve i!

a few stock-soiled sporting models to clear at £21;
also Touring models. No. 1, at £25; also, two only.

1921, Model No. 1, with screen, at £23 each.

BASTONES.—It you are buying a Sidecar, kindly
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere, and

save money.—228, Pentocville Rd., King's Cross, Lon.
don, N.l. Telephone: 2481 North. [1337a

SIDECAR, Torpedo Sports model, off Triumph;
£7/10.-59, High St.; Hampton Hill. [1489

SCOTT Sidecar, Caucelet tvpe, complete, e.^cel]ent cou-
' ditiou; £7/10.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitchom. tl46e

TORPEDO Sporting, navy; ^6/10; low, perfect, all

fittings, roomy.—26B, Ingleton St., Brixton. [2013

LIGHT Racing Sidecar, nearly new £9.—Bryant.
Milton Villa, Sterne St., Shepherd's Bush. [2336

"I
Q22 Swan Sporting A.B.C. Sidecar, step, anrouLO £15.—Granton, Great North Rd.. Highgate.

[1564

SMART Cane Sporting Sidecar, suitable 2%h.o.;

great bargain, £6.—Prout, Canon St., Taunton.
[1703

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, excellent condition ;
£12/10

or ofier.—256, Trinity Ed., Wandsworth Common.
[2071

SEVERAL Sidecars, also Bodies ; very cheap ; roon

wanted.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
tl73i

SIDECAR, fit Triumph, rough but strong and ser

viceable, complete; *3/I5.—15, Alfred Ed., Acton

W.3. f203£

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number neii

coach bodies, full size, with locker; £6/7/6, usualli

£9/10.

BOOTHS' Blocipool Bargains.—New £9/10 coacl

bodies for £6/7/6. Dlustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Quantify of nev

latest pattern underslung chassis; £9/19/6

Illustration free.

BOOTHS' Blackpool Bargains.—Some new sidecars fo

Triumph, B.S.A., Douglas, etc., cheap; sidecn.

fittings, wheels, springs, rims, mudguards.—Booths

Motories, 294. Waterloo Ed., Blackpool. [548'.

PHOENIX Sidecar, blue, 4-point attachment, lyre

lamp, generator: £10.—Beaulieu, Avenue pa.

'

St. Albans. . 1232'

242 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and. the date ot the' issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
WANTED, sidecar, suitable New Hudson 2-strolte.

—

Particulars, price, Myers, Wire Works, Homer-
ton, Loudon. "^1575

MIDDLETON Sidecar, complete, suit spring frame
Indian: £10, bargain.—Edwardes, 277^pamber-

vvcll Rd.. S.E. [1785

1 A <^'^^-—Sidecar, large, underslung, bulbous back,
Iv blue, as new throughout.—12, Cornwall Mews,
;ioucester Bd., S.W.7. 1[2414

GLORIA Chassis complete, spring wheel, luggage car-

rier, tyre and tube, perfect; £6/10.—Marriott and
^'o..-"Key Hill, Birmingham. [2016

7 GNS.—Semi-sporting coachbuilt sidecar and
chassis, 26in. wheel, unused, perfect.—239, Gold-

lawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [2328

EXTENDED x'oyments ncoepted for sidecars; models
lor all mnkes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi

Sales, Ltd.. 5. victoria St., S.W.I. [0829

i-^REAT Purchase of Bircb Aircraft Sidecars and
\y Chassis, at unheard-of prices to clear; one-third

iLtual cost.—Durant, Bourne, Farnham. [1674

AB C. Henderson sidecar, practically new, £17.
192*1 Swan sidecar off Triumph, £14.—37, Ar-

lington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [1775

WATSONIAN Sidecar, R.34, new, complete with
Duntop and Coveral apron, worth £18; accept

,.9/17/6.-ELlwardes. 277. Camberwell Rd.. S.E.5. (1790

LARGE Roomv Coachbuilt Sidecar. 1920 Harley.

mat, apron, grid, etc., . good condition, 28in.

vheel; £9 secures.—Wigley, Walgrave, Northants.
. [1708

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbous back
models, complete with renovated underslung

Iiassis. with fittings for any machine, from £12/10.—
lelow.

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back coachbuilt
models, with renovated underslung chassis, from

> 15;—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted

with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body,
lunplied with fittings for any machine, £18/10.—
Jeiow.

COLLINS and Son.—New Mills-FuHord Chassis, with
bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with fit^

lings for any machine; £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis
lepairs; all work guaranteed; send for catalogue.

,)pen weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till 1

I 'clock.-Below.

nOLLINS and Son will take 5'out present sidecar
>-/ in part payment of any model; a lew second-hand
idecars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High
It.. Putney. S.W. [6200

e
8.—Sporting sidecar, new coachbuilt body, chassis

perfect; also brand new coachbuilt sidecar, suit
j'riamph, bargain, ^310.—Woodcock, Ampthill St.,

'Norwich. [1853

li^IDECARS. 1922, underslung, bulbous back, coach,
'^ £10/10; trade boxes for above chassis, 2-minute
inversion, £2.—Taylor, 637,' Seven Sisters Rd., Tot-
'Qham. [1680

^IDECAR.-Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
J garage worry and expenses. Attached to motor
ill go through passage 28in. Tandem and single bodies
tted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. . Suits motors, up to

Oh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
1 few eeconda. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

ested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
:im. [0152

922 A.B.C. Sidecar, electric lamp and connection,
as new, only done 200 miles; will bring reason-

i\e distance; £30.—Nalder, 4, Hornton Court, Ken-
Dgton, London, W. [1841

iiTIDDLETON Sidecar, model 31, with windscreen,
[
tJ. girder chassis. 26x3 spring wheel with tyre,

; iry kittle used : £20 ; suit 4ii.p. upwards.—9, St.

jeorge^s Rd., Brighton. [1914

! X7ILL0WBR00K Sidecars now produced on large
j'V scale. Special designs and terms to motor
cle manufacturers. May we give you a call ?—Willow-
nook Sidecar Works, Leicester. [0335

;"1AN0ELET Minor Sidecar Chassis, complete with
1-^ wheel, tyre, and mudguard and fittings, in perfect
I ndition; a real bargain, fo clear. 55/-.—Herbert
ibiuson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [2216

."^LOKIA Sidecar, hood, cover, screen, lamp with
-^ battery, luggage grid, tool box, step, fittings, cost
J43, just repainted black and blue; £20, or near; seen
lay time.—Fowles, 106, Palace Ed., Tnlse Hill, S.W.

[1554
i;<IDECAE Bodies, soiled, to clear from £4/10, all
'-' tyries; also specials, repairs, upholstering, paint-
*ig, etc. ; chassis and lugs in stock ; waterproof
lirons from 7^6.-R.E.A.L. Carriage Works, Kew
ridge, Brentford. [1555
,~)LD Man Hep has onlv a few chassis left, £5
f complete, and genuine Douglas at that, or com-
lete with new Douglas type bodv, bulbous backed,
lid only requiring a last coat of paint, £10/10. The
^st oj 1,000 last year. Some- Sale I Photo on re-
-l?,^t;-17il9. Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth. London.
W.a. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [1335

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purcliasing.
All Buildings carriage paid. No extras.

This Building is complete with tin. tongued and
grooved floor, Jin. match-boards or weather-
boards. Sin. framing, strong boarded root, best
pluvex felL Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales:
8x 6 ii l6xio £27
lox 8 £13 18x12 £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20 X 10 £37 10
14X10 £23 20X12 £40

ULVmi'lA niUUEL ASUESTOS BUILDING

Specification i'l Cur Catalogue,
izx S £23 10 iSxzo £42 10
14x10 £32 15 20X12 £46 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron root complete. Fire-proot

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create

conHdence.

Sheen Park-Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, 1922.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavilion yon
erected for them.

Yours faithfully,

John O. GRiFFirs

122, Shortlands Road,
Sittingbonme, Kent.

August 1'/, 1922.
Mr. Brodrick,
The South-Westem Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St. Helier Building arrived on Satur-
day, two days before promise of deUvery,
and w^ are more than satisfied with it.

We erected it on Wednesday and it went
together like clockwork. I ana very pleas-^d

we left the order with you, as all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trusting
and believing it will get you further orders
from this district.

Yo'ir? faithfullv,

Thos- 1^-. Kennhtt

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE Z?,

High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.
Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
pA NEW P. and M. Outfit', new underslung bul
^\f bous bodies, new chassis and tyre, fittings lor

any machine, £10 / 10 ; 5 sport.'? modeh as above,
£8/10; photo on application.—Turner and Co., 55,
St. James's Rd., Bermondsey. [2335

T\ORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
-'-' folded (10 seconds) combination paseea through
ordinary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when
<'pen, no Ireakislmesg; send lor descriptions.—Frank
Whitworth, 139. New St., BirminRham. [5083

A .B.C. Special Spring Chassis, fitted with latest type
coachbuilt body (royal blue), locker, waterproof

apron. Palmer tyre, suit semi-T.T. or tourinR bars.
slightly shop-'soiled; £28/10 net.—Sopwith Aviation
and Engineering Co., Ltd.. Kingston-on-Thames. £2111

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.-'
' Millford chas6!s in new condition. £5; sijecial

Triumph type light chassis, brand new, £7 ; heavyweight
chassis, brand new, £10.-26, Tulrte Hill, Brixton.
'Phone: Brixton 1292. {»/, minute from Brixton Skat-
ing Rink.) [2194

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itscU

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co.. Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0338

UNDERSLUNG Chassis, for Clyno, complete sidecar,
£24; chassis only, complete, £14/14, \yith cover

and tube. Send lor photo, 2/6 charged returnable
when returned. Make your machine up-to-date,
others in stock. Write, call, or 'phone North 1846.—DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex Hd., London, N.l.

9993

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
A.C. Sociable 6h.p., fully equipped, splendid condition

:

£25.-17, Heaton Rd.. Miteham. [1465

T>LERIOT-WHIPPET. as new, spare wheel and tvre;
--» £75.—Mylam, 197. London Rd.. Croydon. [1950

"DEDELIA.-The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p., air-cooled
J-* or water-cooled, to choice ; immediate deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-^;ooled model, £185; water-cooled
mode), £195; side by side armchair seats, 3-speed

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,
tools, jack and pump included; trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms; your old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

"D EDEXIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
-L» Concessionnaire for the British Empire.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [2299

COVENTRY PREMIER 3h.p., perfect. 3,000; any
test; £145, offer.—6. Beechill Rd., Eltham. [1496

TAMPLIN 2-seater, unscxatched, as new; sacrifice.

68 gns. ; exchange.—19, Valnay St., Tooting. [2357

MORGAN De Luxe, 1922 J.A.P. (a.c), excellent
condition; ^130.—Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

[1817
SWIFT 7-9h.p., 2-seater sporting body, dynamo; £55.—Patrick, 28. Daleham Gardens, Swiss Cot-
tage. I[1919

MORGAN, late 1920, M.A.G., Grand Prix, equipped,
taxed, perfect; £126.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd..

S.W.7. [5854

~l 022 G.N., mileage negligible, wide dickey, dynamo
-*-^ 5 detachable wheels: the season's bareain. £180
—Below^.

5 detachable wheels; the season's bargain, £180,

TWO Lovely G.N.'s, little used, privately owned.
dynamo; open to any reasonable offer of ex-

change ; to be sold cheap.—Marlborough, 20, Finch-
ley Rd., N.W.B. [9579

MORGAN 1916 M.A.G., A.C, good condition, little

used; bargain, £75.—Berry, R.A.F., Cattewater.
Plymouth. [1391

MORGAN, overhauled, repainted, new tyres, excel-

lent condition; £60.—Parker, c/o Powell, Swillet.
Chorley Wood. [2124

rf lUVKlNTKY-PREMlEK 1921 3-wheeler, dynamo,
Vy splendid condition; 4il25.—Wallis, 32, Aberdeen
Kd., Bristol. lU). [2159

50 GNS.—1921 A.V. Monocar, with dickey, 8h.p..
O 2-speed, lamns, etc., as new; exchange.—2,

Madrid Rd.. Barnes. [1795

1 Q20 G.N., dynamo lightins. 3 new tyres, spare
i *y wheel, mileage 3,500 ; price £100.—Lake. 33.

High St., Camden Town. [1560

MORGAN, 1921, dynamo, De Luxe model, equipped,
and taxed; ^140.—James, c/o Bradmores. 482,

Harrow Rd., Paddington. 11957

A.V. Monocar 2-seater, sports model. Enfield 2

speeds, disc wheels, less power unit; £l2.—59.
High St., Hampton Hill. [1487

MORGAN 1913, 8h.p. J.A.P. ,
good condition

throughout, discs, any trial or examination.

—

Stnbbs" Garages. Loughborough. [1744

4-WHEELER Cycle Car Chassis, eear box. ensine.

all complete, guaranteed perfect; £10.—Noakes.
Northington, Alresford. Hants. [1596

MORGAN-DE-LTJXE w.c, J.A.P. 1922 model in

stock, colour maroon.—Hall, Morgan Specialist.

91 St. Peter's St., St. Albanc [2396

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a^;
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
tf?65.—1921 Tamplin 2-seater, eh. p. J.A.P.. 3-speed,^ fully equipped, not done 500 miles.—Speechley,
86, Churchfieki Rd.. Acton. W.3. [1977

A.V. MojQocar 8h.p., M.A.G.. electric lights, large
assortment tools, spares^ fast; £70.—Patric^:, 28,

Dalehara Gardens, Swiss ~€ottage.
"

[1918

20-21 A.V, Monocar, 8h.p.. splendid condition

;

41 gns. ; exchange late motor cycle considered.—18, Cambridge Rd., Barnes, .S.W.13. [1925

COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler, 1921, dynamo,
dickev, guaranteed, taxed; exchange combination

and cash.—143, Ravensbury Rd.. Earlsfield, S.W.
[2112

GRAND PRIX Morgan, water-cooled, disc wheels,
electric light, a beauty, no rubbish; £95.—Full

particulars, 280. Gloucester Rd. Horfield, Bristol.
[1859

[ITORGAN de Luxe, 1920-21, 8h.p., water-cooled,
-I-'-*- fitted with disc, speedometer, and hood cover;
£125.—Hillier, 9. Wallinglord Av., North Kensington.

[1873
HAMILTON Light Car, fully equipped, ready for

service; early delivery; £175; write for boptlet.
—Smith and Co., Ltd., Compton Works, Wickford,
Essex. [1517

HALIFAX.-A.V. 8h.p., 2-speed. £75; 1921 A.B.C.
sports 2-seater, £210; Morgan Grand Prix, water-

cooled, overhead valves, £95.—Halifax Motor Exchange.
Horton St., Halifax. [2184

COVENTRY PREMIEiR, 1921, dynamo, spare wheel,
etc., new condition; accept £130; or exchange

combiiaatioTi and ca.&h.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482,
Harrow Rd., Paddington. [1955

MORGAN.—1922 lOh.p. M.A.G., water-cooled, com-
plete oversize tyres, Watford speedometer, guar-

anteed perfect; ^6140.—Hall, Morgan Specialist. 91,
St. Peter's St., St. Albans. [2398

BAYLI8S-TH0MAS 1922 10b. p. Model, 4-cylinder
water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300

gns.; immediate delivery.—Godfrey's Ltd., 208, Gt.
Portland St., London, W.l. [0736

TAMPLIN 1921 Monocar, 8b. p.. equipped domed
mudguards, extra engine bearers, good condi-

tion, taxed; £73; exchange good solo.—Nisbet, Easing-
ton. Castle Rd., Weybridge. . [1565

MORGAN 1921 G.P., Aero model, water-cooled,
fully equipped, D.A. lighting, splendid condition;

exceptional bargain, £125.—Longman Bro^., 17, Bond
St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [2264

~l Q22 Coventry Premier, dynamo, etc., a5 new; first

-L V. reasonable ofCer secures; must sell thi-s week;
or exchan.ge combination and cash.—James, c/o JBrad-
mores, 482, Harrow Rd,. Paddington. [1956

"j Q20 Morgan De Luxe, lOh.p. Precision, h^lly
-L^ eqmpped, hood, screen, in really ex-cellent order:
£115.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot. 243. Luwer
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [2144

CYCLECAR Chassis, belt drive, 2-speed, tandem
body, all tyres, £10. Monocar body and chassis,

central pivot steering, front axle with wheels, tyres,
£5.—28, Daleham Gardens, Swiss Cottage. [1920

MORGAN 1921 Gran-d Prix, as new, M.A.G. engine,
Lucas dynamo lighting, speedometer, special re-

verse gear, and full equipmentr cost £280; will accept
£180.—E. Chapman, Broad St., l^orcester. [2131

M.B. 3-wheeler, 1921. lOh.p, water-cooled Precision,
aluminium bonnet, Zenith, spare wheel, screen,

hood, not done 1,000 miles; £125, or exchange sport-
ing combination.—Paradwys, Bodorgan, Anglesey. [1557

-jQ20 Morgan G.P., water-cooled J.A.P., ^electric
-L*' lighting, discs; £105; jnst overhauled and re-

coach-painted at cost of £15; going £105.—37, Con-
naught Square, Marble Arch. Paddington 5953.

[1928

1 Q22 Morgan Grand Prix lOh.p,, discs, hood, screen,
-Liy lamps, horn, t-ools, etc.; in stock for immediate
delivery ; £183 / 10.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot,
243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[2145
"I Q22 Reynolds Runabout, 2%h.p., 2-stroke. 2 speeds,
J-U clutch, new, used 40 miles only, guaranteed
faultless, suit lady or gent.; bargain, £45.—Stepney
Garages, 77, Salmon Lane, Stepney. 'Phone : East
4542. [2006

IMMENSE Bargain.—Practically brand new lOh.p.
2-seater Car, latest model De Luxe J.A.P., cost

£195; accept £95, or exchange anything valuable by
arrangement.—Bradford, 191, Sweetman St., Wolver-
hampton. [2428

FAMILY Morgan, M.A.G. air-cooled engine, dynamo
lighting, self-starter, tyres as new, foot acceler-

ator; £120; several others from £70 to £160; cash
or terms.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, WeaMstone,
Middlesex. [2153

MORGAN, Grand Prix, M.A.G.. water-cooled, 1920,
sprockets, brakes, and bevels 1922. Aiister side

screen. Ace discs, speedometer, electric lighting over-
size tyres, perfect condition; £135.—Outram, Ingate-
stone,- Essex. [2310

G.N. 1922 2-seater, dickey, dynamo lighting. 5 de-
tachable wheels, automatic lubrication, hood,

screen, horn, tools, pump, jack, tyres unpunctured,
mileage 500; £210. or close offer.-Box 3.632, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [1618

FORWARP
BRITISH
PLUGS

Type M
Detachable

Mica Plug 5/'

]V4AKE certain of plug

satisfaction on the longest

runs by fitting a Forward
Type ' M'— the plug with

the detachable mica insulator

which will never crack or

break—and whether you use

your machine for business or

touring, for solo or sidecar

work, yoii have the best

—

and there fore most economical
plug that money can buy-

Forward Fasteners have
achieved an enviable reputa-

tion all over the world for

iheir soundness in design,

workmanship and reliabililj',

1/9 each, adjustable.

Forward Leather Links,
1/6 each.

Forward Super Belt Punches,
2/6 each.

King Hook— the strongest

ho k fastener,

1/3 detachable.
1/6_adjustable.

King Hook Leather Links,
1/- each.

List

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, B'ham,

Pottemi avU stlj

^meoMt/rament

form

This Book
describes Motor
Clotliing made
by a Motor
Cyclist.

Send for it !

IRVINE SMITH,
BUTTERSHAW,
BRADFORD.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
SCOTT Sociable, reconditioned complete at worke

July, all 1922 improvements, extroB, spare wheel
speedometer, tilting steering wheel, electric horn, in-
spection lamp, mileage 3,200; £200.—M., 28a, St,
James's St., Brighton. [1654

HILLMAN Coupe, 1920, dynamo lifihting, self
starter, 2 spare wheels, excellent condition; sell

235 gns.; or accept jG.N. in part payment with cash
difference.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., EaXiuf?,
'POione : Ealing 689. f226£

COVENTRY-PREMIER 4-wheeled sttper-'^nnabont.
8h.p., water-oooled, spare wheel, dynamo, luUj

insured, etc.; £230; motor cycles, etc., taken iti part
exchange; instalments il desired.—Frank Whitworth,
159, New St., Birmingham. [5082

T.B. Three-wheeler, 1922, standard model, _ dynamo
lighting, shop-soiled only, carrying makers' guar-

antee; bargain for cash only, £185; list price £215.
—Mebes and Mebes (Est. 1893), the original light cai
apecialists, 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Lang-
ham 2230. [9147

115.—1921 G.N., liSgere model, dynamo lighting,
^^ 5 lamps, 5 wheels, -hood, triplex screen, aluminium
number plates, footboard mats, petrol tin carrier,
speedometer, clock, ammeter, dash lamp, oversize tyres,
horn, and tools; exehanges.—Smith's, 66, Chalk Farm
Rd., N.W.3. [2115

"1 Q31 Coventry Premier; £46 down, balance £2
-*-*' weekly over 12 months; taxed, dynamo light-
ing, spare wheel, 3 speeds and reverse, 3-wheeler, good
condition, any trial; discount lor cash; exchanges.—
McNeille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool.
'Phone : 1092 Royal. • [9793

MORGAN 1920 Grand Prix, lOh.p. water-cooled en-
gine, electric lighting, speedometer, hood like

new and hood cover, dash lamp, aluminium running i

boards, new back tyre. Klaxon horn, top hole condi-
tion; £115, and a bargain. No offers, please.—74,

Lyndhurst Rd., Peckham. -- {1924

1 Q22 Morgan, Aero model, dynamo lighting, speedo-
-^^ meter, electric horn, dash liight. aluminium .

instrument board, hood with side curtains, domed-
wings, discs, indistinguishable from new; £170; good
combination taken in part exchange.—Edwards, 50,

Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [2287

ROVER Eight 1921 2-seater, indistinguishable Irom i

new, newly painted mauve, * black wings, very

smart, new hood, spare wheei, speedometer-, taxed for

1922, all new tyres, dynamo lighting, faultless; you
can see it climb Muswell Hill, and have free tuition;

£165.—Jones Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. f

[2429 :

Spare Parts: ^
MORGAN Spares from stock for all models.-rSend

'

your enquiry to Hall, Morgan Specialist, 9J,

St: Peter's St., St. Albans. [2397 .

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all

models from stock; list free.-Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. " [0069

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.

COUNTY 8h.p. B3.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed

throughout the country.-Write for full particu-

lars. County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators," 300,

Broad St., Birmingham. [2510

CARS FOR SALE.
22 Rover 8, mileage 800, as new; £180.— 1.

Othello St., Liverpool. [9961

55.—Swift 2-cyL 13.9h.p. 2-3-Eeater, dickey, tax paid.

—4, Aldrington Rd., Streatham. [1552

T> ILEY 6h.p. Car, streamline, 3-speed and reverse;
-CV £40.—Giles, Hintlesham, nr. Ipswich, Suffolk.

[1739
'

EXCEPTIONAL.—Late 1921 8h.p. Rover car, special

finish; £135; exchanges.—24. BaJliol Rd., North

Kensington. [1998

ROVER Cars--1922 8h.p. model; price £220; early

delivery.—Godfreys', Ltd., 208, Gt. P.ortland St..

London, W.l. [0350

FORD Landaulet, Sankey detachable rims, magneto
ignition; bargain, 48 gns.—118, Hither Green

Lane, Lewisham. [1658

ROVER 8h.p.. 1922, only run a few miles,, un-

scratcOed; £175.—^Hillier, 9, Wallingford Avenue,
North Kensington. i[ia74

BRAND New 1922 G.N., run few miles, De Luxe
model, £160; ditto 1921, £115.-24, Balliol Rd.,

North Kensington. [1997

ROVER 8h.p., late 1921, as new throughout, any
trial given; £140.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford Av.,

North Kensington. [1872

"DOVER Cars.—The famous Bh.p. model in stook,

XV £220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London. • [0761

COVENTRY-PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £230-; '

immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments*—
Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W. [0730 ^

AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—G.N., 1921
'

. . model, fully equipped, in excellent condition, i

spare wheel and tyre; £130. 'Phone: Holborn 577^.

19
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CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£35 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures 12-15h.p. Panhard
Landaulet, runs well.

PALMEK'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 down and 12
monthly paymenl.s £10 secures modern 15.9h.p.

Swift Touring Car, dyna.mo lighting.

PAliMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat Light

Van.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
montlily payments £8/10 secures Piccard Pictet

^4 Landaulet, dynamo lighting.

'pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 cash secures
-^ modern 15.9h.p. Napier 30cwt. covered van, solids
rear.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£75 cash secures sport-
ing Ford 2-seater, detachable wire wheels, very

"fast.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£120 cash secures
10-12h.p. Alcyon 2-seater, dickey, 4 cylinders,

gale change. ....^

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£85 cash secures
modern 10-12h.p. Belsize Light 4-seat©r, 4 cylin-

ders, Monobloc, gate.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£150 cash secures extra
smart 20h.p. Standard

';i Landaulet, 6 cylinders.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
-monthly payments £10 secures 30h.p. Berliet

Touring Car, small six.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£75 down and 12
J- monthly payments £10 secures 16-20h.p. modern
Wolseley Touring Car.

"DALJIER'S Gaxage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
-- monthly payments £8 secures Sheffield-Simplex
Landaulet, Bedford cord.

"pALMER'S Parage, Tooting.—£4,0 down and 12
-•- monthly payments £5 secures 12.14h-p. Fiat Cab,
4 speeds, runs well.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Cowey 2-seater,
-- dickev, Monobloc, dynamo lighting, Sankey
wheels; £125.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—1921 12h.p. De Dion
-- 4-seater, self-starting, small mileage: exchanges:
£425.

pALMER'S Garage, 187-199, High St., Tooting, will
-'- accept your old car or motor cycle as part pay-
ment for any car in stock. For cash price deduct
10% from above totals. [2293

ROVER. 8h.p. 1922 (April), taxed, dickev, scarcely
used: bargain, £182/10.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7.
. [1244

TITEST Norwood !—60 cars, absolute bargains, list
'' free, exchanges.—Douglas S. Cox, Lansdowne,
West Norwood ri952

h.p. Rover Car, mid 1921. little used, laid by
6 months, appearance as new, never had acci-

dent; £160.—T.. 13. The Square, Wolverton. [1431
OVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo

lighting: £220 cash, deferred payments 4%
extra.—RatclilfB Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W.l.

„ „ 10729
p. Rover Car, 1909, two bodies, van, and 4-
seater, sound condition ; sell £40, or exchange

combination; after 6.—87, Shakespeare Rd., Acton,
^'- '[1382

22 Calthorpes and G.N.'s.—All models awaiting
any reasonable exchange, cars or motor cycles

or pay out of income.—Marlborough, 20, Finchlev" Rd
'

ff-W.8.
, -[9580

PRACTICALLY New 1922 G.N., dvnamo, spare
-- wheel, speedometer, dickev, fully taxed and in-
sured; £165.—Hillier, 9, Walliigford Av., North Ken-
sington. [1870
^35 down aaid 12 monthly payments of £7/10 buys
t** excellent running Waverley 2-seater, nice dickev,
Warland rims; bargain.—Marlborough, 20, Finchlev
Ed., N.W.8. .[gggj

GS., exphange.—^Really ultra-smart 1920 Sports
Singer, 2-seater,. lighting, starter, spare wheel,

lovely condition.—Seabridge. 35. Hansler Rd., East
DulwKh. (Sydenham 2452.) [2400

21 Coventry Premier 3-wheeler, dynamo lighting,
complete equipment, including spare wheel,

speedometer, dickey seat, guaranteed as new, for cash
or furniture.—H. C. Wood, 338, Hornsey Rd., Hol-
loway. i231t

ALIFAX.—New 1922 11.6h.p. Lagonda Coupe,
dickey, dynamo lighting and starting, clock, speedo-

meter; reduced price 360 gns. ; new type Lagonda 2-
seater (open), 280 gns.; Rover. Morgan or combination
taken in exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax, [2185

22 8h.p. Coventry Premier, 2-seater, with double
sunk dickey seat, brand new, painted grey,

spare wheel and tyre Rotax lighting set, speedometer
etc., beautifully finished, comfortable, convenient, and
dependable car; free insurance; on the premises, avail-
able for immediate delivery; £230; with self-starter,
£250. Illustrated catalogue by return ; very good
offers made for modern motor cycles or combinations.
Write for approximate offer.—Herbert. Robinson Ltd.,
Regent St., Cambridge. [2211

||
IMPROVED KICK-STARTS^

|i 30/- Complete. S
« ". \^ Fitted without alteration. «
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§21 DOUGLAS CLUTCHES S
- £2-5-0 ^^

Suitable
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m
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195^
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H^

19=

!6in. Head Lamp. 4-volt. Accumulator, S
J Tail Lamp, Watch and Licence Holder, g
?^ 13^,11(311^^1 Ainmim'iim finit;!! ^^
SIS

CA«S FOR SALE.
"I
Q20 lOh.p, Douglas, 2-seatCT, double dickey seat,

J-*^ C.A.V. dynamo lighting set and self-starter,
clock, speedometer, any many extras, chassis and
paintwork in good condition, licensed to December;
£185. Part exchange modern motor cycle or com-
bination

; easy terms arranged.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd.. Regent St., Cambridge. I[2212

GWIFT. 3-3-seater, double dickey seat, dynamo light
•-' ing set, horn, special side curtains and other
extras, good tyres, chassis and engine recently over-
hauled and repainted; guaranteed in perfect condition
throughout; licensed to December; £175. Part ex-
change with modern motor cycle or combination ar-
ranged. Write for list ot other second-hand bargains.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. Regent St., Cambridge.

[2213

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
PANHARD 10-12h.p. Twin Chassis, 4 Speeds, reverse,

chain drive, make fine lorry; offers invited.—
Arsenal, Hampton Hill.

_ [1488

"PRACTICALLY New 1-ton Ford, pneumatics,
-- English flat top body, cab screen, etc.; ex-
change; bargain, £l40.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme, Manchester. [1592

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope'a, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.0.4. for

easy terms. 'Phons: Holbom 5777. [7218

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
could not be simpler.—157b, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [5935

HALIFAX.—£7/10 deposit and 10/- weekly buys a
Motor Cycle or Combination

;
get full list.-Halifax

Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [2183

ANY make of cycle or any combination completely
equipped; licensed, insured on 12, 15, 18 months'

extended payments system.-Write for particulars,
Rideezi Sales, Ltd.. 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0830"

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.. Cambridge,
will supply any make of motor cycle or light car

on easy terms at the lowest possible price obtainable
anywhere. Catalogues and full particulars by post.

[2210
ENGINES.

3.h.p. Minerva, mechanical valves, perfect; 35/-.—86.
4=^ Florence Rd:. N.4. [1825

Polished Aluminium finish.
9S

^ Motor Cycle Accessories Co., ^
^ 43a, NEW CROSS ROAD, S.E. v

I SELL BEAUTIFUL LEATHER
in 20 different colours, only

lid. per sq. ft.
SALE PRICE.

You can cover your own
Chairs, or make your own
Gloves, Cushions, Dorothy
Bags and Stylish Hats in
any colour.
Send 2d. stamp for full set of
lovely patterns. 1 give away
quite FREE to purcliasers of
leather, paper patterns and in-

structions, showing liow to make
Hats, Bags,.Cushioiis and Gloves.

A. E. CATT, Leather Merchant, NORTHAMPTON.

2
BRAND New 8h.p. J.A.P'." air-cooled engines;

£18/10.—Arthur G. Daw, 114, Brixton Hill. [1969

P.
and M. Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
pleted, £6/10; spares.—7, Hereford Rd., Bays-

water. [6104

"I Q20 2^4h.p. 2-strok6 unit, less silencer, TT.H. Amac,
J-t^ eeen. running by appointment; £10/10.-33, Clare
St., Cardiff. [1549

Q^/4^.—C.A.V. Magnetos, singles and 180O twins.
t» • / vf variable, guaranteed new and perfect; approval
against cash,—Below.

\

£3/15.—ZEl Bosch psttern, new, singles only, excep-
tional value; please state rotation; approval againtit

cash.—liangford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London,
N.W.2. . [1351

23.h.p. J.A.P. 1918, overhauled J.A.P. agent, £3 ivorth -

4 new parts, guaranteed perfect; £7/10; seen run-
ning.—86, Florence Rd., N.4. .[1824

MOTO-REVE 2h.p., twin unit, magneto, carburetter,
silencer, complete less front piston ; £3.—E.

Tranter, Hampton-in-Arden, Birmingham. [1548

E'NCINES.—L.M.C. 3V2h.p., Bosch and carburetter,
perfect, £7; Peugeot 6h,p., a.i.v., Senspray and

Bosch, in perfect running order, £8.—Marriott, Key
Hill, Birmingham. [2017

1 Q21 Yilliers engine with late 1922 flywheel magneto,
J-t^ complete with silencer and engine plates; £10,
or near oSsr ; appointment by letter only.—A. E. P.

'

Hunt, 4, Hobury St., Chelsea. [1564

8-lOh.p. Douglas water-cooled engines, horizontally
opix)sed, mechanical lubrication, suitable light car,

stationary power plant.—Stamp specification, Derring-
ton, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. 'Phone: 256. [2120

PARAGON 2-strolce 2%h.p. Engine, splendid condi-
tion, pull sidecar, scarcely used, £4 / 10 ; Binks

carburetter, 30/-; B. and B., 15/-; magneto, 30/-; all
complete, perfect.—Hood, 15, Totteridge Lane, Whet-
stone. N.20. [1685

T.D.C. Engine Parts.—SVoh.p. 4-stroke, 254h.p. 4-

stroke, and 2%b.p. 2-stroke, 2%h.p. 2-strok9
engine.s complete; £7/10 each.-Write actual manufac-
tures, W. H. Cross, 108, Tardley Rd., Acocks Green,
Birmingham. [8049

WHATEVER type ol Engine you require we can
supply. Special bargains :—Brand new Coventry

Premier, pattern 1915, 4h.p., £12/10; 3V2h.p. Budge,
£10/5; 2% Cal'cott, £5/5': S^ih-p. Premier, £7; 3V''h.p.
Lincoln-Elk with magneto and carburetter, £6.^For-
lield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [2240

HEPPELTHWAITES.—All J.A.P. spares in stock:
also Bh.p. W.C. single Mascot engine "with magneto

and carburetter, clutch, etc., £8/10 ; 3^/>]i.p. Ariel

M.O.Y., £7/10, perfect; 5-6h.p. Peugeot, complete \init,

£5/10; 5h.p. N.S.T7., £4/10; 4h.p. J.A.P.. unassembled
and all new parts, £9/10; also 8h.p. 8ets less a few
parts, £10/10; list upon application and stamp.—17-19,
Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London. S.W.8. Thoue

:

1958 Brixton. [2283

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a4S
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ENGINES.

A SOUND 31i.p. 4-stioke eueine, outside fljwlieol,

Amac, comiilete less magneto, going order ; 50/-.—
Parkinson, 9, Prioes St., Blackfiiars, S.E.I. [1571

ENGINES.— 500 23,41i.p. 2.6troke, manufactured by
Coventry car maker, 70 mm. bore, 70 mm. stroke,

roller beariuR bifi end, floating sudeeon pin, com-
plete with exhaust pipe and release, brand new and
&rst-class wcrkmanship. standard desian; £6/10
;ach: trade enquiries invited.—Marriott and Co., Key
Hill, Birmingham, [2014

HAKLEY 7-9h.p., as new, £15; 2%li.p. J.A.P., as
new, £9/10; 1'4h.p. B.S.A.. £10; J.A.P., 4h.p.,

£8/10: 3^;4h.p. Precision, £7/10; 4ti.p. Minerva, £5;
ditto, 3-^4h.p., £4; Noble, 3h.p,, £4/10; water-cooled
Bat, 4h.p., £5 ; Swift, 7-9h.p. single, water-cooled,
£8; Douglas 4h.p., £10; Clyno, as new. £15; others in
stock.—DeCort and Flvnn, .39, Essex Rd., London,
N.l. 'Phone: North 1846. 19995

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

"DEAL

TOAEGAIN

TN Magnetos can be secured from the garble Arch

-See

Motor Exchange.

QPiA MOTOR Cycle Magnetos to be cle-nreil.-
«7 1»V below.

"DLEASE note our stock consists of genuine Motor
J- Cycle Magnetos, all variable ignition, and guaran-
teed not converted or reconstructed aeroplane starter
magnetos.

WE guarantee we cau supply you a magneto cheaper
than anyone.

SINGLE-Cyl. anti-clock M-L, 45/-; C.A.V., 38/-:
U.H., 35/-: Berling, 30/-; Dixie, large type, 30/-:

all above suitable for Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—Below.

SINGLE-Cyl. Clock.—C.A.V., 38/-:
ling, SO/-.-Below.

1 S0° j*:h*'-Clook.-C.A.V., 38/-;
Dixie, .30/-.

Dixie, 30/-: Ber-

35/-

C.A.V., 37/6:

SplittJorf,

-Below.

ISA" Clock.—Thomson.Beunctt, 38/-
-LOVf Splitdorf, 35/-.-Below.

4_Q°, 50°, 55°, Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf. or Dixie;
-t-V hundreds of others in stock: all guaranteed and
sent on approval against ca^h.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-
change, 135, Edgware Ed., \V.2. 'Phone: Padd. 769.
'Grams: Archmotex, Padd., Ijondon. [2375
TT.B. I. Co.

H.B. for new and second-hand magnetos ; all spares
stocked.

H.B. Speciah'se in Thomson-Bennett, complete for
fixing to Triumph.

p.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-5troke engines, etc.; £3.

/^.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti ; £3.

jSlXIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

Tir.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

'.B. will take your old machines in part payment.H'
H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,

on appvoval against cash, or through The Motor
Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Ed., Brixton Hill,
London. 'Phone; Brixton 610. [0694

'yiT.E Central Ignition Works.

OB Motor Cycle and Car Magnetos.

all machines (cap-

F
1 p MONTHS' Guarantee with
-L/W tured war material).

"DOSCH for Triumph, B.S.A., etc.; dES/lO.

"OOSCH for Douglas, etc.; £3/10.

"pXJTHARDT for Douglas, late type; ±'3.

jl/T-L for Triumph, B.S.A., eto.; ^3

fJlHOMSON-BENNETT, for all makes; £2/5.

TP .I.e., all types, singles only; £3.

A LL spares stocked for all makes,

REPAIRS a speciality and the cheapest in the
trade.

THE Central Ignition Works, 14, Loughborough
Rd., Brixton, London, S.W.9. Tel. : Brixton

210. [2418

M-L Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6; variable ignition;
W.D. guaranteed.—84, Greenside Ed,, Croydon.

[2063
C.A.V. and Thomson-Bennett Magnetos 180° as

new; from 22/6.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester
Rd.. S.W.7. [2415

MAGNETO Sprocket JVIanufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-
tooth stocked

St., Camberwell.
-Ridington, 202-4.

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS,

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and out ALLIES.

BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouhle on the road. It contains

A^

1/2 mrl:.

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hooi< and flanged pins

Th3 STANLEY SPARE LINK which Is the best
belt length adjusteryet invented. Savestime,
troubled money. Saves the cost ofanew belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt

fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Ph'lipson Pulley, sd-

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS foradjustingthe
length ofyourbelt inonesecond. Setof3j6cl.

" Never be without a box of Stanley Spares."

Frice 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,003
miles—lid.

Cur Goods are World-renowned fo their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belL

f 1/9
i"2'-
ii"2'6

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor ol the original Hook
Bell Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT Pi^^f.

Southampton
(1£00

Tour;ng Combination.

NEW f -I flQ
PRICE *• » »-»^-'

ORDER TO-DA Y, or send lor Cataiogtie to

:

—
H. JULIAN, «*-,^«^^G^^-

'Phone 1024.

IGNITION, LiOnillNO, ETC.
/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

"\/rAGNETO FactoiB and Eepairers.

A LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

"pj-OSCH Single, Type D.A.L., -variable ignition: £3/5.

M-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition:

£3/15. —
THOMSON-BENNETT, single or twin, fncloeed.

waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees; £2/15
each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single or twin,

encloi^ed, waterproof, variable ignition, all de-

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/15 each.

RUTHAEDT. single, enclosed, waterprjjof, variable

"ignition; £2/5 each.

BEELING, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/5.

SPLITDOEF, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition ; £2/5.

IXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able ignition ; £2.

NT of the above single-cvlinder magnetos can be

pplied with the special long driving epindle,

suitable for Eudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and base

plates, re.idy to he immediately fitted; sprocHets

can be supplied if rcQuired. Please state make oi

engine when ordering.

GUAEANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos for

12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

Send your magneto to

will pay you. We can

despatch aU repairs within 3 days, and. It required,

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

OPECIAL Terms to Trade, Write for list.

COUNTY of London Engineering Wprks, Ltd. 27,

Stockwel! Ed.. London, S.W. (1 min from Stat-

well Underground Station). T.A.: Ignitionac.

road. London. Tel. : Brixton 2841.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the la'Sesl

London Repair Depot), lor repairs^ and mag-

netos.

RELIANCE guarantee to "tain _
your -

magneto

within 3 days, and il necessary 24 hours. wUh a

12 months' written guarantee against all aeiecis.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under

all running conditions, and as je contract lor

many ol the largest concerns, you need have no neM-

tation in placing your orders with us.

RELIANCE stock spares tor all
""Iff^; ^JP^'i^

line, genuine platinum screws tor all types l.i.1

per pair. Magneto work -of .every
4«f"P"°1,e,'efo?e;

ried out solely on our premises. We
'''^i, V°",^"°"

enabled to give you quicker and more efficient ser

vice at the right price.

RELIANCE will be plca^^ed to .give advice '"e ol

charge upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at

your disposal, and old and new customers may oe-

certain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy

we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance -iiJ,

neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E..!..'.!.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. for new and

second-hand magnetos. See following list.

. , ..OMS0N-BENNETT_sii.„ .

X any degree, enclosed waterproof, variable.

ALL Repairs Guaranteed,
us for quotation. It

Clap-
[2717

THOMS0N-BENNETT_singles and twins, brand new

any degree, enclosed waterproof, variable; bO/-.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type single or twin,

enclosed, waterproof, variable, suit Bariey,

Indian, etc.; £3/10.

CA V singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Lignt-

weights: 55/-.

EI.O enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable 10'

Triumph. B.S.A., or any Lightweight; S3.

BOSCH type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable

latest pattern; ideal for Douglas. 2%h.p. and

4h.p.; £4.

BOSCH D A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, 8ny

degree, suitable for Indian. Harley, etc.; £4/10.

FELLOWS new magnetos always in stock, any de-

gree lor any engine; also a large selection ot

second-hand magnetos, all makes.

GUARANTEE—Every magneto, no matter what

tlie price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely that same is in good order at time of sale,

but a plainly written statement that we guarantee

each machine against all delects for a period o£ 12

months This, we maintain, justifies us in charging

a few shillings more, than certain of our, competi-

tors.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to theit.

works to see any of the above on test. Mag-

neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon .
applic*.

tion It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.

—Reliance Magreto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St:.

John St.. London EC.l. Tel.: Clerkenwell 4290.

T.A. : Remagco. Smith, London. [9816

a46 All letters relating to advertisements should guote the number at the eud of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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GNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
AGDYNAMO Ensineering Co., Ltd., tor magnetos,

pares, and repairs.

OTOR Cyclists fit reliable high auality magnetos
now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos,

BOSCII Entlosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos.
Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-

ley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
spsrk at all engine speeds, makes your engine a real

live engine, give you easy starting, smooth and rapid

acceleration, higli speed, and lov/ fuel and oil con-

sumption with increased power; price only £5 each.

postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee
s&nt out with each magneto. We give you satisfaction

or refund cash,

PLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-

ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;
therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit oiie to-day, and see life with a live machine.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes :
" Magneto to

hand ; many thanks lor prompt despatch, satis-

factory in every way; will recommend- to my friends."

Z^ITH Owner writes :
" Since fitting magneto have

completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

WHY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
who know—are almost all sending to us for

their Magnetos?

THERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,

supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

MAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against cash per return on receipt of

- your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother running, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas? Then send for a
latest enclosed water'^roof type Bosch ZA2 magneto
now, price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.

and M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, price
£3/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest enclosed
waterproof type (not converted starters), ready to

fi{ on 55° Clyuos and 180'^ Douglas machines, with
12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage
1/6.

"IV/rOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all
-^'A your sparking plugs properly? Are you wasting
pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs? Fit a
Bosch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at band, price £2, carriage 1/6.

'"TIRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write, call,
J- or 'phone ior terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see it,

we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like

new, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
if urgent, and return it Tvith a written 12 months'
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
can lend you another free of charge. We could not
make these offers il we were not certain of the quality
of our work

YOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
low cost. Send us your defective magneto now.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman's
Row, E.C.2. 'Phone : London Wall 4570. (One

minute from Brown Bros.) [7497

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter
what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 24

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,

Ealing, W. [5077

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20^/-;

with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—
I^slie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial Av.,
Minories, E.l. [0760

SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
year, M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-:

Bosch ditto, 45/-; C.A.V. eingle or twiu, 50/-; T]iom-
son-Bennett ditto. 60/-. We specialise in repairs and
spares for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamu. Deal with
experts and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale
Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. ... -one

:

Croydon 1625. [6459

T^HE London Magneto Repairing and Winding Co.,
-•- Ltd. (Managing Director, S. T. Boon), contrac-
tors to H.M. Goverziment. and officially appointed
by the R.A.C. Magneto repairs of every description;
all repairs at lowest possible prices, and strictly
guaranteed. We can mostly return them within 24
hours. We have several new and second-hand single

%a «.^'^y^' magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—
78, Hampstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad, London.

[2445

You are Sure of
satisfaction when you deal with me, as
every article is sold on the " Money Back

I
if not satisfied " principle.

Any part for any model DOUGLAS by return of post.

Here are some of ray Specialities :—
TWIN RINGS. Give more power

—

perfectly gas-tight—prevent carbon-
ising as oil cannot pass the piston

—

wear indefinitely—need no running in.

For 22- h.p. Douglas, price 1/6 each
;

4 h.p. Douglas. 1/8 each
; , Sunbeam,

Humber, and Rover, 7,=)mm. bore, 1/8
.each ; B.S.A., Triumph (pre-igig),
Rudge (pre-ig2x). New Hudson, 3^-

h.p. Singer, L.M.(i^., 4 h.p., and Pre-
cision, 3-;^ h.p,, 85mm., 1/9 each.

ZOOM ! ZOOM ! ! The fashionable
and efficient exhaust system. Adds
pounds to the appearance of any
Douglas and lets the engine give off

its full power. In beautifully bur-
nished copper, price 30/-. In bur-
nished nickel, price 33/6.

THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM
FOOTBOARD AND FOOTRESTS.
Beautifully finished — g i v i n

,

natural riding position. A real solid cast job. Some-
tiling that lasts for ever. Price 30/- per pair complete.

THE CORAM PISTON, fitted with
radiating internal fins. Correctly
designed, much lighter yet stronger
than standard. Fitted with the
patent twin rings in one groove.
Complete with rings and gudgeon pin.

Price 29/- per pair. Insist on having
these fitted when your mount is next
down, and you'll never regret it.

CORAM'S PATENT COMBINED
ALLOY VALVE CAP. My latest

idea. Never blows out, never seizes

in the threads. Prevents knocking
and overheating. A real boon. For
2-| h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglases. Price
4/- each.

^ (Official Douglas Agent),

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL.
E.I.C. West of England

Tel. 3792. Service Depot.

Tanks. any
shape'to order.

BepaJra and re-

enamelling
from IS/a.
Illustrated
List free.

AnxlUarr E
tanks, with ;

aiur, tap, X
I

1>i»o%, plDlne,
«llpi, aom-

^ In ito*,. i
I

A.OBEEH.Water 8t, off Chapel M., Uit^ri. Manchestcf ;
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
tf>/\ /_.—Douglas Riders Note.—Fifty onlj Dixie
f^" I 180'-' magnetos, weatherproof, variable igni-
tion, guaranteed perlect condition; off W.D. machines;
20/-, post free; also spares for same,—Griffin, 97, Angell
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [2261

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on U.IT.,

Bo9ch, Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berlins
magnetoo. we can naturally give you better service.
Price?;, rewinding, 18/- ; condensers, 10/-; platinum
.screw.s {Bosch standard), 6/-; remagnetising, 2/6; .slip

rings, 6/6; H.T. terminals, 4/6. Our price for over-
hauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-
and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guar-
anteed for 12 months, and re-despatched to vou in
2 days.—Continental Ignition Repair Co., 13," Haid-
wick Rd., Chiswick, London. [2344

T7UST0N Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.
•*-^ Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;
Splitdorf and Dixie specialists: official Indian elec-
trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.n.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We' hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in lyondon, twins all degrees;
spare part:; for yll makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, J^-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition
Co., 329. Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone :

Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London.
r0265

TYRES.

TjiXCEPTION"AL OSer.

"DRAND New Covers.—Reflex Clipper. Ideal (made bv
J-* Dunlops), Jieavy 3-ribbed, each cover gunranteed per-
fect, 26X21^. 25/-; 26X%, 27/6; 26x2l^ to fit 2V^.
estUa heavy 4-ply, 32/6; 28x3, es:tra henvy 4-ply, 40/-:
tubes. 26x2Vo, to fit 214 rims, 5/9; 28x3, 6/6 (madi^
I'y Dunlops} : postage on all above extra.-Marble Arch
Motor Exchange, 135, Edgivare Ed., ^.2. 'Phone:
Padd. 789. [2374

EjMANLTELS for Tyre Bargains, from manufacturers'
bankrupt and surplus stocks.—Below.

24

36

X2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded, 22/3; new-
tubes, 5/-.

0^x214 Clincher De Luxe Heavy Rubber-studded.^^^ 22/3; Continental extra heavy rubber non-skid,
24/-; new tubes, 5/-.

X2.—Continental ribbed _or standard. 16/6; new
tubes, 5/6.

0/iX2i/i.—Avon and Rom Combination, 30/-; Hut-f^^ chinson Brooklands R/S 19/6; Macintosh
chain tread, 28/-; Palmer cord heavy 3-ribbed, 34/9:
Dunlop Magnum (pattern), 35/-; new tubes, 6/6.

Q|^X2% to fit 21/4 rim.—Dunlop retreaded, grooved.^^ 20/6; Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy, 24/3;
Hutchinson passenger, 26/-; Palmer cord heavy, 34/9;
new tubes. 6/6.

O/? X2%.—Dunlop Magnum heavy (pattern), 35/9

;

^^ Dunlop Magnum E.H. (pattern), 41/-; new
tubes, 6/6.

Q^X2V2 to fit 2Vi rim.—Emanuel's extra heaw^U R/S, 28/6; Continental rubber studded, 32'/-;

new tubes, 6/6.

01?x2V2-—Rom Combination, 30/-; Palmer cord 3-
^"' ribbed, 31 /lO; Hutchinson rubber studded or
ribbed, 27/-; Macintosh chain tread, 28/-; Clincher
de Luxe, E.H. rubber stud, 27/6; new tubes, 6/6.

/?KAX65.—Emanuel's extra heavy rubber studded,
\30\J 26/-; Hutchinson 3-ribbed, 32/-; Palmer
cord 3-ribbed. 31/10; Burnett grooved, 30/-; Dunlop
3-ribbed, 40/-; new tubes, 6/6.

ty/\/\X 80 to fit 650x65 rim.—Emanuel's anti-rubber
i \J\J non-skids, 41/9; new tube_s,' 6/6.

O Q x2V'-—Continental rubber stud, extra heaw,
^<5 30/-; new tubes, 6/6.

^ Qx3 to fit American Rims.—Macintosh chain
f^ O

. tread, 27 / 6 ; Bates special heavy 3-ribbed

.

40/-; John Bull extra heavy rib stud, 40/-; Fi'';

rubber, non-skid, 40/-; Firestone rubber, non-ski^l,

40/-; Goodyear all-weatlier tread, 45/-; new tubes. .

7/--

0x31^ to fit 28X3.—Bates special heavy rubber
f^*7 N7S (clearance), 53/3; new tubes, 7/-.

T> EAL good reliable second-hand covers of well-
-tV known makes in all sizes at 10/- each, plus 1'-

carriage.

PREPARED Patches, assorted, M/C sizes. 1/6
dozen; Belts, all makes, any lengths; prices on

application.

H EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors; Stores, 37a,
Ball's Pond Rd.." Dalston, N.l; Office: 27, Bel-

grade Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Tel. : Dalstou

3161. '^0832

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard

makes; list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Shef-

field.
.

[0589

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,

etc., carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co.,

Buxton, Derbyshire. r929»[929 J

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue a47
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TYRES.
5'PEOIAL OHer.—Brand new Clinchc.- De Luxe extra
KJ heavy 26in.x2Vnin., 25/-; Hutchinson 26x2i.i,
1 9 / 6.—Below.

DrNLOP Heavy Rubber-studded. 26x2V'. 30/-; 700x
80 (fit 650x65) Clincher De Luxe, 45/-; Dunlop

tteel-stud, 35/-, postage 1/6; Midland 815x105, 37/6;
Dunlop, 30x3V=. 46/-.—Below.

ABOVE Covers Brand New, money returned if not
satisBed.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, Holland Park,

W.ll. Park 2071. [2403

BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and tubes.
A call on us will convince you, or 'phone, Ger-

rard 1347.—See Below.

O tfi X 2',4.—Palmer cord, 32/6; Beldam all-rubber,
'*"U 26/-; Wood-Milne 3-ply, 22/6: Clincher de
Luxe, 17/6; extra heavy, 30/-; tubes, 5/6.—Below.

Q^x2V2.—Avon Stonehenge, 27/6; Tricar, 30/-:
AJ\J Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar, 27/6; Good-
year cord 5-ribbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9.—Below.

Of? X2V.X2'4.—Palmer cord, 36/-: Beldam 3-d1v,
'*'>-» 30/-: 4-p1t, 35/-; Wood-Milne 4-plr, 26/-;
Clincher Dreadnought, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below.

<>^x 2%.—Palmer cord, 34/3; Wood-Milne kev-?rip
-*« 3-rIy, 22/6; 4-ply, 27/8; Beldam all-rubher
3-pIy, 25/-; 4-ply, 30/-; tubes, 6/-.—Below.

<>/JX 3.—Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 35/-; Beldam
/vl* all-rubber 3;ply, 32/6; 4-ply, 35/-; tubes. 7/6.-
Below.

QQx3.—Clincher rubber-studded sidecar, 30'-;
/^ <J Clincher de Luxe extra beavy, 45/-; Beldam
3-ply, 30/-; Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 37/6; tubes, 8/-.-
Below.

^ c;rtX65.-Palmer cord heavy, 42/6; Wood-Milne
\itJ\f 4-ply, 37/6; 3-ply, 30/-; Goodyear cord 5-

ribbed, 42/6 ; "tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Eubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, London, W.C.2 [next door to Aldrid^e'rl.

Phone : Gerrard 1347. [0369

4 ONLY, 26x2^4 side treaded covers, suitable for

grass track work, used once only; 15/6 each.

—

Herbert Eobinson, Ltd., Cambridge. [2214

P^/\rk New Beldam Covers to clear, all sizes, 15/-
iy\j\J each, postage 1/6 exti-a.—Homerton Eubber
Works, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur
chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and Co.,

436, Argyle St.. Glasgow. Lists post free. [5200

MASONS.—The most competitive market; 700x80
Palmer cord, 45/-; 650x65 Michelin Universal,

35/-; 28x3 Goodyear A.W.'i'.. 47/6.-Below.

MASONS.—Great offer Wood-Milne Key-grip; 26x2'i
heavy, 21/6; ditto, extra heavy, 25/-; 28x3

heavy, SO/-; 700x80 heavy,. 35/-; 24x2Vj heavy,
18/6; 26x2^4 extra heavy, 23/6; 26x2iAx2lii extra
heavy. 28/6; 650x65 extra heavy, 25/-; 28x2V2 extra
heavy (American), 30/-; approval against remittance,
satisfaction guaranteed; carriage paid.—Masons, The
Tyre House, Ipswich. [0916

CLIPPER Ideal New Heavy Covers, 26x2^4, 24/-;
26x2%, 27/-: 26x2V2X2V4, extra heavy, 32/-:

carriage 1/3.—Davies, Union St.. Wednesbury. [4452

WORLD'S Heaviest Tyre, 6-plv, % thick, puncture-
proof,, 26x2l/i and 2i/i, 26/-: 28x3, 30/-; 650x

65, 38/-: 700X80, 45/-.—Durant, Bourne, Farnham.
[1675

ECONOMIC Tyres.—We have the following blemished
and clearance covers and tubes in stock. We send

on 7 days' approval against remittance, carriage paid,
passenger train.

ECONOMIC—24x2, Clipper Ideal, 15/-: tubes, 5/-:
24X21,4 (also for 2in. rims) Clincher Junior de

Luxe, heavy, 20/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2 Clipper Rubberstud, 17/6; 26x
214 Palmer heavy cord, 37/6; Firestone non-skid,

28/6; tubes, 5/6..

ECONOMIC—26x21/2x214 Goodyear All-weather,
37/6; Rom rubberstud, 25/-: tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—26x21/2 O.S. Hedfern heavy rubberstud,
27/6; Clipper Idea], extra heavy, 35/-: tubes, 7/-.

ECONOMIC—28x3 Goodyear All-weather, 49/6;
Goodrich Safety, 47/6; Firestone non-skid, 45/-;

Portage non-skid, 41/-: tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Stepney Roadgrip, 39/6; Good-
rich Safety, 39/6; Clipper, extra heavy, 32/6:

tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—700x80 Beldam V-grooved. 60/-;
Economic, extra heavy, 42/6; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop Rubberstud, fully warranted;
24x2, 22/6; 24x2^4, 24/9; 26x2, 24/6: 26X21,4,

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Kd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393. [2238

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.P. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-
wlch. [3956
LONG-DISTANCE Retreads, three-ribbed pattern,

returned like new, 26in. tyres, 20/-; 28I11. tyres,
B5/-: burst tyres made perfect, chafed beads re-

moulded, tube vulcanising, butt ends fitted; best work
In the country.—Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mow-
oray. [0347

BASTONES
Established 16 years.

No better or Cheap :r House

26X 1} Clincher, Rubber non-Skid 15/-
24x2 ClinchMde Luxe, Junior 17/6

Ditto, ex-Heavy 21/-
24X2i Hutchinson, T.T., Rubberstud 21/-
26x2 Hutchinson, T.T., Rubberstud 21/-

( Hutchinson, T.T., Rubb?r Stud 22/-

Spencer Moulton, Sq. ribbed 18/6
Spencer Moulton, St. Stud, ex-Heavy 24/-

Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 23/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

27/-

Michelin, Semelle Steel Stud 20/-

C Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 23/-
26X28

-J
Clincher de Luxe. Heavy 23/-

l Palmer, Cord, Heavy 29/-

i

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

36/-

Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy 36/-

Hutchinson, Passenger, Rubber Stud 36/-

Dominion.UscoRubber.non-skid,Heavy 25/6
Dominion, Corrugated, Heavy 28/6
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud .... 27/6
Hutchinson, Suiier Stud, ex-Strong .

.

55/3

I
Goodrich, Safety Tread 35/-

I
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 25/-

26y 2t 4 Spencer Moulton, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 22/6
'

1 micheiin. Fine Ribbed 19/-

Spencer Moulton, Steel Stud 25/-
VEngleberf (Wired Edge) 25/-

650X 6^ ( Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

38/6
VD ""^ I Clincher Dreadnought 34/-

f
Clincher, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 47/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

48/-

•700 X 8 -.' Goodyear, AH Weather 52/-

Super Chain, ex-Heavy 42/-

r V,Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

61/-

j Goodyear, All-Weather Tread, ex-Heavy 49/-

j
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .... 44/-

_| Firestone, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 42/-
25 X 3

I

Portage, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 40/-

Clincher De Luxe, ex-Heavy 37/-

1, Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy 50/-

Hutchinson, Super Studded, ex-Heavy 64/3

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox.
24X2 and 24x2^ each 4/3

26X2i and 26X2i each 5/6

700X80, 28X3 and 650X65 each 7/6
Goodyear Butted 28 X 3 each 7/6

The above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are sent on
approval against remittance

HOURS—9 till 6: Saturdays Still 1.

228, Pentonville Road,

King's Cross Road, LONDON, N.l.

'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.

Rhosha Motor Co.,
TRIUMPH SERVICE AGENTS.

ROMFORD, ESSEX. TeL
584.

END OF SEASON SALE
Shop-soiled, brand new and
second-hand motor cycles.

New type H TRIUMPH, list £105. Our
price ... £94 10

Type H TRIUMPH 1921, perfect condition,

fully equipped, lax paid ... £75

DOUGLAS 2|, 2 speed, perfect condition,

tax paid £29

B.SA. comb., Magdyno lighting, a splendid

outfit, tax paid £118

TRIUMPH, S.D., Shop-soiled, chain drive,

list £115. Our price ... £103 10

70% redaction on all TRIUMPHand
Sturmey Archer gear box repairs.

ty/\/^x80.—Avon extra heavy, 44/--, Goodyear,'

TYRES.
CENTHAL Garage for Fair Dealing. All covers ad-

vertised are guaranteed. What is more, we will
send with all lines a portable vulcaniser tree of charge;
no motor c.vclist should be without one. . '

SPECIAL OHer of Palmer Cord Tyres.

—

26-Z':,x2'L
35/-: 26x21/2, 35/-. -These covers are brand new

and guaranteed.

SPECIAL Offer of brand new and guaranteed Good*
rich covers, 26x2"/;, 27/-; 26X2V'>, 34/-; 650x

65. 36/6; 28X3, 45/-.

OftX2i,4.—Firestone, 27/6; Clinchei- E.H. (oversize)
/*" 28/-; Clincher Jimior, 19/-; Wood-Milne E.H.
combination, 22/6; Hutchinson T.T;, 21/6.

Q^X2%.—Avon tricar, 27/6: Hutchinson, 26/6;-*" Clincher de Luxe (for ZVt), 28/-.

OAx2''j.—Hutchinson Passenger, B.S.. 29/-; CJin-'WU Cher E.H.. 29/6; Hutchinson T.T., 25/-.

0^x21,2x2^4.—Dunlop H., 46/-; Hutchinson T.T.,
/*" 30/-; Avon E.H., 28/-; Belgrave cord, 25/-;
Continental H., 32/6; Palmer cord, 35/-. ii

0£lx3.—Continental H., 35/-; E.H., 40/-; 26x3x21^
/^W , Dunlop H.. 54/-; E.H., 62/9.

pQx3.—Clincher E.H., ribbed. 42/6; Dunlop eidft.

'^ O car, 30/-; Macintosh chain tread, 25/-; Good-
year Diamond, 49/6; Firestone, 42/-; Goodrich, 45/-;
Portage, 43/-.

/'ft'Ax65.—Goodrich (guaranteed) 36/6; Hutrhin-
'OOyj son H., 32/-; E.H., 37/6; Rom E.H., 37/6.

;0.—Avon extra heavy, 44/-; Got

52/6; International, grooved, 50/-.

-rpUBES.—Small size, 5/6; 28X3 and 700x80, 7/-.

CErfTRAL Garage.—Any covers sent on 7 day's
approval against- -oash, plus 1/6 carriage.—302,

Loudon Rd., Thornton Heath. 2237 Croydon. [2234

O/JX2V2 for 650x65 rim Palmer cord 2-ply, cnlr '

/WV 20/- each; Macintosh, 20/-: other makes same
price; 700x80 Clincher tubes in boxes, perfect condition,

^

6/- each.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edeware
Rd., W.2. . [2373 (

HEPPELTHWAITE3.-01d Man Hep for tyres, I

28x3-26x21/2 oversize nnd 700x80-650x65-26x )

2\i and %. all makes and eiz.^. 28/- each : tubes. 2^/2

and ".s. 4/6 each; a few 26x2 covers at 25/-; money /,

back guarantee.—19, Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth, Lon- '

don, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [2282

MANUFACTURERS' clearance and shop-soiled b?T.

gains:—24x2^4 Moseley 3-ribbed, 25/-; 26x2ii
Moseley 3-ribbed, 30/-; 26x21/2 to fit 2% Moseley
cable, extra heavy, 45/-; heavy 3-ribbed, 35/-; 26x2^^
Moseley, 30/-; Kempstall heavy, 30/-; Bates heavy,
30/-; 26x3 and 650x65 Bates, extra heavy, 40/-;
John Bull heavy studded, 40/-; 28x3 Bates double .

treaded, motor car weight, 50/-; Cuthbe heavy, 45/-: :

700x80 extra heavy Ajax, 45/-; inner tubss, all brand
new, 26x2, 5/-; 26x21/4, 6/-; 26x2^4, fit 21,4, 6/6;
28x2%, 6/6; 28x3. 8/-; 650x65. 8/-.—Herbert Robin-
son, Ltd., Regent St., Cambridge. [2215

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A., new, 38/6; 1910, 1921.-Cov-

entiy Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[7107 ;jO K /_.—Brand new latest pattern tanks for Doualas

/W tl / machines.—Beechwood, Stapleton, Bristol.
[1760 "I

TANKS for Triumphs, new, 38/6; 191D, 1921.-C07-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[7106

TANKS feir Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1912:
38/6.—Coventry Tankere, Ltd., Hearsall Worts.

Coventry. " [710S

TANKS Renovated, makers' colours, from 11/6.—
De la Cour, Enamelling Works, 298, Kenni^ftnV

Rd., S.B. ' [2032 i

TANKS Re-enamelled, makers' colours with trans-

fers; 15/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78. Church St.,

Camberwell, London. - [2132

DOUGLAS pattern tanks, new, enamelled and fitted
.

with B. and L. pump ; 55/- complete.—Day,

85, Cheapside, Birmingham. ' [7734

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to tie principal

manufacturers, petrol tanks for any style sup-

plied extra capacity.—Hearsall W^orks, Coventry. [7109

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern; high-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25

years. [2245

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined,

transferred: handle-bars, etc., plated. Estab-

lished 30 years.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., Lon-

doji, §,a.l. £7073
,

TANKS.—We undertake partition leakage, fasten-
;

ings and every repair with re-enamelling as

new in six days. Tanks in stock for all makes from
,

36/-.—Park Tank Works, lA, Paradise Rd., Highbury,
;

N.5. 19647

TANKS.—All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, in- ^i

eluding 2 Tlated flllers, 2 taps. Delivery 14 '

days, carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money 'i

returned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6; two colours, •

17/6.—Order forms from. H. Peel, The Liverpool Tank
,

Hospital, 5, Smithdown Lane, Paddington, Liverpool. 1

[9194

48a All letters relating to advertisements sbould aaote tlie number at tbe end of eacb advertisement, and tbe date of tlie Issue
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The Charm of the 1,000 c.c.
Solo Machine.

EVERY now and then readers battle in our

. correspondence pages over the old ques-

tion of the big twin solo mount's justifica-

tion. It is after all -neither original nor

unnatural to ask why the type continues

to exist in face of present-day 250 c.c. and
350 c.c. machines of astounding efficiency and re-

markable road capabilities. At the same time it

is not difficult to make a satisfactory answer.

The querist in this case is a distinct type ; the

man who takes up cudgels on behalf of the

1,000 c.c. mount is another. Usually the one
cannot see the other's viewpoint, and the argu-

ment between the two may be interminable.

It amounts to this. The best sports or semi-

sports 350 c.c. singles have sufficient speed and
hill-climbing powers for ninety-nine per cent, of

the world's motor cyclists. But it is not effort-

less speed, nor is it sheer power. "Revs" in

the first place and '

' revs
'

' -phis a low gear in

the second are the means whereby the small en-

gine does big things. People of a certain tem-

perament object to both ; they dislike fussiness.

Particularly is this the case with really hard
riders who think little of a 300 miles trip between
breakfast and supper. The average man seldom
if ever rides his machine hard enough and long

enough even to notice the trait at all.

Furthermore, when a 350 c.c. mount is driven

at as high an average ^peed as prudence permits,

it is often working very nearly at the limit of

its capacity. Under similar circumstances the

big twin retains a proportionately great reserve

of power. Not only, therefore, is the latter,

with its higher gear, more pleasant to drive ; it

also wears longer and requires less tuning and

adjustment during any given yearly mileage.

Possessing larger tyres, it is less tiring to drive.

There will always be a demand for a well-

designed big twin solo mount.. Even to-day the

British market does not too well cater -for the

soloist who appreciates the deceptive smoothness

of a 1,000 c.c. engine driving through a 3^ to i

gear.

Hill Clitnbing Contests.

REGULAR attendance at modern hill-climbs

arouses wonderment as to whether the

present policy regarding these events is

the best one. Easy gradients which are

hills in name only are becoming the rule.

We recognise that modern hill-climbing is not

popular with the police authorities in many dis-

tricts, and it is becoming particularly difficult,

especially in the Midland counties, to obtain per-

mission to run a climb on a hill that is in any
way suitable.

Not infrequently the only available venue is

quite unsuitable as a test ; either the hill is on a

main road where traffic causes long delays, or

the hill is too easy or too tortuous for safety. A
straight hill with a gradient reaching perhaps the

easier single figures becomes a speed trial pure
and simple, and the honours are usually carried

off by a machine which covers the measured
distance at well over a mile a minute.

On the other hand, with regard to freak

hills, reliability trials cover all the ground
that is necessary, and prove that the only

machines which are mishandled or are out of tune

are likely to fail under any test which would
be applied by the touring motor cyclist.

The alternative appears to be a climb on
American lines, wherein an impossible gradient

(not necessarily on a road) is chosen and the

award goes to the competitor who reaches the

highest point. Suggested venues would be

interesting.

. j: .
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For the Novice.

I
HAVE latterly had intercourse with sundry novices,

who complained that the starting up of their

engines was uncertain, both when cold and hot.

In every case the trouble was of their own making, and
was connected with flooding of the carburetter. They
variously tickled their float chambers much, little, or

not at all. They leant their machines against the kerb,

now on the offside, now on the near; and as all the

machines had their float chambers mounted at one side

of the jet chamber, the petrol level was raised or

lowered accordingly. In spite of such vital variations

in the fuel supply, they expected the engine to start at

the first kick on a lever setting which they never altered

by a hair. Furthermore, they used the same lever

setting whether the engine was ice-cold or red-hot,

whether its cylinder was full of gas, or contained

nothing but dank, stale air, inhaled the night before.

Every practised rider is aware that circumstances alter

cases when an engine has to be started up ; and a very
' few experiments teach him whether the air lever should

be closed right off for starting or not ; and if not, how
far it should be opened. But these unfortunate

beginners had struggled vaguely and hopelessly for

weeks, never getting a - quick start except by some
gorgeous fluke. Let them take heart. Mot, qui voiis

parlc, pass through a similar phase, lasting perhaps

twenty-four hours—with most new machines which I

take over. At the expiry of that period I can generally

set the levers to guarantee a first kick start, cold or hot.

Cellttloid Over the Eyes.

THERE are several very obvious objections to

goggles. They make one look like a cross

between a deep-sea diver and a bullfrog. They
are always getting broken. They are unconifortable,

unless the fit is perfect and the quality good. They
soon get dusty inside. They dim with condensed

moisture when first adjusted on the face. It is now
alleged that they hamper hearing. So it is not sur-

prising that a variety of celluloid vizors are on the

market. Within the last few months I have tested

three different devices of the kind. The " Phace
Screen"—comfortable; unwieldy; and hostile to

tobacco and alcohol. The Pidko cap—a good tweed
cap, with a celluloid vizor which folds into the peak

f
~ —...- ..——

«

j
"Ixion's""MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are >

I
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The I

{ Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.CA. i

"1X1 ON"
when not required for use. The C.G.P. screen

—

&
light, cheap, unframed mask, which rolls up into small

compass for the pocket. All of these gadgets afford

as good protection as goggles. The two small devices

are perfectly sightly. None of the three are break-

able. Yet I cannot vote heavily for them as against

goggles-, for the simple reason that celluloid imparts

a faint yellowish tinge to the landscape, and scratches

so easily. If somebody will invent a celluloid which

is absolutely colourless and does not scratch, he will

do us a good turn and line his own pockets most

opulently. Until then, glass will remain more popular

than celluloid. Many people who have purchased

modern cars fitted with featherweight all-Aveathgr

equipment are growing somewhat discontented with

the jaundiced aspect their windows impart to the

scenery. Can the doctors do nothing to help us?

There are many motorists with rheumy eyes and
noses, apt to run freely against a stiff wind. One
would fancy that a chemical injection of a drop or so

might be the best expedient ? In the meantime I take

glass goggles when I am out for speed, and wear a

Pidko cap on ordinary occasions.

In Winnipeg.

nF I am ever deported, I shall go to Winnipeg. The:
local motor cycle speed championships were held^

on a dirt track, and a gentleman named Johnson,

-

of Fargo, N.D., managed to finish second in the three-

mile professional championship after riding the last

five laps with his back tyre off the rim. I think I might

pwssibly win in company where such mishaps do not

spoil one's time at all seriously. But I am rather

intrigued as to the technical details ; he must have had
a few security bolts fitted. If Mr. Loughborough
really wants to brighten Brooklands, he may be glad to

know that at Winnipeg they relieve the tedium of a

track programme by introducing a lady rough-rider on

a broncho. Unfortunately the broncho bolted to its -

stable before she could finish all her stunts. No. On
second thoughts I will not go to Winnipeg. My corre-

spondent concludes with the remark that the hinter-

land is gumbo, and that if a shower catches you afield,

you have to push home, for no man can hold up a two-

wheeler on wet gumbo. Moreover, the city streets are

crammed with Fords, and for six months in the year

you have to boil your lubricating oil before it will flow

out of the can. Incidentally, how do the Winnipegians

manage to distinguish the professional rider from the

amateur? It is more than we have ever achieved over"

this side.
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No, Thank You!
KINDLY reader has no doubt that I am an

expert chemist, and desires me to test .and

report on the actual efficiency of various cliemi-

ral dopes now advertised for motor cycle purposes,

ranging from carbon removers to "stunt" oils, and

substances designed to improve the power output or

fuel economy of petrol. As a matter of fact, I make
a point of testing most of these things. But it is often

impossible to decide on the precise value of such dopes

with no other data than road tests afford. In many
cases the claims amount to no more than a fractional

improvement in some item of the performance, and if

such an improvement is noted under rough riding con-

ditions, the difference may easily be due to some ex-

traneous factor. I think it is up to tlie salesman to

convince the buying public. The A.C.U. and Faraday
House between them can usually devise a scientific and
reliable test of almost any motor cycle invention ; and
I do not care to commit myself without irrefragable

evidence.

Look to Yoar Lamps.

PAYS are already shortening, and in a week or

two the clock will be put back an hour. It is

high time for us all to overhaul our lighting

equipment. Happy will be the man who has a good

dynamo. Especially if he remembers to replace that

spare bulb which he used up last spring. I do not

intend to cover eighteeix miles with a pocket flash lamp
strapped on to my headlamp, as happened this time

last year.

BOLTBY VILLAGE IN THE H.AMBLETON HILLS. This i.

North-East Yorkshire was first revealed to many motor cyclists in

competitors in the recent Yorkshire Centre

'5

No Punctures.

LL this summer I have run on Challenger tubes,

which now deserve a fuller report than I was
able to make a year ago. It is perhaps unfor-

tunate from the standpoint of any interested reader that
my tyres have dodged any large gashes all this year.

The tubes have proved perfectly efficient in promptly
sealing small nail punctures, against which they form a

most useful insurance. Whether they would succeed
against major injuries is doubtful, and I should not
feel sanguine on the point. I have tested them in 3in.

tyres, which very seldom pick up a nail ; and also in

ordinary small tyres, which are perpetually collecting

ironmongery from the road. The sealing is so prompt
and complete that one remains unaware of the jjuncture
until one notices a projecting nail at a stoppage, or
detects a hole when examining the dismounted cover
later on. If there is any loss of pressure during the
sealing process, it is too slight to be noticeable except
to in.struments.

Views.
''

colleague " Friar John " started a hare which
should prove full of running when he asked for
the finest prospect in Great Britain. I suppose

he is ruling out scenes which depend on the temporary
camouflage of fog, moonlight, and other auxiliaries?
If not, even Trafalgar Square or Euston Station can
be impressive under certain conditions, and Mr. Joseph
Penuell's pencil could make the interior of a steel works
look beautiful. However, I will make three serious

contributions to his list. The pass of Brander, running
down to Oban, deserves a vote, especially in certain

lights. The prospect from
the top of Blagdon Hill,

between Taunton a n d
Honiton, is always worth
a visit. On the crossing of
Dartmoor f'om Moreton
to Tavistock there are

some gorgeous panoramas,
probably at their best as

dusk comes on in summer,
or when a heavy covering

of snow brings up grey
shadows diversified with
the vivid green of the

grass edging the moorland
brooks. I would warn
anybody who wishes to

sample the view from the

summit of Applecross
which is recommended
that they should take a

tent with them, and
rations for a week ; for

the view obtainable on
three of my visits can be
reproduced cheaply at

home by dipping a linen

sheet in the bath, and
wrapping cue's head in

it. Furthermore, n o

„i I
1 , .•<

1 J- . •
,

• motor cycle will quite
ttle-known and beauahil districl in

, , i •

the Six Days' Trials, and later to go where the best views

team trial. are.
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WITHOUT doing too

much adventuring

along bad surfaces

and up almost impossible

gradients, there is a vast -deal

to^ be seen and enjoyed in

Yorkshire that is missed

and unsuspected by those

who only see the , county

when they dash through it

in the wild Whitsun run to

Edinburgh.
Richmond in Swaledale

was our starting point.

There is^ little to say

about Richmond that has

not been said. The castle,

eleventh - century work
chiefly, is noteworthy in that

King Arthur and his

knights of the Round
Table sle&p in a cave be-

neath the keep, a fact not

generally known. Years
ago, someone actually found
his way into the cave, after partaking of quantities of

a strange brown decoction of malt bittered with hops
and known locally as " stingo." He seems to have

lost his nerve momentarily and fled as the knights

awakened. For years after, until his death in fact,

he searched for the lost entrance, but never again found
the narrow passage leading to the cave, nor did the

townsfolk, wLd sought it diligently for years after old

Potter Thomson had gone to rest. Even to-day the

children spend hours every fine day in paddling in the

Swale and scrambling up the castle hill, searching

for King Arthur's cave.

We visited St. Mary's church (to see the fine old

carving removed centuries

ago from Easby Abbey)
and also Holy Trinity,

where you can buy beef-

steak or tobacco, as the

church has been turned into

shops. The bells, however,

still hang in the tower and
ring reveille and curfew
every day in the year. We
also rode to see the Grey
Friar's Tower, all that re-

mains of a huge building
erected by the Franciscans
in 1258.

The ten or eleven miles
to Reeth are said to form
the most beautiful road in

England. There is a cer-

tain local prejudice evident
in the statement, but, still,

A Motor Cyclist's .Week-end in the

Yorkshire Dales: History and Legend
of an Interesting District.

By G. BASIL BARHAM, C.E.

Illustrated by F. HAMMERSLEY BALL, R.A.

Picturesque falls near Bainbridge, near wlilch are pools famous for

their tiout.

the scenery is not only

charming but also impres-

sive, just as is the .approach

to Torrington, the first view

of Ulleswater, and the

North End Road, Fulham.

on a Saturday night. Just

after leaving Richmond one

passes through Grinton.

where' stands Swale Hall,

the first place in Yorkshire

«"here a' cup of tea was
made. It is said that^the

man who drank it went out

in desperation and invented

Yorkshire stingo.

There is little to see at

Reeth except the old lead

v.orkings. The district

seems heavy with lead ore

and no doubt when road

transport is improved,it may
pay to re-open the numerous
abandoned mines. From
Reeth, to Muker, nine miles

of indifferent road lead through Helaugh, where a

number of lead mines were once worked ; a horn used to

be blown here at night to call home the Swaledale

cattle from the reach of wandering wolves and lawless

metf. From Muker, of course, we had to try Butter-

tubs Pass, which a few years ago was one of the wildest

and least-known highways in England. Originally

the ancient Neolithic military road between Swaledale

and Wensleydale, it was once of great importance.

We found the surface badly worn, and the gradient,

although not steep, was trying.

The view from the top of Buttertubs—by the way,

don't believe that guide book yarn about the name
having been given to the

hill because those curious

round pits at the top look

like buttertubs ; they don't,

and never did, and the

name was given to the pass

when people didn't know
how to make tubs, but

carted their butter round in

skins !—is certainly very

fine ; one looks over ap-

parently scores of miles of

hills and dales, with a

wonderful blue haze colour-

ing every valley and a thou-

sand jewels sparkling in the

sunlight as it touches the

millions of tiny rills,

springs and streams. ' And
when the beauty of the

countryside has been ab-
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' Perhaps ihe most forbidding looking rum in England,' Boiton Castle, in picturesque Wensleydaie.

sorbed, it is a short run down into the old-world

village of Hawes, where a lunch of country bread,

milk with a sort of yellow scum on top, and Wensley-

daie cheese may be enjoyed.

When in Hawes, Hardaw Force, a waterfall with

a drop of too feet and which, I should say, would
provide the district with electric light were it properly

taken in hand, must not be missed. At present it is

a bathing place for elves and fairies, which dash in

and out of the blinding spray and wonder why motor
cyclists' hands are not so clean as could be desired.

Near here is the Green Dragon, where there is bread
and yellow butter and pale cheese and a quaint-look-

ing, frothy, brownish liquid !

A Stone Age Road.

We turned sharp to the left at Hawes, up Scar
Head, past Gayle, and on until a lane from the left

joined our road. About 700 yards from here a green
road crosses the track ; this is a pathway of immense
age, made by the Stone Age men thousands of years
before the Romans came, and leads on the right to

Arkholme and the sea. We turned along it to the
left (there are a couple of awkward corners here, a

right and left turn) to Marsett and on to Carr End.
Here is the Devil's kingdom.
On the right is Semmerwater, which is no ordinary

lake. On the contrary, it is a judgment, a cataclysm,

a—well, if you go along the bank until you come to

Curlew Stone you will see where the Devil sat and
rocked in paroxysms ' of mirth as the wicked city of

Semmer crumbled before his eyes-and the rising waters

drowned the land. Semmer was a busy town where

they did " nowt for nowt for nobody," and when a

saintly visitor came to them asking alms they drove

him empty away. One man— I hate to tell this story,

but perhaps he was a Lancashire man—stole the holy

mendicant's cloak ! On the other side of the city

lived a poor man from Surrey or Kent or Middlesex,

and he gave the saint bread and butter and
cheese and a nice cold drink of water. So, as a

reward, the saint told him to save himself as the city

was to be drowned. And drowned it was, too,

before morning, and as the Essex or Bucks man, or

w:herever he came from, hurried away, he heard the

raucous laughter of the Devil and the shrieks of

hundreds of drowning people. Probably there is

some truth in the Semmerwater legend ; some Celtic
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By Becks and Broad Acres.—
or Neolithic settlement may have been swept away by

the bursting of a mountain reservoir when the lake

was formed.

At the end of the lake the road crosses the Bain,

just the place for trout, and goes on to Low and High
Blean, where the view of the lake is nothing short of

superb, and then turns sharp right and back along

the other side of the river to Askrigg. Bainbridge,

said to be the Bracchium of the Romans, is passed,

and at Brough and Addleburgh hills are two camps
said to be Roman. We did not climb to see, but

incidentally about 90 per cent, of the camps in

this country that are said to be Roman turn out on
examination to be British camps of the Bronze or

late Stone Age. Incidentally, there is a chest of

gold lying about in this neighbourhood. The story

is trimmed with witches and goblins, but there is some
truth in it, as in most old legends. The basis of this

story is that the paymaster of the Ninth Legion, com-
ing to pay the troops at Bracchium, was ambushed by

Celtic insurgents.

An Askrigg Legend.

Bainbridge is an unattractive town, so we went on
to Askrigg, where a few years ago they made almost

all the Yorkshire cheese. The stock story about Ask-
rigg is that a drunken man, returning home late at
night, fell into an open grave in the churchyard.

Next morning he was awakened by the Bainbridge
horn, which is blown summer and winter every morn-
ing at six o'clock, and which he took to be Gabriel's

call. He looked round; the churchyard was per-
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fectly still. " Only me? " he queried to himself.
" Well, this is a shocking poor show for Wenslev-

dale."

Instead of going on to Newbiggin, there is a turn

along a narrow lane to the right, past Nappa Scar and
V/oodhall. This lane leads to Aysgarth, on the main
road from Northallerton to Sedburgh, and things

that are not to be missed are Aysgarth Falls and the

High and Middle Force, as they are called. Aysgarth

Bridge is, to my mind, tlie beauty spot of Yorkshire.

In the Heart of Wensleydale.
Here is the heart of Wensleydale, the most

picturesque of all the dales, and past Wensley is

Bolton Castle, perhaps the most forbidding looking

ruin in England, haunted by all the evil of the past.

To look at it makes one shudder, and we ran from
Bolton on the moorland path to Redmire moor, and
there along the green road to Broomber Rigg and left

to Leyburn. From here a tolerably good road leads

past the old Stone Age fort of Maiden Castle to

Reeth once more, but this time we ran straight on up
the hill to Arkleton and Booze, or, rather, we would
have gone to Booze had we not kept straight on at

Langthwaite. Having made the mistake we kept on,

and at the fork of the road turned right to Arken-
garthdale. This leads into the main road, which we
followed to Bowes, where Dotheboys Hall, Bowes
Castle (which is a small ruined Norman affair), and
a shop or two are the chief objects of interest, ^\'est-

ward stretches the wild road through Brough to Car-

lisle, or—if you have a pillion passenger—to Gretna
Green. But the story of our run ends at Bowes,
which was our temporary destination.

DO NOT BLAME THE POLICE.
Attention to Mechanical Details No More Important than Attention to Legal Requirements

THERE is no doubt that attention to detail

results in success in all branches of life. The
.careful motor cyclist knows that if he looks

thoroughly over his machine, keeps it clean, and
makes adjustments where these are required, he will

be trouble-free on the road. But, often, he is not

so punctilious in his regard for the minor points of

the law respecting motor cycles.

Fortunately, at the present time prosecutions for

exceeding the speed limit are few and far between,

but there is police activity in other directions. It is

the policeman's duty to see that the law, such as it

is, is carried out, and if the man in blue has been

hampered in one direction it is pretty obvious that

he will break out in another, and that is why there

are continuous prosecutions for such details as in-

correctly lettered number plates. At other times the

pillion rider unwittingly obscures the number plate,

and this is a heinous crime in the eyes of the authori-

ties. Absence of a brake is another, and noisiness is

almost most serious of all.

Before TaKing to the Road.

These little details may seem quite trifling in the

eyes of the motor cycling public, but if they are

neglected trouble is sure to follow, and it is up to the

motor cyclist to see that his machine conforms to the

law before he takes it out on the road.

The correct dimensions for number plates, etc.,

were published in The Motor Cycle of July 13th

(page 65).

It is pretty general knowledge that every motor
cycle must have two independent brakes, and it is

clearly the duty of the motor cyclist to see that his

machine is thus equipped.

Noise the Deciding Factor.

So far as the silencer regulations are concerned,

noise is a more important factor than silencer design.

According to the law the exhaust must first pass

through an expansion chamber. Probably a long,

straight-through exhaust pipe is an expansion chamber^

but as there is usually great difficulty in persuading a

policeman or bench of magistrates that this is so it

is obviously not wise to proceed along the highway
with an exhaust pipe of a design which simply asks

to be considered as a contravention of the regulation.

If attention to these details is observed we shall

hear a great deal less of the annoying prosecutions of

motor cyclists which have lately been so common.

19
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Motorised bicyles in French trials. (Left) Three Griffons on a hill near Paris : these

machines are fitted with two-stroke Sicam engines. (Right) A trio of Alcyon
machines in the same trial.

FRANCE is devoting a lot of attention at tlie

present time to the question of motor-propelled

bicycles, there being on the market not less than

thirty different makes of these diminutive engines,

while several thousands of them must be in use.

Motor-assisted bicycles do not appear to have been

taken up to any great extent for touring, notwithstand-

ing various competitions intended to popularise thenj

for this purpose, but they are being used widely for

utility purposes. To give a few local instances : having

to call in the plumber the other day, he appeared on

a motor-assisted bicycle, with his tool kit on the carrier.

Convenience and
Handiness.

He maintained that for

his short but frequent runs

this type of machine was
more convenient, as well as _

cheaper, than a full-sized

motor cycle with sidecar.

The gas inspector buzzed
up not many days after-

wards Avith a - tiny two-

stroke attached to a bicycle,

and the village priest can
be seen going round the

district any day on a
similar type of machine.
The authority responsible

for the control of motor
cycle sporting events in

France defines a motor-
A detailed view of the Voisin Fly. The two-stroke engine is

suspended from the seat lug and rear forks.

assisted bicycle as a two-wheeler which can
be piopelled by its rider, fitted with an

engine of not more than 125 c.c. , and
having demountable tyres of not less than

35 mm, section. Very few makers, how^
ever, have found it necessary to adopt the

maximum piston displacement allowed

under this definition; the smallest machine,

on the market, the Micromoteur, is only

63 c.c, while the average size is between

90 and 95 c.c.

Motor Attachments.
Although the term "motor assisted bicycle" has

been used in a general sense, there are really two

distinct classes under this heading. A few firms sell

an engine which they maintain can be attached to any

bicycle in a few minutes without altering the machine

in any Avay. The best-known machine in this class is

the Cyclotracteur, which is made by one of the biggest

taxicab companies in Paris. The engine is a tw^o-

stroke of 50 x 55 mm. (108 c.c), which is mounted on

the front forks of the bicycle and drives by friction

pulley on to the
,
front tyre. The small petrol

tank is secured by clips to the handle-bars, and

the weight of the entire equipment is between 24
and 25 db.

The makers of the tiny

Micromoteur have deliber-

ately kept their engine size

down to 46 X 38 mm. bore

and stroke {(^2, c.c), in

order to secure low w'eight

and make it possible to fit

the little engine to any good

bicycle without fear of

breakage. They claim that

with this small engine they

can maintain \ h.p., which
is a higher power than the

average cyclist can develop,

and is quite sufficient tc

propel the machine at a

good speed over all kinds

323
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French Motorised Bicycles.—
of roads. In the matter of ease of

attachment, this is undoubtedly the

most satisfactory unit on tlie French
market, for in competitions the little

power plant has been taken off the

cycle and then replaced in 13m. 55s.

This, of course, was done by a rider

very well acquainted with the me-
chanism, and the bicycle and engine

were adapted to one another. The
Micromoteur assembly, however, is so

compact and so well laid out that it

ought to be adaptable to the average

bicycle in half an hour. The only

change that might be necessary would
be the removal of the forward exten-

sion of the front mudguard. As with

the Cyclomoteur, the drive is by

direct friction to the front tyre, but it

is distinctive in having what is de-

scribed as a " squirrel cage " type of

roller and a complete spring mount-
ing of the engine.

T^vo-StroKes Predominate.

It is worth noting that the two-

stroke engine is nearly always used

for these lightweight machines. Indeed, the only ex-

ception appears to be the Anzani of 40 x 60 mm.
bore and stroke (76 c.c), designed for application to

an ordinary bicycle. Some changes are necessary in

the bicycle, however, for the engine is clipped in the

frame to the saddle tube and transmits its power
through reducing gears to a sprocket on the outside

of the crank case. The driving chain runs round this

sprocket, around the free wheel and over the bracket

chain wheel. This, of course, calls for a chain of

greater length than is required on a push bicycle ; ten-

sion can be easily maintained on this chain by raising

the entire engine slightly in the frame.

Many French makers appear to be convinced that

attempts to lit an engine

to an ordinary bicycle are

doomed to failure. The ||KW The Cyclette,

leading objection raised ^B^. v'^\Ai has a

against the separate at- ^S^^^ geared down

tachment is the unsuit jfli^K "^"T'c^ ?f^^
,1 ,. r ,1 .1 flHHni ^'1° anaX drive

able position of the niier. .^PHhIH bv belt

The smallest of France's many diminutive

engines. It has a capacity of only 63 c.c.

and is known as the Micromoteur.
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who has to be placed high on a bicycle

in order to get efficiency. When pro-

vided with an engine which will pro-

pel the machine under practically all

conditions, there is every advantage in

placing the rider as low as possible,

in order to give him comfort and
safety, but this cannot be done with

the ordinary bicycle frame. Bicycle

tyres are often found to be too small

when an engine is added and the

average speed is increased by at least

25 per cent. There is a tendency to-

overload after an engine has been

fitted by adding a bigger saddle, a

spring fork, a carrier and accessories,

all of whidh, in conjunction with the

increased speed, tends to stress the

bicycle beyond reasonable limits.

True Miniature Motor Cycles.

Because of this, several makers

have adopted a modified type of

bicycle, designed with the know-

ledge that it will more often be pro-

pelled by a petrol engine than by man
power. It would be hardly correct to

call these machines motor cycles as

the term is generally understood. They are bicycles

with lower and heavier frames, , spring forks, bigger

and more comfortable saddles, bigger section tyres,

and possibly with a permanent pulley or belt drive.

With the engine in position they do not usually scale

more than 851b., and if the engine is removed, which

is a matter of thirty minutes at the outside, they can

be used as push bicycles.

A good example of this class of. machine is the

Griffon, which is a strengthened bicycle with spring

forks, fitted with the Sicam two-stroke engine ot

50x50 mrn. bore and stroke (98 c.c). This engine

has an external flywheel, chain drive to a countershaft,

and V belt drive to the rear wheel. With three-

quarters O'f a gallon of

petrol in the tank it

weighs 831b.

Alcyon, another pro- 1^''' ^ feature

minent French cycle ' '••j|\
°f'^^P™'

firm, has a very similar
ig. Agft [he method

type of machine made i^^HH^^B of trans-
mitting the

power by
belt and
then by
gearing.

^';

28
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French Motorised Bicycles.—
with both a closed and an open type of frame. Inci-

dentally, the open frame seems to be more often found

in the hands of country priests than of ladies. The
engine used on the Alcyon is a 50x50 mm- (98 c.c.)

two-stroke, which transmits its powxr by an enclosed

chain to a countershaft, then by an open chain to the

rear wdieel. With spring forks, a comfortable saddle,

and tank filled, its weight is practically the same as

that of the Griffon.

Engines Similar ; Transmissions Vary.

The interest of these little machines more often lies

in the method of transmitting the power to the wheel

than in the engine; indeed, the same engine can often

be found on several machines with different systems

of transmitting the power. On the Propulcycle a

belt is used from the engine shaft to a pulley on the

rear fork, this pulley having combined wTth it a pinion

which engages with a larger diameter gear wheel

secured to the rear wheel spokes. On the Cyclette

the first reduction is obtained by a chain inside the

rngine housing, and the final and greater reduction by

the belt drive to the rear wheel, a low gear being thus

obtained without employing a diminutive pulley.

Friction Drive.

Voisin, the well-known car and aeroplane builder,

has quite a distinctive type of motor-propelled bicycle

designated the Motor Fly. The rear wheel of the

bicycle is replaced by a special disc wheel equipped
with a broad-faced pulley. A small two-stroke engine

is suspended from the saddle tube and from the rear

forks in such a way that a geared-down driving pulley

is brought in frictional contact with the big-diameter

pulley on the wheel. The frame and the front portion

of the bicycle are not changed.

It might be imagined, in view of the growing popu-
larity of motor-assisted bicycles, that scooters would
also find favour. This, however, is not the case.

Tliere have been several attempts to popularise

scooters, but the French, public, which is not at all

easily convertible to novelties, has never seen in

them anything more than a passing fad. The idea,

however, of converting a bicycle into a motor cycle,

or of having a motor cycle which can be used as a

pedal cycle on occasion, is finding more and more
favour among the four-and-a-half million cyclists of

France, and this type of machine promises to be-

come quite an important factor in French motor cycle

circles.

INHERENTLY NOISY SILENCERS.
Hard Metals Unsuitable for Exhaust Pipes and Expansion Chambers.

SO much has already been w'ritten on the subject of

silencers for motor cycle engines that at first sight

it would appear that every point in connection

with the subject has been discussed and thrashed out

on many occasions and that there w^as nothing more
which could be said on this important topic.

This is partly true, and much ink has undoubtedly
been spilt in describing, explaining, designing, and
arguing about the various silencing systems at present

fitted to our machines, but there is another and very

important aspect of this subject which has received little

attention.

So far, discussion has centred round the advantages

and disadvantages of expansion chambers, baffle plates,
" straight through " pipes, and so forth, but very little

attention has been paid to the materials of which these

I'omfKonents are made, and that this is important can
quickly be proved by one or two extremely simple

experiments.

Cost the Deciding Factor.

As a riile, cost is the deciding factor which deter-

mines the material selected, and for this reason cold-

drawn steel tubing is almost invariably used for the

exliaust pipes, whilst mild steel sheet is employed in

the construction of by far the greater majority of ex-

pansion chambers. It is now a commonly accepted fact

that by using a sufficiently large expansion chamber,
together with an extension pipe of small bore, a satis-

factory degree of silence can be obtained at the expense
of a slight loss of efficiency ; but is such a bulky system
absolutely essential? By making silencers of other

16

material than cold-drawn steel, greatly increased

degrees of silence can be obtained, because in many
cases the " ring " of this hard vibrating metal accen-

tuates the noise of the explosion.

The Advantage of Annealing.

If cold-drawn steel tubing be thoroughly annealed,

it will be found that a much more pleasant and alto-
~

gether more mellow^ exhaust note will result. In the

same way, the ordinary copper piping is hard, and

produces an unpleasant crack, but if it be thoroughly

annealed by heating it to a dull red heat for 20-30

minutes and cooling in air, a pleasant mellow note will

result. So many aluminium alloys reharden after

annealing that this method is not practicable, and there-

fore these alloys are unsuitable for the manufacture of

silencers from this point of view. Arguing on this

basis, soft lead should be one of the best metals for

silencers, and although it is, of course, totally unsuit-

able because of its softness and weight, yet a very

interesting and instructive experiment, to those who
have the facilities and time to perform it, is to try the

effect of a straight-through lead pipe, and it is found

that it effectively deadens the exhaust note of an engine

which is extremely noisy with the usual steel tube pipe.

It is, of course, needless to say that the pipe will socJn

melt, and so the experiment is only a short one.

It can be said, therefore, that if silencers were con-

structed of well annealed copper instead of hard

steel, or some other non-resonant material, a decided

improvement in effectiveness would result.

Kemist.
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STUDYING OVERSEAS CONDITIONS.
An Interesting Interview with Mr. George Stevens on his Return from a 42,000 Mile Tour.

AFTER an eight months' tour, touch-
ing India, Ceylon, Australia, New
Zealand, and South Africa, Mr.

George Stevens, of A.J. S. fame, has re-

turned to Wolverhampton looking very
much better in general health, and full

of interesting information which will be
of extreme value to the motor cycle

trade.

In his journeyings Mr. Stevens cal-

culates that he has travelled approxim-
ately 42,000 miles, exclusive Of I'oad

travel. After touching at Bombay and
Columbo, he visited the following towns
in Australia: Perth, Adelaide, Mel-
bourne, . Sydney, and Brisbane; in New
Zealand : Auckland, Napier, Wellington,
Christchurch, Timaru, Dunedin, and In-

vercargill ; in South Africa : Durban,
Johannesburg, Pretoria, and Capetown.

Price the Goveraing Factor.

From a short interview with him imme-
diately' on his return we formed the con-

clusion that he took a most broadminded
view of general conditions, and was pre-

pared to see the good points of com-
petitive articles just as readily as the ad-

vantages of his own make of machine.

He emphasised the fact that in overseas
lands price is quite naturally a govern-
ing factor, but that the Australian and
New Zealander have a leaning towards
British machines, although the prices of

these are so very much higher than that

of their American rivals that they have
but little chance of popularity.

The road conditions are such that Mr.
Stevens is not hopeful of the outlook for

the medium-powered machine, holding
that a big twin is necessary outside the

towns, but that there is a good chance
for lightweights in and near the big

cities. The difficulties encountered by
British manufacturers during the war
are not realised in Australia, nor is there

much keen interest in British competi-
tions, even the Tourist Trophy Races be-

ing watched with comparatively little in-

Mr. George Stevens.

terest. In New Zealand he found a

rather more distinct leaning towards
British machines, and the fact that there
are many good arterial roads in this

country increases the chances of the
medium-weight machine so common in the
British Isles. The roads in Australia and
parts of New Zealand are such that it is

impossible to attain in comfort a speed of

30 miles an hour for more than a minute
or so ; therefore a cool running engine
with a low top gear is essential.

Mr. Stevens pointed out that overseas

trade is improving, and that now is the

moment to make a push for this trade.

He is convinced lihat much can be done to

improve the British motor cycle trade if

manufacturers in this country will get

together and make a serious effort. As
he points out, it is necessary to produce
in quantities to produce cheaply. To pro-

duce in quantities one must have a

market, and there is an ample market
overseas for the right type of machine.
It will be necessary, however, to ensure
the co-operation of specialist manufac-
turers so that prices may be reduced to

a reasonable minimum. For the overseas
market many refinements, considered in

this country almost as necessities, may
be omitted. For instance, such luxuries
as sidecar windscreens, detachable wheels,
full chain cases, etc., are not appreciated,
and much money might be saved on such
details.

When queried as to necessary altera-

tions in British machines, Mr. Stevens in-

formed us that there is an almost uni-

versal demand for twist grip controls', a
considerably smaller demand for hinged
footboards, and not once did he meet with
a request for spring frame machines.
With regard to the difference between the
American and British trades, he clearly

pointed out that American motor cycle

manufacturers rely almost entirely on ex-

port trade to keep their factories busy,
whereas the British manufacturer depends
on the home trade, and looks upon the
overseas trade as a side line. This he
considers is a great mistake, since by
cultivating the enormous overseas market
it would be possible to increase produc-
tion and lower export prices, and thus
make a steadier demand.

Possibilities in South Africa.

South Africa is only a 17 days' iourney
away from this country, and Mr. Stevens
is convinced that it would well repay
British manufacturers to take a trip to

that country in order to study typical

overseas conditions at first hand. Though
previously he always made a point of try-

ing to understand overseas requirements,
he now frankly confesses that he knew
nothing of the matter until he had had
personal experience, and he believes that
it more manufacturers were to take the
opportunity of obtaining first-hand evi-

dence, there is no reason why the British
motor cycle trade should not regain its

ascendency overseas. In South Africa,

also, the British manufacturer is at an
advantage, since freight charges are in

our favour.

O.H.Y. NORTON LIGHTWEIGHT.
Advance Details of a New 250 c.c. Model with a Possible Speed of 70 m p.h.

FOR some time past it has been known
to a select few that the famous house
of Norton was likely to produce a

small engine for next year. We are now
permitted to divulge the main features of

the new machine, though at the present
moment it is not completed.
The 250 c.c. engine (53 x 80 mm.) is a

beautiful piece of design, following the
lines of the overhead valve racing Norton.
Both cylinder and detachable head are very
thick in the wall, and are well ribbed
for cooling purposes. Overhead valves are
set at approximately 45° to the vertical,

the port design being excellent. These
valves are operated by push rods through
overhead rockers, and the reciprocating
weight of the push rods is looked after

a 26

by return springs. Two lings (probably in

one groove) will be fitted to the aluminium
piston and a very large light gudgeon pin
floats both in piston bosses and small end
bearing. Steel stampings, each forming a,

flywheel and crank axle, are employed in

the crankshaft construction, the two being
united by the crank pin ; each is

mounted in ball bearings. Both cams are

carried on a common shaft, there being
only two gear wheels in the cam drive,

though rockers are interposed between
the cams and the base of the push rods.

The magneto is mounted behind the
cylinder.

The equipment of the machine itself

wiU be on generous lines. 26 x S^in.

wheels, all chain drive, internal e:^anding

brakes (front and rear) will be features,

and it is not unlikely that mechanical
lubrication will be fitted to the engine.

The frame will have a slightly curved top
tube sloping to the rear.

It is hoped that the sports model will

exceed 70 miles an hour, and it is possible

that Mr. Norton will depart from his

usual practice by making two entirely

separate engines, similar in outward
appearance, but one for purely sporting

work and the other for touring.

The increase in the number of small

machines is likely to be a feature of the
forthcoming Olympia Exhibition, and the

advent of a Norton lightweight is bound
to attract a very considerable amount of

public attention.
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H. Ha

H, Le Vack, riding

New Imperial-Jap,
putting up some

in his short dis-

H. Le Vacfe.

ON the 12th inst.

a 346 c.c.

succeeded in

wonderful speeds
tance record .attempts, covering the
flying kilometre (with the wind) in

23.85 sec, a speed of 93.79 m.p.h., his

meiin time for the san^e distance covered
both ways being 26.97 sec. (83.56 m.pji.).

He also covei'ed the living* mile in

SHORT DISTANCE
RECORDS BROKEN.
New Imperial-Jap and Trump-Jap
Successes. Mrs. Janson gains another

Record.
Mrs. Ja Colonel Stewart.

Kilonj
Mean

39.18 sec. (speed, 91.88 m.p.h.) ; mean. Their
43.97 sec. (81.86 m.p.h.).

Colonel Stewart, Mrs. Janson, and H.
Hall also attacked the new standing mile
and kilometre records in Classes A. and
D. on the same day, and so- fierce was
Colonel Stewart's " get-away " -on l::s

little Trump-Jap that his front wheel
leapt nearly two feet in the air, c;ni-

pletely jumping the electrical strip.

ecords were as follows :
—

Class D.
Colonel .Stewart (750 Trunip-Jap).

Mile
Mean

39.92s. 60.59 m.p.h.
38.04s. 5S.80 m.p.h.

H. Hall (750 Trunip-.Jap).
54.663. 65.86 m.p.h.
57.17s. 62.96 m.p.h.

Class A.
Colonel Slewart (250 Tnimp-.Jap).

Ki'"™ 45.73s. . 48.91 m.p.h.
-^'ean 48.07s. 46.50 m.p.h.

Mrs. Janson (250 Trump-.lap).
•^Iile 80.983. 44.45 m.p.h.

A Utility Matchless outfit marketed, without the spring frame and one or two other luxury items

at £130.

NEXT YEAR'S
MATCHLESS POLICY.

NEXT year there will be a tiiree-speed,
350 c.c, single-cylinder, all-chain
drive- Matchless, fitted with 26in. x

2^in. tyres, to be sold at about £75. The
engine will be of the high efficiency
type.

Another attractive proposition of the
1923 Matchless programme will be a £120
sidecar outfit, fitted with either a 976 c.c.

J.A.P. or 993 c.c. M.A.G. engine. This
model, of course, is already available to
the public. It has a rigid^frame, clutch,

and kick-starter, detachable wheels, and
a comfortable sidecar. Extras are spare
wheel, hood, screen, lamps, etc.

The sports model JIatchless sidecar out-

fit will be considerably improved not only
in detail, but in appearance as well. It

will possess rakish lines and will be fitted

with a "super-sports" M.A.Ct. or J.A.P.
engine. The spring frame model will be
unaltered.

CHAIN-DRIVEN RALEIGH
LIGHTWEIGHTS.

A CHAIN-DRIVEN version of the

Raleigh lightweight made its first

public appearance in the Six Days
Trials, where it acquitted itself most
creditably. Generally speaking, the new
model has been little altered as compared
with the belt-driven type.

In the engine the big end is now pro-

vided with a dipper or scoop to pick up
oil from the crank case, and an adjust

ment is made possible for the exhaust
lifter cable.

The rear brake is now ol the internal

expanding type of notably large diameter,

and a quick adjustment is embo_died.

Small sprockets have been avoided in the

transmission, 21 and 20 teeth being used
at the engine and gear bo.x respectively.

For sidecar purposes a 19t. sprocket is

supplied.

Either the 348 c.c. or the 398 c.c,

engine is now available in the chain-

driven form, and a special sidecar and a
tradesman's carrier have been designed
for the larger machine.

348 c.c. and 398 c.c. cHam-driven lightwaigSts hsv^ been added to the Raleigh prcgramme.
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*'Far from the madding crowd. " Although one may not wish to spend an entire holiday m such a quiet spot as this, the sidecar enables one to

visit the more remote and often attractive little villages within reach of the larger holiday resorts. The scene, showing two Enfield outfits, is

near Aberdovey, Wales.

"Air Cushions for Sidecars; Sidecar Screen
the Ultra-

^^UR grandmothers scorning the divans and huge
^^ Chesterfields of to-day, label us sybarites and
decadents ; they prefer a stiff-back pew to luxurious

springing, but curiously enough they love their huge

feather beds better than a mattress, evidently prefer-

ing luxury at night to luxury in the day. I have
always thought a good deal of this high-falutin

talk about our comfort-loving age to be merely white-

wash. The old folk love comfort as much as we do.

A certain grandmother loved for her candour in this

age of compromise once rode in my sidecar and said

rude things about its comfort. A while ago she saw
me blow up with a:i air pump a big jelly-like seat

and fit it in place of the ordinary spring seat. She
asked, or I ought to say she commanded, me to take

her a run, and I liave never heard the last of that

seat since. She has nothing but praise for it.

This wonderful air cushion is made by the Self

Controlled Air Cushion Co., Sale, Manchester, and it

is all that is claimed for it. It damps out road and
machine vibration to a really wonderful degree, and
transforms a badly sprung sidecar into a rideable

\ehicle, and a well-sprung sidecar into something much
better than the average car.

<t> o o- o
THE tendency in sidecar design will in the future

be towards lightness ; lighter weight sidecars and
light but scientifically designed chassis. lighter weight
means reduced running costs and fleeter machines.

s ; Weather Protection on Expensive Outfits

;

Light Chassis.

If three- or four-wheeled runabouts e\entually

usurp the big and powerful sidecar more atten-

tion will have to be given to the consti'uction of

ultra-light chassis capable of sustaining a roomy but

lightweight touring body. Davis Bros., 14, Church
Street. Rickmansworth, are undoubtedly on the right

track with their Tritube chassis, a design minus bent

tubes and malleable lugs. The chassis simply con-

sists of three straight drawn weldless steel tubes, the

rear axle actually being two inches in diameter. The
illustration shows clearly the method of supporting

the body on large coil springs. It is an admirable

design not only for sports sidecars but for high-

powered sporting machines. At present there is a lull

in the craving for lightness in touring outfits, but it

will soon be heard again and with greater insistence.

The makers, who are studying this important matter

of lightness with strength in both chassis and body

design, will benefit eventually.

o o o . o
THE variety in sidecar screens is almost bewildering.

This state of affairs is brought about because of the

many difficulties and the many methods adopted in

producing really effective protection for a sidecar pas-

senger. After 3'ears of experimenting, efficacious

screens have been made, but- the problem was a more
difiicult one than that which car designers had before

them. In a car the wind currents eddy round both

edges of the screen with more or less the same inten-
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Simplicity with strength is the keynote in the design of the Tritube

chassis, made by Davis Bros., 14, Church Street, Rickmansworth.

sity ; certainly a side wind may produce more draught,

but nothing like the draught that is deflected from the

body of the driver on to the face of the sidecar pas-

senger. The flat screen has proved almost worse than

useless. Personally I would very much rather ride in

a sidecar without a screen than in one fitted with the

flat single-piece screen.

^fany are the devices offered by manufacturers, but

the chief aim of the majority of them has been the

prevention of this irritating side draught. To combat
this deflected stream of air effectively the obvious

thing was to fit a side curtain from the flat screen to

the rear of the sidecar. But unless neatly carried out

this improvisation can spoil the appearance of an outfit.

The A.J.S. concern has, however, in its steel-framed

celluloid side curtain a particularly neat and effective

design. But it is in the adjustable celluloid combined
front and side screen where designers have shown most
originality. The following two pages will show that

all sizes and all manner of shapes are to be had
to-day. Some of them attempt no more than to break
the full impact of the wind ; others, such as the East-

ing, aim at and succeed in producing a complete protec-

tion against the most violent storm.

<> <!> -^ O
QUITE an astonishing number of comparatively ex-

pensive si-decars are still fitted with 26x2|in.
tyres, and not a few with the 26 x 2|in. size. Whilst a
few of the arguments -against the 3in. and 700 x 80 mm.
type may hold good oil solo mounts, there is none
whatever against big tyres on sidecars. The astonish-

ing difference between riding an outfit equipped with a
set of 700 X 80 mm. instead of 2|^in. tyres should be
sufficient to convince any manufacturer that the fitting

of the largest possible tyres is all to his advantage, es-

pecially as the_ improvements to our, roads are so slow
in coming.

o o <> ^>

JUST -now, due to price reductions of small cars

anticipating the price changes in sidecar outfits,

there is a good deal of discussion and comparison
going on concerning the two types. A four-wheeled
air-cooled Rover car now costs j^iSo—very little

more than ihe luxurious sidecars at to-day's price.

Car advocates instance protection from the elements,

whereas sidecar enthusiasts retort that carrying capacity

for small families, storage accommodation, and the

tax, petrol, and oil bills are all easier in the case of

the three-wheeler. This lack of weather protection is

my greatest grievance against the costly sidecar, and
curiously enough I am always mdre peevish when
driving in the rain with an elaborate machine complete
with every trimming than I am when piloting a light-

weight outfit. It is human nature, I suppose,- to envy

the owner of a little runabout who has paid but a few-

pounds more, and in some cases even less than you

have, for a machine in which he can keep completely

dry.

The sort of controversy I refer to has gone on for

years and will continue for years no doubt. Many false

prophets forecasted the early demise of the sidecar many
years ago, but it is still very much alive and giving

enjoyment to thousands of devotees. The writer per-

sonally thinks the future sidecar must be lighter and

more simple. The man who pays ;£ioo or less for a com-

plete outfit rarely bothers to make comparisons ; his

vehicle is distinctive, there is nothing that can compete

with it for economy, and with that big credit item in

his mind he tolerates the wet rides with smiles of

resignation. Nothing can ever usurp its present posi-

tion ; there, is

nothing, in men's
minds, on the

drawing-board or

in the experi-

mental w o r k-

shops at pres-

ent, that can
possibly take its

place. But one

dare not judge

so definitely the ^ sidecar air cushion made by the Self

, . ,
•* Uontroiled Air Cushion Co., bale,

Dig and ex- Manchester. This type may even'.ually

pensi\e sidecar usurp the old spring seat, for its superiority

outfit. is unquestioned.

"TRACING TROUBLES" REVISED.

THE well-known and popular handbook published

by Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor
Street, E.C., under the title of " Tracing !Motor

Cycle Troubles "—a title' which by constant reference

has been curtailed to " Tracing Troubles " by its many
users, has undoubtedly filled a definite requirement of

the motor cycle fraternity. But the motor cycle indus-

try has changed with the times and literature dealing

with the pastime must necessarily change as well. With
this object in view—that of keeping abreast of recent

developments—an entirely new and revised edition of

this little handbook has been completed and is now
obtainable at the usual price (2s. net). This is the fifth

edition, and many new features have been incorporated,

so that the motor cyclist who relies upon it to extricate

himself—or herself quite frequently nowadays—may
not be disappointed. Two pages in front of the book

are devoted to illustrating the quickest and most satis-

factory way of making use of the information it con-

tains.

b
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MODERN IDEAS IN SIDECAR SCREENS.

A glance at the illustrations

shows that the question of

wind resistance has been
very closely studied.

FOR-TO

I
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SOME EXAMPLES AT PRESENT IN FAVOUR.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and must he accompanied by the writer's name and address.

TOO MANY GOLD MEDALS?
Sir,—After reading your account of the A.C.U. Six Days

'i-'rials, I am convinced the event is as useless as the
organising body is to the averar/e motor cyclist.

I read that A , with a badly leaking tank on Brook-
lands, wins a gold medal; and now the makers claim a fine
success. If my tank leaked after six days or six months I
should be disappointed, to say the least of it.

^ breaks a valve but gets a gold medal. I quote just
two of the many examples in your report.
Mulhouse, Alsace. D. F. BRAND.

FUEL CONSUMPTION OF TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—I own a 211 c.c. Velocette (1921 model). It has not

yet been touched with a key except for decoking. I get
130 to 150 m.p.g. from it, and the B. and B. carburetter
has not even been cleaned yet, as I believe in leaving things
alone when giving satisfaction.

• Leeds. HUMPTY DUMPTY.

Sir,—As a well-satisfied AUon rider I cannot let " Old
Bill's " letter pass without comment. I purchased last spring
a 1922 model fitted with an Amac carburetter with 27 jet.

The m.p.g. was 75, so I reduced the "jet to a 25 and the
mileage increased to over 100, at which figure it still stands.
The machine also runs much better. ENN-ENN.

Retford.

Sir,—We are surprised to see the low mileages as quoted
in your Correspondence columns, because we have in this
office several spontaneous letters from people with whom we
are not even personally acquainted claiming as much as 180
miles per gallon on absolutely standard C'onnaughts.
From 130 to 150 m.p.g. is quite a common mileage, which

is borne out fay some scores of spontaneous letters from—in
some cases—novice drivers.

THE WARLAND DUAL RIM CO., LTD.

Sir,— I was very interested to read the remarks of " Old
Bill " on the fuel consumption of his machine, and I am
just as astonished to learn that he can only obtain 70 m.p.g.
I am the owner of a fine machine of the same name as my
"^nom de plume," and without special tuning am obtaining
lOo m.p.g. on short runs. On a recent tour of 364 miles last
Easter I accomplished 114 m.p.g. on the outward journey tuid
125 m.p.g. on the homeward—measured exactly by a
Bonniksen speedometer and checked by an A.A. route.
My carburetter is a B. and B. (not tuned for consump-

tion), jet number 32, petrol level slightly lowered ; average
speed (182 miles) 24 m.p.h., and on the same carburetter
setting have obtained 45 m.p.h. on the level.
Birmingham. " IVl" THREE."

Sir,—Some of your readers find two-strokes thirsty and
want the remedy. I have ridden five machines in three years.My first was a Levis, which gave 100 m.p.g and would have
given more with a smaller jet. But being a timid novice I left
the carburetter alone and put up with bad four-stroking for
six months. Two others were of a well-known engine in

b4

different makers' cycles and both bad. Now I ride a Velo-
cette and average over 150 m.p.g. I have averaged over
128 m.p.g. from the time it was new. These two good
machines are quite as powerful and reliable as the slightly

larger ones that were less satisfactory. The best machines
cost more at first, but not so much as heavy petrol bills and
numerous petrol saving devices. LEVELOCE.
Tewkesbury.

AMAZING LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Sir,—Two or three weeks ago I went from Chelmsford,

Essex, via Peterborough, Stamford, Grantham, Newark,
Selby, York, Pickering, to Scarborough in lOj' hours on my
1919 Hobart-Villiers. Coming back by exactly the same
route a fortnight later, I did the journey in 9 hours. I'he

distance is over 250 miles, and I had absolutely no trouble

at all, not even tyres. " HOBART."
Chelmsford.

Sir,
—

" Ixion " seems to suggest that only the 1922 Levises

are capable of keeping up the pace.

It is true that the 1922 models are a great improvement,
but are they so vastly superior to the old models ?

I own a 1915 211 c.c. single-geared model, on which the
only alterations from standard are a drip feed in place

of the original tap, and a Wex carburetter.

On August^ Bank Holiday Monday I returned from Heme
Bay, a distance of 75-^- miles (A.A. route), in 3 hours, i.e.,

an average speed of 25j m.p.h. The last 5 miles were through
London Bank Holiday traffic. " R.E.T."
London, S.W.ll.

Sir,—Recently I went from here (Wallasey) to Norwich
on my single-geared two-stroke. I started at 4 30 a.m. and
arrived at Norwich at 6 p.m. same day, The distance is

244 miles (I lost my way twice, which cost me eight miles
aaid some time). I used about 2^ gallons of petrol and just

over one-third of a quart of oil. Three or four times I had
to tighten the bolts of the handle-bar licence clip ; apart
from that I had no trouble whatever. Excluding stops for

food and petrol, but including time lost through losing my
way I averaged slightly over 21 m.p.h. I went at 30-35

m.p.h. for miles without stopping and the engine did not
overheat at all. One day the following week I went to

Gillingham, Kent (118 miles). Two days later I left Gilling-

ham at 5 a.m. and arrived home (Wallasey) at 7.10 p.m.,
travelling through London, Birmingham, Wolverhampton,
and Chester ; the screw holding speedometer on handle-bar
worked a bit loose, bat beyond the mere details I have men-
tioned I had no trouble at all. (Gillingham—Wallasey is

240 miles.)

Total distance=824 miles.

Petrol used = 9 gallons (£1 2s. 5d.).

Oil used= | gallon (2s. Id.).

Average cost per mile= 0.357d.
It seems to me a very good performance for a single-

geared baby two-stroke.
It is one of the little 'buses with the big heart (O.K. -

Junior). Usual disclaimer. F. TAYLOR.
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NO BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES IN CUBA.

Sir,—I noticed "A.R.H.'a " letter in your issue of

July 20th as to the British manufacturers' neglect of the

foreign and Colonial markets, and can only say that exactly

the same condition prevails in Cuba.

In Havana there are between four and five hundred
Harley-Davidsons on the road and a large number of

Indians, but I have not yet seen a single British machine,

and the average Cuban does not know that motor cycles

are manufactured in England.
This is the more to be regretted as Cuba should be a

splendid field for the lightweight or medium-powered
machine. The two American machines I have mentioned

are both rather too heavy for many riders, especially for

the middle-aged, but our choice lies between a powerful

twin and notliing, as our home manufacturers seem entirely

to have forgotten this beautiful and prosperous island.

I have no connection whatever with the motor trade my-
self, but I drive my H.-D. and sidecar evex-y day in the

year and am an enthusiastic motor cyclist. I shall be glad

to answer any inquiries if anyone cares to hear further as

to the motor cycling situation in Cuba.
Stores Department, KENXETH CARNE-EOSS.

United Kailways of Havana,
Havana, Cuba.

UNIVERSALLY JOINTED SMALL-END BEARINGS.

Sir,—In his letter on page 300 Mr. Frazer states that

he is experimenting with a luiiversally jointed little-end

bearing in his Levis engine, and I should very much like to

hear at some future date, when experiments have been com-
pleted, whether or not the type of bearing in question would
allow the piston to move round in the" cylinder and alter

the relation of the piston baffle to the transfer and exhaust
ports. . O.E.1382.

Birmingham.

[The normal type of universal joint does not permit a

relative turning movement.

—

Ed.]

THE LAST WORD IN MODERNISATION.
Sir,—Here are a few of the alterations which I made to a

1911 four-cylinder F.X. The forks were slightly shortened

and their rake increased; the frame was cut down at the

back and large tank bearers were brazed on to the middle
tube : the carrier was altered and strengthened ; a new tank
was fitted, holding over two gallons of petrol and half a

gallon of oil ; wide valenced mudguards were fitted ; foot-

operated gear change and foot boards were arranged. The
pedalling gear was utilised to work the back brake, one of

the pedal cranks being now the foot brake pedal.

The automatic inlet valves were converted to the mechani-

cal type; a Best and Lloyd mechanical pump was fitted on to

the end of the camshaft, feeding the engine with oil through
a sight drip feed on the tank. A copper exhaust manifold
was made with a straight through pipe ; the exhaust lifter

was scrapped. A Binks carburetter greatly improved the

running and consumption. A sidecar body was built

up on ash hoops, the long

pieces of wood being dark
coloured and light coloured

alternately. The two ends
are dark, the whole being -.-_^

varnished with a light body
varnish.

JJost of my knowledge of

motor' cycles and their engines
I have gathered by reading
The Motor Cycle.

I am still patiently waiting
for some concern to turn out
a sports four-cylinder about
"6-7 h.p.," with overhead
valves driven by overhead
camshaft, shaft driven, with a
3 to 1 top gear. It might in-

terest some manufacturers to
know that a four-cylind'er F.N.
(1911-12) only weighs 208 lb.

L. DESOUTTER.

SUGGESTIONS TO BRIGHTEN THE EXETER RUN.
Sir,—It was suggested after last year's run that if a

gold medal in the London-Exeter Run is to retain its old
prestige, the conditions governing this award must be con-
siderably increased in severity. As a past and prospective
participant, I venture to put forward for discussion the
following suggestions :

—

(1) The time allowance might be lessened to five minutes
from schedule, early or late. This would relieve the tedium
of the homeward journey, and put a premium upon sustained
reliability of running.

(2) The non-stop sections might well be extended, e.g.,

Chard-Honiton, and more particularly, Sidmouth-Peak, since

several failed on Peak last year but lost no marks at the
check at the top.

(3) A timed hill-climb might be included, as in the Land's
End run; but, if so, the "baby" and 250 c.c. machines
could hardly be expected to attain the same speeds as their

350 c.c. brethren. I believe that out of the si.xteen maclrines
of under 300 c.c. that were entered in the last Land's End
Trial, only " Pa," on " Pa's " Levis, managed the 15 m.p.h.
up Porlock that was expected from the " under 350 c.c.

class." In view of the increasing popularity of the 100 c.c.

per h.p. rating, would it not be fitting to have the points
of division at 300, 400, and 600 c.c. ?

In the first class there would be the " hot " 247-250 c.c.

J. A. P. and Levis machines, and such " utility " mounts as

the 293 c.c. Connaught, 292 c.c. O.K. Junior, 269 c.c. Vil-
liers, and 292 c.c. AUon ; in the second, the 349 c.c. A.J.S.
349 c.c. Raleigh, and the host of 350 c.c. J.A.P. and Black-
burne-engined makes ; in the third, or 600 c.c. class, we
should find the sports Triumphs, Sunbeams, and Douglasses,
along with " utility " models such as the 550 c.c. Triumph,
557 c.c. B.S.A., 592 c.c. Lea-Francis, and 598 c.c. Precision.
The " 4 " Norton (633) would be elbowed into another

class, but it can very well look after itself !

Lastly, might not riders of similar machines be listed to

ride together ? It would be interesting for them, for spec-

tators en route, and for pressmen to differentiate between
the performances of the outwardly similar mounts. What
do others think? FIDO.
Oxford.

FUEL CONSUMPTION OF A LUXURIOUS SIDECAR.
Sir,—As the owner of an old Clyno sidecar outfit, I have

been very pleased to see that the Clyno Company is again
a going concern,

jMy present machine is a 1916 W.D. model, which I bought
second-hand in the high price period following the war.

,

Although it had had very rough treatment and hard usage,

'

I am very satisfied with it and. think that for slogging hard
work year in and year out the Clyno productions want a

lot of beating.

I have recently concluded a holiday in Cornwall and
Devonshire from London. I covered 850 miles with only
one stoppage for a puncture. The country involved a great

deal of second gear work, the human freight was 18 stone,

luggage for two, spare wheel, and a very heavy sidecar body.

BEFORE AND AFTER. It needs neither arrowing nor ietteripg to label which is which in these

photographs of an ingenious conversion, outlined in the accompanying letter from Mr. L. Desoutter.
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i'et for the whole tour the petrol consumption was 58 miles

t,o the gallon, which I consider very good for such an
old machine. No attempt was made to save petrol.

If ever I am in a position to out the loss and get a new
machine my inclination would be for one of the new Clyno
outfits. If the necessary bank balance were available, I

should, however, be torn between this and such a light car

as the Rover. I consider a motor cycle a more sporty

vehicle to drive, and should probably always hanker after

it, even if I had a car. One thing I object to is having
to dress in special clothes for a motor cycle. The real bed-

rock consideration is, however, running expense.

I was, therefore, horrified to read in your article that the

consumption on the Clyno on your trial trip worked out

at the appalling figure of 35 miles to the gallon. Even allow-

ing for the fact that it had not been specially tuned, this

•is very high. Most machines in the hands of the average
rider lack, or soon get to lack, special tune. My present old

outfit is anything but perfect. The Rover light car does,

I believe, 45 m.p.g. The consumption on light cars appears

to be creeping down, whereas that on high-powered and
heavy but comfortable sidecar outfits steadily creeping up.

When the two approximate to the same figure, motor cycling

will lose many of its adherents. AN OLD CLYNO.
Chelsea.

Sir,—Referring to "Road Tests of New Models " dealing

with the Clyno sidecar outfit, I was particularly interested

in this article, as I am fortunate enough to possess one of the
few machines that were turned out before production ceased in

1920. I entirely agree with your contributor on most of

the points mentioned, but cannot understand his experience
with petrol consumption.

I have driven my outfit a total of 14,000 miles, and on
710 occasion has the consumption been heavier than 50 m-j^.g.

Using pure benzol with 32 (Amac) jet and Bowden extra
air, 1 have succeeded in reaching 78 m.p.g. with 3 up, and
can definitely say that the average mileage on petrol is in

the neighbourhood of 55 to 60.

I agree with your criticism of the front brake, but do not

think that you give sufficient prominence to the excellence

of the spring frame and sidecar wheel. These two points,

in my opinon, raise the outfit to a level far above any
competitor. My spring frame is untouched, and after 14,000
miles shows no sign of wear. Usual disclaimer'.

A. E. COPE.

CANCELLATION OF CLUB EVENTS.
Sir,—Mr. E. C. Gordon's complaints in your last issue

with regard to postponement and cancellation of competitions,

give rise to several interesting points.

As one who has had some slight experience or trials

organisation I cannot say that I consider it wise to run a
competition in which the minimum number of entries fixed

by the committee is not exceeded, but agree that it is

up to the organisers to notify entrants at least a week before
the date if the event is to be cancelled or postponed.
Perhaps Mr. Gordon has never been intimately connected

with the running of a competition. Few, but the people
who do these thankless tasks, realise the enormous amount
of time and labour incurred in merely selecting a 100 mile
course— not to mention money, which in most cases comes
from the pocket of the luckless official !

As a case in point, I spent four complete week-ends in

mapping out a course of 120 miles, covering no fewer than
800 miles, at my oirn expense. A lot of time was also spent
drawing up deta,ils. Two valuable trophies were put up

—

also medals. With what result ?

From a membership of over 130 only seven entries were
received, representing two committee men, three "pot-
hunters," and two bona Ude club members.! Two offers of
assistance were received, for a course on which at least
twenty observers were required.
Now, would Mr. Gordon, as a member of this particular

organising committee, carry this trial through, as he advises
in his letter? Would he be prepared for a beggarly seven
entries (one or two of which might well be non-starters !)

to "arrow" a course of 120 miles, or try to persuade twenty
unwilling people to act as observers, etc., miles from any-
where, and do all the other " little " jobs which fall to the
lot of a trials organiser? I think not I
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Mr. Gordon states that by running an event, however
small the entry, it shows " consideration for the entrants."
Now that is just the average club member's view ! He con-
siders himself, and his own convenience always—going " full

throttle " to see what he can ^et out of the club, not what he
can put in. What consideration do the officials of any club
get—usually busy men who give up all their leisure for the
benefit of others?. None at all—not even support of the
events they have worked so hard to organise !

It is useless to say " to run an event . . . and avoid an
event of that nature in the future," as I fear in the majority
of clubs ideas would soon become exhausted ! It is also
pretty obvious that, as far as possible, the entry fees of

any one event should cover its expenses, or the club would
soon be bankrupt.
And surely a spo>-tsman could not feel very gratified to win

a trophy from a miserable six entries !

So I am convinced that unless a suflScient immber of
entries are received for a competition, it is far better to
cancel or postpone it, in the interests of the club, organisers,
and of the entrants themselves.

"FED-UP."
Hertfordshire.

DEPOSITS ON OVERHEAD VALVE STEMS.
Sir,
—"Ixion" mentions a curious experience which a

reader has had . after 1,000 miles' running with a certain
o.h.v. engine. The engine in question appears to be a four-
valve Triumph. As a lider of a similar machine I have
had the same experience and put it down to the following
cause

:

With the standard carburetter as fitted by the makers, tlie

gauze covered air intake is very close to "the saddle tube.
On a dusty day I have found the small part of the tube
opposite the air intake, is free from dust, although the rest
of the machine is covered. The dust appears to be sucked
from the tube and settles on the inlet valve stems, when,
after being moistened with the damp vapour of the gas,
it gets hardened by the heat of the engine.
In my case the deposit had to be cut off with a knife

and resembled very hard rubber or vulcanite. I have men-
tioned this particular engine simply because it happens to
have the same trouble as your other reader, who does not
state any particular machine.
Apart from this, the machine I have is splendid and would

not be given up in preference to any other make. Has
"Ixion" had this peculiar trouble with the o.h.v. Triumph
he often mentions in his weekly article? I was interested
in this article, and would like to know from other readers
if they have found any way of overcoming the trouble.

S. Wales. INTERESTED.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.
Sir,—I have read with interest the theories propounded

by various readers on the cause of the temperamental be-
haviour of the Rudge engine. Personally, I do not believe
one of your correspondents, including that almost super-man
himself, " Ixion," has yet lighted on the correct solution.

This contribution is in reply to " I.O.M.'s " letter.

My machine is a 1920 I.O.M. T.T. Rudge, but instead of
the regulation Senspray, it is fitted with a B. and B.
attached to the induction pipe by means of about a foot
of suitably bent copper piping. The air intake projects

from the near side of the machine.
This machine seems to be afflicted with the complaint

similar to that experienced by your other correspondents,
for at times it runs beautifully, at others it sulks a little,

and occasionally—very occasionally, about 50 yards in a 100
miles—^it super-Rudges, as " Ixion " terms it. Altitude
does not make any difference, for it behaves the same
whether on the moors to Appleby and Penrith or on the
main road south. One of its super-Rudging fits nearly ter-

minated in a violent ending to myself, for it occurred when
I was roimding a bend at about 20 m.p.h. Without any
warning of any kind it suddenly—in the true sense of the
word—dug out an extra 15 m.p.h. from somewhere, and I

found myself doing a slide along the grassy side of the

road.
" I.O.M." attributes the cause of this to the alternate

pumping and -suction effect on the carburetter through its
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,iii- intake being almost flush with the plane surface of the

oil tank. Now, my air intake is near to and flush with

nothing except the outside atmosphere, and still sulkiness

and super-Kudging occurs. I have no solution to offer ; but

perhaps the Rudge people themselves would contribute some-

thing towards this topic. O.P.Q.
Durham.

Sir,—I have fitted up a quart oil tin as oil tank on rear

down tube of my 292 c.c. Omega-Jap, owing to failure of

original tank, and had an aluminium tube over air intake

of B. and B. carburetter, reaching to within about I5 in.

of the oil tank ; with this arrangement my speed down a

certain gentle slope was 45 m.p.h. Recently I fitted a short

trumpet-shaped air intake, which is about 5 in. from tank.

Immediately my speed rose to 50 m.p.h. down the same
slope. This is with gauze in air intake, 26 jet, 6| : 1 gear.

H. P. BOWLER.
1E.ASY PAYMENTS.

Sir,—I regret an error made in typing out my letter that

appeared in your issue of September 7th. " Firm B requires a

deposit of ten per cent." should read " Firm B requires a

deposit of a quarter." H. G. LE MESURIER, Lt.-Col.

CLUTCH SLEEVE ADJUSTMENT DIFFICULTIES.

Sir,—Can any reader tell me how the adjustment on a

Rudg6-J\iulti clutch is made so that the V^in. end play is

obtainable in the brass sleeve? I have just fitted all new
parts, but cannot get the end play mentioned; in fact, I

cannot get any at all. J. S. 0. Sj\1ITH.

PRIVATE OWNERS IN BIG TRIALS.

Sir,—I notice in the article "Following the Blue Trail,"
" Tangent " asks, " Where were the private owners? "

I think the answer lies in the expense of such events.

During this season I have spent some £80 in supporting

some of the more prominent reliability trials, the cost of

the Six Days event worliing out at about £25.
While it is very gratifying, etc., to win gold medals on

equal terms with the trade, it cannot be expected that many
private owners will be able to shoulder this expense. Per-

sonally, after I have had a shot at the Scottish Six I shall

leave these expensive events to the trade.

In fact, in a trial like the Six Days event, the results of

which may guide the buying public, it might be better to

restrict the entries to three machines of a class from each

manufacturer. These machines would be driven by the

best drivers, and results could then be fairly compared.

Under the present system a private owner may, through
bad driving or inexperience, easily spoil the "average"
success of the particular make he rides. JIATCHY.
London.

[There is a good deal in what our correspondent says when
applied to the A.C.U. Six Days Trials; but it would be
fatal to exclude the private owner from any other event.

—Ed.]

THE IMPORTANCE OF FRONT SPRINGING.
Sir,—I have no letters of distinction after my name

but, havmg been a rider, and a reader of Tfie Motor Cycle,
for the last fifteen years, I should like to express my opinion
re springing.

I have found that the speed of a machine over a bad
road is invariably governed by the adaptability of the front
springing to absorb road shocks. The average spring forks
are, in my opinion, totally inadequate in this respect ; this
is practically admitted by spring frame enthusiasts.

I have never found the speed to be governed by vibi'ation
felt on the saddle. Most modern saddles actually have more
range of movement than the spring fork, which is always
threatening direct action to the frame over a bad road. I
maintain that, however much the rear springing, only, of
the frame is improved, it will not enable a higher speed to
be attained unless the front springing is improved jwo rata.
Both wheels should have up and down movement of at least
4in.

; then we can ride without the fear of our elbow joints
getting red-hot, and other parts of the anatomy a " plum
red colour" (with apologies to "Ixion").

H. E. CLEEVE.

4^3

COMPETING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.
Sir,—With reference to your recent paragraph under the

above title, surely to the man in the street the perforni-

auce of B. Browning on a Royal Ruby machine taken straight
from stock in completing the course in the Six Days Trials
is worthy of special notice and is, in my opinion, a better
performance than many competitors who just managed to
gain a gold medal. I think Six Days Trials with all

machines taken straight from the crate would give the
public a real test of reliability. "JUSTICE."
N. Shields.

GOGGLES FOR THE SPECTACLED RIDER.
Sir,—I would like to reply to the letter of "Awahawa-

hawoo," since the trouble he has described is very com-
mon, and I have many times had similar complaints brought
to my notice.

First of all I would recommend him to remove the
glasses and smash them. If the goggles are made for
curved or bent glasses, destroy those too. Now purchase a
pair of good-fittmg goggles with removable windows, which
do not show any "cords" or streaks across the glass. Take
these out and send them to a working optician (not an eye-

' testing spectacle supplier) and ask him to re-polish both
sides of the glasses flat and fairly parallel, then replace
them in the goggles. Your eyes will then accommodate
themselves immediately for natural vision ; trees and houses,
etc., will appear in their natural shapes too.

There is not one goggle in ten thousand fit for any one
to wear, and in consequence thousands of women and men
are continually doing permanent and increasing damage to
their eyes.

I would recommend this subject to parents who supply
these things to their children. The bad effect can be very
slight and unnoticed even by discriminating adults when
goggles are worn only for short durations at a time ; but
no less sure and certain is the result in after years.

The lamp and filament makers give us bad and unsuitable
lamps because they do not seem to trouble about the under-
lying principles of their wares, and in consequence we are

troubled with "glare." In like manner the goggle maker
knows and cares very little about the principles of vision

;

his object is to sell goggles at a cheap price. One sometimes
feels that it is almost a criminal neglect in this case.

London, N.19. ' ROVER.

SUMMARY ^OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. W. D. Riley, 141, High Street, Redcar, Yorks, com-

plains that he loaned a new spare driving chain to, a stranded

motor cyclist and that it has not been returned.

Over the nom de plume of "Interested Member," a corre-

spondent asks if the A.C.U. publishes a detailed balance-

sheet giving salaries paid to permanent members of its staff.

Various readers send us newspaper cuttings, instancing

fines for dangerous driving, etc., which in their opinion are

excessive.

nnnnnanDDnnnnpnDannnnDppnnnnDn

° Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, g
r-i Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW .TO MANAGE THEM." Q
p. Tlie standard handbook of the motor cycle. q
l-J Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. r-i" 'HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLIST-S."

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.a
O •• TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." "

' Fifth Edition. Just Fubhshed. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. ^3

D " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." ^
By " Ixio^i," ot The Motor Cvde. D

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-, By post, 5/3. Q
Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. rj

' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. q
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, ^

a
a
a
n London. Set of thtee, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

Q Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and U
p Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. D
Q With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/ro. Q
p.. Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., q
hi Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers »-«

U and Railway Bookstalls, _
D n
anDDnnDPnnDnDDnaDnnnannanDDDo
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Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham
A.C.

A hill-climb will take place at Ancel Bank
on Saturday. All the usual classes are in-

clu.ded in the programme, and a number of

BpeciaJ awards are beinc offered.

Scottish Western M.C.

Open speed trials will be held over a half-

mile course near GlasEow on Saturday next.
Twenty-four classes are included in the pro-
gramme.

Liverpool M.C.

Two important events, the Reliance Cup
'

Trial and the Liverpool-Carlisle-Liverpool
Trial, are announced for October 4th and
September 30th respectively. A large num-
heT of challenge awards will be oTjen for
competition. Entries and any communications
should be addressed to Mr. H. R. Caldwell.
14, Wood Street. Liverpool.

RedhiU and Reigate M.C.C.
Fine weather favoured the one day inter-club tenui

trial Ireld en September 10th. Of the eight teams
which attempted the very sporting 130-mile course
two only were intact at the finish. Provisional
results show that the team prize was won bv tlie
Eedhill and Eeignte team, made un as follows: —
P. Cunningham (555 P. and M. sc).
V. F. Long (976 E.xcelsinr sc).
,E. Clapham (494 Donglas).

Heaton Moor M.C.C.
A challenge trophy trial was held on Sep-

tember 3rd over a very tricky course, including
an ascent of Jenkin's Chapel Hill, Saltersford"
Solo machines of 350 c.c. and under had the
alternative of Pym's Chair, and all sidecars had
to ascend Pym's Chair only. Result:—F.
Bamford (499 SunhcamI, challenge trophy and
gold medal; H. ,\loorc (998 R. Ruby sc), silver
medal; .J. Corcoran (499 Sunbeam sc), silver
medal: F. Slack (499 Sunbeam), bronze medal.
Special Award :—Miss E. Foley (349 A.J.S.),
meritorious performance.

Peterborough M.C.C.
The club held speed trials on the Old Race-

course Road, Stamford, on a recent Thursday,
invitations being extended to the Spaldin"
and Stamford Jlotor Cycle Clubs to take pan.
in the events, and accordingly there was an
excellent entry. The contests were over a
straight, level half-mile, and some good times
resulted. A cup, presented by Captain Carnt for
annual competition, was . won by O. Collier
(492 Sunbeam), who made the fastest time of
the day at a speed ot 75 miles per hour. Silver
medals were awarded to the winner in each
class, and a certificate was given for second .

place. Results:—
Standing Starla.

Not Excrcdino ZSO c.c— (1) .J. W. Turnill (349
Royal Rubyl, 36»/5 sees.; (2) Le Bceuf (349
A.J.S.), 38% sees.; (3) E. W. Greenwood (349
A.J.S.), 39 sees.

Hot Exceeding 550 c.c— (1) O. Collier (492
Sunbeam), SlVs sees.; (2) H. Robinson (492 Sun-
beam), 321/5 sees.; (3) A. Stapleton (492 Sun-
beam), 32% sees.

Unlimited.— {!) H. Robinson (492 Sunbeam),
31>/3 sees.; (2) O. Collier (492 Sunbeam) and
G. North (496 Brough), 32y5 sees. (tie). In the
run-off Collier secured second place, his time being
30-'/5 sees.

Flying Starts.
Not Exceeding 350 c.c—(1) J. W. Turnill

(349 Royal Ruby), 28I/5 sees.; (2) Le Bceuf (349
A.J.S. ), 28% sees.; (3) G. E. Ilenson (350
Coventry Eagle), 30% sees.
Not Exceeding 550 c.c— (1) O. Collier (492

Sunbeam), 24 sees.; (2) 3. Robinson (492 Sun-
beam), 241/5 sees.; (3) G. North (496 Brough),
24% sees.

Sidecars and Three-wheelers not Exceeding
1,100 c.c— (1) H. Robinson (492 Sunbeam sc),
351/a sees. (2) O. Gaunt (976 Matchless sc),
37% sees.; (3) G. E. Ilenson (997 Indian sc ,

48% sees.

Solo Machines, Unlimited.— {\) A. Stapleton
(492 Sunbeam), 241/5 sees.; (2) H. Robinson
(492 Sunbeam), 24% sees.; (3) G. North (496
Brough), 24% sees
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Meeft*]£u& Club Events.

Sept. 21st.~

Sept. 23rd.

Se^t. 23rd.

Sept. 23rd.

Sept. 2.3rd.-

Sept. 23rd.

Sept. 23rd.-

Sepl. 23rd.-

Sept. 23rd.-

Sept. 2.3rd.-

Sept. 23rd.-

Se2it. 23rd.-

Sept. 23rd.-

Sept. 23rd.-

Sept. 23rd.

Sept. 23rd.-

Sept. 23rd.-

Sepl. 24th.-

Sept. SMh.-

Sept. 2ith.-

Sept. 24th.-

Sept. 24th.-

Sept. 24th.-

Sepl. 24th.-

Se}>t. 24th.-

Sept. 24th.-

Sept. 24th.

Sept. Sith.-

Sept. 24th.

Sept. 24th.

Sept. 24th.

Sept. 2nh.

Sept. 2Sth.

Sept. 28th.

Sept. 2Sth.

Xorfolk M.C. and L.C.C. Speed
Trials.

-Sheffield and HoVamithire M.C. and
L.C.C—ReliaWlittj Trial.

-Bristol M.C. and L.C.C—Foimula
HiU-dimb.

—Western Centre A.C.V.—IlaU-ilau
Inter-team Trial.

Ttoncasier and District M.C.C.—
Gymkhana.

-Bliddiesbrough and District M.C.—
Gi/ml-hanu.
Exeter M.C and J.CC.—Club Trial.

Coventry Triangle M.C.—Rim io

Naplxm.

Essex County and Southend A.C.—
Reliability Trial.

SoHh Wales M.C.C—Speed Trials.

Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Social
run.

Scarborough and District M.C.—
Spe^d Trials.

-Svtton Coldfield and NoHh Birmingham
A.C.—Hiil-climb.

-Scotti-ih Wesiein M.C—Open Speed
Trials.

-Macclesfield and District M.C—Hill-

climb.
-South Midland Centre A-CU.-HiU-
elimb.

Matlock and West Derbyshire M. and
M.C.C— Giimhhann.

Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Northend-r
Middlesbrough and District M.C.—
Social run.

Kelso and District M.C.C.—Social run-

Prestwich and District M.C—Soeietl

run.
-Newcastle and Northern M.C—One
Day Reliubilittj Trial.

-Wallinf/ton and District M.C. and
L.C.C—Social run.

-North Western Centre.—Inter-team
Trial.

Illcley M.C and L.C.C—Noi-elty

Competition.
-Manchester M.C.—Social ntn,
-Colne and District M.C.—Run to

York.
-Halifax and District M.C. and L.C.C.—Run to Linton Falls.

AVierton and District M.C.C—Run
to Leek,

-Leeds M.U.—Reliability Trial.

-Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Elksley.

-Reigate, Rcdhill and District M.C.C.—
Hill-elimb.

-Aberdare and District M.C.C—Speed
Trials.

-Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Visit to

B.S.A. Works.
-Worcester M.C and District M.C.C.—

Visit to A.J.S. Works.

Abesdaxe and District M.C.C.

- Brecon" Beacons is the venue of the club's annual

speed trials, arranged to take place on the 28th inst.

Oijen and closed classes for most types of machine ..

are* included In the programme, and a number of .

handsome prizes will be awai-ded.

Sunderland and District M.C.

Thirty competitors entered the sporting trial for

the Northern I^lotor Exchange Cup and the Turvey
.Shield, held recently over a 40-mile course, start-

ing from Sleights. Fifteen finished, the winnc-T

berng J. Joynson (346 Francis-Barnett), second

R. Sooon (Jowett car), and third S. Bell (490
Norton), who won the Manufacturer's' Cup and
Turvey Shield. D. Hall (249 Velocette), who
secured fourth place, was awarded a special gold

medal lor his good performance on the lowest

p<3wered machine; and a similar award was made
to the fifth man, T. W. Toovey (490 Norton sc).

Lewes and District M.C.
An average gradient of about 1 in 9 over half

a mile of winding read was chosen for the hill-

climb held on the 3rd inst. at Shar-nden. Mayfield.

300 c.c. v'Tw'O-'jTJiOKES).- 1, R. Green (249
Velocette), 451/5S.; 2, S. Dunford (225 Royal
Enfield), 49-'4s.

300 c.c. (l,lGHTVv^iGHT.s).-0. E. G. Brook (269
Verus), 45s.; 2, W. J. Hylands (269 Verus) and
R. Green- (24S Velocette), 47s.
350 c.c. (LiGHTWEiGiiTS).-1, S. Dunford (269

Verus), 34s.; 2, L. P. Greenwood (348 Royal
Ruby), 41%s.; 5, E. G. Brook (259 Verns), 4J=.',s.

500 c.c. (Solo).— 1. C. Volk (494 Douglas), 33e.;

2. R. Green (490 Norton), 34%5.
Uklimiteu (Solo).— 1," C. Volk (494 Douglas),

33=,5S. ; 2, S. Dunford (269 Verus), 34%s. ; 3, E.
Green (490 Norton), 35s.
Unlimiteu (Sidecabs).— 1, S. Dunford (490 Nor-

ton sc), 46/53.; 2, S. H. Colbourne (989 Harley-
Davidson sc), 48'-/^s.

The gold medal awarded for the fastest time of

the day was awarded to C. Volk (494 Donglas),
who covered the distance in 33 seconds, which
incidentally was only 1 second better than S.
Uuuford (269 Verus).

Central Cornwall M.C.
Beautifully fine weather prevailed at the hill

climb held recently on Greymare Hill, near
Bodmin Road, and there was a very large
attendance of motorists from all parts of the
district, the course, a measured half-mile, with
several tricky corners, being lined with spec-
tators. Fastest time of the day was credited to
R. Dyer, on a New Imperia|, in 52% sees. The
results, which have to receive the confir-mation
of the committee, were :

—
Unlimited Sidecars.^-'H.. F. Benny (499 Sun-

beam sc), 1 min. 9 sees.—walk-over.
300 c.c Solo.—ID R. Dyer (248 New ImperialC;

55% sees.; (2) J. W. Jenkin (248 Sparkbrook),
1 min. 91/5 sees.

650 c.c Sidectirs.—Jl. F. Benny (499 Sunbeam
sc), 1 min. 4% sees.—only competitor.
350 cc Solo.—ID C. G. Whitlock (349

A.J.S.), 552/5 sees.; (2) R. Dyer (248 New Im-
perial), 56 sees.

Dnlimited Solo.-il) G. R. Symons (492 Sun-
beam), 521/5 sees.; (2) H. L. C. Jennings (490
Norton), 57 sees.

500 CC.-650 c.c Solo.—ID G. R. Symons (493
Sunbeam), 53% sees..

500 cc Solo.—{l) H. Dyer (248 New Imperial),
52% sees.; (2) G. R. Symons (492 Sunbeamf,
53 sees.; (3) P. Phillips (490 Norton), 541/5 sees.
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS, ^^-rje.

Effective Lamp Conversion.

NOT being satisfied with the light from
an acetylene head-lamp converted to

electric lighting by means of a
lamp in the place of the burner, F.M.
(of Oldham) decided to remake it as a
thorough-going electric head-lamp.

A Ford head-
lamp reflector

was bought new
for 4s. 6d., and
wire (#2 in.

dia.) was put
round the edge
by - a tinsmith
for a few cop-

pers. The back
of the lamp was
domed inwards
until it touched
the reflector,

which was in-

serted from the
front, a suitable

hole for the
lamp - holder
being drilled.

JIade up. it gives a light of great

brilliance with a 6v. 8cp. gas-filled bulb,

and has the advantage of adjustable focus
by the lampholder. The lamp itself has
a 6in. front and is described by its owner
as of "make unknown."

Utilising a Ford head-lamp

reflector m a converted

acetylene lamp.

Gradient Meter.

HAVING purchased an ex-R.A.F.
clinometer, A.H.S., of Chichester,
adapted it as a motor cycle gradient

meter with very little difficulty. .One
end of the clinometer body was much
longer than necessary, and was therefore

sawn off and plugged with putty. Brass

A gradient meter made from an ex-R.A.F.
chnometer.

clips and ^m. nuts and bolts served for
attachment to the frame top tube, above
the tank. If the frame tube slopes com-
pensation may be made by modifying the
clips.

With the gradometer fixed and the
bicycle level, the " level " bubble posi-
tion was marked.- The other graduations
were then obtained by removing the
gradometer and testing it on a board on

13-14

A Selection of our Readers'
Home-made " Gadgets," with
Practical Hints on Work in

the Garage and on the Road.
a table. The board was packed up lill

the bubble came to "zero," giving level
position, whence gradients up to 1 in 4
were obtained by further packing and
the corresponding bubble positions
marked. Two coats of Robbialac gave
a good finish, and the graduations were
scratched through to the aluminium
clinometer case, showing white by con-
trast. The total cost was about 3s.

Care of Tyres.

RUB well into the tyre a mixture of

equal parts glycerine and water,
and dust over with French chalk.

This mixture makes the rubber soft and
pliable, and if applied once a month will

prevent cracking or splitting of the

rubber. I have found it extremely use-

ful on my tyres.—R.J. P.

Injection Device for Twins.
STARTING troubles, in September, at

any rate, should be independent of

gummy pistons, but our summer
weather is so arctic on occasion that an in-

jection device may be considered as an all

the-year-round necessity, especially on big

twins, which like a "^ thick " oil.

A Sheffield reader, borrowing his in-

spiration from the Zenith, fitted up a

An idea for priming big twins.

Birmingham-made twin so that petrol in

jections could be made without recourse
to loose squirts, oil cans, or bits of acety-
lene tubing. The items used were an
injection tap with swivelling delivery pipe,

a gas lamp brass Y piece, one bit of ^in.

copper pipe, and two pieces of ^in. pipe.
The tap replaced the tank drain tap, and
the remaining items were so disposed as
to bring a pipe over each cylinder com-
pression tap. To get an even flow at

both pipes the end of the shorter one is

nipped up with the pliers, while to take
the overhang weight the longer pipe is

suitably wired or taped to the lower tank
tube.

Variable Jet for a Senspray.

ALTHOUGH the Senspray carburetter

is fitted with a device which in-

creases or decreases the suction on
the jet, so giving a permanently rich or

weak mixture at will. C.B., a Glasgow
reader, found that a variable jet v^;as also

an advantage. The materials used to

construct this ,

fitment were (1)

a -i%in. screw
with a knurled
head, (2) a large

gramophone
needle, and (3) a

small piece of

coil spring to fit

over the set

screw.'

The needle
was soldered
into a .small hole
drilled to the
end of the set A simple method of trans-

screAV, and for forming a single jet car-
the latter a hole buretter to a variable type,
was tapped in

the carburetter body immediately over
the jet. Drilling the vaporiser and jet

to a loose fit for the needle completed
the job.

Preserving Appearance.

A DUTCH rider of an Indian (L.C.V.,
of The Hague) has devised the little

fitting here described in order to

protect the enamelled crank case and
chain guard from the petrol drippings
which result when the carburetter is

Protecting the enamel of the chain guard.

flooded. TheTitting is a small tapered

trough of sheet metal secured on s, small

stay held under the top crank case nut.

The further end of the gutter leads the

petrol overflow to a point behind the

engine under the tool box and between

the chain guard and oil tank.

bi5
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xrtmes to Xfgbt Xamps.
Sept. 21st .. .. 7.31 p.m

,, 23rd .

.

.. 7.27 „

25th .

.

.. 7.22 ,.

27th .

.

.. 7.18 ,

One number plate must be illuminated as above
tide Road Vehicles Registration and Licensing
Order (1921). .\ccording to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law may be lit half an hour later.

Support for the 500 Mile Race.

Owing to the initiative of Mr. C. Hol-
beach, Weybridge residents, as announced
in last week's issue, have petitioned

against the abandonment of the 500 Mile
Kace. Up to the time of writing, 420
signatures have been received.

Disabled Drivers' Rally.

Last year's rally of disabled motor
drivers is to be repeated on Saturday in

the grounds of Capt. Woolf Barnato's
house, " Ardenrun," Blindley Heath,
South Godstone. The Junior Car Club
and the Disabled Drivers' M.C. (48,

Grosvenor Square, London, W.l), are the

organisers.

A Sporting Event.

Single-gear enthusiasts are invited to

enter the third annual trial of the Levis
Athletic Club, to take place on the 30th
inst. The event is unique in that only
single-speed, direct belt drive machines
are eligible to compete. Entries should
be sent in, by September 22nd, .to Mr.
W. S. Banner, Levis Works, Stechford,
Birmingham.

Exports Steady ; Imports Down.
The statistics of our overseas trade in

motor cycles during August, as given in

the Trade and Navigation Accounts, are
chiefly remarkable for the extraordinary
fall in imports, the total value of

machines and parts coming into this

country last month being £2,959, com-
pared with £12,066 in July, £12,756 in

August, 1921, and £65,884 in August,
1920. The export figures, on the other
hand, remain comparatively steady,
£71,303 for August, against £77,901 for
July, being a not unreasonable drop at
this season of the year. Comparative
tables are appended :

—

MOTOR CYCLE EXPORTS.
1320 1921 1922

£ £ £
Value of machines 202,363 44,366 47,859
Value of parts .. 63,203 30,843 23,444

Total value .. .. 265,566 75,214 71,303
MOTOR CYCLE IMPORTS.

1920 1921 1922
£ £ £

Values of machines 51,618 1.823 714
Value of parts .. 14.266 10,933 2,245

Total value .. .. 65,884 12,756 2,959

bi6

New Danger Signals.

Road patrols of the A. A. now carry
two red flags, which may be fixed as

emergency warnings when temporary ob-
structions occur. - In a number of in-

stances they have already served to avert

possible accidents.

Appreciation of Sportsmanship.

E. C. Barton, the Matchless sidecar

driver in the Six Days Trials, who was
injured by a following sidecar near Alms
Hill, writes to' express his appreciation

of the manner in which other competitors

stayed to help at imminent risk of losing

their gold medals.

Sharing an Engine.

At the concours Lepine, an exhibition

now going on at the Champ de Mars,
Paris, originally founded for small inven-

tors, kerbstone merchants who sell in-

genious toys, and the like, there is one
exhibit of interest to motor cyclists. It

is an arrangement for attaching two
ordinary pedal bicycles together with a

small engine between them which drives

on to the back wheels of both of them
through a complicated arrangement of

univei sally jointed shafts and belting.

It is interesting but quite unpractical.

Dismount and Walk

!

Motor cyclists passing through Aycliffe,

near Darlington, should, according to a

correspondent, dismount and push their

machines past the constable on duty at a

dangerous turning there.

Chameleon Motor Vehicle.

In a Ross silence prosecution, the

offending vehicle was variously described

as a cycle car and a car. Then, in his

preparatory remarks to imposing the usual

fine, the chairman talked about the noise

of " these cycles."

Faults and How to Find Them.
Drawn up several years ago, much on

the same lines as " Tracing Motor Cycle

Troubles," the little handbook known as
" Faults and how to Find Them," which
deals with the subject from the car-

owner's point of view, has constantly been
revised and brought up to date to meet
the growing rex[uirements of our ever-

changing industrjr. The sixth edition of

this book is now published by the pro-

prietors of Tlie. Autocar (Iliffe & Sons
Ltd., of Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.G.,

at 3s. 6d. net), v/ith every section care-

fully modernised, some deleted, some
added to, and not a few entiiely new ones

embodied.

WHERE SKILL AND STRENGTH ARE NEEDED. We do mi understand that a

game of motor cycle football is to be included as a final test in the next Six Days Trials,

But there is no telling what the future holds in the way of original " tests.' This

capital speed picture, lull of life and movement, depicts a scene at a -recent

Northampton fete
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BP. ^
MOTOR • rj YVI O /HiQ
SPIRIT ii3 /IILCHJLC

Llandarcy
(W/LES)

THE great new refinery of
the Anglo-Persian Oil Com-
pany Ltd, marks the highest

development of modern refining

practice.

Here "B. P. "Motor Spirit is made from
Persian Oil—one of the richest Crude
Oils in the World — by scientific
methods which ensure to the motorist
the finest and most uniform spirit.

" B-P." is all British, It is made by a
British Company employing British
workmen and financed by British capital,

Briiish Peiroleum GH
22.FENCHimCH ST, U3NDON E,C,3

Distributing OrgaTii5ation of the

ANGLO-PERSIAN
OIL CO.

LTD.

In answering this adcerlisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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*'Motor Car Practice at Motorcycle Cost,'*
Has the rapid growth of the Small Car with comparatively tiny FOUR CYLINDER yet opened your eyes to
the many advantages of such a Power Plant and its Inevitable Development in Motor Bicycle Design ? Study
the 4-Cylinder F.N. Engine below, imagine it in a Small Car and then think what it must be like in a Motor
Bicycle. And may we remind you that we have been manufacturing a 4-Cylinder Motor Bicycle since

1905—and Shaft Drive was fitted in those days ?

F.N.
8 li.p. 4-cylinder de luxe
(see ill ustration of engine)

.

New Model, with over-
head inlet valve . . £125
Sidecar Combination with
Hood and Screen £160
2 J h.p. Standard Touring
Model A, 2-speed, kick-
starter, hand -controlled
clutch .. .. £55
3 h.p. New Model de Luxe
with overhead - valved
engine .. .. £72
Easy Terms Aryan

New and Reduced Price - £125

F.N.
Send for H andsome
Booklet and name 0!

nearest AGENT.

F.K. (England), Ltd.
Efenmo Works,

Kitnberley Road,
Willesden Lane,
LONDON, N.W.6,

Telephone . Willesden 2395

Telegtams;
"Efenmo, Brond, London.

Tht. new overheaa-valved H,N. engine o: ihe 8 h.p. ae luxe t.N. A section ol the
crankcase is cut away to show the liberal dimensions of the crankitiait and bijj ends.
Roller bearings to valve rockers. Ball bearine^s to crankshaft. Mechanical Lubrication,

upreme Tkroudioui 1922

SUCCESSES 1922
Isle of Man T.T. Light Weight—Winner and

Record Lap.

Isle of Man T.T.Junior—Winner & Record Lap.

Isle of Man T.T. Senior—Winner & Record Lap.

Isle of ManT.T.(Car$).Junior & Senior-Winners.

French Grand Prix (Motor Cycles)—Winner.

Belgian Grand Prix (Motor Cycles)—Winner.

Scottish Speed Championship (Motor Cycles).

(St Andrews, July 29.)—9 firsts out of 10
races on programme. Also 9 seconds and
10 thirds.

200 Miles Cycle Car Race, Brooldands—3rd,
4th and 5th.

A.C.U. 6 Days Reliability Trial— 70 gold

medals out of 79 awarded.

MOTOR BOATING. Open Championship of

Scotland, Clyde, September 4—Winner
and open Boat Championship Winner.

»»

For"Upper Lubrication
Has anything other than Miracle Oil ever acquired

such an astounding list of successes to its credit in

the course of a single season ?

And—what is still more rerriarkable—what other product has
ever met with such instantaneous success ?

Miracle Oil was placed on the British market for the first time
early this year.

Why is Miracle Oil so much in demand among the men that
do things ?

Miracle Oil gives efficient " upper lubrication." Do not confuse it

with petrol dopes. Get a 3/6 can (enough to treat 16 gallons of

petrol or benzole) at your garage to-day and see for yourself

The CONCORD Co., Ltd., 18, Berners St., London,W.l

A%e>\is joY Scotland

and Ireland •—
The Craigie Engineering

Co., Ltd.,

26, Ehnbank St., Glasgow.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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One Third Lorries.

Pi-actically 33 per cent, of tlie motor
vehicles on tlie road in France to-day are

lorries.

Mr. George Stevens Entertained.

On Saturday evening last Mr. C4eorge

Stevens was welcomed ba4?k from his trip

to the Antipodes by several well-known
members of the trade. The entertain-

ment took the form of a dinner at the
Midland Hotel, Birmingham, at whicii

Mr. Alec Ross presided.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

•THE AUTOCAR -—published
from the offices of THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines— is the com-
pete automobile journal embracing
smaU,medium,andlarge cars. Every
motorcyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday TtQ.

Founded in 1895, ' THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-
cessful automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is imi-
versally accepted as tlie representa-

tive British motoring journal.

H. B. Davies' Latest Win.

Howard Davies, the well-known XT.
rid^r. is now the father of a daughter.

The Three-speed Scott.

A new three-speed Scott will be on

exhibition at Olympia. The Squirrel, we
understand, will remain practically un-

altered.

Two-stroke Expert Wanted.

There is a vacancy in a prominent Bel-

gian factory for an English two-stroke

expert. The type of man required is one

who is used to speed work and tuning.

Scarborough Speed Trials.

Next Saturday's speed trials at Scar-

borough have attracted an excellent entry,

including G. Dance and several other well-

known Midlands and South Country men,
as well as Yorkshire and North Country
riders.

Lightweight Sidecar Record.

An excellent performance was recently

made at Brooklands by H. Le Vack on a
350 c.c. J.A.P. sidecar,' in accomplishing
the 10 miles (standing start) record dis-

tance at a speed of 52. (4 m.p.h. This will

be claimed as a world's record.

Motof Cycles to Carry a Rear Lamp.
At first it was thought that the pro-

posed Lights on Vehicles Bill, referred to

in our issue of the 7th inst., exempted
solo motor cycles from carrying rear
lamps. We are noAV informed by the
Ministry of Transport that this was not
intended, and that the reference " only one
lamp . . . need be carried " is applic-

able to head lights only, other vehicles
having to carry two.
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Car Prices in 1923.

According to The Atilorar, which
journal week by week chronicles price re-

ductions of 1923 model cars, 15 per cent,

represents approximately the reduction in

1923 prices.
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THE SPIRIT OF CARNIVAL.
CLUB events have a tendency to be-

come serious, earnest affair's, and a

safety-valve for members' enthu-

siasm becomes an increasing necessity.

Of the several forms of serio-comic events

the gymkhana is perhaps the most popu-

lar; certainly a better fun-provider than

a well-organised gymkhana is hard to

find.

The Birmingham M.C.C. third annual
gymkhana, held on Saturday la-st, was no
exception to the mle, and enthusiasm
ran high among all concerned. The whole
of the proceeds will go to charity.

The gymkhana was launched with a

decorated parade, which traversed the

main streets of Birmingham. The proces-

sion had a hearty reception from spec-

tators as it wended its way to the Austin
playing fields.

Motor Cycle Polo.

The opening event at the playing
fields, j)rior to the arrival of the proces-

sion, was "a motor-cycle polo match be-

tween the Birmingham University and
the Austin Works; the teams were so

well matched that after an exciting lialf-

hour's struggle no goals were scored by
either side, A large progi'amme of amus-
ing events follo^vea, including such well-

tried favourites as slow races, hairpin-

course races for solo and sidecar

machines, ohstacle 1-aces, riding the
greasy plank, and musical chairs.

POOR PROPAGANDA BUT EXCELLENT MAKE-UP, B. Dulsett caused much amuse-
ment with a sidecar faked to represent a crashed outfit, carrying damaged rider and passenger.

C3
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SCOTTISH TWO-DAY TRIAL.
Gruelling North Country Event. Worse Gales than Gradients during Run to Inverness.

The last rise of Cockbridge. A typical stretch of the route traversed on Saturday.

A dull, colourless sky, with every
promise of an easterly " har " from
the Firth of Forth, marked the

commencement at 6-30 a.m. on Saturday,

of what was to prove a most strenuous

eleven hours for the Scottish Two-Day
Trial competitors.

There were eight non-starters, seventy-

five riders checking out. Trade teams
were represented by :—Beardmore Pre-

cision; Douglas; Alexander & Co.; Sun-
beam; D. R. Engineering Co.; A.J.S.

;

Andrew Downie, Ltd. ; and Ariel. West
Fife, Grantown-on-Spey, and Cumberland
County were the club entries. A Scott

Sociable arrived just in time to check
out.

Leaving Edinburgh on a Highland trial

there is always an uninteresting stretch

of country to be crossed ; but Stirling

was soon passed, and having covered this

first easy check, mostly through a driving

drizzle, the sun shone out, and approach-
ing Sheriffmuir the competitors obtained
their first glimpse of autumn Highland
scenery.

Not so Bad as Anticipated.

The hill was expected to claim many
failures, as it was approached from a

different point from that taken in the six

days event. The difficulties of the climb
are, however, dependent on the weather,
and the surface was in excellent condi-

tion. Here it became evident that the

standard of riding was exceptionally

high; fast clean ascents were the com-
mon order, and IVIr. Campbell McGregor
(the secretary of the Edinburgh Club) be-

gan to show the first signs of anxiety

!

Clearly he had an unusually tough crowd
to deal with, and the weeding out process

was not to fulfil his expectations.

Practically all the climbs were
excellent; "but J. B. Porter (New
Gerrard) approached the corner much too

fast and fell, while an A. B.C. light oar

provided some sensation by charging a

bank of nettles at the worst corner in

order to save reversing.

Lunch was at Perth, and subse-

quently the heartbreaking work began.

The day had turned out hot, with a

following wind, so that hour after hour
it seemed like travelling in a stationary

atmosphere. Leaving Perth at 10.18, the

route lay via Blairgowrie, the Devil's

Elbow, Braemar, and Balmoral to the

next observed hill, Rinloon. From Blair-
^

gowrie it was a steady climb for an hour
and thirty minutes, constant gear

changing, while the hot air could be felt

rising in ever-increasing clouds from the

engines. The scenery, of course, was
grand, the birches and rowans on the

mountain slopes having already acquired

wonderful tints, but most of the riders

were too busily employed making light-

ning changes and pumping oil into their

engines to notice it. After seventy

minutes of cruel, slogging work the

Devil's Elbow, luckily unobserved, was

reached. Never has there been a more
remorseless test of efficiency and cooling

than this part of the trial
;
practically all

the engines were weeping and " konli-

ing." One rider had used a quart of oil in

the last 30 miles, yet his engine was not

smoking. Every one of the cars, official

and otherwise, had steam up ere the

Elbow was reached. Scarcely any of the

sidecars had an ounce in hand.
Subsequently miles of all out " blind-

ing " to make up lost time gave little

chance of cooling down, and for the low
powered sidecars it was neck or nothing.

Few had time to spare at the Braemar
check, and thereafter the trial seemed to

evolve itself into one wearying struggle

against time over appalling surfaces, by
dizzy precipices and runs for the most
part dead into the teeth of a gale.

On the Moors.

At Balmoral the Royal Standard was
flying, and shortly after, in the Highlands
proper, many interesting glimpses ~<}i deer
stalking and grouse shooting actiyitieh

M'ere obtained. The cars attached to these
were handled with much consideration for

the competitors, waiting in the heather
in the narrow roads till the long string

had passed—possibly a case of prudence
as much as anything.
On the whole, the hills claimed few

failures; On Rinloon J. W. Turner (749

Bradbury sc.) was the only failure; this

rider was unfoi-tunate. Later he ran out

c 4
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Scottish Two Day Trial.—

of oil, and finally he capsized his outfit,

buckling wheels and forks and smashing
up the sidecar body.
Cockbridge is both steep and long, but

the surface was good, and it caused
but two failures—T. Hussard (New Im-
perial) who was over-geared, and J. B.
Hichai-dson (Rover light car).

Bridge of Avon is a comparatively easy
.
dinib, straight, long, and steep, but with-
out frills on it. Only D. Kalson (James
sc.) failed to make a clean ascent, owing
to a petrol union coming unsoldered. But
tlie hills were notliing compared with the
diflioulties of combating the gale on tlie

tortuous, hilly, rutty roads. For miles on
end

^
even the heavy sidecars were " all

out," mostly on second gear.
After Bridge of Avon many of the riders

were startled to find that they still had
16 miles to go and under 25 minutes in

which to accomplish it, and the low-_
powered sidecars were again dead up
against it. The last few miles into
Grantown favom-ed everyone in making up
time, but how some of ihe riders made
up their lost time is still a mystery to
everyone.

Tea at the salubrious Highland resort
w;is heartily welcome, and everyone
thought that the backbreaking part of the
day was finished. Soon mountain roa.ls
were again the order of the day, and the
contrary wind reached its utmost fury on
the heights of Dava Jloor and along the
shores of Lochindord. Thirty miles or so
of middle gear followed, with head down,
iilinded by storms which stung like shot.
But on the last few miles into Nairn lest
Tjnie was miraculously made up.
Unquestionably one feature of the

trial was the high standard of riding

:
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After passing Cockbridge. A loose ani steep descent with one o( the many hump- backed
bridges met with on the trial.

most of the competitors were experienced
riders who knew the ways of Highland
events. At Nairn everyone thouglit that
his difficulties were over, but though the
remainder of the journey into Inverness
was by main road the fury of the gale

and the driving storms proved as trying
on this stretch as ever.

Truly may Saturday be described as

one unending fight against time and
wind. The low - powered passenger
machines were the most severely taxed,
the heavy sidecars were proportionately
better off, but the solo men had it all

their own way.

The results, which are subject to,

amendment and addition, speak well for

the 'oughness of the competitors :

Retired on Saturday—T. Hussard (New
Imperial); J. W. Turner (Bradbury sc.) ;

J. Cocker (Coventry Eagle) ; R. Spence
(Sunbeam). Lost ^Iarks on Time—Tom
Gillies (Sunbeam) ; H. Hiscock (Mor-
gan) ; W. S. C. Walker (Ariel sc);

A. ilacgillivray (Kudge).
Bright sunshine greeted the starters on

Mondaj', when all but one—a light car

driver—commenced the homeward jour-

ney to time. Inverfarigaig corkscrew,

however, caused many failures.

SPORTING TRIAL IN SURREY.
Light Car Wins the Sopwith Cup. Only Four Motor Cycle Gold Medals.

MOTOR cycles and cars competed on
equal terms in last Saturday's trial

of the Surbiton M.C. for the
Sopwith Cup ; and reversing the usual
order of things, the four-wheelers made
the better performance.
The event, which had a total entry of

48, started at the Talbot Hotel, Eipley,
and was favoured with dry if not very
sunny weather. The afternoon's route
was the morning section taken in a re-

verse direction, the whole course measur-
ing only 100 miles.

High Button was the most severe test

of the day, but only accounted for one
outright failure among the motor cycle
entry. That was J. A. Palmes (Scott-

Squirrel), who was baulked, made two

fresh attempts, and then sheared his

chain sprocket and retired. The follow-

ing required assistance : G. Baxter (Har-
lej-Davidson sc), E. A. Bridgman
(Indian sc), and J. A. Masters (Harley-

Davidson sc). E. 0. Spence, on another
Harley outfit, probably made the best

ascent of all.

Gulley Lane is not steep, but on Satur-

day it was slippery and required very
cautions negotiation. C. T. Ashby
(N.U.T.) ran into a gulley and fell

heavily, bending his handlebars. He did

not retire, however.
Near the finish Shere watersplash was

recrossed, and Alan Gruzelier (Zenith-

Bradshaw) skidded in the water and came
to a stop on the opposite bank, announc-

ing that both brakes and one cylinder

were out of action, and that he was going
to retire.

A Salmson car won the Sopwith Cup,
and a team of Salmsons won the team
prize. The awards to the motor cyclists

were as follows :

—

VoH Clip (for best iiotoi- Cycle Performance).
C. E. Taylor (Vasco).

Gold Medals.
R. B. Clark (Zenith). C. E. Taylor (Vasco),

W. Henry Wells (A.J.S. sc), F. A. Longman
(Ariel).

Silver Medals.
H. L. Wells (Norton), R. Staunton (TriumBh),

F A McNab (TrumpJap), J. Holroyd (Re.t

Acme sc), B. Fowke ( ), R. Saltmarsh (Harley-
Davidson). A. Fraser (Brougil Superior), A. S.

Guthrie (Diamondl, F. E. Salter (Zenith), F. C.
Townshend (Zenith-Bradshaw). R. Charlesworth
(Zenith sc). C. W. Johnson (Harley-Davidson),
Geo. Baxter (Harley-Davidson).

RED REAR LIGHTS IN SCOTLAND.
SEVERAL Scottish riders have been

fined on recent occasions for not
carrying red rear lights on their motor

bicycles. The exact position as regards
Scotland has been rather obscure, but the
matter of a red rear light is governed in

England by the order issued by the Local
Government Board of December 18ih,

1913. As no similar order has been issued

by the Secretary for Scotland, the matter
is regulated by the Use and Constiraction

Order, 1904.

It appears iliat the law officers for the
Crown of Scotland have issued instructions

to Procurator Fiscals that they are to en-
force, the necessity for a red light to the

rear of motor cycles until such time as

the High Court rules that such is not

necessary. The matter was debated in a

Sheriff's' court recently, and the Sheriff

took the view that the regulation is applic-

able and the motor cyclist was fined. It

appears that the chances of success on an

appeal are remote

C5
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A YORKSHIRE SCRAMBLE.

Whilst B. Crosthwaite (Edmund) and H. Smith (481 Scott Squirrel) paddled their way across this

water-splash, G. M. Townsend (355 P. and M.) passes through and shoots up the hill.

Grease, Boulders and Water in the Scott Trial. 58 Entries; 41 Starters; 27 Finishers.

ONCE again the Scott trial has been

successfully carried through in the

usual atmosphere of cheeriness and
good sportsmanship. Rain somewhat
marred the trial from a spectator's point

of view, but it takes more than a drop
of water to damp the spirit of enthusiasm
which invariably surrounds this sporting

event.
As far as competitors are concerned, a

little water more or less makes but small

difference, since the number and depth
of the water-splashes are generally

sufficient to ensure at least one wetting.

A Treacherous Surface.
Nevertheless, the grass and moorland

tracks were undoubtedly more greasy
and treacherous than usual, and this cir-

cumstance accounted for several spills.

Mostly these falls were of a minor
nature, and resulted in nothing more
serious than bent footrests and broken
mudguards, but J. S. Duxbury—one of

the Scott No. 1 team—was unfortunate
enough to damage a collar-bone near Gras-
sington^ and was forced to retire, while
M. G. A. Scalley (600 Humber) caught a

boulder and snapped his footbrake rod, in

consequence of which he slid over the side

of a hill, after surmounting Park Rash,
and rolled to the bottom. He was lucky
enough to escape with a slightly damaged
knee and bent footrests

;
pluckily he car-

ried on to a finish.

The organisers managed to include three
new water-splashes near Blubberhouses

—

all of some severity—and a nasty section

of rocky hill at Hardcastle. These, how-
ever, merely acted as a set-off against the
elimination of the Grimwith Reservoir
section, which in previous Scott trials has
been the most difficult part of the course.

As usual, there were many devices to

ensure the safe passage of the splashes,

some of w'hich were effective, though a
good rider with a knowledge of the course
is the best safeguard of the mark sheet.

Trouble Preventatives.
Long upturned inlet and exhaust pipes

were the rule, and many plugs were en-

cased in weird and wonderful coverings.

P. Pelu-son appeared on an experimental
chain-driven Dunelt, which performed
M'ell, though the rider lost time through
a jury-rigged brake rod, which bent at

awkward moments. C. ~S. Bumey had an
Ekon carburetter fitted to his B. and S.

Beardmore-Precision, and spoke highly of

the instrument.
As usual, the entry of 58 comprised a

number of Scotts, Triumphs, and Sun-
beams, and there was a sprinkling of
small machines, amongst which the little

349 CO. A.J.S. machines performed pro-
minently. Brough, Martinsyde, and
Harley-Davidson mounts represented the
larger class.

Troubles began early in the day, for
one of the late starters fell at Otley
bridge, within a few hundred yards of
the start, while within the first four miles
the number of clean sheets could be
counted on the fingers of one hand.
Dob Park watersplash was responsible

for fearful casualties in the list of 41
starters, and the best crossings which we
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observed must be credited to W. Brand
(550 Triumph), belt-driven, whose pre-

vious experience and good riding served

him well, H. Langman (532 Scott), J. C.

Thompson (678 Martinsyde), G. M.
Townsend (555 P. and JI.j, and G. Clap-'

ham (532 Scott).

Several others crossed without stopping

their engines, though the wheels were
checked momentarily by boulders in the

bed of the stream. The many failures

caused the surface of the stream to

assume an iridescent and patchy appear-

ance at frequent intervals.

Some trouble was caused by the sub-

sequent greasy climb, and F. R. Rhodes
(481 Scott Squirrel) was considerably de-

layed by water in the magneto.
Near Blubberhouses the new part of

the course, with its three splashes fol-

lowed by a fourth obstacle of a similar

nature at Hey Slack, caused repetitions

of the Dob Park performances to a greater

or less degree, according to the rider's

luck and skill. -

Since circumstances prevented the in-

clusion of the Grimwith section, times to

Burnsall were better than usual, but the

Scott crack riders had picked up well,

and looked like a winning team.

Over a Forgotten Track.

Immediately after lunch came one of
the most trying sections of the route, the
long, deserted, boulder-strewn track to the
derelict lead mines at the head of Hebden
Ghyll. Great boulders, remnants . of

rough paving, heaps of ore debris, and
water-splash after water-splash were the
obstacles.

No one could refrain from some foot

assistance. The worst splash was fol-

lowed by a stony right-angle bend, and
a l-in-3 path up a tip of mine refuse.

Although barely four miles from the

lunch control, H. Langman (Scott) was
the third arrival at this point, despite

his No. 26, and ploughed through the

mud, .water, and stones at speed. R. C.

Morris (Scott) stopped, baulking E".

Mainwaring (Scott). W. Backhouse (499

Triumph) jammed in the deep, water-

logged ruts approaching the stream. J. S.

Whitby (499 Sunbeam), J. S. Duxbury
(Scott), and G. M. Townsend (P. and M.)
came through in close order. Duxbury
was very neat, but a few miles further,

on the steep descent from Yarnbury to

Grassington, got into a guUey at speed,

fell, and damaged his left arm. D. Bew-
sher (346 Francis-Barnett) made a fine

attempt until his wheels jammed between
two boulders.

Park Rash.
Park Rash, though in comparatively

good condition, is never an easy climb,

and iew there were who could claim really

clean ascents. Star performances were
made by W. Moore (532 Scott), W.
Clough (532 Scott), H. Langman (532
Scott), and F. Dean (498 Sunbeam).
Good climbs were also made by G. M.
Townsend (555 P. and M.), W. Brand
(550 Triumph), G. Clapham (532 Scott),

who, however, skidded all over the hill,

W. Wells (498 Sunbeam), and D. Bewsher
(346 Francis-Bennett).

R. C. Morris (532 Scott) caused a

diversion by falling, his machine emitting
such clouds of smoke that a few spec-

tators thought it had caught fire.
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Myers Cup for Tr\i>e Teams,
Rcolt No. 2.

J. n. Holraes (532 Scotl).
B. C. Morris (532 Scolt).
E. Mainwaring (532 Scott).

Scott Tiiopiiy—Amateur Teams.
Sunhtaia.

.7. S. Whitby (499 Sunbeam).
W. Smith (499 Sunbeam).
W. Wells (499 Sunbeam).

Clur Team Prize.
Keiahfcit Club.

C. H. Slingsby (532 Scott).
~-»~W. MooTO (532 Scott).

G. Clapham (532 Scott).

Best Ferformance bv Trade Rider.
Laugman (532 Scott).

Consolation' Prize.
Wt Smith (499 Sunbeam), wiio went through a

wall, but made good pertcrmauces on the subse-
quent obstacles and lormed one of the winning
amateur t*am.

W. Backhouse (499 Triumph) ta.kes Jack Hill at a good speed in spite of the atrocious surface.

Just previous to the competitors' as-

cents C. P. Wood, who was not compet-
ing, made the hill look ridiculously easy

by making a clean climb with his Scott

sidecar outfit. His first attempt failed

when round the corner and over the worst

of the hill, but the second try was abso-

lutely successful, and it should be added
that his passenger was normally seated

throughout, and his lowest wear was only

9.1 to 1,

Readers should not imagine from this

that the hill is easy. Eather it should

be inferred that the performance was a

phenomenal one, rendered possible by
fine riding and a good machine.

Crossing a River.

Driving mist and rain coming down the

valleys made the conditions difficult for

competitors and observers on the lonely

tracks near Angram Reservoir.

Remarkably enough, nine or ten riders

actually crossed the 30- or 40-feet width of

the River Nidd non-stop, with the water
up to the hubs. F. Dean (499 Sunbeam),
J\I. G. A. Scalley (600 Humber), R. C.

Morris (532 Scott), E. jNIainwaring (532

Scott), H. Langman (532 Scott), J. M.
Davies (486 Scott), W. Wells (499 Sun-
beam), and F. H. Gutteridge (349

A.J.S.) made the best crossings.

On the ascent of TTie Scar, which fol-

lowed the Nidd crossing, the length was
difficult to allow observations. No hill

ever included in a trial can be likened to

it, and under the wet conditions it was a
case of everyone floundering to the
summit as best he could.

A list of the various troubles would
take too long to print, so we must con-
tent ourselves by congratulating the or-

ganisers once again and by giving a list

of provisional results as follows.

Of the 27 finishers the fastest times

over the 83-mile course were :

—

«'. Moore (532 Scott), 3h. 49m.
H. langman (532 Scott), 3h. 58m.
G. Townsend (555 P. and M.), 3h. 58m,
P. H. Gutteridee (349 A.J.S.). 41i. 5m
G. Clapham (532 Scott). 4h. 5m.

tie.

Special Prize Best Amateur.
W. Moore (532 Scott).

FoLRiGG Cup—Best Performance of Scott Rider
G. Clapham (532 Scott).

NOTES.
H. Langman, who was leading for soma

time, lost time before Park Rash with a
puncture. G. Clapham went astray near
Greenhow. W. Brand was delayed with
a broken throttle wire; and so on.

JM. J. Akam (Hat twin Brough) was
seen struggling round with a broken back
mudguard, trailing stand, dangling toot-

rests, and no carrier at all—yet he kept
going.

Aft-er a fall which delayed him three
quarters of an hour, C. S. Burney (349
Beardmore B. and S. ) restarted and com-
pleted the course about an hour behind
time.

Using a 1911-12 Scott, which has done
three Scott trials already, T. E. Oliver
discoA'ered a new cur© for a damaged
radiator. Before ascending Park Rash he
purchased a strip of sticky fly-paper in

Kettlewell and bound it round the' leak-

ing part ; the cure was successful.

Thirty-six genuine amateurs out of an
entry of fifty-eight competitors in a
thorough-going rough-riding trial is a
proof of the Yorkshire tykes' enthusiasm.

J. S. Whitby (499 Sunbeam) leaves a bow wave like a small torpedo boat.
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Activity in the Antipodes. Honour to Italian Designer.

Motor Cycle Activity in the Antipodes.
Wherever Englishmen or descendants of

Englishmen are to be found there is

plenty of motor cycle activity. Both in

Australia and New Zealand we hear of

numerous competitions and gi-eat en-

thusiasm. Nearly all the clubs in this

part of the world are affiliated to the
Auto Cycle Union of Great Britain.

New Italian Big Twin.
According to latest information the 1923

Delia Ferrera will be a twin-cylinder of

1.000 c.c, with four valves of enormous
size placed laterally in the heads. The
gear reduction will be in a gear bo.x form-

ing a unit with the crank case, and the

pinions will always be in mesh. Rear
springing will be incorporated.

An Exciting Chase.
At the Borough Court, Durban, S.A.,

a native of Mauritius was stopped by a
police constable for driving a noisy

machine. He was stated to have been
driving at 30 m.p.h., carrying three

passengers, one astride the tank and two
on the pillion. The policeman chased him
and called upon him to stop, which he did,

but just as the arm of the law came to

take particulars he let in his clutch and
escaped. The policeman apparently
mounted his motor cycle and followed

at about 40 m.p.h., but he had to give

up the chase. The motor cyclist was
eventually traced and fined £5 or 14 days
on each of two counts.

'A RADIUM BLAZE. A Durban newspaper in describing a competition, held by

the Natal M.C.C., said " The Douelas exposition of climbing with a passenger and sidecar

was a radium blaze of efficiency.' F. Zurcher won the event against bigger machines.

Next Year's Belgian Shows.
Motor cycles will be shown at the Salon

de rAutomobile, which will be held in

•Brussels from the IStb to the 24th

This is what happens when motor cycles are raced on the American board tracks built for cycle racing.

January, 1923. On the following month
there is the Third Belgian Motor Cycle
and Cycle Show, to be held at the Palais

D'Egmont from February 24th to March
7th.

Honour to Italian Designer.
After the wonderful success of the

Garelli in the Fl-ench' and Italian Grand
Pri.x, H.M. the King of Italy officially

and tangibly honoured the merits of..

Engineer Garelli by conferring on him
the title of Knight of the Crown of Italy.

South African Track Wanted. >

We learn from South Africa that thS-

Rand Motor Cycling Club has been con-

sidering several schemes for the building

of a first-class track for motor and motor
cycle speed tests, but nothing suitable has

yet been found.

Disunion in Belgium.

Unfortunately discord is again prevalent

in Belgian motor cycle circles. It appears

that the Motor Union of Liege has been

organising trials without submitting rules

to the Belgian Motor Cyclists' Federation.

One of tlxese trials was from Liege to

Paris and back, and its rules should have

been submitted to the French Motor Cyde
Union as well. The outcome is the Liege

Motor Cycle Union is no longer affiliated

to the ruling body.
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BIG TWIN MAKES FASTEST TIME.
East Midland Centre's Successful Event at Mansfield.

THE East Midland Centre held a veiy

succebsful hill-climb at Norman's

Hollow, jVIansfield, on Saturday last. The

hill permitted of some very fast speeds

being made, esi>ecially as a flying start

was allowed. The stretch chosen began

with a down gradient for some 100 yards,

which allowed machines to get well going

before entering upon the up grade of

about 1 in 13.

There had been heavy rain in the

morning, but the road was perfectly dry

when a start was made at 2.30. There

were no less than 70 competitors. The
new basis decided upon by the Auto

Cycle Union for the calculation of horse-

power was used, under which 100 c.c.

capacity counts as one borse-power. Thus

the 350 c.c. class became the class for

solo machines not exceeding 3^ h.p., and

the 550 c.c. class the class for solo

machines not exceeding 5^ h.p. Though
explained fully on the programme, this

innovation caused some littlo confusion

amongst spectators and competitors alike.

George Brough (976 Brougl. Superior)

recorded 21s. for the half-mile, or

85.4 miles per hour, which was the

fastest time of the day. Brough also

made fastest sidecar time at a speed of

72.5 m.p.h. (24|s.), Halton- who was next

best, making his best time of 25|s., and

Dance running third at 261s.

Each class was divided into three

sections.

Section C was for all who had not

previously been placed first, second or

third at any hill-climb or speed trial

this year. Section B for "non-experts"
who "had gained the aforementioned suc-

cesses. Section A
A.C.U. definition.

for experts under

Class 1.—.Sidecar machines not exceeding
550 c.c.

Set/ '071 B.
1. F. Sisson (490 Norton). 27»Ss.
2. H .M. Barron (490 Norton). 30'.b.
3. K. S. Topping (490 Norton), 32s.

Section A.
1. G. Dance (499 Sunbeam), 27'/5S.

2. G. Boston (349 A.J.S.), 30s.

Class 2.—For sidecar maclaines not exceeding
750 c.c.

Section B.
1. F. Sisson (490 Norton), 27V5S.-
2. J. G. Eiclrards (688 Coventry-Victor), 30s.

3. H. Barron (490 Norton), 301/5S.

Section A.
1. F. T. Hatton (733 Colmore-Douglas), 27s.

2. G. Dance (499 Sunbeam), 27%s.

Class 3.—For Sidecar Machines and 3-Wheelers
E unlimited horse-power.

Section B.
F. Sisson (490 Norton), 28s.
J. Richards (688 Coventry-Victor), 30s.
H. M. Barron (490 Norton), 30y5S.

Section A. —
G. Brough (988 Brough-Superior), 24y5S.

F. Hatton (733 Colmore-Douglas), 25%s.
G. Dance (499 Sunbeam). 26%s.

For 2-Strolve INIachines not exceeding
350 c.c.

Section C.
S. Marshall (247 Velocette), 35V5S.

Section B.
S. Baiaes (247 Levis), 291/53.

A. Bowerman (249 Velocette), 35^13.

E. Mundey (248 New Hudson), 41'/aS.

-For Unlimited 2-Stroke Machines.
Section C.

W. Cudlip (482 Scott-Squirrel), 29s,

R. Doughty (482 Scott-Squirrel), 30%s.
W. Houghton (482 Scott-Squirrel), 32%s.

Section B.
S. Baines (247 Levis), 28%s.
F. Nash (482 Scott-Squirrel), 295/5S.

C. Barnes (482 Scott-Squirrel), 31s.

Solo Blachines not exceeding 300 c.c.

Section B.
1. S. Baines. (247 Levis), 30s.
2. J. Heath (249 Coventry-Victor). 32")«|S.

3. A. Bowerman (249 Velocette). 34s.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3,

Class 4.-

1
2
3.

Class 5.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Cla-ss 6.-

Seetion A.
1. J. Roberts (249 New Imperial), 343.
Class 7.—Solo Machines not exceetiing 350 c.c.

Section C.
1. M. McEvoy (349 Douglas), 28s.
2. O. A. Belcher (349 A.J.S.), 30s.
3. C. Spearing (349 A.J.S.), 31%s.

Section B.
1. P. Norris (349 Sheffield-Henderson), 2S%s.
2. F. Craner (349 Rex-Acme), 29%s.
3. M. Hill (349 ShefBeld-Henderson), 32%s.

Section A.
1. G. Dance (349 Sunljeam), 24s.
2. E. Lucas (349 .Sheffield-Henderson), 265/sS.
3. J. Simpson (349 A.J.S.), 271/53.

Class 8.—Solo Machines not exceeding 550 c.c.

Section C.
1. J. Carter (490 Norton), 26-'5S.

2. P. Merriman (490 Norton), 28i,^s.

„/W. Cudlip (482 Scott-Squirrel) I „„.
''IH. Lavender (494 Douglas) j ''^^

Section B.
1. F. Sisson (490 Norton), 23%s.
2. H. M. Barron (490 Norton), ZHMs.
3. F. Stevenson (496 Brough), 251/53.

Section A.
,fG. Dance (499 Sunbeam) ) 001/-
^IH. Hassall (490 Norton)/ '=

3. G. Boston (349 A.J.S.), 24J5S.

Class 9.—Solo Machines not exceeding 750 CO.
Section C.

1. J. Carter (490 Norton), 25%s.
2. P. Merriman (490 Norton), 27y5S.
( H. Lavender (494 Douglas) pq

'IS. Johnson (490 Norton)
"

Section B.
1. F. Sisson (490 Norton), 24%s.
2. H. M. Barron (490 Norton), 245/5S.

3. — Collier (499 Sunbeam), 24^53-

1. F. Hatton (733 Colmore-Douglas), 21%s.
2. G. Dance (499 Sunbeam), 22%s.
3. G. Boston (349 A.J.S.), 24s.

Class 10.—Unlimited Solo Machines,
Section C.

1. J. Carter (494 Norton), 251/55.

2. H. Ball (988 Brough-Superior), 25%s.
3. H. Lavender (494 Douglas), 29y5S.

Section B.
1. F. Sisson (490 Norton), 243,is.

2. K. S. Topping (490 Norton), 2414s.

3. F. Stevenson (496 Brough), 25s.
Section A.

1. G. Brough (988 Brough-Superior), 21s.
2. F. T. Hatton (733 Cotajore-Douglas), 22s,

3. G. Dance (499 Sunbeam), 22 '/5s.

HIGH SPEEDS AT EASTBOURNE.
FASTEST time of the day at the speed

trials on Eastbourne Front organised

by the Eastbourne and District

M.C.C., was made by Kaye Don (998

Indian), who covered the half-mile course

at a speed of 87.36 m.p.h. This was the

first time speed trials have been held at

Eastbourne ; and though the weather
threatened at the start it improved later

in the afternoon.

In the 350 c.c. class the amateur winner
was J. B. Penn (348 Blackburne), while
Eance (O.E.C. Blackburne) triumphed in

the general and also in the expert classes.

-In the 600 c.c. class R. 0. Lowe (490

Norton) was winner among the amateurs,

A. Eraser (499 Sheffield-Henderson) in

the general class, and H. W. Hassall

r n in the experts' category. Kaye
Don's Indian and the Nortons swept the

board in the unlTmited classes.

*<

The Eastbourne promenade as a race tract. C. H. Chubb (349 Douglas) who gained third place m the 350 c.c. solo class [or amateurs at

the recent speed trials.

c 1.3
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Luton and South Beds A.C.

The annual speed trials ivere held on the 9th inst.

over the usual V' km- course at Lutou Hoo.

Fastest time of ttie "day was made by E. C. E.
Baragwanath, on a 994 c.c. eight-valve Matchless,

who covered the i/i! kilom. in 15 seconds. Results: —
Time.

275 c.c.—A. A. Swan (249 New Imperial).

350 CO.—G. H. Euscoc (348 Kuscoe).

550 c.c—C. G. H. Dunham (490 Norton).

750 c.c—C. G. H. Hunham (490 >'oiton).

Unlimited.-E, C. E. Baragwanath (994 Matchless).

550 c.c. Sidecars.-J. Hill (494 Douglas sc).

750 c.c. Sidecars.—H. H. Saddinston (662

Jajues sc). , ^ „
Unlimited Sidecars.-E. C. E. Barogwanath (994

Matchless sc).
550 c.c. Anuateur Solo.-W. Cox (490 Norton).

Unlimited Amateur Solo.—W. Cox -(490 Norton).

Formula.
275 c.c—H. Brosse (248 Eeyre Newson).
350 CO.-H. Brosse (24a Eeyre Newson).
550 c.c—H. Brosse (248 Eeyre Newson).
750 c.c—H. Brosse .248 Eeyre Newson).
Unlimited.-H. Brosse (248 Eeyre Uewson).

550 CO. Sidecars.-J. Hill (494 Douglas sc).

750 c.c. Sidecars.—M. D. Borders (490 Norton sc.|.

Unlimited Sidecars.-J. Hill (494 Douglas sc).

350 c.c Amateur Solo.—A. Bracey ;349 A.J.S.).

550 c.c Amateur Solo.—P. Child (247 New
Hudson).
Unlimited Amateur Solo.—F. Child (247 N'ew

Hudson).
1,500 c.c. Cars.-n. S. Green (750 A.T. Monocar).

Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.

Although no records were broken, some fast times
were recorded at the club's hill-climb held at East
Eingland on the 7th inst. The meeting was well

organised, and a large crowd was present. Results

in the motor cycle classes were as follows: —

TOUEING CLASSES.
Solo (General).

250 cc—(1) G. H. Hanworth (247 Levis), 22«s.

;

(2) A. S. Bagshaw (247 Velocette), 28s. i (3) C. P.

Ecvnolds (247 Sun Vitesse), 30s.

350 c.c-(l) H. A. Bryant (349 A.J.S.). 21*/^.;

12) H. C. Hanworth (349 Sheffield Henderson),

237sS. ; (3) G. S. Sawyer (349 A.J.S.), 23-',;3.

500 c.c— (1) D. E. Popiilewell (499 Triumph),
l-8-%s. : (2) H. C. Mack (499 Triirmph), ISJ/jS.

; (3)

1'. Sherwood (499 Trimnph),, 195.

Formula result lor first three events combined:—
(1) H. O. Mack; (2) G. Enoch; (3) E. D. Popple-
well.

Solo (Experts).

250 cc-(l), t3. H. Hanworth (247 Levis), 28y3S.

;

(2) A. S. Bagshaw (247 Velocette), 29V3S.

350 e.c-(l) G. F. Clutton (349 A.J.S.), 20=/sS.

;

(2) E. A. Bryant (349 A.J.S.i, 21s.: (3) H. C.
Hanworth (349 Sheffield Henderson), 23V5S.

500 cc—(1) T. U. Hensman ;490 Norton), IS^'sS.

:

(2) K. S. Duncan (492 Suulieam) and H. O. Mack
'499 Triumph), 19s.; (3) B. - A. Hatcher (499
Tiiumpli) and P. Shenvood (499 Triumph), 19yss.

Formula result for last three events combined;—
(1) T. B. Heasman; (2) H. O. Mack; (3) E. A.
Bryant.

Sidecars (General).

600 cc-(l) H; C. Mm:k (499 Triumph sc),

22%s. ; (2) T. B. Hcnsman (490 Norton sc), 23I/3S.

Sidecars (Exiierts).

600 cc—(1) E. S. Duncan .'492 Sunbeam sc),

21245.; (2) S. A. Towlson (490 Norton sc), 21i^s.

;

(S) H. O. Mack (499 Triumnh sc), 222/;s.

.\wards on formnla:—(1) S. A. Towlson ; (2) H. C.
Mack; (3) G. F. Clutton.

STEIPPED CL-^SSES.
Solo (General).

Unlimited.- (1) T. E. Hensman (490 Norton),
laVjs. ; (2) D. E. Popplewell (499 Triumph) and
H. C. Mack '499 Triumnh), 19s.; (3) J. L. Hendrie
(490 Norton), 19-;'5S.

Solo (General, Flying Start).

Unlimited.-(l) H. C. Mack (499 Triumph), 16<is.

;

(2) D. E. Popplewell (499 Triiunph), 17s. , (3) P.
Slierwood (499 Triumph) and J. L. Hendrie (490
Norton). 1714s.

(Solo (Experts).

Unlimited.—(1) P. Sherwood (499 Triumph),
17-{ss.; (2) E. A. Daniels (494 Douglas), 18s.; (3)

E. H. Gowing (492 Sunbeam), la'/iS.

Solo (Expeits, Flving Start).

Unlimited.—ID E. F. Fenn (499 Triumph), 153is.

:

(2) E. A. Daniels (494 Douglas) and K. S. Duncan
(492 Sunbeam), 15%s. ; (3) E. H. Gowing ;492 Sun-
beam), 16^/4s.

(Sidecars (General, Flying Start).

Unlimited.—'1) T. B. Hensnum '490 Norton sc),

203.; (2) H. C. Mack (499 Triumph sc), 20-;-s..

Sidecars (Expert, Flying Start).

(1) K. P. Duncan (492 Sunbeam sc), 18%s. : (2)

T. B. Hensman (490 Norton sc), 19%3. ; (3) H. O.

Mack (499 Triumph sc), 191/jb.
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Motor Cycling Club.

Members are reminded that entries for the one-

day sporting trial must reach the trials secretary,

Mr F. T. Bidlake, 84, North End Rd., Golder's

Green, London, N.W.ll, by the morning of Satur-

day, September 23rd, at the very latest. The trial

is a sporting non-stop event of a eimple charac-

ter, starting from Caterham at about 10 o'clock

in the morning, lunch is served at the same place,

and the first man finishes before 5 p.m.

West Kent M.C.C., Rochester M.C.C., &=.

Twenty-three competitors, representing six clubs,

started in the combined Kent Clubs' half-day trial

on the 10th inst. A railway bank having a jiiadient

of 1 in 3 was included in the course. The follow-

ing clubs and competitors were successful.

West Kent M.C.C.
— Jessop (346 Francis-Barnett).

V!. Smith (600 Humher).
J. Fitzgerald (490 Norton).
H. Carter (678 Martinsyde sc)

Eochester M.C.C.
— Potts (998 Harlev-Llavidson sc).

— Ohalklin (976 Matchless ac..). .' '

Glasgow M.C.C.

Official results of the 100 miles non-stop relia-

bility trial held on the 9th inst. are as fol-

lows :
—

Gold iUcdals.

J A. Struther (494 Douglas), A. J. Dickie

(FN) H. E. Horwood (498 Ariel). J. W. Dickie

(FN.), E. A. Small (492 Sunbeam). R. N. Loch-

head (498 Ariel), I. H. McGrouther (N.U.T.),

R D Robertson (976 Matchless sc), H. Goodwin
(492 Sunbeam), I. A. J. Cheyne (779 A.J.S. sc),

A. D. Hadden (Reading Standard sc), R. Watson,

Jr. (738 Martinsyde sc).
Special Novice Prize.

I. A. J. Cheyne (779 A.J.S. sc).

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

Results of the Yorkshire Centre team trials are

now to hand, and are as follows :

WINNING TE-AM (Haggas Shield and Gold
Medals).

ILKLEY M.C. AND L.C.C—
W. Moore (532 Scott), lost no marks.
J. S. Duxbury (532 Scott), lost 10 marks (on

time and failed Kilburn).
W. H. Clough (532 Scott sc), lost no marks.

SECOND TEAM.
Bradford M.O. and L.C.C. (No. 1 Team)—

W. R. Haggas (499 Triiimph), lost no marks.

H. S. Moorhouse (499 Triumph), lost 10 marks
(failed non-slop).

G. M. Townsend (555 P. and M. sc), lost 3

marks (on time).

THIRD TEAM.
Harrogate and Disteict M.C.C. (No. 1 Team)—

D. Moore (499 Sunbeam), lost 5 marks (on

time).
A. Hill (348 New Imperial), lost 20 marks

(failed two non-stop sections).

G .W. Hill (632 Scott sc), lost 5 marks (tailed

Boltby).

Ulster M.C.C.

Held under ideal conditions at Magilligan.

Stroud on the 9tli inst., the autumn speed trials

passed off very successfully. Event 5, a lOO-mile

contest for the Championship of Ulster, was won
by H. Langman, on a Scott-Squirrel. Results:—

Event 1.—Open Five Miles Scratch Race
{350 c.c).

1. H. Chambers (349 A.J.S.).

2. W. C. Hunter (348 Hunter).
3. O. Wade (349 o.h.v. A.J.S.).

Event 2.—Open Five Miles Scratch Race
(Unlimited).

1. G. W. Walker (499 Norton).
2. J. F. Dinsmore (976 Zenith).

3. H. Langman (481 Scott).

Event 3.—Open Ten Mile^ Handicap Race
(350 c.c).

1. H. Chambers (349 A.J.S.). scratch.

2. O. Wade (349 A.J.S.), handicap 30s.

3. W. C. Hunter (348 Hunter), handicap Im.

Event 4.—Open Ten Miles Handicap
(Unlimited).

1. J. F. Dinsmore (976 Zenith), scratch.

2. T. Mallon (492 Sunbeam), handicap 30s.

3. H. Langman (481 Scott), scratch.

Events 5 and 6.—100 Miles Championship of

Ulster for 600 c.c. Machines and Open 100
Miles Handicap Race for Machines ol Un-
limited Capacity:—

1 H. Langman (481 Scott), scratch.

2. R. H. Fitchie (998 Harley-Davidson), riding

in handicao only, scratch.

3. N. P. Metcalfe (976 Brough-Superior), riding

in handicap only, scratch.

Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.
The closing run for the present season will talce

plat^e on October Ist, startins from Knockholt at
2 p.m., and finisliinR at the Bull Hotel, Wrot-
ham, where tea will be provided.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The Redesdale Arms. Mdretoii-in-Marsh. will be

the ren<iezvous of members invited to the annual
tea by the president. Colonel J. A. Cole, O.B.E.,
on Saturday next,. The surroundings and ari-ange-

raents are ideal, and a most satisfactory Eatheriiig
is looked fu-rward to.

Matlock and West Derbyshire M. and
M.C.C.

Several well-known Derbyshire hills were in-

cluded in the club's lialf-day trial, held on the
10th inst. Fine weather did much to make the
event a success. The possible number of marks
was 210, and first place and a gold medal wa;
taken by C. Spence (398 A.B.C.) with the 1()b<

of only one mark. Silver medal ; F. Toplis f499
Wilkin), 206 ma-rks. Bronze medals: F. Daniels
(499 Rover), 200 marks; G. Davis (556 P. and
M)., 197 marks; J. R. Greatorex (779 A..J.S. sc ),

191 marks.

Essex M.C.
Results of the London-Bala-Dunstable 24 hourd

trial held on the 8th and 9th inst , and referred
to last week, are now to hand, and are a.s

follows :^
Cups: E. A. Marks (349 A.J.S.), H. E. K.

Sawtell ,1.098 Mcrgan).
Gold Medul: EC. W. Glendinning (976 Zenilh

sc).
Silver Medals:—W. H. Norris (698 Raleigh),

P. D. Walker (1,078 G.N.), S. W. Dame (1.098
Morgan )

.

Tironne Medal:—W. P. Browning (779 A.J.S.
sc).

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.

Eigh(een out of twenty-five starters c«mple(el
the sti(f 396 miles' course of the annual twenty-
four hours trial held on the 8th and 9th inst.

Several competitors lost their way, while one rider
crashed through his lamp bracket breaking and
plunging him into darkness. Medals were won
by the following :—

Gold: K. J. Woods (499 Wilkin sc), W. Le
Brun (499 Rudge sc), P. G. Mann (989 Harley- .,

Davidson sc), H. .Jacobs (976 Zenith sc), C. G. U
Scampton (499 Dunelt sc), R. Gillard (499 Sun,- -I
beam sc). E. Jellyman (998 Indian sc), E. G^

"

h'erg (1,078 G.N.), C. W. Ranking (1,078 G.Sr),
P. Bonnet (1,078 G.JST.), F. Wiltshire (499
Rudge sc).

Silver: A. Dowling (770 B.S.A. so.). I

Bionze: N. Moores (349 "Verns).

St. Albans and District M.C.C.
Speed trials were held at Bedwell Park, Hat-

field, over a half-mile course. Fastest time ol the
day was made by J. Hill (494 Douglas). Results; [|

275 cc. :

A. A. Swan (249 New Imperial), 29='-s.

T. C.' Battersby (349 -A..J.S.), 27%3.
500 c.c ;

(1) J. Hill (494 Douglas), 24s.
<2) A.. C. Gurling (494 Douglas), 256.
(3) C. Dunham (490 Norton), 25?4s.

760 c.c. :

(1) A. C. Gnrling (494 Douglas), 23-'4s.
(2) C. Dunham (490 Norton), 24s.

1,000 cc.
'

(1) J. Hil) (494 Douglas). 22^.
(2) C. Dunham (490 Norton). 23%s.
Cups will be presented at the club's social on

the 30th inst, on the occasion of the visit of the
N.L.C. and Beds. A.C. to St. Albans,

Ashford M.C. and L.C.C.
A successful hill-climb was held at Kingswood,

Boughton Aluph, on the 3rd inst. Fastest time
of the day was made by F. E. Newman (492 Sun-
beam). The following results were recorded:

—

Geneeal.
250 c.c. : R. Hamilton (249 'Velocette).
350 cc. : R. Hamilton (249 'Velocette).
600 c.c. (single) : E. Newman (492 Sunbeam)

and B. Doughty (550 Triumph).
1,000 c.c. : F. E. Newman (492 Sunbeam).
600 cc. Sidecars: G. Maund (398 A.B.C. sc).

1,000 c.c Sidecars: G. Maund (398 A.B.C. sc).
Experts B.^ered.

250 c.c. : J. Guy (247 Levis).
350 c.c. : S. Whitehead (349 A.J.S.).

"600 c.c. (single) : G. Oakley (499 Rudcfr
-Multi).

600 c.c. (twin) : W. E. Clarke (498 Zenith-
Bradshaw).

1,000 c.c : W. E. Clarke (498 Zenith-Brad-
shaw).

600 c.c. Sidecars : G, Clements (499 Sunbeam).
1,000 c.c. Sidecars : C. H. Ledger (976 Monarch).
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,

"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a lid. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping *a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a ild. stamp) and will be dealt
with by the A..-^. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads Id any
particular locality.

HIGH CONSUMPTION.

(1) Can I improve on 45 m.p.g.

Ig^l with a 350 c.c. two-stroke side-

..

I
?r car ; weight of passenger and
LlJ driver 18 stone together? (2)

With a 30 jet in the B. and B.
carburetter the engine takes full air at

once, but four strokes on attempting
slow speed whether air is decreased or
not. With a 26 jet it refused -air

altogether. (3) It is possible tliat after

reassembling the machine is not cor-

rectly timed.—G.N. P.

(1) 45 m.p.g.- is certainly rather low,
but the majority of small two-stroke en-
gines, especially when used with sidecar,

have rather high petrol consumptions. (2)

Why not try a jet between 26 and 30, say,

No. 28, or fit a variable jet adaptor so

that you can vary the opening according
to conditions. (3) Time the ignition so

that the spark occurs on top dead centre
with the magneto control almost fully

retarded.

PERMANENT LATE FIRING.

What is the cause for the pre-

^1 sent high consumption of petrol

> of my Villiers engined fixed gear
-2-1 machine ? The most I am getting

is 45 m.p.g. The engine was de-

carbonised six months ago, and after-

wards I fitted a smaller jet (size 23) and
reduced the petrol level, corrected

lubrication to 30 drops per minute, and

Smportant IDates.

Sat., Sept. 30th. — M.C.C.
Trial.

Sporting

Wed., Oct. 4th,
Paris Salon.

to Su 1., Oc'. 15.-

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands

,

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. 11th—
Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd—
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Thurs., Jan 13th to Mon., Jan 24th
(1923)—The Belgian Salon.

retarded the ignition as much as pos--

sible ; I also paid strict attenton to any
belt slip, but without avail. I may say

that the machine runs well either on
hills or level, and attains a high speed
on half-throttle and full air, therefore

I am at a loss.—C-B.

The petrol consumption of your machine
is very poor and you should get at least

80 m.p.g. From your description every-

thing appears to be in order, e.\cept the

ignition. You say that you have retarded

the ignition as much as possible, but this

is quite wrong. The ignition should be
advanced as far as possible to give good
petrol consumption, and you cannot e.xpecfc

Wheels, tyres, and frame rece.ve a thorough testing when a machine has to cross gu'leys such as

this one, which was but a minor obstacle in a recent trial in the North,

satisfactory results if you are running the
engine with the spark timing permanently
retarded. Set the ignition so that the
contact breaker points are just open with
tlie magneto control fully retarded when
tlie piston is on top dead centre of the
stroke. This timing, with all other ad-

justments in good order, should give you
the best results. ,

RAISING THE GE.\R RATIO.

On my AUon two-stroke it ap-
peal's to me that the gears are
much too low.. Is it not possible
to have a larger sprocket wheel
on the flywheel and thus raise

the ratios ? There are 20 teeth on the
flywheel sprocket, and 40. on the gear
wheel sprocket, which gives me a ratio

of 6 to 1. What number of teeth
would I require to make it 4^ to 1 ?

Do you think 4^ to 1 all right? If

not, what would you advise?—W.P.W.
We do not recommend you to fit a gear
as high as 4^ to 1 ; 5 to 1 would pro-

bably give' better results. You do not
state the diameter of the pulley and belt
rim of your machine, but if your figure

of 6 to 1 as the gear ratio is correct, with
the present sprocket you will need a 24t.

engine sprocket to give a 5 to 1 ratio.

RAISING COMPRESSION.
As I intend raising the compres-

sion of my engine for speed by
having one-tenth of an inch taken
oft' the flanges at the base of

cylinders (bore and stroke

64x77), will you say if this can be
done with safety, as the flange will

then be reduced to about one-quarter
of an inch in thickness? Personally I

fail to see why they should not be
strong enough, as the cylinder head and
walls do not appear to be more than
half this thickness. There appears to

be no doubt as to the advantage of in-

creasing the compression ratio, as with
a thick layer of carbon deposit on
cylinder head and piston the engine
appeared to run better, particularly at

speed, and it kept remarkably cool com-
pared Avith the cylinder and piston being
clean.—W.T.

It is not likely that the proposed reduction

of the cylinder flanges will weaken them
to any dangerous extent, but it would
be better, if at all possible, to face down
the crank case instead, or may be to take

an equal amount from crank case and

flange.

c 15
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KNOCKING.
Knocking is generally attributed

to loose big or little end bearings

and to piston slap. Considering

the former, theoretically it appears

to be impossible, for it is easily

seen that during the firing stroke at

which knocking generally occurs the top

of the gudgeon pin is in contact with

the top of the bush throughout the com-

pression and tiring strokes, hence these

two surfaces can never have the chance

of impact even supposing the existence

of slight play. An explanation can be

put up as follows -. at the top of the

compression stroke the explosion,

although started, has not had tiine to

take effect on the piston, and the piston

owing to its inertia " overshoots " the

little end and hence begins its power

stroke by being dragged down the firing

stroke, and thus when the effect_ of the

explosion is felt the piston is suddenly

accelerated and strikes the little end

(equally applicable to the big end).

This, however, could be remedied by

advancing the ignition, thus preventing

the piston from overshooting, but

actual practice says " No, retard igni-

tion." Will* you explain this?—C.C.I.

It is not correct to imagine that the top

of the gudgeon pin is in contact with

the top of the connecting rod bush

throughout the whole of theocompression

stroke ; the connecting rod slows down
very appreciably as the piston nears the

upward limit of its travel, but at the

same time the inertia of the piston is so

great that it is carried upwards to the

limit of play allowed by the gudgeon pin

bush. It is qiiite likely -that even with

tile earliest possible ignition the contact

between the top of the gudgeon pin and
the top of the connecting rod small end
bush has been severed. Another point

to bear in mind is that at all times the

pin and bush are separated by a film of

oil unless the engine is overloaded or
pre-igniting. In the latter case the
pressure on the bearings rises so high as
to break down the oil. film and cause
knocking, hence the practice of retarding
the ignition when the engine labours.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should he addressed
r/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.€A, w.hen they will he forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests
for experiences should he accompanied hy
a stamp.

"F.H.M." (Langley).—Ner-a-car for
country hack work.
"J.F.G." (Durham).—499 c.c. Rudge-

Multi with light sidecar : petrol consump-
tion, speed, hill climbing, and whether
tendency to belt-slip.

"W.E.L." (New Brighton).—398 c.c.

A. B.C. : tuning for speed.

READER'S REPLY.
NEEDS OPEN EXHAUST.

Referring to "D.S.'s" query in the
issue of the 7th, I have exactly the same
trouble with my two-stroke (269 c.c. 1922
Chater-Lea). If I put my silencer and
exhaust pipe on I lose 50 per cent, of the
power. On removing them the engine
runs beautifully. I also can observe a

distinct pressure in the air intake of car-

buretter (B. and B.), which gets more
pronounced on accelerating. I am certain

that silencer, exhaust pipe, and ports are
quite clean, and all other things, including
timing, etc., are O.K. I have been in

the trade ten years, but must confess that
for the present I am completely baffled.

—

H. H.^LL.

Any sporting trial held m Yorkshire can safely be relied on to contain sections as bad as
anything in the Colonies. This wild looking track, known as Turkey Nabs, near Ingleby
Greenough, was included In the recent A.CU. Yorkshire Centre team trial. W. Marriott

(348 Coventry Eagle) making the ascent.
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Found on the Road.

By Mr. F. Wilcocks, Junr., 428, Cale-

donian Road, Holloway, London, jS'.7—

licence-holder from an Ivy machine.

'•60 m.p.h. for 24 Hours."

A Binks carburetter was used by
Donovan, Horsman, and Judd, the Nor-

ton riders, on their recent successful

double-twelve record attempt described,

fully in last week's issue of The -Motof.

Cycle.

Change oS Ownership.

Eiders- of Reading-Standard motor
cycles will be interested to know that the

firm of Frederick and Co., of 89, GJreat

Portland Street, London, W.l, has taken

over the motor cycle business of Coppen;"

Alien and Co., purchasing the latter con-

cern's complete stock of Reading-Stait-

dard machines, Plus-One and M.P. side-

cars, and also the complete stock of

W. E. Line. Reading-Standard spares

will be available from the new address.

Successes in Northern Club Events.

In the Newcastle and District M.C.
reliability trial on September 3ra, to

Hawick and back, a good performance
was made by J. E. Reed on a Wolf-Black-
burne, who won outright the Triumph
Cup for the best performance on a single

cylinder machine. A further success by
the same make of machine is that of

R. Murphie, of Manchester, who, in the

Prestwich and District M.C. trial, won
the premier award, a silver cup.

A Kick-starter Invention.

One of the greatest elements in the

simplification of the modern gear box is

the growing practice of mounting " the

kick-starter on the lay-shaft •nd using
the two low-gear wheels in place of the

hitherto popular quadrant and pinion.

The makers of the Jardine gear box own
a master-patent on this feature, and we
believe we are correct in saying that all

gear boxes embodying such an arrange-

ment do so under a licence from J. Jar-

dine, Ltd.

An Old-time Motor Cyclist.

Prior to the war the name of S. W.
Carty was often in our pages, for he
took an active part in motor cycle poli-

tics, and for years acted as honorary
secretary for the local motor cycle clubs

in Newcastle-on-Tyne and Liverpool. In
1914 he was given a commission in the

R.A.S.C., and in 1918 he was in Bagdad,
eventually ranlsiing as Lieutenant-Coionek
He was mentioned many times in

despatches and was awarded the M.C.
and O.B.E. Mr. Carty, who is an en-

gineer by profession, being an M.I.A.E.
and an A.M.I.E.E., has now gone to -

Ireland and has taken up the post of

sole representative of the ilcKenzie
motor cycle in the Irish Free State at

15-16, Crown Alley, Dublin,
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The Kick Starter is

No extra gear wheels or

sectors are needed. (This

feature is a master patent,

others are making it

under a Hcense from us.)

No cotter pin is 'used

for fixing the crank.

There is no buffer spring

to break or rattle.

A scientifically designed

rubber buffer is used that

does not ch-ip in use.

The pedal pin folds up
out of the way whi st

riding.

Catalogues free from :—

as carefully

designed and

made as the

remainder of the

Jardine

Four Speed
Gear
Box.

John Jardine Ltd., Deering St., Nottingham. 'Phone : 1% Nottingham.

±1

2 Gallons of Petrol-300 Miles

Leonard J. King, Esq.,

3, Linscoti Road, Clapton, N
" I should like to bring before
your notice the wonderiul
performance of my
Connaught,
My ma-
chine has
not been
kept
CO 1 1 o n
wool
fact it usually travels two up.
I set out on Saturday morn-
ing for Diss (Norfolk). Fifty
miles out of the hundred I did
in pouring rain without the
slightest difficulty. After a
few days I pushed out again
and rode through Hietford,
King's L>Tin, Sleaford to
Newark. After a night's rest
I rode straight through Don-
caster, Leeds and Darlington
to Newcastle.
During the whole of the fort-

night I didn't use a spanner or
pump on the machine, and
made no adjustments what-
ever.

The petrol consumption was
negligible, as I only used two
gallons from Newcastle to my
home—nearly 300 miles !

"

Read the letter at the side which we
have just received.

This is one of many similar eulogising
the famous

OONIIAIIGIIT
Two Stroke.

It again confirms our claim that the Connaught
is the most fool-proof, trouble-free machine on the
market, and will stand up to the most severe
gruelling.

.
From what other machine can you get such
service for the money.

Send for copy of our Free Art Book, and
full particulars of Onr Payment out of
Income terms

THE BORDESLEY ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.
York Mills, Witton Lane, Aston, Birmingham

'Phone : East Birmingham 976.

LONDON SHOWROOM : 111, Gt. Portland Street, W.l.
'Phone : Langham 1968.

In ansitering t/isse advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

Woodwright.
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ASPINALL'S

CYCLE BLACK
(AIR DRYING)

Lieut. , R.N., writes:

—

" A pint of your Cycle
Black and a lick of
Varnish has made my
1915 Studebaker look
like a new car."

NOTE. — A small tin of Cycle

Black will do the same for your
motor cycle combination.

Stocked by ironmongers and
accessory dealers everywhere.

ASPINALL'S ENAMEL Ltd.,

NEW CROSS, S.E.14.

Varnish Works, Telephone:
Mitcham. New Cross, 42 & 206

The
Price
£2 15
£J 18

LESTYOUFORCET!

- shaped
SANDUM
Windscreen

/TS scientific design, its
common ~ sense * V' sfiape^

are no* tJie only ffatiires that dis-
tinguiHh the Sandum IVlndscreeti above
all others. It enccels, too, in its most
attractive appearance, adding the
happiest finishing touch to any outfit,
Jt is unapproachable also in the range
and simplicity of its -adjnstnients, in
its fine tvorJemanship and tnaterial.
Yet it is sold at a price that makes it

the best value of any accessory on the
market,

^ Write for jull itiaih of both models.

The Sandham Engineeriag

u.a.T. Roadj London^ W.C.I,

OUR ANNUAL CLEAR-OUT
IS NOW PROCEEDING, AND
THE GREATEST MOTOR-
CYCLE VALUE IN THE
WORLD IS NOW BEING

OFFERED.

THE EXTRAORDINARY
BARGAINS HAVE ALREADY
ATTRACTED MANY

BUYERS.
LET US SEND YOU OUR

SALE LIST NOW!

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH.

272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

(XX^**-^^^ for SJ

it° —-'"'^
Regrinding j^

Motor Cycle
||^

S Cylinders and Fitting SS

k New Pistons, Pins,andRings k
PRICES.

A.J.S,, 4 snd 6 h.p. ; Ariel 3^ h.p.; Bradbury
4 h.p. ; B.S.A., 4i h.p. and Dome head ; Black-
burne2| and 4 h.p. ; Indian 7-9 h.p. and Powerplus;
Jap 2|, 6. 8, and 10 h.p. Norton ; Premier 3^ h.p.;

Precisian 8 h.p. ; Rudge 3t h.p. ; Triumph 3^ h.p.

(Dith head), 4 h.p. (Fla{ head), and 1914 Dome
head ; 35/- each.

Douglas 1914-20 2| h.p. 3S/- pair.

DouglasSi & 4h.p. 4G/-pair.

First Class Material and workmanship and
quick delivery.

Carriage F.O.R. Bradjord.

Please Send Old Piston with Cylinder.

HEPWORTH RINGS
conform to Air Board Chemical

Analysis and Physical Test.

--, HEPWORTH PISTON RINGS were usedonihe K
K Napier " Lion " engine in the D,H,g Biplane, V
V which broke the world's altitude record, afid also on y^^ the same type of engine which was fitted to tlte S
Si machine winning the British Aerial Derby, ig2I. «
S HEPWORTH & GRANDAGE, Ltd. S
j^ Wakefield Road, BRADFORD. S

236, HIGH HOLBORN
WEST CENTRAL AGENCY

FOR

ARIELS
207o DOWN and

18 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

NO FINANCIAL AGENTS.

Depot for ARIEL SPARES
AND
PARAGON Patent —^w ^-^

IjV SIDE CAR

SavesSTORAGEi
^ WHEN POLDEO COMBINATION
sJVILL PASS THROUGH 30 INCH
^Sm,^ DOORWAY, ^^^^

CALL & SEE IT DEMONSTRATED

GRADUAL PAYMENTS
arranged to suit customers' convenience

WmCYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,

236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.C.I.
(A ftfW doors from Holbcrn Tuba Station.)

CLOTHING
FOR

MOTORING
TRENCH COATS

Check-Lined 42/- and Oilskin interlined

with detachable Fleece Lining, 55/.
IDEAL FOR MOTORING.

BLUE
TRENCH COATS

45/- 52/6
Check-Lined. Check-Lined and interlined.

These Coats are double-breasted and have a belt

all round, and are made of fine quality wool
gabardine.

LEATHER MOTOR COATS
Fleece-lined £5 15 and Belt all ronnd.

Thesa Coats are brand new, and are worth £ro los.

.

ALL GOODS SENT ON SALE OR RETURN.
We hold an unequalled stock of new and second-

hand Breeches, Raincoats, Dinner and Dress

Suits, Lounge Suits, Leather Flying Coats, Trench
Coats, Chauffeurs' Overcoats, Sports Coats, and
Flannel Trousers at bargain prices. If you are in

want of any Clothing pay us a visit, it will be

well worth yourwhile, or if unable to call, we will

send goods on sale or return.

Illustrated Price List and Self-Measurement Form
sent on application.

Clothing Bought, Sold, or taken in exchange.

Buyers sent anywhere.

MOSS BROS., (pa?,°,XV)

83-5, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ll

and 224, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.

bi8 In answering these advertisements it is desirable, to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PfilCES.

advertisements' m these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___—r-coT
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^
Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the o&ices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the adverlisenient. All replies should be
al'jresscd No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C,4, Readers who rep y to Bo v No.
» dverlisements are warned against sending remittance through

the post except in registered envelopes: in all such cases the

use of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

should be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the case oJ motor cycles oJTered lor sale under a box

number, as it is unusual for tliese to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention of the district in which the machine
ottered may he seen and tried.

3l«r DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wlio hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, bul

in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to /jio, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on
transactions over £10 and under £50, the iee is 2/6; over

^50 atid under £75, 5/-; over £75 and under £1,00, 7/6'

and on all transactions over £100, ^%. AU deposil

m«,tter5 are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

made pavable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D *' at the end of an advertisement is au

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

/each one by post.

, MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

.B.C. 1922, Spot, Lncas lamps, Cowey horn, care-
in, 1,400 miles only, insured £95;
, £65 cash.—8, Philip Ed.. Peciiham

r2686

A
genuine
Rye. S.E.15,

FOR THE GREATEST FALL IN PRICES

[Genuin: End of Season Reiluctians]

SEE GODFREYS' LIST.

The following are in every case

BRAND NEW AND
UNUSED MODELS
and carry the Makers' Full Guarantee.

Cata- Shop-
logue soiled

Price. Price.

£0 1 ALLON, 23 h.p., 2-sp., K..S £52
£140 ARIEL, 6-7 h.p. Combination £112
£14) ARIEL, 4I h.p. Combinnt on £124
£110 B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H:: £88 10
£80 COVENTRY-EAGLE, 3 h.p., super Sports . £68
£52 10 HAWKER, 2} h.p., Model A £46
£112 INDIAN SCOUT, 4 h.p £96
£130 INDIAN SCOUT, 4 h.p., dynamo £113
£175 INDIAN, 7 h.p. Standard Comb., dynamo . £150
£199 INDIAN CHIEF Comb., dynamo £163
£48 LEVIS, 2I h.p.. Popular model £42
£58 LEVIS, 2\ h.p.. Model S £30
£51 LEVIS, Model Gi, 2.i h.p £44
£61 LEVIS, Model G2 £53
£170 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Comb., type H £150
£140 ENFIELD, 8 h.p. Combination £123
£145 ENFIELD, 3 h.p. Comb., 2-seater £128
£94 RUDGE, 3* h.p., 3-sp., all-chain £84
£S5 TRIUMPH, 2i h.p., lightweight £52
£il9 ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3* h.p., all-chain . £99
£110 ZENITH, 5 h.p., Sports £92

For other Attractive Bargains in both

New and Second-hand Machines
write for GODFREYS' Complete List.

EASY PAYMENTS: EXCHANGES.
Either or both arranged if desired.

GODFREYS LTD.

The

208. Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l.
'Phone - Langham 1300 {2 lines).

Service Bonse for B.S.A., Indian,

Levis and Scott Spare Parts.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.li.C.

Sport-; model, dvnamo lighting, siieedo*

; £175, exchanges.
1 (a21 A.B.C,
J-«? meter, et

1Q21 A.B.C. Sports model, as alx>ve, 3-scater; £185,J-v exchanges.-Bjiitletts, 93, Gt. Portlaud St. [3006

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—A.B.C. light
car. sports model; £295; immediate delivery.

[3431
A.B.C 1921, fully equipped, speedometer, spare,

excellen-t condition "" '
^

berJey Rd., Leicester.
£65; itax paid.—159, Kim-

f2444

fully equipped, licensed,
any trial, evenings.—4,

[2961

A.B.C. 3h.p., with kick-starter, dynamo lighting
StJeedometer. T.T. bars: £70—Newnham "

KA Guineas.—1920 A.B.C,
«^^ mechanically perfect

;

Elm Gdns., Hammersmith.

Speedometer, T.T. bars

;

223, Hammersmith Rd.,
Motor
[3357

"I
Q21 A.B.C, new condition, done 1,000 only,

J-*' speedometer, lamps, horn, tax paid, must dis-
pose; £60.-591, King St., Hammersmith. [3257

A .B.C. 1920, electric horn and lights,
usual tools, etc., pej-fect condition,

Sopwiths; owner broke; iieare;

Western Rd., Havant.

QUPER-SPORTS

Bonniksen,
overhauled

Messenser, 7a,
[2445

A.B.C, 45 ni.p.h. on second gear
guaranteed, special oversize cylinders and racing

pistons, knee-grips, variable jet, speedometer, Cowey,
horn, dynamo lighting, spare valves, piston, etc. ; 68
euineas.—40, Aynhoe R4., W.14. [2680

A.B.C 3h.p., 4-speed, gate change, cush drive, hand
clutch, enclosed flywheel, kick-starter, single lever

Claudel-Hobson carburetter. C.A.V. magneto. Palmer
tyres, full kit of tools, semi T.T. or touring bars, £32;
dynamo lighting model, £98.—The Sopwith Aviation
and Engineering Co., Ltd. (In.Liqn.), Kingston-on-
Thames. [3597

£30.—Abingdon King S'^'h.p. smart Coachbuiit
Combina-tion, Armstrong 3-speed. kick-starler,

lamps, spares, etc.; privately owned; ride rea-sonable
distance to purchaser.-Tower Garage, Hindhead.
Surrey. 'Phone: 93, [3226

-I Q15-16 A.J.S.

A.J.S.

2-'4h.p., 3 speeds, etc., good order;

1 Q22 A.J.S.
-tt/ £66.

2^i4li.p., lamps, and tax paid.

A .J.S.,^ Co.,
model Bl, from stock; £85.—Jones Motor
Mold. 'Phone : 42. [3388

1 Q22 A.J.S. Combination, perfect, any~trial: bestJ-^ over £160.—Hawkins, Horsebay, Salop. [2531

A .J.S. Motor Cycles on Easy Terms.—Wauchope's, 9,
-^^i- Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777.

[3432 .

pjAN GUT, Weymouth.-1922 71l.p. A.J.S. Com-J-' bination, £175- in stock. Dorset trade supplied.
[0817

A.J.S., 1922, fully equipped, licensed, three weeks
eld: £75.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Commercial
Listerlrills

Rd., S.W.7.

A.J.S. 2»ih.p.-7h.p.
MeiTiclt's Stores,

•Phone : 2439.

F.O.C.H. again lead, the ivriy.-

antieipated price reduction
etead (near Tube).

A .J.S. Combination

Rd.

19",
Hurcott Rd

[3593

Vehicles.—Write
Rd.. Bradford.

[2704

A.J.S.'s far below any
-5, Heath St., Hamp^

[2709

. late 1919, spare wheel, screen,
equipped, good condition; £80.-40, Replingham
Southfields, S.W.18. [2858

(September) A.J.S. 2%h.p. Touring, excellent

Kidderminster.

A.J.S. Combination 1914,
condition good; £55;

[3036

1915 engine, all on, taxed,
^ bought car; trial appoint-

ment.—L. Hack, Danehill, Sussex. [2955

A.J.S. 2S/4h.p., 5-speed, all-chain drive, clutch and
kick-sbart, new tyres; £39,—Newnham Motor

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [3358
"1 Q 14 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, perfect condition,
J-^ nearly all new parts, absolutely reliable; £60.—
41, Therapia Rd., East Dulwich, S.E.22. [2987

1 020 A.J.S. Sh.p. Combination, electric lamps,
--•-' windscreen, hood, speedometer, spare wheel, per-
fect; trial; £120.-64. Bath St.. Rugby. [2652

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, £175; 234h.p., 3-speed,
£85.—Immediate delivery can be obtained from

P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Birmingham. [3314

A.J.S. Combination (late 1920), spare wheel, electric
lighting, tip-top condition ; any trial ; £ 125, or

nearest offer.—Savidge, Blockley, Worcester, [1620

FINAL Reduction to Clear.—Slightly showroom-
soiled 1922 A.J.S. 7h.p, combination, spare

wheel, windscreen ; reduced to £155 ; easy payments
4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

T3569

Air letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

b2i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S

-1022 A.J.S. Model B and Bl in stock; deferred
J-t/ payments; liberal allowance for old machines.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [3568

"1Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, full accessories, spare
J-»/ M'heel, Lucas dynamo, new condition, any trial:

£95.-G., 21, Market Place, Kingston, Surrey. [2603

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models, 2Vih.p. solo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

—Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

T (rt 22 A..T.S. Sports, condition as new, very fast,
-*-*J^ fully eQuipped, tax paid; £73; owner buying car.

—Taylor, 125, Goldlmrst Terrace, Hampstead, N.W.6.
[2560

A.J.S. July, 1922, 2^4h.p., hardly need, electric light,

speedometer, licensed, enoimous bargain; £70.—
Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing
689. [2988

A.J.S. Combination 1920, dynamo lishting, spare

wheel, absohitely like new and hardly used: 100
guineas.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone:
Ealing 689.

,
[2993

A.J.S. 1916 6h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, wind-
screen, etc., 3-speed, clutch and K.S., excellent

condition, tyres almost new; £70.—Hubbard, 8a, Park
St.. Loughborough. [2869

23.h.p. A.J.S., Bl, 1922, accumulator lighting, Lucas
4 lamps, and box. spare tyre, valve, chain link-

ings, licence paid, first-class condition ; £75.—Teage,

Whitehouse. Kenilworth. [2055

1 1 K GNS., Exchanges.—1921 A.J.S. Combination,
J-J-v lamps, snreens. spare wheel, luxuriona turn-

out, any examination, trial.—Seabridge. Hansler Rd..

East Dulwir-h. Sydenham 2452. [5966

A.J.S. outfit; 1919-20; in excellent condition; spare

wheel, speedometer,, new chains, inner tubes, tyres

good, 2 sets Lucas acetylene lamps, horn, spares.—
Johnson, 32', Wellesley Rd., Harrow. [2789

A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting, tax

paid, all accessories ; anv trial or examination

;

price £80.—H. W. Turner. 259, Warwick Rd.. Ken-
sington, London, W.ia. 'Phone: Western 946. [2644

A.J.S. Combination 6h.p., 1917, -interchangeable

wheels, in excellent order, been little used, me-
ciianically and coachwork; any trial and inspection;

£80; buying car.—Green, Trescoe, HoUier's Hill, Bex-

hill-on-Sea.. -
''2631

A.J.S. Combination, nnscratched and as new, hood,

screen, electric lamps, clock, speedometer, spare

v/heel, luggage grid, will guarantee for 6 months;
£135.—Wells, Central Garage, Woodford Green.

'Phone: 14. [3039

A.J.S. late 1920, adjustable 2-seat.er sidecar, new
windscreen, spare inner tubes, full tool kit and

spares, mfTps, leggings, helmet, goggles, Tan-Sad, good

condition, en^nne perfect, seen any time; £100.—Mays,

93, Chamberlayne Rd. N.W.IO. [2609

GUARANTEE for three months with 1922 A.J.S.

2%h.p., 3-speed, used few weeks only, 75
guineas; also with 2^Ah.p. 2-speed A.J.S., clutch,

kick-start, 39 guineas; exchanges; photographs free.

—Peter Gordon. Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd.,

East Sheen. (D) [3411

Spare Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate deHvery.-Kays, 8, Bond
St.. Ealinp. ' [7662

Albion

ALBION 2-speed clutch wheel. 26x21^, % belt; £4.

-Bainbridge, Witton. Gilbert. [2673

AUdavs.
ALLDAYS Allon, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear box. tax

paid; £23.-226, Wick Rd., E.9. [2504

ALLDAYS 3V''h.p. and sidecar, good condition, all

accessories; £50.-2, The Grove, Church End,
Finchley. [2563

ALLDAYS Allon, speeds, clutch, kick-start, almost
new; 48 guineas; automatic oiling.—92, High

St., Wandsworth. [2755

M Guineas.—Allon 2-stroke Countershaft, equipped,
licensed, good order; after 5 p.m.—20. Treen

Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [3220

ALLON 1917 2-?troke, 2-speed, well equipped, good
condition; anv examination; £25.-76, Neatc

St., Albany Rd., Camberwell. [3057

^ K GNS., Exchange.—1917 Allon 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

-*V t> lamps, footboards, any examiijation, trial.—

Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich, Syden-

ham 2452 [4773

ALLDAYS ALLON 1922 2i/2h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
kick-starter, legshields, and electric lighting, shop-

soiled only, list price, £65; accept £55 ca^; unrepeat-
able bargain.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. [3538
American X..

T Q 20 American X Sporting Combination, excellent
JLt/ order, fast, spares; £78.—Treasure, Kay St. Mill,

Preston. [2482

GUARANTEE for three months with 1921 American
X 7-9h.p. 3-speed Combination, magnificent turn-

out, electrically equipped; 89 guineas; exchanges;
photogvaph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. (D)

.
[3412

EXCHANGE YOUR
MOTOR CYCLE FOR

NEW HUDSON, £230 cash, or £59 16
down, and 12 payments of £14 19 0.

MORGAN "Popular" Model, £150 cash,
or £39 down, and 12 payments of
£9 15 0.

MAXWELL (New Series), £360 cash, or
£93 12 down and 12 payments of
£23 8 0.

ROVER "8," £180 cash, or £46 16
down, and 12 payments of £11 14

De Luxe Model, £20 extra.

OVERLAND, £268 cash, or £69 13 7

do'mi, and 12 payments of £17 8 5

Deferred payments with option o£ discount

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W. (Opposite Gt.
Portland Street Station.) 'Plione.*^ Museum 4978.

Open until 7.30 Monday to Friday.
Open until 4 Saturday.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N., 50, High Eoafl.
'Phone : HomEey 1956.

WALTHAfflSTOW, LONDON, N.E., 151, High Street
Phone: Walihamstow 169 {2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
American X.

AMERICAN S, 1914, 2-apeed, perfect; £15 and
lightweight. — 187, Snowdrop Rd., Lodge Lane,

Welling. [3032

AMERICAN X C<mbination, 7-9h.p., splendid con-
-'-i- dition, selling through illness; dE60, or best offer.
-171, Hatfield Rd., St. Albans. [3487

pOBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1921 American X
-^*' with Henderson Elite sidecar, accessories, tax
paid, in beautiful condition; £95.—157b, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l. [2349

Antoine.
ANTOINE 5-6h,p. Twin Sola, good condition; £20,

near offer.—" Kelane." 16. William St., Gravs.
Esses. r2699

Ariel.

j Q2T- 3^,ih.p. Ariel 3-speed Touring, equipped, un-
X«7 scratched.—Particulars Bundy, Wakefield House,
Camberley. [2930

1 Q21 Ariel Combination; like new; luxurious equip-
J-*^ ment; £66.-60. Parkfield Rd.. South Har-
row, N.W.

.
[2772

ARIEL 3V'h.p. 2-speed Countershaft, splendid con-

dition; £25.—H. Smith, 86, Manor Park Rd,.
Harlesden, N.W. [3194

3JLh.p. Sports Ariel, brand new, S-speed ond clutch-
2 60 ni.p.h. guaranteed; £75.—Longman Bros., 17^

Bond St., Eahng. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [238S'

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual payments,
Spares supolied from stock.—West Central Agency,

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236," High Holborn, W.C.I. [0704

SOUTHPORT.—1920 Ariel 3V2h.p. Combination,
Easting, fully equipped, smart ; 67 guineas

;

exchanges.—Rents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [3119

-fl Q22 Ariel Special Combination, 6-7h.p., cost £125,
J-*y shop-soiled; £108 cash, or deferred payments,
—Taylors, 52-53, Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone: Kens.
7260. [0921

1 Q 20 3^^h.p, Ariel Combination, 3 speeds, kick-
At/ start, horn, speedometer, mileage 1,500, splendid
condition, tax paid; £90.—Watts, 33, Norfolk Rd.,
East Ham. [2985

1 Q20 SiAh.p. Ariel Combination, Easting sprung grid,

-*-«^F.E.W, attachments, lamps, insured, condition ex-
ceptional, climbs Porlock easily; trial welcomed; £68.
—Avon Works, Southbridge Rd.. South Croydon. [2963

ARIEL Combination, 1919-20, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

, start, countershaft, Easting and accessories; tax
paid ; thoroughly reliable; £58 ; any trial.—Apply
after 5 p.m., 16, Kelvedon Rd., Fulham Rd., S.W.

[2774
GUARANTEE for tluee months with late 1920

Ariel 3y2h.p. 3-speed Combination, 69 guineas;
or solo, 58 guineas; photograph; exchanges.—Peter ;

Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.
(D) [3413

'

Spare Parts

:

ARIEL Spares tor all models, post free. Ariel
Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Jones

Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0804

Bat.

£15.—Bat-Jap, running order, 5h.p. 1912, modernised,
new tyres.—Allen, Broad St., Hollingbourne. [2946

5-6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, in good running order;
cheap.—Mayhew, Pettaugh, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

[2517
5-6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, 3-speed, kick-start,

windscreen, etc., any trial.—Gall, Bawdeswell. East
Dereham, Norfolk. [2529

5-6h.p. Bat-Jap, 3-speed, C.B. Combimation, -with
hood, iu perfect condition; £35, a real bargain.

—Marsh, 249, Rye Lane, Peckham. [2702

4h.p. B-A.T.-Jap, spring frame, 2-speed N.S.U. gear,
whole machine just overhauled, tax paid; early sale

wanted; £25.—Watts, Carvean, Newton Abbot. [3476

SOUTHPORT.—Red o.h.v. Sports Bat 8h.p.,
countershaft, 2-speed, kick-starter, equipped;

gift, 32 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

Southport. [3117

BAT-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, complete,
perfect running order, a real bargain; £18/10;

first cheque secures.—Robini, 1, Tulse Hill, Brixton,
S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [1612-

1 Q21 3h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, electric lighting,
XJ/ Gowey, detachable and spare wheels. Easting,
tax paid; £10Sr would consider lighter machine part,
—7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [3112 '

Beardmore.

NEW sy-h.p. Beardmore-Precision, spring frame;
£59/10.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [3167

BEARDMORE SV^h-p. sports,^ late 1921, S.A. 2-

speed, "wide ratio gear box, oversize tyres, extraa
and spares, mileage 5,000, gold in London-Edinburgh,
condition as new; £55.—Chirney, Harpenden. [2562

Blackburtie.

BLACKBURNE Combination, late 1920, spare,

wheel, lamps^ screen, luggage grid, etc.; offers.—

Huntley, 12, Elms Av., Muswell Hill, N.IO. [3156

b22 Ail letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
De Luxe.

TWENTY Pounds is the amount you save by pur-
chasing the most wonderful machine in the

world, the De Llixe-Barr and Stroud. This inacliine

incorporates the finest components made, and is

finished in a superlative style. One firm alone have
given us twelve repeat orders. The sleeve valve has
come to stay. Send 2d. stamp Ipr handsome illus-

tration measuring ISxlOin., and depictins the latest
super model D, the machine that has created world-
wide criticism. Full specification of four models and
list of riders' opinions sent to all applicants: deferred
payments arranged if desired. Demonstrations
arranged within fifty miles of London on request.

—

Write, De Luxe Motor Co., 174, Corporation St.,

Birmingham. [3371
Dene.

DENE 1920 Sh.p. Combination, fully eauipwd.
lamps, horn, speedometer, good order; £60.-*.The

Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1116

Diamond.
GIBB, Gloucester, can give immediate delivery Di.T-

monds from stoclt. [7544

"I Q20 Diamond, 2i/,h,p,, hardly used, taxed; bar-
J-t/ gain, £28. Exchange. 59, Nelson Square,
Blackfriars. [3501

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 1921 23.ih.p., 2-speed, K.S., mile-
age 800. accessories. licensed 1922. perfect condi-

tion; £47/10.-130, Inderwick Rd., Hoinsey, N.8.
[2635

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London and
Home Counties Agents for the famous Diamond

motor cycles, fitted with Barr and Stroud or J.A.P.
engines.—157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [5931

^ K m.p.h. 1920 2'/ih.p. Sports Diamond-Jap, 2-"^ speed, clutch, aluminium piston, speed tuned,
just overhauled, recently re-enamelled; *42, or offer.
—Olgin, 43, Cromwell Rd., Stretford, JVlanchester.

[2809
Dot.

AT Edwards'.—1922 Super Sports Dot-Jap engine,
speedometer, lamps, horn, mileage 300, indis-

tinguishable from new; 90 gns. Deferred payments
and exchanges.—101, Great Portland St., W.l. [2220

Douglas.
D0UGL-4.S 4h.p., 3-speed, 1916, tax paid; £36.—

Ross, 86, High Ed., Lee. [3223

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-3peed, taxed, good order; £25.
—Rutley, Merlewood, Caterham. [2916

DOUGLAS 1914 2%h.p. model, tax paid; bargain,
£25.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [3227

16 2^ih.p. Douglas, very smart, fast and sporty;
£25.-67, FernleaJtd., Balham. [352019

"I
Q15 Douglas 2''4h.p.; good condition; 30 gns.—79,

-li' Muswell Rd., Muswell Hill. N.IO. [2474

"IQ16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect throughout,
J-" cheap.-92, Stapleton- Hall Rd., N.4. [2794

0.^h.p. Douglas, hardlv used, licensed, engine 33542;
'^4 £26.-27, Arragon Rd., Twickenham. [2956

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, splendid condition;
J-U offers.—Bell, Holmeden, Datchet, Bucks. [3037

£25.-1916 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, good condi-
tion, fast.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [3346

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, tax paid; £45.
—Sheldrick, 4, Stratford Grove, Putney. [3078

1019 Douglas 254h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn; £37.—
J-«/ 11, Ki'lmortin Avenue, Norburv, S.W.16. [3147

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., 2-speed, 1916, good condition;
26 guineas.—Holmes, Willis Rd., Stockport. [3098

DOUGLAS, 1921, all on, taxed, perfect; 46 gns.-
R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7,

[5851
DOUGLAS 4h.p. Countershaft Combination; £45.—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. [3366

£60.-1919 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, perfect con-
dition and appearance, equipped.—Mann, 159,

Ebury St., S.W.I. [2918

DOUGLAS 2")ih.p. 1916, new bearings, pistons, etc.,
speedometer; £25.— Ellis. 244. Whitehorse Rd..

Croydon. [2683
Douglas

£29.-1915 2»,ih.p. Douglas, excellent condition,
lamps, bargain.—35, Shepherds Bush Rd., Ham-

mersmith. [2799

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1917, splendid order-
£45.—Hutton, Red Lion Hill, East Finchlev,

London, N.2. [3213

DOUGLAS 4h. p. t. Combination 1920, small mileage,
excellent condition, lamps, etc. ; £'75.-202, Trinity

Bd.. S.W.17. [2607

DOUGLASES (2) 2%b.p.. 2-speed, taxed; £25 and
^

*30.—Lawson, 8, Athenlay Rd., Ivydale Ed,
Nunhead, S.E.15. [3276
T~kOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p., fully equipped, including
---' speedometer, excellent conditdon; £34.—Russ 10
Sketty Rd., Enfield. £2676
4h.p. Donglas Combination, as new, fully equipped-

£70. Also 2Wi.li. Douglas; £35.-56. Ormeley
Hd., Balham, S.W.12. [2878

1922 BRAND NEW MODELS.
LAOO'NOA Coupe, reduced price 350 gns.
LAGONDA, 2-teater, reduced price 280 gns.

DOUGUAS, 2J h.p., 2-speed, all on £68
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed, all chain $SS
LEVIS, 2i hji., 2-speed SS8
MARTIN8YDE, 6 h.p. combination .... 1140
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. combination .... £145
NOBTOfI BIG FOUR £120
NORTON BIG FOUR, tanfllys/car £158 10
REX AOME, ii h.p., 2-speed £50
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all chain £115

We are quotlnji very special exchange

allowaace against the above to clear.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
Deferred payments, one-fourth deposit, 5 per
cent, on balance, and 12 monthly payments.

SOLOS.
FEATHERWEIGHT, ^i h.p., spring forks . £9 15
NORTON, 1922, Big Four, 300 miies £99 10
RUDGE, Zh, clutch model, wants atiention £19 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, 3i h.p., I.O.HI £59 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-5 h.p., tax paid . . £62 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1820, 7-9 h.p £70
T.D.G . 1921, 2h h.p., 2-stroke, tax paid . . £35
TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., 3-speed, tax paid £67 10
TRIUMPH, 1916, 4 h.p., c/shaft £52 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ARIEL, 1919, 3.V h.p., 3-speed comb £69 10
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-6 comb. £89 10
CHATER LEA, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb £59 10
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, 1920 Grindlay sc £87 10
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £97 10
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-spced comb, tax paid . £57 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb, belt drive £45
MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6h.p. comb £85
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. £79 10
NORTON, 1922, 4 h.p. comb., 250 miles . . £127 10
RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, and Sidecar, tax paid. . £72 10
RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £82 10
SCOTT, 3i, 2-3peed comb., tax paid ... £55
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc., tax paid .

.

£87 10
TRIUMPH, 3i, 2-speed comb., tax paid ... £39 10
TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., Glorias/car .... £92 10

RUNABOUTS.
BLUMFIELD, 7h.p. 3-wheeler, hood, screen,

Chater Lea 3 speeds, tax paid £59 10
H.F.G.. 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-seater, dynamo £37 10
MORGAN, Grand Prix, O.H.V £95
RICHARDSON, 1920, 2 seater, dickey seat. £95
TINY, 10 h.p. 4-cyl., 2 seater, dynamo light-

ing, screen, new hood ... £120

SPECIAL OFFERS.
£5 diaposit and 12/6 weekly buys

BUCHET, 3J h.p., 2-speed, tax paid £19 10
F.N., 4-cylinder, spring forks, Bosch mag. £19 10
STEVENS, 4i:, single gear, spring forks £17 10
NUMBER, 31 h.p., 2-speed £27 10
RUDGE. 31 h.p., clutch, wants attention . . £19 10
REX, 5/6 h.p., 2-sDeed combination £23 10
PREMIER, 3^ h.p., 2-speed £29 10
SINGER, 3^ h.p., clutch, tax paid £25
BRADBURY, 3i h.p., 3-speed, tax paid £29 10
NUMBER, 3i h.p., engine wants attention £15

25,Horton Street,

Halifax:./
Pjfiojjje MOO Grams: Perfeclion

MOrOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q21 Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., all on, ex-
-Li/ cellent condition, as new; ili:58.—Taylor, 4a,

Howard St., Reading. [2798'

DOUGLAS 2y,h.p., in perfect condition, 1916, all

on, tax paid; £32/10.—Cooke, 140, Livingstone
Rd., Thornton Heath. [3094

F.O.C.H. again lead the way.—Douglases far below
any anticipated price reduction.-5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Tube). f2707

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. machines, built ol new parts
throughout; 39 gns.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

Exhibilion Rd., S.W.7. [6850

"I
Q22 Douglas 2%h.p., equipped, footboards, perfect

-Lt/ order; £52/10 for quick sale; seen 9-6 o'clock.
—6, Princes St., Ipswich. [3096

3ih.p. Douglas o.h.v. Sports, May. 1922, fully
2 equipped; must sell, accept £80.—Ireland. 6,

Kensington Rd., Coventry. [3302

DOUGLAS 1920-21, 3-speed, clutch, kick-start, fully
equipped, excellent condition; £55'.—4, Station

Rd., Merton Abbey, S.W.19. [2856

SPORTY 1915 Douglas; fast, perfect, speedo-
meter, W.S.R., lamps, etc.; bargain; £25.-124,

Southwark Park Rd., S.E.16. 12764

1 Q21 Douglas, T.T. model, with sporting sidecar,
-Lt/ fully equipped, perfect condition.—Particulars,
Roodman. 31. Norfolk St., E.8. l[2501

DOUGLAS 1921 25,4h.p., 2 speeds, fully equipped,
licence, new condition"; £49; exchanges, instal-

ments.— 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3602

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, nice turn-out,
J-*-' practically unscratched, must realise: 45
guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [3521

DOUGLAS 234h.p.. 2-speed, fully equipped and
perfect, late model; £22/10.-113, High St.,

Clapham. 'Phone : Latchmere 4290. [3268

£23.-1915 2%h.p. Douglas, splendid condition, Binks,
lOO m.p.g., lamps, long exhaust, fully licensed.

—

la, Hearne Rd., Kew Bridge, Chiswick. [2853

1 Q19 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, Watford speedometer,
-Lt' Tan-Sad, all accessories, tools, excellent order;
£45.—Dredge, 44, Hurst Rd., Erith, Kent. [2515

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 2%h.p. 2-speed
Douglas, accessories, tax paid, almost new con-

dition; £58.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [2348

GIBB, Gloucester, has ridden Douglases for years
past; piompt delivery of the various models Irom

stock; trade supplied where not represented. [7542

DOUGLAS 1918-19, 2-speed, Lucas lamps, all acces-
sories, excellent all-round condition; week-end

only; £35.—72, Clock House Rd.. Beckenham. 1[2509

DOUGLAS 23/;h.p. 1915, completely renovated 1921,
good running order, with 10 months' insurance

unexpired; £35.-123, Coleherne Court, S.W.5. [2889

|Q22 2.>4h.p. Douglas all-on model, done 200 miles,
""

-«-*/ guaranteed perfect; accept 50 guineas.—Stuart
Lowe, Moreton Terrace, Mews, S.W.I. Vic. 7481. [2541

DOUGLAS 1921 234h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter
fully equipped, licence, new condition ; £58

;

exchanges, instalments.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[3601

"j Q21 Douglas Combination 4h.p., speedometer,
--*^ lights, 'tax paid, perfect condition; £80, or

best cash offer.-Watson, 11. Godolohin Rd.. W.12.
[2633

rQ22
Douglas 2.fih.pr^ 2 speeds, not done 300 miles,

t» tax paid 1923, fully equipped, Tan-Sad; £65,
or near offer; buying car.—Phelps, Carfax, Horsham.

[2538

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, mew coachbuilt

sidecar, just overhauled, screen, lamps, tools,

spares, as new; £57/10.-24, Elswick Rd.. Lewisham.
[2466

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p:, 1916, good running order;

£28,, or offers.—Haverstock Hill Garage, 50,

HaverstocS Hill, N.W.3. 'Phone: Hampstead 6609.
[35134h.p. Douglas Combination, maker's blue, looks just

like new, grand order; absolute bargain, £75.—
Marlborough (The Motor House), 20, Finchley Rd..

N.W.8. [9578

DOUGLAS 1922 2%h.p., an ideal solo mount, fully

equipped, lamp, horn, etc., brand new; special

showrcom-soiled price, £62.—The Morria Garages.
Oxford.

- [2554

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., clutch, kicltstart, fully equipped,
spare tyre, tube, belt, chain, fiools, tax paid;

bargain, £45.—Sutclitfe, 333, Cheetham Hill Rd., Man-
chester. [3099

4h.p. Douglas, 1916, 2 speeds, tax paid, horn,
lamps, generator, been carefully used, good going

order; £38.—Nicholson, Bowden, St. Boswells, Rox-
burghshire. [2471

"1020 Douglas 2^h.p., 3-speed, new tyres, tool bags,XU footboards, lamps, etc., as new; £48.—Station
Hotel, outside Latimer Rd. Station, Metropolitan.

Park 3875. [2849

DOUGLAS 1922 4h.p. Combination, lamps. Bonniksen,
Easting, legshields, sparer, only done 4,000, engine

just overhauled by. makers, owner bought car; £120,
oaers.—Askwith, Eobeston House, Bury St. Edmunds.

[2847

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

B
Q20 4h.i>. Douglas pombiuation, in very good ortler,

*-*' little used, running perfect, lamps, spe^edometer
t

.€75 guiiiens; Petersfleld district—Box 3735, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [2598

1 Q21 Douglas, lamps, speedometer, insured to June,
J-«^ 1923, tax paid, very Rood condition; £4G.—
Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon St.. Bond St., W.l.
Mayfair 625. r2745

AT Edwards'.—1918 Douglas 234h.p., fully equipped,
excellent condition, new tyres and belt; 37 gns.

Deferred payments and exchanges.—101. Great Port-
land St., W.l. [2219

3 3. la. p. Douglas, W.D., reconditioned macliine, un-
* u^ed, nearly all new nnrts, tyres; belts, etc.

;

£58; all on; exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Ed., South Kensington. [5204

~t Q22 Douglas SVoh.p. Sports Model, fully equipped,
-^•-' licensed year, indistinguishable Irom new; 90
gns.; -exchanges a-nd deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harring-
ton Rd., South- Kensington. ;[2284

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don, E.G. 4.—Douglas, 2%h.p., 1916, 2-speed, tax

paid, all on, £35; 2"}4h.p. 1921 2-speed Douglas, all.

on, £60; cash or easy terms. [3429

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1920, all possible acces-
sories except lamps, in excellent condition and

perfect running order, ta.x paid; £75; any trial.—Mar-
shall, Breinton Manor, nr. Hereford. [2691

DOUGLAS 2')4h.p,, new in 1920, just been over-
hauled, nickel plated, and enamelled, tax paid,

lamps, tools, etc., in perfect condition; bargain,
£37/10.-179. Brixton Rd., London, S.W.9. [1645

~| Q20 Douglas, 2%h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start;
JOy £49 10s.; 1920 Douglas, 2^,4h.p., 3-speed,
£45; both brand-new condition. unscratched,
equipped.—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd.,
Dalston, N.l. [351 ^

e^ K Guineas.—1919 4h.p. Douglas combination, fully^ tJ equipped, registered, aluminium sidecar, East-
ing, legsnields, spedometer, guaranteed perfect condi-
tion; any trial; exchanges; evenings.—4, Elm Gardens,
Hammersmith. [2962

FOR 'Douglas 1922 23,ih.p. and 4h.p. Combination;,
get in touch with us; we are North London

agents, and give you the best of service; all spares in

stock; no WD. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broad-
way, Muswell Hill [0786

"I
Q22 Douglas 2^/4h.p., 2-speed, all on, new in May,

-L*7 fine condition, taxed to end of year, insured
to May, 1923, delivery October Ist, owner leaving
country after leave; £45.—Apply 8, Grosvenor Av.,
Wallington, Surrey. [2812

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1918 Combination, £52 10s.; a
really sound, reliable machine, enamel and

plating like new, good tyres, fully equipped.—88,
Glouoester Place Mews, Portman Square, W. Ex-
change lightweight.

^ [3508

DOUGIAS 23^.'ih.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-start motlel,

fully equipped, splendid condition, fine engine,
mileage 3,000, original tyres, tax and insurance paid
December, 1922; £60.—Box lOl, c/o Unite<l Adver-
tising Service, Ltd., 27, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2. [3469
DOUGLAS Combinations, 4h.p., in running order-

complete with new coachbuilt body; £42/10
each. We have only a few left at this ridiculous
price, all 3-speed and clutch models.—The Sulina
Garage Co., New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
'Phone : Streatham 40 and 2563. [2425

"IQ15 2-^,4,h.p. Douglas, unusetl until 1921, enamel
-'-*y and plating ko<x1. 1922 large tank, belt, chain,

and tyres practically new, 50 m.p.h., large brass ex-

haust, drilled pistcns, etc., ]'ust completely overhauled,

spare belt, chain, tube, etc.. equipped, licensed and
insured till 1923; £38, offers;, apnointment.—71, Wyatt
Park Rd., Streath^.m Hill. London, S.W.2. [2636

DOUGLAS New 2%h.p. 1922 2-speed Models, fully

equipped, £68; 2^f4h.p. 3-speed clutch and kick-

start model, all on, £82; 4h.p.. all on, £110; 4h.p,

combination, all on, £135; sy^h-p. si'torts model, £115;
eh.p. combination, all on, £165; your old machine
taken in exchange and treated as payment down, the
remainder in 12 equal monthly payments or more.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3438

Spare Parts:

DOUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [7665

KOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [5930

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham.—Complete stock genuine guaranteed
Douglas parts, immediate dispatch; lowest cash prices.

[5034
DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for

all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare
part stockists.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,
N.IO. [0806

DOUOLAS Spares.-Large stocks of new genuine
Douglas spares at lowest cash prices. See our

advertisement under Parts and Accessories.—The Ed-
wards Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick,
W.4. r0927

THE LEADING

EXCHANGE SPECIALISTS

MORE BARGAINS.

SHOP -SOILED.
1922 6 h.p. E.S.A. Comb., No. 3 sidecar. , . £138

1922 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb., fully equipped £110

1922 3-J h.p, ARIEL Comb., latest type, .. £105

£95
3i h.p. ZENITH-BRADSKAW, all

chain

SECONDHAND.
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., 2-seater,

magdvno, hood, screens, Binks,
mileage 800 £130

1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., all chain,

Lucas accessories, as new £125

1922 2^ h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-sp., clutch

and k.-s., Lucas accessories, as new £45

1921 79 h.p, AMERICAN EXCELSIOR.^
only run v^ry small mileage £70

1921 2^ h.p. OMEGA-JAP, 2-sp., clutch and
k.-s., all accessories, a gift £45

1921 4 h.p. WOLF-JAP Comb., all acces-

sories, hood, very good condition. . . £65

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., lamps, horn,

screen, spare wheel, etc., etc., excellent

condition £120

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., dynamo,
screen, speedometer, leg-shields,

excellent condition £90

1920 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb., Model H,
hood, screen, spare wheel, leg-shields,

lamps, etc £85

igig 4J h.p. B.S.A. Comb., all chain, lamps,

. horn, etc £67

J916 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., fully equipped,
screen, etc., etc.,exceptional condition £68

1914 3^ h.p. RUDGE, k.-s., clutch, lamps
and speedometer, etc., etc £28

MANY MORE.

ALL MACHINES LICENSED.

May We Send You Full Particulars ?

2, EASTBANK ST.,

'•fi^oT SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dunelt.

D.TJNELT Combiniition, 2-stroke, ab<^lutely new, shop,
soiled, complete with 18 amp. lighting set coat-

ing £20, 4 detachable wheels and all fitted with ovemzq
tvree, any trial given ; enciifioe at £105.—Seen al

I^iickray's, Central Garage, Ilkley. [2611

Economic.
ECONOMIC, new May, no* done 100; £28/10,-

Waterloo House, North Cheam. [2689

£34.—2V2h.p., the Economic "no trouble, 20 m.p.h.
all day " machine, iree trials and tuition given;

see it climb Muswell Hill; catalogue tree.—North
London Agents, Janes Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

l3548
034.—Economic, 6-speed, clutch, vibrationle&s Lwui^ motor cycles, heavy tyres, Druid forks, for ladiea
or gentlemen ; see it climb Muswell Hill !—North
London agents: Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0903
ECONOMIC Motor Cycles, £34; immediate delivery

2V2h.p. opposed twin, variable gear, clutch,
dynamo lighting; trial runs given.—London agents:
Denman Motor Agency, 4, Denman Place, Pioadilly
Circus. Tel. : ilegent 986. [0993

Edmund.
EDMUND 2%h.p. J.A.P. 1921, Olympia Show model.

2 speeds, clutch, equipped, new condition; £50:
exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3603

pDMUND 1922 2^;ih.p. Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch,
-*-^ K3 spring frame, soiled only, list price, £90;

I

accept £75.—The Layton Garages' 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. [3542 J

Enfield.

ENFIELD 1918 Combination, as new; £80; Sh.p.-^' I

Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [3234 '

BARGAIN.—3h. p. Enfield, as new, all on; £32,
144. Ciavpnf'^ n,T Wimbledon.144, Clarence Rd,, Wimbledon. [3333

-| Q22 Enfield Sh.p. Combination, shop-soiled; £120.
J «-' bargain.—MitEon's, Newmarket. [2970

E
[2970

NFIELD Combination, Colonial model, neaiiv new:
£92.—Marshall, 126a, High St.. Slough. 12676

I^NPIELD 1921 Sh.p.. 2-seater S.C., perfect; any
-< trial; £115.-117, EnElefield Rd.. Canonbtiry.

|

11439 'I

I

1 Q22 Enfield 2Vih.i3. 2-speed Lightweight, shop- '

J-tf soiled only; £49.—Gray's Garage, Watford.
[3081

£16.—2^!4h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, clutch, splendid
condition, smart.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[3347

"I
Q21 Enfield Lightweight, unscratched, 2-speeiJ.

J-v clutch; 28 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Batham.
[3523

71 NFIELD Combination, very good order; £69.-E Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. [3361

1 Q21 (July)
J-^ licensed;
Leeds.

equipped,
'.icklefield.

Enfield 2'/ih.p., fully
bargain, £42.—Wallis, Midi

[2627

"IQ22 Enfield, 2-8trote, -K.S., unscratched, licensed,
-*-*/ lamps, horn, mirror: £42.-10, Clovelly Rd.,
Hornsey. [5491

T Q22 Enfield 2i4h.p., kick-starter model, never been
J-t' ridden; *45.—Heath, 4, St. Stephen's Rd..
Hounslow. [3280

8 h.p. Twin Royal liinfield, late 1919, excellent con-
dition, lamps, etc.; £60.—94, Ribblesdale Rd.,

Streatham. [3489

£57/10.-1919 6h.p. Royal Enfield' combination,
good condition: cheap.—Harrington, 21, Brent

St., Hendon. [3061

ENFIELD Model 200, shop-soiled only, at special
price of £49/10.—Ratoliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

land St. 'W. [3129

ENFIELD 2-stroke, kick-start, only ridden 200 miles,
tax paid; illness cause of selling; £47.—Bodding-

ton, Alcester. [2913

ENFIELD Combination, Model 190, shop-soiled
only; £142.—Ratcliffe Bros ~^' "' ~

land St., W.l.
200, Gt. Port-

[3132

5-6h.p, Royal Enfield Combination 1914, overhauled
bv makers, any trial; £50, or offer.—88, Park

Rd., W. Dulwich. [3175

RO'VAL ENFIELD 1917 Sh.p. Twin, 2-speed, K.S.,

lamps, etc.. just overhauled; *26.—4, The Plain,
Wandsworth, S.W.I 8. [3077

1 Q 22 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, Magdyno, acces-

XtJ sories, excellent condition; £125.—Quenby,
Bromham Swan, Bedford. - - [2893

OQ Guineas.—1920 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamp,
/W t/ horn, tools, new tyres, licensed, perfect.

—

Jeweller, Dolfedw, Llanybyther, [2512

"ITl NFIELD 1921, 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick-start, tax
-8-J paid, insurance till August, 1923, like new; ^^35.

—201, King's Cross Rd., W.C.I. [2814

"IQ20 Enfield Combination Sh.p., Magdyno lighting,

JL«^ tax paid, good condition; £75 cash.— 18, St.

George's Rd., Eeckenham, Kent. [257Q

ENFIELD, 1920, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch just de-

carbonised, perfect order; £32.—25b, Lurline Gar-

dens, Battersea ta-rk (near station). [278*"
,

'

b26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

'

Indian.

INDIAN .7-9h.p, Powerplus Combination, late 1920,

liad but little use, splendidly equipped and per-

feet; £85; would exchange ior solo and cash.—Hucke,

718, Alum Ro<^k Rd_., Birmingham. I[3301

INDIAN 7-Bh.p, C^inbiiiation, new Feb., 1922, iuUe-

i)ge 2,000, dynamo Itghting. speedometet, special

flWiupa". spares, cost £200," -wondei-ful outfit, any trial;

jicoept £130.-34, SnnUey St., AVarrington. [257,6

-IQ15-16 5-6h.p. Indian CombinaUon, 3 speeds, K.S.,

XU lainns, windscFee"-, apron, good—comiition,. 2

spjifc covers, any trial, evenings; fi63.—75. Cudworlh
Rd., South Willpsborougb, Ashlord, Kent. [2583

INDIAN Combination 1918-19 7-'9h.p., 3 speeds,

clutch, special £40 touring sidecar, electric light-

ing, speedometer, windscreen, licence, n6w condition;

£70; exchanges, instalments.-63, Solon Ed., Bristou.
[3605

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combi'nation, 1920, complete, over-

hauled by Hendees for £37, excellent condition,

tax paid; must sell; owner abroad; nearest £85.^Lt.-
Commander Stooker, 12, Shawfield Park, Bromley,

:
Kent. r249t>

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, Magdyno electric light-

ing. 3-speed, clutch., electric and hand Klaxon,
lamps and spares, first-class order; £95, or cash ad-

justment with small car.—H. Carver, 9, South St.,

Havant. 1[2499

"IQ21 (delivered 1922) 7-9h.p. IndiaJi Combinatioir,

;

XJ/ dynamo lighting, electric, Klaxon, Ampmeter,
speedometer, Easting, licensed year, excellent condition

:
and appearance; £90; deferred payment or exchanges.
—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[3528

1 Q22 (July) Indian Chief, 7-9h.p., Swan sports
J-iy sidecar, electric and acetylene lighting, disc
wheels, aluminium dash and Aero windscreen on side-

;
car, insured; £203; tax paid; reason for selling,

j
owner returning West Africa; £170.—Jones, 10, St.

' Stephens Rd., Bournemouth. [2519

Sj)are Parts:

TNDIAN Spares.-Immediate delivery.— Kays, Bond
St., Eall'ng.

'
' [7668

GODFRErS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St.. London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statin;,'

year of manufacture. [0752

INDIAN" Spares.—New and second-hand for all

models ; all second-hand spares sent on approval

write, call, or 'phone; we can save you money.—
Lniig^ford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, JS'.W.2. Hamp-
stead 8616. [1354

INDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new, also second-hand,
from stock; send list requirements for our prices.—

Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Rd., London.
-Phone: Brixton 3129. The firm with a reputation
lor promptness and satisfaction. [6301

Ivy
£12.—Iw 2''j.h.p,, Bosch, Dunlops, anv examinatkm,

tax pliid.-F. Rawson, Awkley. Doncaster. [2672

IVY 2-stroke, 2-speed, late 1921, scarcely soiled, per-

fect condition; £40.—Box 3717, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2546

1 Q21 Ivy 2iAh.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S., with acces-
XtJ series; ^£40, or near offer.—Bing, Benson, Wal-
Hngford. :[3336

IVY 2V''h.p. 2-stroke, perfect running order, fully
equip'ped, tax paid ; £ 1 9 nearest .—1 6 3, JDevizes

Rd.. Salisbury. ,
[5091

"I Q21 Ivy 2V'b.p., 2-sti-oke, Stiirmey-Archer 2-speed,
JL«7 ohitch, kick-starter, tax paid; £39.-BaTtletts, 93,

C4t. Portland St. [2997

1 fD|17 6h.p. Ivy-Jap, Canoelet sidecar, box carrier,
-i-*' Binks. Easting, fully equipped, perfect ; £50.—
Bustin, Chilton, I'hame. [2880

James.
JAMES 2-stroke, 2-speed, shop-soiled only; £54.

—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
[3131

JAMES 3V'b.p. Sports, at special price of £94.—
—RatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.

[3130
JAMES 1920 Combination, 5-6h.p., de luxe, lavishly

equipped, insured; £90.-281, Portland Rd.,
South Norwood.

"
- [3082

JAMES Combination No. 10, shon-soiled only, at
special price of £144.—Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W. [3135

JAMES 1922 (April) 7h.p. Combination, electric
lighting, fiqllv equipped, condition perfect; £128.

-hone : City 4944. No dealers. [2842

1 Q22 3y2h.p. Sports James, equipped, tax paid, in-
-Lv distinguishable from new; 79 guineas.—Edwards
and Co., 101, Great Portland St., W.l. [3562

JAMES 2J4h.p., 2-speed. 1920, new tyres, rear punc-
ture-proof, just overhauled and new bearings, all

accessories; £36.—Fish, 240, Hish Rd.. Tottenham.
[3044

1Q20 James De Luxe 5-6b.p. Combination, Easting,Xv luggage grid, speedometer, lamps, i'lsurancc,
tax, new condition; £95.—Reid, 40. Forest Hill Rd ,

Dulwich. [3193

©^7Jl^ter
Crasi^:^^^

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Distributing Ag;ents
for A.J.S., Excelsior, and Dunelt Motor Cycles.

SHOP -SOILED MACHINES
at SECOND-HAND PRICElSi.

USED MACHINES at ROCK BOTTOM.
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED.

Available for Cash or on our liberal extended
payment terms, which includ« a comprehensive
Insurance Policy and Free Delivery vpithin a
radius of 150 miles.

Cash
Price.

i39

$98

£130

£9S

£99

£60

£55

£50

£85

£121

£130

£170

£80

£70

£95

£100

Description.

SHOP SOILED.
Zenith-Bradshaw, 1922,

all-chain drive.

Quadrant, 1923, 4V h. p.,

all-chain, Comb.
P. & M., 1922, 4 li.n. De

Luxe, ^ speed=,Co:i)b.

SECOND-HAND SOLOS.
Sunbeam, 1921, 3> hp.,

Eemi-sports.

Sunbeam, 1922, 3.^ h.p.,

Sports Model, hardly
used.

Triumph, 1918, 4 hp.,
just thoroughly over-

hauled.
Lea-Francis, 19 19, 3J

h.p., equipped.
!vy, 1921, 2i h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed.

SECOND-HAND COMBS.
A.J.S., rg22, 2j h.p..

Comb. ,tully equipped,
special demonstration
outfit.

Douglas, 1921, 4 h.p.,

screen, lamps, horn.

B.S.A., 1921, 6-7 hp.,
detachable wheels,

s reen, lan-p, horn etc.

Zenitli, 1921, 8 hp.,
Clutch Model, fully

equipped. Easting
screen, tax paid,as new.

Henderson, 1921, ii.b

h.p., Db Luxe, C.&M.
sidecar, dynamo It;;.

Sunbeam, loiS, 3! h.p.,

and Henderson Side-
car. speedonieter,etc.,

tax paid.

Rover, 1919, si h.p., and
Special Sporting Side-
car, equipped, ex-

cellent condition.

A.J.S., 1919, 6 h.p.,

Comb., spare wheel,
acetylene equipment,
excellent order, tax
paid.

A J.S., 1920, 6 h.p.,

Comb., electric light-

ing, spare wheel, in

very fine order.

Deposit.

£27 5 6

£26 IS

£38 16 6

£27 2 6

£27 S 6

12 Monthly
Instal-

ments.

£7

£7

£9

£6 13 4

£7

£18 14 0, £4 6 8

£15 10

Casli only.

£24 15 a £S 1

£24 14 C £6

£34 10 e: £8 11 8

£36 18

Cash

£2S 15

£21 2 6

£27 14

£28 18

£9 3 4

only.

£7

£5

£S IS 8

£7 3 4

Write for proposal form i! unable to call, stating maJse o£

macbine that interests you—and remember we can supply

any make of New Machine and many excellent carelMly

used mounts at bargain prices.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: Motorcycles and Cars.

52-53. Sussex Place, South Eensingtoj.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Roa3, W.C.I
Wholesale: 38, Alfred Place, W.C.I.
Garage—^Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

Telephones Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240
Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260

Telegrams: ,= " Dynametro, Westcent, London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

"I
Q22 James 7h.p. De Luxe Combination, dynamo

-*-t7iighiins, spare wheel (unused), Brook* canti#

lever saddle, windscreen, under fi.OOO: fll50.—23,
Hamilton Rd., ReadlnR. [276^

1020 James 4i^h.p. CombinaUon (special engine),
J-U F.R.S., electric lighting. Easting, hum, speedo-
metei-, 28x3 wheels, privately owned; £83, see-n any
time, perfect oon-cliti-on.—7, The Vale, Acfcon, W.3.

[3375
GUARANTEE for three months with B^^h.p. Twin

James, Sports model, 3-speed, countershalt;
38 guineas ; photograph ; exchanges.—Peter Gordon,
Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, (D)

[3414
STOCKTAKING Clearance Sale.—New 1922 sy^h.p.

sports Jamo.s. £90; 7h.p. De Luxe combination,
windscreen, detachable wheels, £134; easy payments
'^X extra.-Premier MoLnr Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
liam. [3572

SOUTHPORT—1919-20 James, dynamo combina-
tion, 5-6h.p., luxuriously equipped, speedo-

mater, Klaxon, scuttle, ,screen, legshields, etc.,

excellent condition ; 90 guineas ; exchanges.—Rents,
417, Lord St., Southport. [3118

STOCKTAKING Bargains.—A chance for the keen
buyer to secure a famous James at a low price.

21/ih.p. S-strokes, 3M;h.p. sports, 4i4h.p. and 7h.p.

combinations in stock. Free delivery to your door.

Write for catalogue, or call for demonstration run.
Remember the James is made throughout in a perfect
factory, hence a perfect design,—Whitby's James Service

Depot, 7, The Vale, Acton, W.3, 'Phone: Chiswlck
1513. [3377

bliare Parts:

FAMES Spares.
St., Ealing.

Immediate d-elivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
[5079

WHITBYS.—James spares, expert service.—7, The
Vale, Acton. \V.5. 'i'noue: \..iAti\:i<:^ 1513. [977/

J.E.S.

J.E^. Lightweight, smart little machine; 8 guineas.
—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [3517'

J.E.S. Lightweights; place your order "with the man
on the spot.— Gibb, Gloucester. [7546

Kenneth.
KENNETH 25^h.p. Albion, 2-speed gear, spares all

new; £40.-91. Dugdale Rd.. Radford, Coventry.
r2752

Kingsbury.
KINGSBURY 1921 2"f4h.p., 2-speed, all chain, good

condition; 33 guineas.—Lewis, 46, Bellevue Rd.,
Salisbury. [1508

KINGSBURY 1920 25.4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, all-

chain, electric liEhting, pillion, small mileage;
33 guineas.-^M,, 45, Nightingale Lane, Hornsey, N.8.

[3223
Lea=Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS Combination, dynamo lighting, a
bargain, Terry's spring saddle; £75.—Ross, 86,

High Rd., Lee. [3235

£55.—Lea-Fj-ancis 1920 Combination, SV^h.p. M.A.G.
engine, fully equipped, beautiful condition; bar-

gain.~198. Great Portland St., W. [2679

£45.-1920 Lea-Francis, S^^h.p. twin M.A.G. engine,
clutch, kick-start, perfect condition.—Premier

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3573

1 Q 19-20 Lea-Francis 3i^h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed,
J- 1? clutch, and kick-starter, epe.edometer, etc., tax paid,
in new condition; £45.— Btirtletts, 93, Gt. Portland St.

[2988

1 Q20 Lea-Francis Combination, clutch, kick-starter,
JL t/ Easting windscreen, lamps, speedometer, Tan-
Sad, perfect order; sacrifice, £60.-18, Hallswelle Rd.,
Golders Green. [3292

Levis.

"pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

BARGAINS in Showroom-soiled 1922 Models.- 2i4h.p.

Popular, single gear, £40 ; Model S, 2-speed,
clutch, kick-start, £51; Model G2, 247 c.c, 2-speed,
c. and k.s., £54; write for stocktaking clearance sale
list; deferred payments 4% exti-a.—Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3574

LEVIS 1921, 2-speed, clutch; £38.-53, Killieser
Av., Streatham Hill. {2864

GIBB, Gloncester, Sole District Agent fnr Levis

:

immediate "delivery from stock. [754')

LEVIS, 1920 engine, fully equipped, tax paid; £18.
—284, St. James Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E.I.

[3498
£24.—Exceptionally nice 2V2h,p. Levis, 2 speeds,

perfect condition.—King, Egrove Farm. Oxford.
[3348

"I Q20 Levis Popular, in splendid condition, insuredXU till April, lamp, spare belt; £26.-27, Breck-
nock Rd., N.7. [2703

"I Q19 Levis Popular, new belt, new tyre, perfect con-
J-*y dition; £29, or near offer.—32, Binden Rd..
Shepherds Bush. [3154

1 Q13 Levis Popular, fully equipped; bargain,
X*/ £20.-113, High St., Clapham. 'Phone.
Latchmere 4290. t3266

4U letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b29
Motor Cycles advei-tised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

1 *y Guineas.—Levis, late model, fully equipped, good
J- • sound little bus; alter 5 p.m.—20, Ticen Ay..
Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [3219

03.b.p. LeTis (P1920), fully equipped, excellent
'^* condition; £24 for immediate sale.—"Charlton,"
Cambridge Park, Wanstead. C2671

"DRAND uew 1922 Levis, 2-speed, clutcb model, bIiob-
.*-* soiled, unused, lamps, tools, etc. ; £58.—Knights,
126, Upper Tooting Ed., S.W.17. [0778

T EVIS 1919, Model E,
-^-^ fast, excellent condition ; offers.-

2V2h.p.. 2-speed. all-chain,
. _ __ in

;

'offers.—5, Orchard Cot-
lages, Bedouwell, Belvedere, Kent. [3086

T EVIS 1922 2y,h.p. model, 2-stroke, the popular
-^ favourite, brand new; special showroom-soiled
price, £45.-Tiie Morris Garages, Oxford. [2552

^38.-1922 Levis Popular, tax paid, Lucas horn',
<^*^ only done 50 miles, carriage paid to any address.
-Premier Motor Co., Aston Hd., Birmingham. [3575
"1 022 Levis. 2 speeds, Sturmey, hand clutch, brand
-'-t' new, shop-soiled; accept 10% off list.—Homao's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Ualston
2408. [3454
Jj? 18.—Levis Popular, all on, tax paid, perfectly
=* sound, a splendid little 'bus.—Croxlord, The
Motor Cycle House, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., East
•Sheen, S.'V7.14. 'Phone: Richmond 322. [3397

T EVIS New 1922 Models.—2iih.p. Popular, £48;
--' 2l,4h.p., 2-speed and clutch, £58; Levis sports
model, £51 ; all models supplied on easy "terms and
exchange, one-fifth down.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [3440

T EVIS 1922 2i4h.p.. Model G., winner of the lipht-
-•-' weight cla.ss, 1921 and 1922 I.O.M. Tourist
Trophy, the 1922 French Graud Prix, and the 1922
Belgian Grand Prix, brand new; special showroon-
sciled price, £55.—The Motris Garages, O.xford. [2551

Spare Parte:

rjODFREYS, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland

V W.I.—Complete stock of all Levis
St.. London.

r — ..- ... .-.. —. spare parts
always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0753

L.M.C.
T .M.C. Combination, all on, just dope tour in
-L' North Devon, 200 miles a day; £65, or near.—
21, Tyrrell Rd.. East Dulwich. S.E. [3051

Martinsyde.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London Mar

tinsyde Service Agents; trial runs arranged:
spares stocked.-157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5929

jl/TARTINSYDE 1921 Combination, hood, screen,
-1'-*- never ridden, perfect; must be sold, offers over
£100; letters.—Thomas, 373, Kennington Rd., S.E.

[2862
TV/TARTINSYDE Combination, 1922, 6h.p., 3-speed
-1-"J- gear, splendid hill-climber, brand new; special
showroom-soiled price, £140.—'I'he jNIorris Garages,
Oxford. [2556

your Motto be; "-A Martinsyde for me."
othing better made, finest value for money;

cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—In stock at
the Service Depot, Marlborough Motor Works (The
.Motor House), 20, Finchley Rd., N W.8. [9583

UNIQUE OFPER.-Special model, 1921 6h.p. Mar-
tinsyde and sidecar, equipped with hood, screen,

and special storm apron, Lucas dynamo lightinE and
interior sidecar lamp, in perfect condition, plating
and enamel as new, two spare tubes and other
accessories; very little used; £135 or nearest offer.-
Bennett, 1, Hunter St., W.C.2. [2761

Spare Parts:

j\,f
ARTINSVDE Spare Parts are obtainable from

1'.* stock at Jones' Garage. The Broadway, Muswell
Hill, Lcndou N.IO. [0918

Matchless.

MATCHLESS, all models; free delivery to any
address.—Gibb. Noithgate. Gloucester. [7548

fully

8, Bond
[2903

LET
Not!

STOCKTAKING

SALE
HUGE REDUCTIONS

-| Q21 Matchless Spring Frame CombinationXU equipped, tax paid ; £92/ 10.—Kay
St., Ealing.

MATCHLESS Victory Combination, newly reno'
vated, * ' '

-----
standard colours ; £84,

Combination,

7, Exhibition
[3590

fully equipped,
£68.—
[3092

IQig Matchless
-*-*' Easting, insured, splendid throughout
136, Lambeth Walk, S.E.

-| Q21 Matchless Magdyno Combination, spare wheel,
it' leg shields, speedometer, screen, hood; £100.—
14, Longfield St., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [3151

MATCHLESS Combination, 1916, re-enamelled,
plated, M.A.G. engine, any trial; £74, or offer.

—281, Portland Rd., South Norwood:. [3083

,ill models, immediate delivery; cash
easy terms,—The Agent, Sam. E.

Clapham. Tlione: Greenwich 751. Also for

A.J.S., Benrdmore Connaught, Chater-Lea, Douglas,
Edmund. Ecr^nomic, F.N,, Harley, Hobart, Hazle-

wood, James, Levis, Monopole, McKenzie, P. and M.,
Royal Ruby, Res-Acme. Rudge-Raleigh, etc. All makes
light cars.-Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27. Stockwell

St., Greenwich. S.E.IO. [4933

-| Q22 Matcliless.
Xt/ escliango or easy terms,—The Agent, Sam.

NEW
1922 MODELS

all with makers'

FULL GUARANTEE!
Cne example of the remarkable value

offered in our Clearance Sale List:

—

NORTON ^rh.'p'.r "f;'eed"
chain drive, kick start (list CQC
price iii5) ------- *:7iJ

Solo Machines :

—

BROUGH RALEIGH
JAMES RADCO
LEVIS TRIU.MPH
NORTON VELOCETTE

Sidecar Comb'nations :

—

A J.S. TRIUMPH
CLYNO NORTON

RALEIGH JAMES

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY

Aston Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone

Telegrams

Central 7367 (2 lines)

'Primus, Birmingham"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1Q22 Matchless Combination, Model H, as new,
-»-«-' Lucas accessories, lovely lot; £110.—James, c/o
Eradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [3199

MATCHLESS 1922, Model H Combination, slightly

shop-soiled, list price, £170; accept £150 cash.-
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford, [3541

MATCHLESS Combination 6h.p., coachbuilt, screen,

engine giiararnteed perfect; seen any time; £45.—
Haverson, 3, Turtle Rd.. Garratt Lane. S.W.17. [2455

£130 Buys the Latest Matchless Outfit, cash or nay.

ments; also we have 1921 and 1922 second-hand
bargains.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd,, S.W.17.

[0759

MATCHLESS 1920. Magdvnamo model, not done

2,000 miles, hood, spare wheel, speedometer,
£115; also similar model. £110.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,

Lee. [3237

MATCHLESS Touring Model J Combination at 1923
price ( £ 130) ; exchanges, deferred ; finest valne

on market.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [9167

TASSELL, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead, for

Matchless Combination; deferred payments;
spares of all dates; trade supplied where agents not
appointed. [2241

1 Q22 Matchless H2, dynamo lighting, electric horn,
Xi/ front band brake, mechanical pump, spare
wheel unused; £l35; week-end London.—Box 3779,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [3247

MATCHLESS Combination, July, 1922, epare whesl,

speedometer, mileage 250, health reasons, guaran-

teed pprfect; sacrifice £145.—White, Hayes St., Small-

thorne, Stoke-on-Trent. [2588

£65.—Matchless combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine.

3 speeds, countershaft, double sidecar, beautiful I

order; exchanges; ride 50 miles to purchaser.—406,
|

York Rd., Wandsworth. [2939

MATCHLESS.—The advanced 1923 Model J Com-
bination, the World's Best, at £130. complete

immediate delivery. Cash or easy terras.—Sam E.

Clapham (Motors), Greenwich. [2275

"IITATCHLESS 1922 Combination, Magdyno. spare
^'*' wheel, legshields, few spares, excellent condition,
insurance to April, 1923; price £140.—West, Sdington
House, Sticklepath, near Okeliampton. [2681

1 Q21, registered March, 1922, Matchless H Combina-
-'-*-' tion, M.A.G., Magdyno, spare wheel. Royal
Easting, legshields. step, new condition;- £160.— Stan-
dish,. 42, Highbury Grove, N.5. After 7. [2479

MATCHLESS Combination, 1921, H2, M.A.G.. Lucas
lamps, hood, screen, side screens, spare wheel,

speedometer, legshields, car step, Tan-Sad, equal to

new; £130.-125, Ancona Rd., Plumstead, S.E. [3282

MATCHLESS 2-seater Combination, August, 1921,
mileage 3,000. hood, leg shields, sidecar step,

condition warranted perfect; £125, or near offer;

Portsmouth district.—Box 3789, c/o The Motor Ci/clc.

[2797

MATCHLESS 1920, Model H, J.A.P. engine. Lucas
lamps, horn, legshields, sidecar step, speedometer,

spare wheel, good condition, mileage 7.000; £105.—
Orton, Framlingham Lodge. Libertus Rd., Chelten-
ham. r2525

MATCHLESS Combination, SB - model, M.A.G.
engine, electric lighting, child's seat, excellent

mechanical order, any trial; £63; or exchange light-

weight and cash.—Brown, 36, Amberley Rd., Palmers
Green. [3174

1 C|22 Matchless Sports Combination, fitted spare
X«7 wheel, speedometer. Lucas lamps, taxed and in-

sured, only 2 months old; cost £165, accept £120.—
Hillier, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington (7 or
7a 'bus). [2952

MATCHLESS Combination, H2, late 1920, M.A.G..
Lucas Magdyno, speedometer, hood, screen, cur-

tains, spare wheel, 2 new tyres, licensed, beautifnl
condition; bargain, £115.—Milne and Russell, 1.

Brighton Rd.. Croydon. [2972

OQ Guineas.—Matchless C.B. Combination 8h.p.,
(^ *y twin, 2-speed, clutch, kick-stai-ter, licensed,

equipped, guaranteed mechanically perfect and
thoroughly reliable; after 5 p.m.—20, Treen Av,.
Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [3217

ARGAIN.—Matchless Combination (February,
1921), 8h.p. M.A.G., spring frame, sprung- 1

wheel sidecar, spare wheel, hood, screen; 78 guineas;
'

photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd.. East Sheen. -- [3415

-| Q22 April Matchless, Magdyno, absolutely fully
J-t' equipped, cost £220, iust overhauled by makers, :

receipt shown; £165, or near offer; condition guar-
anteed perfect.—Apply J.B., 25-33, Well St., Hackney,
E.9, or 'phone: Dalston 5710 [2813'

1 Q22 8h.p. Matchless Combination, Model H2,

.

X«7 M.A G. engine, fully equipped, Magdyiio light-i

ing, speedometer, horn, spa-re wheel and tyre, leg- i

shield, luggage grid, sidecar step, hood, hood cover,':,.

Tau-Sad, wioidscreen, etc., front brake, external com-'i

pression type, tax and insurance paid, perfect condi-

tion; great ttargain, cost £217, accept £165; seen by
appointment.—Apply to H. Gardner, 92, Strone Rd.,

Forest Gate, E.7. [2457

B'

b3o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

.045.—Matchless Combination, 7-9b.p., M.A.G., 3-

;^ speed, c-oiintershait, dynamo lighting, windscreen,

etc., tax paid for year, just overhauled, perfect.

-

'.Croxford. The Motor Cycle House, 461. Upper Rirh-
,n(ond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond
322. [3396

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, interchangeable de-
tach Jible wheels, condition, appearance indistin-

guishable from new, low mileage, expert examination,
any trial, guarantee given, fully equipped

;
photo;

sacrifice, £58; no offers.—1, The Nooks, Dorset Rd.,
Eitham. [3173

LATE 1920 Model H Matchless, spare wheel, Lucas
Magdyno lighting, fitted with Matchless patent

front band brake, electric horn, legshields, San-ding
windscreen, perfect in detail, used week-ends only;
£90, or very near offer.—Chemist, 137, Woodlands
Rd.. lllord. [1927

.1021 Matchless, spring .frame, M.A.G., mechanienl
J.*/ oiling, 3 new tyres, accessories too numerous to

' inention, just overhauled by Matcialess specialist and
1922 impruvenients added, Tan-Sad, licensed; £125;
guaranteed,—Hardy, 63, Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammer-
sa-.ith, W.6. [2534

NEW Sh.p. 1922 Matchless Combination, 2-seater
model, spring frame, £187; Bh.p. standard model,

£170 ; siwrts model, £160 ; easy payments, one-fifth
down, remainder in 12 equal monthly payments or
more.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, I^ondon. 'Phone :

,

Hulborn 5777. - [3441

MATCHLESS Combinations.—T. J. Ross, of 86, High
Rd., Lee, S.E. ('phone Lee Green 774), will be

i pleased to take your orders ior prompt delivery.
Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
stration model always in stock. Purchasers taught

:
free. Large assortment of new and second-hand motor

I'L'ydes always in stock. [3244

I Spare Parts:

MATCHLESS Spares. Immedinte deliTery-Ktivs.
8, Bond St., Ealins. [5076

|\/rATCIILESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-
J-'i turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent,
Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO. [0808

McKenzie.
MCKENZIE, perfect running order; £25.-34, Till-

man St., Commercial Rd., E. [2697

MCKENZIE Lightweight, new, shop-soiled; £26.—
Houchin, 188, High St., Peckham, S.E.15. [2944

MCKENZIE, new May, licensed, accessories, per-
fect; £23.-17, Chatsworth- Rd., West Norwjj.i

rsiFo
MCKENZIE, new, demonstration model ;~ £25.—

Golonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead
;7322. [2476

tl Q22 McKenzie Lightweight, fitted with horn,
'-^*^ carrier, and licence: what offers?—M. Austin
: (.Miss), Asbtree House, Andlem, Ches. [2442

MCKENZIE Lightweight l^h.p., only done 600
miles, perfect order, lamps, horn, carrier, tax

paid; £23. no offers.-29, Ackroyd Rd., Honor Oak
I'ark, S.E.23. [2694

i Metro.
METRO-TYLER 2^)ih.p., 100 miles trial.—Greatrex,

Sedgley Rd. West, Tipton. [2521

1020 Metro-Tyler, 2%h.p. Sports Model, perfect
-L" order, tax paid; £27/10.—Homao's, 243, Lower
•laplon Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [3453

Minerva.
3 ill. p. Minerva, dropped, 2-spGed countershaft, taxed ;

2 ifil2.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Houns-
low. [2921

MINERVA 3V.ih.p. 2-speed, very powerful; exchange
lightweight.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-

don.
'

[3206

Minerva' BVA.p., mechanical, V Druids, low
sporting, trial, accessories; £9.—Guinchard, 179,

.tYork Rd., Camden Rd. [3386

!l Moto-Reve.

j!"l\ifOTO-REVE 2";4h.p. twin magneto, lightweight;
,
J-'X £-0.-158, London Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.

(1701
! Spare Parts:

MOTO-REVE Spares for all models, also repair*?,

, overhauls, gears, new engines.—Motor Supply
Co., Sole Concessionaires, 223a, High St., Lewisham,

! S.E. [8321

I

Ner-a»Car.

NER--A-CAR, November last, as new; £50, offers.

—

Waterloo House," North Cheam. [2688

NEH-A-CAR, 1921, under 1,000 miles, splendid
condition, faultless; £42/10.—S. G. Kimber,

Highfield, Southampton. [2888

NER-A-CA'R, new March, 1922, perfect condition,
kick-starter, electric lamps, horn, 2Vjl.p.; £50.—

Nurse Hewlett, Keighley. [2473

NEB-A-CARS.-The 1922 wonder, 2l4h.p., 2-5trokc
variable gear, electric and gas lighting, ready

for road; £65; limited immediate deliveries.—South-
eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E. 24. [3113

muomi KMM

FREE!
OUR NEW AUTUMN ILLUSTRATED
LIST, AND PATTERN BUNCH OF
CLOTHS, TOGETHER WITH SELF-
MEASUREMENT FORM, WILL BE
SENT ON TO YOU POST FREE,
AND WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION,
ON RECEIPT OF YOUR NAME AND
ADDRESS.
To . the Trade : Enquiries from Motor
and Cycle Traders invited.

MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fig. 1)

with Plaited Leather Belt.

SPECIFICATION
MADE from hard wear-

ing double texture
material with an interlining

o( Rubber.
Double Breasted Jacket,
with all-round plaited
Leather B«lt, large Patch
Pockets, and converted
collar to button right up to
neck, to fasten with Throat
Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.

All seams of the Suit are

rubber cemented and taped
with extra material, making the
garment absolutely waterproof.

Overall Trousers with spat-

shaped leg ; wind gussets to

keep the wind from the leg

and boots ; fastened with patent
clasp fasteners, enabling the
trousers to be pulled off in a
moment,

SU5T COMPLETE
35/'

Jacket only .... 25/-
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE

Waterproof 25/- ^'^" ^

Trench Coat ^'^1

(Fig. 2.) Fawn material, rubber

lined, wind
cuffs,

guaranteed
waterproof.

WATEfiPBOOF OVERALLS.
Double texture material, clasp

fasteners, perfectly waterproof.

p«t 12/6 p^'"'

THESEGARMENTSARENEWLY
MADE FROM FRESHLY
PROOFED MATERIAL BY EX-
PERIENCED WORKMEN AND
NOT HALF-PERISHED CLEAR-
ANCE LINES OR^W.D. SURPLUS
Jfyoii cannoi call, send motley with

breast measurement ani height.

POST YOUR ORDER EARLY
(Salis/aclion guarantt ei or money

\ CA Rn r A rj 7
^refunded if garments are returned

J pain rw
ilo us within 7 days. i , t t ^iiiT^n'rt

.

- — • ALL 0KDE-1J.
Actual Manufacturers

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208,OIdham Rd.,NewCross.Manchester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

"1Q22 21/ih.p. Nciv Hudson Model De Luxe, fully
-^^ equipped pillion; £48. or nearest; private owner.
—38, Lower Rd., Rotherhithe. [2986

PJ-6h.p. Twin New Hudson Combination, lamps, tuUy^ equipped, tax paid, chuin-citm-belt, 3-3peecl, clutch
and kif'lc-start ; bareain, £42/10.

1 Q19-20 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed,
-*-*^ clutch and kick-start, mechanically as new, special
child's seat attachment for sidecar, Eastint?, speedo-
meter, lamps, tax paid; bargain, £68/10.—Ehind and
Co., Stone I'lace, Eusholme, Manchester. 'Phone: 776
Busholme. [2718

"lyrEW HUDSON 3y.h.p., 3-speed combination, very
--' good condition; £28.—Newnham Motor Co., 223.
Hammersmith Ed., W.6. [3360

iih.p. Hudson Combination, 1920, Easting, licensed,^ recently^, overhauled, excellent appearance; £65.—
Dunham, 44, Chapel St., Luton. [3046

TW'EW HUDSON" 1915 6h.p. Combination, hood,
.^" screen, iiilly equipped, bargain; £45; exchange.
—Eoss, S, Hall Ed., East Ham. [2748

NEW HUDSON Combination. J.A.P. 6h.p., Bosch
magneto, Grado pulley, 1922 K.S., Druids front

forks; £45.—69. Elizabeth St., S.W. l[2503

NEW HUDSON Motor Cycles.—London Depot. 45.
Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. All models in

stock. Easy payments. Spares. Trade supplied. [0851

NEW HUDSON Combination, 6h.p., Sturmcy counter-
shaft, tax paid, lamps. Easting windscreen; ex-

change for good solo.—174, Avenue Ed., Acton, W.3.
_ [3089

1 22 2V4h.p. Hudson- de Luxe, £63; one shop-soiled
-L" de luxe, £55; also Popular model, £50.—
Shepherd, Enlield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross
31. [0911
"I Q20 New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, new condi-
-LO' tion, speedometer, windscreen, lamps, etc., tax
paid; £50; bargain—James, c/o Bradmores, 482
Harrow Ed., Paddington. [3197

New Imperial.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New Im.

pcrial-Jap, 1917, 2-Epeed gear; ie35. [3443

"IQ22 New Imperial, new, unregistered, 2%h.p., 3-
-'-•-' speed; £52/10 cash.—391, King St., Hammer-
.smith. [3260

LATE New Imperial,
. 25,1 J.A.P., 2-speed, very

smart, equipped; 25 guineas.—67, Fernlea Ed.,
Balham. - [3519

I^EW IMPEEIAI^J.A'S'. 25^h.p., 2-speed,. lamps,
-^" perfect.—Boaks, Crossways, Goathurst Common.
Scvenoaks. [2537

1020 New Imperial Combination, all accessories,
-*-t^ electric lighting; £90 or offer.-134, Wanstead
Park Av., Wanstead. [3494

NEW IMPEE1.4L. 1922, 2%h.p., all-chain, 3-speed,
taxed, practically unused; 58 gns.—Clark, 7, Ex-

hibition Ed., S.W.7. [5856

NEW IMPEEIAL Combination, Bh.p., 1920, fully
equipped, perfect; any trial; cheap.—40, Thomas

St., Limehouse, B.14. ' [2764

£28.-1920 New Imperial, 2y2h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
horn, pump, and tools, tax paid.—Smith's, 86.

Chalk Farm Ed., N.W.3. [3106

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, I.K)ndon.—2?4h.p. New
Imperial-Jap, 1922, No. 3, £73; No. 2, £60;

easy terms and exchange. [3444

1C|19 2^ih.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch, kick-
^*y start, lamps, horn, little used; £28.—99,
Cannon Hill Lane, Merton. [3056

NEW IMPEEIAL Sh.p. Combination, 1919, perfect
order, all on; exchange Triumph,—20, Wood-

some Rd., Highgate, N.W.5. 1[3499

£35.-1920 New Imperial, 2y2h.p. J.A.P., 2-

speed, pump and tools, tax paid, as new.

—

Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed., N.W.3. [3107

1 Q20 New Imperial, 2-sp"eed, clutch, kick start,
Xcf fully equipped, tax paid, Binks carburetter;
£35.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensing-
ton. l[9134

£29/10.-1916 2%h.p, New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed,
lamps, horn, etc., brand new tyres, perfect

throughout, any trial; offers.—Barnes, S3c, Trinity
Ed., Balham, S.W. [2637

NEW IMPERIAL 1914, 234h.p. J.A.P. engine,
Bosch magneto, 2-speed gear, all parts ol engine

new, new tyres, Tan-Sad, very fast; £30.—T. Crooks,
26, Gresham Ed., Willesden. [3468

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., model No. 3, 3-speed,
kick-start, all-chain drive: £73; immediate de-

livery; cash, exchanges, easy payments.—P. J. Evacs,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [3315

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 1920 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch
and kick-starter, excellent condition, fully equipped

and tax paid ; 30 guineas.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond
St., Baling. 'Phone: Ealing 6a!i. [2994

-| Q22 3h.p. New Imperial, 3-speed, kick-start,
X-*y dynamo lighting, Bonniksen speedometer, cost

£100 March; sell £55: mileage 800.-37, Arlington
Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston 1274. [3054

All letters relating to advertisetnents should quote ttie number at tlie end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue b^I
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial,

1Q21 New Iiunerial Combination, 8h.p., fitted with
J-iJ electric, lighting, Easting windscresn, fully
equipped, tax paid, pei'fet:t condition; 85 guineas,—
Edwards and Co,, 101, Great Portland St„ W,l, [3565

NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, 1919-20, D.A.
lighting, legshields, speedometer, Easting screen,

tools, dickev seat, sidecar and Tan-Sad, splendid con-
dition; £100.—Henden, 384, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield.

12459

AT Edwards'.—1922 3h.p, New Imperial, Model 3,

all-chain drive,- kiclt-starter and clutch, Maglita
electric lighting equipment, horn, tax paid, as new
throughout ; 60 gns. Deferred payments and ex-
changes.—101, Great Portland St., W.l. [2225

l 022 Tfew Imperial, excellent condition, special
--^ super sports, 8h.p., with Grindlay sports side-
car, made and tuned specially by J.-A.P.'s for the
200 miles sidecar race dynamo lighting, mileage 300,
does 65 m.p.h.; cost £212; will accept £145 cash.

—

198, King St., Hammersmith. 'Phone : Hammersmith
2474. [3188

Spare Parts:

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockist's,
Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone : Langham

1257. Open till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays.
[0855

Norton.
1Q22 Nortons, all models: free delivery to any
J-tf address.— Gibb, Gloucester. [7547

Qh.p. Norton-Jap Combination; £45.—Geiger, 24,
<J Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak, London, N.W.3. [3385

NORTON 1921 16H, O'Donovan tuned, 75 m.p.h.;
bargain, 75 gns.—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7NC916SORTON, 1917, exceptional order, Philipson, Jul]

accessories, ta-x paid; £S0.—Bells Vue Garage,
Bagshot. [2647

1 Q21 Norton 4h.p. apd Sidecar, all on, oversizeJ-^ tyres; offers over £80.—Burr, 49, Mildred Av.,
Watford. r3097
"I Q22 Norton, new, perfect, lamp, horn, tax and in-
-•-" surance paid; £88, or near offer.—Jepson,
Builder, Spalding. {3192

1(1120 Norton T.T. 3',2h.p., Philipson puUey, apeedo-
-•-" meter, has exceeded 75 m.p.h.; £50.—Bartletts.
93, Gt. Portland St. [3001

lYORTON len, 3-speed, K.S., 1921, as new, speedo-
-"-i meter, lamps, taxed; £75.-5. Terrace Garage,
Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick. [2254
XTORTON 16H, 1922. new, unregistered, oversize
-l-" tyres, reasonable, for cash or exchange anything
—391, King St., Hammersmith. [3259
"I Q20 3i,(,h.p, Norton 16H, 3-specd, very fast, abso-J-^ lutely like new, perfect condition; sacrifice,
£60.—Bates, 19, Albany Rd., Coventry. [3582
"^rORTON, 1920, Philipson, Cowey speedometer,
-L^ lamps, horn, splendid condition; £50.—Write
Pierce, 11, llilman Rd., Queen's Park, N.W. [2451

TW'ORTON 1922 3i/ih.p. model, 16H, brand new,
-1-' soiled only, list price, £115; accept £90 cash.—
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [3533

ATORTON 1922 motorcycles; special liberal exchange
-*-' quotations to reduce our stock; write us quickly.
—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [3404

pvAN GUY, Weymouth.—Big Four Norton, spoit-
---' ing sidecar, delivered from works 3 weeks since,
absolutely as new in every way, tax paid; £110.

[0934
NORTON, 1921 model, 16H, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

starter, electric lighting, very little used; bar-
gain, £70.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,
Oxford, [2245

1 021 3V2h.p. Norton 16H model, with sporting
^•-•^ Montgomery sidecar or separately, the whole
in first-class order; what offers!'—B. Davies, Bucknell,
Salop. [2667

17 K M.P.H. SVih.p. 3-speed Norton, 1921, under
• «-' 2,000, Ricardo piston, specially balanced engine,
racing gear box, tax paid; £75.-77, St. Mary's Rd.,
Sheffield. [3587
NORTON.—New all 1922 models supplied; Big Four

and de Luxe sidecar, ,£153; also SVih.p., 3-5peed,
all-chain drive, £115; exchanges and easy terms ar-
ranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3445
"1Q22 guaranteed Big Pour Norton Combination,J-^ Canoelet sporting sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, kick-
start, lamps, horn, speedometer, taxed, etc. perfect;
£104.-Sidney, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, Lon-
don, B.12. [3030

"1 (|22 Norton 16H, specially tuned (equal B.S.),
-»-f Ricardo, close range gears, lamps, horn, tools,
many spares, low mileage, splendid condition in=ide
and out; nearest 95 guineas,—Apply, Box 3715, c/o
The Motor Ci/ch:. (D) [2544

"1022 16H Norton (Whitsun), close ratio geais,
J-*' aluminium piston, Hassall tuned, but unused, in
any competition, very economical, fast or docile, and
iu perfect condition, insurance. Klaxon and snnre inner
tube, but neither kick-starter nor lamps, owner must sell

one of two machines : £80 for ouick sale.—Wiltshire.
Critchel, Highdown Avenue, AYorthing, [2594

Tkc World's
Best

MotorCycl^

RELIABILITY

STABILITY

COMFORT
UNDER

ALL

CONDITIONS

— £82 —
DYNAMO MODEL £98.

SIDECAR £35.

SPARE PARTS.
Spares of inferior and unreliable

quality are being offered by un>
authorised persons.

Guaranteed parts are only obtainable
from the makers of the ABC. or
through their appointed AGENTS.

REPAIRS.
If your ABC. requires repairing or
overhauling send it to the MAKERS.

THE SOPWITH AVIATION

& ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
(in liquidation)

KINGSTON - ON - THAMES.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

STOCKTAKING Clearance Sale. — Some wonderfii
bargains in new slightlv showroom-soiled 192;

Nortons; 16H Siih.p., 3-spced, £95; No. 1 Big Four
3-speed, £99; Montgomery Sporting sidecar, £20; JM
Lu,xe sidecar, £30; carry maker's lull guarantee
easy payments 4% extra; carriage paid to any address
—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [227"l

TfOR the Speed Merchant.—The actual 3il,h.p. 3.

-*- speed Korton, used in 1922 T.T. race, interna)
expanding front brake, separate oil tank, etc., appear-
ance as new, £80; also spare machine taken over
lor 1922 T.T. race, only slightly used, as new
throughout, £85; cash offers only for these two ex-
ceptional bargains.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed

,

Birmingham. [3575

A LOVELY Combinatiou in every way.—1921 3.

speed Norton, sy^h.p. B.R.S. engine, Big-Foui
tank, Magdyno lighting set all roumd, C.A.V. electric
horn, polished aluminium discs, Bonniksen speedo-
meter, handle-bar watch, muffs. Best and Lloyd's me-
chanical lubrication, hand and foot clutch, semi-T.T.
bars, etc., etc., Montgomery latest sporting sidecaii
wiindscreen, all just as mew, any trial; sacrifice, price
£125; cost £245.-6. W. Green, Millgate. Thirsit,
Yorkshu-e. r2908

N.S.U.
£11.—3i,l,h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds, clutch, C.A.V. mag-
oW- neto, m-o-v.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [3349

N.U.T.
"1022 N.U.T. (April) Slih.p., chain-cum-belt, fully
J-*^ equipped, insurance, mileage 2.500, condition
perfect; £90,-Carswell, 14, Tenters St., Bishop Auct
land. [2573

O.K.
19 O.K.-Jap, 2-speed,, pillion, accessories, tax;
£35.-156, Henniker Bd., Stratford. [262619

^.K. 1920, excellent condition, fullv equipped; £25,
^-' near olTer.— 5. Frederica Rd., Chlngford. [3210

("k.K.-VILLIEES 1921, 2-speed. chitch, kick-staitei,
^-^ taxed, splendid condition, trial ; £30.-7, Cowdrev
Rd-, V\''imbledon. 13149

r\K. 1920 2-lih-p. Cycle, only run 2,000 miles, ex.
^-^ cellent order; sacrifice, 20 guineas.-Edmunds,
Kenilworth Court, Ea;Jtbourne. [2684-

1Q21 O.K.-Villiers, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start,
-*-*' lamps, horn, licensed, guaranteed; £36.—Bees-
ley. 40, 'VVarley Rd., Blackpool. [3074

AT Edwards' —1922 O.K., clutch, fully equipped,
as new; 34 gns. Deferred payments and ex-

changes-—101, Great Portland St. V?.l [2224'

r~i.K. 2-stroke, nearly new, ridden few miles only,
^~' fully equipped, tax paid; sacrifice £33; ownei
going abroad-—83, Penshurst Rd., Thoniton Heath,
S.E. rJlSO

1Q21 O.K. Motor Cycle, 3h.p. Combination, acce»
-*.*' sories, electric lighting set, splendid condition,

,

perfect running, trial willingly, after 7; bargain, £55, i<

or offer.—424, London Rd., Thornton Heath. [2e24ir:

Omega. '

OMEGA 2";4h.p.; bargain, £18; push bike taken
part; oflers.—Bevis, 29, Queens Bd., Basingstoke.-

[2661
"1 Q21 Omega-Villiers 2i^h.p., 2-speed, lamps, speedo-
-l" meter, etc., as new; £35.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Port-
land St. [3003

OMEGA Model No. 3, shop-soiled only, at special
price £59/10.-Batcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

land St., 'W. [3128

OMEG-\ Model 2B, shop-soiled only, at special
price of £58/10.—Batcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Fort-

land St., W. [3127

"I, Q22 Omega-Jap 25,ih.p., Sturmey 2-flpeed, clutcli,
A*^ kick-start, new, shop-soiled; £58.5-Bflrtletts, 93,

Gt. Portland St. [3004

OMEGA 350 c.c. J.A.P., late 1920, 2-sneed, very

fa-;t, splendid condition, trial; £30.-7, Cowdrey
Rd., Wimbledon. [3150

1Q22 Omega 3h.p., duplex frame, 3-speed, clutcli,
JLtf kick-start, new, shop-soiled; to clear £66.—
Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St. [3005

OMEGA-J.A.P., late 1921, 2^4li.p., 4-stioke, 2-speed, .

clutch, kick-start, tyres as fiew, not done 1,000
miles; real bargain, £35.—Langford, "Wells St., Scun-
thorpe. [2589

1 Q21 2^1i.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed Sturmey--\rcLer,
-1-tf clutch and kick-start, equipped, etc.; £42/10,
bargain.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme. Man-
chester. [2717

P. and M.

P. and M. 1913 Combination, bargain; a trial given:

£34.—Ross, 86, High Bd., Lee. [3239

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, not used this year;

£35.-76. DallinE Bd.. Hammersmith. [3182

1 Q19 P. and M., 2-speed, kick-start, tax paid,
JL*y equipped; £38.—Kilmister, "ft^elby, Grantham.

[2453

"IQ18 P. and M. Combination, good condition.
-LtJ mu.-,b sell; £35.—25, Ravensbourno Rd., Cat.

ford. [3237

b32 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at tlie end of eacli advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycle? advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

]! rriRlUMPHS.—A large assortment in stock; solos and
'i
X combinations at prices bo suit all.—Ross, 86, High

' Ed.. Lee, S.E. [3245

19 Tiinmph, Model II, expended £14 renovation;
best oh'er over 42 guineas.—132, Darbishire

R(]., Fleetwood. [2508

TRI0MrH 1918 Combination, Swan snorting. East-
ing, hmips, horn ; £65.— 11, Kiluiartiu ATeTiu'\

Nmbury, S.W.16. [3148

-| Q20 Model H Triumph, efiuipped, insured, excellent
J-tJ condition, any trial; Si80.—Burrows, College
Av., Maidenhead. [2436

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft model; £36 for quick
sale; perfect condition.~645, Garratt Lane,

EarUfield. S.\V.18. [3179

BRAND new Triumph, ex Irish M.T. stores, not
renovated, unregistered; £50.-120, Sutherland

Rd., W. Croydon. [3251

1 Q22 Triumph, £115 model, chain drive, quite new,
X»/ never been ridden; £95.—Roberts, 195, Chipping-
house Rd., Sheffield. [2932

TRIUMPH. 1918 CorabtuatioT], 3-speed Sturmey, all

on, taxed, smart outiit; £58. Exchanee.— 13,
Sfuresby St., Blacklriars. [3500

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Combination,
accessories; £60.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

iHammersmith Rd., W.6. [3362

"I
Q19 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, excellent

J-»/ condition; £55.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Pbone : Hampst-ead 1353, [3391

TRIUMPH-GLORIA, 1921, perfect condition, speedo-
meter. Easting, electric lighting; £95.—" Home-

wocd," Loose, Maidstone. [2931

TRIUMPH, Middletou £30 sidecar. Easting, nearly
new; £68; guaranteed.-Mosedale, 30, Canter-

:biiry Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. ,J"2770

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, late model, tax
paid, fully equipped;

extended payments.—Below.
bargain, £75, cash

LATE 1919 Countershaft Triumph, splendid ccudi-
tion: £60. cash or extended na,vmRnts.

—
"Relnw.tion; £60, cash or extended pa-yments.-

I'enovated
payments.-

-Below.

C0ITI\TER5HAFT Triumph, i-enovated as new;
£55, cash or extended payments.—Hackford

Bng. Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.\V.9. "Phone:
Brixton 3062. [3483
tQ21 Triumph, chain, belt, T.T. bars, Bonniksen,
Lt/ Lucas lamps, horn, fully licensed, splendid con-
lition; £77.—Yeovil Motor Mart. [2890

rRIUMPH-GLORIA. 1920. speedometer, legshields,
spring saddle, ditto footboards, electric; £80.

—

:l8, New Chesterfield St., W.l. [2796
C-ombination, well
£62.—R, B. Clark

[3589

rRIUMPH 1918 coachbuilt
equipped, excellent condition;

f,md Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

II CI 21 Triumph 2-stroke, 2-speed, Ace discs,
horn, perfect condition ; 38 gns.-

Jate Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7.
-55,

lamps.
Queen's
[1929

I
Q20 4h.p. Triumph 3-spe3d Combination, sports

*-*/ model sidecar, all absolutely like new; £100.—
leath, 4, Northern R<1., Aylesbury. [2557

^EVERAL second-hand Triumphs always in stock.
J Triumph Service Agents, for Susses.—Cafivns,
jtd., 56 Terminus Rd.. Eastbourne. [1181

rRIUMPH Combination, countershaft, good condi-
tion, spares, Easting screen; £75,' or near offer.

:
121, Maryland Rd., Wood Green. [2454

rRIUMPH 4h.p., 1919, 3-speed, clutch and kick-
start, speedometer, fully equipped; £60.—Stan-

vidge, " Pipsden," Hawkhurst, Kent. [2950

CJOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd. — 1922 chain drive
lV Triumph combination, tax paid, all accessories;
!;132.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5933

rRIITMPH 4h.p., new last year, 3-speed, clutch,
kick-starter, absolutely perfect condition ; oHers.

I -Fisher. 15, Flamsted Av., Wembley. i[2487

£55.-1918 Triumph, countBrshaft. Dunlops, one
new, all accessories, tax paid, any trial, perfect.

^-1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. • [3111

rRIUMPH 4h.p., 1921 model, not ridden 4,000
miles, perfect condition; sacrifice, £70; trial.—

1
urbidge, Weare, Axbridge. Somerset. [2448

918 Triumph Combination, Montgomery Sixirts
sidecar, new, nicely equipped and guaranteed;

;^ gumeas.—67, Ferniea Rd., Balham. [3522

PRIUMPH, 1912, clutch model, new tyres, practic-
^ ally new engine, all on; £27, bargain.—Butter-
rth's Garage, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [3330

;P55.—Triumph Combination, 1916, new tyres, electric^ light, accessories, perfect condition, insurance paid
923.-Dove, 5, Carter St., Walworth, S.E. [3477
^TRIUMPH 4h.p. countershaft, very little used and
i>- nnsr-ratc-hed. all accessories and fully insured- bar-
am, £90.-Smith, H;p;h Rd., Goodmayes. [2616
EXCEPTIONAL Offer.—We will accept 10% off list
-'price on the following brand new shop-soiled
fachines: 192S Triumph-Ricardo, list £120; also
;'.p. all-chain model, lipt price £115.—Homac's, 243,
pwer Clapton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[3456

goqdneis^ice::
AIT Xt^W^ The latest and most
7*"^*-* » -rm * »J desirable accessories
in stock for immediate delivery.

A Special Department for the prompt
despatch of MAIL ORDERS.

Extract from teller received 6-9-22.
"also rn exprijss my apprcci.Tlion nl your very quick Service

J^.i)tiCLit:irly uiidc llio circiiiHSt.iiict:';."

Can we be of Service to YOU?

FLEXEKAS.
The modern el^vice for
lubricating valve sterns^
sealing air leaks and so
ensuring perfect running.
State make and h.p. of
fngine . . 2.6 each

^' mi

VALVE TRUER.
Saves laborious grinding,

remo\-es all pitting, quick

in action, simple to

use . . . . 17/6 each

LUCAS BULB BOX.
Holds one head and three small bulbs,
indestructible and safe
Clip to fix to wood qt metal work .

.

Post 6d. extra.

WONDERFUL

IMPERVO
Nearly everj' Gold Medallist
in the recent A.C.U. Sis Days
Trials used

JACKSON'S IMPERVO.
A Nonsticky Liquid filling for all

inner tubes and is guaranteed to
permanently seal punctures. It
doe, not injure the rubber but
acts as a preservative.

Tins for one motor cycle tube 5/9
Post free.

e:x tapley
gradient
METER for

i Top Tube,
^ a fascinating

indicator,
Post free. 90/-

LUCAS OILER.
Forced Feed. Solid Brass,
absolutely oil tight and
beautifully made, . . 7/6

Post free.'.

Service Tappet I

Adjusters for all

f o u r-s t r o k e
I

en g i nes. A
splendid
'Tuning'
a s s e t,/

harden
ed steel*\

in four ^

thi ck-
nesses.

Packet of four assorted,

Tost paid.

Bonniksen
Spe3do7neter
For all Motor'
cycles. Plain
Model, 95-
Trip, as

Post free, 105/-

Apolfo Spanners.

A very complete
and useful set,

post free, , . 2/3
In leather purse,

3/3

8d-

7MC€ft7tCe

289-.J93, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
Phone; H0LBORN6.130 'Grams: Adsiittedly London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

rjlRIUMPH, 1922. M«lel H, brand new, sbop-soiled
-*- only, list priee, £105; accept cash, £95.—Thf.
Laj-ton Oarages. 30. Holy%vell St., O.iford. [3532

rf'^ROYDON Agents Triumphs, all new roodeli and
^-^ large range ol second-hand in stock.— Moore'-i
Presto Motor Works, North End. Croydon. 10864

1021 Triumph H. Montgomery .Sports Sidecar,
A_iJ x.T. bars, copper exhaust: £90,—Thomas, Chip-
chase, Hadley Wood. 'Phone : Barnet 312. [278j'

TEIU3IPH model H 1920 countershaft, appearance
.Tnd condition as new, specially tuned and veiv

fast; £70.-26, Halstead St., Bri.tton, S.\T.9. [2665

TRIUMPH 1922 SVih.p., o.h.v. Bicardo, used few
milefe only, list price, £120: accept £108 cash.—

The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. (3534

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Combination, sports sidecar,
fully equipped, splendid condition, any trial.

—

Covington, Weston Underwood. Olney, Bucks. [2802

1Q20 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, in really good
-Lt/ order, fully equipped, taxed to December: £57-
—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [3048

TEIUMPH-EICARDO. 1922. as new, .nil engine
parts polished, very smart mount, fully equipped:

what offers ?—Osmond, Basing Rd., Basingst-ote. [2528

TRIUMPH, late 1918, purchased brand new May,
1922 (not renovated), I,licas lamps, licence, acces-

sories: £60; exchanges-—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3606

JQIS Triumph Combination, splendid condition.
-L*' licensed, equipped: £58; exchanges.—37,
Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

[3512
TRIUMPH 1922 4h.p. Model H, the old favourite,

brand new, with or without sidecar; special show-
roora-soiled price, £95.--The Morris Garages, Oxford.

[2553
£40.—Triumph, 1918, 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,

fully equipped, in i>erfect order, 5 to pick from.

—

204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO, 'Phone: Park 5541.
[3157

ALL Triumph models always in stock; also full range
of Triumph Spares. Triumph Service Agents tor

Susses.—Cafivns, Ltd., 56, Terminus Ed.. Eastbourne.
[1180

LATE 1918 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped,
speedometer. Tan-Sad. Showell pump; £52/10. or

near; after 7.—7, Franche Court Rd.. TootinE. S.W.17.
f3221

"I
Q14 Triumph, clutch, pedal-start, renovated, new

-L*/ bearings, piston, rims, tyre, Tan-Sad, excellent

condition: £30.—Chapman, 15. Edith Grove, Chelsea.
[3337

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination. 1922, all chain,

fully eciuipped. as new, handsome outfit; £100. or
exchange.— 5. Terrace Garage, Turnham Green Terrace,

Chiswick. [2253

rQ18
4h.p. Triumph Combination, countershaft

f model, smait appearance and in perfect con-

dition, any trial; 68 guineas.—14, Norton Folgate,

Blshopsgate. [3486

LATE 1918 Triumph Combination, Mills-Fulford
sidecar, lamps, horn. Easting, tax paid, in fine

condition; £53.-164, Eevelstoke Rd., Wimbledon
Park, S.W.18. [3071

TRIUMPH.—We have, a few shop-soiled models to
clear at very tempting reductions; call early;

exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed.,

South Kensington. [3530

-|Q20 Countershaft Triumph 4h.p., perfect, smart
Xt/ (original, not renovated), complete accessories,

licensed December; 55 guineas.—Fersfield, Westbuvy
Rd., New Maiden. [2937

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1922 Model H, 3 speeds, hand
clutch, kick-starter, brand new, slightly shop-

soiled; £95.—Eagles and Co., 275, High Street,

Acton, London, W. [3422

T.T. Triumph 1913, reeonditioued, absolutely perfect;

24 guineas ; also a 5-speed combination. 30

guineas.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.

'Phone: Ealing 689. [2991

ICbSO Triumph Combination, 3-speed, perfect con-

XJ/ dition. Easting, spares, all accessories, tax paid,

insurauee- £79.-19. Stockwell Park Crescent, S.AT.9.

'Phone: Avenue 2598. [2634

to 18 Triumpb, countershaft, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

X«7 start, horn, lamps, licensed, just been thor-

oughlv overhauled : £50; offers,—Howick, Keepers
Corner, Burstow, Surrey. [3262

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models;

sidecars to suit from £20: write for catalogus

and full particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingliam. £3313

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, special sidecar,

Xt/ complete lamps, tools, small mileage, genuine;
£70- cash or deferred.—Marlborough (The Motor
House), 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [9577

£40.—Babv Triumph, late 1919, fully equipped,

Clincher tvies, llunlor belt new, appearance, con-

dition verv good, photo, gettin;: Harley.—Weighell, Photo-

grapher, Ventnor, Isle of Wight. [2584

-| Q22 Triumph Combination. Easting, luggage grid.

X«/ speedometer, taxed, few miles only, absolutely

unsoiled. genuine bargain: £100.—Ward and Co., 51.

Upper Richmond Rd.. East Putney. [3506

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cvclfis advertised bv orivate owners ar%, when desired, marked (P)-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

LATE 1920 Triumph-Gloria Cojublnation, engine
No. 68544, Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer,

Easting, prat-tically new; £72.-37, Arlington Rd.,
Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [3055

TRIUMPH Combination. 4h.p., 1918 fdclivered
brand new 1920), Canoelet sidecar, Easting,

speedometer, lamps, Cowey born, hand and loot
rlutch; c'e70.—M., 5. Richmond Place, Fulham. - [2960

Q^ Guineas, exchange.—1921 eountershalt Triumph,
O'i smart and comfortable coach sidecar, electric

lighting, new condition, any examination.—Seabridge,
Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [3550

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918. perfect mechanical
condition, lamps, etc.; £55; cash, exchange,

extended terms.—Elce, Ltd.. 13-15-16, Bishopsgate
Av.. Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548.

[0066
TRIUMPH Combination spoitiug, renovated liy

Triumphs 1920, equipped regardless, elei^tric

acetylene, Easting', AYatford, legshields, £15 new sparer,
buymg Morgan; £76.—26b, Ingleton St., Brixton.

[3496

AT Edwards'.—1922 4h.p. Triumph, Model H, fully

equipped, lamps, horn, licensed, indistinguishable
from new in every respect; 85 gns. Deferred pay-
ments and exchanges.—101, Great Portland St., W,l.

[2226

]Q22 Triumph, Model F, mileage under 500.
•^ equipped Lucas lamp and horn, perfect, £85;

1919 Triumpb, Model H, mileage 6,000-,' equipped as
above ; perfect bargains.—Sellers. 29, Castle Rd..
Keighley. [2840
'TtRlUMPH 1921 cMinLershaft moclel, new "extra H.
•^ Dunl.ops, new belt, guaranteed perfect mechanic-
ally, plating and enamel as new, all on, licence paid;
first cheque for £70, or near offei', secures.—Monckton,
I'alr.-'eny, Marlborotigh. [5176

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, Magdyno, elec-
Liy trie horn, hood, windscreen, Best and Lloyd
mechanical lubricator, every possible accessory and
spares, condition perfect; £90, or offer.—C. A.
Blay, 192, Heath Rd., Twickenham. [3372

TRIUMPH, 1921, all chain, complete with lamps,
horn, licence, spring footboards; legsliields, aiid

very luxurious sidecar fitted with hood and screen
and dickey seat, exceplionallv fine condition; £105.—
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1137

FULL tax paid, 1922 3V:h.p. Triiimph-Ricardo, with
O.H.V. patent 3-speed gear, spring drive, and

multiple plate clutch; left works July this year; done
very little mileage, all lamps, speedometer, kneegrips,
in absolutely new condition; price to clear £110.

—

Cordingley and Sous, Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [2614

4h.p. 1921 Triumph, 3-speed clutch and kirk
start, tax paid, all on, £85; 4h.p. 1919 Triiimph

Combination, £60; 4h.p. Triumph and sidecar. 1918
model, Sturmey-Archer countarshaft 3-spced gear, etc.,

£65; also 4h.p. 1914 3-n>eed gear model, with clutch
and kick start, £45; easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [3425

TRIUMPHS.—Buy from officially appointed agents.
New 1922 4h.p. Combination, all-chain - drive.

£155; chain-cum-belt combination, £145; 4h.p. S.D.,
all-chain, £115; Model H, chain-cum-belt, £105; Junior
2i4h.p., £65; second-hand machines taken in exchange,
remainder on easy terms; value allowed on old machine
accepted as payment down.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [3426

Spare Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8
Bond St.. Ealing. [7661

TRIUMPH Spares per return. Full diecount to
traders.—Shuker and Son, Authorised Service

.\gents, Shrewsbury. [8795

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Richmond

Rd.. Putne3'. 'Phone : Putney 2754. [9126

TRIUMPH Parts.—I am the merchant for these.
Parts for all models, second-hand and new. By

return service.-Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
Coventry. 'Phone : 1945. [3019

TRIUMPH Spare Parts - for all Models; also
Stixrraey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Mnswell Hill, N.IO. [0809

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St., Rom-
lord, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spares.

No disappointing delays; every part in stock. Re-
pairs by skilled mechanics. - We are official service
agents.—Tel. ; Romford 584.

. [7766
qiRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22. every part in ttock. new
-B- or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new, till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

Ijairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
tupervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regi-inding on
latest machinery.—ForSeld Motors. Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Velocette.

1Q21 Velocette, 2-speed, licensed, all on; bargain,
it/ 40 guineas.—E. G. Millett, 20. Avenue Rd.,
Frome. [2525

"yELOCETTE. 1921. 2i/lh.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn,
» licence, new tyres; as new, £42/10.—The Lavton

Parages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [1138

'MAUDE RUBBER Co'
68, PRAED STREET, W. 2.——^ 4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and in the event of any goods not giving full

and satisfactory results, we either replace free

or make a suitable allowance. Dispatched within

an hour of order on appmval against cash.

24X2 Wood-Milne Extra Heavv 20/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 16/6

24X2I Continental. Chain-Xd 21/3
Wood-Milne Heavy 18/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 21 /-

Hutchinson R/S 18/6

26x2 Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 17/6
Avon Ribbed. Heavy 17/6

j6X2l Wood-Milne Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-
FirestoneSafetv. Ex. Heavy. 2B,5

Hutchinson T.t. Heavv 23/-

Beldam Bulldog .. 22/6
Avon. 3-Ribbed Heavy 22/6

Michelin Comb. Ex. Heavy . . 20/-

26x23 Clincher dc Luxe. Ex. Hvy... 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber-stud. Hvv 26/6

Beldam Bulldog. Ex. Heavy 25/-

26X2jX2i Patmef Cord. Heavy 28/6
Goodyear Di.imond 38/6
Clincher de Luxe. He^jiy... 2S/S

Dunlop Heavy. Rubber Stud 46/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 28 '6

Pirelli R/S Extra Heavy 35/-

Belgrave Cable Cord 27/6
Beldam Bulldog 27/6
Duniop. Extra Hvy. R/S 53,9

£6x 2.V Hutchinson Passenger. Ex.Hvy 27/6

Beldam Bulldog 25/-
BeldamBulldogComb.Ex.Hvy. 27/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 21/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 24/6

26X3 Enplebert Passenger. Heavy. 30/-

Dunlop Magnum 60/-
Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Stud 40'-

26X3X2.V Wood-Milne Heavy 27/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/6

28X2i Kempshall Anti-Skid. Heavy 18/6

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 27/6
28 X 3 Firestone, Rubber N/S 38/6

Goodyear Diamond All-wthr. 47 6
Goodrich. Safety 40-
Portage, Super Ex. Heavy ... 37 6
Wood-Milne Heavy 27/6
Beldam Bulldog. Ex. Heavy 25/-
Federal. Ex. Heavy 37,6

650X65 Avon. Extra Heavv 36/-
Wood-Milne Heavy.; 22,'6

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy.... 24/6
Goodrich. Safety Td 37/6
Beldam Bulldog 25/-
Palmer Cord. 32'6

700X 80 Rodace Sq. Td. Ex. Hy.Lt.Car 42/6
Maude. Super Ex. Heavy.. . 45/-

Goodyear Diamond 52/6
Midland 3-Rib. Light Car . . . 45/-
Goodrich Safety. Light Car 45/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 28/6
Avon 3-Rib. Extra Heavy

. . 45/-

Tub:! Dunlops, Palmers, and Avoin

—

26" X 2", 2i", 28" and aj' 5/6 each
26"X3", 28"X3", 650 & 700 6/6 .,

DUNLOP TYRES. Surplus goods. Write
tor lists. All sizes, at Special Prices.

RUBBER BELTING. Td^EDL^r
il—2h; 1"—1/9; r—1/7 per foot.

JOHN BULL.
/ 6" lengths

; J"—1 2/6 ; i"—1 5/- J iF—1 6/9

MADE BY NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO.
For Motor Cycling, Fishing, etc.

BRAND
NEW
Actual
Value
45/-.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR 8ALK.
Velocette

pREMIER Motor Co. for Velocette Bargains.

FURTHER Great Reductions in showroom soilp

1922 models. E2, "2-speed, £55; E3. S-spefer

£60; EL2, lady's open fram€. £58; all with clutr
and kick-start, carry makers' full guarantee; cat
payments 4% extra; write for special clearance MM
—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham, [357'

VELOCETTE 1922 2i4h.p., Wudel E2, shup-stjile !

only. list price £65: accept £58 cash.—The Lav !

ton Garages, 50, Hulywell St., Oxford. [353

Verus.
VEEUS-ELACKBURNE 4h.p. 1920 Couibiiisitim

entirely oTerhuuled, reliable, t;ix paid, iiiaun?!

privately owned; £68.-202, Trinity Rd., S.W.ll. [260

1 tk20-21 Verns-Blackburne, latest Cancelet sporlin
J-v sidecar, electric lighting, disc wheels cluUi
and kick-starter, tax, appearance and tyres almost h

new; any trial ; 54 guineas, must sell.—122, Lov,i.-

Mortlake Rd., Richiriond, [988'

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON lOh.p. Combination, guaranteed

£65.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [324(

WILLIAIVtSON- Combination, - 8h.p. Douglas watpr
cooled. 2-speed, ciutchj handle-starter, lai'gi

sidecar, good family machine; £43.~38, Beech Hd.
Bournvillc, Birmingliam. [284;

WILLIAMSON. 1921. 8h.p. J.A.P. sports, S-epeec
S.A., T.T. bars, long copper exhansts, all-chair

drive, only ridden 190 miles, fine appearance, perfect
order; £75.-203, Carlton Rd., Worksop. [244fc '

Wooler
OOLER 1920, fullv efinipned; £33.-59, Palfji-

riace, i:iorset Rd., ClaiiL;ini Ed., S.AV.8:- [297'

WOOLER 2%h.p., 1920, lamps, tools, tlioronghh
overhauled August, 1921, by well-known fira

and guaranteed not since used, perfect ; ti-ial bj

appointment ; 46 guineas.—Kingscott Studio, 5, Ne\i
Court, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.2. - [251f

Zenith.
'TDHONE Regent 205 for yonr new Zenith.

ALLAN GRUZELIE-R, 168, Regent St., W.l
specialises in these machines.

T^E have in Stock the following JMachines: —

W

8
19

h.p. Super Spoits All-chain; i£130.

20 8h.p. CliUch Model Combination, all on; £7S

SPECIALLY Tuned 1922 Chain-Jriv-en Bradsliavv,

winner at numerous firsts, 80 m.p.h. ; d;i20.

WE are Prepared to Undertake Complete Overhauls

and Special Tuning for a Reasonable Figure.
. [3374

ZENITH 1920 Sports model 8h.p., as new; £Db-~
Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [32^12 '

ZENITH 1922, Bradshtlw chain, very special; £78.-
Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.Vi.7. [2306

ZENITH-GRADUA, 4h.p. single J.A.P., good con-

dition;, nearest £35.-83. Tremaine Hd., Anerlw
S.R ^

t31«S

"1Q19 Zenitli-A.B.C. Sports; quick sale, £29.-113.
J-«/ High St., Clapham. 'Phone; Latchmc--..:

4290- 13265

ZENITH, 3«,h.p. J.A.P. engine, very fast, suit sport-

ing rider; £45.—Jelfery, 35. Derby Rd., Ports,

mouth. [2859

F.O.C.H. again lead the »-.ny.— Zeniths far belnw any

anticipated price reduction.- 6, Heath St., Haillli-

stead [near Tube). [2W8

ROBERTSON'S Motors. Ltd. - 1922 shop-soiled

Zenith-Bradshaw. Gradua gear; £98—167b. Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [5932

1 020 6h.p. Zenith, very little used, periect coTidi-

i-iJ tion, fully equipped; £65.—Thomas Batcheller.

Highfleld. Maidstone. [2044

ZENITH 1918 Sports Combination, first-class con-

dition, guaranteed; £60; no offers.—Fellows.

Crescent Rd., Darlaston. (2831

£35.—Zenith 3V.,h.p., electric light, siDare belt, discs,

fast, insured' all to July, 192J.—Hunt, S, Ebury

Bridge Rd., -Victoria. rP)
"

[2968

1 Q20 8h.p. Zenith, countershaft, equipped, tax paid.

J-*J perfect order; 58 guineas.—Edwards and Co.,

101. Great Portland St., W.l. (3664

ZENITH 1920 5-6h.p. Sports, fully equipped, taxed,

as new; £55; exchange considered.—58, Siiep-

herd's Bush Ed., Hammersihith. (3165'

OQ Guineas.—4h.p. Zenitli-Gradua, countershaft,

'^t'K.S. and clutch, tax. perfect, must be sold imine-

diate.-33, London Rd., Blackpool. [2690

ZENITH 1920 Spmts 8h.p., good condition, spares,

discs, licensed, used solo only; £65, otler.--JJai_

linHon, Lawnhead, Eccleshall, Staffs. [30351

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, new unused ,1922 model, I-

Gradua gear; 75 guineas.—Ea-gles ^nd Co.j

275, High Street, Acton, London, ™ I44i.a^W.

a.s8 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue

Motor Cycles advertised bv nrivate owners are, when desired, marked (PI-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith

ZEXITH-GRADUA. June 1921. 5-6h.p., J.A-P..
splendidiv equipped, 2,800 miles, tax, insurance

£100) paid; £78.-28. Lewisliam Park, S.E.13. [3595

ZENITH Combination, Bh.p., sporting, countershaft,
accessories, new condition, fast; nearest £85.—

Stewart, 44, Wellington St., Greenwich. [2465

ZENITH 5-6h.r., Gradua gear, clutch, fully
equipped, splendid condition; £32.—Ward, South

Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [2816

6h.p. Zenith Combination, Swan sidecar, lamps,
spares, a sporty outfit in gcod condition.—Write

Bird, 8. Harvard Court, West Hami^stead. [1923

ZENITH Ctmibination, Sept., 1921. 8h.p. countershaft,
suppr-wports J.A.P., £85; 1920 ditto, " "

J.A.P.. f72.-Claik. 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7.
standard

[2304

ZENITH Sh.p. Sports Combination, 1919; £62
Lir offer; good order.—Havers tock Hill Garage.

50, Haverstock Hill, N.W.3. Hampstead 6609. [3515

"1(1*22 nll-chaiii Snpei-SiJortB Zenith, excellent con-

I

I-v dition, well equipped, £105; combinatiou, £125;
'might exchange cheap solo.—Marvin, Brooklands Track.

[2655

AT Edwards'.—1922 5h.p. Sports Zenith, excellent
condition, two months old; 68 gns. Deferred

pavments and exchanges.—lOi, Great Portland St..

W.l. . [2218

ZEMTH-BRADSHAW, 1922, 3VL.h.p., slightly shop-
soiled; 75 guineas, listed £113; exchanges or

deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Ken-
-ingtou. - [3531

1Q20 5-6h.p. Sports Zenith, speedomeier, Tan-Sad.
At/ lumps, insurance, all accessories, perfect condition:
£68, or near.— 68, High Lane, Chorlton-cum-Hardv.
Mavhe:ter. [2567

ZENITH 2^4h.p. 1921 flat twin Gradua, Ace discs,

P. and H. lamps,' tax paid, inf^ured April, 1923,
splendid condition; £58; after 7 p.m.— 69, Culverlv
Rd.. Catford, S.E. [2610

'1Q21 8h p. Zenith Canoelet Sports Combination. a=
-i-*' new tliroughout, special finish, fully equipped:
Irst £70 secures; great bargain.—53, Chetw>-nd Rd.,
rufnell Park, N.W.5. [2776

1Q22 shap-soiled 5-6h.p. Countershaft Zenith, £85,lU to clear; 1922 shop-soiled SVoh-p. ZeniLh-Brad-
^haw, £80 to clear.—Motorists' Advisory Agency,
::.td., 89, Wigmore St.. W.l. [3526

;pTJARANTEE for three months with 1922 Zenith-
aJT Bradshaw, slightly soiled; 79 guineas: photo-
rraph; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upuer
lichmond Ed., East Sheen. (D) [54i)7

( Q21 5-6h.p. Sports Zenith, fully equipped, many
Lt/ spares, taxed, discs, mileage negligible, as new;
ny trial; will ride reasonable distance; ^£75, or offers.

-Blacknell, D\ike St., Ruabon, N. Wales. [2929

I Q 20 Bh.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination,
t-O dynamo lighting, Sandum, Easting screen, very
mart outfit, only wants seeing; £80; any trial.

—

98, King St.. Hammersmith. 'Phone: 2474. [3183

th.p.
Zenith, Gradua-Jap, just overhauled, fast and

powerful, copper exhaust, all accessories, taxed;
lust sell, cash urgently required, bargain, £30, or
,ea.rest offer.—Greymount Bungalow, Prestatvn, Flint.

:

~^
[2480

921 Zenith 6h.p. Sporting Solo, Gradua, licensed,
electric lighting. Klaxon, Bonniksen speedo-

leter, mileage 5.500, new heavy Dunlops, copper
lencer, fast; £55; quick sale; contemplating abroad.
-Lush. 28, Sylvan Ed., Exeter. [2821

7ENITH Combination, 8h.p., very hot, attractive
-^ turnout, clutch, 1922 model, with wonderful
radua gear, lamps, speedometer, Tan-Sad, Easting
:reen, small mileage, carefully driven, absolutely per-
;ct condition, cash wanted, all on; £130; write first.—
reen, 22, Templars Av., Golders Green. [2458

Spare Parts

:

17ENITH Spares,
fj-^ Bond St., Ealing

Immediate deli very.

-

Kays. 8.

[5078

I

Ladies* Motor Cycles.
ADY'S Hobart, 234h.p., 3-speed, clutch, splendid

-* order; ^15.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [2898

;>3.h.p. New 1922 New Comet, la-dy's macliine, fitted
1^4 with Comet sidecar; 5265; easy terms arranged.
-Wauchope'a, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3442

PIRANK WHITWOETH (Agent), 139, New St., Bir-
l- mingham, emphatically recommends special lady's
lodel of famous Ivy, daintiest of all ladies' machines;
62. complete; send for list. [5086

.mOWEGOM-SOILEt) model E.L.2 lady's open frame
^ Velwette. 2-spe6d, clutch, kick-start; reduced to
58; easy payments, 4% extra; write for stocktaking

• earance sale list.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.,
'irmingham. ' [3580

Miscellaneous.
ITILLrERS BVsh.p. Lightweight, smart machine, new
1' oraidition, carry 2 anywhere; £14/10.—101. Ade-
vide Rd., Chalk Farm Tube. [3309

r.A.P. 2%h.p. Motor Cycle, in splendid condition
' throughout; accept £10 for quick sale; any trial.
H. Richardson, 2, Kelton Villas, Hawkea Rd., Kings-
>n-on-Thames. [2867

GREAT REBUILDING—SALE—
A. TURRELL & SONS, portable

MOTOR HOUSES at COST PRICE.

To make room for NEW WORKSHOPS, we have
decided to dear our huge stocks ot MOTOR

HOUSES, &c., AT COST PRICE.

Send for iUitstyateifCatalogue of Porlable Buildings.

GREAT BARGAINS
NO. 7, Portable Motor House.

SPECIFICATION :—
Ends, Walls, &c. Framed 2 in. and 3 in.

Swedisii timber covered j in. tongued and
grooved boards.
Roofing. Framed of principals ani purlins
covered matching an_1 goo;1 qua.ity felt,

Windows. As per iIIu;tratio 1, glazed 21 oz.
glas .

Doors. Double hung on strong garnets,
f-tted Lock and Tower bolts.

Floor. Strong joists and i in. Boards for
covering.

General. Houses are sent out in sections,
holes are borrd and bolts supplied for easy
erection on arrival.

Specification as above, windows as per illustra
tion, almost the whole length of side.

Height Height
to ridge, to eaves,

ft. in. ft.

Length.

ft.

Width,

ft.

15
16

i
11

15 5
20 15
23 15
28 15
35 7

d.

5

Do not delay, order at once.

500 Houses of sizes as above, must be cleared
with OTHER PORTABLE BUILDINGS,
Bungalows, Stables, Loose Boxes, Pavilions,
Sununer Houses, Green Houses, etc.

TURRELL,
Dept. M.C.S.

PORTABLE BUILDING WORKS,
52, Queenswood Road,
FOREST HILL, S.E.23.

Bstablished 75 years. 'Phone : Sydenham 1268

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

NAYLOR and Kirk offer the following at ridicu-
lously low prices:—

MATCHLESS Combination 1918 6h.p., M.A.G. en-
gine, countersliaft, 3-speed, kick-start, etc., ali-

chain enclosed; nice lot. £48.—Below.

T> OVER Combination, 3-speed, etc., excellent order;
-tV £28; coachbuilt sidecar.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2'j:lh.p., 1916, very last, excellent appear-
ance; gi/t at £25.—Below.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, renovated, late 1919
engine, frame, forks, wheels, etc., brand new,

electric ligliting, splendid mount, indistinguishable
from new machine; £55.—Below.

ENFIELD 2-stroke, excellent order and appearance,
2 speeds, fully equipped; £27.—Below.

REX 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, etc., nice coachbuilt side-

car,
—Below.

engine and gears overhauled; gift at £25.

SHOULD you . wish to make an exchange with any
oE the above machines for your present mount,

best terms will be arranged lor cash.—Write or 'phone
Wimbledon 2041. Address : Naylor and Kirk, 406.

Garratt Lane, Earlsficld, S.W.18. [3600

JAMES SVjh.p. Twin .Spolts, fast, £39; P. and M.
3'Ah.p., £25.-229. Maryvale Rd., Bournville.

[3274
WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-Finest selection

motor cycles, combinations, in London; ex-

changes; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap machines is our motto.

Cheap machines: nothing dear; all cheap.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. Ride while you
pay. The only firm to give immediate delivery

iirst deposit; no waiting.

WANDSWORTH.-De Dion 2iih.p., dropped frame,

licensed, drive away; only 16 guineas; easy

terms.

ANDSWORTH.—Zenith. 3i,2-4h.p. J.A.P.. Gradua
:ear. lamps, mechanical horn; 32 guineas; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, sporting type, syjh.p..

dropped frame, runs splendidly; 25 guineas;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—O.K., modern lightweight, 2'i
h.p., 2 speeds, nice little machine; 26 guineas;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1914 Motosacoche 2i/2h.p.. vari-

able gear, lamps, hooter, runs well; 19 guineas;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. 5-6h.p., 4 cylinders, dropped
frame, shaft drive, fast; 19 guineas; easy terms.

WANDSWOllTH.-Premier 3y2h.p., good tyres,

lamps, nice machine, smart; 25 guineas; easy
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Enfield 3h.p. twin. 2 speeds.

lamp, chain drive; 29 guineas; easy terms.

WANDSWORTn.—1917 P and M. SVoh.p.. 2 speeds,

kick, new tyres, opportunity; 36 guineas: terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson Sh.p.. 4 cylinders. 2

speeds, lamps, very fast; 39 guineas; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier coachbuilt combination.

SVoh.p.. Grado gear, kick, lamps; 36 guineas:

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—B.S.A. coachbuilt combination,

4h.p., 3 speeds, kick, chain drive; 49 guineas;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Bex. flue coachbuilt combina-

tion, 5-6h. p. twin J.A.P., 2 speeds; 39 guineas;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian late 7-9h.p.. 3 speedif.

spring frame, newly enamelled; 49 guineas;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian, 1915. T.T.. 7-9h.p..

clutch model, lamps, speedometer; 39 guineas;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian 1915 7-9h.p.. 3 speeds,

kick, spring frame, lamps, speedometer; 43
guineas; easy terms.

WANT3SW0RTH.—Harlcy-Davidson coachbuilt com-
bination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds; first cheaue 49

guineas; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber coachbuilt combination

4Voh.p. twin, 3 speeds, lamps; sacrifice. 55

guineas; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott 3%h.p. twin, 2 speeda,

runs well, almost gift; 29 guineas; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Chater-Lea-Jap, fine coachbuilt

combination, Sh.p., 3 speeds; 33 guineas; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Lists tree.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town-

Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [3103

F.O.O.H. for new and second-hand cycles, cars. etc. i

bargains ; cash or easy payments ; exchanges
arranged-—5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [2711

31,li.p. Motor Cycle, low frame, enamelling and
2 plating new, cheap; Motor Saddle 7s.: B. and

B Caiburetter, complete, 10s.—22, Halllford St., Essex

Rd., iBllngton. [2773

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue 339
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

Ty-'^'^'CHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, have some
'" new 1922 shop-soiled machines of various makes

at bargain prices for cash; inspection cordially invited.
Phone: Holborn 5777. [3428

BLACKPOOL Bargaius.-Shop-soilcd 1922 Budges,
Ariels, New Imperials, Royal Rubys, Bradburys,

Martinsyde; reduced prices; exchanges.—Booth's
Motories, 294, \Yaterloo Rd., Blackpool. 'Phone 14,'il.

BLACKPOOLBargains.—31/oh.p. Triumph, £16/10/6;
Triumph, 3-speed, £19/10/6.—Booth's Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-6h.p. Eat, countershaft,
3-speed, f39;io;6; 3y2h.p. Humher, £19/10/6

:

SVr-h.p. Premier, £24/10/6; 5h.p. Rudge 2-speed.
P.25/10/6; Sh.p. RudEe, 3-speed, £27/10/6.-BCTOth's
Alotoriefi.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-2.speed O.K., £16/1016;
3i/>h.p. Singer, 2-speed, £24/10/6; 2-speed

P. & M., £19/19/6; another. £35/10/6; N.S.U, Light-
weight, £11/10/6.—Booth's Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Rndge, I.O.M. model.
£45/10/6; another, Dvnamo Lighting, £57/10/6;

4h.p. Douglas, £55/10/6.-Booth's Motories.

BLACKPOOL BargainE.-2-speea Douglas. £19/10/6;
2-speed Scott. £19/19/6; 1920 Douglas, 3-6peed,

kiek start, £52/10/6; 1921 Allon. £32/10/6: 2-SBeed
Connaught, £25/10/6; 2-speed Caltliorpe, £25/10/6.-
Eooth's Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—9h.p. Indian, £29/10/6:
7h.p Indian, 2-speed, £29/10/6; SVih.p. New Hud-

son Combination, £55/10/6; Sh.p, Dot Combination.
£65/10/6: 1920 Matchless Combination, £89/10/6.-

^ Booth's Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Martinsyde Combina-
tion, £85/10'6; Acme Combination, new 1921,

spare wheel, £89/10/6; 8h.n. Premier Combination,
£47/10/6: Bnji'eld Combin.ation, £39/10/6: 1921 Enfield
Lightweight, £39/10/6; 3h.p. Twin Enfield, £37TlO/6;
1020 Sun 2-speed, kick start, £35/10/6.—Booth's
Motories.

BL.'iCKPOOL Bargains.-8h.p. Clrden Cyclecar,

£32/10/6; 1920 Tamplin Cyclecar, £49/10/5; 1921
7<ebre light car, 4-cvlinder, W.C., 4 speeds, electric light-

. ing and starting, spare wheel, fully equipped, £175/10;
several others cheap; push cveles taken in exchange.—
Booth's Motories, 294, 'Waterloo Ed., Blaekoool.

'Phone: 1451. [3473

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfieid, London,
g.W. (oDDosite station, L.S.W. Railway). 'Phone:

Latchmere 4388. Terms; No extra with pood deposit;

immediate delivery: no inquiries; satisfaction guaran-
teed.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1914 3>/!,h,p., 2-speed, complete
with all accessories, tax paid; £29.

ALLBER.—Blackburne 1920 4h.p., 3.speed, clutch,

kick start, all accessories, tax paid; £65.

ALLBER.—New Imperial 2^4h.p., 2-speed, complete
with all accessories, tax paid, runs splendidly

:

£26 10s.

ALLBER.—Clyno 1920, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, hand
clutch, all accessories, tax paid, as new: £33..

ALLBER.—1916 B..S.A. combination, 4i4h.p., counter-
shaft, Easting, all accessories, in good order, tax

paid; £52.

ALLBER.—Chater-Lea-Ja,p combination, specially

built 1921, 5-6h.p., S.-A. 3-speed, clutch, kick

stxrt, Ariel coach sidecar, all accessories, tax paid;
£50.

j

ALLBER.—Humber combination, 1914, SVah.p., 3-

- speed, clutch, kick start, all accessories, tax paid,

good order; £29, [3423

SOUTHPOHT.—1919 Invicta-J.A.P. 2'f.lh.p., 2-

speed, 26 guineas; Semi-T.T. Triumph, 1911-12,
|

23 guineas; 3V2h.p. Royal Ruby-Thrasher Combination,
3-speed, electric lighting, 27 guineas; 2'ih.p. P.N.,

2-speed, brand new tyres, excellent solo, 22 guineas.

—Rents, 417, Lord St., Southport. 'Phone ; 1273.
[3121

TO 14 Triumph, gears, etc., luUy equipped, £43/10;
-L J/ 1917 Triumph Combination, £62/10; 1920
Triumph Solo, as new, £62/10; 1921 Omega-Jap,
£42/10; 1920 Bahv Triumph, £35: 5-6h.p. New Hudson
Comijination, £42/10; 1917 New Hudson Combination,
family sidecar, £68/10; 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination,

£72 ; "Velocette, 2-stroke, in splendid order, £20 ; ex-

changes arranged.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rus-
holme, Manchester. 'Phone: 776 Rusholme. [2722

PETER GORDON, Ltd.. 110, Upper Richmond Rd.,
East Sheen.—Ariel SVah.p., 3-speed, 26 guineas;

British Excelsior 6h.p. combination, countershaft,
49 guineas; Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, renovated, 27
guineas: Hobart 2V,h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, 25
guineas; Indian 7.9h.p. 2-speed combination. 45
guineas; Levis Popular, re-enamelled, 26 guineas;
New Imperial, 2-speed, 26 guineas; P. and M. SVah.p.,
2-speed, 29 guineas; Precision 2^ib.p., 13 guineas;
Royal Ruby 8h.p. 3-speed combination, countershaft,
38 guineas; Sparkbrook-Jap 6h.p. combina,tion,
countershaft, 49 guineas; Triumph SV^h.p., 3-speed,
25 guineas; ditto, combination, 34 guineas; Zenith
Gradua 3V::h.p. J.A.P., 18 guineas; Zenith-Gradua
SVzh.p., clutch, kick-start combination, 35 guineas;
photographs free. All the above machines sold under
a three months' guajrantee. Open week-ends. Ex-
changes. Tel. ; Putney 2865. (D) [3405

September 2ist, 1922.

REY
173, Great Portland St.

'Phone—LANGHAM 1257.

BUSINESS HOURS : March to
Sept., 7,30 p.m. Monday to Friday,
4 o'clock Saturday. ' Sept. to
March, 6 o'clock Monday to Fri-
day, 1 o'clock Saturday.

GENUINE BARGAINS-SHOP-
SOILED MACHINES.

1922 Triumph, Model H . . . £95
1922 B.S.A., Model K £90
1922 2J h.p. New Imperial,

3-speed £68
1922 2J h.p. Douglas, 8-spd. £63

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1915 2} h.p. Douglas, 2-spd. £28
1921 3J h.p. I.O.M. Rudge

Alloa £45
1922 2J h.p. Douglas, 2-spd. £50
1921 2i h.p. New Hudson,

2-speed £35
1921 2J h.p. New Imperial,

2-speed £43
1921 2^ h.p. New Imperial,

3-speed £48
1916 2J h.p. New Imperial,

with clutch £35— 4-cyl. F.N £11

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
1914 6 h.p. New Hudson,

3-speed £37
1920 3i h.p. Lea Francis ... £90
1920 3i h.p. P. & M. ...... £50
1919 5-6 h.p. Zenith £55 a
1920 6 h.p. New Imperial . . £75
1920 10 h.p. Henderson £105
1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A £145
NOTE.—All Second-hand Machines are gaaianteed

and complete with aU Accessories.

SHOP-SOILED CYCLE CARS.
1922 De Luxe Morgan,
M.A.G. engine £180

1922 G.N., dynamo lighting . £210

SECOND-HAND CARS.
1920 Grand Prix Morgan . . £110
1921 A.v., dynamo, detach

wheels £70
1921 G.N., Vitesse model . .

.

£160
1914 W.C. Humberette .... £65
Coventry Premier £87 10

EASY PAYMENTS.
EXCHANGES.
HIRE CARS AND
MOTOR CYCLES.

STOCKISTS FOR
NEW IMPERIAL SPARE PARTS.

MACHINES SOLD for CLIENTS
ON COMMISSION.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Aliscellaneous.

ARIEL S'ih.p. countershaft, £35; 2'«4h.p. Dcuglai,
£30: \yanderer countershaft, £28; Poiiulni 2-strcikf^

£17/10; J>. and II., f25;^O.K. Precision 3V'h.ii., £26'
Hnmber 3i/ih.p., £16.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Ed.,
Chipham Rd., .S.AV.S. [2976

JONES' Garage, Broadway, MuswcU Hill, N.IO.
this week offer a. few special machines at pricet

to suit all. Big list free. Easy payments. On
approval against cash. 1916 Douglas 2-^,ih.p,, 2-speed.
equipped, £25; 1913 Premier 3V,h.p., 2.speed, equipperl,
£22,10; 1915 New Rydcr-Villiers. 2-speed, equipped,
£25; 1915 Lea-Francis 3^,h.p. twin, 2-speed, equipped.
£39; 1917 ,James 2i/lh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, equipped.
£30; 1921 New Hudson, 2-struke. 2-speed, equiopeii,
£45; 1922 Roval Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed. equipped,
£50; 1918 Douglas 4h.p. combination, £55; 1914
B..\.T. 6h. p. , combination, 5-speed box, £65; 1913
Matchless Sh.p. combination, £48; 1915 Harley 7-9
h.p. combination. £59/10. All tax paid; guaranteed,
and in first-class order. You can see them tested
on Muswell Hill, about the worst hill in London;
that's a point to consider.—Jones Garage, Broadway.
Muswell Hill, N.IO. 'Phone: Hornsey 2917. [2431

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

period.—Writo terms. Fowler Brigden, 120,
Euston Rd. 10795

DOUGLAS Combination, £5 per week; 1920 GN,,
8 gns. per week; fully insured.—Kodwell. 8. Red

Lion Sq. Chancery 7272. [1519

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., lor many years have
specialised in this, class of work. If machine is

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week is

allowed.— 157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5936

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
H.
F.
pDWARDS and Co.,

Irtl' ^^- Portland St., W., are cash buyers of

-L\.fX solos, combinations, and Morgans. Highest
prices given; distance no object. Call, write, or

'phone : Mayfair 4027. [0870

rp.B.

^A.VT

Ki\(\ C0-\1EINATI0NS and Solos, any make, pnar-
tJXjXJ anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,

'phone, or call. If country, send to London
terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—

W. T. Dunn. Ltd., 325, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. '0353

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-The pre.eminent place

for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash

offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Touting.—You will be sme of

a _
— '

Palmer's Garage,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.--Tbuusands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootiug.-No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

P .ELMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines

from any London railway station,

sale is held every Thursday.
The auction

commencing 2 p.m.

PAUdER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not

accepted, machine can be included in auction

sale held every Thursday.

PAiMER'S Garage, Tooting.-You fix the price and

we do the rest.

P-ELMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com.

mission Tk7.. not chargeable unless machine is

sold If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged;

for motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,

5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a

sale these charges are cancelled and commission

charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue tree.—Tsl.

:

208 Streatbam. T.A. : Palmer's Garage. Tooting.
[2728

LIGHT'WEIGHT, give 5-6h.p. Antoine combinatioa
and cash.—91, Grove Rd., London. N.7. r3342r:

WANTED,- medium-powered recent machine wifch^ i

gears.—Box 3731, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3249! )

A B.C. 1920-21, lowest for immediate cnsh.—Particu-
lars, " Darjeeling," Dc^vn3 Estate, Brighton. [2795

340 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WAXTED, good. Combination [prefernbly Sunbeam),

cbeap, casL.—F. Gooch, Tnnncl Rd., Betforfl.

[2862
WANTED, Oombiiiation or Solo Triumph or Sun-

beam prelerred
N.W.6.KUbuni,

-W., c/o 50, Canterburj' Rd,
[2768

GIENLTNE cash buyers, any motor cycle or com-
f binatlon; bring or send.—Wandsworth Motor Kx-

change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [3i06

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cash on
sight. Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 3709.

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
r0604

new or
cash waiting. Writ-e, ' call, or
Motor Mart. 645, Garratt Lane,

'Phone Wimbledon 607. [3177

WANTED, motor cycles and combinations
second-hand

'phone.—Waldron
Earlsfield, S.W.U

WANTED,
Runabouts, G.N.'s,

late combinations, solos, also Morgan
_, and Rover 8's; cash, ex-

change, extended terms. — Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Capiomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0072

eell. exchange any make

LONGMAjST Bros., 17, Bond St.,
Ealing 689, are reauiring

BUNTING'S Buy,
motor cycle. St^te your requirements. We

undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-
tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Es-
-change, Wealdstone. £0828

|rf^ASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
^-^ cycles and combinations, any make or condition.
—Call, write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-
^93, Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
Eichmond 2362 and 2363. [0572

Ealing. 'Phono

:

^. - number of good
machine*^, combinations and cycle cars for spot cash
or sale on commission. Representatives will be sent to
inspect after preliminary negotiation.—Write, 'phone,
or call. [2995

SEND your motor cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms. High St.. Tootine. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lon-
don station. Machine ca-n be included in auction sale
1* desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage. Tootimr.

[2731

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINQSEURT Scoot-ers and Spare Parts.-Beanfort

Works. Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2590
"TtrOTORCYCLETTE, spring forks,- less engine;
J-'J- offers, exchange.—Greatrex. Sedgley Rd. West.
Tipton. [-2522

A .B.C. Skootamota, condition as new; accept very
low "'*— '- — ' ' ' .,-.--

WHITELEYS
LARGEST STOCK IN LONDON
AND GENEROUS TERMS:
4% extra on the Cash Price is all IJiat Whitdeys ask for

th-c convenience of Deferred Payments. Whitelcys Motor
Sales and, more important still, liw Deferred Payment Plan
{a system that Wliiteleys originated) are entirely under the

control of Wkiteleys and free from outside influence of any
liind,

One-Fifth Deposit and Tifclve cqMal monthly

payments. Example

:

—
NER-A-CAR—for lady's or gent's use

Or £13 T) deposit and 12 monthly ^ ^5 fl?

offer, or exchange anythhis uselul.-
Staverton House. Cheltenham,

McQuil-
12824

A -B-C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled
^*- £55; accept £20; wonderful
Whitworth, 139, New St.

latest model, lisl

bargain. — Frank
[5085Birmingham,

A.B.C. Skootamota, 1920 model
is in good con

Tunning
Campden,

[258.

"VrOTOE Scooter,
-L'X li/oh.p,, very little used, and
dition; what offers '—John T. Young, Ltd., The Motor
House, Newport, Fife. [1409

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Auto-Wheel, good conditioi

order; £5.—Johnson, Nickleton,
GIos.

TXTALL Auto-Wheel, splendid condition, very little
»» used, £12.—H. Lingley, Thoroughfare, Wood-

'>"<ie^-
. r2568

C Guineas, near.—Wall Auto-wheel and genfs Hum-y ber cycle, 2-speed, running order, Argyle Lodj-e,
Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [3025
"lyEAELT new Walthani cyde attachment, done 310

miles^only, any trial; £15, offers, or exchange
Chaigrove, Wallingford. [26852-stroke. -Hicks,

cycle,
-113,
[3264

T>,S,A. Auto-Wheel and genfs 12-guinea
^practically new, absolute barrain; £10.-113,High St., CTapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290.

"

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
r^OLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons
^-' We are actual manfuacturers.—Below.
Ofy / a.-Sideca.T Hoods, 27/6 and 35/-; 2-seaters,

,i;„Ki t / '' \oM .trass fittings and best quality
double texture material; all our hoods are guaranteed
waterproof.—Below.

djustable windscreen, com-
;

other screens at 30
approval against cash.

£13 T) deposit and
pa^Tncuts of £4 11 0.

SOLO MACHINES:
Cash.

TRIUMPH, 3! h.p., Ricardo model £120
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model SD £115
TRIUMPH, , h.p. Model H £105
B.S.A., 4j h.p., Model K; £107
B.S.A., 4.t h,p„ Model H2 £110
JAMES, 4l h.p.. Model 6 £105
NEW HUDSON, 2i h,p,. 2-speed £6J
JAMES, No. 8, 2} h.p., 2-5peed £55
JAMES, No. 8a, 2J h.p., a-speed £60
SUN, 2.1 h.p., 2-speed. C/K.S £57 15
SUN, 2t h.p., J.A,P., 2-speed, C/K,S £63
LEVIS, 2I h,p,, single-speed £4S
LEVIS, 2,1 h,p,. 2 speed, C/K.S £60
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped £68
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., vspeed, C/K,S £82
NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h,p., 3-speed, C/K.S £69
NEW IMPERIAL, 25 h.p., all-chain, 3-speed ... £73
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p,. Model 5, Sports . , .

.

£80
O.K. VILLIERS, 2-stroke £39 18
O.K., Mark .\J1, 2-speed, C/K.S £60 18
O.K. BLACKBURNE, 2J h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S. . £75 12
ENFIELD, 2I h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £55
ENFIELD, 2j: h.p., 2-speed, C.'K.S £57
ENFIELD, 2I h.p,, Sports Model, 2-speed £55
OMEGA, 3 h,p,. Model 6 £39 10
OMEGA, 3 h,p,, Model 6a, 2-speed £45 10
ALLON, 3 h,p„ 2-specd, C/K.S £60
LEA-FRANCIS, 3I h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S £90
O.K., Mark VI, 2-speed ' £55 13
CALTHORPE, 2'. h.p., single-speed £36
CALTHORPE, 2 V h.p, 2-speed £44
CALTHORPE, 2,', h,p., 2-speed, with clutch £45
CALTHORPE, 2,', h,p., 2-speed, C/K.S £47
CONNAUGHT, 2', h.p., 2-speed, C/K.S £57 10
RUDGE mULTI,~3i b.p £77
NORTON, 3J h.p., i-speed, C/K.S £115
RALEIGH, 23 h.p., 2-speed, C/K.S £68
RALEIGH, 3 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S £78
A,J.S., 2,5 h.p.. Mode! Bi (special terms) £85

COMBINATIONS :

QUADRANT, 4^ h,p„ Combmation £105
NEW HUDSON, 4.5 h.p,, Combination £125

22 /fi ""' ''"' ™r
/W/W/ u piete with apron; other screens at 30/and 35/
Below.

carriage 1/- extra

/ROLLINS and Son stock all windscreens. Your pre-
'-' sent screen taken in exchange or bought for cash—Below.

PJOLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels, new aprons,
,

side curtams, etc., in a few hours. Open week-
da.vs till 8.30 p.m. Sunday morning till 1 o'clock.-
Oollms and Son, rear of Hastings, 84, High St
i-ntney, S.W. [3j^2

H'S?/"''''l*'°^ ?'^,'?=' Po'ishcd hoops, brass fittings.

it. Tol-tentef-lJo'Sl'inr'"-^^"^
'°°"' "«

tf^

MATCHLESS FAMILY MODEL COMBINATION £175 10
MATCHLESS Model " J " Special COMBINA-

TION £130
MATCHLESS STANDARD COMBINATION ... £170
B.S.A., 4l h.p.. Model K2 £139
B.S.A., 4i h.p.. Model H2 £142
JAMES, 4l h.p.. Model 6 £135
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p.. coachbuilt Sidecar £135
JAMES, 7 h.p,. Model 10, de Luxe Sidecar £160
ENFIELD, 8 h,p„ coachbuilt Sidecar £140
BLACKBURNE, 8 h,p., 3-speed, C/K.S £152
HAZLEWOOD, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S £118
B.S.A., 6 h.p., with No. 3 Sidecar £164
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p,. Model SDC, 3-speed ...:... £155
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model HC, 3-speed £145
P. & M., 4i h.p.. Model B, 4-speed, K.S £130
A.J.S., 7 h.p. (special terms) £175

SHOP-SOILED SOLO MACHINES :

2} h.p. CALTHORPE-JAP, 2-speed £57 10
3J h.p. MARTINSYDE, Sports, 3-speed £89
3V h.p. JAMES, twin, 3-spced £97 10
3i h.p. ZENITH-BRAbSHAW, Gradua gear ... £95
2,i h.p. NEW HUDSON, single-speed, fully

equipped £39

WM. WHITELEY LTD.,
QUEEN'S RD., LONDON, W.2

30/

500

B.S.A.
£8.-

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
TXTTNDSCREENS.-Saridum. with apron, 55/-; East
'» Ing, £3/18; Came'->. 50/-.—Brifiht and Hayles.

78, ChunJi Si,, Camberwell, London. f3547
QIDKCAR Hoods, 30/- and 40/-, best quality
*J materials; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules Hooti
Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd.. Tottenham. [0853

—Bower Adjustable Windscreen, 30/-. com-
plete with coverall apron, carriaae paid, on

approval, 30/-: Easting screens from ^3: Sandham V
screens, £2/15: all makes of screens repaired: new
panels fitted from 12/-; aprons supplied from 10/-;
hoods complete, 30/-.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 5,
TuUe Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixtoa 1585.

[1617
BODIES.

TTELEN Sidecars. Helen sidecars. Helen sidecars.

SURPLUS Bodies from Contract, complete,
only need finishing coat of paint; £4/5,

carriage forward; Robini pillion seat, 14/6; second-
hand bodies from £2. Write for catalogue.—Robini
Manfg. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2.
'Phone : Brixton 1585. [1613

Sports body, complete, Easting, mudguard;
Drew, Instow, The Gardens, Harrow. 2834

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
from lightweights to 2-seaters in stock.—Below

COLLINS and Sou are actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with, every body

made by them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, re-paint, and upholster
at moderate charges, first-class work guaranteed

Estimates free. Send for catalogue.—Collins and Son,
rear of Hastings, 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [3143

CLEARANCE Sale of Sidecar Bodies to make room
for new stock. Send p.c—Willowbrook Sidecar

Co.. Leicester. [0336

HALIFAX.—Perfection coach bodies, any colour, at
greatly reduced prices.—Halifax Motor Exchange,

Horton St., Halifax. [3403

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, latest models in
stock. Call and inspect before purchasing else-

where. AH at low prices.

BASTONES.—Great clearance of sidecar bodies
(stock-soiled), semi-sporting lightweight, £2/15

each; ditto, not painted or upholstered. 20/- ea^-h;

touring models. 70/- each; ditto, not jjainted or up-
holstered, 30/- each.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [3567

and M. Sports Sidecar Body, brand new, with
V-shaped windscreen; cost £27/10; will accept

£12/10.-198, King St., Hammersmith. [3189

WE can supply Coachbi'ilt Bodies to suit any chassis.

—Sporting models from £3/7/6, carriage paid;
these are finished complete ready for fitting.—Sidecar
Works, Broadstairs.

BEAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bodies, £4/15;
other models from £2/10; write for specification.

—Burton, Sidecar Works, St. Peter's Park Rd., Broad-
stairs. [3637

UNLIMITED Quantity of Douglas Type Bodies, new;
5E4 each

;
photo on request ; bulbous and painted

lead colour; good trade discouut.—Old Man Hep., 19,

Wilcox B,d.. South Lambeth, Loudon, S.W.8. 'Phone :

1958 Brixton. [3553

COBB Speedman sidecar bodips at clearance prices;

bodies built to fit any chassis without extra
charge on these prices, racer from £2 / 5 . bulbous
from £3/5, sports from £2/10; no rubbish; call and
see us at Burton Joyce, or write Vernon Cobb, 18.

Midland Rd., Carlton, Nottingham. [2572

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.
—Bargains in second-hand bodies. Coachbuilt

body, repainted suitable for Millford. £2/10; roomy
coachbuilt body, good condition, for Millford, £4.

—

26, Tnlse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292 {half-

min. from Brixton Skating Rink). Look for the
golden arrow. [3383

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House.
Tudor St., London, E.C.4. [0004

c-

s
SIDECAR ATTACH^^ENTS.

POR
CANDHAM, the smnrtest sidecar specialist*.

SANDUM Sidecars.-Our pre-war prices were the talk
of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen; a hood, screen, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Writ« for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes : " An instantaneous success ; sold

out ; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

£8 10s.—51.
[2785

GANOELET Sporting Sidecar, as new;
Upper Richmond Rd.. Putney.London.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote, the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
TTELEN Sidecars. Helen sidecars. Helen sidecars.

BRAND New Chassis, complete tyre and tube, with
streamline bodies, £10; brand new chassis, com-

plete tyre and tube, etc., £6/17/6; 100 Plus One
chassis, with fittings for all American and English
machines. £12/10 each; new chassis with bulbous
back body, requiring finishing coat of paint, £12/10;
£eoond-haud cha-ssis from £2; extended payments
taken,—Robini MnfR. C«., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brix-
ton, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [1614

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

1EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
-J most generous temis at Middleton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,
or donkey cart in part payment.

OAA MILE Sidecar Race, Davidson fir2t, riding
-^ vf \f Indian with Middleton spring wheel sidecar;
Le Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with Middleton
spring wheel sidecar,

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs ol all kinds;
trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established - side
car makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsburv

Park 'Phone : Hornsey 1584. [0522

S.
T. REYNOLDS for the cheapest sidecars ever
made. Trade supplied.

S.
T. REYNOLDS for rigid disappearing hood side-
cars. Ideal for winter.

S.
T. REYNOLDS gives personal attention to every
inquiry. Open until 9. Sundays until 1 o'clock.

S.
T. REYNOLDS, sidecar designer and manufac-
turer, Providence Place, West End Lane, Kil-

burn, N.W.6. [3270
1 Q22 Montgomery Sporting, in aluminium, soiled
-*-*^ but unused; £22.—Houchin,
CANOELET Sporting Sidecar, as oiew; £8/10.-51.

Houchin, 188, High St., Peckham, S.E.15. [2942

SCOTT Sidecar, Canoelet type, very nice condition

;

^£7.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [2901

SCOTT, Watsonian sidecar, all accessories and spares:

£95, offers.—Kay, Chemist, Dover. [3047

BASTONES for Sidecars. No better or cheaper
house. All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.-Complete Sidecars to fit any machine,
£11; ditto. Sports modeU £16/19; Touring bul-

bous back sidecars, £17/7/6; several other models in
stock.

BASTONES.—We are distributing agents for Mont-
gomery Sidecars. All models in stock. We have

a few stock-soiled sporting models to clear at £18/10;
also Toui;ing models, No. 1, at £23/10; also, two only,
1921, Model 'No. I, with screen, at £21/10 each.

BASTONES.—II you are buying a Sidecar, kindly
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere, and

save money.—228, PentonviUe Rd., King's Cross, Lon-
don, N.l. Telephone; 2481 North. [1337a

NEW Rennox Chassis, body re-enamelled; £10/10.
-Cole, 96, Harberton Rd., Highgate. [2651

SIDECAR, almost unused, suitable 2">4h.p.; £12112.—
Cringles, Thicket Rd., Sutton, Sxirrey. [2464

COACH-BUILT Sidecar, good condition, must sell;

- what offers ?—Watts, Carvean, Newton Abbot. [3475

TDOOTHS Motorics. Blackpool.—New coach bodies,
full size, with locker, £5/17/9; usually £9/10,

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—New step-pattern
coach bodies, £5/17/6; sporting bodies,

£4/17'6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—Canoelet ciiassis,

'ike new, £5/19/6; sboi>-soiled £25 sidecars to
suit Triumph, B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand side-
cars, cheap ; springs, mudguards, hubs, lugs,
fittings; state requireraents.-Booths Motories, 294,
Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [3472

SCOTT Metal Sidecar, nearly new Dunlop tvre,
tube. Cameo ; photo; £3/10.-25, Brook View,

Rainham. Essex. £2488

COLLINS and Son for sidecars, new bulbous back
models, complete with new underslung chassis;

£12/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son 2-seater bulbous back models,
with new underslung chassis, from £15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son can LUpply any of their models
on deterred payments. Make your own terms,

state requirements and how vnu would like to pay;
we will give your proposal every consideration. Write
for catalogue.—Below.

COLLINS and Son lightweight chassis from £6;
new heavyweights for big twins from £8/10;

special fittings for spring frame machines, 15/- extra.
—Below.

COLLINS and Son will take your present sidecar
in part payment; sidecars bought for cash; a

lew second-hand sidecars in stock. Send for cata-
logue. Open weekdays till 8.30 p.m., Sunday morn-
ings till 1 o'clock,—Collins and Son, reat of Hastings
84, High St., Putney, S.W. [3144

C.B. Underslung Bulbous Back Sidecar. 4-point, good
tyre; £11.-19. Wood Lane, Shepherds Bush.

r3474

Sensational

MOTOR CYCLE
Deal.

Complete stock of :

—

READING STANDARD
MOTOR CYCLES

READING STANDARD
SPARE PARTS

TLUS ONE' SIDECARS
with Hoods and Screens

KI.P. CANTILEVER SIDECARS
have been purchased from
Messrs. COPPEN ALLAN & Co.

by their successors

—

FredriGS & Co. Ld.

89, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.I.
Langham 1601 and Mayfair 7023

who are now in a position to

supply at the following

NEW PRICES.
1922

READING STANDARD
8-10 h.p. MOTOR CYCLES

Complete with

DYNAMO UGHTING, ELECTRIC HORN, etc., etc.

THESE MACHINES CAN BE PURCHASED ON
DEFERRED TERMS.

£95 -0-0

^PLUS ONE' SIDECARS
with Hoods and Screens,

£30 -0-0

''PLUS ONE" BODIES inly
with Hoods a.nd Screens,

£19- 10-0

nn.P. CANTILEVER SIDECARS

£15-0-0
EXCHANGES WELCOMED.

way, Newbury, Berks.
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SIDECAI^ ATTACHMENTS.
1020 Gloria Sidecar, good condition, fit TiimuiiTi;
-*-*' £15.-2, Fortune Gate Bd., Harleaden, N.TV.IO.

[2860
SIDECARS.—Three second-hand, cheap; also bodies;

room wanted.—57, -Kenbury St., Camberwell,
London. [3208

SANDUM Large 2-seater Tandem Sidecar, comiilete
with hood, off Harley, nice condition; cash, £14.

—391, King St., Hammersmith. [3256

EXTENDED jL'ayiiients accepted for sidecars; modelfl
tor all mates.—Send for catalogue, etc., Eideezi

Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0829

BEAND new latest underslung bulbous back ooaeh.
fit Triumph similar; £10/10; actual pbote 1/-.—

Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Ed., Tottenham. [2793

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, Model No. 1, repainted,
as new; £12 12s.—E. T. Morriss & Co.. Ltd..

Marmet House. 139. Finchley Rd.. N.W.3. [2785

TOURING Sidecar, Mills-Pullord chassis, 28 wheel,
hood, screen, e-xceUeht condition ; £10.—Goad,

122, Maida Vale. "Phone: Hampstead 1353. [3392

SEVERAL second-hand coachbuilt sidecars to clear

irom £4 upwards; to suit all makes; details
Iree.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd„
East Sheen. _ [3409

SIDECAR.—Have a,Hopley folding sidecar. Snves
garage -worry and expenses. Attached 'to niotoi

Tandem and single bodieswill go through passage 28in.

fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.-When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

10b. p. Can be changed froui pleasure to oomniereial

in few eecouds. Detachable wheels can be fitted,

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., BinniiiR-

ham. [0152

WILLOWBROOK Sidecars now produced on large

scale. Special designs and terms to motor
'-ycle manufacturers. ]\Tay we give you a call ?—Willow-
lirook Sidet-ar Works. Leicester. [0335

0/\ NEW P. and M. Outfits, new .underslung bul-^" bous bodies, new chassis and tyre, fittinRs lor

a ny mach Ine, £10/10; 5 sports models ^as above.

£8/10; photo on application.-Turner and\ Co., 55.

St. James's Rd., Bermondsey. [3502

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage Wheu
folded (10 seconds) combination passes through

nrdinary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when
'^pen, no freakishness; send for descriptions.— Frank
Whitworth, 139, New St.. Birmingham. [5083

A.B.C. Special Spring Chassis, fitted with, latest type
coachbuilt body { royal blue) , locker, waterproof

,

apron, Palmer tyres, suit semi-T.T. or touring bars,

slightly shop-soiled; £28/10 net.—Sopwitli Aviation
and Engineering Co., Ltd. (In-Llqn.), Kingston-on-
Thames. [3598

PARAGON (patent) folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to it" credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fit? any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, rombination will pass through a

30in. doorway- Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
-ycle Co.. Ltd.. 236. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0338

UNDERSLUNG Chassis, for Clyno, complete sidecar.
£24; chassis only, complete, £14/14, with cover

and tube. Send for photo, 2/6 charged returnable
when returned. Make your machine up-to-date.
others in stock. Write, call, or 'phone North 1846.—DeCort and Flynn, 39. Essex Hd., London, Nl.

9993
LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineeritig Co., Ltd.

—Siiecial bargains in medium-weight chassis.
Chassis No. 2. suitable for Triumph, £4/15; chassis
No. 3. suitable for Triumph, £3/10: chassis No. 4,

underslung. suitable for Triumph. £2; chassis No.
1, medinm-weight, underslung, new condition, £8;
3 Millford chassis complete, new condition, £7/10.—
26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292 (half-
min. fri>m Brixton Skating Rink). Look for the
golden arrow. [3382

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
O95^101i^p. Premier, 3-wheeler, bargain.—9, Clifton

Rd.. Fincl'ley, N.3. [2664

A.O. Sociable, in first-elas*^ running order, all on. and
complete; £25.—Jennings, Hoddesdon. [2677

MORGAN 1922 W.C. Luxe, certificate merit ACU.,
perfect; oflers.-68, Bingham Ed., Addiscombe.

[2941
1 Q22 Grand Prix Water-cooled Morgan, perfect con
-L*^ dition; £132/10.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing.

[2904MORGAN Grand Prix; £110, or exchange motor
cycle.—Palmer, Holmwood, Western Rd., Lyming-

ton. [2450

MORGAN 1916 M.A.G., A.C., good condition, little
used; bargain. £75.'-Berry, R.A.F.. Cattewater,

Plymouth, [1391

MORGAN A.C. 8h.p. De Luxe, good going order,
any trial; accept £48.-257, Cavendish Rd . Bal-

hnm, S.W. 12. [2934

MORGAN de Lnxe-J.A.P., dynamo lighting; £130,
offer.-Bran, 20, Farlton Rd., Earlsiield. S;W,,

after B o'clock. [26S6.

A.V. Monocar, in excellent condition, all new tyresj ;
price £45, or near offer.—Wheeler. The Broa^ '^

[3335
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PUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p., air-

oooled or water-cooled to choice; immediate de-

liveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled

model, £195; side-by-side armchair seats. 3 speeds

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,

tools, jack and pump included; trial Iree,

'EDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or

motor cycle taken in part payment.

BEDELIA.—Cat-alogue free iTom L. N. Palmer,
Sole Concessionaire for the British Empire.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2729

GRAND Prix Morgan, lato nmdel, perfect ; £90,
nenr, ^xcliange combination and cash.— 10, Denbigh

Kd., Bayswater, W.ll. [2945

1 20-21 De Luxe water-cooled Morgan, every ac-

cessory, discs; £95; exchangeG.-24. Balliol

Rd., North KenEin^ton. [3326

G.N., 1921, dynamo lighting, 5 detachable wheels,
well equipped; £110; part exchange entertained.

—5, Victoria Av.. Surbiton. [3293

GIBBONS Cycle Car, perfect mechanical condition,
hood, screen ; £45.-65, Marlborough Bd., Colliers-

wood, Merton, SAY., after 7. [2629

MORGAN-DE-LITXE w.c, J.A.P. 1922 model in

stock, colour maroon.—Hall, Morgan Specialist

91. St. Peter's St., St. Albaais. [0935

1Q20 A.V. Monocar, 5h.p. J.A.P. , electric lighting,
XU speedometer, just repainted, perlect mechani-
cal condition; £57/10.—Below.

TAMPLIN 1921 2-seater, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3
speeds, full equipment, perfect condition, mile-

age 300-400. taxed; £72; cash, exchange, extended
terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0069

SEAL Cycle Car, 2-s6ater, Sh.p. J.A.P.. electric light-
ing, lamps, hood, windscreen, excellent condition;

£85.-178, Copsterhill Rd., Oldham. [2437

engine, just
heels; £75.—

[2468

dynamo

A.V. Monocar, late 1920, 8-9h.p. J.A.P.
overhauled by manufacturers, disc w

A.V., North Stafford Garage, Stafford.

PRACTICALLY brand i:ew De Luxe G.N
lighting, spare wheel, only run few miles; £110.

—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. {3327

Sh.p. Premier, good condition, hood, screen. Stepney,
lamps, good tyres; £40, or exchange combina-

tion.~161, Dalling Rd., Hammersmith. [2591

A.v., fully equipped, registered, condition excel-
lent ; sell £50 or exchange solo and cash

;

evenings.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [2967

,15 Victor, fine 2-seater, Sh.p., water-cooled, Twin,
3 speetls, reverse, hood, screen, lamps; 43

nee motor cvrlfi: a]»ift pas.v t.pnrn;I guineas; exchange motor cycle; also easy terms.

:

I Q21 Garden, nice 2-seaLer, electric lighting, hood,
-^^ screen, speedometer; gift, 59 guineas; exchanges,

' easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebutr St.,

Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phone : Latchmere
4G86. [3104

1 Q22 Coventry Premier, fully equipped and taxed;
--«/ £l50; exchange combination and cash.—James,

,' c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [3200

GRAND Prix Morgan, water-cooled J.A.P., 1917,
discs, excellent running order; £80 for quick

sale.—White, 437. West Green Rd.. Tottenham.
r2758

BELSIZE-BRADSHAW 1922 9h.p. 2-seater, fitted
speedometer and licensed, only run 1,600 miles,

practically new; £25.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[2547

SMART Monocar, yellow and black, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.,
2-speed, equipped ; £40 ; exchange (cash if neces-

sary) 2V'h.p. to 3V>h.p. solo.— 8, Edmund Rd., Coventry.
[2959

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.—G.N. car.
1921 model, fully equipped, in excellent condi-

tion, spare wheel and tyre; £130. 'Phone: Holbom
5777. [3427

HAMILTON Light Car, fully equipped, ready for
service;' early delivery; £175; write for bopklet.

—Smith and Co., Ltd., Compton Works, Wickford,

i

Essex. [1517

I
K K GUINEAS.—Brand new Tamplin 8 h.p. J.A.P..

I *^ ^ Sturmey 3-speed, smartly equipped, hood

;

exchanges; evenings.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammer-
smith. [2968

SEAL 3 wheeler, J.A.P, engine, Sturmey-Archer
, gears, several improvements and accessories, very

[
liitle used; £135.—James Garages, Ltd., Church

[
Stretton. [2497

GRAND Prix Morgan, special lOh.p. engine, just
repainted and overhauled, electric lighting; £100;

apply before 7 p.m.; exchanges.—Snow, Laurel St.,
Dalston, E.8. [3492

G.N., 1921, dynamo lighting, perfect condition;
£125; cash, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-

' 16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone :

Avenue 5548. [0070
"I Q 22 G.N. 2-8eater. dickey, dynamo lighting, 5 detach-

,'-*-*' able wheels, automatic . lubrication, hood, screen,

I

horn, tools, ijuinb*. jai-k, tyres unpunctnied. mileage 500
;

^ £210, or close ofler.-Box 3769 c/o The Motor Cycle.

[2726

James

GROSE
LTD..

OLD JEWRY,
CHEAPSIDE,

E.C.2,

land at 255-
[257, HoUoway

Road, N.;

8, New Bridge
Street, E.G.

.i„iaoiisned 1875.

'Phones: 7712 Central. 1297 North. City 3634.

SIDECAR HOODS.

Coverall storm aprons, complete with all fittings.

SILENCERS.
Solid aluminium with
dome end and long
extension pipe, easy
to fit and very effect-

ive. For single

cyhnder,
Jg^g

For twin cylinder ... 14/6

BELT AND BRAKE
RIMS.

We carry large stocks in various

sizes. When ordering, state

diameter, width over all, and

for what size belt".

7/6 each.

MOTOR CYCLE WHEELS.
Hub. l^ice With

Size of Rim. Gauge of Size over Bright
Spokes. Cones. Rim.

24x 2in 12 G Up to 41in. 17/9
24>c21in. ... 12 G Up to 4iin. 18/11
26x2in 12 G Up to 4^in. 17/11
26x2in 12 G Up to Oin. 20 '11

26;. 2iin. ... 12 G Up to 4iin. 19/1

26x 2^in. . . . 12 G Up to Gin. 22/1
26x2im. . . . 12 G Up to 4iin. 19/2
26x2iin. . . . 12 G Up to 6in. 22/2
20x2Hn. ... 12 G Up to Oiin. 24/2
26x 2Hn. . . . 10 G Up to 6in. 23/2
26x2Mn. ... 10 G Up to 6iin. 25/2
28x3in 12 G Up to Oin. 23/4
28x3m 12 G Up to 6Jin. 25/4
28x Sin 10 G Up to 6in. 24/4
28x3m 10 G Up to 6iin. 27/4
650x65 12 G Up to Oin. 22/11

650x65 12 G Up to 6iin. 24/11

650x65 10 G Up to Gin. 23/11

650x 65 10 G Up to Glin. 25/11

i" spindles are fitted to all hubs, dV over cones,

Vh" ,, „ „ 4^ and 6" over cones.

Enamelled Rims 1/- extra. Hated Rims 2/6 extra.

Belt or Brake Rim supplied and fitted 10/6 extra

^PUR LA
GRANDE
The smartest
Sidecar o n
theroad.Best
c o a chbu i 1

1

body with
largebulbous
back, giving

a large locker

^ spring uphol-

stering and special shape door, chassis heavy underslung

four-point connection, valanced mudguard, C1Q 1Q
etc., and complete with Hutchinson tyre XXO XO
A Special Show of Sidecars is always on view at

our Hoiloway Road Branch, which closes at

1 o'clock Thursdays and 9 o'chck Saturdays.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
Two Lovely G.N.'s, little used, privately owne^l,

dynamo; open to any reasonable offer of ex-
change ; to be sold cheap.—Marlborough, 20, Finch-
ley Rd., N.W.8. [9579

3-WHEEL Cycle Car Chassis, leas engine. £5; 2-

seater Crouch 3-wheeler, twin, £15; 2-seater body,
small. £3/10; letters only.—H. R. Hall. High Rd.,
Whetstone, London. [2494

HALIFAX.—lOh.p. 4-<>yl. Tiny 2-seater car, dynamo
lighting, £120; Morgan Grand Prix, water-

cooled, overhead valves, £95.—Halifax Motor Exchange.
Horton St., Halifax. [3400

LIGHT tubular chassis, fitted with 3-speed and
reverse, gear box and differential, 4 wheels and

good tyres, only needs engine to complete ; £ 12.—
EUeman, Bartestree. [2836

A.B.C. 1921, 'Regent model, 2-seater, dickey, all acces-
sories, tax paid, as new ; exchange Morgan or

combination and cash.—AUery, 30, Thornsett Rd.,
Earlsfield, London, 8.W. [3424

3-WHEELER Coventry Premier, better than new,
gift, dynamo, spare wheel, etc.; £l30, or exchange

combination and cash.—James, c/o Bradmores. 482
Harrow Rd., Paddington. (3201

BAYLISS-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p, Model, 4-cylinder
water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno ; 300

gns.; immediate delivery.—Godfrey's Ltd., 208, Gt.
Portland St.. London, W.l. [0736

TO 21 Coventry Premier, dynamo, spare wheel, electric
-^v horn, insurance and tax paid, mechanical con-
dition perfect; £117/10, no offers,—Perfin's Motor
Garages, Ltd., Southampton. [3181

1 Q21 Rover 8h.p., dynamo, hood, screen, licensed,
-Lt? speedometer, beautiful condition, guaranteed,
many accessories; £l39; exchanges; tuition free.

—

89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [3070

WANT a Motor for £10?-Several 2 and 4-seaters
and commercial vehicles leauiring slight repairs

offered at knock-ont prices from £10 to £50.—Bunting's
Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [3102

MORGAN-M.A.G., A.C., Binks, disc, drop out back
wheel, ball-bearing clutch, newly upholstered, and

painted in spring, new chains August (eaual), tyres good,
oversize; £90.—Knoles, Arctide, Lancaster. [2875

1-0 21 Coventry Premier, dynamo lighting, spare
Xtf wheel, all tyres equal to new, hood, screen,
and dickey seat, smart outfit; £130; quick sale.—198,
King St., Hammersmith. 'Phone 2474. [3186

A.V- 2-seater, runabout, 1922 8h.p. Blackburne, 3-

speed and reverse, dynamo lighting, only run 500
miles; £160, or offer; lovely car, perfect; take modern
sidecar part.—Eastwood, 32, Piccadilly Rd., Burnlev.

[3i59

A.V. Monocars and Runabouts in stock, solos and
combinations ta.ken in exchange; write for par-

ticulars and prices; repairs, overhauls, spares. A V

.

Spe<;ialist, 13a, Worple St., Mortlake, No. 9 'bu=.

[3063
ACk Guineas, exchange.-1919 Garden 2-seater, ready
^t/ lor a tour, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, kick-start,
disc wheels, screen, hood, any examination, trial.

—

Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. [3549

COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheel super-runabout,
8h.p., water cuuled, spare wheel, dynamo, fully

insured, etc.; £230; motor cycles, etc., taken in part
exchange; instalments if desired.—Frank Whitworth.
''Q New St.. Birmingham. [5082

1 Q22 Coventrj Premier 4-wheeler, appearance and
JLtJ condition guaranteed as new, licensed and in-

sured ; wonderful bargain for cash buyer only at
£155.-57, Great George St., Liverpool. 'Phone

:

1092 Royal and Royal 4065. [2586

"I
Q22 Morgan de Luxe, fitted new water-cooled

-Lt/ Anzaui engine, aluminium dash, speedometer,
standard equipment; £197; delivery from stock.—
Homac's, IMorgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [3460

1 Q22 Morgan Grand Prix, lOh.p. w.c. Blackburne.
-L t? standard equipment, alumiJiium dash, disc

wheels fitted. in stock for immediate delivery;

£183 / 10 ; easy payments accepted.—Homac's, Morgan
Service Depot." 243," Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone :

Dalston 2408. L3461

PRACTICALLY New 1921 G.N.. lavishly equipped
with dynamo, spare wheel, electric horn, dash

lamp spot light, aluminium numbers and discs,

speedometer, watch, etc.; cost ^£275, will accept £130;
any trial.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensing-

ton (7 or 7a 'bus). [2953

HUMBERETTE, air-cooled, sporting aluminium body,

special hood and screen, Lucas dynamo, 5 lamjis,

etc., aluminium discs, tools, pump, jack, etc., engine

fitted with Capac carburetter, Hardv fabric type

univPTsal joints, etc., very smart car, must eell, owner

leaving home; £150.-Aston, Wynnstay. Tarporlp",

Cheshire. [31-0
.-7 pa re Parts:

MORGAN Spares from stock for all models.—Send
your enquiry to Hall, Morgan Specialist, 91.

St. Peter's St., St. Albans. '[0936

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all models

from stock; list free.—Elce.- Ltd.. 13-15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0071

All letters relating to advertisements should quota the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 343
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECAI^S.
Spare ParU

:

MORGAN Service Depot.—Officially appointed by
the Morpan Motor Co. Overhauls and repaivs

by experts. All spares in stock.—Horaac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Rtl., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. L3462

TAXI-COMBINAHONS AND CABS.
COUNTY 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed

throughout the country.—Write for full particu-
lars, County Cycle and Motor Co., "Originators," 300,
Broad St.. Birmingham. [2510

CAKS FOR SALE.
TALBOT 15h.p. 2-seater, tax paia; £85 -J. Dnnielf,

Jnr.. 8, Crotthurst Ed., S.W.9. [2979
1Q22 Rover 8h.p,, shop-soiled; £195.—Premier Motor^^ Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3581

GCRIPPS-BOOTH 1916 model 2-seater; £85.-Miss^ May, 25, Jeffries Ed., Clapham, S.W. f2981

AUSTIN 6-cyl. racing oar; £95, or exchange.—M.
Eugene, 61, Acre Lane, Brixton, S.W. [2978

BQ21 Singer Coupe lOh.p., self-etaiier, just as new;
-^^£Z&b, eschauges.-Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St.

[3008

1Q21 Calthorpe lOh.p. De Luxe 4-seater, self-starter,
•J-*^ €tc. ; £275, eschanges.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland
bt. , [3007

"DALMEE'S Garage 187-199, High St., Toothig.-Tho
-*- pre-eminent place for purchasing. Detailed list

below.

T3ALMER'.S Garage, Tooting.—Auction Sale every
-»- Thursday, dtiirting at 2 o'clock. Apply for cata-
li gue.

pALMEE'S Garage, . Tooting.—Have the best bar-
-^ gains; comiiaro prices below as proof.

13ALMEE'S Garage, Tootine.-15-18h.p. Masi\-ell light
2-seater, hood, screen; £47/10.

pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-14-16h.p. Darr^cq Cab
-«- Lnndaulet, suitable station work; £40.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-14-16h.p. Belsize Cab
-*- Landaulet, nice condition; £37/10.

PALMER'S Garage, TootiDg.^a6-2ah.p. Argyll
LimoTi*dne, 4-eyl., runs well ; £47/1 0.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.- 14-20h.p. Renault
Liuiousiue, 4-cyl., extra smart vehicle; £65.

pALMER'S Garage, Tocting.—59.9h.p. Napier torpedo
-- louring car, dynamo lighting; £45.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—12h.p. Alcyon torpedo
2-6eater, hood, screen; £65. ",

pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—9-1 Ih.p. Charron Cab
-*- Liindaulet, lamps, good luuning order; £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h. p. Metallurgique,
vvery suiart 2-seater with dickey, dynamo lighting,

^idendid car; £125.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 12-15h. p. Panhard Cab
Landaulet, just overhauled; £50.

I3ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Citroen 2-seater,
dynamo lighting, eelf-starter ; £185.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—12h.p. Humber light
delivery lorry, in excellent running order; £30.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—11. 9h. p. Belsize tor-

pedo 4-seater, very excellent running order; £55.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-22h.p. S.C.A.T. 10-

seater wagonette, good running order; £35.

I3ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—30h.p. Sheffield-Simplex
full landaulet, dynamo lighting, roomy car; £95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-18-22'h.p. 1914 type
Napier chassis, detachable wire wheels ; £45.

1>ALMEE'S Garage. Tooting.-12-14h.p. Fiat Cab Lan-
daulet, 3-speed, good running order; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any aboye car supplied
on easy payments. We shall be pleased to quote

special terms to meet clients' requirements. All are in

nmning order. [2727

ROVER 8h.p. 1S22 (April), taxed, dickey, scarcely
used; bargain, £168.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.\V.7. [1244

ROVER Bh.p., 1922, as brand new; £160; quick
sale.—James, c/ o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd..

Paddington. [3202

"OOVER Cars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220; early
-IX deliverv.-Godfreys, Ltd.. 208. Gt. Portland St..

- London, W.l. [0350

WEST Norwood !—60 cars, absolute bargains, list

free, exchanges.-Douglas S. Cos, Lansdowne,
West Norwood ri932

ROVER Cars.-The famous Sh.p. model in stock,
£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co.,

275. High St., Acton, London. [0761

COVENTRY PREMIER. 1922. 4-wheel model;
£230; immediate delivery; cash or deferred pay-

ments.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200 Gt Portland St.. W, [0730

ALLDAYS 12h.p. 4-seater, flush-top body, sound
condition throughout; sell, or exchange 2-seater,

motor cycle, or Morgan.-63. Solon Rd., Brixton. [3607

T> OVER Sh.p. Light Car. 1922 models, dynamo
-tV lighting; £220 cash, deferred payments 4?;
extra.— Ratcliffe Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[0729

A.O.U. 6 DAYS' TRIAU
1919 Ariel nia^liine won silver iiiediil,James iniirhine won silver

meiln.1. 1920 Scott miifhineB won ttan priz-i Aiid fltx golil

ineiUlH. 1921 Matctiless niiicliiiiea won tejun yrize, two gold

and two silver Tne<lH.ls, F.N. macbinefl wun iwo gold nitd two
silver medals, plus bonn" mnrks for petrol conwimijtion.

ALB. FITTED WITH THE
W.S.R. VARIABLE JET AOAf*TER
Speed, ijower, economy, easy starting;, slo"' running, choked
jet done away with. Stops four-stroking on iwo-strolie niacliines.

4IVIAC., B.^B., 3/S
Senspray/Triumph, Glaudel

Hobsoru "Yici" Zenith,

Cedos Carburetters 10/6
and ntlier^;.

Positive and Packino R'l-

If fitted with BOWDEN
CONTROL 11 6 EXTRA.
When orderinB state length of
jet. iaeluding pins and year of

caiburetter. Write for leaflet,

itwill interest yon.

SAFETY FfKST
Fit your mechaiiicai horn wit}i ilte

patent W.S.R. foot oper^ited bra-ket
adapter, an I Iteep your haiiilB ou the
himdle-bara. Simple to fit- remove
bracket, reverse horn, and fit onr cast
aluiuininin bracket.and ped;d, Bolt on,

fnotboards (bolta^iupplied).

For Klaxon. Smith and Stewart
iionis. Price 6s., postfiee.

ifY Of all weIl-/oio-ienAge}its, or direct

lAotor Fittings Manufacturers*
FLEET ST., BIRMINGHAM^RUD6EBR0S

CYLINDER PAINT
,

as its name implies

CANNOT BURN OFF
the Hottest Cylinder, etc.

This unique paint is

unharmed by tem-
jjeratures which
completely destroy

other paints.

1/6 POST FREE

W. M. & D GIRVAN,
126, Thornlaw Road,

West Norwood,
London, S.E.27.

Pedley and Clincher Belts, 6ft. 6in. x
|m., for 2| h.p. D-Ouglas, S/- each.

Hans Renold Chains for 2J h.p.

Douglas, 7/- eacli.

HAMPSTEAD GARAGE,
33, Flask Walk, Hampstead, N.W.3.

MORGAN
MORGAN tlTY SKRVICE DJiPOi' — Lists Ftbs

REPLACEMENTS.
REPAIRS.
ADVICE.

We can supply from STOCK on receipt of wire, 'pl>one. or letter.

Telegrams: Elcemocyca. Stock.London 'Phone ; Avenue, 5548.

13, 15, 16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
CAMOMILE ST., LONDON, E.C.3.

ELCE & CO- U°-

MAGNETO COGS
Engine Shalt Sprockets.

Adaptor Sprockets.

10,000 ALWAYS IN STOCK

BUTLER, LANG, & WYATT
Sprocket Manufacturers,

Ellanby Works, Stanley Road,
Nechells, Birmingham.

<s€ce-
(PATENT)

SUPER DISCS

CORNERCROFT LTD.,
ACE Works - - Coventry.

CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER Sh.p., liite 1921, beautiful condition tirong

out. many extras: £135, exchanges,—Hillier,
WulIinf?for<l Avenue, North Kensington. (7 or 7a 'Im

[291 I

"I Q22 Sh-p. Rover de Luxe. Saxe blue, fully inBiiie
,

J-*^ tax paid, very little used, guaranteed as nev
.nccept £185, delivered.—113, WeUesley Rd., Chicton-o
Sea. [2S; I

1 Q22 Cajthorpes and G.N. 's.—All models awaith '

J-*' any reasonable exchange, cars or motor Q?cl€ .

or pay out of income.—Marlborough, 20, Finchley Re
N.W.8. [95i 1

035 down and 12 monthly payments ol £7/10 bu;
<^ excellent running Waverley 2-Eeater, nice dicke
Warland rims; bargain.—Marlborough, 20, Fincbli
Rd., N.W.8. t95f

1QQ Guineas, Exchange.—Really ultra-smart 19;
-*JiJ Sports Siijger, 2-=e3ter lightinR, starter spa

wheel, lovely condition.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Ri
East Dnhvich. (Sydenham 2452.) [24(

1 Q22 lOh.p. Buckingham, 3-seater cloverleaf bod'
^*^ painted grey, dynamo lighting, spare whee
absolutely unscratched; £175.—D. and S. Autocar Cc
33, The Parade, Golders Green. [33J

HALIFAX.—New Lagondas, reduced prices, 4-seat
or Coupe. 350 guineas; 2-seater, 280 guinea

Rover, Morgan, or combination tal^en in exchange.
Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [34(

1 Q20 Bleriot Whippet 2 seater, handle starte
-i-«-' electric lamps, acetylene head lamp, spai

wheel, tax paid December, .painted grey, splendi
order and condition: £75.—D. and 9. Autocar Co.. 3: ''

The Parade, Golders Green. [355 |J

TRUMBULL Smart Little 2-seater Car, 4-cyl., 12h.i
Bosch, 3 speeds and ' reverse, live axle, 191

economical, fast, good tyres, simple, guaranteed perlec-
tax paid, fuliy insured; bargain, £72.—Stepni
Garages, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepne
'Phone : JSast 4542. [29;

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
1 /\-12h.p. Swift van, sound; £25.-30, Trinii
J-^r Rd., Tooting; after 2. [29!

PRACTICALLY new 1-ton Ford, pneumatics. Englii

flat top body and cab ; bargain, £140.—Rhind ai

Co., Stone Place, Rueholme, Manchester. [27;

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. B.C.4. f

easy terms. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [721

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase term
could not be simpler.— 157b., Gt. Portland 81

VV 1.
-^

[69;'

HALIFAX.—£5 deposit and 12/6 weekly purchas
motor cycle or combination, quick deliverie

get full list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton 9l

Halifax.
"

[33i

ANY mate of cycle or any combination complete
equipped; licensed, insured on 12, 15, 18 montlj

extended payments system.—Write for particular

Rideezi Bales, Ltd., 5. Victoria St., S.W.I. (082

ENGINES.

SPARE Parts for Villiers and Blackburne Engin
from stock; trade supplied: list on application.

Maudes', 100. Great Portland St.. W.l. f33.

ENGINE.—Clements, 20h.p.; cheap.—226, Wf"
Rd.. B.9 l[25l

WANTED, crankcase, N.S.U. 2y2h.p., or engii

if cheap.—Devey, 105, Greengate, Barrow. [251

P.
and ' M. Engines, £4/10 ; overhauled and co

pleted, £6/10; stamp.— 7, Heieford Rd., Ba:

water. [27,

OAAh.p. Clerget 8-eyl. engine, complete; £40,
-^1/ V exchange.—Captain Jackson, c/o 77, Acre Ltu

S.W.2. [^9

Iih.p. stationary engine, hopper-cooled, £8; al

2 i.Oh.p. Humber car engine, £8.—Elleman, Bi

testree.
'

["28.

"I Q20 4h.p. Blackburne engine, M.L. magnet
-L«7 copper exhaust, carburetter, plates, etc.; £1

4«. Hobart St.. Sheffield. [28:

BRAND new 6h.p. Clyno twin complete, magnei

induction, sprocket; £18/ 10.—Fairbank, Wul

ley Rd., Sutton Coldfield. [25

1 Q 21 234h.p. Oi-bit 2-stioke, complete unit, less mi

Xy neto and carburetter, perfect order; reasonal

offer not refused.—Jenkins, Draper, Griffithstown. (1

[24

8h p J.A.P. twin engine, latest pattern, compli

with magneto and Binks carburetter; £20

Hampstead Garage, 33, Flask Walk, Hampstei

N.W.3. ['^

8 lOh.p. Douglas water-cooled engines, horizonta

_ opposed, mechanical lubrication, suitable light c;

stationary power plant; stamp speciflcation.-Demi

ton, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. 'Phone : 256. [34

BRITNELL Bros, for Engines.-5h.p. Clyno, i

4y4h.p. B.S.A., £15; P and M., £6/10; N

Broler, carburetter and magneto, £15; U"'™' '

Babv Triumpb, £4; Belgium, £3; 8h.p. J-'i.t;., '

Stamped envelope reply.—43-45, High St.. f iilM

Putney 16S2.
'-'

:'44 All letters i-elatine to. advertisements sliould Quote the number at tl.e end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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ENGINES.
iiXT'HATEVER type of engine ynii require, we can
VV supply.—Special barpaius: Branil new Cuventry
'remier, pattern 1915, 4li.p., £12/10; JLjh.p. RutlRc.

.10/5; Ji.ih.p. Premier, £7; 3i;li.p. Lincoln-Elk, lyitli

lagiieto ami carburetter, £6.—Forfield Motors, Fur-

eld Place, Leamington Spa. [3558

aEPPELTHWAITES.—8h.p. Mascot, m.o>v. single

magneto and carburetter, clutcli. etc., £8/10;
i/.h.p. Ariel, m.o.v., as new, £7/10: 5-6h.p. Peugeot,
omplele unit, £5/10; SVL.h.p. L.M.C.. almost new,
:8'10: 2'*ih.p. m.o.v. Douglas engine, less 1 cylinder

nd timing cover, £3/15; 6h.p. J. A. P. m.o.v., £14;
nother £12; also sets of Sh.p. J. A. P. parts, £10/10.
Imost complete to build up. We hold the bifigest

tock of J.A.P. parts in London, 4h.p., 5h.p., 6h.p.,

nd eh. p.; send for list.—17-19. Wilcox Rd., South
.ambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.

f3554

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

k

:DAItGAIN

[N Wngnetos can be secured from the Marble Arch
Motor Exchange.

MOTOR Cycle Magnetos to be cleared.—See
l.g-luw.

PLEASE note our stock consists of gennme Motor
Cycle Magnetos, all variable ignition, and guaran-

^ed not converted or reconstructed oeioplane starter

angnetos.

E guarantee we can supply you a magneto chearei
than anyone.

;*IN"GLE-Cyl. anti-clock M-L, 45/-; C.A.V., 38/-:
J TT.H., 55/-: Berlinp. 30/-; Dixie, large type, 30/-;

,!I above suitable for Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—Below.

!2,INGLE-Cyl. Clock.-C.A.T., 38/-; Dixie, 30/-; Ber-
'J' ling, 30/-.—Belcw.

I GA° Anti-Clnok.-C.A.V.. 38/-; Splitdorf, 35/-;LOV Dixie, 30/-.-Be!o«-.

;| QA^ Clock.-Thomson-Bennett, 38/-; C.A.V., 37/6;
lOVf Splitdorf, 35/-.-BeIow.

I 0°, 50°, 55°, Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf. or Dixie;
t-^ hundreds of others in stork: all guaranteed and
^Lt on approval against cash.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-
hnnge. 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789.
;5rams: Archmotex, Padd., I,ondon. [2375

[CT.B. I. Co.

a.B. for new and second-hand magnetos ; all spores
stocked.

H.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete for

fixing to Triumph.

,,I>.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

j'^.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti ; £3-

'^IXIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

IT.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

KT.B. will take your old machines in part payment-

'.jr.B. Despatches ^11 goods per return, carriage paid,
' 1 on approval against cash, or through The Motor
ide deposit system.

T.B. Ignition Co.. 78. New Park Ed., Brixton Hill,
'^ London. 'Phone: Brixton 610. [0694

THE Runbaken Repairs and Sparer Service.

F you have a magneto, dynamo, starter, or battery
lor repair, don't let it fall into the hands of the

itcher.

' ;iVEEX Make and TypeJ
"^AN be speedily and thoroughly repaired by any

1
-^ one of our Service Depots. All spares in stock.

"^HE Runbaken Repairs and -Spares Service : Mnn-
!- Chester.— 288, Deansgate. 'Phone: Central 7342.
'3udon.—142, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Mu<^eum
105. Leads.-94, Albion St. 'Phone: 27219. Liver-
•ol.—16, Colquitt St. 'Phone: Royal 605. Einuing-
im.—192, Corporation St. 'Phone: Central 2059.
Iristol.-14, Colston St. 'Phone: 3728. GLnsgow.—
'14, West Nile St. 'Phone: Douglas 1605. Paris.-
I. Rue Erunel. 'Phone: Wagram 50-11. Head Office

,
id ^Vorks, Cheetwood Lane, Derby St. , Manchester.
iiione: City 8266 (3 lines). [0905

'.T-L Singles, as new, complete, 25/-; Bosch contact
i-L breakers. 10/-,—Tompkins, 25, Buckingham Rd..
ixJesden. r3525

rAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-
tooth stocked.—Ridington^ 202-4. Soathampton

CambRrwell. - [1 500
7/6.—C. A.V. Magnetos, singles and 180° twiiis.
variable guaranteed new and perfect; approval

ninst cash.—Below.

*3/15.—ZEl Bosch pattern, new. singles only, excep-
tional value; please state rotation; approval against

';!i-—Laogford's, 37. Cricklewood Broadway, London.
^^ 2. [1351

20% POWER INCREASE'
This is wliat the new pat-
tern cylinder gives a 2:1 b.p.

Douglas. It. has stream-
lined ports, and large radia-

ting fins. My price per
pair is only £?. Fit thera
to any old model Douglas
and you'll really be
surprised,

ADDITIONAL POWER mav be obtained by fitting
Special Lightweight Radiated Pistons,
fitted with patented twin rings. They
axe simply wonderful, and every mail
brings testimonials from all classes
of satisfied riders. Price 29/- per
pair, complete with gudgeonj twin
rings and copper caps.

PATENTED TWIN RINGS. The only really gas-tight
and frictionless ring. Thousands have
already been sold and not a single
complaint. For aj h.p. Douglas
1/6 each: 4 h.p. Douglas, Sunbeam,
Humber, and Rover 77m/m bore,
1/8 each. B.S.A., Triumph (pre rorq),
Rudge (pre ig^r). Singer. New Hudson
3\ h.p., Precision 3.^ h.p., L.M.C.,
4 h.p., 85m/m, 1/9 " each. Other
makes quoted for on application.

WHY SUFFER BROKEN VALVES?
My valves are guaranteed 't3
months not to break, scale, or
burn, and never really need
grinding in. They cost more but the
best is the cheapest in the long run,

4 h.p. Douglas 10/-. sjh.p. Douglas
9/-, complete with special spring,
collar and cotter. Other makes,
Trimnph, Rudge, A.B.C., etc., price
lOy- per vahe.

A HANDY LUGGAGE
CARRIER.

.
For 4 h.p. Douglas Sidecars.
Folds up neatly and is the
same shape as the back of

the sidecar when not in use.

Light, strong, durable and
fitted in 10 minutes.

Price 30/- complete.

AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS. My latest are covered
by patents. They never blow out nor
seize in the threads. Absolutely gas-
tight. Prevent knocking and ke2p
the engine cool. Try them on your

2f h.p. or 4 h.p. Douglas, and if you
are not absolutely satisfied have your
money back. Price 4/- each,

ZOOM I ZOOM I ! The popular Exhaust System.
Beautifully made, finished in
burnished nickel or copper. A
pleasant Zooming note with-
out back pressure. Adds
pounds to the appearance ot

any Douglas. Price 30/- in copper finish, 33/S nickel.

WHY SPOIL A GOOD TUBE by chafing in carrying.
A tube carrier that preserves and protects your spare

tube and lasts for ever. Price 10/6

THIS BEAUTIFULLY-SHAPED PAN SADDLE with
adjustable springs gives, you
a low natural riding position
and does not foul the sidecar
stay. My price 25/-. Usual
price 35/-.

WRITE ME about anything you want; tell me your
troubles and I will help you. I was ro years with
Douglas Motors, and know all about all their models.
I am the ordy agent who sells the 55 iu-p.h, 2J h.p.
DOUGLAS. Cash or Terms. Any spare part by
return of post.

^^^ (OfBcial Douglas Agent)

'

140, VICTORIA STREET. BRISTOL.
Telephone 3792.

IGNITION. LIGHTING. ETC.
,riOTJNTY of Loudon Engineering Works, Ltd.

lyTAGNETO Factors and Repairers.

A LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

T3 0SCH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignition; £3/5,

M-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignitiou

;

£3/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single or twin, enclosed,
waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees ; £2/15

each.

'T'HOMSOX-BENNETT, large type, single or twin,
*• enf-lnf^ed, waterproof, variable ignition, all de-
grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, variable
ignition; £2/15 tjaeh.

RUTHARDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/5 each.

BEELING, single, enclosed, waterproof, variaVile

ignition; £2/5,

SPLITDORF, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

Ignition ; £2/5.

DIXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able ignition ; £2.

ANY of the above single-cylinder magnetos can be
supplied with the special Ipng dnving spindle,

suitable for Budgfe.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and base
plates, ready to be immediately fitted; sprocket*

can be supplied if required. Please state make of

engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos for

12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

ALL Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto to

us for quotation. It will pay yon. We can

despatcli all repairs within 3 days, and, if required,

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months,

CPECIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list.

COTINTT of London Engineering Works, Ltd.. 27,

Stockwell Rd.. London, S.W. (1 min. from Stock-

well Undprground Station), T.A,: Ignitionac. Clap-

road, London. Tel.: Brixton 2841. [2717

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest

London Repair Depot), for repairs and mag-
netos.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

12 months' written guarantee against all defects.

RELIANCE test everv magneto after repair,, under

all running conditions, and as we contract tor

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-

tation in placing your orders with us.

RELIANCE stock spares for all makes. Special

line, genuine platinum screws for all types, 12;-

per pair. Magneto work of every description is car-

ried out solely on our premises. We are, therefore,

enabled to give you quicker and more efficient ser-

vice at the right price.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice Tree ot

charge upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at

your disposal, and old and new customers may be

certain of getting the usual promptness and ^o^^J^^^
we have alwavs endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John St.. London, E.C.l-

RELTANCBi.Magneto Repairing Co. for new and

second-hand magnetos. See following list.

THOMSON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand new
any degree, enclosed waterproof, variable; 55/-.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type single or twin,

enclosed, waterproof, variable, suit Hariey.

Indian, etc ; £5/10.

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Light-

weights; 55/-.

E.I.C. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable fn*-

Triumph, B.S. A., or any Lightweight ; £Z.

BOSCH, type Z,A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable,

latest pattern; ideal for Douglas, 2^4h.p. and
4h.p.; £4.

BOSCH D.A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, any
degree, suitable for Indian, Hariey, etc.; £4/10.

FELLOWS new magnetos always in stock, any de-

gree for any engine; also a large selection of

second-hand magnetos, all makes.

GUARANTEE —Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us, . Not

merely that same is in good order at time of sale,

but a plainly written statement that we guarantee
each machine against all defects for a period of 12
months. This, we maintain, justifies us in charging

a few shillings more than certain of our competi-
tors.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their
works to see any of the above on test. Mag-

neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon applica-
tion. It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.
—Reliance Mag> eto Repairing Co. (1914). 283, St-

John St. London E C.l Tel. : Clerkenwell 4290
T.A- : Remagco. Smith, London. [9816

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a45
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,

|

spares, and repairs.

MOTOR Cyclists fit reliable high, quality magnetos
now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos.

BOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos.
Government surplus, ready to tit on Indian, Har-

ley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
.spark at ail engine speeds makes your engine a real

live engine, give you easy starting, -smootti and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
sumption with increased power; price only £5 each,
postage 1 / 6 extra ; a 12 mouths' written guarantee
sent out with each magneto. We give you satisladion
or refund c^sh.

TJLEASE Note, the above tyipe magnetos were origin-
-^ ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircxaft engines;
therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-dav, and see life with a live machine.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes : " Alagneto to
hand; many thanks for prompt despatch, satis-

factory in every way; will recommend to my friends."

ZENITH Owner writes: " Since fitting magneto have
completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

INDIAN Machine Owners.—Your high-class machine
deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000

Dixie 42' magnetos; send your .magneto and £H
now, and we will immediately despatcli you a Bosch
D.A.L.

"IT^'HY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
' '^ ^-ho know—are almost all sending to us for

their jMagnetos 1

T^HERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
-L the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,
supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

MAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

T> EMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
J-*' proval against cash per return on receipt of
your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother running, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas ? Then send for a

latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
now, price only ^65, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos {not converted starters), ready to
fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.

sn(\ M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, price

£3/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest enclosed
waterproof type (not convei'ted starters), ready to

fit on 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, with
12' months' -guaratiteed service, price £3/10, carriage
1/6.

- -

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are yon testing all

your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting
pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs? Fit a

Bosch aeroplane hand, starter magneto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write, call,
" or "phone for t^rms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs.. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its comTUion, let us see it,

we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like

new, no matter, what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
if urgent, and return it with a written 12 months'
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
can lend you another free of charge. We could not
make these offers if we were not certain of the quality

of our work.

X7"0UR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
Jt- low cost. Send us your defective magneto now.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co.y Ltd., 28, Bateman's
Row, E.C.2. 'Phone : London Wall 4570. (One

miniite from Brown Bros.) [3503

M-L Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6; variable ignition,
guaranteed, W.D.—84, Greenside Rd., Croydon.

L3329

FOR Sale—Ignition : Bosch magneto, Z.E. 2^cyl.,
180=" clockwise,' first class condition ; £3/10.—

Powell, Florist. Brcmsgrove. [2830

OA NEW Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, 180° orOV singles, variable ignition; 32/6; approval.—
Simpson, Orchard Rd., Sunbury-on-Thames. r3297

REMY Generator, head lamp, block accumulator,
switches, wiring, instruction booklet: £4/10. bai-

gain.—45, Livingstone Rd.. Gillingham. Kent. [,2511

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter
what condition, provided complete, lor 30/-; 24

hour service.— Kays. Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,
Ealing, W. [5077

DOUGLAS Owners Note—50 Magnetos, off 2';ih.p.
Douglas machines, weatherproof, variable ignition,

guaranteed pefect, Dixie manufacture; 20/-, post free
-Griffin, 97, Angell Rd., Brixton. S.W.9. [3299

RIDEEZI
OFFERS

VERY slightly used

machines at big reductions.

1^22 Models

MATCHLESS ^t^.^'"^
£25 15 6 deposit and

18 monthly payments

of - - - £8 13 4

Xax paid and
insured

.

NER-A-GAR

£10 deposit and

18 monthly payments

o! - - « £2 7 19

METRO'TYLER dutch and\s!
Insured for 12 months.

(Shop-soiled only.)

£8 9 8 deposit and IS

payments of £3

ORBIT
Single Speed, fully equipped,
insured and tax paid.

£6 8 3 deposit and 18

payments of £1 18 11

I

1921 Model

DIAMOND iJ!%l^^X
Tax to end of September and insured.

£10 9 5 deposit and 18

payments of £2 6 8

Write, call, wire, or 'phone

VIC. 2923.

5 VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON, S.W.I
I

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;

with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—
J.eslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Cojonial Av.,
Minories, E.l fOTM

LUCAS Magdyno single Jinti (new), £10 ; Lni-as E3
dynamo, £4: headlamp (new).- £2; side, tflU,

aiicnmulators, fiwitc-hbox, rabies, alt cln?ap io clear.—loaiby,

lialicr St., Sparkbill, Birminghaip- [2628

JEBBON, registered 291298, greatly superior to

platinum lor blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring,

J,obron screws, fit Boscii magnetos, 10/6 pair ; old

screws, niiy make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

JEBRON, the pioneer motor contact, registered

Marcli, 1907, and March, 1921; hnndr«l« ot un-

solicited te.?timonials.—Jebron, 38, Herbert Ed., Wool-

wich. s.E.iR. fooni

SCJRPLtlS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
year, M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-:

Bosch ditto, 45/-; C.A-V. -single or twin, 50/-; Thom-
son-Bennett ditto, 60/-. We specialise in repairs and
spares for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamp. J teal with

experts and aroid certain disappointment.—Whitdale
Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Crcydon. i-.onc:

Croydon 1625. _ 16469

MAGNETOS.—M-L single-cyl.. clock, complete, off

Eotary engines: 20/-, postage 1/3; the above,

less contact breakers, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl, Dilie.

complete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyl., complete, £1/10;

B.T.H. 8-ovl., complete, 25/-; C.A.V. starting mag-

netos, complete, 18/6, postage 1/3. Carriage ex.tra.

Cash with order. Send IV-d. lor list of Aero parte.-

Coley, Ordnance Works. Queen Elizabeth Rd., Kingston-

on-Thames. Phone : Kingston 365. [3380

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-

tinental magnetos only. By specialising on U.H.,

Bosch, Eisemann. Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berling

magnetos, we can naturally give you better iervicf.

Prices, rewinding. 18/-; condensers, 10/-; platinuro

screws (Bosch standard), 6/-; remagnetising, 2/6; slijj

rings, 6/6; H.T. terminals, 4/6. Our price for over-

hauling a motoi' cycle magneto ranges between 20/-

and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guar-
anteed for 12 months, and re-despatched- to you in

2 days.—Continental Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hard-
wick Rd.. Chiswick, London. [2344

EUSTON Ignition Co., sole representative for the

Splitdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service to '

Splitdorf magnetos, dynamos, Dixie magnetos, etc. iWe *

have the factory, plant and experience. Official Int^an :

electrical service .station. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares; spares and repairs to all makes of laagnetoa;

all repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench
before dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 inouthfi.

We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos in i

Loudon. Twins, all degrees, ebarged accumulators, .all -

voltages always ready. We stock everything elefitrionl

for tlie motorist. We give you real live service always.

—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
'Phone; Museum. 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Eirsroiul. Lon-

don. i026,'

TYRES.

"pXCEPTIOJfAL Offer.

BRAND New Covers.—Eeflex Clipper Heal (made hy

Dunlops), heavy 3-nbhed, each cover guaranteed jier-

fect, 26x21/1. 25/-: 26x5/s, 27/6: 26X2V2 to fit 2M,
extra heavy 4-ply, 32/6: 28x3, extra heavy 4-plv, 40/-:

tubes, 26x21/2, to fit 21/i rims, 5/9; 28x3, 6/6 (made

by Dunlops) :
postage on all above extra.—Marble Arch

Motor Pxchange, 135, Edgware Ed., W.2. 'Phnne;

Padd. 789. [2374

CENTRAL Garage,' the House for Fair Dealing,

make the follo.ving special offers;—
PALMER Cord Covers, brand new, fully guaranteed,

26x21/2x21,4, 35/-; 26x2',2, 35/-.

GOODRICH Safety Tread Covers, fully guaranteed.

26X2%, 27/-; 26x21/.. 34/-; 650x65, 36/6;

28x3, 44/-.

AVON Coyers, fully guaranteed, 26x2ii and 2%,

26/6; 26x21/2X21/4, 28/6; 650x65-, 37/-; 700x80,
42/-.

rpUBES.-^Small sizes, 5/6; others, 7/-.

CENTRAL Garage welcome enquiries for any of

your requirements, and any cover will be sent

on seven flays' approval against cash, plus 1/6 postage,

and with every tyre v/e will send, free, a portable

vulcaniser.—302, London Rd., Thornton Heath. [3316

RUBBER Inner Tubes wanted ; best price given;

cash sent per return.—Tombs. 10, Penylan Rd.,

Cardiff. r2481

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, lepairs,

etc., carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co.,

Buxton. Derbyshire. [9293

CtAA New Beldam Covers to clear, all sizes, 15/-

OUU each, postage 1/6 extra.—Ilomerton Rubber

Works, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur

chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and Co.,
.

i

436, Argyle St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [6200 ;

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,.!
i

including retreading burst covers. Every kindol .i

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 1 I

days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-r i

wich. ,
[=""

il
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TYRES.
EMANUEL3 for Tyre Bargains, Irom manulacturera'

bankrupt and surplus stocks.—Below.

O/l x2 Ilutchinson Rubber-studded, 22/3; new
^^ tubes, 5/-.

OAX^V* Clincher Do Xuxe Heavy Rubber-studded,
A/rt 22/3; ^Continental extra heavy rubber non-skid,

24/-; new tubes, 5/-.

C\£*X2,—Continental ribbed or standard, 16/6; new
t^.O tubes. 5/6.

0/*x2'.'i.—Avon and Rom Combination, 30/-; Ilut-
/40 fliinson Brooklands R/S,. 19/6; Macintosh
chain tread, 28/-; Palmer cord heavy 3-ribbed, 34/9;
Uunlop Magnum (pattern), 35/-; new tubes. 6/8.

QiJX'2% to fit 2^4 rim.—Dunlop retreaded, grooved,^O 20/6; Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy, 24/3;
Hnti'hinFOQ passenger, 26/-; Palmer cord beavy, 34/9;
new tubes, 6/6.

OiJx2%.—Dunlop Magnum heavy (pattern), 35-/9;
-^O Dunlop Magnum E.H. (pattern), . 41/-; Aew
tubes, 6/6. i

rt£?x2i^. to fit 214 rim.—Emanuel's extra 'jieavy^O R/S, 28/6; Continental rubber studded, 32/-;
new tubes, 6/6.

0£*X2V2.—Rom Combination, 30/-; Palmer cord 3-

iQ\9 ribbed, 31/10; Hutchinson rubber studded or

ribbed, 27/-; Macintosh chain tread, 28/-; Clincher
de Luxe, E.H. rubber stud, 27/6; n-ew tubes, 6/6.

/»e'/ix65.—Emanuel's extra heavy rubber studded,
\30\j 26/-; Hutchinson 3-ribbed, 32/-; Palmer
cord 3-ribbed. 31/10; Burnett grooved, 30/-; Dunlop
3-ribbed, 40/-; new tubes, 6/6.

WA/\x80 to fit 650x65 rim.—Emanuel's anti-rubbei'IV" non-skids, 41/9; new tnbes, 6/6.

O 0x2',:.-.—Continental rubber stud, extra heavy,
/WO 30/-; new tubes, 6/6.

tf) D X3 to fit Atnerican Rims.—Macintosh chain
^ O tread, 27/6; Bates special heav.y 3-ribbed,
40/-; John Bull extra heavy rib stud, 40/-; Fisk
rubber, non-skid, 40/-; Firestone . rubber, non-skid,

40/-; Ooodyear all-weather tread. 45/-; new tubes,

7/-.

OQx3'A to fit 28x3.—Bates special heavy rubber
/^•y N/S (clearance), 53/3; new tubes. 7/-.

REAL good reliable second-hand covers of well-
known makes in all sizes at 10/- each, plus 1/-

carriage.

PREPARED Patches, assorted, M/C sizes. 1/6
dozen. Belts, all makes, any lengths; prices on

application,

H. EMANUEL and Co.. Tyre Factors; Stores, 37a,
Ball's Pond Ed.. Dalston, N.l; Office: 27, Bel-

grade Rd., Stoke Newington, N.l 6. Tel. : Dalston

3161. I[0832

BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and tubes.

A ciill on us will convince you, or 'phone, Ger-

rnrd 1347.—See Below.

Q/R X214.—Palmer cord, 32/6 ; Beldam oil-rubber,
/WO 25/-: Wood-Milne 3-rly, 22/6; Clincher de
Luxe, 17/6; extra heaTy, 30/-; tulies, 5/6.—Below.

Ojf*x2V2.—Avon Stonehenge, 27/6; Tricar, 30/-;
/^\J Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar, 27/6; Good-
year cord 5-rtbbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9.—Below.

iy^x2V.2X2V4—'Paimer cord, 36/-; Beldam 3-ply,
/^V* 30/-: 4-iily, 35/-; Wood-Milne 4-nly. 25/-;

Clincher Dreadnought, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below.

0,0x2%.—Palmer cord, 34/3; Wond-Mihie kev-grip^^ 3-pIy, 22/6; 4-iily, 27/6; Beldam all-rubber

3-ply, 25/-; 4-ply, 30/-; tubes, 6/-.—Below.

i>/;x 3.—Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, .35/-; Beldam^" all-rubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-ply,. 35/-; tubes, 7/6.—
Below.

,

-

OQx3.— Clincher rubber-studded sidecar, 30/-;
'** O Clincher de Luxe extra heavv, 45/-; Beldam
3-plv, 30/-; Wood-Milne key-grip 4-nly, 37/6; tubes, 8/-.—

Below.

^ K A X65.—Palmer cord heavy, 42/S; Wood-Milne
\3^\J 4-piv, 37/6; 3-ply, 30/-; Goodyear cord 5-

ribbed, 42/6; tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, London, W.C.2 (next door to Aldridee's).

'Phone: Gerrard 1347. [0869
Q/iX2V2 for 650X65 rim Palmer cord 2-ply, only
/^vf 20/- each; Macintosh, 20/-; other makes same
price; 700x80 Clincher tubes in boxes, perfect condition,
6/- each.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edpware
Ed., W.2. [2373

TAn >= ^0 Covers. 28/- ; 26x2i/, oversize, 27 / 6

;

• \F\J 26x21/1, mismarked. 25/-; 26x2%, 25/-;
maker's name on request. Tubes, 26x2%, 4/6 each.—
Old ,Ma-n Hep, 19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, Lon-
don, ^S.W.B, [3555
"[ITASONS,— Following guaranteed best ciakei known,
^'-*- not clearance in any form:—26x2iA sidecar,
18/6; 26x2"/, heavy fiiited, 19/6; 26x214 3-ply rubber
ncn-skid, 23/6; 26x2% ditto, 25/-; 26x2V.x2i4 4-ply
ditto, 31/6; 26x2Vo 4-ply ditto, 32/6; 650x65 4-ply
ditto, 32/-; every tyre guaranteed.—Below.

"lY/TASONS.-700x80 Palmer cord, 43/-; 28x3 Good-

9r7r ^'fu
A-W.T., 47/6; 26x2y2X2y4 Belgrave cord,

in', ' n'i;i°^''°S Wood-Milne Key Grip: 28x3 heavy.
9?^!/'°°.^^°. ^^^^y- 2^/-' 24x21/4 heavy, 18/6;
26x21/4 extra heavy. 23/6; 28x2i/o (American) extra
^^JJ' i. i'' ^PP'^o™! against remittance, satisfaction
guaranteed, carnage paid.—Masons, The Tyre House

I

L

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to
inspect before purchasing,
Atl Buildings carriage paid. No extras.

This Building is complete with tin. tongued anil-

grooved floor, I in. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded root, best
pluvex ;elt. Building treated with weather-
prool composition. Prices, complete and carriags

paid to any station in England and Wales:
8x 6 £8 16x10 S27
lox 8 £13 18x12 £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20X10 £37 10
I4X ro £23 20X I3 £40

ULtmriH muutL HSUESio^i UUILDINQ

Specificatwn tt Cw Catalogue.
I2X 8 £23 10 iSxio £42 10
J4XIO £32 15 20X12 £4S 1i
i6x JO £37 15 —
Delivered with iron rool complete. Fire-prool

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should cre.^.to

confldence.

Sheen Park Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, 1922.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavilion you
erected for them.

Yours faithfully,

.ToHM b. GRIFFirS.

122, Shortlands Road,
Sittingboume, Kent.

August 17, 1922.
Mr. Brodrick,
The South-Westera Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St. Helier Building arrived on Satur-
day, two days before promise of . delivery,
and we are more than satisfied with it.

We erected tt on Wednesday and it went
together like clockwork. I am very pleased
-we left the order with you, as all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trusting
and believing it will get you further orders
from this district.

Yoilrs faithfully,

Thos R. Kennett-

lllustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G°
High Street, Fulham, London, S.w!

Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

rj^A

TYRES.
IljirjOXOMKi Tym^. -Wf; have thf following blemtsfied

-^ and clearance f-nvcrs and tubes in stock. We send
on 7 days' approval against remittiince, carriage paid,
passenger train.

ECONO.vnc.-24x2, Clipper Ideal. IS/-; tubes, 5/-:
24x2l^ (also for 2in. rimaj Clincher Junior de

Luxe, heavy, 20/-.

ECONOMIC—26X2 Clipper Rubberstud, 17/6; 26x
2'^ Palmer heavy cord, 37/6; Firestone non-skid,

28/6; Lubes, 5/6.

ECONOMIC.-26x2'/.x2Vi fioodvear All-weather,
37/6; Rom mbbcrstud, 25/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—26x2'/' O.3. Redfern heavy rubberstud,
27/6; Clipper Ideal, extra heavy, 35/-; tubes, 7/-.

ECONOMIC-28x3 Ooodyear All-weather, 49/6;
Goodrich Safety. 47/6; Firestone non-skid, 45/-;

Portage non-skid, 41/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECOiNOMLC—650x65 Stepney Roadgrip, 39/6; Good-
rich. Safety, 39/6; Clipper, extra heavy, 32/6;

tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—700x80 Beldam V-grooved, SO/-;
Economic, extra heavy, 42/6; tubes. 6/6.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop Rubberstud, fully warranted;
24X2, 22/6; L4x2i/i. 24/9; 26x2, 24/6; 26x21/4.

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.. 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone : New Cross 1393. [2238

L0NG:DISTANOE Retreads, three-ribbed pattern,
' returned like new, 26in. tyres, 20/-; 28in. tyres,

25/-; burst tyres mude perfect, chafed beads re-

moulded, tube vulcanising, butt ends fitted ; best work
in the country.—M.elton Rubber "Works, Melton Mow-
bray.

INCREASE the purchasing pmv.er you spend, on tyres
by having them retreaded vt the Melton Rubber

Works ; there is no query, better far than clearance
tyres, with their defects; $end for list. [0347

TANKS.
'ANKS lor B.S.A., new," 3£/-; 1910. 1922.—Cov-

entry Tankers, Ltd., Ilearsall Works, Coventry.
[2617

TANKS for Triumphs, new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.—Cov-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hea-rsall Works, Coventry.

[2618
T..VNKS for Humber, 1921 patern, to fit 1910-19;

35/-.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works,
Coventry. [2619

TANKS Re-enamellcd, makers' colours with trans-
fers; 15/6.-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.,

Camberwell, London. [2133

DOUGLAS pattern tanks, new, enamelled and fitted

with B. and L. pump; 55/- complete.— Day,
«5. Cheanside. Birmingham. [7734

CCOVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
' manuCacturers, petrol tanks loi" any style sup-

plied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [2620

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern; high-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25
years. [2245

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined,
transierred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Estab-

lished 30 years.—At twood's, 86, Rosebery Av., Lou-
don, E.Cl,

"

[7073

niANKS.—We undertake partition leakage, fasten-
A ingSj and every repair with re-enamelling as
new in six days. Tanks in stock for all makes from
35/-.—Park Tank Works, lA. Paradise Rd., Highbury,
N.5. 19647
AVERY'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit machines

of most the leading manufacturers, with plated
fittings complete, at 35/-; guarantee for 12 months
with every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Works,
Coventry. 'Phone: 1774. [0896

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-snamelled at our own works; all kinds of fit-

tings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.
Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chapel St.,

Salford. Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

TANKS.—All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, in-
cluding 2 plated fillers, 2 taps. Delivery 14

days, carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
returned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6 ; two colours,
17/6.—Order forms from H. Peel, The Liverpool Tank
Hospital, 5, Smithdown Lane, Paddington, Liverpool.

[9194

BELTS.
6FT. 6in.x%in., 5/-; 7ft.x%in., 5/3; 7ft. 6in.x%in..

5/6; 8ft.x%in., 5/9; Dunlop clearance belts;
carriage paid; approval.—Davies, Union St., Wednaa-
bury. [4452

OAA BRAND new eurplus 34x7ft. AVood-Milne belts,''^"" condition guaranteed, 5/9 each; 300 brand new
surplus ^4x6ft. 6in. belts, made by Palmer, 5/9 each;
postage on above 9d.—Below.

MARBLE Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd.
'Phone: Padd. 789. [2372

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D., ^in., 6it.

6in., 8/2; 7lt. 6in., 8/5; %in., 7ft. 6in.. 9/5; Bft.,

10/1; 8ft. 6in., 10/9; lin., 7ft. 6in.,10/4; 8ft., 11/-; 8ft.

6in., 11/8; l'^in., 8ft., 16/-; Bates* short lengths,

tin., 6ft. 6ln., 5/-; Kin., 5ft., 5/6; leather belts.

in., at 1/6 per ft.; Belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Post
1/-.—The Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate,
E.G. [0933

All letters relatind to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 147
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BELTS.
DDNLOP Round Top, ^k 1/10, % 2/2, lin. 2/8.

I'/s 3/2 per foot. John Bull, % 1/11, % 2/3, lin.

2/8, 1% 3/2 per foot. Buffalo hide and chrome, %
1/9, lin. 2/-, 114 2/3 per loot.—Bastoues, 228, Pen-
tonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [3611

CARBIDE.
CARBIDE, highest grade only, 18/6 cwt., iramedinte

delivery.— Kouip's Garage, Importers, Louth. [2668

CARBIDE, finest aualitv, 19/6 civt., F.O.R., nearest
depot: coated, 24/-, ex Bristol only, O.W.O.—

Hodge and Co., Wanvicl; ild., Bristol. [3152

CARBIDE, highest grade only, no seconds, all

meshes; 19/- cwt. drum; ex 22 depots; imme-
diate delivery.—Elloc Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End,
Wisbech. [2861

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
gas yield, all sizes; cwt. 21/6, V2-owt. 12/6, 28 lb.

7/6, drums free. (Depots in ail parts.)~Young, Im-
porters, Misterton, Somerset. [1316

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in lib..

2 lb., 1 lb., and 7 lb. lever lid tins, also 1 or 2 cwt.
drums, labelled or plain, quality guaranteed. The
cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
Engineering Co.. Ltd., Axmley, Leeds. [5088

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable; 20/- per cwt.,
drums free, cash with order, free on rail,

Aberdeen, Bristol, Belfast, Cardiff. Dublin, Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull, Leeds,
London, Lowestoft, Liverpool, Lincoln, Manchester,
Newcastle, Preston, Port Talbot, Runcorn, Sharp-
ness, Swansea, Yarmouth.—International Products,
77, Victoria St., Bristol. [3271

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOOKWOOD, 3, New St., Birmingham.
'Phone: 6816 C. Patents guide free. [8403

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.G.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc., Assoc.M.Inst.O.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London.

W.C.2. 'Phone: Holborn 672. [7917

H. N. and W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett,

Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Patent
Agents, A.I.Mech.E., A.I.A.E., Associate I.E.E., etc.;

W. S. Skerrett, A.I.E.B., Registered Patent Agent).—
Patents, designs, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row,
Birmingham. Tel.: Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett.

Birmingham. [1534

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained under this heading for

announcementa required by Clubs. Rate 3d. per

word, minimum 3/-.

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks for 2->/lh.p., others at competi-

tive rates.-Ernest Bass, 40. Chancery Lane.

W''.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 328. [0005

ECONOMY with Security.—Comprehensive policies

from £3/10; Morgans, £6; sound companies.—
A R Broadhurst, Buchanan Bldgs., 24, Holborn,

E.C.I. r2778

" rpHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
-•- authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-

dent Insurance Co., Ltd.. 77. Cheanside, London,

E.C.2. WOO'

TUITION.
7/ —Private Driving Lesson (car); late iTistructor

/ "
R.A.S.C., W.R.E.N.'s, Women's Legion.-

Vernon 'Nash, 16a, AUsop Place, Baker St. Station.

2969 Langham. [8152

SITUATIONS VACANT.
LOCAL Representative wanted, with or without ex-

perience.—Tynesider Pillion Seat Works, Union
St., North Shields. [0907

SITUATIONS WANTED.
YOUNG man (23) seeks situation, motor mechanic,

chauffeur, electrician's mate, keen, go abroad.

—Box 3739, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2602

YOUNG Motor Engineer, age 22, prem. appentice-

ship, thorough knowledge motor cycles, all makes,
repairs, etc., good knowledge machine drawing, sales,

etc., good appearance, not afraid of work, desires

position, progressive post, where above would be appre-
ciated.—Box 3684, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2496

f-INANCIAL PARTNERSHII'S.
GENTLEMAN making periodic visit to Belgium will

demonstrate or undertake commissions for manu-
facturers of motor cycles and accessories.—Box 3770,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [2725

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

MOTOR Cycle and Light Car Business, main road,

S.W. district (London), extensive plant, big
turnover, assured income, genuine; about £500, in-

cluding plant, stock at valaation optional.—Box 3790,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [5.507.

STOLEN.
£15 REWARD.—Stolen, about 9 p.m. 7th ine\

from Hampstea4 Heath. Triumph C192oi
Motor Cycle and Sidecar, latter painted red indf-
No. M.C. 3129. engine No. 563. frame ti.

64,464,914. The above reward will be patd 'b'v
Messrs. John W. Bell & Co., assessors, 17. Queen
Victoria St., E.G. 4, to the first person eiving in.
formation to ihem as will lead to the arrest ami
conviction ol the thief or thieves and recovery r.i

the above intact. r278]

GENERAL TRADE.
FOE frame and spring fork logs try Autocap, Ltd

Belvedere. List stamp, [2803

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London,

Terms, 7^3%. not chargeable if machine unsold. Mot -

cycles and cars boucht and sold for cash. Neart
goods station. Falcon Lane, L. & N.W.R.; Wimbledf.)
L. & S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address: Palmer'
Garage, Tooting, London. [2732

WANTED.
N.S.U. Gear for Rover, and 2^/ih.p. J.A.P. engine

-Particulars Harford, Wye, Kent. [3153

WANTED, Clyno sidecar for 6 h.p. 1918 machine
—Box 3737, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2600

TX/"ANTED, front forks for 2i4h.p. Precision Junior
»' —Simpson, Birmingham Rd., Bromsgrove. [2829

WANTED, Sturmey gear box, K.S., complete or in-
complete.—Tom Purser, Law St., Leicester. [2438

DAYTON Lightweight wheel, tyre, tube, front forks,
complete.—Wakelins, Norwich Rd., Ipswich.

[2896

TyANTED, Sporting Sidecar, Swan similar, suit
'.

»» Harley or A.J.S. chassis.—Heap, Barton, Sowerby
Bridge. [248e

WANTED, A.V. Monocars and Tamplins. any cm
dition; cheap for cash.—Write, A.V., 1'6^.

Worple St., Morllake. [SOe.'i

PREMIER parts or complete Premier motor cycles,
in or out of repair.—Jack Ward, 11, Radford

Rd., Leamington Spa. [2949

OLD Man Hep will buy anything motorish in any
(iiiantity.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, Lou-

don. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [2281

WANTED, ex-W.D. lamps, brackeU, and spares Iir

lamos.—Write full particulars to Advertiser,
59, Aytown P^d., Brixton, S.W.9. [50^6

WANTED, Sidecar for 3^4h.p. Scott, good condition,
all fittings for frame, etc.—7, Birkbeck Man-

sions, Birkbeck Rd., Horasey. N.8. [2749

SCOTT coi^chbuilt sidecar, good condition and tyre
essential, complete, appearance unimportant.—

Jackson, Hillsboro, Westfield, Harpenden. (D) [2605

W'ANTED, water-cooled Morgan Sports; level ex-

change for Harley Combination, value £115;
worth seeing, as new. —Harmer, 2, Church St., Kings-
ton. [3295

WANTED, for countershaft Triumph, pair fly-

wheels, driving side of crank case, and incom-
plete S.A. 3-Epeed gear box.—Hole, 129. Park Lane.
Wallington. , [3059

WANTED to purchase Outright tor Cash, bankrupt
stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares,

motor cycles, any make.—Send full particulars

McJNeille and Piatt, 57. Great Georse St.. Liverpool.

'Pbone : 1092 Royal. r7183

EXCHANGE.
DE DION, 2-seater, 8h,p., for combination.—226,

Wick Rd.. E.9. [2505

4-SEATER 12h.p, Alldays (see Car column).— 63,

Solon Rd., Brixton. [3608

8 h.p. J.A.P. Cycle Car, good condition,~exchtinge coui-

bination.—Knox House, Tonbridge. [2fi^"

OIL engine for solo or combination ; cash eitlTei

way.—Shore, Aldbury, Tring, Herts. [2569

CHAPUIS-DORNIBR 2-seater Car for combination:
sell £80.-17, Upton Rd., Ilounslow. [2463

EXCHANGES.—See Ariel, Bat, Hobart, Invicta,

James, Scott and Miscellaneous columns. [3122

CHARRON lOh.p. Van, Bosch, Schebler, for solo

or 3-wlieeler.— 1, South Ealing Rd., W.5. [333G

4hp Sports Zenith, posh, perfect; exchange lighi

weight.—26, Cornwall Rd., Brixton Hill. [3085

EXCHANGE 1915 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch, for light-

weight and cash.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [335?

EXCHANGE shares for B.S.A. twin combination.-
B. E., 5a, Victoria Rd., West Hartlepool. [310i

FRANCIS-BARNETT and Edmund (advertised):

exchanges invited.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3609

B.R.S. 3-speed Norton 1921, little used, fast; ex-

change or sell.—Williams, Pilton, Somerset. [3108

4h.p. Douglas Combination for Scott SauiiTel or A.B.C.

—46, Chesterfield Gardens, Harringay, N.4. [2642

I
EXCHANGE 1919 Pcwerplus Indian for A.B.C;
!i particulars.-35, Upper Tooting Rd.. S.W.17. ,

[2543

EXCHANGE Sh.p. J.A.P. for New-Imperial 2%h.p.;

sell £22.-72, Beechfield Rd., Finsbury Park.;^^^
r326'J

a.AR All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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The Moior Cycle for the Masses.
UITE a number of motor cyclists consider

that the greatest future for the mechani-
cally propelled two-wheeler lies along
lines which differ considerably from
existing designs. Whether or not this is

the case only the future can decide, but it is an
undoubted fact that there is an ever-growing

demand for an ultra-light machine selling at a

very moderate price.

A little thought will show- that this demand is

not merely the result of a momentary whim, but

is the expression of a real want. There are

thousands of potential motor cyclists who require

to travel five or ten miles each way to business

with an occasional trip to the golf course or a

pleasure run into the country. At present this

large section of the community is restricted to

travel by tram, 'bus, tube, or pedal cycle, but

would ."welcome a cheap and reliable form of

motor transport.

Engines tyi 100 to 150 c.c.

The demand already exists, and it is a large

and ever-increasing market. How, then, can

we sum up the requirements of this class of

rider? Briefly, the machine must be cleanly,

reliable, economical in upkeep, easy to start and
to handle in the thickest traffic, and, above all,

it must sell at a very modest figure. As regards

performance, speeds of above twenty miles per

hour are not desired, and there will he no need

of freak hill-climbing capabilities. A good two-

stroke engine of loo to 150 c.c. should be ample
for' all requirements, but a first-class clutch is

essential, 'and possibly a two-speed gear will

be demanded by many.
Already we have many examples of these

machines in this co^try which have gone more
than half-way ^towards the ideal specification,

and the addition of a miniature engine bearing

the name of a well-known proprietary house

will do much to further the development of

the type.

There are at present two schools of thought

as regards the lines on w^hich these tiny vehicles

may develop : some favour the motorised pedal

cycle and some the miniature motor cycle.

Miniature Motor Cycle or Motorised
Bicycle ?

While we incline to the latter type and feel

convinced that therein lies the ultimate develop-

ment, there is much to be said for the former,

since it is capable of excellent propaganda
amongst the large body of existing pedal cyclists

and amongst the not inconsiderable number of

people who would not care to ride anything

which looks like a motor cycle. It is useless to

deny that such a prejudice exists, and it can
only be overcome by gradual education.

On the Continent the motor-assisted cycle has

already arrived, and both in France and Ger-
many a number of firms of the highest repute

are engaged in turning out quantities, "while

special competitions for the type have already

been organised and have taken place.

New Official Class Wanted.

In this connection the Auto Cycle Union might
do "well to encourage the engine of under 150 c.c.

by the creation of a new class and the organ-

isation of competitive tests. Our support of the

ultra-lightweight needs no reiteration : at a time

when the governing body was endeavouring to

foster the now defunct scooter, The Motor Cycle
urged the development of the miniature motor
cycle, and, to encourage design, our proprietors

presented the. trophies for the first two events

catering for machines of under 250- c.c. in the

Tourist Trophy races. The Auto Cycle Union
has now instituted a Trophy race for this class of
machine.

XTTTZ.

An index to thd advertisements in tiiis is3U3 *e'M aa tound on the paj;e facinj; tiie bacl< cover.
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The Non-Skid Machine.
S I watched our leading experts slithering about in

miry lanes during the recent Six Days, I won-
dered whether we devote sufficient study to de-

signing a non-skidding machine. Personally, I am a
clumsy rider on grease. I can hold most machines up
anywhere, so long as I don't think about it; but if I

once get wind up, it is usually only a matter of time
till I fall off, and I fancy most hard riders Avould say
the same if they could put their pride in their pockets,

as pseudonymity enables me to do. On the other hand,
I recall a certain Six Days in which the roads and
weather were of the vilest. All the cracks kept falling

off, and one or two actually retired because they were
worn out and frightened, though these were not the

reasons which they rendered officially. I started on
that ride quite out of practice, in just the condition
likely to provoke excessive " wind up." But I didn't
skid, and I hared merrily over the terrible going with-

out fear and without spills. For one thing, I was
riding rather a woolly twin engine, which never yanked
at its transmission. For another, the machine was
extraordinarily well balanced, and had a pair of smooth
brakes. For a third, the transmission was so gentle

that it might be described as fluid. For a fourth, the

wheels were shod with '

' combination
'

' covers, in which
steel studs alternated with very pronounced rubber cor-

rugations. One does not hear of such tyres nowadays,
because they are comparatively expensive and shortlived.

But this year, as I have slithered and watched others

slither, I muse whether we pay enough attention to a

bogey which unquestionably

(i.) -Deters many people from becoming motor
cyclists.

(ii.) Keeps many motor cyclists at home when they

would otherwise wish to take the road.

(iii.) Quite spoils a proportion of our mileages.

Bad Brakes.

|NE of the most fascinating items in the much-
lamented A. B.C. motor bicycte was its braking.

I only ran my sample about 3,000 miles—prob-

ably an insufficient distance to verify all the ins and outs

of the layout. But during that period its brakes im-

pressed me enormously. It is useless to possess smash-

ing acceleration unless the deceleration is 'equilly

sound; and the A. B.C. would work up to sixty and
down again to ten as rapidly and smoothly as anybody
could desire, even the front brake doing its full share

of the latter job without fuss or peril. To-day I own
a Btill more modern machine of even greater speed pro-

1•Ixion's" "MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.CA-
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clivities. Its rear brake occasions a certain nervous-

ness, for it has to be adjusted whenever I touch the

rear chain, and the only lock on the adjustment is of a

frictional character ; this lock may slip and sometimes
does slip, whereupon the brake still acts, but very
feebly. The front brake is never much use, unless one
has recently devoted much attention to it. It is always
rough and noisy.. It is fond of shedding its small

parts on to the road, a habit which will sooner or later

despoke much of my front wheel. After a muddy ride

it is usually seized in the permanently off position, and
demands to be freed with a hammer and an oilcan. So
I may be pardoned if I occasionally shed a silent tear

Avhen I reflect upon my departed A."B.C., for I have
never since owned such a pair of brakes. But what has

been, may be; and perhaps at the 1922 Olympia . . . ?

A Ventilated Coat.
N all-weather rider complains that there is still a

gap in motor cycling tailoring. Whether the

alleged waterproof coats will or will not keep
out all the worst wet which faUs between September
and March is, he contends, beside the point. For if

you have a genuinely drencherproof coat, it is prob-

ably ventilated by a few wretched little eyelets under
the armpits ; in which case the condensed moisture

arising from your person completely outflanks the gar-

ment, .and makes your underclothing moist when the

outside atmosphere is possibly frozen dry. So his

panacea is a really heavy but well-ventilated coat of a

non-waterproof character, over which the invincible

oilies may be donned when a cloud bursts. There is

muclr sense in his contention. Last night I slept in a

genuinely waterproof tent of green Willesden can'vas.

Outside, it froze.' This morning there were tiny pools

of moisture on the groundsheet all round the inside of

the tent. My breath—evaporated, condensed, and
finally drained down the tent walls. No, sir. Not
beer. I scorn your insinuations. Besides, I had Oval-

tine to drink with my supper. But to continue. There is

no heavy, non-waterproof coat that I know of, created

specially for motor cyclists. There are British warms,
toujours. Burberry may have an approximately suit-

able garment—^anyway, his waterproofs are better ven-

tilated than most.

Semce.

THE organisation of a service depot is always a

thankless job. You have to carry thousands of

pounds' worth of stuff, which may never be sold.

You have to charge prices for them which nobody wants

to pay. - You have to deal almost exclusively with
" rush " orders, whicii arrive at every conceivable hour

of every conceivable day {e.g., just as the depot is

closing for Bank Holiday). Lots of these orders

emanate from strangers and are unaccompanied by cash.

One or two stupid clerks can earn you a bad name in

25
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Occasional Comments.—
twenty towns during their first week on the pay list, and

ijndo the effects of much work pre\'iously accomplished.

,S6 I am never in a hurry to criticise " service." But a

Surrey rider has certainly had a roughish time. And
all with London deports, too. His sidecar single broke

an engine -part, and the London depot mislaid the order.

Meanwhile he took out his wife's baby two-stl-oke,

which promptly broke a con-rod. Being a man, he

pushed it home ten miles, and as the family possessed

no sj>are transport and his daily work was urgent, he

sent a man to the second firm's London depot, which

had no con-rods in stock. They 'phoned their Midland
factory, Avhich was still mute five days later. In

despair Surreyite borrowed his brother-in-law's baby
two-stroke for one day, but tyre troubles p'revented him
from completing his rotmd. Next day cycle, 'bus and
train took seven hours to cover his 50-mile round. The
fo'llowing day no public transport was available for a

very awkward round, and Surreyite stopped at home.
The utility motor cycle, employed for business purposes,

must be backed up by supreme service. N'cst-ce pasl

Starting on a Small One.

nHAVE latterly been introducing a schoolboy to

the sport, with the result that he has something

to dream about, while I have something to pay
for and something to write about. On one of his early

trips he fell off tAvice, though he is an excellent cyclist.

On both occasions he was alone on a decent road. The
causes were manifold. " Item, a 'bus which weighs
nearer 3 cwt. than 2 cwt. Item, a clutch control

destitute of leverage. Item, a gear lever which demands
hard pushing from notch to notch. So I register

mental notes that my next small pupil shall make his

maiden adventures on a baby two-stroke with a feather-

weight clutch lever and a snicky gear stick. Further-
more, the cash effects of his tumbles are noteworthy.
The footrests, of course. Well, footrests are cheap;
but frames are not. In this. case the footrest spindle,

instead of being pivoted a la Norton on a single tu&.>

round which it can swing when it hits the 'ard 'igh

road at speed, is neatly threaded through prolongations

of a duplex frame member. Result—these very gentle

spills have thrown the entire frame right out of truth.

To continue. Nothing looks nicer than a combined
front-numberplate-cum-licence-holder. It also saves

the new client from having to purchase a stick-on

holder. Incidentally, as per spare part list, it costs

15s. to replace, and is of a contour which pre\-ents it

from being squashed true between two sides of a soap

box inserted between vice jaAvs, when a tumble has

likened it to the keelplates of a torpedoed liner. No,
I am not spending 15s. on a posh new article. I am
spending 2s. on a cheap licence holder, hacksawing the

numberplate portion off the old original, and flattening

it out true in the vice. These being hard times.

PYif;

1 wO WHEELS BETTER THAN NONE, Theie is a greater fascination in ploughing through moorland bogs on a motor cycle than
the uninitiated may imagine ; and furthermore, the motor cycle of to-day so lends itself to the task that such journeys may be completed
much more quickly than by the only rival methods excepting flying—on foot or on horseback. J. C. Thomson, a Martinsyde rider, in

the notorious Scott Trial.

a TQ
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"OVER THE ROOF OF SCOTLAND."
The Second Day's Run and the Results of the Scottish Two Days Trial.

T^HE first day of the Scottish Two
Days Trial was fully described last

week. Sunday was spent in Inver-

ness, and the return journey, v'm Inver-

farigaig and Kenmore, was made on the

following day. Only Inverfarigaig

caused any real trouble.

Saturday's gale had died down on
Monday morning as the competitors left

Inverness in the pale sunshine of 7 a.m.

Thence the route by the south shore of

the Caledonian Canal afforded , all that

could be desired in the way of moorland
and forest scenery ; but Inverfarigaig was
looming near, and everyone had dark
forebodings as to the existence of stunt

checks. The first check was at the foot

of the hill, the idea being, evidently, to

•-avoid congestion, and though at any time
a most difficult climb, the hill was really

no worse, as regards surface, than in the

six days event earlier in the year.

Inverfarigaig Casualties.

Of the solo riders, W. B. Anderson
(A.J.S.), of the Cumberland team, was
the first to fail. J. W. Morton (494

Douglas), got into the loose stuff on the
second bend, and was unable to get away.
S. L. Taylor (348 Tnvicta) also failed,

while S. C. Hubbard (481 Scott Squirrel)

skidded badly on one of the bends and
stopped. The only Rudge-Multi compet-
ing was ridden by A. McGillivray, whu
found the appalling surface too much for

him. Other failures among the .solo

riders were J. A. Porter (348 New
Gerrard), A. B. Steven (349 A.J.S.),

H. E. Horwood (498 Ariel). C. J. Black-
adder (348 Verus), J. McEwen (34a

Massey), and J. Donaldson (349 Royal
Scot).

Good Ascent by DouWe-seated Sidecar

The hill presented a much more diffi-

cult task for the sidecar drivers than for

A. Shepherd (293 O.K.) dry skidding on Inverfarigaig

in the trial.

vhich accounted for most of the failures

the solo men, since it was necessary to

take the right-hand corners at full lock

on a surface of ploughed up gravel and
sand. The result was that the machines
refused to answer to their helms, and as

each contributed to the mangled con-

dition of the road the climb became more
and more difficult. H. Mortimer Batten
(555 P. & M. sc.) just managed to get

round the first corner by scraping the

rocks, but got away safely. A. F. Sid-

G. Grinton (998 Harley-Davidson sidecar) touring comfortably up Bridge of Avon.
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ford, whose 993 c.c. Matchless was fitted

with a huge double-seated sidecar, made
a good ascent. Considering the weight
of his outfit, he rode with great con-

sistency throughout the trial.

Tom Gillies (499 Sunbeam sc), failed

from lack of power. G. C. Procter (598

Beardmore-Precision -sc.) went up well,

as did the other members of the Pre-

cision team, thus attaining the distinc-

tion which was ultimately theirs—the

manufacturer's team prize. James Alex-

ander (976 Sunbeam sc) made a very

steady ascent, but J. G. Anderson (796

Ariel sc.) stopped at least once.

The Scott Sociable, driven by D.
Rhodes, made on the whole a very good
climb, but was unable to get round one

of the corners owing to an insufficient

right-hand lock. He was compelled to

I'un back, and was recorded as afailure.

W. Hiscock's Morgan~-was not equal to

the climb. J. E. Alexander (733 Douglas
sc.) also failed.

An Extra Six Miles.

The most difficult check of the trial

succeeded this hill. The scenery over

the deer forests to Kyllachy was grand

beyond description, and wild deer- were

seen by several of the competitors. The
check was six miles longer than the route

card indicated, with the result that there

was much hard driving over the final por-

tion of the lumber-shattered moorland

road. Many were late-, but an allowance

on time was given. The morning was

one of short checks, and again none but

the fastest machines had time to play

with.
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Two Coventry Eagles, ridden by W. B. T. Sanderson and W. R. Bruce, going well on an

observed h 11 in Saturday's run.

Lunch was at Kenmore, and immedi-
ately succeeding it came Kenmore Hill,

the last observed hill of the trial. Con-
fequeiitly those who were still in for

gold medals did not enjoy lunch as they

might have done, 'for the hill \-ias re-

ported to be in very bad condition.

Failures on Inverfarigaig were of no
consequence except to the teams, as the

climb was considered too freakish to

figure in a capa,city other than as a special

award bit. As a matter of fact Ken-
more was ill reasonably good condition,

snd there were comparatively few
failures. J. Donaldson (349 Royal Scot)

lost the entire contents of his carburetter

—lid, float, and needle—which had jolted

cut, and he left lienmore regulating his

petrol supply by manipulation of the tap.

The task ahead of him was not an en-

viable one, and he did well finally to

qualify for a silver medal. He vras the

first to fail on Kenmore. Among the
sidecars Tom Gillies (499 Sunbeam sc),
and J. E. Alexander (735 Douglas so.)

were the only two unfortunate ones. On
this hill the competitors again encoun-
tered a following w-ind, and many of the
engines were pinking badlv as tbe sum-
mit was iieared.

The remainder of the route lay by
Crieff, Sheriffmuir, and thence through
Stirling and Linlithgow back to Edin-
burgh. The descents of Amulree and
SlieriffiJiuir were rendered somewhat
perilous by the greasy and treacherous
road surfaces, and a strong smell of burn-
ing brakes and singed rubber pervaded
the atmosphere. The coui'se was liberally

punctuated with stretches of rough,
rame-breaking, colonial paths, and on one
section of five miles several of the side-

:ars became literally bogged. By the
time Edinburgh was reached, indeed,
both riders and machines were plastered
with mud, and presented a much weather-
beaten appearance.

The Trial Summarised.

Thus, what might have been a test of
endurance almost 'to the point of destruc-
tion, had the weather conditions followed
Highland reputation for the time of the
year, proved remarkable for its high per-
centage of premier award.';. Saturday's

- gale was really the only weather condi-
tion which hampered the riders, and then
only those of low-powered machines. All
the observed hills were in good condi-

tion, but, nevertheless, the results are a

high tribute to present-day machines. . It

was, however, noticeable at the final

check at Edinburgh that numbers of the

sidecar machines were out of track, and
there was scarcely a machine which bore

no scars of the gruelling through which
it had passed.
Tlie Beardmore-Precision was the only

team to finish without loss of marks.
The riders are to be congratulated on
their steady and consistent performance.
The team consisted of two B. & S. sports

models and one 596 c.c. sidecar outfit.

Hugh Gibson (349 Raleigh), was per-

haps the outstanding performer of the

event.

The Scott Sociable proved speedy and
consistent, and Sidford's two-seated

Matchless put up a marvellously steady
performance.
George Grinton's Harley-Davidson

sidecar was far and away the fastest of
its class. Would that all riders of fast
machines were as considerate of other
competitors as Grinton !

Results :

—

Mandfactuheb's Team Prize.

Bi:ardmoro-Pri'.cmon (A. L. Clark, E. 11. Wright,
and G. C. Prortor).

Club' Team Prize.

Edinburgh nnd Ditttrict .l/.C—George Grinton
(998 Harley-Davitlson sc.>, Andrew Downie (A.J.B.
sc), and Major Johnstone (Jowett light car).

Phemieu Awards.
J. W. Burton (348 Coventry Eaglel, - W B.

Anderson (A.J. (3.). J. Hendrie (499 .Sunbeam),
G. Hope Wilson (349 .B. and S. Edmund), * J. W.
Morton (494 Douglas), G. Denley (211 VeloceMe),
A. L. Clark (349 B. and S. Precision), E. M.
Wright (549 B and S Precision). W J. Knight
(499 Triumph), Jas. Bacon (490 Norton), W.
Westwcod (499 Triumph), George Cheyne (499
Sunbeam), W. Cheyne (499 Sunbeam). J. G. R.
Edmondson ,(248 Massey-Arran), L. Edmondson
(248 Massey-Arran), W. B. T. Sanderson (348
Coventry Eagle), A. T. Ure (499 Sunbeam), W. T.
Tiffen (211 Velocette), Hugh Gibson (349 Raleigh),
J. IVIorgan Philipps (499 Sunbeam), "J. A.
Porter (499 New Gcrrard). N. W. Downie (498
Ariel), A. L. Downie (349 A.J.S.), H. E. Horwood
(498 Ariel). A. Shepherd (269 O.K.), R. U
Galloway (348 New Scale), * J. McEwen (348
Massey).

Sidecars.

H, Mortimer Batten (598 P. and M. sc), A. F.
SidJord (993 Matchless sc.), K. W. B. Sanderson
(799 A.J.S. sc), George Grinton (998 Harley-
Davidson sc), W. G. Donaldson (654 Rover so.),

Jas, Ma"rtin (633 Norton sc ). G. C. Proctor (598
Beardmore-Precision sc), James Alexander (976
Sunbeam sc), J. Shepherd (976 Chater-Lea 6C.),

A. F. Downie (A.J.S. sc), • D. Rhodes (Scott
Sociable), Henry Alexander (733 Douglas sc),

J. Cocker (926 Clyno scl, J. R. Alexander (733
Douglas sc), K. W. B. Anderson (799 A.J.S. sc).

* Failed on Inverfarigaig.

Silver Medals.

S. C. Hubbard (491 SCott Squirrel). J. G.
Porter (New Gervard). C. G. Blaekadder (349
Verus), D. Ralston (James), J. Donaldson (349
Eoyal Scot). W. S. C. WJiiker (993 Ariel), J. G,
Anderson (796 Ariel sc), J. D. Anderson (796
Ariel sc), W. S. O. Walker (993 Ariel sc).

Bronze Medals.

W. Hisscock (Morgan^ T. Gillies (499 Sunbeam
!C), A. McGillivray (499 Rudge-Multi).

Bridge of Avon was hardly worthy ot observation, nobody having any real difficulty with the

climb. A. L. Downie (349 A. J. S.) on the upper and less steep portion.
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IGNITION TIMING.
Notes for the Novice with Special Reference to the Timing of Two'Stroke Engines.

IT
has frequently been noticed by the

writer that the method of ignition

timing usually suggested does not

always give the desired results, particularly

in the case of the two-stroke engine.

The following notes are written in the

hope that users of this type of motor cycle

M'ho are obtaining indifferent running will

be enabled to improve speed, power, and

economy considerably.

Full Advance as a Basis.

Usually, regard is given to the range of

control provided on the magneto, which varies with

different makes, but 25° to 30° angular motion can

be taken as a good average. In any case, the retard

position is the wrong end to start with, and correct

timing should consider only the full advance, leaving

the other to occur where it will.

At this point we might refer to the common idea

that an earlier timing is necessary for two-stroke

engines than for four-strokes. Why this should be

necessary is never explained, but the misconception

is probably due to the error of assuming that an equal

amount of advance on the handle-bar control produces

identical results on the point of ignition in both types,

whereas, owing to the different gear ratios in the

magneto drive, the spaik receives twice the amount of

advance in the four-

stroke as compared

with the other, which

is handicapped ac-

cordingly, and thereby

creates the impression

that earlier timing is

necessary.

Turbulence.

Correct timing in

any type of engine is

influenced by several

factors, including

shape of combustion

chamber, velocity of

gases, quality of mix-

ture, and degree of

turbulence—the latter

being probably the

most important. Thus
it will be seen that it

is quite possible for

some four-strokes to

require an earlier

timing than two-

strokes.

Considering n w
the differing gear
ratios in the magneto
drive and their effect

on piston travel in re-

Fig. 1. Showing the range of

control on a standard magneto.

Figs. 2 and 3. Two-stroke and four-stroke magneto drives compared.

lation to the spark position, the great

majority of four-stroke engines drive the

magneto via the camshaft, which, of course,

runs at half engine speed, whereas in two-

stroke engines not possessing a camshaft

the drive is necessarily from the crank

direct.

For the purpose of illustration, we will

assume the length of magneto control to be

3in. (Fig. i), and the diameter of crank

pin path to be also 3in. (the exact diameter

does not matter, as angular motion will be

considered). If the lever be move'd through
25° from full retard to full advance, the crank pin of

a two-stroke will also move through an angle of 25°

in order that the contacts shall break at both these two
extreme positions, as both the crank and magneto
armature run at the same speed. In the case of the

four-stroke, howe^•er, the crank pin will have to travel

through twice the distance, owing to the fact that the

magneto is geared down 'two to one (Figs. 2 and 3).

The net result will be that when the handle-bar control

is moved to full advance the spark will occur much
earlier in the compression stroke in the latter case, and
it therefore follaws that many two-strokes are handi-

capped by late ignition timing unless steps are taken

to rectify the matter.

F'rom Fig. 4 it will be noted that 25° before top

dead centre on 75 mm.
stroke, say 3in., is

equivalent to ^fin.

piston travel, which is

insufBcient, while 33^°
gi\'es -^in piston

travel, which is ap-

proximately correct for

both types of engine

for ordinary touring

speeds.

As before m e n -

tioned, the only logical

and correct method of

timings is to consider

the piston travel be-

fore top dead- centre

in its relation to the

full advance position

of spark, which, of

course, controls the

efficient running of the

machine on the road,

and again obviates the

possibility of error

due to_ the differing

range of control pro-

vided on various

makes of magnetos.

The retard is of small

importance in com-

parison, and is usually

19
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Ignition Timing.—
only required for very slow running,

and, in some cases, for starting up
purposes.

The writer recently re-timed his

two-stroke on these lines, and trans-

formed the running altogether, the

result being increased speed, more
power on hills, and a smaller jet

could be used without " popping "

back through the carburetter.

Timing Marks Wanted.
It would be a great improvement if

makers of engines with outside fly-

wheels would mark the correct timing

on the flywheel in the same way that

is done on car and lorry engines.

(Most motor cycle engines with out-

side flywheels are not fitted with keys

in the shafts, hence this suggestion is

only capable of limited ^application.—Ed.) It would cost practically
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nothing, and would enable the user

to tell at a glance whether his engine

had been re-assembled correctly after

overhaul, and save much time and
trouble in the cases where the mag-
neto sprocket has slipped, which
latter mishap is rarely detected by
the amateur rider.

Incidentally it may be stated that

slight movement of the magneto
driving sprocket upon its shaft is by
no means uncommon, and it should

be suspected in all cases where a

two-stroke suddenly develops an
otherwise incurable fit of misfiring.

Experiment as True Guide.
To conclude, it must be under-

stood that the measurements given

are approximate and would vary for

differing sizes of engines and speeds

desired, the best results being ob

tained from experiment. J. McI.

FRANCE AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.
Reasons why France is not in the Forefront of the Motor Cycle Industry.

IS
it not strange that the vigorous and versatile men-
tality that has produced cars second to none in the

world, in the moderate-powered class, should ap-

parently be incapable of manufacturing practical motor
cycles in competitive quantities ? - '

A toiir on the roads of France or a stroll down the

Avenue des Champs Elysees, the Avenue de la Grande
Armee, and the Boulevard Pereire in Paris, both reveal

the same thing, namely, a large number of British and
American machines and the increasing popularity of the

pa.stime. The technical journals devoted more or less

to motor cycle interests also show the same thing, and
the dealers themselves all admit sadly that La France
marches far behind England in motor cycle construc-

tion. But they do assert that she marches, and the

inference is that, with characteristic optimism, they

assume that .she will eventually surpass rival nations.

They admit that British medium- and heavy-weight
single-cylinder machines are the best in the world,

partly because the logic of facts Avill not allow them to

deny it ; but in their view the lines along which we have
developed these machines are wrong.

French Logic.

Large single-cylinder machines, with their compara-
tively harsh and uneven propulsive effect, are far from
ideal, and satisfy few motor cyclists' deepest desires.

Is it not more logical, the French argue, to make Up
one's mind as to what is wanted and then to aim
straight at it, without going off after a type that is

likely to be a compromise falling far short of one's

ideals ? Are not all such lines of development certain

to lead only into a blind alley?
Thus a machine such as the Scott generally excites

more enthusiasm in the breast of the average Frenchman
than the best of single-cylinder four-stroke mounts
built on conventional lines. Yet if he is a buyer, he

12

will not allow his choice to be swayed by this feeling

of enthusiasm alone, but rather by results.

It is said that one cannot have too much of a good
thing, but logic can be carried too far, and may lead to

failure instead of success, especially when there is^ a
slight kink in it; thus there is one tenet of the French
faith on which most of their reasoning is based,

namely, " we are the cleverest people in the world."

Aiming at the Ideal.

Now the fact that the French have not yet been able

to excel in motor cycle construction appears to con-

tradict this proposition, and the only answer that they

can^make now is, " our competitors are really on a side

track : we shall be first in the field with something that

will come near to the ideal.

Therefore, one looks for originality from France.

Will the forthcoming Paris Salon reveal much of it?

At present it is doubtful. ' French conservatism is very

strong and a powerful factor militating against develop-

ment on unorthodox lines, as has been very evident in

the car world, and attempts at producing something on

ideal lines have hitherto been unsuccessful. However,
where demand exists supply must follow, it is argued

;

and the demand for motor cycles in France is at present

being filled from other countries, in spite of tariffs and
adverse rates of exchange. Therefore, it is practically

certain that something will be done in the near future,

and that our Allies across the Channel will produce

machines that will be better than any that they have

made hitherto; and, if the present conditions of ex-

change and tariff continue, they should be able to com-

pete in the British marke*.

There is one factor in the case which is of great im-

portance—that is the fact that those who interest them-

selves in motor cycle manufacture do not ride the

machines they make.
323
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ADVANCE DETAILS OF 1923 DESIGNS.
REVIVAL OF AN ORIGINAL TWO-STROKE.

Cedos Machines for 1923. Detachable Head on a Two-Stroke Engine.

THE Cedos two-stroke was obviously
too good to go under when the com-
pany went into liquidation. Pro-

duction has now commenced again—in

new hands, excepting the designer, Mr.
Ernest Smith—and improved 1923 models
will be exhibited at the Paris Salon and
the Olympia Show.
The engine has been considerably

altered, and now represents very ad-

vanced practice in two-stroke design.

That it has a detachable head alone
places it in a class by itself. It is

claimed that for this reason distortion is

less likely to occur, the cylinder casting
being of uniform thickness around the
firing chamber. Sparking plug and re-

lease valve are carried in the head, which
is copiously tinned with particular regard
to guiding air currents on to the plug. A
very cool-running engine has resulted.

The cylinder dim"ensions are 67x70 mm.
(247 c.c).

In order to make replacements easier

the crankshaft is in two pieces, bridged
by a hollow crank pin, carrying Hoffman
roller bearings, the big end, like the

crank pin, being hardened and ground.
The main shafts run in double row jour-

nal ball bearings and long phosphor-
bronze compression retaining bushes.
Spring clips in grooves retain the float-

ing gudgeon pin in the light piston.

Crankshaft Machined All Over

Every reciprocating and rotating part
of the engine is machined all over so

exactly that it is unnecessary to balance
each engine individually. In the same
way no rough surfaces are left to collect

carbon in tire cylinder or the ports.

A speciallyrdesigned carburetter is used
which goes a long way to eliminating
four-stroking.

Since the aluminium expansion cham-
ber is eleven times the piston displace-

-ment of the engine, noise has been re-

duced to a minimum.
Lubrication is of the suction drip-feed

type direct to the cylinder, special atten-

Wprkmanlike lines are followed on
lady s model, w^ich is basically iden-

tical with the standard type.

tion being paid to the internal distribu-
tion of the oil.

Frame, tank, and cycle parts generally
are of workmanlike design; everything oi!

Both brakes act on the belt rim.

the machine except the magneto and gear

box (a Sturmey or Moss three-speed) is

made in the company's own works, which
ensures homogeneity of design The
spring fork has been improved and a

neat and Comfortable type of semi-T.T.
handlebar evolved, as an alternative to
the touring tj'pe. Naturally, the distinc-
tiye Cedos under shield is fitted, although
the shape has been modified.

Detail Improvements.

Other 1923 improvements include a
cam adjustment on the gear box bracket
tor the primai'y chain, all internal and an
external brake, both on the rear wheel
belt rim, and an enamelled-steel chain and
flywheel cover.

A lady's model is also marketed. In
this case the top tube is dropped, neces-
sitating an alteration in the shape of the
tank, and 24-in. wheels are fitted instead

of 25-in. The over-all weight is only 2 lb.

more than the standard machine, which
turns the scale at the remarkably low
figure of 1481b.
The finish is now all black, thus ensur-

ing complete weatherproofness. The
prices are £60 for the open-frame
machine and £2 less for the other.

The makers are the Cedos Engineering
Co., Ltd.. Northampton.

By reason of the detachable head the Cedos two-strokj rathe> lesembles, at a lirst glance,

a four-stroke.

a 24

Re-designed front forks which damp out

shock and rebound.

28
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Advance Details o£ 1923 Designs.—

TO CONVERT THE
PEDAL CYCLIST.

Strongly-built 116 c.c. Miniature
Produced by Bowden NA/ire,

Ltd. Novel Friction Transmission.

AT a first glance at tlie J.D. motor
cycle (a new product of Bowden
Wire, Ltd.), one is inclined to say,

" Ah, another motorised bicycle 1
" But

one veiy soon alters that opinion ; and
the more the design is studied the more
it is admired.
An attempt has been made to do some-

thing that has never been dome before,

I.e.,to evolve a self-propelled vehicle tliat

will, by reason of its similarity to an
ordinai-y bicycle and its simplicity, attract
the pedal cyclist, but to design and, build
it with the same care and thoioughness
as are bestowed on the most expensiTe
machines of to-day. For tliis reason it is

not cheap, in any sense of the vrord. It
has not been built doTrn to a price

;

" everything of the best " was the pro-
ducer's motto, and it was then estimated
that the cost would be .040.

Only Superfieially Tike a Pedal Cycle.

The resemblance t-o a motor-assisted
pedal cycle is merely superficial. The
frame, which has a sloping top tube, is

amply strong enough for the roughest use
in the hands of the novioe ; ^louble-butted
lubes are used wiere possible. After
considerable experiment spring forks were
discarded as unnecessary, a rigid girder
type being fitted.

Orthodox three-port design is follovped
in the 116 c.c. (51x57 mm.) two-stroke
engine, which, however, is notable for
the excellence of its finish and the fine
limits to which its component parts are
made. Instead of being in front, the
transfer port is at the side of tire cylinder.

Power unit com-
plete, illustrating

the, comparatively

huge silencer.

fj^^(^I® 435

Riding position on th(

J.D. miniature is simi-

lar to that on a pedal

cycle and thus mspires

the confidence of the

pedal cyclist.

Friction transmission is usfed which by the

Bowden mechanism shown provides a clutch

and free engine. Contact pressure is gained
chiefly by the pull of the driving chain

tending to jamb the small friction disc

against the flange on the wheel.

the defieQtor thus being at right angles
to the gudgeon pin. The crankshaft is

supported at the flywheel side only—on
double row roller bearings—and this con-
struction permits the removal of piston
and connecting rod
complete by simply

Crankshaft, connecting rod

and piston assembled,

illustrating how the latter

two members may be removed without dismantling

the crank case.

16

sliding tJiem off at the big end, of course
after the cylinder and cranlc ease cover
plate have been removed—the latter to
allow sufficient clearance. Accessibility is

a feature generally.

A very large silencer is fitted, this, like
the other aluminium portions of the
machine, being a die casting.

JIagneto and transmission sprockets,
together, are bolted on to a spigot on
the inner side of the outside flywheel,
which itself is keyed on to a taper on
the main shaft.

Simple and Effective Friction Drive.

Friction transmission is emploj'ed.

Carried on a bracket pivoted on the rear

stays is a sprocket, driven by the engine,

and a U-shaped disc of a special friction

material, which makes contact with the
inside of a U section flange bolted to the

rear wheel. To de-clutch, the driving

disc is simply swung clear by a Bowden
lever on the handle-bar acting against

two fairly light coil springs. Sufficient

pressure to gain a non-slip contact in

all weathers is gained chiefly .from the

tendency of the driving member, helped
by the pull of the driving chain, to jamb
forwards. In practice this works admir-
ably. The gear ratio is between 9 and
10 to 1. The system has the additional

advantage that in free engine (held out

by the usual handle-bar ratchet clip) no
friction is caused by any transmission

members revolving ; coasting is thus as

free as on a pedal cycle. The detail de-

sign, and workmanship, as in the power
unit, are very fine.

Endless chains are used for the magneto
and transmission, adjustment being

gained by sliding the whole engine unit

up the front tube. To accommodate this

movement the rear engine lug embodies

a swinging link.

Pedalling gear is fitted, the chain ad-

justment in this case being in the eccen-

tric bottom bracket, tluis leaving the

transmission centres undisturbed.

Egnipment and Controls.

An aluminium guard protects the driv-

ing and magneto chains, and fairly wide

and amply strong mudguards with

number-plates are standard. The equip-

ment throughout is of tlie first quality,

a 25
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—

down to a Lucas Girder spanner in tlie

tool liit.

Tiiere are only five control levers

—

front and rear brake (the latter of neat
but most effective design working in the
transmission rim), throttle of single lever
carburetter, " clutch " (or free engine),
and decompressor. " Petroil " lubrica-

tion and fixed ignition all tend towards
simplicity.

The tank holds six pints of fuel, sufii-

cient for 100 miles or so. All on, the
machine weighs about 80 lbs., but the
designers wish it to be made clear that
no attempt has been made to obtain a
low figure here. Rather, the weight figure

simply " happened."

Extended road tests for three years
have failed to find any weak spots, and
the road performance without pedal assist-

ance is remarkably good.

It will be most interesting to see how-
the public receives this miniature, for it

will readily be admitted that the policy

which inspired it is a most courageous

one, in these days of price reduction.

750 c.c. TWIN TWO-STROKE.

A Vertical Twin Sidecar vyith Three Speeds and Reverse to b- aI

Olympia

^i^
a.,t(li-.

BLERIOT FRERES, the well-known
manufacturers of aeroplanes, motor
car head lamps, dynamos, etc., have

for some time been testing an entirely

new model twin-cylinder two-stroke
machine designed primarily for sidecar

work. Although the engine is but of

750 c.c. capacity it is rated, in France at

any rate, at the rather high figure of

8-10 h.p., the bore and stroke being
70 mm. X 96 mm.
This new model resembles the smaller

Bleriot twin-cylinder four-stroke machine
which has now been in commercial
production for nearly three years, but
possesses several novel and distinctive

features. The clutch, of the disc type in

which eleven discs are used, is contained
within the flywheel, which is located
centrally between the two cylinders, and
these, as will be seen from the illustra-

tion, are spaced apart somewhat more
widely than is usual in the case of vertical

twin-cylinder machines. For the purpose
of induction the two compression tight

compartments of the crank case are

located one on each side of the engine,
and furthermore the casting is ribbed to
assist cooling.

Unit Constiuction.

The three-speed gear box forms a unit
with the engine, and an unusual feature
is the provision o{ a reverse gear in addi-
tion to the three forward' speeds. The
change speed is efl^ected in a novel and
ingenious manner, the lever having only

Engine and gear box form

one unit—the primary drive

being central and the cylinders

spaced somewhat widely apart.

two positions on the
quadrant, but also

a vertical move-
ment. In its normal
position it operates

first speed and re-

verse, a catch being
provided which must
be released before the
lever can be made to

bring the reverse into

operation. For second
and third speeds the
lever must be pressed

vertically downwards
about three inches ; it

is then in position for
bringing these two
gears into action. All
the rods controlling
this gear are made
adjustable, and the whole arrangement is

actually less complicated than might be
supposed from a brief description.
The petroil system of lubrication is used

for the engine, grease, or a mixture of

grease and oil, being used in the gear bo.x.

Dual clutch control is provided, and a
kick-starter operates on the primary shaft
of the gear box. Although final belt drive
is shown in one illustration it is under-
stood this machine will also be made with
chain transmission.
The front forks and the frame generally

are of substantial construction, the' former
being well provided with lubricators. A

serai-cantilever type
spring seat pillar, is

used and a front stand
is fitted, though . this

latter looks somewhat
fragile judged by
British standards. An
improvement in the
arrangement of the ex-
haust pipes will be in-

corporated in later

models in which a, V-
shaped union leads
away to a centrally
placed pipe passing be-
tween the double down
tubes of the frame to
the silencer under-
neath, which gives a
neatci' and more sym-
metrical appearance to
the machine. We under-
stand that this ma-
chine will make its ap-
pearance in London at
the November Show.
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An advance 1 923 model Bleriot. It will be seen that it is quite a

compact machine. Observe the very small reduction in ratio of

the driving and driven sprockets.

A very interesting " sports " type modi-
fication of the standard twin-cylinder

four-stroke machine is also being pro-

duced for the coming season, and will be
shown at' the Olympia Show.
As in the case of the standard model

the two cylinders, 50 x 88 mm. bore and
stroke, work on the same crank, but in

the sports model the heads are detachable

and of true hemispherical form, with
overhead valves operated by push rods and
rocking levers, the fpi'mer being placed

side by side centrally in between the two
cylinders, those for the exhaust" in front

and those for inlet at the back. This

valve gear has been particularly neatly

carried out, and the engine presents a

thoroughly workmanlike job. As in the

case of the standard model three speeds

are provided, the camshaft which
operates the inlet valves being arranged

to serve also as the primary shaft of the

-gear box. The gears are always in mesh,
changes being effected by means of

selective dog clutches.

Not for Kacing.

It should be added that this machine
is intended simply as a " sports " model
for use by the general public, and not

specially for the most strenuous racing

events, in which it is realised that a con-

stant mesh gear box would probably be

unsuitable. The new engine, we are in-

formed, has done well over 4,000 revolu-

tions and performs very satisfactorily on
the road.

The standard touring model is now being

marketed at a very interesting price,

3,975 francs in France, or £68 10s. at the

present rate of exchange.
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Thf new 343 c.c. Villiers engine

notably large silencer.

Advance Details of 1923 Designs.—

THREE SIZES OF VILLIERS ENGINES.

147 c.c, 250 c.c. and 343 c.c. Models with Flywheel Magnetos.

A Miniature Engine which is by no means a Toy.

IN the world of two-stroke engines no

proprietary manufacturers are more
celebrated than the Villiers Engineer- _

iiig Co., Ltd. Its latest productions

are always eagerly watched by two-stroke

enthusiasts, and the range which it is

proposed to market for 1923 is of peculiar

interest, in that a tiny 147. c.c. model is

to be included.

Three types will be manufactured, the

capacities being approximately 150, 250,

and 350 c.c. These three models have
many features in common, including, of

course, the Villiers flywheel magneto,
which can, in addition, be used as a light-

ing set, if required.

Externally, tlie most obvious change
is the position of the induction pipe,

which is now cast integraUy with the

cylinder barrel and lies in a convenient
position on the flywheel side with the

"carburetter facing forward ; also the
arrangement of the; cylinder head cool-

ing in which the inclined longitudinal

ribs each spring from the cylinder head
itself, so that the maximum possible cool-

ing surface for the given type of cylin-

der head is obtained.

Cylinder Alterations.

Cooling has received particular atten-

tion, and, in addition to the excellent rib

design, the cylinders have been thickened
up to sensible proportions, with the result

that the manufacturers assure us that any
possibility of drying up, except ov^ing to

faulty plugs, has been eliminated. All
ports which are of large dimensions are
bridged to prevent damage to piston
rings, and the exhaust pipe is led away
at an angle so as to avoid fouling frame
tubes ; in addition, the silencer has been
somewhat enlarged. The improvements
which have been incorporated are such
that the new 250 c.c. engine develops 25
per cent, more horse-power than the pre-
vious engine of larger capacity.
To go into details, one feels inclined to

deal first with the miniature model,
which has a bore and stroke of only

55x52 mm. (147 c.c.). It may well
be found that this tiny power unit, with
its self-contained flywheel magneto, may
become a forerunner of the lightweight of
the future, or what is more popularly
termed "the motor cycle for the million."
One is apt to consider such a tiny engine
as a toy, but we can give a personal
assurance that it is nothing of the kind :

it is a pleasingly constructed miniature
which produces wonderful power for its

The miniature 147 c.c. unit, an idea of

the size of which may be gained from
the (standard) sparking plug.

size. We rode a motor cycle, of normal
size and construction, fitted with a
two-speed gear bos, and the new
147 c.c. Villiers engine. The power and
speed of this outfit were quite remarkable.

Leverless release valve on the 147 c.c.

Villiers. The cable is anchored to a stop

and the casing liAs the valve.

and the top gear ratio of approximately
6| to 1 is by no means so low as to feel

ineffective. The little engine is capable
of propelling a rider of normal size and
weight at quite 25 miles an hour, and of

ascending normal hills on the same gear
ratio, while its tiny proportions and ex-
cellent balance render it to all intents
and purposes vibratioiJess. It will be no
surprise to us to find that in the near
future a large number of miniature motor
cycles are fitted with this engine, and a
suitable two-speed gear, since such a
combination would be ideal for the aver-
age person who requires to travel short
distances regularly, w'hile it is particu-
larly suitable for ladies' use.

Petroil Lubrication on Miniature.

The 147 c.c. Villiers is lubricated on
the petroil system, but the larger models
are supplied with oil in a most ingenious
manner. The system may be easily fol-

lowed by reference to the attached illus-

trations, which show diagrammatically the
path of the oil. Oil is fed through a hole
in the back of the crank case casting,

whence special leads conduct it to the
long plain crankshaft bearings. The
longitudinal groove distributes the oil

throughout almost the entire length of
these bushes, a retaining groove being
formed at the outer end, while a groove
extending for approximately half of the
circumference of the bush is formed at
the inner end. On the upstroke of the
piston, when there is a partial vacuum in
the crank case, this semi-circular groove
registers with a radial hole in the crank-
shaft, which is in connection with the
crank case by a hole concentric with the
shaft ; thus, during the suction stroke, oil

is induced into the crank case, but just
before any positive pressure is present
the radial hole in the camshaft leaves the
semi-circular groove and cuts off the oil-

flow, preventing blow back through the
passages. To prevent any possibility of

the bushes turning and thus interfering

with the timing of the lubrication system
the bush flanges are cut away so as to

register with the projecting tongue on the
crank case bosses.

For Light Sidecar Work.

As " regards the largest of the three
models rated by the manufacturers as
3' 2 h.p. and having a bore and stroke of

79 X 70 mm., we took the opportunity of

a short road test of this machine with a

light but fully equipped sidecar attached.

It is sufficient to say that with a two-
speed gear it appeared to be capable of

Arrangement of oil

grooves in the main
bearings, and the

bush positioning
tongue.

Diagrammatic section of the Villiers suction

lubrication scheme.
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taking its rider aild passenger anywliere
that a reasonable motor cyclist would ex-

pect to go, and to be entirely free from
any symptoms of drying up even under

fJ^^(^LB
prolonged hard driving. It was possible to

open the throttle almost fully on open
roads, and to leave it in this position for

a considerable length of time without any
noticeable falling off in power output.

SEPTEMBER 2Sth, 1Q22.

It mu.st not be imagined, however, that
the machine is slow, for we are informed
that with a sidecar it is capable of over
40 miles an hour, and we should judge that
this statement is within the fact.

NOTTINGHAM ACTIVITIES

A SHORT tour of -inspection of Not-
tingham is particularly interesting

at the present time since, as

a result, one is able to forecast in some
small measure the probable developments
from this city for the year 1923. The
general public do not realise how impor-
tant a centre from the motor cyclist's

point of view is Nottingham, yet there
are quite a number of manufacturers who
influence the state of the industry to no
small degree.

The 80 m.p.h. Brough Superior.

Mr. George Brough is busy with his
new S.S.80 model, the prototype of which
was seen in the recent A.C.U. Six Days
Trials. Very few modifications have been
found to be necessary, and the machine
is already available in 1923 state. It will

be remembered that by employing a

curved rear frame lug the saddle position

has been brought 2in. further forward and
lowered by the same amount, so that in

effect the latest Brough Superior carries

a big twin engine in a frame but little

larger than that of the normal machine
with 350 c.c. engine.

In spite of the fact that the S.S.80 is

in effect a fast sports mount, and carries

3 guarantee of 80 miles an hour, it is a

thoroughly practical fast touring machine,
and all essential fittings are. present in

highly specialised forms. For instance,

the tool bag behind the saddle tube is

sufficient to cai-ry all necessary tools and
spares, while the very large pannier bags
are of ample size to carry necessities for

a night's stay.

An ingenious detail is noticeable on the

front end of the carrier, where a small

Expansion chamber of the Brough Superior

which can be taken apart for cleaning

purposes.

loop is formed which may be used for

lifting the machine on to the stand, and
also serves to prevent packages attached
to the carrier from working forward into

the rider's back. The latest J.A.P.
engine has proved particularly satisfac-

tory, and the cast aluminium exhaust
elbows give a very distinctive appearance
to the whole machine. Perhaps one
of the most important features of the new
Brough is the employment of tie rods be-
tween the lower part of the crank case and
the rear spindle. This idea is by no
means new, but Mr. Brough informs us
that it has had a wonderful effect on tho
steadiness and controllability of his

machine.
Lubrication has been somewhat modi-

fied, there being a gravity feed to the

Imposing lines are followed in the "S.S.80" Brough Superior, which, minus its silencers,

looks most businesslike.

back of the front cylinder, while the exist-
ing handle-bar control pump is connected
to the engine via the camshaft. This
feature has been included owing to the
fact that the double concentric springs on
each valve impose considerable loading
on the cam gear, which, however, is

satisfactorily silent. Further modifications
include a stiffened tank, larger rear
brake-shoe, and an internal expanding
front brake.

Campfcn Frame Improvements.
- Though the specification of Campion
models which will be manufactured in a .

wide range remain much as before,
there will be detail changes which will

affect the appearance of the machine to a
considerable degree, the frame being
altered in such a way as to provide a very
neat and compact appearance. On the
occasion of our visit we were able to in-

spect a very handsome sidecar taxi which
is being supplied to Luton. The outfit is

propelled by a 976 c.c. J.A.P. engine,
with Sturmey-Archer gear and quick de-
tachable wheels, tlie cab body being excel,
lently finished and perhaps the most
roomy and comfortable which we have
ever seen.

Sturmsy-Archer Gears.
The latest models of Sturmey-Archer

gear have already been described in the
pages of The Mofoi' Cycle, and it is suffi-

cient to state that the extremely neat

new gear box is beginning to make its

appearance in quantity. Its appearance
has been improved and its weight reduced
by the incorporation of a kick-starter

without the use of additional wheels,

while the box itself is more compact and
the new shock absorber in the clutch has
proved most satisfactory. This point we
have been able to check from personal ob-
servation since a short run on a machine so
equipped proved that the semi-pneumatic
rubber absorbers take the snatch out
of the drive in a most satisfactory manner

even at quite low speeds. With a single-
cylinder engine the snatch, which is

usually apparent, is softened to a wonder-
ful degree.

Jardine 4-Speed Gear.
The Jardme 4-speed gear box has

undergone small but important modifica-
tions in the control gear which renders
the process of changing speed more posi-
tive. ' This well-known gear . has done
much to popularise the 4-speed box, and
one of its important features is its silence
in action.

A New 500 c.c. Brough.
Mr. Brough, sen., will liave a new line

on exhibition at Olympia, which will con-
sist of a 500 c.c. flat-twin sidecar outfit

with side-by-side valve gear. It will pro-

bably be sold at the unusually modest
price of 100 guineas complete. In
effect this engine embodies the crank
case, cam.shaft, etc., of the present

sports model, but will be fitted with
cylinders similar to those of the well-

known 692 c.c. Brough, though some-
what shorter, the bore and stroke being
70x645 mm This machine, for a flat twin,

will have a short wheelbase, and will

be thoroughly well equipped with three-

speed Sturmey-Archer gear and comfort-

able sidecar. The spoi'ts model of the

same bore and stroke will, of course, be
shown. It has undergone slight modifica-

tions only, the chief of which lies in the

substitution of roller bearing big ends for

plain big ends. In addition to this, the

valve ports, which have previously been
detachable, will be cast in one with the •

cylinder head. This sports model will be
fitted with close ratio Sturmey-Archer
gears, clutch, but no kick-starter, and it

is probable that it will carry a guarantee
stating that it is capable of 75 to 80
miles an htftH^ (the exact figure has not

yet been definitely fixed). Both models
have chain drive throughout.
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ENTHUSIASTS ON
HOLIDAY!

(Sft' pagf /.j.?.)

Words are inadequate in describing the

difficulties of the Scott Trial, but these

pictures certainly help! (1) Although the

Scar was probably the least easy test of the

event it appears child's play compared with

what follows. (2) G. Clapham (532 Scott)

ploughing through a deep and dirty bog.

(3) C. S. Burney (349 Beardmore-Precision)

in a very minor water-splash. (4) In a

major water-splash—the River Nidd. J. M.

Davies (481 Scott Squirrel) plunging through

amid clouds of steam while a less fortunate

Sunbeam rider wades out.
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The 595 c c. New Hudson Sidecar Outfit

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: Single cylinder {S7 x 100 GEAR BOX: Slurmey Archer ihree- TRANSMISSION: Chain, with

mm. {595 c.c.)- speed box with special gale shock absorber on engine shaft.

TYRES: 700 x 80 mm. change. PRICE : £125 with sidecar, £100 solo.

LAST Olympia motor cycle exliibition marked the

return of the New Hudson as a big single and

sidecar, and- the new models has been most

successful in recent trials.

Not only did the firm produce an article up to its

own high standards, but made a point of placing it

on the market at a competitive price ; the very complete

and up-to-date specification of the 595 c.c. New
Hudson, with its comfortable and luxurious sidecar,

is a very marked feature for so moderately priced a

machine. Included in this ' specification are such

features as a decompressor to ensure easy starting, an

excellent cush drive on the engine shaft, and sensibly

proportioned internal expanding brakes in both wheels.

In addition, such details as chain cases have not been

scamped, and although these, of very neat aluminium

-castings, take the form of guards rather than full

covers, the foremost protects

the whole of the outer side

of the primary chain. Alu-

minium footboards of

sensible length and Avidth,

useful leg-shields, licence

holder, and, in fact, every

essential detail, are included.

Further, the wide flat-sec-

thor-

every

tion mudguards are

oughly practical in

way.

Well Run-in Engine.

Bearing these many excel-

lent qualities in mind, we
took over a standard New-

Hudson outfit on a recent

occasion for a test of its road

capabilities. The machine

a 30

Despite its large tyres and hea\"y build the oulht is quite pleasing

to the eye.

was by no means a new one and had seen much hard
service, particularly the engine, which had acquired

that comfortable rathei: than sloppy feeling that is

only obtainable in a well-worn engine of first-rate

manufacture.

Throughout our test the New Hudson behaved ad-

mirably ; it started with great ease, showed wonderful
'

' slogging
'

' capabilities
; proved to have maximum

speed of well over 40 miles an hour ; and was able to

maintain a speed of 30 to 35 miles an hour with full

load, apparently indefinitely.

In covering our usual Midlands test route we were
particularly impressed with the sound pulling capa-

bilities of the engine with-a passenger in the sidecar.

Usually a second-gear climb for a single-cylinder

sidecar. Frizz Hill, between Wellesbourne and
Kineton, was ascended on top gear. Edge Hill, a

little further on, called for

middle gear on the first

bend, but the summit of the

hill was passed at a speed of

20 miles an hour on the

Bonniksen indicator, the per-

formance approximating to

that of the average twin

outfit.

Satisfactory Brakes.

Down Sunrising the brakes

were thoroughly tested, and

it was found that there was
no need for such precautions

as engaging a low gear, for

either brake separately kept

the machine under full con-

trol, and application of both

together caused an instant
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stop on the

steepest down-
grade.

Owing to the

S-bend near the

steepest part of

Tysoe Hill, the

maximum speed

over the summit
was a little over

1 5 miles on

„ . . J.
middle gear,

Pos>t.ve adjustment of the pr.mary chain is b^j j^ere were
provided by two studs on the eear box bracket. . rno signs or
labouring under these circumstances. On the

return journey Sunrising was ascended comfortably
on middle gear, and even after hard driving the

engine showed no signs of distress through ovei-

heating. Mechanically the unit was somewhat noisy,

owing, chiefly, to the fact previously mentioned that

it had much hard A'ork before passing into our hands.

As regards exhaust noise, the very large silencer now
fitted below the footboard is quite efficient, and even
under full throttle the engine is not unduly noisy.

Tested through a normal watersplash, the mudguards,
leg-shields and footboards protected the rider very

well, and no special leggings were required under
these circumstances. On the other hand, as is often

the case, the leg-shields render the heat of

the engine noticeable on the right leg,

Sturdy symmetry may be said to be the keynote of the 595

and also accentuate
mechanical noises.

Convenient Gear=
changing.

Gear-dianging is par-

ticularly simple, for,

combined with the well-

known Sturmey-Archer
1-iox, is a lever project-

ing through a slot in '-'^'^ change in the tank connected

the tank, and so placed '° ^^^ ^'"""^^ s^'"' ''°''-

that it comes very conveniently to the driver's hand.
The Druid-type forks worked smoothly and

satisfactorily, and, in combination with the
700 X 80 mm. Dunlop Magnum tyres, provided extreme
comfort for the rider.

The sidecar is well sprung, w^ell upholstered, and
roomy, and possessed of a sensible locker in its

bulbous back. Sidecar attachments are not always too
satisfactory, but we have no grumbles with regard
to those on the New Hudson outfit; they appear to
be rigid and satisfactory in every way, and though
the steering was slightly heavy, owing probably to
the very large section tyres, this was only noticeable
at very low speeds.

Detail work throughout is excellent, and, in addi-
tion to a positive adjustment of the gear box placed

at the rear of tlie bottom bracket, there is

a similar adjustment for the magneto chain
placed alongside the gear box adjuster, the
magneto being carried well clear of mud
directly behind the cylinder. The standard
B. and B. pilot jet carburetter functioned ad-

mirably throughout.

The New Hudson en-

gine is well designed,
having large valves and
excellent cooling ar-

rangements. It differs

from many modern en-

gines in employing plain

bearings throughout the

crank as.sembly. These,

however, have proved
fully satisfactory, and our

impression of the 1922
New Hudson outfit is

that it is a thoroughly

c.c. New Hudson outfit. satisfactory machine.

NATIONAL CENSUS OF ROAD TRAFFIC.

THE ultimate value of the road traffic census, just

completed by the Ministry of Transport (says

The Autocar), should be considerable. The
enumerators—men specially selected for the task

—

made careful note of every vehicle which passed their

observation, posts, and when the records have been
collected and analysed they should provide data most
useful in helping the Roads Department of the

Ministry to determine such at present debatable points

as the actual gross tonnage which certain roads have

to carry, the volume of traffic at specified points, the

proportion of " through" to local traffic, the need for

Avidening certain roads, the advisability of " classify-

ing " a road on the ground that it has a heavy burden

to bear, and the class of surface required on individual

sections to suit the variety of vehicle most in evidence

upon them. Incidentally, the census should enable the

Minister of Transport to ascertain where good value

is being obtained for the money spent on highway
upkeep, having regard to the traffic stresses imposed.

b
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Among the Accessories

Handsome Mechanical Horn. Auxiliary Traffic Signals for

Mo' or Cycles.
Ingenious Twist Grips.

Ease ot operation and graduation in tone are

features of tlie Lion mechanical horn, made
possible by the powerful leverage of the

handle ; adjustment is provided to take up
wear. 37s. 6d. (The Britannic Electrical

Co., Ltd., Warstock, near Birmingham.)

Clutches for ex-W.D.
Douglases.

Plain two-speed ex-W.D. Douglases may be
converted to clutch models by the Long
cork insert clutch. (The Motor Cycle

Accessories Co., 43a, New Cross Road.

London, S.E.)

Valve-Facing Without a Lathe.

Motor cyclists who do not possess a lathe

will be intere,sted in the Tuckmore valve

truer, which only re-

quires a vice and a brace

to re-face a valve. (Tuck

and Blakemore, Ltd.,

Coventry.)

After the style of the devices occasionally

seen on large cars, a hand-signalling device

has been designed by S. W. Edwards, 19,

Sydney Street, Shirley, Southampton, for

motor cj'cles. Each pair of lever-operated

hands—there is one in front—is transparent

and therefore is illuminated at night by the

^ existing lamps.

Spring Suspended Luggage
Case.

Suspended on coil springs from an auxiliary

frame work attached to the carrier proper

where the tool bags usually are fitted, the

Playfoot spring luggage case solves the

problem of carrying fragile items awheel.

If two cases are used it is easy to connect

them across and form a third platform, say,

for a pillion seat. (R. Playfoot, 31a, Ports-

wood Road, Southampton.)

Operating two controls simultaneously and

independently,- Alexander's twist grip uses a

rack and pinion for the throttle and a

straight outward pull for the air. The

spring behind the plunger in the thumb

stop is just sufficiently strong to locate the

»ir control. Straight pulls on both wires

and positive adjustment are other advan-

tages of the device. (E. C. Alexander, The

Elms, Uplon.)

Simple Detachable Plug.

In the Collins plug design, the central

electrode and main insulator are a taper fit

in the plug body, cylinder pressure and a

capped tube of some suitable non-conducting

material holding the assembly together.

(Capt. S. L. Collins, Fairholme, Sunbury
Common, Middlesex.)

Weather-proofing the Licence
Card.

dun-oirr

BACK DIW-

b2

Cheap licence holders are seldom thoroughly

waterproof ; to overcome this the " Weather-

proof
" protector has been designed. It

seals the card inside the ordinary holder.

(S. J. Addison, 74, Derby Road, North-

ampton.)
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Conespondence shonld lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and must ie accompanied by the writer's name and address.

iOfiOO MILES WITHOUT DECARBONISATION.
Sir,—^My Triumph still does 40 m.p.h., with sidecar,

ticks over like a clock, and starts after two kicks without
priming, and has been running five years without ever being
decarbonised either by cylinder removal or any patent pro-

cess. (Approx. mileage, 40,000.)

This is in all weathers and conditions of riding, - over
fields and through lanes necessitating low^gear work for half

an hour at a time. An exhaust valve broke a couple of

years ago on the road; this I replaced with the spare
carried, without grinding in, and carried on as good as

ever.

The machine is open for inspection, and the people on
my round of farms will verify my statements. 1 am not a

mechanic nor a wizard. So here's to

Hambro-ok. TEUSTY TRIUMPH.

FUEL CONSUMPTION OF TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—In reply to "Old Bill's " query re the petrol con-

siunption on my AUon two-stroke, the 132 m.p.g. is in no
way exaggerated, the mileage being recorded by a Watford
speedometer and a Veeder cyclometer.

My carburetter is a B. & B., but I

do not know the size jet, as I have
never touched it ; the only alteration

I have made is to take the air cap off

and put a piece of gauze over the air

intake. My speed is usually 20 to

25 m.p.h.
" Old Bill's " figure of 70 m.p.g. is

far from satisfactory, and I think he
will trace the cause 1;o a leak in the

crank case ; I have found that a slight

leak will reduce the mileage by as

much as 20 mUes. The faces of the

two halves of JJie crank case should
be absolutely clean, and each bolt

tightened down evenly by a turn at

a time. NOLLA SYADLLA.
Norwich.

WIRELESS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

Sir,
—"Senex," in a recsnt article in

The Motor Cycle, bewails^ the fact that

it is impossible for the passenger in a

sidecar to talk to the driver, and he
_probably voices the opinion of many.

An ideal silencing system, however,
may not come for some time, and till

then a miniature radio set will, I think,
solve the problem. A dynamo, similar

to those now used for lighting purposes,
would supply the current ; the com-
monly-worn helmet would hold and hide
the head-band. The machine would not
need a range of more than five or six

miles, and so need not be unwieldy,
Even when the ideal silencing system

comes, and passenger and driver can
converse freely, the radio set will have a

7-8

VANQUISHED AGAIN. Screw Hill, dis-

covered by The Motor Cycle and regarded

as the country s worst
.
hili, continues to attract

would-be mountaineers. G. White (976 Brough
Superior sidecar) making a good climb during a

recent impromptu attempt. The picture is not

faked in any. way

wide sphere of usefulness. For instance, on a recent tour
with a friend, on several occasions it happened that the one
who had been riding ahead returned two miles or so to find
that the other had been delayed by quite a minor adjustment.
Eventually we got separated at a fork after dark ; in

circumstances such as these some means of communication
would have been invaluable.
The rider in a hurry, too, when unwillingly compelled to

pass a break-down on the road, would infinitely prefer the
definitely spoken regrets, as possible by radio, to the un-
intelligible shout he is compelled to use at present.

Till the motor cycle becomes a practically silent machine
there will be great scope for radio as a means of communica-
tion between passenger and driver, or two or more riders
in company, which is on most machines impossible at

present.

Altogether it is a fascinating subject, and I am convinced
that a reliable radio set -will, in the near future, be as

much a standard fitting on motor cycles, or for that matter
motor cars, as electric lighting will be, developing, as most
things appertaining to motor cycles do, from the " extra
gadget " stage to an indispensability. A.J. 2^.

Darlington.

FUEL CONSUMPTION ON A BIG
SINGLE.

Sir,—How Mr. A. D. Harper
manages to obtain 127 miles to the
gallon on his 5-50 c.c. Triumph I don't
know, and in my opinion it is quite
impossible with a Triumph carburetter.

I have ridden a 550 c.c. Triumph prac-
tically as long as your correspondent,
and my petrol consumption is between
60 and 70 m.p.g. In my opinion the
550 c.c. Triumph is the finest solo

machine on the road, but I do not
believe in attaching a sidecar to it if

speed and power are required. The
finest sports sidecar outfit on the road
is the 678 c.c. Martinsyde.

Batley. TRIUMPH.

THE FINEST PROSPECT.
Sir,—Try these :

Edgehill and Sunrising Hill, between
Banbury and Stratford.

On I'oad from Clipston to Market
Harborough, with Market Harborough
just below.
Newnham Hill, near Daventry ; also

at the other end of the hill on

road from Newnham on to London
Road.
Hill on the road in a field above

Priors Marston, Warwickshire.
From Winwick to Cold Ashby. (The

road is on the map, but camiot be

easily seen in the fields.)

Rugby. F. M.
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SILENCE.
Sir,—Your leading article on "Umvarranted Activity

Against Noise" is indeed very timely and welcome. The
action of the police in respect to silencing cannot be too

strongly condemned, and it is high time that someone made
a move to counteract it. The methods some of them adopt
are, to say the least, reprehensible.
For instance, a friend riding my machine, a 348 c.c.

Douglas fitted with silencer, was pulled up in the follow-
ing manner : After passing two policemen (m plain clothes),

a third some distance away (also in plain clothes) pulled

him up, suggesting that someone wished to speak to him

—

they did, all three of them ; fined £1.
As far as silence goes the machine is inaudible at fifty

yards. A. G. B.
Stone.

Sir,—I am not a believer in the straight-through pipe.;

neither am I a believer in the ultra-silent machine. I

think that it is always noticeable when riding a fairly

noisy machine that the people who apparently spend their

leisure time obstructing the roadway manage to take

notice of one's approach and to give one the minimum
amount of room to get through.
On the other hand, on a really quiet machine the driver

is reduced to a—usually—fruitless sounding of his horn,

which seldom produces a better result than of obtaining
the request that he will proceed to , his (possible)

destination. Is not, therefore, a slightly noisy machine
safer to, ride than a really quiet one ? We must always
remember safety first. OBJECTOR.
Derby.

Sir,—There is rapidly-growing police activity just now
in all parts of the kingdom, with the laudable object of

punishing motor cyclists who are too thoughtless or too

selfish to see that their machines are reasonably silent.

I am certainly no bigot, so far as motor cycles are con-

cerned : as you know, I commanded a motor M.G. battery

early in the war, am a pre-war competition rider, and hold

the Aero Club's pilot's certificate. This, I think, will ab-

solve me from being considered a cotton-wool merchant.
But it is beyond a joke, and unless the undoubted nuisance
ceases there will be harsh provisions inserted in the early-

expected new Motor Act.

I represent the A. A. in the police courts in a Midland
district, too, and as a solicitor can assure your readers

that there is no defence if the evidence proves that a

machine was noisy at the time of the offence. The Order
(1904) states that the exhaust gas must first pass "through

a silencer, expansion chamber, or other contrivance, suit-

able and sufficient for reducing as far as may reasonably
be practicable the noise that would otherwise be caused by
the exhaust gases." I enclose my card and remain,

Salop. ONE OF THE AUDIENCE.

DANGEROUS IMPROVISED BRAKES.
Sir,—May I be permitted to draw attention to a dan-

gerous practice which is becoming very prevalent in many
districts? I refer to the number of boulders and bricks
which are left on the public highway after being used
for the purpose of "scotching" vehicles on hills..

A question relating to this was recently asked in the
House of Commons by Mr. Rhys-Davies, M.P., and, in

reply. Sir John Baird, for the Home Department, promise.^
to have inquiry made if particulars were provided.

T. LA^WRY.

GOGGLES AND HEARING.
Sir,—I would very much like to know if anybody besides

myself finds that one sort of "goggle-deafness" takes the
form of hearing sounds from the wrong direction.
For instance, I was ridnig over some bad bumps a few

days ago when I heard a jarring "clank-clank," apparently
proceeding from the front forks. I stopped and dis-

mounted, and in so doing discovered that the sole cause
was that the stand had been jolted oif its clip !

I would also -like to express my sincere agreement with
Mr. Danks on the subject of issuing silence-certificates

with every new machme. O.K. JUNIOR.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

DEAF MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Sir,— I notice in "Current Chat" of the 14th that a

penalty inflicted on Mr. T. 0. Mullings, of Shrewsbury,
by the local Bench has been made doubly heavy, presum-
ably on account of his having driven a motor cycle whilst
suffering from deafness.

A very interesting question is thus raised. We may
assume that this unfortunate gentleman is, at tlie most,
only moderatchi deaf, and speaking as a moderately deaf
rider may I say that such an affliction is in no way a
handicap to a motor cyclist. My experience is that with
the engine running I can hear overtaking traffic exceed-
ingly well, and it is invariably the case, when my pillion

passenger gives a warning shout of the approach of a faster
vehicle that I have already been aware of it for some
time. I can also, when coming unexpectedly upon an out-
size in "pot-holes," hear quite plainly his muttered and
often not very polite ejaculations.

A large proportion of railway engine
drivers are somewhat deaf, chiefly in'

the ear constantly exposed to wind,
and I have been told by such drivers
that they can hear mechanical defects

'and outside noises remarkably well

—

much better than their firemen, .whose
hearing may be perfect.

London, E.G. ARDOFEARIN.

SPORTSMEN EVER. Surprising as it may seem, Ireland is not so distressful that she

cannot boast considerable activity among her motor cycle clubs. A general view of Magilligan

Strand during the recent Ulster M.C.C. meeting

b6

PUNCTURE PREVENTIVES IN
PATCHED TUBES.

Sir,—AVith reference to the letter

headed " Satisfactory Puncture Pre-
ventive," my experience of Jackson's
" Impervo " is as follows:—

-

Before starting on a long run re-

cently, I put the proper njiantity into

the front tube on my lightweight. I

did not remember that the tube had a
patch on it, but in less than fifty miles
the patch was loose and the tube went
down. It may be quite satisfactory in

a new tube, but from my experience it

is not so in a patched cue. I may men-
tion that this one patch had been on the
tube for over a year, and was not leaky
before using the "Impervo."

C. T. WILLIAMS.
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• GAS.'"

Sir,—The idea to which you give

publicity in "Current Chat" (page

i84) is 'certainly splendid.

One presumes that "Norton Eider"
is a humanitarian and fears the

"Annoying Cyclist" risks heart failure

and /or lung liursts through his furious

pedalling. It certainly is annoying as

line travels along on one's sports 'bus,

admired by all on the Surbiton parade,

and leaving behind a gentle smell akin

to that of decomposing fish, that trail-

ing in the rear should be a mere push
bikist. By all means fumigate him

!

But it is a pity to stop there. A
sudden application of the brakes on a

straight open road will sometimes take
the cj'clist unawares, and liis resultant

spill is really ludicrous and will reduce
the crowding on the road by one at

least.

Still, it is as an instructor in road
manners that "Norton Eider" chiefly

appeals to me, and I should be so glad

to learn more from this gentleman. For
instance, I myself find that the shout-
in" of some suitable and abusive remark
helps, the dilatory pedestrian to re-

niember, and continue to remember,
that he annoys the motor cyclist ; but
"Norton Eider," I feel sure, will

have some more cunning, subtle,

humorous way of helping the motoring movement, and the
movement of the pedestrian. Please let us know, " Norton
Rider," that we. the chosen people, may teach the public the
manners of the open road.

But oh, to own Chitty-bang-bang for one hour, that I

might drive continually just in front of " Norton Eider."

A. C. GODFEEY.

Sir,—Motor cyclists in general are acclaimed to be of a
generous and reasonable nature, and it is beyond my com-
prehension why the immediate presence of a cyclist annoys
them. Does- it offend their dignity ? It certainly is not

the fear of a crash—with the odds greatly against the
'
cyclist..

national minds nrust admit that, to keep up with an
average motor cycle. It requires a cyclist of excellent stamina,

and therefore experience. Such a man has, no doubt, had
more than one tight corner, and is quite able to use his brains

and brakes quickly and efficiently. This ability removes the

alleged danger.

WATER SPLASHES FASHIONABLE. T. Meakin (Velocette) splashing through Gaddesby
ford, included in a recent Leicester trial, and

Incidentally, excluding pseudo speedmen and small boys,
fast travelling does not mean " furious pedalling " any more
than fast motor cycling, within reason, means furious
driving.

Perhaps motorists will ask, "Why do cyclists tuck in?"
The answer is easy. Like the motoi-ist, the cyclist \vishes to

cover the distance with the minimum of exertion, and tucking
in is such a help !

Motor cyclists once pushed the humble cycle, and it would
be a pity if the acquisition of an engine makes a man
snobbish.
Accordingly, I feel I must appeal to motorists not to deny

a small help, so easily given, by " choking him off," but
to foster a good inter-class feeling on the road.

JAMES E. THOEPE.
[Our original correspondent's suggestion was not given

our support,—in fact, we were mildly surprised that any
Norton rider should have been troubled in this way—but
we cannot agi-ee that the practice of hanging-on by cyclists

is not dangerous.

—

Ed.]

-H. Greaves (Beardmcre), left, and B. L. Bird (B.S.A. sidecar) providing amusement for many schoolboys by crossing a considerably

deeper one discovered by the Redditch Club.

9-10 b 9
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MARKING IN THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

Sir,—May I ask for a little of your space to comment
on the judges' report of the Six Days Trials' The
report begins with a statement that the Trials were con-

ducted in the manner prescribed by the regulations pre-

viously made public. A cuiefiil examination of the pub-
lished weights shows that in several instances the regula-

tions were not enforced ; and those unfortunates who relied

on the wheel-spin clause found that it was fcr ornament
and not for use.

Stress is laid on the importance of the final examination,

which makes one regret that it was such a cursory affair

compared with the timekeeping, etc.; for example, a com-
petitor unlucky enough to be IS-j min. early at a secret

check forfeited his gold medal, yet in two cases known to

the writer—there were probably many other similar ones

—

a vital part of the transmission was only made usable by
straps and wire, which were removed prior to the exam-
ination, and missed by the examiner, one mark being de-

ducted for a loose spoke, actually caused by wiring the

loose sprocket to it!

The remarks as to the inclusion of "very difficult hills"

are much to the point, but since climbing them is almost
entirely a matter of driving skill, which is not a primary
object of test in the Six Uayti Trials, full marks should
not be deducted if a driver succeeds in getting to the top

without outside assistance; i.e., if he falls off, let him
start again without penalty on freaks like Eosedale.

As regards the results, it appears that some manufac-
turers suffered unduly from the system of marking: The
order of merit depended almost entirely on the bonus
marks gained in the speed test, and while this is fair

enough among the lightweights, which are all designed for

one purpose, it discriminates most unfairly between the

heavier machines. Some are expressly designed as fast

solos and others as double-purpose knockabouts. For ex-

ample, take two machines of similar capacity : one designed
for a maximum of, say, 70 ni.p.h. averages 58, getting a

bonus of 15 ; the other, designed for a maximum of 50,

averages 48, bonus 6. Which is the more meritorious per-

formance ? Obviously the second, yet the first is generally

regarded as better. It is difficult to see how a fair mean
can be struck, but the system of bonus marks for speed is

not ideal.

One word more. I believe over fifty hills were observed
during the week ; it seems a great pity that the number
was not greatly reduced and the observing more completely
done. The very fact that so many decisions, e.g., on Rose-
dale, were reversed is an admission of incompetent observ-

ing; again, later in the week three experienced spectators

(whose names are well known to all motor cyclists) in-

formed me that three riders had failed—by falling off or

charging the bank ; not by being baulked—on a certain

observed hill, yet two of those three riders appear with
-1-5 marks for hill-climbing. It was, in fact, clear to all

competitors that the observing was very badly done, and
to this I will hold against anv official assurance to the

.

contrary.
"

J. M. PHILPOTT.

PRIVATE OWNERS IN BIG TRIALS.
Sir,
—"Matchy" thinks that it would be a better guide

for the public in trials like the Six Days event to restrict

entries to manufacturers, as a private owner might ppoil

success through bad driving. Surely it is noticed very often

that private owners drive far better in big trials than trade

riders. Then why exclude them, especially as they enter

for the sport of the event ? I quite agree that expense stops

more private owners from entering. XB. 1532.

London.

"COLD FEET."
Sir,—I am rather amused at " Bun-Doola's " suggestion.

Might I suggest a gallon tin of 30 O.P. Scotch, strapped to
the carrier, and a length of rubber ttibing, from which a nip
could be taken during the colder spells?

If " Bun-Doola " buys a pair of airman's hip boots, wool
lined to the soles, he could trek through Siberia' in winter
and never have cold feet. These can be bousht. ex. W.D.,
for a nominal sum. WAGG-J.A.P.
Glasgow.

b TO

SUGGESTIONS TO BRIGHTEN THE EXETER RUN.
Sir,—With reference to your correspondent's suggestion '

of including a hill-climb in the London-Exeter run by way
of stiffening up the trial, with classes for machines of

every known capacity, might I suggest that to add further
interest to the proceedings, classes be included for sports

models, super-sports models, and stripped racing models,
also that the start from Staines be used as a speed test

by commencing with a flying kilometre trial ?

This would be useful to prove or disprove the oft made
statement t|iat machines travel faster at night, as a similar

start might be made from Exeter on the return journey.

Other interesting tests might also make a gold more worth
while, such as a timed plug-changing on Salisbury Plain
and a bun-eating competition at Honiton. QUIXIX.
Bayswater, \\'!2. .

"

DEPOSITS ON VALVE STEMS.
Sir,
—"Interested" complains of a rubber-like deposit

on his o.h. valves ; I have had the same trouble with my
side-by-side ^ valve Triumph, but only when using Castrol

R oil.

Once when I mi.xed a few tablespoonsful of "E" with
my petrol the deposit was so thick that I wonder any gas

got into the cylinder at all.

At the last show at Olympia I went and saw Messrs.

Wakefield; who said they had had similar complaints

before, and advised me not to use Castrol R in a touring

machine. I still use ".R," but take the inlet valVe out

every 50O miles and clean off the deposit.

London, S.W. SIDEVALVE.

THE LARGEST AIR-COOLED ENGINE.
Sir,—I should like to point out that the Ai-mslrong-

Siddeley "Jaguar" does not represnt-- the highest powered
air-cooled engine. . -

A static radial aircraft engine was produced after the

war by the Cosmos Engineering Co., of Bristol- (a firm that

will be remembered in connection with the radial engined

car bearing their name)_ with a nominal h.p. of 1,000, about
which the following particulars may be of interest :

—
Number of cylinders.—18 (two rows on two-throw crank).

Bore and stroke.—158.75 x 190.5 ram.

Piijton speed (normal).—2,387.5ft. per min.

R.p.m. (normal).—1,750.

H.p. (nominal).—1,000.
Weight (dry).—1.400 lb.

Weight per h.p.—1.4 lb. E. A. R. LEECE.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Further communications have been received from JNIessrs.

F. A. Simpson and Rex. Foweraker in reply to Mr. J. A.
Newman's letter on the subject of "Bristol's Freak Hills."

The controversy has now become a question of whether or

not Burledge is a freak hill, and, since there is no hard and
last definition of what is a freak hill, we are compelled to

close the correspondence.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto.

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4, and whether intended for pubhcation or not
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope,

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union,
of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representat:

particular locality.

All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

must tie accompanied by a l^d^ stamped addressed envelope for reply,

query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects,
readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit
Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a rid. stamp), and will be dealt
ives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any

MAGNETO FOR FLAT TWIN.
I am building a fovir-stroke

S
flat-twin engine, and have a
Simms-Bosch D.A.V. type 45

degree magneto. Could I run

the magneto -at engine speed, re-

moving one cam from the contact

brealcer and fi.xing a distributor on the

half-time shaft without doing aiiy

harm to it. Alternatively would you

advise me to run the magneto at half

speed and alter the cams in the contact

breaker?—W.L.W.
The 45 degree magneto is quite unsuit-

able for use with a four-stroke horizontal

twin engine. Your best plan would be

to sell the 45 degree magneto and obtain

one with firing angle of 180 degrees ; this

sliould run at half engine speed.

A RARE MACHINE.
My machine is a 1919-20

499 c.c. Bianchi (single cylinder),

with three-speed gear, clutch,

and' kick starter, Amac car-

baretter, and C.A.V. magneto.

It is ridden sole. (1) What is the best

valve sett-ng? (2) What is the best

Smportant Dates.

Sat., Sept. 30th. — M.C.G. SportinJ
Trial.

Wed., Oct. 4th, to Sun., Oct. IS.—
Paris Salon.

Sat., Oct. 2Ist—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pioDship Meeting at Brooklamls.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. tlth—
Olympia Car Show.

Sat., .Nov. 25th, to Sat., Del. 2nd—
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Thurs., Jan. 13th to Mon., Jan. 24th
(1923).—The Belgian Salon.

magneto setting, for economy, with

reasonable speed ? I am given to under-

stand the machine is of Italian origin,

and not generally well-known in this

country. The engine and gears are in-

tegral, the gears being on near side of

crank case, whilst timing gears are on
off side. The two valve lifter cams and

SEEN ON THE ROAD in the Midlands recently, this unconventional-looking vehicle is less

unattractive in contour than the average two-seated sidecar. It has been built to accommodate

driver and passenger in equal comfort, and is-driven by a single-cylindgr. Blackbume engine.

15-' 6.

half-time wheel are in one and appear
to be machined out of solid. The
magneto is driven from this, having a
gear wheel interposed with the same
number of teeth.—C.H.F.

(1) Time the valves so that the exhaust is

just closing and the inlet just commencing
to open as the piston passes top dead
centre of the stroke. As both cams are

attached to the same timing wheel, how-
ever, the setting of the inlet valve will

be correct if you merely make certain

that the exhaust is jast closing as above
stated. (2) Time the magneto so that
the spark occurs on top dead centre of

compression stroke with the ignition con-

trol two-thirds retarded. The Bianchi, as

you have been informed, is an Italian

production, and only one or two privately-

owned samples have been introduced into

this country.

POWER LOSS AFTER DISMANTLING.
I am riding an O.K. Villiers

^1 two-stroke machine, and since

> having it decarbonised I find it

-^ has not the same compression!

I have done 1,200 miles before

decarbonising and about 100 since, so I

think I hive run it in enough, and if

there is to be a return of the old

power, which was exceptional, I ought
to find it now. I have spoken to several

friends, but all they could say was it

is usual with two-strokes to exhibit

a falling off in power. Surely that is

not right; there must be some way to

fix things up again. As I am only an

amateur I got a mechanic to put me
right, but he says there would be no

loss of power it there was a leak in

the joint.s and that the rings are all

right.—B.S.
Providing all the joints have been

properly remade, and providing that the

original timing of the magneto has not

been disturbed, there should not be an

appreciable loss of power after decaibo-

nising the engine. It is essential, how-

ever."t,'iat the joints between the cylirder

and crank case' should have been carefjlly

remade, using brown paper and seccotine

as jointing material. We assume, of

course, that the piston rings are correctly

fitted in their grooves, and that you h.ive

not by any chance fixed the piston in the

wrong way round, i.e., with the deflector

towards the exhaust ports, and we

suppose also that you have made pro-

vision for the transfer port in the new

cylinder base washer.

b i



GOING TO AUSTRALIA.
In December I am sailing for

Brisbane, Australia. Can you
give me any idea as to motor
cycle conditions there? My
mount is a colonial mod«l 490 c.c.

Norton, purchased in 1921. If you
advise me to take the machine with

me, I should be grateful for any hints

re packing.—F.C.H.
Conditions for motor cycling in Australia

are only good in the immediate neigh-

Iwurhood of the large towns. Outside the

city areas the roads are usually extremely
bad. There would be no special, diffi-

culty in taking a machine with you,

altliough it would be advisable to have
it partly dismantled, taking out the

wheels, forks, and handle-bars, and en-

closing the whole in a strong case. Your
best plan is to consult one of the ship-

ping agencies, which would handle the

whole matter without further trouble on
your part.

CYCLE CAR TRANSMISSION.
I have a cycle car with dual

belt drive (both rear wheels)
from a cross shaft just behind
the engine ; the drive is very
longj necessitating a 12ft. belt.

I wish to shorten this, but it would
mean lengthening the primary chain

drive to 4 or 5ft. I am anxious
to know whether a chain would work
satisfactorily at this distance, or would
there be too much whip? I use ruliber

belts ; Avould ' leather link belting be
less liable to slip, and is the wear on
pulleys greater than with rubber? Is

any belt made to drive an 8cwt. cycle
car without slip in wet weather ?

—

~ Q.E.D.
One of the advantages of the foi'm of

transmission which you describe is the
possiljility of using long belt centres,

thus permitting a slack belt to be used
with consequent smoothness of transmis-
sion.! There should be no slip whatever

if the front pulleys are of reasonable size,

say Tin. or Sin. diameter. A chain run-

ning at 4ft. 5in. centres would be very
unsatisfactory, and the slipping of the
belt at the consequent short centres would
be much intensified. Speaking generally,

rubber belts of lin. or Ijin. section are

practically immune from slipping if kept
reasonably dry. and assuming, of course,

that the pulleys are of fair size. We
suggest that you retain th£ forward posi-

tion of the countershaft and that you get

as great a reduction of gear as possible

on the short chain drive. You will then
be able to fit larger driving pulleys.

NO COMPRESSION.
Recently I bought a 348 c.c.

Douglas motor cycle (1914 model)
and was surprised to find that

the machine possessed very little

compression, and yet it runs
fairly well Although the engine can

be turned over by just rotating the fly-

wheel with the hand, there is no appre-

ciable loss of power on the road. How
is this accounted for?—A.J.

The 1914 type 348 c.c. Douglas had a

fairly low compression engine intended to

run at a high speed ; cqnsequently it is

not so seriously affected by poor com-
.pression as would be a slower running
engine with a high compression ratio. If

the power is good, there is no need to

troul^le about the fact that the flywheel

may be turned round easily by hand.

ACCIDENT DUE TO BREAKDOWN.
On a main road, A and B

approaching each other, each on
his proper side, a short distance

apart. A's steeruig gear breaks,

causing a dive across the road
to the right-hand side. A and B collide

there, A's machine being a total wreck,
B's badly damaged. Both are driving

at ordinary touring speeds and neither

are insured. A contends that B made
no attempt to avoid collision, such as

SEPTEMBER 2Sth, ig22.

easing up or swerving from the left.

B proposes suing to recover his damage,
on the grounds that A was driving on
the wrong side of the road and at an
excessive speed. Is A liable for damage
directly caused by this mechanical
breakage ?—J. A. P.

A driver is not liable for damaage directly

caused by a mechanical breakage over

which he has no control. If, however,
he is driving at an excessive speed at

the time, then he could be held liable.

Fj-om the facts stated A should resist any
oaim made by B, but if such claim is

persisted in then he should consult a

solicitor, who would be able to go more
fully into the facts of the case.

FITTING A BIGGER- ENGINE.

Is it sate and will it be satis-

1^ factory to substitute a higher-

> powered unit than that already
-iJ lionsed in my 2&9 c.c. two-sti-oke

machine ? A greater turri of speed

is desired, as well as better passenger

carrying performances, and I contem-

plate obtaining, say, a 560 c.c. or 550

c.c. engine (four-stroke) and fitting it.

—

,

a.E.
It would certainly not be advisable to fit

a 500 c.c. or 550 c.c. four-stroke engine

in a frame built for a 269 c.c. two-stroke.

WORN BIG-END.
When travelling on full throttle

(which does not amount to much
on my small two-stroke !) the

engine makes a fearful clatter.

This does not happen until the

machine exceeds a certain speed, nor

does it occur when climbing a hill with

throttle wide open. Altering the timing

does not appear to alter this noise.

What is the cause?—G.E.
In all probability the noise is the result

of a worn big-end bearing, since the

trouble only makes itscH objectionably

apparent when running light ' as you
describe.

RACING WITHOUT TIME-KEEPERS. Race meetings on the sands become more popular week by week, and if, as was done at

the Weston-super-Mare event illustrated, the classes are run as races in heats, they should continue to attract much interest.

b 14 .
31-32
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SHOCK ABSORBING AT THE BASE.
(1) What are the advantages

njT] (if any) and disadvantages of a

I
>

I

properly designed spring con-

LLI necting rod, especially for use

with a high compression single

cylinder engine? (2) Would it increase

efficiency? (3) Are any engines so

fitted.—A.H.P.
(1) Spring connecting rods have never been
used with satisfaction, indeed it seems
most unlikely that such a device is worth
experimenting with, although occasionally
it has been suggested. (2) Possibly, if

the ideal design could be -attained.

(3) No.

449

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Eeaders' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
e/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset Souse, Tudor Street, London,
E.VA, ichen they will be forioarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests
for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.
"S.H.E." (Sussex).—Carburetter suit-

able for Cedos, other than that made and
fitted by makers.
"C.E.S."- (Lincoln).—293 c.c. New

Imperial; 348 c.c. Ealeigh ; and 349 c.c.

Barr and Stroud engine : petrol con-
sumption, reliability, and general suit-

ability for touring.

"CM." fFalkenham).—Harper Run-
about : starting, steering, reliability.

"H.E.A." (Weymouth).—349 c.c.

A.J.S. : reliability, speed, hill-climbing,

fuel consumption.
"C.G.N." (Yarmouth). — McKenzie

lightweight.

"R.W.A." (Bromsgrove).—Johnson's
Carbon Remover; seizure of C.A.V. con-

tact-breaker.

SIDECARS FOR POSTAL COLLECTION,
has placed a large order for

SPARKLETS.
£150 Four-Wheelers.

A.V. runabouts have now been reduced
in price to £150 by the makers, Ward
and Avey, Ltd., 1-11, Park Road, Ted-
dington, Middlesex.

An Amendment.
V. F. G. Fowke won a silver medal

in the Sopwith Cup Trial on a Beard-
more-Barr and Stroud, the machine being

omitted on the official list of starters.

" EVERY COPPER HELPS ' the Birmingham hospitals, and . the appropriate disguise of

W. H. Egginton's sidecar outfit at a gymkhana in aid of these insbtutions no doubt attracted

valuable public attention.

Aftei an exhaustive test, the General Post Office

Royal Enfield delivery vans.

The Lyons Fair.
The P.L.M. Railway, 179, Piccadilly,

W.l, announces tliat, on the occasion of
the Lyons Fair, to be held from the 1st
to the 15th October next, special tickets
will be issued from any station in France
to Lyons, both to exhibitors and to
visitors. .

Gfood Performance alter 11,000 Miles.
An outstanding performance in the re-

cent Sopwith Cup Trials was made by
C. E. Taylor, riding a Vasco two-stroke
machine. In addition to winning a gold
medal he was awarded the Dale Cup (for
the best motor cycle performance). The
achievement was all the more remarkable
m view of the fact that the machine had
already had eleven thousand miles' ser-
vice to its credit.

Found.
A tool-roll on Porlock Hill.—Ref. No.

A mackintosh on Chigwell Road. Ref.
No. 103.

A Tan-Sad near Charing, Kent. Ref.
No. 104.

Overall motor ooat at Nottingham.
-Ref. No. 105.

Motorist's clothing near Tewkesbury.
—Ref. No. 107.

Lost.
6v. accumulator, near Pitsea, Essex.

—Ref. No. 106.

Haversack containing Rudge spares
and tools, near Littlehampton. Ref. No.
102.

Catalogues Received.
The Tryus Cycle Co., Johnstone Street,

Birchfields, Birmingham.—The Silver
Prince featherweight (£26 5s.). A single
gear, open frame, two-stroke, suitable for
riders of both sexes.

The Burlington Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,
7, South Side, Clapham Common, Lon-
don, S.W.4.—A catalogue of sidecars, de-

scribing no less than nine different

models.
Desmo, Ltd., Desmo House, 264-265,

Broad Street, Birmingham.—Motor cycle

horns, mirrors, electric and acetylene

lamps, etc.
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No Escape

!

"For allowing exhaust gases to escape
from a motor cycle " in Freeman Street,

Hull, two motor cyclists were fined.

Lack of Justice in Midlands Courts.

Bitter complaints continue to reach us
regarding the unfairness of the police

campaign against noise in the IMidlands,
particularly Birmingham. Apparently,
the unfortunate defendants, in silencing

prosecutions, are not permitted to call

any evidence in their favour, however
authoritative it may be.

Freak Hill Climbing Popular.

Helped almost solely by the publicity

of a short paragraph in The Motor
CycU, the Oxford M.C. freak hill climb
on Alms attracted nearly a thousand
people. As announced in " Club News,"
a similar climb will be held at Cadsden,
near the top of Kop (Princes Ris
borough) on October 1st.

Not Cause and Effect.

While appreciating our readers' interest

in the matter, we really are tired of re-

ceiving newspaper cuttings referring to

the Stratford motor cyclist who, it is

alleged, has not had a bath since Armis-
tice Day. On behalf of the whole motor
cycle movement, we take this oppor-

tunity of repudiating all responsibility.

Our Erudite Police.

Summoned for the fashionable offence

of the moment—noisiness—a Burton-on-
Trent reader had his case dismissed after

examination by the police of his silencer

—an Argus. It was then explained he
had nearly infringed the law in the first

case by being on low gear. His machine
is direct belt driven.

Touring in the 15th Century.
" With groaning wheels, the heavy

machine advanced by fits and starts, now
descending into rotten hollows, now
sticking altogether in tue deep mire,
now in peril of capsizing over some
uiieven surface, or splashing through

\ some low-lying part of the road
flooded by a neighbouring rtream.

"

A correspondent thinks this extract
from an account of the social life

in England during the fifteenth century
particularly applicable to present-day
road conditions. We consider it more
likely to be an account of the first Scott
Trial.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

••THE AUTOCAR ••-published
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
pl'.t-e automobile journal embracing
small,medium,andlayge cars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday ^A%
Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

Uimes to %\qU Xamps.
Sept. 28th .

.

•

.

7.16 p.m.

30ih .. .. 7.11 ..

Oct. 2nd .

.

.

.

7.6 „

4th .. .. 7.2 .,

International Road Congress in Spain.

In May next year the Fourth Inter-

national Road Congress will be held at

Seville, by invitation of the Spanish

Government. A number of British road

engineers will be present. We will keep

a close watch on our pet pot-hole during

May.

Italians as Track Builders.

It seems that the Italians are destined

to be the great track builders of the

world, as, in addition to the Monza Moto-

drome, the Italian Sporting Club at

Lima, Peru, has built a stadium and a

cemented track on which motor cycle

races are frequently held. Incidentally,

a recent 10 kilometre race was won by a

499 c.c. Rudge-Multi, competing against

high-powered twin-cylinder machines.

Coming of Age o£ the M.C.C.

To celebrate the founding of the Motor

Cycling Club 21 years ago—to be exact,

on November 19th, 1901-—there will be

held, as near to the date as possible this

year, a week-end run to a venue which

will be -published in due course. Mr.

W. H. Wells, Captain of the Club, is in

charge of the arrangements, and any

member, present or past, but especially

those who helped the Club in its early

days, anxious to take- part should com-

municate with him at 366, Euston Road,

London, N.W.I.

WHERE HEAVYWEIGHTS ARE POPULAR. Dutch motor cyclists favour big twm motor

cycles, perhaps on account of the weighty clothing which they invariably wear! A scene in the

club championship of Holland (described on page 459).
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98 Entries for M.C.C. Trial.

98 entries hnve been received for the

M.C.C. sporting trial for solo machines,
whicli starts at Caterliam on Saturday
next.

A Silent Motor Cycle.

An interes-ting motor cycle is being

produced in Coventry by Packman and
Poppe, in which the main feature will be

its silence. It will have a duple.x' frame,

a. Barr , and Stroud engine, and both
chains entirely enclosed in cast aluminium
cases.

Further Price Reductions,
For 1923 the standard air-cooled Morgan

cycle car, with J. A. P. or Blackburne en-

gine, will be £135. The De Luxe and
family air-cooled types will be £155 and
£165 respectively. Water-cooled Grand
Pri.x, De Luxe, and family models are

£160, £165, and £170 respectively.

Pallin for Gaillon Hill Climb.
Gaillon Hill climb will take place on

October 1st, the Sunday nreceding the
Paris Show. Already a good many entries

have_been received, and among them that

of Cyril PuUin, who will ride a Douglas
in the 750 c.c. class, in which he will be
pitted against Pean, the crack Peugeot
rider.

Next Saturday at Brooldands.
Saturday next will be a, red-letter day

for car enthusiasts who frequent Brook-
lands, for an that day will he held the
Essex M.C. Speed Championships. Judg-
ing by the number of well-known names
which appear in the programme, speed
and excitement will not be lacking. A
commendable innovation is the reduction
of the admission fee to three shillings.

Belgian Record Attempts.
Having no equal to Brooklands, Bel-

gian motor cycle enthusiasts are follow-

ing the example of the French and have
set apart October 1st for a series of

record attempts, which will take place

on the road from Oostmalle to Turnhout
between the 28th and 29th kilometre

stones. The event will be run under the

F.I.C.M. and the Belgian
_ Motor Cycle

Federation rules.

New Cure for Knocking.
"Place the device on the plug of the.

cylinder that is knockifig and keep it on'

for half a minute. This will ' stop ' the
noise, because you take away the firing

compression. The device ' cures ' knock-
ing cylinders and dry pistons in the same
way, and detects weak compression"

—

an unedited extract from a leaflet about
a new spark tester. In the same way, a
burst rear tyre may be cureS by lifting

the whole machine into the ditch, and
proceeding on foot.

Paris Speed Trials Postponed.
Last Saturday morning was fixed for

attempts on world's records over the fly-

ing kilometre -in the Bois de Boulogne,
Paris. By a special concession the Paris
Muncipality granted the use of the
Avenue des Acacias. A thick coating of
tar was laid only a few days before the
event should have been held, but as it

refused to dry the event has had to be
postponed. Several English competitors
journeyed to Paris to attack existing
records.

Kop Climb Postponed.

After considerable discussion, the South
Midland Centre hill-climb, to have been
held on Kop Hill on Saturday, was,
wisely, we think, postponed until October
7th. The surface was in an extremely
rough and churned-up condition, and to
get up at all was quite a feat.

Doncaster Speed Trials.

The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup will

be competed for in the best supported
class at the Doncaster M.C.C. speed trials

next Saturday. The event, which starts

a 1 p.m., will be held on the Saiidall

Beat Road, adjoining the Doncaster race
course, and the various classes are open
to members of clubs affiliated to the York-
shire Centre of the A.C.LT. H. Le Vack
is the present holder of Thu Motor Cycle
Cup, which is put up for yearly competi-
tion at this " Petrol St. Leger."
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The Vogue of the 350 cc. Solo Machine.
Yet another well-known firm to an-

nounce a 350 c.c. solo machine for 1923
is the Martinsyde.

Motor Cycle Beats 98 h.p. Car.
On Saturday the R.S.A.C. held a hUl-

climb on Cairn-o'-Mount^ mainly for cars.
Fastest time of the fray, however, was
made by J. W. Adamson (490 Norton) in
2min. 50.83ec., beating cars up to 98 h.p.
Full results of the car classes are given
in to-morrow's Aiitocar.

Well-known Competition Rider
Disengaged.

One of the best known and most suc-
cessful competition riders of to-day—and
yesterday—Harry Basliall, is now disen-
gaged. Past T.T. winner, successful in
trials and on the track, Bashall is very
well qualified to take charge of the com-
petition department of any firm.

499 Knowles.
In the Judges' report on the Six Days

Trials, just issued, there is given a list of
machines that retired day by day. Along
with a "499 Rudge," a "555 P. & M."
and a ''494 Douglas" is a "499
Knowles "—an unintentional, but never-
theless remarkable, tribute to the popu-
larity of the Norton amateur rider of that
name.

Records by Flat-twin Sidecar.
On Brooklands on Thursday last J. L.

Emerson (494 Douglas sc.) was successful
in gaining several records in the 600 c.c.
sidecar class :

—

Distance. Time.
50 miles ... 46m. 46.52s. (64.13 m.p.h.).

100 miles ... Ih. 37m. 30.18s. (61.63 m.p.h.)
Time. Distance.
1 hour ... 63 miles, 1,586 .yards (63.90

m.p.ti.).

2 hours ... 120 miles, 1,297 yards (60.37
m.p.h.).

Excursions to the Paris Show.
To enable visitors to the Paris Show

to travel cheaply, the S.E. and C.R. is

running excursions to Paris (Nord), avail-
able for 15 days, on Friday and Saturday,
October 6th and 7th. These tickets are
available via every service except the
11 o'clock from Victoria and the mid-
day service from Paris (Nord). Return
fares : 1st, £5 5s. 3d. ; 2nd, £5 15s. 3d. ;

3rd (passengers travel by slower trains on
the French side), £2 9s. 9d.

^JTCTT,-

COMPETITORS AT THE DISABLED DRIVERS' RALLY at Bllndley Heath, in the
slow race. This event was won by C. Annett (749 A.J.S. sidecar), who had perfect control

of his outfit although handicapped by the loss of a leg.

C5
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EIGHTY MILES OF TROUBLE,
The Scott Trial Reviewed by; Scott Trial Reviewed by " The Motor Cycle

"

Representative, who accompanied the Competitors

*1^/

HOW is it that the organisers of the Scott trial can

induce over fifty motor cyclists to enter for their

annual steeplechase ?

True there are always a few who do not understand

the troubles in store for them, yet the majority are

hardened riders who have competed on previous occa-

sions and have sufficiently recovered the use of their

limbs to have another try.

As an instance of the blissful innocence with which

a novice may enter, a certain Midland competitor was

heard to remark that the course could not be

worse than the trial (a Midland event which

was the cause of much discussion). Yet at the

finish this optimist arrived, nearly an hour late, minus

several important parts of his machine, wet, muddy
from several falls, but with a broad grin on his coun-

tenance. Realising that here was another convert to

the true spirit and that his name would figure in next

year's entry list I carefully refrained from saying " I

told you so."

The aforementioned grin is infectious and is worn

by spectators and competitors alike. It is a curious

fact that in the Scott trial and in the Scott trial alone

a competitor can strike a boulder in the midst of the

"fairway " (?) or fall off in the midst of fourteen

inches of chilly moorland stream, yet, in spite of the

discomfort to man and machine, can—laugh.

A Motor Cyclists' Grand National.

This year one competitor finished with no brakes,

foot rests pointing skyward, a damaged knee and
breeches split for inches ; he estimated his falls in the

afternoon section at 30 and finished by rolling down a

steep bank, yet like everyone else he had enjoyed him-

self and was thoroughly cheerful.

There must be some forty miles of the eighty-three

mile course which would cause protests loud and pro-

longed if they occurred in any other event
;
yet not a

murmur is heard amongst joyful but bedraggled sur-

vivors or disgruntled and Aveary unfortunates.

Secure in the knowledge that if he " has a dash " at

the obstacles the sporting observer w'ill spare him a

bonus mark or so, even should he crash, the competitor

will ride to win in the true sporting spirit.

Originated as a map-reading contest for members of

the Scott staff and works, the trial is now the premier

sporting event of the year, and by reason of the avail-

able country and the spirit of the organisers it is secure

from serious competition. Underlying all is the knoAV-

ledge that the proceeds are devoted to a worthy

object. Would that the patients of St Dunstan's could

enjoy the sp>ectacle of all these good sportsmen cheer-

fully floundering through rivers or clinging like limpets

c6

to bucking and skidding machines on such a hill as the

Scar. Such ah outing amongst such companions would
do much to cheer thei' i.i]ucky hearts.

Were I a manufacturvr producing a new machine 1

would enter a team for every Scott trial with the object

of finding out weak sf>ots ; but I should be sure that

there were no bad sportsmen amongst my riders. And
though the experiment would almost certainly be costly

I should learn, for there is no better test of doubtful
fittings. There are a few who withhold their entries

because the Scott team stands the best chance. Well
and good : they have missed the spirit of the trial, a

first-class day's sport and companionship of the best.

The Scott trial is not a " trade " event, because the

premier award carries no great weight except with the

few who realise the conditions : it is not a trial in which
the " win, tie or wrangle " spirit is likely to find sup-

porters, may it never be so ; but it is a supreme test of
man and machine, and it includes just that element of
luck and danger which is necessary to add a spice to any
form of true sport.

At the conclusion any man who can average his set

speed or even obtain an award may congratulate himself
upon the fact that he is a real rider and has a real

machine, for though many first-class men and machines
may fall by the wayside no second-class article, has a
chance amongst the hard-riding crowd that gathers

annually at Otley on a grey September morning.
Herein lies the answer to the question which starts

this effusion. It is just the chance of making a pass-

able show in such good company which attracts the

sporting owner ; while a few—a very few—manufac-
turers encourage a representative or two to compete with
a view to obtaining valuable data.

Medium Weight and Power Score.

One rather curious fact has emerged, for in spite of
the drifts and fearful surfaces (very much worse than
any so-called Colonial trial in this country), big twins,

whatever their country of origin, have not as a rule dis-

tinguished themselves. Perhaps the conditions hardly
corresjKind to overseas surfaces, or perhaps the British

machine of smaller capacity is not quite so unsuitable

for overseas conditions as we are sometimes told ?

It must be granted that there is no sand on the Scott

course : it is probably the only form of obstacle which
is omitted ; but of this we may be sure, if there was
sand in the neighbourhood it would be included

—

lots

of it. Spectator.

[On pages 429 and 439 there appear illustrations of

this year's Scott Trial, which was described fully last

week.

—

Ed.
]
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CLOSE
FINISHES AT
PORTHCAWL
RACES.

Overhead Valve Engines Score

Heavily in Neath and District

M.C. Speed Trials.

ON Saturday last very successful speed

trials ^vere held at Rest Bay, Porth-
cawl, by the Xeath and District

Motor Club. The event had originally

been organised to take place in Margam
Park, when the Evans-Bevan Challenge
Cup at present held by C. Sgonina would
liave been up for competition, but owing,

to the unfortunate illness of Mrs. Lips-

combe, the owner of the park, it was
impossible to carry out the original pro-

gramme.
In tile fourteen events run at Porth-

cawl there were really magnificent finishes.

Harris (248 XeAv Imperial), who, by the

way, is gradually piling up a nice record,

proved an easy winner in the 250 c.c.

class. H. Church (Velocette), who might
liave worried him, I'etired with plug

trouble.

O.H.V. Engines Do Well.
Sgonina's self-converted o.h.v. A.J.S.

was the winner of the 350 c.c. class, run-

ning clean away from the whole field.

O.h.v. engines were certainly the star

performers in the 600 c.c. class, the

fastest side-by-side valve machine being

I. Parker's long-"stroke Sunbeam.

Start of the 600 c.c. class. The sands were

(Sunbeam) and V. Anstica (D

Only three events were won by side-

by-side valve engines.

Big Twin versus Flat Twin.

Great things were expected of Handel
Davies on his Brough Superior. How-
ever, he was only able to pull off one
event, and this by inches only from
AnStice's Douglas, which was really in

great form.

Graham Walker won both the expert

sidecar classes, but with little to spare,

V. Anstice's Douglas running remarkably
well.

Results

:

275 c.c. (General).—!, — . Harris (248 New Im-
perial) ; 2, — . Husbands (249 o.h.v. Coveu try-

very wet but not dangerously soft. I. Parker

ouglas) are nearest the camera.

350 c.c. (General).—!, C. Sgonina (349
Sgonina-A.J.S.) ; 2, T. A. Jones (349 Ivy); 3,
— . Harris (248 New Imperial).

350 C.C. (Expert).—!, C. Sgonina (349 Sgonina-
A.J.S.); 2, J. Board (349 Wetherall) ; 3, T. A.
Jones (349 Ivy).

600 C.C. (Novice').- I. R. Protheroe (492 Sun-
beam); 2, — . Parker (494 Douglas).

600 c.c. (General).—!, E. W. Spencer (494
Douglas); 2, I. Parker (492 Sunbeam); 3, R.
Protheroe (492 Sunbeam).

600 C.C. (Expert).—!, C. Sgonina (Sgonina-
Special) ; 2, Graham Walker (499 Norton) ; 3, Vic.
Anstice (494 Douglas).

750 C.c. (General).— 1, C. Sgonina (Sgoniua-
Special) ; 2, Vic. Anstice (494 Douglas) ; 3, I.

Parker (492 Sunbeam).

750 C.C. (Expert).— 1, Vic. Anstice (494
Douglas) ; 2, C. Sgonina fSgonina-Special) ; 3,

Graham Walker (499 Norton).

UNLIMITED (General). — 1, C. Sgonina
(Sgonina-Special) ; 2, Vic. Anstice (494 Douglas)

;

5. 11. Davies (976 Brough Superior).

UNLIMITED (Expert).—!. Vic. Anstice (494
Douglas) ; 2, C. Sgonina (Sgonina-Special) ; 5,

Garaham Walker (499 Norton).

600 C.C. SIDECARS (General).—!, Vic. Anstice
(494 Douglas sc); 2, C. Sgonina (Sgonina-Special
sc).

600 C.C. SIDECARS (Expert).—!, Graham
Walker (499 Norton sc.) ; 2, Vic. Anstice (494
Douglas sc.) ; 3, C. Sgonina (Sgonina-Special sc).

UNLIMITED SIDECARS (General).—1, Handel
Davies (976 Brough Stiperior sc.) ; 2, Vic.
Anstice (494 Douglas sc.) ; 3, C. Sgonina (Sgonina-
Special sc).

UNLIMITED SIDECARS (Expert).—!. Graham
Walker (499 Norton sc); 2, Vic. Anstice (494
Douglas sc.) ; 3, C. Sgoniua (Sgonina-Special sc).

V. Anstice (494 Douglas) and C. Sgonina (Sgonina-Special),' two competitors in ihe

who between them carried off many of the chief honours.

trials

PRESENTATION TO
T. T. RIDER.

OVER fifty members of the Coventry
and Warwickshire M.C. attended
the President's run to Morton-in-

Marsh last Saturday, arriving by motor
bicycle, sidecar, and car. Col. J. A. Cole,
O.B.E., is retiring from the Presidency
after two years of office, and during tea

in the old Town Hall welcomed the par-

ticipants in the run, recalling some in-

teresting reminiscerrces of his early motor-
ing days.

Subsequently, on behalf of the club, he
made a presentation amidst enthusiasm
to W. W. Brandish, jun., for his mag-
nificent ride in the Isle of Man Tourist

Trophy Races this year, when he finished

second on a Triumph, averaging over 56

ni.c.h.
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CARNIVAL OF
SPEED AT

SCARBOROUGH
131 Individual Entries at Scar-
borough M.C. Speed Trials.

Big Twin Beats the Best Singles.

SATURDAY'S speed trials at Scar-
borough, organised by the local club,
well illustrated the iarce of attempt-

ing to distinguish the relative importance
of open and closed events.

The Scarborough trials were open only
to member's of the club, yet they at-

tracted a greater and more talented entry
than any open competition of a similar

nature this year. There were 131 actual
competitors; nobody tried to count the
entries by the more popular method, but
they must have very nearlv beaten the so-

ualled records of certain Southern clubs

—

and there was not much duplication.

Another illuminating feature of the meet-
ing was the manner in which the big twin
came back into its own. In the unlimited
solo class there were many fast 500 c.c.

machines, but only George Dance on his

o.h.v. Sunbeam gained a place, and he
had to be content to share a second with
G. Brough (Brough-Superior), F. W. Dixon
(Harley-Davidson) being first.

Each competitor was allowed two runs,

his faster time counting in every class in

which he had entered.

Results follow :

—

250 c.c. S0I.0 MACHINES (.\MATEUES).— 1, F.
Stanilorth (249 Spa), 33s.: 2, L. Lancaster (249
Velocette), 37s.; 3, P. Baglee (247 Velocette),
39%s.
250 CO. SOLO MACHINES (Geneeal).— 1. G.

Tottv (249 New Imperial), 31%s. ; 2, P. Robinson
(250' Trump-Jap), 32y5S.: 3, A. Hill (249 New
Imperial), 32%'5.
300 c.c. SOLO MACHINES (2-Stroke only).—

1, J. T. Jobborn (249 Velocette), 36%s.; 2, L.
Lancaster (249 Velocette), 37s.; 3, P. Baglee 247
Velocette) 39Vrs

300 c.c! SOLO MACHINES (2-STROKE only)

SEPTEMBER 28ih, 1Q22.

An idea of the course is conveyed by the photograph showing C. J. P. Dobson (492
Sunbeam) after rounding the bend. Spectators had a good view of the competitors from

the bank below the old ruined castle.

(Geneeal).—1, A. B. DocWs (247 Levis), 325/5S.

;

2, L. Lancaster (249 Velocette), 37s.; 3, P. W.
Dosser (249 Velocette), 37-»/^.

Up to 350 SOLO MACHINES (Amateues).-
1, S. Ford (349 Massev-Arran), 27s. 2, J. G.
Bayne (349 Weatherell), 271/55.; 3, W. Walker
(349 New Scale), 28s.
350 c.c. SOLO MACHINES (GENEE.4L).—1, G.

Dance (349 Sunbeam), 251/93.; 2, Handley (349
O.K. ,7unior), 2675?.; 3, J. G. Bayne 349
Weatherell), flVsS.
560 c.c. SOLO MACHINES (Amateoes).—1,

G. Bower (490 o.h.v. Norton), 27s.; S. Ford (349
Massey-Arran), 27s.; 2, J. G. Bayne (349
Weatherell), 271/53., and A. Benson (499 Triumph),
271/3S. ; 4. R. Turner (494 Douglas), 27%s.
560 c.c. SOLO MACHINES (Geneeal).-I, G.

Dance (499 Sunbeam), 22y^s. ; 2, R. T. Cawthorne
(490 Norton), 231/3S. ; 3, E. Searle (500 Sheffield-
Henderson) , 25-/53.

750 c.c. SOLO MACHINES (Amateurs) —1
G. Bower (490 o.h.v. Norton), 27'^

, S Fold (349
Mas.=c-v-Arran), 27s.; 2, J. G Bi\ne (349

Weatherell), 27i/is., and A. Benson (499 Triumph),
27Vss.; 4, R. Turner (494 Douglas), 27%s.
750 c.c. SOLO MACHINES (Geneeal).-I,

G. Dance (499 Sunbsam), 22y5S.; 2, R. T. Caw-
thorne (490 Noiton). 231/5S.; 3, E. Searle (500
Sheffield-Henderson), 25-/iS.
UNLIMITED SOLO MACHINES (Aiiateues).-

1, W. H. Rhodes (998 Indian), 26s.; 2, G. Bower
(490 o.h.v. Norton), 27s.; 3, J. G. Bayne , (349
Weatherell), 271/5S.

UNLIMITED SOLO MACHINES (Geneeal).-
1, F. Diion (998 Harley-Davidson). 22%5.; 2. G.
Brough (976 Brough Superior), 22-1/53., and G.
Dance (499 Sunbeam), 22^53.; 4, R. T. Cawthorne
(490 NorVjn), 231/5S.

650 c.c. STANDARD TOTTRING SOLO
MACHINES (Amateurs).— 1, S. Ford (349 Mas-
sey-Arran), 27s.; 2, A. T. Lewis (490 Norton).
28s.; 3. T. H. Dickinson (496 Duzmo), 29s.

STANDARD TOURING SOLO M,^ CHINES UP
TO 650 c c (General).— 1, A. Savile (490 Nor-
ton) 291AS , 2, C N Sadler (495 Noiton), 29*^5

3 H L Young (349 AJSl, 321,!.

A

f -> >i
",-• '"5 .4 j; sfi S7 wssso (

All the competitors times were promptly posted up as shown, and spectators in possession of a programme were abie to follow the

progress of the event without diificulty.

c8
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Another scene at Scarborough sho the numerous vehicles parked by visitors interested in the trials.

600 C.C. SIDECARS (AMATEURS).—!, C. Water-
house (492 Sunbeam sc), 33s.; 2, W. Clarke (348
Brevet sc), 34^/5S.

600 C.C. SIDECARS (General).—1, R. T.
Cawthorne (490 Norton sc). 272/^.; 2, G. Dance
1499 Sunbeam sc). 27-',is. ; 3, E. Searle (500
Shefflekl-Henderson sc). ag^/jS.

750 C.C. SI-DECARS iAmateues).—1, C.
Waterhouse (492 Sunbeam sc), 33s.; 2. W. Clarke
(348 Brevet sc), 3434s.; 3. W. S. Buchanan (678
INlartinsyde sc), 36^/^5.

750 C.C. SIDECARS (General).— 1, R. T. Caw-
thorne (490 Norton sc), 27V5S.; 2, G. Dance (499
Sunbeam sc), 27%s. ; 3, E. Searle (500 Sheffield-
Henderson sc), 29%s.

UNLIMITED SIDECARS (AMATEURS).—!,
W. S, Buchanan (678 Martinsyde sc). 36%s. ; 2.

A. B. Smith (770 B.S.A. sc). 39|s.; 3, C. F.
Naylor (Harley-Davidson sc), 395.^5.

UNLIMITED SIDECARS (General).—!, F.
Dixon (998 Harley-Davidson), 26%5. ; 2, R. T.

Cawthorne (490 Norton sc), 27%s.; 3. G. Dance
(499 Sunbeam sc). 27%s.

I.IOO C.C CYCLE CARS (Amateurs).— 1. E.
Wilkinson (1.098 Morgan). 31'/5S. ; 2. C. A. Parry
(1.090 Morfan-Anzani), 35s.; 3, R. E. H. Button
(!.057 G.N.), 35%s.

1,!00 C.C CYCLE CARS.— !. Trubie-Moore
(1.087 G.N.). 3!s. ; 2, E. Wilkinson (1,098 M'oi-
gan), Sl'/sS.; 3, O. N. Parry (1.090 Morgan-An-
zani). 35s.

INTER-TEAM TRIAL IN THE COTSWOLDS.
Miniature Motor Cycle Climbs Seven of the Worst Hills in the Stroud Valley.

IT was proved on Saturday, during the

Western Centre Inter-team Trial,

that the Stroud hills, so formidable
in winter and the spring, do not unduly
tax the average club man when condi-
tions are favourable.
The annual event for the challenge

cup, now held by the Stroud Club, win-
ners of the two previous events, was the
third since its inception. It was run off

on Saturday last and, fortunately for
the competitors, the course was dry

;

chains were much in evidence on the pas-

senger vehicles and special tyres on the
solo mounts; hence successful climbing

depended, in the absence of wheel-slip,

on power and keeping a balance.

Yet the idea that power is an absolute

necessity was belied by the fact that

amongst many creditable performances
the outstanding ride was by Purnell, on
that marvellous infant the US c.c. J.E.S.
It was the same mount as was used in

the A.C.U. Six Days Trials—an over-

haul had shown no wear of importance

—

and with slightly lower gears it trickled

steadily up seven of the worst hills in

the Stroud valley, twice over, in a

straight away run of 2^ hours, keeping
well to time, with only one failure—on

JUutton Hill, through colliding with the
bank. It is difficult to over-estimate

such a performance—14 difficult observed
climbs in 34 miles with one accidental
stop.

The circuit of 17 miles, to be covered
twice, started and finished on the hill-

top above Stroud ; it was an orgy of

vicious descents and ascents, with hardly
a mile of good level road in it—Giddy-
nap, Quarhouse, Bismore, Bussage, Mut-
ton, Ham Hill Lane, and Mount Vernon,
all well-known hills bordering on the
genus "freak " when wet, but on this

occasion they were dry.

SPEED TRIALS-ON SCARBOROUGH PROMENADE.

E. Searle (499 Sheffield-Henderson) awaiting the starter's signal. F. W. Dixon (998 Harley-Davidson sidecar) on the starting line.

C9
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I'nter-team Trial in the Cotswolds.

—

Of the 25 starters, 20 composed teams
of four from, the Gloucester, Stroud,
Cheltenham, Worcester and District,

;uk1 Worcestershire clubs. Twenty-two
finished the course, and as far as could be
ascertained from a general observation,
quite a large proportion of these stand
well for the premier medal awards.
On Giddynap, the first hill, there were

three failures, one being, to the surprise

of the onlookers, such an old hand as Reg.
Brown (Sunbeam sc); he seemed very
much out of luck for, after making a
star climb of Mutton Hill, a much stiffer

hill than Giddynap, a broken frame tube
caused his retirement on the second
round; his humorous attempt to "check
in " at the finish, on foot, with the casual
remark that he would brine his machine
along presently, caused much amusement.

i\futton Hill was considered the tit-bit

of the course, and on the first circuit, as

fj^OT^CIL®

far as could be seen from one point, good
clean climbs were scored by N. Smith
(349 James), A. Baugha.m on a long, nar-
row four-wheel cycle car of his own make,
W. Brooke, ' and C, Ramstedt, both on
Cottons, Reg. Brown (Sunbeam sc), and
R. E, Purnell (J.E.S.), who footed, for

balance only, at one or two points. J. A.
Newman (494 Douglas) also footed
occasionally, F. Hanman, another

Douglas rider, charged the step at the

bottom of the hill, and stopped dead, and
found some difficulty in restarting. Early
failures on the first round at this hill

were C. Beavis (349 A.J.S.), and F. Mor-
gan and K. G. Hay (Cottons).

Ham Hill I,ane was reserved for' solo

riders only, and, although at first glance

it appeared the most difficult hill, yet the

fact remains that there was only one
failure on the first round, and none on
the second; J. A. Newman was the un-
lucky one, a tappet rod jumped out, when

SEPTEMBER 2Sih, ig22.

he was half up the hill, and it was some
time before the fault was' noticed, plugs
and carburetter being suspected first;

this delay very nearly put him outside
the limit of 75 minutes for the circuit.

Mount "Vernon was another climb for

solos only, being very narrow at one
point; though stiff and difficult, there

was no failure on either circuit. W. B.
Gibb (Douglas sc.) ran through quite

successfully with the e.xception of a stop

through a front wheel skid on Bussage.
Those who finished the course were :

—

C. Beavis (.4..J,S.), N. Smitli (James), A.
Baughara (Baugham cycle car), H. S. Peters (Sun-
beam), W. B. Gibb (Douglas scr.), F. Morgan, W.
Brookes, J. Boakes, C. Ram$ted't, and K, G. Hay
(all on Cotton machines). C. A. Locke and H.
Ixicke (Sunbeams), W. Paynter and G. .Stan-

iriore (490 Norton), J. A. Newman (494 Douglas),
W. Carr (Morgan), G. Goodall (Morgan), .T. Chad-
wick fVelocette). Rex Mundv (Ansaldo car), H.
Str.etton Ward (499 Triumpli], Ca.jt. ' A. Brit-
tan (B.S.A. car')'. The 'four retirements were

:

Reg. Brown, as' before mentioned, G. A. Marasdez
(Marseal light, car), F. Hanham (494 Douglas},
and W. H. Drew (Norton),

WON BY SIXTEENTHS.
Keen Riiding for Fastest Time at Scottish Western Open Speed Trials.

THAT go-ahead organisation, the
Scottish Western Slotor Club, on
Saturday last, held very successful

open speed trials at Inchinan, near the

old Clyde-side town of Renfrew.
The distance for all events was a half-

mile of roadway of e-xcellent surface, with
ample room for a safe pull-up after the

finishing line had been crossed.

Fastest time of the day was secured by
J. A. Rorter on 696 c.c. !New Gerrard
with 24{fs. This rider also showed up
well on a 348 c.c. New Gerrard in the
609 c.c, solo class, his figure being

25f^-s. Next in order of hustle towards
the finishing strip were J. S. D. Price
(738 Martinsyde), 26|s., John Lloyd (492
Sunbeam), 26-|-|s., R. Watson (738 Mar-
tinsvde) and J. A. Porter ~(348 New Ger-
rard). 26|s., R. M. Wilson (349 A.J.S.),

26t|-s. and J. B Longmuir (492 Sunbeam)
with a similar figure. E. A. Small (492
Sunbeam) was the only other rider to

get near the 37s. mark, this being his

time in class 14. In the 249 c.c. classes
A. Best (New Imperial) recorded the
very creditable figure of 30^s.

'J'he weather was almost ideal, a bright
sun tempering the breeze, which had
that crispness associated with the Scot-
tish autumn. The winners in the various

classes are appended. The fonnula used
was W

C X T=.

275 c.c. Open Solo {on formula).
1. A. Best (240 Imperial) figure of merit, 1235.

2. J. G. Porter (249 New Gerrard), figure of merit, 1126.

3. W. Kennedy (249 Imperial), figure of merit , 1080.

275 c.c. Open Solo (on time).

1. A. Best (249 Imperial), 31,% sec. 2. J, G,
Porter (249 New Gerrard), 31 ii sec, 3. W. Kennedy
(249 Imperial), 31 fj sec.

350 c.c. Expert Barred, Solo (on formula).
1. G. K. Ferres (349 Massey-Arran), Figure of

merit, 1050. 2. J. W. Burton (349 Coventry-Eagle),
Figure of Merit, 710. 3. 'W. T. Wilson (348 Excelsior),

Figure of Dlerit, 590.

350 c.c. Open Solo (on formula).
1. J. A. Porter (348 New Gerrard), Figure of Merit,

13.50. 2. A. Best (249 Imperial), Figure of Merit,
1250. 3. R. M. 'VVilson (349 A.J.S.), Figure of Merit,
1230.

350 c.c. E-xpERT Barred, Solo (on time).
1. J. L. Lawcock (348 ShefBeld-Henderson), 29} sec.

2.TJ. W, Burton (349 Coventry-Eagle), 29J sec.

3."W. T. 'Wilson (348 Excelsior), 29J sec.

350 c.c. Open, Solo (on time).

]. R. M. WUson (349 A.J.S.), 27,V sec. 2, J. A.
Porter (348 New Gerrard), 27j'j- sec. 3. G. K. Ferres
(348 Massey-Arran), 27jjj sec.

600 c.c. E.XPERT Barred, Solo (on formula).
1. J. Bonar King (490 Norton), Figure of Merit,

1170. 2. G. K. Ferres (348 Massey-Arran), Figure of
Merit, 1150. 3. R. Mather (490 Norton), Figure of
Merit, 985.

600 c.c. Opf.n, Solo (on formula),
1. A.Best (249 New Imperial), Figure of Merit, 1250.

2. R. M. Wilson (349 A.J.S.), Figure of Merit, 1240.

3. J. G. Porter (249 New Gerrard), Figure of Slerit

1215.

600 c.c. E.XPERT Barred, Solo (on time),
1. A. Smith (398 A.B.C), 27J sec. '

2. R. .M.

Wishart ,(490 .Norton), 27J sec. 3, J. Bonar King
(490 Norton), 27| sec.

600 CO. Open, Solo (on time),
1. J. A. Porter (348 New Gerrard). 26JJ^ sec. 2. J. B.

Longmuir (492 Sunbeam), 26}{- sec. 3. L. B. C.
Cunningham (499 Sunbeam), 26|^ sec ; R. M, Wilson
(492 Sunbeam), 26}^ sec.

Unlimited, E.xpert Barred, Solo (on formula).
1, G. K. Ferres (348 Massey-Arran), Figure of

Merit, 1190. 2. J. Bonar-King (490 Norton), Figure
of Merit, 1120. 3. J. D. Barbour (494 Douglas),
Figure of Merit, 890.

Unlimited, Open, Solo (on formula).
1. J. A. Porter (.W8 New Gerrard), Figure of Merit,-

1360. 2. R. M. Wilson (349 A.T.S.), Figure of Merit,
1250. 3. k. Best (249 Imperial), Figure of Merit,
1230,

Unlimited, Expert Barred, Solo (on time).
1. J. Lloyd (492 Sunbeam), 26ft sec. 2. J. Bonar

King (490 Norton), 27ii sec. 3. R. M. Wishart (490
Norton), 28,^ sec.

Unlimited, Open, Solo (on time).
1. J. A. Porter (696 New Gerrard), 24^} sec. 2. J. S.

D. Price (738 Martinsyde), 20.} sec. 3, R."Watson
(738 Martinsyde), 27J sec,

U.nlimiteh, -Open Sidecar (on formula).
1. R. M. Wilson (349 A.J.S. sc), Figure of Merit,

1370. 2. G. A. Small (492 Sunbeam sc). Figure of
Merit, 1290. 3. R. Watson (738 Martinsyde sc)
Figure of Merit, S87.

Unlimited Open Sidecars (on ti.me).

1. R. Watson (738 iMartinsyde sc), 31}} sec
2. E. A. Small (492 Sunbeam sc). 32 -jj sec. 3. R.
M. Wilson (349 A.J.S. sc), 33jt sec.

The foregoing results are provisional.

DEATH OF MR. ALEC ROSS.
NUMEROUS readers will learn of the

death of Mr. Alec Ross with sincere
regret. His end was tragically

sudden. Last Saturday week he attende"d
the dinner at the Midland Hotel, Bir-
mingham, to welcome Mr-. George Stevens
on his return from his overseas visit and
occupied the chair. The following Tues-
day he was taken ill with pneumonia and
passed away at nine o'clock on Friday
evening last.

Mr. Alec Ross was an..old cyclist, and,
like many who were enthusiasts of pedal-
cycling, he never became a really active
motor cyclist, but his love of sport made
him a keen follower of the pastime.

and nothing gave him greater pleasure
than to officiate at a motor cycle event.

THE LATE

MR. ALEC

ROSS.

Since in business he occupied the post of
Midland representative to Messrs. Bow-
den Wire, Ltd., he was better known in

those districts than near London, but he
nevertheless was a frequent visitor to

B.M.C.R.C. race meetings at Brooklands,
and at other important metropolitan
functions. The parent body of the sport
and industry was his especial care, and
he undoubtedly did good missionary work
among provincial clubs, in inspiring them
with loyalty to the Auto-Cycle Union and
keeping them in close co-operation with
headquarters.. .

,,

We extend our heartfelt sympathy to

,his widow in her loss.
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12.'^ M.P.H.
ON GRADIENT
OF 1 IN 7.

Amazing Speeds at Basingstoke

M.C. Hill Climb.

EXCELLENT weather favoured the
Basingstoke M.C. hill-climb, held
at Farleigh Hill on Thursday.

The speeds recorded were extremely
good, taking into consideration the fact

that the hill has a gradient of 1 in 7 at
its steepest point, and in addition curves
considerably. Fastest time of the day
by a club member was made by B.
Fleming (492' Sunbeam), who covered the
course in 25|s., equal to a speed of 66.65
ra.p.h. Fastest time in the open events
was made by H. Hands (490 Norton),
whose speed was 72.4 m.p.h. Results :

SOLO.
B.M.C.C. Members (250 c.c.) 1, W. Julian

(Levis). 35s.; 2. H. Budd (New Imperial), 36%s
275 CO.— 1, W. Julian (Levis), 33%s.: 2 RBudd (New Imperial), 37V5S.
350 c.c,—1, A. Osmond (Edmund), 29s.: 2, W

Julian (Levis), 33^.
550 c.c.—1, A. Osmond (Edmund), 28s.- 2, C

Hedges (Triumpli), 291/55.

750 c.c—1, A. Osmond (Edmund), 28%s.: 2,
C. Hedges (Triumpli), 28%s.
1,000 c.c— 1, A. Osmond (Edmund), 28y=s.- 2

B. Fleming (Sunbeam), 28y5S.; 3, C. Hedges
(Triumph), 29s.
Unlimited.—1, B. Fleming (Sunbeam), 29%s •

2, A. Osmond (Edmund), 311/55
Open Classes (250 c.c.).-1, W. Julian (Lsvis)

35s.; 2, R. Budd (New Imperial), 56%s
275 c.c.—1, W. Julian (Levis), 33%s.- 2,

R. Budd (New Imperial), 391/55.
350 c.c—1, B. Fleming (Edmund), 28-'/4s • 2

A. Osmond (Edmund), 29i/sS. ' '

550 cc— 1, H. Hands (Norton). 25%s.; 2, E
Spencer (Douglas), 26s.

A speed impression at the Basingstoke hill-climb, C: Bowens (976 Brough Superior) taking

Farleigh hill m goqd style.

750 c.c.-l, H. Hands (Norton), 212/,s.; 2, E.
Spencer (Douglas), 25^/55.

1,000 CO.— 1, H. Hands (Norton), 2Ss.; 2, E.
Spencer (Douglas), 25I/5S.

Unlimited.— 1, H. Hands (Norton), 25s.: 2,
E. Spencer (Douglas), 252/55.

TEAM RACE.
1, R, Budd (New Imperial), 36I5S., W. Julian

(Levis), 345/sS., and Hedges (Triumph), 28i;5S.,

total lOQi/sS.; 2, B. Fleming (Velocette), 42=/5S.,

A. Osmond (Edmund), 322,^s., and B. Fleming
(Sunbeam), 27y3S., total IO2145.

SIDECARS.
B.M.C.C. Members (550 c.c.).— 1, B. Fleming

(Sunbeam), 371/5S.; 2, \V. Julian (Norton), 44%s.
Unlimited.- 1, B. Fleming [Sunbeam), 37-',{5=.;

2, S. Neale (Indian), 4II/5S.

Open Classes (550 c.c.).—1, H. Hands (Norton),
323.: 2, E Spencer (Douglas), 35s.

750 c.c— 1, H. Hands (Norton), 321/55.; 2, E.
Spence (Douglas), 33s.

1,000 c.c— 1, H. Hands (Zenith), 3O1/5S.: 2, H.
Hands (Norton), 31^^s.
Unlimited.— 1, H. Hands (Zenith), 30yss.; 2..

Spencer (Douglas), 321/3S.

750 c.c. FLAT TWIN BEATS 500 c.c. SINGLES.
Fastest Time at Sutton ColdfieW and N. Birmingham hill-climb made by 733 c.c. Douglas.

THE Sutton Coldfield and N. Birming-
ham A.C. hill-climb at Angel Bank
on i?aturday attracted 45 entrants

and about fifteen hundred spectators.

The success of the event was very much
due to the fact that no time was wasted.
Each entrant was allowed only two

runs up the hill, his better time counting
throughout. This certainly saved a great
deal of monotonous running up and down,
which is generally the drawback at a
hUl-climb.

Angel Bank is situated near Cleobury
Mortimer, is a few yards under the half-

mile, and has a reputed gradient of 1

. in 10.

Telephone timing was used, and Thi
Motor Cycle, formula : C x T".

W

The usual band of expert riders was
present, and some excellent performances
were witnessed.
The c.c. solo classes attracted the

majority of entrants, and accounted for
some high speeds, F. T. Hatton on his

733 c.c Colmore-Douglas making the
fastest time of the day, 25 3-5sec. The
Brough Su.perior ridden by E. Arthur
also did well, recording the fastest time
of the day in the novices' class.

RESULTS.
Sidecars up to 350 c.c.
Boston (349 A.J.S.), 36s.
. Sidecars up to 600 c.c.

1. R. E. 'Eveson (490 Norton sc), 353,
2. T. C. Greenwood (398 Sunbeam sc), 35%s.

Sidecars (Unlimited).
1. F. T. Hatton (733 Colmore-Douglas sc),

323/sS.

2, R. E. Eveson (490 Norton sc), 35s.

1. G. S.

CVCLECARS UP TO 1,100 C.C (ON FORMULA).
1. N. Norris (Morgan) (and special award for

fastest time). 2. Spouse (T.B.).
250 cc Solo.

1, N. Hall (249 O.K. Junior), 38s.

2. D. B. Calder (248 New Imperial), 41s.

350 C.C. Solo,
1. G. S. Boston (349 A.J.S.), 293,Ss.

2. T. C. Greenwood (348 Sunbeam), 23%s.
1st Novice. N. Anderson (350 Ivy), 451,5s.

500 c.c. Solo.
1. H. Hassall (499 Norton), 26I/5S.

2. F. T. Hatton (494 Colmore-Douglas), 21\\i.

1st Novice. H. R. Clarkson (490 Norton), 35%l.

750 c.c. Solo.
1. F. T. Hatton (733 Colmore-Douglas), 25%s.
2. H. Hassan (499 Norton), 26V5S.
1st Novice. H. R. Clarkson (490 Norton), 35%..

Unlimited Solo.
1. F. T. Hatton (733 Colmore-Douglas), 25%s.
2. H. Hassall (499 Norton). 26i4s.

1st Novice. E. Arthur (976 Brough-Superior),
301/sS.

MILLIONS TO BE SPENT ON ROAD IMPROVEMENTS.
To give work to the unemployed the

Ministry of Transport is sanctioning
many important schemes in road im-

provement and road construction, which
will not only directly help the unemployed
in the areas concerned, but will indirectly

stimulate industry in quarries and steel

works. ,

The Ministry of Transport has under
consideration works involving the ex-

penditure of seven million pounds, includ-

ing such work as ring, bye-pass or
approach roads at Sunderland, West
Hartlepool, Newport, Leeds, Stanford-le-

Hope, Portsmouth, Dundee, etc. ; new
roads between Newcastle and Tynemouth,

Headingley and Moortown, Middlesbrough
and Redcar, etc. ; widening of important
roads, e.g., Cowbridge Road, Cardiff;

Penzance to Land's End ; Chester to

Birkenhead ; Beverley Road, Hull ; Barrow
to Ulverstone ; Cardiff Road, Merthyr
Tydfil; Greenford Road, Middlesex;
Tavistock Road, Plymouth, etc.



At the start of the recent trial of the Connaught Motor Cycle Club (Birmingham^.

Cumberland County M.C.C.
A programme of highly interesting lectures has

been prepared for the winter season. Among
those who will lecture are Mr. Campbell McGregor,
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, Mr. J. N. Longfield,
Mr. J. E. Greenwood, and Professor A. M. Low.
In addition, The Motor Cycle film has been pro-
visionally booked by the club. The various lec-

tures and concerts will be held in the Crown ajid
Mitre Hotel, Carlisle, at 8 p.m. on the following
dates; October 20th, November 3rd, 10th. 17th,
arid 24th, December 8th, 15th, and 29th, January
5th, 12th, 19th, and 26th, February 2nd, 9th,
and 16th.

Slough and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Alms Hill, Henley, was the scene of a hill-climb
held on the 9th inst. Some very good times were
recorded for the 500 yards course. Results;—

350 CO.
1. H. S. Tweedy (348 Watney-Blackburne),

322/f,s.-

2. E. A. Cullum (348 Douglas), 48y55.

SCO c.c.

1. H. Glover (490 Norton), 32s.

2. H. S. Tweedy (348 Watney-Blackburne),
32y5S.

3. J. E. Hathaway (398 A.B.C.), 353/,s.

1. H. Glover (490 Norton), 3OI/5S,

2. M. J. Anderson-Coates (490 Norton), 332/^s.

S. J. E. Hathaway (398 A.B.C.), 37s.

1,000 C.c
1. E. Finch (343 Watney-Blackburne), 28%s.

Unlimited,
1. E. Finch (348 Watney-BIacltburne), 28%s.
2. M. J. Anderson-Coates (490 Norton), 302/,;S.

3. H. Glover (490 Norton), 31s.

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.
Results in the motor cycle classes of the

members' speed trial, held on the 16th inst., sub-
ject to confirmation by the committee, are as
follows :

350 CO.—1, L. F. Peaty (350 Hawker), 21.98s.;
2, T. G. Meeten (346 Francis-Barnett), 25.73s.;
3. H. C. Mansell (349 A.J.S.), 28.58s.
650 c.c—1, P. M. Walters (496 Duzmo), 22.77s.;

2, L. P. Peaty (548 Hawker), 22.55s.; 3, W. H.
Sheraton (490 Norton), 23.90s.
1,500 c.c—1, L. F. Peaty (350 Hawker), 22,48s.;

2, T. G. Meeten (346 Francis-Barnett), 24.76s.;
3, P. M. Walters (496 Duzmo), 22.50s.
UNLIMITED.—1, P. W, S. Bnlman (976 Zenith),

23.50s.; 2. A. W. Goswell (698 Raleigh), 25.99s.;
3, T. G. Meeten (596 Indian), 26.66s.
THREE-WHEELERS.— 1, P. W. S. Bulman (976

Zenith sc), 28.73s.; 2, L. G. Wilison (976 Morgan),
34.265.; 3, F. R. Seymour Hunt (678 Martinsyde
Sii.T, 38.20s.
VETERAN MACHINES.—1, W. J. Collis (499

Rudge), 25s.; 2, S. Manners-Smith (500 Triumph),
27.08s.; 3, M. H. Medcalf (Bugatti), 26.85s.
AWARDS ON TIME IN 1,500 c.c. CLASS.—1,

L. F. Peaty (350 Hawker); 2, P. M. Walters (496
Duzmo).
FASTEST TIME OP DAY.—L. P. Peaty (350

Hawker), 21.98s.
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Worcester and District M.C.C.
Angel Bank is the location of the third annual

hill climb, to be held on Saturday. Motor cycles,
sidecars, and cars are eligible to compete, and a
number of handsome awards are offered.
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MeeftsJEuD Club Events.

Sept. 28th.—Northampton M.C.C-—Bill Climb at

East Eaddon.
Stj'l- SOth.—Plymouth andBistrict M.C, andL.C.C.—Dartnioor Trial
Sept. 30lh.—Soutkport M.C.—Rare Meeting-
Sept. 30th.—Atherton and DUirict M-CC.—Ban to

Holmes Chapel.
Sept. 30th.—Levis Athletic Club. SingU-gear Trial.

Sept. 30th.—Worcester and District M.C. and
M.C.C—Bill CHrnJ).

Sept. 30th.— TAoerpool M.C.—Reliability Trial.

Sept. 30th.—Coatbridge, Airdrie arid District

M.C.G.C.—Social Run.
Sept. 30th.—Cocejdrij and Warwickshire M.C—

Oiimkhana.
Sept. 30th.—Mid Rucks M.C.C—Final Social

Run.
Sept. 30th.—Dumfries and District M.C. and C.C.—

Knock-out Bill Climb.
Sept. 30th.—Bulwell M.C.—Run to Southwell and

Bazelford.
Sept. 30th.—Wallington and District M.C C—Hill

Climb.
Sept. 30th.—Cardiff M.C.C—Speed Trials.

Sept. 30th.—Donca«ter and District M.C.C—
Yorkshire Centre Speed Trials.

Sept. 30th.— Coventry Triangle Club. Vice-Chair
tnan^s Run.

Sept. 30th.—Middlexbraugli and District M.C—
Fuel Con.sumption Trial.

Sept. 30th.—Glasgow M.C.C.—Open Hill Climb at

Sora,
Oct. M.—Bridgnorth and District M.C.C—Social

Run.
Oct. 1st.—Epsom and District M.C.C.—Reliability

Trial.
Oct. 1st.—Barrow and District M.C.C.—Reliability

Trial.

Oct. Ist.—Balifax and District M.C. and L.C.C—
President's Run.

Oct. 1st.—Woolwich and District M.C.C—Run to

Knoekholt.
Oct. 1st.—Coventry Triangle Club. Run to Moreton-

in-tke-Marsh.
Oct. 1st.—Leeds Motor Union.—Run to Brimham

Rocks.
Oct. 1st.—Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Peak Forest.

Oct. 1st.—Mallock and West Derbyshire M. and
M.C.C.—Paperehase.

Oct. Ith.—Bv.lwell M.C—Speed-judging Competi-
tion.

Chester and District M.C. & L.C.C.
Unavoidably postponed from the 28th of August,

the club's hill climb at Penn-y-Bali, Hol,vwell,
North Wales, will now be held on the 7th ot

October. The entry list is open to members of the
Cheshire Centre, A.C.U., and entries should be
sent to Jlr. 11. Hill, Hills Garage, The Newgate,.
Chester.

Stourbridge and District M.C.C.
Competitors in the club's annual sporting half-

day trial for the Wallace Cup, to take place on
the 7th prox., will cover the usual circuitous
course, embracing Hagley Wood. New Walton,
Shut Mill, and Beacon Hills. Entries close on
Thursday, October 5th. Forms and particulars al'6

obtainable from the hon. secretary. 111, High
Street, Stourbridge.

North Derbyshire M.C.C.
No freak hills or secret checks will be included

in the club's reliability trial to be held on
October Ist, over a course of alwut 52 miles.
Two valuable trophies, the Haslam Trophy and
the Cavendish Cup, are offered for the best per-
formance recorded by an amateur and trade rider
respectively. Particulars and entry forms are
obtainable from the trials secretary, Mr. R. B.
Green, 1, Holywell Street, Chesterfield.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
Owing to a heavy downpour which commenced

soon after the lunch stop, making parts of the
route well-nigh impassable, only four non-stop
runs were claimed among the seventeen finishers

in the club's 200 miles trial for the Beardmore
Cup, held on the 10th inst. Results

:

350 CO.
1. H. Green (350 Beardmore-Precision), lost 82

marks.
2. B. C. Woodward (350 Diamond), lost 26 marks.
3. W. J. Coe (249 Velocette). lost 47 marks.

500 CO.
1. A. V. Adams (496 Martinsyde), lost 13 marks.
2. -B. A. Hatcher (499 Triumph), lost 18 marks.
3. C. E. Claxton (490 Norton), lost 42 marks.

600 C.C. (Winner of Challenge Cup and First -

Prize in Class).

1. C. O. Rose (598 Beardmore-Precision), losfc

10 marks.
2. R. Thurlow (550 Triumph), lost 26 marks. '

600 c.c SIDECARS.
1. Mrs. Keer (550 Triumph sc), lost 18 marks,
2. J. F. Rose (598 Beardmore-Precision sc),

lost 30 marks.

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.
1. P. K. Portway (633 Norton sc), lost 17

2. H. O. Goldsmith (692 Brough sc), lost 21

3. A. H, a. Howe (678 Martinsyde so.), lost 27
marks.

TEAM CLASSES.
1 No. 2 Beardmore-Precision Team, total marks

lost, 62 ,,,.„»
2. No. 1 Egerton's Team, total marks lost, 72.

3 No. 2 Egerton's Team, total marks lost, 85.
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Cliiheroe and Diistrict M.C.C.
In spife of uiifavowrable weather, there was a

pery fair attendance at the annual supper run
held on the 13th inst. Supper was partaken of
at Cam Ark, where' an excellent eveoing's enter-
tainment was provided.

Egsex County and Southend-on-Sea M.C.
Members of the club spent an enjoyable after-

nooD's sport at the gymkhana held at 8olbys,
Hadleigh, while spectators watched with interest
the large number of amusing events which fea-
tured in the programme.

Wariington M.C.
A reliability trial was held on the 9fch insfc.

The route included the formidable Holsby Hill,
which caused a number of failures, especially
among the passenger machines. Results:—

Solo : G. Thomasson (398 A.B.C.).
Sidecar: H. Leach (976 Brough Superior).

MiUhm and District M.C.C.
Alter the inaugural lun to Essenden, Herts,

where lunch was taken, members participated in
an impromptu hill-climb. Competitors were timed
over a half-mile course, being allowed a flying
start of fifteen yards. Results :

SOLO.
1. G. A. Jeapes {348 Omega), 493.
3. E. Barnes (293 Calthorpe). 6Xs.
3. A. Abel (Kingsbury), 643.
4. E.. L. Forge (293 New Imperial), 72s.

SIDECARS.
1. J. H. Woods (976 Royal Enfield sc), 54s.
2. R. K, Gibson (976 Royal Enfield sc), 6O3.
3. A. Borkett {799 A.J.S. sc). 65s.

Fastest sidecar and fastest solo: G. A. Jeapes
(348 Omega).
Fastest time of day: G. A. Jeapes (348 Omega).

South-West London M.C.C.
A most successful social evening was held at

'the club headquarters, the Brockwell Pa-rk Hotel,
Kerne Hill, on the 14th inst. It is hoped to

hold these socials monthly throughout the winter.

Alnwick and District M.C.
In splendid weather the annual speed trials

were held on the 10th inst. on the sands at
Newton-by-the-Sea. Competitors were timed over
a flying half-mile, when the following results
were recorded

:

250 CO.
1. J. Joynson (346 Francis-Barnett), 32i/^3

2. G. Watson (249 Velocette). 352/sS.

350 c.C.

1. Davison Hall (348 New Scale), 25s.
2, J. P. Bell (349 Massey-Arran), 263/53.

500 c.C
1. J. Guthrie (490 Norton), 24%s.
2. Davison Hall (348 New Scale). 25%3.

1. J. Guthrie (490 Norton), 24s.
2. Davison Hall (348 New Scale), 253.
3. A. Reid (348 H.B.), 255^s.

UNLIMITED.
1. J. lUingworth, (998 Trump-Anzani), 225/53.

2. J. Guthrie -)'( 490 Norton), 25s.
3. A. Reid {348 H.B.), 25s.

500 C.C. SIDECARS.
1. Davison Hall (348 New Scale sc), 32'^^s.

2. A. Elliott (490 ' Norton sc), SeVss.
3. J. P. Bell (349 Massey-Arran sc), 36%3.

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.
1. Davison Hall (348 New Scale sc), 32y5S.
2. J. P. Bell (349 Massey-Arran sc), 34V53.
3. A. Elliott (490 Norton Sc), 38y6S.

FIVE-MILE SPRINT.
1. J. Guthrie (490 Norton).
2. W. B. Richardson (500 N.U.T.).

Fastest time of day: J. lUingworth (993
Trump-Anzani), 22^/^5.

Barrow and District M.C.
The results of the trial for the Firth challenee

cup, held on the 10th inst., are as follows:

—

(1) J. C. Dearden (349 Massey-Arran). (2) H.
Holme (499 Rover sc) and W. A. Singlettm (678
Martinsyde sc), (3) W. D. Mackenzie (499 Rover).

Oxiord M.C.
Nearly one thousand people were drawn to Alms

Hill, Henley, to witness or take part in the
informal climb staged thereon by the club. As
this event seemed generally appreciated, another
climb has been arranged to take place on the
1st prox. at Cadsden Hill, near Princes Ris-
borough, to which all enthusiasts are cordially
invited. Car drivers, however, are not recom-
mended to attempt the climb,

Cannock, Hednesford and District M.C.C.
Incessant rain and poor visibility greatly han-

dicapped competitors in the recent inter-team
trial, and made the ascents of such well-known

' Derbyshire hills as Solomon's Hollow, Axe Edge,
and Cat and Fiddle doubly difficult. Two clubs,
viz., the Cannock and Walsall clubs, competed.
The former won the shield by obtaining six
places in the first nine. Results :

1. H. Hough (976 Royal Ruby sc), Walsall,
lost. 2 marks.

2. A. Spencer (557 B.S.A. sc). Cannock, lest

6 marks.
3. B. Pedley (986 T.B.), Walsall. lost 20 marks.
4. D. Rudge (370 Connaught sc), Cannock, lost

55 marks.
5. E. Harvey (976 Matchless sc), Cannock, lost

55 marks.
6. M. Bailey (349 A.J.3.), Cannock, lost 89

marks.
7. J. Stone (498 Ariel sc), Cannock, lost 130

marks.
8. T. Stone (499 Dunelt sc). Cannock, lost 154

marks.
9. J. Paige (499 Sunbeam), Walsall, lost 164

marks.

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL IN HOLLAND.
Two Day Event in the Rain. 66 Competitors. 6 Clubs Represented,

THERE are no keener motor cyclists

than those of Holland. British

riders have had ample evidence of

this during past Anglo-Dutch trials—an
event that everyone regrets was not held

this year. The geographical characteris-

tics of Holland, however, do not permit
of events which include hill climbing
such as forms a feature of trials held in

this -country, but what the tests lacls

in this dit'ection they make up for in

secret checks.

On the 16th and 17th of the current

month the club championship of the

K.N.M.V was decided by means of a

two-day trial in which sixty-six competi-

tors, representing six clubs, were
entered.

'.If!-

J
Amid typical Dutch scenery. Competitors on the banks of one of the many canals m Drenthe.

The champion proved to be J. A. F.
Holland (Harley-Davidson), who lost

three points and won the silver cup,
offered by the K.N.M.V. The second
silver cup for , amateurs was won by
0. W. de Rochefort (B.S.A.), whose loss

was four points only, a gold medal being
won by D. Hoogeveen (Harley-Davidson)
with a loss of four points. Seven riders
lost five points each, and five six points
each.

The Club Championship was won by
the Motorclub " Arnhem en Omstreken "

(19 points loss), and the ti-ade team
prize by the Harley-Davidson team (37
points loss).

All competitors completed the course
on the first day, but on the second day
five riders gave up.

Strict Time Schedule.

The first day'a route traversed the
finest parts of Overysel, Drente and t'ries-

land ; 162 miles had to be covered with
an average of 19 m.p.h. The start was
at 7.30 a.m. and the finish at 6 p.m. No
time allowance was given at the checks
or at the secret checks, of which five

were included.

On the second day the route was
through' Gelderland, Utrecht and South
Holland, and the finish was at The
Hague, where, at an official dinner, the

results were announced.
Both days were very rainy, necessitat-

ing careful riding, on the part of the

soloists.

Though competitors and all other riders

had a very interesting time, it is believed

in Holland that trials of this character

will not be held again, owing to the fact

that the test was practically a reliability

trial for the wa,tche3.

015
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JUDGES' REPORT ON THE SIX

SEPTEMBER 28ih, 1922.
'

DAYS TRIALS. 1

Improvements in Motor Cycle Design, but Several Details Requiring Further Attention.

UNUSUALLY soon after the Six Days
Trials the judge's report of that

event has now been issued; it is

commendably brief—perhaps a case of

canse and effect.

In effect they repeat what The Motor
Cych has already said in its report and
analysis of the Trials. Extracts of the

A.C.U. document (which is priced at Is.)

follow :
—

" The course was in general decidedly

severe, and provided a test fairly repre-

senting some tliousands of miles ordinary

u.se in the hands of a driver who has no

special facilities for upkeep. The 1922

course was particularly interesting in that

it included portions of routes used in

jjrevious Trials, and it was therefore pos-

sible to note the improvements made in

motor cycles.
" On the whole the weather was favour-

able. Rain fell during two or three of

the runs, and wet roads were encoun-

tered on several others. The conditions

were sufficiently severe to test mud-
guarding, etc., but not bad enougli to

make the test hills unduly difficult.

" With the possible exception of Rose-

dale, no very exceptional hills were en-

countered. The ease with which most
machines climbed Alms Hill, of which a

short portion has a gradient of approxi-

mately 1 in 3, demonstrates that under

good surface conditions the modern
machine is capable of ascending any hill

likely to be encountered, no matter what
the gradient may be.

.
" The smaller classes were very satis-

factory in this respect, but on long in-

clines such as Bwlch-y-groes, there ap-

peared to be a tendency in some of the

larger capacity engines to overheat. A
great improvement has, however, taken

place in this respect during the last few

years.
" Very difficult hills should not be ruled

out of trials, as they serve a useful pur-

pose in demonstrating the strength of

cycle parts, such as frames, rims, spokes,

and wheel bearings, and they ensm-e

that cooling and clutch surfaces are ade-

quate. Without some strenuous tests of

this kind, it is hardly possible to load

the machines in an equivalent manner to

that which they will experience in the

hands of the public.
" The ease with which the three

wheelers surmounted bad surfaced hills

suggests that thev benefit by the direct-

ness of driving thrust.
" There was, fortunately, enough bad

weather to indicate that many machines
should be better guarded. In view of the

fact that they are usually travelling fast.

protection from dirt carried by wind cur-

rents is of great importance in securing

cleanliness for rider and machine. Oily

dirt is very objectionable and ranks worse
than road dirt, which is easily washed
away, provided that water-excluding bear-

ings are fitted or that proper shielding

of transmission is adopted. The Sun-
beam, A.J.S., Matchless, and Dunelt
machines were excellent in this respect,

'rhe discharge of oil from the transmission

or exhaust on to tyres, was rather too

common and is particularly objectionable.

Actual mudguards show improvement.
" Particular attention is drawn to the

fact that it is primarily the very inex-

pensive lightweight to which we must
look to popularise motor cycling, and it

is therefore very important that the small

machines should be adequately mud-
guarded, well silenced and clean. The
crude means adopted for lubrication of

the transmission in many machines pre-

vents them from being even reasonably

cltau.
" In some of the lighter machines where

it is impracticable to carry the engine in

a relatively heavy cradle, a great deal

of engine vibration takes place. Much
more attention should be given to the

balancing -of lightweight engines in some
of the cheaper ma<:hines.

" Valve breakages were too frequent

;

the ordinary rider regards such a failure

as quite a serious breakdown. Valve
guides and springs should be enclosed,

as is done on several engines, when in

consequence they can be slightly lubri-

cated. Overhead valve gears should
never be left exposed. It is regrettable

that the lubrication of such parts should

be left to the smearing on of lumps of

grease or constant applications of the oil

can. It is difficult to keep the lubricant

in its place owing to the comparatively

high temperature at which the parts have
to work.

" Two-stroke performances were very
excellent.

" A very notable improvement has taken
place in general silence, but there is still

room for an all-round ' reduction of noise.

No really objectionably noisy machines
were entered, but on the other hand -no
entry reached the desirable degree of

silence. Transmission systems in par-

ticular - were frequently objectionably
noisy. Much of this mechanical noise is

produced by the absence of proper lubri-

cation. Mechanical clatter is inexcusable.
" Brakes have improved enormously,

more particularly front wheel brakes.
Special brake d^'ums are now the rule

rather than the exception. Improvement

in some of the fi*ont wheel brakes is still

needed, however. Two points requiring

attention are : (a) Sidecar brakes and the

fittin-g of ratchet brakes to sidecar outfits

to enable them to' hold on a gradient,

(i) Hand-operated adjustment should be

provided, as it is not pleasant to require

tools every time either brake has to be

taken up.
" The general aspect of most machines

from the point of view of multiplicity

of small parts is better. Accessibility on

lightweights is important, as is more stan-

dardisation of nuts. Gear boxes or their

equivalent in chain transmission are still

offenders on the score of being too light,

with clutch parts and gear wheels of

rather small dimensions. An undue pro-

portion of retirem£nt^ was due to gear

box failure.
" Steering heads still need strengthen-

ing and larger races should be used.
" Wheel bearings in many cases show

looseness and the rear wheels of several

of the lightweights had suffered con-

siderably. Rims were very good.
" To lift a relatively heavy machine Ofi

to a stand is not easy, and the fitting of

prop stands in addition to the rear stand

would be convenient for short stops.
" Sidecair connections were sound

throughout, and this despite the fact that

the sidecars themselves were mostly

heavy.
" Many machines had clutch controls

operated with difficulty from badly placed

handles.
" Judging by the frequency of stops for

re-filling, it would appear certain ma-
chines are not economical.

" As regards the finishing machines, it

was very notable that genera! mechanical
design and construction ha-d been very

much improved. Only three maclunes
which completed the course lost the maxi-
mum award on account of deduction of

marks at the final examination. This is

a vast improvement over any previoijs <|

Six Days Trials result, and is a matter for r I

congratulation- to manufacturers. Now tl

that engine power is ample there is na il

tendency tocut weight in important parts

with the result that from a mechanical
point of view construction is much j

sounder. On the other hand, the per- I

centage of retirements, namely 30.3 of '3

starters, is the highest of any trial since

the war."
- A. M. LOW,

A. E. DAVIDSON, Lieut. -Col.,

Judges,

T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH,
Clerk of the Course,

A MOTOR BALLOT.
Novel Scheme to Swell the Funds of a Hospital. Motor Cycles and ia Light Car among the prizes.

Motorists asked to Name Most Popular Cars.

OBSERVANT motor - cyclists will be
much interested in a competition
now being run in aid of the

Coventry and Warwickshire Hospital.

For the sum of one shilling the entrant

is given a list of forty motor cars on the

c 16

British market, and is required to place
fifteen in order of popularity. The
Bender of the list most nearly tallying
with the general voting wins.

All the proceeds go to the hospital,
the prizes being presented by various

motor and motor cycle manufacturers;
These include a 1922 Crouch light car, a
Coventry Mascot sidecar outfit, and I

Triumph and McKenzie lightweights.
Tickets are obtainable at the Motor

Ballot OflSce, 7, Hay Lane, Coventry.
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BE READY!!!
Daylight saving ends October 7th.

You will then require a

« LOW " GENERATOR
LIGHTING SEl.

The features of the " Low " Generator are well known.

It stores the gas and can be turned on and off

until the whole of the carbide is used.

Always ready for use.

In the Lamp set the gas passes from the

Generator through one of the hollow bracket arms

and the cross stay which acts as a filter. No
rubber tubing required.

J4 rfavs' free
trial.

Particulars an4
Illustrated

Catalogue
post pre from

:

LOW LAMP SET.

I

Lamp set as illustrated £4 10
Generator, Motor-cycle

size .

.

£1 19
Generator, Combination

size .. .. £4 10
' Carriage & packing 1/6 exira

"kOVIf" GENERATOR &
ENGINEERING Co. L-fcd.
AkREFTTON, IVIIDDUESEX

Tdephoiics : Wembley 113-1"].

MOTOR OILS
Specially manufactured for

motor-cycle lubrication.
Newton oils are scientifically blended for use
with all touring machines. For racing cars

and cycles use Newton Aero Oil.

Newton Motor Oil
5-galI dmins

(per gall)

i-gall

can
Quart
can

Medium
Heavy

Aero oil'

4/11
5/11

""W""

6/9
7/9

"9/6

2/7
2/10
"-

1

Send for booklet including full Table.

A.E.NEWTON,LTD.
34, Victoria St., London, S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 2527-S.
Telegrams: AnJwtoyU, Vic, London.

CLOTHING
FOR

MOTORING
TRENCH COATS

Check-Lined 42 /- and Oil'skin Interlined

with detachable Fleece Lining, 5S/-
ide.^l for motoring.

TRENCH COATS
45/- 52/6

Check=4.ined. Check-Lined and Interlined.

These Coats are double-breasted and have a belt

ail round, and are made o( fins quaUty woo!
Gabardine.

LEATHER MOTOR COATS
Floece-lined £ 5 15 ^^^ ^^'^ ^" fQu^^-

These Coats are brand new, and are worth £10 105.

ALL GOODS SENT ON SALE OR RETURN.
We hold an unequalled stock of new and second-
hand Breeche?, Raincoats, Dinner and Dress
Suits, Lounge Suits, Leather Flying Coats, Trench
Coats, Chauffeurs' Overcoats, Sports Coats, and
Flannel Trousers at bargain prices. If you are in

want of any Clothing pay us a visit, it will be
well worth your while, dr if unable to call, we will

send goods on sale or return.

Illustrated Price List ajui Self-Measurement Form
sent on applicatiov.

Clothing Bought, Sold, or taken in exchange.
Buyers sent anywhere.

MOSS BROS., (pX^V)
83-5, High St., Netting Hill Gate, W.ll
and 224, High Road, Kilburn. N.W.6.

KKXiOSKiiSKKSiSKKilEKSeilEKi^

Regrinding

Motor Cycle S

^ Cylinders and Fitting ^
k New Pistons,Pins,andRings K
a PRICES. «PRICES.

A.J.S., 4 and 6 h.p. ; Ariel 3^ h.p.; Bradbury
4 h.p. ; B.S.A., 4i h.p. and Dome head ; Black-
burnez; and 4 h.p. ; Indian 7-9 h.p. and Powerplus

;

Jap2|, 6, 8, and 10 h.p. Norton ; Premier 3^ h.p.;

Precision 8 h.p. ; Rudge Si^ h.p. ; Triumph 3^ h.p.
(Dish head), 4 h.p. (Flathead), and 1914 Dome

head ; 35/- each.
Douglas1914-20 2i h.p. 3S/- pair.

DouglasSi & 4h.p. 46/-pair.

Firti Class Material and workmanship and
quick delivery.

Carriage F.O.R. Bradford.

Please Send Old Kston witli Cylinder.

HEPWORTH RINGS
conform to Air Board Chemical

Analysis and Physical Test.
HEPWORTH PISTON RINGS were used on Ike K
Napier "Lion" engine in the DJI.g Biplane,
which broke the world's altitude record, and also on
the same type of engine which was filled to the ^^
machine winning the British A erial Derby, 1921, ^
HEPWORTH & GRANDAGE, Ltd. S— «Wakefield Road, BRADFORD.

fn answerinn these, advertisements it is desirable to mention "

THE GRADO
MULTI-PULLEY
with Free Engine and Kickstarter

Special

Rcdaced Pries.

Kick-Start

Model £6 63.

Variable gear, free

en<?iiie, kick-start.

H^te is "ur world-

famed kick-start

Mottel for s\[ m.-i-

cliines fVom 3 to" jo

n.p. Delivery from
Stock.

Plain Model
£5 0.

Lightweight
Plain Model

£4 5 0.

Allcarriage Paid.

To secure at these

Special Reduced

P rices Order
To-da/

GRADO, LTD.
New London Address:—

90, Hatton Garden, LONDON, E.C.I.

Northern afid Midland Enquiries:—
66, Persliore Street, BIRMINGHAM.

LESTYOU FORGET!

OUR ANNUAL CLEAR-OUT
IS NOW PROCEEDING, AND
THE GREATEST MOTOR-
CYCLE VALUE IN THE
WORLD IS NOW BEING

OFFERED.

THE EXTRAORDINARY
BARGAINS HAVE ALREADY
ATTRACTED MANY

BUYERS.
LET US SEND YOU OUR

SALE LIST NOW !

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH.

272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW

Motor C licit-. biQ
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NiiMi^iMiNiiiiMMiiiiiNiNiiiiNiiiiiMiiii |7Q|^ WINTER MOTORING
The following light cars are now available at the considerably reduced 1S23 prices, and are sure to

appeal to you as an all-weather motorist : the running costs compare favourably with the motor
cycle combination and are obviously sujjerior in many respects. DEFERRED PAYMENTS
ARRANGED TO SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE.

MORGAN
Sole Surrey Distributing Agents.

8-10 li.p. J.A.P., M.A.G., Anzani,
Blackburne, W.C. or Air Cooled

Engines.

POPULAR . - £150 Prices

DE LUXE - - £175 include all

FAMILY - . - £186 lamps, hood,

GRAND PRIX - £180 and screen.

or £47 down and 18 monthly
instalments of £8^

Dynamo Lighting £13 10s. extra.

FULL STOCK OF MORGAN
SPARES.

SHOWROOMS :

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,

WEST CROYDON.
'Phone Croydon 2450—i.

8 h.p., 2 cyl., 3 speed and reverse
Disc wheels. Dynamo lighting.

Hood and Screen.

REDUCED 1933 PRICE

£180
or £47 down and 18 monthly

instalments of £8.

4-seater family model £190
Cash or terms.

-.AB.C-
12 h.p., 2 cyl., 4 speed and
reverse. Streamline body,
Aluminium bonnet, Disc
wheels. Dynamo lighting.

Hood and Screen.

REDUCED 1923 - PRICE

£255
or £63 down and 18 monthly

instalments of £11 16 7.

YOUR MOTORCYCLE AS FIRST
PAYMENT.

Works, specialising in

repairs to the above cars,

ChatiieM Road,

CROYDON.

\ii^x^^Mttmmsiismimmm/^!;^^//^\m^mma'

Brief Specification and
Prices of

Bradbury Motor Cycles.

MORE BRADBURY SUCCESSES.

Oldham Motor Clnb Open
Reliability Trial Sot the

"Bradhnry " Cup -

Stalybtidge M, C. HiU
Cliinb - - - -

BamstaDle U.
bility Trial

0. Relia-

SLC.C. London-Edinbnigb
Trial . . - -

Won by Mr. P. Piatt on
a 6 h.p, Bradbury anJ
sidecar.

Fastest time in 5 Events
Sidecar Classes, Mr. P
Piatt, 6 h.p. Bradbury.

2 Bradbury Riders Win
2 Cups, 2 Medals and
Prize ior. Best perJorm-
ances in Sidecar class

and solo over 350 c.c

4 Bradbury Riders Win
4 Medals (3 Gold, 1
Silver).

f h.p. single, 2-specd
countershaft gear, chain
and belt cHve, cork
clutch and kick-starter,

sjjin. tyres £6,0
2j h.p. single, 2-speed
countershaft gear, chain
and belt drive, minus
cork clutch and kick-
starter, ajjin. tyres . . £55

2^- h.p. single, fitted with
countershaft and large
diameter adjustable
pulley, 2:Jin. tyres . . £50

4 h.p. single, 3-speed
countershaft gear, cork
clutch and kick-starter,
chain drive, 650 X 65
'yres £92

6 h.p. twin, 3-speed
countershaft gear, cork
clutch and kick-starter,

cbain^drive, 28in. x 3in.

interchangeable wheel,
front and rear internal
expanding brake £117

Write us for free lists.

The machines par excellence^lor Solo or Combination riding.

SPEED—POWER—REtlABIHTY and Comfort in

lidiag are as&ured.to usees of-the Famous Bradbury.

BRADBURY & Co. LTD,, OLDHAM.
J7i un->iLei ui'i Uitx-e ud Lert/i^t //tents it is desirable to mention ""

'J'he Motor C ijclt.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAT.E
Bradbury.

-1022 Bradbury 4h,p,, J-speed, clutch, kick-start.

J.f7 licensed .rear, fullv equipped, indistinRuiihable

(rom new; 70 gns. : CKohaiiBes or deferred.— Edwards.

60, Harrington Rd.. Soulti Kensington. [2285

Brough.
Olh.p. Brough, 3-speed S.A. counter.^haft, dual
Ofi clutfh, la^t, perfect condition, for sale: light-

weight part.—27, Wandle Rd., Wandsworth Common,
S,W.17. [4481

BROUGH 1920 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick-start, clutch,

all-chain, special 2-seater sidecar by Derwent,

ftmall mileage, perfect order, and open expert exam-
ination: ^£95, near offer.—Spriggs, Widmerpool, Notts.

(n; [4184
Brough Superior.

T ONDON.

ROUGH SUPERIOR Service and Sales Depot.
B'
rpHE Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd.

^0L£ Agents for London and thirty miles radius.

THE Sporting Rider's Ideal. Immediate deliveiv ol

Mark 2 6.5h.p. wlo, £125; Mark 2 combina-
tion. ^150: Mark 1 solo, £150; Mark 1 combination,
£180. 3.S. 80 suppliedj with Brooklanda certificate

ol 60 m.p.h.. £165, delivery ten days. Demonstration
models in stock, catalogues post free on request. Ex-
tended payments and exchanfles.—9, 10, 11. Royal
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone : 2450-1. 'Grams :

Track, Croydon. [0733

BROUGH SUPERIOR Sports Sidecar, complete as
new; £15.—Malvern Rd. Garage, Thornton Heath.

[4591
SMALL Deposit will secure you latest models

Brough Superior.—Seymour Hotel Garage,
Gloucester. [4089

1 Q 22 Brough Superior Mark II. Combination.
J-v special aluminium dash_ and screen, outht per-

fect; £120.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., East i'utnev.
[4558

MANCHESTER. Oldham, Bury, Stockport, _ Staly-
bridge, Rochdale, Huddersfield, etC; etc.—We are

BOle agents for Biougli Superior.—Brough Superior
Northern Services, 198, Manchester Ed., Oidham.

BROUGH SUPERIOR Northern Services.—As our
name implies, we are Brough Superior specioliats.

All models in stock. Mark I.. 90x77V2 mni., o.h.v.,

£160: Mark I. ai^le valve, £150; Mark I. sporting
combination, with screen, step mat. and apron,

£180; Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125: Mark
II, syorting combination, £150. ^^Demonstration runs
by nppoiutniput. Catalogues post free on request.

We are the Erougi Superior representatives for whole
of Lancashire and Yorkshire (exception Leeds and
Sheffield), and greater part of Cheshire and North
Stafford. Sho-niooms, 198, Manchester Ed., Oldham.

IS Yours Going to be a Brough Superior ? If so,

don't forget Brough Superior Northern Servicer.

Let us give you a trial run. [0880

1 Q22 Brough Superior C^imbination, super J.A.P.,
-L*7 dynamo lighting, speedometer, Tan-Sad, tax
paid; £135, near offer, or exchange lower xx^wer and
rash; alter 7 p.m.- 7, Lucien Rd., Tooting, S.W.17.
Day time. Hop 1526. ,^ [4282

Spaie Parts:

SPARES.—All engine, gear bos. and frame spares

for Bro'igh Superior in stock; write for lists.—

G. and J. Daweon. The Ideal Garage, Cambridge. [0835

£22.—Brown SV^^-V-, low, fast, powerful; take pedal
cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-

don. [4301

B.S.A.
A BXORMAL Bargains in shop-foiled models.-The

C
B.S.A. Specialists.

Orxir Cycle ani Motor Co., Ltd., Broad St..

. Birmingham. [7010

B.S.A. 4l4h.p., June, 1922, chain-belt; £85.-WiI-
liams, Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Bamet.

[3939
4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, kick-start, fully equipped;

£25.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Hounslow,
[1227

B.S.A., 1922, shop-soiled: £100; Model H2.—Shep-
herd, Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham X 31.

[0940
B.S.A. Model M.2, shop-soiled only, at special price

of £96.—Hatcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland

j

St., W. [4661

B.S.A. Model H.2, shop soiled only, at special price
of £99.—^Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland

St., W. [4662

LATE _B.S.A. Combination, excellent condition, bar.
gain. 3-5peed; 43 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd.,

Balham. , [4550

B.S.A. 1922 41/ih.p., chain dri-re, shop-soiled; only
f90.-'«';dker, 1098, Warwick Ed., Acocks Green,

Birmingham. [3638

"1Q20 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
J- "kick-start, splendid outfit; ^ £80.-39, Ashford
Rd., Swkidon. [4014

-©FFOISTIUMITY-
exists at this time of the year of

securing a New or Second -hand
Machine at a really Bargain Price.

We have still available a few Shop-
soiled Models by the Best Makers.
Write at once for List.

A
Deposit.

£20

Jew of this week's S.H. Bargains.

1 'J Monthly In- Cash
A— stahnsntsot Price

A.J.S.
1922 2}h.p., Model Bl, CTC
equipped, taxed, as new £4 18 7 3^ ' ^

£9"; INDIAN.*"' 1920 7/9 Ij.p., electrically
equipped, speedometer,
excellent condition £4 £70

C4S MATCHLESS.
^ ^ 1932 H2 Comb. mag.

engine, dynamo lighting,
Ea.sting, spare wheel and
tyre, taxed, soiled only... fill 12 ,1 £175

£12 OMEGA.
*-^ 1921 2| h.p., 2 speed,

K.S. clutch, horn, new
condition £1 IB 10 SiJ^

PRECISION.
3^ h.p.. Comb., 3 speed,
equipped, taxed £26

£1!; LEVIS.
2J h.p., 2 speed, equipped,
taxed £1 „ £30

£20 HUDGE.^^^
3J h.p. 1920 I.O.M.,
equipped £3 2 £55

£1=; HOBART.
*-^*^ 4 h.p. twin Combination, C32

equipped, Easting . . . £112 3 i'^i'J

£1!; ALLDAYS-ALLON.^^^ 1920 2 speed, clutch,
K.S., taxed £2 4 10 £40

£1=; ENFIELD,^
2i h.p. 1920, equipped, C^O
taxed £2 1 3 AiJO

£15 RUDGE. 1919multi, r..^
equipped, taxed £2 4 10 S^"

£2£; RUDGE.
^'"^ 1922 I.O.M., equipped

as new, taxed £3 19 8 £69
C^q HARLEY-DAVIDSON.iJj j,2o Electrical Comb., ^IT^

fully equipped, screen .. £7 3 4 =wllO

VdS MORGAN.*^^ 1922 Family Model,
water cooled, equipped, C 1 iCC
taxed, as new " £10 15 oS'i"*'

Cli; MORGAN.
^^'-' 1919 W. C. de Luxe, £190

equipped, tax paid £7 12 4 3i-l^U

£1!; DOUGLAS.*^^ 1920 2J h.p., 3 speed, C/IC
clutch and K .S,, equipped £2 13 9 J^^J

£1=; DOUGLAS.*^^ 1915 2J h.p., 3 speed,
clutch & K.S., equipped,
tax paid £1 15 10 £35

PARKER'S
BOLTON s. MANCHESTER

BRADSHAWGATE.
Tsl. 1348.

245, DEANSGATE.
Tel. S64 Cen.

MOTOR CYCI.KS FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 4»4h.p., late 1920, mileage 4,000, tn perl ct

condition, Cowey speeflometer; £60.—Chirrey'a
Garage, Harpenden. [4073

B.S.A. 1919 41/ih.D., 3-speed, clnti-h find K.S., really

tine condition, any trial : £45.—Stubbs' Gnrages,
Ltd., Loughborough. [3780

1 Q19 B.S.A. 4i/,h.p. Combination, with lamps and
-Lt/ npcessories. well kept; £65, no oflers.—S. S., 43,
FoiinereMU Rd., Ipiwich. [1541

"1 Q19 B.S.A. Combination, in nice condition, fully
J-*' equipped; £55, bargain.—Maynard, 161, Bowes
Rd., rtnwes Park, N".!!. [4157

B.S.A. 1921 7h.p. Combination, perfect rouditinn,
spare wheel, fully equipped; 100 cuinens.— 7,

Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [4195

O.S.A. 1919 4i^h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, kick-
-*-' starter, chain-cum-belt. all lamps, horn; £55.-
Maudes", Paris St., Exeter. [4396

1? 42.—B.S.A. 1913 coachbuilt Combination, counter-
^^ shaft, ^-speed, splendid outfit.—Speechley, 86.
ChurchfieldKd., Acton, W.3. [4268

£25.-1915 T.T. B.S.A., excellent condition through-
out, new tyrei ami belt.—Merifield, 144, Canbury

Park Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [4090

4ih.p. 1919-20 B.S.A. Combination, all-chain drive,
4 3-speed, free engine and kick-start; £75.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London [4500

B.S.A. (August, 1921) 4iAh.p., little used; £69, -or
exchange 2-stroke and cash; also sidecar. — 70,

Station Rd., Harborne, Birmingham. [3823

1 Q21 B.S.A. with 1922 sidecar, Tan-Sad. engineer
X«7 owned; £87 cash, part exchange solo entertained.
—17, Clyfford Crescent, Newport, Men. [4107

B.S.A. 1920 4i4h.p. K.S. Combination, with coach-
built sidecar, screen, lamps, tools, tax paid^ £65.

—Kondo, 24. Gloucester St., Victoria. [3945

B.S.A. 1918 Combination 4^/4h.p., all accessories,
overhauled, new tyres, taxed; quick sale, £43.—

8, Crouch Rd., Stonebridge Park, London. [2861

B.S.A. 1922 Combination, 4Vlh.p., 3-speed, hand
clutrh, aluminium disc wheels, Lucas lamp and

horn; ^100.—Birch's Garage, Wolverhampton. [4633

-| Q21 B.S.A. 6-8h.p. Twin, B.S.A. car, dynamo
-L *y lighting, speedometer, spare wheel ; £1 10.—M

,

Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [4009

B.S.A. 4i4h.p., 1922, K2, 3 speeds, hand clutch,
kick-sta,rter, brand new, slightly soiled; £90.—

Eagles and Co.; 275, High St., Acton, London, W.
[4146

"J
Q22 B.S.A. 4V2I1.P.P chain-cum-belt, and trades-

i«^ man's carrier, shop soiled only; at special price
of £121.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St., W.

[4671

1 Q22 6h.p. B.S.A. Combination, No. 3 sidecar, shop-
M,9J soiled, a gift; £135; exchanges and deferred
payments.—Bambers, Eastbank St., Southport, 'Phone:
607. [4415

T Q19 4i4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all chain, perfect
-I-t? condition, lamps, horn, speedometer, new tyres;
£70.--Wall, Kingsley House, Drayton Green, West
Ealing. [3889

B.S.A., June, 1922, Model K2, combination. East-
ing screen, legshields, Showell oil pump, good

as new; £120.—Lincoln Bannister, Newtown, Cradlev
Heath. [4064

41h.p. 1919-20 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
4t fullv equipped, hood, screen, spare tube and

belt, beautiful condition; £70.-45, Egham Rd.,
Plaistow, E.13. [3803

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, new May, 1922, Cowey
trip, watch. Easting, mirror, Lucas lamps, insur-

ance paid; bargain, £160, or near.-T-Boi 3914, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [4363

B.S.A. 1921 Combination, 4'Ah.p., all chain, Mag-
dyno, tax paid, Cameo screen, legshields, spare

valve, cover, and tube, perfect throughout.—33, Bristol

Rd., Birmingham. [3813

SNIP!—Brand new 1922 4Vih.p. B.S.A., Model K,
3 speeds, unused, £85; also brand new 6h.p.

twin B.S.A. Light 6. £110.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.,

Saffron Walden. "Phone: 45. [4371

1 Q22 B.S.A. Light 6-7h.p. and No. 4 sidecar, shop-
-Lt/ soiled demonstration model, maker's guarantee;
126 guineas; excha.nges or deferred.—Edwards. 50, Har-
ringt-on Rd., South Kensington. [5454

B.S.A. 1919 41/ih.p. Combination, windscreen, 3
speeds, kick-starter, speedometer, patent spring

saddle, accumulator lighting, tools and spares; £80,
or near offer.—G.P., 109, Hither Green Lane, Lewis-
ham. [4635

B.S.A., 1922, absolutely brand new, unregistered,

4Vih.p., all-chain drive, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

starter, tools, etc.; list price £105; first cheque
£72/10 secures; cash wanted.—391 King St., Hammpr-
smith. I C4615

"I
Q22 8h.p. B.S.A., No. 1 sidecar, electric lighting.

-L*/ Binks, Cowey speedometer and horn. Easting
windscreen. Challenger tubes, spare whesl. luggage
carrier, condition perfect, licensed end year; £140.—
" Willow Bank," London Rd., Bromley, Kent.

'Phone: 1041. [4250

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b2_^

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked {?).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
E.S.A.

B.S.A. (August. 1921) 6-7h.p. Combination, lamps,
F.R.3. head, 3 generators, born, Lucas Toirror,

spring saddle, and footboards, unused spare wheel,
spare tube, Tan-Sad, luggage grid. Easting Royal,
automatic oil pump, good condition througliout, very
small mileage; any examination; £125, or near.

—

Write, 82, Finchley Park, N.12. [4219

Spare Parts:

S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7663

B.S.A. Spares ca>n be had by return, post free,

from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares
Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0805

THE B.S.A. Specialists.—On the spot. Give our
unrivalled Spares Service a trial; catalogue free.—

County Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd., Broad St., Bir-
mingham. [7011

G0DFREV3, Ltd., 208. Great Portland St. London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always in stock Write for "free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. , [0750

Calthorpe.
CALTHOHPEJ.A.P. 1915 2%-h.p., Enfield 2-speed,

lainps, etc.; £18.-9, Gipsy Hall, Upper Norwood.
[4172

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2'iih:j)., 1915, 2-speed, nice con-
dition; £27.—Parkes, 46, Camberwell Green,

S.E.5. [4258

T*25.—Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p., 2 speeds, countershaft,^ late model, splendid condition.—406, York Ed.,
Wandsworth. [4235

23.h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 3-speed, re-enamelled
4 and plated, in sound order ; £26.—1 , ChuTch

Lane, Windsor. [4041

CALTHORPE 1921 2-;4h.p., J.A.P. engLne, Bunlop
tyres. 2 speeds, all lamps, many spares, tax paid;

£35.-Maude5'. Walsall Garage, Walsall. [4400

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 1920, 4-stroke, 2-speed,
Tan-Sad, lamps, tax paid, good condition; £32.—

Vee, '• Bexley," Dawley Ed., Harlington, Middlesex.
[3619

AT Edwards.—1922 2V2I1.P. Calthorpe 2-stroke, 2-

speed, kick-starter and clutch, equipped, lamps,
hciB, speedometer, and pillion seat, pexfeci order; 37
guineas.—101, Great Portland St., W.l- [4530

rtJLh.p. Calthorpe motor cycles. New 1922 models,
^2. £36. or £7 down and 12 monthly payments of

£2 '9/6; balance paid in eighteen months if required.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G. 4. [4501

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2^ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch,
countershaft, tyres very good, tax paid, latest

Amac carburetter, i-n except-ional condition through-
out, iny trial; £18, a real bargain.—E. Watson. Vic-
toria Ed., Aldcburgh, Suffolk. [4515

Campion.
8h.p. Campion-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, Bonniksen,

licensed, lamps, new chains, tyre, &ne solo or
sidecar machine; £45.—Malvern Garage, Malvern Rd.,
Thornton Heath. [3890

Cedos
£28.-1920 2',{.h.p. Cedos, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start.

overhauledT guaranteed perfect condition, acces-
sories, licence paid.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. - [4597

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA Combination, 8h.p., 3-speed, kick-
start; £65.—63. Trinity St., Borough, S:E.l.

I[3709

CHATER-LEA Combination 4h.p., variable, Iv.S.,

equipped, taxed; £18.-17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham.
[3980

Chater-Lea=ViUiers.
CHATER-I-EA-VILLIERS 2'>4h.p., 2-speed, 1919

(late), good condition, tax, lamps, norn, tools,

new tyres; £35.-7, Ranmoor Crescent, Sheffield. (DV
[4283

C^ODEREY'S, Ltd.. 208. Gt. Portland St., London,
T W.l.—1919 2i^2ii-P- Chater-Lea-Villiers, 2-si>eed

gear, head lamp and generator, liorn, tax paid to

Dec. 3lEt, in running order; £22. [3905

Cleveland.

£12 Secures Cleveland 1921 3h.p., 2-stroke, abso-
lutely new, mileage undei" 100, fully equipped;

balance 12 monthly payments 55/-.—Martin, 10, Her-
brand St., Russell Sq., W.C.I. [3888

Clyno.
tf* 24.-1920 2'/2h.p. Clyno 2-stroke, 2 speeds, hand^ clutch, perfect condition.—King, Egrove Farm,
Oxford. [4204

WAHCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London,
E.C 4.—Clyno 1920 2V2I1.P.. 2-stroke, 2-speed,

and F.E.; £25. [4502

£37/10.—Clyno Combination, 3-speed, kick-start,
good order.—W.T.C. Motor Exchange, S, Addison

Av., W.ll. Park 2071. [4567

LYNO 5-6I1.P. Combination, large C.B., 3-speed,
K.S., recently overhauled and painted; £55.

211, Bravinglon Rd., W.9. [3684

-|Q19 2^,'^h.p. ClTno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, oluteh, lamp,
X.*J Kl.ixon. discs, etc.; £33, or exchange,—Tolley, 3,

Tlie Rise '• St. George's Rd., Aldeisliot. [3745

C

ALL
PRICES

REDUCED
The following excellent selection of

NEW 1922 MODELS
which are shop-soiled only, are

reduced to the lowest possible

prices to effect quick sales. They
are offered subject to bemg
unsold upon receipt of order,

which should be accompanied

by a deposit.
Maker's Re-
List duced

Make. Description. Price. Price.

ALLON. si h.p., 2 speeds, £60 £52
cl. and K.S.

B.8.A. 4i h.p., Model K, £107 £87
3 speeds, cl.

and K.S.
HAWKER. Model C, 4i h.p., £89 5 £80

Blackburne
engine, 3 speeds,

cl. and k.S., all-

chain drive.

MAT^iHLESS. 8 h.p. comb., H2, £191 1 6 £170
dyno. Itg., wind-
screen,

t

NEW IMPERIAL. 2} h.p., 3 speeds, £73 £65
. cl. and K.S., all-

chain drive.

ROYAL ENFIELD. 8 h.p. comb.,dyno. £158 £140
lighting.

ROYAL ENFIELD. 2i h.p., 2 speeds, £55 £50
cl., all- chain
drive.

ROVER. 4 h.p., 3 speeds, £100 £90
cl. and K.S., all-

rhain drive.

RUDGE-MULTI. -ai h.p., I.O.M. JE77 £70
model.

RALEIGH. 2i h.p.. Sports £68 £63

„ model, 2 speeds,

cl. and K.S.
TRIUMPH. Type H, 3 speeds, £105 £93

cl. and K.S.
TRIUMPH. TypeS.D.,3Spds., £1tS £100

d. and K.S., all-

chain drive.

ZENITH. 3}h.p., Bradshaw £113 £78
engine, Gradua
gear.

We can send you a list of

GUARANTEED
SECONDHAND MACHINES
of all types for purchase by

cash or deferred payments.

LOVETT'S LIMITED,

EASTERN GARAGE,
418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E. 7.

'Phone: East Ham 490. 'Grams: "EgaracOj London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, dynamo lightir
spare wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, licem

fine condition; £80.—Seen 2, Hogarth Rd., Ear
Court. [371

CLYNO Sh.p. 1922 Model 60 Luxe, Magdyno, lul

equipi>ea, insurance paid to May, 1923; fl5i
owner buying car ; seen by appointment alter 6.

Innes, 60, Muirkirk Rd., Catford. [39t

SHOWR00M-S0ILED.~New 1922 Sh.p. Clyno Cw
hinatlon, spring frame, detachable wheels, wji.

screen; reduced to £125; easy payments 4% extra; I

delivery to any address.—Premier - Motor Co,, Ash.
Rd., Birmingham. [227

Spare Parts:

CLYNO Spar66.-Immediate delirery.-Kays, 8, Boi
I

St., Ealing'. - [766
'

Connaught.
~l 022 Connaught. 2-speed, and cash for highe
J-tf iK)wer.—198, King St., Hammersmith. [429

1 Ql9 Connaught, 2-speed gear, engine almost new
-L%/ 5E15.—Heygate, Milford-on-Sea, Hant^. [382

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Conoaugfc
1921. 2-speed, Tiand-controUed. clutch, and kicl

start; £4-7/10. Easy terms. [448

1 Q22 Connaughts, 10% Teductron off list. 2 speed;
-1-t/ clutch and kick-starter model, also slngle-speec

brand new but shop-soiled.—^Homac's, 243, Lower Olaj

ton Rd., N.E. Balston 2408." [442

AT Edwards'.—1922 S'/^h.p. Connaught ConJbio:

tion, all-chain drive. S^speed gear, kick-starte

and clut'cn, fnlly equipped, lamps, horn, tax paid, ne'

condition ; 73 gns. Deferred payments and exchange:

101. Great Portland St., W.l. [223

Goutson.

1 Q21 4h.p. Coulson B, fully equipped, excellent ci
-*-iy dition, owner going a'broad; £60; with sideca'

£70._-White, Hazelwood House, Old Southgate, N,
,

[S93 ;

4h.p. Coulson-Blackbume, bought March, 1921'

spring frame, gears, C. and K.S., licence, insui

ance, new spares, belt, chain, valves, tools, horn, etc

£70.-40, Wellington Rd. St. John's W^cJ, N.W.8.
[402

£55.—Special Competition Model 2%h.p. Conlsoi.

Jap, 1921, unridden untU Feb.. 1922, very fai

sporting machine, spring frame, Sturmey--Archer <

speed and clutch, front tyre braJid new Hutchinsor
trip speedometer, Miller lamps, Lucas honi, specia

long plated exhaust, looks brand new, carefully ridde'

by private owner, tax and iaxsurance paid.—G. I

Chappell, 62, Sotheby Rd., Highbury, Loudon. [416

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE 'aV^h.p., .2-stroke, Tast year

model, perfect; £37/10.—Baniels, Station Rd
Wealdstone. [389

Daltn.

3 h.p. Dalm 2-stroke engine, run 50 miles, perfec

condition, magneto, carburetter pipes and cor

trols; £15; exchange ior 6 or 8h.p. twin J.A.P.-

Clark, 58, Mayes Rd., Wood Green, N.22. [369

De Luxe.
Q-SPEED De Luxe 2V2h.p. 2-stroke, tax paid, sui

-V boy or lady; £21.—Cross, Effingham Sq., Rothei
ham. [445

;

33.h.p. 1920 De Ltixe, 2-speed, K.S., ^cellent valuei
J* £29.—Kinsev and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower AdOif J

combe Ud., Croydon. [433i
^

£^{\ Pounds is Worth Saving on a motor cycle. Sen- I'

/W" at onee for a large art illustration of th
'

famous super Model D De Luxe Barr and Sfcrouo

engine motor cycle, does 140 ' miles per gallon ani

will take a sidecar almost anywhere. Free democ
ptrations given. Send 2d. stamp.-De Luxe Moton
174, Corporation. St., Birmingham. [445

Diamond.

GIBB, Gloucester, can give immediate delivery Dir

monds from stock. t754-

DIAMOND 2^/4h.v. 2-stroke, single-speed (Villiei-i

brand new; £30.~:Bu-ch's Garage, Wolverhami
ton. ~(46-'

DIAMOND 1921 254h.p, J.A-P., 2 speeds, clutdi

fully equipped, licence, new condition; £38.—63

Solon Rd., BrLston. [4691

DIAMOND, 254h.p. J.A.P., 1921 model. Sturmey
Archer 2-speed and kick-starter, lamps, horn

tools, tax paid, nice condition; £39.-391, King St.

Hammersmith. [461'

BOBERTSON'3 Motors, Lt^ are the London ant

Home Counties Agents Wt the iamous Diamom
motor cycles, fitted .with Barr and Stroud or J.A-P

engines.-157b. Great Portland St.. W.l. [593J

Dot.

AT Edwards'.—1922 Super Sports Dot-Jap engine

speedometer, lamps, horn, mileage 300, inaiS'

tinguishable from new; 90 ^ns. Deferred payment?

and exchanges.—101, Great Portland St.. W.l. r222C

Douglas
35.h.p. Douglas, 1916, good condition:; £3B^5

a vCharaley Ed., Cafiford, [3e2<

DI4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised fey private owners are, when desired, matked (P).
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4 MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

3 Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno,
tt7 Vickers engine, tyres all in excellent condition;
»ought car; sacrifice, ;eiOO.—Maynard, 52, Alexandra
!(!., Swansea. [3804

ENFIELD 1922, Sports model. 2V4h.P-, electric

iiglrting set, Lucas horn, Pedley handle grips,

nice grips, very little used, as new; £52/10.—The
tiorrib Garages, O.\ford. 1(3738

I Q22 EnCeld 2-spsed. kick-start, fully equipped, in-

l^ distinguishable from new, licensed year; 42
'Liineas; exchanges or deJerred.—Edwards, 50, Harring-
im Rii., South Kensington. [4534

IQ21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., Magdyno, speedo-
l-*y meter, hood, screen, side curtains, absolutely
IS new, guaranteed: £110.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-
.on Ed. N.E. Dalston 2408. [4426

A T Edwards'.—1920 Enfleld 2V,h.j>., 2-stroke, fully
c\- equipped with lamps, horn, and speedometer,
'Xcellent condition; 35 gns. Deferred payments and
xchanges.—101. Great Portland St., W.l. [2222

I Q21 Enfield Combination, perfect conditiooi, East-
l-v ing. Magdyno, spare wheel, etc.; £95 cash, ex-
hange. extended terms.—Elce, Ltd.. 13-15-16, Bishops-
iate Av., Camomile St., E.C.5. 'Phone: Avenue 5548

[0065
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Sh.p.

1918 Royal Enfield Combnation. all accessories,
iipeedometer ; £85. sh.p. 1916 Royal Enfield Com-
jiuation. all accessories, tax paid; £75; Easy terms
lirraoged. [44a9

,1 Q22 Enfield, double sidecar, Sandum screen, spring
i-*y handle-bars, mileage 1,800, as new, unscratched,
dl spares, any trial, 60 m.p.g., absolutely faultless;
irst offer ^ei25 secures.—Capt. Spear, 80, East Sheen
s,v., S.W.14. [3913

6pare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Eays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7666

f Excelsior.
|t|_lh.p. Excelsior Combination, ' late 1920, fully
i2 equipped, excellent condition; owner going
ibroad; offers.—Mackridge, Park' St.. Wombwell.

.[3711

Fafnir.
lOh.p. Fafnir, excellent order, new Palmer, Grado
!^ gear; snip, £12/10.—Clark, 47, Harders Rd.,
>.E.lb. [4271

F.N.

F.N. 1922 Sh.p., shaft drive, latest model, over-
head valves; £125.—London Aeents. Bartletts.

,i)3, Gt. Portland St. [4647

;v|-CYL. P.N., everything in order, Bosch, splendid
* spark, new tyres, shaft drive, Amac, wants
uning up; £3, snip.—14, Estcourt St., Devizes. [4247

; Spare Parts :

'p.N. Spares.—We can supply for oil models from
I*- 1904

:
prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

Jiord's, 37, Cricklewood E^o.^dway, London, N.W.2.
V [1353
1 Grandex.
£15 or Nearest.—Grandex-Precision 4^4h.p., good run-

ning order, tax paid.—Toung, Hanipnett, North-
ach, Glos. [3750

Harley^Davidson.
HAELEY De Luxe Combination, cost ^6240, 1921;

sell cheap, offers.-187, Westbury Av., Wood
'reen. [4546

y-9h.p. Ilarley-Davidson Combination, 1920, fully
(' equipped; £105.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Port-
j.nd St., W.l. [4679

IITARLEY 1919 Combination, Easting, etc.,
--•-good cnndition; 50 guineas.—51, Upper Rjch-
lond Rd.. East Putney. [4557

(jQ21 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., with Bransom side-
|*-*.^cir, in splendid condition, fully licensed; £98.

—

l.ambert, Horsmonden, Kent. [3657

FLAT Twin Harley, Swan sporting sidecar, speedo-
EQeter, lighting, original tvre^, unscratched : £90.-

i:0. Forest Hill Ed., East Duiwich. [3984

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 Combination,
7-9h.p.. fully equipped: £75; take lightweight

i-art.-93, Sheldon Rd., Chippenham. [4222

I Q19 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, perfect condition,
l-«^ owner going away, tax paid and fully insured:
;65, or offer.-142, Bishop's Ed., Bethnal Green, E.2.
jP) [3749

HARLEY' 1920 7-9h.p. Combination, dynamo light-
ing, fuliy equipped, almost new; £89, any trial.

-28. Woodford Rd.. Forest Gate. 'Phone • Maryland
;598. r3970
'I Q20 Harley Combination, 7-9h.p., Bosch, magneto
«-«/ hand and foot clutch, electric lighting, Hen-
ierson. 45 guineas sidecar, tax paid, perfect; sell for
8 guineas; lightweight part exchange.—W. Walden.
lairdresser. Wisbech Rd.. King's Lynn. ;[4469
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, delivered 1921

7-9h.p.. coachbuilt combination ; highest offer over
;100 accepted. Condition paintwork fair, but mech-
.nically perfect and guaranteed absolutely sonnd by
;.Iai-iae Bros., Harley Agents, 31, Cockburn St., Edin-"""^

[3652lurgh.

1922 BRAND NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA Coupe, reduced price 350 gns.
LAGONDA, 2-5ealer, reduced price 280 gns.
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed, all on £68
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed, all chain £55
LEVIS, 21 h.p., 2-specd £58
MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. combination £140
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. combination .... £145
NORTON BIG FOUR £120
NORTON BIG FOUR, family s/car £158 10
REX ACME, 2i h.p., 2-spsed £50
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all chain £115

M'e are Quotlnz very special exchange
allowance azalnst the above io clear.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
Deferred payments, one-fourth deposit, 5 per
cent, on balance, and 12 monthly payments.

SOLOS.
FEATHERWEIGHT, H h.p.. spring Forks . £9 15
NORTON, 1922, Big Four, 300 miles £99 10
RUDGE, 3i, clutch model, wants attention £19 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, 3.V h.p., I.O.M £59 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p., tax paid . . £62 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1320,7-9 h.p £70
T.D.C. 1921, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, tax paid £35
TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., 3-speed, tax paid £67 10
TRIUMPH, 1916, 4 h.p., c/shaft £52 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ARIEL, 1919, 3.V h.p., 3-speed com'). ..... £69 10
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-E comb. £89 10
CHATER LEA, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb £59 10
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, 1920 Grindlay sc £87 10
HARLEY, 1 91 9, electric comb £97 10
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed comb, tax paid . £57 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive .... £45
MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p. comb £85
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. £79 10
NORTON, 1922, 4 h.p. comb., 250 miles . £127 10
RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, and sidecar, tax paid. . £72 10
RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £82 10
SCOTT, 3}, 2-speed comb., tax paid . . £55
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc., tax paid .

.

£87 10
TRIUMPH, Z),, 2-speed comb., tax paid ... £39 10
TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., Gloria s/car £92 10

RUNABOUTS.
BLUMFIELD,7h.p. 3-wheeler, hood, screen,

Chater Lea 3 speeds, tax paid £59 10
H.F.G.. 1920, 8-10 h.p.. 2-seaier, dynamo £97 10
MORGAN, Grand Prix, O.H.V £95
RICHARDSON, 1920, 2 seater, dickey seat. £95
TINY,10 h.p. 4-cyl., 2 seater, dynamo light-

ing, screen, new hood . . £120

SPECIAL OFFERS.
£5 deposit and 12/6 weekly buys

BUCHET, 31 h.p., 2-speed, tax paid £19 10
F.N., 4-cylinder, spring forks, Bosch mag £19 10
STEVENS, 4}, single gear, spring forks £17 10
HUMBER, H h.p., 2-speed £27 10
RUDGE. 3i h.p., clutch, wants attention . . £19 10
REX, 5/6 h.p., 2-SDeed combination £29 10
PREMIER, 3i h.p., 2-speed £29 10
SINGER, 31, h.p., clutch, lax paid £25
BRADBURY, 31 h.p., 3-speed, tax paid. ... £29 10
HUMBER, 3i h.p., engine wants attention £15

25.Horton Street,

t HAUfMC;
Piionjei40o Grams r'T^rlfection

All letters' relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

"ILTARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, bought Octo.
-*-*- ber, 1921, as new, only driven 2,000 miles; will
accept half original cost.—Windridge, 67, Bridge St.,

Walsall. [3664

PERFECT Running Order and Condition.—1920 21
Harley electric combination, speedometer, Tan-

Sad, tax paid; £130.—Shepperton Motor Works, Shep-
perton-on-Thame",. [2452

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p. Combination,
thoroughly overhauled, complete with new side-

car, all lamps, horn, etc.; £75.—Maudes'. The Wal-
sall Garage, Walsall. . [4402

"I 021 Harley-Davidson (November) Combination.
-Lf electric, new Coupette sidecar, excellent, guar-
anteed; £115; exchanges.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
W.9. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. 14332

HARLEY'-DAVIDSON.—Gentleman unable to take
delivery of brand new 1922 model F will : ccept

£125 for same, and send carriage paid any address
Great Britain.—Box 3810, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[3653
7-9h.p. Hiirley-D.ividson (1920) Combination, as new,

electric lighting and horn, tools. Canoelet De Eusa
sidecar with screen, perfect running order: £120. or

nearest offer.—TreadAvell, " Windermere," W'arwick Rf'.,

Olton, Biriningh.am. [4017

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, delivered May,
Watsonian R34 sidecar, windscreen, dash, step,

Lucas lighting, speedometer, etc., specially tuned en-

gine bv makers; £120.—Colonial Motors, 104A,
Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [4610

"I
Q22 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric model,

-^v ammeter, spotlight, speedometer, discs, horn,

handle-bar muffs, tyres and chain nearly new, perfect

condition throughout, smartest solo on road, 115 guineas:
also 1919 7-9h.p. combination. Swan sidecar, with special

71/2 gallon pressure fed petrol tank, electric accuniulatoi

and gas lighting, Tan-Sad, speedometer, etc., good con-

dition througTiout : 69 guineas, bargain.—22a, Belsize

Square, Hampstead. [3770

"I
Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination, undoubtedly

^*y the most posh machine of its class, late property

of a famous rider, plated tank, long plated exhaust

pipe, patent chain oiler, sidecar fitted with screen and
special dash with motor aneroid, voltmeter, ammeter,
dash lamp, mirror and clock; on machine speedometer,

2 gradient meters, clock, spotlight, electric and bulb

horns; outat insured and taxed; first £100 secures.

—

W T. Dnnn. Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., If.W.l. 'Phone:

Museum 5391. [^369

S-pare Parts:

HAELEY Spares.-Immediate delivery.-Kays. 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [7667

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—We have a large stock of

second-hand parts.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland
St., W.l. M379

Hawker.

AT Edwards.—1922 4l4h.p. Hawker, Blackburne en-

gine. 3-speed Bunnan gear box, kick-starter and
clutch, all-chain drive, lamps, horn, tax paid, indi^-

ting,;ishable from new. 2 weeks old; 65 guineas.—101.

Great Portland St., W.l. [1531

Edwards—1922 4l4h.p. Hawker Combination.

Blackburne engine. 3-speed. Bnrman gear box. kick

starter and clutch, all-chain drive, lamps, horn, tax

paid, indistinguishable from new, 2 weeks old; 72
guineas.-lOl, Great Portlanc St., W.l. [4526

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Latest

model Hawker, 4»4h.p., Blackburne engine; £75;
(shop-soiled only) ; 3 speeds, hand-controlled clutch and
kick-start all-chain drive, internal expanding brakes

both wheels; had on easy terms and exchange.

'Phone; Holborn £777. {4490

HFizlewood

HAZLEWOOD Combination, 1917, perfect, any
trial; £65, or near.—268, Portobello Bd., W.IO.

[3901
Henderson

HENDERSON Lightweight; £10; good conditicn

and appearance, screen.—12, Faversham Rd., Cat-

ford. C3612

HENDERSOISr Combination, just been overhauled at

cost £31, as new; what offers?; exchange for

lightweight.- 670, HoUoway Rd., N. [3842

ROBERTSONS Motors. Ltd.—1922 de luxe Hender-
son motor cycles in stock at the new reduced

figure of £137.—157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [2350

HENDERSON 4-cyl. lOh.p., gears, 30-guinea side-

car, complete hood, screen, electric light, fine

appeai-ance and condition, overhauled: £70; owner
buying car.—Letters, Ellis, 20, Minet Av., Harlesden,

N.W.IO. [3807

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson
importers, offer the following : 1920 Standard

combination, all accessories, tax paid, £115; 1915
Standard, with luxurious sidecar, speedometer, and
accessories, £65.—157b, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [6937

J-

TTENDERSON' 1920, 2-seater sidecar, windscreen, hood.

-TX side cuftains, trip speedometer, lamps and genera-

tors, petrol carrier, luggage carrier, new srare cover

and tube. low mileage.—Andrews, 80, Shakespeare

Crescent, E.12. [3774

advertisement, and the date of the issue L127

red, marked (P).

A%
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson

I Q20 4-cy.l. lOh.p. Iltndeison Combination, thoT-
J-*^ ouohly overhauled, nickel-plated exhaust pipe,
disc wheels, separate dynamo, special 6 volt accumu-
lator, electric norn, rear drive speedometer, Elite side-
^-ar, tax paid till end of year.—George England (1922),
Ltd., li, Curzon St., Maylair, W.I. 'Phone:
Grosvenor 2191. [3872

Hobart.

7 Q21 Hobart-Villiers. brand new, shop-soiled;
J;*/ £39/10.-Shepherd. Enfield Highway. Tel.:
Waltham Cross 31. [0923

troBART-VILLrERS, 1919, 2-speed, all on; nearest
*--* £25; must sell immediately.—Maynard, 159,
Bowes Rd., New Southgate. [3961

1 Q21 Hobart-Villiers, 2 speeds, footboards, tax paid.L^ absolutely as new; £35.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [4427

GODPHEY'S, Lt-d., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.I.—1919 2i2h.p. Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed gear,

head lamp and generator, horn, tax paid to Dec.
31st, in running order; ^25. [3904

SOUTHPORT.—1921 Sports Hobart-Jap, 350 c.c.

loag stroke, 3-speetl Stuvmey Axcher, all on,
guaranteed special, property well-known competition
rider; 60 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, ^17, Lord St.,

Bouthport. [4278
Humber.

£25.-1914 Humber S^oh-p., 3-speed, kick, black and
gold, tuned by expert, equipped.—9. Cairn Av.,

Ealing. [3990

1 Q22 Sports Model Humber. damaged in accident,
J-^ tax paid, lamp, horn, etc.; best offer over £35.
—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [4451

HUMBER S^^h.p., 2-9peed, free, good condition

:

£14/10; tax paid, exchange 2-stioke machine.-
Robins, 97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea. [3831

HUMBER Combinaiion, 3-speed, 3V2ii-P.. splendid
outfit, any trial; £48; take lightweight part.—

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. - [4300

HUMBER 4y2h.p., fitted with coaciibuilt sidecar,
new machine, shop-soiled only; list £140; bar-

gain, £100.—P. J, '-Erans, John Bright St.,- Birming-
ham. [4443

HUMBER Combination, good going order, and new
pianoforte, will be given in exchange for high-

power combination in perfect condition.—Box 3906.
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4125

"I
Guineas, bargain, exchanges.—dumber 1913

t^ -M. 3^/2h.p., 2 speeds, starter, dropped back frame.
Druid forks, coach sidecar, lamps, good appearance,
any examination, trial.—Seabridee, 35. Hansler Rd..
East Dulwich. 'Phone ; Sydenham 2452. [4686

Indian.
INDIAN 5-6h.p. Road Racer. 2-5peed, perfect, taxed;

£22.-17, Heaton Rd.. Mitcham. [3979

INDIAN 6h.p. ; £28; good running order; exchange.
—441, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [4590

INDIAN", 1922, Scout, like new, taxed; £75.-R. B.
Clark and Co., 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3592

TNDIAN 5-6h.p. Road R-acer, just overhauled, fast;
-- £39/10.—Egreraont, Station Rd., Sidcup, Kent.

[3943
7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, first-class condition,

electric lamps; £42.—80.\, High St., Bexley.
[3918

4*30.—Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed. clutch, perfect condi-
<^ tion; bargain.—10, KnatchbuU Rd., Camberwell.

[4202
O50.—1919 Powerplus Indian Combination, fully^ equipped, licence; gift.—63, Solon Rd., Brix-
ton. [4691

7-9h.p. Indian, clutch, perfect; exchange lower power,
Douglas preferred.-Jones, Stallard St., Trow-

bridge. [3676

INDIAN Combination 7-9h.p., clutch, 1915, splendid
condition ; bargain, £40.—Birehall, .35, Gower

Place, "W-C. [3994

INDIAN 1922 (genuine) Combination, electric model.
Ace discs, windscreen, 2,500; £125.-23, Hamilton

Rd.. Reading. [3906

7-9h.p. Indian, grand condition, all accessories, tax
paid, trial by appointment; £50.—A. P. 235

Essex Ed., N.l. [3641

£42.— 7-&h.p. Indian coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,
splendid outfit.—Speechley, 86. Churchfield Rd.,

Acton, London, W.3. [4266

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 1919, electric light,
hood, windscreen, splendid condition; £95 —27

Park Av., Wood Green, N.22. [3936

1 Q19 Indian Powerplus Combination, excellent con-
-*-*^ dition, new sidecar, licensed, luUy equipped •

£75.-11. Ardleigh Rd., Dalston. N.l. £4161
"jQ13 Indian 5-6h.p., recently overhauled, now in
Ji*J perfect running order; £30.—Charles Cooper,
57, The Ridgeway, Sutton, Surrey. [3697

INDIAN Scout 1921 (April), electric model, engine No.
50S090, dynamo, speedometer, ammeter, electric

horn. Easting racing handle-bar screen, full tool kit,
spares and ostitis, absolutely perfeet condition through-
out, licensed for year; cost £180 new, sacrifice £79;
no offers; ride 100 miles to purchaser.-Amwell Cotta^e^
Hoddesdon, Herts. [3772

BAMBERS
LET US KNOW YOUR

REQUIREMENTS.
SHOP -SOILED.

1922 6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb., No. 3 sidecar... £138

2922 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb., fully equipped £110

1922 3^ h.p. ARIEL Comb., latest type... £105

1922 3i h.p. ZEMTH-BRADSHAW, aU
£95chain ,

SECONDHAND.
1922 &'i.p. ENFIELD Comb., 2-seater,

magd>Tio, hood, screens, Binks,
mileage 800, £130

1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., all chain,

Lucas accessories, as new £125

1922 2j h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-sp., clutch

and k.-s., Lucas accessories, as new £45

1922 2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-sp., clutch and
k.s., lamps, horn, etc £43

1921 4*^ h.p. ARIEL Comb., lamps, horn,

leg-shieids, genuine bargain £75

1921 79 b.p. AMERICAN EXCELSIOR,
only run very small mileage £70

1921 2| h.p. OMEGA-JAP, 2-sp., clutch and
k.-s., all accessories, a gift £45

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., lamps, horn,
screen, spare wheel, etc., etc., excellent

condition £120

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., dynamo,
screen, speedometer, leg-shields,

excellent condition .
.'. £90

1920 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb., Model H,
hood, screen, spare wheel, leg-shields,

lamps, etc £85

1919 2^ h.p. METRO TYLER, lamps, horn,

pillion seat, etc £23

1919 7-9 h.p. INDIAN-POWER-PLUS,
spring frame, lamps, horn, etc £48

1914 3h IiP- RUD6E, k.-s., dutch, lamps
and speedometer, etc., etc. £28

MANY MORE.

May We Send You Full Particulars?

ALL NEW MODELS OF FIRST
CLASS MAKES FROM STOCK.

R.BAMBER&Co.,Ltd.
2, EASTBANK ST.,

'Phona
607 SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

TNDIAN 7-9h.p., S-speed, Millfotd Erapiess sidec^ Ear-ting, horn, speefloDieter, himos, excellent o<
djtion; £40.-26. Highbridge St., Waltham Abhey. {^0

"I Q21 Indian Scout dynamo lighting, speedometi
-*:•-' discs, etc., perfect, tax paid; £30; exchanges
llomac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston .24C

[44'AT Edwards.—1321 7h.p. India-n Combinatiou. »

^^*- uamu lighting, speedometer, fully e<iuipped, (.rAi

did order; 75 guineas.—101, Great Portland St., W
[<5

1 Q20 Indian Powerplus, aluminium sports sideca
-- y only done 7,000, 3 months' guarantee; '

guineas; easy payments arranged.-21, Marlboroui
Cres., Chiswick. [36

^58, bargain.-Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus combin
<^ tion, new 1920, dynamo lighting, electric hor
speedometer taxed, sound condition.-^143, Ravei
bury Rd., Earlafield, S.W. -[44."

"I
Q 19-29 Indian Combinalion. 7-9h,p., Eaatit^^ .child's seat, luggage grid, lamps, perfect cent

tion throughout, privately owned ; best offer.—

J

Strauss Rd., Bedford Park, W. 4. [39-

1 021 Indian Scout, dyn?.mo lighting, 4h.p., comple
-^»^ lamps, electric horn, tax, etc., beautiful con(
tion mechanically and appearance ; first cheque £6
cost £160.—Maudes' Motor Mart, IGD, Paris B
Exeter. [441

r|.Q20 Indian Combination, perfect condition, Ah( I

--•-' oughly overhauled, dynamo lighting, alttmi
ium discs; cost £204, will take £90. No use f

same; got car.—Barker, Swiss Cottage, Cromfor
Matlock. [37]

1021 (delivered 1922) 7-9h.p. Indian Combinalio
J-*-' dynamo lighting, electric, Klaxcn, Ampmet^
speedometer. Easting, licensed year, excellent conaili{

and appearance; 84 guineas; defeired payment or e
changes.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South EenBin i

iion. 1135:
j

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., spring frame, T.T. mod(
|

3-speed, K.S^ and clutch, foot and hand contn
practically new tyres, Amac carburett-er, Bosch .naa

neto, rear wheel rebuilt with 8 gauge spokes, -ar

brakes Ferodo lined last week, tyre, chains, and oth
spares, engine, in beautiful condition; will ride U
miles to purchaser; iE35,—Jack L^cas, 110, Willo\
Rd., Cannon Hill, Birmingham. [44(

Sjjare Parts:

INDIAN Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Boi
St., Ealing. t76f

GODFREYS'. Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., Londff
W.I.—Complete stock of all Indian spare par

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, etatii

year of manufacture. [07S

INDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for (

models; all second-hand spares sent on approval
write, call, or 'phone : we can save yon money.- :

Langford's, 37. Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Ham I

stead 8616. [I3S

INDIAN Spares, 1909-1922. new. also second-.tan'i
from fitock ; send list reQuirements for our price?.- '

Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Rd., Londoi
,

'Phone: Brixton 3129. The firm with a leputfttio
'

for promjptEeas and satisfaction. ' [378
I

Ivy-

IVY 2V'h.p., 2-stroke( good condition; £22, or nea^.l

—Hughes. 30. Park Lane, Teddi-ngton. [41fi

31h.p. Twin Ivy-Jap De Luxe, fast, sporting h&x '

2 £35, or nearest.—E. F, Chandler, Charne:'

{

Wajitage. [379 J

1 Q21 Ivy 2V.h.p., 2-stToke, Sturmey-Archer 2-5pee(
JL*/ clutch. "kick-starter, tax paid; £37/10.—Ban
letts, 93, Gt. Portland St. [464

Spare Farts:

IVY.—Spare Parts from stock; trade supplied.-

Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.7. 1437

Ixlon.

-| Q20 Ixion, brand new, shop-soiled; £40.—Suunaen
-LU 32, High St., Hampstead. [364

1 Q21 Ixion solo, lamps, speedometer, brand new
Xt/ £40.—Saunders, 32, High St.. Hampataii
'Phone: 8220. [364

James.

JAMES, late 1921. 2Mh.p., 2-speed, all on, tax paid

£35.—52a, Valetta Rd., Acton, W. [361i

JAMES SV'-h.p^. Sports at special price of £94-
Ratcliffe'Bros,, 200, Great Portland St., W. [466

1 019 James Combination 6h.p., speedometer, trial

Xi/ £72.-144. Estcourt Rd.. Fulbam. S.W.6.
f415

JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed, shop-soiled only; £5'i

—Ratcliffe Bios., 200, Great Portlan'^ St., W.
r466

£35 _4]^h.p. James coachbuilt combination. 3-sp«i

countershaft gears, clutch, S.S.—King, Egrov{

Oxford.
^ [420-

GUARANTEE tor three months with 3M;b.p. Twii

James, Sports model, 3-speed. countershaft

38 guineas; photograph; exchanges.—Peter Gordon

Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. __(D
'-

[341'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

i
TJIIEMIER Motor Co. for Korton Bargains.

SLIGHTLY Showroom Soiled 1922 Nortons at enor-
mous reductions; write for stocktaking clearance

\hl. Model No. 9, S'Ali.p-, single gear, £68; 16H
3U'1'-P-. S-speed, £95; N'o. 1 Big 4. 3-speed, £99; de-

ferred payments 4% extra; carriage paid to any
address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[4601

JJ1Q22 Nortons, nil models; free delivery tn nay
ndilress.—Gibb, Gloucester. f7547

NORTON 1921 i6H model 5V>h.r., 3-spped, Lnrns
Jjuups, tax; £60.-H. Rock, Ciadley. Staffs. [4178

1Q22 3V.h.p. Nortcn, model 16H, brand new; £90.
X.U —J. Hebden and Sons, 71. Scotland Rd.. 'Nel-

son. Lanes. r4458

"I
Q20 Norton, T.T., Sy^h.p., Philipsoii, speedometer,

XJ/ has exceeded 75m.p.h.; ^ESO.—Bartletts. 93. Gt.
T^ortlaiid St. [4649

NORTON 16H, 1922. as new,
£82/10 cash.—RatclifTe Bros..

land St., W.

fully equipped

;

200, Great Port-
[4681

'J /JH Norton, bought June, 1921, winner hill-climb,
;XO lamp, horn, specially tuned; 72 guineas
IFlorence Rd., N.4.

86,
[4290

NORTON 1921 4h.p., Dunlop tyres, Montgomery
sports sidecar, all iaraps, horn, tax paid, excel-

ileat condition; £110.—Maudes* (below).

NORTON 1922 3V:-h.p., all lamps, horn, indistin-

guishable from new; £85.—Maudes' (below).

NORTON 1920 3V_.h.p., Phillipson pulley, single-

siieed, lamps, horn, knee grips, small mileage,

iax paid; £45.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.,

London. [4392

NOR.TON 1922 motor cycles; special liberal exchange
quotations to reduce our stock; write us quickly.

I-Halifajc Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [3404

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Big Four Norton, sport-

ing sidecar, delivered from works 3 w^eeks since,

libsolutely as new in every way, tax paid; £110.
'

r0934

1 Q21 Big Four Norton and De Luxe sidecar, perfect
X*/ condition, all accessories, absolute bargain, niust

Wll; £97/11, offer.—J. C. Harris, Enstou, WinChester

.

[3773
*7 K M.P.H. 3V-h.p. 3-speed Norton, 1921, under

,

• t^ 2,000, Ricardo piston, specially balanced engine,
acing gear box, tax paid; £.15.-11, St. Mary's Ed.,
Sheffield. [3587

1| Q21 3V2h.p. Norton Sports Combination, Ricardo,
(L«/ close ratio, guaranteed perfect and to exceed
iiOra.p.h.; best offer.-Williams, Springfield Rd., Al-

\

rincham. [4641

:i(ft22 Norton 16H model, mileage about 500, lamps,
jLt/ Klaxon, knee-grips, etc., fast and reliable, will

Aide 100 miles; £90 cash or exchange.—Pritehard, Lark-
.;iill, Salisbury. [3835

ti^ORTON 1921 3i^h.p. Sports Model, with Philip-
i* son pulley, lamps, horn and tax, very good con-
-ition; £55.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith

i-d.,

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4324

|C|21 16H Norton, over 70 m.p.h., aluminium and
'-*' cast iron pistons, spar€ sprockets, etc., done
iider 5,000 miles, in perfect order throughout; £70,

i -.Tames, 26, Home Park Rd.. Wimbledon Park. [4193

922 guaranteed Big Four Norton Combination,
Canoelet sporting sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

nrt, lamps, horn, speedometer, taxed, etc., perfect;
104.—Sidney, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, Lon-

yn. E.12. [3030

tp55._192l 3V2h.p. Norton, Model No. 9. Philipson
iw pulley, IDunlop tyres, mechanical horn, spare

I ibe and belt, carefully used, small milea-ge, tax paid.
I iiaranteed perfect.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
roiingham. [4602

1IQ21 Big 4 Norton Combination, De Luxe, sidecar,
L*/ Easting windscreen, F.R.S. lamp, etc.,

.laxon, tax paid, new condition, and guaranteed per-
•ct, anv trial; £95, no offers.—Harvey, 47, South
ambeth Rd., S.W.8. [4696
TERY Fast Genuine 1919 BJI..S. Norton, hand-
• controlled Philipson pulley, Lucas horn, lamps,
i'res and enamel absolutely perfect, B. and B. or
ox Atmos, specially tuned, 70 m.p.h. guaranteed,

,
3ols, many spares, etc. ; £55 ; exchange late 2%h.p.
u.J.S. considered.—Bloomfield, 99, Ashleigh Rd.,
jlovtlake. [4473
! N.U.T.
iWT.U.T,—Brand new shop-soiled 1922 model, all-chain

I-' drive, 3 speeds; list £110; reduced price £90.—
ffaudes' (below).

i^.TJ.T.—A few latest, shop-soiled, fully guaranteed
I-' 1922 sports models, 3y2h.p., twin, 3 speeds, chain-
'am-lielt, £85; all-chain. £90; list prices £115 and
,125.—Maudes'. 100 Great Portland St.. I^ndon;
j'aris St., Exeter; The Norwich Garage. Norwich; and
(he Walsall Garage, Walsall. [4404
jWT.U.T. 3V2h.p. Twin, new 1922 model, slightly shop-
i" soiled: list price £100; genuine hargain; £80.—

. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [4442
fQ21 N.U.T. sy^h.p. twin, fast, powerful, accessories,
-*' Tan-Sad, insured, new condition; bought com-
ination, cash needed; 77 guineas,— 1, Southsea Rd.,
roydon. [3944

More Bargains Boys ! |
Final Reductions to Clear.

YES! we have made further reductions to

clear our surplus stocks of NEW 1922
MODELS — write to-day for copy of our
revised CLEAI^NCE LIST giving par-
ticulars of 30 real bargains, including

2-stroke Lightweights ;

LEVIS, RADCO, VELOCETTE.

4-slroke Solos and Combinations :

NORTON, RALEIGH, TRIUMPH,
A.J.S., NEW IMPERIAL, JAMES,

BROUGH, CLYNO.

NEW 1922 MODEL E2
(slightly showroom soiled)

2i h.p., 2-speed, Chain drive,
CLUTCH & KICK STARTER,
Makers' list price £65—reduced to

£SS
Full list free upon request.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY

ASTON ROAD
BIRMINGHAM
sfsrgrBfBigrstBrgrafsrBiBiBrBfBiBisrBfgr

MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.U.T. S'/ah.p. Rofldster, ex-works March, 1922, J^ucna
electric lighting, fipeedometer, smnll mileage, mvner

c'dled abroad ; Itest offer over £90 secnrps.—Smith, Heron
Court Hotel. Richmond. 'I'hone: 329. [3631

N.TT.T.-J.A.r. SVuh.p., overhead vaWef, long exhaust
pipes, tvres neM', perfect mechanical order, very

fust; £45; would consider exchange.—The War/ate
Motor Engineering Co., Wellingborough Rd.. Rushden,
Northants. [3648

1 Q22 N.U.T., new April, 5h.p. J.A.P. special en-
-*-*^ gine, 3-speed, kick-start Cowey speedometer,
liucas lamps and horn, Terry s spring saddle, un-
seratched, exactly as new throughout, licence paid;
£85.—Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[4603
O.K.

£18.— 2";4h.p. O.K. 2-stroke, 2 ppeeds, splendid run-
ning order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [4210

1 ([121 O.K.-Villiers, 2-Bpeed, clutch, kick-start, lamps,
J-*^ ho-n, guaranteed; £36.—Beesley, 40, Warley ltd..

Blackpool. [3826

1 Q22 O.K. Combination, C.K.S., fine condition, all
J- V on ; £55 ; will separate ; evenings.—85, Paulet
Rd., Camberwell. [4479

O.K.-VILLIERS. 1921, lamps.-horn, rsplendid condi-
tion; £26.—Acton Motor Exchange; 55, Church-

field Rd., Acton, \V.3. [4410

O.K. Junior 2i:jh.p., 2-stroke, about 1918, guaran-
teed in perfect running order and cooidition, take

2 anywhere, lamps, horn, tax paid; £15/15, first

cheque secures.—Dawson. Bros.,. 34. Amp thill Rd.,
Bedford. [4186

Omega.
7 Q22 Omega 3h.p,, fixed gear, shop-soiled, to clear;
-i-*^ £36/10.—Bartletts, 93, G-t. Portland St. [4654

OMEGA Model 2B, shop-soiled only, at special price
of £58/10.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland

St., W. [4664

OMEGA Model 3, shop-soiled oulyj at special price
of £59/10.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Port-

land St., W. I[4665

1 Q21 Omega 2Vjh.p. Villiers, 2 speeds, lamp,
-*-•-' speedometer, etc., as mew; £35.—Bartletts, 93,
Gt. Portland St. [4651

1 Q22 Omega 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, chain drive,
-*-«-' 3in. tyres, etc., shop-soiled only; to clear £98.
Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St. [4653

1 Q20 Omega-Jap, 2-speed, lamps, horn, taxed, splen-
-i-<^ did condition; £30.-37. Arlington Rd.. Sur-

'Phone: Kingston 1274. [4033

1 Q22 Omega 3h.p., Duplex frame, 3-speed, clutch,
JL«/ kick-starter, sliop-soiled only; list £73/10; clear
£66.—Bartletts, 93. Gt. Portland St. [46Fj2

1 ta22 Omega 3h.p., 2-6troke, 2-speed, new last June,
J-*' Amac, I'^ellows, Lycett's, Clinchers, licensed

;

£37/10.-313, St. Anns Rd., Harringay, London, N.15.
[3830

£12 or Offer.—Omega-Jap 2%h.p., B. and B. variable

jet, 0,A.V.> 2-spe6d gear, clutch, incomplete: bar-

pain.—Christchurch Vicarage, Cannon Place, Hamp-
stead. [3759

P. and M.

P.
and M. (solo), 2-speed, clutch ; £25.—A. W.

Platts, 602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [4091

1 Q22 P. and M., equipped and insured; 84 guineas,
JL «/ or nearest.~63, Hamilton St., Grimsby. [3950

P.
and M., late R.A.F., 2-speed, K.S., fine order; £25.
1, Springfield Park Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [3975

P.
and M. 1920 and sidecar 1921, perfect condition;
50 guineas.—93, St. Stephen's Avenue, Shepherd's

Bush.' [4072
-| 018 P. and M. Combination, eanipped, taxed;
-l-*J' £52/10, or near.—42, Stradbroke Rd., Southwold.
Suffolk. [3766

P.
and M. 1918 3i^h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,
etc. ; £50.-202, Tiiuity Ed., Wandsworth Common,

S.W.17. [5855

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, tax naid, seen after
JlV e p.m.; £65.-10, Isabella Rd., High St., Homer-
ton, E.9. [3850

"I QIS P. and M., in splendid condition, fully equipped,
-*-*y taxed Decemberj_ £34.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd.,
Bowes Park, N.ll. [4153

"J
Q19 P. and M. Combination, accessories, mechani-LU cally perfect; nearest £55.-56, Shaftesbury

Rd., Hammersmith. [4039

1 Q22 4V2h.p. P. and M., 4-speed, Model A, £115;
J-*y Model B, £102; immediate delivery from the
authorised agents.—Below.

"I
Q21 P. and M. Sporting Combination, Swan side-

-Lt/ car, re-enamelled, plated and overhauled, guar-
anteed 6 months; £75; exchanges.—Kenneth Kemp and
Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St.. Marble Arch,
London. Padd. 1177. [3559

j Q21 4h.p. P. and M. Combination, all accessories.
M.U very little used; £75.—Roberts, Edgemond,
Prestatyn. 'Phone : 43. (P) [3753

1 C|21 P. and M., legshields (aluminium), just over-
J-iJ hauled; £35, or nearest.-Parkinson. Old Bank
House, Southam, near Rugby. [1973

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b^i
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

AT Etlwards.—1919 SVjii.p. P. and M. Combination,
eqiiippe-l, tax paid, perfect oifler; 46 gtiineas.—

101, Great Portland St.. W.l. ['^522

P.
and M., latest 1922 4V2I1.P. 4-5peed modej, very
slightly shop-soiled; *10- under list.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. , [4327

P. and M. 1920 Si^h.p., Binks carburetter, electric

lamps, tax paid, excellent condition; £55.—
Maudes', 100. Great Portland St., London. [4395

1 Q18 P. and M. Coaelibuilt ComJiinotion, beautiful
J-*^ condition; sniv at £42/10; ofiers, exehanges.—
113, Holland Park Avenue. 'Phone: Park 518. [4004

"1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, fully equipped with
J-«/ lamps and tax paid, perfect mechanical condi-
tion: real bargain, £52/10.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing.

[2902

1 018 P. and M., engine No. 7476, and 18-guinea
JLU new bulbous sidecar, electric horn, Lucas
lamps, whole as new; £30.-55, St. James's Kd., Ber-
mondsey. [4575

BARGAIN.—P. and M., SVsh.p., 2 speeds, perfect
order, modern machine ; 29 guineas = photo-

graph.-Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond
Boad, East Sheen. [3417

1 <\18 P. and M. Combination, good condition, gnar-
-L*/ anteed. £37/10; another renovated as new, ex-

;eUent. £42/10.—Goad, 122, Maida VaJe, W.9.
Phone : Hampstead 1353. [4333

1 Q22 4Vjh.p 4-speed P. and M. Combination, special
J-*y sidecar, insured, taxed, equipped, mileage
negligible; £110.-Kenneth Kemp, 68, Belsize Park,
London. Hampstead 3917. [45^6

1 Q22 P. and M. de Luxe Combinati'on, 4h.p.. 4
JL*' speeds, all on, cost £150. shop-soiled: £130
cash, or deferred payments.—Taylors, 52, Sussex Place,

S.W.7. 'Phone: Kens. 7260. [0919

INCOMPLETE P. and iL's for renovation, £17/10;
6 only left; renovated P. and M.V guaranteed 3

months, 40 guineas.—Inmaa mid Co., Liurham Ed., Sea-

forth, Liverpool. 'Phones: Waterloo 296, Eootie 894.
[3650

Spare Parts

:

P.
and M.^We have a large stock of second-hand
parts.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l.

[4378

P.
and M. S-pares of All Description, at the right
price.— 1, Springfield Park Cres., Catford, S.E.6.

[3614

P.
and M. Spares Specialists. Prices defy comyetition.
Stamp brings list.—Inman and Co., Durham Ed.,

Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phones: Waterloo 296, Eootie

894. ^
[3651

ALL Spares in Stock please write for q\iotations fOr

> all parts; all guaranteed bv return.—P. and M.
Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147. Burlington St., Liver-

3o6l. [0839
Paragon-

3h.p. Paragon, 2-stroke, spring frame, 2 speeds; £20.
—Fisher. Sprmgwell Rd.. Heston. Hounslbw.

r3927
Premier.

3ih.p. Premier, fitted with clutch, in good going
2 order; £l2; no ofiers; a bargain.—Lewin, 25.

ithelstan Rd., Kettering. [3625

Spare Parts:

PREMIER Spares.—I am the merchant for these.
Parts by return service.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall

Lane Corne;r, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [4078

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the
most competent firm to supply spares and execute

tepairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.

We hold the most varied stock of parts for_ it in the
world. Wc are the only traders who can claim to

Bupply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices

are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
cs full requirements; you will receive our reply per
return -Forfield Motors, Forfield Place. Leamineton
Spa. 'Phone: 631. [3167

Priory.

PRIORY-J.A.P., brand new; £50.—Clark. 7, Exhibi-
tion Rd., S.W.7. [2305

PRIORY, end of season, 2^.'^h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
clutch, and kick-start, listed at 52 guineas; our

price, £50; exchaufejes or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Har-
xijigton Rd., South Kensington. [4532

P.V.

P.v. special spring frame Villiers 2^.p., 2-stroke, 2
apepfls, perfect oondition, Tan-Sad; £35.-85,

Moiins Rd., Tooting, S.W.17. . [4038

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experience

with Quadrants. [9925

QUADRANT Combination 1920 4i/2h.p., splendid
condition; £45.—Aylott, Kingston Rd., New

Maiden. [4059

£80.-1922 Quadrant All-chain Combination, elec-

tric lighting, wiudscreen, speedometer, mechanical
Tiorn. overhauled.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, West-
minster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I. [2288

j#5,^A^
Hf>^i;baS^<U^

TAYLORS
Sole London and District DistribiJtia:^ Agents
for A.J.S., Excelsior, and Dunelt Motor Cycles.

For real Bargains
you must get a copy
of the Taylor list

of new shop-soiled
and carefully used
motorcycles.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED.
Available for Cash or on our liberal extended
payment terms, which include a comprehensive
Insurance Policy and Free Delivery within a
radius of 150 miles.

A FEW EXAMPLES
Cash
Price.

£99

£97

£130

£95

£99

£60

£55

£88

£85

£115

£70

Description.

SHOP SOILED.
Zenith-Bradshaw, 1922,

all-chain drive.

Quadrant, 1922, 4^ h.p.,

all-chain, Comb.
P. & H., 1922, 4 h.p. De

Luxe, 4 speeds, Comb.
SECOND-HAND SOLOS.
Sunbeam, 1921, si h.p.,

semi-sports.

Sunbeam, 1922, 3J h.p..

Sports- Mode], hardly
used.

Triumph, 1918, 4 h.p.,

just thoroughly over-

hauled,
''^'

Lea-Francis, 1919. 3-4

h.p., equipped.

SECOND-HAND COMBS.
A.J.S., 1922, 2} h.p.,

Comb., fully equipped,
special demonstration
outfit.

Douglas, 1921, 4 h.p.,

screen, lamps, horn.

B.S.A., 1921, 6-7 h.p.,

detachable wheels,
screen, lamp, horn, etc.

Zenith, 1921, 8 h.p..

Clutch Model, fully

equipped. Easting
screen , tax paid, as new.

Sunbeam, 1916, si h.p.,

and Henderson Side-

car, speedometer, etc.,

tax paid.

Rover, 1919, 3^ h.p., and
Special Sporting Side-

car, equipped, ex-
cellent condition.

Deposit.
r2 Monthly

Instal-

ments.

£27 5 6

£25 15

£38 16 6

£27 2 6

£27 5 6

£18 14

£15 10

£24 IS

£7

£7

£9

£6 13 4

£7 9

£4 6 8

£43 4

£6 1 8

£24 14 £6

£33 6 0| £8 3 4

£36 18 £9 3 4

£21 4 £5 8 4

£21 2 6| £5
1

I

Write lor proposal form if unable to call, stating m^e ol

machine that interests you—and rememtier we can supply

any make of New Machine and scores of other carefully

used mounts at hargain prices..

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: Motorcycles and Cars.

52-53. SQSsex Place. Sonth Keosin^toa
Accessories, Spare Pjirts and Repairs.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.G.1
Wholesale: 38. Alfred Place, W.C.I.
Garage—^Tottenham Court Road, W.i,

Telephones • Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240.
Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260*

Telegrams .. '* Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Quadrant.

1 Q 22 Quadrant Combination, all-eliain drive. bIi'

-*~*y soiled only; £97, or dplerred payments.— Tjivjt

52, Sussex Place, 3.W.7.. 'Phone: Kens. 7260. [091

BARGAIN.—1922 Quadrant Combination, all-chaii
fully equipped, screen, speedometer, lamj.

spares, etc.; £85, no offers.~2S5, Becktou Rd., Pirn
tow, E. [39

QUADRANT 1922 4'/2h.p. all-chain ComMnntion.
speed. Easting, Watford .speedometer, lames, di

mirror, etc.; £85; insured April, tax December.—

-

Albert Eld., Houn^low. [40!

"I
Q:21 Quadrant Combination, all ohain, mileage 2,G0(

-i~*y speedometer, Easting, Tan-Sad, lamps, nc
J^unlops ; £60: expert Examination invited.—22, Can
bridge Ed., Teddington. [411

Sziare Parts:

£

R

CLiB'FORD WILSON MIg. Company, Qaadran
j

-

Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dii
tributors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties

,

official repairers and spare jjart stockists ; deforre 1

payments ; exchanges ; aril nH>dels in stock. Sppcia ',

insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants oriy.-

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, oppoeit
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone : Hop 210.

[992

Raglan
18.—19.14 SVah.p. Raglan, 3-speed, Sturmey geaJ

clutch, good ofder.—King, Egxove. Oxford.
[421

Raleigh.
RALEIGH— All models in stock.—Premier Moto

Co., Birmingham. [227

ALEIGH, 1922. 2-speed, 2^h.p., brand new, she
soiled; £62.-7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [338

RA1.EIGH. brand new. 254h.p., 3-speed; £68; ia:
|

paid.—Dean, Elliott St., Tyldesley, Lanes. [408'
|

1 Q22 Raleigh 2^;lh.p., as brand new, Lucas horr
!^^ licence paid; £59/19.—Shutter. Bath St.. Batt
;

F41&
RALEIGH 5-6h.p. shop-soiled only, at special pric

£115.—^Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St

W. [466

23.h.p. Raleigh, 3-speed model, all accessories, taxec
4: used demonstration only; £65.—Sheldof

Wheatley, Oxon. [395

RALEIGH 1922 3h.p., 3-speed, elutcli and K.S., w
used, shop-aoiled only;^ £70/4.—Stubbs' Garatei

Ltd., Loughborough. - "
[377

RALEIGH 1922 2^.p., 3-speed, chiteh and K.S., yt

use,d, shop-f^oiled only; £65/14.—Stubbs' Giirngej

Ltd., Longhborough. [377

RALEIGH. Machines, all models in stock; from £68 i

. cash or payment out Of income.—RatcliHe Bros
200, Great Portland St., W. [467

J'EDSTE, 1922, "2%h.p. Raleigh, SrSpeed, C.S
- K.S., fjilly^equipped.-liiiensed, mileage 25; saorific

£65 cash.—Hnl^tead and Almond, Wigan Rd. Gnras'
Leyland, Xanes. - [3ti3

RALEIGH 2v'ih.p. 3-speed all-chain drive model lo

immediate delivery r £75; price guaranteed.-
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6
"Phone : Hammersmith 80. [432i

RALEIGH, brand new 2%h.p. Lightweigtit. ver
slightly shop-soiled 2-speed model, £59; 3-speed ^:

£64.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Kd.

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [4326

1 Q22 Raleigh Combination 5-6h.r., completel,
-l-t7 equipped with Lucas lamps, detachable wheels .,

horn, speedometer, tools, etc., tax paid; £100, a reo

bargain.—H. Bfigott. Tlie Vicarage, Moseley, Manchester .

'Phone: 97 Mosel<?y.

"

[385;

GUARANTEE for Three Months.—Raleigh 5.6h.p
'"

Combination, late 1921,. spring frame, spruni •,

wheel sidecar (Grindlay), as new; 118 guineas; ex -

changes; photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110

Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [341t

SHOWROOM Soiled Only.—New 1922 5-6h.p. Raleigh
spring frame, 3-speed. detachable wheels. fiticC

with Montgomery Sporting sidecar, specially finishec

to match; list price £155; reduced to £l30; deferrec

payments arranged.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.

Birmingham. _ [460<

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twit

combination, 1922, used once, bought car, Cowej
speedometer 238. spring frame, Tan-Sad, Easting

screen, Lucas head lamp and generator, sidecar lamp.

Lucas horn, legshields, luggage grid, tax paid covei

to sidecar; £139/15; cost over £190; absolutely like

new; inspection invited.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite

Olympia. London, [4611

ReadingsStandard.

"I
/\h.p. Reading-Standard Combination, lamps, horns

Xvf acc&ssoiies, gowl condition, smart, cheiip; £60

offers.-Smith, e/o Grays, Hatfield, Herts. [384(

Regent,

1 Q2I Regent Combination, 5.7h.p. Coventrj

JLt/ Victor, just overhauled, splendid condition;

£ 90.—55a, Porchester Terrace, W.2. 'Plione

:

Paddington. 7097. ' i^^-"

bi2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
{!

Stinbeam.
'^UNBEAM Spol-ts, 1921, spleudid condition, electric

J light, tax raid; £90.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley
d., Birminghum. [4067

jrNBEAlr 1921 3ljb.p., Bonniksen (,i'ip speedo-
* meter, liorn, linee-f;rips. V.R.S. lighting, tax paid,

1 now: £95.-4. St. George's Hd., liedford. [3640

921 Sports Sunbeam, fully equipped, Bonniksen
electric and acetylene lighting, only done 2,000;

35.—107a, High St., Newton-le-Wiilows, Lanes.
[4517

922 4rih.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, j\ragd>-no light-

ing set, tax paid, complete, done 3,000 miles;

155; cost £208.—Cross, ElBugham Sq.. Rotherham.
J4450

iniJBEAM Combination 1919, 3Vi2h.p., Sandum
1 sneen, lamps, etc., splendid condition; £75;
fers considered.—7, Sainfoin Rd., Balham, S.W.17.

I[3930

llfNBEAM Combination 8h.p., J.A.P. engine,
' licensed to December, lamps, horn, legshields, in

amilul condition; £140.—The Morris Garages, Ox-
>d. '[3734

919 Sunbeam SVsh.p. Combination, lamps, horn,

speedometer, perfect condition; trial invited;

55 or near offer.-Williams, 69, Wiltshire Rd.. Brix-

n [4630

I^UNBEAM 1921 Sh.p. Combination, little used, in
'• new condition, cost over £300; a great bargain,

ice £160; seen Loudon.-Box 5920, c/o The Motor
xh. W629

920 3*^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric lighting

set^accessories, insurance, mileage 2,000; accept

;0—Kinsev and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombe
;., Croydon. [4337

919 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas lamps and
horn, screen, spare wheel, speedometer, engine

l;t overhauled; accept £79.-86, Church Rd., Upper
•rwoud, S.E.19. r3985

OITTHPORT.—I.O.M. Sunbeam, absolute special, b'g

lank, foot oiler, double foot bl'akes, low frame,

ifleal sports bus; 52 guineas; exchanges.—Kents.

7, Lord St.. Southport. ,
[4280

919 Sunbeam 3',''h.p.. black and gold, French
military model, fully equipped, guaranteed

iltle" tax paid; £60.-Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-

i Rd.. N.E. Dalston 240S. [4431

FECIAL Sports Snnbeam 1921, specially tuned, elec-

( trie light, speedometer, Cowey horn, magnificent

udition, tax paid; 85 guineas.-Longman Bros., 17,

ud St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [2990

C120 Sunbeam 3V2h.p., engine No. 14510294, Cowey
\U horn and speedometer, Lucas lamps with D.A.

inder, 5.000 miles, perfect condition; offers.-Sun-,

jgdale Motors, Ltd.. Sunningdale, Berks. [9179

ii.p. Sunbeam Combination, smartest on> road, prac-

I tically unused, dynamo, hood, screen, spare wheel

lused), electric horn, watch, numerous extras, taxed;

iliO or near.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow

(, Paddington. .
[4343

•\2i 3'.',h.p. light solo. Sunbeam engine No. 163/
' 14500, all best Lucas accessories, knee-grips,

>llent appearance and mechanical order; open to

examination, licensed to December; £112.—Evans,

onfa, Corwen. [4284

>19 Sunbeam Sh.p. Combination, fully equipped,
leg guards, new semi-sports body to match,

jks cantilever saddle. Binks, guaranteed perfect;

; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
. Dalston 2408. [4432

k20 3r;>h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, and brand new
.

' Sandum Sunbeam sidecar and screen, inter-

^ageable wheels, lamps, Cowey horn, tools, taxed,
Sltiful condition, original tyres; cash wanted; £90.

I
1. King St., Hammersmith. [4615

BfNBEAM Sh.p. Combination, 1920-21 model, low
ij mileage, complete with lamps, legshields, spare
l(9l. "Tan-Sad. speedometei-, Lhcas horn, windscreen,
II n, hood, luggage carrier, new condition; £150.

—

J Tewkesbury St.. Gathays. Cardiff. [4183

i 'NBEAM Combination, 6h.p., oversize tyres,
>- Liversidge dissolvent lighting just fitted at a cost
ytlQ, speedometer. Klaxon, spares, tubes, excellent
Siition; anv trial up tp 100 miles; price £95.-11,
uncellor Rd., West Dulwich, S.E.21. [3922

IiCEPTIOXAL Bargain.—Sunbeam 1922 4',ih.p.

and Watsonian sidecar, Dunlops, Easting screen,
Bixon, las paid, only done about 300 miles, abso-
<ly like new; £129/15; just cost £172; inspection
*ted.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.
; [4612
6:NBEAM Sh.p. 1919 (Sept.) De Luxe Combination,
w Watford trip speeclonjeter, Tan-Sad with back rest,

l^aa horn, 2 windscreeni>, hood, Lucas head lamp,
iUric rear and sidecar, in perfect condition, only been
5 10 miles, very careluUv ridden and looked after, fully
ilied to March; £120.-51, Lansdowne Rd.. East
[j.-don. [4312
C'NBEAM 1919 Combination, 3>,!.h.p., K.S., speedo-
^ meter, horn, Tan-Sad, luggage carrier, duplicate
i ting sets (acetylene and accumulator), mat, knee
PS, W.S.R., full tax, year's insurance (£6) just
>J

, ^'plendid condition, tyres good, does 85 m.p.g.

;

nvellously reliable; £90; appointment evenings ex-
» Sunday.—H. Reeves, 78, Kirkstall Rd.. Streatham

[3811

PHILIPSonS
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR M

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED

for

2 and 4 STROKE
ENGINES

During the past few weeks the
following machines have been
fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley
Calthorpe Amo. Abingdon.
Humber Quadrant, L. M. C.

Invieta. Hadewood. DuZmo.
N.S.U. Rover. Triumph.
ADdays Match- Premier. Norton.

less. Coulson Union. New Hudson.
Douglas. Martin J.A. P Dalm.
Lincoln Elk. Rex. Magnat-de-Bon.
CbaterLea (Fa!- Radco. Diamond ViUeis.

nil). Rudge. Hobart Villers

Brown. Ariel (A. L V. 8 h.p. J.A.P
OJK. Jnnior Jap). Perry.

Morris. James. Bradbury
ADdays Ivy. Wolt
B.S.A. Royal Rnby. Singer.

Grandes Villers. Bat Jap.

Precision. T. D. C. Minerva.
Swift. Royal Precision. Nat Jap.

What is your make? Write us for Illustrated
Booklet.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

REDUCED ^£* C (\
PRICE 3LD-D-U

Carr. paid.

PATENT
AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR
PULLEY AND GEAR COMBINED
ior the McKENZIE, ATLAS, and
similar LIGHTWEIGHTS.
We also supply the "BABY" PHILIPSON for
all Machines fitted with Villiers Mark iV Flywheel
Magneto.

This PuDey simply takes the place of the ordinary
pulley and flywheel, and is fitted without altera-
tion in a tew minutes to the McKENZIE or similar
lightweight. When fitted the " BABY " PHILIP-
SON gives the lightest, speediest, and sioiplest
geared machine on the market, adding only ij lbs.

extra weight.
Nulnerous Gear Variations. More m.p.g.
Maximum amount of driving energy is transmitted
to road wheel.

C A A n CARRIAGE
PRICE dL^'Hc-KJ PAID.

Write us. Send for Illustrated particulars,

PHILIPSON & CO LTD.
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Laacs.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Phone, i47Eagley. Grams. "Safetv. Bolton."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

TV/TAGNIPICENT 1921 Sunbeam. Lucas Magdyco,
-I'J- interchangeable wheels, leaf spring forks, speedo-
meter, expert examination invited, genuine compulsory
sale* going abroad; £110; nearest immediate cash
offer.—Realf, 38, Duncombe .St., Wollaston, Stour-
bridge. 1^3998

OXh.p. Sunbeam Combination. 1914-15. stored dur-^2 ing war; Lithanode lighting, spring pillar
saddle, W.S.R. jet, all new tyres, Millford, upholstered
pegamoid and Bedford cord, perfect condition, any
trial; £75.—A. E. K., Chelwood Beacon, East Grin-
stead. (4252

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, 1919, complete with
Lucas dynamo lighting, spare wheel and tyre,

hood, screen, nob used last 18 months, under 5,000
miles, excellent throughout; price £95.—George Eng-
land (1922), Ltd., 11, Ciirzon St., Maylair, W.l.
'Phone : Grosvenor 2191. [3873

T.D.C.
£12/10.—2i4h.p. T.D.C. De Luxe, 2-stroke, good

running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
14213

Torago.
TORAGO 25/4h.p. 4-stroke, excellent running condi-

tion, believed 1915; £12.-720, Coventry Rd.,
Small Heath, Birmingham. [3622

Triumpl!.
"DREMIER Motor Co. for Triumph Bargains :

QLIGHTLY Showroom Soiled 1922 Triumphs at
^->' enormous reductions. Write for stocktaking
clearance list.—Premier Motor Co., Birmingham.

TYPE H 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, list price £105 re-
duced to £90; Type SD, chain drive, £115

reduced to £100; Type R, 3iAh.p., overhead valve.
list £120, reduced to £106; Type H with Montgomery
Siwrting sidecar, list £128, reduced to £108; Type
SD chain combination, Gloria sidecar. list £155, re-
duced to £132; all machines guaranteed brand new,
and carrying makers' full guarantee; early application
advisable, as we cannot repeat at these prices.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4605

NEW 4h.p. Triumph, chain-driven; £104/5.—Cross.
Agent, RoLherham. [4453

TRIUMPH 1913 3iAh.p.. T.T. lamps, tax, Binks.-
H. Rock, Cradley, StaSs. [4180

£94/15.-
[4454N^

19

EW 4h.p. Triumph, chain-cum-belt

;

Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

Jlh.p. Triumph, going fine; £16, lowest; exchange
2 2-stroke.— 15, Alfred Rd., Acton. [4471

19 Triumph Combination, full equipment: £57.—
24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [4047

4h.p. Triumph Combination, good condition; £42;
take solo part.—Mulley, Builder, Welling. [3810

TRIUMPH 3y2h.p., new Dunlop drop frame, equipped,
taxed; £20.—Bos 3912, c/o The Motor Cycle. (4361

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., chain-driven,. 3-speed model,
condition equal to oiew; £80.—Maudes' (below).

TRIUMPH, 1920, lightweight model, 2 speeds, ex-
cellent condition; £32.—Maudes'. 100. Great

Portland St., London. [4393

4h.p^ Triumph, renovated 1919, excellent order, all
on; £49/10.-Clark, 47, Harders Rd;, S.E.15.

(4273
TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., chain drive, practically un-

scratched; £90.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[3735

TRIUMPH Combination 1920, fully enuipped, splendid
bargain; £59.-41, Gateley Ed., Brixton, S.W.9,

[3844
3ih.p. Triumph 1913, 3-speed and clutch, excellent

2 condition; £28.—Blngg, Westmarsh, Petersfleld.

[3367
£12/10.—SVoh.p. Triumph, single speed, IVJ'.O.V.,

magneto ignition.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
i[4215

TRIUMPH Countershaft Model H, late type, splen-
did condition; £45.—33, Heackford Rd., Brixton.

(4586
1018 Triumph, countershaft, perfect, £46; ditto
l-tf 1919, £50.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[4046
TRTUMPH, type H, shop soiled only; at special price,

£94/10.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200. Great Portland St.

[4672
3JLh.p. Triumph, new Grade gear, kick-starter, new

2 Dunlop; nearest £29".—47, Harders Rd., S.E.15.
[4270

TRIUMPH, S.D., shop soiled only; at special price
of £103/10.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland

St. [4673

jj*18/10.—31/^h.p- Triumph, fine machine, any trial

d' run.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd.,' Acton,
W.3. [4267

TRIUIVIPH-GLORIA Combination, late model, acces-
sories tax paid; £65.—33, Hackford Ed., Brix-

ton. (4537

1Q20 Baby Triumph, 2-speed, new condition, licence
-^ paid; £40, or near offer.-70, Burr St., Luton,

Beds. [^467

-|Q22 4h.p. Triumph, type H, brand new; £90.—
-IJ? J. Hebden and Sons. 71. Scotland Rd.. Nelson.

Lanes. I"''459

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pi-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TR,1UMPII, S.D., 192l, Liu-as accessories, tax paid,
as new; i£85.—Ratcliffe Bros. 200, Great Portlaml

St., W. ^4680

1 Q19 Sei-onLl-haod 4h.p. Trhiiuph Combination;
J-*^ £72/10.—Ratcliae Bros., 200, Great Portland
St., W. [4^74
'TiRIUAIPH Combination, fiill.v equipped, 1919; £&0.
-*• —James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Kd., Pad-
dinglon. [4345

BRAND New Triumph, ex-Irish M.T. stores, not
renovated; £50, complete.— 120, Sutherland Rd.,

Croydon. [4405

TPIUMPH 1922 and Gloria, brand new, chain-drive
model; £135.—Woolard, 53, Stanmore Rd.,

Stevenage. [3806

£23.—Triumph S'.^h.p., clutch, fully equipped, tax
paid, sound coudition.^-7, Market Place, Want-

age, Berks. [3952
| QlS Triumph, lamps and tax, beautiful condition;X*/ ^45.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Kd.,
Paddington.

_ [4347

1 Q20 4h.p. Countershaft Tri^^mph, perfect, condition
J-t/ like new, equipment; £65.-24, Steeles Kd.,
ITampstead. [3974

SNIP!—Brand new 1922 Model H Triumph; £90.—
Walbro Alotor Cycle Co., Saffron VValden.

'Phone; 45, [4372

T ATE Triumph Combination, excellent condition,
--J very fast, and sporty; 53 guineas.-67, Ferniea
Rd., Balham. [4547

TRIUMPHS.—A large assortment in stock; solos and
combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High

Rd., Lee, S.E. [3245

TWO 1920 Trinujph ComViinations, all accessories and
insujance poUcies; what oflers?—36, St. Stephen's

Rd., Hounslow. [3746

WHOP.SOILED Triumphs, 1922 models.—Ricardo,^ mudel H, Baby Triumnhs; what oflfers.—Thos.
Booth, Frodsham. [4156

"j fh20 Triumph Counter.shuft, exrellent order, equipiied,
-*-*^ taxed December; £57.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Ed..
Bowes Park. NMl. [4159"

"1 Q18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft. lully equipped,
J-*^ excellent condition; £48/10.-16. Birchfiehl
Rd., Northampton. [4170

"j Q 13 3-speed Triumph Combination, exceptional
it> value, any trial; £25.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton.
'Phone: Brixton 1292. [4625

£40.—4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, engine 50.759,
3 speeds, clutch, K.S., equipped.—Restall, Eurni-

tuie Remover, Oxford. [4214

TRIUMPH 1921, Model H, Gloria sidecar, practi-
cally as new; cost £183, accept £110.—Lloyd,

Copthorne, Shrewsbury. [4264

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft Comtiination, in very
good orders £G5.—Newnham Motor Co., 223.

Hammersmith Rfi., W.6! [4329

TlUUIvrPlI Junior 1921. with Maglita set. includ-
ing lamps, not done 5,000 miles ; £63.—The

Morrjs Garages, Oxford. [3736

TRIUMPH, new August, 1921, chain-cum^belt. all
accessories, in perfect order, tax paid; £70.—

Blackburn, Holbeach, Lines. [3821

"I Q18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, engine No. 57880.
Xtf new Dunlop tyres, perfect; £48^—2, Fortune
Gate Rd., Harlesden. N.W. [4298

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, Millford car, Easting,
-«-*' lamps, tax paid; £65.—M. HiUier, 216,. Porto-
lello Rd., North Kensington. [4007

TRIUMPH 1918 coachbuilt Combination, well
equipped, excellent condition; £G2.—R. B. Clark

vnd Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3589

NICE Triumph, licensed, as 1920. special mud-
guards, beautiful condition; £56. — Simpson,

Orchard Rd., Sunbury-on-Tiia-mes. ;4165

j Q21 Triumph Combination, chain drive, sports side-
J~*y car. like new; £78 lowest; after 6.—J. Black-
jurn, 79, Friern Rd., E. Duhvich. [4245

SEVERAL second-hnnd Triumphs always in Etock.
Triniiirh Service Agents for Sussex.—Caffvns,

Ltd., 56 Terminus Rd.. Eastbourne. [1181

TJOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd. — 1922 chain driveXV Trinmpb combination, tax paid, all accessories:
Sl32.-157b, Gfc. Portland St.. W.l. [5933

I Q21 Triumph Combination, Lucas equipment,
i-9J original tvres. Easting; £77/10.—M. Hillier,
ne. Purtnbello Rd., North Kensington. [4008

f>ih.p. Triumph, never been licensed, owner taking
f^ 4: deliverv of combination: sncrifiee 50 guineas.

—

Coates, 7, Rct-ebery St., East Kirkby, Notts. [3747

^ Q Guineas; Exchange '*"0 3 Triumph, smart
'^ C? coach sidecar. varii.i-'>. _T-?-r, cauinned; anv ex-
amination, trial.'-76. Near- v. . C^mberwell. S.E.5.

[3973
TRIUMPH 2-stroke. 2-spced. October, 1921, in per-

fect condition, like new; £40, or reasonable offer.
-The Somerset Motor and Cycle Depot, Highbridge.

[4594
'

InvesTMENTs
'Below are a few of our spares specialities—

'

all of them necessary accessories for com-
fortable and reliable jnotor-cycUng.

To Settle your Douglas Clutch
Worries.

We would remind >X)u that we have supplied . some
thousands of these _ sets, all of which have given

satisfaction. We have -also supplied a large number
to the G.P.O.

No more broken Draw-
bolts.

We shall be pleased to for-

ward you our descriptive
leaflet r.f this new form, of
operating mechanism.

Scrap those Corks,
and ..t Ferodo Rings. Let
us describe our method of

converting to Ferodo clutch.

P. & H. Sidecar
Lamp, No. 129.
Ebony, with N, P.
mounts. List price,

27/-. Our clearance
price, 17/9. Car-
riage, i/-.

For 4, h.p.

Douglas.
K/s., bolt,

2/6.

Postage 6d.

BURLINGTON UNDERSHIELDS.
Enamelled black and with fittings for
2| h.p. and 4 h,p. Douglas, 5/- each.

Postage, r/- & 1/3 respec-
tively.

Spares—if it's for a Douglas we have it.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.

7,South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Flwne: Brixton 2417.
IVtres: Burlineton Motors, Olapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

OE.0YD0N Agents Triumphs. aJl new mudela a^^ large range of Eecond-han-l in stock,—Mods
Presto Motor Works, NovLh End, Croydon. [OS .

"I
022 Triumph Combination, Easting, luggage gn

-*-*' speedometer, few miles only; genuine bargai
£98.-51. Upper Riclimond Rd., East Putney. [45.

TRIUMPH, late model, Couotershafl Coaehbu
Combination, Easting, lamps, etc. guarante

perte<?t, litt-le used; £59.-1, Priory Rd., Kew. [43;

ALL Triumph models always in stock: also full ran
of Trinmpli Spares. Triumph Service Agents 1

Sussex.— Calfyus, Ltd., 56, Teimiuud Rd.. Eastlmume.

TRIUMPH, Model H, hrand new and unused, W^i
at £105; our price, £95; exchanges -«: deferre

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington
fas;

£55.—Triumph Countershaft 1916, sporting cw
bination, discs, all accessories, splendid conditi(

tiiroughaut.-35b, The Promenade, Palmers Ureeh.J
L39fTRIUMPH 4h.p. 1922, chain drive, Millford sid

car, Lucas lamps and horn, tax paid, indieti
guishable from new; £112.—Maudes', Paris St.. Ex
ter. (43!

BRAND New 1922 Triumphs, shop-soiled. \Ti% c

list, Ricardo and all-chain in stock; exchangg
—Homac's. 243, Lower Chipton Rd., N.E. D^lM^
2408. [44;

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h.p. 19:

3-speed Triumph attd ' sidecar, kick-starter ai

clutch; £45; easy terras,—Wauchope'&, 9, Shoe Lan
Loudon. [44!

3ih.p. Triumph, Philipson pulley, new tyres, ae
2 Binks carburetter, in perfect order ; bargai

£2-7/10.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholm
Manchet^ter. [38'

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1922, Model H, 3 speeds, hai

chitch, kiok-starter, brand new, slightly sbo
soiled"; £95.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Am
London, W. [41^-

TRIUMPH Countershaft, late 1919, engine' N
693 13> top gear change, etjuipped, perfect co

dition, any trial, 2 up; £55.—37, Clonniel Ed.. Fi
ham. S.W.6. [42;

TEIUMPH 4h.p. countershaft, very little used, euniu

unscratehed and absolutely indistinguishable fro

new; bargain, £90.—Smith, High Rd., Goodmayi
'Phone I Ilford 1082. [381

1 Q19 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, kick-start, clutc
^*y luxurious sidecar, windscreen, etc., IiU

equipped ; £75 ; exchange.—Rhind and Co., Stoi

Place, Rusholme, Manchester. . [38J

1 Q22 Triumph-Ricardo 3\;ih.p., o.h.v., iut

J-t? equipped, small mileage, polished engine, e

ceedingly smart machine; £95.—E. J. Wehr!
Theatre Buildings, Cambridge. .

'[39'

:

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 model
Sidecars to suit from £20; write for catalogi

and juU particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evan
John' Bright St., Birmingham. [44^

1 022 4h.p. Trium_ph Combination, all chain, lamf
JL t/ horn, Easting, tax paid, all absolutely as ne'

not ridden 1,500 miles; bargain, £115.—Whisstoi
and Lingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk. [41J

1Q20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, special sideca
M-iJ ccfmplete lamps, tools, small mileage, gertuin-

£70; cash or deferred.-Marlborough (The Mot*

House), 20, JfinchJey Rd., N.W.8. [957

1 022 Brand nev/ sll-chain Triumph Combinatioi
Xtr £120; exceptional offer; exchanges.— Kennel
Kemp and Co., 4, Berkelev Mews, Connaught S:

Marble Arch. London. Padd. 1177, [45;

1 Q21 Triumph-Gloria all-cJoain combination, Xuc
JL«^ lamps, speedometer, windscreen, Tan-Sad, oxcelle;

condition, cost ovet £200 June, 1921 : £110.-Hooi
North Holm. Kennerley Ed., Stockroit. [37(

4h.p. Triumph, disc wheels, and sidecar . with In

gage carrier. S.A., S-speed, countershaft gear wit

clutch, speedometer, horn, lamps; £50.—^Blake,

Park Crescent Mews, Great Portland St., W.l. [421

f^Q Guinens, exchange.—1921 countershaft Tiiumji

I *y smart and comfortable coach sidecar, electr

lighting, new condition, any examination.-Seabridg
Hansler Rd., East Uulwich. (Sydenliam 2452.) [35J

LATE 1918 Triumph Combination, Mills-Fulfoi

sidecar. Easting, fully equipped and license

hand and foot clutch, in perfect condition; £52.-

164. Revelstoke Ed., Wimhledon Park, S.W.18. !t42J

"I
Q18 Countershaft Triumph and Sidecar, exce

Xi? tional engine, original enamel and plate, ne

bulbous bodv, lamp?, horn, licensed, standard throug

out; £58.-65, Clifton Av., Wembley Hill. Afiddlese
[441

AT Edwards'.—1922 4h.p. Triumph, Model H. ful

equipped, lamps, horn, licensed, indistinguishab
from new in every respect ; 85 gns. Deferred pa

ments and exchanges.

—

101. Great Portland St., W.

'

[22S1

-| Q22 Triumph Model H, done 700 solo only, heJ i

JlXj and rear lamp^, generator, Cowey horn, new spai.-j

belt and sidei^ar sprocket, etc., tax paid; £80.—AppAj
after 6, to 10, Eoxgrove Rd., Beckenham, or 'phont :

Bromley 917. [37f

336 All. letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement* and the date of the issue
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i
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

^ Triumph.
PRIUMPH. SD.,1922. MiUfoi'd double seater, hood,
L side screens, weather-tight, as new, Lucas, Dun-
p Magnums, outfit, licence, insurance; cost over

190 (Mav) ; offers; would separate.—Ellery, 25,

IbBti Avenue, St. Albans. [4260

r.T. 3Vjh.r- Triumph, 2-spe8d gear box, notual lunoliiui?

lidtl-^n in Inst year's T.T. and winner of fast.-st

ip, do o\er 70 m.p.h. in the hands^ of n capiilile lider,

hiince of !i lifetime -for a re;il speed iouunt; £100 —
mo. Tlioniiison. 230. Anluby Rd.. Hull. [4354

pRIUMPH-RlCAnDO, new, reduced to ^£108;
L Triumph Modsl H, chain-cura-belt, £95. These
achine>* arc new and reduced t-o clear at cost price
r stocktaking.—The Winstan Henney Motor Co.,

S, South End. Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [4439

[7ULL tiis paid, ld22 3V'h.p. Triuniph-Ricardn, with
(^ O.H.V. patent 3-speed gear, sprinfi drive, and
uldple plate clutch; left wtirks July this year; done
Ty iiltle mileaBe, all lamps, speedometer. kiieeRrips.

absolutely new condition ; price to clear £110.~
jrdingley and Sons, Haslingden. Tel.: 102. [2614

iiBITTMI'H 1919 countershaft, 1^22 spring M'heel,
'}- Mi'ldleton sidecar, Tan-Sad, scre3ti, electric vhroush-
it, mnnv spares, fully taxed and insured, inediauically
'•rfect. trial any evening or week-end; £80, rlose \Sei.
Broadway House. Northolme Ed., Highbury. .\. r430S

922 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, engine No.
80368. with horn, tools, and- pump, taxed

^^cember, for combination, only ridden 80 miles, car-

d's fall makers' guarantee, indistinguishable from
>.w;£95.—Marlboro' Motors. St. Albans. Tel.: 159.

[5621
1RIUMPH 1918. and 1921 Grindley sports sidecar

and windscreen, engineer owned, semi-T.T. bai^s,

.peed, clutch, kick-start, tank re-enamelled by
vkers, mechanically perfect, unscratched, lamps,
(wey, tools; £75.—Pierpoint, 19, Tennyson St.,

jncoln. [4085

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920. Easting,
Smith speedometer, Klaxon, spring fc-oLbuartls,

>ctric lighting, brand new spare tyre and tube,
tre valve, complete, etc., ^3.300 miles, outfit in
ieudid condition; wbat ofi'ers?—H., 41, Dagmar Av..
emb!ey. Hill. Middlesex. [4190

!
-VALT'E Triumph, Lucas Magdyno, Bonniksen trip

spesilometer, knee-grips, spares, etc., carefully run
. delivered June 10th, 65 m.p.h. and 100 m.p.g.
;uauteed, just overhau!-?d as new- at-Trinujidi works.
22 tax paid, insured for £150 to June. 1923; £115,
£110 less speedometer and spares.—Mac-lennan, 110,

ex;mdrn Ed., St. John's Woc^. N.W.8, [3788

'RIUMPH, 1917. Model H, 4h.p.. countershaft, 3
speeds, clutch, kick-start, new -type decompressor,

X paid for the year, very good condition throughout,
art and fast, tyres and belt good, a really sound
chine at an exceptionally low figure; will accept

,3 for quick sale; any trial and examination wel-
ued.—R, Watson, Victoria Rd.. Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

[4514
1 RIUMPHS.—Buy from official appointed agents.

New 1922 4h.p. combination, all-chain drive,
.- )5; chain-cum-belt combination, £145; 4h.p, S.D.,
I diain, £115: Model H, chain-'cum-belt, £105; Junior
;h.p., £55; also several second-hand Triumphs, from
i); second-hand machines taken in exchange, re-

I nder on easy terms. Value allowed on old machine
E ?pted as payment down.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
1 idon. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [4509

pare Parts

:

* RlUMl'H Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8
Bond St.. Ealing. 17661

I
OMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer

' Bpares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Richmond
I. Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754.- [9126

f\ R rUMPH Parts.—I am the merchant for these.

!
Parts for all models, second-hand and new. By

i irn service.—AH. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
^entry. 'Phone : 1945. [4080

i RIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models: also

[
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

I r overhauls by specialist.—.Tones Garage, Triumph
^ents, Broadway. Muswell HLII. "N-IO. [0809

jE:ND to the Rhosba Motor Garage, South St., Rom-
y ford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spares.
1 disappointing delays; every part in stock. Re-
1 r:;- by skilled mecbanics. We are official service
ints.-Tel.^ Romford 584. " [7766

'[RIUMPH Parts. 1904-22, every part in titock, new
i or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
[{new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
a.ranteed. Hundreds of testimonials, Triumph re-

grs and renovations a speciality, under personal
Stervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
S?rnier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
i?st machinery,—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
l^imington Spa -

[7361

Velocette
REMILR Motor Co. for Velocette Bargains,

"Further Great Reductions in showroom soiled
- 1922 models. E2. 2-speed. £55; E3, 3-speed,
iO: EL2. lady's open frame. £58; all with clutch
8il kick-start, carry makers' full guarantee; easy
If'ments 4% extra: write for special clearance list,
^'remier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3579

Manufacturers of

H.A.H. ACCESSORIES

AGENTS
WRITE FOR FULL LIST OF

FREE DISPLAY AND
ADVERTISING MATERIAL

FREE DISPLAY
STANDS, SHOW-
CARDS, &c., &c.

Display Stand No. 2.

Set Al—For Solo Machines.
Price of set illustrated 132/- complete, stand free.

H.A.H. CURRENT CATALOGUES & LEAFLETS.
Cat. No. 47 General Accessories. Electric Lamps, etc,

., .. 43 Genuine Hellison Dry Batteries.

i-eanet No.
no. Poi'tableHandlam.p.
113. Speedometer lamps.
122. Side &: rear lamps.
124.. Free display stand.
126. Auto Bulbs.
127. Lighting Sets,

128. Bell Cells.

129. Battery Pr ce List.

131. Insulating Tape.
132. Pocket Batteries.

133- Switrhe'^-

13+. Wireless Batteries.

i3t. Rubber Goods.

Many different showcaras free on request.

H.A.H. A.ccessoriia& are mannfactured liy

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.,
H.A.H. Works, Tunsiall Road, CROYDON. England.
Telephone

—

Ttleg;rams

—

Croj'dons22S. "Keyage, Croydon.*'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
^'eIocette.

3ih.p. Velocette, in perfect running order, Kood
4 tyres; bargain, £20.—Rhind and Co., Stone

Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [3879

VELOCETTE, 1922 model, new, 3-speed, kick-starter,
acceisories, cost £62; take £60,—Jordan, 28,

Caversham lid., Kingston-on-Thames. [3911

Verus.

VERUS 1920 2¥,h.p., Blackburne engine, lully
equipped, tax paid; £45.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200,

Great Portland St., W. [4684

VERUS Combination, 4h.p. Blackburne engine,
Sturmey-.(Vrcher 3-speed and clutch, new Cooper

sidecar, Tan-Sad, lamps, horn, and tool?, tax paid

;

£63/10.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham.
[4066

Wolf.
1 Q22 Wolf-Jap 2"!ih.p., 2-speed, K.S., hand clutch,
-i-iy bom, tools, etc., tax paid, under 50 miles, ccst

£65, must sell, no reasonable ofier refused.-48, ]littnn

Ed., Surhiton. [3855

Wooler.
1 Q21 Wooler, 2"'ih.p. Flat Twin, spring frame.
-i-if variable gear, little used, original tyres, enamel
as new; £45, or offers.-41, Aubrey Rd., Small Heath.

[3661

Zenith.
rrinE Zenith Specialists.

ALLAN GRUZELIEE, Ulster Chambers, 168,
Regent St., W. 'Phone : Regent 205- [4616

ZENITH 1922, Bradshaw chain, very special; £78.—
Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2306

ZENITH 1915 8h.p., o.h.v., Gradua gear, very

fast; £65.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [3737

"I Q22 3V'h.p. special Zenith-Bradshaw, 3-8peed, all

-Li/ chain," hcensed; £85.—Ford, High St., Sidmonth.
[3851

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Countershaft Combination, per-

fect; £68.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[4607

"|Q20 5h.p. Zenith, taxed, insurance, excellent con-
-Lt/ dition- £50.—Mavnard, Woolhampton, Reading.

(3751

1 022 Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear, shop-soiled;
-Li/ 75 guineas.-Light Motors, 28, Tavistock Rd..

Plymouth. [3682

1 021 5h.p. Sports Zenith, excellent condition, pri-

-Li/ vately owned; £70, or nearest.—Reeves, High
St., Purley. [3672

ZENITH Combination, 1920, in perfect order, not

ridden this year; first £65 secures.—1, Park Lane.

Waltham Cross. fH^O

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd. — 1922 shop-soiled

Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £98.—167b, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [5932

1 022 Zenith-Bradshaw, all-chain drive, shop-soiled
Lif onlv; £98.—Taylors, 52, Sussex Place, S.W.7.

'Phone: Kens. 7260. [0943

8h.p. Zenith Sports 1920, mileage 2,000, condition

perfect, stored since September, 1921; £55.—
Chattan House, Harrogate. (4088

SPORTS Zenith 6h.p., lairips, horn, pump, two belts,

good tyres, fast, reliable; £45.—24, Page St.,

Westminster. 'Victoria 1977. (4199

ZENITF-BR.4DSHAW, new. unused, 1922 model,

Gradua gear; 75 guineas.-Eagles and Co., 275.

High St., Acton, London, W. [4145

AT Edwards.—1920 8h.p. Zenith countershaft,

eouipperl, tax paid, perfect crder; 53 guineas.—

101, G'reat Portland St.. W.l. [4523

ZENITH 5h.p. Model D Countershaft, li.S., with

CB sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, tools, etc.;

£60.-47, Essex Kd., Watford. [4023

ZENITH 8h.p., discs, pillion, good condition, licen.scd,

spoiting mount; nearest £40: exchange lower

power.-Bower, Cinderford, Glos. [3632

6h p Zenith Sports and Sidecar, all accessories,

licensed, condition as new; £85; would exchange.

—Carpenter, High St.. Baldock. [3629

ZENITH 5-6h.p., 1922, mileage 800, all accessories,

ma^^nificent condition; no reasonable offer re-

fused.-Woodridings, Cumnor Bd., Sutton, Surrey.
[4637

1 0'2 3tih p Zenith-Bradshaw, all-chain drive, shop-

XU soiled a gilt; £90; exchanges and deferred

paynicnts.-Bambers. EastbankSt., Southport. Ph™e:
607. [4414

AT Edwards'.—1922 5h.p. Sports Zenith, excellent

condition, two months old; 68 gns. Deferred

pavments and exchanges.— 101, Great Portland St ,

W!l. 12218

GUARANTEE for three months with 1922 Zenilli-

Brads'haw, slightly soiled; 79 guineas; photo-

graph; exchanges.—Peter Gordon. Ltd., 110, Upper

Richmond Rd., East Sheen. (D) [3407

ZENITH Combination 3i/2h.p., J.A.P., aluminium
sidecar, excellent condition, spare new cover, lie.ts,

lamps, mechanical horn; nearest £10; write, making

appcintment.-Levisse, 139. Topsham Bd., Tootmc^.^^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the diate of the issue

M«tor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

"p.O.C.H. Invite Inspection. Zeniths and other
J- makes Jar below any anticipated price reduction.
—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [3861

O A-Bore Zenith (July, 1921), copper silencer^" and pipes, lamps, good Hutchinsons, photo;
£80,—Fernihough, 5, Stourwood Avenue, Bourne-
mouth. [3690

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 1922, SV-h.p., slightly shop-
soiled; 75 guineas, listed £113; exchanges or

deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [3531

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination, 1&21; delivered March,
19.^2, Easfng and full equipment; £80;. write

tims cmvcjiiient—Cowley, 259, Warwick Rd., Ken-
sington.- "

^ [3659

T(a22 shop-6oiled 5-6h.p. countershaft. Z'^uith, £75 to
-*-*^ elear; 1922 shop-soiled SVoh.p. Zenith-Brodshaw,
£70.—Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, Vrig;raore

6t., W.l. [3870

"1O20 5-6h.p. Sports Zenith, speedometer, Tan-Sad,
-- «-' lamps, insurance, all accessories, perfect condition
£68, or near.-
Manchest-er.

68, High Lane, Chorlton-cum-Hnrdv.
[2567

ZENITH 1921 sidecar 61i.p., kick-starter, oounter,?hnft,
ciut-ch, beautiful running, lamps, horn ; £85, or

nearest offer.— ilowat. Peak House, Cole Henley, Whit-
church, Hants. [Dj [3819

1 Ck20 late Zenith 5-6h.p. Combination, countershaft,
J-t7 clutch, dynamo lighting, screen, speedometer.
as new; real bargain, £60;
Richmond Rd., East Putney,

Spare Parts

:

or exchange.—51, Upper
[4555

ZENITH Spares.
Bond St., Ealing

delivery.—Kays. 8,

[5078

Ladies' Motor Cycles. .

Ivy.—1921 2i^h.p., 2 speeds, kick-starter,
clutch, tax paid, Cowey horn, small mileage;

-Maudes', Below.

y'ELOCETTE.—1919 open frame, 2 speeds,
» drive, excellent condition; di26.—Maudes',

Great Portland St., London.

chain
100.

[4384

•>3.h.p. new 1922 New Comet; lady's machine, fitted
.W4 with Comet sidecar; £65; easy terms arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4505

SHOWROOM Soiled 1922 Lady's Open Frame Velo-
cette, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start; list price £68.

reduced to £58; easy payments 4% extra; write for
special clearance list.—Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed.,
Birmingham.

"

[4606

Miscellaneous.

TJ DOTES, Ltd., Maidstone, have for sale:

3h.p. Twin Enfield, complete with all accessories, about
1916, licence to end of year; £25.

41i.p. Blackburne, good condition, licence to end of
year, 1920 model; £60.

4h.p. Blackburne, good condition, com-plete with all

accessories, licence to end of year, 1916; £50.

first-class condition.EXFIELD Combination 1915,
with all accessories; £80.

"1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo lighting
-^^ set, screen, all accessories, licence to end of year:
£85.—Eootes, Ltri.. Maidstone, 8-9, Long Acre, jind
Jlorking. Tel.: Maidstone 460, Regent 6026, Dorking
214. [3647

T3EX 2^4h.p., Bosch, B.B.-, accessories, £7; also Ariel
J-t 2-74h.p., all on, £7.—Guincliard, 179. York Rd.
Camden Rd. [4026

£26.-1919 Sporting Villiers, 2-speed, disc=, long
exhaast, licence, Dunlops; ofler, exchange.—3,

Grosvenor Rd., Twickenham. (P) [4019

NAVLOR and Kirk have the following : 2^4h.p.
Douglas, 1913, 2-spesd, aluminium footboards,

good condition; bargain, 5e20.—Below.

NAYLOR and Kirk.~6h.p. Matchless combination
thoroughly renovated, re-enamelled throut'hout

and plated. Swan sidecar, finished Matchless colour,
3-speed countershaft, clutch and kick-j;tart. all-chain
enclosed, approximate date 1916; perfect gift at £48.—Below.

"VTAYLOR and Kirk.—3-speed Rover combination,
-i-i fully equiiiped. good appearance, mechanically
perfect; don't miss this one at £25.—Below

Douglases,
-Below.

NAYLOR and Kirk.—Two 2^Ah.p.
speed, fully equipped; £25 each.-

\TAYLOR and Kirk.—1922 Model H Matchless com-
J-i bmation, shop-soiled, fully equipped, Lucas light-
ing (acetylene); what offers ?—Below.
NAYLOR and Kirk.—Exchanges of sort<!

on best terms. "- -We ^ ,
- - arranged

tock ex-Government Douglas
and Triumph spares.

NAYLOR and Kirk.—Armoured tool cases, brand
new, suitable for Douglas, Triumph, etc • 4/-

each.—Below.

AYLOR, and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earl-^field
S.W.18. 'Phone: Wimbledon 2041. [4074N'

MOTOMING
FOR THE
MILLION

TZEEN Buyers will not miss our
••^ Autumn Clearance Prices.
Prices quoted are cash, but

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
may be arranged at a ridiculously
small extra charge by paying a
fifth down and the Balance in

12, 15, 18 months.
The following are slightly shop-
soiled but otherwise Brand New
unridden 1922 machines.
sj h.p. ALLON, 2-speed gear, clutch and

kick-starter £53
2j: h.p. CALTHORPE, single speed £33
4j h.p. B.S.A., Model H, 3-speed, ail-chain

drive £95

4i h.p. B.S.A. with B.S.A. No. 3 sidecar . . £122
6 h.p. B.5.A., light twin combination .... £145
23 h.p. O.K. JUNIOR, with 2-speed gear,

footboards, AA'ebb front brake £50

2J h.p. O.K^ s-5peed sporting model, clutch
and kick-starter £60

2} h.p. O.K"., Blackburne, 3-speed, all-chain £68

3j h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW, oil-cooled,

3-speed gear, all-chain cHve £105
3^ h.p. MARTINSYDE, twin sports model,

3 -speed £88

4ih.p. HUMBER,H.O. twin 3-speed sports £90

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.

1919 4i h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar £65
1921 2i h.p. CEDOS, 2-speed, kick-starter,

electric lamps. Tax paid £45
1922 i| h.p. MACKENZIE, good order. Tax
paid £24

1921 3i- h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M. T.T.

Tax paid £57 10
1022 2 h.p. KEMPTON, 2-speed, horn, elec-

tric lamps, minor. Tax paid .'...,... £35

1922 4i h.p. HUMBER, 3-speed, sports

model, lamps, speedometer. Tax paid . . £85
1918 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 1922 frame, crank,

forks, etc., lamps, horn, like new. Tax
paid £V0

1920 2j h.p. LEVIS Popular. Tax paid . . £30
1922 4i h.p. ARIEL, fine condition, all-

chain, 28in. wheels £85
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H,. discs, etc.

Tax paid £65

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.

1921 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb., spring

frame model, sporting body, Lucas mag-
dvno lighting, honi, speedo., screen, spare
wheel £135

1918 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, J.A.P. engine,

3-£peed, ail-chain (Burman), overhauled,

as new, with sidecar , .

' " £85
1917-18 6 h.p. GLYNO, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

starter, overhauled, renovated maimer's

colours, with new sidecar body £80
1919-20 4i h.p. B.S.A. and genuine B.S.A.

sidecar, with Lucas lamps, hoin, speedo.,

Sandura screen. Tax paid £85
1920 5-6 h.p. ROVER JAP Comb., 3-speed,

clutch, kick-starter, lamps, etc £87 10
1921 4 h.p. NORTON DE LUXE comb.,
Lucas electric lighting, speedo., screen.

Tax paid £110
1919 3* h.p. P. & M. Comb., new tyres,

speedo., good order. Tax paid £75

1915 10 h.p. HENDERSON, 4'cyl., 2-speed,

chain drive, coachbuilt sidecar, in going
order, but requires overhauliug £40

1921 2^ h.p. ALLON and sidecar, -2-speed,

clutch, kick-starter, lamps, accessories.

Tax paid. Very good £63
1914-15 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, 3-speed Comb., '

accessories, screen grid, fine order. Tax paid £65

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.l

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Finest select ,

and choice motor cycles, combinations, in. L 1

don. Exchanges, easy terms,

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap Machines is bur^^Moi
Cheap machines. Nothing dear, all cheap,

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. Ride while'
-3

pay. Immediate delivery given any motor cj

first deposit. No waiting.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph S'^h.p., magneto, g.

tyres, drive away. cUeap; 19 guineas. . E
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva AVah.p. twin, .mafiiif

good hill climber; only 19 guneas. Easy ten

sha
Ten

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. 5-6h.p.. 4-cyl.,

drive, low built, very last; 19 guineas,

WANDSWORTH. — Motosacoche Lightweig
S'/ih.p., variable gear, lamps, runs beautilul

19 guineas. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—P.N. 4y2h.p„ 4-cyl., 2 spee
shaft drive, wants attention; 17 guine

Terms, «.

WANDSWORTH.~Lincoln-Elk SVah.p., 2
dropped Irame, newly enamelled; 22

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-—Triumph, sporting type. Si^-h.

good tyres, very fast ; 25 guineas. Easy term

Lightweight 2"74h.p..

25 guineas. Eb
WANDSWORTH.—F.N,

speeds dropped frame, lamps

WANDSWORTH.—Enfield 3h.p. twin, 2 spee
chain drive, lamps; 29 guineas. Easy terms,:

WANDSWORTH.—Match less-Jap, twin. 3 spee,

clutch, runs splendidly; 29 guineas. Ei
terms.

Si/oh.p.,

hooter

;

spee
guine

WANDSWORTH.—Humber
handle starting, lamps,

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. 1918 3V2h.p..

speeds, kick, newly enamelled ; 35 guineas. Bi

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Wooler, 2^ih.p.. 2 spec
lamps, first cheque; 36 guineas. Easy term:

:

WANDSWORTH.—Rex, fine Coachbuilt Combii 1

tion, 5-6'i.p. twin J.A.P., 2 speeds; 39 guine:
Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1915 Indian T.T.. clutch mod
7-9h.p., ery fast ; 39 guineas. Easy terms-.'

WANDSWORTH.—A.J.S. Coachbuilt Comhinatoi
6h p twi'i, 3 speeds; sacrifice, 49 guineas.

terms.

WANDSWOH'iH.—1919 Douglas, dynamo lightji '

4h.p., 3 speeds^.kict; 55 guineas. Easy tenni
:

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith 3i4r4h,p. J.A:P.r-Grad
gear, lam,-3s, mechanical horn ; 32 guineas. Ei 1

terms. .-_.j

WANDSWORTH.—1919-20 Triumph Coaclibij

Combnation, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 59 guine:

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Rudge-Muiti, 5-6h.p., ooai

built Combination, lamps, screen; 59 guine >

Easy terms.

Exchanges. — Wandswoi
Ebner St., Wandswor

'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [44

cars.-eti

^_ „ exchant
arranged.—5, Heath St,, Hampstead (near Tubs). [38

WALDRON Motor Mart have the foUowi
machines in stock at bargain prices lor si

or exchange.-645, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.lf

WALDRON.—A.J.S. 1922 7h.p. combination, bra
new 7 days ago, only run 80 miles, spa

wheel, complete with accessories, tax paid; cost -oi

£195, accept £155. .;
|

WALDRON.—A.J.S, 1921 combination, 7h.p., Luc'
dynamo lighting and electric horn, spa

wheel, speedometer, tax paid, practically unscratcbc
£125.

WALDRON.—Lea-Francis, 1920, SVsh.p. twin M.A.
engine, countershaft gear, all-chain drive, loo

almost new, all accessories ; £48.

WALDRON,—Douglas 2%h.p., 1916. 2-speed^ i

accessories, tax paid, excellent condition; £S

645, Garratt Lane, Ear
[40

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, have soi

new 1922 shop-soiled machines ol various mai
at bargain prices for cash; inspection cordially invit*

-'Phone : Holborn 5777. [45

SOtTTHPORT.—1919 Invicta-Jap 2'!4h.p., 2-sp«)
26 guineas; semi-T.T. Triumph, 1911-13, :

guineas; Si/oh.p. Royal Ruby-Thrasher Combinatic!
3-speed, electric lighting, 27 guineas; 2V4h.p. F.N,/''
s;)eed, brand new tyres, excellent solo, 22 guinea 1

o.h.v. Red Bat 8h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, tie

starter, 32 guineas.—Ken ts, 417, Lord St., Southpoi
'Phone: 1273. [42'

WANDSWORTH. —
Motor - Exchange,

(Town Station) ~"

F.O.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles,
bargains^ ^^.^^_. or_ easy payments;

WALDRON Motor Mart,
field, S.W.18.

a^S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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ILACKPOOL
I Ariels. New lmi>eiii

,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

Bnrt^jiiijs.— SlioiJ-soiled 1922 Eudgea,
Royal Rubys, Bradburys,

^tiui^yd'^ : reduced prices; exchanges.—Booth's
lories, 29";, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. 'Phone 1451.

[jACKPOOL Bargains.-~3V-.h.p. Triumph, £16/10/6;
L Xiiumph, o-speed, £19/10/6.—Booth's Motories.

ILACKPOOL Bargains.—6h. p. Bat, countershaft.
I 3-speed, £39/10/6; SV'.h.p. Huniber, £19/10/6;
; .n. Premier, £24/10/6"; Sh.p. Eudge 2-SEeed.
/I0/6; 5h.p. Rudge, 3-speed. £27/10/6.—Booth's

lOrierf.

ILAOKrOOL Borgains.-2speed O.K., £16/10/6:
( SVJh.p. Singer, 2-speed, £24/10/6: 2-speed
-: M.. £19/19/6: another, £35/10/6; N.S.U. Light-
rht, £11/10/6.—Booth's Motories.

ILACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Eudge. I.O.M. model,
1 £45/10/6; another. Dyn.imo Lighting, £57/10/6;
1 Doaglas, f55/10/6.-Booth's Motories.

[IjACKPOOL Bargains.-2-6peed Douglas, £19/10/6;
I 2-siieed Scott, £19/19/6; 1920 Douglas, 3-speed,
i start, £52/10/6; 1921 Allon, £32/10/6; 2-specd
(laught, £25/10/6; 2-speed Calthorpe, £25/10/6.—
t;:li's Motories.

pLACKPOOL Bargains.—9h. p. Indian, £29/10/6;
Ih.p Indian, 2-speed, £29/ia/6; S'M.p. New Hud-
1 ComWuation, £35/10/6; fch.p. Dot Combination,
1 10/6; 1920 Matchless Combination, £89/10/6.—
li:ll'8 Motories.

djACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Martinsvde Combina-
IJ tion, £f,5/10/6: Acme Combination, new 1921,
[ wheel, £89/10/6; Sh.D. Premier Combination,
lO'B; EnfleUl Combination. £39/10/6: 1921 Eufleld

I tn-eight, £39/10/6: 3h.p. Tirin Enfield. £37'10/6:
1 Sun 2-speed, kick start, £35/10/6.—Booth's
Jories.

[ILACKPOOL Bargains.-8h.p. Carden Cyclecar,
I £32/10/6; 1920 Tamplin Cyclecar, £49/10/6- 1921
ie light car, 4-crlinder, W.C, 4 speeds, electric light-
i|ond starting, spare wheel, fully equipped, £175/10;
Ejra! others cheap

; push evcles taken in exchange.-
I,:h's Motories, 294, Waterloo Ed., Blackpool.
B'ne: 1451. [3473
^TER GORDOf, Ltd.. 110, Upper Kichmond Rd.,
. East Sheen.—Ariel S'/jh.p.. 3-speed, 26 guineas:
ish Excelsior 6h.p. combination, countershaft.
S;nineas: Douglas 25ih.p., 2-speed, renovated 27
03as; Hobart 2i/3h.p., 2-3peed, 2-stroke, 25
neas; Indian 7-9h.p. 2-speed combination. 45
a3as; Leyis Popular, re-enamelled, 26 guineas-
I Imperial. 2-speed, 26 guineas; P. and M. S'ih.p.,
;ed. 29 guineas; Precision 2^4h.p., 13 guineas:
>,1 Ruby Sh.p. 3-speed combination, countershaft
{guineas; Sparkbrook-Jap 6h.p. combination
Jtershaft, 49 guineas; Triumph 3l/.h. p., 3-speed,
5'uineas; ditto, combination, 34 guineas; Zenith
iua JVjh.p. J.A.P., 18 guineas; Zenith-Gradua
^:p., clutch, kick-start combination, 35 guineas-
iDgriphs free. All the above machines sold under
:ree months' guarantee. Open week-ends. Ex-
l!;es. Tel.: PutiTey 2865, (D) [3405
f'(ES' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.lo,
f his week offer a few special machines at prices
I lit all. Big list free. Easy payments. On
1 -val against cash. 1916 Douglas 2.)ih.p., 2-&peed
lied, £25; 1913 Premier 3Vih.p., 2-speed, equipped,
2 10; 1915 New Ryder-'Villiers, 2.speed, equipped,
i 1915 Lea-Francis 3V2h.p. twin, 2-speed, equipped
S 1917 James 2V.ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, equipped
5 1921 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, equipped
J 1922 Royal Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed, equipped,
9 1918 Douglas 4h.p. combination, £50; 1914
«

'. 6h.p. combination, 3-speed box, £60; 191^
[itliess Sh.p. combination, £45; 1915 Harley 7-9

j
combination, £59/10; also 1921 Sh.p. Bleriot

1 pet 2-ieater. perfect, fully equipped. £65, All
,:jaid; guaranteed, and in first-class order. You
il ee them tested on Muswell Hill, about the worst
i m London

; that's a point to , consider.—Jones
t'.e, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. 'Phone-
(jiey 2917. [4557

;i BlOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
CCEE Liitest Models cycles and combinatior^s, any
^ peiiod.— Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130
ion Rd. [0795
riPGLAS Combination, £5 per week; 1920 G.N.,

8 gns. per week; fully insured.—Eodwell, 8, Bed
.1 So. Chancery 7272. [1519
;'BERTSONS Motors, Ltd., for many years have
-! specialised in this class o! work. If machine is
33ased, full aTnonnt of hire up to one week is
,ed.—157b, Gt. Po.-tland St., W.l. [5936

y .MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

PJWAEDS and Co.,

1(1 1. Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers oi solos,
^ -*- combinations, 'and Morgans. Highest prices
'1; distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone:
Irair 4027. -

[0870
jJANTED, 2%h.p. Douglas or Triumph, not earlier
: tlian 1916.—Sims, Hurstpierpoint. [4040

All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

TURNERS
Genuine COWEY

SPEEDOMETERS
(NON-TRIP.)

Brand New. Fully Guaranteed.

Carr. paid 55/-
Send make of machine and size of tyre.

METAL
CASED
TOOL
BAGS

Leather front. 2 clips supplied with
each hag. Best value obtainable.

Carr. paid 8 6 per pair.

Size, 1 8 in. wide x 22 in. long. Will
lit any Sidecar Body. Black finish

10/6 Carr. paid.

We are also stockists for the following

Manufacturers' goods :
—

AMAC, BINKS,
BROWN & BARLOW, SENSPR.AY,

BOWDEN WIRE LTD.,
BRAMPTON, DRUID,

BRITISH HUB CO., B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS, J.A.P., LEVIS,
TRIUMPH, VILLIERS,
BEST & LLOYD,
LUCAS, MILLERS,

POWELL & HANMERS,
RENOLD, STURMEY-ARCHER,

SHOCKSTOPS, TAN-SAD,
CAMEO. EASTING,

Sidecar fittings in endless
variety.

l80,l8l,l82,RailwayApproach

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
W.12.

Est
1901.

'Phone

:

Hammer-
smilh
2436-

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
rri.B.

\^ANT

K A/J COMBINATIO.N'S and Solos, any make. Buar-^"" aiiteed top prices Riven.—T. and IJ. Motor
' ' ' ' " [556"Co., Ltd., 372, Eiiston Ed. Museum 65B1.

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinationa, cycle cars. II in town, write,
'phone, or call. I( country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer,

—

W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd.. London. Museum
5391. f0332

PALMER'S Giiiage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent pUice

tor disijosing ot motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of a
good cheiiue il" you sell your machine at Palmer's

Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men have
sold their machine>s here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any Loudon railway station. The auction sale

is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tortin?.—If cash offer not
accepted machine can be included in Auction S:i:e

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest. .^

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7V2 per cent., not chargeable unless machine

is sold. If no sale a nominal auction fee is charged.
For motor cars 20/-, motor evcles under £50 value 5/-,

ditto over £50 value 10/-. ^Yheu we effect a sale these
charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. 'Phone:
208. Streatham. 'Grams: Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

[4313
cash.
f3800

GOOD Motor Cycle, 2-stroke preferred: cheap, cash.

—Write, E.P.. 2, Bundas Rd.. Peckham.

WANTED, cheap old motor bike, running order,

about £5.~Eox 3907, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [4216

WANTED, Solo or Combination, Big 4 Norton or

Triumph preferred.—256, Mitcham Ed., Tooting.
[4192

WANTED, 1922 Velocetbe; state full particulars
and bottom price.—Box 3865, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [3725-

LATE, fast, reliable, solo wanted; state bottom
price, full particulars.—Box 3865, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [3724

WANTED, Combination or Solo Triumph qr Sun-
beam preferred.—W., c/o 30, Canterbury Rd.,

Kilburn, N.W.6. [2768

WANTED, Motor Cyde, in exchange _for chassis

see Exchange column.—Kennard, 78, Yerburv
[3704

photo sent.—Box 3864, c/o The Motor Cycle.

\T7ANTED, late Solos or Combinations,

Rd., London, N.19,

WANTED, Heavy Twin Combination and slight cash
adjustment for 2-seater Studebaker, i>erfect.—2,

Boyne Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13. [3794

WANTED, Douglas or Levis and ^638 for 4-seater
car, fully equipped, sound running order

;

"•'" -- [3722

cash on
sight.: Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 370i).

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
ro6oq

WANTED, A.J.S. 2.yih.p., or 16H Norton, 1922,
immediate, evenings after 5, or 'phone Rich-

mond 2667.—Goldsmith, 17, Cumberland Rd., Kew.
[3673

WANTED, 534h.p. Scott, not earlier 1914, engine
condition not so important if cheap for cash;

give engine and frame numbers and full details.—Box
3825, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3681

WANTED for Cash, motor cycles and combinations,
new or second-hand, any make; bring your

machine along for good cash offer.—Waidron Motor
Mart, 645, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [4069

SPECIAL Cash Buyers.-Hendersons. F.N.s, Enfields,
Indians, Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs, Ru^ges,

Douglases, B.S.A.a, Sunbeams, Scotts, Clynos, A.J.S.s,
Matchless, James, Rovers.—Wanddworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phone:
Latchmere 4686. • [4461

SEND your motor cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest sta-

tion Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station.. Machine can be included in auction sale if

desired.—Sole Address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [4317

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked fP).

a39
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MOTOH CYCLES WANTED.
BUNTING'S Boy, eell, or eschau^ any make of

motor cycle. State your requirements. We
undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-

tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [0828

/^ASH on Sight for new and eecond-hand motor
^-^ cycles and comh-inations, any make or condition.
—Call, write, or 'phoiie. Short and Glass, Ltd.. ASS-
ESS, Upper Richmond Kd., East Sheen. S.W. 'I*hone-
Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

LONGitAiSr Bros., 1?, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone:
Ealing 689, are renuiring: a number of good

machina;, combiaations and cycle cars lor spot cash
or sale on commission. Representatives -will be sent "to

inspect after preliminary negotiation.—Write, 'phone,
or call. [2995

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBTTRY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufort

Works. Richmond Rd., Twickenham. (2590

A.B.C. Skootamota, licensed, perfect, small mileage;
£18.—52, Vicarage Rd., Harborne, Birmingham.

[4018

A.B.C. Skootanaota, new, unsoiled, latest model. Jisi

£55 ; accept £20 ; wonderful bargain. — Frant
Whitworth, 159. TSew St.. Birmingham. [5085

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WAITCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—li^h.p.

Keniiworth motor cvclette 1921 model, as new;
£30. ^ 14488

£12 Economic, twin, 2-stroke, nearly new, fitted
gent's evcle, lamps; exchanges.—Webber, Cottage,

Coppetts'Rd., Muswell Hm. [3902

SIMPLEX Unit (1921), taxed, perfect order; £9/10,
or excbange for auto-nvheel of near date.—Hick-

Eon, 40. Shard Rd., Peckham. 13991

T7"0UNG Auto Cycle, fitted to specially built James
-*• cycle (gents), esoellent h.ill-olimber, not run 200
miles; £22, or first reasonable offer,^Penfold, Amn-
deh Tel. : 12. r3699

WAXTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London,—li4h.p.

motor, fitted to a pedal cycle, all arccessories,

£22/10, tax paid. B.S.A. cycle, 3-speed, fitted with
Simplex motor attachment, accessories. £17/10, tax
paid. 1[4495

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons.

We are actual manluacturers.—Below.

3 iy //^.—Sidecar Hoods, 27/6 and 35/-; 2-seaters.
i / \J 45y-; solid brass fittings and best quality

double texture material; all our hoods are guaranteed
waterproof.—Below.
^i^/^ ^ill ^^y ow^ adjustable windscreen, com-^ /W / vl plete witb apron; other screens at^ 30/-
and 35/-, carriage 1/- extra; approval against cash.

—

Below.

COLLINS amd Son stock all windscreens. Your pre-
sent screen taken in escha-nge or bought for cash.

—Below.

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels, new aprons,
side curtains, etc., in a few hours. Open week-

days till 8.30 p.m. Sunday morning till 1 o'clock.

—

Collins and Son, rear of Hastings, 84, High St..

Putney, S.W. [3142

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings.
30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones. 778, Higb

Rd.. Tottenham. London. {3502

BEST quality sidecar hoods, 35/- and 45/-: celluloid,
1/6, 2/6. and 3/6 bq. ft.—Hercules Hood Co., 698,

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0853

WINDSCREENS.-Sandum, with a-pron, 55/-; East-
ing, £3/18; Cameo. 50/-.—Brish-t a-nd Hayles,

78, Church St.. Camberwell, London. [3547

0/\ / _.—^Bower adjustable windscreen, 30/-, com-O"/ jlete with coverall apron, carriage paid on
approval, 30 /

- ; Easting screens from £3 ; Sandham
V Ecreeiis, £2/15: all makes of screens repaired;
new panels fitted from 12/-; aprons supplied from
10/-; hoods, complete, 30/-.—Robini Manufacturing
Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone :

Brixton 1585. [4622
BODIES.

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
from lightweigbts to 2-seaters in stock.—Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

made by them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, re-paint, and -upbolster

at moderate charges, first-class work .
gnajanteed

Estimates free. Send for catalogue.—Collins and Son,
rear of Hastings, 84, Higb St., Putney, S.W. [3143

CLEARANCE Sale of Sidecar Bodies to make room
for new stock. Send px.—WUlowbrook Sidecar

Co.. Leicester. [0336

HALIFAX.—Perfection coach bodies, any colonr, at
greatly reduced prices.—Hal ifax Motor Exchange,

Horton St., Halifax. [3403

UNLIMITED Quantity of Douglas Type Bodies, new

;

£4 each; photo on request; bulbous and painted
lead ooiour; good trade discount.T-01d Man Hep., 19,

Wilcox Rd., Soutli I^mbetb, Ijondon, S.W,8. 'Phone-:
1958 Brixton. [3553

In Busy and

Populous

South Wales

The SouthWales
Branch

of

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Head Office: 77, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

is situated at

15, High Street,

CARDIFF
Telephone: CARDIFF 4156.

—a convenient centreforthe whole District.

Applications for "The Motor
Cycle" and "The Autocar"
policies are invited from South
Wales Agents.

These should be addressed to
the Cardiff Branch, the Manager
of which will be pleased to
give any information that may
be desired.

Every assistance is rendered
to agents in securing business,

and the specialised organisation
of the Company is placed at
their disposal for the settlement
of claims or difficulties.

N.B.—" The Motor Cycle " policy is authorised
and approved by "The JWotor Cycle," with
which The Autocar Fire & Accident In-
surance Company is closely associated. The
conditions of the policy are complete and
comprehensive, and the issuing Company
enjoys a high reputation for generous and
prompt settlement of claims, and for efficient
service to pohcy-holders at all times.

WRITE TO-DAY.

- BODIES.
BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, latest modeU i

stock. Call and inspect before purchasing -e

where. All at low prices.

BASTONES.—Groat clearance ol sidecar bo< .

(stock-EoJled), semi-sijorting lightweight, £2
each; ditto, not painted or upholstered, 20/. ea.

touring models, 70 /- each : ditti), not painted or
hoLstered, 30/- each.—228, Pentonville Ed., Kii
Cross, London, N.l, Tel. : 2481 North. [3!

WE can supply Coaehtnult Bodies to suit any chas:
"—Sporting models from £3/7/6, carriage pa

these are finished complete ready for fitting.—Sida
Works, Broadstairs.

BEADTLFUIXV Finished Bulbous Bodies. £4/1
other models from £2/10; -write for specificatic

—Burton, Sidecar Works, St. Peter's Park Bd.. Bra
stairs. [36

SIDECAR Bodies.—We have a quantity to cle

from 90/- each; also a few complete, S,i

bulbous back n>odels to dear, at £20 each; caiTii

paid to any address; all best quality goods.—Cooi
Sidecars, Belgrave Rd., Birmingham. [31

HELEN Sidecars ! Helen Sidecars ! Helen Sidecai—500 surplus bodies from contract, comple
only need finishing coat of paint, £4; wonder)
offer ; send for catalogue ; second-hand bodies fr(

£2.—Hobini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hi
Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixton 1585. [46

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Wo
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of origii

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., establish

designers to the coach .trade for over 80 years. C<

suit us when designing new ideas.—Dorset Hoo

-

Tudor St.. London. E.0.4. 100

ALL Models in Stock, from £5/5 to £10/10; secon

hand bargains, wicker body, £1; step body, £.

shop-soiled sports, £6/10; shop-soiled touring. £6/1
Write for catalogue.—light Car and Motor Cyc

Engineering Co., Ltd.. 26, Tulse Hill, Brixto

'Phone : Brixton 1292 (half min. from Brixton Skatii

Rink). Look for the Golden Arrow. [46J

THE famous Cobb-Speedman sidecar bodies still bei:

sold at ridiculously low prices; nil smart, sound

made, and well finished coachbuilt attachments, fu)

guaranteed; prices from £2/5: carriage paid to yd

door; no rubbish; you can rely on a Cobb-Speedmi

body; we haye a reputation to take care of.—Call m
see us at Burton Joyce, or write, Vernon Cobb, 18. Ml

land Rd., Carlton, Nottingham. w"

SIDECAR ATTACH>r£NTS.

s
pon
GANDHAM, He smartest sidecar speolalists.

SANDtTM Sidecars.-Our pre-irnr prices were tie -t^ 1

of the show; £14 to £50. Write lor new catalogli

SANDtTM CV-shapedl "Wind Screen; a hood, screen, as 1

apron; £2/15 and £3/18- Writs for list.

SANDCM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.-Our South LonSfl

agent writes : " An instantaneous success :
sol

out ; send further supply." Agents, get in touch wira a

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 336, Gray's In

Ed., W.0.1. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [Ml

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars ai

guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED payment Arrangements it desired.

most generous terms at Middleton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor cl

or donkey cart in part payment.

OAA MILE Sidecar Race, Dayidson first, ridin

/*Uv Indian with Middletoo spring wheel sidecai

Le Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with Middleto

spring wheel sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S undertake repairs of all kindti.

trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidi

car malters. 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbur

Park. 'Phone : Hornsey 1584. [052
;

TJASTONES for Sidecars.—No better or che&pe

BASTONES.—End of season. Great reductions, ii

1922 models.

BASTONES.—Montgomery sports model, stock soite.

only; list price £23/10; to clear, £18/10.

BASTONES.—Montgomery touring, Model No. 1

stock soiled <mly; list -price £28/10; to clear

£23/10.

BASTOiSTES.—Montgomery touring, Model No. I '

1921 models, with Triplex screen fitted; to clear

£21/10 each.

BASTONES.—Complete sidecar to fit any madune
£11; ditto sports model, £16/19: touring bnlboou

back sidecars, «17/7/6, Several other models w
|

stock. **
;

BASTONES.—If you are buying a sidecar, kindly 1

inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere. ;

and save money.—228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cros,
]

London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. P»639i

a40 All letters relating to advtrtisemente should qnote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
T. REY'NOLDS for the cheapest Sidecars ever

made; trade supplied.

rOVVEIGIITS for LightweighU.—Coachbuilt, bulbous
I back, hammock seai-iiiK, weicht of body, 20 lb.;

lice £4/10.

|.'. T. REYNOLDS, Sidecar Designer and Ma.nufac-

ji tarer. Providence Place. West End Lane. Kil-.

,j-n. N.W.6. r4309

JABGAIN.—Sidecar, all couplings, 26x2V» Dunlop

;

50/-.-Sbade, 16, Mason St., Wahvortli. [4576

'COTT Sidecar Chassis, whesl and coimections ;
£4.—

> 689, Harrow Ud., Wiltesden, London. [4577

10ACH-EUILT Sidecar, good condition, must sell;

'what offers '/—Watts, Carvean, Newton Abbot, [3475

» OOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—New coach bodies,

> lull size, with locker, £5/17/9; usually £9/10.

> OOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—New step-pattern
> coach bodies, £ 5 / 17 / 6 ; sporting bodies,

it/17'6.

j> OOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Canoelet chassis,
* like new, £5/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to

't 'rriumph, B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand side-

rs, cheap; springs, mudguards, hubs, lugs,

tings; state requirements.—Booths Motories, 294,
iterloo Rd., Blackpool. [3472

!*OACHBUILT Sidecar off Zenith, well sprung,
i' nearly new tyre; £6.—Tari'y, Frant, Sussex.
I [4043
'fJATSONIAN Sporting Sidecar, complete; 50/-.—
» Bnnce, Motor Works, Arthur Rd.. Windsor.

;

[4506
)Or'GLAS Sidecar complete, excellent condition; £8.

—Coblev, 62, Golborne Rd., North .Tiensington.
[3627

IDECARS.—Several second-hand, very cheap; room
* wanted.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[ [4302
JOACHBUILT Sidecar off Triumph, Cameo, Gra^do;
'; oheap.—Savage, Walton Heatli, Tadworth, Surrey.

:
[3782

.B C. Henderson Sidecar, practically mew ; £16.—
.. 37, Ariinfiton Rd.. Surbiton. 'Phone: Kinsston
^'4. [4035

[ILLFORD Sidecar, off Harley, complete. Easting,
perfect; £10.—Simpson, Orchard B4., Sunbury-

..ThanKS. :[4166

fOLLlNS and Son for sidecars, new bulbous back
' models, complete with new undersiung chassis;

^1/10.—Below.

lOLLINS and Son 2-seateT bulbous back models,
' with new undersiung chassis, from £15.—Below.

(OLLINS and Son can supply any of their models
!
on deferred payments. Make your own terms,

s.e requirements and how you would like to pay;
vwill give your proposal every consideration. Write
r{ catalogue.—Below.

*3LLINS and Son lightweight chassis from ^E6;
' new heavyweights for big twins from £8 / 10

;

iiial fittings for spring frame machines, 15/- extra,
-^low.

iDLLlNS and Son will take your present sidecar
' iu part payment; sidecars bought for cash; a
i( £econd^hand sidecars in stock. Send for cata-
ii e. Open weekdays till 8.30 p.m., Sunday morn-
ii till 1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of Hastings,
9 nish St.. Putney, S.W. [3144

STENDED i*ayments accepted for sidecars ; models
lor all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi

i s, Ltd.. 5. Victoria St.. S.W.I. [0829
" EARING the End.—Remains of the Birch Aircraft
J, sidecars; half list price to clear; complete chassis.
i-Duraut, Bourne, Faniham. [4182

i\MBER Sidecar to suit Scott, complete with East-
ing, very libtle used; 10 guineas.-Kinsey and Co.,

1 , 350, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [4340
"1 E LUXE Sa-ndum Sidecar and spring wheel chassis,
-^ single or double seater, 28x3 wheel and tyre, cost
£ : accept £45.-307, Camden Rd,, Holloway. [3836
lACXNG Sidecar oH 1922 Rudge-Multi, painted
! green and lined, excellent condition; £8, no
ocs.—Bryant. Milton Villa, Sterne. St., Shepherd's
^h. -'

[4027
1 'and M. chassis, renovated, brand new tyre and
-* tube, complete with brand new body. £11/10;
wi fittings for Triumph or any other machine, £12.
- ;low.

"lOUGLAS outfit, complete, renovated, tyre and
-* tube, brand new body; £11/10.—Robini Manu-
fnirmg Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2.
bne : Brixton 1585. [4619
I'lVERAL second-hand coachbuilt sidecars to clear
r from £4 upwards, to suit" all makes; details
(i.-Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd.,
Ht Sheen. [3409
* DECAB.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves

garage T\orry and expenses. Attached to motor
v: go through passage 28iu, Tandem and single bodies
Bid.—Hopley.

"lOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
;J specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to
l.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
i' few eeconda. Detachable wheels can be fitted,
lied 7 yeara.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
m- [0152

AM letters relatlnjS to advertisements should quote* the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

'MAUDE RUBBER cor
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2.^^^^— 4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and in the event of any goods not giving Iu

and satisfactory results, we either replace Ire

or make a suitable allowance. Dispatched within

an hour of order on approval against cash.

24X2 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 20/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 16/6

24X2i Wood-Milne Heavy 18/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 21/-

Hutchinson R/S 21/6
26x2 Engiebert Passenger. Heavy. 17/6

Avon Ribbed. Heavy 17/6

2 Beldam Bulldog 23/6

26x i Wood-Milne Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-
Hutchinson T.T. Heavv 23/-
Beldam Bullflog 22/6
Avon. 3-Ribbed Heavy 22/6
Michelin Comb. Ex. Heavy . . 20/-

26X2I Clincher de Luxe. Ex. Hvy... 26/6
^ Hutchinson Rubber-stud. Hvv 26/6

Pirelli R/S Extra Heavy 35/-

^eldam Bulldog. Ex. Heavy 25/-

26X2lX2i Palmer Cord. Heavy 28/6
Goodyear Diamond 38/6
Clincher de Luxe. Heavy . . . 28/6
Dunlop Heavy. Rubber Stud 46/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 28/6
Belgrave Cable Cord 25/-
Beldam Bulldog 27/6
Dunlop Extra Hvy. R/S 53/9

26X2i Hutchinson Passenger. Ex.Hvy 27/6
Beldam Bulldog 25/-
BeldamBulldogComb.Ex.Hvy. 32/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 21/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 24/6
Palmer Cord 32/6

26X3 Engiebert Passenger. Heavy. 30/-
Dunlop Magnum 60/-
Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Stud 40/-

26X3X2.J Wood-Milne Heavy 27/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy..,. 32/6

2SX2J Kcmpshall Anti-Skid. Heavy 18/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 27/6

28 X 3 Firestone, Rubber N/S 38/6
Goodyear Diamond AU-wtlir. 47/6
Goodrich. Safety 40/-
Portage, Super Ex. Heavy . . . 37/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 27/6
Beldam Bulldog Hsavy 25/-
Fedcral. Ex. Heavy 37/6

650X 65 Avon Extra Heavy 36/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 22/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 27/6
Goodrich. Safety Td 37/6
Beldam Bulldog Heavy .... 25/-
Palmer Cord 32/6

700X80 RodaceSq.Td. Ex, Hy.Lt.Car 42/6
Goodyear Diamond 52/6
Midlands-Rib. Light Car... 45/-
Goodrich Safety. Light Car 45/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 28/6
Avon Comb. Extra Heavy , . 42/6
Avon 3-Rib. Extra Heavy . . 45/-

Tubes. All best makes—
26" X 2', 2i", 2?" and 2i' 5/6 each

26" X 3", 28" X 3", 650 & 700 6/6 „
DUNLOP TYRES. Surplus goods. Write

for lists. All sites, at Special Prices.

RUBBER BELTING. TdT^DC^?"
ij—2/-; i"—1/9; r—1/7 per foot.

JOHN BULL.
7' 6" lengths; T—12/6; i"—15/-; ij"_i6/9

MADE BY NORTH, BRITISH RUBBER CO.
For Motor Cycling, Fishing, etc.

BRAND
NEW
Actual
Value
45/-.

RUBBER

HIP

BOOTS
(WADERS)

10/6
per pair,

postage 1/3.

Sent on approval
ajfainst cash.

All goods sent on approval against cash.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
WILLOWBROOK Sidecars now produced on largo

scale. Special designs and terms to motor
cycle manulacturera. May we give you a call?—Willow-
brook Sidecar Worlcs. Leicester. [0335

COUPETTE, the perfect sidecar, rigid disappearing
hood, excellent screen, with my new chassis;

28 guineas complete; the finest sidecar marie.—Goad,
122, Maida Vale. W.9. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353.

[43J5
DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When

folded (10 seconds) combination paspes through
ordinary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when
open, no freakislmess; Bend lor descriptions.—Frank
Whitworth, 139. New St., Birmingham. [5083

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itselj

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in, doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd.. 236, High Holborn, W.C.l. [0388

UNDERSLUNG Chassis, for Clyno, complete sidecar,
£24; chassis only, complete, £14/14, with cover

and tube. Send for photo, 2/6 charged returnabla
when returned. Make your machine up-to-data,
others in stock. Write, call, or 'phone North 1846.—DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l.

[9993
HELEN Sidecars! Helen Sidecars! Helen Sidecars!

Free.—For every outfit sold we are giving away
one brand new pillion seat ; do not miss thii
marvellous offer; brand new chassis, complete tyra
and tube, with streamline bodies, £ 10 ; brand new
chassis, complete tyre and tube, etc. , £6/17/6;
Harley outfit, sTiop-soiled, complete, £ 18 ; Indian
outfit, complete, shop-soiled, £13; new chassis, com-
plete with one of our unpainted brand new
bodies, £12/10; Henderson Featherweight, second-
hand, complete tj-^re and tube, all fittings, £8;
second-hand chassis from £2; petrol carriers, 10/-;
extended payments taken.—Robini Manufacturing Co.,
1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone : Brixton
1585, [4618

I^UNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
WATJCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Garden

1914; £45. [4487

IQSl A.B.C. Sports model, dynamo lighting, speedo-
J-^ meter, etc. ; £170, exchanges.

1 Q21 A.B.C. Sports model. a,s above, S-seater; £180,
J-*' excha-nges.-Bartletts. 93, G<t. Portland St. [4644

COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler, perfect. 3,000: sim
test; £145, ofler.-6. Beecliill Rd., Elthanu [1496

A-O. Sociable, splendid condition, late model, tax paid:
£30.-307, Goldhawk Rd:, Shepherd's Bush. [4310

"DEDELIA.—The new 1922 motlel, 8-lOh.p., air-cooled
--' or water-cooled to choice. Immediate deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £1 85 ; water-cooled
model, £195; side by side armchair seats, 3 speeds

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,
tools, jack and pump included. Trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sola
Conoessionnaire for the British Empire.—Palmer'3

Garage, Tooting. [4315

TAMPLIN 1921 8h.p., 3-speed, as new; any trial;

£45.—13a, Worple St., Mortlake (9 'buses).
[4127

MORGAN De Luxe, tax paid, good condition; £85;
offer.-Waterloo House, North Cheam, Surrey.

[4015

1 Q22 Grand Prix Water-cooled Morgan, perfect con-
JLt/ dition; £132/10.—Kays, 3, Bond St., Ealing.

[2904
MORGAN Luxe model, good condition, tax paid;

£85, close offer.—Waterloo House, North Cheam,
Surrey. [3667

CALTHORPE 1922 De Luxe (£410 model), brand
new; 290 guineas.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [4609

"I Q21 De Luxs Morgan, water-cooled, every accessory;
-Lt? £95; exchanges.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
sington. [4052

TAMPLIN 1920 2-seater, overhauled, tax paid,

genuine bargain; £45.—Smith, 26, Cope St.,

Coventry. [4341

A.V. Monocar, 1920, 6h.p., lamps, tax, good con-
dition! 40 guineas.—13a, Worple St., Mortlake

(9 'buses). _ [4128

A.V. Monocar 1920 8h.p., excellent running order,

tax paid; quick sale, £60.-12, Crescent Rd.,

Wimbledon. [3903

SPORTING 2-seater Humberette; £75; or exchange
Indian combination.—4a, St. John's Wood Rd..

London, W. !r4545

MORGAN 1919 Grand Prix, w.c. J.A.P,, many im-
provememts; £110.—The Cottage, Wensleydalg

Rd., Hampton. [3934

LATE 1921 De Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting, every

accessory: €110; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd..

North Kensington. [4053

PREMIER Cycle car 8h.p. 1913. hood, screen, good

tyres, going order; £30.—Bnnce, Motor ^^ orks,

Arthur Rd., Windsor. (4305
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RUNABOUTS AND CVCLECARS.
GIBBONS Cycle Car, perfect mechanical condition,

hood. Bcreeu; £45.-65, Marlborougli Ed., Colliers

Wood, Alerton. S.W., after 7. [2629

G.N., 1922, beautifully fitted up, ex works recently,

as new, must realise; £205, or close offer.—Box
5895, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3865

LAURENCE JACKSON 8-lOh.p. light car, almost
new, cost £235; £95, bargain,.—Greenfield, 255,

Soutli Park Rd., Wimbledon. [3809

MORGAN De Luxe, M'.A.G., A.C., good condition,

recently repainted; £105.—Mose's Agencies, 20,

Regent St., Leamington Spa. [4061

SNIP 1—Brand new 1922 Popular Morgan, M.A.G.
engine, all lamps; £140.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.,

Saffron Walden. "Phone : 45. [4373

MORGAN De Luxe w.c. J.A.P. 1922 model in

stock, colour maroon.—Hall. Morgan Specialist

91. St. Peter's St., St. Albans. [0935

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—New A.B.C.
light car, sports model; £255; immediate deli-

very; exchange and easy terms. l[4497

£65.—Garden 2-seater 1921, electric and acetylene
lighting, licence, accessories. Exchanges ; instal-

ments.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. ![4692

A.V. Runabouts and Monocars in stoclc. Repairs,
overhauls, and spares.—A.V. Specialists, 13a,

Worple St., Mortlake (9 'buses). [4129

BLERIOT Whippet, Blacfcburne engine, comr.lete
less chassis and body; £40.-59, Palfrey Place,

Dorset Rd.,.Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [4113

G.N., 1921, dynamo lighting, 5 detacliable wheels,
well equipped; 100 guineas; exchange enter-

tained.—5, Victoria Av., Surbiton. [4031

BLERIOT Wliippet 1921 8h.n. 2-seater, perfpct,
fully equipped, a lovely little car ; £65.—F.J.,

4, Woodside Parade, North Finchley, N. [4656

"I
Q22 Coventry Premier, new condition; £150; ex-

i-%7 change combination and cash.—James, c/o
Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [4349

1 Q21 G.N., dynamo lighting, perEect condition;
J-t/ £125.—Elce. Ltd.. 13-15-16. Bishonseale Av..
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'PJione : Avenue 5548. r0070

GRAND Prix Morgan, 1916, excellent condition

;

£87/10.—Elce. Ltd., 13-15-16. Bishopseate Av..
Camomile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. r0071

A.V. 1919 6h.p. J.A.P. sijigle seater, spare chain,
tube, discs; £50, or close offer; ^hotc—H. P.

Newman, 45, London Rd., Bishops Stortlord. [3654a

MORGAN, 1914 J.A.P. fih.p. a.c, tood, screen,
speedometer, good condition, tax paid; £50; seen

after 6 p.m.—44, Kiver Rd., HoUoway, N.19. [3687

VERY smart Humberette, painted grey, nickel fit-

tings, clock, R^>tax hood and screen, acetvlen©
ligtiting, perfect; £85.-104, Malvern Rd., N.W^. [4321

MORGAN, late model, discs, acetylene and elec-

tric lighting, new chains; sell or exchange com-
bination and cash.—Oake&, Metheringham, Lincoln.

[4065
MORGAN Aero model 1922, special engine, stiaiKlit

exhaiist pipes, Luc-as dynamo, painted yellow,

Morgan or combination part.—H. Rock. Cradley, Staffe.

[4177
HAMILTON Light Car, fully equipped, ready for

service; early delivery; £175; write for bopklet.
—Smith and Co., Ltd., Compton Works, Wickford,
Essex. [1517

TEMPERING 1921 8h.p., 2-cylinder, air-cooled, only
done 800 miles, 5 disc wlieels, in first-class con-

dition; £95. Sale or exchange.—The Morris Garages,
Oxford. [3731

TWO Lovely G.N.'s, little used, privately owned,
dynamo; open to any reasonable offer of ex-

change; to be sold cheap.—Marlborough, 20, Finch-
ley Rd.. N.W.8. [9579

HALIFAX.—lOh.p. 4-cyl. Tiny 2-seater car, dynamo
lighting, £120; Morgan Grand Prix, water-

cooled, overhead valves, £95.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Horton St., Halifax. [3400

BELSIZE-BRADSITAW 1922, 9h.p., 2-seater, fitted

speedometer and licensed, only run 1,600 miles,

practically new; £225. Sale or exchange.—The
Morris Garages, Oxford. [3730

BAYLISS-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p, Model, 4-cyIinder
water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300

gns.; immediate delivery.—Godfrey^ Ltd., 208, Gt.
Portland St., London. W.l. [0736

SNIP 1—1922 Bh.p. Grand Prix Morgan, w.c. J.A.P.,
electric lights, fully equipped, in perfect order

and appearance; £138.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.,
Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [4374

A.V.-Several epecially tuned A.V, Monocars with
dickey seats, tax paid, electric lamps, discs ; from

£42; after 5 p.ra; exrliange-s entertained.—20, Treen
Avenue, Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [4154

A.O. Sociable, in first-rate running order, side en-
trau-^e, front arched; will ride 100 miles to pur-

chaser; lyres excellent; £35.—Victor Trewent, Bun-
galow, Lamphey, Pembrokeshire. (3706

MORGAN, G.P.. 1920, 8h.p. J.A.P.. W.C, electric

lights, head, side, and tail, just been overhauled
throughout, perfect order, photo; £110.—Wat-son,
Dentist, Marrport, Cumberland. (D) [3671

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality . Invitation to
inspect before purcliasing.
All Buildings carriage paid; No extras.

This Building is complete with lin. tongued anJ
grooved floor, |in. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
phivex Telt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales:
8x 6 £8 i6Xio £27
lox 8 £13 i8xi2 £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20Xro £37 10
14XT0 £23 20x12 £40

OLYMPIA MODEl. ASBESTOS BUILDING

Specification in Out Catalogue.

12X 8 £23 10 ibxio £42 10
14X10 £32 15 20XZ2 £4S 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron rocf complete. Fire-proof

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

Sheen Park Lawa Tennis Clnb,
May 2and, 19224

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committee to say
they are very pleased with the Paviiioa yovj
erected for Ihem.

Vours faithfully,

John O. Griffin

122, Shortlands Road,
Sittingboiinie, Kent.

August 1'/, 1922.
Mr. Brodrick,
The South-Western Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St. HeIier"BuiIding arrived on Satur-
day, two days before promise of delivery,

and we are more than satisfied with it.

We erect-'d !t on Wednesday and it went
together like clockwork, I am vt-ry pleased
we leit the order With you, as all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trusting
and -believing it will get you fiirther orders
from this district.

Your? faithfully,

Thos- E. Kennett

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C!|

High Street. Fulham, London, S.W.
Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECAHS,
1Q21 (November) G.N., De Luxe model, dni
M-tJ lightinc, 5 detachable wheels, exceptional^
condition throuRhout; 110 Kuineas.—Lobeman B
17, Bomd St., Ealing. 'Phone : EalinR 689. [i

1 Q22 Morgan De Luxe, May, 500 miles, i

J- «^ 8h.p., tax year, Bonniksen trip, Zenith, J
etc., £25 extras; price £160; delivered 50 miles'
dealer?.—W.B.. 5, Ickburgh Rd., Clapton, E.5. \2

A.B.C. 1922 Sports, new July, small mil«
iC192/10; Rover 8, April, 1922, dickey, perl

£157/ 10; take motor cycle or combination pai
R. B. Clark and Co., 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1

"EXTRAORDINARY Bargain.—Ptractically Ir
-*-^ new lOh.p. water-cooled 2-seater car De L
J.A.P.; cost £195; accepl; £95; or exchange anytl ;

valuable.—Bradford. 191. Svfeetman St.. Wolverlw '

ton. f4 r

£65.-1921 Tamplin Cycle Car, 2-seater twin Jj
engine, Sturmey-Archer gear box, only done '

miles, fully equipped; splendid bargain.—Speecfe .

86, Churchfield Bd,. Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chi«»
1902. [4 I

G.N., 1921." De Luxe, dynamo lighting, sp
wheel, electric horn, dash lamp, spot ligl

aluminium discs, speedometer, clock, etc.; -fiiai

Hillier, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington (7 1

7a 'bus). Im
I

1 022 Morgans, in stock for immediate delive '

X*7 G.P, model, lOh.p. Blackburne. w.c, stand;
!

equipment, discs, £183/10; also latest- De Luxe mot
|

w.c. J.A.P., dynamo lighting, £199/10; deferred 4?, .

Homac's (below).

~t Cl'22 Grand Prix Morgan, dynamo lighting, spee !

J-*' meter, discs, electric horn, etc., guarantei
j

£155; ta,x paid.—Homac's (below).

1 Q20 De Luxe Morgan, lOhp., fully equipped,
J-tf really excellent order, guaranteed

,
perle

£110.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243, Loi
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [4^

6h.p. w.c. Humber Flat Twin, 4 wheel, 3-&pe
Bedford cord, aluminium bonnet, dome radiat

hood, windscreen, electric lighting, year's tax, splem
little 2-seater, guaranteed; £85.-86, Florence B
Finsbury Park. N.4. [4S

QQ Guineas, exchanges.—Exceedingly smart Bi
'

Ot/ Peugeot 1916 De Luxe 2-seater, 7h.p.. 4-c,
!

gate change, dynamo lighting, repainted, -any exami 1!

tion.—Seabridge, 35. Handier Rd., East Dalwi
;

'Phone : Sydenham 2452. [Hi
'

~1022 Coventrj Premier 4-wheeler, appearance 9
JLt/ condition guaranteed as new, licensed and i

sured ; wonderful bargain for cash buyer on^ '

£155.-57, Great George St,, Liverpool. 'Phon
1092 Royal and Royal 4065. (25

3-WHEELED Coventry Premier, 1921, dickey mod
dynamo lighting, speedometer, numerous estr

only used 5 weeks, unscratched, year's tax; exchaa
Enfield combination or Triumph solo and cash
Wood, 338, Hornsey Rd., N. [41

50 Guineas.- 1921 Eleriot Whippet, spare winO speedometer, clock, electric and acetylene lani

mileage imder 5,000, original I'ront tyres, new I'ala

back, splendid ruuning order, climb anything; exchnni
entertained; alter 5 p.m.—20, Tieen Aveuue, Hoge
Comer, Barnes. [41

COVENTRY PREMIER 1922 (July; 4-wheeIer, wat
cooled, 2-seater and dickey, dynamo lightii

spare wheel, speedometer, electric horn, iuBurance, i

paid, abaolutely as new, privately owned; £170.—

T

Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Ed., West Norwci
g.E.27. 'Phone: Streatham 2541.

.
[44

BUCKINGHAM lOb.p. (July) Cloverleaf 3-»iit

speedometer, painted grey, aluminium bonn

dynamo lighting, epare wheel, full equipment, tax pa

mileage 50u: cost £230 in July, ncr-ept £175.-1
Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Ed., West !?

wood, S.E.27. 'Phone: Streatham 2541. [4<1

8h.p. Rover Cars, 1921.—Prices standard mod
£180; 4-seater model, £190: De Luxe mod

£200; seU-starter, £15 extra. Exchange your r«:

bination for one of these wonderful light cars. I

(erred pajTuents. Immediate delivery from stock/

Sole agents and distributors, R. Bamber and C
Ltd 2 Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607.

* [36

SPECIALLY built Grand Prix Morpan, late 19

chas.sis, new aluminium body, beetle tail, mnii

wings. Ace discs, upholstery to match, lOh.p. wnt

cooled M.A.G., 2in. outside copper exhaust, i-ontrollal

cutout. Aero windscreenE, ship's ventilators, masci

facin, iiistruments. car dynamo with 2 8in. nickel he

lamps. 90 Mirhelin on back, tax paid, exceptioua-

fast, guaranteed perfect thronsbout, finip; £170- «PP^''.

ment.—Checkemian, Tunbridge Wells. t^l.

Spare Parts: *

MORGAN.—Spare Parts : Deliveries froui^ stock.

Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l. 1431

MORGAN Spares from stock for all models.—Sei-

your enquiry to Hall, Morgan Specialist, 9

St. Peter's St., St. Albans. ^ lOS^'

MORGAN Spaie ParU Depot.—Spares for all nwd<

in stock; list free.—Elce. Ltd.. 13-15-16. Blsh6r

(rate At., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :
Ajeot

5548,
'''^-fOO'i

E42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
' Si)arc Parts:

f
ORGAN Service Depot, officially appointed by the
IMorgaD Motor Co. Overhauls and repairs by

pert<. Every spare part in stock.—Homac's. 243,
iwer Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

;

[4435

fl
TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.

'lOUNTY 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed
'' throughout the country.—Write lor full particu-
rs. County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators," 300,
oad St., Birmineham. 12510

CARS POR SALE.
j021 Singer Coupe lOh.p,. self-startex, just as new;
mf £285. exchanROs.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland
i. 14646

llTA'NDSWORTH Motor Exchange have the follow-
j" iiig cars for sale; motor cycles part; also easy

r'-llrTANDSWORTH.—1921 Garden, splendid 2-seat.er,
1* el-ectric liKhtins, hood, screen; sift, 59 guineas;
['.haiiges; easy terms.

:rrANDSWORTH.—1922 Garden, almost brand new,
,V hillj- equipped; cost £147/10; sacriflce 79
l.jneas; easy terms.

'STANDSWORTH.—1920 A.V. Monocar, 6h.p.
'.* J.A. P., liood, screen; 55 guineas; exclianKes;

\,y terms.

[r'ANBSWORTH.—Violette splendid 2-seater, water-
'» caoled, h&od, screen, lamps; 49 guiaieas; ex-

ange motor cycle; terms.

ITANDSWORTH.—1915 Victor fine 2-seater, 8h.p.,
' water-cooled, hood, screen, lamps; 55 guineas;
;:hange motor cycle; terms.

'(/"ANDSWORTH.—Tribet Goupe lOh.p., 4-cyl., spare
'V wheel, lamps; 68 guineas; exchange motor cycle;

'im.

:rrAXDSWORTII.-1918 Belsize London taxi Ian-'

j» daulet, lamps, spare wheel; 125 guineas; ex-
:ange motor cycle; easy terras.

[7ANDSWORTH Exchanges. —Wandsworth Motor
V ^E.^change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Sta-
;j). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [4462

2 Rover Bh.p., dickey, speedometer, etc., as
iiew; £165. exchanges.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Port-

,d St,
,
r4646

iAL:\IER'S Garage, 187-199 High St., Tooting.—
Tlie pre-eminent place for purchasing. Detailed

: bck.w. '

lALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction sale every
I Hiarsday starting at 2 o'clock. Apply for cata-
ue.

lAl.'MER'S Garage, Tooting, have the best bar-
gr.iiis. Compare prices below as p-roof.

' ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15-18h.p. iVIaxwell

lisUt 2-seater, hood, screen; £47/10.

'ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-16h.p. Darracq cab
landaulet, suitable. for station work; £40.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—16.20h.p. Argyll
limousine, 4-cyl., runs well; £47/10.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12h.p. Alcyon torpedo
2-seaLer, hood, screen; £65.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—9-llh. p. Charron cab
landaulet, lamps, good runniaig order; £35.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Metallurgique,
verv smart 2-seater with dickey, dynamo light-

, splendid car; £125.

ALILER'S Garage, Tooting.-12-15h.p. Panhard
("lb landaulet, 4-cyl., just overhauled; £50,

' ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Citrcen 2-

I
seater, djTiamo lighting, self-starter; £185.

! ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12h.p. Humber light
delivery lorry, in excellent running order; £30.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15. 9h. p. Arrol-John-
si.o]i torpedo touring, dynamo lighting, extra

art; £90.

'ALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—11.9h.p. Belsize tor-
pedo 4-seater, vei'y excellent running order; £55.

'ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-22h.p. S.C.A.T. 10-
I seater waggonette, good running order; £35.

lALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—30h.p. Sheffield-Sim-
plex full laiidaulet, dynamo lighting, roomy car;

5.

ItALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-18-22h.p, 1914 Napier
! chassis, detachable wire wheels; £45,

ItALMER'S Garage, Tooting.~12-14h.p. Fiat cab
landaulet, 3-Epeed, good running order; £50.

)ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above car sup-
plied on ea.sy payments. We shall be "pleased to

iote special terms to meet client's requirements.
,1 are in running order. [4314

OVER Cars.—1922 Sh.p. model; price £220; early
t delivery.—Godfreys, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland St..
Ldon, W.l. r0350

ALEIGH
IDEEZI
SPECIAL.

3 h.p. 3 speed Raleigh and

Sidecar - ; - - £90

2f h.p. 3 speed Raleigh

and Sidecar - £85

RALEIGH.

Latest All - chain drive,

£75

Immediate Delivery.

We protect you against

a drop in prices.

AI.1. IN STOCK.

EIGHTEEN MONTHLY

PAYMENTS.

Send for form which places

you imder . no obligation.

5 VICTORIA ST.,
S.W.l,

CARS FOR SALE.
WEST Norwood ! —bu (.hib, aosoiute bargains, list

Iree, exchanges.-DoDglas S. Cox, Lanadowne,
West Norwood ''1932

6 h.p. De iJiun 2-seater, 3 speeds and reverse, perfect
order; drive away lor £16, a gift.—Woodcock,

Arnpthill St., Norwich. [4262

ROVER 8h.p. Lit,>]it Car, 1922 models, dynamo light-
ing; £220 <-,\Bh, deterred payments 4% extra.—

Riitclifle Bros,, 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [0729

ROVER 8h.p., late 1921, many extras, special
finish ; ,£135, or exchange.—Hillier, 9, Walling-

ford Av., North Kensington (7 or 7a 'bus). [4097

CI .N., 1920, dynamo lighting, 5 detachable wheels,
T excellent condition ; exchanges; £100 cash; ex-

tendc-d payments.—78, White Horse Lane, E.l, [3935

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model;
£230; immedia'te delivery; cash or deferred pay-

ments.-RatclifTe Eros.. 200 Gt. Portland St.. W. r0730

ALLDAYS 12h.p., 4-seater flush-top body, sound
con iition throughout ; sell or exchange 2-seater,

motor cycle, or Morgan.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[4693

TyAUCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane, London.-G.N. car,
»

» 1921 model, full equipped, in excellent condi-
tion, spare wheel and tyre; £130.—'Phone ; Holbom
5777. [4510

"I Oh.p. Sizaire-Naudin 2-3-seater, dickey, bulbous
-L/W streamline body, discs, exceptionally smart car;
£160.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-
chester. [3884

1 022 Calthorpes and, G.N.'s.-All models awaiting
--^ any reasonable exchange, cars or motor cycles.
or pay out of income.—Marlborough, 20, Finchley Rd.,
N.W.8. - [9580

"I 022 Rover 8li.p., hardly used, condition as new;
-•- *^ £160; taxed ; or exchange combination and
cash.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington. [4348

£35 down amd 12 monthly payments ol £7/10 .buys

excellent running Waverley 2-seater, nice dickey,
, Warland rims; bargain.—Marlborough, 20, Finchley
Rd., N.W.8. £9581

1 QQ Guineas, Exchange.—Really ultra^smart 1920XOt/ Sports Singer, 2-seater lighting, starter spare
wheel, lovely condition.—Seabr idge, 35, Hansler Rd.,
East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [2400

1 Q21 Sh.p. Rover Car, fitted with speedometer,
--»/ clock, and many other extras, excellent con-
dition and running order, mileage 3,500; £150, a
bargain.-Lea, 41, Gkild St., Northampton. [3812

HALIFAX.—New Lagondas, reduced prices, 4-seater
or Coupe, 350

,

guineas; 2-seater, 280 guineas;
Rover, Morgan, or combination taken in exchange.-
Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifas. [3401

-| Q 15 lOh.p. 4-cyI. AUdays 2-seater, 5 detach-
-L*/ able wueels, tax paid, all in excellent condi-
tion; £120, bargain; just been thoroughly overhauled.
—Whisstock and Lingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk. [4119

1 Q 20 2-3-Eeater Emscote, 8.9h.p. J.A.P. engine,
-Le/ w.c, as new, Lucas dynamo lighting, 5 Sankey
detachable wheels, hood, screen, etc., first-class run-
ning order ; ^140 ; exchange.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place, "Rusholme, Manchester. [3883

ROVER Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-seater, £180;
4-seut6r, £190; De Luxe 2-seat6r, £200; De -Luxa

4'-seater £210 ; deferred payments ; your motor cycle

or car taken in part exchange; prompt delivery.- Official

Agents, Eagles and Co., 275, -High St., Acton, Loudon,
W. [0761

LAGONDA 1915 lOh.p. Coupe, 4-cyl., Monobloc, 3

speeds, reverse, worm drive, 5 detachable wheels,

,all tyres exceptionally good, all lamps, bulb and
mechanical horns, speedometer, tools, etc. ; the car has
just been overhauled "and repainted and ia exceedingly
smart and in really good condition mechanically; will

accept £80 for quick sale.—R. Watson, Victoria ltd.,

Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [4516

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
-j iTJth.p. Light Motor Van, good running order; £65;
-8-^ or exchange for combination.—80a, High St.,-

Bexley. [3917

BRITANNIA 20h.p. Van, solids, £24 ; exchange motor
cycle. Ford eporting body, £40; exchange

Triumph.—Simpson, Orchard Rd., Sunbury-on-Thames.
[4164

1-TON Ford Lorry, absolutely as brand new, pneu-
matics all round, fitted English flat top body{

£135.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-
chester. _ [3882

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TET Wnuchope's, 9, SJioe Lane, London, E.0.4. for

easy terms. 'Phone: Holbom 6777. [7213

ROBEHTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
could not be simpler.—lS7b, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [5935

HALIFAX.-£5 deposit and 12/6 weekly purchases

motor cycle or combina-tion, quick deliveries;

(ret iull list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

HaUfax, [3399

ANY make of cycle or any combination completely

egnipped: licensed, insured on 12, 15, 18 months
extended payments system.—Write lor particnlara,

Rideezi Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.l. [0830

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue 343
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EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., CaDibridge, supply

any uiake of car oi- motor cycle on easy t^rms.
We Rive a iair deal at a reasonable charRe. Strict
privacy; no unpleafiaiit enquiries; car delivered un
payment, of first instalment; any district; full par-
ticulars by post. Exchanges arraneed. [4520

ENGINES.
* RIEL ^'/^.h.p. engine, magneto, carburetter, etc.;
^1 bargain, £4.—Prout, Canon St., Taunton. [4139

6h.p. Twin Engme Advance, complete and in perfect
order; £3.—J. Wjglev, Walgrave, Northampton.

'[4228

P.
nnd M. Engines, £4/10; overliauled and com-
pleted, £6/10; stamp.— 7, Heielord Rd,, Eavs-

watpr. [2715

1 Q21 Villiers engine, iiywheel magneto, perfect
J-tF condition; £9/10.-22, Cassidv Rd., Falham.
S.W.6. [3741

Qh.p. Moto-Reve Twin, new rings fitted, and in ex-^ cellent condition; £3.—Woodcock, Ampthill St.,

Norwich. [4263

VILLIERS 2i'oh.p., jVI.L. magneto, Senspray carbu-
retter, silencer, excellent condition.—61, Argyle

Rd., Ilford. [3843

NEW 4h.p. J.A.P. complete, magneto, silencer, £20;
Binks 3-jet, 50/-; single magneto, 25/-,—54,

Eldon St. N., Barnsley. ;[4056

SPARE Parts in stock for all Blackburne and Vil-
liers engines ; list on application.—Maudes' , 1 00,

Sreat PorUand St., W.l. [4380

<r)3.h.p. J.A.P. engine, complete with magneto, car-
f^ 't burelter (Senspray), overhauled; £10/10; ap-
proval.—70, Micklegate, York. [4140

1 Q20 Sh.p. Blackburne Engine, complete with mag-
A«^ neto and carburetter; £30.-59 Palfrey Place,
Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [4112

J .A.P. 8-lOh.p., a.c, 1920, complete magneto, car
bnretter, perfect; £20.—Acton Motor Exchange,

55, Churchfield Rd., Acton. W.3. [4411

6h.p. Res Twin, 1911, excellent order, re-bored, new
pistons, re-bushed, overhead mechanical inlets;

bxirgain, £7.-95, Desborough Av., High Wycombe.
[2535

3ih.p, Minerva, mechanical valves, overhauled, fitted
2 M.L, magneto, ' Senspray carburetter; £3 / 10

;

pljoto, sta-mp.-Thomson, 59, London Rd., Crovdon.
[3670

PRECISION Engine, 8h. p. a.c. twin, complete, one
internal flywheel slightly cracked, otherwise good

order; ^5, barg-ain.—Mallows, Milford St., Cambridge.
[3946

T^OR Sale.—1922 Villiers 2i/yh.p. unit, almost new,
-V complete with magneto and carburetter and
double silencer; what offers?—22, The Marsh, Cowley.
O.xford. [3868

HOT Stuff.—Long stroke, overhead valves, SV^h.p.
single, fit Norton or Triumph, nearly new. beau-

tiful condition, wants assembling; £10, orfer.—Ms.beys,
Anerley St., Battersea. _ [4016

8-1 Oh. p. Douglas water-cooled engines, horizontally
opposed, mechanical lubrication, suitable light car,

stationary power plant; stamp specification.—Derring-
ton. Grafton Rd., New Maiden. 'Phone: 256. [3467

WHATEVER type of engine you reauiie we can
EiU'plv. Specir.l bargains: Brand new Coventry-

Premier, pattern 1915, 4h:p., £12/10; SVuh.p. Rndse,
£10; 3i/-h.r. Premier, £7; 3V2h.p. Lincoln-Elk with
magneto and carbnre-.ter, £5/15.—Forfield Motors, Eor-
field Place, Leamington Spa. [4543

HEPPELTHWAITE'S lor Engines.-5-6h.n. J.A.P.,
£15: iinother £12: Hh.n. single W.C. Mascot, com-

plete unit, £8/10; Ariel 3'/2h.p. M.O.V., £7/10; L.M.O.
SV^b.j)., £8/10; 5-6h.p. PeRgeot. complete nnit, £5/10;
2%h.p. l.^ongios engine, less timing cover and 1 cylinder,

£3/15; all J.A.P. spares in stock; write for list, encIoEe
stnmp.—19. Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.
'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [4539

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
TT.B. L Co.

H.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares
stocked.

H.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete for
iixing to Tiiuninh.

TD.M., J.A.P. , Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

/^,4..V. New, twin and single, clock and anti ; £3.

T\ISIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

Tjr.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

TT.B. will take your old machines in part payment.

H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage nnid,
on approval against cash, or through T/te Motor

Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78. New Park Rd.. Brixton Hill.
London. 'Phone: Briston 610. 10694

s, 25.

[429t

r

M.L. Singles, as new. complete: 25/-.—Tompkins, 25.

Buckingham Rd., Harlesdeu.
"

You are Sure
of satisfaction when you deal with me,
as every article is. sold on the "Money
Back if not satisfied" principle.

ANY PART FOR ANY MODEL

Douglas
BY RETURN OF POST.

Here are some of my Specialities :

—

TWIN RINGS. Give more power-
perfectly gas-tight—prevent carbon-

ising a^ oil cannot pass the piston

—

wear indefinitely—need no rurming in.

For 2:2 ii-P- Douglas, price 1/6 each
;

4 h.p. Douglas, 1/8 each ; Sunbeam,
Humbcr, and Rover, 75nim. bore, 1/8
each ; B.S.A., Triuniph (pre-rgig),

Rudge (pre-1921), New Hudson, 3^
h.p. Singer, L.M.C., 4 h.p., and Pre-

cision, 3^ h.p., 85mm., 1/9 each.

ZOOM ! ZOOM ! ! The fashionable

and efficient e.xhausi; system. Adds
pounds to the appearance of any
Douglas and lets the engine give off

its full power. In beautifully bur-

nished copper, price 30/-, In bur-

nished nickel, price 33/6.

THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM
FOOTBOARD AND FOOTRESTS.
Beautifully finished—givinj

natural riding position. A real solid cast job. Some-
thing that lasts for ever. Price 30/- per pair complete.

AN IMPROVED DOUGLAS CYLINDER. Get more
power from your Douglas. 25% guaranteed on all

models. Larger fins, and more of them, and bigger

ports. If you have a 1912-1921 model, try them and
you'll be surprised. Price 50/- per cylinder.

THE CORAM PISTON, fitted vnth
radiating internal fins. Correctly
designed, much lighter yet stronger
than standard. Fitted with the

patent twin rings in gue groove.
Complete witli rings and gudgeon pin.

Price 2S/- per pair. Insist on having
these fitted when your mount is next
down, and you'll never regret it.

CORAM'S PATENT COMBINED
ALLOY VALVE CAP. My latest

idea. Never blows out, never seizes

in the threads. Prevents knocking
and overheating, A real boon. For
2^ h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglases, Price

4/- each.

j^^" (Official Douglas Agent

,

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL.
E.I.C. West of England

Tel. 3792. Service Depot.

IGNITION. LIGHTING, ETC.

The Book that describes

Clothing for the Motor
Cyclist, made by a

Motor Cyclist.

YOURS TOR A
CARD.

WRITE

IRVINE
SMITH,
BUTTEBSHAW,

BBADFODD.

EAL

AEGAIN

950

[N Magnetos can be secured from the Maibl& A;
Motor Exchange.

MOTOR Cycle Magnetoa ta he cleared.—

I

below.

PLEASE note our stock consists of genuine Jb
CycSe Magnetos, all variable ignition, and gu;ii,

teed not converted or reconstructed aeroplane ttai ,

magnetos.

WE guarantee ive can supply you a magneto cheai
than anyone.

SINGiE-Cyl. anti-clock M-L, 45/-; C.A.V., 38,

U.H., 35/-: Berlin?. 30/-: Dixie, large type, 30
all above suitable for Triumph. B.S.A., etc.—Below

SINGLE-Cyl. CIoek.-C.A.V., 38/-; Dixie, 30/-; B
ling, 30/-.—Below.

1 ftA° Anti-Clook.-C.A v.. 38/-; Splitdorf, 35,XOV Dixie, 30/-.-Below.

1 ftA° Clock.-Thomson-Beunett, 38/- j C.A.T./37;
X<J\f Splitdorf, 35/-.—Below.

J_0", 50°, 55°, Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf. or Dixi
^/^ hundred.s of others in stock; all guaranteed a
sent on approval against caeh.-Marble Arch Motor E
cKange, 3 35, Edgwai;? Rd., W,2. 'Phone: Padd. .71

'Grams: Archmotes, Padd., London. [23

r^OUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

AGNETO Factors and Repairers.

LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

OSCH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignition;, iSu

L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variabtfe ignitio'i

£3/15.

M-
A
B
M
THOilSON-BENNETT. single or twin. encloB

waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees ; £2/
eaclL

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single or iw
enrlo^ed, waterproof, variable ignition, all i

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, variafc'.

ignition; £2/15 each.

RUTHAEDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, varia).

ignition ; £2/5 eadl.

BEEUNG, single, enclosed, waterproof, variar

ignition; £2/5.

SELITDOEF, single, enclosed, waterproof, varial

ignition ; £2/5.

DIXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, \a

able ignition ; £2.

ANY of the above single-cylinder magnetos cao^
]

supplied with the special long driving spioa

suitable for Eudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and bs
]

plates, ready to be ilnmediately fitted ;
sprocb

.

can be supplied if required. Please state make ,

engine when ordering.

GUAEANTEE.—We guarantee fill our magnetoa !•

12 months, and will willingly replace or icpl

any that should prove defective within that period.

ALL Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto

us for quotation. It will pay you. We ci

despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if reqmKt

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

QPECIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 2

Stookwell Ed., London. S.W. (1 min. from Stoc

well Underground Sfationl- T.A. : Iguitionac. Cla

road. London. Tel.; Brixton 2841. 127

M.L. singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6; variable ignitli

guaranteed.—84, Greenside Ed.. Croydon. [391

MAGNETO Sprocket Waflufacturers.—7-tooth to 2

tooth stocked.—Ridington. 202-4, Southampti

Sf... Oamberwell. tlK

SMITH'S Magdvno Lighting Set. complete, as ne
.suit Triumph; ie20, or offer.—Box 3904, c/o Tl

Motor Cycle. t39I

Qfy //».—C.-A..V. magnetos, singles and 180'' twin

O i / O variable, guaranteed new and perfect; l;

proval against cash.—Below.

£3/15.—ZEl Bosch pattern, new. singles only, exce

tional value; please state rotation: approval again

cash —Langford's. 37. Cricklewood Broadway. Lcndo

N W.2 (135

SPAEKING Plugs, new. not war stock; 3-point, 2,

each, post paid. Satisfaction or cash returne

—King. Buckingham House, Laindon. Essex. [36'

SUEPLUS Magnetos, with written- guarantee oi

' year, M-L single. 35/-; B.L.I.O. ditto. 42/

Bosch ditto, 45/-; O.A.V. single or twin, 50/-; Midi

son-Bennett ditto. 60/-. We specialise in repairs an

spares for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamn. Deal vi

experts and avoid certain dieappointment.—Wbitao

Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phon*

Croydon 1625. l^'-

a44 AM'letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at lae end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
yTAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,
X spares, and repairs.

TOTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality magnetos
'-i- now ani.1 avoid certain failure of ihrerior magnetos.

DOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos,
^ Government surplus, ready to tit^on Indian, Har-
V, J. A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
ark at all engine speeds makes your engine a real
!G engine, give you easy starting, smooth and rapiil

celeiation. high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
mption with increased power; price only £5 each,
istage X/6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee
fit out wit4i each magneto. We give you satisfaction
refund cash.

>LEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-
ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;

erefure we have every confidence in claiming them
be the magneto you require for your big machine.

t one to-dav, and see life with a live machine.

,XARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes :
" Magneto to

*- hand; many thanks for prompt despatch, satis-
Hory in every way; will recommend to my friends.'*

>ENITH Owner writes: •" Since fitting magneto have
V completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;
11 certainly recommend these magnetos."

NDIAN Machine Owners.—Your high-class machine
deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1.000

xie 42°. tnagnetos; send your magneto and £4
w, and we will immediately despatch you a Bosch
A.L.

yilY IS it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
" who know—are almost all sending to us tor
eir Magnetos?

_ .

'
.

^HERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
I

the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,
Ipplied by Rragdynamo, beat ail other Magnetos.

IAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

»Ei\rEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
^ ptjval against cash per return on receipt of
iij? order; there is no obligation to keep it until
Li have used it for 14 days on your machine and
? satisfied; let us send you one now.

RE You a Discerning Douglas Owner ? Do you
i- want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-
:d service that will give you starting without worry,
smoother running, and more powerful engine and
Iter results from your Douglas ? Then send for a
e?t enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
^v, price only iS5, carriage 1/6. *

^A,V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
' fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.
d M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, price
/lO, carriage 1/6.

'H0:\rsON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest enclosed
waterproof type (not converted starters), ready to

on 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, with
months' guaranteed service, price sES/lO, carriage

3.

rOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are ybu testing all
*- your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting
mds yearly by throwing away good plugs 'i Fit a
)Ch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
ich to-day and always have your sparking plug
;er at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

RADE discounts and export quotations.—Write, call,
or 'phone for terms.

YEAR'S guarantee on repairs.. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see it,

will rebuild your magneto to look and work like
r, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
urgent, and return it with a written 12 months'
irantee. While -your magneto is being repaired we
1 lend you another free of charge. We could not
l:e these offers if we were not certain -of the quality
our work.

'OUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
low cost. Send us your defective magneto now.

fAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman's
*- Row, E.C.2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570. (One
nute from Brown Bros.) [3303

rOTOR Cycle Magnetos, C.A.V.. twin or single,"
*• enclosed. variabl&; 40/- each; guaranteed.

—

.uxhall Mfg. Co., 28, Albert Embankment, London,
3.11. [3924

NY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter
;^ what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 24
•or service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St..
•ing, W. [5077

"VASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;
^ with ammeter and voltmeter, -35/- each nett.

—

)8lie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial Av.,
nories, E.l. [0760

\1XIE Magneto, for 2%h.p. Douglas, 12/6; C.A.V.
' tor same, 30/-; Thomson-Bennett, 40/-; C.A.V.
irters. complete, new, 21/-; carriage extra.—Dowell,
Tlord, Surrey. [3876

0/- Buys Douglas 2^h.p. magnetos, weather-
' proof, variable ignition; not starters con-

irted. Dixie manufacture. Fifty only.—GriflBn, 97,
ligeU Rd., Brixton. S.W.9. [3988

£6—lOs.
. /or 36/6

MAGNETOS
GENUINE unused

Aero-Starters, which

were originall)' made
by C.A.V. and passed by
the Government. They
have been reconstructed

w-ith first-class parts (not

C.A.V. make) by skilled

men for-motor-cj'cle use.

Single or Twin (180')

Clock or Anti-Clock,

at the astounding
price of •

36/6
CASH WITH
ORDER

Post Paid any address U.K.

SPECIAL
QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES

Money Returned
if not Satisfied

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

N. E. BURDON
Morland Works

Morland Road :: Croydon
'Phone : Croydon 2329

B

IGNITION. LHiHTING, ETC.
RELI-^NCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest

London Repair Depot), for repairs and mag-
netos.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magu'ito
within 5 rlayo, and if necessary 24 bouis, with a

12 mouths' written guarantee against all delects.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair, under
all running conditions, and as we contract for

many oi the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-
tatioi in placing yo.ir orders with us.

RELIANCE stock spares for all makes. Special
line, genuine platinum screws for all types, 12/-

per pair. Magneto work of every description is car-
ritd out solely on our premises. We are, therefore,
enabled tu give you quicker and more hifficient ser-

vice at the right price.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
charge upon any question concerning ignition

troiibles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be
certain oi getting the usual promptness and courtesy
we ha^e always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new and
recond-hand magnetos. See following list.

THOISi'SON-EENNETT singles and twins, brand new,
any degree, enclosed, waterproof, variable; 55/-.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type single or twin,
enclosed, waterproof, variable, suit Harley,

Indian, etc. ; £3 / 10.

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able, suit Triumph, Doiiglas, and all Light-
weights; 55/-.

E.I.C. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable for

Triumph, B.S.A., or any Lightweight; £3.

BOSCH, type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable,

latest pattern, ideal for Douglas, 2%h.p. and
4h.p.; £4.

OSCH D.A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, any
degree, suitable for Indian, Harley, etc.; £4/10.

FELLOWS new magnetos always, in stock, any de-

gree for any engine ; also a large selection of
second-hand magnetos, all makes.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter -vrhat

the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not
merely that same is in good order at time of sale,

but a plainly written statement that we guarantee
each machine against all defects for a period of 12
months. This, we maintain, justifies us in charging
a few shillings more than certain of our competi-
tors.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their

works to see any of the above on test. Mag-
neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon applica-

tion. It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.

—Reliance Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St.

John St., London, E.C.I. Tel.: Clerkenwell 4290.
T.A. : Remagco, Smith, London. {9816

LUCAS Magdyno single anti (new), £10; Lucas E3
dynamo, £4; headlamp (new), £2; side, tail,

accumulators, fiwitrhbos, cables, oil cheap to clear.—Dalhy,

Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [2623

THE Central Ignition Works, 9 and 14, Lough-
borough Rd., Brixton, London, for all motor cycle

magnetos (surplus)—Thomson-Bennett, single and twin,

£2/5; M.L., singles, £3; Bosch, singles and twins,

2.E., Z.A., £3/10; E.I.C, singles, £3/5; G.A., £2/10;
carriage on magnetos, 1/6; all magnetos guaranteed
1 year.—The Central Ignition Works, 9 and 14,

Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London. [3887

MAGNETOS.—M-L single-cyl., clock, complete, off

Rotary engines ; 20 /-, postage 1 / 3 ; the above,

less contact breakers, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie,

complete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyl., complete, £1/10;
B.T.H. 8-cyl., complete, 25/-; C.A.V. starting mag-
netos, complete, 18/6, postage 1/3. Carriage extra."

Cash with order. Send iV-d. for list of Aero parts.—
Coley, Ordnance Works, Queen Elizabeth Rd., Kingston-
oa-Thames. 'Phone : Kingston 365. [3380

EUSTON" Ignition Co., sole represent-ative for the
SpUtdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service to

Splitdorf magnetos, dynamos, Dixie magnetos, eto. We
have the factory, plant and experience. Official Indian
electrical service station. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares; spares and repairs to all makes of magnetos;
all repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench
before dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 montlw?.

We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos in

London. Twins, all degrees, charged accumulators, all

voltages always ready. We stock everything electrical

for the motorist. We give you real live service always.

—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euaton Rd., N.W.I.
'Phone : Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Eusroad. Lon-
don, to263

TYRES.
pARGAIN, New Tyres.

DUNLOP extra heavy, 26x2%, 25/-; Dunlop heavy,

26x2V2, 26x214, 20/-. Palmer cord Iieavy,

Clincher De Luxe, Bates special heavy, Hutchinson
passenger. Beldam, 26x2%, 18/-. Guaranteed not

perished. Free with every order, V2 dozen valve

patches.—Duponchel, 133, Bd. Gambetta. C^i^'
France. t3655

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 345
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TYRES.

"EXCEPTIONAL Offer.

BEAjSTD New Covers—Reflex Clipper Ideal [made by

Dnnlops). heavy 3-ribbed, each cover guaranteed per-

fect, 26X21^, 25/-; 26x%, 27/6; 26x21/. to fit ^y.^,

estm henvy 4-ply, 32/6; 28X3, extra heavy 4-ply, 40/-;

tubes, 26X2IA, to fit 2i/i rims, 5/9; 28x3, 6/6 (made

by Dunlops)
;
postage on all above extra.—Marble Arch

Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., ^¥.2. 'Plione^

Padd. 789. 1-2374

CLEARANCE CoTers, all guaranteed by us, car-

riage paid.—24x2U Hutchinson T.T., 21/-;

26x2 Hutchinson Brooklands, 17/6; 26x2 Hutchin-
son T.T., 23/-; 26x21,4 Avon Dnrolith, 25/-; 26 x 2V.

T;T., 3-rib, 22/6; 26x2% Hutchinson T.T., 23/6;
26x21/. to fit 2i/t Bel^rave cable cotd, 23/6; 26x2V2
to fit 214 Hutchinson passenger, 33/-; 26x2y2 Hutch-
inson ijassenger R.N .S., 30 /- ; 26x3 Hutchinson
T.T., 27/6; 28x3 Goodvear, 47/6; 700x75 to fit

650x65 Hutchinson 3-rib, 28/-; 700x80 Burnett
5-rib, 50/-; 700x80 Rtepnev road grip, B. type, 60/-;

tubes, strong red rirbber, 24 to 28x3, 5/6; 700x80,
6/6.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [4382

EMANTIELS for Tyre Bargains, from manufacturers'
bankrupt and surplus stocks.—Below.

Cp /t\2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded, 22/3; new
'^'^t tubes, 5/-.

O /I X2l^ Clincher De Luxe Heavy Rubber-studded,
/^"i 22/3; Continental extra heavy rubber non-skid^
24/-; new tubes, 5/-.

Q/?X2.—Continental ribbed or standard, 16/6; new
/V^ tubes, 5/6..

0/?x2i4.—Avon and Rom Combination, 30/-; Hut-
/Wll chinson Brooklands R/S. 19/6; Macintosh
chain tread, 28/-; Palmer cord heavy 3-ribbed, 34/9;
Dunlop Magnum (pattern ), 35 /- ; new tubes, 6 / 6.

0^x2% to fit 214 rim.—Dunlop retreaded, grooved,
/^^ 20/6; Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy, 24/3;
Hutchinson passenger, 26/-; Palmer cord heavy, 34/9;
Dew tubes. 6/6.

O jC x2%.—Dunlop Magnum heavy (pattern), 35/9

;

-VO Dunlop Magnum E.H. (pattern), 41/-; new
tubes, 6/6.

O/* X2y2 to fit 21/1 rim.—Emanuel's extra lieavy
-^U R/S, 28/6; Continental rubber studded, 32/-;
new tubes, 6/6.

<r>^x2V2.—Rom Combinatioil, 30/-; Palmer cord 3-

^vJ ,jibbed, 31/10; Hutchinson rubber studded or
ribbed, 27/-; Macintosh chain tread, 28/-; Clincher
de Luxe, E.H. rubber stud, 27/6; new tubes, 6/6.

/*KiT|X65.—Emanuel's extra heavy rubber studded,
\30\F 26/-; Hutchinson 3-ribbed, 32/-; Palnier
cord 3-ribbed. 31/10; Burnett grooved. 30/-; Dunlop
3-ribbed , 40 / - ; new tubes, 6 / 6

.

f^/\/\X 80 to fit 650x65 rim.—Emanuel's anti-nibbev
i \J\J non-skids, 41/9; new tubes, 6/6.

O Q X2V2.—Continental rubber stud, extra heavy,
-^O 30/-; new tubes, 6/6.

«r>QX3 to fit American Rims.—Macintosh chain
f^<J tread, 27/6; Bates special heavy 3-ribbed,
40/-; John Bull extra heavy rib stud, 40/-; Fisk
rubber, non-skid, 40/-; Firestone rubber, non-skid,
iJO / - ; Goodyear all-weather tread. 45 / - ; hew tubes,

O 0x31/3 to fit 28X3.—^Bates special heavy rubber
/Wi7 N/S (clearance), 53/3; new tubes. 7/-.

REAL good reliable second-hand covers of well-
known makes in all sizes at 10/- each, plus 1/-

carriage.

PREPARED Patches, assorted, M/C . sizes. 1/6
dozen. Belts, all makes, any lengths ; prices on

application.

H. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors; Stores, 37a,
Ball's Pond Rd.. Dalston, N.l; Office: 27, Bel-

grade Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Tel. : Dalston
3161. C0832

CENTRAL Garage, the House for Fair Dealing,
,
make the folio A-ing special offers :—

PALMER Cord Covers, brand new, tuUy guaranteed,
26x21/jX2V4, 35/-; 26x2M>. 35/-.

GOODRICH Safety Tread Covers, fully guaranteed,
26x214, 27/-; 26x21/2. 54/-; 650x65. 36/6;

28x3, 44/-.

AVON Covers, fully guaranteed, '26x2i/i and 2%,
26/6; 26x21/2X21/4, 28/6; 650x65, 37/-; 700x80,

42/-.

rpUBES.—Small sizes, 5/6; others, 7/-.

rf^ENTRAL Garage welcome enquiries for any ofV^ your i-equiremeuts, and any cover will be sent
on seven days' approval again-st cash, plus 1/6 postage,
and with every tyre we will send, free, a portable
vulcani£er.—302, London Rd., Thornton Heath. [3316

RUBBER (Scrap) Inner Tubes wanted; beet price
given: cash sent per letum.—TombE, 10, Penvlan

Rd., Gardifl. [2481

MOTORISTS —Try our S.OOO mile retreads, lepairs.
etc., carriage paid.^Buxton Vulcanising Co.,

Buxton, Derbyshire. [9293

SIANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

A BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best arid

cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on theroad. It contains

1/2 each

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that

NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.

Hardened & tempered hook andflanged pins

M

The STANLEY SPARE LIN K v hich is the best

belt length adjuster yet Invented. Savestime,
troubl & money. Saves the cost of a new belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt

fastener, prevents wear of (he pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed tor use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9cl.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS for adjusting the
len thofy urbelt in onesecond. Setof3, 6d.

" Never he mithoat a box of Stanley Spares."

Price ^16 post free. Send size of belt wheii ordering.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000
miles—lid.

Our goods are World-renowneil for their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt.

E

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor ol the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt AMs.)

32, London Road.
- BROMLEY, KENT. B?omieV. 846.

WINDSCREENS '"""'"''ORTO r,..,i.ov^v^...,o p,,..

The Screen that opens with the door.

Fixed in five ininutes. Price £S l?s. 6d .

loi Aldceoieas .cr«cu^.

ATK1NS0N»S, fht'pil'erSnisrw.-
'I hone Hammersrmtli 140.

TYRES.
OTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Tetms, s+fluilarcl limtp
lisf post tsee.-J. G. Graves, Ltd., SheBcld. [05;

EC01?!0MT0 Tyres.—We liave^he following Hemish,
and clearance covers and tubes in stock. We 81

1

on 7 days' approval against remittance, carriage pai
passenger train,

ECONOMIC—24x2, Clipper Ideal, 15/-; tubes. 5/

24X2V1 (aiso lor 2in. rims) Clincher Junior 1

Luxe, heavy, 20/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2 Clipper EubberstHd, 17/6; 26
21/1 Palmer heavy cord, 37/6; Firestone non^ki

28/6; tubes, 5/6.

ECONOMIC-25X2V.X21/1 Goodyear All-weatlit

37/6; Rom lubberstud, 25/-; tubes, 6/6.

CONOMIC—26x2% O.S. Hedfern heavy rubberstu
2T/6: Clipper Ideal, extra heavy, 35/-; tubes, 7/

ECONOMIC.-28X3 Goodyear All-neather,
'

,47 1

Goodrich .Safety, 45/-; Firestone non-skid; 45'

Portage non-skid, 41/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECOi^fOMIC—650x65 Stepney Hoadgrip, 39/6; Goo
rich Safety, 38/6; Clipper, extra heavy, 32/

tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—700x80 Beldam V-grooved, 50/
Economic, extra heavy, 42/6; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop Rubberstud, lully warrante(
24x2, 22/5; 24x2^, 24/9; 26x2, 24/6; 26x21

25/9.
'

!

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314. New Cross Rd., S.E.l
(near Town HalH. 'P-hone ; New Cross 3 393. [22;

BULL'S have yoiir size in bargain covers and tnbi

A call 'on ns will convince yon, or 'p,hone, (h

raid 1347.—See Below.

<> (R X 2'4.-ralmer cord," 32/6; Beldam all-xuM™
I*" 25/-; Wood-Milne 3-ply, S2/6; Clincher
Luxe. 17/6; extra heavy, 30/-; tnhes, 5/6.—Below.

0^x21/2.—Avon Stondienge, 27/6; Tricar, 50,

vWO Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar, 27/6; Goc
year cord 5-ribbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9-.—Below. \

OjCX 21/2x2^4,—Palmer corJl. 36/-; Beldam 3-pl
'Wt* 30/-: 4-nly, 35/-; Wood-Milne 4-ply, 25/-;

Clincher
,
Dreadnought, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below,"

O/Jx 2%.—Palmer cord, 34/3; Wond-Milne kcy-gr
z*" 3-ply, 22/6; 4-plv, 27/6; Beldam all'Tilbliii

3-ply, 25/-; 4-ply, 30/-; tubes, 6/-.—Below."

<r>/? X 3.—Wood-Milne kev-grip 4-ply, 35/-; BeWalt
'*" all-rubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-ply, 35/-; tubes, 7/6.

Below.

OQx3,—Clincher i-ubber-fltudded sidec.nr, 30/'

^ yj Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 45/-; Belda''

3-ply. 30/-; Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 37/6; tubes, 8/-.

Below.

/J c;/\X65.—Palmer oord heavy, 42/6; Wood-Milf!
iiOlf 4.piy, 37/6; 3-ply, 30/-; Goodj'ear cord.'

ribbed, 42/6; tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd.,. 3, Upper St: Martji
Lane, London, W.C.2 (next door to Aldridge'i

'Phone: Gerrard 1347. 1086

TWO 28x3 Extra Heavy ,
Dunlop Covers and T»lbe

brand new, ordered in error; 50/- each.—40'

York Rd:, Wandsworth. [423

R'A/i New Beldam Covers to clear, all sizes, 15
tJ\j" each, postage 1/6 extra.—Homerton liubb
Works,. Brooksby's Walk, Homeiton, E,9. [03;

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to po
chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and- C<

436. Argyle St.. Glasgow Lists post free. r52C

GIGANTIC purchase of Royal Dutr^h covers, heavie

tyre in the world; 6-plv, Vsin. thick, 650x65, 55/

700X80, 45/-. 28x3, 38/-.; ail clearance gootls.

Dor-ant, Eourrre, Farnhani, [41!

'pYR,E Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughoU'
X including retreading burst covers. Every kind

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in

davs.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Broi

wich. t39i

SPECIAL Bargains.—New 650x65 Dunlop Ilea

rubber non-skid covers, 30/-; 26in.X3in. for 2l,y

Dunlop combinations, 40/-; 26in.x2i,2in. Avon Su

etones, 30/-.—Murrays, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garde

Holborn. K'i

Qfix2y2 tor 650x65 rim Palmer cord 2-ply, m
>00 20/- each; Macintosh. 20/-; other makes sau

price- 700x80 Clincher tubes in boxes, perfect conditio

6/- each.-Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, EdRH'O

Rd., W.2. [23'.

HBPPELTHWAITE'S.-700X80, 650x65, 26X2
oversize, 28/- each: 26x2% and 21,4, 25/-; tw

at 4/6 all well-known makes and guaranteed as usual

sold and adveltised at 45/— 19, WUcox Ed., Soiji

Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [45!

MASONS.-Following guaranteed best make know

not clearance in any form :—26x21/3 sideca-

18/6; 26x2yj heavy fluted, 19/6; 26x2Vi 3-ply rubbi

ncn-skid, 23/6; 26x2% ditto, 25/-; 26x21/2X21^4-5;

ditto 31/6; 26x21/, 4-ply ditto, 32/6; 650x65 -4-pl'

dittoi 32/-; every tyre guaranteed —Below.

MASONS.—700x80 Palmer cord, 43/-; 28x3 GoOi

year A.W.T.. 47/6; 26x2',''2X2% Belgrave cot'

28/6;" following- Wood-Milne Key Grip: 28x3 hwr?

30/-; 700x80 heavy, 35/-; 24x21,4 Heavy, 18/1

-26x2^4 extra heavy. 23/6; 28x21/2 (American) «lt1-

heavy, 30/-; approval against remittance, satis^ctlo

gTiaritnteed, carnage paid.—Masons. The Tyre Hoi»

Ipswich.
™'
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TYRES.
LONG-DISTANCE Retreads, three-ribbed pattern,

returned like new, 26in. tyres, 201- ; 28in. tyres,

!5/-- burst tyres mode perfe<.-t, chaied Ijends re-

(loufded, tube yulranisinp. butt ends fitted ; best work
II the country.—Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mow-
irny.

INCREASE the purchneing power you spend on tyres

by having them retreaded at the Melton Rubber
Works there is no query, better far than clearanre

jjes, irfth their defects; ?end for list. [0347

w/\/\x80 Covers and Tubes. Special purchase.
i "Xf Compare these prices. Covers, Clincher
-ibbed, De Lu.\e, Rom, grooved light car Burnett,
;riniston, WaciuLosh, ribbed Avon, Speiicer-Moulton,
'lacintosh. all 40/- each. Steel-studded Macintosh,
feldam. Wood-Milne, Avon, 38/- each. Tubes: Clin-
hcr, 6/-: extra heavy Beldam, 6/6; carriage extra on
.11 covers and tubes. Cut prices quoted for any. car,

orry, or char-a-banc tyres.—Harris 51, Upton Lane,
orcst Gate, E.7. [3977

TANKS.
rANKS for B.S.A., new, "3^/-: 1910, 1922.—Cov-

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

L_ [2617
TIANKS for Triumphs, new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.—Cov-
{«. entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.
: (2618
rANKS for Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19;

35/-.-Coventry Taniers, Ltd., Hearsall Works,
'oventry. [2619

rANKS Re-enaraelled, makers' colours with trans-
ters; 15/6.-BriKht and Hayles, 78, Church St..

'&raberwell, London. [2132

rANKS renovated maker's colours from 11/-; fr^nie
fi rl;s 9/-.-JJe la Cour, Enamelling Works. 298,

lennington Ed., S.E. [4478

DOUGLAS pattern tanks, new, enamelled and fitted
. with B. and L. pump; 55/- complete.—Day, 85,
''henpfiide, Birmingham. [7734

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principalV manufacturers, petrol tanks for any style sup-
ilied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [2620

rANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined,
transferred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Estab-

shed 30 years.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., Lon-
on, E.C.I. [7073

jPANKS.—We undertake partition leakage, fastenings,
*- and re-enamelling makers' colours, designs, trans-
3rs, gu.Trnnteed, six-dfly eervice.—Park Tank Works,
]a. Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5. [4142

i* VEEY'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit machines
l"l- of most the leading manufacturers, with plated
;ttings complete, at 35/-; guarantee for 12 months
ith every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Works.
Coventry. 'Phone: 1774. [0896

rANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of fit

ngs stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.
:1ustTated list free.—A. Green. Water St., Chapel St.,
'ilford. Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

rANKS.—All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, in-
cluding 2 plated fillers, 2 tops. Delivery 14

lys, carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
'turned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6; two colours,
j'/6.—Order forms from H. Peel. The Liverpool Tank
hospital, 5r, Bmithdown Lane, Paddington. Liverpool.

S [3194
1 BELTS.
FT. 6in.x%in., 5/-; 71t.x%in., 5/3; 7ft. 6in.x%in.,

5/6; 8It.x%in., 5/9; Dunlop clearance belts;
rriage paid; approval.—Davies, Union St., Wednes-
ry. [4452

i'AA BEAND new surplus 51x7ft. Wood-Milne belts,'"" Condition guaranteed, 5/9 each; 300 brand new
rplus Six6ft. 6in. belts, made by Palmer, 5/9 each;
stage on above 9d.—Below.
i/fAEBLE ArcF Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Ed.
j-l 'Phone: Padd. 789. [2372

LL brand new and guaranteed Dunlop.—^Round
k- top -'j^in., 1/10 ft.; %m.. 2/2 ft.; lin., 2/8 ft.;
sin.. 3/2 It.; John BiiU %iii., 1/11 ft.; %in., 2/3
;

lin., 2/8 ft.; Hf,in., 3/2 ft.; any length cut.
carance belts, 6ft. 6in.x%in., and %in., 7/6 each.

I
Herbert Robinson. Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

[4518
iJ'ELTS.-Clincher clearance, not W.D., ?iin., eft.
I* 8in., 8/2; 7tt. 6in., 8/5; %in., 7tt. 6in., 9/5; 8ft.,
'i/l; 8tt. Bin., 10/9; lin., 7ft. 6in.,10/4; 8it., 11/-; 8ft.
0., 11/8; l%in., 8ft., 16/-; Bates' short lengths,
in., 5ft. Bin., 5/-; %in., 5ft., 5/6; leather belts,
n., at 1/6 per ft.: Belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Post

I--—"he Bancroltian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate,

l*^ [0933
CARBIDE.

I^AEBIDE, finest quahty, 19/6 cwt., F.O.H., nearest
'depot; coated, 24/-, ex Bristol only, C.W O

—

odge and Co., Warwick iSd., Bristol. [3152
lARBIBE, highest grade only, no seconds, all
' meshes; 19/- cwt. drum; ex 22 depots; imme-
ite delivery -EUoc Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End.
.isbech. 1-2851

.|AHBII>E finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure

U d,nl'. "l-
*"

^}f.^'' f',- 21/6. Mrowl 12/6, 28 lb.

BASTONES
P^tablished i6 years.

No better or Cheav-r House

26X21
to fit

26X2l

26x li Clincher, Rubber non-Skid 15/-
24x2 Clincher de Lux«, Junior 17/6

Ditto, ex-Heavy 21/-
24X21 Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 21/-
26x2 Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 21/-

( Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber .Stud 22/-
Spencer Moulton, Sq. ribbed 18/6
Spencer Moulton, St. Stud. ex-Heavy 24/-
Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 23/-
Goodrich, Safety Tread. ex-Heavy .

.

27/-
Michelin, Semelle Steel Stud 20/-

( Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 23/-
26X 2i } Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 23/-

( Palmer, Cord, Hea-vy 29/-
'Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

36/-
Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy 36/-
Hutchinson, Passenger, Rubber Stud 36/-
Dominion,UscoRubber,non-skid,Heavy2S/6
Dominion, Corrugated, Heavy 28/6
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 27/6

)^Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Stron? .

.

65/3

J
Goodrich, Safety Tread 3S/-

I Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 25/-

26X2* ( Spencer Moulton, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 22/6^""^
'*

1 MichsJin, Fine Ribbed 19/-
I Spencer Moulton, Steel Stud 25/-

} Englebert (Wired Edge) 25/-

650X 63 ( Goodrich, Salety Tread, ex-Heavv .

.

38/6
I Clincher Dreadnought 34/-
{ Clincher, ^-ribbed, ex-Heaw 47/-

Goodrich, Salety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

48/-
Goodyear, All Weather, 52/-
Super Chain. ex-Heavy 42/-
Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

81/-
r Goodyear, All-Weather Tread, ex-Heavy 47/6
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy 37/6
Firestone, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 42/-23X3 I

Portage, Rubber non-Skid, ex-Heavy 40/-
1 Clincher De Luxe, ex-Heavy 37/-
I Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy 50/-
'^ Hutchinson, Super Studded, ex-Heavy 64/3

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox.
24X2and24X2i each 4/3
26X2i and 26x24 each 6/6
700x80, 38x3 and 650x65 each 7/8
Goodyear Butted 28X3 each 7/6

The above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are sent on
approval against remittance. Carriage paid.

HOURS—9 till 6: Saturdays Still t.

228, PentonviUe Road,
King's Cross Road, LONDON, N.l.

'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.

UPW^CHER

HUB GEAR ^
REPAIRS AND 5EPLACEMEMT3.

Cff£Xar LAm CARAOE.LYMM.CfiiesAire.

MAQNETe SMRES
FOR

EVERY MAKE
OF MAGNETO

FELLOWS MAQNETOC?LT?
PARK ROYAL LONDON.N.W.IO
PHONE'WILLESDEN'IseO.CRAHS'QUIXHAC'LONDON

CARBIDE.
CAEBIDE.—Immediate delivery ol all sizes in lib..

2 lb., 4 lb., and 7 lb. lever lid tins, also 1 or 2 rwt.
drums, labelled or plain, quality guaranteed. The
cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
Engineering Co.. Ltd., Armley. Leeds. [5088

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable: 20/- per cwt,,
drums free, cash with order, free on rail,

Aberdeen, Bristol, Bellast, Cardiff Dublin, Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull, Leeds,
London, Lowestoft, Liverpool, Lincoln, Manchester,
Newcastle, Preston, Port Talbot, Runcorn, Sharp-
ness, Swansea. Yarmouth.—International Products,
77, Victoria St., Bristol. [3271

PATENT AGENTS.
J.

E. S. LOOKWOOD, 5, New St., Birmingham.
'Phone: 6816 C. Patents guide free. (8403

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent. 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.O.

35 rears' references. [0129

W. BEYSON, B.Sc, Assoc. M.Inst.O.E.. Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London,

W.C.2. 'Phone: Holborn 672. [7917

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained under this heading for

announce men t3 required by Clubs. Hate 3d. per
word, minimum 3 1-.

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Riska for 2%h.p., others at competi-

tive rntes.—Ernest Bnss, 40, Chancery I-ane,
W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 328. [0005

ECONOMY with Security.—Comprehensive policies
from ^£3/10; Morgans, £6; sound companies.

—

A. R. Broadhurst, Buchanan Bldgs., 24, Holborn,
E.C.I. [3921

A BROKER'S Business is to Quote Lowest Hates.—
lOh.p. Hendersons [in annroved oases], £6/15.

Full comiireliensive policy. Others at minimum pre-
miums.—Noble and Wilkins, Insurance Brokers. Bank
Chambers, High Holborn, W.C. 'Phone: Holborn
601. Est. 50 years. [1062

" T^HE Motor Cycle" Insurnnce Policy is the policyA authorised by " The Motor Cycle." and covers
motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for privfite

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

spectufies on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co.. Ltd.. 77. Cheapside. London,
E.0.2. [0007

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Atrency. Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by post for this paying profession. Start
a business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricultural
Correspondence College [Dept. T). Ripon. [0389

SITUATIONS VACANT.
LOCAL Representative wanted, with or without ex-

perience.-Tynesider Pillion Seat Works, TTnioQ
St.. North Shields. [0907

ESTABLISHED Company manufacturing well-known
Motor Cycle, requires gentleman as Assistant

Managing Director, Some knowledge of the trade
required. Salary- Investment, £1.000. Several
months' orders in hand. Interview London.—Write
Lloyd, 23, College Hill, E.C.4. [3656

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SALESMAN, with over 20 years' experience, will

attend the Olympia Motor Cycle Show for one
week to represent a high-class motor cycle manulac-
turer.—Apply, Box 3866, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3726

POSITION Salesman-Demonstrator or Trade Rider,
age 23. Public School. University (Metallurgy),

fluent French. 8 years' motorist, keen rider, ex-service,

excellent references.—Ashbury, Whitectoss Bd., Tides-
well. [3797

AN Automobile Engineer with over 20 years' experi-
ence desires a post of part time employment ia

assessing for an insurance company, thoroughly con-
versant with the work.—Apply, Box 3867, c/o Tht
Motor Cpcle, [3727

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
OPENING: Third Partner, Motor Garage, Cheshire;

run and practical man. £200, required.—Lett^ers,
Box 3910, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4367

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

HOUSE to let, 7 rooms, bathroom, garage, car and
Inmiture ; £350 ; near Birmingham.—Box 39 1 6,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [4365

MOTOR Cycle and Light Car Business, main road,
S.W district (London), extensive plant, biff

turnover, assured income, genuine; about £500,

tera, Misterton, Somerset!
"

"'[1316

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

eluding plant, stock at valuation optional.—^Box 3790,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [3507

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in I^ndon.
Terms ^V^X, iiot chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest
gcods stations. Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R.; Wimble-
don, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole Address,
Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [4318

a47
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WANTED.
INDIAN Front Wheel and Forks. 1914, 7-91i.p.-Sun

Lnne Works, Blackheatli. [4642

WAKTEl^. Rultv bark Mlieel. heavy size and lowest.—
29. Russell Rd., Tottenham. [3816

WANTED, a +ii<-'yrle- attachnient for auto-wheel.—
CriDps, 40, Jlhdg.e St.. Maidenhead. [3791

WANTED, I.O.M. Rudge frames complete; cheap.—
Hill, Oak Farm, Waverton, Chester. [3760

A.C. Sociable or similar 3-wheeler; full particulars.-
Palmer; Pengwithel, Llaugarron, Ross. [3769

A .B.C. Sidecar, touring model, good condition;
moderate price.—28, Thurlow Rd., Hampstead.

[3692
WANTED, for 1922 Scott, front forks or two main

members.—Harper, 605, Lord St., Southport.
[3636

ROVER frame centre and tank for 3'/^h.p. engine.—
Boypf,, 36, Hillfonrt Rd., East Diilwirh, London.

[4248
CYLINDER, complete, 90-bore, J.A.P., side valve;

cheap, approval.—Shaw, 75, Cornhill, London.
[3854

1 Q15 2-stroke Calthorpe Frame, gear box pattern,
XJ/ sound.—Lawrence, 86, Hargwyne St., Stockwell.

[3956
LIGHTWEIGHT Frame, complete, Humber pre-

ferred, also 2-speed gear box.—Taylor, Smallfteld,

Hcrley. [3693

wheel
Selsev,

Sussex. " [4357

cash,
Wyre St..

Colchester.
"

[3996

23.h.p. Douglas, 1911, pistons, ci"ankshaft, connecting
4 rwJs, complete.—Tester, 102, Palmerston Rd.,

Wimbledon. [3848

PREMIER parts or complete Premier motor cycles

in or out of repair.—Jack Waid, 11, Radford Rd.,
Leamington Spa. [4255

send
Belhi-
[3807

not earlier

1911, parts missing immaterial if cheap.—Harri-
son, Roscraddoc, Liskeard. [3748

WANTED, Motor Cycle, less unit, suit^able for gear

box and Villiers engine.—G. A. Haresign, Go.s-

berton, RisegaVe, Spalding. [3666

WANTED, for countershaft Triumph, pair fly-

wheels, driving side of crank case, and incom-

HEAVY chain for A.C. Sociable, also drivini

and sprocket for same.—Johnson, High St.,

ex.

DOUGLAS Sidecar, late model, good condition
or exchange heavy canoelet.—^Baughan

"^

CASH waiting ; bankrupt storks W.D. spares
partirniars.—Easterhou'^e Engineering Co.,

houston, Glasgow.

i^UT of order Triumph or similar make,

plete ,S.A. 3-speed gear box.—Hole,
Wallington. '

129. Park Lane,
[3059

OLD Man Hep irill purchase gear boxes, engines,

sprfbg forks, carburetters^ magnetos, and dynamos,
also other parts; please state price.—19, Wilcox Rd.,

South Lambeth. Londop, S-W.S. [4537

WANTED to purchase Outright for Cash, bankrupx
stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous foarps,

motor cycles, any make.—Send full particulars

McWeille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., LivenKioi.

Pbone : 1092 Koyal. [7185

WARD and Co.
EXCKANGE.
lor exchanges.—^Below.

ROVER and A-B.C. Light Cars at new reduced
prices. ^180 and £255, completely equipped, in

exchange for your solo or combination and cash,

—

Below.

HAVE you realised how little cash may be necessary
with your outfit ? Deferred payments if required.

Distance no object. Send full particulars ol your
nachine, we do the rest.—Below.

WARD and
Putney.

4-SEATER 12h.p,
Solon Rd., Brixton

IPXCHANGE Indian 5-6h.p.,
Ij Balham Park Rd., S.W.

Co., 51, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Phone: Putney 2754. [4561

Alldavs (see Car Column).—63.
;[4694

sell £36/10.-83.
[3895

EXCHANGE Saxon 2-seater for motor cycle, or sell.

—Elcock, Penywem, Neath. [4188

SV^h.p. solo
[3891

8h.p. Campion (see advt.) for
machine.—Malvera Garage.

EXCHANGE James Combination for lightweight or
furniture.—See James column. [4174

4h.p. Ivy-Precision for Douglas, or
Arthiu-, 28, Kent Rd., Blackpool.

sell £35.—
[4075

EXCHANGE 1922 Rover. 2-seater, for Lightweight
and cash.—1, Othello St., Liverpool. [3649

-| Ch21 Blackburne 4h.p.. equipped, imscratehed, Norton
-Lt/ similar.-27. l^axton Rd.. Plumstead. [4286

EXCHANGE 3y2li.p. 3-speed New Hudson and cash
for Scott.— 170. Channing St., Sheffield. [3892

rRIUMPH Clutch Wheel for plain wheel and cash.
—Glebe Fai-m, Streat, Plumpton, Sussex. [3658

P. and M. Combination for Ner-a-Car and £10 •

Finchley.—Box 3913, do The Motor Cycle. [4362'

SPORTS Ariel, purchased April; exchange or cash
offer wanted.^82, Caledonian Ed., L<mdon. [5957

DOUGLAS
£2-5-0

^ 4

c
L
U
T
C
H
E
S _
IMPROVED

P.

Suitable Eoi;

2} h.p. W.D.
machines
prior to 1920.

H.B. Control.

Easily fitted

in place o!

gear chain

sprocket.

Fitted Eree ofcharge
at onr Works while

waiting.

KICH-STARTS

M.

32/6
complete

Electric Lighting Sets
£2-12-0

6in. Head Lamp, 4-volt. Accumulator,
Tail Lamp, Watch and Licence Holder.

Polished Aluminium finish.

Motor Cycle Accessories Co.,
43a, NEW CROSS ROAD, SE.

ARIEL SPARES
WE CARRY

A LARGE STOCK
AND CAN GIVE

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

WINCYCLE COMPANY LTD.,
236. HIGH HOLBORN W.C.I.
A few doors from Holborn Tube Stadon.

_3/6
FOR INJECTING GREASE AND OIL

INTO GEAR BOXES, CRANK CASES, &c.
MADE BY

ARTHUB R. PRICE (Aston Manor) Ltd.,
VevO WORKS, PARK LANE, ASTON, B'HAM.

EXCHANGE. --

8 h.p. Campjon-Jap (see advert.) and cash, for M<
gan.—Malvem Rd. Garape, Thornton Heath.

f4»
new o(

Ealing'.

E501FORD Van 1917, overhauled, guaranteed, lor xor
bination: sell.— Iflfi. rihal.ham St.^ WalwortI

EXCHANGE your present machine for
or motor cycle at Kays, 8, Bond St

S.E. [«7

ENFIELD Combination (see Enfield); exchange wit
cash for light car.—2, Barfieid Rd;., Leytonston'

E,ll. [420

EZCHANGE good twin J.A.P. coachbiiilt comWn.
tion for 5-seater car.—Box 3917, c/o TM ifotc

Cycle. ^436

EXCHANGE l6-20h.p. ^-cj'l. WoUelev-SidW*
chassis for Syji.p. Triumph.—254, Earlsfipld Hd

S.W.13. {575

EXCHANGE 15-cM-t. Fiat motor van for rnniliinfltifd

or quick sale £65; good order.—186, Queen's Bd
Wimbledou. [362

"I
Q14 Trump-Jap Combination, -^-speert hub: rash it

J-*/ 1920 4h.p. Triumph similar.— 131, Booelimi;
Ed-TTBrighton. [422

T 021 8b. p. Royal Enfield Combination, fully eonijtpo*
J-«^for good 2-seater, cash adjustment.—Coffin, Ho
\vell, Sherborue. [425

1 Q21 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, discs, fast, smart
J-*^ exchange lower power.—181, . Newtrn Rd i

Burtcii-oii-Treiit.
^ r410

1 rt^'^*
^"^^ii^S'iam, new 3-3eater, for hot solo cJ-" combination, with cash.—Moss, 20, Reg^irt St

{406-

3\'i>h.p., countershaft; e;

change 2">4h.p, Douglas or similar.—187, King
Cross Rd., Loud-on. r40l •

Leamiugton Spa.

"D OVER Combination

EXCHANGE Grand Prix Morgan lOh.p
Triumph and sidecar.—Salmon, The

Wokingliam, Berks.

for lat

Tenac!
1424

Morgan De Luxe, value £85, (c

1., Matchless combination.—125, Ma
Darlaston. Wll

Motor Cycle, mechanically perfect, for cycl

and cash; or sell £18.-9, Riversley Rd., Kui"-

eaton, Warwickshire. [435

3 h.p. Fafnir (advertised) for good underslung sideca

or dvnamo lighting for Triumph.—Clark, 41

Harders Ed., S.E.15. [427.

TAMES 3V.h.p., clutch, interchangeable wheels, Ic- ^ " " -' ' "" Clapham Rd.. Kfi-

[401

EXCHANGE
Clyno. A..J

Si'^"

-22,*J 5-6h.p. F.N. with gears.-
nington Gate, S.W. 9.

NEARLY new 3yi.in. Drummond treadle lathe, con

plete, for lightweight, Douglas preferred.—10'

Malvern Rd., N.W.6. ^ [452

1 Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-specd, excellent conditioi

J-«/ cash, for 1917-18 Triumph; sell £35.—Rfluni
ing, Lowlhorpe, Yorks. [387

EXCHANGE 1918 Royal Enfield Combination. ftB

order, for lig-ht car.— 1, Spriugfi'-ld Par,

Cresceut, Catford, S.E.6. 1361

r.O.C.H., the exchange specialists; best pricf

allowed ; easy payments arranged.—5, Heath 3l

Hampstead (near Tube). [386

GIVE £40 and 1915 3-speed Douglas, fine coi

dition, for good 8h.p. combination.—WSlloi
„ ,

-

-[371

Lorry, tipping, ii

modern combination or powe.cful solo.—Dimblel;

Ashover, nr. Chesterfield.
"

f371
'

Dawson Square, Burnley.

"PXCHANGE 18h.p. Humber

HARLEY Combination, 50 guineas; sidecar, enarnel:

and plate unsoiled. £85; lower power part.---12C

Sutherland Rd. , Croydon.

19^^
[440

Douglas Combination 4h.p., fully equippec

ly irial; £55; or lightweight, cash.—46. Vei

non Gardens, Seven Kings. [400

2-SEATER 8.6h.p., water-eooled, 4-cyl. engine, f«
condition, for twin sidecar combination.-4<

Clovelly Rd., Hornsey, N.8.

EXCHANGES.-See Ariel. Hobart, James,
and miscellaneous columns.—Kents, 417, L

Southport. "Phone: 1273,

MORGAN Wanted for A.J.S. Combination,
equipped, excellent condition, tax paid; £85.-

73, Sunny Gardens, Hendon. [391

-| 020 4h.p. Harley, 3 speeds,__clutch. kick-start, jc

[456

Scot

rd St

£427;

full

lightweight and cash; sell £65
Hammersmith. 'Phone : 2474.

198, King St
,

[429-

NORTON Big 4 1920 Combination, exchange for

stroke lightweight, cash adjustment, photograi

free.-Fred Spalding, Chelmsford. [42£

1 Q21 Royal Ruby Combination for solo Trinrop'
J-t/ Norton, Sunbeam, or similar. See Royal Bub
—Elm Cottage,

bike.

Goring-on-Thames. [391

Ah.p. Engine, dry battery coil and carburetle

what offers iri exchange, or sell £4; suit pui

Redding, New Ground, Tring, [37'

Q-SEATER Unic, 12h.p., convertible body, perlec

*W exchange motor cycle, value £50.—Broadhnr*
687, Lea Bridge Rd., Walthamstow. [39:

a.d8 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices: Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

reitgmtns.- "Cyclist, F'eet, Loudon." Te/sfArae; City 2847 (13 lines).

Birmingham : Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester : 1 99, Deansgate.

Telegrams " Ailtopress, BinniDgham," TeUf;rains : " Illflfe. M.iDchester."

re/f/Ao^/e; 2970 and 2971 Mldlaud. TiUphone : e!>70 and 8P71 City.

Home, 23s. Wd.; Canada, 23s. lOd.; other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

Coventry: Hertford Street.

Telei^ratns : " Motorcycle Coventry,

Ttlepkone : 10 Coventry (5 liueB).

Sutscription Rates

:

Ctieaper Petrol.

ALTHOUGH the reduction in the price of

petrol has been made at the end of the

summer, during which period, naturally,

more motor cycling is done than in

the other seasons of the year, it is none
the less welcome. A reduction of sixpence per

gallon may not appear a great deal to the owner
of the most economical type of motor vehicle

—

the motor cycle—but had the change in price

been a rise instead of a fall there would have

been a great outcry.

When one obtains loo m.p.g.,~TueI costs, even
at two shillings and sixpence per gallon, are ex-

trernely low, and for this reason, perhaps, there

are many motor cyclists who are apathetic con-

cerning the' amount saved. The reduction, after

all, only means the saving of a shilling on a
hundred-mile outing on a big twin outfit. Never-

theless, if the owner of such a machine covers

5,000 miles in a year the saving is approximately

the price of a new outer cover, or free petrol for

1,000 miles on the basis of the old price. The
lightweight owner who obtains loo m.p.g. saves

25s. over a mileage of 5,000. Thus he also

would gain the equivalent of free fuel for 1,000

miles. That is what the 20% price reduction

means. A further drop in price by the same
amount , would bring the cost of fuel back to the

pre-war figure. . Considering the increased cost

of every commodity since 1914, two shillings

per gallon may be regarded as a very fair price

at the present time.

Whether fuel prices will eventually fall to

the 1914 level or below it is a moot point. In-

crease in the use and production of any com-
modity usually has the effect of reducing price,

but, as in all other cases, price depends upon
supply and demand. At the present time, it is

obvious, supply exceeds demand, and this posi-

tion confounds the prophets who told us that the

wells were running dry and ttiat it was inevitable

that prices would rise instead of fall.

This reduction in the price of petrol must

affect every motorist, whether he uses a power-

ful car or a miniature motor cycle. The saving

is proportionate to the size of the engine and

the number of miles run, which brings to

mind the fact that the present system of taxa-

tion is far from ideal, since the owner of the

smallest lightweight who runs it for 1,000

miles per annum contributes the same as his

contemporary who runs a machine which may
have an engine three ' times larger and which

may cover 10,000 miles in the year. A tax on

petrol instead of a fixed sum per machine would"

be equitable to owners of all types of vehicles.

The Judges on the Six Days
Trials.

THE
judges' report on the Six Days Trials

is in many ways a most useful document,

but somehow it fails to help the would-be
buyers of a motor cycle as much as it

_might.

Naturally, since the Trials were, and are,

intended to improve design, the report must
largely be addressed to the manufacturer. But
surely it is also the intention of the A.-C.U. to

help the man-in-the-street in the choice of his

machine? If so, a little more outspoken com-
ment on the performances, good, bad, or in-

different, of various makes in the event would
be-much more valuable than assertions that motor

cycles in general have improved or need improve-

ment. Even a close study of the tabulated

results does not give this information.

In other words, instead of listing the days of

the week on which the retirements occurred, why
not give the causes thereof ? And instead of

the totals of marks lost under the cond;(ion head-

ing, why not the exac' reasons?

/ / ,' ' > ^ y //// ^ ^ //// ,/,• / 7 V / -^ / / '^ -v V '- ^ '-^ VV, --^ V. V -. VW V ^. s-^ 'v V -=^=^\
An index to the advertisements in this issue Mill 'H round un the pa^e racing; V\i back cover.
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A Kindly Thought.

,
F the making of gadgets there is no end. Out

of a letter, in this morning's mail dropped a

neat little wrist strap of dove-coloured leather,

complete with transparent pocket. A Leicester reader

is marketing it to prevent our getting pinched for ^not

having driving licepces with us. when w^e change out

of our navy blue office suits to the loud checks in

which we dazzle maidens of an evening. His kindly

thought has quite missed lire, so far as I am concerned.

Inprimis, in these poverty-stricken- days I only run to

one suit, which is worn to destruction, so the emer-

gency which he envisages never arises. Secondly,

my local authority imposes a licence card the

size of a paving stone, which I couldn't possibly

wear on my wrist.

Cone Of Ring?

HHAVE just been reading a treatise on valve grind-

.^ing by an expert, and notice that he insists on

^wo principal points. The first is that it is a

mistake to rest content with a mere " ring " contact,

as show'n by a

bright line all

round the valve

h e ad ; the
grinder should

aim at a " cone

contact," the
entire facial

area of the

valve being a

gastight fit with

the seating.

The second
point is that it

is a blunder to

smear a second

dose of abrasive

on the valve

until by fre-

quent oscilla-

t: ms and lift-

ings the whole
of the first dose

has been ground
out, and the

valve has be-

come so dry

that it will
" V e n squeak.

THUS HAVE THE MIGHTY FALLEN! Those of our readers who recall the "Blue

Devil " racer ridden in competitions some years ago by Mrs. Lord, nee Miss Muriel Hind, will

be interested in this photograph showing the latest duties of the famous Rex engine.

Mr. R. Lord, also an old Rex rider, is at the tiller of the home-built lawn-mower.

"
1 A I O W

"

The aforesaid expert considers that most amateurs
apply abrasive far too freely, and that the abrasive

gets squeezed Up towards the top of the valve

and seating, with the result that at the end
of the job thie face of the valve is no longer

a straight line, as viewed in cross section. Oddly
enough, he lays no stress on a crime which many
owners commit every time they touch a valve—that of

leaving a lot of abrasive powder in the valve chest.

What i lucky thing it is that inlet valves so seldom
need grinding I

The Jaguar.

,N September 14th we described the fourteen-

cylinder radial air-cooled engine, designed by
Armstrong Siddeley for the Air Ministry. Five

years have elapsed since I saw the original .edition

of this engine in its rough stage, and goodness only
knows how much experimental work had already been
expended on it. Contrast this meticulous care and
patient research with the happy-go-lucky methods of
some lesser engineers, who think of an engine in

August and
market it in

November. Of
course, a 360
h.p. air-cooled

engine is not

merely a modi-
fication of an
existing unit,

and demands
much more
care than any
new motor
cycle engine. I

believe this en-

g i n e , started

with a single-

cylinder unit,

and, that part

of its develop-

ment consisted

in taking the

temperatures of
' almost every
item in the en-

gine. Acces-
sibility is

always a diffi-

culty with

31
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Jccasional Comments.—

power units of this type, and one form of mounting it

in a fuselage consists of a liinged bulkhead, which

opens forwards like a cupboard door, bringing the

engine with it, so that the rear is as get-at-able as the

front.

Driving for Silence.

DHAVE never seen any public emphasis laid on the

fact that a motor cycle is far more silent in the

hands of a good driver than the same machine

would be when handled either by a clumsy duffer or

by a demonstrative knut. At present I am chiefly

rilling a B. and S. Beardmore and a four-valve

Triumph. The former is a very quiet machine, but

it would strike my neighbours as very noisy if I let

the engine rmi too fast in neutral, if I used the lower

gears unnecessarily near houses, revved it hard on

first or second gear, or opened its rather spitty release

\alve when shutting the throttle. Any average driver

should be able to prevent this machine from being a

nuisance to anytody. By contrast, the four-valve

probaijiy be called in, and the machine might get

acquitted of noisiness after a demonstration during
which it would be properly handled. But a mannerly
rider can easily take it through, any town or village

without causing the most sour-faced policeman to

bristle. If the present campaign for more silent motor
cycles induces the thoughtless type of driver to keep
his exhaust as mellow as possible near houses it will

do good.

Manners Maketh Man.
HARDY youngster without a nerve in his

make-up can easily fail to realise how trying

quite a moderate noise may be to others. For
example, near Benzole Villa there is a narrow neck in

a village street. On either side of the 14ft. road
cottage doors open direct into the street. High walls

on either flank con\'ert the bottle neck into a regular

soundbox, and "there is a .cellar beneath the road.

Every tiiBe a knut with overlap valve timing, stovepipe

exhaust, and Chubb brand of compression passes bv,

the row really asks for gunwads ; it reminds one of

TW)MM«!WW»iK

IN THE SOLITUDE OF THE SCOTTISH HILLS. A Scottish tour in autumn has a charm of its own to the lover of the open. On
account of the wind-swept nature of the roads an under-powered machine is inadvisable, for gales may sometimes be as difficult as gradients.

Mr. H. Mortimer Batten, the well-known writer of nature stories, gathering local colour on his Beardmore near Dufftown.

Triumph is capable of a full-throated roar when
,

ijpened out, and asks for quite delicate lever manipu-
lation if it is to be kept on top gear in traffic or round
sharp bends. A thoughtless fool would display no
self-restraint with this engine in streets and villages.

If forced to come off top gear at any momentary emer-
gency, he would smash the throttle wide open on
second, yank up the road with a thunderous bellow,

snick in top gear again, arid repeat the performance
at the next tram or the ensuing twist in the lane, as

the case might be. He would get pinched sooner or

later, and thejsual correspondence in the Press would
liegin. The A.C.U. and the famous audiometer would

"Ixion's" " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from ".The
Motor Cycle "

Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.CA.

~\

being in a battleship turret when a pair of i6in. guns

are loosing off on- full charge. In the daytime the

uproar may not irritate the cottagers on either side very

particularly. But when the knut is going home towards

midnight, and paterfamilias, wha may be a cowman
due at work by 5 a.m., is trying to sleep !

A gentleman always keeps his engine noise down to

the absolute minimum when he is passing a bit of road

calculated to magnify his exhaust, for he never knows
what unfortunate suffering he may cause. We motor

cyclists are a healthy crowd, but we ought to realise

that there are physical conditions which make real

noise hurt as much as a blow. M.j own idea on the

vexed silence question is that I don't mind how much
noise a motor cycle can make on occasions, but the

public have a right to insist that every machine should

be capable of quiet running, and should be handled

with courtesy and common sense.
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TENDENCIES OF DESIGN IN FRANCE.
FRANCE is quite as progressive

as any other nation so far as

many things are concerned,

but visitors to the seventeenth annual

Automobile Salon in Paris, which

opened its doors yesterday, are

likely to come away with the im-

pression that the motor cycle industry lags behind. At

the same time, there is no lack of originality in details

of construction and assembly.

Those, however, who penetrate as far as the annexe

at I.es Invalides, in which all the motor cycle exhibits

are being housed this year, will see that French con-

structors have allowed themselves to be outclassed this

year by all the other principal nations in the things

that matter.

England has led the world now for some time in

motor cycle manufacture, and the French are the first

to admit it ; but now also Italy shows more enterprise

and promise in this field, with the Bianchi and Garelli

machines, and high-powered American machines are

very popular in France.

Ultra-Lightweights.

Before examining the causes of the present state of

aft'airs, it will be well to review briefly the present

tendencies in French design. Almost all the energy,

the ingenuity, and capital available are directed towards

the production of

lightweight and ultra-

lightweight machines

and motor attach-

ments for pedal bi-

cycles. Indeed, the

dividing line between

the ultra-lightweight

and the motor-

assisted bicycle is

hard to lay down de-

finitely.

The year 1923 will

probably see a con-

siderable increase in

the numbers of ma-
chines which are

styled " Bicyclettes

a moteur," which

weigh about yolb. and
cost something
under ^30. They
:are fitted with dim-
inutive single-cylin-

der two-stroke en-

gines, chain drive to

countershaft, and
final transmission

either by belt or

chain. Other features

common to most re-

presentatives of this

class are arrange-

ments for detaching

the tank quickly and

a 22

Accidental Conditions and
Apathy of Capital Checking
Development. Concentration

upon Miniature Machines
and Motorised Bicycles.

Standard motor cycle practice in engine location and

in the Alcyon lightweight.

Another effort from the same works—a belt-driven two-stroke called the Labor.

easily, and the provision of a spring

fork generally on the same principle

as the original Triumph design.

The frame, saddle, handle-bars,

mudguarding, brake work, and so

forth, are. all in the push-bicycle

class, as are also the tyres. The
object of making the petrol tank easily detachable is

to enable the machine to travel by rail as passenger's
luggage, since apparently the French railways will only
accept it in this way if it is thus obviously innocent

of petrol ; also the limit of weight imposed by the rail-

ways in this category is 30 kilogrammes (661b.).

Alcyon, Griffon, and Clement are amongst the best-

known representatives of this class which conform to

the particulars given above, and these firms are under-
stood to be laying themselves out for a considerable

production next year.

An Intermediate Class.

Next in order of importance in the French industry
comes the medium lightweight machine generally fitted

with a single-cylinder two-stroke engine approximating
to the British 250 c.c. and 350 c.c. types. They have
two-speed gear and chain-cum-belt or all-chain trans-

mission. Two-stroke machines of this type have cer-

tainly gained in popularity in the last year or so. The
example has been set by England, and several of them

are more or less

faithful copies of
British designs. The
Terrot, the Magnat-
Debon, and the

Soyer are representa-

tive examples of this

class, the first-named

being, however, a
machine which shows
considerable origin-

ality in its general

layout, and which has
proved particularly

successful in the

hands of the general •

public during the past

season.

The 65 mm. x
80 mm. two-stroke

Alcyon with Ballot

engine-gear unit and,

two-speed gear box is

a somewhat larger

and more substantial

solo mount than those

mentioned above, but,

broadly speaking, this

class represents the

French trade's reply

to the demand for a

touring solo mount.

The intermediate

type of machine, the

single or twin of

19

transmission is followed
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ENGINE AND
GEAR

COMBINED.

Unit construction of engine and three-speed gear box is a feature

two-stroke lightweight.

,500/600 c.c. capacity, has been sadly neglected by
French manufacturers, although there is one newcomer
in this class, the 500 c.c. single-cylinder Gnome le

Rhone. The high-powered class also has not received

as much serious attention as might have been expected,

considering its continued popularity in Eijgland and
.Vmerica, and considering also the nature of French
roads, Avhich are such as to render long-distance tour-

ing on uitra-lightweight machines far from ideal.

The Rene Gillet, the Orial with M.A.G. engine, and
the Bleriot are representative of this class, though the

last-named firm, unfortunately, has decided at the last

moment not to show at the Salon, owing to excessive

pressure of aeronautical work which one fears may
be due to the somewliat troubled political situation with

4(^5

over the front wheel strike the observer as

being somewhat unpractical both as regards

their effect on balance and steering, and on
the structural strength of the bicycle. K
very ingenious example was, however, re-

cently brought to our notice hailing from a

small workshop at Aix-les-Bains, in which

a Lilliputian flat twin is clipped to the bottom

bracket and drives by means of a gear wheel

bolted to and concentric Avith the ordinary

pedalling chain wheel. . In this case the

weight and centre of gravity are well dis-

posed.

Capital Not Interested in Motor Cycles.

of the E.B. What, then, are the factors which have

placed the Jrench motor bicycle trade in its

present inferior position and have led it to concentrate

on lightweight and ultra-lightweight machines ? A con-

- siderable experience of France and the French leads

one to reply that they are lack of interest on the part

On the Moachon-Edmond a tiny flat twin four-stroke engine is slung under the

bottom bracket of what appears to be an ordinary pedal cycle.

Transmission in the M.E. is through the ordinary pedalling chain,

a free-wheel being fitted in the bottom bracket sprocket.

of business men with large capital at their dis-

posal, and the fact that the Frenchmen who

could undertake serious motor cycle manufac-

ture are not and never can be practical motor

cyclists themselves ; moreover, the average

Frenchman who wishes to take a companion

with hiin on his excursions does not appreciate

the sidecar outfit at its proper value. He

The Peugeot motor

wheel. Inset : Dia-

grammatic illustration

of the internal gear

transmission.

its wars and rumours of wars. Its absence will be
specially regretted on account of the fact that the

750 c.c. big twin side-by -side two-stroke sidecar
machine described last w^eek was to have been intro-

duced. The side-by-side twin four-stroke Bleriot has
been improved in detail, and a sports model with over-
head valves has been designed and built by the firm.

A Diminutive Flat=T-win.
Numerous motor attachments for fitting to ordinary

pedal bicycles are made in France at prices ranging
from 400 to 800 francs. Those which are attached

prefers any
sort of con-

trivance o n
four wheels

which, with
the aid of a

fertile imagin-

ation, he can

call a car.

On the
other hand,
there is no
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Tendencies of Design in France.—
lack of keenness amongst young Frenchmen, and
there is no lack of designing talent, but designers

and inventors, in France as elsewhere, are unable

to- realise their ideals commercially without the

support of capital. It is certain that there is a

rich reward awaiting the company which first tackles

the problem of motor cycle construction on serious and

sound lines in France and with large capital. One
manufacturer stated to our representative jhat he sup-

posed that labour Avas cheaper in England than in

France, since, in spite of the rate of exchange and

the import duty, a certain well-known British engine

manufacturer could put small engines into France at

least as cheaply as they themselves could make them.

Where Britain Scores.

The cost of living, and therefore also that of

labour, are quite as high in England as they are across

the Channel, and the statement in question redounded
entirely to the credit of the British manufacturer,

whose methods and organisation were superior.

Taxation is comparatively very much in favour of

the French manufacturer, being at the rate of only

20 francs per annum for an ordinary motor bicycle,

and 10 francs for an ultra-lightweight; and, finally,

road conditions are an important factor in the case.

The roads are worse than in England, but not nearly

so much worse as is generally supposed. They are,

by their straight, well-graded nature, suited to sus-

tained high speed with high-powered, efficiently sprung

machines, and yet the French trade does not tend

towards the construction of these types. The idevelop-

ment of very- light machines which, though quite un-

suitable for serious long-distance touring on French
roads, can be taken about by rail and kept conveni-

ently upstairs in flats in which so many French town-

dwellers live, appears to be a side issue or backwatei

in relation to the main problem; and, after studying

the question, one is left with the impression that the

French will wake up presently and take the place in
,

the motor cycle world which should be theirs by reason

of their early pioneer work and their mechanical

genius.

KNOCKING.

V.

Detonation of Un-ignited Gases which

THE puzzling phenomenon popularly termed knock-

ing has lately been the subject of careful re-

search, and several conclusions are now generally

accepted as proved.

In the first place, the particular type of knocking

which is most difficult to explain has nothing to do

with loose bearings or mechanical defects. Experi-

ments go to show that the sound is produced by vibra-

tions of the cylinder wall, which are set up in the

following manner :

The burning part of the charge expands and drives

before it the as yet un-

ignited portion, thus com-
pressing it and rendering

it liable to detonation.

When the unburned por-

tion is in this state, it is

suddenly ignited either by
auto-ignition or by the

burning portion, and does

not explode at a compara-
tively slow rate of burning, but detonates instanta-

neously, thus giving the containing vessel—the cylinder

head and piston top—a violent blow instead of a push.

It is easy to understand that this sets up rapid pres-

sure oscillations, as the force of the detonation evens

out through the still burning portion of the charge
which was first ignited— This in turn causes the vibra-

tion of the cylinder wall which produces the charac-
teristic knocking noise. These pressure oscillations

are clearly shown on the indicator diagram of a knock-
ing engine, and seem to be in the neighbourhood of
800-900 vibrations per second—which is approximately
in the middle of the audible range.

Apparently the very high compression of the un-
burnt portion of the charge and its consequent detona-
tion is the predominating factor in knocking.

a 24

Actual indicator diagram of a badly

knocking eni,ine running at 1 ,080

r.p.m. In this case the com-

pression ratio was 4'3 to 1 and

the spark advance 30°.

sets up Vibrations in the Cylinder Wall.

There appear to be three ways of preventing it :

—

(i) Avoid compressing the unburned part of the

charge to the point of auto-ignition. It is well known
that the lower the compression ratio the less liable an

engine is to knock, other things being equal.

(2) Retard the ignition. In this case, the detona-

tion will not take place until the piston is travelling

downward, and thus rapidly increasing the volume of

the combustion space. If the ignition is timed, late

enough, detonation will not take place, as the increase

in volume will be early enough to prevent the pressure

rising to detonation level. Loss of power will, of

course, result.

(3) Use multiple spark plugs. In this case the

effect seems to be that the combustion waves impinge

upon each other. By this means the auto-ignition of

the remaining unburnt charge is by no means avoided,

but the force of the detonation is cushioned by the

body of gas between the exploding core and the cylinder

wall. The explosion wave, when it hits the wall, is

both damped and distributed so as not to give rise to

local deflections and vibrations.

Indestructible Oil Film.

It is practically certain that knocking has nothing

to do with metallic contact between gudgeon pin and
bush, i.e., destruction of the oil film. It has been

shown that a film only two or three molecules thick, or,

say, about ToTJotroTJiT of ^"^ inch, is capable of acting

as a lubricant, and lubrication should, therefore, be

perfect with a film mshna "i- thick. The correspond-

ing hydraulic pressure developed would then be some

90 tons to the square inch—which pressure is, need-

less to say, never attained in a motor cycle engine.

A good lubricating oil seems to weld itself to a metallic

surface, and no attainable degree of pressure is capable

of destroying it.

~

G. T. C.
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SILENCE FIRST.

'\^^^_^^m^T-'

Thoroughly unconventional in many ways, " The Silent Thr ee
"

is extremely attractive in

appearance. A complete cover for the engine will be fitted.

New Poppe and Packman Machine called " The Silent Three."

to Eliminate Noise and to Provide Protection.

IF the noise which undoubtedly is pro-

duced by a number of existing motor

cycles could be reduced, and a really

silent machine maiiufactm-ed and sold to

the public at a reasonable price, there is

no doubt whatever that there would be a

considerable addition to the ranks of

motor cyclists. With this object in view
Messrs. Packman and Poppe have pro-

duced their new machine, which is to be
• known as "The Silent Three."

A 350 c.c. Barr and Stroud engine is

HUiployed as the power unit, and as is

well known, the absence of poppet valves

renders it particularly free from mechani-
cal noise, while its power and reliability

have already been proved.. In addition,

special precautions have been taken to

render the exhaust as quiet as possible,

and we may state from experience with
the preliminary experimental machine,
that the designers have already met with
considerable success, though the latest-

model, which will be exhibited at Olympia,
will have further improvements in the
silencing arrangements. First of all, the
exhaust is led to a large aluminium ex-

pansion box, thence to a second sheet-

metal chamber which has an internal divi-

sion, and carefully designed inlets and
exits.

To the engine is attached, through
special plates, a three-speed Sturmey-
Archer gear box with clutch, kick starter,

and shock absorber, the whole forming a

unit which is suitably mounted in the
duplex main frame.

A Revolving Rear Axle.

The rear spindle is carried in double
row self-aligning ball bearings, per-
manently housed in the rear frame lugs,
with an expanding band brake fitted in
the rear sprocket, the rear wheel being
quickly detachable by removing the
spindle and a short distance piece. To
enable the wheel to be more simply
erected the distance piece is located by a
semi-circular boss, allowing the knock-
out spindle to be pushed through with
the greatest of ease. Pear chain adjust-
ment is gained by sliding the engine and
gear unit bodily forwards, incidentally
obviating the necessity for adjusting thi
rear brake. In addition, the distance be-
tween the gear box and engine is also
capable of extension so as to provide a
tensionmg device for the primary chain.

Not content with
obtaining a silent
engine the designers
have provided cast

A serious attempt

' - ''!B;islWK«w«*®-

Section of the rear axle,

brake and sprocket

assembly.

aluminium chain cases which entirely

enclose both chains, so that the trans-

mission by running in oil shall be_ sweet
and silent in action. The outside fly-

wheel is also encased in an aluminium
cover.

Mechanical Lubrication.

Above the gear box lies an oil tank of
• considerable capacitv. from which oil is

fed to the engine by a Best mechanical
pump; no sight feed is fitted, since the

pump has been found to be perfectly re-

liable. On the top of the oil tank is a

tool box, in the base of which are two
nuts, which must be slackened to adjust

the primary chain. Since, however, the

tool box must necessarily be opened for

this process, the unorthodox position im-

poses no hardship on the owner. Both
gear box suspension bolts pass througdi

special tubes in the oil tank, and the

whole unit is thus rigidly clipped to-

gether. (Provision is, of course, made
for the prevention of "pinching " the

taiik.)

The whole machine bristles with novel

points. For instance, the steering head
is mounted in special cup and cone races,

designed to take radial loading as well

as thrust. The handle-bars are mounted
in the head lug and fork pivot, which fit

on a splined head tube, the outer diameter
of the splines being screwed. Thus a

single large blind-ended nut is suflicient

for the adjustment, and this in turn is

locked by a spring ring, the end of which
passes through a hole to the inside of

the nut, and- drops into one of the spline

grooves.

Duplex Frame Construction.

From the head the duplex frame tubes
pass direct to the rear spindle ; further
duplex tubes drop behind the mudguard
and form a cradle for the engine and
gear, thence joining the rear spindle sup-

porting lug. Two additional tubes corre-

sponding to the normal seat tube join the

members already mentioned,
Brampton Biflex forks are employed,

and the saddle, which is pivoted well

forward of the peak, is suspended on

particularly long coil springs at the rear,

an important feature being that it is well

in front of the rear wheel, and thus pro-

vides additional comfort. 26 x 2^ x 2iin.

tyres are fitted, and the mudguards,
which are 6in. wide at the rear, and 4|in.

in front, have a full Ijin clearance from
the tyres. Further, an internal expand-
ing front wheel brake is employed.
The engine and gear unit are enclosed

by quickly detachable side shields which
drop from the tank to the large alu-

minium footplates. These footplates are

rubber covered, and are specially formed
at the front end so as to fit the leg

shields, which, in addition, form air

scoops for deflecting the draught over the

slightly inclined engine.

The gear-striking lever is mounted on

the box in such a manner that adjust-

ment of the chain does not upset the

striking arrangements.
A front wheel stand is fitted, and the

rear stand is of the spring up type, being

carried under the chain stays. It should

be added that there are no clip joints

employed throughout this machine, even

the lamp bracket lugs being brazed in

position.

The manufacturers, whose address is

The Brenda Works, Earlsdon, Coventry,

have made a very serious effort to produce

a type of vehicle which is greatly needed.

Splined steering column with

nut and locking ring.

16
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PASSENGER MACHINE

rOJr IL-i^. By "FRIAR JOHN."

^'^^"^^'^
•v4^fr.f2

LoW'Powered Sidecar Outfits. The Sidecar Motor Coach. Further Protection for Passengers.

A FEATURE of the forthcoming exhibition at
•**• Olympia wil], I tliink, be the number and
diversity of the lightweight outfits offered at low
prices. By this 1 do not mean machines capable only

of taking a loaded outfit along trunk roads, but 350 c.c.

sidecars that will carry luggage and passenger across

the Welsh or Scottish hills with ease. AVe know well

by now what these little fellows of 350 c.c. or so

can do—what they have done in speed and reliability

trials." We shall hear still more next year of the

350 and 400 c.c. engine, and more than ever the year

after. Low cost and economical upkeep will demand
for the low-powered outfit increasing attention, both

from the public and manufacturer.

<i> <J> <5> <S>

A KEEN sidecarist in Accra, British West Africa,
^~*- wrote some time ago for advice regarding the

purchase of an outfit suitable for himself and wife

and fi\'e children. My correspondent, whose sense of

humour is sound, says that a friend suggests something
in the style of a small char-a-bancs as being most
suitable. That may be so, he says, but he wants a

sidecar, preferring it to a char-a-bancs. But what struck

me most in the letter was a statement saying that an
eminent British firm had refused to. vary their specifi-

cation to suit my correspondent's requirements. Mind
you, the order would not be for much less than ;£220.
Such is enterprise. Dunhill's, Ltd., however, are

solving the problem of sidecar accommodation for him.

So far so good ; but he finishes up with the following
staggering poser : "What do you think would be the

most suitable power for this sidecar (seven up, re-

member), taking into consideration pulling power,
reliability, strength, and economy ? I give below
engines or machines from which I want to choose :

J.A.P., M.A.G., Anzani, Blackburne, Clyno, Royal
Ruby, Harley-Davidson, Indian, Henderson." A
poser certainly

!,

<s> <s> o o
D EVERTING to the policy of firms adhering hard
••^ and fast to a particular specification. I wonder
if it is sheer inertia that dictates such arbitrary deal-
ings, can it be that firms are too busy to depart from
the catalogue, or does it so upset the mass production
methods in vogue? Of course, a deviation from
standard necessitating alterations to the general design
of the machine would be ridiculous, but in tliis case

a 26

it was the sidecar which the makers declined to modify
to suit a prospective custorner's desire. .

-0- <s> <?> <i>

A CCORDING to various correspondents, the finest

** prospect in Great Britain is to be found : in the

Lincolnshire Wolds ; from the shoulders of the moun-
tain opposite Lock Katrine; in several places in Wales,

many places in Scotland, or anywhere in the Lake
District, in Dorset, and in .Sussex. No two selections

are alike. We are individualists indeed, and evidently

there is no panorama standing head and shoulders

above another for beauty and interest. One' facetious

reader says the finest prospect for him would be the

windward side of a bullock being roasted whole and
himself the baster and carver. I am not quite sure

whether I am genuinely sorry for him or not ; for him
this observation infers either tragedy or else comic

imagining—I am not sure which.
<> o o o

'T'HE problem of weather protection is still taxing
•* the skill of the designers, judging by the many
types of hoods and screens now on the market. The
latest attempted solution is embodied in the Quickover
sidecar hood, manufactured by the firm of A. F. Camp,
95, Shaftesbury Road, Hammersmith.

In construction and design it is simplicity itself,

yet is completely efficient. Out of action it resembles

an ordinary sidecar hood, but when opened, , the cover-

ing stretches in front of the sidecar' dashboard, and
with the side valances, which are made in one piece

with the upper covering, completely encloses the pas-

senger. !,
-

.

The contrivance may be raised or lowered from the

driving seat of the outfit whilst on the move, one of

the securing straps being fixed to the outside of, the

hood on the driver's side, and the other inside at the

passenger's hand.

It may be fitted to practically any make of sidecar,

because the width is adaptable, by the " springiness
"

of the frame, by at least six inches either, way without

interfering with the setting of the hood. In the
" down " position it is supported by two strong nickel-

plated brass brackets, and as there are two reair straps

always in position, there is no danger of it lifting from'

the back.

The complete hood, though strongly made, is

remarkably light, weighing only 12 lb., including the

necessary brackets and otiier fixtures.
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Passenger Machine Topics.

—

DURING May last year a

description appeared of

a new Welsh hill which had

been discovered by a memljei

of 77/6' Motor Cycle, staft

This road, named the Screw

Hill, was the venue^of an

exploring party ' which set

out to conqiier it, and a

formidable task it proved

Of all the sidecars only

F. W. Giles on an A.J.S
succeeded in making a clean ascent. This

honour must now lie shared,with G. L.

White who, on a Brough-Superior sidecar,

recently made a clean climb of the hill on

a stock machine carrying a ten stone pas-

senger. Xot more than two other sidecars

lave ever got up. jNIr. White says he

had plenty of power to spare. It is

not lack of power, however, that

usually causes failures on such freak

hills, but lack of wheel grip. But it re-

quires more than ordin'ary riding ability to negotiate

Screw Hill. A picture of the Brough-Superior on the

bill was in last week's issue. .

^> <s> o <s>

ANOTHER rigid hood is shortly to be placed on

the market. This design, shown" below, is

patented by Mr. F. A. Clark, Handsworth Wood,
Birmingham, and follows in principle several others

which have been described in these pages. There is

this difference, however. In the Clark design the frame

cf the rear portion of the body is let in half an inch,

permitting the whole body, to be of an even surface

when the h(Xtd is down. Probably this method gives

sliifhtlv more room in the locker than when the hood

folds inside. There appears to be a

growing interest in this type of hood.
' O O <> ^J-

\VAS reminded yesterday of a recent in-

cident at Sotheby's related by " Quex "

in The Evening News. He said he liked

a -young man he saw- "who spared a

moment from reading T//e Motor Cycle

to pay ;£^ioo for Da\id Gar-

rick's copy of Ben Jonson."
" Quex " might ha\e spoken
of the young man as sparing

'

^ a moment to read T//e Motor
Cycle whilst spending his

j£ioo. But that would have

altered the subtle meaning.

This incident was recalled by
another young man whom I

recently saw' purchase for

_;^20 a blue scale Worcester
vase'about nine inches high.

He examined it lovingly,

paid the dealer by cheque,

then took it to the lady in the

sidecar outside the dealer's shop. I asked if the young
man was another dealer on his travels, but he was not.

The shopkeeper, said he was a keen private collector of

old china, whom he knew quite w'ell, and \\1io must
own a collection .worth at least ^500. Now the

curious- part follows. Besides being a keen china col-

lector, the young man was a keen competitor in hill-

climbs held by the club of a North Midland town.

He could have owned a car, but drove a sidecar in-

stead. Diverse pastimes—both excellent, however !

But I have yet to meet the air pilot who collects butters-

flies.

A neatly designed rigid hood-
the Clark Device

The *' Quickover " combined hood and screen.

LOST—A SIDECAR WHEEL.
DURING a recent week-end some members of the

Bristol M.C.C-. were returning from Gloucester
to Bristol, and a Zenith with a lightweight side-

car and a light passenger was going along at a good
pace, when the sidecar wheel spindle broke. Fortu-
nately, the road surface was smooth, the chassis slid

without digging in, and no accident occurred.
The remarkable point is that the wheel has not been

found. Quite a band of helpers searched the road .and

adjoining fields for half a mile on either side of the

spKJt where it was presumed the wheel dropped off,

and the owner, with some friends, returned next morn-
ing and searched in vain for two hours.

It is suggested that, in view of the speed and the

light weight of the sidecar and passenger, the

wheel was gone some time before its loss was realised,

the heavy machine carrying the whole weight a con-

siderable distance. The wheel is still missing.
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A Land of Quaint Architecture, Quaint
People and Quainter Costumes.

Attractions for the Tourist.

By CHAPLES G. HARPER.

HOLLAND is but a little country : not much more
than three hundred miles in a straight line will

see you through the greatest length of it, from
south to north ; but it is a land of extreme interest.

Not, it is true, the interest of picturesque scenery, for

that scarcely exists, but the charm of a complete"

strangeness which is not so readily to be found to-day

in most foreign countries.

In Holland you may easily be amused—in the

French sense of that word—every day, for many days.

For it is an old-world country, of many strange sur-

vivals.

Oddly enough, the Dutch people of the great towns,

such as Amsterdam and Rotterdam, appear rather to

resent this view of their land ; and they have a strange

disposition to deny that Dutch folk wear the quaint

and curious costumes which undoubtedly they do wear.

If it were not for the extiraordinarily fantastic and
beautiful architecture and the weird trousers and
breeches of Volendam and Marken, and the singular

clothes and outlandish headdresses of the women, for

what, think you, would the tourist travel into the

Netherlands? Not to see busy Rotterdam, another

Liverpool. Not to visit the crowded streets—and un-

believably crowded they are—of Amsterdam, with their

conventionally-clad citizens, in most respects like

Londoners.

No, the Dutch idea that they are never quaint or

odd, except as a stunt to please tourists, Avill not do
at all. Have I not seen the women of Axel, whose
ambition, and not a frustrated one either, is to be some-

what broader than they are long. Nature does not
permit that, but it is achieved by the artifice of cos-

tume. Do not I kno\^ the women and girls of Fries-

land, with their real gold helmets? I have seen them
on the Friesland roads, the sun glinting on their

polished gold casques so that at a little distance you
think you see a troop of dismounted Household cavalry.

Then there are the girls of Zealand, who wear coifs

with great white linen wings, like Sisters- of Mercy,
and under them have a golden blinker to each eye,

like horses. And the. women of Staphorst, who re-

semble unicorns. No, Sirs—I mean " Mijnheeren "

—

it won't do to say there are no strange costumes; nor,

alternatively, to declare that, if any, they are worn
to please and attract tourists.

Typical Dutch brick-paved road, with cyclists' path and canal.
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A famous and historical building, the Mauritishuis, The Hague.

The roads of Holland are good, bad, and indiffer-

ent. At their best they are very good indeed :,the best

being the brick roads. Providing you have a good
foundation, a brick road, the bricks being set lip on
edge, cannot be bettered ; but in a largely waterlogged
country, such as this is, the road-bed is often uneven,
and in places even foundrous. Of tarred or asphalte
roads there are but few stretches ; and those are round
about that Court and Society capital of Holland, The
-Hague, which is a very polite and charming city, with,

18
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One of the show places of Holland, the Street, Volendam. The subject of Rembrandt's masterpiece, " The Mill," Leyden.

on its northern side, the lovely English

lands of "the Bosche." The Hague
beautiful scenes that still lake in the

middle of the city called " The
Vyver," Avith the walls of the Mauii-

tishuis rising "sheer from the water.

The ten miles of road between

Haarlem and Amsterdam are good, as

to surface, but it is one of the most

traffic-infested routes in the country.

Of macadam—the Dutch use the

same word—there is a good deal,

mostly bad. I have in mind a vile

stretch of it, from Amsterdam almost

into Monnickendam, beside the North

Sea Canal ; the stones of it all loose.

A typical Dutch brick-paved road is

like that pictured on the previous page.

There are hundreds of spots like it

;

with a canal running parallel, wayside

trees, a cyclists' patht"'" Rijwielpad,"

looking wood- and the notice " Strijk," which is a command
has among its to sailing barges to strike their sails lest they

frighten horses.

There is always a spire in a Dutch
view, and generally a weird one. It is

as though the Dutch, in that level,

toast-and-water land of theirs, where
the scenery is so tam^e, had, long cen-

turies ago, made up their minds effectu-

ally to correct it by rearing up those

rollicking fantasies. Apd if by some
strange chance there is no tower or

spire, there is inevitably a windmill.

I counted up to two hundred M-indmills

in one glance at Zaandam. I will

swear to that, if necessary, but I hope

you will take my word for it.

Between Rotterdam and Dordrecht is

the very worst road I know of, as a

main route, in Holland. Brick, it is

true, but mostly foundered, and
plentifully sand - strewn. The main

The Prinzenhof, Delft, where William the
1'''^*^ without exception goes by water,

Silent was assassinated. and it is not to be wondered at. Pas-

A gem of early architecture, the "House of the

Grain-Porters," Franeker. A town of "dignified repose," Workum.
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About in Holland.

—

sengers voyage, I believe, either by treksciiuit or

" paviljoen-pom." I sliould like to go by a " pavil-

jpen-pom '' once in a way. It sounds like the Pavilion

at Brighton set to a double-bass obligato, but then

things never turn out to be quite so good as you expect.

There is a mill outside Leyden traditionally said

to be the birthplace of Rembrandt. Leyden is, of

course, a University town. Incidentally, it is also the

only place I know where apartments are offered to let

in Latin: thus " Cubicula Locanda." In the Nieuwe

Keile at Delft lies the greatest man in the history of

the Netherlands, " William the Silent," the father

of his country, and liberator of it from the Spaniards.

It was at the Prinzenhof he was assassinated by a

Spanish agent.

Of course, one visits Volendam, on the -Zuider Zee.

That place and the island of Marken, close by, are

the prime spots for odd costumes. The men of Marken
wear breeches like balloons, while those of Volendam
affect trousers like divided skirts. There was once a/i

unfortunate traveller in trouser-stretchers who was ad-

vised by some wag that Volendam was the place for

him to do good business in his specialities ; but when
he saw those sacks he committed suicide. They have
no use for trouser-stretchers at Volendam.

Finally, I will add the advice : Go north to Fries-

land. There you find the most cleanly, charming
towns, and the best and least-travelled roads. In

such old, delightful places as Franeker and Workum,
full of colour and of a dignified repose, that region

is rich indeed.

THE MODERN GIRL AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.
A Defence of the Motor Cycling Sporting Girl.

By MAB. LOCKWOOD-TATHAM.

THE other day I saw a pretty girl with bobbed

hair and the daintiest pair of breeched limbs

standing beside her baby two-stroke in animated

conversation witlT a group of admiring males, also

with motor cycles of various descriptions.

At the moment she was the subject of conversation

between several people near me, and I overheard the

finishing remark, made in tones of scornful finality,

"Oh, she's one of those girls who would ride a

rnotor bike." This from a member of her ow'n sex and

obviously accepted by the man to whom she spoke.

I looked more closely at the girl, and saw a pair

of merry blue eyes, tanned complexion, and capable,

sensitive hands, and in spite of her workmanlike attire,

femininity was written all over her.

An Unpleasant Characteristic.

There are thousands of people who would thought-

lessly or otherwise make a similar observation and

think no more about it. It seems that the fact of a

girl being the rider of a motor cycle immediately

labels her as being "mannish"—admittedly an un-

pleasant characteristic—uninterested in frocks and

frills, careless of home life, and devoid of any desire

for woman friends. She is in the eyes of her adverse

critics a sort of unsexed cumberer of the roads, whose

speed appears excessive because of her female origin,

and who possesses a desire for notoriety which over-

comes any "natural " fear for her personal safety. I

have even heard the old saying that " the female of

the species is more deadly than the male " applied with

great sincerity.

It occurs to me that the justice of this impression

should be severely questioned.

The Hand that Wields the Spanner.

It is generally admitted that " the hand that rocks

the cradle rules the world." Then why should not
" the hand that rocks the cradle wield a spanner "?

It takes an intelligent mind and clever fingers to

minister to the wants of a motor cycle, and surely these

,1 30

are admirable feminine traits. It takes a strong and
healthy young body to emulate Mrs. Janson or even
tour about for pleasure over miles of sunny, picturesque

country ; it takes a cool head and steady nerves to nego-
tiate traffic and de,al with th: emergencies of the high-

way. All of these are the qualities we want in our

daughters, wdio are eventually to te wives and mothers.

It -has never been considered masculine for a girl to

ride a horse, yet in many ways it is much more
dangerous and requires greater skill than driving a

motor cycle—because over the former it is impossible

to be certain of complete control. It has nerves and
a mind of its own, and however well trained there is

always the odd chance of panic or temper. When
riding the latter only one mind and set of nerves is

in evidence, which halves the risk in a tight corner.

Nobody thinks of it being unseemly for a woman to

struggle with a refractory kitchen range or tinker

with a broken mangle—yet how unnatural she is sup-

posed to be if she knows the difference between a
magneto and a carburetter or does her own tyre

changing. Probably the mangle is much harder work
in the end.

An Interesting Occupation.

The modern girl has a great deal of freedom and
spare time which she can use at her own discretion.

Walking is not exciting enough for her as an outdoor

exercise, and it is not always possible to play tennis

or golf in these days of overcrowded clubs and high

fees, particularly in the suburbs of large towns. True,

there is the ordinary bicycle, but it entails much energy

and at the best a very restricted field. The net result

of all this is very often packed cinemas and hotel

lounges decorated with physically perfect young

women smoking cigarettes anA drinking the ubiquitous

cocktail. Compare these tirad-eyed and pale-faced

damsels with what they might be under the influence

of sun and fresh air and an interesting occupation, to

say nothing of the benefit of having something to

experiment on besides face creams and the opposite sex.
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A Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

It is now generally accepted that insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number of

commnnicaiions received on insurance matters, too, indicates that readers are very keenly interested in this subject

;

some of the questions require expert advice, and this feature has been formed to deal impartially with the various

problems that are presented to usr

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co., Ltd. {a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded IS years ago)

enable "The Motor Cycle" to keep in very close touch with all matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted

advantage to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked "Insurance " on the left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed

to "The Motor Cycle,' Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

Mysterious Mr. A. Brascowe, Thorpe-on-the-Hill, writes :

Damage. "A week ago, whilst riding in the country,

I accidentally collided with a telegraph post,

which prevented the machine starting. The
^¥heel was not buckled nor was the damage
apparent, but the engine would not start

after the impact. I paid £1 to a farmer to

tow me to the nearest town. There I found
that the collision had done something to the

magneto, which the mechanic put right for

2s. 6d. I have only motor cycled for about
a month, and am sixty years old, so you
can forgive my ignorance. The company,
however, refuses to pay the £1 I paid for

towing in the machine. Yet I am fully

covered against accidental damage. Is it

justified in refusing payment? "

Without knowing what repair was effected by the

mechanic, it would appear in this case that the insurance

company's opinion was that your magneto only needed some
small adjustment, which was probably not actually neces-

sitated by the slight collision with the telegraph post,

but might have happened at any time even without the

collision.

lightweight machine, but this is no doubt due to the differ-

ence in the cost of claims experienced by the companies. It

certainly is not fair, and no doubt a revision in the rate

will be made as this type of machine becomes more popular.

* * * *

An Uninsured A reader in. Retford says :
" Having unfor-

Motor Cyclist, tunately been in a collision which re-

sulted in my motor cycle being very much
damaged, I have been notified that I shall be
held responsible for damage to the other

vehicle, a car.

Unfortunately I am not insured, whilst the

car owner is, and the notice has cqme
from his insurance company. I should, there-

fore,- be pleased to have your opinion as to
who was to blame in the following circum-

Insurance o{

Miniatures.

H. F. Winters writes : "I am informed that

a McKenzie lightweight has to be covered as

a motor cycle at a premium of £4 10s. per

annum. I have been told that there is a
special rate for ' mechanically assisted pedal

cycles,' and thought this machine would be
classed as such, but the firm in question states'

that as the engine is fixed in the frame, and
not an ' attachment,' this special rate does not

apply to the McKenzie. It seems hardly fair

that such a machine, costing only 25 guineas,

should be charged the same premium as a
350 c.c. motor cycle up to £100 value, and I

shall be glad if you can advise me whether
this ruling is correct, or whether it is possible

to obtain an insurance as a ' mechanically as-

sisted pedal cycle,' for which I believe the
premium is only £2 5s."

Upon making inquiries, it appears that all ,the principal
insurance offices charge motor cycle premiums for the in-

surance of these lightweight machines. There is certainly
a consideraile difference between the premium for a
mechanically assisted pedal cycle and that charged for a

13

stances. I was travelling on the main road and
gave audible warning to an approaching car,
and signalled my intention to turn to the left.

I turned quickly, but the car came on to me and
collided eight feet from the wall on my left.

The car is damaged but able to drive away.
The car occupants say they signalled their
intention of leaving the main road to take a
secondary road, but I did not see it. After
the motor cycle reached the ground it was
pushed six feet and finished up four feet from
the wall. There was no other traffic about at
the time, and I was pulling up to have some
minor repair done to my machine within four
yards of the accident."

The circumstances of this accident make it somewhat
difficult to give definite information as to who is respon-

sible ; but it certainly appears that the car driver was at

fault in cutting on to his wrong side. From your diagram
it is evident you had the right of way, and were quite ic

order to cross as you did to the garage.

a 3X
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Efficiency and Its Measurement.
How Motor Cycle Engines are Compared in

Performance and Economy.

SEVERAL points of view may be considered in

relation to the efficiency of a motor cycle engine,

and the term '

' efficiency
'

' unqualified by any
further description may consequently have several

meanings.

For instance, a comparison may be made between
the total available power put into the engine in the

form of fuel, and the useful power which the engine
develops at its crankshaft. Before their respective

magnitudes can be compared both the input and output
must be reduced to some commonsense measure, and,
as will be seeii later, both these quantities can " be
measured in units of heat, and in consequence their

ratio is termed the thermal efficiency.

Or again, the reiation between the power developed
in the engine cylinder and the power actually avail-

able at the crankshaft may be considered, in which
case it is the mechanical efficiency with which we are

dealing. ^
A third efficiency is termed the volumetric, and is

measured by the ratio between the volume of explosive

mixture which is actually available for con\-ersion into

work in the engine cylinder and the maximum theoreti-

cal volume which should be available under ideally

perfect conditions.

Measure of Thermal Efficiency.

The " Thermal Efficiency," as already stated, is

the ratio between two quantities of heat, and the unit

of measurement usually adopted in this country is the

A

HEA.T ENERGY- SUPPLIED TO
Hiaiic PEE. NmUTE

HEAT EtIERGY ^WASTED in

EXHAU5T QASES.MBIATIOn,
ERICnOM , ETC.,

Thermal efficiency diagram for a four-stroke engine.

" British Thermal Unit " (B.Th.U.), which is defined
as being the quantity of heat required to raise the

temperature of one pound of water from 60 to 61
degrees on the Fahrenheit scale. A can of petrol, a

lump of coal, a match or any combustible substance,

contains a certain number of these heat units stored

up ready for use, or, in scientific language, they all

possess certain definite calorific values. In the case of
petrol, an average figure per pound of spirit is 18,700
'BiTh.U., or, in other words, a pound of petrol

a 32

(roughly one-eighth of a gallon) when burnt under suit-

able conditions would raise the temperature of 18,700

pounds of water (or nearly 2,000 gallons) from 60

to 61 degrees, Fahrenheit.

If the quantity of petrol supplied to an engine dur-

ing a bench test is carefully measured, it is possible,

therefore, to form an accurate idea of the number of

heat units supplied during the run.

In addition the power output of the engine is cap-

able of measurement by absorbing it with a specially

constructed "brake." In a simple form of brake a

100
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Curve showing relation between mechanical efficiency and R.P.M.

known weight is applied to the outside flywheel or

pulley, on the engine crankshaft, by means of an

encircling band or rope, and the revolutions per minute

are obtained by an ordinary counter or a revolution-

indicator.

Relationship of Work and Heat.

This provides the necessary data for calculating the

brake horse-power (b.h.p.) developed by the engine.

Now it is a well-known principle of science that

heat and work are mutually interchangeable, and, in

fact, this interchange occurs in every piece of moving
machinery. Heat is put into a motor cycle engine in

the form of petrol, or other fuel, and becomes con-

verted into work, which is given out at the engine

crankshaft, but work, on the other hand, is recon-

vertible back to heat. A simple example of this

occurs whene\-er work is expended in overcoming fric-

tion, a portion of the work becomes changed into heat

and the frictional surfaces get hot. Furthermore, any

definite quantity of work is equivalent to a definite

number- of heat units, and it has been found experi-

mentally that one horse-power acting for one minute

is equivalent to 42.4 B.Th.U., or, if one horse-power

could be applied to 42.4 pounds of water in such a

way that it was entirely converted into heat energy,

the temperature of the water would be raised from
60 to 61 degrees in one minute.

29
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Efficiency and its Measurement—
It will thus be seen that both the input and the out-

put of the engine can be represented in units of heat,

and can therefore be compared on a common basis.

From a large number of experimental results it has

been found that the thermal efficiency of a standard

type four-stroke engine, under the best possible con-

ditions, will rarely exceed 25 per cent., while the

average value for a two-stroke engine is father lower.

T>100

500 1000 :500
aEYOLUTions PES. T-imrs

2000

Relation between volumetric efficiency and r.p.m.

This implies that of the total heat energy which is

put into the engine, at the best only about one quarter

is given out again in the form of useful work at the

crankshaft. The remaining three-quarters are partly

lost in the exhaust-gases, partly transferred to the

cylinder, and thence radiated into the atmosphere, and
partly employed in overcoming the friction of the

working parts of the engine, etc.

Internal Losses.

In the four-stroke engine, in addition to overcoming
the friction between piston-rings and cylinder, work
is used up in lifting the valves and driving the valve-

gear, and a two-stroke engine has a point of advantage
in that _ no work is wasted in operating valve

mechanism, but this is more than counteracted by the

fact that in the usual crank-case-compression type

work has to be expended in pumping the charge

through the transfer ports and passages.

Owing to the frictional losses, the b.h.p. is always
less than the power actually produced in the combus-
tion-space of the engine cylinder. The latter is

termed the " Indicated Horse Power " (I.H.P.), and
is capable of accurate measurement by means of an
instrument known as an indicator, while the ratio of

b.h.p. to I.H.P. gi^es tlie value of the mechanical

efficiency of the engine.

In a well -designed four-stroke engine, this efficiency

may reach as high a figure as 90 per cent., so that

of the total power developed only one-tenth is absorbed
in overcoming the friction of the power-unit itself.

The mechanical efficiency of a two-stroke engine is

usually less, owing to the work used up in pumping
the charge from the crank case to the combustion
space, and may even drop to a figure as low as 70 per
cent.

In both types the resistance to motion increases as

the engine revolutions increase and the mechanical effi-

ciencies decrease to a corresponding extent.

Volumetric (or Pumping) Efficiency.

A further source of loss in a motor cycle engine

arises from the fact that it is impossible to charge

the cylinder with its maximum theoretical quantity of

explosive mixture. There is a loss due to friction

between the moving gases and the interior surface of

the induction pipe, and any acute bends in the latter

will hinder the flow still further, while there is another

loss at the valve pockets in a four-stroke engine, and
at the various ports in a two-stroke.

Experiments show that in a four-stroke engine it is

possible to obtain a volumetric efficiency as high as

85 per cent., or, in other words, the quantity of mix-

ture which actually reaches the cylinder is 85 per cent,

of the maximum theoretical quantity. This efficiency

also falls off as the engine speed increases, frequently

dropping to 65 per cent. A two-stroke engine shows
up badly by comparison, as far as volumetric effi-

ciency is concerned, about the highest average value

at slow engine speeds being 60 per cent., which may
decrease to 50 per cent, as the engine revolutions

increase.

The efficiency of the modern motor cycle engine,

whether considered from the thermal, mechanical, or

volumetric point of view, compares very favourably

with that of other sources of motive power, and
although a thermal efficiency of 25 per cent, appears

very low, it should be remembered that the percentage

of heat which can be converted into work by any
engine, either of the four-stroke or two-stroke type, is

limited by rigid scientific facts which no perfection of

design or workmanship can overcome, and in the best

engines of both types it has been found that tlie

thermal efficiencies obtained in practice fall very little

short of the maximum possible efficiencies which an

ideally perfect engine would yield when working under

ideally perfect conditions.

B. G. Manton (B.Sc, A.M.I.C.E..).

SOLDERING FOR AMATEURS.

THE making of a perfect joint between a

coned petrol or oil union and a copper

pipe is quite a tricky piece of solder-

ing, as the nipple is usually a very close fit on

the pipe, so that there is very little room to run the

solder down; and yet the joint will soon come adrift

under vibration unless its full area is soldered. The
raw beginner must beware of covering his brass nipple

with waste solder; a paste of -whiting and water will

prevent solder from sticking to any part where it is

not wanted. A blowpipe is of great assistance in this

sort of job. The end of the pipe abuts against a

shoulder inside th,e union. Grip the union in the vice

so that the pipe is entered from the top. Run a very

little solder in at the top of the joint in the ordinary

way.

Then use the blowpipe to heat the whole joint,

applying more flux, and the solder will run down to

the shoulder inside the union. More solder can then

be applied at the top of the nipple and run down in

the same way until the entire joint is fully soldered.

Road Rider.

bi
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SPEEDING-UP SPEED TRIALS.
Comments on an Efficiently Organised Speed Meeting.

Its Appeal to the General Public.

'**^^iiil

Outlining every path and the edge o( the cliff, less than half of the spectators at the recent Scarborough speed trials are included in this

picture. Such a crowd shows that motor cycle events have a public appeal which only needs fostering by proper facilities and organisation.

MORE than once we have criticised

the average motor cycle spojS' trials

for their dullness and long drawn
out boredom which affects all but the
actual competitors.

It had become a parado.\ical truism to

say that speed trials were the slowest
events it v.'as possible to witness.

When, therefore, speed trials are carried

out so efficiently as to earn the general
praise of thousands of spectators, and
when every phase of the organisation
works efficiently and well, it is only be-
coming that praise should be bestowed as

it is deserved.

A Model Example.

It is more than pleasant, therefore,

to accord such praise to the organisers
of the recent Scarborough speed trials,

which were reported in our last issue

;

there was no excuse there for that fre-

quent grumble of boredom from the spec-
tators which so often arises where the
same riders appear in a multiplicity of
classes and monotonously run down the
course in each.

The Scarborough club avoided this by
allowing each competitor two runs only,
no matter in how many classes he was
entered, and thus the large entry was
efficiently handled in a short time. In
each case the better time of the two runs
was counted.
The course was roughly semi-circular,

with a moderately sharp bend near the
start, and at about the half distance there
was quite an appreciable hill with a
corresponding descent. Apart from a
rather bad bump at the summit of the
rise the tar-macadam roadway had an ex-

.
cellent surface, and a broad white line up
the centre provided a guide to the riders.

Separate Return Route.
Roped off from the roadway, the wide

footpath provided an e.xcellent return
route for the competitors. Electrical

-ba

timing, operated by stretched tapes at

start and finish, was used, and the whole
entry of 131 (including cars) was disposed
of in about four and a quarter hours.

By so running the event the interest of

the vast assembly of 10,000 spectators who
viewed the sport from roped enclosures

and cliff pathways (thus having an un-
interrupted and uninterrupting view), was
maintained throughout.

It must be recollected that the value

of an event such as this lies largely in the
appeal it makes to the general public,

members of which attend as curious

sightseers and go away with a better

knowledge of the safety and controllability

of the motor cycle at even the highest
speeds. To draw out the proceed-

ings to an undue length leaves nothing
but a recollection of boredom in the mind
of the lay spectator. This phase of the

i

matter is the 1 " ' -nswer to those com-
petitors who r ..j.ibled at only having
two runs, while, curiously enough, the
majority only equalled, or did not even
attain, their previous speed on the second
attempt.

SPEED TRIALS RESULTS.
The special cups and awards in the

Scarborough and district speed trials are
now announced and are as follows :

—
Craig Cup (fastest time by a Yorkshire amateur).

W. H. Rhodes (998 Indian), 26s.

Webster Challenge Trophy (fastest 350 c.c.

machine).
G. Dance (349 Sunbeam), 25VaS.

Carnival Cup (fastest time of the day).
F. W. Dixon (989 Harley-Davidson), 222^s.

Vice-President's Cup (fastest sidecar).
F. W, Dixon (989 Harley-Dayidscn sc), 26%3.

Ladies' Prize.
Miss S. Taylor (492 Sunbeam), SO'/sS.

!

The effective scoreboard at ScarborouBh. Each lime «as posted mmediatelv; while returnin-
competitors passed back along the footway to the siart without impeding those still running'

Incidentally the nder shown is F. W. Dixon, the well-known Northern speed wizard

17-1S
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MEASURING NOISE.
Low Audiometer used by A.CU. in defence of Bromley prosecution.

the Police attitude.

Sidelights on

IN view of the present unsatisfactory

state of the law as affecting
^
the

silencing of motor cycles, consider-

able interest attached to a case heard at

Bromley (Kent) Petty Sessions on Mon-
day of last week. Stanley Pounds Vine, a

member of the A.C.U., was summoned
under the Motor Cars Act (1903) for

riding a 293 c.c. Gonnaught motor cycle

with an inefficient silencer, and the Union
undertook the defence, Jlr. W. G. Weller,

solicitor, acting on its behalf.

Tlie outstanding feature was the pro-

duction for the defence of photographic
records niade by Prof. A. M. Low's
Audiometer. This instrument actually

photographs sound, and enables reliable

comparisons to be made between different

noises. In this instance Audiometer
records of the exhaust sound of the de-

fendant's motor cycle were put in,

together with those of another normal
motor cycle and of a motor cycle with
an unsilenced exhaust. •

Explaining Police Activity.

ilr. Horace Fenton, prosecuting tor the

Commission of Police, said that the police

authorities considered that the time had
now arrived to give more effect to the

Silencing Order made under the Motor
Cars Act and extended to motor cycles in

1912. By this means it was proposed to

deal witli the intolerable noise which the
public had to" endure from certain motor
cycles.

P.C. Hales 659P gave evidence that on
July 8th he was on special duty on the

Croydon road, Keston, in association with
P.C. Ovenden 232P. He had particular

instructions to deal with motor cyclists

whose machines were making an offensive

noise. On a signal from ]?.C. Ovenden
he stopped the defendant.

In answer to ilr. Weller, Hales said he
would have stopped the defendant in any
event even had he not received a signal

from the other constable, as JIi'. Vine's

machine was making a loud noise similar

to that of a Lewis gun.
The witness admitted that he did not

know much about the mechanical features

of a motor cycle and had no particular

knowledge of the Connaught machine.
He had, however, in common with other

officers who were put on this particular

duty, received a course of instruction

regarding silencers at Scotland Yard.

Grass as a Testing Medium.

Questioned by Jlr. Weller, witness said

he could not dispute that the silencer and
exhaust pipes on the defendant's motor
cycle allowed an expari^ioi} of approxi-
mately five times the engine capacity.
He had been instructed that expansion
and cooling of the exhaust gases were
necessary in order to avoid undue noise,

and he agreed that if the Connaught
exhaust system allowed an expansion of

approximately five times the engine
volume it should be efficient. Witness
had read reports of trials conducted by
the A.C.U., and he was aware that the
Union considered that an expansion cham-

ber of sufficient capacity could be an effec-

tive silencer without containing baffle

plates. He agreed that he pushed a piece
of grass into the silencer of defendant's
machine to ascertain if it contained baffle

plates. He admitted that this would not
be an effectiveway of ascertaining this.

Witness proceeded to say that he also

used a piece of wire for this purpose.
Sir. Fenton interposed that officers on

this duty had instruments for thi^ pnr-

Sound wave of a 490 c.c. motor cycle

fitted with a straight through 4-foot

exhaust pipe. ^

pose, and produced a bundle of wire rods.

Mr. Weller (to witness) :
" Are you

served out with these wires or do you
provide them yourselves ?

"

Witness: "We provide them."
Mr. Weller :

" In your zeal to find bufiie

plates, I suppose?"
Witness: "Yes, sir." (Laughter.)

Sound wave of the same machine as

above, but with a fish-tail end on the

pipe. This was given by the defence

as an example of reasonable silence.

Witness continued that if he had found
that the silencer had contained baffle

plates he would still have prosecuted the
defendant. He admitted that there was
nothing in the Order under which de-

fendant was summoned about baffle

plates. Witness agreed with Mr. Weller
that the fitting of which he complained

Similar reading of the Connaught light-

weight that was alleged to be unduly

noisy.

was the standard silencer as fitted to
Connaught machines.

P.O. Ovenden supported this evidence.
Joseph Elliott, Sub-Divisional In.spector,

vScotland Yard, in charge of the Carriage
Inspection Department, corroborated that
P.C. Hales and other officers had received
a course of instruction on their duties
regarding silencers from himself and other

.

Scotland Yard officers. Witness con-
sidered the silencer on defendant's motor
cycle ineffective because the expansion
chamber, set transversely to the engine,
was pierced at each end with a number
of holes through which, he suggested, the
exhaust gases passed instead of going
through the extension pipe.

Cyril John Cuffe, A.CU. engineer,

stated that on this prosecution being I'e-

ported special arrangements were made
in conjunction with Prof. Low to test the
noise made by defendant's motor cycle.

He was present when test runs were made
in St. James's Square for the purpose of

taking Audiometer records.

Details of Offending Silencer.

He had examined the silencer, and had
found that it allowed ample expansion
and cooling of the exhaust to ensure

reasonable quietness. The volume of the

expansion box was 984.23 c.c, of the

exhaust pipe 281.21 c.c, and of the out-

let pipe 180.78 c.c. This constituted a

total volume of the exhaust system of

1445.22 c.c, or practically five times the

volume swept out by the engine, which
was 293 c.c. On defendant's machine the
exhaust gases were led from the cylinder

by a pipe to the expansion box, which had
40 iV in. holes at one end, and 37

similar holes at the other end. There was
also a tail pipe from the expansion
chamber which was flattened at the out-

let end to an opening five-eigliths of an
inch wide.
The witness disagreed with Inspector

Elliott and other witnesses for the pro-

secution that the holes in the expansion
chamber were the cause of excessive
noise; in fact, these holes assisted the
cooling of the gas, and on this particular

machine could be considered an advan-
tage. He had tested many motor cycles,

and he was emphatically of opinion that
the exhaust noise of the Connaught was
in no way excessive.

How the Audiometer Works.

Dudley Russell Cook, representing the

Low Engineering Co., said that he had
tested the noise with Professor Low's
Audiometer. On the invitation of the
Magistrates, witness carried the machine
into Court and erected it on the witness
box, proceeding to explain its work-

ing. Sound entering the funnel of the

instrnment, he said, strikes against a

sensitive diaphragm to which is attached

a small mirror. Light from an electric

lamp is focussed on the mirror and is re-

flected back to a moving photographic
film wound through the closed end of the

camera. The diaphragm vibrates to all

sounds, and the vibrations move the

b 5
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Measuiing Noise.

—

mirror, as tlie mirror moves, the liglit

it reflects oscillates, and oscillations are

recorded by the film. Thus the greater

the sound the greater the movement of

the mirror, and the greater the move-
ment of the light on the film. The film

when developed gives a perfectly clear

photograph in a line of light of the sound
variations.

Such photographs of the noises made
by defendant's motor cycle were handed
to the Bench with the noise photographs
of another normal motor cycle and of an
unsilenced machine, for comparative pur-

poses. Mr. Cook said that he certainly

considered the Audiometer readings much
more reliable evidence of sound for

definite comparative purposes than could
be the impressions of the human ear. It

had been demonstrated, he said, that the
hearing of different people varied vei'y

considerably, and also that the hearing of

one person varied under different condi-
tions. -

Oscar Ernest Seyd, motoring journalist,
gave evidence that he was present at the

I tests of the defendant's motor cycle.

The A.C.U. Object.

Questioned by Mr. Fenton, witness
stated that he considered the design of

the exhaust system on the defendant's
machine silenced the discharging gases as
far as was reasonably practicable. He
had to agree that an exhaust system
could be evolved for this engine which
would make it more silent. He did
not think, however, such a system would
be practicable on account of its size if

the engine were to be used as the power
unit of a motor cycle.

At the conclusion of the evidence Mr.
Weller addressed the Bench on the
reasons which inspired the A.C.U. to de-
fend the case. It would have been much
easier to have advised the defendant to
tend the Bench a 10s. note with a polite

request to them to return any change.

The Union, however, took a more serious

view of this matter and, in common with
many magistrates and police authorities

throughout the country, realised how un-

satisfactory was the present stute of the

law as relating to silencing. The A.C.U.
had done everything possible to discour-

age excessive noise.

A Mistaken View.

When, however, the Union felt that its

members were not fairly dealt with in

this respect it naturally arose in their

defence, and it was the general opinion

that the time had now arrived when a

more satisfactory definition of silencing

requirements should be evolved. Which-
ever way the present case went he would
respectfully inform the Bench that much
more would be heard of this matter, and
he was confident that when Parliament
reassembled the chief Legislature of the
country would be asked to give attention

to this vital subject. He submitted that
a. mistaken view of the present silencing

regulations was often taken by police

authorities. The A.C.U. realised the

difficulty of magistrates who were con-

fronted with the evidence of police

officers, that a motor cycle was excessively

noisy when no evidence was put before

them to the contrary. On this occasion,

however, he had been able to submit a
mass of- evidence which, he ventured to

think, was overwhelmingly strong as

against the personal opinion of the two
police officers concerned. He felt sure

that the Bench would realise that such a

scientific method of determining noise and
enabling comparisons between various
noises to be made must be standardised

in the near future. At present there was
no standard as to what was a normal ex-

haust sound and what was an excessive
noise. Once that was established such
evidence as that of the Audiometer would
surely be definite and incontestable.

He would remind the Bench that the
constables concerned were out to catch as

many motor cycles as possible. That was
the particular duty on which they were
engaged, and one could well imagine
them in their zeal sometimes developing
a very acute sense, of hearing. As against

this he asked the Bench to give due
weight to the mechanical evidence which
had been produced.

It was well known that the police were
now modifying their views regarding the
employment of bafile plates, and although
the police officers in this case resorted to

the primitive course of pushing things

into the silencer, they did not base their

case upon the erroneous idea that baffle

plates were required by law, or were
scientifically essential.

The Bench retired to consider the case

and were absent from Court some twenty-
five minutes.

Beii3h Interested.

On their return, the Chairman said that
very interesting evidence had been pro-

duced by the defence, and every point
submitted had been carefully considered
by the Bench. The helpfulness of the
evidence for the defence was much re-

duced, however, by the fact of the
- absence of a standard of noise, as against
which they had the police evidence that
the .defendant's motor cycle was exces-
sively noisy. In respect of the Audio-
meter readings, the defence had been un-
fortunate in comparing thfe defendant's
machine with a motor cycle which the
Bench considered a generally noisy one*.

They therefore found that the exhaust
noises of the defendant's motor cycle had
not been reduced so far as was reasonably
practicable, and they imposed a fine of

10s.

Mr. Fenton applied for costs on behalf
of the police, but this the Bench declined
to grant.

* The other test machine was a four-stroke
single with a fish-tailed long exhaust pipe.

VARIABLE PULLEY COUNTERSHAFT GEARING.
An Infinitely Variable Gear with Free-Engine and Kick-starter for Low- and

Medium-Powered Machines.

WITH the object of providing an
easily adapted variable gear trans-
mission,, especially for single-geared

lightweights, the Presto Co., of 26, Cross
Street, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I,
has introduced the Presto Multi-Gear
Box.
Working on the expanding pulley prin-

ciple the gear consists of a few parts and
has nothing of a flimsy nature in its con-
struction. It consists of a box, which is

clamped to the bottom bracket of the
frame, and in the bo.x are cam slots

wherein engage two pegs on a cylindrical

thrust block. Through the centre of the
box passes a shaft, driven by chain from
the engine, and carrying fixed and slid-

ing pulley flanges. The inner flange is

the sliding one, and its movement is con-
trolled by the thrust block operating
through a thrust race. In its extreme
position the moving flange opens so as to
allow the belt to fall on to a loose ring
at the bottom of the pulley.

b6

Control is effected by a long lever fixed

on the saddle tube, its location in any
position being maintained by a friction

device on the thrust block rocking
mechanism on the box.
An " outrigger " bearing between the

chain wheel and pulley carries

the countershaft at the driv-

ing end, the other ball-bear-

ing being located_in the kick-

starter end of the box. The starter is of
the quadrant and ratchet- pinion type.
In actual use on a two-stroke machine

we found the gear to be very effective and
easily controlled, and although there is

no_ provision made for taking up the slack
of the belt on the low
ratios. the absence
of slip was remark-

....,- ^ able ; even on hills it

t..)-J.iXJ-J was always possible
to stop the engine by
powerful braking with-
out a trace of trans-
mission slip.

Presto variable The present price
pulley counter- of the Presto gear,
shaft gear and -with flywheel sprocket,
kick-starter, chain and adapter foi:

Free engine is any type of bottom
provided by a hracket, is £7 7s.

loose ring at Belt and chain lines

the bottom of are widely adjult-
the pulley. able.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence shouia be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle;" Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

DJSPARITIES IN FUEL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—I was interested in Mr. A. D. Harper's remarks

about his 1920 Triumph, which has completed 19,500 miles

and won a first prize in a petrol consumption test at 127

miles per gallon.

Having bought a chain-driven Triumph, I went on a 400-

mile tour last week; I thought I was doing very well by
getting 70 miles per gallon. A. T. GEORGE.

CANCELLATION OF CLUB EVENTS.
Sir,—Your correspondent, "Fed Up," is obviously very

unhappy at the lack of support given by his club members
in trials. Like him, I have spent iiiany precious hours nail-

ing up Dunlop arrows (not to

mention taking them down
after dark !) and sprijatlmg blue
.powder on roads, buoyed up
with hopes of fine weather and
a good entry. These '..opes,

particularly the latter, have
not always been realised, but
instead of saying to myself,
" We ought to have cancelled

it," my probing mind inquires

why the entry was so small.

The course may have been t(]o

long or too short, too easy or

too difficult, or the organisation

of the previous trial may have
left a. .bad impression. The
cause of a small entry in a re-

cent trial of my club was
found to be due to a slight in-

crease in the entry fee, and on
a previous occasion it was ascer-

tained that the starting and
finishing points were too far

from the district in which most
of the competitors resided.

I would therefore advise
"Fed Up" to take heart, and
to devote a little time to find-

ing out why only seven of his
members competed. If a trial

Of any other event is run at the
fight time, and on the lines

best suited to the club in ques-
tion, the necessity of cancella-
tion should never arise.

_
His remarks anent considera-

tion of club members for their
officials are, in the main, un-
fortunately correct. Perchance
he will find consolation in the
fact that he is not the only one
entitled to indulge in a little

grousing on that score.
Finally, "Fed Up" ap-

parently slightly misunder-
stands Mr. E. C. Gordon,

was a reply. I happen to
reasoning sportsman and a busy

NON-SKIDDING LIGHTWEIGHTS. Bussage Hill, in the

Cotswolds, is one of the type that none can be sure of ascending

non-stop ; it is slippery, uneven and steep. It was included in

the Western Centre Team Trial, described last week, when the

Cotton rider shown, and indeed all three riders of that make,
proved that the low centre of gravity of the Cotton's triangulated

frame was a most useful asset.

O-io

to whose letter his wail
know Mr. Gordon for
man, and believe that the eleventh-hour cancellation of
the South Midland Centre Gymkhana was his chief bone of
contention. My club, blameless and helpless in the matter,
failed to secure at least two new members owing to this
caiicellation ; had it been a club affair we should probably
have lost some present membei-s in addition.

Cheer up, "Fed Up," and never think of cancelling an
event if you have the future welfare of your club at heart

ALAN W. DAY.
GOGGLES FOR THE SPECTACLED RIDER.

Sir,—I would' like to point out to "Awakawakawoo "

that the correct manner in
~" which to obtain the necessary

.glasses or goggles is to consult
one of the many properly quali-
fied sight-testing- opticians in
the country holding the Dip-
loma of the British Optical
Association ; then he will be
assured of being given glasses
which are suitable for his
needs. A working optician
should only work from a pre-
scription, in the same manner
that a chemist dispenses a
medical prescription.

I would like, also, to point
out, not only as a qualified
optician but also as a rider for
over fifteen years, that the
trouble caused by goggles to
riders with normal vision is not
only due to cheap and faulty
lenses but, where the glasses
liave been ground perfectly
plain, a sense of altered perspec-
tive may cause distress, which
I attribute to the glasses being
too small, and with flat sur-

faces. In the writer's experi-
ence, even when lenses have
been made most carefully there
has still been a sense of altered
height, and also distance,
which is probably due to" some
nerve affection from normal, due
to the refractive index of the
glass used. ,

Thus the writer is always
very chary in advising the use
of goggles, but if they have to

be used then they should be
made from a proper prescrip-

tion, with large lenses, and
preferably a large curve on the
inside; the most useful glass is

Crookes A.

FREEMAN LEE, D.B.O.A.
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Sir,—I enclose a rough sketch of a suggested form of

goggle which might prove extremely useful to those of us

who have to wear spectacles when motoring. , I have tried

most makes of goggle on the market, and have found that

some, although giving reasonable protection to the eyes, are

prevented from fitting flush with
the face by reason of the fact

that the spectacles project a

matter of one inch or so from
the face, with the result that
particles of dust, etc., can pene-

trate inside the goggle, flies

being particularly objectionable
in view of the fact that they
get between the eyes and the
spectacles and are unable to hnd

Special goggle for spectacled any way out.

riders, suggested by Mr. F. A. It seems to me that the sug-

Ellis. gested goggle could be quite

easily made with a one-piece
glass and wire distance pieces with the usual type of

woolly frame mounted on a pliable wire, so that it could

be moulded to the shape of the nose, etc.

A fairly wide strap should be used, because the usual
narrow elastic band has a tendency to cut the top of the
ear. F. A. ELLIS.

ANOMALIES IN DISEMBARKATION CHARGES.
Sir,—I brought back from West Africa with me last

November two B.S.A. motor cycles and sidecars, for over-
haul. I have since received a bill from the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board for dues amounting to £1 for discharg-
ing these at the landing stage and placing them in the
Customs examination shed (I had to pay the porterage).

I have contested this charge, as I consider it unreasonable
and exorbitant, and I now find that passengers arriving
from abroad are discriminated against, as is shown by the
follovjing tai'iff :

—

Motor cycles and sidecars landed or loaded at Liver-
pool (whether at the docks or stages) are liable to

dock rates and town dues, foreign or coastwise, as

under :

Inwards (foreign) ... ... 10s. each outfit

Outwards (foreign) 5s. ,,

Inwards (coastwise) 2s. 6d. ,,

Outwards (coastwise) 2s. 6d. ,,

The service rendered is practically the same in each case.

In the interests of the scores of passengers who must be
arriving annually at Liverpool from overseas with British
motor cycles, I think this is a matter that should be taken
up with the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board.

W. M. GRUNDY.
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ENCOURAGEMENT FOR OWNERS OF OLD CROCKS.
Sir,—I was very pleased to see, in your number for

.August 10th, a paragraph under "Current Chat" on giving

old machines a chance. Being one of the impecunious ones
who can run to nothing better than a crock of from eight

to ten years old, I have always been loth to join any motor
cycling organisation in which the other members have
modern machines. JAMES B. CAMPBELL.

Transvaal.

FUEL CONSUMPTION OF TWO-SI'ROKES.

Sir,—As I have ridden an Allon since early in 1920, my
experiences may prove of interest to " Old Bill " and to

other Allon riders.

For some time after the machine was delivered, my con-

sumption could not be improved over about 45 to 50 m.p.g.,
and inquiries to the carburetter manufacturers obtained
answers which led me to believe this to be the average.

However, I was not satisfied, , and contra,ry to their advice,

made and fitted a variable jet having a fine tapering needle.

This jet, incidentally, is

not varied during_ running
unless extremely slow run-

ning is required, and is used
more to correct for atmo-
spheric variations.

The petrol level was
lowered considerably, and
the cap over the main air

intake had the holes en-

larged and filed out, as

shown in the sketch. The
screw-thread was given a

liberal coating of ordinary
soft solder, which holds the

cap in any desired position.

By screwing this cap either

further on or off, a variable

air opening is formed at

will.

The range of advance and retard of the magneto
contact-breaker was more than doubled, so that a little

more advance could be given, and very much more retard.

The results were astonishing. After making sure that

everything ran free, I found the engine would fire quite

evenly at 4 m.p.h. on top gear, and the petrol consumption
dropped to 120 m.p.g. at an even speed of 20 m.p.h. At any

speed up to 28 m.p.li. or so, and not driving in any way out

of the ordinary, I regularly do about 95 m.p.g.

H. LOMAS.

Elongated and adjustable air-

holes in the cap of Mr. H. Lomas's

B. and B. carburetter.

IN A DUTCH TRIAL. Although flat, the scenery in Holland is not uninteresting. A Rudge sidecar at picturesque Orangewoud
during the club championship event described last week.

b 10 2S--0
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SCHOOL-GIRL MOTOR CYCLISTS.

Sirs,— III my opinion, motor cycling either for a boy

or a girl is the most healthy, invigorating sport possible. It

cultivates self-confidence and presence of mind, and encour-

ages the care of one's property.

Moreover, I see no reason why only boys should be granted

the privilege of a motor cycle. Why should not their sisters

have an equal privilege ? There are many girls of 15 and

16 who are on a level, and even above, the boys regarding

presence of mind and confidence, and most girls of to-day

possess the spirit of sportsmanship to a great degree,

London, S.W.19. ELDER BROTHER.

SIDE-SLIP ON SPRING FRAME MACHINES.
Sir,—I should value any hints and remarks irom owners

of spring frame machines as regards side-slip in wet, or,

rather, "greasy" weather.

I ride a Coulson-B., and find it impossible to avoid side-

slip when ridiiig in London on tarmac road's, and especially

on tram lines.

During a si.xteen-mile ride recently in the rain, from
N.W. London to here, I came off twice, although riding

very carefully at 12-15 m.p.h.

I am otherwise thoroughly satisfied with the Coulson.

Dunlop heavy 26 in. x 24 in. x'^i iii- tjTes are fitted to

the machine in question. XA5291.
Croydon.

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE LONDON-EXETER RUN.
Sir,—So far the suggestions to brighten the London-

E.xeter run that have appeared in your correspondence

columns have, if one excepts " Qui.xix's " bun eating stunt,

dealt only with the riding part of the job. I should like

to suggest improved arrangements at the Exeter breakfast

stop.

Last year competitors arrived at Exeter mostly wet to the

skin, had to wait about in the cold for a 'bus to tlie hotel,

. and then found what can only be called an inferior breakfast

awaiting them in a fireless dining hall.

Cannot an hotel be found in Exeter with' a garage at-

tached, and cannot the M.C.C. make it their business to

see that the brealdast is one more suited to satisfy the wants
of competitors who have been riding all night in pouring
rain. HUNGRY HERBERT.
Isleworth.

DEPOSITS ON INLET VALVE ITEMS.

Sir,—Replying to "Interested," whose letter deals with
deposit on the underside of inlet valves, this undoubtedly
arises from road dust caught on surfaces made sticky by
a layer of the unvaporised portion of the fuel. A similar

deposit will often be found on the lower edge and rim of

the inlet valve seating, tut of course not in any part of

the combustion chamber or on top of the valves. I have
materially reduced the tendency for deposit to form by
improving the vaporisation of the fuel at the carburetter.

The underside of the valve is now less like the sticky sur-

face of a fly-paper.

It is impracticable adequately to filter the incoming air,

but it might be possible to move the air inlet by means of

a flexible pipe to a less dusty position.

J. W. G. BROOKER.

Sir,—I have seen the letter irffra "Sidevalve" on the
subject of deposit on valve stems. It is very extraordinary
why some castor oils should cause this rubber-like deposit

to form on the carburetter side of the inlet valves. I

find the same deposit on my valves, but if "Sidevalve"
will try Speedwell White Ideal oil—made by tbe British
Oil and Turpentine Corporation, Ltd., of 55-55, Chancery
Lane—he will find that this deposit does not form.

I do not think, however, that it is a good scheme to mix
castor oil with petrol. As a matter of fact, I have found
they will not mix. Before doing this it would be best
for "Sidevalve" to communicate with the manufacturers,
who can give him the best advice on the subject, but if he
tries White Ideal he will find almost complete absence of

carbon—anyway that is my experience.

OSBORNE DE LISSA, Managing Director,

The M.A.G. Engine Company, Ltd.
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THE ETHICS OF " HANGING-ON."
Sir,—I am surprised to see that any of your readers

should encourage the practice of "hanging on" by cyclists.

I was an ardent cyclist myself before graduating to motor
cycling in 1910, but my sympathies are all with "Norton
Rider." Would Messrs. Godfrey and Thorpe consider it

good manners to thrust their company on a couple out for

a walk, and to insist on accompanying them wherever they
went? Then wliy on earth should it be considered reason-

able to do so when the same couple take to a sidecar

outfit ?

I myself strongly object to having a stranger's nose thrust

down the neck of my wife while we are sidecarring, and
the worst of it is that these people merely grow abusive
when politely asked to desist : stronger measures are hardly

possible to a motor cyclist in the company of the fair sex.

Only last week, I jammed on my brake to avoid a cat

that dashed across the road, and I heard a crash liehind

and a shower of abuse from a prone cyclist for not holding

up my hand to indicate that I was going to slow down ! I

may say that the crash was the first intimation that I had
that there was anyone behind in such close proximity : in

any case, there is no time for such warnings in such cir-

cumstances. "Norton Rider's" remedy is barred to me,
for the simple reason that my engine cannot be induced to

smoke. I have seriously thought of carrying a small quan-

tity of "tear" gas, however. I do not agree with Mr.
Thorpe that only a cyclist of stamina and experience can

keep up with the average motor cyclist : any cyclist worthy
of the name can do 30 m.p.h. and more when deprived of

practically the only force which normally retards him, viz.,

wind resistance : the other forces are negligible in com-

parison.
Every road-user has his rights, cyclists included, but

intruding on the privacy of others is not one of them.

High Wycombe. BENEDICT.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
" B.B.5042 " (Newcastle) desires to thank the Morgan

driver and his passenger who at 11.30 p.m. towed him on

the Stratford-Birmingnam Road, when held up with a

broken belt too short to be repaired.

According to a Canadian correspondent, Mr. C. A. M.
Lellen, the fact that Bosch magnetos are fitted to the latest

consignments of four-valve Triumphs to arrive in Toronto

has caused considerable surprise.

The sporting aid of a British garage proprietor in France,

Mr. A. Burgess, of Caudebec-en-Cuax, is praised by Mr.

F. W. Chapman, who was helped by him during an awkward
fuel stop when on tour.

Referring to the letter last week from Mr. C. T. Williams

regaraing his unsatisfactory experiences with Jackson's

Impervo in a patched tube, the makers of the latter com-

modity point out that their filling instructions clearly state

that small patches should be removed before using the

Impervo, which would then automatically seal the hole.

DQnnnnnnnonnnnnnnDDnannnnnnnDn
° S
a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.

°

r-i Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." D

' HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." j.
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. |r

^ The standard handbook of the motor cycle.
tJ Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. 1-,

a
n
D •• TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
n Fifth Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. "
D " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." ^
n By "l\lot^," oi The Molar Cycle. U
[= Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3." Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. q
5 " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. p

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, gD London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. p;

n Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and

p Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. n
n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. D
hi' With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. p
n Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., p
'-' Dorset House, Tudor Street; London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers p

and Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AU questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for pubhcation or not must be accompanieil by a l^d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked '" Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the AutomobUe Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a i^d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who arc regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

GEAR RATIOS.
I wish \q drop my gear from

4f to 1 top to about 6 to 1 top.

The numbers of teeth are : engine

sprocket, 22; gear box, 40; dia-

meter of belt wheel 18 inches.

What number of teeth shall I want on
engine sprocket to get the desired ratio ?

J.L.O.B.
Before being able to calculate the size

you require definitely, we need to ktiow the

diameter of the belt pulley on the gear

box; this you have omitted to state. If,

however, it is about 6j in., which we
assnme it to be from the figures you give,

you will need an engine sprocket with
18t to give the required top gear ratio.

CANCELLED SALE.

I arranged with a firm to buy
a new motor cycle, the firm

allowing me so much for my old

machine. I had nearly com-
pleted the bargain by giving the

dealer 30s. to get the licence, etc., but
I had not paid for the machine. The
following morning I rang up the firm

and cancelled the order. When I asked
for the return of my 30s. it was rttused

on the grounds that I was legally wrong
in not accepting the new machine and
the 30s. was kept on account of trouble.

Is this legal?—J. H.
It is not clear from your letter whether
a definite contract to purchase was undei'-

taken, but by making a payment of 30s.

on account of the new licence, etc., it

would appear you agreed definitely to
accept the machine. This being the case,

the dealer is in a position to enforce the
completion of the sale and you have no
claim on the deposit which you made. If

you do not wish to have the machine
your best plan is to allow the dealer to
retain the deposit if he is willing to
release you from your obligations to com-
plete the transaction.

LIGHT GEAR BOX ON BIG SINGLE.

Having an Albion two-speed
gear box with 32 teeth on the
sprocket and a 6in. pulley and
a back wheel belt rim ISin.,

how many teeth should I want
on the engine shaft sprocket for
average speed riding, with a 599 c.c.

Bradbury with occasional pillion rider?
—G.H.C.

You would need 20t. on the engine
top gear

Smportant Dates.

Wed., Oct. 4th, to £un., Oct. 15.

—

Paris Salon.

Sat., Oct. 2ist—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklaads.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. llth—
Olympla Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dt:. 2nd—
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Tues., Dec. 26th and Wed., Dec.
27th.—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat.. Jan. 13th to ,Wed., Jan 24th
(1923).—The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 26th to Sat., Feb. 3rd
(1923) Scottish Motor Show.

of 4| to 1. The 6in. pulley, however, is

very small for the countershaft of your
machine, as it is very likely that there
will be a considerable amount of belt slip

in wet weather; an Sin. pulley would be
more satisfactory, in v.'hich case, how-

ever, a smaller number of teeth would
be necessary on the engine shaft

sprocket. The gear box is unduly light

for your engine, and it is doubtful if the

makers would recommend its use on a

single-cylinder machine above 350 c.c.

capacity.

FITTING TRIUMPH PRIMARY CHAIN.
The chain connecting the gear

— I to the engine on the chain driven

^ Triumph can only be taken off

-SJ with great difficulty, but no man
I know could put it on again

even after dividing it and putting in a

spring link instead of solid riveted one,

Do you know of any plan for refitting

this chain ?—J. O'X,
The refitting of the primary driving chain
on the Triumph machine is quite simple
without dividing it ; the sprocket on the
engine shaft is of the self-withdrawing
variety, and it should be unscrewed from
the shaft and the chain passed over ; it

should then be easily refitted merely by
tightening up the engine shaft nut.

20t. on
shaft sprocket to give

b 14

TYPICAL OF 1922. Surely this year holds the record tor the number of events postponed

on account of unfavourable weather conditions. Although it was an unridable surface

that prevented the Kop hill-climb on September 23rd, rain was the root cause.

Competitors and spectators awaiting the decision to hold the event on Saturday next

(October 7th).

31-32
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POWER FALLS OFF.

My machine developed good

power for perhaps 2,000 to

3,000 miles, and then began to

fail on bad hills, which it has

hitherto climbed successfully.

There just appears to be a general

weakness and softness in its running

;

it has become more difficult to start,

but is actually easier to kick over.

Curiously enough it runs much nioTe

sweetly on the level, but its maximum-
speed is not quite as high, while the

exhaust is considerably quieter than

before, as it had a decided "bark

"

wlien new.^H.E.P.
The symptoms you describe are those

ordinarily associated with the gradual

falling away of power experienced when
a.11 engine has run a sufficient distance

to require some adjustment and over-

haul. Loss of compression is the cause

of the weak running, and this is most
probably due to leakage at the exhaust
valves, which on inspection will be
found to be burnt or pitted. If the

valves are grouild in (the valve seatijigs

being trued if necessary) the oTiginal

vitality of the engine should be
restored.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
cjo The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
EJ.VA, when they vnll be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests

for experiences should be accompanied by

a stamp.

"Connaught " (Harlesden).—Dynalite

or Voltalite motor cycle electric lighting

set on 350 c.c. machine, solo and side-

car : efficiency, wear of tyre or rim,

burning out bulbs and general behaviour

at 10 30 m p h

"J.K.D.C." (Nairn).— 1,201 c.c.

Henderson : suitability for solo use,

speed, ease of control, reliability, brakes,

stability on grease and at speed.

"L.E.B." (Steventon).—398 c.c.

A. B.C. : general reliability, dependabi-
lity of latest automatic lubrication,

maintenance of tune with sligTrt atten-

tion from an amateur.

"C.C.U." (Scarborough).—398 c.c.

A.B.C., Barr and . Stroud engiued
machines, 348 c.c. duplex frame Omega,
499 c.c. Rudge-Multi : comfort and aver-

age speed on long journeys, running
costs, weather protection and reliability.

"J.E.C.R." (Chatham).—499 c.c.

Triumph ; hill-climbing, acceleration,

valve clatter and general information.

"K.L.C." (Brighton). — 500 c.c.

N.U.T. ; 596 c.c. Indian Scout : relia-

bility and speed.

"E.McC." (Liverpool). — 698 c.c.

Raleigh ; 499 c.c. Triumph : comfort and
high average speed, stability on grease,

mudguarding particularly, reliability

and general information.

" L.L." (Brondesbury).—Maglita light-

ing and ignition on twin ; Araac two-

lever carburetter on twin.

"S.S." (Lowestoft).—Old "350 c.c.

Royal Enfield and sidecar : fuel con-

sumption.

"C.H.P." (Acton).—486 c.c. Scott

Squirrel : Adjustment of gear chains,

durability, retention of tune.

" F.E.F." (Southport). — 499 c.c.

Rover, with sidecar ; speed, petrol con-

sumption, information as to general

running.

" W.S." (France).-499 c.c. Dunelt
sidecar outfit ; reliability, running
expenses, hill-climbing capacity, and
particularly suitability for poor load

surfaces.

"FIND THIS PLACE." J. Chadwick (550 Triumph) in the Keighley Dispatch Riders
Trial receiving the name of an obscure farm which was one ol the points to be discovered

in the combined map readingand reliabihty test.

Found.
Near Hindhead, a small Gladstone type

bag.—Eef. No. 108.

Changed Mount.
In the Western Centre Team Trial,

J. H. Boakes rode a 349 c.c. Hobart, not
a Cotton as reported. He secured a gold
medal.

Small Single, Not Fiat Twin.
J. M. Heath, who gained a second

place in the East Mid-Centre Mansfield
speed trials, rode a Coventry Eagle, not
a Coventry Victor.

Change of Address.

The makers of the Rideezi sidecar have
moved into larger premises. Their new
address is Coleford Motors, Ltd.,
Rideezi Works, Western Road, Merton.

A Speedy Two-Stroke.

When he made fastest time in the two-
stroke class at the recent Eastbourne
speed trials, R. Green (249 Velocette)
averaged over 50 m.p.h. for the up-hill
half-mile.

A Doughty Miniature.
The J.E.S. ultra-lightweight which

actually gained a gold- medal in the re-

cent Western Centre Inter-club Trial
was unfortunately omitted from the list

of machines surviving the course.

A Very Belated Award.
A gold medal has now been awarded to

F. H. Brown, who rode a 550 c.c. Rex
Acme sidecar outfit in the Midland
Cycling and Athletic Club's 24-hour
trial held on July 8th last.

Some Ontstandmg Successes.
B. Watts, riding a standard 342 c.c.

Dot-Jap in the recent Stalybridge and
District M.C. speed trial, gained several
firsts and seconds in competition with
much larger sports models in the 550,

750, and 1,000 c.c, classes.

Success of New Carburetter.
Tile Ekon carburetter, the design of

which impressed us most favourably at

its inception, is beginning to score suc-

cesses in speed events. K. Rolfe's

Humber, which, at 72 m.p.h., made
fastest member's time at the Eastbourne
speed trials, was fitted with this instru-

ment, as also were P. Cameron's, 60

m.p.h.. Zenith sidecar, which was the

fastest" passenger vehicle, and several

other award-winning machines.

Catalogues Received.
Ransome and Maries Bearing Co.,

Ltd., Newark-on-Trent : Loose-leaf cata-

logue dealing fully with E. and M. ball

and roller bearings.

Saxonia Electrical Wire Co., Ltd.,

Roan Works, Greenwich, S.E.IO : Sax-

onia flexible wires, cables, and cords.

"Just," 7, The Mall, London, W.S: A
trade list of French-made sparking

plugs, terminals, washers, cables, etc.
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ITimes to Xlflbt OLamps.
Oct. 5th .

.

.

.

7, p.m.

„ 7th .. .. 6.54 „

„ 9th .. .. 5.49 „

„ 11th .. .. 5.45 „

One number plate must be illuminated as aboTe
vide Road Vehicles Registration and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
leqnired by law may be lit half an hour later.

Dompulsory Insurance.
That all motorists should be legally

compelled to insure is a suggestion that
was recently quite seriously discussed
by the leading motoring organisations in

South Africa

London's Motor Cycle Police.
About a year ago the Scotland Yard

Flying Squad was instituted, and it is

now being reorganised under one of Lon-
don's best detectives. It consists of
trained men from each division who have
fast sidecar outfits, and are ready to go
out at once.

New Road between Liverpool and
Manchester.

The Ministry of Transport has given ap-
proval to road reconstruction schemes esti-

mated to cost approximately £1,500,000,
and other claims are also being examined,
one of the most important of which is a
new road between Manchester and Liver-
pool to cost about three million pounds.
The construction of this road, the
Minister of Transport informs us, will
solve a great traffic problem.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

-THE AUTOCAR -—published
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the
same enterprising lines—is the com-
pute automobile journal embracing
small,medium,andlarge cars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4C1«

Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-
cessful automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

Hinged Foiks for French Roads.

Motor cycle dealers in Paris, whilst ad-
mitting that British machines are the
best, nearly all complain that the springs
of their forks are too light for French
roads. The most popular type of spring
fork amongst French manutacturers is

the same in principle as the Triumph type,
i.e., hinged.

This Week's Silencer Story.
On being stopped by the police for

using an mefficient silencer, a reader
explained the make of his machine and
stated that the silencer was as fitted by
the makers. The police sergeant at

once said " Oh ! If your silencer is a

Triumph it's all right," and apologised
for stopping him.

Sidelight on Conditions in U.S.A.
" Every town of 2,500 people or more

ought to have at least one motor cycle

dealer. How many of them have one ?

Not ten per cent, of all the towns of
this size in the country."—An extract
from an American trade paper that
vividly illustrates how far behind Great
Britain is the popularity of the motor
cycle in .the U.S.A.

Bogey Scores in Reliability Trials.

The substitution of a "bogey" time
liniit on test hills instead of the obser-

vations which have formerly been carried

out in reliability trials is the interest-

ing suggestion emanating from Ilkley,

to remove the cause of many complaints
which have arisen in the past. iDetails

are given under the heading of " Club
News " (Ilkley and District M.C. and
L.C.C.).

The Most Popular Machines.
Taking a census of motor cycle traffic

is quite a popular pastime with our

readers. Here are the

figures for an hour and
a half on West Hill,

Putney: Triumph, 14;
Douglas, 13, A.J.S., 9;
Matchless, 1 ; New Im-
perial, 6 ; Levis, 6

;

Royal Enfield, 6 ; New
Hudson, 5 ; Rudge, 4

;

Harley-Davidson, 3

;

Indian, 3 ; Dunelt, 3

;

Raleighj 2 ; Rover, 2

;

Ariel, 2; P. and M.,
2; Norton, 2; B.S.A.,
2 ; McKenzie, 2 ; N.U.T.,
1; Royal Ruby, 1; Scott,

1; Wooler, 1; A.B.C., 1;
unknown makes, 13. Has
anybody done the same
thing in Glasgow or Man-
chester or Bristol ?

Scottish Motor Show in Glasgow.

As this year, the Scottish Motor Show'

will be held in the Kelvin Hall, Glas-

gow, opening on Friday, January 26th,

and closing on Saturday, February 3rd

(1923).

Presentation to Sir Alfred Mays-Smith.

Sir Alfred Mays- Smith, president of
,

the Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders in 1920-21 and 1921-22,' was
given a luncheon and presentation at the

Royal Automobile Club recently.

Fine. Profits.

The Indian organisation in America is_

largely advertising that New York's
motor cycle police made a net profit of

$481,662 in nine months, after deduct-

ing all operating expenses, including

drivers' salaries. Obviously, to enjoy

motor cycling in full in the States one

must be a policeman
"~

Cruelty to Tyres.

Why is it that some motor cyclists per-

sist in riding their machines at an angle

^approaching 45° to the sidecar ? Quite

apart from the discomfort and slovenly

appearance such a practice creates, the

wear on all three tyres is seriously in-

creased.

When the Cat's Away
Along with a letter to the Editor re-

ceived last week were two large rusty

nails, which,J a correspondent alleges,

were found embedded business-end up

in' the tarred road through the village

of Blythe Bridge. Before he had re-

started after removing them, four more

were stuck in the same place; he hied

to the local police office, only to find the

whole police force was away for his

annual holiday.

A LILLIPUTIAN SADDLE. This model of the Terry spring

saddle is a complete replica in every way, the sizes of the springs

being exactly proportionate. The detail in the fine radiating coil

springs is of course, lost in the reproduction.
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'ntormal Hill-Climbs.

Informal hill-climbs, held recently by
the Oxford Motor Club, have in each case
been a great success, and anotherj there-

fore, will be held on the 7th inst. on
Alms Hill, Henley, at 3 p.m.

Another Open Trial.

The Cheshire Centre A.C.U. open re-

liability trial, postponed some weeks ago,

will be held on the 21st inst. The entry

list has been reopened, and entries will be
received by Capt. W. G. Hill, Hill's

Garage, The Newgate, Chester.

CONTENTS

SUCCESSFUL SCOTTISH MAKE. Quite a number of honours in Scottish speed events

fall to the New Gertard, which itself is built north of the Tweed. F. G. Porter on one of these

machines ready to start in the 250 c.c. class, which he won, at last Saturday's Edinburgh open

hill-climb at Bowhouse Brae.

250 c.c. Records Again Broken.

Further records fell at Brooklands
during the last fortnight. On September
25lh, H. Le Vack (249 New Imperial--

Jap) accomplished the flying five miles

and standing ten miles in 3m. 55.49s. and
8m. 10.17s. respectively—76.43 m.p.h.
and 73.44 m.p.h. Five days earlier H. H.
Beach (788 Norton so.) broke the follow-

ing records in the 600 c.c. sidecar
class :

—

Important Price Reductions.

New Imperial prices have been reduced
as follows :

—

293 c.c. Li,<;ht Tourist £65
248 c.c. Super Sports
348 c.c. Super Sports
976 c.c. Sidecar Outfit

£73
£78
£125

In addition a 293 c.c. lightweight side-

car outfit w-ill be marketed at about £80.

Leaderettes: Petrol Price Re-
duction; A.C.U. Trials

Judges" Report
Occasional Comments. By Ixion

Tendencies of French Design..

A Silent Machine
Passenger Machine Topics
About in Holland
The Modern Girt and the

Motor Cycle

Insurance Problems
Measuring Engine Efficiency.

.

Speeding-up Speed Ti iais

Measuring Noise

Letters to the Editor

Questions and Replies

Current Chat
" The Petrol St. Leger ". . .

M.C.C. Sporting Trial ..

A New Quadrant
The Truth about Tuning
Club Nevus

Records in the Bois de

Boulogne

Ideas: Useful and Ingenious'.

461

4623
464-6

467
468-9

470-2

472

473

474-5

476

477-3

479-81

482-3

484-5

486-7

488-90

490

491
492-3

493

494

4h.
12h.

221m.
631ni.

1.0e2yd
1.396yd

m.p.h. k.p.h.
= 55.40 = 89.15
= 52.65 = 84.73.

m.p.h. k.p.h.
500 miles 9h. 31m. 48.37s. = 52.46 = 84.42.
600 miles.aili. 23m. 38.86s. = 52.65 = 84.73.
These also apply iu the 1,000 c.c. class.

New A.C.U. Centre.

Formal permission of the A.C.U. has
been granted for the fonnation of a new
centre in the- Bristol and Bath district. A
combined general meeting of all the clubs
interested, is called for Thursday, Octo-
ber 12th, at 7.30 p.m., at the Old Red
House, New Bond Street, Bath.

NEXT WEEK

win include an

Illustrated Revie\A/

o( the Motor Cycle Exhibits

at the

Paris Salon.
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 12th.

FOR SINGLE GEARS ONLY. The "colonial" section in the Levis trial for single geared

machines accounted for several failures, but B. Francis (169 Atlas) proceeded carefully and

negotiated the rough going without loss of marks
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"THE PETROL ST. LEGER."
Record for the Course Lowered at the Doncaster Speed Trials.

Cup Changes Hands.
"The Motor Cycle"

ONE does not naturally associate horse-

racing with motor cycles, yet close

beside the historic Doncaster Eace-

course, the scene of so many classic

struggles, lies a stretch of fine speedway
known as Sandall Beat Road.

Here, on Saturday last, gathered a

goodly number of keen sportsmen and a

fair crowd of spectators to witness the

Yorkshii-e Centre speed trials organised

by the Doncaster and District Motor
Cycle Club.

This type of event seems to be popular

in the North Country, for following close

on the heels of the Scarborough speed

trials the Doncaster event attracted no less

than two hundred and thirty-five entries,

amongst which were to be found - the

names of many famous riders. Unfortu-

nately, however, H. Le Vack, who last

year carried off The Motor Cycle

Challenge Cup on an Indian was unable

to be present to defend his title.

Favoured by the Weatlier.

Fine weather graced the proceedings,

and though a few drops of rain fell

during the last classes the sun shone for

most of the time.

As for the course, the rather short

flying start was desirable rather than
otherwise, since a fairly sharp left-hand

bend followed shortly after the. starting-

point This bend was taken wide by

almost every competitor, and there

followed a straight of almost half a mile

in length with a slight curve in the long
" pulling-up " stretch.

The start was timed for one o'clock,

but actually the first man was dispatched
at appi'oximately 1.20. Yet the
ambitious intention of the organisers

—

to complete the trials in five hours—was
very nearly realised.

A Favourite's Mishap.

G. Dance (Sunbeam) led off with a

good performance, but unfortunately his

top gear slipped out and he finished in

third place, being beaten by R. Caw-
thorne (Norton) and E. Searle (Sheffield

Henderson). Results :

—

CLASS 2A.

—

Sidecars up to 550 c.c.
Experts.

m.p.h.
1. R. T. Cawthorne {490 Norton

sc.l ... ... ... ... 27s. = 56.67
2. E. Searle (499 Sheffleld-Hendei-

son sc.) ... "... -... 29s. = 62.07
3. G. Dance (499 Sunbeam sc.) ... 31s. = 58.06

Where entries permitted, each class

was sub-divided into : A, experts; B, ex-

perts barred ; C, novices ; in the three

first classes, however, there were no

novices' events.

In Class 2B (up to 550 c.c, ex-

perts barred), W., H. Gillott (490

Norton Special with an o.h.v. engine,

the head of which was designed by
0. Padley), had bad luck, and for

THE RETURN OF

THE BRITISH
BIG TWIN.

Geo. Brough

(in wh i t e

jersey), .who

made fastest

time of the

day on his

976 c.c. Brough

Superior.

c (j

some mysterious reason his engine cut '

out half way down the course, F.

Sisson, mounted on a standard o.h.v.

Norton, carrying off the honours. Re-
sults ;

—

m.p.h
1. F. Sisson (490 Norton sc.) ... 28.S. = 64.29
2. C. Waterhouse (492 Sunbeam

so.) ... 32%s. = 55.56
3. H. HoIIowell (490 Norton sc.) SSfsS. = 53.25

750 c.c. EIntries.

In Class 3 the class 2 entries were prac-
tically repeated since the only entry of

over 500 c.c. was that of L. Askham,
whose 633 c.c. Norton sidecar toured in

misfiring badly. Results.

Experts.
m.p.li.

1. E. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton
sc.) ... 273^s. = 65.22

2. E." Searle (500 Sheffleld-Hen-
der sc.) ... 30s. = 60

3. J. HoIIowell (490 Norton sc.) SSVsS. = 54.22

Dance toured in with a broken throttle

wire.

In Section B Gillott's Norton Special
never got going properly, Askham's Nor-
ton toured in, obviously in trouble, and
Hollowell's Norton was still misfiring

- slightly, though it was fast enough to

secure third place.
m.p.h.

1. P. Sisson (490 Norton sc.) ... 27%s. = 65.69
2. C. Waterhouse (492 Sunbeam

sc.) 32% = 56.5a
3. J. HoIIowell (490 Norton sc.) 37s. = 48.65

The unlimited class brought forth four

fresh entries, F. W. Dixon, a popular
favourite, mounted on an eight-valve
Harley-Davidson, G. Brough (975 Brough-
Superior .sc), H. Hoffman on a similar

mount, and P. C. Hall (976 Sunbeam- sc).

British Big Twin Success.

Once again George Dance's luck was
out, and the fact that his inlet tappet
unscrewed lost him a place.

Experts.
m.p.h.

1. G. Brongh ' (976 Brough -

Superior sc.) ... ... 26s. = 69.33
2. F. W. Dixon (998 Harley-

Davidson sc.) ... ... 26%5. = 63.18
i. E. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton

sc.) ... 26y5S. = 67.1S

It will be noted that fs. covered the

first three men in this class, and the

running was so close that it was impos-
sible to judge the winner until the results

were given out. Cawthorne saved much
time by steering a perfect course.

Experts Barred.
m.p.h.

1. F. Sisson (490 Norton sc.) ... 272/35. = 65.69

2. H. L. Askham (490 Norton sc.) SSVsS. = 53.25
3. P. C. Hall (986 Sunbeam sc.) 37%s.= 48.13

Hoffman's Brough Superior was slow;

he took the first curve wide and was not

in good form.
While the big machines were having

their sidecars removed preparatory to the

big solo events, thfe smaller classes were
run oft, the first being for two-strokes

only up to 250 c.c. 'The experts class

resulted in a tie for first place.
m.p.h.

1. A. B. Dodds (247 Levis) 1 ,,.,, --

„

1. G. Povey (249 Velocette) / - 31»,ss.=56.6

3. L. Lancaster (249 Velocette) ... 37%s.=43.13

When the tie was run off Dodds had
the misfortune to stop just over the lin*
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"The Petrol St. Leger."—

(hough the ultimate winner, G. Povey,
exceeded his previous time by one second.

Section B produced eight entries and
was won as follows :

'

m.p.h.
1. H. C. Dodds (247 Levis) ... 34%i. =62.33
2. L. Lancaster (249 Velocette) ... 36ys6.=49.18
3. F. W. DoEEer (249 Velocetle) ... 377is. = 48.13

In addition, A. B. Dodds carried off

the Doncastcr Chronicle Cup for the

fastest time by a local member in the

250 c.e. class, his brother, H. C. Dodds,
being ineligible owing to the fact that he
did not own the machine which he lode.

Nevertheless, he made up for his loss

in the novice class as below :

m.p.h.
1. H. C. Dodds (247 Levis) ... 3873S.=46.88
2. R. H. Dosser (249 Velocette) ... 38-'/.is. = 46.39
3. E. W. Knibbs (225 Enfield) ... 4O73S.

A mistake with regard to the size of

B. Kershaw's engine led to considerable
confusion in Class 6A for solo machines
np to 300 c.c, for he was first awarded
premier position, then disqualified and
finally reinstated. Results :

Experts.
m.p.li.

1. B. Kershaw (249 New Imperial) 28rii.=62.94
2. E. Wood (250 Massey-Arran) ... 30-'.is. = 58.44
3. D. Preutice (250 Massey-Arran) 32%3.=5S.66

Tile experts-barred division of the
same class produced a well deserved win
by R. Wood, who rode well but did not
get down low enough on his machine.

m.p.h.
1. H.. \Vo<id (249 Slassey-Arran) ... 30=is. = 59.21
2. R. B. Robinson (249 Trump) ... Sl-'js. = 56.62
3. H. C. Dodds (247 Levis) ... 32y5S. = 55.9

Novice Lightwefeht Riders.

H. C. Dodds' Levis seemed to be
steadily improving, and produced a
lovely clean hum, succeeding in carrying
off the premier award in the novices' class.

Novices.
m.p.h.

1. H. C. Dodds (247 Levis) ... 32s. =66.25
2. A. Hill (249 New Imperial) ... 32y3S.=55.9
3. W. Wiltshire (249 Omega-Jap) 33%s.= 53.89

George Dance showed his true _ form
for the first time in the 350 c.c. class,

where, riding his Sunbeam, he lay right

down to it and won at 72 m.p.h. ; he
was, however, hard pressed by Hand-
ley (O.K. Junior), who rode remarkably
well throughout the meeting and gained
awards in classes well above his engine
capacity.

m.p.h. -

1. G. Dance (349 Sunbeam) ... 25s. =72
2. W. L. Handley (349 O.K.,.-

Junior) ... 257JS. = 70.87
3. E. Searle (349 Sheffield-HeE-

derson) 25y5-..=70.31

The experts-barred section produce<l

no great^ excitement, except that K. J.

Shuttleworth stopped about half-way
down the course and pushed in. He was;

not communicative regarding his troubles,

and appeared no more.
m.p h.

1. W. L. Handlev (349 O.K.
Junior) ...f 25-tis. = 69.77

2. S. Ford (360 Massey-Arran) ... 27s. =66 67
3. R. Gray (349 New Scale) ... 271/58. = 66. 18

Division O for novices was chiefly

remarkable for the fact that riders would
not get down on their tanks, and that

there was a tie for third place between
D. Brown (349 Royal Ruby) and G. Hough-
ton (349 Sheffield-Hendei'son), which re-

sulted in a victory for the former.
m.p.h.

1. J. G. Bayne (349 Wcathereil) 283'5S.=62.94
2. A. Hill (249 New Imperial) ... 313/Js. = 66.96
3. D. Rrnwn (349 IRoyal Rubjl ... 32J,Ss. =54.88

iSlext came the class for machines np
to 550 c.c, the best supported of the

meeting, and consequently that for which
Till' Motor Ci/rle challenge cup was
awarded.

A Much-Coveted Trophy.

In the expert section the speeds were
terrific and the riding superb. When
Dance led off with a speed of 78.26 m.p.h.
there were few who thought that he
would be beaten. Yet R. T. Cawthorne,
on an o.h.v. Norton, succeeded in lower-
ing ids time by ^ sec. and consequently
carried off the coveted trophy. Dance
made his last appearance in this class

tor his run of bad luck culminated in

a broken valve rocker, which spoiled his

final chance for an attempt at "fastest
time.

'

'

m.p.h.
1. H. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton) 22«,s. = 78.97
2. G. Dance (499 .Sunbeam) ... 23s. =78.25
3. H. W. Hassall (490 Norton) ... 233is. = 76.27

Nortons again carried oft "the honours
in the experts-barred section, though
Handley on a 350 c.c. machine captured
third place.

m.p.h.
1. G. Bower (490 Norton) ... 24*5S. = 73.17
2. F. Sissoa (490 Norton) ... 24i53. = 72.58
3. W. L. Handley (349 OK.

Junior) 25s. =72

As regards the novices class, one can
only say that it was something of a
farce, for out of twelve entrants only
the three who were placed succeeded in

beating a mile-a-miiuite^ gait- These
were :

m.p.h.
1. A. S. Pearce (490 Norton) ... 26-'-,s. = 67.16
2. R. Turner (494 Douglas) 28VsS. = 63.83
3. F. Catterici (494 Douglas) ... 29s. =62.07

Since there is a shortage of 750 c.c,

machines in this country, the next classes

might well have been eliminated, . for

they produced practically the same enti'y

as the 550 c.c. class, though the results

were slightly varied.

Experts.
m.p.h.

1. R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton) 235. =78.26
2. H. W. Hassall (490 Norton) ... 232/,s.= 76.92
5. J. W. Hollowell (490 Norton) 24i3S. = 7J.17
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Experts Barred.
m.p.h.

1. G. Busier (430 Nort.jn) ... 24%5. = 73.I7
2. F. Sissou (490 Norton) ... 24y53. = 72.58
3. W. L. Handley (349 O.K.

Junior) 26s. =69.33

In this event Sisson began to wobble
after crossing the finishing line and hit

the rails on the subsequent curve.

Though carried to the infirmary with a

damaged hand and ankle, he is expected
to make an early recovery.

This was indeed an unfortunate climax

to a consistently good series of per-

formances, and we offer our sympathies
to a first-class and plucky rider.

Novices.
m.p.h.

1. A. S. Pearce (492 Sunbenm) .. 265^3. =67.67
2. F. C.ntterick (494 DoubIiis) .. 28=/s3. = 62.94
3. E. Turner (494 Douglas) .. .. 28'',|s. = 62.6

82^ Miles an Hour.

Everyone had been looking forward to

the unlimited solo class, which was ex-

pected to develop into a duel between F.

Dixon and George Brough. and since the
latter had carried off the honours in the
sidecar class there was mucli speculation,

for Dixon's reputation stands high in

-the North.
Hassall led off in the experts class

with a speed of 76.92. Good, but not
good enough ! Di.xon followed with a
half-mile at 81.08. Next came Caw-
thorne at 77.59, and, finally, George
Brough at 82.57, whose comparative
silence was deceptive, for he not only
won his class but also lowered the record
for the course. Results :

m.p.h.
1. G. Brough (988 Brough Superior) 21iSs. = S2.67
2. F. W. Di.TOU (998 Harley-D.nvidsou) 22y5S. = 81.08
3. E. T. Caivthome (490 Norton) .. 23y5S. =77.69

Experts B.4RRed.
m.p.h.

1. G. Bower (490 Norton) .. .. 24VsS. = 73.17
2. W. L. Hnudley (349 O.K. Junior) 25%3. =70.87
3. W. H. Ehodes (998 Indian) .. 25»'5S. = 70.31

NOVICBS.
1. E. Turner (494 Douglas) .. .. 28%s. = 63.38
2. P. Oatterick (494 Douglas) .. .. 3oy3S. = 69.8
3. F. C. Hirst (490 Sunbeam) . . .. 31s. = 58.06

Undoubtedly the meeting was a thor-

ough success from the momeiit. of the

start until the last prize was given away
by Councillor W. R. Leach,

E. Searle (499 Sheffield Henderson sidecar) at the start ol the unlimited class lor sidecars.

c 7
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THAT only 32 out of an entry of 98

claimed non-stop runs unmistakably
indicates that last Saturday's

M.C.C. sporting trial was not misnamed.
But it might well have been curtailed to

two circuits of a five-mile course, instead
of two of fifty-eight miles each. The result

would have been almost the same.
One hill—Rook—caused all the trouble

;

the other eight or so were too easy in

themselves and too well interspersed with
main roads to make the course in any way
difficult. Had it rained, of course, there
might have been a different story to tell.

Start, lunch-stop, and finish were at

Caterham, and the route went up Sue-
combs, High Lane, and Polesteeple hills,

Siinningvale Avenue, and Cudham hill in

the first thirteen miles. All are possible

on second gear on a good 7>50 c.c. machine
—only solo mounts were eligible for the
trial—but the majority of the competitors
took the safety measure of employing low.

Succombs failed a Wooler rider owing
to his chain jumping off in the first circuit,

and C. Walden (350 Beardmore-Precision)
in the second ; and Sunningvale w'as re-

ported to have been too much for L. N.
Stannah (499 Rover).

Two Treacherous Sections.

Rook is a narrow, winding path up a
hillside, first through bushes, then tlu'ough

woods. It was wet under the shade
of the trees, and two sections were dis-

tinctly treacherous. The upper one seemed
W'orse, so we observed all the competitors -

there on the first circuit.

Unfortunately, there ivas no penalty for

footing, and the main bulk of the O.K.-ed
ascents were not at all imposing. There
was a good deal of rank bad driving, or,

what in our eyes was no less heinous,

paddling up without attempting to ride

the machines at all.

Only seven competitors deso-ved full

marks at this point : A. S. Guthrie (349

Diamond-B. and S.); R. L. T. Wasey
(349 A.J.S.)—bounced all over the road,

iDut never moved his feet; R. B. Clark

(596 Sunbeam)—a magnificent climb,

helped by a steel-studded rear tyre, but
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M.C.C. ONE-DAY SPORTI

hit a
Walter
Syme's

On its lower reaches Rook Hill is no more than a rough {ootpath. H. G. Bell (748 F.N.)

manoeuvring his lengthy and heavy machine up in a style that augers well for its stability.

mainly owing to good driving ; F. F. (976 MatcMess), E. H. GifEord (498 Martin-

Salter (498 Zenith-Bradshaw) ; R. S. syde), A. A. F. Symes (678 Martmsyde)
Newnham (549 Raleigh); F. A. Long- —very fast and steady until

.

he

man (498 Ariel) ; and Giis Kuhn (595 boulder and nearly failed, E. J.

Douglas)—on a machine fitted with very (498 Zenith-Bradshaw)—repeated
up-swept touring handlebars.
Next in order of merit came W. D.

Pugh (989 Harley-Davidson), F. T. Sibley

(499 Rudge), H. G. Bell (748 F.N.), and
R. W. Crauford (500 P.V.).

There were bright moments in the

ascents of the following; all, however,
were not quite so steady as they might
have been :—A. C. Rhodes (499 Triumph),
B. S. Allen (976 Brough-Superiot), P.

Cunningham (555 P. and M.), R. V. Salt-

marsh (584 Harley Davidson), F W Neil!

At times pandemonium reigned on Rook Hill and although the competitors were running at

one minute mtervals baulking was comrr'"" A typical scene during the forenoon circuit.

Cudham Hill was not at all difficult on Sat

(499^

c 8
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!IAL FOR SOLO RIDERS.

W. A. Sweet (989 Harley-Davidson) a tew moments before he joined the long list ot

failures on Rook Hill.

performance, W. Julian (247 Levis)

—

"hard lines " from the onlookers when
he footed, R. Chaj.-lesworth (349 Zenith),

and A. H. S. Love (490 Norton), who
was taking no chances.

Absolute failures were—S. F. Farley

(Henderson), K. Campbell-CuUen (349

A.J.S.), G. Richardson (247 Velocette)—
after pushing for a space, T. E. Ranger
(269 P.Y.)—whom clouds of smoke made
impossible to see, but he was heard to

stop ; C. Bourlet (498 Ariel)—complaining

of a baulk lower down, W. A. Sweet
(989 Harley-Davidson), Alan Hill (Francis-

Bamett), and S. J. Marks (499 Triumph)
—after a spectacular and nearly success-

ful try at climbing a vertical bank.

489

A hundred yards or so down the hill

another twenty-four had met failure in a
variety of forms, usually by skidding
into a rut and falling off. The unfortu-
nates were:—S. F. Farley (Henderson),
F. J. Youngs (O.K.), C. J. Wheeler
(Beardmore), P. Cunningham (P. and M.),

J. McBirnie (998 Indian), R. N. Thomas
(349 Hagg), S. M. Greening (348 Francis-

Barnett), A. G. Wall (Connaught), C. H.
Mocatta (248 Grindley), B. F. G. Fowkes
(349 Beardmore), T. W. Buckle (748

F.N.), W. A. Sweet (989 Harley-Davidson),
E. C. Barton (584 Harley-Davidson), E. H.
Gifford (498 Jlartinsyde), J. E. Starnes
(678 Martinsyde), E. J. Walter (498

Zenith-Bradshaw), J. W. Grose (398

A.B.C.), B. H. Brayne (499 Blackburne),
C. C. Labin (678 Martinsyde), H. W.
Harrington (596 Indian Scout), M. Pear-
son (550 Triumph), L. Heller (595

Douglas), W. C. Henry (349 A.J.S.), and
S. C. Tait (349 James). One or two of

these deserved a better fate, baulking
being common, and Mocatta's stop was
due to his goggles falling at an unpro-
pitious moment.-

Steady Ascents.

Particularly excellent crossings of this

danger spot were made by :—B. Alan Hill

(348 Francis-Barnett), who cleverly

wormed his way through a melee of

failures only to meet the unhappy fate,

already recorded, higher up ; H. G.
Bell (F.N.), S. J. Marks (Triumph),
another like Hill ; A. H. S. Love
(Norton), C. W. Lewis (Beardmore), R. B.
Clark (596 Sunbeam), and H. B. Browning
(349 A.J.S.), hampered by a flat rear tyre.

Yorkshill, Paddledock, and Chalk Pit
were all of no account, and the 42 sur-

vivors who set out, after lunch, on their

second circuit worried only about Rook
The lower section was the obvious point

of interest this time. Only three men
kept their feet on the rests—Guthrie

nils (989 Harley-Davidson) and B. H. Brayne

rir up.

A. A. Attwood (548 Hawker) on the last hill of the circuit, Chalk Pit, followed by G. Pidgeon

who most convincingly demonstrated that the new 490 c.c. Quadrant has lots of power
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M.C.C. Sporting Trial.—
(Diamond), and Clark (Sunbeam), wlio

had already shown that they could ride,

and A. H. S. Love (Norton). Sparks
flew up from Clark's rear tyre, and there
was quite a court of inquiry into his

wheel tracks after he had passed.

Several more failed, including A. A.
AFtwood (550 Hawker), who gave G.
Pidgeon (490 Quadrant) an opportunity
of accomplishing some wonderful riding

in avoiding a baulk ; R. L. T. Wasey
(349 A.J.S.), who came up at a do-or-die

pace, determined to keep the " revs

"

up; H. G. BeU (748 F.N.), E. H. Gif-

ford (498 Martinsyde), B. H, Brayne
(499 Blackburne), and H. H. Robinson
(349 Wooler), and A. Stanger (Stanger),

both higher up after doing quite well

where others had found the greatest diffi-'

culty. R. S. Newnham (349 Raleigh)
skidded in a rut, and for a moment ap-

peared to stop as his footrest crashed
against a rock ; his engine and rear

wheel kept going, and he wcs given the

benefit of the doubt.
One or two footed so cautiously and

efficiently that they could hardly have
fallen off had they tried; "Pa" Apple-
bee (Levis) and E. .J. Kehoe (Rudge)
were typical of this class.

All the following were quite good :

T. S. Sharratt (349 A.J.S.), B. S. Allen

(976 Brongh Superior), W. D. Pugh
(989 Harley-Davidson), R. V. Crauford
(499 P. v.), T. W. Buckle (F.N.), A.
A. F. Symes (Martinsyde), C. F.

Hollyoak . (348 Federation), W. Julian

(247 Levis), V. Belfield (499 Triumph),
F. A. Longman (498 Ariel), R. Charles-

worth (349 Zenith), and G. Kuhn (595
Douglas)—best of this batch.
Thirty-two .claimed non-stops at the

finish as follows :

A. S. Guthrie (Diamond), T. S. Sharratt
(A.J.S), G. Pidgeon (Quadrant), C. L. Sprosen
(Connaught), A. C. Rhodes (Triumph), B. S.

Allen (Brough Superior), R. V. SaUmarsh (Har-
lev-Davidson), W, D. Pugh (Harley-Davidson),
H. A. Revre (Ariel), J. Stanger (Stanger), F. W.
Neill (Matchless), P. W. Applebee (Levis). W.
N. Wcrthington (Vl'ooler), F. T. Sibley (Budge),
J. A, Peacock (A.B.C.), T. L. Daniels (A.B.C),
R. B Clark (Simbeam), T. W. Buckle (F.N.),

.1'. E. Salter (Zeuith-Bradshaw), S. C. Pearce
(Coventry Eagle), R. S. Newnham (Raleigh). S.

Dunford (Verus), A. A. F. Svmes (Martinsyde),
P. L. B. Wills (Harlev-Davidson), B. H. Bravne
(Blackburne), C. F. lloliyoak (Federation), A. H. S.

Love (Norton), W, Julian (Levis), F. A. Longman
(Ariel), R. Charlesworth (Zenith). C. W. Lewis
(Beardmore-Precision), G. Kuhn (Douglas).

A 490 ex. QUADRANT.
Detachable Head and Side-by-Side Valves,

OLD-TIME riders will remember the

days when the Quadrant single,

distinguished by its aluminium
silencer close up to the cylinder port,

was one of the most popular machines
of its day. Latterly the firm has
specialised rather on big singles and has

made a wonderful reputation during the

past year with its hundred-guinea sidecar

outfit.

Quite a novelty has now appeared

which made its debut in Saturday's

M.C.C. trial. It takes- the form of a
single cylinder engine of 79x100 mm.
bore and stroke (490 c.c).

• Change in Valve Arrangement.

Instead of the normal Quadrant valve

arrangements wherein the exhaust valve

lies at the side of the engine and the

inlet behind, the usual side by side valve

lay-out is employed. These valves are

carried in a detachable head amply
ribbed with radial fins, and both head
and cylinder are held to the crank case

by two long bolts and a bridge apiece.

The piston has a recessed waist for

the greater part of its length, and there

are si.\ radial ribs in the head ; the

gudgeon pin is locked to the piston boss

by a grub screw, and there are two
rings.

A separate cam is employed for each

valve, the operation being through
rockers, and the magneto, which lies

behind the cylinder, is driven by a train

of gears.

Plain bronze bushes carry the crank-

shaft, but a roller bearing is fitted in

the big-end. Lubrication is by splash

from a semi-automatic drip feed.

Heavy flywheels of large diameter con-

tribute to the flexibility of the engine
The rest of the machine follows stand-
ard Quadrant lines, but is lighter in

appearance and on more sporting lines.

Either a two- or three-speed gear may
be obtained, but in either case the trans-
mission is liy chain throughout.

A departure from accepted Quadrant practice, the new 490 c.c. model will appeal to solo riders.

Side-by-side valves are carried in the detachable cylinder head, instead of the side exhaust and
rear inlet so long associated with tliis make.

ALEC ROSS—AN APPRECIATION.

IT is with more than usual sorrow that

one hears of the passing of Mr. Alec
Ross. He was one of the real old

brigade. You modern motor cyclists with
your clutchfe and gears are denied the

pleasure of delving into those pjist times
when many present-day things were not.

In the days before the A.C.U., Alec
Ross was there. When it was the Stanley
Show—not Olympia—Alec Ross was a
moving spirit. There was a time before
V-belts and .stands and carriers ; when
all controls were worked by levers on the
tank ; when our ignition was by accumu-
lator and a mass of flimsy, short-circuit-

ing wu-es ; when we had to dismount to
oil the engine.

Alec Ross is an integral part of the
recollection of those days. The writer

remembers well—oh ! a horribly long time
ago—complaining to Alec about the diffi-

culty of retarding the spark on a hairpin
corner when both hands were needed for

steering. That led to a crude and un-
sightly but efficient handle-bar control

being fitted to his magneto—the progenitor
of a now invariable fitment.

Alec Ross, George Reynolds, Billy

Pratt, "Vindec" Wells, Fred StKiight—
how the old faces come back with tb©
names ! Many we still have with us.

Some, alas ! have passed on. All are

memorable linj^s with the childhood of

motor cycling. Now Alec Ross has
dropped out. How he will be missed

!

Who will now be starter at all our big

events? Right back to the times of the
Qu_arterly Trials and beyond, one sees

him marshalling the riders up to
" Ebbie " or " Biddy '' or " George."
Only last month he was there as usual
at the start every morning of the A.C.U.
Si.x Days event, cheering the men,
chaffing the ladies, affable but inflexible.

Now he has joined the majority.
Another link with the past is gone. But
one feels that Alec in his lifetime, by his

enthusiasm, his energy, his sincerity,

has forged many of those links by which
the sport and industry of motor cycling

hold together to-day and will continue
so to do.

He has lived, and he has not lived in

vain. We mourn his passing, but re-

joice in ever having known him. A good
fellow and a good friend. Hequiescat in

pace. P.W.B.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT TUNING.
Hints

in

WHAT is the difference between a sports model
Blank motor cycle as sold to the public, and
a machine bearing the same name—ap-

parently similar in every respect—that, in the hands of

the manufacturer's rider shines on Brooklands, and in

the T.T., and wins innumerable " fastest times " at

hill climbs?

It is a question over which the owner of a modern

sporting motor cycle often ponders. His machine is

invincible on the open road, in his local club events he

does rather well, but one day in an open hill climb a

trade rider will turn up on an identical machine, and

forthw'ith proceed to make the previous record for the

hill look like the result of a race for ancient cab horses.

No Short Cuts.

One cannot say to the owner of a long stroke Sun-

beam :
" Do this, and you will ascend gradients with a

velocity hitherto only associated with Dance "
; nor to

a Douglas enthusiast, "Do that, and you will traverse

a kilometre of Brooklands track in the same space of

time as that occupied by Pullin. " No, the speed

shown by these trade machines—freaks excepted—is

the result of weeks of hard work, and in addition the

knowledge of where the work is needed.

However, the following notes may assist the ambitious

amateur rider to reap a few more " fastest times," a

few more " firsts," and, perhaps, some day to bring

his time for -a hill down to a figure more approaching

that of Dance.
We will assume that the cycle to be livened up is a

500 c.c. sports model single cylinder—the most popular

type of this class. Gear, clutch, and all-chain drive

are essential, belt drive being obsolete so far as speed

work is concerned.

Fifst, before they are forgotten, the cycle parts and
the transmission must receive attention. If the reader

does not know how to do this, he may as well skip the

rest of this article.

Hard Work, But Worth It.

Then take the engine out of the frame, and dis-

mantle. Examine the cylinder walls for any sign of

scores. No matter how slight they must be ground away.

Clean all traces of carbon from the cylinder head and
^

ports, rubbing with emery cloth wrapped round a stick

until a fine polish results. (Hard work this, but well

worth it.) Examine the valve seatings for pit marks.

Polish the valves in the same way as the cylinder head,

and grind in slightly with crocus powder and oil before

replacing. Change the valve springs often, and—this

is important—get, them direct from the manufacturer,
asking him for those of a strength suitable for speed
work.

Polish the piston head. Remove the rings and; clear

out every trace of carbcti, not forgetting the inside of

on How to Get the Best out of a Machine
Speed Events. No Short Cuts to Success.

the piston. Examine the rings and piston skirt for

bright patches, which show where unnecessary friction

is taking place. Take these bright marks down with
emery fafer, No. 00 for preference. After this the

piston may, with advantage, be lapped into the cylin-

der witii crocus powder and oil, but this should not be
overdone. A^ few minutes' careful " in and out "

' work will ensure you a compression like a brick. Take
the most particular care to remove all traces of abrasive

from the cylinder, piston, and rings before assembling.

Clear all carbon deposit from the exhaust pipe, and,

of course, the silencer, if fitted. Tangles of copper
turnings—intended, my landlady informs me, for clean-

ing greasy dishes—may be obtained from any iron-

monger, and these, if tied to a length of string and used

as a " pull-through," will do the work most efficiently.

Attention to Bearings.
Any plain bearings in the engine must be examined

for bright spots in the same way as the piston, and
treated accordingly. Roller and ball bearings should

be thoroughly swilled out with paraffin, and oiled again

before assembling.

Clean out the carburetter, including petrol pipe and
tap. See that the air vent in the tank filler cap is clear.

The petrol level must be high enough to form a bead of

petrol at the jet, without overflowing. With both con-

trols fully opened, there should be a perfectly clear

passage through into the induction pipe. The jet size

should be such that the engine when all out will just,-

and only just, take full air.

Keep the contact breaker scrupulously clean. A,

stronger spring can often be fitted here with advantage.

Experiment on the road with a further advance of the

ignition timing ; ascertain the setting that gives the

maximum sp>eed at full throttle, then set this as full

advance, and check that with the control ; in this posi-

tion the points break when the armature is at its stickiest

point of rotation, thus ensuring the hottest spark.

As regards oil, petrol, tyres and other equipment,

one cannot do better than adopt the brands the manufac-

turers of the machine use in competition work.

It will be noticed that in the foregoing 1 have not

made a single suggestion that could be termed in any

way startling. I have not recommended any alteration

in valve timing, or compression ratio, etc., for the reason

that most manufacturers send out their sports models

with the best timing and compression for the job. The

;
programme I have detailed constitutes a long spell of

hard and not particularly interesting work, but it must

be realised that to get the results expected the minutest

care must be taken over every operation. In addition,

it will be found that to continue bringing home " firsts
"

on a Saturday evening, this programme must needs be

repeated pretty frequently. P- S.
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F. T. Halton (733 Douglas) making fastest time ot the day at the recent Sutton Coldfield A.C. hill-climb at Angel Bank.

Redhill and Beigate M.C.C.

Speed trials will be held over a auarter-niile eourse
within five miles of Kedhill, commencing at 2.30 p.m.
ou the 11th inat. Olub members only are eligible.

Richmond, Twickenham and District

M.C.C.
All inaugural general meeting wfts held on the

30th uit., when several matters, including a com-
prehensive social programme for the winter months,
were discussed. Intending members should com-
municate with the hon. secretary, Mr. J. A. Elfick,
64, 'Castle jload, Isleworth.

Botherham M.C.
The third annual reliability trial for the Pick-

ford Trophy was run off on the 23rd ult. Seven
competitors finished the course. Results:

1, H. Beeden (Sunbeam), lost no marks, winner
of trophy; 2, B. Glen (550 Triumph sc), lost 2
marks, gold medal; 3, E. Bishop (998 Indian),
lost 3 marks, silver medal.

West Kent M.C.
Starting from The Mill, Keston, on the 15th

inst., competitors in the List-^r-Wilson Silver Chal-
lenge Cup Trial will be required to cover two non-
stop circuits of 25 uiiles each. In addition to the
premier award, silver and bronze medals will be
awarded. Entries must be received by Mr. A. E.
Jessop, 91, Park End, Bromley, not later than
October 12th.

Surbiton M.C.
A half-day spoilii^g trial for the Bollard's Chnl-

leuge Cup will he held on Saturday next, startiug
from " The Angel Hotel," Thames Bitton, at
3 p.m. No watches, speedometers, or measuring
instniments of any description will be allowed, so
that the trial "will thoroughly test the competitors'
ability to ride to a 20 m.'p.h. schedule Without
guidance of any description.

Liverpool M.C.
—No less than four challenge cups are offered by
the Liverpool Motor Club in the Reliance Trial.
to be held on the 14th inst. The very mixed
course over 120 miles of North Wales road has
always appealed to the sporting rider, and many
well-known teams, and drivers figure in the entries.
Particulars are obtainable from Mr. H. R. Cald-
well, 14, "Wood Street, Liverpool.

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.
Owing to unavoidable circumstances, the com-

pletion of the season's competition programme has
bean revised as follows

:

The Walters Cup Trial, to be run over a
sporting and hilly course, is fixed for the 7th
inst. A formula hill-climb for the Committee
Cup will be held on the 14th inst. The six-hour
trial (held in place of the postponed twelve-hour
trial) clashed with the Western Centre Team Trial
on the 23rd ult., so a second postponement is
made necessary, viz., until the 21st inst. The
Captain's Run will take place on the 28th inst.
November 18th is the date fixed for the club'"
annual dinner, to be held at headauarters.

Birmingham M.C.C.
Official results in the Llangollen Trial held on

the 9th ult. are now to hand, and are as follow:—
Special award for the best performance, H. J.

Stretton-Ward (499 Triumph).
Special award in:—

Class A. (experts), C. F. Hollyoak (249 Federa-
tion).

Class A. (novices), A. H. Stubbs (269' Marloe).
Class B. (experts), B. Bourke (595 New

Hudson sc.).

Clasfl B. (novices), H!. J. gime (633 Norton sc).
SIl^-VER MEDALS.—R. W. Duke (499 Triumph!.

S. A. Francis (292 Sirrah), H. O. Jeunens (500
James), A. Adcock (348 Raleigh), H. F. Erinkworth
(348 Omega). F. Haves (21 1 New Hudson), A. B..
Jarret (490 Norton). R.O. Beiinet (249 Federation).
A spotting half-day trial open to all clubs in the

Midlan.d centre will take place on the 23rd inst.
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MeehsjEnJ) Club JEvents.

Oct. 5th.—Ealing and Distriet M-CC.—Evening
Novell!/ Trial.

Oct. 7th,—Essex Countu and Southend 'A.C.—
dosed Speed Trials,

Oct. nh.—Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.—Walter's Cup
Trial

Oct. 7th.—North Liverpool M.C.C.—Speed Trials.
Oct. 7th.—Coatbridge, Airdrie and Didrict M.C.C.

..

—Non-stop Trial.
Oct. 7th.—Coventru Triangle Club.—Run to Meriden

Shaft Wood.
Oct. 7th.—Coventry and WarwicJcshire M.C.—

Manville Trophy Trial.
Oct. 7th.—Doncaster and District M.C.C.—Not-

tingham Goose Fair.
Oct. 7th.—South Midland Centre A.C.U.—Hill

Climb at Jlop.
Oct. 8th.—Newcastle and Northern M.C.—Picnic

Run.
Oct. 8tk.—Matloch and West Derbyshire M. and

M.C.C.—" Stoj} ami Out of It " Trial.
Oct. Sth.—Manchester M.C.—Special Event.
Oct. Sth.—Coventry Trian-gle M.C.—Run to Chip-

ping Campden.
Oct. Sth.—Prestwich and District M.C.—Social Run.
Oct. Sth.—Barrow and District M.C.—Open Event
Oct. Sth.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C,—Com-

petition.'

Oct. Sth.—Halifax ami District M.C. and L.C.C—
Run to Boston Spa.

Oct. Sth.—Atherton an^ District M.C.C.—Surprise
Run.

Oct. Sth.—Leeds M.U.—Run to Baildon Moors and
Jlklei/ Moors.

Oct. Sth.—Sheffield M.C.C.—Run to Buxton.
Oct. 8th.—Bradford M.C. and L.C.C—Hill Climb.
OctJlth.—Scarborough and District M.C—Autumn

Reliability Trial-.

Oct.l2th.—Matloch and We^t Derbyshire M, and
M.CC—NigU Point-to-Point Re-
liability Trial.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.
The team trial which was arranged to take

place on tho 30th ult. has now been postponed
until next Saturday, the Sth i'fst.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U-
The next meeting o! the Centre Board will take

place at 7 p.m. on Monday, the 9th inst., at the
Guildford Hotel, Leeds, when several matters of

ititerest will be discussed.

Ferryhill and District M.C.
Seventeen riders competed in the consistency

hill-climb held at Red Brier Hill on the 24th ult.

First place was taken- by T. Oliver (B.S.A.), who
covered the course twice, recording exactly the
same time for each climb. H. Reed (989 Harley-
Davidson) and H. Hodgson (989 Harley-Davidson)
took second and third place.

Ealing and District M.C.C.
Novel features will be introduced into the club's

evening trial, to take place to-night (Thuradar).
Competitors will start from Kew Green at 5 p.m.,
and supper, followed by a dance,, will be taken at
the Vaudeville River Club, Thames Ditton. The
club invites entries from members of the
Surbiton M.C.

Preston (Brighton) M.C.C.
On the 24th ult. a vei-y successful reliability

trial over a 110 miles course was run off, in which
the Brighton and Hove Club and Lewes Club also
participated. There was a good attendance, despite
threatening weather. Results ;

(1) W. Williams (348 Douglas), lost 2 marks.
(2) A. H. Cox (499 Triumph), lost 3 marks.
(3) W. Kettle (598 A.B.C.). lost 61,4 marks.
The olub is arranging a programme of social

events for the winter, and a permanent club room
is being sought.

Tavistock M.C.C.
There was a large crowd present at Culver Hill,

Lamerton, to witness the first hill-climb organised
by the club. The number "of entries was grati-

fying, the hill being ascended' forty-two times.
Fastest time of the day was made G. D. Sheila-
bear (976 Zenith), who covered the 1,000 yards
course in 42s. Results

:

300 c.c—:, C. Ham (247 Levis), 66s.; 2, J.
Grigg (250 Federal), 70*^s.: 3, C. Marton (225
Enfield). 73y5S.
350 C.C— 1, R. Carr (349 A.J.S.), 48iis.; 2,

P. Downs (293 Coventry Eagle), 5l6.; 3, P. Cow-
ling (549 A.J.S.), 52V5S.
500 C.c— 1, H. J. Piper (492 Sunbeam), 422/^3.;

2, F. Cowling (349 A.J.S.), 46y5S.; 3, B. A. Black-
borrow (499 Rover), 432/53.

650 c.c— 1, R. G. Hawkings (557 'B;S.A.). 50s. ;«

2, E. H. Kitchen (595 New Hudson), 54V5S.
UNLIMITED.—!, G. D. Shellabear (976 Zenith),

42s.; 2, H. J. Piper (492 Sunbeam), 42i^s.; 3,

J. Pearn (492 Sunbeam), 46s.
650 c.c. SIDECARS.—1, E. H. Kitchen (595

New Hudson sc). 69yas.; 2, R. Carr (654 Quad-
rant sc), 84s.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS,—1, E. G. Sargent

(678 Martinsyde sc). 755^s.; 2, C. Ham (976
Royal Enfield sc), 792^s
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Glasgaw M.C.C.
An open hill climb will be held at Dalgair

Brae, near Sorn. on the 30th inst. Sixteen classes,

lor general, expert, and novice riders are included
in the programrae.

North London IVI.C.G.
Results of the Beaurain Trophy Trial, held on

the 9th ult., are now to hand, and' are as
follows :

—
Beauuain Trophy and Gold Medal.—S. M.

Greening (548 Francis-Barnett sc.|.

Gold Medal..—R. H. Baxter (247 Radco).
Bronze Medals.—F. J. Youngs (292 O.K.

Junior), B. Stalev (550 Triumph), R. H. Mav
(557 B.S.A.), H. V. Bateman (1301 Henderson
sc).

Gravesend and District M.C.C.
Results of the Penlerick Cup trials held on

the 17th ult., show that W. Finn (976 Match-
less 6C.) wins the cup for the present year. R.
Baxter, riding a 247 c.c. Radco took second place.

At the conclusion of the trial a hill climb was
staged on the test hill at Trosley, when the fol-

lowing times were recorded:—
Lightweight Class.—J. Payne (350 Beardmore

Precision), 53s.
Heavyweight Class.—V. Deacock (481 Scott), 54s.
Sidecar Class. -J. Milton (976 Matchless sc).

58s.

Senny Bridge and District M.C.C.
Only recently formed, the club held a successful

hill climb on the 9th ult. Results:—
Closed Classes.

250 c.c—D. Rogers (248 New Imperial).
350 c.c—R. Davies (348 Cotton).
600 CO.—C Wild {499 Triumph).

Novice Classes.
250 c.c—D. J. Thomas (248 Cotton).
350 c.c—R. Davies (348 Cotton).
6O0 c.c—C. Wild (499 Triumph).
Unlimited.—C Wild (499 Triumph).

Open General Classes.
250 CO.-Luther Davies (250 Diamond).
350 cc—R. Davies (348 Cotton).
600 c.c—Handel Davies (348 Cotton).
Unlimited.—Handel Davies (348 Cotton).

Open Sidecar Class.
Unlimited.—T. Lomas (481 Scott sc).

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C,
Saturday next is the date fiKed for the Man-

ville Cup trial. The premier award offered is

presented by Mr. E. Manville, M.P.

Central Cornwall M.C.C.
Now confirmed by the committee, the results

of the hill-climb already referred to in The Motor
Cycle give fastest time of the day to G. Symonds
(492 Sunbeam).

Lichfield and District M.C.C.
Results of the open speed trials held in Ingestre

Park, Rugeley, on August 19th are now to hand,
an-d are as follows ;

—

300 c.c—(1) C. Jones (249 Diamond). 212/^s.
380 c.c— (1) W. S. Aston (348 Diamond), 172/^5.

600 cc—(1) D. A. Stamps (490 Norton), 17s.
(2) B. Fidgeon (490 Norton), 18s.

Unlimited.—(1) JB. Fidgeon (490 Norton), le^^s.
(2) D. A. Stamps (490 Norton), 17%s.

Unlimited (on formula).—C. Jones (249 Dia-
mond), 22-^55.

Fastest time of the day was made by D. A.
Stamps, who covered the course in 162/.s.
The second round lor the Hoskison Cup was run

off last week end, but the result is not yet avail-
able.

Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham
A.C.

Particulars of si^ecial awards made at the Angel
Bank hill-climb held on September 23rd and de-
scribed in last week's issue of The Motor Cycle
are now to hand. The awards given by the club
lake the form of tankards, and were allotted as
follows : Fastest time in 250 c.c. class : N. Hall
(249 O.K. Junior) ; time, 38s. Fastest time in
250-500 cc class: H. Hassall (490 Norton) 26i^s.

Fastest time by machine over 500 cc : F. T.
Hatton (733 Colmore-Douglas) ; 253/^5. Best per-
formance by car or cycle car : N. Norris (y76
"Morgan) ; 37-f;s. ; 1,346 points on formula.
Fastest time in car class : N, Norris (976 Morgan)

;

37"';S. Fastest time by novice : E. Arthur ( 976
Brough-Superior) ; 31^35. The club's next fixture
is a half-day trial for the Sutton and Shell Cups,
Hooper Rose Bowl, etc., to be held on the 14th
inst.

Lune Valley M.C.C.
Speed trials were held on Hest Bank Sands

on the 17th ult., over a halt-mile oourse; the
following riders were successful: —

350 c.c.

(1) J. N. Yates, jnr. (349 Sheffield-Henderson).
(2) B. A, Pemberton (350 Matador-Bradshaw).
(3) G. Hardman (349 Coulson B.).

600 c.c.
(1) H. Baxter (490 Norton).
(2) J. N. Yates, jnr. (349 Sheffield-Henderson).
(3) B. A. Pemberton (350 Matador-Bradshaw),

Unlimited Handicap.
(1) R. Topping (481 Scott).
(2) J. Brown. (532 Scott).
(3) B. A. Pemberton (350 Matador-Bradshaw).

Unlimited Sidecars.
(1) E. B. Parkinson (976 Brough-Superior sc).
(2) A. Jepson (498 Zenith-Bradshaw sc).
(3) L. Haige (532 Scott sc).

Unlimited Sidecar Handicap.
(1) A. Jepson (498 Zenith-Bradshaw sc).
(2) L. Haige (532 Scott sc).
(3) R. Thomson (986 Morgan).

nkley and District M.C. and L.C.C.
In place of observed hills in the Yorkshire Centre

trial on the 28th there will be a series of timed
stretches. A circuit of 50 miles to be ridden
once in the morning and once in the afternoon,
through Wharfedale, Washburndale and Nidder-
dale, will contain, it is proposed, three of these
stretches. One will be at Jack Hill, near Fewston,
one at Middle Tongue, near Pateley Bridge, and
one in Upper Washburadale to include Whinney
Hill (familiarly known as "The Staircase"), and
a couple of water splashes. Over each of these
stretches a special time limit will be arranged.
It is practically the equivalent of " bogey " on a
golf course, but this " bogey " will vary with each
class oT motor cycle competing. For every Iialf-

minute or part of a half-minute by which the com-
petitor exceeds the time limit he will be penal-
ised to, the extent of two marks, whilst in the
event of a tie the riders whose times are most
consistent over these " bogey " sections will be
declared the winner. The " bogey " times for the
respective classes of machine will be stated on the
route ca,rds.

RECORDS IN THE BOIS DE BOULOGNE.
C. G. Pullin Repeats Brooklands Form, attaining 98 m.p.h. Mean Speed on a 733 c.c. Douglas.

FOURTEEN records were broken or

established over the flying kilometre,

in the Bois de Boulogne, Paris, on

the morning of September 26th. The
fastest run of the day was made by C. G.

Pullin (733 Douglas)," whose average time

for the kilometre covered in two direc-

tions, in accordance with the international

rules, was 22.88sec. (98.039 m.p.h.). By
this' performance he beat the 750 c.c.

record held by Judd (Norton), which stood

at 24.87sec.
~

In the 350 c.c. class, Pullin on his 349

c.c. machine broke another record by
covering the kilometre in 24.4sec., or

91.72 m.p.h. This beats Le Vack's (New
Imperial) time of 26.97sec. In the equiva-

lent sidecar class he put up 31.59sec., or

70.804 m.p.h., again beating the old record

held by Le Vack. Finally, in the 1,000

c.c. sidecar class he attained an average

of 83.76 miles an hour, his average time

for the two runs being 26.72sec.

Under Mvinicipal Auspices.

The Bois de Boulogne records were held

in the famous Avenue des Acacias, the

use of which had been granted by the

Paris Municipal Council. The event

should have been held several days earlier,

but owing to a misunderstanding the road

had been tarred too late and had not

dried sufiBciently to make the runs safe.

When finally held, idea! weather condi-

tions prevailed, the road was perfectly

dry, and there was an entire absence of

wind. Although the trials were held very
early in the morning—^the first machine
was sent away about 7 o'clock—a large
number of spectators attended. The

foUowing^ are the best -times in each
class :

—
250 c.c. SOLO,—Marchand (D.F.R.I, 31.17s. =

record average speed 71.95 m.p.h.; former record
71.42 m.p.h.

350 c.c. SOLO.—C. G. Pullin (Douglas), 24.4s.
= record average speed 91.72 m.p.h.; former
record 83 07 m.p.h.

750 c.c. SOLO.—0. G. Pullin (Douglas), 22.88s
= record average speed 98.039 m.p.h.; former
record 89.91 m.p.h.

350 c.c. SIDECARS.—C. G. Pullin (Douglas),
31.59s. = record average speed 70.804 m.p.h.;
former record 64.1 ra.p.h.

1.000 C.c. SIDECARS.—O. G. Pullin (Douglas)
26.72s. = record average speed 83.76 m.p.h.; former
record 77.12 m.p.h.

Congratulations—and worthy ot them. C. G. Pullin and his o.h.v. Douglas posmg lor the

inevitable photographer after his sweeping victory in Paris.
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS. W?^

Compression Ratios.

COMPRESSION ratio has a marked
effect on the smooth running and
power of the engine, and it is largely

a matter of trial to obtain the correct

pressure. If a domed piston is fitted, or

the base of the cylinder ground down,
the pressure is increased, but if the cylin-

der is raised by means of thick packing
it is diminished. The raised compression
may be needed for speed events, but with
an old-type harsh-running engine the latter

tip may be adopted to transform its run-

ning to a reasonable degree of smoothness.
D.J.H.

Makeshift Needle Valve.

HAVING lost the needle valve of an
Amac carburetter during a road-

side adjustment, a rider was helped

out of the difficulty by T. C. of Potters-

pury in the following way : A nipple was

An impromptu
carburetter re-

pair.

screwed tightly on to a 17 gauge, spoke,
which was then cut off to the proper
length. A groove for the float clip was
cut with a small file, and the carburetter
float chamber was quickly in working
order again.

Repairing a Burst Tube.
HAVING suffered a badly burst inner

tube, ^which required a repair

patch almost encircling it, A. C,
of Swanwiok, fovmd that the patch was
difficult to apply, and that it persisted

in lifting at the edges, permitting a leak.

Sticking the patch down as well as pos-

sible, the tuhe was,blown up slightly and

Securing a large

patch with the aid

of insulating tape.

soiutioned outside '(including patch)
about one inch beyond each end of the
repair, and insulation tape was wrapped
lound and round the tube, each layer
slightly overlapping, in puttee fashion.
A final coat of solution was then rubbed
in, and the tube inflated a little harder
and left to set^

c t6 ,

A Selection of our Readers'
Home-made "Gadgets," with
Practical Hints on Work in

the Garage and on the Road.
Refitting Chains.

TWO S-shaped meathooks, made from
wire of small enough diameter to
pass between the rollers, and with

one end of each shortened, can be used
effectively to join up chains which need
a little stretching to bring the ends close
enough together for the insertion of the
joining link. The hooks are engaged in
each end of the chain, pulled together,
and held with the opened jaws of an
adjustable spanner; by screwing up the
latter the ends of the chain are drawn
closely together.

Scott Sociable Hints.
USE Oildag for the gear box.

Run the tyres just so hard that
they do not bump the rims, and no

harder.

Switch off on down grades. This per-
mits a fresh supply of oil to reach the top
piston ring, which reduces any tendency
in the direction of gumming in.

To obtain an ealsy start, avoid a rich

mixture, especially when engine is hot.
If the engine does not start immediately,
open the compression taps and pump it

empty, then try again.

Use iJiin grease for the grease cups, and
give them a turn or two regularly.

Pump the hubs fuU of vaseline, and
you can then leave them alone for months.
The radiator very seldom requires

.

water, but this fact should not cause one
to forget all about it.

To make the brakes fiercer, open the
shoes slightly. This can be done by
applying the pressm'e of the hands; to

make them less fierce, close slightly. Do
not use engine oil for the hubs, as it is

apt to get on to the brake drums and
prevent their gripping. For the same
reason, do not over-oil rear bevel.

Acquire the habit of using the hand
brake.

Clean the two-pole plugs every thou-
sand miles or so. They are easily taken
adrift.

Do not use more engine oil than the
makers recommend. It may seem absurdly
little, but nothing is gained by using
more —^H.M.B.

•BINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR :

CYCLISTS"—gives Tiundreds of useful
\

"torinlcles" Price 2s. 3d. 'post free, fromi \

" The Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset Bouse, :

Tudar Street, London, E.G. i. '•

Facilitating Cornering.

NO new- principle in the dynamics of

steering is foreshadowed in the above
heading ; this paragraph merely re-

fers to a little correction of the maker's
design carried out by C.R., of Rugeley,
ou a machine that shall be nameless.
As originally fitted by the makers, the

drip feed of C'.R.'s machine was too
far forward on the tank, and in conse-

quence the handle-bar could not be turned
very far to the right before colliding with
the top of the drip. This continual col-

lision bent the drip valve pin, and finally

tore the pump out of the chimney in the
tank. Tire pump was refixed one-third of

a turn to the left, bringing the outlet

facing forward, and a piece of brass pipe

bent suitably in two places was screwed

Remedying a fault in design not unknown
on modem machines,

into the pump delivery orifice and the drip

feed screwed to the end, bringing it to

the side of the tank but nearer the saddle.

As the top tube of the frame is flush with

the tank, the brass pipe lies snugly in

place, and is reasonably unobtrusive, while

the drip feed is still visible.

Belt Enthusiasts Please Note.

NO doubt cynical by long experience,

S. T., of Somercotes, has equipped
j

the top edge of his front number !

plate Avith a short hack-saw blade, .
fixed

j

with two small screws through its end \

holes ; it saves playing about with an
j

inadequate penknife, cut fingers, and the
\

A novel use

hack-saw b!;

cost of the oft-times inefficient but ex-

pensive belt guillotines, once so popular.

When out of use, the blade is carried

with its business edge downwards—which

is something to be thankful for, at any

rate.
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GR EATER VALUE
than ever given before
A limited quantity ol tliis wonderlul boot for disposal 10 (lie

readers ol " The Motor Cycle " at

30% Less than any previously quoted prices
Every boot is brand new, Absolutely Waterpioof. and easy to

slip on and off. Far more serviceable than similar articles or vastly

inferior materials sold elsewhere at equai pricus

Officers' Field Service

TRENCH BOOTS.

Our Price
Postage and Packing, ije. [n Brown op Black
All sizes. Guaranteed to be made of the finest

Governmen t Leather. Sizes from 4 to 12
Smaller sizes suitable for ladies. These boots

reach to the knee, and have full length tongues
and side buckles, which effectively prevent anv
water penetrating through the lace holes orov r

the tops of the boots. The uppers arc strong
and stout, and yet extremely soft and pUabls
The SMARTEST and MOST COMFORTABLE
Trench Boot procurable.

BRITISH
ARMY BOOTS
OFFIOER8'
^o'^r BOOTS
Send Postal Order or
Cheque, and state

size required.

LONDON ARMY BOOT CO.,
Qovernment Contractors,

(OepL M.C.) ise.Blshopsgrate, London,
(Adjoining Bishopsgatc Street Police Station.)

E.C.2

John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, IVIanchester.

For Kilo & Racing: Order 100 to Circle

THE B0NNIK3EN ISOCHRONOUS
has long convinced the Scienti6c Rider
of its unrivalled properties, viz. ;

—

It tells the truth at all speeds. Its

bands are not confined to one turn on
'.be dial; at 60 m.p.h. the hand will

show lo i.e. 50 plus 10.

Accurate because its "controlling
mechanism" is same as in a watch.
No hand oscillation because the indi-

cating hand is locked while reading.
Motor Cycle Type. Car & Cycle Car Type.
Trip. Non-trip, Trip. Noil trip,

E5 SO £4 IS £7 £6 10
nstruments are returnable at anytime
against cash less 10/- per month.

Apply to J. E. BONNIKSEN,
165 Tachbrook Rd., Leamington, England
Son of Inventor), practical worlter upon tliis in-

strument since 191Z, except for Service in the
R-A,F, as Mechanic, Pilot and Squadron Com-
mander.

REPAIRS, CONVERSIONS, Etc., promptly and carefully attended to,

DASH BOARD FITTINGS, CLOCKS. WATCHES. HUB DISTANCE RECORDERS.
Customers' further wants attended to on agreed commission.

Bankers : "London Joint City and Midland Bank, Ltd., Leamington Spa-

THE INDICATOR WITH UN
LIMITED SPEED READINa,

PATENT N9 20337.

Contact
file for

cleaning
Sparking

Plugs, Coils,

and Magnetos.

About 6in. long.

1/- each from your
agents.

Ask for Terry's—remem-
ber "Terry" quality.

get one of

Terry's
Patent Valve
Spring Lifters

IT fits any engine, and
enables a valve to be
taken down whilst hot.

At one operation it holds
valve down.and lifts spring
clear of pin, and holds it in
any position—leaving both
hands free.

It is high-grade quality
and will give good service.

1/6 each with ratchet back
1/3 „ without „ „

From your agent.

Terry's Spring Seat Saddle makes all
roads feel smooth.

Booklet post free.

Herbert Terry & Sons, Ltd.

Manufacturers,

Redditch,

Eng.
Est. 1855.

5 1 1/2

Terry's 13^^
Pat. —»—

149127/20.

Now the cold weather is

coming ,a pair of "AVECTA"
armbands will be welcome
to wear outside the sleeves, to

keep arms and hands waim. Has
no soldering, but is joined by
patent invisible clip, and has
inner tape to stop over-stretch.

Ask for the "AVECTA"—see

name on box. It is British.

Nickel-plated - 9d. pair.

Gilt or silvered - lOd. ,,

Get them from your men's out-
fitter, a draper, or fancy goods
stores. If you have difficulty,

order from us, giving your
agents' name and address.

When you require one—Insist

on a '"TBERY" Kick-starta
Spring. We make for all

machines.

In ansiverinrj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'

No. 603. Terry's high-grade

Magneto Spanner.

Blued 4ld. each.

Plated 7id. each.

From your agent, please.

big
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OFFICERS' ARMY TRENCH COATS
THE GENUINE
"WESTO" TYPE 55/-

Post Free in Great Britain

and the Irisli Free State.

With AU-Wool Detachable Reece Lining 70/- each.

Brand New, Tripleproof Gabardine, check lining, oilskin inf«r-Iinlng, and with detachable All-wool
fleece lining. Four Coats in One.

These coats are impervious to weather. Worn with the fleece lining, they combine the warmth and comiortof
an ulster with the rain-resisting qualities of a stout mackintosh. With this lining detached they are a light,

elegant raincoat.
This is ihc mdy coat wade THROUGHOUT with surplus Government materials wliicU we control,

\\ We now stock this coat for ladies as well as gentlemen. Same
materials, same price. Same High Quality.

State Height arid Bust measurement.

' MONEYBACK" PRINCIPLE Our method of doing business is simplicity itself.
--- K you do not like the goods send them back, and ws

(Our Ouarantee). refund your money. It is a condition that they mnst
be returned within seven days of purchase.

Chest sizes, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 ins. Qentlemen, when ordering state height and chest measurement
over waistcoat. Ladies as above,

SEND YOUR ORDER TO-DAY—IT WILL BE EXECUTED TO-MORROW.
Cheques, Money Orders and Postal Orders should be crossed Barclays Bank, Limiied.

Treasury Notes should be registered.

GEORGE WESTON & CO.,
(Dept. M.C.), Westo House, Inverness Road, Hounslow, Middlesex.

Clothins Contractors,
*MoneybacK" Merchants,

Motor Cycling Suits for Winter Wear.
We have do hesitation in claiming t! at
our " Draperstyle" Motor Cycling Suits
have nn rival at the piice. Satisfaction
guarinteid or money refunded in full.

C 80.—Mjtor Cycling Suit, comprising
Man's full-cut double-breasted coat,

double texture material storm collar,

stormproof tab cuffs to tighten up when
driving, thoroughly proof, rubber-proofed
insulated edges. Seams sewn and taped.
Detachable belt with slide buckles.
Leggings of same double texture material,
spat front shaped—understrapior instep
—tab fan shaped gusset outside, patent
dip fasteners at side. The gusset prevents
either wind or rain from penetrating.
Light in weight, thoroughly wind- and
weather-proof, tailor-made, nothing on
ths market to equal it.

THE PROOFING IS GUARANTEED
Price 32/6. Sizes below.

Suit complete, 32/6, If required with
sealless trousers, 3/6 extra,

(Jacket only, 21/6. Leggings, 12/6,
Seatless Trousers, 16/3.)

C fia.—Double texture, stout twill,

motor cycling suit, double breasted
jacket, all seams well solutioned anl
strongly sewn. Special storm collar with, flap, inside elastic storm
cuffs, guaranteed absolutely waterproof and \rindproof. Fitted with a
special triplestorm fly front which gives full protection against the most
<iiving rain and winds- Double texture stout twill leggings, made
with separate legs, with special gusseted sides, and leather straps
which can be adjusted to fasten under boot, guaranteed absolutely
waterproof. Stocked in sizes 28 in., 30 in. and 32 in. inside leg.

Sizes for Chest 36 38 40 42 44 ins. Suit KAIR
either quality. Length 36 38 38 40 40 ins. Complete ^^/ V

If required with Seatless Trousers, 6/- extra. (Jacket only S6/6.
I-eggings, 17/6. Seatless Trousers, 23/6).

C SI.—Hfilmet, double texture, material guaranteed mrtdproof
and waterproof. Superior to leather helmets at three times the price,

specially fitted with extensions at back to cover neck and come well
down over the collar. Warm fleecy lining, adjustable strap under chin,
special ear protectors to wear open or closed, peak at front, only
5/6 each. Illustrated Booklet Free.

ERNEST DRAPER & €0., LTD.
54 " AU British Works," NORTHAMPTON.

IF WINTER COMES
MAKE YOUR OWN DAYLIGHT

THE LAMP WITH THE GfiEATEST

BEAM POWER SINCE 1919
THE famous F.R.S. Motor Cycl« Gas Lamp Set

complete with , generator, as illustrated, the most
powerful and only. STREAMLESTE lamp on the market.
In best eljonised finish, nistJess and life lasting.

JVIakes night riding as safe ss day. All lamps are
fitted with the well-known F.R.S. Lens. 2,000 Sets

at the specially reduced prices as under.

THE JUNIOR.
Set Complete.

5 in. iront, 37/6
Carriage Paid.

THE BIG.

Set Complete.

6} in. front, S7/6
Carriage Paid.

THE MAJOR.
Set Complete.

500

ONLY
MOTOR
HO&NS.

The straight pattern F.K.S. Horn is famous for its distinctive tone and handsome
appearance. It lias a special bulb ofselected rubber -and is complete with patent
strengthened necTc. The cleanest design and the best value on the market.

13 ins. long:, lO/fl post free; 15 ins. long 16/9 post free.

DOMESTIC SUPPLY CO.
46, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIBMiKGHAM.

L.P.

b2o In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRIC£S

advertisements' in these columns

—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable, iTcoT
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.,

^^
Treasury Notes, bein; untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All alvertissmants m this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To

ensure insertion letters should be posted in

lime to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by

instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ot

each advertisement, anl the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adverlisers, letters may be

addressed to nuinljers at " Tim Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray llie cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber

will appear in tlie advertisement. All replies should be

aiiressed No. OQO, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset Hoiise,

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers whorepy toBox No.

: dverlisemenis are warned against sending remittance through

the post except in registered envelopes: in all suck ca'es the

use ot the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

should be clearly marked "Deposit Department."

In the case ol motor cycles oHered lor sale under a bos

number, as It Is unusual tor these to be sold without flrst

being Inspected bj the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying In their advertisements

some mention ol the district in which the machine

offered may be seen and tried.

JW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send monev to unknown persons

-nay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit Svstem. If the money be deposited with The

Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

'oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount

'0 the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

I
in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way

(The seller takes the risk of damage in transit, tor all

transactions up to f.in, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on

(Iransactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ;
oyer

rgo and under £75. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6

ind on all transactions over £100, i%. All deposic

Ti-otters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

'London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

nade pavable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

ndication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

he Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

lesirous, but have not advised us to that eiiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

nswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

.iienca as an indication that the goods advertised have

'.Iready been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so

aany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

tach one by cost.

i
MOTOR CYCLES

A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

f4 .B.C. Cnsmbination. dynamo, Cowey horn, speedo-
rX meter, 6,000 (sidecar 3,000), just overhauled, side-
iir repainted, carefully used, almost as new : £85.-8,
akhill Av., Hampstead. [5637

GOOD
SERVICE

Mackiiits

But have one good point.

Many Mac'iincs

Have some good points.

THE ONE MACHINE

IS

ALL GOOD POINTS
THE

GODFREYS, Ltd., have been Sole

London Agents for the Indian Motor
Cycle since 1910. They have always

a Representative StocU of these

Famous Models in their Show
Rooms, and are at all times willing to

give any prospective customer a trial

run,

:: MAY WE SEND YOU ::

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE?

Just now—at the end of the season,

it is possible to obtain a brand new
1922 Model at a greatly reduced

price, as Godfreys can offer some

"Shop Soiled" Machines which

have never been used and carry the

maker's full guarantee,

1122, 4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT £96

With full Electric Equipment and
Speedometer £113

Plits Milford Junior Sidecar £22

1922, yh.p. INDIAN STANDARD, Spring
Frame Combination with full Electric

Equipment and Speedometer £150

1922. S h.p. INDIAN CHIEF, with Indian
Princess Sidecar, full Electric Equip-
ment, Speedometer, etc £163

These Bargains are betas rapidly snapped

up, so don't delay your order If you are

Interested.

GODFREYS L
208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l.
'Phone - Langham 1300 (3 lines).

TD.

A .B.C.,
.^*- til

A -B.O.
x3L elec

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

dynfimo lighting, little used, kick-atart, ia
tirat-ilass condition throughout; £65.— Garage, llath

Purade, Cheltenham. [4930

1922, Lucas Magdyno, speedometer, Lucas
iectric horn, mileage negligible; f75.—Eoteliffo

Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W. [5494

A.B.C. 1921, Lucas dynamo lighting, lamps, horn,
mirror, etc., tax paid, like new; £68.—Maudes',

100, Great Portland St., London. [5467
A.B.C. 1919 500 c.c. Combination, 4-Bpe6d, spring
^^ frame. Easting, Bonniksen, lamps, tools, spares, tax
paid, splendid condition ; owner late member A.B.C.
Start; £75, oflers.-90, St. Andrews Rd., Bridport,
Dorset. [4872

Abingdon.
£10.—Abingdon 3i/oh.p., Bosch, B.B., taxed, all on.

—Guinchard. 179. York Rd.. Camden Rd. r5186
6-7h.p. Abingdon King Dick Combination, 3-6peed,

clutch and kick-starter, perfect condition; 38
guineas, or offer;
S.W.I 8.

after 6.-97, Elsenham St.,

A.J.S.

Southfields,
[5046

Eatcliffe
[5495

Bl 254h.p. A.J.S., £85;
Motor Co., Aston

1 Q22 A.J.S. 2'!4h.p., mileage negligible; £70.-
-Lt/ Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.

A.J.S. Motor Cycles on easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Central 5168

r5518
liberal exchanges.—
Rd., Birmingham.

[4596
AYrvmouth.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Com-
;i''5- in stock. Dorset trade supplied.

[0817
3.h.p. A.J.S., 1916, 3 speeds, clutch, fully equipped;

'W4: £38; after 7.-^, Landcroft Rd., East Dulwich.
[5675

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1913 6h.p,
A.J.S. combination

clutch; £45.

TQ22
-1-t/ Premier

DAN GUY,
bination.

3 speeds,

A.J.S. 2S4h.p.-7h.p,

Merrick's Store;

kick-start amd
f5519

Vehicles.—Write
Ed.. Bradford.

' r2704

Commercial
ListerhilU

'Phone: 2439.

A.J.S. Combination, perfect condition, fully equipped;
any trial after 7.—Compton, West Lodge, Botanic

Gardens, Glasgow. [4765

LATE 1921 A.J.S. Combination, beautifully
equipped, as brand new; £105.—24, Balliol Rd..

North Kensington. [5152

1 Q22 234h.p. B.l A.J.S., lamps, speedometer, not
-*-*-' ridden 400 miles; what offers?-PickeriuK. 49.
Mardol, Shrewsbury, [5169

A .J.S. 7h.p. 1920 Combination, screen, electric lamps,
-^^ spare wheel, tax paid; 85 guineas. — Batchelor,
Clarence St., Kingston. [5097

1 Q22 brand new A.J.S.. Bl model, just uncrated

;

J-«^ bargain, £75.—^Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon
i[5591

F.O.C.}!. Invite Inspection. A.J.S.'s and other
makes far below any anticipated price reduction." " "' " . ^ . ™ . . [3862

St., W.l. Mayfair 625.

Invite Inspection. A.J.E
)w any antic \_ . . L ^__

-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combijiation, £175; 2%h.p., 3-apeed,
£85.—Immediate delivery can be obtained from

P. J. Evans, John BriKht St., Birmineham. [5551

FOE A.J.S. 1922 models. 2i^h.p. solo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get in touch with the N. Loudon agents.

—Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

A.J.S. 1922 25/4h.p., standard model, dynamo lighting,
electric horn, tax paid, not done 500 miles, like

new; £80.—Maudes', The Norwich Garage, Norwich.
[5455

"|019 A..J.S, 6h.p, Combination, 3-speed, lamps, hood,
J- iy screen, spare wheel, Tan-9ad, tools, in very good
order and condition; £95.-97, Ohesnut Rd., Plumsteod.

[47 S7
1Q22 2^.'ih.p. A.J.S., Models B and Bl, from stock;
J-t? official agenits; exchanges and deferred pay-
ments.—Bambers, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phow :

607. r4419

"jQ19 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, screen,
i t^ Lucas lamps, lovely outfit ; £80 ; exchanges.—
Hillier, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. (7 or
7a 'bus.) [5309

1 Q 16 A.J.S. Combination, completely re-enamelled
-LJU and upholstered, bought car, best offer secures.—" Merlebank," Rotherfield Rd., Carshalton. 'Phono :

Brixton 2677. [5295

A.J.S. 1916 6h.p. Combination, lami)Sj born, wind-
screen, etc., 3-speed, clutch a^d_ K.S., excellent

condition, tyres almost new
St., Loughborough.

£65.—Hubbard, 8a, Park
[5112

"I Q21 A.J.S. Combination, excellent condition, discs,
JLtJ long exhaust, electric lighting; £125 or near
offer; modern- 2-seater entertained; cash adjustment.-
Burns, Tailor, Newbury. [5283

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, spare wheel, hood, front

and side screens, speedometer, as iicw,_tax paid,

also Insurance to Aug., 1923

;

Alexandra Rd., Manchester.
Owen, 87,

[5345

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

b23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, dynamo model, hood,
screen, spare wheel, hardly used and absolutely

as new; 100 guineas.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. "Phone : Ealing 689. [5581

1 Q20 A.J.S. 5-6b.p. Combination, Easting, tax paid,
J- 1/ lamps, horn, etc., excellent condition; £80.—
Elce. Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination 1921. fitted with Lucas
accumulator lighting, speedometer, spare wheel and

tyre, mileage 2,000, guaranteed as new; il25.—Ratelift'e

iBros., 200. Gt. Portland -St., "W. - [5493

1 Q21 7b.p. A.J.S. and sidecar, fitted with several
J-«/ extras, speedometer, hood and screen, Lucos
lamps, spare wheel, Tan-Sad, etc., splendid condition:
£120.-H. H. Timberlake, Ltd., Wigan. [4793

Guineas, Great Bargain, Eschanges.— 1921
A.J.S. Combination, lamps, screens, spare wheel,

luxurious turnout, anv examination, trial.—Seabridge,
Hansler Ed.. East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [6966

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination 1921, electric light, hood.
2 screens, speedometer, spare wheel, unpuneturable

tyre, Tan-Sad, imall mileage, insured June, 1923, per-
fect condition; £130.—Lee, 9, Heathfield Rd., Birken-
head. [4989

0|^ Guineas.—2*ih.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, clutch engine
*-'" recently overhauled by makers, new Henolds
chains, sprockets, tyres, tubes and lamps, guaranteed
90 m.p.g. ; exchanges.—Swans, Nest Garage, Stratiord-
on-Avon. [5261

"1 Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, first run 1921,
-**' dynamo lighting, Binks carburetter, Triples
screen, speedometer, 2 horns, Tan-Sad, hood, spare wheel.
spare petrol carrier, specially built toolbox, one tyre
brand new, tased, insured; £120, or near offer.—'Phone:
Hampstead 7725. [4771

Spare Parfu

:

109

8. Bond
[4806

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate deliverv,—Kays,
St., Ealing.

Alldays

ALLON 1921, fully enuipped; £37.—EatcliSe Bros.,

200. Gt. Portland St., W. [5504

ALLDAYS 2-stroke, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-start;
bargain, £20.—Fisher, Spriugwell Rd., Heston,

Hounslow. ' [5280

"I Q21 Allon 2^/4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start,
J-t/ equipped, taxed; £38.—Blackmore, 769. Rom-
ford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [5006

1 Q22 Alldays Allon 2^4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-
J-*' starter, lamps, horn, licensed, absolutely new con-
dition, unscratehed: £55 cash.—29, Fairholt Ed., N.16.

[4901
O ' Guineas, Urgent Sale, Exchange.-1917 Allon

i^^y 2-stroke, 2 speeds, lamps, footboards, any ex-

amination, trial.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East
Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [4773

ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS (1914) Combination. 4h.p..

windscreen, etc., all chain, 3-speed gear box.

clutch, kick start, Bosch mag., Senspray carburetter,
accessories, in splendid condition; £47/10 (Grantham
district).—Box 4016, c/o The Motor Cycle, [5331

1 Q17 Allon 2'5/ih.p. 2-stroke, tax paid, 2-speed
X«7 countersliaft gear and clutch, Senspray carbu-
retter, E.I.C. magneto, footboards, tyres are equal to

new enamel and plating in very good condition, and
macnine is guaranteed mechanically jterfect; any trial

or inspection welcomed; ^20.—Allen, Station House,
Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [5683

American X.

"OOBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.— 1921 American X
-tV with Henderson Elite sidecar, accessories, tax
paid, in beautiful condition; £95.—157b, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l. [2349

PHOTOGRAPH Free.—American X 1921 Com-
bination, new condition. 7-9h.n., electi-ic; 89

guineas; exchanges.-Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [5627

Ariel.

"Id 20 3i/^h.p. Ariel and coachbuilt sidecar; £55.—
J-tf Beechworth Lodge, Hales Rd., Cheltenham.

[4832

1 Q 15 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, perfect condi-
J-t? tion, tax paid.—Saul, Estate Works, Lytham.

[4828
£50.-1920 3^y^h.p. Ariel, splendid machine, thor-

oughly reliable, all on.—Ramsden, Parkstone,
Lytham. [5086

1 Q19 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, fully equipped.
Xt/ screen, luggage grid, guaranteed; £55.-51, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Putney. [5643

ARIEL 31/^h.p. Sports Model, brand new, gua-ran-
teed 60 m.p.h. ; £65.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond

Bt., Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing 689. [5583

"IQ21 Ariel Combination, Easting, Tan-Sad, all on;
J^V £55.—RaUton, Cobham and Co., Ltd., Water
St., off Blackfriars St., Manchester. [5585

1 Q22 Ariel, brand new, unregistered, 6-7h.p. com-
j-U bination; list price 26125, accept £103; makers'
guarantee.-391, Kmg St., Hammersmith. [5420

ARIEL.-All models cash or gradual pajTnents,
Spares supplied from atock.-West Central Agency,

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C-l. [0704

EXCHANGE YOUR
MOTOR CYCLE

FOR

ROVER "8," £180 cash, or £46 16

down, and 12 payments of £11 14 0.

De Luxe model £20 extra.

MAXWELL (New Series), £360 cash, or
£93 12 down and 12 payments
of £23 8 0.

OVERLAND, £263 cash, or £69 13 7
down and 1 2 payments of £17 8 5.

NEW HUDSON, £239 cash, or £59 16

down and 12 payments of £14 19 0.

r- "'•7

MORGAN " Popular " Model, £150 cash,

or £39 down and 12 payments
of £9 15 0.

Deferred payments with option of discount.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.. 50, High Roal
'Phone: Hom=ey 1956.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, N.E., 151, High Street-

Phone : WaUham?tow 169.

GT. PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, N.W.
(Opposite Station,) 'Phone; i\kiseum497S.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

1 Q22 sy^t.p. Ariel Combination, shop-soiled, a gitt;
-JL «7 £105 ; exchanges and deferred payments.—
Bambers. Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607.

[4416
SOUTHPORT.—Clearance sale. 1922 Ariel combina

tion, almost unused, full insurance, 65 guineas
another 1920, 59 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lort
St., Southport. .

[505i

Spare Parts:

AEIEL Spares for all models, post free. Atie
Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Garqge

Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO. [O80'

Bat.
"D AT-J.A.P. 6h.p. twin, clutch, tick-start, Bplendit
-*-• condition, tas paid-; £25.-22, Cliiton Avenue
Peterborough. ,

- [4741

1 Q21 8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, 4 detachable ivheels^^ electric lighting. Cower, Easting, tax paid; £105
would consider another machine part.— 7, Norwood Ed.
Heme Hill, S.E.24. [493;

"Beardmore.
3JLh.p. Beardmore 1921, 2-speed, kick-start, doubl

2 sprung, all accessories; nearest £45.— 132, "Wab
Lnne, Willesden. [501

;

TDEAEDMOEE SV^h.p., spring frame, touring, nei
J-» October, 1921, little used, splendid condition; £4e
Haie, White Hart, Reigate. [484'

"DEARDMORE-PRECISION 1922 SVoh.p., De JMx^
-*-9 model, dynamo lighting, in excellent condition
£60.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [S37(

1 Q22 Beardmore-Precision 4i4h.p., spring frame
-^-tf complete with Lucas lamps, horn, full
licensed, perfect, not done 600 miles; £90; owne
buy car.—Robert^, BrynTodyn, Towyn, Mer. [523

Blackburne.
1 Q 20 4h.p. Blackburne, equipped, as new ; es
-t*-' change for higher power combination.—14;
Ravensbury Rd,, Earlsfield, S.W. [555

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1921, dropped bars, al

chain, perfect condition, tax piad; £75.—Wa'
National Provincial Bank. Swanage. [510

1 Q20 . 4h.p, Blackburne Combination, Montgomer
J-v Sports sidecar, new engine fitted month ago, a
accessories, perfect; £60, bargain.—Bates, 19, Alban
Rd., Coventry. . [548

1Q22 Special O.V.H. a^ih.p. • Elackburne-Weatherel
*~^ ordered and entered for the giant 100 mile rai

.

but delivered too late. This machine is identical mi
the one that won the race, and has only been used e
Brooklands for tuning, and never been on the loat

fully licensed Dec. 31, 1922, fitted with mudguar
chainguard, carrier, -3-speed gear box, kick-starte
handle clutch, lamps, tools; cost 85 gnineas and £5 €st'

for racing cams and piston, £2 for B.L. mechanic
oil pump ; bargain, £75, or exchange combination.
2, Ramillies Ed., Cliiswick, [471

Spare Parts:

J

ALL Blacliburne Engine Spares from stock; list c

application; trade supplied.—Maudes', 100, Gre;
Portland St., W.l. [54^

Bradbury.
4h.p. Bradbury, Bcsch, clutch, licensed, ride awa''

£18.-68. Gordon Rfl.. Ealing. [5ir

BRADBURY 1914 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, exc-

lent condition; £25.-7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.

t23(

BRADBURY 23411.P., 1922. tax paid. S-spee
clutch, and kick-starter; £55.—Wauchope's,

Shoe Lane, London. [55:

SOUTHPORT.—Clearance sale. 1921 Bradbury coi
.

bination. all-chain, 3-speed, K.S.; 50 guineas; e
'

changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [SOf

1 Q22 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-star
J-f' licensed year, fully equipped, indistinpuishab
from new; 70 gns.; exchanges or deferred.-Edward
50. Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [221

1 019- 4h.p. Bradbury, N.S.U. 2-speed, fully eQuippe
JLt/ tyres and belt nearly new, engine overliaali

recently, will take two anywhere ; £32 for qiliek sali

owner buving car.—Hares, ilillenheath, nr. Pxees, Wl);
'

church, Salop. [48i
^

Brough.

1 Q21 5-6h.p. Brough Combination, all accessorie -

J-t/ including speedometer, in. new condition; ai

trial; £76.—F. Winwood, 36, Lowesmoor, Worcester
rsoj

STOCKTAKING Clearance Bargain.—New 19:

Brough Flat Twin SVjh.p., overhead valv

3-speed, chain drive, Sports model, list price £13i

reduced to £80; easy payments 4 per cent, extr

—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [SSi
'

Brough Superior.

BROUGH SUPERIOR Combination, la*est_ ty

o.h.v. Magdyno. Cowey trip and illumina^r

speedometer, spark amplifiers, grip oiling, 26x3 Du
lops, guaranteed 80 m.p.h., unscratched, as nei

£145, or offer.-Myrtle House, Downend Rd.. Fis

ponds, Bristol. |51-

b24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private ownere are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1919 2^;ih.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn, tax

paid, small mileage; £38.—Maudes' (below).

DOUGLAS 1921 234h.p. 3-fipeed Model, clutch and
kick-fitarter, Cowey speedometer, head lamp, etc.;

.55.—Maudes' (below).

r^OUGLAS 1922 SVsh.p. Overhead Valve Sports
L/ Model, 3 speeds, all accessories, guaranteed as
ew; £90.—Maudes (below).

DOUGLAS 1922 6h.p. Combination, all accessories,

very small mileatre, carefully used, tax paid;
120.—Maudes', 100, l.reat Portland St., London.

[5469
)jLh.p. Douglas, good order, fully equipped; £15.—R.
,'4 SolomtiD, 114, Waterloo St., Bnrton-on-Trent.
l' [4879
i~VOUGLAS 2%h.p., excellent condition, any trial;
)J £36. offers.- 18, Claremont Hill, Shrewsbury.

[5238
D,OUGLAS 4h.p. 1918, excellent condi-tion, any trial;

£46/10.—Particulars, Brookes, Saddler, Ledbury.
[4926

"\OUGLAS, 1921, all on, taxed, perfect; 46 gns.—
^ R. B. Clark and Co.. 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.

;
[5851

liQlS Douglas 2^4h.p., perfect condition, lamps;
Jt/ £28.-55. Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammersmith.

r5063
;"\OUGLAS 2^/4h.p. 2-speed, Bosch, good condition;
\' £26.-76, Babnernie Grove, Wandsworth, S.W.

[5272
)OUGLAS 254h.p. 1915, good condition, 2-speed;

sacriftee £23.—Hearn Bros., 94. Brixton Hill,

W.2. [4700

• 25.—1915 2^;4h.p. Douglas, equipped, Binks, fast,

' long exhaust, licensed.—la, Hearue Rd.. Kew
idge. r5177

922 Douglas 3V;.h.p. Sports model, fully equipped,
licensed year, indistinguishable from new; £90.

jielow.

I

3h,p. 2-speed, unused, made ol nearly all new W.D.
i 5 parts, new tyres and belt : £38 ; all on ; ex-

inges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,

uth Kensington. [5609

)OUGLAS 2^h.p., new, except saddle and enamel
sU?htly "soiled; £39.-20, ~ . -^ —

'11, S.E.

Remola Rd., Heme
[5399

916 Douglas 2%h.p., perfect order, fully equipped,
taxed; £30.—C.S.M. Comber, Drill Hall, Camber-

;, Surrey. [4827

>OUGLAS 254h.p. 2-speed 1917, exceptionally good
condition; for quick sale, ,

iiool, Oxford.
New College

[5340

kOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p., 2 speeds, standard specifica-
' tion. small mileage ; £35.—Maudes', The Norwich

(rage, Norwich. [5454

i3.h.p. Douglas, 1921, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter,
.'4 fully equipped, licence, new condition; i£50.—63,
Son Rd., Brixton. [5408

IlOUGLAS 2'Jih.p. machines, built of new parts
. throughout; 39 gas.—R. .B. Clark and Co., 7,
Ihibition Rd.. 3.W.7. [5350

"[122 Douglas 2^h.p., 2-speed, all lamps, horn, tax
J7 paid, as new; £50.—Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St.

'lone; Langham 1257.

'.'^6.—Douglas 2%h.p., 1916,
c tyres, absolutely sound.-
J>s, Portman Sq.. W.

[5513

tax, accessories, new
-88, Gloucester Place

[5312

1120 Douglas 2^^h.p., 3-speed, new tyi'es, tax paid,
J' fully equipped; nearest £48.—Station Hotel, 41,
Imley Rd., Netting Hill. [5114

/'.p. Douglas and Sidecar, complete with lamps,
- licence, etc; bargain, £40.—Saint, Regent St..

Cibridge. 'Phone: 724. [5372

1i22 Douglas 2^4h.p., 2-speed, all lamps and horn,
J' shop-soiled only; £62.—Rey, 173, Gt. Portland
B 'Phon?: Langham 1257. [5516

"]il9 Douglas 2';4h.p., copper exhaust, 1920 tank,
\' all on, any trial; £35.—Ward, South Western
Cjage, New Maiden, Surrey. [5679

lOUGLAS 1914, 2 speeds, adjustable pulley, large
4 nickel exhaust, fully equipped; £23.-51, Upper
Shmond Rd., East Putney. [5638

g'h.p, Douglas, 2-speed, all on, expanding pulley,
r*}- speedy, excelleitt condition; £46; week-end.—
2: The Ridings. Golders Green. [5073

"1 OUGLAS Combination, semi-T.T. , disc, speedo-
J meter, overhauled, as new.—Saunders, Abbot,
Klway Garage, Beckenham, Kent. [4966

"^120 Douglas 2yih.p., 3-speed, full equipment, brand
J'' new rnndition, upscratched : £45.-37, Canterbury

La.±es± Mo die Is.
Brie-r S|9eoifioa±ion.

3 h.p. FLAT TWIN, 69 x 54, with latest type gudgeon
pin fixing, four -speed gear box, incorporating clutch
and kick-starter, all-chain drive, automaticlubrication,
Claudel single lever carburetter, spring frame and
forks, touring or semi-T.T. bars, carrier, toolbag, tools,

IVIAKERS' FUa.U GUARAN-TEE.
OUR REDUCED RRIOE.

STANDARD
MODEL

B, Balls Pond Ed.. Dalston, N.l. [4698

T|20 Douglas Combination, countershaft, fully
-5' equipped, taxed; £6S.—William, 769, Eomford
K' Manor Park, London, E.12. [5007

"I AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London .^Douglas
' 2-,li.n. 1915, 2 speeds, £27/10; 1921 2l4h.p.

U'tlLis, £55; easy payments taken. [5524

"IJ19 Douglas 2%h.p. 2-speed, mechanically per-»' feet, tax paid, bargain; £35; lamp, horn, etc.;
|e- alter 6 o'clock weekdays.—103, Winstanley Kd.,
Biersea. [4838

REDUCED PRICES.
No. 3 2i h.p. Jap Standard £65
No. 5 250 c.c. Super sports £73
No. 6 350 c.c. Super sports £78
No. 7 8 h.p. Jap Combination £125

Deliveries now being effected at these reduced prices.

:es or Easy

We have a few latest

Models to clear at reduced prices

3i h.p. SPORTS twin, 64.5x76 (498 c.c.) aluminium
pistons, roller big end, aluminium radiators to valve
caps, Amac T.T. carburetter, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear, tyres 26"x aj-", T.T. bars. Completely equipped.
n/IAKERS' FULL. GUARANTEE.

ALL
CHAIN
DRIVE£9000

Usuallist price £125.
We have a large number of other makes of shop-soiled models
at reduced prices. See Miscellaneous columns for second-hwtd

bargains, or send for full lists, post free.

"hnuD^s /noTOR r^^mf
100 . GREAT PORTLAND STREET

LONDON- W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

F.O.C.n. Invite InF.pection. Douglases and other
makes far below any anticipated price reduction.

—5, Heath St., Hampstcad (near Tube). [3860

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.-1922 2%h.p. 2-speed
Douglas, accessories, tax paid, almost new con-

dition; £58._157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [2348

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, all on, Tan-Sad.
spares, excellent condition; genuine bargain, .£52.

—2, HatherJey Rd., Hoe St., Walthamstow. [5673

DOUGLAS 1020 4h.p. Combination, completely
equipped, first-class condition ; bargain, £75.

—

The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [5473

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, speedometer,
-»-*J' dash, Triplex screen, runs splendidly; £70.—
Bryant, 98a. Merton Rd,, Wandsworth, S.W. 18. r5143

DOUGLAS 294h.p. 1916. fully equipped, tax paid,
guaranteed a most reliable mount; £25.—Naylor

and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. 1[5134

1Q22 3'/jh.p. Sports Douglas, Bonniksen trip, 600
J-tf miles, perfect; £100, best offer; exchange Sun-
beam, Norton, Triumph.— 15, Wilfred St.. Derby.

[5335

1 Q22 4h.p. Douglas Combination, shop-soiled, a gift;
-t-t/ £110; exchanges and deferred payments.

—

Bambers, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607.
[4418

1 Q22 SV^h.p. Douglas Sports, shop-soiled; bargain,
-^^^ at £95: exchanges and deferred payments.

—

Bambers, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607.
[4417

DOUGLAS 1922 234h.p.—An ideal solo mount, lully
equipped, lamp, horn, etc., brand new, shop-soiled,

2-Bpeed, £62 : 3-6peed, £75.—The Monis G.irages, Oxford.
[52164h.p. Douglas Combination 1919, Mrith 1920 rlutcli.

perfect running order, nindscreen, hood and spares,
fully equipped; £70.—Graham, 57, Chipstead St., Ful-
ham, S.W. [4717

1 Q22 2^4h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-start.
JLiJ fully equipped, speedometer, watch, tax paid,
mileage negligible; £60
field, S.W

-42, Tranmere Rd., Earls-
l[5167

PHONES -MUSEUM 7675 CRAMS ABDICATE WESDCT

100 . PARIS STREET. HND FVPTFD
2 , ST SIDWELI. STREET. bACILK.
TELEPHONE 933. TELEGRAMS CdMBUSTIOhf

WOLVERHflMPTON STREET. WfllSBLL
TELEPHONE. •44'4 TELEGRAMS 'COMBUSTiON'

I08.PRINCE OF WALES R? NORWICH
TELEPHONE . 998. TELEGRAMS 'COI^BUSTIOW

CilSH.. EXCHnilGES OR DEFURED PRYHENTl
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue bzy

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

£50.—Douglas 4Ii.p. 1918 Combination, plate dutch,
exceptionally smart and guaranteed sound, lamps.

Klaxon, tax paid-
man Sq., W,

Gloucester Place Mewa, Port-
[5310

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, completely equipped,
new 1922 model, sliehtly shon-soiled onlyl list

price ^6135; bargain, £110.—P. J. Evans, Jotm Bright
St., Birmingham. "^

i[5546

DOUGLAS 2^^h.p., condition, appearance as new, all

on, tax, insurance paid, owner going ovei-seas;

offers invited. After six.—20, Adamson Rd., Swiss
Cottage, N.W. (P) [5297

D,OUGLAS Combination 4h.p., late 1920, with new
1922 Douglas sidecar, new tyres, complete lamps,

horn and licensed, guaranteed in perfect condition: £80.
—Gaylard, Princes St., Yeovil. ['1538

AT Edwards.—1918 2-14h.p. Douglas 2-speed model,
lully equipped, excellent condition, new tyres

a-nd belt; 37 guineas; deferred payments and ex-
change.—101, Great Portland St.,W.l. [5632

DOUGLAS, 1913, single gear." good condition, tapered
tank, Binlie, Bosch, Bates, Klaxon, all the best,

tax paid, all on; willing engine; £25; after 7.-

dale," Colefield Kd., Blackley, Manchester.
* Allen-
[4759

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
-LH K.S., Easting, lamps, horn, etc., perfect condi-
tion; £52/10.-Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0067

1 Q 22 6h.p. O.H.V. Douglas Combination, lamps,
-I*-' Cowey trip, legshields. Triplex, full insurance,
licence, spare valve, chains, etc., interchangeable wheels;
£130, or near.—Purkis, 2, Cam Hall Ed., Leytonetone,
E.ll. [4864

J Q20 2%h.p. Douglas, excellent condition, mechani-
ji*y cally perfect, fully equipped, lamps, mechanical
horn, and numerous spares, tools, etc.; sacrifice, ^£40,
or near offer.—Clarke, 1.56, Stockwell Rd., Brixton,
S.W. 9. [5438

IQlS Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Easting, lamps,
-i-*^ etc., in excellent order, any trial; also lieht-
weight coachbuilt sidecar, good condition, all fit-

tings; exchange Moa'gan; or sell.—Marsden, 19, Potter
St., Worksop. [5102

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1920, hardly
used, as new, mechanically , perfect, Ace discs,

etc., all on, very smart 'bus; take any fair offer.—
Brealy, 86, Gladstone Park Gardens, N.W.2. 'Phone :

Willesden 2172. [4971

FOR Douglas 1922 2^-nh..Ti. and 4h.p. Combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London

agents, and giv you the best of service; all spares in
stock; no W.D, rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broad-
way, Muswell Hill [0786

DOUGLAS (new 2"'4h.p. 192«, 2.speed models, fully
equipped, £68; 2i^,ih.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-

start model, all on. £82; 4h.p.. all on, £110; 4h.p.
comblniatian, all on, £135; 3V.;h.Ti. sports model,
£115; 6h.p. combina^tion, all on, £165; your old

ma<;h.ine taken in exchange and treated as payment
down, the remainder in 12 eaual monthly payments
or more.—W'auchope's. 9, Shoe Lane. London. [5525
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

41i.p. Douglas and Sidecar, new October, 1921. P.
and H. dynamo, electric lighting, Lucas eleotrio

liorn, oversize tyres, spare tubes and belt, etc.; £105,
Apply after 7 p.m.—10, Foxgrove Rd., Beckenham,
Kent, 01- 'phone Bromley 917. i[4753

1 Q22 perfectly new but shop-soiled Douglnfi; (2) 2^/^i.v.,

JL«/ 2-si)eed, £59; (1) 3-speed, £72; (1) 4h.p. combina-
tion, £115; complete lamps, horn, tax paid, deli-veTy

tree; {2) 1922 3y2h.p. sports, demonstration models, £75.
—City Motor Depot, 37. Lowerhead Row, Leeds. Tel.

:

23449.
.

[5228

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1920 Combination, adjustable
Tiriplex windscreen, new Bosch magneto, liood,

speedometer, electric lighting, complete set tools, tax
paidj just overhauled, in perfect condition, winner of

reliabiliy trials ; £65.—N. Gibbs, 4, Weigall Rd., .

Lee, S.E.12. [5350

DOUGLAS SVih.p. Sports, o.h.v. competition model,
fast, December, 1921, very small mileage, excel-

lent condition, Bonniksen speedometer, lamps, all

accessories, light sports sidecar (if needed), tax paid,

fully insured; cost ^£150, bargain, £100; owner buy-
ing car.—J. Hennessy, Broom Hill, Sunningdale, Berks.

[3817
T Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, clutch
XJ!r and kick-start, tax paid, T.B. magneto, Amac
carburetter, P. and H. lamps, all tyres are in good
condition, machine and sidecar are excellent through-
out and guaranteed mechanically perfect; £52, bargain;
any trial -welconied.—Allen, Station House, Aldeburgh,
Suffolk. [5682

Spare Parts:

DOUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [4803

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portland

St.. W.l. [5930

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham.—Complete stock genuine guaranteed
Douglas parts, immediate dispatch; lowest cash prices.

[5084
DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for

all models; post free. Douelas Aeents and soare
iiart stockists.—Jones' Garage. Broadway, Muswell
Hill, N.IO. f0806

DOUGLAS Spares.-Large stocks of new genuine
Douglas spares at lowest cash prices. See our

advertisement under Parts and Accessories.—The Ed-
wards Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick,
W.4. [0927

Economic.

£34.—Economic 6-speed, clutch, vibrationless twin
motor cycles, heavy tyres, Druid forks, for ladies

or gentlemen ; see it climb Muswell Hill !—North
London agents : Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0903
IJ1C0N0MIC Motor Cycles, £34; immediate delivery
J 21'^h.p. opposed twin, variable gear, clutch,

dynamo lighting; trial runs given.—London agents:
Denman Motor Agency, 4, Deuman Place, Piccadilly
Circus. Tel. ; Regent 986. [0893

Eneeld.
new; £110.—

[4584

li.p. Enfield- Combination, recently overhauled; bar-
ain, £60.-24, Stanway Rd., Coventiy. [5048

21 2i4h.p. Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed, unscratehed

;

28 guineas.— 67, Femlea Rd., Enlbam. [5659

21 8h.p. Enfield, dynamo lighting, beautiful con-
dition; £95.—Cryer, Lowerbead Row, Leeds. [5229

ENFIELD Combination, 1922.
Dver, 46, Clapton Common.

6
19
19
£25.—Royal Enfield 2i/ih.p., 2-speed, splendid con-

dition.—^Furzefield. Eastwood Rd.. Leich-on-Sea.
16092

1 Q21 Enfield, 2-stroke, as new, fully eanipped; quick
JuiJ sale, £35.—Owner, 51, Greeniug St., Abbey Wood,
S.E.2. [5019

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1918, fine order;
£50.—1, Springfield Parly Crescent, Catford.

S.B.6.
•

' 1[5284

ENFIELD Combination, 6b. p., in sound condition:
seen Saturday; £48.—Chiverton, 12, Tavistock

Su., W.C.I. [4978

EOYAL ENFIELD Combination, 5-6bji., perfect
outfit; £48.—Norlolkr Dorset Mews, Dorset Rd.,

Clapham, S.W. [5655

ROYAL ENFIELD 2Vih.p., 2-stroke, only done 200
miles, all on. licensed ; £48.—Marshall, 86, Albert

Rd., Morecambe. [4883
"p OYAL ENFIELD 2Vjb.p., 2-stroke, perfect con-
XV dition, little ridden; £35.—Firth, 24, Ferme Park
Ed., Stroud Green, N. [4908

1 Q21 Dynamo Enfield Combination, run few miles
-Lt7 only, every possible accessory; £97.—24, Bal-
liol Ed., North Kensington. I[5153

6h.p, 1916 Enfield Combination, hood, screen, lamps;
bargain, £60; 2-stroke taken part.—Baker, 47,

Burnell Av., Welling, Kent. [5404

ENFIELD 8h.p., 2-seater sidecar, dynamo lighting,
1921 engine; ^675. — 28, Woodford Rd., Forest

Gate. 'Phone : Maryland 2598. [5060

1Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, epecially uphol-Xv stored, Vickers, acetylene, Stewart speedometer,
guaranteed sound running order, all on; £98: seen
FiBchley.—Bc-i 4013, c/o The Motor Cycle. . [4959

25, HORTON STREET
HALIFAX,

'Phone; 1400. 'Grams; Perfection.

1922 BRAND NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA Coupe, reduced price 350 gns.

LAGONDA, 2-seater, reduced price 280 gns.

DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 2-speed, all on £6S

ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed, all chain £55

MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. combination ....... £140

KEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. combination £145

NORTON BIG FOUR £120

REX ACME, 21 h.p., 2-speed £50

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all chain £115

We are quoting very special exchange

allowance against the above to clear.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
Deferred payments, one-Jourth deposit, 5 per

cent, on balance, and 12 monthly payments.

SOLOS.
FEATHERWEIGHT, U h.p.. sorinjforks . £9 15

DOUGLAS, 1920, 25, 3-speeds, tax paid. £49 10

LEVIS, 1922, G.I, 6T> 70 engine £39 10

NORTON, 1922, Big Four, 300 miles £99 10

RUDGE, 3*, clutch model, wants attention £19 10

RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p.,iax paid . . £59 10

RUDGE-IWULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p *65 ^0
TRIUMPH, 1916, 4 h.p., c/shaft £52 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
B S A., 191 ^, 41, all-chain comb £79 10

B.SJ4. 1921, 6 h.p., all-chain comb £129 10

HARLEY, 1918, J-9, 1920 Grindlay sc £8/ 10

HARLEY, 1 91 9, electric comb £97 10

INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed comb, tax paid . £47 10

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb, bell drive £45

MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p. comb J5» .

J

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p.. 3-speed com^. £79 10

REX, 1913, 6 h.p., coach comb f?i 32
ROVER, 3S,3-sp. hub, coach sidecar *" iS
SCOTT, 3}, 2-spccd comb., tax paid . .. £49 10

SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc., tax paid . £87 10

TRIUMPH, 3». 2-specd comb., tax paid .. £39 10

TRIUMPH, 1916,cranl<shaft,newsidecar... £69 10

RUNABOUTS.
BLUMFIELD,7 h.p. 3-wheeler, hood, screen,

Chater Lea 3 speeds, tax paid £59 10

BRIT-PRECISION, 8 h.p., 2-seater £47 10

FORD, ^-scater, wants attention £39 10

H.F G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-seater, dynamo £97 10

MORGAN, Grand Prix, O.H.V
RICHARDSON, 1920, 2 seater, dickey seat.

TINY, 10 h.p. 4-cyl., 2 seater, dynamo light-

ing, screen, new hood

£87 10
£95

£120

THE EASY WAY.
iSS deposit and 15/- weekly buys

BUCHET. 3.* h.p.. 2-speed, tax paid ...- £19 10

DOUGLAS, ii, single speed £17 10

STEVENS, 41, singre gear, spring forks £17 10

HUMBER, 3* h.p., 2-speed £27 10

RUDGE, 3i h.p., clutch, wants attention . . £19 ,10

REX, 5/6 h.p., 2-speed combination ....... £29 10

PREMIER, 3i h.p., 2-speed £29 10

BRADBURY, 3^ h.D., 2-speed, tax paid. ... £29 10

HUMBER, 3^ h.p., engine wants attention £15

SPECIAL CASH BARGAINS.
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-7 comb.. £79 10
F.N., 4-cylinder, single speed, wants...

, attention £12 10

F.N., 4-cyl., 2 speeds, wants attention .... £21

HUMBER, 3^, re-enameled, wants
attention £11 10

INDIAN, 7-9, 2-speed, sidecar £39 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6, comb £69 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9, comb. £75

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

ENFIELD 1920 2Vih.p-. 2-speed, clutch, .just ,

carbonised, perfect order; £29.-25b, Lurl
1

Gardens, Battersca Park (nr. Station). [4J '

CROYDON and District.—Sole ofBoial appoin
agent for Royal Enflelds.—A. F. Pulling, n

London Ed., Croydon. 'Phone; 1619. |fit

ENFIELD 1921 2i4h.p., splendid order and app.

auce, only used week-ends, fully eiiuipped; 1

guineas.-Seen 82, Buttersea Rise, S.W. (51

ROYAL ENFIELD 7-8h.p. Combination, ht
.]

screen, fully equipped, gooO condition, tax pa
£60.—Rickards, 325, Caledonian Rd., N.l. [4!

ENFIELD Sports 1922 2l4h.p., 2.strokc, smart li

machine, fast and economical, brand new, el

soiled; £50.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. fS •

3h.p. Enfield, twin M.A.G., 2-speed, 1,916, just a

hauled and re-enamelled, new tyres, fully equip)

very fast; £35.-38, Lordship Lane, S.E.22. [4

ENFIELD.—Complete range of 1922 models lor

mediate delivery; cash, exchanges, easy payme
—P. J. Evans, John Brieht St.. Birmingham. f5

-Enfield Combination,1Q19, late,
XJ/ Tan-Sad, speedometer, windscreen, all OD,
condition; £80.-9, Clifton Ed., Finchley, N.3. [4

|

1 Q22 8h,p. Enfield Combination, shop-soiled, a g
-Lt? £115;~ exchanges and deferred payment_.,._.... .„.

gj|,

[4

Bambers, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone

;

1 Q22 Enfield Combination, delivered June, nil ar

-Lt/ series, lamps, spare tyre, tax, insurance p
owner going abroad; £115.-31, Woodside, Wimfaledo

[4

£90.-1921 Enfield combination, Vickers 8, Magd
electric horn, speedometer, Tan-Sad, Easting, ta:

insured.—James, Commander-in-Chiefs Office, Chatlm
(4

ENFIELD 1922 Sports Model 2i.4h.p., electric lisi

set, Lucas horn. Pedley handle grips, knee gj

very little used, as new; £47/10.—The Morris Gara
Oxford. -

[£

ENFIELD Combination 1921 (July), 8h.p. Viol

lamps, mirror, Cowey, Easting, etc., little used
new, licence paid; £100.—Rich, "Pentir6,'' Stud
Ed., Hanwelj, W. [4

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, 8h-p., Magdyno, spei

A.iJ meter, hood, screen, side curtains, absolu
as new, guaranteed; ^110.—^Homac's, 243, Lower C
ton Ed. N.B. Dalston 2403. [4

ENFIELD-VICKERS 1922 8h.p. Combination, J,

dyno, with unused spares, scarcely used, tax T>

lovely outfit, as new; absolute sacrifice, £115; bu'*

car.—Law. 87, Cobden Rd.. S. Norwood. S.E. f!

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-£
1918 Royal Enfield Combinaticn. all accesso

speedometer, £85; 8h.p. 1916 Enfield combination
accessories, tax paid, £75; easy terms arranged, il

1 Q22 Royal Enfield-Vickers Combination, deli^

X«7 May, fully equipped, tax . paid, low mile
absolutely as new; £100.—Kenneth Kemp and Co,

Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch, Loni
Padd. 1177. [!

1 Q22 Eoyal Enfield-Vickers Combination, deliv
X«^ June, mileage 800, guarantee as new, )

equipped of test, comprehensive cover to June,
£160; quick sale, £135; trial or tuition giv{

93, Brudewell Ed., Upper Tooting. ['

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-2^i
Eoyal Enfield. 2-stroke. 2-speed. sporting mi

£55; with kick-starter, £57; old machine takel

exchange and treated as first payment down,
malnder in 12 -equal monthly payments or more

1!

iQ /* Guineas.—8h. p. Enfield Combination, pi

O^J J.A.P. engine, delivered August, 1920, only

5,000 miles, dynamo lighting, hood, ecreen, many ex

absolutely new condition throughout, owner must s

18, South Bruton Mews, Bond St., W. Mayfair 421

1 Q22 Enfield Combination, delivered July,, K
JL*y or double-seated sidecar, windscreen, hood,

curtains, Tan-Sad, Lucas dynamo lighting, spi

meter, small mileage; cost £175, accept £140
offer; all as new.—Lambert, Baker, Eedhill, Sun

1 Q22 8h.p. Enfield Combination de Luxe, t
Xtr magdyno, Cowey trip speedometer, Cowey hai

bar watch. Easting Eoyal windscreen, Aei-o c '

aluminitTm number plates, tax paid, owner buying

£130 for quick sale.—Blyth, Ehayader, Radnors :

Sparc Parts:

EByii

li
ENFIELD Spares. — Immediate deUvery.

Bond St., Ealing.

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Special!'

Pulling's Garage, London Ed., Croydon. Pn

1619. '
.

Excelsior.
^

1 n21 2?4h.p. Excelsior, 2 speeds, condition per
i

.i-U £45.—Voce, Low Hall, Knaresboro', Yorl

F.N.

FN 2yoh.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, kick-starter, v

tight Bosob, identical to 1922 model; £20..

change.-Kennard, 78, Yerbury Ed., HoUoway, 21.

b28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.M.C.

L.M.C. 1920 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
Easting screen, in verv good condition; £60.—

'he Lnyton Oarages, 30. Holywell St., Oxiord. [5473

L.M.C. 1920 '6h. p. Twin, countershaft 3-speed, Iiand

clutch,' kick-starter, small mileage, tax paid; £65.—
laudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [5470

Alartlnsyde.

I C|21 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, lamps, as new;
L«7 £72/10.-2, Fortune Gate Rd., Haj-losd.-i,

.-.W.IO. [5666

TOBEETSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London Mar-
^ tinsvde Service Agents ; tria 1 runs arranged

;

lares slocked.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5929

l/TAETINSTDE 1322 6H, Jlortgomery siderar
tX .jports, Lueafi accessories, speedometer, mileage
JSligiWe; £115.-Batclifle Bios.., 200, Gt. Portland St..

[5503

920 Martinsyde Combination, speedometer, leg-

shields. Easting; £75.—Railton, Cobham and
!o., Ltd., Water St.. off Blackfriars St., Man-
lester.. [5587

wTARTlNSYDE; £105; purchased new. March 24th,

fi- 1922. model 1921. fully insured, full equip-
ent, Easting, little used; view Saturday.—41.
oneybrook Rd., Clapham Park. [4754

922 Martinsyde SV-jh.p. sports model, Lucas lamps
and horn, Cowey speedometer, licence paid to

?rember; £76; new May, done 1.600 miles, like new.
Eborn's Garage. Aylesbury. 'Phone : 150. [4751

ET your Motto be : "A Martinsyde for me."
J iNiitliing better made, finest value for money;
sh, exchange, or deferred payments.—In stock at

e Service Bepot, Marlborough Motor Works (The
3tor House), 20. Finchley Rd., N W.8. [9583

Spare Parts:

rARTINSYDE Spare Parts are obtainable from
stock at Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Muswell

ill, Londoa. N.IO. [0918

:[ Matchless.
.'*10.—JV^h.p. Matchless, single speed and basket side-

' car.-King, Egrove Farm. Oxford. [5568

TATCHLESS, Model H. perfect -Tondition, com-
!» plete equipment; £140.-82. Belgrave Rd., Wan-
!ad. E.ll. - f5036

[ATCHLESS Combination 8h.p., 2-speed, damaged
but working order; first cash secures.—21, For-

t Ed., Catford. [5035

[J20 Matchless-Jap, fully equipped, excellent con-
-/ dition; 100 guineas.—Jewellers, 840, High Rd..
i'ton {Bakers Arms). [5103

^19-20 Victory Matchless, interchangeable wheels,
a"^ Cameo windscreen, completely equipped; £75.
-;T-. Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent. [5304

^121 Model H Matchless Combination, spare wheel,
4^ Easting, absolutely as new; must realise 85
aeas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5656

1114 7-9h.p. Matchless M.A.G. Combination. 3-speed
-•' countershaft, equipped, good order; £70.—Hey-
brn's. Grand Garage, Maidenhead. [4824

i|22 Matchless Model H Combination, new condi-
J' tion, every possible accessory; £115, nearest.—
Jiies, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington.

! [5430
2130 Buys the Latest Matchless Outfit, cash or pay-
c ments; also we have 1921 and 1922 second-hand
biains.— Knight's. 128. Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17

[0769
]i22 Jfatchless 2-seater Combination, brand new.

' Magdvno. spare wheel, etc.; list £206; accept
£5.—J. Hebden and Sons, 71, Scotland Ed., Nelson.
t :s. [5396

J
ATCHLESS Touring .Model J Combination at 1923

, price (£130); exchanges, deferred; finest value
otnarket.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7. Exhibition Hd.
B,J.7. [9167

1i--iTCHLESS 1922 Sh.p. Combination, M.A.G. en-
•*' gine. dynamo lighting, spare wheel, all lamps,
le;iields, horn, very small mileage; ^£140.—Maudes*
(bnv).

]i.*i'rCHLESS 1921 2-seater, M.A.G. engine, dynamo
1' lighting, electric horn, mirror, legshields, speedo-
m-r, unused spare wheel, excellent condition; £155.—
ifdes' (below).

11 Al'CHLESS.—We are now delivering latest models
-1' at revised 1923 prices; exchanges or deferred pay-
m,:s.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St.,
fxlon; Paris St., Exeter; The Norwich Garage.
Nnich; and Walsall Garage, Walsall. [5462
a.SSELL, la, Bloomfleld Rd., Plumstcad, lor
*, Matchless Combination; deferred payments:
(pes ol all dates; trade supplied where agents not
ai'inled. • [2241
"1 1 20 8h.p. Matchless Combination, splendid con-^ dition throughout, hood, screen, spare wheel
'Ts'.Sad. etc.; £110; tax paid Dec.—23, Grosvenor
Al Wallington. [4965

"I
22 Matchless model H Combination, dynamo light-

--: ing. electric hom,_ speedometer, legshields, hood,
Bcm. spare wheel, run 668 miles only, as new £140 —
Be 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham 1257

[5512

A REAL

RUBBER
NON-SKID

ELITE
COVERS
ECLIPSE
ALL
OTHERS.

[Special Offerj

|25% DISCOUNT.!
• To introduce this cover we are prepared to aHow S
the above special discount off the first i,ooo sold. S
Guaranteed to give you at least 33)^ per cent, more S

mileage than.you have obtained from any other 5
make ; these covers embody all the true principles S

• that go to make a non-skid—Side Ribs, CrossBars S

J and Suction Cups—a combination of everything 5
that is best in tyre manufacture. Order one now. !

I
WE DO NOT WANT YOUR MONEY. |

; To prove to you #he excellent value of J
these covers, we are prepared to pay the S

• carriage both ways in the event of same S
not being to yoiir absolute satisfaction,!
and, if you consider it necessary, you may S
deposit your money with the publishers

5 of this journal under their deposit system. S

ELITE
HEAV
Size.

SUPER NON-S
r UOTOR CYC

Special Price.

KID EXTRA
LE COVER.

List Price.

26x2i....
26x24x21
28x3
700x80...

Cover.

29/6
42/.

51/.

54/6

Tube.
5/9

6/9
7/11
7/6

Cover.
40/-
56/-
68/-

6g/6

Tube.
7/6
9/-
10/6

9/9

A SATISFIED USER WRITES:
y'ou niay be interested to knmt} that the 26 x sj x aj 1

Elite super non-skid cx>ver ivkick you snppHed to nie in
|

a February last has c<yvered 3,000 miles on the driving 1

ii'heel of my P. &• M. Combination and still looks good \

- -or an equal mileage." —
j

Yours sincerely, G. L. 1

S Tills is not an ordmary tube repairing outfit, but I
Sa Cover and Tube Outfit. Containing i cover 5

; patch, 9 assorted tube patches, wire brush, i roll !

; canvas, i insulating tape, valve tubing, large!

S tin of solution and chalk. Special price, 2/9. S

S List price, 3/6. Send for one to-da^'.

- LONDON'S 'TYRE HOUSE,
!266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.t '\
! to where allpbat orders sho uld be addressed. ' Si
X "And at 44,Surbiton Rd., Kingston-on-Tham&s /J* Telephone—Kingatou 3335. A*<»«m^^^^^^^^^^^,,^^^

—
Steele Publicity.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

PHOTOGRAPH Free.-IVIatchle.g3 Model H Combina-
tion, new February, 1921. spring frame, spare

wheel; 78 guineas.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
Richmond Ed., East Sheen. [5629

TyAUCHOPE-S, 9. Shoo Lane, London.-Matchles.^.
*' model II. sprint; frame model combination,

latest improvements; can be sent direct from works;
£130; easy terms or exchange. [5530

MATCHLESS 1920 8b.p.. model H, Magdyno, spare
wheel, speedometer. Easting, legshields, sidecar

step, Goodyears, new. splendid condition; £110.-48,
Clifton Rd., Kingston Hill, S.W. [4704

1 Q22 Sh.p. Matchless Combination, electricallv
A*' equipped, miieage under 200; nearest; to £150;
terms and exchauEes.—Midland Garage,
bury Av. Phone : Gerrard 8461.

166. Shaftes-
r4932

MATCHLESS Double-seater Combination, 7-9h.p.
M.A.G. engine, 3-=peed countershaft, hood,

screen, perfect; exchange lighter machine and cash.
or £59/10.-211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth. [5094

IN Liquidation.—For sale, a 1920 !\ratchlass Com-
bination, Sh.p., standing at Clayton Garage, 384,

Kennington Rd., S.E.ll. Offers to Fincham, Part-
ridge and Co., 3, Warwick Court, Gray's Inn, W.C.I.

[4724
MATCHLESS 1914 S'/oh.p. Twin Cylinder, o.h.v.

Gradua gear, fully equipped and licensed,
actuallv ridden in the 1914 T.T., exceptionally fast;
£27.—The Lajton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[5477
MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p.. March, 192.^,

electric lightiJig, spare wheel, Tan-Sad, speedo-
meter. Easting screen; cost £210; mileage 2,000, as
new; accept best offer over £150.—47, Norfolk House
Rd., Streatham. [4967

1 Q23 Matehle.<!s Models, rockbottom revised prices, no
-»-*' need to wnit for the Show. Buy now, imrdediate
delivery; cash, exchange, easy terms.—Sam. E. Clapham
[Motors), 27. Stockwell St., Greenwicli, S.E.IO. 'Phone:
Greenwich 751. [5202

MATCHLESS H Combination, low mileage, spring
fr.ame, spare wheel, Lucas Magdyno, Watford

speedometer, hood, screen, horn, beautiful conditiO*i,

any trial; £120, or offer.—Steele, 240, Plumstead
Common Rd., Plumstead. I[5316

MATCHLESS H Combination, 1920. J.A.P., Lucas
acetylene, Tan-Sad, Watford, Easting and hood,

spare wheel, fully insured to September, 1923; com-
pletely overhauled and refitted by makers, September,
1922; excellent condition; £115; Salisbury district.

—

Box 4019, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [5341

MATCHLESS Combinations.—T. .T. Ross, of 86, High
Rd., Lee, S.E. (phone Lee Green 774), will be

pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery.
Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
stration model always in stock. Purchasers taught
free. Large assortment of new and second-hand motor
cycles always in stock. [32'44

Spare Parts:

MATCHLESS Spnres. Immediate
8, Bond St., Ealing.

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. dt M.A.G. by re-
turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent.

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0803

McKenzie.
MCKENZIE Lightweight, 1922, shop-soiled; £25.—

Houchin, 1S8, High St., Peckham, S.E.15. [5328

MCKENZIE Lightweight, 1922, new, equipped and
licensed; £25.— Godfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd..

Ilford. [4357

McKENZIE-HOBART, the I,ighfcweight Motor
Cycle; 26 guineas, ex works; catalogue free.

—

Lockharfc, East Markham, Newark. I[5266

MCKENZIE, new August, 1922, mileage 500, as
new, just overhauled by makers, perfect, spare

cover a^nd tube; buying combination; £22.-35, Ashei
Grove, Wimbledon Park. [5042

Metro.

1020 Metro-Tyler, complete with discs, licence paid,
*y lamps; £38.—Saunders, 32, High St., Hampstead.

[3644

"I Q20 Metro-Tyler 2^4h.p., sports modil, splendid
J-U order, tax paid; £27/10.—Homac's 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [4430

METRO-TYLER, 2^Ah.-p.. 1920, rebushed, discs,
countershaft, long exhaust, variable jet, very

racy; £29.-4, Thorncombe Rd., Dulwich. [4952

1 Q22 23/ih.p. all enclosed Metro-Tyler, 2-speed.
-1-*/ chain and belt drive, tax paid December, only
used for demonstration purposes, very little mileage,
as new; £40.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The
Parade, Golder's Green, [5360

Minerva.
£S.—Minerva 234h.p., 4-stroke, good running order.—

Howarth, Heston, Middlesex. [5275

£14.—Minerva lightwei|lit, overhauled, or exchange 2-

stroke.-Chatfield, Wineor Woodlands, Southampton.
,

[4767
MINERVA 2^ih.p., thoroughly renovated, over-

hauled, taxed; £12'10, snip.—17, Heaton Rd.,
Mitcham. C5131

delivery.— Kav."*,

[5075

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pl-

b:tl
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miiierva.

4 m,

MINERVA 51i.p. twin, mechanical valves, detaeli-

able cylinder heads, watertight Bosch, new heavy
Druids, machine re-enamelled, readv lor erecting; £15.
-78, Yerbury Rd., Holloway, N.19. [4822

Monarch.
MONAROH-PEECISIOIsr 3V4h.p., H.E. clutch, B. and

B. variable jet, Bo3ch, tyres, belt nearly new, re-

Ijuahed, overhauled, mechanically sound, smart appeai-
ance, 90 m.p.g^., all accessories, trial; £28; alter 5 p.m.
-3, Beecheroit Bd., East Sheen, S.W. ' [4923

Ner-^a-Car.

NER-A-CARS.—The ideal solo mount, immediate de-

livery; 2Mh.p., 2-stroke, electric and acetylene
liR-hting, variable gear, ready to ride away; £65.— South
Eastern Gorage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [4935

New Comet.
. New Comet, new 1922, lady's or gent's

'* machine, 'fitted with Comet sidecar; £65; easy
terms arrajiged.

—
"Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London.

[5538
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 3 speeds, taxed; bargain,
£18.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Hounslow.

[5279

1 Q20 2i4h.p. New Hudson, 2-6troke, inlly eqnippe^l,
J-t/ perfect running order; £35.-37, Lytton Grove,
Putney. [4707

NEW -HUDSON 2Mh.p., 2-Epeed, popular model,
brand new; £45, or offer.—Wardman, High St..

Cheltenham. [4987

NEW HUDSON, late type, 2-stroke, 2-speed, all on,
like new; £21.^Ward, South Western Garage,

New Maiden, Surrey. [5680

NEW HUDSON 3%h.p. 1914, 3-speed, clutch, tax
paid, excellent condition; bargain, £23.—28,

Hornsey Park E,d., Hornsey: 1:5249

"I Q20 New Hudson Combination, fully equipped, per-
X«7 feet condition; ^60. — James, c/o B;:admores,
482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [5428

NEW HUDSON Motor Cycles.—London Depot. 45.
Grays Inn Rd.. London, W.C.2. All models in

stock. Eapy payments. Spares. Trade supplied. [0851

NEW HUDSON 214I1.P., 2-speed, 2-stroke, 1920, new
1921; lamps, horn, Stewart trip speedometer;

£30.—Pateraon, 68, St. George's Avenue, Sheerness.
[5291

NEW HUDSON 1922 2Vih.p. ' De Luxe, new, £50:
ditto Popular, new, £40 ; both models ehop-soiled.

—New Hudson Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd., London,
W.C.2. [4336

1 (t|22 New Hudson 4%\i.^. Combination, lamps, horn,
•M.9J etc., delivered June, small mileage, condition as
new; owner abroad; accept £80 for ouiek sale.—Apply,
W. R. Young, St. Albans. [4794

"I
Q 19-20 41/ih.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, kick-start,

-i-v clutch, lamps, tax paid, standard sidecar, with
detachable child's seat, absolutely first-class running
order; ^70; exchange.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme, Manchester. [3880

New Imperial.
TyEW_ IMPERIALj;J.A.P. 234]i.p.,_ 2-speed, perfect

£28, nearest.—Tansley, Stotfold, Beds.

O^h.p^ Imperial, 2-speedj^ very fast, perfect

[4839

£30.
2" Saint,' Regent St., Cambridge.' 'Phone': 724.

[5373
NEW IMPERIAL, 1922, 234h.p., all-chain, S-speed,

taxed, practically nnused; 58 gns.—Clark, 7, Ex-
hibition Rd., S.W.7. [5856

2-Bpeed, all accessories, perfect
*

"

" "^~
1, Tree
[4909

1 Q22 New Imperial 2%h.p.,
M-iJ shop-soiled; £63.-

"

33.I1.P. New Imperial
4 condition, semi T.T., long eifhaust; £33

Villas, Iffley, Oxford.

3-speed, all-chain drive,

-Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St.

'Phone: Langham 1257. [5517

NEW IMPERIAL, 1916, 2l,ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed.
really fine condition ; any trial ; ;e25.—Stubbs'

Garages, Ltd., Loughborough. [5111

33.h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, equipped, perfect con-
4 dition, trial: £35, offers; part exchange Rudge

cycle.—64, Mount Rd., MitchanL [4911

1 Q19 Ne\^ Imperial, 2-speed, clutch, kick-staxt, fully
-Ltf equi,',i?d, licensed; £27.-37, Arlington Rd.,
Surbiton. 'Phone ; Kingston 1274. [5069

NEW IMPERIAL 234h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, 1916,
licensed, complete with Tan-Sad and equipment;

f25.-Go<lfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford. [4858

£27.-1917 New Imperlal-Jap. 2-speed, lamns, horn,
etc., brand new tvres, perfect throughout, iiny trials

offers.-Barnes, 83c, Trinity Rd.. Ealham, S-W. [5022

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lame, London.-234h.p,
1922 New Imperial, 3 speeds, hand-controlled

clutch, and all aocessorles; £57/10; extended pay-
ments. r5531

1 Q20 New Imperial 234h.p., 2-speed, cluteh, kick-
JLt/ start, fully equipped, tax paid, Binks carburetter;
30 *guineaB,~Edward3, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [9134

^ Q 22 New Imperial all-chain, lamps, tools, done
JL «/ 3,500 miles, excellent condition ; £52/10 cash.
—K. Ireland, Magdalen College School, Brackley,
Northants. (D) [4836

t

) CHILDREN'S
j CAPES and
jHOODS in
i various shades

( of BLUE.
1 All sizes, 2iin., 24111.,

1 27in., 3oin., 33in. and

i36m.
J
ALL ONE PRICE

f ^ /'f "f
plus gd. extra

? ^/ lor postage.

/ Worth 12/6.

i

\ GENTS' HEAVY
/ FAWN RUBBER
I SURFACECOATS
? AND
/ HEAVY FAWN or

i NAVY RUBBER
1 LINED COATS.
i Sizes, 34in,, 36in., sSJQ-,

• ^oin., 42in, and 4iin. Chest.

} ALL ONE PRICE
: Postage H K / Worth
i i/- extra .

I«J/' 42/-

)

'. FOR
( MOTORING and

I

EVERY-DAY WEAR.

} WTE have purchased 500,000 yards

1 W of Qolh in three shades and two

I qualities from manufacturers who
' require ready-money, and we are now «

offering this to the public in garments at »

50% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S 1

COST PRICE. I

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER- LINED
COATS

(Just the thing for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in., 44in..

^6iQ., 48111., 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/

Postage I/- extra.

Worth 35/-

i/- extra.

nPHIS offer cannot be
- repeated when the
cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth during the trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not offer
the garments at even
double the price.

// clients are not satisfied on receipt o/ garment, the

money will be rounded in full upon return of the

clothine.

All orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to ;

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACmCOAT HOUSE,

«

I

)

)

j 34, North John St., LIVERPOOL, h

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

AT Edwards.—1919 2%h.p. New Imperial, 2-si ,

fully equipped, tax i>aid, good condition thrii
;

oul; 32 guineas. Deferr&cl payments and exchang
101. Great Portland St., W.l. {i

NEW IMPERIAL 2^4h.p., model No. 3, S-st
kick-start, all-chaiii drive: £73; Immediate

livery; cash, exchanges, easy payments.—P, J. Ev
John Brjfiht St., BirmiuEham. (; ,

8h.p. New Imperial Combination, absolutely -bi I

new, a -splendid outfit; offered at Epecial clean !

price, £135; ebnTfinient easy imyments.—Harrods M '

Salesrooms, 118, Brompton J&d., London. [/ !

AT Edwards.—1921 81i.p. New Impertal, U*M
electric lighting. Easting windscreen.

;

equipped, tax paid, perfect condition ; 85 guii
Deferred payments and exchanges.—101, Great I
land St., W.l.

'

[i

CLEARANCE Bargaiii.—New 1922 No. 3 !

Imperial 2%fa.p., 3-speed, chain drive, kick-si
list price £73; reduced to £65; easy payments 4
cent, extra; exchanges.—Premier Motor Co., A:
Rd., Birmingham. [j

AT Edwards".—1922 3h.p, New Imperial, Mode
all-chain drive, kick-starter and clutch, iloj

electric lighting equipment, hot'n. tax paid, aa

tbroughout ; 60 gns. . Deferred payments aild
changes.—lOl. Great Portland St., W.l. [j

NEW IMPERIAL.—We are now delivering V
1923 models at reduced prices; Model No

£65; No. 5 super sports, £73; No. 6 super gni

£78 ; 8h.p. combination, £125; immediate deliv

deferred payments 6% extra; exchanges arraog):
Maudes', 100. Great Portland St., London; Paris
Exeter; and The Norwich Garage, Norwich. {i

Spare Parts :

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts
Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St,

1257. Open till 7.30 p.m.

London stock!
Pbone : Langl

4 o'clock Saturdays.
[C

New Scale.

NEW SCALE 1920 Combination, 3h.p. Precision
gine, fully equipped, new tyres, guai-anteed

feet; £34.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putm

Norton.
TDREMIER Motor Co. for Norton Bargains.

SLIGHTLY Showroom Soiled 1922 Nortons at *ii

mous reductions; write for stocktaking cleats;

list. Model No. 9, 3Voh.p., single gear, £68:
S'oh.p., 3-speed, £95; No. 1 Big 4. 3-speed. £S9;
ferred payments 4% extra; carriage paid to
address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd. Birmiogt

['

TVrORTON 16H 1922, as new. fully equipred; £8
-i-~ cash.—Ratclifle Bios., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

[i

1Q22 (July) SVih.p. Norton, 16H, practit

-Lt7 unused; nearest £95.-Dickinson, Holmle •

Ocker Hill, Tipton. [^

"I
Q22 Norton, brand new, unregistered, 16H, »!

-Lt7 size tyres; best casb offer, or exchange, list j

£117/10.-391, King St., Hammersmith. [i

~l Q22 Model 16H Norton, gold medal winner,)
J-t/ condition; owner bought car; offers.—CooksoJ

Trafford Rd., Eccles. 'Phone: 243 Eccles. ., [

BIG 4 Norton Combination,, 1922. counters!'

kick-startj equipped, taxed; £98.—Sidney, '

Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. H i

1 Q22 16H Norton, countershaft, Brooklands spi

Xt/ racer, kick-start, taxed, as new; £115.—Wal-
769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [J

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—Big Four Norton^ q
ing sidecar, delivered from works 3 weeks s:

absolutely as new in every way. 'tax paid; £1K).

FOR -Sale, 1921 3V2li.p. 16H Norton. O'Doni-

tuned, only done 3 months' Ught^work, guarai

as new; 75 guineas.—Custance, Avalon Bungalow, 1

Stanton. ['

1 Q21 Si/oh.p. Norton Sports Combination, Eic3

J~*J close ratio, guaranteed perfeot and to^ei

eOm.p.h..;, best -offsx.-
'"•"" " ^ ^

-^
«j

triucham.
-Williams, Springfield Rd.

19=

0/\ M.P.H. 1921 16H Norton foi sale, in pe

O" order, as per advertisement in The Motor C

September 14t.h ; offers over £70 solo.-G. MacWW
Almondsbury, Bristol. t'

21 Norton Combination, 3-speed, Einbs carbi

ter, lully equipped, imsciatched, indistingi

able from new; genuine bargain, £95.—19, Wel^

ton St., Moss Side, Manchester. h

D/\ m.p.h., 65 m.p.h. sidecar.—1922 16H Koi

OU winner of 18 awards; unbeaten 500 c.c. c

engine perfect, external appearance as new, mil

3,000; offers.—Fitzgerald, 94, Palace Rd., Tulse .

N.S.U.

£10.-3y-.li.p. N.S.U., 2-speea, clntcli, M^-'
magneto ignition.-King, Egrove Form. Oi»'

N.U.T. >

j
NTJ T SUh.p. Twin, new 1922 model, sliglitly ?'

;

soiled; list price £100; genuina bareain, £;

P J Evans, Johm Bright St.. Birmingham.

b32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when deslredj marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.u.T.

N.U.T.. brand new. shop-soiled 1922 model, all-chain
drive, 3 speeds; listed sEllO, reduced price £90,—

Maudes* (below).

N.U.T.—A few latest shop-soiled fully guaranteed 1922
sports models; 3V'b.p. twin, 3 speeds, chain-cum-

'belt, £85; all-chain, ^690; list price £115 and £125.—
Mauiles', 100, Great Portland St., London. [5460

"I Q21 N.U.T. and Swan Sidecar, dynamo, discs, etc.,
iXt/ one ol the sportiest combinations on the road;
|£90.—Snow, 58, Malvern Kd., Dalston, E.8. [6671

O.K.

O.K. 1920, just overhauled, new belt, etc.. licensed:
£26.-Underhill, 44, Wayford St., Battersea.

to [4816
1Q16 O.K.. splendid condition, fully equipped;A" must sell. £21.-25. Ravensbourne Rd.. Catford.

[5034

O.K. Lightweight, 2-stroke engine, September, 1921,
countershaft gears, brand new appearance; 25

Tuineas.-Fersfield, Westbury Rd., New Maiden. [5091

(

Omega,
f/^MEGA Model 2B, shop-soiled;
\yj of £58/10.—Batcliffe Bros.,

only at special price
200, Gt. Portland

St., W. [5483

OMEGA Model No. 3, shop-soiled; only at special
price of £59/10.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

and St.. W. [5484
IQlAh.p. 2 speeds Omega-Jap, new engine, magneto,
7, „™'''i"'?"=''' 1521, very fast; £26.-7, Cowdrey
la., Wimbledon. [5419
I Q 20 Omega-Jap, 2-speed, lamps, horn, splendid con-Ly dition; £30.-37, Arlington Kd., Surbiton.
Phone : Kingston 1274. [5070
ir^WEGA-J.A.P. 2?ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-
S-' start, long exhaust, Tan-Sad, lamps, tools,
pares condition as new, perfect order; £32 —18)nrlston Rd., Upper Clapton. 15242

P. and M.

P' !en- £3fl'^,'?5'°«',*°K' ^?.l7-i'„"«'« "^d, must
I'- sell, £38.-153, Station Rd., Hampton. [4823
\01B.-3V~h.p. p. and M., 2-speed, clutch, T.T. bars,
I'*' fine running order.-King, Egrove. Oxford. [5570
£50.--1919 P. and M. Combination, perfect, reli-

llaidstone
t^xed.-Piokering, Sutton Valence,

b. "d M., fully equipped, first-class order; bargain,
L__*''' J9':.<li«lt sale.-198. King St., Hammersmith.

[5065
phone : 2474.

Ql^_?-, "Id M. Combination, good condition,-" Binks: jfin_Vii-„„ Wilderness, Coolings
[6364

Binks; £60.—Virgo,
Folkestone.

3. and M. 1919 Si-ih.p. Combination, perfect con-
'i,, i. V^" accessories, tax, insurance paid; £55jMatthey, 51, Brailslord Rd., S.W.2. , [4813

• 9^^ ^-
f".*'

-^^ Combination, brand new, sidecar
:-«;' renovated as new, smart lot; £3S/10.-Goad, 122
j.uida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1363. [5508
,>. and M. 1920 oVjh.p., Binks carburetter, electric

lamps, tax paid, excellent condition; £55 —
audes

, 100, Great Portland St., London. [5460

;
Q20 P. and M. Combination, W'illford, with screen

-n ,,i^„^''S'P'"'^', '^^ P«'^- perfect condition;
jO.—137, Gordon Rd., West Ealing, W.IS. [5271
). and M. Combination, 1918, excellent condition-

^cc' 'SMmmatmn welcomed^; all on. sporting side-
Walti^mstow.; : £55.-26, Grosvenor Park Rd.,

). and M. Coinbination 1918, polished discs, acces-
.

'^°"^?,: splendid condition, any trial ; £50, or near
.ej.-Williams, 126, Doyle Gardens, Willesden,"1°-

(4699
T Edwards.-19]9 3i/,h.p. P. and M. Combination,

equipped, tax paid, perfect order: 46 guineas-
lerred paj-ments and eichangcs.-lOl, Great Portland

"•'- (4522
i)BIVATELT owned, P. and M. Combination (1919)
j

in penect condition, tax and insurance paid, a
il bargain at £65, or near.-Write, H., 156, Pern-
io Ed., Brixton. [4702
'Q22 4y2h.p. 4-speed P. and M. Solos and Combina-
Y tions. Immediate delivery from stock at the
ikers revised list price : Model A, £105; Model B
;00; exchanges.—Belaw.

|Q21 P. and M. Sporting Combination, Swan side-" car, exceptional condition; £75; exchanges.-

IQ18 P. and M. Combination, Sandum sidecar" makers' overhaul, splendid condition; £47/ lo'tenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Con-
ught bt., London. Padd. 1177. (5383
Q22 P. and M. de Luxe Combination, 4h.p 4
Y speeds, all on, cost £150, shop-eoiled; £130
\'^J" ^S.'."'^'^

payments.—Taylors, 52. Sussex Place,
W.7. Phone: Kens. 7260. [0919
V and M., late R.A.P., 2-speed, K.S., complete in
' parts, engine fitted with new cylinder, new tank,
1 k-er s colours, new wheels, new magneto, all parts
I feet; £25.-1, Springfield Park Crescent, Catford,
»y-°' l[5285

SEVEN REAL
BARGAINS

!

To clear the last of our New 1922
TRIUMPH models we are making

FURTHER GREAT & FINAL

REDUCTIONS
— offering these famous machines
at less than Cost Price to us. You
cannot buy a better machine than
the trusty

HERE ARE THE BARGAINS :

Type
TT 4 h.p, 3-speed, chain-cum-belt

S.D.

R.

{List Price £105)

4 h.p. 3-speed, chain drive
(List I^ice £115)

3V h.p. overhead valve, 3-speed
(List Price £120)

Sidecar Combinations :—

HWith Montgomery " Sporting "

• Sidecar (List Price £128 los.)

ST\ With Montgomery Special
•*^« " Sporting " Sidecar—finished

Lavender (List Price £138 ids.

ST\ With Millford No. 6 Sidecar
•-'• (List Price £137)

ST\ /^ Combination, No. 9 Gloria
9MJ»\^» Sidecar (List Price £155)

Clearance
Price

£90

£95

£105

£108

£115

£112

£127
EASY PAYMENTS 4% EXTRA.

Machines despatched by road or rail—delivery
free.

The PREMIER
MOTOR CO.,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, 2-speed, C.K.S., all-

enclosed chain, new Easting, electric, fully
equipped, perfect condition; photo; exchange solo and
cash; sell £52, offer.—30, Carlton Rd., Leytonstone.

[5401
INCOMPLETE P. and M.'s for Tenovation. £17/10;

6 only left; renoTated P. and M.'s guaranteed 3
rnonths. 40 guineas.—Inman and Co., Durham Ed., Sea-
forth, Liverpool. 'Phones; Waterloo 296. liootle 894.

[3650
Spare Parts

:

P. and M.^We have a large stock ol second-hand
parts.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l.

. . [5444

P.
and M. Spares Specialists. Prices defy competition.
Stamp brings list.—-Inman and Co., Durham Kd.,

Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phones: Waterloo 296, Bootle
894. [3651

ALL Spares in Stock- please write for auotations for

. nil parts ; all guaranteed by return.—P. and M.
Specialist. H. Beardwood, 147, BurUngton St., Liver-

pool. [0839

FOR Satisfactory P. and M. Spares Service, consult
the authorised agent specialists; trade supplied.

-Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4. Berkeley Mevrs, Con-'

naught St., Marble Arch, London. Padd. 1177. [5386

Pierce=Arrow.
PIERCE-ARROW 4-cyL Combination, lOh.p.. fine

outfit.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton,
W.3. [5028

Pope.

POPE 2^ih.p., splendid running order; £12, or npar
offer.—9, High St., Peckham. [4752

Premier.
3Xh.p. Premier Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-

2 speed countershaft, K,S., complete with lamps,
screen, etc., good running order; real bargain, £40.—
Alford, Grocer, Compton Abbas, Shaftesbury. [4738

Spare Parts :

PREMIER.—All parts in stock. By return service.—
Alt. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coven trv.

Phone: 1945. [5415

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the
most competent firm to supply spares and execute

epairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.
We hold the most varied stock ol parts for it in the
*cild. We are the only traders who can claim to
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us iuU requirements; you will receive our reply per
return. -Forfield Motors, Forfield Place. Leamington
Spa. 'Phone: 631. [3167

Priory.

PRIORY-J.A.P., brand new; £50.—Clark. 7. Exhibi-
tion Rd., S.W.7. [2305

AT Edwards.—2^;4h. p. Priorv 2-stroke, 2-3peed, brand
new; £38.-101, Gt. Portland St., W. [5626

AT Edwards.—Brand new 2'i4h.p. Priory-Jap, 2-speed,
C.K.S., listed 52 guineas; our end of season

price, £50; exchanges or deferred.—101,
St.. W.

Gt. Portland
[5625

PRIORY, end of season, 254h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
clutch, and kick-start, listed at 52 guineas ;_our

price, £50; exchanges or deterred.-
rington Rd., South Kensington.

-Edwards, 50, Har-
[4532

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 yeara" experience

with Quadrants. [9925

1 Q 22 Quadrant Combination, all-chain drive, shop-
-t-v soiled only; £97, or deferred payments.—Taylors,
52, Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone : Kens. 7260. [0942

QUADRANT 1922 4V2h.p.. all-chain Combination.
guaranteed perfect, mileage under 6,000, speedo-

meter, horn, screen, Binks carburetter, 70 m.p.g., all

tools, spares, tyre, tubes, etc., tax paid, full insur-
ance till March; any trial; £85 cash; appointment.

—

136, Hailsham Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2. (P)
l[4727

Svare Parts:

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
Works Representatives ana Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and spare part etockiete; deferre<{
payments ; exchanges ; all models in stock. Special
insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.—
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone: Hop 210.

[9926
Radco.

RADCO 1921 2V2h.p., 2 speeds, kick-starter, hand
clutch, lamps, horn, tax paid, as new; £35.—

Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London [5472

Raleigh.
A LL Raleigh models in stock.

-

Birmingham.
-Premier Motor Co.

IMMEDIATE delivery of the new 2^4h.p. 3-speed
all-chain drive Raleigh; £75; easy payments 4

per cent, extra; exchanges arranged.—Premier Motor
Co.. Aston Rd,, Birmingham. [5576

RALEIGH .5-6h. p., shop-soiled; only at special price
ol £115.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St..

W. [5483

^ All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by orivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

RALEIGH, 1922, 2-specd, 254h.p., brand. new, shop
soiled; £62.-7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3588

RALEIGH inachines, all models in etook, from £68.—
RuttliSe Bros., 200 Gt. Portland St., W. [5497

RALEIGH, brand new, 25/4h.p., 3-speed; £68; tax
paid.—Dean, Elliott St., Tyldesley, Lanes. [4081

RALEIGH 1922 3h.p., 3-spee<l, clutch and K.S.,
unused, shop-soiled only; £70/4. — Stubbs'

Garages, Ltd., Loughborough. [5109

RALEIGH 1922 2^.:',h.p., S-speed, clutch .ind K.S.,
unused, shoi>soiled only; £65/14. — Stubbs'

Garages, Ltd., Loughborough. [5108

RALEIGH Combination 5-6h.p., spring frame,' run
4,000 miles only, sprung-wheel sidecar, every ac-

cessary; 118 guineas; exchanges; photograph.-Peter
Gordon, Ltd.. 110, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen.

[5631

"I
Q'22 Ealeigh Combination 5-6h.p., completely

J-*' CQiiipped with Lucas lamps, detachable wheels,
horn, speedometer, tools, etc.. tax paid; £100, a real
bargain.—H. Bagott, The Vicarage, Moseley, Mancheeter.
'Phone: 97 Jlossley. [3852

CLEARANCE Bargain.—New 1922 2?4h,p. 3-speed
Raleigh with Montgomery lightweight sidecar,

reduced to £82; another, fitted with Hughes alu-
minium sporting sidecar, reduced to £85; easy
payments 4 per cent, extra; carry maker's full

f^'uaranteo.—PTemier Motor CV)., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [5577

EXCEPTIONAL" Bargain.—Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twin
combination, 1922, used once, bought car, Cowey

speedometer 238, spring frame, Tan-Sad, Easting
screen, Lucas head lamp and generator, sidecar lamiJ,
lucas horn, legshields, luggage grid, tax paid, cover
to sidecar; £135/10; cost over £190; absolutely like
new; inspection invited.-Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [5368

Reading-Standard.

SPEED Merchants.—Late 1920 Heading-Standard,
1,200 c.c, 3-speed, aluminium piston, firm cones,

enclosed valves lubricated from engine. Wex carburet-
ter, hot air intake. 70 m.p.g., spring chain, and
shock absorber, 29X3V2 tyres.—2, Madrid Rd., Barnes,
S.'«'.13. [5118

Revere.
REVERE-VILLIERS 2-slJeed, hardly used, well

equipped; £30 or oHer; bargain.—R. Wilber-
force, ilarkington, Harrogate. [4896

Rex.

8h.F. Rex Combination 1920;
200, Gt. Portland St., 'W.

IQll^Rex Twin, _2-speed; £18, or near.—22, Park

-Eatolifle Bros.,

[5500

View, Down Lane, Tottenham. [4975

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-5-6h.p.
Twin Rex and Sidecar, 2.sDeed Eear mdoel: £25.

first cheque. [5532

REX-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, chain
ilrive, complete accessories, good condition; £55.

—Bickerton, Victoria St., Shrewsbury. [5346

REX 5-6h.p. 2-speed Combination, 1914, fully
equipped, coachbuilt sidecar, any trial.—Naylor

and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.
[5136

K Guineas, genuine bargain, exchanges.-1914 Rex^^ 6h.p., 2 speeds, handle start, roomy coach side-

car, hood, screen, lamps, overhauled by engineers,
good appearance, any examination, trial.—Seabridge.
35. Hansler Rd . East Dulwich. 'Phone : Sydenham
2452. ,'4687

Rover.
3ih.p. Rover, 3-8peed, speedometer, perfect; £29- also

2 sidecar.—157, Tulae Hill, Brixton, S.W.2, [4716

ROVER 1920 3M.,h.p., Philipson pulley, lamps, horn,
etc.. tax paid ; £50.—Maudes'. The Walsall Garage,

Walsall. [5469
OA Guineas.—1919 Hover, Philipson, lamps, horn,
fjyj perfect condition.—Boult, 7, Holywell St.,
Chesterfield. [5248

1 Q21 Rover 6h.p., with Lucas electric lighting, spleu-
-•-•^ did condition; £50.-102, Westwood Rd.. Earls-
don, Coventry. [5603

ROVER 1922 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S., un-
used, shop-soiled only; £90.—Stubbs' Garages, Ltd..

Loughborough. [5107

ROVEE 1914 3i,ih.p., 3-speed, overhauled, mechanic-
ally perfect; £28.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Ex-

hibition Bd.. S.W.7. [5620

LATE SVsh.p. Rover Combination, very sporty and
fast, condition as new, windscreen, etc. • 42 guinea*;

—67, Fernlea Ed., Balham. [5667

3ndon,
- - hand-con-

'trolled V pulley; £30; extended payments. [5533

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, Canoelet sidecar.
X*.' excellent condition, any trial; £68.—Seen at
Acton Garage, 2,29, High St., Acton, W.3. [6244
^h.p. Hover Combination, 1921, 3-speed, K.S.,
*P clutch, chain drive throughout, spares (£20),
tools, mileage 3,000, as new; £95 inclusive; tax De-
cember.—Davis, 94, Elsenham St., Southfields,
S.W.18. [4920

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. Loni
E.C.4.-Rover 1914 3i,!,h.n.. Philipson hand-i

October 5TH, 1922.

^^Jl^^

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Distributing Agents
for A.J.S., Excelsior, and Dunelt Motor Cycles,

The 7 h.p, AJ.S. Combination provide? luxury travel at

minimum cost ; it is tbe Rolls-Royce of sidecar outfits.

The 2I h-p. single combines great speed with comfort,

reliability, and economy.
A.J.S., 25 h.p. Solo £85
A.J.S., 2I h.p. Combination £110

A.J.S., 7 h.p. Combination .. .. - £175

A.J.S., 7 h.p. 2-seater Combination .. .. -£185

Excelsior

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

3ih.p. Rover Combination, 1920, about, kick-start,
2 countershaft, all on, taxed; £68.—Motorist, 765

Romford Hd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [5010*

060.-~Rover combination 1915-16, 3 speeds, clutch,
c*" kick-starter, fully equipped, splendid condition;
exchanges; instalments.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5410

ROVER SVsh.p, T.T., fitted with Philipson pulley,
new machine, slightly-shop-soiled only: list price

£72/10; baTgain, £63.—P. J. Eya.n6, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [5545

"I
Q20 Rover 3i/ih.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick-

-Ltf start, clutch, lamps, tax paid, absolutely equal
to new; £72/10.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme, Manchester. 'Phone : 776 Rusholme. [3877

AT Edjjards.—1922 3y2h.p. Rover Combination, all-

chain drive, lamps, horn, speedometer, windscreen,
tax paid, indistinguishable from new ;. 75 guineas

;

deferred payments and exchanges.—101, Great Portland
St., W.l. [4527

A"pa re Parts:

Spares.—Immediate
Ealinfi.

delivery. -Kays. 8,

rsoBi
ROVER

Bond St

Royal Ruby.

1 Q19 Royal Ruby^ 8h.p^ Combination; bargain. £50.
-9, Church Rd., Harlesden. [6001a

RUB'y 1920 3h.p., spring frame, 2-speed, clutch,

kick, accessories; £39/10; exchange.—406, York
Rd., Wandsworth. [5095

RVBY Combination, 1918, Bh.p. J.A.P. engine,

3-speed gear box, in perfect running order;

£45; any trial.—Edgecox and Robbins, VauxhalL
Evesham. [3527

-1 Q21 Royal Ruby Touring Model 2%h.p., 2-spced,
-l.t/ clutch and kick-starter, condition as new, only
run one month, not used since October, 1921; owner
on service abroad; sacrifice £40, no offers.—Birch,

Littlecot, Sutton-at-Hone, Dartford, Kent. [Saoo «

Rudge
1 Q22 Rudge-Multi SVih.p., unscratched;
-Li' Eernlea Hd., Bolham.

NEW 3',4h.p. Rudge-Multi, T.T. model;
Crooklog, Bexley Heath, S.E.

7-9h.p. Rudge Combination, fully equipped; £75,—
Kntclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., 'W. [5498

31h.p. Rudge 1917, T.T. model, good condition; £32.-
2 27, Mount Ararat Ed., Richmond, Surrey. [6014

3ih.p. I.O.M Rudge 1922, complete with lamps; £65.
2 -Ratcliffe Bros,, 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [5499

16 Eudge-Multi Coachbuilt Combinatioii ; bargain.

£46.-67,
[5658

£65;— 13,

[5178 '

19

There is an Excelsior to suit every pocket and purpose

£155EXCELSIOR, 8 h.p. De Luxe Combination .

.

EXCELSIOR, 6 h.p. Combination
EXCELSIOR, 4J^ h.p. Big: Single Combination .

.

EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p. Blackburne
EXCELSIOR, 2.1 h.p: Sports Model
EXCELSIOR, 2.V h.p. Sports, 2-speed, cl.andk/s.

£133
£119
£75
£39 18
£53

Dunelt

The 4 h.p. Dunelt 2-stroke malves light of hills. It is simple
to drive, easy to keep in trim, and very cheap to buy and
run. The fitments are 3 speed gear, hand-clutch and kick-
starter, detachable and interchangeable wheels, and roomy
coachbuilt sidecar. Model A, complete with spare wheel
and Uie, 108 Guineas. Model B, without spare wheel, £100.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: Motorcycles and Cars.
52-53. SQBsex Place. South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.Cl
Wholesale: 38. Al&ed Place, W.C.I.
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

Telephpnes : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240.
Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260.

Telegrams .. " Dynametro, Westcent, London."

£16.-191-2 SVih.p. Rudge,
dition, equipDed.—King,

PRACTICALLY Brand New I.O.M. Rudge, unsolled;
£45.—24, Balliol Rd.. North Kensington. [5154

RUDGE-MULTI Combination, as new; bargain, 4& '

guineas; any trial.— 67, Fernlea Rd., Ealham. [5661

perfect mechanio.al pon-

Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[5559 y

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Loaidon.-^New 1922.

Rudffe 3i:.h.p. I.O.M.; £77: easy terms arranged.
r5534

RUDGE-MULTL S^^h-P.. clutch, equipped, speedo-

meter, perfect; £22.—17, Heaton Rd.. Mitchara.
[5130

1 Q 20 Rudge, equipped ; offers, exchange Douglas
J.«? and cash.—Harvey, Churchfields, Cheshiint,

Herts. [5080 '

SPECIALLY tuned I.O.M. Rudge, fully equipped
and taxed; £32.-^24, Balliol Rd., North- Keq- 1.

sington. [5150 '..

RUDGE 1922 3h,p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S., utf- 1

,

used, shop^soiied only; £84/12.—Stubbs' Garages. -1

Ltd.. Loughborough. [5110 i'

RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M., 1921, SVah.p.. clutch, tax
paid; £55; perfect condition.—36. Canoon HiJI,.'

Southgate. (After 7.) [5127

RUDGE 1911 sy^h.p., single-speed model, sound run-

ning order, tax paid; £25.—Maudes', 100, Great
Portland St., London. [5451

Lane, Peckham, London.

T> UDGE-MULTI 1921

RUDGE-MXTLTI 1921 SVsh.p., all lamps, tax paid, ,
Tan-Sad, excellent condition; £57.—Maudes', The 1

Walsall Garage. Walsall. [5457

£35.-1920 I.O.M. Rudge, new handle-bars, tyres,

tubes, equipped, speedometer.-A. Cox. 161, Rye
- - - - [5148

late, excellent eondition

throughout, fast, enigrt, tax paid; what ofiersP—

Mnlti, InTCsteign, Teignmouth. [4711

£77 is the price of a new Rndge. Get it from the

Agents ; in stock ; cash or payments.—Knight'a,
126. Upper Tooting Rd.. S.W.17. [0838

-|Q21 S'/oh.p. T.O.M. Rudge-Multi, fully equipped, <

M-U unscratched; £45.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford At.,

North Kensington. (7 or 7a 'bus.) [5308

RUDGE-MULTI ombination, horn, speedometer,
good order, accept £60 for quick sale.—The Lay-

ton Garages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford. [5476

£38.-1918 Rudge-Multi combination; expert ex-

amination invited.—Speechley's, 86, Churchfield

Rd., Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick 1902. [5029

E34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rud^e

AUGUST, 1921.—Riulge-Miilti truriiig, ntilease 1.000,

apiire lie't £44, or nenr rfler lor ininipdiate sale.

"ReplF by letter, 15, Princea Gardens, S.\V.7. [4774

AT Edwards'.—1921 Rudge-Miilti 3V2h-P-. equipped,
splt-ndid c-ondition ; 50 gns. Deferred payments

and exrlianpes— 101. Great Portland St., W.l. [2223

3ih.i>. Rudge-Multi, believed 1916, perfect con-
2 dition. lamps; £30 or offer, or exrbange

Scott.—C'hapman, Tymawr, Rhiwsalson, Pontvclun.
[4873

RUDGE-MULTI 1921 31/^h.p., taxed. lullv equipped,
Tan-Sad, perfect condition; £53, bargain.— 7,

Meadowcroft Villas, Carshalton Rd., Sutton, Surrey.
[4809

RUDGE-MULTI 1920, new lamps, horn, back tyre.

Tan-Sad, etc., perfect condition; ride away; £40.
Also sporting sidecar; £5.—Box 3957, c/o Thi Motor
Cycle. - [4747

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London.—SV^h.p.
RudRe-MuIti. 1921. iucludina accessories, tax

paid. £62 10; 1922 RudRe-Multi. tax paid, all acces-

saries. £69. .""5535

SHOP-SOILED Brand New 5-6h.p. Rudge Solo. £69"
also ditto combination, JE87/10; also ditto 7-9h.D.

combination. £97/10.—Shepherds, Enfield Highway
Tel. : Waltham X 31 [0925

ff ty Guinea-s, sacrifice price, exchange.—1922 T.T.O I Rudge-Multi. 3i/oh.p.. about two moB'tly|t-old,

'ully equipped, as new.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd..
East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [4685

3JL.h.p. Rudge, 3-speed, chain-drive model, fitted with
2 smart coachbullt sidecar; special clearance price,

£100; convenient easy payments.—Ha rrods Motor
Salesrooms, 118, Brompton Rd., London. [4984

PHOTOGRAPH Free.-Rudge-Multi I.O.M. SV^ih.p.,
late 1921. as new; 52 guineas; or with new

sports sidecar, 63 guineas; exchanges.—Peter Gordon,
iLtd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [5630

' 1 Q21 T.T. Rudge-Multi, good condition, fast and
J-t? reliable, complete with lamps, horn, speedometer,
tools, etc., price £50: brand new Montgomery sporting
sidecar to match, £20.—J. S. G. Eyre, c/o Cox and Co..

London. _ [3762

RUDGE-MULTI 3V2h.p. 1916. stored till 1919,
excellent condition, thorough inspection in-

vited, carefully used by sole owner, lamps, speedo-
meter, must sell; £37.—Smith, Heron Court Hotel.
Richmond. [4882

LATE 1921 SV-h.p. T.T. Rudge-Multi, Wex car-

buretter, Ricardo piston, 2 sets cams, straight-
through exhaust and standard, belt case, belt, knee
grips, electric and acetylene lamps, very fast, perfect
condition; £65.—Palace Tavern, Napier Rd., Bromlev
Kent. [244!

Spare Parts:

UDGE Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Shepherd, En
field Highway. N. [0901

THE Prompte8t Firm for Rudge Spares.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

! Scott.

51*68/10.—Scott Squirrel, mileage 3,000, various extras,* perfect.—350, Burton Rd., Derby. [5425

SCOTT 1921 334h.p. Standard Specification, lamps,
horn, etc., tax paid; £65.—Maudes', 100, Great

Portland St., London. [5466

CCOTT. good tyres, Binka carburetter, epeedometer,
•^ Canoelet sidecar, -windscreen ,- £45.-3, Heyes Ter-
ace, Thornton, Preston. [4898

2C0TT Combination, lamps, Easting, splendid con-^ dition; great bargain, £22, or nearest.—99.
.ittle Park St., Coventry. [5353

iCOTT Solo, £36; combination, £43; take 3 adults;J trial; spares; appointment evenings after 5.30.—
:'. Queensland Av., Merton. [5077

jl Q22 Scott Squirrel, brand new, with carrier; list
!>-*' £106/5; accept £87.—J. Hebden and Sons. 71,
Scotland Rd., Nelson, Lanes. [5395

iOtJTHPORT.-Clearance sale. Latest Scott Squirrel,
[J very slightly shop-soiled ; 90 guineas ; deterred
Jiayments; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport.

CCOTT (engine 1777) and Sidecar, recently fitted
i^ new cylinders and overhauled works April, 1921,
ine running condition, 1920 type lubrication, com-
pete tools, chain, spares; £40.—Simpson, 30, Lans-
lowne Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [2518

; S-pare Parte:

R

m-ARD Motors. Ltd., 32. Hustler St.. Bradford,
»T for sound second-hand Scott parts at less than
Half-price; satisfaction guaranteed. List by return.
I r0889nODFEEYS-. Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland St.. London.M W.l.—Complete stock ol all Scott spare parts
mays m stock. Write for tree spare part list, stating
|ear of manufacture. [0751

Sheffleld=IIenderson.
ALEC FRASER'S 1922 2-!ih.p. o.h.v. Sheffleld-Hen-^ °fs°n. 78 m.p.h.. Brooklands winner, etc.. special
'.T. Blackburne engine, condition better than new
nique opportunity, cost £165; sell best offer —1
'.ancaster Rd., Brighton, Sussex. [5146

All letters relating to advertisements sho
Motor Cycles

POST YOUR ORDER EARLYWg^
tiiE

"ALL WEATHER"
WATERPROOF MOTOR CLOTHING.

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE SUIT

(Fig. 1)SPECIFICATION
MADE from hard wearing

double teiiure material with
an interlining of Rubber.
Double Breasted Jacket, with
all-round plaited Leather Belt,

large Patch Pockets, and con-
verted collar to button right up
to neck, to fasten with Throat
Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.

All seams cf the Suit are rubber
cemented and taped with extra
material, making the garment
absolutely waterproof.
Overall Leggings with spat-
thaped leg ; wind gussets to
keep the wind from the leg and
boots; fastened with patentclasp
fasteners, enabling the leggings
to be pulled off in a moment.

SUIT Complete, with overall
leggings - - 35/-

„ „\vith?seatless trousers

42/-
JACKET only - - - - 23/-

Whcn ordering by post^ state Chest measurement over
ordinary Jacket, and height, and enclose remitlance.

WATERPROOF
TRENCH COAT

{Fig. 2)

Fawn material, rubber lined.

double-breasted, with all-round

belt and buckle, wind cufis in

sleeves. Wedium weight. An
ideal coat for riding, walking,
and all purposes where a rain-

resisting covering is required.
Guaranteed waterproof.
Smart and Serviceable.

COAT Complete - 25/-
Wken ordering by post, state

Breast vieasurement over ordin-

ary Janket, atid height, arid

enclose remittance.

TRENCH- COATS in heavier
and superior materials are
priced in our list.

f^(

SEATLESS TROUSERS
(Fig. 3)

Waterproof Fawn double texture
material, rubber interlined, apron
front, witb wind and mud gussets,

patent clasp fasteners, leather,

straps and buckles to fasten

round boot. Perfectlywaterproof.
All sizes. "1 8/- per pair.

When ordering by
post, slate height &
enclose rem ittxi nee.

WATERPROOF
OVERALLS (Fig 4).

Do uble texture
material, interlined,

rubber, with strap to
fasten on to trouser
buttons, patentclasp
fasteners, seams ce-

mented and taped.
All sizes. Thoroughly
waterproof.

1 2/6 per pair.
Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Cur Illustrated List and Pattern Banch of
Cloths, together with self measurement
form, will be sent post free and wiihont
any obligation upon receipt of your nama
and address.

f Salis/aclion guaraiUeed or money '

CARRIAGE
\
refunded if garments are returned PAID ON

.^°.\'?,}':VJlVL?..^.^y.^: .'ALL ORDERS.
Actual Manufacturers:

[

Martin Waterproof Co.,
. 208,OIdhainRd.,NewCross,Maiichester

*AtfW«*W««fe9WW«Mf40«0Vl

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

^12.— 2y^b.ii. Siugerjightw^iglit, enclof^ed Bosch, pond
King, EgroTe, Oxford. [5560running urder.-

Spare Parts:

'yUE Promptest Firm lor Genuine Singer Spares —
-1- Forfield Motors. Forfield Place, Leamington Spa.

[316a
GENUINE Singer Parts. — By return service.—All.

Holland, Hearsall Lane ' Ck)rner, Ck)ventry.
'Phone; 1945. [5416

Spark.

BRAND New 2y2h.p. Spark; to clear, f30.-Carnforth
Motor Co., Carnlorth. [4798

Sprirkbrook.

SPARKBROOK 2VL'h.p., 2 speeds, 1919 model, splen-
did condition, all accessories; £28, or offers.

—

""
" ' " [4734

flywheel, magneto, 2
speeds, clutch, tax paid, fullv equipped; £42.

—

198. King St., Hammersmith. 'Phone; 2474. [5068

SPARKBROOK 2ii.h.p.. 1921, Model A, Villiers en-
gine, flywheel magneto and V.E.C. lighting, 2

speeds, and Canoelet Minor sidecar, tax paid; £55.

—

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London, W.
[5357

Sun.
23.h.p. Sun-Vitesse, equal new, take 2 anywhere; sell,

4 exchange.—24, General St., Blackpool. [5406

1;^OR Sun-Jap, or Sun- Vitesse, get in touch with
the solo North London agents. Models in stock,

single Special. 42 gns. ; 2^4h.ii. J. A. P.. 2-speod. K.S..
60 guineas. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—
Jones' Garage, .Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. £0790

Turrill, Finningley, Doncaster.

1 022 Sparkbrcok. Villiers

Sunbeam.
SU^^BEAM Sports 1921 SV^jb.p., ma

offer.r-The Morris Garages, Oxfo
nifioent machine;

Oxford. [5218

SUNBEAM 4i4h.p. 1922, shop-soiled; £125.—Rat-
cliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W. [5487

OK Guineas.-Sunbeam S'/sh.p. 1921, as new, ,
Lucas

<J0 Magdyno, all on.—47, Mortimer Rd., Dalston.
[4716

CUNBEAM 1921 S'/sh.p., new condition, Lucas acety-^ iene, speedometer, taxed, 26x3; £85.-7, Exhibi-
tion Rd., S;W.7. [5618

SUNBEAM 1922 a^h.p. Combination, electric lamps,
scarcely used, unscratched, beautiful outfit; £128.

-7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5619

SUNBEAM Combination, 3V2h.p., 1919, perfect con-

dition throughout; £97/10, or offer.—1, Mel-
rose Terrace, Hammersmith, [4750

QUNBEAMS.—1922 sporting SVzh.p., shop-soiled.^ £123; 1919 touring 3V2h.p., first-class condition,
£70.—Dosser's, Slingsby. Yorks. [5106

SUNBEAM 1922 SV^h-p., brand new, sboE-soiled,

double purpose model, complete to standard specifi-

cation; £120.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [5211

SOUTHPORT.—Clearance sale. I.O.M. Sunbeam
actual racer, special throughout; 62 guineas; ex-

changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [5051

3ih.p. 1916 Sunbeam Combination, black and gold
2 lepshields, electric light, very fine condif

examination ; £69.-230,
ion, expert

Archway Rd., N.6. [5038

-jQig sVsh.i
JL*^ perfect

SUNBEAM Combination 8h.p., J.A.P. engine, licensed

to December, lamps, horn, legehields, in beautiful
condition; ofler.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [5219

SUNBEAM, believed 1921, interchangeable wheels,
leaf forks, speedometer, lamps, spares: will sacri-

fice first £73.—18, Canterbury St., Coventry. [5299

1 Q 22 Sunbeam Combination, interchangeable
-Lt/ wheels, leaf spring forks, slightly shop-soiled

onlv; 140 guineas.—47, Bridge St., Northampton.
[4905

Sunbeam Combination, fully equipped,
condition: nearest £105.—Write

Evans 'l2. Lime St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5535-
[4919

SUNBEAM 1921 8h.p. Combination, little used, in

new condition, cost over £300; a great bargain,

price £160; seen London.—Box 3920, c/o 27ie Motor
Cycle.

^
[4629

SUNBEAM 1919 8h.p. Combination, perfect order,

tax paid, insurance transferable; £115, or offer.

—Dunn, c/o Crooks, 10, Warwick St., Regent St.,

London. [5085

SUNBEAM 1921 Sports Model, electric light,

speedometer, Cowey horn, mileage 3,000. as

new; £85.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.

•Phone : Ealing 689. [5582

-| C|22 4Vih.p. Sunbeam Combination, most luxurious
-L*/ outfit, 5 weeks old, every possible accessory, un-

pcratched; £130. near.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482,

Harrow Rd., Paddington. [5426

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919, excellent condition.

auto hood and screen, speedometer, new tyres;

price £90.—Private owner, c/o Colonial Motor Co.,

106a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [4554

1 021 Sunbeam Sb.p. Combination, brandy new con-

1«7 dition. dynamo, electric horn, spare wheel, liood,

screen, and numerous extras, smartest outfit on roaa,

£130.-James, c/o Bradmores. 482. Harrow Ra-^JJf^-
dington.

[5427

i

uld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pj.

a35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SADE.
Sunbeam.

"IQ19 Sunbeam 3Voh.p,, black and gold, Frencli
J-t7 military model, fully equipped, guaranteed
faultless, ta.x paid; £60 Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-
ton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [4431

TULT, 1922, T.T. Sunbeam, 75 m.r.h., mileage under^ 1,500, carelul use, new appearance, titte<l knee
Blips, horn, carrier, any examination; cost £140, nearest
cSer £100.-Flt.-Lt. Ballour, E.A.F., 128, Piccadilly.

[4985
"I 021 Sports Sunbeam, Si^lr.p., and semi-sporting alu-
-*-*' minium sidecar, Watford speedometer, extra
sprockets, legshields, etc., small mileage, beautiful com-
bination; 100 guineas.—Harley, 8, Cearns Ed., Birken-
li»ad. [4768

"JO 19 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
-L*J leg guards, new "semi-sports body to match,
Brooks cantilever saddle, Binks, guaranteed perfect;
£85: exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
N.E. Dalston 2408. [4432
EXCEPTION.^ Bargain.-Sunbeam 1922 4i4h.p.

and Watsonian sidecar. Dunlops, Easting screen.
Klaxon, tax paid, only done about 300 miles, abso-
lutely like new; £125/10; just cost £172; inspection
invited.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[5369
AT Edwards'.-1922 3%h.p. semi-Sports Sunbeam,

with Burlington semi-Sports sidecar, equipped
with lamps, horn, speedometer, and knee-grips, tax
paid, absolutely indistinguishable from new; 110
guineas: deferred payments and exchanges.—101, Great
Portland St., W.l. r5624

Triumph.
"pBEMIEB Motor Co. for Triumph bargains.

INAL' reductions to clear: new 1922 Triumphs,
carrying maker's full guarantee.—Below.

TYPE S.D., 4h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, list price
£115, reduced to £95; type H, list £105, re-

duced to £90; type E, Si/vh.p., overhead valve, list

£120. reduced to £105; also several sidecar com-
binations: easy payments 4 per cent, extra; car-
riage paid to any address.—Premier Motor Co..
Aston Ed , Birmingham. [5578

TRIUMPH 1920 Lightweight, 2 speeds, excellent
condition: £32.—Maudes' (below).

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p. Single Speed Model, lamiis,
horn, excellent condition; £42.—Maude' (below).

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p. Countershaft, Dunlop tyres,
lamps, horn, tax paid; £62.—Maudes' (below).

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p. Chain Driven, 3 speeds, con-
dition equal to new; £30.—Maudes' 100, Great

Portland St. Loudon. - [5465
TRIUMPII-EIC.ARDO in stock; £120. - Premier

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0868
^12.—3V2h.p. Triumph, M.O.V. magneto ignition, good
cW running order.—King, Bgrove, Oxford. [5661

TRIUMPH Combination 1918, in splendid condition,
any trial; £45.-67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5663

"14114 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, running order; £26.—
-l" Houchin, 188, High St., Peckham, S.E.15.

[5327
TRIUMPH; £22; splendid order, lake push cycle

part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[5321

£48.—Countershaft Triumph 1918, lamps, Tan-Sad,
perfect.-42, Clifton Gardens, Chiswick, W.4.

[5180
TElUMfPH Combination, 1920, little used; nearest

£80.—Findlay, Bovington Camp. Wool, Dorset.
[4736

TEIUMPH Combination 1920, fully equipped, splendid
bargain; £59.-41, Gateley Ed., Brixton, S.W.9.

[3344
31.h.p. Triumph, good condition, new carburetter,

2 fast: offers.—March. East St., Farnham, Surrey.
14928

1Q19 Triumph Combination, Montgomery sidecar.
*y good condition; £75.—Hickman, Crown St., Arton.

[5023

"I Q19 second-hand 4h.p. Triumph Combination;
J-U £72/10.-Eatclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W. [5496

TEIUMPH type H, shop-soiled only, at special price
of £94/10.—Eatelifle Bros., 200, Gt. PortUmd St.,

W. [5491

TRIUMPH S.D., shop-soiled onlv, at special price
of £103/10.-Eatcli«e Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W. [5492

TRIUMPH, late 1918, 4h.p., equipped, licence, new
condition; £55; instalments.—63, Solon Rd.. Brix-

ton. [5411

"I
Q20 Baby Triumph, 2-speed, new condition, licence

.1. t/ paid; £40, or near offer.—70, Burr St., Luton,
Beds. [4467

"I
Q20 Triumph and Sidecar, lamps, horn, etc., in

J-U nev/ condition; £67/10.-74, Brighton Rd., Sur-
biton. [6434

'IQ15 Triumph 4h.p., good order, T.T. model; £30;
J- *y tax paid.—W. Prior, Manor Hotel, Datchet,
Bucks. [5165

1 Q 18 Triumph, completely equipped, perfect; £46.—
Xt7 James, c/o Bradmores, 434', Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington-

BEAND New Triumph, ex Irish M.T
renovated, as new; £50.—120,

Croydon.

a36

[542»

Stores, not
Sutherland Rd.,

[5432

Putting the curb

on noise

!

I Fit

^ the

I CARB-

I JECTOR
— Illustration

^:r shows Section,

The CARS'-JECTOR =
is the SILENOER =
that gives 100% Efficiency. ^
Mr. C. G. Pullin rec-nlly ^Z
wired us as follows :— ^

H.129. 1.19 Weybridge. A. 38. —
BRIDGEHEAD Ltd., ^
Bankhey Works, Blackpool. ZZ
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12 & Double ZZ
Twelve Hour Records ZZ
broken, also 300, 400, 500,

^~
and 1002 miles 011 350 c.c. —

*

Douglas Sidecar using ^—
your Carb-Jectors, ad- ^^
iiiitted quietest —

PRICE I

= NO NOISE.
z= NO MSS OF= POWER.
= NO OVERHEATING.
= The "NO-TROUBIJE'= SILENCER.
= All steel. Plated ends.

= GET YOURS TO-DAY= YouUl be pleased -with it.

— Quote h.p. of engine and diam.
Z^ of exhaust when ordering.

^Z. The outlay of 25/- may save— you Pounds !

2iostfree.

500 c.c. size

2/6 extra.

Plated
all over

3/-
extra.

We
also ,

iipply

rx,
15

— Copy of letter received from :—~ Wyheham Cottage, ^
zzz : West Grove, Hersham, zzz
zz Walton -on-Thames. ~
= Dear Sirs, --"^i Septeraber,^922. ' ^
37 I. beg to inform you that I was yesterday z:z
^z successfulii\ an attempt with 3J Douglas 494 c.c. :=— and Sidecar, on the Class F -600 c.c. Records as ^^— follows :

—

^
^: 50 miles—64*13 m p.li. World's Record, zz
im subject International approval. 'IZZ— 100 miles—6i*53 m.p.h. World's Record, i^^— subject International approval. ^^
zn 1 hour—63 miles 1586 yds. World's Record, =:~ subject International approvaL ^— 2 hours—120 miles 1297 yds. World's Records, zz
zz subject International approval. zz~ Subject A.C.U. confirmation. ^
3^ Mr, Pullin supplied me with the Carb-Jectors ^^
:z:: fitted, which quietened and at the same time nz:
zz gave a very pleasing note. ^Z— Yours fai thfully, ^^^= (Signed) J. EMERSON. ^

i A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL |
=. 3 Carb-Jectors entered, 3 Gold Medals. =
=: Copy of letter received from

:

— ^
^ Messrs. Alldays & Onions Ltd., ^— Matchless Works, zz.

zz Birmingham, m
z: September r8th, 1922. ZZ— Dear Sirs, zz
ZZ I am glad to report that the Carb-Jector zz
ZZ Silencers fitted to the three " Allou " machines in zz
;

—

the recent A.C.U. Six Days Trial gave every ^;^

;

— satisfaction. zz
zz In my opinion this 'Silencer on our machine :zz

^^ gives off a tone that no one could reasonably take —
:~~ exception to, and as to the speed of the machines z^
zz the results on Brooklands Track will show that zz
zz even after Six Days' gruelling they were able to ^— average 40 miles per hour, that is 5 miles per hour z^
:zz more than required. :^
zz Yours faithfully, ZZ= (Signed) R. E. CLULEE. =

BRIDGEHEAD Ltd.,
Bankhey Works,

BLACKPOOL.

MOTOR CYCIES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEIUMPH 1921 41J.1). Chain-drive Combination, piac-
tioaUy unscratchedT £100.—The Morris Garages,

Oxford. -(5221

TRIUMPH, clutch, Philipson, iully equipped, taxed,
perfect; ie23.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., East

Putney. [5339

ALL-CHAIN Triumph, take 1914-1920 Triumph
part exchange.—" Highgrove," 3-wallowfield,

Reading. - [4878

1 019 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped; £52.
-•-»' Ditto, 1917; £42.-24, Balliol Hd., North
Kensington.

'

[5151

1Q19 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, countershalt,
-•-•' kick-start, tax paid; £&b.'-7, St. Mark St.,

Peterborough. [4819

TRIUMPHS.—A large a,ssortment in stock; solos and
combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High

Rd., Lee, S.E. [3245
-| Q22 Triumph model H 4h.p.. 3-siieed, Bhop-fioiled
J-" only; f94.-Eey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone;
Langham 1257. [55!4

TRIUMPH Junior 1921, with Maglita set, inclad-
ing lamps, not done 5,000 miles; offer.—T.he Morris

Garages, Oxford. [5222

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, Swan sporting. East,
ing, lamps, horn; £65.—11, Kilmartin Avenue,

Norbury, S.\V.16. [63«3

TRIUMPH 1922 Brand "New Motor Cycles; Model -H,

£92/10; .S.D., all chain. *95.-^Batchelor's,
Clarence St., King^^ton. [5099

1021 Triumph Junior, perfect working order,
J~if electric lighting; £45.—" Ardeen," Woodcote
Rd., Wallington. . (D) [4927

19^

TE-IUilPH Countershaft, esoellent condition, new
lamps, tyres, belt, (smart npnearauce; £37.-69,

Kingston Rd., New Maiden. [5188

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h.p.
1914 3-speed Triumph and sidecar, kick-starter -

and clutch; £45; easy terms. (6536'

22 S^Ah.p. Triumph, Type R, brand new; IJBt

£120; accept £lOO,—J. Hebden and Sons. 71.

Scotland Rd., Nelson, Lanes. [5394 ^

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, Millford car. Easting,'^
J-t/ lamps, tax paid; £65.—M. Hillier, 216, Porto^

bello Rd., North Kensington. [40Q7- <)

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, clutch, fast, economical, raechr •'

anicallv perfect, lamps, etc. ; £30.—Andress, •

Thames St., Walton-on-Thames. [5268 ^

TRIUMPH, countershaft, 1918-19. completeli'

'

eQuipped, spares, Uttle used, new condition : £60.

ofEer^.-30, London Rd., St. Albans. [4761,

TRIUMPH 1918 coachbuilt Combination, wpU

;

equipped, excellent condition; £62.—R. B. Clarh

and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3589 "

SEVERAL second-hand Triumphs always in stoQk. >

Triumph Service Agents for Susses.—CafEvna,
Ltd., 56. Terminus Rd.. Eastbrnirne. [1181

£40.-1918 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped,'.

in perfect order, 1917; £37/10.-204, Ladbrooke ,

Grove, W.IO. 'Phone: Park 5541. [50fi3

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd. — 1922 chain driw
Triumph combination, tax paid, all accessories;

£132.—157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5933
'

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p. 2-speed, N.S.U. with latest typo
frame and tank, guaranteed; £26.-26, Tulee

Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Brixton 1292. [5479

Lucas equipment,
M, Hillier,

216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [4008

TEIUMPH 1921 (Sept.), ntted Montgomery sidecarj

Lucas lighting, not run 2,000 miles, and as new;
£85.—Batchelor, Clarence St., Kingston. [5098 -

£63.— Late 1919 Countershaft Triumph; in excellent

condition, engine recently overhauled, just

1 Q21 Triumph Combination,
JL»^ original tyres, Easting; £77/10.-

insured.-Digby, 25, Loudoun Rd., N.W.8. [4722

TRIUMPH, Model H, just delivered; accept £94710;.
would exchange for good light car or runabout,

—Buntings Motor Exchange, Wealds tone. [5375

£75.—1921, type S.D., all-chain Triumph, new con-

dition, licensed, insured, equipped, any exam-
ination.—Bacon, Offington Lane, Worthing. [5276

TRIUMPH SVah.p., clutch model, re-enamelled and
thoroughly overhauled, diop frame; 26 guineas.—

Kenwood, Eglinton Rd., Plumstead, S.E.I 8. [5300

CROYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore'a

Presto Motor Works. North End. Croydon. [0864"

TRIUMPH 1922 2i^h.p. Model H, the old favourite,

brand new, shop-soiled, with or without sideeari

price solo, £95.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [5215

1Q18 Triumph Combination, splendid condition:
J-tF licensed, eauipped;' bargain, £58; exchanges.—37, ^

Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston. N.l. [463.7.!

-| Q21 Triumph Combination, lamps, Tan-Sad, Sauiinni

-Lv screen, tools. Klaxon, insurance, tax, little used:

£85.-50, Langthorne St., Fulham Palace Ed. [484C

Guineas.—3^,^h. p. Triumph, Bosch, B. and B.,

good tyres and belt, excellent condition :
en-

cha-nge 2-stroke.—5, Thames. View, E. Molesey. [4921
19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

£55.-1918 Countershaft Triumph, a.11 accessories,
perfect condition, new rear Dunlop, tax paid,

bitrgaiu.— 1, Norwood Rd.. Heme Hill, S.E.24. [4934

TniUMPH 4h.p., 1922, chain drive. Millford side-

car, Lucas lamps and horn, tax paid, indistinguish-

abU- from new; £112.—Maudes', Paris St., Exeter.
[5453

TRIUMPH, Model H, brand new and unused, Haled
at £105; our price, £95; exchanges or deferred.

—Edwards, 50, Haxrinston Rd., South KensiuRton.
[4533

ALL Triumph models always in stock; also full niuge
of Triumph Spares. Triumph Service Agents lor

Sussex.—Calfyns, Ltd., 56. Terminus Rd., Eastbourne.
£1180

3ih.p. Triumph, overhauled, new Senspray, belt,
2 lamps, horn, taxed £22; near. Exchange light-

weight.—A.W., 76. Mayplace Rd. East, Bexley Heath.
[5173

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, perfect
±t7 condition; £55.—Eke, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0068
BRAND New 1922 Triumphs, shop-soiled, 10% off

list, Ricardo and all-chain in stock; exchanges.
—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dais ton
2408. [4433

1 Q 21 Triumph Combination, Montgomery sidecar.
XU Easting, all on; £65.—Railton, Cobham and
Co., Ltd , Water St., off Blackfriars St., Man-
rhester. [5588

£48.—Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, Sturmey, perfect run-
ning order, licensed and equieped, smart appenr-

ance.—Chastney, 6, Bellclose Rd., West Drayton,
Middlesex. [4712

TRIUMPH 3'{;h.p. 3-speed, clutch, lamp, horn,
tools, new back tyre, taxed, good order; £28/10.

Lawrence, c/o Brocks Garage, Union St., Stonehouse,
Plymouth. [4834

TRIUIMPH Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, counter-
shaft, 1916, fully equipped, exceptional value;

e45.—Navlor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earls-
leia. S.W. [5135

TRIUMPH 1919 Countershaft, .3-speed, in fine run-
ning order, with or without sidecar, any trial;

jest ofier.—J. Smedley, Market PL, Ashbourne,
Derbyshire. [5170

•>lh.p. Triumph, Philipson pulley, new tyres, new
'->2 Binks carburetter, in perfect order; bargain,
:E27/10.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme,
fclanchester. [3878

I
Q21 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped

l-t7 Coupette sidecar, guaranteed date and condition;
;77/10, exchanges.— Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phnne

:

ilaida Yale 1353. [5507

i[ Q19 Countershaft Triumph Sporting Combination,
\-v innumerable spares, equipped, taxed, guaran-
teed; 69 guineas; consider exchange.—284, South Lam-
'eth Rd., S.W.8. [5677

j
Q22 4h.p. Triumph, Engine No. 81266, guaran-

Lt/ teed perfect, not ridden 1,000 miles, Lucas
imps and horn; £80.—Eastwood, lO, Kera^rton Rd.,
eckenham, Kent. li;4755

rSIUMPH 4h.p. countershaft, very little used, enamel
unocratched and absolutely indistinguishable from

ew; bargain. £90.—Smith, High Rd., Goodmaves.
'hone: Ilford 1082. ' [3869

CRIUMPH 1921 Model H, fully equipped and
licensed, and Milford sidecar, very small mileage,

•pproval anv where; £75.—The Layton Garages, 30,
'olywell St., Oxford. [5474

iltTGUST, 1921, 4h.p. Triumph- Gloria Combination,
'•*- all-chain drive, Sturmey-Archer countershaft, 3-
ne«d gear. etc. ; illO, or best offer.—Drummond, 7.

j-dney Grove, Hendon. [4701

920 Triumph-Gloria Combination, Lucas lamps,

I

horn, speedometer, splendid condition, date
laranteed; £70.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.
'hone: Kingston 1274. - [5071

?77/10.—Triumph 1921, countershaft, all-chain
V model, in practically new condition, equipped,
iix paid.^—Delancev Street Garage, Camden Town,
'-W.l. Hampstead 2012. )[4751

.
jPRlUMPH Motor Cycles.—Clearance. 1922, chain
iL drive, brand new, with makers' guarantee; list
^nce £115, offered £90; sidecar to fit, £10.—Oswald
arker, London Rd., Derby. [5691

919 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed. kick-start, clutch,
luxurious sidecar, windscreen, etc.. fully

juipped ; £75 ; exchange.—Rhind and Co., Stone
lace, Rusholme. Manchester. [3881
t ATE 1919 Countershaft Triumph T.T. bars. Cox
r^ Atmos, Tan-Sad, oversize tyres, fully equipped,
Dlendid condition; £60. 1921 Henderson Sidecar, as
lew; £16.—Bowker, Sedbugh. [5082
pRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models.
i- Sidecars to suit from £20. Write for eataloeue
id full particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evans,
ohn Bright St.. Birmingham. [5550

92\> Triumph Combination cycle (May), lamps,
horn, and Watford speedometer ; only 3,000

iles; rear light worked in conjunction with accumu-
tor lighting of sidecar lamp; handsome coach built
iecar, bulbous back forming locker, waterproof cover,
ggage grid, spare engine sprocket for solo work

;

140.—Ash. Belvedexe, Abbey Rd., Rhos-on-Sea,
plwyn Bay. '

[4862

"DAYBEAM" Ekctrlc Solo Set

The Headlamp supplied with this set is our sin.
Daybeam, a very powerful light-giver. The brackets
aie of exceptionally strong and handsome design.
They carry the headlamp and also the (die cast)
aluminium ca e. The accumulator is specially made
for motor cycle lighting, and wiH brilliantly illuminate
the head and the rear lamp for 20 hours if u=ed
intermittently. The tail lamp (our torpedo S.B.C.) is
exceptionally strong and well made, and has a very
attractive appearance. Each lamp is atted with a
switch, and one lamp may be used independently of
the other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The finish is
ebony black and nickel plate.

Complete Outfit, List No. 3o,'i, Price £5 =; o

"DAYBEAM" Combination Sei

The ^et comprise? J)aybeara 50. Headlamp, Ideal
S decar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B C. Tail Lamp.
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch, and
is finished in ebony b!ack with n ckel-plated relief.

The accumulator {capacity, 6 volt, 40 amp.) is specially
made for mo'.or cycle lighting, and will give very satis
factory service in use.

Comple'e Outfits, List No. 30/2, Price £770

- DAYBEAM
Complete Electric

Set for
Lightweights.

Solo Outfit, £3 3s.

Combination Outfit. £3 15s.

-WRITE FOR LIST NO. 7

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

RIM & PATENTS LTP
LAWPEN Rg BQRDESLEV BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1020 4h.p. Triumph Combination, special sidecar,
--«-' complete lamps, tools, small mileage, genuine;
£70; cash or deferred.—Marlborough (The Motor
House), 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [9577

1 Q14 Triumph Combination, Sturmey J.S. 3-speed
M-iJ hub. Easting windscreen, horn, lamps, licensed,
good condition and perfect running order; £55.

~

Jackson, 23, Vicarage Rd., Gloucester. [4874

4h.p. Triumph, Type H, 3-speed clutch and kick-
starter, in perfect condition; special clearance

price, £95; convenient easy payments.—Harrods Motor
Salesrooms, 118, Brompton Rd., London, [4979

~|Q22 Brand New AU-chain Triumph Combination;
-Li/ £120, or near offer; exceptional opportunity.
—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Con-
naught St., Marble Arch, London. Padd. 1177 [5382

3ih.p. Triumph-Grado, dropped frame, £12 maker's
2 overhaul, new Eosch and tank, 4h.p. forks, many

extras, runs splendidly ; £25 ; would exchange 4-cyl.
F.N. Hants.-Bos 3995, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4853

tyO Guineas, cschange.-1921 countershnft Triumph,
• */ smart and comfortable coach sidecar, electric

lighting, new condition, any examination.—Seabridge,
Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [3550

AT Edwards'.—1922 4h.p. Triumph, Model H. fully
equipped, lamps, horn, licensed, indistinguishable

from, new in every respect; 85 gns. Deferred pay-
ments and exchanges.—101. Great Portland St., W.l.

[2226

1 Q21 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, Gloria
-*-tf sidecar, windscreen, tax paid, numerous acces-
sories; best offer over £100; terms and exchanges.

—

Midland Garage. 166. Shaftesbury Av. 'Phone: Ger-
rard ,8461. r4931

TRIUMPH Combination 1918. Bluemel windscreen,
extra comfortable leather upholstery, Watford

trip speedometer, tax paid, in good condition, fully
equipped with spares; £80, or near offer.—34, Queen
Anne's Gardens. Enfield. [5303

1 Q22 Brand New Triumph Combination, 4h.p.,
-L fJ 3-speed, tax paid, extra engine sprocket for
solo, latest Terry spring saddle, fully equipped, all

on; bargain, £125.—Ash, Belvedere, Abbey Rd.,
Rhos-on-Sea, Colwyn Bay. [4862

TRIUMPHS.—We have 6 only for disposal, fully over-
hauled and renovated; £45, or easy terms; take

advantage of this splendid offer.-Write, 'phone, or
call on The Hackford Eng. Co.. 33, Hackford Rd..
Brixton, S W.9. 'Phone: Brixton 3062. [5647

TRIUMPHS.—Buy from official appointed agents.
New 1922 4h n. combination, all-chain drive.

£155; chain-cum-belt combinatioTi, £145; 4h.p. S.D.
all-chain, £115; model H. chain-cum-belt. £105:
Junior 2i4h.p.. £65; also several second-hand
Triumphs from £40; second-hand machines taken in

exchange, remainder on easy terms; value allowed on
eld machine accepted as payment down.— Wauchope'o.
9, Shoe Lane. London. 'Phone: Central 5168,

f5537
Spare Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Ka vs. 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [4807

COMPLETE Stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waitinK.—Ward's, 51. Upper Richmond

Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [9126-

TRIUMPH Spares.-All parts, all models, in stock,
second-hand or new; goods sent per return ser-

vice.—Alf. Holland, Heaisall Lane Corner, Coventry.
'Phone: 1945. [5417

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models ; also
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, noFt free:

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Mu^well Hill. N.IO. [0809

WE Hold a Complete Stock of Brand New Genuine
Triumph Parts for Countershaft Models. Send your

requirements to us and secure immediate service and a
special discount of 33%.—Light Car and Motor Cycle
Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill, Bribcton.
'Phone : Brixton 1292. (Half minute from Brixton
Skating Rink.) Look for the Golden Arrow. [5478

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not i^econd-hand in place

of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regiinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors. Forfield Place.
Leamington Spa [7361

Velocette.

TDREMIER Motor Co. for Velocette Bargains.

FURTHER Great Reductions in showroom soiled
1922 models. E2. 2-speed. £55; E3, 3-speed,

£60; EL2, lady's open frame. £58; all with clutch
and kick-start, carry makers' full guarantee; easy
paymenTs 4% extra; write for special clearance list.

—Premier Motor Co., A=ton Rd.. BfVmingham. [3579

1 021 Velocette, 2 speeds, very nice condition; £33.
X«7 —244. Old Christchnrch Rd.. Bournemouth.

[4726
1 021 Velocette, 2i/lli-P- 2-spccd: lamps, horn, new
-L»/ tvres; £45; splendid condition; owner buying
heavyweight.—Middleton. Cross St.. Tenbury. Worcs.

[4949

\\i letters relating to advertisements siiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

3ih.p. Velocette, in perfect running order, good
4 tyres; bargain, ^£20.—Rhind and Co., Stone

Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [3879

1 Q22 Velocef'te, nearly new, legshields, Lucas acces-
--*' scries. Terry sprint; saddle; cost over £70; ac-
cept £50, or near:—317, Brocklev Rd., S.E. [5018

Verus.
VERtrS 1920 2^1i.p., Blackburne engine, fully

equipped, tax paid; £45.—Ratclifle Bros,, 200, Gt.
Portland St., W. [5505

^Q Guineas.—1920-21 Verus-Elackburne, latest
^*-' Canoelet, electric lighting, discSj almost as new;
Eolo, £45, exchanges.— 122, Lower Mortlake Rd.^
Richmond. ^ _ [5172

Vindec.
VINDEC 1917 2Mh.p. 2-strpke 2-sveed, all acces-

sories, perfect; bargain, £24.-2, Palmerston Rd.,
Soutlifields, S.W.IS. [5101

Wooler.
WOOLER 1920. fuUv enuipped, perfect; £30.-1)0^,

20, Hemingford Rd.. St. Ives, Hunts. [4740
ty ^ iLP.H.—1921 Special Racing Wooler, 3i;.h.p.,

^ o.h.v., mileaEe 500. taxed :' best offer; cr
cheaper machine.—" Fairview," Thorkhills Rd.. Thapies
Ditt^n. [4990

PHOTOGRAPH Free.—Wooler. 1921. 3h.p., flat

twin, variable gear, excellent order; 38 guineas;
eTcchanges.-—Pet4_-T Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmnml
Rd., East Sheen. [5628

WOOLER, 1922,- variable gear, Cowcy speedometer,
dissolved acetylene lamp and cylinder, flexible

copper exliausts, legsliields, perfect condition; owner
satisfied, purehasing chain-drive; £50, or best offer;
view by appointment.—New House, Ashley Rd., Wal-
ton-on-Thames. [4963

Zenith.
'TiHE Zenith Specialists.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Ulster Chambers, 168, Re-
gent St., W.l.

WE are -prepared- to undertake special tuning of
.Bradshaws and Super-Sports all-chain Bh.p.

machines at very reasonable prices ; also complete
overhauls.

OUR Latest Bargain.—1920 - 5h.p. Sports Zenith,
with all accessories, mileage about l-,000, tyres

unriiarked. belt as new; the machine was ' delivered
middle of 1921, and is in perfect condition through-
out j £55. _ J "

.
- [5381

ZEN-ITH 1S22, Brndshnw rhain. very special; £78".—
Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2306

ZENITH 1915 8h.p., O.H.V., Gradua gear, verv fust:

£65.—Tbe Morris Garages, Oxford. [5223

RAND New 1922 SV-h.p. Zenith-BradshaTv ; to Hear.
£78.-Ciiraforth Motor Co., Carnforth. [4795

£28.—4h.p. Zenith, perfect order, very fast, numer-
ous spares, sporting.

—

26b, Ingleton St., Brix-
ton. T527r

"I Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, chain drive, lamps, _speedo-
J~iy metef, horn, tools> as new; £70,—2, Madrid
Rd.; Rarnes.' [5119

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd. ~ 1922 shoo-soilpd
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £98.—157b, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [5932

1 Q 22 Zenith-Brad*^haw, all-chain drive, shop-soiled
J-*y only: £98.—Taylors. 52, Susses Place, S.W.7.
'Phone: Kens. 7260. , . ._ , [0943

1 Q20 5h.p: 'Sports Zenith, all on,' fine ":condition

;

JLi/ £60, or nearest.—Wright, 101, St. Georges
Rd., Aldershot, Hants. [4956

8h,p. Zenith Combination, good condition, run-niiig

order; quick sale. £25.—Falmouth Villa. Kentish
Rd., Belvedere, Kent.- [5017

AT Edwards".—1920 5h.p. Sports Zenith, lamps, horn,
speedometer, knee grips, eood order; 53 guineas.

-101, Great Portland St., W.l. ' [5623,

5-6h.p Zenith Combination, 1920, juet had makers'
overhaul, electric light, all on; £75.—Seen at 181,

Hals End Rd., Walthnnistow, E.17. [4775

ZENITH 5h.p. 1916, countershaft, equipped, just
Completely overhauled, rebushed' any examina-

tion; £55.—8, The Aveniie, Chingford. [5290

r.O.G.n. Invite Inspection. Zeniths and other
makes far below any anticipated price reduction.

—5, Heath St., Ilampstead (near Tube). [3861

8h.p. Zenith with sidecar, good condition, K.S., new
tyres, cyclometer, lamps; bargain. £45 —Hanvood,

100, Avenue Rd., Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. (4817

5-6h.p. Sports Zenith, Oct., 1921, fully equipped,
mileage 3,500, excellent condition, insurance: 70

guineas, or nearest.-Clements, Ardmore, Hesele, Hull.
[4714

1 Q22 SVsh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, all-chain drive, shop-
X*^ soiled, a gift; £90; exchanges and deferred
payments.-Bambers, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone r
607.-- [4414

AT Edwards'.—1922 5h.p. Sports Zenith, excellent
condition, two months old; 68 gns. Deferred

payments and exchanges.—lOl, Great Portland St.,

W.l. [2218

B

Are all illustrated in his

New Sidecar Catalogue.
Why not send for one now ?

TWO-SEATER MODEL.

A handsome body in which clean
lines have not been sacrificed to
provide extra seating accommoda-
tion for a child. Can be used
as single-seater as above.

It is her3 shown with lear port.oii

open with disappearing wind-
screen in position for rear passenger. Approx-mate

body weight 6S lbs.

Prices ; Sidecar complete with waterproof apron £35 10

P. & H. Streamline
Sidecar Lamp.

Ebony with N. P.. mounts,
with special bracket for

attaching to sidecar body
_ or mudguard.

Our price 10/- postage i/-

Tyre Repairing
Outfit (W.D.).

Con taining large t ube
solution and French
Chalk, 6 "John
patches, spare
valve parts,

emery paper
and pencil.

Only 500 to

clear at 1/6
each.

Postage 6d.

Spares—if it's for a Douglas we have it.

TRADE SUPPLIED.BURLINGTON
nnoTOR CYOI.E 00., Ltd,

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone: Brixton 3417.
Wins : Burlingto/i Motors, ClapJiam.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALt.
Zenith.

7ENITH Combination 5-6h.p., with countershan
^^ ciutcli and kick-starter, lami's. speedometer, horn
etc., Euating wind-screen; £55.—The ilorrie Garngt-s
Oxford. [522C

T Q22 8hop-60iIed 5-6h.p. countershaft. Zenith, £75 t<
-L«^ rlear; 1922 shop-soiled SV^h.p. Zenith-Brndshaw
£70.—Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, VTiEinoif
St.. W.l. [387C

ZENITH-BRADSHAW Combination, Montgomery
chain drive, or sell solo, all accessories, new o.h v

gear, lovely condition; £190.-13. Alfred Place. South
Kensington. [5004

"I
Q20 5h,p. Zeijith Combination, in good condition

J-*^ lamps. speedometer, windscreen, Tan-Sad
licensed ; £60 ; owner bought car.—Aylmer, Fincham
King's Lynn. [SOi;

"I
Q22 (June) 5h.p. Zenith-Jap-Gradua Sports; uni»nnc

-Li/ tirred, tas paid, Tan-Sad, all on, perfect picture;
owner ordered not ride; best cash offer.—Norman, 52
Westbourne Rd., Forest Hill, S.E. [478-

1 Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination
-M-*y dynamo lighting, Sandum, Easting screen, smaii
turnout, tax paid; £76/10, or exchange.—198, Kint
St., Hammersmith. 'Phone : 2474. [506'i

ZENITH, 1921, bought new April. 1922, 8h.p.
countershaft, clutch, lamps. Klaxon, speedometer

spares, etc., as new; £80.—F. Franklin. 23, Midhursl
Av., East Finchley, N.2. 'Pfeone : Hornsey 2398. [i67(

ZENITH 1920 (late) 6h.p. Combination, counter
shaft, kick-start, clutch, dynamo lighting, screen

speedometer, special sidecar, outfit in new conditio!
and perfect; £62/10.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., ILay

Putney.
_

f564(

ZENITH 8h.p. 1921 Combination, absolutely perfect
small mileage, lamps, licence, speedometer. East

ing, Tan-Sad ; a real bargain ; any trial ; £ 120, 01

close offer.—Green, 22, Templars Av., Golder's Green
N.W.ll. •-

[497(

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Sports, Watsonian sidecar

electric and acetylene, low generator, new tvres
belt, mileage 7,000, whole outfit eoamelled blue, beau
tiful condition; accept £75. no offers:, nhoto; appoint
ment Sundays.—Emmottt Chesterfield Lodee. Syden
ham. -

. , ,

r503(

Spare Parts:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery. — Kays, 8

Bond St.. EaliuK. ' [5071'

-. I

Ladies* Motor Cycles. . . i

VELOCETTE 1919 Open Frame, 2 speeds, ch^ii.

drive, excellent condition; £26.—Maudes', lOO'

Great Portland St., London. [546*

SHOWROOM Soiled 1922 Lady's Open Frame Velo
cette, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start; list price £68

reduced to £58; easy payments. 4% extra; write foi

special clearance list.—Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd,.

Birmingham. M6p,(t

Miscellaneous. '
j

"DOOTES, Ltd., Maidstone, have for sale;

Sh.p. Twin Enfield, complete with all accessoriea, abOQ''^"

1916, licence to end of year; £25.

4h.p, Blackburne, good condition, licence to end c

year, 1920 model; £60,

4h.p. Blackburne,. good condition, complete with a
accessories, licence to end ot year, 1916; £50.

NFIELD Combination 1915, first-class coiiditioi

with all accessories; £80. ....
"I
020 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo lightifi •

J-iJ set, screen, all accessories, licence to end of year

£85.—Bootes, Ltd.. Maidstone, 8-9, Long Acre, nn

Dorking. Tel.: Maidstone 460, R,egent 6026, Dorbin
214. .... [364

£14.~3*^h.p. Precision, Mabou countershaft gear.,

splendid condition.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[555

-| Q12 M'otor Cj'Cle, 4h.p., T.T.; £10; exchange cycl

Xi/ and cash.—28, Shelbourne Rd., Bournemoutl
{525

BARR and Stroud All-chain Drive,^ 3 speeds, £70
new, with sidecar, £85.-16, Willonghby Kd

Hampstead. [497

JONES'S Garage.—Here you are! London's lowe-

prices. 3 months' guarantee. Big list Ire.

'Phone : Hornsey 2917.

SPECIAL Bargain of the Week.—1915 Si^h.p. Lei

Francis, twin J.A.P., all chain, enclosed, perfec

silent, and easy to start; countershaft, box, clutcl

K.S., lamps, horn, tools, etc., D.R. bars, very sport:

as new; £30. 1918 Douglas 4h.p. combination, £51

1919 Douglas, £60. 6h.p. Bat 1914, luxuriov

corabination, as new, very fully equipped, remarkao-

value; £45. 8h.p. Matchless-Jap 1913 combinatioi

,

Gloria sidecar, fully equipped; £45. 1921 fi"-]'

Blackburne-engined Bleriot-Whippet light car; £6^;

fully equipped; no extra outlay required. Here yo

are; the best girl won't sniff at this, Buy_a ca

and marry a woman with money—Jones's Garag-

Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO. ts69

-f Q22 New Motor Cycles.-Bargains at end of seasf

X*/ prices; secure now; cash or easy terms.—Sam. J

Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.EJ'

E

aiS All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

1014 4^,ilb.p. Countershaft Precision. broken
J-t/ cylinder, otherwise perfect: going cheap.—
Jeller. 4, Perth Ed., Plaistow, E.13. [4880

F.O.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars, etc.;

bargains; cash or easy payments; exchanges
irranged.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [3864

WALDRON Motor Mart have the following
machines for sale or exchange at bargain prices.

-646. Garratt Lane. Earlsfield, S.W.17. 'Phone:
iViluMetlon 607.

WALDRON.—A.J.S. 1922 7h.p. combination, brand
new 7 days ago, only run 80 miles, spare wheel,

omplete with accessories, tax paid; cost over £195;
iccept £155.

WALDRON.—A.J.S. 1921 combination, 7h.p., Lucas
dynamo lighting and electric horn, spare v/heel,

|)eedometer, tax paid, practically unscratched; £125.

jXrALDRON.—Lea-Francis, 1920, 3y2li.p, twin
VV M.A.G, engine, countershaft gear, all-chain drive,

Doks almost new, all accessories; £48.

WALDRON.—Douglas 2%h.p., 1916, 2-speed, all

accessories, tax paid, excellent condition; £26.

WALDRON.—Sunbeam. 1919, S'/^h.p., 3-speed, extra
smart machine; £52/10.

ITTALDRON.—Sunbeam S'ih.p., 3-speed, clutch,
VV kick-starter, tax paid, excellent original condi-
ion; £42/10.

ITTALDRON Motor Mart, 645, Garratt Lane, Earls-
VV field, S.W.18. [4997

PEECISION 4'/4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., C.B. sidecar,
windscreen, uprou, overalls and spares, in splendid

ondition. a real bargain, any trial; £55.-11, Cottage
Ireen, Camberwell. S.B.5. [6580

iPOKTS model Burr and Stroud Precision, new
J August, gold medal and manulaeturer's team, prize
;(ottish two days, guaranteed perfect; £75, no ofiers.—
liitten, Pencaitland, E. Lothian. [4906

BARGAINS.—1915 TIT. B.S.A., fast, Philipsbn
pulley, £35; 1915 Baby Triumph, £25; both

axed, and insured; seen by appointment; offers con-
idered.—A. McUer, Caverhill, Wallington. [4947

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—Shop-soiled 1922 Rudges,
Ariels, New Imperials, Royal Rubys, Bradburys,

lartin^ydc ; reduced prices ; exchanges.—Booth's
lotorias. 294. Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. 'Phone 1451.

> LACKPOOL Bargains.—3'Ah.p. Triumph, £16/10/6;
-» Triumph. 3-speed, £19/10/6.—Booth's Motorics.

Bnt, countershaft,
. . -,.._.,. Humtjer, £19/10/6;

'•jh.p. Premier, £24/10/6; 5h.p. Endge 2-speed,
25/10/6; 5h.p, Rudge, 3-speed. £27/10/6.—Booth's
lotoriefi.

ItJLACKPOOL Bargains.-2-speea O.K., £16/10/6-
>-' 3V2h.p. Singer, 2-speed. £24/10/6; 2-speea
('. & M., £19/19/6; another, £35/10/6; N.S.U. Light-
ieight, £ll/10/6.-Booth's Motorics.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Eudge, I.O.M. model,
-* £45/10/6; another. Dynamo Lighting, £57/10/6;
i.p. Douglas, £55/10/6.-Booth's Motories.
iiLACKPOOL Bargains.—2-'peed Douglas, £19/10/6-
•» 2-speed Scott. £19/19/t, 1920 Douglas, 3-speed,
ck start, £52/10/6; 1921 Allon, £32/10/6; 2-speed
mnaught, £25/10/6; 2-6peed Calthorpe, £25/10/6.-
ooth s Motories.

3LACKP00L Bargains.-9h.p. Indian, £29/10/6;
-'7h.p Indian, 2-speed, £29/10/6; S'Ah.p. New Hud-
" .Combination, £35/10/6; 8h.p. Dot Combination,
)5/10/6; 1920 Matchless Combination, £89/10/6.—

,
ootn 8 Motories.

JLAOKPOOL Bargains.— 1920 Martinsyde Combina-
tion, £85/10/6; Acme Combination, new 1921,

;"e yieel, £89/10/6; 8h.n. Premier Combination,
17/10/6; Enfield Combination, £39/10/6: 1921 Enfield
ightweight, £39/10/6; 3h.p. Twin Enfield, £37,'10/6:
20 Sun 2-speed, kick start, £35/10/6.—Booth's
[otones.

ii^f?o'?,^9°^ Eargains.-8h.p. Garden Oyclecar,
-f £32/10/6; 1920 Tnmplin Oyclecar, £49/10/6; 1921
eore light car, 4-cylinder, W.O., 4 speeds, electric light-
'B "R" ™rtmg, spare wheel, fully eauipped, £175/10;
iveral others cheap

; push cycles taken in exchange.-
00th 8 Motories. 294. Waterloo Ed.. Blackpool,
'hone: 1451. y [3473
lOUTHPORT.-Clearance sale. 1919 Invicta-Jap, 2-

;
speed, 25 guineas; 2h.p. F.N., 2-speed, clutch

guinMs; Triumph, 19 guineas; o.h.v. Bat 8h.p.,
pefa, K.b 32 guineas; Diamond-Villiers. 15 guineas;
changes.—Rents. 417, Lord St., Southport. [5056

;i M'ERICAN Pillion and Carrier, dynamo lighting,
«- horn, Cowey, speedometer, T.T. bars and tour-
,g, engine and gear box polished, with sporting side-
r. in absolutely perfect condition; one of the most
xurious machines on the road; cost £250, sell £80
^-.C"?; „"''"'"'' R'i-' Barnes. 'Phone: Hammer-
nth 888. [5121
XENDERSON 4-cyl. Combination, recently over-
»• hauled by us, new magneto, carburetter, engine

if^A'^r'^Yj^' '^'<!<='ri<: lighting, very smart; £57.
li.eri;»nir'.,J

™.^''°'"',*58- Opposed magnetos, £2.

Irts welH^S ™°n°''
'^^'^ =" ^"'^ ^" P^rtS' duplicating

'rms of -^ ^" ™'='^'"' Estimates by return. All

fims Thi M?n"lT-,';''^^'="'-
'-O""' London pre-

t?d?p"V.V,*
**"" H'" Engineering Works, Eden-

I

lage, Kent.
^^^^9

OLACKPOOL Bargains.-6h.p.
L* 3-8peed, £39/10/6; S'/jh.p.

GREAT REBUILDING

—SALE—
A. TURRELL & SONS, portable

MOTOR HOUSES at COST PRICE.

To make room top NEW WORKSHOPS, we have
decided to clear our huge stocks oS MOTOR

HOUSES, &c., AT COST PRICE.
Send for illiislrated Caialoguc of Por/able Buildings.

GREAT BARGAINS
No. 7. Portable Motor House

SPECIFICATION :—
Ends, Walls, &c. Framed 2 in. and 3 in.

Swedish timber covered ^ in. tongued and
grooved boards.
Roofing, Framed of principals and purlins
covered matching and good quality felt.

Windows. As per illustration, glazed 21 oz.
glass.

Doors. Double hung on strong garnets,
fitted Lock and Tower bolts.

Floor. Strong joists and t in. Boards for
covering.
General. Houses are sent out in sections,

holes are bored and bolts supplied for easy
erection on arrival,

Heiglit Height
to ridge, to eaves.
ft. in. ft. iu.

7 6-53
Length. Width,

ft.

14

13
16
18

ft.

6

7
8
8
8
8

9
9

i s. d.

6 IT 6
9 15

It
IS
17 15
20 15
22 10
27
32
35

No. 6 M. MOTOR HOUSE.

Specification as above, windows as per illustra-
tion, almost the whole length of side.

Height Heightciism.
to ridge. to eaves.

tt. ft. ft. in. ft. in. f s. d.
10 8 6 8 11 5
12 8 6 8 6 15 5
1,') ' 10 6 ^ 8 10 20 15
16 10 6 6 9 23 15
18 II 6 6 9 28 15 6
20 12 - 7 9 .1 35 7 6

Do not delay, order at once.

500 Houses of sizes as above, must be cleared
with OTHER PORTABLE BUILDINGS,
Bungalows, Stables, Loose Boxes, Pavilions,
Summer Houses, Green Houses, etc.

ALFRED TURRELL & SONS,
Dept. M.C.S.

Portable Building Works, Stanstead Road,

Forest Hill. S.E.SS.
Established 75 years. 'Phone : Sydenham i568.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

HALIFAX. — 1922 B.S.A., Norton, Sunbeam.
Triimiph, and Martinsyde models; epecial liberal

exchange quotations to reduce our stock. Write u.s

quickly.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-
fax. [5392

CASH Tempters.—Baby Triumph, 1921, £35; En-
field 2-stroke, almost new, £40; Levis, with

kick-start, £25; numerous others, but remember the
first caller gets biggest choice.—Bunting's Exchange,
Wealdstone. [5379

ALLBEE Garage. Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London.
S.W. (opposite station, L.S.W. Ilailway)>

'Phone : Latchmere 4388. Terms : No extra with,
good deposit; immediate delivery; no inquiries; satis-
faction guaranteed.

ALLBEE,—Blackburne 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
kick-start, all accessories, tax paid; £65.

ALLBEE.—New Imperial '2%h.p., 2-speed, com-
plete with all accessories, tax paid, runs -splen-'

didly; £26/10.

ALLBEE.-Clyno 1920, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, hand
clutch, all accessories, tax paid, as new; £32.

ALLBER.—1916 B.S.A. Combination 4i4h.p.. coun-
tershaft. Easting, all accessories, in good order,

tax paid; £52.

ALLBEE.-Humber Combination, 1914. SVi-h.p., 3-

speed, clutch, kick-start, all accessories, tax paid,
good order; £26. ir5599

LEVIS Popular, 24 guineas; Indian Combination,
7-9h.p., 43 guineas; 6h.p. Twin Matchles.5, 28

guineas: Rover 3-specd combination, 41 guineas; Aiiel
3-speed combination, 32 guineas; Triumph 3-speed
combination, 32 guiaieas; Etouglas 2-speed, 27 puineas;
British Excelsior combination. 6h.p.. 48 cuinea=;
Sparkbrook-Jap oombination, 6h.p,, 48 guineas; Pre-
cision 2">4h.p., 12 guineas; Zenith-Gradua 3"^h.p., 14
guinea-s; Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed. 2-stroke, 24 guineas.
All guaranteed 3 months; exchan'ges; photographs;
full list free.—Peter Gordan, Ltd.. 110. Uoper Ri-. h-
mond Rd.. East Sheen. Open Sundays. Tel. : Putnev
2865. 15632

MOTOR CYCLES FOR MIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and comliiniitions, any

period -Write terma. Fowler Brigden, 130,
iiuston KQ. [0795

DOUGLAS Combination, £5 per week; 1920 G.N.,
8 gns. per week; fully insured.-Rodwell, 8. Rerl

Lion Sq. Chancery 7272. [1519

ROBEETSON'S Motors, Ltd., for many years have
specialised in this class ol work. II machine is

purchased, full amount ol hire up to -one week ia

allowed.-157b, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [5936

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
H.
F.
"piDWAEDS and Co.,

1 AT , Gt. Portland St., W., are eash bnyera of solos,
J-"J- combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices
Riven ; distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone

:

Mayfair 4027. [0870

rp.B.

\yANT

^Ort COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make. Enar-^yj" anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372, Eustoa Ed. Museum 6581. [5564

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
*phone, or call. I! country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—
W. T. Dunn. Ltd., 326, Euston Rd.. London. Museum
5391. [0332

"Id 22 Triumph-Gloria Combination, chain drive.—
J-" Thompson, 158, Park Ay., Hull. [5232

WANTED, Late C.S. Triumph, cheap lor cash.—
Dorset House, Allbrook, Eastleigh. [5233

TRIUMPH 1920, 1921. 1922; cash, cheap.—35,
'Mount Pleasant Rd., New Maiden. [5149

WANTED, Countershaft Triumph, price not exceed-
ing £40.—Box 4023, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5562

WANTED, Motor Cycle, anv make or condition,
about £10.-Box 4024, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5565

ROVER, 1915-19, single speed; engine number and
particulars.—" Dugdale," Radford. Coventry. [5061

WANTED, Combination or lightweight.—Full par-

ticulars, Wood, 2, Hillfleld Ed., West Hampstead.
[5366

24in. wheels, 2-

44, Grant Rd.,
[4964

WANTED, 2-Btroke motor cycle,
speed, clutch and ' K.S.--M.,

S.W.ll

WANTED, Countershaft James or similar combina-
tion, not exceeding f30.—Box 4025, c/o Tilt

Motor Cycle. [5554

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 339
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pie-eminent

place for disposing of motoi" cycles.

PALIM'ER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
ofler at sight,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—You will be sure of a
, good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's

Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale, every

ThLUsday at 2.

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is- given,

PAX-.MER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-

cepted, machine can be included in auction sale

Held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—You fix the price
and we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms: Selling' com-
mission, 7',1>%. uot chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale, a -nominal auction fee is charged

—

for motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,
5/-; ditto, over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled, and commission
charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free.

Tel.: 208 Streatham. 'Grams: Palmer's Garage,
Tooting. r5617

COMBINATION, twin, must be thoroughly sound,
fully euuipped and cheap.—Bos 4020, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [5343

WANTED, Douglas 2%h.p. 2-speed 1922.—Particu-
lars to Moorby, The Platanes, Champion Hill,

Ix)udon, S.E. [5039

COMBINATION. Matchless or Sunbeam preferred;
exchange car, 2-seater, dickey ,-r—176, South

Ealing Rd., W.5. [5158

WANTED. Combination or Solo Triumph or Sun-
beam preferred.—W.j c/o 30, Caaiterbury Rd.,

Kitburn, N.W.6. . .
[2768

WANTED, 2%h.p. Douglas, in good condition, foi

cash.—Particulars, 164, Revelstoke Rd., Wimble-
don Park, S.W.18. [5117

COUNTRY Clergyman with wide Parish needs
Combination; can only offer £30.—Box 4014,

c/o TTie Motor Cycle. [5113

SOLOS or. Combinations Wanted Urgently; good
prices given.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt

Lane, Earlsfiield, S.W. [5137

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cash on
sight. Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 370b

—Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensingt<tn.
ro6oa

HALIFAX.—Second-hand motor cycles, combina-
tions, and Morgans in part payment for new 1922

B.S.A., Norton. Sunbeam, Triumph, and Martinsyde
models. [5393

YOUR present machine and cash exchanged for

brand new P. and M. solo or combination at the
reduced list price.—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berke-
ley Mews, Counaught St., Marble Arch, London.
Padd. 1177.

^
[5385

BUNTING'S Buy, eell, or exchange any make of

motor cycle. State your requirements. We
undertake to do your business and give you satisfjic-

tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdfltone. [0828

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-

493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

LONGMIAN Bros., 17, Bond St.. Ealing. 'Phone:
Ealing 689, are reauiring a number of good

machines, combinations and cycle cars for spot cneh
or sale on commission. Representatives will be sent to

inspect after preliminary negotiation.—Write, 'phone,

or call. [2995

WANTED, by the Waldron Motor Mart, motor
cycles and combinations, new or second-hand,

any make; bring your machine along for best cash
offer.—Write or 'phone, Waldron Motor Mart," 645,
Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.17. 'Phone: Wimble-
don 607. [4994

SEND your motor cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale
if desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

[5614
MOTOR SCOOTERS.

KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufort
Works. Richmond Rd., Twickenham. r2590

KINGSBURY Scooter, engine reconstructed; sacrifice

£18, or exchange for lathe.— 17. Fencepeioe Ed.,
Fairlop, Esses. [4789

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model. list

£55 ; accept £20 ; wonderful bargain. — Frank
Whitworth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [5085

£6—lOs.
for 36/6

MAGNETOS
GENUINE unused

Aero-Starlers, which

were originally made
by C.A.V. and passed by

the Government. They
have been reconstructed

with first-class parts (not

C.A.V. make) by skilled

men for motor-cycle use.

Single or Twin (180°)

Clock or Anti-Clock,

at the astounding
price of

36/6
CASH WITH
ORDER

Post Paid any address U.K.

SPECIAL
OUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES

Money Returned
if not Satisfied

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

N. E. BURDON
Morland Works

Morland JRoad s: Croydon
^Phone : Croydon 2329

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
£18.—Young attachment and cycle, as new.—Ilowarth

Heston, Middlesex. [5274

E^CONOMIC motor attachment, new, cost £26; first
--^ £11 secures.—285, Dean Church Lane, Bolton.

TX7"AUCH0PE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-lUh p^

'» Kenilworth Motor Cvclett-e. 1921 model, as new
^20- r5539

CJIMPLEX Motor Attachment, 1921; £20, with back^ wheel; ill-health causes sale.—Hope, "Winthorpe
Newark. [4756
15-S.A. Auto Wheel, perfect, tricycle fitting, com-
-*-' plete; reasonable offer.—Mellows, 4. Hieh St
Hornsey, N.8. 1-5015

"WAtTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London .-ly^h.p.
'» motor fitted to a pedal cycle, all accessories'
£22/10; tax paid. ^[5540

iq21 I'/ih.p. Young Cycle with motoc attachmente,
J-tf had very little use, excellent condition, tax iiaid
for 1922: £17/10.—Harrods Motor Salesrooms, 118
Brompton Rd., London. [4983

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons.

We are actual manfuacturers.—Below.

O 'T /n -—Sidecar Hoods, 27/6 and 35/-; 2.-seat«r8,
fi^ t / \J 45/-; solid brass fittings and best quality
double texture material; all our hoods are guaranteed
waterproof.—Below.

OQ/fi will buy our adjustable windscreen, coiri'
/W ,s^ / U plete with apron; other screens at 30/-
and 35/-, carriage 1/- extra; approval against oash.-
Below.

COLLINS and Son s^ock all windscreens. Your pre
sent screen taken in exchange or bought for cash

—Below.

/^OLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels, new aprons
^^ side curtains, etc., in a few hours. Open week
days til] 8.30 p.m. Sunday morning till 1 o'clock.-
Collins and Son, rear of Hastings, 84, High St
Putney, S.W. [314;

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings
30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones. 778. Higl

Rd.. Tottenham. London. (3501

BEST quality sidecar hoods, 35/- and 45/-: oelluloiil

1/6, 2/6, ;ind 3/6 sQ. ft.—Hercules Hood Co., 698
Seven Sisters Ed., Tottenham. [085,

TyiNDSCREENS.-Sandum, with apron, 55/-; EasI
»» ing, £3/18; Cameo. 50/-.—Bright and Hayles

78, Church St., Camberwell, London. [354

QA / --—Bower adjustable windscreen. 30/-, con^V/
1 lete with coverall apron, carriage paid

approval, 30/-; Easting screens from £3; Sandbar
V screens, £2/15; all makes of screens repaired
new panels fitted from 12/-; aprons supplied froi
10/-; hoods, complete, 30/-.—Robini Manufactarin
Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone
Brixton 1585. [462,

BODIES.
SIDECAR body, repainted, as new. perfect, £5; wini .

screen, 20/-.—33, Hacktord Rd., Brixton. ^[564

T^RIUMPH, grey, new sports body, rear locker; fin
-*• £3.—Harold Angell, Breachwood, Welwyn. [495

i^OLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all mode
^-^ from lightweights to 2-seaters in stock.—Belov

COLLINS and Son aie actual manufacturers, ar

give twelve months' guarantee with every bot

made by them.—BeloWi

COLLINS and Son repair, re-paint, and upholsb
at moderate charges, first-class work guarantee

Estimates free. Send for catalogue.—Collins and So

rear of Hastings, 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [31'

CLEARANCE Sale of Sidecar Bodies to make roo

for new stock. Send p c— Willowbrook Sidecj

Co.. Leicester. [03;

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, latest models
stock. Call and inspect before purchasing el-'

where. AH at low prices.

BASTONES.—Great clearance of sidecar bcdi

(stock-soiled), semi-sporting lightweight, £21
each; ditto, not painted or upholstered, 20/- eac

touring models, 70/- each; ditto, not painted orn
bolstered, 30/- each.—228, Pentonville Rd., Kuif

Cross. London, N.l. Tel. : 2461 North. [35i

WE can supply Coachbuilt Bodies to suit any chi

sis.—Sporting models from £3/7/6. carria

paid ; these are finished complete ready for fittms

Sidecar Works, Broadstairs.

BEAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bodies. £4/1

other models from £2/10; write for snecificatK

Burtou. Sidecar Works. St. Peter's Park Rd.. Broi

stairs. r36

UNLIMITED Quantity of Douglas Type Bodies, ne

£4 each; photo on request; bulbous and pamt

lead colour ; good trade discount.—Old Man Hep., .

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. Phon'

1958 Brixton. t^S

SIDECAR Bodies.—We have a quantity to cto

from 90/- each; also a few complete, »/,

bulbous back models to clear, at £20 each; carrw

paid to any address: all best quality goods.—Ooo]

Sidecars, Belgrave Rd., Birmingham. [31

340 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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BODIES.
COBB-SPEEDMAN sideoar bodiea will not be redured

below present prices. It's iiiiposeible. Fir^t-cliiss

oaelibuilt. Carriage paid to vour door. Sports and tam-
ing from £2 IS". Send for clearance list.—Vernon Cobb,
18. Midland Rd., Carltoo. Nottingham, or call at \\)orks.

iliirton Joyce, Notts. [^888

HELEN Sidecars ! Helen Sidecars ! Helen Sidecars !

—SOO surplus bodies from contract, complete,
loly need finishing coat of paint, £4; wonderful
<ffer: send for catalogue: second-hand bodies from
£2.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,
3rixton, S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixton 1535. [4617

ilDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
^ ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original
lesigas, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
.'oop&r's Vehicle .lonrnal. Designing Dept., established
lesi^ners to the coach trade for over 80 years, Con-
.uit OS when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St., London, B.C. 4. [0004

!
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

CANDHAM. the smartest sidecar speclalista.

CANDtJM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk
-' of tlie show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue,

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen : a hood, screen, and
apron: £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SJANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
-.^ agent writes: "An instantaneous success; sold
lut: send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

QANDHAII Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn^ Ed.. W.0.1. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019
ITJDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are'« guaranteed 3 years.

EXTENDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
-" most generous terms at Middleton's.
V/riUDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,
'-« or donkey cart in part payment.

jftO '"LE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, riding^\/\r Indian with Widdleton spring wheel sidecar;
e Vack second, riding Zenith-Jap with Middleton
irmg wheel sidecar. -

l,ril)ULETON-S undertake repairs of all kinds
/-*• trade inquiries invited
:^fIUliLETON'S, London's oldest established side

ark Phone: Hornsev 1584. (05''''

nOACHBriLT Sidecar 1921, 26x2l/o wheel- £11-
•^ 1 '. Sussex Ed., Ifew Maiden.

"

[5187
JOXTGO.MERY aluminium sporting model 1922
-^ ihop-suiled; £21/10.—Below.
1AN0ELET Minor Sidecar, complete; £6/10
.' Houchm, 188, High St., Peckhr

-~--°'^"-

.3-\ST0NES for Sidecars.-No better
-» house: all latest models in stock.

of season. Great reductions

S.E.15. [6,

cheaper

'>ASTONES.-End
> 1922 models.

i
-^STONES -Montgomery sports model, stock soiled

' only; list price £23/10; to clear, £18/10.
)A.STONES.—Montgomery touring. Model No 1

:3ao
' ""'^^ £23/10; to clear;

{^?S'''^'^S\-,M°"^f°m".y, touring, Model No. 1
'
/lO each '

^'^ '""" *"^'^= '" *='«"'•

»ASTO.\ES -Complete sidecar to fit any machine,ill- AMr. eports iBodel, £16/19; touring hulboui
*.lV/7/6. Several other models

If

I
ck sidecars,

I'Ck, in

,-.><„«„. / V 'i.''^,
buying a sidecar, kindly

inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhered save money,-228, PentonviUe Rd. " ""'"="
!
ndon, N.l. M. : 2431 North.

King's Cross!
[4639

llOACHBUILT Sidecar, good condition, and tyre; £6-^8, Hopedale Ed., Charlton, S.E. [sfss
IJ.S.A. 1920 sidecar, nearly new, hood, screen, com-
:' flete, must sell.-16, Trelawney Ed., E.9. [5329
j,;7.-Canoelet sporting sidecar, with screen, as new
[

suit Ariel.—Ramsden, Parkstone, I.ytham. [5087
jrriCKER Sidecar, complete with couplings; £3/10~^d, l-ark View, Down Lane, Tottenham. [4976

!°lI,T?^?i/'°'?Jt''','
Blackpool.-New coach bodies,

lull size, with locker, £5/17/9; usually £9/10.

i> cJ»,h
Motorics, Blackpool—New step-pattern

:'/17?6 • *5/"/6; sporting bodies,

'»°i?J/'^
Motories, Blackpool.-Canoelet chassis,

•t 'TrfuZh'
«/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to

'
chSn-'

^^^- «16/li'/6; second-hand side-

inm- f?"^*'
=P"?ES, mudguards, hubs, lugs,

iSo t;^: ffi^o-^r'^-^"""^' *I°'°"-'f||''

^9^ °^L^^Ste Ifd^l^Sdet ?^^.i^^;;;

.»'^?uot-''^f7^i?''-f ^';1?<^"';' "'''=d-Milne tyre,'"^fen'
:

SOOU: f3,-btocks, Thurlatone, Penistone. (D)

i'^wSr^'' l,'^""""".
^heap; also bodies; '^^'rl

t »anted.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[5313

Manufacturers of

H.A.H. ACCESSORIES

AGENTS
WRITE FOR FULL LIST OF

FREE DISPLAY AND
ADVERTISING MATERIAL

FREE DISPLAY
STANDS, SHOW-
CARDS, &c., &c.

Display Stand No. 2.

Set Al—For Solo Machines.
Trice of set illustrated 132/- complete, stand free.

4f

H.A.H. CURRENT CATALOGUES & LEAFLETS.
Cat. No. 47 General Accessories, Electric Lamps, etc.

43 Genuine Hellison Dry Batteries.

Leaflet No.
no. Portable Handlamp.
113. Speedometer lamps.
122. Side & rear lamps.
124. Free display stand.
126. Auto Bulbs.
127. T-ightingSets.

129.

131-

13^.

133-

Bell Cells.

Battery Price List.

Insulating Tape.
Pocket Batteries.

Switches.

134. Wireless Batteries.

135. Rubber Goods.

Many different showcards free on request.

E.A.H. Accessories are manufactured by

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.,
H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road, CROYDON, England.
Telephone— Tdeg^rams—
Croydon 2225. "Keyage, Croydon."

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SWAN Sports, off Triumjjh. excellent condition; £15,

or near offer.—Hudson, 29, EUhiron Rd., Fulham.
^ [5596pOACHBUILT Side<>ar. good condition; £7/10.—
*^ Geiger, 24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak, London.
N.W.3. [5555

/"^OLLTNS and. Son for sidecars, new bulbous back
^-^ models, complef e witb new undersl un g chassis

;

£12./ 10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son 2-seater bulbous back models,
with new underslung chassis, from £15.—Below.

/COLLINS and Son can supply any of their models
V--' on deferred payments. Make your own terms,
state requirements and liow you would like to pay;
we will give your proposal every consideration. Write
for catalogue.—Below.

i~10LLINS and Son lightweight chassis from £6;
^"^ new heavyweights for big twins from £8 / 10

;

special fittings for spring frame machines, 15/- extra.
—Eelow.

COLLINS and Son wiJl take your present sidecar
in part payment ; sidecars t>ought for cash ; a

few second-hand sidecars in stock. Bend for cata-
logue. Open weekdays till 8.30 p.m., Sunday morn-
mgs till 1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of Hastings,
84. High St.. Putney, S.W. [3144

1 Q20 N'oiton family sidecar, screen, dickey seat at
-*-«^b;ick, nearly new, cost £50; £25, bargain.—135,
Fosse Rd. South, Leicester. [5693

EXTENDED j-'ayments accepted for sidecars; models
lor all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Eideezi

Sales, Ltd.. 5. Victoria St., S.W.I. [0829

MILLS-FULLFORD Zenith, good coachwork cameo,
flaw in frame, no tyre; what offers?—Bell, 33,

Stanhope Gardens, South Kensington. [4843

FLEXIBLE Chassis Sidecar, ofl 1920 4-cyl. Hender-
son, electric lamp, windscreen, etc.; £12/10.—

141, Neasden Lar:e. Neasden, N.W. [4992

SIDECAR Chassis with tyre, £2/10; caue body,
10/-; Bosch twin magneto, 50/-; T.B., suit

Douglas, 55/-.—176, South Ealing Rd. I[5160

SIDECAR coachbuilt, unscratched. new tyre and tube
disc, only wants seeing; bargain, only 9 guineas.—

Kenwood, Eglinton Rd., PJumstead, S.E. 18. [5301

S.
T. REYNOLDS, designer of Coupette sidecars,

actual manufacturer, not a private house dealer.
Over 10 years' experience biicks every sidecar made.

MOTOR Cycle Manufacturers should get in touch,
with me for next year's models. I can still

undertake to make a few more special bodies for the
Show.

Q. T. REYNOLDS. Sidecar Designer and Manufac-
^-^ turer. Providence Place, West End Lane, Kilburn,
N.W. 6. [5602

Ail letters relating to advertisements should auote, the number

P.
and M. chassis, renovated, brand new tyre and
tube, complete with brand new body, £11/10;

with fittings for Triumph or any other machine, £12.
—Below.
DOUGLAS outfit, complete, renovated, tyre and

tube, brand new body ; £11/ 10.—Robini Manu-
facturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Kill, Brixton. S.W.2.
Phone : Brixton 1585. [4619

SIDECAR, extra eeat, child or adult, bulbous back,
upholstered Rexine, .suitable Douglas, Triumph, etc.,

used month: £9. cost £15/10.—James, 25, Landoi Rd.,
Stockwell, S.W. 9. [4811

WILLOWBROOK Sidecars now produced on large

scale. Special designs and terms to motor
cycle manufacturers. May we give you a call?—Willow-
brock Sidecar Wcrks. Leicester. [0335

COUPETTE Sidecars, the perfect sidecar with rigid

disappearing hood, excellent for rough weather with
my new chassis: 28 guineas complete.— Goad, 122, Maida
Vale, 'Phone: Maida Vale 1353. [5510

DPHWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
folded (10 seconds) combination passes through

ordinary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when
open, no freakishness; send for descriptions.—Frank
Whitwurth, 139, New St.. Birmingham. [5083

HOPLEY Folding Sidecar Saves Garage; attached
to motor will go through pa.ssage 28in. ; tandem

bodies fitted ; suits motors up to lOh.p. ; chanced
from pleasure to commercial in lew seconds; tested 8
years.—F. Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birmingham.

[0152
PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itselt

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when Jplded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorw^. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co.. Ltd., 236. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0383

H"ELEN Sidecars! Helen Sidecars! Helen Sidecars!
Free.—For every outfit sold we are giving away

one br»..2d new pillion seat ; do not miss this
marvellous offer; brand new chassis, complete tyre
and tube, with streamline bodies, £ 10 ; brand new
chassis, compleL"- tyre and tube, etc.,. £6/17/6;
Harley outfit, shu^-soiled, complete, £18; Indian
outfit, complete, shop-soiled, £18; new chassis, com-
plete with one of fr unpainted brand new
bodies, £12/10; Henderson Featherweight, second-
hand, complete tyre and t'lbe, all fittings, £8;
second-hand chassis from £2; "^etrol carriers, 10/-;
extended payments taken.—Robirii Manufacturing Co.,

1 and 3. Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 'PJione : Brixton
1585. [4618

lit the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue ^ dl
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Garden,

1914; £45. r5541

CYCLE Car, new, friction drive, less engine; £lO.

—

17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. - [5132

4-WHEELER Eedelia 2-seater ; £30, or consider motor
cyele.-Clark, Barnes Rd., Portslade. - [4769

MORGAN-M.A.G., air-€Ooled, 1919, Biuks carburetter,
splendid order,- £95.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.

[5209
("GARDEN, good order, complete less power unit; no

-^ reasonable offer refused.—East St.. Farnham.
Surrey. " [4929-

as new,
Sheaton

[5005

G.N., 1920, topping conditioTi, appearance
Smith liebtinc: £145.—Belchamber.Smith

Mallet.

f~^ -N. 1920, dynamo lighting, nearly new back tyres

5 wheels,
Andover.

good condition; £125.-

The new 1922 model.

Buckland,
[5162

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model. 8-lOh.p., air-

cooled or water-coolea iio choice. Immediate
deliveries.-

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £l85; water-cooled
model, £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3

speeds ami reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen,
lamps, tools, jack, and pump included; trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, sole
concessionnaire ior the British Empire.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. . [5612

BRAND new Reynolds runabout, sliop-eoiled onlv;
£48/I0.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Maid;i

Viile 1353. [5509

]Q22 Morgan Popular, all on, tax paid, mn 2,000
-«7 miles, good as new; ^100.—Batchelor, Clarence

St., Kingston. [5096

G.N. 1922, May, under 5,000, exceptional condition,
many extras; cost £250, sell £L75.—Tlie Morris

Garage*;, Oxford. [5208

LATE 1921 De Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting, spare
wheel, every fitment; £110.-24, Balliol Rd.,

North Ivensington. [5156

BEDELIA, in perfect condition, new Sturmey-
Archer, good tyres ; £ 35.-5 1 , Upper Richmond

Rd., East Putney. [5644

1 Q21 Coventry Premier S-wheeler, original paint as
-S-v new, every accessory;- £100.-24, Balliol Rd..
North Kensington. [5155

CARDEN 2-seater Cycle Car, spare wheel, hood.
vh.p.. new April this year, electric lights.

—

Mandle. Maryport. [4912

ROVER Eight, April, 1922, dickey, perfect, small
mileage; £157/10—R, - — '

~

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
B. Clark and Co., 7,

[5621

MORRIS-COWLEY 1921 sports, in excellent order,

very carefullv dilven, mileage small ; £250.—The
Morris Garages, Oxford. [5210

GRAHAME WHITE Cyclecar 2-seater, ae new. full

equipment : £50 for nuick sale.—*' Confectioner,"
21. Barking Rd., East Ham. [4810

GIBBONS Cycle Car, perfect mechanical condition,
hood, screen; £45.-65, Marlborough Rd

Wood. Merton, S.W., after 7.

Colliers
[2629

ROVER 8h.p., 192.2, nearly new; £160, or exchange
combination and cash.—James, c/o Bradmores,

482, Harrow Rd., Paddiugton. [5431

A .C. Sociable, in splendid mechanical order ; will
*^ take two anywhere; £20; genuine bargain.—
34, Cawley Rd., Sth. Hackney. " '

MORGAN De Luxe w.c. J.A.P.
stock, colour maroon.

-

St. Peter's St., St. Albans.91

[4963

1922 model in

Hall, Morgan Specialist

[0935

1 Ql9 A.V. Monocar, excellent condition, hood, screen:
J-«^ £35: exchange solo, cash either way.—13, Ivimev
St., Betbnal Green, London, E.2. [^885

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.~New
A.B.C. light ca.r. sports model; £255; immediate

delivery; exchange and easy terms. [5542

NEW 3-wheeled Runabout, lOh.p. M.A.G., air-cooled,
coachbuilt body, wire wheels, hood, screen:

£140.—Gray, Winstanley, Malvern.
screen
[4948

MORGAN Runabouts, new 1923 reduced prices;
Standard, ^135; Grand Prix, £160; De Luxe.

£155; immediate delivery .—Moss, Wem. [5571

1 Q21 lOh.p. Douglas light car, C.A.V. lighting and
J-" starter, as new; £170, exchange good combina-
tion.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5157

LAGONDA 3-whee!er, 9h.p. water-cooled twin, 3
speeds and reverse, foot and hand brakes, foot

chitch; £70.-58, Ironmill Lane. Crayford. [5047

GIBBONS Cycle Cars, £109, £98, £89, reduced
prices; descriptive literature and trial runs.—

Gibbon*! and Moore, Chadwell Heath, Essex. [4744

TEMPERING 1921 8h.p., 2-cyl., air-cooled, 2-Eeater,
only done 800 miles, 5 disc wheels, in first-class

condition; £95.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [5207

G.N. Legare, 1921, aluminium body, discs, dynamo,
sound and smart, ideal for fast tourinc: £130.—

Ghuffrey, 51a, Berners St', W.l. Museum 4662.
[4998

'MAUDE RUBBER Co:
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2.

4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and in the event of any goods not giving full

and satisfactory results, we either replace free

or make a suitable allowance. Dispatched within

an hour of order on approval against cash.

24X2 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 20/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 16/6

24X2l Wood-Milne Heavy 18/-

Wood- Milne Extra Heavy 21 /-

Hutchinson R/S 21/6

26x2 Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 17/6

Avon Ribbed. Heavy 17/6

Beldam Bulldog 23/6

26x2! Wood-lHilne Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-

Hutchinson T.T. Heavv 23/-

Beldam Bulldog 22/6
Avon. 3-Ribbed Heavy 22/6
Michelifl Comb. Ex. Heavy . . 20/-

26X2t Clincher de Luxe. Ex. Hvy... 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber-stud. Hvv 26/6

Pirelli R/S E;xtra Heavy 35/-

Beldam Bulldog. Ex. Heavy 25/-
26 X 2 J X 2I Palmer Cord. Heavy 28/6

Goodyear Diamond 38/6
Clincher de Luxe. Heavy . . . 28/6
Dunlop Heavy. Rubber Stud 46/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 28/6
Beigrave Cable Cord 25/-

Beldam Bulldog 27/6
Dunlop Extra Hvy. R/S 53/9

2CX 2} Hutchinson Passenger. Ex.Hvy 27/3
Beldam Bulldog 25/-
BeldamBulldogComb.Ex.Hvv. 32/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 21/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 24/6
Palmer Cord 32/6

26x3 Englebert Passenger. Heavy. 30/-

Dunlop Magnum . . ! 60/-
Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Stud 40/-

26 X 3 X 2t Wood-Milne Heavy 27/-
Wood-Milne E.xtra Heavy 32/6.

28X2i Kempshall Anti-Skid. Heavy 18/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 27/6

28 X 3 Firestone, Rubber N/S 38/6
Goodyear Diamond AU-wthr. 47;6
Goodrich. Safety 40/-

Porlage, Super Ex. Heavy . . . 37/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 27/6
Federal. Ex. Heavy 37/6

650X65 Avon Extra Heavv 36'-

Wood-Milne Heavy.'. 22/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 27/6
Goodrich. Safety Td 37/6
Beldam Bulldog Heavy 25/-
Palmer Cord 32/S

700 X 80 Goodyear Diamond 52/6
Midland 3-Rib. Light Car . . . 45/-
Goodrich Safety. Light c ir 45/-

Dominion Chain-Td 50-
Wood-Milne Heavy 28/S
Avon Comb. Extra Heavy . . 42/6
Avon 3-Rib. Extra Heavy.. 45/-

tiibes. All best makes—
26" X 2'. 2i", z\" and zY 5/6 each

26°X3", 28"X3", 650& 700 6/6 „
DUNLOP TYRES. Surplus goods. Write

for lists. All sizes, at Special Prices.

RUBBER BELTING. "aT^oi!??''
ij—2/-J I"—1/9; r—1/7 per foot.

JOHN BULL
7' 6" lengths: T—12/6; 1^—16/9

MADE BY NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO.
For Motor Cycling, Fishing, etc.

BRAND
NEW
Actual
Value
45/-

RUBBER

HIP

BOOTS
(WADERS)

10/6
per pair.

postage 1/3.

SetU OH appro-va^
against cash.

All goods sent on approval against cash.

RUNABOUTS /\ND CYCLECARS.
A.T. 2-seater 1920 Sh.p., excellent condition, BedlVii

cord spiinf? cushions, well equipped; bargain, £9C
only wants eeeing.—lO, Courcy Bd., Horase.v. [471

X.*20.—A.C., complete or in parts, minus 1 flywhee
^' dynamo lighting, new cylinder, and piston, watei
proof Bosch.—28, Western Cottages, Mitcham. [540

3-SEATEE 7h.p. Cycle Car, £10; three-wheeler, £14
^ur-wheeler cycle car ,cliasei8, £4.—^Yrite, H. I

Hull, c/o Green Man Hotel, Whetstone, London. [476

"D EYNOLDS Runabout, as new, mileage under lOi
^^ horn and licensed, cost £75; £50, or neare'
ofTer.—Naylor, Barleycote, Riddleaden, Keighley. [507

7-9h.p. 3-wheeIer, 3 speeds, fully equipped, cvei

hauled, repainted; £60, or exchange cumbinatloi
—Odart, 54, Melrose Gardens, Shepherd's Bush Rd.

[616
BELSIZE-BEADSHAW 1922 9h.p. 2-8eater, atte

speedometer and licensed, only run 1,600 milet

practically new: £225.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[520

A.V. Mouocars in stock ; exchange solo and con
bination. Spares, repairs, overhauls. A.V

specialist.—13A, Worple St., Mortlake. (9 'Buses.)

[5121

G.N., late 1920, first-class condition throughout, ei

gine specially tuned, any trial, full equipment
£120; London area.—Box 4015, c/o 2'Ac Motor Cuch

[517

1 019 Spur 2-stroke, 2 speeds, perfect condition, fall

Xt? equipped; £20.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16. Bishopi

gate Av.. Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 554f
[007

A.V. Monocar special 8h.p., J.A.P. engine, almost new

fast, sporty, discs, electric light, exchange for moto
cvcle, cash either way.— 9, Red Hill, Bassett, Soutliami

ton. [529

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—G.N. cat

1921 model, fuilv equipped, in excellent cond:

tion, spare wheel and tyre; £130.—'Phone : Centra

5168. [554

HAMILTON Light Car, fully_ equipped, ready
service; early delivery £175; write for booklet

Compton Works, Wickford
[151'

Snifth and Co., Ltd.,
Essex.

G.N. Cyclecar (believed 1914) and P'. and M. coael

built combination, exchauee for w. 0. Morgaii

cash adjustment eitner way.—Seaborn, Myland, Co

Chester. [489

IQl? Morgan, G.P., cream, Binks carburettei
-LiJ Searchlight headlamp; £90-—Railton, Cobhal

and Co.,
Chester

Ltd., Water St., off Blackfriars St., Man
[659

"I Q20 Sh.p. A.V., 2-seater, electric lighting, aijst

-LtJ' lutely like jiew, guaranteed perfect, full

equipped; £56; exchange entertained.—89, East Hil

Wandsworth. - [515

TWO Lovely G.N.'s, little used, privately ownei

dynamo: open to any reasonable offer of ej

change; to be sold cheap.—iMarlborough, 20, Finch

ley Rd., N.W.8. [957

1Q16 Grand Prix Morgan, w.c. J.A.P., tax paid, fall

•y equipped, excellent condition; £87.—Elce, Ltd

13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,' Camomile St., E.C.:

'Phone : Avenue 5548. [007

-| Q20 Morgan De Luxe-Jap, w.c., dynamo liglitinf

A-*y electric horn, speedometer, watch, ahmxinim

dash, tyres new
Earlsfield, S.W.

£130, oiler.-

after 6.

Bran, 20, Farlton Bd
[488

HALIFAX lOh.p., 4 cvl.. tiny 2-seater car, djnam
lighting, £120; Morgan Grand Prix, water

cooled, overhead valves; £87/10.—Halifax Motor Es

change, Horton St., Halifax. [638'

1 Q20 A.V. Monocar, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. , electric ligW

Xt7 ing, perfect condition, fully equipped; £50.-

Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St

E.0.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [007

A.V. runabout, latest ujodel. 2-6eater, Elackhnni

engine, painted pearl grej', brand new, never bee

used; cost £160; will sacri'ftce large discount for riisl

-Tliomson, 110, High St,, Teddington. ' [485

1 Q20 G.N. Standard 2-seater, 5 wheels, electric light

A.*J ing, full equipment, si>eedometer, perfect cor

dition; £87/10.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av

Camomile .St., E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [007

I Q21 Tamplin 2-seatcr, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3 speed-

J-i' clutch, tax paid, full equipment; £60; este

lent condition.—Bice, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [007

1 OQ Guineas; Exchanges.—Eeally nice 1921 Eoye

X/Wtl 2-seater, dvnamo, 5 detachables, hood, sid

curtains, speedometer, fast, splendid engine.—Seabridgi

35, Hansler Ed.. East Dulw-ich. Sydenham 2452. [568

T 022 Sh.p. Eover, brand new, spare wheel an'

i-tJ tyre, dynamo lighting, bood, screen, reduce

to £130; easy payments 4 per cent, extra; es

changes.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmmg

bam. [557

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, brand new, lates

model; £230; cash or easiest of easy payments

any car or motor cvcle taken in part exchange; bes

prices allowed.—Wifkins, Simpson, opposite Oljfflpia

London. I537i

BRAND new latest tvpe Salmson, hood, screen, dicle!

detachables, dynamo, Michelins, listed at £285, a

extraordinary good allowance made for modem jiioti

cycle part payment. -Graft, Hayes, Kent. 'Phone: Bwu

ley 532.
'"""

342 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
SACRIFICE 59 Guineas. — 1921 Bleriot-Whippet,

dynnnio lighting, splendid 2-seater. Bl(ick1)urnc

engine, hood, screen, exchange motor cycle; easy termf^.

-Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
Town Station). [5400

1 Q25 Morgans, in stock for immediate delivery:
i-i' G.P. model. lOh.p. Blackburne, w.c, standard
equipment, discs, £163/10: also latest De Luxe model,
,v,c. J. A. P., dynamo lighting, £177: deferred 4%.--
Floraac's (below).

1 Q22 Grand Prix Morgan, dynamo lighting, speedo-
JLI/ meter, discs, electric horn, etc., guaranteed;
i;i55: tax paid.—Homac's (below).

1 Q20 De Luxe Morgan, lOhp., fully equipped, in
L«/ really excellent order, guaranteed perfect;
2110.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower
.'liipton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [4434

R/TORGAN. — Largest agents for these popular
LYl vehicles: immediate delivery at recently reduced
lices: motor cycles part payment.—Maudes', 100, Great
ortland St., London; Paris St., Exeter; and Norwich
iarage, Norwich. [5463

JO Guineas, exchanges.—Exceedingly smart Baby
5" Peugeot 1916 De Luxe 2-seater, 7h.p,. 4-oyl..

ate change, dynamo lighting, repainted, any e-xamina-
ion.—Seabridge. 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
Phone: Sydenham 2452. [4688

BLERIOT-WHIPPET 1921, 3 speeds and reverse,
electric and acetylene lighting, clock, trip speedo-

leter, mirror, 5 detachable wheels, all in good eon-
ition, taxed and ineured to December: £80, or offer.-
9 Lebanon Rd., East Croydon. [5267

922 Aero model Morgan, Lucas dynamo lighting,
speedometer, hood with side curtains, discs,

idistiaguishable from new, smartest Morgan on the
ad: £175; exchanges or deferred.-Edwards, 50,
arrington Rd., South Kensington. [5610

Spare Farts

:

,TORGAN.—Spare Parts : Deliveries from stock.-
'L Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [5449
jrORGAN Spares froni stock for all models.—Send
'A your enquiry to Hall, Morgan Specialist, 91,
.. Peter's St., St. Albans. [0936

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all models
-•- from stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16,
?hopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
'18. [0075
iTORGAN Service Depot, officially appointed by the
]*- Morgan Motor Co. Overhauls and repairs by
[perts. Every spare part in stock.—Homac's 243,
iwer Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2406.

;
[4435

;

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
<OTJNTY 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed
/ throughout the country.—Write for fall part^cu-
s. County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators," 300,
oad St.. Birmingham. [2510

;
CARS FOR SALE.

• OVER 8h.p., pre-war 4-seater. splendid condition;
t £S5.-51, Scarle Rd., TVembley. [4772
125.-1914 Perry Coupe, engine overhauled, 5 wheels,

;
good tyres.-Sanderson, Tuxford. [5287

)|E DION 2-seater, less engine, new body; offers;
f exchanges. Parts sold.—63, Solon Ed., Brixton.
'

[5412
ilAIMLER 25h.p. S.K., 7-seater, C.A.V., perfect-
: £125.—J. Daniels, Jun., 8, Crowhurst Ed., Brixton.
': [5198
'' "ETALLTTRGIQUE 38h.p., all-weather bodf dvnamo;- £125, or exchange.— 2, Bromtelde Ed., Claph.am,
' ''' [5200

i
LADIATOE % Landaulet, C.A.V., Eudge wheels,
most reliable; £125.—Mrs. Moore, 106, Acre Lane,

«;
-S- [5199

"j \h.p. Briton, 2-seater, 3-speed, reverse, good con-y dition, economical; £25.—17, Heaton Rd.,
Vham. I|;5133

VEST Norwood!—60 cars, absolute bargains, list

V .
.,''^^' exchanges.—Douglas S. Cox. Lansdowne,

V Norwood ri932

jo reasonable offer refused.-16-20h.p. Wolseley 1911
j 4-seater and 2-senter bodies, sound order, good
ti s.—Symes, Tendring, Essex. [4889
^SEATER Car, smart, 14h.p., Zenith, 3-speed and
', reverse, double dickey; £80, or exchange oom-
b|.tion.-12. Spring St., W.2. [4815
tOVEE 8h.p. 1921 (late), special finish, manv
Ji extras; £130, exchanges.-Hillier, 9, Wallingford
aaue, ^orth Kensington. (7 or 7a 'bus.) [5306
TOTEE 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dvnamo light-

^ ing: £220 cash, deferred pavments 4% extra.—K lifle Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [0729
t IF'T 7-9hp., late 1913, been well cared for and
p "'i' """hauled, dependable little car and smart;
«.—Buntings Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [5377

J UMBER 10-12h.p. Commercial Traveller's Car
? """By sample box at rear, in excellent condition:
fc -Buntings Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [537a
C'N., 1920 dynamo lighting, 5 detachable wheels,

i^J . ' condition; exchanges; £100 cash; ex-
te^ed pa5-ments.-78, White Horse Lane, E.l. [3935

RALEIGH
IDEEZI
SPECIAL.

3 h.p. 3 speed Raleigh and

Sidecar - - £90

2f h.p. 3 speed Raleigh

and Sidecar - £85

RALEIGH.

Latest All - chain drive,

£75

Immediate Delivery.

We protect you against

a drop in prices.

ALI. IN STOCK.

EIGHTEEN MONTHLY
PAYMENTS.

Send for form which places

you under no obligation.

5 VICTORIA ST.
S.W.l.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage, 187-199, High St.. Tooting.—

The pre-eminent place for purchasing. Detailed
list below.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction sale every
Thursday, starting at 2 o'clock. Apply for

catalogue.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have the best bargains.
Compare prices below as proof.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15-18h.p. Maxwell
light 2-seater, hood, screen ; £47 / 10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-16h. p. Darracq cab
landaulet, suitable for station work; £40.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting. — 16-20h.p. Argyll
limousine, 4 cyls., runs well; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 10-12h.p. Alcyon tor-
pedo 2-seater, hood, screen; £65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Metallurgique,
very smart 2-3eater, dickey, dynamo lighting,

splendid car; £125.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-15h.p. Panhard cab
landaulet 4 cyls., just overhauled; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Citroen 2-seater,
dynamo lighting, self-starting; £175.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12h. p. Humber light
delivery lorry, in excellent running order; £30.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15. 9h.p. Arrol-John-
ston touring car, dynamo lighting, extra smart;

£90.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—11. 9h. p. Belsize tor-

pedo 4-seater, monobloc, excellent running order;
£55.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—22h.p. S.C.A.T. 10-

seater waggonette, good running order; £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SOh.p. Sheffield-Sim-
plex full landaulet. dynamo lighting, roomy car;

£95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—18-22h.p. 1914 type
Napier chassis, detachable wire wheels; £45.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-14h.p. Fiat cab lan-

daulet, 3 speeds, good running order; £50.

PALMER'S Garage.-25h.p. Vaushall full landaulet,
late model, detachable wheels, Bedford cord;

£195.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above cars sup-
plied on easy payments. We shall be pleased

to quote special terms to meet clients' requirements.
All are in. running order. [5611

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model;
£230; immediate delivery; cash or deferred pay-

ments.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200 Gt. Portland St.. W. [0730

1 Q22 Caltborpes and G.N.'s.—All models awaiting
JLv any reasonable exchange, cars or motor cycles,

or pay out of income.—Marlborough, 20, Finchley Rd ,

N.W.8. [9580

£55 down and 12 motithly payments of £7/10 buys
excellent running Waverley 2-3eater, nice dickey,

Warland rims; bargain.—Marlborough, 20, Finchfey
Rd., N.W.8. [9581

1 O Q Guineas, Exchange.—Really ultra-smart 1920
XO«/ Sports Singer, 2-seater lighting, starter spare
wheel, lovely condition.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,
East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [2400

HALIFAX.—New Lagonda reduced prices, 4-seater
or coupe, 450 guineas ; 2-seater, 280 guineas

;

Rover, Morgan, or combination taken in exchange-
Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5390

ROVER.—Godfrey's are authorised agents for the
Bh.p. model; early deliveries of 1923 models:

2-seater, £180; 4-seater, £190; exchanges; gradual
payments.—Godfrey's, Ltd., . 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. [0350

-| Q20 2-3-seater Emscotc, 8.9h.p. J.A.P. engine,
-l-«7 w.c, as new, Lucas dynamo lighting, 5 Sankey
detachable wheels, hood, screen, etc., first-class run-
ning order ; £140 ; exchange.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [3883

ROVER Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-seater, £180:
4-seater, £190; De Luxe 2-seater, £200; De Luxe

4-seater £210; deferred payments; your motor cycle
or car taken in part exchange; prompt delivery.—Official
Agents, Eagles and Co., 275, Higli St., Acton, London,
W. [0761

BUCKIXGHAM lOh.p. 1922 Clorerleaf 3-seater,

dynamo lighting (C.A.V.), spare wbeel, aluminium
bonnet, full equipment, tax paid, mileage only 300

; cost
£225, accept £170, or exchange good combination and
cash.—Hillier, 9. Wallinglord Avenue, North Ken,«ing-
ton. (7 or 7a 'bus.) [5307

ROVER.—The new 1923 8h.p. 2-seater standard
model, actually in stock, ready for immediate de-

livery at the makers' latest reduced price; £180; any
motor cycle or car taken in part exchange; best prices
allowed; easiest of easy payments; trial runs; free
tuition to purchasers. Call and inspect this new
model at Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London,

[5371

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.

A .E.G. 4-ton. £95; Halford 5-ton, £125; Renault,
1-ton, £55; Albion 30-cirt.. £50; landaulets, £50:

tourers, £45; 2-seaters, £45.—S.M.O., 77, Acre Lane,
S.W.2. [5201

All letters relating to advertisements should aunta the number at the end n* each advertisement, and frhe date of i^he issue ad^
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EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Londou, E,C.4, tor

easy terms.—'Ptione ; Central 5168, [6544

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
could not be simpler.—157b, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [6935

HALIFAX.—£5 deposit and 16/- weekly purchases
motor cycle or combination; quick deliveries.

Get lull list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [6388

ANY make of cycle or any combination completel.v
equipped; licensed, insured ou 12, 16, 18 months'

extended payments svstem.—Write for particulars.
Rideezi Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St.. S.W.I. 10830

ENGINES.
;^a.h.p. 2-stroke T.D.C. engine, nearly new, £5; also
'«'4 tank, £1.-29, Silver St., Taunton. [6161

TWIN Levis, Thomson-Bennett 2-spark, Binks; £12, or
offei.—D. Vones, 16, Guthlaxton St., Leicester.

['869
BLACKBURNE Engine, 23,4h.p., new, with mag-

neto; a bareaiu, £10.-11. Warwick St., Oxford.
[4916

4ih.p. Kiley Engine, w.c, with magneto, good coudi-
2 tion; ^£5. no offers.—71, Stanbuiy Kd., Peckh.nm,

S.E. [4781

P.
and M; Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
pleted, £6/10; stamp.—7, Heielord Bd., Bay!»-

Wilter. [2715

CEDO.S 21411. p., new, magneto, carburetter, silencer,
spare parts ; f9.—Tiller, 10, Vernon Terrace, North-

ampton.
'

[4786

CHATER-LEA 2=4h-.p.. engine and 2-speed gear box,
new, all complete; £15 the lot.— 5, Palace Mews,

Enfield. [6368

SPARE Parts in stock for all Blackburne and
Villiers engines; list on application.—Matades', 100,

•Jreat Portland St., W.l. ^ . [6448

,'^-6h.p. J. A.P., w.c, m.o.v., Binks,. 3-speed gear box,O clutch, perfect: £15; suitable light car.—Ward-
man, High St., Cheltenham. [4938

QA E.NGINES in stock, of leading makes. Write,
'^V call, or 'phone. North 1846.—De Cort and
Klynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [5264

DOUGLAS 4h.p. engine, 1918, magneto and car-

buretter, good condition: £12; other parts cheap.
-88, Gloucester Place Mews, Portman Sq., W. [6311

WHATEVER type of engine you require, we can
supply. Special bargains :—Brand new Coventry

Premier, pattern 1916, 4h.p., £12/10; 3'.,h.p. Rudge,
.«10; 3i,2h.p. Premier, £7; 3l,.ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, with
magneto and carburetter, £5/15; 3V^h.p. Minerva,
£3/15.—Forheld* Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
Spa. [6606

HEPPELTHWAITES.-S-eh.p. J.A.P., £15; 10
" sets of 5h.p. J.A.P. parts to build up, less fly-

wheels, £9/10 set: 8h.p. w.c. single engine unit with
clutch, £8/10; 5-6h.p. Peugeot unit, £5/10; SV-h.p.
L.M.C., £8/10; 3h.p. Kelecom, £1/15; Auto-Wheel,
comijlete and running, £6/10; and all J.A.P. spares
in stock; stamp please.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lam-
beth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone : 1958 Brixton. [6440

8h.p. overhead valve J.A.P., complete Bosch mag-
neto, Binks, carburetter, perfect; £20, as fitted

to Broughs. 1920-21 Sturmey-Archer gear box, as
new, top change, perfect as new; £14/10, all fit-

tings. 4b.p. Douglas engine and gear box complete,
late type cluteh and K.S.; £19/10; ready to run.
All on approval 7 days.—Avenue Motors. 373, Lon-
don Rd., Thornton Heath. Tel. ; 468 Croydon.

[5689

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

R^
B^

20% POWER INCREASE'
This is what the new pat-
tern cylinder gives a 2 J h.p.

Douglas. It has streani-

]ined ports, and large radia-
ting fins . My price per
pair is only £S. Fit them
to any old model Douglas
and you'll really be
surprised.

ADDITIONAL POWER may be obtained by fitting
Special Lightweight Radiated Pistons,

I fitted with patented twin rings. They
are simply wonderful, and every mail
brings testimonials from all classes
of satisfied riders. Price 29/- per
pair, complete with gudgeon, twin
rings and copper caps.

PATENTED TWIN RINGS. The only really gas-tight
and frictionless ring. Thousands have
already been sold and not a single
complaint. For 2} h.p, Douglas
1/6 each: 4 h.p. Douglas, Sunbeam,
Humber, and Rover yym.jni bore,
1/8 each. B.S.A., Triumph (pre loig),
Rudge (pre 1921), Singer, New Hudson
3j h.p., Precision 3.> h.p., L.M.C.,

4 h.p., 8,sm/m, 1/9 'each. Other
makes quoted for on application.

WHY SUFFER BROKEN VALVES?
My valves are guaranteed 12
months not to break, scale, or
bum, and never really need
grinding in. They cost more but the
best is the cheapest in the long run.

4 h.p. Douglas 10/-. 25 h.p. Douglas
9/-, complete with special spring,
collar and cotter. Other makes,
Triumph, Rudge, A.B.C., etc., price
10/- per valve.

A HANDY LUGGAGE
CARRIER.

\.For 4 h.p. Douglas Sidecars.

Folds up neatly and is the
same shape as the back of

the sidecar when not in use.

Light, strong, durable and
fitted in 10 nunutes.

Price 30/t> complete.

AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS. My latest are covered
by patents. They never blow out nor

/i^f^ seize in the threads. Absolutely gas-

Wm A) tight. Prevent knocking and keep
jW «/ the engine cool. Try them on your
'tjCi. J'J 2j h.p. or 4 h.p. Douglas, and if you

are not absolutely -satisfied have your
money back. Price 4/- each.

ZOOM ! ZOOM ! \ The popular Exhaust System.
Beautifully made, finished in

burnished nickel or copper. A
pleasant Zooming note with-

out back pressure. Adds
pounds to the appearance of

any Douglas. Price 30/- in copper finish, i3/j nickel.

950

[N Magnetos can be secured from the Marble Arch
Motor Exchange.

MOTOR Cycle Magnetos to be cleared.—See
beluw.

PLEASE note our stock consists of gennine Motor
Cycle Magnetos, oil variable ignition, and guaran-

teed not converted or reconstructed aeroplane etarter
magnetos.

WE guarantee we ca:3 supply you a magneto cheaper
than anyone.

SINGLE-Cyl. anti-clock M-L, 45/-; C.A.V., 38/-;
tJ.H., 35/-; Berlins, 30/-; Dixie, large tvpe, 30/-;

all above suitable for Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—Below-

SINGLE-Cyl. Clook.-C.A.V.. 38/-; Dixie, 30/-; Ber-
ling. 30y-.-Below.

Ii5n° Anti-CIock.-O.A.V.. 38/-; Splitdorf, 35/-;XOV Dixie, 30/-.-BeIow.

1 iiA^ Clook.-Thomson-Eennett. 38/-; O.A.V.. 37/6;XOV Splitdorf. 35/-.-Below.

AQ.^> 50°, 55°, Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf, or Dixie;
^^'^ hundreds of others in stock; all guaranteed and
sent on approval against cash.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-
ohange, 135. Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone; Padd. 789.
'Grams: Archmotex, Padd.. London. [2375

£5.-^^.8. cycle set, O.A.V., running order.—Ellenger,
" AYigivam,'* Victoria E<1., Maiden, Essex. [4763

LEATHER TOOL ROLL
A real heavy affair that will stand rough usage.

Fitted with leather pocket, two side flaps, leather

centre tool holder and leather strap. 5/- each.

TOOL BAGS. Solid Leather and Metal Armoured.
Two straps. 4 h.p. size 10/- each, 2J h.p. size 5/6

each. A bargain line.

THIS BEAUTIFULLY-SHAPED PAN SADDLE with
adjustable springs gives you
a low natural riding position
and does not foul the sidecar
stay. My price 25/-. Usual
price 35/-.

WRITE ME about anything you want; tell me your
troubles and I will help you. I was 10 years with
Douglas Motors, and know all aboat all their models.
I am the only agent who sells the 55 m.p.h. 2I h.p.
DOUGLAS. Cash or Terms. Any spare part by
return of post.

.** (Official Douglas Agent)

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL.
Telephone 3792.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
XT.B. I. Co.

H
H

,B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all apari
stocked.

.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete f<

fixing to Triumph.

M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti ; £3-

IXIE. single and twin, aU degrees; £2/5.

,B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

B. will take your old machines in part payment

C
D
H
H
H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage pai

on apjtroval against cash, or through yft« H«lf
Cyclt deiiosit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Ed., Brixton Hil

Loudon. 'Phone: Brixton 610. 1056'

I^OUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

MAGNETO Factors and Repairers.

LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

"DOSCH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignition;. S3) i)

M-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignitioii

£3/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single or twin, enclose

waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees; £2M
each,

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single or twi

enclosed, waterproof, . variable ignition, aU d

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterprool, Tariab

ignition; £2/15 ^aeh.

RtTTHAEDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, vajial

ignition ; £2/5 each.

BEKLING, single, enclosed, waterproof, Tarial

ignition; £2/5.

QPLITDORF, single, enclosed, waterproof, rarial

'^ ignition; £2/5.

DIXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, va

able ignition ; £2. '

ANT of the above single-cylinder magnetos can
supplied i\ith the special long driving epiod,

suitable for Eudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and ba

plat-es, ready to be immediately fitted; sprockt

can be supplied if required. Please state make
engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos f

12 months, and will willingly replace or repj

any that should prove defective vrithin that period.

ALL Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto '

us for quotation. It will pay yen. We .c

despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if reqniKi

24 hours, and guarant-eed for 12 mouths.. i

IFECIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list.

S^
COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., i

K-toekivell Ed.. London, S.W. (1 min. from SW'
Tdl Underground Station). T.A. ; IgnitioBac, Cli

road. London. Tel.: Brixton 2841. IZ"

rpHE Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service.

THE Largest Ignition Repairs Organisation in Euro)

Eight branclies staffed and equipped to carry o

thorough repairs to magnetos, dynamos, starters, b:

eries, and accumulators of every known make in t

minimum time.

A LL Work

IS Subject to a Manulacturer's Test, and retujned

new, guaranteed for twelve months. -
\

THE Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service:—Jlj
Chester : 286, Deansgate. 'Phone : Centra! 73'

London : 142, Gt. Portland St. Phone : Museum 39(

Leeds : 94, Albion St. 'Phone : 27219. liverpoo

16, Colquitt St. 'Phone : Royal 605. Birmmgian
192, Corporation St. 'Phone : Central 2069. Bristc

14, Colston St. 'Phone : 3728. Glasgow ; 134. W'

Nile St. 'Phone : Dpuglas 1605. Paris : 10, K

Brunei. 'Phone : Wagram 50-11. Head Office a

Works : Cheetwood Lane, Derby St., jMancheat

'Phone: City 8266 (3 lines). ["o

M-L Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6: variable ignitii

guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd., Croydon. {o2

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to :

tooth stocked.—Ridington, 202-4, Sontbampl

St., Camberwell. U^

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no mat

what condition, provided complete, for 30/-:

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond l

Ealing, W. (°°

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, witt ammeter, 20

with ammeter and Tolfcmeter, 35/- each ne.l

Leslie Dixon and Co. <DeDt. H.l). 9. Colomoi,..*

Minories, E.l. fo;

a44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at t..e end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, MGHTING. ETC.
rAGDYNAMO EnRineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,

- spares, and repairs.

"OTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality magnetos
- now and avoid certain failure of inferioi' magnetos.

OSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos,

Government surplus, ready to tit on Indian, Har-

J.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful

j-k at ail engine speeds makes your engine a real

engine, give you easy starting, smooth and rapid

eleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-

iplion with increased power; price only £5 each,

lage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee

t init with each magneto. We give you satisfaction

fefimd cash.

LEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-

ally manufactui'ed for 200h.p. aircraft engines

;

refore we have every confidence in claiming them
he the magneto you require for your big machine,
one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

ARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes :
" Magneto to

hand; many thanks for prompt despatch, satis-

:)ry in every way; will recommend to my friends."

^i^NlTH Owner writes: " Since fitting magneto have
tumpleted a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;

certainly recommend these magnetos."

DIAN Machine Owners.—Your high-class machine
ileserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000
ie 42' magnetos; send your magneto and £A
, and we will immediately despatch you a Bosch
L.

''HY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
who know—are almost all sending to us lor

r Ufagnetos ?

TERE must be a reason; there is.; it is becau?;e
the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,

)!ied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

AGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

EMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against cash per return on receipt of

order; there is no obligation to keep it until
liave used it for 14 days on your machine and

satisfied; let us send you one now.

!tE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do you
! want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

S

service that will give you starting without worry,
noother running, and more powerful engine and

;!r results from your Douglas? Then send for a
1 1 enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
ii price only ^5, carriage 1/6.

]
i,V, Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to

I

fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.
' M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, price
j. 0, carriage 1/6.

I OMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest enclosed
'.waterproof type (not converted starters), ready to
[n 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, with
; lonths' guaranteed service, price ^3/10. carriage

1 )TOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing al!
' your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting
ii; is yearly by throwing away good plugs '/ Fit a
[j

I aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
j| . to-day and always have your sparking plug
; at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

ft VDE discounts and export quotations.—Write, call,
> T 'phone for terms.

L DEAR'S guarantee on repairs.. Before you scrap
' hat magneto, whatever its condition, let us see it,

B ill rebuild your magneto to look and work like
;i no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
?ent, and return it with a written 12 months'

I Dtee. While your magneto is being repaired we
II earl you another free of charge. We could not
: these offers if we were not certain of the quality

1 work.

J UR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
l| ow cost. Send us your defective magneto now.
J .GDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman's
' Row. E.C.2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570. (One
i te from Brown Bros.} [3303

fi
CAS Magdyno single anti (new), £10; Lucas E3

M dynamo, £4; headlamp (new), £2; side, tail,
p iiuliitors, RwitPhbox, cables, all cheiip to clear.— Dalby.
p 1 St

, Sparkhill. Birmingham. [2623

J
5R0N, registered 291298, greatly superior to

', iilatinum. for blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring.
e^m screws, fits Bosch mag., 10/6 pair; old screws,
nnake, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

1 3R0N Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
' Colver Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,
8 lerbert Rd., Woolwich, London, 8.E.18. [0002

\ /fi-~-*^'A.V. Magnetos, singles and 130'^ twins,
^ ' V variable, guaranteed (new and perfect; ap-
r<

1 against cash; please state rotation required.—
a.'nrd's, 37, Oricklewood Broadway, London.
'2. r4945
SitPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
;^ i-ear, M-L single, 35/-; B.L.LO. ditto, 42/--
sc

1 ditto, 45/-; O.A.V. single or twiu, 50/-; Thom-
aiennett ditto. 60/-. We specialise in repairs and
P', s lor alt makes. Lists, 2d. stamp. Deal with
xita and ovoid certain disapDointmeht.—Whitdale
Meto Servif-e, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone:
'rjton 1625. f6459

James

GROSE
LTD.,

OLD JEWRY,
CHEAPSIDE,

E.C.2,

land at 255-
[257, Holloway

Road, N. ;

8, New Bridge
Street, E.G.

i^otauustied 1876.
'Phones: 77x2 Central. 1297 North. City 3684.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES
Having purchased clearance stocks from Manu-
facturers and Retailers, we are able to offer the
following lines below ths usual prices. Allgoods
offered are perfect, but in some cases slightly

soiled But we 'till stand by them.

KNEE GRIPS, John Bull, 5/-, usual price 6/-; A.K.,
7/6, usual price' 9/6.
HORNS, Clayrite No. 19, 2/-, usual price 3/9 ; No. 18,
8/6, usual price 12/6 ; No. 21, 12/B, usual price 10/-;
Desmo No. i, 8/6, usual price 12/6; No. 2, 12/0,
usual price 19/6 ; Dckla No. 15, 12/6, usual price ig/6

;

Clayrite Electric 6-volt, 25/-, usual price 4.2/6 ;

P. & H. No. SIX, 15/-, usual price 21/-.

HANDLE BAR GRIPS, Pedley Pneumatic, 2/9, usual
price 3/9.

EXTRA AIR INLETS, Terry's -'Auto Xtra," 6/6,usuaI
price 12/6 ;

" Euk " automatic, 10/6, usual price 21/-.
HANDLEBAR MIRRORS, Eversure, 6/-, usual
price 10/6. Clayrite No. 10 8/6, usual price 12/-.

WINDSCREENS, Easting Baby, 40/-, usual price
60/-; Eastini? Standard, 60/-, usual price 78/-

;

Easting Royal, 80/-, usual price 100/-; Hurricane,
37/6, usual price 80/- ; Bluemels, 35/-, usual price
80/-.

TYRE PUMPS, i8in. folding foot pump, 3/-, usual
price 6/- ; isin. ditto, 2/6, usual price 5/6 ; Bluemels
I5in. Motobike pump, 3/6, usual price 6/- ; i8in. ditto,

4/-, \isual price 6/6 ; Bluemels " Cyclone," 15/-,
usual price 31/-; " Primax " with gauge, 10/6, usual
price 21/-; ditto less gauge, 8/6, usual price 16/6;
Wood-Milne Car foot pump, 35/-, usual price 52/-.
SIDECAR CHECK SPRINGS, Terry's, 3/-, usual
price 5/-,

TYRE REPAIR OUTFITS, John Bull, 1/6, usual price

2/9 ; Bates, 1/S, usual price 2/9 ; Chemico, 1/6, usual
price 3/6 ; Pedley, 1/6, usual price 7.}- ; John Bull
Light Car, 3/-, usual price 5/- ; John Bull No. 2, 6/6,
usual price 11/6 ; Dunlop No. 3 car, 3/-, usual price

5/3 ; Patchquick small car, 4/6, usual price 5/9

;

Bates' Boxes of Patches, 9d., usual price 1/6.

SPEEDOMETERS, genuine " Cowey," 55/-, usual
price £5 5S,

;
genuine " Bonniksen," 50/-, usual price

5 gns.
;
genuine " Smith," 50/-, usual price 5 gns.

HEAD LAMP SETS, P. & H.No. 120 H.B., 22/6. usual
price 32/-; P. & H. No. 140 H.B., 25/-, usual price

35/6 ; P. & H. No. 12a H.B., 30/-, usual price 50/-
;

P. & H. No. 127, 35/-, usual price 65/- ; P. & H. sidecar
lamp No, 137, 5/-, usual price S/-.

OILS, Speedwell quart tins, 1/6, usual price 2/9;
one gallon tins, 4/-, usual price 7/-.

VULCANIZERS, Shaler outfits, 8/-, usual price, 10/6.
SPARKING PLUGS, Bluemels, 2/9, usual price 4/3 ;

K.L.G. No. Gi and 2, 4/-, usual price 6/-; Lodge
standard, 3/6, usual price 5/-; Lodge T.S3, 3/6,
usual price 5/- ; Sphinx No. C25, 2/6, usual price
4/- ; Forward No. t>, 2/6, usual price 5/-,

PILLION SEATS, " Tan-Sad," 25/-, usual price 30/-
;" Saxad," IS/-, usual price 25/-.

BELTING, Pedley, |in,, 1/- foot, usual price 1/9

;

iin , 1/2 foot, usual price 2/- ; lin., 1/6 ft., usual price
2/6 ; Bates' fin., 1/- foot, usual price 1/9 ;

^in., 1/2
foot, usual price 2/-; John Bull 'Jin., 1/- foot, usual
price i/ii ; lin., 1/9 ft., usual price 2/8 ; ijin., 2/-
foot, usual price 3/2.

SIDECARS
We specialise in Sidecars, and can supply from Stock

to fit almost any make of machine,
THE SPUR RACER.

This sidecar
is very light

and strong,
it only
weighs 6olbs.

complete,
th eref ore
specially
suitable for
lightweiglits,

two- strokes,

_ etc. The
Body is well upholstered and fitted with two small
Jockers. The Chassis is fitted with large C springs, and
quick detachable connection, wide mudguard, and any
size wheel and tyre. Price complete £l 1-11-0
A Special Show of Sidecars is always on view at
our Holloway Road Branch, which closes at
1 o'clock Thursdays and 9 o'clock Saturdays.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co, (the largest

London Repair Depot), for repairs and mag-
netos.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 5 days, and it necessary 24 hours, with a

12 months' written guarantee against alt defects.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair, under
all running conditions, and as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-

tauio'i in placing your orders with us.

RELIANCE stock spares fcr all makes. Special
line, genuine platinum screws for all types, 12/-

per pair. Magneto work of every description is car-
ried out solely on our premises. We are, therefore,
enabled to give you quicker and more efficient ser-

vice at the right price.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free ff
c:>arge upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be
certain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy
we ha/e always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new and
iecond-hand magnetos. See following list.

THOM'SON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand new,
any degree, enclosed, waterproof, variable; 55/-.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type single or twin,
enclosed, waterproof, variable, suit Harley,

Indian, etc.; £3/10.

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-
able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Light-

weights; 55/-.

E.I.C. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable for
Triumph, B.S.A., or any Lightweight; £3.

BOSCH, type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable,

latest pattern, ideal for Douglas, 2^^h.p. and
4h.p.; £4.

BOSCH D.A.L. . twins, enclosed, waterproof, any
degree, suitable for Indian, Harley, etc.; £4/10.

FELLOWS new magnetos always in stock, any de-
gree for any engine; also a large selection of

second-hand magnetos, all makes.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely that same is in good order at time of sale,

but a plainly written statement that we guarantee
each machine against all defects for a period of 12
months. This, we maintain, justifies us in charging
a few shillings more than certain of our competi-
tors.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their
works to see any of the above on test. Mag-

neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon applica-
tion. It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.—Reliance Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St.

John St., London, E.C.I. Tel.: Clerkenwell 4290.
T.A. : Remagco, Smith, London. [9816

MAGNETOS.—M-L single-cyl., clock, complete, off

Rotary engines ; 20 / -, postage 1 / 3 ; the above,
less contact breakers, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie,
complete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyl., complete, £1/10;
B.T.H. 8-cyl., complete, 25/-; C.A.V. starting mag-
netos, complete, 18/6, postage 1/3. Carriage extra.
Cash with order. Send IVaci- ior list of Aero parts.—
Coley, Ordnance Works, Queen Elizabeth Rd., Kingston-
on-Thames. 'Phone: Kingston 365. - [3380

EUSTON" Ignition Co., sole representative for the
Splitdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service to

Splitdorf magnetos, dynamos, Dixie magnetos, etc. We
have the factory, plant and experience. Official Indian
electrical service station. Thornson-Bennett repairs and
spares; spares and repairs to all makes of magnetos;
all repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench
before dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 months.
We hold, the largest stock of guaranteed mngnetos in
London. Twins, all degrees, charged accumulators, all

voltages always ready. We stock everything electrical

for the motorist. We give you real live service alwayfi.

—Euaton Ignition Co., 329, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
'Phone; Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo. Eusroad. Lon-
don. [0263

TYRES.

XpXCEPTIONAL Offer.

BRAND New Covers.—Reflex Clipper Ideal (made by
Dnnlons), heavy 3-ribbed, each cover guaranteed per-

fect, 26x214. 25/-; 26xyB, 27/6; 26x21/2 to fit 2^,
extca heavy 4-ply, 32/6; 28x3, extra heavy 4-ply, 40/-;

tubes, 26x21/2, to fit 214 rims. 5/9; 28x3, 6/6 (made
bv Dunlops}

;
postage on all above extra.—Marble Arch

Motor Fxchange, 135i Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone;
Padd. 789. [2374

MIDLAND heavy rubber stud, 26x21/2X2%: 27/6,
post paid.—Houchin, 188, High St., Peckham.

S.E.15. [5330

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 m,ile retreads, repairs,

etc., carriaee paid.—Buxtori Vulcanising Co..

Buxton, Derbyshire. r9293

R'/\A New Beldam Covers to clear, all sizes, 15/-
0\f\J each, postage 1/6 extra.-Homerton Rubber
Works, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-

chase their tyres from McArthur. Hill aud Co..

456, Argyle St., GlasKOW. List post free. [4918

All letters felating to advertisements sFiould quote the number at the end of each auvertisement, and the date of the issue a4^
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TYRES.

A
CLEARANCE Covers, all guaranteed by us, car-

riage paid.—24x21/4 Hutchinson T.T., 21/-; 26x2
Hutchinson Biooklands, 17/6; 26x2 Hutchinson T.T.,
23/-; 26x2Vi Avon Durolith, 25/-; 26x2i/i T.T., 3-rib,

22/6; 26x2^8 Hutchinson T.T., 23/6; 26X2V2, to fit

21/1, Bel grave cable cord,- 23/6; 26X2V2. to fit 2M.
Hutchinson- passenger, 33 /- ; 26 x 2V' Hutchinson pas-
senger R.KS., 30/-; 26x3 Hutchfnson T.T.. ^TTS:;
28x3 Goodvear, 47/6; 700x75, to fit 650x65, Hutchin-
son 3-rib, 28/-; 700x80 Burnett 3-rib, 50/-; 700x80
Stepnev road grip, B. Tvpe, 60 /- ; tubes, strong red
rubber, 24 to 28x3, 5/6; 700x80, 6 '6.—Maudes', 100,
Great Portland St., W.l. [5445

EMANUELS for Tyre Bargains, from manufacturers'
bankrupt and surplus stocks.—Below.

O^ X 2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded, 22/3; new
tubes, 5/-.

O/l X2i^ Clincher De Luxe Heavy Rubber-studded,
i^rx: 22/3; Continental extra heavy rubber non-skid,
24/-; new tubes, 5/-.

^£*x2.—Continental ribbed or standard, 16/6; new
'^" tubes, 5/6.

0^x214.—Avon and Rom Combination. 30/-; Hut-
-V rf chinson Brooklands R / S 19 / 6 ; Macintosh
chain tread, 28/-; Palmer cord- heavy 3-ribbed, 34/9;
Dunlop Magnum (pattern). 35/-; new tubes. 6/6,

0^x2% to fit 2*4 rim.—Dunlop retreaded, grooved,'^^ 20/6; Clincher de Luxe, . extra heavy, 24/3;
Hutchinson passenger, 26/-; Palmer cord beavy, 34/9;
new tubes. 6/6.

Qi^x2%.—Dunlop Magnum heavy (pattern), 35/9;-^^ Dunlop Magniim E.H. (pattern), 41/-; 'new
Lubes. 6/6.

i) 1^x21/2 to fit 2^4 rim.—Emanuel's extra heavy^^ R/S. 28/6; Continental rubber studded, 32/-;
uew tubes, 6/6.

Qi?x2'/2.—Rom Combination, 30/-; Palmer cord 3-
f^\9 ribbed, 31/10; Hutchinson rubber studded or
ribbed, 27/-; Macintosh chain tread, 28/-; Clincher
de Luxe, E.H. rubber stud, 27/6; new tubes, 6/6.

I^KAx65.—Emanuel's extra heavy rubber studded.
\J%jyF 26/-; Hutchinson 3-ribbed, 32/-; Palmer
cord 3-ribbed, 31/10; Burnett grooved. 30/-; Dunlop
3-ribbed, 40/-; new tubes, 6/6.

x80 to fit 650x65 rim.—Emanuel's anti-rubber
nonvskids, 41/9; new tubes, 6/6.700

OQx2i'o.—Continental rubber stud extra iieavy,
/S/O 30/-; new-tubes, 6/6.

OCx2 to fit American Rims.—^Macintosh chain'VU tread. 27/6; Bates special heavy 3-rihbed,
40/.-; John Bull extra heavy rib stud. 40/-; Fisl:
rubber, non^kid, 40/-; Firestone rubber, non-skid,
40/-; Goodyear all-weather tread 45/-: "new tubes,

QQxJi;. to fit 28X3
/*»/ N/S (clear

REAL good reliable second-hand covers of well-
known makes in all sizes at 10/- each, plus 1/-

carriage.
> , ...

"PREPARED Patches, assorted, M/C sizes. 1/6A dozen. Belts, all makes, any lengths; prices on
application.

H. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors; Stoces, 37a
Ball's Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l; Office; 27 Bel-

grade Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Tel. ; Dalston
5161. 10832
BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and tubes.

A call on us will convince you, or 'phone, Ger-
rard 1347.—See Below.

Bates special heavy rubber
nee), 53/3; new tubes, 71-.

Q/iX2i4,-Ealmer cord, 32/6;i^V 25/-; , Wood-Miine 3-ply,
Luxe, 17/6; extra heavy, 30/-;

O^X2i/2.-Avon Stonehenge.

• Beldam all^nibber;
22f6: Clincher de

t^hes. 5/6.—Below.

_ - 27/6; Tricar, 30/-:
Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar, 27/6; Good-

year cord 5-ribbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9.—Below.
O^X2%x2i,i.-Palmer cord. 36/-; Beldam 3-plv,z^" 30/-; 4-ply, 35/-: Wood-Milne 4-rlv. 25/-;
Clincher Dreadnought, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below.
PfiX2%.—Palmer cord. 34/3; Wond-Milne kev-srip/WU 3.ply, 22/6; 4-ply, 27/6; Beldiim all-rubbpr
3-ply, 25/-; 4-ply, 30/-; tubes, 6/-.-Below.

O/^x 3.-Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 35/-; Beldam'•'" all-rubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-ply, 35/-; tubes, 7/6.-
Below. --

O Q X 3.—Clincher ' rubber-etudded sidecar, 30/-
'»*J Clincher de Luxe extra lieavv, 45/-: Beld.im
3-ply. 30/-; Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 37/6; tubes, 8/-.—
Below. '

fi fi A^^^-~I'"^™" ''o'd heavy, 42/6; Wood-Milneyt»V 4-ply, 37/6; 3-pl,v. 30/-; Goodyear cord 5-
nbbed, 42/6; tubes, 8/-.—Below.
"DULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's" Lane, London, W.C.2 Inext door to Aldridee's)
'Phone: Gerrard 1347. C0869
TYRE Repair Specialists.-H.P. process throughout

racluding retreadmg burst covers. Every kind ol
repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

A BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 each

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE UNK which is the best
belt length adjuster yet invented. Savestime,
trouble & money. Saves the cost of a new belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9d.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS for adjusting the
lengthof your belt in onesecond. 8etof3, 6d.

" Never be wUhoiU a box of SUtiUey Spares."
Price 3/5 post fn-e. Send size of bell when ordering.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 6,000
miles—lid.

Our goods are World-renawned for their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belL

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road.

BROMLEY. KENT. B^oSy 8.6.

wJch. 13955-

Write me
for a copy.

IRVINE SMITH,
Buttershaw, Bradford.

Made and
designed
byaprac-
t i c a 1

tailor*
r id er 1

Smart in

appear-
ance! Effi-

clent in
marlSend
for Book.

TYRES.
ECONOMIC Tyres.—We have the loUovjing blemii

and clearance covers and tubes in stock. We e
on 7 days' approval against remittarrce, carriage p
passenger train.

"C1CONOMIC.-24X2, Clipper Ideal, IS/-: tubes,
:

^-^ 24x2^4 (also for 2in. rims) Clincher Junior
Luxe, heavy, 20/-.

"PCONGMIC—26X2 Clipper Rubbcrstud, 17/6; ;

-^-^ 2% Palmer heavy cord, 37/6; Firestone non-s
23/6; tubes, 5/6.

ECONOMIC—26x21/2x214 Goodyear All-weat
37/6_; Eom lubberstud, 25/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—26x21/2 O.S. iledlern heavy rubbersl
27/6; Clipper Ideal, extra heavy, 35/-; tubes,

EC05rOMIC.-28x3 Goodyear All-ireather, 4'i

Goodrich Safety, 45/-; Firestone non-skid,'

4

Portage non-skid, 41/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—«50x65 Stepney Roadgrip, 39/6; G.
rich Safety, 38/6; Clipper, ertra heavy, i,

tubes, 6/6.

pCONOMIC—700x80 Beldam V-grooved, 5l
-^-^ Economic, extra heavy, 42/6; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop Rubberstud, fully vtanaol
24x2, 22/6; 24x2'4, 24/9; 26x2, 24/6; 26x

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., 5.1
(near Town Hall). 'Phone : New Cross 1393. [2

CENTRAL Garage for Fair Dealing. All covers
vertised are guaranteed. What is more,, we

send with all lines a portable vulcaniser (let
charge; no motor cyclist shoiild be without one;

SPECIAL Offer of Palmer Cord Tyres.—26x21tx
35/-; 26x2'/2, 35/-. These covers are brand

1
and guaranteed.

SPECIAL Offer of brand new and guaranteed Gi
rich covers, 26X2'/,, 27/-; 26X2V., 34/-; 6

65, 36/6; 28x3, 42/-.

f>£Jx2'/4.—Firestone, 27/6; Clincher Junior, 1'VW Wood-Milne E.H. combination^ 22/6; Hut*
son T.T., 19/6.

0/?x2%.—Avon tricar, 26/6; HutciiinsOii"; <2'

'^W Cliijcher de Luxe (for "214), 28/-.

OCx2'/>.—Hutchinson Passenger E.S., 29/-; I

/*" Cher E.H., 29/6; Hutchinson T.T i

Palmer, 35/-.
'*"

Q£Jx2VjX2i4.—Dunlop H., 46/-; Hutchinson '

'*" 30/-; Avon E.H., 28/-; Belgrave cord, 2

Continental H., 32/6; J?almer cord, 35/-.

QQx3.—Clincher B.H., ribbed, 39/6; Dunlop
.'^ \J car, 30/-; Macintosh chain tread, 25/-; C
year Diamond, 47/6; Firestone^ 39/6; Goodrich, t

Portage, 39/-.

/?R[/\X65.—Goodrich .{guaranteed), 56/6; Hufcit

\30\J. son H., 32/-; E.H., 37/6; Bom E.H., 5
Avon, 37/-.

ly/i/ixSO.—Avon Durlolith, 44/-; Goodyear^ 5

9 \J\J International, grooved, 50/-.

rpUBES.—Small size, 5/6; 700x80, 6/6.

CENTRAL Garage.—Any covers sent on 7

approval against cash, plus 1/6 carriage-
London Rd., Thornton Heath. 2237 Croydon. . ; j

LONG-DISTANCE Retreads, three-ribbed pat *

returned like new, 26iu. tyres, 20/-: 28in. I fi

25/-; burst tyres made perfect, cliafed beads*
moulded, tube vulcanising, butt ends fitted; best *

in the country.—Melton Rubber Works, Meltou ..*

bxay. '

INCREASE the purchasing power you spend 6a 11

by having them retreaded at the Melton Ei p
Works : there is no Query, better ' far than i'lefl g
tyres, with their defects

; send for list. , (

M

MASONS, the most competitive market.—F\i 5

siipplies Wood-Mihie., Key-Grip at tmbea. |

prices: 26x2li, 4-ply, 24/6; 26x2%, 4-ply',

26x2%, 4-ply, 23/5; 26x2V,x2i4, 4-plv. 28/-;
21^, 3-ply, 18/-; 700x80, 3-pvl, 28, 6; 650x65, •

26/-; 28x3. 3-ply, 27/6; 28x21;., 3.plv (Amenl
24/6. -Below.

-Following perfect stock, maker's go t

26x21/,. D. heavy, fluted. 22.6; 26f
ditto, 19/6; 26x21/.., D. extra heavy, ribbed,

650x65 ditto, 32/-.—Below.

M.4SONS.'-700x80 Palmer cord, 42/6; 28x3 IB

year A.W.T.. 47/6; any tyre approval ael
remittance, carriage paid.—Masons, The TyreHf
Ipswich.

M^T'-

fy/\/\x80 Covers and"" Compare tbe^e

TXEPPELTHWAITE'S.-700x80, 650x65, 26x2V>--- oversize 28/~ each: 26x2% and aV^. 257-; tubes
at 4/6, all wen-known makes and guaranteed as usually
eoJd and advertised at 45/—19, Wilrox Rd., South
Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [4538

a46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

d Tubes. Special P«r(k
;e prices. Covers, Cii W
. grooved light ^;a^ Bui*ribbed, De Luxe, Rom. „ ,.„_- - -

Grimston, Ji'acintosh, ribbed Avon, Spencer-MoiR
Macintosh, all 40/- each. Steel-studded Maciif
Beldam, Wood-Milne, Avon, 38/- each. Tubes:
cher, 6/-; extra heavy Beldam. 6/6; carriage ext P

all covers and tubes. Cut prices quoted lor anjJJ

lorry, or char-a-banc tyres.—Harris, 51, Upton
Forest Gate, E.7.

TANKS.
TANKS in stock for all makes, -new and ,£'(

hand, from 30/-; partition leakage and a'l rPj

undertaken ; re-enamelling, makers' colonrs and I

fers guaranteed.—Park Tank Works, la, Paradis£|

Highbury, N.5.
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The Paris Salon.
T one time the motor cycle iadustries of

France and England were closely allied,

and the developments of one often influ-

enced the other. This is hardly the case

to-day. The British industry has con-

tinuously expanded, while motor cycle interests

in France are still struggling to exist.

The Paris Salon, described on pages 515 to

522 of this issue, reveals' no great progress over

last year ; in fact, manufacturers across the

Channel appear to be making a fresh start in an
endea\our to interest a new public rather than to

cater for those who are already motor cyclists.

\Ve refer to the intense interest taken in the

I.iedal-assisted bicycle, almost to the exclusion of
the orthodox motor cycle.

Conditions in France are widely different from
those prevailing in this country. The young
Frenchman is not so thrifty as his English con-

ir'erc; he rarely saves sufficient to purchase a

motor cycle. Furtherinore, the sport and pastime
have fallen into disrepute, which is curiously

accounted for by the war. A large number of
war-worn machines were sold at a very low price,

with the result that they got into the hands of a
type of rider whose dress and behaviour disgusted
the better class of pre-war motor cyclist. Thus,
having lost the old motor cycling public and
found a new clientele that is undesirable, France
has now turned to the pedal cyclist to provide an
outlet for the products of her motor cycle fac-
tories.

Despite this state^of affairs, we cannot but
think that motor cycling in France will eventu-
ally return to popularity. The roads, although
bad on the whole, are not all in such poor con-
dition that motor cycle riding cannot be enjoyed.

Agents for British makes are naturally fettered
by the_ adverse exchange, which keeps up prices
to an inordinately high level. Our motor cycles

are admired and .appreciated by the French
public, and in spite of all difficulties some British

machines are sold.

Apparently the French are apathetic towards
sidecars, for very few are exhibited at the Salon.
The large number of small, low-priced cycle cars

recently introduced is said to be responsible.

_ The few firms which seriously consider the pos-

'sibilifies of the motor cycle are producing
machines closely following British lines.

Opposition to Amateur Race.

IT
has been decided, since the I.O.M. authori-

ties look favourably on the suggestion to

close the Manx roads for three days next
year instead of two, to run a sidecar T.T.,
but the proposal to hold an amateur race

has already been turned down by the general
committee of the A.C.U.
New objections have sprung up against an

event for pri^'ate owners. Last spring it was
said that the time was too short to organise such
a race, but that the idea had been sympathetic-
ally considered. Now it is considered that
although the satisfactory definition of an amateur
is not an insuperable difficulty, the enforcement
of such a definition is beyond the powers of the
ruling body. Reasons change, but the strange
opposition continues.

Ordinary members of the A.C.U. cannot under-
stand the position at all. They think, despite
the fact that a trade-supported sidecar race will

undoubtedly be a better financial proposition for
the Union, that a most propitious opportunity
has been lost of deciding once and for all

wdiether an amateur race would be a success.

More will probably be heard of this policy of
condemnation without trial of an event which
might easily become one of the premier sporting
fixtures of the year and a source of keen interest

to thousands of motor cyclists.

w
, ^ ' ' / i' ^ y / ^- ^../... .̂. y. . ./.. /.. .̂../ / / ^,,/ ^ / ^ v<,vs, '-^vv ^ '-: -^v ^ ^ V -.-..> -^v^ -^

An index to the advertisemapts in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacx cover

. -:n .-N.>>.\.\l:
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lY 'man

MME:NT6
Whew!

, UR Gallic cousins are boosting the cycle car for

all they are worth. The latest French cycle car

is intended to outsalmson the Salmson both

in speed and price. Weight, under 6 cvvt. ; horse-

power, 29, as attested by the French Club's laboratory

over six hours' bench Avork.^ Engine, a vertical four-

cylinder, with separate cylinders enclosed in an alu-

minium refrigerator, through which a blower passes

the equivalent of the Brighton sea-front atmosphere in

March once every hour. Five h.p. per cwt. is the out-

side edge of the absolute limit in power-weight ratios,

and this cycle car will be formidable if it is built as

well as it is designed. - The British trade is at present

leaving the cycle car market too much in the hands of

small car firms, which look upwards to identify their

competitors, instead of downwards. Let me say again

that if air-cooling is to make permanently good in pas-

senger work, it must be applied to engines equal in re-

iinement to their water-cooled rivals.

One Toolbag.

nONCE owned a pal who made it a ixiint of honour

to carry all his kit in a military hairbrush case

. secured to the base of the front fork. Men of

this kidney will despise me for suggesting that no sane

rider can stow all he wants to carry in one small pannier

bag, and that the average

rider resents having to

spend money on buying a

second toolbag

after he has put

down eighty or

ninety of the best

for a new mount.

But this week

two friends of

mine have taken

delivery of
single - toolbag

machines. More-
over, in each case

the free kit :had

been whittled

down to suit the

reduced accom-

modation, a n d

the contents of

the lonely little

bag. provoked

vitriolic compari-

sons with the free

kits presented by

a generous trade

with pushbikes.

As readers have

a 16

NOT A MINIATURE HYDROPLANE
Trophy Trial preferred this spectacular manner of crossing a splash to

but probably surer, method of dropping into low gear.

probably forgotten what kit goes with a new push-

bike, let me explain that it consists of item,

one teeny tin oilcan ; item, an aertex duster ; item, a

stamped-out spanner,_ to fit all the nuts ; item, a tyre

repair kit (matchbox pattern). Well, these two motor
cycles arrived with very little more than that ; and their

irate buyersdiad to lay out about 30s. apiece at the local

garage next day.

Photographing Misery.

PROPHET is not without lionour save in his own
country or until after he is dead. So for the

nonce my friend Capt. Aston is merely regarded

by an ungrateful nation as a genial journalist. When
he is dead, some foreign body—the American edition

of the S.M.M. & T. or the Automobile Club de France,

maybe—will erect a life-size statue of solid platinum

to his memory. Why? Certainly. He is the first

man I have met who wants to clear up why one spring-

ing system is comfortable and another is uncomfort-

able." He does it so simply, too. He just hunts about

till he finds- a nice piece of road., disfigured hy one

solitary but pronounced bump or pothole. He waits

for a moonless night, and sticks his large camera

by the roadside with the shutter open. Then he straps

numerous one-and-threepenny flash lamps to various

parts of the motor ; axle, body, and driver's cap in case

of a car ; hub, lamp-
bracket, tank, driver's

wrists, etc., in case of a

bike. After
passing the

camera at various

set speeds, he

adjourns to his

dark room

The Resultant
Negative.

THE prints

thus ob-

tained de-

pict a number of

wavy white lines

on a black
ground. These

lines add to the

sum of human
knowledge. For

example, any
motor cyclist who
has owned a

W' machine,

fitted with the

X fork, is

aware that this

's^^S^

Alec Hill in the Harrogate M.C.C.'s Pr<

the more
sident's

sedate,
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Occasional Comments.—
combination represents the zenith of misery ; whereas
contrariwise , those lucky folk who have sat on a Y
machine equipped with the Z fork know that it-

feels like riding on whipped cream or rising

dough. More than this, the rider cannot say.

, But Aston, after one intelligent squint at his

ugly - little negatives, can tell you exactly why
the WX combination is so

abominable. He dabs with his

forefinger at the various sorts

and sizes of WMves, and dis-

courses in terminology which

makes my head ache. Happy
thought; why does the A.C.U.
not get Aston to award " com-
fort " marks in the next Six

Days Trials. If 900 marks
out of the 1,000 were awarded
for comfort, and Aston and his

staff were allowed to^ play aliout

with the entry on Brocklands
from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. on the

Friday, the trials would be of

real service. Happy thought

No. 2 : Why don't they put up
that platinum statue to Aston
while he is alive aild could
appreciate it.? It would be a

kindly thought to give him a

replica for bis own use.

Wounded to th& Quick.
\Y unkind remarks about
the yellowing effect

which many celluloid

\'isors and screens ha^•e upon
the landscape h a v e pro-

roked the Celastoid people

to send me some sample
panels of their white non-
flam material. They admit
that at present nobody can ren-

der this stuff scratchproof,

though various patent revivers

(amyl acetate for nitro-cellu-

loid, or acetone for Celastoid)

will soften the surface, which
will then reset fairly smoothly.
Their stuff is certainly white,

and a peep through it doesn't

suggest that the peeper needs
a good dose of bismuth or a
prairie oyster. But they will

pardon me for saying that if

the best nonflam celluloid ob-
tainable is liable to scratch,
a n d though white is only
"cloudy-white," we have not
reached finality. A good philo-
sopher sees both sides of every case, so I hasten to
add that glass is heavy and brittle. The output of
Celastoid will shortly reach two tons per week, and
IS more than absorbed by the demand from car, side-
car, and aeroplane manufacturers.

9
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More '* Views."

UKLOS '' of the Daily Nnos has taken up with

avidity our discussion of the loveliest views in

Great Britain. As he publicly describes me
as " gifted," I can't be rude to him, especially as the

Editor says my only gifts are laziness and impertinence.

But he makes it clear that, in his opinion, motor cyclists

don't look at scenery, being far
'-.^»-..;, too much absorbed in their

machines. He even quotes a
" - Highgate novice who is return-

ing to the push-bike, because
his motor cycle compels him to

concentrate overmuch on 3t:tual

locomotion. It takes all sorts

to make a world. In any Six

Days Trials you will note men
dismount at one of the more
superb coigns of vantage in

some gorgeous landscape, and,

according to their temperament,
1. Damn the road surface.

2. Enquire where the next

pub is.

3. Chaff the other com-
petitors.

4. Abuse the officials.

5. Reminisce about their

hard luck or line riding.

6. Silently soak- themselves

in the scenery.

But I must snap a lance with
" Kuklos " when he objects to

my pen name as the most
\ iolently imsuitable I could
have chosen. To quote his own
^\oids: " Ixion was a gentle-

I man (thanks, gentle ' Kuklos '

!)

\^ ho for his sins was chained

to a wheel and condemned to

11)11 with it for ever." Exactly !

Just how I feel when I set

out on my umpteenth London-
Exeter.

All things considered, how-
e\er, the idea that motor
cyclists do not see the scenery

is one to be discountenanced.

At everyday speeds one is far

less concentrated on the

road than the average

cyclist, whose view

in hilly dis-

tricts is fre-

q u e n t 1 y
limited to

the top
of his front

tyre.

NATURE'S COMPENSATION. It is a general, although not infallible, rule in

Scotland that the more picturesque the scenery is, the worse are the roads.

••Ixion's" "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are

available in book form, i ice Is. 9d. post free, from " The
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.\.
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Making the Sidecar Cosy in Winter

B/ "FRIAR JOHN."

THE time of

the year has

»;Ti\'eci when
special precaut.ons

have to be taken if

sidecarring is to be

thoroughly enjoyed.

In our fickle climate

the changeable sum-

mer weather is suffi-

ciently disconcert-

ing, but the light-

ning temperature

changes of our
autumn, when the

midday may be
tropical and the

night bitterly cold,

c-a 1 1 for special

thought on the part

of the owner, especially if he sets out on a long journey
with a passenger not accustomed to travelling. Motor-
ing in a most expensive but badly equipped car can be
a misery in bad weather, but an ill-equipped sidecar

outfit driven against a wet wind from the north-ea.'it

can kill all enthusiasm.

No one but the most thoughtless and careless would,

for instance, invite a passenger

into a screenless sidecar either

in summer or winter, although
I am not quite sure whether a
simple flat screen is not woise
than no screen at all. The
several marketed side-scieens

and the many ugly impro\isa-

tions to be seen on the load

Sandwich and flask cases, foolwarmer and loot-muft. Althoiigh these uselul accessories

are proprietary articles, m each case they can be replaced by home-made devices which

answer the purpose very well.

only show that effec-

tive side-screening

is one of the first and
most important con-

siderations in achiev-

ing comfort for the

passenger. To
counteract that
deadly side-draught

which is deflected

from the body of

the driver on to the

faice of the passen-

ger should be the

\'ery first job for the

considerate owner
w hose front screen is

of the flat type. To
suggest in detail

how this simple im-

provisation may be carried out would be superfluous.

The obvious thing is to select a workable material and
fix the shield in a manner similar to one of the screens

shown.
My next job if I were seeking to transform a bare

and ordinary type of sidecar into something more com-
fortable would be to s.tudy the springing of the sidecar

cushion. The standard

system of body suspension

cannot be altered easily, but

the majority of spring

cushions can be improved

upon. I would at once

scrap any existing spring

seat and substitute an aii

cushion. Speaking from ex-

perience, I can confidently

assert that no existing spring

seat gives anything like the

(Top) A sidescreen that prevents air currents

being deflected from the driver's body on to the

passenger's face.

(Left) Fitting a little shelf in the dash similar

to this one should be comparatively easy and

all lady passengers appreciate such a fitment.

(Right) Instead of cumbering up the passenger

with luggage a quite inexpensive grid may be

made by anyone possessing the requisite tools

and ingenuity.
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This coupe top, which gives
'ft

complete protection, was

made by a reader, and

it must be admitted the

work has been done with-

out giving a heavy or

cumbersome appearance to

the outfit.

comfort of a pneu-

matic one It les-

sens the sins of

ihose sidecar makers

whose sole thoughts

would appear to

have been anything

and everything hut

the springing of their sidecar. The

form of revenge I secretly harbour

against such makers is to force them

to ride at thirty miles an hour in one

of their own bare, hard sidecars, say

from Birmingham round about the

Potteries district, then to London on

to the Uxbridge Road, say from Eal-

.

ing to Staines, and keep them at it all

day long whilst I ride in a Rolls-

Royce alongside. I know this is dia-

l)olic, but it would be just.

Fortunately I can think of several

little sidecars which are as admirable

as these black sheep are bad.

Extras that matter.

In conjunction with the air cushion,

present your passenger with a small

feather cushion also.

A hood may or may not be fitted

;

if a hood is carried, however, a use-

ful tip for ladies who feel the cold

and draughts at their backs is to pull

up the hood slightly and fasten it in

that position. With a good side-

.screen and this little device the pas-

senger will feel completely snug and
comfortable.

But there are still other little ideas
that may be carried out which will

further add to the comfort of side-

earring. Rugs are, of course, always
thought of, but it does not follow that
wrapping the feet in rugs will keep

15

Interior of a sidecar cabriolet complete

with air cushion. The upholstery of

Bedford cord gives an impression of

luxury and comfort.

A unique position

for the suit case.

This hinged por-

tion folds over the

passenger s knees,

yet leaves plenty of

room in the body
of the sidecar.

'hem warm, especially if the door fits badly; therefore

nail strips of material inside the body to overlap ihe

edges of the doorway to keep out the draughts.

There are several foot-warmers on the market, but a

couple of rubber hot-water bottles enclosed in some
strong, loosely-w'oven material answers very well. A
more elaborate idea is to carry the exhaust system
through the sidecar body by a flexible tube, but I have
had no experience of this and have heard and read of

the idea more often than I have seen it carried out.

The other day I saw a capital contrivance nrade out

of two or three lamb-skins of the cheaper sort—not the

stuff that is 50 fashionable this winter for the trimming
of ladies' coats. These cheap skins were modelled into

a. bag, and my lady slips her feet into it, sitting on the

open end and allowing the top side to form a rug. It

seemed Avorthy of emulation.

To carry still further the furnishing of the sidecar,

a small locker can usually be fixed in the upper part

of the sidecar nose or beneath the da.sh. In many
instances this would be useless until the apron was
removed, but in those cases it is quite possible to fix

this very useful receptable—which usually contains the

pow der box and spare plug, looking-glass, and a patch

or two—on the right-hand side of the body.

All the propositions mentioned,

and even the fitting of bigger

tyres, are quite practicable and

can be carried out easily by the

owner of any existing type of

sidecar. The fitting of the

largest possible tyres should cer-

tainly be considered. It is certain

that scores of passengers tolerate

uncomplainingly a sidecar that

could, witli little effort, be made
very much more comfortable. The
driver, probably a most consider-

ate man, does not give a thought

to draughts and cold feet, and
takes the outfi.t ex-

actly as fitted up by
the makers. No

An original \\'onder many women
idea that gives object to autumi;

good protection and winter riding,

against strong whereas a little

wind. thought and energy

would make them
enthusiasts all the

vear round.

(Left) The effective-

ness of this device is

negatived by a screen

obviously not designed

in combination with the

hood. Draughts can

enter at the top and

sides. (Right) A well

fitting hood, screen and

side curtain.
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MAKING A MODERN HIGHWAY.
A Visit to the Section of the new London^Folkestone Road now under Construction.

^"^^tg^

One of the very few steam excavators

the excavating is done

Wrotham Hill, where the gradient

'.s being eased and the road taken

round the village.

A ROAD of romance,
of real history and
of legend is the

London-Folkestone road.

Planned probably by
our neolithic ancestors in

the distant flint age,

surveyed later by the

Romans, and used no
doubt as a military road
even in those early days,

this highway is steeped in

poignant history. The imagination is stirred and
stimulated at the mere thoughts of the stories which
might be unfolded about this road since its begin-
ning as a hill track and series of ridgeways, to the

present time when monster excavators are biting out
great mouthfuls of earth in obedience to our engineers'

conception of what a modern road should be.

A portion of it, indeed, has been altered out of all

recognition, and the old is giving way ,to the new.
The spirit of utility presides over the gigantic under-
taking, and romance flies from the old hedgerows and
the quaint historic houses that are being elbowed out

of the way for this great modern highway.

A Riddle of the ChalK.

E\-en the chalk is yielding up bones to conjure with,

for a skeleton has been found which scientists have
determined as being the remains of a Saxon invader.

He was buried in a sitting position, had a hole in his

skull before he was buried-, and suffered from lum-
bago. It is an exquisite summing up, but probably
quite correct. Bones do indeed reveal a lot.

The new road at present extends as far as Wrotham,
about fourteen miles from London, so motor cyclists

cannot hope to run down to the coast along this fine

speedway for some time to come.
We recently had an opportunity of inspecting the

at work. The greater portion of

by manual labour.

A portion of the new road which
"

cut out the old narrow stretch

through Ruxley.

new scheme in the com-

pany of Mr. W. D.

Harding, A.M.I.C.E.,

c:hief Engineer of Roads

and Public Works, Ltd.,

the concern which has

the work in hand be-

tween Farningham and

Wrotham. He pointed

out some of the difficulties

encountered hi cutting

through chalk cliffs and

which necessitated the

of material, quite apart
filling up \'alleys, work
handling of 160,000 tons

from the cartage of 150,000 tons for the preliminary

operations. The drawings, too, needed for the work

numbered over 400. In fact, the operations are very

similar to those undertaken during the laying of a

great railway track, and certain sections of the work

give the appearance of deep railway cuttings more

than they do of a highway in the making.

Setting a High Standard.

Here then can be seen what may be the commence-

ment of great series of road operations all over the

country. Modern transport demands drastic improve-

ments in our highways, and in the London-Folkestone

alteration a high standard has been set, from the point

of view of both roadmaker and road-user. A standard

so high, in fact, that one doubts the country's capa-

city to keep up the pace. But this section, together

with a few other schemes round London, is a fine

start, and for those motor cyclists who love these great

naked-looking stretches of straight roadway, this

addition will be a paradise.

Apart from its ultimate utility, the new road is

justified in the provision which it makes for the

employment of large numbers of men ; with this in

view excavating machinery is only sparingly employed.
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AMONG THE Accessories

Hammock-lype Pillion Seat. Ultra-Long Rubber Grips.

Several constructional improvements have

been made in the Skiff pillion seat, which is

both serviceable and simple. The cushion

is suspended, hammock-fashion, on coil-

springs, the recoil of which is checked by a

strap. AH carrier widths from 6 to 12 in.

are available (The Tubular Gate G)., Ltd.

Lord St., Southport.)

Exceptionally long and very comfortable

handle-bar grips have.been added to the range

of John Bull specialities. 4s. per pair, includ-

ing tape. (The Leicester Rubber G). Ltd.,

Post Office Place, Leicester.)

Inexpensive Pillion Seat.

Excepting only

I he h om e 1 y I

cushion, t h e

limit in sim-

plicity is prob- \

Overcoming a Pillion Difficulty, ably reached^

m the Robmi
pillion seat.
14=. 6d. (The Robini Manufacturing Co., 13.

Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., London, S.W.2.)

Sensible Knee-
Grips from Italy.

_Readilyyielding and clastic

rubber pads are commend-
able features of these

kalian-made knee-grips.

(Societa Anonima Allinovi

Besana & C, 12, Via

Vittoria, Milan, Italy.)

Obscuration of the

rear registration

numbers by the

pillion passenger

has caused so much trouble lately that Kew
Bros., 119; Higher Bridge St., Bolton, have

protected an extensible rear-plate. 4s. 6d..

post free.

Air-cooled Valve Cap
Improvement.

Primer or Gauge in Filler Cap.

Study of valve cap radiators has led A. Altree

(279, Wilmslow Road, Fallowfield Man-
chester) to the conclusion that improved
cooling is gained by means of through air

passages in the base.

- ®

There is much to be said in favour o(

the idea of embodying such items as a

petrol primer or a petrol level gauge in

the tank filler cap. This has been done
by Barracloughs Ltd., Thornton, Bradford.

ts shown, left and right respectively, the

gauge being of the container pattern.

mmUmm^mlitmMm

Springing the Rear
Lamp.

Whether electric or acetylene,

rear lamps are always adversely

affected by vibration ; hence

the Birt sprung bracket. 4s.

(M. E. Birt, East Avenue,

(Rowley Road, Oxford.)

Neat and Simple Prop Stand.

For attachment

to a footboard,

the Nipit prop-

stand is adjust-

able in length

and can be

\ quickly locked

for unlocked by
pulling the prop

outwards and

rotating it. (Brown Bros. Ltd., Gt. Eastern

St., London, E.C.2.)

Lever-assisted Rear Stand.

Much of the labour attendsnl: on jacl:ii:g

up the rear of a heavy machine is eliminated

by the Ford stand. An auxiliary member
pivoted on the main stand comes into

action first, when the foot pressure may
be applied to the main cross-bar. When
fully depressed the stand is automatically

locked, and a simple toe-catch allows for

its return. (R. Ford, 14, Coombe St.,

Stoko, Govenlvy.)
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Properties of Vegetable and Mineral Oils.

By E. A. EVANS,

FREQUENTLY the question is asked by motor
cyclists :

" Will castor oil damage my engine? "

To such a query no immediate answer can be

given, for the reply must be modified by certain

qualifications suggested by a general review of the

principles of lubrication and the 'physical properties

of oils.

Oils are chemical combinations of fatty acids and
glycerol (glycerine). The differences which exist

between the numerous oils are brought about by the

various fatty acids combining with the glycerol to

form individual glycerides, and these glycerides when
mixed together give rise to the liquid and solid fats

as we know them.

Some fatty acids are fluid, others are solid, at atmo-
spheric temperature, whilst others may have any con-

sistency between the two extremes, and each acid, when
it combines with glycerol, produces a glyceride of de-

finite melting point. The way in which oli\e oil

remains fluid in the summer, but gradually deposits

solid matter as winter progresses, is a manifestation

of the presence of both liquid and solid glycerides in

the oil. Hence it is that it is possible to supply oils

of required cold test to meet specific needs.

The Fatty Acids.

Some of the fatty acids are particularly stable and
belong to a class of compounds which are designated

as "saturated." On the other hand, the unsaturated
fatty acids, may be affected by air, depending upon
the temperature and period at which they are freely

exposed, and so produce solid deposits or other de-

composition products. It is commonly supposed that

the degree of unsaturation is a measure of the in-

stability of a gl)'ceride or fatty acid, but this is not
quite correct, because it is possible to stabilise an
unsaturated body by introducing protective groups into

It without reducing its unsaturation. In lubrication
prolilems this consideration frequently arises.

There is yet another type of unsaturated acid, but
this is one- of special inter€st, because it contains a
group, called a hydroxyl group, near to the point at

which the unsaturation exists which' lends properties
of value. This acid is known as ricinoleic acid, and
in combination with glycerol forms the chief com-
ponent of castor oil.

Insolubility and High Viscosity.
Perhaps the most striking property of castor oil is

that it is scarcely soluble in petrol, whilst other oils

Castor Oil in

Engine Lubrication.

w/////////m

Blending to meet Definite Requirements.

F.C.S,, M.I.P.T.

are completely soluble. For this property alone, if

for no other, it is particularly valuable for petrol

engine lubrication. It at once eliminates the soui;ce

*of complaint that the oil has become so thin that it

has lost its body by the oil being reduced in viscosity

through the admixture of unburnt fuel.

Another very valuable property of this unique oil

is its abnormally high viscosity or its resistance to shear-

ing stresses. By virtue of this it is capable of main-

taining two moving surfaces apart when they are being

forced together under considerable pressure.' Further,

it differs from most lubricants in being only very

slightly compressible. This means that if a film of

castor oil be-compressed it will contract in volume to

a very much less extent than would a pure mineral oil

if subjected to an equally high pressure. The gravity

of such an attribute is borne home when we realise

that bearing surfaces are full of tiny crests and dips,

and that the bearing pressure is carried on the crests

and not on the dips, and as the portion of the bearing

carrying the greatest pressure is narrow, the actual

pressure on the crests in that narrow belt must of

necessity be a great tax u]wn the oil to withstand it.

One naturally wonders whether it is better to flood the

lubricated part with oil or to limit the feed. Some
lieople advi.se one thing and some another. Doubtless
lioth advisers are right, but only when the conditions

are different. This story is a long one and deserves

.separate attention.

Securing Maximum Lubrication.

l'"or our purpose let us now assume that the only '

variable under consideration is the oil. To obtain

the best lubrication the amount of oil passing at anv
one moment depends entirely upon tire oil used, e.g.,

speaking generally, the effective thickness of film of a

mineral oil increases with the increase of viscosity or

fluidity up to a certain feed, and if one exceeds this

feed the lubrication is not so good ; the limit, of course,

varies with each oil used. With castor oil it is different

—a thin film is as good as a thick film, consequently it

is more economical to concentrate one's efforts upon
obtaining a satisfactory thin film.

Castor oil is usually regarded as an expensive com-
modity used by the rich and the racing enthusiast.

True as this may be, the less wealthy and the less

enthusiastic are realising that lubrication is a vital ;

factor in the efficiency of their engines, and are there-
j

fore rapidly being convinced by their own experience

that a thin film of oil which will do its job is less

19
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Castor Oil in Engine Lubrication.—

costly and troublesome than an oil which must be used

in greater quantity.

Not only does this advanced practice in lubrication

appeal to rider'^ when considering the bearings, but

perhaps in a greater measure if they have ever had a

seized piston. As in the case of bearings so in the case

of cylinder lubrication, a thin iilm only is necessary.

If a thin film is sufificient the risk of e.xcessive car-

bonisation is reduced, if onl}- by virtue of the absence

of oil to carbonise in the combustion space.

Objections to Castor Oil.

.Although castor oil has some very decided ad-

\antages over mineral oils, it has a few objectionable

properties, but they are not equal in all varieties of

castor oil. Discussions have lately centred about the

corrosive properties of castor, presumably due to its

free fatty acid content. Corrosion can take place both

with used castor oil and mineral oil if free fatty acids

Iw present, especially in the presence of water. The
actio)! may be perceivable on copper, but hardly notice-

able in the case of steel or cast-iron, except in very

extreme cases. It is advisable, however, to remember

that the aircraft specification of the British Engineer-

ing Standards Association states that the acidity shall

not exceed 1.75% calculated as oleic acid.

Every lubricating oil known will produce solid

decomposition products when subjected to a high tem-

perature for a prolonged period in the presence of air,

and castor oil is no exception. Carbonisation is

another subject about which much ought to be told,

but space limits me to the instruction " limit the feed

and eliminate the carbon."

It is surprising how two words partly .similar ami

partly dissimilar can be confused both when written

and when pronounced. Yet it is so. The two words

"castor" and " Castrol " are euphoniously and

visibly different. The former is the name of a par-

ticular oil extracted from the castor oil plant which,

grows in the Tropics, and has certain characteristics

which are peculiar to itself.

Castrol and Castor.

Castrol is a registered trade name adopted for a cL'r-

tain class of motor oils which contain castor oil. The
idea being, of course, to impart to the mineral oil

which is best suited for the various types of petrol

engines the valuable properties of castor oil, and at

the same time making an endeavour to eliminate the

objectionable qualities. In some engines one cannot use

such a viscous oil as castor, so a less vLscous mineral

oil is blended with castor. In other engines where

castor oil could be used, but the rider will not- reduce

his feed as he ought, a suitable mineral oil is blended

with castor to make a lubricant to .suit the rider's pro-

pensities. Or it may be that the initial cost apparently

eclipses the long-run economy.
The proportion of castor oil varies in Castrol. It

should also be pointed out that Castrol " R," which

is very much richer in castor oil than the other grades,

is not a substitute for castor oil, but a competitor. It

is essentially a proprietary ' article conforming to a

definite quality. In this respect it difl'ers from castor

oil which mav be pharmaceutical, firsts or seconds,

but still the three classes are castor, and who except,

an expert in oils can discern to which class a particulai

sample belongs ? This is a serious difficulty to the pur-

chaser of castor oil.

WEIGHTS FOR REGISTRATION.
Definition of "Unladen Weight'

THli question of what exactly must be included

with a motor cycle when it is weighed for regis-

tration purposes has aroused some controversy

lately, and something approaching a definite ruling has

at last been obtained.

Following is an extract from a circular letter, dated

.Sei;>tetnber 30th, 1922, by the Ministry of Transport to

the local authorities :

—

" Motor Cycles : Unladen height.—^As regards the acces-

sories under Section 7 (6) of the- Roads Act, 1920, to be
included in the unladen weight of a motor cycle, it is con-

sidered that the applicant for a. licence can properly be
required to include

—

(1) Head lamp and generator.

(2) Horn.
(3) Number plates.

(4) Sidecar attachment lugs if permanently fitted to the

motor cycle
;

and that the applicant is entitled to remove

—

(1) Rear lamp and generator.

(2) Mirror. -

(3) Tool bag.

(4) Badge.
(5) Sidecar attachment lugs if fitted to sidecar.

(6) Oil and- petrol in tanks.

"The general principle on which the above division is

arrived at is that the articles to he included in the unladen
weight ai'e ordinarily used with the vehicle when working
ou a road. The rear lamp is included in the second list

because a licensee is not compelled to have an illuminated

Must Lamps be Included ?

unless the vehicle exceeds 3 cwt.

by the Transport Ministry.

rear number plafe

(1'>.B. 1712)."

In consequence many local authorities have insisted

on a headlamp being fitted to a machine before it is

'weighed; and the A.C.U. has got into communication
with the Minister of Transport on the subject. His
reply is apjjended :

—

" With reference to the suggestion made in your letter

that many owners of vehicles do not desire to use them at

night and consequently these vehicles are not provided with
lamps, I am to st^ite that it is considered that such cases are

very unusual and exceptional. If, however, in fact, such a

case occurs, the Minister agi-ees that a lamp need not be
acquired and aflixed for ascertainment of unladen weight."

It remains to be seen whether the local authorities

will recognise the supplementary recommendation.
The qualification that "it is considered that

such cases are very unusual and exceptional
"

may prove a stumbling block, for it should be

pointed out that the Ministry of Transport cannot give

a legal ruling on a point of this nature, although ^le

courts generally follow the interpretation of the depart-

ment concerned.

It has been estimated that 25 per cent, of the motor

cycles in this country are not fitted with lamps, and that

20 per cent, of motor cyclists use their machines only

in the daytime.
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Showing the nature of the country through which the author travelled. The
name of the district—Nevertire—where this black soil area commences is

certainly appropriate.

THE writer's object in taking, lasf April, a trip

across Australia was not to accomplish a motor
cycle stunt, but mainly to see what real

Australia consisted of, and life as it is lived far from
the maddening crowds of the great cities.

From a motor cyclist's point of view, however, a
description of the roads that were met with may
interest more than notes on the character of the people
and country.

On leaving Sydney just after Easter, New South
Wales was experiencing one of the heaviest rain-
storm.s of the year, and consequently the roads be-
tween Sydney and Mt. Victoria on the Blue Mountains
were no joy, but from Mt. Victoria to Orange was
easier, despite the wet weather. Incidentally, an inch
and a half of rain fell during the 60 miles between
Molong and Wellington.

On the Edge of Uncertainty.
Accordingly two days were spent at the latter town

awaiting a change in the weather conditions before
attempting to cross

the Western Plains.

Eventually the rain

gave way to a good,
drying southerly
wind, so a start was
made for Nyngan—135 miles. All

went well until Nar-
romine was reached,
where I stopped for

fuel. There several

motor enthusiasts This

gathered round, and
a 24

miles.

Ilustration conveys a good idea o( the grey Western Plains of Victoria,

the distance are the Grampian Mountains.

The author and his Triumph on which he accomplished
tour of 2,573 miles across Australian bu.jh and plains.

2,500 Miles across Three States.

The Thrill of Pioneering.

a hot discussion went on as to whether I

could get through the Black Soil or not.

Some were undecided, others held pessimistic

views, but as the day was still young I de-

cided to have a shot at it. Beyond Narro-

mine all attempt to make roads had ceased.

I wa- out on a dead level plain where the

track s perfectly straight mid level for 100

At Tungie the dust created oy wheat carting

had developed into a slippery film of mud, and at

MuUengudgery I struck the. real Black Soil. None
but those who have experienced it can realise how it

loves you when it is w^et. Inevitably I got wedged
into it. Getting off, I tried to push the njachine

through, but to my surprise found it was stuck fast,

and could not be moved backwards or forwards.

No Need for a Stand !

The photograph will help to illustrate to some

extent the condition of things. Note that the stand is

not down ; the machine is simply sticTcing up in the

mud to such an extent that it was utterly impossible

to get either of the wheels to turn. I, had to lift it

out one end at a time, which took over half-an-hour.

Some little time afterwards I passed a motor cycle and

also a car stuck in the mud-^both abandoned.

The sun began to sink in the west, and everything

pointed to spending night on the Black Soil Plains ;

but, having only some 20 miles still to go, I decided

to ride for it. For-

tunately by this time

I had learned how to

ride over black soil

when wet.

Arriving safely at

Cobar, I had my
tanks filled ready for

an early start next
"

morning to cross No-

Man's-Land.
Leaving at 6 a.m., .

I had 180 miles to

span between there
28"

In
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Into the Heart of Australia.—
and Wilcannia on the Darling. The road strikes due

west from Cobar, - out into the great lonely, empty
west, across undulating country consisting of red clay

and sand hills covered with thick, scrubby, stunted

trees. Mite after mile of this vast empty land un-

wound without disclosing a single living thing in the

shape of animal life. In fact, all I came in contact

with _ during that i8o_ miles of water-washed gutters

an^d sand hills werejwo sheep, a few galahs, and a

man with a horse and cart raentling one of the end-less

number of gates that are across the road.

In this part of the country the terra '' cut-line ". is

used instead of road, which simply means a clearance

about four chains wide through the trees, perfectly

straight as far as the eye can see—like an avenue *o

eternity.

At 3 o'clock that afternoon a long line of green

gum trees loomed in view, which -proved to be my
objecti\e, and at 3.30 I .shot across the great while

bridge that spans the Darling at Wilcannia.

The Last Police Station.

Xe.\t day I made for 'White Cliffs, the one-time

famous opal diggings, from where most of the world's

opals have come ; it lies some 60 miles north-west of

Wilcannia.

Some few miles out of Wilcannia a road leads in

the direction of a red, stony, desert plain. This is

the road to the dead heart of Australia, along which

Wright guided Burke and Wills when crossing

.\ustraiia in i860 on their way to Cooper's Creek.

White Cliffs is the farthest out-back town in New
.South Wales. It contains the last public school and
the last police station. There I got .sotne interesting

snaps of camel teams, etc., and life as it is lived on
the fringe of the Empire.
The ^\'est is a region of mystery, which seerr.s to

lie as.sociated with all couirtries bordering on de.^crt

lands. Great dust-storms were experienced; mirages
were common, and the nights deadly silent.

Better Going off the Roads.
.Slipping away next morning just as the sua was

jjceping over the snow white opal fields, a fine sight

tliat there was no time to admire, I commenced the
journey of 180 miles of unknown road to Broken Hill.

The sand r>n this stage was particularly trying, as

it extended for miles without a break; and I reverted

to the camel pads (the tracks that the camel trains

follow). They provide good going, but they do not
follow the cut-line always, and one has to be careful

that he is not lee] away to some outlying station.

I anticipated that when I got to Broken Hill gooiJ

roads Avotild prevail to Adelaide. Greatly to my sur-

jirise the}-, \vere if anything worse than those I ha^l

ju.st traversed. There was still 220 miles of bush
road to be tracked, with no recognised place "of accom
raodation on the way. I made for Lilidale Station

—

127 miles—and experienced some of the roughest roads

I have ever been over.

Presenting myself for accommodation at the

station, I was treated most hand.somely, and next

morning was greatly assisted by the station people,

who supplied me -with a sketch map of how to avoid

a boggy creek some few miles further on. I had to

ride for miles without even a track to follow, through

salt bush, myall, gidgea, mulga and tobacco hush
scrub, with only the fences of huge paddocks as a

guide. There, too, I rode into great herds of

(Left). One of the largest craters en Mount Gambion, South Australia. (Top). Where monotony reigns—the road across the plain from
Broken Hill. (Bottom). A contrast to the desert country—a stone quarry in South Australia.

i6 a 2t
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—

kangaroos and emus. Eventually I reached and
crossed the deep sandy creek. Feeling rather anxious

as regards my direction, I took my bearings from the

sun, made across a wide open plain, and found
Gum Tree Tank, where I again struck the track as

marked on the station sketch map.
A few more hours through salt bush country brought

me into the Burrow-Burrow copper -mining district at

Kooringa in South Australia.

From the Burrow into Adelaide—130 miles—one "

pas.ses through the great wine-making district of South
Australia. Dotted amongst the thousands of acres of
vines .are the beautiful white-painted, well-kept

vineries. Along their roofs, shining in the bright

sun, in big black letters are the names of some of
Australia's most famous wines. Through this pic-

turesque district winds a beautiful white limestone

road, so different from the rutty, boggy, sand-ridged
western tracks.

Kriim Adelaide over Mt. Loftv across the Murrav
Valley and down to Meningie on Lake Albert is 93

OCTOBER i2lh, ig22.

miles of really good going. To Kingston, through
the Coorong, where some of the most " desperate

"

road in the whole country exists, is nothing but pure
sea sand with limestone rocks sticking through it.

From Kingston through Ballarat, Bendigo, Murchi-
son, Albury to Picton all kinds of roads were en-

countered, but from Picton into Sydney they were
found to be in a uniformly deplorable state.

19 m.p.h. throughout.

In conclusion, a word or two is due to my machine,

a W.D. Triumph fitteil with two extra petrol tanks-
one on each side of the carrier—holding a gallon each.

^Vhen the three tanks are full I can span 300 miles,

aWowing 90 miles to the gallon—easily done on
moderately good roads. In addition to this, 3in.

Rail-Road Dunlop tyres were fitted.

I was 23 days covering 2,573 miles, the shortest

stage being 15 miles, the longest 257, averaging 112^
miles per day. A note of each day's running time,

and mileage was kept, 19 m.p.h. being averaged

throughout. G. W. H.

DATA FOR SPEED MEN.
Interesting Figures provided by Half'distance Timing in Scottish Speed Trials.

IN
the pro\ision of really complete results sheets of former was 2 m.p.h. faster towards the finish

speed events no club excels the Scottish Western Although 350 c.c. engines favour "revving," it would
M.C.C. hardly be justifiable, since Porter won his class, to say

Immediately after an event each competitor is that his machine was over-geared. Most probably the

supplied with a detailed schedule of the times, speeds Sunbeam was under-geared, a conclusion borne out by

and formula figures of merit of every rider who crossed the speeds of the A.J.S. that was third, which also was
the starting line. faster than the Sunbeam on its second quarter-mile.

At the most recent speed trials of the club, already By the same reasoning, it might be assumed that

described in Tlie Molor Cvclc, a further innovat'on was King's Norton was over-geared.

made : times were taken at half distance as well as for The unlimited class is even more interesting. The
the full half-mile. Timing, of course, was electrical ; first three machines are probably each capable of

and, although to avoid interfering with the first timing approximately the ' same maximum speed, but the New
strip the actual start was ten feet to the rear, the times Gerrard was 8 m.p.h. faster over the standing-start

in effect are those for a standing-start quarter-mile half-mile. The President of the Club who sends us

followed by a fiying-start quarter-mile. the figures suggests that Porter was under-geared ; but

Below are some of the speeds :

—

'igain, since he won, the suggestion hardly seems

,.. _ warranted. Had he employed a higher ratio there is
600 c.c. Solo. . , ^ r li i- i ^ jr

1st qunvter 2nd quarter Full "0 practical, apart from theoretical, I'eason for suppos-

mile. mile, distance. ing that he would have been appreciably faster on the

m.p.h. m.p.h. m.p.h. second quarter-mile. , Apparently Porter gained his
.T. A. Porter (348 New Gerrard) ... 61,1- 75.4 67.3 speed by stupendous acceleration. Incidentally h's
J. B. Longmuir (492 Sunbeam) 61.8 73.9 66.7 1 r 1 , t 1 ir -i 1 i. ^

R. M. Wilson (349 A.J.S.) 59.7 74.5 65.9 speed for the standing half-mile—72.5 m.p.h.—beat?
E. A. Small (492 Sunbeam) 60.0 73.2 65.9 Remington's record speed on a 998 c.c. Blackburne

—

.1. B. Iving (490 Norton) 57.2 75.0 64.8 71.88 m.p.h.—for a standing kilometre at Brooklands.
Unlimited Solo. Reverting to the Glasgow tables, it will be noted that

^- -^
-i^""''": '^^^,?™ ^.e™^<^) - ^?-2 76.3 72.5 Wilson's A.J.S. and King;s Norton respectively are

J. S. D. Price 738 Martmsydej ... 61.1 75.1 67.2 , i , , Ju ^u xt r- i ^
R. Watson (738 Martinsyde) 61.1 74 3 66 9

only i and 2 m.p.h. slovver than the New Gerrard o^er

J. B. Longmuir (492 Sunbeam) 62.6 71.7 66.8 the second portion, yet their full distance speeds are

R. M. Wilson (349 A.J.S.) 59.3 75.4 66.4 6 and 8-^ m.p.h. slower. Longmuir's Sunbeam, which
J. Lloyd (492 Sunbeam) 60.0 73.6 66.0 we have-Rlready accused of being under-geared, seems
E. A. Small 492 Sunbeam) 59.3 72.8 65.3 ^ . j 1 ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ A i
J. B. King (490 Norton) 56.3 74.4 64.0 *° ^^^'^ dropped two places owing to the lack of a

high enough maximum speed ; but again, it may be
It will be observed that in the 600 c.c. class Porter's retorted that he beat four faster men by his superior

348 c.c. New Gerrard was slower over the first quarter- acceleration, which shows that it iS not safe for- out-
mile than Longmuir's long-stroke Sunbeam, yet the siders to generalise on the matter,

a 26 .52
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The Four'Cylnder F.N. Sidecar Outfit.

-

.SPECIFICATION.

r.NGJNE: Four-cylinder 15-' ; c SS TRANSMISSION : Shaft and bevel. TYRES: 26 X 3 in.

mm. = TilS c.c). _ WEIGHT : 300 lb. PRICE: Solo, £125.

CrEAR BOX: Three-speed. CARBURETTER : Anwc. Sidecar, £160.

J
U.ST as Great Britain had the 'honour of turning out

the first six-cylinder motor car, so to Belgium

must be given the credit of rencjering the first

tour-eylinder motor cycle a marketable proposition.

The F.N. motor cycle made its appearance in 1905 and

lias been manufactured steadily ever since, the first fom--

cylinder machine designed (in England, by General

Holden) being only sold in limited quantities.

A trial of the F.N. was particularly interesting to

liie writer, for he has followed its de\-elopment from

the time when it had automatic inlet valves and no gear,

through the period

when it had a two-

si )eed gear, when,

ill 1914, it was com-
])letely modernised,

with mechanically-

operated side-by-

side valves, a three-

speed gear box and
a plate clutch, to the

present model,
which has overhead
inlet valves. It has
been improved out
of all recognition;
and, although the

1922-23 F.N. is not
in the sports model
category, it is
capable of com-
mendably h i g h-

average spced.s. Neat sidecar design characterises the quiet running F.N. outfit.

Our first acquaintance with the machine was on the

occasion of the finish of the Six Days Trials, when
necessity compelled us to make two ascents of the

Bnxjklands test hill, which naturally were accomplished
on first speed but reqiiired a very slight throttle open-

ing. Since that date numerous journeys have been
made, mostly over average roads, and the behaviour of

the outfit on the i in 4 .section of the test hill proved
but an appetiser of its power and capabilities generally

for going anywhere.

Take, for example, the hill between W'elwyn and
^Voo^mer Green,

which is approached
by a curve that is

i^ever safe to take

too fast. Laden
with a heavy passen-

ger, the machine
ascended comfort-

ably on top gear.

Speed on the
level, as already in-

dicated, is all that

can be desired, and
it seems that the

vehicle will hold its

own with any out-

fit of a similar

cylinder capacity.

No difficulty was
experienced as re-

gards starting ; the
" take lip " of the

a 2y
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Road Tests oi New Models.^

plate clutcli was exceedingly smooth ; and the steerhig

left nothing to be desired.

Throughout, the machine is thoroughly well, designed,

so that not only is it efficient but also it possesses

thoroughly up to-date features, such as a really well-

carried out mechanical oiling system, a neat inspection

plate to the gear box, and a very nicely, thought-out

cover to the universal joint.

M'nor Criticisms.

However, one or two easily remediable details call for

criticism. It is hard to understand why, after having

an excellent single lever carburetter of their own manu-
facture in 191.1, the makers should elect to use one of

the two-lever variety in id)2 2 ; it certainly detracts from
the flexibility of the engine. It is also strange that

OCTOBER 12///, ig22.

is capable of slight improvement. The mudguards,
too, appeared to be rather small for the large section

tyres fitted.

Were attention paid to the small items mentioned,

the F.N. sidecar outfit would be very nearly ideal.

Flexibility and smooth running ar,e the true attributes

of the four-cylinder, while the weatherproof, no-trouble

transmission in itself is .worth a great deal.

Made at a gigantic factory, renowned for good work-

manship and excellent material, the F.N. has a reputa-

tion for longevity second to none.

Layout of the

shaft drive.

the outlet of the silencer should be underneath the off-

side footboard so that the exhaust fumes and exhaust
noise are unduly noticeable.-

Probably due to the machine placed at our disposal
having had a hard season's use and not a few honours
to its credit in various important trials, the bevel was
rather more noisy than might have been, and it would
also appear that the balance of the engine at high sjDeeds

Vi'^w of the

complete out-

fit which illus-

trates the position of

the silencer commenLed
on in this article.

NEED FOR HIGHWAY RESTORATION.
RECENT fatal accidents in which the heavier

varieties of motor vehicles were involved have
brought into prominence the question of render-

ing the roads of Great Britain more suitable for the

traffic which they are nowadays generally called upon
to carry.

Roads, as they are to-day (says The Autocar), were
planned for traffic that existed at the time they were
made. Originally, in many cases, so far as the inain

traffic routes are concerned, they were laid over open
expanses of coimtry, and were wisely provided with
wide margins on either side for such purposes as the

driving of sheep and cattle from place to place, for

riding on horseback, and that travellers might not ie
attacked unawares by bandits. At a later period a

movement followed for the enclosure of waste lands,

and as a result roadside wastes were encroached upon
to such an extent that the highways in most places

became tortuous and hemmed in by the enclosing

fences. These conditions were not found to be danger-
ous until less than a century ago, when, in the palmy
davs of the stage coach, the roads were found to be

too restricted and incon\'enient. A number of im-

provements were undertaken to make them suitable for

the contiilually increasing volume, weight, and speed

of the vehicular traffic they were called upon to

carry.

This movement for improved roads would, no doubt,

have continued to advance had it not been for the

introduction of tlie steam locomotive. The all-power-

ful horse and stage coach interests of that day success

fully resisted the introduction of the steam coach upon

the public roads by passing through Parliament the

Red Flag Act, which made it compulsory for any

Icfcomotive driven on the public highway to have a

man walking in front carrying a red flag. Mechanical

traffic was driven off the public roads on to railways,

which were developed for its reception. It is con-

ceivable that, except for this shortsighted policy,

horsed traffic and mechanically propelled vehicles

might both liave retained their places on the roads and

jointly brought about improvements which would have

made the roads suitable for modern developments in

motor transport.

18
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The Editor does noi hold himself responsible for the opin.on; of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor. "The Motor Cycle," Dorset Ho;!r:e, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and must be accompanied by the writer's nama ani aJJrcis

ENCOURAGED BY A TRIALS PERFORMANCE.
Sir,— It was the performance of a similar machine in the

London to Edinhnrgh Trial that .encoiu'aged me to under-
take a receiit -most .successful journey from Edinburgh to

Worthing and back on a 225 c.c. Enfield two-stroke.
Hence trials are of some value to the public after all.

Edinburgh. H. W.

SO-CALLED EASY PAYMENTS.
Sir,—Col. Le Mesurier has done well to call attention

lo the so-called "easy payments" of some firms and the

high rate of interest which is really charged. He is in

some cases, much under tlie mark. Take a recent adver-

tisement :

—

Cash price £99.
Deposit £27 5s. 6d.

12 monthly instalments of £7.

Xow in instalments the buyer will pay back £84. That
is—taking deposit from cash price—he will pay £12 5s. 6d.

interest for the loan of £71 14s. 5d. for six months, as the

amomit gets less each month. This comes to some\yhere

near 17 %. Not a bad rate, especially when one considers

that if Hhe histalment plan were not adopted the machine

would probably be unsold for a year and no interest be

accruing. SHYLOCK.
Barnsley.

THE CHARM OF THE 1,000 c.c. SOLO MOUNT.
Sir.—I notice with pleasure that you are taking up the

cause of the big twin enthusiast, but 1 also notice a paragraph

in which you mention the high speeds obtainable from
250—550 c.c. machines.
How many of these high speed lightweights are actually

ill ordinary users' hands ? I have never met any so far, and

consider that the majority of ordinary 350 c.c. machines are

not up to the standard of performance of even an old 500 c.c.

single ; aud, should one of their riders ever try a solo big

twin, whatever his opinions may. have been previously, he is

a certain enthusiast for the 1,000 c.c. machine ever after.

O. ROSEKILLY.

DEAF MOTOR CYCLISTS.

Sir,—I have driven a sidecar oatfit for the last three years,

and although for all practical purposes stone deaf, I have
never found my affliction any inconvenience or danger to

myself or to other motorists, provided that the following

simple precautions are always strictly ob.served :

—

Always ride well on the near side of the road.

-Always take blind corners or cross roads at a crawl.

Never puU out to pass anything until you are .^lu'e there
i^ no danger from front or rear.

hook continually in the mirror to watili for overtaking
lars.

To sum up. Use jour eyes instead of ^our ears. '

I consider that there, would be far fewer accidents if a'l

motorists, deaf and sound, trusted more to their eves ar-1

less to their cars. AFFLICTED.
London. W.l.

'ilO,000 MILES WITHOUT DECARBONISING."
Sir,—I submit that the A.C.U. should form a Sociclv fo

the Prevention of Cruelty to Engines. EVERY 500.
Jlanchester.

competitors were
m the Scarborough

THERE

!

CRASH HELMETS FOR LADIES.
Sir,—Why was it that all the male

compelled to wear " crash helmets
speed trials, and the ladies were not?
Manchester. " ONE WHO WAS

THE FINEST SOLO MACHINES.
Sir,—After holding a discussion amongst my friends I

have formulated the following list of machines which, in our
opinion, are the first, second, and third best standard solo
machines in each class :

—
1,000 CO. class ... "S.S. 80" Brough-Superior-Jap.

Super-sports Matchless-Jap.
Super-sports Zenith-Jap.

750 c.c. class ... 753 c.c. o.h.v. Douglas.
" Quick-Six " Martinsydc.
80 m.p.h. Coventry Victor."

500 c.c. class ... Long-stroke Sunbeam,
o.h.v. Douglas.
Scott Squirrel.

.550 c.c. class ... o.h.v. Massey-Blackburne.
o.h.v. Sheffield Henderson,
o.h.v. Cotton-Blackburne.

250 c.c. class ... 249 c.c. Coventry Eagle-Jap
249 c.c. New Imperial-Jap.
249 c.c. Diamond-.Jap.

I would also like to send you a list of the worst macnincs
in each class, but I dare not: my life is too valuable!
WARWICK. ANUBIS

LARGE TYRES ON SMALL MACHINES.
Sir,—^The idea seems prevalent that a big tyre rolls a

great deal. Now this theory is discounted, to our minds,
by the unanimous opinion we get about " the super-steadi-
ness of our machines " from those who ride them.
We have made no mention of the comfort derived from

the use of large tyres. "It is simply stupendous," says one
rider; another, "comfort for motor cyclists has never been
known unless they have ridden a machine so equipped."
There is also another great feature in favour of large tyres,

and that is the long life of the cover, its freedom trom
trouble, and its power to overcome obstacles which would
cause its more "anjemic" brothers distress.

It has been indisputably proved that the loss of speed,

except in short sprints, is negligible, and many of our
Brooklauds record men use the large section cover.

However, we think that the small tyre has had its day ;

we feel that a general change over is imminent, aud that

soon we may see the 250 c.c. machines fitted with 26x3in.
tyres, and the larger classes pro rata. This step would
spell the doom of the spring frame for medium weight solo

nding.. BERT HOULDING, Works Director,

The ^NfAT.iDOR Motoe Cyclk Co., Ltd.
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HUMIDITY AND POWER OUTPUT.
Sir,—With reference to " Enquirer's " letter I would like

to offer an explanation as to why his machine gets into its

wonderful stride "in the dusk of a dewy evening."
To commence with, the efliciency of the charge taken into

the cylinder of his engine (or any other; this applies

to any I.C. engine) depends upon its weight per volume. In

the middle of the day the air is warmer and so more rarified

than is the case in the evening, when the atmosphere tends

to become humid and so heavier. At night a depser mix-

ture is drawn into the cylinder, resulting in (1) a more violent

explosion and (2) a greater expansion of the gases following

it, from which more power is derived.

May I also add for " Enquirer's " attention that the engine

most to be desired is the one possessing the highest volu-

metric efficiency, together with the greatest turbulence of

the gases immediately before they are fired, and in my opinion

no appreciable benefit would result in facing the air intake

to the front of the machine. M. B. B. II.

Letchwortli.

WHERE THE MINIATURE FAILS.

Sir,—It appears that small engines will be much to the

lore next year; the "350's" have already obtained alarming

speeds on the track, and now engines of - 150 c.c. are

advocated.
While admitting tliat small engines may be very highly

developed, they must depend on " revs " for their speed and

will not, one supposes, have the power to propel the large

frames, saddles, and petrol tanks that one is now accustomed

to. Therefore, these items will decrease in size
^

propor-

tionately until we get something like a 100 c.c. engine with

push bike saddle, light frame, miniature tank, and lightly

sprung. While this will no doubt prove an excellent vehicle

to run errands on and go for an occasional 50 mile run, it

appears to be nothing more than reverting to our old push bike

days ; half the pleasures of the present day mount and its

capabilities will be absent soon, and we may even be driven

to light cars for our motoring. XI,-7.948.

London, W.2.

FUEL CONSUMPTION ON A BIG SINGLE.

"sir.—"Triumph" (Batley) doubts Mr. A. D. Haiper's

127 ni.p.g. on his 550 c.c. Triumph; he states his petrol con-

sumption is 60 to 70 m.p.g. I presume they both rode solo.

What will he say to the following? Mine is a 1918

standard Triumph, with the standard carburetter. It is fitted

ivitli the heaviest sidecar and chassis ever known (chas.sis

tubing is -^-in. thick) and a large windscreen.

Recently, with immense camping out gear, quite equal to

an extra passenger, and with ray son in the saddle and

myself in the sidecar (so loaded I could scarcely get in it),

we started from Liverpool and went via Chester, Shrewsbury,

Gloucester, Bath, Wells, Cheddar (partly up the Gorge), and

Bristol back to Liverpool in Ah days (distance about 500

miles). The next week my two sons, w-ith even more equip-

ment, went from here through Chester, Worcester,

Gloucester, Bristol, Minehead, Porlock. Lynmouth. Lynton,

lifracombe, Taunton, Bristol, and home in five days

(distance about 550 miles). The petrol consumption was
84.6 m.p.g. This is very carefully worked out and cannot

be doubted. The only trouble experienced was a burnt-out

exhaust valve, due to climbing Porlock and Lynton Hills.

ARTHUR E. LEE..

Sh',—I do' not doubt that Mr. A. D. Harper can get

127 m.p.g. on his solo Triumph.
Duiing the tests of numerous machines T organised in

April last I found that similar makes of machine differed

as rejj,ards petrol cons\imption by as much as 40 m.p.g. Each
engine appears to require a definite quantity of fuel to drive

it a given distance at a given speed. " Triumph's " 60 to

70 m.p.g. solo is certaiidy very poor showing, and I would
suggest that he has the machine examined to see if there
isn't something amiss. At 20 m.p.h., with my chain-driven
1922 Triumph outfit (Gloria sidecar), 3 up, I have done 76
m.p.g. At 25 m.p.h. average (touching 40 occasionally and 35
m.p.h. for a few miles) with 3 adults up I generally
average 60 to 63 m.g.g. I have tried six makes of

carburetter and nearly all the economisers, and the figures
given are (he best I can do. H. S. E. BOOTH.

OCTOBER i2th, 1Q22.

WHY?
Sir,—I notice in your issue of September 14tli a lettei

entitled "Why? ". I should like to ask a few more-
questions. I am a Colonial, and have had a fair amount
of experience of touring in Victoria and southern New
South Wales. I should like to purchase an English
machine to take back with me, but so far have seen nothing
to come within miles of an Indian Scout.
Why do not English manufacturers build motor cycles

instead of two-cat power sewing machines ? I have not seen
anyone riding a big twin solo since I arrived. If English
manufact-urers want to capture our trade they will have to

build stronger frames and larger tyres.
Why do all English machines have the saddle nearly

over the back wheel ? I rode a four-cylinder Henderson for

some time, and it was the most comfortable thing I had
ever been on; the saddle was just about half way between
front and back wheels. Give me a long wheelbase for

comfort every time. I have never noticed any increased
tendency to skid.

Why is the transmission on all English machines so

terribly crude? The latest type of enclosed chain as fitted

to the Triumphs and other makes is fairly silent, but the
whole principle of chain drive to the countershaft is ante-

diluvian. For the past six years, excepting a short interval

when I had a Henderson, I have ridden 578 c.c. J.A.P.s,
with Colonial frames and Brampton forks, and I have never
been stuck up by fork or engine yet. I do not hit the
high spots at 60 or 70 m.p.h., but I always keep up an
average of over 30 on the roughest of country roads, which
means as you know, a speed of close on 50 over the good
parts. For the . past three years I have had a Sturmey-
Archer box, and in spite of every sort of ill use it has
never turned me down. Still the chain to the countershaft
makes, and always did make, a noise like a chaffcutter.

W. H. MOULE.

HOME-BUILT FRONT DRIVE THREE-WHEELER.
Sir,—My three-wheeled cycle car has the driving and

steering-wheel in front, a four-speed and reverse friction

drive, and a 6 h.p. engine. The entire machine (barring back
wheels and back axle) has been built by myself in my
spare time.
The body is three-ply. the bonnet only being metal. The

machine can be braked liard enough to lock the wheel (the-

brakes being, foot brake on front wheel, and hand brake on
countershaft), when it will skid foi'Avard in a perfectly

straight line until it comes to rest. It feels far more stable

than the conventional three-wheeler, owing no doubt to being
pulled, instead of being pushed. The friction discs are both
12in. diameter—cast iron for the driver; compressed cork

face on the driven. The body is light blue grey, with
black guards. A Ford silencer makes the machine very
quiet. The front cover -is 700x80 mm.; the rear

650 X 55 mm.
The chassis is of English oak with steel plating from front

to rear springs.

I liave not yet experienced .wheel spin, as all the weight is

on the driving wheel. Incidentally the car weighs about
6 cwt., without passengers, and has taken about six months
of my spare time to build. - A. E. FOULGER.

Front wheel driving and steering has given every satisfaction on

diis home-made three-wheeler described in the letter irom

Mr. A. E. Foulger.
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CANCELLATION OF CLUB EVENTS.

Sir,
—"Fed-up" refers to a competition organised by

liini, where seven entries were received from 130 members.
That points to one of two things : indifference of members
to competitive events, or indilferent organisation of the

competition in question. Since, at a hill-climb of the club

in question, some 60 entries were received, the latter sug-

gestion appears to. be the cause.

He mentions that of the seven entries there were two
committee men, two bona Ade club members, and three "pot-

hunters." Ihis prompts me to wonder what is his distinc-

tion between a pot-hunter and a hotia Ade. club member.
Obviously both must be members of the club in order to

compete in its events. Having a shrewd suspicion that I

am numbered amongst the three pot-hunters, I ask, whj'

should I not be a pot-hunter ?

It is to be presumed that any competitor enters an event

because he hopes that he may win, and I do not think that

there would be much support for competitive events with
no awards.
Why do people ride in competitions ? Eitiier because

they are private owners and wish to prove their capabilities

or else because they are connected with the trade and wish

their riding to be an advertisement. To my mind either

is a legitimate object, and both might be termed pot-

hunters.

ily reason for wishing to win is that my firm deals in

second-hand machines, and it falls to my lot to drive in

I'onipetition machines taken from our sale stock. In com-

mon with any manufacturer, the more wins the better the

advertisement. That is pot-hunting, but is it any more so

than the private entrant, who wishes to win merely for his

rnvn private satisfaction? E. C. GORDON
(Peter Gordon, Ltd.).

THE ETHICS OF "HANGING-ON.-

Sir.—Mr. James R. Thorpe takes it for granted that the

average motor cyclist does not fear a crash involving a

cyclist, as the odds would be so much against the latter.

This ^eems to me to be a very good reason why he should
fear such a collision, and if he takes note of the erratic

riding and lack of road sense of so many young cyclists at

leasts he is likely to regard any rider of a pedal cycle with
suspicion.

An experience of my own might not be out of place. I

was returning from a short run, and when passing a side

turning a schoolboy on a bicycle shot out and caught me
amidships. The only damage, fortunately, was a buckled
front wheel on the bicycle, and while we were trying to

straighten this out the young criminal cheerfully admitted it

was his own fault, as he could not stop, having no bral^c^.

On further enquiry he informed me he regulated the speed
downhill by putting his foot on the front tyre, but had not
thought it necessary in this case, as " nobodv ever passed
that hill."

To come to the point. If motor cycles are required by law
to have two brakes in addition to the considerable braking
power of the engine, it is only logic that on free-wheel bicycles
the use of at least one brake should be enforced. [\. ~G,

Liverpool.

Sii',
—"Benedict " draws some very unreasonable compari-

ROna with walking couples, etc., and apparently has not
heard of the fellowship of the open road. Neither does he
realise that circumstances alter things, and that I advocated
"tucking in" within rco.'^on.

If a sidecarring couple must not be approacbed. even for
the briefest interval, I suggest that they exhibit a special
sign. Possibly the London Safety First Council would
oblige with an appropriate design. I - certainly agree that
it M very rude of a stranger to thrust his nose down the
neck of B.'s v/'rle, but think that the easiest solution would
be for "Benedict" to have a sidecar of usual desigii, and
remove his wife from the grave dangers to which she is now
exposed. That this gentleman can be in ignorance of the
proximity of a "hanger-on " is a mystery. Surely his pas-
senger instantly warns him—even to ensure personal com-
fort only.

The loose insinuations that "these people" have nothing
but abn.se in response to polite requests are indicative of pre-

'3

judice, and the statements regarding speed and i'o.cc- {
resistance, sheer ignorance. Has "Benedict" ever heiird oT
that considerable item—Tractive Resistance '>

In conclusion, may I suggest that to remove lii.-i wife fioin
the contact of a mere cyclist's nose "Benedict" should
speed up for a short di.staiicc and save his temper and "tear

"

g^is. .JAMES R. THORPE.

•^"'^—As an ex-cycle speednian, and a present motorist who
drives X,ancia and Crosstey cars and a solo motor cycle, it
gives me great pleasure to endorse the remarks of Mr. A.' C.
Godfrey and Mr. James R. Thorpe.
For years I have practically lived my life on the road

we all treasure so highly, and did not drop the fmions
pedalling part of it until a cartilage caused ihe to motor all
the time.

However, I might say that the ease and extra speed de-
rived from pace-folloiving, which, I hold, troubles the
motorist, whatever he be, not a jot, is a great boon to the
cyclist, to whom wind-resistance remains always the great
obstacle.

More camaraderie on the road between classes would be
for the mutual benefit of all road lovers.

Burnley. UBIQUE.

WIRELESS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
^ir,
—

"A..J.'s " suggestion in your issue of September 28th
for a_ sidecar passenger to converse with the driver by means
of wireless when travelling, is interesting, but is he serious?
-Why bother with a wireless set, with its delicate crystal
or valve, in addition to—ns "A.J." suggests—a dynamo to
supply the current ''. Why not an ordinary telephone set and
two dry cells ?

Does "'A. .J." realise that the noise he mentions which pre-
vents the passenger from hearing the driver would also be
collected by tlie transmitters and served up into the re-

ceivers in a concentrated form?
Has "A.J," realised also that wireless telephony under

present practice necessitates an earth return, and that when
cyclists are travelling, and would wisb to converse by thi,=:

means, they would be insulated electrically from earth ex-
cept on a very wet roa d ?

I think the practically noiseless machine will come along
before wireless telephony for cyclists when travelling is a
practical proposition. A. P.

Darlington.

SUMMARV OF COrai.ESP0NDENCE.
In reply to "Trusty Triumph's" letter, which invited

verification by local readers, on 40,000 miles without decar-
bonisation, "H.D." (Iron Acton) asks,, among other things,
if the extra special spri'it that gives his engine such stay-

ing power -is supplied bv the (Jross Hands or the White
Hart.

aaaDnaDaaDDDDDDDnnDnnDnnaDnnnD
D Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, n
D Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

O " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." °
n Tlie standard handbook of tlic motor cycle. -D
Q P.ice net, 2/6. By post, 2,10. Q
n •' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
Q Second liditiou. Just Publislied. pi

o
Q
O

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2, '9.

'HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.' ^
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

'-*

' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." ^
U Fifth Edition. Just Ptiblished. Price net, 2,--. By post, 2/3. 'D
Q " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES;" D
n jjv " I.TTON.' of Tht: Motor Cycle. Q
D Cloth Bound. Price,, 5/-, By post, 5/3, n
Q Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. q
n " THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. Q

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, q
1:^ London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5,'6. r-iU Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and zi

Wales, London. Price net. 4/6. By post, 4/8. U
O " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. D
Q With 32 pages of Road IVtaps. Price nc-t, 2/6. By post, 2/10! D

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Q
Q Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4,, or of leading Booksellers D
D and Railway Bookstalls.
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Oct, 12tli .. .. 5.43 p.m.

„ 14th .. .. 3.39 „

. „ i6th .. .. 5.35 „
„ 18th .. .. 5.31 „

Oiie number plate unist be illuminated iis above
vide Eoad Veliicles Eegistration and Licensinf?
Older (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehi<:le3 Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law i;..ir be lit lijilf an hour later.

Pointers to Parking Places.

Owing to the large number of prosecu-
tions for obstruction, the Teignmouth
magistrates have asked the Urban Council
to put notices on the sea-front acquainting
motorists of parking places in the neigh-
bourhood.

Standard Specification for Motor Spirit.

At the instance of the A. A. and M.U.,
tlio British Engineering Standards Asso-
i-iation has taken up the subject of
standard purchasing specifications for
motor spirit, and a representative com-
mittee has been appointed.

99 m.p.h. Belgian Record.

Itossi, the Motosacoche rider who made
such a splendid pertoi-mance in the Monte
lire hill climb, broke the 500 c.c. fly.ing

km. record in the Jielgiaii speed trials Mt

145.1C-0 km.p.h. (90.7 m.p.h.), also making
I he fastest time of the day.

The -Missing Sidecar Wheel.
'I'hc mystery of the disappearance of a

hjdecar wheel, when the spindle broke on
the Gloucester-Bristol road, reported in
our columns of last w-€ek, has been solved.
After being advertised for locally for
nearly a week after its loss, it was re-
ported in the possession of a farm hand,
who found it, the next morning, three fields

avvcay fionr the road, at a point approxi-
mately level with the spot at which it left
the outfit. It appears to have bounded
across country in a curving track, and it

is remarkable that- it should have passed
the fiis.l lieM, which had wheat standing in
stool;s.

A Floating Mobile Garage.

A well-known Belgian yachtsman, has
had built a hundred-foot motor yacht
which embodies a garage for his motor
cvc?e and sidecar.

SMALL CAR PROGRESS'ON

"THE AUTOCAR"—published
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
plete automobile journal embracing
small,medium,andlarge cars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car.- should read

Every Friday 4d.
Founded in 1895, " THE AUTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-
cessful automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

DECEPTIVE. Were it not for the box of matches photographed alongside, the picture of this
clever iittle one-seventh scale model would piss for one of the full-size Triumph which it

represents. The model is the work of Mr. W. G. Pepperell, of Salisbury.

THE PARIS SALON.
INTO THE HEART OF AUSTRALIA.

Distinguished A.C.U. Lite Member.

Mr. Grcorge Bernard Shaw is a life

member of the A.C.U., which he first

joined in 1912 as the owner of a Lea-

Francis motor cycle.

An Elnsive Rattle.

An elusive and annoying rattle which
manifested itself on a new machine was
traced to an e.vtremely small item of

equipment—the catch designed to hold

down the handle of the Best and Lloyd
pump.

Final Biooklands Meeting.

October 2ist, will see the last Brook-

lands meeting of the year, When, as is

customary,- the various, championsliips will

be decided. Incidentally, the car world

borrowed this idea, at the recent Essex

Club event. Since all the championships

are scratch races, a good day's sport

should be assured ; the programme is a

long one, commencing at 11 a.m.

Furious Calculation.

Pulled up by a policeman in Gosforth,

Newcastle-on-iyiie; ^ reader was informed

that he had covered 200 j^ards in 17

seconds, which worlied out at 27.5 m.p.h.

Let us hope the accuracy of the timing

was not on a par with the mathematics

of the man in blue.

Variations in Petrol Prices.

Revisions of petrol prices in England

are not accompanied by strictly propor-

tionate reductions for other parts of the

British Isles. In Scotland Id., in the

Isle 'of Man 2id., in Ireland S^d., in the

Channel Isles (excluding Guernsey) 4id.,

and in Guernsey 5|d. must be added to

the new prices ruling in England, which

of course ax'e 2s. per gallon for No. 1

grade and 2s. 4d. for Aviation.

Topical Discussions at I.A.E. Meetings.

Four meetings of the Institute of Auto-

mobile Engineers are being " held during

October, and at two of them, at the

Railway Hotel, Coventry, on the 24th, at

7.30 p.m., and at the Assembly Room,
Education OfBces, Salford, Manchester, on

the 18th, at 7.30 p.m., a paper entitled
' The Eight Car and the Motor Cycle and

Sidecar- Compared " will be read by i\tr.

W. H. Kingston.

An Ulster Grand Prix.

- There will be a big motor cycle road

race in Ulster on Saturday the 14th inst.

Called the Ulster Grand Prix, it will be

fully open to English and Scottish

riders, of whom it is hoped many will

participate. Permission has been ob-

tained to close the roads on a very

suitable twenty-one mile circuit, starting

and finishing near Antrim, which will be

covered seven times, 147 miles in all.
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GEAR BOX WEIGHING 14i lbs.

New TwO'Speed Burman Gear with Clutch and Kick'Starter Specially

Designed for Lightweight Machines.

OyE of the moat popular gear boxes
now on the market is the Burman
three-speed, which is best known in

^two sizes—for heavy sidecars and for the

flighter 50O c.c. machines. In view of the

'popularity of small machines it has now
been decided to market a two-speed gear

and permits a closer mesh of the dog teetli

when fully engaged, while the gears are

permanently locked and cannot slip out

External view of the

new two-speed box.

Details of the striking mechan-

ism which makes use of a

universal joint.

Section of the box, showing the gear locating

quadrant and spring loaded pawl.

with clutch a,nd kick-starter suitable for

550 c.c. two-strokes or 250 c.c. four-

strokes.

This little box, complete with all

controls weighs no more than 14^ lb.,

and is beautifully constructed in all its

.details. The main shaft runs on ball

Jsearings throughout, with a very long

plain spigot bearing, while the lay-shaft

is stationary, the two lay-shaft wheels

rotating on plain bushes.
Both ratios are engaged by means of

dog clutches, the dogs, which slide on
splines, beings unusual in that they are

slightly tapered instead of being under-

cut. 'This feature facilitates changing

of engagement owing to a special Burman
internal locking quadrant. The change,
speed lever is attached to a shaft engaging
through a universal joint with a bell

crank forming a tooth quadrant at its

lower end ; this quadrant is located by
a spring controlled paw-1 and carries
close to its lower end a steel block en-
gaging with the recess in the dog member.

Eiek-stsrter and clutch details.

A separate pair of wheels is used for

the -kick-starter, and some slight modifica-
tions in the attachment of the kick
starter pedal to the spindle have been
can-ied out. As might be expected, the

Burman system of rectangular cork clutch
plates has been retained; there are two
friction plates and three pressers the
whole being forced together by a series of
light coil springs. Rubber shock
absorbers are introduced into the mount-
ing of the driven primary sprocket on to
the clutch plate.

The box may be obtained for either
final chain or belt drive and the detail
work throughout is both excellent and
practical. A large filler hole in a con-
venient position is provided for lubricant

;

and the gear lever is serrated like its shaft
so that it may be set at any angle to suit

the rider.

SPORTING events organised by motor
firms are -rapidly gaining popularity

throughout the country, and it is not

surprising that a reliability trial, held

on September 28th by the Cambridge firm

of Herbert Robinson, Ltd., aroused much
interest in the district.

The organisers intended that the trial

SUCCESSFUL WORKS TRIAL.
should be a test of reliability, but should
form, in addition, a pleasant social run
for tlie firm's employees and their

friends, and in this they succeeded ad-
mirably. The course chosen was a com-
paratively easy one, sixty-three miles in

length, which had to be covered at the

usual schedule of 20 m.p.h., but without

the aid of speedometers; two fairly stiff

observed hills were included.
Prizes were won by motor cycle com-

petitors as follows :

—

Second prize : B. Haines (Douglas), 15
marks lost.

Fourth prize : 0. Clark (Humber sc),
17 marks lost.

LOSS TO SPORT IN SOUTH WALES.
COMPETITION circles in South

Wales were heavily hit last

week, writes Dr. A. Lindsay, well-

known rider and A.C.TJ. Consul. Two
accidents, a fatal aeroplane crash at

Swansea, and a crash in the Aberdare
M.C.C. speed trials at Penderyn, have
lost the district its leading two big-twin
experts.

P. F. Bush, the victim of the aero-
plane accident, was a very capable Harley-
Davidson rider, and won the 50 mile

T-7

race at Pendine on Whit Monday com-
fortably. He was an extremely good
rider, and handled his big machine like a

two-stroke lightweight. Personally we
had many tussles—the score was about
evens, I think. He was a thorough
sportsman, and certainly will be missed
very much.

Another big-twin expert.

Handel Davies, S. Wales's Brough
Superior exponent, met with a very seri-

ous crash at Penderyn. Travelling at

about 80 m.p.h. his machine left the road
at a corner, and hit a nearby heap of

road metal.
Davies sustained two fractured arms

and a fractured thigh, apart from other
minor injuries, and lies in a critical con-

dition in Aberdare General Hospital. I am
afraid that his competition days are

finished. An expert rider, rather prone
to recklessness, his absence from com-
petitions would be felt in S. Wales.

bi
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DERBY TRACK READY NEXT YEAR.
Concreting Operations Started. Further Details of the Layout and Accommodation.

Not Intended to Compete with Brooklands.

SOONER than most people expected,

England will have a saucer racing

track comparable in every way with

the American type of "speed-drome."
As already exclusively announced in

The Motor Oyde, a combined motor
cycle track and sports ground has been

laid out at Derby, and the work has
progressed so well that it is now hoped
to have it ready for racing ne.xt season.

Concreting has commenced. -

Mr. C. A. Clews, the Chief Engineer
to the Derby Council, has retained the

services of Professor Low as consiultant,

and the work is being carried out under
Ills du-ect supervision.

The track is approximately three laps

to the mile, and will be constructed to

be safe at 80 m.p.h., having progressive

banking, so that the ordinary amateur

can take his machine round and gradu-
ally increase speed with perfect safety.

Arrangements for distributing news and
proper stands will be fitted up. The
banking will be specially designed for
motor cycles, and the switch banking
leading from the straights to the two
ends will fall gradually towards the
centre in order not to obstruct the view
of the spectators. On one side will be a
terrace capable of accommodating an
enorsinous crowd. The centre will be
used as a football ground and 'the im-
mediate outside as a running track.

Theoretically Correct Banking.

As far as possible the banking has
been arranged so that, even with four-
wheeled vehicles, high speeds can be at-

tained with reasonable safety. The sur-

face will be of properly reinforced

concrete.

The transition bankings are being

built in such a manner that a vehicle, on
entering the curve, will not tend to

leave the ground or skid, the curves
being "corrected" in both directions.

There will be an almost vertical wall

forming part of the edge of the banking.
The great disadvantage of finishing

down a straight or round a loop, which
is experienced at Brooklands, will be en-

tirely avoided. However, the Derby,
track is in no way competing with (he

Weybridge one, but is intended as a
thoroughly sporting race course, and as

such it should certainly fill a very im-

portant place in the world of motor cycle

sport

.

PRACTICAL ASSEMBLED LIGHTWEIGHT.
Moderately Priced Triple^H Two-Stroke with Morris Engine.

THOSE who require a thoroughly well

tui'ned out medium-weight machine
at a strictly moderate price will

be interested in the Triple-H productions,

which are manufactured by Hobbis Bros.

& Horrell, of West Heath, North'field,

Birmingham.
The specification of this machine in-

cludes a Morris two-stroke engine of

57x70 mm. (247 c.c.) and a "Moss two-
speed gear with clutch and kiclv-starter

;

transmissitm is by chain and belt and
every detail is practically designed. The
magneto is carried well behind the

cylinder, where it is clear of mud and

^^-

Simple direct acting

rear brake.

water; sensible mudguard sizes are em-
ployed ; Maplestone front forks are fitted,
and the rear brake is a particularly
ingenious piece of work; it is constructed

Semi-sporting model, but fitted with a sensibly large silencer.

of strip steel, a large friction shoe work-
ing on the inside of the belt rim, and is

operated by a direct heel pedal, eliminat-

ing the necessity for a long rod.

Another feature of the Triple-H motor
cycles is the large aluminium silencer

which lies below and to one side of the
engine. This .silencer has a detachable
side plate through which it can be cleaned
nnd which may be fitted with baffle plates

if desired. The final tail pipe extends to

the rear spindle. The tyres fitted are
26x2^in.' Avons. , A sloping top tube

gives the machine a neat appearance, and

complete with aluminium footrests,- tool,

bags, clutch and kick-starter, it is priced;

at £45 5s.

It may be recalled that a special feature

of the Mori'is engine, which has pro'vecl;

very satisfactory in use, is the unusaali

system of lubrication; oil is fed direct-to

the piston through the side of thel

cylinder, passes round suitable grooves

in the piston and thus reaches the hollow

gudgeon pin. Surplus oil is then led to

the main bronze crankshaft bushes.

BY reason of weather conditions and
the road surface, the pace was not
particularly fast at this year's

Gaillon hill-cUnib, held on Sunday morn-
ing of last week. The fastest time of the
day was made by Franconi on a 500 c.c.

Motosacoche, who covered the flying
kilometre in 28 4-5sec., thus beating' two

b2

GAILLON HILL-CLIMB.
Peugeots, the much-feared PuUin's
Douglas, and Bartlett's A.B.C.

Pullin Wins 350 c.c. Class.

0. G. Pullin did his best work in the
350- c.c. class, for here he took his

Douglas up the hill in 32 4-5sec., winning
easily over his rival Meunier on Alcyon.

The results Avere as follows :

—

'

250 c.c. SOLO.—1, G. Jolly (Alcyon), 45%s.; 2

M. Jolly (Armor), 50%s. ,

350 c.c, SOLO.—1, C. G. Pullin (Douglss)

i2VES.; 2, Meunier (Alcyon), 36%e.
500 c.c. SOLO.— 1, Franconi (MotosacocJiel

28%s.; 2, Pean (Peugeot), Si's?. .
'

750 C.C. SOLO.— 1, Pean (Peugeot). 30%s..;. t

Franconi (Motosacoche), 32s. . . ',

1,000 c.c. SOLO.— 1, Duverne (Harloy-Davidsonl

31%5,; 2, Vulliamy (Harley-Davidson), 321/6S.
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Motor Assisted Bicycles the Vogue. Miniature Motor Cycles. Few Medium and High
Powered Machines. British, American, Belgian and Swiss Motor Cycles also Represented.

IF
all the French motor cycles exhibited

at the Paris show were on exhibition

in an English city, there is no doubt
that a large number of our readers would
make a point of inspecting them, if only

for the reason that British motor cyclists

are keenly interested in all kinds of

machines propelled by mechanical means.

It is because we appreciate this that we
annually visit the Paris Salon in order

to place on record, for the benefit of our
readers, an impression of the progress

made by and the trend of the French
motor cycle mdustry.

Not so Representative as in 1921.

Many years ago the motor cycle indus-

try in France promised to equal our
own, but those days passed, and motor
cycles were in a moribund state until

after the Great War, when, owing to the

success of the motor cycle in the Services,

tlie industry received an impetus which
led one to believe that a great revival

was on the horizon. Last year's Salon
appeared to confirm this, but one is not
so sure after examination of the 1922 ex-
hibits. For instance, fewer manufac-
turers are represented, there are less

really practical motor cycles and very few-

sidecar outfits.

It is impossible to say whether public
interest has increased or decreased since

last year, for the reason that in 1921 the
exhibits were in the Grand Palais along
with the magnificent automobile display,

and it was impossible to discriminate be-

tween the merely curious and the poten-
tial motor cycle buyers. This year the
motor cycles, together with the cycle cars

and fire-engines, omnibuses and tip-

waggons, were sent across the Seine to a

group of temporary buildings in the
shadow of Les Invalides, wherein lie the
mortal remains of Napoleon Bonaparte
and his generaJs.

Whether this separation is to the good
of the motor cycle exhibitors is a moot
point; some of them think that it is, but
we consider that the importance of this

section of the automotive industry is

minimised in the eyes of the general
public.

1

Motorised Bicycles the Vogue.

As has already been mentioned in The.

Motor Oyde, the motorised bicycle is at

present the most popular type of motor
cycle with the French manufacturers.
Nearly every exhibitor displays a speci-

men in one form or another, ranging from
pedal cycles, of standard design, fitted

with' auxiliary engines to machines which
are slightly reduced editions of the

orthodox motor bicycle.

It appears that the French industry is

making a bid to draw into the petrol

vehicle field buyers who have not hitherto

been partial to the motor cycle.

Apparently it is not expected that

these cyclists, after having enjoyed the
advantages of an engine, will develop
into motor cyclists proper. There are

many million cyclists in France and it

would seem that the French motor cycle

industry will be content to provide
auxiliary powered bicycles for them.
Therefore the makers have produced
machines of the type which this section

of the community things it requires, at

the danger of losing their custom, rather

tlian endeavouring to teach the pedal

cyclist that (1) an ordinary bicycle is not
quite suitable for the extra stresses,

on account of the higher speeds attained

and (2) tliat discomfort is bound to accrue

with ordinary cycle tyres.

Three Types of Miniatures.

A few of the French designers have
realised this and have embodied spring
forks, others have produced miniatures of

the conventional type, but, on the whole.

THE MOTOR CYCLE SALON. This year the motor cycles, together with the pedal cycles and cycle cars, are accommodated in a

group of temporary buildings just across the Seine from the Grand Palais where the Automobile Salon is held.

3-0 b 5
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(Left) A miniature motor cycle with pedalling gear—
the Magnat De Bon. (Right) B.C.R. single geared

open frame machine of the scooter typa.

the French idea is a motor propelled
pedal cycle rather than a true lightweight
motor cycle as proportionate to the 2£0
c.c. type as the latter is to the 350 c.c.

machine.
Thus, taken generally, the French

motor cycle industry is producing three
types of machines for a new market,
which is considered to be immense :

—

(1) Au.xiliary engines for existing pedal

cycles.

(2) Re-designed pedal cycles fitted with
miniature engines.

(3) Miniatures of conventional motor
cycles.

Taking each of these types separately
we may group them as below :

—

Auxiliary Engiae Attachments.

CvcLOTRACTOR. — 50x55 mm., two-stroke,
driving front wtieel by friction pulley in contact
with tyre.

MicROMOTEUR.—46x38 mm., two-stroke, driv-

ing front wlieel bj' friction pulley in contact with
tyre.

SicAM.-50x55 mm., two-stroke, driving by bslt
'a separate countersiiaft from wliicli tire drive is

Jsually taken to the back wheel by chain. Ex-
panding pulley used as a variable gear and
clutch.

Vei.otouiiistf..—60x40 mm., two-stroke unit
designed to fit under bottom bracket of a pedal
cycle. The crankshaft is at right angles to a
countershaft, from which the final drive is tak"".

I.UTETiA.- 50x55 mm., two-stroke, embodying
reduction gear. For fitting directly over lac n^ai

wheel, which it drives by chain.

Hunter.—55x48 mm., two-stroke, embcdying
a reduction gear in a case integral with crank
case.

La Cvclette.—51x45 mm., two-stroke, embody-
ing a countershaft and clutch.

Velo Moto.—A rrnit, on the lines of the ori-

ginal Motosacoche. made to fit complete with tank
into the diamond frame of a pedal cycle. It

embodies the Sicam engine.

Anzani.—60x40 mm., four-stroke, M.O S/S
valves, mechanical lubrication, gear reduction by
spur wheels.

Wonder.—Flat twin, two-stroke, gear driv: Lo

bicycle bottom bracket a.\Ie.

ExSHAW.—50x50 mm., two-stroke, on the carrier
driving rear wheel by belt.

These little engines are splendidly
made and finished, and more, thati one
enthusiast no doubt would like a speci-

men to place in his drawing-room cabinet.

J*, part from this they do not interest the
man who is already a motor cyclist,

although they are attracting considerable
attention on the part of the non-motoring
public.

Motorised Bicycles.

It is on examining the many examples
of bicycles built specially to take small
engine units that one realises that a large

Webbed lugs are used on the Louis-Clement
motorised bicycle.

number of the people making them are
cycle manufacturers pure and simple.
Lack of experience is written too plainly
on many of the machines by the manner
in which the adaptations have be^n carried
out. For example, on one motorised
bicycle it had evidently been found that
the driving chain fouled a projection on
the engine, and in order to raise the chain
a diminutive jockey sprocket is fitted.

Again, where there is belt drive, almost
flat leather straps are used instead of

the type long proved to be the most satis-

factory, i.e.. the 28° rubber belt. On
scale no effort has been made to lessen

front wheel shocks by fitting spring forks,

while the flimsiest of stirrup brakes are

relied upon for safety and small cycle

saddles for comfort.

To Attract the Lady Cyclist.

In the majority the workmanship and

finish are of the best, and to the un-

i

initiated, probably, they will make a

strong appeal. Ladies who hitherto have

eschewed the motor cycle are attracted by

their apparent simplicity and the manner
in which engine and transmission are

guarded, but whether these miniatures

will, by introducing their riders to the

more substantial types, prove, of lasting

value to the motor cycling industry is

somewhat doubtful. So much depends on

the individuals riding them. If moderate
speeds are adhered to, then they might I

be useful recruiting agents to the motor
cycle world proper. On the other hand,

if maximum speeds are indulged in, the I

road vibration from the small tyres—and

perhaps the engines also—will cause motor

cycles to be condemned untried as un- \,

comfortable. Very many of these

machines are now being offered to the

bicycling public, but not all of them are

exhibited at the Salon. Those shown

Armor.—La Cyclette engine, light pivoted'
,

spring fork, final belt drive, 26xl^4in. tyres.

Alcyon,—A pedal cycle with a slightly elon-

gated frame to accommodate small two-stroke en- 1

\

gine forward of the pedalling gear. All-chain
j

drive, light pivoted spring fork, 26xl?4in. tyres,
;

La Cyclette.—La Cyclette unit. Gentleman's :

model : ordinary cycle frame with spring forks, it

final drive by belt. Lady's model : frame designed |'

to take unit. A third model more on motor cycle i,

lines with curved top tube, extra tank rail.
I

Griffon.—Following the general lines of a motor
cycle, with sloping top tul>es, spring forks, but iias

peclalling gear and 26xl?-4in. tyres, Sicam engine

unit.

P,S.—Similar to the Griffon, but with a Train
engine unit, clutch and chain-drivS. Linked spriiii;

fork with vertical laminated spring. Neat lady-
mtid?l also shown.

Labor.—Practically a duplicate of the Armor.

The Rovin miniature with two-speed gear, clutch, and all-chain drive. A Mototouriste lady's bicycle fitted with spring forks.

bC.
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Kemlniscent of the Swift design of 20 years ago, the Peugeot has a small engine gear unit set across the frame.
Peugeot.—An excellent prodQction. 52x52

mm., two-stroke engine, set across the frame
between duplex tubes, worm reduction gear, final
drive by beifc. spring forks, pedal cvcle brakes
26xl?4ii tyres.

Leloir.—In spite of its pedalling gear more like
a conventional motor cycle than the majority
55 X 52 mm. Train two-stroke unit with clutch
l-inal drive by belt. 26xl?4in. tyres. Triumph
typo spring fork, pedal cycle brakes.

MOTOTOURISTE.—An ordinary bicycle frame fitted
with a spring fork. Velotouriste proprietary en-
gine unit. Chain transmission. 26xl^4in. tyres.

Thomann.—La Cyclette unit, final belt drive,
spring forks, 26xl%in. tyres.

MONET-GoYON—An elongated bicycle with
power unit between rear wheel and bottom
bracket. Four-stroke engine, with automatic
inlet.

Louis CLEMENT-T-On bicycle lines but having
. webbed lugs to the frame. A miniature two-
etroke engine drives a countershaft by chain
final drive by belt. Spring forks of the link type
with laminated springs.

Magnat De Bon.—a neat little machine, with
spring forl^, curved top tube, two-stroke engine,
all-belt drive. 26xl%in. tyres.

Spada.—An open frame miniature, resembling
the Skootamota, but with its power unit imme-
diately in front of the rear wheel. This is a
side-by-side twin two-stroke, embodying reduction
gear and driving small rear wheel by chain.
The cylinder dimensions are 44x49 mm.
B.C.R.—A single-speed open frame miniature,

on the lines of the Reynolds Runabout, 20x2in.
tyres.

La Feancaise Diamant.—Probably the neatest
machine of its type in the Salon. Frame em-
bodies welded tank. Two-stroke engine with in-

tegral reduction gear, final drive by enclosed
chain, 1 to 1 ratio. A lady's model on similar
lines is also shown.

Peopul Cvcle.—Reminiscent of the early J.E.S.
motorised bicycles. Small 4-stroke engine, rather
high in the frame. Chain drive to countershaft
(below the bottom bracket), containing clutch,
motor cycle type brakes, final belt drive, 26xl%in.
tyres.

MoTOSOLO Baby.—rnclined top tube to frame,
spring forks with laminated spring across the top
of handle-bars, two-stroke engine, driving its mag-
neto from mainshaft. Primary drive by friction
wheel on countershaft engaging similar wheel on
engine-shaft, final drive by chain, 26xl^4in.
tyres,

O. Papize.—A Diamant under another name.

Goliath.—Two-stroke. horizontally arranged
over the rear wheel, driving by chain a counter-
shaft, on which is a friction wheel engaging with
tne edge of the wheel rim,

Columbia.—Train engine unit with clutch,
chain drive, spring forks, 26xl%in, tyres.

D.F.R.—Train engine unit.

SiCAM.—Sicam proprietary unit,
countershaft on down tube of ordi-
nary bicycle frame, transmission
by belt and then by chain, rigid
forks, 2€xl34in. tyres.

A popular

type in
France - the

Labor,
which em-
bod i e s a

pedal cycle

frame and
is fitted
with a light

spring fork.

Auto Moto.—Two-stroke with reduction gear
in front of engine, belt drive, motor cycle brakes,
26xl^^in. tyres.

Miniature Motor Cycles.

Rather than the merely re-designed
pedal cycle, we think the ultimate type
of machine **for the million*' will be on
motor cycle lines, but lighter and smaller
than existing 250 c.c. machines. At the
present time there are very few of this

class on the market. We are glad, there-
fore, to see that a few French makers
have recognised the possibilities of this
step between the motorised bicycle and
the present 250 c.c. motor cycle.

TheAlcyon
ultra light-

weight, fit-

ted with a

two - stroke

of 98 c.c. It

has chain

drive, but
no spring

forks.

The examples of this type of miniature
motor cycle at the Salon are :

—

RoviN.-—Except tor its pedalling gear, a re-
duced edition of a conventional motor cycle, with
sloping top tube, small two-stroke engine, two-
speed and clutch, 24x2i;^in. tyres.

Leloir.—A flat twin four-stroke engine of 176
c.c, with Albion two-speed gear and clutch,
spring forks, chain drive, 650x50 mm. tyres.

Monet-Goyon.—125 c.c. Villiers engine, sloping
top tube, 600x50 mm. tyres, 2-speed and clutch,
chain and belt transmission, link type spring
fork.

Lightweight Motor Cycles.

While many manufacturers have
abandoned the orthodox motor cycle in

favour of the motorised bicycle, there is

a good sprinkling of genuine lightweight

motor cycles, but in most cases very little

change has been made since the last

vSalon. Although several makers produce
their own engines, proprietary units are

largely used.

Of orthodox motor cycles, the 250 c.c.

and 350 c.c. types are the most popular

in France. The following examples are

exhibited :

—

Supplexa-Jap.—On conventional British lines,

with sloping top tube and embodying English
components, such as Jap engine and Albion gear
box, 26x3in. tyres.

Magnat De Bon.—Inclined two-stroke, loop

frame, 24x2V2in. tyres.

goYER,—An excellent production made by a firm

seriously interested in motor cvcles. It is

reminiscent of the American Cleveland so far as

general outlines are concerned, but follows British

practice in the lay-out of the power and gear

units. 250 c.c, two-stroke. Chain-belt transmis-

sion. 650x55 mm. tyres.

MoTO Solo.—Loop frame. 250 c.c., two-stroke
engine. Druid type forks.

Ultima.—On similar lines to Motp Solo and
many others ; sloping two-stroke engine.

b9
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The Armor, fitted witli

Ballot combined engine

gear unit.

A 175 c.c. flat twin—ihe Leloir
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TERROT.—One of the be&t known lightwei:^hts.
similar to the Moto Solo, Ultima, Peui'eot, etc

Y%'BL.s,—A Villiers-enginefl macViine on British
lines. Druid forks, 26x2V-j tyres.

D.F.R.—A good range of two-stroke and ffiur

stroke machines, tha latter with an o.h,v. Black
burne engine and all-chain drive. throuRb an
Albion gear box,

Peugeot.—A proprietary two-stroke • engine.
Two-speed gear. Curved top tube.

Alcyon.—A good-looking machine with Ballot
combined engine-gear unit.

Absioor.—As Alcyon."

L.MJOR.—As Alcyon and Armour.
B.\STIDE.~A machine built round an o,h,v,

Blackburne engine.

B.C.R.—Conventional type of 250 c.c. liRht-
weight, with 650x65 mm. tyres.

Both Brakes on Beai Wheel.

There is nothing of particular interest

in connection with the machines mentioned
above. All are of average design and con-

struction, excepting that in the majority
of designs. both brakes operate on the rear

wheel. Sometimes these are side by side,

at others inside and outside the belt drimi,

or, a tliird method, with both shoes en-

gaging the V of the drum, one a^ove anrl

the other below the stay. Taken gener-

ally, the engines are well made and
finished, being perhaps more " clean " thai!

the average British machine. Againsf
this, however, many mudguards are not

of good quality, and a few of the tanks
are very indifferently finished.

One motor cycle in this grotip—thf:

Bastide—calls for special mention, as an
exatnple of how not to build a frame
arniind an engine unit. Apparently the

makers decided at the last moment to

stage a model embodying the o.h.y,

Blackburne engine, perhaps on account of

the success of the D.F.R, -Blackburne at

the Bois de Boulogne speed trials. A
standard frame obviously did not leave

room for the rather tall Blackburne, so to

accommodate it the lower tank tube was
bent upwards to clear the o.h. valve gear.

This was not suiEcient, however, to ren-

der the cylinder head accessible, hence it

was necessary to take this distorted tube

by a circuitous route. By the time thi,-;

H'as achieved there was no room for the

tank beneath the sloping top tube, and so

it finally found a resting place on tlie top

of the tube. The- result is"' something

i-t.artli'ig, to say the least.

The Diamant, which embodies a welded tank as part of the frame.

b lo

The latest 593 c,c. M.A.G. cnjine has

enlarged fins on the valve pockets.

1^-20
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The Gnome-Rhone follows English practice throughout and embodies a 499 c.c. engine with outside flywheel.

Medium Power Singles.

As most manufacturers arc foeussiug
their attention upon the motorised bi-

cycle, it is perhaps natm-al to expect that
the medium-size single wouid be neglected.
Very few machines of the types appro.xi-
mating to the Triumph, B.S.A., Sun-
beam, etc., are exhibited, but those that
are on show arc produced by firms which
take the motor cycle industry seriously
rather than make it merely a side line
in some other business.

In this class the French makes repre-
sented are :

—
Gnome-Khone.- A fonr-stroke of 499 c.c. wilh

outside flywheel, closely following British lines.
Produced entirely by its makers.
Griffon.—A rattier large but handsome ma-

chine with an Anzani engine. Spring frame,
using laminated springs, and Sturmey-Archer gear.

Magnat de Bon.—A 500 c.c. four-stroke with
overhead valves. The engine is inclined in the
trame.

GiLLET.—A large two-stroke with gear unit in
front of power unit. .

French Twin Motor Cycles.

The twin-cylinder engine seems to be
falling into disfavour in France if the num-
ber of exhibits is to be taken as any
criterion. Perhaps, however, the makers
consider foreign competition too strong.
The only examples of French multi-
cylinder machines of the types used for
sidecars in the Salon are given below,
but the Alcyon Co.'s catalogue quotes
prices for such a model, although it is not
staged.

Rene Gillet.—A conventional type of sidecar
machine, very heavily constructed, with 3 speeds.

> ''''*^»y»^ *;"«^"«
.-<£?•?•«

An Anzani engine and a Sturmey-Archer gear are the chief units of this spring-frame Griffon.

all-chaiu drivi* 26x3in. tyres, Brooks' cantilever
saddle, spring sidecar wheel.

A.B.C.—The French-produced model of the well-

known British design.

Orl\l.—An M.A.G.-engined mount at one time
sold in this country as the G.L. A nicely-made
machine with all-chain transmission and rounded
pressed steel tank.

LuTECE.—Vertical twin engine gear unit com-
bined Shaft- transmission, spring frame, electric
lighting and starting.

French Sidecars.

So few are the sidecars at the Salon

that they are almost overlooked. Last
year there were many very excellent pro-

ductions, such as only a French coach-

builder could build, but this year, with

one exception, there is nothing which
would attract attention at Olympia. The
exception is a Lutece boat-built body.

>.
"'.

Successful in speed contests in France, A j.A P.

the o.h.v. Blackburne engined D.F.R.

ined lightweight following British practice, the

Supplexa.
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A 400 c c. o.h.v single — the

Magnat de Bon. _

SLOPING ENGINES
ARE POPULAR LN

FRANCE.

A compact design—the Terrot

two-stroke.

Direct acting hand brake on the D.F.R.

Of the others, the Ceel is an all-metal
body ot the type better known in America
than in this country, and although pi'ob-

ably it is comfortable and well made, it

suggests that it might have been made
in a foot-bath and dust-bin factory.

The Vanned has a torpedo body of

stream-lined contour, while the Gamier,
easily the best from the English point of
view, is not so splendidly finished as it

was last year.

Biitish Motor Cycles.

Although not quite so many British
machines are represented as last year,
there is a good sprinkling of well-known
productions. The tariff and rate of ex-
change render the prices of imported
machines almost prohibitive ; in fact, there
fire French small cars on the market at a
lower price than several of the British
motor cycles. Nevertheless,
motor cycles produced in this
country are appreciate<:l m

500 CO. Motosacoche
sports model.

"•-^BS***^

Metal luggage case on the

Gamier sidecar.

grid of the

France, and always attract the attention
of the visitor to the salon.

From the English visitor's point ot view singles.

Vertical two-cylinder engine^ and

electric starting are two of ths

features of the Lutece.

probably the most interesting machine is

the new o.h.v. Norton, which will also-

be on view at Olympia next month. It is

a very substantial mount with the centre

of gravity kept as low as possible. In
order to accommodate the slightly higher
engine, the lower tank tube is curved and
disappears from sight into a recess in the

tank. The overhead valve mechanism is

supported on bronze columns in the cylin-

der head, and a finned nut is used to fix

the exhaust pipe. A separate oil pump
is located behind the seat tube, which
carries the oil tank.

Another new model is the 350 c.c.

B.S.A., an all-chain driven and slightly-

reduced replica of the well-known B.S.A.
The New Hudson agents also

show, among the complete
range of their motor cycles,

one of the new 350 c.c. New

Produced in the Alps, the Motosa-

coche naturally has efficient brakes

bserve the length of the shoe

Recommended by the A.C.U. judg^

after the Six Days Trials. A ratchet

brake on the new Harley-Davidson.
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Motor Cycles at the Paris Salon.—

Hiidsous, a very taking machine which
will he more fivlly described in a subse-

quent issue.

Improvements iu detail are also to be
found iu the Douglas, always a popular
machine in France. The larger model now
has quickly detachable wheels, a shock ab-

sorber in the rear wheel, and doublti

exliaust box beloH- the engine. Larger
collars to Uie overliead valves are also

titted, and the cylinder head bolts have
been cnutinued to the base of the cylinders

The latest Cedos models, recently de-

.scribed in I'he Motor Cycle, are among
the btst finished machines in the show.

Scotts are exliibited by the makers'
depot. The full Triumph range, too, is on
view ; and other British makes represented

are:

—

Aston-Atias miniature. Cotton.
Kenilworth miniature. Velocette.
Skootamota. New Imperial.
Ner-a-Car.

Apart from the Scott and the Douglas
the British twin is not represented, ex-
cepting in the ^Morgan, which, produced
in France, is exhibited fitted with a
I.A.P. engine.

American Motor Cycles.

The fact that no British big twin side-
car outfits are e.xhibited would, at first
siglit, suggest that there is a very limited
demand for this type of machine, yet
three of the best known American
miichines are staged, i.e., the Indian
(Scout, Powerplus, and Chief), Harley-
Davidson (flat twin and big twins), and
Henderson four-cylinder. The Cleveland
lightweight is also shown by JI. Picaud,
who at one time was well known as the
Clyno agent. JI. Picaud informed us
that he had sold 300 of these lightweights
dming the present year; they are very
popular on account of their 26 x 3in. tyres.
The Briggs-Stratton Auto-wheel is also

exhibited attached to various types of
niachines, including a weird cycle-car.
The Evans motorised bicycle is also
prominent.

Other Countries Represented.

One feature of the Salon, compared with
Olympia, is its international character.
In addition to the French, British, and
American motor cycles mentioned above,
there are representatives of Belgium

An entirely new British model, the 350 c.c. New
Hudson.

POPULAR
BRITISH
MACHINES
AT THE
SALON.

Improvements in detail on the o.h.v. Douglas.

Two large oval silencers are fitted and the

saddle is mounted on leaf springs.

Switzerland,
Motosacoche,
tively.

and Italy in the F.N.,
and the Bianchi respec-

Improved valve

spring collar on the

o.h.v. Douglas.

A 350 c.c, B.S.A., a machine that is sate to be popular with the many admirers of this make.

The F.N. is of course quite familiar m
this country, and Motosacoche is asso-

ciated with M.A.G. engines. The Bianchi
motor cycle is not so well known, but
deserves to be. It is a big single with
combined gear unit, but_ otherwise follows
British lines. The Motosacoche employs
an Enfield type gear, but has three speeds
in which each gear ratio has its own
clutch ; this is one of the improvements
for 1923. Another improvement is the
enlargement of the fins on the cylinder of

the 993 c.c. M.A.G. engine.

Accessories.

One does not go to the Paris show to

study motor cycle accessories, but a look
round is always instructive. Naturally
Great Britain holds as great a lead over
other countries iu the accessories as in

complete motor cycles. Nevertheless
there is always something to learn.

Carburetters, for instance, unless of

English make, are the products of such
leading firms as Claudel, Zenith, and
Longuemare, which have been two decades
in the industry, and while they may cost

rather more than our own, they aim at

full automaticity. Claudel has produced
a new model vvitli the diffuser jet in an
inclined position.

The Zenith motor cycle carburetter is

not normally used in England, but is

found on the A. B.C. and others, while
Longuemare has produced a two-lever

pattern for the first time.

This year has shown a slight, but still

marked improvement in motor cycle odd-

c 5
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Motor Cycles at the Parh Salon.—
ments, and whereas last year only one
motor cycle headlamp was discovered, this

year we found several, and one by the
famous firm of Dvicellier, which was
quite up to expectations.

A most ingenious idea is carried out in

the Cicca generator (made at 41, Rue
Charles-Lafitte. Neuilly s/ Seine). The
water needle valve is not only controllable

by a screw in the oi'dinary way. but when
open can be pushed up and down against

a spring. This allows the valve to be
cleared without dismounting it. and per-

mits of an easy regulation of the gas de-

livery. Dupont et Traizet, 3, Rue Tesson,

Paris, sell quite a good lamp set with a

horizontal type generator.

As in other Continental countries, the

vendors of dissolved acetylene are more
enterprising than our own, for they deal

in cylinders in a greater variety of sizes.

The Societe Auonyme I'Acetyl, 19, Rue
Brunei, Paris, sells cylinders for motor

The Gr.oxe-Rhone gear box—like the rest

o{ this capable macKme—closely follows

British lines. Gear op>eration is by a long

direct acting lever.

cycles of quite reasonable dimensions and
weight, equipped with a simple foi'm of

gauge, the dial of which comprises no
figures, but m.erely shows by means of a

red hand if the cylinder is full or empty.

One lamp set sold by the Societe des

Appareila Magondeaux, 212, Boulevard

|fa)Tr©is(.gaLS

Althcurh a taller engine on account ot its v.nlve gear, the ne
o.h.v. Korlon unii doss not increase the height of the tank

OCTOBER 7 21!/, rQ2

Pereire, Paris, has a bracket specially
constructed to take a gas cylinder.
There is only one dynamo lighting set

which is really up to 'British standards,
and that is the production of Lavalette,
an old-established French electrical firm.

The set is well made and finished, and
the dynamo is of small dimensions; it is

demonstrated on a Harley-Davidson. We
saw, however, several examples of the

Mounting of the Lucifer dynamo
which is friction-driven off the

rear tjTe.

Details of the

o.h.v. Norton
cylinder ; note

the finned ex"

haust pipe nut.

Simplicity is the keynote of this nsatly

designed spring fork on the Louis Cle.nent

motorised bicycle. The head lug. i! w.!I be

observed, is wekbed.

smaller electrical outfits friction-driven

off the tyre. At present these sets have
not been popular in England, but it is

worthy of mention that one of the most
famous Continental ignition specialists

'

has placed an outfit of this type on the

market. .

-
;

Quite a good specimen is the Lucifer-
La Societe An. des Magnetor Lucifer

—

which hails from Carouge, near Geneva,
the dynamo of which generates a con-

tinuous current capable of charging

a 4 volt 10 amp. accumulator. On the

accumulator box the switches are neatly

-j""^^^

The only fully developed lady's motor cycle in the Salon-
Soyer, which has a tank integral with the duplex frame.

c 6

Scooter or motorised bicycle? The Monet-Goyon, which has a

miniature four-stroke engine and chain drive.

i£
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Motor Cycles at the Paris Salon,—

cairied, while the excellently made head-

lamp has a small auxiliary bulb for use in

towns. Much thought has been expended
on the generator which is of the permanent
magnet type, enclosed in an aluminium
case wliich is water- and dust-tight, while

hall bearings are employed, and a cut-out

is provided to prevent the current return-

Section of the Le Johest silencer,

ing from the accumulator to the genera-

tor at low speeds or when the niachine js

at rest. Owing to the ingeniously de-

signed bracket which has a universal

joint the dynamo or generator may be

driven off either front or rear tyre or

by means of a belt off any conveniently

accessible shaft. As a safeguard against

theft a lock switch is incorporated in the

distribution box. Provision is made for

an inspection lamp, the connection to

which is on the fuse box.

Another example of the above system

is the Alternacycle, which has been

The Immediat piish-oninflator connection.

seen in England, but in this set an
alternating ciuTent fff produced, and no
dry battery is supplied for keeping the

lamps lighted w.lien the machine is at a

standstill, though it would not be difficult

to tit one.

In view of tlie compulsory silencing of

motor cycles in England a few words on
the Johest silencer (E. Morle, 37, Boule-
vard Richard-Leuoir, Paris) will not be
out of place. The outet casing is com-
posed of two inverted cones welded
together, while inside is a spiral gradually
increasing in size towards the centre, and

523

then diminishiug to the same extent, with
a hole drilled throughout the whole of its

length. It is claimed that the exhaust
gases meet with no obstruction, that a
tui'bulence is set up which actually creates

A suction, with the result that not only

extra silence but greater efficiency is

obtained.
Mention must be made of the excellent

American cloth inner tube protector sold

A unique hand torch, the S.A.M., the

illuminant of which is dissolved acetylene.

by J. Drapier et Cie, 5, Rue de Mont-
morency, Paris. The tube is rolled round
the handle-bar and the cover is clipped

over it. It is quite a good idea and i.3

moderate in price.

Naturally English accessories M'ere

represented by various concessionnaires,

Amac and Brown and Barlow carburetters,

the products of North and Sons, S. Smith
and Sons, and Tan-Sad specialities v,'ere

to be seen at the Salon and in the
Invalides Annexe.

Holding down bolts on the new Douglas. Spada side-by-side twin engine unit. Sarello spanner and plug tester.

WELL-LUBRICATED OVERHEAD GEAR.
MODIFICATIONS of the cylinder

head tending towards external

cleanliness, will be made in the

"oil-eooled " 550 c.c. Bradshaw engine
for next year.

The valve rockers, which have an ex-

tensive bearing area, are lubricated by

Cylinder head assembled showing oil-

balh rocker box.

Details of the head. From lett to right : the actual head, illustrating the large diameter of

the valves; the rocker box with wick-fed rocker bearings, and the same item assembled.

a wick permanently dipped in an oil bath
at the foot of the roclser box.
Basing their claim on experiments, the

makers say that the valve -gear will look

after itself for many thousands of miles

without attention.

Two other good points are noticeable

in the 1923 head. The valves themselves

are of particularly large diameter, and
the rocker arms are so arranged that the
push rods are perpendicular. Angularity
of thrust is thus avoided.
James Wabnsley and Co. (Preston),

Ltd., Marathon Engineering Works,
Frank Street, Preston, is the address of

the makers.

WIDE RANGE OF SPRING FRAME MACHINES.
Al/THOUGH a very wide range of

P.V. machines will be marketed
next year there has been no radical

change in the design of this old-estab-
lished spring frame motor cycle.

1923 plans are best described by
enumerating the various engines used;—
247 c.c. and 343 c.c. Villiers ; 349 B.

and S. ; 293 c.c. and 349 c.c. single-

cylinder and 500 c.c. and 678 c.c. twin-'

cylinder J.A.P.s. Both the twins are of

the sports type and provide an excellent

combination of liveliness with comfort.

The makers are P.V". Motor Cycles,

Ltd., Perry Vale, Forest Hill, S.E.23.

c 7
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ECLIPSE OF THE 500 c.c. SINGLE.
Successes by 662 c.c. Twin and 349 c.c. Single at South Midland Centre Kop Hill'climb.

D. F. C. Fitzgerald (490 Norton sidecar) breaking the tape which operated the signalhng arm ort the left.

IN spite of a winti-y wind that swept the

bleak face of Kop Hill, a goodly crowd
of spectators watched the postponed

South Midland Centre climb there on
Saturday.

It was a homely little event, especially

the timing arrangements, but would have
been quite interesting had not the ma-
jority of the onlookers omitted to bring

field glasses, or, alternatively, had the

figures on the scoring board been twice as

large. The timekeeper had located him-

self on a far-away knoll, whence he
could see the starting and finishing lines,

and the Heath Robinsonian string-operated^

signal arms thereon.

The timing could not have been accurate

to the tenths of seconds employed, but
probably' the error factor was constant.

In the 350 c.c. and 500 c.c. solo classes

G. L. Werts (349 Curtis-B.^ and S.) had
things all his own way, but in the 750 c.c.

and two unlimited solo classes competition

was much keener. Nevertheless H. H.
Saddington surprised everybody by ex-

tracting a little more speed out of his

662 c.c. James on each ascent, winning his

first class easily, tieing with E. J. Cross

(989 Harley-Davidson) in the second, and
beating Baragwanath (Matchless) in the
third. Star performance, however, in the
last-mentioned event, for wliicli entries

were received on the hill, was made by the
third man, E. A. Marshall (499 Match-
less-M.A.G.), who only lost second place

by T^s. Furthermore, Marshall, whose

c8

machine is seven years old, by clocking
50.9 seconds in an intfer-club contest, made
second fastest time of the day.

De Lissa's M.A.G. was hard pressed by
Baragwanath's Matchless in the " any con-
dition " sidecar class, but won both that
and the ordinary 1,000 c.c. event. Barag-
wanath got his own back by making
fastest sidecar time of the day by two
seconds in the inter-club contest, which

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
REDUCED TO 3d.

We are pleased to announce that

as and from the next issue

(October 19th) the price of "The
Motor Cycle " will be 3d. weekly.

The quality of the reading

matter and the exclusive news
service of the paper will be un-

affected by this reduction in price

;

indeed our aim will be to maintain

the high standard we have set>

and which is appreciated by over

120,000 regular readers.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

much to his disgust was not officially

recognised.

The 500 c.c. single did not shine.

By the close margin of 11 to 10 the

North-West London M.C.G. beat the

North London M.C.C. in the twice post-

poned annual inter-club contest. On the

other hand, the Luton and South Beds.

A.C. won the club contest in the feill-

climlj proper, scoring 55 points against

Oxford's 27 and North London's 15.

Results

:

250 0.0. SOLO.—1, E. O. Gordon (248 New Im-
perial), 52.2s.

350 CO. SOLO.— 1, G. L. Weils (349 Curtis-B. and
S.), 36.7s.] 2, E. O. Gordon (248 New Impeiial),

41.0a.

500 c.c. SOLO.— 1, G. L. Werts (349 Curtia-B. and
S.), 34.48.; 2, T. W. H.airia (490 Norton), 38.6s.;

3, O. G. H. IJunliam (490 Norton).

750 0.0. SOLO.— 1, H. H. Saddineton (662 James),
31.28.; 2, E. F. Oveibniv (744 Zenith), 35.08.; 3,

O. G. H. Dunham (490 Norton), 38,1s.

UNLIMITED SOLO.-l, H. H. Saddington (662

James) and E. J. Ci'osa (989 Harler-Davidson) tied,

31.58.; 3, E. W. Finch (976 Zenith], 32.9s.

UNLIMITED SOLO (Any Tipe; Entries Ac-
cepted ON Hill).— 1, H. H. Saddington (662 James),

30.4s. ; 2, E. O. Baragwanath (996 Matchless), 31.3s.;

3, E. A. Moishall (499 Matchless-M.A.G.), 31.4s.
,

600 c.c. SIDEOAES.— 1, E. Newitt (494 Douglas
se], 45.33.; 2, E. O. Gordon (499 Triumph ae.J,

S3.4S. ;.3, G. Slade (490 Norton sc.), 56.16.

1,000 c.c. SIDECAES.-l, O. de Liasa (993 M.A.G.
sc), 368.; 2, L. Aveiy (989 Harley-Dai'idson sc),

38.2b.- 3, B. A. Bridgmah (998 Indian sc), 428.

500-600 0.0. SOLO.— 1, J. W. Gibson (559

Triumph), 43.7s.; 2, H. Flitt (550 Triumph), 53;5s.

UNLIMITED SIDEOAES (Entries Accepted oh

HlLL).-l, O. de Liasa (993 M.A.G. sc), 35.0s.: 2.

B. C. BaiiiRwaiiath (996 Matchless sc), 35.58.; 3,

L. Avery (989 Harler-Davidson sc), 38.8s.
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A BRITISH SHAFT DRIVEN MOTOR CYCLE.
Enclosed Worm Transmission and Four Speeds; Transverse Engine Mounting.

MANY motor cyclists are constantly

gnuiibling that the selection of

shaft-driven machines is extremely

limitwl. These and many others will be

interested in the new G.S.D., which will

make its first appearance at the forth-

coming Olympia Show.
The machine has many unusual features,

notablj' that it employs a four-speed gear

box, duplex frame, shaft drive, and is cap-

able of being fitted with engines varying

from 550 to 1,000 c.c. h.p., with very
slight modifications.

Single Two-Stroke and Big Twin.
The two models ivhich will be sliown at

Olympia will be engined with the White
and Poppe 350 c.c. two-stroke and the
976 c.c. bide-by-side valve twin Jap.

In each case the crankshaft will lie

parallel with the centre line of the
machine, the drive passing tlirougli a larg«

diameter eork insert clutch to the primary
gear shaft. From the four gears pressed

on to tills shaft the drive is transmitted
to the secondary shaft, all the speeds
being indirect. It is sometimes argued
that an indirect top gear provides lower
eificisncy than the direct type, and yet it

must be remembered that a single reduc-
tion for the lower gears is more efficient

than a double reduction, and here the in-

direct box scores.

Transmission Lay out.

Both shafts are mounted on ball bear-
ings, and the primary shaft is lioUow,
while through the centre of it runs a light

shaft, attached to the flywheel, driving
the magneto, -which is placed directly
l>ehind the gear box.

From the above it will be gathered that
the engine, clutch, gear box, and magneto
are mounted as a single unit, the final

drive passing from the secondary gear
shaft to an underslung worm below the

A shaft-drVen two-stroke, the G.S.D. The design

of the engine unit, with the enclosed flywheel and

integral gear box, is an attractive feature.

rear spindle by means of a shaft fitted

with a Hardy flexible joint^ at each end.

An important point is that both worm
and worm wheel are enclosed in a single

housing, which is separate from the frame
and CHiiiiot be distorted by frame stresses.

In addition, arrangements have been made
whereby the rear Avheel, complete with
worm gear, can be vei'y readily detached.
It is necessary only to slack off the spindle

nuts, one torque nut, and the brake con-

nection, to slide the wheel completely out

of place. If, however, a tube is to be

removed for inspection, a distance piece

may be detached by unscrewing one
E.pindle only, leaving room for the tube to

be entirely removed without further dis-

tui'bing the unit.

Internal expanding brakes are fitted

front and rear ; the front wheel being
mounted in Brampton forks, while what-
ever size of engine is employed 26 in. x
3 in. tyres will be fitted.

The frame itself is duplex everywhere

except for the top tube, which is single.

The main tank carries fuel only, oil being
contained in the forward portion of the
clutch housing, and mechanical lubrication
is employed.

Mudguarding and Weatherpioofing.

All details are carefully carried out ; the
saddle is adjustable for position ; a short
stand is pivoted just in fi-onf of the rear
M'heel ; 5-inch D section mudguards are
fitted, and the aluminium footboards are
adjustable for angle. From these foot-

boards rise long cui-ved leg shields passing
up above the top tube, and tlie engine
unit may be isolated from the rider by
detachable panels corresponding to the
bonnet of a car.

It is hoped that the machine will be sold

at a price of £85, with an increase in

price according to the size of engine used.
The producer of the machine is Mr.

Grant, 15, St. Paul's Road, Foleshill,

Coventry.

DOUGLAS AND HARLEY
RECORDS.

ON October 2nd the famous rider, J.
L. Emerson (494 Douglas), succeeded
in breaking two 500 c.c. records. In

5 liours he covered 194 miles 1,394 yards,
iui average speed of 64.93 m.p.h. ; and,
carrying on, gained the 200 miles record
m 3 hours 4 min. 28.15 sec, at a speed
>f 65,05 m.p.h.

On Wednesday of last week C. F.

j

Temple and F. Allchin gained an impor-
itant series of Class E (1,000 c.c. solo)
ecords on a 998 c.c. Harley-Davidson.

Time. Distance. Speed. Km.p.Ii.
1! hours. 163 miles 606 yds. 81-57 m.p.h. (131.43)

i hours. 228 miles 708 yds. 76.13 m.p.h. (122.51)
1 hours. 307 miles 361yds. 76.80 m.p.h. (123.59)
;) hours. 385 miles 1712 yds. 77.19 m.p.h. (124.22)
) hours. 444 miles 849 yds. 74.08 m.p.h. (119.22)

iP.»'«l.^e- Time. Speed. Km.p.h,
;9,0 ™>ies. 2 h. 30 m. 32.30 s. 79.71 m.p.h. (128.28)
,300 miles. 3 h. 53 m. 3.22 5. 77.23 m.p.h. (124.28)
100 miles. 5h. 10 m. 41.22 s. 77.24 m.p.h. (124.34)

The last two hours were run in heavy
•am, which caused a certain amount of
gnition trouble and seriously inconveni-
mced the drivers.

T. R. Allchin and his Harley-Davidson being prepared to continue the successful record attempt

achieved in conjunction with C. F. Temple.

eg
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NEXT YEAR'S HUMBER MODELS.
Improvements in Mudguarding and Braking. Sporting Model Practically Unaltered.

VERY few modifications will be found
in the 1923 Humber. The flat

twin engine of 75 x 78 mm. bore and
stroke remains unchanged, but there are
a few details of some importance which
have been modified. The front fork is

now considerably wider so as to allow
the fittmg of a 6in. "D" section guard
without valances.

action front brake working in

a dummy belt rim.

A similar guard -is fitted over the rear

wheel, the hinged portion behind the
carrier being retained so as to render the

wheel easily accessible. The front wheel
is now fitted with a dummy belt rim
brake, the shoe of which has a parallel

action ; the movement is ve_ry easily ob-

tained . by means of a tan-piece and
slotted guide. The brake is applied by
the pressure of the outer casing of the
Bowden connection, instead of through
the cable.

Further modifications concern chiefly

the strength of the front stand and minor
accessories, the object of the manufac-
turers being to supply a machine which
is particularly suitable for heavy work
overseas.

Adequate Mudguard Clearance.

As might be expected after the suc-

cesses which have been obtained this

year, the sports model will still be listed

;

this machine is similar in most respects,

but the wide guards and new brake are

not included. The mudguards on the

standard models are provided with con-

siderable clearance, and ample room be-

tween the forks for the fitting of over-

size tyres, although the standard sec-

tion is 26x2|in.

Improvements on the 1923 touring model
Humber at« the fitting of a fi'ont belt vim

brake and much wider mud guards.

NEW ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT.
THERE are, no doubt, many who will

be interested to hear that the manu-
factm'ers of the well-known Sun-

Vitesse two-stroke are now making an
ultra lightweight, embodying a small

two-stroke engine with flywheel ignition,

26 X 2in. tyres, and Druid forks.

As will be seen from the illustration,

the frame is of the conventional type,

giving a low riding position, and is suit-

able for the use of either lady or gentle-

man. The tank has separate compart-
ments for petroil mixture and oil, the
latter chamber being equipped with a
measure. The single gear model is cata-

logued at £26 7s., and with two-speed
gear £30 9s. Deliveries will commence
almost immediately.

Of a type which

promises to be

popular nextyear

:

the new Sun ultra

lightweight. .

350 c.c. AND 499 c.c. SPORTING NEW HUDSONS.
NEXT year the makers of the New

Hudson will cater more extensively
for the solo rider than they have

done hitherto.

The two-stroke lightweight and th«
single-cylinder sidecar outfit, considerably
improved, will be retained, and in addi-
tion there will be a chain-driven three-

speed 350 c.c. solo model in sporting and
touring guises, and a 499 c.c. sports

model really designed for speed work.
Prices will be lower all round ; one

model of the two-stroke, shorn of refine-

ments but with the same engine as at

present and a two-speed gear, will be
very much cheaper.

The rfe luxe, lightweight will be i

tained ; and the sidecar outfit will *i

body many new features as the result

the company's experience with this ,veai

design. Alternative sidecar bodies w
be offered, including one with an exi

seat for a child, and a folding sidec

will also be available.

THE Dublin Ramblers M.C.C., which
was formed as an amateur organi-
sation, but has now decided to admit

to its ranks those engaged in the trade,
held a reliability trial on Saturday last

over two circuits of a sporting course
of forty-six miles in Co. Dublin and Co.
\Yicklow.

DUBLIN RAMBLERS' TRIAL.
A very handsome trophy was put up

for the event by the president, Mrs.
Callaghan, who is an active motor
cyclist, and in addition she provided tea

at her residence for the competitors and
officials. The route embraced three well-

known test hills, Devil's Elbow, near Glen-

cuUen, the Red Lane, from the Glen of

the Downs to Calary, and Goat's Ps

neaa- Enniskerry. The Devil's Elbow w
in good condition and claimed li

victims, but the other hills were greas

Of the twenty-one starters, five failed

complete the course, and nine of the ot!

sixteen were able to claim non-stop i"

through all the observed sections.
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Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.
Difficulty in finding a hill for the formula hill-

rlimb caused its i^ostponement until the Balli
Oluh came to the rescue with KinRsdown Uill;
groat credit is due to the latter body for its

sporting action in obtaining permission for an
outside clul: to run on its preserves.

Soutbport m.C.
Birkdale Sands was the site selected for holding.

on the 30th of last month, the third and last
race meeting of the vear. The popularity of the
event may be judged from the entry list of 172
competitors. Results

:

250 o.c. (General).—J. N. Roberts (248 New
Imperial).
250 c.c. (Experts Barred).—T. Amery (243

New Scale).

350 c.c. (General).— 1, C. H. Foster (349 Kew
Scale): 2. F. Collard (349 Sheffield-Henderson);
3, H. Burrell (348 Rex-Acme).
350 c.c. (Experts Barred).—C. H. Foster (349

New Scale).

500 C.C. (General).—1. F. T. Hatton (494
Douglas); 2. T. Simi^er (490 Norton); 3. W. John-
son, jun. (492 Sunbeam).
500 C.C. (Experts Barred).—!, W. Lord (492

Sunbeam); 2. \V. Johnson, jun. (492 Sunbeam).
750 c.c. (Generai.1.— 1. F. T. Hatton (733

CLUB NEWS,
Meeh=En& Club Events.

Oct. 13th.—Matlock and West DerbvsMre M. nni
M.C.C.—Social Committee Hileetina.

Oct. 14th.—Dumjfies and District M.C. ami C.C—
Social Run.

Oct. liUi.—Limrpool M.C.—Reliance Cup Trial.

Oct.. Uth.—Coverdrij Triangle M.C—Hill Climb.

Oct. IMh.—Bristol M.C. and L.CC— Captain'
Run.

Oct. im.— Ulster M.C .C.—Ulster Cmnd Prix.

Oct. loth.—Rochester, Chatham ami District M C
and L.CC.-^Trial for " The Shor
Silver Rose Bowl."

Oct. ISIh.—Sheffield M.C.C—Run in Birchinlee.

Oct. 1-Sth.—CoretUrii Triangle M.C.—Run to Prince-
thorpc Wood.

Oct. loth.—Atherton and District M.C.C.—Run to
Chester.

Oct. loth.—Halifax and District M.C. and L.C.C—
Run to York.

Oct. 15th.—Rotherliam and District M.C—Social
Run via Penistone.
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Doiiglasl; 2, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490 Norton); 3.
T. Simister (490 Norton).
7S0 c.c. (ExPEllTS Barred).—W. Johnson, jun.

(492 Sunbeam).
UNLIMITED (General).-!. G. E. Cowley, jun

(490 Norton); 2. F. T. Hatton 1733 Douglas); 3.
W. Johnson, jun. (492 Sunbeam).
ONLIMITED (Expects Bap.bed).-W. Johnson,

jun. (492 Sunbeam).
SOO c.c. SIDECARS (General).—C. G. Bullough

(490 Norton sc).
750 c.c. SIDECARS (General).—G. E. Cowley,

jun. (490 Norton sc).
UNLIMITED SIDECARS (General).—1, A.

Tinltler (999.5 American X sc.) ; 2. G. E. Cowley,
jun. (490 Norton sc).

FIVE JMILE RACE.
350 c.c. (General).— 1, F. Collard (349 Sheffield-

Henderson); 2, H. Burrell (348 Rex-Acme); 3,
J. N. Roberts (248 New Imperial).
350 c.c. (Experts Barred).—C. M. Needham

(349 New Scale).
500 c.c. (General).— 1. G. E. Cowley, jun. (490

Norton); 2, T. Simister (490 Norton); 3. F. Col-
lard (349 Sheffield-Henderson).
500 c.c. (Experts Barred).—!, T. H. Dickinson

(496 Duzmo); 2, C. M. Needham (349 New Scale).
UNLIMITED (General).— 1. T. Simister (490

Norton); 2. F. T. Hatton (733 Douglas).

ESSEX AND SOUTHEND CLUB'S SPEED TRIALS.
SATURDAY'S speed trials of the Essex

County and Southend Automobile

Chib were held before a select few

"at a little-known and little advertised

spot in the wilderness near Shoeburyness.

The entire lack of prior publicity was
perhaps prompted by a becoming modesty

I
anent' the shortcomings of the organisa-

i

tion. Unwarned spectators were allowed

! to drive their machines up the "running
i out " stretch behind the finishing line,

! thus meeting 70 and 80 m.p.h competitors

on a none too wide road, while again and

; again competitors were despatched back

up the half-mile course before a class

finished, passing the last man on his way.

No times were posted, but an unused

blackboard showed good intentions.

Finally, the programme "entry " of 76

resolved itself into some 19 or 20 actual

competitors, who rode in anything up to

seven classes.

Slow Off the Mark.

Some e.xcellent riding was witnessed,

, but reallji good starting (the distance

I
was a standing-start half-mile) was
not a feature. R. Weatherell (348

Weatherell). and L. McCardle (989

Harley-D.), were exceptions in this re-

spect, however.
It will be noted that in the organising

!
club's official results (below) a 398 c.c.

A.B.C. figures as second place winner in

[the 350 c.c, classes, while W. H. Norris

rode a 698 c.c. Raleigh also in the

1550 c.c. class. This we are unable to

(explain.

CLASS 1. (350 c.c. TODEING

Closed and Open.

Solo.)

Time. Formula.
eecs.

1
3. M. Grecnins (348 Francis Barnett) 30% 1st
If. B. Cotsiote (398 A.B.C.) .. ..32 2nil

CLASS 2. (500 c.c. TOUBING Solo.)

Closed and Open.

,S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Bennett) . SOV',
|W. A. Newell (398 A.B.O.) ., .. 31%

CLASS 3. (Unlimited, Todeing Solo.)

Closed and Open.
F. McCardle (989 Harley-D.) ,. ,. 27% —
H. E. Bolton (998 Indian) .. .. 30^ —
S^ M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett) — Is*
W. A. Newell (398 A.B.C! .. ., — 2nd-

1st
2na

R.
L.
N.

CLASS 4. (350 c.c. Sports Solo.)
i Closed.

Weatherell (349 Weatherell)
F. PeiitT (349 Hawl;er) ..

A. Lowe (349 Coventry Eagle)

Open.
K. Weatherell (349 Weatherell)
L. F. I'eatv (349 Hawker)
F. W. Jelpke (349 Weatherell)

CLASS 5. (500 CO. Spoets Solo.)
Closed.

K. S. Duncan (489 Sunbeam) ..

H. S. Hendrie (490 Norton) ..

M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnettl
Lowe (348 Coventry Eagle)..

Open.
S. Duncan (489 Sunbeam) ..

S. Hendrie (490 Norton) ..

S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett)
N. Lowe (348 Coventry Eagle) .. —

CLASS 6. (Unlimited Sports Solo.)
Closed.

L. McCardle (989 Harley-Davidson)
H. Baldwin (492 Sunbeam) ..

S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett)
E. W. Weatherell (349 Weatherjll)

Open.
L. McCardle (989 Harley-Davidson)
H. Baldwin (492 Sunbeam)
S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett)
E. W. Weatherell (349 Weatherell)

N,

E.
J.

25%
28 ,

25%
28
295'=

25
25*i

25
25'^

24%
24-',^

24%
24%

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1-t

2nd

1st
2nd

1st
2nd

CLASS 7. (500 o.c. SiDECAks.)
Closed and Open.

K. S. Duncan (489 Sunbeam) .. .. 28^^
S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett) 32Vs

CLASS 8. (UNLIMITED Sidecars.)

Closed and Open.
X. S. Duncan (489 Sunbeam) .. ., 28%
L. F. McCardle (989 Harley-D.) .. 28%
S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett) —

1st
2nd

2nil

MEMBERS RESIDING IN ESSEX.
Special Awaeds.

Silver Vase (fastest time of any cycle).—L. MeCar.''
(989 Harley-D).

Motor Cycls Watch (befit formula of sports model).—
K. S. Duncan (489 Sunbeam).

Binks Carburetter (fastest time touring model}.-
S. M. Greening (249 Francis-Barnett).

Silver Trophy (best formula of toiuing model).

-

S. M. Greening [249 Francis-Barnett).

ANT MEMBER OF THE EASTERN CENTRE
OF THE A.C.U.

Silver Cup (fastest time of the day).—L. McCardli
(989 Harley-D.).

Small Trophy (best formula of sports model).—K. S-

Duncan (489 Sunbeam).
Small Trophy (fastest time of touring model).— S. M.

Greening (249 Francis-Barnett).
Small Trophy [best formula of touring mode]).—S. M.

Greening (249 Francis-Barnett).

.(-^

W. H. Norris (698 Raleigh) covering the standing start half-mile in 30j sees, at the Ess2X

County and Southend A.C. speed trials. The photograph shows his front wheel quite clear of

the ground after passing a small bump.
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UNEXCITING MANVILLE TROPHY TRIAL.
Obliterated Dye Causes Difficulty in last Saturday's Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Event.

OF the thirty-four motor cycle en-

trants for the Manville Trophy
Trial of the Coventry and War-

wickshire M.C, on Saturday, every one
faced the starter, but_ eleven failed to

finish in schedule time. This large num-
ber of retirements was not so much due
to the severity of the course, but rather
to mischance and difficulties in following
the route, which caused sundry delays
and consequent hurryings.

Midland Test Hills.

Starting from Hearsall Common,
Coventry, the 77-mile morning route in-

cluded Swans Hill, Gravel Pit Hill, the
Gutter, Lower Walton Hill, Hagley Wood
Hill, Noah's Ark Hill, and Abberley
Hill. Owing to a shortage of observers,
only three of these acclivities were ob-
served, a matter of small moment since,

with the exception of the two last men-
tioned, they are not sufficiently severe to

cause any trouble. On Gravel Pit Hill,

for instance, there was not a single

failure.

Again,' on Abberley Hill there were
only two failures, both owing to the
greasy nature of the road, which caused
skids.

J. Thomas (600 Humber) fell after

passing the worst gradient, an-d D. Rad-
ford (688 Coventry Victor) wobbled and
fell while passing another competitor.

With these exceptions the performances
were uniformly good, and it is difficult

to distinguish the most meritorious
climbs owing to the fact that many good
riders took matters quietly and climbed
slowly but steadily.

On the return journey tlve chief points

of interest were New Walton Hill—

a

tricky climb .with a greasy left-hand

hairpin near the top—and an accelera-

tion test on Weatheroak Hill. At the
latter spot certain technical objections

were raised by the police, but the event
was carried to a successful conclusion.

The shallow but rocky water splash i(

the foot of Noah's Ark HiU is alarni'

ing only in appearance, and the Iiill itsel:

has no gradient worthy of a modern
machine.

Changing Up Too Soon.
Several spoiled their chances bj

changing up too early, although the per-

formances on- the whole were good. Xc
official times are available, but the fol

lowing showed up best : R. Griiidlaj

(600 Humber), G. Kirby (499 Triumph).
E. A. Barnett (646 Francis-Barnett), W
Brandish (600 Humber), H. Strettoi

Ward (499 Triumph), J. Thomas (60(

Humber), L. Crisp (600 Humber)
Amongst the sidecar performances, whicl

we observed, F. T. Sibley (499 Rudg,
sc.) and A. Perrey (770 B.S.A. sc.) wer.

the best.

There were some further difficultie

about the route on the return journey
and some competitors reached the Snisl;

ing point from the reverse direction.

SIDECAR T.T. NEXT YEAR.
No Amateur Race. Important Decisions at General Committee Meeting of A.C.U.

By
far the most important business

transacted at the General Committee
of the A.C.U. on Friday last was

that connected with next year's Tourist
Trophy Races.

It was, of course, obvious that the
announcement that our premier road
speed events should be held in England
in June was altogether too sanguine, and
that a return to the Isle of Man Avas in-

evitable. News that the I.O.M. High-
way Board would sympathetically con-
sider the allotment of three days to
racing, announced by the secretary, was
somewhat of a surprise, but it was fur-

ther confirmed by Mr. Cowans, the Isle

of Man representative, who stated that
Mr. G. J. A. Brown had had an un-
official interview with the Board, which
had declared that it would not be adverse
to the favourable consideration of three
days' racing on Monday, the 11th June,
Wednesday, 13th, and Friday, 15th.

Sidecar T.T. Discussed.

Touching the question of a race for
sidecars, which Professor Low's proposi-
tion at the Competitions Committee stated
was " worthy of serious consideration,"
a lengthy discussion followed. Mr.
W. H. Wells made strenuous opposition
in view of possible danger, but other
members of the trade present, Messrs.
J. L. Norton, S. L. Bailey, V. Horsman,
E. B. Wai-e, and F. W. Barnes were
equally strongly in favour of the idea.
Mr. Norton, however, feared that the
wrong type of outfit might be developed,
but Mr. Bailey took the view that racing
models of to-day generally became tour-

ing models in the near future. Some
argument ensued as to the advisability

af limiting the engine size to 350 c.c.

Finally, it was decided that T.T. races

should be held for 250, 350, and 500 c.c.

solo mounts, and for sidecar outfits up to

500 or 600 c.c. Exact details wOl ,be left

AT KOP ON SATURDAY.

H. H. Saddington (662 James) maldng

fastest time of the day. He won every class

that he entered.

to the Competitions Committee, the cliai'J

man of which, Mr. J. W. G. Brooke-
suggested that the 250 c.c. and sidecf
races might be held on the morning an
afternoon of one day, the 350 c.c. race c

,

the second day, and the senior race c

. the third day.
Naturally, the question of an aniatei

race caused a good deal of discussion. M
Loughborough pointed out that the defin

,

tion of amateur was not an insuperab
difficulty, but that it was almost impo
sible to ensure a rider conforming to tl

conditions required. Mr. Quintiu Nio!
then said he thought that the A.C.I
had its hands full enough with the othi

j.

races and tlie new sidecar e^ent, so S

was decided to abandon the amateur rai

for next year.

It was announced that no official i

suits, of the South-Eastern Centre reli

bility trial of July 8th had been iseu&

and it was therefore decided that iinle

th.ese results were forthcoming in sevi

days no permit for an open event won

be granted in .future.

Regret' was expressed that the Anj:l

Dutch Trial could not be organised lli

year, but it was hoped that it would

possible, to arrange it next year.

Nineteen applications from provinci

clubs for affiliation to the parent bc(

were accepted.

NEXT WEEK-

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"]

THREEPENCE.
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EMS

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Hd. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, renders of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a i^d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U,, who are regularly in receipt of reports from their- representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

fUEL CONSUMPTION.
I have a 1920 two-stroke two-

"JTl speed Clyiio with petrol lubrica-" tion, and can only get 50 to 60

-LJ m.p.g. It is free from all air

leaks, belt and clutch slip ; the

carburetter is an Amac ; I am using c;

24 jet. (1) Could you tell me what

m.p.g. I should get; (2) and how to

get it?—C.E.B.
Your machine should do at least 80

m.p.g. From your description everything

tppears to be in good order, and we can

)uly suggest, therefore, that you check

iiver (a) the petrol level (this should be

iibout tV below the top of the spraying

iets in the Amac carburetter)
;

(h) the

nagneto timing (this should be set so

hat the spark occurs when the piston

's on top dead centre with the ignition

;:ontrol | retarded) ; and (c) the petrol

iupply system (wliich should b« quite

iree from leakage at the petrol tap and
lipe unions).

"ISAPPOINTING PERFORMANCE WITH
SIDECAR.

My machine is a 500 c.c.

j nri standard outfit as supplied by

yi makers, and the gears are 5i, 8^,

LLI and 16i to 1 (chain and belt).

The machine is rather heavy, and
so is the sidecar ; and since my weight is

about 15 stone, with an adult passenger

in the sidecar, the unfortunate engine

has something to propel. The engine is

clean ; compression very good ; timing

standard ; new valve springs ; B. and
B. carburetter, single jet. size 36. The
roads over which I go are pretty severe

for a small engine and are so bumpy
that what speed I get is very rapidly

knocked off. I find that on the
slightest gradient second speed is re-

1 quired, and some quite moderate

;

gradients almost require low. The
engine runs very hot. I have gone
through the various causes mentioned in

j
"Hints and Tips," and the only one

;
that seems to fit the facts is "Too high

i a gear." The engine will run but will
'. not increase speed after the throttle has
been opened more than half-way. I

,
cannot explain exactly, but when I open
the throttle more than half-way I can
tell I am not getting any value for it.

Moreover, the fuel consumption is bad,
due, I suppose, to the amount of second
gear work and continually having to
shut off the extra air on the slightest

Smportant Dates.

Wed., Oct. 4th, to tun., Oct. 13.—
Paris Salon.

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

Frl., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. luh—
Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd—
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Tues., Dec. 26th and Wed., Dec.
27th.—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat., Jan. 13th to Wed., Jan 24tb
(1923).—The Belgian Salon.

Frl., Jan. 26th to Sat., Feb. 3rd
(1923) Scottish Motor Show.

gradient to prevent knocking. (1) Would
a lower gear be better? (It would still

further reduce the speed of the

machine.) How could a lower gear be
obtained ? The front sprocket has 14

teeth and the makers do not supply one
with less. (2) As I only use the

machine about once a week for a run
of 25 miles or so, do you think a Jin.

belt would do the work and reduce the
gear? (3) The machine was originally

fitted with 26in. x 2|in. tyres. I have
on now 26in. x 2^in. x 2\\n. This would
raise the gear, I suppose. Would the

smaller tyres be better? (4) Should I

fit a larger jet. 55 is standard for the
machine ; I am using a 36. I have a

37, but have not tried it as the engine

gets so hot. (5) Am I right in sup-

posing that with such a heavy load and
bad roads a 500 c.c. engine is bound
to run pretty hot. I do not think the

engine gets too hot when I have the

sidecar empty. (6) Would a variable jet

adapter give me any more power?

—

J.O.E.
(1) As you do not state the make of your
machine we cannot tell you whether its

performance is similar to other models of

CAUGHT AT .SPEED. An Impression of B. Fleming on his Sunbeam sidecar at a hill

climb held recently by the Basingstoke M.C.C.

C15
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llie same make ; howevev, with a 500 c.c.

machine used with sidecar a 5^- to 1 top
gear is rather high ; at the same time it

would not be advisable to use an engine
sliaft sprocket with a smaller number of

teeth than 14. (2) A |in.. belt would be
under-sized for your machine and load
and we could not recommend it, although
it might answer your purpose ; its life

would be short. (3) The fitting of larger
tyres has the same effect as raising the
gear, and as you apparently do not use
the. machine extensively it might possibly

be advisable to use the smaller diameter
covers. (4) A larger jet .should not be
necessary. (5) A 500 c.c. machine even
when used with sidecar should go almost
anywhere and be capable of maintaining
an average speed of about 20 m.p.h. ; it

should have a maximum speed with side-

car of at least 38 m.p.h. There is no
reason why a machine of this capacity
should overheat if it is in good order.

(6) A variable jet adaptor would not
necessarily give you more power, but it

would be of great assistance Avhen tuning
up.

FITTING A GEAR BOX.
I am proposing to fit a four-

speed gear bo.x with belt and
chain drive on my motor cycle.

The belt pulley is 6in. in

diameter and the belt rim is 19in.

Being desirous of obtaining a 4^ to 1

gear on top, what numbers of teeth on
the engine shaft sprocket and counter-
shaft sprocket are required ?—C.L.

If you are fitting a four-speed gear box
to your machine, we do not recommend
that you have the belt pulley on the Ijox

any smaller than Sin. in diameter, as

otherwise on the low gears you will prob-
ably get excessive slip. It is not much
use attempting to give you the figures

you ask for, as usually the size of the
countershaft sprocket is determined for

you by the manufacturer of the gear, and
no alternative selection is offered, there-

fore, the only variation possible is ob-

tained by altering the size of the engine

Pf^S(^lLS OCTOBER 1 2th, ig22.

sprocket. When you know the former you
can calculate the number of teeth by the
aid of the tables usually given in the
gear manufacturers' booklets.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' reiilies to questions -published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.VA, -when they ivill be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests

for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

"J.B.E." (Barmouth) — 348 c.c.

Douglas ,• B. and B. carburetter.
" W.H.L." (Penzance).—398 c.c. A.B.C.

after 3,000 miles running.

"A.H." (Pontefract).—349 c.c. A.J.S.
touring model B.
"H.E.R.IM." (Winchester).—349 c.c.

A.J.S., Bl; W.S.R. variable jet; suit-

able settings for starting, fast and slow
running. »

"F.H." (Romsey). 348 c.c. o.h.v.

;

F.N. : suitability for touring.

"G.L.L." (Manchester).—348 c.c. two-
speed Douglas : tuniug for speed regard-

less of economy ; Wex carbua-etter.

"D.S." (Sherborne).—249 c.c. Velo-
cette.

"H.R.R." (Towyn).—398 c.c. A.B.C. :

tuning, gear ratios, and jet sizes for fast

solo riding.

"L.M." (Manchester).—170 c.c. Mc-
Kenzie.

" R. JI." (Tavistock).—Binks carburet-
ter on 989 c.c. Harley-Davidson and 348
c.c. Douglas.
"A.V.V." (Wembley Hill).—McKenzie

lightweight.

"A.J.C." (Stockwell. S.^y.8).—598 c.c.

A.B.C. ; experiences in tuning.

"H.E.W." (Moorgate, E.C.2).—Two-
seater sidecars, for two adults.

"O.A.S." (Xottingham).—348 c.c.

Raleigh and recent models of 398 c.c.

ABC.

WATERSPLASHES EVERYWHERE. North, south, east or west, the crossing of unbridged
streams is a feature, if not Me feature, of motor cycle trials. While providing much fun for

the spectators, " watersplashing " tends to be overdone. A scene'in the Levis Trial.

c i6

The Dutch Championship.
The championship of Holland, togethei

with a gold medal and other awards, ha>
been won by A. Steensma, riding a 499 c.c
Dunelt motor cycle.

Confusion of Addresses.
There are apparently half-a-dozen

Uptons m England; and we are asked to
state that the Alexander twist grip,
described in our issue of September 28th
hails from Upton, near Birkenhead.

Change of Address.
New and extensive premises, a few door;

west of the present address, will be octu
pied by the Service Company at the en(
of this month. The new address will b;

273-274, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Changing the Name.
The lower-priced V-type windscreen

made by the Sandham Engineering Co.
Lt-d., of Gray's Inn Road, will in future b
known at the Popular model. Hitherto it

name of Junior conveyed the idea that i

was only suitable for fitting on small
sidecars.

Cross-Country Italian Race.
In the twenty-four-hour race betwecv

Milan and Naples, held during Septembe
over a distance of 887 kms. (551 miles
two Norton machines were first an
second in the 500 c.c. class, being ranke
also second and third in the unlimite
category.

Warning.
According to the secretary of tl

A.C.U., a petson giving the' name <

H. R. Melville Freeman, and using core

bearing the title and address of the Aut
Cycle Union, is abroad in London. \\

are advised that no person of tlie san
name is on the staff or membership li:

of the Union.

On Such Small Things-
It is rumoured that owing to the si:

of the tyres on PuUin's Douglas not coi

plying with F.I.CM. dimensions, li

mean speed of 83.76 m.p.h. on the Bl
de Boulogne cannot be recognised as

lecord. If _ this is- so Bernard (9!

Indian) will come up into the record li

with a mean speed of 81.5 m.p.h.

The Sport in Russia.

In spite of the extraordinary conditio

now prevailing in Russia, speed trir

were held on the 27th and 28th

August over a course of 556 versts, Jf(

cow - WyschniT- Wolotschek - Moscow,
wfrich Malewitsch, on a pre-war 499^
Triumph, finished first, in llh. ' 28i

41s., or at au average speed of appro;

mately 30.2 m.p.h.

Catalogues R«ceived.

The County Legging Co., Fraud

Street, Perry Bar, Birmingham : Ki|
trated booklet of leather leggings.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PR1C£S

advertisements" in these columns
j—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
iditional word. Paragraphs oJ under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

'charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment (or

idvertisements should be made payable__--r-co'
lo ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^^*
Treasury Notes, bein; untraceable if lost in

( raiisit. should not be sent as remittances.

Alt advertis3.nents in this section should be

(coompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

!o the ofTices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

lime to reach the offices of "The Motor Cycle,"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

I the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

:he following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

AU letters relating to advertisements should

;uate the number which is printed at the end of

aoh advertisement, and the date of the issue

n which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is taken

i a avoid mistakes.

MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

A .B.C. 1920, Lucas dynamo lighting, excellent con-
dition throughout.—Davis, Crowthorne, Berks.

'[6312

A .B.C.. kick, chain guard. Klaxon, speedometer,
excellent condition; £55.—1, Northumberland

St., Norwich. [6255

A .B.C., dynomo lighting, little used,
-t^ first-class condition tliroughont ; £65.-
Parade, Clleltenh.^nl.

"Recommendeil by"-
Over and over again we find newcustomers
introduce themselves with these words,
and it exempUfies the truth of an old
slogan of Godfreys ;

" Our Sales increas: our Friends,
Our Friends increas: our Sales,."

Can GODFREYS be of service to Y0U?,l9''x

If it is a new machine you require you will

find a selection of all the latest models at
Godfreys,who can give immediate delivery
of practically any well-knoAvn make.

kick-start, ja

-Giirage, IJath

A .B.C. 1920, any expert examination, new heavytX tyres; owner buying combination; £49.—Clarke,
Bailiff St., Northampton. [6247

A -B.C. 1920 3h.p., Lucas Magdyno lighting, 4-speed,
chain drive, electric horn, tax paid; £55.

—

Maudes', 100, Paris St., Exete-. l[6441

ACk Euineas.-1920 A.B.C., fully equipped, insured,^v retiistered, in pood condition; exchanges; evenings.
—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [6347

A .B.C. Sports Model, dynamo lighting, 7 months old.
good condition; £65.—Troomes, Edwin Rd.,

Twickenham. 'Phone : Richmond 2667. [6143

~IO20 A.B.C., guaranteed mechanioally, appearance
--*^ as new. flexible exhaust. Cowey. Lucas lishtirc:
sell, or exchange.-l. Park Hill Rd.. Ewell. [5726

A.J.S
mileage negligible; £70.—Ratr-IifFe
Portland St.. W. [5495

A.J.S. 2^;4h.p.,

Bra:;., 200, Gt.

If price is a consideration you have now
an opportunity to secure a brand new
(shop soiled) machine at a figure which
only the necessity of clearing xild stock

"TVAN GUY, Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Cora-
---' bination, £175, in stock. Dorset trade supplied.

[0317
A .J.S. j\[otor Cycles on easy terms.—Wauchopes, 9.
*i- Shoe Lane, Londo.^. 'Phone; Central 5163

[648310 22 A.J.S., 2^ih.p. Bl, iinpuctured, excellent coii-
J-tf dition. -- - _- _
mouth.

£70.-17. Leamington Rd.. Bourne-
[5698

WAECHOPE S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.—1913 6h.p.
A.J.S. combination, 3 speeds, kick-start, and

clutch; £45.

A.J.S. 2--:ih.p.-7h.p
ilerrick's Stores

'Phone : 2439.

1 Q22 2';;,h.p. A.J.S., Bl
J-*' condition;
ton, Durham.

Commercial
Listerhills

[6484

Vehicles.— Write
Rd.. Brad lord

12704

. insured, etc., spares, good
oifers?—5, Central Buildings, Stock-

[6160

A.J.S. 1913 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick-start, all-

chain drive, coachbuilt sidecar, with screen; £50—Maudes'. Walsall Garage, Walsall. [6435

Invite Inspection. A.J.S.'s and other
below any anticipated price reduction.

—5, Heath St., Harapstead (near Tube). [3862

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, £175; 2";4h.p., 3-speed.
£85.—Immediate delivery can be obtained from

F.O.C.H.
makes far

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [594£

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
1 For the convenience of advertisers, letters may, be renders pOSSible,
jdressed to iminbers at " Tlie Motor Cycle" Office.

.'hen this is desired, tlie sum of'6d. to defray the cost of

gistrjtioii and to cover postage on replies must be added
) the advertisement cliarge, which must include the

3rd'5 Bos ooo, c/o " Tlie Motor Cycle." Only thenumbci
: ill -lopear in tlie advertisement. All replies should bf

I
^.'ressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House.

I udor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers wJiorep y to Box- No.
' icertisemenls are warned against sending reniittance through

1 e posl except in registered envelopes; in all such cases the

^eolthe Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope
• -ouid be clearly marked "Deposit DepaUment."

In tbg case of motor cycles offered for sale under a box

imber, as it is unusual for these to be sold without flrsi

in^inspected by thg Intending purchaser, advertisers will

cllitate business by embodying In their advertisements

me mention of the district In wbich the machine
I .'ered may be seen and tried.

{

3*- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
1 Persons wlio liesit.ile to send money to nnUnown persons

\y de.il ill perfect safety by availing themselves of our
:posit System. If the money be deposited with "The
itor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

riie time allowed for a decision after receipt of thf

ods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit tiif

I lount to the seller, but, if not, we return tlie araouni
the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, bui

the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
le seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For ai , ,, c , , i ^-i"

insac'ions up to ifio, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; ci
,

i ou pay One quarter as a lirst instalment fon,

insactionsoverfioandunder £50, tliefee is 2/6; oyei and the balance in 12 equal monthly 1 Q19 A.J.S. 6h. p. Combination, spare wheel, screen,
io and under 475.5/-; oyer £75 and under fioo, 7/6

I ,

^ ^
,
Xf/ speedometer, fine condition; £85; exchanges.—

d on all transactions over £loo,_ k%. _ All deposi'
)
paymeniS.

|
Hillier, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington {7 or 7a

Should you desire a sound secondhand
machine we can supply you with one which
has been thoroughly overhauled in ourown
workshops, and we give the same guaran-
tee as issued with a new machine. !

Should you wish to exchange your present I

mount, this can be easily arranged if it is
j

a reasonably modern machine. Send full
'

particulars stating the new machine vou ' A -J-S- isis eh.p. combination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-
r „ J ?,, , ,,''*- starter, Inlly eriuipped, beautiful outfit; £45.-113.

preter ana we will quote you our best . High St.. Clapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. [638C

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2i4h.p. solo, or 7h.p. com
binaticns. Retain t^ouchwith the N. London assMt?,

—Jones"

19=^
The Broadu-a.v. PJuswell Hill. 1078?.

allowance price. Further, the difference
between the value of your present machine
and the price of the new one can be paid
by 12 equal monthly instalment^. .

^^^^

We will sell yon any new or secondhand
j
A JS- i920 eh.p,

machine on our gradual payment system i ^ntiSt:-F'Vnir82?"i!)ufcombe°^ N.19. [6273

,
on the following terms :

j ^ j.g. Comlanntion, magnificent turnout, equal tc

Garage

A.J.S.
accessory

Combination, 7h.p. every possible
_. as brand new, little used; £125.—

Lansdowne," Worcester Park, Surrey. [6012

Combination, spare wheel, electric
ondition : £125, or offer; write ap-

uew, guaninteed perfect, electric lighting:
'>; 4% only is added to purchase price. , . , .,n^ ut -i .. xr , *- tt .
a) !7/" -^

J
^ ^ ^

i
equipped; £120.—" Lansdowne," Tork Av., Hunstar

c, YOl "- '='-~^ '

fully

stan-
[5862

liters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street
: iridon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should bf

I ide payable to IHfle & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
iication tliat the advertiser is willing to avail himieltol

le Deposit System. Other advertisers may be eqnallv

j

sirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

^ SPECIAL NOTE.
I Readers who reply to adverliseroents and receive no
[Swer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
3QCQ as an Indication that the goods advertised have
eady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive 50
my enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to

;b one bv nost.

MAY WE SEND YOU OUR FULL LISTS ? a'j s c°mbinat
I

Xi. all necessari ,

-, , , . « . ... spares, in beautiful condition
If you have any tyre troubles—end them by Hill,

using the Challenger Patent Puncture Sealing
Tubes. Any size supplied from stock.

Sample section and prices on request.

GODFREYS VI
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

A.B.C.
' .B.C. Combination. 1922, Gracemiil sidecar, Elast-

i-'^S- o.vnamo liKhting. speedometers licensed, in-
I'eu, pertect; nearest 80 guineas.—1, Alexandra, Bd..
"e^-™- [6411

as new;
Ealing.

100 guineas.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St..

'Phone: Ealing 639. (6554

with

208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l.
Phone Lansihnm i^oo (2 Mn-;?

THE SERVICE HOUSE FOR B.S.A.,
INDIAN, LEVIS, and SCOTT SPARE PARTS

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

[6265

ion, 1920i discs, speedometer, and
ecessarles, and including a number of

£115.—174a. Lavender-
'S.W.ll. [6657

A.J.S. 2";ih.p., 1922, mileage 500. lamps, hoin.
Cowey speedometer, tyres as new, unscratcheit

;

£75. or near offer.
—

" Thorveiton," Bishops R<1..

Whitchurch, Cardiff. - [6122

QPECIAL Buigain.-One only new 1922 A.J.S. Model
t-^ B.l, 2^;:ih.p.. 3-speed. slightly showroom-soiled: ic-

duced to £75: first c-liecinn secures.—Premier Motoi Cn..

Aston Ed.. Birminsham. [669£

A.J.S. Combination, 1920. dynamo model, hood,
screen, spare wheel, hardly used and absolutely

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination 1921, fitted with Lnca-^
accumulator lighting, speedometer, spare wheel and

tyre, mileage 2,000, guaranteed as new; f 125.—Eatcliftv
Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St.. W. [5493

the issue 13
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

3.h.p. A.J.S. Sports, 1922, fully equipped, condi-
4 tion practically new owner's riding equip-
nt included; sacrifice, £69.~Taylor, 125, Gold-

hurst Terrace, Hampstead, N.W.3, [6025

1 Q21 7h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar, fitted with several
J-«-' extrae, speedometer, hood and ecreen, Lucas
lamps, spare wheel, Tan-Sad, etc., splendid condition;
£120.-H. H. Timberlake, Ltd., Wignu. [4793

A.J.S. 1922 2%h.p., new, ridden 90 miles, un-
scratched, fitted with, light sidecar, speedometer,

all lamps, horn, tax paid, insured; cost £118. accept
£85, or sepaiate.-~391, King St., Hammersmith. [6276

I Q22 2^4h.p. A.J.S. Model B, BoTiniksen trip
--*' speetlometer, large tyres, Luc-as lamps, and horn,
spaces, only ridden 70 miles; £84.-7. Denmark
Terrace, Fortis Green Hd., East Finchley. London.
N. r5770

, A .J.S. 6h.p, Combination, Dec./20, hood, screen,
^^ /pare wheel and 2 tyres, D.A. head light,
electric side and. tail lamps, 2 horns, Cax paid ; excep-
tional bargain, 85. guineas,—Box 4056, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [5724

1 Q 19 A.J.S. 5-6h.p, Combination, excellent condi-
J~*J tion, all lamjas and accessories, spare wheel,
new oversize tyres, fully insured 12 months; any
reasonable trial; offers wanted.—5, Kensington Place,
Coal Clough, Burnley. L6147

A.J.S. 1922 7h.p. Combination, mileage 1,500,
practically new, unused spare wheel, hood and

cover, Lucas Magdyno lighting, electric horu, speed-
ometer. Ace discs; cost in June £235; accept £180.—
Owner, 13, Ashen Grove, Wimbledon Park, S.W.19.

[5828

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, overhauled and renovated
by makers, cost £72, receipt proof, spare wheel,

windscreeUj speedometer, Lucas lamps and honi, accu-
mulator sidecar light, Tan-Sad, spare valves, tyres
almost new ; sacrifice, £120.—Plum tree, Station Shop,
Frodingham, Lincolnshire. [5920

Spare Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [4806

Alldays

ALLON 1921, fully enuipped ; £37.—Eatclifle Bros.,
200, Gt. Portland St.. W. [5504

1 Q 21 Alldays Allon, 2-speed, K.S., absolutely as
-1*' new; will accept 28 guineas.-67, Femlea Rd..
Balham. - [6654

1 Q 22 Allon, absolutely as new. 2-speed, licensed

;

J-t' cost £67; accept £47; guaranteed.—4, Gaywood
Rd., Walthamstow. [5807

ALLON 1921 2Vth.p., 2-speed, clutch. K.S., lamp,
tax, horn, legshields, little used; £32.-2,

Madrid Rd. Barnes. [6103

ALLON 1917, 2-speed, clutch, accessories, alumin-
ium shields, excellent condition; £28.—17, RJ'in-

Eter Rd., Bromley, Kent. [6251

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
lamps, overhauled, recent model, exceptional

condition ; £35.—Marlborough (Motor HouseJ , 20,
Finphley Rd., N.W.fi. [6561

00 Guineas, Urgent Sale, Exchange.-1917 Allon
/W O 2-stroke, 2 speeds, lamps, footboards, any ex-
amlnatlon, trial.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East
Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [4773

American X.

£28.—American X, 2-speed, clutch; or exchange
lower power.—187, Snowdrop Rd., Lodge Lane,

Welling., [6132

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1921 American X
with Henderson Elite sidecar, accessories, tax

paid, in beautiful condition; £95.— 157b, Qt. Port-
land St., W.l. [2349

Ariel.

1Q22 Ariel (Sports), 3i^h.p., fully equipped; sacri-
-1-J7 fice £80.—R. Linford, Dersingham, Norfolk,

[5818
£12.~Ariel sy-^h.p., Splitdorf, every accessory, guaran-

teed perfect,—Guinchard, 179, York Rd., North
London. [6188

1 Q 22 Sports Ariel, complete with lamps, speedo-
-i-i/ meter, horn, etc., new condition; £75.—H.
Wright, Arlesey, Beds. [6011

1 Q 21 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, chain, electric
-lU lighting, 2,000 miles; £96; lunch time or alter
6.-King, 35, Baker St., W.l. [5972

SOUTHPORT.—Clearance sale; 1920 SV^h.p. Ariel
combination fully equipped; 59 guineas; ex-

changes.-Kent, 417, Lord St., Southport. [6167

^O Guineas; exchange.—Ariel Countershaft Coach
tt Ocombination, 3V2h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-start,
electric lighting, Tan-Sad, Cameo, nice condition, any
examination.—Seabridge 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich
(Sydenham 2452). [6595

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.—Ariel, late 1920, SVah.p., 3-

speed combination; 65 guineas; solo, 55 guineas;
also 1913 3^/$h.p. 3-speed Ariel combination; 32
guineas; solo. 26 guineas; exchanges.-Peter Gordon,
Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [6684

STARTLING
REDUCTIONS!

MAXWELJL (New Series), £330 cash,
or £t5 16 down and 12 payments
of £21 9 0.

OVERLAND, £268 cash, or £69 13 7
down and 12 payments of £17 8 5.

ROVER "8" £180 cash, or £46 16

down and 12 payments of £11 14 0.

De Luxe model £20 extra.

MORGAN "Popular" Model, £150

cash, or £39 down and 12 pay=
ments of £9 15 0.

RHODE, £250 cash, or £S5 down
and 12 payments of £16 5 0.

Deferred payments with option of discount.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, N.E., 151, HiEh Street.

Phone : Walthamstow i6q.

GT. PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.
(Opposite Station.) 'Phone: Museum 4973.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N., 50, High Rwi.
'Phone : Homsey 1956.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

AT Edwards'.—1920 6-7h.p. Ariel combination
lamps, horn, speedometer, screen, peiiect order

75 guineas.— 101, Great Portland St.. W.l. [661*,

ARIEL.—All models easli or gradual payment/'
Spares supplied from stock.—Went Central Agency

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holbom, W.0.1. [070'

ARIEL Combination 1921, 6-7h.p. twin, all chain
mileage 2,500, electric Ugliting, speedometer

horn, Eafiting, Tan-Sad, et<j. ; £1 10.—28, Westfltl*
Rd. , Hornsey. [596(

ARIEL 1918 3^/^h.p. Combination, 3 epeede, counter
shaft, clutch, kick-starter, fully eijuipped, licensed

absolute bargain; £40.-113, High St., Clapham
'Phone: Latchmere 4290. [637(

1 Q 22 Ariel 4i^h.p. Combination, complete with
A«^ speedometer, lamps, born, Easting windscreen,
insurance, licence paid to December ; bargain, £90

;

no otKers.—364, Lilli© Rd., Fulham, London, S.W.

Spare Parts:

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. Arie
Agents, nnd Spares Service Depot.—Jones' Gftrage

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0801

Armis.
O Guineas.—Armis, 1921, 3M:b.p. 2-stroke Pre-^^ cisiou, 2 speeds, clutch, K.S., tax paid, equipped

sporting Canoelet sidecar; 10 guineas; exchanges.—12,

Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W. 7. [5842

Atlas.

ATLAS, 1922, only 6 weeks old, absolutely per-
fect; bargain, £20.—Croxford, The Motor' (^cle

House 461, ITpper Richmond Rd., East Sheen,
S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond. 322. [6204

Bat.

£95.-1921 8h.p. Bat-Jap, makers' sidecar, sprung
wheel , electric lighting, 4 detachable wheels

Cowey, Easting, tax paio ; consider another machint
part.— 1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [593E

Beardmore.
3ih.p. Beardmore 1921, 2-speed, kick-start, doublf

2 sprung, all accessories; nearest £45.-132, Walni
Lane, Willesden. [5013

TQ 22 Beardmore-Precision 4i4h.p. Combination,
-L«^ mileage 600, Easting, insured; £110.-62,
Falkner St., Gloucester. [6384

SPORTS model Barr and Stroud Beardmore-Pre-
cision, new August, gold medal and mannfBC'

turer'e team prize Scottish two days, guaranteed ner-

feet; £75, no offers.—Batten, Pencaitland, E. Lothian.

[4906

Blackburne.
TiCb20 4h.p. Blackburne, full acceaeoriee; £65.—Boss,
-1*/ 86, High Rd., Lee. [5904

BLACKBURNE 1920 Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds,,

etc., any trial; £60.—Snow, Laurel St., Palston,

E.8. [6645

BLACKBURNE, June. 1922, 4i4h.p„ chain drive,

3-speed,. fully equipped, very low mileage, condi-

tion guaranteed; offers.—Jukes, 37, High St., Win-
canton, Somerset. {6303

Spare Parts

:

ALL Blackburne Engine Spares froin stock; list on
application ; trade supplied.—Maudes', 100, Great

Portland St., W.l. {6454

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 1914 4h.p. Combination, 2-sp6ed, excel-

lent condition; £25.—7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. '

[2307

-| Q14 4h.p, Bradbury, 2-speed, clutch, equipped,

JLt/ taxed, perfect; £35, near.—Box 4151, c/o The

Motor Cycle. 16116

BRADBURY 2^4h.p., 1922, tax paid. 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter; £55.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [6485

SOUTHPORT.—Clearance sale;. 1921 Bradbury com-

bination, all chain, 3-speed, K.S.; 50 guineas;

exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [6164

AT Edwards'.—1922 2%h.p. Bradbury, 2-8pced

clutch, equipped, tax paid, indistinguishable from

new; 47 guineas.—101, Great Portland St., W.l. [6618

1 Q22 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-start,

-i-*' licensed year, fully equipped, indistiaiguishable

from new; 70 guineas; exchanges or deferred.-

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
[22(

Brough.

BROUGH 1920 5h.p. Sports Combination, all chain,

perfect ; £85 ; ride 100 miles to buyer.^—52,

Harris St., Bradford. {6327

BROUGH horizontal twin 6h.p., speedometer, Binlts,i

mechanical lubrication, electric lamps, thoroughly;

overhauled, insured; coachbuilt sidecar, excellent con-

1

dition; would separate; nearest offer ^675.-Box 4104.

c/o The Motor Cycle. 15785

'^

Li6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

} 1021 (Sept.) 2^/4h.p. Douglas 2-t;peed All-on Model, tux

\ Xv piiid, fine fonditioD ; Imrguin, £42.—Sam. E. Cliip-

' bam (Motors), 27, Stoc-kwell St., Greenwirb, S.E.IO.

j

^

[6601

DOUGLAS. 192C. 2*?4h.p., heavy Colonial model. 3

speed, 1922 engine, electric speedometer, last.

1 scarcely used; £45; snip.—39, Craveu Gar., Wimble-
! don. '

;
^5694

' 1 QSl Late Douglas 2%h.iy , new condition, speedo-
' X«/ meter, bead and rear lamps, tax paid for

vear' £45; after 6 o'clock.—88, Calabria Rd., High-
bury: [6174

tfja,b.p. Bouglas, late 1921, stored 6 months, perfect.

/W4 practically new, complete, also extras, tax paid,

a real beautv; bargain, ^45.-20, Kingsdown Av.. West
Ealing. -

_ ^
[5740

1 Q22 4b. p. Douglas Combinatfon, absolutely new;
Xt/ illness; Amac carburetter, Tan-Sad, Royal East-

ing windscreen; ^£115.—Nelson, 7, Effingham lid.,

Bristol. > [6155

DOUGLAS 1922 2%h.p., an ideal solo mount, fully

equipped, lamp, horn, etc., brand new. shop-
soiled, 2-speed £62, 3-speed £75.—The Morris Gar-
ages, Oxford. [6545

A Q Guineas.—1918 4h.p. Douglas combination,^U splendid condition, electric lighting, disc

wheels, 1920 sidecar, licensed.—1a, Hearne Rd., Kew
Bridge, Chiswick. [6134

| Q20 Douglas 2%h,p,, 3-speed, clutch and K.S.,
A.U accessories, as new ; £45. or with cash for

Triumph. N.U.T. similar. (Derby.)—Box 4159, c/o

The Motor Cycle. r6235

-I Q22 Douglas 2%h.p., fully equipped, licensed year,

Xv insured, indistinguishable from new; exchanges
or deferred; 45 guineas.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,

South Kensington. [6623

DOUGLAS 4h.p. late Model, practically unscratched,

tvres absolutely new, lamps, horn, tcoiti, tax paid,

a genuine bargain-. £45.—County Garage, Caterham,

Surrey. 'Phone: 191. [6355

^J Q Guineas.—1919 4h.p. Douglas Combination, alu-^ ^minium sidecar. Easting, leg^hields, speedometer,

in excellent condition ; exchanges ; evenings.— 4, - Elm
Gardene, Hammersmith. - [634&

QW Guineas.—1915 -2-speetl 2">4h.p. Douglas, Tery
vW I f:ist. splendid condition, tax paid, lamps, horn,

etc., must sell, seen any time.—Jones, 45, Lyndhurst
Grove, Caraberwell, S.E. [5866

"1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, plate clutch,
Xt/ speedometer, lamps, etc., perf.ect running order,

privately owned.—To be seen at Holly Bush Garage,

138. Green Lanes, Stoke Newington, N.16. [5852

1 Q22 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, Bonnik-
Xt/ sen. Easting, only done 4,000, just over-

hauled bv makers, owner bought car; £105; offers.

—Askwith, Robeston House, Bury St Edmunds. [6162

1 Q17 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
X«7 K.S., good condition, recently overhauled,
coachwork recently " painted, lamps, etc., any trial;

bargain. £50.—Yeates, Chislehurst Rd., Orpington.
[6227

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.—Douglas. ZVih.v., 2-speed;
25 guineas; another. 27 guineas; both excep-

tional condition and fully equipped; exchanges.—
Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. [6686

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1920, hardly
used, a& new, mechanically perfect, Ace discs,

etc., all on, very smart 'bus; take any fair offer.—
Brealy. 86. Gladstone Park Gardens, N.W.2. 'Phone :

Willesden 2172. [4971

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, lamps, horn, tax
Xt/ paid, good running order, no clutch or K.S.;
£37/10.—Croxford, The Motor Cycle House. 461,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, a,W.14. 'Phone:
Richmond 322. [6207

FOR Douglas 1922 2^4h.p. and 4h.p. Combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London

agents, and give you the best of service; all spares in

Etock; no W.D. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broad-
way. Muswell Hill [0786

Qtfi Guineas.—Douglas 25/4h.p. 1916, new saddle,
'^" pimnier bags and tyre, lamps, horn, tax paid,
long copper exhaust, distinctive appearance, guaranteed
mechanically perfect, a very smart little 'bus.—239,
Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [5970

4h.p. Douglas Combination 1919, Binks, lamps,
speeilumeter. Klaxon, Triplex, T\indacreen, new

Dnnlops, tools, sparee, been carefully used by expert
and kept -in first-class order ; £80 ; trial runs and
liill-climb.— 6, "Whitworth Rd., S. Norwood, S.E.25.
'Phone: Week-dnys 11-5 Central 2971. (D) [5965

4h.p. Douglas Combination, makers' blue, looks
and goes like new, gx.nnd order, guaranteed, £65;

another nearly as good. £60. Both are quite excep-
tional bargaiiis; cash or deferred.—Marlborough
(Motor House), 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [6559

DOUGLAS New 2'f4h.p. 1922 2-speed Models, fully
equipped, £68; 2%h.p. 3-speed clutch and kick-

start model, all on, £62; 4h.p.. all on, £110; 4h.p.
combination, all on, £135; 3Vjh.p. sports model,
£115; 6h.p. combination, all on, £165; your old
marhine taken in exchange and treated as payment
down, the remainder in 12 equal monthly payments or
more.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. Second-
hand Douglas machines at bargain prices. [6490

The World's Best Motor Cycle'

L-a.tes± Models.
Brie-F Sisecifica.tion:
3 h.p. FLAT TWIN, 69x54, with latest type gudgeon
pin fixing, four-speed gear box, incorporating clutch and
kick-starter, all-chain drive, automatic lubrication, Claudel
single lever carburetter, spring frame and forks, touring
or semi-T.T. bars, carrier, toolbag, tools, etc.

MAKERS- FUI.I. GUARANTEE.
NEW REDUCED PRICE

STANDARD MODEL.
Also a few shop-soiled latest 1922
Sports Model N.U.T. machines.

3i h.p. SPORTS twin, 64.5x76 (498 c.c.) aluminium
pistons, roller big end, aluminium radiators to valve
caps, Amac T.T. carburetter, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear, all-chain or chain-cum-belt, tyres 26"x 2^", T.T.
bars. All machines completely equipped.

VIAKERS' FUI.I. GUARANTEE.

£90-0-0 ALL-
CHAIN
DRIVE

CHAIN-
CUM-
BELT

We liavc a large'nutnber of other makes of sJwp-soiled models
at reduced prices. See Miscellaneous columns for sccotid-fiattd

bargains.

£85-0-0

100 . GREAT PORTLRND STREET

LONDON -W.I

.

100 . PARIS STREET. UNO CYPTFD
2 . ST SID>^ELI. STREET. CAulLK.

WOLVERHAMPTON STREET. WflLSfllL

I08.PRINCE OF WALES R? NORWICH

CnSH . EXCHflNGES OR DEfERRED MYNEIITi
Telephones: LONDON, MUSEUM 7676. EXETER 933.

WALSALL 444. NORWICH 998.
Telegrams : LONDON, *' ABDICATE, WESDO."
EXETER, WALSALL, NORWICH, "COMBUSTION.'-

MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Sfxtre Parts:

DOUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8
Bond St,, EaUng. [4303

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas sparea requirements.— 157b, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [5930

pRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
-*• mingham.—Complete stock genuine guaranteeu
Douglas parts, immediate dispatch; lowest cash prices.

[5084
T\OUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock lor
--' all models; post free. Douelas Aeents and snare
part stockists.—Jones' Garage. Bruadwav. Muswell
Hill, N.IO. [0806

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—The Douglas, specialists. Complete illus-

trated lists ol 2">.ih.p. or 4h.p. parts, 6d. each. The
trade supplied. [6516

DOUGLAS Spares.-Large stocks of new genuinj
Douglas spares at. lowest cash prices. See ou"

advertisement under Parts and Accessories.—The Ed-
wards Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick,
W.4. [0927

Dunelt.
DUNELT Combination, brand new at agents, inter-

changeable wheels model; first cash offer accepted;
buyer cannot take deliverv.—Box 4105, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [5763

Economic.
ECONOMIC, new, shop-soiled only : special bargain

to clear, £27.—Sam. E. Claphain (Motors), 27, Stock-
well St.. Greenwich, S.E.IO. [6600

TJiCONOMIC, latest model, 2-3h.p.. variable gear
J-^ chitcli, dynamo lighting; slightly shop-soiletl and
reducetl to £30.— South Eastern Garage, 1-7, Norwood
R.I., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5939

£34.—Economic, 6-speed, clutch, vibrationless twin
motor cycles, heavy tyree, Druid forks, for ladies

or (gentlemen ; see it climb Muswell Hill !—North
London agents ; Jones' Garage, Musw^ell Hill, N.IO.

[0903

IECONOMIC
Motor Cycles, £34; immediate delivery

^ 2',2h-P. opposed twin, variable gear, clutch,
dynamo lighting; trial runs given.—London agents :

Denman Motor Agency, 4, Denman Place, Piccadilly
Circus. Tel. ; Regent 986. [0893

Edmund.
EDMUND 1922 2^4h.p. Blackbuvne, 3-speed model,

shop-soiled only; list price £90; accept £75.—
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [6081

1 Q 22 Edmund-Blackburne, spring frame, all-chain
-i-iy sports model, Burman 3-speed gear, Bonniksen,
electric lighting, all accessories, only delivered June,
cost £115, run 300 miles, fully insured, guaranteed
perfect; £95.—Porte, 10, Park Hill Rd., Croy-
don. i[6242

Enfield.

18 8h.p. Enfield Combination, as new ; £80.—
Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [5894

21 2^/ih.p. Enfield, as new; will accept 28 guineas
for-same.-67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [6860

ENFIELD 2-&troke, 2 speeds, nearly new ; best offer

near £30.—42, Perran Rd., Tulse Hill. ![6124

1Q21 Enfield. 2 speeds, clutch, K.S.; £30; any trial

-i-i'any time.— Hepple, 18, Farm Av., StreaUiam. [5889

1 Q 15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in good running
-Lt/ order; £58.—Chaston, Blackwood, Mon. Tel.:
66. [5793

1 Q15 Enfield Combinaticoi, complete, in good
-i-*y order, any trial given; £50.—G. W. Green. Mill-

gate, Thirsk. [5711

NEW dynamo Enfield Combination, only run few
miles, every accessory; £105.-24, Balliol Rd..

North Kensington. [6404

"I Q22 Enfield Combination, Magdyno, mileage small.
XJ7 condition as new; buying car.—Bishop, TuflBey
Avenue, Gloucester. ... [6125

ENFIELD Combination, June, 1922, as new, tax
paid, insurance, all accessories; £103.—31,

Woodside, Wimbledon. [6225

ENTIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914, fully equipped.
splendid tyres; after 6; £48.-66, Dynevor Rd..

Stoke Newington, N.16. [5996

OA / - -^ Week for Twelve Months, new Enfield 2-

/^V/ stroke, shop-soiled.-D. and S. Autocar Co..

33, Tie Parade,, Golders Green. [6580

JUNE, 1922. 8h..p. Enfield Combination, mileage
1,200, speedometer; iEllS; owner going abroad

—Worsdell, Winster, Windermere. [5792

CROYDON and District.—Sole . ofBicial appointed
agent for Royal Enfields.—A. F. Pulling, 175a.

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [5600

pOYAL ENFIELD 1922 Sports Model, shop-soiled
-I^ onlv ; list price £55 ; accept £45 cash.—Thr
Layton Garages. 30, Holywell St.. Oxford. [6076

ENFIELD Sports 1922 2i^h.p. 2-stroke, smart litih-

machine, fast and economiical, brand new. 'shop
soiled; £50.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [6541

ENFIELD, complete range of 1922 models for imme-
diate delivery; cash, exchanges, easy payments

—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [5946

19
19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
tntield.

ENFIELD Combination, 1920, completely equipped,
careiuliy used, unscratched, peifect ; trial; £82.

—

Hill. 60, Marchmont St., Hussell Sq., W.C.I. [6259

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, coaehbuilt, lamps,
iiorn, tax paid, good condition; £38, or ex-

change.—Regina Motor Works. Tooting, S.W.18. [6664

£23.—3h.p. Enfield, twin M.A.G. engine, Enfield 2-
speed, excellent condition, smart appearance,

liiiensed, equipped.—Bacon, Offington Lane, Worthing.
[61'76

Tj Q20 Bh.p. Enfield Combination, speedometer, East-
-!-«/ ing, new tyres, tubes, and chains, excellent
condition; £85.—Carr, Park Crescent, Llandrindod
Wells. [[6320

ENFIELD 21/ih.p. Sports, 2 months old, mileage
under 300, equipped, tax paid, ior modern Nor-

ton, Zenith, or similar; cash adjustment.— 148, Hnslin^''-

den Old Rd., Rawtenstall, Lanes. [5722

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—8h.p. 1918
Royal Enfield combination, all accessories, speed-

ometer, £85; 8h.p. 1916 Enfield combination, all ac-
cessories, tax paid, £75; easy terms arranged. [6492

~| Q 22 Royal Enfield-Vickers Combination, delivered
Xt/ May, fully equipped, tax paid, low mileagie,
absolutely as new; £lOO.—Kenneth Kemp and Co.. 4,
Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch, London.
Padd. 1177. [5384

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Vickers' engine,
-*-*' LucEis dynamo lighting, hood, screen complete with
8ide panels, epeedometer, in abeolutely new condition,
guaranteed periect; £115.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [6569

WAITCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2»4h.p.
Royal Enfield 2-stroke 2-speed sporting model,

£55 ; with kick-starter, £57 ; old machine taken in
exchange and treated as first payment down, remainder
In 12 equal monthly payments or more. [6491

Qrfi Guineas.—8h. p. Enfield Combination, picked
iJ\9 J.A.P. engine, delivered August, 1920, only run
5,000 miles, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, many extras,
absolutely new condition throughout, owner must sell.—
18, South Bruton Mews, Bond St., W. Mayfair 4282.

[4851
Spare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares. — Immediate delivery. — Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [4801

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.

—

Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone

:

1619. [5601

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Enfield engine parts in stock ; no

waiting. [6517
Excelsior

1 Q20 British Excelsior Combination, 3-speed Stur-
-JLv mey, K.S. and C; £75.—Chaston, Blackwood,
Men.* Tel. : 66. [5794

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.—British Excelsior, 1917,
6h.p. coach combination, 3 speeds; exchanges.—

Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. [6687

Fafnir.

3ih.p. Fafnir, m.o.v., Bosch enclosed magneto,
2 Druid folks; £6.—P. Willcocks, Datchet, Bucks.

[6237

CHATER-LEA, F>hrir Sy^h.p., M.V., accessories,
taxed, perfect; £9.—Guinchard, 179, York Rd.,

Camden Rd. [6346
F.N.

5-6h.p. P.N. Combination, good condition; £25, or
reasonable offer.—Apply, Langfords, Cricklewood

Broadway. [6022

*| Q22 F.N. 8h,p., latest overhead valve engine, 3-

Xt/ speed, etc., shaft drive, sidecar, hood and
screen, brand new ; redl^ced to £ 140.—Bartletts, 93,
Gt. Portland St.. W. [6477

Svare Parts:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to all euauiries,—Lang-

ford's, 37. Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.
[1353

Franeis=Barnett.
FRANCIS-BARNETT 1922 2?4h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds,

clutch. kick-start, tax paid ; £50.—Maudes',
Walsall Garage, Walsall. ![6429

Harley=Davidson.

1 Q 19 7-9h.p. Harley, very fast; 50 guineas.—Ross,
-L*? 86. High Rd., Lee. [5906

HARLEY 1919, good condition, discs, lamps, tools;
£75, or near.—17, Maude Terrace, Waltham-

stow. i[6119

1 Q 15 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
-ttJ' any trial; £40.-114, Holland Rd., Harles-
den, N.W. [6401

IJ -9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination 1 920, fully
• eauipped; £105.—Rat<;liflEe Bros., .200, Gt. Port-
land St., W. [5501

HARLEY 1920 7-9h.p., dynamo model, speedometer,
electric horn, etc., perfect; £79.-58, Altmore

Av., East Ham. [6612

"I.QIS. HarleyrDavidson 7-91up. Sporting Combination,
-*-«/ electric lights, fine lot; £75.—Bartletts, 93,
Gt. Portland St., W. [6474

25, HORTON STREET
HALIFAX

Phone 1400 Grama Perfection

1922 BRAND NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA Coupe, reduced price 350 gns.

LAGONDA 2-seater, reduced price 280 gns.

DOUGLAS, 2| li.p., 2-speed, all on £68
ENFIELD, a h.p., Z-speed. all chain £55
MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. combination £140
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. combination .... £125
NORTON BIG FOUR £1.^0

REX ACME, 2^ h.p., 2-speed £50
1RIUMPH, 4h.p., allchain £115

We are ouotlns^very special exchansce

allowance aealnst the above to clear.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
Deferredpayments, one-fourth deposit, 5 per
cent, on balance, and 12 montbly payments.

SOLOS.
FEATHERWEIGHT, U hg.. sgrins forks . £9 15
DOUGLAS, 1920, ii, 3-speeds, tax paid. £49 10
LEVIS, 1922, G.I, 67x70 engine £39 10
NORTON, 1UZ2, Big Four, 300 miles £99 10
RUDGE, 3i, clutch model, wants attention £19 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p., tax paid . . £59 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p £65
TRIUMPH, 1916, 4 h.p., c/shaft £52 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
B.S.A., 1919, 4}, all-chain comb £79 10
B.S.A., 1921, 6 h.p., all-chain comb £129 10
tlARLEV, i»lu, 7 d, 1920 Grindiay sc £8' 10

HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £97 10
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., Z-speed comb., tax paid . £47 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive .... £45
MARTINSYDE, 1920. 6 h.p. comb £85

i

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p.. 3-speed comb. £79 10
;

REX, 1913, 6 h.p., coach comb £42 10

ROVER, 31!^, 3-sp. hub, coach sidecar £37 10
SCOTT, 3i, Z-speed comb., tax paid . . 149 10
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc., tax paid . £82 10
TRIUMPH, 31. 2-speed comb , tax paid . . £39 10
TRIUMPH,1916,cshaft, 3-speed, new sidecar £69 10

RUNABOUTS.
BLUMFIELD,7h.p. 3-wheeler, hood, screen,

Chater Lea 3 speeds, tax paid £59 10
BRIT-PRECISION, 8 h.p., 2-seater £47 10
FORD, 4-seater, wants attention £39 10
H.F.G.. 19ZD, Q-lo n.p.. 2-seater, dynamo £9/ lo

MORGAN, Grand Prix, O.H.V £87 10
RICHARDSON, 1920, 2seater,dickeyseat. £95
TINY, 10 h.p. 4-cyl., 2 seater, dynamo light-

ing, screen, new hood £120

THE EASY WAY.
£5 deposit and 15/- weekly buys

BUCKET, 3| h.p.. 2-speed. lax paid £19 10
DOUGLAS, ii, single speed £17 10
STEVENS, 4i, smgie gear, spring forks £17 10
HUMBER, 31 h.p., 2-speed £27 10
RUDGE, 3i h.p., clutch, wants attention . . £19 10
REX, 5/6 h.p., 2-soeed combination £29 10
PREMIER, 3J h.p., 2-speed £29 10
BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, tax paid. . . . £2910
HUMBER, 3i h.p., engine wants attention £15

SPECIAL CASH BARGAINS.
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-7 comb.. £79 10
F.N., 4-cylinder, single speed, wants...

attention £12 10
F.N., 4>cyL, 2 speeds, wants attention. ... £21
HUMBER, 3^, re-enamel ed, wants

attenthMi £11 10
INDIAN, 7-9, 2-speed, snlecar £39 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6, comb £69 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9, comb. 175

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Hai'ley'Davidson.

4?45.—X916 7-91l.p. Harley-Davidson, coachbuilt Coi
rfy bination, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S., sound tatn-oi—King, Egrove, Oxford.

, jgQ,

1 Q 16-17 Harley-Davidson Combination, in good tu-I" ning order; £55, great bargain.—ChaeU)
Blackwood, Mon. Tel. : 66. fS7j

"trAELEY Combination, 1918, D.A. ligliting; e-XJ- change late Morgan and cash.—H. Watts, '.41
Caledonian Rd., London, N,7. f57(

J^Q Guineas.—Harley-Davidson, 1917 model, 7-9h i^•^ clutch, 3 speeds, K.S,; exchanges,—12, Cor
wall Mews, Gloucester Rd,, S.W.7, (53)

Q X Guineas.—1921 Harley Combination, dynan^ tf lighting, speedometer, excellent condition; e
changes; evenings.-4, Elm Gdns., Hammersmith. [934

1 021 Harley-Davidson Combination, well equippe,
-i-*/ £100; exchanges; guaranteed,—Goad, 12
Maida Vale. 'Phone: Maida Vale 1353, {64(

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination 7-9h,p., 191
electric lighting, windscreen; £89, offers; sple

did running.—36, Cannon Hill, Southgate iDi

garage). [sj;

LATE 1918 Harley Combination, in splendid co
dition; i75, or ofler; lightweight and cash co

eidered,—Bryant, Milton Villa, Sterne St,. Shepheni
Bush, W. [591

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Sporting Combinatio:
electric model, R34 sidecar, just overliauled ac

repainted, very smart outfit: £85.—Phelan, 87, Da
ston Lane, Hacliney. [$27

HARLEY-DAVIDSON W,D. 7-91l.p., thorough
overhauled in our own worlisllops, complete wit

sports or touring sideca,r; - £75.—Maudes', 100, Gves'

Portland St., London. [64^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1918, 7-

h,p. 3 speeds, hand-foot clutch, Montgomer
sports sidecar, lamps, licence, accessories: £65; e:

changes,—63, Solon Rd,, Brixton. [60E

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-Photo sent of the faste
and prettiest combination in England, vlaU

throughout, guaranteed; any trial; iE155.—Harlt
Specialist, Wheeler St., Birmingham. [60t

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in pa
payment lor a Harley-Davidson, any model; d

ferred payments.—Barker's Motors. 194, Balham HIe
Rd,, S,W.12. 'Phone : 4441 Latchmere. [Sic

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric mode
-l-t/ all on, perfect condition; £95. or exchange,-
Croxford, The Motor Cycle House, 461, Upper Eicl

mond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone : Richmon
322, (620

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, delivered Ma
Watsonian R34. sidecar, windscreen, dash, el<

Lucas lighting, speedometer, etc, specially tuned e;

gine by makers; £115,—Colonial Motors. 104a, Find
ley Rd, Hampstead 7822. [65£

-| Q20 HARLET-DAVIDSON Combination, 4h.p. <\i

-^ *^ twin, 3 speeds, clutch and kick-starter, allK;hai

drive, rear driven speedometer, all laiiips, horn, etc., ta

paid, absolutely as new; £75,—Homac's, 243, Low* ^

Clapton Ed„ N,E. 'Phone: -Dalston, 2408. (657

EXCEPTIONALLY nice electric Harley de Lm
Combination (late 1920), speedometer, leeshield

Tan-Sad, 3 new tyres, new chains, hood, screei

curtains, used week-ends, mileage 4.700: 50 mi!

trial: medical advice compels owner to sell: £120 c

offers: would consider freehold land part exchanee.-

41, Dassett Rd„ West Norwood, S,E,27. (577

^pare Parts:

HARLEY Spares,—Immediate delivery,—Kays, i

Bond St., Baling. [480

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—We have a large stock t

second-hand parts.—Maudes', 100, Great Pori

land St., W.l. [645

WARNING.~A large number of sptu-ious Harlej

Davidson parts are now tniing sold. These ar

greatly inferior to our standard quality, and bav
given serious trouble and dissatisfaction. All genoin
Harley-Davidson parts, e.g., valves, pistons, pisto

rings, hardened shafts, springs, etc, are supplied i

sealed packages only, and riders should reliise al

others. If unable to obtain locally, -write us direct,-

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St

London, W.l. [094

Hawker.
WAUCHOPE S, 9, Shoe Lane, London,—Lates

model Hawker, 4l^h.p. Blackburne engine, £7;

(shop-soiled only), 3 speeds, irand-controlled clutch ant

kick-start, all-ch.iin drive, internal expanding brake

both wheels, had on easy terms and exchange. 'Phone

Central 5168. [6491

Henderson.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd,—1922 De Luxe Hendei

son motor' cycles in stock at the new redncei

figure of .£I37.-157b, Gt. Portland St., W,l. [2351

LUXURIOUS Henderson 1920 Elite Combination
electric lighting, discs, screen : £87/10,-113, Hig)

St„ Clapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. (6371

C^yt Guineas.—Late model Khaki Henderson lOIi.piO^ Torpedo Sidecar Combination, fully equipped)

low generator, taxed; after -4.30 p.m.—4, Elm Gar

dens. Hammersmith. [6Si^

b2o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the niunber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when 4«iair«d- marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.

.TATCHLESS 1921, Model H Combination, RKA.G.
'L engino, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, spare

heel, tax, insurance paid; £120.—9, Edith Rd.,

lashet Grove, East Ham. '[599^1

iTEAELY New Model H Miitchless Combination.
N done 700 miles, dynamo lighting, electric horn,

lisnrance, tax, guaranteed; sacrific^; £125.—Chaston,
Hack-wood. Mod. Tel.: 66. [5795

yAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Matchless
model H spiing frame model combination,

test improvements; can be sent direct from works;

130: easy terms or exchange. [6495

9Guinen6.— Match;ess Coarhbnilt Combinntion,
8h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, etc., licensed,

nipped, guaranteed mechanically perfect and abso-

telv rehable.—239, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush.
[5969

3ARGAIN.—1921 Matchless 112 combination, 1922
J improvements. Lucas Magdyno, lamps, horn,
mipped regardless of expense, mechanically oiled, per-

f £120, offers, must sell.—43, Ashcroft Rd., Ciren-
ster. [5741

»TATCHLESS 1921 (3h.p.) Double-seater Combina-
,1. tion, electric lighting, absolutely complete with
Mares and accessories value £60, excellent condition,
^=ry '•.mall mileage; £140.—Barkus, Caversham Rd.,
i eading. [6307

923 Mntchiesa Models, rockbottom revised prices, no
need to wait for the Show. Buy now, immediate

'^livery; cash, exchange, easy terms.—Sam. E. Clapbam
Motors). 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone:
irecnwich 751. [5202

922 (August) 8h.p. Matchless Combination, H2,
as new, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, screen,

ep, pillion, Terry saddle, fully insured; cost £215,
icrifice £160, or near.—Whiting, 68, Leigham Vale,
treatham. (P) [6009

.jTATCHLESS.-We can new offer delivery of all models
i'A at new 1925 prices. Exchanges or deferred pay-
leiits.—Maudes", 100, Great Portland St., London.
aris St., Exeter. Norwich Garage. Norwich, and
/alsall Garage, Walsall. [6426

tT'OUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
L payment for a Matchless Solo or Combination;
je famous spring frame machines; deferred payments.
Barker's Motors, 194. Balhara High Rd., S.W.12.
Phone: 4441 Latchmere. [5941

LrATCllLESS, dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedo." meter, double-seated sidecar, with warming ap-
aratus, 2 screens with wings, hood, side curtains,
pare wheel, driven 2,300 miles, absolutely new condi-
icn; £155.-26, Ardfillan Rd.. Catfcrd, S.E. [5762

(TATCHLESS. late 1921, 2-3eater, M.A.G. engine, 2
WL screens, side screens, electric lighting, electric
lilh. hornis, luggage carrier, spare wheel, sidecar, step,

;'eedometer, top tube, tool box, double hood cover,
K^'hanical pumn, just overhauled; £140.—Write, ^Yait,
'plaud Rd., Sutton. [5966

PHOTOGRAPHS Free.—Matchless, model H com-
bination, 8h.p., spring frame, spare wheel, new

ebruary 1921, fully equipped; 78 guineas; also a
h.p. single-speed Matchless-Jap, fine solo mount;
7 guineas.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
lond Rd., East- Sheen. [6691

LfATCHLESS Combinations.-T. J. Ross, of 86. High" Rd;, Lee, S.E. (phone Lee Green 774), will bs
leased to take your orders for prompt delivery,
xchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
ration model always in stock. Purchasers taught
ep. Ijirge assortment of new and second-hand motoi-
vcles always in stock. (3244

ITATCHLESS H, family model. M.A.G. , August.
'J- 1921, mileage 3,000, two screens, hood, step,
pare wheel, Lucas acetylene, Binks, legshields. best
lechanical pump, speedometer. Klaxon, 8-day watch,
erfect order throughout; bought new, receipt shown;
arefuUy driven always; £135.—Knight, Glencairn
'ark Crescent, Finchley, N.3. [6399

I
Q 21-22 double-aeater Matchless H2, IjeaiitifuUy

i-*/ equipped, M.A.G. 7-9h.p. engine, 4 to 55
i.l}.h., climb anything, Luc<as Magdyno, rear speedo-
leter, eleotiic and wind horns, Terry pillion. Ace
iscs, hood, 2 screens, Orto side screens, step, mirror,
pecially fitted watch, new tyres, spares, etc., low
lileage, expert examination invited, undoubtedly finest
nttit in London, and is admired everywhere; cost
:263, accent £195 ; buying car.—Letters only to
Matchlese," 17, George Lane, Woodford. E.18. [5973

S-parff Parts:

M'ATCHLESS
8, Bond St.,

Spares. Immedinte
Ealins

deliTery.—Kars.
[5075

IITATOHI.ESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. bv r<>-
:"i1nni, post free—Jones' Gurage, Matchless A'geat,
;3roatlwfir. Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0808

McKenzie.
'Tl/rcKENZIE, 1922, fully equippeiJ, 300 miles only;Jji owner getting combination; ,<24.—F. Fowle, 6
A'jncent Kd.. Tottenham, N.15. [6004
VTcKENZIE Lightweights in stock; 26 guineas, or

iilj ^2 ''"''" *"<* 12 payments of £1/17.—Lambs
Ltd. 50, High Rd., Wood Green. N. Great Portland
j^t. (opposite station). 151, High St., WalthamstoiT
;

[6584

THE PRICE YOU PAY
for the price of Perfect/on.

«%i%i

i

."VV"-"
."

TYRES
THESE SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES
are qu'te new and not old stock as
offered at ridiculous prices. ALI floods
are sent o;i 7 days' approval against
remittance. Carriage Paid.

Our U 5t

Make. Price. PriceSize

24 < 2
24x21
26 ' 2

23x2i

26 .'. 2J

26 X 2.V

x2i
26 X 2*
28x2*
28x3'

650 X 65

TOO X 80

•aimer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Elite. 3-rib,, e.x. heavy .

.

Calmer, cord, heavy
jates, spec. livy. wired-on
'aimer, rnrd

Continenia!, heavy
Elite, super n-skid, ex.hvy
Bates, spec, heavy beaded
Vlichelin, steel stud
iialmer, cord
Hutchinson, T.T
Elite, super n-skid. ex.hvy
Continental, extra heavy.

.

Gimcner oe Luxe, heavy .

Clincher, Dreadnought .

Clincher, Dreadnousht . -

Elite, super n-skid, ex.hvy
Goodyear, all-weather ...

."aimer, cord
SoodrlCh, safety tread . . ,

Ajax, rubber non-skid . .

.

Rodace, rubber non-skid .

Goodrich, safety tread . . .

Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Dominion, chain
elite, super n-skid. ex.hvy
Continental, extra heavy

16/6
2S/9
26/6
34/6
32/6
31/-

21/0

29/6,

27/8
20/-
33 '6

24/-

39 6
326
26 '6

29/6
54/-

46,'-

47/6
47/3
45/-

42/6
35/-

38/6
30/-

59/5
50,'-

39/6

29/S

40,'.'!

38/6

47/9
3S/6

(^4

40/-
40/-

45/S

4t'6
56/-

^S/3

rol-
esI

-

65/3
63/-

67/6
68/5

69,/6

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaranteed.
24 X 2, 4/9 ; 26 X 2, 4/9 ; 26 X 2i, 5/9 ; 26 X 25, 6/-

;

2Sx2ix2}, 8/9; 26x2A, 6/9; 28x3, 7/11
700x80,7/6.

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths. Per
foot Sin. 1/-, Jin. 1/5, 5in.1/9, 1in.2/-. 1 jin.2/6.

m RETREADING m
Rubber Non-skid Pattern.

Ti.v. livy.
I

HeavT.

26in.

I

J LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,
'm 266, VAXJXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.It to where all posE orders should be addressed.

t Anil at 44, Surbiton Rd., Kingston-an-Thames. £
^ Telephone—Kingston 335s. ^

Steele Publicity.

MOTOR CYCI.tS FOR SALE.
.Metro.

"I Q20 Metro-Tyler, '.omiilcto with discs, licence paid
.1 v lamps ; £38.—Saunders, 32, High St., Hampstead.

[3644
BRAND New 1922 M.T. Do Luxe, 2-speed; £45;

makers' price £55.-55, Churchfield Rd., Acton,
W.3. [6694

OA /_ A Week for Twelve Months, new Metio-Tvler,
fijyfl i^hop-soiled.- D. and S. Autoear Co.,

Parade, Golders Green.
33. The

[6582

METRO-TYLER 1920 2-stroke, brand new, shop-
soiled only; accept £40.—The Lay ton Garages,

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [6085

1Q20 Metro-Tyler 2-stroke Sports Model, tyres excel-

-Lt^lent, new belt, goes well; sacrifice £25.—Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton ltd., N.E. 'Phone; Dalston 2408

[5572
Motosacoche.

1013 2Voh.p. Motosacoche, in exceptionally good
-Lt/ order; £12.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.

[6159
Ner-a-Car.

1 Q22 Ner-a-Car, mileage 500, tax paid, insured,
-to' accessories; sacrifice, *39/10.—1551, Gt. Western
Rd., Glasgow. [5732

LOOK.—We have 3 slightly shop-soiled Ner-a-Cars

for immediate delivery; call at once; ready to

ride away; £57.—South Eastern Garage, 1-7, Norwood
Ed., Heme Hill, S,E.24. [5938

Nev/ Comet.

Oiih.p. New Comet, ntw 1922, lady's or gent's ma-
rV4 chine, fitted with Comet sidecar; £65; easy

terms arranged.—Waucliope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Ixjndon.

New Hudson.

£15.—1916 2i,4h.p. New Hudson, 2-stroke. splendid

running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[609<!

NEW HUDSON 2'4h.p., 2-5peed, popular model,

brand new; £45, or offer.—Wardman, Hiqh St..

Cheltenham. [*987

1Q20 New Hudson Combination, Cameo screen,
-I-«7 lamps, speedometer, etc.; £55.—James, c/o
Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [6233

NEW HUDSON Motor Cycles.—London Depot. 45.
Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. All models in

stock. Easy payments. Spares. Trade supplied. [0851

NEW HUDSON 1916 6h.p. Combination, 3 epeeds,
clutch, kick-staiter, fully eauipped, licensed, abso-

lute bargain; £40.-113, High St., Clapbam. 'Phone:
Latchmere 4290. [6381

NEW HUDSON 6h.p. Combination late 1919. engine
just overhauled, new bearings, valves, guides, etc.,

Cow-ey, Cameo, lamps, tools, 68 m.p.g.; £76.-79. Fitz-

jchn's Av., N.W.3. [5879

1 Q 19-20 4i4h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed. kick-start,

^*y clutch, lamps, tax paid, standard sidecar, with
detachable child's seat, absolutely first-class running
order; £70; exchange.-Ehind and Co., Stone Place,

Rusholme, JIanchester. [5954

New Imperial.
2^;4h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds,

King, Egrove, Ox-
ford. , t609E

NEW Ii\rPERIAL 6-8h.p. 1920 Combination, hood,
screen, electric lighting, taxed; £75.-50, Haver-

stock Hill, N.W.3. [618e

VfEW IMPERIAL. 1922, 23,ih.p.. all-chain, 3-speed
-L^ taxed, practically unused; 58 gns.—Clark, 7, Ex-

hibition Rd.. S.W.7. [5856

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully

equipped, T.T. bars, last, as new; £30.-137,
Dalling Rd., Hammersmith. [6265

NEW IMPERIAL 1914 234h.p., countershaft, 2-spr-e!i

gear box, tax paid; cash, £15.—Lovetts, Ltd., 418.

Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E. [S7S0

NEW IMPERIAL 234h.p. 3-speert, clutch, kick-start,

unregistered; 55 guineas; offers: exchange.—George

Cox, The Cross, Stroud, Gloucester. [6131

WAUCHOPE'S, 9 Shoe Lane, London.—23/ih.p. 1922
New Imperial, 3 speeds, hand-controlled clutch

and all accessories; £57/10; extended payments. [6496

NEW IMPERIAL 2S4h.p. Sports Model, 1916, 2-speed,

clutch and kick-starter, fitted new cylinder, piston,

etc., equippea. taxed; £26.-103, Moore Park Hd., Ful-

ham. [5390

HALIFAX.—1923 New Imperial models, 2%h.p., 3-

speed, all-chain, £65; 8h.p. combination, £125;
liberal exchanges.—Halifax Jlotor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. - [6063

NEW IMPERIAL 2i4h.p., 1921, 2-speed, lamps,
speedometer, taxed, insured to July, decent con-

dition, private owned; £40.—After 6, at 16, Daleham
Mews, N.W.3, [5883

NO. 3 New Imperial 2%h.p. 3-specd, now ready lor

immediate delivery at 1923 price ; £65 : deferred

payment or exchanges arranged.-Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham [6699

AT .'EMwards.—1919 2^4h.p. New Imjerial, 2-speed.

fully equipped, tax paid, good condition through-

out; 32 guineas. Deferred payments and exchan^sv^—

101, Great Portland St., W.l.

£26.—1916 ...
clutch, K.S., sound machine.-

[4529

All letters relating to advertisemeuts should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and-the date of-the issue b23

Motor Cycles advertised by pHvate owners are. when desired, Jnarked (P'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

1Q22 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, Lucas Mag-
*/ dvno, hood, side curtains, 2-fold windscreen, yery

low mileage, in perfect condition; £145.—Williams, 40,

Trowbridge Rd., Biadford-on-Avon, Wilts. [5736

NEW IHrPERIAL 2-'41i.p., model No. 3. 3-speefl,

kick-start, all-chain drive; £65; immediate de-

livery at the 1923 model; cash, exchanges, easy pay-
|

ments.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. 1

[5949

AT Edwards.— 1921 8h,p. New Imperial, fitted with
electric ligliting. Easting windscreen. fujly

|

equipped, tax paid, pei'fect ' condition; 85 guineas.
;

Deferred payments and exchanges.—101, Great Port- '

land St., W.l. [4524

NEW liVrPERIAL.

—

We are now delivering latest

1923 models at new redu'^ed prices.

payments, 6% extra. Exchanges arranged.—
100, Great Portland St., London; Paris St.

and The Norwich Garage, Norwich.

Deferred
Maudes",
Exeter

;

[6444

AT Edwards'.—1922 3h.p, New Imperial, Model 3,

all-chain drive, kick-starter and clutch, Maglita
electric lighting equipment, horn, tax paid, as new
throuyhout ; 57 guineas. Deferred payments and ex-
changes.—101. Great Portland St., W.l. i[2225

Spare Parts :

1257. Open till 6 p.m..

BIG 4 Norton Combination,
kick-start, equipped, taxed; £98.—Sidney

Eomlord Bd.,

countershaft,
769.

Manor Park, London, E.12. [5011

1 Q22 16H Norton, countershaft, Brooklands special
X*' racer, kick-start, taxed, as new; £ll5.~Walker,
769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London. E.12. [5008

NORTON 1921 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-start,

all-chain drive, Slontgomery sidecar, Lucas lamps,
condition as new, ta,x paid; £110.—Maudes', 100, Great
Portland St., London. [6427

"IQ21 Z^/zh.X). 16H Norton with iMontgomery sports
J-v sidecar, kept as stand-by to car and little

used, original tyres unpunctared; £85.—Lucking, 15.

Chatsworth Gardens. Acton, W.3. [6294

1Q22 Norton 16H, ' specially tuned, -with Ricardo
-L«7 piston, closed ratio gears, speedometer, electric

lighting and horn, low mileage, purchased May: £85,
with tax and insurance paid.—Haven, Portsmouth Ed.,
Esher. Sun-ey. [5984

SPECIAL Norton-Henderson Combination, Big
Four, latest model, reinforced tank, electric,

acetylene lighting, Lucas bulb, Smith m,echanical
born, Cowey speedometer, Binks, complete equipment
spares, new spring-frame sidecar, locker, luggage ac-

commodation, apron, photo; offers over £90.—Red
Roofs, Oxshott; or ring Regent 3160. [6558

Spare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—Complete Norton list x>ost iree. Trade

supplied. [6520

N.U.T.

"|Q20% 3y2h.p. N.U.T., 3-speed, clutch, lamps,_and
J-*/ Brooks cantilever, licence, as new; £60.

S^

ton. Saffron Walden.
Boul-
[5801

N.U.T. 1920-21 Twin, dynamo lighting, Swan sport-
ing sidecar, discs, very smart outfit; £85, or

exchange.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston. E.8. [6644

1\T".U.T. 1921 Si^h.p., Lucas^Magdyuo lighting, 3-

"VTEW IMPERIAL Spare PartS;—London stockist's,
-l-~ Rey. 173, Gt. ' Portland St. 'Phone : Langham

1 o'clock Saturdays.
I

[0855 :

Norton.
"pREMIER Motor Co., lor Norton Bargains.

j

FURTHER Great and Final Reductions to Clear.-
'

All new 1922 models of the latest type carrying' !

niakerV full guarantee.—Below.

MODEL No. 1 Big-4 Norton, 3-speed, list price £120,
j

reduced to £95; Model 16H SVoh.p. 3-speed, list
|

price £115, reduced to £90; Model No. 9 3V2h.p. single
gear, reduced to £68; deferred payments 4% extra; free
:lelivery by road or rail.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [6700

NORTON 1922 SVab.p., Model 16H, shoi>soiled; list

price £115; our price £95.

NORTON 1922 Big 4, shop-soiled; list £120; onr
price £98."Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount

Pleasant, Liverpool. [5926

NORTON 16H 1922. as new, inllv eguipned ; £82/10
cosh.-Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.

[5502

BIG 4 Norton Combination, 1930, all acceasories,
mechanically sound; must sell, offers.—16, Priorv

St., Warrington. [5878

"PlTQRTON 1922 Model 16H, shop-soiled only; list
-Li price £115; accept £90.—The Layton Garages.
30, Holywell St., Oxford. [6077

"I Q20 Norton 3V2b.p. T.T., PhUipson pulley, speedo-
J^*y meter, has exceeded 75 m.p.h.; £50.—^Bart-

letfs, 95, Gt. Port-land St. [6470

NORTON 1922, model 16H, condition as new, Jamp,
horn, and licence, any trial; £90.—G. F. Gilding,

Swineshead, Fenhcuses, Lines. [6608

1922.

FOR
MOTORINGand
EVERY-DAYJVEAR.
WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades and two
qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering thistothepui>Iicinsarmentsat
SO% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
All sizes, 2 1 in,, 24in.,

27in., 3oin., 33in., and
36in.

ALL ONE PRICE
4/11

Worth 12/6,

plus gd. extra
for postage.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER - UNED
COATS

(.Just the thiag for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in., 44in.,

46in., 48in., 3oin.

lengtb.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/-

Postage i/- extra.

Worth 35/-

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 34''n., 36in., sSin.,

4oin., 43in. and 44in. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/- ZTPostage

I /- extra.

THIS offer cannot be
repeated when the

cloth is sold. We secured
thiscloth duringthe trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not offer

the garments at even
double the price.

Jfdioiis are not satisfied on receipt of garment, the

vwncy liill be refunded in full upon return of the

clothing.

All orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
. 34, North John St., LIVERPOOL, i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.U.T.—Brand new shop-soiled 1922 models, *h
cum-belt, 3-speed; list price, £110; oar rfidi

price, £90.—Maudes', below.

N.U.T.—We still can offer two or thiee ahop-ao
iuUy guaranteed 1922 Sports models, S'/sh.p, t^

3-speed, chain-cum-belfc, £85; all-chain, .£90.—Mane
KJO, Great Portland St., London; Paris St., Exe
Norwich Garage, Norwich; and Walsall Garage, V
sail. .. 16

N.U.T. 1921 Touring, twin J^.P., powerlul, ac
series, Tan-Sad, ".insured, magnificent mach

bought combination; £75 guineas, or offer.— 1, 8oi
sea "Rd., Croydon. f6

O.K.
-| Q21 O.K. 2)/jh;p.. all on, tax paid; £27; Satuti
-LcF 12.30.-61. Casino At., Heme Hill. fS

Olympic.
OLYMPIC 1919 aVjh.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-st

Vici carburetter, tax paid; £26.—Maudes', 1

1 Great Porliand St., London. [6

I Omejin

1 Q 22 Omega 5-61i. p., 3-speed. chain drive, new;
:

Xt/ clear, £98.

1Q22 Omega 3h.p,, fixed "gear; to clear, £?<[y I

1 Q22 Omega 3h.p., Duplex frame, 3-speed, cb
-fl-*/ drive; to clear, £66.—BarfclettPS, 93, Gt, pi

land St., W. [6.

O^li.p- Omega-Jap, 2-speed, lamps, honi, firstc^ 4z condition ; £38.—Austey c/o Bradbeer, Mineb
t6

OMEGA Model 2-B, shop-soiled; only at special pi

of £58/10.~RatcliHe Bros., .200, Gt. Portii
'

St.. W. [5. :

OMEGA Model No. 3, shop-soiled; only at gpe
price of £59/10.~Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. P.

[

land St.. W. [S

i 1 Q21 Omega-Jap 2^4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-st
j-Lt/ lamps, horn, tax paid, excellent condition; w I

offers ?—Borton, Aston, Nantwich. [5 1

OilEGA 1921 5-6h.p. J.A.P. ti^in, 3-9peed, cla :

K.S., 3in. Dnulops, excellent condition, milt
'

under 2,000; offers.-Stevens, 48, Arngask Ed., (

ford. S.E. IS
P. and M.

P.
and M. 2-ppeed, K.-S. ; £23.-1, Springfield I"

Ores., Catford, S.E.6. [6

P.
and M., 2-speed, clutch; ^£15.—A. W. Platti, t f

King's Rd., Pulham, S.^W-G. [6

1 013 P. and M. Combination; bargain; trial giv
J-*/ £34.—Eoss. 86, High Rd.. Lee. {51

1Q19 P. and M. Combination, as new, perfect (

*y dition; £55, or near.—C... 35, King St., Maic;
head. [5^ t

P.
and M. Combination 1917, Scott sidecar, i

smart, perfect condition, all on; £40.-62, fll
shire Ed., Brixton. [5'

'

P. and M. Combination, windscreen, hood, spt i

ometer, electric, splendid condition; . £40.-
Hazellville Ed., Hornsey Else, _N.19. (6;

"I C|18 P. and M. Combination, just overhauled ij

-LJ/ renovated; £38/10, bai-gain.—Goad, 1
j

Maida Vale. 'Phone: Maida Vale 1353. [6>

P.
and M. ComWuation 1919, tict-start, fully eqaipi

Easting, tax paid, in splendid condition; nea: ;

£50.—Simpson, 51, Belvedere Ed., Waterloo, S.E. A' (

5. [6:
;

P.
and M., W.D., SV^h.p., R.A.F model. 2-speed,

chain drive, B and B. carburetter, machine t!

ougily overhauled by ourselves, in first-class condiii'

£55.—Maudes', below.

P.
and M. 1920 ZVi^-V-. 2-speed, all-chain drive, el

trie lamp.s, tools, pump, tax paid; £55.—Maud
;

100, Great Portland St., London. [6'
,

1 Q22 P. and M. de Luxe Combination, 4h.p.,
|,

-LJ/ speeds, all on, cost £150, ahop-eoiled; £ t

cash, or deferred payments.—Taylors, 52, Susses PlsH

S.W,7. 'Phone : Kens. 7260. tO!
'

1QI8 P. and M. Combination, Sandum sidec

-It/ makers' overhaul, splendid condition; £47/ i

—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, C
naught St., London. Padd. 1177. t5; ;

ENOVATED 1918-19 P. and M., guaranteed I

months, 40 guineas; incomplete machi

,

W
£17/10.—Inman and Co., Durham Rd.,

Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296.
Sea f01

,

[6;.

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, 2-speed, kick-star

1922 gears and B. and B. carburetter, Ian

horn, licence paid, trial by appointment ; £45 or ol
i

—Flint Bungalow, Croydon Ed., Warlingham. [5^

PHOTOGRAPH Free.—P. and M. Combination,

and M. sidecar, hood, screen, electric and bl'(

lene lighting, luxuriously equipped, run 4,000 mi

only and unscratched; 55 guineas; exchange:.

Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Eichmond Ro-.
J;

,

Sheen. t^'

Spare Parts

:

Pand M.—We have a large stock of seconil-Ji

parts.—Maudes', 10, Great Portland St., v>-

speed, clutch, kick-start, Watsonian sidecar, tax
paid; £100.—Maudes', Walsall Garage, WalsaJl. [6436

b24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cyclea advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOrO« CYCLHS ton SALE.
P. and M.

" and M. Spares Specialists.—Stanlp brinRs list,

- every part stocked.—Inman and Co., Durham
, Soalorth. Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [6314

f .h Spares in Stock- plen-c write fui quotntion3 !• i

: all parts; nil guaranteed by return.—P. and M.
liiiliat. H. Beardwood, 147, Burlington St., Liver-
(' [0839

iR Satisfactory P. and M. Spares Service, consult
. the authorised agent specialists; trade supplied.

nncth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Con-
i;;ht St.. Marble Arch, London. Padd. 1177. [5386

P and S.

ij20
Pearson-Sopwith. 2-speed, fully equipped.

J, guaranteed as new; £25.-99, Cannon Hill

ii, Merton, S.W. [6158
I Premier.

Jjh.p. Premier Combination, in running order;
I sacrifice £36.—Chaston, Blackwood, Mon. Tel.

:

(
[5797

[LEMIER 3'/ih.p. countershaft gear, lamps, tax,
. hojn. splendid condition; 18 guineas—10.
jinsniead Kd., Barnes. [6105
;,;EMIER Combination, 3-speed, kick-start, counter-
- Rhalt, beautiful order; 38 guineas; take light-
mi part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.

; [6339
Jl Guineas.—Premier 3^>h.p., 5 speeds, clutch,
it Canoelet combination, licensed 1922, equipped;
liaiigps.— 12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W. 7.

[5840
Dure Parts:

;i;MIEK.~AII part^ in fftock, " by return service."—
Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lnue Coi;ner, Coventry,

'ne: 1945. [6193
::EMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be Che
- most competent firm to supply spares and execute
;irs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
jaier works, and know this machine from A to Z.
ihold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
(i. We are the only traders who can claim to
; ly every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
rrork bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
:ul] requirements; you will receive our reply per
: D.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
1 "Phone: 631. [3167

i
Priory.

}',IORY-.T.A.P.. brand new; £48.—Clark, 7, Ey>i=v„\

4 tioD Rd., S.W.7. [2305

y Edwards'.—Brand new 2%h.p. Priory-Jap, 2-speed,
H clutch, kick-start; listed £54/10, our price £48.

I

tow.

p'tAND New 2^ih.p. Priory 2-stroke, 2-speed; listed
Li £38, our price £54; deferred or exchanges.—101,
:t Portland St., W.l. [6620
: lOHY, end ol season. 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
-| clutch, and kick-start, listed at 52 guineas; uur
r[, £50; e-vchanges or deferred.-Edwards, 50, Har-
ilon Rd., South Kensington, [4532

i Quadrant.
ilFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years" experience
J. with Quadrants [9925

20 4h.p. All-chain Quadrant, nice order; £60.—
J! Ross, 86, High Rd.. Lee. [5905

j

20 Quadrant Combination, perfect, equipped,
! mileage 3.000; £65,-11, Cathles Rd., Balham.

[6043
ADRANT. March, 1922, lamps, screen, Tan-Saa,

>: tax, insurance paid; £100.-Kapthine, 5, Macke-
\i Rd., Hampstead. [5800

f22 Quadrant Combination, all-chain drive, shup-
soiled only; £97. or deferred payments.—Tavlors.

I iisaex Place. S.W. 7. 'Phone : Ken.s. 7260. [09^2

; RGAIN.—1922 Quadrant Combination, -. all-
- Cham (June). Lucas lamps, horn, legshields;
E -Morris, 247a, Monument Rd., Birmingham.

[6396
]ADEANT 1922 SLop-soiled 4V«h.p. All-cnain
Combination; list price £105; our price £95.—

ilr Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.
i

. [5930
n re Pa rta

:

^EFFOED WILSOX Mfg. Company, Quadrant
'Wortd Represent-alives anu Sole Wholesale Dis-
j:or3 for London, Southern and Eastern Counties-
J' il repairers and spare part stockieta ; deferred
i ents; exchanges; all models in stock. SpecijJ
ifance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.—
l Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposue
rloo Station Approach. Telephone: Hop 210

, [99-3
I Radco.

IteH^ Clearance Bargain.-One only brand new 1921
"Model No. 1 Radco, 2V4h.p., 2.spf-ed, original list
1' £65; reduced to £38.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
i Enmmgham. [6701

I
Raleigh.

i.'L Raleigh Models in Stock.—Premier Motor Co.,
^fBirniinghaiu.

URDIATE Deliver>- of the New 2S^h.p. All-ehain
i'nve Raleig., S-speed, cluteh. kick-start; £75; if

J.ricpjs reduced later the full amount of such re-
^'n xtiii he returned to you; easy payments 4% extra-ODge^ arranged.-Premier Motor Co., Aston Kd..
' "SJl^nm. [670?.

^..^^mm

TAYLORS
Sole London and District O.scrjoutini A^e^it?
lor A.J.S., Excelsior, anJ Lunelt Motor Cycles.

DHASTIC
REDUCTIONS
in the price of Shop - Soiled
and carefully used machines

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED.
Available for Cash or on our liberal extended
payment terms, which include a compreheasive
Insurance Policy and Free Del.very within a
radius of 150 miles.

SHOP-SOILED.
List Price, Sale Price

1922 2|h. p. Raleigh, 3-sp. ;£73 o £65
1922 2j h.p. O.K. Junior £39 18 £32
1922 3 J h.p. ZenJ''"7,-Brad-

shaw (all-chaiii) £118 o £75
1922 4 J h.p. Quadrant all-

chain Comb £105 o £95
1922 4}- h.p. 4-sp. P. & M.
Comb £150 o £120

SECOND-HAND SOLOS.
1921 2j h.p. Velocette, 2 sp., lamps
and horn. Tax paid £35

1921 3^- h.p. Sunbeam, in verj' fine

condition £85
1922 3 J h.p. Sunbeam, hardly used . £95
1919 3I h.p. Lea Francis, equipped . £50
1918 4 h.p. W.D."Triumph, equipped £50
1921 4 h.p. Douglas, equipped .... £65

COMBINATIONS.
1922 2£- h.p. A.J.S. Comb., fully

equipped, special demonstration out
fit £88

1921 4 h.p. Douglas, with screen,

lamps, etc £75
1921 8 h.p. Zenitli Comb., clutch
model, fully equipped, with screen,

lamps and horn, very little used . . £110
1921 ,

6-7 h.p. B.S.A. Comb., fully

, equipped £120
1916 34 h.p. Sunbeam and Henderson

sidecar £80
1919 Zi h.p. Rover and sporting side-

car, equipped £70
1919 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., spare wheel,
lamps, horn, etc £95

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., elec. Itg.,

spare wheel, etc., in very fine order £100
1922 2j h.p. A.J.S. Comb., Model B,
very little used £85

1921 2 J h.p. Cedos and Canoelet side-

car, elec. Itg., etc., as new £75
1918 4 h.p. Triumph and Watsonian

sidecar.' screen, lamps, horn, etc. .. £75
Write lor proposal torm if unable to call.stating make ol
machine that interests you—and. remember we can supply
any make of New Machine and many excellent carefully

used mounts at bargain prices.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: Motorcycle? and Oars.

52-53, Sosses Place South Kea^ia^toa.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Coar^ Roa3, W.Cl
Whojesale: 38. AJfred Place. W.C.I
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

Telephone? : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 124c.
Motorcycle^ and Cars, Kensington 7260.

TeJeprams

:

'* Dvnametro Wpctcent Loudon. '

MOTOH CYCLIiS I OU SALE.
Raleigh.

T>ALEIGU,JL^922. 2^spi;ed, .2^ih^p.. brand new.
soiled; ±'62.—7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W. 7.

shop
[3588

RAJiEKJlI machines, all models in ^tock. from £68.—
Ratclifle Br03.. 200 Gt. Portland St.. W. [5497

1 Q22 unregistered Raleigh. 2^4h.p„ 3-speed, cost
J-»/£73; accepi £60.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [6316

RALEIGH 5-6h.p., ehop-sollcd; only at Epecial price
ol £115.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland StW [5488 -

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Combination, perfent condition,
scieen, etc.; best ofEer over £110.—Eriggs, Gas

.Works. Hyde. - [5916
RALEJGH 2^{^li.p., 1922; exchange higher powered

bike or Morgan.—Price, Bulford House, Welling-
ton, Somerset. [5723

RALEIGH 1922 5-6h.p., spring frame, shop^oiled;
list price £130; our price £115.—Victor Hors-

man, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [5929

1 Q2I Raleigh 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, new MontgomeryX t/ sidecar, equal to new ; £ 100, or near offer.

—

Currer, 26, Trimdon St., Sunderland, Durham. [6057

TJALEIGH, sound.—Victor Hoi-sman, Ltd., 7, Mount
J-V Pleasant, Liverpool, for real shop-soiled bargains.
Write for our list, which includes second-hand ma-
chines {guaranteed). [5931

Keading^Standard.
READING-STANDARD Combination, 1913. lOh.p.,

excellent condition, all on; advertiser is pre-
pared to d.ccept any offer within reason.—6, I>ang-
ley Rd., Elmers End, Beckenham. [6393

CPEED Meiehauts,— r*iiTe 1920 Reading-Standard,
^-^ 1.200 r.c, S-spsed, aluminium piston, fli cones,
enfln.sed valves lubii*-;ited trom engine, Wes carburet-
ter, hot ail intake, 70 m.p.g., spring chain, and shock
iil'sorher, 29x3i/2 tyres, American pillion and carrier,
(Iirnnmo lighting, hc>rn, Co^\ey, eijeedometer, T-T. baia
;ind touring, engine and gear bos rohsbed, with sport-
iDfi sideear, in absolutely peitr-ct condition; one of the
most luiurious machines on the lond; cost £250, sell

£80 cash.— 2, Mndrid Ed., B;irnee. 'Phone: Hamrner-
suiith 888. [5121

Rex.
8 h.p. Res Combination 1920; £90.—Eatclifle Bros.,

200. Gt. Portland St., "W. [5500

T> EX 254h.p., single, replated. enamelled, overhauled,
-ILt fast; £8/10.-17, Heaton Rd.. Mitcham. [6285

ff* 12/15—Rex 3Vohrp., splendid order; take pedal cycle
cV oart.- 57, Kenburi' St., Camberwell, London.

[6338
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe I^ne, London.—5-6h. p.

twin Res and sidecar, 2-speed gear model; £25,
first cheque. [6497

5 -6b. p. Res A.I.V., waterproof magneto, spring foijifl,

running crder ; bEtiaarin, £10 ; carriage paid.—Kers-
well, 56, Lawrence Hill. Bristol. [5908

REX-ACI\IE 1922 SV'h.p. Sports, shop-soiled only;
list price £100; accept £87/10.—The Layton

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [6079

Guineas, genuine bargain, exchanges.—1914 Rex
6h.p., 2 speeds, handle start, roomy coach side-

car, hood, screen, lamps, overhauled by engineers,
good appearance, any examination, trial.-Seabrid f^e,

35, Hansler Rd , East Dulwich. 'Phone: Sydenham
2452. r4587

Rover,

J Q22 Rover 4h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, shop-soiled;
Xt/ only 84 guineas.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge.

[6261
ROVER SVah.p, Countershaft Combination, fully

equipped; £48; exchanges.— 187, King's Cross Ed.,
London. [6184

ROVER 1920 SVsh.p., N.S.U. gear, and clutuh, all
lamps, tax paid; £40.—Waudes', Walsall Garage,

Walsall. 16431

ROVER sy^h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, equipped, electrio
lamps, excellent condition; ^30.-5, Cross St.,

Bedford. [6018

ROVER 1914 S^oh.p., 3-speed, overhauled, mechanio-
ally perfect; £28.—R. B. Clark ajid Co., 7, Ex-

hibition Rd., S.W.7. . [5620

1 Ch 15 Rover SVi-h.p. Combination, accessories, tax
it/ paid, 3-speed, countershaft; £48.—Bartlett's,

93, Gt. Portland St. [6468

T>OVER 1921 T.T.. Philipson pulley, h.b.c, splendid
Xv condition, smnll mileage; -£55 or near ofler.—Dentes,
Burgh Heath, nr. Epsom, Surrey. [6189

LATE SVjh.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, etc.,

windscreen, nicely' equipped; must realise, 39
guineas.— 67,- Fernlea Rd., Balham. [6652

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.—Rover 1914 3y2h.p., Philipson H. con-

trolled V pulley: £30: extended payments. [6498

3ih.p. Rover Combination, 1920, about, kick-start.
2 countershaft, all on, taxed; £63.—Motorist, 769,

Romford Rd., Manor Park. Loudon, E.12. [5010

"|(ftl9 SVjb.p. T.T. Rover, hand controlled PhiUp^on,
-t «-*' lamp set, sppedometer. Klaxon, kneegrips, splen-

did condition; £50.-117, Maj'fair Av., Ilford. [5873

31.h.p, o.h.v. Rover-Jap, Bosch, Amac, enamelled
2 red, fast, equipped; sacrifice. £25.—Middleton,

35, Millais St., Albany Rd., Camberwell. S.E.5. [6642

35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

1 Q14 Rovev, S^jjli-p., 3 speed, cliitcli, all ou, unused
J-if sine* ;£17 overhaul, splendid condition; £35 or
nearest.—Robinson, iracwoi'ttiinEiiaTO, Liiicolnsliire.

r5700
ROVER Combination, 1920, 5-61i.p., excellent condi-

tion: £80; can be seen Gloucester, Cheltenliam,
by arrangement.—Seabrooke, Hillcrolt, Linton, near
Ross-on-Wye. [5816

BARGAIN.—1918 Rover combination, licensed,
speedometer, lamps, beautiful condition, any

trial; £45 cash; ride away.—" Rover," 89, East Hill.
Wandsworth. [6110

"I
{X21-22 S'/ih.p. Sports Hover, 3-speed, clutcL, K.S.,

J-*.' registered, Coivey speedometer, unscratehed, mileage
fi,500 : 69 guineas; exchanges: eveninga.—4, Elm Gar-
dened, Hammersmitli. [6351

1 Q22 Rover 4h.p. Combination, hardly used and as
-Li/ new, fitted with speedometer, automatic lubrica-
tion, WaUonian sidecar, very smart; £85, or excbanyc.
—161, Castclnau, S.W.13. [578S

1Q20 S.ovev 3t2h.p. Combination, 3-spe«d, kjck-
-1-*' start, clutch, lamps, tax paid, absolutely equal
to new; £72/10.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusllolme, Manchester. 'Phone : 776 Rusholme. [5952

ROVER Combination 1920 Slih.p., Screed, clutch,
kick-start, speednnietei, windscreen, lighting set,

completely equipped, taxe<l, new condition, guaranteed
ound; 58 guineas.—186, St. James Ed., Croydon.

[5987

AT Ed.vards.-1922 3V»h.p. Rover Combination, all-

chaiu drive, lamps, horn, speedometer, windscreen,
tax paid, indistinguishable from new: 75 puiueas

:

deferred payments and exchanges.— 101. Great Portland
St., W".l. [4527

Sparc Parts:
\

OVER Spare;.—Tmmediale delivery.-Kav=. S.

Bond .St.. Ealiijs. [5081

Royal Ruby.
ROTAL EUBr Oombin.ition, 8h.p.. good couditinn

:

f72.-Marfihall, 126a, High St., Slough. [5860

1Q18 8h.p. Royal Ruby, renovated as new. £60;
•Itf witli sidecar. £73.—Ross. 86. High Bd.. I.ee.

[5897
~t Q22 2^ih.p. Touring Ruby, new April, rear tyre
-*-«/unpunclured, all accesscries, tax paid, sound bar-
gain, £59.—Fjske, Iloptcn, Attleborough, Norlolk.

[5749
1022 Royal Ruby 8h.p. Spring Frame Combination,
Xi7 screen, all lamps, etc., spare wheel, brand new;
to clear, £160.—Bartletts, 93, Ct. Portland St., W.

[6475
1Q21 3h.p. spring frame Royal Ruby, S-speed,
-*-*' clutch, K.S.. absolutely as new, cost over £100;
first cheque for 43 guineas secures.—67, Fernlca R.d.,

Balham. [6655
Riidge

BRAND new I.O.M. Rudge, run few miles; £47.—
24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [6405

"IQ15 Rudge-Mnlti SV.h.p., cUitcb, tax paid; £27/10.
-"-tf —Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St. [6471

£35.-1920 3',ih.p. Rudge-Multi, hand clutch, sound
machine, fast.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [6093

7-9h-p. Rudge Combination, fully equipped; £75.—
Eatclifte Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [5498

3Ih.r. LO.il Rudge 1922. complete with lamps: £65.
Z —BiitrliH; Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [5499

RUDQE-JIULTI 1915, clutcli, new condition, lamps,
horn, etc... £28.-103, Moore Pork Rd., >'nlliani.

[6391
RUDGE-MULTI 1920 314I1.P.. clutch. lamps.

Klaxon, good condition; £38.—2. Madrid Rd.,
Barnes. [6104

"XXrAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe- I.anc, I.xindon.—New 1922
VV Rudge 3',yi.p. I.O.M. ; £77; easy terms ar-

ranged. [6499

SPECIALLY tuned T.T. I.O.M. Eudge, lull equip-
ment, taxed; £32.-24, Balliol Ed.. North Ken-

sington. [6406

RTJDGK-MUT.TI 1914 Combination, good order, tax
paid: £27/10.—Saunders, Nutley, Ipswich ^r}.,

Woodbridge. [6299

9 Guineas, near,—SVjh.p. Rudge 1913, clutch model,
requires attention.—Argyle Lodge, Newton Rd..

Burton-ou-Trent. [6035

RUDGE 1911 Srai.p.. Sensprav carburetter. Klaxon
horn, tax paid; £25.—Maudes', 100, Great Port-

land St., London. [6419

1 021 Stoh.p. Rudge-Multi, completely equippeil, in
-L«y excelTent condition; £30.— .Seen at Browning
Garage. Gt. Percy St., N. [5772

RUDGE 1916 3t[.li.p., just overhauled, perfect, new
tv(e3, belt, pilli'in. trial,; £30.—Hearne, 15, Mays

Lane. High Earnet, Herts. [5857

KUIKJE-MUl.TI Combination. 1916. speedometer,
lamns; £30: no reasonable offer refused.—4A,

Petersham Ed., Richmond. [6219

"P UDGE-MITI.TT, 1920, T.T., good condition and
-lA- running order, fully equipped; idiotograph; £40.
—Jones, Broukoide, Llandrindod. [6027
5-6h.p. Eudge-Mulli, lax paid: special bargain to

clear, £21._aam E. Clai.ham (Motors), 27
Stuckwell St., Greenwich, S.EIO. [6598

GREAT REBUILDING— SALE—
Last week at these low
prices. Order at once.

A. TURRELL & SONS, portable

MOTOR HOUSES at COST PRICE.
To mate room for NEW WORKSHOPS, we have
decided to clear our huge stacks of MOTOR

HOUSES, &c., AT COST PRICE.
Send for illustrated Catalogue of Portable Buildings-

GREAT BARGAINS
No. 7. Portable Motor House

SPECIFICATION :—
Ends, Walls, &c. Framed 2 in. and 3 in.

Swedish timber covered i in. tongus:! ^nd
groovei beards.
Roofing. Framed of principals and purlins
covered matc-hing and good quality felt.

Windows. As per illustration, glazed zi 02.

glass.

Doors. Double hung on strong garnets,
fitted Lock and Tower bolts.

Floor. Strong joists and i in. . Boards for

covering.
General. Houses are sent out in sections,

holes are bored and bolts s'ipplied for easy
erection on arrival.

Length. Width. ,"•=!§'" H"S'"
"= to ridge, to eavcs^

ft. ft. ft. in. ft. in. C s. d.

8 6 7653 6 17 6
q 7 8036 9 15
10 8 3 ) 3 9 11
12 8 S460I5OO
14 8 8 7 6 3 17 IS
It 3 8 7 6 3 20 15
16 <) 8 9 6 4 22 10
18 9 S96427OO
20 10 q c 6 6 32
20 12 9 4 6 9 35

No. 6 M. MOTOR HOUSE.

Specification as above, windows as per illustra-

tion, almost the whole length of sitle.

Length, Width. «'='.§'" "«eht
to ndge. to eaves,

ft. ft. ft. in. ft. in. £ s. d.

10 8 6080 If 50
12 S 6086 15 50
15 JO 6 3 8 10 20 15
16 10 6 6 9 o 23 15
18 II 6 G 9 28 15 6
20 12 70933576

Do not delay, order at once.

500 I^ouses of sizes as alxive, must be cleared
with OTHER PORTABLE BUILDINGS,
Rungalows. Stables, Loose Boxes, Pavilions,
Summer Houses, Green Houses, etc.

ALFRED TURRELL & SONS,
Dept. M.C.S.

Portable Building Works, Stanstead Road.
Forrat HiU, S.E.33,

Established 75 years. Phone : Sydenhani 1268.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

-| Q21 I.O.M. Rudee-Multi, lally equipoed
J- 1? scratched ; £45.—Hillicr, 9, Wallingford
North Kensington [7 or 7A 'bus).

TQ19 Rudge-Muiti, equipped, licensed, new condAV many spares, any trial ; - £10, neaxeat
Brightwell Crescent, Tooting, S.W.

RUDG^ coachbuilt Combination, variable gear,
pletely overhauled, excellent condition: £,

101, Adelaide Rd., Ciialk Farm Tube.
|

1Q21 Rndge-Multi I.O.M., lamps. Tan-Sad,
J-*' lioensed, splendid oondition; 37 gnim
Fersfield, Westbury Rd., New Maiden,

[

"IQ20 Rndge-iiulti, I.O.M.. ^imre cams, Talvea,
J-i/ ahiniiiiinin exhaust, tax paid, very imt; i

Greenwood, 60, Beaconsfield St., Bedford.
|

£45.-1921 Rudge-MuIti, fully eQuipped and
paid, very fast and in perfect condition.-

Hevelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park, S.W.18. -
|

AT Edwards'.—1921 Rudge-Multi SV^h.p., eqai
splendid condition; 50 gns. Deferred payi

and exchanges.—101, Great Portland St.. W.l.
|

LATE 1920 T.T. Rudge, ni;x^ly equipped, sr
meter, conditiun as new; a genuine bargaii

guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. Exchanges.

WAtrCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-3'
Rndge-Multi. 1921. including accessories,

paid, £62/10; 1922 Rndge-JIulti, Ux paid, all ;

scries. £69.
|

-5 Q20 3ioh.p. T.T. Rudge, little used, lamps, sj
-- ^ meter, copper exhaust, guai^nlee 57 n;

80 m.pg.; £55.—G. Warbnrton, Kearsley House,
worth, Bolton. ~

QnOP-SOrLED Brand New 5-6h.p. -Rudse Solo.
i3- also ditto combination, £87/10; also ditto 7
combination, £97/10.~Shepherds. Enfield Hi«"'

Tol. : Wnltham X 31..

TlUnGE-MULTI, late 1921, absolutely as new, 1

Xt; trip speedometer, £10 worth of sr^rea, Jic«

sacrifice price, £47.—ChineiTr 1. Hammersioith
Ki?iisiii},'ton, 'Phone : Western 4140.

RUDGE-^rULTI, I.O.M., late 1921, only done
miles, tax paid, trip speedomete'r, Tan-Sad, Jj

horn, perfect condition, nearly new machine:
—Jlorgan, 155, High St., Lewisham.

RUDGE-MULTI Combination. SVjh.p., C.B.

car, Multi gears, in Rood running order, 1

ride 50 miles to buyer; bargain, £29.—Youiic, I

Coventry Rd., Yardley. Birmingham.
]

"|Q21 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi," taxed, insurance, 1:

'

J-*/ Klaxon, new tyre {spares), absolutely pe

any trial, guaranteed; £45; exchange,—8, Bam
Rd., Wandsworth. Latchtoere 4541.

10 Pounds.—Rudge 3\oh.p., clutch model. 1;

-O tax paid, in good order ajid condition.—

lord. The Motor Cycle House, 461, Upper Kiuh

Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond ;

LATE 1921 Rudge-Mnlti, I.O.M.. special ei i

Ricardo piston, straight through plated ex
j

and standard, belt case, belt, knee-grips, electrii

acetilcne Itwmps^ spares, very fast, perfect cond: i

what offers ?—Palace Tavern,, Napier Rd-. Brcix

Ki^nt. ,'

."^pare Parts:
'

.

RUDGE Spares.—Immediate deli very.- Shepherd
field Highwnv. N.

THE Promptest Firm lor Rudge Spares.—F<
Motors, Forlield Place, Leamington Spa.'

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.,

bridge.—All Rudge parts in stock. iHust

list post free.

Scoft.

SCOTT, Watsonian sidecar, all accessoties and si-

£95, offers.—Kay, Chemist, Dover.

SCOTT Service Depot, Cathedral Motor ' fl

Liverpool.—Scott Sociables, Scott motor c

.22 Scott Squirrel, brand new, unpacked, gi

teed; £90.~Ton3cott. Downgate. Pensiwa19
keard.

SCOTT, 1920, .3"41i.p., engine No. 4642, 3iB.

iully equippetl, e.\eellent rendition: J

Duuglas, Parbokl Hall, Wrightington, Wigan.

SCOTT Squirrel. 1922 Sioh.p., brand new,

soiled; list price £105 r will accept £94.-1

Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.

-

SCOTT Standard 1922 i-Ab.V-, brand new,

soiled; list price £110; will accept £94.—

i

Horsman, Ltd.. 7. Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.

"I 022 Squirrel, perfect condition, all access

A«/ £80, or near offet; privately owned.—-in

biles (Clieshire) Engineers. Bridge St.. Chester.

SCOTT 1921 3.':4li p., 2-speed, kick-start, aJl-

drive Aniac carburetter, P. and H. iMOPi

paid; £65.-Maudei', 100, Great Portland St., M

sOUTHPORT.—Clearance sale; latest Scottto

a34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o£ each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired.

O very sliglitlj shop-soiled; 90 gnineas; (SO

payments; e.tclianges.—Kents, 417. Lord .St..

poft-

ertisement, and the date of the issua

marked fP).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

I|22 Scutt Squinel, shop-suiltil; we have 2 ol these

l" new machines Lo clear; first cheque £80; this

cannot be repented.—Charles Sidney, Ltd., Man-
Iirini Lane, Bradford. [6606

OTT Sports Model, late 1921, owner disabled in

war, on Iy used mount during summer jnonths,

scd spares for touring abroad, tyres new; £68.-
,ory, Finningley, Doncastev. [6254

XCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Brand new Scott Squir-
' rel, special engine, 70 miles per hour; owner
t. sacrifice at once. £85, or close offer tecuves.—

>ii, 7. Brewery St.. Chesterfield. [5754

ECIAL Sports Scott, 532 c.c. engine No. 4777,
mileage 600, as new, valanced mudguards, fully

ppud: cost £147; owner ordered abroad; bargain,
or nearest.—O'Hara, Willowgarth, Hose Valley,

itwood. [6332

ntrf Parts:

•ARD iMotors. Ltd., 32, Hustler St.. Bradford.
. for sound second-hand Scott parts at less than
-[irice; satisfaction guaranteed. List by return.

[0889
|_>DFREYS'. Ltd., 20g. Gt. Portland St.. London.
I
W.I.— Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

lys in stock. Write for free spare part list, statin"

[
o( manufacture. (0751

Singer.

JN'GER 25^1i.p.. rcbushed, fitted Albion 2-speed,
I long exhaust fast, powerful; £25, or offer.— 50,
]kley Rise, Forest Hill. S.E. [6292

'j((r(? Parts:

[lE Promptest Firm for Genuine Singer Spares.

—

l-'orfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa.
[3164

J,iNUINE Singer Parts, by return service.—Alf.
I Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone :

[6192
Sirrah.

21. Siirah, clutch, kick-stiirtj'i,

£42.—Bon ii dell, Brom.\ Eve,
juust sell

;

Suffolk.
baifr

[£917

i.—Sparkbrcok-Villiers, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, per-
i fcctAJider throughout, all accessories, tax paid,
i wants seeing.— 130, Norwood Rd., West Norwood,
^37. [6061

Sun
jN, smart and fast, cheap; seen anv time.—25.
General St., Blackpool. [5407

N-VILLIERS 2Uh.p; .£16; new condition, single-
speed. lauji>&.—68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Town.

1 [6039
f'R Sun-Jap, or Snn-Vitesse, get in touch «ii
U the «o' Ni^rth T.nndon ntr^rits. IMndpls in titnnl,-

le Special, 42 guineas; 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
J 60 guineas. Send for catalogues. Trade sup-
It.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell IJill, N.IO.

j

[0790

i
Sunbeam.

JiNBEAM 4',4li.p. 1922, shop-soiled; £125.—Rat-
1 difie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [5487

[[ 16 3y2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, full acces-

] aories, hood and screen; £70.—Ross, 86, High
I

Lee. [5892

J-RTING Sunl>eam, electric lamps, disc wheels, pei-
fect condition; 40 guineas, or near.—670, Hollo-

^ Rd., N.19. [5728

HBEAM 1921 3'/!>h.p., new condition, Lucas acety-
'i lene,. speeHometer, taxed, 26x3: £85.-7, Exhibi
dRd., S.W.7. [5618

i I'BEAM 1922 4V4h.p. Combination, electric lamp^,
^ scarcely used, unscratched, beautiful outfit; £128.

I
(exhibition Rd., S,W.7. [5619

J:
s'BEAM Combination, 3V'h.p,, 1919, perfect con-

3 iiUcn throughout; £97/iO, or offer.— 1. Melrose

^ ce, Hammersmith, W.6. [5777

2 ). Sunbeam Combkialion, equal to new, in
plendid condition, all complete.—117, Wrieht's
Oid Hill, Staffoirdshite. r5751

JsBEAM 3',i.h.p.. 1916, fiue condition, accessories;
1 i50, or reasonable offer, or exchange Morgan, cash
tnient.—Turner, Alresford, Hants. [5742
rUEAM SV^h.p. Combination 1914-15, all acees-
MMies, storefl purt of war; £75.—Rogers, SiKer-

ij Cottage, Woodlands, Southampton. [5913

Jt;BE^M 1920 3V2h.p., new condition, arrcessoriefi
', ind 8ifler-;ir

: £85, cr exidjange for lightweight,
;-j preferred.-48. LuTeuder Vale, Wallingt-on. [5919

Jj.'BEAM Combination, 3',Ui.p., splendid condition,
'Inew tyre;^. seen and tried any time; £100 or ofEer.
S, enson, Blackford, ISTorth Cadbury, Somerset.

] [5918
t?2 4i,4h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 5 weeks old,
j used twice, fully equipped, lamps, speedometer,
t)| Easting, taxed, only difference between this and
f|L= t-he prire; -£135.—James, c/o Bradmore=. 482,
aiiw Rd., Paddington. [6229
ilO Sunbeam SJ^h.p. 3-speed Combination. intT-
-1 changeable wheels, fine condition, readv to ride
Kj lamps and speedometer, tax paid; in 1920 cost
tj:uineas; sacrifice, £112; good reason for selling.—
'^i^^^n, Allerthcrpe, York. [6234

^

—offer

Brand New 1922
(slight! V showroom soiled)

CLYNO
Sidecar Combination

)S

i

S h.p., 3-specd, cluun diive, spiiug
frame, spring sidecar wheel, all 3
wheels quickly detachable aud inter-

changeable, 28 X 3 in. Dunlop tyres,

CLYNO Coachbuilt Sidecar, with
dash and wind screen; exactly as

specification in current catalogue;
carrying M A K K .K S FULI.
GUARANTEE !

LIST PRICE Complete £168

REDUCED TO

£135
At the above price these lamoin
machines are undoubtedly the best"

value ever offered in high-grade
Sidecar Combinations. After this

1 machine is sold we cannot rei^eat

this offer, so you will bo well
advised to

POST YOUR ORDER TO-DAY !

Carriage Paid to any Address.

Easy Payments 4% extra.

!

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBLiAM 1922 3',{.h.p., brand new, shop-soik-d
doubIc-iiuri)o.>;e model, complete to .^tandaiii

U'tcification; £120.—The Morris Garages. Oxford,
[6540

3 ill. p. Sunbeam Combination, hood, windscieen
2 lumps, etc.. recejitiy overhauled, perfect <''tin-

dition; £70.—aiiickwoith. Halfway, Kintbury, Berl:-<.

[5968
SUNBEA-M. 6h.p., 1918, Combination, compres^d

acetylene liglitinp; set, Ruaranteed genuine duiiit;

£110 (ride 50 miles).—176, Manslield Rd.. Nottinc-
hani. 15703

SUNBEAM 1920 3',l.h.p. and Montgomery sports
sidtcar. fuUv equipped and tax paid; bargain

at £105.—The Layton Garages, 30. Holywell St., O.v-

ford. (6086

SUNBEAM 1921 Sports Model, electric light,

speedometer. Cowey horn, mileage 3,000, as new;
£85.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone:
Ealing 689. [6553

SPORTS Sunbeam 1921, sy^h.p., Lucas lamps and
liorn, speedometer, kneegrips, taxed, insurance.

Tan-Sad, perfect condition, any trial; £92.—Edwards,
13, Orme Rd., Bangor. [6367

"I
21 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam Combinatio-n. faultless order,

»-*^ mileage mider 5,000, Magdyno, Cowey speedo-
meter, legshields, EastJns wind'screen. discs; £120,—
N(.rman Fox, Liss, Hants. [5755

5 Q19 Sunbeam SV^h.p., fully eauipped, lamps, mechani-
J-*' ml horn, French Military model, tax paid, engine
i i?t overhauled, perfeivt; £65.—Homnc'6. 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dnlston 2408. [6573

SPECIAL Sporting SJih-p. Twin Sunbeam Com-
bination, delivered last year, lavishly eauippsd;

cash absolutely necessary; best over £100.-120, Marl-
borough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [6334

j Q 21 8h.p. Sunbeam Comljination, special fittings,
i- *7 hood, screen, spare wheel, dynamo, electric

iioni, most luxurious outfit; £130; exchanges.—James,
L/o Bradmorcs, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [6230

SUNBEAM 1922 SVjh.p., light solo, as per manu-
facturers' speoificatiou, brand new, slightly shop-

soiled ; list price £ 136 / 10 ; our price £ 1 25.—Victor
Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [5923

SUNBEAM 3'.l.h.p. 1921 (September) Combination,
mngnificent machine, trip speedometer, leaf spring

Iniks, Tan-Siid, Lucas limip(=. mirror, all excellent con-
dition; £125.-42. Highfield Rd., Eushey, Herts.

[5932
3ih.p. Sports Sunbeam, April, 1922, K.S., largest

2 Lucas lamp and horn, hand grips, tyres un-
punctured, carefully driven, small mileage, tax, insur-
ance; cost £143 ; £100.—Croshaw, 25. Southborough
Rd., Bickley, Kent. [5827

•Spare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St... Cam-
bridge.—All Siinbeam parts in stock. No waiting.

[6522
T.D.C.

015.—T.D.C. De Luxe 1920 2i:.h.p., new tyre;^,^ enamel, etc., as new.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd.,
Bowos Park, N.ll. [6246

Torpedo.
3JLh.p. Torpedo, 2-speed, Simms' magneto, M.O.I.V..

2 good condition; £17/10; cash needed,
able otfers not refused.-F. Godwin, Hill
Rngeley, Staffs.

Triumph
"PREMIER Motor Co. for Triumph Bnrgains.

, reasoii-

Ridware.
[5753

FURTHER and Final Redm-tions to Clear our Re-
mainintr Stock of new 1922 Triun'iphs, all carryinj;

luiiker's full guarantee.-Below.

TYPE S.D. 4h.p. 3-Bpeed, chain drive, list price £115,
reduced to £90; type H, list £105, reduced to £85:

also several sidoi-ar combinations from £108 upwards:
;;;isy payments 4% extra: carriage paid to any address:
this is an exceptional cffer, and we cannot repeat nt
tlicse prices; post your order to-day.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [6703

''pRIUMPH Junior, brand new ; what offers, muFt
-^ sell?-Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [6260

£22 —1913 Iriumph, splendid going order, fast.—
Wbite, Darvills Lane, Farnham. [5765

TRIUMPH 3"/3h.p., 1913, clutch model, equipped,
fast; £18.-17, Ileaton Rd., Mitcham. [6234

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p.. 3-speed, chain-cum-belt drive,
Miller lamps, tax paid; £62.—Maudes', below.

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p , single speed. semi-T.T. bars,
Lucas lamps, tax paid; £42.—Maudes', below.

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p. sporting model, 3-speed.
clutL-h, kick-start, all-chain drive; £80.—Maudes",

bcluw.

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p.. 3-speed, clutch, kick-start,
chain-cum-belt drive, P. and H. lamps, tax paid;

£58.—Maudes', beluw.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., latest 1922 model, new but sjighllv
shop-soiled, guaranteed all-chain drive model

;

£90; exchanges or deferred payments.—INlaudes', 100,
Great Portland St., London. [6421

All letters relating to iidvertisements should caiote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by privala owners are, when desired, marKed (P). ^35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

19 Triumph-Glovia Combiuation; bargain; ta.\

paid; £75.-Ross, £6, High Rd., Lee. [6693

RIUMPH, clutch, Phillrson, taxed, perfect; £21.
—51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [6640

TRIUMPH Combiiintion. 1914, new sidecar; £40.-
.Johiison, 6, North Villus, Camden Sa., N.W.

[5872
TRIUMPH Conibinatic^D, 3-speed, good order; £55.—

H. T., 76, Baron Rd., Chadwell Heath. Essex.

r5771

"IQ19 41i.li. Triumph Combination, tax paid, all on;
-•-•^£70, or offer.—Nai;'s Head Hotel, Welline, Kent.

[6861
LATE 1920 Triumph, 3-speed, as new, nicely

e;iuippecl; 43 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balhani.
[6651

1Q19 eer-ond-haud 4h.p. Triumph Combination:
LCf £72;iO.-Eatoliito Bros., 20&, Gt. Portland St.,

W. [5496

TRIUMPH type H, ehop-soiled only, at special price
of f94/10.-RatcIifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W. . [6491

TRIUMPH 6.D.. shop-soiled only, nt special price
ot £103,'10.-Ratc>li«e Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland I3t.,

W. [5492

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph Combination, folly
J-tf equipped; £48.-9, Church Rd., Willesden,
N'.W. -

[6358

1 Q20 Baby Triumph, 2-speed, new condition, licence
-l.O paid; £40, or near offer.—70, Burr St.. Liiton.
Ueds. [4467

035.—4h.p. countei"sllaft Triumph, 3-speed. clutch,^ K.8., equipped.—Restalls, Furniture Removers,
nxlord. [6092

£80.-1920 Triumph witTi nearly new Millford side-

car, all on. Easting; a bargain.—11, Warwick St.,

Oxford. [6144

TRIUMPH S.D., 1921, Lucas accessories, tax paid,
as new; iBSS.-Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland

St., AV. [6681

£55.—Baby Triumph, late 1920, new belt, lamps,
horn, tax paid; bargain.—Davis, Sports Outiitter,

Alfreton. [5821

TRIUMPH, 1922, 4-valve. 6 weeks old, only rnn
50 miles; £115.—Ftetoher. Rutland Arms, Baslow.

Bakewell. [5760

"I
Q18 Ti-iumph, fully equipped, in splendid order;XO £45.-^ames, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd.,

Paddington. [6231

1 Q20 Renovated Triumpli Combination, new belt,
-B-*' tyre, chain; £72; insured.— 11, Ormonde Rd..
Bast Sheen. [5731

TRIU-MPHS.— -A large a.ssortment in stock; solos and
combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, Ilieh

Rd., Lee, S.E.
'

_
[3245

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, Baiting. Tan-Sac", ex-
cellent condition, trial; £60.-63, Arlinglonl Ril..

Bri.xton, S.W.2. [6053

TRIUMPH Combiuation, 4h.p., conntcrsbaft, 1918,
rood tvre/i. accessories, any trial ; £65.-406. York

8d., Wandsworth. [6372

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p. Chain-Drive Combination,
practically unscratclied ; £100.—Tlie Morris

Garages, Oxford. - [6535

31h.p. Triumph, Grade, Bosch, variable jet. all on

;

2 £24; after six.—^Lorenzo, 18. Fieldway Cres-
cent, Highbury. {6995

1 Q18 countershaft Triumph, £45; ditto 1919. £50;
-Li/ ditto 1919 combination. £57.-24. Balliol Rd..
North Kensington. [6403

C.S. Triumph, late model, special mudguards, perfect;
£56.—Simpson, Orchai*d Rd., near Reservoir Inn,

Sunbury-on-Tliames> [60

1 Q22 Model S.D. Triumphs, all-chain drive, shop-
X»7 soiled; real bargains, to clear, £90.—Williams'
Oarage Cheltenham. [6221

"1 019 Triumph 4h.p., electric lighting, all acces-
i-tJ series; £56.—Key, 173, Gt. Portland St.

Phone: Langham 1257. [6460

£58.-Triumph, countershaft, 1920, in splendid con-
dition, taxed to December.—Maynard, 161, Bowes

Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. (6244

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h.p. 1914
3-speed Triumph and sidecar, kick-starter and

i-lutch; £45; easy terms. [6501

£35.—Triumph and coach sidecar, 3-3peed. clutch.
lamps, horn, ready for road.—Collyer. 286,

High Rd., Wood Green, N. [5786

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, fitted Watford speed-
ometer, lamp, horn, in good condition; £107.

—

The Morris; Garages, Oxford. [5854

1 QIS Triumph 4h.p., renovated by Triumph Co..
it? all accessories; £48.—Rcy, 173, Gt. Portland
St. 'Phone: Langham 1257. [6461

Q "^ ' _ A Week for Twelve Months, new Tiiumph
4 / Model H, chop-soiled.—D. and S. Autocar Co.,

53, Tlie Parade. Golders Green. [6583

1 Q18 Triumph 4h.p. 3-speed. Sturmey, clutch, kick-
XiJ start, horn, lamps, licensed: £45.-91. St.

James Park Rd., Northampton. [6298

TURNERS
Genuine CO'SVEY

SPEEDOMETERS
(NON-TRIP.)

Brand New. Fully Guaranteed.

Carr. paid oS/-
Scnd make ot machine and size of tyre.

METAL
CASED
TOOL
BAGS

Leather front. 2 clips supplied with
each bag. Best value obtainable.

Carr. paid 8/6 per pair.

Size, i8 in. wide x 22 in. long. Will

fit any Sidecar Body. Black finish

10/6 Carr. paid.

We are also stockists for the following

Manufacturers' goods :
—

AMAC, BINKS,
BROWN & BARLOW,SENSPRAY,

BOWDEN WIRE LTD.,

BRAMPTON, DRUID,
BRITISH HUB CO., B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS, J.A.P., LEVIS,

TRIUMPH, VILLIERS,
BEST & LLOYD,
LUCAS, MILLERS,

POWELL & HANMERS,
RENOLD, STURMEY-ARCHER,

SHOCKSTOPS, TAN-SAD,
CAMEO. EASTING,

Sidecar fittings in endless
variety.

i80,i8l,l82,RailwayA[iproaclt

Est.

1901.
SHEPHERD'S BUSH,

W.12.

'Phone

:

Hammer-
smith,
2436

a36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, >vhen desired

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1918 coaehbuilt Coinhinatioii,
equipped, excellent condition; £62.—R. B. (

and Co.. 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.
i

TRIUMPH Mcmtgumery. 1920. Eaatiug. all I3

in spJetidid (.(jndition; £65.—M. Jlillier,

PorUibcIli* Rd., North Kensington.
[

SEVERAL secoml-hmid Tiinmplia always \a t

Triumph Service Apentd for Sussex.—Od)
Ltd., 56 Teiniimis Rd., Eustbourne.

(

ROBERTSONS Motoi's, Ltd.— 1922 chain
Triumph combination, (ax paid, all accegs*

£132.-I57b. Gt, Portland St.. W.l.
[

TRIUilt'H 1915, N.S.r. fc'efii. perfect, junt
I fiuled, new tyrea, belts, lamps; £35»*"ba]

genuine.— 22, St. John's Rd., Putney. .
I

1 Q20 Baby Triumph, fully ofiuipppd. tax"
J-iy like new, any trial; £32.—-Ward, S

Weptcrn Garage, !New Maiden, Surrey.
|

1 Q 18 Countov'^li.-it't TriuKipli, new rear Dimloi
J-t/ou, peifeet. condition, tax paid- bargain I't

—7, Norwood Rd,, Heme Hill, H.E.2a.

£53.~Late 1919 Countershaft Triumpb, in exc
eourlition. finsirie reeeutlv overhauled, jnai

ijisured.^Digliy, 25, Loudoun Ed., N.W.8.

BARGAIN.— 1918 Triumph combination, eqni
perfect rondition; £55; exchanpes,—37, Cs

bury Rd.. BalU Pond Rd.. Dalston, N.l. I

TRIUMPH 4li.p.. late 1921, unscratched ant

distinguisliable from nftw, Iaices lamps,
£85.—Goldsmith, Blackness, Crowborougli,

TRIUMPH 1913, clutch model, £12 overhaui
new parts, perfect, fast; £25, or exoi

lightweight.—22, Cirand Drive, Wimbledon,

TRIUMPH, Camber. Ci>rabinatiou, iully equ

la:x, insurance paid; £90; any triaT. appoint
—Pumping Station, Byegrove Rd., Merton.

CROYDON Afients Triumphs, air new modeli
large range of eecond-hand in stock:-

K

Presto Motor Works, North End, Croydon- ,

,

TRIUMPH Combination, late 1918, go^jd ootii

tyres new., all on, iullv insured; £57/l(
Rostyn" Av., Kenbury St.. Camberwell. S.E. 5.

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Countershaft, fully eg.

and like new throughout : ({wwAl ,snle, £46,

1

High St., Clapham. 'Phone: Latchuiere 4290,

BARGAIN.- Triumph 3Vi>h.p., 3-speed, tluteh, n

engine like new, stored 4 years; £22; .eX<i

Levis and ca=h.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay.

3ih.p. Triuujph, ohit<-h model, ^ perfect order,!'

2 Bonuiksen. lamps, horn, new HutchiuBoh
£29.-Write. 5, Crauleigh Rd., London, N.15.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countersha-It, very little use
unsnratxhcd, tax paid, and all accosi

bargain, £80.—Smith, High Rd., Goodmayes,

TRIUMPH 1921 41i.n. Mod.-l H and Millford 6

fully equipped and in very txcelltnt ordern

—The Uayton Garages. oO. Holywell St., Oxford.

TRIUMPH, Model H, biaud new and unused,
at £105; our price, £95; exchanees or de

—Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd., South Kensinp

TRIUMPH 3'.^h.p., countershaft, 3-speed, kid-

and cTutLib, all on, tax paid; £35.~Riohi.

2, Kelton Villas, Hawkes Rd., Kingston-ofl-Thai

22 Triumph-Rideezi Conibinalit^n. lampp.i

Ea.stiug. luggngo grid, tax paid, fully i

splendid condition; £107,-38, Cowley Rd., Ox)

ALL Triumph models always in etook ; also fnl

of Triumph Spares. Triumph Service AgCt

Sussex.—CaffsTis, Ltd.. 56, Teiminu^ Ed.. Eaatftoil

TRIUMPH 1922 Model H, fully equippe
licensed, in very excellent oondiiion; aar(>.

£70.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., (

1 Q22 Triumpli-Ricardo, beautifully equippe-
-L*' drive, speedometer, etc., few miles onlj'i

lutely as new; £88.-"51, Upper Richmond Rd.,
'

TRIUMI'H-GLORIA Combiuation. 1920, lamni

tax, £80, i'xchangc solo; 1913 T.T. .Tr'

complete, lump, tux, £20.—H. Eock, Cradley,

1 Q22 Ricnrdo-Triumph. brnn^ new but a|ioil

-I- J? £110 to clear; also 4h.p. all-nhaiu, clearing.ai

Hnmac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd,. N.E. 'Phone:
2408.

TRIUMPH 1922 2Wh.p.. Model H. tl

favourite, braTid new. slioji-joiled, with
out Kidecar; price .^olo £95.—The Morris G
Oxford.

3 ill.p. Triumpli, Philipiou pulley, new .tym

2 Binks carljuretter, in perfect order; I

£27/10.—Rhincl ;ind Cc.. Stone Place, Ri'

Manchester.

1 Q21 2;4h.p. Triumph, equipped, good "cj>:

l~v new tyre and belt, tax paid; by appoii'

what offers?—Guille, 18, Botirnbrook Rd., Bow.
Birmingham.

ertisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P^

19^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Triumph.

.\V Triumpli-Gloria all-chain Combination, not !

taken deliverv. havinc bnucht car, licence just !

,ve(l: £155.—Crabtree, 30, Calverley St., Tnu-
r;e Wells r5773

I
j.— 1920 Truimph-Cloria combination, 'electric

lighting. Easting windscreen, Ace discs, tax
very yood conditicn— Hall, Shoitlurrows, Cater-

,
Surrey. [6675

14 3'/irh.p. Triumph, 3-speed hub, hand clutch
hub, and engine just overhauled, complete with

3 Iicense<t; £40, or offer.—Easier, Five Ways,
'iley, Kent. _ [6005

i.22 4b. p. Triumph, Engine No. 81266. guaran-

j

teed pertect, not ridden 1,000 miles, Lucas
(s and horn; £80.—Eastwood, 10, Kemerton lid.,

lonhara, Kent. {4755

lUMPH 1922 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-start,
, all-chain drive, Mills-Fulford skiff sidecar, com-
1 with lamps, tax paid; £112.—Maudes", 100,
(. St.. E-;eter. [6438

i20 Triunph Combination, 3-speed, perfect con-
I ditiou, ii'nstingr, spared, acceisories, taxed, in-

i; £65.-19', Stbtkwell Park Crescent, S.W.g.
(lo: Avenue 2598. [5978

jp. Triumph. 1918. reconditioned, sold by makers
: 1920, ptrfect order, pri^'ately owned; price £55;
»al lUartin's Garage, High St., Highgate, London,
lie . riornsey 350. [6223

('.--1919 countershaft Triumph, 1921 sidecar, 3-

Upeed, clutch, kick-start, splendid condition, fully
liped. speeiiuireter, taxed, tools, spares.—Beaulieu,
ue Rd.. St. Albans. [5991

TTilPORT.—1921 Triumph 3-speed sports, speci-
' nlly tuned, lovely condition, Ricardo bars, long
ist, very last: 69 guineas; exchanges.—Kent s,

' Lord St., Southp&rt. [6163

J21 Triumph Combination, brand new Cov,pette
I sidecar, line combiiuition, date and condition
i.nteed; £77/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale,
(le: Maida Vale 1353. [6464

\l9 4h.p, Triumph, 3-speed. kick-start, clutch,
* luxurious sidecar, windscreen, etc., fully

ilped; £75; e- change.—Rhind and Co., St-one

^, Rusholme, Manchester, [5953

^'UMPH, immediate deliv-ei-y of all 1922 mcdels;
Isidecars to suit from £20; write for catalogue
'1; fiili particulars of easv pavments.—P J. Evans,
^Bright St., Birmingham. [5947

p.V 1922 Tviumpli, ai:H?hain drive and Junior Mode!-:;
Ihiie -inl biirgain prices to clear; Krite, oall, or
h Gr^'euwinb 751.—Sam. E. Clapham (Jlotor-). 27.
i^ell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [6599

^|[JR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
jpayroent for a Triumph, any model; deferred pay-

;J,
-Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Road.

rt2. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. [5944

J 1 Trinmph-Gloiia Combination, cliain drive.
i speedometer. Easting, Lucas lighting, spares, tax
ii insurance to Febrnarv. perfect condition; £105,
t?r.-58, Oxford Rd., Chiswick. [6127

'j
—3i/2h.p. Triumph C.B. Combination. 3 speeds.

'jlutch, al] accesicries. taxed, splendid run-
Q order, and cheap; trial.—Cubitt. 8, Devonshire
HMews, Portland Place. N.W.I. [5781

i 6 Triumph Combination, exceptional condition.
^ fi;lly tquippid; £50. Cash, exchange, ex-
ir- t-ir"=.—F1r(^, Ltd.. 13 15-16. Bishopsgate Ave.,
ifnile St., E.G.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0065

!2 Brand New All-chain Triumph Combination;
£l20, or near offer; exceptional opportunity.

S:ieth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Con-
tt St., Marble Arch, London. Padd. 1177. [5382
.Edwards— 1922 4h.p. Triumph. Model II, fully
L Miinned. 'amp<!. horn, licensed, indistinguishable
i^icw in every respect; 77 guineas. Deferred par-
^ and exrhaages.—101, Great Portland St., W 1

J 12226
»1lTI\IPn Combination. 1922. S.D. Model, fully

i quipped and tax paid, new in July; *125; ex-
1(1 payment terms over 18 months with pleasure,—
a;i Sales. Ltd., 5, Victoria St., London, S.W.I.

J, «..
- [6613

il 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, Gloria
^ sidecar, windscreen, tax paid, numerous acces-
;i best, offer over £100; terms and exchanges.-
iqi-^! Garass. 166. Shaltesbury Av. 'Phone: Ger-
C3461. r4931
VUMPH-HENDERSON Combination, 4h.p.. 3-
[peed, fnlly equipped, lamps, horn, speedometer,

[fi>aid, cliarming turnout, almosb as new, only
icj about 1,500 miles; buying car; bargain, £100;
51 ;2ac.—Walton, Market Lavington. [5835
CO 4h,p. Triumph, Type H., lamps, horn, 2 spare
* salves, knee grips, magneto cover, Cowey speedo-
:t. foot and hand clutch control, comple'.e tool out-
,
;;rfect (oiiditioa, seen bv appointment after 5

B' £ao.-Tosland, 27. Holwood Rd., Bromlev.
^ [5697

Jjl Triumph, Paragon sidecar with bulbous bark,

^TcT ^^^ folding cha^ieis, luggage currier, pil-iiM.L dvnamo lighting and horn, speedometer,
ri. ull acr-e-=sorie^, condition perfect

"

-Write appointment, 12, Granj
^\i: 8251 Citv.

'

POST VOVR ORDER EARLY
THE

throughout

:

Ed., Banes.
(5960

WEATHER"
[
WATERPROOF MOTOR CLOTHING.

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE SUIT

(Fig. 1)SPECIFICATION
MADE from hard wearing

double texture material with
^ an interlining of hubber.
I Double Breasted jacket, with
rail-round plaited Leather Belt,

I large Patch Pockets, and con-
verted collar to button right up
to neck, to fasten with 1 hroat
Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.

All seams cf the Suit are rubber
cemented and taped with extra
material, makii g the garment
absQiutely viaferprocf.

Overall Leggings uitii spat-

shaped teg ; wind gussets to

keep the wiiid from the leg and
bocts; fastened with patentclasp
fasteners, enabling the leggings
to be pulled off in a moment.

SUIT Complete, with overall

leggings - - 35/-

„ ,, with seatless trousers
42/-

JACKET only ... - 25/-
Wrtcn or.lerin^ by post, state Clicst ineasuyeiiwnt ovci

I

ordinary Jacket, and height, and enclose remittance.

WATERPROOF
'TRENCHCOAT

(Fig. 2)

FawTi material, rubber lined.

double-breasted, with all-round
belt and buckle, wind cuffs in

sleeves. Medium weight. An
ideal coat for riding, walking",

and all purposes where a rain-

resisting covering is required.
Guaranteed waterproof.
Smart and Serviceable,

COAT Complete - 25/"
Wlun orifermg by post, stale

Breast measurement over ordin-

I

ary Jacket, and height, anJ
enclose yauittancc.

TREN'CH COATS in heaviei

,
and superior materials arc

I priced in our list.

(SEATLESS TROUSERS
( fP g. 3)
il Waterproof Fawn double texture

^ material, rubber interlined, apron ,

(front, with wind and mud gussets, j
.patent clasp fasteners, leatherl

and buckles to fasten?
Perfectlywaterprdof. '

18/- per pair,

n hen ordering by
post, stale heiglU &
enclose remittance,

WATE RPROOF
OVERALLS (Fig 4).
D ouble tex tu re
material, interlined,
rubber, with strap to
fasten on to trouser
buttons, patentclasp
fasteners, seams ce-

mented and taped.
All sizes. Thoroughly
waterproof.

1 2/6 per pair.

Fig. q

ii-QT I lu3t ate-t Liat and Pa tern Bunch of
Olotlis, together »itli seif msasur-ment
form, will be >ent post free and wi hou'.
any obligation upon recei .t oi your nam^
and address.

(Satisfaction guaranteed or money
[

\re/u?ided if garments arc'returned
\

ifo 7is within 7 days.

lARRUGE
PAID ON

ALL OKDERS
Actnal Manufacturers

:

(Martin Wateirpiroof Co.,
t(208,O|dhamRd.,NewCro^5s^^^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

TRIUMPH 1919 Countershaft, 1922 spring-wheel
Middleton sidecar, electric throughout, Tan-Sad,

.screen, oversize tyres, many spares, taxed and in-
sured, splendid condition; reasonable oHer accepted;
evenings or week-ends.—Broadway House, Northolme
Rd., Highbury, N. [6414

1 Q22 4h.p. Triumph fall-chain drive) Combination,
J-*y sporting Montgomery sidecar, 3 Lucas lamps,
generators, horn, mirror, Cowey speedometer, wind-
screen, all as new mechanically and appearance, un-
punctured, mileage under 3,000, tax paid; exceptional
bargain, £115.—Southall, 3, Selbourne Rd., Worcester.

[5812WE have a limited number of new 1922 Triumphs,
Model H, £90; Model SD, £95; SD Com-

bination, £127: H Combination, £122; 2-stroke
lightweight, £52/10; terras and exchanges arranged.
—Lamb's. Ltd.. 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.;
Ct. Portland St. (opposite station); 151, High St.,

IValthamstow, N.E. [6556

TRIUMPHS.-Buy from official appointed agents.
New 1922 4h.p. combination, all-chait. drive,

£155; chain-cum-belb combination, £145; 4h.p. S.D.,
all-chain, £115; model H, chain-cum-belt, £105

;

Junior 2Vlh.p., £65 ; also several second-hand Tri-
umphs from £40; second-hand machines taken in ex-
change remainder on easy terms. Value allowed on
old machine accepted a^ payment down.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Central 5168. [6502

^pure Parts:

TRIUMPH
Bond St.,

Spares.—Imiucdinte delivery.—Knys, 8,

Ealing. [4807

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—The Triunaph experts. Complete illus-

trated list of spare parts post free. [6523

ri^RJUMPH Spares.— All parts, all models in stock,
-I secund-hand or new, goods sent per return ser-

vice.—All. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.
•Phone: 1945. [6194-

TRIUMPH Spare Part-s for all Models; also
Sturn:ev-Archer cear oarts from stock, post free:

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Musweli Hill, N.lO. [0809

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa

Trump.
TRUMP-J.A.P. 1922 8h.p. Sports,

list price £140; accept £115.-
agfi, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford.

[7361

shop-soiled only;
-The Layton Gar-

[6078

Velocette.

T3REMIER Motor Co. for Velocette Bargains

FURTHER Great Reduction? in showroom soiled
1922 niodels. E2, 2-Epeed, £55; E3. 3-speed.

£60; EL2. lady's open frame. £53: all with dutch
and kick-start, carry makers' full guarantee; easy
payments 4% extra; write for special clearance list.
—Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd. Birmingham. [3579

£24.— 2i,4h.p. Velocette, 2-speed, in splendid running
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [6091

ih.p. Velocette,O
/V4: tyres; bargain.

perfect running order, good
£20.—Rhind and Co., Stone

Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [5950

VELOCETTE 1922 2y4h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick-
start, shop-soiled; two only; list price £65; our

price £55.—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant,
Liverpool. [5927

Verus.

VERUS 1920 2^411. p., Blnckburne engine, fully
equipped, tax paid: £45.— Eatclifle Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W. [5505

"I O 20 Verus-BIackburne Combination, perfect oon-
-L*^ dition, insured till September; 70 guineas.

—

44, Boston Rd., Hanwell, W.7. [6129

VERUS 1920 4h.p. Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch, kick-
start, fitted with Dinkie spoits sidecar, condition

of machine as new; bargain, £75.—Maudes', 100,
Great Portland St., London. [6423

Viper.
2^h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, excellent con-

licence paid; £30.—Capps,
Stainsby Rd., Poplar, London. [5808

M'erner.

£22.—4h.p. Werner touring, fast, powerful, any trial;
take pedal cycle part.— 57, Kcnbury St., Camber-

well, London [6337
Williamson

"J
Q20 Viper,

--^ dition, accessories,

£60.-
[5899

T 015 Williamson Combination, guarant-eed;
X.iJ Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E.

Wolf.

WOLF 2ich.p., 3 speed, free engine, kick start,

senspray, tyres new, good co^ndition. any trial;

offers.-Constant. 46. Boundarv Rd.. Wood Green.
15709

^:i letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pj.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

'T'HR Zenith Specialists.

A LLAN GRUZELIEH, Ulster Chambers. 163.
itL Regent St., W.l.

ty K iH.p.li. from a standing start inside '4 mile
I «J on a Zenith-Bradshaw, the result of a little

tuning by the Specialists.

YOU may purchase this identical machine for

£115, or if you have a Bradshaw All-Chain
Super-Sports Sh.p., or any other model Zenith, we
are prepared to overhaul and tune at a- reasonable
figure.

OUR Latest Bar?ains.^5h.p. Sports. delivered
July, 1921, mileage about 1,000, tyre.^ and belt

nnmarked, tip-top condition, £50; 1920 Sh.p.
countershaft combination, thorough overhaul lust

completed, electric lighting, all on: £75. [6457

20 Sh.p. Sports Mode! Zenith, as new; £55.—
Ross, 86, High Ed., Lee. [5901

ENITH 1922, Brodshaw chain, very special; f78.—
Claik, 7, Exhibition Bd., S.W.7. [2306

ZENITH-A.B.C. Sports; Quick sale, 24 suineus.—113,
High St., Cliiphaui. 'Phone; Latchmere 4290.

[6375
"1Q22 S'/ah.p. Special Zenith-Bradshaw, 3-spi'ed, all

J- tJ" chain, licensed; £70.—Ford. High St., Sidnuiuth.
[5847

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p., Gradna gear, kick-start, clutch,
complete with lamps; £64.—Jlaudcs', 100, Paris

St., Exeter. [6440

QA-BORE Zenith, verv Jast; £55; e.-ichange Xlender-
iJ" son or Flat Twin.— Sheppard, 108. The Cre^
cent, Slough. [6024

SPORTS Zenith, 1920, 8h.p., equipped, appearance
and nmning order as new; 60 guineas.-4, Derby

Av., Skegness. [6026

ZENTTH-J.A.r. 4h.p. Sincle, all on; i26: crill after

5 p.m., 12 Saturdays.—17, "Wells House Ed..

"Willesden. N.W. [5877

ROBERTSON'S Motors. Ltd. — 1922 shop-soiled
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £98.—157b, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [5932

"I Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, atl-fhain drive, shop-soiled
-•-" onlv; £98.-Tavlois, 52. Sussex Place, S.\V.7.

'Phone: Kens. 7260. [0943

SUPER Sports 6h.p. Zenith, red and block, electric.

3,000 miles, long exhausts, 60 m.p.h., £43; offers

-25. Fairfax Rd., N.W.6. [5699

A'
T Edwards'.—1920 Sh.p. Sports Zenith, lamps, horn.

Epeedometer, knee grips, fiood order; 53 guineas.
-101, Great Portland St., W.I. 15623

/| O Guineas.—Zenith-Gradna 1915 6-8h.p. combiua-
"3!O lion handle start, licensed ; exchanges.—12,
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [5841

F.O.C.II. Invite Inspection. Zeniths and other
makes far below any anticipated price reduction.

—5. Heath St.. Hampstead (near Tube). [3861

ZENITH 1920, Sh.p. J.A.P., sports model, Gradua
gear, machine as new, only ridden few miles;

£80.—Maudes". 100, Gvent Portland St., London. [6422

Ckfi BORE special Racing Zenith, S-lOh.p.. o.h.v.,
*y" red and gold, excellent condition, well tyred,

fast, and sporting; £50.—Lyme Villa, Mottingliam,
S.E.9. [6007

1 Q 21 5-6h.p. Sports Zenith, done about 2,000,
J-*' original tyres, excellent conditiou; a f^'eat bar-

pain, £65.—West Sussex Motor Co., Portland Rd.,
Wortliing. [6128

ZENITH 1920 aiLp. Countershaft Combinntiou, per-

fect condition, speedometer, lamps, tax paid

;

£65; exchanges or separate onnfiidered.—Hnrbermer-?,
Crutchfield At., Walton-on-Thames. [5876

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for a Zenith, any model ; deferred pay-

ments.—Barker's AFotors, 194, Balham ITigh Road,
S.W.12. 'PboDC : 4441 Latchmere. [5945

COMBINATION, Zenith 4h.p„ mechanically per-
fect, appearance good, accessories, .spares, etc.,

taxed December, full insurance and A.C.U. next July;
£32; offer.—118, Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction.

[6647
ZENITH, 1922, 5h.p., sports accessories, new £4

oversize Hutchinson tyre, mileage 1.000. cuaran-
teetl perfect; £75, or exchange Norton, ISh.p. or
rriumpli.— S. D. Williams, Pair St., St. Cohinib, Cnra-
wall. 15713

LATE 1921 Zenith, unscratched, 90 bore, overhead
valves. Bonniksen speedometer, nearly new,

mile.nge negligible, 7-70 m.p.h.; £85; rash or de-
ferred.—Marlborough (Motor House), 20. Finchley
Rd., N.W.8. [6562

GREAT Bargain.—6h. p. Sports All-Ped Zenith
combination, coaclibuilt, new hood and screen,

discs all round, splendid condition. 50 m.p.h. with
passenger, 70 m.p.g.; £48: photograph.- Bell, Gold
St., Northampton. [6365

AT Edwards'.—Sh.p. countershaft Zenith, super-sports
J.A.P. engine (January, 1922), fitted with Hughes

sports sidecar, on Millford chassis, electric lighting,

.-peedometer, horn, new condition, tax paid; 85 guinea.^.

-101, Great Portland St., W.l. [6616

To ensure successful motor
cycling is to get in touch

with Burlingtons.
Our Easy Payments Terms
are so easy they are bound to

suit your pocket.
23 b.p. 2-speed Model, fully equipperT.

Deposit £13 5 O
12 monthly Instalments of £3 6 3

4h.p.3-speed K, S and clutch, fully equiDi>ed
Solo.

Deposit £20 18 6
13 Monthly Instalments of £5 4 3

Combination with new Burlington No. 2
Touring Sidecar, complete with storm apron.

Deposit £25 16 6
12 Monthly Instalments of £6 9 5

LUGGAGE GRID («S, for Douglases. Strongly

and specially made J(Jl complete tt-itli all clips,

fitted in a few Irak minittes. Unamelled

Blacl< Bntl Price 18'6

FOOTBOARDS for 2:J h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglases
covered witli lino; brass beading; with clips 12/6

per imir. Postage 1/6.

SPARES.—1/ it's for a Douglas, -.cc have il.

TRAD SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON MOTOR CYCLE Co., Ltd.
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Plione: Bri.xton 2417. Wires: Burlington 3Iotors,

Clapliam.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

, chain i

£26.-Maudes'. 100. <

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Zenith.

ZENITH-BEADSHAW. new, spe.ial pictart
certificate given, black enamel picked nn'_ m

and Kold, S-spoed and K.S., Stunney alt-<Lain t

speedometer, horn, tax paid, a really tieniitnul a

sitorts machine, and a genuine balpaiii ; 67 &uin<
County Garage, Caterham, Surrey. 'Piitme; 191. [

HERE'S a snip for an amateur speedmant—

1

Super Sports Zenith, mileace 4.000. tyre«
1

new belt, lamps, tax paid, Ipng exhausts or etan
silencer, Ekon carburetter, 75 m.p-c.. 75 m
guaranteed; nothing will pass it on the road;
or near offer.—Box 4101. c/o The Molar Cult.

Spare Parts:

ZEXITU Spares. Immediate delivery —Ravi
Bond St., Ealing., (

Ladies' i\lotor Cycles.

VKLOCETTE 1919, open frame, 2 speeds,

crccellent condition

;

PciCland .St.. London.

' Miscellaneous.

A.J..S. 1922 2iSh.p. Model Bl; £85; immediat
livery.

A .B.C. 1922 3b.p. Motor Cycle, electric lighting
.iJ^ paid, perfect condition; £63.

TRTUJfPH 4h.p. 1920 Gloria Combination, BlI

£87/10; tax paid.

TDirMPn 4b.p. 1921 Gloria Combination, 1

Magdyno lighting, taxed and insured; £115;
feet condition.

NEW HUDSON 2l4h.p., 1922. 2.stroke, new,
soiled, with lamps and horn; £55, bargaiDi .

CAl.TIlORPE. 3V-'b.p. Precision engine, combifl?

3-speed and clutch, 1915, tax paid; £25.

DOUGLAS 2''ih.p., 1920, S-sjieed, clutch, and
start, all accessories, hardly used; £52/10.

RE.VDING - STANDARD S-lOh.p., 1922 n
dynamo lighting, lamps, horn, etc., new; £9£

READING-STANDARD 8-lOh.p., 1922, with

One sidecar, hood iuid windscreen; £1
Fiedrics and Co., Ltd., 89, Gt. Portland St..

don W.l. I

W.J.C.—Clearance sale of motor cycles. Hoge
gains. An opportunity not to be missed.

I.O.M., fully eq'Ul

Bh.p. f

ery t

insured, winner of many coa

1921 Rudge-Mult
taxed; 43 guineas.Wfa?:

.

W.J.C.—1920 special super sports

Ruby, Hwau sidecar, dynamo, every poi

accessory," taxed, insured, winner
tions, cost £260; bargain, £98

W.J.C.—1919 Indian, 3-speed, lamps, U

£39/18; 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed Enfield. fi32'

5-6h.p. Clyno combination, 3-speed, interchang'

wheels; ^nip, £35.

W.T C" — 4-cyl. T.M.e. combination, luUy equil

as new, 'taxed, cost £200; bargain, £70.'

WJ C —Above machines are ready for any trii

examination; exchanges.—Wj^.J.C. Motor

5, Addison Av., Holland Park. W.ll.change
2071. '

3h n Motor Cvde, cheap, requires slight over~
.^pply. C. Pi-octor, The Hut. Church ,

i-iH ,\11 letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each adv

,'\lotor C^cles advertised by private owners are. when desired

2z
Law ton

BARR. and Stroud All-chain Drive.^S speeds^^

new, '
"

'

' """ ""
"

'
"

Hampstead.

£11 —.T 4.P..3V'h.p.. JI.V., Splitdorf, all access,

linnnmteed peitect.-Guincliard, 179, lort^

i^forth Lcnidon.

BAKO 41N-—4h.p. Magneto Motor Cycle, fro

ginc, clutch, perfect order ; iirst £10.—^Box

c/o The ^lotoT Cyclic.
, ,- '

SEIiL or exchange 1S114 Matchless combina

flints 2/6 gross, bulbs 14/- lOO.-Lce, . 58, V

ville Ed., Goldcrs Green.

FO.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles, ran.

bargains: casli or easy payments; raia><

arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). I

-| Ck22 New Motor Cycles.-Bargains at end of s

X«7 prices- secure now; cash or easy t(;rW9.~Sm

Otophaui (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.

10 S3 brand new 8h.p. Combination, shop-soiled

i-U list price, £140; sell £115; also 2MI>.p.

£55; sell £43; :

Garage, Lic'nfield

OUTHPORT.—Clearance sale; 1919 Invicta-Ja^

speed, 25 guineas; Triumiih. 19 guineas; '

Bat Sh.p.. 2-.5peed, K.S., 32 guineas; DiaD

Villiers, 15 guineas; exchanges,—Kents, «v.

St.. Southport. I

SHEFFIELB-HESDEBSONS.—Henderson M
Ltd.. EitzwiUiam St., ShelBeld, have for •to

machines used in this year's competitions as un<i

One 3',4h.p. o-.h.v. T.T. model, one 2%h.p. ftM.J

model, one 3'Mi.p. o.h.v. T.T. model, one 4B.PJi

dard combination. All the above are gniuaiitw

perfect order 'and condition. Enauiries and el«

tio;i invited.

ertisement, and the date of the issue
.

marked (P).

S*^

akers' full guarantee.—Fox, d
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MOTOR CYCLES VOU. SALE.
Miscellnneous

NPSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Finest selec-

tion motor cycles combinations, in. London.
' choose Ii'om.

.NDSWORTd.—Be sure of gcod motor cycle.

Ituy from the oM-established firm ; backed by
ara' experi^ni-e. Satisfaction guarantcid.

NDSWORTH.—Easy payments; rids while you
jiuy. First deposit secures i-mmediate delivery.

NDSWORTH.—Zenith 3.'-i-4h.p., J.A.P.. Gradna
gear, runs well; cheap. 29 guineas; easy terms.

NDSWORTH,—EnfieJd 3h.p. twin, 2 speeds,

i-hain-drivc, lamps; 29 guineas; easy terms.

, N DSWORTH.~Rq.x Coachbuilt Combination, 5

h.p. twin, J.A.P., 2 speeds; only 39 guineas;

NDSWORTH.—B.S. A. fine Coachbuilt Cumbina-'
tion, 4h.p., 3 speeds, kick, chain-drive; 49

s.

NDSWORTH.-Premier nice Coachbuilt Com-
oination, 3|2-4h.p., bulbous back, lamps; 36
s; easy terms.

hfnSWORTH.—F.N., magnificent machine, latest

'i.eh.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick, newly enamelled
; 49 guineas. ,

NDSWORTH.—Harley-Davidson Coachbuilt Com-
bination, 7-9h.p., twin, kick, lamps; 49 guineas;
crms.

NDSWORTH.—Indian, 1915. beautifnl clutch
model mat'hine, 7h.p., complete ; 39 guineas

;

.:?rms.

NDSWORTH.—1920 A. B.C. Coachbuilt Com-
binalion, twin, 4 speeds, lamps; secrifice, 59
s; terms.

NDSWORTH.—1920 Rudge Multi Coachbuilt
Ocimbination, 5-6h.p., kick, lamps ; 59 guineas

;

iiTms.

rSD5WORTH.—Peugeot tine Coachbuilt Cumbina-
Jon, und2rs!ung, 5-6h.p. twin, 3 speeds; 35
5; exchanges.

NDSWORTH.—Triumph? almost brand new,
shop-soiled, 4h.p., 3 spseds; 85 guineas; e.^:-

s.

NDSWORTH.—1922 Douglas 2^4hp.. 2 .speeds,
everything fitted, 100 miles only; 59 guineas;
ges.

InDSWORTH.—1921 (Oct.) Diamond-Jap, 2^
lb. p., 2 speeds, iitLig beauty; 39 guineas; terms.

(NDSWORTH.-1920 Henderson, dynamo light-
ing. lOn. p., 4 cyJs., 3 speeds; gift, 69 guineas;

iNDSWORTH.—1921 Indian. Big Valve, dynamc
[ligtitmg, 3 spee'ls; gift, 69 guineas; terms.

;<NnSWORTH.—1920 Blackburne Ccachbui't
j

Combination. 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 59
i:; easy terms.

/JN'DSWORTH.—1921 Coulson B 2^.h.p.. BlacK-
' burue engine, 3 speeds, lamps ; 55 guineas

;

"j 'rms.

PDSWORTH.^James 2Kh-p. L:ghtwe=ght, 2

I

peeds. lamps, fine machine ; 28 guineas ; easy
Q

r-fnSWORTH Exchanges.-Wandsworth Motor
^.xchange. Ebner St.. Wandsworth (Town
\. 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [6344

^.DRON Motor Mart, 645. GaT-ratt Lane, Earls-
ield, S.W,17 ('Phone: Wimbledon 607),

fl le f'^lbwing machines lor sale or exchange at
gi prices :— '

^

-DRON.-A.J.S. 1922 7h.p. Combination, de-
tvered Sept. 15th, with maker's 6 months'
ee, run under 80 miles, Jully equipped

;

J\
-DRON.-A.J.S. 1921 Th.p. Combination,

,
-ncas electric lisrhting set, hood, speedometer,

' w mileage; £105. .

*

-DRON,—Douglas 4h.p. 1918 Combination,
ully equipped, in good running order ; £ 46.

.DRON.—Ariel 6h.p. Twin Cylinder Combina-
ion, 3-speed gear box, kick-starter, Easting
etc.; £52.

DRON.—Lea-Francis 1920 Si^b.p. Twin,
.I.A.G. engine, countershaft gears, clutch and
rter, all-chain drive; £48.
-DRON.—Sunbeam 3Vt^-P.. 1919 model, 3-

IJced, clutch and kick-starter, all-chain drive;

.DRON.—Douglas 23,illi.p.. in excellent
'lunning order, fully equipped;, £25.
r.DRON.-Garfield-B.S.A., 4h.p. engine, Stur-

I ]ey-Archer gear box, clutch and kick-
rtl £26.

TI'DRON Motor Mart, 646, Ga-rratt Lane, Earls-
' ^eld, S.W.17. 'Phone : Wimbledon 607. [6482
1C3LAS 1919 4h.p., £37/10; Rudge^Whitworth

!-h.n., clutch model. £18; 1915 Mat-chless,
\.\ 7.9h.p. combination, £55; 1921 O.K. 2^!ih.p..
3e; ropbination. £36; 1922 Atlas, 6 weeks old.
I;

I 20 Harley-Davidson combination, electric modeT,
);)3I7 Radco 2"Kih.p., £18; 1917 Douglas a^^h.p.,
^/: 1921, a-sneed. K.S., 2V.h.p. Enfield. £37/10;
8,ni;mph. £48; all the above and heaps more
t^,>cford'a, The Motor Cycle House. 461, Upper
hiod Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Rich-
»q 22. [6209

RIDEEZI
EOUIRING
OOM

SELLSLIGHTLY
OILED

VERY
ALUABLE
ELOCIPEDES

P
AT
RICES
ERFECTLY
RICELESS.

IF YOU CANNOT sell for the

price at which you bought, in 12

months' time, you can write for

your money back.

You won't get it, but still,

there is no harm in writing.

NEW MODELS.
RALEIGH.

^f h.p., 3speed cl. and k/s Comb. £85
3 „ „ „ „ „ £90
^1 „ „ ,, all chain £75
3 „ .. .. .. „ £83

MATCHLESS.
Model H., M.A.G engine, single

seater Comb. £155
Write for Extended Pa ment

Terms of above.

SECOND HAND BARGAINS.
DEPOSIT.
£ s. d.

18 montlily
Fajmnents of

£ s. d.

215 712 5 6 RALEIGH, 1922. 2i
h.p.. 2-spd. cl. and k/s,

ful'y equipped and tax

paid.

610 SIRRAH, 1922, 2| 2 5

h.p., 2->pd. cl. and k/^,

(ully equipp d.

10 18 5 CONNAUGHT,192.?, 3

2| h.p., 26 in. wh e's,

2-spd. cl. end k/s, fully

equ pped and tax paid.

6 83 ORBIT, 1922, single 11811
spd., lully equipped.

SHOP SOILED ONLY.
1019 6 ORBIT, 1 922,21 h.p.. 2 11 2

2-spd. cl. and k/s, and
insur d.

WRITE, CALL or WIRE to:-

RIDEEZI SALES LTD.,
5, VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BLACKPOOL liureuiuB.—Shoii-Boiled 1922 Euilgea,

Ariels, New Imperials, Huyal Rubys, Ijradburys,

Martin^vde; reduced prices; escliangea.—Boctlt'a

Motoriss, 294, Waterloo Ed., Blackpool. 'I'hone 1451.

BLACKPOOL Barsains.-3iAli.P- Trinmph, £15/10/6;
Triumph. 3-speed, fl9;i0/6.— Booth's Motorics.

BLACKPOOL Earcains.-eh.p. Bat, countershaft,
3-speed, £39/10/6: 3i/2h.D. Huiiiber, £19/10/6;

3',.''h.p. I'reraier, £^4/10/6"'; 5h.p. Rudge 2-siiccd,

£25/10/6; Sh.p Rudce, 3-speed, £27/10/6.-Bootll'a
Motoria^.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-2speed O.K., £16/10/6;
S'/sh.p. Singer, 2-speed, £24/10/6; 2-3peed

P & M., £19/19/6; another, £35/10/6; N.3.D. Light-
Height. £11/10/6.— Bootli's Motories.

BLACKPOOL I!argains.-1920 Eudge, I.O.M. model,
£45/10/6; another, Dynamo Lighting, £57/10/6;

411. p. Douglas, £55/10/6.— Booth's Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-2^peed Douglas, £19/10/6;
2-speed Scott, £19/19/0, 1920 Douglas, 3-speed,

kiclt start, £52/10/6; 1921 Alton, £32/10/6; 2-Bpeed
Connanght, £25/10/6; 2-speed Calthorpe. f25/10/6.-
Bootli's Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-9h.p. Indian, £29/10/6;
?hp Indian, 2-siieed, £29/10/6; 3'4h.p. New Hud-

eon Combination, £35/10/6; fch.p. Dot Combination,
£65/10/6; 1920 Matchless Combination, 189/10/6.—
Booth's Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 Martinsyde Combina-
tion, £85/10/6; Acme Combination, new »921,

spare wheel, £89/10/6; Sh.p. Premier Combination,
£47/10/6 Enfield Combination. £39/10/6- 1921 Enfleld
Lightweight, £39/10/6; Sh.p. Twin Enfield, £37'10/6;
1920 Sun 2-speed, kick start, £35/10/6.—Bootli'i
Motorieii.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-Sh.p. Garden Oyclecar,
£32/10/6; 1920 Tampliu Oyolecar. £49/10/6; 1921

Zebre light car, 4-cy]inder, W.O., 4 speeds, electric light-
ing and starting, spare wheel, fully euuipped, £175/10;
several others cheap; pueh cycles taken in exchange.

—

Booth's Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool.
'Phone: 1451. [3473

LEVIS Popular, 24 guineas; Indian Combination,
7-9tl.p., 43 guineas; 6h.p. Twin Matchless, 28

.guineas; Rover 3-speed combination, 41 guineas; Ariel
3-speed combination, 32 guineas; James 4^h.p. com-
bination, countershaft 38 guineas; Douglas 2-speed, 27
guineas; British Excelsior combination, 6b p., 48
guineas; Sparkbrook-Jap combination, 6h.p., 48
guineas; Precision 2%li.p.. 12 guineas; Zenith-Gradua
3^ '-h.p.. 14 guineas; Hobart-Villiers. 2-spePd. 2-stroke,

24 guineas. All guaranteed 3 months; exchanges;
photogranhs; full list free.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110,
TTpper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Open Sundays.
Tel. Putney 2865. 15633

MOTOR CYCLtS FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

period.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130,
Kuston Rd. [0795

DOUGLAS Combination, £5 per week; 1920 G.N.,
8 gns. per week : fully insured.—Rodwell, 8, Red

Lion Sn Chnncnry 7272 ' [1519

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., for many years_ have
specialised in this cla^s of work. If machine is

purchased, full amount of liire up to one week is

allowed.—157B, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5936

H.
F.
E

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

DWAEDS and Co..

1 /\-I , Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers of solos,
-Lvi combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices

piveu ; distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone:
Mayfair 4027.

rr.B.

ro870

wANT

Kf\{\ COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make. e«ar-Ov" ante^ top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372, Eiiston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

V\'
/E

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, wrifc«,

'phone, or call. If country, send to London
terminus. We collect tree and send best cash offer.—

W. T. Dunn. Ltd., 326, Boston Rd.. London. Museum

0UGLA8 2%li,p.; £20 wailing.—63, Lynton Rd.,

Acton, W.3. [6828

ATE Model Solo or Combination; cash waiting.

—497. Old Ford Rd., Bow. [6149

22 Matchless 2-seater or A.J.S. 7h.p.—Drappor,
40. Boyston Rd.. Penge. S.E. [6002

OOTT Sdnirrel or A.J.S., must b« oleap for

' cash.—1, Othello St., Liverpool. [6311

D

19

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tiie number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue 339

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for disposing ol motor cycles.

XJALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will mate you a cash— offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Vou will be sure of a
good cheque it you sell your machine at Palmer's

(!aiflj],e.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands ol men
liave sold their machines here.

Tooting, make a speciality o£
t he weelcly aaiction sale every

PALMICR'S Gniii
motor rv<'le:

Thiu'-day nl 2.

PALIVIER'S GarEi;;^, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PAJ,MER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

talc i^ held every Thursday, comraeucing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
aci:e(il'-fl, liiaciiine irau be included in auction

-ale held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Vou fix the price and
we do tlie resi.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission ?'-j/;;, not I'hargeable unless machine is

^old. If no -sale a nominal anttion fee is charged—
for motor cars 20/-, motor cycles under £50 value
5/-, ditto over £50 value 10/-. When we effect a sale
these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-Catalogue free. TeL ;

208 Strcatiiam. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Tooling.
[6529

WANTEU. gn<^.] solo, not earlier 1914; cheap.—23.
•Jupiter Terrace, Well Hall, S.E.9. [6598

DOI'iGLAS 2-;jh.p,; full particulars aud engine num-
l>er.-10, Cullege Slip, Bromley, Kent. [6395

WAIS'TED 1922 Morgan De Luxe or New Hudson;
cheap.—45. Waterlow Rd., Highgate. [5820

O-SPEELf Ligbtwcighr Solo, guaranteed sound ron-
/W dition.^Tinglir'>. Taulan. Bettws-y-Cocd. [5921

*Y]t7ANTEU, 2^;|h.]>, 2-speed motor cycle; must be
VV cheap.- FisliLV, " Eoseleigh," Itcston, Hounslow.

[6311
ZENITH 5h.p. Sports 1920-1; write iiarUculare,

price.—11, Kilmartin Ave., Norbury, S.W.16.
[6302

WANTED, 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph; not
exceeding £40.—Box 4150, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [6089

WANTED, Scott motor rvcle, condition immaterial;
cheap.—Howard, 46. Scalpcliffe 'Rd.. Burt-on-on-

Trent. [6053

WANTED, Combination, countershaft gears, B.S.'A.

or similar; about £30.—Box 4149, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6088

WANTED, .LE.S.. 2-speed, with pedalling gear,

1922 machine; cash or bees.—Wyatt, Bishops-

wood, Chard. [6062

WANTED, motor cycle, solo or combination,
any make; must be cheap.-King, Egrove,

Kennington, O.\ford. [6090

WANTED, 6-8h.p. combination, not earlier than
1917; quote price, accessories, and mileage-

Andrews, 6, Duke St., Kingston, Jamaica. [5806

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cash on
sight. Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 370b

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
I
060^1

CASH Buyers. Cash buyers.—Any motor cycle,

combination; bring or send,—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town-Station).

[6343

YOUR present machine and cash exchanged for

brand new P. and M. solo or combination at the
reduced list price.-Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berke-
ley Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch, London.
Padd. 1177. [5385

BUNTING'S Buy. 5«11, or exchange any make of

motor cycle. Stato your leQuirements. We
undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-

tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [0828

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combination.'^, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-

493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0375

LONGMAN Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing, are re-

quiring a number of first-class machines and
combinations for spot cash, or sale on commission,
Representatives will be sent to inspect after pre-
liminary negotiations.—Write, - 'phone, or call.

'Phone: Ealing 689. [6555

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegi'aphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
t^tation. Machine can be included in auction sale if

desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [6532

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
Kr?TGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufort

Works. Richmond Rd., Twickenham. f2590

SCOOTER, Autoped, dynamo lighting, free engine,
diso wheels, fine order; £10.-1, Springfield

Park Crescent, Catford, S,E.6. [6177

DOWN

Yes Sir,

a modest sum like . . .

Five Pounds
now secures . . .

the perfect lightweight.

Likewise

twelve further . . .

modest payments of . . .

£1/17/6

complete the purchase

including ....

free delivery

and ....

a comprehensive policy

by...
the London Assurance

for one year.

Or
if you prefer it . .

the cash price

is Oiily . .

Twenty Three Guineas

at your door.

Call or write to . .

116, Putney Bridge Road,

London, S.W.I 5,

for full particulars

of the

^2}ej¥o/oj> Ctfch/op ^AeM/Z/b/y

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest mo

£55; accept £20; wonderful -bargaio

.

Whitworth, 139, New St., Birmingham.

A .B.C. Skootamota I'^ili.p.. perfect condition
did for lady, licensed; view week-end

offers ?—Gorasliall Lodge, Gomshall, Snriey.

"VTEW Scooter, H.'.li.p., Young engine, Dili.
-L* weigllt saddle, spare cover, etc., requires
bling, few paits; £5, bargain.—Lyme Villa,

'

ham, S.E.9.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Anto-wheel, very little used; £8, cr

R. d'Eynconrt, Eton CoI[ege, Windsor.

WAUCHOPB'S, 9,^ Shoe Lane, Ixjndon.-
Kenilworth motor cyclette, 1921 mi

new; £30.

WALL All to-Wheel, complete, and runninc
£6/10.-19. Wilcox Rd., South Lambol

don, S.W. 8.

TX7-AUCH0PE-S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
TV motor fitted to a pedal cycle, all act^
£22/10; tax paid.

H
HOODS, WINDSCREENS, £T(

IGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, btass
30/-; hoops, twill, etc.-^^IIenry Jones. 77

Rd., Tottenham, London.

BEST quality sidecar hoods, 35/- niul 45/- .

1/6, 2/6, nnd 3/6 sq. ft.-Herr:u]es Hood'

(

Sevea Sisters Rd., Tottenhnin.

BASTONES for Windscreens.-Sandum wi
with a prou 55 / - ; Ea sting, £3/1 8.-22

tonville Rd., King's Ci'oss, London, N.l Tel
North.

W.J.C. Motor Exchange beg to inform thei
they have' purchased the works an<

stock of Collins and Son, Putney, and arc n
position to quote lowest prices for all types o
windscreens, etc.

W.J.C.—Sidecar hoods from 30/-; 2-seate
best quality double texture material,

teed waterproof.

J.C. Adjustable Windscreen, complete wit>
25/-; other screens at 30/- and 35/-.

W.J.C. fit celluloid pariels, new aprons, i

tains, etc., in a few hours. Your preaei'^

taken in pait exchange.

W.J.C.—All above brand new goods and gii
|

by us to be perfect. Money retumef
i

satisfied, ,

J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Aven
land ParJi, W.ia. Park 2071. Burfne

I

30 to S.30, including Saturday.

w

w

c
BODIES.

OACHBUILT Sidecar Tody, dark green; i

Forster, Arclid Hall, Sandbach, Cheshii I

CLEARANCE Sale ol Sidecar Bodies to-ni3 !

for new stock. Send pc— Willowbrook i

Co.. Leicester.
p

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, latest it
|

.stocJc. Call and inspect before purchas
\

where. All at low prices. P

BASTONES.—Great clearance of sideeai.

(stock-soiled), senii-spoiting lightweight
each; ditto, not painted or upholstered, 20
touring models, 70/- each; ditto, not i>aiiitei>

bolstered, 30/- each.—228, Pentonville Kd.'
Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North,

WE can supply Coachbuiit Bodies to suit i

sis.—SportiuK models from £3/7/6,
paid; these are finished complete ready loi

Sidecar Works. Broadstairs.

BEAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bodie*
other models from £2/10; write for suei

—Bm-ton, Sidecar Works. St. Peter's Park Rd
stairs.

W.J.C. Motor Exchange l)eg to inform the

they have purchased the eniin

and stock of Collins and Son, Putney, and ai,

a position to quote lowest prices for afl

sidecar bodies.

W.J.C.—We are the actual manufa_ctnrers,

save you pounds. Send for catalogue. I

all our goods are sent on approval. Money
if not satisfied.

W.j,C.—All models from Hghtweigbta to

in stock.

W.J.C.—Send us your inquiries, 3l
made to order. 12 months' guarantee''

our bodies. Repaii's.

WJ.C. M'otor Exchange, 5, Addison .^Tei'

land Park, W.ll. Par^j: 2071, .

THE Famous Cobb Speedman Sidecar. Fc

being sold at clearance prices. Spp5Cte»fi

bulbous from £2/5; high-class coachffiiflt,:

constructed and reliable attachments; anyjOi

any chassis, caniage paid; stamp.—Vernon_Crii
car aild Joinery- Works, Nottingham Bo..

Joyce, Notts.

a-io An letters relating to adAertlsements should auote the number at the end of each ad\'crtisement, and the date of th* issiie
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BODIES.
IPPELTHWAITE'S—Brand new Douglas type

bodies. £4/15; upholstered, bulbous, and locker;

•e a fini';|iing coat of paint only; photo on re-

_19 Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London,

t. 'Phone : 1958 Brixton. [6594

ECAR Body IJesigns for the trade only. Work
ng, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

'ly. also worh'ng drawings, lull-sized or to scale.—

r's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established

ers tn the coach trade for over 80 years. Con
113 when designing new ideas.—Dorset House.
St., Tondon. E.C 4 r0004

Ti^-ONE Sidecar Bodies (single or double-seater at
will), fitted with hcod, .side curtains, and Triplex
j; windscreen, suitable for A.J,S., New Inipciia],

., JIniley-Davidson, Henderson, Zenith, etc., etc.;
vork to match ; £19/10 each, splendid value;
for particulars,—Fredrics and Co., Ltd., 89. Gt.
uid 8t., London, W.l. [6635

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

•UHAM. tlie smarte.sr .sidecnr spccfnlista.

ffDHM Pidernra.—Our pie-wnr prices were the talk
nf the allow ; £lq. to £50. Wiite fur new Ciiljilosue

iDUAi iV-sliapedt Winri Scieen; a hood, screen, and
,.riou: £2/15 and £3/13 Write lor list.

\lDVU (V-shaped) Wind Scrpei].— Otir South London
ijigeut writes: " An instaiitiineuus succec=s; sold
[leJil further supply." Agents, yet in touch with us

'sDIlAM Engineering Co., Ltti., 536, Gniy's Inn
Ed., W.C.I Phune: Museum 3427. [0019

iT.C. Motor Exchange.,

J.C. Motor Exchange beg to inform their clients
1 ihey have purchased the works and entire stock
.llins and Son, Putney, auU^ are now in a posi-
|to quote lowest prices for all types of side-

J.C. for S^lecars, New bulbous back models,
complete with underslung chassis, £12/10.

T.C.—2-scatei bulbous back models, with undtr-
sUmg chassis from £15.

fj.C.—Lightweight chassis from £6; heavyweight
V lor Ijjg twin from £8/10. Special fittings for

j; p-ume m'achines, 15/- extra.

iJ.C.—Special oD'er. Sports model II, streamline
\ body, underslung chassis complete, all attach-
t, any colour, £12/10; side door, 10/- extra, The
s*st value in sidecars ever offered.

il.C.
—Any model supplied on easy payments.

Your present sidecar taken in part exchange,
for catalogue.

uf.C.—The above sidecars are of the finest mate-
1 rial and workmanship, and are fully guaranteed.
iuilecar 'sent on approval against cash. filoney

f\ ed if not satisfied.

[i.e. M'otor Exchange, 5, Addison Avenue. Hol-
Khind Park. W.ll. Park 2071. Business hours,
^0 8.30, including Saturdays. [6669

H
OLETON"S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

Ijiuaranteed 3 years.

I PINDED Payment Arrangements if desired, on
ust generous terms at Middleton's.

r DLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,
L r donkey cart in part payment.

OMILE Sidecar Race, Davidson first, riding
Indian witli Middleton spring wheel sidecar,

)
ck second, riding Zenith-Jap with Bliddleton

i! wheel sidecar.
[I DLETON'S undertalte repairs ol all kinds;
N rade inquiries invited

[j
I'LETON'S, London's oldest established side
ar makers 27, Stroud Green Rd.. Fiosburv
"Phone- Hornsev 1584. f0522

ll.CAR off 1916 Sunbeam; £6/10.-28, Ilopedale
'd., Charlton, 9.E.7. . [6014
TONES lor Sidecar?.—No better or cheaper
ouse: all latest models in stock.

TONES.—End of season. Great reductions in
922 models.

TONES.—Montgomery sports model, stock soiled
nly; list price £23/10;. to clear, £18/10.
TONES.—Montgomery touring Model No 1
tock soiled only; list price ^28/ 10; to clear!

. touring, Model No. 1,
plex screen fitted; to clear.

[ TONES.-Montgomery
'!92l models, with TriL
UO each.

.

.TONES.—Complete sidecar to fit any machine
'yill; ditto ppnrts model, £16/19; touring bulbous
:i sidecars, £17/7/6. Several other models in

[{TONES.—If you are buying a sidecar, kindly
[ispect our stock before purchasing elsewhere

djive money.—228. Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross]
nm. N.l. Tel r 2481 North. r4639
ilT Sidecar Chassis, repainted; £4.—R d'Evn-

' lurt, Et.m College, Windsor. [5717
f J.FORD Touring Body, apron, screen, good con-
*Uion; £4.-63, Solon Rd.. Brixton. [6071

n N _^
INVITATION

Thousands of people would
like to possess a motor cycle

but have not the ready cash.

In addition, perhaps, our usual
extended payment terms do
not quite meet individual

requirements.

IF yoii are in this position,

will you kindly write us,

stating exactly what you wish
to purchase and approxim-
ately how you wish to pa^'.

Your enquiry will receive care-

ful considei'ation and of course
be treated as strictly con-
fidential.

FOK your guidance, we
have the following brand

new motor cycles and com-
binations which we offer at
rock bottom prices to clear.

IT WILL PAY YOU
TO BUY NOW.
Slightly Shop-soiled, Otherwise Brand New
and Fully GUARANTEED 1922 Models

2} h.p. ALLON, 2-spcecl. cliitcb k.-s. £53
21 h.p. CALTHORPE, single speed. . £33

3J h.p. ARIEL, 3-speetl, clutch li.-s.. £80
2j h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-spefd,

clutch k.-starter £65
2i h.p. O.K. BLACKBURNE, 3-speed

clutch k. -starter, all chain £68
3! h.p. MARTINSYDE, 3 speed,

Sports model £88
4}. h.p. NUMBER H.O., twin, 3-spil.,

clutch k.-starter £90
1 1 h.p. HAWKER BLACKBURNE,

3-spced, all chain £78 15
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-spced, all-chain
S.D £105

4.1 h.p. B.S.A., Model H. and No. 3
B.S.-^V. sidecar £120

f> h.p. B.S.A. twin ModelE Comb.. . £145
8 h.p. ENFIELD, standard comb.. . £125
4i h.p. QUADRANT, 3-speed, all-

chain combination £37 10
7 h.p. A.J.S, comb., detachable

wheels, screen £158
3H1.P. ZENITH BRADSHAW, 3-5p.,

all chain £105
8 h.p. MATCHLESS comb.. Model J . £125

CAN YOU BEAT THIS?
BRAND NEW 1922 O.K. JUMORS.

2':l
h.p,, sincle scar 30 Gns.

2;J ll.p., 2-speed 41 GnS.
2^ h.p., 2-specd and clutch, kick-

starter 45 Gns.
2^ h.p., 3-spced. all chain 53 GnS,

OR ONE-FIFTH DEPOSIT and
Balance by Armiigciiieiit.

ONLY A FEW LEFT.

Do Not Miss This Opportunity.

THE SERVICE CO.
(LONDON) LTD.,

289-292, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

RH

s
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

IDECARS, 3, second-hand; cheap; room wanted.

—

67, Kenbury St., Cambei-well, London. [6340

SIDECAR, off 1918 P. and M.. good condition; £6;
offer.—25. Ravensbourne Hd., Catford. [6181

A .B.C. Special. Gracemill, aluminium 35-guinea 1922
sidecar; £20.-1, ^le.\andra Rd., Kingston. [6412

BOOTHS Motoriea, Blackpool.—New coach bodies,
lull size, with locker, £5/17/9; usually £9/10.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—New step-pattern
coach bodies, £5/17/6; sporting bodies,

£4/17'6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Canoelet chassis,
'ike new, £5/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to

suit Triumph, B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand side-
cars, cheap; springs, mudguards, hubs, lugs,
fittings; state Tequirements.—Booths Motories, 294,
Waterloo Rd„ Blackpool. [3472

GLORIA Chassis, nice condition; £5/10; Douglas
sidecar, £6/10.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden.

(6173
FOLDING Sidecar Chassis, complete; 38/-.—

Bunce Motor Works, Arthur Rd., Windsor.
[6112

MILLS-FTJLLFORU Sidecar, dark blue, £6; 4Wi-P-
motor cycle, £35.-6, Ivydaie Rd.. NunLead, S.E.

[5962
HENDERSON Lightweight; £10; good condition

and appearance, screen.—12, Faversham Rd., Gat-
ford [3612

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, Douglas fittings, like

new; £7/10.-64, Pramfield. Rd., Hanwell,
W.7. [6224

MAUDES' have for disposal a few-siiieears at clear-

ance prices. Particulars sent on .application.

—

Below.

INDIAN Sidecar, left hand fitting, good tyre, £4.
,

Whitley sidecar, requires slight overhaul, without
tyre,

don.
£5.—Maudes' Great 'Portland St., I.on-

l[6447

SIDECAR, tandem 2-seater, 28in. wheel, off Harky,
nice condition; gift, £14.-391, King St., Ham-

mersmith. [6275

MONTGOMERY C.B. Sidecar, complete with
Easting; £7/10; bargain.—Prout, Canon St.,

Taunton. [6279

NORTON Big 4 Sidecar, with dickey, screen, apron.

Dunlop heavy; £10.-24, Foxter Rd., Alun Rock,
Birmingham. [6003

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecar, coachhuilt, windecreen,

apron, complete, couijlings ; £4/10.-9, Maismore
St., Peckham. [5967

CANOELET Touring Sidecar, ofl 1921 B.S.A..

coachwMk as new ; complete. £14.—I'hillips.

Ullapool, N.B. [5848

MONTGOMERY Pattern Sporting Sidecar, new con-

dition; gift, 10 guineas.—Watson, 31, Hesina
Rd., Southall. [6038

MILLFORD Commercial Sidecar, cost £30; accept

£8; would separate body, £2.-61, Commercial

Rd., Waterloo. [6661

COMMERCIAL Box off Harley, very strong 5-point

chassis, suit big twin; £14.—Dodge, 55, High
St., Marylebone. [5826

1 /\ Guineas.—Sidecar, large, underslung, blue, bulbous

i" back, ns new throughout.— 12, Corn-wall Mews,
Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [6344

COACHBUILT Sidecar, blue, folding grid, stand,

perfect, suitable S'Ah.P- 6h.p.; £6/10.—7, Cow-

drey Rd., Wimbledon. [6295

NOWEIGHTS lor Lightweights. Cheapest sidecars

ever made; send a postcard for particulars ol

our 1923 models.-Below.

ST REYNOLDS, Sidecar Designer and Manu-
facturer, Providence Place, West End Lane,

Kilburn, N.W.6. [6632

LARGE Coachbuilt Sidecar, oft Clyno, auxiliary

seat, good condition; £8/10; exchange.—Divall,

Toad Rock, Tunbridge Wells. X5868

EXTENDED i a- ::ienta accepted for sidecars; models

for all makes.-Send for catalogue, etc., Bidee?,!

Sales, Ltd.. 5, . ictoria St.. S.W.I. (0829

Tfi21 ABC Sidecar, Henderson Elite model, prac-

lU tically new; £15.-37, Arlington Rd., Sur-

biton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [6157

SIDECAR, brand new, £15; coachbuilt S.H. side-

car £4" Easting windscreen (Royal), new, £3;
S.H. ditto (standard), 25,'-; Cameo, B.H., 25/-.-H.
ttock, Cradley. Staffs. 15911

WILLOWBROOK Sidecars now produced on largo

scale. Special designs and terms to motor
cycle mai'ufacturers May we give you a call?—Willow-

brotik Sidecar Wcrks. Leicester. 10335

WHITBY Sporting sidecar, off 4h.p. Triumph, per-

fect condition, almost new, brand new typa,

with complete set of discs for outfit; £25, or offer,-

28. First Av., Rhos-on-Sea, Colwyn Bay. (5719

DOB'WAT Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
folded (10 seconds) combination passes throush

ordinary dcorwav. Unuoticeable appearance when
open, no freakishuess; send for descriotionE.—Jrank
Whitwoith, 139, New St., Birminsham. [5083

All letters relating to advertisements should quote, the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue a.ii
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
HOPLEY Folding Sidecar Saves Garage; attached

to mocor will ro tluouch Dassajie 28iu.; tandem
bodies fitted: suits motora up to lOh.n. : chaueed
from pleasure to commercial in few seoonds; tested 8

yeais.—F. llopley, Unper Hicliea'te St., Birmingham.
[0152

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves .;torage.

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itsell

absolotely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, wlieu folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co.. Ltd.. 236. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0333

CtOUPETTE Sidecars with rigid disappearing hood.
' open or closed in 3 seconds. Coupette sidecars,

the ideal sidecar for winter's use; perfect protection.
Coupetto Sidecars, a quality sidecar with a quality
chassis lor any machine ; come for a. demonstration
fan. Coupette sidecars are for the man who wants
the best; 38 guineas complete.—Goad, 122, Maida
Vale, 'Phone: Maida Vale 1553. [6614

LIGHTWEIGHT. Lightweight. Lightweight.—
Really light coachbuilt bodies in best finish,

weight 36 lb., special offer, £4/10; medium-weight
bulbous back, painted and finished to choice, £7/10;
lightweight chassis to suit these bodies, £8. Call on
OS for a practical demonstration. There is nothing
like seeing and trying before buying.—Light Car and
Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ld., 26, Tulss Hill.
Brixton. *Phone : Brixton 1292. (Half minute from
Brixton Skating Rink.) Lcok for tlie Golden Arrow.

[6611

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
AUOHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.—Garden,

1914; £45. [6506

21 Coventry Premier, as new; £100; exchanges.

—

24, Balliol Ed., North KcQsington. [6410

8h.p. 3-wIieeler, Morgan pattern. 2-speed bos, per-
fect; £15.-17, Heaton Rd.. MiLcham. [6286

GJN., 1922 model, specially tuned, shop-soiled only,
2-seater and nice dickey; only £210.

G.N. Model De Luxe, dynamo lighting, disc wheels,
hood, screen, painted makers', exceedingly smart

car, looks like this year's model; £115; exchange
or deterred payments for either.—Marlborough (Motor
House), 20-22, Finchley Ed,. N.W.8. Hampstead
7355. [6564

MORGAN Grand Prix 1917 8h.p. J.A.P., water-
cooled, good condition; £135.—M'audes', below.

MORGAN 1922 Aero model, 8h.p. M.A.G-, water-
cooled, dynamo lighting, splendid condition

;

£160.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London.
W.l. C6445

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p. air-cooled
or water-cooled to choice; immediate deliveries.

BKDELIA.—Air-cooled model, ^185; water-cooled
model, £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3 speeds

and reverse, 5 detacliable wheels, hcod, screen, lamps,
tools. Jack, and pump included ; trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or
motor cycle taken in part payment.

BEDEiLIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
Concessionaire for the British Empiic—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [6530

W
19

A.O. Sociable, in good condition; £40, or exchange
P. and M. and cash.—Caudweli, Milton, Berks.

[6151

MORGAN, M.A.G. , air-cooled, 1919. Bints carbu-
retter, splendid order; £95.—The Morris Gar-

ages. O.-iford. [6538

"I
020 A.Y. Monocar, fully eiuipped, insured, excellent

X«/ condition; £45; exchjiuges; evenings.—4, Elm Gar-

dens, Hammersmith. [6352

ROVER Eight, April. 1922, dickev. perfect, small
mileage: £157/10—R. B. Clark and -Co., 7,

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5621

MORGAN. Gland Prix, M.A.G.. 1921, lavishly

equipped, perfect; £145.—152, Bathurst Gar-
dens, Willesden, London. [6643

G.N.. 1922, May, under 5,000, exceptional condi-
tion, many extras, cost £250; sell £175.—The

Morris Garages, Oxford. [6537

8-9h.p. Swift, 2-3-seater, thoroughly overhauled, re-

enamelled, new tvres, and hood; bargain, £80.—
Ellis. Aston Ingham. Ross. ,[6607

O K Guineas.—A.V, Monocar, 1920,
0«J discs, electric lamps; s

Av.. Iloggers Corner, Barnes.

8h.p.. 2-speed,

[6250

BLERIOT-WHIPPET, fully equipped, first-class

condition, bargain: exchange good motor cycle.

—

E. Pembrook, Grange Rd., Deal. [6101

1 021 Rover Sh.p.
;

great bargain, £115. 1921
X<J A.B.C. llh.p. Sports, with 3-seater body; £180.—Bartletfs, 93, Gt. Portland St. [6466

WAUCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane, Loudon.—New A.B.C.
light car, sports model; £255; immediate de-

livery ; exchange and easy t^rms. [6507

CABDEN 1919, splendid order, low mileage; £45, or
offers to clear.—Ranee, 7. Wesfccliff Villas, Tot-

'-tiidge Rd., High Wycombe, Bucks. [STW

HAMILTON Light Car, fully equipped, ready for
.service: early delivery; £175; write for booklet.

—tSniiT.i and Co., Ltd., Compton Works. Wicktord,
Essex. [1517

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Buirdings carriage paid. No extras.

Ttiis Bui.ding is complete with tin. tongued an>l

grooved floor, fin. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex lelt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriaga

paid to any station in England and Wales:
8X 6 £8 i6xio £27 3
loX 8 £13 78x12 £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20x10 £37 10
14 X 10 £23 20X 12 £40

OLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING

Specification in Our Cataiogue.

I2X H £23 to 18X10 £42 10
I4X zo £32 15 20X12 £46 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proor

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

Sheen Pant Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, 192^.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committee tftsay
ifaey are very pleased with the PaviKon yon
erected for them.

Yours faithfully.

John O. GaiFFirs

122, Sbortlands Road,
Sittingboiime, Kent.

August I/', 192.:.

.\ir. Brodrick,
The South-Western Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St. Helier Building arrived on Satur-
day, two days before promise of delivery,

and we are more than satisfied with it.

We erected it on Wednesday and it went
together like clockwork. I am very pleased
we left the order "with you, as all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appaarance. Trusting
and believing it will get you further order=
from this district.

Yonrs^ faithfully,

Thos F. Kennett.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G°
High Street, Falham, London, S.W.

Telephon3: PUTNEY 2771.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
1 Q14 Morgan, :i.i;., fully equipped, hea.utilii!
J-tf ditiou, many spares; £78.~ParticuIar>
Richmond Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.

ACk Guineas.—T^mijlin, brand new, Inlly cqainp '

^i:*' exceptional bargain; exchange modern solo; cv.

'

ing6.— 4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. (gj

GARDEN 1921 2-6catcr, clcctile and acetylene- lie •

ing, hood, windscreen, accessories; £65; excbnre
instalments.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [gc

A.V. Monocar in Stock; exchanges; cash eitl
way; rex>airs, spares, overhauls.—A.V. tSocciaU

13a, Worple St., Mortlake (9 'buses). [gj

I^IBBONS Cycle Cars, £109. £98, ±89, reihi
yjf rru-.'s; de'icriptiTe liteiiituvfi and tiiiil niiil
Giiji>ons and itoore, Chiidivell Heath, Eaaex. [H',

A.V. Monocar 1920, Sh.p., excellent runni
]

order, fully eqnipped; quick sale, £60* . '

change solo.—12, Crescent Rd., Wimbledon. [e; '

1 Q22 Family Morgan, small mileage, perlect, w
-*-*^ M.A.G., discs, tax-, insurance; £150; d«Iivi
Irec—Chaston, Blackwood. Won. Tel. : 66. [57

MORGAN 1021 De Luxe, water-cooled, complet
equipped, and guaranteed perfect, original tyr

£120.—Hali, 91. St. Peter's St.. St. Albane. [5(

T>EACTJCALLY' brand new De Luxe G.N., dynar
*- spare wheel, run few miles, every fitment; £11
exchanges.- 24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. (5t .

1 Q21 Coventry Premier 3-wheeler, perfect conditu
'

X«/ casii urgently wa,nted; saciiilce, £105; deliv '

free 50 miles radius.—35, Falkner Sq,, Liverpool >

(63 I

"1021 Coventry Premier 3-wheeler, dicliey, djnan
-i-*/ sound order, taxed; exchange solo or combii
tiou and cash.—145. Ravensbury Rd-, Earlsfii'kl, S.

. I6<!

{

q-iEMPERINO 1921 Sh.o., 2-cyl., air-cooled 2-scat
1
J- only done 800 miles, 5 disc wheels, lb fir

class condition; £95.—The Morris Garages. Oxfo:

165
]IT0RGANS.—Hall, 91. St. Peter's St., St,. Alba
"ItX can give early delivery oi this famous runabci
Grand Prix £160. D<? Lnxe £165, Familv Model £1'

[09
TV/fORGAN 192^ (April) '>raiid Prix De Liise, wat
jJX. (.-oufe'l, .J .A. p., electric horn, lamps, taxed,
distinguishable new. £125.-145, Widmore Rd., Brn .

ley. [63

055.~IIumbcrette, water-cuolcci, lamps, eti'., iji p^^ feet condition, exceptional bargain; cxchan
modern soio; evenings.—4, Elm Gardens, Hamm'

1

smith. res

MORGAN Grand Prix, water-cooled, Slip. ,J.A i

engine, painted maroon, lovely condition;. £7
tax paid.- Jeweller. 605, GarraLt Lane, Earisfie

S.W.18. [63

MORGAN De Luxe, 1921, lOh.p., M.A.G^; Epee<

meter. Klaxon, <)eff tube, spare cover, tu
ihain, perlect order; £l45.—Atkins, 2, Wichelile'
Rd.. Lee, S.E.12. [57

MORGAN 1921 Grand Prix, lOTj.p. M.A.G.. di£

very fast; deliver 50 mile-s; £110; ov cxclian
,

new light car with dickey.—Crosslt-y, JMiddletou-oi
Row, Darlington. [59

£147/10.—ITorgan Tie Luxe, May, 1922, 800 mil
W.C., 8h.p., tax paid. Bonuikseu triji, Zeni

Jeffs, etc., £25 extras, delivered 50 miles.—W. B.,
Ickburgh Rd., eiapton. [59

~IQ19 Morgan De Luxe, J.A.P., air-cooled, elect!

-tv lighting, thoroughly overhauled, new tj

back, ail tools, guaranteed; 65 guineas.—7, Sout

gate St., Kings Lynn. (63

SPORTING Cycle Car, 1914 Precision engme. G.W.
Irictiou drive, last and reliable, electric ligh

£40, or near olTer, lor quick siUe; any trial.—Whi
Darvills I>ane, Farnham.

,
[5?

A.C. 2-seater, 6-8h,p., hood, screen, speedomet^
lamps, hooter, engine recently overhairfed

makers, guaranteed in evcrv way; £35.—lOl, Adelai

Rd., Chalk Farm Tube. [60

MORGAN Grand Prix, 1921, M.A.G. engine, wall

cooled, licensed, lamps, horn, speedometer, <iia

iKud, tools, excellent condition, trial or examinatio

£140.—R. Scott, Beanliexi, Hants. fSO

^Q Guineas; exchanges.—1913-14 G.N. 2-3eat(

^^hood, screen, iwUshed bonnet, electric Um
speedometer, smarli, any examination, trial.— SeAbrde

35, Hansler Rd-.. East Dulwich (Sydenham 2452). [65i

G.N. 1920, dynamo lighting, 5 ^-heels, perfect ov)

size tyres, speedometer, full equipment, repaint

brown, excellent condition; appears new; £99.-1

Breese, Stafford Av., Melton Mowbray. !'60

1 Q22 lOh.p. B.S.A. Car. starter, lighting,- dickt

JLtJ standard equipment, year's licence, demoiisti

tion model, as new; 236 guineas.-Edwards, 101, Gi*.

Portland St., W.l. Deferred or exchanges. [65:

-| OQ Guineas; Exchanges.—Really nice 1921 Roy
XrWt/ 2-?ealer, dynanio, 5 detachables, hood, 31

;

lurtains, speedometer, fast, splendid engine.—Soabria|i

35, HauJer Rd., East Dulwich, Sydenham 2452. [55.
'

MORGAN De Lnxe, 1920 (September), w.i

M.A.G., Cowev, overhauled. repainted, }.\

upholstered, as new, cost £250; take £120:, tnj
j—Fairey, c/o Maudes, 100, Gt. Portland St., W, i6» !

cA-^ All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue
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' RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
|jk20 Morpau Jle Luxe Model, lOh.p. Pieeisirm en-

I't^ino, lully eqiiipijeil, lioocl, screen, Inuips, etc., m
' 'lo'it order; £105.—Hoiiiac's, Morgan Service Dejint.
'. '[K)wer Clai'ton Ed., N.E. 'l»Jioue: Dulston 2403.

[6577

11 22 8h.p. Rover, brand new, spare whcci and
i' tyre, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, reduced

7 £ 180 ; easy payments 4 per cent, extra ; ex-

Ij'nues.—Prcmier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-

I'.'i.
[5579

Ik 21 Morcan De Luxe, water-cooled J.A.P., electric

l" lighting, perfect condition ; £110. Cash, ex-

iiiyo, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishops-
''^

"^

Ave., Camomile St., E.C.5. 'Phone : Avenue
ilS. [0066

1123 Morgan De Luxe, 8h.p. J.A.P. water-cooled,

Bf dyufimo lighting, in stock for imui'^dinte delivery;
:l7; deferred, 4% extra.—Honiac's, Morgan Service

)ii>t, 243, Lciwer Claiiton Rd., N.E. Tiione: l);i).«to'i

is. [6579

l|20 Morgan De Luxe, lOh.p. water-cooled M.A.(i.
I|" onffine, eauipped, ood, screen, nil lamps, in splen-

jlbnler, tax paid- iE115.—Homac'a, Morgan Service

l!iit, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E, 'l»hone: Dalston

il _
[6578

^19.—Singer, 1914. 2-seater and dickey, lOh.p., 4-
*

(J I., dynamo lighting, 5 lamps, spare wheel,

J
iliHr<>ter, hood and' screen, tyres i)eTfect, tax paid,

il; cxihange for Morgan.—Smith's 86, Chalk Fa'-m
t; N.W.3. [6212

I'ORGAN Grand Prix, lOh.p. Elackburne engine, disc
'

wiit'e.sv giey. in stock for immediate delivery, fully

i|]|i°d as makers' specification, brand new; £160.—
Icii'a Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
;i. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [6575

[:,|22 Aero model Morgan, Lucas dynamo lighting,

I'l' speedometer, hood with side curtains, discs,

Hinawi'^bablo from new, smartest Morgan on the
i; yi75; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, __50,
ringxun Rd.. South K ' [5610ngXun Kd.. Soutn Kensington

l|21 {October) Beautiful Garden 2-seater, electric
Ij' lighting, hood, screen, Klaxon, only 59
.eas; motor cycle part; easy terms.—Wandsworth
or Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town-
ion). 'Phone: Latchmere 4636. [6342

/(r Edwards'.—1922 Morgan Grand Prix, M.A.G. en-_
'.\ gin3, watir-rookd, acetylene lighting, Binks car-

i''tter, aluminium number plates, mileage 150, indis-

ijuishablo from new, demonstration model; 130
ij:eas.-101, Great Portland St., W.l. [6619

22 A:V. 2-seater car, lOh.p, Blackburne, Sturniev-
Aroher, 3-speed and reverse, aluminium body

dieca, purchased August, electric lightS( registered,

ijft - and . reliable ; listed £ 1 80, bargain £ 1 20 ; ex-

ge combinntion considered;, after 4.30 p.m.— 4,

Gardens, H;immeTsmith. [5964

ORGAN.—We are the chief distributing agents
I for these popular vehicles. Immediate delivery

Recently reduced prices. Motor cycles, etc., taken
ijart payment.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.,

blon; Paris St., Exeter; Walsall Garage, Walsall;

j Norwich Garage, Norwich. [6446

,22 Morgan Grand Pris:, 8h.p. water-cooled J.A.I*.

I

3ngin6. Lu'afl dynamo lighting, electric horn, hood,
jQ, di.'C wheels, spare petrol carrier, etc.. in abso-
i peiieot condition, fully guaranteed, tax paid

:

ij.—Homae*s. Morgan Service Depot, 243. Lower
j.m Rd., N.E. 'Pbone: Dalston 2408. [6576

1 ifirf! Parts

:

^RGAN Spares available from stock.-
lUO. Great Portland St., W.l.

-Maudes',
[6449

IRGAN Spares from stock for all models.—Send
vonr enqnirv to Hall, Morgan Specialist. 91,

^eler's St,, St. Albans. [0936

JRGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Si>ares for all models
from slock; list free.—"Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16,

tpsgate Ave., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone:
ue 5548. [0067

AX!-COMRINATIONS AND CABS.
tTNTT 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed
tfirrauhcut the oon-itrv.-Write for full particu-
County Cvcle and Motor Co., " Originators," 300,
1 St.. Birmingham. (2510

CARS FOR SALE.
jiRD 5-8eater Tourer, Inmrig, sneedometpr, hood,
Mirlnias; bargain, £40.-118, Hitter Qreeii L.nne.
iliaiu- [6982
^KST Norwood!—60 nars, absolute bargains, i.si

free, exchanges.—Doualas S. Cox. r.ansdowne

22 Rover 8h.p., nearly new, dickey seat, spare
wheel, etc t *140.—James, c/o Bradmores, 4R?,

ifow Rd., Paddington. [6233a

21 Rover 8h.p., full equinraent, many extras'
.
£130.—Hillier, 9, Wallingiord Ave.. North

fiington (7 or 7a 'Bus). [6266
JlRRlS.COWT.Er 1921 Sports, in excellent' o-dcr,
.
rarv carelullv driven, mileage small; £2.':0._

> Morns Garages, Oxford. "
[6539

]TVATE owner, dismantling, cornplete- Darracq
tassis; list 2d. stamp.—Herbert Hirst, 30, School
aioorbottom, Cleckhealon, Yorks. [6388

rUAUDE RUBBER Cor
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2.—— 4484 Padcl.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
24x2
24x2^

26x2
26X2i

26X2f

26X2i:-:

26X2J

2r,X3X:i
28x2!

28x3-

650 :< C5

700x80

Wood-Milne H., 16/6 ; E.H., 20/-.

Wood-Milne H., 18/- ; E.H., 21/-.

Hutchinson, 21/6.
Avon, 17/6 ; Beldam, 23/6.
Wood-Milne Comb., 22/- ; Hutchin-
son, 23,'- ; Beldam, 25/- ; Avon,
22/6 ; Michelin Comb., 20/-.

Clincher, 26/6; Hutchinson, 26'6;
Pirelli E.H., 35/- ; Beldam E.H.. 25/-.

Palmer, 28/6 ; Clincher, 28/6 ; Dunlop,
33/- ; E.H., 37/6.,

Wood-Milne, E.H., 28/6; Belgrave
E.H., 25/- ; Beldam, 27/6.
Hutchinson E.H., 27/6 ; Beldam, 25/-;
Beldam Comb., 32/6 ; Wood-Milne,
21/- ; E.H., 24/6 ; Palmer, 30/-.

Wood-Milne, 27/-

Kempshall, 18/6

sfis.
Firestone, 35/-

E.H., 32/6.
Wood-MUne E.H.,

Goodyear, 37/6 ;

Goodrich, 37/6 ; Wood-Milne, 27/6.
Wood-Milne, 22/S ; E.H., 27/6;
Goodrich, 37/6 ; Beldam, 25/-

;

Palmer, 32/6.
Goodyear, 42/6 ; Midland, 3-rib, 40/-

;

Goodrich, 40/- ; Dominion, 45/-

;

Avon E.H., 37/6 ; Dunlop Mag., 41/-.

1 B F, S.
5/6 ; 650 and 700 6/6.

Well-finished EBONY and NICKEL LAMP SET
QUITE NEW 28 6 COST 45/-)

Poslngc 1/-.

COMBINATION~
PEGAMOID

WATER-PROOF
SUITS

GUARANTEED BRAND NEW
AND PERFECT.

Sent on
approval
a^ains
cash.

(actual cost 57/6),

MA^ DE RUBBER CO..

38, Praed St., W

BRAND
MEW
Actual
Value
45/-

perlect

;

[6287

CARS FOR SALE.
1 A^P- Britton 2-soa(or, dickey, 3-3p©ed,J-" £25.-17, Ileaton Rd., MLtcham.

PALMER'S Garage. 187-199, High St., Tooting.-
Tiie pre-eminent place for purchasing. DetaDed

U^t below.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction sale CTory
Thursday, starting at 2 o'clock. Apply lor cat£t-

logue.

PATiMER'S Garage, Tooting, have the best bargains,
compare prices below as proof.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15-18h. p. Maxwell light
2-seater, hood, screen; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-1 6h.p. Darracq cab-
landaulet, suitable for station work, monobloc;

,£40.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—16-20h.p. Argyll limou-
sine. 4 cyls.. tuna w^ell; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—1Oh.p. Alcyon torpedo
2-seater, dickey, 4 cyls., runs well, hood, screen;

£65.

PAL^rER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Metallurgique,
very smart 2-seater, dickey, dynamo lighting,

splendid car; £125.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-12-15h.p. Panhard
cab-la ndaulet, 4 cyls., just overhauled; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Citroen 2-BeateT,
dynamo lighting, self-starter; £175.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12h.p. Humbw light
delivery lorry, in excellent running order; £30.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15.9h.p. An-ol-John-
ston touring car, dynamo lighting, extra smart;

£90.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—11.9h.p. Belsize tor-

pedo 4-seater, monobloc, excellent running order;
£55.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—22h.p. S.O.A.T. 10-

seater wagonette, good running order; £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3Oh.p. Sbeffield-SimpUx
full landaulet, roomy car; £95.

PALMER'S Garago, Tooting.—12-14h.p. Fiat cab-

landaulet, 3 speeds, good running order; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—25h. p. Vauxhall lull

landaulet, late model, detachable wheels, Bedford
cord; £195.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—1921V2 12h.p. De Dion
4-seater, dynamo lighting, self-start, nearly n«w;

£425.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above carg rat>-

plied on easy payments. We shall be pleased to

quote special terms to meet clients' requirements. All

are in running order. [6528

"DOVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo light-

X*' ing- £220 cash, deferred payments 4% extra.—

Ratolifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [0729

tf^OVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wlieel mod«l;
V-' £230; immediate delivery: cash or deferred pay-

ments.-Ratolifli Eros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

ALLDAYS 12h.p. 4-seater, flush top body, sound
condition throughout; sell, or exchange 2-seater,

motor cvcle, or Morgan.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[6072

"ITTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—G.N. car,

VV 1921 model, fullv equipped, in excellent con-

dition, spare wheel and tyre; £130. 'Phone: Central
5168. [6508

I Q 22 Rover 8h.p., standard equipment, side cnr-
Xt/ tains, impulse starter, year's licence, excellent
order; deferred or exchanges; 135 guineas.—Edward*,
101, Great Portland St., W.l. [6622

Guineas, Exchange.— Really ultra-smart 1920
Sports Singer, 2-seater lighting, starter spare

heel, lovely condition.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,
East Dulwich (Sydenham 2452.) [2400

1 Q22 Nearly New Rover Sh.p., coupe attachment,
l~*y speedometer, etc., £140; another, 5 weeks old,

better than new, £145; both taxed.—James, c/o Brad-
mores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [6232

REALLY handsome Singer Coupe, dickey, handsome
body, painted primrose, dynamo lighting, 5 detaoh-

ahJe wheels; £180, cash or deferred.—Marlborough
(Motor House), 20-22, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [6565

HALIFAX.—New Lagonda reduced nrlcos, 4-seater
or coupe, 450 guineas; 2-seater, 280 guineas.

Rover, Morgan, or combination taken in exchaugo.

—

Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [6065

ROVER.—Godfrey's are authorised agents tor the
Sh.p. model; early deliveries of 1923 models

:

2-seater, £180: 4-seater, £190; exchanges ; gradual
payments.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. [0350

1 Q22 Buckingham lOh.p. 3-seater, cloverleaf body,
-Li/ dynamo lighting, spare wheel, mileage only
500, taxed ; £ 170, or exchange combination and
cash.—Hillier, 9, Wallingiord Ave., North Kensing-
ton (7 or 7a 'Bus). [6267

ROVER Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-seater, £180;
4-seater, £190; De Luxe 2-3pater, £200; De Luxe

4-seater £210 ; deferred payments ; your motor cycle

or car taken in part exchange; prompt delivery.—Official

Agents, Eagles and Co.. 275, High St., Aeton, London.
Xf [0761

189
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Advertisements. 'Hl^ MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. October I2TH. 1Q22

CAKS von SALK.
WAVERLEY, 2.se;Uer, witli dickey, detachable

vims, in very excellent i-oniJitiuu, last and
icliiible, quite exceptional bargain at £95, cash pr
deferred, ol* exchange.—Maiiboroiigh (Motor House),
20-22, Findiley Rd., N.W.S. L65G6

-| <120 2-3-^ealer Eniscuie. 8.9]j.p. .l.A.P. engine.
-A-*? Vf.c, as new, Lucas dyuitirnj Jighting, 5 Sankty
detachable wheels, hood, screen, etr., first-class ruii-

niug order; £140; excJiange.—Bhind and Co., Stone
Place, Busholme, Manchester. [5955

A.B.C.—Everybody says that that'y a new car. It
isn't, although it looks and goes like it; only

had one owner from new iast year, cost then over
£400, small mileage, dynamo, lami)s, tools, very
special bargain indeed at £199; cash or deferred.

—

Marlborough (Motor House). 20-22, Finchley Rd..
K.W.S. [6563

I 4f>-16h.p. Clemeut.-Talbot Car, S-seater, 193 2, uu-
-JL'^ used during war, fast and powerful, very easy
startci- and always reliable, sqiart body, guaranteed
23 m.p.g., CI. Hobson and Sims, hood screen, side
and tail lights, tools, speedoraeter (new), tyres only
done 1,000, Stepney, 2 spare covers, all in good order,
tax £ 12 , fully insured till April ; £ 1 20 for qiiick
sale; room wanted; photo 3d.; trial and inspection by
appointment, Wedfnesday or Saturday, p.m.—Owner,
M'cst^way, Bavensden, Beds. [5961

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
rORD-K-VRYTON 25cwt. lorry, sound order; ex-

cliange Morgan, motor cycle, condition im-
material; cash eitiier way.—Chaplin, Windhill, Bishops
Stortford. [6274

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G. 4,

for easy terms. "Phone: Central 5168. [6509

ROBEBTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
could oot be simpler.—157b, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [5935

ANY make of cycle or any combinatii.ii completely
equipped; licensed, insured on 12. 15, 18 niunlhs'

extended payments system.—Write for particulars.
Bideezi Sales. Ltd.. 5. Victoria St.. S.W.I. 10830

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd,, Green St., Cambridge,
will supply any mate of motorcycle or liglit car

ou easy terms at the lowest possible price obtainable
nnywhere. Catalogues and full particulars by post.

[6527
HALIFAX.~£5 deposit and 12/6 weekly jiurcnas<-s

motor cycle or combination; quick deliveries.
Get full list. Special terms from £5 deyfesit and 15/-
weekly. Get list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Ilorton
St., Halifax. [6064

ENGINES.
h.p. J.A.P. Engine, splendid condition; £12.—Ivy-

dene, Bandon Hill, near Croydon. [5867

JA.P. Twin Gli.p., magneto, induction pipe; bargain,
£18.—Middlemi-ss, Braucepeth, Durham. [5748

ENGINE, 4h.ji., new piston, all new bushes, not
a shake; £4.-57, Princess Rd., Kilburn. [6017

P.
and M. P]ngines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
pleted, £6/10; Btamp.—7, Hereford Ed., Bavs-

Avater. [2715

4ih.p. Levis Flat Twin Engine, new condition, very
2 powerful; £10/10. — H. Clay, Walgrave,

Nurthants. [5811

SPECIAL Racing M.A.G.. 350c.c., o.h. valves,
record breaker; £12/10.-55. Churchfield Rd.,

Acton, W.3. [6695

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All J.A.P. parts in stock; lists free.

Trade supplied. [6518

SPARE Parts in stock for all Blackbume and Vil-
liers engines; list on apolication,—Maudes', Great

Portland St., W.l. [6450

£6.—Antoine 4h.p., with Bnsch magneto and Sinks
carburetter, old but in running order.—Bear,

Tendring, Hailsham. [5701

ENGINE, lightweight, new, o.h.m.v., about l^^h.p.,
with carbnretter and magneto; £6/10.-206,

Nineveh Rd., Birmingham. [6321

ftj-6h.p. J.A.P., W.C., rn.o.v., Binks, 3-speed gear box,^ clutch, perfect; £15; suitable light car.—Ward-
man, High St., Cheltenham. [4983

3ih.p. Huniber Engine, new Pedley belt, 3-speed
2 cycle wheel, condition guaranteed; appi-oval

;

£4/10.—George. Cemmacs, Mont. [6037

i^(\ ENGINES in stock, ol leading makes. Write.
/^V call, or 'phone. North 1846, -Be Cort and
Fiynn, 39, Essex Rd., Loudon, N.l. [5264

J.A.P., rebuilt, as new complete; 2i/'.h.p.. £10;
3V2h.p. twin, £15; 5h.p., £16/10; '6 or 8h.p.,

£20; all tyres spares.—A^. M., 13, Ashmount Rd.,
Page Green, N.15. [6217

HEPPELTHWAITES.-5-6h.p. .J.A.P. (Enfield),
£15; tea only sets of 5h.p. .J.A.P. engine parts

lu build complete engine (less flywheels), £9/10 a
set : Sh.p. single w.c. engine with clutch, magneto,
and carburetter, £8/10; Sh.p. vertical twin, £2/10;
3h.]i. Kclecom, £1/15. We hold the biggest stork ol
.J.A.P, sjiares in Loudon; at low itrices; list upon apjjli-
< alion,— 19, Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth, Loudon,
S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [6593

8

All letters rekiting to lulvertisements shoiiIU quote the number al

Ine
Insurance

Policy
Authorised and
approved by

=(WE) .

'M&r©]a((Y€]LE

is issued by

THE AUTOCAR
FIRE & ACCIDENT
. . INSURANCE . .

COMPANY LTD.

THE terms and con-

ditions of the Policy

are such that the

Insured is properly safe-

guarded and may rely

upon receiving efficient

service at all times, in

addition to prompt settle-

ment of claims.

For full payliculars mid
premiums apply to :

THE AUTOCAR FIRE &
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Head Office :

77, Cheapside, LONDON, E.C.2.

Telephone : City 9S31 and 9832.

Branches

:

BIRMINGHAJI— Phoenix Chambers,
Colmorc Row.

LEEDS—28, Bond Street.

CARDIFF— 15, High Street.

The Mo^or Cycle Policy is obtain-
able through all Motor Agents
and Insurance Brokers, .but insist

on " THE MOTOR CYCLE

"

Foley.

'4>

ENGINES.
BRITNBLL Bros, tor EnciiieB.— 4J/ih.i!. B S A , 1

3i,ih.p. B.S..\., £12/10: Sh.ij. J.A.P., £15
and M., £7; Union with magneto, £10; Brolor
carbnretter and magneto, £15; Sh.p. Clyno
Scott, £15. Stamp for reply.—43-45, High St.' '

ham. 'Phone; Putney 1652. ''n '

WHATEVER .Type ot Engine you Require, tio
supply. 'Special baragins ; Branrl new Cove

Premier, pattern 1915 4h.p., £12/10: 3i.jh.p Ru
£9/15; Slih.p. Premier, £7; 3'/Jh.p. Lincola-Elk
magneto and carburetter, £5'10; 3i.;h.p, -Min,
£3/10.—Porfleld Motors, Forfield Place, Lcaroin
Spa

ii

IGNITION, IIGHTING, ETC.
B. I. Co.H

H.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; .01

stocked.

XT.B. Bpccijili_s6 in Thonason-Bennett, oouiplete

stocked.

B. BpcciJilise in Thonason-Bennett,
fixing to Triumph.

M., J.A.P,, Douglas, 2-Etroke engines, etc; i

l.A.V. New, tirin and single, clock and ami; i

"P^IXIE. single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

TT.B- Guarantee oil magnetos one year.

B. will tiike your old mocliines in yart pajTDfl

C

H^
H.E. Despatches all gooda per return, carriage,

on approval against cash, or througli Tfte 2
Cijcle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78. New Park Hd.. Brisf'

London. 'Phone: Brixton 610.

i^OTJNTT of London Engineering Work.s LM

M
A
B

AGNETO Factors and Repairers.

LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

OSCH Single, Type D.A.I/., variable iguifioii; i

M-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable iBOil"

£3/15.

'PHOJISON-BENNETT. single or twin, end-
-- waterproof; variable ignition, all degrees; £ '

each. . .

'

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single oi'.U
enolo^ed, woterprooi', \ajiable ignition, al!

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed,
ignition; £2/15 -^ach.

RUXnARDT, single, enclosed,
ignition; £2/5 each.

enclosed.BERLING, single

ignition ; £2/5.

waterprool.

waterproof,

waterproof,

waterproof, vtn iSPLITDORF, single, enclosed,
ignition

; £2/5.

DIXIE, single oi twin, enclosed, waterpioci,

able ignition ; £2.

ANT of the above single-cylinder tnagnetOB ca
supplied with the special long driving 6pi

suitable for Rudge. '
_

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leoda and
plates, ready to be iniuiediately fitted; sptCH

can be supplied if required. Please state uiB.k'

engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee oil our magpetoo

12 mouthSi and yrill willingly replace or r

any that should prove defeotire within that perioc

ALL Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magnetc

us for Quotation. It will pay yon- We
despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if reqC'

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

CPECIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd..

Htockwell Ed.. London, S.W. (1 uiin: from ft'

well Underground Station). ' T.A. : Ignitiouao, t

road. London. Tel.: Brixton 2841. I

C.A.V. and Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, 180°

new. from 22/6.-12, Cornwall Mews, Glonc

Rd., S.W.7. _
I'

MAGf^ETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to

tooth • stocked.—Ridington, 202-4. Soutbam

St.. Camberwell. t

M-L 45" Twin, waterproof, vaiiable ignition,

new, not W.D-., guaranteed; 75/-.—Tompki
Buckingham Rd., Harlesden.

AGDYNO new lighting set, complete Cor

engine ; £10, bargain.—88, Gloucester J

Mews, Portnian Square, W. '
t'

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired. ^\Jf^
what condition, provided complete, 'or 30/-

hour service.-'Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bono

Ealing, W. '

DASH Switchboards, 4-way. with ammeter, ^

with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- eared '-^

Leslie Oision and Co (Dent H-11. 9. Cidoc:.^

Minoriei, E.l.

M^

end ot each advei-tiseinenc. and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIOHTINQ, ETC.
AGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,

I spares, and repairs.

lOTOR Cyclists fit reliable high qiiallty magnetos
\ uow and avoid certain failvire of inferior magnetos.

r[jSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos,
L Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-
V J.A. P., "1" anv big single or twin, give« powerful

I
It at alJ engine speeds, makes your engine a real

1 engine, give you easy starting, smooth iind rapid
[jleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-

uplion witli increased power; price only ^£5 each,

(URO 1 /6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee
> dut with each magneto. We give you satisfaction

I 'fimd cash. .

[.EASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-
-i ally manufactured for 200h.p.' aircraft, engines;
hsfure we liave every confidence in claiming them
;'e the magneto you require for your big machine.
'line to-dav. and see life with a live machine.

f'VRLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes: 'Magneto to
: hand; jnany thanks for prompt despatch, satis-

nry in every way; will recommend to my friends."

j.NITH Owner writes: " Since fitting magneto have
- ainipleted- a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;
\ certainly recommend these magnetos."

[UTAN Machine Owners.—Your high-class machine
i^leserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000
i;e 42° magnetos; send your magneto and £4
(. and we will immediately despatch you a Bosch

the men
lor

SrAi^LEY BEL IS
ANo FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

ABCX OF STANLEY SPARESis a compete
belt equipment outfit—the b-st and
cheapest Insurance you ca^ effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 each

The STANLEY FASTENER witi the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK hich is the best
belt length adjuster yet invented. Saves time,
trouble & money. Saves Ih c j^t of c new belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt

fastener prevents w^^-r of the pulley, and
con'^erves power. Specially designed lor use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9cl.

FELLOWS new magnetos
gree lor any engine.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS for adjusting the
lehgthof yourbeit in one second. Setof 3. 6d.

" Never be without a box of Stanley Spares."
I'Tice 3/6 post free. Seihi size of belt when ordenng.
The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000

miles - lid.

Cur goods are World-renowned for their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENED free with each belt.

A^
M'

il'HY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists
* who know—are almost all sending to
!.' ^^agnetos?

IfERE must be a reason; there is; it is becau.se
' the Magnetos of qtiality and guaranteed service,
ilied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

(iAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
I payment.

[jSMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
L| proval" against' cash per return on receipt" of
[] order; there is no" obligation to keep it until
<. have used it for 14 -days on ,yaur machine and
rsatisfied: let us send you one ..now;

KE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Da you
^waiit a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-
i. service that will give you starting without worry,
Inoother running, and more powerful engine and
6;r results from your Douglas? Then send for a
i| t enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
i: price only £.S, carriage 1/6.

H.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
-| fit- on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.
ii M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, price
:|[0, carriage 1/6.

((OMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest enclosed
i waterproof type (hot converted starters), ready to
tjn 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, with
d^nonths' guaranteed service, price sES/lO, carriage

'\

L)TOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all
' your sparking plugs properly? Are you wasting
id.s yearly by throwing away good plugs? Fit a
<|i aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
^1 to-day and always have your sparking plug
si- at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

n.AOE di.scounts and export quotations.— Write, call,
N'jr 'phone for terms.

jj
YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap

;thal. magneto, whatever its condition, let us see it,

e -ill rebuild your magneto to look and work like
3' no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours

,
gent, and return it with a written 12 months*

jintee. While your magneto is being repaired we
i:'end you another [ree of charge. We could not
If these offers if we were not certain of the qualitv
!i ir work.

^ UR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
yow cost. lend us your defective magneto now

i MATURE rewinding, no matter what make, type,
4r size, 11/6. Wound cores from stock.

iVGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman's
1 R.'w E.r 2 'Phnne: London Wail 4570. fOnp
ijite from Brown Bros.) [6271

frCAS Magdyno single anti {new), £10; Lucas E3
j dynamo, £4; headlamp (new), £2; side, tail,
omulntors. Rwit-rlihctt, cables, all cheiip to clear.— Dalhy,
ii, ' St Sparkhill. Birmingham.. [2623
" TNAMOS, brcnd new, E.H.C. make, 4 or 6

volts, 3 amps., complete with attachment
igs and cutout, limited quantity only £3/10

al.—E Hallowell and Co., lyower Hanover St.,
*s. [6282

y /^.-Ca.V. Magnetos, singles and 180° twins,
-! ' " variable, guaranteed iiew and perfect: ap-
ijal against cash; please state rotation required.—
ratford's, 37, Oricklertood Broadway, London,
f| 2. r4945

^.RPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
- yenr, M-L single, 35/-; B.L.LC. ditto, 42/-;
;cb ditto, 45/-; O.A.V. single or twin, 50/-; Th'om-
)iiennett ditto, 60/-.—We specialise in repairs and
R5S for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamp. Deal with
X rts and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale
taeto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone :

'idoa 1625. [5880

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road.
'Phone,BROMLEY, KENT. Bromlev84ft.

SPARE PARTS FOR

SnisSm
Motor
Cycles

Supplied all over the world.

Specialists in " Indian " Rcpjlr3 and Overhauls

Dennis Accessories Stores,

89, BRIXTON TJOAD, LONCON, S W.

Phone: Brixton 312}.

IGNITION, LIOdTING, ETC.
M.L. Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6; variable ignit.ir.n.

guaranteed.- 84, Greenside Rd., Croydon. [6413

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest
London Repair Depot), for repairs and mag-

netos.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 5 days, and if necessary 24 bonis, with a

1 2 months' written guarantee against all delects.

BELIANCE test every magneto after repair, under
all running conditions, and as we contract for

iT-any of the largest concernd, you need have no hesi-
tation in placing your orders with us.

RELIANCE stock spares for all makes. Special
line, genuine platin'im screws for all types, 12/-

per pair. Magheto work of every description is car-
ried out solely on our premises. We are, therefore,
enabled to give you quicker and more efficient ser-

vice at the right price,

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
criarge -upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be
certain ot getting the usual promptness and courtesy
we ha/e always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283. St John St., London, E.C.I.

"DELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new and
--*' second-hand magnetos. Sea following list.

TIfOM'SON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand new,
any degree, enclosed, waterproof, variable; 55/-.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type single or twin,
enclosed. waterproof, variable, suit Harleyi

Indian, etc.; £3/10,

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Light-
weights; 55/-.

E.I.C. enclosed, waterproof, vaiiable, suitable for

Triumph, B.S.A., or any Lightweight; £3.

BOSCH, type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable,

latest pattern, ideal for Douglas, 2^h.p. and
4h.p.: £4.

BOSCH D.A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, any
degree, suitable for Indian, Harley, etc.; £4/10.

always in stock, any de-

.Isd a large selection of
second-hand magnetos, all makes.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto^ no matter what
the price pr make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely that same is in good order at time of sale,

but a plainly .written' statement that we guarantee
each machine against all detects for a period of 12
months. - This, we maintain, instifies us in charging
a few shillings more than cei Lain of our competi-
tors.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their

works to see any of the above on test. Mag-
neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon applica-
tion. It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.

—Reliance Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St.

John St.. London, E.C.I. Tel. : Clerkenwell 4290.
T.A. : Remagco, Smith, London. [9816

AGNETOS.—M-L smgle-cyl., clock, complete, otT

Rotary engines; 20/-, postage 1/3; the above,
less contact breakers. 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie,
complete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyl., complete, £1/10;
B.T.H. 8-cyl., complete. 25/-; C.A.V. starting mag-
netos, complete, 18/6, postage 1/3. Carriage extra.
Cash with order. Send I'/^d. for list of Aero parts.—
Coley, Ordnance Works, Queen Elizabeth Rd., Kingston-
on-Thames. 'Phone Kingston 365. [3380

THE Central Ignition Works.—Bosch specialists.

All magnetos guaranteed 1 year. It is under-
stood we refund cash if dissatisfied. Bosch plugs,

3/6 : Bosch Z.E.I, enclosed, waterproof, ex-Govern-
ment; Bosch Z.E.2, enclosed, waterproof, ex-Govern-
ment; M-L P.M.I, enclosed, waterproof, ex-Govern-
ment ; E.I.C, enclosed, waterproof, ex-Government

;

Thomson-Bennett, enclosed, waterproof, ex-Govern-
ment; Ruthardt 1922, enclosed, waterproof (late

type).—The Central Ignition Works, 14, Lough-
borough Rd., Brixton, London, S.W.9. Tel: Brixton
210. - [6677

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co. We repair
Continental magnetos only. By specialising on

U.H., Bosch, Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and
Berling magnetos, we can naturally give you better
service. Prices, rewinding, 18/-; condensers, 10/-;
platinum screws (Bos::h standard), 6/-; remagnetising,
2/6; slip rings, 6/6; H.T. terminals, 4/6. Our price

for overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure.

Guaranteed for 12 months, and re-despatched to you
in 2 days,—Continental Ignition Eet>air Co., 13, Hard-
wick Rd., Chiswick, London. [6603

EUSTON Ignition Co., sole representatire for the
Splitdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service tc

Splitdorf magnetos, dynamos, Dixie magnetos, etc. We
have the factory, plant and experience. Official Indiac
electrical service station. Thomson-Bennett repairs iinc

spares; spares and repairs to all makes of magnetos'
all repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test hencl;

before dispntc-h. and carry our guarantee for 12 months.
We hold the largest stork of guaranteed magnetos in

London. Twins, all degrees, charged aornmnlators, all

voltages alwavs ready. We stock everything electrical

for the motoiist. We give you real live service always,

-Eiiston Ignition Co.. 329. Euston RJ., N.W.I.
'Plinne: Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo. Eusrond. Lon-

don. ^02b?

^45
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. 16/3;
ditto extra

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
p^OUGLAS Owners note.—Fifty 2^h.p. Dixie mag-
.i-' netos, variable ignition, weatlierproof, not c'on-
rertetl starters, genuine article, 20/- each; also
snares for same.—Griffin and Son, 97. Angell Ed.,
Brixton, S.W.9. [6195

TVRES.
A
MAtlDES' Clearance Covers, all guaranteed b.v us,

carriage paid. 24x2'/, Hutchinson T.T., '21/-;
26x2 Hutchinson Brooklands, 17/6; 26x2 Hutchin-
son T.T., 23/-; 26x21,4 Avon Durolith, 25/-; 26x2i4
Hlitchinson T.T., 3 rib, 22/6; 26x2% Hutchinson
T.T., 23/6; 26X21/!, to fit 214 Belgrave cable cord,
23/6; 26x2V2 to fit 2'/i Hutchinson passenger, 33/-;
26X212 Hutchinson passenger R.N.S., 30/-; 26x3
Hutchinson T.T., 27/6; 28x3 Goodyear, 47/6- 700x
75 to (it 650x65 Hutchinson 3 rib, 28/-; 700x80
Burnett 3 rib, 50/-; 700x80 .Stepney road grip, B.
type, 60/-; 700x80 Avon Dmolith, 45/-; tubes,
strong red rubber, 24 to 28x5, 5/6; 700x80, 6/6.—
Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., Vf.l. [6455
BASTONES lor Covers and Tubes. No better or

cheaper house.

jgASTONES.—26x134 Clincher de Luxe; 10/6.

BASTONES.—24x2 Dunlop rubber-stud,
Clincher de Luio Junior, 16/-; dit

heavy, 21/-.

T>ASTONES.-24x2"/4 Hutchinson T.T., rubber-stud,
-'-' 21/-; Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 26/-.

T>ASTONES.-26x2JJ Hutchinson T.T., 22/-; Dun-
-•-» lop rubber-stud heavy, 26/9; Michelin Semille,
20/-; Goodrich safety tread, 27/-; Clincher de Luxe,
extra heavy, 24/-; Spenoer-Moulton steel-stud, 24/-.

BASTONES.-26x2J^ Hutchinson T.T., rubber-stud,
23/-; Clincher- de Luxe heavy, 23/-; Bergoug-

nan TulDber non-skid, 23/-; Palmer cord heavy, 28/-.

BASTONES.-26x2'^x2ii Goodrich Safety tread,
36/-; Clincher Dreadnought extra heavy, 36/-;

Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 33/-; Dunlop rubber stud
extra heavy, 39/9; Hutchinson Pass rubbei'-stud,
36/-; Dominion Usco rubljer non-skid heavy, 23/-.

BASTONES.-26x2^^ Michelin flns ribbed 15/-;
Hutchinson T.T. rubber-stud, 24/-; Goodrich

Safety tread, 35/-; Spencer-Moulton steel-stud, 25/-;
Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 34/9.

BASTONES.-650x65 Goodrich Safety tread, 38/6;
Clincher Dreadnought, 34/-: Dunlop cord.

44/9.

BASTONES.—700x80 Improved Magnum, 44/3;
Goodrich Safety tread, 44/3; Super Chain, 42/-;

Clincher Sribbed, 44/3.

BASTONES.—28x3 Improved Magnum, 45/9; Dun-
lop' Clipper cord, 53/9; Goodyear all-weather

tread, extra heavj', 47/6; Goodrich Safety tread,
3776: Firestone rubber non-skid extra heavy, 42/-;
Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy, 35/-; Clincher Dread-
nought extra heavy, 45/-.

BASTONES.—Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson and
Bed-Fox Tubes: 24x2 and 24x2'A, 3/9; 26x

SM and 26x2'/5, 5/6; 700x80 and 28x3, 7/3; Good-
year butted, 2SX3, 7/3.

ALL the above new and clearance covers and tubes
are sent on approval against remittance.

BASTONES, 223, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross.
London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. (6626

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard makes:
list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield. [0589

BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and tubes.
A call on us will convince you, or *phon«, Ger-

rard 1347.—See Below.

Beldam all-rubber,

. ., 22/6; Clincher de
Luxe, 17/6; extra heavy, 30/-; tubes, 5/6.—Below.

Q/JX2V2.—Avon Stonehenge, 27/6; Tricar, 30/-;^" Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar, 27/6 ; Good-
year cord 5-ribbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9.—Below.

0/ix2%x2'4.—Palmer cord, 36/-; Beldam 3-pIy,/WU 30/-; 4-ply, 35/-; Wood-Milne 4-ply. 25/-;
Clincher Dreadnought, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below.

<>/ix2%.—Palmer cord, 34/3; Wood-Milne key-grip
'WV* 3-ply, 22/6; 4-ply, 27/6; Beldam all-rubher
3-ply, 25/-; 4-ply, 30/-1 tubes, 6/-.—Below.

OfJxS.-Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 35/-; Beldam
/*<-» all-iubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-ply, 35;-; tubes, 7/6.—
Below.

e> Q X 3.—Clincher rubber-studded sidecar. 30/-;^O Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 45/- ; Beldam
3-pIy, 30/-; Wood-Milne key-grip 4-cly, 37/6; tubes, 8/-.—
Below.

fi K Ax65.-Palmer cord heavy, 42/8; Wood-Milne
\ltJ\f 4-ply, 37/6; 3-ply. 30/-; Goodyear cord 5-
ribbed, 42/6; tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, London, W.C.2 (next door to Aldiidge's).

'Phone; Gerrard 1347. [0869

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs
etc., carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co.,

Buxton, Derbyshire. [5836

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-
chase their tyres from McArthur. Hill and Co..

436. -\rgyle St., GlascoTV. List post free. [4918

r

0/1x214.—Palmer cord, S2/6;
'SO 25/-; Wood-Milne 3-ply,

You si.r*e Su»-e
of satisfaction when you deal wtth me, as
every article Is sold on tho " Money back if

not satisfied" principle.

ANY PART FOR AIMY MODEL

Douglas
BY RETURN OF POST.

line are some of ray Specialities :

—

TWIN RINGS. Two rings in each
i^roove give more power—perfectly
gas-ti.ght joints—prevent carbonising
as oil cannot pass them—wear in-

definitely—need no running in. For
2? h.p, Douglas 1/6 each. 4 h.p.

Douglas 1/8 each. Williamson, Sun-
beam 2f h.p. and Humber twin, 1/8
each. Sunbeam, 4 h.p. All Blackburn

4 h.p. engines, Triumph, Coulson, Sheffield Henderson
andWLlken4h.p. ; B.S.A. 3:1 and4f h.p. Rudge, Singer

3h h.p. New Hudson, L.M.C, J.A.P,, 8 h.p. A.J.S.
etc., 1/9 each. Other makes quoted for on application.

ZOOM ZOOM ! The fashionable

and efficient exhaust system. Adds
pounds to the appearance of any
Douglas and lets the engine give off

its full power. In beautifully bur-

nished copper, price 30/-, In bur-

nished nickel, price 33/6.

THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM
FOOTBOARD AND F00TREST5.
Beautifully finished

—

giving a

natural riding position. A real solid cast job. Some-
thing that lasts for ever. Price 30/- per pair complete.

20% POWER INCREASE. Get more power from
your Douglas by fitting IMPROVED CYLINDERS.
They have stream-lined ports, largei fins and more of

thera. If you have a 1912-1921 model try them and
you'll be surprised. For 2^ h.p. Douglas, price 50/-

per cylinder. For 4 h.p. Douglas, with detachable
heads, so that you can de-carbonize your engine and
overhaul your valve seatings without dismantling j'our

engine, 65/- per cylinder.

THE CORAM PISTON, fitted with
radiating internal fins. Correctly
designed, much lighter yet stronger
than standard. Fitted with the
patent twin rings in one groove.
Complete \vith rings and gudgeon pin.

Price 29/- per pair. Insist on having
these fitted when your mount is next
down, and you'll never regret it.

CORAM'S PATENT COMBINED
ALLOY VALVE CAP. My latest

idea. Never blows out, never seizes

in the threads. Prevents knocking
and overheating. A real boon. For
2| h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglases. Price

4/- each.

^^^^^^ {Official Douglas Agent)

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL.
E.I.C. West of England

Tel. 3702. Service Depot.

1^< PUNIPS for CARS &Q MOTOR CYCLES.^^ No. 154

Barrel, De-

tachable Handle, 24"

Connection with _^^m^^ •-f.
Adaptor. ..^a^mr ^"^

" POST
I REE

Will Inflate any Tyre

,

MADE BY
ARTHUR K. PRICE (Alton Manor) Ltd,
Vpvo Works, Park Lane, Aston, B'hatn

»/
Ket

CEMTEAL Garage, the House lor j-air 1

make the following special offers:—
PALMER Cord Covers, brand new, fully guii

26x21/2X2"^. 35/;; 26x21/2. 36/-.

GOODRICH Safety Tread Covers, fully guai
26x214 at 26/6; 26x21/2 at 30/-; 660

36/-; 28x3 at 40/-.

AVON Covers, fully guaranteed. 26x21/2 v
26/6; 26x21/2x214. 28/6; 650x66, 37/-; 1

42/-.

rpUBES.-All sizes. S/6.

CENTRAL Garage welcome enquiries for
'

your requirements, and any cover will I
on seven days' approval against cash, plus 1/6]
—302, London Rd., Thornton Heath.

EMANUELS for Tyre Bargains, from mannffl
bankrupt and surplus stocks.—Below.

0/IX2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded. 22/3
/*•* tubes, 5/-.

MX 21,4 Clincher De Luxe Ileavy Rubber-e
22/3; Continental extra heavy rubber n

24/-; new tubes. 5/-.

0/JX2.—Continental ribbed or standard, 16/
•*" tubes, 5/6
0/?X2i/l.—Avon and Rom Combination, 30/I*" chinson Brooklands R/S 19/6; Ms
chain tread, 28/-; Palmer cord heavy 3-ribbed
Dunlop Magnum (pattern). 35/-; new tubes.

0^x2% to fit 21,4 rim.—Dunlop retreaded,
(r^^ 20/6; Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy,

Hutchinson passenger, 26/-; Palmer cord heavy
i

new tubes, 6/6.

Q^x2%.—Dnnlop Magnum heavy (pattern),

1

'*" Dunlop Magnum E.H. (pattern), 41/'
tubes, 6/6.

I

Q£Jx2i/2 to fit 21,4 rim.—Emanuel's extraI*" R/s, 28/6; Continental rubber studdedi
new tubes, 6/6.

pCx2V2.—Rom Combination, 30/-; Palmer
1^^' ribbed, 31/10; Hutchinson rubber stm
ribbed, 27/-; Macintosh chain tread, 28/-; C

de Luxe, E.H. rubber stud, 27/6; new tubes,

^ K A X 65.—Emanuel's extra heavy rubber s
\)\t\J 26/-; Hutchinson 3-ribbcd, 32/-J
cord 3-ribbed, 31/10; Burnett grooved, -SO/-*;
3-ribbed, 40/-; new tubes, 6/6.

ITA AX80 to fit 650x65 rim.—Emanuel's anti.
%\J\y non-skids, 41/9; new tubes. 6/6.

00x21/2.—Continental rubber stud, extra 1

fJ'J 30/-: new tubes, 6/6.

QQx3 to fit American Rims.—Macintosh 1/WO tread. 27/6; Ba^e3 special heavy 3 1

40/-; John Bull extra heavy rib stud. 40/- i

rubber, non-skid, 40/-; Firestone rubber, -m
40/-; Goodyear all-weather tread. 45/-; newt
7/-.

QQx3Vj to fit 28x3.—Bates special heavy
f^O N/S (clearance), 53/3; new tubes. 7/-.

REAL good reliable second-hand covers ol

known makes in all sizes at 10/- each, p i

carriage.

PREPARED Patches, assorted, M/C sizei

dozen. Belts, all makes, any lengths; pr
application. ,

*

H. EMANUEL and Co.. Tyre Factors; Storti
Ball's Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l; Office: 3

grade Rd., Stoke Newington, N.l 6. Tel.: ]

3161.

ECONOMIC Tyres.—We have the following We
and clearance covers and tubes in stock- fl

on 7 days' a-pproval against remittance, carriag-'

passenger train.

ECONOMIC—24x2, Clipper Ideal, 15/-r tnbe^

24x214 (also lor 2in. rims) Clincher Jal
Luxe, heavy, 20/-.

ECONOMIC—26X2 Clipper Rubberstud. 17/e
214 Palmer heavy cord, 37/6;- Firestone it

28/6; tubes, 5/6.

ECONOMIC—26x21/2x214 Goodyear All-W
37/6; Rom inbberstnd, 25/-; tubes. .6/6. ^

ECONOMIC—26x2'/2 O.S. Rodfern heavy rnbb I

27/6; Clipper Ideal, extra heavy. 35/-; tub ',

ECONOMIC.-28X3 Goodyear All-weather,
Goorlrich Safety, 46/-: Firestone nou-skii

Portage non-skid, 41/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Stepney Roadgrip, 39
rich Safety, 38/6; Clipper, extra liea\

tubes. 6/6.

ECONOMIC—700x80 Beldam V-groovoo
Economic, extra heavy. 42/6: tubes. 6/6.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop Rubberstud, fully «s

24x2, 22/6; 24x214, 24/9; 26x2. 24/6;
25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.. 314, New Cross Rd
(near Town Hall). 'Phone : New Cross 13^

HBPPELTHWAITE'S.-JOOXSO, 650x66,
oversize, 28/- each: 26x2% and 21,4. 25

at 4/6, all well-known makes and guaranteed fl

sold and adveitised at 45/.—19, Wilcox H^l

Lambeth, London, S.W.S. 'Phone: 1958 Biist^:

a^fi All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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TYRES.
'^, 2'/^!. ^%' 2'/4 and 2.—Remaining stock ol

>,iV Beldam rovers, to clear; 25/- each; post-

i extra.—Homerton Rubber Works, Brooksby's
cfloraertou, E.9. [0331

:',. iiepaii rtpeoialists.—H.F. process throughout.
luiJing lelreading burst covers. Every kind of

i'o lyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
he Motor Tyre Co.. 66. High St., West Brom-

r3955

li-DISTANCE Ketrends, three-ribbed pattern,

iurueii liUe new. 26in. tyres, 20/-; 2ain. tyres,

I'lirst tyres made perfect, chafed beads re-

il, tube vulcanising:, butt ends fitted; best work
[i: eouatry.—Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mow-

i^iSASE tlie purcliasing power yoii spend on tyres i

r liuving them retreaded at the Melton Rubber
1

i there i^ no Query, better far than clearance '

/.*itb their defects; send for list. [0347 '

t ! Free ! — Startling reduction in Dunlop
I ,'per tyres, brand new, not perished W.D. stock. ,

riipw inner tube given free with every cover. '

:' 25/6, 26X2% 27/6, 26x2V2X2i,i 37/6, 28x3
,50x65 37/6.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Cam-!
if

[6524 I

![)NS, the most competitive market.—Further
[pplie^ Wood-Milne Kev-Grip at unbeatable
If 26x2V;.. 4-plv. 24/6; 26x23/^, 4-p!y, 26/-;
\ 4-plv. 23/6; 26x2iAx2i^. 4-plv, 28/-; 24x
i:v, 18f-: 700X80, 3-ply, 28/6; 650x65, 4-pIr,
{BxS. 3-ply, 27/6; 28x2i;, 3-ply (Amercian),
|(elow.

kf'>f3.—Fonowing perfect stock, maker's guaran-
': 26x2';.. D. heavy, fluted, 22/6; 26x2^4
9/6: 26x2'-'.. D. extra heavy, ribbed, 32/6;

\ liitL.-.', 52;-.—Eeiow.

L;'X3,-700x80 Palmer cord, 42/6; 28x3 G-ood-
jir A-W.T.. 47/6; any tyre approval against
iice, carriage paid.—Masons, The Tyre House,

[0916
T4NKS.

,,—Brand new tanks, latest pattern, for Doug-
j

las machines.—Beechwood, Stapleton, Bristol.

[ [6044
*jS for B.S.A.. new, 35/-; ,19X0, 1922.—Cov-
ary Tankers, Ltd.. Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[5830 '

is for Triumphs, new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.— Cov- '

=iry. Tankers, Ltd.. Hearsall Works, ^Coventry.
i [5831 !

J3
for Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19;

J

5-.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works,
i [5832 ,

ii Wads or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, !

ijsfened, handle-bars, etc., plated. Estab-
'

i) yeais.—Attwood's, 86,- Rosebery Av., Lon-
j

I'!-!- [7073.J

'llALISE in Repairs, re-builds, and tanks to I

Insure. Enamelling to any pattern. Quick de- I

A telow.

'['TRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principle
t ufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup-
j.ra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry,

I' [5829
1 jAS Pattern Tanks, new and enamelled,
iplete with all fittings and B. and L. pump;
I; ier with plioto on request.-G. Day, 85, '

S , Birmingham. [6602

l\ re-enamelied to pattern, high-class work i

ij ; 16/6; special terms to trade.—Jenkins and
[

I
hard St., Atkinson St.. Deansgate, Man- 1

i Established 25 years. [6557 >f

i| in stock for all makes, new and second-
j

;ii. from 30/-; partiLion leakage and all repairs
'

fa; re-enamelling, makers' colours and trans-
J/nteed.-Park Tank Works, la. Paradise Rd.,
ij N.5. [5181

ijr'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit macJiincfi
1 Qjost the leading manufacturers, with plated

^
omplete, at 35/-; guarjintee for 12 mouths
ry tank supplied.-Gordon St. Tank "Works,

b 'I'hone: 1774. [0S96

P).—All kinds made to order. 32/6 each, in-
;fing-2 plated tHlers, 2 taps. Delivery 14
^riage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
^ Enamelling, one colour, 10/6; two colours,
-ider forms from H. Pee!. The Liverpool Tank
tJ '- tjmithdowu Lane. Paddington, Liverpool.

[9194
BELTS.

L Line in Clearance Belts, all brand new,
2in.xVftin. and %in.; 7/6 each.—Herbert
Ltd., Green St., Cambridge, [6525

i3.x%in., 5/-; 7ft.x%in., 5/3; 71t. 6in.x%in.,
8ft.x%in. 5/9: Duulop clearance belts;

paid; approval.—Da vies, Union St., Wednes-
[4^5

NES lor Belts.—Dunlop Round Top, ^^in..
; 7v3in.. 2/1; lin.. 2/7; IVJiin.. 3/1 per ft.
ide and chrome, %in.. 1/-9; lin., 2/-; IVRin

J,:t.~228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, Lon-
^ Tel • aafii N'orth. [6628

1-John Bull, 7ft. 6in.x%in.r 12/6; 7ft. 6in.x
|m., 16/-; Dunlop. Avon and Pedley cut to
^m. 2/-, lin. 1/9, Vsin. 1/6, %in. 1/4 per foot;
Onew and -guaranteed. Sent on approval against
Side Rubber Co., 58, Praed St., W. [6697

FORWARD WEATHER-
PROOF PLUGS ensure
perfect protection fronm

damp, ram and mud and
should be used by all riders

in winter. The cap can
be instantly detached for

testing the spark.

Forward Fasteners give

greatest satisfaction. Read
this unsolicited letter from
a satisfied user

—

"
1 may say i have

used your -Fasteners for

the last eleven years, and
have not had one break yet,

and I ride about 200 miles

a week all the year round.'

w.c.

FORWARD.
Adjustable

Fastener
Leather Links -

Beit Punch-

KING HOOK.
Detachable

Fastener 1/3

Adiuslable,. - 1/6
Leather Links- 1/-

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, B'kam.

CONSIDERAB1.EREDUCTIONS
IN PRICE OF

"JOHN BtlLL" lYRES
RUBBER ""sundries

Send for illustrated lists at onee.

LEICESTER RUBBER CO., LTD.. LEICESTER

BELTS.
KAA Motor Cycle Belts, odd leueth^, best makes*^"" tle-Tiins at pilt prices, not W.D. goods; fift.x
^iin.. 6/-; 6ft. ein.xlin.. 9/6; 7ft. ein.xl'/flin.. 13/6
aijlendid chnnce to secure a pnare; oarrifiKG paid
anproval.—Willinm Arthur. Scottish Tyre Mart, 10
Hninilton St., I'nislt^y. [4861
T3ALATA and Chrome Belts.—A client writes to sai
jJ-* the jidvantages of these belts are absence of slii

in wet wenther, iudestrur-tibility of its wearing surfar-es,
where rubber would peel off in shreds; price per foot,
^/4in. IK. %in. 1/6, lin. 1/9, iVsin. 2/-: fasteners 9d:
each, postage 1/-.—Sole maiiniacturers, rollin tmd Snn
Hollington, St. Lennards-on-Sea. [487*;

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D., ^iin., eft.

6in.. 8/2; 7ft. 6in., 8/5; ^in.. 7ft. 6in., 9/5; 8ft..

10/1; 8ft. 6in.. 10/9; lin.. 7ft. 6in.,10/a; 8ft.. 11/-: 8ft

6.in., 11/8: IVsin.. 8ft.. 16/-; Bates' short lengths,
^iin., 5ft. 6in.. 5/-; ?^in.. 5ft., 5/6; leather belts,

^/aitl., at 1/6 per ft.; Belt fasteners. 9d. and 1/-- Post
1/-.—The Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate,
E.G. [0933

CARBIDE.
"fTINEST Carbide, pre-war qualitv; 19/6 ewt.-CarbideA l»epot. Deuby Dale. Hiidderifleld. [4760

CARBIDE, highest grade only; 18/6 cwt. ; immediate
delivery.—Kemp's Garage, Importers, Louth.

[5810
CARBIDE, finest qnnlity, 19/6 cwt., F.O.E.. neaiesl

dppof : coated. 24/-, ex Bristol only, C.W.O.—
Hort?e and Co.. Warwick ild., Bristol. [3152

CARBIDE, highest grade only, no seconds, all

meshes; 19/- cwt. drum; ex ?2 depots; imme-
diate delivery —EUoc Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End,
Wisbech. [2851

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
gas yield, all sizes; cwt. 21/6, V2-cwt. 12/6. 28 [b.

7/ 6, drums free. (Depots in all parts.)—Young, Im-
porters, Misterton. Somerset. [1316

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in lib.,

2 lb-, 4 lb., and 7 lb. lever tid tins, also 1 or 2 cwt.
drums, labelled or plain, quality guaranteed. The
cheapest firm in the trade. - The Premier Lamp and
•^ntrinpertng Co , Ltd.. Armley. Leeds. [5088

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable; 20/- per cwt.,
drums free, cash with order," free on rail,

Aberdeen, Bristol. Belfast, Cardiff, Dublin. Edin-
burgh. Glasgow, Gloucester, Grimsby. Hull, 1 eeds,
Londo.i, Lowestoft, Liverpool, Lincoln, Manchester,
iNewcastle. Preston, Port Talbot, Runcorn, Sharp-
ness, Swansea, Yarmouth.— International Products,
77, Victoria St., BristoL [3271

PATENT AGENTS.
J.

E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New St.. Birmingham.
'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. [4808

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.-King. Registered -

Patent Agent. 146a. Queen Victoria St., E.O.
35 years' references. [0129
Ty. BRYSON, B.Sc, AdSoc.M.lnst.CE., Chartered

' »» Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.a2. 'Phone: Holborn 672. [7917

PATENTS, EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.
EXPERIMENTAL Work.—My tool room, engineering

works, drawing office, and laboratory are devoted
entirely to esperiniental engineering; secrecy guaranteed.
—Leopold Ward, B.Se., A.C.G.I., Harmood Place, Ohali
Farm, N.W.I. 'Phone; Hampstead 7559. [0945

CLLB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained under this heading for

announcements required by Clubs. Rate 3d. per
u'OTd, minimum 3I~.

AGENCIES.
REPRESENTATIVES Wanted calling on motor

cycle agents. Sound lines.—Motor Cycles Acces-
sories Co., 43a, New Cross Rd., London, S.E. [5933

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks for 2%h.p., others a-t competi-

tive rates.-Erne=it Bass. 40, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 328. [0009

ECONOMY with Security.—Comprehensive policiei
from ^3/10 ; Morgans, £6 ; sound companies.—

A. R. Broadhuret, Buchanan Buildings, 24, Holborn,
E.C.I. [5979
'• nPHE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy is the policj

-- authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covert
motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for prinat*
purposes Complete comprehensive coTer. Masimnra
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

spectUf^es on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-

dent Insurance Co.. Ltd.. 77. Cheanside. London-
E.C.2. [OOOf

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.

—

Train by post for this paying profession. Stajt
a business of your own. Prt/spectus free.-Agricultural
Correspondence College (Dept. T). Ripon. [0389

SITUATIONS VACANT.
REPRESENTATIVE with sound connection araonf

agents in the Southern C-ounties- wanted !or

sale of the Stoneleigh 3-seated Utility Car (now
offered to the public at £185 net) and Tradesmen's
Vans.—Write fully, stating age, esperience, and r^
mnneration . required and when at liberty ; ™arlc

envelope " Private," and address Controller of Sales,

Stoneleigh Motors, Ltd., 78, Marykbone I^ne, LondoiL
W.l. .

[6683

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue ^47
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SITUATIONS VACANT.
LOCAL Representative wanted, with or without ex-

perience.—Tynesider Pillion Seat' Works, Union
St.. North Shields. [0907

FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS.
WANTED, live partner with small capital; keen,

experienced, interested iu the marketinc ol bifi

twin, solo type motor cycle.—Box 4163, c/o ThG Motor
CyclG. - , [6515

PARTNEl?. require-l in Jive Garage and Motor Hepair
business on niiiiu road in S.W. London. A.A.

and A.C.U. repairer. Petrol pump being installed.
Must be energetic, good merhanic and driver. Capital
required lor half sliare, £250.—Box 4162, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6512

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

(^yCLE Agent, repairs and sideline business for
^ sale, lock-up shup, SoutJi Coast, no opp'.sition;

trade £15, Tf-nt 11/-, all at; £250 for quick sale;

owner taking larger business.—Write, Box 410;^, e/o
Thp. Motor Cycle. [5V84

MOTOR Cycle Nlanufacturcr's Business in large
manufacturing city for disposal. Standard models,

2";ih.p. 4-stroke and 2-stroke. The efficiency of the
model is beyond question; gained many awards in
various A.C.U. trials. Good prosi>eets of develoi^ment
in various additional lines. Price for goodwill, plant,
stock, designs, and regislcrcii trade mark, £1,000.
Tenancy of light, wcU-plannf I works can be arranged.
—Apply, Mosleys, Estate Ag<-iUs, Wormald Row, Leeds.

16590
GENERAL TRADE,

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.

Terms 7Vj%. not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
fycles and cars bo^lgTit and sold for cash. Nearest
goods stations, Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R.; Wimble-
don, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.E.—Sole address. Palmer's
Garage, Tooting, London. [6533

WANTED.
WANTED, speedometer, foot pump, K.D. or Lucas

spanners.—2, Spriugbank Rd.. Lewisham. [faulO

MORGAN Wanted, w.c, dynamo, late, cheap.—Full
particulars, 8, Wheatfield Gardens, Belfast.

[5823
CLUTCH back wheel, suit 8b.p. Eat. state con-

dition.—Clark, Barnes Rd., Portslude, Sussex.
[5963

WANTED, IVlorgan or Rover ; exchange new
Raleigh lightweight.—1 , Othello St., Liverpool.

[6318
WANTED, light car, 7-9h.p. Indian combination to

be- taken in part jtayment.—17, Byron St., Ilkes-
ton. [5990

N.S.U. Gears or Parts, other gears , magnetos

,

accessories, cheap.—Box 4153, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6118

F'OR 1917 2=4h.p. Douglas, crank cases, r^ylinders, fly-

wheel, induction pipe.—McGill, 9, Annandale
St., Edinbiugh. [5849

CASH waiting; bankrupt stocks W.D. spares; send
particulaiE.—Easterliouise Engineering- Co., Bella-

liouston, Glasgow!-. [3807

WANTED, Levis horizontally-opposed twin ^engine,
73 or 75 mm. bore; particulars and prTce.—19,

Hawkins Rd., C^oventry. [5809

LIGHTXyEIGHT Machine and Auto-Wheel wanted,
condition immaterial; state lowest price.—97,

Latchmere Rd., Battersea. [6013

WANTED. Triumph 3-speed hub wheel; exchange
free eng'ine wheel and cash.—9, Prince of ^ales

Terrace, Pontefiact, Yorks. [5734

PREMIER Parts or complete Premier motor cycles,

in or <nit of repair, also Triumphs.—Jack Ward,
11, Radford Rd.. Leamington Spa. [6386

WANTED, for countershaft Triumph, S.A. 3-speed
box, incomplete, back stand, driving side fly-

wheel, or pair complete.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Wal-
lington. [6241

WANTED, 1922 G.P. Morgan, in exchange for

1912 Jackson sporty 2-seater and 1919 Sh.p. 3-

speed J.A.P. combination; or oar orily, with cash,—
51, ITptan Lane, Forest Gate. E.7. [5298

OLD Man Hep will p,urchase gear boxes, engines,
sprfhg forke, carburetters^ magnetos, and dynamos,

also other parts; please state price—19, Wilco.^ Rd.,
South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [4537

W
EXCHANGE.

ARD and Co. for exchanges.—Below.

ROVER and A.B.C. Light Cai's at new reduced
prices. £180 and ;e255, completely equipped, in

exchange for your solo or combination and cash,

—

Below.

HAVE you realised how little cash may be necessary
with your outfit ? Deferred payments if required.

Distance no object. Send full particulars ol ' your
machine, we do the rest.—^Below.

WARD and Co., 51, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [4561

4-SEATER 12b.p. Alldays (see Car column).~63,
SoIqu JRd., Brixton. [6073

2! DOUGLAS

Suitable !or 23 h.p. W.D. machines

rriottolSaO. H.B. Control. Eaylv

fitted 1 nlnce "' gear chain sprocket

IMPROVED HICH-STARTS

^* 32/6
o complete. ^^C|

Fitted

fJt without"• alteration. ' ^

Electric Lighsing Sets £2-12-0

6in, Head Lamp, -|-voIt. Accmnulator, Tail l.mii[),

Watch and Licence Holder. Polished Aluminium
finish,

Motor Cycle Accessories Co.
43a, NEW CROSS ROAD. S 6).

•Franco- J My Grey Suit ts
Barbe' ;..,., ..
customer*

; jUSt like
sav !

new
". . , As for the Serge Trousers, with one

leg soaked in crude Petroleum (12 months old stain)

bow you got the oil out passes my coraprcheusion."
L.G.H., Queen's Dock, Glasgow.

No matter how badly stained and soiled your suit or
weatherproof may be, Franco-Barbe treatment ^viU quickly

Cleaned
^^^tore its original smart look.

.•luxtrn.ft-r A'iVilndj'Sr'So/i-i Lid-

WeatherirooSs
retjnted to original Fawn
shade and reproofed. .

.

Gents' 8/8 ; Ladies' 7/6.

Trench Coats 9/6. Ask
also for " Fleur-de-Lvs

"

No. II, a storv price Jist

giving full details of Clean
iug. Dyeing and Repairing
Suits, Costumes, etc.

Address Dept. CM.

'^m^^s.

ROSCO
cyLiNDER BLACK

8R0S.Hiii(

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heal,

petrol, and oil.

Tins 1/2 and 2 .

post free.

OWEN BROS,
& Co. Ltd.,

HULL. England.

EXCHANGE
I^"i\CHANGE A..1.S. Combination fur

-J R., 44, Kin^ Edward St., Slough.

IEXCHANGE new Raleigh Lightweight foi
-^ .IV 2-ricater.— 1, Othello St., Livei-pool.

1 Q21 (late) Sports Zenith 6h.p., cquippt
J-«i' power.—27, Flaston Rd., Plumstead.

T\^0 4h.p solo' Triumphs, oxehange late
cash adjustment.—57, Stopford Rd., E.

EXCHANGE your present raachino for a
or motor cycle at Kays, 8, Bond St.,,

EXCH.\NGE 7-9h.p. Sports Solo, p-crlect. i

smaller mount.--B. Watson, Kirbymoorsi

1 Q17 Matchless Combination, M.A.G., fully
X«^ Easting, for lower power.—7, Linda St
sea.

1Q15 A.C. light car; exchange Combine
*/ cash; ,';ell ^120.-341, Upper St., N

North.

J^iXCIIANGE 31'i.h.p. JIumber Coinbiuation,
-^ eouditiou, and JitUe cash, lor Big Tw

Boston.

SPORTING 2-scatcr Ilumberctte ; £90;
Matchless combination.

—

4a, St. John \
London.

EXGHANGP: countershaft B.S.A, Comhin
higher power; eash cither way.—67, Fgi

Balham.

INVICTA-ViLLlERS, equipped^ £19; 2- c

cycle or gear box part; offers.—110, Mars'
Bedworth.

TRIUMPH II, bcautilul conditioD; escl
Ner-a-Car aud cash.— G, Crystal Palaei

Rd., S.E.19.

1Q20 Clyno 2^jh.p., 2-3peed» hand clutch,
A*' £40; exchange 4h.p. polo.—Box 4148,>
Motor Cj/clv.

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rudge Combination, good oi -

J-v cash for Jlorgan or other 3-wheeler,—

'

St., Dartford.

"I Q20, all on, 5'A'h^. Touring Anel, perfe
Ai' and £15 lor best combination offered,
tent St., Ayr,

EXCEEDINGLY smart i921 G.N. for soir
bination.—37, Daleham Mews, Hi \

•Phone: 4608.

4h.p. late 1919 Douglas Combination andn
good 6)).p. cumbination.-" Lurline,"

'

Rd., BJackheath.

TRIUMPU, 3-speed, clutch, lor Indiao.
7-9h.p. preferred; sell £33.-71, Fore

West, I^ytonstone.

FORD Tourer, new oondibiou, fully equipi
i

age 5,000; exchange combination.—^9,
Rd., New aialden.

3ih.p. ftldtor Cycle, mechanically perfect,

2 and cash; or sell dilS.—G, Rivereley B
eaton, Warwickshire.

EXCHANGE S'.^h.p. Triumph, 3-speed b

bmatfon, for 2-speG(f Lightweight.—B(
c/o The Motor Cycle.

EXCHANGE Wolseley Lanilaulet-, Bosoh
Zenith carbiuetter, lor 2-seater car.—

B

c/o The Motor Cycle.

1 O20 7-9h.p. Ameri(;an X Combinatiou,
-Lt7 lighting, for ' Bleriot-W^hippet or- iat^l

40, Aynhoe Rd., W.14.

F.O.C.II., the exchange specialists; bes

allowed ; easy payments arranged.—5, H
Hampsteud (near Tube).

EXCHANGE 1922 G.N. dynamo, dickey,

for Morgan, combination, cash.—" ^rw
East Hill, Wandsworth,

G.W.K. 2-seatcr, new hood, ,40 m.p.g., go

throughout, for dynamo Henderson conibi

18. Clapham R.I., S.W.8.

LADT-BACK Tiindem. 23-22, _3-speed, cont

new, htinps, etc., for motor cycle; sell £
Moore I'ark Rd., Fulhoiir.

EXCHANGE 1919 Harley, SO-guinea _sicle<

condition, lower power and casB; sell £''

Sutherland Rd., Croydon.

GARDEN 1921 2-seater. equipped, overhsi

motor cycle. American preferred.—

B

Lauriston Rd., Wimbledon.

HALIFAX.-New 4h.p. chain drive T
special exchange allowances.—Halifax Mi

change, Horton St., Halifax.

JQLS B.S.A. 4^Ali-P-. perfect, trial, for goo

it/ Zenith or Rudge and little cash; or sei

Swanliill, Shriveuham, Berts.

MORGAN wanted for sporting Powerplnsi

Combination, fully equipped, ,t4x paldji

27a, Brent St., Hendon, N.W.

D0T7GLAS 4h.p. Combhiatiou, tax paid, soi.

ditjon, for 2%h.p Douglas or Lightweul

cash.—88, Gloucester Place Mews, Portman St'

348 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote tae ntimbei- at the end of each adveHisement» and the date of the issue
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EXCHANGE.
mANQE Mntchless 1921 M.A.G, Gombinafcion

(?' 1922 Morgan, cash adjustment.—9, Edith
shot Grove, East Ilara. I[5995

I' SION 3'..h.p. 2-siie*e(ls, .exchange for lisht-

virlit or 81i.li. V-twin eiiKiiie, cash adjxistraent.—

.p|.:IoIim.'*iflcl(1, iir. Slu^ftieia. r5865

CANGIS Triumph C^mibination, 1918, and piano

iBavestafr, for late Tniraph-Gloria combination.

X ,157, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5725

E'lBRr*ON Combination, lower power and cash,

;I0 preferred; lathe or pianu and cash cun-

P<-B..' 62, Brodrick Rd., S.W. [6222

II i 5'AU.p. Combination, smart. Tor shalaby

"liclas 'Ctmibination or higher power; cash ad-

1, s.-Halletl. DitchlinK. Hassocks. [6325

( VNGE splendid Morgan, perfect order, air-

cicd, compicto with lamps, for good piano and
-jto-icftlSS, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6199

vij914, excellent condition, special sports bodj',
'

('trie' lighting, speedometer; exchange solo; sell

_1 vlott, Kingston Rd.. New Maiden. ^[6050

lioo Luxe Morgan, M.A.G., air-cooled, splendid

(1 itition, any trial; exchange combination,

itT3.-7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [6296

:^ANOE 3';_'h.p.,Rudge-Multi (1919). fast,

for pountci'shaft Triumph,
sell.—Brown, Miuster Hotel,

and
solo or combina-
York. [5922

^ Grandfather Clock, oak case, by Porter,
pcm^ham, £25; exchange late lightweight with
.l.fyer, 213, Ebury St., Pimlico, S.W.I. [5692

pi. 920 Douglas Combination, mechanically per-
;t -ind ii^25 for best combination, 6 or 8h.p.

—

III, 4, Lovelace Gardens, Southend-on-Sea. [5814

i .EY Combination, 1919. electric, acetylene
liting. discs, speedometer, oversize tyres, ex-

l leaver power.—17, Sussex Rd., New Maiden.
[6043

4ANGE for Solff and Cash, 1920 8h.p. 2'Se!it-'T

nplin, hood, screen, lamps, licensed, n--w
'laranteed; £58.-89, East Hill Wandsworth.

[6108
JJIPORT Clearance Sale.—See Ariel. Bradbury,
:on, James, Scott, and Miscellaneous columns,
417, Lord St., Southport. 'a'hone : 1273.

[6171
ANGE Brand New Hudson lOh.p. Light
for solo aid cash; Triumph for preference,

-Brewster, Sparhawk St., Bury St. Edmunds.
[6163

ANGE Bosch Magneto, Brooks Pan saddle.
26x2V2 covers like new, lot, for good gramo-

3iiil records.—Box 4154, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[6198

1922. 2\'4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, perfect; £55;
Iiange with cash for 8h,p. Rover considered.—
ackwell's, Landsdowne Rd., Croydon. "Phone :

[5730

i2''ih.p. A.J.S. Sports, just delivered, unpacked,
xchange for cheaper mount, solo or combina-
1 cash.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Put-

[6641

AED Table (half-size), cues, balls, marker,
, new condition, for 2-stroke cycle, good con-

:. Wheeler, 51, Townsend Rd., Southall.

X. [5850

'S and furniture offered and taken in exchange
:li either way) for motor cj'cles. 3-wheelers, or
.• or "secund-iiand.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
ne. [6215

^NGE De Dion chassis, 10-12h.p., 3-speeds and
Tse, good tyres and condition, for motor c cle
inaticn; or sell £35.—All. Husbands, Baker,
Vye.

'

[5712

ANGE 4h.p. Douglas Combination for Triumph
B.S.A.. combination, not later than 1919; any
rit3, r., (;/o P. W. Peel, 33, Gtoke Rd.,
Bucks. [5729

i.p. Fiat Taxi Landaulet, 4 speeds^ new
.res, fully equipped, splendid condition, any
cchange.—Ward, South Western Garage, New
Surrey. [6551

Douglas, 2--:ih.p., 3-5peed, all on; 18Et. yacht,
rop keel, all gear, both perfect;, for good Com-

er 1922 Heavier Solo.-92. High St..
1, Redcar [5752

ELD, late 1921 (Vickers). 8h.p., Combination,
igdyno, electric horn. Easting; perfect, ex-
si-lo or lower. power co-mbinatioii.—39. Craven
,
Wimbledon. [5695

ANGE 3i^,h.p. Premier, 3-sp6ed, countershaft,
k-stjirt«r disc wheels, smart raa^:hine. lor light-
an. cash; sell £38.-48, Erskine Park Rd.,
i, 'lunbiidge Wells. [6297
ANGE Phcenix 10-12h.p. 2-3-seater. 1912
^^',A'^

^^'"- ^^^ good combination and cash,
£UO.-\\iIkin, 5, Elmwood Grove. Whitlev
rLhumberland. (D) £6306
.p. Renault, streamline 4-seater, 1914 perfect
Drder. very economical, fast, reliable, tax paid-
^«^°^*i"^^*'"*" °^ 2-seater and cash.—Ewers,
Rd., Burton-on-Trent. i[6036

HORPE 1913. 13.9h.p., 2-seater, dickey, ev.
lent condition, equipped; 65 guineas. Ex-motor cycle or combination.—Delancev St.Camden Town, N.W.I. "[6152

rSPARES^AND I

REPAIRS
FOR

NORTON
& Velocette
Machine^

--B-
Whatever your requirements may
be, you cannot do better than

come to the

Specialists

0*Donovan Motors
(D. R. 0*Donovan & H. H. Beach)

76a, GT. PORTLAND ST., W. 1.

"Odonoraote, Wesdo, London."

Museum 5S00.

BANCROFTIAN GO.'S GREAT BARGAINS.
TYBES (Clearance but not \V.D.)._Hutchinson 26x
2J, heavy T.T., 22/6; Passenger, 26x24 lor 2J, 32/6;
extra heavy 3-ribbed. light car, 700x65. 32/6;
650x65. steel stud, car type. 52/-; Hutchinson,
700x75. to fit 650x65 rims, small car. extra heavy,
39/6; Palmer. 26x2. light. 21/-;-28x3. cord, heavy,
unblemished, 52/6; 26x2V>, cord, heavy, 35/--
Clincher de Luxe, heavy. 26x2"/,. 32/6; 26x2
Junior de Luxe, 21/-; 26x2>/,, 24/6; 26xl?4. 16/6
Postage 1/3.

''y?^,*;~^*x2 "'"' 21. 4/6; 26x25 and 21. 4/11;
28, 5/6; 28x3 and 700x80. 6/6. Postage 9d
Great Purchase of Genuine " Bobjon " Lamps.

...
, , ... All new and perfect.

Nickel-plated on brass, black and plated, and all black
Large size, SSin. front, with powerful back lens, large
generator, sufficient for two lamps, suitable for aheavyweight machine. 25/-; complete as illustrated

Original Price 55/-.
Price

Also smaller set. British made," suitable lor light-

weights similar to above. 4iin. front- Plated on brass
or all black. 16/6. Original price 42/-. When cleared
can never be repeated at near the price. Postage 1/6

Special quotation for quantities.
GOGGLES.—Pitted with genuine Triplex fflass. 15/
model to clear, 8/9. Limited quantity. Postage 9d.

WATERPROOF SUIT.-Double-breasted coat and
seatless trousers. less than pre-war prices. Original
price £4 10s.. £2 25. Postage 1/6.

TAN-SADS.—A few with back seat to clear. 28/6.
'Original price 57/-. Carriajre 3/6.

HORNS—Special purchase of genuine " Clayrite

"

electric rjotor cycle horns. 4 and. 6 volt. 29/6, usual
price £2/2/6. Reliable electric, up to 4 volt? only.
15/6, usual 29/6. All new and perfect. Post 1/6

We can supphj everylhino lor the Motor Cyclist at
Competitive Prices

BANCROFTIAN CO., r„-n!i.=„''°'>fS'|
Gram? " Chaikel. London." Pl'ion-^': Lr.ndon Will gSo?

EXCHANGE.
/^.N. 1921, dynamo lighting, very fast, in excellent
^^ condition; £,125; or exchange combination and
cash.- Waldron Motor Mart, 645, Garratt Lane. Earls-
neld. 'Phone : Wimblednn 607. [6481

ZENITH 8h.p., 1919-20, countershaft CombiBation,
Montgomery, Easting. Bonniksen, insurance,

small mileage; £78; exchange solo or Morgan.—31,
Nelson Rd., Landport, Portsmouth. [6142

EXCHANGE 1916 Singer 2-seater, licensed, lamps,
hood, screen, spare wheel, perfect, lor G,P.

Morgan, combination and cash.—" Parwood." 89. East
Hill, Wandsworth. Battersea 443. [6107

MOTOR Cycle or Combination Wanted in exchange
for twin Unic taxi, in good running order.—

Croxford, 497, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen.
S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond 1142. [6203

1 Q21 3',l.h.p. Sports Sunbeam, electric lighting, Bon-
-«-i' niksen, and late 6h.p. Enfield combination,
any examination, for late Rover 8h.p.— 1, Dingwal'
Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1035. (P) [6143

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Good ?econd-hand 2- anc
4-seaber5 at bargain i)rices. I also supply new

Matchless solos and combinations.—Seabridge, Hanslei
Kd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [6942

SLIijilT Cars, latest models, awaiting exchange
for ,iny motor cycle; deferred payments; list

with pleasure.—Marlborough (Motor House), 20-22,
Finchley Rd.. N.W.8. Harnpstead 7355.- [6567

"1 Q18 Clyno Combination, equipped, enamelled black
J~*J and gold, perfect condition, 4 interchangeable
wheals, Easting si-rceii; £65. or e,\change about 4h.p.
solo and little casli.-Box 4147, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6015
4-SEATER Car, 15h.p. Gregoire; 4-cyl., Bosch.

Zenith, etc., new tyres and spare, very smart
turn-out, exchange for Morgan, G.W.K,, or Match-
less.—Norfolk, Dorset JMews. Dorset Rd.. Clapham,
S.W. {6674

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
will take your old motor cycle or light car in

exchange for a new model; any make supplied from
9tock; we will give vou a fair deal for cash or easv
ti'rms.

*

[6526

I ATE Indian 7-9h.p., Powerplus model, apcessories,
J year's tax, splendid touring condition ; exchange

best 2^i.'ih.p. Douglas offered and £17 cash, or 4h.p.
Triumph, £12.—7, St. Mark's Mansions, Tollingtor
Park. N.4. [6114

EXCHANGE very sporting 3-speed New Imperials

Precision, o.h.v. Green engine, yellow and black,

perfect condition, unique machine; level for 4h.p.
Norton, anv year if good.—22, Fourth Av., Selly Park.
Birmingham. [6402

JEXCHANGE Fiat Car, 12h.p.. 2-seater, double
^ dickey, spare wheel, hood, screen, electric li^ht

set, any trial, for 1922 8h.p. Zenith Sports, Sunbe;im
Soatt; or sell £130. -OUiver, Bridge Inn, New Euirl.nnd

Rd., Brighten, Sussex. [5778

rC|21 BcardmoTe-Precision 3V2h.p., 2-stroke, spring
•^ frame, new sprockets and chain, smart, nde 50

miles to exchange, valued £45; wanted, A.C Soci.-ibIe

ami aa,sh, or level exchange Tamplin or combin^t-'.n.
—10, Avenue Rd., Weymouth. [5775

LATE 1918 Hnrley-Davidson Combination, excellent
order, enamel and plating as new, fully equipped,

new tyres large, comfortable sidecnr, genuine' outfit:

£75, or lightweight and cash.—Bryant, Milton Villa,

Sterne St., Shepherd's Bush, W. [5975

EXCHANGE.—1914 Enfield 2-seater, double dickey.
tax paid, 12-14h.p., 2 new tyres, spare wheel,

.speedometer, clock, enamel very good, 4-speed and
reverse, all lamps, good order, trial willingly; sell £75;
exchange good combination and cash.—17, Southgate
St., King's Lynn. [6331

LATE Sunbeam Combination (45 guineas), sidecar,

screen, stonn apron, speedometer (P. & H.),
lamps, tools, spares, guarant t-ed perfect ; also 90-bore
Zenith super sports co'nbination, 1 918, very fast

;

separate or together, cash either way, for Morgan cr
Rover.—90, High Rd., Leylon. 'Phone : Maryland
2829. [5761

REPAIRERS.
BONNIKSEN Isochronous Speedometer Repair

Specialist.

SEE what those who use this service have to say :

" Many tha.nks for your rare and refreshing
promptitude, efficient and economical repairs to my
Bonniksen speedometer and parts." Signed —

.

THE Above Letter expresses an outstanding feature
of this establishment.

ALL Repairs and Replacements are earned out same
day; also orders for nev? instruments executed

per return.

'TIRADE Enquiries welcomed.

any Bouuik;t)iCONVERSIONS Undertaken <-i

Speeflometer.

ADDRESS: J. E. Bonniksen (Sun of Inventor), 1G5,
Tachbrook Rd., Leamington Spa.

BANKERS; The I^ndon Joint City and Midlaii !

Bank, Ltd. [0931

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer gears repaired
proTiiptiy, nnlv venunie parts used.— 21, Bramblp

St.. Coveiitfy. [444e

*n letters relating to advertisements sHouid auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the
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REPAIRERS.

ARMSTRONG oi' Sturmey-Aroller Gears Bepaired
promptly and efficiently. — County Engineering

Co., Hounslow. [0517

T>AT Repair Specialists.

FRAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Cut-downs,
new forks, back stays, chain stays; fixed and

hub gear ina,chines converted ; tube bending a hd
machining of every description; -obsolete parts made
to order; urgent jcbs returned in 12 hours.—The
Roval Bunting Engineering Co., 5, Palace Mews.
Enfield, London, N. [8109

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

CYLIiNDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has no
equal. Price, complete with piston, from 25/-.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind yonr cylinder at our works.

—

Foster, of Leeds. 170, Cardigan Rd [0003

FRAME Repairs.—New tubes, lurks, heads, etc. We
are specialists.—Below.

CONVERSIONS to countersliaft, gear boxes fitted,
i

drop top tubes; wurkman.ihip guavauteed ; imme-
diate attenliun; reasonable charges.-Henry V. Smith,
Osmundlhoi-pe, Leeds. [5175

EXPERIENCE Counts; over 20 years is at y.air

service in repair's.—Below.

FRAMES Repaired and Altered; the pifueers ol

cutting down lo luw riding position.—Below.

ENGINES Overhauled, rebushed, etc., cylinders
rebored and new pistons fitted, aluminium pis-

'

tons, engine sprockets, etc., nmde lo pal tern or
skeU'-h,—Below.

CONVERSIONS.-Sturmey-Archer, .liirdine, or Bur-
man gear boxes ti.tted to any hub or fised gear

;

Tnachines. Particulars and qnotati<.ins upon request,
i

First-class workmanship giiaranteed.—A. Pilkington '

and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Birmingham. [3859 .

WHITTALL.-Pistons, cheapest, promptest; cinnk-
'

shatts reground. accuracy gnatimteed.

WHITTALL. —Cylinders reground and new complete
pistons, iieri'ei:tioii guiirantPed. AVelding- ps-

pert(5.-Whittnll Machinists' Co., Wlnttidi St., Birming-
ham. [0017

REPAIRhS done for the Tr^de.-Mnhawk Cycle Co..

Ltd., 502, Alexandra Rd.. Horusey. N.8. [5971

SADDLES re-covert'd. returned 2 days; 7/-.—
Welsh, 70, Culford Rd., Dalston, London. [6121

WELDING Aluminium Crank Case, gear boxes by
experts; immediate attention; reasonable prices.

•—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed
since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;

new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St., Birmingham.

"

[3797

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer gear repairs,

and replacemenU fi'om stock at compeliLive
prices.—TaV is tc>ck

.

ARMSTRONG Par.ts..-Maiii axle, £1/2/6; small
Sun, 5/9; large Sun. 6/9.—Tavistock.

ARMSTRONG Parts.—Clutch caps, 5/6; Planet
pinions, 1/3; send for latest price list,—Tavis-

tock.

STURMEY-ARCIIER Countershaft and hub gear
repairs

; parts from stock ; please write,—Tavis-
tock.

GEARS.—Any type of gear boxes cr gear replace-
ments made to pat-tern or drawiue: send cears

passenger tjain.—Tavistock EnRineeriuc Co., Johitsou
St.. Nottinfi Hill Gate, London. 'Phone : Park 3447.

r0917
INDIAN Owners.—If yr\i have_ trouble with your

machine, send to Indian repair specialists, Dennis.
89. Brixton Rd.. London. [3655

MORGAN Repairs carried out at reasonable charges
by engineers.—Richardson's Garage, Rosslyn

Mews, Rosslyn Hill. Hampstead. [5957

i^.C.C—Cylinders Reground; new li^ht pistons;
V-/ Triumphs quickly; revised prices.— Gradior
Afachine Co.. Stafford. (Estd. 28 years.) [2376

FRAME, Fork and Chassis Repairs; tubes and lugs
replaced as new by experts; discount to trade.—

Langham and Co., Fitzroy St.', Leicester. [5146
"DLATING and Stove Enamelling, all colours; motor
-- cycle parts and tanks as new; discount to trade.
- Lahghara and Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [5145

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc.,
made like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—

Tonge Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Man-
(hester. [6608
CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc.; accurate

and highly finished work; prompt delivery; price
list on applicatiou.—W. and F. Wills, Ltd.. Engineers,
Bridgwater. [0728
SPEEDOMETERS.-Repairs to all makes, Stewart and

Corbin a speciality, second-hand sets supplied.

—

The London Speedometer Co., 73, Tamworth St.. Ful-
ham. S.AV.6. _ [4868

You may send us your orders

for Cylinder Grinding with perfect

confidence, because it is work in

which we specialise and guarantee.

We grind cylinders truly circular

and with sides parallel to within

"001 of an inch. Tell your

Garage or Dealer to send your

work to us to ensure prompt and

. satisfactory service.

WILLI^ias^MsfES'^ GLOUCESTER —
' '

!P6o7ie.

immediately

ARMSTRONG and
STURMEY-ARCHER

We make a speciality of prompt

and ifficienl REPAIRS, and

GUARANTEE that when a

Gear leaves our works it is in

perfect order.

Tiears repaired same day as received, or .i'hile messenger

amis. Every Spare in Slock. Send (or Price List

HUB or
COUNTERSHAFT

County Engineering Co., fy^

Staines Road, HOUNSLOW. ^^
Railway : L. & S. W.

Wires: "Thrcesppe:J,Hounslow.
'Phone : Hounsiow 322.

Reprintfrom "S^fl)A/f/s" Columns in "The Motor Cycle."

THE REPAIR OF HUB GEARS.
On many occasions we are asked where parts and

replacements for Armstrong and Sturmey-Archer hub
gears can be procured. We recently paid a visit to the
works of the Cromwell Engineering Co., 327, Putney
Bridge Road, London, S.W.15, and were extremely
well satisfied with the way repairs are carried out to

epicyclic and other types of motor.,cycle gears. All

parts are made on the compyny's premises, and all

repairs are skilfully executed. It is interesting to note
that during the war the Cromwell Engineering Co. were
doing very accurate gauge work. They have special
machinery for making gear wheels and for cutting the
internally toothed rings used in the two hub gears men-
tioned. Repairs are also executed to countershaft gear
boxes,

TfiY— CROMWELL ENGINEERING Co.

Works : 327. Putney Bridge Road, S.W.15.
'Phone : PUTNEY 1601

FOR SOUND GEAR REPAIRS.

I^EPAIRERS.
WELDING.—Cracked, broken, or Fcorci 1,

welded and maehrned; aluminiuTii v,. 1

specaality.—Leeds Motor a*d Welding Co,, P |
Lane, Leeds.

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enanielU-

handle-bars, etc., pla-led.— Sentl to Mnjr,.

Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers aDd
to the trnde.

WE ci\a supply internal giindin^ t-),i.

itgs, specially designed for eimdiij-

(in the liithe.—H yuu m'e interested, writr

Park Rd., Rugby.

CYLINDER Regrinding and lUting ol iif-v

our speciality. We also supply pi^'

gudgeons, valvts, guides, bushc.«, tie., lov

(jt engine.—CM. t).

PISIS3NS complete lor all standa-rd make.
to 21/-; despatched return post.—CM. 1>.

CYLINDERS Reground and fitted with -new j

rings, -.ind gnduenns complete; Z'Ab.p. 1

20/- each; 2-^'4h.iK Enfield, 25/-; 2^;.'(h.p. J.A.I 1

S^^jh.p. and 4h.p. Triumph, Rover, J.A.P., B.S. 9

beam, Rudg^ elc, 35/-.—C.M.p.

O-^TROKErt.— Levis, Villier.s, Velocett?. Ai:

/W Hudson, cU-., 35/- complete; all reiui

hour?.—CM,D. Engineering Co., Leamiii_

'Phone : 768.

BAT Repairs.—You cannot do b-tltr

your machine to the makers, w bo
1

necessary tools ;tnd iigs [or alignmenC, i]\<

iiig a satisfactory job.

BAT Gear Box Parts.—We can supply a j

from stock.—BxVT JMotor Manulaetoi [I

Penge, London, y.E. 1

FRAME Repair Specialists.- New tnbes, fork I

cut down, conversions, enameUmg and t

at "lowest prices; quick despatch.-A. E. and I

tain, Bently Lane, Walsall. ,. i

CONVERSIONS to Countershaft in 7 day j

boxes in stock; frames repaired ana t

see Parts and Accessories.—Derrington, iitaii \

Kew JVIaldtn. 'Phone : 256. jl

TRIUMPH Cylinders Reground and, &H> '

genuine Triumph piston complete with t)

gudgeon; 35/6; returnetl in 24 houvs; J.A.P., i

Rover, etc., same price.—Behiw.

E Specialise on Engines, cumpleie overha

part made to pattern or drawing, accura 1

only —Harvey and Co., 47, South Lambeth Rd
)

{150 yards "frum Vaxixhall Station). 'Phone

Brixton, '

HARLEY-HAVIDSON Repairs and CoinvM i

hiuils,- bv lute works foreman and i

mechanic—Private address, J. P. Boughton,

tison Rd., Child's Hill, N.W.2. .'

SCORED Cylinders Repaired in 48 hoars, pr

per cvlinder; engines rebu-rhed and ovei

35/-: twins, 40/-; aluminium repairs of all ^

Godwin's Garage, Sunbury-on-Thames.^ I

STURMEY-ARCILER Hub and countershaf i

repaired and overhauled. Officially appoi;
|

Sturmey-An-her Co. Lightning dehvery.-

1

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa.

WELDING.—Broken fianges, aluminium .|

cases, cracked vfater jackets, valve Si I

welded and machined complete; scored bordJ

in and ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CY'LINDERS Reground. new pistons fitted <>

in cast iron or aluminium.-West London^

ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone; C

536.

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhftitii i

renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam exi

the makers' own depot. 57, Holborn Viaduct, i

Competent and satisfactory service assnrea^

C'
Y'LINDERS Reground, accurate finish, .cj

sion guaranteed; TriumpL, Rover. Premie'il

a^fih.p. Douglas, 25/-; 70mra. bores, 30/-J ml
gudgeons complete, t*ins low price.—Below. •;

PISTONS, all patterns, oversize -speciaH6t.i

-price.—Below. ,
'.

PISTON Rings, oversize or step cut, 2/^; at,

1/6; return post; none better. TBOusi

testimonials.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd.. A' I

W

WOC 2-speed overhauls: Humber, Bex, V.S., •

r Alldays, Hoc countersliafts; man\)la«n:

all Roc parts.—J. Connolly and Co., Mfg. En
\

Now Crown Works, Lower Ford St., Coventry

HARIBY-DAVIDSON" Eerairs and Overlai

'

are now aWe to irat work in land witnoii i

skilled staff nnder carefnl eupervision.-Harley-l

Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St., London, n.l'

CYLINDER Orindera.—We regrind cylinders I

oversize pistons. Douglas 23^h.p., lS/9 pe '

der and piston complete; J, A. P. or any other'

i

bore, 30/- complete: Triumph or anv 8t>mir,.

35/- complete. All work done on Heald and C '

machines." A first-class job and qnick delivOT :

teed.-The Edwards Engineering Co., 225, Acto

Chiswick. W.4. 'Phone : Chiswick 1383.

RiiO All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue
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The 1923 T.T.

THE decision to hold Tourist Tropliy races

for 250 c.c, 350 c.c, and 50b c.c. types

respectively, as recorded in last week's

issue of The Motor Cycle, is again re-

viving the question, so often discussed in

these columns, as to whether the capacity of the

Senior T.T. machines should be reduced.

The purpose of the Tourist Trophy races is to

. develop a type of motor cycle for touring pur-

poses, and not, as some might think, merely to

increase its speed. Brooklands exists for the

latter purpose, and the Isle of Man course was
chosen because it provided conditions met with

by the tourist. But -for the Tourist Trophy
races the change-speed gear might have been
longer in materialising, and the development of

the sidecar machine retarded in consequence. A
gear box is not an essential on a Brooklands
racer. Speed is not the chief factor in a tourist

machine; within limits, economy is more im-

portant. Therefore if the T.T. races eventually

develop the ideal types of motor cycles for the

.public, they will have served their purpose.

True, the racing machine of to-day is the tour-

ing motor cycle of to-morrow, but if, instead of

encouraging the evolution of the 80 m.p.h. tour-

ist's mount, the races produced one which hah'ed
the fuel bill, a better purpose would be served.

Effect of Reduced Capacity.

One way to bring this about is to reduce

engine sizes. Speed must, of course, be the

deciding factor in the race, but instead of en-

deavouring further to increase the speed of the

500 c.c. machine, an attempt should be made to

equal the performances of this type with one of
smaller capacity.

Last year's Senior race proved that this event

has developed into a race between the most
daring riders. It is questionable whether the

designers of any of the motor cycles which fin-

ished learned anything to assist them in produc-

ing faster machines next year. From a technical

point of view, undoubtedly, the 350 c.c. races

produced more data. It would then appear that

the I.O.M. course has no more to teach designers

of 500 c.c. solo machines.

500, 350 and 250 c.c. or 350, 250 and
175 c.c.

It is not many years ago that the 250 c.c.

engine was regarded as a toy. The Lightweight

Tourist Trophy has developed it into a

thoroughly practical proposition and capable of

speeds exceeding those of the 350 c.c. class a

few years ago. Now an even smaller type is

coming into prominence, but has yet to be proved

and developed, hence it seemed natural to sup-

pose that the 1923 races would be for 350 c.c,

250 c.c, and 150 or 175 c.c. types.

As has frequently been pointed out in The
Motor Cycle, , the so-called ^ lightweights of

250 c.c are little, if any, lighter in weight than

the senior contestants. If the governing body as

organiser of the T.T. races exists to develop the

tourist motor cycle, then its duty is to consider

economy. The term lightweight is a misnomer
while there exists a large number of lighter

machines. The 350 c.c. engine now equals in

performance the 500 c.c. type of pre-war days,

and the efficiency of the 250 c.c unit approxi-

mates to that of the 350 c.c. of a decade ago.

With proper encouragement the 150 or 175 c.c.

unit should take the place of the pre-war 250 c.c.

engine.

To Encourage the Ultra Lightweight.

Not for a moment do we suggest a race

for motorised bicycles, but everything should be

done to foster the development of small

motor cycles, cheap to run and capable of being

produced at low initial cost.

1i..j'f/, y -^ y y ^ y y / / y y y / / y y y' y y ^ ^ K. ^^KK ^^^^^^^^^ -^^ ^^ ^^ v. ^.Sv. s \ S V \ .a

An index to the advertisements in tinis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Ad Nauseam.^
_ERMANS are patient fellows. In pre-war days

they manufactured the only decent waterproof
glo\-e I have ever owned. Youngsters who have

never seen one may be interested to hear that it was
as thin and flexible as the lightest kid ; that it was
absolutely and positively storm-proof ; that it furnished

a perfect grip for levers—yes, even for wet metal

;

that it was not expensive; that, although waterproof,-

it was never really
'"' sweaty " inside; and that it was

durable—my 1910 pair have only lately dropped so

far to pieces as to be absolutely unwearable. Yet,

although many clever fellows are seeking a living in

the rubber industry, no Briton has yet managed to-

produce a similar article. Here is a screaming oppor-

tunity for brains and capital. If anybody can produce
a glove with these qualities, and back it by two-pen-
north of very medium quality salesmanship, he could
sell perhaps half a million pairs this winter. Every
motorist would want them, plus not a few people who
don't motor.

Puncture-Sealing Tubes.
' Y own experiences of Challenger tubes have been

so satisfactory that when two readers greeted

my recent reference with complaints, I for-

warded them to the manufacturers. They reply that

complaints average very considerably less than i per

cent., of the tubes sold. In these rare cases, the usual

explanation is that a tube has been heavily chalked in

fitting; that the nail or other puncturing instrument

carries chalk into the patent tube ; and that the chalk
prevents proper sealing of the black mastic. Other

f
"1

i -Ixion's"- MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are
\

I
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The i

i
Motor Cycle" Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.CA- \

complaints have been ascribable to bad litting. They
consider that if the tube is properly fitted in the first

instance, with a minimum supply of chalk, satisfaction

should be assured. I can only add that in two years

of continuous use, I have been perfectly satisfied.

One objection is, of course, common to all tubes listed

at higher prices than the plain tube—your loss will be

increased if a cover for any reason comes off the rim-^

e.g. through a skid, lurid cornering, a burst, or violent'

braking. But my luck has been well in so far.

More Sales ?

THERE are thousands of potential motor cyclists

in the country, who fall into three classes, viz. :

(i.) Those who want a motor cycle, but cannot

yet afford one.

(ii.) Those who intend to buy, but wait for " some-

thing different, " or to be convinced that prices have

touched rock bottom

;

(iii.) Those who would relish the sport, but are too

inert to take the plunge.

Motor cycle manufacturers must look towards (ii) and

(iii.). The Last point hinges on energetic salesmanship.

The second class variously desire lighter machines,

cheaper machines, a more " all-weatherish" machine,

cleaner machines, more comfortable machines ;
prices

have probably touched bottom until the motor cycle trade

is Fordised by some Napoleon. In brief, bigger busi-

ness hinges on more forcible salesmanship, coupled with

a designer who will do what the Ner-a-car reople

attempted last year, and make a bold effort to meet the

notions of those who do not faiicy the conventional

touring models.

Every Rider a Salesman?

THE welfare of the private rider is so bound up

with the welfare of the industry that in these

trying times every amateur ought to regard him-

self as its 'debtor and ally. If he owns a decent motor

31
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Occasional Comments.—
cycle, he owes enormous pleasure and considerable con-

venience to the people who made it. He should pay

his debt by regarding himself as an honorary salesman.

He will not get his reward in the form of cash com-

missions, as the professional salesman does. But he

will get it none the less. Not until the manufacturers

are relieved of eternal financial anxiety can we expect

that generosity of service, boldness in design, and per-

fection of material'and workmanship w-hich every decent

producer longs to give the public if only commerce is

stable enough to give him a free hand. The average

professional seller of motor cycles is usually a poor

salesman through no fault of ^his own. He cannot

know his, rather impecunious public really intimately.

He generally has other irons in tlie fire—a repair shop,

rycle trading, possibly gramophones and prams and

hiring out Fords as well. If the industry provides us

with an honest 'bus at a fair price, we can do it a good

turn by advertising _
the 'bus,

and we shall reap our reward in -
,

due course.

Sanity Plus Enthosiasm.

KHAVE sold thousands of

motor cycles in my time

-without, of course, a penny

of commission. When I come

across a good machine, and eke

make an acquaintance whose

days would be brightened or

whose labours would be light-

ened by owning a sister 'bus, I

coax him to buy one, and he has

repeatedly done so. On the

rare occasions when I get stuck

aith an inferior machine, or a

tolerable machine marketed by a

stupid firm with bad business

methods, I keep people off it

;

the sooner a " dud " concern

feels the draught, the better for

everybody concerned. I also

try to keep my head. I never

encourage a nervous elderly man
to buy an S.S. 80 Brough
Superior, nor do I humbug some
i6st. resident in Devon into

buying a single-geared baby
two-stroke. (I have known pro-

fessional salesmen guilty of
both these crimes.) Some riders

do not recognise the immense
power which they wield.

Cynical outsiders expect a pro-

fessional salesman to lie (though
the best salesmen do not lie).

But what the private rider says,

usually goes. The quiet, observ-
ant man, who is watching and
wondering, never forgets Avhen
he hears one of us make some
such remark as:-" Well, all I

can say is that the machine has
done me awfully well. I've

3

"£'1..

TRL^L THIS YEAR
trickle compared with

IN ALMOST ANY
This splash IS the merest tnckle compared with some
which have been included in recent trials. Although of

little value except in proving the water-tightness of the

ignition system, the negotiation of a watersplash certainly

provides some fun while it tests the driver's judgment.

had no trouble, I ha\en't replaced anything except

tyres, she is comfortable and reliable, and I find

the firm very decent people to deal with." The
listener may not buy one himself there and then,

but he will quote what you say when some friend
of his is investing. It seems to me only just that we
should pay for our happy hours on the road in this kind
of way ; and our debt is due not only to the financiers

who have risked their capital and to the designers who
have spent their brains, but also to many horny-handed
men in modest streets, for whom a flourishing industry
means regular work and freedom from those paralysing
domestic anxieties which seldom come our way with any
real acuteness.

Queer Carbide About.

F course we should all like to use electric lamps,
but dynamos are costly .and do not realise a
fair percentage of their ".price when we make

room for a . new machine, to

which the old dynamo can sel-

dom be neatly or easily trans-

- \- ferred. (A hint for the trade

X in that. If only standardised

\ design enabled us to take a

dynamo off our 1922 Buzzbuzz
and put it straight on to our

1923 Bark-Bark we should all

buy dynamos instanter.) In the

meantime we use acetylene. And
there is some very funny car-

bide about. I know just enough
chemistry to give a wide berth

to ribbed blue bottles with red
labels. Otherwise my mind is

a blank on the subject. So I

cannot explain why it is that my
pet generator functions admir-
ably on one tin of carbide, and
yet when I buy another tin the

burner essays the Morse code.

As a bland ignoramus I' should
say that some of the carbide on
the market generates more
steam than gas, and steam is

hardly illuminative. But I

daren't say this lest some
earnest young man in large horn
spectacles with two dozen letters

after his name should trample
on me ruthlessly. So I will con-
fine myself to the safe remark
that carbide, beer, taxes, roads,

and several other things aren't
'

quite what they used to be.

I have not found the same in-

consistency in different tins of
the same marque, nor can I

condemn wholesale all carbide

bought in bulk. Gentle reader,

if you stumble on a brand of

carbide which carburets evenly

I strongly advise you to

stick to it. Because some of

them don't
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Price Reductions ; Quickly Detachable

Bodies; the Man who Couldn't Stop.

By "FRIAR JOHN."

LJOW is it that petrol, a few sidecar outfits, and
* certain small cars are within shouting distance

of pre-war prices, and yet many other things are still

double the cost? Houses with garages, for instance,

ill a "desirable" locality are still double their old
value. Beef, butter, and beer, I understand, are still

double. Of course, there are a thousand and one
logical reasons why things in general should be just as

they are and why they cannot at the moment differ one
iota from Avhat they are—political economists tell us

so. Ho^^'ever, I do know I can buy a thoroughly

reliable sidecar outfit for less than a hundred pounds,
and that petrol is only 5d. per gallon more than I was
paying in the old days. Vacuum flasks and tyres one
can nearly beg. The thought of this will be a pallia- •

tive on that day when I sign away jC^d, for taxation, and

jCfi or ;£i for insurance, and ;^io for garaging, and
—but we will leave the rest. I ivas going to talk about

depreciation.

<s> <s> <*- -*-

VV/HEN sidecars were first introduced, and for years
''' afterwards, the advantage of quick detacha-

bility was a big talking point. But the popularity of

the complete outfit r, . j . u » .l- r l
, 1 i 1 •!! J ii_ (Jrnatc decoration characterises this rrench
has almost killed the j^^j^^ ^^ L^^is Vannod, but for a two-
double-purpose idea. seater the design is partic larly neat and not

The lover of a in the least cumbersome,

highly-tuned solo
machine has only
luke-warm interest in

sidecars, as a rule,

and the ardent side-

(sarist .is usually a

thoroughly scared in-

dividual when riding

a solo machine on
anvthing but dry

and smooth-surfaced
highways.

A point that manu-
facturers •' h o u 1 d
Avatch, however, is the

quick detachability of

the body from the

chassis. The c o n -

tinual attaching and detaching of the chassis from tlie. i

machine may cause faulty alignment, nuts may work i

loose more quickly, and at the best it is an awkward,
one-man job, but the lifting of the body from the •

chassis can do no harm. Whilst the line of least re-

sistance continues to be taken by makers in their fitting

of the transmission on the near side, all bodies should

be made quickly removable. Surely, only a little favour

to ask for; and when I say quickly and easily I mean,
quickly and easily, not confusing the term with con-

tortionistic exercises in the nose and seat of the side-

car.

<S> ^S> <!>

T AST year a colleague returned from the Paris Saloft
•'—

' so eulogistic regarding the sidecars produced in.

France that this year I determined to visit the Gay 1

City to see these wonders for myself. I was dis-

appointed, but this was not due to any exaggeration

of the qualities of last year's models, but fashion has

changed, and instead of the splendid examples of'i

French coachbuilding art which were exhibited last

year, interest in the sidecar seems to have gone, and'

only a few mediocre types w'ere exhibited.

In order to justify himself, my colleague has pre"-

sented me with a photograph of a model which par-

ticularly appealed to <

him last year, and I

give it here together

with an illustration of

the model exhibited in,i

Les Invalidcs at this

year's Salon. There

is some difference,

^ but all the same I

think the present-day

model is a standard •

production, while the

1 92 1 affair w as

merely built for the

exhibition. There is

a lot of this sort of

thing at shows, and '

my companion
pointed out several 1

specimens, in both

the motor cycle show '

and the car salon,

19
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Passenger Machine Topics.—

which were ex-

hibited last year

and have evi-

dently been
wrapped up in

cotton wool in the

maker's ware-
house meantime.

There was a

really handsome
sidecar attached to

the Lutece ma-
chine, a miniature

yacht finished in

natural woods

—

mahogany and bird's-ej-e maple—and
copper fastened. Nevertheless this was
little if any better finished than the

Berthon Boat Co. 's sidecar at last year's

Olympia.
-* o <i= -«-

COME Victorian manufacturer made
*^ a fortune by '

' inventing
'

' the

safety-pin, and everybody admitted that

the idea was cute and brainy ; but it was

an Egyptian invention for all that

—

about 2,000 years old. At the Paris

Salon car makers and the public were
enthusing about windscreens for rear

seats which were fitted to hinged dashes

exactly like those on many of our side-

cars, in fact like the Turner sidecar of

ten years or ^o ago. Car makers have been a long

time recognising the value of this idea, but they did

not forget to make it a talking point in Paris.
<> <s> <s> o

IN last Aveek's Autocar a correspondent relates an
*- extraordinary incident of a driver of a sidecar who
was unable to stop his machine. The writer, speaking
of cars getting out of control, said of the particular out-

fit that collided with his car :

—

"... The magneto switch wire had been carried

away, the throttle w-as not working, the gear lever was
jammed in second, and the rider forgot the clutch.

The front brake was not working and the rear one was
not pow'erful enough to stop the machine. In despair
the driver, who confessed he lost his head, turned off

the ma in —

-

road in the

hope of
event u a I l~y

using up" his

petrol ; but
he met my
car -mstci^d,

fortunat e 1 y
with no more
damage than

smashing up
his machine
and carrying

away a run-

ning board
and wing

12

A coupe hood and screen by A. W. Ayden, 139 Homsey Road, Holloway, London, N.7. A point of

interest is that there are no loose side curtains to fit when a complete coupe effect is desired.
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from my car." The writer continues,
" I did all I could for the party

by taking them on to their destina-

tion, but it is easy to see that there

were all the elements necessary for

a fatal accident, for a couple of

hundred yards ahead was a right-

angled turning with a stonewall,
while a farm road led away in an

enticing direction to the river _with

seven feet of water only fifty yards

round a corner.
'

'

It is futile attempting to analyse

the driver's motives for turning up
a bye-lane under

the circum-
stances. Maybe
you and I would
have done likewise.

The sudden
realisation of be-

ing unable to regu-

ate the speed of

his machine owing
to the jamming of

the throttle prob-

ably caused the

driver to lose his

head and forget

the clutch. But
every sidecar

should possess a

rear brake suffi-

ciently powerful to eventually stop the engine. It is

past my comprehension how owners dare risk, as

hundreds do, their passengers' and their own necks by
riding outfits which are in the most decrepit condition.

-i> o -t^ <>

T MET a friend recently whose habit it was before
* the war to order a new outfit each November when
he visited 01)'mpia. I asked what his choice was to

be next month. He shrugged his shoulders ; it was a

shrug that spoke volumes. It meant everything that is

horrible from an enthusiastic motor cyclist's point of

view. For w'hat can be worse than going along the

blazing stands at the show knowing that none of the

new models can be yours for the ensuing year. That
was the burthen of his song. My friend couldn't sell

his 'bus and
had thor-

oughly made
up his mind
that it was
impossible to

stU it ; that

he wasn't

going to

O 1 y m p ia
;

that if an

accident did

happen and
he found a

customer he

should
eschew
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There is distinction and grace in both these A.G. models, made by
A. G. Gamier, Paris. The upper illustration shows that the

French were in no way behind us last year In their idea of what
a fully equipped sidecar should be. The lower illustration shows

that this year's model hss been simplified in appearance.
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Passenger Machine Topics.—
motor cycles for ever; that the pastime wasn't worth

the candle; that the country's trade was going to the

dogs.

The day was typical of the summer we have had,

damp and drizzling, and he went his way with a

countenance thoroughly in keeping with his mood. 1

know I shall meet him again in the thronged aisles of

Olympia, his pockets stuffed with catalogues. I know
he will drag me by the arm to a particular stand and
inflict on me his ebullient enthusiasm concerning some
new model he intends to purchase. He will have
found a customer for his old 'bus, or else conferred

with one of the good Samaritans who say, " Old
machines taken in part exchange."

<j> o <> -a>

TTHERE are still thousands of sidecarists using

acetylene lighting, and will continue to use it

because of its low cost. If their night riding is con-

fined to a dozen hours or so throughout the winter they

can hardly be blamed for hesitating to pay from ;£t-S

to ;£2o extra for the luxury and convenience of elec-

tric lighting. It's an excellent idea, however, to utilise

battery lighting for the sidecar and tail lamps. Com-
bined gas and electric lamps can be bought for 12s. 6d.

or so cdmplete with a 4-volt battery. An acetylene

head lamp alone is an easy thing to manage, but when
a single generator feeds the head and tail lamps and
another the sidecar lamp almost invariably trouble

ensues before the three lights are burning brightly.

If the battery idea makes no appeal, the substitution of

brass for rubber tubing throughout the installation will

save a deal of exasperation.

OCTOBER igi//, ig22.

npHERE is a bite in the air, and there is a real tang
* of autumn in the sweet smell of sodden leaves.

It is a glorious period of the year for sidecarring—if

one can escape on the right day ; a windless day when
smoke ascends in thin, straight columns from village

cottages that are veiled in the grey haze of autumn.
There are no days quite like those of a bright October,

and I join with the week-enders in the fervid hope for

brilliant week-ends during the next month. If only

to spite those who have laid by their machines, refusing

to pay V.-1,. tax for the last quarter of the year, do I

trust for a brilliant finish to 1922.
O -4> -^ <=>

"DENNY plain and twopence coloured " forms part
* of the policy of several light car manufacturers.

By this I refer to the practice of offering un--

painted aluminium bodies with an option of a range of

colours at an extra charge. Most sidecars are not made
of aluminium, but that is no reason why manufac-
turers should not give us a larger selection of colours.'

It is not to be expected that our tastes coincide with

those of the people responsible for the lack of variety.

^Vl^ile on this topic, why don't motor cycle makers give

us the option of having the tank of a colour we fancy?
After all, it is the tank that gives the finishing touch to

a machine. A ^iend rather fancied a Royal Enfield, but

green is his pet aversion—and was responsible for him
deciding on another machine. Several sidecar makers
at the last show were offering to paint their wares in 1

public school colours to order. I am not suggesting

that tanks should be decorated in fancy colours, but

surely makers should offer black tanks when their

" standard " is bright green, red, blua, or purple.

TOURING IN SWITZERLAND.
Nowhere in Great Britain are hills to be found which test the cooling capacity of an engine like the long and finely-engineered roads of

Switzerland. Those who have never driven up their tiring gradients, often miles in length, can have but little idea of the severity of

the test. The illustration depicts a water-cooled Morgan in the Montier Gorge ; the driver is M. Jules Neher, so well known as the President of

the Swiss Motor Cycle Union,

a 24 2S
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS. ^n||^

Taking Petrol from a Tank.

WilSN no drain tap is iitted, take off

the horn bulb, squeeze it up as

much as possible, insert the neck

in the ta,nk^ under the petrol surface of

course, and release the bulb ; it will fill

, by atmospheric pressure, and tlie transfer

to anouier tank is an easy matter ; the

operation is like filling a fountain pen on

a larger scale ; on replacing the bulb in

its proper place a surprising- improvement

in the tone of the horn will be noticed,

presumably due to the remains of the

petrol cleaning the reed. F.A.S.

Cheap Kick-starter Pedal.

ON the gear box of a Birmingham
reader (" H.A.") the kick-starter

pedal was one of those separately

screwed into the crank, and it gave trouble

by frequently coming unscrewed. After

making good one or two losses by
standard replacements, " H.A." purchased

a 4in. x jin. coach bolt from the iron-

mongers, and with
a couple of nuts

A coach bolt as a

iick-starter pedal.

and a spring

washer fixed it

through the crank, where it has done long

and efficient service. An improvement is

j
to file down the sharp edge of the bolt

, head, or, better still, to fix over the
i unthreaded portion a piece of rubber
hose-pipe.

Preventing Carburation
Disturbance.

ON many two-strokes and most flat-

twins the sideways projecting car-

buretter is often disturbed in its

functions by the rider's leg, or part of his

clothing, coming against the air intake.

Air inlet shield to

prevent accidental

stoppage of intake.

To obviate this the Dduglas-Amac car-
buretter has a small cage over the intake
gauge, but " G.M.," of Eythorne, has
found a small U-shaped piece of sheet
coipper (fixed by the carburetter holding
bolts) still more satisfactory ; the illustra-
tion thereof shows the construction.

16 _-

A Selection of our Readers'
Home-made " Gadgets," with
Practical Hints on Work in

the Garage and on the Road.

Useful Soldering Iron.

ALTHOUGH made some years ago, a

soldering iron used by "C.E.J.,"of
Nottingham, is well worthy of men-

tion. The copper bit is tapped with

similar threads both axially and radially.

A
Timing for Speed. .

S a basis for expermient the follow-
ing

_
are suitable valve settings for

various engines :

(i.) Inlet opens t.d.c, closes 44°
after b.d.c, exhaust opens
53° before b.d.c, closes
20° after t.d.c.

(ii.) Inlet opens t.d.c, closes 60°
after b.d.c, exhaust opens
60° before b.d.c, closes 17^

after t.d.c.

(iii.) Inlet opens 3° before t.d.c, .

closes 45° after b.d.c, ex-
haust opens 73° before
b.d.c, closes 27° after t.d.c.

(for overhead valves).

D.J.H.

Aligning Chains.

CHAIN alignment is vital, and is less

easily verified in respect of the rear
wheel than many people imagine.

For perfect alignment, e.g., in a speed
event, the chain should be removed after
final adjustment, and a long straightedge
applied to booii sprockets, making sure
that it lies flush against tne four peri-

pheries which it crosses ; for touring work
it is enough to measure the distance be-

tween the rear tyre and the chain stays
on both sides, which in the absence of a
proper tool is easily done wnn a wooden
slider on a stick, after the fashion of

the shoe-fitter's foot measurer. See that
brakes and gear controls are correct when
the job is finished.

Lightening Reciprocating Parts.

IF the connecting rod of an engine being
tuned for speed is of strong H-section
the "web may be drilled to reduce the

weight. The type of piston required for

speed work largely depends on the design
of the engine; on most sports models the
aluminium slipper type has proved a great

success, but on mounts intended for side-

car work the original cast iron or a light

steel piston will probably give the best

results. As it is essential that the re-

ciprocating parts of a high-speed engine
should be as light as possible, the piston

skirt should be drilled profusely, and only

one ring need be retained. J.H.D.

An idea which facilitates the soldering of

snail work.

so that it can be used straight or as a

hatchet bit. The latter method of appli-

cation is often advantageous when dealing

with small Work which is difficult to

handle and elusive to hold.

For Old Indian Kick-starters.

HERE is another tip relating to the

Indian machine sent by a reader

in Holland (L. C. V,), who has pre-

viously contributed to these columns.

In this case the subject is the 1915-19

near-side kick-starter. Should the pedal

return spring weaken or break, the idea

is to obtain a long coil spring (in the

instance mentioned the spring out of an

A cheap return spring for an Indian kick-starter

pedal,

old candle bicycle lamp was used), and
hook one end into the spring anchorage
on the pedal. The other end is brought
up to the top of the tool box on the
saddle tubey where it is fastened by a
strap iron hook or clip. As L. C. V.
writes, "the whole is cheaper than one

of your Virginian cigarettes."

a25
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^e Sports Model mi

Hack Machine

London-Land's End competitors who scaled Beggar's Roost last Easter may be
surprised to hear that wilhin two miles of the top of the hill they might have

had to encounter lanes like this had not the route been altered.

The hamlet of Barbrook Mill showing in the fore-

ground the commencement ot Beggar's Roost ; the farm

cart is taking tlie avoiding road.

A 350 c.c. Lightweight and its

Service in the hands of a

Clu^ Official.

By "WESTERNER."

RIDDEN in all weathers, a machine which loses

its tune fairly quickly is likely to be a great
hindrance to one who has but little spare time.

I expect a motor cycle in these days to be as ever-

ready and reliable, as little in need of tinkering, as

the pedal cycle. After all, that is just the need of
the majority of motor cyclists, so my experience may
serve as a very fair guide to those in a like position.

' TVIy previous mount was a docile flat twin, very satis-

factory and reliable, but not over active in speed, so

I was prepared to find my new machine, a Francis-
Barnett 346 c.c. Jap-engined sports model, jumping
out of my hands, so to speak.

The first 1,000 Miles.

Town riding has formed a fair proportion of my
work, and at first I found the carburation a little

erratic at low speeds in traffic, due probably to my
lack of experience with the B. & B. carburetter; also,

like all high-compression engines, this one was very
susceptible to the ignition control lever.

The first real test came on attempting to follow part
of the struggles of the riders in that now famous
" Arctic " trial of the Western Centre on April ist

last ; the snow-bound conditions are now history, but
that single day produced more miles of slogging m low
gear than might fall to one's lot in a twelvemonth.

In North Devon,

Ten days later I set out for Lynmouth, partly for
business calls and also to see the " London-Land's
End" competitors on Lynton and Beggar's Roost.
I was informed at the " Ship " that I shouldn't get

a26

to Lynmouih on account of the snow, but I felt

it might be worth trying, so pushed on.

This little 'bus had never seen Porlock Hill before;

possibly it may have been the first F.B. to climb that

hill. It did climb, and no mistake. I know the hill
'

well, having ridden it many times on many machines,

but had never attempted it on a lightweight.

Ploughing Througb Sn^w.
A mile beyond the signpost the snow was reached,

and following -the- hard, narrow ruts, which varied

from 6in. to i2in. in depth, was no easy task. It-

was a low-gear grind, of course, and necessitated

many stops. The deepest part came somewhere near
'

County Gate, and there was no other course but to;

let the machine plough its way very slowly yard by

yard, whilst I straddled over it or floundered by its,.,

side. The wide front guard and the footrests acted

like scoops, forcing the lumps of snow up in heaps

even on to my knees until at the end of this section

the machine looked like a snowball on wheels. This

was almost immediately washed off in a fair-sized lake

which' had formed from the melting snow, and

stretched the full width of the road for fif^ yards

or so.

TItjs sort of thing had the constant accompaniment
of half a gale of wind and occasional sleet storms;

it was not exactly enjoyable motor cycling, conse-

quently the long descent of Countisbury, in spite of

the rough surface, came as a welcome relief.

Lynton and Begg'tr's Roost.

Next morning, not having been touched, the machine ;

looked as though it had been at the bottom of a river r

all night (mud, not rust, for it is singularly free from
rusting propensities), yet the engine started first kickj,^,

32 :
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The Sports Model as a Hack Machine.—

nnd, without any attention, Lynton Hill was climbed

quite con:ifortably, as also w-as Beggar's Roost.

An attempt to continue the route to Simonsbath

proved hopeless ; the moor was still snow-bound, and

at one point the drifts were level with the hedge tops.

Lynton Hill was climbed again next morning, and,

after watching the "fun" on Beggar's Roost, the

return trip to Countisbury was made. -

,

This journey made up some 350 miles, the petrol

consumption being approximately 92 m.p.g. ; less than

half a tankful of oil was used. No adjustments

were made, nor was there any material damage dont:

to tyres or any part of. the machine.

Speed and a Strenuous Trial.

From Easter onwards there have been numbers of

long-day business runs when speed was desirable,

nnd it has been jsroved beyond doubt that over journeys

of about 100 miles an average speed of 30 m.p.h. could

be maintained if desired.

Perhaps the best day's work with the machine was

a successful performance as a member of a club team

in an inter-team trial—over a more or less freak

course of eighty miles, including five hills, each taken

twice, three of which involved the fitting of straps

on tlie rear wheel to counteract wheel spin. Although

it had the smallest engine in the trial, it completed the

course without loss of marks, and with two out of a

possible four bonus marks for clean ascents.

On Dartmoor.

The 4,000 mile mark was reached during a few

days' touring from Torquay as a centre; each day

was spent on the Moor or its fringe, and main roads

were avoided as much as possible.

With close on 5,000 miles scored in a little over

six months, I have still to experience trouble worthy

of the name; this machine has brought me no end of

good running, wdth speed enough for all my needs, and

reliability without question. Moreover, I am surprised

at the increase of comfort, or, in other words, the

absence of weariness after long rides, as compared with

my mounts of previous years.

INSURANCE PROBLEMS.
A Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

Insuring a C. Swindham, Caterham, vvi'ites : "I am
Nondescript building a motor cycle from various parts oi:

Mochipe, two- old machines. The engine is a twin of

unknown make, about ' 5 h.p.,' and many
years old. I should think the value would
not be more than £25, as the market is to-

day. ' What kind of policy would you advise
me to take out? Obviously if I fill up the
usual form as sent out by the majority of
companies I shall be paying too much,"

The insuranc<3 companies will not usually issue compre-
hensive poficies in respect of motor cycles other than thos&
of 'Standard make, but you will, no doubt, be able to obtain
a policy to cover third party claims, and this is the cover
we should advise you to take.*****
On a Strange A reader interested I'n a case of questioned
Machine. liability says: "A friend of mine, whilst out

with his new sports single was asked
by another motor cycling friend who came up
on a sidecar outfit whether he would
mind him trying his machine. This was re-

.luctantly acceded to. Unfortunately, on
coming round a sharp bend, the sidecar
owner collided with another motor cyclist.

This proved fatal to the latter rider. Is the
owner of the sidecar mount "liable to the
solo owner ? They were both insured.
If the owner of the sidecar outfit is

liable, is not the insurance company entitled
to cover him against any claim for damage
to the cycle he was riding ? Is not the
owner of the sidecar machine liable in case
an action was taken by the parents for
death of their son ? Is insurance company
liable in this case? Another insurance com-
pany repaired cycle belonging to rider who
was killed."

In thi-s case, the owner of the sidecar outfit would not
be liable to the owner of the solo machine for dam-
age to the mschine, unless the solo owner can prove
that there was gross negligence on the part of the person
riding his machine. The question of insurance will depend
upon the terms of the various policies held. If, for in-

stance, the solo owner has taken out the ordinary policy,

this does not insure the machine against damage whilst

being ridden by some other person, unless a special addi-
tional premium is paid for this. The sidecar owner's
policy, if taken out with one of the principal offices, will

indemnify him in respect of third party claims whilst
riding machines other than his own, but this would not
cover him in respect of damage to his friend's mount, should
he be found legally liable for the repairs. Any action taken
on behalf of the fatajly injured cyclist would be against the

person who was riding the solo machine, namely, the owner
of the sidecar outfit, and his policy should, as above stated,

indemnify him in re.spect of such third party claims.

Selecting Mr. A. Farnell, Leyton, E.IO, says: "In
Sound April last I insured my motor cycle with a

Companies. company for £50, receiving a policy dated
May 5th on May 6th. On September 17th
last I knocked a woman down, doing dam-
age to my cycle to the extent of 25s.

Everybody who saw the accident agreed it

was not my fault. I sent in a claim and
received a reply from another company
telling me they had taken over policy

holders of my company which had gone into

voluntary liquidation on May 13th ' on cer-

tain conditions.' Of course they refused to

entertain my claim, telling me they were very

sorry and could not understand why I had
not been informed before of liquidation. I

shall be pleased if you would inform me
whether it is worth while to put this matter
into a solicitor's hands, as I am now in a

position of being uninsured, and it would ap-

pear they have been grossly unfair to me."

In a case of this description your only right would be

against the company that issued the policy, and as that

company is in liquidation, it is not likely to be worth your

while to trouble further in the matter. No doubt all

the policy holders were circularised stating the terms upon

which the other company would take over the policies,

and it is certainly very unfortunate that either your name

was missed, or the circular miscarried.
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r)REPARING /Sr//n

I Winter^ ^

Attention to the Machine and its

Equipment. Importance of Suitable

Weatherproof Clothing.

By "ROAD RIDER."

THE approach of \vinter sets the tough type of

rider thinking in two directions. First and
foremost, he desires tO' reduce

'

' trouble
'

' to

the absolute minimum, whether in liis garage (steel

tools do not feel nice in cold hands), or on the road

(the always' annoying stoppage becomes a positive

tragedy on a dark, snowy night). ' Secondly, he will

be wise to take precautions against personal discom-

fort due to driving under unpleasant conditions.

Of all winter roadside trouble, tyre stops are the

worst. The tyres fitted at this moment to most
machines have undergone a hard summer's wear, and
are rather the worse for it. Covers may be thin or

cut ; non-skid corrugations may have worn down to-

wards the flat stage ; and tubes are disfigured by a

number of patches, some of which leak. It is quite

feasible to guarantee a tyre non-stop throughout the

six winter months ; and opulent riders will not regret

"the necessary outlay. Over-tyring—such as ,-^in.

covers on a 500 c.c. machine—is an almost infallible

insurance. Short of this, the cover allotted for use

at this date must have a .sound casing, free from cuts ;

thick rubber on the tread ; and the heaviest obtain-

able scolloping as a preventive of side slip. The tube

is preferably new and unpatched ; some riders insert

Jackson's Impervo, or swear by Challenger tubes.

New valve rubbers may be fitted ; the tyre repair kit

overhauled, and any summer depletions made good ;

and the inflator connection is quite possibly wearing

out.

Preparation of the Transmission.

When the tyres have been vetted O.K., the trans-

mission should come in for attention. Naked chains

should unquestionably be removed, thoroughly cleansed

in paraffin, and re-lubricated in a hoi bath. What-
ever lubricant is applied, it will certainly not enter

the fine clearances of the rollers until heat has thinned

it down to the consistency of water ; if it will pene-

trate cold, it is too -light to keep out wet. Cold
lubrication of chains is a sorry makeshift. Adjust-
ment must be looked to; and if the chain has reached
the stage at which a roller or two are missing, tiie

time has come for a new chain. A test of the new
chain will possibly indicate that new sprockets are

advisable as well—it is folly to run a brand new
chain over teeth which have worn away their virgin

accuracy. An old chain should be ' set so that it is

not too tight at its tightest point,
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Thorough lubrication of the entire machine is die

next stage, not forgetting such small bearings as those

on the brakes ; nor such inaccessible bearings as the

steering head or the hubs. It is specially important

that the hubs should be packed full of grease to keep

out water ; and Price's speciality runs in quickly when
tliinned by heat.

Wet Resisting Engine Details.

A trustworthy engine needs no special attention

beyond decarbonisaticm when due. But it is well to

cornmence the winter with the engine clean, and with

gastight rings and valves. There will be plenty of

low gear work and slow-speed work, Ixjth of which

imply heating up towards the maximum working tem-

perature ; and hills will be far harder to climb when
the wheels have to cut through inches of mud. So
everything should be efficient. Drain the oil tank and
crank case, replenishing with a lighter grade of oil.

The carburetter may be cleansed, and its control

wires greased where they emerge from their casings

;

frayed wires should be renewed. If the magneto is

not waterproofed, this should be done at once. To
my thinking, there is no protection to beat a thick

coating of vaseline, as it does not obstruct access ; it

i.s especially needed around the contact breaker, other-

wise " fixed ignition " will occur on the first really

filthy day. At the same time the platinum points may
be adjusted, and if necessary cleaned.

All controls should be greased. Bowden wires may
have hot Price's hub lubricant-,squirted down their

casings. Pedals and levers, working on spindles,

should have their bearings or eyes lubricated with a

graphite grease—this will last through the winter.

Leg-shields and Handle-bar Muffs,

Finally, the question of legshields and handle-bar

muffs should be considered. Both are more or less

unsightly ; but beyond all question they minister

enormously to winter comfort. I never know which is

the cosiest. When the front wheel swishes waves of

icy surface water off a soused road against legs re-

posing on a pair of plain footrests, I feel that ;^io

would not be too much to pay for legshields. When
an east wind plus a thermometer dropping towards

zero make thick hide gloves feel like nun's veiling,

I would swop all my gold medals for a pair of muffs.

I rather fancy that the Easting solo screen will be

"much worn this season," as the modistes say.
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Preparing for the Winter.—
A lot of nightriding is inevitaljle from November

to March. Fit a dynamo set if you can afford it.

Othervvise, insist on a dry battery tail lamp set, over-

haul the head lamp carefully, and if it is a gas type,

mount a resejrve carbide container on the machine.

Carbide tins are not good for pockets, and carry a

box of wind vestas ; mine live inside tile head lamp,

camouflaged by a lump of waste.

Clothing—A Vexed Question.

No two winter riders agree about clothing. One

school of thought believes in piling on as much cloth-

ing as possible, topping off with heavy waterproofs.

This system does not make for comfort on long rides.

Moisture is continuously evaporated from the human
body, and if it cannot get out of the-clothes, it stays

in. The man who pads himself out to the dimensions

of a grizzly bear will sweat his underclothing damp
even if he refrains from exertion after he is dressed

for the road. In a few miles the damp underclothing

will chill him. If a rider so attired starts his ride

with a minute or two of heavy exertion—kick-starting

a sulky engine, pushing the machine out of a stable,

pulling carrief straps tight, etc., he will be cold in

five miles. Of course, if the trip ahead is brief,

he will reach his destination before he feels frozen,

especially if he avoids exertion after dressing up, and

if he does not naturally, perspire very much. But on

a really long run or for a rider who perspires freely,

th? golden rules are :

1. Wear lots of thoroughly ventilated clothing.

2. Shun even mild physical exertion when
once dressed {e.g., start engine before donning

overalls ; strip off some clothing before roadside

repair.?, etc.).

Of course, if the day be wet or snowy, there is no
help for it. ' You have to choose between getting

wet from outside by the weather, or getting damp from
inside the clothing by condensed evaporation. The
weather being the greater evil, one dons drencher-

proofs. The two vital points about storm overalls are :

1. They must keep water out (few do, except

oilies).

2. They must let out the body steam, i.e., be

thoroughly ventilated.

The second merit is even rarer than the first. Two
or three eyelets at the fork and under the armpits are

usually the sole provision. A loose fit helps to some
extent, for which reason it is a bad thing to pull the

belt tight. These eyelet holes are often blanketed on
the inside by an almost impervious coat and breeches.

No perfect winter glove exists. Lined fur, worn
inside handle-bar muffs, is the best compromise.
During stoppages in rain, remember to shove the

gloves inside the breast of the jacket, when they may
keep dry. Some cheap furs set board hard after a

wetting ; a few comparatively expensive furs are all

but waterproof.

For the short ride to which many owners limit them-
selves in winter, such a get-up as snow or gum boots,

a Sidcot suit, and a helmet with ear flaps is satis-"

factory. A pair of goloshes or snowshoes will render

any old boot watertight, and they are more easily

removed than waders or tren_ch boots.

The best head wear is a helmet with ear rolls and
flaps, and a neck valance. Seafaring men sometimes
wear a sort of oilskin candle extinguisher with a face-

hole in front. If the face-hole fits your face, and
not somebody else's, these are excellent.

The leggings must not be of the pull-over type, -

will rapidly foul the inside of the

legs. The market now offers

plenty of leggings which
collapse in a heap round
your ankles after a few
twtaks at the fastenings.

^00
for your boots

A'

HIGHER MATHEMATICS.
CORRESPONDENT forwards two silly season

posers :

—

(i) Do the spokes at the top of a motor cycle

wheel travel faster than those at the bottom as ob-

served by a person standing on the road ?

(2) How would they appear to the rider of the

6

machine if if were possible for him to see them ?

Vast wagers hinge on the matter, which I present to

the public for decision. But the second question com-

pletely metagrobolises what was previously my pet

hypothesis, viz.. What would Queen Elizabeth have

done with/to Lloyd George? Ixion.
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HOW A MAGNETO WORKS.
A Simple Explanation of the Application of

ElectrO'Magnetic Induction.

By J. MALCOLM MclNTYRE.

TO go fully into the theory of the magneto in an
article of this nature is obviously impossible,

not to say undesirable; but the following notes

should enable the average motor cyclist to get a grasp

of the principles underlying the working of this small

but essential part of his machine.
The working of the magneto depends entirely upon

two simple electrical laws, or, to be more precise, two
special examples of the application of one general law
—that of electro-magnetic induction ; and these, two
laws may be explained with the aid of a couple of

simple diagrams.

For the first, then ; in fig. i let A represent a bar
of soft iron, around which are wound two coils of

insulated wire, P and S.

The ends of P are con-

nected up as shown to a
battery (B) and a switch

(X), and the coil S to a

galvanometer or other de-

tector (G). It is found that

so long as the current flow-

ing through the coil P from
the battery is steady, or is

not flowing at all, no move-

Hlllllllllll I
ment of the galvanometer

h^*'*'^ needle is seen, but every
'''''' time the switch is turned

either on or off the needle

of the detector is momen-
tarily deflected, showing that a current is set up in the

coil S. In other words, the coil S has a current
" induced " in it whenever the current in P is varied

—

i.e., increased or decreased.

Production of Current.

It is also found that (i.) the more sudden the making
or breaking of the circuit P, the stronger is the current

in S, although it does not endure so long; (ii.) the

induced current is always stronger at " break " than
at " make "—-that is, stronger when the switch is

turned ojf ; and (iii.) the voltage of the secondary
current is to the voltage of the primary current as the

number of turns of wire in the secondai-y is to the
number of turns of wire- in tiie primary. In other
words, if our primary has twenty turns of wire and
the battery gives four volts, and our secondary has
two thousand turns of wire, the induced current will

be at four hundred volts, but it will gain this at the
expense of its intensity, the amperage of the secondary
being only one one-hundredth of that of the primary.
(Such would be the case in a coil of ioo% efficiency,

which cannot be obtained in practice ; actuallv a cer-

tain percentage is always lost.)

a 30

In fig. 2 let N S represent the poles of a horseshoe

magnet and C a loop of wire which can be rotated on

the axis A B between the poles N S. The ends of the

loop C are taken to two insulated slip rings S S, from

which two leads are taken to our galvanometer G. If,

now, the loop of wire is rotated by some mechanical

means it will be found that a momentary current i.s

induced in C twice in each complete revolution and
that this current is at its maximum intensity Avhen the

loop is in the position shown in fig. 2, when the sides

{a b) of the loop are cutting the imaginary lines of

magnetic force between N and S (represented by the

dotted lines), while the induced current is at its mini-

mum (or zero) value when the loop has moved through
90° from the position indicated.

The current produced in the loop C is naturally a

very small one, but its strength may be greatly
/

increased by substituting a coil of a number of turns

of insulated wire for the single loop, and by winding
this coil on an " armature," as it is called, of soft iron,

to concentrate the lines of magnetic force from the-
magnet N S through the wire coil, since the intensity

of the current produced is proportional to the number
of lines of force ,

bvcut by each

turn of wire.

Practical

Needs.

Let us now
turn to the con-

struction of the

magneto —^^we

will consider

the simplest

type, i.e , one
for a single-

cylinder e n -

gine. In order

to serve our
purpose it has

to supply a
momentary cur-

rent at a defi-

n i t e instant

once in each cycle of operations of the engine, and this

current must be of a voltage high enough to enable :

it to jump a spark gap of at least one millimetre, for

which several thousands of volts are required.

The magneto may be divided for our purpose into

four constituents : the field magnet, the armature, the

contact breaker, and the condenser. The first-men-

tioned is simply a steel " horseshoe, " magnet—or,

in some cases, two such magnets placed together to

Fig. 2.
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How a Magneto Works.—
form virtually one—of which the pole pieces N S are

shown in fig. 3. The armature resembles a capital

letter H in section, and it is built up of thin iron

stampings, mounted on the armature shaft and

compressed, usually hydraulically, until they form as

nearly as possible a solid mass. On this iron arma-

ture are wound twO' entirely separate coils of insulated

wire, of which the primary consists of a few turns

of fairly stout wire, and the secondary of a great

number of turns of very tine wire. One end of each_

coil is " earthed " ,; that is to say, connected to the

iron core of the armature, and therefore—electrically
—^to the rest of the frame. The other end of the

primary coil is connected up direct to the contact

breaker, as shown in fig. 3.

EARTH ^
.i|^=< /* SWITCH K

Fig. 3.

The construction of the contact breaker need not be
gone into here ; it is accessible by removing the con-
tact breaker cover of a magneto, and its modus
operandi is easily grasped if it is carefully examined

;

suffice to say that the platinum points are brought
together and suddenly separated again once per revolu-

tion of the iiiagneto (on a single-cylinder magneto) and
that one of the points is connected to the end of the
primary coil, and the other "earthed," i.e., connected
to the frame, of the machine.

-

Producing the Spark.

Let us suppose tliat_the contact breaker is not work-
ing for the moment^that its points are permanently
In contact—and that the magneto is rotated. Accord-
ing to the principle of fig. 2, a current will be induced
in the primary coil passing through the contact
breaker and returning through the frame ; this current,
of course, rises to maximum and sinks to zero again
twice per revolution, inducing a corresponding rising

and falling voltage in the secondary.
But if our contact breaker is working, and is

arranged to break the primary circuit suddenly at one
of its maximum points, in accordance with our prin-
ciple of fig. I, we get an. instantaneous and much more
powerful " rush " of current in the secondary, the
voltage of which is very great—awing to the large
number of turns of wire in the secondary—and quite

13

sufScient to give us our spark. Hence, if the free

secondary lead is connected to an insulated slip ring
on the armature shaft, on which impinges a collecting
" brush " (of carbon) connected, via the H.T. lead,

to the central electrode of the plug, our ignition system
is apparently complete, a spark taking place at the

plug once in every revolution of the magneto at the

exact moment that the contact breaker points separate,

the magneto being driven at half engine speed, to give

a spark on each compression stroke when used on a
four-stroke unit.

The Condenser.

But there is another point to consider; when the

current in the primary coil is suddenly interrupted,

it not only induces a powerful current i' the secondary,

but also tends to induce a " follow-on " current in the

coils of the primary winding itself—every turn of wire

in the primary coil acting inductively on every other

turn, and this current, if neglected, will cause destruc-

tive sparking at the points of the contact breaker, and
also mar the suddenness of the break in the primary, so

essential tO' an efficient high tension " pulse " in the

secondary.

The introduction of the condenser eliminates this

trouble. Briefly, it is constructed of a large number
of alternate sheets of mica (or paraffin waxed paper)

and metal foil, alternate sheets of the metal being con-

nected up to two leads as shown in fig. 3.

Preventing Contact-Breaker Sparking.

The theory of the condenser's action cannot be given

here ; suffice to say that, when connected up to the

primary circuit as shown in fig. 3, it effectually chokes
this self-induced " follow-on " current, rendering the

breaking of the primary circuit instantaneous, and i3re-

venting destructive sparking.

In fig. 3 a cut-out switch as sometimes fitted is

represented ; this operates by permanently closing the

primary circuit, so rendering the breaking of the cir-

cuit at the contact breaker ineffective.

Since the spark at the plug obviously takes place

when the platinum points separate, rotating the cam
ring so as to cause the fibre block of the contact

breaker to strike the cams sooner or later will vary the

timing ; in this way advance and retard are obtained.

The range of action, however, is limited by the fact

that to get a hot spark the^primary circuit must be

interrupted at its maximum point, or very near it.

T'wln-Cylinder Magnetos.

It has been seen from fig. 2 that the current

generated in the primary attains its maximum value

twice per revolution; hence if we arrange our contact

breaker to operate twice instead of once, ^\*s can get

two sparks per revolution, and if we arrange our slip

ring suitably with two collecting brushes, we have all

that is required for a twin-cylinder engine. But in a

V-twin the firing intervals are uneven, sO' that if we
arrange for one cylinder to fire when the armature is

in the maximum position, the other will have to fire

either before or after this maximum position is reached,

resulting i-n a w^eak spark. Actually a compromise is

effected, one firing slightly before and the other slightly

after maximum position.
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MID-WEEK SPEED TRIALS AT BETCHWORTH.
Flat'Twin beats o.h.v. Single at Reigate, Redhill and District M.C.C. Meeting.

E. W. Spencer (494 Douglas) crossing the finishing line af'er making fastest time of ihe day.

CHALKED across the Reigate-Dorking
road on Wednesday of last week
was an announcement in large white

letters to the effect that speed trials were
being held at Betchworth Park by the
Reigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.
But apart from that little touch of

oi-iginality the event proved to be very
ordinary and very little different from
any other meeting at any other time.

However, there was plenty of enthusiasm,
efficient though simple organisation, and
some keenly contested duels for honours.
Measuring exactly a quarter of a mile,

the course was a private road (used by
permission of Lord FrEincis Hope) run-
ning through Betchworth Park golf

course. Whether the golfers welcomed
the intruders is a moot point ; the sudden
crackle of a well-tuned engine, disturb-

ing despite compulsory silencers, was not
calculated to improve a six foot putt
on the 18th green
On the whole the riding was quite good.

E. W. Spencer (493 Douglas) can-ied all

before him in the larger solo qlasses, in-

cluding (metaphorically) R. A. Green's
o.h.v. Norton. Green, in turn, was usually
a little faster than anybody else, although
C. Volk on another Douglas beat him
once. Sheraton's Sheffield - Henderson,
which won the two 350 c.c. events by an
easy margin, might have been heard
more of in the later classes had it not

been scratched. E. C. Gordon (499

Triumph) also rode most consistently.

The sidecar classes were not well sup-

ported, and probably the most creditable

show, not excepting the placed men, was
made by A. G. Harris (976 De Luxe-
Jap sc.)—a one-armed rider on a home-
built machine.
Otherwise the results sheets automati-

cally give prominence to the right men.

250 c.c. Solo (General).— 1, R. A. Green (247
Velocette), 21s.

250 c.c. Solo (Expert).—!, B. A. Green (247
Velocette) 21i/ss.

350 c.c. Solo (General).—l, W. H. Sheraton (349
.Slieffleld-Henderson), l'i%',.: 2, A. Ornzelier (349
Ivy), Zl^/i'..; 3, W. N. Peel (349 A..r.S.), 2l',':fl.

350 c.c. Solo (Expert).— 1, W. H. Slieraton

349 Shetficld-Henderson), IS'/sS.; 2, A. Gruzelier.

(349 Ivy), 21%3.; 3, W. N. Peet (349 A.J.S.),

21%5.
609 c.c. Sidecars (Expert).— 1, C. Vollt (494- I

Douglas so.), 20s.
1,000 c.c. Sidecars (Geneb.\l).—1, P. O. Vo\-

hill (976 Zenith sc), 22'/53.; 2, E. C. Gordon (499 I

Triumph sc), 22^53.
1,000 c.c. Side'-ars (Expert).— 1, E. Headiam i

(976 Zenith sc), 22%s. ; 2, C. Volk (494 Douglas
sc), 19%s. ; -3, P. C. Polhill (976 Zenith sc),

221/5S.

600 c.c. Solo (Gener.al).—1, E. W. Spencer (494 I

Douglas), leVs-!. ; 2, B. A. Green (490 Norton),
le^s.; 3, H. W. Pnrdey (339 A.B.C.) I7V5S.

600 0.0. Solo (Expert).— 1, E. W. Spencer (494 1

Douglas), 16s.; 2. C. Volk (494 Douglas), 171/55.;

3, R. A. Green (490 Norton), 17%s.
1,000 c.c. Solo (General).—1. K. W. Spencer

(494 Douglas), 16'As.; 2, B. A. Green (490 Nor-

ton), ISyoS.; 3, P. C. Polhill (976 Zenith), I8I/5S.
.

1.000 c.c. Solo (Expert).- 1, E. Vi. Spencer -

(494 Douglas), 15*.Js.; 2, R. A. Green (490 Nor-

ton), 16%s. ; 3. C. Volk (494 Douglas), 17';3=.

Fastest sidecar time being made by E. Headiam (976 Zenith sidecar)

AND THE SHOW.

November 3rd to 11th is the date

of the annual Automobile Exhibi-

tion at Olympia and The White
City.

In connection therewith "THE
AUTOCAR" will publish Four
Special issues as under :

Oct. 20th. Accessories and Tyres.

„ 27th. Buyers' Guide of 1923

Models

Nov. 3rd. Show Forecast and Guide.

„ 10th. Complete Show Report

Published in attractive coloured

covers, these enlarged issues will

be worthy of "The Autocar"

—

^e representative British Motor-

ing journal. To avoid disappoint-

ment copies should be ordered

in advance

!

EVERY FRIDAY. FOURPENCE.

a 32 ?9
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OVER 300 EXHIBITORS TO BE AT OLYMPIA.
List of the Principal Exhibits of Motor Cycles, Runabouts and Sidecars which will be

Staged at the Motor Cycle Show next Month.

MOTOR CYCLES AND RUNABOUTS.
Abingdon.
A.J.S.

Coventry Mascot. Harley-Davidson. Metro-Tyler. Royal Ruby.
Coventry Victor. Harper. Mohawk. Rudge.

AlWays Allon. •
Cyklaid. Hawker. Monopole.

American X. '
Hazlewood. Morgan. Scott.

Argson.

Ariel.

Dayton.
Diamond.
Dot.

H.B.
Henderson.
Henley.

Ner-arCar.
New Hudson.

Scott Sociable.

Sirrah.

Sparkbrook.

Beardmore-Precision. Douglas. Hercules. New ImperiaL Stanger.

Bianclii. Dunelt. Hobart. Norton. Sun.

Blacliburne. Humber.
O.K.

Sunbeam.

Bown.
•Bradbury.

Brough.

Edmund.
Elswick.
Enfield.

Indian.
Ivy.

Omega.
Orbit.

T.B.
Triumph.

Brbugh Superior.
E.xcelsior. James. - P. & M. Velocette

U.S.A. J.D. Peugeot.
Verus.

Calthorpe.

Campion.

F.N.
Francis-Barnett.

Lea-Francis.
Levis.

Powell.
P.V.

Victoria.

Vindec.

Chater Lea. L.S.D. Quadrant. Wolf.
Cleveland. Gnome and Rhone

Wooler.
Clyno. Grigg. Martinsyde. Radco.

Connaught. Massey-Arran. Raleigh. Xtra Car.
Cotton. Hack. Matchless. Rex-Acme.
Coventry Eagle. Hagg. McKenzie. Rover. Zenith.

PROPRIETARY SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
Canoelet. Grindlay. Milford. Rideezi.

, Watsonian.
Uorway. Montgomery. Sandum. Whitley.
Dunhill. Hughes.

MOTOR CYCLE ENGINE UNITS.

Barr & Stroud. Bradshaw. M.A.G. Orbit. Villiers.

Blackburne. J.A.P.

Albion. Burman.

GEAR
jardine.

BOXES.
Moss. Sturmey-Archer.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE' FILM.
Last Year's Popular Feature in Clubland to be Repeated during the Coming Winter.

ONE of the chief features of last

winter's club activities was the
cinema entertainment which was

arranged by about 100 individual clubs in
conjunction with The Motor Cycle. This
thrilling " picture " included incidents in
all the big events of the year, and the
appreciation expressed by our readers has
encouraged us to otfer again a film for
club entertainment.
Many spectators at the various im-

portant 1922 trials may have observed
the cinematograph operators who have so
often been present. The net result of
their efforts is a film approximately 2,000
feet in length, which will not only interest
enthusiastic motor cyclists, but will
demonstrate the efficiency and hill-climb-
ing abilities of the modern motor cycle to
the non-motoring public.
Occupying from thirty to forty minutes

to show, The Motor Otjcle film includes
incidents in :

—
The Junior T.T. Race
The Senior T.T. Race.
The Car T.T. Race.
The Motor Cycle Grand Prix in

France.

pie French Grand Prix for Cars.
An Extraordinary Hill-climb in America.

London-Land's End Trial

Roost).

London-Edinburgh Run (Kirkstone
Pass).

Jiinior Car Club's Run to Manchester.
Beach Racing.
Brooklands Events.
Etc., etc.

An even larger number of clubs will be
able to organise their cinema nights this

winter, and club secretaries should make
early application for a date, as the film

will be released for loan immediately after

the Olympia Show. Many dates are

already booked, as a number of clubs ap-

proached us for a date immediately they

had held their entertainment last winter.

In applying, several dates should be sug-

gested.' No charge is niade for the loan of

the film, and local cinema managers are

usually only too eager to include it in

their programme. Last year, so keen was
one Irish club (the Cork and District

M.C.C.) that a special messenger w-as sent

over to London to fetch it, in order to

ensure its safe arrival. In another case, a

hard-working club official rode 200 miles to

collect it from a town where the club

thoughtlessly retained it for " one more

night." One copy of the film twice
crossed the Straits of Dover, and another
has gone to South Africa to demonstrate
the utility of present-day motor cycles,
and so help overseas trade.

The main object of the film, of course,
is to help clubs to provide entertainment
for their members, and so retain their
interest during the winter months.

All communications respecting the film

should be sent to the Editor (Film De-
"

partment), Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4.

SPECIAL SHOW NUMBERS.

Nov. 9th. Lightweights and Acces-
sories.

Nov. 16th. Passenger Machines.

Nov. 23r(l. Show Forecast and Guide.

Nov. 30th. Show Report.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinion; of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

SILENCE.

Sir,—There are two matters which I think deserve the vei-y

serious coiisiderai^ion cf motor cycle manufacturers, viz.,

riding position and silence. The great majority of motor
cyclists use their machines for business or pleasure and do
not want to ape the " scorcher" or "knut," but are in many
cases compelled to' do so owing to the position and style

of handlebars, saddle and footrests provided. It does not add
to a professional or business man's appearance to be doubled
up in an unnatural position on a motor cycle. Machines
should be provided with comfortable handlebars and foot-

boards and capable of some adjustment so that the rider can
assume a natural position.

Now as to silence. I cannot understand makers sending
machines oiit tor use without reducing the exhaust noise

to the lowest possible. The general public are more up
against motor cycling from this cause than anything else.

There are one or two machines that are fairly quiet, but there
is no reason why silencing should not be still much improved
and with added efficiency to the engine.

I hope at the forthcoming show to find the makers are

going to cater for the ordinary man a bit more and that the
. craze for sports models and noise will give place to comfort-
able and quiet machines, albeit with plenty of speed and
power. T. GOLDSWORTHY-CRUMP.

Sir,—I am not a motorist, but I am a regular reader of

j'our paper. A short while ago "Ixion " described how the
village postmistress liked his new machine, simply because
it Inad© plenty of noise to warn her of his approach, allowing
her to get the children in before he passed !

Seriously, I quite agree with her and think that noisy
machines are the safest, by far. The " straight through "

exhaust gives warning of its approach a reasonable time in

advance. The horn does not. How on earth is a cyclist,

or anyone else, to hear a motor cycle horn, if a Ford happens
to be bouncing over pot-holes at the other side of a bend ?

The "fish-tailed " exhaust is silent when the throttle is

practically closed.

AVe see daily accounts of_ motor cyclists being fined for not
having silencers, whethei making a noise or not. I under-
stood the police were the protectors of the people, not their
rulers. I think it is time the public demanded that " fish-

tailed " exhaust pipes be made sufficient in law.
Morpeth. NON-MOTORIST.
Sir,—I quite agree (as a rider of a motor cycle since

1899) with the police in their campaign against noisy motor
cycles.

The majority of machines are much too noisy ; in fact,

in many respects the present-day motor cycle is not in ad-
vance of those of about 1904. It is often as noisy, as

dirty—through want of proper mudguarding—and as hard
to clean, as in those early days; in fact, as far as design
goes the present motor cycle—with one or two exceptions
—is in the same state to-day as cars were in 1903. The
car in those days was a horse vehicle, minus shafts, and
with an engine stuck on (at the wrong end, as it is to-day)

;

the present-day motor cycle is merely a push cycle with
a stTonger and lower frame, and an engine, etc., stuck on.
Many machines are not properly silenced by the makers

;

many are made noisy by young people who think they are
"knuts " (really nuisances); others, again, are noisy be-

b2

cause some people have an idea that an efficient silencer

slows the machine, which of course it does not.

About 1904 I had a Clement-Garrard motor bicycle (which

incidentally was a four-stroke with outside flywheel, over-

head inlet valve, and detachable head), rated at 2^ h.p. 1

had a hole cut in the exhaust pipe about 2in. from the

cylinder. When this hole was uncovered and the machine
was exhausting practically into the open air, it would not

climb a slight gradient, much less a hill. Close the cut-out,

and it climbed wHl. So much for loss of power through an

exhaust box. —
Again, why are so many motor cyclists so dirty? Many

have filthy hands, dirty faces, dirtier overalls, etc.—in

fact, they are a disgrace to the sport. Such dirt is quite

unnecessary. Is it another phase of the "knutty" rider?

This type of rider, with his noisy machine and dirty ap-

pearance, does not encourage the non-rider. M. D.

Cosham.

Sir,—According to the warnings issued in your journal

nearly every week, it seems that it is becoming quite a fool-

hardy practice to venture outside one's own premises on a,

motor cycle. Apparently, if you manage to negotiate one

town in safety that fact is no guarantee that you will be so

fortunate in another; in fact, most "probably you will be

stopped and summoned for driving a noisy machine, whether

a silencer is fitted or not. Is it not high time something

was done fjr us poor motor cyclists that we may be saved

from this abominable persecution? If a motor cycle is really,

such a nuisance to others by reason of its noise, 'vVhy not

devise an efficient "silence- fr other device" for all

machines and make it compulsory? Or, if necessary, one for

250-350 c.c. machines, another for 50O c.c, and so_ on. If this

were done by the authorities it would end this constanty

irritable, abominable "sniping " by the police, at whose

mercy we seem to be entirely. BOW-WOW.
Lincoln.

Sir,—Allow me to endorse the remarks of "One of the

Audience " on noisy motor cycles. It is of little use to the

general public to know that a cycle is fitted with all sorts

of wonderful silencing devices if the machine in question

makes a noise like a machine-gun—which a great many do.

I live about a quarter of a mile from a main road which

has a considerable motor traffic in the summer, and, while

motor cars will pass unnoticed all day, we are -frequently

disturbed by the motor cycle traffic. The average motor

car is far more silent than the average motor cycle. I

cannot see the force of "Objector's" remarks; they appear,

to me to apply to all motor vehicles, and although some

cars are ultra-silent, people get out of their way just the

same.
It is perhaps necessary to add that I ride a motor cycle.

Radnor. F. H. M. V.

Sir,—Why must the police persecute motor cyclists for

making a noise, while lorries, steam waggons, electric

trams, and even railway trains are allowed to create such

a din that one cannot hear oneself speak ?

After all, the exhaust of a motor cycle is not the only

unpleasant noise that ever happens. I have been betw^een

two babies, both giving tongue continuously, in a non-corridor

railway carriage for two hours. BIG SINGLE.
London, N.W.8.
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BULK OF A FOVR-CYLINDEJR, MACHINE.
iSir,—111 the report of the M.C.C. one-day sporting trial

you refer to the F.N. as lengthy and heavy. Whilst, of

course, the machine is relatively lengthy and heavy, we
think that a wrong interpretation might be placed on this

remark, the reader thinking that it is unduly lengthy and
heavy.

The weight, as a matter of fact, is only 3001b., which is

less than some big single roadster machines.
The wheelbase is, we believe, no longer than several

other makes of powerful machines. As a matter of fact, the

general lines of the machine are apt to mislead. The long

"in-line" engine and low centre of gravity make the

machine look longer than it is, and the large crank case to-

accommodate the long stroke of the engine (88 mm.), and,

jf course, the addition of a sump for the oil, give the

engine a bulky appearance, but as the crank case is merely

an aluminiurii box, it is exceptionally light.

"F.N." (ENGLAND), Ltd.

MORE DOPE.

Sir,—May I commend to your notice and that of all other

motor cyclists the petrol intensifier known as Petrolex.

My present mount—a 90 mm. bore Zenith tuned for speed

work, was a notorious petrol-eating demon, its average
consumption being about 40 m.p.g. I was advis€d by
the proprietor of the Quick Service Garage, Bedford, to try

some of this "dope" in my 'bus. I did so! My
petrol account almost immediately dropped while using it,

and I am now doing in the neighbourhood of 70 m.p.g.

Upon making furtli«r inquiries the proprietor informed me
that he could not say much about Petrolex as certain

obstacles had to be overcome before it could'be offered to

the motoring community of this country.
Bedford. ECONOMIC.

BRITISH RACE TRACK POSSIBILITIES.

Sir,—At the race meet held at Syracuse, New York, on
September 15th there was an attendance of 45,000 specta-
tors. This is by no means an unusual "gate" at a well-

managed raotoii, cycle race meeting in America, and goes

to show that if -a track is- properly constructed, with suit-
'

able grandstands so that spectators can see every bit of the
racing (which they cannot do at Brooklands), there is bound
to be a big attendance.

If in America, where more interest is taksn in auto-

mobiles than motor cycles, they can muster huge crowds
for motor cycle race meets, I can quite imagine that in

this country, where interest in motor cycling is so keen, we
would have "football " attendances if we had proper tracks
and accommodation for spectators. W. H. WEI_vLS.

SIDESLIP ON SPRING FRAME MACHINES.
Sir,—In reply to "XA5Z91," my present mount is a

349 c.c. Carfield-Blacklkirne spring frame model, fitted

with a three-speed gear box, on which I have covered 11,500
miles by speedometer reading.

I have travelled over some of the worst roads in' Scot-
land, as follows :—From the Midlands to Oban and back
through xhe Pass of Glencoe. Most of this ride was done
in very wet weather, but I did not find any tendency for
the machine to .skid. A. E. H.

Stafford.

Sir,—My machine is a Beardmore-Precision, and although
I have only had one really severe crash, due to an emer-
gency application of the brakes, there is an ever-present
feeling when riding on grease that "something is going to
happen."
Without claiming any special knowledge of the subject,

the causes of skids and side-slips appear to me to be :

—

(1) Too rapid acceleration or deceleration
; (2} distorted

frames or slack hinge joints; (3) centre of gravity too high
in the layout; (4) harsh drives or fierce engines; (5) nerves
or " vertical breeze.

"

Manchester readers will be able to confirm the blood-
curdling sensation of riding solo in the city streets amid
grease, tramlines, and motor lorries.

A hundred hectic yards of our round-topped "sets" on
a greasy day would cure "XA5291" for ever of any ten-
dency fo skid on mere tarmac.

- 7-8

My theory is that the springing allows the back wheel to
bounce; if it hits the road squarely all is well, but if it
strikes the side of a rounded "set," or the .sloping side
of a greasy pothole, the wheel sideslips.
What follows depends upon the tyres and the speed at

which one is travelling : slow speeds seem to aggravate the
t^uble.

'

A.M.I.E.E.
Manchester.

Sir,—My experiences, extending over ten years and many
thousands of miles over all kinds of roads and riding condi-
tions on a certain make of spring frame machine, may be of
interest to your corre.spondent "XA5291," and possibly
others.
My machines have always been ridden solo, and my pre-

.sent mount, which, has done over 10,000, has never yet
touched the ground except on its tyres, and I never had a
skid on the others bad enough to bring me off. I am quite
sure that these machines are no more liable to skid than
rigid frame ones, and, under certain conditions, less.

This is entirely due to their scientific though simple
design, a design that does not copy car practice, which is
quite unsuitable for a single track machine. This design
provides for a vertical motion of the back wheel in the
rear portion of the frame, but prevents any lateral move-
ment whatever. It does not matter at what angle the
machine is to the horizontal, the back wheel is always in
perfect alignment.
There is no question of the rear portion of the machine

tail-wagging or the wheel wobbling about at its own sweet
will.

These conditions sirhply do not exist, and one feels as
confident as when on a rigid frame.
One has only to ride a rigid frame machine with loose

back wheel bearings to experience what riding some spring
frames feels like. Is it to be wondered at that they will
not steer properly ?

Personally, I do not think tyres have any bearing on the
matter. I have had three-rib on rear and studded on front
and rice versa, and the only difference I have noticed is
that the mud-slinging propensities of the one are greater

CURIOUS C^RN1VAL CLOTHING. This owner of an Enfield

outfit saw the humorous side of a wet summer. His outfit

represents the " 1922 Summer Tourist," in the recent Hull Motor
Carnival held in aid of St. Dunstan's.
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than the other.- As. regards stability, I do not think there

is anything to choose taetween them. •

With a spring frame machine it is quite possible to fit

small-section heavy tyres and jjump them boar/ ^'>.vd with-

out any sacrifice of comfort, which means long Jile and
economy hi tyi'es.

I use 25 X Sin. tyres pumped board hard, and though my
weight with luggage and samples is 15 stone, I find I can

get 5,500 miles out of a 32s. tvre on the rear wheel.

Diss. DUMPLING.

THOUGHTLESS LADY MOTORISTS.
Sir,—I agree with "Elder Brother's " plea for motor

cycles for our girls. Indeed, my wife has been seized with
an ambition to possess a Scott-Squirrel, and when the funds
run to it, we shall try to realise it.

But I must enter a protest against the very insufficient

knowledge (to say the least) that some lady drivers possess

of the unwritten rules and courtesy of the road. Yesterday,
whilst passing four hunters in charge of two grooms, I

slowed up to pass the animals with the least possible dis-

turbing noise. At the sam.e time, two cars travelling in

the opposite direction and driven by ladies dashed past,

hooting persistently. I was compelled to run on the grass

bordering the road. Apparently the horses and their riders
and I were not on the road.

A few weeks ago a motor cyclist lost his life in this

district, apparently through a lady forgetting to give warn-
ing to other road users that she was turning a corner.

Leamington. "AN UNTURNING WORM."

DEPOSITS ON VALVE STEMS.
Sir,—The advice received by "Sidevalve" from one of

Messrs. Wakefield's representatives at Olympia last year
was quite sound, provided he was relating to a side-by-side
valve Triumph used for touring, which apparently he was.
Castrol "R" is not the most satisfactory oil for this par-
ticular engine, and -as it is not good policy to recommend
anything but the most suitable, it is our endeavour to per-
suade owners to use Castrol "X.L."

E. A. EVANS, Chemist,
C. C. Wakefield and Co., Ltd.

THE ETHICS OF "HANGING-ON."
Sir,—I strongly sympathise with "Benedict," who seems

to have been indeed unfortunate in his e.xperiences with
hangers-on, but surely if he looks more closely into the
reason for my letter he will realise that, intentionally or
not, he is somewhat skilfully drawing the proverbial' red
herring across the argument.
The reason for my letter was not prompted by a desire

to encourage any cyclist to thrust his nose dowii the neck
of "Benedict's" wife, and, indeed, I would consider such
conduct both indelicate and outrageous.
My interest in the conduct of "Norton Rider" is chiefly

due to his somewhat "Hunnish" method of ridding him-
self of an annoyance at the expense of all users of our
roads, and also, I fear, to the serious detriment of
motor cyclists as a class.

As regards the cyclist, I have no objection myself to
- "followers," but I feel sure that their good sense and good
manners would in most cases ensure their departure if they
were politely requested so to do.

Should they fail to do this they would, I think, join
that class of "persons" of whom "Norton Rider" is one.

A. C. GODFRY.
MISNAMED LIGHTWEIGHTS.

Sir,—What Js a lightweight motor cycle? You say, "One
should encourage the 150 c.c. engine.'' But it is absolutely
no use encouraging a small engine unless the total weight
of the machine is limited. Look at the last T.T. races.
Could anything be more absurd than calling a motor cycle
weighing 253 lb. a lightweight, simply because it had a
small engine ? There were many machines in the Light-
weight T.T. that weighed many pounds more than the
Junior and Senior machines ! No ! Keep the limit of a
lightweight wider 100 lb., all on, with a two-speed gear,
and perhaps there will some day be developed the "motor
cycle for the million." EDMUND CANBY.
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TAPPET CLEARANCES <<C^ NOISE.
Sir,—^Now that the police are taking such a keen interest

in the silencing of motor cycles, the following tip may be
useful to your readers.

I find that the noise of the e.xhaust of my Norton is

100 per cent, louder when there is e.xcessive clearance

between the e.xhaust valve and tappet than when the clear-

ance is reduced to a minimum.
I have noticed this phenomenon with two Nortons I have

had, and can cnly account for it by the theory that with
the adjustment as small as possible full advantage is

taken of the slow lift arranged on the toe of the cam con-

tour, whereas when the clearance is excessive the valve is

opened more quickly, but slightly later, by the rocker strik-

ing the steeper portion of the cam and missing the slow

beginning altogether.

Whether this tip is useful to other machines I cannot
say, but it has only to be tried on a Norton to appreciate

the difference it makes to the exhaust note. The exhaust
crack entirely disappears.

Another point I noticed is that when running the engine
slowly on the stand with a given throttle opening and a

fair clearance between the exhaust valve and tappet, thus

reducing the clearance by inserting a "feeler" to take up
the play, the speed decreases. Why is this?

I have formed the idea that when the exhaust gases are

released suddenly in a long pipe the inertia effect gives

a better scavenging action. A. E. S.

[Other engines besides the Norton may be made more
silent by reducing the exhaust tappet clearance, and prob-

ably "A. E. S.'s" reason for this is the correct one. On the

other hand, it is difficult to explain a decrease in speed by

inserting a "feeler" at the tappet unless this unintention-

ally gives a decompressor effect.

—

Ed.]

APATHETIC CLUB MEN.
Sir,—At the risk of pitting my humble views against those

of such a successful trials organiser as Mr. Alan Da}', may
I crave a little space to reply to that apntleman's recent

letter? ^
In such a live club as that with which 'Mr. Day is con-

nected, I quite agree that, in the event of a small entry

for any competition, it is the latter itself which is at fault

and that it must be made more attractive.

But I must repeat that it is my experience that in certain

clubs the majority of members are so absolutely blase, and
utterly indifferent to what is done for them, that one may
be excused for wondering why on earth they do not sell'

their machines and join an embroidery class ! If one could I

guarantee these apathetic individuals that the start and finish
'

would be at their own doors, the weather perfect, course
about fifteen miles, freedom from punctures, a cup of tea.

en route, etc., then perhaps a few might be persuaded to

clamber out of their bath chairs and struggle to the start ! _
Whilst Mr. Day's "probing mind" can soon discover

'

a remedy for' his own unsatisfactory entries, I am sure

that he would have to probe for a very long while before he.

found anything that would suit the fastidious tastes of the
members of some clubs I could name.

It is also pretty obvious that the majority of motor cyclists i

who sojourn in ther environs of London all the week drift

out into the "country" as a matter of course each week-
end, and such as these—who form the greater percentage of

the club which Mr. Day represents—would make no bones
about a small ride of 20 miles to a venue. But it is a very
different matter, strange to say, to get members whose club
is actually in the country, to ride out even ten miles—par-

ticularly as they know they will have to ride back the same
distance !

I was surprised to see that Mr. Day had chosen the can-

cellation of the S. Midland Centre Gymkhana as a suitable

case to back up his argument. I believe I am correct in

stating that less than twenty entries were received for that

event, and if such was the case, then I contend that the

organising committee did quite rightly in cancelling it.

Surely one entry per club in the Centre was not enough to

indicate that the event was wanted, and without doubt the

course adopted was the wisest. "FED-UP."
Hertfordshire.
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GETS YOU HOME.
Sir,—With refei-ence to the letter

from Mr. A. Brascowe, Thorpe-011-

the-Hill, published under "Insur-

ance Problems," in one of your

recent issues, in which he com-

plains of the repudiation by an

insurance company of his claim for

towage, I would heartily recom-

mend him and all fellow motor
cyclists to join the Auto-Cycle
Union, as a safeguard against such

liabilities. The subscription is only

£1 per ainium, and this includes

badge and " Get-you-home " forms.
The "Get-you-home" scheme is

a very real benefit, as I can testify

from personal experience. I had
the misfortune to be "stuck " on a
hill, a few weeks ago, through my
brakes failing. The trouble was
that new blocks fitted by a pro-

vincial garage were of such poor
quality that they became useless

after Ivto applications. This was
obviously not covered by any form
of insurance, i had my wife and
child, plus some kit, and we were
over two miles from anywhere,
with steep hills to negotiate.

As a member of the A.C.U. I
frUed up the necessary form and
asked a passing motorist to be kind
enough to hand it to the nearest
R.A.C. repairer. Shortly after a
car came out, took charge of the
machine and party, ran us two
miles to the garage, where the
job was declared to be too
long to be done at once. In consequence we went to the
station (again in the car), and home by train.
The whole of this cost me nothing, the bill being met by

the A.C.U. I consider that this affair alone was worth at

CYCLE CAR CHARACTERISTICS ABANDONED.
For 1923 the air-cooled G.N. breaks new ground with a

gear box and shaft and bevel driven axle. A new side-by-

side valve engine will be fitted. A four-cylinder water-

cooled model, two or four seater, will also be available.

A full description appeared in last week's issue of

The Autocar-

least a vear's' subscription.
London, S.W.ll.

ZENITH

SHORT CUTS TO SPEED?
Sir,—Your article- on '

demands comment. Whilst
tioned are useful in gettin

The Truth About Tuning "

admitting that the_tips men-
^ results from a machine, these

results would not be comparable with those of a machine
tuned by a man in possession of special knowledge, the
existence of which your contributor seems inclined to deny.
He states that manufacturers send out the machines

(sport.s models) with the best timing and compression for
the job. And this job is very largely to' be able to stand
lip to road work, to be reasonably tractable in the hands of
some of the prize novices, who like any other person with
the necessary cash, can ride a "sports" model. Were these
people to sit on a really highly tuned machine they would
not find it particularly tractable or comfortable for road
work; consequently the average maii cannot buy one.
The assertion that there are no short cuts to success may

have a good general basis, but nevertheless there are quite
a number of little-known tips of which racing men make
use, and which are extremely effective. One occurs to
me that is capable of sending up the speed (maximum for a
burst and average) quite considerably, particularly where
the machine is of more or less standard design. I remember
mcreasing the maximum of a standard Eudge between 5
and 7 m.p.h,, much to the mystification of the owner, who
took the engine down three times to unravel the apparent
mystery, but is now as wise as then. There is also another
alteration to that particular machine which will put another

or 7 m.p.h. on top of that.
All such points as these are naturally the result of experi-

ence and experiment, and it is not likely that they will
"P flistributed free, gratis and for nothing.

Finally, the hints given by your contributor alone would
ii'^t give Dance hill-climbs or 'Pullin kilometres.
Bexley Hea*h. BEMSIST.
9-10
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Sir,—T do not think the article,

"The Truth about Tuning," is

very informative. Most of the

points mentioned by your contribu-

tor, i.e., decarbonising, grinding in

valves, etc., can hardly come under
the heading of t,unin(j for speed;
it is simply an outline of the

periodic proceeding carried out by
all motorists or motor cyclists en-

thusiastic enough to keep their

machines in decent running order.

The veriest novice knows that an
engine runs better when it is clean
internally. Incidentally, I do not
agree that scores in a cylinder de-

tract from the r.p.m. of an engine
to any extent. I once owned a 1911

T.T. Triumph that had a very deep
score in the cylinder wall, yet this

antiquated wreck was timed over
the half-mile at 63 m.p.h., and it

also climbed Brockley Hill, near

Edgware, at 48 m.p.h. (timed by
stop watch and speedometer).
Bushey. RUMGO

AVERAGE SPEED OF SOLO
MOUNTS.

Sir,—I think Mr. Williams' ex.

perience of fast solo mounts must be
very small, if he really thinks that

an average of 35 m.p.h. is extremely
good. If he can only average 35
m.p.h. on his Scott, I should ad-

vise him to tune it up.

I ride myself^ a 650 c.c. Sports
Zenith; the only thing in the
way of tuning that has been
done to it is that the pistons

and connecting rods have been drilled. I do not consider
my averages excessive or abnormally good, but any motor
cycle which is meant for speed at all ought to be able to

do likewise. The best of these in my opinion is Banstead
to Cambridge, via Barnet, in 1 hour 52 minutes, 75 miles at an
average of 40.7 m.p.h., including London; from Barnet to

Cambridge, which is 48 miles, I averaged only a trifle under
50 m.p.h.-, doing the distance in 58 minutes ; the times were
taken by a watch carried in the outside pocket of my overcoat,

and the mileage reckoned by a Bonniksen speedometer.
Again let me emphasise the fact that I don't consider my
speed abnormally good at all. ZENOOTH.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. E. H. Mann Lawley wishes to thank the lady and

gentlemen motorists who helped him on the Leamington-
Birmingham road on the 6th inst.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

' MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handbook of the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 3/10.

' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
Second Edition. Just Published.

Price net, 2,'6. By post, 2/9.

* HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."-
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
Fifth Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

' MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " IxiON," of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3.
Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

* THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland*
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.
Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd
,

P Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

Q and Railway Bookstalls.
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Gainsborough M.C. and L.C.C.
jVIotor cycle and light cax enthusiasts residing

in llie Gainsborough district are invited to join a
newly-formed chib under the above title. Com-
nuinications should be addressed to the hen.
treasurer, Mr. \V. J. Simmons, 13, Jubilee Cres-
cent, Gainsborough, of- to the hon. secretary Mr.
W. R. Adair, 2, Alfred Street, Gainsborough.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.
There were no less than 55 starters for the

speed judging competition held on the 1st inst.
over a 15-mile course. This was the final round
for the Minor Competitions Trophy, which the
club is awarding on the result of the three less
strenuous events of its programme. The winner
was P. Woolley (247 Sun-Vitesse), whose time
error was only 30s. There was a tie for second
place between A. Bowerman and Z. Payne (249
Velocettes). error Im., whilst five tied for third
lx)Eition with an error of 2ra. They were
A. Prince (550 Triumph), H. Holmes (499 Sun-
beam EC), A. Yates (499 Sunbeam), M. Pickering
(976 Maliard-Jap) and N. Franks (490 Norton).
J. L. Putt (595 Douglas sc.) was next.
The Minor Competitions Trophy for the be=t

aggregate performance in the three competitions
has been secured by A. Prince (550 Triumph).A gymkhana was afterwards held at Shepshed.
and was attended by members of the Derby and
Leicester clubs.

Gravesend and District M.C.C.
Notwithstanding adverse weather conditions,

some excellent results were obtained in a petrol
consumption test held on the 4th inst. Machines
were ridden in ordinary touring trim, and had to
co.ver twenty miles of stiff going. Results:—
LIGHTWEIGHT CLASS. — J. Payne (349

Beardmore-Precision), 106.66 m.p g.
MEDIUM WEIGHT CLASS.-V. Deaoock (481

Scott-Stiuirrel), 120.3 m.p.g.
LIGHTWEIGHT JIDECAR CLASS.—S. Mann

(349 Beardmore-Precision sc), 67.79 m.p.g.
HEAVYWEIGHT SIDECAR CLASS.— 1, J.

Milton (976 Matchless sc), 64.79 m.p.g. 2, J.
Davidson (673 Martinsj-de sc), 65.57 m.p.g.
3, J. Dray (976 Matchless sc), 57.14 m.p.g.

Final results on formula;—
SOLO.—V. Deacock (481 Scott-Squirrel).
SIDECAR.— ;. J. Milton (976 Matchless sc.)

)

2. S. Mann (349 Beardmore-Precision sc).
At the conclusion of the event a very success-

ful concert was held. The club has decided tllat
during the winter months whist drives, dances,
and socials shall have a share in its activities.

Wallington and District M.C.C.
Owing to the fact that the local council went to

the extreme of digging gullies in the road to pie-
vent it, the club's hill climb, which was to have
taken place at Marlpit Lane, Coulsdon, on the 30th
lilt., had to be abandoned. Speed trials were sub-
stituted, and thCf^e took place at Betchworth Park,
Dorking, by kind permission of Lord Francis Hope.
Fastest time of the day was made by C. Volk [494
Douglas), who covered the 557 yards course from a
standing start at 73 m.p.h. Results :—

EXPERT CL-\SSES.
250 CO.— 1, E. C. Gordon (249 New Imperial).
350 c,c.— 1, Oapt. F. C. Townshend (348 Ivy).
500 CO.— 1, C. Volk (494 Douglas); 2, R. A. Green

(490 o.h.v. Norton) ; 3, A. Gruzelier (498 Zcnith-
BradshawJ.
750 c.c.-l, C. Volk (494 Douglas); 2, R. A. Green

(490 o.h.v. Norton) ; 3, A. B. Law (492 Sunbeam).
750 o.c. Sidecars.— 1. C. Volk (494 Douglas sc.l

;

2, E. Headlam (498 Zenith-Bradshaw sc).
Unlimited Sidecars.— 1, O. Volk (494 Douglas sc )

•

2, O. de Lissa (993 Motosacoche sc); 3, G. Baxter
(998 Harley-Davidson sc).

GENERAL CLASSES.
250 c.c.-l, E. C. Gordon (249 New ImneriaD-

2, R. A. Green (249 Velocette). •
- /.

350 c.o.-l, H. A. Green (249 Velocette): 2, A
Gruzeher (349 Ivy); 3, E. O. Gordon (249 New
Imperial).
500 cc-1, R. A. Green (490 o.h.v. Norton)- 2,

A. Gnizelier (498 Zenith-Bradshaw); 3, A. Leeding
(496 Duzmo).
750 c.c-l, R. A. Green (490 Norton): 2, A. 6nize-

lier (498 Zenith-Bradshaw); 3, A. Leeding (496
Dnzmri).

b lo

Uxhridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.
The second annual competition for the Com-

mittee Cup was held on the 1st inst. It took the
form of a reliability trial to Eastbourne and back,
the total distance of 172 miles including a short
colonial section. The w-inner w-as R. Dalton (499
Sunbeam).

Hexham and District M.C.
The club successfully held its first reliability

trial for a silver cup, presented by the County
Garage, I-Ie,\ham, on the 24th ult. The route
waa via Alston and Killhope to Stanhope, where
tea was taken; competitors then proceeded to
Edmondbjers and Riding IMill, and thence to
Hexham—a total distance of approximately 65
rniles.

There were two observed hills and two secret
checks on the route. Fourteen competitors
started.
The winners were :—

SILVER CUP.-l, P. J. Gulhrie (499 Humbert,
30s. error; 2, A. E. Shield (550 Triumph sc),
38s. error; 3, W. H. Lomax (993 Matchless sc),
50s. error.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
Perfect weather and beautiful surroundings con-

tributed much towards the club's last hill-climb
of the season, held at Belsted Brook Hill on the
23rd ult. A new system of electrical timing was
employed, the efficiency of which was so high that
sixteen classes, comprising over one hundred
entries, were run off in Ih. 40m.: this included
time taken to allow traffic to pass on the hill.
A silver bowl, presented by the B.C.M.C.M.T.U.,
was won by K. S. Duncan, riding a 492 cc
Sunbeam, who covered the course in 17V^s. The
special prize for old type machines was taken by
L. Harrison. Results are as follow

;

TOURING CLASSES.
350 CO.— 1, P. J. Lindley (350 Wethere'U),

2iy5S.; 2, W, J. Pretty (349 A.J.S.), 22%3.; 3,
A. V. Adams (350 Diamond), 25*^s.
500 cc— 1, L. H. Sharp (490 Norton). 18y5S.:

2, D. Popplewell (499 Triumph), 19s.; 3, J. Fi
Rose (499 Triumph), 20y5S.
600 cc— 1, L. H. Sharp (490 Norton). IS'is.;

2, D. Popplewell (499 Triumph), 19s.; 3, F. J.
Lindley (350 WethereU). 20s.
750 o.c—1, L. H. Sharp (490 Norton), 18%s.;

2, D. Popplewell (499 Triumph), 19s.; 3, P. J.
Lindley (350 WethereU), 2OV5S.
Unlimited.— 1, L. H. Sharp (490 Norton),

ISysS.; 2, D. Popplewell (499 Triumph), ISVoS.;
3, P. J. Lindley (350 WethereU). 20s.
Unlimited Sidecars.— 1, G. Bird (976 Zenith

sc), 28s.; 2, F. H. Mayhew (499 Triumph sc),
30s.; 3, G. C. Butler (976 Zenith sc), 31V5S.
Two-stroke Class.— 1, A, V. Adams (269 Ex-

celsior), 25s.; 2, C. E. Claxton (269 Excelsior),
281/55.; 3, J. W. Whisstock (247 Levis). 30%s.

STRIPPED CLASSES (EXPERTS).
350 cc—1, P. J. Lindley (WethereU). 20s.;

2, W. J. Pretty (349 A.J.S.), 23s.; 3, A. V.
Adams (350 Diamond), 24^58.
500 c.c.-l, K. S. Duncan (492 Sunbeam),

lS";Ss.; 2, F. K. Portway (490 Norton), 19s.; 3.

D. Popplewell (499 Triumph), 191/58.

600 c.c.-l, K. S. Duncan (492 Sunbeam).
17y5S.; 2, O. G. Smart (490 Norton), 17-i/,s.; 3,

F. K. Portway (490 Norton), 18%s
750 CO.-Ir K. S. Duncan (492 Sunbeam),

17'rts.; 2, P. K. Portway (490 Norton), 18^45.; 3,

O. G. Smart (490 Norton), 185/58.

Unlimited.— 1, D. Popplewell (499 Triumph),
18y5S. ; 2, F. K, Portway (490 Norton), 18%s.

;

3, K. S. Duncan (492 Sunbeam), 18%s.
600 CO. Sidecars.- 1, E. O. Rose (500 N.U.T.

sc), 221/5S. ; 2, K. S. Duncan (492 Sunbeam sc),
231/55.

UNLianTED Sidecars.—1, O. G. Smart (490
Norton sc)", 21s.; 2, E. C. Rose (500 N.U.T. sc),
23s.; 3, K. S. Duncan (492 Sunbeam sc), 23i/5s.

FORMULA RESULTS.
Touring Solo Classes.—J. P. Lindley (350

WethereU), 382 points.
Touring Sidecar Classes.—G. Bird (976

Zenith sc), 870 points.
Stripped Solo Classes.—K. S. Duncan (492

Sunbeam), 365 points.
Stripped Sidecar Classes.—E. C. Rose (500

N.U.T. sc), 382 points.

Worcester and District M.C.C. and
Worcestershire M.C.

.Members spent an enjoyabie afternoon in a visit
to the works of A. J. Stevens, Ltd., of Wolver-
liampton.. m.akers of the A.J.S. motoT cycle. Mr.
Geo. Stevens personally conductecl the party
through the works.

Heaton Moor M.C.C.
A short reliability trial was held on the 1st

inst. over a course which proved none too easy.
F. Slack (499 Sunbeam) was awarded a gold
m.edal with a total loss of only 19 mark-, whilst
W. Vines (499 Sunbeam) and B. Rowley (550
Triumph) came in second and third, securing a
silver medal (21 marks lost) and a bronze medal
(22 marks lost) respectively.

Hinekley and District M.C.C,
Results of a reliability time trial which took

place on, the 30th ult. are as follo.ws :—
1. R. E. Cleaver (550 Triumph sc), 180 marks,

gold medal.
2. F. Morgan (550 Triumph sc), 167 marks,

silver medal.
3. L. Goodman (499 Triumph), 166 marks,

bronze medal.

Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.C.

Postponed from earlier in the year, a formula
hill-climb was held recently at 'Woliinsburn^
The " New Imperial Cup " was won by .1. Stii".

ling on an o.h.v. A.J.S., who also made fastest

time of the dav. Formula results :—
275 cc—J. Muir (269 New Gerrard).
350 cc—J. Stirling (349 A.J.S.).
500 cc—W. Kennedy (348 New Imperial).
600 CO.—W. Kennedy (348 New Imperial).
750 cc—W. Kennedy (348 New Imperial).
1,000 cc—W. Kennedy (348 New Imperial).
750 cc. Sidecars,—J. Muir (490 Norton sc).

Oxford M.C.
The informal hill-climb at Alms on October 8th

again drew a big crowd. The hill was dry but-
extremely rough.
Many notable riders were present. E. A. Bridgr

man (Indian), H. Saddington (James), T. Gib-
son CTriumph), and Broom-Smith (Indian Chief)
repeated the fast climbs they had made at Kon
the day before. Bridgman and Saddington caused
excitement by tearing down at speed with locked
back wheels, asking in vain for hangers on.

It was not a sidecar dav; the Indian and .Tames,

a Harley, a Model H Matchless, and a 292 cc.
O.K. Junior were the only sidecars to make clean
climbs. L. A. Welch, on the last mentioned, under
official observation of- the A.C.U., made a clean
c'lmb with an adult passenger normally seated.
This is believed to be the first lightweight side-

car to get up the lull.

Leinster M.C.C.
Championship races were run off at Portmarnock

Sands on the 30th ult. Weather conditions were
far from agreeable, rain falling during the greater
part of the afternoon, while, owing to the tide

having risen sooner than was anticipated, it v?as

found neces-sary to substitute a five miles scratch
race for the sidecar championship evenls. Re-
sults :— '

TWO-STROKE CHAMPIONSHIP. I

300 CO.—I, J. E. Burnev (225 Roval Enfield), "

39ra. 46s.; 2, R. Humphreys (249 Velocette),
40m. 42s.

ALL TYPES.
350 c.c.-l, S. Woods (348 Cotton), 30m. 21s.;

2, S. Gill (348 Douglas).
500 c.c.-l, A. Carton (490 Norton), 29m. 49s.;

2, S. J. Redmond (696 Indian). 30m. 22%s.
,

Unlimited,-1 T. B. Greene (494 Douglaa), 1

27m. 213/5S.; 2, S J. Redmond (596 Indian), 1

32m. 16s.

FIVE MILES SCRATCH RACE.
600 cc. Sidecars,-1, D. Allen (490 Norton

sc); 2, C. S. Maguire (600 Humber sc); 3, H.-r
Nesbitt (490 Norton so.).

UNLI5IITED Sidecars.— 1, E. F. Ashton (998 1

Indian sc); 2, T. J. Redmond (998 Indian sc.); .

3, C. D. Maguire (976 Matchless sc).
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billies to XlQbt lamps.
Oct. 19[h .. .. 3.29 p.m.

„ 21si: .. .. 5.25 ,.

„ 23rd .. .. 5.20 „

„ 25th .. .. 5.17 „
One numljeT plate must be illuminated as above

vidt Road Velaieles Registration and Liceusiny:
Order (1921). Aceordine to tlie Lights on
Vehii'les Regulations [1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law i.:ay be lit half an hour later.

Club's £100 to Local Charities.

Approximately £100 for local chari-

ties was realised at the Birmingham
U.C.C. G-ymkhana in September. Ticket
No. 6682, held by Mr. H. C. Gross,
won the bicycle prize.

Speed Limit Roads.

_- A hummocked surface in the main
road (London-Brighton) has been seriously

suggested at Sutton, Surrey, in order to

limit the speed of vehicles in the High St,

The hummocks proposed are a series of

nine-inch high undulations calculated to

be unrideable at over 10-12 m.p.h.

Electric Bullis.

.Users of electric lighting should now
begin to carry spare bulbs. These essen-

tial^ replacements are not always avail-

able, and even when a garage does stock
a miscellaneous handful, the staff usually
betrays a collective colossal ignorance of

voltages and amperages.

\

An Alec Ross Trophy.

Limited to contributions of 5s., it has
1 been decided to open a fund to provide for

.3; trophy to be competed for in open com-
I p'etition, to perpetuate the memory of the
: late Mr. Alec Ross, Vfhose death created a

;
sad loss among the A.C.U. officials. Dona-

i tions mav be sent to the Secretary of the
i A.C.U.,89, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

' incorrect Abbreviations.

Official announcements of records by the
.^uto-Cycle Union continually give the in-

correct abbreviation for kilometre, which
is invariably given as kilo. Kilo has
really no meaning, but in France is the

I

colloquial abbreviation, for kilogramme.
: The correct abbreviation for kilometre is

I

km., and for kilogramme kg. Surely the
I official body should set an example in
I accuracy.

!
Mew Solo Machine.
Very shortly a new medium-weight solo

machine will make its appearance on the
; market as the result of a partnership be-
1
tween Alec Burney, who is responsible for

I
several well-known engines, and 0. M.

. Baldwin the well-known ilatchless rider,
i It will be manufactured by the Reading
S

firm of Winters, which makes the War-
;
wick commercial delivery three-wheeler.

15,-16

Fuel Mixtures.

Benzole-petrol mixtures have now be-

come thoroughly popular, yet a road-^side

garage man was lamenting that one com-
pany was about to abandon its mixture
owing to lack of profit thereon.

Ferry Charges.

Cyclecarists on four wheels should
avoid the Gravesend-Tilbury ferry, for
they will find that they are classed with
Rolls-Royces and Daimlers, etc., as
" motor cars under two tons " at 5s. the
single journey. Six shillings will buy
three gallons of petrol.

Records in Records.

When H. Le Vack recently broke the
standing ten miles record (250 c.c. class)

on a 248 c.c. New Imperial-Jap, it was
discovered that his lap speed of over
76 m.p.h. also gained for him the flying

mile and flying kilometre records. The
A.C.U. has now confirmed this.

M.C.C. Annual Dinner.

The actual date of the M.C.C. annual
dinner has been announced as Thui-sday,
December 7th, at the Wharneclift'e Rooms,
Great Central Hotel, Marylebone, London,
N.W.I. The president of the club, Mr.
J. K. Starley, will occupy the chair. The
dinner has been selected as an oppor-
tunitj' of celebrating the twenty-first

anniversary of the club's foundation, and
it is expected that a number of the
original members will be present.

Swiss Pass Closed.

Owing to the presence of foot-and-

mouth disease, the Swiss Touring Club

informs us, the Grimsel Pass is closed to

motorists.

M.C.C. Sporting Trial Awards.

Of the list of thirty-one claimants for

gold medals published in our report of

the M.C.C. One Day sporting trial in

the issue of October 5th, only one, F. T.

Sibley (Rudge), has to be deleted from
the list.

Motor Cyclists !

If you desire to be posted up to date

with all automobile developments, read

The Autocar four special Show numbers,
October 20th and 27th and November 3rd

and 10th.

Tlie Autocar is the representative

British motoring journal, embracing all

types of cars. Published every Friday

—

foiu'pence.

Award After Eight Years.

In an article in om' Summer Number
Mrs. G. D. Hardee, the well-known lady

competitor, mentioned that an award
gained by her in a Birmingham trial in

1914 never materialised ; she writes to tell

us that this, her first gold medal, is now
safely to hand, after eight years ! Mrs.
Hardee has also just received a wrist

watch from H. Collier and Son, Ltd.. for

her performance on a JIatchless sidecar

in this year's Scottish Six Days Trials.

A LADY CLUB ENTHUSIAST. Miss Phyllis Barker, who takes part In most of the

events organised by the Bradford M.C. and L.C.C., on her P. and M. sidecar. At the start

of the recent hill-climb.

bi.H
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SIDECAR WITH FOLDING CHASSIS.
Quickly Detachable Body on Separate Sub-Frame. The Dorway Sidecar to be

Adopted by Many Makers.

IN the past there Lave been many at-

tempts to produce a sidecar which
will enable the complete outfit to pass

through an ordinary doorway.
These attempts have been successful to

a very fair degree, but never seem to

have caught the public fancj' to any great
extent. Now a new folding chassis has
been produced by the Dorway Sidecar
Co . of Bellbarn Road, Birmingham, and

X-

The medium weight Do way
chassis folded almost com-

pletely.

it is arranged to carry a standard com-
plete coachbuilt body and springs,

mounted on a light rectangular frame,
which can be lifted off when it is desired
to fold the chassis alongside the motor
cycle in order to pass the outfit through
1 gate or doorway. There are several
additional advantages besides the ability

for passing through narrow spaces (down
to 28in. wide), in that after the removal
of the body the inner side of the motor
cycle is completely accessible and can be
reached for inspection or adjustment just
as easily as the off-side. • There are
various modifications of the main idea
being manufactured at the present time,
and these will be seen at the forthcoming
Olympia E.xhibition on several well-known
makes of motor cycle, but in each case
the underlying principle is the same and
may be briefly described as follows :

—

The' sidecar attachments are fixed to
a stout tube lying parallel with the centre

line of the motor cycle; at the front- and
rear of this tube are vertical pivots to

which the cross members of the sidecar

chassis are attached, these cross mem-
bers are joined by a second tubular mem-
ber, to which also they are pivoted so

that the unit forms a construction similar

to a parallel ruler ; the wheel is, of

course, attached by suitable fixings just

in front of the rear cross members.
Normally this construction is capable of

being moved backwards or forwards so

as to be closed up alongside the motor
cycle, and it is locked- rigidly in the ex-

tended position by the tubular sub-frame
on which the body is mounted. This sub-

frame is rectangular, and at each corner
carries pegs, which drop into suitable

sockets in the main chassis frame, thus
locking it rigidly and preventing any
tendency to close.

A Lightweight Pattern.

The light-weight type is so arranged
that taper pegs slide into horizontal
sockets on the front cross member, while
extensions of the rear tube drop into
suitable vertical sockets and are held
therein by spring clips. In the heavier
model double parallel tubes are employed
for the cross members, and vertical pegs
brazed on at each corner of the sub-
frame di-op into vertical sockets and are
locked at two opposite corners by
spring pegs. It should be pointed out
that the locking pegs and clips in the two
instances mentioned are totally unneces-
sary as regards safety, but are employed
merely to prevent rattles when there is

no passenger in the sidecar.

In addition to the advantages enumer-
ated above, the simple method of body

attachment provides great -scope for the
small tradesman who utilises his sidecar
with a box body for light deliveries
through the week, and can in the space
of a few m.nutes change over to a tour-mg body for week-ends or holiday pur-
poses. '^

Body removed showing
Eub frame. Apart
from the collapsible

chass:s there is dls-

hnct advantage in a

quickly detachable

body

In construction the Dorway chassis is

robust, and the workmanship throughout
is excellent; all pivot joints are of first-

class fit and are packed with grease to

prevent rusting up, and the construction

is such that the complete outfit is per-

fectly normal in appearance, any type of

flat-bottomed body being suitable.

Spring plungers at two of

the four comers lock the sub-

frame of the collapsible

chassis in the heavier type

of Dorway sidecar

In the lightweight Dorway sidecar the sub-frame locb

lo the chassis by means of taper sockets in front, and

tubular extensions dropping into the sockets at the rear
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NEW EXCELSIOR MODELS.
Miniature Solo Mount of Light Weight and Low Price Introduced.

TXCLUDED in the Excelsior range for

1 1923 is a new miniature two-stroke

fitted with the latest type 147 c.c.

Villiers engine.

This machine, complete with two-speed

gear, will sell at the price of £28 10s.,

and since both an electric lighting set

and engine shaft clutch can be fitted at

a very moderate figure, it is probable

that £35 will cover the cost of a most
completely equipped lightweight.

Although many people consider that so

small a machine is something of a toy,

nevertheless, from personal experience,

we may state that this e.xample is a

thoroughly practical little machine, well

.suited to the needs of an enormous num-
ber of people. Gear ratios of 5-^- to 1

and 13 to 1 enable the little engine to

maintain a steady speed of well over the

legal limit if necessary, and to climb any
liill which is likely to be encountered by
the average rider. Added to this the

little engine is beautifully balanced, and
is almost vibrationless, slipping along

quietly and without fuss. The Villiers

Hywheel magneto is, of course, a feature,

and the engine is supplied with gas

through a Mills single lever carburetter,

from which excellent results have been

obtained. A iin x -iin. motor cycle chain

transmits to the drive through an Albion

.An Excelsior lightweight fitted with 147 c.c. engine; an attractive low-priced model.

which has bee
sior range for

listed at £50^
The w'ell-known

a feature of the Excel-
some time past, and is

349 Blackburne

Especially suitable for

dies—a 250 c c. open

model
,d kic';.

:th

starter.

The price is £57. At the same price,

however, a new model will be listed.

The specification is exactly as above, but
a 350 c.c. special J.A.P. engine is fitted,

and with its all-chain drive, large
silencer, and sensible mudguards, it

forms a most attractive addition to the
e.xisting range. The needs of sidecarists

are catered for by the 975 c.c. sidecar
outfit, fitted with side-by-side valve,

J.A.P. engine, Burman three-speed gear,

with all-chain drive, 28in. x 3in. tyres, and
internal expanding brakes front and rear.

At the price of £123, it is an attractive
proposition.

two-speed gear box, the final drive being
by three-quarter inch belt. 24in. x 2in.

Avon tyres are fitted. In spite of the
small proportions of this little machine
no essential details have been omitted

;

the mudguards are of sensible width, and
half valanced in front ; a deeply flanged

top chain guard is fitted ; Druid forks are

employed, and the saddle is of sensible

proportions. The weight is approximately
1101b.

More Powerful Models.

Next in engine size amongst the pro-

ducts of Bayliss, Thomas and Co., Ltd.,
come two models, both fitted with 250
c.c. Villiers two-stroke engines, the specifi-

cations of these machines being similar,

since they both have flywheel magneto,
Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear, clutch
and kick-starter, Druid forks, and 2iin.
tyres, but the first has a normal frame
with sloping top tube, and has 26in.

wheels, and is listed at £48. The second
is an open frame model with 24in. wheels,

engined Excelsior remains almost uii

changed ; it is fitted with a Burman
three-speed gear, clutch and kick-starter,

Druid forks, 26in. x S^in. wheels, and in-

ternal expanding brakes front and rear.

LUXURIOUS HOOD
EQUIPMENT.

SIDECAR luxury Las now been de-
veloped to such an extent that it

would seem difficult to make any
further great improvements. Yet the
Easyquip hood and screen has been de-

signed to convert a normal sidecar body
into the equivalent of a cabriolet.

The V-fronted celluloid screen is

mounted on the fore part of the body,
the lower portion being attached to the
bodywork by fabric shields giving neat
and- tidy lines. The screen is supported
on vertical rods, that on the door being

An addilion to the Excelsior range ; it is fitted

with a 350 c c. sports J.A.P. engine and three-

speed Eurman gear hoc.
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THE EASYQUIP
HOOD. Not the least

attractive feature in this

design is that the door
be opened whilst

ood is in position.

80 designed as to permit its opening with-

out interference. The celluloid screens

are moBnted in aluminium headings and
are detachable therefrom should replace-

ment become necessary. In addition to

this, side members on similar lines are

fitted, and these again do not interfere

with the opening of the door ; the whole
side with the front screen panel bodily
hinges back while the hood is still in

position. The hood itself has a V-front

to match the screens, and a single strap
attachment secures it when in use, while
when folded back it is covered by a water-
proof case.

The hood and ftttings may be obtained
in waterproof leatherette, or twill. A
diamond-shaped celluloid panel is fitted to

the back of the hood, and the workman-
ship is well carried out. One cannot
say more than that Easyquip fittings pro-

vide full protection when in use, while

A POPULAR LIGHTWEIGHT.
A £48 Model to replace

the 1922 £60 type.

As one of the machines which proved
the possibilities of the two-stroke
engine, the Levis has always been

one of the most popular lightweights on
the market. The full programme for 1923
has not yet been finally settled, but it has
been decided to introduce a £48 model to

replace this year's £60 machine. This
little solo mount has an engine of 211 c.c.

and is fitted with a Sturmey-Archer two-
speed gear with clutch and kick-starter.

It will be seen from the illustration

that this new model " S " is an attractive

machine at a very moderate price.

allowing perfect freedom of entrance and
e.xit when desired, yet, in addition, any
p;irt such as the side screen and curtains
nray bo readily detached and left at home
if not required. It should be mentioned
that there is an extraordinary absence
of wing nuts and such like accessories

which are usually part and parcel of

hoods, side screeirs, etc. The manufac-
turers are Coventry Equipments, Ltd.,

Clarendon Works, Coventry.

The new " Popular

'

Levis for 1923.

THE LATEST EDMUND MODELS.

One of the most attractive machine-, at last year's Olympia Show was the semi-spring frame Edmund. Two of the 1923 modeh are shown above-
th3 349 c.c. o.h.v. sports and the 499 c.c. tourist type, both being fitted with Blackburne engines.
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ANOTHER ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT.
A New Omega with 1 70 c.c.

TwO'Stroke Engine.

A 170 c.c. two-stroke Omega is the
latest ultra lightweight, a type
which promises to be one of the

features of the show next month. To be
known as the Omega .Junior and manu-
factured by \V. J. Green, Ltd., .Stoke,

Coventry^ the new model weighs but 961b.

iind is designed to provide a saddle height,

ill the lowest position, of no more than
26 inches from the ground.

In detail the 50x60 mm. engine is

thoroughly well made, having a one-piece
iiverhung crankshaft with a very long
bearing. The big end bush is of phosphor
bronze, but the gudgeon pin is fixed in

the connecting rod and floats in a cast-

iron two-ring piston.

The engine, wliich is of the normal
llu-ee port type slopes to the front, and in

order to avoid the exhaust pipe fouling

the front down tube the cylinder is turned
slightly on the crank case, so that the
transfer and exhaust ports are off the.
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Between the mot:)rlsed bicycle and the lightweight touring machine—the 170 c.c. Omega
Junior.

A vertical laminated spring is used

in the Omega-Junior fork.

centre line of the frame. A further in-

teresting point is that the cylinder is off-

set in relation to the crankshaft by f of

an inch. A Fellows magneto is carried

on a platform cast on the crank case be-

hind the sloping cylinder, and gas is sup-

plied by a single lever carburetter.

A light loop frame with single top tube
is used, and extra stiffness is ensured in

the neighbourhood of the loop by a pair

of curved steel members which are drilled

at spaces of approximately an inch apart
so as to provide alternative positions for

the foot rests.

24in. x2in. tyres are fitted, and lubrica-

tion is by the petroil system, the tank,
which carries approximately a gallon of

fuel, having a separate oil tank with a
suitable measure combined with the filler.

An unusual feature is to be found in

the front fork, which is pivoted below
the steering head and employs a vertical

leaf spring attached rigidly to the crown
and capable of sliding in a link attached
to the steering head. We can speak

highly of this fork in action, for a short
trial run convinced us nbt merely of the
wonderful pulling powers of the tiny
engine but also of the general comfort
of the machine.
In spite of the fact that a single gear of

6^ to 1 was fitted to the trial machine
it was very flexible. In this form the
machine will sell at £25. With two-
speed gear the price is to be £32, and a
further £4 will be added for clutch and
kick-starter. In addition to this a

single geared clutch model will be mar-
keted at the approximate price of £27.

Overhung crankshaft of the new ultra

lightweight.

A BETTER TAXATION SYSTEM IN 1924.
HAS the Government realised that

the taxation system, introduced in

January, 1921. has been proved to
be unsatisfactory? Whatever the feeling

in 1920, when the present system was
introduced, there is certainly a tendency
now to consider favourably a petrol tax.
" Owing to the necessity for securing
legislative sanction to any acceptable
alternative, the present system must re-

main until the end of 1923. Neverthe-
less, it is satisfactory to learn that efforts

are being made to bring, about a more
equitable system.
The question of taxation has many

times been discussed in these columns,
and we have shown that to obtain
-taxation in proportion to the type of ma-

.
chine used and the mileage such machine
is used, there are only two factors which
can be considered, namely, tyres or fuel.

For many reasons a tax on tyres would
be open to criticism ; for example, one
may have the iU lock to cut a new cover
very badly. A little consideration will
show that a tax on fuel would be far
better^ and the present system eventually
will be abandoned in its favour.

A memorandum has been prepared by
the Motor Legislation Committee repre-

senting the views of the Auto-Cycle
Union, the Automobile Association and
Motor Union, the Royal Automobile Club,
the Royal Scottish Automobile Club, and
the principal trade organisations, to be
submitted to the Departmental Com-
mittee of the Ministry of Transport.
The system of taxation suggested is a

flat rate on motor spirit, to be levied at

the port of entry. It is not suggested
that any excise duty should be imposed
on benzole, pure alcohol, or kerosenes.

It is suggested that motor spirit should
be defined by flash-point and distillation

tests, and that the use of paraffin be
allowed ,by special licence.

Tlie main objection to the present sys-

tem, says the memorandum, is that
vehicle taxation has no regard to road
usage, which is obviously an important
factor in road wear, and that the tax

is the same whether the vehicle travels

400 or 40,000 miles per annum. It is

also shown that the present system tends
to restrict the use of vehicles to certain

periods of the year, i.e., 15,760 motor

cycles were licensed during the first

quarter of 1922, and 62,846 during the
second.

No rebates of any kind are suggested
as regards motor spirit used for road
purposes.

The signatories to the memorandum
inform the Ministry' that at a later date
they will be prepared to indicate the
amount of motor spirit to be used neces-
sary to produce in 1924 the figure at
which they could agree with the Govern-
ment as a reasonable contribution from
mechanically-propelled road vehicles to-

wards road expenditure.
With a motor spirit duty of 5d. a

gallon, a nominal registration duty
equivalent to 2s. 6d. per h.p. , for cars,

a nominal registration duty of £1 on
goods and hackney vehicles, of £2 on
vehicles exceeding 3 tons, and 7s. 6d. on
motor cycles, a gross revenue of

£10,315,000 is anticipated. With a

motor spirit duty of ,4d. and a 75% re-

duction on the existing taxes, which
would mean that motor cycles would
average at 12s. 6d. registration, the gros.'i

revenue would be £10,375,000.

c 5
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ADVANCED MAGNETO DESIGN.
Rotating Magnet with Stationary Armature and Contact'breaker in New B.L.l.C. Model.

WITH the increasing demands of the
modern high-speed engine upon
its ignition apparatus, improve-

ment in magneto design is a matter of
continual urgency.

It is significant that practically all the

between them revolves a small magnet of

cobalt steel, which only weighs 12 oz.

The armature poles are laminated and
high efficiency is obtained, good spark-
mg being characteristic at speeds as low
as 50 to 60 r.p.m. The total weight of

the single - cylinder

magneto is 3^ lb.

The pole shoes are in-

cast in the aluminium
body of the magneto,
and the armature is

mounted across these.

The armature high ten-

sion connection makes
direct contact with the

end of the high tension
lead, there being no slip

rings, brushes, or brush
holders. The rotating
magnet is about the
sanis size as the average,
armature winding.

A stationary contact-breaker is em-
ployed, and it is operated by a cam car-

ried on the bra^s spindle of the revulvini;

magnet—the only rotating part.

Great Advantages.

Obviously a great advantage inherent
in this form of construction is that the
mechanically weak high-tension windings
of the armature windings are not sub-
jected to the intense centrifu2;al stiesse^
of the ordinary magneto. Inis advan-
tage, of course, has previously been ob-
tained in magnetos of the i&lar inductor
type, but at the expense of several air-

gaps in the magnetic circuit. In the
ii.L.I.C. instrument these air-gaps are
no more than in the conventional rotat-
ing armature magneto, while the path
of the magnetic iiux is equally short.

The makers are the British Lightin'.;

and Ignition Co., Ltd., Cheston Road.
Aston, Birmingham.

Component parts, showing great accessibility

modern departures in magneto design
from the conventional pre-war Contin-
ental pattern, both electrically and
mechanically, have originated in this

country.

the latest development is the new
B.L.l.C. magneto, from which the rotating
armature aiid stationary horseshoe magnet
are eliminated; instead a stationary wind-
ing has its armature poles extended, and

Clean exterior desijn

The new B.L.l.C
magneto with it?

stationary contact
brea'cer wilhd'awn

ULSTER GRAND PRIX.
H. W. Hassall (Norton) wins

HW. HASSALL (Norton) won the

, Grand Prix Road Race promoted
by the Ulster Motor Cycle Club

on Saturday last. It was a very popu-
lar win, for there are few parts of the
country where the Norton is more
favoured than in Ulster, and, while per-

haps the local populace would have been
better pleased had the winning Norton
been steered by Jimmy Shaw, a great re-

ception was accorded to the Birmingham
ridei'.

Sliaw was going well when he punc-
tured on the fifth lap.

The race was held over a triangular

circuit of 20g miles, which hsd origi-

nally been selected for the suggested
light car race, and seven laps of it were

at over 60 m.o.h. by covering 143j

covered : it lay on the outskirts of Bel-

fast, and was generally regarded as a

very suitable course for a race. Absence
of anything in the nature of hills tended
to fast times. Further, a delightful

autumn day favoured the event, and a

huge crowd of spectators attended.

Of 75 entrants, there were 70 starters,

the large field being accounted for by
the fact that the event was run on handi-

cap lines with separate awards in each

of classes. The limit man was des-

patched promptly at one o'clock.

The placings and actual times were ;

1. H. W. Hassall (Norton), time 2h. 22m. 9s.

2. Andrews (Trump-Jap), time 2h. 53m. 54s.
3. Dinsmore (Norton), time 2h, 29m. 30s.

H. Wliiteside (Scott), time 3h. 14m. 435,

A SUCCESSFUL and well-organised
half-day trial was held by the
Sutton Coldfield and N. Birming-

ham A.C. on Saturday over a 50-mile

course embracing some of the prettiest

parts of Worcestershire.
The route ran through Halesowen and

Stourport, then lay chiefly in the Ten-
bury district, finishing up at the Hun-

c6

EASY HALF-DAY TRIAL.
dred House, Great Witley. Some 50 com-
petitors faced the starter.

There were three observed hills, a stop
and restart test, and an acceleration test

;

only one hill caused any trouble—Flag-
staff. There were one or two patches
that were decidedly greasy, which neces-
sitated careful driving on the part of
the solo men. Only three absolute fail-

Miles in 1 hr. 42 mins 9 sees.

The fastest in the 250 c.c. class was
W. L. Handley (O.K.); S. Wallace
(Rex) was second. In the 350 c.c. class,

F. Andrew-s (Trump-Jap) was fastest, and
in the unlimited class N. P. Metcalfe
(Brough-Superior) was the w-inner.

A Lap at 68 m.p.h.

Fastest lap was made by H. Langman
(Scott), who covered a circuit at the rate

of 68 m.p.h.
The following won medals by finishing

within 20m. of the winner's time : Ham-
ilton (Scott), Handley (O.K.), Hill

(Douglas), Wallace (Rex), Murray (Fran-

cis-Barnett), McCleery (Scott), Sleaton

(Mohawk). Mallon (Sunbeam), and Met-
calfe (Brough-Superior).

ures were recorded, B. H. Cunning-
worth (Levis), A. R. Edwards (Levis),

and T. M. Eastwood (349 A.J.S.), who
attempted to take the first part too fast,

got out of control, and dashed into the

ditch. L. V. Bowen (249 Radco) swerved

on a bit of grease, ran into the grass, but

after footing elev'erly recovered without

stopping and carried on.
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THE SIDECAR T.T.
Decision to hold Sidecar Race Next Year hailed with Satisfaction. Opinions of

well'known Personalities in the Sidecar World.

AS recorded ia last week's issue, there
is to be a sidecar race in the Isle cf

Man next year. For several years

inot(n' cyclists have asked, through the

columns of The Motor Cycle, for such, a

race, but of late, owing perhaps to the

increase of .speeds of T.T. mounts, the

demand has been less insist-ent.

Now that a race is to be held, there are

not a few who look forward to the event

a little apprehensively, and during the

past week three questions have been freely

discussed in club and trade circles.

(1) Would such a race help the de-

velopment of the sidecar ?

(2) Is the sidecar a suitable vehicle

to race on comparatively narrow and tor-

tuous roads ?

(3) Should three-wheeled runabouts be
admitted to the ra<:e?

These three questions have been an-

swered by well-known personalities in the

sidecar world, who almost \vithout excep-

tion are in favour of a sidecar race.

Developing the Touring Machine.

The object of all T.T. races is to help

the development of the tourist machine

;

the Sidecar T.T. should have the same
ubject.

Mr. J. L. Norton is not only a maker
of fast touring sidecar outfits, but is

Ss, sidecar exponent himself. He knows
the . limits of the sidecar, if any man
does, and in answer to the first question

he writes :

. "It (the Sidecar T.T.) will un-

doubtedly help development in certain

directions, but the type of vehicle de-

veloped for a race over a course like the
T.T. would not be the best type of
vehicle for ordinary use."

Jlr. F. E. Baker, of Precision fame,
says :

" I welcome the prospect of a pro-

posed race as an earnest endeavour to
demonstrate the present possibilities of
tlie sidecar machine and as a means of

research for future development."
Mr. C. R. Collier, of the Matchless

firm, a past T.T. winner and an expert
sidecarist, does not think that the race
would further develop the sidecar itself,

but would possibly be of some assistance

as regards developments in engine design
and brakes.

•That such a race will tend to prove
the efficiency of motor cycles in general
is the opinion of Mr. L. F. Peaty, the
well-known Hawker sidecar driver, which
seems to be the opinion also of Mr. Frank
Smith, managing director of the Clyno
Engineering Co., and an expert sidecar
driver of many years' standing.

Steering Important.

"I consider," he writes, "that any
race such as tlie Sidecar T.T. must
help the development of the siclecar. En-
gines, gear boxes, transmission, brakes,
and frames would be submitted to the
severest test. . . . Steering at high
speeds would also have to receive special
attention."

That well-known competitfon rider,
Mr. W. B. Gibb, of Gloucester, looks

to a Sidecar T.T. to eradicate the weak-
ness of design which becomes apparent in
the English or Scottish Sis Days Trials.
A well-known Coventry sidecar manu-

facturer, Mr. W. iMontgomery, who has
now been making sidecars for twenty-one
years, submits the view that, in spite
of what theorists sav, the sidecar is fun-
damentally sound. He agrees that a Sicle-
car T.T. should help its development.

Messrs. Mills-Fulford, Ltd., also old-
established sidecar makers, have no doubt"
whatever that they could huild a chassis
to stand the severe test which the race
will impose upon the competing machines.
As a means of exploiting the sidecar,

Mr. S. L. Bailey, the Douglas exponent,
welcomes the race. He writes :

" There is little doubt in my mind that
the holding of a sidecar T.T. race would
focus considerable attention on the sidecar
movement generally, and the British sec-
tion of that movement particularly,
especially so at a time when the smaller
light car movement is directly attacking
the sidecar section of the industry.

" I think that the two markets are quite
distinct, and there will ever be a big de-
mand for a fast, light and economical
outfit that will take all main road hills on
top gear and at a much faster speed than
the usual light car. Proof of this^ of
course, can only be demonstrated in such
a race as the T.T., and I think the re-

sults over a mountainous and varving
course like the I.O.M. T.T. circuit 'will

surprise most people."
Our correspondents appear to be unani-

mous regarding the assistance the race
will be in developing the sidecar. Mr.
Victor Horsman, record breaker on two
and three wheels, is just as certain on
this point as Mr. George Brough and
Mr. Osborne de Lissa, managing director
of M.A.G. Engine Co., Ltd., who is not
unknown as a sidecar expert oh the track.

Mr. T. Watson, of Watsonian Sidecars,
agrees that the race will materially in-

fiueuce sidecar design and development,
possibly to the good of the industry in

certain respects, but adversely in other
directions."

" Freakish designs will be incorporated
which will be useless to the general pub-
lic," be affirms. " But weaknesses will

be found and improved upon. Careful
thought will have to be given to brakes."

The Question of Safety.

Anyone who knows the nature of the
T.T. course, with its 80 odd bends, must
think of the possible danger to the com-
petitors. Mr. George Brough says he
would prefer to be the driver rather tlian

the passenger.

Mr. Watson thinks that while the
course is not ideal for a sidecar race,

owing to the narrow roads and the diffi-

culties of one competitor passing another,
each rider will have tlie same chance.
" There can be no question that the

race will be dangerous," says Mr. Victor
Horsman, " but not any more so than the
present race for solo machines. In the

event ol a crash two people will be In-

volved, unless it is decided to carry a
dead load in the sidecar."
Mr. de Lissa, to this question of danger,

answers: "Most emphatically, no!"
and Mr. C. R. Collier, " Decidedly no,"
while Mr. S. L. Bailey writes :

" I can see no reason why a sidecar
should not be safe on this course. It

depends entirely on the driver, which
equally applies in the case of a solo rider.

It would be no more difficult for sidecars
to pass than for cars, and it must be
admitted that there were very few acci-
dents in the car T.T. race."
The experts of the Mills-Fulford and

Montgomery firms consider that the risk
of cornering should be no more than has
to be taken in consideration under the
usual conditions of the T.T. races. Mr.
Frank Smith is of similar opinion, and
considers " a properly designed sidecar
quite suitable to race on narrow and tor-

tuous roads."
Mr. W. B. Gibb thinks that manufac-

turers entering the race will fit flexible

joints on similar lines to those used on
the dirt tracks in America, and Mr. F. E.
Baker believes that a sidecar can be raced
over any road on which a four-wheel
or two-wheel vehicle can compete.
" I certainly consider the element of

danger would be greater with a sidecar

outfit than either solo or four-wheeler
vehicles," writes Mr. Norton on this point.

Sidecars and Runabouts.

As to whether three-wheel run-

abouts should be admitted to the
race opinion is fairly evenly divided.

Mr. W. B. Gibb thinks a mixed
race would provide useful data for the

buyer; Mr. AV. Montgomery says: "Let
'em all come—the superior qualities of the

sidecars can be demonstrated quite safely .

and effectively." Messrs. C. R. Collier,

Frank Smith, and George Brough and the

ilills-Fulford firm also agree.

The designer of Watsonian sidecars

considers that it would be better to con-

centrate upon sidecars, and Messrs. Victor

Horsman and 0. de Lissa consider that

the three-wheeler would have an unfair

advantage.
Mr. F. E. Baker says that if the race

is regarded as a development race for

sidecar machines, then it should be con-

fined to sidecars, an opinion shared by
Mr. J. L. Norton and Mr. L. F. I'eaty.

Letters have also been received from
.Messrs. W. A. Fell Smith, Harry Bashall,

Geo. Grinton, J. A. Masters, F. W. Giles

(A.J.S.), T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam), F.

W. Barnes (Zenith), and J. E. Greenwood
(Sunbeam), and in every case these ex-

pert sidecarists agree that the race will

be of great benefit to the development
of the sidecar, and that in the hands of a

capable driver the element of danger is

not great. But Mr. W. H. Wells, of

the Indian firm, is emphatic that sidecars

must not be allowed to practice on^ the

course al the same time as solo machines
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LIVERPOOL'S

One particular spot on the bank had a magnetic attraction for the soloists. C. C. \Xilde

(499 Triumph) is making way for G. Warbink (499 Sunbeam).

" Q.N.S.S." Competitors in last Satur-

O day's Liverpool M.C. Reliance
Cup Trial will dream of these

cryptic letters (denoting the start of a

non-stop section) for many a day.

Tke event appeared to be nothing else

but observed sections, one followiiig the

othrir with bewildering rapidity, und none
of them without cause. It was onB of the

most snorting scrambles of 1922, and it is

a great pity that it should have been
marred by inefficient route-marking. It

was a test of hill-climbing, of controll-

ability, and, perhaps most of all, of

brakes.

That the sun shone all day did not, as

sometimes happens, convert a strenuous

trial into a joy-ride ; rather, rain might
have made it an impossibility. A very

active fresh-water spring attended to the

lubrication of Alt-y-Bady, and clean

ascents were as rare as failures were
numerous, but several of the other hills

were by no means dry.

Sporting Visitors.

There was a strong contingent of sport-

ing Yorkshiremcn among the competitors,

and another from the East Midland
Centre clubs ; neither party was dis-

appointed.
Within a mile or two of the start at

Queensferry the fun began—water-
splashes, cross-gullied cart-tracks, grassy
virgin paths that on a wet day would
have delighted, or broken, the heart of

the enthusiast, sudden turns, ascents and
descents ecjually precipitous. Near
Ffrith there wa.s quite an ambitious ford,

but it was not very deep. (Had it been
more than 10 inches the regulations,
thoughtfully, would have allowed the
competitors to push their machines
through.) The sidecars, which had to
average only 18 m.p.h., against the solo

20, were first ; most of them made good
crossings, although one ff the Brough
Sviperior outfits was repcrted to havn
stopped, and E. Foster'*' lightweight
Raleigh very nearly underwent an in-

voluntary bath.

About a mile further on came Ffrith

Hill, rearing up with surprising sudden-
ness just beyond a railway bridge. The
lower and steeper portion left something
to be desired in the matter of surface,

and loose stones caused wheel-slip with
one or two of the sidecars. The first to

fail was J. Taylor (633 Norton sc); a

burnt-out clutch was suspected. 'Then

W. Roberts (800 A.J.S. sc.) stopped,

baulking J. H. Green (269 Excelsior),

who wobbled so badly in passing that he,

too, failed. J. G. Collins, on another
A.J.S. outfit, appeared to be most unhappy
for the first 30 yards, then decided that

he was to get up all right, which he did
smiling !

The soloists were almost monotonously
successful, vastly entertaining the small

boys of the neighbourhood, who appeared
to be most enthusiastic about "moUr
pikes" (another version; "mottr
picycles"). However, A. E. Musker on
a 1915 Triumph came perilously near

failure after several wild zigzags, and
W. J. Knight (499 Triiunph), appeared to

have been taken by surprise at the sud-

deness of the climb. The other four-

valve Triumph, C. C. Wilde's, made one

of the best climbs of all. No one else

failed. The following made the most

imposing ascents : G. S. Boston (532

Scott), Miss M. Cottle (547 Powell). W.
Westwood Wills (547 Powell). J. L. Fo.v

(490 Norton). A; J. Bailey (633 Norton
sc), C. P. .WcK)d (532 Scott sc). J. H. I

Davies (492 Sunbeam), A. Bennett (492

Sunbeam), G. W. Shepherd (L.S.D. three-

wheeler—with chains). G. Clapham (532

Scott), G. F. Burns (492 Sunbeam), G. L. Ij

Although -V. Horsman (Norton sidecar); himself appears quite unperturbei by rbls
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CE CUP TRIAL
Falck (499 Rover)—curiously impressive

pUit'giug—W. J. Kellett (492 Sunbeam),

L Riuidles (492 Sunbeam), W. H. Had-
field (348 Raleigh), F. E. Nash (481

Scott). J. T. Warinor (499 Sunbeam),

1). T. Bruce (494 Douglas), and G. Clark-

son (492 Sunbeam).
G. E. Barnard (678 Martins.yde sc.)

was noticed paying a visit to the local

smithy in the village down below; he

retired here.

Llaugpllen was reached by way of the

Old Horse-Shoe Pass, but before being

allowed to lunch there the riders were
sent round a. merry two-mile detour

among the clouds, prominently sign-

posted " public footpath "
; the Llan-

gollen public must be a hardy race

!

Then came the " Bady." One could

write a volume on how to climb this

remarkable hill ; and attempt the task

oneself next day—and fail. A low gear

and two stout ribbed tyres are probably

the most useful aids. Even a Scott can-

not be sure of rushing it successfully.

All honour, therefore, to the four

soloists who went up at speed without
any suspicion of footing. They were :

Miss Cottle (Powell), not verij fast, but
wonderful to watch, correcting every

little skid and wobble in a masterly

fashion; G, Claphani (Scott), who took

the wrong turn after reaching the foot

559

The first soloist to cross the Cymmau water-splash—J. H, Fox (633 Norton)—demonstrated
that it was not to cause much trouble.

again via Dolywern, and made a second
faultless climb, amusing everybody by
innocently asking if he had not been up
before; G, F. Burns (492 Sunbeam), one
of the si.x riders in England who appar-
ently always climb Alt-v-^ady success-

fully; and'E, Eggers (349 A.j,S.), par-

The water was not deep but the "approach was precipitous

ticularly creditable, for his' gears were
apparently standard.
No marks should have been lost by :

Westwood Wills (Powell), one perfunc-
tory dig marring an otherwise exception-
ally fine climb by one who is alleged to

live on the hill; G. S. Boston (Scott),

also fast, but touched once ; E. Foster
(348 Raleigh), with feet ready and occa-
sionally touching, but non-stop ; E. H.
Welch (490 Norton), like Foster, but
more so ; G. L. Falck (499 Rover), ditto

;

F. H. Hawkins (348 Raleigh), ditto;

W, J. Kellett (499 Sunbeam), who over-
took Hawkins, but not elegantly; S.

Doward (259 Sun-Vitesse), helped by an
extremely low gear; L. Randies (Sun-
beam), feet down, but quite good; Hugh
Gibson (348 Raleigh), undecided whether
to foot or not; C. H. Fox (557 B.S.A.),
ready to slog, but did not touch ; G.
Clarkson (Sunbeam), footed most judi-

ciously ; and J. Graham Oates (248

Grindley), fast, clever, but stormy.

Problems for the Observers.

There were several bouts regarding
which the verdict can only be "No
decision." For example. Alec Bennett
brought an I.O.M. Sunbeam up at great
speed, and was regarded as likely to make
the star ascent of the day until he
" found " both banks in rapid succession

;

whether he stopped long enough to fail is

doubtful. A. R. Evans (Sunbeam) re-

peated Bennett's performance in a minor
key ;

' J. H. Green (269 Excelsior) stopped
with a spinning wheel, but got going again
unaided; and W. H. Hadfield (348

Raleigh) received unnecessary outside

assistance.

There is no need to enumerate all the

solo failures—merely to charge the bank
was too frequent a happening to interest

much—but one or two were either more
spectacular or quite instructive. For
instance, P. G. Thomason (398 A.J.S.)

skidded on a bone-dry slab of rock, pre-

suniably because his tyres were wet and
slippery ; J. H. Davies (492 Sunbeam)
deserved a better fate than the bank ; so

did 0. C. Wilde (499 Triumph) and G.

C9
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G. W. Shepherd (L.S.D. three-wheeler) leading A. Bennett (492 [Sunbeam) into the main road immediately after the worst watersplash.

Warbink (Sunbeam), who were both
hampered by a stationary sidecar ; J. H.
Simpson (349 A.J.S.) pirouetted broadside
without any apparent provocation on his

part and restarted without difficulty ;
and

G. A. Clarke reared his Sunbeam verti-

cally up the bank.
There were 18 passenger machines, but

only four got up non-stop at first attempt.
In the cases of C. P. Wood (Scott sc.)

and V. Horsman (Norton sc.) their

passengers wriggled nearer the carrier
than was in order, but it would have been
quite excusable had not Reg Brown (Sun-
beam sc.) shown that it was unnecessary.
G. W. Shepherd (L.S.D. three-wheeler)
was the fourth and last to get up non-
stop : he used Parson's chains. C. Bing-
ham (Enfield sc.) was absolutely baulked,
but eventually after one or two further
abortive attempts came up in great style.

When the last man had failed on Alt-
y-Bady'the spectators went tlieir ways,
obviously thinking that the difficulties of
the trial were over. It was a mistaken
idea. Dol-y-wern. Conquering Hero,
Glyn-Arthur, Afonwen, and particularly
Bodfari are hills of the first order, hills
that, could they be bodily moved to Kent,
would cause more consternation than the
notorious Rook.

The writer makes this claim without
prejudice. Yet there were very few
failures ; even Bodfari, steeper than 1 in 3
with huge rocks and loose sand, caused
only H. J. Drury (A.J.S.) and Graham
Gates (Grindlay) to go on the observer's
sheet as having failed, and A. E. Musker
(550 Triumph) as having run alongside.

Interspersed with these formidable
climbs were equally formidable descents
and more rough and tortuous mountain
tracks. Fortunately the route marking
took a turn for the better here. Spills

were common. Shepherd's L.S.D. over-
turned near the top of one mountain, and
the later men had to take a detour round

the base in consequence. The Scott side-

1

car chassis broke. Clapham took a nasty

toss by hitting a guUey at speed, and a

Douglas rider was rather seriously hurt.

Keeping to schedule was a hard task

in itself, and the omission of the re-

starting test on Pen-y-Ball should not:

cause any ties for the premier awards
i

Quite the star ascent ol Alt-y-Bady was made by the only lady competitor,

(Powell), who earned the applause of the specatators.

Cottle

FINE weather favoured the attempts at
records, organised by the Belgian
Motor Cyclists' Federation, which

were made on the magnificent sitrface of
the Oostmalle road. These attempts were
made over the flying kilometre in two
directions. The average speeds are given
below :

Motor As.sisted Btcvcles.—Joncret (125 Tor
dor), 25.6 m.p.h. (Belgian recird).

BELGIAN RECORD ATTEMPTS.
250 c.c. Solo.—Claessens (F.N.), 63.54 m.p.h.

(Belgian record) ; CraviUon (Rush-Blackburne)

,

61.12 m.p.h.; Vermenlen (Gri££ou), 38.96 m.p.h.

350 C.C. Solo.—Remington (Rush-Blackburne)
and Claessens (F.N.). 76.5 m.p.h.; Philippart
(F.N.), 73.90 m.p.h.

500 C.C. Solo.—Rossi (Motosacoche), 90-20
m.p.h. {Belgian rerord and fastest tim^e of the
day); Defer (Norton), 75.25 m.p.h,; Vidal (Saro-

lea), 63.91 m.p.h.

750 C.C. Solo.—Breslaii (Norton), 77.13 m.p.h.
{Belgian record).

],000 C.C. SOLO^—Bouillon flndian), 89.47 m.p.h

(Belgian record); Pierard (Indian), 86.5 iii-p.ii.

350 C.C. Sidecars.—Delvigne (Rush-Black
hurne), 62.13 m.p.h. (Belgian record); Philippar

(F.N.), 60.45 m.p.h.; Reynaertz (Gillet). 58.!

m.p.h.; Berry (Sheffield-Henderson), 57.35 m.p.li.

600 C.C. SiDECiRS-.^Defer (Norton), 66.6 m.p-Ii

(Belgian record).

1,000 C.C. Sidecars.—Milhoux (Indian), 75.

m.p.h. (Belgian record); Springuel (Harley-Davn

son), 72.5 m.p.h.
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TRYING CUMBERLAND TRIAL.
Cumberland Club's Sporting Event in the Lake District.

I\
foul weather and fair, mostly tlie

fni'iiier, tlie Cumberland Club has held

numerous sporting trials during the

present year. The last of the competition

season, organised by the Western Section,

was lield on the 7th inst. over a course

that had some new and novel features.

The course was good, and very few-

marks were lost before the luncheon stop

was made at Workington. On the way
thither the slimy slope of Whinfell from

Lorton Vale caused a few adventures,

and W. Tweddle (550 Triumph) failed

owing to a wide skid ; D. H. Watson
(Morgan) also slid into the grease. Be-

tween Branthwaite Brow top and Work-
ington, T. B. Westmorland (Harley-

Davidson sc.) unfortunately suffered a
puncture, and arrived five minutes late,

yet five minutes earlier than Goddard (770

B.S.A. sc), who had smiilar trouble.

After the re-start excitement soon be-

came fast and furious. Certainly, many
stuck fast and most were furious in the

bog of " Muddy Avenue," on the Bran-

thvvaite-Dean portion. This new and sur-

prising ' colonial section," so-called, was
two miles long and six to eight inches

—

some said two feet—deep in mud and
watei'. Every rider was late at the end

of this section.

The once-trying Buttermere Hause was
surmounted in capital style, but the cross-

ing of Rake How, between Naddle Vale
and the Vale of St. John, shattered the

hopes of many. Neither sun nor wind
had been present to dry the two greasy

comers, and in consequence there were
many thrills. The solo machines were

all successful, and very noticeable were
the skilful ascents by L. and J. Edmond-
son on Massey-Arrans. Remarkable acro-

batic feats were performed by sidecar

passengers, and several required assist-

ance. The lighter outfits were most suc-

cessful, notably, A. D. Reid on a 349 c.c.

A.J.S. For the spectators, the tit-bit

of the day was the attack by Parry

^miMM>»i^^i^ w«»siff»*"iS'A-aj

'^A- .;.,i#i!^^>^''*

.. -J

An anxious moment on the slippery bend of Rake How Hi!

(550 Triumph sidecar).

The rider is J. Casson

(Morgan). The first corner was taken at

high speed, but on the second, o\\'ing to a

sharp skid, the driving chain jumped off

the sprocket. There was sudden collapse
and the machine almost dashed back
over the edge, but immediate help was
forthcoming. But for this. Parry would
have won the passenger class.

On Robin Hood Hill, near Bassen-
thwaite, three riders charged the bank,
including the secretary, J. P. Bennett
(499 Sunbeam). The final feature was

the last mile run to Castle Inn at the speed
of four miles an hour, M-hich was accom-
plished quite easily.

The winners in the various classes
were:—
BEST PERFOH.M'ANOE OF THE DAY (N. H.

Richmond Cup).—L. Ednaondson (349 Massey-
Ai'ran).
HEAVYWEIGHT SOLO CLASS.—G. Guinness

(499 Sunbeam).
PASSENGER CLASS.—H. Dixon (Rover Ic).
LIGHTWEIGHT SOLO GLASS (F. R. Ander-

son's Cup and Gold Medal).—Leslie Edmondson
(349 Massey-Arran). -

RECORD ACTIVITY AT BROOKLANDS.
AT this time of the year there is

usually a veritable epidemic of

records at Brooklands. Such has
-leen the case during the past few months.
S'ortons, as usual, and Harley-Dai idsons

md Douglas machines have been well to

fhe fore, while a motor cycle not often
];een on the track in record attempts—the
,?49 c.c. Bradbury—has recently acquitted

;

tself well.

Wednesday of last week (Octol>er 11th)

.vitnessed the fall of no less than nine
ecords through the activity of four riders

m three machines. R. N. Judd (490
N'ortoni bi-oke the following Class C (500

THE Dot motor cycle has been known
for many years, especially in the
North of England where it is made,

jln future it is highly probable that more
Iwill be heard of it. since a new company
in^ been formed to exploit it. For 1925

c.c.) records, which also cover Class D. :

—

100 miles. Ihr. 20m. 46.64s. = 73-88 m.p.h.
2 honis. 147 miles 1,261 yards =73.86 m.p.h.

C. F. Temple and F. Allchin (998

Harley-Davidson sc.) gained the follow-
ing Class G (1,000 c.c.) records ;

—

50 miles. 40m. 36.59s. = 73.87 m.p.h.
100 miles. Ihr. 23m. 57.12s. = 71.47 m.p.h.
1 hour. 73 miles 1.018 yards = 73.58 m.p.h.

Er. E. Dicker (749 Bradbury, standard
V-tvvin side-by-side valve) also broke the
following Class D (750 c.c.) records on
that day :

—

200 miles. 2hr. 56m. 58s. = 68.19 m.p.h.
300 miles. 4hr. 41m. 23.873. = 64.02 m.p.h.
3 hours. 204 miles 1,417 yards= 68.26 m.p.h.
4 hours. 271 miles 1,350 yards =67.94 m.p.h.

DOT DEVELOPMENTS.
Dot Motors, Ltd., will have a comprehen-
sive range of models, which vsdll be at

Olympia next month. These include:—
293 c.c. J. A. P. engined lightweight,

with three-speed gear and clutch, selling

at £65-

The tank burst within three laps of
the end of the 300-mile record, but Dicker
contiimed for nearly two laps, when he
completely ran out of petrol. He dis-

mounted, pushed the machine to his depot,
filled up and carried on with the fuel
streaming out in all directions. As be
approached the timing box Mr. Ebble-
white signalled that the 300 miles had
been completed in record time. Dicker
pulled up and, as he stopped, the petrol
burst into flames and the machine lay
burning in the centre of the track. A
number of Pyrenes were turned on the
fire and the blaze extinguished.

346 c.c. sports model, with special

J.A.P. engine, three-speed gear and
clutch, £78.
976 c.c. big twin sports model, with

close ratio three-speed gear box, £140.

975 c.c. sidecar outfit. £160.
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CURRENT CHAT
"The Motor Cycle" 3d.
With this issue the price of The Motor

Cj/rh reverts to three-pence.

Next Year's Grand Prix.
Possible venues for the 1923 Grand

Prix are Lyons or Strasbourg, which was
used this year.

Enthusiasts from the North.
Are North Country riders keener and

more capable than those of the South?
The suggestion has been made in The
Motor Cycle before, and last Saturday's
Reliance Cup Trial seemed to add weight
to the idea.

Census-Taking by Our Readers.
In response to a small paragraph re-

cently, many readers have taken a census
of motor cycle traffic in various areas,
showing the most popular makes. We
hope to publish a representative selec-
tion next week.

D.R.'s Reunion Dinner.
It is hoped to arrange a reunion dinner

during show week of the 1st and 5th
Division and Abbeville L. of C. ex-
D.R.'s. Mr. B. F. G. Fowke, c/o
Trooms, Edwin Road, Twickenham, is

attending to the organisation, and can
be reached by telephone : Richmond 2667.

Novelty in Trials Next Year.
Preliminary arrangements have been

made by the Worcester and District
M.C.G. and the affiliated motor club to

hold a " Selling Trial " next spring. It

will be on the lines of a horse race sell-

.ing plate, and only standard machines
will be eligible. An open permit will be
sought. Further details will be given
later.

(continued X
from p. 551y
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Huge Fields at Brooklands.

Everybody who is anything in the
racing world will compete in ne.Kt Satur-
day's Championship meeting at Brook-
lands. Nearly sixty entries have been
received for one race.

om p. 55

For the Hospitals.

An anonymous donor has presented six
McKenzie motor bicycles to the Prince ot
Wales' Day collection for the hospitals.
It is possible that these will be put up to
ballot.

New A.C.U. Centre.
Club activity in the Bristol district has

now been given a firm foundation by the
formation, already announced in The
Motor C'l/dc, of a new A.C.U. Centre, to

be known as the Wessex Centre. A large
and representative gathering was presetit

at a meeting held at the Old Red House,
Bath, when a strong board of club repre-

sentatives was selected.

Imports and Exports.

An increase in the importation of motuv
cycles is shown for September, but com-
pared with the figures of 1920 their value
is extraordinary low.

IMPORTS.
1920

Value of machines .. £6,325
Value of parts £16,449

1921 1922
£21,448 441C
£16,043 £3,64;

Total £22,774 £36.491 £4,')!,3

Unfortunately a decrease of nearly

£20,000 is indicated in the export figures

for last month when compared with
August, and more startling still are the

figures when contrasted with September.
1920, when we exported £291,273 worth,

of motor cycles and parts. Compared
with September last year, however, thr
figures are well maintained.

EXPORTS.
1920 1921 1922

Value of machines £227,745 £34,747 £30.80"
Value of parts .. £63,523 £18,841 £21,30:

Total £291,273 £53,588 £52,10i

CLUB NEWS (coniimted '\

from p. 550J
Aberdeen and District M.C.C.

Annual speed trial* were held on Crudeu Bay sands
on the 7tb inet., and some fine riding' was witnessed
by a large crowd. Mr. George DaVtdt^on. manager
by a large crowd. Results were as follows:—
CLASS 1 (Unlimited, Handicapped m Classes—

Mr. P. W. Smith's Challenge Cup),— 1. A. Brown
t490 Norton}; 2, R. Dempster (499 Triumph); 3,

W. Cheyne [492 Suabeam). -
CLASS 2 (Unlimited, Handicapped in Classes.

Experts Barred).—!, W. Oheyae (492 Sunbeam); 2,

G. Cnmming- (494 Douglas).
CLASS 4,-350 c.c.-l, G. Ferries (349 Massey-

Arran).
CLASS 5.-560 CO.—1, A. Brown (490 Nortcai);

2, R. Dempster (499 Triumph); 3, W. Cheyne
C492 Sunbeam).

Special Peize fob Fastest Time.—A. Brown
(490 Norton).

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.
A stiff event held on the 7th inst. over a 28-

mile course to be covered twice, the Walters Cup
Trial, included East Dundry and Burledge Hills
on both circuits. No non-skid devices allowed.
Much of the course and the hills were in a very
treacherous condition, and of the 25 starters only
13 finished; Burledge proved the chief obstacle,
and only 5 clean solo climbs out of 18 attempts
were recorded, and only 1 sidecar out o! 13 suc-
ceeded in getting up without assistance—F. Cooke's
Sunbeam outfit. The results were:

1. Walters' Challenge Cup and Gold Medal,
F. A. Simpson (346 Francis-Barnett)

; no loss on
time, and clean climbs of Burledge on each
circuit.

2. Silver Medal, Stanley Gill (269 New Im-
perial)

; no loss on time, and one clean climb of
Burledge.

3. Bronze Medal. E. C. Collins (490 Norton)

;

1 mark lost on time, and one clean climb of
Burledge.

Special Amateur Prize, W. Le Brun (499
Rndge) solo, Bernard Allen (499 Triumph) tied;
no loss on time, failed Burledge both times.

Barrow and District M.C.
Results' of the reliability trial for the Fisher

Cup are now to hand, and are as follow :

1. G. D. Barker (799 A..J.S. sc), winner in 1920.
2. J. C. Dearden (490 Norton).
3. J. Morrison (498 P. and M.).

Birmingham M.C.C.

Open to all members of Midland Centre A.C.U.
clubs, a sporting hall-day trial has been arranged
by the above club to take place on Saturday next.
Nine hills and four watersplashes will be in-

cluded m the route, while there will be tests of

silence, "acceleration and braking.

Meeft*Bn& Club Bvents.

Oct. SOIh

Oct. 21st.

Oct. 21sl.

Oct. 21sl.

Oct. 21st.

Oct. 21st.

Oct. 22nd.

Oct. 22nd.

Oct. 22ni.

Oct. 22nd.

Oct. 22nd.

Oct. 22nd.-

—Cumberland County M.C.C.—Lecture.
—Rei'/ate, RedhUl and District M.C.C—

Short Night Trial—Essex Coimty ami Southend A.C.—Speed
Judging CompelUion.—Covenrry Triangle M.C.—Circular Run.

—Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.—Six Uour
Trial.—Birmingham M.C.C.—Sporting Half'
day Trial.—Coventrii Triangle M.C.—Run to Temple
Balsall.—Boncaster and District M.C.C.—Run to

—Sheffield M.C.C—Rim to Cresswel
Crags.

—Halifax and District M.C. and L.C.C—
Run to Ashopton.

—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
and L.C.C.—Run to HawMmrM.

-Bradford M.C. and L.C.O.—Speed
Trials.

Ulster M.C.C.
Amended results for one class of the Autunii

speed trials at Magilligan Stroud reach us a

follows

:

TEN-MILE HANDICAP (350 CO.).
1. H. Chamber (349 A.J.S.).
2. D. M. Hunter (349 Massey-Arran)

.

3. W. C. Hunter (348 Hunter).

Guernsey M.C. and L.C.C.

An excellent afternoon's sport was provided fc

D>:-mbers by a hill-climb held on the 5th .l i

The hill selected was that from Fermain Bay (

St, Martin's Road, and, despite the slippery natur
of the surface on the low-er part, some good time

were registered. Sidecar drivers experienced litt!

difficulty at the -upper hairpin, but three sol

riders collided with the wall. Mrs. Mauger, ajad
competitor, made several neat and faultless climb;

The fastest ascent was made by E. Bougourd (55'

Triumph), his time being Im. 8%s.
The competitors and their times were a

follows ;
—

SMALL SOLOS.—L. Hill (225 Enfield), Im. 41':,

(winner); C. Thorne (269 Coventry Eagle), In

42y5S. ; J. Tullier (293 Calthorpe), 2m. VSS-

SECOND SOLOS.—L. Brehaut (349 A.J.S.), In

22s. (winner); K. Bell (348 Douglas), Im. li-i

MEDIUM SOLOS.—P. Mauger (648 Blafkbiirnc

Im. 35%s. (winner) ; S. P. Peek (494 Douglas

Im. SeVsS. ; T. Le Cheminant (293 Coventry Eagle

Im. 43s.; Mrs. P. Mauger (543 Blackburne), In

43%s.

HEAVYWEIGHT SOLOS.—E. J. Bougourd (55

Triumph), Im. S%s. (winner); R. Genge (Allday-

Im. 12ysS. ; H. W. Prins (567 B.S.A.), Im. 42'

LIGHT SIDECARS.—A. Gorman (650 Truimv
Im. 4S'/!;s. (winner); H. Slatror (550 Triumpii

2m. 32s.

HEAVY SIDECARS.-G. Lihou (654 Quadrant

Im. 39?4s. (winner); E. De Putron (633 Norton

Im. 41%s.; A. De Carteret (633 Norton), H
46%s.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions s.iould bi: addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Doi-set House, Tudor Street, Lonflon, E,C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be ar.'ijinpanied by a Ijd. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query se-iarately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked '* Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and p'lould be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTLS.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, re .aers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Ser\'ice Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the iiditor in the ordinary way (enclosing a ijd. stamp) and wOl be dealt

with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their represen -atives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

RELATING TO HAND
MAGNETOS.

STARTER

In your publication, " Mag-

^ netos," by A. P. Young,
^ A.M.I. E.E., on page 181 is a

-iJ diagram for a hand-starter mag-

1

neto, the firing point of which

is shown on the cylinder next behind the

r one which would be normally fired by
the magneto proper. Would you kindly

i

inform me if this is correct, as it seems
! to me it should fire on the same cylin-

! der, but some few degrees behind the

!

ordinary point.—C.J.D.
'he drawing is quite correct. In order
ij prevent all chance of backfire, it is

lecessary to make the auxiliary distri-

'uter arm for starting some 30° or so

jehind the main arm. In the case of an
ght- or twelve-cylinder engine this makes

\
appear that the trailing point is cor.-

lected to the wrong cylinder, but actually

\ will have moved on by the time the

';tual sparking moment occurs; on a

jiur- or six-cylinder engine the illusion

jould not be apparent, as there would
> a much greater space between the

;stributer segments.

. MORE SPEED NEEDED.

\ On a 1922 two-stroke Sun-

^ Vitesse the most I can do is

> 30 to 35 m.p.h. Surely some-
-^ thing is wrong ? Could you

.

suggest anything which would
cause it to be so slow ? Would a

larger jet make any difference to the

speed? (I believe it has a 24 jet in

now.) H. G. B.
slightly larger jet would no doubt im-
ove the speed a little, but it might be
cessary to provide some means for ad-

itting extra air also, if you wish to

[

ep the consumption within economical
nits. The magneto timing should be
lirly well advanced. Make quite sure
jat the contact breaker points are
'eaking when the piston reaches top
bad centre with the magneto control
Uy retarded. It is difficult to tell you

I
any simple way of tuning up for

feed—there is no one thing which you
In do that can be guaranteed to in-

jaase the speed of the machine: every
itle point must be seen to, and every-
!ing must be in perfect working order,
lierwise you cannot get the best re-
Its. Your best plan is to obtain a

;py of "Two-stroke Motor Cycles," and
iving read it carefully make quite sure

. (at your maohine is in the best possible

Jmpovtant Dates.

Sat., Oct. 21st—Cheshire Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. 11th

—

Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Tues., Dec. 26th, and Wed., Dec.
27th—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat., Jan. 13th, to Wed., Jan. 24th
(1923)—The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 26th, to Sat., Feb. 3rd
(1923)—Scottish Motor Show.

mechanical order. The best results the

engine is capable of giving should then

follow naturally. Your machine should

certainly attain 40-45 m.p.h.

PERPETUAL MOTION!
I am thinking of setting up a

dynamo lighting and charging

plant, with a dynamo of 20
volts 5 amps output. If I used

two of these dynamos, would
one drive the other without an engine ?

Would the first dvnamo make enough

current to drive the second, and also

leave, say, about half the current for

the lighting, etc. ? What voltage ac-

cumulators should I want ? Should
special switches be used ? Would belt-

drive be suitable?—R. J. .N.

Your questions are not at all clear, and
it would appear that you have insuffi-

cient knowledge of electrical apparatus
to proceed without more complete in-

struction on the subject. You cannot
use one dynamo to drive another in tlie

way you suggest. A dynamo must be
driven from some external source of

power, and you cannot use the dynamo
itself to provide that power for obvious
reasons. We think your best plan is to

obtain some simple elementary text book
on (electricity before proceeding further

CARE OF -ACETYLENE GENERATOR.
My acetylene lamp (separate

generator) gives a splendid light

for a short time; then the tlame
drops from a broad fishtail to

a mere glimmer ; the rear lamp
is also fed from the same generator,
which personally I believe to be too
small. Do you think this likely?

—

H. S.

If the generator is kept perfectly clean,

and if there is no leakage at any of the
joints, the strength/ of the flame should

%

SPEED TRIALS AT SOUTHPORT. At the North Liverpool M.C.C. event on the

sands: F. E. Marsden (492 Sunbeam), G. E. Cowley (490 Norton), and D. Swift

(492 Sunbeam) in an sxciting triangular duel.

CI5
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be niaintaiiiecl for the greater part of

the duration of the consumption of tlie

charge. It is advisable to remove any
filtering pads -which may be fixed in the
generator, as if these become soaked
with moisture they are apt to cause
the trouble you describe. If the gene-

rator was the one supplied with the
lamp it should give good results, and
we think it is Only a matter of making
sure that the generator is properly
cleaned and charged, and also that there
is an «ven flow from the water valve.

IN HALF-MILE STAGES.
A 1913 499 c.c. Triumph on.-

which I recently fitted a new
Amac carburetter, runs well for
about half a mile on a 34-jet and
then; commences misfiring. I then

have to take out the plug and clean it,

after which it goes on as before. I

don't think it is the plug which is at
fault. The engine also runs exces-
sively hot, although tappet clearances
seem all right.—K.W.
You do not give very complete details,

but as the engine commences to run again
after cleaning the plug it would appear
that the trouble is due to excessively rich

mixture. You do not say whether the
plug is covered with soot after the mis-
firing has occm-red; if it is, it is con-
clusive evidence that the jet is too large

or that insufficient air is admitted through
the carburetter. We assume, of course,

that the engine is receiving a sufficient

supply of oil

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
cjo The Editor, " 7'he Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests

for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

"D." (Durham).—499 c.c. Dunelt side-

car; 554 c.c. Quadrant and sidecar : reli-

ability, running costs, hill-climbing, suit-

ability for -poor ro.id surbices.
"

DERBY THREE-LAP
TRACK. Work on the

new race track and sports

ground at Derby is steadily

advancing. The plan of

the site is here clearly

shown. Terraced slopes

form a natural grandstand,

the grandstand proper

being not yet commenced.

The motor cycle track

gives three laps to the

mile and is banked for

80-90 m.p.h. It is

situated just outside Derby

near the Osmaston Road

tram terminus.

"J.S.B." (Liverpool).—133
las and sidecflr.

"J.D." (Peebles).—698 c.c.

fla;t twin sidecfir : speed, hill

fuel consumption and silence.

"A. J.D." (London).—560 c.c. Triumph :

additional silencing arrangements.
"I.J.C." (Wimbledon).—293 c.c. Con-

naught : fuel consumption, speed, suit-

ability for tall rider, Grado gears for

same or similar machine.
"M.J." (Manor Park).^99 c.c. Rudge-

Multi and 398 c.c. A. B.C. ; petrol con-

sumption (with and without pillion

passenger), maximum speeds, and comfort.

"A.S.D.C." (Perth).—976 c.c. Morgan
(Popular model), air-cooled J.A.P.
engine : accommodation tor two adults

and child, and wear of rear tyi-e. -

" T.W.P." (Southampton).—Possibility
of fitting semi-automatic or mechanical
lubrication system to 499 c.c. Triumph;
also general information.

Raleigh
climbing,

OCTOBER SUNSHINE. In the crisp Indian summer days of the late autumn there is no

keener pleasure than a brisk run through the lanes, with the low October sun painting long

shadows on the glowing road surface.

c 16

A Royal Motor Cyclist.
H.E.H. Prince Aimone of Savov is tin ,

enthusiastic rider of a four-valve Triumph.

Found.
On Gravelly Hill, Birmingham, a kick

start sprocket wheel with plated dome.-
Ref. No. 109.

Popular Tyres in France.
Hutchinson tyres triumphed in th(

recent international speed trials held ii

the Bois de Boulogne, Paris, as every cla^

winner used them.

Gliding as a Side Line.
Having made a careful study of the sul)

ject of gliding, the Plus-One Sidecar Co.

62, Chalk Farm Road, London, N.W.I'
is prepared to construct gliders or offe:.

technical advice to those interested.

Dutch Club Championship.
An amendment of the results of tlv

recent club championship trial in HoUani;

reaches us. It is to the effect that thr

trade team prize has now been awardei

to the Indian team.

New Address.
Owing to increase in business, tli

T.O.M. Co., Ltd., specialists in campiiij .

equipment, are moving into large

premises at 61-62, Newman Street, Loii J

don, W.l. Telephone : Museum 8318. A
Olympia Show Publicity.

"

Publicity arrangements for the Jloio

Cycle Show have been taken ovw \
A. H. Clackson, Ltd., 199, Fleet Street

London, E.C.4, while Mr. Laurence H

Cade will occupy the position of Presy

repi'«sentative.
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Thep.&
Motor Cycle

" The Silent Three.
"

A SERIOUS attempt to Eliminate
Noise and to provide Protection.
A 330 c.c. Bair and Stroud engine is employed as the power unit, and, as is

well known, the absence of poppet valves renders it particularly free from
mechanical noise, while its power and reliability have already bsen proved.

In addition, special precautions have been taken to render the exhaust as

quiet as possible, and we may state, from experience with the preliminary
experimental machine, that the designers have already met with considerable

succeFS, though the latest model, which will be exhibited at Olympia, will

have further improvements in the silencing arrangements. First of all, the

exhaust is led to a large aluminium expansion box, thence to a second sheet-

metal chamber, which has an internal division and carefuUy designed inlets

and exits— Frrfe " The Motor Cycle."

STAND
146

OLYMPIA.
We will give you further details

about the P. & P. in future issues
of " The Motor Cycle."

PACKMAN & POPPE, Moor St., COVENTRY.

The PROGRAMME of the SUN COMPANY
will be as follows :

150 c.c. Single Speed .. •• •. •• .. ..

150 c.c.

250 c.c. with Vitesse Engine, 2 - stroke, 2 - speed, clutch and kick-

start, Dunlops • • •

.

....
Ditto, the highly successful Rotary Valve model, so successful in the

recent 6 days A.C.U. • •

Light J.A.P. 2| h.p. belt-cum-chain Sturmey k/s and clutch, Dunlops £58

Sun Blackburne, 350 c.c. with 3-speed, all chain, a real refined machine £68 10

25 Guineas

29

£49 10

£52 10

YOU WILL SEE THEM AT

OLYMPIA on Stand No. 100
(Centre Aisle, Addison Road Entrance).

Machines are delivered free of charge to yc^ except the 150 c.c.

SEND YOUR ENQUIRIES TO

THE SUN CYCLE & FITTINGS CO., LTD.,
Established 1885. ASTON BROOK STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' big
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Do not fail to call

and inspect the

Smith Motor Cycle
Accessories o n
Stand No. 266 at

Olympia, Novem-
ber 25th to Decem-
ber 2nd, 1922.

All Smith Motor Cycle Access-

ories are fully guaranteed under

a 48 Hour Service Scheme

PRICE DOWN— SALES UP.
The reduction in price of the Smith Motor Cycle Speedometer

has enabled many motor cychsts to fit this to their machines,

who before were unable to on account of the price. For

£4 10 the Smith Motor Cycle Speedometer is the cheapest

instrument of its class on the market, and is supplied

complete with front wheel drive for any machine.

PRICE COMPLETE
WITH DRIVE - - £4 10 O

SMITH'S
London Showrooms

(M.A.) LTD.,
179185, Great Portland

CRICKLEWOOD
LONDON

WORKS,
N.W.2

Street, London, W. 1

Smith's Motor Cycle Speedo-
meter, complete with drive,

S4 10, Extra for rear drive, 15/-,

Modernise your machine by fitting an

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT

COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
Three-Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter. . £12
Two-Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter .. £9
Two-Speed Plain Box £5 10

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
From Stock.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
L'pper Highgate Street, BIRMINGHAM

SPEE
M

HIGH GRADE
AND

UNEXCELLED
FOR*CYCLES.

John S. Morris & Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester

ElimES

Model 42 ((MfZ-Jis/rafedl—Blade finish. Nickel-plated
bezel. Indicates epeeds to 60 miles per hoar. Total
mileasa counter to 10,000 and repeats. Qaickly
reset trip-counter.

Price «6 5 O (or without trip model 40) £5 IS
Back wheel drive for
Triumph, 5s. extra.
Back wheel drive for
Indian or Harley-David-
Eon. 10s. extra.

Manujac'ured bji

NORTH & BONS.
Ltd.. WATFORD, &
14,SolioSq.,Ijondon,W,l

iSPEEDOMETERS 'Zf,T

X-LALL.Neracar Se:at

HROIECTED DESIGN.

Sole Makers:

tlOHN kECKIE
(London SJiowroojfts : \

84, Fore St., E.C.!:.^

As shown, 70/-.
Without Tool Bags, 60/-.

Postage extra.

CO., UIMITED,
WALSALL.

Money refunded if dissatisfied.

FLEECE-LINED
GUARANTEED
PERFECT.

Made for the
American Army.

per pair, post palda

Cost 25/- per pair
to make.

BUY NOW & AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.

S.J. 8- A. FELDBLUM, 75, Leadenhall St., E.C.3.

Jn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS,
PRICES.

; advertisements' in these columna
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
iilional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

ire charged double rate. Each paragraph is

jharged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
ipecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

je quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

idvertisements should be made payable__^

—

TTco.
.0 ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., ani crossed__--*-^

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

ransit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisa nents m this section should be

iccompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

iouse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
msure insertion letters should be posted in

ime to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

ly the first post on Friday morning previous to

he day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

00 late for a particular, issue or that are

;rowded out will automatically be inserted in

he following issue unless accompanied by
nstructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

uote the number which is printed at the end of

ach advertisement, anl the date of the issue

1 which it appeared.

The proprietors ars not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is taken

) avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, Iptteis may be
Idressed to numbers at " The iMotor Cycle" OfiBce.

7ben this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

'gistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
) the advertisement charge, which must include the

'orJs Box 000, c/o" Tlie' Motor Cycle." Only the number
il! appear in tlie advertisement. All replies should be

?Jressed No. coo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House
iidor Street, London, E.G. 4. Readers who rep y to Box No
Hvertisements are warned against sending remittance through

\epost except in registered envelopes; in all such cases the

'e oj the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope
ould be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

.In the case of motor cycles ofrere;! for sale under a box
imber, as it is unusual for these to be sold without flrst

Ing Inspected ^y the intending purchaser, advertisers will

militate business by embodying In their advertisements

me mention of the district In which the machine
ered may be seen and tried.

3>ff- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

\y deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
;posit System. If the money be deposited with "The
itorCycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

ods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

lount to the seller, but^ if not, we return the amount
, the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
le seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

insactions up to f,io, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; cc
finsactions over £10 and under ;(|5o, the fee is 2/6 ; over
o and under £7$, 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6
d oa all transactions over iCioo, J^%. All deposit
'Ltlers are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

mdon, E,C.4, and cheques and money~orders should be
ide payable to IliSe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
iication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

e Deposit System. Other advertisers may t>e equally
Isirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

I

SPECIAL NOTE.
r Readers who reply Co adveUisements and receive no
swer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
)nce as an Indication that the goods advertised have
eady been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
ioy enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to
ih one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

FOR SALE.

.B.C., latest models produced by the Sopwith Avia^

ifi 1 ^'poD ' ^^^- °®^ Standard model. £74; dynamo
!' -»r°^' ^'^^y 3 few remaining.—Maudes', 100,

eat Portland St. ' 'London, [7398

An Upheaval

in the West.
The House of Godfrey's is in a stats
of Siege. Decorators are scaling our
walls and clinging to our ceilings.
Ladders and trestles cumber the floors
of our showrooms,and our basement is

thronged with (1922 model) refugees.
To sum up, we are preparing for the invasion
of the I9:!3 models.and are in the mood to accept
very low prices for our present end of season
stoclv.

We give below three selected bargains available
this week. For others, equally attractive, we
refer you to our full list, which will be sent on
request.

Or, better still, call and inspect the machines
without delay—as at the greatly reduced prices
we are prepared to accept, our stock will soon
be cleared.

During Godfrey's Upheaval Sale, any visitor
from the country may claim as a further reduction
his travelling expenses to London,

1 922 (W SHOP-SOILED MODELS

1922 3'. h.p.

Scott-Squirrel. £78

SALE
PRICE £48

1922 4 h.p. SALE £»nC
Indian Scout PRICE duZ^Kj

With fall Electric Equipment & Speedometer£113

For complete List of Bargains urrite for List.

GODFREY'S LTD.
208, Gt. Portland Street, LONDON, W.l

'Phone : Langham 1300 (2 lines).

RIOTOR CYCI.KS FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

1 Q^'^ A^-^-^- ^'"P- ''-speed, perfect condition, I.ncas
J-«-' Magdyno; £60, or nearest.—Macmillan, Kings
Langley, (735^
lijao A.B.C. Novemlitr Sports, In.Ur eauipped, taxed,J-tf insured, just overhauled, perfect; £58.-156. Ade.
laide Rd.. N.W.3. 'I'hone: Hnmpstend 4460. [6942

A .B.C. 1921, Henderson De Luxe sidecar. Easting,'^ Lucas headlight, good condition, tax paid; best
otler over £65.—Box 4273. c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.
•"' 17460
A .B.C. 3l/2h.p., 2-speed, 1914 type, specially built

jri. for racmg, but only ridden a tew miles; equipped,
licensed; any trial; £33; or exchange 2"?.lh.p. Douglas
and cash.—Dowell, Pyrford, Surrey. 17453
A B^C. 1921, Cowey, horn, lamps unused, nearlr neiv
-^^ tyres, spare tube laew) and case, perfect through-
out, tools and spares, taxed; £50.-Bacon, 10, The
Broadway, London Ed., Norhury, S.W.16. [6813
Spare Parts :

A .B.C. Spares, repairs, and special fittings. See
. .

«lvertisement index Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Vic.
tona Crescent, Wimbledon. [7480

Abingdon.
A BINGDOJf S'lh.p.. variable gear, kick-starter, per-^-^ left; £15.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [7323

A.J.S.
Q5.h.p., brand new, unpacked, A.J.S., Bl; £74.-51'^* Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [7532

1 Q 22 A.J.S. 2->4h.p.. mdeage negligible; i£70.—Rat--L«^ chffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St., W. [7595
A .J.S. JMotor Cycles on easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9,'^ Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Central 5168.

T-kAN GUY, Weymouth._1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Oom^
-«-' bination, £176, in stock. Dorset trade supplied.

A -J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, equipped, drive
-C^ away; £40.—Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon.

, .„ [6869
A .J.S. 5-6h.p. Combiuation. 1920, as new, spare wheels.
^*- lamps, windscreen ; f95.—Flito, Wellington ivu.,
Watl^ard. [6719
WAUCHOPE'S, 9.

A.J.S.
clutch; £45.

Shoe Lane, London.—1913 6h.p.
Combination, 3 speeds, kick-start, and

[7384

A.J.S. 234h.p..7h.p.
Merrick's Stores.

'Phone : 2439.

1020 A.J.S. Combination,

lea R
1 Q21 7h.p.
-t-t/ equipped:

Commercial Vehicles.— Write
Listerhills Rd.. Bradford

[2704

,
spare wheel, hood, wind-

screen, condition as new; 76 guineas.—67. Fern-
lea Rd., Balham. [7542

A.J.S. Combination, beautifully
... . any trial; £106.-24, Balliol Rd..

North Kensington. [7029
-| Q21 A.J.S. 2%lh.p. Standard Touring Model, ion-
-L^dition perfect, Cowev. lamps and spares; £65.—
Clapp, 3, Surbiton Hill Park, Sur'oiton. [6812

F.O.C.H. Invite Inspection. A.J.S. '3 and other
makes far below any anticipated price reduction.

—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [3862

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models 2i,4h.p. 60I0, or 7h.p. eom-
biuations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

—Jones' Garage, The Broadway. Muswell Hill. [C785

A.J.S. Combination (March. 1922), very fully
equipped, licensed, insured, perfect condition,

any trial; best offer.—Hawkins, Horsehay, Salop.
[7181

A.J.S.. late 1919 6h.i3., spare wheel, screen, speedo-
meter, lovely outfit; £85, or exchange good solo

and cash.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford Av., North Ken-
sington. [7127

1Q17 A.J.S. and Sidecar, lamps, etc.. in first-class
Xt/ order; must sell; only £55, or near offer.—
Edgar, 46, Cumming St., Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, N.l. [7277

SPECIAL Bargain.-One only new 1922 A.J.S. Mcihl
B.l, 2')4h.p., 3-speedl slightly showroom-soiled; le-

duced to £75 ; first cheque secures.—Premier Motor Co..

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [6693

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, dynamo model, hood,
screen, spare wheel, hardly used and absolutely

as new; 95 guineas.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing 689. [6554

A ..J.S. 7h.p. Combination, fitted with Lucas accumu-
lator lighting, speedometer, spare wheel and tyre,

mileage 2,000, guaranteed as new; £125.—RatciifTe
Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [7594
"1020 A.J.S. Combination, electric lights, speedo-
J-v meter, insurance, fine condition; £95. de-

ferred terms, with £24 down.—Goad, 122, Maida
Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [7351

A.J.S. 1922 2^^jh.p. Touring, recently purchased, onlr

done 30 miles, good as and looks like brand new. too

fast for owner, licensed to end of year; f72'10.—Wil-
liams, Rivermede, Eomsey. Hampshire. [6822

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue bJ^
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A..7.S, 1921 7h.p. Combination, with Lucas battery
lighting set. speerlometer, etc., very small mile-

age; £120.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith
Bii, W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7417

^45.—A.J.S. Sli-iJ. Combination, iiiei'hanically sound,
c^ 2-speed, fluti^h and K.S., pillion, fiparee, hood,
sr-reen, smart; exchange eanal value 2-.?eater car, Rover
siusie or similar.—Box 4267, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7364

A.J.S. Combination, 1921, 7h.p., mileage 4,000.
perfect in every way, speedometer, lajnpa, spare

wheel, windscreen, sidescreen, hood, many extras;
bargain, £100.—Readett, Hand Lane, Leigh, Lanes.

[7095
A .J.S. 6h.p. Combination, Dec./20, hood, screen,
^^ epare wheel and 2 tyres, D.A. head light,

electric side and tail lamps, 2 horns, tax paid; excep-
tional bargain, 85 guineas.—Box 4056, c/o The Motor
Cycle.. • [5724

A.J.S. 1920 5-6h.p. Combinatioi], Easting, and full

equipment, lamps, etc., perfect conditjoii; £80;
tosh, excha^nge, instalments.—EJce, Ltd., 13-15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Ave-
nue 5548. [0065

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, 1921, with hood, hood-
cover, screen and side screen, spare wheel, 3

Lucas lamps, horn, all extras, licence paid, very care-
fully used, condition perfect ; £120 or near offer.—
Mareton, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [7330

1 Q22 2^!41lP A.J.S., Bl, Lucas, equipped regard-
J-tf less, appearance, condition perfect, tyres ex-
cellent, mileage under 5,000; two pistons, three sproc-
kets, valve, spares; 70 m.p.h. timed; numerous
awards ; tax paid ; as new ; good reason ; £73.—Elt.
Nurseries, Stourbridge. [6999

A.J.S. 1922 7i!.p. Combination, 2-seater sidecar,
Lucas ilagdyno lighting, speedometer. Klaxon,

Binks touring carburetter, ,->pare wheel, 5 tyres 700 X
80, splendid condition, new Mareh,_many sparer, well-
inrni<Jhed tool kit, an outfif to be proud of, any ren-
fconable trial and inspection invited, insurance and
tax paid, owner purchasing car, cost £250; accept £180,
Icwest—46, Gerrard St., London, W.l. [6877

Sparc Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.-Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [4806

Alldays.

1 Q21 Alldays Alien, 2-speed. clutch, kick-starter, as
-i- 1/ new; 28 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

[7540
NEW 1922 Alldays 234h.p., 2-stroke, 3-speed, clutch,

kick-start; £56 or nearest.—H. Rose, March,
Cambsr [7159

-B Q 21 Allon 2'?ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start.
Xt/ equipped, taxed; £38.—Blackmore, 769, Rom-
ford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [7605

-| (ft22 Alldays Allon 2-stroke, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-
-J-t/ start, bought May. hardly iised, perfect condition,
neoer=soi"ies ; sacrifice £48.-21, Strand, Southchurch,
Southend. [6767

ALLON 2-stroke. 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter,

lamps, overhauled, recent model, exceptional
condition; £35.—Marlborough (Motor HouseJ, 20,
Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [6561

American X.

A€h Guineas. — 1920 American X Combination,
^tf dynamo lighting, speedometer, etc.—40, Aynhoe
Rd., W.14. ^ [7134

TWO 1919 American X's, perfect condition, any
examination, new tyres; £68 each.—Apply 118,

Alma Rd., Avenue, Southampton. [7261

AMERICAN X, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S..
very fast, perfect; £38, a real snip.—Marble Arch

Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [7575

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1921 American X
with Henderson Elite sidecar, accessories, t;ix

paid, in beautiful condition; £90.—157b, Gt. Port-
land St.. W.l. [2549

PHOTOGRAPH Free.—1921 American X Combina-
tion luxurious sidecar, electric lighting, many

extras; 89 guineas; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,
110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [7202

AMERICAN X Combination, new 5h.p. twin J.A.P..
o.h.v. countershaft, 3 spGe<ls. kick-stait, electric

light and horn, speedometer, limousine sporting sidecar,
smartest outfit on road, mechanically nerfect; £85 or
near offer.—32, Park .Rd., Ealey Rd., Wembley. [6956

Antoine.
ANTOINE 254h.p., Bosch, Amac, all accessories,

perfect; £9.—Gumchard, 179, York Rd.,
Islington. [7183

Ariel,

ARIEL 1920 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped;
£58.—185, Shernhall St., Walthamstow. '[7005

SOUTHPORT .-19.20 Sj-^h.p. Ariel Combination,
fully equippea ; 59 guineas ; exchanges.^Kents.

417, Lord St., Soutbport. [7046

ARIEL sy^h.v. Coachbuilt Combination, 3 speeds,
clutch, kick-start, windscreen, Tan-Sad; £70;

take Baby Triumph part.-Waterloo House, North
Cbeam. [6960

NO REASONABLE

SUGGESTIONS REFUSED.

McKENZlE, 26 guineas cash, or £7

down and 12 payments of £1 17 0.

RHODE, £250 cash, or £55 down
and 12 payments of £16 5 0.

,^W^

ROVER "8" £180 cash, or £46 16

down and 12 payments of £11 14 0.

De Luxe model £20 extra.

SECONDHAND MACHINES IN STOCK

1922 I.O.IW. RUDGE, S'H £60

1922 s/5 O.K., electric lighting, clutch £37 10

1921 3-speed O.K., clutch £39 10

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, comb. dyn. £97 10
19" CONNAUGHT, 2-speed, kick-starter .. £45

1921 TRIUMPH and sidecar £97 10

1922 COVENTRY PREMIER £175

1921 G.N £135
1921 ROYAL RUBY £52 10
192 1 ROYAL ENFIELD, Ma)». dyno £125

1922 NEW HUDSON, 4 h. p. comb., only soiled '£105

1915 B.S.A. and sidecar £47 10

191+ BRADBURY and sidecar £25
1920 RUDGE, 7-9 h.p., and sidecar £79

1919 TRIUMPH, c.c.b. (iWeade & Deakin s.c.) £62 10

1915 CALTHORPE, J..%.P £24 10
I92'2 O.K. 2-speed £27 10
1921 OVERLAND £165
1920 ENFIELD £89 10

IQ22 A.J.S. dyn., fvilly equipped, June model £175
roi6 DOUGLAS, W.D £29 10
1921 ENFIELD £115

1921 RUDGE, 3* h.p £55

GT. PORTLAND STKEET, LONDON, N.W
{Opposite Station.) 'Phone: Museum 497.3.

WOOD GBE£N, LONDON, N., 60, High Baal
'Phone : Homsey 1956,

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, N.E., 151, High STaet.
Phone : Walthamstow i6g.

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
Ariel,

ARIEL 1920 3^2h.p. Combination, countershaft,
3-speed, new condition

;
photograph; £52.-49'

South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [7553

1 Q20 SVoh.p. Ariel Combination, lamps, Bonniksen,
-Lv new tyres and belt, just overhauled by makers;
£65.—Gardner, 5, Albany Rd., Coventry, [7322

AT Edwards'.—1920 6-7h.p. Ariel combination,
lamps, horn, speedometer, screen, perfect order -

75 guineas.— 101, Great Portland St.. W.l, [6617

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual paymeoti.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agenty,

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0704

^O Guineas; exchange.—Ariel Countershaft Coach
^t*-* Combination, S'/^h.-p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-start,
electric lighting, Tan-Sad, Cameo, nice condition, any
examination.—Seahiidge 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich
(Sydenham 2452). [6595

Spare Parts:

ARIEL Spares for all models, poat free. Ariel
Agents, and Spare* Service Depot.—Jones' Garage,

Broadway, MusweJi Hill, N.IO. [0801

Bat.
£95.-1921 8h.p. Bat-Jap, makers' sidecar, spruDf

wheel, electric lighting, 4 detachable wheels
Cowey, Easting, tax paid ; consider another machini
p^rt.— 130, Norwood Rd., West Norwood, S.E.27.

[752:

Beardmore.
3ih.p. Beardmore, spring frame, perfect; £38/10

2 bargain.—47, Leigh Rd., East Ham. [698;

Blackburne.
"I Q20 8h.p. Blackburne Combination, spare wheel
J-*^ fully equipped as new; 90 guineas.—28, Wood
lord Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Maryland 2598. [708',

4h.p. Blackburne, late 1920. all-chain, 28x3 tyres
£ 10 worth equipment, guaranteed perfect cob

dition; £63.—Roberts, 18, Florence Rd., Maid
stone. [71H

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, fitted Venus sidecar, gooi
-i-if condition, owner driven since new; £70,
near; owner going abroad; no agents.—1, LansdowD
Avenue, Winchester. [700

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. 1921 all-chain. Sturme
1

3-8peed, clutch, kick-etart, aluminium nunihei

plates, fully eanipped, lamps, speedometer, Binks epecii

carrier, spare bead and special cam for speed, tax \mi
fine condition, coat over £150; sell £75.—Mason, Tl
Ejosk, Grand Parade, Eastbourne. [675

1 Q22 Blackburne 8h,p. Combination, special sidecaj
J-«-' U.A.C., hood, screen, and side screens, Uiggag
grid, spare wheel, all oversize tyres, lamps, cs

generator, Tan-Sad, horn, tools, and tax paid, don
about 500, guaranteed as new; 150 guineas; will rid

50 miles; given reason for selling.—F. Blaxley, Bxuto
Latimer, Kettering. [675

Spare Parts

:

,

ALL Blackburne engine spai'es from stock; list c

application; trade supplied.—Maudes', 100, Grei

Portland St., W.l. [74C

Bradbury

1 Q22 2-i4h.p. Bradbury, new, speeds, clutch, tas&
J-U complete; £55.—Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxford

[726

BRADBURY 1914 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, exo*

lent condition; £25.—7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7
[23C

£22.—1914 4h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed (Sturmey
clutch, K.S., new condition.—King, Egrove,

ford. [70;

BRADBURY 2^vih.p.," 1922, tax paid, 2-speed, cliu.

and kick-starter; £55.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lrii

London. [751

SOUTHPORT.—1921 Bradbury Combination, a

chain, 3-speed, kick-starter ; 49 guineas ; e

changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. ['iO^

"J ^ Guineas.—4h. p. Bradbury, overhauled, lebmlif
JL • new Philipson, lamps, perfect, fast. East Gri

Gtead district.-.-Box 4254, c/o The Motor Cycle. [68'

1 Q22 Bradbury 4h,p., 3-speed. clutch, kick-stai
--*-' licensed year, fully equipped, indistinguishal
from new ; 70 guineas ; exchanges or deferred
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[221

Brotigh. I

3ih.p. Brough o.h.v.,- 3-speed, countershaft. f« .^

2 equipped, fast, perfect, cheap ; Lightweig ^ ':

part.—27, Wandle Rd., Wandsworth Common, S.W.r'',i

(72

1 Q21 3lih.p. Brough, condition perfect, lam]'

LiJ Cowey, close ratios, K.S., low mileage, a j

trial, cost £140; nearest X70.—.174, Oakbrook B' ,

'^

Sheffield. [68
^

^

Brough Superior.
;

BROUGH SUPERIOR, 1922, Mark 2, 6h.p. M.A,1

combination, Bonniksen, Easting, fully equippi: p.

tax paid; £110.—K.J. Motors, Bromley. Kent. [70;^ p

1Q22 Super Sports Brough Superior Combinaticjid
X*/ very elaborate, and absolutely as new, sptt'il r,

meter, electric lighting, cost recently £208, sacrifif!:^

£155.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [7S
,

;i

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

920 Douglas Combination, 4h.p.. hood, Easting
Royal, speedometer, lamps, 1922 oiling sys-

ni splendid condition; £80, or oHers.—D., 56.

iike's Avenue, Chiswick. \V.4. [7002

918 Douglas Combination, recently overhauled anl

cnami'llcd, new 2-seater body, upholstered and
linteri, splendid turn-out, carry 4, tax paid; £60.

—

(iiid. Longcross, Chertsey, Surrey. [6978

921 2'^4li.p. Douglas, 5-speed, clutch, kick-start,

Cowey horn and speedometer, tax paid, only

.I'd during school vacations ; £ 55 or nearest-—

ilun. Broadway, MiU Hill, N.\V.7. [7212

JHOTOGRAPH Free.—1920 Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2-

speed. 34 guineas; ditto, 1916, 26 guineas;

it to, 1914. 24 guineas; all guaranteed ; exchanges.—
•ter Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Ed., East
"lecn.

' [7201

~\OUGLAS 2\'4h.p., absolutely brand new through-
' out (not reconditioned or renovated), carrying
i.arantee, same as-, maker^s ; sacrifice £35 ; willing

send on approval against cash.—20, Eomola Rd.,

rne Hiil, S.E. [7346

\^0R Douglas 1922 2^^."^. and 4h.p. Combinations,
1 get in touch with us; we are North London
;ents, and give you the best of service; all spares in

ick no W.l). rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broad-

ly. Muswell Hill [0786

i'

h.p. Douglas Combination, makers' blue, looks

j: and goes like new, grand order, guaranteed, £65;
iiotlier nearly as good. £60. Both are quite excep-

^r.al bargains; cash or deferred.—Marlborough
"iOior House). 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [6559

)OrGLAS 41i.p. 1917, 3 speeds, clutch, Amac, good
tyres, last, powerful, nice condition, comfortablo

;ich sider-ar, windscreen guaranteed perfect, all acces-

lies, trial nnv time; bargain, £45.—Stepney Garage-^,

I. Salmon Lane, Commercial Ed., Stepney. 'Phone:
l|st 4542. [7300

)OUGLAS new 2^'ih.p. 1922 2-specd models, fully

equipped. £68; 2^4h.p. 3-speed clutch and kick-

int model, all on, £82; 4h.p., all on, £110; 4h.p.

Imbination, all on, £135; 3V-jh.p.- sports model, £115;
:.p. combination, all on, £165 ; your old machine
'ken in exchange and treated as payment down, the
inainder in twelve equal monthly payments or more.
iyVauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. Second-hand
;iuglas machines at bargain prices. [7390

S)}are Parts:

)OUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., EaUng. [4803

ijOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
t Douglas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portland

1,. W.l. [5930

PRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd.. 139, New St., Bir-

i' mingham.—Complete stock genuine guaranteed
iuglas parts, immediate dispatch; low^t cash prices.

[5084
AOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for
j' all models: post free. Douglas Aeeats and snare
Irt stockists.—Jones' Garaee. Broadway, Muswell
Id. N.IO. f0806

FERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
iL bridge.—The Douglas specialists. Complete illus-

' ted lists of 2^;4h.p. or 4h.p. parts, 6d. each. The
;de supplied.

"

[6516

kOUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks ol new genuine
i Douglas spares at lowest cash prices. See our
1 ertisement under Parts and Accessories.—The Ed-
ids Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick,
^?.

'
f0927

Dunelt.
iiUNELT Combination, 1922, complete, interchange-
i able Sin. and spare wheels, Easting, Lucas lamps,
tedometer, horn, tax paid; £90.—King, 125, "Upper-

I

Rd., Leicester. [6748
Economic.

[27,-1922 Economic, slightly shop-soiled only;
« reduoed to clear; a barga;in.—South-Eastern
(rage. Heme Hill, S.E.24. [7215

i CONOMIC 2-stroke Twin, friction drive, new May
i last, 6 speeds, mileage 100; £28/10; want Baby
liimph.—Waterloo House, North Cheam. [6962

j
34.—Economic, 6-3peed, clutch, vibrationlesa . twin

<] motor cycles, heavy tyree, Druid forks, for ladies

; gentlemen; see it climb MubwoU Hill!—North
Ji'idon agents; Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
J [0903

I

CONOMIC Motor Cycles. £34; immediate -delivery
2',4h.p. opposed twin, variable gear, clutch,

*iamo lighting; trial runs given.—London agents :

i:iman Motor Agency, 4, Denman Place. Piccadilly
< cus. Tel. : Regent 986. [0893

Enfield.

Jip. Enfield and Sidecar; 39 guineas.—Bevis, 33.
^ Granfield St., High St., Battersea, S.W.I. [7136
XFIELD .1921 2-stroke. 2-speed, as new, taxed;

- £36.—Mylam, 197, London Rd.. Croydon. [6871
1121 Enfield Lightweight, 2-speed, unscratched ; must

realise 28 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd.. Balham.
\ - [7539
1^22 Enfield Combination, delivered June, all on;
f-' what offers?—Box 4284, c/o The, Motor Cycle.

[7606

We can offer shop-soiled
and second-hand machines
at reduced prices. Our
stock is always ready for
inspection and trial runs
given without obligation.

Ali machines guaranteed in
sound running order.

FULL LIST SENT ON APPLICATION.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
SOLO,

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2% h.p., 2-sp., tax paid £38
OLYMPIC, 1919, 2I h.p., 2-sp., cl., K.S £26
RUDGE, 1911, 3* h.p., tax paid £25
RUDGE, 1921, 3* h.p., I.O.M. model, as new £48
TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., single-sp £42
TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., 3-sp., cl., K.S., tax paid.

.

£58
ZENITH. T920 J. A. P., Sports model, as new £80
CALTHORPE, J.A.P., 1921, 2J h.p., 2-sp £28
DIAMOND, 1920, 23 h.p., 2-sp £29
ZENITH, 1920, 8 h.p., clutch model £64
A.B.C., 1920, 3 h.p., dyno Itg £55
INDIAN SCOUT, 1921, 4 h.p., dvno Itg £66
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-sp., cl., K.S.' £28
A.B.C., 1921, 3 h.p., tax paid £60
COULSON B., 4 h.p., Phillipson pulley £42
NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p, 2-sp., tax paid £28
P. & M., W.D., 3V h.p., R.A.F. model, good cond. . £55

COIVIBiNATIONS.

COULSON B., 1921, 4 h.p.,' Sports, sidecar £68
DOUGLAS, 1922, 6 h.p., single-seater sidecar £130
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, W.D., 7-9 h.p., Montgomery

sidecar £75
L.M.C., 1920, 5-6 h.p., twin, with sidecar £70
MATCHLESS, 1922, 8 h.p., M.A.G., dyno Itg,,

single-seater sidecar £140
MATCHLESSi 1921, M.A.G., dyno itg., 2-seater s/c. £155
INDIAN, 1921, 4 h.p., Montgomery sidecar £110
VERUS, 1920, 4 h.p., Dinkie Sports sidecar £75
TRIUMPH, 1922, 4 h.p., MUls Fulford skifi sidecar £112
B.6.A., 1919, 4i h.p., with sidecar £53
TRIUMPH, 1920, 4 h.p., Gloria sidecar £90
BROUGH, 1920, 5 h.p., Brough sidecar £70
A.J.S., 1913^ 5-6 h.p., coachbuilt sidecar £50
N.U.T., 1921, 3* h.p., magdyno Itg., Watsonian sc. £100
P. & M., 1917, 3J h.p,, Whitley sidecar £50

•

DEFERRED PAYMENTS OR
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

T^UDES /^OTOR r^lflRT

100 . GREAT POmnND STREET

LONDON W.l

.

100 . PARIS STREET. HND eYBTFB~
2 . ST ,SIDWELU STREET. CALILK.

WOLVERHflMPTON STREET, WflLSflLL

I08.PRINCE OF WALES R? NORWICH
Telephones : LONDON, MUSEUM 7676. EXETER 933.

WALSALL 444. NORWICH 998.
Telegrams : LONDON, " ABDICATE WESDO."
EXETER, WALSALL, NORWICH, " COMBUSTION."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1 Q19 Enfield Combination, Easting windscreen: bar-
-!-•.' {,'ain. .£62.—Hari-inglon, 21, Brent St., Hendon,

[6746
BRAND New Dynamo Enfield Combination, useil

few limes; £100-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
sington.

^ [7030

ENFIELD 1916 Sll.p. Twin, fully eauipped. smafl
macLine ; real good condition ; £30.-5, Old Square.

Wanviok. (6827

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 5-6h.p. perfect out-
fit; £48.—Norfolk, Dorset Mews, Dorset Rd.,

Clapham, S.W. [7557

1Q22 Enfield Combination, Magdyno, hood, screen,
X*/ Cowey, Tan-Sad, insured, two months old; £115.
—12, York Rd., Peckham. [7192

ENFIELD 1922 8h.p. Combination, slightly shop-
soiled only; bargain, £120.—P. J, Evans. John

Bright St., Birmingham. [6907

£65.-Late 1919 Enfield Combination, Sh.p. J.A.l'.,

Tan-Sad. speedometer, windscreen, excellent con-

dition.-9. Clifton Rd., Finchley, N.3. [6938

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p. 1916, fully equipped,
excellent condition, small mileage; evening's;

£65.—16, Beverley Rd.. Ner,v Maiden. [7080

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Royal Enfields.—A. F. Pulling, 175A,

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [5600

Sh.p. Enfield Combination. Magdyno lighting, Sept..

1921. screen, side curtains, pillion, speedometer;
£140.-Apply A. Mills, Gulsou Rd., Coventry. [6705

"I Q22 Enfield 2'/ih.p., 2-speed, taxed, perfect, new
J^9J condition, only done little mileage, photo;
£36.—Brooker, Mill House, Salters Rd., Kings Lynn.

[7083

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, double sidecar, 2
Jt-*y screens, Tan-Sad, hood. Magdyno. speedometer,
perfect condition; £120.—Davis, 184, Union St., Tor-
quay. [7585

ENFIELD 2-stroke 2-speed, as new, unscratched, 500
miles, lamps, accessories, licensed, legshields, in-

surance, perfect; 32 guineas.—79, Castleton Mansions,
Barnes. [7281

"I Q22 Sh.p. Royal Enfield Combination, brand new.
-•-«? list £140; accept £114. Also new 1921 model:
£104.—J. Hebdeu and Sons, 71, Scotland Rd., Nelson,

Lanes. Tel.: 91. [7342

1 Q21 Enfield, 2-stroke, kick-start, 2-speeds, tax
-If' paid until Mav, 1923, fully equipped and in-

sured, splendid condition; £35.—Barnes, 162, Cohl-
barbour Lane, S.E. [6791

"1 Q22 brand new 8h.p. Enfield Combination, shop-
JL" soiled only, list price £140, sell £115; also

2i4h.p., list £55. sell £43; maker's full guaTautee.—
Fox. Central Garage. Lichfield. [6288

1 Q22 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, indistinguishable
-L?/ from new. very slightly used, complete with
accessories and tax paid; £120; a bargain.

—

Willoughby, Merstham. Surrey. [7199

1 Q14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in good condi-

-i-^'tion. windscreen, lamps and tools, all

licence paid up to Decerhber; £85.
Pixton Park, Dulverton, Somerset.

-Piston Lodge,
[6808

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Sh.p. 1918
Royal Enfield Combination, all accessories,

speedometer, £85; 8h.p. 1916 Enfield Combination, ah
accessories, tax paid, £75; easy terms arranged. [7392

I Q 22 Enfleld-'Vickers Combination, Magdyno,
-Lv speedometer, hood ^ cover, windscreen. Terry
spring saddle, as new, unscratched, including new
suit overalls, tax paid; £128.—Pryce, 227, Vicarage
Rd., Leyton, E.IO. ['?1''2

1 Q21 Emfield Combination, Sh.p. Vickers engine.
XI7 Lucas dynamo lighting, hood, screen, complete
with side panels, speedometer, in absolutely new con-

dition, guaranteed perfect: '£115.—Homac's. 243,
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E, 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[7217
WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.—2i4h.p.

Royal Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed. sporting model.
£55; with kick-starter. £57: your old machine taken
in exchange and treated as first payment down,
remainder in 12 equal monthly payments or more.

[7391
Spare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares. — Immediate delivery. — Kays. 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [4801

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.

—

Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone

:

1619. [5601

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Enfield engine parts in stock; .no

waiting. [6517

Excelsior.

SOUTHPORT.—1920 Excelsior 2l4h.p., ''Villiers.

Sturmey. 2-speed, kick-starter, good machine;
27 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., South-
port. [7050

I^XCELSIOR 5-6h.p. 2-seater Combination, com-
-i pletely overhauled. perfect condition. fully

equipped, licensed, spares, any trial, ride 50 miles.

—Moore, 85, South St., Taunton, Somerset. [7163

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue b27
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are^ when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SATE.
Fafnir.

3JLI1.P Fafnir, m.o.v., enclused Bosch magat-'.o, Druid
2 forks; £6.—P. WiJIcocks, Datchet, Bvicy%. [7175

F.N.
-| n22 F.N. 2l.jh.p., shaft drive, 2-speed. chitch. ki-.k-
A*/ start; £42.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St.

i[7482

F.N. 2U'h.p. Lightweight, 2 speeds, shaft drive,
splendid condition: £15; take push bike part.

—406, York Rd., Wandsworth. [7309

4-cyl. F.N., 2-speed, clutch, modern low frame,
over £16 repairs and renewals, fast, reliable;

nearest £26; seen Brasted Motor Works. Kent. [7164

1 Q22 F.N. 8h.p„ latest overhead valve engine, 3-
-'-«-' speed, etc., shaft drive, sidecar, hood and
screen, brand new; reduced to £140.—Bartletts, 93.
Gt. Portland St., W. [7481

*b'2?arp Parts:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

ford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.
[1353

Harley Davidson.
HARLEY Combination, fiTie condition, electric

light; £66.—10, Briscoe Rd., Merton, S.W. [7327

<?35.—1919 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, Sports, slightly^ damaged crank case.—King, Egrove, Oxford.
{7060

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Sporting Combination
X«7 electric lights, fine lot

Gt. Portland St., \V.

£70.—Bartletts, 93,
1[7486

4h.p. Flat Twin Harley Combination, perfect, screen,
Tan-Sad, any trial; best offer over £80.—Cornell,

Jeweller, Cobham, Surrey. [6711

HARLEY Combination, 1918, sporting sidecar, per-

fect condition, fully etjuipned, taxed, insured, nny
trial; nearest £80.-55, Rhodesia Rd., Leytoustoup.

[6940
7-9h.p. Harley Combination, mileage 1,500, ridden

3 months,, fully equipped, disc wheels, tax and
insurance paid as new; £120.—49, Howards Lano,
Putney. [6798

HARLEIT-DAVIDSON 1922 brand new Comblnatloi,
alit^htly shop-r;oiled, \mt one left; £145 or near

ofter.—Loueuian Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing 'Phone:
Ealing 589. [7Si;i

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Solo. fulh
equipped, excellent condition, tax paid; great bar-

gain 50 guineas.-Longman Broe., 17, Bond St., Ealing.
'Phone: Ealing 689. [7511

"\7'0UR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
i -payment for a Harley-Davidson, any model; de-

ferred payments.—Barker's Motel's, 194, Balham HiRh
Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Lat-chmere. [5943

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, as new; compul-
sory sale; this combination will be sold on the

premises by auction at 3 o'clock to-morrow, Friday.

—

"The Paddock," Grerille Place, Maida Vale. ;[6996

1 Q21 Harley-Davidson Combination. electric
-J- *y model, excellent condition, Coupette sidecar

;

£ 110. or £27/10 down and 12 monthly payments
of £7/9/7.~Goad, 122, Malda Vale. 'Phone : Maida
Vale 1353. [7348

HARLEY 1919 7-9h.p. Combination, screen, and
fuM equipment, lamps, etc., exceptioioal condi-

tion ; £67/10; cflysh, exchange, instalments.—Elce,
Lid'.. 13-15-16, Eishop^ate Av., Camomile St,, E.C.3.

'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0066

1 Q20 Harley Combination, 4h.p., fiat twin, 3

^*y speeds, clutch and kick-starter, all-ohein drive,

rea-r-driven speedometer, all lamps, horn, etc., tax

paid, absolutely as aiew; £75.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E.. 'Phone; DalsLon 2408. f721S

-| Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model, discs,
X t/ T.T. bars, electric head, tail lamps and horn, speedo-
meter, just been entirely overhauled, condition excellent

thi'oughout, very fast and flexible, owner abioad ; accept

£?5 for quick sale.—Apply W. R. Young, St. Albanc^.

[6731
Spare Parts:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,

Bond St., Ealing, [4804

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-We have a large stock of

second-hand parts.—Maudes'! 100. Great Portland
St., W.l. [V405

WARNING,—A large number of spurious Harley-
Davidson parts are now being sold. These are

greatly inferior to our standard quality, and have
given serious trouble and dissatisfaction. All genuine
Harley-Davidson parts, e.g., valves, pistons, piston
rings, hardened shafts, springs, etc., are supplied in
sealed packages only, und riders should refuse all

others. If unable to obtain locally, write us direct.-
Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St.,

London, W.l. [0944
Hawker.

"|022 Haw^ker 2-stroke, ridden about 300 miles, 2-

X«/ speed; £40.-18, Ranelagh Av., Barnes. [6949

1 Q22 Hawker 2"j4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, tax
Xt/ yetir, Tan-Sad, indistinguishable from new; 38
guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [7519

YOU
CAN'T GO

WRONG IF YOU GET

IN TOUCH WITH

BAMBERS,
The Exchange Specialists.

A Selection from our Stock.

SHOP-SOILED MACHINES.

1922 3| h.p. DOUGLAS sports £95

1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD comb. ... £115
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD comb., „^„-

dynamo Xlo4

1922 3 J h.p. ARIEL comb £100
1922 3^ h.p. ZENITH - BRAD- -«-

SHAW, aH-chain £90

1922

1922

1922

1921

1921

1920

1920

1920

1920

1919

I919

19 14

I917

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combi, all-chain,

Lucas accessories, as new throughout
2i h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-sp., clutch
and K.S., all accessories, as new
throughout

2j h.p.WOLF-BLACKBURNE.O.H.V.,
2-sp., clutch and K.S., lamps, horn,
etc., excellent condition, a gift . .

4^ h.p. ARIEL Comb., all chain, all

accessories, excellent condition

7-9 h.p. AMERICAN EXCELSIOR.
horn, only run very small mileage .

6 h.p. A.J.8. Comb., all accessories,

spare wheel, etc., exceptional con-
dition

8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb.. Model
*' H," spare wheel, hood, etc., etc. ,

5-6 h.p. ZENITH, electric lamps, horn,
speedometer, ei^cellent condition ..

.

7-9 h.p, INDIAN Comb., dynamo,
speedometer, etc., etc., a genuine
bargain

7-9 h.p. INDIAN, 3-sp., clutch and
K.S., lamps, horn, licensed, a gift .

.

2i h.p. METRO-TYLER, lamps, iiorn,

pillion, very good condition

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3 sp., etc., horn,
licensed, excellentcondition, bargain

3i h.p. RUDGE clutch and K-S. lamps,
horn, speedometer, good condition.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS, comb., 3-sp., etc.,

lamps, horn, screen, etc., beautiful
condition

SEVERAL MORE.

£120

£44

£60

£75

£68

£1iri

£85

«S2

£80

£48

£23

£58

£28

£57

EXCHANGES AND
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

WE ARE "OUT" TO MEET
YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

R.BAMBER&Co.,Ltcl.
2. EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.'Phone
607

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hawker.

TyAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.-Lale
» ^ JUfKlel Hawker, 4i/ih.p, Bla^^kburne enRine; £7

(shop-suiled unly); 3 speeds, haml-controlleil clutch an
kick-start, all-chaiu drive, internal expandinj; braki
both wheels; had on easy terms and exchang*
'Phone ; Central 5168. [739

Henderson.
HENDERSON Combination, sporting turnout, ove

hauled, late model; £90, exchange lower power

-

4a, St. John's Wood Rd., London, \V. [754

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—1922 De Luxe Hende:
son motor cvcles in stock at the new ledilrf

figure of fl37.-157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. (235

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken iji pai
payment ior a luxurious 4-cyI. Henderson; the lai

word in motor cycles: deterred payments.—Barker
Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.'W.ia. [Sefl

ROBERTSONS Jlotors, Ltd.. the original Hendeisc
iiuporteiB, offer the following: 3 Standard 192

combinations, all accessories, tax paid, £105 or nt.
offers: 1915 Standard, with luxurious sidecar, apeed'

meter and accessories, £65.~157b, Gt. Portland St., "W.

(752

Hobart.
HOBART 1921 2V2h.p., 2-speed, excellent conii

tion; bargain, £25.—P. J. Evans, John Brigl

St., Birmingham. . 1691

1 021 Hobart-Villiers, brand new, shop-soilet
J-«7 £39/10.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.

VValtham Cross 31. (09!

Humber.
£14/10.—Humber 3i<>h.p.. 2-speed. fine machijie.

Speechley, 86, Churchfleld "Rd., Acton, W.3.
[68i

HUMBER SVill.p. Combination, fitted head lam
horn, in good order; £30.—The Morris Garag*

Oxford. [74;

£20.—1914 Humber_ 3',ih.p., Sturmey-Archer
speed, clutch, lamps, born.—Lancaster, Catto

Thirsk, Yorks. [70'

HUMBEE 3'/2li,p., S-epeed, clutch, K.S.. fiue cc

dition, all on; £37; lightweight considered.—lOE
Croydon Ed., Aaerler. S.E. [69

HUMBEE 6h.p. Wa.ter-cooIed Combination, wi

equipped, a grand turnout; £70. Allow us

demonstrate its capabilities.—Bunting's Exohanf
Wealdstone. [74'

HUMBER 4V2h.p. Sports, February, 1922, very fa

condition as new, tyres Unpunctured, done 3

miles; £75, or offers; cost £100.—Payne, 10. Thurl

Rd.. West Norwood. S.E. [73

HUMBER Combination 1921 4V2h.p., competiti

engine, electric ligliting. accessories, perfect ord

condition new. any trial; what offers?—Harailt

Garage, Highbury Barn. N. North 2994. (69

1 Q Guineas, Bargain, Exchanges.—Humber 19

-Lt7 SVsh.p., 2 6p.e€ds, sta-rter, dropped back frar

Druid forks, coach sidecar, lamps, good appearan

any examination, trial.—Seabridee, 35. Hansler R
East Dulwich. 'Phone : Sydenham 2452. 146

Indian.

SALE, Indian, sidecar, spring.—27, Vernon R
Luton. (72

T Q19 Indian Combination, perfect, complete; £'

JiU _65, Kellett Rd., Brixton, [6£

INDIAN, 1922, Scout, like new. taxed; 68 guinea;

E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.

INDIAN Scout, 1920, sold this year by Indiai

must sell; offers.—4, Hanover St., London,
[71

£34 -Indian SVoh.p. Twin. 3-epeed, clutch, kickssti

good condjtion.-l 1 , Shobnall Kd., Burton-

Trent. 161

INDIAN 7-9h-p. Powerplus Combination, a spleni

outfit; £60.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wei

stone. t"

I'NDIAN, 1921, Scout, original tyres, perfect,

paid; £5?.—A., 30, Thornsett Rd,, Eailslii

London. S.W. !'

INDIAN Powerplus, Magdyno. electric lamps, lo

etc., new tyres; ^47/10.—Norfolk, Dorset Me
Dorset Ed., Clapham, S.W. U'-

SOUTH African Sports Indian 1919, special eng

and frame, 80 m.p.h., lamps, speedometer; £

—Hamlyn, Martham, Ni^rfolk. [6'

INDIAN Powerplus 1919, excellent condition; p

for immediate cash, £45.—Baxter, 1, Hove 1

side Villas, Portslade. " Brighton. l"

AT Edwards.-1922 Indian Scout. Lucas equipm

spring seat pillar, demonstration model, ye

licence; 78 guineas.—101, Gt. Portland St., W.l

7-9h.p. Sporting Dynamo Indian Combination,

speeds, clutch and right-hand, kick-start; £

59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Ed., Clajlham Rd., S.V

[6

FOR Sale, 5-61i.p. 1913 Indian Motor Cycle, wt
overhauled, now in perfect running condltn

Charles Cooper, WoodcroH, The Eidgway. Sat

Surrey. '°

biS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTO« CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

JEW IMPERIAT,. 2^-li.n.. 1915, 2-speed, good con-

S iUtion, any trial, fast and sporty; £29.—Playfoot,

ellingUm Aims, IlawkhursL. [6793

JEW IMPERIAL, brand new, super-sports, 3-speed
1 and clutch ; .lESS.—Kenneth Kemp and C-o., 4,

M-keiey Mews, Connaught St., London. Padd. 1177.
[7603

'>3.h.p. New Impel ial, late 1921, 3-speed, clutcli

f-i ' kick-stait, electric ligHting, pei^fect condition

i.

irt very little; bargain, £55.— 204, Fnlhani

922 New
uniliei

5

Pa lace

[7308

Imperial, Brand ne^v 2";4h.p. (nll-ohain],

euarantee, list £73; to tlear, £59/10.-
il King St., Hammersmith. 'Phone; Hammersmith
37. [7285

Guineas.~1919 8h.p. New Imperial-Jap com-
bination, tax paid, speedometer, all-chain drive;

ti.iaj._28. Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone:
ni-yland 2598. [7085

J
0. 3 New Imperial 2^4h.p. 3-speed, now ready for

i immediate delivery at 1923 price; £65; deterred

Inuent or exchanges arrtiuged.—Premier Motor Co..

itou Kd., Birmingham [6699

T Edwards.— 1921 8h.p, New Imperial, fitlied vrith

'i- electric lighting. Easting windscreen, fujly

iuipped, tax paid, perfect condition; 85 guineas.
' 'errett payments and exchanges.—101, Great Port-

lid St., W'.l. [4524

T Edwards'.—1922 3h.p. New Imperial, Model 3.

L all-chain drive, kick-starter and clutch, Maglita
.ctric lighting equipment, horn, tax paid, as new
"lushoat; 57 guineas. Deferred payments and ex-
anges.—101. Great Portland St., W.l. [2225

Spare Parts:

TEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockist's,
1 Uey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone : Langham
57. Open till 6 p.m., 1 o'clock Saturdayc.
I 10355

I
Norton.

ORTON 3'oh.p., 16H, .1922 models. End of
season bargains,

from
f
IfcNE Machine, new and unpacked, as received
' maniifartnrfirs : f.qo.£90,

.kNE Demonstration M'achine, tax paid, as new in
i' every way, mileage 700, guaranteed speed over

I

m.p.h,; £80.

t|NE ^uper-tuued Machine, tax paid, appearance
'' and mecftariipal condition as new, Ricardo piston,
l:ed with narrow guai-ds without carrier, guaranteed
L'cd over 80 m.p.h., fitted with Canoelet racing
[ecar, etc. ; £105. Further particulars on applica-
fii, (No oilers required.)—F, H. Andrews, Devon-
ire Garage. Buxton. [7265

'ORTON 1922 SV^h.p., Model 16H, shop-soiled; list

1 price £115; our price £95.

.'ORTON 1922 Big Four, shop-eoiled: list £130; our
' price £98.—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount
J asant, Liverpool. [5926

[122 Standard Norton, brand new; list price £80;
^ accent £63.-12, Conduit St., Lichfield. [7608

1922, fully eaiiipned; £82/10.-
, 200, Great Portland St., W.

1 [7599
|i20.—1914 3';-.h.p. Norton, 3-speed (Sturniey),
^1 clutch, K.S., slightly incomplete.—King, Egrove,
(ford. [7061

'I'ALIFAX.—Norton 1922 models, special exchange
J allowances to clear.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Vton St., Halifax. [7440
^ ORTON 1915 Big Four Combination, 3-speed.
4 countershaft; £65; trial.—Gutteridge, Jeweller,
Jrket Harborough. [6772

"ORTON S^.^h.p. 16H, 3-speed, absolutely new 1922
H' mttdel, list price £115; will accept £86.—Manston,
5 Bridge St., Chester. [7336

accept £63.-12,

i ORTON 16H,
: Ratclifle Bros.

22 3'/2h.p. Norton, model 16H, brand new,
£88.—J. Hebden and

Tel. : 91.
£115; acceni

tland Rd., Nelson, Lanes,

list

Sens. 71,
[7340

lIG Four Norton Combination, 1922, countershaft,
H kict-start, equipped, taxed; £98.—Sidney, 769,
Inlord Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [5011

(ORTON i6H 1922, Luca.s lamrs. Bonniksen,
-( meehanii:al oiling, licensed and insured end of
^tr: £85.-Seen 114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [6847

1122 16H Norton, countershaft, Brooklands special
*,' racer, kick-start, taxed, as new; £115.—Walker,
7^. Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [5008
"|;122 Norton Combination, with special 1921 en-
4" gine, condition like new. fully equipped, tax
P^l; £85.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Ed., Birming-
tii. l[7077
"1122 Norton 16H, brand new. makers' guarantee
»;' nversi^P t.irrps nach £95^ oj. exchange.—391

'Phone
2:7.

oversize tyres; cash
St., Hammersmith. Hammersmith

[7284

H^«^. ^'.^ ^°"^ Norton and De Luxe sidecar, LucasJ' Magdyno lighting, 700x80 tyres, legshields,
L ey. Klaxon and speedometer, machine in very eood
" htton. mileage about 3,500; owner leaving' En"'-

price .±J20.-('(ate=, Moore Hall, \Votton-hi;
:er-Edge, Gloucestershire. [6817

^

h

^

i

have made further huge
reductions on their remain-
ing stocks of

NEW 1922 MODELS
which they are now offering
in many cases at

20%
Below List Price!

HERE ARE THE BARGAINS.

Ust Sale

Price. Price.

«? LEVIS, 2j h.p., Model G.2 £52
f6o LEVIS, Models., 21 h.p., j-sp.. . £45
/68 VELOCETTE.Lady's Open Frame £58

//S VELOCETTE, :•; h.p., Model E.ii £60

i65 VELOCETTE, * h.p.. Model E.2 £55
£6S RALEIGH, 2j h.p., 2-5peed £60

£73 RALEIGH, 2j h.p., 3-specd.... £63
£So NORTON, 3i h.p.. Model No. g . . £65
£8j A.J.S., 2.3 h.p., Model B.i £75
£105 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., type " H ".

. £85
£115 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., type ' S.D.". £90
£115 NORTON, vl h.p., Model 16H... £90
£120 NORTON, 4 h.p., model No. I ..

.

£95
£jo5 BROUGH, si h.p., " Sports "... £80

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
£90 RALEIGH 2? h.p., 3-sp., Mont-

gomery sidecar £77
£128 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., type " H."

Montgomery " Sporting " s.c. £103

£137 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., type S.D.,

Miltord sidecar £108
£155 TRIUMPH, type " S.D.C."

" Gloria " No. 9 sidecar £125

£155 RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p. spring frame.
Montgomery " Sporting " s.c. £123

£153 NORTON, No. I " Big-4," De
Luxe sidecar £123

£168 CLYNO, 8 h.p. Comb., spring
frame, screen £135

POST YOUR ORDER TO-DAY

!

Carriage Paid to any Address.

Easy Payments 4% extra.

i

80

MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
Norton.

m.p.h. Norton S'/i.b.ri. 1921, .specitilly tuned en-
gine, excellent ineihnnical condition, tnuipkte,

hinipf;, licence, racing eauipuient, winner mnuy events;
£85.-Tucker. Hiyhbridge. [6729

"j ia22 Norton 16H, specially tuned, with Eiciudo
-^*y pi:^tnn, closed ratio genrs, epcedonieter. elect rio

lighting and horn, low mileage, purchased May: £85,
with tax and insurance paid.—Haven, Portsmouth Rd.,
Esher, Surrey. [5934

-| Q21 3'/2li-P. Norton, B.R.S., 3-speed, complete with
J-*/ Magdyno lighting set, electric horn, mechanicil
lubrication, Binks, Bonniksen, watch, muffs, Mont-
gomery sports sidecar, discs, etc., very fast; any trial;
sacrifice, £110.—G. W. Green, Millgate, Thirsk. [6739

EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity.—R. T. Cawthorne has
for immediate disposal SVbh.p. Norton, capable

of over 80 m.p.h.. used by himself for sprint racing
only, winner of about 100 awards, close ratio gears,
and mechanically perfect; first cheque for £80 secnies
this bargain; also 1922 unused S'.'^h.p. belt dii\e
model, specially tuned for speed; sacrifice, £69,10.—
Cawt^iorne, Meanwood, Leeds.

Spare Parts:

HERBERT ^ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green -St.,

bridge.—Complete Norton list post free.

sopiilied.

£20.—2'\ih.p.

real bargain.-

N.S.U.
N.S.U. Wolf, 2-speed,

-115, Wyggeston

N.U.T.

[6312

Cam-
Trade
[6520

perfect order

;

St., Burton-on-
[7038

1 22 N.U.T. 3M.h.p new condition, Lucas lightiuu
set, speedometer, licensed and injured; price £80.

—Apply Carr, at 177, Great Portland St. 'Phone:
Langham 1542. [6758

O.K.

O.K., 1920 2'?4h.p., licensed, perfect; 27 guineas, or
near.—Land's, Chemists, Eushden. [7035

2'/4h.p.,

£30.-220,
new

Links
M:iv
Rd.".

1922, perfect, all on;
Tooting, S.W.17. [6795V7 £

O.K. 1916, 2-speed, perfect, trial, equipped, taxed

;

£20, offer.—25, Ravensbourne Rd., S.E.6. [7053

Omega.

"I
it|22 Omega 5-6h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, new; Lo

-Lt/ clear, £93.

-| 022 Omega 3h.p., fixed gear; to clear, £34/10.

1 Q22 Omega 3h.p., Duplex frame, 3-speed, chain
J-U drive; to clear, £66.—Bartletts, 9'3, Gt. Port-
land St.. W. [7485

OIVIEGA, Model 2B, shop-soiled only; at special price
of £58/10.—RdtclifTe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland

OMEGA. Model No. 3, shop-soiled -only

:

price of £59/10.—RatcliiTe Bros., 200,
land St., W.l.

P. and M.
015.^3V2h.p. P. and ]\L. 2-speed, clutch,

[7591

at special
Gt. Port-

[7592

ning order.—King,
good run-

Egrove Farni, Oxford. [7062

J-fJ machine
R(

P
Spin

P.
and M., complete, in parts, 1917, 2-speed, K.S.

;

£20.-1, Springfield Park Cres., Catford, S.E.6.
[7154

P.
and M.. October; 1920, equipped, taxed and in-

sured, any trial; £59.—Falkingbridge, 5, Svuions
St., S.W.3. [6958

1 C|20 P. and M. Combination, fully equipped, tax,
-Ltf insurance paid; £75.—Can be seen, Maude's,
100, Great Portland St., London. [6816

and M., 1921 Amac, good tyres, good
11 round; £30.—Fardell, 274, Bur-

dett Rd.. E.14. 'Phone: 126 East. [7042

and M. 1918 Combination, overhauled recently, re-

enamelled, accessories and £5 spares; lot £47/10.—
Spink, 52, Brodrick Rd., Wandsworth Common. [6769

ENOVATED 1918-19 P. and M.. guaranteed 3
-months, 40 guineas; incomplete machine,

£17/10.—Inman and Co., Durham Rd., Seaforth,
Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [6313

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, 2-3peed, kick-starter,
1922 gears and B. and B. carburetter, lamps,

horn, licence paid, trial by appointment; £45 or cifEer.

—Flint Bungalow, Croydon Rd., Warlinghnm. [5861

JO 23 P. and M., Model A, actually in stock at the
tf reduced price; £105. We are in a position to

give immediate delivery of all models at the revised
li:?t prices; exchanges are our speciality.—Below.

1 Q21 P. and M. Combination, Swan sidecar, maker.s'
J-«7 overhaul, re-enamelled and plated; £65.—Below.

18 P. and M. Combination, Sandum sidecar,
makers' overhaul, equipped, insured, splendid

condition; £45.~Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley
Mews, Connaught St., London. Padd. 1177. [7601

and M. Combination 1918, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,
all-enclosed chain, new Easting, electric, fully

equipped, taxed, perfect condition, photo; exchange
solo and cash, sell £48.—30, Carlton Rd., Leyton-
stone. [7266

19^
cond
Mew

P

Spare Parts:

P.
-and H.—We have a

parts, -Mamies', 100,
large stock of second-lian<I

Great Portland St.. W 1.

[7403

All letters relating to advertisements should qunte the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

Spare Parts:

P. iinci I\l. Spares Specialists.—Stamp brings list,

every part stocked.—Inman and Ck)., Durham
Ra., Seaturth, Liverpuol. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [6314

ALL Spares in Stock; please write for quotations for

all parts; all guauinteed by return.—P. aiiu M.
tSpecioIist. H. Beardwood, 147, Burlington St,, Liver-

pool. [0839
Premier.

3ih.p. Premier Combination. Grado gear; bargain,
2 £20.—Fisher, Springwall Rri., Heston, Houns-

Icw. [7295

PREMIER Combination, 3V:;h-P-. 3-speedj counter-
shaft, splendid order: 38 guineas; lightweight

part,—57 Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [7313

Spare Parts:

PREMIER.—All parts in stock; by return service.—
Alf. Holland, llearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.

Phone: 1945. —[7152
Priory.

PRIORY-J A.P., brand new; £48.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-
tion Rd., S.W.7. [2305

AT Edwards.— 254h. p. Priory 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand
new; £58.-101, Gt. Portland St., W. [7503

AT Edward^.-Brand new 2341i.p. Prioiy-Jap, 2-speed,

C.K.S., listed 52 guineas; our end of season
price. £50; exchanges or deferred.— 101, Gt. Portland

S., W. [7504

PRIORY, end of reason, 2^h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-^tart, listed at 52 guineas; our
price, £50; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50. Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [4532

P.V

P.V. sy-h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, low, sporty,

splendid condition; £35; lightweight part.—14.
Ecclesbourne Rd., Islington, N.l. [7318

Quadrant.
£95.—Brand new 1922 Quadrant all-chain combina-

tion.

£75.-1922 Quadrant combination, electric lighting,

speedometer, accessories.

085.—1921 brand'new Quadrant with folding sidecar.

O 60.-1921 Quadrant chain drive solo, brand Dew.

£55.-1921 Quadrant chain drive combination, acces-

sories, tax.

£30.-1914 Quadrant combination, electric lighting,

'hood, speedometer, accessories.

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co. are prepared to

accept reasonable offers for any of the above on
a cash basis only.—177, Westminster Bridge Rd., Lon-
don, S.E.I.

"
[7516

CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years" experence
with Quadrants. [9925

QUADRANT 1922 Shop-soiled 4i^.p. All-chain
Combination; list price £105; our price £95.—

Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.
[5930

Svare Parts:

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
Works Representatives auu Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors lor London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and spare part stockietfi; deferred
payments ; exchanges ; all models in stock. Special

insurance facilities applicable to Quudrants only.—
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite

Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone: Hop 210.
[9926

Ha^Ico.

M Guineas.—Radco, late model, good running order,
licensed. After 5 p.m.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers

Corner, Barnes. [7131
Haieigh.

A LL Raleigh Models in Stock.—Premier Motor Co.,
iV, EinjiingLam.

IMMEDIATE Deliveiy of the New 2';:ih.p. All-chiiin

Drive Raleigh, 3-speed, clutch, kick-start; £75; it

this price i*? reduced later the full amount of such le-

3uction will be returned lo you ; easy payments 4% extra

;

exchanges arranged.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..
Birmingham. [6702

RALEIGH, 1922. 2-speed, 2=^4h.p.. brand new. shop
soiled: £62.-7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3588

RALEIGH Machines, all models in stock, from
£68.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St.,

W. [7597

RALEIGH 2^fih.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick-start;
£45; onlv 4 months old.—F. Mansell, 9, Wood-

field Rd., Redland, Bristol. [6742

RALEIGH 1922 5-6h.p.. spring frame, shop-soiled;
list price £ 130 ;

our price £ 1 15.—Victor Hors-
man, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [5929

rC|21 Raleigh 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, new Montgomery
tf sidecar, equal to new ; £100, or near offer.—

Currer, 26. Trimdon St., Sunderland, Durham. [6057

EALEIGH. sound.—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7. Mount
Pleasant, Liverpool, for real shop-soiled bargains.

Write for our list, which includes second-hand ma-
chines {guaranteed). [5931

^JLa^
'JsuS-' c::2sal2fe^

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Distributin J Ageats
for A.J.S., Excelsior, and Dunelt Motor Cycleii,

REAL BARGAINS
IN NEW SIDECARS
The following new but slightly soiled

sidecars are available for CASH or upon
our liberal Easy Payment terms.

WATSONIAN SIDECARS
with extra strong chass'S complete with
tyre, coverall apron. Painted to match
an-1 ma 'e to fit Harney-Davidson and
Zenith machines.

COST £36. Sale Price £22 15

WHITLEY DE LUXE SffiECARS
Special model to lit Triumph machine?.

COST £45. Sale Price £28 10

CANOELET MODEL D4 SIDECARS
Painted dark green, will fit most machines

COST £30. Sale Price £21 10

GUARANTEED
Combinations that have been used is an

unusual offer, but it is'Taylor's usual way
of doing business. All machines are

equipped ready for the road.

igiS 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Watsonian sidecar £75
1920 ,^^ h.p. ROVER and Sporting sidecar £70
1919 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., spare wheel £95
1920 '6 h.p. A.J.S. Corab-, spare wheel £100
J921 67 h,p. B.S.A. Comb t £120
1922 23 h.p. A.J.S. Comb £85
J92I 2} h.p. CEDOS and Canoelet sidecar £75
192

1

8 h.p. ZENITH Comb., clutch model, run 300
miles £110

1922 .ij h.p. QUADRANT Comb., all-chain and
unused £95

1916 3* h.p. SUNBEAM and Henderson sidecar ... £80

ELECTRIC HEAD LAMPS.
Special offer of 6 Jin. lamps in oxydised finish
bail and socket fitting adjustable to any bars,
adjustable focus. Gives brilliant light and mabe
by leading manufacturer and are usually sold at

65/- Our price 45/- post f'ee, wliiie our

present stock lasts.

Write for proposal form if unable to call, stating make of

machine that interests you—and remember we can suoply

any make of New Machine and many other excellent

carefully used combinations and solo mounts at bargain

prices.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : Motorcycles and Cars.

62-53. Sussex Place. South Eeasin^too.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs.

31a, Store Street, lotteoham Court Road, W.C.i
Wholesale: 38. Alfred Place. W.Cl.
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i, ^

Telephones : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240.
Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260

.

Telegrams : . . " Dynametro. Westcent. London. '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

TJ ALEIGH 1921, spring frame machiDe, with Grin-
-tV lay Club model sidecar, perfect throughout; £9;
exchange lightweight and cash.—Newnham Motor cl
223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hamniersmii
80.

^ [74;

REAL Bargain.—1922 5-6h.p. Raleigh Vombinatio
3 speeds, spring frame, detachable wheels, It

shields, guarantetd not been 200 miles, only 3 wee
old and equal to brand new ; £125.—Walbro Mot
Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone ; 45. [711

1 Q22 Raleigh 5-6h.p. Combination, spring (ran
J-v spare wheel and tyre. Easting Royal windscrw
Lucas electric lighting, Lucas horn, licence paid
31st December, ready lor the road ; list price, co
plete, £188/10; used by us for one demonstration r
of 50 miles only; reduced to £145 cash.—Premier Mol
Co., Aston Road, Birmingham.

. [74

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain. —Raleigh 5-6h.ri. Fl
twin combination, 1922, used once, bougnt «

Cowey speedometer 238, spring frame, Tan-Sad. Eai
ing screen, Lucas head lamp and generator, sidec
lamp, Lucas horn, legshields, luggage grid, tax pai

cover to sidecar; £129/10; cost over £190; absolute
like new; inspection invited.—Wilkins, Simpsoo, (

posite Olympia, London. [72

Headin^'Standurd.
EADIXG-STAXDAKD, as advertised, last w«i

' iimst sell; best offer.— 2, Miidrid Rd., Barnes.

Rex.

REX 3';2h.p., good running order; £12/15; la

pedal cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camb
well, London. [73

3 lb. p. 1913 Rex single, new tyres, belt, mague
2 Amac, - good order; first cheque £10.—

B

Williams, M'echanic, Llechryd, Cardiganshire. [7(

OQ Guineas, genuine bargain, exchanges.—1914 I
'^ *^ 6h.p., 2 speeds, handle start, roomy coach si

car, hood, screen, lamps, overhauled by enRinei
good appearance, any esamination, trial.—SeEibrid

35, Hansler Rd , East Uulwich. 'Phone: Sydenh >

2452. r4f

Rover.
ih.p. Rover, 3 speeds, countershaft, lully equippi;
" splendid condition; £38.—63, Solon Rd., Br

[71

R

3i
ton.

1 Q 20 6h.p. Rover, electric lights, hood, scVd

X*7 mileage 500, as new; £75.-120, Sutherland E'

Croydon. ,...:.. " [7i

3ih.p. Rover, Druids, Magnums, T.T. bars, Lvii

2 saddle; £10; after 6 o'clock.—10, GaJesb
Rd., Wandsworth. {7;

ROVER 1&14 3V-;h.p., 5-speed, overhauled, ipecha;

ally perfect; £28.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

iiibition Rd., S.\V.7. [5i
,

1 Q15 Rover 3\i2h.p. Combination, accessories,

-Lt/ paid. 3-speed, countershaft; £48.—Bartle
I

93, Gt. Portland St. [7i

j

£25.— 3i,2h.p. Rover, single speed, clutch, very :

and sporting.—Bundook and Carleton, NortlH'

House, Frant Rd., Thornton Heath. [61
[

ROVER 6h.p. Combination special sidecar with sen 1

new April, 1922, ubsolutelv a6 new; £100; Hce
|

[laid.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [7 (

31.h.p. Rover Combination, 1920, about, kick-st;

2 countershaft, all on, taxed; £68.—Motorist, 7
'

Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [51
,

WAITCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lond
E.C.4.—Rover 1914 SMjh.p., Philipson H. C

\.

trolled V pulley; £30; extendecf payments. [7-

j

ROVER 1915 3J?^h.p. Combination, 3-speed, K
i

clutch, accumulator lighting, fully equipped,
\

cessories and spares, good condition; £45.—Jar''

3, Clyde Rd.. -Wallington, Surrey. [7
'

1 Q20 T.T. Rover, H.B.C. Philipson, fully equip] '

Xt? easy starting, fast, excellent mechanical »
I

dition and appearance; good reason selling; £45
quick sale.—Hurst Lodge, Hadley Rd., New Barn

.
["^

PHOTOGRAPH Free.—1920 Rover, zy^-V-,
speeds, as new, 52 guineas; also 3-speed Rt

combination, perfect, 45 guineas; exchanges.—Pi

Gordon, Ltd., 110 Upper Richmond Rd. East Sh.

[7

ROVER 1921 (not used till January, 1922) 3»y^l
^

aluminium sidecar, very fast and sporting,

on, 3-speed, all chain, excellent condition, insnrf

lo Mav ; nearest £90; appointment preferred.—B., ,

Pretoria Rd., J5treatham. S.W.16. [7;

1Q21 sy^h.p. Rover, 3-speed, all-chain, Swnn spor
I

-A*/ sidecar. Eastings, ^Yatford, lamps, born, tools, e; ;

contact breaker, valve, silencer, etc., engine 8pec;i^

lig-htened and balanced, i'aet, good condition, ti

£75; -Lancashire.-Bos 4272, c/o 37^c Motor Ctjck

Spare Parts:

ROVER Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays,

Bond St.. Ealine. i-

,
Roya! Ruby.

ROYAL RUBY-VILLIERS, 1917. excellent c

tion, fully equipped; £18.-17, Sussex Rd.,
^

Maiden. [''

t32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, irben desired, marked (P).
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I
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Rover.

919 Royal Ruby Sli.p. Combination, very fine con-

^iition ; genuine bargain, £47/ 10.— 9, Church
d.. Harlcsdcn. [7190

921 2vih.p. spring frame Royal Ruby, only done
few miles; £43.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Vic-

vria Crescent, Wimbledon. I[7479

921 MwicI spring frame Royal Ruby Combination;
see Exchange; £130, or near offer.—E.O.A.,

Mubroke, Fnern Park, N.12. [7554

921 3h.p. Royal Ruby Super Sports, spring frame,
3-8peed, clutch, kick-starter, electric lighting,

new; 39 guineas,— 67>>. Fernlea Rd.. Balham. [7545

922 Royal Ruby ah.p. Spring Frame Combination,
Sfre'cn. all lamps, etc.. spare -wheel, brand new;

''

clear. £160.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St., W.
'[7484

922 8h.p. Ruby spring frame Combination, one only
at a (Special end of season bargain price.—Sam. E.

ayliom iAIoture), a7, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.
[7529

22 2'>ih.p. Royal Ruby, 3-speed, brand new, list

£75, accept £57;. with sidecar, list £95, accept
2.—J. Ilehden and Sons, 71, Scotlnud Ed., Nelson,
,nC3. Tel.: 91. .. {7338

iHOTOGRAPH Free.—Royal Ruby, 8h.p.. J.A.P.,
Jnriline 3-speed coach" sidecar gears require slight

entiou; 38 guineas; exchanges.—Peter Gordon Ltd..

;0. Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [7207

OYAL RUBY 1920 3h.p., spring frame, 3 speeds,
If clutch, kick-start, etc., fully equipped; £45;
,li, exchange, instalments.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16,

-liopsgace Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

enue 5548. [0069
Rudge.

iQ22 Brand_ new Rudge- Mul^ti; list price £77; sell

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. Advertisements.
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£64—12, Conduit St.. Lichfield. £7610

Q15 Rudge-Multi SV^-h-p., clutch, tax paid; £27/10.
\U —Bartletts,. 93, Gt. Portland St. £7488

iilJDGE Combination: £26; perfect condition.—E.M.,
.J 35. Goodden Crescent, Cove, Hants. [6936

ii UDGB-MtrLTI 1913. fast, thoroughly sound; £25.
;i —Olinlon, 83, Darlaston Rd., Walsall. [7036

(26.—1916 3y2h.p. I.O.M. Endge-Multi, Sports
J model, fast.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[7063
]0.M. Rudge-Multi, late 1921, full.v equipped. iie»

.; oondiliou; £36.-69, Kingston Rd., iXew Maiden
: [7017
yEW 1922 Rudge Sl^h.p., 3-speed, kick-start, un-
- used; £80, or nearest.—H. Rose, March, Cambs

' L7160
ilh.p. I.O.M. Rudge, 1922, complete with lamps;
a £65.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St.,

\ [7598

ITAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
I' Eudge 3V2h.p., I.O.M.; £77; easy terms ar-

liged. [7373

<38.—Rudge-Multi Coachbuilt Combination, splen-
c did outflt.-Speechler, 86, Ohurchfleld Ed.,
.;on, W.3. . [6891

1i2l Rudge-Multi, perfect condition, taxed, fast.

lated eshaust;
igan.

trial;

1J21 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M.
-'' very little used; £45.
i North Kensington.

ie48.—Worswick, High
[7173

model, fully equipped,
-Hillier, 9, Wallingford

[7126

t'EOIALLY Tuned I.O.M. Rudge, complete equip-
^ ment, any trial, £30; ditto, 1922 £50.-24,
I iol Rd., North Kensington. [7031

34.TE Rudge-Multi and Canoelet Sporting sidecar,
in excellent condition; bargain, £45, or offers.—

T'. 112, Old Rd.. Gravesend. [6796

"inDGE 1921 3i,2h.p Isle of Man Model, in flrst-
-1 class condition, accessories; £48.—Newnham
ior Co., 223 Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [7424

1J22 Eudge Combination 3y2h.p., chain drive, excel-
-"leot condition, all on, taxed; £75 or nearest; come
01 aee. any trial.—Adams, Eockleigh, Swanage. [6823

]I Edwards'.-1921 Rudge-Multi SVih-p.. equipped.
< splendid condition; 50 guineas. Deferred pay
ritts and exchanges.—101, Great Portland St., W 1

. [2223
^Lh.p. Rudge-Multi, Canoelet C.B. sidecar, believed
«'J i^Li, all on, insured, licensed, excellent running
olir; £35, nearest offer.—Northaw, Whetstone, N.20.

57137
axon

norn, wattord speedometer, knee' grips, exoel-
condition; i50.—Collins, 40, Farnham Ed., Guild-

«t-
__ [7120

1)22 3i/,h.p. Eudge-Multi, clutch, K.S., electric
A' lighting, done about 300 miles, tyres unpunc-
tijd; £65. -Beckett, 5, The Parade, Wanstead Park,
*2- [7119
IrAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—SVih p

Rudge-Multi, 1921, including accessories, tax
pl, £62/10; 1922 Rudge-Multi, tax paid, all kcres-
Ves, £69. [7374
lUDGE-MULTI, 1922, T.T., licensed, insured,« straight-through exhaust, Bonniksen trip, speedy,
ti.hle- Cfin or iieare.-.t.-E. B. Whishaw, Itasle-

[6804

ruble; £60,
ir>e, .Surrey

FOR t

MOTORlNGand )

EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards
of Cloth in three shades and two

qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the oubllc in garments at

SO% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
All sizes, 2 1 in. 24m.,
2 7in.,3oin.,33in.,and

36in.

ALL ONE PRICE
4/11

Worth 12/6

plus 9d. extra
for postage.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER - UNED
COATS

(Just the thing for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in. . 44in.,

46in., 48111., 50Jn.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/.

Postage i/- extra

Worth 35/-

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 34-in., 36in., sSin.,

4oin., 42in. and 44111. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage •* fS I

Worth
I/- extra.- Iw/- 42/.

THIS offer cannot be
repeated when the

cloth Is sold. We secured
this cloth duringthe trade
slumpt and if bought to-
day we could not offer
the ' garments at even
double the price.

IJ chenls are not satisfied' on receipt of garment, the

nioijcy will be refunded in'fiill upon return of the

clothing. ~

All orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE>
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Pudge.

SHOP-SOILED Brand New 5-6h.p. Rndge Solo. £69:
also ditto combination. £87/10; also ditto 7-9h.D.

oombination, £97/10.—Shenherds. Enfield Hiehway,
TpI Waltham X 31 r0925

pEACTICALLY brand new specially tuned I.O.M.- RufIgH, unsoiled condition, original tyresj £55.
another, excellent condition, tax paidj £28.-10, Eed-
cliffe Garden3. Kenwngton. [6957

RUDGE-MULTI. late 1921, absolutely as new, lamps,
trip speedometer, £10 worth of spares, licensed;

fiacrifice price, £47.—Cliinery. 1, Hammersmith Ed.,
Kensington. 'Phone: Western 4140. [6183

5-6h.p. Eudge-Multi Combination and accessories,
August, 1920, pillion, accumulatoi, electric light-

ing, only done 3,000 miles, fully insured, good order,
OTvner buying car; best offer.—Oox 49, Blenheim Gar-
dens, Cricklewood. [6898

LATE 1921 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M.. special engine,
Ricardo piston, straight through plated exhaust

and standard, belt caset belt, knee-grips, electric and
act-tylene lamps, spares, very fast, perfect condition;
what offers ?—Palace Tavern, Napier Rd., Bromley,
Kent. [6238

1021 I.O.M. Rudge and Swan sporting Sidecar;
J-*' special show machine, finished black and gold;
large nickel plated exhaust pipe, lamps, and many
other fittings ; any trial ; £70, or offer. Exchange
A.B.C.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Victoria Crescent.
Wimbledon. [7477

RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M. T.T. Mode], 1921, com-
pletely equipped with lamps, horn, tools, etc.,

clutch and starter model, in very good condition
throughout, very sm:axt and exceptionally tast;
acc-ept £37/10 for quick sale; an^ trial and exam-
ination welcomed-—R. Watson, Victoria Ed., AJde-
burgh. Suflolk. [7353

Spare Parts:

RUDGE Sparea.—Immediate delivery.—Shepherd, En-
field Highw:- N. [0901

rpHE P.romptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Illustrated
J- list free.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leam-
ington Spa. [3163

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St^ Cam-
bridge.—All Rudge parts in stock, illustrated

Scott.

SCOTT. 2-speed, K.S., all working order; £25.-46,
Lynewydd Rd., Barry Dock, Glam. [6S15

SCOTT Service Depot, Cathedral Motor Works,
Liverpool.—Scott Sociables, Scott motor cycles.

[6277

1 Q21 Scott 3%h.p., lamps, horn, 3in. tyres, nearly
J-*/ new, fast and economical, lOQ m.p.g. ; £65.

—

Plumridge, Station Rise, Gt. Marlow, [7055

SCOTT, specially built Sports, twin, water-cooled,
variable gear, chain-cum-belt ; sacrifice, 29

list post free. [6521

guineas.—77, Arthur Rd., Wimbledon Park. ![7231

SCOTT Squirrel, 1922 3Voh.p., brand new, shop-
soiled; list price £105; will accept £94.—Victor

Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool [5924

SCuTT 1920 3^.^h.p., sidecar, complete equipment,
smart appearance; trial given; S.E. London;

£75.—Box 4223, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [6784

SCOTT Standard 1922 3^h.p., brand new. shop-
soiled; list price £110; will accept £94.—Victor

Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mou«t Pleasant, LiverpooL [5925

SCOTT Squirrel, May, 1922, Lucas lamps, horn,
Saxaddle, over 60, and 90 m.p.g., perfect; in-

sured to May, 1923; £80.—13, Cavendish Rd.. Stret^
ford, Manchester. [6979

SCOTT 35^h.p., 2-speed, solo machine, in very good
order, Lucas lamps, horn, tax paid ; £35.

—

Newnham Motor Co , 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith 60. [7420

SCOTT Combination 1916. recently completely over-
hauled by makers and turned out as new, elec-

tric lamps (3), all tyres new; £50, a real bargain.

—

Aero and Motor Co., Ltd., 8, Peter St., Manches-
ter. [7257

Spare Parts :

WARD Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St., Bradford,
for sound second-band Scott parts at less than

half-price; satisfaction guaranteed. List by return.
[0889

GODFREYS", Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.. London.
W.I.—Complete stock of all .Scott spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0751

Scout.
4h.p. Scout, late 1921, dynamo lighting, electrio horn;

many extras, condition as new.
£85.-90. Church St. Preston.

Singer.

.Spare Parts:

/GENUINE Singer Parts.—By
Hearsall Lane

mileage 2,000;
[6707

return service.—Alf.
Corner, Coventry.

[7153

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles .advertised by private ovirners are, when desired, marked (P).

VT . Holland
•phone : 1945,

Sirrah.

£32, bargain.—1921 Sirrah 2%h.p., 2-stroke. 2
speeds, clutch, and K.S., fully equipped, as new,

taxed.—143, Ravensbury Rd.. Earlsfield, S.W. .. [7447

^33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Spark.

|Q22 Spark, 2'/^h.p. ViUiei-s engine, absolutely new;
A*/ sacrifice £11; sell for £28, or exchange com-
Mnfttion or light car with cash.—Write Hess. 71, Lang-
Urn Ed.. Teddington. [7357

^ Sparkbrook.
£25.—Sparkbrook-Villiers, 2-stroke, 2-speed g^r, per-

fect order throughout, all accessories, tax paid,

only wants seeing.—130, Norwood Rd.j West Norwood,
a7E.27. [6061

SPARKBROOK Lightweight, late model, 2-Bpeed,

new condition, lami>s, tools, speedometer, horn,

licence, ^aranteed ; £29—Kent, Box 4253, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6916

SPABKBROOK-J.A.P. 1918 6h.p. Twin Combina-
tion, countershaft gears, clutch, kick-start; 48

Eiii^aa ; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
lohmond Rd., East Sheen. [7208

Spur.

SPtTR 1919, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, lamps, horn, etc.,

perfect condition; £22/10.—Elce, Ltd
E.C.3.

13-15-16,
Phone :

£0068
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.

Avenue 5548.
Sun.

FOE Sub-Jap, or Sun-Vitesse, get In touch with
the sol" North London airents. Models in stock.

single Special, 42 guineas ; a^^h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed.
K.S., 60 guineas. Send for catalogues. Trade sup-
plied.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0790
Sunbeam.

1 022 Sporting Sunbeam, shoi)-soiled; clearance.
£120.—Dosser's, Slingsby, Yorks, [7271

3ih.p. Sunbeam, Eng. 13015414 G.S., frame 6141,
2 eauipped, 1920; £70.-8, Sherborne Rd. Basiny

itoke. [6893

2^h.p. Sunbeam, 2-3peed, clutch, Mck-start, lamps, tax
4 paid, good, condition; £36, Albanv

[6943

SUNBEAM Semi-Sports, absolutely new, slightly

soiled; £100; must be sold.-

-rWilson, 53,

Bt. N'W.1.
shop-

-Maieton, 31, Brie'

St., Chester. [7337

SUNBEAM 1921 SVah.p., new condition, Lucas acety-

lene, speedometer, taxed, 26x3; £85.-7, Exhibi-
tion Rd., S.W.7. [5618

"I Q22 T.T. Sunbeam, perfect, equipped and sparee
JlU nearest offer £100,
tering, Noi-thants.

-Martin, Market St., Ket-
[6771

8h.p. Sunbeam-M.A.G. with Sporting Sidecar, lamps,
horn, speedometer; £75 or near offer.—Cook,

Kind's Langler, Herts. [72ft9

SUNBEAM 25,4h.p. 2-6peed, clutch, K.S., perfect con-

dition throughout, licence paid; £38.—Marston,
31, Bridge St., Chester. [7333

SUNBEAM 1922 4i^h.p. Combination, electric lamps,
scarcely used, unscral-ched, beautiful outfit; £128.

-7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [5619

1 Q22 4Uh.p. Sunbeam Outfit, Magdyno lighting,
^*y complete, and in fine order; £150; cost £208.
—<;ros3, Agent, E-otherham. [7236

SUNBEAM SVah.p., new September, 1920 Combina-
' tion, screen, electric light, speedometer

The Nook, Osborn R-d., Farnham.
£120.
[6878

1 Q21 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination,
Xt/ cost £280, as new;

every accessory,
price £180 or near offer, can

be Been and tried any time, owner bought car.—Vioar,
Milford. Surrey. [6721

"IQ22 Sunbeam long-stroko Super-Sports Model, guar-
J-*' anteed 75 m.p.h., condition absolutely as new;
85 guineas,-Longman Bros.,

^Plioue: Ealing 689.
17, Bond St., Eflling,

[7510,

1 Q16 SVoh.p. Sunbeam (W.D.), Millford sidecar, elec-

-L«/ trie lighting, speedometer, Easting, perfect run-

ning order (recently overhauled) ; £80 or best offer.—

Pope. Codford, Wilts. [€821

1 Q21 SVah.p. Sun*beam Combination, faultless order,
^*y mileage under 5,000, Magdyno, Cowey speedo-

meter, legshields. Eastine windscreen, discs; £120.-
Norman Fox, Liss, Hants. [5755

SUNBEAM 1921 SVjh.p., complete with D.A. cylin-

der, Lucas lighting sot, speedometer, horn, in

splendid condition; price £90, or near offer.—Sun-
ningdale Motors, Sunningdale. ;[6788

SUNBEAM late 1920 Combination, screens, hood,
electric lamps, undergoing overhaul, ready October

a4th- £100; modern 2-seater entertained, cash adjust-

ment.'—Taylor, 268, Bathley St., Nottingham. [6947

SUNBEAM 1922 3Vjh.p., light solo, as per manu-
facturers' specification, brand new, slightly shop-

ooiled; list price £136/10; our price £125.—Victor
Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [5923

SUNBEAM sy^h-p. 1921 (September) Combination,
magnificent machine, trip epeedometer, leaf spring

forks, Tan-Sad, Lucas lamps, minor, all excellent con-

iition- £125.-42, Highfield Rd., Bushey, Herts.
[5932

SUNBEAM 3%h.p. Combination, 1921, spare wheel,
hurricane windscreen, hood, cyclometer, Tan-

Sad, lamps, in splendid condition: £130 complete.—
Boreham, Rosemount Buildings, West Byfleet, Surrey.

[6807

sissrw

In the recent M.C. C. One'day Sporting Trial,

Mr. Gus Kuhn, riding a 4 h.p. Burlington

Reconstructed Douglas, was awarded

A GOLD MEDAL,
adding yet further proof lo the undoubted

reliability of the Burlington Reconstructed

Coug'as.

2| h.p. 2-speed model, fully equipped

Deposit £13 S
12 Month.y Instalments of £3 6 3

4 h.p. 3'Speed K,-S. and clutch, fully

equipped Solo.

Deposit £20 18 6
12 Monthly Instalments of £5 4 3
Combination with new Burlington No. 2
Touring Sidecar, complete with storm

apron.

Deposit £25 16 6
12 Monthly Instalments of £6 9 6

SECOND-HAND & SHOP-SOIIEO MACHINES
TRIUMPH COMBINATION, rg 19, fuUy equipped,

tax paid, perfect condition - - - " - £70
TRIUMPH SOLO, igrS, all on, tax paid,

splendid running order £55

B.S.A., 1920 model, with Canoelet sidecar, fully

equipped, tax paid £60
B.S.A., 1921 model, fully equipped, tax paid,

Canoelet sporting sidecar . - - - £85

SUN-VITESSE, Sturmey-Archer 1922 model,

2-speed, clutch and k.-s,, original Olympia
Show model, shop-soiled only - - £52 10s.

SPARES.—// it's for a Douglas, we have it.

TRAD SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 24.17. Wires; Burlington Motors,
Clapham.

Just by Capham Common Underground Station

TKIPLE-H, the
October 12th,

MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM Sports 1921 3V2h.p., magnificent n
chine ; offer.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [74

1 Q20 SVsh.P- Sunbeam, in perfect condition, be;J-tf tilully equipped with best Cowey and Lui
accessories ; 6,000 miles ; 85 guineas, or near oH
Seen by appointment.—Box 4220, c/o The Mo\
Cycle.

[67

"I Q20 Sunbeam Sl^h.p., and brand new Sunbot
-«-«/ Saudum sidecar and screen, interchang(.al
whe=h^ full equipment, original tyres, excepiioj
condition; gift, £90.-391, King St., Hammersmii
'Phone: Hammersmith 2837. [73

3ih.p. Sunbeam Touring- Outfit, new February, 19
2 leaf-spring fork, interchangeable wheels, O^e:

good 3in. tyres, Easting Royal, legahields, 3 Jam
apeedometer, etc., tax D3cember, mechanically perf(
going abroad; £100.-110, Denmark St., Bedford. {6'i

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Sunbeam 1922 A'Ah
and Watsonian sidecar, Dnnlqps, Easting ecre-

Klaxon, tax paid, only done about 300 miles, ab
lutely like new; £119/10; just cost £172; inspect:
invited.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Londi

[72
1Q'!!1 8h.p. J.A.P. Engined Simbeam Combiimij
J-*-' Lucas Magdyno lighting, electric horn, speedome
Tan-riad, back r&it, legshields, hood, luggage grid, b\i

wheel, all tools, 2 waterprcof coTers, tax paid Daceiiil

insured March 1923, beautifullv kept; nearest £15t
Taylor, Bull Inn, East Sheen, Surrey. [7:

1 Q22 4Vih.p. Sunbeam Combination, leal sprii
J-*-' "interchangeable- wheels, Lucas Magdyno lig

ing set, electric horn, spare wheel, luggage grid,
shields, apron,- Easting windscreen, • Bonniksen, i

condition, tax and insurance paid; best over fl4t
Arntz, 8, Byward St., E.C.3. Central 7520. [7.

SUNBEAM 1919 8h.p. Combination, Sunbeam s

car, spare wheel, Lucas lamps and horn, sepai
generators. Easting, Cowey speedometer and mir
Dunlops Extra Heavy, Bowden extra air, perfect (

dition throughout;" thoroughly overhauled and all.w
parts replaced: £115; buying car.—Beckwith, A'

field, Walton Rd., Altrincham. {e

Spare Parts :
-"

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., C
bridge.—All Sunbeam parts in stock. No wait

[6

Triple^H.
,

latest lightweight, illustrt
i

"The Motor Cycle." Why j,|

chase a second-hand mount when a 1923 Triplen
costs from 33 guineas only ? Demonstration \
plea.sure. Instalments. — Full particulars, Mei
Motors, Dorking. [7

Triumph.
"OREMIER Motor Co. for Triumph Bargains.

SPECIAIj Clearance Offer of New 1922 Type I ii

ali-chain drive Triumph 4 h.p., 3-speed; u
price £115. reduced to 5690; unbeatable value, cai

maker's full guarantee; deferi^d payments 4% ex
exchanges arranged; carriage paid to any addi i

supplied from stock with standard touring or si

T.T. handle-bars, solo or sidecar gear ratios.—Prei
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. (Triumph ag
since 1906.) ["i

4h.p. Couatershaft Triimiph, complete, and tax p [

£46.—Cross. Agent, Rotherham. [1
|

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p. 1913 Sports Model, clutch, 1

fcLt; £17.-17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham. ; [ij

MODEL H Triumph, brand new but shop-«oi. ^

£94/10.—Cross, ESiugham Sq., Rotherham.
V'

AUGUST. 1920, Triumph, fully equipped, condi
as new; £70.—Grundy, Harlaxton, Granthan

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., chain drive, practically
scratched; £100.~The Morris Garages, OxfO'

[7

£18/10-—Triumpfh, splendid order throughoii
Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, '

'

[i

~| Q21 Triumph Combination, chain-drive, like i

Xt/ £68, no offers; after 6.—79^ Friern Rd..
^

wich. [''

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p. Single, taxed, perfect; £28: of

excijange lightweight.- David, Chalford, Glouce

shire. f^

TRIUMPH 3V'h.p., Philipson pulley, running or

£17_A. S"mith, 5, Pattison Rd., Child's

N.W.2. ['

1 Qi9 Second-hand 4h.p. Triumph Combinai
l~*y £72/10.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great, Per;

St., W. ['

-tpRJUMPH. Type H, shop-soiled ; at the special 1

-i- of £94/10.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Per:

St., W.l. i

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p. countershaft, general c

tion and appearance as new ; £45.—1. P'

Hd., Kew._ V

3ih.p. Triumph 1912, 2-speed, kick-start, ia

2 speedometer, perfect ; £23.—11, Vorley

Highgate.

-| Q18 Triumph Combination, Ifitest gear ohnng'^

J-*/ ceptional condition; £58.—BuclnveU, 6, P«'

Mead, Croydon.
__

I' L_

a34 AH letters relating to advertist^nents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

RIUMPHS.-A laige a-ssortment in stock; solos and
combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86. High

,. Loe. S.E. (3245

RIUMPH Cuinbiniitiou, 1918-19, new Bidecar, bnl-

tioua. t.vres, belt.^nll on, trial; £65.-11, King's
., Kdgwaio. f67l7

100.—4h. p. 1921 Triumph-Gloria combination,
accessories, etc., ta.^ paid.—Drummond, 7, Sydney

ive, llendcm. [7530

46.—4li.p. Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped,
discs. Tan-had, fast and sporty; snip.—104, Al-

t Rd., Croydon. [7041

RIUMPH 1918 (Novemberl, countershaft, licence.
accessories, new ctDdition; £50, bargain.— 63,

i« Ed., Bri.\ton. [7148

118 Countershaft Triumph, as new, £45; ditto.
/ 1919, £50; ditto, 1921, £62/10.-24, Balliol

,
Ncrth Kensington. [7027

TAUCHOPB'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h. p. 1914
3-speed Triumph and sidecar, kick-starter, and

cli: £45; easy terms. [7375

ALIFAX.—Triumph 1922 models. Special ex-

;
change allowances to clear.—Halifax Motor Ex-

iige, Hortou St., Halifax. IIH^I

»22 41i.r. Triumph, typo H, brand new, list £105;
' accept i88.—J. HeOden and Sons, 71, Scotland
Nelson. Lanes. Tel.: 91. [7341

-ill'MPH 1918 coachbuilt Combination, well
equipped, excellent condition ; £62.—R. B, Clark
Co.. 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3589

MUMPH .Miintgomery, 1920, Easting, all lamps,
in splendid condition: £65.—JM. HiUier, 216,
obello Rcl.. North Kensington. [6100

:.p. Triiunph. 3-spoed hub gear, clutch, tax. acces-
1 sories, little used, splendid condition; £35; ap-
!al.-13, CTdogau Rd., Cromer. [7186

!9BIvRTS0N'S Motors, Ltd.—1922 chain drive
Triumph combination, tax pa.id, all accessories;
5.-157b, Gt. Pcrtland St., W.l. [5933

i|21 Tr-iumph Chain-driven Combination, fully
i' equipped, and perfect condition, tax paid;
l/lO.-Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [6953

ItlUMPH 1922 Junior, 2-speed, Lucas, accessories,
[ mirror, taxed, insured, cost nearly £80 ; accept
.'—4, Gaywood Rd., Walthamstow. [6858

\TE 1921 Triumph, niodel H, as new, mileage
-! Qegligit>le, epare plated exhaust, tax paid; £85.—
i Bigland Scar, Cark in Cartmel. [6712

|||20 Triumph Combination, fully equipped,
^ guaranteed; £60; deferred terms.—Goad, 122,
IJla Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [7350

[i.lUMpH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, 1916, re-
l^ enamelled and overhauled; £38.—Marble Arch
' r E.xchange, 135, Edgware Rd., 'W.2. [7574

I
riniPH-GLORI.^ S.D. Combination, £139/10;

I Model H, £94/10; also several second-hand; cash
c ;thaDge.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone. [7468

'OYUON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
^'large range ol tecond-hand in stock.—Moore's

So
Motor Works, North End. Croydon. 10864

lUMPH, clutch. Grade, engine overhauled, counter-
shaft tank with new fittings, perfect running order

;

5 ir ue:ir.—21. Keston Hd., Peckliam, S.E. 15. [6732

UO Triumph Combination, fully equipped, licensed,
-liosuiea, Condition perfect, any trial; 77 guineas,
:?-Hoagson, 7, High Holborn, Sedgley, Dudler.

[6715
(IB 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, fully equipped and

-; tax paid, just overhauled and enamelled, guar-
o;l perfect; £47/ lO.-Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing.

[6952
haiMPH Combination, late 1918, tyres new,
l^quipped, good condition, tax, fully insured; £55.

l! Roslyn Av., Kenbury St., Camberwell, S.E.5.
_j

-
[7566

r.UMPH. Model H, brand new and unused, listeu
^.t £105; our price. £95; exchanges or deferred.
•?^ards, 50, Harriugton Rd., South Kensington.
J [4533
n UMPH 1922 2lih.r. ilodel H. the old favourite,
Ljbrand new, shop-soiled, with or without side-
litprice, solo, £95.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.

[7433
n.UMPH 1920, bought 1921, Type H, and Mill-
»-,lord sidecar, speedometer, Brooks seat, excellent
in ion; £80.-Mylam, 197, London Hd., Croy-
"^ [6872

I j;0 Triumph Combination, aluminium discs, leg-
'•^ shields. Cameo, petrol carrier, Lucas lamps,
D? mileage, as new; £75.—54, Steele Rd., Leyton-
'"•, ![6981

[>Rr;AIN,-1918 4h.p. countershaft Triumph, all
^iccessones. new rear Dunlop, nprfpnf-. ,,r,nHitinT]
Mshoul, tax paid
IiliS.E.24.

. .
perfect condition

1, Norwood Rd., Heme
[7213

lj.8 Countershaft Triumph, recent £50 overhaul,
prnctirolly everything new, oversize punctura-m tvre.s. Klaxon, F.E.S. head lamp, 1922 clutoh,

ite, accessories, indistingnishable from new, mechani-
''!'"?"*"':. '""tired; best offer over £68 secures, bar-
iut-40. Wrottesley Hd., Plunutead, S.E. [6848

POST- YOUJt ORDER EARLY^Iglm
THE

"ALL WEATHER"
WATERPROOF MOTOR CLOTHING.

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE SUIT

(Fig. 1)SPECIFICATION
MADE from hard wearing

dcuble texture material with
an interlining of hubber.
[Double Breasted Jacket, with
all-round plaited Leather Beit,

large Patch Pockets, and con-
verteii collar to button right up
to neck, to fasten with Ihroat
Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.

All seams cf the Suit are rubber
cemented and taped with extra
material, makiig the garment
absolutely waterproof.
Overall Leggings with spat-
shaped leg ; wind gussets ta
keep the wind from the leg and
boots; fastened with patentclasp
fasteners, enabling the leggings
to be pulled off in a moment
SUIT Complete, with overall

leggings - - 35/-

„ „ with seatless trousers
42/-

JACKET only - - . . 25/-
Whcn ordciin g by post, statu Chest measurement over
orditmry Jacket, and heigftt, and enclose remittance.

WATERPROOF
TRENCHCOAT

(Fig. 2) ,1

Fawn material, rubber lined; /
,

double-breasted, with all-rotind

belt and buckle, wind cuffs in

sleeves. Medium weight. An
ideal coat for riding, walking,
and all purposes where a rain-

resisting covering is required.
Guaranteed waterproof.
Smart and Serviceable.

COAT Complete - 25/-
When ordering by post, stale

Breast measurement over ordin-
ary Jacket, aitd height, and
enclose remittatice.

TRENCH COATS in heavier
and superior materials are
priced in our list.

Fig. a

SEATLESS TROUSERS
Waterproof Fawn double texture
material, rubber interlined, apron
front, with wind and mud gussets,
patent clasp fasteners, leather
straps and buckles to fasten
round boot. Perfectly waterproof.
All sizes. 18/- per pair.

When ordering bv
post, stale height &
eficlose remiilance.

WATERPROOF
OVERALLS (Fig 4).

Double texture
material, interlined,

rubber, with strap to
fasten on to trouser
buttons, patentclasp
fasteners, seams ce-

mented and taped.
All sizes. Thoroughly
waterproof.

1 2/6 per pair.
Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Oar IJnat ated List and Pattern Banch of
Cloths, together with self meaaar-ment
form. wiU be sent post free aad wl hout
anyobhgationapon receipt oiyoarnam^
and addiesB.

iSatisfaclion guaranteeti or i^wney

\refu}tdt-d if liirments arc retitrned

\lo us li'ilhin 7 days.

CARRIAGE
PAID ON

ALL ORDERS
Actual Manulacturers

:

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208, 0!dhamRd.,NewCross, Manchester

MOTOR CYCLES lOH SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1922 Models, slightlv =hop-soiled; 4h.p,
Type H, £85; 4h.p., Type S.D., £95; S'Ah.p.,

Type R, o.h.v., £100.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [6908

TRIUMPH Countershaft CombinaLion, 1918, acces-
sories splendid working order, exceptionally

powe^^al engine, any trial; £55.-406, York Rd.,
(Vandsworth. [7310

K O Guineas.—Triumph Combination, Sunbeam side-
tl O car, fully equipped, licensed, any trial or examina-
tion, taxed ; exchanges ; evenings.—4, Elm Ganlene,
Hammersmith. [7396

£75.—Triumph 1920 O.S. Combinatiou, Hend:irson
sidecar, Easting, Lucas dynamo lighting, perlect

order, t^een evenings.—Spink, 52, Brodrick Kd., Wands-
worth Common. [6903

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-3peed Countershaft Combination,
with good accessories, £57; another, ditto, £53;

another, £50.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd. W.6. [7421

1 Q19 Countershaft Triumph, sporting combination,
-I- iy every conceivable spare equipped, taxed, ^ar-
anteed; 66 guineas; exchange solo.—284, South j^am-
bth Rd., S.W.8. [7553

1 Q14 4h.p. Triumph and Coachbuilt sidecar, 3-

-Lv apeea, kick-start and clutch, all In perfect order
and condition ; any trial ; ^44.—Jones, 4, Woodside
Parade, N. Finchley. [7410

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, 1922, Best-Lloyd mechanical
pump. Challenger tubes, all accessoiies and

spares, perfect, cost £130, accept £100.—Jakins, 247,
High Rd.. Lee, S.E. [6794

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Coun'ter^shait, very littlo used and
unscratched, can be had with Canoelet sidecar,

tax paid, and all accessories; bargain, £80.—Smith,
High Rd., Goodmayes. [6552

1 Q22 Triumph-Gloria Combination. Royal Easting,
X «7 tyres unpunctured, penect ; bought car ; cost
£170 July 1; first cheque £120 secures.—Gandy, Heap
Bridge Vicarage, Bury. [7303

3-SPEED Chain Coach Combination, 4h.p. Triumph
engine, handle clutch, kick-start, lamps. Easting,

good condition; £45, close offer.—Giil, 51, Nassington
ttd., Hampstead, IS.W.3. [6895

£100.—Triumph 1922 Combination, Model H, Rideezi
touring sidecar, Eastmg screen, accumulator lignt-

ing, perlect order, trial by arrangement.

-

WhaJe Island, Portsmoutn.
-Lieut. Small,

[6937

SOUTHPORT.—1921 Triumph 3-speed Sports, spect
ally tuned, lovely condition, Ricardo bars, long

exhaust, very fast ; 69 guineas ; exchanges.—Kenta,
417, Lord St., Southport. [7048

£2 7/10.-1913 Triumph coachbuilt Combination,
excellent condition throughout, overhauled, 3^

speed, all accessories; exchanges.—115, Holland Park
Avenue. 'Phone: Park 513. [6809

1Q13 Triumph, 3-speed, excellent condition, complete
J-v with lamps; £20 Also specially overhauled single

gear T.T. model £22/10.—Longman Bros.,

St., Eahng. 'PJione: Ealing 689.
17, Bond

[7513

NEW 1922 Triumph, all-chain drive and Junior Models;
special bargain prices to clear; write, call, or

'phone Greenwich 751,—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27,

Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [6599

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for a Triumph, any model; deferred pay-

ments.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Road.
S.W.12. 'Phone i 4441 Latchmere. [5944

1 Q21 May Triumph-Gloria Combiuatfon^ all-chain, fully
J-iJ equipped, mechanical lubrication,
screen, a first-class job; £110 or
Patriot Sq., .Cambridge Heath. E.2,

Bluemel's wind-
nearest offer.—43,

[6709

1 Q22 Triumph-Ricardo, brand new but shop-soiled,
-^ •^ £105 to clear Also 4h p all-chain, clearing
at £100; easy payments 4%.—Homac's. 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [7221

1Q13 Triumph, completely overhauled, new
-^•^Villiers clutch wheel, practically new tyres,

Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, taxed; £28; exchange con-
sidered.—West, Grocer, St. Cuthbert's, Bedford. [6819

1 Q 14 Coaohbuilt Triumph Combination, 3-speed
-L */ hub, £ 10 overhaul, new magneto, lamps,
tools, fitted Sandum windscreen; in perfect condition;

£42, or nearest.—Owner, 29, Cromer Rd., Watford.
16779

AT Edwards'.—1922 4h.p. Triumph, Model H. luliy

equipped, lamps, horn, licensed, indistinguishable
from new in every respect; 77 guineas. Deferred pay-
ments and exchanges.—101. Great Portland St., V\.l.

r2226

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, Gloria
X«/ sprung-wheel chassis aluminium sidecar; £80,
or £20 down and 12 monthly payments of £5/8/4.—
Goad, 122. Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hajnpstead 1*^3.

[7349
~l Q22 Triumph Combination cycle (May). lamps.
JlZj horn, and Watford speedometer; only 3.000
miles; rear light worked in conjunction with accumu-
lator lighting of sidecar lamp ; handsome coach buili

sidecar, bulbous back forming locker, waterproof cover,

luggage grid, spare engine sprocket for solo work
£140 —Aeh, Belvedere. Abbey Kd., Ehos-on-Sea.

Colwyn Bay. 1^36:^

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marKed (P). a35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

"I Q19 Triumph Combination 4h.p. Counteishfift, 3-

^^ speed, K.S,, Land clutcli, fully eauipped, bulbous-
back sidecar, glass windscreen, etc.. perfect condition,
tax paid, must sell; £60.-36, Queen's Ay., Watford.

[6725
TRIUjVIPH 1918 Combination, exceptional candltion,

fully equipped, lamps, speed o-Tueter, etc.; £50;
cash, exchange, instalments.—Eke, lAA., 13-15-16,
Eisho-psgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Ave-
nue 5548. rO067

1 Q21 4fi.p. Triumph CombimatioTi, 3-speed, Gloria
-*-*^ sidec-ar, windscreen, tax paid, numerous acces-
Boriea; best offer over £100; terms and eschances.—
ilidlaod Garace. 166. Shaftesbury Av, 'Phone ; Gar-
rard 8461. [4931

THE HACKFORD ENG. CO. have 4 more reno-
vated countershaft Triumphs at £45. Cash or

extended payments. Do not miss this opportunity.
Call, write, or "phone Brixton 3062.—33, Hackford
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [7581

TRIUMPH 4h.p., latest 1922 model, new but
slightly shop-soiled, all-chain drive model, gtiar-

anteefl, £90 Junior Triumph, 2-speed, 1922 model, new
but shop-soiled, £40 exchanges or defen*ed payments.

—

Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [7397

1 Q22 Triumphs, brand new, S.D. (all-chain), sevBral
-i-*^ in stock, roadster and T.T. bars, exceptional
offer, secure now; cost £115; clearing at £89; makers'
full giiarantee.—Harry Nash, Contracting Agent, 391,
King St., Hammersmith. 'Phone: Hammersmith
2837. [7282

j Q22 4h.p. Triumph (all-chain drive) Combination.
-L «? sporting Montgomery sidecar, 3 Lucas lamps,
generators, horn, mirror, Cowey speedometer, wih3-
si'reen, all as new mechanically and appearance, un
punctured, mileage under 3,000, tax paid ; exceptiona'
bargain, £115.—Southall, 3, Selbourne Rd., Worcestei

[5812

4-VALVE Triumph, Lucas Magdyno, Bouniksen trip
speedometer, knee-gripis, spares, etc., carefully run

in, delivered June 10th, 65 m.p.h. and 100 m.p.g.
gunranteed, just overhauled as new at Triumph works,
1922 tax paid, insured for £150 to June, 1923; £108.
or £103 less speedometer.— Maclennan, 110, Alexandra
Rd.. St. John's Wood. N.W.8. [6934

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1921, type S.D.C.,
all-chain drive, with 1922 pattern mudguards,

4h.p., 3-speed, Lucas electric lighting. Cameo wind-
screen, nearly new 26in.x2V2in. Hutchinson super-
studded tyres, appearance and mechanical condition as

new, guaranteed perfect; clearance price, £125.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7408

TRIUMPHS.—Buy fi'om official appointed agents.
New 1922 4h.p. combination, all-chain drive,

£155.; chain-cum-belt combination, £145; 4h.p. S.D.,

all-chain, £115; Model H, chain-cum-belt, £ 105

;

Junior 2i4h.p., £65; also several second-hand Triumphs
from £40; second-hand machines taken In exchange,
remainder on easy terms. Value allowed on . old ma-
chine accepted as payment down.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone: Central 5163. [7376

TRIUMPH-RICARDO.—Mr. Gordon's 1922 model
for sale winner of 2 cups and twenty-five other

awards since May, for reliability and speed, guaran-
teed speed of 77 m.p.h., complete with £30 worth of

racing spares, including 2 carburetters, 2 tanks,
sprockets, pistons, cylinders, etc., ideal speedman's
machine but also comfortable for touring; 95 guineas,
or, without spares, 85 guineas; sports sidecar to suit
it required; exchange offers invited; photograph free;

exchanges invited.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [7209

Spare Parts :

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.- Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [4807

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—The Triumph experts. Complete illus-

trated list of spare parts post free. [6523

TRIUMPH Spares.—All parts, all models, in stock,
second-hand or new

; goods sent per return ser-

vice.—Alf, Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry,
'Phone: 1945. [7151

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models; alsu
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0809

TRIUMPH Paits, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new cill prices drop ? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and reuovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place.
Leamington Spa. [7361

Velocette
V^lofette, 2-stroke, 2-speed. 24in.£ 20.—2'4h.p

wheels, fine order -King, Egrove, Oxford,
[7064

1 Q21 Velocette, new. condition, mileage under 500,
M-U 2-speRd, very fast; £^0; approval.—Merrill.
' Hill Crest," Mickleover, Derby. [7020

I Q22 Velocette, special demonstration Sports, winner
JLiJ several trials, perfect condition, spares; £50.
—Dosser's Garage, Slingsby, Yorks. [7270

RIDEEZI
begs to state that

from this date

5%
will be charged on the

OUTSTANDING

BALANCE ONLY
for 12 monthly instalments

and

71/2%
for 18 monthly instalments for

machines supplied on their

EASY PAYMENT

SYSTEM.

Be sure and have your name
on our Mailing List ready

for our new Catalogue and

1923 SYSTEM.

We have a lot of shop-soiled machines.

WHY NOT write for our Lists

and Terms?

RIDEEZI SALES LTD.,
5, VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

VELOCETTE 1922 2l4h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kic!

start, shop-soiled; two only; list price £65; oi
price £55.—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7. Mount Pleasaa
Liverpool. [595

Verus.

£70 to Clear.—Verus 1922, 244h.p. Blackburne engit
shop-soiled; listed £77.—Smith and Hardin

March. r7l(

Wilkin.
"I Q22 Wilkin-BIackbume 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer
-•-^ speed and clutch, Brampton Biflex lurks, al

chain drive, absolutely as new, registered June; £61

—Marble Arch Motor Exchange,. 135, Edgware Hd
W.2. PS-

Williamson.

50 Guineas.—1916 8h.p. Williamson Combinatio
j

Ojpiendid condition ineide and out, any trial: e

change -Blackburne solo ; appointment.—429, New Cro
Rd., S:B. [68!

Wolf.
-| Q22 Wolf-Villiers, 2-speed, unscratchej; i 1

-Li' guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. ps* I

Wooler.
I

WOOLER. 1920, just fitted with 1922 engine ii
]

provements,. speedometer, semi-T.T. bars, loi

aluminium footboards, lamps. Klaxon, spare belt, t£

paid ; £45.—Poletti, 5, Intermediate Rd., Brynmaw
Brecon.

'

[7U

Zenith.
T^HE Zenith Specialists.

ALLAN GRTJZELIER,
Regent St., W.l.

Ulster Chambers, '16

fY K m.p.h. from a standing start inside y^ mi !

i O on a Zenith-Bradshaw, the result of a lltt

tuning by the Specialists.

YOU may puichase this identical machine fi

£115, or if you have a Bradshaw, All-Cha
Super-Sports 8h.p.; or any other model Zenith, v

are prepared to overhaul and tune at a reasonab:

figure.

OUR Latest Bargains.—5h.p. Sports, deliverf

July, 1921, mileage about 1,000, tyres and be

unmarked, tip-top condition, £50; 1920 81l.

countershaft combination, thorough overhaul ju

completed, electric lighting, all on; £75. [641

ZENITH 1922, Bradshaw chain, very special; £69.

Clark, /, Exhiuition R4., b.W.7. 1231

£33.—5-6h.p. Zenith-Graxiua, clutch, 15. S., fine m
ning order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. t70(

T Q 22 3'/oh.p. Suecial Zenith-Bradshaw, 3-speed, i

-I "chain, licensed: £70.—Ford. High St., Sidmoat
[58'

£26.—4h.p. Zenith-Gradua, absolutely perfect cond

tion, taxed, spares, 1915.—26B, Ingleton 31

S.W.9. P«2

ZENITH 1920 Coaohbullt Combination, speed

meter, luggage carrier, insured March; £75.-14
,

Widmore Rd., Bromley. [70J

ZENITH-GRADUA eh.p.^ overhauled, new Dunloi

any reasonable offer accepted.— 15, Sidney Ki

Bowes Park. London, N.22. [68!

"I Q21 Zenith, 90 bore, o.h.v., long exhausts, tyr

J_t/ new, condition perfect, very fast; £75.-2

York St., W.l. Mayfair 675. [67'

ZENITH 1920 Sports 8h.p. J.A.P., new tyres,, bel

Lucas lamps, magnificent speedy machine;. £5

—48, Halesworth Rd.,-Lewisham. {701

F.O.C.IL Invite Inspection. Zeniths and othi

makes far below any anticipated price reductio

—5. Heath St., liarapstead (near Tube). ^ [38t

ZENITH 5-6h.p. Sports model, absolutely perlec

electric lighting, speedometer, accessories; a re

bargain, £50; any trial.—Ede, 100, Hook Ec

Epsom. t701

-( Qai Sh.p. o.h.v. Zenith, Bouniksen, lamus, eqiii

X3ment, Uttle usedT-eost £147: nearest £80. Al

sidecar, sporting aluminium: iE20.-Mitchell, tin']"

Famham. l°°

ZENITH Sh.p. Countershaft Model, with special Sm
sidecar, clutch, K.S.. almost new, absolutely a

sorato'ed, licence paid; great bargain, £100.-Marsto

31, Bridge St., Chester. L"3'

1022 Zenith-Bradshaw, quite new ; list price

i-O £113; will take £78, or exchange for hB'

car and pay difference.—Write Owner, 7, R<io«JkJ

Av., Muswell Hill. N.IO. .
[735

YOUR Jlotor Cycle or Combination taken in la

payment for a Zenith, any mwlel; deferred ps

nients. -Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Boll;

S.W.12. 'Phone : 4441 Latchmere. 1='

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Countershaft Combinatioi

electric lamps, speedometer, absolutely nrst-cia;

,

condition throughout; £85.—Newnham Motor Co., 2^:

Hammersmith Rd,, W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmiti
8^

ZENITH Sh.p. Countershaft Combinaiioji, goo

mechanical condition, but appeaj-ance rougn

great bargain to clear; £4!).—Newnham Motor M
223, Hammersmith Bd., W.6. 'Phone : Uammersmit

80.
^""

a36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cyclea advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenitli

ENlTH o.h.v. twin, Brooklands mociel, enamelled,
'

nlatcd by makers this year costing £20; accept

2.—106, North End Rd., W.14. [7040

ATE 1921 Zenith, unscratched, 90 bore, overhead
valves Bonniksen speedometer, nearly new.

eatie nVpligible, 7-70 m.p.h.; £85; cash or de-

-cd—Marlborough (Motor House), 20, Finchley

N.W.8. [6562

1922 all-chain-eiBbt Zenith Combination, super-

spjits J.A.P engine, Montgomery sports side-

Ensting, electric light, Bonniksen, under 2,000;

50 or near offer.—Page, 53, St. .Tohn's Park,

i-khcath. Ou view; Bromley Motor Works, Kent.
[6777

)UTHPORT.—Snips : 1922 (June) Super Sports

8h p. Zenith countershaft, indistinguishable

od new, cost £150, gift 85 guineas; 1922 all

in Zenith-Bradshaw Sports, estra hot, cup winner.

t Lucas accessories: 72 guineae; exchanges.—Kents,
', U'rd St., Southport. [7049

\TE 1922 : £80, or instalments; 3V2h.p. twin
Zenitli-Brads iiw, cost £119 without numerous

ins, all-('iiaiu, Sturmey-Archer 3 speeds and kick-

t, as new. Special' 20 guinea light bulbous back
inr ivith folding up lugg;ige carrier, as used one
. on ftame, £10. Deliver within 100 miles radius

Photo, full particulars.—Solwaybank, Hayes,

it 'Phone: Bromley 532 (Na. 54 'bu-^). [6824

^pare Parts:

ENITH
Bond St, Ealine.

Immediate delivery - Kays, 8.

[5078

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

iDX'S 2^ii.p. Crescent-Villiers, 1919-20, 2speed,
excellent condition, appearance as new, tax paid;

i. near offer.—Clark, 15, Churchville Rd.. Bed-
l. [6811

I

Miscellaneous.

VRWOOD for Exchanges, cash, either way.

KRWOOD.—1920 specially tuned T.T. Rudge, new
I tyies, lamps, perfect; £38; exchange.

I\RW00D.—1918 Rover combination, lamps, speedo-
I meter, Easting, smart; ^£48; separate; exchange.

JXRWOOD.—1920-21 S'/i-h.p. twin James, all on,
I, absolutely perfect, as new; £45; exchange.

lARWOOD.— 1922 G.P. Morgan, hardly used, com-
1 plete; £125; exchange.

|\RWOOD.—8h.p., light box body, 3-speed, reverse,
• differential, good tyres, sound ; £30 ; exchange
) glaa.

1\RW00D Exchange House for Bargains; several
,
others,

rVRWOOD Garage. 89, East Hill, Wandsworth.
I Battersea 443. [7122

r^.p. Coachbuilt Comljination. 3-speed, all-ehain drive:
^ £35.-Parris. 7, Old Paradise St., Lambeth. [6955

84.—SVih.p. Precision, Mabon countershaft gears,

splendid condition.—King, Egrcv* Farm, Oxford.
{5558

F1.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars, etc.,
bargains : ca?h or easy payments ; exchanges

i;ised.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [3864

II
1 22 New Motor Cycles,—Bargains at end of season

prices; secTue now; cash or easy terms.—Sam. E.
.^Uaam fMotoiul, 27. Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.

i

[5203
5.—Matchless 8h.p. combination, 3-speed, kick-
start, M.A.G. engine, 1916, appearance as new,

D lel and plating unscratched, Swan sidecar, wind-
n, fully equipped, powerful engine.

19 Chater-Lea-Villiers, 2-speed, fully equipped,
tax paid, smart and mechanically perfect en-

will guarantee; £25.

19 -Hobart-Villiers,
paid, sound as

IDJh.p. B.S.A., pedal start, enamel and plating like
^ new, particularly fast machine; £25.

Pand M., 2-speed, 1918; £30; in excellent run-
,

ning order.

g).—Harley-Davidson combination, 1918, excep-
^ tionally smart and fast machine, fully equipped,
II liood, etc., most luxurious sidecar; £58.—Below.
ClX Combination, 5-6h.p., fully equipped, guaran-
-'; teed, smart and reliable, only wants seeing; any
ri: £25.—Below.
;;!IFT 2-seater, 1915, fully equipped with hood,
--' screen, speedometer, electric lighting, 5 tyres
;0' 2-seator dickey, just overhauled and painted
iticoGt of £36; will take 4 anywhere; £68, or ex-
'hj;;c for combination,—Below.

1 f22 Matchless Combination, H model, only done
*- 20 miles, Lucas lighting, etc.; a gift at £130;
;os£l95; or exchange for solo.

I
fj20 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, kick-start,

*'! hand clutch, new tyre on front, and nearly
le-ipn back, smart and reliable; a snip, £25.—Below,
gi.p Douglas. 2-speed. Here's a bargain, £21.—^ Below.

1(20 Kingsbury Scooter, only done 200 miles; £8.—
-

i' .Vt^y^**^ ^"^d Kirk. 406, Garratt Lane, Earls-
"1 .-.\\.18. 'Phone: Wimbledon 2041. [7459

2-specd, fullv equipped, ta.^i

bell; £25.

WHAT A CHANCE!
Brand new shop'soi ed IVIO TOR
CYCLES BEINGSOLDREGARDLESS

OF cost

!

AT

ALEXANDER'S
GREAT BARGAIN SALE.

LOOK AT THIS!
List Sale

Price. Price.

^68 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, fully £55
equipped. What a chance !

£82 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, clutch
and kick-starter, fully equipped.

£68

£07 los. 2} h.p. HENLEY-BLACKBURNE,
2-speed, clutch and kick-starter.

£55

£73 25 h.p. New imperial, 3-speed,

clutch and kick-starter, all-chain

drive.

£60

£i6S 8 b.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination,
Lucas dynamo dec. lighting. What
a chance

!

£125

f.55 2j h.p. ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £45

£140 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination. What
a chance

!

£120

£39 iSs. 2^ h.p. SPARK, 2-str., single gear .

.

£30

£78 15s. 2| b.p. MASSEV-BLACKBURNE,
3-speed, clutch and kick-starter.

£65

£107 .^l h.p. B.S.A., Model K2, chain-cum-
belt. What a chance 1

£79

£115 35 h.p. NORTON, Model i6H, all-

chain dri^'e.

£85

£120 4 h.p. NORTON, 3-speed, all-chain

drive.

£00

£65 2,V h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-spced, clutch
and kick-starter.

£55

£39 iSs. 2i h.p. O.K., single speed, 2-stroke.

.

£30

£"2 4 b.p. INDIAN SCOUT, standard
model. WTiat a chance !

£96 103.

£48 2j h.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke, single speed £41

£58 2} h.p. LEVIS, Model S, 2-5peed and
clutch.

£45

f£2l5 8-ic h.p. T.B. CYCLECAR, dynamo
electric lighting, spare wheel, hood,
etc. What a chance !

£185

N.B.'—Alt machines are carriage paid to any
address in the United Kingdom.

We have also a number of other makes which
we are se ling at " throwing away " prices and
it will pay you to write at once for our list.

We feel sure that our sale prices are lower
than IQ23 prices and that the present is most
certainly a great money-saving opportunity.

REMEMBER—When we clear our present
stock these offers cannot be repeated.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.

272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BLACKPOOL Jiiirt'uiria.—Bhop-Boiled 1922 Pudges,
Ariels, New Imperials, Royal Rubys, Bradburys,

Mnrtin^yde ; reduced prices ; eschanyee.—Bootlj's
Motoiies, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. 'Phone 1451.

B LACKPOOL Bargains.— SVali-P. Triumph, £16/10/6;
Triumph. 3-3peed, £19/10/6.— Booth's Motoriea.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.— 6h. p. Bat, countershaft,
S-speed. £39/10/6; 3'/'h.p. Humber. £19/10/6;

3'/2h.p. Premier, £24/10/6; 5h.p. Rudge 2-8peed,
£25/10/6; 5h.p. Rudge, 3-speed. £27/10/6.-Booth*8
Motoriefl.

T>LACKPOOL Bargains.-2-8peed O.K., £16/10/6;
*-* SVaii.p. Singer, 2-3peed, £24/10/6; 2-3peed
P, & M., £19/19/6; another. £35/10/6; N.S.U. Light-
weight, £11/10/6.—Booth's Motoriea.

"DLACKPOOL Bargaius.—1920 Rudge, I.O.M. model,
J-» £45/10/6; another. Dynamo Lighting, £57/10/6;
4h.p. Douglas. £55/10/6.—Booth's Motoriea.

BLACKPOOL Bargaina.-2-*peed Douglas. £19/l0/6j
2-8peed Scott, £19/19/0. 1920 Douglas, 3-speed,

kick start, £52/10/6; 1921 AUon. £32/10/6; 2-speed
Connaught, £25/10/6; 2-speed Calthorpe, £25/10/6.—
Booth's Motorics.

t>LACKPOOL Bargains.-9h.p. Indian, £29/10/6;
-'-'rh.p Indian, 2-speed, £29/10/6; 3'/2h.p. New Hud-
eon Combination. £35/10/6; feh.p. Dot Combination,
£65/10/6; 1920 Matchless Combination, £89/10/6.—
Booth's Motories.

TDLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Martinsyde Combina-
•-» tiou, £85/10/6; Acme Combination, new 1921.
spare wheel, £89/10/6; Sh.n. Piemiei Combination,
£47/10/6. Enlield Combination. £39/10/6: 1921 Enfield
Lightweight. £39/10/6; 3h.p. Twin Enfield, £37'10/6;
19^0 Sun 2-speed. kick start, £35/10/6.—Booth's
Motoriea-

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—8h. p. Carden Cyclecar,
£32/10/6: 1920 Tampliu Cyclecar, £49/10/6; 1921

Zebre light car, 4-crlinder, W.C., 4 speeds, electric light-
ing and starting, spare wheel, fully equipped, £175/10;
several others cheap; push cycles taken in exchange.—
Booth's Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd.. BTactepooL
'Phone: 1451. [3473

A LIMITED Number of second-hand and shop-soiled
models for disposal. All machines thoroughly

overhauled at works and guaranteed. Prices from
£30. Genuine bargains.—Connaught Depot, 111. Gt.
Portland St., TC.l. ' ![6783

JONES Garage, The Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO,
open all Situiday ; London's lowest prices, all

machines guaranteed 3 months; we live in a moun-
tainous district and will give iiny machine a severe
tr-a' without obligation.

JONES Garage.—1919 4h.p. . Douglas Combination,
very fully equipped, exceptional condition; £50.

JONES Garage.—1914 Sh.p. Matchless Combination,
countershaft gear, clutch, K.S., Gloria sidecar,

spring wheel, completely equipped, tax paid, very
fast; our special cash offer for this week; £37/10;
wire secures.

JONES Garage.—1915 2^ih.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-
speed, fine sporty little 'bus; £25.

JONES Gar?ge. — 1914 Triumph, 4h.p.. coachbuilt
underslung combination, excellent indeed ; £40.

Villiers,
can be

JONES Garage.—Brand new Hobart 2%h.p.,
Brampton forks (gear box, at £5/10,

fitted later if desired); list price £48; £36..

JONES Garage.—1919 4h.p. Douglas Combination,
original enamel and plating, excellent condition;

£65.

JONES Garage.—Indian sidecar for spring frame,
perfect condition; a gift, £12/10.

JONES Garage.- 1921 'Bleriot Car. tax paid, elec-
ti-ical equipment, seat starter, perfect and guar-

anteed; £65.

JONES Garage.—Heaps of Bargains from £20; big
list free ; all guaranteed. It takes 30 minutes

from Highgate or Finsbury Park by 'bus, which stops
outside our door.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
'Phone: Hornsey 2917. [7416

BARGAIN.— 2s,ih. p. De Dion, entirely reconstructed
and modernised, good running order, re-enamelled,

magneto, spring forks. T.T. bars, Pedley grips, B. and B..
Hutchinsons, lamp, accessories, tax paid, sound little

'bus, silver medal 1914; best offer over £15.—Wavpiley,
York Rd., Guildford. [7586

MISCELLANEOUS.—1919 Scott, 55 guineas; 1917
A.J.S. combination, 55 guineas; 1918-19 Power-

plus Indian, 48 guineas; 1913 3>^h.p. Indian, 23
guineas; 1911 Douglas. 15 guineas; 1919 Invicta, 25
guineas; 1916 Calthorpe combination, 36 guineas;
Royal Ruby Throcker combination, 24 guineas.—Kents,
417, Lord St.. Southport. [7052

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London,
S.W. 'Phone: Latohmeie 4383.—We have a few

combinations, solos, and runabouts that we are offer-

ing at knock-out prices for cash, terms, or exchange.
Call, write, or 'phone your requirements. We can
fix you up at the right figure. Last week's bargain.
Matchless model H 1920 combination; £70. [7239

Euston Rd.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
smbinatio!
Brigden,

HIRE latest Models cycles and combinations. an7
period.—Write terms. Fowler - ' 130,

(079S

\:i letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end o( each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

a.r/
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MOTOR CYCLES FOH HIRE.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., for many years have

specialised in this class of work. It machine is

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week is

allowed.—167B, Gt. Portland St., W.I. [6936

H.
F.
E

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

DWARDS and Co.,

1 /\"| , Gt. Portland St., W., are cash huyers of solos,
-t."X combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices

civen : distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone;
ilayiair 4027. [O870

rp.B.

Ki\(i COMBINATIONS and Solos,, any make, stiar-

*J\J\f anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372. Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

W^
A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. II in town, write,
'phone, or call. It country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash oHer.-
W. T. Dunn. Ltd., 326, Euston Rd-. London. Museum
5391 f0332

WANTED, Eadco, new or seeond-hand.—Bos 4241,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [6832

LATE Solo or Combination; reasonable price; cash.—
497, Old Ford Ed.. Bow, [7094

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pxe-eminenb place

for disposing ol meter cycles.'

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash

offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of

a good cheque if you sell your machine at,

"Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage chaige is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—n cash offer not ac-

cepted, machine can, be included in auction sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling eom-
miislon 7V2%, not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is cnarged-
for motor cars, 20/-; moDor cycles under £50 vaiue,

5/-; ditto over £50 value, ID/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are oamoelled' and commission
charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free.—Tel. :

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[7244

WANTED. 1922 Sh.p. Rover; cash and new James
2-stroke.—7, The Vale, Acton, W^. [7229

CHEAP Motor Gycles, any q uantity^ cash on' the
spot.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,

N.IO. W947
WANTED. Countershaft Triumph; not exceeding

£ 40.—King, Farmer, Kennington, near
Oxford. [7067

WANTED, J.E.S., 2-speed, with pedalling gear,

1922 machine; cash or bees.—Wyatt, Bishops-
Tood, Chard. [6062

WANTED, 2^4h.p. New Imperial, Omega, similar;
about £20; not earlier 1919.—Box 4263, c/o

The Moloi Cycle. [7066

WANTED, lightweight and cash for 1921 Triumph
combination, or sell; £88.—Blackburn, 79,

Friern Rd., Dulwich. [7560

1 020-22 2^4ti.p. Douglas, frame and all parts, foriv cash, incomplete machine considered; approval,

cheap.—Box 4261, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6927

COUXp anyone offer clergyman with wide country
parish reliable modern combination for about

£30?—^Box 4364, c/o The Motor Cycle. i[7370

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cash on
sight. Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 370b

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington,
ro6oa

MOTOR Cycle wanted, for cash and unused, small
Precision Lathe with treadle, cost over £25.—

Letters, Estate Office, 43, South Street, Ponders End,
N. [7141

"DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

The Headlamp supplied with this set is our 5in
Daybeam, a very powerful light-giver. The brackets
are of exceptionally strong and handsome design.
They carry tlie headlamp and also the (die cast)
aluminium case. The accumulator is specially made
for motor cycle lighting, and will brilliantly illuminate
the head and the rear lamp for 20 hours if used
intermittently. The fail lamp (our torpedo S.B.C.) is
exceptionally strong and well made, and has a very
attractive appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a
switch, and one lamp may be used independently of
the other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The finish is
ebony black and nickd plate.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30/1, Price £5 5

"DAYBEAM" Combination Set

The set comprises Daybeam /in. Headlamp, Idea
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C. Tail Lamp
Each lamp is fitted with an independent sviritch, and
is finished in ebony black with nickle-plated re'ief.

The accumulator (capacity', 6 volt, 40 amp.) is specially

made for motor cycle lighting, and will give very satis-

factory service in use.

Complete Outfits, List No. 30/2, price £7 7

"DAYBEAM
Complete Electric

Set for
Lightweights.

Solo Outfit, £3 3s.

Combination Outfit, £3 15s

-WRITE FOR LIST NO. 7^

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

^(^^J?"

RIM & PATENTS LT9
LAWPEN Rg BORDESL.EV BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
QUNBEAM, preferably Sports, wanted, 80I0 or co
^^ binatiou, not eailier 1921, must be really che
and absolutely perfect; cash waiting,—Box 4251. c
TJtc Motor Cycle. [gg

BUNTING'S Buy. fell, or exchonge any make
motor cycle. State your reauirementa. \

undertake to do your business and give you satisl;

tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's ilotoi i

change, Wealdstone. [08

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand mo-
cycles and comljinationa, any make or conditii

—Call, write, or 'phone, Shyrt and Glass, Ltd., 4/

493. Upper Eiehmond Kd.. East Stoeu, aW. 'Photi
Richmond 2362 and 2363. „ [03

/^ASH Buyers.—Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Eufields, D<ji
^-^ lases, Matchlesses, A.J.S.'s, Sunbeams, Kudg
Humbers, Rovers, Scotts, Zeniths, New rmperi;
James, P. and M.'s, A.B.C.'s, Wartinsydes, Arit
Rexes, Levis, Clynos.—Below.

/^ASH Buyers.—Red Indians, Harley-Davidsona,
^^ cyl. Hendersons, F.N.'s.- Wandsworth Motor 'l
change, Ebner St., VPandsworth CTown Slati..

'Phone : Latchmere 4686, [73

LONGBLAN Bros., 17. Bond St., Ealing, are
quiring a number of first-class machines a

combinations for spot cash, or sale on commisaii
Representatives will be sent to inspect after p
liminary negotiations.—Write, 'phone, or ci

Phone : Ealing 689. [65

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage e

Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Ci
oHer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Near
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lont
station. Machine can be included in -auction sale
desii-ed.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [7;

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare ParU.-Beaa(

Works, Richmond Rd.. Twickenham. [2;

SKOOTAMOTA, licensed, perfect condition; £14
offer.— 52, Yicorage Rd,, Harboine, Birminsb

[7:

A .B.C. Skootampta, new, unsoiled. latest modei.
-tX £55 ; accept £20 ; wonderful bargain.—Pri
Whitworth, 139, New St., Birmingham. ^5'

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
£2.—A.J.S. cycle set, O.A.V.. running order.—fillenjl

" Wigwam," Victoria Rd., Maldun, Essex. [4

YOUNG Attachment, on good machine, scare
used; £19.—Bunting's E.xchange, Wealdstone.;

AUTO-WHEELS from £5/5, overhauled; any tria

J. W. Robins, 97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea
[7

SIMPLEX Set, done 25 miles, cost £23; m
£6/10.—Mrs. Jfash, 80, OotteriU Ed., Surbito

[6WALL Auto-wheel, excellent condition; £3,
nearest offer.—Jones, Highbury, Llanwern, W

[6

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane. London.-Hil
Kenilworth motor Cj'clette, 1921 model, as n 1

£30. [7

WALL Auto-Whcel, complete, and running ord

£6/10.-19. Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth. I
don, S.W.8. [6:

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-l'/,l
motor fitted to a pedal cycle, all accessor

£22/10; tax paid. [7

AUTOWHEEL, B.S.A. model, little used,' £9/
or with Humber 2-speed cycle, £12/10.—Myl

197. London Rd., Croydon. !8

YOL'NG Cycle with motor attachment, little ti

ta.t paid. 1922; £15, or near offer.-Pari

Motor Depot, London Rd., Derby. [6

YOUNG De Luxe 1922 Chater-Lea Tandem ,

Juvenile Sidecar; £30; illness forces sale.—:

DuiTistord Ed., Wimbledon Park. (P) (6

CYCLOTRACTEUE fitted to any cycle; mak
Tirice £21; my price £10, carriage pawl; or

change.-Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [7

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC,
AUSTER Triplex Windscreen, 18x7^4, maiiog

mount, brackets; 16/-.—Carter;, Sylvan. Gr

Darlington. E7

COMPLETE B.S.A. Hood, 25/-; trip ,,.__.

50/-: luggage carrier, 10/-, nearest.—Sand

Husthwaite, Easingwold. [£

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fitti

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778. I

Rd., Tottenham, London. [-

BEST quality sidecar hoods, 35/- and 45/-; celli)

1/6, 2/6, and 3/6 sa. It.—Hercules Hood Co..

Seven Sisters Ed.. Tottenh.nm. U

BASTONES for Windscreens.—Sandum windii;

with apron 55/-; Easting, £3/18.-228, !

tonville Hd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. :
<

North. ^ [<

AUSTIN 12in.x7in., polished aluminium Ir^me,

iustable fittings. 9/6; our own. polisiied

minium frame, adjustable fittings, Triplex glass. 1

xllin., £1/5; 20in.xl3in., *1/10; l»cked vto

box, carriage free; any design made.—DerrmgtoD, *

ton Rd., New Maiden.

338 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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1 HOODS, WINDSCREENS. ETC.
i
T,j.f;._Renovatcd Easting windscreens, perfect and

> absiohUcly as new, complete with plated fittings,

uly for fixing, special offer; 48/6; postage 1/6;

i-i- one on approval; money returned il not satisfied.

2-seater, 45/-;
giiaran-

T.J.C—Sidecar hoods from 30 / .

' best quality ^double texture material

lid waterproof.
''''

"T'.J.C, Adjustable Windscreen, complete with
apron, 25/-; other screens at 30/- and 35/-.

'/..T.C. fit celluloid panels, new aprons, side cur-
f tains, etc., in a few hours. Your present screen

bien in part exchange.

ijT.J.C.—All above brand new goods and guaranteed
J by us to be perfect. Money returned if not
slsfied.

IT.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5,

/ J»ark. W.ll. Park 2071
1)8.30, including Saturday.

(A / .—Bower adjustable windscreen, 30/-, complete
(1^ /

" with Coverall apron, manufactured under
l.out Nos. 108334 of 1916 and 109601 of 1916, car-

-!e paid on approval. 30/-; Easting screens from
t. Sandum V screens, £2/15; all makes of screens
rureil; new panels fitted from 12/-; aprons supplied

II 10/-; hoocis, complete, 30/-; catalogues.—Robini
Vuifiicturiug Go.. 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.
loae: Brixton 1585. [6922

Addison Av., Holland
Business hours, 8.30

[7562

"ELEN Sidecars!

BODIES.
Helen Sidecars I Helen Sidecars 1

iSD of season's bargains, must be cleared; complete
' Ixidies. beautifully finished, from £3/15; write for

.'straled c-atalogue of our wonderful offers; a few
Kiid-hand bodies from £1.—Robini^ Manufacturing
J, 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton. S.W. "Phone

:

Man 1585. [6917

JLEAttA^CE Sale ol Sidecar Bodies to make room
'

lor new stock. Send p.c— Willow brook Sidecai
2. Leicester [0336

lASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, latest models in

\ stock. Call and inspect before purchasing else-

Hrre. All at low prices.

1 ASTONES.—Great clearance of sidecar bodies
J (stock-soiled), semi-sporting lightweight, £2/15
?;j; ditto, not painted or upholstered, 20/- each

;

tiring models. 70/- each; ditto, not painted or up-
littered, 30 /- each.—228, Pentonrille Rd., King s

q?s. London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [3567

tCVERAL Sidecar Bodies to clear, upholstered,
V painted, complete, £4/4; upholstered in lead
>;ur, £5/18.-MoLor Works, 44b, Benhill Rd., Cam-
bvell, S-.E.5. ^ [6782

ir.J.C—We are the actual manufacturers, and can
save you pounds. Send for catalogue. Remem-

y all our goods are sent on approval. Money re-

;,ied if not satisfied.

V.J.C.—All models, from lightweights to 2-seaters,
1 in st6ck.

T'.J.C—Send us your inquiries. Special bodies
made to order. 12 months' guarantee with all

)i bodies. Repairs.

I'.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av.
' Park, W.ll. Park 2071.

Holland
[7563

VE can supply Coachbuilt Bodies to suit any chas
sis.—Spoiting models from £3/7/6, carriage

>i ; these are finished complete ready for fittius

ijcar Works. Eroadstairs.

lilAUTIFULLY Finished Bulbous Bodies, £4/15;
^ other models from £2/10; write for specification

Jirt-fin, Sidecar Works, St. Peter's Park Rd.. Broad
;tjs. [3637

IEPPELTHWAITE'S—Brand new Douglas type

,

bodies, £4/15; upholstered, bulbo-as, and locker;
ire a finishing coat of paint only; photo on re-

t.— 19. Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth, London,
.8. 'Phone : 1958 Brixton. [6594

)ECAR Body Uesigns for the trade only. Work
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

t Qs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

-

'(•er's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
fl ners to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con
tl us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House.
IT St.. London. E.C-4 [0004

tffi Famous Cobb Speedman Sidecar Bodies. All
^ new designs for 1923. High-class coachbuilt
ii^ous and sports from £3/10; beautifully finished
.1 comfortably upholstered ready for fitting to any
tsis. Uniiainted from £2/5. All carriage paid,
'filing further to pay on advertised prices. Reliable

rH
*"^y,'. guaranteed.—Vernon Cobb, Sidecar and

'very Works, Nottingham Rd., Burton Jovce, Notts.
[6844

! SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
fJELEN Sidecars I Helen Sidecars! Helen Sidecars I

plD ol season's bargains, must be cleared; write for
^ Illustrated catalogue.

^'T!!^*^!^^'^'
co^Pl*^*^ tyre and tube, streamline

body, £10; a fev-- new chassis, complete. £6 eacli;
x;i<ied payment taken.-Robini Manufacturing Co.,
^-d 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton'

[6916

PREVENT TROUBLE
CUT OUT MISFIRING.

PARKGAP

USE THE FAMOUS
SPARXEKAS
SPARK GAP.

Will fit any plug and make it fire even if oiled up,
A most desirable fitment. It incorporates a water-

proof hood. 2/6 each post free.

Sparsekas quick detachable shock-proof Terminal, 2/-.

Sparxekas with hood, 4/6.

DO AWAY WITH PUNCTURES.
MASTIC RUBBEB

INSERT

USE CHALLENGER PUNCTURE
SEALING INNER TUnES.

Practically indistinguishable from the ordinary old-
fashioned tube. Absolutely pneumatic throughout,
contain no messy or sticky substances. The only
difiereoce from an ordinary tube is that the tread
portion is very slightly thicker and is built of three
layers so adjusted as to be self-sealing ; the centre layer
being composed of the patent hole-proof composition,
which instantly closes up when the nail or article

causing the puncture is withdrawn. Made in all sizes

for motor cycles.

Motor Cycle Sizes—24 x 2, 14/3 ; 24X 2j, 15/-; 26X
2\, 15/3 ; 26X 2f, 16/9: 26 ; 2V, 18/- ; 26 x 3, 18/6; 28
>, 3, SI OS. 3d. ; 650 65, £1 Os. 9d. ; 700 X So, £11s.6d.

Packing and Carriage Free.

IS YOUR SADDLE DEFECTIVE?

Why trouble to repair a saddle when we can supply
serviceable and complete Second Hand Saddles by the

best makers at prices ranging from 7/6 to 30/- ?

TYRE PRICES ARE DOWN.—We have fresh stocks
at the latest reduced prices. Our 1922 stock is to be
cleared. Send for list of Real Bargains in shop-soiled
Covers and Tubes. You can save money.

289-293, HFCH HOLBORN LONDON, W.C.I
Telegrams : Admittedly, London.
Telephone: Holborn 6430.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
s
POR
gANDHAM, the smartest sidecar speclalista.

JJAND0M Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were tho talk
^-» 01 the show; £1« to £50. Write lor new catalogue

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind ticreen ; 3 hood, screen, and
apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Writ« for list.

QANDUM (V-shapedl Wind Screen.—Our Bonth London
^'J' agent writes: "An instantaneous suceees; sold
out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
lid.. W.O.I PhoDe: Museum 3427 10019

MiriDLETON'S I'otent Spring \Vlieel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3, years.

T^STENDEJJ Payment Arrangements if desired, on
•'--' most generous terms at Middleton's.

MIDDLETON'S accept your old sidecar, motor car,
or donkey cart in part payment.

QAA MILE Sidecar Eace. Davidson first, riding
'^y^y^ Indian with Middleton spring wheel sidecar;

riding Zenith-Jap with MiddletonLe Tack second,
spring wheel sidec

MIDDLETON'S undertake
trade in "inouiriea invited.

repairs of all kinds;

TV/TIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-
i-'J- car makers, 27, Stroud Green Ed., Finsbury
Park. 'Phone: Hornsey 1584. [0522

1Q22 Watsonian with Triumph fittings, as new
-LtJ £13.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [7045

B ASTONES for Sidecars.-No better or cheaper
house: all latest models in stock.

B ASTONES.—End of season. Great reductions in
1922 models. .

B ASTONES.—Montgomery sports model stock soiled
only; list price £23/10; to clear, SIS/IO.

B ASTONES.—Montgomery touring. Model No I
stock soiled only; 'list price £28/10; to clear'

£23/10.

B ASTONES.—Montgomery touring, Model No 1
1921 models, with Triplex screen fitted; to clear'

£21/10 each.

BASTO.N'ES.—Complete sidecar to fit any machine
£11: ditto sports model. £16/19: touring tralbous

back sidecars, £17/7/6. Several other models in
stock.

BASTONES.—If you are buying a sidecar, kindly
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere

and save money.—228, Pentonville Rd "" ' "
Ixmdon, N.l. Tel : 2481 North.

King's Cross.
[4639

New bulbous back models,
'" chassis, £12/10.

2-seater bulbous back models, with under-

w-?iS-

W.J.C. for Sidecars,
complete with underslunj

W.J.C—Lightweight chassis from £6; heavyweight
for big twin from £8/10. Special fittings for

spring frame machines, 15/- extra.

W.J.C—Special offer. Sports model H, streamline
body, underslung chass'is complete, all attach-

ments, any colour, £12/10; side door, 10/- extra.
The greatest value in sidecars ever offered.

W.J.C—Any model supplied on easy payments.
Your present sidecar taken in part exchange.

Send for catalogue.

The abovq sidecars are o,f the finest mate-
and workmanship, and are fully guaranteed.

Any sidecar sent on approval against cash. Money
returned if not satisfied.

W.J.C—We make a special sidecar for Clyno motor
cycles, fitted with interchangeable .wheel, bul-

bous back, underslung chassis, 26in. or 28in. wheel,
fitted tyre and tube, any colour; we are offering
these at the ridiculous price of £19/15; honestly
worth £25; satisfaction guaranteed; your present
sidecar taken in part exchange.

5, Addison Av., Holland
Biisiness hours, 8-30

to 8.30, including Saturdays. [7561

BOOTHS Motorics. Blackpool.—New coach bodies,
full sizL, with locker, £5/17/9; usually £9/lu.

Motorics, Blackpool.—New step-pattern
bodies, £5/17/6; sporting bodies,

£4/17'6.

BOOTHS Motoriea, Blackpool.—Canoelet chasss.
like new, £5/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to

suit Triumph, B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand side-
cars, cheap; springs, mudguards, hubs, lugs,
fittings; state requirements.—Booths Motories, 294.
Waterloo Rd.. Blackpool. [3472

MONTGOMERY Tcrpedo Sjdecar, blue, perfect, cH
Triumph; £6/10.—26b, Ingleton St., S.W.9.

[7022
IDECAR off P. and M., coachbuilt, late 1920,

bulbous back, £7/10.-31, Winson St., Dndlev
Rd., Bixmineham. [6805

CANOELET M.M.4 Body on Douglas chassis. San-
dum screen, saxe blue, both in excellent condition;

£11 or close offer.-F., 25, Kildare Ter.. Bayswater,

W. [7579

W.J.C Motor Exchange,
Park, W.ll. Park 2071

BOOTHS
coach

S'
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CANOELET Light Touring Sidecar, beautifullv up-

holstered aod as new ; 12 guineas.—51, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Putney. [7537

CPOKTING Sidecar, four point attachment, complete,
*^ liood condition; £8, offer.—Yean, 1, Tadmur Villas^
Ciixton Rd., Shepherds Bu^h. [6714

EXTENDED 4.-a:':nents accepted for sidecars; mode!.-:
for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi

Sales, Ltd^ 5, v ictoria St.. S.W.I. [0829

INDIAN Sidecar, underslung, spring wheel, 10
guineas; coachbuilt sidecar, £4/15; another,

£6/15.-57. Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [7311

T>ENNOC Sidecar for Harley. new, cost £30; our
J-*j price, £17; also other sidecars from £5-—Is-

lington Motor Mart, 39, Essex Rd., Islington N.l.
[7279

P.
and M. Chassis, renovated, brand new tyre ana
tube, complet-e with brand new body, £11 /lO;

with fittings for Triumph or any other machine,
£12/10.

DOUGLAS Outfit, complete, i-enovate«.l, tyre ana
tube, brand new body £11/10.—Robini Manufac-

turing Co.. 1 and 3, Tulse Hill. Brixton, S.W.2.
'Phone : Brixton 1585. [6919

NEW Watsonian aluminiuni sidecar, model A, with
special chassis, electric fi.ttings, polished disc, off

Norton; nearest £12.—Davies, Lhvyuysgaw, Llandudno
Junction. [6760

WILLOWBROOK Sidecars now produced on large

scale. Special designs and terms to motor
cycle manufacturers. May we give you a call?— Willow
brook Sidecar Wcrks. Leicester. f0335

SIDECARS.—Pillion-riding is dangerous; we have
a number of shop-soiled sidecars at ridiculous

prices to fit any make of motor cycle ; send your
requirements.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-

mingham. [6913

REMAINDER of Birch Aircraft Sidecars.—Brand
new bulbous back, £35; sidecars to clear at £17;

upw heavyweight chassis, £6; new eporta lightweight

'lidecar, suit 2-stroke Douglas, etc., £12/10.— Durant,
Bourne, Farnham. [7168

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
folded (10 seconds) combination passes through

ordinary dcK>rway. tJnnoticeable appearance when
open, no freakishness; send for descriptions.—Frank
Whitworth, 139, New St.. Birmingham. [5083

HOPLEY Folding Sidecar Saves Garage; attached
to motor will go through passage 28in. ; tandem

bodies fitted; suits motors up to lOh.n.: chanced
from pleasure to commercial in few seconds: tested 8

years.—F. Hopley, Upper Hlgheate St., Birmingham.
roi52

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Pits any make oi motor cycle.

and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co.. Ltd.. 236. High Holborn, W.C.I. {0338

LIGHTWEIGHT. Lightweight. Lightweight.—
Really light coachbuilt bodies in best finish,

weight 36 lb., special offer, £4/10 ; medium-weight
bulbous back, painted and finished to choice. £7/10;
lightweight chassis to suit these bodies. £8. Call on
us for a practical demonstration. There is jiothing
like seeing and trying before buving,—Light Car and
Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ld., 26, Tulse Hill,
Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. (Half minute from
Brixton Skating Rink.) Look for the Golden Arrow.

[6611

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
,N,, 1922 model, specially tuned, shop-soiled only,
2-seater and nice dickey ; only £210.

G.N. Model De Luxe, dynamo lighting, disc wheels,
hood, screen, painted maJters', exceedingly smart

car, looks like this year's model; £ll5; exchange
or deferred payments for either.—Marlborough (Motor
House), 20-22, Finchley Rd-, N.W.8. Hampstead
7355. [6564

MORGAN 1916 Grand Prix, full equipment, per-

fect condition; £87/10.—Elce. Ltd. (below).

G.N., 1920, electric lighting, 5 interchangeable
wheels, perfect condition; £87/10.—Elce. litd.

(below).

TAMPLIN 1921 2-seater, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds,
fully equipped, perfect condition; £60.—Elce,

Ltd. (below).

1 Q20 A.V. Monocar, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., electric light-
-*-^ ing, full equipment, perfect conddtion ; £50

;

cash, exchange, instalments.—^Elcei, Ltd., 13-15-16,
Bishopsgate Ar., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Aveuue 5548. [0070

BEDELIA—The new 1922 model, 8-lOh.p., air-cooled
or water-cooled to choice; immediate deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
model, £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3 speeds

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,
tools, jack, and pump included ; trial free.

BEDELIA.-Cash or easy terms ; your old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
Concessionaire for the British ESnpire.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [7245

G

'MAUDE RUBBER Col
58, PRAEO STREET, W. 2.—^-^^^— 4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
24x2 Wooti-Milne H., 16/6; E.H., 20/-.

24X2i Wood-Milne H., 18/- ; E.H., 21/-:
Hutchinson, 21/6.

26x2 Avon, 17/6; Beldam, 23/6.

26X2i Wood-Milne Comb., 22/- ; Hutchin-
son, 23/- ; Beldam, 25/- ; Avon,
22/6; Pirelli E.H, 27/6.

26X2j Clincher, 26/6; Hutchinson, 26 '6;
Pirelli E.H., 35/- ; Beldam E.H., 25/-.

26 X 2jX 2i Palmer, 28/6 ; Clincher, 28/6 ; Dunlop
33/- ; E.H., 37/6; Avon E.H., 27/6
Wood-Milne, E.H., 28/5 ; BelTave
E.H., 25/- ; Beldam, 27/6.

26X 2i Hutchinson E.H., 27/6 ; Beldam, 25/-;
Beldam Comb., 32/6 ; Wood-Milne.
21/- ; E.H., 24/6 ; Palmer, 30/-.

26X3X»J Wood-Milne, 27/-; E.H., 32/6.
28.x 2* Kempshall, Anti-skid, 18/6; Wood-

Milne H., 22/6 ; E.H., 27/6.
28 X 3 Firestone, 35/- ; Goodyear, 37/6 •

Goodrich, 37/6 ; Wood-Milne, 27/6.
630X65 Wood-.Milne, 22/8; E.H., 27/6;

Goodrich, 35/-; Beldam, 25/-'
Palmer, 32/6.

700x80 Gootlyear, 4S/6 ; Midland, 3-rib, 40/-
;

Goodrich,40i- ; Dominion, 45/- ; Avon
E.H., 37/6; Dunlop Ma?., 41/-; Fire-
stone E.H., 42/6: Wood-Milne, 26/6.

luBES.
5/6 ; 650 and 700 6/6.

Wcri-finisheiJ EBONY and NICKEL LAMP SET
QUITE NEW 28/6. (COST 45/-)

PoslJigc 1/-.

COMBINATION
PEGAMOID

WATER-PROOF
SUITS

GUARANTEED BRAND NEW
AND PERFECT.

.\ctual

cost

57/6 10/6 Z'

FEATHER WEIGHT TYPE
(20 OES.)

Finest Skin Material, 2/- cKtra.

BBANO
NEW
Actual
Value
45/-.

RUBBER

HIP

BOOTS
: WADERS

10/6
per pair.

postige 1/3.

Settt OH apprfyvai
asainsS cash.

All goods sent on approvai against cash.

W
19

G^

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS
ADCHOPE'S, 9, Shoo Lane, London —Can

1914; £45.
[,

21 Coventry Premier, every fitment, as n
£100.-24, Balliol Kd., North Kensingto

[7

A.V. Monooar, 1919^ engine overhauled, fast, I

needs repainting: £30.—Box 4252, c/o T)u M
Cycle.

(6

RAND Prix Morgan, W.C, J.A.P., discs, lai

horn, excellent condition; £85,-17, Churchp
uuiuun, re

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-Great bar",
in ligtt cars; motor cycles part payment,"

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy payments, ride while
pay, first deposit secures immediate deli*

any car.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 latest Garden, beautifa
seater, electric lighting-, hood, screen; 59 guiC'

motor cycle jjart; terms.

WANDSWORTn.-1922 latest Garden 2-sea
dynamo lighting, everything fitted; off

motor cycle part; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH. — 1920 fSeptemher) Blei
Whip]>et, splendid 2-seater, dynamo light

Blackbnrne engine, hood, screen; 69 "guineas; mt
L-ycle part ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Victor fine 2-seater, 8-10
twin, water-cooled, 3 speeds, reverse, hi

screen, electric lighting; 55 guineas; motor cycle p;
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Violette-Bogey 2-seater, wa
cooled, 4 speeds, reverse, hood, screen;

guineas; motor cycle part; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Humberette, 1915, splendid
seater, 8-lOh.p., hood, screen, lamps; 59 gain,

motor cycle part ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Tribet coupe, 10-12h.p., 4 d
4 speeds, spare wheel; 68 guineas; motor c

part ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth M-
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth <T

Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [7

MORGAN" 1922 Popular ModeJ, absolutely as i

licence paid ; 100 guineas.—Marston, 31, Br
St., Chester. [7

A.V. Bicar, 1921, 8-9h.p., naileage only 1,000, I.

equipped, very last, as new; £85.—Clege, Tell
Bath Rd., Slough. ^

[6

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, shop-soiled- only;
bargain price, £165.—Rat^^liffe Bros., 200.

Portland St., W 1. [7

Edwards.—1921 G.N., dynamo lighting.
-ti- equipped, good condition

;

Portland 3t., W.l.
100 guineas.—101,

Xt

G.N. 1921, dynamo lighting, well equipped, sm
'

100 guiuetts ; part exc-hange motor cycle.—5, J

toria Av., Surbiton. (' B

1 Q21 Bleriot-Whippet, fully equipped and in '\
-Lt/ lect order; a gift at £65.—Jones, 4, Wood
Parade, N. Finchley. {7

A.C. Sociable, splendid condition, new tc

£30 ; solo exchange considered.—Raynes, B
moorside Chesterfield. [7

WAUCHOPE S, 9, Shoe Lane, I^ndon.—New AJ
light car, sports model; £255; immediate

livery; exchange and easy terms. {7

BLERIOT-WHIPPET 1921, perfect running (

dition; no reasonable offer refused; own'er n

sell.—59, Lebanon Rd., East Croydon. [6

COVENTRY PREjVIIER Cycle Car. large enamel
stove, new; offers; exchange iSlorgan or m-

L-ycle.-81, Roctingham Lane, Sheffield. [7

GIBBONS Cycle Cars, £109, £98, £89. redi

.

prices ; descriptive literature and trial nw '

»

Gililions and iloore, Chadwell Heath, Essex. [4

MORGAN Grand Prix Model, particularly gowl
\

dition, 8h.p. J.A.P. ^vater-cooled engine, IJo *

paid; £100.-Mar6ton, 31, Bridge St.. Chester. [7'

LIGHT car chassis, lOh.p., W.C. Lagonda eng.i

2-speed and reverse, gear box ; lot £41, ,

exchange motor cycle.—Ill, Kirby St., Poplar. [6.

"I
Q21 Coventry Premier 3-wheeIer, perfect condit

Xt/ casii uigently wanted; sacrifice, £105; deli'

free 50 miles radius.—35, Falkner Sq., Liverpool.

MORGANS.—Hall, 9-1, St. Peter's St., St. Alb

can give early delivery of this famous ninaB
Grand Prix £160, De Luxe £165, Family Model £:

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.-G.N.
1921 model, fully equipped, in excellent i

dition, spare wheel and tyre; £130. 'Phone: Cen

5168. U

1 021 A.B.C. llh.p. Sports model. 4 speeds and

it/ verse, dickey seat; £160. 1921 Rover 8!i

2-seater, fine order; £115.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. P

land St. l'

MORGAN G.P., M.A.G. w.c. engine, dynamo,

head and side lamps, colour dark green, excel

appearance and condition; £90.—Hill, 6, Sign

^jttoxeter. t^

340 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
OVEll Eigblr, Apiil, 1922, dickey, perfect, small

.' mileage; £157/10-E. IS. Clark and Co., 7,

IliibiUon Rd., S.W.7. (5621

TOEOAN Grand Prix, 8b. p. water-cooled J.A.P.,
- L tax paid and in topping condition, for solo or
1 ibiaation.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane,
rlsBold, ,S.VV.18. [7347

^[|21 Garden 2-seaLer, electric lighting, tyres per-
--^ feet, hood, screen, etc., perfect order; £65; ex-

f iiges.—Ilomac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
,jiie : DaLilMi 2408. [7222

Xk Guineas: exchanges.— 1913-14 G.N. 2-seater,
.I'hood, screen, polished bonnet, electric lamps,
5 .udometer, smart, any examination, trial.—Seabridge,
5 Uansler Rd., East Dulwich (Sydenham 2452). [6596

'] Q Guineas; Exchange.?.—Really nice 1921 Rover
.lU 2-&eatcc, dynamo, 5 dctachables, hood, side
(a ins, spe^ometer, fast, splendid engine.—Seabridge,

5 Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452-. [5584

""ifJS 81i.p. Rover, brand new, spare wheel and
.;- tyre, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, reduced
t £180; easy payments 4 per cent, extra; ex-
inges.—Premier Motor Co., Astoa Rd., Birming-
1,1. [5579

to Guineas, Exchanges.—1915 Baby Peugeot De
(O Luxe 2-seatei-, 3 speeds, 7h.p., 4 cyls., hood,
;Jicn, spare rim, smart; any examination, trial.—Sea-
jilge, 35, Hausler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
>|2. [7526

^ ORGAN, 1921, special Aero body, none similar,
i\ water-cooled, M.A.G. engine, just repainted, new
;j3, splendid condition, must sell, owner going
ifJid; £135.—Bos 36, Harrods Advertising Agency,
i'.l. [6756

laACTICALLY new 1922 G.N. De Luxe, oversize
I tyres, aluminium discs, dynamo lighting, spare
^^el, every possible accessory, £150; ditto, late
111. new condition, £110.-24, Balliol Rd., North
Msington. [7033

r Edwards.—1922 Morgan Grand Prix, M.A.G. en-
i gine, wiiter-cooled, acetylene lighting, Biuks car-
j['tter. almainium number plates, mileage 150,
[i^tinguiobahle from new; 140 guineas.—101, Gt. Poi-f-

3. St., W.l. [7508

!|20
Morgan, De Luxe model, lOh.p. Precision

engine, fully equipped, hood, screen, lamps,
, in excellent order; £105.—Homac's, Morgan Ser-
i Depot. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone :

Ucn 2408, [7225

I'ORGAK 1919 De Luxe, w.c, M.A.G., red with
- black discs, spare tubes, si>eedometer; hood
(jr, Binks, insured £120, tax paid, fast, climb
1 liing, any trial; £95.—Swainson, 26, Park
'ide, Cambridge. [6989

{V, Monocar, with dickey, 1920, 8h.p., 2-speed, car
1 dynamo lighting, 3 head and tail, perfect con-
i!n; £60; other cars in stock; exchanges; cash
i;r way.—A.V. Specialist, 13a Worple St., Mort-
ii (No. 9 'buses.) [7491

IJ
23 Morgan De Luxe. 8h.p. J.A.P. w.c, Lucas

-1 dycamo lighting, alnminium dash, hood, screen,
C|, mats, etc., immediate delivery; £177.—Homac's,
1 :an Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., '^ E
!ie: Dalston 2408. [7227
20 Morgan, De Luxe model, lOh.p. w.c. M.A.G.
engine, equipped with hood, screen, all lamps.

A in splendid order, tax paid; £115.—Homac's.
[(an Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd , NE
*;ie: Dalston 2408. ['7226
22 Aero model Morgan, Lucas dynamo lighting,

•; speEdoineter, hood with side curtains, discs,
' mguishable from new, smartest Morgan on the
; £17!7; e.fchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50,
: ngton Rd., Sonth Kensington. [5510
;. 2/ 10.—Morgan, 1921, Aero model, M.A.G. en-
;ine, special flsed starting handle, tyres excel-
t hood, screen, aluminium dash, discs, lamps,
H ometer, mechanical horn, spare tube, etc., tax
ij—Delancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I.

'jiHT Car Chassis, 4-wheel, wire, Garden drive,
1 good gears, £6 ; twin water-cooled V engine with
t fnction plate, perfect, £8; 3-wheeler chassis twin
J
oled, 2-speed, chain drive, £11; write for appoint-

E.-H. R. Hall, c/o Green Man Hotel, Whetstone
~ ™- [6787
23 Morgan Grand Prix, lOh.p. Blackbume en-
gme, disc wheels, grey, in stock for immediate

I 'fh ^^ equipped as maker's specification

;

": „'«,'^S-''
'*"'" 4Z.—Homac's, Morgan Service

i,'„oo '
''°™'' Clapton Rd., 'N.E. 'Phone: Dal-

^^"°-
- [7224

22 Grand Prix Morgan, 8h.p. w.c. J.A P en-
.

guie, Lucas dynamo lighting, electric horn,
>. screen, disc wheels, spare petrol carrier, etc., in
"

tfcn'^'A'"' ';™^y™' '""y guaranteed, tax

U riof SfS^'^A J^'^^'^'^" Service Depot, 243,>r Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

IT,^? '?.\"^™ 2-stroke, dynamo lighting, 28x1

•s Sir S-il
™ bonnet, luxurious seat, improved

i hr^ n^^ % ""^t J'^^"'^'^ *<' fit sP«'al steel

[for n^;-^"''^ ,*"''?, S'"""' splendid order; first overjtor quick saIe.-K. Sankey, Astley Abbitts, Bridg-
[6764

H.A.ri.

Complete
I

Electric

Lighting

Sets.

Manufacturers of
ACCESSOHIES, PATE.>TS, SPECIALITIES.

POWERPDL LONG RANGE LAIMPS.

AGENTS
HAVE THEM IN STOCK.

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS,
FiK 893. "DAVtITE" HEAD
LAMP, 63" front. Patentbrackets,
adiustable bavonet holder.
Highly polished
reflector. As illus-

g,
trated. Price . ^=.w1^-. ^.^Jki

Nickel
60/- ea.

Black
65,- ea.

Medium-sized ModeL Fig. S81. 5','

front. Best quality' finish through-
out. Totally insulated holder
with switch and adjust-
able focus, adjustable
brackets, dust and
weather-proof
front, as illus-

trated.

36/- ea. Nickel.
39/- ea. Black.

H.A.H. REAR LAMPS.
Fig. 576 to take
Bayonet Bulb,
Supplied less
Bulb and Wire.

Price 4/9 each.

Fig. 574.
Supplied
with screw-in Bulb

and Wire.

Price 5/9 eacli.

Fig. 347. Speedolite.
Price 7/6 each.

H.A.H. Insulating Tape.
P'f?. 455.

J" small roll, 7.1 d. each.
Fig- 456.

i large roll, 1/- each.
Fig. 457.

i small roll, 6d. rach.

Fig. 449. 2-way.
Price 3/- each.

Postage extra on above.

Fig. 428. 1 -way'
Price 2/- each.

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstal Road, CROYDON, Eng-.
Telephone— Telegrams—
Croydon 2225. " Keyage, Croydon "

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
Syare Parts:

MORGAN Spares available from stock.—Maudea".
100, Great Portland St., W.l, [739»

ll/rORGAN Spares from stock for all models.—Send
-L'-l your enquiry to Hall, Morgan Specialist, 91,
St. Peter's St., St. Albans. £0934

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares, all model*,
from stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-18,

Camomile St., E.G.

3

Bishopsgate Av.,
Avenue 5548,

Phouft

:

[0071

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
COUNTY 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed

throughout the countrv.— Write lor full particu-
lars. County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators," 300,
Broad St., Birmingham. [2510

CARS FOR SALE.HUMBER y Landaulet, 20h.p.; £65.-l[rs. Gail,
2, Bromfelde Rd., Clapham, S.W. [7462

STUDEBAKER Coupe, in new condilion; filOO.—
IMiss May, 25, Jeffreys Rd., S^W.4. [7464

AUSTIN 6-cyl. Sporting Racer; £95. or exchange.
—Capt. Jackson, c/o 77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [7461

TJRITON lOh.p. 2-seater with dickey, equipped, per-
-•-» feet; £25; exch.inge.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[7326
PALJMER'S Garage, 187-199, High St., Tooting, the

pre-eminent place for purchasing. Detailed list
below.

PALMER'S Garag:e, Tooting.-—Auction sale every
Thursday, starting at 2 o'clock. Apply for cata-

logue.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have the best bargains.
Compare prices below as proof.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—19211/2 De Dion 4-
seater, 12h.p., dynamo lighting, self-starting,

nearly new ; .€425.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—25h.p. Vauxhall full
landaulet, late model, detachable wheels, Bedford

cord; £196.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-14h.p. Fiat cab-
landaulet, 3 speeids, good running order; £S0.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SOh.p. Sheffield-Simplex
full landaulet, roomy car, 6 cyls.; £95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—22h.p. S.C.A.T. 10-
seater wagonette, good running order; ,£35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—11.9h.p. Belsize tor-
pedo 4-seat'er, nftnobloc, excellent running order

;

£55.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15.9h.p. Arrol-Johns-
ton touring car, dynamo lighting, extra smart

;

£90.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh. p. Citroen 2-seater,
dynamo lighting, self-starter: £175.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-15h.p. Panhard cab.
landaulet, 4 cyls., monobloc, just overhauled;

£50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Metallurgique,
very smart 2-Eeater, dickey, dynamo lighting,

splendid car; £125,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Alcyoa tor'pedo
2-seater, dickey, 4 cyls., runs well, hood, screen

;

£65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—1 6-20h.p. Argyll limou-
sine, 4 cyls., runs well; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-16h.p. Darracq cab-
landaulet, 4 cyls., monobloc, suitable station

work; £40.

PALMER'S ^'Garage, Tooting.—16-18h.p. Maxwell
light 2-seater, hood, screen; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above cars sup-
plied on easy payments. We shall be pleased to

quote special terms to meet clients' requirements. AH
are in running order. [7250

LIGHT Chassis, wheels, Humber engine, gear box,
magneto, etc.; £15.-61, New St., Chipping-

Norton. [6897

ROVER Eight 1923 models from £180; motor cyclo
excliangea.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. [7617

"IQ19 lOh.p Calcott, dynamo, lighting, spare wheel,
-Ltf etc., in fine order; £250.—Willis, 16, Nelson
St., Rotherham. [7233

full efiuipment. perfect con-
£130 ; or exchange.—HilUer, 9, Walling-

ford Av., North Kensington. [7129

MORRIS-COWLEY 1922 4-seater, dynamo equip-
ment, very little used; exceptional chance; £250.

—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [7472

DAIMLER 25h.p. Tourer, S.K. engine, C.A.V.,
Rudge wheels, perfect; £ 100.—Daniels, Junr.,

8, Crowhurst Rd., Brixton, London. [7463

A.B.C.—Everybody says that that's a new car. It

isn't, although it looks and goes like it; only

had one owner from new last year, cost then over

£400, small mileage, dynamo, lamps, tools, very

special bargain indeed at £199; cash or deferred— /-

Marlborough (Motor House). 20-22, Finchley Rd.,

N.W.B. [6563

1Q21 Rover Ejght (late],

-i-*^dition;

letters relating to advertisements should quote, the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a4i
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CARS ton SALE.
MORRIS-OXFORD for sale, 1914 De Luxe, newly

painted, good running order, spare wheel, head-
light, etc.; £70.—Captain Parlour, Croft, Darlington.

[6789
BUNTING'S Light Cars this week comprise Skills,

Standard, Morgans^ Singers, T.B., G.W.K., A.V.,
etc., at give-away prices.—Bunting's Exchange, Weald-
stone. [7473

1 Q21 8h.p. Rover Light Car, 2-seater, electric jight-

Xt/ ing, spetdomet^r, repainted, new hood, all in
new condition; £145.—Jones, 4, AVoodside Parade, N.
Finchley. [7416

NEW HUDSON Light Car, brand, new, unused,
taxed, speedometer, spare wheel, etc. ; cost over

£240; sacrifice for cash, £200.-51, Upper Richmond
Rd., Putney.

"

[7536

"OOVER 8h.p. Standard model, £180; 8h.p. 4-seater
-tV model, £190; 4-seacer model De Luxe, £210;
2-seater De Luxe, £200.—Ratcliife Bros., 200, Gt.

PorJand St., W. [0729

-| QQ Guineas, Exchange.— Really nltra-smart 1920
X(j*J spurts Singer, 2-seater lighting, starter spare

wheel, lovely condition.—Seabridge, 35, Hausler Rd.,
East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [2400

T> EALLY handsome Singer Coupe, dickey, handsome
-tV body, painted primrose, dynamo lighting, 5 detach-
ahle wiheeis; ^£180, cash or deferred.—Marlborough
(\|..tor House), 20-22. Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [6565

HALIFAX.—1923 Lagonda, Calthorpe, Coventry
Premier, Deemster, and Singer Light Cars.

Itover, MVjrgan, or combination taken in exchange.

—

Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [7442

BRAND New 1922 Buckingham lOh.p. 3-seater,

cloverleaf body, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
;tliiminiunj bonnet, taxed, cost £210; accept £150; ex-

nbauKes.—Hilliei, S, Wallingford Av., North Kensing-
ton. [7128

O30.—Humber 2-spater, 4-cyl. 8-lOh.p., Bosch, Zenith,
c*' tyres good, tubes new, mechanically in excellent

.(nndition, but appearance shabby, ready drive away.—
Wntf^oa, 156, Yardley Field's Rd., Yardley, Birming-
ham. , [7110

ROVER.—Godfrey's are authorised agents for the
Bh.p. model; early deliveries of 1923 models

:

2-seater, £180; 4-seater, £190; exchanges; gradual
payments.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [0350

WAVERLEY, 2-seater, with dickey, detachable
rims, in very excellent condition, fast and

reliable, quite exceptional bargain at £95, cash or
deferred, or exchange.—Marlborough (Motor House),
20-22, Finchley Kd.. N.W.8. " [6566

WHAT Offers, or exchange, or instalments.-Brand
. new Salmson, model De Luxe, with all acces-

sories and guarantee, xinforeseen circumstances cause
immediate realit~ation.—Gi'aff. Hayes, Kent. 'Phone:
Bromley 532. (No. 54 'bus.) [6863

£89.—Singer 1914 2-seater and dickey, lOh.p.,
4-cyl., dynamo lighting, 5 lamps, spare wheel,

Bpeedometer, ammeter, horn, luggage grid, hood
and screea, tyres perfect, tax paid; exchanges.

—

Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [7449

LUXIOR 11.9h.p. 1917 Coupe, with double dickey,
dynamo lighting, detachable wheels and 1 spare,

body as new, upholstered Bedford cord, tyres new,
mechanically O.K. ; must sell, sacrifice, ^£95 ; any trial.

—Foster, 31, Clissold Rd., Clissold Park. London, N.16.
[7044

ROVER Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-seateT, £180;
4-Beat6r, £190; De Luxe 2-3eater, £200; De Luse

4-Beater £210 ; deferred payments ; your motor cycle
or car taken in part exchange; prompt delivery.—Official
Agents, Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.
W. [0761

SINGER 1919-20 lOh.p. 4-cyl., 3 speeds, reverse,
5 detachable wheels and all practically new

tpres, completely equipped with full Rotax dynamo
lighting set, all lamps, Cowey mechanical horn,
Stewart speedometer, tax paid for the year, all tools,
dickey seat, etc.; the car has been privately owned
and 19 in exceptional condition tbroughout, just
repainted, appearance and running as new, any trial

and examination ; £ 175, or would consider good
combination or solo part.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd.,
Aldeburgh Suffolk. [7354

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G. 4.

for easy terms. 'Phone: Central 5168. [7218

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s .hire purchase terms
could not be simpler.—157b. Gt, Portland St.,

W.l. [5935

HALIFAX.—Motor Cycle Combinations. Special
terms from £5 deposit, and 15/- weekly. Get

list.—^Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[7444

ANY make of cycle or any combination compleiely
equipped; licensed, insured on 12. 15, 18 months'

€«:6©nded payments "svstem.—Write for particulars,
Rideezi Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St.. S.W.I. [0830

ENGINES.
5h.p. A.B.C., power unit complete, perfect; £12,—

Gerard, 17S, Church St., Edmonton. [7124

.p. Triumph, with enclosed Bosch; approval de-
posit; £10.-24, Stanway Rd„ Coventry. [7010

REYS
173, Great Portland St.

'Phone—LANGHAM 1257.

BUSINESS HOURS: March to
Sept. ,7.30p.m. Monday to Friday,
4 o'clock Saturday. Sept. to
March, 6 o'clock Monday to Fri-
day, 1 o'clock Saturday.

GENUINE BARGAINS-SHOP-
SOILED MACHINES.

1922 Triumph, Model H . .

.

£f2
1922 B.S.A., Model K £85
1922 2| h.p. New Imperial,

3-speed £61
1922 2J h.p. Douglas, 2-spd. £62

SFCOND-HANO MACHINES.
1919 Triumph, 4 h.p.,electric

lighting, all accessories . . £55
1918 W.D. renovated by
Triumph Co., 4 h.p., all

accessories £48
1921 'Zi n.p. New Hudson,

2-speed £35
1921 2| h.p. New Imperial,

2-speed £43
1921 2| h.p. New Imperial,

3-speed £48
1916 2| h.p. New Impeiial,

with clutch £32

SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS.
1914 6 h.p. New Hudson,

3-speed £37
1920 3J h.p. Lea Francis ... £90
1919 5-6 h.p. Zenith £55
1920 6 h.p. New Imperial . . £75
1920 10 h.p. Henderson £105
1921 6-7 h.t). B.S.A £125
1921 Matchless Mod. H.

coml)inatioD,dynamolight-
ing, all accessories £107

1916 Triumph, Speedometer,
all accessories, coachhuilt

sidecar £50
NOTE.—All Second-hand Machines are guaranteed

and complete nith all Accessories.

SHOP-SOILED CYCLE CARS.
1922 G.N., dynamo lighting . £20 D

SECOND-HAND CARS.
1920 Grand Prix Morgan . . £101— O.N.. Vitesse model .. . £160

1922 G.N.,dynamo Lighting £157 10
1921 Rover, 8 h.p £125
1922 Rover, 8 h.p £142 10
1915 Morris Oxford £120
1915 A.C. (Clover Leaf) .

.

£136

EASY PAYMENTS, EXCHANGES,

HIRE CARS AND MOTOR CYCLES.

STOCKISTS FOR
NEW IMPERIAL SPARE PARTS.

MACHINES SOLD for CLIENTS
ON COMMISSION.3¥^

242 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

ENGINES.

P.
and M. Engine, 1917. fitted with new cyliudt
46/10.-1, Scringfleld Park Ores., Oatford, g.E

[71.

J.A.P. 9h.p. (85x95), A.C. engine, Bosch, Ami
grand running; £16.-56, Scales Bd., Tottenhai

[71;

P.
and M. Engines, £4/10: overhanled and m
pleted, £6/10; stamp.— 7, Hereford Ed., Ea'

water. [27

Iilh.p. Claremont-Garrard Engine and Carburetter, oi

4 side flywheel ; £2/5.—Stocker, 49, Eiver.side, Kii
6tou-on-Thames. [67

AERO Engine. Jlono Gnome, lOOh.p., running ordf
less magneto; £3/10.-0., 240, Staveley Ei

Wolverhampton. [681

1 Q22 Villiers, flywheel magneto, lighting coils, silenci
-L«/ clutch and carburetter; £12/10.—Beaufort Worl
E. Twickenham. [67

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cai
bridge.—All J.A.P. parts in stock; lists Ir(

Trade supplied. [65

SPARE Parts in stock for all Blackbmne and V
liers engines; list on application.—Maudes', K

Great Portland St., W.l. [7*

FOR Sale, Hockley engine, new, never been fitt<

2%h.p.; i68, must sell.—H. V. Pell, Wood Not
Cumberwortn, nr. Huddersfield. [67

QA ENGINES in stock, ot leading makes. Wri/WV call, or 'phone. North 1846. -De Cort a
Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.i. '

' [62

3ih.p. o.h.v. J.A.P., as new. less piston, £10; s^b
2 side valve J.A.P,, £5; 2%h.p. Minerva m.o.

£3.-14, Ecclesboume Ed., Islington, N.I. [73

3.h.p. J.A.P. magneto, ball .and roller bearings, go
''^4 condition-, engine plates Metro-Tyler: £12 co
plete.-Stourton, University Rd.. Southampton. (D)

--
[71

J.A.P. 6h.p., perfect, £9; ditto 8h.p.. £14/1
Si'fh.p. Rex, £4/15; Morris 254h.p. 2-stroke, ne

shop-soiled, £6. Write me for your engine.—Syd. Pes
son. Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventry. 'Phon
1639, [70

J.A.P. 6h.p., brand new in- crate. £22; B.S.A. 414I1.

new and unused. £13; Precision 3h.p., 2-strc
brand new, complete with Thomson-Bennetti magni
and Cox Atmos carburetter, £14; Union 2i,^h.p., n
and complete with magneto, £9.—Marble Arch Moi
Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., London, W.2. [76

WHATEVER Typo of Engine you require, we c

supply. Special bargains : Brand new Coveal
Premier, pattern, 1915, 4h.p., £12/10; 3',ih.p. End
£9/10; 3ych.p. Premier, £6/15; 3>/.h.p. Lincoln-E.
with magneto and carburetter, £5/5; 3V''h.p. Miner
£3/5.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place" Leamingt
Spa. _ [74

HEPPELTHWAITES lor all Engines. Ge.i'

Carburetters, and Magnetos.—5-6h. p. J.AP.,
new, £14/10; 5h.p. N.S.U., £4/10; S'Ah.p. Peag.
(twin), £3: sy^h.p. Keleoom, m.o.v., £4; another a.l

£1/15; vertical twin 3h:p. Beeston Hmnber, £2/1
2V(>h.p. Minerva, £3; ni.o.v. 4h.p. Triumph, £6; a

others, too many to advertise. We linve a few 8

left of 5h.p. J.A.P. part,? (less flywheels) at fj/io '

set. He hold the Largest stock of J.A.P, spares
London [.stamp please). 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. (I

Sparc Parts column).— 19, Wilcox Ed., South Lamli« 1

London, S.W.8. pi:

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

EAL Bargain

IN IMafnetos can be secured from the Marble Ar 1

Motor Exchange. :

fiOO ^"^^ Cycle Magnetos to be cleared i'

PLEASE note (particularly) our stock consists
*

genuine motor cycle magnetos, all Tfam '.

ignition and guaranteed not converted or'
j

constructed aeroplane starter magnetos.

WE guarantee we can supply you a (genuil

magneto cheaper than anyone.

SINGLE-CYLINDER anti-clock, M.L., 45/-; C.A.
35/-; U.H.. 35/-; Dixie large type, 30/-;

above suitable for Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—Below. '

SINGLE-OYLI^^)ER Clock, Dixie, 30/-; Beriii

30/-.—Below.

o Anti-clock, C.A.V., 35/-; Splitdori, 35

Dixie, 30/-.—Below,

o Clock. Thomson-Bennett, 38/-; Splitdt

35/-.—Below.

/«p°, S0°, 55° Thomson-Bennett, Splltdoil
rt/if Dixie; all the above are guaranteed \i

able ignition and perfect; sent on approval agah

cash.—Below.

SPARES.—Brand new C.A.V. contact-breakers, in

clock, 11/-; brush holders, 1/9; brushes,

each.—Belcw.

PLEASE note, carriage on all above extra!

Below

MAEBLE Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edfii

Ed., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. 'Grams; M
motex, Padd., Ixindon. [''
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
T.B. I- Co.

IB. for rteu' and aeeoud-liantl mngnetos; iill siiiuea

stockeii.

IB. Specialise iu Thonison-Bfniiett, complete for

rixiiife' to Trinuip-i-

t.M., J.A.l\, JJoutrliis, 2-stu'ke engines, etc.; £5.

I.X.r. Ner, twin and single, clock and anti; £3.

klXIE, biiijjle :md twin, alt degrees; £2/5.

T B- Giuiriintee fdl magnetos one year.

r B. will tnke your old machines in part payment.

[.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,

on approval ag:ain8t cash, or through The Motor
-te deposit system.

r.B. Ignition Co., 78, Kew Park Ed., Brixton Hill,
^ London. 'Phone: Brixton 610. [0694

HK Runbnken Eepairs and Spares Service.

rO repair work leaves our hands until we can

;
confidently g-uarantee it as fully eflacient as when

V.

^rAGNETOS*

IfAGNETOS, Dynamos, Starters, Batteries and
- A iCiHuuiutors of every make are

.
quickly and

•retently handled by any of our eight fully-

ipped depot^s.

HE Euubakeu Repairs and Spares Service: Man-
cuestur, 288. Deanegate ['Phone; Central 7342);

wlon, 142, Gt. Portland St. fPLone: Museum
^5); Leeds, 94, Albion St. ('Phone: 27219); Liver-

1. 16. Colquitt St. ('Phone: Eoyal 605); Birming-
i:i. 192. Corporation St. ("Phone: Central 2059);
Istol, 14, Colston St. ('Phone; 3728); Glasgow,
!. West Nile St. ('Phone: Douglas 1605); Paris,

. Rue Brunei ('Phone: Wagram 50-11); Head
ice and works, Cheetw<K)d Lane, Derby St., Mau-
i^tcr {'Phone: City 8266, 3 lines). [0904

iOUKTY of I/Ojidon Erigiiieering Works, Ltd.

I'AGNETO Factore end Repairers.

Ill MagneW Spares Stocked.

lOSCH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignitioii;

\ £3/5.

[-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition;

J. £3/15.
' (lOMSON-BENNETT, single or twin, enclosed.

\ waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees; £2/15
?h.

'[-IQM&ON-BEN'NETT. large type, single or twin,

4 enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition, all de-

^.>; £3/10.

fA.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, variable
* ignitiMi; £2/15 each.

lUTHARDT, simgle. enclosed, waterproof, variable

', igai:ion; £2/5 each.

I -iRLlNG, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

' ignition; £2/5.

b HTDORF. single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

"' igniiiun; £2/5.

] tXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

\ able ignition; £.2.

1 s Y of the above single-cylinder magnetos can be
* supplied with the special kng driving spiudle,

;) ib-e for Rudge.- ,

niESE Magnetos are fitted with lea-ds and base

\ pl-aies, ready to be immediately fitted; sprockets

^ be supplied if required. Please state make of

M ne when, cruering.

fiJARANTEE.—We gxuarantee all onr magnetos for

\ 12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

d that should prove defective within tliat iieriod.

J.L Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto to

4 us for quotation. It will pay you. We can
iJatch all repairs witbiin 3 days, and, if required.

l\ lours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

Fecial Terms to Trade. Write for list.

fi'lTiSTY of Louden Engineering Works, Ltd.. 27,
^ Stockwell Rd., London, S.W. (1 min. from Stock-
iV Underground Station). T.A. : Iguitiofiac, Clap-
>.

. London. Tel. : Brixt-on 2841. [2717
r 'NTliNENTAL Ignition Repair Co. We repair
^ Continental magnetos only. By specialising on
Hi., Bosch, Ei^emann. Mea, Splitdori, Dixie, and
BUng magnetos, we can naturally give you better
lefce. Prices, rewinding. 18/-; condensers, 10/-;
jl num screws (Bosch standard), 6/-; remagnetising,
i/ slip rings, 6/6; H.T. terminals, 4/6. Our price
o tverhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
IC and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure.
.; -anteed for 12 months, and re-despatched to you
n days.—Continental Ignition Repair Co., 13, Ilard-

. Ri
, Cbiswick, London. [6603

20% POWER INCREASE.
This is what the new pat-
tern cylinder gives a 2^ h.p.
Douplas. It has stream-
lined ports, and large radia-
ting ftns. My price per
pair is only £5. Fit them
to any old model Douglas
and you'll really be
surprised.

Improved Cylinders for 4 h.p. Douglas, with detachable
heads, so that you can decarbonise, etc., without dis-

mantling your engine, and which give 20% more
power, 65/- per cylinder.

ADOmONAL POWER may be obtained by fittincr

Special Lightweight Radiated Pistons,
fitted w'ith patented twin rings. They
are simply wonderful, and every mall
brings iestimoniais from all classes

of satisfied riders. Price 29/- per
pair, complete with gudycon, twin
rings and copper caps.

PATENTED TWIN RINGS. The only really gas-tight
and frictionless ring. Thousands have
already been sold and not a single
complaint. For 2| h.p. Douglas
1/6 each; 4 h.p. Douglas, Sunbeam,
Humber, and Rover 77m/m bore,

1/8 each. B.S.A., Triumph (pre 1919),
Rudge (pre 1921), Singer, New Hudson
^V h.p., Precision 3* h.p., L.M.C.,

4 h.p., 85m/m, 1/9' each. Other
makes quoted for on application.

WHY SUFFER BROKEN VALVES ?
My valves are guaran teed 1

2

months not to break, scale, or
burn, and never really need

y^^^ \\ grinding m. They cost more, but the

J^^^W best is the cheapest in the long run.

4 h.p. Douglas 10/-. 2| h.p. Douglas
9/-, complete With special spring,

collar and cotter. Other makes.
Triumph, Rudge, A.B.C., etc., price
10/- per valve.

THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM
FOOTBOARD AND FOOTRESTS.
Beautifully finished— giving a

ZOOM !

natural riding position. A real solid cast job. Some-
thing that lasts for ever. Price 30/- per pair complete.

AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS. My latest are covered

,^-^ by patents. They never blow out nor

^^\ seize in the threads. Absolutely gas-

« ill
tight. Prevent knocking and keep

|B* II the engine cool. Try them on your
(Kiiliv 2^ h.p. or 4 h.p. Douglas, and if you

are not absolutely satisfied have youi'

money back. Price 4/- each.

ZOOM ! I The- popular Exhaust System.
Beautifully made, finished in

burnished nickel or copper. A
pleasant >^ooming note with-

out back press ure. Adds
pounds to the appearance of

any Douglas. Price 30/- in copper finish, 33/6 nickel.

LEATHER
TOOL ROLU
A real heavy
affair that will

stand ro ugh
usage. Fitted

with leather pocket, two side flaps, leather centre
tool holder and leather strap. 5/- e.-ich.

TOOLBAGS. Solid leather and metal
armoured, tvvostraps. Very best quality.

4 h.p. size, 8/-; 2| h.p. size, 5/6 each.
A bargain line.

"H" SECTION CONNECTING RODS
for 2-3 h.p. Douglas. Stronger. No whip,

and reduces vibration. Immediate delivery, 26/- each.

ANY SPARE PART BY RETURN OF PO»T»

4 h.p. and 2? h.p. INSTRUCTION BOOKS, 1/6 each.

(Official Douglas Agent)

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL,
Telephone 3i92.

IGNITION, M(iHTING» ETC.
Tl/TAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,
J-'-*- spares, and repairs.

"IV/rOTOR CyclisU fit reliable high quality mapnetoa
^'-- now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos.

"DOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos.
--' Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-
ley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin, give'^ powerful
spark at all engine speeds, makes your engine a roai
live engme. give yuu easy starting, smooth and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
sumption with increased power; price only £5 each,
postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee
senb out with each magneto. We give you satisfaction
or refund cash.

IDLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-

jT ^"y manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;
therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-dav, and see life with a "live machine.

"pTARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes: -Magneto to
--*- hand; -many thanks for prompt despatch, satis-
factory in every way; will recommend to my friends."

VENITH Owner writes :
" Since fitting magneto have

^ completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;
will certainly recommend these magnetos."
TNDIAN Machine Owners.—Your high-class machine
-- deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000
Dixie 42 1 magnetos ; send your magneto and £4
now, and we will immediately despatch you a Bosch

"^T^HY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
'• who know—are almost all sending to U3 lor

their Magnetos ?

T^HERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
•*- the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,
supplied by iMagdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

MAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

"OEMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
J-L proval against cash per return on receipt of
your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you iiave used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother running, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas? Then send for a
latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
now, price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos {not converted starters), ready to
fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.

and M.'s, \\'ith 12 months' guaranteed service, price
£3/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, latest enclosed
waterproof type (not converted starters), ready to

fit on 55° Clynos and 180° Douglas machines, with
12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage
1/6.

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all

your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting
pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs'/ Fit a
Bosch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write, call,

or 'phone for terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see it,

we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like

new, no matter wha.t make, within 3 days or 24 hours
if urgent, and return it with a written 12 months'
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
can lend you another free of charge. We could not
make these offers if we were not certain of the quality
of our work.

YOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
low cost. i. end us your defective magneto now.

ARMATURE rewinding, no matter what make, type,

or size, 11/6. Wound cores from stock.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Baleman's
Row. E.C 2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570. (One

minute from Brown Bros.) [6271

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.-7-tooth to 24-
tooth' stocked.—Ridington, 202-4, Southampton

St., Camberwell. [1500

ACCUMULATOR, 6-volt 20 ampere, in strong box,
used one month only; 42/-, carriage paid.—Box

4197, c/o The Motor Cycle. ^ [6750

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter
what condition, provided complete, for 30/- ; 24

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,

Ealing, W. [5077

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter. 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- eaeh nett.—

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dent. H.l), 9. Colonial Av

.

Vliiiories. E.l r0760

SUItPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
' year, M-L single, 35/-; B.L.LO. ditto, 42/-;

Bosch ditto. 45/-; C.A.V. single or twin, 50/-; Thom-
son-Bennett ditto, 60/-.—We specialise in repairs and
spares for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamp. Deal with
experts and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdaie
Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone :

Crovdon 1625. [5880

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a45
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IGNITION. LKiHTlNG, ETC.
L Singles, 30/-; CA.V., 37/6; variable ignition
suarauteed.—84, Greenside Rd., Croydon. [6984

RELI.A.NCE Magneto Repairing Co, (the largest
London Repair Depot) , for repairs and mag-

Detos.

T> ELIA.NCE . guarantee to return your magneto
J-*' within 5 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with, a
] 2 months' written guarantee against all delects.

"DELIANCE test every magneto after repair, under
J-*-' all running conditions, and as we contract for
itany of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-
te^ioij in placing your orders with us.

"OELIANCE stock spares for all makes. SpecialAt hne, genuine platinum screws for all types, 12/-
per pair. Magneto work of every description is car-
ried oat solely on our premises. We are, tberelore,
enabled to give you quicker and more efficient ser-
vice at the right price.

T>ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free rf
M-v ci'arge upon any question concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be
certain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy
we ha/e ahvays endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co.. 283. St. John St., London, E.C.I.

"DELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new and
J-t iecond-iiand magnetos. See following list.

THOiVi'SON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand new,
any degree, enclosed, waterproof, variable; 55/-.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large . type single - or twin,
enclosed, waterproof, variable, suit Harley,

Indian, etc.; £3/10.

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterprool, vari-
able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Light-

weights; 55/-.

.I.e. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable for
Triumph, B.S.A., or any Lightweight; £3.

BOSCH, type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable,
latest pattern, ideal for Douglas, 2%b.p. and

flh.p.; £4.

BOSCH D.A.L. twins, enclosed, waterproof, any
degree, suitable for Indian, Harley, etc.; £4/10.

FELLOWS new magnetos always in stock, any de-
gree for any engine , also a large selection of

second-hand magnetos, all makes.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely that same "is in good order at time of sale.
but a plainly written statement that we guarantee
each machine against all defects for a period of 12
months. This, we maintain, justifies us in charging
a few shillings more than certain of our competi-
tors.

T> ELIANCE cordially invite customers to their
Xv works to see any of the above on test. Mag-
neto list, giving full particulars, sent upon applicA-
tion. It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.—Reliance Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St.

John St., London, E.C.I. Tel.: Clerkenwell 4290.
T.A. : Hemagco, Smith, London. [9816

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior t-

platinum for blades, screws, etc., cm-es misfiring,
Jebron screws, fit Bosch magnetos, 10/6 pair j old
eoiews, any make, J«bronised, 4/9 each, return poet.

JEBRON, the pioneer motor contact, registered
ilLiich, 1907, and March, 1921j hundreds of un-

solicited testimouials.—Jebion, 38, Herbert Ed., Wool-
Ifich, S.E.18. [0001

MAGNETOS.—M-L single-cyl., clock, complete, olT

Rotary engines; 20/-, postage 1/3; the above.
less contact breakers, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie,
complete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyl.. complete, £1/10;
B.T.H. 8-cyl., complete, 25/-; C.A.V. starting mag
netos, complete, 18/6, postage 1/3. Carriage extra.
Cash with order. Send ly^d. for list ol Aero parts.

-

Coley. Ordnance Works, Queen Elizabeth Rd.. Kingston-
on-Thames. Phone :. Kingston 365. [3380

THE Central Ignition Worka (London Depot).—For
magnetos, spares, and repairs (Bosch epecialists).

All magnetos and repairs guaranteed one year. Eosch
Z.E.I enclosed and variable ignition, Bosch Z.E.2
enclosed and variable ignition, Bosch Z.A.2 encloeed and
variable ignition, M.L. I'.M.l enclosed and vnriable igni-
tion, Thomson-Bennett 1 and 2 enclo<^d and variaole
ignition. E.I.O. 1 and 2 enclosed and variable igni-
tion. Ruthardt (late type speciaDy made for Douglns
machines). Our prions below any oflered. Write us, it
will pay you. Casli refunded if dissatisfied, approval
willingly.-The Central Ignition Works (London Depot),
9 and 14, Loughborough Ed., Brixton, Iiondon, S.W.
TeL : Brixton 210. [7587

EDSTON Ignition Co., sole representative for the
Splitdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service to

Splitdorf magnetos, dynamos, Dixie magnetos, etc. We
have the factory, plant and experience. OfiBcial Indian
electrical service station. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares ; spares and repairs to all makes of magnetos
all repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. t«st bench
before dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 monthe
We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos io
London. Twins, all degrees, charged accumulators, all
voltages always ready. We stock everything electrical
for the motorist. We give you real live service always.
—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Rd., N.W 1
•phone: Museum 5034. T.A.: Magdymo, Eusroad, Lon-
don. [02b 3

THE PRICE YOU PAY
for the price of Perfect/on.

'V^^,VViJVU^^^..-'V^.^VJV^'
f>

^ TYRES ^
THESE SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES
are qu te new and not old stock as
offered at ridiculous prices. All t^oods
are sent o.i 7 days' approval against
remittance. Carriage Paid.

Our List

Size Make. Price." Price,

24X2
24X2}
26X2
26x2i

26x2?

26x2*
x2J

26x2i

28x3

650x65

roox 80

Palmer, ribbed
Olinctier de Luxe, ex. bvy.
EHte, 3-rib., ex. heavy .

.

Palmer, cord, heavy
jates, spec. hvy. wired-on
^f^(»r, rnrd

Continental, heavy . .

.

Etite, super n-skid, ex.hvy
tiates, tpc;- hi.-avy beaded
M'-'-oiin *tj'-.l «lud . .

Hutchinson, T.T
Hutchinson, Pass

Hutchinson, T.T
Elite, 3-rib., ex. hvy
ibvK, ^upel n-skid. ex.hvy
Ooniinental, extra heavy .

.

.liiu.iti:/ ba Luxe, neavy .

Ottncher, Dreadnought ' ,

Slrncher, Dreadnnusht .

Elite, super n-skid, ex.hvy
Qoodyear, all-weather .

Palmer, cord
Goodrich, safety tread . . .

Ajax, rubber non-skid . . .

ROdace, rubber non-skid .

Qoodrich, safety tread . . .

Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Oominion, chain
Elite, S'lper n-skid, ex.hvy
Continental, extra heavy

16/6
28 '9

:6'6

34/6
32 <)

31/-

21/0
29/6
27/ii
20'-

18/6
25/-
3

20/9
29/6
39 6
30/-
26/6

29/6
54/-

46/-

44/-
47/3

37/6
*iie
30/-

38/6
30/-

47/6
50/-

39/6

29/6

40/

J

3S/0

47/13

38/6

40/-
40/-

26/9

33/9
'S

35/-

56/-

28/3

70/-
68/-

1)5/3

63/-

61/-

67/6
68/6

69/6

MOTORCYCLE TUB£j. Best Quality Guaranteed.
24x 2, 4'9 ; 26x 2, 4/9 ; 26x 2J, 5/9 ; 26x 2J, 6/- ;

26x2Jx2t, 6/9; 26x2}, 6/9; 28x3, 7/11
700x80,7/6.

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths. Per
not Sin. 1/-. |in. 1/5, Sin. 1/9. tin. 2/-, Ifin. 2'H

m RETREADING o
Rubber Non-skid Pattern.

Ex. iivy.

We fit only
the finest
quality treads
obtain able,
and guaran-
tee satisfac-
tion. Send us
vour cover.

26in.

28in.

700x80

20/6

25/-

25/-

- Hcavj'.

17/6

20/-

,%r.rw- 'Jw%v5

LONDON :> LhAUlNL, lYKE HOUSE,
266, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.I

to where all post orders should be addressed.

And at 44, Surbrton Rd., Kingston-on-THames.
Telephone—Kiojfston 3355.s

Steele Publicity.

TYRES.

"PXCEPTIONAL Oiler.

BRAND New Covers.—Refiex Clipper Ideal, m
by Dunlop, heavy, 3-ribbed. each cover guar

teed perfect, 26x2Vi, 23/-; 26x2%. 26/-; 26x2V;,
fit 2'4, extra heavy, 4-ply, 30/-; 28x3 extra he's

4ply, 35/-.—Below.

TUBES.—26x21/2, to fit 214, 6/9; 28X3, 6/6, id

by Dunlop; postage on all above extra.—Bel

MARBLE Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgu
Rd., W.2. "Phone: Padd. 789. "Grams; Ai

motex, Padd, London. [7

MAIIDE.S' Clearance Covers, all guaranteed by
carriage paid.—24x214 Hutchinson T.T., 19

26x2 HutohinsoB Brooklands, 15/6; 26x214 A
Durolith, 21/-; 26x214 Hutchinson T.T. 3-rib, 21

26x2% Hutchinson T.T., 21/-; 26x21/2, to fit

Belgrave cable cord, 20/-; 26x21/2, to lit 214, Hutcl
son passenger, 30/-; 26x2V2 Hutchinaon passei

R.N.S., 27/6; 26x3 Hutchinson T.T., 27/6; 2(

Goudyear, 45/-; 700x75, to flt 650x65, Hutdlii!

3-rlb, 25/-; 700x80 Burnett 3-rib, 35/-; 700;
Avon Durolith, 37/6; 700x80 Stepney road grip

type, 52/6; tubes, strong red rubber, 24 to 28
5/-; 700x80, 6/-.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland
W.l. (7

BASTONES for Covers and Tubes. No be>ler
cheaper house.

pjASTONES.—26xl3i Clincher de Luxe; 10/6.

BASTONES.—24x2 Dunlop rubber-stud, 16
Clincher de Luxe Junior, 16/-; ditto ei

heavy, 21/-.

BASTONES.-24X214 Hutchinson T.T., rubber-s
21/-; Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 26/-.

BASTONES.—26 x2>i Hutchinson T.T., 22/-; I
lop rubber-stud heavy, 26/9; Micheiio Sem

20/-; Goodrich safety tread, 27/-; Clincher de li

extra heavy, 24/-; Spencer-Moulton steel-stud, 2

BASTONES.-26x23^ Hutchinson T.T., rubbel-sl

23/-; Clincher de Luxe heavy, 23/-; Bergt

nan rubber non-skid, 23/-; Palmer cord heavy, 2

BASTONES.-26x2i.^x2M Goodrich Safety tri

36/-; Clincher Dreadnought extra heavy, 3<

Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 33/-; Dunlop rubber s

extra heavy, 39/9; Hutchinson Pass rubber-si

36/-; Dominion Usco rubber non-skid heavy, 2

BASTONES.—26x2'/$ Michelin Bne ' ribbed li

Hutchinson T.T. rubber-stud, 24/-; Good
Safety tread, 35/-; Spencer-Moulton steel-stud, 2i,

Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 34/9.
'

BASTONES.-650x65 Goodrich Safety tread, 3,£

Clincher Dreadnought, 34/-; Dunlop c

44/9.

BASTONES.—700x80 Improved Magnum, 4fl

Goodrich Safety tread, 44/3 Super Chain, 4;,

1

Clincher 3-ribbed, 42/6. •
]

BASTONES.—28x3 Improved Magnum, 45/9; E'
lop Clipper cord, 63/9; Goodyear all-weal

tread, extra heavy, 47/6; Goodrich Safety tr^

37/6; Firestone rubber non-skid extra heavy, 4;

Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy, 35/-; Clincher Dri

nought extra heavy, 45/-.

BASTONES.—Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson
Red-Fox Tubes: 24x2 and 24x2.'4, 3/9; :

2K and 26x214, 5/6; 700x80 and 28x3, 7/3;".G ;

year butted, 28x3, 7/3.

ALL the above new and clearance covers and ti

are sent on approval against remittance.

BASTONES, 228, Pentonville Rd.. King's Ci

London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [f

BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and ti

A call on us will convince you, or 'phone,

rard 1347.—See Below.

0/1x214.—Palmer cord, 32/6; Beldam all-ral

/*0 25/-- Wood-Milne 3-ply, 22/6; ClincbM

Luxe, 17/6; extra heavy, 30/-; tubes, 5/6.—Bdo».

Ofix^y^.-Avon Stonehenge, 27/6; Tricar,
.'

/wO Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar. 27/6; (

year cord 5-ribbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9.—Below.

0^x21/0x2^.-Palmer cord, 36/-; Beldam ;

/SO 30/-; 4-ply, 35/-; "Wood-Milne 4-ply. ;

Clincher Dreadnought, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below,

r^ /» X 2%.—Palmer cord, 34/3; Wond-Milne key

/40 3-ply, 22/6; 4-ply, 27/6; Beldam aU-n

3-ply, 25/-; 4-plr, 30/-; tubes, .6/-.-Below.

rt/ix 3.—Wood-Milne key-grip 4-j)ly, 35/-; Be

/*0 all-rubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-ply. 35/- 1
tubM, 7

Below.
r> Q x3.—Clincher rubber-studded sidecar,

(*0 Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 45/-; Be

3-ply. 30/-; Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 37/6; tubes.

Below.

£i K A X 65.-Palmer cord heavy, 42/6; Woort-V

00V 4-P&. 37/6; 3-ply, 30/-; Goodyear coi

ribbed, 42/6; tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Mi

Lane, London. W.0.2 (next door to AWnji

'Phone: Gerrard 1347. I'
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TYRES.
ARGAIN".—Two only. Dunlop extra lieavy, 26x2i'.

covnra; 19/6 encli.—Lee Aston, Niiutwicli. [6704

6x2'/i Diinlop Henvj-. new, 19/- CLieh ; 26x2%.
£1/2 each.—35, Citizen Rd., Holloway, Lon-

;,, N.7. [6357

irOTOKISTS,—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs.
^. etc., carriage paid Buxton Vulcanising Co..

<ton, Derbysliire. [5836

^jJOTTISlI readers will find it advantageotis to pur
,,

1'lla.se Lheir tyres from McArtliur. Hill and Co..
[li Argyle .St GlasEow List post free. [4918

EAL Good reliable second-hand motor cycle tyres,

till sizes and makes; 10/- each, plus Is. carriage,
displayed advertisement.—H. Emanuel and Co.

.[0832
CONOMIC Tyre Co.—The following new blemisue.l
and clearance covers arid tubes sent on seven

s' approval against remiUamce, per passenger train.
inge' paid.

inONOM!C.-24x2 Clipper Ideal, 14/6; tubes, 4/6;
24x2i-i (also lit 2in. rims) Dunlop heavy, 26/-;

iiher Junior, 16/9.

'CON0,MIC.-26x2i,i Dunlop heavy, 26/9; Pire-
' s;one extra heavy, 22/6; tubes, 4/9; 26x2%
ilup heavy, 30/-; extra Iieavy, 35/9.

jDONOMIC—26x21,4x21,1 Goodyear Diamond, 30/-;
Avon extra heavy, rubber stud, 25/-; Palmer

les, 6/6.

(bONOMIC—26x21/2 old standard Clipper

! heavy, 27/6; Redfern, rubber stud, 25/-;
extra
tubes.

JJONOMIC—28x3 Gcodyear Diamond, 42/6; Gcod-
I rich Safety, 39/6; Firestone non-skid, 39/6;
M. 6/6.

l?ONOMIC.-650x65 Goodrich .Safety, 34/6; Step-
' ney road grip, 34/6; Clipper extra heavy, 27/6;
k. 5/9.

(OONOMIC—700x80 Good-rioh Safety, 39/6; Bel-

Idam extra heavy, 44/3; Goodyear, 44/3; Good-

( cord, 58/-.

IMNOMIC—Dunlop rubber stud, fully warranted,
I 24x2, 16/3; 24x2^4, 17/9; 26x2, 17/9; 26x

\

18/6.

|;;ONO-MIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14.

'Phone: New Cross 1393. 17428

^»X3, 2'/,, 2%, 2V^ and 2.—Remaining stock oi

!> new Lelda'm covers, to clear; 15/- each; post-
•' 1/6 extra.—Homerton Hubber Works, Brooksoy s

(k. Homerton, E.9. [0331

".EAEANCE Tubes in perfect condition, mostly

. Hmohin.on 26x2, 21/1. 2%, 21/2, 24X2, 28x2V.:

I li 4/6 to clear; postage extra.—Ashgate Garage,

ilslule Ed.-, Sheffield. i:«835

iORLDS Heaviest Tyre, "Royal Dutch" clear-

( ance puncture-proof, 6-ply, %in. thick, 650x65
B 700x30 45/-; American Ford covers, £2/18/6.—

If nt. Bourne, Farnham. [7166

[ RE ftepair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout.
i including retreading burst covers. Every kinu cl

i| r to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4

i -The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., We=t Brom

JPPELTHWAITES for Tyres at knock-out
,
prices.

J -/00X80, 606x65, 26x21/2, %, Vi. 25/- each;

E: tubes in boxes, 4/6 each. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.-
li Min Hep, 19, TiVilcox Ed., South Lambeth, Lon-

S.W.8. [7625

I,/ EACH.—Special offer of brand new Beldam
» ~ Bulldog covers, 26x2iiin., 26x23.;;n., 26x
[i to fit 21/un., postage 1/6. Have one on approval;
li y returned if not satisfied.—W.J.C. Motor Ex-
iie, 5, Addison Av., W.ll. Park 2071. [7554

n, NGDISTANCE Retreads, three-ribbed pattern,
U returned like new. 26in. tyres, 20/-; 23in. tyres,

E burst tvres made perfect, chafed beads le-

II Jed, tube vulcanising, butt ends fitted; best work
ij le country.—Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mow-
r

n JREASE the purchasing power you spend on tyres

y by having them retreaded at the Melton Rubber
n:s; there is no auery, better far than clearance
? with their defects; send for list. [0347

1/, iSONS.—Tyres are down, and the following offers
'- beat all:—Wood-Milne Key-Grip, 4-ply covers,
i'"', 24/6; 25X2%, 26/-; 26x21,4, 23/6; 26x2V-x
328/-; 650x65, 26/-; 3-ply covers, 24x2i/l. 18/-;
180, 28/6; 28x3 (American), 27/6; 28x21,4
iLJrican), 24/6.—^Below.

/.SONS.—26x21/2 Dunlop Heavy Fluted, 21/6;
'- 26-21/4 ditto, 18/6; 26x21/. Dunlop extra heavy
til. 32/6; 650x65 ditto, "30/-; perfect stock,
3; s guarantee.—^Below.

/f
SONS.—700x80 Palmer Cord (light car type),

'Jj 41/-; 28x3 Goodyear A.W.T., 43/6; any tyre
•tval against remittance, carriage paid.—Masons.Ume House, Ipswich. [0916

J TANKS.
YK3 for B.S.A., new. 35/-; 1910, 1922.—Cov-
Ijntry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[6830

«9ames

GROSE
LTD.,

OLD JEWRY,
CHEAPSIDE,

E.C.2,

land at l.SS-

[257, Hollowa}'
Road, N.;

8, New Bridge
Street, E.G.

Established 1876.
7712 Ceiiuai. I2g7 Nortli. City ::;684.

SRUR SIDECARS
We specialise in Sidecars, and can supply troiti Stock

to fit almost any make of machine.

Fitted with a well-made coachDuiIt body, side door,
locker under seat, detachable cushion ; the chassis is

light and strong, has quick detachable fittings, wide
mud-giiard and C-springs, complete with studded tyre

£12 12 ^i'^^
°''^^'

SHOP SOILED MOTOR GYgVeS
The following are absolutely new,
but slightly soiled 1922 models.

MATCHLESS, Model H, with screen and
spare wheel. (Usual price /"i So)

SPUR, 3 h.p. DALM 2-speed
(Usual price £55)

DOUGLAS 2j h.p., with Lamps, Horn,
Tools, etc. (Usual price £65 ) .

.

HENDERSON "l-LITE" Sidec.ir. with
Windscreen, Disc, etc. (Usual price f^5)

SPUR Jap 2} 2-speed Clutch and Kick-
starter with accessories. Ihis machine
has been ridden a few miles for tvre-
testing purposes. (Usual price /es)' .

.

£125
£35
£50
£20

£30

REAR
CARRIERS
made for 2J
Dou las.

Enamellei black

12/6 each.

MOTOR
CYCLE

HUBS AND
PARTS

Widtli Diameter Price Nut Spindle
over of or.iy only

Cones. Spindle. H b. each. eacli.

4 ui. fs in- 7/6 4d 9d
4 m. i'b m- 7/6 4d 9d
4J '"• rt in- 9/6 4d 9d
45 in. fi'n. 9/6 4d 9d
5 ih. ^jin. 9/6 4d 9d
5 J m. f,in. 9/6 4d 9d
6 in. A ">• 9,6 4d 9d
4} m. *in. 11/6 6d l^
5jin- i in. 13/6 6d 1/-

6J in. ^in. 13/6 6d 1/-

Cones only, 2/- each. Cups only, 6d each.

SIDECAR
HUBS
AND
PARTS
Spindle
.Stump.

10/6
12/6
16/6

Cones
only
each.

1/-

1/3
1/6

Adjusting
Nuts
each.

3d
6d
6d

Caps
each

,

1/3
1/3
1/3

Cup
only
each,

TANKS.
TANKS lor Triumphs, new, 35/-: 1910, 1922.—Cov-

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[5831

TANKS lor Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19;
35/-.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works,

Coventry. [5832

TAMKS Made or Repaired, re-enamclled. lined,
transferred, liandle-bars. etc., plated. Estab-

lished 30 yeai 3.—Att wood's, 86, Rosebery A v., Lon-
don, E.C.I. [7073

I
SPECIALISE in Repairs, ro-builds, and tanks to
measure. Enamelling to any pattern. Quiuk de-

livery.—Below.
COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principle

manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup-
plied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[5829
TANKS.—Invicta, scratched, new, 30/-; Omega,

Fiancis-Bainett, second-hand, £1 each ; makers'
colours, no caps, stamp.—Fitter, Home Farm, St.

Julians, NewDOrt, Mon. [6926

DOUGLAS Pattern Tanks, new and enamelled,
complete with all fittings and B. and L. pump;

55 / - : folder w ith photo
Cheapside, Birmingham.

on request.—G. Day, 85,
[6602

TANKS re-enamelled to pattern, high-class work
only; 16/6; special terms to trade.— Jenkins and

Sons, Richard St., Atkinson St., Deansgate, Man-
chester. Established 25 years. [6557

AVERT'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit machiuea
of most the leading manufacturers, with plated

fittings complete, at 35/-; guarantee for 12 months
with every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Works.
CoTentry. 'Phone: 1774. [0896

P.
and M. pattern tanks, 35/-; Douglas latest pat-

tern 4h.p., 30/-; 2^4ii-p. Douglas latest pattern*
to fit all models from ,1913, using old fittings, 32/6;
others to order; w^ undertake all repairs.-Linga^ 14,
Ecclesbonrne Rd., Islington, N.l. [7320

TANKS of every deecription replaced, repaired, and
le-enamelled at our own works ; all kinds of fit-

tings c^tocked; auick servico and reasonable charges.
'I!p.=;trated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chapel St..

Salford, Manchester, Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

TANKS.—All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, in-

cluding 2 plated fillers. 2 taua. Dehveiy 14
days, carrifige paid. Satisfaction gunranteed or money
returned. Enamelling, one colour. 10/6; two colours,

17/6.—Order forms from H. Peel. The Liverpool Tank
Hospital, J Smithdown Lane. Paddington, Liverpool.

[9194

BELTS.
ONLY Left.—%in.x6it, 6in. brand new surplus
belts, made by Palmer; 5/9 each; condition

guaranteed; postage 9(1.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange,
135. Edgware Rd., W.2. [7570

B ASTON E3 lor Belts.—Dunlop Round Top. ^jini,

1/9; %in.. 2/1; lin., 2/7; IV^in.. 3/1 per ft.

Buffalo hide and chrome, %in.. 1/9; lin., 2/-; l^^in .

2/3 per It.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, Lon-
don, N.l. Tel • ?.aai N'orth. [6628

ELTS.-John Bull. 7ft. 6jn.x%in.. 12/G; 7ft. 6in.X
iVgiQ., 16/-; Dunlop. Avon and Pedley cut to

order. iVsin. 2/-, lin. 1/9. %in. 1/6, %in. 1/4 per foot;

all brand new and guaranteed. Sent on approval against

oash.-Maude Rubber Co.. 58, Praed St., W. [6697

Motor Cycle Belts, odd lengthe, best makes,
clearing at gift prices, not W.D. goods; Bft.x

^Jiin., 6/-; 6ft. 6in.Xlin., 9/6; 7ft. 6in.Xiy3in., 13/6;

splendid chance to secure a spare; carriage paid,

approval.—William Arthur, Scottish Tyre Mart. 10,

Hamilton St., Paisley. [4861

BALATA and Chrome Belts.—A client writes to say

the advantages of these belts are absence of slip

in wet weather, indestructibility of its wearing surfaces,

where rubber would peel off in shreds; price per foot,

3iin. 1/4. %in. 1/6, lin. 1/9, iVsin. 2/-; fasteners 9d.

each, postage 1/-.—Sole manufacturers. PoUin and Son,

Hollington. St. Leonard s-on-Sea. [4877

ELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D.. ^in., 6ft.

6ln., 8/2; 7ft. 6in., 9/5; ygin., 7ft. 6in., 9/5; 8ft.

10/1; 8ft. Gin., 10/9; lin., 7tt. 6m.,10/4; 8ft., 11/-; 8ft.

6in., 11/8: IVsin., 8ft., 16/-; Bates' short lengths,

3Ain., 5ft. Bin., 5/-: ?^in., 5ft.. 5/6; leather belts,

%in., at 1/6 per ft.; Belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Post

l/.._The Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate.
E.G. t0933

CARBIDE.
FINEST Carbide, pre-war quality; 19/6 cwt.—Carbide

Depot. Denby Dale. Huddersfield. [4760

Highest-grade only, 18/6 cwt., immediate
Kemp's Garage, Importers, Louth.

[6829
CARBIDE, finest quality, 19/6 cwt., f.o.r. nearest

depot ; coated, 25 /
-, ex Bristol only, c.w.o.

—

Hodge and Co., Warwick Rd., Bristol. [7301

CARBIDE, highest grade only, no seconds, all

me<5hes ; 19 /- cwt. drum ; ex 22 depots ; imme-
diate delivery.—EUoc Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End,
Wisbech. [6967

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery ol all sizes in lib..

2 lb.. 4 lb., and 7 lb- lever lid tins, also 1 or 2 cwt.

drums, labelled or plain, quality guaranteed. The
cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and

Engineering Co.. Ltd., Armiey, Leeds. [5088

50

B'^

500

B^

CAEBIDE.-
delivery.-
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CARBIDE.

C
"CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
J gas yield, all sizes; cwt. 21/6, VrCwt. 12/6, 28 lb.

7/6. drums free. (Depots in all parts.)—Young, Im-
porters, Misterton, Somerset. [1316

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable; 20/- per cwt.,
drums Iree, cash witii order, free on rail.

Aberdeen, Bristol, Belfast, Cardiff, Dublin, Edin-
buigli. Glasgow, .Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull, Leeds,
Londo.i, Lowestoft, Liverpool, Lincoin, Manchester,
fiewcastle, Preston, Port Talbot, Runcorn, Sharp
ness, Swansea, Yarmouth.—International Products,
77, Victoria St., BristoL [3271

PATENT AGENTS.
J.

E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3. New St., Birmingham.
'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. [4808

PATENTS Advice, iandbook free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a. Queen Victoria St.. E.C.

35 yeiira' references. [0129
Ty. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
'' Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London,

W.0.2. 'Phone: Holborn 672. [7917

"fj N. and W. S. SKEEEBTT (H. TS. Skerrett,
-»-» Fellow bt the Chartered Institute of Patent
Agents, A.I.Mech.E., A.I.A.E., Associate I.B.E., etc.

;

W. S. Skerrett, A.I.E..1J., Registered Patent Agent).—
Patents, designe, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row,
Biiminghani. Tel.: Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett,
Birmingham. [1534

PATENTS, EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.
T~iESIGNS, patterns, castings of 2V2h.p. o.h.v. engine,
^-^ 2.speed gear box; insufficient capital cause ol
sale; best offer accepted.—25, Fleet St., Coventry. [6757

EXPERIMENTAL Work.—My tool room, engineering
works, drawing office, and laboratory are devoted

entirely to experimental engineering ; eecrecy guaranteed.
—Leopold Ward, B.Se.. A.C.G.I., Harmood Place, Otalk
Farm, N.W.I. 'Phone: Hampstead 7559. [0946

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained under this heading for

announcements required by Clubs. Rate 3d. per
vord, minimum 31-.

INSURANCE.
COMPREHENSIVE Policies from £3/10 to £5/5.

sound company.—BroadJaurst, 24, Holborn, F C.l.
[6929

£3 Oovers All Risks for 234h.p., others at comi't-ti-
tive rates.—Ernest Bass. 40, Chancery Lflne.

W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 328. [0005

DARK Nights are Coming. Be wise in time and
insure against accidents. May I quote you?—E.

Sutton, Byjiam, Ferrybridge, Yorks. i[6950

HENDERSONS, Harleys, etc. (approved cases),
£6/15. Comprehensive policy. Others at lowest

rates, finest security.—Noble and Wilkins, Insurance
Brokers, 329, High Holborn, W.O. 'Phone : Holborn
601. Established 60 y^arfi, [6736
" T^HE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy is the policy

-i- authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers
motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purpo.«e5. Complete comprehensive cover. Masimum
benefita. minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
flpectu<=!ea on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co.. Ltd.. 77. Cheaoaide. - London.
E.0.2. [0007

SITUATIONS VACANT.
LOCAL Representative wanted, with or without ex-

perience.—Tynesider Pillion Seat Works, Union
St.. N.irth Shields. [0907

ENTHUSIASTIC Motor Cyclist wanted with thorpugh
knowledg*" of Spare Parts Business, must be first-

class correrpondent, able to write business pulling letters

and suggest ideas to obtain new business; salary and
commission to competent man.—Write with full par-
ticuliirs. Bos 4282, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7494

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
PARTNER Wanted, capital £200, to start electro-

plating business in another town. Advertiser
has present business. Established 13 years. Young
man with knowledge ol plating preferred.—Box 4160,
c/.o The Motor Cycle. -[6738

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTi^ FOR
SALE. TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

FREEHOLD M'otor Agency Premises, light cars,
cycles. Splendid position London suburban main

road. No serious opposition ; all sales, repairs ; no
garage; £2,500 freehold; no goodwill. Substantial
mortgage -procnrable. Stock optional. Unique oppor-
tunity.—^Box 4268, c/o The Motor Cycle. i[7363

GARAGES.
BRIXTON Private Lock-ups; combinations 4/-

weekly; clean, dry.—26b, Ingleton .St. [7023

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.
Terms iy?%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest
goods stations. Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R.; Wimble-
don, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address, Palmer's
Garage, Tooting, London. [7248

October igxH, 1Q22.

BARKER
BARGAINS
FORTHECYCUST
The special nttentlot of all motor
cyclists is directed- to the extra-
ordi'^ary values detailed below.
Orders of £1 are sent post free to
any address in the U nited Kingdom.
OFFER OF 300
GOVERNMENT
R.A.F. TAN
LEATHERHELMETS
for Motoring. All

new goods made
from the
finest quali

ty Skinslined
through out
with Cha-
mois Leather
and real
Nutria
Beaver Fur.
Adjustable
ear rolls
and head
straps.
Suitable for

Ladies or
Gents. Full siz^s. This
cannot be repeated. Cost
to manufacture to-day 63/-

BARKER Price

Postage 9d.

remarkable offer

17^
420HEAD1AMPS
FOR MOTOR
CYCLISTS

A British
Manufacturer's
Stock of

light weight Acetylene Lamps
has been purchased at less than

'^^••^' cost price. The lamps are made
of solid brass with plated or
ebonised finish. 44a. glass, 4 in.

mirror reflector. Burns for 4^
hours on one charge. Price

Postage 1/- extra. Rear lamp with
5 ft. gas tubing and Y-piece, 5/9

a ORDERS POST' FREE

John Barker and Gompy., Ltd.
KENSINGTON, W S.

I5'6

INJECTOR

POST
FREE

3/6
FOR INJECTING GREASE AND OIL

ENTO GEAR BOXES, CRANK CASES, &c.
MADE BY

ARTHUR R. PRICE (Aston Manor) Ltd.,
VEVO WORKS, PARK LANE. ASTON. B'HAM.

WANTED.
WANTED, aVJi.p. F.N. engine.-Wood. AnBdt

House, Whitstable. (7Q{

WANTED, Stnrmey-Archer gear box, cheap.—

3

Hacklord Rd., Brixton. [75^

CYLINDER, Triumph S'/oh.p., .1912. sound. 8ta
bore.—Bragg, Billericay, Essex. . "

[68J

HARLEY Sidebar -wanted, complete, good conditioD
Roydene, The Drive, Bidcup, Kent. [7i(

SIDECAR, condition immaterial ; must be reasoi
able.—277, Camberweli Rd., S.E.5, [710

WANTED, Villiers Hub in wheel for 1913 Triunii,

-Potter, 28a, High St. HampBtead 5298. (693

"pULLEY side half crunk case. Calcott 2Vih.p., aboi
-*^ 1914, sound.—Rumming, Headley, Newbury. [67'i

STURMEY-ARCHER 3-speetl gear boxes, any cm
dition.— 16, King's College Rd., Swiss Cottage.

[727

WANTED, 3h.p. to A^h.p. unit, sound and chejir. i.

cash; particulars.—Dent Farm, Beechburn, Croo!
Durham, [677

MILLFORD Sidecar -with connections lor 8h.i

countershaft Zenith.—Forsyth, Victoria Pie
Folkestone. [689

WANTED, 2- or 3-speed gear box, or speed whee
—Price and particulars, 56, Sutton St., Astoi

Birmingham. [709

INTERNAL Parts of Armstrong Mark VIL bu
gear, good eondition.—Bach, Little Bayham, Lan

berhurst, Kent. [685

LIGHTWEIGHT Machine and Auto-Wheel wantw
conditicin immaterial; state lowest price.—9'

Latchmere Rd., Battersea. (601

1 Q14 Henderson Parts.-Top half crank case, rai
J-tf shaft, crankshaft, 2 pistons, cylinder, con. rod.

Box 4262, c/o The Motor Cycle. - [692

PREMIER Parts, or complete Premier or Triump
motor cycles in or out of repair.—Jack War

11, Radford Rd., Leamingtoxi Spa. (72:

WANTED, for countershaft Triumph, B.A. 3-spe(

box, incomplete, back stand, driving side fl,

wheel, or pair complete.—Hole, 129, Park LAne, Wt
[ington. [624

MOTOR Cycles, light cars, spares, and accessorit

new or S.H. ;
prompt cash paid lor above.

McNeille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpw
'Phone : 1092 Royal. [70:

OLD Man Hep Tviil purchase _ gear boxes, engini

spri^ig foike, carlmretters, magnetos, and dynamt

also other parts; please state price.— 19. Wilcox Ei.

South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [45,

W
EXCHANGE.

AED and Co. for exchanges.—Below.

ROVBB and A.B.C. I/ight Cars at new rediic

prices. £180 and £255, completely eiinipped,

exchange for your solo or also G.N. combination fli

cash.—Below.

HAVE yon realised how little caeh may be neteasa

with your outfit? Deferred payments if reQuiTc

Distance no object. Send full particulars oi

macine, we do the rest.—Below.

WAED and Co., 51, Upper Kichmond Ed., En

Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. (68:

"I
^-16h.p. Belsize Landaulet, 4-cyl., gate changX^ exchange; sell £50.

1Q15 Ford Van, fully equipped; exchange; si

J-t' £35.

1 Q16 Studebaker Box Van, dynamo lighting. 5 c

X.%y tachable rims; exchange; sell £60.

—

SV«t

South Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. {741

GEAE Box, 2.6peed, exchange good camera; or s

£3.-7, Vincent St., Crewe. [70

EXCHANGE 1920 Eudge-Malti for A.V. ; casheitl'i

way.—13a, Worple St., Mortlake. [74

1Q21 Eudge Combination, unscratched, (or solo -^
A*' combination.—19, Valnay St., Tooting. [75,

POPULAR 2-stroke; exchange anything usefol: »
£12/10.-97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea. [71

EXCHANGE New B.S.A. ayh.p. and cash for 19

8h.p. Rover.—7, The Vale, Acton, W.3. (72

CYCLE Car. Chater-Lea 8-9h.p., mileage 1,000, I

combination.—31, Majendie Rd., S.E.18. [72

LIGHT Humber Van tor Sale or exchange mol

cycle or combination.—Royal, Brightlingsea;
[69

EXCHANGE 3iAh.p. Premier for Scott or Douel:

or sell £32.—Ketley, Southwell Bd., MansBeli! '

[67

EXCHANGE your present machine lor "a new t

or motor cycle at Kays, 8, Bond St., EaUng
rsc

3ih.p. Triumph, 2-speed, clutch, equipped; Li^

2 weight.—Hall, 27, Flaxton Rd., Plumslea

EXCHANGE 30-cwt. Daimler lorry lot combinaii

—1, Springfield Park Crescent, Cattord, S.I

[71

3 h.p. Inclined F.N. engine; what offers io *scl|;i

anything useful P—Bedding, Kew Ground, Tii

a46 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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Exterior Aids to Speed.

AT
the present time at Brooklands there is

a great deal of discussion regarding

secret fuels and other exterior aids to

speed ; furthermore, certain successful

riders are known to adopt such means to

gain a little advantage over their contemporaries.

No doubt the practice serves a purpose apart

from assistance in winning a race or reducing
record figures; it must indirectly further advance
developments in engine design and construction.

Any extra power obtained must proportionally

place increased stresses upon the engine.

The idea is not new, although the nature of

the ingredients used to-day may be. Over a
decade ago such exterior aids as oxygen, picric

acid, ether, and acetylene gas were used by the

hill-climbing exponents of that era. In a little

while, however, further increased power was
obtained by mechanical means,' and progress took

a long step forward.

During the practising for the last Tourist
Trophy races several so-called "dopes" were
tried, but it is significant that all the winners
used known fuels only.

If there is any advantage accruing from the

addition of chemical agencies to the fuel, it is

only possible to utilise it for comparatively short

distances. -

The present revival of the practice shows how
history works in cycles, "and that at certain

irregular intervals there comes a time when no
one designer has a monopoly of efficiency. The
latter end of 1922 marks perhaps one of those
epochs.

History will repeat itself. Before the Brook-
lands racing season re-op^ens, increased efficiency

will be obtained by design, and until the ex-_

ponents of speed are once again on level terms,
chemical agencies will be laid aside. "Either

way, the matter is not likely to cause heart-

burning among average motor cyclists, because

chemical additions to petrol are only advantage-

ous to those to whom even a fifth of a second in

a kilometre is important.

Sportsmen All.

IT
has been asked if motor cyclists of the

North are keener and more capable than

their Southern brothers. This seems likely

to initiate a controversy which can only

lead to invidious comparisons.

At first glance there might be some little justi-

fication for the supposition. The designation

"sporting rider" has become practically syno-

nymous with one who spends the greater part of

his time in the saddle in searching out and at-

tacking freak gradients and forbidding obstacles

of every description ; when not so engaged he is

competing in speed hill-climbs and the like. Now
the North-country riders excel in this kind of

thing, for the simple reason that the districts in

which they live encourage and in many instances

even necessitate going over tracks ' the like of
which many riders in the Home Counties never
see; should the latter class of riders, however,
become transplanted to a more violently sculp-

tured section of the country, it is not to be
thought otherwise than' that the same British

spirit pervading all of us would rapidly make
the scaling of precipices an habitual enjoyment
to them as it is to the dwellers in the rugged
places.

Nor has the North a monopoly of the type of

country that breeds sporting riders. In Wales,
in the AVestern Midlands, and in the South-West,
too, are hills and tracks to taunt and test the

best, the most enthusiastic, and the most skilful

riders.

^. ../ / //^///^yyyy///^ y /. / /. / / ^-^-^-^^ v.v.s. ^
be found on the page facing the bac.'c cover.

a 1
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Another "Service" Scandal.

THE welfare of the industry is so bound up with
prompt and efficient " service " that it is a real

kindness alike to maker and user if any slips

are exposed. On June 17th a Midland reader dis-

covered that his 192 1 cylinder head was cracked, the

engine being a proprietary type fitted to many makes
of machine, A new one was ordered through the local

agent that night. The subsequent history of the job
is as follows :

June 28th.—New head received. Piston bumped
right up against it.

June 29th.—New head returned to makers.

July 3rd.—Urgent letter from rider, requesting

prompt service.

July 1 8th.—Makers return the same head to local

agent, stating that they manufacture no other

type. If it did not fit, a packing piece must
have been fitted over big-end. This should, be

removed, when head would fit. (N.B.—Engine
had never been dismantled since delivery.)

Rider dismantles engine, finds packing piece

\m. thick, and manages to fit the Jaead. Great
loss of power and speed, as the original he^d
was a special high compression pattern.

August 2nd.—Makers write direct to rider,

admitting that they had sent out a few high
compression heads. None in stock at .the

moment, but they Avill make one, and forward.

September 30th.—No further communication from
makers, except a bill for ^2 i8s.

The Service Manager on the Job,

nF I were appointed service manager of this firm I

should get very busy indeed. On this one job,

urgent letter A remains unanswered for 15 days.

Urgent letter B remains unanswered for 14 days.

Promise C is left unfulfilled for upwards of 59 days.

These are matters of pure office routine, and suggest

wholesale dismissals and reorganisation. Then there

is the technical side. My firm is manufacturing a

special sports engine. Agents and users handle this

engine without being aware that it is not standard

pattern. Steps should be taken to let users know that

standard spares do not fit. All agents should be

impressed with the differences between the two types.

Above all, my own storekeeping department should be
informed that such engines are in customers' hands,

.should be put on the qui vive for identifying replace-

ment orders, and should be provided with an ample
reserve of the necessary parts.

To run a business on the lines adopted bv this con-

cern is one loud shri.sk for the services of the Official

Receiver.

a 16
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The Best Mechanical Pump.

(^EVERAL correspondents have written to endorse

^) my eulogies on this no-trouble oiler, and agree

with my verdict that you just keep oil in your

tank, and the pump does the rest. In practice I do

not find it necessary to adjust the level on the pump,

even with an o.h.v. Triumph, which can be driven as a

sucking dove, or a road devourer, according to one's

caprice. If I used a sidecar, I might have found

this lever useful. At any rate, one reader remarks -

that his sole criticism is the difliculty of operating the

tiny locking catch of the pump plunger wdth a gloved

hand, after injecting an extra dose by hand. Person-

ally, I have left my plunger locked all season, and

cannot conceive of any circumstances in which a solo-

ist need give a hand charge. However, I pass on myi

correspondent's solution of the difficulty. He fits a

rubber ring round the catch, so that it locks itself when

the plunger reaches bottom. He suggests that the

makers should fit a spring catch.

More About Challenger Tubes,

THE_ third complaint of the year about Challenger

tubes is just to hand, a rider stating that after

several thousand miles the inner layer of red
j

rubber split and caved inwards along the tread. The
j

makers reply plausibly enough that this fault is rare

and is always due to gross under-itiflation. They ad-,

mit, however, that manufacturing problems occur, in

the relative curing of the red rubber of the tube andi

of the black mastic " sealing '' insertion; and that in

a few tubes the inside rubber may have been the least

thought undercured, thus enhancing any evil conse-

quences of riding a tyre too soft. The black mastic

is apt to " draw cure " from the red rubber; and to

prevent this terrible catastrophe, they now enclose the

black mastic in an envelope of quick curing grey

rubber,- which divorces it from the red rubber of the

tube. .1 have devoted some attention to these tubes,

first because they are among the very f^v specifics

which offer some protection against small punctures,

and, secondly, because my own sets have never giver

me any trouble or failed in their work.

273,000 V. 50,000.

DT is computed that the existing motor cycle plants cl

Great Britain could turn out 273,000 machines pei

annum, working at full pressure. The presen

annual output is rather under 50,000 machines. More

S -Ixion's" " MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are

i available in book form, price 2s. ^d. post free, from " The

! Motor Cycle" Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.CA-

"1
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Occasional Comments.

—

Ihan ISO firms (including many small assemblers of

standardised units) are occupied in supplying this

rather beggarly total. Some significant facts emerge

from a consideration of these figures, which I owe to

Tlic Motor Cycle Trader. Lumping the factories to-

gether, each of them sells 330 machines a year. The
Ministry of Transport's taxation figures for Great

Britain (dealt with on another page) denote that only

377,000 motor cycles were in commission altogether on

August 31st.

From the User's Standpoint.

AS patrons of the industry, we users must confess

that its condition is not too unllealthy. We
desire from any manufacturer whose wares we

buy that he shall sell us a machine at rock-bottom price ;

back it up with generous service ; develop it to the limits

of perfection embodied in the design ; be financially

stable, so that spares shall be available for twenty years

to come ; and keep his experimental and research de-

partments so hard at w-ork that he can give us some-

thing still better presently. It is quite obvious that

very few firms can afford such a programme under the

conditions outlined above. No wonder that fascinating

novelties bob up, and presently disappear, as their

sponsors exhaust their capital.

Towards Better Things,

tEAL health can never adorn the motor cycle in-

dustry until it is running smoothly and working
" up to capacity," which implies an annual out-

!
put of round about 270,000 machines per year (if pre-

'

sent conditions are maintained). Alternatively, a

number of firms might go cut of business, and the

present safes of 50,000 continue, emanating from a few

factories running

i;it full blast. In

this case, the in-

dustry might
'tend to stagnate

—we should get

iless variety in de-

Isign. One solu-

tion probably lies

betwixt and ' be-

'tiveen. Unless
Britain becomes
jmuch wealthier,

[it can hardly

labsorb 270,000
i machines per
iinnum. Once
hgajn I repeat,

itherefore, that a

|5olution lies in

jin energetic
jsales campaign
'jn overseas
|Doniinions. The
lAstacles to ex-

oorts which have
existed since the
var are rapidly
-lecoming things
f the past.

9
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KO LONGER DIFFICULT. Two or three years ago productive of many anxious
moments. Flagstaff Hill during 1922 has been included in quite a number of Midland
Trials without causing many failure;. E. Arthur (976 Brough Superior sidecar) climbing it

well in the Sutton Coldfieid and North Birmingham event this month.

Bad Weather Ahead.

BOUT this time of year I discard the light

summer waterproofs, climb up to the attic with

a pitchfork, and stir up a dump of all-weather

overalls of all sorts, shapes, and sizes, until I have
dug out something likely to keep me warm and dry
in the bad weather whicli can be expected shortly.

And here's a hint to the trade. I usually have half a

dozen sample suits on test, but my choice invariably

falls on the suit which is easiest to put on and take

off, prox'ided, of course, that it is moderately warm
and rainproof (nothing but oilskin is absolutely

drencherproof for many weeks together). The novice

might fancy that all " split " leggings were easy to

put on. They aren't. I have three or four samples
which are most laborious wear.

For Long Rides.

F one is contemplating a non-stop of 100 miles

or so in dubious weather, w'armth and what the

Cornish villager terms " dryth " are far more
important than convenience in dress- and undress- ing.

For sheer w^armth there is nothing to beat the ex-

R.A.F. Sidcot suits, but some of them are made with

rather an inferior twill, which doesn't stop persistent

rain. For sheer
'

' dryth
'

'—some Cornishman will cor-

rect my spelling if faulty—a rubber poncho looks after

one's top storey most efficiently, supposing the tear-

able nature of oilskins deters one.
"

Head Wear.

THE ideal storm hat for motor cycling has

not yet been invented. You need something
to shield your face when a twenty-mile wind

is added to your cmi 40 m.p.h., and the re-

sultant gale is

tipped with hail

or rain ; and
brimless helmets

convert your
pink cheeks into

a perfect target

for such icy
arrows. Why is-

there no helmet
with a leathes-

covered alu-

minium peak, as

long and stiff as

those on a

jockey's cap.
Similarly, unless

you are wearing

a poncho with a

draw-string or an

.

lunbrella neck,

you need some-

thing to stop
liquid weather

ficm trickling

doAA n your collar.

The common
dodge of wearing

a scarf is most

uncomfortable.

a 17
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AMONG the__AGGESSORIES

Sidecar Shackle Covers.

Neglecting to

lubnca'e s decar

shackles leads to

annoying squeaks.

The Dickens
leather cover
makes greasing a

yearly instead of a

weekly task. 5s,

per pair. (Dickens & &)., Ltd., Cro^s

Cheaping, Coventry.)

Electric Bulb Adaptors.

Five fibre disc adaptors for the conversion

of double-contact bulbs to single contact, or

Dice versa, and tweezers to facilitate handling

are packeted by Andreiv Page & Son,
68, Albion St., Leeds, at Is. 6d. per set.

Useful Inspection Lamp.
Two sizes of

inspection lamp^
are marketed

by A. H. Hunt
Ltd., Tunstall

Rd.,East Croy-
don, Surrey.
The larger (6s.)

has a bayonet

clip bulb and the other (Ss. 6d.) one of the

screw-in type.

Self-locking Sidecar Jack.

—~y-| ,3
^f\

~^i

On 'he Tindle patented

lever-operated jack for heavy

sidecars, etc., a telescopic

leg, which when pushed

down normally barely

touches the
ground, is extens-

ible by a cam act-

ing on a peg pro-

truding from the inner member. A slot in

the cam locks it in the fully open position,

the upper hinge beinj self-locking. (A. T.

Tindle, Hood Street, St. John's Chapel,

County Durham.)

a 18

Adjustab'e Footboard Pads.

Although originaiiy designed for Douglases,

the E.L.I, footbosrd pads fit a number of

other machines, affording an excellent grip

for the rider's feet. 7s. 6d. (Eli. Clarke,

Cheltenham Road, Bristol.)

Simpler Vulcanising.

It is claimed that the Desmo cold process of

vulcanising effects repairs equal in everyway
to ordinary vulcanising. Anyone can use it

;

a torn tube takes ten minutes to put in order;

and, as far as we can judge, the only draw-

back is the extremely unpleasant odour of
the chemicals I The motor cycle size of out-

fit, illustrated, is 5s. 6d. (Desmo Ltd., 264-5,

Broad St., Birmingham.)

Automatically Locked Sidecar
Prop-stand.

Connected with the base of

the Tindle patented sidecar

stand is a rod which locks

the hinge, thus ensuring
that the outfit will not
overrun its stand while
repairs are in progress.

(A. T. Tindle, Hood Street,

St. John's Chapel, County
Durham)

Convenient Eye Protection.

Fitted with a

spring hinge and

clipped I0 the

peak of ihe cap,

{he " G!e,'m

n o n - i n fi a m -

mable ctiiuloid

eye shield is a

useful substitute

for goggles.
(Brown Hros.,

Ltd., Great
Eastern Street,

Lon:^on, E.G.)

Plug for Hot
Engines.

90% nickel dcctrod; and

pbrcelnin insulation are sail

to render this new Hobson

'

motor cycle plug immure from

prerigniiioi. 5s. (Hobsan

Manufacluring Co., L'.d., 29,

Vauxhall Bridge Read, Lon-

don, S.W.I.)

Hollow-cone Valve Cap.

It is claimed that since

the Beard & Fitch

spirally-finned alumin-

ium valve cap is hollow,

it dissipates more he^t

than is usually possible.

It IS stocked to fit most
engines. (Beard &
Fitch, 34, Aylesbury

Street, Clerkenwell.

London, E.C.I.)

Foot rests for Pillionists.

Pillion riding is

made safer,

possibly, and

more comfort-

able, certainly,

when foot rests

such as the

Pidco type are

fitted. (Norrisht

& Pidcock,:
Lonsdale
Chambers, 27,

Chancery Lane,i

London,W.C2.):

25
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Why Exclude Runabouts ? A Genuine Passenger Machine Race Suggested.

By B. H. DAVIES.

rHE A.C.U. decision to organise a sidecar T.T.
in 1923 will act as a charge of high explosive

in motor cycle circles.

No proposition could have stirred up so many sleep-

jig dogs and opened such highly-contentious questions.

; In tackling some of the obvious corollaries I must

I3
understood to vent purely personal opinions. The

'nmediate comments which every knowledgeable rider

ill make are somewhat as follows :

1. "No amateur race, then?
"

2. " There'll be some casualties."

3. "Why are Morgans excluded?"

4. " What's tlie matter with the four-wheeled cycle

r?"
As the Man.xmen will not close the roads for a

lurth race, a sidecar race implies despair of the

issibilities of running an amateur event. I shall

ed no tears on that account. It is not difficult to

:vise a race in which amateur riders, backed to vary-

g degrees by various factories, shall ride against

ch other. It is absolutely impossible to run an
lent in which amateurs shall compete on owner-tuned
imdard machines and let the best man win.

No Reasonable Deterrent.

1
On the casualty question it is probably easy to be
r too timid. The solo races have produced one or
jo serious accidents in the past, but injury has been
;nspicuously absent since the advent of the crash
ilmet. There may be a higher percentage of smashes

j
sidecar practising and racing. The sidecar machine

ij'ers with less docility than a bicycle. Overtaking
I'll be endowed with fresh dangers—dangers more
fbstantial than those of a car race. Structural frac-
tres will occasionally occur. Two men are involved
1 each entry, of whom the driver may be thrown
• ar—^motor bicycle fashion—in a smash, but the
issenger will generally take whatever impact is

fing. (Incidentally, I would not be a passenger in

such a race for any small fee.) Still, the casualty

list might be very considerably greater than recent solo

T.T. figures without necessarily ranking as a reason-

able deterrent.

My own objections to the proposal in its present

form assume shape at this point. The A.C.U., to

all intents and purposes, announces dogmatically that

tlie sidecar is the one and only light passenger vehicle

of the future, and that it is worth our while to spend
thousands of pounds (and possibly a life or two) in

developing the sidecar by racing. I deny both pro-

positions flatly. The sidecar is not the only possible

light passenger vehicle. Even if it' were, I am not con-

vinced that racing is necessarily essential to its de-

velopment, though I am ready to hear this thesis

argued.

500 c.c. Three-Tvheeled Cycle Cars?
The Morgan runabout certainly sells as freely as

most single makes of sidecar outfit. As a direct

and promising rival to the sidecar, the three-wheeler

has an obvious and incontestable claim to a share in

any .jdvertisement and any technical development
which may be going. At present there is no famous
or even well-known three-wheeler with a small engine

'

of the 500 c.c. or 750 c.c. type. Financial conditions

are to blame for this. Technically, there is no reason

at all why a 500 c.c. -Morgan should not compete as

successfully with 500 c.c. sidecars as the 1,000 c.c.

Morgan competes with the big sidecars. On the ex-

clusion of the three-wheeler only three opinions are

possible. The first is that it has been accidentally

overlooked. The second—already widely mooted—is

that the Morgan formerly made a habit of winning

in any open three-wheeled event, and that sidecar in-

terests are afraid lest history should repeat itself. The
third is that no small-engined three-wheelers at present

exist, and that the A.C.Uw does not want any raw

entries. Surely the event ought to be thrown open to

a ig
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The Sidecar T.T.—

any type of three-wheeler? If the Morgan type is not

entered, that will be its makers' funeral, and the

A.C.U. will be guiltless.

Fourthly—and here we enter a sea which is full of

reefs—a great many authorities believe that the future

of light ttt'o-passenger work rests with the four-

wheeled cycle car, such as the G.N., Tamplin, and
(?arden. If this race is to be based on a low capacity

limit—say 500 c.c.-;—the R,,A.C. would probably con-

sent to the inclusion of four-wheelers. Foreign bodies,

if awkward, might be defied or ignored ; such a dis-

agreement would not affect any of the major matters

for which international amity is so valuable. The point

is this. The proposed race may—and 'under present

proposals will—dwindle to rather a parochial affair.

A certain number of British sidecars will struggle for

individual advertisement and renown. Organised on

a broader basis, the race might ultimately lead to

new types of passenger machines.

Very probably the 1923 race would be a mere picnic

among the sidecars. If somebody produces a good
soo c.c. three- or four-wheeler, and either w'ins the

suggested "Passenger T.T.," or covers himself with

glory in it, his market will be assured. France will

certainly play a hand in such an event, if we organise

it. As engine efficiency increases, and cheap motoring

becomes more and more of a slogan, a 500 c.c. Morgan
and a 500 c.c. G.N. are possible delnilantes. In

OCTOBER 26th, i(,22.

fact, if the times had permitted audacious ventures

we should already have seen 500 c.c. cycle cars.

Supposing the powers that be turn down the broac

view and irrationally limit their new race to thi

fa^'oured sidecar, they will miss a screaming oppor
tunity if they limit it to " 500 or 600 c.c," a:

suggested in their ballon d'essai. We have latterh

recognised that the big British twin is an essentia

part of our outJDUt. The home market ab.sorbs j

certain quantity ; the overseas market fairly unani

mously turns down our s.maller engines and favour

—rightly or wrongly—America's big twins.

Arguments for the Big Sidecars.

The Manx course, so many riders say, is unfit fo

a 1,000 c.c. solo race. It is not necessarily unfi

for a 1,000 -c.c. sidecar race. Such an event wouli

give us the chance of de\eloping our big twin

and of proving whether they are or are not better tha,

the Americans. Incidentally, it is still the big twi

which is the backbone of the demand for sidecar work
the 500 c.c. engine is freely used for that purpose

but mainly as a -pis aller by owners who cannot affor

more horse-power.

To sum up, I hope that the new race will blossoi

into a " Passenger T.T. " and include light foui

wheelers. If it should be restricted to sidecars, thei

are strong arguments in favour of raising the capacit

limit to include " big " twins.

FURTHER OPINIONS ON THE SIDECAR T.T.
Prominent Sidecarists in Favour of the Race. Three-wheelers not Favoured.

I-V
our last issue the opinions of well-known per-

sonalities on the three main points now being dis-

cussed in connection with the proposed Sidecar

T.T. were given. These three points are :

(i) ^^'ould such a race help the further de-

'N'elopment of the sidecar ?

(2) Is the sidecar a suitable vehicle to race on

coijgparativeTy narrow' and tortuous roads ?

(3) Should three-wheel runabouts be admitted

"to the race ?

What the Race will Do.
Never has opinion been so unanimous as on the first

two questions; not a single dissentient wrote us last

Aveek. Below we are. able to give extracts from a

further batch of letters, and again everyone is of a

single mind on the first two and most important points

raised.

J. A. Masters (Harley-Davidson).
I cei'taiiily think that such a race would assist in the

development of the sidecar, as in a contest of this nature

the sidecar would be very thoroughly tested out, and side-

car manufacturers no doubt would obtain some very

\aluable data, particularly with regard to wheel beai'ings

and frame connections.

I do not think that it need be feared that development
would be upon wrong lines. A sidecar which would stand

up to a strenuous event like the T.T. must be designed
more or less upon lines which would make it suitable for

hard touring Avork. To encourage this I should like to see a

minimum width of track stipulated in accordance with
touring requirements. Furthermore, the race should con-

siderably assist in the development of the sidecar machine,
ns the latter would be subjected to strains and stresses

wliich the hardest solo riding would not make apparent.

The question of the sidecar outfit being a suitable vehicle

for a race on comparatively narrow and tortuous roads
largely a matter of opinion, but I do not think that

would be any more dangerous than a car race on simiUi

roads.

After all it is largely a question of the driver's abiHt;

and it is for him to find the limit of safety at which tl

roads can be negotiated with a sidecar outfit, the same W3'.'

that it has already more or less been found with so

machines.
I am not in favour of three-wheeled cycle cars competiri

in the same class as sidecar machines, in any competitio'

A sidecar machine aiTd a three-wheeled, cycle car are tv

distinct types of vehicle, and whilst it would no doubt 1

interesting to see them in competition together they shon^

compete amongst themselves in separate classes.

George Grinton.
»I think that a sidecar T.T. would undoubtedly help

develojp a better sidecar machine.
I consider the Isle of Man roads would make a splendn

test for a sidecar machine, and although they are narro

in some parts two machines could easily pass each otbi

in safety on the greater part of the coiu'se.

The race should be kept purely a sidecar one, and I a

strongly in favour of the sidecar limit being raised

l.COO c c. I Irave tried a 1,000 c.c. machine on the convS'

and I hold it is perfect nonsense to say that this machil

is too fast ordangerous for a T.T. race in the Isle of Ma*

J. E. Grecnvi'-ood (Sunbeam).
If ihe sidecars used are of a fairly normal design, aiT

not freaks, a good purpose will be served. They shoii

be examined by experts before the race to see if they a

safe, not only to the rider but to other competitors.

The Isle of Man course is quite suitable if the macliii

are iu the hands of thoroughly capable and experienc

men—not othsrwise.

I do not agree that three-wheel runabouts should

included.

3»
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W. Giles (A.J.S.).

riiis company has always advocated racing in all its

nns as being one of th« best and quickest ways of "im-
oving the breed." We, therefore, look favourably on tlie

w sidecar race. When one considers the enormous amount
knowledge wliich is gained each year by manufacturers

m compete in the solo races, there is little doubt that the.

Iccar outfit will materially benefit by such a race. It is

ite possible that the knowledge gained will apply more
the machine than the sidecar, but, nevertheless, it will

:
of a useful nature.

It is to be hoped that nothing freakish, and of a nature

it applicable to touring conditions, will be introduced,

,d it might be ad\'isable to make some regulation with
,ard to weight and w-idth, which should not be cut down

I absurdities.

There is little doubt but that the drivers would adapt
("mselvcs to the course, and that the speed would airto-

ritically adjust itself in exactly the same way as it does
i the solo race. One thing, however, is certain, and that

i that this race would call for great driving skill, and a

iisonable amount of restraint.

\Ve can see no reason whatever why three-wheeled cycle

: i should not be allowed to compete.

I W. Barnes (Zenith).

V sidecar race would considerably help the developnaent
.. an etficient sidecar. I consider a sidecar is just as sale

d suitable a vehicle as a solo machine to race on the
[i.M. roads. It is just as easy to seek trouble on a solo
:chine as on a sidecar.

iy all means, if it is possible, make it a race for three-

, eeled passenger macliines. We might see something new
; in an appeai-ance.

1 C. de la Hay (Sunbeam).
y race of this description could not fail to further the
i elopment of the sidecar, and the result should be to give

public a greatly improved machine in the direction of
i'ght, strength, and steering capabilities,

"he race should be as sate as the solo race providing vei-y

'Hgent rules are laid down with regard to design and
•lipment; furthermore, it would be essential to the safety
nil concerned that experienced drivers only be allowed to
apete.

11 machines should be passed by competent engineers, and
t e of our foremost designers and riders should be asked
8give_ the benefit of their experience in drawing up the
(.ilations with regard to design, etc.. and in examining
I' competing machines.
do not favour admitting three-wheeled cycle cars to the

: at; in the first place these may offer difficulties with
'1 u'd to passing on the more difficult parts of the course,
I; also, if the race is to be a sidecar race, let sidecars only
:<ipete.

A. R. Grindlay (Sidecar Manufacturer).
Undoubtedly the suggested race will materially help in the

development and improvement of the sidecar, but we con-
sider that the race should be looked upon as an c.xperiment
only and not be run for the full length of the T.T. course.
We do not think that, in an experimental race of this

nature, three-wheeled cycle cars should be admitted ; but there
\s, no reason w'hy it should not be done another year, providing
the sidecar event proves to be satisfactory.

John W. Meredith (T.B. Three-wheeler).
Three-wheeled cycle cars should certainly be admitted, as in

all competitions in the past three-wheelers have to compete
chietiy against motor cycles and sidecars.

Eric Williams (T.T. Winner).
To a certain extent this race would tend to help develop-

ment of the comparatively lightweight sidecar outfit, as it

will give sidecar manufacturers an opportunity of advancing
and testing chassis designs.

I do not consider that the I.O.M. course is too narrow or
too rough, nor that there is any more danger than in a solo
event, but think it should be considered that ballast might be
used instead of a passenger.
Three-wheelers might be admitted if they come within the

limits of capacity allowed.

W. A. Fell-Smith.
For several years I have been a strong . advocate of a

sidecar T.T., and it has been a matter of some surprise to
me that any suggestions made in your correspondence
columns to the effect that a sidecar T.T. should be held
have hitherto had cold water pomed on them by the A.C.U.

I see no reason whatsoever why sidecars should not be
raced on the Isle of Man course just as safely as cars—in

fact, I snould have thought the sidecar to be by far the
safer vehicle, properly driven, on narrow roads.

Three-wlieelers, to my mind, can be raced on equal terms
with 1.000 c.c. sidecars, "but if any restrictions are to be
imposed on eu';ine capacity for sidecars I am all in favour
of excluding three-wheelers from the race.

Reg. Bro-virn.

I have been looking forward to a sidecar T.T. for year's.

I am certain it will help the development of sidecars

;

also improve the designs. It will also teach the manu-
facturer where strength is required in both frame and
chassis, and. will certainly be a more gruelling test for

engine and gear box than the solo T.T.
I would just as soon race with a sidecar as solo on the

Isle of Man course, and do not think there is any more
danger, provided one rides with one's head,

I certainly do not think that cycle cars should be ad-

mitted to the race.

ALL ABOUT TWO-STROKES.
AVING only thVee mo^ing parts—crankshaft,

piston, and connecting rod—the two-stroke is

-) bound to be the most popular tjqje of motor
^le with the novice. The number of two-stroke light-

vghts now in use in this country must be over
rijOoo.

iBut because it only has three moving parts is no
{.5on to suppose that nothing can be done to improve
t.running; or, if mystifying symptoms appear, that
t!s within the scope of the tyro to remedy them.
P;- this reason "Two-stroke Motor Cycles,"* now
lilts second edition, has always been a popular hand-
wj'k. Prepared by the staff of The Motor Cycle, the
3iik contains nearly 200 pages and deals with all

'lliffe & .Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor Street. London,
4 : 2s. 6d., by post 2S. gd.

there is to know about this type of machine, par-

ticularly from the owner's viewpoint.

Three very valuable chapters are entitled " Getting

the Best Results on the Koad," " Tuning Up," and
"Tracing Troubles." Another gives special instruc-

tions on the detection of faults in the electric lighting

systems more often employed on two-stroke machines,

and a final chapter, auxiliary to the simple descrip-

tions of how everything works, is devoted to the more
technical aspects of two-stroke engine design, regarding

\\ hich little is known by the general public.

Interesting units are described in detail, and excep-

tionally clear drawings and photographs are used

throughout to supplement the letterpress.

No owner of a two-stroke motor cycle can afford to

be without this handbook.
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QUEER MOTOR SPIRIT.
"Dops" on the Track. Racing Men Rubbing up their Knowledge of Chemistry.

REALLY the B.M.C.R.C. will have to consider
the question of providing gas masks for spec-

tators at its race meetings if the "present craze

for ' dope " continues. Asphyxiation is risked by the

unwary looker-on who gets in the way of many an ex-

haust. The Paddock begins to smell like a chemist's

shop, and talk in the members' tea-room turns on the

subject of formula?.

A Deadly Secret
For " dope " has become the fa\-ourite topic of

Brooklands habifiies. They gather in small knots in

dark corners and talk of how .so-and-so suddenly
pushed his speed up five miles an hour, and so upset
" Ebby's " handicap calculations. But never was a

secret more jealously guarded :
" dope " is not spoken

of as such, nor are the constituents thereof ever men-
tioned. There is an uncomfortable silence when the

outsider talks of what his nose has told him, until

("only a small one this time—don't drown it"),

becoming on more familiar terms, it is confided that

somebody first introduced it, and everybody else has
had to follow in self-defence.

The funny part is that the liquid (euphoniously
dubbed " mixture ") always emanates from a petrol

can in the same manner as that old-fashidned stuff now

termed " straight spirit." True, a certain big tu

exponent gave the game away one day by walki.

acrcss the Paddock v.dth a two-gallon Winchester ;

one hand and a qieasure glass in the other, but tho

A\'ere very fe;v people about that afternoon. Nevertl

less, it was generally felt that the action was'a tri

indiscreet.

Available Anywhere.
What's that?—no, don't ask me : / can't tell y

what the stuff really is. For all I know it might

chloroform or ether and/or alcohol, but I don't tlii

you need attach any credence to the whisper of " gi

powder and picric acid '' that I happened to overlie;

They do say that South Africa is not unconnected w

some of the stuff', but I feel I ought to add that c

local a^'ers that he buys all the components of .1

mixture in the village.

Of course, there's no rule against using any sort.'

fuel you like. Whether or not there should be is

moot point. I suppose the B.M.C.R.C. can pu^

ban on " dope " if it feels it ought to : perhapsi

will commission the stewards to put their noses insi.

all tanks before the start of a race. At any rate, so'

protection should be extended to the spectators.
" Gas."s

A TRAFFIC CENSUS.

THE 17th annual Motor Transport Edgware Road
Traffic Census of nine hours (9 a.m. to 6 p.m.)
shows that the number of private motor cars

which passed was 1,422, constituting a new record;
this is 217 more than the total counted last year. Taxi-
cabs, on the other hand, showed a decrease, as of these

vehicles 1,229 passed, which is 81 less than the 192

r

figure.

Motor 'buses were also fewer, the total number being

2,058, as compared with 2,164 counted at last census.

A new record was established by motor trade vans,

which totalled 1,768, beating last year's record of 1,515
hy 253-

New records were made by solo motor cycles »

m.otor cycle and sidecar outfits. Together th

totalled 348, of which 148 were solo machines,

carriers, and 136 had sidecars attached.

Pedal bicycles numbered 2,308, as against 1,691^'

last year; a record of 2,355 ^^''^^ established in 19

Pedal carriers included in the above count numbei

254, which is a long way below the best figure, althoil

better than last year's 182.

During the nine hours, the total number of yeluc

passing both ways amounted to 10,442. This is aaOti

record, showing an increase of 516 over the prevu

record of 9,926 in 1912.

19
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IRELAND'S PREMIER ROAD RACE.
urther Impressions of the Ulster Grand Prix including those of two Successful

English Riders.

described in 21ie Motor Cycle last week, tlie

first Ulster Grand Prix Race was held on

Saturday, October 14th, amid scenes of en-

thusiasm unparalleled in Northern Ireland. H. W.
jHassall (o.h.v. Norton) won by the narrow margin

•)f 44% seconds.

This was not the first road race engineered by the

sportsmen of the North, but was the culmination of

\i- least two years' hard work and practice in this par-

icular branch of motor cycle activity. To the pro-

noters (the Ulster Motor Cycle Club), to the Royal

ijlster Constabulary, and to the residents in proximity

the course, the thanks of thousands of people are

lue for the spirit of co-operation and goodwill which

nade the day so successful.

The Northern Parliament has fully realised the im-

lortance of fostering motoring in all its branches, and.

In accordance with an Act of Parliament passed re-

cently, the Ministry of Home Affairs authorised the

losing of the roads from 12.30 p.m. till 5 p.m. The
;\.ntrim County Council loyally gave all the support

iiossible.

Seven TwentycMile Circuits.

The triangular course touched Crumlin, Muckamore,
lUdergrove, and Antrim. The laps were of 20^ miles,

nd had to be covered seven times, equalling 143J
;)iles; all the important corners were right-hand ones.

j'he race was on the handicap principle, and was,

perefore, very easy to follow, as no man had a start-

jig debit in hand, and the first machine over the line

1
as the winner.

I
The writer was stationed at

iluckamore corner, and saw some
l->ry neat exbibitions of riding

{till and some the reverse. Among
:

le lightweight riders, K. McCleery

548 Diamond), H. Palmer (348
|i!araond), S. M. Adams (348
j.aleigh), and S. A. Dale (349
j.h.v. New Scale) showed consider-

ple skill in negotiating this corner.

I
asily the best displays on the

Javier machines were made by
. Mallon (492 Sunbeam), H.
[assail (490 o.h.v. Norton), J.
[ill (494 Dougla.s), and N. P.
etcalfe (976 Brough Superior).

' In the earlier stages of the race,

};fore men began to drop out, some
I'ry consistent riding was shown.
'it, as time went on, gaps began to

ppear in the ranks, especially
niong the 250 c.c. and 350 c.c.

achines. K. McCleery (348 Dia-
ond) made a record -first lap, and
,

sixteen miles actually jumped
i-eor six places. His brother, H.
cCleery (48 1 Scott) rode steadily

12

H. W. Hassall, the

o.h.v. Norton, being

finish of

throughout, and well deserved the place in which
he finished. J. W. Shaw (490 o.h.v. Norton)
as usual put up some very fast times, doing the
first two laps in 40 minutes, and J. F. Dinsmore, also
on a Norton, lapped most consistently. F. Andrew's

(348 Trump-Jap) made a magnificent ride, and was
only beaten by 44% seconds when actually within
sight of the judges.

S. A. Dale (349 o.h.v. New Scale) and S. M.
Adams (348 Raleigh) rode well and picked up places
in the earlier laps. T. Mallon (492 Sunbeam)
came round with almost clockwork regularity, which
was all the more worthy of praise as he had only had
his machine deli\'ered on the previous day and had
ne\'er been on the course prior to the race

Fastest Lap.
To H. Langman (532 Scott) fell the credit of fastest

lap, which he covered at the average speed of

65.77 m.p.h.
H. Hassall deser^•ed his victory, for he put up a

splendid performance throughouii, giving the limit

men no less than 59 minutes allowance. His average
for the course was 60.7 m.p.h.

Detailed results are as follow :

—

1. H. Hassall (490 o.h.v. Norton).
Handicap. Im. Net time, 142m. 8|s.

2. F. Andrews (348 Trump Jap).
Handicap, Sl^m. Net time, 173m. 53is.

3. J. F. Dinsmore (490 Norton).
Handicap, 6m. Net time, 149ra. 29|s.

4. J. Whitehead (481 Scott Squirrel).
Handicap, 11m. Net time, 156m. 42|s.

5. F. Hamilton (481 Scott). Handicap 10-im.

6. W. S. Handley (248 o.h.v. O.K.
Junior). Handicap, 15m.

7. J. Hill (494 Douglas). Handicap,
6m.

8. S. Wallace (248 o.h.v. Rex Acme).
Handicap, 33|m.

9. W. Murray (348 Francis-Barnett).
Handicap, 45m.

10. H. McCle«ry (481 Scott). Handi-
cap, 5ini.

11. C. A. Sfeator (348 Mohawk). Han-
dicap, 35im.

12. T. Mallon (492 Sunbeam). Handi-
cap, 45m.

13. N. P. Metcalfe (976 Brough Su-
perior). Scratch.

250 c.c. Class.

1. W. S. Handley (248 o.h.v. O.K.
Junior). Handicap, 15m.

2. S. Wallace (248 o.h.v. Rex Acme).
Handicap, 33^m.

Unlimited Class.

1. X. P. Metcalfe (976 Brough Supe-
rior). • Scratch.

There Avere many valuable prizes,

the chief being, of course, the Ulster

Grand Prix Trophy, which is to be
. , . ., r competed for annually. This

vicSonous rider ot an ^ ,.,,^11
escorted away at the trophy was presented to the Club

the race. by the Anglo-American, Shell-.Mcx,

a 23
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Ireland's Premier Road Race.—
and British Petroleum Oil companies. Mr. J. D.
Shaw presented a gold medal for the competitor who
displayed most pluck and endurance.

The winner's impressions of the event are particu-

larly interesting, for he has this year ridden in the

Senior T.T. Race, the French Grand Prix, and the

Belgian Grand Prix.

Hassall ~ describes the Clady course, as the Irish

circuit is called, as " of triangular shape with, to be

Irish, four sides, the apex of the triangle being flat.

There are five bad corners of the Signpost or Craig-

tia-baa type and several bends needing care.

The Winner's Impressions.

" The rest of the course consists of straights, one
being seven miles in length, in this instance mounting
in a series of undulating steps for five miles, the final

two miles being downhill. The filling up depot and
grand stand are situated just where the downhill por-

tion commences. - The surface is rather ' pot-holey,'

and constitutes a good test of tyres, frame and forks,

and the rider's wrists. In the case of the bad corners

safety gaps are left in the form of by-roads, so that

in the event of a rider approaching a corner too fast

he can take the by-road, turn, and regain the course.
" On the Saturday of the race the course was greasy

in places beneath the yees owing to heavy rain earlier

in the week, and these by-roads were consequently in

great demand !

" The Isle of Man course is. in my opinion, still

the finest all-round test, but the Irish course compares
very favourably indeed with the French courses at

Strasbourg and Le Mans, and is about equal in severity

to the Belgian course at Spa."
The event was run on the handicap princijjle. the

limit man receiving one hour from scratch. Hassall
says that he would like to pay a tribute to the excel-

lence .of ' the handicapping, the second, third, ml
fourth men finished within two minutes of himself.

Further, he states that the organisation was splendid,

all corners being marked with warning boards and
banners in an identical manner with this year's T.T.
This, together with the very sporting attitude of the

local riders, made the event a thoroughly enjoyaljle

one. The entry of seventy-five riders shows tlK'

measure of local enthusiasm. For next year's event

T'CEUMUfi '

Triangular 2&J-mile course, over which the Ulster Grand
Prix was run.

the roads will be specially prepared, and he is confident

that the meeting will be second only in importance to

the T.T. itself. His own experience can be summed
up briefly as enjoyable, and the o.h.v. Norton ran

faultlessly throughout.

W. L. Handley, the O.K. Junior rider, who won
the 250 c.c. class, only left Birmingham on the Friday

afternoon prior to the race on Saturday.

No Severe Climbing.

After travelling overnight, he took a quiet trip round-

the course on Saturday morning. He considers that it

was quite a sportirig one, with a few very fast

stretches, but that these fast stretches only accentuated

the roughness of the roads. It was a top gear course^

but quick deceleration and acceleration were required

for the four or five bad corners. He praises the

marshalling particularly. ".!

" I cannot pretend,'' states Handley. " that tile
'

Ulster race is as important as the T.T.,> but, taken all

round, it is a very sporting event which ought to be

perpetuated.
" I am very pleased that I participated; I am more

than ever pleased with my machine. . ; I took a b£i.d

tumble and bent a rib or two in the second lap taking

a corner a bit faster than I ought to have done through

lack of knowledge, but, notwithstanding this, I am

glad that I went and glad I won my class."

COMPOSITION OF CARBON DEPOSITS.

IT
is generally assumed that the carbon deposit

formed inside a motor cycle engine consists almost

entirely of burnt oil and of soot from incomplete

combustion of the fuel. But it is to be expected that

there will be present an appreciable amount of mineral
matter, derived mainly from ordinary road dust. That
this is actually the case is shown by some figures of

the Avriter's. The deposit obtained from the piston

head of a big twin when analysed was found! to give,

on ignition, 12.8% of ash, which means that only

87.8% was actually carbon or burnt oil. The ash, on
analysis, gave the following figures :

Silica t 43.0"f',

Iron, as Fe„0., 48.1';r',

Undetermined 8.9%

Thus 43% of the mineral matter present, or 5.5%
of the original deposit, was composed of silica, and

the whole of this was undoubtedly derived from road

dust. It should be noted that the carburetter was an

old-type Anrac, fitted with a dust trap, but no gauze-

for filtering the air taken in. The origin of the iron

is not quite so clear. Apparently it must have come

from the cylinder or piston, most probably from the

piston head.

Another curious fact \vorthy of note is that a small

trace of copper was also found, although its source is

not at all clear unless some element in the fuel had a

solvent action on the petrol pipe.

G. MiDDI-ETON.
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ALT-Y-BADY.
How to Climb It.

By '^One Who Knows the Hill."

IF
there is a purgatory for trials

riders, almost certain])' Alt-

y-Bady will be included as a

non-stop section. No outside

assistance will be allowed. . . .

But enough—the prospect is

too nightmareisli to contemplate.

TJiere is no doubt about it : the
" Bady " is a horrible hill. In

fair weather or foul it is invari-

ably wet. It is steep. It is long

enough to discourage rushing. Its

normal surface is of the con-

sistency and viscosity of a 50-50
mixture of Vaseline and Vacuum
T.T. , this being nicely plastered

over huge irregularly-placed slabs

of rock. Yet it sliould not beat

the modern motor cycle.

Gear ratios and tyres both are

all-important.

A simple formula infallibly

gi\-es you a low gear ratio :

W M X W R
C xK

Wliere : W M = weight of macliine in

pounds.
W R = weight of rider in

pounds.
C = capacity of engine in

cubic cm.
K = a constant of 10.

N.B.—Another method substitutes
"of rider" for "of engine" under C
and recxuires other modifications, but
does not usually apply when the lunch
stop is at Llangollen.

I am not so sure as to what (or

who) gives you tyres, but they
must be of the right pattern. If
you have previously failed on the
three-ribbed type, try tlie studded
variety, or vice versa. These
should be brand new at the com-
mencement of the trial, although
one of the best ascents I ha^'e ever
witnessed was made on an old
twin with a perfectly smooth rear
cover.

The best speed to take the hill

at should be decided upon before-
liand ; it is inadvisable (and some-
times impossible) to touch the
throttle lever later on. While it

is not much use trying to steer an
arrow-like course, it is not con-
sidered good practice to try to
ease the gradient by zig-zagging.

I am convinced that the man
who carries out these instructions
faithfully need never fear Alt-y-

16

Threo styles of attempting Alt-y-Bady. Only the middle rider was successful.

Bady. Myself, I always start the
climb full of confidence—doubt is

fatal—and one of these day
to make a clean ascent.-

s 1 hope
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should ce addressed to the Editor, " The Siotor Cycle," Dorset House, Tador Street, E.C.4,, and must be acccmpanied by the writer's name and address.

BEST IN THEIH CLASSES.

Sir,—We think that your correspondent has embarked upon
rather a bold enterprise when he tries to classify motor cycles.

We suggest tlrat perhaps tlie Indian might receive a little

attention in the l.OCO c.c. class. In the 500 c.c, category
the Norton might perhaps be included. As for the 350 c.c.

list we note that a macliine which has won four consecutive
T.Ts. and one senior- T.T. is omitted; and also the 250 c.c,
the Levis, which has done some very good work, has failed
to appear. _ G.J.S.-O.
Winchester. L.T.L.

Sir,—Though by no means favouring a slow machine mj'self,

I am certain that most motor cyclists put reliability before
.speed. I do not mean to insinuate that all reliable machines
are slow, or that a machine cannot be both speedy and
reliable. But I think most riders are willing to sacrrfice a
little speed for greater reliability.

I consider it an impossible feat to make a list of the
finest solo machines accurately. For example, I think the
550 c.c. Triumpli should be included in the finest 750 c.c.

machines, if reliability is to be considered. Yet I am of
the opinion that the thi-ee machines, which are considered
best in the 750 c.c. class, are worth their place.

l\Iay I also suggest that it w-ould be hard to find much
better 350 c.c. machines than the A.J.S. Douglas, and New
Imperial? A. HARTLEY.

Sir,—Y'our correspondent errs somewhat from the accepted
meaning of solo machine. His list is apparently that of fa.st

sports models and racing 'buses, and perhaps if he had en-
quired further than his own select circle he would have
probably heard of such motor cj-cles as the 499 c.c. Triumph
and the 349 c.c. A.J.S.
Assembled machines, 'even if they have overhead valve,,

are not ahrai/s accepted as the best machine.
Cheshire. ' XELA.

Sir,—On the whole I agree with the selection of the three
best solo machines in each class formulated by a correspondent
recently, but in my opinion a few alterations are necessary.
Judging by his selection, I should imagine that he was
a bit of a speed merchant ; let us have a few touring machines
on the list as well. The following is my selection:—

i,CCO c.c. class : (1) Super-sports Zenith-Jap.

(2) S.S. 80 Brough Superior-Jap.

(3) Super-sports Matchless-Jap.
750 c.c. class ; (1) Humber.

(2) 650 c.c. Zenith-Jap.

(3 550 c.c. Triumph.
500 c.c. class : (1) 499 c.c. Triumph.

(2) Sunbeam.
(3) N.U.T.-Jap.

350 c.c. class : (1) Beardmore-Barr and Stroud.

(2) Hawker-Blackburne.
(3) A.J.S. (Model B2).

250 c.c. class : (1) Holroyd-Jap.
(2) Levis.

(3) Velocette.
I can only think of one really bad motor

what is the definition of a bad machine?
hear some of your readers' opinions on the subject.
London, N.W.ll. ' REVS.
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cycle. After all,

I should like to

Sir,^—A correspondent considers that in the 500 c.c. class^

the first, second, and third best standard machines a"re :
—

Long-stroke Sunbeam.
O.h.v. Douglas.
Scott-Squirrel.

I think that his friends have not heard of any other motor
cycle in that .class, so may I suggest:—

1. Long-stroke Sunbeam.
2. O.h.v. Triumph.
3. Norton.

Also may I suggest that in the 1,000 c.c. class that the
third best is a Sports Indian? RICUMPII.

Worcester.

Sir,—I have attempted to formulate my idea of the three

best solo machines in each class. But to quote the Latin
saying

—

qiiot homines tot sentcntke!

1,000 c.c. : S.S. 80 Brough Superior.

O.h.v. Trump Anzani.
Super-sports Zenith.

750 c.c. : 80 m.p.h. Coventry Victor.

Quick Six Martinsyde.
75 m.p.h. Trump-Jap.

500 c.c. : Long-stroke Sunbeam.
O.h.v. Noi-ton.

Sports Sunbeam.
350 c.c. : O.h.v. Massey-Arran.

O.h.v. Bex Acme.
O.h.v. New Scale.-

270 c.c. : Erancis-Barnett.
O.h.v. Reyre Newson.
New Comet Climax.

250 c.c. : O.h.v. Coventry Eagle-Jap.
O.h.A'. Cotton-Blackburne.
Grindlav.

RONALD C. H. RUSSELL.
THE ETHICS OF " HANGING-ON."

Sir,—Regarding Mr. Thorpe's reply to my letter, he would
do well to remember that sarcasm can never take the place

of logic.

He taxes me with " sheer ignorance." What is the trac-

tive resistance {i.e., resistance due to fi'iction) of a vehicle

travelling 30 miles per hour as compared with that resist-

ance at 1 mile per hour? It is exactly the same. Tractive
resistance is always expressed at the rate of so many
pounds per ton, and has no relation to speed. Now what is

the resistance of the air at 30 miles per hour as. compared
with 1 m.p.h.? It is roiighly 900 tii/ies as great, as it

increases as the square of the speed, approximately. In the

case of a bicycle, with its ball bearings, etc., the tractive

resistance due to friction is absolutely negligible when com-
pared with the enormous increases of au- pressure and air

friction at the higher speeds.

If Jlr. Thorpe continues to doubt my statement, let him
compare the big differences between paced and unpaoed
cycling records ; tractive resistance is the same in both

cases : wind resistance is the only cause of the differences.

In spite of assertions to the contrary, there are large

numbers of road users who object to being used as pacers,

from one reason or another,- and the least that would-be
"hangers-on" can do is to desist when civilly requested
to do so. BENEDICT.
High W.ycombe
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LARGE TYRES ON SMALL MACHINES.

Sir,—I would like to disagi'M with Jly. Houldiiig, who
sftvs that the smnll tyre has had its day on 2S0 c.c. machines.

I took delivery of a Velocette early this year, with 24x2iin.

tyres, and in 3,000 miles' running I have had one puncture

in the driving wheel and no bui-sts over all kinds of roads,

mostly bad. - TOUCHWOOD.
Scacombe.

DEFICIENCIES OF THE HIGH EFFICIENCY ENGINE

Sir,—The present boom in small " liigh-efficiency " engines,

and the letters recently appearing in The Motor Vycle from
enthusiastic owners of such machines who have ridden

nothing bigger, warrant, I think, a few words from the

other point of view. What on earth is the point of this

ci'-aze for cutting doiTn engine capacity to its utmost limits

at all costs, and fitting multitudinous "gears to compensate

for lack of " pep " ? I suppose it is to some extent due to an
entirely erroneous popplar notion that the smaller the engine

the smaller the petrol consumption. The petrol consumption
depends on the work done and, all other things being equal,

has nothing whatever to do with the size of the engine.

More than that, considering oil, tyres, and replacements, a

small sidecar outfit is actually mot-e expensive to run than

a big one—granted, of course, equal and similar usage in

in both cashes. - I am speaking from actual personal experi-

ence. Of course a 350 c.c, machine can do the " work " of a

500 c.c. one. A 350 c.c. Douglas engine, given adequate cool-

ing and sufficiently low gear, could . propel a fully loaded
Rolls-Royce up Porlock hill; "work," however, takes no
account of time, and most Rolls-Royce owners retain the

!
50 h.p. unit supplied by the makers.
The spectacle of an unfortunate engine of totally iiutde-

quate capacity screaming itself hoarse on a 6-1 top gear

i
simply makes me ill. For serious long distance fast touring,

;
the small high-efficiency machine is an impossible proposition

:
owing to lack of reserve power, in all but the most favour-

able conditions ; and it is unnecessaril,y complicated for

! pottering round town or golf links, for which a small tw'o-

\ stroke is far better.

I

I have in mind two 1911 "8 h.p." Chater-Lea outlits my
I family owned before the war. With the old type B. and B.

I
carburetter they used to take a_ passenger and luggage
7Q m.p.g. regularly, and at best would take the same load

I up Red Hill (near Bristol) on top gear-.(3|-l, ye high-rev.
' merchants !). Experiences with a 595 c.c. Douglas (1920)

outfit led me to discard the sidecar, fit a Warner rear spring
frame (£1 at Grose's and a gift at the price !), a Brooks'
B500 saddle, revised oiling system, and B. and B. car-

buretter. And I now have an admirable solo 'bus—geared
4^-1, and a pleasure to drive.

,1 In conclusion .1 can only repeat what others have said

—

; that no one having tried a big, woolly, flexible engine will

ever go back to the small high -rev. type. ?ily next mount
will be a 976 c.c. (belt) Zenith, solo.

Usual disclaimers. A.E 8675.
London, S.E.I.

GOGGLES FOR THE SPECTACLED RIDER.

\

Sir,—I would like to thank Jlr. Ellis for the suggested
form of goggle, and I intend to have one made upon these

!

lines. I trust he will not object. Mr. Ellis has not men-
j

tioned one very good point ; that is, the optical conditions
!

in the glass are common to both eyes, when the goggle is
in any position—a most important point but generally
impossible with the ordinary goggle. I hope "Awaka-

I

wakawa" adopts this suggestion, too, but I hope he does
i
not go for a prescription ! Any working optician will work

;

the window plane and parallel and give him perfect satis-
, faction.

t In reference to Mr. Freeman Lee's letter, I think he has
i

not noted that " Awakawakawa " v^ishes to wear his present
spectacles, therefore I think he will agree that many things
he has \vritten should have been omitted.
Tn view of the contents of his second paragraph he must

."irree with me upon the most obvious fact that lenses caiuiot
batisfactorily fitted to goggles. Then why ad..ise, us to
i-Uit a qualified optician?

6

1 therefore reiterat.e the advice I gave your reader and
would add that if the vision is unaided use plane (not plain)
windows properly made by an optician. If the vision
is_ aided keep your spectacles in use and again fi.'c plane
windows to the goggles.
Mr. Lee's experiences are quite interesting, but more

details are required for criticism, and the errors of perspec-
tive attributed to variation in the refractive index can be
dismissed. ROVER.
London, N.W.19.

THE MOTOR CYCLE FOR THE MASSES.
Sir,—I can quite endorse your editorial remarks, but do

not think you have put the case of the real miniature motor
cycle as distinct from the motorised bicycle strongly enough

;

from practical experience I have far greater faith in the
eventual popularity of the former.

I have for a considerable time been using an Atlas minia-
ture motor cycle, which is fitted with an engine of 142 c.c,
and weighs, as originally delivered (a single speed model) to

me, 95lb. In this form I ran it for some hundreds of miles

in North Wales with every success ; later I fitted a plain
two-speed gear bo-.x supplied by the manufacturers. This
fitting has made the machine an absolutely go-anywhere
mount, and at a really good average. I have no difficult.y

whatever in maintaining a speed in excess of the legal

limit over long distances, and can do nearly 40 m.p.h. on
decent roads when necessary. I have surprised many owners
of considerably higher powered machines with the speed
my little mount is callable of attaining. Petrol consumption
works out at about 150 m.p.g., and the oil consumption is

practically negligible as the petrol! system is used. I am
convinced that there is a large number of people who will

Welcome a machine of this type as a cheap means of trans-

port for business or pleasure. For my own part, I use it in

Mrs. Doris J. Cocks on

the Atlas miniature re-

ferred to in her le'.ter

the course of my. business as a commercial traveller to cover

about 400 miles of road per week, I have done well over
lOO miles in a day, making business calls in five towns in

this distance. I think your suggestion that the A.C.U.
should create a new class for macliines under 150 c.c an
excellent one, and hope you will do your best to bring this

into existence, when there will be one more milestone in

the history of motor cycling, established by the foresight

and energy of The Motor Cycle.

(AlRs.) DORIS J. COCKS.

THE ROOT CAUSE OF KNOCKING.

Sir,—I was very niuch interested in the article on " Knock-
ing," by " G.T.C." Whilst appreciating his explanation, I

think he has not made himself sufficiently clear and misses

the main controlling factor of detonation.

Tt is the rate of burning of that portion of the charge

first ignited upon which detonation prunarily depends. No
doubt a compression wave of more or less intensity is always
present during the first stages of combustion. It is only

when this rate ef burning is abnormal that the expansion,

a ?.g
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and in turr. compression, is such as to cause detonation or

the instantaneous combustion of the whole of the remaining
cnarge. If detonation is allowed to continue overheating of

such insulated parts as the plug points will cause pre-

ignition.

Much of the reverberatory action of defonation can be
damped out by proper designing of the combustion -.head.

Compactness, freedom from small pockets,, no long parallel

surfaces will go far towards eliminating heat and sound
from being concentrated by reverberatory action. The
sparking plug should be so situated as to give the shortest

possible flame travel. The A.J.S. 1921 T.T. model is a

striking example of what I mean, aria the sectional eleva-

tion in j-our July issue of that year" will show the main
points I have mentioned.

It is a well-known fact that an admixture of benzole or

cool exhaust gases to the charge, at the carburetter, will in

most cases eliminate altogether this complaint. The thermal
efficiency will not be reduced to any extent unless the com-
l^laint has become chronic. These, I think, are two imme-
diate remedies that will be found more suitable and effective

than those given by "G.T.C." Most of these facts were
taken from Mr. Ricardo's latest papers.
-Aliddlesbrough. ANTINOK.

SCHOOLBOYS AND TAXATION.
Sir,—I should like to point out another side of the un-

fairness of the present system of taxation. I am one member
of a rapidly increasing class of motor cyclists—that is, school-

boy motor cyclists. Not being allowed to have my machine
at school, I use it, roughly, for fourteen weeks in the vear,

for which I pay £3 taxation. A. HARTLEY.

T.T. RACES FOU SMALLER MACHINES.
Sir,—Your arguments in favour of T.T. races for smaller

machines, presumably excluding the 500 c.c. type, have, I

fear, little justification.

It is incorrect to inter that the 500 c.c. machine has
reached perfection. Excellent as they may be, all the 500 c.c.

machines on the market to-day would benefit by the lessons
of many future races.

The public may not want 80 m.p.h. motor cycles in any
quantity, but they do want something capable of ' an occa-
sional 60 m.p.h. The makes that can be relied on to reach
that mark without being at the top pitch of their tune can
be counted on the fingers of one hand.
Anyhow, manufacturers do not enter the T.T. to improve

their designs ; they enter for advertisement. Therefore,
unless the races are to become like an American, trade
publicity rally, the element of sport must also be retained.
Talk too much about improving the breed and you lose the
support of the true enthusiast. That the tourist's machine
has been developed is a very incidental result of the T.T.
races. It will be time enough to say it has been fully

developed when 100 per cent., not, 30 per cent., of the starters
finish in a T.T. race.

My 499 c.c. Plonk-plonk is a very delightful machine, but
if I drive it hard things begin to happen to the valve gear
and cylinder head. Three more T.T.'s should put these
things right. PIP-SQUEAK.
London, N.W.8

SANS CHAINS, BELTS OR GEARING.
Sir,—It occurs to me that there is a type of transmission

whicli (as far as I am aware) has never been tried upon
motor cycles.

I refer to " side rods," such as are used to " couple " the
driving wheels of locomotives. Through the medium of
crankpins 90° apart, on each pair of wheels, coupled together
with "side rods," the driving effort is distributed amongst
two or more pairs of wheels.

Normally, of course, they also help to distribute the trac-
tive effort, and thereby to prevent the wheels "'spinning"
on " greasy" rails. That they do, in fact, keep the wheels
in synchronism, is obvious.
An adaptation of the " side rod " principle is used on the

8-cylirider Leyland engine, to drive the overhead camshaft.
In this case tl»tee "rods" are used, coupling together the
driving and the driven eccentrics, which are set Vi.O° from

, each other.

a 30

Obviously, it would be impossible to obtain any reduction
of ratio between gear box and back wheel, such as is now
available when either belt or chain is used, but this could
be overcome by setting the engine with its crankshaft "for*
and aft," and providing the necessary reduction by worm
gearing, as is already done on tlie Cleveland two-stroke.

With ball or roller bearings to the eccentrics or cranks,

and liglit I section rods, it seems that a no-trouble trans-

mission could be evolved. With an adaptation of the knock-
out type of axle wheel removal ought to present little diffi-

culty. With eccentrics spaced 120° apart there would be
little unbalanced stress upon the cycle frame.

A further use of this type of transmission could be /found
in using it for the magneto drive, thereby eliminating tbe

chain or the train of spur pinions.

Obviously there are also some disadvantages, when used

for the "final drive" from gear box to back wheel, such as
" lopsidedness," but then, after all, present systems suffer

from this to a certain degree.
In the present instance it could t>e overcome by duplicating

tlif " rods," which could then be made lighter.

Montgomery. SIDEROD.

BRITISH BIG TWINS FOR AUSTRALIA.

Sir,—It may be of interest to Mr. Moule, who wrote the

letter entitled " Why? ", to know that the Brough Superior

Australian Service is already established in Sydney. The
model I am producing for this market has an increased

ground clearance and several features which are required for

colonial purposes, and I am sure when Mr. Moule has seen

and tested one of these machines for himself he will not

again ask "Why?" GEORGE BROUGH.

HUMIDITY AND POWER OUTPUT.
Sir,—In respect to a letter in The Motor Cycle df

October 12th on Humidity and Power Output, "M.B.B.H."
bases his argument on the fact that the humid atmosphere
is more dense than a dry one. I would like to point out

that this is not the case, as wdtness the barometer falling in

wet w-eather. Should his argument hold, we should expect

to have the barometer' rise on wet evemngs. J.H.H.'
York.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Cadet J. R. Bryans desii-es a light sporting sidecar suit-

able for fitting to a 349 c.c. A.J.S., but with a fairly large

and comfortable torpedo or Zeppelin-shaped body. We pass

the query on to our readers.

Waders at the price of overalls are wanted by "C.A.,"

who asks if readers kuaw of a firm that supplies these.

"A.J.S." (Worcester) thanks the rider of OK 1323 for

assisting him with magneto on the 14th inst.

Pot-holes filled with sods on the Corweu-Bettws road are

complained of by Mr. G. W. Pigott.

DnDnDnnnnDnnDDnnnnnnannnnnDnnB
Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
Tlie standard handbook of the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

" TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
Second Edition. Just Published.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2 '-. By post, 2/3.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
Fifth Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " IxioK," of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5'-. By post, 5/3.

Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE "ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By po3t, 2/10.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd,,

Q Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers D
. and Railway Bookstalls. D
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This Week's New Offence.

Examining a reader's machine after a"
slight street accident, a zealous member
of the Metropolitan Police Force dis-

covered that the licence-holder glass had
been cracked. A summons is expected.

(To Wonder it is Fast.

The eight-valve M.A.G. engine which
0. M. Baldwin entered in the 1,G00' c.c.

championship race last Saturday was
hurried over from Geneva by aeroplane
by M. Neher, head of the M.A.G. con-
cern. It is said to develop 25 per cent.

more power than the previous engine of
similar design.

More Furious Calculation—
Accoi'ding to the evidence of a Shef-

field policeman in a noise prosecution,
the offending machine passed him at
30 m.p.h., making a loud and continuous
noise;. the e.\haust pipe had a perforated
fish-tail, with two rows of little holes,
18' in number. He was asked if he had
deliberately counted them as the defend-
ant passed at the stated speed; the
reply was in the affirmative.

—and Still More.
" Defendant drove his motor cycle

round the Wellington road corner at a
speed of about 80 miles an Hour "

—

exti'act from newspaper repoi-t of police
court proceedings at Newport (Salop).
Since the corner is a right-angle bend
and the machine was a 1914 Douglas,
the witness was no doubt wise to qualify
his estimate as approximate

; possibly he
is a motor cyclist himself !

A French-made Morgan Engine.

It will be news to a number of our
readers that the popular Morgan, whicL
is manufactured under licence in. France
by M. Darmont, is now equipped with an
engine built by him at his works in Paris.
Hitherto French-made Morgans have been
fitted with J.A.P. or M.A.G. engines,
but the heavier costs of prodliction in

England, the high tariff, and the present
rate of exchange has compelled the manu-
facture of the French, engine.

The Amenities of Cambridge.
There are probably more motor cycles

in Cambridge than in any other town of
the same size in the world. Recently, iu
an evening paper, a Mi-. Jephson heartily
condemned their use. In a reply an
undergraduate of Magdalene writes : "A
Ifearned'professor may be seen travelling
down King's Parade on a two-stroke any
morning aboupt 10 o'clock He seldom
averages more than 4 m.p.h., and the
machine makes -a noise like a )-ailway
accident." "Surely," the writer adds.
"Mr. Jephson would not deny the old
gentleman this modern means' of pro-
gression y

"

RecoTd Breakers Busy.

The Brooklands racijig season this

year has terminated early, but there

will still be intense activity amongst
would-be record-breakers right up to

show time.

Cowed.

Recounting some of his experiences in

Motor Transport, an old-time haulage
contractor tells how after starting with
his first steam waggon a' farmer came to

see him one day and assured him that

since the advent of the lorry his cows
were not giving anything like their pi-e-

vious quantity of milk. Instead, their

bloed. curdled.

tTinies to 3LtQbt Xamps.
Oct 26th .. .. 5.14 p.m.

„ 28th .. .. 5.11 ,

„ 30th .

.

.

.

5. 7 „

K'ov. 1st .

.

.

.

5. 3 „
One number platg must be illuminated as above

vide Road Vehicles Registration and Licensing:
Order (1921). Accoidini; to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law may be lit halt an hour later.

SPECIAL SHOW NUiMBERS.

Nov. 9th. Lightweights and Acces-
sories.

Nov. I6th. Passenger Machines.

Nov. 23rd. Show Forecast and Guide.

Nov. 30th. Show Report.

Sunday Competitions.

In agi-eement with The Molur C'j/cle,

the A.C.U. has not hitherto encouraged
Sunday competitions of any sort. It is a
pity, therefore, that the ofKcially observed
ascent of Alms Hill by a 292 c.c. O.K.
Junior (described in "Club News" last

week under Oxford M.C.) could not have
been arranged for a Saturday.

Motor Traffic in Guernsey.

In view of the smallness of the island

of Guernsey, which has been described
as being largely composed of hills and
corners, it is an extraordinary fact that
there are no less than 1,377 motor
vehicles, of which 570 are motor cycles.

As there are very few accidents it would
seem that Guernsey drivers are par-

ticular!}' careful.

It is niever too late .

Piiding on the carrier of a motor bicycle

for the first time, James Harding (age

72), of Pyford, Surrey, was summoned at

Kingston recently for aidiug aud abetting

the driver iu obscuring the rear number
plate. The police constable stated that

the- rear number plate was obscured by
Harding's coat. "IThe summons was dis-

missed on payment of costs.

WIRELESS ON A SOLO MACHINE.
^
A participant in a Basingstoke torchlisht fcncy dress

parade carrying- a wireless outfit on his Ner-a-car.

b
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THE MOST POPULAR MACHINES.
Census taking by our Readers in

ENCOURAGED by glorious late autumn weather,

census-taking by our readers has been a popular

pastime during the last week or two.

I'he results to reach this office in response to a recent
" Current Chat " paragraph make interesting reading

and indicate that although a machine may be com-
paratively popular in one district it may be almost

unknown in another.

Ox THE London RoiD, GurLDFOED (1 hour).

... 3

... 2

... 2

... 2

... 2

... 2

... 2

... 2

... 2
... 2

s 3

B.S.A., Singer, Humber, Ivy, Rex Massey-Arran, Chater-
Lea, Alldays Allon, Lea-Francis, A.B.C., Premier, Levis,
one each ; 2 unknown makes.
N.B.—Six of the Woolers appeared in succession.

Triumph 13 James
Douglas 8 Indian
Zenith (2 Bradshaws) 8 Connaught
Wooler 7 P. and M.
A.J.S 5 Bradbury
Enfield 5 Sunbeam
Rudge ... 5 New Imperial
Raleigh 4 Royal Ruby
Clyno 4 Scott
Norton 3 Martinsyde
Matchless 3

On the Manchemee-Wilmslow Road (2 hours)

Slade, Levis, New Hudson, Quadrant, A.B.C., Federa-
tion, Bradbury, Chater-Lea, Connaught, Clyno, and James,
one each ; 12 unknown makes.

Triumph ... ... 40 Scale
Sunbeam ... 15 Raleigh
A.J.S . ... 11 Norton
B.S.A ... 10 ATiel
Royal Ruby ... 7 Harley-Davidson
New Imperial ... ... 7 Indian
Douglas ... 6 Rudge-Multi
Royal Enfield ... ... 5 Zenith
Scott ... 5 Excelsior ...

Matchless ... 5

Various Parts of the Country.
On the BRTSTOL-BErDGWATEE RoAD (2 hours).

9 A.J.S
Royal Enfield
Clyno
James
New Hudson

Massey-Arran, Hobart, New Imperial,
Matchless, Premier, Scott, Campion,

Triumph
B.S.A
Douglas
Rudge
Sunbeam
Hazelwood, Omega,

O.K., Corona, Levis,
Rover, Ariel, Coulson-B., one each.

On the Oxford-Reading Road (1 hour).

Triumph ... 13 B.S.A 4
A.J.S 6 P. and M. ... ... 3
Royal E-nfield 5 Sunbeam 2
Douglas 5 New Imperial 2

James, Calthorpe, Bat, Rover, Singer, Martinsyde, Match-
less, Ivy, ~\''erns, Wolf, Massey-Arran, and unknown, one
e.'ich.

On Beistol Brtdge (1 hour).

James
New Imperial
Douglas . .

.

A.J.S.
Royal Enfield"

B.S.A.
Triumph ...

Levis
Raleigh
Sunbeam . .

.

Ariel
Norton ...

Velocette
Rudge
Coventry Eagle
Calthorpe ...

Cotton
Matchless
Harley-Davidson
Rover

Fra'ncis-Barnett and McKenzie, one each ; unclassified, 10.

On the Beistol-Bridgwatee Road (2i .hours)

Douglas ...

Triumph ...

B.S.A.
Royal Enfield

Matchless
A.J.S.

Sunbeam ...

New Imperial
Rudge-Multi
Levis
Sun

Rudge, Martinsyde, Norton, James, New Hudson, Rover,
Lea-Francis, P. and M., and Raleigh, one each.

SMALL PLUGS FOR LARGE ENGINES
FROM time to time dimi-nutive sparking plugs have

appeared on the market to meet the special needs of

designers of very small engines, or for machines with

insufficient clearance between cylinder head and frame tubes."

Last year the Runbaken firm produced a miniature plug

which is in the first category, while a dwarf plug was once
catalogued by the Sphinx Co., which was of the latter type.

In all such cases, however, these small plugs have not

been claimed to be superior to the standard types, and no

speed exponent would have considered using them for

present day racing.

We cannot' recall having heard an opinion expressed that

small plugs might be more satisfactory than the large type,

until the recent Paris Salon. It was M. Mathis, designer of

the popular Mathis car, who, in presenting us with a diminu-
tive Bosch plug, ventured to claim that the small plug is

the future type, iecaiisc of the decreased mass of metal it

I mhodies. M. Mathis was so confident regarding this theory
that he has designed his latest engines to take the minia-
ture Bosch plug, which .is illustrated in company with a

plug of standard size.

The respective dimensions of the two plugs are as

follows :

—

Miniature. Standard.
Length overall Ifin. 3in.

Diameter of Body |in. Ig'n-

Diameter of Threaded Portion 15-32in. U-l&in.

No doubt there is a great deal in the idea that for hot
running engines, a small plug v/ith the minimum amount of

metal in the body should be superior to one with perhaps

b2

200 per cent, more metal. It may be argued, of course, that

the larger plug body has a correspondingly increased area

presented to the air. On the other hand, the small plug
has very little area exposed to the flame of the ignited gases,

and cooling area on the cylinder head may be increased.

On the basis that the larger a plug the n-.ore readily will it over-

heat, the Eosch company has introduced a miniature sparking plug,

around which it is said a Con'.inental manufacturer has dasignci

an engine. The new plug ccnpared with a standard article.

IT-lS
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ADVANCE DETAILS OF 1 923 MODELS.

NEW B.S.A, SOLO MODELS.
Two Solo Singles and a Light 986 cc. Twin.

QUITE a number of novelties will be

staged at the forthcoming Olympia
Exhibition on the B.S.A._ stand.

Of these, two are of considerable interest

to solo riders. The first is an entirely

new sports model of 80 x 98 mm. (493

cc). Outwardly the engine follows

B.S.A. lines, but has a specially well-

ribbed exhaust port. The long stroke en-

gine has a light cast-iron piston, roller-

bearing big end, ball bearings on the

driving side of the main shaft, and a plain

bearing on the timing side. Separate

cams are employed to operate the inlet and

exhaust valves, with rockers interposed,

and a special screw- type oil pump is in-

corporated in the timing cover, the lubri-

cant being pumped through a sight fead

drip and thence to the engine.

The lines of the machine are distinctly

sporting and graceful, the frame having a

comparatively short wheelbase and a

three-speed gear box being housed above
the bottom bracket. The drive is by cliain

throughout, a faced cam type ^ of cush

drive being mounted on the engine shaft.

Having a rounded nose and tapering

slightly to the rear, the tank is pressed
from sheet brass and is well rounded at

the edges and corners. Below the Brooks

Steering-head and
handle-bar fixture

on the larger sports

model.

,

Aort-leaf spring saddle and behind the
;
™«'n tube lies a large armoured tool bag.
The rubber-covered foot-rests are adjust-
able to any. position; the adjustment is

^

simple, for the cranked rests are mounted
;on a hexagon bar which fits through a
i correspondingly "drifted" lug, so that it

• 's only necessary to remove the rests and
1*"P them on in the desired position.
I Mudguards of D section and moderate
I width are fitted.

:
There is a small modification from

ii.h.A. practice incorporated in the gear
box for the main shaft now lies in front

I

ot the lay shaft and the box is somewhat
•jneater than in previous models.

7-S

A similar gear box is fitted to the new
349 cc. B.8.A., the engine of which has
a bore and stroke of 72 x 85.5 mm. This,

again, is a new model, and is to a certain

extent a small edition of the 493 cc. sports

machine just described. The valves are
placed side by side, and a similar type of

screw mechanical oil pump is employed.

In the smaller model 26 x 2i in. tyres are
fitted, as compared with 26 x 2^ in on the
larger model. Also the front mudguard
IS fully valanced, and is fitted with a
sensible mud splasher. Tiie chain cases
are of pressed aluminium, the front chain
being fully protected, while the top run
of the rear chain is well covered. Again,
the tool bag is behind the saddle tube, and
a dummy belt rim brake is fitted to the
rear wheel.
The handle-bar fixings are quite a fea-

ture of these two B.S.A. models. In the

Engine of the new 493 cc. sports motJd.

Handle-barofixing on the 349 cc. moJcl.

case of the smaller machine no stem is

fitted, but a special tj'pe of lug is bolted
direct to corresponding lugs on the link
bearing of the spring forks. The sports
model, however, has an adjustable bar
gripped in a split clip nhich. forms the
upper part of the head lug.

Foot-boards and leg-shields are instantly detachable on the " Light Eight " side:ar outfit.
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Another new model is the "Light 8,"

which has a twin-cylinder engine of

80x98 mm. bore and stroke (936 c.c).

'i'his engine is very neatly housed in a

slightly modified form of the " Light 6
"

frame.

For Fast Sidecar Work.

Fitted with 700 x 80 ihm. tyres, the ma-
chine is a very ittractive fast sidecar
mount. It incorporates most of the well-

known B.S.A. features, including mechani-
cal oil pump, good mudguarding, excellent
finish, an-d mud-proof tappets. The drive
is, of course, by chain throughout, a three-

speed gear box being employed. The
rear wheel is of the quick-detachable type,

and a choice of Terry saddle or a normal
saddle with B.S.A. spring seat pillar is

OCTOBER 26th,

Mechanical lubrication and effective chain guards are features of the 493 c.c. sports model

B.S.A.

provided. Both, brakes operate in dummy
belt rims, and a Mills single-leyer carbu-

retter- can be fitted as an option to the

standard two-lever type.

The well-known 557 c.c. single-cylinder

B.S.A. remains unaltered, boiih in all-chain

and chain-cum-belt models.

The

Double Purpose Twin.

' Light 6 " is obtainable as before.

Protective leg-shields are included in the equipment of the touring 349 c.c. B.S.A.

or it may be purchased in a modified
form with chain guards only as opposed '

to the cast aluminimn chain cases and

.

without the spring seat pillar.

The big twin touring model, with its

many refinements, is also unaltered.

iNeat detachable foot-boards and leg-

shields can be obtained with all touring

models.

NEW CONNAUGHT MODELS.
Increasing Popularity of 350 c.c. TwO'Stroke Models for Solo and Sidecar NAi^ork.

As emanating from one of the earliest

constructors of two-stroke motor
cycles in this country, any new

production from the Connaught factory

is bound to create a considerable amount
of interest.

At the 1921 Olympia Show a 350 c.c.

Connaught was introduced, and the en-

gine of this size has undergone consider-

able developments during the past year,

and in its latest form has become an attrac-

tive machine for either solo or sidecar

work.

Combined Inlet and Exhaust Manifold.

Having a boro and stroke of 76x77
mm. (348 c.c), the engine has the com-
bined inlet and e.xliaust manifold which
has so long been a feature of Connaught
practice, but this feature has been modi-
fied considerably in design. In the case

of the sports model, the manifold consists

of two aluminium castings bolted to-

gether and heavily ribbed in order to

dissipate the heat. The castings sur-

round the front down tube, and thus
there is no need for complicated bends
in the pipe ; from this manifold the ex-

haust pipe leads to a cast aluminium
expansion box carried on the chain stay

containing a simple and effective baffle,

which, however, does not reduce engine
power perceptibly. Silencing is a feature

b6

of the latest Connaught rnodels, and in

the standard '350 c.c. machine a modified
form of cast aluminium manifold directs

the gas into the exhaust pipe, whence it

is led to a flat aluminium silencer directly

below the crank case. From this silencer

there are two exit pipes, to which the
gas finds its way through a series of

holes, the noise being very considerably
reduced; in fact, as a result of a demon-
stration we are convinced that no one
could take exception to the noise of th§

^rmme^'

Standard 348 c.c. Connaught with the maker's own sidecar. Note wide splayed mudguards and

position of brake pedal.

23-2.1
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latest Connaught under any circum-

stances, for even on full throttle all that

is audible is a pleasant purr.

In lioth sports and standard models
lubrication is effected Ijj' means of a
Shcnvell pump driven from the magneto
spindle; oil is drawn from ilie tank and
pumped through- a sight-feed indicator

into a distributing box mounted on the

Construction of the new Connaught
silencer which lies below the crank-

case.

front down tube; from this box a lead

is taken to each of the main crankshaft

bearings end thence to the big end
through the drilled shaft. In addition

to this, a lead passes to the cylinder walls

aud gudgeon pin, and another to that

portion of the cylinder wall which

Combined exhaust and inlet manifold on
the sports mcdel Connaught,

Many .mprovemenis have b:en made to the 292 c.c. Connaught, particularly m engine details.

separates the inlet and exhaust ports. It
has been found that this last-mentioned
lead has a great effect in reducing the
possibility of piston rings sticking.

The sports machine is fitted with a two-
speed Burman gear, clutch, kick-starter,
and all-chain drive, while similar trans-
mission is employed on the standard
model with a three-speed box.
25in. X 2^in. e.xtra heavy tyres, internal

expanding brakes front and rear, and a
simple and neat form of adjustable
l;andle-bars are features of the machine.
In addition, the standard model has very
neat aluminium footboards, the foot

brake pedal passing through the front

end of the board and lying in an un-
usually convenient position. E.xcellent

mudguarding is provided - and the
valances of the front guards are splayed
outwards at the back, and in addition
have a wide mud flap.

The Connaught tank on the 350 c.c.

models is of a new pattern with rounded
front, tapering slightly to the rear. Cast
aluminium chain guards are fitted, and a

further refinement has been effected in the
construction of the relief valve, which is

now entirely enclosed, while the gases
are led through a cast duct into the
e.xhaust port.

In addition to these two types, two
293 c.c. models (73x70 mm. bore and
stroke) are manufactured. The first of

these has a new exliaust manifold and
silencer, a two-speed Burman gear box

with clutch and kick-starter, chain and
belt drive, two belt rim brakes on the
rear wheel, and 24in.x2iin. tyres. The
second model is a single-geared machine
with direct belt drive and an improved
frame. These two latter types will be
marketed in view of the demand for low-
priced motoi- cycles, and will represent
good money value.
A new production will be exhibited at

Olympia in the sidecar attached to the

Oil disLributmg box

mounted on the

down tube of the

Connaught. A
Showell pump
provides the oil.

Adjustable handlebar

and braced head lug of

the 348 c.c. model.

350 c.c. standard model. Every part of

this sidecar is manufactured by the Con-
naught firm, so that it is in every way
suitable for use with the machine. It

has a neat underslung chassis with a
three-point attachment, while the body is

of comfortable proportions, having a deep
back and a sensible locker behind the
seat.

CHAIN DRIVEN FRANCIS-BARNETTS.
292 cc and 346 c.c. four-strokes for 1923.

NOT very many modifications have been
found necessary to the existing
Francis-Barnett models. The chief

change, however, will lie in the fact that
all-chain drive will be employed through-
out. Perhaps the mostjnteresting model,
and certaiidy the most fully equipped,
is the standard touring machine, which
will have a three-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear, clutch, and kick-starter, very wide
guards fully valanced in front, and com-
bined footboards and leg-shields, which
are quickly detachable by the removal of
two nuts. These leg-shields follow the
lines of the frame, and are not in any
way unsightly, And they are, in addition,
most practical fittings. The 346 c.c.

J.A.P. engine is, of course, retained, as
is the distinctive saddle tank.

g-io

The detail work on
Francis-Barnett ma-
chines has already

made a name which
lifts the machine into

a very high rank.

The tourist model
sells at £74 10s.

A sports model,
similar in most re-

spects, but without
leg -shields, etc., is

Combined foot

board and leg-

shield en the

F r a n c i s -

Earn;tt.

listed at £72 10s. In addition, the tour-

ist machine can be obtained with a light

Grindlay sidecar for £87 10s. ; and a
special 346 e.c. J.A.P. engined T.T
model will be shown at Olympia. This
will be stripped, but will have a three-
speed all-chain drive with clutch but no
kick-starter ; it is an attractive mount
coloured in grey and mauve. All other
Francis-Barnett models are fitted with
clutch and kick-starter.

The 292 c.c. J.A.P. engine will be in-

stalled in two models, one having a three-

speed gear, listed at £65, and one with a

two-speed gear at £63 10s.

A small refinement has taken place

in the construction of the chain guards,

which are now made in two pieces in order

to render them more easily detachable.

bo
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FRAME MODIFICATIONS TO LEA-FRANCIS.
Graceful Medium-Weight Sidecar and Solo Twins.

QUITE an innovation for the Lea-
Francis Co. is the fact tliat in the
592 c.c. model the frame lias been

modified to the sloping top tube type,-thns
doing away with the braced head-lug con-
struction liitherto used. The alteration

has certainly brought the layout into
line with modern ideas, and, enhanced by
the admirable finish lor which the firm is

celebrated, the latest model has a most
attractive appearance. The twin M.A.G.
engine (64 ,x 92 mm = 592 c.c.) remains the
same, excepting that the magneto is now-
mounted behind the engine. In addition
to this, a three-speed Burman gear box,
with clutch and kick-starter, is fitted. Fealures of the new 592 c.c. Lea-Francis are the sloping to? tube and improved mud guarding

It will be remembered that .the Burman
gear box incorporates a cush drive in the

clutch mechanism, but in addition to this

an Entield cush hub is fitted in the rear

wheel. Wide D-section guards, without

valances, are fitted to both wheels, and a

single large armoured tool bag is mounted
behind the saddle tube. Fitted with foot-

boards, 25 X 3 in. tyres, and Brampton
forks, this machine will be listed at

£96 10s. ; it is one of the few fwin-cylin-

der models big enough for all sidecar re-

quirements which remains light enough to

be handled with comfort as a solo macliine.

When a sidecar is supplied, a simple

underslung chassis with four-point attach-

ment has been standardised, and the i

roomy body is suspended on C springs.

The 495 c.c. twin M.A.G.-enguied
model remains unchanged, except that the '

head lug has been lowered slightly. Its

price is £90.
Lea-Francis sidecar blend admirably with

those of the machine.

MOTORISED BICYCLE WITH O.H.V. ENGINE.
Varied Range of Verus and Sirrah 250 c.c. and 350 c.c.

with a New Name.
Models and a 150 c.c. Machine

CAREFULLY following the modern
tendency in motor-cycle design, the
firm of Alfred Wiseman, Ltd., of

Glover Street, Birmingham, has decided
to market a very complete range of Verus
and Sirrah motor cycles, most of which
are of the lightweight type.

In addition to these, a pretty little

ultra-lightweight will be staged at the
forthcoming Olympia Exhibition under
the name of the Weaver. This machine
will be of the motorised bicycle type,
having a sturdy loop frame with sloping
top tube, thus providing for riders of

both sexes. The engine is a particularly
interesting piece of work, having a cylin-

der of 56x61 ram. bore and stroke (150
c.c). It is of the four-stroke type with
cylinder and crank case cast in one piece
in aluminium, a stee! liner being pressed
inio the cylinder and a cast iron head
being held down by four long studs.
Both valves are disposed vertically in the
head and are operated by push rods and
rockers in the normal manner. A direct

belt drive is employed giving a gear ratio

of 7^ to 1 ; a special type of Brampton
fork ViTJth single central spring provides
the front suspension. 26xl| in. tyre?

b TO

are fitted, and a stand and carrier of sen-

sible proportions are part of the speci-

fication. In addition to this, a back
pedal coaster brake is fitted. The weight
of the complete machine is no more than
70 lbs., and it- will be listed at the price

of £29 8s.

Aluminium cylinder and overhead

valves, as en the Weaver, are

unu:-ual features in a miniature.

By careful consideration of production

methods, considerable price reductions

have been made in the other models of

the concern. As an example of this, the

249 c.c, Sirrah may be instanced. This

machine is fitted with the latest side-by-

side valve 249 c.c. Blackburne engine,

25-n--
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which has a bore and stroke of 60x88
mm. ; thi&L "nit diffeis i'loni the former
Blaokhuj-iie patterns in that the cylinder

is now a one-piece casting, the head be-

ing very well ribbed, especially in the
neiglibonrliood of the exhaust port. With
transmission by chain and belt with the

latest type Burman two-speed gear box
with clutch and kick-starter, complete
with direct acting rear brake, disc

wheels and Brampton fork, this model
will sell at £51 9s. 24 x 2-iiu. tyres are

fitted, and the saddle position is ex-

tremely low.

A two-stroke lightweight with 211 c.c.

three-port engine will be listed as before,

and may be obtained with either single

gear or two-speed Burman gear box with

cliain and belt drive—clutch and kick-

starter, are retained. In other details

this machine resembles the B'la^kburne-

engined model just described.

Another two-stroke model is fitted with
the 292 c.c. SiTrah-TJnion engine and has
26x2j in. tyres, and similar gear box-

Severe IneRes ground clearance and 28 X 3 in. tyres make this 349 c.c. Sirrah particularly

suitable for the overseas market.

suitable for overseas conditions, and the

details are well thouglit out. 28x3 in.

tyres on heavy rims should provide a

A symmetrica! lit.Ie solo machiae Is the 349 c.c. Verus-Bhckburn^

:iud transmission. Again, this model may
lie fitted with a three-speed gear and all-

ehain drive with clutch and kick-starter

for passenger work, in which case a

Frght Canoelet sidecar is attached. This
model has already distinguished itself in

long distance trials on several occasions.

.satisfactory foundation, and these wheels
are covered by wide flat-sectioned gjiafds'
having no \'alance3, but ample clearance
for the tyres ; the minimum ground cleaV;^

ance is 7 in. A Burman three-speed gear
with clutch and kick-starter and all-chain':

drive are fitted. The chains are protected'
by cast aluminium guaids, but arej

readily accessible in case attention is

needed. Internal expanding brakes are
fitted front and rear ; a saddle tank pro-

.

vides a neat appearance, and the machine
is geared low so as to be capable of

heavy plugging.
Of the Verus models, perhaps the 349

c.c. side-by-side valve Blackbuine-engined
solo machine is the best example : it may.
be obtained with either two-speed, clutch'

and kick-starter and chain and belt!

drive, or three-speed all-chain drive. In
either case both wheels have internal ex-'

panding brakes and very wide mud-
guards are used ; the Brampton forks

pass through these guards, the holes

Direct-acting rear brake of 211 c.c. Sirrah.

lid is a very practical form of light
idecar outfit capable of. taking its rider
ind passenger over any reasonable
country.

Of considerable interest to overseas
ders is the 350 c.c. Blackbunie-engined

niodel specially designed for solo work
in heavy country. Great care has been
taken to render this machine thoroughly

1 5-16

New 249 c.c. side-by-side valve Blackburne engine and the latest type Burman two-speed

are neatlv housed in the frame of a very moderately priced Sirrah model.

b 13
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through which they pass being closed by
ahiminium packing pieces in a particu-

larly neat manner. In addition to the

front guards, the magneto is protected

bv a cast aluraiDiiftn shield, and a tool

box is fitted above the tank on the top,

tube. This type of machine can also be

supplied with a Canoelet sidecar.

In addition to the models already men-
tioned, " super-sports " machines can bo

obtained in both Verus and Sirrah

OCTOBER 26th, ig22.

ranges ; these should make a strong ap-

peal to the solo rider, as they are speci-

ally designed to enable the fitting of

either J.A.P. or Blackburne engines, in

either the overhead or side-by-side valve

types of 250 c.c. or 350 c.c.

A CHAIN-DRIVEN DUNELT.
Low Priced Big Single TwO'Stroke Sidecar Outfits.

MODIFICATIONS of some import-

ance have been made in the latest

model two-stroke Dunelt. The prin-

ciple of the 500 c.c. single-cylinder engine

is already well-known and proved ; it will

be remembered that a double diameter

piston is employed, so that an increased

charge may be drawn into the engine.

The chief alteration in the new model
lies in the fact that all-chain drive is

employed, and the wheelbase has been

shortened by two inches. In addition

to this a great deal of attention has been

given to the question of silencing, and a

very large cast aluminium chamber is

fitted 'below and in front of the engine.

From this chamber a tail pipe extends

rearwards past the back spindle, and

lying directly over the chain forms a

guard therefor

Further modifications consist of more
comfortable handle-bars and improved

front and rear brakes. The engine itself

has undergone slight modifications, the

chief of which are that wider rollers are

now employed in the big end bearing,

M'hile a spe'cial type of Amac carburetter

has been found to increase the power

Chain-drive, a shorter wheelbase and silencer improvements are changes in the Dunelt for 1923.

output and improve the petrol consump-
tion considerably.

The latest prices are of some interest.

Solo models can be obtained with final

belt drive at £75, or chain and belt £80.

Sidecar models are as follows : all-

chain drive £100 ; with interchangeable'

front and sidecar wheels, £112 ; chain and
belt model, £95 ; and chain and belt with
interchangeable wheels, £108.

SADDLE IMPROVEMENTS.
Ball'bearing X.L.'All Saddle and Combined Saddle, Carrier, and Pillion.

AMONGST the very complete range of

X.L.-All saddles made by John
Leckie & Co., Ltd., of Walsall, is

a combined saddle, carrier, and pillion

seat. A pair of stays is built into the

frame over the existing rear top stays.

A curiously shaped pressing forms the

Details of the ball

bejrinjs which are

inserted in all the

ioints of the new
X.L.-All saddb.

centre part of each stay ; these pressings
form the seats for a pair of involute
springs, and also provide anchorage for

parallel links controlling the motion of

saddle and pillion. The springs may bs
adjusted to suit the load, and a rubber
buffer is provided to prevent the pillion

seat from bumping the mudguard. This
device is very stoutly constructed, and
the fact that both driver and passenger
move in unison makes for greater safety

and ease of control.

Another innovation is a saddle which,
while the suspension follows the well
known X.L.-All practice, differs from
previous designs in- that the joints are

provided with ball bearings, giving an
action of extreme smoothness in exchange
fur a slightly increased expenditure.

Combined X.L.-All saddle, carrier, and

pillion seat. One pannier bag and spring

have been removed to show the construc-

tion,

FOUR-STROKE ALLON NEXT YEAR.
THE cV.ief change to be made by

AUdays and Onions (makers of the

Alton lightweight) for 1923 will be
the addition of a four-stroke sports mode) -

with a 346 c. c. J.A.P. engine. Tl'.is

machine will be fitted with two-spc**
Barman or three-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear box. In either case clutch and
kick-starter will be fitted. A choice is

given also of ch.:iin and belt or all-chain

drive.

The lines of the well-knov.'n AUon two-
ftrolcc arc retained with certain modifi-

cations, and iniprovemonl:-- have been

made in the frame construction, notably
in the fact that a special lug on the front

down tube rejjlaces engine plates, while
the rear engine plates also cari'y the foot-

rest hangers.
Brampton forks, 26 x 2iin. tyres, and an

E.I.G. magneto complete the specification.

It will be recollected that excellent mud-
guards are fitted to all Allon machines.
The two-stroke, with its 292 c.c. engine

and 70x76 mm. bore and stroke, will of

course be retained, the most noticeable
difference to the machine being the
absence of the saddle tank.

A new silencer has been devised, con-

sisting of a cast aluminium box bolted

direct to the rear chain stays.

The frame improvements mentioned in

the four-stroke type are also included in

the case of the two-stroke, and in addi-

tion the exhaust pipe has been brou^h't

across to the near side so as to simplify

the brake gear.

Ignition, as before, will be by means

of the Villiers flywheel magneto, which

has proved exceedingly satisfactory m
service, and from which current for light-

ing may also be obtained.

31-32 •
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The indestructible G.N
BEAUTIFUL BODYWORK

dog-clutch system. Instead, by the use of selected materials

chrougliout, a degree of sturdiness, dependability and long life

has' been amied at altogether beyond the general light car standard,

while for refinement of design, detail work and finish, the G.N.
has no rival at anywhere near its price.

The 1923 G.N.. chassis with its powerful yet silent engine, silent

B.N.D. spiral bevels, indestructible- always-in-mesh gears, sweet

running and fine springing, is a truly wonderful proposition ; it

is completed by a very roomy body of handsome design, comfort-

able, and m every detail beautifully finished.

Representative of the finest automobile

practice available, the 1923 G.N. has been

built to a standard of quality—and not to a

price.

Considerable reduction in cost might have

been achieved by the use of plain bearings

instead of ball bearings, and ordinary steels

in place of such high-grade steels as B.N.D.,

KE805, and Cobalt-chrome—steels normally used on racing cars

and very expensive cars ; and sliding gears in place of the G.N.

THE FOUR-CYLINDER GN
The four-cylinder model has a monoUoe water-cooled engine

with overhead valves ; it is a fast and lively car of high road

performance. Detail work throughout the engine is of a

very high standard : all the bearings, including even the

The chassis specification in other respects is similar to that of thz air-cooled twin.

camshaft, have forced lubrication. The valve rockers and

push rods are totally enclosed, the dynamo is gear-driven

and a self-starter can be fitted if desired.

PRICES

TWIN ^CYLINDER
WITH EQU1PMEN1

Touring Model -

Three-quarter Coupe

AS ABOVE.
GUINEAS

205
225

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

FOUR ^ CYLINDER
WITH EQUIPMENT AS ABOVE.

GUINEAS

Touring Model - - 245
Three-quarter Coupe - 265
Four-seater - - - 265

Se f-?tarter and S - eedometer : 13 Guineas extri

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

Stand No.

193
White City

G.N MOTORS LTD., SHOWROOMS
AT 222, GREAT PORTLAND STREET

LONDON, W.l

Head Office and Works at East Hill,

Wandsworth, London, S.W.18

iiiiniii iiiiiiiiii

3-14 /n answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Oucle."
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FOR. UOTORISTS. TRAVELLER.S. Etc

An IDEAL Coat /S^/,"
^VELLER.S.Etc / JlT,^i

A RAINCOAT
AND OVERCOAT COMBINED

Hi: Finest Coat {or motoring, travelling or general wear—smart, comfortable, warm and absolutely

waterproof. Worn without the fleec : lining, it is a light and stj'lish raincoat.

WITH DETACHABLEWOOL FLEECE
LINING

63/-

" FOUR COATS IN ONE !

without fleece
LINING
CARRIAGE
PAID U.K.50/-

1 OUTER COATt tailored of specially- tested, highest grade Egyptian
• yarn-dyed Gabardine, and- triple-proofed. Obtainable in. yarious shades

2"YARNSKIN*' (Regd.) INTERLINING* full length of sleeves

• and body, odourless, non-perishable, windproof and waterproof. Our
own exclusive production.

3 COSY CHECK LINING of superior quality, in smart designs, also

• proofed.

4 WOOL FLEECE LINING, full leng k oft'eeves andbody. Warmer
• and lighter than an overcoat. Can be easily detached in a few seconds.

Do not confuse the " Four-in-One " Raincoats wifh surplus army goods. " They
are tailored from the finest, brand-new m9,terials in smart, double-breasted

style, with wind and storm-proof cuffs, belt and cuff straps to fasten with

leather buclcle. The collar can be worn in three styles—open, semi-
open or buttoned to neck as a storm collar. Ladies' Coats have Raglan

sleeves ; Men's Coats, set*in sleeves.

EVERY COAT FUULY GUARANTEED. If you are not delishted with the

Coat, we will refiiiid your money in full, together with postage. Further, should any defect

develop during reasonable wear, we will remedy or replace the Coat.

SEND NO MONEY. We don't ask you to buy before you see what we are offering.

Send your name and address, and we will give you the opportunity of testing, in your own
home, tlic remarkable qiialities of the " Four-in-One."

FORSYTH & CO. ^^^^i^"^^
DEF>T. CI, YORK BRIDGE IVIII.I.S, LEEDS.
Branches at—Ashton-under-Lyne, Bradford, Bury. Grimsby, Hull, Harrogate, Leeds,

Nottingham, Rotherham, Rochdale, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Warrington.

RAII^COAT
For LADIES fiLl\^E>|

SV .,\\.^\:ja-

SUPPLIED IN VARIOUS SHADES.

Evidence
CONCEDING that

the leading expert

riders know the com-
parative efficiency of

different lubricating

oils, there is signiji-

cance in the regular

association of outstand-

ing motorcycling per-

formances writh

BiCOBD BREAKERS.
At Brooklands, Oct.

11th: C. F. Temple
& F. Allchin (Harley-
Davidson & s/car).

Class G. 50 and 100

miles and 1 hour
records.

R. E. Dicker (Brad-
bury,, Class D. 300

miles record.
Both machines were
lubricated with
Wakefield CASTROL.

WAKEFIELD

Fct the Higbwiy, the Byway,

The Airway and the Fairway,

IT SELLS BECAUSE IT EXCELS!
Lubrication Index and Price Lis! Free.

C. C. WAKEFIELD
& Co., Ltd., All British Firn
Specialists in Mo'.or L,ubrication,

Wakefield House, Cheapside, E.C.2.

WHAT THE PRESS SAY
about the famous 26 Guineas

If h.p. Lightweight

MCKENZIE
No. 3.—Mr. FITZWATER WRAY. ("kuklos-

" T rUT .-1 sm.TUschoolhoy and a large polic in.in in turn on 1I13 McKen2ie, pushed
1 _tli ni otTwith a doze'i words of ndvice, and they were motor-cyclist i at once and

for tiie firsr time. The 'LA'. w3i< so pleased that the machine has since beeii i<i some
danq-er of liisaiiocariiie.

ERVr CONTROL.
Knowing", throiv^h my letter b.ip. the class of people most interest'=d in elementary
machine.'^ cf thi-; Icml, I was chiefly concerned to discover its .ibility, first to run slowly,
and second to climb^ It can be riddenj'iist •s slowiy as yoti like m tr-iftic, for fvhen
the;pace becomes too slow to keep the'en^ine runnino', you mt-rely use the exh,iu-t
liftti- and. pedal iit joiir own speed u'ltil the moment comes to restore the compressinn
Tlie f ngine and carburetter are evidently on good terms, for even at very low speeS
tier is less tendency to four stoke than I Uive found witli other two-s'rokes. In two
words. the_co"trbl is ridiculously easj'. Those who know the Great North R^oad in
Hertfordshire can accurately Eraiige the little machine's climbing- power by its per-
funnance of carrying mvselF loj stone np the twn mile ri^e from Wclwyn to Avot Green
known as the north side of Di.^swell Hilt (Gall and Inirlis, S.H. Rn*k-e ^25], without any
pedal assistance. 1 expected t<> be peda hnjr '^n ilie>teep bit out of Welwyn villa-^e

but them 'Cliine climbed it unai 'ed with a little in hand." "^

i'The McKenzie is fitted with Fellows
: Magneto, Vici Carburetter, Heavy f'

Driving Belt, Clincher Tyres, etc,

; Rear Carrier- Front and Rear Acetclene
• Lamps With Tubing and Generator, 3ulb
: Horn and License Holder. 47/6 extra.

STAND "

No. 145
OLYMFIA

Nov. 25Ui—Deo 2ni

Ask yottr Agent to detnomtraie
the McKenzit or write to :

G. A. Mckenzie.
220 Shaftesbury -Av.,

LONDON,
Suitab 'e/or

lady orgentleTnan.

L):6 In onswerinQ these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' 29-30
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SEARCHING FOR EFFICIENCY.
A 250 c.c. Four'Valve Engine Designed for a High'Power Output.

To attain the maximum output for a

given capacity and to maintain that

output for prolonged periods was the

object constantly before the designer of

the power unit about to be described.

With such an aim naturally cost n.ust

be of secondary importance, and an engine

feature, those on the head being placed
in the direction of travel. The inlet port

faces to the rear and the exhaust out to

the left or flywheel side, the exhaust pipe
having a flange fixing.

There are two inlet and two exhaust
valves arranged in the head, which is of

High efficiency aimed

at. Two views of the

250 c.c (63 X 80 mm.)
Worth engine, designed

for racing motor
cycles.

designed ta the same end must not, of

necessity, be in the " produced for the
amltitude " class ; therefore the subject
of this article will appeal chiefly to

speedmen and those interested in the

latest progress of air-cooled engine con-
,strBction.

Four Overhead Valves.

Made - by the Keighley Commercial
liofry and Engineering Co. Ltd., South
Street,^ Keighley, to the design of ilr. F.
Umpleby, the Worth engine, as it is,

named, is a single cylinder of 63 x 80 mm.

One-piece cylinder with overhead rocker

bearing supports cast integrally with the

head.

here and stroke (250 c.c), having four
overhead valves operated by push rods
and rockers worked from a transverse cam-
shaft driven by skew gearing.

Cast iron is used for the cylinder, which
is in one piece ; the support for the over-
head rocker bearings being integral with
the head. Beep radiating fins are a

the pent-house variety, the valves being
slightly inclined. The valve spring
collars are screwed on to the stems and
retained by split pins passing through
castellations.

- Turning to the crank case : the shaft
is machined from a solid forging and is

Worm driven camshaft.

At the rear-end is the

square for driving the

pump, at the other the

laminated spring coup-

Hng for the magneto.

carried -on two roller bearings on the fly-

wheel side (the outside flywheel is also

of steel) and a self-aligning ball bearing on

the timing side, the latter taking thrust

from the camshaft skew gear. A tubular

connecting rod, with split big-end bearing

links up the slightly domed aluminium
piston. Two rings in one groove and a

floating gudgeon pin are carried by the

latter.

Worm Driven Camshaft.
' Valve operation, as mentioned above,

depends upon the agency of a transverse

camshaft driven. by skew gearing. This .

shaft is carried in long plain bearings

in a cylindrical housing on the side of

the crank case. In the centre of the shaft

is the pinion, located on each side of

which are the cams.

At its rearmost end the camshaft is

squared to provide a drive for the small

gear pump which is mounted on the end
cap of the camshaft housing, while the

forward end of the shaft caiTies a small
pack of leaf springs in a fork ; these
springs engage with notches in a small
bell or cup fi.xed on the magneto spindle,

the magneto being mounted on a bracket
beside the crank case.

Motion from the cams to the valve
rockers is transmitted by large diameter
roller-ended tappets working in bronze
guides. The hollow tappet rods are
secured to the rockers by yoke-ends and
bolts, and the rockers are returned by
independent tension springs, the valve
springs being called upon to close the
valves only. The forked rockers are a
particularly fine piece of work, machined
out of the solid, with their spindles, which
rock in bearings formed in the cylinder
head extension ; they are retained by
bronze caps, which complete the split

rocker bearing.

Rocker Clearance Adjustment.

Adjustment for clearances in the rocker
mechanism is provided by rather minute
nuts and set screws in the rocker tips,

bearing directly on the valves. This is

the only point we should be inclined to

criticise in an otherwise excellent design.

Lubrication is effected by pumping the
oil to the timing side of the crankshaft,
then via drilled oilways to the big-end,

surplus being flung up to the piston and
cylinder walls. The timing gear is con-

nected to the crank chamber by a large

breather, which ensures an ample supply
of oil reaching the former. Grease cups
are provided for the rocker bearings.

The Worth engine was entered by G.
William's in last Saturday's Brooklands
championship meeting.

1923 OMEGA MODELS.
APART from the introduction of the

new model described last week the
Omega range will be considerably

reduced in price. The most important
modification lies in the fitting of au ex-
panding rear brake to the ail-chain driven
models. Prices are given below :

—
348 c.c two-stroke single gear with

variable ignition and two rear brakes,

£37 ; with two-speed, chain and belt, £43.

348 c.c. two-stroke, two-speed, clutch

and kick-starter, all-chain drive, with
expanding rear brake and dummy belt

rim brake in front, £51 ; three-speed, £55

;

with sidecar, £72.

292 c.c. J.A.P. engine, two-speed,

clutch, kick-starter, all-chain, £52; chain

and belt, £55 ; three-speed all-chain, £65.

The well-known duplex frame model
with two-stroke engine and two-speed all-

chain drive, clutch, kick-starter, £65; and

three-speed, £69. .
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THREE PROPRIETARY MECHANICAL
LUBRICATORS.

New Departure in Best Pump Design. Lamplugh Vane Pump and Showell Rotary

Principle Retained.

THE Best mechanical oil pump in its

present form has already earned a

name for reliability and accuracy

;

but the makers. Best and Lloyd, Ltd.,

Handsworth, Birmingham, are producing
an entirely new model which will be ex-

hibited at the forthconjing Olympia Show.
Simplicity is the outstanding detail of

this pump. A central sleeve has rotary
movement imparted to it \>y a worm
driven off the half-time shaft of the
engine, a gear reduction of 35 to 1 being
obtained. Inside the sleeve is a plunger
on which is formed a lug ; the sleeve is

Component parts of

the Best mechanical

oil pump and the new

flush top sight feed.

slotted at the top to receive the lug and
give rotary motion to the plunger. O.ver

the sleeve and plunger fits a cap, inside

which a cam groove is cut, The lug on
the plunger moves in this groove, and
by it is made to reciprocate in the sleeve.

At the bottom of the sleeve is a port
which registers with the supply port on
the upward stroke of the plunger and
with the delivery port on the downward
stroke.

The flow of oil is regulated by turning
the cap in which the cam groove is cut

;

this alters the position of the plunger in

the sleeve in relation to the opening and
closing of the ports. Thus the supply of

oil may be cut off entirely or the maxi-
mum flow may be maintained. When
once the correct flow has been ascer-

tained, the cap is secured in position by
a locking device.

For use in conjunction with this pump
is a sight indicator, made to fit flush with
the top of the tank. This is for those
riders who desire to see that the pump is

doing its work, but we are informed that

so reliable is the pump that an indicator

is really unnecessary.

Lamplugh Pump Improvements.

Since the Lamplugh mechanical pump
(S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., Tyseley, Birming-
ham) was last described in our pages detail

improvements have been effected which
have resulted in increased efficiency. The
construction of the pump is distinctly un-
usual, and the action is most interesting.

An eccentric member revolving in the
pump body is driven from the half-time
shaft by a positive trip gear engaging a
star gear wheel by an oscillating motion

;

this provides a reduction of 10 to 1. Bear-
ing on the periphery of the eccentric are

two spring loaded I'ectangular plungers in

which oil grooves are cut; these plungers
are set 90" apart, and one communicates
with the oil inlet and the other with the
ou+let to the regulating valve.

Oil is sucked between " tlie eccentric

and the pump casing, and is carried

round by the eccentric motion of the
former until it reaches the delivery
plunger when it escapes through the oil

groove to the regulating valve, and so to

the engine (or back to the inlet as deter-

mined by the setting of the regulator
which controls a by-pass). The pump is

positive in action and does not rely on
gravity to obtain its supply of oil, but will,

we afi informed, without priniing, lift oil

from a tank approximately 3 ft. below its

own level and deliver it to the same height
above.

We have been enabled to examine the
pump performing this operation, and we
were informed that it had been running

Lamplugh oil pump -

dismantled to showthe

ssparate parts.

for more than six months, day in and day
out, at a speed of 4,500 r.p.m. ; this, it is

calculated, is ec^uivalent to a road distance
of 47,000 miles, and even after this

strenuous test there was no apparent wear
—a remarkable performance for a device

which is less than 1| in. in dia^^eter.

, Unchanged Showell Pump.

So satisfactory have been the results

obtained with the Showell rotary pump
that the makers have decided that no
change in design is necessary.

For those who wish to fit this pump to

existing machines at present equipped
with semi-automatic drip feeds, a special

bracket to carry the sight feed is pro--

vided. This bracket takes the place of

the hand pump, and no alteration to the

tank is necessary to enable it to be fitted. •

The price of the pump alone is 16s. 6d.

The pump and sight chamber for attach-

ment to existing hand pumps costs 25s. 6d.,

while the pump, sight chamber, and hand
pump is priced at 37s. 6d. The makers are

E. Showell and Sons, Ltd., 14, New-
Street, Birmingham.

MEASURING RUNNING TIME AND SPEED.
ALREADY too. well known to require

description, the Bonniksen speed-
ometer has undergone yet a further

refinement inthat it can now be obtained

to register running time as well as dis-

tance and speed.

It will be remembered that the Bon-
niksen mechanism is governed by a watch
escapement, and by the addition of a

train of gear wheels it can be converted
into the equivalent of a watch so long as

the machine is in motion. This principle

ha.s been employed in the manufacture of

the latest instrument, on the main face

of which are two small dials, each
equipped with a couple of hands in a

similar fashion to a watch. The right-

hand of these two small dials is a normal
trip recorder, and it is divided into ten

divisions, the long hand covering one divi-

sion for each mile run, and the

The latest type of Bonniksen speedometer,

which registers running time as well as

small hand one division for each
ten miles. The dial on the left

hand is a clock dial pure and simple,

and when the machine is in motion it

registers time in exactly the same rnanner

as a watch. Both time and trip hands
can be set back to zero at any time.

The instrument will be of special

interest to competition riders, since the

average running speed can be instantly

and dimply calculated from the readings

of the two dials. It should be added
that the combined time and speed meter

is no larger than the standard Bonniksen
speedometer.
As before, the manufacturers are

Rotherham & Sons, Ltd., Coventry, and

the cycle type is sold complete with front-

wheel driving mechanism for £5 10s., or

the American type of' rear drive 10s.

extra.
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INFINITELY VARIABLE CHAIN-DRIVE GEAR.
Progressive Change of Ratio by Enclosed Expanding Sprockets.

Difficulties Surmounted.
Pitch Variation

(Left) External view of the British Universal gear box, showing

control mechanism.

(Right) Component parts of the gear and the two chains connecting

the two shafts.

DESPITE the comparative inflexibility

of internal combustion engines, motor
cycles were used for many years with

a single gear ratio in the transmission.

_Tlien came the adjustable pulley which
developed into the infinitely variable gear,

still remembered by many as an " ideal

"

gear imder ideal conditions. But w-et

weather, hill climbing, and passenger work
demanded something more positive, and
gears proper, vfith two definite speeds,..

came into being. Then followed the hiter-

mcdiate gear between top and bottom
ratios, and to-day the three-speed is almost
universal and showing a strong tendency
towards merging into a four-speed ar-

rangement.
Lack of positive drive under adverse

conditions killed the infinitely variable belt

transmission, but the desire for the charm
of a progressive range of ratios between
high and low limits has remained, and
from time to time such devices embodying
gears or chains have been evolved on
paper with littla or no success. —

Difficulties with Positive Drives.

Naturally, a driving chain with its con-

stant pitch will not accomodate itself to

the teeth of a sprocket expanded radially,

since the pitch of the latter increase as
the sprocket diameter increases. At last,

however, a chain gear box, named the
British Universal, has been evolved which
gives a progressive range of gearing be-

tween limits equivalent to 4 to 1 and 16
to 1 on a standard motor cycle.

Primarily the gear consists of two shafts
on which are mounted expanding
sprockets ; one shaft _ is driven by the
engine, and from the other the drive is -

taken to the back wheel. A chain con-
nects the expanding sprockets, which are
made -up of six segments each carrying
three teeth ; in the unexpanded state,

therefore, each sprocket has 18 teeth.
The toothed segments are carried by

blocks engaged in guide slots formed in
one of two side plates keyed on the shaft.

Rollers mounted on the blocks engage
with cam slots formed in the other side
plate, and when motion is applied to a
bar connected to sleeves capable of mov-

ing tliese side plates relative to one
another, the blocks are caused to move
farther from or nearer to the centre.

The slots and guides are determined by
plotting the path of the teeth when pass-

ing from one pitch diameter to another

;

consequently the engagement of the te«tli

with, the chain is correct and the drive is

quite smooth.

Automatic Fitch Adjustment.

Movement of the sleeves causing the
side plates to rotate relatively to one
another is effected by means of spiral

grooves, and as these latter are oppositely
arranged, one chain wheel is caused to

expand and the other to contract. The
blocks cari-ying the teeth are centralised

by means of light springs, with the result

that should the rollers engaging, with the
slots in the side plates not pass exactly
through the required pitch positions,

slight but sufficient compensation is

allowed. Owing to. the fact that no
toothed segments can be more than half

a pitch out of position, a free segment
will enter into proper engagement on
meeting the chain;

The invention is far more simple than
would at first appear.
There is not an un-
due number of moving
parts, and as these
run in oil in an
ordinary gear bo.x

complete W'ith kick-starter and clutch of

conventional design, excessive wear and
noise should be absent.

The first experimental gear box is fitted

to a Xew Imperial sidecar outfit, and is

certainly somewhat large, but a new de-
sign is being built for Scott machines
M'hich is notably smaller and neater in

appearance.
In action the gear is worked and be-

haves in just the same manner as an
expanding pulley gear, the clutch being
quite independent. Actually, the experi-
mental gear has been in use for about
eleven months and has run for approxi-

mately 3,000 miles.

The gear is not at present on the
market, but it is hoped that it will be
some time next year.

The British Universal Variable Gears,

Ltd., hold all rights except those affecting

motor cycles, which latt-er are in the
hands of Jlr. C. P. M. Marks, c/o God-
frey's, Ltd.,

208, Great
P r 1 1 a n d
Street, L n-

don, W.l.

Complete mechanism of

British Universal in-

nitely variable gear.

c 5
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SPORTING SOLO NEW HUDSONS.
New 350 c.c. and 500 c.c. of Neat Appearance and Clean Design.

FOR next year the 595 c.c. New Hud-
son sidecar outfit will be retained,

with minor improvements which

have been brought about as a result of

the firm's experience throughout the year.

The price will be still further reduced to

the neighbourhood of £118 10s.

Except for certain refinements, the 87 x
100 mm. engine remains unaltered, but a

new type of silencer with a simple but

efficient baffle and fiat tail pipe, and cast

aluminium chain guards, will now be

fitted. A Terry saddle is now an item of

the specification.

A novel silencer

fitted to the 595

c.c. New Hudson.

It will be remembered that salient fea-

tures of this model, with which we dealt

recently after a road trial, include good
footboards and legshields, excellent mud-
guarding (now even further inrproved), a
change-speed lever which passes through
the tank in a particularly convenient posi-

tion ; all-chain drive with internal ex-

panding brakes on both front and rear

wheels, and a serviceable decompressor.
A further improvement lies in the

Druid-pattern forks, which are now pro-

vided with an adjustment for taking up
side play.

The standard sidecar has a well-built

and roomy body with deep upholstery and
a big locker. A family sidecar with
child's seat in front of the passenger's

seat can be obtained for an additional

£12, and the outfit, complete with a de.

lure body having- hood, scuttle dash,

screen, and side curtains, is priced at

£135. All prices are provisional, and
subject to slight modification. •

In addition, a sports outfit, having a

similar specification but plain D section

mudguards, and footrests instead of foot-

Externally and indeed internally the larger solo

machine closely follows the 350 c.c. model.

boards and legshields, complete with a
smart aluminium sidecar, is listed at

£125.
Perhaps the most interesting addition

to the New Hudson range is a light solo

machine which is equipped with an en-

gine of 70x90 mm. (346 c.c), side by side

valves, and plain bearings throughout,
special attention having been given to the

Petrol and oil tanks are completely separate.

lubrication of the bushes. A single cam
operates both valves through specially

designed rockers, and the valves are re-

tained on their seats by double concentric

springs.

Very deep circumferential cooling ribs

with cooling towers in the valve caps
and an internal exhaust lifter are fea-

tures of the design. Chain transmission

throughout and a new gear box of New
Hudson design are employed. The chief

features of the box are that ball bear-

ings are used exclusively, and that the

kick-starter operates direct through a lay

shaft gear. The standard ratios' provided

are 5.6 to 1, 9 to 1, and 13 to 1. A dry

plate clutch having bonded asbestos in-

serts provides the frictional connection...

Both chains are protected by cast alu--

minium guards, and to absorb transmis-

sion shocks a Renouf type shock absorber

is fitted to the engine shaft.

A further feature of some importance

lies in the tank construction, the fuel

and oil tank being composed of two sepa-

rate units fitted together with a thick ieii

pad between. A short over-lap of the oil

tank lends a neat appearance, and the

Latest model of the 595 c.c. New Hudson fitted with the standard pattern sidecar.

By inclining the grooves for the rear spindle

and brake stop at certain angles the necessity

for brake adjustment when tightening the

rear chain is avoided.

advantages in the case of tank leakage

are obvious.
The machine is priced at £70, or a

similar machine turned out as a sports

model without kick-starter, footboards, or

legshields, at £75.
A larger edition similar in almost every

detail employs a similar (79.5x100 mm.)
engine^ to that used in the last Tourist

Trophy races. The machine has 2Sx2|iii.

. tyres, slightly wider guards, and more

powerful brakes. Its price is £85.

The three-wheeled light car, which

stands at the very top of its' class, has

undergone no modifications except m
price; the sum of £195 now' covers the

complete vehicle with detachable wheels,

spare wheel, electric lighting, etc.

c 6
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SPORTING P. & M. FOR 1923.
Comfort and High Road Performance aimed, at on New Model,

ONE of the oldest makes in Gi-eat

Britain, the P. and JI. has enjoyed

a reputation second to none
for high-class workmanship and finish

as well as reliability. During the last

year or two >ts speed has been in-

creased surprisingly, and now a new
sports model has been introduced which
will satisfy the keenest enthusiast.

•Unlike many sports models, it is not a

standard machine fitted with a special

engine and with various parts cut down
fdr the sake of lightness, but is specially

l)uilt as a fast touring mount, pre-emin-

ently comfortable, with a low saddle

position (28in. from the ground) and

'wide flat handle-bars designed to give

perfect control without stretching or

-training any part of the body.

Foot control is employed only for the

selector clutch portion of the gear.

Owing to the fact that an entirely new
frame has been constructed, with the top

..tube curved in a sweep towards the
irear so that the Viding position may be as

low as possible, both engine and gear box
are brought down 3in. without affecting

the ground clearance. -

Reduction of weight has been effected

by eliminating" such luxury fittings as

the kick-starter and carrier (which, of

course, may be had as extras), but the

mudguards are wide and efficient. Points

about the frame are the elimination of

clips, the place of which is taken by
lugs, a head bearing of large size, the fix-

ing of the handle-bar not only by means
of the ordinary clamp but by an ex-

panding handle-bar stem.

There has been little alteration to the

555 c.c. engine, but a die-cast aluminium
piston has now been fitted, while the com-
pression has been raised from 55 lb. to

60 lb. The engine is certainly efficient

;

Attractive 147 c c. two-stroke Wolf, suitable

for the use of ladies or gentlemen.

Comfortable riding position and an adequate
ground clearance are combined in the

new fast touring model.

free passages are allowed for the mixture
and the exhaust gases. The latter pass
through a short wide-diameter pipe into
a large expansion cliamber placed for-
ward of the crank case, while a long exit
pipe is provided for their final release.
A single aluminium cover is employed

. for the protection of the valve stems, and
an external exhaust lifter has been
fitted.

Two gallons of fuel is the capacity of
the tank, which also holds 3-i pints of
oil, while underneath it is fitted a spa-
cious tool bag.

New Gear Control.
Little alteration has been made in the

transmission, but a slight change has
been brought about in the change speed
mechanism, as in the "Panther," as the
new machine is called, the dog clutches
are actuated by means of a single gear
lever of conventional design, while the
expanding gears taking the place of
clutches are worked by a rocking pedal.
Both chain guards are in one piece and
are secured by two bolts only.
The spring of the transmission shock

absoi'ber is now adjustable, an important
point, as with a high top gear correct
adjustment is necessary to ensure a
smooth drive. Gears between 3^ and 11
to 1 are obtainable, but when a sidecar
is fitted (sidecar lugs are provided in the
frame) the top gear is 4^ to 1.

All the well-known and much appre-
ciated P. and M. features have been re-
tained, such as Best and Lloyd mechan-
ical lubrication through sight feed. The
workmanship and material throughout
is superb. The rear brake is of the
contracting type, actuated by the rider's
left heel, and easily accessible from the
foot-rest, while the front is of the
dummy belt rim pattern, controlled
from the handle-bar.

Weight and Price.

The weight is 256 lb. and the price
£100.

^

The chief attraction of the machine is

not only its extreme comfort, but the

Improved adjust-

ment of the shock

absorber is pro-

vided.

charm provided by the four speeds,
which allow the joys of the high top
ratio to be appreciated to the full.

Standard P. and M. models remain
practically unaltered for 1923.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., Berners
Street, London, W.l, are the manufac-
turers.

MACHINE

T
TO SUIT ALL.

suit riders of either sex, the Wol-
fruna Engineering Co., Ltd., Great
Brick-kiln Street, Wolverhampton,

will introduce a new semi-open framed.
Wolf model equipped with a 147 c.c.

Villiers engine with flywheel magneto.
With single gear belt drive the price

will be £30, and for an extra £5 a two-
speed gear bo.x can be fitted. The
saddle position is low and tyres of ample
size for such a small machine are in

eluded in the specification. Aluminium
footboards are used, and the heel-operated

belt rim brake pedal is mounted on the

near side; the front brake is of the rim

variety, controlled by the usual handle-

bar lever.
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CHAMPIO
AT Bl

Four championships were won by H. Le
Vack—two on the 998 c.c. Zenith-Jap and

two on his o.h.v, hffhtW'eights,

ALTHOUGH last Saturday's Cham-
pionships meeting at Brooklands
was probably the most successful

of the year, it is not easy to say exactly

why.. Perhaps it was because the racing

was of a uniformly good, if not excel-

lent, standard throughout.
It was not, to use horse-racing par-

lance, entirttly a backer's day ; for in-

stance, neither of those popular fa\'Our-

ites with the crowd, C. G. Pullin and
J. Emerson, succeeded in winning a race,

although a championship or two would
certainly have been a fitting conclusion
to their previous accomplishments and
their energetic specialisation in track
work .during the year." Both of them
experienced bad luck.

Four Championships for Le Vack.

H. Le Vack, on the other hand, was
in great form and gained four of the
chief honours—two with the 998 c.c.

Zenith-Jap and two with the smaller

o.h.v. New Imperial-Japs—in each case

without apparently having to exert him-
self fully. Kven the American twins
had to be content with places in the
1,000 c.c. event.

The 600 c.c. sidecar and 500 c.c. solo

classes fell comparatively easily to V.
Horsman's o.h.v. Norton, and the re-

maining two—350 c.c sidecar and 750 c.c.

solo—provided the only two genuinely
surprise winners, in W. D. Marchant
(349 O.K.-Blackburne sc.) and F. T.
Hatton (746 Douglas).

Easily the largest crowd of this year
witnessed the racing^, and although there
were no thrilling neck-and-neck finishes,

there were many exciting incidents to
reward the cold vigil of the spectators.
Incidentally the weather was very cold
indeed, bu_t fortunately dry.

c S

-^00 c c solo and 600 c c. sidecar champion -

ships were won by V. Horsman (o.h.v.

49() Norton) as well as the all -comers

handicap.

Three handicaps of three laps each con-

cluded the meeting, but the five laps

from scratch championships deserve

premier mention.
350 c.c. SIDECAR CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. W. D. Marchant (349 O.K.-Blackburne sc.>.

2 H Le Vack (346 TAP sc )

3 V Baxter (346 Holrovd sc )

Winners speed=63 27 m.p h.

Five started, including C. F. Temple

on a Coventry-Eagle. Marchant made an

inartistic get-away and was very nearly

left at the post, but the way in which

he gamely went on to overhaul the field

provided a most piquant appetiser to the

day's excitement. In winning he broke

the five-mile record at 65.51 m.p.h. His

sidecar chassis was- neatly streamliiied

and he used a very secret inductio{i.-

system. which appeared to be warmed by

the heat of the engine.

eOO c.c. SIDECAR CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. V, Horsman (430 Norton sc).
2. E. Headlam (496 Zenith-Bradshaw sc.|.

3. T. Simister (490 Norton sc).
Winner's ^peed = 64.79 m.p.h.

Anything might have happened here,
,

but Pullin (Douglas sc.) went out first

lap with a burst gear box sprocket, and

Emerson's Douglas caught fire when lead-

ino- on the second circuit. Thereafter

Horsman forged ahead, leaving Head-

lam, Simister, and G. H. Tucker (588

Norton sc.) to do battle for the places.

Headlam burst a tyre almost on the

finishing line. But he would never have

caught Horsman.

1.000 c.c. SIDECAR CHAMPION'.SHIP. -

1. H. Le Vack (993 Zenith-Jap sc).
2. O. do Lissa (996 Motosacoche-M.A.G. so.}.

3. G. Packman (976 Packman sc).
Winner's speed = 71-31 m.p.h.

At first it seemed as if the big twin
sidecars weie going to pro\ide a titanic

So many entries were received ioi the " all-comers
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MEETING
ANDS.
struggle. First lap order was : I. P.

Riddoch (998 Zenith-Blackburne sc), G.
Packman (976 Packman, so.);, and Le
Vack. Riddoch's clutch gave eut next
time round, and Le Vack had overtaken
Packman. After one more short circuit

the Zenitb-Jap had a 300 yards lead,

which it held to the finish. The speed
would have been higher had Le Vack
been in any danger on the final laps.

250 c.c. SOLO CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. H. Le Vack (249 J.A.P.).
2. J. V. Prestwich (249 J.A.P.).
3. L. F. Peaty (249 Hawker).,

Winner's speed=5a.94 m.p.h.

Mrs. Janson was to have ridden here,
but withdrew Jbecause only her second
fastest machine was available. She re-

gretted her decision, for even thus
handicapped she might easily have'
gained a second. The winner got so far
ahead that he slowed up for a chat with
his depot after four laps ; and the fourth
and last man, H. L. -Biggs (Sun-Vitesse),
finished just as they were lining up for
the next race. "

350 CO. SOlO CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. H. Le Vack (346 J.A.P.).
2. C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas).
S. T. Eve (346 Douglas).

Winner's sp6ed='76.91 m.p.h.

Le Vack and Pullin were expected to

make a fight of it, and for three laps

certainlv there was not much between
tfaem. although the former led each time.

R*,j:'Ji''3g3^/'^!»ffigH'%S^S(i,*^

After being delayed at the start W. D.
Marchant (349 O.K.-Blackbjrne) won the

350 c.c. sidecar championship, breaking the

5 mile record m doing sd.

Ihen temporary trouble delayed the

Douglas man so long on his fourth lap
that it was thought that he had retired.

But he got going again and was so far

ahead of the others that he remained an
easy second. Eve. however, had quite

a keen duel with E. Remington (Edmund-
Blackburne) for third place.

M^nin cfl In two heats Lining up tot heat one

F. T. Hatton (746 Douglas) won the 750

c.c. championship after a race full of

incident but finishing tamely.

500 c.c. SOLO CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. V. Horsman (490 Norton).
2. J. Emerson (494 Douglas).
3. F. B. Hallord (499 Triumph).

Winner's speed = 81.53 m.p.h.

Among the thirteen starters there were
at least five possible winners : Halford, on
a four-valve Triumph with an experimen-
tal water-cooled cylinder head and radia-
tor in forepart of tank, Le Vack on his

346 c.c. machine, bnt not to be disre-

garded, Pullin, Emerson and Horsman.
Halford, Horsman, Emerson, and Le Vack
was the first lap order ; Pullin seized his

gear box. Emerson moved up two places

in lap two, and Horsman changed places
with Halford on lap three, and took the
lead in lap four.; By this time Pullin had
begun to move up again, and the order
became Horsman, Emerson, Pullin, Hal-
ford, and Le Vack. But Pullin's lucky
star was in the descendant, and Halford
had crept back to third when they hurtled

across the finishing line. It was a hardly-

fought race.

750 CO. SOLO CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. F. T. Hatton a46 Douglas).
2. V. Horsman (490 Norton),

Winner's speed =76.97 m.p.h.

By wonderful acceleration Hatton gained

a useful lead at the start, but at the end
of two laps Pullin, on a 746 c.c. Douglas,

and Horsman still on the 490 c.c. o.h.v.

Norton, were drawing dangerously near.

Pullin retired next time round, and Hors-

man gained the lead, -svhich he increased

on the fourth lap. Then, to everyone's

surprise, Hatton swept across the line an

easy winner, and Plorsman, delayed by a

petrol stoppage, came in second—and last,

for nobody else finished ! The compara-

tive speeds in this and the preceding

class are illuminating.

1,000 c.c. SOLO CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. H. Le Vack (998 Zenith-Jap).
2. C. F. Temple (989 Harley-D.).

3. T. R. Allchin (989 Harley-D.).
Winner's speed = 92.65 m.p.h.

C q
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Championship Meeting at Brooklands.

—

All sorts of rumours were prevalent re-

garding the speeds of the 1,000 c.e.

machines ; aided by " dope/' lap speeds of

105 m.p.h were expecte<}. Therefore the

race, in a way, was somewhat disappoint-

ing. Le Vack led E. Remington (998

Blackburne), Temple and Allchin at the

end of a whirlwind lap, and as they passed
the paddock they all signalled frantically

that someone had crashed. Later it tnrned
out that the front tyre of George Brough's
Brough-Superior had burst at 95 m.p.h.,

miraculously without damaging the rider.

But it was a great pity, for Brough had
made a magnificent start and might have
proved a worthy opponent for Le Vack,
who, as it was, nearly lapped the field,

and broke the 10-mile standing start re-

cord at 91.54 m.p.h. The winner's

machine was fitted with Harley forks and
an adjustable shock damping device.

All ComeTS Handicap.
Three handicaps followed. The " all-

comers " attracted 50 entries, and was run
in two heats, the first ten in each com-
peting again in a final. First, second and-

third in the heats were : T. Eve (346

Douglas), at 66.92 m.p.h. ; V. Horsman
(490 Norton), and F. B. Halford (499

Triumph) ; and R. Chaplin (496 Douglas),

at 73.45 m.p.h. ; G. Maund (400 A.B.C.),

and R. 0. Lowe (490 Norton), respectively.

Horsman sent the speed up to 86.28

m.p.h. when he won the final.

Chaplin, on the same machine, won the

private owners' event easily, and V. Ans-
tice kept the Douglas flag flying in the

passenger race.

PRIVATE OWNERS HANDICAP.
1. R. Chaplin (496 Douglas).

OCTOBER 26th, n)22.

A. G. Williams (492 Sunbeam).
R. O. Lowe (490 Norton.).

Winner's speed=72;79 m.p.h.

ALL-COMERS SOLO HANDICAP.
V. Horsman (490 Norton).
R. Claaplin (496 Donglasl.
R. O. Lowe (490 Norton).

Winner's 6peea=86.28 m.p.h.

SPECIAL SHOW NUMBERS.

NOVEMBER 25th to DECEMBER 2nd

marks the period when the

MOTOR CYCLE EXHIBITION

at Olympia will be open to the pubhc-

In connection with the Show *' The
Motor Cycle " will publish Four Special

issues as under:

Nov. 9th. Lightweights and
Accessories.

Nov. 16th. Passenger Machines.
Nov. 23rd. Show Forecast and

Guide.
Nov. 30th. Show Report.

Each of these enlarged issues will em-
body special features possessing a strong

appeal to ail who own or who con-

template the purchase of a motor cycle.

To avoid disappointment an order

should be placed in advance with ^he

local Newsagent.

EVEBY THURSDAY.... THREEPENCE.

BACK TO WATER-COOLING? Purely as an experiment, F. B. Halford has had a

water-cooled head fitted to his four-valve Triumph. The radiator is situated in the fore

part of the tank.

It was " dope day " at Brooklands on

Saturday, which may or may not account

for the excellent speeds attained. There
was much speculation as to the nature of

the mixture (which varied, of course), but

its presence was often certified _ by the

odourous nature of the exhaust

!

so.).

ALL-COSIERS PASSENGER H.4.NDICAP,
1. V. Anstice (733 Douglas sc).
2. V. Horsman (490 Norton sc).
3. S. M. Greening (346 Fraucis-Barnett

W^inner's speed = 69.29 m.p.h.

A. Gaydor-Smith (Norton sc.) finished

second, but was disqualified becaiise his

passenger did not wear a safety helmet.
In addition to JIarchant's and Le Vack's

records referred to above, the 5(X) c.c. solo
and 600 c.c. sidecar flying five miles re-

cords were broken by V. Plorsman (on

o.h.y. 490 c.c. and 588 c.c. Nortons) as

follows :

CLASS C. (500 c.c. Solo).
Five Miles (flyinsr start), 3m. 22.66s. = 89. 25

m.p.h. (143.63 km.p.h.),

CLASS P. (600 c.c. Sidecars).
Five Miles (flying start), 4m. 4.72s. =73.55

m.p.h. (118.38 km.p.h.).

— * * * *

'Years ago it was affirmeithat 70 m.p.h.
was the limit speed of a motor bicycle at
Brooklands, due to the nature of the
track.

Congratulations to H. Le Vack upon his

successes, and particularly his phenomenal
speed in the 1,000 c.c. championship event.

Actually, Le Vaok's Zenith-Jap should be

credited with a greater speed than 92

m.p.h., for he had to travel on the outer

(car) line, due to the speed of his

machine, whicli means that a car lapping

the track in the same time would be

credited with an extra two miles per hour.
* * * *

An excited spectator nearly got intc

serious trouble on Satui'day by yelling
" Beaver " at the sight of a bearded police-

man.

SILENCERS AT
BROOKLANDS.
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H.P. OR CC. ?
The Question of Manufacturers' Nominal Horse Power and the More Equitable Method

of Designating Power by Capacity.

OUR readers will no doubt have
noticed tliat for months past we
have very seldom referred to

manufacturers' nominal h.p. in desig-

nating a particular model. There have
been so many anomalies that it became
desirable for us to take the lead and to

classify the various motor cycles by the

capacity of their engines in cubic cen-

timetres.

The makers' nominal h.p. is not a

unit of power ; it is not even a rough
guess at the power developed—it is

merely a habit. For years the 500 c.c.

engine has been known as a " 3^ li-P-/'

and a 350 c.c. as 2| h.p., 250 c.c. as

2i h.p., and so on. If all makers had
used the same figure for engines of the

same size, it might not have been so de-

sirable to institute a change. But whereas
some manufacturers listed 500 c.c.

machines as 3^ h.p., others (sometimes
iitted with the same engine unit) termed
them 4 h.p. The maker of a 633 c.c.

machine terms his motor cycle a " big

four." another regards a 550 c.c. as a
4 h.p. machine, yet another having an
engine of 557 c.c. decides upon 4i as the
nominal h.p.

Instirance Anomalies.

It is easy to see that not only are

these " nominals " confusing, but they
convey no meaning. Notwithstanding, the
insurance companies fix their schedules
on manufacturers' nominal ratings, and,
to quote a well-known example, the
owner of a 499 c.c. Rover or Blackburne
is forced to pay as much as the rider

of a 633 c.c. Norton.
Twelve months ago the Auto-Cycle

Union instituted what is termed the
A.C.TJ. h.p. rating, which is the rating
of power on the decimal system' accept-

ing 100 c.c. as 1 h.p. Thus 250 c.c.

became 2.50 h.p.

For ce'rtain reasons the trade has not
taken to the A.C.U. idea, and we have
yet to see a catalogue in which the old

figures have been abandoned and A.C.U.
rating substituted.

But why use the h.p. unit at all?

Because James Watt originated a unit of

power is no reason why we should use it

to indicate size. It was never intended
for this purpose. 500 c.c. or 250 c.c.

conveys more to the mind than 5.00 h.p.

or 2.50 h.p., because it cannot be con-

fused with existiiiff nomijials.

A letter on this wide subject from the

ViUiers Engineering Company is given

below.

" We would draw your attention to

the anomalies existing in the motor
cycle manufacturers' h.p. rating of

internal combustion engines, and the

serious consequences it may have on
the development of the lightweight

motor cycle.
" Here is a specific case which

shows the absurdity of the h.p. rating

now in existence. One large firm

lists two engines, a 293 c.c. and a

350 c.c. ; both are rated at 2| h.p.,

with the result that the insurance

premium is exactly the same because

the manufacturer's rating is the same.
" At the present moment we are

manufacturing three sizes of engines,

150 c.c, 250 c.c, and 350 c.c, and
we have rated them on the basis that

one horse-power equals 100 cubic cen-

timetres, so they will be 1^ h.p.,

2i h.p., and 05 h.p. respectively.
" This is undoubtedly the correct

method, and was ventilated by the

Press at the latter end of last year.
" As the largest manufacturers of

two-stroke engines in Great Britain, it

is our intention to supply engines so

that they may be fitted to motor cycle

frames and sold to the public at a

reasonable figure, but when the insur-

ance companies base the premium on
the maker's present h.p. rating the
rider is not receiving the full benefit
from liis purchase.
"For instance, our Ij h.p. engine

will be rated the same as the J.A.P.
350 c.c, while the 3^ h.p. will be
rated the same as the 500 c.c. Sun-
beam or Triumph, although of con-
siderably less h.p.

" Numbers of low-priced motor
cycles are purchased on the instalment
system, and they have to be insured
by the purchasers. If the insurance
premium of the very small engine is

as much as the comparatively large
one it is putting a severe handicap
on a rider who can ill afford it.

" Several formulae on h.p. rating
exist, all giving different results ; the
only equitable method is by the
cubical contents of the cylinder.

" An alternative method of insur-
ance well worth serious consideration
is to assess the premium on the selling

price or estimated value of the motor
cycle.

"We have already written to the
important insurance companies, but so
far without any tangible results.

—

The Villiers Engineering Co.,
Ltp."

Classification by Capacity Only.

It will be noted that this important
firm of engine unit manufacturers, while
abandoning the common h.p. rating,
still intends to rate its engines on a h.p.

basis. The only difference between the
existing system and the rating which
the Villiers Co. propose to use is that
the average nominal h.p. Jias no basis,

while the other takes as a basis 100 c.c
= 1 h.p.

We reiterate: Why use h.p. at all?

// every manufacturer abandoned h.p.,

insurance companies would have to con-

sider engine capacity, and anomalies
would eventually disappear.

YET ANOTHER WATER SPLASH. Youthful enthusiasts watch H. S. Perry (B.S.A. sidecar)

make light of the Yardley Wood watersplash in the Birmingham M.C.C. trial last Saturday.

£10,000,000 FROM MOTOR
TAXES IN NINE MONTHS.
TABULAR statistics of vehicle taxa-

tion receipts from December 1st,

1921, to August 31st, 1922, have
been issued by the Ministry of Trans-
port.

The total gross receipts amount to

£10,835,417, of which motor cyclists con-

tributed £^)8,069.
The average receipt for eaeh whole

year motor cycle licence was £2 13s. 5d.,

and for each motor car licence £17 12s.

On August 31st, 377,000 motor cycles

were registered in Great Britain, against

314,000 motor cars—63,000 more.
Quarterly licences are not proving

.
so

popular as was anticipated. More fy.an

half the country's motor cyclists register

for the full peried of 12 months.
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CURRENT CHAT (/riSO

THE WILLING HORSE. One of the entrants in last week's gliding competition using his

B.S A. to drag his monoplane to the top of the hill.

Brooklands Meet on Armistice Day.
It has been decided to hold a further

Brooklands meeting on Armistice Day,
under the combined auspices of the

B.!M.C.R.C. and the B.A.R:C., when the

entire proceeds will be devoted to tlie

Weybridge Remembrance Day Fund. This
event, it is stated, has the full approval of

many of the local residents, who had pre-

viously complained of the noise of the

track.

SMALL CARS AND
LARGE CARS .

"THE AUTOCAR," THE
COMPLETE JOURNAL.

Every phase of antomobilism is

embraced by "The Autocar," the

sister journal of "The Motor
Cycle."

Light, medium and large cars
are adequately covered in its pages.
No artificial division of light cars
from other types is attempted, or,

indeed, is necessary, since the prin-
ciples of design are identical and
the interests of users, whether
concerning questions of upkeep,
taxation, roads, service or future
development, are undivided and
common to alL

Thus, " The Autocar "—The pio-
neer and the largest of' all motor
journals—forms the only complete
record of the automobile move-
ment, by embracing the interests

of motorists in general.

The nkley Trial.

Several valuable awards will be com-
peted for in the llkley M.C. and L.C.C.'s
reliability trial, which is to take plate on
Saturday next. The trial will start at

the club's headquarters, The Lister's Arms
Hotel, llkley.

"The Motor Cycle" Film.

Following the announcement concerning
The Motor Cycle film in last week's issue,

we again remind club secretaries that
application for dates for The Motor Cycle
film should be sent at once. The film

will be put into circulation as soon as
possible after the Motor Cycle Show at
Olympia.

LIGHT
WEIGHT
SIDECAR

CLIMBS

1 in 2.75!

Another 350 c.c. Solo Single.

The Martinsyde name will appear at the
Show on a small single-cylinder machine
as well as the big-twins. Its price is not
yet fixed, but it will be competitive.

Ulster Grand Prix Course.

The triangular course used for the
Ulster Grand Prix evidently permits high
speeds, since the record lap (20^ miles)
was covered at a speed of 65.77 ra.p.h.

by H. Langman (532 Scott).

Motor Cycles and Cars.

In August tTiere were 377,943 motor
cycle and 314,769 car licences in iforce.

The proportion of motor cycles should be
-still higher ne.\t year with the increasing
number of miniature low-priced machines.

Millions !

An obvious German walked into a
Great Portland Street dealer's showroom
and asked the price of a certain three-

wheeler. On being told he made a brief

calculation, and said, "Dree million
marks—too dear, tod dear !

"

Raising the Compression.

Little or no extra power is obtainable
from any special dope mixture is the

opinion of Mr. J. A. Prestwich. Dope
simply means tliat a higher compression
ratio may be used without overheating.

The More Sporting Race.

The difference between a Brooklands car

and motor cycle race meeting seems to be
that one can never bank upon a motor
cyclist coming round a second- time.

There is a more sporting atmosphere about
a motor cycle meeting however.

A Lightweight's Name.

The J.D. lightweight described in

The Motor Cycle of Sept-ember 28th last,

and which has recently been reduced to

£35, derives its name from the initials of

Mr. J. Dring, of Bowden Wire, Ltd. Mr.
Dring, it may be remarked, was the mov-
ing spirit in founding the old Stanley
Show in 1878, an exhibition held annually
at the Royal Agi-icultural Hall, Islington,

until the adoption of Olympia. The J.D.

lightweight has been introduced to the

motor cycling fraternity after nearly three

years of painstaking development.

First ascent of Alms Hill,

Henley, by a lightweight

sidecar cutfit has been

made by L. A. Welch on

a 292 c.c. O.K.-Junior.

The attemptwas the result

of a wager, but was offici-

ally observed and certifi-

cated by the A.C.U. The

gear ratios used were 6'5,

1375 and 21 to 1. Welch

is a private owner.
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Woicestet and District M.C.C. and
Worcestershire M.C.

The above clubs will hold jointly their anniiiil

dinner on Thursday, December 7tn.

West Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

A closed half-day trial will be held on the 29t:i

inet. Full particulars are obtainable from tlie hou.
secretary at 18, Church Street, Eickmansworth, and
new meml>er3 to the club will be welcomed.

Inverness and District II.C.

Held under favourable weather conditions, the
club's one-day trial was run o£E successfully on the
2nd inst. T e course embraced three well-known
hills—Abriachan,- Glendoe, and luyerfarigai^.
Hesults :

—
SOLO.— 1, E. J. Mackintosh (490 Norton) and W.

Grant (557 B.S.A.) : 2, W. Walker (498 Ariel) and
W. Macdonald (550 Triumph).

SIDECAE.-l, W. Smith (654 Kover ec.) ; 2, V.
Stewart (993 Matchless sc).

TEAM PRIZE.—Inverness team, consisting of:
W. A. Walker (498 Ariel). A. Macdonald (350 Beard-
more B. and S.), W. Bullock (349 A.J.S.), J.

Mackenzie £293 ConnaughtJ.

Dublin Ramblers' M.C. and L.C.C.

Eesults of the club's reliability trial, described in
'

jTAe 3fo(or C)iclfi of the l^th inst., are as follows: —
OEEUSS CHALLENGE CUP.-H. G. Ellerker

(349 A.J.S.).

FIEST CLASS AWAEDS.-C. H. Pitman (492
Snnl>eam). C. Oeuss OaUaghan (500 N.U.T.), H. W.
Nesbitt (490 Norton), J. A. Carville (557 B.S.A.'.

I SECOND CLASS AWAEDS.-E. Treacy (550
1

Triumph), E. Treacy (596 Indian).

j
THIEU CLASS AWAEDS.-G. Cooke (492 Sun-

!
beam), A. G. Coard (596 Indian), G. Creuss Cal-
laghan [550 Triumpu).

SPECIAL 'AWAEDS.-Two-stroke Class, G. I.

Kennedy (249 Velocettc) ; 350 c.c. Class, F. C. H;in-
1 ley [348 Ealeigh); Unlimited Class, J. A. Carville
' (657 B.S.A.).

: TEAM PEIZE.-n. G. Ellerker (349 A.J.S.), G.
Oruess Callaghan (550 Triumph), O. Crusss Cal-

\

laghan (500 N.tT.T.l.

It was previously inadvertently announced that the
club had become open to trade members ; this i6 -

I

incorrect.

1 .
,

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.

Saturday, the 28th inst., is the date fixed for the
Bateman Cup Trial, to be run ot a course of seventy
uiiles, in two non-stop sections. A flexibility test
will take place at the commencement of the run.
Ci>nipetitorti will leave Puttenham cross-roads on the
Hog's Back, near Guildford, at 2.50 p.m.

Surbiton M.C.
The potjtponed half-day reliability trial for the

Ballard's Challenge Cup has now been fixed to take
place on tae 28th inst., starting from the Angel
Hotel, Thames Ditton, at 2.30 p.m. At the con-
clusion of the trial an impromptu concert and dance
will be held at the Talbot Hotel, Ripley.

Slough and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Held over a diflBcult course of 80 miles, and con-
cluded in darkness, the club's first annual reliability

trial was run off on the 7th inst. Results in the
motor cycle classes are as follows :

—
HARRIS Cirp AND GOLD MEDAL.-E. A.

Cullum (348 Douglas).

GOLD MEDAL.—B. F. G. Fowke (350 Beardmore
B. and S.).

Dublin and District M.C.C.
The club held au open hill-climb on Saturday, the

14th in.st., at the Devil's Elbow, near Glenculien, a
freak type of hill that is more a te^^t of the skill

ot the driver than of the power of the cycle. - This
fact was clearly demonstrated, as while the winner
of the under 600 c.c. class, G. C. Callaghan (550
Triumph), won the award for the fastest ascent of
the afternoon, he was only a second faster than
S. Woods (349 Cotton) and V>,'-^ sec«^. faster than the
best of the two-stroke class, R. Humphreys (247
Velocette). The placings in the four classes into
which the competitors were divided were as follows :

—
300 c.c. CLASS (two-strokel.-l, E. Humphreys

(247 Velocette). 27%s. : 2, T. F. Slevin (247 Velo-
cette), 275/ss.: 3, J. A. H. Waters (225 Enfield), 2i^!,i.

350 c.c. CLASS (four-stroke).— 1, S. Woods (349
Cotton), 276.; 2, D. Murphy [349 Coventry-Eagle),
321/5S. ; 3, H. B. Evans [348 Excelsior), 32=i8.

351 to 600 c.c. CLASS.-l, G. C. Callaghan (550
Trinmp;), 26s.; 2. A. A. Wavte (492 Sirabeam),
27%s.

; 3, J. A. CarviUe (557 B.S.A.), 27-'/5S.

SIDECAR CLASS.-l, E. F. Asliton (998 Indian),
27=/,s. ; 2, ]J. Allen (633 Norton), 27tis. ; 3, W. J.
Burney (976 Enfield), 30"3S.

rRE\ ENTING TIES. To find a winner in a modern reliability trial of average difficulty

It IS almost essential to include some auxiliary timed competition. An accele.ation test was
used to allo:ate the cup in the Sutton Coldficld event descriLed kst week.

Lune Valley M.C.C.
Official results of speed trials held on the 22ud

ult. are now to hand, and are as follows:—
GENERAL. 275 cc.-l, T. H. Amery (269 New

Scale), 38.3s.; 2, G. E. Tottey (249 New Imperial!,

38.4s. ; 3, J. Whalley i249 Massey Arran), 39.18.

EXPEET BARRED. 275 c.c— 1', T. H. Amery
(269 New Scale), 38s.; 2, G. E. Tottey (249 New
Imperial), 38.4s.: 3, A.5W. Muirhead (249 D.O.T.i.

43.1s.
GENERAL. 550 c.c— 1, J. Cooke (348 Edmund).

33s. ; .2, S. A. Marks (348 Hawken, 34.2s. ; 3, J. C.

Dearden (349 Massey Arran), 35.1s.

EXPERT BARRED. 550 o.c.-l, J. Cooke (348
Edmund), 52s.; 2, S. A. Marks (548 Hawker), 32. 3o.:

3, J. C. Dearden (349 Massey Arran), 35.1s.

GENERAL. 600 c.c— 1, J. W. Hollowell (490
Norton), 28.4s. ; 2, H. Baxter (490 Norton). 30.33.

;

5. A. Hawkins (490 Norton), 51s.

EXPEET BAEEED. 600 c.c— 1, J. W. Hollowell

(490 Norton), 28.1s.; 2, H. Baxter (490 Norton),

29.48. ; 3. T. Simister (490 Norton), 30.1«.

GENEEAL (TjNl.iMrTED).— 1, J. W. Hollowell (490
Norton), 28.1s.: 2, N. S. Nicholas (976 D.O.T.).

28.2s. ; 3, H. Baxter (490 Norton), 29.1s.

EXPEET BAERED (Unlimited).— 1, A. Tinkler
(999.5 American X.), 27.1s.: 2, N. S. Nicholas [976
D O.T.), 28.3s.; 3, J. W. Hollowell (490 Norton),

28s.
GENEEAL (600 CO, SroECAHS).— 1, J. W. Hollo-

well (490 Norton), 52.3s.; 2, H. Baxter (490 Norton).

35.3s.: 3, O. G. Bullough (490 Norton), 36.2b

EXPEET BAEEED (600 c.c. SroECAES).-l, J. W.
Hollowell (490 Norton), 33s.; 2, H. Baxter (490

Norton), 36.1s.; 3, A. Jepson (498 Zenith-Brad-
shaw), 39.3s.

GENERAL (UNLlMlTEn Sidecaes):- 1, J. W.
Hollowell (490 Norton), 33.2s.; 2, P. Piatt (749
Bradbury), 34.1s.; 3, E. B. Parkinson (976 Brough-
Superior), 37s.

EXPEET BAEEED (U.-iLiMlTED SinECABS).— 1, A.
Tinkler (999.5 American X.), 32.38.; 2, J. W.
Hollowell (490 Norton), 33.2s.; 3, P. Piatt (749
Bradburv), 35.3s.
Fastest time of the day.—A. Tinkler (999.5

American X.). 27.1a.

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.

Results in the motor cvcle classes of a successful

hill-climb, held on the 7th inst. over a 440 yard!
course, ore as follows: —

SIDECAES UP TO 600 c.c. (GENEaAL).

1. C. Volk (494 Douglas sc), 24%s.
1. A. Fraser [498 Sheffield-Henderson sc). 23^Js.

UNLIMITED SIDECAES (General).

1. A. Eraser (Sheffield-Henderson sc), 23";53.

rC. Volk (494 Douglas sc), 24=/5S.
2- IB. S. Allen (976 B rough-Superior sc), 24=,;-,s.

3. J. Bowles (976 Zenith sc), 303/5S.

350 c.c. (Amateur).
1. W; H. Sheraton (349 Sheffield-Henderson), 21><-i3.

2. A. O. Quick (348 Rex-Acme), 24s.

350 c.c {General}.

1. W. H. Sheraton (349 Sueffleld-Henderson), 201,53.

2. S. Duntord [548 Verus), 20-i.'5S.

3. A. C. Quick (348 Eex-Acme), 21t'5S.

600 c.c. (Amateur).
1 W. H. Sheraton [549 Sheffield-Henderson). 19°43.

2. A. H. Cox (499 Trinuip!>), 20s.

3. A. C. Quick (548 Eex-Acme), 20%s.

600 c.c. (GENERAL).

1. A. Fraser (498 Sheffleld-Hendersnn), 19s.

2. W. H. Sheraton (349 Sheffleld-Hendersou), 19^/58.

5. C. Tolk (494 Douglas), 195^s.

UNLIMITED (Amateoe).

1 W H. Sheraton [549 Sheffield-Henderson), 19%s.
2. A. H. Cox (499 Triumph), 20yss.

3. 'E. Green (490 Norton), 2iyss.

ITNLIMITED (General).

1. B. S. Allen (97fi Brough-Superior), 18%s.
2 A. Fraser (498 Sheffield-Henderson), IS^'Ss.

- (A. H. Cox (499 'I'rinmph), 193/5S.
^- 10. Volk (494 Douglas), 19%s.

Up to 600 C.c. (Amateurs who have not
RECEIVED an AWARD IN A B. AND H.M.C.G.

Hill-Climb.)
1. A. H. Cox [499 Triumph), 20?'s5.

Over 600 c.c.

1. C. C. Bone (976 Dot-Jap], 22=^8.

FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY.-B. S. Allen

(976 Brough-Superior), 18%s.

CI5
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Stourbridge and District M.C.C.
Several stiff liills were included in a reliability

tiial held on the 7th inst. Starting from the Wood-
man Hotel, Cleiit, competitors made two IS-mile
circuite over the Clent and Licky Hills, riding to
a schedule of 15 m.p.h. Au awkward hairpin on
New Walton Hill was the cauee of many failures,
only one solo rider making: a clean ascent on both
circuits. Two ladies competed.

Redhill, Reigate and District M.C.C.
The i-esults of the secret hill-climb held on the

4th inst., were quite satisfactory despite the en-
forced alteration of plans at the last minute and
a certain amount of rain. Competitors were
allowed two attempts on the hill, the fastest time
coiinting in each event.
350 c.c. (General).—1. A. Livsey (349 Wooler)

;

2. R.. Green (249 Velocette).
600 C.c. (General).—!, R. Green (490 Norton);

2. A. Livsey (349 Wooler).
1,000 C.C. SIDECARS.— 1. V. I^ng (770 Excel-

sior sc.) ; 2, E. Gordon (989 Harley-Davidson sc);
3, F. Harris (976 J.A.P. sc.)-

South Western Centre A.C.U.
Everyone who completed the course in the inter-

club reliability trial over Dartmoor on Septem-
ber 30th, is to be heartily congratulated, for
not only was the route very rugged, but the com-
petitors' tribulations were made greater by a per-
sistent drizzle, and in the latter stages by heavy
fog. Nevertheless it must have been encouraging
to the Plymouth and District Motor Cycle and
JLight Car Club, which organised the trial, to
find thirty-four competitors face the starter,
among these being entrants from Barnstaple,
Tiverton, Okehampton, and London.
There was no great impediment in the first

few miles, and even Grenoffen (an observed hill)

did not catch many. Within the next three miles
the hairpin on the hill leading from Buckland
to Denham Bridge was encountered on the down-
ward road, but at this stage the field was making
capital progress. The remainder of the first lap
did not present very much difficulty, and, after
passing through Crapstone, the main road to Tavis-
tock was followed via Dousland, Princetown. and
Merrivale. So far 47 miles had been covered, and
nearly everyone was wet through, while quite a

number were late in checking in.

Lunch was provided at the Newmarket Hotel,
after which the second lap was entered on. The
riders seemed quite undaunted, despite the heavy
rain which fell in blinding sheets as the road to
Okehampton was taken, after which the course
again proved of a strenuous character. The road
was principally over open moorland, and ran
through Belstone, Skaigh, Sticklepath. Ramsley,
TJirowleigh, Gidleigh, Minchington (observed hill),

and then through Chagford, Drewsteignton, More-
tonhampstead, and Postbridge to Two Bridges,

where a halt was made for tea. By this time
only fifteen competitors remained to finish the
course.
On the last section the v^'ece de risistance was

Simms' Hill, with a gradient of 1 in 2.5. and this

proved a stumbling block to many. Three com-
petitors made capital ascents—P. Pike (Norton),

B. D. Richardson (Norton), and a Brough Superior

rider—but the remainder either stuck completely

or had to receive assistance from onlookers. The
greasy lane from the top of this hill to New Inn

ended! the more tricky part of the journey so far

a-s gradients were concerned, but heavy fog made
the last thirty miles treacherous so far as time
error coujited, and it was not surprising to find

that one or two got fog-bound and did not return

to Plymouth until the following morning.
Only twelve checked in, as follows : L. Bastin

(498 Martinsyde), N, Veasey (532 Scott), O.

Brittain (349 Douglas), B. D. Richardson (490

Norton), P. Pike (490 Norton), F. Easterbrook
(Martinsyde sc), J. Hoskin (976 Zenith), TT.
Drew (550 Triumph), J. R. Shobrook (349 A.J.b.),

P. B. Millsom (James), and lUingworth (Trump-
AJizani sc.)

P. Pike (490 Norton) won the cup.

North Liverpool M.C.C.
The club held its first speed trials on the beach,

Birkdale, near Southport, on the 7th inst. Excel-

lent weather favoured the meeting, and some very

close finishes were witnessed by over a thousand
spectators. Several well-known T.T. and track

riders competed. The organisation was excep-
tionally well carried out by club officials, assisted

by R.A.C. guides and local mounted police. Re-
sults :

SOLO CLASSES.
300 C.C. (Trade).— 1, T. Amery (249 New Scale).

300 C.c. (Expert).— 1, T. Amery (249 New
Scale); 2, J. N. Roberts (249 New Imperial).
350 C.C. (Amateurs).—!, C. H. Foster (348 New

Scale); 2, T. Amery (249 New Scale); 3, T. Picton
(349 A.J.S.).
350 C.C. (Trade).—1, H. F. Brockbank (348

Brock-Blackbume); 2, P. Baron (348 Hawker); 3.

T. Amery (249 New Scale).
350 c.c. (Expert).--I, H. F. Brockbank (348

Brock-Blackbnrne) ; 2, P. Baron (348 Hawker) ; 3,
F. Collard (349 Sheffield-Henderson).
550 C.C. (AiiATEURS)— 1, J. W. HoUowell (490

Norton); 2, W. Johnson (492 Sunbeam); 3, S,

Ollerhead (494 Douglas).
550 C.c. (Tk.\de).—1, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490

Norton); 2, W. Johnson (492 Sunbeam); 3. H.
Baxter (490 Norton).
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550 C.C. (Expert).— 1, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490
Norton); 2, P. Baron (348 Hawker); 3, W. Lord
(492 Sunbeam).
750 C.C. (Amateurs),-1, W. Johnson (492 Sun-

beam) ; 2, W. Lord (492 Sunbeam); 3, P. Baron
(348 Hawker).
750 C.C. (Trade).— 1, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490

Norton) ; 2, W. Johnson (492 Sunbeam) ; 3. J. W.
HoUowell (490 Norton).
750 C.C. (Expert).—1, H. Baxter (490 Norton);

2, J. W. HoUowell (490 Norton); 3, P. Baron (348
Hawker).
1,000 C.C. (Amateurs).—!, W. Johnson (492

Sunbeam); 2, S. Ollerhead (494 Douglas); 3, D.
Swift (492 Sunbeam).
1,000 C.C. (Trade).— 1, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490

Norton); 2, A. Tinkler (995.5 American X); 3,
W. Lord (492 Sunbeam).
1,000 C.C. (ExPKRT).— 1, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490

Norton); 2, H. Ba.Ti:ter (490 Norton); 5, J. W.
~HollowelI (490 Norton).

Unlimited (Ajiateurs).—1. W. Johnson (492
Sunbeaml; 2, D. Swift (492 Sunbeam).
Unlimited (Trade).—l, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490

Norton) > 2, H. Baxter (490 Norton); 3, J- W.
HoUowell (490 NortoTi).
Unlimited (Expert).—!, G. E. Cowley, iun.

(490 Norton); 2, H. Baxter (490 Norton); 3, J. W.
IloUoweU (490 Norton).

SIDECAR CLASSES.
350 c.c. (TRAnE).— 1, P; Baron (348 Hawker sc-J.

350 C.C. (Expert).—1, P. Baron (348 Hawker
sc).
550 C.C. (Amateurs).—1, S. Ollerhead (494

Douglas sc.) ; 2, H. Meade (496 Lea-Francis sc).
55q_c.c. (Trade).—!, J. W. HoUowell (490 Nor-

ton sc); 2, G. E. Crowley, jun. (490 Norton sc.)
;

3, S. Ollerhead (494 Douglas sc).
550 C.C. (Expert).— 1, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490

Norton sc.) ; 2, P. Baron (348 Hawker sc.) ; 3,

J. W. HoUowell (490 Norton sc).
750 C.C. (Amateurs).—!, S. Ollerhead (494

Douglas sc.) ; 2, J. H. Meade (496 Lea-Francis ,sc.),.

750 C.C. (Trade).—!, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490
Norton sc.) ; 2, J. W. HoUowell (490 Norton sc)

;

3, S. Ollerhead (494 Douglas sc).
750 C.c. (Expert).— 1. G. E. Cowley, jun. (490

Norton sc) ; 2. J. W. HoUowell (490 Norton ^c.)\

3, P, Baron (348 Hawker sc).
1,^00 c.c. (Amateurs).—!, S. Ollerhead (494

Douglas sc); 2, E. B. Parkinson (976 Brough
Superior sc) ; 3, W. Garner (996 Indian sc).
1,000. c.c. (Trade).— 1, A. Tinkler (999.5 Ameri-

can X sc); 2, G. E. Cowlev, jun. (490 Norton sc.) ;

3. H. W. HoUowell (490 Norton sc).
1,000 C.c. (Expert).—!, A. Tinkler (999.5

American X sc); 2, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490 Nor-
ton sc.) ; 3, P. Baron (348 Hawker sc).
Unlimited (Amateurs).—!, W. Wilkie (1,30.1

Henderson sc.) ; 2, W. Garner (998 Indian sc).
Unlimited (Tr.ade) .—1 , A. Tinkler ( 999.5

American X sc); 2, G. E. Cowley, jun. (490 Nor-
ton sc.y; 3, J. W. HoUowell (490 Norton sc).
Unlimited (Expert).- 1, A. Tinkler (999.5

American X sc); 2, G- E. Cowlev. jun. (490 Nor-
ton sc); 3, P. Baron (348 Hawker sc).

Epsom and District M.C.C.
Three Mell-known Surrey hills—White Downs, Sue-

combs, and Quarry Hill—were included in the club'«
one-day trial held on the 8th inst. Competitord had
to make two circuits ol the course, it total distance
of 166 miles, to a 20 m-ii.h. schedule. Final reaulta
were as follows :

—
GOLD MEDALS.-P. C. PolhiU (976 Zenith gc),

S. Bucknell (976 Mat<-hless sc), J. E. Starnes
(678 Martinsyde sc).

SILVER MEDALS.-B. Holt (550 Triumph), H.
Garland (550 Triumph), W. H. Steer (499 Sun))eaijil

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

It was originally intended to run off the handi-
cap speed trials oh the 7th inst. in pairs on the
knock-out principle, but the surface was found
to be too rough; competitors were despatched
singly against handicap. Forty riders were
entered, and thirty-five started. The distance was
one-third mile. Results

:

SOLO CLASS.—!, Silver Cup (won outrig)u),
T. Bullus, Junr. (555 P. and M.), cross 35.16^
received 12&.?'Tiet 25.16s.; 2, Silver Medal, H. S.

Moorhouse (499 Triumph), gross 27.5s., received
33., net 24.5s.; 3, Bronze Medal, S. Flintoff (558
Triumph), gross 34.64s., received 10s., net 24.64s."
Fastest time, solo, H. S. Moorhouse (499 Tri- -

umph), 27.5s..
SIDECAR CLASS.—1, Silver Cup (won oufc.

right), E. Flintoff (499 Sunbeam sc), gross 39.6s.,
received 85., net 31.6s.; 2, Silver Medal, H.
Graham (490 Norton sc),' gross 38.32s., received
43.. net 34.32s.; 3, Bronze Medal, J. A. Smith
(490 Norton ?:Q.), gross 35.123., scratch, net 35.12;.
Fastest time, sidecar class, J. A. Smith (490 Nor-
ton sc), 35.12s.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
A half-day reliability trial. for the Paviour Tiopliy

took place on the 7th inst. Several very loose
pieces of going figured in the 60 miles course, and
many competitors came to grief. A lady lider, Mn?
Keer, handled her Triumph sidecar outfit vary
capably. Result^:-
350 c.c-1, J. Pretty (349 A.J.S.) : 2, R. A.

Devonish (350 Beardmore'-Precision) ; 3, W. J. Cae
(249 Velocette).
500 C.C— 1, "V. Ollson (492 Sunbeam), winner o*

Paviour Trophy; 2, A. V. Adams (496 Martinsyde);
3, E. C. Rose £500 N.U.T.).
UNLIMITED.-!. E, W. Fison (678 Martinsydel,

2, L. H. Sharp (490 Norton); 3, E. T. ElUott {59ft i

Indian).
600 c.c SIDECARS.-!, C. O. Rose (498 Beard-'

more-Precision sc.) ; 2, D. Potter (598 Beaidmore-
Preciaion ec.) ; 3, Mrs. Keer 550 Triumph ec).

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.-!, E. O. Lunnies (976

Sunbeam sc) : 2, F. K. Portway [490 Norton ec.)

;

3, H. Goldsmith (692 Brough ec.}-

WINNER OF TEAM CLASSES.-Egerton'e Team,
comprisinj?: A. Y. Adams (496 Mai-tiusvde), F. K.

Portwav (490 Nurtoii so.). L. H. Sharp [490 Norton).

BETTER FpOT THAN FALL—evidently the motto of F. R. Dixon (490 Norton) on the^

greasy hairpin hend of New Walton Hill in a Stourbridge and District M.C.C. trial-
.J""
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A selo-lion of question? of general interest

received from readers and our replies thereto. All

question-- should be addressed to the Editor,

" The Mo'or Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4, and whether intended for

publication or not must be accompanied by

a l.'i!. stamped addressed envelope tor reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly

and on one side of the paper only, numbering

each query separately, and keeping a copy

for ease of reference. ^Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the

top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should

CSAPACITY IN RELATION TO POWER.
I have a Scott with many

modern parts, but the main
frame and engine both ar3

1912-13. The engine and geai;

liave been thoroughly overhauled

and worn parts renewed. Taking the

capacity of this engine, which is now
as good as a new one. as identical with

.the capacity of, say, a 1920 engine in

similar condition, would I be justified

-, in e-xpecting it to develop the same
.power. I might sa'y the carburetter is

'a 1920 three-jet -Binks; the magneto a

Bosch., of the same age as engine.

probably, whilst lubrication is by th?

1917 Scott . system. Assuming the

power of 1920 engine greatei', would
this be' due to crank case Or cylinder

improvement or what?—W.A.M.
As the 1920 Scott engines have several

improvements in detail over the pre-war

pattern, it is not certain that you will

get the same powei- from your machine :

at the same time there w'ill not be much
difference if your engine is in really good
order. The post-war Scott engines are

improved by having a slightly higher

crank-case compression, and the casting

of the passages in the crank case, transfei

ports, and cylinders is much cleanei

The later engines also have machined
ports in the cylinders, and the results

obtained generally make for greater

'ency.

CHOOSING A SIMPLE SIDECAR.
' ' I am thinking of buying a

1^ sidecar outfit, but expense is a

I? consideration Having no mech-
L4-1 anical knowledge and very litth'

time to spend on a machine, it

seems to me, from a study of your
pages, that a two-stroke would prob-
ably be best suited to my purpose.
If practicable, I should ride the
machine (with emptj^ sidecar) from the
suburbs to my office'in the City. (1) Is
a two-stroke more suitable than a four-
stroke for an inexperienced rider?
(2) Does an air-cooled two-stroke de-
velop sufficient power to pull a com-
bined weight (passenger and driver) of
20 stone? (3) What is the minimum
engine size . necessary to do this ?

(4) Would it be safe to ride a light-
weight two-stroke with empty sidecar
from the suburbs to the City. I have
in mind the possible danger of the out-

599

IQS

5niportant Dates.

Fri.. Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. llth

—

Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Tues., Dec. 25th, and Wed., Dec.
27th—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat.. Jan. 13th, to Wed., Jan. 24th
(1923)—The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 25th, to Sat., Feb. 3rd
(1923)—Scottish Motor Show.

fit turning over when going round
corners?—J.G.

(1) There is no particular advantage in

selecting p t^ "* "Ke even li you aie

be kept distinct from questions bearing on
technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the
Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers
of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy
the benefit of the Road Service Department of
that organisation. Queries should be addressed to
the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a lid.
stamp), and will be dealt with by the A.A. and
I\LU., who are regularly in receipt of reports from
their representatives all over the country as to the
existing state of the roads ia any particular
locality.

only a beginner, because modern four-

stroke engines are so reliable that there
need be no alarm at their increased num-
ber of working parts as compared with
two-strokes. (2) At very low speeds, and
especially when pulling a sidecar, a two
stroke is slightly more powerful than a
four-stroke of the same capacity.

(3) For the load which you intend to
carry, we do not think it would be ad-,
visable to have a machine of less than
500 c.c. (4) A lightweight two-stroke
with an empty sidecar would be quite
suitable for use in travelling between
the suburbs and city, and once you be-

come used to it, and providing you
always drive carefully, there would be
no particular danger arising from the
tendency of the sidecar to lift on lef:

hand corners. If your sidecar is only to

be used for passenger carrying occasion-
allv, or merely for short pleasure trips

at moderate speed, it would not be be-

SUNSHINE IN OCTOBER. L. Randies (4vi Sunbeam) on the benj of Ffri.h Hill in

the Relianre Cup Trial described last week.

biT
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yond the power of a two-stroke machine
of 350 c.c. capacity to perform your work
fairly satisfactorily. Such machines,
however, are mostly being driven to the
full extent of their power when a pas-

senger is being carried, and consequently
they are very liable to be too highly
stressed, with resultant trouble and
expense in maintenance, unless very con-

siderately handled.

READERS' REPLIES.
TWO-STROKE CONSUMPTION.

With reference to " C.H.B.'s " question

(October 12th), a Clyno two-stroke requires

a very big advance on the spark for

economy. I improved my m.p.g. from
50 to 100 as follows : I adopted the timing
advised in the Amac handbook for two-
strokes, namely, a full advance of 10

nun. Unless one is prepared to measure
this through the sparking plug hole it is

best to mark T.D.C. on the flywheel, set

ignition at full retard, points just starting

on T.D.C, then mark full advance on the

flywheel, disconnect again and set full

retard, points just opening on a mark
halfway between the two marks on the
flywheel ; the firing point on full advance
will be about 10 mm. from the top.

For starting up the lever will have to be
about half retarded. Always run- on full

advance at once after starting up,
except on a fairly big hill or in awkward
traffic.

The jet should be reduced to No. 20.

I am using No. 20 and still have full air

and full throttle on the level. I also put
a muffler made of an old tin can over the
carburetter vaporising chamber, and
draw my air from the open bottom of it just

oyer the expansion box of the exhaust.

Aviation spirit gives a greatly im-
proved freedom from four-stroking when
running light ; the vaporisation is much
better. When I next touch my carburetter

I intend to put in a No. 19 jet. Of course
the extra air inlet wants watching, and
unless carefully adjusted at all times there
will be popping back in the carburetter.—J. HirKiN.

DISAPPOINTING PERFORMANCE
WITH A SIDECAR.

"J.O.E.'s" machine certainly has
plenty to do. but according to my ex-

perience of a similar outfit it should be
capable of doing it. I have a lighter

sidecar than "J.O.E.," but can travel

three-up comfortably. 5^ to 1 is rather
high for such a load, but before discarding
his 2iin. tyres "J.O.E." might try to

obtain a belt rim ^in. bigger in diameter.
This would make his gear about 5.5 to 1.

The clutch should he as easy as the load
will permit, there being no shock
absorber. Size 36 jet is correct. I found
my engine got hotter on stnaller sizes: I

have not tried 37, but should thirrk it

would improve the power (not the m.p.g.
though). I have been doing 50 m.p.g. up
to a few weeks ago, when it mysteriously
improved to 71. An inlet valve air leak
preventer helps a lot. Fetrol level should
be as high as possible. The small gauze
in the float chamber cap is a. point to
watch. Tappet clearances should be as
small as possible. I use a thick washer
between cylinder and crank case—about
ten thicknesses of brown paper, gold-
sized together. Price's Huile de Luxe,

b 1 8

about 1 pumplul e^-ery 5 miles, suits the
engine well. I am. at present using a

K.L.G. F12 plug, which the makers re-

commend, but the K.L.G. H.S.I gives me
equal satisfaction and is considerably
cheaper. I suppose "J.O.E.'s" exhaust
system is clean : the slotted end of the

tail pipe is best cut off, slantwise.—R. A.
Irving.

As I am the owner of a 1920 500 c.c,

Ariel outfit a few experiences will perhaps
be helpful to "J.O.E.," whose machine
appears to be of the same type.

When delivered the machine was not too
good in performance, but I fitted a 36
jet to the B, and B. carburetter and
adjusted the level to a " bead on the jet."

The petrol pijpe and filter were choked
and required a very thorough clean. I

next retarded the ignition one tooth and
ground off the end of the decompressor
camshaft -jV™-) ^s this fouled the inside

of the crank case and stuck up the tappet.

I also fitted F.E.W. valve attachments and
a K.L.G. plug. I also scrapped the tail

pipe and fitted a 39in. plain steel pipe over
the silencer union. First-class compres-
sion is essential on -this engine, which
must be very carefully run in. I can
now stand on the kick-starter for two
minutes without it dropping.

After these adjustments, pZ«s'500 miles

running-in, the results are splendid. The
outfit will now climb Westerham on
middle gear fully laden and accelerate

after the corner. The top gear 5^ to 1

is the best possible. I use Vacuum B oil

and Miracle oil in the petrol. The
. machine has actually more power than
three bigger singles I have owned, and on
low gear laughs at Porlock. Over-heating
is unknown, although the combined weight
of passengers is 21 stone.—E. H. Laeneb.

c.c.

com-
relia-

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replUs to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
cjo The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests

for ex2]eriences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

"W.McK." (Belfast).—293 c.c. New
Imperial : speed, petrol consumption,
steering and reliability.

"G.P." (Burnley).—499 c.c. Sunbeam:
carburetter other than Amac.
"D.J.O." --(Sway).—349 c.c. sports

A.J.S. and 490 c.c. Norton : speed, ijetrol

and oil consumption, reliability.

"C.F." (West Bromwich)..—1,301 c.c.

Henderson sc. : petrol consumption,

lubrication system, gear ratios ; also Cox
Atmos carburetter.

"G.S.S." (Norwich).. — Late model
398 c.c. A.B.C. ; general experience after

2 000 miles' running.

"E.J.S." (Muswell Hill).—^398 c.c.

A.B.C. and 349 c.c. A.J.S. : speed, reli-

ability, cost of upkeep.
"N.T.B." (Watford).—398 c.c. A.B.C.

(1922 model) : correct handling.
^ W.T." (Tewkesbury). — 499 c.c.

Dunelt sc. : belt drive, fuel economy.
"M.C." (Woking).—500._c.c. N.U.T.

sports model : speed, ease of cornering,

acceleration, suitability of Wex or Flexi

carburetter.

"H.N." (Croydon).—Scott repair ser-

vice.

"A.T.D." (Charlton).—499 c,c. I.O.M.
Rudge and 348 c.c. Raleigh : speed, re-

liability, power, and suitability for per-
manent pillion riding.

"J.J.G. Jnr." (Heswall).—349
A.J.S. B 1 and 247 c.c. Levis S 2 :

parative running expenses, speed,
bility, fuel consumption, comfort.
"R.G.C.C." (Tiinbridge Wells).—24,7

c.c two-speed Levis and 225 c.c. llc^yal

Enfield : reliability, decarbonising
periods.

"J.F." (Scarborough).—211 c.c. Ner^i-
Car : single lever carburetter, headliglft

improvements, suitable plugs.
"A..J.D." (Glasgow).—499 c.c. Rudge-

ilulti : hill-elimbing, fuel consumption,
belt-slip in wet weather.
"R.J.H." (Southampton).—Old 678 c.o.

Indian : suitable carburetter, solo speed,
tuning hints.

"A.N.J." (Liverpool).—348 c.c. Cot-
ton : speed, reliability, general economy.

"L.E.L.'^ (Gainsborough).—596 c.c. In-

dian Scout : performance with sidecar, re-

liability, solo~ speed.

"R.H." (Ascort).—McKenzie light-

weight : vibration and general behaviour.

SPARKLETS.
Found.

Near Henley, a Lucas motor
horn. Ref. No. 211.

Silencer and Power.

J. Emerson's recent 3 hours and 200
miles records at 65 m.p.h. were made
with Carb-jector silencers fitted to his

Douglas.

One Third Less than Pre-war Prices. •,

Considerable reductions^ in price have n

been made in Stepney Road-Grip motor
cycle covers, which are now one"-thiiff I

less than pre-war figures.

Cycle Car Price Eednction.

Up to the end of 1922 the price of the

Tamplin will be £150, complete with

electric lighting. This machine is g-uaran-

teed to climb Alms Hill by its makers,

Tamplin Motors, Ltd., Staines, Middle-

sex.

Pretoria Hill Climh. ^

Delightful weather favoured the Pr«-

toria Motor Club's hill-climb on Klopper's

Kop, over a half-mile course, electricaJlj'

timed. The Nortons ridden by Downes,

Du Toit, and Van Bergen finished first,

second, and third respectively ; Dr. Du
Toit and Van Bergen tied for second

place.

British Successes' on the Continent.

At the Krachbergi-ennen hill-climb,

near Erbach Odenwald, a 499 o.p.

Triumph took first and four places in

the 500 c.c. class, while in the 1,000 c.c.

event Kleemann and Howie occupied

first and second positions ou' similar

machines, making fastest time of the day

in all motor cycle and racing car classes.

Schloemer, riding a 499 c.c. Triumpli,

was first in the 500 c.c. class in ti>e

recent Siebengebinge races ; he covered

the course of 210 kilometres in Sb, 4m.
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have established an enviable reputation for
reliability and consistent efficiency, both on road
and track. The following are recent successes :—

At Brooklands:
Mr. R. N. JUDD, riding a Model 16
Norton, recently secured the
following four world's records

:

100 miles in 1 hr. 20 mins.
46 sees. - - 73.88 M.P.H.

2 hours, covering 147 miles,
1261 yards - 73.86 M.P.H.

i.e., 2 Weill's Becords Class C
2 „ „ „ U

At Doncaster:
In the Speed Trials Mr. FRANK
SISSON gained the following
awards in Section Br-

ill Italy:

550 c.c. Sidecar

750 c.c. „
Unlimited c.c.

550 c.c. Sidecar

750 c.c.

1st

1st

1st

2nd
1st

In the overnight race, from
MILAN to NAPLES, a distance of
887 Kilometres or 551 Miles,
the " Norton " secured First and
Second places in the 500 c.c.

class, and Second and Third
places in the unlimited class,
the times being 18 hours 3 mins.
42 sees., and 18 hours 21 mins.
16 sees, respectively.

All the above relied on C.A.V. MAGNETOS which in no small
measure contributed to their success.

^^ACTONVALE. LONDON .W. 3.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

SILIGO ENAMEL CO. STRATFORD, LONDON.
In ansiverina these adveTtucmcnte If /'< deshable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle. big
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Now Ready.
Second Edition (Revised)

TWO - STROKE
MOTOR CYCLES

By the staff of
" The Motor Cvcle."

A complete treatise on the two-stroke motor cycle,

written from the point of vieiv of the rider.

ALL who are seeking informa-

tion relating' to two-stroke

motor cycles should obtain a

copy of this book, It fully

describes the cliarm, the cost,

and the possibilities of the two-

stroke, deals in detail with the

engine and other units. Useful

advice is given on engine

cleaning, tuning and adjust-

ment, as well as on economical

and efficient running and the

best means of eliminating

troubles. Illustrations are freely

used throughout this book.

Price 2/6 net. By post, 2/9.

From ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, B.C. 4.
and leading booksellers.

»fB-^^«a-^tei«»-« .n

Have You secured your supply of

Miracoleum
The Ideal Oil for Upper Lubrication,

The demand is exceptional.

The results astounding.

Every Motorist should carry a tin.

Miracoleum
positively reduces friction and carbon
at combustion head.

Lubricates valve stems and prevents
them sticking.

Cuts down petrol consumption.

Increases compression and mileage.

You can use No. 3 Spirit and Miracoleum

and obtain the same H.P. and mileage as

with No. I Spirit.

Asl^ your Garageman for a tin. 32 czs.

6/3. 16 ozs. 3/3. Or write to us giving

address of nearest garage.

The W. BLACKWELL OIL Co.
Victjria Oil Wcrks Aston, Birmingham.

Miracoleuin \

IS a :

Revolution

in

Rev <lu

^^•r«^«»-^to«»^*><

b2

.J

BEIDJCRES

FLEECE-LINED
GUARANTEED
PERFECT.

Made for the
American Army.

8f6
per pair, post paldi

Coat 25/- per pair
to make.

BUY NOW & AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.

S. J. 8- A. FELDBLUM, 75, Leadenhall St., E.C. 3.

Money refunded if dissatisfied.

In answerinrj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES*

advertisements' m these columns

—First la words 3/-, and 3d. ior every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___—r-cST
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. and crossed^—*-

—

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

i
transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertissnents m this section should be

,
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

i
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the ofDces of " The Motor Cycle,"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

I All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

;
in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or .printers' errors, although every care is taken

I to avoid mistakes.

I NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

:
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

i When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

I

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added-
: to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
will apoear in the advertisement. All replies should be

a-Jiressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle/' Dorset House,

Tudoc Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y io Box No.
I dverlisemenls are warned against sending remittance through

the post except in registered envelopes; in all such cases Uie

use of the Deposit System is recommended, and tJie envelope

I should be clearly marked " Deposit Department*'

inthe case of motor cycles oRered for sale under a box

number, as It Is unusual lor these to be sold without first

i
bfltng Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

I facilitate business by embodying in Iheir advertisements

some mention ol the district In which the machine

f offered may be seen and tried.

3I«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unluiown persoDs

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motorcycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision . after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit thf

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amoTjni

to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, bni

in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For ail

: transactions up to f^io, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on

transactions over £io and under £30, the tee is 2 /6 ;
over

£50 and under £75, 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6
and on all transactions over £100. i%. All deposii

raitters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street

i London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

I made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself o!

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries -are requested to regard the

1 tllenoB as an indication that the goods advertised have
' already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

: many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

1 each one by cost,

! MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A .B.C.—Latest models produced by the Sopwith
f^ Aviation Co., Ltd.: new standard model, £74;

dynamo model, £88; only a few remaining.—Maudes',
\ 100, Great Portland St., London. [8370

SIGN OF
GOOD

THE 1923

Godfrey's Ltd., Sole London
Agents for the Indian Motor
Cycle since 1910, can give

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES
OF THE 1923 MODELS.

4 h.p. MODEL G.23

Indian Scout - JiOO |U

Combination " jj 1 1 I

U

Dynamo . JCighting and fit R 1 1)
Speedometer (extra) - Ji I I U

8h.p.MODELH.E.23
Indian Chief,

Combination, —j-ii
fully equipped £l90

7h.p.MODELN.E.23
IndianStandard,

Combination,
spring frame, ns.Q
fully equipped Ji 1 4u

SEE THE 1923 INDIAN
BEFORE YOU DECIDE ON
YOUR MOUNT FOR THE

NEW SEASON.

EASY TERMSARRANGED
IF DESIRED.

GODFREY^SL^
208, GT. PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.l.

Phone: LANGHAM 1300 (2 lines.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A.B.C late 1920, good condition, lamps, tax paid;^J- £55 or nearest.—Manley, Bridge St., Cbester.

Ai> n r, , ,• [7710
.B G Oombmation, 1921, perfect condition; £80.-

Inill particulars of S. Fioude, 33, London End.
JleaconsfieJd. [7623
A .B.C. Combination, late 1921, Montgomery siiurts^ 8ul»car, electric light, insurance; £76.-21,

blouce.ster Ed., Croydon. [8076
A .B.C. latest Model, just overhauled and euamellpd
m '^'"Ps ''"d horn, msurance, very fast; £60 or (Iter.

-Taylor, Wordsn-orth Ed., Birmingham. [7628
A .BC, 1920, lamps, born, speedometer, licence paid^A to end of year, oversize tyres fitted, really fast
machine; ie48.-Stubb3' Garages, Ltd., Loughborough.

Spare Parts:
'^''^'^

A .B.C. Spares, repairs, and special fittings. See
-c» advertisement index.—The A.B.C. Service Depot,
Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Victoria Cres., Wimbledon.

[8305
Abingdon.

^25.-3i/2h.p. T.T. Abingdon, hand clutch, £6ow oyerloaul, low frame, perfect.—Particulars, 40,
Pretoria Rd., Cambridge. [7715
A BINGDON King Dick 5-6h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch,

handle start, speedometer, recently overhauled
enamelled hned, and plated at cost of sElS, take side-

n^'' fS^'if^''^k y^''"= *2^' best ofler accepted.-Brown,
£.6, Walpole Ed., South Woodford, E.18. [7798

Ace.
1 Q21 - lOh.B Ace 4-crl., beautifully fitted with
I J

<=',''"*'"^ lighting, electric bom, speedometer, foot-
boardE, little used and new appearance; £105.—Herbert
Kobmson, Ltd.; Green St., Cambridge. - [8351

Acme.
A CME, 1921 (May), 8h,p. J.A.P., splendid sidecar, 5

, u , J*'=°5*'^ wheels, Tei-ry spring saddle. Speedwell
legshields, Lucas electric light, mirror, Orto hood
Bluemel screen, Tan-Sad, horn, mutfs, a Beautiful out-
fit, ready to ride away; SlSO.-Empire Theatre, Rose-bank St., Dundee. [7813

A.J.S.
20 A.J.S. Combination, sijare wheel, hood, scrcon

as new; 73 guineas.—67, Fernlea Ed., Balhan

19

19 _
. ._ .__,^

fJEAND mew A.J.S. 2%h.p., and light sidecirJJ Lucas equipment; offers.—Box 4324, c/o TlieMotor Cycle.
f^ggg

A ''^'h
.2?4h.p.-7h.p. Commercial Vehicles.—Write

f^ Merrick's Stores, Listerhills Ed., Bradford
'Phone; 2439. [2704
A .J.S. latest Model, standard sports, brand new can-
f^' not take delivery; nearest oSer £85.-Bn6tin, Bed
Lion, Bicester. '

' [7631

22 A.J.S. 2?4h.p., B, mileage 250, horn, licence;
i80.—Macphail, Dalintober, Llandovery, Car-

marthenshire. [7772
1021 A.J.S. 2%h.p., clutch, kick-start, lamps, horn,
-^»^ etc., very fast; £60.—Strickland, H.MS. Ver-
non, Portsmouth. [7967

A .J.S. 1921 Combination, spare wheel, screen, as new
J^»- £95, offer; exchange 2-8cater car.—26, Highbridse
St. Waitham Abbey.

"

[7637

A -J-S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, with spare wheel,
-^^ spares and accessories ; £120'.-Barden, 11, Bar-
combe At., Strentham Hill, S.W.2. [8003

1020 A.J.S. Combination, electric light, well eauipped
•-"£95; deferred terms with £24 down.—Goad, 122)
Maida Vale. ]'hone: Maida Vale 1,^53, [8340

F.O.C.II. Invite Inspection. A.J.S.'s and other
makes far below any anticipated price reduction.

—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [3862

A.J.S. 6h.p. 3-speed Combination, Gloria sidecar, hood,
2 screens, tax, insurance paid, mechanically eound,

any trial ; £55.—62n, Highgate Ed., N.W.51 [8074

1 C| 22 A.J.S. Combination, as new, very small mile-
JLt' age, completely equipped, tax paid; iei50.—26,
Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone ; Brixton 1292. [8334

FOE A.J.S. 1922 models 2i4h.p. solo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

-Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [C7e5

A.J.S. 2^;4h.D., new July, 1921, done 3,000 miles,
Lucas lamps, cvclorn, Watford trip speedometer,

perfect order; £65.—Turner, 14, Gre.it Smith St., S.W.I.
[7627

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, Tan-
Sad, Lucas lamps, fine condition, complete out-

fit; £100.—Knowles, 63, Eayleigh Ed., Wolverhamp-
ton. [7770

A.J.S. Sh.p. 1921, just overhauled, excellent con-
dition, electric lighting, spare wheel, Cowey

horn and speedometer, insured, tax paid; £120.

—

Prosser, Shrubbery, Bentley Heath, Warwickshire.
[8107

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b23
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir--i. marked (P).
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

Gh.p. 1920 A.J.S. Combination, first run June,
1921, dynamo lighting and every accessory

;

£100; really gond value.—9, Rudall Crescent, Hamp-
stead. [8114

A.J.S. 1922 2'^ib.p. Touring, splendid condition nnd
runnintj order, fully insured, licensed, all ncces-

ecries; £70; write apijoiutment.—ililea, 136, Silvermere
KtL, Cntford. [8219

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, new. condition, mileage
3,700, spaa'e wheel, hood, screen, speedometer,

Tan-Sad; £115; cost double.—Thompsen, 47, Dyke
Rd., Brighton. [8148

A.J.S. 2%h.p. 1916, excellent order, lamps,
speedometer, etc., licensed December; £36:

after 7 o'clock.—R. F., 2, Lincoln Rd., East
Finchley, N.2. [7875

A -J-S. 1916 6h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, wind*
jC\. screen, etc., 3-speed, clutch and K.S., excellent
condition, tyres almost new; £60.—Hubbard, 8a, Park
St., Loughborough. [7796

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, dynamo model, hood,
screen, spare wheel, hardly used and absolutely

as new; 95 guineas.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [6554

A.J.S. 1921 7h,p. Combination, with Lucas battery
lighting set, speedometer, etc., very small mile-

age; £120.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7417

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, complete with lamps,
iipeed^>mete^, spare wheel, windscreen, hood, discs.

Tan-Sad, horns, condition as new, only wants seeing;
£105.-364, LUlie Rd., Fulham, London, S.W.6.

{7657
A.J.S. 1922 7h.p. 3-speed Combination, Magdynu

lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel not used,
complete ttxils, insurance and tax paid, new August;
cost £212, not soiled; 140 guineas cash.—Hallam,
Rosedale, Dove Holes, Stockport, [8159

A .J.S. Combination, 1915, 6h.p., 3-speed, counterehait,"- K.S., nearly new coach sidecar, luggage grid, hood,
all tyres nearly new, lamps, horn, taxed, insured,
pertect; bargain, £57/10 or offers.-Tluiey, 32, Hieh
St.. Rusthall, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. [8062

A.J.S. 1920 5-6h.p. Combination purchased new in
1921, complete with lighting set. speedometer,

etc., in splendid condition
;

genuine bargain, £85

;

extended terms can be arranged if desired.— J. Sm4th
and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54, Hampstead Rd..
N.W.I. Tel.; Mu.seum 5938. [7818

Spare Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8, Bond
St.. Ealine. [4806St., Ealing.

Alldays
1Q22 Allen 2-speed, kick, licensed, nnscrat^hed, eoet
J-«^£67: what offer3?-4, Gaywood Ed " ""Walthumstow,

[7970
O Q Guineas,—AUon, 1921, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,
/W O lamps, horn, tax, new tyree and belt, excellent
condition.—13a, Worple St., Mortlake. (No. 9 'buses.)

[8056
ALLON Combination, 1921, good condition, only

done 2,100 miles, speedometer, lamps, cost about
£100 ; sacrifice, 40 guineas.—Ernest Woodcock, Ket-
tering, [7764

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
lamps, overhauled, recent model, exceptional

condition; £35.—Marlborough (Motor House), 20,
Finchley Rd.. N.W.8. [6561

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clntci, new con-
dition, original tvres unpunctured, left works

7/10/1919, not used till March, 1921; £35. or nearest
—153, Manor Rd., West Ham, London, E.15. [7789

American X.

A MERICAN S, 2-speed, running, £30; sidecar, £10.
-i:x —Johnson, 172, Avenue Rd., Acton. [7848

AMERICAN X- 1918 8h.p., £35 lor quick sale;

offers wanted for 1921 B.S.A. combination.—Pea-
cock and Brown. Kew Bridge, Brentford. ^7647

A MERICAN X. 7-9h.p., 3-speed. clutch and K.S.,
-iX very last, perfect; £38, a real snip.—Marble Arch
Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware R<3., W.2. [7575

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.— 1921 American X
with Henderson Elite sidecar, accessories, tax

paid, in beautiful condition; £90.—157b, Gt. Port-
laud St.. W.l. [2349

Antoine.
£8.—3y2h.p. Antoiue, m.o.v., magneto ignition, ^ooil

running crder.-King, Egrove, Oxford. [8181

Ariel.

tf? 15.—Ariel 2V..h.x)., good order, ride away; alter 5^ l),m.—26. Callow St.. Chelsea. S.W. [7754

SOUTHPORT.—1920 3y2h.p. Ariel combination, fully

eqnipoed; 59 guineas ; exchanges.—Kents, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [8160

A RIEL 1920 3V2h.p. CGmbination, countershaft,
-^ 3-8peed, new condition ; photograph; £52.-49.
South Lambeth Rd.. S.W.8. [7553

£78.-1922 Sports Ariel jind Haslaru Sports Sidecar,

iully iuflured. Tan-Snd, mileage under 300, nny
trial.—Shaw, Magdalene College, Cambridge. [7924

A T Edwards*.—1920 6-7b.p. Ariel combination.
-^\ lamps, horn, speedometer, screen, perfect order;
75 guineas.—101, Great Portland St., W.l. [6617

WE SUPPLY
EVERY MAKE
OF MOTOR CYCLE OR CAR.

McKENZIE, 26 guineas cash, or £7 down
and 12 "Dayments of £1 17 0.

CALTHORPE, 2 J h.p. S36 cash or £9 7 3

down and 1 2 payments of £2 6 10.

RUDGE, £77 cash or £20 down and 12

payments or £5 2.

MORGAN " Popular," £135 cash or £35 2

down and 12 payments of £8 15 6.

OVERLAND, £268 cash or £69 13 7 down

and 12 payments of £17 8 5.

Deferred payments with option of discount.

New CAR HIRE Dept.

WOOD GREEm, LONDJW .< 0<J -"ga tijtti

Phone Horniev rj56.

WALTHAMSTOW LONDON N.S ISl Hish S lyA.
'Phone: Walthamstow i5o {2 lines).

GT PORTLAND STREET r^NDO' N.W.
(Opposite Met. Station.) 'Phone-; JIuseum 4978.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Ariel.

1 Q20 3V'!i.p. Ariel, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starl
J-^ lamps, Binks, pertect; nearest £55.—Coates
Hairdresser, Blackwell St., Kidderminster, f775' 1

BARGAIN.—Ariel 1920 S'/jh.p., countershalt,' 3 I

speed; 53 guineas; exchanges.—Peter Gordon
Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [824;

AEIEI/.—All models cash or gradual paymebt
Spares supplied from stock.-West Central AKemy

Wincvcle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [O7O1

ARIEL 1920 3V.h.p. 3.«peed, special piston, etc.
'

blue tauk, accessories, numerous spares, penec

condition
i
52 guineas.—A.H.T., 2, The Broadway, Wm

Ealing. -
['96(

.bpare Parts:

[818i

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. Am
Agents and Spares iService Depot.—Jones' Oaroije

Broadway, Muswell Hill, S^.IO. [080'

Bat.

OLD Bat Combination; been stored; £7 to cImi.

King, Egroi^ Farm, Oxford.

Beardmore.
BEARDMORE-PRECISION 3V=h.p. Sports Solo, lat.

1921, Sturmey-Archer wide ratio gear l>ox, man;
extras and spares; £45.—Chirney's Garage, Harpenden

[8461

3ih.p. Beardmore, 1921. had little use, in perlec'

B condition, 2-speed, kick-start, double spring, al

accessories; £40, or nearest.-Apply Woodyatt. Grc«er

Bideford, Devon. .
['64'

Blackbume
fyCk Guineas.— 1920-21 2%h.p. Blackburne-VetUs
O «/ electric .lighting, clutch, kick-starter, diacs

long exhaust, almost as new, licensed; exchanges.-

122, Lower Mortlake Rd., Kiohmond. [311i I

BLACKBTJENE Combination 1922, 8h.p., complete

'with lighting set, horn. Easting screen, tai

paid, absolutely as new and unscratched, cost OTei

6200 in June; will sacrifice at 120 guineas.-

Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12.
[7741

Spare Parts:

ALL Blackburne engine spares from stock; lis

on application; trade supplied.—Maudes', 100,

Great Portland St., W.l. [937i

Bradbury

£11 — Biudliurv 3Vjh.p., tax paid, powerful ui;>eliilie

-Robins, 97, Lntchmere Bd., Battersea. [SOVC

BRADBURy 1914 4h.p. Combination, 2-Bpeed, esce!

lent condition; £25.-7, Exhibition Rd., d,W.7.
[830!

BR\DBURY 4h.p., clutch, pedal-start, gouil rnn

ning trder; hargain, £12.-W. Potter, Park Farm

Ansley, near Nuneaton. [8i8(

1022 7h p. Bradbury Combination, beautihiUj

X«J equipped, taxed, as new, must sell; best oKer.

-B9, East Hill, Wandsworth. ' [8098

CJOUTHPORT.—1921 Bradbury combination, all
'

O chain, 3-speed, kick-starter; 50 guineas; ex-

changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [8161

AT Edwafds.-1922 2%h.p. Bradbury 2.speed,

clutch, K.S.. equipped, tax paid, indistmgulsh-

able from new; 47 guineas; exchanges or deterred --

101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [?*"

1Q32 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,

At/ licensed year, fully equipped, indistmgmshable

from new; £70; exchanges or deferred.-Edwaf^
,

50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. lizoo

,

Brough. '

BROUGH S'Ah.p. Special Model, 1922 Jariline, 4

speed, Lucas and Cowey nceeesones, mily doni

250 miles: seen Loudon; f90.-Box 4388, c/o The Mm.
Onolt. „ .

['"'"

Brough Superior.
,

X ONDON.

t> ROUGH SUPERIOR Sernce and Sales liev

nnHE Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd.

COLE Agents for Loudon and thirty miles nidinj.

THE Sporting Rider's Ideal. Immediate delivelT. <"

.

Mark 2 6.5h.p. solo, £125; Mark 2 lomhlM-

tion, £150,- Mark 1 solo, £150; Mark 1 comliinotion,

£180 S S. 80 supplied, with Brooklnnds eertiflciae

of 80 m.p.h.. £165. delivered ten days. Deinontitration

models in stock, catalogues post free on reiiueat. bi-

tended payments and exchanges.— 9, 10, 11. HW»'

Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: 2450-1. 'Grami.

Track, Croydon. , l"""'

BROUGH SUPERIOR 1922 Mark 2 Combination,

Bonniksen. Bastins, fully equipped, tax paw,

i£100.— 146, Widmore Rd., Bromley. l""" '

1 O 22 Brough Superior super sports, side valve

If J.A.P., nickel cylinders, Bonniksen, Montgomery,

-.idecar, screen, fir cone valve caps, magnifloent om-

fit, original tyre-s, small mileage, as new; S'^=;ri'o,'

TTpper Richmond Rd., East Putney. ""'"

b24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at, the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

.Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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I MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

j

Douglas

1 Qi7 2%h.p. TJouglas, 2-speeLl, equipped with lamps
I'JLt' and disc wheels, exceptionally fine condition

;

'"'5 guineas.—Longman Bius., 17, Bond St., Ealing.

i'lM I'e; Baling 689. [8413

/| Q Guineas.—1918-19 4h.p. Douglas Combination.
I'dbO elentric lighting, discs, hand clutch, sound
nd handsome outfit ; exchanges.—la, Hearne Rd.,

Bridge, Chiswick. [8131

PRACTICALLY brand new Douglas, sr^ih.p., 3-

speed, clutch, kick-start, full equipment, 1920
model, scarcely used; £48.-37, Canterbury Rd.. Balls

IVmd Kd.. Daiston, N.l. [8421

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, recently overhauled,
LI/ speedometer, electric light, windscreen, leg-

ihielda, luggage grid, .spares, etc.; £75.—Ingham,
?, Geneva Rd., Brixton. [7744

1 A 22 2'>ih.p. Douglas, clutch, kick-starter, and 3-

L*J speed gear, mileage 250, guaranteed as iiew;

ast £90; fully equipped and tax paid; £62/10.—
Kays, 8. Bond St., Ealing. [6951

rOO Cheap!—4h. p. Douglas Combination, 1918, excel-

lent appearance, lamps, etc. ; £40 ; lightweight part
xehanfte.—40, Linhope St.. Upper Park I'Uice, Baker

[it., N.W.I. Pnddington 2854. [7640

|il3.h.p. Douglas, 1915, 2-speed, recently overhauled,
'V4 stove enamelled and plated, 1922 tank, knee,
rips, copper exhaustj licensed, electric lighting; £29.
!-69, Kingston Rd„ New Maiden. [8018

!
Q14 Douglas 2%h.p., red, not W.D., equipped,

lit/ disc wheels, fine condition, exceptionally fast

Sachinc of nice appearance ; £ 28 for quick sale

;

Ihotos.—Godolphin, Burford, Oxon. [7729

I
Q 21-22 Douglas, 2%h.p., 3-speed, speedometer,

Lif fully equipped, as new, £38; another, 1921,
-speed, clutch, kick start, as new, £44.—Ward and
,0., 51, Upper Richmond Rd.. Putney, [8482

30UGIiAS 1920 2'^4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-

starter, electric lighting, fast, mechauically per-

'ct, excellent condition, tax; £55,' or reasonable offer.

[Brick, 19, Chesterfield Grove,- East Dulwkh. {8147

920-21 4h.p. Douglas CombinalicEii, exceptionally
fine condition, mileage umder- 2,000, owner pur--

lased'new. fully equipped, guaranteed; £70.-37, Ar-
ineton Rd„-Surbitoii. 'Phone: Kingston 1274.

j

[8152
IDARGAINS.—Three 2";4h.p. 2-speed Douglases, 1914,
\J 22 guineas; 1916, 24 guineas; 1920. 33 guineas;
1 equipped, taxed, guaranteed; photographs.-^Peter
iordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.

[8246
' h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, recently overhnuled
- thrrughout ; fully equipped, new tyres, Lucas elec-

,c liffhtibg outfit, new liandle-bars and carburetter,

irfect condition; £70.—G. Perkins, Sunnyeide. CoIp-

rd, Bath. [8218

:''0R Douglas 1922 2Kh.p. and 4h.p. Combinations,
I get in touch with us; we 'are North London
isnts, and give you the best of service; all spares in

."ck; no W.D. rubbish.-Jones Garage, The Broad-

ly,
Muswell Hill [0786

jh.p. Douglas Combination, makers' blue, looks
' and goes like new. grand order, guaranteed, £65;
jther nearly as good, £60. Both are quite excep-

, nal bargains ; cash or deferred.—Marlborough
otor House), 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [6559

'prire Parts:

lOUGLAS Spares.-Immediate delivery,—Kavs, 8,

/ Bond St.. Ealing. '[4803

j
OBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual

J
Douglas spares requirements.-157b, Gt. Portland

\
W.l. [5930

^RANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
i mingham.—Complete stock genuine guaranteed
1 iglas parts, immediate dispatch; lowest cash prices.

[5084
iOUGLAS Spares.-We hold a complete stock for
4 all models; post free. Douglas Agents and snare
i t etcckists.—Jones' ^ Garage, Broadway. Muswell
^1, N.IO. [0806

;
OUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of new genuine

• Douglas spares at lowest cash prices. See our
a srtisement under Parts and Accessories.—The Ed-
\ ds Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick,
\

[0927

Economic.

i|22 2h.p. Economic Twin, 2-stroke, shop-soiled

;

A' £28/10.—Morriss and Co. Ltd., 139, Finchley
I,, Swiss Cottage, N,W.3. [7827

i;4.—Economic, 6-speed, clutch, vibrationless twin
<^> motor cycles, heavy tyree, Druid forks, for ladies
01 gentlemen ; see it climb Muswell Hill !—North
Lion agents; Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill, N.IO.

' [0903
l^ONOMIC Motor Cycles, £34; immediate delivery
1 2V2h.p, opposed twin, variable gear, clutch,
damo lighting; trial runs given.—London agents :

Dman Motor Agency, 4, Denman Place, Piccadilly
C us. Tel. : Regent 986. [0893

TiTEST 1922 2V2h.p, Economic, flat twin, 2-stroke,- friction drive, 8 speeds, electric lighting, heavy
tj.j, fluit lady or gent, list price £34; slightly ahop-
pcri and reduced to £27: a snip.-South Eastern
U ge. V- Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [8277

RALEIGH.
3 H.P, 3-speed Solo - - «72
3 H.P. Combination . . £92

SHOP-SOILED MODELS.
HAZLEWOOO, s-Chp. combination
NORTON, 4 h.p. combination-....-..
SUN-VITESSE combination

£t05
£130
£75

SECOND-HAND.
SOLO.

RUDGE, 1911, 3* h.p., tax paid
RUDGE, 1921, 3I h.p., I.O.M. model, as new
TRIUMPH, 1910, 4 h.p., single speed
ZENITH. 1920, I. A. P. sports model, as new ......
C LTH0RPE.J..4.P., 1931, 2| h.p., 2-speed
DIAMOND. 1920, 2j h.p., 2-speed
ZENITH, 1920, 8 h.p., clutch model
A.B.C, 1920, 3 h.p., dyno lighting
ENFIELI), ^ h.p., 2 speed, clutch, kick-starter ....
COULSON B, 4 h.p., Philipson pulley
NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p., 2 speed, tax paid ....'....
P. & M., W.D., 3i h.p., R. A.F. model, good condition
A.J-S.. 1922, 2j h.p., 3-speed
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 2-speed, tax paid
WATNEY-BLACKBURNE, 2| h.p., O.H.V., 3-speed,

very fast

COMBINATIONS.

MATCHLESS, 1922, M.A.G., dyno., single-seater .

QUADRANT, 1922, 4 h.p., all-chain and sidecar .

.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, W.D., 7-9 h.p. Comb
COULSON B, 1921, 4 h.p., sports, sidecar
DOUGLAS, 1922, 6 h.p., single-seater, sidecar ....
L.M.C., 1920, 5-6 h.p., twin, with sidecar
MATCHLESS, r92i, M.A.G., dvno. Itg., 2-str., sc.
TRIUMPH, 1922, 4 h.p.. Mills Fulforri ski£f sidecar.
B.S.A,, igig, 4J h.p., with sidecar
TRIUMPH, 1920, 4 h.p., Gloria sidecar
BROUGH, r920, 5 h.p., Brough sidecar
A.J.S., I9r3, 5-6 h.p., coachbuilt sidecar
N.U.T., I92r, 3 J h.p., magdyno Itg., Watsonian sc.

.

P. & M., 1917, 3 J h.p., N^'hitley sidecar

£25
£48
£42
£80
£28
£29
£64
£55
£28
£42
£28
£55
£80
£30

£75

£140
£85
£75
£68

£120
£70

£155
£112
£53
£90
£70
£50

£100
£50

DEFERRED PAYMENTS or
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

MnUDE^ /v\OTOR MflRT
100 . GREAT PORTLTiND STREET

LONDON W.l

.

100 . PARIS STREET. AND CYPTFD
2 . ST .SIDWELU STREET CALlCK.

WOLVERHflMPTON STREET- WfllSHlL

I08.PRINCE OF WALES R? NORWICH
Telephones: LONDON, MUSEUM 7676. EXliTER933-

WALSALL 444- NORWICH 00a.

Telegrams': LONDON, "ABDICATE WESDO."
EXETER, WAI^ALL, NORWICH, "COMBUSTION."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
lidmund.

1021 Edmund-Jap 2'!4h.p., Burman 2-ppeed, h.b.
-L*/ clutch, shop-soiled only; to clear £65.—AK
(Jarage, Idle Rd., Bradford. 'Phone: 4415. [8007
EDMUND, -1921, Olympia Show model, 2%h.p.

J, A.P., 2 speeds, clutch, spring franie, chain,
drive, equipped, new condition; £50; exchanges.—63.
Solon Rd., Brixton. [8467

Elswick.
ELSWICK-PRECISION 2^fih.p., perfect condition;

£18; exchange 4-cyI F.N.—Box 4350, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [7700

Enaeld.

1 Q2I Enfield Lightweight, 2-speed, clutch, as new;
-*-*' 29 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [8451

1 Q22 Enfield Combination, delivered June, all on;
J-*^ what offers?—Bos 4284, c/o TJce Motor Cifcle.

[7606
ENFIELD Sports 1922 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, smart little

machine, fast and economical, brand new; £44.
—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [8280

"I Q21 Enfield 2i4h.p., 2-speecl, K.S., clutch, Lucas
i*/ lamps, nearly new; cost £60, accept £45; ap-
proval.—27, Flaxton Rd., Plumstead. [7873

CROYDON and District.-^Sole oflacial appointed
agent for Royal Enfields.—A. F. Pulling, 175a,

London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [5600

1Q22 2i4h.p. Royal Enfield, brand n-ew, £49/10:
J-«/ also ditto, with kick-starter, £51/ 10.—Shep-
herd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham X 31. [8491

PRACTICALLY New Dynamo Enfield Combination,
every possible accessory, run few miles ; ;£100

;

exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [7932

Tji NFIELD 6h.p., __ family sidecar, electric lights,
-L^ speedometer, new condition, any trial; exchange
considered.— 1, Pembury Rd. Mews, Tottenham. [8417

^ Q2l Bh.p. Eniield, fitted with dynamo ligh<ting set
-^v and sidecar, combination in new coi;iditiGn

;

£90.-11. Dix, Arcady, Highworth Av., Cambridge.
[8393

1 Q22 8h.p. Enfield Combination, brand new, list
-i-tf £140; our price ^114; also new 1921 model,
£104.—J. Hebden and Sons, 71, Scotland Rd., Nelson.
Lanes. [8232

1Q21 Enfield Combination, splendid condition, East-
J-t' ing, spares; £95, or exchange Douglas 2^4la.p. or
lightweight nnd. cash.—Stephens, 339, Cbingford Ed..
Walthamstow. -- [7938

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 7.8h.p., hood,
screen, speedometer, fully' equipped, in good con-

dition r £50.—Rickards Bros., 325, Caledonian Rd., N.l.
Tel.: North 482. [8021

"I
022 8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, new, slightly

i*^ shop-soiled; £130; Magdyno model; cash or de-
ferred.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd.,
Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. [7821

1Q21-22 Enfield 8h.p. Magdyno Combination, Bonnik-
J-*/ sen. Royal Easting, and every accessory, mileage
2.000; nuick sale £110, bought car.—Dalbeattie, 2,
Argyle St., King's Cross. Museum 5357. [0950

LATE 1921 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., Vickers' en-
gine, fully equipped, windscreen, used week-ends

only, mileage 1,000, exceptionally smart machine; sacri-

fice £110.-148, Henwick Rd., Worcester. [7968

108.—Enfield, 1922, 8h.p. Vickers engine, Enfield^ 2-seater sidecar, Magdyno, Terry's spring seat
saddle, hood, 2 screens, etc., practically brand new, tax
paid.—Delancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I.

[7984

1 Q 21 Enfield Combination 8h.p., Lucas dynamo,
-L*J hood, screen, speedometer, etc., absolutely un-
scratched, guaran.teed; £115 ; exchanges.—Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone Daiston 2408.

[8314
LATE 1921 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Vickers

engine, hood, screen and side curtains, luggage
carrier, all lamps and accessories, excellent condi-
tion; £82.-164, Revelstoke Rd., Southfields, S.W.18.
'Phone : Wimbledon 1185. [8125

1022 Enfield Combination 8h.p., Lucas acetylene
-i-v lamps throughout, horn. Easting screen, only
8 weeks old, mileage under 500, guaranteed perfect;
£100; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
N.E. 'Phone: Daiston 2408. [8313

"IQ20 Royal Enfield Bh.p. Combination, with coanh-
S.*y built, dnsh, Triplex windscreen, Tan-Sad, Sten-art

speedometer, electric light, J.A.P. engine, splendid con-
dition, new, mileage 1,000 reason disposal moved to sea-

side, spare tyre, originals as new, no punctures, enamel
as new; bargain, cash £130; cost over £200; licensed,

insured April.—Eldridge, Westmeada, Whitstable. [7959

ENFIELD 1917 6h.p. Combination, all-chain, fully
equipped with all accessories, including P. and

H, lamp set, separate sidecar generator, mechanical
horn, spare chains, 4 spare valves, tools, etc., tax
paid, sidecar is a special "Dinky" model, as fitted

to Sunbeams; the outfit has been very carefully

used and privately owned throughout, appearance
almost as new, recently overhauled and fitted with
new chains and tyres, open to any examination and
trial; will accept 55 guineas for quick sale.—Allen,
Jeweller, Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [8099

Sparc Parts:

NFIELD Spares. — Immediate delivery. — Kays. 8.

Bond St., Ealing. C4801E
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

Spare Pat-ts

:

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.

—

Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Piione :

1619. [5601
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR 1921 8h.p. Combination, little used,
Easting screen, licensed to end of year; only £65.

—Blake, 4, Park Crescent Mews, Great Portland St.,

W.l. [7923
F.N.

F'.N. 4-cyL T.T. 1914, 500 e.c, m.o.o.li.i.v., 2-3peeLl,

h.o. clutch, special forks-, speedometer, acoessoiieB,

2 ispare carburetters, O.K. noudition, with sidecar

chassis; £35.—Bos 4390, e/o The Motor Cycle. [7853

tSjJare Parts

:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

ford's, 37, Crickl-ewood Bioadway, London, N.W.2.
[1353

Francis=Barnett,
FRANaS-BARNETT, 1920, 2^4h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey

2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, equipped, new con-
dition; £45; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [8468

HarIey=Davidson.

HARLEY Combination, 7-9h.p., electric model; any
trial; £75.—30, Lady Somerset Rd., Kentish

Town. [7690

HARLEY Combination, 1915, perfect condition,
acetvlene, tax paid; £65.-2, Castlebar Mews,

Ealing, W.5. [7861

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Electric Combination,
speedometer, horn, all accessories, taxed ; £60.—

145, Widmore Rd., Bromley. [7978

"I 021 7-9h,p. Harley Combination, dynamo lighting,
XtT new condition; £75.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest
Gate. 'Phone : Maryland 2598. [7942

HARLEY Combination, Watsonian sidecar, late

1918. excellent condition, spares, any trial; £85,
or near offer.—44, Gerda Bd., S.E.9. [7667

1Q21 Harley-Davidson, flat twin, speedometer, Ivlax-
-L*7 on. lamps, etc., licensed Becember; 53 guineas.
—Fersfield. Westbury Rd., New Maiden. [7954

1Q21 Harley-Davidson Conpette Combination, electric
JL*!' model, fine lot, guaranteed; £110; exchanges, de-

ferred terms with £27/10 down.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

Vhone; Maida Vale 1353. [8359

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination t-aken in part
payment for a Harley-Davidson, any model; de-

ferred payments.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High
Rd.. S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. [5943

£78.-1920-21 Hartey-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination,
electric model, epeedomet-er, Grindlay spring wheel

sidecar, overhauled, guaranteed; exchange lighter machine
and cash.—D. Barlow, Ramsey, Huntingdonshire. [7625

1 Q20 Harley-Davidsoai Combination, 41i.p. flat twin,
J-«-' 3 speeds, clutch and K.S., all lamps, horn,
speedometer, absolutely as new, guaranteed; £75; ex-

changes.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd,, N.E.
'Phone: DalsLon 2408. [8316

SPECIAL Speed Model Harley, 1916, K, guaranteed
to lap Brooklands at 80; equipped for the road,

absolutely perfect condition; an opportunity seldom
offered ; £68 ; any evening after seven or appoint-
ment.—Bullock, 124, Holland Rd., W. ![7683

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, lux"uxious side-

car, Bedford cord. Easting, luggage carrier, new
chains, tyres, electric, gas lighting, quantity spares;
£80, any trial; seen appointment only.—Ashton, 123,
Dnnster House, Mincing Lane, London, E.C. 3. [T964

HARLEY late 1919 7-9h.p. 2-seater Combination.
Tan-Sad, speedometer, generators, lamps, wind-

screen, hood, apron, splendid condition throughout,
mileage only 4,000; any trial; illness only the reason'
for sa.le; 80 guineas.—47, St. Augirstine's Av., Sooth
Croydon. {8306

~i (\{\ Guineas.—Late 1921 7-9h.p. Harley-David.'-on
XvVf Combination, dynamo lighting, hood, screen,
complete tools, pump, numerous spares, unscratched;
this machine has done just over 3,000 miles, and is

perfect in every respect, trial willingly, after 4.30.—
4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [8408

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, late

19l'8, in perfect condition, little used, luxurious
£56 sidecar, convertible to double-sea ter, electric

lighting, Cowey, screen, hood and side Talances, tax
paid and insured to April; any trial; price £85.—
Leete, 129, Goswell Rd., London. E.G.- [7963

.'<pare Parts:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Enling. [4804
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—We have a large stock of

second-hand parts,
land St.. W.l.

-Maudes', 100, Great Port-
[8375

WARNING.—A large number of spurious Harley-
Davidson parts are now being sold. These are

greatly inferior to our standard quality, and have
given serious trouble and dissatisfaction. All genuino
Harley-Davidson parts, e.g., valves, pistons, piston
lings, hardened shafts, springs, etc., are supplied in
sealed packages only, and riders should refuse all
others. If unable to obtain locally, write us direct.

—

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74. Newman St.,

London, W.l. [0944

OF INTEREST TO YOU.
(1) Highest market value allowed

For your present machine.
(2) Deferred Payments.
<3) Any make supplied.
(4) Special Service Policy.

(5) Distance no object.

(6) Lists and Catalogues free.

SAVE TIME & MONEY
By writing or calling on

BAMBERS,
The Exchange Specialists.

SHOP-SOILED MACHINES.

1922 3i h.p. DOUGLAS sports £95

1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD comb. ... £115

1922 6 h.p. B.S.A. comb £138

1922 3| h.p. ARIEL comb £100

1922 3i h.p. ZENITH - BRAD' ^n^
SHAW, alUchain x!W>

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., all-chain,

Lucas accessories, as new throughout

IC122 .21 h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-5p., clutch

and K.S., all accessories, as new
throughout

1922 2j hp.WOLF-BLACKBURNE.O.H.V.,
2-sp., clutch and K.S., lamps, horn,

etc., excellent condition, a gift

1921 '4i h.p. ARIEL Comb., all chain, all

accessories. ejcccUent condition

1921 7-9 h.p. AMERICAN EXCELSIOR,
horn, only run very small mileage .

1920 6 h.p. A.il.S. Comb,, all accessories,

spare wheel, etc., exceptional con-

dition £T15

£120

£44

£60

£75

£63

1920 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb., Model
" H," spare wheel, hood, etc., etc. .

1920 5-6 h.p. ZENITH, electric lamps, horn,
speedometer, excellent condition . .

.

1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3 sp., etc., horn,

licensed, excellent condition, bargain

£8S

£52

MANY MORE.
May we send you full particulars ?

R.BAMBER&Go.,Ltd.
2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.
h

>Phone
607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hawker.

1Q22 Hawker i^/^h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, i

t/ year, Tan-Sad, indistinguishable Irom new-
guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, a i

ringtori Ed.-, South Kensington. [75
j

Henderson.

1 021 Henderson 2-=ea(er Combination, dyuai
-LiJ lighting, reverse, small mileage, perfect; k\A
—307, Camden Rd., Holloway, N.7. [79i

"pOBEItTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—1922 De Luxe Hend(
-tX son motor cycles in stock at the new reduc
figure of £137.-157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [23:

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combinatiou taken in pa
payment for a luxurious 4-cyl. Henderson; the la

word in motor cycles; deferred payments.—Barkei
Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. " [59'

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.. the originnl Heuderst
importers, offer the following: 3 Standard 19J

combinations, all accessories, tax' paid, £105 or ne
ofiers ; 1915 Standard, with luxurious sidecar, speed

meter and accessories, £65.— 157b, Gt. Portland St., W.
(75i

HE^^5ERS0N" late 1921 De Luxe Combinatiou, ele

trie lighting, A.C.E. discs, speedometer, Austi
screen, illuminated instrument board, tax paid, cond
tion as new, exceptionally fast; cost £260; will ateej
£125, or offer; exchanges.—41, The Grove, Finchle
'Phone ; 868. [831 !

HENDERSON "Sidecar Combination de Luxe 192 '

Model.—Owner, Capt. A. Davis, Pavilion, Marb 1

Arch, W., wishes to sell on purchase of car. Specific; '

tion as follows : Capjon and Mudd sidecar speeiali

built for mac-hine, with concealed hood and Triple
|

and aluminium windscreen, ample locker room, r
cently re-painted and re-varnished, disc wheels, electv;]
lighting, and electric Klaxon horn, rear drive, speed*
meter (Harley pattern), specially constructed free ej I

haust pipe (nickelled), Tan-Sad pillion seat, mileag I

under 4,000. Machine just returned from Messr
Robertson's Motors, Ltd., Great Portland St., W !

who have completely overhauled engine, renewe
'

valves, valve springs, and guides, all bearings, pisto
rings, new front fork springs, hubs, chain, and ping;
etc. Outfit only driven by owner, and maintained i

perfect condition regardless of expense. Paintwor
and nickel work as new. Can be seen at Gill and Son;
Motor. Engineers, 23, Chilworth St., Lancaster Gatt
W. Trial run given by appointment with ownei
Price ^135 or best offer. [846

Hobart.
HOBART 1921 2';.h.p.. 2-speed. excellent condition

bargain, £25.—P. J, Evans. John Bright St.. Bin
mingham. _ [SOBl'i

TQ20 2Yih.p. Hobart, good running order; R1S.~
J-*^ Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombr
Rd., Croydon, [805.'

thnn-soilpd

TeL : Wai' i

[092:

!

Tj 021 Hobart-Villiers. brand new.
it/ .£33.-Shepherd, Enfield Highway.
tham Cross 31.

Humber.H UMBER 4h.p., 2-speed. free, excellent order; £16
—17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [8121

HUMBER 2Uh.p., 3 speeds, excellent condition
£12.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park

N.ll. [803^

~| Q22 4Vi.h.p. Humber Sports Model, brand new, shop
JLv soiled; £93.— Shepherd. Enfield Highway. Tel.;

Waltham X 31. [8492

LATE 1919 Humber Combination, 3-speed. clutch

tax and insurance paid, just overhauled; au3

trial; offer.—300, Hither Green Lane, Lewisham.
[796!

HUMBER 1920 SV^h.p., 3-speed, twin, electric Jight

ing, perfect, as new; £38, or best offer, must sell

appointment only. — 145, Leander Rd., Brixton Hill

S.W.2. [842f

4h.p. Test Model Humber Combination, all on;

price £45.—Appiv any evening after 6.30 p.m.

to E. Herbert, 119, Shardeioes Rd., IS^ei? Cross,

S.E.14. [808B

HUMBER, 1919, 3Vjh.p. flat twin, 3-speed, clutch,

haiid-starter, Henderson sidecar, hood, screen,

Lucas lamps, Klaxon, spares; £52/10.—Shearmur'f
Garage, Weston-super-Mare. 17921

Guineas, Bargain, Exchanges.—Humber 1913

3V2h.p.. 2 speeds, starter, dropped back frame.

Druid forks, coach sidercar. lamps, good appearance,

any examination, trial.-Seabridge. 35. Hansler Rd^

East Dulwich. 'Phone: Sydenham 2452. fflBbb

Indian.

INDIAN 1915, clutch, good conditon, accessories

:

£30.—197, Croydon Rd., Aneriey. [7869

INDIAN, 1922, Scout, like new, taxed; 68 guineas.-

R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[3592

1 22 Indian 'Combination, perfect eonaition,

-It/ licensed; £110 or near offer.—23, Hamilton RCj,

Reuding. [7849

5-6h,p. Indian, 3-gear and starter, clutch, in new con-

dition ; £3S.-64A, Highbury Grove, Hi&hbmr

Barn. N.5.
t'SSS:

INDIAN, 1921, Scout, original tyres, perfect, tax

paid ; £58.—A., 30, Thornsett Rd., EailefieWj.

London, S.W. [7240

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
. New Imperial.

VTEW IMPERIAL. 1922 (July), all-chain, 3-speed.
Ill fiutch, K.fi., fully equipped, as new; 47 guineas,
-145, Widmore Rd., Biomley. [7979

NEW IMPERIAL 1914 2-Uh.p.. countershaft. 2-speeri

genr box, tux paid: cash. £15.—Lovetts, Ltd., 418.
lomford Rd., Forest Gale, E. [5730

j-jah.p. New Imperial, Model 2, 3-speed and clutch
V4 November, 1921, as new, 1,100 miles '^'"~

•''ineyard Motor Co., Richmond, S.W.
£50.-
[7759

£27.—2''jh.p. 1917 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, fully
equipped, (exed, and perfect thToughout; anv trial;

iTers.-^Barnes, 83c. Trinity Rd., Balham. S.W. [8017

A T Edwards.—1922 2%h.p. New Imperial, Model 3,

M. all-chain drive, clutch and kick-starter, Mag-
;ta dynamo set, tax paid, new condition; 55 guineas.
"Below.

I Q20 2^'ih.p. 2-speed New Imperial, fully equipped,
LJ/ good condition; 29 guineas; exchanges or de-
^rred.—101. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8404

^EW mPERIAL 1918 2)ih.p., 2-speed, free engine,
-1 excellent condition; exchange good push bike and
isb, or sell £25.—Oldroyd, 145, Underhill Rd., East
iulwich. [7671

3I100KLANDS.—We have a lovely little racer, 234h.r.
New Imperial-Jap 1922, selected engine, 2-speed

lai, lumps, horn, et<^., in new condition, already won
iToral firsts; £50.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.

[8223
922 New Imperial Special Super Sports, with

.

Grindlay sports sidecar, as new, with dynamo
gating outfit, does 65,m.p.h., cost £205; accept
135, or exchange light car or fast solo.—198, King
:., Hammersmith. [8178

Spare Parts:

-London stockist's,
'Phone : Lan|

o'clock Saturdays.

^^i^U^fe

kTEW IMPERIAL, Spare Parts.
1 Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham
:57. Open till 6 p.m., 1 " "

[0855
Norton.

i.T. Norton, fast, good order; £45.—Stewart, Den-
!- mark St., Wokingham, Berks. [8117

^"90.—Brand new 1922 shop-soiled Norton 16H, with
> 'silencer, list price £115.—Gibb, Northgate,
;oucester, [8275

922 Norton 3i^h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, T.T.
bars, unridden ; £75.—Box 4406, c/ o The

\otor Cycle. [8392

921 T.T. Norton, 3V7h.p., as new, tax paid; ^£45.
—28, Woodford Ed.', Forest Gate. 'Ph-one

:

aryland 2598. [7939

922 Norton Sii-h.p., .T.T., speedometer, horn, etc.,
condition as new; what offers?—Braemar Cot-

;e, Surbiton Hill. [8004

922 3V2h.p. Norton, Model 16H, brand new, list
£115; our price £85.—J. Hebden and Sons, 71,

otland Ed., Nelson, Xancs. [8228

tALIFAX.—Norton brand new 1922 models; special
exchange allowances to clear.—Halifax Motor

|fhaiige, Horton St., Halifax. [8297

iC|21 3Vjh.p. 16H Norton, Lucas lamps. Smith speedo-
1 1/ meter, sparee, etc.. condition perfect ; £80 or
rest.—Eotherford, 189, Chapeltown E<i., Leeds. [7618

121 Norton 16H, as new, close ratio gears. Lucas
-^ lighting, Klaxon, write particulars; gift, £85;
ler having to give up through illness.—Box 4370,

I The Motor Cycle. [7738

ORTpN 1921 3yi.h.p. Combination, special alu-
!

minium sports sidecar, Lucas Magdyno lighting,

j
'ndid condition; bargain, £80.—P. J. Evans, John
ght St., Birmingham. [8066

;i21 SV-rh.p. Norton, single speed, lampe, horn.
I

-' lieent^ed, plated tank, very fast machine, recently
' rhaxiled by makers, guaranteed in perfect condition
1 :'ua;hout: £62/10.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
I Cambridge. [8352

^21 Norton Big 4 Combination De Luxe, 3-speed,
' clutch, like new, screen, mechanical horn, lamps,
!<

. oversize tyres, leather coat; cost over £200,
1.

:
exchange 1922 A.J.S. and £50 cash.— 7, Zoar

iiorley, Leeds. [7808
N.S.U.

3 — 3',.!.h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, clutch, m.o.v. magneto
' ignition.—King. Egrove Farm, Oxford. [8185

N,U,T.
"'i22 3i/2h.p. N.U.T., all chain, fully equipped, like
- ' new, licensed ; £75.—Iverson's Garage, Blackball,
J.nburgh. [8474
I.U.T. and Swan Sporting Sidecar, 1920-21, dynamo,
i discs, etc., as new; £78 or exchange Morgan.—
q-, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. [8431

- - _ _» just
mechanical condition

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Distributing Agents
for A.J.S., Excelsior, and Cunelt Motor Gycles.

What is a real

BARGAIN?
Not necessarily a motor cycle that is low
in price.

Our idea of a real bargain is a sound
machine that suits your needs, purchased
at a low figure and backed by a genuine
Guarantee such as Taylors give with New,
Shop-soiled, or Second-hand Solo Machines
or Combinations.

Here are some real

BARGAINS
ALL GUARANTEED

O^

"1)20 3i/oh.p. N.XJ.T.. Lucas Magdyno lighting, just
^' de»jarbonised, excellent "

' '

appearance, buying
•fillery Mess, Woolwich.

car; £ 65.—Captain Rice,
[77H

] U-T.—Maudes' can offer a few shop-soiled models
of these famous machines; special offer; 3iAh.p.

*r-ts model, all-chain drive, ,£90; chain-cum-belt
plel, £35; immediate delivery.—100, Great Port-
ia > -St., London. [8371

TRIUMPH, 1922, 4 h.p., Type. S.D.,

3-speed, clutch and kick-starter - £100
TRIUMPH, 1022, 2i h.p.. Type L.W.,

2-sp., 2-str., cUitch & kick-starter £56 10

A.J.S., 1922, 2-J h.p., Model B.i, con-
dition as new ------- £55

SUNBEAM, 1922, 3I h.p., hardly used - £95
A.J.S., 1920, 6 h.p. ccoib., 2-seater sidecar,

screen, spare wheel, electric lighting,

perfect condition ------ £105
LEA-FRANCIS, 1 91 9, 3i h.p, , equipped £50
TRIUMPH, 1918, 4 h.p., W.D., equipped £50
RALEIGH, 1922, 2f h.p., 3-speed, brand

new but shop-soiled ----- £65
O.K. JUNIOR, 1922, 2 J- hp., new but

soiled ---------- £32
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 1922. 3J h.p,

(all-chain), brand new, soiled only £95
QUADRANT, 1922, 4^ h.p. (aU-chain)

comb., shop-soiled, never ridden - £95
P. & M., 1922, 4^ h.p., 4-speed comb.,

new but slightly soiled - - - - £120

SIDECAR BARGAINS.
Extra strong Watsonian, painted to match Zenith ani
Harley-Daridson motor cycles. Usual price £36. Taylor's

special price, £22 15s.
WHITLEY de luxe Sidecars for Triumph machines. Usual
price £45. Taylor's special price. £28 10s.
CANOELET model D4 Sidecars, dark green, will fit most
machines. Usual price £30. Taylor's special price, £21 lOs.

RIDE WHIUE YOU F>AV.
Any oi the above bargains may be had upon our libera'

Easy Payment terms.

Write for proposal form if unable to call, stating make of

machine that interests you—and remember we can supply

any make of New Machine and many other excellent

carefully used combinations and solo mounts at bargain
prices.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

1021 N.U.T., electric equiijment, taxed, insured, ccrrl
-i'J' rnndition; £80.-23, XJudercliffi Ed., Lewislwin,
S.E,13. [7850

O.K.
2 speeds, perfect, appearance as new; £32.-9,

Srcncer Hill Kd., Wimbledon. [7868

<>ih,p. O.K.-Villicrs, 1920, single speed, just over-
'^2 hauled, fully equipped; £25, or near offer.

—

All Saints" Vicarage, Bromsgrove. I[7674

1 Q20 O.K.-Villiers, all on, tax paid, 2.speed, per-
--*' feet, engine ju^t overhauled; £30.—Prentice.
Midland Railway. Finohley Hd., N.W. [8304

J.A.P. 2?ih.p. 1921 cngined O.K. Motor Cycle, new
B.B. pilot jet carburetter and C.A.V. magneto,

2-speed, excellent condition, lamps; £29/10 nuick srde.—
Elliott, Cross St., Lyston. [8217

Omega.
£25.-1919-20 2';',h.p. Omega-Jap, 2 speeds, perfect

running order.—Iving, Egrove. Oxford. [8186

OMEGA, 1922 model, special J.A.P. engine, just
overhauled, splendid condition: bargain, £42/10.

—

Apply, J. Richardson, Rosslyn Hill M'ews (under 42.
Rosslyn Hill), Hampstead, N.W.3. [8454

P and M.
£26.-1918 W.D. 31U1.P. P. and M., 2-speed, clutch,

K.S., fine order,—King, Egrove, Oxford, [8187

"p. and JVr. ^Combination, 2-speed, K.S., 1917, fine
order; £26

S.E.6.
Springfield Park Cres., Catford,

[8206

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: Motorcycles and Cars.

52-53, Susses Place. South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I
\^^lolesale: 38, Alfred Place, W.C.I.
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

Telephones : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240.
Motorcycles and Csu^, Kensington 7260.

Telegrams: " Dvnametro We?tcent. London. '

"I
(ft22 New Phelon and Moore Motor Cvcle, fully

-l-t/ equipped; £75/10, bargain.—Abson, 49, Kirk-
gate, Wakefield. [7929

1 Q20 P. and M., R.A.F. model; £55; exchange withiv ca-sh good lightweight.—61, Commercial Rd.,
Stamford St., S.E. [8429

1 CJIS P- and M. Combination, just rencvated tliiough-
-•-•^ out, smart lot; £40.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone: Moida Vale 1353. [8343

P.
and M. 4h.p., late model, fine condition, sidecar
fitting, lamps, etc. ; £33 or offer.—Seen 2,

Hogarth Rd., Earls Court. [7725

1 Q12 P. and M., wants assembling, 2 speeds, K.S.,
-M.*J Bosch; bargain. £10, or near offer; London.

—

Box 4394, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8197

P. and M. 1919 Combination, all accessories, tax
paid, in splendid condition; £38.-30, Thorn-

sett Rd., Earlsfield, London, S.W. [8385

P,
and M. Combination, late 1919, splendid condi-
tion, new tvreB, tax paid; £55, or near offer.—

Mordaunt, The Garth, Kenley, Surrey. [7757

1 Q22 4V2h.p. Phelon and Moore Combination, 4-
J-t' speed, brand new. list £130; our price £lll.

—

J. Hebden and Sons, 71, Scotland Rd., Nelson, Lanes.
[8231

1 Q22 P. and M. Combination, 4i/^h.p., 4 speeds.LU new. shop-soiled only; will take £113, which is

much less than 1923 prices.—Middleton, Elvet Bridge,
Durham. [7780

P.
and H. Sidecar Combination, R.A.F. model, engine
1916, sidecar new, recently overhauled and recom-

mend«i, full kit, lamp*;, etc. ;
price £50.—Parkside

Garage, Ltd., Parkside, Coventry. [7635

1 Q19 P- and M. Combination, bulbous Camber sid-e-

A-iJ car, Easting screen, lamps, horn, and spares, in

splendid condition; £45, or offer; after 6.—Barington,
105, Tynemouth Rd., Tooting Junction. [8427

P.
and M. 1918 Combination. 2-8peed, kick-starter,

1 922 gears and B. and B. carburetter, lamps,
horn, licence paid, trial by appointment; £38, or offer.

—Flint Biingalow, Croydon Rd., Warlingham. [5861

RENOVATED 1918-19 P. and M.'s, guaranteed 3
months, £42 ; instalments taken ; Incomplete

machines, £17/10.—Inman and Co., Durham Rd.,
Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone : Waterloo 296. [8168

P.
and M., Bargain.—Aluminium chain cases, tank
newly enamelled, bars, etc., new plated, special

built strong rear wheel, solo sprocket', speedster;
£36/10; after 3 p.m.—Mitchell, 43a, Tennyson RJ.,
Kilburn. [7642

1 Q18 P. and M., fast, SVoh.p., 2 speeds, K.S.,
X «/ lamp, etc, , excellent condition, £32 / 10 ; Pre-
cision 2Vih.-p., o.h.v., 2 speeds, lamp, etc., good
condition, £12; both seen Sunday.—2, Whitehead's
Grove, Chelsea. [7902

BARGAIN.—1918 P. and M., renovated', guaranteed,
29 guineas ; also nearly new P. and M. com-

bination, mileage 4,000, hood, screen, electric light-

ing, 53 guineas; photographs.—Peter Gordon,
,
Ltd.,

110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [8250

i'pflre Parts:

P. and M.—We have a large stock of second-hand
parts.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l.

[8376

P.
and M. Spares Specialists.—Ail parts stocked.

Stamp brings list.—Inman and Co., Durham Rd..

Seaford, Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [3169

ALL Spares in Stock; please write for quotations for

all parts; all guaranteed by return.—P. and w
Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147. Eurlinstoa St., Ii'^|'-

pool. [08-9

I

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote tlie number at ttie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
P. and S.

1 Q20 Pearson-Sop-with. sell cheap, cash, for 4h.p.
J~*y solo or combination.—Thompson, 32, Clarence
Rd., Kentish Town. [7755

Precision.
£14.—sy^h.p. Precision, Mabon countershalL ge:. :,

splendid condition.— King, Egrove Farm, Oxtoru.
[5558

1 Qi4 4h.p. Precision. Bosch, B. and B., K.S., Grado
X »/ gear, Dunlops, good running order ; £23.—
Stevens, "^ Oak Tree," Crawley. [7760

Premier.
COMBINATION Premier, 3-speed, coachbuilt side-

car, good; £17 ; any time.—Green Man Hotel.
Whetstone, London. [7702

PREMIEP.. Combination, 3-speed countershaft, kick-
start,, splendid condition; 40 guineas; take wio

part.-57, Kenbiuy St., Caraberwell, London. [7946

Spare Parts:

PEEMIEE.-A11 parts in stotlr. Bv Return ber-
Tice.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Cov-

entry. 'Phone: 1945. [8237

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the
most competent firm to supply spares and execute

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.
We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
world. We o-re the only traders who can claim to
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
lis full requirements; you will receive our reply per
return.-Porfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
Spa. 'Phone: 63i. [8369

Priory.

PRIORY-J A.P.. brand nevv
; £48.—Clark, T, Eybib^-

tion Rd., S.W.7. [2305

AT Edwards.—254h.p. Priory 2-stroke, 2-SB6e.d, brand
new;. £58.-101, Gt. Portland St, W. [7505

PRIORY, end ol season. 2-^ijh.p. J.A.P'., 2-Epeed.

clutch, and kick-start, listed at 52 gxiineas; our
price, £50; e.xchant;es or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Har-
ringtx)n Rd., South Kensington. [4532

Quadrant.
|

95.— Brand new 1922 Quadrant all-chain combina- .

tion.

75.—1922 Quadrant combination, electric lighting, .

speedometer, accessories.

85.-1921 brand new Quadrant with- folding sidecar. !

60.-1921 Quadrant chain drive solo, brand new.

£
£
£
£55.-1921 Quadrant chain drive combination, acces-

sories, tax.

O30.—1914 Quadrant combination, elec^tric lighting,^ hood, speedometer,- accessories.

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. ^ Co. are prepared to
accept reasonable offers ior any of- the aba\'e on

a cash basis only.— 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., Lon-
don. S.E.I. [7516

CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' -Experience
with Quadrants. [9925

£B.—3h.p. Quadrant, dropped frame, good running-
crder".r-King,*Egrove Farm, Oxford: • [-8188

£65.—1922 Quadrant Chain-drive Combination, ac-
cessories. - insurance.—The Clifford Wilson (Mfg.)

Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [8410^

£75—1922 Quadrani Combination, with negligible
milea^ge, accessories.—The Clifford Wilson (Mfg.)

Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S-.E.l. [8411

^vare Parts:

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfff. Company. Quadran-t
Worka Eepresent-atives anii. Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors ior London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and. spare, part stockists ; deferred
pnyments ; exchanges; all models in stock. Special
.nsurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.—
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone: Hop 210.

[9S26
Radco.

RADCO, about 1918, in sound condition, guaranteed;
£15.-51, -Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [8483

RaleigJi.

EALEIGH. 1922, 2-speed, 2?ihjj^ brand new, shop
soiled; £62.-7, Exhibition Ed„ aW.7. [3583

RAL'EIG'B 1922 3h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S., un-
usclI, shop-soiled only; £66/15,—Stubbs' Garages,

Ltd., Loughborough. [7793

TJALEIGII 1922 2''4h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S..
Xt unused, shop-soiled only; sEBS/lO. — Stubbs'
Garages, Ltd., Loughborough. [7792.

£105.—Brand new 1922 5-6h.p. Raleigh, not un-
sealed, very slightly shop-soiled, special clear-

ance price.—Gnrry, Dittou,. Cambridge. [7723'

1 Q22" Raleigh 2^411. p., chain-cum-belt, shop-soild

;

J-^y £60 ; cash or deferred.-Morriss and Co.. Ltd.,

139, Pinchley Rd., Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. [7825

1 Q22 2^ih.p. Raleigh, 3-speed, cinixh and kick-
-1-tr siarcer, iuUy equipped with Jamps and speedo-
ii;€ 6r, very small mileage; 58 guineas.-Lungman
Bius., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: EaUng 689.

[S'il-T

FOR
MOTORlNGand
EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Clolh in three shades and two

qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the pul>!ic in garments at

50% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
Allsizes, 2iia., 24m.,
27in.

,
3oin.

, 33in., and
36m.

ALL ONE PRICE
Jt I-* 4- plus 9d-. extra

for postage.

Worth 12/6.

GENTS? HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or

NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizei 34'n., S^in., 38'n..

4oin., 4:310. and. 4410, Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage -f K , Worth
I/- extra. •**/ 42/-

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER -LINED
COATS

(.Just the thing for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42m. 44in.,

46in.. 48m.. 5oin,

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/-

Poslage r/- extra

Worth 357-

THIS offer cannot be
repeated when the

cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth duringthetrade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not offer

the garments at even
double the prlcci

JJ clients are not satisfied on receipt oj garm^nt^ths

money will be refunded in full upon return of the

clothing.

All orders, together with remittance,

to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigtr.

RALEIGH 1921. spring frame machine, with GriD^
lay Clnb model sidecar, perlect thronghout; £9S

exchange lightweight and cash.—Newnham Motor Cc
223, Hammeremitn Ed., W.6. 'Phcne : Uammorsmit .

80. [741
fiex

RES 3V;.,h.p., C.A.V. magneto, good condition, ta

paidf ride away; £17.-55, Churchfields Rd
Beckenham. [790

5-6h.p- Twin Rex and Sidecar, clutch, handlc-startillj

lami)s, taxed: £12.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., He
ton, Hounslow, [795

OQ Guineas, genuine bargain, exchanges.— 1914 Re
-^ *^ 6h.p,, 2 speeds, handle start, roomy coach eidt

car, hood, screen, lamps, overhauled by enclneeri

good appearance, any examination, trial.—Seabridw
35, Hansler Rd , East Dulwich. 'Phone : Sydeiibai

2452. (486

Rover.

ROVER 1922 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S., ut

used, shop-soiled only; £85.—Stubbs' Garages. Ltd
Loughborough. [779

ROVER 1914 3V-.h.p., 3-speed, overhauled, mechanic

ally perfect; £28.—R. B. Clark and Go., 7, Ei

hibition Rd:, S.W.7. [S6i

-| Q20 6h p. Rover Combination, electric ligUtg, hood
-Ltr screen, etc., mileage 50Q, unsoiled; £80.-12C

Sutherland Rd., \V. Croydon. [817

1 021 T.T S'Ah.p. Rover, Philipson pulley, as ne«

Xif fully equipped; £45.—2B, Woodford Rd., Fares

Gate. 'Phone: Maryland 2698. [794

ROVER Combination 1920, 5-6h.p., dynamo Hghl

ing, windscreen, speedometer, excellent order

£70.—Montpelier Motor Works, Blackheath, S.E.3.

(7671

ROVER 1920 6h.p. Combination, thorouglilv ovei

hauled recently, new Auto windscreen and flood

perlect condition; £90.—Shuff, Norton Rd., Leagrave

Beds. t*l''

1 02D Rovsr Combination, 3.sBced, clutch, kick-start

-L«J speedometer, windscreen, lighting set, equipped

taxed, new condition, guaranteed sound; 49 gumeas.-

186, St. James Rd., Croydon. L775;

1 0,21-22 SV'h.p. Sports Rover,. 3-speed, clutch ait

Xtr KS., Lucas' lamps. Cowey speedometer, condi

tion as new, mileage 2,500; exchanges; after 4 p.m.-

4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith; la24J

BARGAINS.—Rover 1920- SVih.p., 3-spceU couftlcr

shalt7, 52 guineas; also Rover coachbuilt com

bination, 3-speed, perfect, 38 guineas; photogr=l)6s.-

Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., Eas

Sheen. ^8251

ROVER 5-6h.p. 1922 Gomhination, Lucas electric

lighting with dimmer, trip speedometer, clock,

horn, «pare sorinfc- chain, valyes, new .
tyres, span

tubes, sidecar carrier, aluminium mudshield, tax ana

insurance paid, with numerous spares; no otters;

£125; appointment.—90, Cranley Gardens, N.W. [nis

Spare Farts:

KOVER Spares.—Immediate delivery .-Kays, 8

Bond St., EaiinE- '™\
Royal R'uby.

1 021 3h.p. Royal Ruby Sports, spring frame model,

i,V clutch, kick start, as new; 37- guineasj-67

Perniea Rd., Balham, [84«

1 021 Royal Ruby 25ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.3., laHs

J-fc/ equipped, tax, insurance, new condition; £45.

'Wood, 108, Breck Ed., Liverpool. [""W

1 022 2i4h.p. Royal Ruby, 3-speed, brand a™, list

LU £75: our price £55, with sidecar S72.-J. UeD-

den and Sons, 71, Scotland Rd., Nelson, Lanes, [iiin

TCI-22 Sh.p. Euby spring frame Combiuatijjn, one odIj

XiJ at a special end of season bargain price.-Snm. t.

Clapham (Motors), 27. Stockwen St., Greenwich, S.E^ia

BARGAIN.-Royal Ruby Sh.p. countershaft combi-

nation, 3 speeds, gears reiii'™
.
^^"?"™5,'„„„

guineas; photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, upper

Richmond Rd., East Sheen. ^"^

Ru&ie
21 Rildge-Multi ; £45; as new, equipped.-Cheek,

60, Rectory Lane, Tooting. t'"'

Guineas.-Rudge-Multi, 1920, fully ei"JP|i«^:

exchanges.-13a, Worple St., Mortlake. [8057

1 015 Rudge-Multi, clutch, equipped, taxed, new

ly condition; £25.-103, Moore Park Rd., ITulham^

i 021 Eudge-Multi, starter, dutch, been 868 miles:

LV £39.-" Cranleigh," CoUegaaiip, Biomiey. Keat.

(P) ''

RUDGE-MULTI, late 1921, perfect condition, ttist.

tax paid: £46; offers .-Rudgit, Invsrteiga, leiga-

mouth.

1 Q21 Eudge-Multi, fuUy equipped, as now, any

in trial, bargain; £42 guineas.-67, Fwnlea M-.

Balham. '"'

1 016 SVih.p. Rndge-Multi, excellent condition

i-U throughout; £30.-75, 'Wcodside Rd., Wwa

Green, N.

RUDGE-jrULTI 1914, fine order, licensed, £22;10:

good sidecar. £3/10.-Saunders, IVutley, IPfWJ"

Rd., Woodbridge. '"

19
33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
TriumDh.

t Ck22 41l.p. Triumph, new this montli, 'perfect,

JL97 witlr complete equipment and tax; £85 or

^[fer,—4, Cliallt Farm Rd., Chall: Farm, London. [8145

-|Q21 4I1.P. Triumph, all-chain, Sports sidecar,
XU iierfect condition, electric side lights, etc.,

all spares, overalls, etc.; £85.—Hardy, Hotel Metro-
pole, \V.C.2. [7757

TRIT'MPII 4h.p. 3-spee-d Countershaft Combination,
with good accessories, £57; another, ditto, £53;

another, £50.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd. W.6. [7421

TRIUMPH, 1918. couniershaft, lamps, horn, etc.,

appe.irauce and condition as new, licensed; £45,
- Rose, Eton Plac«, Adelaide Hd., N.W. 'Phone :

Haiupstead 1883. {7914

1Q19 Triumph-Glorin Combination, all lamps. Ace
•i-U discs, Enstinp, luggage grid, numerous spores,
insured, perfect condition; nearest £85.—Turner, 177,
lirixtou Hill, S.W. -. [7866

3 ill. p. Clutch Triumph-Grado, new piston, tappets,
2 rebushed, good t.vres, excellent condition,

licensed (30/-); nearest £20.—Carter, Fowhes Ed.,
Alcombe, Minehead. [8141

TRIU.MPII-RICARDO, 1922, Best-Xloyd mechanical
pump. Challenger tubes, all accessories and

spares, perfect, cost .£130, accept ^100,—Jakins, 247,
High Rd., Lee, S.E. [6794

4h.p. T.rpe H Triumph, with discs, lamps, horn, etc.,

itiul fij:st-cln<<s coachbuilt sidecar, perfect condi-
tion throughout: £72/10.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
tireeu St., Cambridge. [8358

TRIU.MPH-MILLFORD 1920, Easting, aU lamps
and horn, indistinguishable from new; excep-

tional bargain; £62/10.—M. Hillier, 215, Portobello
Rd.. North Kensington. - [8108

NEW 1922 Triumph, all-chain diire and Junior Models;
speeiul bargain prices to clear ; write, call, or

'i)hone Greenwich 751.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motoie). 27,
Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. [6599

SOUTHPORT.—1921 Triumph, 3-Epeed. sports,
specially tuned, lovely condition, Ricardo bars,

long exhaust, very fast; 69 guineas: exchanges.—
Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [8162

\7"0UB Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
-1 payment for a Triumph, any model; deferretl pay-
nients.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Road,
S.W.12. 'Phone

; 4441 Latchmere. ^[5944

1fk22 4h.p. Triumph Combination, good lamps, horn,xy speedometer, screen, licence, new condition, any
trial and oxamination, gu<aranteed; £105.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [8356

TRIUMPH, late 1921, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-start,
Tan-Sad, all on, recently overhauled, readv to

ride; £70, or nearest offer, first cheque secures.—W.
Sampson, Tuckingmill Farm, Tisbury. [7735
4h.p. Triumph, disc wheels, and sidecar, with luggage

carrier. S.A. 3-speed countershaft gear with clutch,
speedometer, horn, lamps; £40.—Blake, 4, Park
Crescent Mews, Great Portland St., W.l. [7922

I 'T'RtU.Ml'H-GLOEIA All-chain Combination, April,
-- 1922, S.D- model, Lucas lamps. Easting, condition

I
us new, only done 1,000 miles, unpunctured; £120.—
Irost, Lower St., Middlewich, Cheshire. • [7897

1CI22 4h.p. all-chain Triumph Combination, fully
-**' fqiiipped, lamps, horn, luggage carrier, petrol ear-
ner. Easting screen, small mileage; £98/10.—Perrin's
Jlofor Garages, Marsh Lane, Southampton. [7633

1 Q22 Triumph-Ricardo, brand new, shop-soiled,
-~~ £105 to clear; also 4h.p., all-chain, clearing at
£100; exchanges and deferred,-Homac's. 243, Lower
Llaptcn Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [8318

'

1 Q16 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, exceptionally
^y good condition throughout, and in perfect

.
Cider; speedometer, all accessories; £47.—Write Smith.
Flat 5, 29. Langham St.. W.l. Museum 2731. [7696
T^RIUMPH 1920 Combination, guaranteed complete
-- with horn, lighting set, etc., ready for the road,
tax paid, a bargain; will sacrifice at 65 guineas.—
Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Hd., S.W.12.

[7749
I

"I Q21 4h.p. Triumph, Model H, lamps, horn, hand
!

-«-•' and loot clutch, tools, special 2V'-gaUon tank
!
long nickel exhaust, pillion seat, all in perfect
condition, seen any time; £76.—Olley, Hoden, Falcon
Rd., Guildford. . [7720

fHE HACKFOED EiS^G. CO. lave 4 more reno-

I

-•• voted countershaft Triumphs at £45. Cash or
I

extended payments. Do not miss this opportunity.
,
Call, write, or 'phone Bri;5tou 3062.-33, Hackford

I E-d., Brixton, S.W.9.

i

T^RIUMPH Combination 1918. sidecar repainted, tax
i

•- paid: £50.-33, Hackford Ed.. Brixton. [8440

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p. Combination. Milford sidecar,
•»-«' Easting windscreen, D.A. lighting. Miller lamps.

,
luggage carrier, Cowey speedometer and horn, Tan-Sad,
tools and spares, everything I'n excellent condition : £90.
—Chatenay, New Ed.. Windsor. [7889
C K Guineas.— 1919 Countershaft Triumph, and 1922

t ^^j spring wheel Middleton sidecar, screen. Tan-
S Sad, electric throughout, oversize tvres, perfect, taxed
and insured; privately owned.—Broadway House
Norlholme Rd., Highbury, N.5. [8307

The

CARB-JECTOR
and Noise Tonalizer

is being 'USed to obtain

WORLD'S RECORDS
ON

BROOKLANDS
TRACK

Recent Records.—Subject
to A.C.U. and Inter-

national Approval.

Sep. 1. Class B/S. 350
and Sidecar. 13, including
Double Twelve Hour Record.
Sep. 21. Class F. 600 c.c.

Sidecar. 50 and 100 Mlles
World's Records. 1 and 2
hrs. World's Records.

Oct. 3. Class C. 500 c.c.
3 hrs. World's Record.
200 Miles World's Record.

SOLE AGENT for BROOKLANDS :

C. G. PULLIN
Weybridge. Phone: 4S9.

Illustration shows
section.

Price 25/-
post free.

500 c.c. size

2/6 extra.

Plated all

over 3/-

extra.

All

Steel

plated
ends.

NO LOSS of

POWER.
NO
OVERHEATING.
EASIER
ACCELERATION.
SMOOTHER RUNNING.
Quote H.P. of Engine and outside
diameter of exhaust when orderin-;

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL

3 Carbjectors entered.
3 Gold Medals.

Oct. 14. NOBTH LONDON M.C.C.

SPEED TRIAL.
350 c.c. and 600 c.c. Class.

O. K. Junior won with Carbjectors.

SUITABLE FOR ALL TYPES OF MOTOR
CYCLES AXD CYCLE CARS.

BRIDGEHEAD Ltd ,

BANKHEY WORKS,
BLACKPOOL.

MOTOR CVCLl-S FOR SALE.
Triumph.

~| Q23 Triumphs, brand new, S.O. (all-chain), several
-L tl in Etcck, roadster and T.T. bars, exceptimal
offer, secure new; cost £115; clearing at £89; makers'
full guarantee.—Harry Nash, Contracting Agent, 391.
King St., Hammersmith. 'Phone : Hammer.smitli
2837. 17282

1 Q21 Triumph, all-chain model, coachbuilt side-
JLt/ car, Easting, luggage grid, lamps, horn, tooJK,
spriug footboards, latest front mudguard, mechanic-
ally perfect; £75 for quick sale; no offers; baying
higher power.—Burrowes, 71, Nightingale I.ane.
S.W.12, [7705

1 Q22 All-chain Triumph, Model S.D., brand new;
J~^ ^88, li.?t price £105; come and inspect our
demonstration machine, no obligation to buy.—Light
Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse
Hill, Brixlon. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. (',j minute
from Brixton Skating Rink.) Look for the golden
arrow. [8335

Simre Parts:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Knys, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [4807

CYRIL WILLIAMS, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hampton.—Every Triumph part by return; lists

free.
- [8140

TRIUMPH Spares.—All parts, all models, in stock;
second-hand or new. Goods sent per R^urn.

Service.—All. Holland. Hearsall Lane Corner, Coven-
try. 'Phone: 1945. [8238

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models; aiso
Sturmey-Archer cear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by. specialist.—Jones' Garage, Triumph
Agents. Broadway. Muswell Hill. N.IO. [0809

TRIUMPH Specialists.—All parts iu stock, end of
season reductions. Write for catalogue.—Light

Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse
Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Brixton 1292. (V2 minute
from Brixton Skating Rink.) Look for the golden
arrow. [8336

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop ? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Picmier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa [7361

Trump.
TRUMP-J.A.P. 23ih.p. 1922, good condition, cost

£70: iKcept £40; part instalment.s il requited.—
68, Riverway, Palmer's Green. - [7847

Unibus.
UNIBUS 2Vih.p. Cycle, as new, bargain; accept

offer nearest £30; viewed.—Lannowe, 40, High
St., Rickmansworth. [7736

Wilkin

1 Q22 Wilkin-Blackburne 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-
-M.*7 speed nnd clutch, Brampton Blflex forks, all-

chain drive, absolutely as new, registered June; £60.
—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd..
W.2. [7573

Wolf.
1 Q22 Wolf-Villiers, 2-speed, as new; sell cheap or
X tf exchange for higher power.—19, Valnay St.,

Tooting. [8442
Wooler.

BARGAIN.—1921 Wooler, semi-T.T. bars, equipped,
taxed; 32 guineas; photograph.—Peter Gordon,

Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [8254

T
Zenith.

HE Zenith Specialists.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Ulster Chambers, 163.
Regent St., W.l.

ty K m.p.h. from a standing start inside V4 mile
' ^-^ on a Zenith-Bradshaw, the result of a little

tuning by the Specialists.

YOU may purchase this identical machine for

£115, or if you have a Bradshaw, All-Chain
Super-Sports 8h.p., or any other model Zenith, we
are prepared to overhaul and tune afc a reasonable
figure.

OUR Latest Bargains.—5h.p. Sports, delivered
July, 1921, mileage about 1,000, tyres and belt

unmarked, tip-top condition, £50; 1920 8h.p.
countershaft combination, thorough overhaul just

completed, electric lighting, all on; £75. [6457

20 Zenith Sports Model; bargain, £50.—9,

Church Rd., Harlesden. ;[7886

h.p. Sports Zenith, condition and appearance as new;
£37.-44, Brandram Rd., Lee. [7619

ZENITH 6h.p., Gradua gear, new tyre and tube,
perfect; £35.-203, Carlton Rd., Wcxksop. [795e

ZENITH Combination 1916, 4h.p. J.A.P., Bo^^ch

;

£50 write appointment.—Owner, 48, Barmestcn
Rd., Catford. r7907

ZENITH-GRADUA. 1921 model, 6-8b.p., in frsv

clas.s order, including tyres, etc.; £47/10.—Att
wood's Garage, Stafford. r848;

19
6
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MOTOi? CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

I^.O.C.H. InTJte Inspection. Zeniths and other
makes far below any antiqipated price reduction.

-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). - [3861

ZENITH- Sjiorts 8-lOh.p., Canoelet sicleoar. lamps,
horn, complete, perfect; £62.—50, Haverstouk

JTill, N.W.5. 'Phone: Hampsteitd 6609. [7953

.| S; Guinea;.—8h.p. Sports Zenith, as new izi and
jt/ on;., ele\-tric Lucas, new tyres, belt, mudguards;
r excliaiiges.—Green, 54, Minit Av., Harlesden, N.W.

[8012
| Q22 Zenith 2-3ih.p. Flat Twin, fully equipped, tax
j-iJ [laid, mileage 200, as new; "£55, or exchange
laie combination and cash.—198, Kin^ St., Hammer-
>mith. [8177

1 Q22 shop-soiled 5-6h.p. ooimterahaft Zenith, £75 to
-»-V clear ; 1 922 shop-eoiled SV^h.p. Zeaith-Bradsha^v,
£70.—JMotorists' AdTisory Ageaey, Ltd., 89, Wigmore
fit., W.!. [7645

8h.p. Zenith, 1914, K.S., chitch, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, net run since 1916, just finished overhaul;

h^.rgair. £48.—AK Garage, Idle Ed*, Bradford.
Phone: 4415- [8008

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 1922, August, all chain,
lamps, horn, tax, speedometer, 650x65 tyres and

rims, wide ratio gear box, red and blaclc; 65 guineas.
—2. Madrid Ed., Barnes. [8058

ZEISITHS (any model) ConTcrted to all-chain coun-
tershaft, with 3- or 4-speed gear box; satisfaction

guaranteed.—Illustrations and particulars, Henry V.
Smith, Osmondthcrpe, Leeds. [8105

ZEXITH-BEAD3HAW April 1922, Gradua, tuned by
Gruzeliei, racing Acme, eaviipped, perfect, done

800 miles J sell or exchange lighrtveigfrt or combination.
-85, Wiverton Ed., Sydenham. 8221

'\7'0tJE Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
J- payment for a Zenith, any model; deferred pay-
nsents.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham Higb E-oad,

S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. [5945

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Countershaft Combination,
electric lamps, speedometer, absolutely first-class

(.coditiou throughout; £85.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Ed., W.6- 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[7422
ZENITH Sh.p. Countershaft Combination, good

mechanical condition, but appearance rough;
great bargain to clear; £49.—Newnham Motor Co.,
223, Hammersmith Ed.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. [7423

SOUTHPOET.—Snips ; 1922 (June) super sijorts 8
h.p. Zenith, countershaft, indistinguishable brand

new, cost £150, gift. 85 guineas; 1922 all-chain
Zenith-Bradshaw sports, extra hot, cup winner, best
fjuca's accessories; 72 guineas; exchanges.—Kents,
417, Lord St.. 'Southport. [8163

Spare Parts:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery. — Kays, 8.
Bond St., Ealins. [5078

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

DOL'GLAS (Lady's Model) 2^/4h.p. 2-speed, licensed,
jurt overhauled; £37/10.-Ht.'rbeit Eobinson, Ltd.,

ijreen St., Cambridge. [8H54

Miscellaneous.
T^AYLOR and Kirk.

1Q22 Matchless Combinatiou, H model, Lucas ligbt-
-fi-*' ing, only ridden 20 miles, us new; £110; cost
.-;.'195.—Below,

l([fc20 New Imperial, 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-
'*•*/ start, hnnd clutch, nearly new tyres, fully
i.'ijUipped ; £23.—Beiow.

b.p. Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, 3-speed,
kick-stait, enamel iis new, mechauiciilly perfect,

iiiUy equiiiped, windecieen, etc.; £43.—Below.

sTJih.p. Chuter-I/sa-Vilhers 1919, 2-speed, this machine
-^3 is fully equipped and equal to new, both niechaui-
(;illy and appearance; £25.—Below.

i^Xh.ih Hobart-Villiers 1919, 2-speed, fast machine
'^2 and has been carefully used; £25.~Below.

rQ19
Sh.p. Neiv Imperial Combination, exceptional« rendition, fitted speedometer, Tan-Sad, windscreen,

i_li~solve(l ncetylene lighting, new sidecar body, any tiial

;

i;55.—Below.

3ih.p. B.S.A., free engine, fully eanipped, a real
2 bargain, faet and reliable; £22.—Below.

3.1h.p. E.iS.A. 2-speed Combination, fully eanipped,
2 any trial, now ie your opportunity; £24.—Below.

W-9h.p. Harley Combination, 1918, fully equipped,
• bulbous back sidecar, recently overh;iuled ; £59.—
Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. S.W.
Phone: Wimbledon 2041. [8387

"I
Cil6 Calthorpe Combination 6ii.p., J-A.P. engine,

Xt? 2-speed gear, all accessories.

'I QlS B.S.A. 4i,4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
Ltf and kick-start. Both machines in excellent
oi-der.—Woodcock and Sou, Wincauton. [7679

£6.--Motor Crcle, Bosch, Senspiay. good o'';li.n. engine.
E.MiresG Dairy, Mottinghsm. S.E.9. [7639

MOTOR Cycle, 2^jh.p., less magneto, £4; 2-strolt:e

engine, cheap.—31, Capstone Ed., Bournemouth.
[8130

8

RIDEEZI
OFFERS

REMAINING 31 H.P. MARTINSYDE
& SIDECAR for

£90 cash
or delivery may be obtainei-with full

comprehensive policy on the payment of

£24 : lO : O deposit
and 18 further payments of £4^6:0
for limited number only. Cannot

possibly repeat.

Specification of Motor Cycle.

ENGINE.
60 mm. bore, 88 mm. stroke, 496 cc. 50 degree
V. twin cylinders, overhead exhaust valves
and side inict valves. Semi-automatic lubri-

cation by Best and Lloyd, lubricator direct

to front cylinder. Crankshaft is fitted with
double ball race at the driving end. The cam
shaft also runs on ball bearings, and the big
ends run on roller bearings. A flanged alu-

minium induction pipe is employed.

GEAR BOX.
A.J.S. three-speed counteirshaft annular ball

bearings. Ratio on top 4 J to i. Kick starter.

TRANSMISSION.
All chain, the high-speed chain being enclosed
in a cast aluminium case, and the rear chain
is protected by a pressed metal shield.

Renold or Coventry chains.

TYRES.
Dunlop 650x65, heavy.

EQUIPMENT.
Tool bags, number plates, oil

spanners, andinflater.
syringe.

RIDEEZI SALES LIMITED,

5, Victoria Street, S.W. !•

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaueous.

AUTOWHEEL, complete, readv for fitLing, little
used; £10, neaaest offer.—Below.

Sh.p. Zenith Combination, 1914, excellent conditinn
throughout; £40, or near offer.—Below.

]Vr.S.U. 5-6h.p. Motor Cycle, Amac carburetter, acsly-
-*-' lene la-mps, requires assembling; sieareet to i!i2—Below.

/^YCLE Car Chassis, suit 8h.p. engine, 2-seater body,
V-' requires finishing; offer wan.ted,—Below. \

1 Q18 Ford Van, excellent condition; £75, or nearest
-!-«/ offer.—Warlingham Garage Cu., Godstcne Hdl
W^rlingham. Purley 1301. !'8056

COilBrNATION,
£50.—Jarvis.

Sui'tey.

3-speed J.A.P.,
158, liOndon

all-chain, kick;
Rd., Kingston,

[8433

T7ILLIERS 2-strolce. 2-speed, nearlv new; 28 guineas*
take pedal cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Cambei-

well, London

HTIMBER SM-h.p.. __ „
3',^h,p., makneto ignition

[7949

magneto ignition, £12; Kerry
,_ . . -- ignition, £20; seen running.—

VV. W. Evers, Wath. [v?76

WAMDSTV^ORTH Motor Exchange.—London's old-
establiahed firm, for good motor cycles, ex-

changes, easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms, weekly payments
taken on any motor cycle or combination.^

WANDSW0RTH.-4i:asy terms, easy terms, bring
deposit, and ride machine straight away.

WANDSWORTH.—1919 Triumph Coachbuilt Com-
bination, 3 speeds, lamp; 59 guineas, weekly

payments.

.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Rudge Miiiti 5-6h.p. Coach-
built Combination, kick, lamps ; 59 guineas,

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1919 Riidge Multi 5-6h.p. Coach-
built Combination, kick, lamps, screen, weekly

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 A.B.C. Beautiful Coachbuilt
Combination, twin, lamps ; only 69 guine&a,

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Zenith Sports Model
bination, 5-6h.p., everything fitted

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Rudge, Isle of Man, 3»/jh.p.,
fine machine; 49 gaineas, weekly payments.

W^^DSWORTH.—1920 Henderson Coachbuilt Cosl-
bination. lOh.n.. 3 sneeds. hood, screen: S9

com-
.uineas.

speeds, hood, screen ; 89 j
bination, lOh.p,, 3

guineas, payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Indian Dynamo-lightmg
PowerpJus, 3 speeds, speedometer; 6'9 guineas,

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 Triumph, new, shop-soiled,
4h.p., 3 speeds; 85 guineas, weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 B.S.A., new, shop-soiled.
4V4h.p., 3 speeds; 35 guineas, weekly payments. '

WANDSWORTH.—1922 Douglas, new, shop-soiled. 1

2'J4h.p., 2 speeds; 59 guineas, weekly payments,

WANDSWORTH.—1918 P. and M., S'/oh.p., 2 speedSi
kick, renovated, smart; 36 guineas, weekly pay-'

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith Coachbuilt Combination^
3ii-4h.p. J.A.P., only wants seeing; 36 guineas;,

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH—Matchless-Jap, 3'/2-4h.p., twin,- 3
speeds, clutch; only 29 guineas, -weekly pay- '.

ments.

WANDSWORTH.-
kick, spring

ments.

-Indian 7h.p. Twin, 3 speeds,
frame; 39 guineas, weekly pay

WANTD3W0RTH.—Abingdon-King Dick, 3iAh.p.. 2
speeds, kick, iamps; 29 guineas, weekly i»y-i

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber, SVsh.p., 2 speeds, handle
starting, lamps, hooter; 23 guineas, weekly

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. , 2%h.p., 2 speeds, low built.

runs well; 19 guineas, weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott (reconstructed), S^ih.p..

twin, water-cooled, very fast, cheap; 35 guineas,
weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, 3'^h.p., good tyres,

lamps, runs well, clearance; 19 g-uineas, weekly
payments.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Tort
ltd., Wandsworth [Town Station). 'Plione:

liatchmere 4686. [8458

HALIFAX.—1923 New Imperial and Lievia models
from stock; cash, exchange, or deferred.—HaliJa-';

Motor Exchaaige, Hovton St,, Halifa^c. [S399

F.O.C.il. for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars, clt;
bargains ; cash or e;i5y payments ; exchangea

arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [3864 !

-| Q22 New Motor Cycles.—Bargains at end ol seaBOn
Xt/ prices; .<!9cnre now; cash or easy terms.—Sam. E,
Chphain (Motors], 27. Stockwell St., Greenwich. S.E.IO, '

(5^05
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BAST0NE3 fcv Si(iecars.—No befcier or cheaper

.house; nil latest models in stock.

ASTONSS.—End of season. Great retUlctions.

B^
pASTONES.- Monigomery siiorLs model, stuck soiled

only; list price £25/10; to clear, £18/10.

BASTONJSS.—Moiitgomen'. Model No. 1, stock

soiled only; list price £28/10; to clear, £23/10.

BASTONES.—Montgomery, Model- No. 1, 1921
models. Triples screen fitted; to clear, £21/10

(acli.

BAriTONES.—Complete sidecar to fit any machine,

'fill; ditto sports model, £16/19; tuuring bulbous

back siric^ars, £17/7/6. Several models in stock.

BASTONES.—If yon ax'e buying a sidecar, kindly

inspect onr stock before purcbasing elsewbere,

'mid save mcnev.—228, Pentunville Rd., Kind's Cross,

[.<'GL]cn. N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [8397

COUPETTE, the original sidecar, with disappearing
rigid hcod, perfect protection.—Below.

li^OUPETTE. the sidecar with quality and finish and
\J chassis of repute.—Below.

hr^OUPETTE, the perfect sidecar; touring models on
\J deferred terms, £7/18 down.—Below.

i|"^OUPETTE Sidecars for 1923, a range of models for

V> lightweights and heavy machines, 18 to 28
Iguineas, complete with rigid disappearing hood, screeu,

and tvrc—The original manufacturer. Goad, 122,
iMaida Vale, W.9. "Phone : Maida Vale 1353. [8338

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecar,
ur^ar.—85, Panlet Rd.

new, 4-point;
Camberwell.

£7/10, cr
[8043

khaki colon
Oxford.

wind-
[819^1

back models,
iil2/10.

£10.—Harley-Swan Sports Side>'?ar,

screen, sonud.—King, Egrove,

W.J.C. for Sidecars. New bulbous
complete with underslnng chassis,

^TXT.J.C—2-Eeater bulbous back models, with under-
! VV sluug chassis, from £15.

W.J.C—Lightweight chassis from £6; heavyweight
(or big twin from £8/10. Special fittings for

'ring frame machines, 15/- extra.

W.J.C—Special offer. Sports model H, streamline
body, underslnng chassis complete, all attach-

ncnts, any colour, £12/10; side door, 10/- extra.
rhe greatest value in sidecars ever offered.

W.J.C—Any model supplied, on easy payments.
Your present sidecar taken in part exchange,

i^end for catalogue.

W.J.C—The above sidecars are of the finest mate-
rial and workmanship, and are fully guaranteed.

!\ny sidecar sent on approval against cash. Money
jeturced if not satisfied.

W.J.C.—We make a special sidecar for Clyno motor
,

cycles, fitted with interchangeable wheel, bul-
lous back, underslnng chassis, 26in. or 23in. wheel,
jilted tyre and tube, any colour; we are offering
ihese at the ridiculous price of £19/15; honestly
'rorth £25; satisfaction guaranteed; your present
sidecar taken in part exchange.

[TT.J.C Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av,, Holland
iVV Park. W.ll. Park 2071. Business hours, 8.30
to 8.30, including Saturdays. [7561

l|Q21 A.B.C. Sidecar as new; £15.—'Phone : Kings-
i-tf ton 1274.—37. Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [8151

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—New coach bodies,
full size, with locker, ^5/17/9; usually £9/10.

JDOOTHS Motories,
i-* coach bodies,
4/17/6.

I

bDOOTHS Motories, Blackpool .—Canoeiet chassis,^ like new, £5/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to
lUt Triumph, B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand slde-
itrs, cheap; springs, mudguards, hubs, lugs,
'Uings; state requirements.—Booths Motories, 294,
'aterloo Rd., Blackpool. [8293

MDECAJIS.—Several second-hand; very cheap; room
^ v;anted.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.

[7950
^NFIELD Delivery Sidecar complete. 6 weeks use
-J only. What oiieTs ?—Barrow, High St., Lyming-

[7687

B'lackpool.-
£5/17/6;

New step-pattern
sporting bodies.

.ILORIA Chassis, with
finishing paint; £10.-

sden.

new bulbous body,
-2, Fortuuegate Rd.,

needs
Har-

[7884
hJORTON Sports Sidecar, sell cheaply or exchange
l" Swan ditto.—Mathias, Burwood Formby, Lan-
shire. [7969
SWAN Sporting Sidecar, easy detachable, practically
/ new; £15.—" Harbermere," Crutchfleld Lane,
jalton-on-Thames. [7894
CAMBER Sidecar to suit Scott, Easting, lamp, etc.;
y £10.—Kmsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addis-
tmbe Rd., Croydon. [8052
^XTENDED j.-a7:nents accepted for sidecars; mode'.pH tor oil makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi
(Hies, Ltd.. 5, V ietoria St.. S.W.I. [0829
'022 Commercial Tradesman's Sidecar, smait,
"roomy, perfect, £25 model; accept best offer oyer
5.-140, Cotteniam Rd., N.19. [7800
^'^^^CHBUILT New ^^Hudson Sidecar, splendid con-

bargain for quick sale.

STOP
at (his and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriaga t;aiil; Ho extras-

(iition, new tyre flttetl
l^.-Tennant, 37, Lewis St

Send for our All goods carriage
special catalogue Paid" England and

containing record
,

Wales. Our latest
unsolicited testi-

pnces and partic- monials is the blg-
ulars of our fair gest proof of our
dealing, one price, 'egMrnate deal-
one quality. ^?„Vra, L°t?s fl^c !
NO EXTRAS. tion given.

Oi.YiV)fiA !iiiiiJct i\6ii£6(OS tiUllUING

Specification in Our Catalogicc.

12 X S £23 10 iSxio £42 10
14 10 £32 15 20 V 12 £46 15
16 V 10 £37 15 ~
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proo f

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create

confidence.

Sheen Park Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, 1922.

Dear Sir,

I am instrtrcted by my Conomittee to say
tliey are very pleased with the Pavilion you
erected for them.

Yours faithfully, John O. Griffits.

122, Shortlands Road,
Sittingbourne, Kent.

August 17, 1922.
]\Ir. Brodrick,
The South-Western Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St. Helier Building arrived on Satur-
day, two day5 before promise of delivery,

and we are more than satisfied with it.

We erected it on Wednesday and it went
together like clockwork. I am very pleased
we left the order with you, as all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trusting
and believing it will get you further orders
from this district.

Yours faithfully,

Thos. E. Kennett.

IHustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C°
High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

Straoiraer. ' [8475

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDKCAR Aprons. (Javer.^, ^1:0.; send pajjer pattern

for e.= limatB and saiunles cf m-iterij.!.—Jame^
'Cun'^, Ltd., Kyrwicks Lane, Sparkbrook, Birmin---
\i.nn. [7833

WATSONIAN Featherweight aluminium .^idecar, in
gcod conditiun, new tyre, 3-point atlachmen',

j^.iit N.rttn; £10.--G. MacWatters, Almi-ndsbury. nr.

Bridtol. [7901

COACHBTJILT Sidecar for 4h.p. Tiiumpli or siiuiljir

mnc'hiite, good oonrlition, dark blue, npliolstered

in fcrtlurov; £10 or ofier.—O. HarlMitt, The Gr;ius^.

Eatbamptoii. [7812

SPRINGS, Shackles, Bearer Bars, etc.; give nr-
ticulars ol requirements and compare orir prlc?-,

—James Kane, Ltd., Kyrwicks Lane, Sparkbrock,
Birmingham. [7839

WXLLOWBROOK Sidecars now produced on larg-}

scale. Special designs and terms to meter
fycle manufacturers. May we Kive you a call?—Willow-
brook Sidecar Works, Leicester. [0335

YOUR Last Chance.—Birch Aircraft £36 sidecars,

brand new. £16 each; heavyweight chassis, com-
plete. £6; Ilarley ditto. £7; one only sporting side-

car, lightweight, £12, new.—Dm-ant. Bourne, Farii-

lam. [7765

D,OUWAT Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
folder] (10 seconds) combination passes throueh

ordinary dc-crway. Un noticeable appearance when
open, no freakisbness; send for descriptions.—Frank
Whitworth, 139, New St,. Birmingham. £5083

HOPLEY Folding Sidecar Saves (Jarage; attached
to motor will ko (hronsh passase 28in. ; tandem

bodies fitted; suits motors up to lOh.p.: cha-nced
from pleasure to commercial in few seconds: tested 8
years.-F. Hopley, Upper Higheate St., Birmingham,

[0152
PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make o! motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated,—Wia-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0338

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECAI^S.
LIGHT Car, sale or exchange.—John Farrar, Burn.

Selby. [7654

6 h.p, 3-whceler, 2-speed, screen, hoed sticks; £15.—
Particulars Westacre, Droitwich. [7956

G.N., 1922 model, specially tuned, shop-soiled only,
2-seater and nice dickey; only £210.

G.N. Model De Luxe, dynamo lighting, disc wheels,
hood, screen, painted makers', exceedingly smart

car, looks like this year's model; £115; exchange
or deferred payments for either.—Marlborough (Motor
House), 20-22, Fiuchley Rd., N.W.8. Hampstead
7355. [6564

3-AVHEELER, 6h.p., 2-speed, clutch, needs renova-
tion; clear £15.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [8124

4-CYL. 1915 Sh.p. Bebe Peugeot, overhauled by
makers; £90.—Barrow, High St., Lymington.

I[7683

A.V. Monoear, twin; £18; exceptional bargain; a;iy

time.—Green Man Hotel, Whetstone, London.
i[7701

"1 Q21 Garden, fully equipped, mileage 1,400, pe.-
-L?/ feet; £67/10.-49. Beechwood Rd., Eaglescliffc.

[8303
BEDELIA.—The new 1922 mcdel, 8-lOh.p., air-

cocled or water-cooled to choice; immediate de-

liveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
model, £195; side by side armchair seats, 3

speeds and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hoed, screen,

lamps, tools, jack and pump included; trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Yonr old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue Free from L. N. Palmer. Sole
Concebsionnaire tor the British Empire, Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [8326

1 Q22 Morgan A.C., just run in; £100 cash, no
At/ offers, or exchange.—Laurence, 2, King St..

Leicester. [7945

MORGAN De Luxe, perfect condition, any tiial;

bargain, £75.—Bray, 5, Chaddlewcod Aveune,
Pljmiouth. [7680

1 Q17 Grand Prix Morgan, fully equipped, tax paid;
J-t/ £75.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. "Phone:
Maryland 2598. [7941

MORGAN 1922 Graud Prix, water-cooler] J.A.P.. as

mew, mileage negligible; £120.-51, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., Putney. '[8485

HUMBER Lightweight, B.B. magneto, variable.

£7/15; lightweight antowheel, £4/19/6.—Little-
uver Aerials, Derby. [7659

/J /\ Guiileas.—A.V, monocar, equipped, registered,

"db" in exceptional condition; exchanges; evenings.

—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith, [8243

BEDELIA Cycle Car, 8b.p. J.A.P., brand new,
Sturmey-Archer gears, new tyres, etc.; bargain,

£28.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., Piitney. [8486

GIBBONS Cycle Cars, £109. £98, £89, reduced

prices; descriptive literature and trial ™^ —
Qibbonc- and Moore, Chadwell Heath, Essex. [4744

advertisement, and the date oi the issue a 39
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS,
Guineas; exchanges.—1913-14 G.N. 2-66atet ^

bood, screen, polished bonnet, electric Uimpf
speedometer, smart, any examination, trial.—Seabrlditt
35, Hansler Rd., East Diilwich (Sydenham 2452), [659

COVENTRY TREMIER 1922 4-wheelBr, dynBm
light, speedometer, dush lamp, Klaxon, mats,

new tyres, etc., most elaljorately enuipped imd guarai
'

teed perfect, tax paid, any trial; illSO; couaider oj :

change.— 7, Eiverdale Ter., Richujond. [845
]

Spare Part?: \

MORGAN Spares available from stock.—Maudes
100, Great Portland St., W.l. [83&

MORGAN Spares from stock for all modelg,—flem
yoxir enquii'v to Hall, Morgan Specialist, 91 '

St. Peter's St., St. Albans. (093
j

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares tor al
'

models in stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd,, 13-15-lf
Bishopsgate Ar., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Ave
uue 5548. [006

MORGAN Service Depot, oflicially appointed by th

Morgan Motor Co. lor London. Every spare par
'

in stock. Overhauls, repairs and tuning by Morga I

specialists.—Homac's, 243, Lower Ck-plon Rd., N.E

,

'Phone : Dalstcn 2408. [832

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.

COUNTY.—B.S.A. 8h,p. Motor Cycle Taxis, a

licensed throughout this country,—Write fo

fullest paa'ticulars. Comity Cycle and Motor Co., Lt'l

"The Originators." Broad St., " Birmingham. Ei
Jjibicing Olympia, Stand 160. [766

CARS FOR SALE.
£45.-1915 Ford Van, new tyres, tax paid, insnref

tine running ordei.—King, Egrove, Oxioid. 1819

PALMER'S Garage, 187-199, High St., Tooting. tL

pre-emiueDt place for purchasing ; detailed I
i

-

below.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Auction Sale e\ i

Thiu-sday, starting at 2 o'clock; apply i<

c-italogue.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have, the best bai

gains; compare prices below as proof.

"IDALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—19211/^ De Dion 4 i

-L seater, 12h.p., dynamo lighting, self-startiuE j

nearly new; £425.

1>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—25h.p. Vaur-hall fn'

-*- Landaulet, late model, detachaljle wheels, Bel'
cord; £195.

PAL^IEB'S Garag.?, Tooting. -12-14h.p. Fiat t;i

Laudaulet, 3 speeds, good running order; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15.9h.p. AitdI-JoLd
ston, very late model, dynamo lighting, sell

.

tLarling, ei:tra smart; £145.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—30h.p. Sheffield

Simplex full Landaulet, 6 cyls., 3 speeds; £95.

PALI\IER"S Garage, Tooting.—22h.p. Scat lO;Seale

:

waggonette, good running order; £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—11.9h. p. Belsize toi-ped^

4-seater, Monobloc, excellent running order; £56

PAL'MER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-15h.p. Pnnhart

Cab Landaulet, 4 cyls , Monobloc, just over

hauled; £50.

PALiSIER'S Garage, Tooting.-aOh.p. MctalhirgiiiTie

very smart 2-seater, dickey, dynamo ligliUDg

splendid car; £125,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Alcyoii torped<

2-seater, dickey, 4 cyls., runs well, hood, screen

£65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—16-2Oh.p. Argyll Lira

ousine, 4 cyls., runs well; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-I6h.p. Darracq Cal

Landaulet, Monobloc, suitable s?tation wort; £40

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15-18h.p. Maxwel

light 2-seater, hood, screen; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above cars sup

plied on easy payments. We shall be pleasec

to quote special terms to meet clients' requirements

All are in running order. [832J

ROVER Eight 1923 models from £180; motor cyci<

exchanges.—E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Esbibition

Rd., S.W.7. [7511

SINGER lOh.p. Phaeton, starter and lighting, «
new; £l65.^Tames, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow

Rd., Paddington. [8034

ROVER 6h.p. 2-seater, 3-speed. excellent condition,

nice appearance; £30; exchange combination.—

17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [8123

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
/| Q Guineas.-1921 brand new Tamplin, fully^ t? equipped, regiblered, in perfect condition; es-
ch.'Lngcf; evenings.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.

[8244
MORGANS.-Hall, 91, St. Peter's St.. St. Albans,

can give early delivery of this famous runabout;
Grand Prix £160, De Luxe ^165, Family Model £170.

[0955
GRAND Prix Morgan 1921 and inlaid mahogany

grandfather clock, brass dial, £160; exchange
2-seater Rover, 1921-22.—EUangowan, Huntlev, N.B.

I[7649

G.N. Late 1921, dynamo, speedometer, just over-
hauled, small mileage, very smart car; £120.

—

A.S.C, 166, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Tel. : Museum
6626. [8463

G.N., 1921, special 'bus. just overhauled, perfect
condition, dynamo lighting, ma-ny extras; what

offers?-Searle, "The Glen," Putney Heath Lane,
S.W.15. [7891

GARDEN, 1921, electric and acetylene lighting,
hood, windscreen. Klaxon, discs, splendid con-

dition; £60; instalments; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd.,
Brixton. [8470

MORGAN 1921 D3 Luxe A.C. model. Luoa^ dvna-
mo lighting, tax paid, insured, splendid condi-

tion ; bargain, £110.-113, Alcester Kd..- Moseley,
Birmingham. 7990

Q K Guineas.^Morgan 1920 Grand Prix, hood, screen,O t/ lamps, Stewart mechanical horn, discs, pump,
and tools, tax paid.—Delancey St. Garage, Camden
Town, N.W.I. [7985

"I Q21 Garden 2-seater, hood, screen, electric lamps,
-i-t/ ill really excelleut crder ; £65; exchanges.—
Homac's, 243. Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone:
Dalstcu 2408. [8522

A .v., a really fine late model 2-seater, very little
used, cost £180; would accept little more than

hal* this.—Einsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addis-
combo Rd., Croydon. [8049

G.N., 1922 Standard Model, dynamo, clock, dash
lamp, electric horn, speedometer, tax and in-

surance; £145.—A.S.C, 166, Gt. Portland St.. W.l.
Tel. ; Museum 6626. [8462

BARGAIN.-1922 Rover Eight 2-seatea-. fully
equipped, new tyres, dynamo ; £128 cash ; or

accept combination part exchange.— 143, Ravensburv
Rd., EarlsGeld, S.W. [8296

TWIN Engine, air-cooled, Bosch magneto, 7h.p., and
2-speed handle starting: £8/10. Also S-v.-hceler

2-seater, less engine unit; £6; any time.—Greei\ ]\ian

JTotcl, Whetstone, London. [7703

T Q25 Morgan, family model. Bh.p. J.A.P., water-
--«^ cooled, speciflily tuned Binlts, just arrived,
£170: also Popular model, £135; both fully equipped.
—Gibb,' Northgate. Gloucester. [8276

"I
Q21 Legerc G.N., dynamo lighting, spare wheel,

-I- 1/ aluminium body, capable of 60 m.p.h., £110

:

xchanditto 1922, run few miles, £145
Balliol Rd., North Kensington,

changes.—24,
[7937

^O Guineas, Exchanges.—1915 Baby Peiigeot De00 Luxe 2-seater, 3 speeds, 7h.p., 4 cyls., hood,
screeu, spare rim, smart; any examination, trial.—Sea-
bridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Duhvich. Sydenham
2452. [7526

1022 Morgan G.P., Sh.p. w.c. J.A.P., Lucas 6y-
-^*^ namo. discs, speedometer, etc.. -absolutely as
r.ew, guaranteed; £150.—Homac's, Morgan Service De-
pjit. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston
2408. - ^ [8321

A.V. Monocars, with dickey, 1920. Sh.p., 2-speed,
dynamo lighting, 3 head and tail, perfect condi-

lion, £60; other cars in stock; exchanges; cash either
way.—A.V. Specialist, 15a, Worplc St., Mortlake.
(No. 9 'buses.) [3059

AT PJdwards.-1922 Morgan Grand Prix, M.A.G. en-
gine, -water-cooled, a-cetylene lighting, Bink.s car-

buretter, aluminium number plates, mileago 150,
indistinguishable from new ; 135 guineas.—101, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. [7508

MORGANS. G.P. model, lOh.p. Blacfcbume w.c.
engine, fully equipped, brand new, for imme-

diate delivery; £160; exchauges or deferred.—Homac's.
Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E,
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [8520

MORGAN, Grand Prix, w.c, J.A.F. engine, "Bitk^
carburetter, electric light, colour royal blue,

in perfect order, very fast, tax paid, any trial; £95,
or nearest ; no reasonable offer refused.—89. Cbe?nut
Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [8097

1 022 Aero model Morgan, Lucas dynamo lighting,
J- «/ 8peedo7neter, hood with side curtains, discs,
indistinguishable from new, smartest Morgan on the
r<.ad; £175; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50,
Harrington Rd.. South Kensington. [5610

MORGAN 1920-21 Grand Prix, MA.G. engine,
painted mauve, lamps, hem, hoorl and screen,

special black dome mudguards, in excellent condition
all round, licensed; £l20; esch-anges,—Bambers, East-
bank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7816

G.N.—1923 models in st-ock lor immediate delivi r\

air-cooled twin, side valves, 3-speed and i^everse

gear box, shaft drive, dynamo, speedometer, etc.,

2-seat<r and double dickey; 205 guineas.—A.S.C.,
166, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Tel. : Museum 6626.

[3461

Manufacturers
of

ACCESSORIES

AGENTS
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS.

High Efficiency Frosted Typj
30 per cent, increase in lif^Iit,

H.E. Screw Pattern,
for Head Lamps

lo mm, special,

2/- each.

K,E. Bayonet Pattern 25 mm.
for Side and Head Lamps,
4-6-8-12 volts and up to

1 amp., 2/. eacli.

H.E. Bayonet
Pattern for

Head Lamps,
50 nml.
Extremely

PowerfuILiglit
Frosted Anti-
Dazzle Front,
NiclicI Cap.

4-6-S-12 volts,
1-2-3 amps.
3;- each.

12 volt. 3 amp. 3/3

ORDINARY TYPE.
Bayonet Pattern, 50
mm. for Head Lamps
4-6-8-12 volts, 1-2-3
amps. 2,>'6 each.
12 volt. 3 amp. 3 .

Fiashlight Bulbs, 12 mm
round, clear 61I. each.

Ditto, flat, haU opal, 7d. ca.

Flashligtit Screw
Pattern,

15 mm. liat, Z'^\
\olts. 9(1. cacli-

Write for Leafle!

No. 126.

Postage extra, -on the above.

A. Ltd.,H. HUNT,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road. CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone

—

Telegrams

—

Croydon 2225, 2226. " Keyage, Croydon."

49h

19 21 2-seater Garden, dynamo lighting, speedometer^

£60; ©xchange motor cycle and cash.--F.

Vowles. HiKhbridge, Somerset. 1""'

BKAND New 1922 8li.p. Rover Car, run few niite,

taxed, complete equipment; £145; extihanges.—jN.

Balliol Ed., North Kensmgton. i'"'

CLYDE Sh.p. 2-seater Car, White-Poppe eogoe,

dickey, thorougUy overhauled, guaranteed, «««•

series ; photo; *66.—Beaumont, Dentist, Marliet U«!t

340 All letters relatiag to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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CARS FOR SALE.
1 022 (.Inly) Eric Campbell, dynamo, licensed, as

Xv new, cost £315; our price 175 guineas; ex-

clian"CS or deferred.—Edwards, 101, Gt. l-'ortland St.,

W.l, W^^
ROVER 8h.p., 1922, scarcely, used, condition as new

tliroughout; £160, or excliange combination and
casli.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington. [8032

"I Q20 8-1011.p. Richardson Light Car, 4-speed and re-

X*y verse, dickey seat, complete equipment: any
trial: sacrifice, £65: exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensington.

,
[7935

WHAT ofl!er<3, or eschnnge, or instnlments for a

Salmson car, ijositively guaranteed, faultless and
perfect in every way ?—Graff, Hayes, Kent. 'Phone :

nromley 632. [0951

CLYDE lOh.p. 3-seater, 4-cyl. engine, detachable
traveller's sample box, overhauled, guaranteed,

liandv, silent, i-cliablc car; photo; ^85.—Wait and Co.,

Ltd., Leicester. [8258

ROVER Sh.p. Standard model, £180: 8h.p. 4-seatcr
model. £190; 4-seater model De Luxe, £210;

a-seater De Luxe, £200.—Ratcliffe Bros., 20,0. Gt.

Portland St., W. [0729

FORD 1920 4-seater, self-starter and lighting, de-

tachable wheels, faultless condition; rare bargain,
£89; motor I'vcle part payment.—88, Gloucester Place
Mews, Portman Sq., \V. [8423

NEW HUDSON Light Car, brand new, just de-

livered. Bonuiksen. speedometer, taxed; cost £243;
bargain, £192; or exchange.—Ward and Co., 51, Upper
Richmond Rd., Putney. [8488

-I OQ Guineas, Exchange.—Really ultra-smart 1920
XO«/ Sports Singer, 2-sealer ligbting, starter spare
wheel, lovely condition.—Seabridge, 35, Haosler Rd.,
East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.1 [2400

HALIFAX.—1923 Lagonda, Calthcrpe. Coventry
Premier. Deemster, and Singer light cars; Rover,

\Iorgan, cr cnrabinatiun "taken in exchange.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, llcrton St., Halifax. [8300

REALLY handsome Singer Coupe, dickey, handsome
body, painted primrose, dynamo lighting, 5 detach-

ible wheels; £180, cash or deferred.—Marlborough
I M'ltor House), 20-22, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [6565

JUST Arrived.—Brand new 1923 Sh.p. Rover car,
with latest 4-seater body, dynamo lighting, side

urtains open with door; best value to-dav for £190.

—

V'albro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45.
[8291

CrORSTMANN 8-9h.p. 2.seater, 4-cyl., water-cooled,
L-i 3-Epeed and reverse, periect condition, 60 m.p.g.,
yres gocd, ta.x pai<I : £145; cr exchange for motor
vtle and cash.—Spencer Bros., Weston Garage, Bath.

[7724
p OVER.—Godfrey's are authorised agents for the
;tt Sh.p. model; early deliveries of 1923 models:
, -seatcr, £180; 4-scater, £190; exchanges: gradual
jiayments.-Godfreys, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [0350

iD'ABY PEUGEOT, 5-8h.p. single cylinder, easy
l'-* starter, gco^t order, £50; Ilumber front axle
eering ge-ir and springs, £5; Star radiator, £3;
organ hub. 10/-.—Wilson, Engineer. Wednesbury
ft.. Pleck, Walsall. [8133

nEUMBULL 2-seater, double dickey, 4-cyl., w.c.
^ model, spare wheel, electric lighting, 38 m.p.g.,
i m.p.h., silent, condition new. completely equipped,
xed; SO guineas; exchange G.N. 3-wheeler.—186, St.
.mes Rd., Croydon. - [7752

XTAVERLEY. 2-seater, with dickey, detachable
" rims, in very excellent condition, fast and
liable, quite excoptional bargain at £95, cash or
Eerred, or exchange.—Marlborough (Motor House),
1-22, Finchley Rd N.W.8. [6566

>OV.EE Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-seater, £180-
1

>< 4-seater, £190 : De Luxe 2-senter, £200 ; De Luxe
seater £210; deferred payments; your motor cycle
car taken in part exchange; prompt delivery.—Official
?ents. Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton. London,

1 [0761

. .B.C.—Everybody says that that's a new car. It
I

fc- isn't, although it looks and goes like it; only
1
d one owner from new last year, cost then over
100, small mileage, dynamo, lamps, tools, very
erial bargain indeed at £199; cash or deferred or
ohange.—Marlborough (Motor House). 20-22, Finch-
Kd.. N.W.8. [6563

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
pOR Sale. Maxwell 30-cwt. delivery van, 25h.p.—May

; I

be seen at 10, Henriette St., Dublin. [8407

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
1BY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.

for easy terms. 'Phone: Central 5168. [7218

ifOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
I"

could not be simpler.-157b, Gt. Portland St..
L. • [5936
TMjIFAS.—Motor cycles; special terms from £5» deposit, and 15/- weekly; get list.—Halifax
lor E.xchange, Horton St., Halifax. [8302
WIDE Selection of Second-hand Machines, most

t- makes of new ones supplied immediately on pay-
nt to suit buyer's convenience; getting our terms
ur> no obligation.—Marlborough (The Motor House),
-22. Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [8391

_
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TYRES!
GREAT REDUCTIONS.
END OF SEASON SALE.
THESE SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES
are quite new and not old stock as
offered at ridiculous prices. All goods
are sent on 7 days' approval against
remittance. Carriage Paid.

Our List
Size. Make. Price. Price.

24 .2

24"
2i

26; 2

26" 2i

26 .23

26 25 2!

650: 65

700" 80

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Clincher tie Luxe, ex. hvy
Elite, 3-rib.. ex. bea\"y..l

Clincher de Luxe, ex. h\ y.j

Elite, super n-skid, exhvyl
Palmer, cord, hca\y ... J

Palmer, cord
|

Bates, spec, hvy., beaded.
Bates, spec. hvy. wired-on'

Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.

I

Elite, .^-rib., ex. heavy . .

Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Elite, super n-skid, cxhyy.
Clincher de Luxs, ex. hvy.[

Clincher, pass., d'nought
Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.i

Elite, super n-skid, exhvy
Clincher de Luye, ex. hvy.
Goodyear, All-weather .

.

Palmer, cord
Ajax, Road King
{Goodrich, safety
Clincher de Luxe, ex. hvy.
Elite, super n-skid, exhvy
Clincher de Luxe,ex. hvy.

16/6
17/6
22/6
24/6

18/6
28'-

30/-

25/-
25/-

26/9

18/9
27/6
21/-
35/-

23/3

29/6
25/-
45/-

30/-

37/6
42/6
35/-
35/-
28/6
44/-
35/-

29/6
26/-

27I6

J7/9

47/9

-t3/-t

40/-

28/,-,

31/6

,34/9

38/g
.33/b

•15/-

45/3
63^-

67/6

33/9

43/f>

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES.
Best Quality Guaranteed.

24x2,4/9; 26x2,4/9; 26x 2i, 5/9 ; 26x 23,6/-

;

26x2ix2i, 6/9; 26x2^, 6/9; 28x3, 7/11;

700x80,7/6.

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS.
In Standard Lengths. Per foot,

lin. 1/-, ,in. 1/1, |in. 1/5, lin. 1/?, Uin. 1/11

RETREADING
Rubber Non-Skid Pattern.

We fit only
the finest
quality treads
obtainable,
and guaran-
tee Gatiafac-
tion. Send us
youF cover.

26in.

11\. livy.

15/-

28in. 22/6

700x80 25/-

Heavy.

13/6

17/6

tlilTE MOTOR CYCX-E
REPAIR OUTFIl'.
This is not an ordinary tube
repairiiiJLf oii'fit. but a Cover
nnd Tube Outfll. Contain-
ing I cover patch, 9 assorted
tube patches, ivirc brush. 1

roll canvas, 1 insulatinjif

tape, valve tubiiijr, larije

tin of solution and cliaik.

Special price, 2/9,
List price, 3I6,

Send for one to-day.

'Phone:
Victoi-ia

6553.

'Grams

:

'Tyrelidav,
London."

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,
266, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.I

to where all post orders should be addressed.'

And at 44, Surbiton Rd., Kingston-on-Tnanies.
Telephones-Kingston 3355.
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EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ANY make of cycle or any combination comple'.elv

equippe+i; licensed, insured on 12,15,18 montiii'
extended payments system.—Wrile for particular ,,

Rideezi Sales, Ltd.. 5. Victoria St.. 8. W.l. r0830

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambvidgo.
will supply any make of motor cycle or light car

ou easy terms at lowest possible inice obtainable any-
where. Catalogues and full particulars by post. [8350

ENGINES.
PRECISION V Twin, 8-lOh.p., 1916. but brand

new; absolute gift, £18/10.—Owen, Didsbury.
'£789 :>

HUMBEE 31 oil. p., magneto, carburetter, silence;,
pulley, seen running; £8.—W. W. Evers, Wath.

[7775

P. and M. Engines, £4/10; overhauled and i^oju-

pleted, £6/10 ; stamp.— 7, Hereford Ed., Bay-i-
nater. [271

4-CYL. F.N., complete unit, Bosch magneto, car-
buretter, silencer ; £8/ 10.—Derrington.

8-lOh.p. Douglas water-cooled engines, horizontally
opposed, mechanical lubrication, suitable light car.

stationary power plnnt; stamp sper-ification.—Derrin--
ton, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. 'Phone: 256. [8261

6h.p. Twin New Hudson Engine and Magneto, per-
fect condition; £12.—Gill, 51, Nassington Rd..

Hampstead, N.W.3. [6895

Sh.p. 2-sLroke, 2-speed, C.A.V., Amac, splendid con-
dition; £12; exchange" twin 4-stroke.—Ripper.

Swan Farm. Craylord. [8098

3ih.p. Lincoln Elk Engine, coat £30 ; liglitweighl
2 frame complete, kit tools, bargain, lot £8/10.—

60, High St., King's Lynn. [7691

4ih.p. Precision Engine, with plates and frame com-
4 plete, all as new; bargain, £13/10, or nearest

ofler, or separate.—See below.

Sih.p. 2-stroke Broler Engine, splendid condition;
2 £7/10.—Below.

Oilh.p. T.D.C. 2-sti-oke Engine, complete, brand new;
/V4 £7/10.—Below.

GOOD Second-hand T.D.C. 2-stroke Engine, complete;
£5/15. Other bargains and leading lines see Mis-

cellaneous columns.—Hockley Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St.,

Newtown Row, Birmingham. [8367

SPARE Parts in stock for all Blackburne an^l
._ Villiers engines; list on application.—Maudes'.
100, Great Portland St., W.l. [8379

fy ft' / .—21i,p, 2-stroke engine unit, complete with
^ V / magneto, carburetter, free engine clutch,—

97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea. [7764

5-6h.p. Twin Rex, A.I.Y., Bosch magneto, B.E. car-

buretter, gocKl running order; what ofler^.P- Gibh^r.

74, Piccotts End, Hemel Hempstead. [7806

Sh.p. Twin J.A.P, engine, brand new, with magnet:)
and carburetter ; £ 10.—South Eastern Motor

Works, Solomon's Passage, Peckham Rye. [7909

Sh.p. A.C. J.A.P. engine, new, £23; Sh.p. J.A.P. twin,

new, fitted in Edmund frame, almost complete,
£26, Dffers.-26, Highbridge St., Waltham Abbey. [7638

J.A.P. 6h.p., brand new in crate, £22; B.S.A. 4iih.p..

new and uniised, £13; Precision 3h.p., 2-stroke,

brand new, complete with Thomson-Bennett magnetn
and Cox Atmos carburetter, £14; Union 2V2h.p., new
and complete with magneto, £9.—Marble Arch Motor
Exchange. 135, Edgware Rd., London, W.2. [7571

HEPPELTHWAITE'S. — 2%h.p. J.A.P., complete
unit, £9; 3iAh,p. Triumph, .£6/10; 3V2 h.p. Pre-

cision, £4/10; 5-6h.p. N.S.tJ.. £5; SV^h.p. Peugeot,
£3/10; 3V'h.p. Kelecom, m.o.v., £4; 3V2h.p. Murphy
2-stroke, £2/10; 2->:ih.p. Minerva, m.o.v., £3; vertical

twin Beeston Ilumber 3h.p., £2/10; SV^h.p- L.M.C..
m.o.v., £8; Auto-Wheel complete, £6. Largest stock

of J.A.P. spares in London. See old man Hep. iu

Spare Parts column. Stamp please.—19. Wilcox Rd..
South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone : 1958 Brix-
ton. [8383

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
TT.B. I. Co.

TT-B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spores

TT.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete fu

stocke^j.

.B. Speci
fixing to Triumph.

p.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

/^.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti ; £3.

T\IXIE, single and twin, ail degrees; £2/5.

TT.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

TT.B. will take your old machines in part payment.

H.B. Despatches all goods per leturn, carriage paid,

on approval against cash, or through The Motor
Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill.

London. 'Phone: Brixton 610. [0694

WATTALITE dynamo lighting set. complete;

£6/10.—Upton, 77. Windmill Hill. Enfield.
[7872

SU:'- e l-'ublicUy.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote- the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue
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IGNITION, IIGHTING, ETC.

A
"DEAL Bargain

IN Mafiietos can be secured iroin the Marble Ar«b
Motor Exchange.

600 Motor
Below.

Cycle Magnetos to be cleared,-

PLEASE note (particularly) our stock consists of
genuine motor cjele magnetos, all variable

ignition and guararttgea nol converted or re-
constructed aerop'lane starter magnetos.

E guarantee we can supply you a (genuine)
magneto cheaper than anyone.

INGLE-CYLIND-ER aati-clock, M.L., 45/-; C.A.V.,
35/-; U.H. 35./-; Dixie large type, 307-; all

'^ ' ' B^.A., etc.—Below.

W
above suita-blc for "tl-inrnph

JIXGLE-CYUNDER Clock
30/-.— Belo-n-.

180' Anti-clock,
Dixi«, 507-.

C.A.V.,
-Below.

Dixie, 30/-; Berling,

35/-; Splitdorf, 35/-;

38/-; Splitdorf,1 QA° Clock, Thomson-Bennett
±0\f 35/-.—Below.

/IQ°, 50°, 65° Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf or^ V Dixie; ail the above are guaranteed vari-

able ignition and perl-ect; sent on approval against
'-•ash.—Below.

sPARES
clock, 11/

each.—Belcvv.

Brand new C.A.V. contact-breakers, anti-
brush holders, 1/9; brashes, 6d.

PLEASE
Below

note, carriage on all above estra.-

"|VTAEpLE_ _Arch_ Motor_ Exchattse,
Ed., W.2. 'Phone

iiiotex, Padd., London.
Padd. 789.

135, Bdeware
'Grams ; Arch-

[7677

tf^OtJNTY of Loudon Engineering Works,

-4GNET0 Factors and Repairers.

LL Magneto Spares S-tocked.

Single, Tj'pe D.A.L., variable

M
A
BOSCH

£3/5.

ignition;

IIT-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition;

or twin, enclosed,

all degrees; £2/15

• £3/15
THOMSON-BENNET:r, single

waterproof, variable ignition^

each.

THOMSON-BEN'NETT, large type, single or twin,

enclosed, watei-proof, variable ignition, all de-

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/15 each,

RUTIIARDT, single, euclosetl, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/5 each.

BERLING, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/5.

^PHTDORF, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable

? ignition; £2/5.

DIXIE; single

able ignition; ^2.

ANY of the above single-cylinder magnetos can be

supplied with the special long driving spindle,

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted witii leads and base

plates, ready to be immediately fitted; sprockets

can be supplied if required. Please state make of

engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos for

12 moU'ths, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

A LL Repair's Guaranteed. Send your magneto to
-^ lis for quotation. It will pay you. We can
despatch all repairs within 3 days, and-, if required,

24 hours, and giiaranteed for 12 months.

FECIAL Tei-ms to Trade. Write for Ifst.

.

twin, enclosed, waterproof, vari-

S

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturcrs.-V-tooth
tooth stocked.-

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 27,
Stuckwell Rd., London, S.W. (1 min. fi-om Stock-

well Underground Station). T.A. : Iguitionac, Clap-
rMd, London. Tel. ; Brixton 2841, [2717

to 21-
-Ridington, 202-4, Southampton

St., Camberivell. [1500
THOMSON-BENNETTS, single or twin variable,

waterproof, enclosed, guaranteed, connter-clock;
14/-.—Moto-Utilities, 22, Bessborough Rd., Birken-
head. [8084

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, jio matter
what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 24

hour service.—Kaj's, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,
Baling, W. [5077

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dent. H.l). 9. Colonial Av
.Minories. E.l. r0760

DYNAMOS, brand new, E.H.C. make, 4 or 6 volts.
3 amps., complete with attachment fittings and

cutout, limited quantity only; £3/10 each.—E. Hallo-
wcU and Co., Lower Hanover St., Leeds. [8288

1922 SOLO MACHINES (shop soileil).

INDIAN, 3* h.p., Scout Model £96
N.U.T., 3J h.p.. Twin £85
SUNBEAM, 3J h.p., 3-speed, cham £108
NUMBER, 4j h.p,, 3-speed, chain £85
HAWKCR, 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain £78
BEARDMORE, 3 h.p., Barr & Stroud, y^p. £75
MASSEV, 2j h.p., 3-speed, chain £65
DIAMOND, 3-i.p., Barr & StToud. 3-speed. £72
ALLON, 2i h.p.j 2-stroke, 2-speed £S9
NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p., 2-speed, chain. ... £53
SUN, 2j h.p., 3-speed £61
EDMUND, 2j h.p., 3-5p., Qhain, spring frame £76
IVY, 3 h.p,, 3-speed, chain £17
CALTHORPE, 3 h.p., 2-stroke, single speed £31

SOLO. SECONDHAND (guaranteed).
NEW HUDSON, 25- b.p., 2-speed lightweight £33
TRIUMPH, 3V h.p., single speed, clutch £20
NEW HUDSON, 3-speed, hub £28
A.B.C., 4-speed d>'namo £52
NORTON, B.R.S. Racer £55
N.U.T., 3I h.p., 1922, Electric £79
SCOTT, 1919, 35 h.p., Lamps, horn £50
SUNBEAM, r922, 3* h.p., detachable wheels £95
INDIAN, 5 h.p., s-speed. Kick Start £35
P. & M., 1916, 3;- h.p., 2-speed, Kick Start £32

ThisWeeks Plum
'^LATE 19a2MEW^\^3'

1922 COMBINATIONS (shop soilatf).

MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. Sports £120
BEARDMORE, 4J h.p., spring frame £114
BRADBURY. 6 h.p. Twin £130
NEW SIDECARS for Spring Frame Indians £23

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS (guaranteed)
JAMES, 1916, 4i h.p £63
SCOTT, 1916, 3i h.p., lamps, horn £45
CLYNO, 19 14, spare wheel, etc £49
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, Electric £85
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1920, speedometer, wind-

screen, as new, exceptional £85

LIGHT CARS (shop soiled).

CALTHORPE, 10 h.p. de Luxe, 4-seater £295
LITTLE GREG. 9 h.p., 4-cylinder, 3-speed £225
COVENTRY-PREMIER, S h.p., 2-3-seater £iOO
NEW HUDSON. Runabout, 3-wheeler .... £2C0

LIGHT CARS. SECONDHAND.
Q.N.,io2i, Dynamo Set ;. £S0
MORRIS-OXFORD, 2-seater, dynamo £130
MORGAN, new engine fitted £58
TRUMBULL, 14 h.p., exceUent order,

2-3eater ; . . . £S8

KiNITION. MGHTING, ETC.
MAGBYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for ma^etos,

spares, and repaiiis.

MOTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality maRDetOJi
I

now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos.

BOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magneto!.
'

Government Burplus, ready to fit on Indian, liar- i

ley, .T.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
j

spark at ,all engine speeds, makes your engine a real I

live engine, give you easy starting, smooth and rapid
acceTeration, hig'h speed, and low fuel and oil &iT)-

sumption \vith increased power; price only £5 each,
|

postage 1 /6 extra; a 12 jnonths' written guaraatee
sent out with eacli magneto. We give you satisfaction
or refund cash..

PLEA.se Note, the above type magnetos were origin-
ally manufactured for 200h.p, aircraft engines;

therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

HARLFY^DAAaDSON Owner writes: "Magneto to
hand; many thanks ^r prompt despatch, satis-

factory in every way; will' recommend to my frlendn."
'

ZENITH Owner writes; " Since fitting magneto have
'

completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied; 1

will cevtainly recommend these magnetos."

INDIAN Machine Owners.^Yotir bigb-class machii^
!

deserves a high-clas5 magneto; We want 1,000
Di^ie 420 magnetos r' send your magneto and £4

,

now, and we will -immediately despatch yoxi a Bosch 1

U.A.L.

READY to fit on your machine; there are ri'

alterations to make.

WHY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
who know—are almost all sending to us for their

Magnetos ?

THERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,

supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos,

will take your old Magneto io partMAGDYNAMO
payment.

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-

proval against cash per return on receipt ol

your order; there is no obligation to keep it untiJ

you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner ? Do. you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' gnarnn-

teed service that will give you starting without wrn'ry,

a smoother running, and more powerful engine and

better results from your Douglas ? Then send for a

late.st enclosed waterproof type Busch XA2 magnet^'

now, priee only £5, carriage i/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to

fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and V-

and M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, price

£3/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos latest enclo-se-l

waterproof type (not converted starters), ready u
fit on 550 Clynos and 180^ Douglas machines, with

12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10; carriage

1/6.

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are "^'ou testing all

your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting

pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs? Fit a

Bosch aeroplane hand starter magnet, on your garage

bench to-day and always have your sparking phiB

tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

TRADE discounts and export quotatiohs.—Write,

call, or 'phone for terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap

that magneto, whatever it-s condition, let us see

it; we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like

new, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours

if urgent, and return it with a written 12 months

guarantee While vour magneto is being repaired we

can lend vou another free of charge. We could not

make these offers if we were not certain of the quanty

of our work.

YOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a

low cost. Send us your defective magneto now,

ARMATURE rewinding, no matter what make, tyi e.

or size, 11/6. Wound cores fiom .stock.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, BatemaQ's

Row, E.C.2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570. (One

minute from Blown Bros.) [7888

M-L Singles 30-/-, C.A.V. 37/6. variable ignition

guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd., Croydon. [7977

£y £• / —C.A.V. magnetos, singles and 180° twins,

00/ "
variable, guaranteed new and perfect;, aji-

proval against cash; state rotation required.—Lang-

fords, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, Loudon, N.W.2.
Loooo

THE Central Ignition Works (liOndon Depot}.-ror

magnetos, spares, and repairs (Bosch fipeciiihsts).-

All magnetos and repairs guaranteed one yeur. BoacJ

ZE 1 enclosed add variable ignition, Boscli Z.Ji.^

eiiclosed and variable ignition, Bosch Z.A.2 enclosed and

rariable ignition, M.L, P-M.l enclosed and variable igm-

tion Thomson-Bennett 1 and 2 enclosed and varmwi!

ignition, E.I.O. 1 and 2 enclosed and variable Jgm-

tion, Ruthardt (late type speciaUy made loi"
^""^'^J

machines). Our prices below any oflered. Write us Jt

will pay you. Cash refunded if dissatisfied, appro^Pi

wiUingly.-Tho Central Ignition Works (London Depot),

9 and 14, Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London, b:n^

'Tel.: Brixton 210. [7587

3.^2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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JGNITiON, LIGHTING, ETC.
"OELIANCE Magneto Repaii-ing Co. {the
X*; Lout^Ion Eeniui' Deput), for repair
netus.

KELl
wii

12" mi^ntho'

REM VXCE to

largest
aufl mag-

ELrANCE „

thin 3 dav^, aud if necessaiv 24 hours, with
iiavantee to return your icagneto

wriLtsn guarantee ngai'ast all defect

(st everi^ magneto after repair, under
_ conditions, and as we contract fur

any of the largest, concerns, you need have no hesi-
tiition in placing your orders with us.

RELIANCE stock spares for all makes. Special
liae. genuine platinum screws for all types, 12-

per i>'ii",', Magneto work of every
ried uiit solely un cur premises,
enable: i to give yuu quicker and
vice at 'he right price.

descnptiun- is car-
We are, therefore,
more efficient ser-

RELIANCE will
charge upon any question

be pleased to give advice free of
any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
yoiir disposal, and old and new customers mav be

, certain of getting the usual promptness and cuiutey
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto, Repairing Co., 283, St: John St., London, E.C 1

andRELL^NCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new
second-hand magnetos. See following list.

THOMSON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand new,
any tiegree, enclosed, wa-ter proof, variable; 55/-.

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, vari-
able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Light-

,
weig;hts; 55 -.

E.LC. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable for
Ttiumph, B.S.A., or any Lightweight; £5.

BOSCH, type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, variable,
latest pattern, ideal for Douglas, 2"',ih.p. and

4h.D.; ^4.

BOSCH, type D.A.L., store soiled only, totally en-
closed, waterproof type, a powerful magneto, en-

suring easy starting and slow running at all speeds,
staofJard fitting for Indian, Harley, or any big single
or twin; sirgle cy^., ^4; twins, any degree, £64/10.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely that same is in good order at time of sale,
ibiit a plainly written statement that we guarantee
each machine against all defects for a period cf 12
inLtuths. This, we maintain, justifies us in charging
a few shillings more than certain of our competi-
tors.

RELIANCE -cordially invite customers to their
works to see any of the above on test. Mag-

neto list, g-iving full paticulars, sent upon applica-
:ion. It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.

, -Reliance Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St.
iluhn St., London, E.C.I. Tel.: Clerkemvell 4290
r.A. : Remagco, Smith, London. [8136
'a^URPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee 01P year. ML oingle. 55/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-
3osch '.litto, 45/-; C.A.Y. single or twin, 50/-; Thou
on-Benuett ditto, 60/-.—We specialise in repairs ant
par^ for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamp. Deal wit!
xpt?is and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdalt
lagueto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon, Phone
'loydon 1625. [5881

-M-L single-cyl., clock, complete. cV
jines; 20/-, postage 1/3; the above

ss contact breakers, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl Dixie
^mplete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyI., complete, £1/10

8-cyl., complete, 25/-; C.A.V. starting mag

VTAGNETOS.-
-"i. Rotaiy em

i.T.B

etos. complete, 18/6. postage 1/3. Carriage extra
ash with order. Send lV2d. fop list of Aero parts
oley. Ordnance Works, Queen Elizabeth Rd., Kingston
a-Tbames. 'Phone : Kingston 365. [338t
PUSTON Ignition Co., sole lenresentatire for tli^LJ Silitdori Electrical Co.—Uepaiis, spares service t.
phtdort" magnetos, dyn;imo3, Dixie magnetos, etc W
ave the lactorj, riant and experience. Official Indiai
lectrical service station. Thomson-Bennett repairs nm
pares; spares and repairs to all makes of magnetos
11 repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bene)
elore dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 months
Ve hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos ii
,-onaon. Twins, jiU degrees, charged accumulators, dI
olfcges always ready. We stock everything electriea
or the motorist. We give you real live service alwav^
-Laston Ignition Co.. 329, Enstcn Rd., Js^ W"l
^hone: Museum 5034. T.A.: Magdymo. Eusroad.'Lon
^^

t02b-
TYRES.

^EXCEPTIONAL Offer.

^ k S ^-.^^ Covers.^Reflex Clipper Ideal, made
i-*^ by Dunlop. heavy, 3-ribbed. each cover guaran-
'ed perfect, 26x2i4, 23/-; 26x2?^. 26/-; 26x2i/,. to
^ 2-^. extra heavy, 4-ply. 30/-; 28x3 extra heavy,
-ply, 35/-.—Below.
PUBES^26x2i/o, to fib Z\i. 5/9; 28x3, 6;6T made
• by Dunlop; postage on all above extra.—Below.
vTARBLE Arch Motor Exchange, 155, Edgware
'J- Rd.. W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 739. 'Grams: Arch-
otes, Padd, London. [7569
rTOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easv Term?, standard mak-^s
,'A list j.o?t free.-J. G. Graves, Ltd, - - -

^({X^Vi Dunlop Heavv. new.
^^, £1/2 each.—35. Citizen

Sheffield. 10589
19;- ev.fh: 26x2%.

Rd., HoUoway, Lon-
r5857

r ^
i Winter

j

I Riding
2 holds no terrors
a when—

TYRES.

]Y/rAUDES' Clearance Covers, all guaranteed by
-'*• \is. carriage paid: 24x2',l Hutchinson T.T.,
19/6: 26x2 Hutchinson Brcoklands. 15/6; 26x2''l
Avcn Durolith, 21/-: 26x2Vi Hutchinson T.T. 3-rib,

120/-; 26X2''8 Hutchinson T.T,, 21/-: 26x2'/., to fit

[2Vi, Belerave cable cord. 20/-; 26x2'i, to "fit 21i,
1 Hutchinson passenger, 30/-: 26x2'.;. Hutchinson pas-
isenger R..N',S„ 27/6; 26x3 Hutchinson T,T,, 27/6;
28x3 Goodyear. 45/-; 700x75, to fit 650x65,
Hutchinson 3-rib, 25/-; 700x80 Burnett 3-rib, 35/-;

I

700x30 Avon Durolith, 37/6; 700x80 Stepney road
f grip, B type, 52/6: tubes, strong red nibber, 24x
28x3, 5/-: 700x80; 3/,—Maudes', 100, Great Port-
laud .H., W.l. [8734

"DASTOKE'S (or Covers and Tubes. No better or
1

-•-' cheaper house,

ASTONES.—26xl'4 Clincher De Luxe; 10/6.

rubber-stud, 16/3;
14/6; ditto extra

stud,

I

I

I

I

equipment is used:

'^ Road-Grip" Tyres
ara universally firm favourites
throughout motordom. All-Ruh-
ber.they grip with Bull-dog tenacity
on mud, grease, snow, wet tram-
lines, and in addition they give the
extra mileage that means so much.

"Stepney"

Inner Tubes
built of specially toughened Red
Rubber and made for hard service.
Test one on your rims. Also the

—

**Samson"
Inner Tube

is all that its name
suggests, txtrathic
for durability and
puncture prevention
Prevents nipping
when fitting.

I

I

I

I

I

I

s

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

85^3 W"^*^ LDnflon, w.l

B
BA3TONE3.-24X2 Dunlop

Clincher De Luxe .Junior,

heavy, 19/9. .

'OASTONES.-24X214 Hutchinson T.T.. iubbcr.^ 21/-; Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 26/-.

BASTONES.—26x2U Hutchinson T.T., 18/6; Dun-
lop rubber-stud heavy, 26/9; Michelin Semille,

20/-; Goodrich safety tread, 27/-; Clincher De Luxe,
extra hea.vy, 24/-; Spencer-Moulton steel-stud, 24/-.

BASTONr/3.—26x2% Hutchinson T.T., rubber-stud,
19/6; Clincher De Luxe heavy, 23/-; Bergoug-

nan rubber non-skid, 23/-; Palmer cord heavy, 28/-.

BASTONES.—26x2Vi:x2i4 Goodrich Safety tread,

36/-; Clincher Dreadnought extra hea.vy, 36/-;
Dunlop rubber-stud heavy. 33/-; Dunlon rubber stud
extra heavy. 39/9 ; Hutchinson Pass rubber-stud,
36/-; Dominion TJsco rubber non-skid heavy, 23/-.

BASTONES.—26 x2iA
Hutchinson T.T.

BASTONES.-
Clincher

Michelin fine ribbed. 15/-;

rubber-stud, 24/-; G>.-cdrich-
Safety tread, 35/-; Spenter-Moulton steel-stud, 25/-.

-650X65 Goodrich Safety, 38/6;
Dreadnought, 34/-; Dunlop cord.

44/9.

BASTONES.-700x80 Dunlop Magnum. 41/3;
rich Safety tread, 40/-; Clincher 3-ribbed,

BASTONES.—28x3 Dunlop Magnum, 42/6 Good-
year aIl-\Yea.ther trc-ad, extra heavy. 37/6; Good-

rich Saisty tread, 37 / 6 ; Firestone rubber non-skid
extra heavy, 42/-; Clincher De Luxe, extra heavy,
35/-; Clincher Dreadnought extra heavy, 45/-.

BASTONES.—Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson and
Prl--Fnx- tnbP^! 24x2 and

700x80 am
Rid-Fux tube;

21/4 and 26x2yo, 5/6;

A LL the above new

Good-
38/-.

26x

are sent on

24x214, 3/9;
28x3, 7/3.

learance cpvers and tub:s
approval against remittance.

King Cross.
[8394BASTONES, 228, Pentonville Rd..

London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North,

O K Per Cent. Reduction.—26in. tyres now cost -nlv^O 15/- to retread, 3-ribbed or eross-s^rooved, 3,000
miles wear.

BURST tyres and broken away heads remoulded like

new, best work in th? country ; send for list.—
Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mcwbroy. [0347

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,
etc., carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co.,

Buxton, Derbyshire. [5836

BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and tubes.

A call on us will convince you, or 'phone, Ger-

0/» X 21,4.—Palmer cord,
/^O 25/-; "Wood-Milne
Luxe, 17/6;

. gin
oU-rubber

rard 1347.— See Below.

32/6; Beldam all-rubber,
3-ply. 22/6: Clincher de

extra heavy, 30/-; tubes, 5/6.—Below.

rt /* X2V2-—Avon Stonehenge. 27/6 : Triear. 50/-;
Aii3 Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar. 27 '6; Good-
year cord 5-iibbed. 40/-; tubes, 5/9.—Below.

fi>/Jx2VoX2i.i.-ralraet cord, 36/-; Beldam 3-pIy.
/WO 50/-: 4-pIy, 35/-: Wood-Milne 4-ply. 25/-;
Clincher Dreadnought, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below.

OjC x2^-3.—Palmer corJ. 34/3: Wood-Milne key-g
/W"0 3-piy, 22;6; 4-ply, 27/6; Beldam

"

3-ply, 25/-; 4-ply, 50/-; tubes, 6/-.—Below.

Ofi^3.-Wood-Milne key-grip 4-rIy, 35/-; Beldam
/WU all-rubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-ply, 35/-; tubes, 7/6.—
Below.

X 5.—Clincher rubber-studded sidecar, 30/-

;

Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 45/-: Beldam
3-ply, 30/-; Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 37/6; tubes, S/-.—
Below.
i? K Ax65.-Palmer cord heavy, 42/6; Wood-Milue
XjOXJ 4-plv, 37/6: 3-ply, 30/-; Goodyear cord 5-

ribbed, 42/6; tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane. London, W.C.2 (next door to Aldridpe's).

'Phone,: Gerrard 1347. [0869

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-
chase their tvres from McArthur. Hill and Co.,

456. Argyle St.. Glasgow. List pest free. [4918

REAJj Good reliable second-hand motor cycle tyres,
all sizes and makes; 10/- eaf'h. plus Is, carriage.

See displayed advei tisement,—H. Emanuel and Co.
£0832

38^
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TYRES.
"TJLTNLOP Extra Heavy, 26x2% (fit 214), all new,
-*-' not clearance ; must be sold. 25/- each (list iiric*

r;?,',' i^^Si'^E"! I'lid on two or more.—Hurst, 26, Tulse
Hill, S.W,2. [8337
PCONOMIC Tyre Co.—The lullowing new blemished
-*-' aiKl clearance covers and tubes sent on seven
days' approval against remittance, per passenger train,
carriage paid.

"C'CONOM:IC.-24x2 Clipper Idea), 14/6; tuljcs, 4/6;
-«-' 24x2>4 (also fit 2in. rims) Dunlop heavy, 26/-;
Clincher Junior, 16/9.

T?CONOMIC.-26x2V, Dunlop heavy, 26/9; Fire-
-•-< stone extra heavy, 22/6; tubes, 4/9; 26x2%
Dunlop heavy, 30/-; extra heavy, 35/9.

T?CONOMIC.-26x2i/2x2l4 Goodyear Diamond, 30/-;
-'-' Avon extra heavy, rubber stud, 25/-; Palmer
tnbes, 5/6.

PICONOMIC—26x21/3 old standard Clipner
^-' heavy, 27/6; Redfern, rubber stud, 25/-;
5/-.

extra
tubes.

Good-
39/6;

Step-
27/6;

Bel-
Good-

p'CONOMIC.-28x3 Goodyear Diamond, 42/6;
-•-' rich Safety, 39/6; Firestone non-skid,
lubes, 6/6.

pCONOMIO.-650x65 Goodrich Saiety, 34/6;
-*-^ ney road grip, 34/6; Clipper extra heavy,
lubes, 5/9.

pCONOMIC—700x80 Goodrich Safety. 39/6
-•LJ dam extra heavy, 44/3; Goodyear, 44/3;
yeaa" cord, 58/-.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop rubber stud, fully warranted,
24x2, 16/3; 24x2^4, 1,7/9; 26x2, 17/9; 26x

2'4, 18/6.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14.
Phone: New Cross 1393. 17428

MAUDE Rubber Co., 58, Praed St.. W.—We guar-
antee our tyres to be brand new perfect st.ock,

and will send them on approval against cash. Our
immediate despatch custom

0/lx2 Wood-Milne H., 16/6;/** 16/9.

unequalled elsewhere,

E.H., 20/-; Avon H.,

O/l X2i,4 Wood-Milne H.,
/Wtt sou R.S., 21/6,

Ofix2 Avon
'VO 23/6;

18/-; E.H., 21/-; Ilutcbin-

R.S. n.,
Kempshall,

17/6; Beldam Bulldog H..
17/6.

0/JX214 Wood-Milne Combination, 22/-; Hutchinson^O H., 23/-; Beldam Bulldog, 25/-; Avon B.S.,

22/6; Pirelli E.H., 27/6.

OCx2% Clincher De Luxe, 26/6; Hutchinson H.S.,
liV 26/6; Pirelli E.IL, 35/-; Beldam Bulldog E.H.,
25/-.

Cord H., 28/6; Clincher De
28/6; Dunlop H., 33/-; E.H.. 37/6;

Avon E.H., 27/6; Wood-Milne E.H.. 25/-; Belgravo
cable E.H., 25/-; Beldam Bulldog, 27/6.

OCx2>/. Hutchinson E.H., 27/6; Beldam Bulldog.
ivO 25/-; Beldam Bulldog combinatioij, 32/6; Wood-
Milne H., 21/-; E.H., 24/6; Palmer cord, 30/-.

E.H., 27/-; E.H..

0/;x2i/>x2l4 Palmer^O Luxe. -

26 X3X2V- Wood-Milne
Avon'E.H., 30/-.

32/6;

Wood-Milne H.,OQ X2i/. Kempshall Anti-skid, 18/6^O 22/6; E.H., 27/6.

OQx3 Firestone Non-skid E.H.. 35/-; Goodyear
/WO Diamond, 37/6; Goodrich Safety, 37/6; Wood-
Milne cord, 27/6; American Super E.H., 32/6.

a K Ax65 Wood-Milne H.. 22/6; E.H., 27/6; Good-
OOvF rich Safety. 35/-; Beldam Bulldog, 25/-;
I>almer cord, 32/6; Henley grooved E.H., 27/6.

>y{k(\y~eO Goodyear Diamond, 42/6; Midland 3-rib,
IW 37/6; Goodrich Safety, 40/-; Dominion chain,
45/-; Avon E.H., 37/6; Dunlop Magnum, 41/6; ditto
cord, 44/3; Firestone E.H., 42/6; Wood-Milne cord,

26/6.
iy-| /\x90 General E.H., 42/6; Dunlop grooved, 45/-;
• XVf Dominion chain, 50/-.

TUBES, all sizes, 5/6 each; 650, 28x3, and 700x80
6/6. [8263

^AA J^'EW Beldam Cjjvers, 26x3. 21/2. 2%, 214
fJ\J\J and 2. 15/- each' to clear, postage 1/6 ex-

tra.—Homerton iRubber Works, 11, Upper St. Mar-
tin's Lane, W.C.2 ; and Brooksby's Walk, Homerton,
E9. '0331

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.—The Motor Tyre Co.. 66, High St.. West Brom-
wich. [3955

MASONS.—Tyres are down, and the following offers

beat all :—Wood-Milne Kev-grip. 4-ply covers,
26X2V.. 24/6; 26x2%, 26/-; 26x21,4, 23/6; 26x2i/,x
214. 28/-; 650x65, 26/-; 3-ply covers, 24x2',4. 18/-;
700x80. 28/6; 28x3 (American). 27/6; 28x21,4
(America-n), 24/6.—Below.

MAS0NS.-26X21/. Dunlop Heavy Fluted, 21/6;
26X2W ditto. 18/6; 26x21,4 Dunlop extra heavy

ribbed. 32/6; 650x65 ditto. 30/-; perfect stock,
maker's guaracutee.—Below.

MASONS.—Great Offer Moseley Heavj', large
studded, perfect stock :—24 x2ii, 19/9; 26x2V4

22/6; 26x2%, 23/6; 26x21/2x214, 2S/-; 26x21/,, 26/-.
Approval against remittance, carriage paid.—Masons.
The Tyre House, Ipswich. [0916

The
Insurance

Policy
Authorised and
approved by

is issued by

THE AUTOCAR
FIRE & ACCIDENT
. . INSURANCE . .

COMPANY LTD.

THE terms and con-

ditions of the Policy

are such that the

Insured is properly safe-

guarded and may rely

upon receiving efficient-

service at all times, in

addition to prompt settle-

ment of claims.

- For full particulays and
premiums apply to :

THE AUTOCAR FIRE &
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Head Office:

77, CheapsWe. LONDON. E.C.2.
Telephone : City 9831 and 9832.

Branches

:

BIRMINGHAM— Phoenix Chambers,
Colmore Row.

LEEDS—28, Bond Street.
CARDIFF— 15, High Street.

The Motor Cycle Policy is obtain-
able through all Motor Agents
and Insurance Brokers, but insist

on "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
Policy.

TYRES.
MANUFACTURERS' Surplus Stock.—24x2i/j iM'ose-

ley heavy ribbed.. 23/6; .26x'2i4 Clipper.
21/6; Moseley. 25/6; 26x21/2x21,4 Clipper. 35/.-
Clincher, 34/9; John Bull, 27/6; 26x3% Moseley
28/6; John Bull rib stud. 27/6; 26x21/. John Bull'
27/6; Bates, 30/-; 650x65 Bates. 30/-: 700x80 P.afeii'
37/6; 28x3 Bates' heavy car tread. 37/6; 29x3V.
Bates' with oar tread. 37/6. B-st make inner tuliei
guaranteed—26x214, 5/6; 25x2%. 6/-; 26x211, 6/--
26x21,4x21/,. 6/6; 26x3, 6/6; 28x3, 7/6.—lierbert
Robinson, Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge. [8347

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A.. new. 36/-; 1910. 1922.-C0V-

entry Tankers, Ltd.. Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[5B30

rpANKS for Trhrmphs. new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.-Cov-
-l entry Tankers. Ltd., Hearsall Works. Coventry.

[5831
TANKS for Humber. 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19;

35/-—Coventry Tankers, Ltd.. Hearsall Works.
Coventry. [6832

I SPECIALISE in R.;pairs. re-builds, and tanks to
measure. Enamelling to any pattern. Quick de-

livery.—Below.

"TVOUGLAS Pattern Tanks, new ond enamelled.
-*-' complete with all fittings and B. and L. puuip;
55/-; folder with photo on request.— G. Day, 85.
Gbeapside, Sirmingliam. . [6602

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principle
manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup-

plied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works. Coventry.
[5829

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined,
transferred, handle-bars, etc., plated. Estab-

lished 30 yeais.—Attwood's. 86, Rosebery Av., Lon-
don, E.C.I. [7073

TANKS re-enamelled to pattern, high-class wolk
only; 16/6; special terms to trade.—Jenkins and

Sons, Richard St., Atkinson St., Deansgate, Man-
chester, Established 25 years, [6557

TANKS supplied for any make, from 30/-; partition

leakage and all repairs undertaken, re-enamelling ,

makers' colours, transfers, guaranteed, trade a specie

ality.--Park Tank Works, la. Paradise Kd., Highbury.
N.5. [8087

AVERY'S Make and Stock Tanks to- suit machines .

of most the leading manuf.icturers, with plated
fittings complete, at 35/-; guarantee for 12 montha
with every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Works,
Coventry. 'I'houe: 1774. [0896 ,

TANKS of every deeciiption replaced, repaired, anii

re-enamelled at our own works; all tiuds of fit-'-

tings stocked; nuick service and reasonable charges.-
Illustrated list free.-A. Green. Water St.. Chapel St.,

Salford. Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [O25S

DOUGLAS 2i,S.hp. Latest Pattern Tanks to take
your old drip-feed from 1913, unenamelled 38/-,

4h.p. 30/-, P. and M. R.A.F. pattern 35/-, Triumph
I.CM. pattern tank with pump (2-gallcn) 42/6;
others to order ; repairs and enamelling.—Lings, 14,
Ecclesbourne Rd., Islington, N.l. [799i- .

TANKS.—AH kinds mads to order. 32/6 each. iS-

eluding 2 plated fillers, 2 tacs. Delivery 14
days, carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
returned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6: two colonra,

17(6.— Order forms from H. Peel. The Liverpool Tank
Hospital, 5, Smithdown Lane, P.nddington, Liverpool.

19194

BELTS.
SPECIAL Clearance Belts. 6ft. 6in. by ?4in., all

guaranteed perfect; 7/6.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

Green St., Cambridge. [8346

Xf\ ONLY Left.—<J4in.x61t. 6in. brand nev» surplus
tl vf Belts, made by Palmer; 5/9 each; condition

guaranteed; postage 9d.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange,
135 Edgwal-e Rd., W.2. [7670

BASTONES.—Dunlop Round Top, 5,iin., 1/9; yjin..

2/1; lin.. 2/7; Hiin.. 3/1 per ft. Buffalo hide

and chrome, %in., 1/9; lin., 2/-; IVsin.. 2/3 per It.

—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
[8396

BELTS.—John Bull, 7ft. ein.xVsin., 12/6; 7ft. 6in.

XlVfiin., 16/-; Dunlop. Avon and Pedley cut to

order. IVjin. 2/-, lin. 1/9. %in. 1/6. ?4in. 1/4 per

foot- all brand new and guaranteed. Sent on approval

against cash.—Maude- Rubber Co., 58, Praed St., W.
[8266

KA/\ Motor Cycle Belts, odd lengths, best makes,
tJ\f\J clearing at gift prices, not W.D. goods; 6ft.

X

?4in.. 6/-; 6ft. ein.xlin.. 9/6; 7ft. ein.xlVain., 13/6;

splendid chance to secure a spare; carriage paid,

approval.—William Arthur, Scottish Tyre Mart. 10.

Hnmilton St.. Paisley.
__ a ["861

BALATA and Chrome Belts.—A client writes to say

tlie advantages of thesa belts are absence of slip

in -ivet w-enther. indestructibility of its wearing surface^,

where rubber would peel off in shreds; price per foot.

%iin. 1/4. %in. 1/6. lin. 1/9. ll/ain. 2/-: fasteners 9(1.

each, postage 1/-.— Sole manufacturers. PoUin and Son.

Hollington. St. Leouards-ou-Sea. [487'/

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D.. %in.. 6ft.

6in.. 8/2; 7It. 6in., 9/5; %in.. 7It. 6in.. 9/5; 81t.

10/1; Bft. 6in.. 10/9; lin.. 7ft. 6in..l0/4; 8tt.. 11/-; Sit.

6in.. 11/8; IVain.. 8lt.. 16/-: Bates' short lengths,

%in.. 5lt. 6in., 6/-; %\n., 5ft.. 5/6: leather belts.

'!4in.. at 1/6 per ft.: Belt fasteners. Bd. and 11-., Port :

1/-.—The Bancroltian Co.. 64 and 78. Bishopsgate, .

E.C, I093J

344 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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CARBIDE.

NEST Carbide, jire-war quiilitv; 19/6 c-wt.—Carbide
Jier«.'. Denbr JJiile. Hiitldersfleld. [4760

CAItliinE. highest grade, only 18/6 owt. ; imrucdiate
ileliverj'.—Kemp's Garage, Importers, Loutti.

[7799
CARBIDE, finest quality, 19/6 cwt., f.o.r. nearest

de|"'i : coated, 25/-, ex Bristol only, c.w.o.—
Ilodgc :u:d Co., Warwick Rd., Bristol. [7301

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
(jas yield. ii!l sizes; cwt. 21/6. Vo-cwt. 12/6. 28 lb.

7/6, drums Iree. (Depots in all parts.)—Young, Im-
porters, MistertOD, Somerset. [1316

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery ol all sizes in lib,.

2 lb., 4 lb., and 7 lb. lever lid tins, also 1 or 2 cwt
drams, labelled or plain, quality guaranteed. The
ctieapest firm in tlie trade.-The Premier Lamp and
Engineering Co.. Ltd . Armley. Leeds. 15088

CARBIDE.—Guaranteed to British Acetylene Asso-
ciation's standard, coated and uncoated, in

1 lb.. 2 lb.. 4 lb., 7 lb. and 14 lb. lever top canisters:
get our price at once; in 1 and 2 cwt. drums, ex 22
stack depots, 18/- cwt.; immediate delivery.—Ellcc
Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End, Wisbech. [8077

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable: 20/- per cwt
drums free, cash with order, Iree on rail,

Aberdeen, Bristol, Belfast, Cardiff, Doblin, Edin-
buigli. Glasgow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull, Leeds,
Londo.i, Lowestolt, Liverpool, Lincoln, Manchester,
Newcastle, Preston, Port Talbot, Runcorn, Sharp
ness, Swansea, Yarmouth.—International Products,
77, Victoria St., Bristol. [3271

PATENT AGENTS.
J.

E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3. Kew St., Birminpljaui.
'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. [4808

PATENTS Advice, iiandbook free.- King, Registered
J- Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St.. 'E.G.
35 years' references. [0129
"H^. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.. Chartered" Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London.
W.C.2. 'I'lione: Holborn 672. [7917

PATENTS, EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.
p]XPEEIMENT.\L Work.-Mv tool room, engineering
-LJ works, drawing office, anil laboratory ore devoted
entirely to experimental engineering: eeerecv guaranteed
-Leopold Ward, B.Ss., A.C.G.I., Harmood Place, Chalk
Form, K.W.I. 'Phone: Hampstead 7559. [0945

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can ahcai/s he obtained tivder this heading for

announcements required by Clubs. Rate Sd. per
icord. minimum 3/-.

AGENCIES.
QELL Lubricating Oils.—Leadimg British company
, .requires representatives for all districts in Mid-
lands. South Wales, West and South of England;
remunerative terms and every incentive to energetic
salesmen.-Box 4371, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7739

INSURANCE.
il^OKPEEHEK-SIVE Policies from £3/10 to £5/5
\y sound company.-Brcadhurst, 24. Holborn, E C.l.

[6929
£3 Covers All Risks for 2?4h.p., others at coiniicti

five lates.—Erneit Bass, 40,
W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 328.

Chancery Lane.
[0005

TTENDERSOXS, Haileys, etc. [approved cases)
'.•«- £6/15. Comprehensive policy. Others .at lowest
nites, finest security.—Noble and Wilkins, Insurance
Broker.*. 329. High Holborn, W.O. 'Phone; Holborn
i601. Established 60 j'earfi. [6736
;

" 'TIHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy

I

- authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers
I motor {ycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
;

liarposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
;
benefit*, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
spertu-es on application.-The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co.. Ltd.. 77. Cheanside, London,

j

li'C-?- [0007

i
SITUATIONS VACANT.

jT OCAL Representative wanted, with or without ex-^ perience—Tynesider Pillion Seat Works, Union
1st., North Shields. ^ [0907
i'DECOME a Taxi Proprietor.—Good openings for
[f-r motor cycle taxis throughout the country; de-
Iterred payments arranged.—County Cycle and Motor
[IjO., Ltd., Broad St., Birmingham. [7663
ITIRAVELLING Engineer wanted by large manu-
; -^ lactunng concern to organise and push the sale
;ol a well-known motor cycle; must be experienced
motor cyclist with practical knowledge and have eocd
iconnectwns among cycle dealers in England and Scot-
^land.—Apply, slating age, previous experience, when
IV/*.' „ salary required, to Box 4389, c/o The
\Molor Cijcle. [7851

!
SITUATIONS WANTED.

yOUNG, well-set-up Engineer, age 22. well versed
•t in theory and practice, 4 years' excellent refer-

ence-, large firms, in desperation, is open to accept
an.vthing; exper; tuner, prove<l good rider on famous
niachiiies; office work acentable; frightened of nc-inmg, final plea.-Box 4325, c/o The Motor Oi/ele

[7661

^cl77
'^'^ BROS. -^

200, GT. PORTLAND ST.,W
'i-'faone—L:tog.i.i Li I70(.

SPECIAL OFFER OF SHOP-SOILED
AND SECOND-HAND MACHINES
TO BE CLEARED AT BARGAIN
PRICES TO MAKE ROOM FOR

1923 MODELS.
List Special

Price. Price.

ig:;^ Raleigh, 5-6 h.p frjo o £110
1922 Sunbeam, 4} h.p f r4i 15 £115

J922 B.S.A., model K2, 4.1 h.p... £107 o £80

1922 B.S.A., model K.2, 4^ lup.,

No. 3 sidecar £139 ° *100
1922 Raleigh, 2-speed, 2S h.p £68 o £62

1922 Raleigh, 3-5peed, 2j h.p.... . £73 o £65
1922 Omega, No. 3, 3-speed £66 o £51

1922 Omega, No. 2b, 3-5peed £65 o £50
1922 James, 7 h.p., model No. ro
combination £r6o o £136

1922 James, 25 h.p., model No. 8. . £60 o £51

r922 Allon, electric lighting model £65 o £58

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

1920 Harley, combination, fully

equipped, as new £95
X920 'Triumph, 4 h.p., combination, fully

equipped £70
1922 Rudge, I.O.M., fully equipped £55
1922 Norton, model 16H., fully equipped . £80
1921 Triumph, S.D., fully equipped £75
1922 Martinsyde, and Sports sidecar, fully

equipped, mileage negligible £105
1922 Douglas, 2f b.p., as new, fully equipped £4i

Triumph chain-drive 1922 models to clear at £85.
Fully guaranteed.

B-h.p. Rover, two seater, £180. Four seater, £190,
immediate delivery, cash or payment out of

income.

RALEIGH.
Raleigh 1923, 23 h.p., all chain. £75. All models
sold on the condition that, should the price be

reduced, credit for difference will be given.

TRADE SUPPLIED

TUITION.
HOUSE nnd Estate Agencv, .\ucti0neerini5, etc.—

Train by post for tjiii paying profession. Start
a business of your own. Prnsijcr-tu^ free.—Agricultur;il
Correspondence College (Dept. Tj. Eipnn. [0389

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

FOB Sale, as a Going Conrein, near Mane' ester.
Business lately carried on by Roberts and Hii.bs,

as makers of Neiv Seal? Motor Cycle: luachinerv. plant,
etc.—Apply Arthur T. Eaves, Chartered Accountant.
15, Fountain Bt., Manchester. [7704

MOTOR C.vcle Business.-Sound concern required to
suit capilal about £800 to £1,000; South Ccasi

prelerred; musl have house attached.—Send full de-
tails in confidence to Drake and Nutter, Specific
Valuers to the Motor and Cvcie Trades, 19-21, Far-
riiigdon St.. EC. 'Phone : Cily 6025. [0954

FREEHOLD M'otor Agency Premises, light cars,
cycles. Splendid position London suburban main

road. No serious opposition; all sales, repairs; no
garage; £2.500 freehold; no goodwill. Substantial
mortgage procurable. Stock optional. Unique oppoi-
tunity.—Box 4268, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7353

GARAGES.
FOR Sale.—All steel garages for motor cycles and

combinations; cheap prices.-T. C. Jones and Co..
Ltd., 95, Weed Lane. London. W,12, [7856

GENERAL TRADE.
FOR Frame and Spring Fork Lugs, try Autocap.

Ltd., Belvedere. List, stamp. - [7741

TTNDERSIGNED having started a Motor Cycle and^ Eirycle Manufacturing Bu.;ineS(S, invites eommuni
cations from makers of parts, fittings, tools, accessories

:

terms cash on delivery in London; first-rate references.
—Address, Kyat Tong, €40. Avenue Haig, Shanghai,
China. .[7666

AUCTION Sales.-J'alr.icr's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.

Terms 7'j%, not chargeable if machine unsold. INIotor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest
goods statioils. Falcon Lane. L. and N.W.R.; Wimble-
don. L. and S.W.R. and G.W.E.—Sole address.
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. Loudon. [8329

WANTED.
WANTED, C'lyno old tvpe back cylinder and piston.

-Ulover, 66, Bridge St., Chester. [7685
3JL-4h.p. J.A. P. or Blackburne Engine, in good con-

2 riition.—18, Farm Av,. S.W.16., 17779

WANTED, crank case, left-hand or whole, for Harlev-
Davidson.—King. Egrove, Oxford. [8193

WANTED, 4h.p. Douglas Engine and Tank.-Re-
liance Garage, 361, Green Lanes, N.4. [7852

W-ANTED, Druid forks for 3t;,h.p. Sunbeam.-
Hulibard, 32, Belgrare Rd., Slough. [7972

IIGIITWEIGHT Sidecar complete, or chassis only;
i cheap.— 13, School Lane. Addlestcne. Surrey.

[7906
WANTED, Old Motor Cvcle Frames, tanks, whee.'s,

etc.; cheap.—Tonge. Holmesfield, Sheffieltl.

[7877
STURMEV-ARCHER 3-speed Gear Box aixl water-

cooled Morgan, cheap.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[8471

WANTED, Gear Box, suit S'ih.p. Ariel; cheap;
full particulars.-85, Woolwich Rd., Greenwich.

[7904
MORGAN, recent, condition immaterial if oheao:

Torksbiie district preferred.—Box 4400, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [8203

P. and 'M. Rear Wheel, complete with drum and
solo sprocket, or less rim, no rubbish,—Petty.

Tailor, Haworth. [7771

LIGHTWEIGHT Mnchinc and Auto-Wheel wanted,
condition immaterial; state lowest price,—97.

Latchmere Rd., Battersca. [6015

A ERO Windscreens. Triplex round top. 12y6in..
-tA. in large quantities.—Swallow Sidecar Co..
Blcomfiekl Ed., Blackpool. [7989

WANTED, half crank case, timing side, for 2"Ji.p. V
twin Centaur: would ftike complete.—Maidment.

Methilhill, Windygates, N.B. [7805

PREMIER and Triumph Parts, or complete
machines in or out of repair.—.Tack Ward, 11,

Radford Ed., Leamington Spa. [3100

WANTED, for countershaft Triumph, S.A. 3-speed
box, incomplete, back stand, driving side fly-

wheel, or pair complete.-Hole, 129, Park Lane, Wal-
lington. [6241

MOTOR Cycles, light cars, spares, and accessorie.-,
new or .S.II. ; prompt cash paid for above.

—

r,IcNeille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool,
•phone : 1092 Royal. [7019

OLD Man Hep wii! purchase gear boxes, engines,
sprihg forkri, carburetters, magnetos, and dynamos,

also other parts; please state price.— 19. Wilcox Ed..
South Lambeth. London, S.W.8. [4537

WANTED tor 1922 8h.p. Vickers-Enficld, wheels,

stands, mudguards, brakes, footboards and bars,

1
tank with all fittings, gear and chain covers, exhaust
pipes, silencer, starting handle, magneto, saddle-pillar,

Terry's saddle.—Seaview House, Killongh, Co. Down.
[7630

All letters relating to advertisements should gucte the number at the end of each c.i!vertiseraent. and the date of the issue a45
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w
EXCHANGEv

ARD iiud Co. lor oxebantjes.—Below.

T>OVER and A.B.C. and G.N. Light Cars at new
-i-V reduced prices. £180 and £255, completely
equipped, in exchange ior your solo or combination
and cash-—Below.

HAVE you xealised liow little cash may be neeessLiry
with your outfit? Deterred payments if required.

Distance no object. Send tuU particulars of your
laachiue, we do tlie re.st.—Below.

WABD and Co., 51, Upper Eichmond Ed.,
Piitnej'. 'I'ione: Putney 2754.

Enst
;6836

CLElrGET Aei-o Eugine for good motor cycle.—Wiite,
Sauds, \^est Piirnde, I,mc«ln. [7686

T~)rJS'AMO, 6-volt, perfect, for lishtKeiglit gear Ijos,
•*-' or ofler.—110, .Soutli St., Pertli. [7834

4-CYL. Delage loh.p. 2-seater for good combina-
tion.—Slieldon, Wheatley, Oxford. [8001

EXCHANOE Ford Tourer for Combination, cash
either way.—19, Valnay St., Tooting. [8445

T^WO good 2"'ih.p. Douglases offered lor good com* bination.—29. Kent Sq.. Gt. Yarmouth. [8085

BEITON lOh.p. 2-seater, diciov, S-speed. for good
combination._17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [8125

41r.p. Sporting Douglas solo, fast, for higher power
twin sports.—11, Parkstone Hd., Coventry. [7917

1 Q21 B.S.A. 41/lh.p. Combination, perfect; higher
-•-«/ power B.S.A.—40, Avonwick Rd., Hounslow.

[7903
HENDERSON Sporting Combination; exchange solo,

cash.—4a, St. Johns Wood Rd., London, N.
[8420

EXCHANGE 3y..h.p. Zenith-Jap and £5 for
combination.—27, Lower Grove, Wandsworth

[8063
EXCHANGE your present machine for a new car

or motor cycle at Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing.
(5076

EXCHANGE Gauiase Lightweight Lathe, y/i centres,
for .Scott 16.—Tower Buildings, Metlril, Fifeshlre.

[7692
EXCHANGE Douglas flh.p. Combination for SJ^h.p.

solo, speeds and £35.—75, Edridge Rd., Croydon.
[8158

EXCHANGE 4h.p. Countersh.nft Triumph, nil on, ta.x

paid, for good Douglas.—F. Wilderspin, Chatteris.
[7815

4-SEATER 12h.B. Alldays Touring Car tor 2.seater,
motor cycle, or Morgan.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

[8472
PHILIPSON Pulley, 80/-: wiU take an.vthiug useful

part exchange.—Box 4396, c/o TJie Mot<rr Cycle.

[8199
"ffXCHANGE 8-cyl. magneto and 4 A.B.C. crank-
-tj shafts, new. fcr light sports sldecflr.—82, Cale-
donian Ed., ST. (7860

EXCHANGE Enfield 1919 Combination lor Mor-
gan, cash adjustment.—129, Chatham St.. Read-

ing. , [7899

RUDGE-MULTI 3V»h.p.; sell £32; exchange lor flat

twin lightweight.—Johnsou, Parson Drove, Wis-
bech. [7712

1Q19 THumph, fully equipped; exchange ior SH'h.p,
-i-t' Do-uglas.-Riverdene, Petersham Rd., Rich-
mond. [7714

8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, very fast, exchange for 2-

stroke or ofler.—62, Lower Kennington Lane.
S.E.ll. [7668

"I 0.91i.p. Metallnrgique 2-seater and dickey, detaeh-

change.

"I
Ah.p. Crouch 2-seater, detachable wheels, splendid

X\7 condition, any trial; exchange combination.

—

Ward, South Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey.
[8495

EXCHANGE 1920 5-6h.p. Brongh 3-speea, dutch,
E.S., for other make and little cash.—King, Egrove,

Oxford. [8194
"1 Q21 Sr^h.p. 3-speed Norton Competition Combiua-
-»-^ tion; or separate. See Motor Cycles Wanted
column. [7830

EXCHANGE superior Rcs&wood Pianoforte, splendid
condition, for late Ford van.— 4, Railway St.,

Aylesbury. [7645

"OXCHANGE 7-9h.p. Indian Sports, clutch, lower
-L' power; Douglas preferred.—Jones, Stallard St.,
Trowbridge. [8166

4h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, exchange single-cylinder
or sell best offer.—Sales, Oakleigh Villas, New

Rd., Ascot. [7997

SEE Ariel, Bradbury, Miscellaneous, Triumph, and
Zenith columns.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport

Tel.: 1273. [8165

TRIUMPH, countershaft, excellent condition; ex-
change lightweight, little cash.—1-7, Sussex Rd.,

New Maiden. (8019

4h.p. Sports Harley, fully equipped, for Sunbeam,
Triumph; cash adjustment.—Streeter, 51, South

St., Reading. [8045

EXCHANGE 4h.p. magneto Motor Cycle and coach-
bnilt sidecar, for 2-spep.d lightweight.—Box 4399,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [8202

able rims, splendid condition, any trial ; ex-

FORWARD WEATHER-
PROOF PLUGS ensure
perfect protection from
damp, rain and mud, and
should be used by all riders

in winter. The cap can
be instantly tletached for

testing the spark.

Forward Fas-teners give

' greatest satisfaction. Read
this unsohcited letter from
a satisfied user

—

"
I may say 1 have

used your Fasteners for

-the last eleven years, and

have not had one break yet,

and I ride about 200 miles

a week all the year round.'

W.C.

Obtainable t.^om all

agents, or direct if any

difficulty.

FORWARD.
Adjustable

Fastener 1/9
Leatlier Links - 1.'6

Belt Punch-

KING HOOK
Detachable

Fastener Ifc

Adiuslable „ - 1,'t

Leather Links- lA

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, Bliam.

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heal,

petroli and oil.

Tins 1/2 and 2/-

post free

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd.,

HULL. England.

EXCHANGE.
WANTED, Ford Covered Van or Taxi; excimig,

Humber combination; sell £40.—Ball, 80, Ct-t
terill Rd., .Surbito^. 1770:

1 Q20 4h.p, Douglas, in splendid condition, sp-;e«Io
J-*.' meter. Easting; exchange Icr P. and M. ani
cash.—Ostler, Witney. (816(

111122 I'.N. 2i,t.h.p,, W.S.K. jet, excellent conflitioji
.^*y for liigher iwjwered solo, suitable for sidecar.—

S

Church Av., Harrogate. [779i

F.O.C.H., the exchange specialists; best price
allowed ; easy payments arranged.—5, Heath Ht.

tlampstead (near Tube). (386^

1 Q 18 6h.p. Enfield Combination, fully equipped
;

-L*/ value £80, for solo and cash.—73, Victorii

Rd., Stroud Green, N.4. [7331
|

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, splendid condj
tion ; exchange Morgan,

Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon.
solo, cash. offers.-

7

[821.

EXCHANGE Wolseley Landaulet, 20h.p.. Bono]

mugneto. Zenith carburetter. Vtliat offers —Ko:

4398. do The Motor Cycle. [820:

R.M.C. 4-seater Touring Car, 6 Warlaud rim«, gooi

running order, exchange good 6h.p. combination.- !

Gore, Wickfield,. Hungeiford. [7691 '

WANTED, Henderson Combination fox Clyno, 8i«u

wheel, -winsereen, speedometer, lamps, etc.—10

'

Stoiknell Park Ed.. S.W.9. (6431

DARRACQ 2-seater, £28 overhaul, to dear, £4S
or exchange solo or combination.—Marks. 121

.Acton Lane, Chiswick, W.4. (807;

EXCHANGE 3V.h.p. Douglas, new fi-ame, 1914 en
gine, fL-r H.M.V. Cabinet Grand gramophcme^

Box 4391, c/o The Motor Cycle. (730(

EXCHANGE 4i,4h.p. Harley, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.

last, equipped. £42. Lightweight, cash.—48
Hopedale Rd., Charlton, S.E.7. [764;

1 Q 20-21 4h.p. Elackburne and Sidecar, 3-ppeed gea
X:*J box ; exchange for solo and cash about £30.-

j

Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. (843!

EXCHANGE 1919 Harley, 50 guinea sidecar, spleil.

did outfit; £85; lower power part.—The Haven
120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. (817i

EXCHANGE B.S-A. 1916, Comhrnation, Eaating

lamps, horu, tax paid, for lOh.p. Singer orSli.t,

Eover.—F. Wildeispin, Chatteris. [781'

MORGAN, Grand Prix, hood, screen, etc., tax paid

beautiful ccndition. for exchange.—Jeweller, 605

Garratt Lane, Eailsfleld, S.W.13. [815(

1 Q21 Coventry Victor Ccmbi.nation, 5-7h,p.. 8a'

-t.tJ' twin, perfect condition, all on, for lightweigh

and cash.—Abbey, Walton, Norfolk. {774;

1 Q19 Powerplus Indian Sporting Combination
JLv £80; exchange Triumph or Levis and cash.-

55, Wootton Bassett Hd., Swindon. (7921

~l itl21 B.S.A. Combination, disc wheels, chaiu-cam-belt

-J-vaU on, as new, for late Ford Van; or sell £85 o

near.—Wright, Grocer, Port St, Evesham. (767:

EXCHANGE 1920 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination
with cash for good 8h.p. Rover car.—Newnhani

Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [7425

EXCHAXGE New Hudson 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect

for about 6in. gap-bed power lathe.—Lewingtoa

Enfield Wash. 'Phone: Walthum Cross 329. [780:

WARD and Co. will exchange any of the followiii?

See separate adverts.

MORGAN, New Hudson, Bedelia, S.S.A., Douftlai

Brongh .Superior, or anything you have.—Wart

and Co., 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [846'

DOUGLAS Combination, excellent condition, specia

sidecar. Easting, olectric lighting, discs; lot 2

stroke and cash.-83, Ilampark Rd.. Stratford. (811:

"IQ15 Bradbury Combination, countershaft, C. and
-Lcf K.S.. all chain, equipped, taxed, and cash foi

higher power.—103, Moore Park Rd., Fulham. (8082

Oih.p. Viiliers 2-sti'oke, perfect, equipped, taxed

^^2 take 2, for lower power, or McKenzie.—Wood
2d. Vicarage ^lansions, Abbotsfcrd Av., N.15. [786^

RUDGE-MULTI 3;.;h.p. 1916 LO.M. Pattern, splen;

did condition, for VAh-.v. or 5-6h.p S-speeJ

Indian—14, Eoclesbourne Rd., Islington, N.l. [7992

HARLEY - Combination, 1918, mechanically per

feet, appearance as new, exchange lower power

or sell.—24, St. Peter's Grove, Hammersmith. (8010

EXCH.ANGE Warren-Lambert 2-seater, sports body

electric lighting, speedometer, for late combina

tion; or sell.—116, Creek Rd., Deptford. S.E.8. [7721

EXCHAJSGE 5h.p. twin magneto motor cycle mi
little cash, for Triumph combination, hub geaj

not objected to.-Eox 4397, c/o The Motor Cycle. [820C

EXCHANGE 1917 Grand Prix Water-cooled Jlorgali

for motor cycle and cash, or sell *75.—28, Wooa-

ford Rd.. Forest Gate. 'Phone ; Maryland 2598. [7943

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, first i-egdstered Ja-ri.,

1921. electric. Easting, perfect; exchange. wiM
cash, Morgan.—" Bungalow." Edge Hill, Banbury. -

ROVER Eight, single-cyl., 3-speed, reverse, 2-;,

seater, doahle dickey, perfect; £25; exchange,

piano, motor cycle.—120, Aigyle St., St. Helens.

a46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue
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EXCHANGE.
liAMES 4!/,h.p, Combinaliun, value £50, and cash
li to £70, tor higher powev combina.tioii, 1921-22
luiels only,—Smith, 35, Kensington Place, W.S,
1 (7892
jEItRY 2-seater Dickey, dynamo lighting, 5 detach-

able wheels, beautiful condition, for Matchless
(ibination or similar,—67, Feinlea Bd., Balham,

I [8444
SXCHANGE Acetylene Welding Plant and Genera-
-, u>r, complete, for lightweight motor cycle. Royal
.^Ileld Ei-crerred.-Maekay, Plains, Airdrie, Scotland.

,; [7778
JXOHANGE 1915 G.W,E,, hood, lamps, etc.,
ji ecoiioniieal, ^o anywhere, for combination, Hen-
(j'on prcferfcd; after 6.30.—Lonff, 92, I'entiman Ed,,
ff.8. [7804

{l|22 7h,p, Bradbury CombinatioD, fully equipjied,
y absolutely like new, for Morgan or Coventry-
Jjmicr; sell.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. Batter.
^' 443. ^ [8096

riRroMPn Combination, 1920, Gloria sidecar, wind-
1

screen, lamps, mileage 2,000, equal to new, and
i|h adinstment for Morgan.—Hall, 91, St. Peter's St.,
II Albans. [8345

l^ARRACQ Van, specially built bv us and fitted
.! with flsh trying range by Mabbott Co.; £235;
(hbination part considered.-Downing, 77, St. John's
1., Kyde. [8176

jih.p. .lames Twin, 1915, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., all-
\Z chain, excellent condition, complete; exchange
l8 Triumph or Rover; sell je42/10.—25, Cranloy
(jas., N.IO. [8214

;f\Ii,p. Darracq, 2-seater, dickey, 4-cyl., gate change,
iJ lew, modern, fast, powerful; exchange' com-
U-ition, cash either way.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Bur-
l-ou-Trent. [76HA
SCHANGE lale model Studebaker 5-seater Tcur-

: iiig Car, in perfect condition, for motor cycle
Jibination and cash; or sell £150.—R. Lear, Grocer,
irriseahead, Staffs. [7706

;lii.p. 2-speed Triumphj tax paid, lamps, for
]2 B.S.A. 4^,'ih.p., Ariel countershaft solo, cash
jjustment either way; sell offer.—Garner, 174,
,]?nue Rd., Acton. [7920

JATE Model Empire Touring 4-seai3r, SuUv
4: equipped, lighting, starling, for late Harlev,
Jftrjc, 2-seater preferred; Cambs. district.—Box 4326,
i Tim Motor Cade. [7662

XCHANGE 1921 Garden 2-seater, hood, screen,
] electric lamps, tyres perfect, tax paid, for solo
f|' "cash,—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N,E.
'lone: Daistou 2408. [8319

"RroMPH 1913. clutch, fast, recent overhaul
[

cost £10, good tyres, belt, new Lucas, perfect
fled; lightweight wanted; sell £24.-22, Grand
l.ve, Wimbledon, S.W. [7971

iARDEN 1921 2-seater, 2-stroke, primrose and
' black, electric lighting, new tyres, excellent
f'.dition, for 2-stroke and cash; sell £65.-92,
loford Rd., Stratford. [8078

<i.p. Sizatre-Naudin, new body, new tyres, electric

^ lighting, posh little sports car; take good solo
d orabination level exchange.—J., 389, Green Lane,
'jillheath, Birmingham. [7643
"121 81). p. Tamplin, hood, 2 windscreen.?, electric
-'^- hfi'hts. 2 new back tytes, discs, perfect through-
f!

;
sen £70 : exchange SVsh.p. solo countershaft.—

S ay, Uothwell, Kettering. [7675-

'i XCHANGE Douglas 2';.lh.p., 1918, 3-specd, clutch,
' K.S,, and Quadrant combination 4i/4h.p, 1915,
3 eed, clutch K.S., all chain, for small 2-seater.—

^ Grand Parade, Harringay. [8086

^XCIIANOE Swift 2-seater, new Zenith carburetter,
-f

gears and magneto good condition, appearance, for
s ty solo or combination, or sell £75; Triumph pre-
Ij cd.—Barren, The Cabin, Staines. . [8216
"IXCHANGES a speciality.—Good second-hand 2- and
A 4-seaters at bargain prices, I also supply new
fl cliless solos a.nd combinations.—Seabridge, Hansler
J,

. East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [6942

I

J 22, August, lOh.p. A.V.. 2-seater, aluminium,
;-' electric, registered mileage negligible, perfect
I every respect; exchange good combination; after
*!).—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [8409

ALIFAX.—We are quoting very special exchange
- allowances against, brand new (not shop-soiled)
i.p. 16H and Big Four Nortons.—Write, Halifax

Utor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [8301

1'ENDBRSON Sporting Combination, November,
j- 1920, dynamo, just overhauled, too fast for owner,
II lo^er power combination; Sunbeam preferred.

—

if St, John's Park, LTpper Holloway. [7615

I, LIGHT Cars, latest models, awaiting exchange
1 for any motor cycle; deferred payments; list

Jh pleasure.—Marlborough (Motor House), 20-22,
Ilchley Ed., N.W.8. Hampstead 7355. [6567

'ORTON 1921 SVzh.p., 16H Model, lamps,
J. speedometer, indistinguishable from new, for
lli Sunbeam, appearance immaterial.—Cottingham,
Ij.mbie 'Villas, H»ywa,rds Heath, Sussex, [7916
[XCHANGE for Morgan or 2-seater (suitable for

; .
lady), 1920 electric Harley De Luxe, luxuriously

?,'I'I'«°; see under Harley, Trie Motor Cllcle, October
J 11.-41, Dassett Rd., West - Norwood, S.E.27. [8107

and make sure it's a Burlington—ycu are
then assured of "Luxury Products at
Economy Prices." For workmanship
and finish, Burlington sidecars are un-
equalled. Write for our fully illustrated
catalogue showing our nine different
models. One of them will just meet your
requirements.

2J h.p. 2-spseii moflel, fully equippei

D -posit £13 S
12 Monthly Instalmenls of £3 6 3

4 h.p. 3-speed K.-S. and clutch, fully equipped Solo.

Deposit £20 18 6
12 Monthly Instalments of £5 4 3

Sidecar Foot Eest. Made in two
models, for fixing to spring as
illustrated or fixing to

chassis frame.

53
Carriage free.

P. & H. Sidecar Lamp, No. 129.
.Ebon}'', with N.P. mounts. Com-
plete with special strong bracket.
List price 27J-.

Special clearance price 18/9
Carriage paid.

If it's a motor cycle you require—we have it.

Spares—if it's for a Douglas, we have it

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417. Wires-: Burlington Motors,
Clapham.

just by Clapham Common Underground Station.'

EXCHANGE.
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.. Cambridge.

will take your old motor cycle or light car in
exchange for a ncv model; any make supplied Irom
stock; wo will give you a faix- deal lor cash or easy
terms. [8349

2-SEATERS, Avro 1920, Bk-viot Whippet 1920,
Morgan G.P. 1917, Douglas 1920, r^everal cthei

;

motor cycles taken and i.-a.sh or balance tan be ])nid
by instalments.—Railton, Cobham and Co,, Water 8t.,
Sallord, Manchester. [8363

Tp XCHANGE.—We have a number of excellent^light
-L-' cars to exchange for really g-ood combinations
with cash adjustment eithpr way; full list post free
on request.—Newnham Mctor Co., 223, tLimmersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7426

G.N., Sequin Mode!, 1921, dynamo lighting, disc
wheels, spare, nearly new tyres, very fast and

in perfect condition, winner of numerous gold
medals, 2-seateT and dickey; bargain. £110, or
exchange.—Regina Motor Mart, 115, High St.,

Tooting, S.W.IS. [8455

WHY Not Exchange Your Car for any make new
one with the people who make a speciality of

exchanges and are notable for their liberal allowances?
Also any exchange treated ns cash payment, balance
deferred, suit yourself.—Marlborough {Motor House),
20-22, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [8390

HORSTMAN lOh.p., purchased, 1921, self-starter,
dynamo lighting. 4-seater, very comfortable

bcdy with armchair seats, 5 detachable wheels and
tyres, as new in every way, unscratched, smartest
Horstman car in London; £150, or motor cycle com-
bination in part exchange.—69, St, Paul's Avenue,
Willesdeu Green, London. [7955

EXCHANGE.—We have a large unmber of combina-
tions and solo motor cycles which we are willing

to exchange for other models with cash adjustment
either way. Good reliable outfits offered at absolute
knock-out prices for cash ; full list post free on re-

quest.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. 'Phono : Hammersmith 80. [7427

A^
NY

REP.4IRERS.

c

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently. — County Engineering

Co., Hounslow.
"

[0517

X> AT Repair Specialists.

FRAME and Chassis Eepnir SpeeiaHsts. Cut-downs,
new forks, back stays, chain stays; fixed and

hub gear -machines converted; tube bending and
machining of every description; obsolete parts made
to order; urgent jobs returned in 12 hours.—The
Royal Bunting Engineering Co., 5, Palace Mews,
Enfield, London, N. [8109

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

YLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has no
equal. Price, complete with pietou, from 25/-.

01,000 is the value of the machine and equipment^ that will grind your cylinder at our works.—
Poster, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

FRAME Repairs.—New tubes, forks, heads, etc. We
are specialists.—Below.

CONVERSIONS to countershaft, gear boxes fitted,

drop top tubes; workmanship guaranteed; imme-
diate attention; reasonable charges.—Henry V. Smith,
Osmondthorpe, Leeds. [5175

EXPERIENCE Counts; over 20 years is at yoiir

service in repairs.—Below.

FRAMES Repaired and Altered; the pioneers of

cutting down to low riding position.—Below.

ENGINES Overhauled, rebushed, etc., cylinders

rebored and new pistons fitted, aluminium pis-

tons, engine sprockets, etc., made to pattern or

sketch.—Below.

CONVERSIONS.—Sturmey-Archer, Jardine, or Bur-
man gear boxes fitted to any hub or fixed gear

machines. Particulars and quotations upon request.

First-class workmanship guaranteed.—A. Pilkington

and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Birmingham. [3859

WHITTALL.-Pistons, cheapest, promptest; crank-
shafts leground, accuracy guaionteed.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders reground and new complete
pistons, perfection guaranteed. Welding ex-

perte.—Whittall Machinists' Co.. Whittall St., Birming-
ham. [0017

REPAIRS done for the Trade.—Mohawk Cycle Co.,

Ltd., 502, Alexandra Rd., Hornsey, N.S. [5971

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, com-
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-, twins 40/-.—

Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, fitted with new pistons,

complete cast iron or aluminium; 20/- to 35/-;

all work guaranteed and returned in 3 days.

TURNER -BROS.,
Manchester.

Motor Engineers, Summerseat,
[8047

INDIAN Owners.-II you have trouble with your
raacMne, send to Indian repair specialists. Dennis,"

89, Brixton Rd., London. [3655

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a47
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REPAIRERS.
WELDING Aluminium Crank Case, gear boxes by

experts; immediate attention; reasonable prices.

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges. combusLion
exiDerts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;
new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St., Birmingham. [3797

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer gear repairs,

and replacements foom stock at competi-tire

prices.—Tavistock.

ARMSTRONG Parts.-Main axle, £1/2/6; smaU
Sun, 5/9; large Sun. 6/9.—Tavistock.

ARMSTRONG Parts.—Clutch caps, 5/6; Planet
plinoiis, 1/^; send for latest price list.—Tavis-

tock.

STURMEY-ARCHER Couutershalfc and Iiub gear
repairs; parts from stock; please write.—Tavis-

tock.

GEARS.—Any type of gear boxes or gear replace-

ments made to pattern or drawine; send cears
passenger train.—Tavktock Eiiciueerinc Co., Johrtsou
St., Nottinfi Hill Ga-te. Lcndou. 'Phone : Park 3447.

r0917
PISTONS, any make, complete -with rings and pin;

^1 each; satisfaction guaranteed.—Hatherton Eng.
Works, Hednesford, Staffs. [8290

MOTOR Frames made to trade, rsconstruetious Hud
repairs

; good -workiuanship gual-auteed.—J". En-
gineering Co., Potter Si.r Birmingham. [76S2

FRAME, Fork and Cliassis Repairs; tubes and lugs
j

rei-ilaced .as new by expeitta ; discount to trade.—
LangLom and Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [5146

WELDING, every description executed, shortest
notice, aluminium specialist.—Black Lion, Weld-

ing Works, 24, St. Peter's Grcvs, Hammersmith.
C8011

"XTTELDING;-Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc.,
*V made like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—

Tonge AVelding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Man-
chester. [6608

SPEEDOMETERS.—Repairs to all makee, Stewart and
Corbin a speciality, second-hand sets supplied.—

The London Speedometer Co., 78, Tamworth St., Ful-
haro, S.W.6. [4868

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as before;
handle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray's Plating

Works, Union St., Coventrv. Platers and enamellers
iv xhe trade. [0024

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminiuiu ciauk canQs.

cracked water jackets, valve seatiugs, -neMed and
machiijed ; scored bores filled in and ground to existing
pistotts.—Below.

CYLINDERS reground, new pistons fitted complete.
—West London Welding Co., Essex Place, CtiiBwlck.

'Phone: Chiswick 536. [0415

CYLINDER Regrinding and fitting of new pistons is

our speciality. We also supply pistons, rings,

gudgeons, valves, guides, bushes, etc., for any make
of engine.—CM.D.

PISTONS complete for all standard makes from 12/-
to 21/-; despatched return post.-C.M.D.

CYLINDERS Regrouud and fitted with new piatons,
rings, and gudgeons complete: 2^4h.p. Doirglas,

20/- each; 2%h.p. Enfield, 25/-; 2%h.p. J.A.P., 32/-;
3V'h.p. and 4h.p. Triumph, Rover, J.A.P,, B.S.A.,- Sun-
beam, Rudge, etc., 35/-.—C.M.D.

tf>-STROKES.—Levis, Villiers, Velocette, Alldays, New
fy^ Hudson, etc., 35/- complete; all returned in 48
hours.—C.M.D.
Thone ; 768.

Engineerins Ck)., Leamington Spa.
[2613

BAT Repairs.—You cannot do better than send
your machine to the makers, who possess the

necessary tools and jigs for alignment, thereby assur-
ing a satisfactory job.

-We can supply all parts
Motor Manufactory Co.,

[5654

Re - conditioning of
Cylinders—
The functions of a cj'linder, piston and

piston rings are inseparable from each

other. Inaccurac}' in anj? one of them ^

promptly negatives the good quahties

of theothers. When your engine is los-

ing compression and efficiency, send .

the cylinder to us to be re-conditioned.

We will re-grind it to within .001 of

an inch accuracy, and send it back

complete with new piston and rings.

Our work is guaranteed,
and our charges will appeal
to you as a keen buyer.

BAT Gear Box Paits.-
from stock.—BAT

Penge. London, S.E.

TEIUMPH CyliiideiB Eegrouiia rnii fitted ivith
genuine Triumph piston complete with rings and

P'-idgeon: 35/6; returned in 24 hours; J.A.P., B.S.A.,
Eover, etc., same price.—Below.

"VJE^TE Specialise on Engines, complete overhauls; any
'* part made to pattern or drawing, accurate work

only.—Harvey and Co., 47, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8
050 yards from Vauxhall Station). Thone: 3289
BrixLon. [0793

CTURMEY-ABCHEE Hub and countershatt gears
k3 repaired and overhauled. OflBcially appointed by
Sturmey-Archer Co. Lightning delivery.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [6629

CCYLINDERS Eeground, accurate finish, compression
^ guaranteed; Triumph, Eover, Premier, 35/-;

2'^:ih,p. Douglas. 25/-; 70 mm. bores, 30/-; rings and
gudgeons complete, twins, low price.—^Below.

PISTONS, all patterns, oversizs specialists, low price.
—Below.

PISTON Rings, oversize or step-cut, 2/-; standard,
1/6; return post; none better. Thousauds of

iestimonials.—Patent BingSt 30, Wigau Rd... Atherton.
[5136

nJJAMSaAMES

Reprinifrom "Spayklcts" Columns in "The Motor Cycle."

THE REPAIR OF HUB GEARS.
On many occasions we are asked where parts and

replacements for Armstrong and Sturmey-AJcher hub
gears can be procured. We recently paid a visit to the

works of the CromweU Engineering Co., 327, Putney
Bridge Road, London, S.W.is, and were extremeiy
well satisfied with the way repairs are carried out to

epicychc and other types of motor cycle gears. All

parts are made on the company's premises, and all

repairs are skiliully executed. It is interesting to note
that during the war the CromweU Engineering Co. were
doing very accurate gauge work. They have special

machinery for making gear wheels and for cutting the

internally toothed rings used in the two hub gears men-
tioned. Repairs are also executed to countershaft gear
boxes.

TRY— CROMWELL ENGINEERING Co.

Works : 327, Putney Bridge Road, S,W.15.
'Pitoiie: PUTNEY 1601

FOR SOUND GEAR REPAIRS.

GODDARD'S LTD.
MOTOR HOUSES TO SUIT EVERYBODY

Made in sections to bolt together
of well seasoned timber, and sent
carriage paid at prices from £6 10s.

SPECIAL
OFFER
10% discount -

during

OCTOBER only.

Send fo" List

po:t free.

CROWN WORKS; VICARAGE LANE, ILFORD.

REPAIRERS.
PLATING and Stove Enamelling, all coloars; irn

cycle parts and tanks as new; discount to liu.

—Langham and Co., Fitzrcy St.. Leicester. |5l.

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, ai

renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam expert
the makers' own depot, 57, Holbom Viaduct, K <

Competent and satisfactory service assured. \u'

SCORED CYLINDERS repaired in 48 houra.
i

11/- per cylinder; engines overhauled and
bushed, ^5/-; twins. 40/-; aluminium rep-airs vt

kinds.—Godwin's Garage, Sunbury-on-Thames. ,7 ,

HAULET-DAVIDSOjST Repairs and Overhauls.-V
are now able to put work in hand without <if-|.'

skilled Bttiff under careful enpervision.—Harley-Dovn
Motor Co., Ltd.. 74, Newman St., London, \V 1, [<_

ROC 2-speed Overhauls, Humber, Rex, V.S..
days, Huraber, Triumph, and Rex eugintf. i

Coventry experts; Sturmey-Archer eountershalU, h

spares in stock.—J. Connolly and Co., Mlg. Enc
neers, Lower Ford St., Coventry. [Zll

WELDING. Welding. "Welding.—Welding dour ,

experts: cylinders, crank cases, gear bon
pistons, cranks, flanges, etc. ; aluminium a eiieciiH.i

No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 dsye.—

1

Heap, 105. Bissell St.. Birmingham. (OO;

ROOKE BROS., Motor and General Engineers, 3

New Cross Rd., S.E.14. Tel. : New Cjoss 90.

Cylinder grinding, complete overhauls, spare part^ ut n

tor any type of motor cycle or cajs, age immnti-'

Let ^us quote you; terms very moderate. ;.:

WELDING .(Autogenous}.—A successful - v.-cld n

be made by a metallurgist. Oast-irou
aluminium Gpecialists. All work guaranteed. j\j

back principle.—Rogers and Son, Welding Scienn i

21a, Circus St., Liverpool. 'Phone: North 1516. [381

MAUDES' have now laid out all their depot wor
shops for end of season repairs. Estimated givt

for complete or part overhanJs. Motor cycle work
special! tv.—100, Great. Portland St., London; 10
Paris St.. Exetev; Walsall Garage, Walsall; and No.
wich Garage, Norwich. [09£

Criterion; the cylinder-grinding specialists. M
expect you know the name. 8Pmu]., 34/

[

2%h.p. Douglas, 24/-; 2-strokes from 36/-, with pi

ton& complete.— Criterion Motor Wcka, Ciiteric

Mew's. Fairbridge Rd.. Upper HoUoway, London, N.l
'Phone: Homsey 1147. [611

HUB Geared machines convetted to cnuntershaft (

conversion sets supplied for all makes.^ All mokt
of gear bosee supplied from stock at the new reduce

prices. Trade supplied. Recommended by the leadic

manufacturers. Stamp plea^ie.—Sheldon Engineeriug Cc

Bayley Lane, Coventry. 'Phone: 634. [ABi

CYLINDERS Re-ground, pistons fitted; backed wit

15 years' experience; Heald and Brown ao
Sharpe cylinder grinders used exclusively. We, lik

our cvistomers, are proud ol every job we baudl<

,

From 32/-.—Andrews Crankshaft and Cyhuder Or

221. Chester St., Aston. Birmingham. t474

GODFREY'S. Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., Londui
W.I., specialists in motor cycle repairs of b

deseriptions. Completely equipped workshops at 1'

Millet St., Camden Town, N-W. ('Phone: Museui

2454), which nfioid exceptional facilities for overhnal

and repairs at moderate prices. Eetimatea given. [063

TRIUMPHS.—^All chain drive conversions. An!

model H Triumph (with shock absorber) coi

verted to all-chain drive, £12/10. or parts suppHed
Specifications, quotations for earlier models, and pUoli

of converted Triumph post free.—Dalby, Triump!
Specialist. Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [688'

NOTICE.—Cylinder grinding and piston expert

Cheapness with guaranteed efficiency. We special

ise in work; all makes of pistons from 8/- each

cylinders ground with pistons complete from 20/-; li

years' experience in the motor industry at your ser

vice.—Kendall and Co., Engineers, Stoney Staotoi

Rd., Coventry. [688,

CYLINDER- Grinders.—We regrind cylinders ana 6

oversize pistons. Douglas 2"Kih,p , 18/9 per cybu

der and piston complete; .T.A.P. or any ether TOmoi

bore, 30/- complete; Triumph or any S5miu. bore

35/- complete. All work done on Heald and CbnrcbU

machines. A first-class job and quick delivery guarau

teed.-The Edwards Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane

Chiswick, W.4. 'Phone: Chiswick 1383. f093t

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken fianges

cracked water jackets, scored bores, cracked oi

worn valve seatings, aluminium casings, any broker

motor parts welded and machined and returned in '

' days; cylinder re-ground, new piston fitted,'^ pistons

valves, guides, all makes in stock; repairs to anj

engines or guns.—Lincoln Jeffries, Jun., Gua- aoc

Motor Makers, 120, Steelhouse, Birmingham. 1960^

IF Only the Best will satisfy you. then the Tennaat

Engineering Co., 238, Bristol St.. Birmimthaia

alone can please you. Super-critical you may be. oal

their work will pass your inspection down to the last'

detail. No firm has more experieuce, no fiiin tiw

keener workmen, no firm has greater or Wttei

facilities for turning out perfect work, and no firm

will etrive more to give you satisfaction. CylindeK

reisored and fitted nev? pistons. HebushiDE oi eteri

description. Engines completely overhauled ana i&

turned full of viffour and vim. Frames altered «no

repaired. EverythiuR fully guaranteed and /* "*5'|

petitive prices.
,
Official rei>auer3 to A.C.U. and B-A.^-

-'Phone: Mid- 1928. tO*«'

a48 . All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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REPAIRERS.
ijiORFIELD Motors, Forfield Place, LeaminRfcon Spa,

for repairs and overhauls to any engine or motor
cle; special depaitment for Premier and Triumph
pairs; work cairied out by mechanics late with
iumph and Premier works. f9143

VHITE ami Watson, 80, Belvedere RJ., London,
S.E.I, Engineers.—We have again reduced our

ices lor cylinder regrinding. By carelul organisa-

jii wc have arranged a 24-hour service. Cylinders
ground and lUted with new pistons complete in 24
lurs !riim time of receipt to dispatch. To facilita.te

is it is advisable to post remittance and return
rriage when dispatching according to our .schedule

low

;

i3h.p., 3^1. p., and 4h.p. Douglas cylinders re-
'4 groimd and fitted with 2 new pistons com-
:^ie, 35/- 38/- and 40/- respectively. Other fiat

ins from 38/- to 40/- per pair. Other cylinders at
e following rates: Up to 65mm. 22/6, 70mm. 27/6,
ram. 30/-, 85mm. 34/-, and over 37/6; 2-strokes

1 to 70mDi., 54/6. Knowing the difficulty motor
L-Iists have in getting reasonable price and good
i.iiplete overhauls, we are prepared to overhaul ma-
lines at the following prices: 2^:ih.p. Douglas, £6;
.p. Donglari. £6/10; 3i,[,h.p. and 41i.p. singles,
/16; 8h.p. and 6h.p. twins. £7/16; 2^4h.p. single

firokes, £5/10; 2"'4h.p. 2-strokes, £5. This over-
lul to include regrinding cylinders, fitting new pis-
]U complete, rebushing, refacing valves, overhauling
ir box, testing and tuning. Machines can be coi-
ned and delivered Avithin a 20 miles radius of Lon-
tu. Bring the old "bus to us and we will return as
\w. Brico rings fitted to our rebores as standard.
j"st-class workmanship. Alumiriinm welding, no dis-
tion. Replacements machined. [7867

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE: In addition to advertisements under
this heading, adcertisementa of Spare Parts for :

•ndividtialtnakes of motor a/clcsmll be found at
! thi end of the advertisements of such makes in

J

tht classified- pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale."

jiDWABDS Engineering Co. for Douglas Spares;
I eatislaction guaranteed or money returned: all

I'db despatched same day.

i'°Y,?r';',i?t= ^l^/c"-
.^"^'"^ SP"«=- - FlywBeei

i;- S,?,. i'/^'^' !^'™ "!•=• 1/9; pistons, bare,

h.rt ^1; . V-''
e"'^|«™?. 1/-; connecting rods,

;.- S; '"' ^'" *"'* bearings, 1/6; small end, 1/-;

YllV o i'- '''i'"^
complete with spring, collar, and

p"'fl™^.f'r,P'o''„''?'
'^1^- '='''"'' '^'^e. timing side,<6. flywheel halF, 20/-; crankshafts, 40/-; flywheels

''ma?n4o'''S'f/
14/6; crank piniois, 4/6; rockers

Vn.^'oi? «l?«ls, 5/-; intermediate wheels, 5/-'

in.?; l'\ '^^^f;Jlll carburetter controls, 5/6;rineto controls, 4/6.—Edwards.

'!^de?s°^!'®„-;;?''?""^-^?" ^.^'^-P- Douglas cylin-

e'l.-EdwaJds
condition, back and front. 32/6

JOUGLAS 254h.p. Gear Box Spares.-Layshafts
6 l/eJ.?^'/^'"'"''- =.'• P""«5-s. 5/-; chain wheel
I

^J^yi-d sleeve pinions, 8/-; plain, 6/-; sliding

&'e= 9; „ llf."-i '",ff, "/;:, ™^'l 3/-; SS" boJ
|(

e-. a/-, pulley side, 10/-.—Edwards.

.J^EteiMs.
^'''''^- '^"^ ^°^"=- complete, £5.-

] OUGL-AS 2'!:,h.p.—Frames, new, £.& S.H £2/15-
r stands"'

8^/° ^'h,-" ^"".^^' 7 6; fiotboardfl I;'

^iu,rptpes''l8/?-!i"dwTrds'^' '''^ ^''=°"'-^' ^^'^^

l^E?,,'"^"^®
2''ih.p.-Forks, complete, £2/5; fork

i,r^]^^]^'- 1?"" H^' ^^°'^ 1/-; brake blocks, 1/6-

Fm^-"'^niftn£ Spares.-^Prames, £T, valve guides,
silt J,?^' tF i""^-,^!-'- ™es, 1/6; gudgeons: 1/-^

?plet? 2^6'''f»'„i't^'Jr" 'S'^> 5/6; draw telts

B 1% f„' '^''?/'^^,'^= guides, 3/6; bottom stay
"1=. 1-6, top, 1/4; fork spindles, 3/-.-Edwards.

I .LLNDERS.—Genuine new 4h.p. Douglas cylinders

Eards."^
condition, back or'^front, 32/6 eac-hf-!:

l^dSh'®»J^Pi-9''".'' f""^"'
complete with pulley,•^clutch, and kick-starter. *9.—Edwards.

1
''wifj'"'^''

2!4h.p. Cylinders Eeground and fitted

p. ol r 4h n"'^^,'?'/'""^'
"?gs and gudgeons, 37/6

=:ed.-Edwards ' ^" ^^"= ^^'-^^'^^^ "-"rt^ S«"-

1 in?f.
j*'.--'<ickel-steel valves, S/-; nickel-plated

'i inlet valve caps, 2/9.-Edward3.

l'^3!S'*?'~^'^?' quality, complete with rings and
•«, gudgeon pms, suitable for Triumph, an/year,
J P ^JO-y-. -^iA-r- "'V "'^f- 6h.p., and Sh.p
ir iS

'- ,^i-A-P-„and 3y,E.p. Premier, 21/-;

2i 'jiihn' inV-,i?i?'*'''=13Z-= Harley-Davidson
D^'la, in^r'. ^°j?, ''^''•P- Sunbeam, 24/-; 25/4h.p"^Jlas 10/6; 41,. p 13/.. Singer, 25/-; Kud'e
dUt?hed%™fetLT„^" '"^'"«' l',3 «ach,' All g-it,aii.neo per return, on approval; carriage eitra.

I"^ck'°W f^^iS^^^fi^E Co.-. 225 Actou Lane, Chis-niLK. W.4. Phone; Chiswick 1383. [0928- -_ , . ..,..„.« ijuj. LU3iio

"St, I'aHng.
'"™«'^'a'= delivery.-Kays, B, Bond

EMANUEL'S
Wonderful Tyre Bargains

All Goods s.nt on 7 Days
Approval.

CLEARANCE AND NEW GOODS.
, , ( Hutchinson, Rubber Studded 18/9
"*

1 Palmer Cord 12/6
24 ::i Clincher de Luxe, Extra Heavy . .

.

22/3
,,- , ( Hutchinson, Rubber Studded 20'-
" " 1 Continental, Basket Pattern 20/-

{Dunlop, Hcavv 22/6
Wood-Milne, Rub. and Steel Stud. 22/6
Rom, Rubber and Steel Studded . 22/6
Avon, Rubber and Steel Studded . 22/6
Macintosh, Chain Tread 20/-
Bates, Special Heavy 23/9

rDunloli Retread 19/6
Dunlop Heavy 25/-

,.. ,1 I Dunlop Extra Heavy 30/-
- -"

, Hutchinson Rubber Studded T.T.. 25/-

I
Hutchinson Tluce-Ribbed 25/-

l Palmer Cord Heavy 27/6
{Wood-Milne Key Grip 16/6

Hutchinson Three-Ribbed 25/-
Hutchinson T.T 25/-
Roni Rubber and Steel Studded . 30/-
Clincher de Luxe 25/-
Dunlop Heavy 30'-

/"ConlinentaU-Plv Rubber Stud. .. 30-
26x 2.V Belgrade Cord 25-

to fit zii Hutchinson Rubber Studded 25,'-

Rims. Clincher de Luxe, Extra Heavy,
\ Rubber Non-Skid 34/9

28 : ; 3 / Macintosh, Chain Tread 27/6
for

I
Firestone Rubber Non-Ski^! 35/-

English Goodyear, Diamond Tread ...... 37/6
or A Bates Special Heavy 40/-

.Ameri- | John Bull Special Heavy 40,-
can

I
Dunlop Magnums, Extra Heavy

rims. \^ (guaranteed new) 45/-

*S'^3 hBates Rubber Non-Skid (clearance) 45/-

rim. J
-nn sr, ) Duiilop MagnuHi 43/3
'^" -^^i Emanuel's Anti-Skid 32/6

r r C Hutchinson Small Car 30/-
(55o.v6.-,|p^,j^g^ Cord 30/-

New Tubes, all sizes, 6/- ; Clearance, 5/- each.

Prepared patches, 1/3 a dozen.
Royal N"aval Air Service Gauntlet Gloves, with one
finger lined separate. Lined with wool, 7/6 a pair.

Motor Cycle Files, Sheffield steel, assorted sets.

The ideal for Motor Cycle Kits, 3/9 per box of 12.

Carriage Tyres, 1/- extra. Gloves, etc., 9d. a pair.

H.EMANUEL&Co.
37a, Balls Pond Road, Dalslon, loiiJon, N.l-

Phone : Dalston 3161.

Qsa/^^UxifQ
immediately

ARMSTRONG and
STURMEY-ARCHER

We make a speciality of prompt

and efficient REPAIRS, and
GUARANTEE that when a

Gear leaves our works it is iii

perfect order.

Gears repaired same day as received, or while messenger
waits. Every Spare in Slock. Send for Price List.

H UB or
COLxlTERSHAFT

County Engineering Co.,

Staines Road, HOUNSLOW.
Railway: L. & S. W.

Wires: "Threespeed.Hounslow.

"

'Phone : Hounslow '323.

M
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

'VUDE'S.—P. and M. second-hand spare parts, all
sent on approval.

P.
and M, Crank Case with flywheels, connecting
rod, timing case, studa; 97/-.

P. and M. Crank Case with timing wheel studs,
55/-: half crank case, timing side, 27/-; cylin-

ders. 48/-.

P. and M. Pistons, 9/-; timing cases. 15/-; magneto
chain cases cover, 3/-; back, 1/-,

P. and M. E.Yhaust valve litters; 2/-; e.xhaust cam
and gear bushes ; ? / 6.

P. and M. Inlet Tappet Lever, 5/-; timing wheel
studs, 2/-; exhaust valve tappets, 2/-.

P. and M. Inlet Valve Tappets, 1/9; connecting rods,
less bushes, 7/-; valve springs, 6d.

P.
and M. Crank Case Base Plates, 1/9; engine rod,
,1/-; bottom engine lugs, 3/6.

P. and M. Top Engine Lugs, 3/-; silencer outer
case, 1/6; silencer end plates, 2/6; e,\haust pipe

clips, 3/-.

P.
and M. Engine Sprockets, 4/6; wide distance
washers, 1/6; low gear distance washers, 6d.

P. and M. Locking Adjuster Kings, 6d.; gear com-
plete, less operating box lock nuts, 117/-.

p. and M. Bronze Segments; 17/6 per set.—Below.

MAUDES' offer of clearance and ex W.D. goods,
post paid, all sent on approval against cash

;

Maudes" aluminium fishtails, 9/-; Angus silencers,
21/-; gas head lamp set, front glass 4in., worth 35/-,
our price 25/-; Apollo box spanners, complete set,

2/9; dumbbell pattern spanners, 2/-; cycle tyre oil-

cans, 6d.; engineer's type, 1/9; screwdrivers, 4in. 1/-,
6in. 1/9; tyre levers, 3d. each; 9in. W.D. torches, com-
plete, less battery, 2/-; flag sticks for handle-bars, 6d.

MAUDES' Cycle Pumps. 15in., 1/- each; 2"^ih.p.
Douglas front brakes, complete, 13/6; also for

P. and M., 24/6; Sturmey foot control clutch pedals,
2 / 6 ; Triplex pattern goggles, plain or tinted, 9 / 6

;

rubber type, with Triple.\ glass, 5/-; Patchquick re-

pair outfits, 3/6; 18in. Stonehouse pumps, 4/6; tool
rolls only, 1/6; Lodge Aero plugs, 3/6; Renolds chain
for 2'?4h.p. Douglas up to 1920, 7/6; Coventry chain
for P. and M. low gear, 10/6, high 10/-, driving 20/-,
set 38/-.

MAUDES' Leather Gloves, 4/6; gauntlets, 10/6;
spare petrol cans lor attachment to carrier, 10/-;

Cowey non-trip speedometers, 80/-; overcoats, blan-
ket cloth, belt at back. 20/-; Bosch ZEV, 50° or 45°,

140/-.—Maudes' Motor Mart, lOO, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [8381

PRIDE and Clarke for new W.D. Douglas Spares.

—

Below.

DOUGLAS 2"^4h.p. Engine Spares.—Cylinders, 30/-;
crankshafts, 37/6; races, 8/6 and 7/6; pistons,

6/6, complete 9/-; gudgeons, rings, small end bushes,
oil glasses, 1 /- each ; connecting rods, 12 / 6 ; big-end
bushes, 1/6; valves, 2/-; valves complete, 2/9; valve
springs, 4d.; valve guides, 1/6.—^Below.

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p. flywheels, 20/-; sprockets, 2/6;
tappets, 2/-; guides, 1/-; timing wheels, 4/6; cam

wheels, 12/6; studs. 1/6; timing frames, 2/-; rockers.

2/6; silencers. 10/6; magneto controls, 5/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2S/ih.p. Gear Box Spares.—Layshafts,
12/6; mainshafts, 7/-; plain sleeves, 5/-; screwed

sleeves, 6/-; sliding dogs, 5/-; pulleys, 4/6; adjustable
pulleys, 12/6; Coventry

'
chains, 6/-; Renolds chains

for 4h.p. Douglas, 8/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2^,ih.p. Frame Spares.—Frames, £3/10;
forks, 17/6; springs. 2/-; links, 1/-; spindles,

short, 1/-, long, 1/3; steering columns, 8/-; head clips,

6/-; chain guards, 4/-; rear stands, 8/-; front stands,
2/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 25,ih.p. front brakes, 10/6;''brake blocks,
lOd.; mudguards, fixnt, 7/6, rear with transfer

and stand clip, 7 / 6 ; carriers, 11/6; wheel spindles,
2/6; hubs complete, 7/6; belts. Clincher and Pedley,
6ft. 6in., 5/6.—^Below.

2^ / £\ —Amac Carburetters, new, complete with
§ / \J controls and cable for 2%h.p. and 4h.p.

Douglas
;

jets, 3d. ; .Jloats, 1 /- ; needles, 1 /-; throttle
slides, 5/-; control complete with wires, 6/-.—^Below.

LAMP Brackets, unused, genuine P. and H., handle-
bar fittings for lamp and generator, 6/- pair;

Mangin mirrors for P. and H.127, and Miller lamps,
5/- each.—Below.

4> K /ft.—P. and H. lamp .set No. 125. 4V2in. glass,f^^iy^ complete with brackets and latest 1922
generator, ebony finish.—Below.

3ty /fi-—Largest size P. and H. lamp set, No. 127.
9 I \3 complete with brackets and latest 1922

generator, ebony finish; large quantity of other ex-
W.D. lamps at bargain prices.—Below.

spares despatched pi r

lystem. Stamp for reply
CARRIAGE Extra. All

return on our approval
or list of spares.—Below.

PRIDE and Clarke, 156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton.
S.W.9. 'Phone : Brixton 898 (garage entrance,

Garden Row). i[8026

-87, Lordd-
[8046

NEW Grado K.S. gear, never fitted, 70/-.

mell St., Chesterfield.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisemsnt. and the date of the issue a49
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

A
i^LYNO Spares.

TITARBLE Arch Motor Esclianje.

CLYNO.—5-6h.p. and B'h.p. spare parts; enormous
stock; undoubtedly we hold the largest stock

of these spares, all brand new at the lowest prices.

CLYNO,—Another huge purchase; we have just
secured another £3,000 worth of these spajes,

which enables us to offer them -at a ridiculous
figure.

CLYNO.—Never make a purchase till you get our
price, then we are sure of your custom.—Below.

CLYNO.—All goods by post despatched same day
as ordered.—Below.

CLYNO.—All parts sent by us are new and un-
damaged, and sent on approval against cash.

-^Below.

CLYNO.—We have now practically every part in
stock.—Below.

CliTlirO.—Wlieels, complete, 30/- each; Lube, 15/-;
hub shell, 3 /- ; cups, 9d-. each ; cones, 1/9

each; hollow spindles, 2/9 each; spindle nuts, 1/2
each; Hoffman's 5-16 balls, 4d. doz. ; felt washers,
2d. each; spindles, front or sidecar, 1/- each; rear,
1/9 each.—Below.

CLYNO,—Cylinders, 50/-; valve guides, 2/-i valves,
3/-; valve cap inlet, 1/10; exhaust, 1 /6

;

pist-dins, 12/-; lings, lOd.; gudgeon pin, 1/10;
bush, 1/4; hollow crank pin, 3/-; inside washer
for crank pin, 3d.; outside, 3d.; rollers, 1^^. each;
exhaust nuts, 1/-; eshaUst tappet, 2/3; inlet, 1/6;
cap for tappet, 6(1.; tappet guides, 2/-.—Below.

CLYNO.—Clutch centres, 12/-; clutch plates,
bronze lOd., steel 4d. ; small cone nut 1 / 10,

large 2/4; screwed centre sleeve, 2/4; outer clutch
dome, 8 / 6 : push rod, 1 / 3 ; thrust block, 9d.

;

striking fork, 6 / 6 ; starter pinion, 1 8-tooth, 2 / 6

;

ratchet sleeve, ?/-; pinion sleeve, 1/-; kick-start
spring, 6d.—Below.

CLYNO.—Tool and spare part boxes, 15in. long,
9V2in. wide, by 5y2in. deep, fitted with 3 trays;

these are really fine boxes; no Clyno rider should be
without one at this price, 7/6.—Below. '

CLYNO.—Metal tool boxes, to fit on top tube

;

special offer to clear; 4/- each; suit any
machine —Below.

CLYNO.—Metal case for carrying spare tube, 1/6;
listed 4/6.—Below.

CJjYNO.—Brampton or Coventry Chain, %x5-16,
5ft.; 12/6.—Below.

CLYNO.—A postcard will bring you a quotation by
return for any Clyno part you require.—

Below,

CLYNO.—Tyres: brand new Stepney rib stud, 26

x

21/2, to fit 650X65, for Clynos; 22/- each.

BRAMPTON heavyweight spring forks, Sin. or
lOin. stem, for lin, bars, brand new ex-W.D.;

45/-; Bruid, 35/-.—Below.

TTVOUGLAS 4h.p. Spares, all brand new, genuine,—
Below.

PISTONS, oversize, 5/-

1/9; tappets, _\/S;
_

piston rings, 7d.; valves,
. .

tappet guides, 1/9; small-
end bushes, lOd.; big-end bushes, 1/3; gear change
quadrants, 2/6; rear hubs, complete, 8/-; spindles,
1/9; cups, 7d. ; rear brakes, complete, 10/-; rear
stands, 6 / ; tanks, complete with sight-feed lubri-
cator, etc., 1915 type, new, 35/-; carburetter con-
trol wires, complete, 3/- pair; only parts as above
in stock.—Below.

WILLIAMSON and Douglas 8h.p. Engine Spares;
enormous stock of engine parts from 50 per

cent, to 75 per cent, under list price, all brand new
and genuine; let us know your requirements.

—

Below.

J.A.P. Spares.—Brand new crank cases. 35/-;
double cam gear wheels, 7/6; crank pins,

timing side shafts, 3/- each; main shaft timing
pinions, 1/9; piston rings, 9d. each; gudgeon pin
bushes, 1/6 each; all above brand new.—Below.

P.
and M. cylinders, brand new, 1909 to 1913;
40/- each.—Below.

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. spindles, complete with
cones, nuts and dust caps, 7/6 pair; also suit-

able for Bh.p. Royal Ruby.—Below.

CHAIN, ^'aXVi Coventry, 2ft. 7iu. lengths, 8/6;
22V2ii. lengths V2XVB Coventry magneto chain,

1/6 each; all above brand new,—Below.

RENOLDS chain rivet extractors, 2/6 each; lisfed
5 / 6 ; very useful tool.—Below.

LEATHER helmets, soft tan leather, lineS
chamois ; special oflfer to clear, 4/- each.—

Below.

SIDECAR C springs {Terry), 4-leaf, bushed; 17/6
pair.—Below.

ELECTRIC soldering irons, brand new, by G.E.C.,
200-220 volt, hsted 50/-; cur price 12/-; a

bargain.—Below.

(This advertisoment continued in third column.)

STANLEY BELTS
ANo FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our AI.LIES.

A BOX OF STANLEY SPARESis a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 each

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.

Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which Is the best

belt length adjuster yet invented. Savestime,
trouble & money. Saves the cost of a new belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt

fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley. Sd.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS for adjusting the
lehgthof your belt in one second. Set of 3, 6d.

" Never be witJioid a box of Stanly Spares."

Price 3/6 post fra: Send size of belt when ordering.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 6,000
miles—lid.

Our goods are World-renowned for their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER tree with each belt

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road.

BROMLEY, KENT, 'jf^^^^ g^s.

SELL BEAUTIFUL LEATHER
in 20 different colours, only

lid. per sq, ft.
SALE PRICE.

Vou cao cover your own
Chairs, or make your own
Gloves, Cushions, Dorothy
Bags and Stylish Hats in

any colour.
Send 2d, stamp for full set of
lovely patterns. I give away
quite FliEE to purchasers of
leather, paper patterns and in-

structions, showing how to make
Hats, Bags, Cushions and Gloves.

A. E. CATT, Leather Merchant, NORTHAMPTON

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
SPROCKETS.—J.A.P. 6h.p. or 8fa.p.. %x%. 16-k

3/6, 14-tooth 2/6; 12-tooth magneto epiocl
1/6 each.—Below.

ACETYLENE headlamp sets, blact or nickel, &
prising Sin. lamp, generator, H.E. brackete

tubing; 16/-; usual price 30/.—Below.

MUDGUARDS, front, 4in., heavily valanced i

complete with stays for 26in, wheels, spei
clearance offer; 5/- each; worth treble.—Below.

AtJTOKRAT mechanical horns, handle-bar or
tube fitting, 400 to be cleared at 9/6 esi

usual price, 27/6.—Below,

KLAXONS, genuine M.C., top tube fitting; i;

each.—Below.

WE have a lew motor cycle dynamo lighting m
these are really magnificent outfits, and v

manufactured to retail at 16 guineas; we h4Tft

few sets left; our price £7/10; come and see o

or write lor particulars; all brand new.—Below.

ELECTRIC headlamps, 7in., complete with B
brackets and bos to take accumulator, a i

bargain; 35/-; these are honestly worth £3/l(
Below.

WELL-MADE metal accumulator boxes, Sin, d
by bVi^n. by 3V2in., with hinged lid and binr

lugs; 2/- each; ordinary retail price, 10/6.—Bel

CYCLE Car wheels,
2 car hub, as

cycle car, 10 /- each

;

brand new; 24x2»,i, with '.

fitted to the Graliame-WJ
usual price 30/-.—Below,

CJTEEL Tubing,
kJ M.C. work;

1*^x14 gnnge, finest quality
7d. per it. ; any length cq<

TYRE Gaiters, 26x2^^, useful spare; 1/- ea

usual price 2/6.—Below,

TUBES, 28x3, made by Dunlop. 6/6; 26x:
fit 21/4 rim. 5/9 each; 28x3 -St. Helena,

ended, 5/-; all above brand new and in perfect <:

dition.—Below,

-200 brand new surplus belts, ^io.
6in., made by Palmer; 5/9' each; c

dition " guaranteed; postage Sd.^Below.

BELT Punches, King Dick (genuine), lin., bri

new; our price 1/9; listed 3/6.—Below.

WATTALITE Sets.—Owners of these sets &ho
not miss this opportunity to secure a ep

driving cable complete at 17/6^ only a few k
don't wait till the one in use breaks; it will be
late then.—Below.

BELTS.
6ft.

C.A.V.
11/

brand new, aDti-cl(

'

1/9 each ; brushes, '

contact-breakers,
L / - ; brush holders,

each.—Below. ,

BOWDEN Controls.—Brand new plated single-It t

(heavy type) magneto control, . complete ^ -

inner and outer cable, 5/-; double throttle con'

levers (black), 5 / - pair.—Below.

BEST and Lloyd sight-feed. lubricators,

pumps, brand new ; 6 /- each.—Below.

ACETYLENE burners, standard motor cycle t

taper thread, 10-litie; 4d. each, 2/6 doz.—Belo-

PLUGS.-K-L.G. E.l, 2/9; Apollo No. 1, 2/9; tl

plugs are the goods, not aircraft surplus, wl
are, for motor cycles, useless.—Below.

PLEASE note, * carriage on all above goods ex

—Below.

ALL goods sent on approval against cash; cheq

and P.O.'s should be made payable t-o Mu
Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., Load

W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. 'Grains: Archmo
Padd., London. Hours of business 9 a.m. to 7 p,

Saturdays 4 p.m. [7

TNDIAN.-Spare Parts, 1909-22.

INDIAN.—Save money by fitting perfect ' Becoud-h

parts; approval againet cash; quotations by

turn.

INDIAN.—Right-hand Mct-etart sets for 1913 to 1

models, £4. Send your gear box to us and we

fit and return for £4/10; carriage free. Satisfac

guaranteed.

INDIAN.—Frames, £5; crank cases, £5; rear wlu

50/-; front, 30/-; magnetos, 30/-; saddles,
1''

touring bars, 35/-; all other parts in etock.—LaBgio'

37, Oricklewood Broadway, N.'W.2. ;'

IITUDGUARDS 1

TRIUMPH, extra wide front 22/6, rear 14/6; 4 I^

Douglas guards, 27/6 pair; 2%h.p. Dou

guards, 11/- pair; sidecar guards from 9/-; all

braod new, complete with stays; .write for catalopc

Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, ^ulse Hill. Bri^

S.W. ^^

"PILLION Seats 1 PilUon Seats 1 Pillion Seals I

XXEAUTIFULLY finished, well sprung, etc.; 14/

X> Robini Manfc. Co., X and 3. Tulse Hill, l^i

S.W. 2. 'Phone : Brixton 1585. ^'

SPRING Fork, flrst-clase make, brand new,
J!,

3/41, Fisher St., Birmingham.

BROOKS B170 saddle. 15/-; B.S.A. carburej

15/-.—Rock Mill, Leamington.

Mudguards I Mudguards I

tl

a=;o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Spare Parts.

THERE is scarcely a week that we do not

receive complaints from motor cyclists re-

garding the cost of replacement parts.

Without doubt the majority of riders con-

sider that the prices of spares are, and
always have been, too high, and they express

their disapproval of the present policy of the

manufacturers in maintaining the prices of parts

while reducing those of complete motor cycles.

Among car manufacturers it has become the

rule to reduce all the prices of products of their

factories (parts and complete machines) simul-

taneously.

The spare part problem has been with us ever

since motor cycles have been produced, and since

overseas goodwill depends so much upon it we
are constrained Jio wonder why greater appre-

ciation of its importance has not been shown by
British manufacturers. The question of spare

•parts service abroad is one which calls for imme-
diate and serious action in order to encourage
the return of overseas sales which are so neces-

sary for the future prosperity of the industry.

Pillion Riding.

WHILE we have never wholeheartedly
agreed with the practice of pillion

riding on solo machines, we cannot
understand why the daily press should
be so obviously biased concerning its

dangers. We mention the daily press first be-

cause undoubtedly it has helped to shape the

unreasonable prejudice displayed on the part of
certain sections of the public.

Whenever there is an accident and a pillion

passenger is involved, the practice is blamed

;

this was particularly noticeable at a recent in-

quest, where the Coroner made statements which
had no foundation whatsoever in fact.

This outcry against a popular form of motor

cycling is absurd, but nevertheless it must tend

to cause harm to the motor cycle industry gener-

ally. It is a matter which the British Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union should investigate,

and while we do not suggest propaganda to

make pilli-on riding more popular, there should

be ways and means to remove the ignorance and
prejudice of newspaper headline writers and

those gentlemen whose duty at an inquest is to

consider facts and not to comment on matters

quite irrelevant to the case concerned.

It does not seem to be sufficiently well known
that the Ministry of Transport has investigated

the so-called dangers of pillion riding, and in a

report issued this year implied that there was
insufficient evidence to show that pillion riding

was dangerous.

Unappreciated Club Officials.

THE
club secretary is seldom valued at his

true worth. Usually he is an unselfish

enthusiast who toils long and hard in the

interests of others. Virtue may be its

own reward, and undoubtedly he gains

much pleasure from the pleasure of others ;. but

whether he desires it or not, he deserves greater

recognition. He seldom gets it; indeed, too

often his very existence is only recalled to revile

him.

Often it is mere thoughtlessness. Motor

cyclists in general and club men in particular

rightly pride themselves on being good sports-

men. Let them retain this trait in their relations

with their club officials as well as with their

fellow members. Let them remember that in

nine cases out of ten the secretary would infinitely

prefer to be a competitor, but he recognises that

somebody must take up the organising duties and
being very keen he accepts the task himself.

:.A ^../^T/./.j./ / y^. /. / ./ / ^ y.^ / / / y '^ V

'
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The Tlu-ee-speed Scott.

WHISPER it not in Coventry or Wolverhamp-
ton, but not the least of my Olympia anxieties

is a haunting doubt vphether the Scott people

are really going to standardise their three-speed gear

for 1923 or not. Admittedly, the Scott can fulfil all

ordinary needs on a two-speed gear, as its competi-

tion record demonstrates. But the sports fraternity

in general, not excluding, one hopes, us people of the

]ien, are set fearsome tasks by trials organisers nowa-

days. When Park Rash has to be climbed on a wet

day one knows that over 90% of the travellers will

Ije using bottom gears approaching 20 to i ; and it

requires much audacity to join them on a bottom gear

of 8 or thereabouts, and eke much skill to clamber

up the shale precipices on such a ratio. Permanently

lower gears imply some sacrifice of speed on those rare

occasions when we get a real flutter over level tar.

Changing gears once or twice a' week is a nuisance.

So I hope the three-speed Scott is really coming out

at last ; and if it does, the popular Yorkshire make
should enjoy a record season in 1923. Many ardent
Scott enthusiasts who are advancing in years will

welcome a " go slo'vf " bottom gear.

Thick Coats for Cold Weather.

SEVERAL riders wrote to me at the approach of
the cold weather in quest of a rig which should
be both rain and cold proof, like a good Sidcot

suit. I have made enquiriBS amongst the firms who
cater specifically for motor cyclists, and most of them
take the very sensible line that the market for really
heavy coats is too limited, since the ordinary rider
prefers to utilise leather vests and the like to retain
heat, adding a lightish jacket to keep out rain. The
heaviest waterproof reefer I have yet encountered
V" "" -——

.

I
"Ixioyi's" • MOTORCYCLEREMINISCENCES" are \

. "-vailable in book form, price 2s. ^d. post free, from "The I

J
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street. E.CA. \

A 20

scales 6 lb., and is made by Irvine Smith, of Brad-

ford, several other coats with lighter linings coming
within a pound or so of it. I agree with the sporting

tailors. One can get all the warmth that is possible

from leather underwear and the like. Waterproofing
should be added in the form of overalls ; and the only

difference which I make in overalls for June and over-

alls for December is that my summer rainproof jacket

weighs 3-^ lb. and my winter reefer 6 lb. This differ-

ence is not in itself enough to cope with the contrast

in the two temperatures, but the heavier coat is more

fully rainproof, and will serve—without other extra-

garments—for a brief run in winter, when I go out to

dinner, or cards, or a club evening.

Waterproof Gloves.

A BRITISH glove-making firm has asked for the

loan of the worn-out imported waterproof gloves

which I described on October 19th as the best

article of the kind ever provided for motor cycle

purposes. I have sent half the pair to the applicant.'

The^ other half is still at the service of any glove-'

making firm with the brains and capital to open up an

empty and hungry market.

Disappointing Sports Models.'

jNE or two complaints reach me every season

from disgruntled owners of sports models, whc

have failed to secure the expected 60 or 7c

m.p.h. Pity me. What can I do when a man writer

and states that he has made every possible experiment

and adjustment, but still only gets a beggarly 5c

m.p.h.? Where the machine is the product of a

reputable firm the proper course is to take the mattei

up with the factory concerned. I have never know:

this simple course to fail, as firms with a reputatior

for speed are very sensitive about their name in thai

respect. On the other hand, it is only fair to wair

users that when excessive speeds are guaranteed froff

rather small engines, only a very clever owner will

be able to maintain the speed. At the Brookland;

31
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SIDECARS BATTLING FOR POSITION. In the Brooklsn^s Championships. From
left to right : P. S. Kennedy (496 Zenith-Bradshaw), L. F. Peaty (498 Hawker), T. Simister

(490 Norton), and V. Horsman (490 Norton).

championships the other week ten started in the

75<J c.c. event, and only two finished. The reason was
that several of the entrants had already pushed the

same machines hard in the 500 c.c. event. So the

man wlio buys a 350 c.c. to do 70 m.p.li. must be
content if he can get his 70 m.p.h. for the first week.
Whether he can still get it in the second week, or,

indeed, whether lie will have much engine left at the

end of three months depends entirely upon himself.

If a 500 c.c. sports model will touch a mile a minute
at any time through the season in the hands of a toler-

alily clever owner, he has had what one might fairly

call an honest deal ; sucli a speed is more than any
smaller engine can reasonably be expected to produce
on demand without semi-professional maintenance.

The Ultra-Lightweight.

LIKE many other people, I am watching with

intense interest the sudden revival of the ultra-

lightweight motor bicycle. There are tendencies

to strangle it at birth in some quarters, but the grounds
are not logical. Quite obviously it

does not fulfil all needs, and in its

present versions it will not satisfy

Elderly Auntie, who cannot afford

a car, is too pursy to pedal a "
tricycle, and lives several miles from
the shops and her afternoon tea

circle. Auntie cannot mend punc-
tures or shorten a belt, and her
roads are hilly. But the single-

geared lightweight with tyres which
must be repaired there and then if

a puncture occurs is not to be ruled
off the road because it won't suit

Auntie any better than a scooter
did. In the early morning and to-

wards 5 p.m. thousands of miles of
British road are covered by im-
pecunious cyclists, who loathe
pedalling, and some of them have
quite a few pounds in the bank.

These men are quite capable of
looking aftei; a belt, or even an
engine; ain. tyres would not punc-
tuie t(X> often under a gross load
ot perhaps 120 lb. per wheel. The
ol)jections to pedalling would not
extend to a few turns up occasional
hills. Then this country contains
a vast horde of canvassers, who
daily pedal over; long rounds taking
oiders for fish and meat and
groceries and insurance and what
not. I believe there may be a really

c\( ellent market for a 100 lb. ultra-

It^htweight on two conditions.

I list, it must be genuinely cheap.
Sec ond, its quality in materials and
workmanship must be just about as
high as that of the most posh ;£ioo
machine. Those two factors being
conceded, roadside stops with non-
essentials and a deficiency from our
normal standard of climbing power
might prove comparatively unim-

portant. Auntie must wait for something much more
elaborate, e.g., a cheaper edition of the Harper.

Real Sports.

MEIGHO ! If I could be twenty again and Ai, I

would dodge the Geddes axe somehow, and
M'orm my way into H.M. Navy. I have met

many full-blooded motor cycling enthusiasts, but I

award the palm to those young officers who pay a
callous Government tax for the full year, and get

their legs over the saddle about once in a twelvemonth.
Such a merry youth takes me gently to task for using
the i6in. turret as the apotheosis of noise. Apparently
it is where the Admiral resorts for a nap during gun
practice, it being impossible to tell when the gun has
fired but for its stealthy motion aft on the recoil.

His brother officers run a small road club, which
organises trips when in port at a speed with which
I shall not sully this page. The writer's four-valve
Triumph is the despair of the mess, but two A.B.C. 's

and a 192 1 Sunbeam do their best to keep up.

ACCELERATION. Well away at the start means quite a useKil gain, even in a five-lap race.

Start of the 500 c.c. event at the last Brooklands meeting.
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The 989 c c. Harley'Davidson Sidecar.

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: 84-1 x 88-9 {9S9 c.c). CARBURETTER: Schebhr. GEAR BOX: Three-speed.

IGNITION: Remy dynamo lighting TRANSMISSION: Chain. PRICE: £147 10s. Solo.

and ignition. WEIGHT: 330 1b. £175 with Sidecar.

ONE of the things the novice cannot understand
is the joy of the sense of power. He reads

that a 350 c.c. machine will take a sidecar at

20 m.p.h. anywhere within reason ; he thinks that as

he will never exceed the legal limit he will have all

the power he needs.

Power gives the greatest zest to riding, but only
if it is used discreetly. In driving the 989 c.c.

Harley-Davidson sidecar there is power and to spare
;

it is not oftfen needed all at once, but it is there when
it is. The speed on the level and uphill are all that

can be wished for, and, what is Just as important,
the Harley-Davidson is as pleasant to drive in narrow
winding lanes as when swallowing miles on the open
highway. It has an excellent clutch, and if this is

allowed to, slip just the least

shade there is absolutely no
snatch, and the engine runs

at a ' mere tick-over as

smoothly as can be desired.

Engine Flexibility.

Much of this flexibility is

due to the carburetter, and
our American cousins have

shown their wisdom in sup-

plying and fitting to their

motor cycles a carburetter

which will give even firing

at sloAv speeds, is con-

trolled by one lever, and yet
Head lamp ond e'ectric horn are

jg capable of adjustment to
supported on the s;me bracket .. .

. . .

and a quickly detachable lamp S^'t ^'I'-ying atmospheric COn-

ghss is fitted. ditions.
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Forks and saddle give as much comfort as if the

frame were sprung ; the steering is excellent, and the

acceleration is also very fine. Both brakes possess

immense power, and either will stop the machine with

equal efficiency. The two brake pedals are on the off

side, one being actuated by the toe, the other by

the heel.

Top-gear Capabilities,

Used in narrow country lanes, in dense traffic, on

good main roads and by night as well as day, the

outfit acquitted itself remarkably well. Changes of

gear were seldom necessary, and when they were second

nearly always sufficed. Low gear is in the nature of

an emergency ratio.

Driving by night anywhere near London is none too

pleasant now-
a d a y s , as
there is a
great deal of

lorry traffic

and many cars

with blazing

head lamps

;

but it loses

much of its

terrors thanks

to the Har-
ley's excellent

electric equip-

me n t . By
means of the . , ,. ., 1 • l
little ^ivit-fV, Elcc'r'ca! equipment and dntributer which
little SUltcn

sH-eMs the H.T. wires from ran. The
placed ] U S t

dispDs:tion of the fuse box. and accumu-

w here the lators is also shown.
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Road Tests of New Models.

—

cable enters the lamp, 'if a car driver dims

his lamps, the Harley driver can return the

courtety by switching on the dimmer bulb,

which also gives just enough liglit for town

driving and is quite useful in fog. Another

good feature of the latest Harley is the

automatic charging switch which prevents

the discharge of the accumulator when the

engine is running slowly or the machine is

at rest.

Unfamiliar Controls.

It is difficult for one who drives many.

different makes of motor cycles to
I

criticise the methods of control,

for any system is easy when one

is used to it. For this reason no

criticism of the twist grip throttle

control is made, for habitual riders

of American machines appreciate

it to the full. _

On one point of the control

mechanism we may comment, how-

ever ; frankly, we do not like the

method of controlling the clutch.

Its hand lever is not convenient

and its pedal is of tlie rocking

variety, the movement of which
neither blends with the twisting of

the handle-bar grip nor agrees with the natural push
forward action of the brake pedal. It is not natural

i to stamp on the brake pedal with the right~foot and
I employ a totally different movement with the left

;

t
the hand clutch control would be infinitely preferable

! if it were a simply pull-up lever on the handle-bar

and not a lever placed somewhere beneath the left

thigh at the side of the machine.

Requires Learning.

One who has become accustomed to foot operation

of the clutch or to the handle-bar lever finds the alter-

i native disconcerting at first. The same remark applies

i

to twist grip throttle con-

! trol, but the dexterous man-
ner with which Harley-

One Oi London's reads to

the Albert Memoaal in

the West Ccun'.ry with

the back ground.

12

fypical of the best American motdr cycle practice, the 7u

Harley-Davidson sidecar outfit.

60^

Davidsons are handled, both solo and sidecar,

indicates that, while the controls are different

from the ideas of the majority of British manu-
facturers, it does not necessarily follow that

one system is superior to the other. It is merely

a matter of what one is accustomed to use.

The Harley, like other American makes, has

an ingenious interlocking device which prevents

the movement of the gears unless the clutch is

disengaged. Should 'the adjustment be incor-

rect, the gear can be changed, but the clutch will

not fully engage. It would be no great difficulty

to secure the correct adjustment were the neces-

sary spanners supplied, but the

tool-kit is inadequate. This is a

small item, but one which the

makers could easily rectify.

Apart from these details, the

Harley-Davidson sidecar outfit is

a splendid machine. Besides the

flexibility and power of the engine,

its steering is excellent; and, pro-

vided the clutch is judiciously used
when travelling slowly, smooth
running can be obtained through-

out a wide range of speed.

Our general impression of the

outfit was distinctly favourable.

Its power and acceleration are

superior to many machines of similar price or capacity,

and it must particularly appeal to the sporting rider.

In fact, it is one of the first favourites with that

fraternity, although as sold it is essentially a comfort-
able touring outfit.

Attractive Bodyworh.

The sidecar itself manages to combine a reasonably
symmetrical appearance with ample roominess—not at

all so common an attainment as one might imagine.

Finished in the same rich shade of olive-green as the
machine, it forms a very attractive-looking whole,
which gives nq indication that the attachment is manu-

factured some 4,000 miles away from the
factory that produced the cycle.

This year the

Harley - Davidson
has been exception-

ally successful on

the road in this

country and also on

the Continent. Four
gold . medals M'ere

won in the A.C.U.
Six Days Trials

with an entry of

four riders, three of

wham tied for . the

team prize ; one

special gold medal

in the International

Six Days Trials,

and two ordinary

gold medals ; while

many successes have

been gained in Italy.

A 23
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The Small Car

Bogey; Exit
of the big Side-

car not in sight;

Sidecar Manu-

facturers' Experi-

ments and the

Lessons Learned

"PHE old topic, sidecar versus three-wheeler, run-

about, or what you will is ever cropping up.

Of course, the ardent Morganite and his like know
no compassion on delivery of his spick-and-span
runabout ; his old love is forgotten, and cast off with
the relief one casts off winter clothing—but usually he

is at heart a motor cyclist, and we still embrace the

runabout man, for he has not departed from the fold

completely.

We will not take the question of protection, how-
ever : we will concede that one big drawback of the

sidecar.

The man I would break a lance with is he who
predicts that a little car of orthodox appearance and
silent—let us repeat that—of orthodox appearance and
silent, will soon be produced as cheaply as a sidecar

outfit, and eventually drive the latter off the road.

Now for the first thing I would like to know
why the four-
wheeler runabout

or little car is

likely to be pro-

duced cheaper in

future and at the

same time sidecar

prices are to remain

unaltered ; for that

is what will have

to happen for the

prices of both to

become level in

this wonderful
future. Unless
some great flj-m

with millions be-

hind it turns a
little car out in the

sausage machine
manner, this can-

not happen ; and if

it did it would go
smash in six
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Shall we ever see sidecars hurtling round the bends of the "T.T." course in this

manner? An extraordinary impression taken on the dirt track at Mansfield, Ohio,

U.§A., exemplifying the use of the flexible sidecar.

months, for we could never absorb sufficient of its

products in this country to make that firm pay its

way. It could never be a world-wide proposition like

the wonderful Ford.
«> <> o <s>

THE production of this phantom car has to be con-

sidered in conjunction with the production

methods at present in vogue, and not by methods we

would like firms to adopt. It is not likely then that

the production methods for little cars will ever differ

fundamentally from those adopted by sidecar manu-
facturers, so that it obviously follows that this price

gap must always exist. Granted, it will grow pro-

portionately less as prices lower, but everything up

to the present has proved—manufacturers' costs sheets

and balance sheets—that a car cannot, no matter how.

simply made, e\-er compete in price with the power-

ful sidecar.

"T^EN years ago
^ I thought the

cycle car would
eventually usurp

the place of the

powerful sidecar.

But the calm
stream of sidecar

progress was nol

even ruffled in

those experimental

days. In 1918

again, I fancied

the sidecar was

being over-de-

V e 1 o p e d, and

would give way to

some other type

of vehicle, pro-

bably the simple

three - wheeler.

Again, this year,

when the prices of
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SINGLE STICK SIDECAR HOOD. Th.s neat and simple hood has been devised bv

Mr. J. P. Thomas, of 40, Kingsiand Avenue, Coventry. Made of blue twill, it can be erected,

or lowered in a few seconds and is mounted on one hood stick per side, the front of the hood
locking to the top of the wind screen. Celluloid side screens are fitted, and. after detaching one side

screen only, the hood can be instantly lowered with the remainder of the side curtains in position.

Sfeveral small cars made by big manufacturers were
announced, I asTced, with others, whether this new
competition would mean the exit of the well proved
family sidecar, the vehicle which willingly fulfils the

purpose of a small four-seater car, and takes the

entire family out without a mm'mur, at half the

cost. The answer in actual practice is that an in-

evitable price gap must always exist, // the quality of
both vehicles be comparable. That alone is sufficient

to maintain for the powerful sidecar its popular place
among motor vehicles of to-day.oO o <>

DROFITS from big sidecars may not have swollen
dividends much this year, as much even as was

desired and expected, but possibly that may be
accounted for. Remember, the man who buys a
family sidecar is not usually wealthy, and looks

fuither ahead than the youth who buys a sporting

model or a two-stroke. Many men hesitated to buy
this year because they knew that horrible phantom de-

preciation would be stalking abroad if prices tumbled
to an unprecedented depth. But youth cares little

about that—he usually ' ignores second-hand values.

Mext year depreciation may be much nearer normal,
and the family man who hesitated to buy this year
may place his order for a next year's model with
reasonable security. I do not think for a moment
that the moderate trade done this year in heavy side-

cars was due to any waning popularity, but, as I have
suggested, to the ca' canny policy of the family man
who counted his pennies twice before spending.

O O <> <E>

D ECENT experiments, too, which have been carried
^ out by many manufacturers of big sidecars, have

not, to my knowledge, produced a satisfactory four-

wheeled vehicle marketable at the price of their out-

fits. The Garden, A.V., and Tamplin stand in a
class quite apart and in a class which will surely

grow. The G.N. is abandoning chain drive for shaft,

maintaining its prices, and also introducing a water-

cooled four-seater. The Coventry-Premier, starting

out as a three-wheeled twin-cylinder, has now de-

veloped into a four-cylinder car proper at a small
Car price. All these happenings point to one thing,

and that is, inability to make a quality vehicle foUow-

i6

ing car practice on four wheels at

the price of a sidecar. The .Shows

may reveal something astonishing,

but I shall be amazed to find four-

wheel cars as refined, in detail as

the best outfits offered at equiva-

lent prices.

O <3> O -®>

I HAVE heard astonishingly few
*• adverse opinions on the holding

of a sidecar T.T. Nearly every-

one is of the idea that the race

will ultimately benefit sidecar de-

sign. It may. But 1 shall be

surprised if the les.sons learned

will help very greatly in improving

the rigid touring type chassis, for,

in all probability, competitors will

turn to the flexible chassis. Side-

car connections, the chassis itself,

sidecar wheel bearings and spindle, the forks and front

wheel spindle of the machine will be tested to the

utmost on' the abrupt bends, and weaknesses will most

certainly be revealed before many laps are covered.

It goes without saying, too, that engines, gear boxes,

and transmissions will be subjected to strains that

they have never yet undergone, and that is saying a

good deal. Brooklands tells us a lot, so does the " Six

Days," but up to now there has been no opportunity

of running an outfit at the speed of 50 m.p.h. uphill

and down, round acute bends and over humped-backed
bridges for hours on end, and that is why the Isle

of Man course will reveal more weaknesses than track

racing ever does. It will be a nightmare ride for many.
On tlie question of danger, I am emphatically with

Mr. Norton, and many other experienced racing motor

cyclists, including F. W. Barnes, T. C. de la Hay,
and J. E. Greenwood, who agree that the greatest

restraint will have to be exercised, and that none but

the most skilful and capable should be allowed to

compete.

DRIVING IN COMFORT.
A Humber outfit which has, by
transferring the controls to the

sidecar,been converted to a '' one

man " three-wheeler. Tiller steering replaces the handle-bars.
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A FAMOUS FERRY DOOMED.
Good News for the Motor Cycle Tourist in the West of Scotland.

By E. M. WRIGHT,

Loch Leven from the north side, looking south-east. Glencoe goes through the heart of the magnificent mountains in the background,

which are all from 3,3C0 to 3,700 feet high.

THE English tourist who knows his Scotland

wisely lays aside a certain substantial sum for

ferry charges whenever lie crosses the Border.

Particularly does he do so when he is including the

magnificent north-west coast, without visiting which no
tour in Scotland is complete.

Scotland would not be Scotland without its piled-

up mountain ranges, which make roads scare, and its

long fingers, stretching inland, of sea, locli or wide
estuary, which make ferries numerous.

Unavoidable.

Of all those ferries, perhaps the orie most universally

known is that at BallachuHsh. I hear someone murmur
'' Queensferry." But a glance at the map Avill show-

that BallachuHsh, though serving much less populous
districts, lies at a bottle neck which cannot be avoided

unless the traveller goes away miles inland to another

part of the country altogether. The next road north

and south is some 80 miles to the east—the Great North
Road itself.

BallachuHsh ferry itself

spans Loch Leven at a point

where it is only a couple

of hundred yards or so in

width, and the charges are

out of all proportion to the

actual work done for them.

(Of course the same holds

true of most ferries where
motor traffic is concerned !)

Disregarding for the
moment the tourist from
other countries, consider the

motor cyclist from Glasgow

A 25

Map showing the new road and what it does.

and the west of Scotland. To him Fort William and

the glens around should be one of the finest fields for

a week-end tour. But the distance by road alone is

prohibitive, taking him round by Aberfeldy to Newton-

more and down to Spean Bridge, practically three sides

of a square. On the other hand the BallachuHsh ferry

charges for a sidecar machine (los. odd for the passage

out and home) add far too much to the cost of such an

economical Aveek-end as the sidecar machine can pro-

vide for one or more- persons. It discourages the ordi-

nary tourist.

Hence the importance to all classes of motor cyclists

of the new road which has just been completed between

Bridge of Coe and Kinlochleven. As our map shows,

this connects the main road from Glasgow and the

South to the existing road on the north of Loch Leven.

Thus by a detour of not more than ten miles or so the

traveller can make Fort William without crossing the

ferry.

At Kinlochleven.

Of course it goes without saying that this fine new

road was not made for the convenience of the motorist.

At Kinlochleven, as every good Britisher should know,

there is one of the finest examples of British industry

and enterprise in this country, namely, the great alu-

minium works of the British

Aluminium Co., Ltd., laid

down twenty years ago.

These works make use of the

tremendous store of water

lying at great heights (from

1,000 to 1,800 ft.) in the

hoUovfs of the mountains to

the east.

ir.KlNLOCMLCVeH
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A Famous Ferry Doomed.—
Hitherto access to Kiii-

lochleven has been practically

entirely by water, as small

•steamers can get right up the

loch to the village. Such
strides have been made in

recent years, however, particu-

larly during the war, that Kin-

lochleven is now a fine modern
township of about 2,500 souls,

lioasling electric light in all its

(leljghtful little niodern houses

and its quaint little streets.

It was to connect this indus-

trial community with the

Argyllshire road system that

tlie' new "road was started

during the war. The labour

at first employed was that of

conscientious objectors. Then
German prisoners were concen-

trated here and performed
yeoman service

with true Hun
t h oroughness.

Since the war .^".^j,.

the road has ^f.
been slowly

completed by

The new road

looking towards

Ballachulish. This
view was taken

hilf-way between

Kinlochleven an-1

Bridge of Coe,

and shows the

"Pap of Glencoe."

U^^^ILS bog

.,
j
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On the new road looking east about a mile out ot Kinlochleven. General Wade's
William can be seen on the opposite side of the loch.

2

road to Fort

Loch Leven look-

ing inland from
Ballachulish. In
the left centre the

long arm of the

loch is seen stretch-

ing away up into

the mountains
round Kinloch-

leven.

the usual
civilian labour.

It is a plati-

tude to say

that fresh
road develop-

m e n t is
urgently

needed in this part of the

country; for is it not so all

over Scotland?

Our map shows that there is

a sort of path or pack-horse

track leacTing from the eastern

entrance of Glencoe over the

shoulder of the mountains to

Kinlochleven. This was
General Wade's original road,

and it would be no great task

to reconstruct it.

Then on the north side of

Loch Leven the present road

from Kinlochleven to North
Ballachulish is very narrow
and full of blind, corners and
dangerous portions. For a

large car with a high top is

quite out of the question, as in

places the rock through which

it is cut converges at the top

almost like a tunnel, and a

very low one at that.
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With a Motcr Cycle in the Shan States. Fine Scenery but Limited Number of Roads.

By ULRIC NISBET.

MOTOR cycling in tlie Shan States of Burma
requires first and foremost a reliable machine,

and secondly an optimistic outlook on life.

These are essential, as repair shops are few and far

between, and sooner or later one's optimism is likely

to be tested under all sorts of conditions. But if one

is prepared to brave everything, there is no country

in the world more beautiful or more suitable for test-

ing the power and reliability of one's motor cycle.

-

Just over 300 miles north of Rangoon on the main

line to Mandalay there lies the little town of Thazi.

Burma is so far behind the times that there is as yet

no road constructed to carry motor traffic up to Thazi

and Mandalay. It is necessary, therefore, to take

the train from Rangoon to Thazi (a fifteen-hour crawl

by the night mail), whence the road may be followed

up to Kalaw, hidden far beyond the distant hills;

but perhaps it is more advisable to go up by the little

branch line train. It is a long journey—six-fioufs

to cover sixty miles—but the magnificence of the hills

up to which it climbs and the wonderful and ever-

changing panorama compensates fully for the apparent

waste of time.

4.300 Feet Up.

.Kalaw lies in an open valley, 4,300 feet above sea

level. All round the hills rise thickly wooded so that

it seems that there is no way through them. During

the last few years, however, the road has been opened

up over 100 miles beyond ; and this road, though

by no means perfect, is quite good enough for

the needs of the not

over particular motor-

ist or motor cyclist.

Kalaw village itself

is just a collection of

tin-roofed huts, and
amongst these there

are some twenty
small ruined pagodas
which present a

quaint but most di-

lapidated appearance.

Though it is con-
sidered a worthy
accomplishment t o
build a pagoda to

•Buddha's memory, no
kudos would be at-

tached to the man The sleeping drivers of bullock teams do not heed mo'.or cycle horns.

who repaired one already standing. In consequence,

Burma is full of these bell-shaped shrines in all

stages of decay. .

There are dusty roads in all parts of the world,

but this one must surely hold its place with any;
and in five miles motor cycle and rider are covered

with a thick coating, so that the make of machine
and the number are absolutely unrecognisable. As
policemen are conspicuous by their absence, this need

not worry anyone, however.

Like Devon.

Outside the village the road at first passes along

a valley shut in on either side by high hills. The
ground is laid out in gardens and in small terraces

for paddy growing. Trees line the way, and the

scenery is very similar to that of Devon, for the soil

has a reddish tinge. Loi-An is the next place through

which one passes. A mine shaft has been sunk in

the hillside overlooking the village, by no means add-
ing to the beauty of the scene. Just above the road

at the base of a steep wooded hill are two enormous
white " chinthes " or dragons—the mythical creatures

of Burma ; from them rough steps are cut up the slopes

of the hill to a " phoongyichoung " (monastery).

Eight miles from Kalaw lies the village of Aung-
ban, a rather picturesque collection of rush-roofed

huts on the bare hillside. The scenery here begins to

change. The hills become bare of trees, and beyond
the next rise is a 'vast stretch of open country with

the road winding and s^vitchbacking along into the

distance. Far away
on each side rocky

hills rise up in all

shades of brown,
fading to blue.

Dotted about on the

,

peaks are many little

white pagodas which

catch the light of the

sun, and here and

there small columns

of smoke rise up, j

though there is no |
sign of life near

them.

On his first visit

tire writer came to an

obstruction placed 1

across the road at this

18 .
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Across Burmese Hills and Vales.

—

point. The bridge spanning a stream had collapsed,

and a native pointed to a cart track, leading off

from the main road. This proved to be a

bumpy passage, with deep thick dust before it led

up on the road again. Ascending again still more
steeply the summit is reached, and beyond lies a scene

of wonderful beauty—the Heho Valley.

A Common Obstruction.

Away in the distance and on each side range beyond
range of hills towers up, and far below lies a great

[)lain at a rough estimate fifteen miles long and fi\e

wide.

This plain is in parts dotted with small bushy trees

from which little pagodas peep out, but for the most
part it is bare of vegetation, and the descent down
the twisting road is lined with great black boulders,

and there are two hairpin bends which require careful

negotiation, for the dust is thick and there are many
stones to be avoided. The road along this vast plain

is open, and time can be made up. There is, however,
one trap which is always to

be met with, even on the best

roads of Burma—the bullock

cart. When attempting to

pass this type of vehicle it

is as well to reduce speed to

its lowest.

Over the plain brings the

traveller into Heho village,

which is the terminus of (be

Southern Shan States Rail-

way. Here, if necessary, it

is possible to replenish with
petrol and oil at one of the

three or four small shops
which tlie village boasts.

Beyond Heho is a gentle

slope of two miles, leading
over into the Valley of
Sinhe, which is covered with
small bushy trees, pretty or-

chards, and, here and there,

stretches of open coimtry
quite bare of vegetation. In
front, fully twelve miles
away, a wonderful range of wooded hills rises up,
and beyond that more ranges and high peaks. Far
away on the right a sheet of water flashes in the sun-
liglrt, the famous Inhle Lake.

Caution Required.

The descent requires much care, for it seems to De
all corners, hairpins, and S and Z bends, thick with
dust and stones. The valley once reached, the view is

obscured by the jungles which line the road, and a
snake across the path is frequently encountered. The
road opens out once more, however, and runs dead
straight across the valley for several miles. On this

road there are many bullock carts, the drivers of
which sleep soundly; they take no notice of our hoot-

ing. Sometimes a bevy of laughing girls goes by

—

a vision of brilliant silks and gay sunshades. On
the right a road runs off parallel to the line of hills.

,3

A snake across the path is freqioently encountered

6ii

This leads to Yaunghwe, called " the beautiful '' by
the writer, who spent a few delightful hours there
once ; called, alas ! something very different by those
who are compelled to live amongst its myriad mosqui-
toes. From Yaunghwe a native boat may be obtained
with the Sawbwa's (Shan Chief's) permission, and an
hour's poling along the old canal will bring one to the
Inhle Lake, a very fine sheet of w^ater in the midst
of which a bungalow is built on piles.

Ilill=climbing Difficulties.

Away to the left the country is famous for its

oranges, and two miles from the mafai road lies the

White Crow Lake, constructed by the Sawbwa on the

spot where a white crow, now in his possession, was
found. S'traight ahead more climbing is encountered,

but a speedy start is of no avail, for the ascent "s

scarcely begun before a Z bend has to be tackled, and
so it continues, the only difference being that some
of the bends are more outrageous than others. Often
the road surface is uneven, the dust lies thick at

the turns, and odd boulders are to be met. Mean-
while, on one side the hill

drops sheer down ; a night

climb up this hill would pro-

vide a real thrill even for the

most experienced rider.

From the summit there is

a magnificent view over miles

and miles of hills and
plains, villages and jungles,

as far as the eye can see ;

and another two miles

further is the village of

Taunggyi, 4,675 feet above
the sea. Taunggyi is a

very delightful spot with its

little lake in which are re-

flected the grass-roofed huts

and the hills which tower up
behind.

An attempt to fill up with

petrol here is likely to be

frustrated, as the Chinese
agent refuses to part with

less than two gallons af a

time. In vain to point out

that one gallon is as much as the tank will hol<I; he is

adamant, and tmperturbed by one's candid opinion.

Feminine Fasbions.
The Shan people met on the road are mostly women,

dressed in dark blue trousers and loose-fitting smocks

of the same colour. Some wear five or six silver rings

just below their knees, possibly as a mark of re-

spectability.

At Heho and such places one naturally makes for

the dak bungalow (the rest house for Europeans in

nearly all the larger villages), and an aged darwan
provides a welcome cup of tea. Sugar is brought in

an English newspaper anything up to two years old,

which nevertheless proves interesting reading, for even

the possession of a motor cycle with all its convenience

as a time-saver does not give the feeling that one Is

still closely in touch with "home" in this secluded

country.
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Adjusting Carburetter Controls to

-

By H. MORTIMER

MANY riders do not appear to realise liow mucli

can be added to the comfort and tractability of

a machine by devoting a little time to the ad-

justment of the carburetter controls. Seldom is a new

machine delivered which is perfect in this respect, for

the tastes of riders vary so much that It would not be.

worth the while of the factory tester to devote the

time and pains necessary for that exact nicety of ad-

justment which seems to me so desirable. More-

over, it needs to be done after the initial stretching

of the wires.

Friends 'machines which I have borrowed are usu-

ally hopeless as regards delicacy of adjustment, while

it is rarely that one hears a machine on the road which

will throttle down to that slow tick which a little skill

on the rider's part can obtain.

" Tick=Over " Desirable.

As already stated, tastes vary ; but the usual and,

in my opinion, the most comfortable way to set the

controls is so that the engine ticks at its very slowest,

but does not actually stop, with both the air and the

throttle fully retarded. When waiting in traffic, botli

levers are moved back to the dead stop position, and

"even though the engine cannot be heard, one knows

that it is turning over at a safe and proper speed

-

There is no need for those obnoxious and violent

accelerations to which many riders subject their engines

when tlius held up, indicating that they have no tick-

over position, and must run the engine pretty well

red-hot to make sure that it is going.

With proper adjustment a machine should run with

perfect economy in traffic, keeping as cool—indeed,

often cooler—than on a country road. Turning idly

over on the right mixture a present-day engin'e shonld '

-

never overheat, even though left running for hours,

and it Will use a negligible amount of petrol. If, on

the other hand, the engine is alternately race(3 and
almost stopped, up goes the petrol and oil consumption

to an astounding point, and naturally the engine

suffers by such treatment.

In order to get this nicety of control it is in the

first place necessary to make sure that there are no
leaks in the induction system. It is assumed, of course,

that otherwise the unit is sound and gas-tight.

The safest plan to adopt is to presume that the in-

duction system is a mass of leaks. Heat up the en-

gine, remove the carburetter from the cylinder, smear
the inside of the socket and also the cylinder stump
which receives it with Seccotine, gold-size, or a good
proprietary jointing paste. Use plenty of the stuff

so that it "s squeezed into and seals the saw-cuts which
permit the tightening of the pipe, and, having refitted

the carburetter and pulled it tightly up, give the out-
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side of the joint another doping to fill up external cracks,

then leave it for a little while to set. Subsequently test

for leaks by dripping oil over the joint with the engine

rtmning slowly, the disappearance of the oil at once

indicating a leak. A little insulation tape if necessary'

will make things sure.

Now, with ignition fully advanced, move the carbu-

retter levers till the desired tick-over is obtained—slow

but sure. Note that there is no black smoke from the

e.xhaust, as this indicates too rich a mixture, and when
the engine is really hot it will be very mucli too rich.

The " tick-over " mixture should, therefore, be as weak
as the engine will accept when practically cold ; and
\vhen the ignition is suddenly retarded the running

should be so slow that the engine is likely to stop at

any gasp.
_ _

_^

Having attained this desired point, leave the controls

where they are, and stop the engine by lifting the

exhaust. Rctnove the gauze from the air intake, and
mark the exact positions of tlie petrol and air slides

by scratching the brass with the point of a knife (alter-

natively they can be propped so as to retain their posi-

tions). With this guide move both handle-bar levers tc

the closed positions,. then adjust the cables by the pro-

vision made till the wires are taut with the slides in

their marked places. Thus the slow running point,

to which you can return positively at any time, is defi-

nitely fixed, and all " groping in the dark " is avoided.

With an injection of petrol the engine should start at

this setting, or at any rate with the throttle slightly

opene.^.

Attention to Petrol Leve'.

Just as riders have individual tastes, so have en-

gines. Carburetters are turned out with a fixed setting,

and are seldom altered by the makers who fit them.

Thus it often happens that a certain engine will profit

in every way by a slightly lower petrol level—^it is

seldom safe to raise the petrol level. In testing for

the slow running point, if it is found that the engine

stutters and becomes uncertain ere the revolutions are

as low as they might be, it may be due to (i) air

leak round the inlet valve or elsewhere, or (2)—more
commonly—unsuitable petrol level. It is generally pos-

sible to adjust the petrol level without losing the ori-

ginal setting, for it may probably be lowered by fitting

a fibre washer under '.he collar on the needle, and the

experiment is worth trying when testing for extreme

slow running.

All those experiments are to be commended in that

they help very considerably to make the rider au fait

with his engine, for if he never tries to improve it,

certain it is that it will deteriorate steadily, and he

will, sooner or later, have to foot the bill in the way

of depreciation.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4., and must he accompanied by the writer's nime and address.

HIDDEN PRICE LISTS.

Sir,—Why do not the various ]nanufacturers of fuels and
(lils insist that their price lists be displayed in a jvominrvt
place by their stockists? "REAL SCOTCH."
West Calder.

SILENCE.

Sir,—Undoubtedly, we have to thank a minority of drain-
pipe merchants for the unwelcome police attention of the
moment; it is surely up to the more reasonable majority to
put our house in order, before it is done for «.«.

Is it not possible, with the co-operation of the motor pres?,
to convince the few that untimely and unseemly noise is the
worst possible advertisement for the sport, comes under the
general heading of bad form, and that "it is not done in
the best circles " ? TWENTY YEARS' RIDER.
Retford.

INFALLIBLE SPEED LIMITS.
Sir,—As a frequenter of Sutton, Surrey, I was interested

to read of the suggestion of " hummocked surfaces " to reduce
the speed of motors there. I wonder if it has occurred to
the Sutton authorities that ridiiig over 9in. undulations is

likely to break things, and that, in the event of this happen-
ing, claims will probably be made on them. This suggestion
is the result of three fatal accidents in a week, and in every
case, I understand, a lorry was the offender. Now lorries

"

will not be greatly affected by undulations, but motor cycles
and cars will be very nnich shaken about and springs, etc.,
may easily break. ' N. E. HEARD.

STILL LESS EASY PAYMENTS.
Sir,
—

" Shylock " quotes the case of the motor cyclist
being charged 17% for easy payments. A firm recently' gave
me the following quotation for a pedal cycle:

Cash Price £13 9 6
Deposit £1
12 payments of (monthly) ... £1

Thus, you pay back in instalments £16 9s.

jjosit from- cash price, you pay back £3 16s.
loan of £12 2s. Id., which gives, roughly, 36%. The motor
cyclist is apparently not hard done bv.

'

ZENITH
London, S.W.I.

THOUGHTLESS LADY MOTORISTS.
Sir,— I was glad to read your correspondent's letter on

" Thoughtless Lady Motorists," which I can confimi 'from
I'.tperience.

Your heading is a correct one, for I would suggest that
I he cause is rarely intentional discourtesy. The fair sex,
as pedestrians, have been so accustomed for generations to
loen giving way to them on the roads and footpaths that
they forget they cannot expect the same privileges
when they are behind the steering wheel of a car.
Motors have no se.\'. Lady drivers must learn to expect

no more consideration when travelling than is given to
men—for one is rarely able to distinguish the driver until
level with the car—and they must also learn, and learn
quickly, that they must give the same consideration and
courtesy on the road as is given by men to men.

Ilkley. A WORJI TURNED OVER.

7 5
7 5
Taking

lid. for the

A NON-MOTORIST'S WANTS.
Sir,—As a non-motorist through choice, I was much in-

terested by " Ixion's " remarks 011 "More Sales." I think,

however, that I and a large number of my friends fall

into yet another group.
What we want is a medium-weight machine, price about

£50, which, Avith the exception of tyres and sparking plugs,

icill not go wrong. It must also afford protection from the
weather and be reasonably silent. G. S. P.

London, S.W.

THE TRUTH ABOUT TUNING.
Sir,
—

" Bemsist's " letter, whereby with two apparently
simple alterations to a standard Rudge-Multi, he claims
additional 13 or 14 m.p.h. to the maximum speed, is"

most difficult to digest with belief.

The maximum speed of a Rudge-Multi in good standard
tune, fitted with a 17^in. belt rim, lies between 55 and 58
m.p.h. "60," that elusive figure, can sometimes be
attained, with a following wind, or in calm conditions on
a good road.

Taking 58 m.p.h., plus "Bemsist's" extra 14 m.p.h.,
gives 72 m.p.h., a road speed many big twins would find

hard to equal, and this with a single-cylinder engine and a

frame and fitments heavy for the size of the power unit.

Admittedly, for sheer pleasurable touring, the Rudge is

hard to beat ; it will maintain 30 m.p.h. indefinitely, and
it also possesses admirable qualities in a fine riding position,

eiisy steering, and a delightful gear.
" Rumgo's " letter is also of interest, as I, too, owned

a 1911 Triumph, and was very proud of it, but whilst in

agreement with him, that engine cleanliness does not play
an important part in increasing " revs.," I would gladly take
an omnibus to Canons Park to see a 1911 Triumph climbing
Brockley Hill at 48 m.p.h., and naturally would be in-

terested to see this same machine travelling at 63 m.p.h.
for a half-mile on the level.- My old Triumph in the days
gone by, although tuned in every way according to theory
and practice, with many tips by the exponents of the game
thrown in, would never exceed 57 m.p.h. except downhill.

The " Truth about Tuning," in my opinion, mainly lies in :

1. Design.
2. Perfect alignment of

flywheels and shafts.

3. Elimination of fric-

tion.

4. Lightness of recipro-

cating parts, with
the relative import-
ance of good
balance.

5. Quick ingress and
egress of gases.

10.

11.

Cam design and valve
timing.

Compression.
Carburation,
Magneto timing and

strengtli of spark.
Valve springs.

Intelligence and a
natural aptitude
for mechanics.

Last, but decidedly not least, weight of machine, gear
ratios, tyre size, wind resi.?tance of various fittings, quality
of petrol and oil, atmospheric conditions affecting carbura-
tion—all these points merge into the words tuning and speed.

It is a long, long trail of hard, thorough, persistent
work; with attention to detail the main factor, carrying
disappointments often disheartening. The one great asset

is money, and plenty of it.

"

R. LANDON.
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ACCORDING TO EXPECTATION !

Sir —Should I ever chsnce to meet " Zenooth " (who

averaged nearly 50 ra.p.h from Barnet to Cambridge) on

a bhnd rorner when he is riding a really fast machine, I

hope to be driving something on four wheels—a road-roller

for preference. BUNSEAM."
Staffs.

Sir,—Since his sports Zenith received scarcely any tuning

11 J), may I ask "Zenooth" if his watch received any de-

tuning so as to give such results? SQUIRREL.
Manchester. N.Y. 1722.

Sir,—I agree with " Zenooth " when he states that Mr.

William's Scott, upon which he can only average a mere

35 m.p.h., requires tuning. Certainly I don't know much
about Scotts (although I have frequently taken their Emul-
sion), but I can picture the utter disgust of hundreds of

people^prospective motor cyclists possibly—who would
shudder to see such a machine " pottering " along the High
Street or "loitering" about dangerous cross-roads at an

average of ojihj 35 m.p.h. SEAPLANE.
AVembley.

Sir,—We have shown " Zenooth's " statements to several

of our customers, who expressed surprise that he has been

unable to e.Kceed 50 m.p.h. over such a good road as the

Barnet-Cambridge.
One of them rides a super-sports Triumph Junior, and

on a recent occasion he completely wiped up another gen-

tleman on a Wall Auto-wheel. This e.xciting event was
over a course from Chatham to Maidstone, and the average

speed of the winner was just over 60 m.p.h., time taken

by alarm clock strapped to the handle-bars, and distance

by standard tape measure. ANANIAS BROS.
Rainham.

Sir,— Were it not the constant reiteration of the phrase
" I consider these by no means e.xtraordinary speeds," one

might have been led to suppose "Zenooth" a mere stripling

of such limited experiences to consider any average above

40 or so m.p.h. in some way wonderful. But the roads on

which he made these little jaunts are nearly all perfect speed-

. ways, with suitably disposed villages and cross roads to lend

interest and excitement. In fact, I and my friends have
often -advocated in the local courts (having been summoned
thither for loitering on the highways) that the roads between
Cambridge and Barnet be closed to such slow traffic as
" Zenooth." How often have I found my way blocked by
some be-helmeted, green-goggled apparition plodding ner-

vously along the middle of the road at a bare eighty-five !

Cambridge. I\1UNCHAUSEN JUNIOR.

Sir.—Your correspondent " Zenooth " has surprised me
greatly by his letter. I can only assume that it refers to a

criticism I made some weeks ago of a rider who claimed to

averai/e 35 m.p.h. with a 350 c.c. sidecar outfit. This
speedy scribe had the good grace to modify his statements,

and I thought the whole incident was closed.

It is only fair to myself to mention that I am quite a

peaceable individual, with no desire to quarrel with anyone,

but statements of the kind now made by " Zenooth" cannot
be allowed to pass. It is with genuine regret that I feel

forced to say quite frankly that I do not believe him, and
that no experienced motor cyclist will accept his claims.

It should be distinctly understood that in my original

letter I did not single out the Scott-Squirrel for special praise,

I mentioned it merely incidentally, feeling strongly that if an
average of 35 m.p.h. was difficult even on such an excep-

tionally fast solo machine as the Squirrel, it was totally

impossible on a standard 350 c.c. sidecar outfit. What I said

of the Squirrel applies, of course, to any fast machine, and
I maintain most emphatically that a 35 m.p.h, average, riding

solo, is excellent even for a Brough-Superior or Henderson.
As a matter of fact, I do consider the Squirrel to be capable

of a higher aceiar/p. road speed than any other mount, irre-

spective of horse power. Mine, like any other Squirrel,

will attain speeds of from 63 to 67 m.p.h, where road con-

ditions permit, and that is seldom. It will hum round
corners where " Zenooth " would be climbing the hedge. So
that his advice that it needs tuning is hardly required. But
all this is beside the point.

NOVEMBER 2nd, ig22.

" Zenooth " has the audacity to claim averages of from
40 to 50 m.p.h. on quite lengthy journeys (including the

little village of London), and this on a macliine whicli I have
never heard spoken of as particularly fast. Next to his

audacity I am charmed most by his modesty, for he does
not consider his speed as at all abnormally good. I hesitate

to think what will happen when he really does open out a
bit. For the. speeds he could attain if he would only take
the trouble may I suggest that a watch in his overcoat-
pocket is hardly good enough? What about a grandfather's
clock on the handle-bars? N. WILLIAMS.

Sir,—If "Zenooth" can only average 50 m.p.h. on his

Zenith I should advise him to tune it up, because I am as

certain as he is that he is next year's T.T. winner.
I myself ride a 999 c.c. Halt-Dropdedd, which is an excel-

lent 'bus where many stops are required, and the only thing
that has been done in the way of tuning is that the cyhii-

ders and pistons have been drilled. I do not consider my
averages excess^ive or abnormally good, but any motor
cycle which is meant for speed ought to do likewise if it

has got a, rider like me or "Zenooth." I am, like
" Zenooth," very modest, and so 1 must tell you that the
best of these in my opinion is from Barnet to Mudspot-in-
Pottole (including London, of course), where I put up at

"Zenooth's" favourite inn, "The High Flyer." The dis-

tance, which is 80 miles, I covered in 79 minutes, a trifle

over 50 ra.p.h. The time was taken by a grandfather
clock strapped on to the carrier, and the mileage reckoned
by counting the telegraph posts.

I may mention that, as a short cut to speed, I used the

new hot-air fuel " Bemsist Gas," discovered by The Motor
Cj/cle last week, and was disappointed with it. It takes
up valuable space, and is of no practical use.

Green Field. IMA NUTHEE.

TAPPET CLEARANCES AND NOISE.

Sir,—The insertion of a 15-1.000 in. feeler between tappet
and valve stem would not have a decompressor effect unless

the clearance was less than 15-1,000 in.

Suppose that the clearance was 16-1.000 in.—the insertion

of a 15-1,000 in. feeler would alter the valve timing very

considerably.

The amount would depend on the cam contour.

In the case of a more or less " constant acceleration " cam,
(i.e., a standard cam), the insertion of a 15-1,000 in. feeler

would alter the valve timing approx. as follows :—In case of

e.xhaust valve, the valve would open 15 or 20° before it would
do if there was 15-1,COO in. clearance.

The exhaust valve would close about 20° after it would
do if clearance of 15-1,000 in. existed. So that even with

a -Standard cam you would get at least 35° difference in the

length of time for which the exhaust valve remained open.

In the case of a quick lift high efKciency cam the diffe-_

rcnce would, of course,^ be very much greater. And, there-

fore, be much more noticeable.

Supposing practically no clearance w'as given on the ex-

haust valve tappet.

This would have the effect (as stated previously). of (pausing

the exhaust valve to close about 20° later than it should do.

(I believe 12-1.000 to 15-1,000 in. is standard clearance on a

500 c.c, or thereabouts, single.)— [6-1,000 to 12-1,000 in. is:

probably nearer.

—

Ed.]
This would allow a proportion—a large pi'oportion^of the ^

incoming gas to be swept out of the cylinder via the exhaust

port, causing loss of power at slow speeds and poor petrol

consumption. ALBERT W. BRITTAIN, Capt.
.

ENTHUSIASTIC CLUBMEN.
Sir,
—" One swallow does not make a summer," I know,

but if the West Kent M.C.'s experience this season is 1

any criterion, there is far less apathy towards competitions .

among Kentish riders than in the club of which "Fed-up"
is a member. Our last fixture, a reliability trial, on OetobM'

15th, brought an entry of more than double that for similar

competitions earlier in the year, and the course was, per-

haps, the severest yet used by the club. Our membership
is less than seventy, yet the entry list numbered forty-seven.

Most of the remainder were out on various " jobs " con-

nected with the competition. A. E. JESSOP.
Hon. Competitions Secretary. ^
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THE ETHICS OF " HANGING ON."

Sir,—While out for training spins on the Coventry road
I often "hang on," ,ind have never yet found anyone object-

ing; in one case, in fact, a couple in a sidecar outfit seemed
highly amused to watch me furiously pedalling and per-

spiring profusely, and paced me from about one mile out
(jf Coventry to Dunchurch, where I turned off.

A thing I should like to point out to "Benedict " is that,

when furiously pedalling, one does not usually listen care-

fully to the conversation of the couple in the sidecar. And
again, a racing machine used for training on the road is

usually in perfect condition, and therefoi'e capable of behig
pulled up, in the case of the pacing outfit stopping, without
any. risk of a collision. D. BOROVIKOYSKY.

TOO EXPENSIVE SIDECAR OUTFITS.
^h\—I should like, if I may, to draw the attention of

your readers to the high prices at present being asked for
liigh-powered sidecar outfits. On glancing through the ad-
vertisements in a recent issue of Tfie Motor Cycle, I noticed
that the average price, new, of a big twin sidecar outfit

was somewhere in the region of iB147, and I must admit
(hat this seems to me to be somewhat e.xcessive, having
regard to the fact that a well-known three-wheeler of the
runabout type may noAV be bought for £135.
To the majority of would-be motorists this must seem

particularly strange, as the latter type of vehicle possesses
several undeniable advantages over the sidecar outfit,

namely :

—

1. The driver, in addition to his passenger, is provided
with adequate protection against the weather.

2. Much greater comfort to its occupants
3. Better facilities for conversation.
4. Less physical effort to drive ; and
5. A more uniform and compact appearance.
These features, with the possible e.xception of the last, al!

add to the pleasures of motoring, and if the runabout is as

efficient, mechanically." as the sidecar outfit of equal power
as regards ordinary, everyday uses, why cannot the latter

be bought for something like £110 or £115?
Having in view the big reductions in prices of many light

and medium powered cars, I see no reason why this should
not he possible. £ s. d,

Birmingham.

RACE TRACKS OF LIMITED USE.

Sir,—It is splendid news to hear that attention is being
turned to the building of tracks in various parts of the
country. I fail to see, however, what use the Derby one is

going to be.

We are told that speeds up to 80 m.p.h. can be attained
with reasonable safety. N'ow there are few racing machines
these days in the 500 c.c. classes and above that cannot lap
Brooklands at a minimum of 74 m.p.h., w-hich means a
maximum speed of over 80 m.p.h. Result—exit 500-1,000
c.c. racing machines. This leaves the 250 and 350 c.c. classes,

whose speeds, however, are rapidly appi-oaching the danger
mark, and in some cases far exceed it already.

In other words, the only likely users will be private
owners' "sports" models, and badly tuned or broken-winded
big twins.

It is stated that if these tracks are well run and good
viewing accommodation is provided, "football gates " might
be expected as al American tracks. But will the crowds be
attracted by a third-rate show, which it surely will be
since the cracks will be absent for the reasons stated above ?

When building a track, why on earth not produce some-
thing consistent irith modern speed progress. Not to do so
literally hinders efforts in the latter direction. Although
it is not intended to compete with Brooklands, it certainly

'

seems unwise to start behind the times. A similar track
would have been the very thing ten years ago.
Perhaps there is a reason, but it appears to me to be like

mounting a large gun in a flimsy ship, with a risk of it

jumping overboard when fired. In ship construction you
build the ship to take the gun. Therefore, where is the flaw
in my statement when I say build the track to take the
bike? There probably is a flaw. I'm only asking.

NORTICAL.
7-8

FOUR-CYLINDER AS SPORTING MOUNT.
Sir,—It would appear from your road test report of the

748 c.c. F.N. sidecar that you do not consider it fast
enough to be classed as a sporting machine; perhaps my
experience of this model, used with a li'j/it sidecar, may be
of interest.

The following speeds were obtained on the level :—Over 30
m.p.h. on first, 44 m.p.h. on second, and 53 m.p.h. on top
gear. AV. F.

Leytonstone.

ORGANISATION OF AN A.C.U. OPEN TRIAL.
Sir,— Since the A.C.U. grant a limited number only of

permits for open events, surely it is up to that body to .see

that these events are properh* organised, and do not develop
into such a fiasco as was the Cheshire Centre Open Trial
on October 21st.

The trial should originally have been held on the 22nd
July, but was postponed until the 2nd September, and again
postponed until the 21st October, by which time forty
competitors had entered.
The idea of a petrol consumption test on A.C.U. formula

was abandoned at the last minute, and competitors were
instruct-ed to have their watches sealed.

The first sixteen miles of the route consisted entirely of

good main road, which was profusely decorated with gallons

of blue dye. However, on leaving the main road, and
making our way towards Mow Cop, not the slightest trace

of dye, or marking of any descriptioii, was encountered until

v,e arrived at Leek, the lunch stop.

On arriving at the official garage, we were .surprised to

find that the checker had not arrived, so no one checked
us in. Eventually the checker arris-ed in time to take the

times of the last twenty competitors, but it was afterwards
decided to wash the check out altogether.

After lunch the majority of the conjpetitors decided to

retire as a protest against the way in w'hich the trial was
carried out. but on being assured by one of the marshals
that the remainder of the course would be well marked,
agreed to carry on.

At first the marking was good, but gave out again near
Ford. We carried on like this for about twenty miles,

when red dye was encountered near Litton Slack.

On making enquiries from the marshal there, we were
told that the course would be marked with red dye, and to

follow that. This we did, with the result that when we
should have been in Macclesfield, about twenty of us found
ourselves within a mile of Leek, and discovered that the

trail which we were following was being laid for a trial

the next day ! Of course, we checked in at Knutsford about
thirty minutes late, thus losing any chance of an award.

H. A. LEACH.
[We understand that the Auto Cycle Union is investigate

ing this matter.—^En.]
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n Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
n Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. Q
° " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." ^
n The standard handbook of the motor cycle. D

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

^. TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
Second Edition. Just Published. q

Price net, 2/6. By post, s'g. —.

'HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES.'

a
D
D
t^ Fifth Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. D
Q " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES.*' D

> n By " I.MON," ot The Motor Cycle. Q
Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. Bypost, 5/3. q

n Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. q
*' THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.

Zl Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, QO London. Set of three, complete in cas?. Price net. 5/6. r-t

D Book post. 5/10. Set of Two Maps—Englaad and Zl

Wales* London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

n '* THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. ^
r-1 With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/G. By post, 2/10. D

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., D
Q Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers D

and Railway Bookstalls. Q
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LUB News
Lee, Levvisham and District M.C. and

L.C.C.

Solo macl-iues, pidei-rirs ond light cars ivill rom-
Iiete for the Phillip's Challenge Cup over a spoit-
ing non-stop course on the 12th insfc.

Ddiidlesbrough and District M.C.C.
Itenjaikable rpsiilts were recorded in a fuel con-

sumption trial held on the 14th ult., as shown bv
the 201.9 rrr.p.g. achieved bj- the winner of tlie pi-
Jilier award. Results, which show ton-miles per b.iI
loti in addition to miles per gallon, are as follow —

1. G. W. Dawson (492 Sunbeam), 39.12 t.m " .,nd
201.9 in.p.g., winner of Sadler Bowl; 2, A. Torruff
(976 Morgan), 34.79 t.m.g. niid 72.3 m.p.g. , 3
Ij. Gilchrist (799 A..I.S.1, 33.32 t.m.g'. and 75.1
m.p.g.: 4, A. Buttress (595 Douglas), 32.13 t.m.g.
and 163.2 m.p.g.; 5. E. Trice (A.13.C. car), 31.81
t..rn.2. and 40.5 m.p.g.; 6, L. B. Dickenson (350
niarnnnd). 22.91 t.m.g. and 159.4 m.p.g.; 7. .7.

Withington (481 Scott), 21.35 t.m.j. and 72.7
m.p.g.

Stalybridge and District M.C.

Under almost ideal renditions the club recently
held its last speed trials for this year.
Owing to deiective working of the electrical rim-
ing apparatus, the telephone was rescrted t'-, but.
in spite of this fact, the event was run off to a
satisfactorv conclusion withiir three and a ha'f
hours. Times and results over the course of one
third mile are as follows :

—

350 c.c. (ST.iNDrNG St.vttt).— 1, B. Watts <^42
n.O.T.), MVas.; 2, Dean (349 o.h.v. New Scale),
35s.: 3. S. "Dawson (348 Metro-Jap), 39s.

650 c.c. (STANorNO Staut).—1, T. Simister (490
o.h.v. Norton), 22y,5.; 2, C. Dodson (492 Sun-
b:am), 22y;s.;, 3, E. W, Wilkinson (492 Sun-
b.^am), 24s .

750 CO. (Standing Stait).— 1, T. Simister (490
h.v. Norton), 22%s.; 2, C. Dodson (492 Sun-

beam), 23s.; 3, E. W. Wilkinson (492 Sunbeam),
^4s.

1,000 c.c. (Stanuisg Staht)._1, T. Simister
(490 o.h.v. Norton), 221/5S ; 2, C. Dodson (492
Sunbeam), 22%=.; 3, T. Spaon (492 Sunbeam),
22"/-,s.

UNLIMITED c.c. (ST.VNnixa Start).—1, C
Dc.dsou (492 Sunbeam). 22^/,i,; 2, T. Simister
(490 o.h.v, Norlon), 22*^;.; 3, T. Spann (492
Sunbeam), 23i(,s.

350 c.c. (P'lyinc, Staut).— 1, B. Watts (342
D.O.T.), 19%5.; 2, A. Margrave f349 Dean), 25s

550 CO. (Flvino Start).-1, T. Simister (490
o.h.v. Norton), 185/,i. ; 2, G. E. Cowlev (490
Norton), 19s.; 3, B. Watts (342 D.O.T.), and
T. Spann (492 Sunbeam), I93/55. (tie).

750 c.c. (Flying Start).-1, T. Simister (490
o.h.v. Norton), 18s.; 2, T. Spann (492 Sunbeam),
195.; 3, C. Dodson (492 Sunbeam), 193/5S.

1,000 c.c. (Fi.yiNO Start).-1, T. Simister (490
o.h.v. Norton), 19s.; 2, C, Dodson (492 Sunbeam),
19"!/,s.: 3, G. E. Cowlev (490 Norton). W*Ai.
UNLIMITED (F1.YING Start).—1, C. Dodson

(492 Sunbeam), 18s.; 2, T. Simister (490 o.h v
Norton), 19s.; 3, T, Spann (492 Sunbeam), 191,^
55J c.c. Sidecars. Standing Start.— 1 c G

Bullough (490 Norton so.), 27y5S.; 2, T. Simister
(490 o.h.v. Norton sc), 28s.
750 c.c. Sidecars. Standing Start.— 1, T

Simister (490 o.h.v. iSIorton sc), 27';^?.; 2, C G
Bnlloogh (490 Norton sc), 28s^s.

1,000 c.c. Sidecars, Standing Start.— 1, T
Simister (490 Norton sc), 28yss. ; 2, C. G Bul-
lough (490 Norton sc), 31%s.
Unlimited c.c. Sidecars, Standing Start —1

T. Simister (490 o.h.v. Norton sc), 28%5.; 2, C.
G. Bullough (490 Norton sc), 2as^s.
550 c.c. Flying Start.— 1, T. Simister (490

o.h.v. Norton), 23%s.; 2, P. Piatt (490 Norlon),
35s.
750 cc. Sidecars, Flying Start.-1, T. Simi-

ster (490 .o.h.v. Norton), 233.; 2, P. Piatt (750
Bradbui-y), 26VSs.
1,000 c.c Sidecars, Flying Start.-1, T.

Simister (490 o.h.v. Norton), 23'/aS. ; 2, C. G.
Bullough (490 Norton), 251/55.
Unlimited Sidecars, Flying Start.— 1, T.

Simister (490 o.h.v. Norton), 2874s.; 2. C. G. Bul-
lough (490 Norton), 28%s.
Special Awards tor Fastest Amateur Time

OF THE Day.— 1, T. Spann (492 Sunbeam), 18¥ss.;
2, E. Barnes (492 Sunbeam), 20%s. ; 3, F. Cheet-
ham (490 Norton), 21s.; 3, S. Buckley (490 Nor-
;on), 21s;; 3, E. W, Wilkinson (492 Sunbeam), 21s.
Gold Medal for Fastest Time of Day.—T.

jiniister, 18s., after re-run for tie with C. Dodson.

b6

Woolwich M.C.
A novel after-dark trial has been suggested, and

it is lioped to arrange final details at the nest
committee meeting.

South Midland Centre A.C.U.
The North London M.C.C. won by one point the

inter-club contest at the Kop Hill-climb, not the
North-West London M.C.C. as previoirsly stated.

Wallington M.C.
A CiiK^eiPlIii D,ii.c-e will be held ;it the Public^ Hli!1.

Carshalton, on the 17th inst., at 7.30 p.m. Tickets
are obtainable from the hon. s-ecretary, Mr. Clif-

ford Bowenj The Chalet, \Vcodeote Avenue, AYalling-
ton.

West Kent M.C.
Foity-seTen competitors engaged in keen rivalry for

tire Vioi. Wilson Silver Challenge Cun on the 15th
ult. The course consisted of two circuits of 26 miles
each, and embraced a newly-<liscovered freak hill,

" christened " Eeacny Head, which proved to be a
nanow and steep bridle path, succeeded by three
field.i and two gate.^. Awards were made as follows: —
PROF. "WILSON SILVER CHALLENGE CUP.-

A. C. Ward (550 Triumph sc).

SILVER AWARDS.-A. E. Jessop (548 Franci^-
Barnett), Y. Lo^zan (348 Franf:is-Barnett), E. C.
Gordon (499 Tiiumph), D. F. C. Fitzgerald [490
Norton), V, F. Long (976 Excelsior sc), T. Haynes
(796 Ariel sc), P. Polhill (976 Zenith sc), J. L.
Boxhall (678 N.U.T. sc), R.'V. Crawford (1,501
Henderson scl.

EEONZE AWARDS.-L. William-^ (348 Ma'^sey-
Arran). A. Chinnery (292 Allon), C. R. Peerles,?

1550 Triumph), P. G. Peerless (550 Triumph).
E. W. Tyler (49 9Sunbeara), W. H. D. Steer (499
Sunbeam'), C. S. Pearce (348 Coventry-Eaegle),
F. J. Griffen (548 Coventrv-Eagle), W. G. Pierce
(998 Harley-Davidson), B. F. G. Fowke (Beard-
more-B. and S.),

Tlie next and last Ijxtnre for the present .season is,

a hill-climb, to be held at Vigo Hill, near Wrothani,'
on the' 29th inst.

Stourbridge and District M.C.C.
Provisional results or the club's annual sportin;?

trial for tlie Wallace Cup and other awards, held
recently, arc as follows

;

WALLACE CUP.-W. Worral [492 Sunbeam).
;

STOUR VALLEY CUP, for best performance by
machine under 275 c.c—Mrs. H. Gale (249 Velo-
cette).

TEAM PRIZE.-Worcester and District M.C.C.
team, consisting of: A. W. Can (976 Morgan).
H. F. S. Morgan (976 Morgan), J. A. Chadwick (249
Velocette).

.

CLUE SILVER MEDALS.—W. Worral [492 Sun-
beam) ; E. Hipkine (349 A. J.S.) ; A. W. Carr (97€
Morgan); H. F. S. Morgan (976 Morgan).

CLUE BRONZE MEDALS.-F. S. Barnes [492
Sunbeam): E. Elt (349 A. J.S.) : J. Dosher (225
Rovnl Enfield) ; E. Donnisthorpe (348 New Imperial)

;

J. Getbing (633 Norton sc.) ; H. Graves (976 Enfield
sc) : F. Ferriday (348 Omega) : E. Grifflths (490
Norton) ; .T. Chadwick (249 Velocette) ; W. B. Smith
(490 Norton}- P. H. Cranmone (481 Scott); W. L.
Mattey (557-E.S.A.) ; E. Dumbleton (348 Rex-Acme);
The next outdoor fixture is the annual " Heroes'

Cup " one-day trial on Boxing Day, December 26th,
when it is hoped that the usual muster of sportsmen
will be present.

(678 Maitinsyde), 29=/^.,

Croydon and District M.C.C.

A one-day reliability trial has been organised
by the above club, and will take place on the
5th inst. The premier award is a silver trophy—
the president's cup, while there will be a team
prize and the usual medal awards. Entries close

last post Saturday, the 28th inst.

North London M.C.C.

Thairk_? to the St. Albans and District M.C.C. 1! -

club was enabled to hold its anuual speed trials on
the 14th ult. atBedwell Park, near Essenden. An
excellent half-mile course was provided, and the event
wa-i run off without a hitch. Awards were made in
the motor cycle classes as follows:—
350 c.c—F. J. Youngs (348 O.K.-Blackl>unie),

26Vss., silver medal.
500 C.C.—E. Richardson [490 Norton), 25s., eilvcr

medal.
600 c.c.~R. R, T. Boweu (550 Coventry-Eaglo).

30%s., silver medal.
750 C.C.-C. C. Labin

bronze medal.
1,000 C.C.-C. C. Labin (678 Martin^yda), 27%3.,

bionze medal.
600 c.c. SIDECAES.-E. C. Gcrdca (499 Triuiiipli

sc), 37-^5S., bronze medal.
1,000 c.c. SIDECARS.—R. W. Greaves (976

Brough Superior sc), 31r*4s., bronze medal. '

500 c.c, ANY MACHINE.—E. Richardson [490'

Norton), 25-/5S., (Silver medal.
1,000 cc, AJSJY MACHINE.-E. C. Gordon (<C9

Triumph), 27^55., tied with C. C. Labin (678 Martin-
syde), 27y5S. Re-run: 1, O. C. Labin, 27%?., sihet
medal; 2, E. C. Gordon, 27^s., bronze medal.
GOLD MEDAL FOR FASTEST TIME OF DAY,

—E. Richardson (490 Neiion), 256. ;'

Worthing M.C.C.
Results of successful speed trials held at

Amberley on the 15th ult. are as follows:—
MR. CECIL VOLK'S PRIZE for fastest time

made by a competitor who has not won an award
in a speed trial or hill-climb. -350 c.c— 1, W. H.
Sheraton (349 Sheffield Henderson), 125^s.;
2, B. Packhara (348 Douglas), 153^s.; 3, E.
Brookman (348 Raleigh), I6V5S. The first com-
petitor having won a prize before, the award was
given to B, Packham (543 Douglas).
MR. ALEC ERASER'S PRIZE for fastest

time made by a competitor who "has not won an
award in a speed trial or hill-climb. 600 cc—
1, A. Fraser (499 Sheffield Henderson). lQ%^-\
2, C. Yolk (494 Douglas), ll%s.; 3, E. A. L..

Parker (494 Douglas), 12^,^5. The first and second
competitors Tifving won prizes before, the award
was given to E, A. L. Parker (494 Douglas).
MR. W. H. SHERATON'S PRIZE for faste^

time made by a competitor who has not won an
award at a speed trial or hill-climb. 600 c.c—
1, B. S. Allen (976 Brough Superior), IG^s.^^

2, J. A. Bowles (976 Zenith), 12i{sS.: 3, C. V.
Rice (650 Zenith), 13S^s., or 66.176 m.p.h.

average. The first competitor having won a
prize before, the award was given to J. A.
Bowles (976 Zenitli).

SIDECARS.—1, A. Fraser [499 Sheflleld Her
derson sc), 15s.; 2, F. D. Winslow (550 XL so^

I7V5S.; 3, J. W. Coombes (770 Hawk sc.

22V5S. , ^.

FASTEST TIME OP THE DAY was made m.
B. S. Alfen (976 Brougli Superior), who coT^ '

the course in 10%s.

23-Z4
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VELOCETTE IMPROVED BY RACING PRACTICE.
Modifications Giving Increa-ied Efficiency and Greater Silencer.

FEW small two-strokes .have so good a

reputation in the minds of the

public as the Velocette.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find

that the general lines of the machine
remain very much as before ; neverthe-

less quite considerable changes have been

made in the engine design.

The latest engine has a bore and stroke

of 63x80 mm. (249 c.c.) and is a de-

velopment of the racing Velocette engine

which has broken many records on Brook-
lands. Instead of the loose aluminium
head employed on the racing machine, a

Cotters are used to fix the rear

engine bolt on the latest Velocette.

i
ombined casting in iron is now employed
aid the ports are most interesting in

hape.

Following the lines of the racing en-

line, two separate exhaust ports, spaced

widely apart, protrude from the main
cylinder casting, thus allowing a draught
of air to impinge on a considerable area

of cylinder w-all between the ports to

cool what is normally the hottest point
of a two-stroke engine.
In shape the actual ports in the cj'lin-

der wall are unusual, for instead of being-

rectangular slots, they are curved up-
wards at the outer edge, thus allowing
a small percentage of gas to escape early,

which has been found to produce a

quieter exhaust without detracting from
power or petrol consumption.

Careful Exhaust Box Construction.

Considerable attention has been paid
to the silencing question, and the pipes
which lead to the silencer are flattened

out as they reach the main expansion box,
which they join tangentially. Actually
this large expansion box is divided in

the middle, forming two separate com-
partments, a tail pipe, of course, extend-
ing from each side. In addition, the
joints between the pipe and cylinder and
expansion box are A"ery carefully made
so as to avoid leakage.

A B. and B. carburetter supplies the

gas, through a triangular shaped inlet

port. The cast-iron piston carries

two narrow rings at the top. IModifica-

tions to the baffle plate on the piston head
have considerably reduced anj' tendency
to knock. Slight modifications have been
made to the crank case and a larger

balance weight is now fitted.

In attaching the unit to the frame it

has lieen found that the rear engine bolt

is apt to work loose in its housing, and
this trouble has been got over by cotter-

ing the bolt to its lug on each side of
tlie main frame. Apart from this point
and the fact that the top tube is now
curved downwards towards the rear in
addition to its initial slope, there is little

cliange in the frame. It has, however.

In addition to a new engine and a curved top frame tube, the 1923 Velocette is remarkable
for its extensive mudguarding, particularly of the rear wheel.

9-10

Coverplate to crank case removed to shew
overhung crank.

been found desirable to emploj' a. lower
tank rail, to which the gear lever is

attached.

Aluminium footboards are supplied on
the standard machines, and these are
constructed specially to enable leg shields
to be neatly fitted if required. It will be
remembered that internal expanding
brakes are fitted to Ijoth front and rear
wheels, while all-chain drive is employed
on each model. Provision is made for
lubricating the front chain by means of

three holes drilled through the fly-

wheel boss to the sides of the engine
sprocket, so that any overflow of oil from .

ilie single main bearing is led direct to

the chain. The Velocette system of mech-
anical pump lubrication is, of course, re-

tained.

Mudguarding has been somewhat im-
proved, and on the three-speed models
24in.x2iin. tyres are fitted.

E9
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Advance Details of 1923 Models.—
The following machines will be listed

for the forthcoming year : standard or

sports model, with two-speed gear, £62

;

standard or sports model, with three-

speed gear, £65, or with sidecar, £85.
A Uidy's model to which the existing
220 c.c. engine will be fitted in conjnnc-
tion with a two-speed gear and leg
shields, is listed at £63.

An important point is that the manu-
facturers are prepared to guarantee a
mileage of 120 to 130 to the gallon, and
with a machine, in good condition this

figure can be comfortably exceeded.

VARIED RANGE OF O.K. LIGHTWEIGHTS.
250 cc. and 350 c.c. Four-stroke and 292 c.c. Two-stroke Models.

ONE of the tirst firms to realise the

importance of moderate selling

prices in post-war days was
Humphries and Dawes, Ltd., the manu-
facturers of the well-known O.K. -Junior

motor cycles.

In spite of the fact that this firm has
always made a strenuous effort to keep
its prices as low as circumstances per-

mitted, the quality of the productions

has not suffered.

For 1S23 the most obvious change in

design is the modification of the frame
top tube, which is now curved backwards
from the head, giving a very racy and
pleasing outline. This, however, is by

Latest 250 c.c. Bkckbuine engine and an
A'bion two-speed gear box are the main

items in the r.ew O.K.-Junior mcdel.

Positive chain adjustment and bracket for

lining up gear box on O.K. Junior.

no means the most important of the de-

tail alterations. Larger steering head
races are fitted, ^in. balls being em-
ployed; tlie saddle pillar lug is made in

one piece, to which ai'e brazed the saddle

tube and two tank tubes ; solid eyes are

brazed into ths back stays in place of

flattened ends.

Chain Adjustment Facilitated.

A new bottom bracket lug has been
designed, and the gear box is mounted
on a special cradle, by means of which
the chain line can be adjusted by set

screws, and once adjusted it is impos-
sible to upset the setting when tightening
the front chain.

The gear box is moved longitudinally

by means of a draw bolt, so that the

chain may be tightened to the correct

degree without undue trouble.

Two-stroke Models.

A single-geared machine is listed with
the O.K. two-stroke engine (70 x 76
mm. = 292 c.c), and will be sold at

a strictly moderate price. Next comes
a two-speed, clutch, and kick-starter

model with chain and belt drive. This
may be fitted with either the O.K. en-
gine or the new 250 c.c. side-by-side valve
Blackburne. In either case, an Albion
gear is used, and Brampton forks,
specially widened to accommodate flat-

sectioned guards with full valances, are
employed.
The wheels are shod with 26 x 2|in.

tyres, the O.K. compensated belt rim
brake being applied to the rear wheel,
while the front wheel is checked by an

0.1C.-'u"i-r chsin-driven two-stroke model which is now fitted with Brampton forks.

internal expanding brake, which is por-

ticularly cnsy to dispiantle should le-

placementts be necessary. Great care

has also been taken in the design of the

anchorage, the anchor plate being in

direct tension.

For Light Siiecar Work.

Having a somewhat similar specifici-

tion, a three-speed machine may be ob-

tained with the O.K. two-stroke or 350

c.c. side-by-side valve Bfackburne en-

gine. In this case the Moss gear has

been selected, and 26 x 24in. tyres are

fitted, chain drive being employed
throughout ; brakes are as above, but ;i

Terry spring saddle is fitted. This ma-
chine may be obtained with a light side-

car, and, thus equipped, has earned an

exceedingly good name in long-distance

reliability trials, proving that it is no

t y b u t a

thoroughly prac-

tical and ser- \
viceable article.

Rubber knee
grips are
screwed direct

to the tank,

thus doing away
with unsightly
straps, and the

rear mudguard
is perfectly clean

in appearance,
since the steel A reversible plate on the reat

strapping is in- spindle enables a short adjust-

side the dome of ing screw to be employed

the guard.
As may be expected, the 250 c.c. over-

head valve Blackburne engine is listed in

the sports model. Briefly, the specifica-

tion is similar to that of the touring

models except that a racing Brampton

fork is used and the machine is minus

such accessories as aluminium footboards,

while lighter guards both to the wheels

and chains are employed.
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DUPLEX FRAME LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Three Grigg Solo Models and a Light Sidecar for 1923.

FOR next season there will be three

models ot the Uvigg motor cycle,

together with a sidecar suitable for

attachment to the larj;est. These models
range from a miniature to a 350 c.c. two-
stroke capable of taking a sidecai-.

One of the most attractive features of

the Grigg is its duplex frame design, to

which favourable reference was made in

our pages at the time of last show. This
frame is utilised for the two larger models,
of which the most powerful is fitted with
'a 348 c.c. Villiers two-stroke engine with
flywheel magneto and lighting equip-
ment. It is practically a double-purpose

I-

machine, but the solo model ha,<i only two
speeds—6] and 11 to 1, while the sidecar
machine has three speeds ; a Sturmey-

i

Archer box is used in both cases, drive
' being by chain and belt.

I

A noteworthy feature of the machine
is its exceptionally large expansion cham-
ber, which, with an extension pipe with
drilled and flattened end, should render
the engine quiet, yet free from back

; pressure.

Mudguarding is well carried out. the
guards being 4^in. across. Full equip-
ment is provided, including tool bags, tool
kit. number plates, Lycett's pan saddle,
and 26 x 2i- tyres, and the price, solo two- 1M

h useful double-

purpose mount, the

34S c.c. two-stroke

Grigg.

speed, is £60 and the weight 195 lb.
;

three-speed, £63, and sidecar oufit. £75.
This model may be had with a B. and

S. sleeve valve engine' for £9 extra.

Built with an ordinary diamond frame, the 181 cc -
four-stroke Grigg machine has overhead valvcs H^^^

M
v*

For lighter solo riding the Grigg
Kngineering Co.. Ltd., supplies a 211 c.c.
(62x64 mm.) two-stroke engine of the
three-poit type of its own make. Gear
box, frame, transmission, Amac car-
buretter, and Druid spring forks are
similar to those of the preceding model.
I'rice £45, weight 168 lb.

Lastly, for novices and elderly riders a
181 c.c. miniature has been introdirced
the engine, which is a four-stroke with
overhead valves, has an aluminium
cylinder, forming part of the crank case
casting, a steel liner is inserted and the
head, of cast iron, is detachable.
This little machine is provided with a

Chater-Lea two-speed gear box, 24 x 2-iin.
riunlop tyres, and Amac single lever car-
buretter. The price £37 16s.

It will be thus seen that the Grigg
Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd.. Win-
chester Road, Twickenham, provides a
full range of models to suit the require-
ments of various types of riders.

SIMPLIFIED BINKS CARBURETTER.
Moderately Priced Two-Jet Instrument Suitable for Average Machines.

QITTE apart from the range of

carburetters which are already

marketed by C. Binks (1920), Ltd.,
is an interesting two-jet model on which
experimental work has been proceeding
fur a very considerable period.

The manufacturers are anxious to point

out that this new model does not super-

sede the Binks three-jet carburetter, but
is an instrument designed to-be sold at a

competitive price and to be suitable for

90 per cent, of the machines which are at

present on the market. In this connec-
tion we may add that we have had some
highly satisfactory experiences with the

i two-jet Binks in daily use. The manu-
: facturers do not claim any very wonderful

j
results, but have endeavoured to produce

? a moderately priced article which is as
1 good as anything which can be obtained
' in the normal way. The latter part of

this claim we can bear out, for attached
to a Scott-Squirrel (by no means a type

r5-i£

of machine lending
itself to carburation
experiments) we have
obtained admirable re-
sults. The machine is

flexible over a wide
range and two-strokes
well down to compara-
t i V e 1 y low
speeds. The

Section of the

new Binks 2-jet

carburetter.

consumption is ^ Q
good, and it

may safely be
stated that the

machine will average
well over 80 m.p.g.

;

moreover, a full power
output is obtainable.

In construction the carburetter is par-
ticularly simple, and it has several prac-
tical features, amongst which must be
noted the inclusion of a very large
diameter fine .mesh filter directly below
the jets. A pilot jet of extremely
small dimensions lies on the engine side of

the main body and directly below the
D-sbaped throttle barrel, the main jet

being situated on the intake side and
being shrouded by an extension tube of

peculiar formation. In action the car-

buretter is, to all intents and purposes,
automatic, for once the engine has been
started the air control may be opened
almost fully, and the machine driven oii

Ihe throttle alone. At the same time
the air lever is convenient for finding the

absolute best mixture when the throttle

is wide open, or it may be closed down
when very slow running is required so

providing an enriched mixture giving good
acceleration

p. 13

li
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ANOTHER SOLO BIG TWI]^^.
Anzani-engined Sports Model. Four Overhead Valves per Cylinder.

OF recent times the market for the big
twin enthusiast has received more
attention from British manufac-

turers. The latest addition to the steadily
growing list of machines in this class is to
be known as the Crott-Anzani Super Eight.
As may be gathered from the name, the
engine fitted is the latest type of Anzani
twin with four overhead valves per cylin-

der.

The engine is housed in a duplex loop
frame of sturdy construction, the duplex
tubes allowing the exhaust pipes a straight

flow between the tubes, the rear pipe
passing also through a hole in the bottom
bracket casting ; the exhaust gases are
then led to a large flat cast aluminium
silencer, from which the exit is by a tail

pipe on either side of the rear wheel.
Transmission is by chain throughout, a

close-ratio Sturmey-Archer box being em-
ployed, with a shock absorber in the
clutch and an Enfield cush hub in the
rear wheel. A saddle tank covers the
straight top tube, and has a capacity of

3 gallons of fuel and i gallon of oil.

One of the few big twins available with four valves per cylinder—the new Croft-Anzani.

Montgomery forks are fitted, and both
brakes are of the dummy belt rim type

—

one on each wheel. Lubrication is by Best
mechanical pump.
Since the machine is designed to be of

the sporting type the mudguards are .some-

what ,narrow- in section, but special wide

guards may be fitted to order.

It is expected that the price will be in

the neighbourhood of £146, and the

makers are the Croft-Anzani Super Eight,

St. Michael's Road, Coventrv.

SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR SPRING FORKS
Frictiori'damping Principle Embodied in B. & D. Stabilizer.

FOR some time now racing cars have
invariably included shock absorbers

in their equipment ; touring cars are
" rapidly following suit ; and the natural

sequence would seem to be the application

of this device to a motor cycle.

- It is not surprising, therefore, to learn

that in the B. and D. stabilizer the prin-
^ ciple has been applied to the two-wheeler

and the sidecar outfit with considerable

success. It consists simply of a friction

shock absorber, and was evolved on the

theory that a spring in itself cannot dis-

sipate or absorb energy ; it merely stores

it. The reaction or rebound causes a

shock just as surely as the initial jar.

The stabilizer, which is patented, en-

ables very much weaker springs to be

used. These naturally give a wider range

of action, but since they are damped,
there is no possibility of them bottoming

or being over-worked to the breaking

point.

The system is the result of

many years' experiment on

Mr. . A D. Draper's (the

inventor's) Matchless, which
is fitted with his suspension

front and rear. A rtin on
this machine convinces us

that his claims for greater

comfort without any adverse
effect on road-holding quali-

ties are not based on theory

alone. Even a brick or a

three-inch pot-hole may safely

be crossed without feeling any
real jar, and, what is more
important, without setting

up a series of oscillations

in the unsprung member,
perhaps better described as

dither.

The damping device is

quite simple. It consists of

friction disc compressed by

B. and D. stabilizer fitted in place of the existing spring on

a Druid pattern fork. /

floating

spring

Front and rear portions of the Draper spring frame which makes use of frictional dampers
on the same principle.

B 14

washer between any two relatively moving
surfaces at a pivoting point in the sus-

pension. Pressure on the spring washer 1

is controlled by a nut, locked by a corru-

gated washer, which is prevented from

rotating by two flats on the main bolt.

Several forms of the invention have

now reached the marketable stage. Per-

haps the most interesting is a complete

set of springs and dampers, retailing at

£2 8s., to replace the existing springs OT

a Druid type fork. Since weaker, and

therefore larger, springs are used, speoia}

brackets are supplied to carry them cleari

of mudguards, etc. The fixtures airei

thoroughly well made and well finished.'

Another set is made for controlling side-

car body suspension. In this case, the

existing springs usually have .a sufficiently

wide and flexible range of action, and only

a pair of friction arms is required, tor

which £1 19s. is charged.

The makers are Bentley and Draper.

Ltd., 4, Fenchurch Avenue, London.

31-32
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OVERHEAD VALVE NORTON MODIFICATIONS.
Over-all Height of Engine Reduced. Improved Frame Design.

THOUGH the overhead valve Norton
has now been with us for a consider-
able time it is not generally realised

that this type has already been standard-
ised and is obtainable by the buying
public. ~

Since the early machines have proved
satisfactory, the modifications which will
appear at the forthcoming Olympia E.xhi-
bitiou are comparatively slight, but it

has been found to be possible to lower
the over-all dimensions of the o.h.v.
engine ; besides this, the cylinder head
ribs have been modified to provide in-

creased cooling area, and several details
have undergone minor alterations.

^^tt^

Clean, sturdy design and construction are

followed in the o.h.v. engine.

Forged steel rocker standards have
now replaced the bronze castings, the
rockers themselves being carried on
double row roller bearings. The push
rods have separate return springs,- and
the valves are held in their seats by
double concentric springs. Special care
has been taken to provide cooling for the
exhaust valve stem and guide. The
upper spring cup is locked by split

taper collars, the cup being drilled so as
to permit a passage of air which flows
owing to the pumping action of the
valve. At the base these springs rest on
a cleverly-designed washer which is cor-

rugated in such a maimer as to allow of
a direct draught of air to the valve
guide.

Internally the engine has undergone
but little change, but a new piston of the
semi-slipper variety has been designed.
The bead of this piston is of a somewhat
peculiar shape, in order to allow the use
of high compression and yet permit ample
valve clearance; it has a thick head and
two narrow piston rings at the top, the
lower of these rings acts as a scraper and
returns oil direct to the gudgeon pin

In its production form, the o.h.v. Norton

looks just as fast as it has proved to be.

bean'ngs, a shallow groove being

machined round the piston on the

gudgeon piii centre. Below the gudgeon
pill boss the sides of the piston are cut

awav.

Split cone fixing employed
for the spring cups on the

o.h.v. Norton.

For this model a new frame has been
designed, and though it follows the lines

usually adhered to by the firm, the
saddle position is both lower and slightly

further forward than previously. In
addition, adjustable footrests have been
fitted and large head races. In order to

com)jly with the law a large tubular ex-

pansion chamber is combined with the
run of the exhaust pipe, the pipe being
attached to the cj'linder by a ribbed nut.

Other details include an interna! ex-

panding front brake mounted on a very
stout hub with |in. balls. Lubrication
will be by a spring-fed hand pump with-

out sight drip feed, 26x2-^in. tyres have
been standardised, ' and the D-section

mudguards are supported by flat stays.

A semi-slipper
alloy piston of

unusual design is

fitted to the latest

o.h.v. Nortons.

On the side-by-side valve 490 c.c.

model the most important changes are,

to all intents and purposes, unnoticeable
externally, since they affect the shape of

the combustion chamber and ports, and
have been made with the idea of in-

creasing turbulence. The exhaust port

and pipe, however, are somewhat larger

and the valve stems are now parallel

throughout their length, instead of having
a shoulder as before. In addition, the

popular 16H model will be supplied with
wide flat mudguards, footboards and leg-

shields as a full touring machine.
The " Big Four " is but little altered,

but all Norton models, with the excep-

tion of the overhead valve type, will be

fitted with a large expansion chamber
under the magneto bracket and a long
tail pipe passing rearwards.

NEW SINGLE GEARED
COULSON.

FOR 1923 a light single geared model,
engined with the 70x70 mm.
Liberty two-stroke, will be a feature

of the Coulson 1923 productions. It

will follow standard Coulson lines in

general lay-out, but will not have the

spring frame. 26in. wheels are fitted,

and a direct-acting brake will operate in

the rear belt rim. A Mills carburetter

will be standardised.

On the 349 c c.

Coulson the

saddle is at-

tached direct to

the frame.

Other Coulson models will be engined
with the 349 c.c. side-by-side valve

- and the 548 c.c. Blackburne engines,
and a 349 c.c. overhead-valve Blackburne
sports model will also be listed. The
specification of the two touring models
will be very much alike, and will in-

clude, in addition to the well-known
Coulson spring frame, a three-speed
Burman gear with clutch and kick-

starter and all-chain drive.

The frame has been shortened and
cleaned up considerably, while the bear-

ing surfaces for the links of the rear
spring frame have been very much in-

creased in proportions, and each pivot

pin is now provided with a lubricator.

In addition, the central stand has been
dropped for a more normal type carried

on the rear fork extension. Adjustable
footrests are now used, and provision

has been made for the fitting of a Mag-
dyno without alteration to the normal
magneto bracket.
The saddle, of course, remains as be-

fore, being attached direct to the frame
members without the use of the saddle

frame.
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FRICTION-DRIVEN MINIATURE.
165 c.c. Economic Flat-twin Two-stroke; No Important Alterations.

WHEN it first made its appearance
at Olympia last year the light-

weight 165 c.c. Economic received

considerable attention on account of its

departures from standard practice. Its

two-stroke flat-twin engine, friction

drive, duplex frame, and really light

weight, coupled with a very reasonable

price, placed it in a class of its own.
Unfortunately, the 1923 price has not

been settled, but it is to be expected

that it will be well below the £34
charged last season.

Equipped with friction drive (having

nine speeds- ranging from 6 to 1 to 9 to

1) which incorporates a pedal actuated

free engine, the control of the machine

in traffic and on the open road is all

that can be desired.

The petroil system is employed for

lubrication purposes. Quite good per-

formances have been made by the

machine in 1922, one of the most note-

worthy being a run from London to

Edinburgh under A.C.U. observation in

the running time of 22 hours 27 minutes,

at an average speed of 17.02 m.p.h. The
weight of the machine equipped for the

journey was 115 lb.

Weighing but 1 151b., the ]65 c.c. Economic

comes into the ultra lightweight class.

It is not surprising, in view of the
design of the Economic miniature, that

few alterations have been made in next
season's model. The finish, which for

1923 will be black and gold and improved
in quality, and the fitting of the Capac
single -lever carburetter in future as a

standard, will be the sole modification

for next year. The flywheel magneto ia

provided with a separate lighting coil;

giving an ever-ready source of current

for the lamps when the engine is

running.
Economic motor cycles are made by

The Eynsford Engineering Co., Lta.,

Primrose Works, Eynsford, Kent.

ENGINE CAPACITY OF NER-A-CAR INCREASED.
Many Detail Improvements to Wheels, Brakes and Control Mechanism.

WHILE there have been no radical

alterations in the unique design

of the Ner-a-Car there have been

many detail changes tending to sim-

plify the design which bring about real

improvements not only in the production

of the machine but in the provision of

increased comfort for the rider.

To the average person, one of the

greatest charms of the Ner-a-Car is the

exceedingly neat way in which all the

Besides being fitted with a larger engine the new model Ner-a-Car has a neat chain guard,

a switch adjacent to the engine for controlling the lights, a new headlamp mounting, and

a conveniently disposed tool case at the rear of the carriei

.

Ample protection

IS afforded by the

new mudguard.

working parts are enclosed so that it may
be used with the usual outdoor garments,
overalls merely being necessary when
overtaken by a drenching shower of rain.

Further improvement lias been made in

the design of the front guard, which is

composed of a single smooth sheet of

beaten metal, has no visible stays, is so

designed as to offer less wind resistance

than the older type, and is so constructed

that drops from the edges instead

of being blown back on to the rider are

carried away to the rear tif the guard.
The engine has been considerably in-

creased in size, being now 285 c.c. as

against the 211 c.c. of last year's model
(bore and stroke 70x74 mm.), but it

remains of the standard three-port two-

stroke type, with a finned exhaust port

and a piston having three rings.

A Lodge plug with waterproof terminal

has been fitted and from this the high-

tension wire is carried to a special water-

proof terminal situated in an ac8essibl&

position forward of the flywheel magneto.
In last year's model this terminal was ex-

ceedingly difiicult to reach. The Jgni-
tion apparatus itself has been consider-

ably improved and strengthened.

Special care in silencing the machine
has been taken, the silencer being re-

designed and a long extension pipe has

been fitted.

In order to withstand the roughest

wear, the kick-starter on the 1923 model
has been strengthened; its quadrant i«
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Advance Details of 1933 Models.—
mounted on an eccentric pin secured b^y

a cotter pin, so that the meshing of the

pinions can be adjusted.

An important improvement in the

transmission is the fact that the friction

disc is now madci reversible, so that if

one side becomes scored or worn the

(jther side can be brought into use, while

owing to the introduction of an ingenious
spring-loaded plunger the change-speed
lever is now self-locking and self-

releasing in its quadrant.
Instead of two lamps fixed one each

side of the mudguard a neat Powell &
Hanmer head light is attached to the
handle-bar stem ; it derives its current
from the flywheel magneto, while a dry
battery carried underneath the saddle is

provided for use while the machine is

at rest.

Ball bearings are now employed at the
top and bottom of the steering head,
while the steering connections are now

Awing nut gives quick adjustment

to the rear brake cable.

spring loaded. The front hub, also, has
ball bearings on both sides, and a 16ng
swivel pin and a heavier housing are

provided.
Formerly the front of the machine was

suspended on springs and counter-springs,

but the latter have been eliminated as the
single springs fitted have proved to be
adequate in every, respect.

Improvement has also been brought

023

about in^ the braking. There are now
two internal expanding brakes of which
the shoes are of aluminium, situated one
each side of the rear wheel, one of these

being actuated by the driver's left foci,

while- the other is controlled from the

handle-bars.

A withdrawable spindle is fitted to

the back hub, which incidentally has

been strengthened and runs on two
caged ball bearings.

So as further to strengthen and stiffen

the pressed steel frame the cross mem-
ber adjacent to the saddle has been

fitted with large flanges.

A new tubular carrier, provided with
eyelets for straps, will be fitted to the

1923 models. Front and back stands are

provided, and 26x2^in. tyres are fitted.

The weight is 190 lb. and the price

£65.
The manufacturers of the Ner-a-Car

are The Inter-Continental Engineering
Co., Ltd., 20, Conduit Street, London

SUNBEAM LIGHTWEIGHT ONCE MORE.
Long-stroke 346 c.c. Model on Lines of the Popular 500 c.c. Machines.

GREAT interest will be centred in an
important addition to the Sunbeam
range. This takes the form of a

70x90 mm. (345 c.c.) machine. It will

be remembered that in pre-war days the

makers of the Sunbeam produced a most

admirable 350 c.c. machine, and the re-

introduction of an up-to-date representa-

tive in that class will be welcomed by a

large number of riders.

Sunbeam lines are followed throughout

in the new model, in fact, it is abnost an

e.xact replica of the 499 c.c. Sunbeam in

miniatiire. So perfect are the propor-

tions that one might easily mi!=take the

new machine for the 499 c.c. light solo

model if it were seen alone and not

in company with the larger one. Not
only are the lines similar, but many of

the actual parts of the bigger machine

are used. The gear box, for instance, is

identical, 'parts of the timing gear are the

same, and almost every detail which is

altered has been modified only as regards

weight.

Iron or Aluminium Pistons.

A cast-iron piston having two top rings

is fitted in the touring model, but the

sports model will be provided with an
aluminium piston.

A roller-bearing big end and ball-

bearing main shaft are employed, the

driving side having a double row race.

The flywheels are steel stampings
•^machined all over, and evei'y detail is

carried out in the well-known Sunbeam
manner. It is probable, therefore, that
(although the price is not yet available)

the 346 c.c. Sunbeam will not be a cheap
machine. In spite of this it should be
very well worth the attention of those
who are content with nothing less than
the very best.

Large valves having inch and a half

clear ports are used, and the cylinder,

which is in one piece with the head, is

on the same lines as its larger brothers.
The Sunbeam oil bath front chain case

Very diffeient in appearance from the pre-war 350 c.c.

Sunbeams, the new 346 c.c. model is a slightly smaller

edition of the 499 c c. lisht soio machine.

is, of course, a feature, while the rear
cbain is thoroughly enclosed and is lubri-

cated by an oil release from the crank
case.

A top gear ratio of 5.5 to 1 is supplied,
and the tyre size is 26x2|in.
Following the lines of standard Sun-

beam productions both wheels are fitted

with internal V brake blocks working on
dummy belt rims.

To comply with the law a , large ex-
pansion box is fitted in front of the -

engine, though it is possible that modi-
fications in this may be provided on the
sports model. The magneto is carried
behind the cylinder and adjustable foot-

rests are fitted.

Modifications to Laiger Macliines.

With regard to the existing Sunbeam
models, these remain to all intents and
purposes unchanged. The 596 c.c. single

has slightly improved cylinder head cool-

ing, while an option of Sin. tyres is pro-

vided. In addition to this the carrier has
been strengthened in order to take the

-Brooks B500 saddle if so specified.

The standard 499 c.c. model may also be

obtained with 3in. tyres, and increased

mudguard clearance has been provided to

enable over-size tyres to be fitted.

In the case of the 499 c.c. light solo

model, a large expansion bcx is an option,

and again 3in. tyres may be fitted. In
addition to this a compensating rear

brake shoe is now used. The 492 c.c.

T.T. single also has this compensating
rear brake, while 26 x 2^in. tyres are fitted

and an expansion box may be supplied to

comply with the law.

THE LEVIS PROGRAMME.
THE makers of the justly popular

Levis two-stroke machines have
now announced their 1923 prices

and list of models, which are as under :

£
Popular model {211 c.c), single gear, \\-ith

sloping top tube ... ... ... 38
BTodel S. (1-11 c.c), with 2-speed gear,

clutch, and kick-starter ... ... 48
I^Iodel T. (211 c.c), similar to model S.,

only with sloping top tube ... ... 49
.Model H. (247 c.c). 3-speed. all-chain,

clutch, and kick-staitcr, sloping top
trbe 65
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OVERHEAD VALVE A.J.S. AVAILABLE.
New 349 c.c. Model based on Famous T.T. Winning Type.

MORE than once criticisms have been
iieard owing to tlie fact that the

makers of the A.J.S have re-

peatedly won the Tourist Trophy Race
with an overhead valve model which was
not available on the open market.

Nevertheless the manufacturers acted

wisely, for they felt that until the ex-

perimental machines had been reduced to

a form in which they were safe in the

hands of the public it was better not to

sell them broadcast. Now, however, the

latest developments render the o.h.v.

model as available as the popular side

valve type.

At the forthcoming Olympia Show
there will be staged a super sports model
with an engine based on the T.T. A.J.S.

machine. The overhead valve mechanism
will be almost exactly similar, except

for the fact that somewhat longer valve

guides are employed so as to reduce wear

at this vital point. These valves give a

clear port opening eC|uivalent to l-i%in.

and a lift of -|%in. They are operated

through hollow push rods with an inde-

pendent return spring for the rocker gear.

Recent modifications include an increased

head cooling area with vertical fins

arranged to lie in the same direction as

the main air current. Tlie detachable

head is held down by a round section steel

strap semi-circular in form. As might
be expected, the head and cylinder joint

are formed on the patented A.J.S. lines

Four-ringed aluminium piston.

Another innovation since the Tourist
Trophy races takes the form of an alu-

minium piston, though the four very
narrow rings above the gudgeon pin are

retained. A hollow gudgeon pin is fixed

in the piston bosses by means of a split

pin, a bronze bush being fitted to the
small end of the connecting rod ; the
connecting rod itself is a nickel chrome
forging, heat treated and machined all

over. The section of the road is extra-

ordinarily light, being no more than
^igin. thick in the web; in spite of this,

no trouble has ever been experienced with
it. Two rows of ^^in. rollers are em-
ployed for the big end, an outer race

tieing pressed into the rod. The bore
and stroke remain as before, 74x81 mm.
(349 c.c).

Plain splash lubrication is relied upon
for the bronze main bearings. On the
driving side of the crankshaft a stand-
ard spring loaded cam type of .shock ab-
sorber is fitted, transmission following
standard A.J.S. line.s through a close
patio gear box, the ratios supplied being
5 to 1, 6.1 to 1, and 9.4 to 1.

A new A.J.S. model which is practicallj

a replica of the successful T.T. machine

For the benefit of sporting riders who
desire to enter speed events and hill-

climbs, the rear mudguard and cai'rier

have been made in a quickly detachable
form. There is also a stay from the

Top : Alumin-
ium piston in

the o.h.v.

engme.

Left : Nea;

external valve

lifter cam.

Right : The
roller bearing

in the big end

ofthe light con-

necting rod is

carried in a

pressed-'n
bush.

saddle tube to the rear of the cylinder

head.
This overhead valve model does not

replace the standard side-by-side valve

machine, which will be listed as before,

but with 650x55 mm. tyres, modified

handle-bars and a much improved front

mudguard which, in addition to being
splayed at the rear, is formed with mud-
trapping channels round the edge of the

valances, and a shield at the front to

prevent the ingress of air, which usually

blows back mud spray on to the rider.

An aluminium piston is also fitted to

this mSdel.
Such features as the adjustable foot-

rests, neat knee grips fixed direct to the

tank, the spring loaded hand oil pump,
are of course retained, and the machine
is finished as well as ever.

Modifications to the 799 c.c. A.J.S. pas-

senger outfit consist of aluminium pistons,

a similar but enlarged type of mudguard
to that employed on the standard 349 c.c! (

model, the fitting of Lucas Magdyno and
lamps as standard, and the arrange- i

ment of the change speed lever and
switchbox further forwai^d on the tank, i

so that they clear the rider's knee with
comfort.

1,234 c.c. INDIAN NEXT
YEAR.

So many British motor cycle manufac-
turers are introducing new light-

weight models that this may be said

to be one of the chief tendencies for 1923.

Not so in America, however, where no

new lightweights are being considered,

but instead even larger machines than

the big twins so familiar on our roads.

For 1923 the Indian range will be in-

creased by the introduction in this

country of a new model of 1,234 c,c.,

which will be known as the " Super-

Chief." While new to the Brreish

market, this model has been very popu-

lar in the U.S.A. and overseas Dominions
for the past year, and is intended for

heavy duty and family sidecar work.
With a double seated sidecar of ths

Princess type, the price is £167, but

if any big twin soloist desires an engino

over 1,200 c.c, it will be available with-

out the attachment at £137, with, lika

the sidecar outfit, full electrical equip-

ment and speedometer.
Other Indian models retained for next

year are : 998 cc Indian Chief, elec-

trically equipped, £132 ; 998 c.c. Stand-

ard, spring frame, £107; electrically

equipped, £123; 596 cc Scout, £96 lOs.

;

electrically equipped, £113.

NEXT THURSDAY ! fj^OT(^IL® FIRST SPECIAL SHOW NUMBER.

LIGHTWEIGHTS AND ACCESSORIES.
In addittOii to llic well-known regular features which have made " The Motor Cycle " so popular with its

120,000 re.iders, many .special articles are in course of preparation which will interest every motor cyclist

and possess a strong appeal to all contemplating the purchase of a solo machine.
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CURRENT
CHAT

Uintes to Xiflbt lamps.
Nov. 2nd . . 5.1 p.m
„ 4ll, .. 4.57 „

„ 6th .. 454 „

„ 8th • 4-51 „

Oil from Norfolk?

A petroleum drilling licence has been
issued to a syndicate about to operate at

^S'arborough, Norfolk.

Due number plate must be illuminated jis above
rirf« Road Vehicles Eegistratiou and Licensing
Order (1921), Aecordins to tbo Lights on
Yebides Hegulation* (1903) the lamps ordinarily
renuired by la\r i^ay be lit half an hour later.

Sunday at Brooklands.
Brooklands wOl be open on Sundays,

free as usual, all through winter.

Armistice Day Brooklands Meeting.

Three motor cycle handicaps and three
for cai'S will comprise the programme of
tire Armistice Day Brooklands Meeting.
Entries are limited and close positively
this morning. "~

Congratulations.
To H. Le Vack on his 5-mile record at

over 100 m.p.h. we offer our congratula-
tions, which are ext>ended to the Zenith
firm, the makers of the J.A.P. engine,
and everyone concerned in the production
(if the first motor cycle to lap Brooklands
:it over 100 m.p.h.

A.C.U. Haven at Olympia.

Exclusive use of the Princes Rooms
m Olympia has again been secured by
the A.C.U. for the benefit of its mem-
bers during the forthcoming Motor Cycle
Show. As in former j-ears, the Union
will provide a special refreshment ser-

vice, writing and cloakroom accommo-
dation, and the use of a lounge.

SPECIAL SHOW NUMBERS.

NOVEIVIBER 25th to DECEMBER 2nd

marks the period when tha

MOTOR CYCLE EXHIBITION
at Olympia will be open to the public.

In connection with the Show "The
Motor Cycle " will publish four special

Jssues as under:

Nov. Stb. Lightweights and
Accessories.

Nov. 16th. Passenger Machines.
Nov. 23rd. Show Forecast and

Guide.
Nov. 30th. Show Report.

Each of these enlarged issues will em-
body special features possessing a strong

appeal to all who own or who con-
template the purchase of a motor cycle.

To avoid diseppointmcnt an order
.-hould be placed in advance with Lhe

local Newsagent.

EVERY THURSDAY.... THftEEPENCE

BIG ROAD IMPROVEMENT. Congestion on tfie London and Portsmouth Road wUl be

considerably relieved by the new section between Portsbridge and Wymering, which was
officially opened on Thursday last. The length is one mile and the width 40 feet. Nearly

£40,000 has been expended on this Improvement

SPEED AND THE 10 FT. LINE.

MANY NEW MODELS.
OVER THE BURMESE HILLS,

Traps Again.
A police- ti-ap was in operation on a

recent Saturday r.fternoon over a stretch
of the Portsmouth Eoad between Kingston
and Esher.

International Trials in Sweden.
_
The Swiss M.C.U. has definitely re-

linquished its right to organise the In-
ternational Six Days Trials in Switzer-
land next year, and the Swedish M.C.C.
has applied for permission to run the
event in Sweden.

Club Dinner Novelty.
Most club dinners are much of a

muchness. The Ealing Club, however,
is considering a suggestion made by
Prof. Low that its function should be
a dbifLT-dansant, with the tablts sc;

around the dancing fioor.

End-to-End on a Motorised Bicycle.
Under A.C.U. observation a standard

stock McKenzie miniature has accom-
plished a run from Land's End to John
o' Groats. The run is reported to have
been highly successful. All hills except
two in Scotland were climbed, and the
rider finished in fresh condition, the only
replacement during the whole journey
being a sparking plug, which failed on
Berriedale Hill. There were no tyre
troubles, despite tlie bad condition.^ of

the roads.

FROM END TO END. G. A. Cade and
the little 169 c.c. McKenzie, on which he

recently accomplished the run from John
o' Groats to Lands End at an average

speed of 18 m.p.h.

C7
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ACTIVITY AT BROOKLANDS.
Short Distance Records by Two-stroke and Flat-twin.

NOVEMBER 2nd, 1Q22.

C. G. Pullin and his various racing Douglas machines figure repeatedly in the record lists. His

latest achievement, with the 496 c.c. outfit shown, is the breaking of international 500 c.c.

mile and kilomEtre sidecar records at 7574 and 78'34 m.p.h. respectively.

IX addition tooths five-mile record at

over 100 m.p.h. secured by H. Ls
Vack on a Zenith-Jap, referred to on

Ijage 627, there were other activities at

Brooklands on Friday last, not the least

important being R. N. Judd's (249 Velo-

oette) successful attack on the standing
ij;art kilometre and mile records.

Judd's new figures are :

standing kilometre

:

38.02s. 58.83 m.p.ll. 94.68 km.p.h.

Standing mile

:

5-7.52S. 62.91 m.p.ll. 101.24 km.p.h.

These are British records, and the
time for the standing kilometre also

secures this record in class B, which had
previously been established by C. Pullin
on his 350 c.c. Douglas.

Cyril Pullin's attacks were on the in-

ternational mean speed records. With
a 57x68 mm. (350 c.c.) Douglas he
established the following :

Standing kilometre :

Normal 39.64s. 56.43 m.p.ll.

Mean 40.00s. 55.92 m.p.ll.

Standing mile

:

Normal 56.92s. 63.24
Mean 57.77s, 62.53

90.82 km.p.h.
90.00 km.p.h.

With a 68x68 mm.
and sidecar Pullin's

Flying kilometre
Normal 28.45s.
Mean 28.55s.
Flying mile

:

Normal 45.76s.
M'ean 47.52s.

m.p.h. 101.77 km.p.h.
m.p.h. 100.63 km.p.h.

(495 c.c.) Douglas
speeds were :

78.63
78.34

78.66
75.74

m.p.h.
m.p.h.

126.54 km.p.h.
126.07 km.p.h.

m p.h. 126.58 km.p.h.
m.p.h. 121.89 km.p.h.

From the above standing start figures it

will be seen that Judd's Velocette evi-

R. N. Judd (249 Velocette) proves

from time to time that the two-stroke is

capable of beating four-stroke times.

58'83 m.p.h. (standing kilometre) and
62'91 m.p.h (standing mile) are his latest

figures.

dently scored above Pullin's 360 c.c.

Douglas by its superior acceleration, for

whOe it was 2 m.p.h. faster than the

Douglas for a kilometre, the latter's speed

for the mile was 0.33 m.p.h. greater.

Egtiipment.

Judd's equipment included Dunlop
tyres, Speedwell oil, Binks carburetter,

and Shell ..spri-it, while Pullin used a

Wex carburetter, Castrol oil, K.L.G.
plugs, Hutchinson tyres, E.I.C. magneto,

Pienold chains, John Bull knee grips,

Toronda sidecar, and Pratt's spirit.

"TRIPLE-EIGHT" RECORD BY RUDGE.
6 1 "72 m.p.h. for Twenty-four Hours in Three Eight-Hour Periods.

OWING to the shortness of late

October days it is not possible now
to attempt a double-twelve record.

Therefore J. H. Mathers and R. E.

Dicker, riding a 998 c.c. Rudge, have
done the next best thing by completing
what may be called a triple-eight hours'
run at an average of 61.72 m.p.h.

It is expected- that the A.C.U. will

recognise their attempt as a twenty-four-

hour record breaking the double-twelve.
A start was made on Wednesday of

last week, when 525 mOes 381 yards were
covered in eight hours, an average speed
of 65.51 m.p.h. The next day was too
foggy to continue, and although the ride

was commenced again on Friday the
weather conditions were still unfavour-
able, reducing the distance to 423 miles

1,684 j^ards (52.97 m.p.h.).

Saturday was better, and 525 miles

581 yards were covered, equalling 65.55

m.p.h.

The total distance thus was 1,481 miles

459 yards, an average speed of 61.72

m.p.h., which, if recognised, just beats

the existing Norton double - twelve

figures.

A photograph of Dicker starting one

of his spells of riding appears on p.
""632.

FIVE AND TEN MILES SIDECAR RECORDS.

ON Saturday last, H. Le Vack, riding
the identical Zenith-Jap machine
on which he had performed so suc-

cessfully the previous day, broke the fly-

ing five-mile and the standing ten-mile
sidecar records. The weather was fine but
exceedingly cold, and another rider who

c 8

made an attempt on records was stopped
by a frozen carburetter. Le Vack, how-
ever, had an exhaust-heated muffle on his

induction pipe, and was not troubled.

His standing lap was covered at the rate
of 72.24 m.p.h., in spite of an excess of

oil causing misfiring. Lap speeds im-

proved consistently, and the last lap was

the fastest. The same equipment as on

the previous day was used, namely,

Hutchinson tyres, Castrol R., LodRe

plugs, M.L. magneto, and Perry chains.

Flying Five Miles: 3m. 40.24s. = 81.72 m.p.h

Standing Ten Miles: 7m. 36.40s. = 78.aS m.p.U
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OVER 100 M.P.H. FOR FIVE MILES.
Le Vack and his Zenith-Jap First to Lap Brooklands at Over the Century Mark.

AT last a motor cycle has lapped
Brooklands at over 100 m.p.h. On
Friday of last week H. Le Vack

enhanced his reputation as a leading
British speedman by covering the flying

A fineachievementi

H. Le Vack and his

c.c. Zenilh-

Jap, on which he

attained over a

hundred miles an

hour for five miles.

five miles in 2m. 59.48s., which is offi-

cially recorded as 100.29 m.p.h.
Le Vack's mount was a Zenith

fitted with a J.A.P. engine of 988 c.c.

(80x99 mm;), and was the same machine
\>-ith which he secured the 1,000 c.c.

championship on the previous Saturday.
This is the first occasion on which a

British motor cycle has established a
record at; over 100 m.p.h., and the first

time any motor cycle has lapped Brook-
lands at a figure over the century mark.
Le Vack was riding on the 50ft. line,

while bis speed was calculated on the
10ft. line, which means that his actual
speed was about 102 m.p.h. Further,
the weather was far from favourable, as
a drizzling rain was falling.

Added interest lies in the fact that
no " dope " was used, Le Vack's fuel

being a half-and-half mixture of B.P.
petrol and Anglo benzole.

When D. H. Davidson on a 998 c.c.

Harley-Davidson attained the speed of

100 m.p.h. in April, 192|L, the whole
motor cycle world was surprised that

what had hitherto been considered im-

possible had been accomplished. Then
Le Vack on a 998 c.c. Indian raised

this to 107.55 m.p.h.
The fact that the first motor cycle to

accomplish 100 m.p.h. in this country

was of American manufacture was a

source of dissatisfaction among motor
cyclists in general, for, as much as they

may admire the American machines so

well known in this comitry, they would
naturally have preferred that the

honour should have been won by
i-^ a home production.

For long the Americans had held
the reputation as the fastest machines
on British roads for the reason that
our manufacturers had not set them-

selves the task of improving
the big twins to tlie same ex-

n tent as the 500 c.c. and
350 c.c. types. Whether it

was Davidson's and Le
Vack's 100 m.p.h. records or
not, the fact remains that,

since they secured them,
greater effort has been made
to produce a really fast

British big twin, with the
eminently satisfactory result

recorded above.

It was not many'years ago

'i'
^^'^^^° ^ m.p.h. was con-

* sidered to be approaching
' the limits both of the track

and the motor cycle, and only men with
experiences of speeds between 80 and
90 m.p.h. can fully appreciate what
100 m.p.h. really means for man, machine,
and equipment.
We understand that Le Vack's equip-

ment included Lodge plugs, Castrol oil,

Hutchinson tyres, and Perry chains.

What it Felt Like.

It is of interest to remark that Le Vack's
own opinion is that he was never w-ith-

in an 80ft. line on this occasion.

Questioned afterwards as to what it

felt like to lap at such a pace (which
meant that the machine must have been
doing fully 108 m.p.h. down the railway
straight), Le Vack indicated that it was
not the easiest jthing in the world to hold

the machine on a course. The surface

of the track in places does not resemble
a billiard table, particularly behind the
aeroplane sheds, whei-e a series of burnps
set the machine bouncing alarmingl}'.

Down the raihvay straight the machine
more or less steered itself, due in no
small manner to the device for tighten-

ing tne steering head at will which
Le Vack has fitted. This eliminates the

tendency for the front wheel to wobble
when crossing inequalities in the track.

(It is, of course, impracticable to have a

i:)ermanently tight head, but the derice

referred to makes it p)0ssible to regulate

the degree of stiffness by a touch of

the finger while the machine is in

motion.) Along the railway straight, in

fact, Le Vack was able to remove ona
hand from the bars to alter the carbu-
retter adjustment.

Banking Taken "Slowly."

The most "nervy " section of the track
was the bend which commences by the

kilometre box. The banliing there, ac-

cording to Le Vack, is too low to permit
of it being taken without slowing after

the tremendous speed attained down the
straight. The machine simply would not

keep down the banking at this point,

and it was quite an effort to hold it on
to what banking there is, even at a
slightly reduced pace. Across the fork

Le Vack steered his customary course,

which brings him well under the lee of

the Vickers shed, but there is a nasty
bump higher up, and a detour had to

be made in order to avoid hitting it.

Approaching the Members' Bridge the
wind seemed to pile up, as from a

funnel, and its force was sufficient to

make the rider's eyes stream beneath his

goggles, and to blur his vision dangerously.
Passing- under the bridge, Le Vack was
within twenty feet of the top of the
banking, and several hardened Brook-
lands tiabitues who watched him at this

place said that the sight gave them
" c^uite a turn." However, success

crowned the 'J.A.P. exponent's efforts,

and no one will grudge him his reward,

for, together with his faithful mechanic
Moran, he has worked early and late on
his beloved engines. Possibly by the

time these lines appear he will have
lowered the kilometre speed record of

107.55 m.p.h. which he set up nearly a

year ago. On his own statement, a limit

of speed need not be discussed until 115

m.p.h. has been attained over the kilo-

metre.

M.C.C. DECLINES A.C.U. AFFILIATION.
i A T an Ordinary General Meeting of

! Jr\ the Motor Cycling Club, held at
Pagani's Restaurant last week,

under the cliairmanship of Mr. L. A.
j
Baddeley, called to discuss affiliation

i
"'''1^.,.*'^® governing body, an adverse
decision was reached.
Next it was proposed that the club

,

should give the Union its moral and
\

'financial support, but after a lengthy

\
discussion it was finally decided to defer
the matter until the M.C.C. Annual
General Meeting in January.

Previous to the meeting last week, the

miembers had been circularised, and
asked to say whether they drove cars or

motor cycles, whether they were inter-

ested in both vehicles, or whether they
were affiliated to the Auto- Cycle Union.
Some interesting figures resulted, and it

. was shown from the number of replies

received, which clearly did not repre-

sent the full membership, that out of 95
car members practically half were affili-

ated ; out of 199 motor cycle members
only 50 were not affiliated ; while out of

195 members interested in both cars and
motor cycles only 50 were not affiliated.

The final result of the referendum
showed that 73 per cent, of the M.C.C.
members were actually affiliated mem-
bers of the Aiito-Cycle Union.
Despite these figures the general feel-

ing of the meeting was shown clearly at

an early stage, and it was seen at once

that the proposal to affiliate would be lost
;

it was quite easy to gather, however, from

the views expressed by the majority, that

no animosity was felt toAvards the A.C.U.
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^SOIh line

Why Car Speeds at Brooklands are More Favourably Calculated than^Motor Cycle Speeds.

A MATTER that is agitating the minds of certain

Brooklands riders at the present time concerns

tlie rule decreeing that motor cycle lap times

shall be converted into m.p.h. on the assumption that

a motor cycle, no matter what its speed, adheres to a

. <'ourse within the ten-foot line, i.e., within ten feet

of the inner edge of the track. Speeds have, however,

increased so tremendously of late that it is no un-

common occurrence for laps to be accomplished at an

average of 90 m.p.h., and even 100 m.p.h.

Fast Machines Follow Car TracK.>;.

Now, it is held by many racing men—including Le
Vack—that, when lapping at any speed in excess

(jf 90 m.p.h., or with sidecar, at over 75 m.p.h.,

it is impossible to steer a course that is hearer to the

inside of the track than the 50ft. line, on which all

car speeds are calculated as a matter of course. Above
a certain lap speed, these riders maintain, motor cycle .

speeds should be calculated on the same basis.

That this is not an idle contention will be admitted

by most people who have witnessed a motor cyclist

lapping at a really high speed. He must go fairly

high up the banking—not only under the Members'
Bridge, where the bend is most acute, but on the far

end of the finishing straight, by the aeroplane sheds.

When lap speeds approach the hundred mark, a con-

siderable divergence is apparent between the speed

credited for the loft. line and that for the 50ft. line.

The following figures show the differences when
the lap times are around 100 seconds ;

Seconds Speed, m.p.h.
per lap. 10 foot line. 50 foot line.

108 90,59 ... 92.23

104 94.07 ... 95.78

100 97.83 ... 99.61

97 100.65 ... 102.69

It will be seen that from li m.p.h. to 2 m.p.h.

is lost by the motor cyclist on account of the archaic

insistence upon the loft. line calculation—a ruling

made, be it noted, when a motor cycle that could lap

at 60 m.p Ji. was considered really fast.

To realise fully the absurdity of the present system,

say the advocates of reform, consider the case of a

match between a motor cycle and a car, both of which

could lap in, for the sake of argument, 99 sees.

According to the critics, both vehicles would of neces-

sity have to follow approximately the same course,

and so cover the same distance, yet the car would be

credited with a speed of 100.61 m.p.h., while the un-

fortunate motor cyclist would have his lap speed worked

out at but 98.82 m.p.h.

Matter to be Considered.

Already the E.M.C.R.C. has considered the problem,

and a request has been made that certain trustworthy

riders should take their machines, equipped with

speedometer, round the course which they customarily

follow when lapping at their highest speeds. . It was

intended that the distance so recorded should be com-

pared with the 2.71767 miles which the official table

gives as being the circumference of the track on the
.

I oft. line. Unfortunately, at speeds slow enough to

obtain accurate speedometer readings, it is difficult to

follow the course" of a 90 m.p.h. racer.

Evidently, however, something should be done in

the matter,.and that soon, for all records of more than

one mile distance are affected. A suggestion is that

solo speeds over 90 m.p.h., and sidecar speeds over

75 m.p.h., should be calculated on the 50ft. line basis. .

It is certain, however, that if the soft. concessioia'iS

allowed, future records will only be credited .if they
]

break the previous time and not merely the speed only.
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CAMBRIDGE RAG ON ALMS HILL.
Chilterns Route followed in Cambridge University M.C.C. Sporting Trial. Record Entry.

DESPITE bitterly cold weather, no
less than 46 competitors fore-

gathered near Baldock on the morn-

ing of the 29th ult. for the Cambridge
University M.C.C. sporting trial.

Considerably less tian half that number
returned to the finish at Hitchin with

clean sheets, but, neglecting the ten non-

starters, it was a record entry, and the

event as a whole was a striking tribute

to the enthusiasm of Cambridge for

motor cycling; for every man was an

absolute amatc-r.r.

There is very little scope for a sport-

ing trial in Cambridgeshire, and conse-

quently the course made a bee-line for

the west and Alms Hill, embracing three

minor climbs in the Chilterns en route..

Mixed Hill Climbing.

The worst of these, Nettleden, is in

the ordinary course of events a second
gear climb, but not all the entry had
three-speed boxes, nor were all the
machines in perfect tune and of modern
design. Two 349 c.c. Douglas riders,

V. N. Malcolm and E. C. Jebb, failed

and pushed to the top, and A. H.
Wlieeler on a single-geared Peugeot
stopned half-way up and turned back.
E. W. T. Howard (492 Sunbeam) made
possibly the best solo ascent, although
two Scott riders might have eclipsed him
had they not foolishly bunched them-
selves with some plodding singles.

A 20 m.p.hi timed climb of Waterworks
Hill, near Tring, was relieved from dull-

ness by a surprise acute hairpin bend a
' few yards from the start, and S. P. Patel
• (550 Triumph sc.) was reported to have
; failed altogether here.

Alms came after lunch at Henley, and,
i although it was optional, almost every-

, body had a shot at it. About half of
i them got up non-stop.

I

The hill was bone-dry, and a good
:
many of the failures were obviously

!
caused by sheer fear of finding it in its

. notorious state of " impossible " wetness.
i Easily the four best solo climbs were
made- by E. W. T. Howard (492 Sun-
beam). D. McLeod (490 Norton),
0. C. H. Giddy (349 A.J.S.), who coolly
came back half-way down to see the fun
for five minutes, and G. E. Kann (698
Raleigh).

One of the best performances in the trial was made by 0. G. Smart (490 Norton sidecar), i

Smart climbing the first and easiest hill at Gaddesdon. '

Not very far behind, but some oi them
looking rather worried, were : G. W.
Warner (349 Massey-Arran), E. R. Hill

(490 Norton), R. H. Bury (490 Norton),
J. A. Orr (499 Sunbeam), H. M.
Chalmers (493 Zenith-Bradshaw) — a

Gradua gear model with limited low
gear—A. J. Morris (Sunbeam), and W. A,
Charnock (Coventry Victor).

The , smallest engined sidecar, 0. G.
Smart's 490 c.c. Norton outfit, was also

the only successful one, but it was notice-

able that five out of eight four-wheelers
failed completely.

L. A. Humphreys (557 B.S.A.) slogged
vigorously on the steepest part, and
D. S. Redman (481 Scott Squirrel) shot
up the worst portion to come to a sudden
stop near the top.

The unsuccessful solo machines were

:

Trump-Jap, 550 c.c. Triumph, 348 c.c.

Raleigh, 349_c.c. Douglas, 492 c.c. Sun-
beam, Rudge-Multi (very poor attempt),
and Scott (ditto) ; and the sidecars :

770 c.c. B.S.A., 800 c.c. A.J.S., and
499 c.c. Sunbeam.
The trial ended here as far as hills

were concerned—there were four more
observed climbs, but none of them worthy
of the compliment—but the weather now
took a hand. Biting sleet began to fall,

and with the approach of darkness the
return 60-mile journey was anything but
pleasant.

The later members were particularly

unfortunate, for the start in the morning
had been delayed to 10.15 a.m., and they
had nearly two hours of route finding in

the dark—not easy work, despite the very

excellent arrowing arrangements.

OPEN HILL CLIMB IN THB NORTH.
FINE weather, good organisation, and

high speeds all combined to make the
North-Western Centre A.C.U. open

hill-climb held last Saturday a great suc-

cess. The course selected was a perfectly
straight and well-surfaced hill, 680 yards
in length, known as Stricken's Lane, situ-

ated between Garstang Station and
Oakenclough.
Among the best performances were

those of R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton)
and P. Baron (348 Hawker). The latter
rider secured a large number of firsts, his
performance being the more remarkable in
iview of the fact - that he is a heavily-
built man. Results (unconfirmed) :

250 c.c— 1, B. Kershaw (249 New Imperial),
28%s. ; 2, J. Bennett (244 Dalton). 32%.
250 c.c. (Expert Baered).—1, B. Parkinson

(249 Diamond). 33Vb.
350 o.c—1, P. Baron (348 Hawker), 23<is.; 2,

B. Watts (348 Dot), 25%3.
350 c.c. (Expert Barred).—!, P. Baron (348

Hawker), 242/^5.; 2, B. Watts (348 Dot), 25%s.
600 O.C—1, R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton),

213/ss.; 2, W. Johnson (492 Sunbeam) and C.
Dodson (492 Sunbeam), 24*^.
500 CO. (Expert Barred).—!, C. Dodson (492

Sunbeam), 24s.; 2, S. Bnckley (490 Norton), 244t.
750 CO.—!, R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton),

22y5S.; 2, C. Dodson (492 Sunbeam), 24»Ae.
750 CO. (Expert Barred).—!, T. Spann (492

Snnbeam), 24%s. ; 2, C. Dodson (492 Sunbeam).
242/58.

1,000 c.c—!, R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton),
22s.; 2, W. Lord (492 Snnbeam), 24^.
!,000 cc (Expert Barred).—!, C. Dodson

(492 Snnbeam), 24s.; 2, A. Tinkler (999.5
American X), 24V^s.

DNLIMITED.—1, R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton),
22S;fef 2 , O, Dodson (492 Sunbeam), 24s.
UNLIMrrED (Expert Barred).—!, C. Dodon

(492 Snnbeam), 231/55.; 2, A. Tinkler (999.5
American X.), 23^.
500 0.a SIDECARS.—!, R. T. Cawthorne (490

Norton ec.), 25%s.
500 0.0. SIDECARS (Expert Barred).—!,

O. G. Bullough (490 Norton so.), 27s.
750 0.0. SIDECARS.—!, R. T. Cawthorne (490

Norton so.), 25%3.
750 0.0. SIDECARS (EXPERT BARRED).—!, C.

G. Bnllough [490 Norton bcJ, 273.
!,000 CC SIDECARS.—!, R. T. Cawthorne (490

Norton so.), 2h%%.
1,000 0.0. SIDECARS (EXPERT Barred).— !.

C. O. Bulloogh (490 Norton bc), 27e.
UNT.IMITED SIDECARS.—1, R. T. Cawthornt

(490 Norton sc), 251fe.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS (EXPERT BARRED).- 1,

C. G. Bnllough (490 Norton sc), 27s.
Fastost time ol the dair was made by Cawthorne.

who covered the course in 21%3.

C II
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"BOGEY PERFORMANCES."
ew System of Marking Introduced in Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. Reliability Trial.N

ORGANISED by the Ilkley M.G. and
L.C.C. the trial held last Saturday
received very indifferent support

from the clubs forming the Centre, only
16 competitors starting, seven of whom
rode Scott machines.
Why this trial did not appeal to the

ordinary rider is a problem difficult to
solve. Quit-e a goodly array of trophies
(five in all), along with the usual medals,
were offered for competition. The route
was only 120 odd miles in length and- did
not include any freak hills.

It may be that the new .system of find-
ing a winner by the inclusion of "bogey
times " in place of the usual observer and
his marks acted as a veritable bogey. If
so it was very unfortunate, for this new
system appears to work verv well. The
idea is really a system of handicapping,
different classes of machines having to
cover short difficult sections of the course
in times which are known and which

, Eggefs (right), winner of the Ilkley Trophy and prize for the best performance of the day, ^

crossing Moglngton watefsplash on his 349 c.c. A.J.S. in company with a Sunbeam rider.

W. Clough endeavours to take his 532 c.c.

Scott under the bridge at Mogington.

may be less or slightly more than
the schedule speed of the event ; such
sections are not non-stop, in fact a rider

may fail or fall off' on a hill or stop

for <a swim in a watersplash without any
penalty whatsoever provided he completes
the section at or within his bogey time,
marks of course being lost for being late.

Snow was on the ground in the morn-
ing, but brilliant sunshine was overhead

;

soon, however, the weather changed, and-

snow and sleet showers, accompanied by
a cold north-easterly wind, faced the
riders, for the rest of the day.

Mogington watersplash proved of some
interest and amusement. W. Moore (632

Scott) came ofi in the mud before enter-

ing the water. W. Clough, also on a

Scott, and W. Smith (492 Sunbeam) both
tried to go down stream, but were saved
bv a friendly mud bank, and L. A.
Runton (998 Indian) hit the bank and

stuck. E. L. Boston on a Scott un
doubtedly made the best solo performancf
and W. Lister (Scott^sc.) proved the bes,

passenger machine driver. ~
i

Next came West End Bank, which wall

approached by a gate at the extrem
bottom, but even this added troubl

caused no anxiety on this once dreade

'

. hill. Unfortunately both private owne
passenger machines which continued rur

ning after the lunch stop had trouble

Lister with punctures and J. W. WiU
blood (496 Douglas sc.) ran off the conr;

and finished late. The results are <'

follows.;:

—

Ilkley Trophy (best performance, trade or .iinateu

E. Et'gers (349 A.J.S.).

Scott Trophy (best amateur solo), H. S. Moorhou!'
(550 Triumph).
Tiiumpl» Trophy (best trade solo), H. Langmr

(532 Scott).

Palmer Trophy .{best trade passenger), W. F. Sec

(532 Scott sc).

Olai Trophy (best amateur passenger), not .airarde

CHESHIRE GOES TO DERBYSHIRE.
ONLY formed recently, the Cheshire

Centre A.C.U. held its first open
reliability trial on Saturday, the

21st October, for the Walker Silver Cup.
It was decided before the start to

abandon the idea of holding a petrol cou-

simiption test owing to a considerable
number of the competitors having no
means of sealing their tanks.
Mow Cop was the first hill, but it

was in very good condition and so

accounted for but few faOures, the un-

fortmiates being Z. Gilmour (Connanght)
and J. Hoi^wood (B.S.A.); several, how-
ever, were guilty of using their feet.

With these exceptions the performances

c 12

were uniformly good, and it was_ diffi-

cult to distinguish the most meritorious
climbs. S. A. Crabtree, who was riding
Ills T.T. Sunbeam, was fast, as' also

were A. Greenwood's Brough Superior,
L. Randle's Sunbeam, B. F. G. Fowke's
Beardmore and- Graham Gates' 249 c.c.

Grindlay. J. W. Moxou (Monopole)
climbed very steadily.

After travelling a short colonial sec-

tion following Mow Cop, some consider-
able difficulty was experienced in follow-

ing the course, but most of the competi-
tors checked in to time at the lunch stop
at Leek.
The famous Litton Slack was veryTrind

to the competitors, for the surface was ;

fine condition. Nevertheless a numbr
failed. Crabtree (Sunbeam) was hop

lessly over-geared, and was prevents

from rushing it by a stationary sideca

Other failures were C. A. Clarke (Sir:

beam), whose engine seized when he lea' :

wanted it to, S. B. Clegg (Morganl, ( i

Kirkham (Rudge),'and H. Jacques (Hal

ley-Davidson).
The best climbs were made by B. If

Devonport (G.N.), J. W. Moxon (Monl
'

pole), L. Eandle (Sunbeam), 0. Guthrl
'

(Raleigh), E. C. Bennett (Federation

Graham Gates (Grindlay), and Miss I

Cottle (Powell).
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A selection of questions of general interest received from reader and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle/'

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for pubUcation or not must be accompanied by a Hd. Stamped addressed envelope tor reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a iSd. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality

)IFFICULTy WITH A REPLACEMENT
PISTON.

A new piston which is heavier

^ than the old one has been fitted

Y to my 1911 Triumph and now
LiJ the machine knocks when run-

I
iiing, becoming very bad at 20

I miles an hour. The bearings are in

order. Is this caused by the heavier
' piston ?—H. P.
The increased weight of the piston

jould not cause knocking ;
probably what

jas happened is that the compression
itio has been increased owing to the

pw piston being higher from the gud-
i.'on pin to the top, thus diminishing
ijmbustion space, or even, maybe, at the

Utom of its stroke the new piston is

.uling the top of the crank case, if it is

j
shade too long; this trouble might

j't make itself apparent until a fairly

:>h speed is reached.

STARTING A SCOTT.
The machine I rid« is a 1921

Scott and it has never been an
easy starter. Recently, however,
I have experienced more than
the usual difficulty in getting th«

jjngine to start from cold. I have fitted

|) Cos-Atmos carburetter, in the hope
bf an improvement in starting, and I
pave carefully checked the ignition
liming and changed the plugs, all

i.Tithout avail. Quite good sparks can
[oe produced (in air) by working the
pck-starter, and I believe the ignition
s quite in order. I have looked for air

eaks in the induction system, but
fannot trace any. The machine is in

aew condition, having done about 1,000
niles.—A.J.
Tyon are quite sure that all the joints
aj tight (note specially that the induction
pie is really firm on the crank case
simp), starting should be a matter of
eje. It is advisable, however, to fit

ojipression taps in the cylinder heads,
oin one of them at any rate, and start
n as follows :—Inject a small quantity
« petrol into the heads, well flood the
cbiiretter, close the starting shutter,

5mpovtaiit Bates.

Frt., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. 11th—
Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 2Stli, to Sat., Dec. 2nd—
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Tues., Dec. 26th, and Wed., Dec.
27th—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat., Jan. 13th, to Wed., Jan. 24th
(1923)—The Belgian Salon.

Frl., Jan. 26tb, to Sat., Feb. 3rd
(1923)—Scottish Motor Show.

half lift the half compression valve lever
on the left handle-bar, very slightly open
the throttle, advance the spark almost
fully. Use the kick-starter very gently
indeed, just turning the engine over once
or twice to free the pistons, then give
one sharp dig with the starter, and the
engine should fire immediately. Perhaps
the easiest method of starting the Scott
is to place the machine on
its stand, and stand with
one's back to the front of

the machine, placing the right hand on
the half compression lever, the right fool

on the pedal, and the left hand on the

saddle of the machine or the carrier for

steadying purposes. Do not kick the
starter ; feel that the ratchet teeth have
properly engaged, and feel the resistance

of the engine before depressing the

starter pedal fully ; kicking the starter

will inevitably break the ratchets.

TWO-STROKE CARBURATION.
Although my 269 c.c. two-

I

speed Chater-Lea two stroke
Villiers engined machine runs
fairly well, I do not think I am
getting full power or sufficient

The carburetter is an Amac

;

tlie engine does not get sufficient air, as

with the throttle almost shut and the
engine just ticking over, it takes full

air. I hav« tried it with the air cap
removed, but it makes no difference.

I am using a 26 jet. I have tried a
24 jet, but it popped back in the car-

buretter. I have tested the valve slides

and they are working all right. Will
you advise?—W.T.

As you do not tell us the consumption
which you . are getting with your
machine, we are unable to advise
you whether it is normal or
not. At any rate, you should

m.p.:

Detail improvements in chassis and bodywork will be found in the 1 923 L.S.D. three-wheelen,

This, the Family model, has a dickey seat for two children.

c 15
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be able to get at least 80 m.p.g. with
your machine. Make quite sure that the
level in the carburetter is not too high

;

it should be set so that there is barely

iV™. of up and down play between the
float and the split pin on the float needle.

It you get popping back with a 24 jet it

indicates clearly that with this size the
nii.xtm'e is too Aveak. A variable jet ad-
apter would facilitate carburetter tuning.
The Amac carburetter is intended to work
almost automatically, and on many
machines ihe best setting is arrived at

when full air can be given at all throttle
openings once the engine has started.

An extr; air inlet on the induction pipe
might help matters.

IMPULSE STARTERS.
Not long ago I read in one of

Iq your issues a description of an
I S impulse starter which, so far as
L-^ the magneto is concerned, seems

to assure a good spark at the
correct time. However, it takes more

. than the spark to make the engine go,
and what I would like to know is

whether the one slow pull of the start-

ing handle creates sufficient vacuum in

the induction pipe to draw into the
combustion chamber the gas required to

start the engine. I am told that this

is where impulse stai-ters fail.-—D.W.
Providing the engine is in good order,
i.e., that the piston rings are in good
condition, that there is no leakage at the
valves and valve guides, and that the in-

duction pipe joints are tight, one or two
of the slow pulls of the starting handle
should induce a good starting mixture.
Even if this were not so, easy starting
could always be effected by giving a
small injection of petrol into each
cylinder. The idea of the impulse

starter, of course, is to give a powerful
spark at tho plug irrespective of the

speed at which the engine is being
rotated. Moreover, the device causes the

spark to occur after the piston has passed
top dead centre, thus eliminating alto-

gether the dangers of a back fire.

MECHANICAL NOISE.

My 293 c.c. single-cylinder

machine has lately developed
rather an annoying rattle, which
appears to come from the valves.

I have had the cylinder off and
decarbonised it. There is no up-and-
down play in the big end, but a little

side play. It is fitted with ball bear-

ings to the big end;" are they adjust-

able ? I have also had the timing gear
cover off, and there does not appear to

be any wear in the mechanism. I

might add that I have only had the
machine four months, and have run
about 1,000, so there should be no
wear yet. I have been particularly
careful about lubrication, and if any-
thing have over-oiled. Can you en-

lighten me on the matter ?—A.L.F.
Ball bearings are not used for-'niotor
cjcle big-end bearings, and yours, no
doubt, has a roller bearing ; these are not
adjustable. In all probability the noise
IS due to an excessive amount of play in

the teeth of the timing gear wheels (back-
lash) or to excessive tappet clearance.

Small four-stroke engines are apt to be
mechanically noisy. Some advantage may
be gained by enclosing the valves and
tannets in covers, but you might have to

devise these yourself, as, although such
,
fittings have been made from time to

time, it is not certain that you would get
the correct thing to suit your particular

EXPERIENCES WANTED
Seaders' replies to questions publitke

vnder this heading should be addretH
e/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London
E.U.^, when they will be forwarde
direct to the querists concerned. liequei

for experiences should be accompanied I

a stamp.
" E.H." (Ascot).—McKenzie Ligli

weight : vibration, reliability.
" W.A.M." (Kidderminster) — Del

crank case breather on 348 c.c. Douglas.

"R.T.S." (Rushden).—Garden, 1921 ai

1922 models : speed, hill-climbing, te

dency to two-stroke, lubrication.
" J.D." (Peebles).—749 c.c. James sid

car : silence, smooth mnning fuel co

sumption, hill climbing.

"J.P." (Stretford).—343 c.c. Dongk
1913 model : speed with and without p
lion passenger, petrol consumption, pric

of welding damaged cylinder for tl

machine.
"H.WJM." (Thornton Heath).—348 c

two-speed Douglas and light sideca

climbing.

"H.K.R."" (Manchester). — 499 c

Triumph : tractability in traffic, val

noise, climbing, speed.

TWENTY-FOUR HOURS SPEED TEST. During the middle of last week R. E. Dicker,

riding a 998 c.c.^ RuJge, carried out a prolonged speediest under A.C.U. control. His object

was to complete three eight-hour periods of riding at the highest speed his machine would

maintain. Throughout the three days involved the machine was under official observation.

SPARKLETS.
Selling TJ). Lightweights.

Mr. H. U. Smytheman, formerly w
the Ivy Co. and later with Maude's Mo
Mart, is to handle the sales branch of tj

J.D. lightweight. V '

Wrong Number.
Owing to confusion in numbers on

observer's part, Graham Gates (Grii

ley) was reported as having failed

Bodfari Station Hill in the Reliance C

Trial. Actually he did not even toi

with his feet.

Manufaeturei's Clearance Sale.

New 1922 Rudges are being sold by i

manufacturers at considerably redtt

prices, ranging from £60 for the mn
gear model to £93 10s. for the three-sp'

big twin.

What's in a Name?
By a curious coincidence a Camp

sidecar outfit, driven by I. Cohen, v

the Campion Cup, awarded by the K

tingham Club in the recent East Midli

Centre trial.

Youthful Speedman.

Aged only 16, W. Johnson, jun., a s

cessful Southport rider of a Sunbeam,
gained fourteen first or second pii

during the last three months.

Continental Success.

To the many Triumph successes on

Continent this season must now be adi

the championship of France in the

c.c. touring class. This has just b

gained by Mons. G. Pinney' Oii a 499 -

Triumph.

Autumn Trial Echo.
A. R. Edwards (247 Levis) is i

stated to have made a clean ascent

Flagstaff HiU in the Sutton Coldf

and North Birmingham A.C. trial b

on the 14th ult.

ci6
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OSMOND
JUNIOR

THE PERFECT
MOTOR ASSISTED

CYCLE.
26 Guineas.

Power Unit iJ h.p.

Approximate Weight 70 lbs.

"Sirs,

I have been using my machine since last summer, and find

it most useful. I have been a cyclist all my life—am now 70—
and thought that on account of these hills my cycling days were
past, but with the "Simplex " Engine that difficulty is overcome,
as I can negotiate most of these hills."

The Right Rev. Bishop Andrews, D.D.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

OSMONDS (1911) LIMITED,
THE TOWER, TOMEY RD., GREET, BIRMINGHAM.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

1923 MODELS

Patent No 17454/1914

Over 160 Cups, Gold Medals, etc., during 12

months for Speed, Hill-Climbing and Reliability.
The ONLY Team with 100% Finish In Junior T.T.^^~*

Race, I.O.M., 1922.

Gaining 1 of the only 5 Silver Trophy
Keplicas awarded.

We have pleasure in announcing 1923 Prices and Mode.s
(immediately available)^ as follows

:

Model I 2i h.p. BLACKBURNE, 2-speed, clutch and k.s. £57
Models 2* h.p. VILLIERS, 2-speed, clutch and k.s. - - - £49
Model 5 2f h.p. BL.ACKBURNE, 2.speed, clutch and k.s. - • £60
Model 6 21 h.p. Blackburne, 3 speed, clutch and k.s. - - - £62
Model 7 2I h.p. BLACKBURNE, 3-spced, clutch and kick-

starter, chain drive, expanding hub brakes - - - £67
Model 9 2} h.p. BLACKBURNE, O.H.V., 3 speed clutch and

kick-starter, chain drive, e.\panding hub brakes - - £72
Model II 2l h.p. BLACKBURNE, O.H.V;, 3-speed clutch and

kick-starter, chain drive, expanding hub brakes - - £70
Book 1923 Agency early.

1933 CaMojue loithfuU Specifications, Competiiioit
Records, elc, from Agents or Manufacturers:—

The COTTON MOTOfi CO., Bristol Rd., GLOUCESTEfi.

RELIABILITY & SPEED
AGAIN

PROVED
ULSTER GRAND PRIX

RECORD LAP obtained by a

SCOTT
SPEED

ALSO 3
MILES PER HOUR.

GOLD MEDALS.

Out of 75 entrants only 1 3 obtained Gold

Medals, and 3 of the 13 were Scotts.

RELIANCE CUP TRIAL

SCOTTS obtain

BURNS CUP, also

BUTTERWORTH TROPHY.

2 of the 3 machines in the

WINNING CLUB TEAM
and

NOMINATED TEAM
were

SCOTTS
THE SCOTT MOTOR CYCLE CO.,
UMITED - SALTAIRE — YORKS.

London Showrooms:

192, GREAT PORTLAND STREET,
Telephone: MUSEUM 6521.

W.I.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. bic
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-QAedAJuUixm
QUALITY •T#
UNCHANGED

Our prices are reduced all along the line.

As examples we quote—
Size 26 X 2i X 2|^.

MOSELEY CABLE. Large Studded.

£1 19s. 3d.

MOSELEY CANVAS. Extra Heavy, 4 -ply.

Large Studded and Three-ribbed.

£1 16s. 6d.

MOSELEY CANVAS. 3-ply- Large Studded.

£1 lis. 6d.
Send for fuU\ illustrated list of all sizes and weights.

DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, Ltd., chapei FjeW Worb, Ardwick, MANCHESTER.
Branches: LONDON : 19-20, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I; BIRMINGHAM: 4, Lancaster Street; GLASGOW:
126, Ingram Street; NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE : 44-6, High Bridge; DUBLIN: 16, William Street;

LIVERPOOL : 9, Commutation Row.

FLOAT=ON=AIR
CUSHIONS FOR MOTOR BICYCLE SADDLES.
The greatest comfort, make all roads feel smooth.
Cannot leak, patented. Made in two styles—No. i,

Normal. No. 3, Inflated Peak. Also for pillion

seats and side-car seats. Various sizes.

Send for fuUv illustrated Price List.

[IIMES

\/W^n^9imc/iiie/&^t^,Z^

For Pugnacity, no other Tube can compare
with the famous Challenger. It will knock
out the Puncture Fiend m the first round and
relieves the rider of all puncture worries.
They are absolutely pncum.Ttrc tliroughoiit and

contain no messy or sticky substances, nor is tliere

any solid filHng, nor anyihing- which will collect in a.
lump in the tyre wliile the car is standing.

Trie only difference i'roni an ordinary tube is that
the tread portion is very slightly thicker and is b;:ilt

of three layers so adjusted as to be self-sealingf ; the
centre laytr beinjr composed of the patent hole-proof

conipohition, whiLli uibUntly close-up when the nail or ^irticle causing the puncture is witliLlrawn.
Price List : 24 x 2 14/3 26 x 2M 2i 18/0 28 x 3 20/3

24s2i 15/0 26x2^ 18/0 650x65 20/9
26x2i 18/9 26x3 18/6 700x80 25/0

Write for sample section and put it to a practical test before purchasing.

'IJJ^^:" GODFREYS LTD., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,W. I,

BEARINGS
FOR CAR, LORRY, AND MOTOR CYCLE.

^iM- AND HOLIER

R & IVI MAKE.

BEARli^GS.

BRITISH

FOR DURABILITY, SILENT RUNNING & HEAVY DUTY

RANSOME & MARLES bearing co., ltd.,

jpi pGRAMS-Bearings. Newark Nninrai-U-nn Tronf1 CLCpHONEs—Newark 1 70 & 171. iiewarK-oii- 1 rem

[
-and a WATFORD
speedometer

M

A Watford Speedometer just gives the
much-desired finishing touch that makes
>our outfit complete—but be sure it is a
WATFORD. "

Model 42—Black finish. Nickel-plated
lezel. Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour.

Total mileage co'.mter to 10,000 and repeats.
Quickly reset trip-counter. Price £5 5

Model 40—Without trip £4 15 0.

Back wheel drive for Triumph, 5s,, for

Indian, 10s. extra.
Manufactured by

NOftTH & SONS, Ltd., WATFORD.
Andnf ij\,SohoSq., London, W.i,

Mr In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THE 21/2 h.p.

CALTHORPE
^^^^^^^^^^^=- LIGHTWEIGHT^

The most reliable and economical Two-Stroke in the world.

So devoid is this 2\ h.p. Calthoi-pe model of

unnecessary complications that there is nothing

which can become deranged beyond the powers
of rectifying by the merest novice. Its engine

is the simplest of two-strokes, properly lubricated

by a patented system, and although no gears or

clutch are fitted it will climb any ordinary hill

with ease. Petrol averages 135 m.p.g.

CALTHORPE MOTOR CYCLE CO.,
Lion Works, Barn Street, BIRMINGHAM.

"GOOD-SERVICE"

ARMY TRENCH COATS

In Stock—Chest 34, 36, 38,

40, 42, 44.

Other Sizes 7 days.

AT 52/6 EACH.

Made from GUARANTEED :\raterials by a
former War-time Contractor.

Nevtf Triple-proof Gabardine,
smart check lining^iinterlmed
throughout with OILSKIN.

For SPRING — SUMMER .— AUTUMN — and
WINTER wear.

These coats are offered in the usual civilian sftyle.

Guaranteed materials, combined with the know-
ledge of work-hands who know from war-time
experience "what is required" in

Officers' Army Trench Coats,
are embodied in the manufacture of the " GOOD-
SERVICE " Coat.
With ALL-WOOL camel fleece detachable lining.

AT 68/6 EACH.

IF YOU CANNOT CALL take advantage of qui
SATISFACTION GUARANTEE OFFER, which
gives you an opporthnity of COMPARING the
value offered in the " GOODKERVICE-" Coat
against INFERIOR garments now on the market

OUR GUARANTEE. ^'SsiJlJ^^y
way to come up to expectations, WE
GUARANTEE to refund remittance IN FULL
without further questioi^provided the garment
is undamaged and letamied in seven days.

DonH miss this Unique Opportunity—-Call or Mad
To-day. State chest (over coat) and height
measurements when ordering.

Astounding Glove Value
Best Quality HORSEHIDE Driving Gloves,

'as illustrated).

Made -from Best
Quality Hide, one-
stud i fastener at
wrist.
SOFT and PLIABLE,
STRONG & DURABLE.
In Willow Tan, or Grey.

To-day's value,
6/6 a pair.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Pairs. Per Pair.

I at 3/2
3 „ 2/U
6 „ 2/tO
13 „ 2/9

Post Paid.

Single pairs

Counter .

.

."* 2/8

LEGGINGS
(as illustrated).

ade from Stout Fawn
IMackintosh,

Absolutely Waterproof,

All sizes for LADIES

GENTS & YOUTHS
in 12-in. to 14-in. calf

sizes. For use with
breeches

Single pairs at Counter
Post Rates—i pair gd..

I/-, 6 pairs 1/3.

289-293, High Holborn.

LONDON, W.Cl

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. b2,5
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MARTINSYDE & SIDECAR.
3| h.p. Twin, all-chain drive, 3-speed clutch

and k/s., M-L mag., Dunlop 650 X65, Brooks
saddle, sidecar fo match. Touring or Sports.

£90 or £22.10.0 down and
12 payments of £6.0.0

Open Saturday until 7 p.m

'Phone: 2450-243).

Grams :
" Tracli" Croydon

RUDGE -MULTI.
3j h.p. LO.M. or Touring, multi-gear clutch,

pedal starter, 650x65 tyres.

or £15.0.0 down and
12 payments of £3.18.9

9-10-11, Royal Parade,

WEST CROYDON.

£60

Modernise your machine by fitting an

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT

COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
Three-Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter. . £12
Two-Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter . . £9
Two-Speed Plain Box £5 10

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
From Stock.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
Upper Hjghgate Street, BIRMINGHAM

For Kilo & Racing : Order 100 to Circle

WhyBuyYour Speedometer Outright?
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

AVAILABLE
{No E-xua Cba.ge).

THE BONNiKSEN
HIRE SALES AND
REPAIR SERVICE,

165, Tachbrook Road,

LEAMINGTON SPA.

I-roprietor: J. E. BONNIKSEN
(Son of Inventor).

X-L-ALL, "NDIAN^^ »•.«_

Mode. Jjmp^
X.32 g^^m anslm^
^''' nl ET^ vi?^ '^SUBStSSkx.

'^''^^^''^^''--—fir'^-n^SMNPRBp uti^
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

:

- ,^ LECKIE, WALSALL.

Money refanded if dissatisfied

FLEECE-LINED
GUARANTEED
PERFECT.

Made lor the
American Army.

per pair, post paid

.

Cost 25/- per pair
to make.

BUY NOW & AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.

S. J. 8- A. FELDBLDM, 75, LeaJenhall St., E.C. 3-

b24 /n unawerinq t/iese. advertisements it is 'lenirahh to muntion "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BBADBUJIY 6h.p. Twin, with sidecar, July, 1920,

moilel. in exoellent condition taroughout ; offered

lor quick sale, £55; a really genuine outfit.—Fryer,

Leominster. • [8697

AT Edwards.—1922 2^^ih.p. Bradbury, 2-sneed,

clutch, K.S.. equipped, tax paid, indistinguish-

able from new; 47 guineas; .exchanges or deferred.—

101. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8401

"IQ22 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter.

XtJ licensed year, fully equipped, indistinguishable

Irom new ; £70 ; exchanges or deferred.—Edwaids.

50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [2285

BRAUBURY 4]i.p. 3-6peed (hub|, clutch, excellent

meclmnienl condition, 3 F.B.S. electric lamps,

electric hooter, speedometer, nearly new large luxurious

sidecar, bulbous back, front locker with mirror, etc.

;

very clienp, f55.—Eltantou, 83, Sussex Ed., Lowesloit.
[8530

£38.-1921 Bradbury, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-

starter, all-chain drive, b'ack and gold; th^

machine has done very little running and has been

most carefully used; fully equipped with lamps, hern,

tools, etc., and tax paid, tyres as new; any trial ard
examination.-R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldebuvgh,
Suffolk. [9107

Brough.
-1920 5-6h.p. Brough, horizontal twin, 5-speed,

perfect.—Box 4484, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [8865

Brough Superior.

T oxriON.

"DROUGH SUPERIOR Service and Sales Depot.

mHE Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd.

OOLE Agents for London and thiity miles radius.

THK Spoi-ting Rider'fi Ideal. Immediate deliverv r.

Mark 2 6.5h.p. solo, £125; Mark 2 combina-
tion, £150; Mark 1 solo, £150; Mark 1 combination,
£180. S.S. 80

' supplied, with Brooklands certiflniite

cf 80 m.p.h.. £165, delivered ten days. Demontstration
models in stock, catalogues post free on leiinest. Ex-
tended payments 'and exchanges.— 9, 10, 11, Royal
Parnde, ATe?t Croydon. 'Phone: 2450-1. 'Grams:
Track. Cioydon. [0733

Mark IT, small
new; £108.-51, Urfper

Richmond Rd., Putney. [8719

BROUGH- SUPERIOR 1922 Mark II. Combination,
Borniksen, Easting, condition as new, taxed;

£80.-145, Widmore Rd.. Bromley. [8834

Sjmre Parts:

OPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame
for Brough Superior in stock; write for

£55.-
c!utch, K.S.,

1022 Brough Superior Combination,
-*-*y ]'iileaee, nbsolntely

sparer
lists.—
[0835G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge,

Bro^vn.
£22.—Brown S^^h.p., low, fast, sporty; take push

cycle part.—57, Kenbury St. , Camberwell, Lon-
don. [9032

B.S.A.

ABNORMAL Bargains in shop-eoiled 'models.—The
B.S.A. Specialists.Specialis

COUNTY Cycle
Bimiingham.

and Motor Co., Ltd., Broad St..

[7010

^ [8728
, all-chain, and !f7o. 3 siderar.

£100.—Brockbank, 58, Lord
[9227

B.S.A. 4'^h.p., June, 1922. practically new; £80.-
Wiliiams, Brightview, Hadley Rd., Ne\y Barnet.

B.(S.A. new 1922 4i4h.p.

list £142; to Clear,

,
St., Sonthport.

B.S.A. 4'4h.p., 1922, shop-soiled; list price £107;
SD-cial orire £80.—Ratcliflie Bros., 200, Gt. P'lrt-

;laDd St.. W.l. [9130

B.S.A. 1920 4V4h.p. Chain Combination, taxed, all

accessories; £75.—Will, 769, Romford Rd., Manor
,Park, London, E.12. [9005

B.S.A, 6-7h.p. 1922 Combination, Easting, Lucas
lamps, perfect order; £140.—Williamson, 3.

Montpellier Terrace, Scarborough, [8997

B,S.A. 4h.p., Mills-Fullord sidecar, complete with
lamps and licence, excellent condition throughout

;

,£60.—Saint, Regent St., Cambridge. [9149

B.S.A. 4i4h.p., 1922, with No. 3 sidecar, &hop-
soiled; list price £139; special price £100.—Rat-

jcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [9131

B.S,A. Sidecar Combination, 6-7h.p, twin cylinder,
June, 1921, in very good condition; price £125.—

Parkside Garage, Ltd., Parkside, Coventry. [7634

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p., large Montgomery sidecar, hood,
screen, lamps, spare wheel, any trial; £115.—Joe

I'Stockclale, Confectioner, Stanhope, Co. Durham. [8504

"D.S.A, 41/ih.p. 1922, H.2, all-chain, 3 speeds, brand
-' new, slightly soiled; £85; deferred payments,—
Sagles and Co., 275, High St.. Acton, London. '[8778

B.S.A, (June, 1922) Bh.p., Model F, No. 3a sidecar
spare__wheel tyred_, elaborately equipped, insured

mleago 300, cost £225, Lucas Magdyno lighting; sell

£180.-76, St. James Rd., Rounds Green, Oldbury,
Sirmingham. [8669

POSTCARD
will bring you our latest list

ofNew, Second-hand, and Shop-soiled
Machines. Don't delay.
EXCHANGES. DEFERRED^PA YMENTS.
A Jew of (his week's slT Bargains.

Deposit

SCOTT.
1919, 3J h.p. Comb., lamps,
horn, speedometer. Easting,
taxed, like new

1 Instalments Cash^^ of Price

£65
£15; ROYAL-ENFIELD

6 h.p. Combination, equipped,
good condition £2

£2(1 ROVER.*""
1920 3! h.p., 3-speed, K.S.
clutchT.T. eiiuipped, tax paid

13 9 £45

£4 8 £65
HUMBER,
1914, 3i h.p., water-cooled,
3-speed, K.S., clutch, equipped £25

£9S lAMES.*"^
1919, 5-6 h.p., Combination,
fully equipped. Cameo screen £4 9 7 £75

£35 SUNBEAM.
31 h.p., 3-speed, Henderson
sidecar, fully equipped, screen,
taxed £5 7 6 £95

£9!^ INDIAN.
1920, 7-9 h.p., electrically

equipped, speedometer, excel-
lent condition £4 S £70

£15 LEVIS.
Z!h.p.,Z-speed,fullyequippeii,
tax paid, as new £t 15 10

PRECISION.
3.\ h.p., Combination, 3-speed,
equipped, taxed

B5

£26
£15 DIAMOND-J.A.P.

1921, 2if h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-start, fully equipped,
taxed £3 13 9 £45

£20 RUDGE.*''"
1920, 3? h.p. l.o.lVi. model,
fully equipped, tax paid . . .

.

£3 2 9 £55
£35 MATCHLESS.*^^ 1920, 8 h.p., M.A.G., dynamo

lighting, spare wheel, screen,
l-grid, taxed £7 3 4 £115

£15 HOBART.
^-'"-^

1920, 2V h.p. 2-speed, fully

equipped £112 3 £33
£15 ALLDAYS-ALLON.*^^

1920, 2J h.p., 2-speed, clutch
and K.S., fully equipped, tax paid £2 4 10 £40

£15 ENFIELD.^ 1920, 2J h.p., model, 2-speed,
clutch, fully equipped, tax paid £38

£15 RUDGE.
'^^^

1919, 3.V h.p. multi, equipped,
tax paid, good condition 4 10 £40

£25 RUDGE.^"^ 1922, 1. 0. M. model, fully

equipped, tax paid, unscratched £69

PARKER'S
BOLTON

DEPOTS.

"I Q23 Bh.p. Spring Frame Clvno Combination
J-" stock: £145.—Kays, 8-10, Bond St., EaUn_g,

& MANCHESTER
BRADSHAWGATE. 246-52 DEANSGATE.

Tel. 1348. TeL 864. Ceo,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue b27
Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P). '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

£52.—B.S.A., late 1919, all on, Tan-Sad, tax paid,
insurance, excellent condition.—Apply, Hudson,

606, Old Ford Kd., Bow, London, E.3. 'Phone: Eas^t
1937. [8660

AT Edwards.—1922 4Vih.p. B.S.A., all-chain drive,
B.S.A. No. 4 sidecar, fully equipped, windscreen,

licensed, and tax paid, alrao.= t new; 80 guineas.—
Below.

lully equipped, B.S.A, No. 2 sidecar,
windscreen, good order; 58 guineas;

deferred.— 101. Gt. Portland St.. W.l.
{8403

B.S.A. 4Vih.p., 1917, counlershaft, 3-speed. clutch,
kick-starter, Montgomery Sports 1921 sidecar, tai

paid; £39.—Webster, c,/o Eagles and Co., 275. HiRn
St.. Acton, London. [8780

1 Q20 B.S.A.,
M.U Easting
exchanges

cost

1 Q21 B.S.A. 7h.p. Twin, Magdyno, grid,
J-«7 mat, 2 horns, Bonniksen, Tan-Sad,
ju'itable, splendid condition;
Southgate, Gloucester.

£32/10.-
chain

B.S.A. 41/ih.p., July, 1920,
H.C.C., Cox-Atmos, semi

and horn,
George Rd.,

spare wheel,
Bluemel ad-

£228, offers. — 29,
[8771

B.S.A. 4h.p., countershaft, 3-speed. all-

drive, clutcli. kick-starter, coachbuilt tor-
pedo sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, etc.—Delancev St,

Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [8751

mileage 5,000, 3-speed,
T.T. bars, Lucns lamps

spares ; any examination ; £70.—Hull, 43,
Farncomlie, Surrey. [8710

1 Q22 B.S.A. Light 6-7h.p. and No. 4 sidecar, shop-
-'-«-' soiled demonstration model, maker's guarantee;
119 guineas; exchanges or deferred,—Edwards, 50, Har-
ringttjn Rd,. South Kensington. {5454

all-chain, lamps, speedometer.
in epiendid condition; £75 or

near oHer.—Call, after 7 p.m. or Saturday afternoon, 24,
St. Nicholas Ud., Upper Tooting. [9301

B.S.A. 4Vih.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick-starter,
genuine B.S.A. sidecar, fitted up complete with

all accessories; price £65.—Walter Wragg, Stanley
Works, Wellington St., Sheffield. [7697

1 Q 19-20 B.S.A. Combination, splendidly equipped,
J-*.' electric light throughout, MilHord sidecar.
Easting windscreen, licensed; £49.-37, Arlington Rd ,

Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston 1274. [9041

B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combinationv H.2 model, done 900
miles, Eas.ing windscreen, new, Tan-Sad, splendid

B.«.A. 1921 4i4h.p.,

Tan-Sad, tax paid,

condition,
Bayly. 7,

insurance Julv, licensed, spares; £120,—
Rutland Park, Catford, S.E. [9268

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, 3-speed, hand-
controlled clutch, very roomy sidecar, fitted up

complete, including spare wheel
;

price £95.—Walter
Wragg, Stanley Works, Wellington St., Sheffield.

l[769a

B.S.A. 8h.p. 1922 (May), with No. 1 large sidecar.
luxuriously eriuipped, all accessories, perfect condi-

tion throughout, any examination, trial; £120.—Willow
]innk, London Rd., Bromley, Kent. 'Phone: Bromley
1041. [8882

BRAND New ai^fli.p. Model H.2. B.S.A.. all-chain,
with latest Langford De Luxe full touring,

spring wheel sidecar, double bulbous back, complete
with picnic basket and utensils, e^'tensive locke'-

capacity, etc., fully equipped to special order; an
exceptionally luxurious outfit ; unused and unrcg'
tered; £115
Finch ley.

-Jones, 4, Woodside Parade, Ncrth
[8915

Spare Parts:

B.S.A. Spares.-
St.. Ealing.

B.S.A. Spares
from Jones'

Service Depot,

rpHE B.S.A.

-Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8, Bond
[4805

can be Iiad by return, post free.

Garage, B.S.A. Acents and Spares
Bioadwayi Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0805

Specialists.—On
unrivalled Spares Service a

County Cycle and Motor Co.,
mingham.

the spot. Give our
trial ; catalogue free.—
Ltd., Broad St., Eir-

[7011

GODFREY'S. Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always in stock. Write tor tree spare part list, stating
year of manufacture [0750

Calthorpe.
—Calthorpe 2-stroke, 1921 (October), single-
peed, fully equipped, licensed, new condition,

—

Bacon, Offington Lane, Worthing. [8766

Campion
CAMPION 2-stroke 2-speed, tyres and tubes good as

new. going order, belt nearly new; £15.— Gelder,
Newton-on-Trent. [8852

Chater^Lea
Chater-Lea Combination, 2-speed, bronze gear

. _ . fine running order, good tyres, all on

;

£18, or near offer; ride away.—12, Barbot St., Lower
Edmonton, .N.9. [9284

Clyno.

TWO Clyno Combinations, complete, perfect; £37.—
89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [8881

1 Q 20 Clyno, 2-5peed, clutch, unscratched : 23
J-*y guiueas.~67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [9280

£'

O box.

[9241
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

1 Q20 Clyno Lightweight, fully equipped, perfect
J-t/ condition: £30.—Kays. 8-10 Bond St., EaliiiR.

[9243
CLYNO aVih.p., 2-speed, clutch, accessories, recently

overhauled: £25.-34. Springfield Rd., Totten-
ham, [8558
RJ-Sh-p. Clyno Combination, licence to end of vear;^ £40, or near offer.—H. Branson, 88, High' St.,
llcunslow. [85G9

1 Q18 Clyno Conibihalion, 6h.p., good running
i-t/ order, electric light; accept £75.—Applv, Brown,
102. High St.. Kings Lynn, Norfolk. [9138

1(1*20 2iAh.ir. Clyno. 2-speed, H.C., ae new, lamps.
J-*^ Jiorn, Tan-3ad, tools, ^ipare, new cover, tube and
l>elt, 45 m.p.lj-: £33.-Eales, Y.M.C.A.. Stafford. [8508

BARGAIN.—Clyno 1920 2V2h.p., 2-speed. clutch, 2-

stroke, as new; 25 guineas; photograph,—Peter
Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.C[8256LVNO 1921 (KoTember), specially tuned, T.T. bais,

2^/th.i>. 2-^peed clutch, 80 ni.p.g., lamps, etc. ; £39,
or ex<'han&e more power (late model).—Box 9144. c/o
Blacks. 51. New Oxford St., London, AV.C.l. [8624

1 Q16 Clyno Combination, 5-6h.p., Lucas lamps, horn,
J-tf Easting, spare wheel, tyres as new, thorough
good order; 40 guineas; exchanges or deterred.—Ed-
wards, 50, Harrington Rd.. South Kensington. [9311

Spare Parts:

CLYNO Spares.—Lmmediate deliTCiy.— Eays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [4802

W.J.O.—Ciyno Parts We are the only firm Bpeoial-
iaing in tlie repairs and spare port service of the

5-6h.p. Clyno. Satisfaction gUE(ranteed.—W.J.O. Motor
-Exchange, 5, Addison Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll.
Park 2071. [9273

Connaught.
1Q22 Couuaught, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., completely
J-t' equipped; £32.—J. B. Motors, Neckford Place,
Brixton. [8970

1 zL GUINEAS.—Connaught 2^;4h.p., all on, tax paid,
-Ltt perfect condition.—After 5, 38> Jocelyn Rd., Rich-
mond, Surrey. [8713

CONNAUGHT 1921 2%h.p., single *peed3, practically
unscratched, perfect condition; £27; no offers.—

Bates, Midland Rd.. Bedford. [6860

1 Q22 Connaught, 2 speeds, C. and K.S., brand new;
-I-t' reduced to £50; excha-nges or extended terms.
Homac's- 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone:
Dalston 2408. [9161

~| Q22 Connaught, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., bi'and new;
J~^ List price £57/10r accept £49, or nearest
cash offer.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27,
Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.lO. I[9333

1Q22 Connaught, 3-speed clutch and tick-starter,
J-t/ electric lighting, tax for year, insured, indis-
unguishable from new; 42 guineas; exchanges or de-
ferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. [6624

Cotton.
COTTON new 1922 2^ili.p., all-chain drive, list £76;

to clear. £57.—Biockbank, 58, Lord St., Southport.
[9226

De Luxe.
BRAND new competition De Luxe Barr and Stroud,

used once uuly, won silver medal and obtained
second place against 52 competitors; accept £69;
wonderful machine, first cheque.—Competitor, 191,
Sweetman St., Wolverhampton. [9101

OUR super model D De Luxe Barr and Stroud
motor cycle is - recognised as the finest in the

whole motor world It is fitted with double expand-
ing brakes for £69, including all chain drive.—
Send stamp for art illustration giving full specifica-
tion to De Luxe Motor Co., 174, Corporation St.,

Birmingham, [9103

Diamond.
DIAMOND, 2^41i.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-starter,

clutch, 1922, shop-soiled, list price £60/18; will
accept £50.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [8268

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.. are the London and
Home Counties Agents for the famous Diamond

motor cycles, fitted with Barr and Stroud or J.A.I',
engines.—157b, Great Portland St, W.l. [5931

Douglas.

I
ATE 191G 2';4h.p. Douglas, very

J guineas.—57, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

DOUGLA
taxed-, £16.-

smart; 23
[9279

2";:ih.p 1914 2-3peed, new tyres, lamps,
;i6.— 1: Priory Rd., Kew. [9267

£20.— 2";:lh.i:, Douglas not W.D., new Dunlops, pei-
feet.—54 Riverview Grove, Chiswick. [8640

DOUGLAS 1915. with i922 tank, splendid order; £27.
—Bmckbank 58, Lord St.. Southport. [9229

"I O^^ 2yih.p. Douglas, lax paid, and all accessories*
Xt? £2£,,—64, Church St., Edgware Rd. [9297

DOUGLAS Sports Model, new, slightly sbop-soiled.
£90,—Wilkinson, Motor Agent. Workington.

[8858
DOUGLAS 1921, all on, faxed, perfect; £45.-

R. E Clark and Co., 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[5851

IN THIS COLUMN ARE

THE LOWEST
CASH PRICES

AND THE

EASIEST TERMS
FOR

SHOP SOILED
1922 MODELS

B.S.A.
4^ h.p. Model K. 3 speeds, chain-cum-belt.

List Price £107. REDUCED PRICE £80
or £21 down and 12 monthly payments of £5 5

HAWKER.
4,J h.p. Model C. Biackburne engine.

LIST Price £89 5 0. REDUCED PRICE £75
or £19 13 down and 12 monthly payments of £4 18 6

MATCHLESS.
8 h.p. Combination. Dynamo Itg., windscreen.
List Price £191 1 6. REDUCED PRICE £155
or £40 14 down and 12 monthly payments of £10 3 5

ROYAL ENFIELD.
2I h.p. 2-stroke. 2 speeds.

List Price £55. REDUCED PRICE £48
or £12 12 down and 12 monthly payments of £3 3

ROVER.
4 h.p. 3 speeds. All-chain drive.

List Price £i09. REDUCED PRICE £85
or £22 6 down and 12 monthly payments of £5 13 3

RUDGE-MULTL
3i h.p. I.O.M. Model.

List Price £77. REDUCED PRICE £65
or £17 ! down and 12 monthly payments of £4 5 4

RALEIGH.
2j h.p. Sports model. 2 speeds, clutch & k.s.

List Price £68. REDUCED PRICE £60
or £15 15 down and 12 monthly pa3Tnents of £3 18 9

TRIUMPH.
4 h.p. Model S.D. All-chain drive.

List Price £115. REDUCED PRICE £90
or £23 12 down and 12 monthly payments of £5 18 2

ZENITH.
3i h.p. Bradshaw engine. Gradua gear.

list Price £103. REDUCED PRICE £75
or £19 13 down and 12 monthly payments of £4 18 6

We shall be pleased to send Catalogues of

any of the aVjo\ e and if you are interested in

SECONDHAND MACHINES
we can post you a list of excellent bargains

of all types.

LOVETT'S LIMITED,
THE EASTERN GARAGE,
418, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E.7.

'Phone : East Ham 490. 'Grams :
" Egaraco, London.

"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q21 2';.ih.p, Douglas, Ace discs, etc.: £HB:
M~*J guarantee.—Pitfield Cottage, Wreccleshara. I
ham.

[

1Q16 2"-.'|h.p. 2-speed Douglas, like new; £25,
J-t' Wcodford Rd., Forest Ga-te. 'Phone: Marv
2598.

i

i>3.h.p. Douglas 1915, taxed, Dunlops, any t
^4= £22/10.—Simpson, Orchard Rd., SunW
Thames. [i

4h.p. Douglas Comhiiiatioi), 1918, splendid condi

'

hood, lamps and screen; £57.-11, Wheaton
|

BoBCombe. [ :

DOUGLAS, 1920. 3-speed, Iamp=, horn, speedom
tools, tax paid; ^£46/10.-Owen. 94b. Hich

East Finchley.
^£46/10.-Owen, 94b. High

1 Q22 Douglas SV^h.p. Sports model, fully equii
1^^ licensed year, indistinguishable from new

guineas.—Below.

O 3.I1.P. 2-speed. unused, made of nearly all new 1

'^4. parts, new tyres and belt: £38; all on:
changes or deferred .-

South Kensington.
Edwards, 50, Harrington

DOUGLAS: 2"':ih.p., fully equipped, 1922, mil
negligible; £45.-Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. 1

laud St., W.l. [!

DOUGLAS 2';4h.p., all accessories, very low i '

age, indistinguishable from new; £50.—Lankc
Eng. Co., Esher. [;['

1Q17 2~'4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fully equipped, ;

Xt/ feet condition, tax paid; £25.-156. Stochi
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. . [ll^

1 Q15 Douglas 2%h.p., lamp, tools, new tyres, 1

-i.*y excellent conditioa; £40, or offer.—Treadi 'i

High St.. Ewell, Surrey.
~

[ij.

0|^ Guinea.s.—1917 2^-'ih.p. Douglas, as new, 2 spp
-^^ tax, perfect order, fast, economical.—Ewers, .*

ton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [•<

1 Q22 Douglas 2%h.p. 2-speed, lamps, horn, little iS

1-t/- as new throughout; £57/10.—Herbert Robiih
Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [:

£99.—3',i;h.p. Douglas sports, brand new, shop-so jl

1922, fully equipped and guaranteed, list £i
—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [(J

peeds, dutch, kick-sta t

condition; £55; inJ
Brixton. [iB

23b.p. Douglas, 1921, 3
4 fully equipped, jiew condition

ments.—63, Solon Rd.,

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, countershaft, i^

Xt/ equipped, taxed; £65.—William, 769, Rome
Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [i'^

1 020 4h.p. Douglas Comhiination,
-L,*' tax paid; 55 guineas.—28,

4h.p. Douglas Combination, late 1919 model, scai,;

soiled, i.amps, tools, etc., perfect ; £65, or i
offer.-C. R. Drye, High St., Marlow. [ll]

"IQ22 2^h.p. Douglas, shop-soiled only, all I;|i

XtPand horn, as sold nt £68; £55.—Rey, 173. t

I'oitland St. 'Phone: Lan^'hnm 1257. [I i

fully eqnipJ
Woodford .

Forest Gate. 'Phone: Maryland 2598. [V^

025.—Douglas 2^h.p. 1920, less engine and gear 5^ or oonijlete, i-erte^t orJer; £45/10; tax. eqnil 1

cost double.— 4, De^'onshiie Rd., HoUoway. [I 'I

F.O.C.H. Invite Inspection. Douglases and i

makes far below any anticipated price reduc 1,

-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [;

ROBERTSON'S Motors. Ltd.-1922 2-v4h.p. 2-s<i

Douglas, accessaries, tax paid, almost new •-

diLion; £5E.—157b, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [i S

1 Qld Douglas Combination, fully equipped, sua i-

Xt/ teed sound, taxed and insured; absolute barf i

£50, no offers.—34, Elmwood Rd., Croydon. [11

DOUGLAS 1920 224b. p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-sta •,

electric lighting, fast, scarcely used, kept in
-

feet order ; £50.—Stokegreen House, Slough. [i *J

AT Edwards.—1918 2S/ih.p. Douglas 2-speed W< ,

fully equipped, excellent condition, new tyres (i

belt; 37 guineas.—101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [' '

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 and new sidecar, cko.'

condition, lamps, spare tube, belt, etc. ;
i

after 6.-44, Harberton Rd., Upper Hclloway.

BARGAIN.—1920 23,4h.p 2-speed Doughi^
guineas ;

photograph ; exchanges.—Peter bn
Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd , East Sheer. [1

1 QSS 4h.p. Douglas (Combination^ absolutely;
Xt/ new; owner bought car; £90, or offer for q (

sale.—For trial run call, Gribble, Church St., Bas -

stoke. fe

'

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Smart Combination, coaclibuilt, 1

3 speeds, good tyrea, guaranteed perfect.

powerful, all accessories, windscreen, apron, eto.

;

gain, £45; trial any time.—Owner. 77, Sahnon >

Commercial Rd., Stepney.

4h.p. Douglas Combination, makers' blue, t;l

and goes like new, grand order, guaranteed, *•

another nearly as good, £60. Both are Quite ei

tional bargains ; cash or deferred.—Marlboro i

(Motor House), 20, Finchley Rd.. N.W.S. (d

b2S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

7-9h.p. Indian 1919, Biiiks, good condition, any
trinJ, sidecar optional; sell or exchange late 2^;'|l).p.

A J.S. or o.b.v. Blackbuine.—Gaskell, WoOillea, Oiiell

ni]., Wigan. [8581

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, kick-start, per-

fcK-'t condition, 3 new tyres, all accessories; ^65,
r exrhange 2-seater.—Owner, The Chestnuts, Princes
Ri^borongh, Bucks. [8613

POWERPLUS Indian, 1920, Swan sporting sidecar,

discs, dynamo lighting, spring Jrame,' complete
Tiliiipoient, splendid condition,

Noiih St., Worthing.
licensed; ^£98.-

INDIAN Motor Cycle and Sidecar^ 7-91i.p.

electric light, speedometer,
iliiipped. good condition; £32/10.-

IJioml St., Golden Sa-, W.l.

Tate.
[8674

2-speed,
Ino horn, fully

6, Ingestre I'lace,

[8529

p^A Guineas, Exchange.—1919 Indian, 7-9h.p., 3
t/tt speeds, kick-start, coach sidecar, windscreen,
iuggagc grid, lamps, smart, fast, splendid condition.
-Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
3452. [9338

INDIAN Combination, tuned and owned by one of

Ilendee's competition, riders, fully equipped and
» pfilect tune; 50 guineas; great chance for a speed
noiihant.—Buntings jNIotor Exchange, Wealdstone.
^riddlesex. [9173

BARGAIN.—7-9h. p. Indian coachbuilt combination,
2 speeds, 35 guineas; also 1920 7-9h.p. Indian,

'1 speeds, as new, 53 guineas; exchanges.—Peter Gor-
ion, Ltd.. 110. Upper Richmond Hd., East Sheen.
Pbotogcaphs.) ^ - [9322

y^mre Parts:

inOBFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
UF W.I.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

iways in stock. Write for free spare part liet, stating

cinr of manufacture. [0752

[NDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for all

models; all second-hand spares sent on approval;
I'-rite, call, or 'phone; we can save ' you money.—
Laiigiord's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hamp-
Itead 8fil6. [1354

[NDIAN Spares, 1909-1922. jew. also second-hand,
from stock; send list reauirements for'our prices.—

' Jennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Rd., London.
Phone: Brixton 3129. The firm with a reputation

or promptness and s^.tisfact.'^ a. [3787

I

A 21 Ivy,
Lt/ machine,

Ivy
2-speed, clutch, kick-start,
very smait; 29 guineas.

-

ideal ladv's
67, Fernlea

[9282

.•ipaip Prirtt;:

Vy Spare Parts from stock ; trade supplied.

—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. :[9193

James.
h.p. .Tames Combination, brand new; sacrifice ^£130.
-Coulter and Son, Ltd., Marmion Rd., Southsea.-

; LS616
;
*AMES 7h.p. Combination, shop-soiled; list price

i

£160; special »rice £136.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200,
I

. Portland St., W.l. [9132

920 James sy^h-p., Binks, Klaxon, Jone^, fully
equipped, just overhauled, tvres and enamel per-

t; £60.-Napier, Alder Rd., Sidcnp. [8524

AMES Zy^h.j)., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch and kick-
^.arter, shop-soiled; list price £60; special price

' -Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[9133

T EJwards. -1922 3'oh.p. Sports James, equijiped,
rax paid, indistinguishable Irom new; 79 guineas.

erred payments and exchanges.—101, Great Portland
W.l. [4521

i AMES BVoh.p., new 1921, 3-speed, kick-starter, jus:
; overhauled and repainted, guaranteed perfg'c;
'

'hauical condition; sacrifice £55.—Adie, Atla;
rk;. Bozells St., Birmingham. • [801

C

iME3 5-6h.p. Twin and Sidecar, new 1919, electiio
lii-'hting (accumulator), total mileage not 6,000,

1 in good order, readv to drive away ; £50 . or
] -it.—Bos 4456. c/o The Motor Cycle. [8590

,

iilES.—Owing to a special purchase of the famous
j

James motor cycles, we are able to offer these
j
2hines at the following ridiculously low prices; 7

i . combination, interchangeable wheels, £135; ^V^
t. combination, De Luxe sidecar. £l05; 3V>h.p.
irts twin, £85; 2>/ih.p., 2-speed, £45; only a lim'ited
7nber are offered. Secure yours now.—P. J. Evans,
• n Bright St., Birmingham [8701

p-n-i' I'nrtu

:

jUIES Spares.
• St., Ealing.

Immediate delivery,—Kays, 8, Bond
;[5079

Vi[^?'^^S—James spares, expert service.- 7. The
vale, Actoo, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick 1513. [9777

J.H.
n.-VILLlERS, 2";.ih.p., 2-speed. all on, done 4,000

: inUes; £35, or nearest.—Wright, 429, Eccles New
[8606

I
. Manchester.

COlir/
r^ OF INTEREST.

1923 CARS.
CALTHORPE DEEMSTER
COVENTRY PREMIER

LAGONDA SINGER
1923 Motor Cycles.
B.S.A. DOUGLAS
EDMUND ENFIELD

LEVIS - MARTINSYDE
NEW IMPERIAL NORTON
SCOTT - SUNBEAM - TRIUMPH

Get our exchange allowance.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS
SOLOS.

ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS, 31 h.p. . £22 10
HARLEY, 1913, 7-9 h.p. .

." $67 10
LEVIS, 1922, G.I, 67 70 £39 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 3J h.p. ... S47 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, 3i h.p. ... £57 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-'9 h.p £65
VELOCE, 1920, 3i h.p., 3-Speeil. . . £52 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
B.S.A., 1919, 41 h.p. comb £75
B.S.A., 1921, 6h.p.,all-chaincamb. £119 10
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-7h.p.
comb £73 10

HARLEY, 1919, eleciric comb £97 10
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-3peed comb. . £39 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb £45
KIARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p. comb. £79 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. comb. ... £69 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., coach comb. . . £42 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 6 h.p. comb. £69 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7 h.p comb. £75
ROVER, 3* h.p., 3-speeiI comb. .

.

£37 10
SCOTT, 3} h.p., 2-speed comb. ... £49 10
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc. .

.

£79 10
TRIUMPH, 3 J h.p., 2-speed comb. £39 10

RUNABOUTS.
BRIT-PRECISION, 8 h.p. . . £47 10 (or offer)

FORD, 4-seater, wants attention . . £39 10
H.F.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-seater . . £97 10
MORGAN, Grand Prix, O.H.V. ... £87 10
RICHARDSON, 1920, 2-seater ... £95

DeferredPayments, one-fou th deposit,
S per cent, on balance, and 12

monthly payments.

NEW 1922 MODELS.
ENFIELD, 21 h.D., 2-spced. . £55
REX-ACME, 2;.' h.p., 2-speed £50
NEW IMPERIAL,8h.p.comb. £125
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.jall-chain £115
KORTON, 3! h.p., 16H.,

3-speed S115
NORTON Big Four, 3-speed £120
LAGONDA, 11.9 h.p., coupe 350 gus.

Special exchange allowances.

Cash offers considered.

mm
23Horton SV

'Grams ' Perfictk
HALIFAX.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kingsbury.

KIXGSBURT 1920 2';ih.p., 2-atroke, 2.8peed. electric
liphting; 30 (?uineari ; like new.—M., 45, Xightingale

Lane, Hornsev, N.8. [8722

Lea Francis.

AT Edwards*.—1920 SV-h.p. Lea-Francis, M.A.G.
engine, fully equipped, lamps, horn, speedometer,

perfect order; 48 guineas. Exchanges or deferred.—
101, Great Portland St., W.l. '[9326

CHEAPEST Lea;Francis in England.—1922 machine,
M.A.G. twin engine, 3-speed, enclosed chain drive,

hand and foot clutch, kick-starter, actual gold medal
winner Scottish and English Six Days trials, new
tyres; ^665.—Delancey St. Garage, Camden Town.
N.W.I. [8752

Levis.
T3REMIER Motor Co. for Levis Bargains.

FURTHER Great and Final Reductions to Clear;
all new 1922 models of the latest type, carrying

makers' full guarantee.—Below.

POPULAR 2yjh.p., single gear, £38; Model S, 21/4

h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, £45; Model G2,
247 c.c, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, £52; deferred
payments 4/^ extra; free delivery by road or rail.

—

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9085

LEVIS 2%h.p., single-speed, guaranteed, any trial;
£25.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [8270

£23.—Levis Popular, tax paid, insurad, overhauled,
accessories.—2, Platts Lane, Hampstead. [9000

£20 good order ; offers or exchange.—
Sunbury-on-Thames. [9015

1 Q23 Levis, 2-speed, kick-start*r, clutch, just
-L«7 arrived; £43.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester.

!8269
LEVIS, 1921, 2-speedfl and clutch, all accessories,

taxed, perfect condition; £35.—145, Widmore
Rd., Bromley. [8837

LEVIS Sports 1921 (late), 2-speed, clutch, perfect, iis

new, accessorie-,- : sacrifice 32 guineas.— (jreenbank.
Low Wood Rd., Erdington, Birmingham. [9013

33.h.p. Levis, late 1919, Enfield 2-speed, all-chain,
4 magnificent condition, all on; £30; write appoint-

ment.-12, Amhurst Park, Stamford Hill, N.16. [9033

1 Q22 Levis, 2 speeds, Sturmey, hand clutch, brand
X«7 new; reduced to £48; exchanges or deferred.
—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone

;

Daiston 2408. [9164

LEVIS 1922 2%h.p., Model G, winner of the light-

weight class 1921 and 1922, J.O.M. Tourist
Tropiiy, the 1922 Freucl; Grand Prix, and the 1922
Belgian Grand Prix, brand new shop-soiled; £55.—
The Morris Garages, O.xford. [9185

33.1j.p. Levis-
4 Simpson, Orchard Rd.,

b\iare Parts:

GODFREYS, Ltd.,
W. 1 .-Complete

208, Gt. Portland St., London.
stock of" all Levis spare pjiits

always in stoct. Write for tree spare part list, stating

year of manufacture. [0753

LincoIn^Elk.
LINCOLN-ELK Combination, 4Vih.p., 2-speed coun-

tershaft, kick-start; £38; take solo part.—57.
Kenbury St., Caraberwell, London. [9033

Martin.

BARGAIN.—1921 Martin-Jap 2^;jh.p., 2-speed,

clutch, excellent condition; £30.—Dawson, 3,

Springfield Rd., ICingston-on-Thames. [8939

Martinsyde

"J 021 Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination, in splendid con-
Xtf dition, bargain; £75.—Bartlett's, 93, Great
Portland St. [9346

MARTINSYDE 6h.p., with Montgomery Spons
sidec-ar, Lucas accessories, speedometer, liceiu-e

paid, mileage negligible; £105.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200.

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [9123

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., are the London Martin-

syde Service Apent^; trial runs arranged; 1922
m'-dels now being ofilered at tempting prices; spares

stc.ked.-157B, Gt. Portland St.. W.l [7522

"j Q22 Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination, complete with
X.*y Milford sidecar, cost £160, has only been used
a few times; a gift at £130; cash or deferred.—Marl-
borough (Motor House), 20. Finchley Rd., N.W.8.

[6560

THE late Sales Manager of IMartinsyde, Ltd.,

wishes to dispose of his 1922 Combination, co?n-

plete with accessories, everything in perlect condi-

tion.—Appointment and offers to Woollen, Kurlydene,
Maytord, Woking. [9146

Spare Parts

:

i

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number ai the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when de'ired, marked (P).

MAETINSXDE Spare Parts are obtainaBle from
stock at Jones' Garage, The Broadnay, "Mufiwell

Hill, London, N.IO. [0918

Massey^Arran.
A O Guineas.—Massev-Arran, 1922 (June), Sports
Tl/W mwlel. a'uh.p. Blaokburne, 3-speed. clutch,

K.S,, chain drive, speedometer. Klaxon, tools, licensed

;

after 5 p,ni.—20, Treen Av,, Iloggers Corner, Barnes.
[8984

b3i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Matador.

ALLAN GRUZELIEK, the Matador-Bradshaw
Specialists, Ulster Chamljeis, 168. Resent St.

OUR Successes with the 500 c.c. and 1.370 c.c.

Bradshaw engine in 1922 havintr proved without
a doubt the unquestionable efficiency of oil cooling,
both for touring and racing, we have every confidence,
as sole distributing agents for London, Surrey, and
Sussex, in recommending for 1923 the 2^4h.p. o.h.v.
Matador-Bradshaw.

BRIEF Sjiecification ; 348 c.c. Brad'haw engine, 3-

speed Burman gear box, dutch, kick-starter,

700x80 Dunloi», speed 60 m.p.h.; price £75.

e^^Jte^
C:::2£^i2b=^

TAYLORS
i

Sole London and District Distributing Agent?
I for A.J.S.. Excelsior, and r-uneU Motor '^•vcl**'?.

COME and see it before the Show.
agencies still open.

A lew countrv
[8687

Matchless-

MODEL H aintcliIesB Combination, Magdyno. estt-1-

lent condition : £80.—Racklinm, Chnrltou Hout=e.
01(1 Ohnilton. [7617

1 Q19 Matchle>s Combination, beautiful conditiori

;

.Lt7 65 guineas ; owner bought car.—71. Saltoun
Rd., Brixton, S.W. f8632

1 Q21 Mode! H Martchless Com l>ination, every acees-
J-t7 sory, including ho-od and screen ; £90.-24.
Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [8825

1 023 Matchless, the world's best, at revised prices to
J-*-' suit all : casli, exchange, easy terms.—Sam E.

,

Clapham (Motors), 27. Stookivell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.
[7528

MATCHLESS Touring Model J Combination at 1923
price (^130) ; exchanges, deterred ; finest value

on market.—R. B. Claik and C-o., 7, Exhibition Rd..
S.\V.7. [9167

MATCHLESS 1921 Model H Combination. M.A.G.
engine, spafe wheel, liood, screen, all accessories,

lax paid, splendid condition; 79 guinea:?..—A., 30.
Thornsett Rd., EarUfield, London. S.AV. 1^9260

JULY, 1921. Matchless, J.A.P. engine. >pring frame,
hood, screen, speedometer, spare wheel, Rotax '

dynamo lighting, perfect < ondition ; owner abroad; i

^100.—Wonham's Garage, Coombe Rd., Croydon. [8891

SACRIFICE, £95.-1921 Matchless Model H com-
bination. M.A.G. engine, hood, windscreen, !

speedometer, etc., lavishly equipped, mileage 4,000.
guaranteed as new.— 143, Ravensbury Rd,, Earlsfi^ld.
S.W. [9079
"\7"0UR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
I- payment for a Matchless Solo or Combination;

tiiG famous spring frame machines; deferred payments.
Barker's Motors. 194. Ealhara High Rd., S,W.12.

"Phone: 4441 Latchmere. [5941

MATCHLESS Model H, M.A.G. , late 1926, mileage
'

5.000, all 1921 improvements, and accessories-^,
I

fiont band brake and electric lighting, spare wheel,
splendid condition; £100, or nearest oner.— 33, Bridge

i

Lane, Golders Green, N.W. [8591
|

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. Model H Combination. Feb..
'

1922.. Magdyno lighting, every conceivabi": ac-
cessory, small mileage, unpunctured, indistinguishable
froin new; cost £205; accept £157, or nearest; reason
selling buying car,— 106, Elm Rd., New Maiden,
Surrey. [89'!14

MATCHLESS-J-A.P., 8h.p.. 2-speed. all chain
drive, clutch, kick-starter, Milford C.B, side-

car, screen, lamps, horn, tax i>aid, cxcfllent lyres,
exceptional condition throughout; any trial; no
reasonable offer refused; excliange.—Merrall Brown,
28, Chorley Old Rd.. Bolton. [9147

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H, 1921 (August),
run 2.300 miles, Magdyno lighting, Biuks ear-

Iniretter, speedometer, nmnieter, voltmeter, speedometer
lamp, electric and Ijulb horns, hood, ^pare M'lieel, wind-
screen, tools, cost £230, perfect condition ; cusli, oftev

wanted.— 9, Foxley Parade, Piuley. [90-11

FAMILY Model Mntchlesfl Sh.p., July. 1921, M.A.ti.
engine, Mn^dyno lighting;, i'lectri<' and Inilb horns,

luechanioal pump, speedometer, Iront band brake, sp;ne
wheel and tyre, side wines to rear screen, hood, cover
nnd side curtains, done 4,600 miles, fidlv insmed, perfect
rondition: f 127.-Ferris, 33, Museum St.,"W.0.1. [6711

MATCHLESS 1922 Spring Frame Combination,
Magdyno, speedometer, sjiare wheel, windscreen,

legshields, front band brake, electric horn, special
M.A.G. engine, cost over £215 at Easter; must clear to
make room for 1923 modeU , 105 guineas: greatest
bargain ever offered.—H. Julian, 84. Broad St.. Read-
ing, [8912

MATCHLESS Combinations.-T. .L Ross, of 86, High
Rd., Lee. S.E. ("phone Lee Green 774). ^dll be

pleased to take your orders lor prompt delivery.
Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
stration model always in stock. Purchasers taught
free. Large -assortment of new and second-hand motor
cycles always in stock. [3244

S-jmre Parts:

MATCHLESS Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays.
. 8, Bond St.. Ealing. [5075

Ty/TATOHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-
l-'-i- turn, post free.—Jones' Garage, Mafcldess Agent.
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, [0808

McKenzie.
McKENZIE Lightweight, shop-soiled only. 1922;

£25.—Mobility, Ltd., Andover. [9222

CASH CR CREDIT

BARGAINS
On view at our extensive
South Kensington Showrooms.

SHOP-SOILED SNSPS:

O.K.
Junior, lO--. 2^ h.p. A tho-

roughly sound lightweight
and a real bargain. £32

QmBRAHT§tl£95

P.&M.
1922, 4.V h.p. De
Luxe Combination.

4-speed model. £120

N

SECOND-HAND MOUNTS :

SUNBEAMBH £95

TRIOMPH'"fi:i'' £50

IVY
1921, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed

As good as when new. £50

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
McKenzie.

MCKENZIE Motor Cycle, new; rare bargain; (

pletc, licensed; £23/10.— Lloyd, 105*, S
.Sisters R.d.. London, N. [1

Metro
£18, bargain.—Metro-Tyler, late pattern, slo

tank, taxed, a!l on, ride away.—57, Totter
Rd., Palmers Green. (i

1 Q 20 Metro-Tyler Sports ModeL excellent or
J-v £25; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Cla
Ed.. N.E. 'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [!

BARGAIN.—Metro-Tyler 1922 sports model, 2 sv

soiled only; 38 guineas; photograph.-

1

Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sh
[I

Ner-a'Car.
EE-A-CAE, 1922, shop-soiled only; £55.-lIoh

Ltd.. Andover.
[

1 Q22 Ner-a-Car, the popular all-weather all pii
J-*' uiachine, ready tor the road, slightly shop-so
£57.—South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. (

New Gerrard.
1022 New Gerrard Sports 2V4h.p. o.h.v. Blackbt
-*-*^ special racing machine, 4 firsts in open e

events, aluminium piston, racing cams, also cast
piston and touring cams, insured, tax paid; £i

Walker, Foxley, Mt. Vernon, Glasgow. T;

New Hudson.

1 Q13 SVoh.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-gT
-I" £50; good condition.—14, Cross St., Hove

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, any trial; £25; take
i

cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,
don. ['

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1920, speedon
windscreen, lamps, etc., splendid condition;

—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd,, Pad
ton.

[

NEW nrnSON 1922 Popular 2i;h.p. Lightwe
done 20O miles, *30 ; 1922 4-5h.p. combin:

ditto. £100.—New Hudson Depot, 45, Gray's Inn
I^ndon, W.C.2.

[

NEW HUDSON Siyi.p. Combination, late 1914,
3-t<pe?d hub, clutch, K.S.. licensed, sidecar

enamelled, perfect condition, any trial, ride away;
or near ofler.— 14, Huntingdon Ed., N.2. (

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, good condv
£20.—J.B. Motors, Neckford Place, Brixto)

NEW IMPERIAL 2%b.p., 1917, 2-specd, S

machine; itlS.-24, South St., Newport, -W
(D) '

-

22 S.';4h.p. New Imperial, sliop-soiled onlv; £
Eey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Laa19

ZENITH
1921, 8 h.p. clutch

model,fully equi pped£110

A.J.S.
iQig, 6 h.p. Comb.
Spare wheel, horn, etc.

Thoroughly sound con-
dition. £95

A.J.S.
1022, 25 h.p.

Combination.
-Model B

.Nearly £85

A.J.S.

ifjso, 6 h.p. Comb, with
2-seater sidecar, screen,

spare wheel, Electric
lighting, in fine condition'£105

RIDE WHIB.E YOU PAY.
Any o£ the above bargains may be had upon our liberal

Easy Payment terms.

Write for propusal form if unable to call, stating make of
machine that interests you—and remember we can supply
any make of New Machine and many other excellent

carefully used combinations and solo mounts at bargain
prices.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms. Motorcycles and Cars,

52-53. Snsse:s Place, Sooth Eeasm^tox
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs.

21a, Slcre Street, Tottenham Conrt Roai, W.C.I
Wholesale: 38. Alfred Place, W.Cl,

j

Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.
' Telephones : Accessories and Repairs, Musetim 1240.

Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260.
Telegrams." ., " Dynametro, Westceat, London.'

1 Q22 3-5peed 2-;ih.p. New Imperial, used t
-*-*-' condition brand new; £iJ5.—24, Balliol
North Kensington.

"VTEW IMPERIAL, 1922, a^Jih.p.. all-chain, 3-s
-L* taxed, practically unused; £55.—Clark, 7,
hibition Rd.. S.W.7. (

NEW IirPERIAL ailh.p., 2-speed sports ni

beautiful condition; £30; appointment.!
Temple Sheen Rd., East Sheen. S.\V.14.

[

NEW IMPERIAL, August, 1922. with insui
and accessories to £10, all-.chain 3-Epeed m

done 500 miles; £60.—Wood Lane Garage, W.'

A T Edwards.—1920 2"iih.p. 2-speed N-ew Impi
-ii. fully equipped, good condition; 29 guineas-
changes or deterred.—101, Gt. Portland St., W.J

NEW IMPERIAL 1917 2r{.h.p. J.A.P., 2 spet_
accessories, tax paid, splendid condition; £;

A., 136, Ravensbury Ed., Earlsfield, Loudon, S.'

"VIEW IMPERIAL 8h.ii. J.A.P. (1921) Combin.'
-Ll lamps, horn, screen, etc.. tax paid, first

mechani^?td condition ; £62.—Mobility, Ltd., Anfl

"j Q18 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, all-*

-L«^ drive, electric lamps, tax paid. Easting
screen, splendid rxmning order; £55.—D. and S. .

car Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green, I

~| 023 Brand New Model No, 3 New Imperial
J-i7 immediate delivery : 2-j4h.p., 3-speed, %U-(
drive, £65; easy payments arranged; carriage
—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham, [

Spare Parts :

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stoc

Rev, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: -taai

1257. Open till 6 p.m., 1 o'clock Satwda

Norton.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for Norton Bargains,;

SPECIAL Offer of a few brand new 1922 Iltt

at astounding reduction; Model 16H Z^^l
speed, list price £115, reduced to £80; Model f

Big 4, 3-speed, list price £120, reduced to £85.

ferred payments 4% extra ; free delivery.—Prj

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham, 1

b32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dnte of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when .desired, marked (P).
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' MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

919 Rndge-Mnltl Combination, recently overhauled

niid eniimelled, tyrei like new, epare belt, lampa,

rn niui licence; tirat cheque £43 aecurea.—Mln^hnll,

rewsl-uiy St.. Preea, Salop. f8585

-61i.p. Rudge-Multi Combinat.IoTi, 1919, lamps,
' tools and accessuries. engine, tyres (1 new), and

It (new), uU in good condition.— Geo. Angus and
J Ltd., Aligns Building, Old Hall St.. Liverpnul.

^
'

*"

[8686
)RAND new 1922 Rudges, all models, carriage

t paid to any address from works. 3'Ah.p. Multi^

iO- 3'..!i.p., 3-speed, dESO; 7-9h.p., 3-speed, £93/10,
'ht sidecar, £15; tunring. £/25; cycles. £9/18;
ilers in rotation.—Bishop Btos., Roman Rd.. Bow,

»48.—1921 (June) Rudge-Multi, 3';h.p., with uark
i gruy Millford sidecar, electric lamps, large tool

X on tank, escfilleiu tyres, any trinl; owner coing

jia —Shclswell. Cricket Green, Mitcham. Tel.

:

acham 822. Termiims 88 'bus. Would ride lea-

lable distance to purchaser. [8975

139, _ 1920 Rud?e-Multi 7-9b.p. Twin, lully

equipped wiLh P. and H. lamp set, horn, all

j]9. tax paid for year ; the machine is in perfect

uiiticn thmughout, and has done very small mile-

; tyres and belt very good, an exceptionally fast

i-Uine, will pass anything; any trial with pleasure.

{. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgfa. Suffolk. [9106

32.—Late 1920 I.O.M. , T.T. Rudge-MuUi, com-
pletely equipped with Lucas King's Own lamp

,
Lucas horn, practically brand new tyres, over-

i9 Diinlop Magnum jiwt fitted on rear wheel, tax
, d lor year; the machine has run about 2,500
'les only, and is in practically new condition; open
any examination and trial.—R. Watscn, Victoria

,, Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [9105

ipnrp Partif:

CDGE Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Shepherd, En-
I field Highway, N. [0901

HE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Illustrated
list free.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leam-

ton Spa [3163
Scott.

^OTT SUndard, 1922, shop-soiled, list price £110;
I will accept £91.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester.

;
_ [8274

J!OTT. lamps, horn, licensed, overhauled throughout;
I i:40.~Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
I, ge. [8350

(;OTT Squirrel, brand new, 1922, shop-soiled,
II list price £105; will accept £90.-Gibb, North-
{{

. Gloucester. [8273

P Edwards*.—1921 S^^h.p. Scott, perfect condition;
4 49 guineas. Exchanges or deferred.—101, Great
f land St.. W.l. '[9324

^OTT Squirrel," 1922, lamps, licensed, horn, small
^ mileage, beautiful condition; great bargain; 65
g eas.—H. Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. [8913

<;3TT Squirrel Motor cycle, latest model, not
^nsed; advertiser unable to use same; bargain
P .-Seen at 84, Fore St., E.C.2 (First Floor).

[8635
1 I'lCED Prices for 1923.—Scott Squirrel, £89:
^ <<: ti. Sociable, 168 guineas. Don't wait until
ai

, Order now and secure early delivery o( new
Ih; l3. Send for 1923 catalogues from Ball, Scott
Sj: ilist and Service Agent, 6, Wheeley's Rd.,
El istun. Stockist for D.A. cylinder exchange.

[8617
n-r Parts:

\ iHJJ Motors Ltd.. 32, Hustler St., Bradford.
' lor sound second-hand Scott parts at less than
b« rice; satislaction goaranteed- List by retnrn.

! [0889r 3FREVS-. Ltd.. 208, Gt, Portland St.. Louatni.

Y W J.—Complete stock of all 3cott spare parts
al' i in stock. AVrite for free spare part list, stating
e >' manufacture 10751

Sheffield'Henderson.
A Edwards.—2-^4h.p. Sheffield'-Henderson-BIack-
±^ nirne. special competition model, used in Tourist
"' y Race, fully equipped and licensed, 80 m.p.h.,

: deferred or exchange; 72 guineas.—101 Gt.
^ St., W.l. [8406

Singer.
W| j1-:R 3h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-start, lamps,
•^l leedometer, pillion, very good condition; £27/10
-Ojipsom Rd., Croydon. [8554
c re Parts:

Tp',; Promptest Firm for Genuine Singer Spares —
*J orfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington

GITTINE Singer Parts.
. lolland

'Vhh: 1945.
Hearsall Lane Corner,

[8368

Let me quote yon.—Alf.
Coventry.

'[8814
SpMi'Itbrnok.

JP'-Sparkbrook-Villiers, 2-stroke, 2^speed gear, p^r-^ Bct ordpi throusrhont, all ncceseories, tax paid,
otuj antfi Beeing.-130. Norwood Rd., West Norwood,

^ [8267
Ri^AIN.-Sparkbrook, 1917, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., coun-

jirslian gears, coach sidecar, 42 guineas; photo-
VthZ^^^' Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Rd..WM.heen.

[3253

The Tyre Ihat
is different,

GREAT tr«£DUCTIOMS
IN PRIOE.

EXTRA HEAVY
MDTOR CYOl-a COVER.
Guaranteed to give yon at

least 33 i par cent more
i

mileage tlian yon have ob-
j

tained from any otbei make. .

these covers embody all the
I

true principles that go to make
[

a real rubber non-skid—Side
;

Ribs, Cross Bars and Suction
Cups—a combination ol eve0-
tbing that is best in tyre manu-
facture.

FREE OFFER. To all purchasers Of

an Elite Super Non-skid Cover we will m elude

one of our
ELITE MOTOR CYCLE
BEPAIK OUTFI1-.
Thisis not an otdiairy tube
rep.iiriiijj oiif lit, but a Cover
indTube Outfit. Coiitaiti-

in^i cover pati.ti, oassorted
tube patclies, wire brusfi. i

roll canvas, i insulating
tape, valve tubiiiy, lari:e

tin of solution and cliaik

CiDER AN E'-ITE
COVER TO-DAY I

Size.'
: All Goods ;

S are sent on ;

; 7 days appro- 5 26X21
valagamst ; =6x25x2!
remittance, 528x3

S .carr, paid. "700x80 ...

Special Price.

Cover.
28/-

35/-
45/-
44/-

Tube.

5/9
6/9
7/11
7/6

A FEW OF OUR SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.

Size. Make.

24 X 2 Palmer, ribbed

„ Clincher de Luxe, e.x. he.i\'y.

24X 2j Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
26x2 Clincher de Luxe, ox. heavy.

Elite, 3-ribbed. ex. heavy .

.

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Bates, spec, hvy, beaded .

.

Palmer, cord
Bates, spec, hvy., wired-on.

.

Palmer, cord, heavy
Clincher deluxe, ex^. heavy.
Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. hvy. . . .

,

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Clincher, Dreadnought
Clincher de Luxe, 'ex. heavy.
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy

.

Ajax, Road I.[ing

Goodyear, All-weather
Palmer, cord
Clincher de Luxe. ex. heavy.

„ Goodrich, safety tread

700 X 80 Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.

26X2J

26X2j

:ex'2U
X2,!-/

26X2I
28x3

650. < 65

Price,

16/6
17/6
22/6
18'6

24/6
18/9
25/-

25/-

26/9
30/-

21/-

27/6
23/J
29/6
25/-
30/-

35/-

37/6
42/6
28/6
35/-

35/-

List

Phce.

29/6
26/-

27/6

27/9

28/3
40/-

43/4

47,'9

3^6

34/9
38/9
33/6
45/-

45/3
63/-

33/9
67/6
43/6

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaranteed.
24 x 2, 4/9 ; 26 x 2, 4;9 ; 26 x 21, 5/9 ; 26 x 2}, 6/-

;

26x24x2}, 6/9; 26x2 J, 6/9; 28x3, 7/11;
700 • 80, 7-6.

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths.
Per foot Jin.l/-, Jin. 1/1, ?in.1/S, lin. 1,'9,llin. 1/11.

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,
266. VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.I

to where all post orders should be addressed.
And at 44, Surbiion Rd., Kmgston-on-Tnames.

Telephone—Kingston 3355.

Steele Publicity,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Spilt kbrook

CPARKBROOK a'/oh.p., 1291, model A, VilUerl
^-^ engine, flvwheel magneto and V.E.C. liRhtiT^g, 2
speeds, and Canoelet Minor sidecar, tax paid; £45.

—

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Actou, London. [8779

Sun.

FOR 8uD-Jap, or Sun Vitesse, set In touch with
thft sol North London nirffntfl. Models in ittofk.

single Special, 42 guineas; 254h.p. J. A. P.. 2-apeed,
K.S., 60 guineas. Bend for catalogues. Trade sup-
plied.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0790
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM, late 1920, all on, perfect; £85.—AII-
wocd, 62, Ea.stfte!d Rd., Pel«rboro. £8565

1 QIS 3M.'h.p. Sunbeam, splendid condition, acoesaories,
J-«^tnx.—E. I'uicliaBe. 29, South St., Chichester. [9045

SUNBEAM 1916 6h.p. Combination, splendid order;
£65 lowest.—41 St. Edmunds Rd- Northampton.

[8796
SUWBEAM 4i/.ih.p., shop-soiled; list price £141/15;

special price £115.—Ratoliff* Bros., 200, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. [9129

SUNBEAM 1921 3'/ih.p., new condition, Lneas acety-
lene, speedometer, taxed, 26x3; £85.-7, Exhihi

tion Rd., S.W.7. [5618

SUNBEAM 1922 3'ih.p., shop-soiled, light solo, com-
plete to standard specification; £122/18.—The

Morris Garages, Oxiord. [9183

SUNBEAM 1922 4i.ih.p, Combination, electric lairpi,

scarcely used, unscratched, beautiful outfit; £128.
-7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5619

SUNBEAM 1919 8h.p. Combination, dynamo light-
ing, splendid condition; £75.—Ratcliffe Bros.,

200, Gt. Porlland St., W.l. [9127

1021 Sunlieam 8h.p. Combinntion, every accessory.
J-c/cofit £270, OS new, sell at great sacrifice.-'Rev.

.. , _. _
jgjj^g

Lucas lamps,
£120;
[8670

SUNBEAM Super Sports, only registered in Septem.
ber, rtin a- few miles only, special bargain, con-

dition absolutely as new; £110.—The Morris Garages.
Oxford. [9188

Sunbeam Combination, 1916-7, almost new
£68 ; or exchange modern

snio, cash either ivay.—Prescott Farm, Gt. Warford.
Knntsford. [8509

SUNBEAM 1921 3y2h.p., complete with D.A. cylin-
der, Lucas lighting set, speedometer, horn, in

splendid condition; price £75, or near offer.—Sun-
ningdale Motors, Sunningdale. [6788

SUNBEAM, 1922 (July), 3'4h.p., Bonnifcsen, all

accessories, mileage negligible, guaranteed as*

new, perfect, faultless and unscratched, taxed; £80.—
145, Widmoro Rd., Bromley. [8836

EOBEHTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1921 SVih.p. Sunbeam
Conibinatiofn, spare wheel, screen, Lucas electric

and gas lighting, speedometer, fine condition; £135.—
157b, Great Portland St., London, W.l. [8416

1 020 Sunbeam syoh.p., and new Sandum Sunbeam
J- *^ sidecar and screen, interchangeable wheels,
original tyres, all accessories, taxed, beautiful condi-
tion; gift, £87/10.-391, King St., Hammersmith.

[9059
~|021 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, aa new in every
-i-^ respect, many special and luxurious fittings,

dynamo, spaxa wheel, hood, etc., tyres as new; £130,
-.lames, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Padding-
ton. [9189

1020 SVali-p. Sunbeam, in ^perfect;, condition, heau-
X »7 tifully equipped with best Cowey and Lucas
accessories; 6,000 miles; 75 guineas, or near offer.

Seen by appointmentr—^Bor 4220,- c/0 The Motor
Cycle. [6780

AVanstall, Milford 'Vicarage, Surrey,

1 Q20 Sunbeam 8h,p. Combination
-*-*^ horn, in splendid condition, tyres good
any trial.—Foxwell, Clothier, Ross.

31h.p.
2 sidecar, good condition;

Si''?-
Sunbeam Combmalion, 1920, just over-

hauled, splendid condition, interchangeable
wheels, eleclric lighting, speedometer, mileage uiider
5.000; cost £205; owmer bought car; any trial; £110.
—84, Bonchurch Rd., Brighton. [8656

SUNBEAM 1920 SV^h.p., with Henderson Elite side-
car, recently overhKuIcd and re-enamelled, com-

plete v/ith Lncas lamps, speedometer, horn, etc., guar-
anteed as new throughout, privately owned; £100.—
Eadington and Sons, Alderley Edge. [8597

1 Q22 SVoli.p. Super-Sports Sunbeam, in perfect
_Lt/ condition, guaranteed over 75 m.p.h., winner
of many club events, special back oil tank and
Sbowell mechanical pump, Bonniksen speedometer
and Bowden extra air; £100.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [8361

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Sunbeam 1922 4V.h.p.
and Watsonian sidecar, Dunlops, Easting

screen. Klaxon, tax paid, only done about 300 mile.?,

absolutely like new; £119/10; just cost £172; in-

speclion invited. Opposite the Motor Show.—Wilkins,
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [9225

-| Q 20 Sunbeam 3V-'h.p. 3-speed Combination, inter-
J~*y changeable wheels, fine condition, ready to ride
away, lamps, and speedometer, tax paid; in 1920 cost

212 guineas, sacrifice, £112, or nearest offer; can be
seen and tried at York on appointment being made;
good reason for selling.—Waterson, Allerthorpe, York.

[8808
1

I
All letters relating to advertisements should <iupte the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pj. a.S.5
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE
Swift.

SWIFT (Ariel) |3yL.h.p., 1913-14, variable gear, ped:il

start and clutch, good tyres, licensed, insured
till May; any trial; £20.—E. D. Dowell, Pyrford,
Woking (1 mile Byfleet Station). [8818

T.D.C.
-| Q16 De Luxe T.D.C. 2-stroke, take 2; £15.-38,
Xt/ Hemans St.,

'" ' - --

T.D.C.
tior

Wandsworth Rd. [8761

1914, 4-stroke, singlefspeed, in good condi-
tion, corapleI.e with horn, acetylene lights, pump,

etc., t-ax paid to DecembeK; price £20, or nearest
offer.—The Lancaster M<Jtor Co., Norwood Rd., West
N-orwood, S.E.27. [8692

Torpedb
£15.—2V2h.p. Torpedo, equipped, fine running condi-

tion; evenings.— 4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.
[8935

Triumph.
pEEMIER Motor Co. lor Triumph Bargains.

A FEW Brand New 1922 Type 3.D. 4h-p. all-chain
drive Triumphs; list price £115. reduced to £85;

an opportunity to secure a high-grade brand new
machine of the very latest type at second-hand price;
deferred payments arranged; carriage paid to any
address.—Prem iei- Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[9090

1 Q22, Type H, 4h.p. Triumph, shop-soiled; bargain,
--*' £85.— Mitson's. Newmarket. [8943

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, as new; £60.-24,
J-*' Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [8823

TRIUMPH 1914, 3-6peed, £22; 1912 model, variable
gear, £15.-17, Hea.ton Rd., Mitcham. [8947

"J
Q18 Triumph Counterfihaft Combination, lamps,

-Lt' etc., perfect; £45.-9. Church Rd., Harlesden.
[8978
V, all

1, Priory Rd., Kew.
[9266

T^RIUMTH Combination, 1920, taxed, as new,
on, any trial; 58 guineas.-

1 Q 18 Countershaft Triumph, as new, £45 ; ditto
J-t/ 1919, £50. ' -.-..-,.

-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington,
[8822

1 Q20 Model H Triumph, perfect, only wants see., g;
J-*' £80, nearest.-Burrows, College Av., Maiden-
head. [;8556

TRIUMPH^ 1922, brand new, all chain drive, usual
guarantee; list price £115, our price £85.—

Eelow,

'/TRIUMPH, 1920, splendid condition, guaranteed
"^snip; £55 cash, or extended payments.—Below.

have 4 more reno-
Cash or

Do not miss this opportunity.
Call, write, or 'phone Brixton 3062.-33, Hackford
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [9288

THE HACKFORD ENG.
vated countershaft^ Triumphs at £45.

extended payments.

TRIITMPH, 1919, and sidecar, lam^is, horn, speedo-
meter, etc.; £59 "

Finchley.
Owen, 94b, Iligh Rd.,' East

[9051

jp 38.—Triumph Combination, gears, speedometer, nil-^ on, excellent condition.—Brookes, 82, High St.,

Teadingtou. [9040

4h.p. Triumph Combination, renovated, ex-Irish M.T.
stores, nice condition; £50.—120, Sutherland Rd.,

W. Cioydon. [9048

T.T. Triumph, Philipson, lamps, taxed, black-gold,
smart, 60 m.p.h-r snip. £27/10.-89, East Hill,

Wandsworth. [8878

1014 Triumph Canoelet Combination, 3-speed,
Jl*^ clutch; £40.—Glynne, 39, St. Paul's Av.. Wil-
lesden Green. ^, [8953

TRIUMPHS.—A large assortment In stock; solos and
combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High

Rd., Lee. S.E. [3245

TRILMPH 1918, sporting sidecar, all accessories,
excellent condition; £60—21

West Norwood.
Uilswater Rd.,

[8894

TRIUMPH, brand new, maker's guai-antee; S.D.,
£87; Mtadel H, £85; Model R, £100.—Parker's

Garage, Derby. [8798

1 Q16 4h.p. Triumph Countershaft, renovated, good
-L tf tyres, perfect order, insured ; £40.—Cherry,
Cobham, Sui'rey. [8850

TEIUMPH-PRECISieN, just overhauled, new tyres.
very fa?t : £28/10.-88, Cannon Hill Lane, Mer-

tort Park. S.W.19. [5742

4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, November, 1918, acces-
sories, splendid condition; £52; instalments.—63.

Solon Rd., Brixton. [9155

TRIUMPH, all-chain drive, shop-soiled; list price,
£115; special price, £85,—Ratcliffe Bros., 200,

Ut. Portland St., W.l. [9135

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p Sandum sidecar,' hood, screen,
-i- «^ speedometer, Tan-Sad, many spares ;

£"80.—26,
Well^sley Ed.. Chiswick. [9299

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, lamps, etc., in splendid
-i-*' condition; £40.—James, c/o Bradmores. 482,
Harrow Rd.. Paddington. [9190

pr^Q Guineas.—1921 Triumph, chain drive, Lucas
t> */ electric lighting, horn, speedometer, in perfect
condition, exceptionally last; evenings.-4, Elm Gar-
dens, Hammersmith, [8934

I've f^'^

JACKSON'S "IMPERVO"
IS GUARANTEED

to automatically seal all punctures up to
ithof an inch instantly and permanently,
while you ride. It is also a rubber pre'
servative and maintains perfect inflation.

Let as send you

Dsscrip HVeLiaflet

One tin sufficient for
filling a motor cjxle

tube.

Price 51 Postage
/•• 9d.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

SPRING CLIPS
Ideal for acetylen e
cables and tubing.

Made by Terry.

Price 4d. set of six.

Postage 2d.

LUCKY BLACK CAT
MASCOTS

Number Plate Fitting,

Price 1 —
Postage 34-

SIDECAR WHEEL
STAND.

Price 12/6
Postage gd.

Spares—if It's Jor a Douglas, we have it.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAM CONIMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417. Wires Burlington Motors
Clapham.

Just by Clapham ConunOD Underground Station.

MOTOH CYtLtS tOK SALE
Triumph

TRIUMPH Gombinatioii, 1920. fttlly eqnippe
perfect mechanical order; ii70.—RatclitTe

200. Gt. Portland St., W.l.

riiRlUMPH 1921 4h.p. chain drive Oombiir
*- splendid order, new sidecar fitted; £100, f

The Morris Garages, Oxford.

HALIFAX.—Triumph 1922 models: special
change allowances to clear.—Halifax Moto:

change, Horton St., Halifax.

1U4IUMPH 1918 coachbuilt Combination,
equipped, excellent condition ; £62.—R. B.

and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.

"1Q14 Triumph Combination, Grado gear; -1

--«/ RailLun, Cobham and Co., Ltd., Watei
Blaokfriars St., Salford, Manchester.

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—1922 chain
Triumph combination, tax paid, all accest

*105.—157bi Gt. Portland St., W.l.

"IQ18 Triumph, Swan aidecar, overhauled coat ol

J^*y speedometer, perfect condition; £78; i\'ill aei

—Neale, St. Marybourne, Andover, Hants.

CROYDON Agents Triumph, all new models
large range of second-hand in stock.—

M

Presto Motor Works, North End, Croydon.

1 Q21 4h.p. Ohaiu-drive Triumph, lamps,
A *J speedometer, perfect condition throughout

;

Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

TRIUMPH 1922 4h.p., Model H, the old tavc

brand new, shop-soiled, with or without si'

price, solo, £84.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.

TRIUMPH, Model H, brand new ajid unused,

at £105; our price, £90; exchanges or del

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensingt

1Q18 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, perfect com
J-" fully equipped; £40. Also 3 1916, fully etiui

£35 each.—155, Lumbetn Ba., S.E. 'Phone: Park

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1921-22,

chain, almost brand new, fully equipped
perfect; £95.-3. Stamford Brook Rd., Hammers

£85.—Tiinmph H, 1920, complete mth lamps,

den extra air, licence paid, only done 600

as new.—Barton, 41, St. Mathews Parade, Nortl

ton.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1922, moded H, brand ui

speeds; end of season price, £85; deferred

ments.—Eagles amd Co., 275, High St., Acton,
dOn.

O/l Guineas.—Oilers. SVzh.p. Triumph, Zenith
4 rt Bosch, Tan-Sad, lamps, acceesories, etc., goo

dition, 30/- tax paid.—25, Popiileton Rd., LeytOD

E.ll.

41i.p. Trium-ph, la-te 1920, Milllord sidecar,

carefully used, small mileage, Tan-Sad;-
:[

series, spares; private owner; £87.—Hendry, N
York.

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutcl|l

kick-start, .every accessory, Canoelet sidecar,

mileage and unscratched.—Smith, High Rd.,

mayes.

4h.p. Type H Triumph, with discs, lamps, horn

and flrstKilaaa coachbuilt sidecar, perfect

tion throughout; £72/10.—Herbert Robinson,

Green St., Cambridge.

TRIUMPH Combiuation, 1918, speedometer, ian,

foot clutch, Henderson sidecar, lamps, elc, 1

been used, owner bought car; £70 or. olfei.-OnO! P

Co.. Mill Hill, N.W.'.

4h.p. 1919 Triumph, 3 speeds, clutch and

start, beautiful condition, mechanically pi

tax paid; cheap for cash.—Apply R. MoNally,

Co. Fermanagh, Leland.

TRIUMPH-MILLFORD 1920, Eitsting, all :

and horn, indistinguishable from new; t

tional bargain; £62/10;—M. Hillier, 216, Porti

Rd., North Kensington.

TRIUMPH 1922 Models, slightly shop-soiled

Type H, £80; Type SD, £85; Type B, I

Write for shop-soiled bargain list.—P. J. Evans,

Bright St., Birmingham.

1Q20 Triumph Combinaticn Coupette, all-wc

JLi/ sidecar, exceptionally fine throughout;

deterred terms, £19 down.—Goad, 122, Malda

phone : Maida Vale 1353.

SOUTHPORT.—1921 Triumph. 3-speed «

specially tuned lovely condition, Ricardo

long exhaust, very fast; 69 guineas; exchan

Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport.

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken inl

payment tor a Triumph, any model; deterredj

ments.—Barker's Motors, 194. Balham High

S.W.12. 'Phone : 4441 Latchmere.

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, Blumel. windsS

Watford trip speedoiueter, tax paid, m gooc?^

dition, fully equipped with spares; £72 or near o;.

34, Queen Anne's Gardens, Enfield. f

1022 4h.p. Triumph Combination, good l™?s, ra

LU speedometer, screen, licence, new conditioa^

trial and examination, guaranteed;

Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

£106.-H '

a36 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by orlvate onners are, when desired, marked IPi.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

NEW 1998 TTliunphs, all-chain drive, and Junior
models; cash otfcrs invited to clear. Write, call,

or 'pbone Greenwich 751.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors),

27, St-ockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.lO. ![9331

RICARDO-TRIIIMPH, 1922, special machine, guar-
anteed 78 m.p.h., winner over 30 events ?ince

May; 85 guineas; excbauses.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,
iiq. Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen. [9314

TIUUMPH 1922 qh.p., model H, Lucas head. tail.

2 generators, horn, speedometer, watch, less than
1,000 miles; bought car; £90; cost £120.—Green,
fackway, Bailey's Hill, Sevenoaiis. (D) [8974

JUNIOR Tiiumph, 1920, 3.000 miles only, lamp,
Boiiniksen speedometer (new), electrio horn,

iciince paid, in splendid condition, careluUy tised

;

C45.—27, Beulah Rd. East, Thornton Healh. [8605

I
Q20 Triumph and Gloria Sidecar, fitted with ahi-Iv minium disc wheels, all accessories, stored and

mused for 2 years; prico £85.—Lt. BoUon, 1, Rich-
uond Mews, 'Whitehall. Tel. : Victoria 5355. {8671

f /» Guineas.—4h.p. Triumph coachbuilt Combina-xU tion, believed 1917, semi-sporting sidecar, Taii-
.ad, tai paid, ail on. guaranteed in perfect condition
hroughout.—239, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush.

[9287

I
020 Triumph, Olympia model, Canoelet, E:asting.

Lt/ new -spare tyre, all accessories, mileage under
,000, plating, enamel, indistinguishable Irom new,
ully licensed and insured; £85, or offer.— 1, Hill Crest,
^'embley. [8733

£30.-Triumph, S^^h.p., single speed, 1913, rebored
oversize piston, thoroughly overliaiileJ 1922,

'inac, Bosch, fast, powerful hill climber, reliable and
porting inachine; trial.—Elkins, Waingroves, Rick-
lansworth Rd., Watford. [85''0

rBIUMPH, chain drive, 1922 model, Gloria sidecar,
unused, shop-soiled only, catalogue price £155;

lir price €127' iO; uiil pav tax to 1923; belt-driven
lodel, 1922. £90, unused, slightly soiled—Bunting's
(otor Exchange, Wealdstone, Middlesex. [9172

922 Triumphs, brand new, S.D. (all-chain), several
in stuck, roadster and T.T. bars, except innal

ter, secure now; cost £115; clearing at £89; makers'
ill guarantee.—Harry Nash, Contracting Agent, 391,
ing St., Hammersmith. 'Phone : Hammeismith
J37. [7282

922 all-chain Triumph Combination, brand new,
£105; solo, £83. Yonr present machine taken

part payment.—Light Car and Motor Cycle En-
• ueering Co., Ltd., 26. Tulse Hill. Brixton. 'Phone:
Sist-on 1292. C'l- minute from Briston Skating
t! ak.) Look for the Golden Arrow. {9206
* Q22 4h.p. Triumph-Gloria Combination, all-chain

«-' drive, excellent condition, about 1,000 mile-,
,'umulator lighting, 2 switches, 3 Lncas lamps. 2
iieralors, Stewart speedometer. Klaxon and bulb
rns, Easting screen, waterproof cover; asking £140
lu=ive, cost £180 April.—Seen any time at Abbott's
lage, .Snrbiton. Owner, Gihon, bought car. [8886

'-'i^arc Paris:

^rarill'H Spares.—immediate delivery.-Knys, 8.
Liciid St.. -Ealing. [4807

VRLL WILLIAMS, Chapel Ash Depot, V.'clver-
iiamptoa.—Every Triumph part by return ; lists

^- [8140
KIUMPn Riders.—We specialise in Triumph parts.
Engine and gear box repairs. All parts in stock,

v.ai ting.—Gretna Motor Co., Garage, Gretna Green.
[859S

raUMPn Spare?.—^AU parts, all models in stock.
Second-band or new. Goods sent per "Return

nee."—All, Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coven-
'Phouc: 1945. [8813

RIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models; ais.
Stiirniey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

r overhauls by specialist.—Jones* Garage, Triumph
u-. Bi-cadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO [0809

' E iiold a complete range of spare parts, for
'juntershaft models, which comprise manv new

: bargain prices. Write for catalogue. 'Tiadc
5 —Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering
!.. 26. Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton

} : (i^. minute from Brixton Skating Rink). Look
I ibe Golden Arrow. [9205
'rtlUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, ntw

or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
c ew till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
i attteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-
I 3 and renovations a speciality, under personal
R^rvision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
loiier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
i -f. machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
1 ri,mgtof) Spa

Velocette.
j'vEitlER Motor Co. for Velocette Bargains.

•1 RTHER Startling Reductions in showrotirn-soiled
1?22 models; E2. 2-speed, £52; E3, 3-speed. £55;

-ices are £10 below makers' 1923 prices; all
lUch and kick-start, carry makers' full guar-

i. ^^F payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co.,
•"a Kd.. Birmingham. [9091
VLOCETTE, Intn 1922, 2 speeds, kick-start, dutch.

ridden nnly 250 miles, perfect order, nnecratchpd

;

•»|—Junder, Dormer Place, Leamington. [8533

[7361

We pay Single RaHw?y F' re from any part ol the
country when a Motor is purchased from this list to
be taken home by road.

1922 SOLO MACHINES (shop soiled).
(NDIAN, 3,ni.p,. Scout Model £96
N.U.T., -.V h.p. Twin

. J80
SUNBEAM, ^h h.p., a-s-peed, .ham £101
KUMBER, 4j h.p., 3-speed, chain . . . 180
HAWKER. 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain .... £7d
BEARDMORE, 3 h.p., Barr & Stroud 3-sp. £71
DIAMOND, ^ h.p.. Ban- & Stroud, 3-speed. £72
ALLON, 2! h.p., 2-strok2, 2-speeJ £43
NEW HUDSON, ai h.p., --speed, chain. . . £53
SUN, 2I h.p., 3-speed £6t
EDMUND, 2 J h.p.. ^-sp.. chain, spring fram; £76
IVY, 3 h.p., 3-speed, chain £67

SOLO. SECONDHAND (guaranteed^
NEW HUDSON, 2.L h.p., 2-specd, 1921 .... £33
TRIUMPH, ^v h.p., single speed, clutch £20
NEW HUDSON, 3-speed. hub, 1014 £28
NORTON, B.R.S. Racer, 1521 £55

ThisWeeks Plum
LATE 192a NEW'^V^SS

' 3 Ji Model 16a 35peed\
Sfiop sotied on/y \

J^orbns' t^)
\7,;, IVbr/d famous Bi^ Four

^JSpeedMode/r~ S/decapj
^//yn/Zyguaranteedy

1922 COMBINATIONS (shap sciled);

MARTINSrDE, u up. bporis £120
BEARDMORE, 4i h.p., spring Iramc? . £114
BRAOBl)=!r< ' h.'p. Twin . £130
KEW SIDECARS for Spring Frame Indians £23
.ecOND-HANo COMBINATION:, (guaranteed)
liAMES, 1915, jI h.p £63
SCOTT. 19 16, 1} h.p., lanms. horn }45
GLYNO, iqi4, spare wheel, etc £49
HARLEY-DAVIOSON, 19^0, Electric £85
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1920, speedometer, wind-

screen, as new, exceDtinnal £85
DENE, S h.p., with .Milford Sidecar £69

LiGHT CAKd Isnop sailed;.

CALTHORPE, 10 h.p. de J.use, 4-se.itc,- £295
LITTLE GREG, 9 h.p., 4-cvIinder, 3-spec.l £225
COVENTRY-PREMIER, 8 h.p., a-vseater tvOO
NEW HUDSON, Runabout, 3-wheeler £200

LIGHT GARS. EEC0N0HAN3.
CALTHORPE, 1920, 10 h.p. 4-seater,

Electric Ligliting & Starting £200
LAGONDA, 1920, Coupe 2-seater, Electric

Lighting & Starting £165
G.N^ 1921, 2-seaater, Electric £90
MORRIS-OXFORD, Wide 2-seater, Electrio £125
TRUMBULL, 14 h.p., 2-seater, Electric. £58

Motor Cycles taken in pari exchange for any ol

above & guarantee given. Deferred Terms arranged.

TB

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

1 Q21 Velocette, 2\i\\.\i., 2-speed gear box, mileage
X»/ 70^ as new from makers, comrlefe'y equijipe-i,
new. accessories, tax paid, insured; bargain, £50.

—

5, Kosemont Parade, North Finchley. [8805

Verus.

1Q21 Verus-Blackburne 2^'ib.p., clutch. K.S., over-
it' size tyres, disc^. lamps, ta.-c. as new; £36.—2a,
Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [8998

Vindec.
"YT^INDEC 5-6h.p., damaged rear cylinder, otherwise
* sound. £7/10; sidecar. 50/-.—Austin, Bungalows.

Cheswardir.e, Market Braytoii. [8962

Qh.p.w order,

Williamson.
Williamson Combination, eplendid running

huLid, screen. overaize lyres, Bosch
iriiigneto ; any t rial ; appointment ; what offers ?—
Roberts, 11, High St. Riiabon, Denbighshire. [8601

Wolf.

WOI.F 1922, 2-3peed, as new; sacrifice, 25 guineas.—67, iernlea Rd., Balham. [9277

1020 Wolf-Villiers, not used \mtU May, 1921, in
--*' splendid inechanieal running order; £30 or
nearest offer.—Atkins, Lampeter, Cardiganshire. [S531

Wooler.
WOOLER, 1920, perfect condition; £35, or offer.

-

Ilolliday, 11, DuckeK Rd., Harringay. [8560

BARGAIN—1921 Wooler, semi-T.T. bars, equipped,
taxed; 32 guineas; photograph.—Peter Gordon,

Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Ed.. East Sheen. [8254

WOOLER 2%h.p. 1920, spring frame, Tarinble gear,
fast, powerful engine, 1922 improveuients, sparer;;

£40 or reasonable offer; evenings.—16, Pickwick Rd..
Dulwich, S.E. [9021

' Zenith.

ALLA:N" GRUZELIER. the Zenith Specialists, Ulster
Charnbers, 163, Regent St.

BARGAINS.—1920 5h.p. sports, all on, tyres as
new, new belt, mileage 1,500; £45.—Below.

1 Q22 5h.p. Sports, Magdyno lighting, speedometer,
-i-^ horn, excellent condition throughout ; £65.—
Below.

1 Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Combination, electric light-
X*7 ing; £75.—Below.

1 Q20 Sh.p. Sports Combination, electric lighting;
-Lt/ £65—Below.
~f Q22 3V>h.p. Chain Bradshaw, as new, unscratched;
-Lt/ £95. [8683

5-6b.p. Sports Zenith (1917), perfect condition, any
trial; £38.-40, Walford Ed., Stoke Newincton.

[8523
ZENITH Combinatiou 1916. 4h.p. J.A.P., Bosch;

£50 ; write appointment.—Owner, 48, Barmeston
Rd., Catford. [7907

full eguipment, fast

;

New Maiden. 'Ph^-re :

(8756

1 Q 21 5h.p. Sports Zenilh, perfect, fast, fully
-Lt/ equipped, tax paid, insured; £75, or offer.—
Write Thomas, Otfurd, Kent. i:8932

ZENITH 8h.p. C^ UIltert^haft Combination, speedomrter.
hood, wind.^rreen : £55.—Letters, 1, Smith's Cot-

t;iges, Loamj'it Ttile, Lewi^ihnm. [8715

Y?32, or E.iichange,—4h.p. twin Zenith, countershaft,^ clutch and K.3., fully equipped, overhauled.
taxed.—15, Deal Rd.. Tcoting. [8754

F.O.C.H. Invite Inspection. Zeniths and other
makes far below any anticipated price reduction.

-5. Heath .St., Jlampste^d (near Tube). [3861

BARGAIN.—New 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw, 3V2b.p.; 72
guinea?: photograph; exchanges.—Peter Gordon,

Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen. [9313

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, brand new, 1922 model,
Gradua gear; £70; deferred pavm.ents 4% extra.

Eagles and Co., 275, High St.. Aclon, London. [8775

ZENITH 5-6h.p. 1918 Sports, countershaft model,
with flying ]\Iiddleton sidecar, all accessories.

fine condition; £55.-12, Temple Sheen Rd., East
Sheen, S.W.14. [8848

ZENITHS (any model) Converted to all-chain coun-
tershaft, with 3- or 4-speed gear box; satisfaction

guaranteed.—Hlustrations and particulars, Henry V.
Smith. Osmondthcrpe, Leeds. [8105

YOUR j\Iotor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for a Zenith, any model; deferred pay-

ments. -Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Road.
S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. [5945

LATE 1918 5-6h.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft,
kick-start, Milford -sidecar, speedometer, tax paid,

lamps, tools, owner going' abroad; sacrifice £45: good
order.—Chequers Hotel, Southgate St., King's Lynn.

[9047

ZENITH, Aug., 1921. Sh.p. Clutch Combina'ion,
electric horn and lighting, dimmer, speedometer,

special pillion. Easting, luggage -grid, complete equip-
ment, perfect throughout; must sell. £95; trial after

6 p.m.—404, York Rd., Camden Town. [8941

4h.p. Sports Zenith, 1916,
£25.-17, Sussex- Rd., ""

Maiden 138.

-^ ' letters reJating to advertisements should quote the number at the fend of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith

LATE 1922; £70, or exchange; 3V2I1.P. twin Zenith-
Bradshaw, cost £119 without iiumerous extras,

all-chain, Sturmey-Ajrcher 3 speeds and kick-start, as
new. Special 20 guinea light bulbous back sidecar
with foldiug-np luggage carrier, as used one trip on
same, £tO. Deliver within 100 miles radius free-

Photo, full partioulars.—Solwa.ybank, Hayes, Ken^t.
Piio-ne: Bromley 532 (No. 54 "bus). £8678

1Q22 8h.p. Super Sports Zenith-Jap, S.S., mileage
At^ iHider 4,000, tully equipped with lamps, horn,
pump, lung exhausts or standard eileiicer optional,
belt almost Tiew, tyres good, nickel- plated taiifc hold-
ing 2'/^ gal. petrol, EkoiL carbiuetter which gives ex-
ceptional easy starting, slow rurmiug 75 m.p £., and
last, but not least, over 75 m.p.li. ; photo with
pleasure; £90.—Box 4481, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8684

Spare Parts:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery. — Kays. 8,
Bond St.. Ealinc [5078

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
"

DOUGLAS (Lady's Model) 23ih.p. 2-speed, licensed,
]u«t overhauled; £37/10.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

Green St., Cambridge. [8354

Miscellaneous.
WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, London's old-

established firm for good motor cycles; prices
suit everybody.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms; weekly payments
taken on any motor cycle or combination.

WANDSWORTH.—T.D.C. Ligbtweigbt 2i4h.p., good
tyres, runs well; cheap, 16 guineas; weekly pay-

men.ts.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva 4i,^h.p., twin, good
tyres, take sidecar ; only 19 guineas ; weekly

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber Sy^h.p., 2 speeds,
handle-starting, lamps, booter; 23 guineas;

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. 5-6h.p., 4-cyl.. sliaft drive.
dropped frame; clear, 19 guineas; weekly pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—F.'N. 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., clutch
model, shaft drive, newly enamelled; 29 guineas;

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—O.K. Lightweight 2V.h-p.. 2
speeds, lamps, nice little runabout: 25 guineas;

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Royal Enfield Twin, 2 speeds,
chain drive, lamps; 29 guineas; weekly pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Ma tctless-Jap Twin, 3 speeds,
runs fine; only 29 guineas-; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith ZVt^U.p. J.A.P., Gradua
gear, good tyres; first cheque 29 guineas; pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott, rebuilt Sports model,
water-cooled, very fast ; bargain, 35 guineas

;

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier oica Coachbuilt Com-
bination, bulbous sidecar, 3 speeds; 36 guineas;

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 7-9b.p. Twin, 3 speeds,
kick, spring frame ; 33 guineas ; weekly pay-

men ts.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas 1918 Coachbuilt Com-
bination, 4h.p., 3 speeds; sacrifice, 49 guineas;

weekly paymen ts.

WANDSWORTH.—Rudge 1920 Isle-of-Man 3y2h.p.,
Multi gear; gift, 39 guineas; payments.

WANDSWORTH.-A.B.C. 1920 Twin, 4 speeds,
spring frame ; clear, 49 guineas ; weekly pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Sunbeam 3i/ob.p., almost new,
unscratched, 3 speeds, chain drive; 85 guineas;

paymeTjts.

WANDSWORTH.—HarJey-Davidsou fine Coachbuilt
Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds; only 49 guineas;

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Bat-Jap Coachbuilt Combina-
tion, 5-6h.p., twin, 3 speeds; 38 guineas; weekly

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. SV^h.p., 2 speeds,
chain drive, lamps, first; cheap, 27 guineas;

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Royal Enfield 1921 2i/ih.p.. 2
speeds, lamps, special; 35 guineas; weekly pay-

ments.

WAT^DSWORTH.—Indian 1915, clutch model,
7-9h,p., twin, very fast ; gift, 29 guineas

; pay-
ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Lists free.—Wandswortb Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth <Town Sta-

tion). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [9075

HALIFAX.—1923 New Imperial and Levis models
from stock. Cash, exchange, or deferred.—Hali-

fax Motor E.\change, Horton St., Halifax. [8907

DOUGLAS SPARES
1 guarantee to send any part by first post

;

being «n the %pot, if it is not in my huge
stock I obtain the same day. Try my

return post service.

A FEW SPECIALITIES
for your convemence. Filler, Funnel

and Compression Reducer combined

for 4 h.p. Douglas. The original

patent. Permits the last drop of oil

to be got out of the can. Sump
refilled without soiling the hands.

Fitted in 5 minutes, substantially

made, and lasts a lifetune, 10/6.

20% POWER INCREASE-
Get more power from

four Douglas by fittmg

MPROVED CYLINDERS.
They have stream-lined

ports, larger fins and more
of them. If you have a

1912-192 1 model try them
and you'll be surprised.

For 2| h.p. Douglas, price

60/- percylinder. For 4 h.p.Dou^las, with detachable

heads, so'that you can decarbonise your engine and
overhaul your valve seatings without dismantling

your engine, 65/- per cylinder.

TWIN RINGS. Two rings in each
groove give more power—^perfectly

gas-tight joints—prevent carbonis-

ing, as oil cannot pass them—wear
indefinitely—need no running in.

For 2^- h.p. Douglas 1/6 each. 4li.p.

Dougiasl/Seacb. Williamson, Sun-

beam 23 h.p. and Humber twin, 1/8

each. Sunbeam,4h.p. All Blackburn

4 h p engines, Triumph, Coulson, Sheffield Henderson

and Wilken 4 h.p. B.S.A. 3^ and 4i h.p. Rudge,

Singer 3^ h.p., New Hudson, L.M.C., J.A.P., S h.p.

A.J.S., etc., 1/0 each. Other makes quoted for on

application. .

' ^ , _

ZOOM 1 ZOOM I I The fashionable and efficient

exl^aust . system. Adds
pounds to the appearance
of any Douglas and lets

the engine give oS its full

power. In beautifully bur-

nished copper, price 30/-. In burnished nickel,

price 33/6.

THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM FOOTBOARD
AND FOOTRESTS. Beautilully finished—giving a

natural riding position. A real solid cast job.

Something that lasts for ever. Price 30/- per

pair complete __" _ .

THIS BEAUTIFULLY-SHAPED PAN SADDLE with
adjustable springs gives you
a low natural riding position

and does not foul tiie side-

car stay. My price 25/--

Usual price 35/-.

THE CORAM PISTON, fitted with
radiating mtemal fins. Correctly

designed, much lighter yet stronger

than standard. Fitted with the
patent twin rings in one groove.
Complete with rings and gudgeon
pin. Price 29/- per pair. Insist on
having these fitted when your mount
is nest down, and you'll never
regret it.

CORAM'S PATENT COMBINED
ALLOY VALVE CAP. My latest

idea. Never blows out, never seizes

in the threads. Prevents knocking
and overheatmg. A real boon. For
2| h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglases. Price

4/- each. Cash or Terms.

(Of&cial Douglas Agent)

140 VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL.
Sec me at Olympia. Telephone 3792.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

T HEBDEN and Sons. Nelson.

"DRAND New 1922 Models.

QAh.p. Hoyal Ruby, 3-speed, list £75; our price

25.h.p. Massey, Blackburne engine, alumi;
4 pjston, ^-speed, chain drive, guaranteec

m.p.h., list 76 guineas; our price £65.

3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, list £68; our price £

3ih.p. James Sports IVfodel, guaranteed 60 m
2 list £105, our price £85; 7h,p. James

bination, spare wheel, etc., list £170, our price &

Oih.p. Norton, Model 16H, list £115; our price

^h.p. Triumph, Type H, list £105; our price &

4ih.p. New Hudson Combination, list £125;
2 price £102/10.

41.h.p. P. and M. Combination, 4-speed, list &
2 our price £111.

8 h.p. Matchless Combination, Magdyno, spare .^

etc., list £206; our price £174.

8 h.p. Enfield Combination, list £140; our
£114; also new 1921 model, £104.

Scotland Rd., Ne
[

Hebden and Sons,
Lanes. Tel. : 91.

1Q^9 Rudge-Multi, in excellent condition;
-i-t/ gain, £47.

1021 Brooklands Road Special Norton, very;
JLcl - £39.

1 Q21 Shop-soiled New Imperial-Jap, never bee-.

Xt/ the road; £60.—Maiden Garages, Ltd.,

Maiden, Surrey.

F.N. 4-cyl., £12; Enfield Twin, £10; Kerry
2-speed, £10.—CoUins, 35, Vicarage Rd., Sunt

JONES' Garage, The Broadway, Miiswell Hill,

Open all Saturday; London's lowest prices'

motor cycles guaramteed 3 months.

JONES' Garage.—2S4h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-i

all accessories, excellent condition; any
given ; our special cash bai^ain of the week, £2t;

JONES' Garage.—4h.p. Douglas Combination,
exceptional condition and fast; £55.

JONES' Garage.—234h.p. Hobart-Villiers. brand:'

BrampLon forks, large Dunlop tyres; list i

£48; reduced to £35. Geax box to suit, £5 extrt

JO'NES' Garage.—Indian Sidecar, to suit

frame model, coachbuilt, perlect condition;

only, £12/10.

JONES' Garage.—1919 B.S.A. * 4i4b.p. Combini;
very fully equipped, vei-y smai't amd in hx.

condition throughout; £59.

JONES' Garage.—Heaps of bargains from £20;
exceptional reductions in brand new 1922 n

of all makes ; large comprehensive list free fo]f

asking. All machines guaranteed. 'Buses from "j

gate amd Finsbury Park pass the door. Tel. ; Bd
2917.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

I

F.O.C.H, for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars,r

bargains; cesli or easy payments; excm
arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead rnear Tubel '

NAYLOR and Kirk.—8h.p. Enfield combinatic'
speed, fully equipped, lamps, horn, windsit

exceptionally smart and mechanically good ; i

Below.

1Q16 2^4h.p. Douglas. 2-speed, fully equippec
-Lt7 cently overhanled, enamel like new; i

Below.

1 QIS Harley, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch, 'kick-
-Lt^ tyres almost new, guaranteed in first-classi

:

dition, all ready for fitting to sidecar, fully equip
lamps, speedometer, etc. ; £45.—Below.

T Q18 Harley 7-9b.p. Combination, as above.Tfc

X«/ with large bulbous back sidecar, hood, p
beautifully upholstered; £59.—Below.

P.
and M. 3i,^h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
fast and good sidecar machine; £28.—Below.

1 Q19 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, the h
-i-»? fully equipped outfit possible, and in first i

condition; a trial will convince; £55.—Below.

T Qie 4h.p. Precision,^ 2-speed, fully equippedul
-Lt? guaranteed sound and reliable, really up tc|
and yet going tor £18.—Below.

3Xh.p. B.S.A., late model, free engine, fully equi

2 enamel like new, fast and reliable; £22.

NAYLOR ^nd Kii-fc, 406, Garratt Lane, Eai-lsi^

S.W. 'Phone:. Wimbledon 2041.

1 Q20 6h.p. J.A.P. Combination, spare
X.%9 dynaino lighting, 3-speed clutch ana
starter, every fitment; £45.-24, Balliol Rd.» 1,

Kensington.

23.h.p. o.h.T. J.A.P. , in excellent condition, -w

4 of cup and numerous medals in 1921 con

tiona. used very little since; £30.—J. M. Heath, V,

Sheaf Hotel, Chesterfield.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote
Motor Cycles advertised

the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Usue

by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

IKDIAN Combin.ition 1914, erleurlid condition, £30.
or offer; also 2y,b,p. New Imperial 1917, thoroughly

overirauied throughout, offers. Apply after 6, J. H., 14,

Ndherbury Bd.. South Ealing, W.5. [8723

4-5h.p. J.A.P., Twin engine, incUuling long copper
exhaust pipes, silencer, sprocket, adjustable belt

pulley and engine plates, mileage 600; £16/10.
carriage paid.—75, Stanley St., Derby. [8609

SEVEEAL Second-hand 2->4h.p. Models in stock, coui-

pletely overh.auled and in perfect condition throui^h-

cnt: prices from £30-£40 ; write for particulart;.—

Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. Green St.. Cambridge. [8355

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpcol.—Shop-soiled 1922
models: £186 Ruby combination, £159/10; £70

Ruby lightweight. £57/10; £150 Rudge combination.
£125/10; £60 Bradbury lightweight. £49/19/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—Four 2-Epeea P. and
M.'s; £17/10/6, £29/10/6, £32/10/6. £39/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool,—3Hbp. Triumph,
P':i;ipso'i cui.ev, £18;iU/6 Gonnau=ht. 2-t;pee!l,

"IS/lOiB; Calfhorpe-Jap, 2-speed., £24/10/6; Son,
i-speed, £25,10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Black^pool.—Lady's 3-speed motor
cycle, £16/10/6; 6h.p. Rex ,

ccmbination,
.17/10/6; 3>^h-.p. Humber, £19/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—6h.p. Bat, counter-
shaft, 3-Epeed, £39/10/6; 3j/2h.p. Premier,

;22/10/6; 5h-p. Rudge, 2-speed, £25/10/6; Sh.p.
tuJge, 3-speed, £27/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.-Singer, 2-Epeed coun-
tershaft, £24/10/6; 2h.p. lightweight, magneto,

:il/10/6; 2-Epeed Douglas, £24/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—1921 Rndge-Multi,
dynamo lighting, £52,10/6; 4h.p. Douglas,

55/10/6; 1920 Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, £52/10/6;
h.p. Indian, 2-speed, £29/10/6; 7h.p. Indian,
;29;lOj6; 3h.p twin Enfield, £34/10/6.

BOOTHS -Motories, Blackpool.-1920 Martinsyde
combination. £85/10/6; 1919 Indian, aluminium

/wrling sidecar, dynamo lighting, £85/10/6; 1920
tatehless corabinaticn, £85/10/6; Sljh.p. New H«d-
in combination, £39/10/6; 8h.p. Premier combina-
,on, £39/10/6; Enfield combination, £39/10/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool, 1921 New Hudson,
2 speeds, kick-starter, £39/10/6; 1920 Dimg-

is combination. £59/10 6; £90 Ruby spring frame
gbtweight, fully equipped, £55/10,6.

300THS Motories. Blackpool.—8h.p. Garden Cycle
Car, £32/10,6 Zebre light car. 4-cyl., electric

^hticg and starting, detachable wheels. £175/10. cost
J45. Several others, cheap. Push cycles taken in
Lchange.—Booths .Motorics, 294, Waterloo Rd., Black-
lol. 'Phone: 1451. [8294

[OUTHPORT.-1919 Scott, Lucas accessories, Bon-
' niksen, 53 guineas; 1917 A.J.S. 6h.p. combination,
i guineas; 1921 Hobart. 350 c.c. J.A.P., spring
ime, 58 guineas; 1920 Wooler, 34 guineas; 1913
:..h.p, Indian, 23 guineas; 1911 Douglas, 15 guineas;
U Triumph, 19 guineas; exchanges.—Kent-s, 417,
rd St., Southport. [8995

' MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
IIHE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

period.— Write terms. Fowler Brigden. 130,
iston Ed [0795

'OBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.. tor many years have
^ specialised in this class of work. If machine is

rchased. full amount of hire up to one week is

jwEd.

—

157b. Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [5936

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

'DWAEDS and Co..
I

ftl, Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers of solos,vX combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices
en; distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone;
vlair 4027. [0870
.B.

7-iNT

AA COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-^v anteed tor prices given.—T. and B. Motor
. Ltd., 372, Euston Ed. Museum €581. [0948

LWAYS Buy

3L0S, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
phone, or call. If cormtry, send to London

vmnus. We collect free and send best cash offer —
T. Dunn, Ltd.. 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum

:/ [0332
'OTOK Cycle 2-st.roke Wanted: must he cheao

—

97. Elsenham St.. Sonthfields, S.W.18._ [8893

j
STROKE; also SVah.p. single; must be cheap,
modem.—10, Baronsmead Rd., Barnes. 18975

Jli.p. Douglas Crankshaft 1910 Model; icasonablo" pnce.—O. Lipscomb. Colgate, Horsham. [8534

DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Sei

The Headlamp supplied with this .,et is our 5in
Daybeam, a very powerful light-giver. The brackets
are of exceptioually strong and handsome design.
They carry the headlamp and also the (die cast)
aluminium case. The accumulator is specially made
for motor cycle lighting, and will brilliantly illuminate
the head and the rear lamp for 20 hours if used
intermittently. The tail lamp (our torpedo S.B.C.) is
exceptionally strong and well made, and has a very
attractive appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a
switch, and one lamp may be used independently of
the other. The outfit 'is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The finish is
ebony black and nickel plate.

Cortiplets Outfit, List No. 30,1, Price £5 5

(i DAYBEAM" Com'^inatlon Sei

The set comprises Daybeam 7in. Headlamp, Idea
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C. Tail Lamp
Each, lamp is fitted with an iadepeudcnt switch, and
is finished iu ebony black with nickle-plated relief.

The accumulator (capacity', 6 ^'olt, 40 amp.) is specially

Toade for motor cycle lighting, and will- give very satis-

factory service in use.

Complete Outfits. List No. 30 2. Price £7 7 t>

" DAYBEAM
Complete Electric

Set for

Lightweights
Solo Outfit, £3 3s.

Combinatioa Outfit, £3 15s.

WRITE FOR UST NO. 7

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable ageats.

TBfiDE (^^S* NARK

. ^^ RIM en PATENTS LTP j^^LAWDEH Rg BORDESi.EY BlRMINCHftM.

MOTOH CYCI.I-S WANTED
PALMER'H Garage. Tcoting.—The pre-eminent placs

fcr disposing of motcr cycles.

PALMER'S Garage Tooting, will make you a
cash offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.—You will be sure -of

a good cbe^ue it you sell your machine r.t

Palmer's Gaiage.

PALAfER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motcr cycles in the weekly aucticn sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given,

PALMER'S Garage, Tocting. will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.—If cash offer not ac-

cepted, machine can he included in Auction SaJe
held evety Thursday. .

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fis the price
and we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.-Terms : Selling com-
mission 7,'4% not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale, a nominaf auction fee is charged,
fcr motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,
5/-; ditto, over £50 value, . 10/-. When we effect

a sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

PALIirER'S Garage. Tooting.—Catalogues free.

Tel. : 208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage.
Tooting. _ [9214

£15.—Spot cash for best 2-stroke offered; write par-
ticulars.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes.

[8986

CFTEA^ Motor Cycles, any quantity, cash on the
spot.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill.

N.IO. ' [0947

GOOD Solo or Combination Wanted for Cash.—
Write, Lacey, 115, Engadine St., Southfield,

S.W.IS. [8846

DOUGLAS or Triumph, not earlier than 1918, con-
dition immaterial, cash waiting.—33, Richmond

Rd., W.14. [8538

WANTED, ecod counter-^ihaft solo, Sunbenm, Xorton.
similar, not earlier 1920; cheap.—107, Torontr

Ed., roitsmouth. [8543

PEUGEOT 7-9h.p., or other pre-war twin, wanted.
single gear, fast, reasonable condition; under £20.

-Bos 4420, c/o T?ie Motor Cycle. [8528

HIGH Powered Combination, modern, A.J.S. pre-
ferred. Full particulars, lowest cash, price.—311,

Canterbury St., Gillingham, Kent. [8611

HARLEY Combination, electric, 1921, exchange 1918
Hurler Combination with ctest of carpenter's tools,

valued £25.-82, Caledonian Ed., N.l. [8743

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cash on
sight. Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 370iJ

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
i06U4

CASH Buyers, Cash Buyers, any motor cycle, com-
bination. Bring cr send. — Wandsworth Mcloi

Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
[9077

WOULD Anyone give second-hand motor cycle to
poor country clergyman with large scattered hilly

parish in Yorkshire.—Bos 4478, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[8681
HARLEY Combination, 1920 or later, sltghiJy

damaged not objected to; please state lowesu
price and full particulars.—H... S3, Crofton Park Rd..
3.E.4. [8629

GOOD Late Model Combination or Light Car; ex-
change engineer's screw-cutting lathe and mill-

ing machine; cash adjustment,—"Car," 174, Vicarage
Rd., Leyton. [8646

ANY modern make of motor cycle in exchange for
letters patent, full rights,- One-Man hood for

char-a-bancs and cars; late illness leason of exchange.
—V. Thompson, -Bowel Hinton, filartock, Somerset.

[8573
BUNTING'S Buy eell. or exchange any maee o(

motor cycle. Stato your requirements. Wo
undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-

tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Ri-
change. Wealdstone. [0828

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd.. 485-

493, Upper Richmond Ed.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
Richmond 2362| and 2363. [0372

LONGMAN Bros., 17. Bond St.. Ealing, are re-

quiring a number of first-class machines and
combinations for spot cash, or sale on commission.
Representatives wUl be sent to inspect after pre-
liminary negotiations.—Write, 'phone. or call.

Phone: Ealing 689. [6555

SEND Your iPotor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer tel^raphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale it

desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[9211

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 339
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCI.HS WANTFD
NAYLOR and Kirk pay the best prices in London

for solos or combinations; new or second-hand.

—

406, Garratt l.ane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. 'Phone:
Wimbledon 2041. [9160

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C., perfect c^dition; £15.-

W. Carryev, 17, St. John's Rd., Leicester. [8651

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model, list

£55; accept £20; wonderful bargain.—Frank
Whitworth. 139, New St., Birmingham. [5085

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
YOUNG attachment and cvcle, as new; 12 guineas.

—67, Eernlea Rd., Balham. [9283

AUTO-WHEELS from £5/5, overhauled; any trial. -

J. W. Robins, 97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea.
[7170

13.h.p, Shaw Attachment, fitted bicycle; bargain.
4 £10.—Fisher, Springwell Rd.. Heston, Houns-

low, [8791

HOODS, WINDSCREENS. ETC.
GRAFTON Hoods, single, 39/-; 2-seater, ifV/6; side

^;urtains, 8/6 a,nd 12/6 extra.—Derrington.

AUSTER Windscreens, 12in.xx7in., polished alu-
minium frame, adjustable fittings, 9/6; our own,

polished aluminium frame, adjustable fittings. Triplex
5lass, 16in.xllin., £1/5; 19in.xl3in., £1/10; packed
wooden box, carriage fiee; any design made.—Derring-
ton, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [9256

BEST quality sidecar hoods, 35/- -and 45/-: cellaioui.

1/6, 2/6, and 3/6 sq. ft.—Hercules Hood Co., 698,
Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0855

BASTONES for Windscreens.—Sandum windscreen
with apron 55/-; Easting, £3/18.-228, Pen-

tonville Rd., King's Cross, London. N.l. [8396

W.J.C.—EenoTated Easting windscreens, perfect and
jiljfiOlutely as uen', complete with plated, fittjngs,

ready for fixing-, special oHer ; 48/6 ;
postage 1/6

:

Lave one on approval; money returned if not satisfied.

W.J.O.—Sidecar hoods from ,30/- ; 2-i5eater, 45/-

;

best quality double texture material, guaran-
teed waterproof.

W.J.C. Adjustable Windscreen, complete with
apron, 25/-; other screens at 30/- and 35/-.

W.J.C. fit celluloid panels, new aprons, side ciu-
tains, etc., in a few hours. Yourr .^resent screen

taken in part exchange.

W.J.C—All above brand new goods and guaranteed
\<y us to be perfect. Money returned if not

satisfied.

W.J.O. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Holland
Park W.ll. Park 2071. Business hours 8.30

to 8.30, including Saturdays. [9272

CELASTOID East Wind Screens. 50x10 7/-, 25^20
7/-, 16x10 2/6; thinner quality for poultry

hdnses 50x20 5/-, 10x10 1/-, post paid.—'Phcne

:

22576.—B. Smith and Son, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds
[8075

BOWER adjustable windscreen, complete with cover-
all aprons, manufactured under Patent Nos.

108334 of 1916 and 109501 of 1916, carriage paid,
on approval ; 30/-. A few shop-soiled Easting and
Sanduni AvinOscreens ; clearing this season's stock

;

all makes of screens repaired; new panels fitted from
12/-; aprons supplied from 10/-; hoods, complete,
30/-. Catalogues. 'Phone : Brixton 1585.—Robini
Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton,
S.W.2. Motor Cycle Show —We are exhibiting at 115,
Hammersmith Rd., opposite Cadby Hall. We invile
inspection. [8696

BODIES.
LARGE Sidecar Body, bulbous back, nearly new

;

£4.-94, Amelia St^ Walworth Rd., S.E. " [9008

DOUGLAS, genuine, absolutely as new, side door

;

£5/10.—Derrington, Grafton Rd., New Maiden.
[9257

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, latest models in
stock. Call and inspect before purchasing else-

where. All at low prices.

BASTONES.—Great clearance of sidecar bodies
(st-ock-soiled), semi-sporting lightweight, £2/15

each; ditto, not painted or -upholstered. 20/- each;
touring models, 70/- each; ditto, not painted or up-
holstered, 30/- each.—228, Pentonville Rd., Kmir's
Cross, London, N.l. TeL : 2481 North. . [8398

WILLOWBROOK can supply smart new body for
your old chassis of any type; low price. Writ« for

list.—Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

SEVERAL Sic3ecar Bodies to clear, npholstered,
painted, complete, £4/ 4 ; upholstered In lead

colour, £3/18.—Motor Works, 44b, Benhill Rd., Cam-
berwell, S.E. 5. [6782

W.J.O..—We are the actual manufacturers, and can
save you pounds. Send for catalogue. Remem-

ber all our goods are sent on approval. Money re-
turned if not satisfied.

W.J.O.—All models, from lightweights to 2-seater6,
in stock.

W.J.C—Send us yonr inQiiiries. Special bodies
made to order. 1 2 months' guarantee with all

our bodies. Repairs,

W ,J.O. Motor Exriiange, 5, Addison Av., Holland
Park. W.ll. Park 2071. [9271

i

The
Insurance

Policy
Authorised and
approved by

IS issued by

THE AUTOCAR
FIRE & ACCIDENT
. . INSURANCE . .

COMPANY LTD.

THE terms and con-

ditions of the Policy

are such that the

Insured is properly safe-

guarded and may rely

upon receiving efficient

service at all times, in

addition to prompt settle-

ment of claims.

For full particulars and
premiums apply to :

THE AUTOCAR FIRE &
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, LONDON, E.C.2.

Telephone : City 9831 and 9832.

Branches

:

BIRMINGHAM— Phoenix Chambers,
Colnaore Row.

LEEDS—28, Bond Street.

CARDIFF—15, High Street.

The Motor Cycle Policy is obtain-

able through all Motor Agents
and Insurance Brokers, but insist

on ''THE MOTOR CYCLE''
Policy.

BODIES.
BULBOUS DoTJglaB type bodlee, trimmed in Re

and painted lead oolour ; roomy, well n
£4/15. Stamp, photo.—Stock uid Sons, lOT, Co
ham Ed., Shepherd's Bush.

[

HEPPELTHWAITE'S-Brand new Douglas
bodies, £4/15; upholstered, bulbous, and la

require a finishing coat of paint only; photo oe
quest.—19, Wilcox Rd,, South Lambeth, Lot
S.W.8. 'Phone : 1953 Brixton. [.

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. V
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings o! cri

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to sci

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept,, estabi
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years,
suit us when designing new ideas.— Dorset H
TnHnr St.. London. E.C 4 [

COBB Speedman Sidecar Bodies are lamous
thqlr low cost and light weight; racing, I

ing bulbous and sports touring, untrimmed,
£2/5; finished- any colour from £3/10; all can
paid; built to fit your chassis.—Vernon Cobb, M
facturer of Coob Speedman Sidecars, Netting
Rd., Burton Joyce, Notts. [i

HELEN Sidecars T Helen Sidecars ! ! Helen ;

cars ! * I—A few more special contract bodies,

bous back, complete upholstered in best leathei
sprung back, sprung seat, locker at rear, any v,

or length supplied, only require finishing coa'
paint; £4/15 each. Wonderful trade terms. 2-S(

body, genuine iVTilford, complete hond, windsc:
beautiiul condition, painted red, upholstered
£11. Shop-soiled 2-seater body; £7/10; Several s

soiled light weights, from £3. Illustrated catah
Bodies -repaired, etc. 'Phdne: Brixton 1585.—

B

i\7anufacturiiig Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brijti

S.'W.2. Motor Cycle iShow.—We are exhibitiup at i

Hammersmith Rd , opposite Cadby Hall. We ii^

inspection. ['

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
S
pOB
CANDHAJU, the smartest sidecar specialiEte.

SANBUjVE Sitlecars.—OuT pre-war prices -n-ere the
\

' of tlie ]ast Show. Make sure and see us at &|
No. 170, at OlyjQpia.

SANDUM (V-ehaped) windscreen, a hood, screen |i

' apron. The Popular £2/15, and the Star
£3118. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) windscreen. Our South Lc
agent writes; "An instantaneous fiuccess: sold it

send further supply." Agents, get in touch with ne

SANDUM Dual-purpose Sidecar (patented). The Jl

sidecar of reasonable length capable of carrying .

adults in comfort. Bodies supplied separately if reqtfi

SANDTJM exhibit at Olympia. Stand No.
170.f'

' include our full range of sidecar epecialities.

SANDHAM Engineerii;? Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's k

Rd.. W.0.1. 'Phone: JTnseum 3427.
[f

INDIAN Sidecar, spring frame-—27, Vernon
^

\i

Lutou.

SCOTT Sidecar Chassis, £6/10.-
West Kilburn.

-70, Stafforl

(!

DOUGLAS Sidecar, -and several others; chea)*

clear.—17, Heaton Hd., Mitcham. [p

BASTONES for Sidecars.—No better or oh»f
house: all latest models in stock.

"DASTONES.—End of season. Great reductioi!

BASTONES.—Montgomery sports model, stock ^
only; list price £23/10; to clear, £18/10. I

BASTONES.—Montgomery. Model No. 1, ij

soiled only; list price £28/10; to clear. £238

BASTONES.—Montgomery, Model No. 1,
jj

models. Triple.-! screen fitted; to clear. C2H
each.

BASTONES.—Complete sidecar to fit any macj
£11; ditto sports model. £16/19; touring hu'i

back sidecars, £17/7/6. Several models in stockl

BASTONES.—If you are buying a sidecar, kl
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewB

and save money.—228, Pentonville Rd., Ring's C|
London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. If

DOUGLAS Sidecar, complete. Cameo screen, |
£11.-69, Kingston Ed., New MaJden. . Lp

RENNOO Sporting, fitted discs, windscreen; ie
29, Victoria Kd., Kenflg Hill, S.W. [I|

COUPETTE, the perfect sidecar, with disappcfjj

rigid hood; perfect proteclion.—Below. r

COUPETTE, the stdecar of duality »l>d l|

and chassis of repute.—Below.
^

COUPETTE, the perfect sidecar; touring mJ
on deferred terms, £7/18 down.—^Below. '(

COUPETTE Sidecars for 1923; mxaj Intcra I

models: the original sidecar with rtgid *

appearing bood; perfect protection, emart ];*

ready Iot the jQ?d.—Goad, ISE, Maida VaJs.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

quality at moderate Drloo; 18 to 28 gtilneas oom^
ready for the load.—Goad, ISE, Maida VaOs. Ph

j

Maida Vale 1553. I
'
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
W.J.O- for Sidecars. New bulbous back models,

complete with underslung chassis, £12/10.

TTT.J.C—2-6eut«r bulbous back models, with, under-

£€ ; heavyweight
Special fittings for

"IT7.J.0.—Special offer.

VV btxiy, oadersluug chassis complete.

sluuu chassis, from £15,

WJ.C-—Lightweight chassis from
for big twin from £8/10,

siiriug frame njiiL-hinee, 15/- extra.

Sports model H, streamlin*
all attach-

lueiits, any colour, £12/10; side door, 107- extra.

Ttie t'reatest yiilue in sidecars ever offered.

W.J.C.—Auy model supulied on easy payments.
Xuur present sidecar taken in part exchange,

Send for catalogue..

W.J.O.—The above sidecars are of the finest mate-
riiil and wurkmausbip, and are fully guarautetxl.

iuy sidecar sent on approval against cash. Money
,eturuf*d if not qutisfied.

W.J.C.
cyL'les, fitted

We make a special sidecar for Clyno motor
with intercjjangei.ibl0 wheel, bul-

lous back, underslung ehasesis, 26in, or 28iii. wheel,

'tted tyre and tube, any colour; we are offering

liese at the ridiculous price of £19/15 ; honestly
mrth £25; satisfaction guaranteed; your present

idecftr taken in part exchange.

W.J.O. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Holland
Paik W.ll. Pnik 2071. Business hours, 8.30

8.30, including Saturdays. [9270

2JIDECAR, Watsonian Monarch, complete; £13.—
5 Sweet, 78, Clarence St.. Newcastle-on-Tyne. [8800

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—New coach bodies,
lull size, with, locker, £5/17/9; usually £9,10.

Blackpool.—New step-pattern
£5/17/6; sporting bodies.

BOOTHS Motorics,
coach bodies,

:4/17/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Canoelet chassis,
like new, £5 / 19 / 6 ; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to

uit Triumph, B.S.A., £l6/10/6; second-hand side-

; ars, cheap ; springs, mudguards, hubs, lugs,

ttiogs; state requirements.—Booths Motories, 294,
i^aterloo Rd., Blackpool. [8293

. r IGHTWEIGHT Sidecar Chassis, quite new, fit any
U mavliine; £3/10.-668, High Rd., Leytonstone.

[8657
ITILLFORD Sidecar, complete, pre-war ; 65/- ; ex-
'X change dynamo.—21, Fordel Rd., Catfcrd.

[8765
JIDECARS.—Several, second-hand, very cheap; room
5 wanted.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.

[9035
iJIDECAR, light ccachbuilt, good condition, all cc-n-

;' uections; £5/5.-183, Cattell Rd.. Birminfiham.
[8518

^ "lOACHBUILT Sidecar, bulbous back, off Q-S.
!>* Triumph, £10.-19, Wood Lane, Shepherd's Blish.

[8626
iIDECAR, complete, hood, windscreen, well uphol-

'' slereii; £10.—Chas. Amos, Monson Rd.. Re'ibill.

irrey. [8497

' TON'TGOMERY Coachhuilt Sidecar, complete;
i

JL genuine bargain, £5/10.—Prout, Cannon St..

M union. [8817

lONNAI'GHT 1922 Sidecar, off 3M;h.p. model, equal
'

' to new; £lO.~James Coultert, Motor Agent,
,
rkby Lonsdale. [9072

RIEL Sports Sidecar, as new, £20; Bluemel wind-
^ screen. £3/5.—Athron, 29, Ash Grove, South
msall, Pontefract. [8503

(LORIA Chassis, incomplete, with bulbous back
1" body, not iiphcLsiered; £5/10; will separate.— 9.

_
. urch Rd.. Harlesden. [8787

[i tOACH Sidecar, hood, screen, detachable joints,
SI' bulbous back, kcker, carrier, leaf springs; £10.—
ji Stanbridge Rd., Putney. [8525

h'XTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
fi ' lui ;iii uiuiitj.— oeiiU lui catalogue, eli;., Uideezi
ijles, Ltd.. 5. . .^tona St.. S.W.I. [C829

[IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again wins
Championship at Brooklands, making third suo-

^ivc year. Le Vack (Zenith-Jap) first, O. de Lissa
otQsacoche) second.

r IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again used for
L rei'^rds. 50 miles, 100 miles, one hour, by
5^1=. Temple and Allchin, on the famous Harley-
viJbon.

T IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar was used by
I L the winners in the 200-mile race. M'essrs.
ridson (Indian) and Le Vack (Zenith).

riDDLETONS Supply on extended payments if eo
L desired.

riDDLETONS cater for New Poor and New Rich
,L alike. Our s>mpathie5 are, however, with the
mer. We know how it feels, never having been
thing else, for. as you are probably aware, we make

' hing out of sidecars, just doing it, like the artists'
\
ie\, for a barg living.

ftDDLETONS, London's Oldest-established Sidecar
i^ Makers Business hours. 9 to 6; Saturdays,
/36 12. Sundays, like the Scotsmerk, we stop in
I lor economy. Saves wearing out boots, you don't
14 a fire, and it keeps the appetite down.—27,

". oud Green Rd., Finsbury Park. 'Phone: Hornsey
'^- t[0522

Vhc

BRAMPTON
BI-FLEX SPRING FOFK.

"Comfort Trebled"
A Motor Cyclist resident in Oxford recently
wrote us as follows :

" The Spring Forlts I ordered from you arri\'ed safely
and in good order on Tuesday. Yesterday and to-day
I have been testing thera on some of the roughest roads
round here, and they are a fairly good test. Naturally,
ray expectations were high, but I am glad to say they
were exceeded by the efficiency of your Forks, Tlie
comfort of the machine has been trebled, and it steers
itself almost without assistance."

The above unsolicited testimony from an actual user
explains the popularity o£ the Brampton Bi-Flex Spring
Fork Descriptive booklet illustrating models £or Motor
Cycles ol 2i Kp. and upwards on reauest.

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.

Oliver Street, BIRMINGHAM.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
NEW Watsonian Lightweight Sidecar, apron, side

lamp; cost £19/5. sacrifice. £12/10; off 2''4h.p.
A.J.S.—391, King St., Hammersmith. f9057

T^ ORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
J-' lolded (10 seconds) combination passes throueb
ordinary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when
open, no freaklshness; send for descriotiuns.—Frank
Whitwarth. 139, New St., BirmlnRham. [5083

"prOPLEY Folding Sidecar Saves Garage; attached
-"- to motor will ro throuch pa-ssace 28in.: tandem
bodies fitted; suits motors up to lOh.n. : cbaneed
from pleasure to commercial in few seconds; tested 8
years.-F. Hopley. Upper Hichgate St., Birmincham,

10152
T>ARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
J- has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself
absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cvcle,
aud, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycJe Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

HELEN Sidecars ! Helen Sidecars ! ! Helen Side-
cars ! ! !—Plus One chassis, complete with fittings

for any American machines, wonderful offer; £12/15,
or complete with first-class .coachhuilt body, £20

;

with 2-.=eater body, £22/10, Harlev outfit, complete,
shop-soiled, £18; with 2-seater body, £20. 4h.p.
chassis, brand new, complete with fittings less tyre,
-icSrlO. Light weights, new, £6. Extended payments
t-aken. 'Phone: Brixton 1585—Robini JVIanuiacturing
Co.. 1 and 3, Tulise Hill, Brixton, S.W.2 Motor
Cycle Show.—We are exhibiting at 115, Hammersmith
Rd., opposite Cadby Hall. We invite inspection.

1.8695

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
TEMPERING 1921 8h.p. air-cooled 2.';eater; £95.-

The Morris Garages, Oxford. [9178

ALLDAYS Chassis. 2-speed, ' reverse, le^. engine;
£10.—Capt. Collins. Sunbury. [8989

MORGAN, M.A G., air-cooled, 1919, splendid order;
- £95.-The Morris Garages, Oxford. [9180

"Id 20 Crouch 9h.p., in fine order, spare wheel, etc.;
JLi7 £65.-Bartlett's. 93, Gt. Portland St. [9343

G.N.. 1922 model, specially tuned, s.hop-soiled only,
2-seater and nice dickey; only £210.

G.N. Model De Luxe, dynamo lighting, disc wheels,
hood, screen, painted makers', exceedingly smart

car, looks like this year's model; £115; exchange
or deferred payments for either.—Marlborough (Motor
House), 20-22, Finchley Rd., N.W.S. Hampstead
7355. f6564

MORGAN 1916 Grand Prix, perfect condition,
fully equipped, J.A.P.; cash, £70.—Below.

G.N. 1920, electric lighting, five interchangeable
wheels, excellent condition; £80.—Below.

1 Q21 Aero Morgan, dynamo lighting, five lamps,
J-«7 special equipment, excellent condition, M.A.G.
engine; £137/10; cash, exchange, instalments.—
Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, E.C.3.
'Phone Avenue 554§. [0069

G.N., May, 1922, under 5.000, many extras, cost

£250; sell £150.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[9179

MORGAN Dc Luxe, 1919, M.A.G. , speedometer, per-

fect; £92.—Hockerill Works, Bishops Sbortford.
[9098

1 021 Legere G.N.. all aluminium, 60 m.p.h., as
Xt/ new; £110.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[8329
BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model, 8-lOh.p., air-

cooled or v.'ater-cooled to. choice. Immediate de-

liveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
model, £195. Side-by-side armchair seats, 3

speeds and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen,

lamps, tools, jack, and pump included. Trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms Your old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer,
Sole Concessionnaire for the British Empire,

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [9209

ROYER Eight 1923 models from £180: motorcycle
exchanges.—E. B. Clark and Co., 7. Exhihitinn

Rd.. S.W.7. [7517

A.V. Monocar 1920 8h.p., excelleut running, order;
quick sale, £60 ; or exchange solo.—12, Crescent

Rd., Wimbledon. [8520

3-WHEELER 2-r>eater, eood tyres, hood, but less

engine: £5.—H. R. H^ll, c/o Green Man Hotel.
Wl etstone, London. [8587

BARGAIN.— 1921 Garden Cycle Car, hood, screen.
electric, fine order; £50.—Dawson, 3, Springfield

Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [8938

SWIFT 7-9h.p. Twin 2-seater, fully equipped; £75,
or exchange combination, Morgan, cash any way.

-49, Ashley Rd., Sheffield. [888"5

MORGAN, insured, licensed, lamps, new tyres,
hood, screen, smart, guaranteed perfect; £60.—

89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [888C

SEAL Sociable, black model, bought June, 1921
full fitment, splendid condition; £115 for quiol.

sale.— 20, Redlam, Blackburn. [8871

MORGAN Grand Prix, 1920, beautiful condition
fuliv equipped; £95, bargain.—Stone, 280

Gloucester Rd., Horfield, Bristol. [8797

All letters relating to advertlsementa should auote- the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a.ii
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS,
tf>-SEATER 1921 Garden, perfect order» tau piidi
f^ sell cheap, of exchange combination ftnd catsh.

—257, Cavendish Rd^ Balbam. 8.W.12. [9050

NEW HUDSON 192Z Ligbfi Oar. showroom modal.
slightly soiled, fullj guaranteed : £195.—New

Hudson Depot. 45. Gray'* hm Rd^ W.C.I. [9152

PRACTICALLY New 1922 G.N. De Lnxe. dynamo
lighting, every pos&ibla accessory, £] 40 ; ditto

1921, £100.-24, Balliol Rd., Nortli Kensington.
[8828

MORGANS.—Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St. Alba-ns.
can give early delivery of this famous rnnabout

;

Grand Prix ^£160, De Luxe £165, Family Model £170.
[0935

TlTORGAN Grand Prix, 8h.p. water-cooled J.A.P.,
-L'J- disc wheels, etc, splendid condition; £65; tax
paid; trial anywhere.—605, Garratfc Lane, Earlsfield,
S.W 18. [9061

SPORTS Cyoleoar, 8h.p. J.A.P., 2-seater streamline
body, fast and perfect, electric lighting, etc ; bar-

eain, £95 or nearest.—Coleman, Stoke-undei-Hnm,
Somerset.

, t8677

SOUTHPORT.—1917 Grand Prix Morgan-Jap. Aero
body primrose and black, all on, recent £30 over-

haul; 81 guineas; exchanges.—Kent s. 417, Lord St.,
Southport. [8993

§ljl Guineas, Exchanges.—1915 Baby Peugeot. De
KjO Luxe 2-seater, 3 speeds, 7h.p., 4 cyls., hood,
screen, spare rim, smart; any examination, trial.—Sea-
bridge.-^Below.

A A Guineas. Exchanges.—1913-14 G.N., 2-seater,
\x:^ hood, screen, polished bonnet, electric lamps,
speedometer, smart, any examination, trial.—^eabridge.
—Below.

/^ O Guineas, Exchange.—1914 Perry, 8h.p., 2-seater,^t/ 5 detachables, hood, screen, lamps, smart, any
examination trial.—Seabrldge.—Below.

O fy Guineas, Sacrifice Price, Exchange.—De Dion,
1 8h.p., 2 cylinders, raonobloc, 3-speed, gear box,

side change, 2-seater, dickey, hood, screen, lamps.
Stepney, good tyres, splendid condition.—Seabridge.—
Below.

QQ Guineas, Exchange.—1921 Coventry Premier, 3-
•^ •^ wheeler, dynamo, spare wheel, S^I^^d condi-
tion.—Seabridge.—Below.

ALL the above and many other bargains at Sea-
bridge, 35, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwich, Sydenham

2452. [9339

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all
models from stock ; list free.—Elce, Ltd.,

13-15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, E.C.3. 'Phone
Avenue 5548. [0070

1 Q21 Garden 2-seater, hood, screen, electric lamps,
-I- •^ in really excellent order ; £65 ; exchanges or
deferred.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone^: Dalston 2408. [9169

1 Q23 Morgan, family model, 8h.p. J.A.P., water-
J-t' cooled, specially tuned Binks, just arrived,
£170; also Popular model, £135; both fully equipped,
—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [8276

1 Q22 Morgan, Popular model, 8h.p. J.A.P., stan-
it/ dard equipment, guaranteed faultless; £115.—
Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243. Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [9170

A.V. Monocafs, 1920, 8h.p., 2-speed, dynamo light-
ing, tax, perfect condition; £60; other cars in

stock; exchanges, cash either way.—A.V, Specialist.
2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Comer, Barnes. [8999

"I
Q21 (September) Latest Garden, beautiful 2-

J~if seater, little used, electric lighting, hood,
screen; sacrifice, 59 guineas; combination part; easy
terms.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,
Wandsworth (Town Station). [9076

"I
Q22 Morgan G.P., 8h.p. w.c. J.A.P., Lucas dynamo,

M-if discs, speedometer, etc, absolutely as new, guar-
anteed; £140; exchanges or deferred.—Homac's,
Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [9168

MORGANS, G.P. model, lOh.p. Blackburne m-.c.

engine, fully equipped, brand new, for immediate
delivery; £160; exchanges or deferred.—Homac's,
Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [9167

MORGAN 1920-21 Grand Prix. M.A.G. engine,
painted mauve, lamps, horn, hood and screen,

special black dome mudguards, in excellent condition
all round, licensed; £120; exchanges.—Bambers, East-
bank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7816

1 Q22 Aero model Morgan, Lucas dynamo lighting,
-I. «/ speedometer, hood with side curtains, discs,
indistinguishable from new, smartest Morgan on the
rc-ad; £175; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50,
Harrington Rd.. South Kensington. [5610

NEW HUDSON Runabout, standard model, 1922,
delivered September, speedometer, accessories,

comprehensive policy; exchange for 1922 Sunbeam
motor cycle, accessories, and cash £100.—Allan. 3,
Markham Cres., Sherwood, Nottingham. [8767

MORGAN, Aero model, 1921, special competition
"bus, 4 speeds, winner of many golds, lOh.p.,

water-cooled M.A.G. engine, guaranteed to do 67
m.p.h. Now, you speedmen, S'how your pluck and
secure this certain prize-v/inner for £110. Several
other Morgans and other 3-wheelers, from £30 to
£120.-Bunting's Motor Exchange. Wealdstone, Mid-
dlesex. * [9175

Government Surplus Stores
MAki. iviARK or QUAkl-rV.
All Goods Purchased carry with them our Guarantee
ol Excellence, together with our heenest possible

prices. A Hrm appreciation Is shown towards our
customers' wishes in every passible way.

600 SIdcot Suits. White rubber underlined.

Imitation tur-Imed. Part word. Good ooa-
dition (without Wallaby collar) .... 15/- each
2,000 Leather Jerkins. (Without sleeves) 7/6 „
5,000 Leather Helmets. Fur-lined. Short

pattern. New ^ . 12/6 „
5,000 Leather Helmets. Fleeced lining. . 6/- „
1,000 Genuine Army Leather Waistcoats.

Witli sleeves. Wool lining. Most
wond^ul valtie ; . . . . 25/- „

1,500 Genuine Army Motor Leggings.
Wool-lined to knee - : 12/6 pair

250 Canadian Leather Gloves 3/- „
ia,OOOLongGauntletGloves.(i7i inches) 12/6 „
250 Long Leather Coats. Teddy bear-

lined. " Suitable for Ladies or Gents.
With belt 117/6 each

SOO Long Leather Coats. Tweed-lined.
SuitableforLadicsnr Gents. With belt 110/- „

125 Officers' Trench Coats. Oilskin under-
lined. Fleeced lining. Most wonderful
value 55/- „

150 Naval Blue Trench Coats. Oilskin

underlined. Check or shot silk lining.

Most wonderful value 55/- „
500 Government Jean Boiler Suits. Sizes

3's to S's 12/11 suit

750 Real Witney Blankets. 8o"xioo''.
All wool. Weighs 1 1 lbs S2/6 pan

1,000 Real Witney Blankets. 7o"X9o".
All wool. Weis;hs 8J lbs 27/6 „

1,000 Real Witney Blankets. 64"x84".
All wool. Weighs 7 lbs. . ,. 22/6

735 Pair Unbleached Twill Sheets.

8o"x roo". Heavy quality 12/6 „
1,500 Pair Unbleached Twill Sheets.

7o"X9o". Heavy quality 10/6 „

2,000 Real Eiderdowns. Full size. New 25/- each
1,600 Feather Pillows 4/6 „

1,500 Pair Pants and Vests. Whiter wool
or natural wool. Short or long sleeves 4/6 „

1,500 Pair Pants and Vests. Britannia
make. Pure wool 6/3 ,

1,000 Turkish Boiler Towels. 6o"xi9".
Excellent value 1/9 „

5,000 Towels. 52"X25". Excellent value 2/3 „
20,000 Grey Army Socks. All wool.

(These will be sent to every customer
who orders other goods.) At 9d. pair

2,500 Kilts. Part-worn. Excellent value.

7 yards material 7/6 each
3,000 Khaki British Warms. Fart-worn.

Excellent value 7/6 „
225 Pair Officers' Knee Trench Boots.
Willow calf. New. Lace up front. . . 37/6 pair

1,000 Pair Officers' Brown Boots. Willow
calf or glace. Finest quality. New . . 25/- „

750 Pair Officers' Brown Shoes. Finest
qualitv. New 25/- „

S,000 Oilskin Jackets. Part-worn. Con-
dition good 4/6 each

5,000 Oilskin Trousers. Pait-worn. Con-
dition good ; 4/6 pair

10,000 Oilskin Great Coats. New 7/6 each

6,000 R.I.C. Macintoshes. Fart-wom.
Condition good 5/- „

10,000 Naval Waterbottles. (Will be sent

with other goods only) 3d. „

600 Mess Tins. (Will be sent with other
goods only.) At 3d. „

80,000 Dandy Brushes 6d. „
3,000 Ground Sheet Capes. 6ft,X3ft.

Part-worn. Condition good 2/6 „

1,600 Ground Sheet Capes. 6 ft. X 3 ft. New 3/6 „
150 Horse Collars. 22" to 28". New.

Slightly soiled. Most wonderful value. 17/6 „

1JI00 Pair Officers' Riding Reins. New.
Slighllv soiled 3/6 pair

100 Leather Saddles. New. Slightly soiled 40/- each
ISOPackSaddles.Withfelt.Slightlysoiled 10/- „

Head and Heel Ropes. With leather

straps. 22 ft. long 1/6 „
Leather Breast Plates. Slightly soiled... 1/-

10,000 Head Stalls. Pait-worh. Con-
dition good 2/6 „

10,000 Rope Traces. Length 11 ft. New.
Slightly soiled 1/6 „

SOO Government Tarpaulins. 6'x6'..New 6/- „
lOOGovernmentTarpaulins. ro'x r2'New 32/6 „
Flag Poles. Complete with ropes.etc. i6ft. 5/- „
Army Table Knives. New 6d. „

Rope. 20 ft. lengths 4/6 doz.

IVlorse Buzzers. (Complete with receiver.) lengths

(Can be adapted) 7/6 each
All Goods Carriage Paid. Money returned it not
thoroughly satisfied.

J. M. MILLET& SONS,
Government Contractors, SOUTHAMPTON

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
f

1 Q2a New Hudson |5-«lieti«i), nw condition, dynam
-*-i/ lighting, special npbdlBtory, hood end daeh
Ttiplez screen, Bonnifesen tpe^omeiter, dotacbabl
wheels, «inall mileage i lacrlflce £180 qnlcte »ale.—

^

MjirHiorougli Bd., Wimbledon Park. 'Phonei 81',

Wimbledon, [881'

Spftre Parts:
\

M

10
19

ORGAN Spares available from stock.—Maudes' I

100. Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [919!

MORGAN Spares Irom stock for all models.—Sent
vour enquiry to Hall. Morgan Specialist, 91

St PelW« St., St. Albajis. [0331

MORGAN Service Depot, officially appointed by th(

Morgan Motor Co. for London. Every spare pari

in stock. Overhauls, repairs, and tuning by Morgai
specialists.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E
'Phone: Dalston 2408. [917J

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
COUNTY.—B.S.A. 8h.p. Motor Cycle Taxis,

'

a
licensed throughout this country.—Write fo:

fullest particulars. County Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd.
" The Originators," Broad St., BixmihEham. Ex
hlbiting Olympia. Stand 160. [766'

CARS FOR SALE.
3 -SEATER, dickey, perfect; bargain, £30.-59, High

St., Hampton Hill. [874£

RIOHABDSON 1921, 2-Eeater, dickey, excellent con!
dition; £68.-7, Exliibition Ed., S.W.7. [9301

h.p. Standard 2-seater, dickey, Lucas dynamo
lamps: £150.—Mower, Nelson St., Bristol. [859Ei

21 Singer Coupe lOh.p., self-starter, etc., just ni

new; £2S5.-Bartlett's, 93, Gt. Portland St. [934:

£55.—Ford chassis, rebuilt, perfect condition guar
anteed, one only.—Hockerill Works, Bishops Stort

ford. [909!

MORRIS-COWLEY Sports, 1921, small mileage
carefully driven; £225.—The Morris Garages

O.iiford. [918],

PALMER'S Garage, 187, 199, High St., Tooting!
the pre-eminent place for purchasing. Detailed

list below.
[

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction Sale everj

Thursday, starting at 2 o clock. Apply for cata
logue.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have the best bar
gains. Compare prices below as proof.

PALMER'S Gajage, Tooting.—20h.p. Lancia % Lan
daulet, monobloc, 4 speeds, quiet, splendid con

dition; *135.

PALMER'S Garagei Tooting.—20h.p. Star Cabriolet

1914, 4 speeds, detachable wheels: £100.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Wavetles
Sporting 2-seater, hood, screen, 4-cyl. mono-

bloc; JE65.

PALJIER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Overlanc
touring oar, 1920V2, dynamo lighting, self-starting,

practically equal to new; £145.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15.9h.p. Royal EnsigD
torpedo touring car, 4-cyl, monobloc, wire wheels,

exceptional bargain ; ^75.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—1921Va Pe Dion -^i
seater, 12h.p., dynamo lighting, self-starting,:

nearly new; £425. '

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-14h.p. F.I.A.T. caU
landaulet, 3 Speeds, good running order; £50., i]

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15.9h.p. Arrol-Joht.(

stun, very late model, dynamo lighting, self- start^

ing, extra smart: £145.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SOh.p. Sheffield Sim-

plex lull landaulet, 6 cylinders, 3 speeds; £95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Metallurgicjue,

Very smart 2-seater, dickey, dynamo lighting,!

splendid car; £125.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Alcyon torpedo.

2-seater, dickey, 4 cylinders, runs well, hood,

screen ; £60.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—16-20h.p. Argyll

limousine, 4 cylinders, runs well; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. 1922 Rogei' ,2-

seater brand new, 4-oyl. monobloc, 4 speeds, de-

tachable disc wheels; £175.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-14-16h.p. Darracq cabi

landaulet, 4-cyl. monobloc^ suitable station

work; £40.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15-18h p. ^Maxwell

light 2-seater, hood, screen, runs well; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above cars sup-

plied on easy payments. We shall be pleased

to quote special terms to meet clients' requirernents

All are In running order. [92U8

A.C. lOh.p. Light Oar, fitted with clock, speedometer

WaUis wings, in new condition throughout;

£225, or part exchange.—Saint, Regent St., Cam.

bridge. taio'

BELSIZE-BRADSHAW 1922 9h.p. 2-sea,ter, fltte

speedometer and licensed, only run 1,600 miles

practically jiew; £200.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.

S.A2 All letters relating to advertisements sliould aunte thn nnmher a» the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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CARS FOR SALE.
RENAUliT 8h.p. email 4-Beater, all on, tax paid;

£65; exciianga combtnation.—84, Greenside Rd.,
\ Croydon [8840

LATE 1922 Bh.p. Eover, used few times only, car
as brand new; £140.-24, Balliol Rd., North

Kensington. [8830

1Q22 G.N"., spare wiieel, dictey, speedometer, few
J.*/ iuj!c3 only, ae new; £155.-51, Upper Ricbmond
Rd- Putney. [8720

BELSIZE 12h.p. 1913 light lorry, tax paid, recently
oveilmulpd; £65 or trtide for fents, etc.— 13. St.

MflTy'a St., Nelson, Lanes. [8658

1 (114 Stnndnrd 9.5li.p., everything in fine order
XU thum^liout, tyres new. s'nnre wheel, repainted;
£n5.-B«rtJett's, 95. Gt. Portland St. [9541

LIGHT Rncinff 2-seater Jnckson, 12h.p. 4<yl. mono-
l.!u", hood, disc, wheels; £26—H. R. Hull. c/o_

Groen Man Hotel, Whetstone, Luildon. [8588

BUCKINGHAM, verj' fast 2-se3ter, aluminium body,
wire wheels, V twin 12h.p., 45 m.p.g.; at

Ilaynes* Garage, Conlsdon; £50.—JVUlne, 3, ferick

Ccurt, Temple. [8634

ROVER Bh.p. Standard model, £180; 8h.p. 4-sealer
model, £190; 4-seater model De Luxe. £210;

2seater Da Ln.xe, £200.—Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W. [0729

-1 QQ Guineas. Exchange.— Really ultra-smart 1920
J.O«/ Sports Singer, 2-seal.er liKhting, starter spare
wheel, lovely condition.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd..
I'^ast Dulwich (Sydenham 2452.1 [2400

"I Q22. late, RoTer Sh.p., completely - equipped and
J-w taxed, in new condition, tiriginal throughout;
rxchange combination and cash.—James, c/o Brad-
mores. 482, Harrow Rd., PaddingLon. [9192

HALIFAX.—1923 La^onda, Calthorpe, Coventry-
Premier, Deemster, and Singer light cars; Rover,

Morgan, or combination taken in exchange.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, Horton St.. Halifax. [8908

OVERLAND. Model 83, self-starter and lighting,
detachable rims, repainted, in first-class condition

;

bargain; exchanee Ford or good combination.—Rhind
end Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [8689

IJEALLY handsome Singer Coupe, dickey, handsome
l»bodv, painted primrose, dynamo lighting, 5 detach-

able wheels; £175, cash or deferred.—Marlborough
[Motor ilouse). 20-22, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [65b5

1 Q18 Studebaker 7-seater touring, 2 disappearing
XU seats, electric lighting, detachable rims, in first-

class condition; £90, or exchange Ford or good com-
liination.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme,
Manchester. [8690

ROVER.—Godfrey's are authorised agents for the
Sh.p. model ; early deliveries of 1923 models

2-3eater, £180; 4-seater, - £190; exchanges; gradual:
payments.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..

London. W.l. [0350

WAVERLEY, 2-seater, with dickey, detachable
rims, in very excellent -condition, fast and

"ehable. quite exceptional bargain at £95, cash or
leferred, or e'^chan ge.—Marlborough (Motor House),
;0-22, Finchley Rd N.W.8. [65G5

ROVER Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-seater, £180-
4-seiiter, £190; De Luxe 2-spnter, £200; De Luxe

t-seater £210; deferred iiayments: yoitr motor cycle
ir car taken in part exchange; pronuit delivery.— Otiicial

igects. Eagles and Co.. 275, High St., Acton. London.
T [0761

I Q23 Salmson, immediate delivery; list 235 guineas.
^U exeliange nr iustidments: French type (1,100 c.o.)

uOi^sis wit'.i English model De Luxe body, full guarantee.
II acceasories, .shut.^.up like a Coupe, bolds the road
ke a Iserh.—Graff, Hayes, Kent. 'Phone: Bromley 532.
Vo. 54 'bus.) [0951

\ .B.C.—Everybody says that that's a new car. - It
a. isn't, although it looks and goes like it; only
ad one owner from new last year, cost then over
:400. small mileage, dynamo, lamps, tools, verv
pecial barpain indeed at £195; cash or deferred or
xchange.—Marlborough (Motor House), 20-22, Finch-
7 Rd., N.W.8. [6563

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES,
A LBIONS.—3-4-ton high-sided lorries, in first-class^ condition, from £150.—Rhind and Co., Stone
'lace, Rusholrae, Manchester. [8691

^HARD Garage Offer Eight 30-40 cwt. Lorries, 1916
J and 1917, Straker-Squires and Garfords, all one
rice, £175 each; all are 20h.p., are 3 speeds, worm
rive, all Stted solid tyres as new, smart open lorry
odies 8ft. and 9ft., coachbuilt driver's cabs, all
quipped with new lamps, horn, jacks, and tools,
rit'.en to suit purchasers; they are sound, smart
•riies, and are guaranteed. Call early and secure a
snuine vehicle. (Note the low price. £175 each.)—
hard Garage, Shards Sq., Peckham Park Rd., Old
erit Rd., London. 'Phone: New Cress 1506. [8506

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ROBERTSON'S Motors. Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
!••' could not be simpler.— 157b, Gt. Portland St
^1 [5935
.TIDDLETONS can arrange extended payments on
'J- excellent terms.—For our address see Sidecar
=>lwnin. ,£0956

STOP
at chis and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to
inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriajo paiS; No extras-

&

Send for our All goods carriage
special catalogue P^'d England and
containing record Wales. Our latest

„rf„»o J IT, unsolicited testi-prices and partlc- menials is the big-
ulars of our fair fiest proof of our
deaUnrt, one price, 'egifimate deal-
one gualitv. ings, and the

' general satis fa c-NO EXTRAS. tion given.

Spccifimlion in Our Catalogue.
12 X 8 £23 10 iSxio £42 10
14 10 «32 15 20 y 12 £46 15 n
16 '10 £37 IS _« i» u

Delivered mth iron roof complete. Fire-proof
and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should crea*^
confidence.

Sheen Park LawB Tennis Club,
May 22nd, 1Q22.

DearSir^ _
I am instructed by my Committee to say

Ihey are very pleased witli the Pavilion you
erected for them;

Yours faithfully, John O, Ghiffits.

122, Shortlands Road,
Sittingbourne, Kent.

August 17, r922.
Mr. Brodrick,
The Soutb-Western Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St, Helicr Building arrived on Satur-
day, two days before promise of delivery,
and we are more than satislied with it.

We erected it on Wednesday and it went
togetlier like clockwork, . J am very pleased
we left the order with you, as all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trusting
and believing it will get you further orders
from this district.

Yours faithfully,

Thos. E. Kennett.

illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE 0°

High Street, Fulham, Londoa. S.W
I'elephon : PUTNEY 2771

H^

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
T^RY Wauchope's, 9. Shoo Lane, London, E.C 4 -
•* for ensy terras. 'Phone: Central 5168. [7218

ALIFAX.—Motor cycle combination. Special
terms Irom £5 deposit and 15/- weekly. Get

list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.. Halifax

\KT,r ,
[8910NY make ot cycle or any combination compic elv

equipped; licensed, insured on 12.15.18 months'
extended payments system.—Write for particulars
Rideezi .Sales. Ltd.. 5. Victoria St.. S W 1 r0830

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge,
will supply any make of motor cycle or light car

on easy terms at lowest possible price cbtainable any-
where. Catalogues and full particulars by post. [8350

A WIDE Selection of Second-hand Machines, most
makes of nr-w ones supplied immediately on pay-'

ment to suit buyer's convenience; getting our t^rma
incurs no obligation.—Marlborough (TheJSlotor House).
2U-22, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [8391

ENGINES.
TRIUMPH, 1913. complete with Bosch magneto, car-

buretter, silencer, perfect; 4;9.—Derringt-on.

4-CYL. F.N., complete unit, Bosch magneto, car-
buretter, silencer ; ^8 / 10.—Derrington.

8-lOh.p. Douglas Water-cooled Engines, horizontally
opiK)sed, mechanical lubrication, suitable light car,

stationary power plant; stamp specification.—Derring-
ton. Grafton Rd., New Maiden. 'Phone : 256. [9255

P.
and M Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
pleted, £6/10; stamp.— 7, Hereford Rd.. Bavs-

water. [2715

Sh.p. J.A.I*, engine, exhaust pipes, silencer, driving
sprocket, magneto chain ; £11.-32, Canterburv Rd.,

Brixton. [8705

BRAND new Orbit engine, 2^h.p., complete with
plates; bargain, £7.—44, Washwood Heath Rd.,

Birmingham. [8899

PRECISION V TSvin, lOh.p., water-cooled, Bosch
magneto and, carburetter; £12/10.-76, Ball-

ing Rd., Hammersmith. [9063

ENGINE, Twin, air-cooled, Tvith Bosch magneto and
2-speed. gear, good. Sh.p.; £7.—H, E. Hall, c/o

Grean Man Hotel, Whetstone. London. [8586

Sh.p. J.A. P. Twin, slightly incomplete (new), £8;
spare cvliuder, £1; pair flywheels, £1; Hun- bet

Bh.p. Twin, £6.-Capt. Collins, Sunbui-j-. [8988

PAIR of lOh.p. J. A.P., air-cooled, cylinders, valves,
ca.ps and springs complete, verv little used;

£2/10.—Gibson. Burke Lodge. Eeaconsfield. [8505

O^O <^-C- Precision, side-by-side valves, overlap^^t/ cams, exceed 55 m.p.h., complete less mag-
neto and carburetter.—68, Popham Rd.. N.l. [8831

1 Q20 2^!4h.p. J.A.P., excellent condition; £12; ex-
XiJ cha'nge engine and-i'5 for 3',i>li.p. Twin J,A.P.;
no rubbish.—Bridge, 74, Northbrook St., Liverpool.

[8575

1 Q20 J.A.P. iiViih.p. racing, cams, valves, piston,
Xtl etc., as new, but much better performance;
seen running; £12.—Wellington, 40, Lowlands Rd.,
Harrow. :[9012

1 Q 13 4h.p. Twin J.A.P, Engine, Bosch magneto.
Xt/ carburetter, Armstrong 3-speed wheels and,
controls, and back frame stays; £lO the lot, or
separately.—27, Bridge St., Northampton. [8795

33h.p. 2-stroke Orbit engine, brand new; special
4 bargain, £7. Also 2"7ih.p. 2-stroke T.D.C.

engines, complete, brand new, £7/10.—Hockley Motor
Co., 38a, Cecil St., Newtown Row, Birmingham.

[9078
MORRIS 2-Gtroke, brand new, ^hop-soiled, £6; Aiden

2-stToke. lirand new, £6; Rex 3i,i.h.p., £5; Brown
3u.p., £4; Radio 2-3troke, little nsed, £4/15.—Sid. Pear-
son, Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventry. 'Phone; 1639.

[8785
SPECIAL OHer.—lOh.p. Re^idiaH--StandaTd V twin

engine, Bosch magneto, Schebler exhausts, also

3-spsed K.S, gear box, clutch (same make), bnth
guaranteed; £23/10 the two or separate.—56, Tol-
lington Park, N.4. [8888

BRAND New 1922 Chnter-L?a 2S/ih;p. 2-strote En-
gine, £8/10; countershaft 2tspeed gear box ditto,

£4: 8-lOh.p. 2-cvl. Alldays water-cooled engine, £10

;

3-speed and reverse gear box ditto. £6/10.—Murray,
57A, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [8665

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—2%h.p. J.A.P., unit, £9;
3V>li-P- Triumph, £6/10; sy^h.p. Precision,

£4/10;" 5-6h.p. N.S.U., £5; SVa^.p. Peugeot, twin,
£3/10; 3V«h.p. Kelecom, m.o.v., £4; 3>/2h.p. Murphy
2-stroke, £2/10; 2^h.p. Minerva. mo.v.,--£3; SV-h.p.

vertical twin Humber, £2/10; 2i/jh.p. Tiiumph, £2/10;
2V^h.p. Union 2-stroke, £5; Auto-Wheel, complete,
£5/15; 3h.p. Torpedo. £5/10; 2^,4h. p. Douglas, £4/10,
a.i.v. State requirements as we have plenty more.
Also J.A.P. spares galore. See old Man Hep. Spare
Parts column. Stamp please.—19, Wilcox Rd., South
Lambeth, London, S.W. 8. "Phone: 1958 Brixton.

[9309

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
PURE Platinum-Iridium Points, for all magnetos,

10/6, post free.—^Boulton, Oxley Bank, Wolver-
hampton. [8954

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.-7-tooth to 24-
tooth stccked.—Eidingtou, 202-4, Southampton

St.. Camberwell. [1500

All letters relatini! to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a43
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

A
"DEAL Bargain

IiV Magnetos can be secured Irom Ihe Marble Ar#b
Motor Exchantje.

Motor Cycle Magnetos to be cleared.—
Below.

PLEASE note (particularly) our stock consists of
genuine motor cycle magnetos. all variable

ignition and guaranteed not converted or re-
constructed aeroialane starter magnetos.

WE guarantee we can supply you a (genuine)
magneto cheaper than anyone,

SINGLE-CYLINDER anti clock, M.L., 45/-; C.A.V..
35/-; U.H:. 55/-; Dixie large type, 30/-; all

above suitable for Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—Below.

SINGLE-CYLINDER Clock, Dixie, 30/-; Berling.
30/-.-Below.

-| Qi^o Anti-clock, C.A.V.. 35/-; Splitdorf, 35/-;XOlf Dixie, 30/-.-Below.

1 QA° Clock, Thomson-Bennett, 38/-; Splitdorf,±0\J 35/-.—Below.

A^°, 50% 55° Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf or
'i /Q Dixie ; all the above are guaranteed vari-
able ignition and perfect; sent on approval against
cash.—Below.

SPARES--Brand new C.A.V. contact-breakers, anti
clock, 11/-; brush holders, 1/9; brushes. 6d.

each.—Belc w.

PLEASE note, carriage on all above extra.—
Below

MARBLE Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware
Rd., W.2. 'Phone : Padd. 789. 'Grams : Arch-

aaotex, Padd., London. [7577"

TT.B. I. Co.

H.B. for new and second-hand magnetos ; all spares
stocked,

H.B. Speciidise in Thomson-Bennett, complete for

fixing to Triumph.

"p.M., J.AiP., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

f^.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and iinti ; £3.

"pvlXIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

"LT.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year,

TT.B. will take your old machines in part payment.

H.B. Despatches all goods per return, .carriage paid,

on approval against cash, or through The Motor
Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill,

London. 'Phone; Brixton 610. [0694

T^HE Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service.

IF you have a inagneto, dynamo, starter, or battery

lor repair, don't let it fall into the hands of the
botcher.

"PVERY Make and Type

CAN be speedily and thoroughly repaired by any
one of our Service Depots. All spares in itock.

THE Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service: Man-
chester.— 288, Deansgate. 'Phone: Central T342.

London.— 142, Gt, Portbmd Bt 'Phone: Museum
3905. Leeds— 94, Albion St. 'Phone: 27219. Liver-

pool.— 16, Colquitt St. 'Phonei Royal 605- Birming-
ham.—192, Corporation St. Phono: Central 2059.
Bristol.-14, Colston St. 'Phonei 3728. Glasgow.—
134, West Nile St. 'Phonei Douglas 1605, Paris.—
40, Hue Bninel. 'Phone; Wagram 50-11. Head OfQre
and Works, Cheotwood Lane, Derby St., Manchester.
'Phone: City 8266 (3 lines). [C905

M-L Si-ngles, 30/-; C.A.V. , 37/6; variable ignition
guaranteed.- 84, Greenside Rd., Croydon. [8839

MAGDYNO lighting outfit (Lucas), complete, new;
£22 : would separate : offers considered.—60,

Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [9223

ACCUMULATOR, 2-volt, celluloid, unspillable,
1 1/I6in.x2%in-X3'r.vin.; 2/9 each, postage 9d.

—Thoma? Oldham and Co., Grimsby. [8568

PRACTICALLY new • Thomson-Bennett A.C.V
anti-cluckwise 50*^ Magneto, not W.D. ; cost

£9/10; sacrifice £4.-11, May St., Newport, Mnn
[8887

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no lUJJttei

what condition, provided complete, for 30/- ; 24
hour service,—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,

Ealing. W. [5077

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter. 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.-

Leslie Dixon a^nd Co (Dent H.l). 9. Colonial Av
Mihories. E.l ro760

DYNAMOS, brand new, E.H.C. make, 4 or 6 volts,
3 amps., complete with attachment fittings and

cutout, limited quantity only; £3/10 each.—E. Hallo-
well and Co., Lower Hanover St., Leeds. [8288

SrANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

A BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the b"st and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 each

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.

Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pms

The STANLEY SPARE LINK »hich is the best
belt length adjuster yet invented. Savestime,
trouble & money. Saves the cost of rf new belt

The STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt

fastener prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed lor use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9d.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS for adjusting the
tengthof your belt in one second. Set of 3, 6d.

" Never be mitkout a box of Stanley Spares."

Price 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 6.000
mites— lid.

Our goods are World-renowned lor their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER tree with each belL

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor ot the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32. London Road.

BROMLEV. KENT. 'Phone,
Bromley S46.

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oil.

Tins 1'2 and 2/-

post free

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd.,

HULL. England.

IGNlTIOiN. LIGHTINa, ETC.
/BOUNTY oi London Engi-neering Works. Ltd.

lyrAGNETO Factors and Repairers.

A LL Magneto Spares Stoclted.

BOSCH Single. Type D.A.L., variable igniti

£3/5.

M-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable igniti

£3/15.

TTIOMSON-BENNETT, single or twin, eneloi

waterpruol, variable ignition, all degrees; £2
each.

nPHOMSON-BEN'NETT,' large type, single or U
-»- etTClo-?ed, waterproof, variable ignition, all
grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., .single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, varia
ignitirn; £2/15 each.

RUTHARDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, varia
ignition; £2/5 each.

BERLING, single, enclosed, waterproof, vaxh
ignition; £2/5.

OPLITDORF, single, enclosed, waterproof, varia^ ignition; £2/5.

DIXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, v
able ignition; £2.

ANY of the above single-cylinder magnetos cln
supplied with the special long driving spin^

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and I i

plales. Teady to be immediately -fitted; eprocl
can_ be supplie-i it required. Please state make,
engine when crdering.

GUARANTEE.-We guarantee all our magnetos
12 mon'ths, and will willingly replace or reil-

any that should prove defective within that period'

ALL Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto
us for quotation. It will pay you. "we

despatch all repairs witliin 3 days, and, if i-equii
24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.
OPECIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list.

i'^OUNTY of London Engineering Worlcs, Ltd^' Stockwell Rd., London. S.W. (1 min. from Stit
well Underground Station)., T.A. : Ignitionac C i.

ri'ad, London. Tel.: Brixton 2841. [2r

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the lari
London Repair Depot), for repairs aiid n

netos.

"p ELIANCE guarantee to return your magr

.

-it' within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, wiU.
12 months' written guarantee against all defects.

TJ ELIANCE test every magneto after repair, uu;J-*' all running conditions, and as we contract •

majjy of the largest concerns, you need' have no h>.
tafSon in placing your orders with us.

"P ELIANCE stock scares for all makes. Spe

.

--• line, genuine platinum screws for all types, ]
per pair. Magneto work of every description is i

ried out solely on our premises. We are, therefi
enabled to give you quicker and more efficient
vice at the right price.

T> ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free
J-l/ charge upon any question concerning igiiil

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience
your disposal, and old and new customers may
certain of getting the usual promptness and coori
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance ft!

neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.(

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for new >l

second-hand magnetos. See following list.

THOMSON-BENNETT singles and twins, brand d
any degree, enclosed, waterproof, variable; 5.

C.A.V. singles and twins, enclosed, waterproof, v
able, suit Triumph, Douglas, and all Lij

weights; 55/-.

E.I.C. enclosed, waterproof, variable, suitable
Triumph, B.S.A., or any Ltghtweight; ^3.

BOSCH, type Z.A.2, enclosed, waterproof, vaiia
latest pattern, ideal for Douglas, 2^ih.p.

4h.p.; £4.

BOSCH, type D.A.L., store soiled only, totally
closed, waterproof type, a powerful magneto,

suring easy starting and slow running at all spe
standard fitting for Indian, Harley, or any big sii'

or twin; single cyl., £4; twins, any degree, £4/lC

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter v
the price or make, is guaranteed by us.

merely that same is in good order at time ol s

but a plainly written statement that we guarat

each machine against all defects for a period of

months. This, we maintain, justifies us in cbfirf

a few shillings more than certain of our com
tors,

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to t!

works to see any of the above on test, h
neto list, giving full paticulars, sent upon appi

tion. It will pav you to deal with a firm of rep

—Reliance Magneto Repairing Co. {1914), 283.

Tel. : Clerkenwell 4.John St., London, E.C.I
T.A. : Remagco, Smith, London, [8'

a44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC,
MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,

spares, and repairs,

MOTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality magnetos
now find avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos.

BOSCn Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos.
Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-

ley, J.A.F., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
i

iipark at all engine speeds, makes your engine a real
' live engine, give you easy startinc. smooth and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
sumption with increaded power; price only £5 each,
postage 1 /6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee
sent out with each magneto. We give you satisfaction
or refund cash,

PLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-
ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;

therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

HARLEY-DAVLDSON Owner writes: "Magneto to
hand; many thanks foi prompt despatch, satis-

factory in every way; will recommend to my Iriends."

ZENITH Owner writes: " Since fitting magneto have
completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

INDIAN Machine Owners.—Your high-class machine
deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000

Dixie 420 magnetos; send your magneto and £^1
iiow, and we mil immediately despatch you a Bosch

READY to fit on your machine ; there are no
alterations to make.

TT7"HY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
»» who know—are almost all sending to us for their

Magnetos ?

THERE must be a reason;' there is; it is because
the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,

supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

MAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment,

REJMEiMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against c^ish per return on receipt of

your order; there is no oblisation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do von
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give, you. starting without worry,
a smoother runnmg, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas? Then send for a
latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
now, price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
fit on Trimnphs, B.S.A.'s, N'ortons, ond 1'.

and M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed sei^vice, piice
^3/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos latest enclosed
waterproof type (not converted starters) ready to

.fit on 550 Clynos and 180P Douglas machines, with
12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage
1/6.

IV/rOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all
-LTX your sparkmg plugs properly ? Are you wasting
pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs? Fit a
3os(^ aeroplane hand starter magueto on your garage
-•eiich to-day and always have your sparking plug
sster at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

rRADE discounts and export qwotations.—Write
call, or 'phone for terms.

'

4 YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before von scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see

t; we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like
lew, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
t urgent, and return it with a written 12 months'
:uarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
an lend you another free of charge. We could not
'lake these offers if we were not certain of the qualits
I our work,

yOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
*- low cost. Send us your defective magneto now,
PSPEESS Dixie Repair Service. Your Disie magneto,-J no matter what size, rebuilt equal to new and Te-
amed in 12 hours, at 30/-; a small estra charge for
lecessary replacements.

;

A RALATURE rewinding, no matter what make, type
'*- or size, 11/6. Wound cores from stock.

;YrAGDYN\4M0 Engineering Co., Ltd., 28. Bateman'g
-'A Row, E.C.2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570 (One
iimute from Brown Eros.) [8926
;TEBEON. registered 291298, greatly superior to
;-' platinum, for blades, screws, etc. cures misfiring
lobron screws, fits Bosch mag., 10/6 paii; old ecrews,my make, Jebronised. 4/9 each, letum post.

TEERpN Contacts, ueed by Messrs. Collier Bros,V Oolver Martin, making world's records.—Jebron.
• a, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London. 8.E.18. [0003
iURPLTJS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
f year, M-L single. 35/-: B.L.I.O. ditto, 42/-:
-toaoh ditto. 45/-; O.A.T. single or twin, 50/-; Thom-
an-uennett ditto. 60/-.—We specialise in repain and
pares foi aU makes. Lists. 2d. stamp. Deal with^rts and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale
lagneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone j

roydon 1625. [8661

EMANUEL'S
Wonderful Tyre Bargains

All Goods s nt o^ 7 Days
Approv J I.

CLEARANCE AND NEW GOODS.
,, y , I Hutchinson, Rubber Studded 18/9
'*

I Palmer Cord 12'6
2^X2j Clincher do Luxe, Extra Heavy. . . 22/3

-6X2 J Hutchinson, Rubber Studded 20/-
( Continental, Basket Pattern 20/-
{Dunlop, Heavy 22'6
Wood-Milne, Rub. and Steel Stud. 226
Rom, Rubber and Steel Studded . 22,6
Avon, Rubber and Steel Studded . 22'0
macintosh. Chain Tread 20'-
Bales, Special Heavy 23/9

/"Dunlop Retread 19.6
I Dlinlo)! Heavy 25/-

.,5 V 25-1 """"I' Extra Heavy 30/ -
"•

"
I

Hutchinson Rubber Studded T.T.. 25/-

I
Hutchinson ThieeRibbed 25;-

V Palmer Cord Hea\-y 2T'6
rWood-Wilne Key Grip 16/6

I
Hutchinson Three-Ribbed 25/-

,6v2iJ Hutchinson T.T. 25/-
" M Rom Rubber and Steel Studded . 30/-

I Clincher de Luxe 25/-
VDunlop Heavy 30/-
fContinental4-Ply Rubber Stud. .. 30/-

26X 2I I Balgrade Cord 25/-
to fit 2K' Hutchinson Rubber Studded 25/-
Rims. I Clincher de Luxe,. Extra Heavy,

V Rubber Non-Skid '

.

34/9
28 X 3 / Macintosh, Chain Tread . .^ 27 '6
for Firestone Rubber Non-Skid 35/-

English Goodyear, Diamond Tread - 37/6
or J Bates Special Heavy 40/-

.'imeil- John Bull Special Heavy 40/-
can Dunlop . Magnums, Extra -Heavy
rims. \_ (guaranteed new) 45/-
29x3*1

28x3 [-Bates Rubber Non-Skid (clearance) 45/-

rim, J

700X 80 !
"unlop Magnum 43/3

'
1 Emanuel's Anti-Skid 32/6

fi-.wfi. ( Hutchinson Small Car 30/-

'^^"^"^t Palmer Cord 30/-

New Tubes, all sizes, 6,/- ; Clearance, 5/- each.
Prepared patches, 1/3 a dozen.
Royal Naval Air Serv'ice Gauntlet Gloves, with one
finger lined separate. Lined with wool, 7/6 a pair.

Motor Cycle Files, Sheffield steel, assorted sets.

The ideal for Motor Cycle Ivit?, 3/9 per box of 12.

Carriage Tyres, 1/- extra. Gloves, etc., 9d. a pair.

H.EMANUEL&Co.
37a, Balls Pond Road, Dalston, London, N.l.

Phone: Dalston 3161.

RIDE AN -

—

ALECTO
Jor all round reliability

and minimum cost.

Solo and combination.

Write for Booklet.

The WHITMEE ENGINEERING Co. Ltd.,

ALECTO WORKS,
Grove Road. Balham, LONDON, S.W.12.

I IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
' Sfi /-•—C.A.V. magnetos, singles and 180° twins,f-" variable, guaranteed new and perfect; ap-
proval agamst cash; state rotation required.—Lang-
lord s, 37, Cricklowood Broadway, London, N.W.2

TAYNAMO E 3 (Lucas), clamp, pullej', £4/15;*-' Lucas head lamp, 45/-; tail, 9/-; side, 10/--
accumulator and ease (Solo), 42/-; Combination,
48/-; switclibox, 30/-; junction box and wires, IS/-;
all new; offers wanted.—60, Baker St. Sparkhi'l
Birmingham. [9224
M.\u .% ETOS.—M-L single-cyl., clock, complete, i.lt

K'ltary engines; 20/-, postage 1/3; the above,
less contact breakers, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie
complete, 26/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyl.. complete, £1/10;
B.T.H. 8-cyl., complete, 25/-; C.A.V. starting mag
netos, complete, 18/6, postage 1/3 Carriage extra

! Cash with order. Send lV-,d for list of Aero parts.—
I

Coley, Ordnance Works, Queen Elizabeth Rd., Kingston-
I

on-Thamcs. Phone : Kingston 365. [3380
"PUSTON Ignition Co., sole representative for the
--' Splitdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service to
Splitdorf magnetos, dynamos, Dixie magnetos, etc. We
hate the factory, plant and experience. Ofllcial Indian
electrical service station. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares: spares and repairs to all mates of magnetos;
all repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench
before dispatch, and carry oui guarantee for 12 months.
We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos in
London. Twins, all degrees, charged aecumulotors, all
voltages always ready. We stock everything electrical
for the motorist. We give you real live service always.
—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
'Phone; Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Eusroad, Lon-
don. r02b3

TYRES.

XOEPTIONAL Offer.

ARIEL SPARES
WE CARRY A LARGE STOCK

AND CAN GIVE
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
WINCYCLE Co., Ltd., 236, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.

E
BRAJS'D New Covers.-Refles Clipper Ideal, made

by Dunlop, heavy, 3-ribbed, each cover guaran-
teed perfect, 26x2'4, 23/-; 26x2%. 26/-; 26x2V,, to
at 214, extra heavy, 4-ply, 30/-; 28x3 extra heavy,
4-ply, 35/-.^Below.

TUBES.—26x21/,, to fit 214, S/9; 28x3, 6/6, made
by Dunlop: postage on all above extra.—Below.

M-4RBLE Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware
Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. 'Grams: Arch-

motex, Padd, London, [7569

MAUDES' reduced prices in clearance covers; car-
riage paid. 24X2M Hutchinson T.T., 19/6; 26x

2 Hutchinson Brooklauds, 15/6; 26x2i^ Avon Duro-
lith, 21/-; 26x2r,i Uutchinson T.T. 3-rib 20/-; 26x2%
Hutchinson T.T., 21/-; 26x2y, to fit 214 Belgrave
cable cord, 20/-; 26x21/2 to fit ZVt Hutchinson pas-
senger, 30/-: 26x21/0 Hutchinson passenger E.M.S.,
27/5; 25x3 Hutchinson T.T., 27/6; 28x3 Goodyear,
45/-; 700x75 to fit 650x65 Hutchinson 3-rib, 25/-;
700x80 Burnett 3-rib, 35/-; 700x80 Avon Durolith.
37/6; 700x80 Stepney Boadgrip B type, 52/6; tubes,
strong red rubber, 24x28x3 4/6, 700X80 6/-.—
Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [9195

BASTONE'.S for Covers and Tubes. No better or
cheaper house.

T>ASTONES.-26xl% Clincher De Lux 10/6.

BASTONES.—24x2 Dunlop rubber-stud, 16/3;
Clincher De Luxe Junior. 14/6; ditto extra

heavy, 19/9.

BASTOSES.-24X21J Hutchinson T.T,. rubber-stud,

21/-; Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 26/-.

BASTONES.-26x2i,i Hntchinson T.T.. lfl/6; Dun-
lop rubber-stud heavy, 26/9; M'chelin Semille,

20/-; Goodl-ich safety tread, 27/-; ClinrJier De Luxe,
extra heavy, 24/-; Spencer-Moulton steel-stud, 24/-.

BASTONllS.-26x2% Hutchinson T.T., rubber-stud,

19/6; Clincher De Luxe heavy, 23/-; Bergoug-
nan rubber non-skid, 23/-; Palmer cord heavy, 28/-.

BASTONES.—26x21/2X2% Goodric • Safety tread,

36/-; Clincher Dreadnought extra heavy, 36/-;

Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 33/-; Dunlon rubber stud
extra heavy, 39/9; Hutchinson Pass rubber-stud,
36/-: Dominion Usco rubber non-skid heavy, 23/-.

BASTONES.-26X21/2 Michelin fine ribbed, 15/-; _
Hutchinson T.T. rubber-stud 24/-; Goodrich

Safety tread, 35/-; Spencer-Moulton steel-stud, 25/-.

BASTONES.—650x65 Goodrich Safety, 38/6;
Clincher Dreadnought, 34/-; Dunlop cord,

44/9.

BASTONES.-700x80 Dunlop Magnum, 41/3; Good-
rich Safety tread, 40/-; Clincher 3-ribbed, 38/-.

BASTONES.—28x3 Dunlop Magnum, 42/6 Good-
year all-wea.ther tread, extra heavy, 37/6; Good-

rich Safety tread, 57/6; Firestone rubber non-skid
extra heavy, 42/-; Clincher De Luxe, extra heavy,
35/-: Clincher Dreadnought extra heavy, 45/-.

BASTONES.—Goodrich, Clincher, Hntchinson and
Eed-Pox tubes: 24x2 and 24x214, 3/9; 26x

2% and 26x21/2. 5/6; 700x80 and 28x3, 7/3.

ALL the above new and clearance covers and tubes
are sent on approval against remittance.

ASTONES, 228, Pentonville Rd King's Cross.
London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [8394B

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oj the issue 345
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TYRES,
O /^.—Palnier and Capon Heaton, 26x2K, new end-

less tubes.—Below.

rt K /_.—Dnnlop extra heavy. 26x2?^. brand new
/CO/ tyres. Goods sent on 3 days' approval— -Pride and

[8876

O^ X 21/1 Dunlop Heavy, new,
/*VJ £1/2 each.- -- "
jgainst cash; reduction on quantities.
Clarke, 156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton, S.W.9.

,19/ each; 26x2%,
-35. Citizen Rd., Holloway, Lon-

don, N.7. r6857

O K Per Cent. Reduction.—26in. tyres now cost only

^O 16/- to retread. 3-ribbed or cross-grooved, 3,000

£nile<i wear.

BURST tyres and broken away l)eads remoulded like

new, best work in the country: send for list.—

Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0347

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,

etc.. carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co.,

Buxton, Derbyshire. [5836

BULL'S have your size in bargain ' covers and tubes.

A call on us will convince you, or 'phone, Oer-

rard 1347.—See Below.

rt /J x2Vi-—Palmer cord. 32/6; Beldam all-rubber,

/WO 26/-; Wood-Milne 3-ply, 22/6; Clincher Oe

Luxe. 17/6; extra heavy, 30/-; tubes, 6/6.—Below.

O/? X2y2.—Avon Stonehenge. 27/6; Tricar. 30/-;

/wO Clincher rubber non-skid sidecar, 27/6; Good-

year cord S-ribbed, 40/-; tubes, 5/9.—Below.

O/; x2V'X2^4.—Palmer cord, 36/-; Beldam 3-plv,

/*0 30 J- ; 4-ply, 35/-; Wood-Milne 4-plr, 25/-;

Clincher Dreadnought, 35/-; tubes, 6/3.-Below.

OjC X 2%.—Palmer cord, 34/3: Wood-Milne key-SMi,
/*0 3-ply, 22/6; 4-ply, 27/6; Beldam all-rubber

3-ply, 25/-; 4-ply, 30/-; tubes, 6/-.—Below.

O/? X 3.—Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply, 35/-; Beldam
/*D all-rubber 3-ply, 32/6; 4-pIy, 35/-; tubes. 7/6.—

Below.

O Qx3.—Clincher rubber-etudded sidecar, 30/-:
iW O clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 45/-; Beldam
3-ply, 30/-; Wood-Milne key-grip 4-ply. 37/6; tubes, 8/-.—

Below.

42/6 ; Wood-Milne
Goodyear cord 5-

C KAX65.—Palmer cord heavy,OOU 4-ply, 37/6; 3-ply, 30/-;

ribbed. 42/6; tubes, 8/-.—Below.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3. Upper St. Martin's
Lane, London, W.C.2 (next door to Aldridge's),

'Phone: Gerrard 1347. [0869

REAL Good reliable second-hand motor cycle tyres,

all sizes and makes; 10/- each, plus Is. carriage.

See displayed advertisement.—H. Emanuel and Co.
10832

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—The following new blemished
and clearance covers and tubes sent on seven

days' approval against remittance, per passenger train,

carriage paid.

ECONOMrC.-24x2 Clipper Ideal, 14/6; tubes, 4/6;
24x214 (also fit 2in. rims) Dunlop heavy, 26/-;

Clincher Junior, 16/9.

ECONOMIC—26x214 Dunlop heavy, 26/9; Fire-

stone extra heavy, 22/6; tubes, 4/9; 26x2%
Dunlop heavy, 30/-; extra heavy, 35/9.

ECONOjnC—26x21/2x214 Goodyear Diamond, 30/-;
Avon extra heavy, rubber stud, 25/-; Palmer

tubes, 5/6.

EOONOMIO.—26X21A old standard Clipper extra
heavy, 27/6; Red'fern, rubber stud, 25/-; tubes.

5/-.

ECONOMIC—28x3 Goodyear Diamond, 42/6; Good-
rich Safety, 39/6; Firestone non-skid, 39/6;

tubes, 6/6. „<

ECONOMIC-6S0X65 Goodrich Safety, 34/6; Step-

ney road grip, 34/6; Clipper extra heavy, 27/6;
tubes, 5/9.

ECONOMIC—700x80 Goodrich Safety, 39/6; Bel-

dam extra heavy, 44/3; Goodyear. 44/3; Good-
year cord, 58/-.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop rubber stud, fully warranted,

24x2, 16/3; 24x214, 17/9; 26x2. 17/9; 26X
214, 18/6.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14,
'Phooie : New Cross 1393. £7428

nLAA ^^^ Beldam Covers, 26x3, 21/2, 2%. 214-tlW and 2, 15/- each to. clear, postage 1/6 ex-

tra.—Homertan Rubber Works, 11, Upper St. Mar-
tin's Lane, W.C.2; and Brook&by's Walk, Home-inn.
E,9. [0331

MASONS,—Tyres are down, and the following offers

beat all ;—Wood-Milne Key-grip, 4-ply covers,

26x214. 24/6: 26x2%, 26/-: 26x2iCi, 23/6: 26x2l,!,x
214, 25/-; 650X65, 26/-; 3-ply covers, 24X2V4, 18/-;
700x80, 28/6; 28x3 (American), 27/6; 28x21,4
(America;n), 24/6.—Below.

MASONS.-26X21/2 Dunlop Heavy Fluted, 21/6;
26x21/, dilt". 18/6; 26x2^4 Dunlop extra heavy

ribbed,
maker';

31/-; 650x65 ditto, 30/-
guaran tee.—Below.

perfect stock.

MASONS.—Great Offer Moseley Heavy, large
studded, perfect stock :—24x2 Vi, 19/9; 26x214,

22/6; 26x2%, 23/6; 26x21/2X214. 25/-; 26x2l,^, 26/..

Approval against remittance, carriage paid.—ilasons.

The Tyre House. Ipswich. [0916

VALVE
ATTACHMENTSF.E.W.

SPECIAL PRICE OFFER
*>AO/ AI7I7IF AUAIHMENTS
6U /O Urr ARE PURt-HASEU

FttOM US

before NOV. 24th.

^ ^ -'^m

H^^^*°

w
TOTALLY ENCLOSED-GRITPROCF—
LUBRICATED-AIRTIGHT—AND
SILENT WORKING VALVES ARE
GIVEN BY THIS PERFECT DEVICE
STEAM ENGINE FLEXIBILITY-GREAT
ECONOMY — HANDSOME APPEAR-
ANCE-HIGH EFFICIENCY-EXTREME

SIMPLICITY.
Please -dL'tite us for further particulars.

F.E.W. PATENTS CO., ^lo^TliT

To Rider, Agent, and Manufacturer.

"'"Presto" Multi-Gear Box"
for two or four strokes of 2-4 h.p., with

Variable Pulley Gear, Free Engine & Kickstarter. b
Absolutely ideal tor single geared
mactiines. No complications, no belt slips, _
no cogs, no grind. Can be fitted by an "

amateur io two hours. ^
Not ONE, TWO, or THREE but MANV
SPEEDS. Adjustable belt and chain line. _
Can easily be fitted wliere other gear ™

t)oxes cannot. _
As an Advertisement a ew more only, com
plete withallfittin<;s,cha!n andchainwhe I.etc., H

£7 : -7 : O ''^Z'^
Carnage 5/- Extra _ H

When ordering state make o motor cycl"'

a

THE PRESTO COMPANY,
26. Cross Street, Hatton Garden, London, E,C.lnBHaBIBHHB E.C.l

TYRES.
DUNLOP Heavy Studded, 26>t2ysX2V,, 25/-; extr

iioavy, 28/6: Wood-Milne, 650x65, 21/-; 700'
80 Avon, 3 rib EH., 34/6; tuTjes, 4/6; all guarar
teed brand new.—Harvey and Co., 47, South Lambet
Rd., London, S.W.8. [919

FitEE to every purchaser of one of our tyres; w
arc presenting absolutely free a beautilul 12/.

lountain i)en, seii-filiing, and ,. im ^t^uuiiit; iHi^i
gold nib, well-known make; write for list, whicl
includes nearly every make here.n advertised and a
similar prices, or order tyre right away; all good
iully guaranteed and sent on approval against cash.-
Maude Kubber Co., 58, Praed St., Paddington, W 2

_ [923;
/CENTRAL Garage offer the following lines in tjjcs-
V^ 26x2yj Goodrich, 28/-; Hutchinson, 22/6; Wotid'.
mihiG Combination, 22/-; Fii-estone, 27/6; 26x2V
Goodrich, 32/-; Palmer, 33/-; 26X2V2X214 Palmer
33/-; Rubtrer Standard, 27/6; Hutchinson, 25/-
650x65 Goodrich, 33/-; Hutchinson, 30/-; 700x8C
Goodyear, 42/6; Collier, 60/-; 28x3 Goodyear, 37/61
Goodrich, 57/6; Firestone, 35/-; tubes, all sizes, 6/-.—Central Garage, 302, London Rd., Thornton Heath

[9081
T\/fANUFACTURERS' Surplus Stock.—24 X2V| lltose
XTX ley heavy ribbed, 23/6; 26x2^1 Clipper,
21/6; Moseley, 25/6; 26x2i,4,x2i,i Clipper, -35/-;
Clincher, 34/9; John Bull, 27/6; 26x3% Moseley,
28/6; .lohn Bull rib stu"d, 27/6; 26x214 John Bull,
27/6: Bates, 30/-;, 650x65 Bates, 30/-; 700x80 Bates,
37/6; 28x3 Bates' heavy car tread, 37/6; 29x3',!
Bates' ivith car tread, 37/6. B^st make inner tuliet
guaranteed—26x214, S/6; 26x23,i, 6/-; 26x2V,, 6/-;
26y.2Ujx2',i, 6/6; 26x3, 6/6; 28x3, 7/6.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. (8347

TANKS.
TANKS for Triumphs, new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.—Cov-

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[9240!

TANKS for B.S.A., new. 35/-; 1910, 1922.-Cov-t
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. I

[923S!
TANKS tor Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19;

35/-.—Coventry Tankers. Ltd., Hearsall Works,'
Coventry. [9241

ISPEOIAIISB in Repairs, re-builds, and tanks it

measure. Enamelling to any pattern. Quick de.

livery.—Below.

DOUGLAS Patteir Tanks, new and enamellod
complete with all fittings and B. and L. puniii;

55/-: folder with photo on reQuest.— G. Day, 85,;

C^eapside. Birmingham. [66021

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principiil

manufacturers: petrol tanks for any style sup
plied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [9238

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enameited, lined,

transferred, handle-t>ars, etc., plated. Estab
lished 30 years.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., Lon
don, E.C.l. [7072

LING'S, London, are past masters at all repairs; new
tanks in stock to fit leading makes ; specials tc

order; enamelling, plating; cut prices.—14, Eccles.

bourne Rd., Islington, N.l. [8931

TANKS re-enamelled to pattern, high-class work
only; 16/6; special terms to trade. -Jenkins and

Sons, Richard St., Atkinson St., Deansgate, Man-
chester. Established 25 years. [6557

AVERT'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit maohinei

of most the leading manufacturers, .with plnte<l

fittings complete, at 35/-; guarantee for 12 moDthi

with every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Works,

Coventry 'Phone: 1774. [0896

TANKS of every deecription replaced, repaired, and

re-enamelled at our own works ; all kinds of fit-

tings stocked; Quick service and reasonable charges,

'llustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chapel St.,

Salford, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

TANKS, any make supplied from stock, new or

second-hand, from 30/-; old tank in part pay-

ment. Partition lealtage and every repair undertaken.

Re-enamelling makers' colours, designs, and transfers I

guaranteed.—Park Tank Works, lA, Paradise Rd.,

Highbury, N.5. [9074

BELTS.
SPECIAL Clearance Belts, 6ft. 6in. by '/iin., all

guaranteed perfect; 7/6.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd..

Green St., Cambridge. [8346

BELTS.-John Bull, 7ft. 6in.x%in., 12/6; 7ft. 6in,

xlVsin., 16/-; Dunlop, Avon and Pedley cut tc

order, VMin. 2/-, lin. 1/9, %in. 1/6, ';4iu. 1/4 per

foot; all brand new and guaranteed. Sent on approval

against cash.—Maude Rubber Co., 58, Praed St., W.

BALATA and Chrome Belts.—A client writes lu say

the advantages of these belts are absence of sin

in wet weather, indestructibility of its wearing surfaces,

where rubber would peel off in shreds; price per foot.

%in. 1/4, %in. 1/6, lin. 1/9, I'/sin. 2/-; fasteners 8d.

each, postage 1/-.—Sole manufacturers. Polhn and Bon,

Hollington. St. Leonards-on-Sea. [467 (

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D., ^In., 61*.

6in., 8/2; 7ft. 6in., 9/5; '/sin., 7ft. 6in., 9/6; Sit.

10/1; 8lt. 6in., 10/S; lin., 7ft. 6in.,10/4; 8ft., ll/-;,8It.

6in., 11/8; l%in., 8ft., 16/-; Bates' short lengths,

%m.. 6tt. 6iu., 5/-: >^in., 6ft., 6/6: leather belts,

s,4in., at 1/6 per ftr.: Belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. rosi

l/-.-The Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78. Blshop8gi.t», .

E.C. t""'

a46 All letters relating to advertisements should qaote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue
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Automatic Road Signals.

ON
another page in this issue is described

a system whereby a vehicle approaching

cross-roads, by passing over contact

strips, will uncover a red danger signal

on the other road.

While the scheme is ingenious there appear to

be certain objections which make the suggestion

of doubtful practicability. In tlie first instance,

there would be no compulsion (without

further legislation, from which save us !) to

make drivers go on to the contact strips ; omis-

sion to do so therefore would not be a legal

offence, so that the signal could not be relied

upon to determine the onus of responsibility in

the event of an accident.

Should a vehicle be following anodier at close

quarters, the leader might easily re-set the signal

to "clear." after the second had crossed the

first or setting strip, so allowing the latter to

rim out into an unwarned traffic stream.

Vehicles travelling in the opposite direction

also might get on to the strip and so leave the

signal at "danger" (thus slowing up trafiic)

until the next one came up on the other side.

On the railways, where drivers charge into the
blackness of night at 70 m.p.h., depending on
the signals operated by responsible' officials,

automatic signalling has only met with limited
success. When a signal fails, the engine driver's

very dependence on its message results in the
calamitous accidents which from time to time
occur.

Since road traflnc is not of necessity controlled
by so precise and scheduled an organisation as
railway working, the possibilities of automatic
signalling with safety and success appear to be
remote. Wider roads, unobstructed corners, and
the driver's vigilance and dependence on himself
are the surest specifics for safety.

The Solo Motor Cycle.

AT
this time of the year there are always

many young men eagerly awaiting the

opening of die Olympia Motor Cycle Ex-
hibition to choose finally their first

machines. This year, however, the

number is augmented by a new class composed of
people who hitherto have not been seriously in-

terested in the motor cycle proper, but require a

bicycle with an engine to propel it.

In addition, there are perhaps two hundred
thousand existing motor cyclists whose interest

lies chiefly in the solo machine and whose re-

quirements are fully as varied as their bank
Iialances.

With solo motor cycles ranging in size from
42 c.c. to over 1,300 c.c, the man who prefers

the single-track machine cannot complain that he

has been neglected ! That so many types are

produced is proof of the popularity of the motor
cycle and of the industry's confidence in future

demand.
Compared with any other form of travel, the

most extravagant of solo motor cycles is so re-

markably economical that there should never be

any diminution in the annual demand for these

machines. Further, thousands of school boys only

await the day when they vpill attain the age de-

manded by the law before they join the ranks of

motor cyclists. Understanding parents appreciate

the real value of the modern motor cycle from
both an educative and health-giving point of

view.

While the sidecar outfit may ultimately be

threatened by the light car, and the small car

itself by the large, cheap American car, there is

nothing, as yet to replace the solo motor cycle.

Not only is this so, but the pleasurable sensation

of travelling on a self-propelled two-wheeler is

quite unique in the world of wheels or wings.

:./ ^ <> ^ > /.../ / / /..J. /J ./. >.v./-.v.v ^^/// / •^'^ ^^^ ^ ^^ :sz: .,S.,S.,^S. S.,S,S. ^^.S.N,.S,.,S- S,.^,.':^-^^

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Nofth and South.

THl'', leaderettes in technical papers are usually

statesmanlike. That is to' say, they are apt to

prove dull to bobby-defyiiigbarloafers like' my-
self. But I make an exception on behalf of our, issue

of October 26th (No, I didn't write them—never saw
''em till in type). That one on the relative merits

of northern and southern riders got me where the hair

is short ; am I not a Lancashire lad, exiled in a southron

county? On this subject I will be perfectly frank. I

believe hi the old maxim " South for manners and
North for (I am quoting) ' guts '

!
" If a club secre-

tary in, say, Bradford, tries to beat up his men for

a big club muster, he will hear some very straight

talk. He will be told bluntly what a washout the last

muster was, how rottenly he managed it, and what
unpleasant company half the members are. But every

man who promises to attend will be there, even if it

snows Gillette blades. (The northerner calls himself
" straightforrard,"- by which he really means " abomin-

ably rude"; but he is a man of, his word, and isn't

frightened of a cageful of leopards.) The secretary

of a southern club, similarly engaged, will never hear

what his members thought of his last stunt. Honied
speaking and smooth promises will greet him at every

call. But if an attractive fixture is blest with gorgeous

weather some of the men who said they were coming
will not be there ; and if it snows . . . ! ! !

Into the Hornets' Nest.

nKNOW I am buying trouble, but natheless I pro-

ceed. The courtly editor who wrote our leaderette

of October 26th obviously knew that there is no

real comparison between the southrons and the

northerners, but, editor like, saved himself by heading
the paragraph " Sportsmen All " (true enough, that !),

and throwing a few incidental bouquets in the direction

of Wales, the Midlands, and the South-West.
, I have

lived in all these localities. I believe that if our

•Ixion's" -MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are

available in book form, price 2s. 'id. post free, from " The
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.CA-

A 16
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southern riders had the misfortune to reside in the

manufacturing districts of Lancashire or Yorkshire they

would never motor at all until they could afford a

40 h. p., six -cylinder car. Why, even with the benefits

of their southern residence most of them take jolly

good care to' get home before it is dark, and lay up their

machines for most of the winter. Up north I know
innumerable grey beavers who flounder over pDt-holed

setts and petrifietl kidneys for most of their summer 1

mileage, and maintain the good work merrily right

through their bitter winter. And when week-ends arrive,

instead of sitting at home or in a bar by a glo\ving:fire >

and applying vaseline to the callosities on their

anatomies, they go off and look for half-frozen water

splashes or the kind of hill that resembles a well-

treacled ladder; - My advice to posterity is a3 follows

:

Be born right up north of good north-country stock.

Stay there till you've imbibed a '' reet " northern spirit

;

and then conae south and enjoy the rest of your natural

life. .
,

A Solo Screen.

R. EASTING'S original solo screen appeared,T
,

think, in the Isle of Man in the dimensions of

a geisha's fan. - His latest edition just to haad 1

is a far more lordly fitting. The celluloid panel

measures about 2iin. high x i6in wide, is well >

framed, and carried in two brackets easily fixed to

the steering bar if any gaps are available between the

existing decorations of that misnamed and overloaded

article. The new screen weighs no more than 4 lb.

complete, and really gives very welcome protection.

Quite a useful waterproof apron, weighing i| lb., may

be fixed to the lower rung of the screen, so as to protect

the rider's knees and tummy. With these Eastbg

fitments and a pair of John Bull muffs, motor cycling

.in Arctic weather is really almost cosy.

"Will History Repeat Itself?

Tj" UST at the moment the 150,0.0. 100 lb. machine

oJj stands pretty much where the first Douglas stood

at its original introduction. Its rhakers believe:

in it; but most sellers are unconvinced, and the publiC':

are inclined to be sceptical. I have only one real
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Occasional Comments.

—

' if ". to urge against

the 150 c.c. The 350
c.c. never made good till

it got hold of a sound
transmission, i.e., some-

thing wliich would stand

rain and take hills.

I remember being gi\ en

a trade loan of a Douglas
umpteen years ago, and
refusing to write it up
because its single-geared

belt drive reduced me to

an average speed of 10

m.p.h. fhis 483. spent

on new- belts between

London and Edinburgh
late one autumn. Its

engine was right long

1 lefore its transmission

was right. So I wait

t" be convinced that the

•'x'w 100 lb. machines aie

iidowed with transmis-

sions that will satisfy

the public. Belt drive

off a small pulley can

be a, really heartbreak-

ing joTd on a cold Avet

dav.

WHERE THE CIDER APPLES GROW.

I,

Bat

R li M E M B E R
spending a joyous

and trouble - free

i
season at the request of

' the Triumph Co. on ai.

experimental machine of

'.heirs which was simoN

i

-fitted with an ordinary
' push-bike two-speed hub.

I do not remember
whether, in those days,

; the engine was rated at

i h.p. or 3^ h.p.—pto-

liably the former; but

; the hub was a standard

pedal hub, and it never

let me down. The firm

dropped the idea because

i
some of their testers

j

managed to shear the

1
bubs by lurid gear

I changes. But I see no

I

reason why the 100 lb.

I

featherweight should not

I
be quite content with a

I
two-speed hub of push-

i bike type—what matter
'• if strengthening it up
' added 2 lb. or so ? With
such a hub, beset by no
fiercer stresses than those

•of a low-geared fast-

In the county of narrow and picturesque lanes. A scene near Tiverton,
Devonshire. Tortuous by-ways, richly cultivated land, mellow sunshine
glowing on homely thatched cottages—will such summer memoiies come
to the minds of the London-Exeter competitors in the cold grev dawn

of December 27th?

635

running 150 c.c. flat

twin, on which each
power stroke is more
like a jilted maiden's
sigh than anything
else, a primary chain,

and a final belt, the

featherweight would en-

joy an efficient, dread-
nought drive. Give it

that, and I am prepared
to gamlile on its success.

The Triumphant
350 c.c.

SOME of us can still

recall the amuse-
ment with which

the " boys" greeted the

first trio
. of Douglas

lightweights to appear
at the start of an
A.C.U. Six Days.
None of them completed
the course, for their

hastily improvised

frames cracked up ; but

the engines had done
more than enough for

glory before the frames

collapsed ; and some of

us murmured: "Why,
with a two-speed gear

that engine Avould . .
!"

And so it has. It is by

this time a patriarch

with an innumerable
progeny. It is sober

sense to say that no

soloist needs anything

bigger than a 350 c.c.

If he chooses to lug

about with him 1,000

c.c. mounted in a speci-

fication weighing up-

wards of 3 cwt., that is

his funeral. But 350 c.c.

will give him as much
climb as anything else,

as much speed as a

rational man can utilise

on British roads, as

much comfort as any

rival type, and the top

notch standard of relia-

bility. So the last two
years have seen 350 c.c.

admitted to the ranks of

the full touring solo

machines ; and I sup-

pose that ere long the

plucky little engines will

be accepted as useful

sidecar pullers—many
are so used already.

A t
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PILLION RIDING.
Points to Observe for the Safety of Rider

and Passenger.

AT some period or other of his motor cycle career

almost every rider finds occasion to carry a

passenger on the carrier of his machine.

Unfortunately, it. cannot be denied that a certain

proportion , of the accidents to motor cyclists which

have occurred during the present year have involved

two persons—the rider and the pillion passenger.

Very seldom, however, has it actually been proved

that the mere fact of the carrier being occupied by

a second person has been the cause of the mishap.

Pillion Riding Not Necessarily Dangerous.

Properly practised, pillion riding is not necessarily

dangerous. By itself, the mere fact of there hsing a

passenger behind the driver is not sufficient to warrant

the condemnation of the practice. Many a motor

cyclist will testify to having regularly carried a pillion

passenger without the slightest mishap, and will aver

that the extra weight over the back wheel in no way
detracts from his control of the machine.

Usually, however, one will hear it emphasised that

there is a right and a wrong way of carrying a

passenger, and, of the two, it is generally agreed that

the side-saddle attitude does not give the driver such

a comforting sense of security as the astride position.

The reason is obvious : the side-saddle position does

not afford the passenger any support for the upper
part of the body, and in a sudden swerve, or when

A 18

rounding a corner, the passenger may lurch, and con-

siderably embarrass the driver.

Si:fe-saddle TreisvxeA, but
It is only natural that the majority of lady passen-

gers should prefer the side-saddle attitude. The
motor cyclist will, ^however, he well advised to attempt

methods of peaceful persuasion in an endeavour^o
bring about the adoption <jf the astride position when
a really long run is under consideration.

If a passenger is to be carried with any frequenrv.

a proper pillion seat attachment for the carrier is a

sine qua non. Such a fitment should incorporate a

handr^ail and footrests if the jjrospective passenger

firmly refuses to sit .astride. A louse cushion on the

carrier should be eschewed, save, perhaps, as a purely

temporary expedient, for it mav shift its position with,

possibly, disastrous results. It is as Avell, also, to

warn the passenger that, if the back number plate be

obscured, lie or she may l;e hehj liable for "aiding
and abetting " within the meaning of the law should

some constable chance to observe the " crime."

The privilege of being aisle to carry a passenger

on a solo machine is valuable, and one hopes that

motor cyclists geilerallv, by oljEerving a little comn'on

sense in the matter of .seating the passenger securely,,

and by not deliberately taking risks in attempting to

negotiate impossible surfaces, will counter the prejudice

against pillion riding which exists in the public mind
to-day. One niight, perhaps, label the following

points as the golden rules :
—

1. Seat the passenger astride.
'

2. Fit a proper pillion attarhment. with footrests.

securely to the carrier.

3. Keep off tramlines and take no risks in traffic.

Although very popular, the side-saddle attitude does not give the

driver such a sense of security as the astride position.
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Motorised and Motor-assisted Bicycles and Miniature Runabouts as a First

Stage in the Pedal

Cyclist's Initiation

to the Power
Machine

will

S-enzie is made with frames to suit sSort oj tall riders. The lady depicLcd, on

the left, is shown seated on the smaller model and, on the right, on the larger type. Observe

that in the latter case she is not able to place her foot hrmiy on the ground.

UN D OUBTEDLY
one of the most

interesting fea-

tures of this year's
Olympia Show, from the

point of view of

general public

the n u m b e r of
'

ultra lightweights

on exhibition.

The motor
cyclist who goes to

KensingtorL to
'decide finally

: whether his 1923
mount is to be a

Brough Superior,

an overhead valve

Triumph, . or a

Sunbeam, will, of course, look upon these miniatures

[as toys, and veterans who retain memories of the

iraotorised bicycle of a decade or more ago may regard

jthem with suspicion. But the fnan-in-the -street and

I
his lady who are looking for a power-propelled

imachine to t.ake the place of their pedal cycles will

.'be mterested. It is now generally realised that there

ineed be little fear of breakdown, and that technical

knowledge of internal combustion engines is not essen-

tial in order to run a motor cycle.

Motor Cyclist Friends.

Such visitors to Olpiipia may have motor cyclist

.friends who perhaps will tell them that these new

niniatures are too light, that they are under-powered,

md that they have no speed. At the Show last year

in enthusiast was overheard to tell an elderly relative

hat she wanted plenty of power, a clutch and kick-

otarter, and a "two-speed gear. To this motor cyclist,

Iwho probably used a heavy big twin solo,_ a r8o lb.

lightweiglit represented the minimum weight for a

:motor cycle. No
.--^.^r.^^ Simplest of lijht-

;doubt to the man. ,^00'''^^, weights — the

l\vhn liestrides a ^ f ^ Hack, intended a-,

a runabout for such

service as shop-

ping excursions.

; cwt. monster even the

ittle Levis or Velocette

is too light, just as the

owner of one of these

small motor cycles may
find a 75 lb. McKenzie a

little strange to ride.

To all experienced

motor cyclists the

ultra lightweights

of the type repre-

sented by such

machines as the

McKenzie a n d

J.E.S. v.'ill ap-

pear ridiculously

light, yet the

pedal cyclist on
joining . the ranks

of motorists by means of a motorised bicycle or an
ultra lightweight may, at first, find the new 75 lb.

machine somewhat heavy.

This question of viewpoint as regards weight is a

very important one, for while the first essential of a

machine for the masses is low weight, there are critics

who say that lightness means discomfort because llrcy

15

This J.E.S. of 169 c.c. capacity survived the A.C.U. Six Davs

Trials and demon.strated the capabilities of the small engine when
used in conjunction with a four-speed gear.

A 19
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judge • the re-

quirements of the

newcomer . from

ihair own.

It is all a

matter of rela-

t i V i t y. The
owner of a

Rolls-Royce car

would probably

prefer to walk

rather than drive a sma

car. He would say that

the latter is too light and

shakes him up too. much,

vet the owner of the light

car thinks he is riding

on the wheels of luxury.

The new ultra liglit-

weights are not intended

to give the same service

as a motor cycle of the

orthodox type. They are

intended to provide a little more
comfort and a little more speed

than the pedal cycle, without the

effort of pedalling.

So long as an owner realises

this he or she will obtain the

greatest satisfaction and service

from an ultra lightweight, whit h

has a definite place in the world

of wheels just as has the motor
dinghy in the world of boats.

Unfortunately, perhaps, the

.majority of these motorised bicycles—if such they can

1)6 called—are capable of really high speeds. Mr.
iNIcKenzie has a document in the form of a summons
which officially states that a AIcKenzie on a certain

occasion exceeded 34 miles per hour.

Engines Too Large, Not Too Small.

Small as these little engines are, it is the writer's

opinion that they should be still srnaller, so that they

are incapable of exceeding the speeds for which the

machines have been designed, ^^"ith an engine of, say,

100 c.c. and a diminutive three- or four-speed gear,

an ultra lightweight should be capable of going almost
anywhere and yet have a low- maximum speed. What
a 169 c.c. engine and four-speed gear in a light

machine will do is exemplified in tlie performance of

the J.E.S. in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials. This

little machine deserves to secure its maker a fortune

if only for the fact that for many years he has

marketed and developed the one type. Every year a

number has been sold, but this year, by the aid of

a four-speed gear, it has made quite a reputation in

really severe trials, including the Six Days event.

But the average man-in-the-streeet does not require

a machine to scale mountain tracks. A few may hve

on the top of the Cotswolds and may require to make

frequent calls in the valleys. For them there is the

J.E.S. and other machines of like

capacity, and cquioned with gear

boxes. The majority of those

who need a motor - propelled

bicycle require it for niain road

use, and a smaller engine with a

three-speed gear would give the

same service as the single-geared

machines of 160 c.c. now offered

to the public.

It is in order to provide arapk

rcser\-e of power to climb hills or

a single gear that engine;

are even as large as they

are—and speeds arounc

30 m.p.h. are thus ren

dered possible.

From the foregoing i

will be .seen that the pur

'i chaser of an ultra light

I weight such as will h

exhibited at Olymoi-

need have no fear tha

the machine will nr

live up to il

designers
claims. If sud

machines err

is in be in

capable of muo

more than 'tl

ex-pedal cycli;

requires, whi

h a V i n g moii

Q

TYPES OF MINIATURES WHICH WILL BE AT
OLYMPIA.

i. 170 cc. Omega. 2. 150 c.c. Weaver.

3 161 c.c. Grigg. 4. 142 cc. Atlas.

5. 147 c.c. Excelsior.
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le Stepping-stone to Serious Motoring.—
jwer than he anticipated, will use it and experience

le exhilaration of a pace which for his comfort may
3t be wise.

i There are several thousand J.E.S. and McKenzie

iiachines now in use, and those who ride them with

'itelligence allow comfort to govern their speed ; but

lere are others who permit the willing engine to set

le pace.

After all, pedal cyclists manage to maintain some

iyd& averages, and often well exceed the legal limit

lien coasting down hill, yet

leir tyres are no larger than

.'•in. or i§in., the forks are of

le rigid type, and the saddle

the small cycle pattern.

The ultra lightweights under

view have efficient spring

irks and larger tyres and
iddles, and their increased

eight over the pedal cycle

akes them more stable.

The average boy of fourteen

m handle a 200 lb.

.otor cycle with the

i me ease as he can lift

j
McKenzie, from which
will be appreciated

:iat anyone who is

lysically fit to handle a

fdal cycle need not

isitate to purchase an
tra lightweight on the

or e of its weight,

is almost as con-

iiiently man handled
:i nedtil cycle, and as

gards ^the con-

ils, half an
air's instruc- ,

;

>ns to the
riest novice is :'

fFicient to en-

le the first ride

be undertaken.

^

^0^

,'IODER.N MOTORISED BICYCLES AND ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHTS
I. 169 C.C. McKenzie. 2. 165 c.c. Economic.
i- bOcc. Sun. 4. 142 c.c. Kenllworth.

5. ll6c.c.J.D.

On the majo-
ritv of these
machines there

are but two
levers in addi-

tion to the or-

dinary pedal
cycle controls :

(i) a pull - up
lever for the decom-
pressor which allows one

to start and to stop the

engine, and (2) a small

finger lever controlling

the throttle which regu-

lates the supply of gas to

the engine.

As a rule the petroil

system of lubrication is

used. That is to say,

the lubricating oil is

mixed with the petrol and
no attention is required

on the part of the cyclist.

There is now 'no reason

whatever why everyone from
fourteen years of age upwards
and who is physically and
mentally capable of handling
a pedal cycle should not enjoy

the benefits obtaining from a

power-propelled machine. If

a lady or elderly gentleman on examin-

any particular machine recom-

mended by a friend has doubts regard-

ing her or his ability to "manage" it, there are

other types—in fact, every possible type designed

by people who have studied the requirements of the

present non-motoring public. Ideas as to what
these requirements are. vary considerably, which

fact is responsible for the wide range of light utility

machines now available.

Prejudice against Scooters.

While some of these machines may be quite unsuit-

able for certain would-be motor cyclists, there are

others which would in everv way fulfil their needs.

It is perhaps surprising that the little Kenilworth
has not caught the public fancy as much as it

deserves to do. Probably its similarity to the
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The Stepping Stone to Serious Motoring.—
" scooter " is responsible, altliough tliere is nothing of

the scooter about the Kenilworth either on the point

of efficiency or comfort. True, it is small, but that

should be an advantage to many would-be motorists,

although perhaps it is just a little too small, and tall

persons may appear a little cramped to the passer -In,*.

No machine could be easier to start than the- Kenil-

worth. It starts at walking pace, and the most
nervous of riders finds no difficulty in mounting it.

In the same category as the Kenilworth is the Hack
—another scooter-like machine intended purely for

runabout purposes.

Auxiliary or Motorised Bicycle.

The " next size larger " type is often termed the

motorised bicycle because it resembles a pedal cycle

with an engine to drive ii. It is very easy to confuse
this type of machine with the auxiliary-powered
bicycle which is actually an ordinary pedal cycle with
a small engine attached. Such a machine has its

place perhaps, but it is not suitable for use on bad
roads or pave, neither is it wise to exceed the speeds

at which an' ordinary pedal cycle usually travels., for

the reason that the average cycle is not built sufficiently

strong to withstand the extra weight and the mechanical

power jjropelling it. The motorised bicycle proper is

one that has been designed throughout for power
propulsion. It is, in fact, a light motor cycle with

pedalling gear. At the head of this class are the

McKenzie and J.E.S., both of which have spring

forks and follow orthodox motor cycle practice where
necessary,

There have been very 'few of this kind of motor
cycle on the market during 1922, excepting th-e two
makes mentioned, which may be said to have awakened
the rest of the industry to possibilities of the type with

the result that the numbers representing it will form
one of the chief features of the forthcoming Olvmpia
Show.
With all motor cycles which form a step|3ing-stone

-to more serious motoring, the would-be purchaser has

to satisfy herself or himself on two points. First, is

N0VEMT3ER gth, ig22.

the preference for a machine like a bicycle or like a

motor cycle ? Second, whether the chosen machine is

easy to mount.
It may interest the tyro to know that the weights of

the respective types are approximately as follows :

Racing bicycle ... ... ...

Tourist' bicycle

100 c.c. auxiliary motor on b.c\cle ..

150 c.c. motorised bicycle-

ISO c.c. ultra-lightweight motor cycle ..

211 c.c. lightweight
250 c.c. lightweigiit

350 c.c. junior machine
-500 c.c. senior motor cycle

600 c.c. motor cycls
750 c.c. motor cycle

1,000 c.c. motor cycle

25 llj.

42 lb.

65 1b.

75 lb.

100 lb,

140 lb,

160 lb.

190 lb.

260 lb,

290 lb.

3201b,

340 lb.

As is well known, the majority of motor cycles are

made irrespective of the fact that they may be used

by a short person or one well over six- feet. Except

for the slightly cramped position for a tall man on a

small machine, it does not matter to an inch or

what distance it is from saddle to handle-bar, but often

the shprt-lejjgcd rider is made tCKfeel less confidetil

because he cannot place both feet firmly on the ground.

Riding Position and Saddle Height.

The correct riding position on a motorised bicycle is

more important for the reason that with a single-

geared machine it is necessary to start by means of thei

pedals. Mr. McKenzie has realised this Imporfan'

point and now wisely offers; two models with differ«n'

saddle heights.

In the next class there are the little Atlas, Economici
and Grigg machines, all successful during the pas-

year, arid now representative of a type to which sucl

new models as the Sun, Omega, and Excelsior an.

newcomers.

They usually resemble the orthodox motor cycle ii

their design—in fact, thev are just miniatures of th(

types which have taken very many years to develop.

Thus, to summarise, motor cycles at Olympia wii'

cater for every known requirement.

AUTOMATIC WARNINGS AT CROSS ROADS.
I.VTENDED to eliminate cross road dangers a device

has been evolved for automatic signalling by ap-

proaching cars themselves. The device consists of

two bars occupying -one-third the width of the road-

way, one placed at some distance from the corner

and the other actually at the road junction. These
bars are connected to a signalling arrangement com-
posed of one fixed arm, on which is indicated the

word "danger," and which is provided with a red
reflector for use by night. A movable arm bears the

usual signpost directions, and also serves to- co\er the

danger arm.

When a vehicle touches the first of the two movable
bars, the cover of the danger sign is .dropped clear
and a gong rings, thus gi\-ing warning to any machine
approaching the cross road that another is coming-up.
On the vehicle reaching the cross road it touches the
second bar and the , signal is returned to its normal
position.

The inventors are J. W. Proctor, 24, Margarets

A 22

Road, and J. Burlinson, 8r, Jesmond Terrace, hot!

of AVhitley Bay, Northumberland.

The Proctor-Burlinson device in use.

ip,
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IN RELIABILITY TRIALS. The 250 c.c.

solo mount has competed on an equality

with bigger machines—and succeeded.

TWENTY 3-ears ago motor cycles were

just emerging from the experimental

,
state, and the early power units,

; evolved from the stationary gas and oil

i engines of the period, were of compara-

tively small capacity.

Designed on " gas-engine " lines, they

were harsh, slow-pulling affairs running on

j
high gear ratios. They were soon found

i to be inadequate for tlie work they had to

(do, and "monsters" (as they were then

i
regarded) were brought into use, and later

came 500 c.c. and 600 c.c. engines, all
'

, embodying . the same low-efficiency, high-

I

geared, slow-pulling characteristics.

\ _I,t was not seen, or, if seen, it was not

I thought possible to take advantage of the

i

fact that dre small engine would produce

1 all the power needed providing it could

jbe^run at a high rate of revolutions w'hen

j suitably arranged to transmit its power
through a considerable gear reduction.

Slow D'yelopment.
1 Through the earlier history of the motor
! :ycle movement, speed and povi-er were

;, -iought by increasing the size of the slow-

,

running epgines until a limit was reached,

[then twin-cylinder engines—virtually two
I
single-cylinder engines with a common
prankshaft—were developed; but truly

. iligh-.'vpeecl power units were tardy in their

ijjvolution, even after the limit of the slow-
! speed big engine was realised.

Finally, two types of power unit came
ander consideration, which markedly

j

affected motor cycle design; these were the
i^at-twin four-stroke and the single-cylinder

':wo-stroke.

I

Curiously enough, these engines repre-
iiented two distinct schools of design—the
Srst, progressive, seeking power from a
imall capacity by the high revolutions per-
iiitted by the almost perfect balance of
he flat-twin ; the second conservative, be-

Typica! of highly efficient over-

head valve design ; the 250 c.c.

Blackbume engine which, in a
Sheffield Henderson machine,
attained a speed of 7289 m.p.h.

Development of the

250 c.c Motor Cycle
as a Capable Tour'
ing Model. Notable
Achievements on
Road and Track.

A clean and straightforward de-

sign the 250 c.c side-by-side

valve .I.A.P. unit, embodied in

many successful small machines.

BY RACING. Development of small

engines has been fostered by racing on both

road and track.

cause the small two-stroke, with its excel-

lent low-speed pulling, discovered at last

the secret of a successful small high-geared

(which is synonymous with single-geared)

engine.

The Promise of the Small Engine.
For many years The Motor Cycle had

foreseen and predicted the ultimate success

of a miniature type of machine suitable

for universal use ; a solo motor bicycle,

which, while capable of going anywhere,
' would, by virtue of its small, light anil

even running power unit, be in itself light

in weight, easy on tyres and tran.smission,

and economical in upkeep. This belief, so

frequently expressed, was given practical

support by the offer of cups for the best

performance of a machine of 250 c.c. capa-
city or less in the Junior T.T. races of

' 1920 and 1921, after it was felt that the

350 C-C. machines had become weil-nigh

equal to the once universally popular

500 c.c. solo mount.
Perhaps more than any other type of

power unit the flat-twin showed what could
be done with medium- and small-cylinder

capacities and extremely high engine

speeds in conjunction with suitable gear-

ing. Directly, however, the flat-twin had
no part in the evolution of machines under

350 c.c. capacity, but this was chiefly on
account of mechanical considerations.

Having established the possibilities cf

small high-speed engines, manufacturers
were not slow to return to the miniature

unit of something under 250 c.c, and the

efficiency of this size has been so highly

developed in certain instances that it seems
unlikely that the better examples can be

much further improved in respect of power
output; at the same time, it does not seem
likely that anything smaller than 200 c.c.

can offer all that is required in a touring

machine for some time to come.

A 23
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Perhaps

cessful

ponent

G. S.

his 247

the most suc-

two-stroke ex-

of the day,

Davidson and

c.c. Levis have

occupied the winning
position in this year's

250 c.c. T.T. and the

French and Belgian

Grand Prix Races.

Twenty-lour hours ridinij at an almost unvarying speed of 45

m.p.h. is a wonderful physical feat, therefore Mrs. Janson's

achievement on the 250 c.c. Trump-Jap tends to overshadow the

remarkable maintenance of power which the tiny engine displayed.

a two-stroke won
the 250 c.c. classes

in the French and
Belgian Grand
Prix. The same

Developments in steels

have made diminutive
valve mechanisms very
reliable, but something-

still needs to be done in

this sphere, and more
workmanlike oiling sys-

tems may be needed in

order to maintain small

engines at the full pitch

of their power. These
things alone delay the
entry of the 250 c.c. solo

mount into a period in

which it may well have a

vogue as great as that en-

joyed by the 500 6.c. type
a few years ago. Natur-
ally, so small an engine requires a wide range of gear-

ing, and the introduction of a small, compact four-

speed gear box designed primarily for machines with

a cylinder capacity not greater tlian 250 c.c. would

be an immense boon to the industry; such a gear box

is by no means impossible when
the torque impulses to be deal(: with

are delivered with such rapid fre-

quency and are themselves compara-

tively small. Indeed, one light-

weight maker has produced his own
four-speed box.

Four»stroKe Progress in the
230 c.c. Class.

Since 1919 the 250 c.c. four-

stroke has shone conspicuously in

many of the leading competitions,

having provided the winning type

in the 192 1 T.T. race (250 c.c.

class) and in the 500 Miles Race
at Brooklands in the same year.

Besides gaining a full proportion

of premier awards in reliability

trials, a machine of the 250 c.c.

four-stroke type covered 1,071 miles

1,180 yards in 24 hours (44.65
m.p.h.) at Brooklands. Anothei
covered 400 miles at a speed of

56.67 m.p.h., and two others wgre
lirst and second in the recent Ulster
Grand Prix.

Although not running on absolutely parallel lines,

the development of the 250 c.c. two-stroke has been

pursued concurrently and equally energetically.

While the four-stroke adherents have had to strive

to attain reliability under the searching requirements

of super-efficiency and abnormally high speeds, the

two-stroke school, favoured by an inherent simplicity,

has sought all along for increased power from the

given size ; reduced fuel consumption has been the

subject of subsidiary research.

On the road the two-stroke type has been even more,

successful than its rival ; for sheer 'speed on the track

it is usually found wanting (although the present

kilometre and mile standing start records are held

by a two-stroke in the 250 c.c. class), but

where continuous acceleration and decele^'

ration are needed, where long'

gradients are encountered, and

,. where unquestioned reliability

is of prime importance, the

simple, light two-stroke with its

even torque delivery is pre-

eminent.

The 250 c.c. class in the 19:0
T.T. was won by a twb^stroke,

which again repeated the per-

formance in 1922 ; this year also'

An increasing development has characterised

the evolution of the Velocette engine and the

lessons learnt in racing are, one by one,

applied to the touring machines. This is

the 1922 T.T Velocette engine—^prototype

of the 1923 touring model.

Prokibly the foremost exponent ot the

250 c.c. four-stroke in the country, B.

Kershaw has taken the premier award
in many open trials in competition with

all types and sizes of mochin;S-

machine also was the only one to

gain full marks in the British team
in the strenuous International Six

Days Trials in the Alps.

250 c.c. Models in Official
Tests.

In the last A.C.U. Six Days
Trials the proportion of retirements

to starters in the 250 c.c. class was

less than in any other section.

Thirteen started, eight being two-

strokes (one of but 169 c.c. capa-

.28
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small Engines for Solo Machines.—

city), and five four-strokes- Of the

former six gained gold medals and

two qualified for certificates; of the

latter four received gold medals and

one retired.

After the 800 miles of strenuous

road testing involved in the Six Days
Trial, it is noteworthy that tlie first

four machines were able to cover some
sixty odd miles on Brooklands at over

42 m.p.h., the best two-stroke aver-

aging 43.5 m.p.h. and the best four-

stroke 4_^ m.p.h.

Perhaps the T.T. races show how
closely the two types vie with each

other. For example, tho 1920 250
c.c. class was won by a two-stroke at

38- ji m.p.h., no four-strokes being

entered in the small capacity cate-

gory.

In 1 92 1 a four-stroke annexed The
Motor Cycle Cup for the 250 c.c.

machines at a speed of

44.9 m.p.h., beating the

previous year's speed hand-
somely ; two-strokes occu-

pied the next four places.

This year a separate 2^0
c.c. Tourist Trophy was
offered, and it was gained

by a two-stroke at the

amazing average speed of

49.89 m.p.h. for the course

of iSSf miles; the second

250 c.c. machine (four-

stroke) averaged 47.12
m.p.h.; and the. third,

again a tw'o-stroke, had a
speed of, 46.90 m.p.h.
Honours may therefore be
said to be fairly even, al-

though the two-stroke

Overhead valves are not yet fully popular
on touring models but on sports machines
they invariably find a place when maximum
eificiency is sought. The o.h.v 250 c.c.

Coventry Eagle.
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ous events, nut it must not be fof-

gotten that the special production of

to-day becomes the touring model of

to-morrow.

When machines of just under 250
c.c. capacity have proved themselves

capable of surviving the Inter-

national, the Scottish and the English

Six Days Trials with credit and
honours, when five different makes
can average more than 45 m.p.h. over

the mountainous T.T. course, when
one can average over 44 m.p.h. for

twenty-four hours at Brooklands and
another maintain 52^- m.p.h. for 166

miles in the French Grand Prix, can
the ultimate reliability and suitability

of the type for ordinary purposes be

doubted ?

Surely the 250 c.c. engine promises

the solution to the problem of provid-

ing a cheap, light and economical

motor cycle to fulfill all reason-

able needs.

Choice Available.

Those riders who now
realise that the 250 c.c.

mount will meet all reason-

able requirements have a

wide and varied choice of
machines before them.
These will be fully dealt

with in our Show forecast

and report issues, and will

include such well - tried

two-strokes as the Levis,

Velocette, Sun - Vitesse,

New Hudson, Triumph
Enfield, Cedos, Ivy, Verus,

James, Radco, ' and the

many Villiers engined
models as the Wolf, Ho-

After prolonged experience with the overhead valve type tor racmg
work the Blackbume designers returned to the side valve pattern

this year. The new 250 c.c. O.K.-Blackburne signalised its first

appearance at Brooklands by covering 400 miles at 5667 m.p.h.
in the hands of W. Handley and W. D. Marchant.

Pioneers ol a utility two-stroke engine
for moderate priced machines, the

makers of the Villiers will introduce

two models of less than 250 c.c.

rapacity next year.

I6

shows strongly ascend-

ant tendencies.

It must be borne in

mind that practically

all the performances
mentioned have been
achieved on specially

prepared machines in

the hands of a com-
paratively small num-
ber of expert riders

;

the small machine no
doubt demands more
than a usual amount of

nursing in these strenu-

and

stroke

wider,

having
engines

bart, Sparkbrook
E.xcelsior.

The four

range is even

most, however,

proprietary

such as Blackburne or

J.A. P. These include:

New Imperial, Rex-
Acme, Sirrah, Coven-
try Eagle, Sheffield-

Henderson, Weather-
ell, Diamond, In-

victa. Trump, Ariel,

Ivy, and Dot.

Enormous cooling fin area on

cylinder is a special feature of

250 c.c. Blackburne unit.

A 25
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A Class with an Increasing Number of Representatives. Tendency of 350 c.c.

Machines to Replace the once Universal 500 c.c. Utility Mount.

IX
spite of the enormous popularity of the 500 c.c.

single, which as a type has probably had a longer

vogue than any other form of motor cycle engine,

the 350 c.c. engine has shouldered its way 10 the tionf.

As is usually the case, practical developments along

smaller lines were foreshadowed by Brooklands records

until, finally, the 1920 Senior Tourist Trophy was'

won by a 350 c.c. machine—a performance such as

had never been accomplished previously, and, we may
risk the prophecy, will never be accomplished again,

Early Propaganda.

When a new type comes to the front, it is usually

"fought into prominence by some apparently miracu-

lous performance in a speed trial. To begin with, the

public are sceptical, pointing out that the -miniature

engine has features which are not likely to appeal

to the private owner. Developments and modifications

of the racing machine bring the later models within

the scope of practical politics, until finally a machine

is evolved Avhich, though not quite so rapid as the

racing type, is a great advance on

anything of its size that has been

produced previously, and yet is

perfectly roadworthy and service-

able.

Finally a long course of reli-

ability trials weeds out undesirable

features until the new type is

capable of performances

as good as those of a
larger type of only a few
years ago. Such has

been the history of the

350 c.c. machine of to-

day.

It is almost impossible
to give the credit to any
particular firm for de-

veloping the 350 c.c. en-

gine, for progress has been

A 26
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C. G. Pullin, who has attained a speed of 9479 m.p.h. on a 330 ex.

Douglas.

so-gradual that many well-known names are concerned.

Nevertheless, it is only fair to remember the wonderful

performances of the early flat-twin Douglas, which has

done so much to popularise the light machine.

In spite of the good wbrk of the' pioneers, the

majority of modern " 350's " are of the single cylin-

der type, but include variations from the simple three

port two-stroke through the normal side-by-side valve

engine, to the highly efficient overhead valve racing'

machine—the Douglas and the Wooler being. the only

twins still obtainable in the 350 c.c. class.

Qualities of Medium Size Machines.

In power and reliability 350 c.c. machines have
proved themselves in all the big reliability trials, and
long and steep hills can be ascended with consummate
ease, without the faintest symptoms of overheating vt

loss of power.

Handiness is another feature in which" these- com-
paratively light machines score heavily, and over twisty

roads it is possible to average speeds which are almost
identical with those obtainable with much larger

engines, while, contrary to a common belief in the
public mind, wear and' tear is not unduly heavy,
and owing to the use of comparatively low gear

ratios tyre wear is far from great.

Petrol consumption should be in the

neighbourhood of 100 miles to the

gallon, and oil consumption is reason-

able, though if high speeds

are to be maintained plenty

of oil of a first-class brand
is an economy rather than
otherwise-

Public performances
count forf much, and the*

growth of the speeds in the

Junior T.T. Races shows
the remarkable develop-

ment of sustained power
which has taken place

3a
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Two 350 c.c. machines which, m the overhead valve {orm, have madg reputations in the Tourist Trophy Races. (Left) The A.J.S.
(Right) The Massey Arran with Blackburne engine.

during the past few years. On two occasions it will

he noticed thiat a considerable drop in speed took place.

In 1911 the late P. J. Evans's performance was so

wonderful that tlie 1912 winner was unable to equal

it, and the drop in 1920 may be credited to the un-

preparedness of manufacturers, and works disloca-

tion, caused by the war and subsequent events.

Past T.T. Speeds.

In 1911 the late P. J. Evans, riding a 340 c.c. twin

Humber of 60 x 60 mm. bore and stroke, averaged the

wonderful speed of 41J m.p.h., and over the same

course in the next year W. H. Bashall on a 348 c.c.

Douglas of 60.7x60 mm. bore and stroke failed to

maintain the previous year's record, and averaged only

39.65 m.p.h.

In 1913 the length of the course was increased, but

in spite of this Hugh Mason (344 N.U.T.) in-

creased the average speed to 43.73 m.p.h.; and in

1914 Eric Williams ona single-cylinder 349 c.c. A.J.S.

of 74 X 81 mm. bore and stroke again raised the figure

to 45.6 m.p.h.

The next race was held in 1920, and the average

speed again dropped considerably. On this occasion

the race was one of the most extraordinary that evei

occurred, for the winner, Cyril Williams, mounted on
a 349 c.c. A.J.S., finished the last two or three miles
by pushing, yet succeeded in coming home first at

an average speed of 40.74 m.p.h.
During the subsequent year lessons learned owing to

experimental work during the war had had time to

take a practical form, and in 1921 Eric Williams

(349 A.J.S.) achieved a wonderful average of

52.1 m.p.h. It should be noted that the machine on
which this race was won was very similar to that used

in the previous year, though in 1920 the power de-

veloped by the cylinder was such that various other

portions of the engine and transmission were not suffi-

ciently sturdy to withstand the strain.

Winner of the Senior Race.

In 192 1 also H. R. Davies on an exactly similar

machine accomplished the truly marvellous perform-

ance of winning the Senior event at a speed of 54.49
m.p.h., a speed which was slightly bettered in the

Junior Race in 1922 by T. M. Sheard, again mounted
on a 349 c.c A.J.S., the average working out at

54.75 m.p.h.

New Hudson B.S.A

FOUR NEW -SSO" MOTOR
CYCLES FOR 1923.

James. Zenith -lap
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A Diamond with a Barr & Strcud sleeve valve engine.

In the meantime one must not lose sight of two-

stroke developments, for by 1922 the average speed of

P. A. Xewman's 349 c.c. Ivy had reached 46.08

m.p.h., or sufficient to win any T.T. previous to 1921.

It will be noticed that th"e A.J.S. firm has had an

extraordinary run of victories in the Tourist Trophy
Races, yet they are by no means alone in being able

to manufacture fast and reliable. 350 c.c. machines.

Such well-known engines as the 346 c.c. J. A. P. and

348 c.c. Blackburne have done wonders in developing

the modern tendency towards smaller engines. More
than once the A.J.S. has been hunted home, and .such

machines as the Massey-Arran, Sheffield Henderson,

New Imperial, Blackburne, Coulson, Cotton, Edmund,
Dot, in addition to our old friend the Douglas in its

sporting form with overhead valves, have made per-

formances .sufficient to cause the winner to put forth

his best efforts.

In the 500 Miles Race at Brooklands two-stroke

enthusiasts Avere rewarded by seeing Norris's Ivy top

the list, in the 350 c.c. class—a performance which

shows tfie sturdy reliability of the modern high-speed
two-stroke. Nevertheless, until recent times the I^y

has remained one of the few two-strokes ha\ing so large

a capacity. Other competitor.s in this department,
however, are the . Beardmore-Precision, Conn:i*ight,

Alecto and, more recently, the Villiers.

Brooklands again gives ample proof of the pheno-
menal capabilities of the modern 350 c.c. machine.
Below we give the existing figures for -long and short

distance records :

—

Kilometre ... C. G. PuUiii Douglas !I4.71) iii.p.h

Mile H. Le Vack New Imptrial-jap. . . '.11.88

5 Miles H. Le Vack New Iinpciial-jap. . . 83.4!)

10 Miles H. Le Vack New Imperial-lari. 73. .52

60 Miles H. LeVack.. New Imperial-Jaj). .. 74.011 ",

100 Miles H. Le Vack New Imperial -J.i]->. . . 72.81 ' „
200 Miles Tudor Thompson . . . Douglas 02,29
300 Miles Tudor Thomjisou ... Douglas 61.00

'I

400 Miles Tudor Thontpsuii . . . Douglas 00.44
IiOO IMilf

s

N. Norris Ivy 51 G!)

000 Miles J. S. Holroj-d Blackburne .'-,0.20 '.'.

A fl-it '.win on unusual lines and embodyi
the Wooler.

spring frame

—

1 Hour H. Le Vack ....... New Imperial-Jap. .. 74.16 m.p.h,
2 Hours H. R. Davies A.J.S.' 05.30 „
3 Hours Tudor Thompson . . . Douglas. 0-2.28 „
4 Hours Tudor Thompson . . . Douglas 01.48 ,,

5 Hours Tudor Thompson , . . Douglas 61.02
'

j,

6 Hours Tudor Thompson ... Doi'.glas. ....... 60.45
12 Hours J. S. Holroyd Blackburne 60.20 „

Apart from high-speed records, which (though of

the utmost importance in the development of a type,

especially when accomplished over long and difficult

cour.ses such as that employed in the case of the Tourist .

'.Frophy Races) are not always followed with such at-

tention as they deserve by the touring rider, it must
be obvious from the number of well-known firms

specialising in 350 c.c. models, or which at least have

added a machine of this size to their- range, that the

smaller type has found a very definite place in the

market.

The latest additions from' works which produce an 1

entire machine are the Raleigh, James and New Hudson <

and Beardmore-Precision, while other famous names

are whispered. The makers of the Sunbeam, who be-

fore the" war used to produce a most admirable 350 c.c.

model, have again decided to enter the lists, which

will come as no great surprise to those who have

watched with interest the 350 c.c. Sunbeam with over-

head \-alves, which, under the able pilotage of George

Dance, has ma-de itself dreaded by all speed men.
, \

Two Newcomers.
An important development, likely to affect all sizes

of engines, was the introduction of the 350 c.c. Barr

and Stroud engine, with its single sleeve valve and its

silent operation. This engine is growing in popularity

and is gaining even further laurels for its class engine,

while the 350 c.c. o.h.v. Bradshaw oil-cooled engine is

also making steady headway.

Amongst the normal side valve 350 c.c. engines

which are fitted to many excellent machines must be'

mentioned the Blackburne and J. A. P.

«iV=-

2a

350 c.c. Verus with Blackburne engine. The P & P., to be known as " The Silent Three.'
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Why the Larger Type of Solo Machine persists. Its Undeniable Charm.

The Choice Available. Representative Machines Illustrated.

IN
view of the rapid developments in'small air-ccoled

engines during ihe past year or two and the success

of tlie " lightweight " in all its forms as a cap-

able roadworthy touring machine it may well he asked

if there is any justification for a solo motor cycle with

an engine larger than 350 c.c.

As a matter of fact the question is frequently raised

in our Correspondence columns—and would crop up
more frequently still but for a watchful sub-editor.

But just as often is a complete answer supplied by en-

thusiastic riders of the larger machines.

Experience Counts.

This recurrent controversy among our readers in

itself indicates -very clearly bow the whole matter

stands. Not only is one man's meat another man's
poison ; one man often imagines that another man's
meat would poison him. Would he but sample it his

views might alter considerably.

The 250-350 c.c. enthusiast knows tliat he has a

wonderfully efficient machine which lie very seldom
(lares "open out" fully, which climbs every hill he

puts it to without faltering, and which gives him day

in and' day out service, at a very minimum of trouble

and expense. Why, he asks, should anyone desire

anything more powerful ?

He does not realise, however, that the same argu-

ment applies to motor cars—Fords at £175 against

Rolls-Royces at ;£3,ooo ; to houses—two-roomed bun-

galows at ^£300 against " desirable villas " at

^3,000; to cigarettes, to drinks, to anything. The
more one pays the greater the refinement obtained.

In the motor cycle world, however, one gets more
than mere refinement by buying from among the larger

machines.

By Comparison.
As has been pointed out in our columns, the 250-

350 c.c. machine gains much of its efficiency at the

expense of fussiness, a defect only noticeable by
comparison.

Fussiness, as exemplified by a screaming engine,

is most unpleasant to a great many riders. Addi-

tionally it is a symbol of more rapid wear than the

733 c.c. o.h.v. Douglas, arw FLAT-TWIN OR BIG SINGLE? 633 c.c. Norton.

A -'9
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398 C.C. A.B.C.
twin.

effortless gait of a big single or twin moving at an

identical road speed. Engine depieciation, therefore,

is often less on the larger machine.

Lightness, too, is not an unmixed blessing ; at cer-

tain speeds it may be synonymous with discomfort,

again comparatively speaking, be it understood. The
larger solo mount is (usually) fitted with larger tyres.

Large tyres are easily the next best thing to a spring

frame ; many even prefer them. Or if a spring frame

is desired there is more scope for its incorporation on

the bigger machine. It also functions more ably

therein.

Running costs, however, are by no means propor-

tionately greater. Indeed, the economy of the light-

weight is -occasionally not so real as tl\e figures of a

freak fuel consumption test might indicate. In ordinary

use the average 250-350 c.c. two-stroke runs 80-90

miles to the gallon of fuel ; under similar conditions

most 500 c.c. singles, do 100 m.p.g. Tyres cost

more in the latter case; but they wear longer. Wear
and tear items should be less. Only tax and insur-

ance are definitely greater.

Reserve of Power.
Then, a very real charm of the sturdy 500-1,000 c.c.

heavyweight is that it will do more. True, it may not

often be asked to exert itself, but the reserve of speed
and power is there. E\'en if this reserve is only
tapped twenty times in a, year's running, the feeling

of satisfaction because it is there is worth an extra

pound or t\vo.

Of course, for -the type of rider known as a hard
driver there is really'no choice in the matter. He
must have the big machine. Judging from the

machines seen on the road the class is quite an im-
portant one.

machines are obtainable, but if

60 m.p.h., machine—and in

most, fascinating possession—

a

much more expensive to buy ;

Sixty.m.p.h. 350 c.c

one really desires a

capable hands it is a

500 c.c. single is not

and a 1,000 c.c. twin does not cost double 1 Either

of the latter types may be relied on to reach express

train speeds after 1,000 miles neglect, or, 5,000 miles

with but perfunctory attention. The 350 c.c. mount
might, but its maintenance of tune cannot be relied on

over the same distance.

But enough;—to use another homely sayings" the

proof of the pudding is in the eating." Thousands of

keen motor cyclists will again visit Olympia and choose

solo machines of double or quadruple the ~bare mini-

mum engine capacity necessary for the effective trans-

portation of one person. Their choice will still be

unlimited.

Varied Choice of Makes.
Those to whom sturdy simplicity appeals will cer-

tainly consider such famous singles as the B.S.A.

(either. the new sporting model or the old 557 c.c.

machine), P. and M. (perhaps the new Panther),

Powell, Norton (75 m.p.h. B.R.S., or even the dual-

purpose "Big Four "), New Hudson (available in an

attractive sports guise). Dunelt (the only big single

two-stroke), Ariel, Coventry Eagle (with a very livefy

499 c.c." J.A.P. engine), Quadrant (another new 'deJ-

parture to attract the soloist), Beardmore (dittoes

Rover, Sheffield-Henderson (specially attracti'i'e to the

speed man). Triumph (four-valve or 550 c.c, accord-

ing to taste), 548 c.c. Wolf or 550 c.crX.L. _
,

In the neighbourhood of 400 c.c. there are. the 398 c.c.

A. B.C. flat-twin, the 370 c.c. two-stroke Connaught,
the 375 c'.c. Royal Ruby, and the 39S c.c. Raleigh.

Twins of 500 c.c. capacity are not so numerous, but

he would be indeed hard to please who could not find

one suitable among such a varied range as .the. 494 c.c.'

Douglas, 49*6 c.c. Brough, and 498 c.c. Zenith-Brad^
shaw flat-twins, or the 500 c.c. N.U.T., 498 c.c. Mai--

tinsyde, and 496 c.c. P.V. V-twins, or the water-

cooled 48 r c.c. Scott Squirrel two-stroke twin.

V and flat-twins with engine capacities in the' region

of 750 c.c. are availalile from many factories in several

FAVOURITES WITH THE
SPEEDMAN. 498 c.c. New Hudson.

A 3c
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500 C.C. N.U.T.
MEDIUM, LIGHT, or

HEAVY WEIGHT?

.
^49

481 c.c. two-stroke Scott Squirrel.

976 c.c. Brough Superior,
forms. For example, there

are the 600 ecu Humber,
698 c.c. Raleigh, 688 c.c.

Coventry Victor, 733 c.c.

Douglas, 688 c.c. McKech-
nie, 692 c.c. Brough, and

584 c.c. Harley-Davidson

flat-twins, and the 749 c.c.

-Bradbury, 596 c.c. In-

Qian, 592 c.c. Lea-Francis,

67S c.c. Martinsyde (or

"Quick Six"), 67S c.c.

N.U.T. , 680 c.c. Omega, 770 c.c. B.S.A., 654 c.c.

Zenith (such as " Zenooth " writes about), and 550 c.c.

Coventry Eagle V-twins, and the larger Scott and the

V-twin two-strok€ Stanger.

Full-size, full-blooded big twias are available in

greater variety than €ver. (What better argument

could there be against the alleged uselessness of the

type?) There is, in fact, a rnarked tendency in

many quarters for makers to concentrate on a tiny

lightweight and a full-grown model of sports type.

Britain, a few years

' late, has stepped into an

arena held mainly by

America. But no com'

nient is required upon such

desirable productions as

the " S.S.80 " Brough-
Superior, the 976 c.c. solo

Matchless, the belt or

chain-driven big Zenith,

the New Imperial, the belt

en- chain-driven Rudge, the

D.O.T., the Packman or the Trump-Anzani. America,
however, will always hold a strong position on this

market so long as she is represented by the Indian, the

Harley-Davidson, the American X and the Reading-
Standard. All of them are imposing solo mounts.

For a four-cylinder we must go abroad, not literally,

of course, to Belgium for the F.N., to America for

the Ace or the Henderson. Those who have ridden

these two last-mentioned rightly claim that the experi-

ence is a memorable one.

^%-f-

KEEN UNDERGRADUATES. Great enthusiasm was shown at the Cambridge University M.C.C. trial, described last week, which attracted

46 starters. Two of the earlier competitors near Markyate.

SEVERAL innovations will te made in the M.C.C. London.
Exeter run this year. The route has been somewhat

stiffened.

The start will be from the Bridge House Hotel, Staines,

on Tuesday evening, December 26th. The outward journey
will be via Staines, Bagshot, Basingstoke, Salisbury, Shaftes-

bury, Yeovil, Chard, Honiton, Sidmouth, Peak Hill, to

Exeter, the return being via Salcombe Hill, Lyme Eegis,

13

THIS YEAR'S LONDON-EXETER RUN.
Bridport, Beaminster, White Street, Maiden Newton, Dor-
chester, and Blandford, to Salisbury, and then by the out-

ward route in the reverse direction to Staines. The itali

cised portion is a change from last year.

The conditions have also been made more difficult, and
any competitor found to be more than ten minutes ahead
of time at any point on the route will be disqualified.

There is a stringent rule regarding silencers.

A 3'
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ELECTRICITY & THE MOTOR CYCLE.
Electrical Apparatus for Lighting and Ignition.

Recent Developments in Magneto Design.

ELECTRICITY is an indispensable

servant of the motor cyclist.

It is largely omng to electricity

that internal combustion engines became
a practical possibility. Tube ignition had
a sliort and merry life, catalytic ignition

has been tried and found wanting, igni-

tions have even been made to work with
the pyrophorio metal, or "flint," we use
in our cigarette lighters, but electricity

has won through and reigns supreme.

Ignition Systems.

First, therefore, must we deal with
magnetos and other electric ignition sys-

C.A.V. magneto
for single cylinder

engines.

t«iiB, tlieii electric lighting, and finally
electrical accessories.

The old battery and coil system was a
failure; sometimes it worked well, often
it worked indifferently, and sometimes
it did not work at all. Current Avas de-
rived from an accumulator which rarely
held its charge ; then there was the con-
tact breaker, which demanded frequent
attention, and lastly a multiplicity of
termitials, of which one or more often
came loose.

'

it is 110 wonder, therefore, that the
magiii't:) revolutionised motor cycling,
once it proved itself. At its introduction
the majriu'to had much prejudice to over-
come, for many thought that they could
put the old system right if it failed, but
if a magneto gave out . . . ? But the

Ready for fitting to a sidecar outfit. The
M-L Maglita lighting and ignition installa-

tion. Note the accessible position of the

switch box on the lamp bracket.

A3-

magneto survived the test; it showed
itself to be the most reliable part of the
machine. A really wonderful triumph,
converting the most unreliable part of

the machine into the most dependable

:

it did more—it saved the. motor cycle at

the most critical period of its history.

Before the war one make of magneto
v.'as almost universal; it was a superb
piece of work, the father of all mag-
netos, consisting of permanent horse-shoe

magnets, an armature wound with low
and .high tension windings, a collector

or distributer, a condenser, and a contact

breaker.

Since the war most British-made mag-
netos followed the accepted principles,

and there are many e.xcellent examples,
modified and improved in detail, but fol-

lowing the lines of their prototypes such

as the Fellows, E.I.C., B.T.H., C.A.V.,
and others.

Progress o£ Magneto Design.
The more enterprising firms, however,

have improved the magneto almost out

of recognition, both mechanically and
electrically. The latest/ M-L pattern,

for example, altliough having armatures

Reliabilitj' and

good finish are

to be found in

the Fellows

magneto for

twin-cylinder

engines.

of standard type, have two separate

cobalt steel magnets of small dimensions
but of high efficiency, separated at eacli

end by laminated pole shoes. The con-

tact brealter has an axial action, the
movable point being mounted on a leaf

Astra accumulator lighting set

sold complete with adapter

switches, armoured ' cable and
battery case.

spring forced outwards for the break by
a tappet actuated by a face cam.
Further improvem.ents for 1923 are a

new method of attachment of the con-

tact breaker cover, so as to render the
magneto more thoroughly dust and
waterproof, while the laminations form-

ing the pole shoes are now punched accu-

rately to size, so that it is no longer

necessary to machine the bore of the

tunnel. A new pattern M-L magneto'
has now been produced which has stag-

gered pole shoes and is- suitable for 90°

engines.

Sectional view of the M-L CM.
type, mai^neto, showing laminated

pole shoes, collector ring, and
contact breaker.

Quite a different principle is found in i

the B.L.I.C., in which the armature is

stationary and the magnet rotates.

Again, a great saving in weight results

from the rise of cobalt steel for the mag-

net, and the model for single-cylinder

engines only weighs Sj lb. Amongst the

advantages of this' construction are

fewer working parts, a stationary contact

breaker, freedom from centrifugal

stresses on the armature at the high

engine speeds now obtaining, and excel-

lent sparking at low r.p.m.

A well-finished battery lighting

set, complete with head and tail

lights, and battery case. A. H.
Hunt, Ltd., H.A.H. Works, Tun-

stall Road, East Croydon.

29
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C.A.V. dynamo and electric lighting fittings.

There is yet another type of magneto,

lluit contained in the flywheel. The best

Known is the Villievs. Apart from giv-

ing a reliable cnrreut for ignition pur-

poses, a supplemetary coil for lighting

the lamps may l.ie incorporated.

For ignition purposes the flywheel

magneto eonsibts of two portions; tlie

inner an aluminium plate, frictionally

held on an extension of the mainshaft

bush, while the outer is a bronze flywheel

keyed to the eugi«e shaft and carrying

two semi-circular permanent magnets, held

in place by laminated pole shoes. On the

ahmiinium plate are the armature, its coil,

Hid the stationary contact breaker, whicli

^ actuated by a cam on the flywheel

boss.

Lastly, there is yet another system of

ignition, by dynamo battery and coil,

•'which, although popular in America,
specially in the car world, has not yet

taken hold of the British motor cycle

market. Eotax, Ltd." however, construct

1 lighting and ignition set of this pattern

Mir motor cycle use. In principle it is

the same as the old system of years ago.

but improved in detail and with the im-

portant difference that a current is al-

ways passing through the accumulator
from the dynamo, thus keeping the for-

mer alwjiys up' to the mark. Xaturally
the current derived is also used for

lighting the lamps.

Sparking Plugs.

A most important pai-t of the ignition

sy^t*m is the sparking plug—how im-

portant few motor cyclists realise. Many
engine troubles which -are experienced
are due to pre-ignition caused by bad
plugs. Engines whicli fail under heavy
loads, as when driven hard on the level

or run at high speeds on low gear.

F ---^ r^,
Universal lamp bracket marketed l>y the

Astra Dynamo Co. Below are the various

positions wliich it enables the lamp to

assume.

The Stadium spotlight

(Etienne & Co.) which is

as useful as it is orna-

mental when htted to a

motor cycle handlebar.

Villieis lighting installation with lamps, dry
batterj- and flywheel magneto-generator.

In the Britalite electric

lighting outfit the switch

is carried at the rear of

the head lamp bracket.
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ailmost always fail throu;^h the plug
points becoming incandescent.
Fortunately, manufacturers of sparking

plugs are giving this important matter
their attention, and many of the more
reputable sparking plug makers produce
articles which will stand the abnormal
conditions produced by modern high-
efficiency engines. Other important fea-

tures of a desirable plug are detachability
for cleaning, soundness of insulation, and
waterproofness.

Insulating Materials.

In modern sparking plugs the must
[wpular insulators are steatite and mica.
Among the more noteworthy of these
important ignition accessories are the
K.L.ljI., mica-insulated H.l pattern,
which is detachable, and specially con-
structed for hot-running engines ; the
Binks, which has a steatite insulator and
is detachable for cleaning ; and the For-
ward, in the case of which the user may
have the choice of either type of insu-
lating material or both, as in the case
of the new model B. An excellent fea-

ture in this plug is its waterproof ter-

minal, which is safe from short circuits

in wet weather, so likely to occur in the
case of an engine which carries the plug
or plugs in an exposed position. Bluemels
have produced a sparking plug (model S.).

equipped with pure nickel electrodes and
designed specially for two-stroke and
other engines which ran hot, while the
Hobson Manufacturing Co. has placed
on the market two types of plugs,

Xos. 328 and 351, specially designed tc

gi-ve absolute freedom from pre-ignition.

These have hemispherical central elec-

trodes of pure nickel, while the mica in-

sulator is compressed under two tons

pressiu'e. These plugs are detachable, and
are claimed to remain gastigfat under all

conditions. Other excellent plugs which
are extremely popular among motor
cyclists, the Lodge and Sphinx, are highly

suitable for modern efficient engines.

Lighting Systems.

Electric cuiTent for illimiinating lamps
is obtained from dry batteries, accumu-
lators, a dynamo, or more usually from -i

dynamo via an accumulator.
Dry battery lighting is very convenient,

especially in the case of those who ride

in well-lighted areas for short distances,

as this source of current behaves at its

best when on intermittent work, since it

Few lighting switch
_
positions

could be more convenient than

that adopted In the Miller

accumulator lighting.
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Elentricity and the Motor Cycle-
recuperates slightly after a rest. If suit-

able bulbs are used and the lamps are
not kept alight for too lengthy periods,

excellent service may be obtained.
Few firms have given this system of

lighting more careful "thought than A. H.
Hunt, Ltd., whose Hellesen batteries give
splendid service, and whose catalogue
possesses some capital wiring diagrams
which the buyer would do well to study.
Usually dry batteries or accumulators

are craried in cases which occupy the
same position as an acetylene generator,
but when a sidecar is attached, larger
batteries are required, and the sidecar
locker is generally utilised.

When it is necessary to obtain an
especially good light for lengthy periods
an accumulator gives the better service.

But accumulators need constant attention,
and if not changed regularly once a month
they are apt to deteriorate, consequently
this system is not advocated for the rider
who has not charging facilities near at
hand.

- Good examples of accumulator lighting
sets are produced by Powell and Hanmer,
Ltd., C. A. Yandervell and Co., Ltd.,
A. H. Hunt, Ltd., Dekla, Ltd., and the
Astra Dynamo Co.

Self-generatiug Equipment.

Dynamos are capable of producing two
different kinds of current according to
their construction—alternating or con-
tinuous. The former is used for lighting
direct from the dynamo and will not
charge an accumulator, while with the
continuous current machine the accumu-
lator is nearly always being charged so
long as the machine is running and the
lamps are lit from the accumulator.
Most of the smaller sets driven off one

or other of the motor cycle wheels are of
the alternating variety, and so is Villiers'
flyv.hcel generator. In cases of this kind
a dry battery is included, w^ich is brought
into use when the machine is at rest.

With the Villiers (V.E.C.) the voltage is

constant at speeds of over 25 m.p.h., .so

there is no danger of burning out the
bulbs. Two lighting coils, which have no
electrical connection with the ignition coil,
are added to the flywheel magneto. They
are connected in series with each other,
the end of one coil being " earthed " to
the armature plate, while the free end of
the other is led to
the lighting ter-

minal. As the mag-
neto rotates the
magnetic flux pass-
ing through the iron
of the afmature is

constantly varying.
The circumference

In cases where the

fitting of a compres-
sion tap is inconveni-

ent the Lodge priming
plug will be found to

be a real boon ; it

enables petrol to be

injected through the

central electrode.

Complete weather pro-
tection for the plug
is given by the Forward
waterproof terminal.

Portability and ease of detach-

ability for cleaning are desirable

features of the Binks plug.

of the armature is broken by four gaps,

each equal to the length of the pole shoe.

When the pole shoe passes over one of

these gaps the flux variation is very rapid

and generates current in one or other of

the coils ; by arranging that no two of

the gaps are diametrically opposite, one

current impulse occm-s before the other,

so that no interference results.

Another magneto lighting system is em-
bodied intbe.B.T.H. Sparldight set, which
is suitable for single-cylinder two-strokes.

Surplus current is taken from the mag-
neto at the maximum position of the

armature which is not used for ignition.

This is done by means of an extension

of. the contact breaker casing containing

an insulated segmental track and a centri-

fugally controlled brush connected to the

primary winding. The segment is so

placed that the circuit is only complete
during the building up of the idle voltage

wave, and consequently the ignition is not

affected. By this system it is possible to

put a small" charge through the accumu-
lator which is always on charge by day;
but when the lamps are in use there is

a small discharge through the battery of

.25 amp. A later model has been brought
out to work with four-stroke engines, also

a mag-generator and a flywheel magneto
have been introduced by this firm.

ComMned Ignition and Lighting.

No article on electricity for the motor
cycle would be complete without a refer-

ence to the IJ.L. Maglita. This machine
has only one rotating member, and that is

an H-section armature with a low tension
winding and a two-part commutator
which rectifies the alternating current
first generated into a charging current for

lighting the lamps and charging the accu-

mulator. The ignition system is quite
independent of the battery, so that if the
latter is run down the engine can be
started and run normally and efficient

lighting obtained so long as the engine is

running. Current for the ignition is

generated in the low tension and high
tension windings wound round the station-

ary laminated iron core, forming a bridge
between the upper ends of the two pole
shoes of the machine. The ignition wind-
ings are brought into the magnetic circuit

by the rotation of the lighting armature,
which acts in a similar way to the rotor
of a polar inductor type -of magneto. The
ignition system, including the contact
breaker, is stationary, the face cam for
the latter being mounted on the armature.
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A new model specially adapted for side-

car use has been introduced, in which the
battery is carried in the sidecar and not
on the handle-bars. Improvements consist
of a freshly designed contact breaker ot
which the points are visible and accessible

at practically all positions. The face cam
has been replaced by a radial one and the
push rod is of square section, giving long
life and a square lift to the contact
breaker blade in any position of advance
or retard. A dimming device, has now
been added to the Tin. head-lamp. A
junction box is provided which is fitted to

the motor cycle on the sidecar side, two
permanently attached wires coming from
the top -of the box and two detachable
wires from the bottom,, one for tfie sidecar

lamp and the other for the battery.

These plugs are further locked inside the
box with set screws. With this arrange-
ment there are no loose wires on the
motor cycle when the sidecar is detached.
This set can be used for solo work by
running the lights directly off the

generator, wTiich is self-regulating. The
light can only b« obtained when the
engine is running and the dimming
switch must not be used, but for normal
solo riding the standard set, vpith the

battery on the handle-bars, is recom-
mended.

Dynamo Lighting.
We now come to the more conventional

dynamo installations, in which a dynamo
giving a continuous current charges an
accumulator from which r;urrent to tlie

lamps and horn is taken. A cut-oiit,

usually magnetic, is supplied for the pur-

pose of breaking the dynamo circuit at ;

low engine speeds so that the latter' cannot '

discharge through the dynamo. There is

little danger of over-charging, which, if

not excessive, merely results in "gassing"
of the accumulator ; precautious against

too rapid charging are always taken to the

design of the set-

One of the most popular equipments is

that made by the Lucas Electrical Co.,

Ltd., of super-excellent finish and de-

sign. In the case of the Lucas either a"

separate dynamo, driven off any suitable

rotating portion of_ the engine or trans-

mission, or the Lucas Magdyno .may be i

used.

With this latter the lighting dynamo is

still a separate unit, but it is driven oft <

the magneto, being housed within the

bend of magnet above the magneto
armature housing.
Pioneers in the dynamo system of light-

ing on motor cars, C. A. Vandervell and
Co., Ltd., have only lately issued a light-.;

ing, set for motor cj'cles. Needless to

say, it holds a first-class position as re-

gards finish and reliability. The 6-volt"'

The V.E.C. (Villiers) lamp, com-
plete with focussing arrangements.

13
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Blackburne sidecar outfit with Smith
electric lighting installation, as well as

uu!i everj- ctSer motor cycle accessory of the same make

dynamo is neat and small, but efficient,

while the lamps are of graceful design.

There are two alternatives for carrying

the battery—behind the head lamp or in

a case clipped to a convenient ^rame tube.

The new switch box, which is intended

to be attached to the top tube and in-

cludes the fuse, is a very neat piece of

work.
Considerable thought has been devoted

liy those old-established lamp makers

—

Powell and Hanmer^ Ltd.—to their motor

cycle electric lighting set. Two patterns

of motor cycle dynamos are sold by this

firm, the D. type, 6 volt, 6 amps. (36

vVatte), and the D.S. for smallei^machines,

6 volt, 4 amps. (24 watts). Too great

an output is obviated by means of the

firm's patent clutch contained in the

driving pulley, which, slips when the

armature speed becomes too high. The

The H.H. garage

hand lamp lit by

the almost in-

exhaustible Hel-

lesen dry battery.

latest P. and H. electric bead lamp is

a beautiful piece of w^ork, having an ab-
solutely smooth exterior, a 6in. diameter
front and a substantial bracket. Par-
ticularly neat is the handle-bar switch,
which is circular and surrounds the am-
meter. It includes a dimming device.
A rather more simple installation than

the foregoing; especially as regards the
drive, is that made by the Britannic
Electrical Co., Ltd., and known as the
Britalite. In this case the dynamo may
be driven by friction off an outside fly-

wheel, and an adjustable bracket is pro-

vided with a spring de-

vice for regulating the

tension. Or if ordinary
belt drive is desired,

another and more suit-

able bracket is supplied.

The battery box is of

aluminium, is carried in

the same manner as an
acetylene generator, and
to it are attached the

switch and automatic
cut-out. When a sidecar

is attached the accumu-
lator is carried in the

sidecar body and the

switchboard is attached
to the reai'ward exten-
sion of the lamp bracket.

When full light is re-

quired a 12-watt bulb is

put into the circuit,

while there is also a

dimmer bulb. The
dynamo is a simple shunt-
wound machine weighing
under 5 lb. with the

bracket. A resistance is

employed so as to avoid excessive output.

'The standard output is 5 volt, 5 amps.,
but a 6-volt machine may be had if

desired.

Careful design, e.vcelleiit finish, and
cool running are features of the Miller

motor cycle djTiamo. The output regula-
tion of the generator, which is of the

'normal shunt-wound type, is effected

magnetically, with the result that it is

practically constant throughout the nor-

mal speed range. The, Miller lamps and
switchboard are as equally well finished

and efficient as the dj'namo.

Mechanical Cut-in Switch.

S. Smitli and Sons, Ltd., were quite

early in the field with their motor cycle

lighting set. There- is a slight difference

in the cut-out control of the Smith
generator from those used in several

other dynamos. As mentioned earlier in

tliis article, cut-out regulation is usually

by means of a solenoid or electro-magnet
energised by the current from the dy-

namo. When the voltage falls below a

certain amount the magnet ceases to act

and the current is cut off from the dy-
namo and is derived from the accumulator
only. Now Smith and Sons prefer to

use a mechanical cut-out as being more
certain in its action. Their device is a
ring type governor simflar to those used
on speedometers. The ring is kept at an
angle by a spring, against which the
ring assumes a vertical position when
normal speeds are attained, and by means
of suitable connections makes contact
with the dynamo circuit, but when the
speed falls below 950 r.p.ra. the ring flat-

tens out and the contact is broken.
Smith's outfit is well finished and com-
plete in every detail, even to the inclu-

sion of a dimmer switch.

Quite a different system is employed in

the Astra dynamo, as its makers, the
Astra Dynamo Co., make use of a per-

manent magnet machine, which consists

of a die cast housing supporting one or
more tungsten steel magnets, between the
pole shoes of which is a laminated arma-
ture complete with commutator and wind-
ings rotating on ball beaiings. The out-

put is controlled by armature re-action,

which means that the armature as it

revolves generates a reverse field in op-

position to that of the permanent mag-
nets, which increases according to the
speed. Consequently, a point is eventually

For t'esting the plug gap, the Lodge Plug

Co. has introduced this handy little

accessory, which includes two gauges of

different thickness.

reached w'nen the armature field equals

that of the field magnets, thus preventing
the voltage rising to a dangerous degree,

with the result that too rapid charging
cannot cake place. An electro-magnetic
cut-out is employed. An interesting fit-

ment sold by this firm is a dimmer switch
incorporated in the head light lead con-

nection. Astra dynamo electric lighting

outfits are simple, well made, and mode-
rate in price. Another permanent magnet
tlynamo is the E.H.C., which has a

simple weighted leaf spring centrifugal

cut-out.

Electric Horns.

When a motor cycle is equipped u-ith

a dynamo lighting installation an electric

horn is an altogether desirable adjunct,

but vyhen either a dry battery or aciJumu-

lator only is carried the horn is somewhat
wasteful of current, and consequently not

advisable. When, however, the accumu-
lator is always under charge from the

dynamo the few amperes discharge does
not matter in the slightest.

Electric horns may be divided into two
classes, the Kla.xon type, which consists

of a motor driving a ratchet against a

pin in the centre of a diaphragm, or the
more common or buzzer pattern, which
'vorks on the same principle as an electric

Method of fitting the Astra permanent
magnet dynamo to a Douglas.

bell, namely, the vibration of a trembler
against a diaphragm brought about by
the alternate magnetisation and demag-
netisation of an armature.
Excellent buzzer type electric horns are

made by Dekla, Ltd., The Fellows Mag-
neto Co., Ltd., The Graham Electric Co.,

and The Lucas Electi'ical Co.

B3
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Acetylene, as an lllum'nant. Generating the Gas. Advantages of Dissolved Acetylene.

ACETYLENE gas/ on account of its

ease of production, the cheapness of

the calcium carbide from which it is

generated, and the clear bright light it

gives is most suitable for illuminating a

motor cycle lamp.
Two forms of acetvlene apparatus are

available, cue in which the gas is pro-

duced in a portable generator attached to

the machine and the other in which ready-

No larger than

and weighmg about

the same as an

acetylene genera-

tor, the new A.L.

acetylene cylinder

should fill a much
needed require-

ment.

made gas is carried in a cylinder in a com-
pressed and dissolved state.

At the present time practically all motor
cycle generators work on the same prin-

ciple, and there is little or no variation

to those produced by the best lamp
makers.
The gas is produced by allowing water

to drip through a controllable needle valve

on to the carbide, and the gas generated
pass'.'es through a fibrous filter to the

burner, usually via a rubber- pipe.

Scrupulous cleanliness is necessary to

ensure a steady and reliable light ; in tact,

it is advisable to clean the container and
its various ptrts on every occasion after

use.

Low's System o£ Generating Gas.

One of the disadvantages of the ordinary
acetylene lamp is its wastefulness. The
flame is usually extinguished after use by
pinching the rubber supply tube (the light

should not be allowed to burn out after

the water is turned off if carbonisation
of the burner is to be avoided), but gas
continues to generate for a considerable
time, that is, until all moisture has
evaporated. This waste is largely ob-
viated in the Low generator, which is

designed to store the gas safely and
effectively under pressure. It is much the
same size as an ordinary generator, but

B4

is, of course, more strongly constructed,

while the container is lined with an
absorbent material which renders the com-
pressed gas quite safe. With this generator

the gas may be stored for days, and on
opening the valve even after a long period

a light may be had at once. When the
pressure in the container reaches a certain

degree the water is automatically cut off

by means of a special valve.

Dissolved Acetylene.

Quite the most satisfactory and economi-
cal method of obtaining acetylene gas is

to buy it dissolved and compressed in steel

cylinders. By this means the gas obtained
is pure and dry, is absolutely reliable, and
gives a clear, , steady light. Dissolved
acetylene saves all trouble in cleaning, so

essential in the ordinary type of generator,
as the cylinder remains in use until empty,

The Fallolite lamp consists of a tiny

burner of the Bunsen type, which is

passed through the centre of a Mangin
mirror, and its flame impinges on a

pastite composed of rare earths, which

becomes incandescent in the same manner
as an ordinary household gas mantle.

Need ior Wide Distributing Serviea.

.

Hitherto neither the makers of dissolved

acetylene nor the users of motor cycles

A. L. head lamp.s

fitted with the Fallolite

incandescent burner

An A.L. dissolved acetylene

cylinder in section, showing how
tightly it is rammed with kapok.

when it is exchanged for a new one at a

small cost. Naturally, the success of

this system depends upon an efficient ex-

change organisation, and once this is

assured more use will be made of it.

Dissolved acetylene has another advan-
tage in that it allows a still better light

to be obtained from a special burner,

known as the Fallolite, which will only

work with gas under pressure.

have yet fully realised its possibilities, and
until a few weeks ago no effort had been

made to adapt the cylinders to various

types of motor bicycles, but this state ol

aft'airs is being chatfged for the better.

AUen-Liversidge, Ltd., the producers of

D.A. equipment, have now given the

system the attention it deserves and are

using every endeavour to render it suitable

for all types of motor cycles. A new type

of motor cycle cylinder is being intro-

duced which is no larger and weighs little

more than a motor cycle generator. It

is designed to fit a standard lamp bracket.

This new cylinder will certainly be a real

Two types of P. & H. acetylene lamps, of which that on the left is suitable for heavy,

and that on the right, for medium and lightweight machines. Between these is the P. & H.

sidecar lamp.

17
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Qas Lighting Equipment.

—

boon to all who have to travel regularly

by night, and who do not care to meet
the heavy initial expense of an electric

lighting outfit.

The cylinders in which dissolved acety-

lene is sold are of solid drawn steel and

are wonderfully light for th-eir ^ize.

Section of the Low
generator showing

the water valve

which is auto-

matically closed as

the gas pressure

increases.

They are filled with kapok, a vegetable

fibre, .<i0 tightly rammed in as to be prac-

tically solid. A certain quantity of

acetone is then poured in and all is ready

for charging. The gas. made in huge

Powell and Haiimer, Ltd., H. Jliiler and
Co., Ltd., and F.R.S. Lamps. These tirms

produce some extremely efficient and well-

made apparatus and in all cases the lamps
are suitable for use either with generated

Lucas " King of the Road

"

acetj'lene lighting set.

generators, is purified and dried, then
pumped into the cylinders, -where it is

dissolved by the acetone.
A gauge is supplied with the cylinders

as an extra, but they are all equipped
with a slow opening valve, which allows
the flame to be regulated to a nicety.

Holding four to five cubic feet of gas the
new A.L. cylinder wiU light head and tail

lamp from 7 to 8 hours, while for a side-

car outfit the old six-foot cylinder will

still be retained. Special heavy tubing
is supplied for dissolved acetylene installa-

tions.

Makers of Generator Sets.

Amongst the principal makers of

acetylene lighting equipment in which a
generator is included are J. Lucas, Ltd.,

The right hand sketch shows the

new Fallolite pastille ; that on
left has been used for 10,000

miles and is still capable of

service.

acetylene gas or witli the dissolved
variety.

Although rubber tubing is usually used
for conveying gas, brass tubing is fre-

quently employed, and on the Low
generator and head-lamp set metallic con-
necting tubes are used throughout. There
are a great variety of accessories for use
in acetylene lighting, such as dimmers,
rubber regulating and distributing bags
for use in the supply pipes, and many
types of burners.

NEW SPORTING SIDECARS.
Aluminium Zeppelin-shaped Bodies for Lightweights or Heavyweights..

OWXERS of sporting sidecar outfits

have long been regarded as a some-
what selfish class, tliinking more of

the light weight of their sidecars than the

comfort of their passengers. But it has
frequently been pointed out in these

columns that a sidecar body in keeping

with the " sporting " character of the

machine and its driver need not neces-

sarily be uncomfortable.
Sidecar manufacturers are be-

ginning to realise this, and at least

two comparatively little "known side-

cars will in 1923 be all that is re-

quired by the passengers.

The first of these is the Swallow,
which is produced in Blackpool by

the Swallow Sidecar Co., Bloorafleld

Road, and will be at the Olympia
Show. Trom the illustration it will

be seen that, while retaining the favoured
Zeppelin outlines, the Swallow has the
roominess and equipment of the popular
touring types.

Constructed of polished aluminium, it

Ijermits tlie seating accommodation to be
in the form of a cock-pit, having a high
back rest which supports the passenger's

shoulders, while a coupe hood is provided

for tliose occasions wlieu the driver be-
best of it." This cooape hood is detachable,
and is supported on a single stick which
normally lies horizontally behind the bul-
bous back. The chassis is sufficiently

strong for use with the largest machines
or the popular 500 c.c. types, and the
equipment includes a cover-all apron,
lamp, polished aluminium disc and step.

The other sidecar referred to is

the Tornado, also a northern produc-
tion, intended chiefly for such ma-
chines as the 349 c.c. A.J.S. It is

also of the Zeppelin type. The
weight is 651b., and one of its prin-

cipal features is the "self-controlled
"

air cushions used for upholstery.

It is manufactured by Hudson
and Matthews, of 21, Market Street,

Altrinchara, Cheshire.

The Swallow sporting sidecar with

hood and screen.

R?
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The Edito- does not hold himseif responsible for the opinion; of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset Houss, Tudor Street, E.0.4, and mast be accompanied by the writer's name and addresi

HOPE AT BROOKLANDS.
Sir,^.Three separate references in Tlit Motor Cycle on

the subject of "dope" struck me as' calculated to produce
unfavourable impressions among your readei's.

Alcohol has, to my knowledge, been used at Brboklands_

for at least two years, and for longer still by the London
General Omnibus Company on the road.

It is possible to buy in London and Liverpool a fuel con-

sisting of 50 per cent, alcohol and 50 per cent, benzol,

known as "Discol," which gives excellent results for tour-

ing purposes. Though the consumption may not be so good
as with petrol, the engine should give more power and -run

much cooler. Disco! is sold at Is. 4d. per gallon.

So far as racing is concerned, it would be absurd to bar

alcohol; let the B.M.C.E.C. rather encourage its use in

order that our knowledge of its usefulness and limitations

may be augmented.
I beg to contradict the statement that chemical agencies

cannot be used for long-distance work and that they are

only, of use to those to whom even a fifth of a second is

important over a kilometre.
1 am pained by the apparent ignorance of a well-known

manufacturer on the subject of "dope." His remarks are

hard to reconcile with either the performance or smell of

his machines. Moreover, I do not believe that more than
one championship winner at Brooklands could honestly
claim to have used less than 20 per cent, alcohol in his

fuel. I. P. K.
Reigate.

WIRELESS FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,
—

" A.P.'s " comment on the above subject appears to

have overlooked the main issue. An ordinary telephone
would certainly be best for communication merely between
driver and passenger (pillion or sidecar). Communication
between them, however, is not absolutely impossible, even
at present. The main issue, to my mind, is conversation
with the driver of another machine, perhaps as far as five

miles aAvay. The modern radio-set, which can be packed into
very small compass, makes this possible. Incidentally, it

can also be used between passenger and driver.
Though not versed in the technicalities of wireless, I think

an earth return is not necessary, and that reproduction (con-
centrated) of the engine-noise has been satisfactorily over-
come. Is " A. P." aware that radio has been put to a prac-
tical use on aeroplanes? An earth return (say a trailing
Avire) is possible on a motor cycle, but not on an aeroplane,
and an aeroplane makes slightly more noise "than the average
motor cycle. A.J. 2^.
London, E.C.4.

b8

H.P. OR FUEL TAX?
Sir,—Surely motorists who are being deluded to support a

petrol tax are walking into a trap. I believe the h.p.

-method is as fair a one as any, but it is too heavy, and should,

be reduced. The petrol method will mean a heavy burden
on the commercial users, and they will certainly press for

a rebate. R. COLLYER. -

ALT-Y-BADY.
Sir,—I was very much interested in the article " AUt-y-

Bady " by '' One who Knows the Hill " ; but personally I

think that the writer gives one the impression that the hil)

is far worse than is actually the case. I have seen many,
many men failing to climb this hill, but I have come to tne

conclusion that, at least, 90 per cent, of the failures were
due to either

(i) Hopelessly bad driving

;

(ii) Unsuitable gear ratios ; or

(iii) Getting the machine out of control iJiiou(/li- tahlng the

Jiiil too fast. I have seen very few failures indeed ascrib-

able to lack of power or wheel slip. (This, of course, does

not apply to sidecar outfits.) In August, 1921, you published
a letter from Mr. J. W. Wills in which he proposed having
a sweepstake, the winner to be the man who got furthest

up the hill on second gear in the Reliance Cup trial of that

year. A few days afterwards I attempted to get up .on the

second gear of 9.5 to 1 of a 500 c.c. single, but failed nine

times out of ten owing to the machine getting broadside on

to the gradient due to taking the hill at too high a speed;
but climbed easily on the bottom gear of 17.5 to 1, which
enabled me to take the gradient at a crawling pace. I fail

to see any reason why any man should fail to make ninety-

nine clean climbs of Allt-y-Bady out of a hundred provided
,

he takes the hill slowly on a low gear ratio.

The same can be said to apply to Wech hill, HarlecH
(included in the M.C. and A.C. trial of 1920 as " Urry.'s

"

j?et"), and which has lately been much improved by a layer,

of hard marl which has been spread over the rough, stony,

surface. I should consider any club secretary"' perfectly

justified in including this hill in any future trial.

Dudley. J.W.B. .

'

CLASHING OF TRIALS ROUTES.
Sir,—May we suggest that it would be - both a con-

venience and a courtesy if clubs would interchange their

programmes with other clubs within a radius of 40 miles?

This would prevent two or more clubs running trials over

the same course with the same dye and direction signs' at

the same time. AFFILIATED A.C.U. CLUB-
JMatlock.
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CASTOR OIL IN ENGINE LUBRICATION.
Sir.—I was extremely inteiested in the article you pub-

lished recently about castor oil as an engine lubricant.

Some of the statements made by Mr. Evans are, however,

somewhat startling, and one statement is, indeed, utterly

false.

He says that oils are chemical combinations of fatty acids

and glycerol. I presume he means vegetable and animal

oils only, because the bulk'^tif oils used to-day—mineral oils

— do not contain either fatty acids or glycerol, but are merely
hydrocarbon oils, i.e., they are compounds of carbon and
liydrogen only. Moreover, these oils are extremely stable,

i.e., they are difficult to break up into other chemical com-
.po-un^ls, and because of this fact they have been termed
" paraffins" (Parum, little; affinis, aJiinity)

The fact that castor oil is insoluble in petrol is a most
valuable characteristic, and were it not tliat this. oil possiesses

grave disadvantages it would undoubtedly be one of the

best oils for engine lubrication. Unfortunately, however,
when it is heated it is not nearly so stable as are the mineral

oils, and it is consequently split up with the formation of
" free fatty acids. These acids, together with those already

.present in the oil, are detrimental to any engine, as they

tend to corrode all metals with which they come in con-

tact. Mr. Evans states that the corrosion is visible with
copper, but it is much more easily visible with certain copper

alloys, which are used as bearing metals, whilst

the corrosion of steel and iron components is

also clearly apparent when the steel is ex-

amined under a microscope.

ilr. Evans states that corrosion can take

place both with used castor oil and mineral oil

if free fatty acids be present; but if a pure
mineral oil be used, then fatty acids cannot be

formed, and so corrosion does not occur.

Mineral oils of suitable viscosity can be ob-

lained for any type of engine. They are quits

as good lubricants as is castor oil, whilst they

do not form carbon deposit to any greater ex-

tent than does castor oil. Moreover, they are

i'lipaper oils, and finally they do not cause cor-

loiion, so it would appear that the one advantage
o' castor oil—its insolubility in petrol—is con

siller;, bly overruled by its many disadvantages.

\ewcastle-on-Tyne. KEMIST.
Another British

-up
•'

SILENT MACHINES OF LONG AGO.
Sir,—I was delighted to see " M.D.'s." letter of Oct. 19th.

I quite agree with him on all the points he raises. The
modern motor-cycle is without doubt more noisy than its

beginning-of-the-century predecessoi'. I remember that my
first machine, a "2 3-15" Beardless-Decision, was abso-
lutely inaudible during most of its time on the road. In
fact, any noise that it made was completely drowned by
the sound of my footsteps.

Although a gear box was "stuck on," I found that the

machine (and I) ran far more easily, and the drive was
much more silky, with the gear wheels removed. So much
for the advantages of a gear box !

Again, how true is "iVI.D.'s" accusation of personal un-

cleanliness. In my J'oung days motor cyclists had some
excuse; but with the advent of the modern dustless, mud-
less, and bumpless road, and the exodus of the necessity for

lubrication, this disgusting practice should have ceased. I

can only suppose that, in a misguided effort to combat the

vicissitudes of the English climate, the culprits deliberately

coat their bauds and faces with dirt.

In conclusion I must thank "M.D." for confirming my
long-held conviction that designers have only discarded the

earliest form of silencer to enable themselves to keep their

lucrative and easy jobs, A SILENCER.
Croydon.

[We have submitted " Kemist's " letter to

Mr. Evans, who I'eplies as follows :

—

The article I wrote was not intended to be sensational,

but, of course, new facts are always liable to be regarded

as stai'tling. No doubt it would have prevented a perquisi-

tion for criticism had I commenced the second paragraph
with the redundant word " fatty "—redundant because the

article deals almost exclusively with fatty oils.

If the term "paraffin" be applied without distinction to

mineral oils it is incompatible with scientific practice, and
should therefore be discouraged.

The production or alleged production of corrosive acids

from castor oil was discussed at length by correspondents
in the June issues of The Motor Cycle. If I .judge cor-

rectly, the whole suggestion was ridiculed by those com-
petent to judge.
The statement that pure mineral oils cannot give rise to

fatty acids is unfortunate, as it indicates that the writer

is not familiar with the chemistry of lubrication.

If mineral oils are as good luhricants as is castor oil,

why do racing men prefer blends of castor oil?]

MIDLAND RACE TRACKS.
Sir,—Mr. W. H. Wells is quite right. Motor cycle and

motor'racing ought to be more of a national sport than it

is at present, just let a 7-eaI speedway be built at Birming-

ham, and there would be "football " attendances.

As I ain not the fortunate owner of a motor cycle at

liresent, but foUow the sport in the pages of Tlie Motor
' 'j/dc, as do many others. A Midland Brooklands would be
ii boon and a blessing to more -than one born motor cyclist

lufortunately born without a motor cycle. S.S. 80.

Birmingham.

[A race track near Birmingham is shortly to be built.

—

Ed.I

SPEEDY BIG TWIN.

big twin to do well on the track is the 998 c.c. Rudge, which has set

triple-eight " record figures. This is the actual machine.

EXTRACTOR ACTION OF LONG EXHAUST PIPE.

Sir,—^It appears to me to be quite the wrong idea to put

the silencer on the end of a long pipe, as is done in many
machines. I think the silencer should be as near to the

engine as possible, and I note the A.C.U. judges' comments

after the Six Days Trials express the same opinion.

In addition to my own two motor cycles, I have to look

after a small four-cylinder light car, which has no silencer

at all, but simply a plain pipe running to the rear of the

car. Nevertheless, the exhaust is inaudible at slow speeds,

and not at all noisy even when all out. AVhen tuning up

for slow running the other day, I went to the rear of the

car to feel with my hand if the exhaust were regular, and

found that every time the engine mis-fired, my hand was

sucked violently against the end of the pipe. At first I

thought this might be due to a sticking valve, but the valves

and springs were found to be all right. It would therefore

appear that the rapid flow of the gases, along the straight

pipe, even at such low speeds, set up a partial vacuum m
the pipe, which, when the engine inisfired and produced no

exhaust pressure to fill the vacuum, sucked back from the

outlet end of the pipe. This suction was strong enough to

drag a wooden plug so tightly into the end of the pipe that

the exhaust pressure was not strong enough to dislodge it.

I should imagine from this that at high speeds the vacuum

set up in the pipe must be very high, and is boiind to

have a very considerable effect on complete extraction of the

exhaust gases. The car is an old Mathis, with valves about

^s big as a shilling, and it is capable of very high revolutions.

It has always been a marvel to me how the gases got away

in the short time allowed, but I begin to understand now.

Of course, this is doubtless ancient history to expert speed
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men, but the demonstration on this car, at low speeds (about
300 r.p.m., I should think) proves that the principle is of

service on touring machines. I should also think that it is

quite possible to have too large an exhaust pipe, which would
not give sufficient gas velocity to attain this extracting
action,

Reading.

A USEFUL TOY
.Motosacoche frame and engine a'e

tlie chief items of this home-built

Tiiniature. made by Mr. W. Watson
of Bedale

ELDON.

»F«sa

HUMIDITY AND POWER. OUTPUT.
Sir,—After numerous experiments I succeeded in design

ing an efficient humidifier, and have been running for four
months with this attachment on a 595 c.c. Douglas sidecar,

l.find it impossible to overheat the engine under any con-

dition. The improvement in hill-climbing ability is excep
tinnal. No difference is noticeable when starting up.
The cylinders show no internal effects of rust, and car-

bonisation is noticeably decreased. The amount of water
that is consumed in 100 miles is approximately 1^- pint.

.Misfi"'"""! does not occur. An Amac carburetter with 24
jet is used, and no alteration to the petrol level has been
made, but an extra air attachment, which I had formerly
fitted on the induction pipe, has been discarded to give
greater efficiency to the air velocity through the humidifier.

While not venturing to commit myself by saying that the
horse-power is increased, the impossibility of overheating
naturally gives the highest efficiency all the time. While
I cannot classify myself as a novice in the theoretical work-
ing of the internal combustion engine, there is one point

which I cannot understand, namely : Why does misfiring

not occur in a charge mottled with water spray, no matter
how fine? Perhaps some of your scientific readers will give

me the solution. EXPERIIMENTOR.
London, S.E.15.

Sir,—As a meteorologist, albeit a young one, I feel 1

must draw attention to the somewhat loose statements made
by "J.H.H." and "M.B.BH." on "Humidity and Power
Output."
"M.B.B.H." states that "the atmosphere tends to be-

come humid and so heavier." May I point out that
.although during the night hours relative humidity of the
atmosphere generally continues high (80%-100% varying
with locality), this has but the slightest effect on baro-

metric readings. The comparatively enormous difference of

pressure occasioned by the passage of an "anticyclone"
fhould therefore endow a baby two-stroke with the "Kick"
of a Brough Superior. Alas ! the age of miracles is past.

"J.H.H." should watch his barometer very closely; he
may then observe the not unusual spectacle of rain and
a rising barometer occurring simultaneously.

I find that my own old big single evinces a tendency to
" super-Rudge " in an alarming fashion when travelling

at night through mist-filled valleys. True, the cold air

here must be slightly heavier than the warmer air on the
hill-tops, but may not the extra "pep" communicated to

the engine be due to (a) humidity of the air (witness various
patent humidifiers appearing on the market from time, to

time), and (b) more efiicient cooling of the engine?
The theory of heavier air appears feeble, considering the

minute differences encountered. P. F. JARROLD.
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SOLDERING FOR AMATEURS.
Sir,—I should like to amplify "Road Rider's" para-

graph on this subject as I feel that he leaves too much to
be taken for granted. First I would say to the araateui
do not hold a union in a vice. Ten to one it will be squeezed
out of shape or marked so that it will leak.
My method is as follows ;

—

(1) Clean the pipe end and the inside of the union til!

.shiny copper or brass is showing.
— ^2) " Tin " both with solder. Coat with flux, thei:

apply the hot iron with solder to the pipe all round foi

|in. from the end. Tin the union by coating the interioi

with flux, put a small piece of solder inside and heat ovei

the domestic gas ring in the absence of a blow-lamp. Rut
the solder round with a wooden match stalk dipped in flus

until there is a coating everywhere inside. Hold the unior

by its shank with an old pair of cone pliers.

(3) Slip the union nut on the pipe and tie it up out ot

the way if possible.

(4) Coat both pipe and union with flux; heat up,, and.

resting the union on something solid, press the pipe home!
Blow through the pipe to ensure a clear passage. '•

(5) Remove the heat and allow solder to set. Examint
again for a clear passage, and touch up junction of unior

and pipe with soldering iron if necessary to make a neai

joint. J. STUART WHITE.

EYE PROTECTION FOR THE SPECTACLED RIDER,

Sir,—I would like to thank those who have replied . U
my letter. I very much appreciate the suggestions and ad

vice they have put forward, but, with the exception of thit

sma-shing of the old goggles I have not acted on any oi

-v.-them.

I have instead purchased a Pidko cap. Heading off witl

the usual disclaimer, I may say that this most excellen

piece of headgear has positively surprised me with its effi

ciency as a windscreen. . As comfortable as an ordinary cap

and in appearance the same, the screen being almost invisibl

to the casual observer, this goggle substitute enables mi

to speed forth on the windiest day without the sraallesl

discomfort to the eyes, and, what is fiirther ("Ixion'i

pleao note), the screen does not make the countrysidi

appear as though it had jaundice, and vision is unhindered

I do not, however, recommend it for night riding, as tK'

vision is decidedly obscured in this case. Why this shoulu

be I do not pretend to say, but it is so

Bideford. AWAHAWAHAWOt).

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
We thank the many correspondents "who have definitel;

proved for "Ixion's" benefit that the upper spokes of

travelling wheel move faster than the lower ones, bui

regret that -no one has suggested a satisfactory answer t

his further silly-season query: What would Queen Eliza,

beth have done with or to Lloyd George?
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issueci in conjunction with The Motor -Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handbook of the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

" TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
Second Edition. Just Published.

, Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
Fifth Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3,

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " IxiON," of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3.

Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

" THE MOTCJ CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

Book post, 5/10. Set ot Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price nit, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &-SONS Ltd., "

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers U

Q and Railway Bookstalls. D
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Times to %iQ\n OLamps.
Nov. 9th • . •

.

4.49 p.m.

.. llth .. •• 4.46 ,.

„ i3th .. .. 4,43 ,.

„ 15th .. .. 4.40 „

One auniber plate must be illuminated iis uboxt?

liU Bond Vehicles Re^^istrntion and Licensing

)ic!er (1921), Accoidins to tlie Ligbta uu

. ohioles Regulations [1903) the lamps ordinari.s

Miuirod by law mnj tie lit bait an hour Inter.

ijty Miles for 63.

Two hundred miles to the gallon is

laimed by the maker of the little Cle-

nont motorised bicycle on which he
ourneys from London to Brighton for 6d.

iijbtweishts Indesd

!

A special racing model is produced by
lie maker of motorised bicycles which
weighs 38 lb., has an engine one-quarter

he size of the 169 c.c. MoKenzie, and is

aid to be capable of a speed exceeding
m.p.h.

ew Swiss Cycle Car.

The Motosacoche hrm of Geneva, manu-
icturers of --fhe popular M.A.G. engine,

itend producing a cycle car which will

ike part in the principal sporting events

f 1925.

imiauiive IgnitioiL Apparatus.
During the .last tw-o years magnetos
ave been gradually reduced in size and
eight to about half pre-war proportions

;

DW miniature plugs for full-size engines
.c3 being tallced about. This is all in

;'Vour of lighter and neater motor cycles.

opolar Attachments.
Ou the main roads south of London
ndem cycles assisted by Auto-wheel
tachments are a very_ common sight,
id, helped by a little pedalling, are
lite speedy—surely the cheapest motor-

S for two.

trol Imports;
Seventeen and three-quarler million

;
lions of petrol were impoi'ted.into Great

I'itain in SepteTiiber,; in the same month
ist year twenty million gallons were
ought in. Total imports for the first

ne months were (19221 246,762,382
lions, (1921) 195,027,793 gallons.

Ilecars and light Cars.
Ever since the advent of the cycle car
decade or more ago would-be prophets

:
ve seen in the cheap four-wheeler the

j

ecutioner of the sidecar. We still have
ith ns these false prophets who make
[6 mistake of comparing the prices of
(23 light cars witli the 1922 figures con-
.rning sidecars.

3 C.C. Animal Dinner.
:
Arrangements are well in hand for the

.:itor Cycling Club annual dinner, at
lich the club's twenty-first anniversary

"11 be celebrated, on Thursday, Decem-
Ir 7th, at the Wharnecliffe Booms,
'eat Central Hotel, Marylebone, Lon-
in, N.W.I, at 6.30 for 7 p.m. Tickets,
i-ludmg the buffet during the dance,
Ml be 10s. 6d.

*^4^

<5i!?.

rut-tut

!

" Pbut-phut-phut " = single cylinder
four-stroke. " Phutta-phutta-phutta " =
V twin four-stroke. " B-r-r-r-r-r-i-r " =
single cylinder two-stroke.—A child's

guide to motor cycles.

SPECIAL SHOW NUMBERS.

NOVEMBER 25th to DECEMBER 2nd

marks the period when the

MOTOR CYCLE EXHIBITION
at Olympia will be open to the public.

In connection with the Show "The
Motor Cycle " will publish three more
special issues as under

:

Nov. 16th. Passenger Machines.
Nov. 23rd. Show Forecast and

Guide.
Nov. 30th. Show Report.

Each of these enlarged issues will em-
body special features possessing a strong

appeal to all who own or who con-
template the. purchase of a motor cycle.

To avoid disappointment an order

should be placed in advance with the

local Newsagent.

EVEfiY '1HURSDA¥....'IHB£SPENCE

Prepare for Fog.

The season of fogs is upon us. An
ordinary headlamp is practically useless

in a fog, but if a piece of yellow mate-

rial capable of being slipped over the

t'Yont glass of the lamp be carried on

the machine, night driving in foggy

weather can be made much easier.

New Use for Official Boots.

An exhaust pipe kicking campaign is

the latest form of police activity to be

practised. Edmonton is the danger area,

and motor cyclists, passing through, are

advised to be sure that there is no slack-

ness in their silencer joints, etc.

To Amuse the Baby.

For several miles last week-end we
travelled in the wake of a family sidecar

the driver of which continually bounced

in his saddle, although the road was in

good condition. The only explanation is

that he was performing to amuse the

baby.

D.R.'s Reunion in Leeds.

It is proposed to hold the fourth annual

re-union dinner of 31st Divisional D.R.'s

in Leeds on November 17th. All com-

munications should be addressed to Mr.

J. A. Tetlow, 53, Markham Avenue, Hare-

hills, Leeds. As previously all expenses

will be pooled.

More Horse Accidents.

According to statistics carefully tabu-

lated by the Automobile Club de I'Ouest

on road traffic during the months of July,

August, and September. 1922, in the de-

partment of La Sarths (W. France), there

were 54 horse accidents, against 28 car

and 36 bicycle road mishaps.

Preparations, Compounds and Solutions.

The modern motor cyclist's garage is

rapidly becoming like a beauty parloui-

with the varied assortment of pastes and
creams in tins, jars, and tubes now
marketed for jointing flanges, smearing
bolt threads, stopping leaks, cleaning

aluminium, making belts grip, getting tar

and iitains off, cleaning the hands (dry),

cleaning the hands (wet), gingering up
the petrol, oiling up the petrol, filling the

inner tubes, keeping wet otf windscreens,
polishing enamel, preserving hoods, etc.

Now We Enow !

"Cut-out:—A ballyhoo for tin horn
drivers.

"Flywheel:—A round piece o£ metal
that goes around and around, but never
gets anywhere. There are no flies on it,

contrary to expectation.

"Magneto:—A peculiar shaped box
filled with broken bits of lightning.

" Miles-per-gallon :—An exaggeration.
" Miles-per-hour :—See above.
"Tail light:—An electrical device with

whims."—Extracts fi'om an amu.sing dic-

tionary of motor cycle terms in an
American trade paper.

B 15
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Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
Ilain caused the curtailment of the solo classes

111 the club's handicap speed trials held on the
22iia ult., and the sidecar results only are avail
able :

—
1. R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton sc), handican

/O m.p.h.. actual 75 m.p.h.. Silver Cup.
2- E. P. Dodd (492 Sunbeam sc), handicap

58 m p.h., actual 60.2 m.p.h., Silver Medal
3. E. Flintoff (492 Sunbeam sc), handicap 57

m.p.h., actual 58.63 m.p.h.. Bronze Medal.
Fastest time in sidecar class:—R. T Caw-

thorne (490 Norton sc). Silver Cup.

Eeigate, Redhi!) and District M.C.C.
Results of the nijht trial, held on the 21st

ult., are as follows :—
GOLD MEDAL.—R. Alderton (Albert carlBRONZE MEDALS.-E. 0. Gordon' (499Triumph), V. F. Long (976 Excelsior sc). A. B

Lavy (499 Sunbeam).
The annual dinner will be held at Laier's

,
Hotel on December 13th. Further particulars
are obtainable from the hon. secrelarv E L
Bewers.

., .

S.E. Centre and A.C.U.
Through a misunderstanding, official results of

the Open Trial held on July 8th last are onlynow to hand. The awards have been made as
follows;

—

'
.

.. ^9^^, MEDALS.—H. Jepson (976 Zenith sc ),Hardy Mason (Amilcar).
SILVER MEDALS.—T.G. Meeten (593 Indian)

E. C. Gordon (499 .Triumph), P. L. Mavo (2S3
Coventry-Eagle), P. Cunningham (555 P. and M 1

F. A. McNab (650 Trump). >

BRONZE MEDALS —A R. Wood (596 In-
dian), W. Bucknell (976 Matchless sc). T G
Ross (976 M'jtchless sc.)

SPECIAL BRONZE.—Mrs. G. M. Janson 1211
Levis), E. F. Chidley (555 P. and M.), A. H
Cox (499 Tnu-Tipli).

No team finished complete, but a special award
for meritorious perfonnance was made to the P
and M. team.

Sutton Coiafi3ia and North Eirn:inghani
. A.C.

Official results of the Autumn Trial, held on
the 14th ult., are as follows:—

SOLO MOTOR CYCLES,
Sutton Cup and Gold Medal, for Best Per-

formance.—B. Kersliav; (249 New Imperial)
64.5 fig. of merit.

Hold Medai.s.—P. Mosedale (349 A.J S ) 65 8
fig. of merit; A. R. Edwards (247 Levis), '722'
n. B. Calder (249 New Imperial), 72.6; A w'
Thrush (492 Sunbeam), 73.8; Stretton Ward (499
Triumph), 78.7; E. R. Jacobs (499 Beardmore-
Piccision). 81.2; F. H. Jones (247 Levis), 89 5-
C. F. Holyoak (24D Federation), 105.2- R C
Bennett (249 Federation), 110.0.

Silver (Gilt Centre) M'edals.—J. G. Orford
1349 Henley). 151.7 fig. of merit; H. V. Collins
(733 Brough Superior),. 159.0; P. Platts (688
Coventry-Victor), 161.1; J. L. Handley (348 Ivvj,
201.7; T. H. Richards (98S Brough Superior),
215.5.

Silver Medals.—L. V. Bowen (247 R^dco),
1 mark lost; N. W. Busby (494 Douclai), 1 mark
lost: E. E. Radnall (247 Radco), 3 marks lost;
B. H. Cuuningworth (211 Levis), 10 marks lost;
C. W. Anderson (247 Sun-Vitesse), 13 marks
lost.

Bronze Medal.—T M Eastwood (349 A.J.S.).
21 marks lost.

SIDECARS AND THREE-WHEELED
CYCLE CARS.

Hooper Rose Bowl and Gold Medal, for
Best Performance.—R. G. G. Beesley (599 Sun-
beam sc), 85.6 fig. of merit.
Gold Medals.—F. A. Watson (599 Sunbeam

so.), 86.0 flg. of merit; H. .F. S. Morgan (978
Morgan), 87.2; F. W. Giles (799 A.J.S. sc), 914-
G. H. Goodall (1,093 Morgan), 101.0; E. Arthur
(733 Brough Superior sc), 108.0; F. S. Spouse
(980 T.B.), 117.0; F. H. Brown (539 Rex-Acme
sc), 121.3; J. Adamson (980 T.B.), 146.0; J. W
Meredith (980 T.B.), 167.6.

Silver (Gilt Centre) Medal.—J. H. Pedley
(1.097 T.B.), 174.7 flg. of merit.

It is hoped that meraberS'Will make an effort
to be present at the annual dinner, which has
been provisionally fixed for Friday^ December
15th. when all trophies and medals will be pre-
sented.

n i6

Colchester and District M.C.
Results of the one-day trial for the Worthington

Evans Challenge Cup are now to hi^nd, and are as
fnllows:—Winner, E. C. Rosfe (500 N.U.T.) : 2, R. W.
Traney (225 Royal Enfield); 3, C. Brooman 1596
Indian)-

West Biraiingham M.C.C.
At a general meeting held on the 20th nit., a

resume of the past season's events and a winter pro-
gramme formed the agenda. A satisfactory
treasurer's report was also received, and it was an-
nounced that a handsome challenge cup had been
presented for a winter trial by Mr. H. Turner, a
club member.

Plymouth M.C.C.
At the final general meeting of members cl

the Plymouth and District Meter Cycle and Light
Car Ciub on Thursday (Octcbar 12 th) considerabl
discussion tcok place concerning the question n
whether the club was wanted or' not, referenc
being made to the lack of interest shown by ridar.
in some of the events held during the season.

It was pointed out that the weather had been
all against riding, and eventually it was decided
to carry on the club.
A number of officers were ejected and the cups

and medals won during the season were presented
to the winners by Mr. Baker.

^^ansfield and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Winnats Pass preyed to be a stumbling-block for
many competitors in a trial for the Captain's Cup,
held over an 88-mile course in Djrbyshire on the
22nd ult. In the afternoon section only seven solo
riders surmounted the hill with clean sheets. Seven-
teen of the 25 competitors checked in at the finish.
Bei^ults :

—
CAPTAIN'S CUP.-V. Hancock (492- Sunbeam).
MEDALS.-O. Spearing (349 A.J.S.), E. Blythe

(532 Scott), W. Pike (211 New Hudson;. .

BEST PASSENGER PERFOEilANCE.-H. L.
Stevens (770 B. S.A.I.

m?ST PERFORMANCE BY SVORKSOP CLUE
MEMEER.-G. Parker (596 Indian}.

Luton and South Beds. A.C.

Results of the hill-climb held on the- 14th ult. are
now to hand, and are as follows:—

TIME.
275 c.c—R. Dickinson (225 Royal Enfield).
350 c.c—G. L. Wertri (350 Curtis-B. and 8.)-

550 c.c—O. Dunham (490 Norton].
' 750 cc—C. Dunham (490 Norton).

TTni-iuited.—C. Dunham (490 Norton).
550 c.c Sidecars.—K. DriscoU (490 Norton ec).
750 CO. Sidecars.—K. Driscoll (490 Norton bc).^

Unlimited Sidecars —E. -C. Baragwanath (Match-
leas-M.A.G.).
550 c.c. Amateur.—R. Drfscoll (490 Norton).
Unlimited, Amateur,—P, Girling (494 Douglas)

FORMULA.
350 c.c—G. L. Werts (350 Onrtis-B. and S.).

550 c.c—G. L. Werts (350 Cnrtis-B. and 8.).

750 c.c—A. Borders i490 Norton).
Unlimited.—G. L. Werts (350 Onrtis-B. and S.).

550 c.c Sidecars.—B. Driscoll (490 Norton 8C.].

750 c.c Sidecars.—L. Hill (494 Dotglas sc).

550 c.c, Amateue.^P. Girling (494 Donglae).

Cumberland County M..C.C.

Results in the recent South of Scotland rt'i;

bility trial are as follows : .
-

LIGHTWEIGHT.—R. Pape' (249 Velocette)

C. W.Lowther Cup and gold medal.. J. Edmoiiio
(348 Massey-Arran) : J. Hanna (349 A.J.S.|.

HEAVYWEIGHT.-L. Harrison (492 Sunheiira

F. Rollands (550 Triumph); A. D. Reid-(555 i'. iin

M.).

SIDECARS.-R. Drinknll (550 Triumph sc,);

Shields (976 Sunbeam sc).

CARS.-J. Bcwness (Coventry-Premier), rose boi

for best performance in passenger class and eJIti

medal.
'

\'

NOVICE AWARD.—J. Hanna (349 A.J.S.)

Tl;e club's winter series of lectures is now cod

meucing, to which all interested in motoiiug a.

heartily welcome.

Lewis and District M.C.C.

An inter-club sporting trial was heiu on the _15{

ult. over a secret course in Surrey. Competitor

started from Godstone and made two non-stop ci

cuitfi of 27 miles each M'ithout the aid of speed

meters. Four clubs were lepresented—the Brigbtc

and Hove M.C.C. the Eastbourne M.C.C, and tl .

Preston (Brighton) M.C.C, and the Lewes CIu i

Results:- *
I

LEWES CLUB. I
I'

Solo.— 1, R. G. Martin (349 Esoelsiov) ; 2, ]

Greeu [490 NQi-ton) ; 3, E. G. Brooke (250 Veiui.

Sidecar.— 1, A. A. Jempson ( 998 Blackbui c

sc); 2. E. Chandler {490 Norton sc).

INTER-CLUB.

AWARnS WON BY MEMBERS OF THE BRIGHTON A\

Hove Club.- 1, H. Hampton (976 Erough-Supem
EC), gold medal; 2, A. H. Cox (499 Triumph), silvt .

medal; 3, L. G. Watts (494 IDouglae), bronze medii]]

Mid-Bucks M.C.C.
-Some excellent times were made at speed ttial

held recently near Chesterton, but the event. ffdl

poorly supported. Fastest time of the day was macf
by a new member, R. Newitt, riding a 494'C,i

Douglas, who covered the course at 74 m.p.h. E'

suits on formula were as follows—1. G. H. Stevei

(490 Norton), silver cup to be held for one year an

gold medal; 2, Miss Bates (499 Triumph), Bihi

medal; 3, W. O. Baldock (346 Hobart).
The final event for the Club Trophy was run o

on the 21st alt. under extremely unfaTouraw

weather conditions. The winner's .(H. Little's) pe

formance is especially commendable in view of U

fact that hia 211 cc. Levis was the only bei

driven machine in the trial. Results: —
CLUB TROPHT (to be held for one tear) AHi

GOLD MEDAL.—H. Little (211 Levis). ^ .

SILYEE MEDAL.—J. Panott (998 Harley-Davi'

son sc). __ _^
BRONZE MEDAL.-H. F. Ebom (496 Marbr

sydej.
The annual dinner and presentation of pnMe wi

be held at the Bull's Head Hotel on Tnesday, "

14th inst, at 7 p.m. Tickets ar« obtainable iroi

the aeoretary or any member of the committee, an

should be purchased not later than the Htn m^'-
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ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT.

The Fascination of Extras. No falling off in the motor cyclist's interest in" Accessories.

THERE must be something very fas-

cinating to most motor cyclists in

buying extra equipment for their

j
maobines.

! Nowadays the tendency is (or should

., te) all toward delivering motor cycles

:
absolutely fully equipped and ready for

;i
the road. True, a good deal remains to

I

be don© in this respect, but the position

in til© car world, where equipment is

much more lavishly and completely dis-

tributed with a new purchase, proves that

1 the gadget fiend (what else is he to be
called ?) refuses to be exterminated by

;
mere thoughtfulness on the part of the

manufacturer of his car.

! Therefore, much more so will the lure

]
of f£* accessory continue to appeal to

I
the motor cyclist, who is a far greater

enthusiast at heart than the car owner.

A Very Elastic Term.

Accessory is a very elastic term.

.\rticles coming under the heading may
j

lie broadly divided into two categories :

(1) Those that interest the manufacturer,

!
!.e., chains, roller bearings, plugs, etc.;

I

and (2) those that appeal to the private

j
owner, i.e., items which may be fitted to

j his machine as extras, and tools for use
'\ on the road or in the garage. It is

i with the examples of tKe latter class to-

j
be seen at Olympia that this article deals.

-

! In passing, it may be mentioned that,
.! although the Gallery of. that building
i will be a veritable treasure house fo the
equipment searchers, it will be by _ no
means as representative of the industry
as the .ground-floor will be of the motpr
cycles themselves.

i

Horns aad Hooters.

Since the law requires every motor cycle
to be equipped with an audible warning
of approach, a horn or hooter should be
affixed to every machine before de-

livery. This is seldom done. Therefore',
ha.ving placed his order for a 1923 mount,
the reader may reasonably be expected
to search out the warning signal extiibits.

Four types are available—the ever-popu-
lar bulb horn of standard dimensions, as
exemplified by -Glayrite, Eekla, F.R.S.,
or Luca,s products,; tlie meclianically-
operated device such as Cowey, Stewart
Or -Pennant; the Clayrite, Dekla, Lucas,
or Dther eleetric ; or the useful and in-
expensive "pip-squeak," as shown by
several cycle factors.

Next to the horn (on the handle-bar
anyhow) comeB the speedomet-er, an in-

straiaent that all of us wiuit, but com-
paratvely few of us decide to buy before

Even solo riders might find a

u?e for the very compact Grigg
folding seat.

Showell me-
chanical oiler

sight chamber
to replace exist-

ing drip feed

pumps.

Lodge high tension termmal with

enclosed spark g.^p.

Black F.RS. horn

contour.

of neat

Tank rail tool bag by Brooks.

an unknown eavly mileage robs much in-

terest from the purchase. Bonniksen
(with the new time element), Cowey,
.Smith (perhaps with a watch case em-
bodied as an integral part, a system whicii

it is claimed " balances " the fitment ad-

mirably), Stewart, and Watford are

among the well-tried and best^known
makes.

Mechanical Lubricators.

It is not such a big jump from speedo-

meters to mechanical oil pumps as one
might imagine at first. The pump is an
extra that undoubtedly repays its first

cost very early in its life ; it is also

on© of the things of which we all tend
to delay the purchase i.v\t'' "" decide it

"isn't worth while now this year." Al-

ready proved in the hands of the public

are the Best and Lloyd, Lamplugh and
Showell fitments, and the name on the

new Rotherham grooved spindle tyre

pump ensures its eflRciency.

Items for Com2irt.

Rubber handle-bar grips and knee
grips are more and more forming the

standard equipment of representative solo

machines, but there are still many first-

class makes supplied without these fully

worth-while extras. John Bull and Ped-
ley are perhaps the best-known names in

this connection. An excellent handle-

bar muff also bears the firstmentioiicd

marque.
Windscreens for solo machines are

(iaiming some attention nowadaysy and
the latest Easting and T.O.M. products
are certain to draw a critical crowd, with
sharply divided views on the practica-

iiility anti usefulness of the schnoe.

For Pillion Eiders.

Pillion riding, too, grows no less popu-
lar, and those who indulge in the practice

seriously—incidentally, not tJie people

who ;provide the material for scare head-
lines in the daily -Press—will give careful

attention to the relative merits of Saxelby
and Tan-Sad seats and the recently in-

troduced XL-All combined pillion seat or

spring carrier and ordinary saddle.

Still in the realms of the truly useful,

are e.xtra tool-bags and luggage cases.

Brooks range of both, an XL-All com-
bined top rail tool-box and knee grips,

and T.O.M. Wearprufe cases "With the
" Cantslip " fastening straps are among
others available.

There will be an infinite variety of

tools to fill any additional case. Chain
rivet extractors are :most important; for

E 19
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Items o£ Equipment.—
some obscure reason they are less fre-

queritly supplied witli a chain-driven

machine than the belt punch u&ed to be
in the old days or, for that matter, to-day.

Of course the chain tool is not required

NOVEMBER gth, ig22.

Jacksons of Impervo fame will introduce

a new inner tube, sold ready filled witli

their puncture-sealing compound. Terry's

will stage springs and then more springs,

50 often— liuL when it is needed, it is

usually needed badly. The makers of

. Coventry and Renolds chains both mar-
ket very serviceable articles ; and the

Saxessories and Pennant ranges also in-

clude neat and well-made devices.

Small Tools.

Spanners should be unnecessary, but a

great many motor cyclists make a rule

of carrying an additional miniature "ad-
justable" of the Lucas or King Dick
type in the waistcoat pocket.

Auxiliary spark-gaps have been proved
to be of considerable use on engines

which tend to oil-up Sfiarking plugs.

Lodge, Runbaken, and Sparxekas imm6-
diately occur in this connection.

Vulcanising by the owner is

facilitated -by H.F. Baby outfit.

From plugs t» valves is a- short step.

The Flexekas, and the F.E.W. air leak

preventers are admirable fitments eveu
on a new - machine, for prevention is

better than cure. Air admitted at the

right time and place, however, is benefi-

cial and tends to economy; the Bowden

Preparing a Rubbermax patch

—

a new method of tyre repair

Rivet extractor made by the

manufacturers of the Coventry

chain.

extra inlet is an excellent e.xample of

a device to do this.

Unclassified and unclassifiable sundries
are legion. Specially prepared tyre

patches will be shown -on the Chemico,
Patchquick, Surridge, and Cuthbie (new
Rubbermax method) stands, as well as by
all the tyre manufacturers themselves.

Real weather protectors—John

Bull handle-bar muffs.

along with their valve lifter and raiij^e

of flat spanners. :The County Chemical

Co., among forty other things, will show

a new fuel economiser or • " dope," and

the Elephant Chemical Co. a new method

of packeting carbide refills said to ensure

an absence of clogging in the generator.

An Enots grease gun system of lubrica-

tion specially applicable to motor cycli

deserves an enthusiastic welcome.

From Mascots to Bigger Things.

Finally, ' the big wholesale accessoi.v

agents' stands—Brown Bros., Dunhills,

the East London Rubber Co., the Manu-

facturers' Accessories Co., S. Smith andj

Sons, etc.—will simply be a maze of

'

alluring fitments, from mascots to- vul-

canising outfits, from handle-bar mirrors

to tyre paint.

Clayrite handle-bar

mirror showing

universal clip.

TO POPULARISE A HILL-CLIMB.
Novel Handicap Method adopted by

ONE of the chief troubles of organising club hill-

climbs and speed events is to attract the less

expert members as competitors ; often a long
list of classes is but a procession of the same riders

on special machines, sometimes with trade backing, if -

not actually in the pay of one or other of the manu- -

facturers.

In face of this, many ordinary club men, who own
standard mounts, play the role of spectators on these

occasions, and it was with the idea of persuading them
to enter that the Bristol Club experimented with a

handicap climb a few weeks ago. The result was
so successful that it may pay other clubs to adopt
the idea.

Whereas in an ordinary Bristol closed hill-climb an
entry of a dozen separate riders is considered satis-

factory, in this case there were no less than forty

actual competitors, and of these there were only six

or seven who could be styled trade men.
First, an ordinary timed climb was run off in the

usual classes, and as medals were to be won in this

Bristol Club brings in the Novices.

section, naturally all rode to Avin. Then everyone was

given one run on the hill (ail in one class) to attempt

to beat his previous best time, awards going to those

who showed the greatest improvement. A limit of

three seconds improvement (the distance was half a

mile) was imposed, it being assumed that everyone show-

ing three or -more seconds, better time had "pulled"
his mount in the first section to gain an advantage in

the. handicap, or for some other reason did not clock

a good time. Actually this limit was only exceeded

by one rider, and disqualification was well merited,

as he was fifteen seconds faster.

The winner of the premier .award proved to be an

absolute novice riding in his first event, his improve

meat being 2^ sees. ; two other riders tied for second

place with 1% sees, off their previous best, these also

being ordinary club men on standard mounts, and it

was not until third and fourth places that any of the

trade experts came in, with % sec. difference.

The chief merit of the scheme is that both classes

of rider are satisfied.
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6-7

h.p.

Pleasure riding
in Winter in one word

Send for catalogue and details

ARIEL WORKS, LTD.,
3, BOURNBROOK, BIRMiNGMAM.

h.p.

8
h.p.

A peep inside the Jarduic FouT Spccd Gear
Ail Chain

or

Chain cum belt

Triple plate

cork clutch
with

handlebar
jcontrol.

Patent Kick

Starter.

Patent gear

control.

Details free i

—

164

^92 6'

#v^;

57 54 20

Silent running

on all gears.

M 1 ,
No sliding

gears.

li:..^
' No gear

i^'^SS
adjustments.

77

Fits most

standard

machines.

John Jardine Ltd.,Deering St., Nottingham. 'Phone: lf<A Nottingham.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.'
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THE 1923

soc/4^;;jlfi8

BRIEF SPECIFICATION:

ENGINE;—5-6 h.p. Scott, rotary valve, two-stroke,

twin-cylinder, water cooled.

GEAR :—3-speed, Constant Mesh Dog Clutch System,

Novice proof.

CLUTCH :—Combined Cone and Expanding ring

within Flywheel.

CARBURETTER :—Zenith.
IGNITION :—B.T.H. Magneto.

TRANSMISSION :—Propeller Shaft to Silent Spiral

Bevels.

UGHTING:—M-L Dynamo.

BRAKES :—Internal Expanding. -

STARTING :—By hand lever operated from driver's
seat.

SUSPENSION :—Compound system of coiled Tension
Springs.

BODY :—Two-Seater with dickey. Coach painted.

WHEELS AND TYRES :—Disc. Detachable and
irrterchangeable all round.

EQUIPMENT :—Hood, Screen, Tools, Lamps, Horn.
Pump, Jack, Tyre Levers, Mat, Number
Plates,, etc., etc.

TAX £4. PETROL :—60-70 m.p.g.

OIL :—2000 m.p.g.

JOHN O'GROATS to LAND'S END
ON A 1 } H.P. LICHTWEIGHT

Mckenzie
Under Official A.C.U. observation taking
all hills including Shap (except tvi^o freak
hills near the commencement of the run).

No trouble or involuntary stop except to

change a plug. Average 18 m.p.h.

A 5TDPEND0U5 ACHIEVEMENT
Unequalled by any other make of machine of

such small capacity and low price. Price now
includes all accessories ready for the road.

STAND
No. 145
OLYMPIA

Kov. 25ai—Deo Snd.

26 GNS. (Ex works)

Sii-tirb 'efor
iaay orgentteman.

Send tor Ilhisfrated
Catalof/ue and copy of
two A.C. U. certificates,

PERFEC FLY SIMPLE
SIMPLY PERFECT

G. A. Mckenzie,
220 Shaftesbuiy Av..

LONDON, W.C.2

And all Agents.

>f^
COMPREHENSIVE

COVER.

MODERATE
PREMIUMS.

NO UNREASONABLE CONDITIONS.

PROVIDENT ACCIDENT &
GUARANTEE COMPANY,

LIMITED,

61-62, COLEMAN ST., LONDON, E.C.2.
Telegrams

:

Telephone :"
.

"Perpend, Ave. London." London Wall 5306 (4 lines).

"The Policy that Pays.

"

In answeriny these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cydt." 14
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NEW 350 c.c. BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
Four-stroke Singles in Three Popular Sizes. Sporting Model based on T.T. Type.

PRESSED steel construction has been

a feature of the Beardniore-Precision

machines since 1919, and it is even

urther developed for 1923, even the back

tays being of steel pressings in the latest

lodels.

Of course, tlie welded steel tank winch

ornis the main frame member is retained.

>n this tank now are welded lugs for the

uspension of the front end of the saddle,

,'hile part of the mudguards form integral

lembers of the frame.

An addition to the Beardmore range is

I

side-by-side valve outside flywheel

liachine, having a bore and stroke of

Bx90 mm. (346 c.c). This little engine

• sturdily buili throughout, having a care-

dly designed one-piece cylinder; ample

joling area is provided, and the cylinder

held down by a base flange.

T.T. lessons are fully embodied in this

new 498 c.c. sports model.

Spring contracted end

,
pieces retain the gud-

, geon pin—a clever piece of detail design.

[Floating in a cast-iron piston suitably

..shed with bronze bearings is a vei'y

ge diameter hollow gudgeon pin, and
e fixing employed for this part is one
tlie most ingenious featm-es we have

1 1 encountered. End pieces which pass
1 to the gudgeon pin and lock in suitable

'messes in the piston bushes are formed
phosphor bronze and have an internal

read ; sfii'ewing into these threads is a

tightly coiled tension spring. In order

to erect the gudgeon pin and the piston,

one end piece is screwed tightly on to

the spring and the other end piece screwed
down as far as passible; the next step

is to pass a wire spolie through the first

end, piece a-ntil it presses against the

further piece, thus stretching the spring,

the further.end piece is then fully screwed

home and the spring released so that the

locking device lakes up its position in

the slot and firmly holds the gudgeon pin

in place.

The H. -section connecting rod has a

double row roller beai'ing, the crank-,

shaft being of the built up type carried

in a double row ball bearing on the Hy-
' wheel side and a single row on the timing

side. Botli valves are operated by n

single cam through a rocker gear. On
the outside a cap nut is fitted, which also

operates as a flywheel drawer.
The primary chain runs at the outside

of the flyw-heel and it is enclosed in an
aluminium pressing, while the, rear chain
is protected by a light steel guard, a

three-speed Sturmey-Archfer box with
shock absorber in the clutch being' em-
ployed. The bracket for the gear-
operating level is brazed to the frame,
thus doing away with unsightly and
heavy clip joints.

Behind the engine lies a magneto
mounted on a separate aluminium bracket
so as to be easily adjustable.

the many new 350 c.c. four-stroke singles being introduced, the side-valve Beardraore-

Preclaon should fill a worthy place.

Beside being adjustable, the three-sided

pad of the footrest gives it triple lease of

life.

A modification of the Beardmore
Tourist Trophy fork having a iorizontal

leaf spring and vertical pressed steel

member is fitted. This fork, of course,

is pivoted at the crown.

A large diameter band brake is fitted

to the front wheel, and an internal V
brake is employed with a dummy belt

rim on the rear wheel. 26in. x2^in. tyres

are. stanaardised, the rim and mudguards
permitting the use of l^m. tjTes for side-

car work, if so desired.

A simple petrol filter is part of the

design, and the wheelbase is only aOin.
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Advance Details o£ 1923 Models.—
With the standard compression ratio of

4.25 to 1, the little Beardmore-Precision

is a fast and handy mount.

A modification of the T.T. engine has

enabled the firm to list a sturdy machine

in the 500 c.c. class which is suitable for

both solo and sidecar purposes. This en-

gine follows the lines of the well-known

598 c.c. Precision, being formed as a

unit with the three-speed gear box. A
method of adjusting the front cliam has,

however, been added. The bore and

stroke are 81.1x96 (498 c.c.), and the

engine may be obtained with compression

ratios of 4i, 5, or 5.7 to 1, according to

the uses to which it is to be put.

Detail modifications include a modified

cylinder head, a finned exhaust valve cap,

a" short ribbed aluminium exhaust branch,

and a folding kick-starter.

A considerable alteration has taken
place in the forks, which are now of the

-link type instead, of being pivoted,

though the usual Beardmore type of leaf

spring is employed.
The remarkably sensible type of com-

bined tool case and carrier which is a

feature of the makers' machines is incor-

porated at the rear, and the whole of

this unit, together with the mudguard,
can be detached in the neighbourhood of

the back stays to facilitate tyre repairs.

Ko decompressor it fitted to the 498 c.c.

engine, but flexible feed tubes and a very
easily detachable filter are refinements of
some importance. Two gallons of petrul
may be carried in the pressed steel tank
and the saddle peak is attached to tlie

top of this unit. Tyre size is 700x80
mm.
The 598 c.c. big single machine remains

largely unalfered, but, as is the case with
other Beardmore-Precision models, it is

fitted with front hubs of the makers'
own manufacture, carrying |in. balls.

The list price of the 345 c.c. machin
is iG75. £80 is the figure for the 498 cj

model (£100 with sidecar), while the

598 c.c. sidecar outfit is £110, or £85
in solo form,

Sloping top tube loop frame gives a low saddle position

on the 169 c.c. J.E.S. ; the size of the silencer compared

with the cylinder capacity is -noteworthy.

FOUR-SPEED 247 c c. J.E.S.

Sinob-gear Belt-drive and Three-speed Chain-drive 169_c.c. Lightweights and New Larger Model

FOE. many years Mr. J. E. Smith, of

Gloucester, ploughed rather a lonely

furrow with his excellently designed

and constructed miniature engines and

motorised bicycles.

His business is now styled the J.J1,.^.

Motor Co. (Gloucester), Ud., and next

year will produce a range of machines

extended by a 247 c.c. two-stroke

equipped with a four-speed gear.

The engine of this machine is of the

three-port type with a roller bearing big

end, lubrication being automatic by

pressure and -suction; the carburetter is

an Amac. '
. , j u

Saddle height of 28in. is obtained by

a slopin"- top tube frame and the trans-

mission Is by chain throughout, through

the J.E.S. four-speed box, which is

mounted above the bottom bracket. The

gears are of the constant mesh type,

changes being effected by a sliding key,

on the lines' of machine-tool practice.

The ratios are 5, 8, 12 and 15 to 1,

and there is a shock absorber in the rear

hub ; the main brake is of the expanding

type in the rear hub. The tyres are

26x2iin.
The 159 c.c. models have two-stroke

engines of the type which distinguished

itself in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials,

but one has a three-speed gear box with

clutch and kick-starter and the other has

direct belt drive.

J.E.S. machines are priced as follows:

169 c.c. single-speed,' £30 9s.; 169 c.c.

three-speed, all-chain, £47 5s. ; and 247

c.c four-speed, all-chain, £59 17s.

MODERATELY PRICED BIG TWINS.
Hazlewood Sidecar Outfits and Solo Machines for 1923. J. A. P. Engines throughout

LOW-PRICED big twin sidecar outfits

are the most important items on the

Hazlewood programme for 1923.

With a 976 c.c. J.A.P. engine and

Hazlewood gear box and final belt

drive one model with a commodious and

well-made sidecar is priced at £115. The

same outfit with a 770 c.c. J.A.P. en-

gine costs £5 less; 650 x 65 mm. tyres

are fitted in both cases.

A more elaborate outfit with 750 x

80 mm. tyres and internal expanding

brakes, front and re^r, is priced at £118

(with the 770 c.c. engine). A hand-con-

trolled clutch is fitted in this case, in-

stead of the foot type of the two first-

mentioned models.

Right at the top of the scale is a

976 c.c. J.A.P. engined outfit, to a de

luxe specification, and with final chain

drive, at £126, and in between are 770

c.c. sports and tradesman's carrier out-

fits, both at £112. Hazlewood spring seat

B 24

With chain and belt drive the complete Hazlewood sidecar outfit is to be sold at £1 10 or £ln

according to the choice of the 770 c.c. or 976 c.c. J.A.P. engine.

16
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Advance Details of 1923 Models.—

pillars are fitted in every case. 350 c.c.

and 292 c.o. J.A.P. engined solo machines
complete the list. The most costly dI

these, with the larger engine, a three-

.speed Sturmey gear box and internal e.\-

panding brakes front and rear, is only

£75 ; and final chain and belt-driven

models with the 292 c.c. engine and a

similar two-speed box are £70 and £65
respectively.

Cionsidering that Hazlewood light-

weights belong to the large class of

madiines using proprietary components
for engine and gear box, they are un-
usually distinctive in general outline.

The riding position in every case is good,
and the rider's comfort has been studied
an the provision of footboards and an
XL-All saddle.

..^;<^i«i

Graceful design in the new 348 c.c. Hazlewood-Jap
makes an instant appeal lo the eye. Transmission
IS by chain, and both brakes are internal expandli

MEETING EXTREME REQUIREMENTS.
Sports Solo Model Introduced by Makers of the Hagg Tandem.

ALTHOUGH decidedly unconven-
tional, the machine introduced
as the Hagg Tandem, and now

known as the H.T., bore every mark of

careful designing, with the object of pro-

viding a machine having enclosed
mechanism and full protection from road
dirt. Incidentally, the machine was
plamied to can-y two people, as its name
implies.

Now the H.T. Motor Cycle Co. has
gone to the length of catering for taste

at the other end of the scale, and pro-

duced a straightforward sports model,
neat almost to the point of bareness.

Sleeve, Valve Sports Model.
The frame of the H.T. sports ma-

cliine is of the usual type, with curved
top tube; the power unit is a 349 c.c.

B. & S. sleeve valve engine and trans-
mission is by chain and belt through a
Burman two-speed box. Webb expand-
ing brakes are fitted to both wheels, and
Maplestone front forks are used.

Neai lines and an absence of non-essendah
characterise the H.T. sports model; the

encme is a B & S

Almost miique in being designed as a
tandem two-seater on two wheels, and
at the same time following the general
lines of a motor-bicvcle, the H.T. dual-

One of the few single track machines built for two people—the spiing-frame H.T., fo

known as the Hagg tandem.

purpose machine has many commendable
features. The frame is simple and
,stroug. and the rear wheel is adaquately
sprung.

Again a B. & S. engine is employed,
and belt and chain drive is used, the
Burman gear box being foot operated.
Webb brakes are carried by both hubs,
and the tyres are 26 x 2|in.

Hand Starting.

Starling is effected by a long hand
lever on the off-side of the engine cover
or "bonnet."

Provision is made for rapidly detach-
ing the passenger seat, and it is note-

worthy that the bulk of the weight is

within the wheelbase; moreover, both
^eats are only 29in. from the .ground.
The footboards are sufficiently long

and .the extra seat sufficiently far for-

ward to allow adequate support for the
passenger's feet ; it will thus be seen

that the usual objections to pillion riding

on tlie score of iiistability, and over-hang
of the additional rider are eliminated in

the H.T. design.

TWO MORE ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHTS.
THERE will be several new names on

machines exhibited at Olympia.
Among these will be the Ray, an

altra-lightweight, produced in Nottingham
by W. H. Raven and Co., Ltd.

This machine will have a 2O0 c.c. four-
stroke engine, a two-speed gear and clutch
in one unit, and a single driving chain.
Another new lightweight for next year

is the D.O.M., produced in Loughborough;

it will have a 147 c.c. Villiers engine and
clutch, 26 X 2^in. tyres, Brampton forks,

and a Carbjector silencer. While the

price has not yet been fixed, we understand
that it will be well under the £30 mark.
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TRIUMPH REFINEMENTS FOR 1923.
Detail Changes on Fouf'Valve Model; New Forks and 3 in. Tyres on Chain-driven

550 c.c. Machine; Larger Engine, Clutch and Kick-starter on Two-stroke.
Attractive Sporting Sidecars.

ALTHOUGH the improvements to the
Triumph range of models for 1923
may seem, when viewed sepa-

rately, of a minor nature, taken together
they undoubtedly enhance the great repu-

tation of tire firm and the usefulness of

the machines.
The chief innovations are a larger

engine and a- clutch and kick-starter for

the two-stroke lightweight, and a "super-
sporting " sidecar for the four-valve,

499 c.c. machine. Detail alterations have
also been made to the last-mentioned

model and to the 550 c.c. chain-driven

side-valve single. Electric lighting, by
Lucas Magdyno, has been arranged for

as a "standard extra " in every case ex-

cept the lightweight.

T.T. Lessons on o.h.v. Model.

Since it is newest, we w-ill deal witli

the four-valve machine first. Following
the lead of the T.T. Triumphs this year,

the sparking plug has been transferred

from the centre of the cylinder head to

an accessible position at the side. The
silencer has been considerably enlarged
and the initial

,
pair of exhaust pipes

take an easier sweep than hitherto. In-

stead of two tail pipes to the rear, a

larger single pipe is fitted at the right-

hand side, ^\hich permits the foot-rest

hanger bars to be modified to give a

case a special head lamp is used, sup-

ported on a central single pillar with a
large eccentrically faced washer to per-

mit the lamp to be tilted to the correct

angle. A new bracket has . also been
devised for carrying the battery case on
tlie saddle tube.

Three sidecars are now available, in

addition to the tradesman's carrier.

What is called the super-sporting type,

for attachment to the 499 c.c. machine,
is ,1 p.irticularly attractive - looking

design. The standard chassis is used,
but a polished aluminium body is sup-
ported on coil instead of leaf springs, as
on the latest touring attachment. Koomy
but exceedingly sporting lines are .folr

lowed by the body, which has a com-
bined windscreen and apron of ingenious

,,««*^ When a Maedyno is fitted

to the 1923 {our-valve

Triumph,the exhaust pipes

encircle the instrument.

Latest chain driven 550

c c. model with new fork.

greater giouud clearance. From actual
road experience we know that these
changes will remove two of the few
points for criticism on this most fascina-

ting machine.

7C0x80 mm. instead of 26x2^in.
tyres and new Druid-ty23e Trinmpli
forks will be fitted to the chain-driven

machine next year, as well as a new and
more efficient front mudguard and front

wheel stand.

No alteration of importance has been
made to the chain-cum-belt Sturmey
gear machine, -vhich i-etains the old

barrel-spring "hinged " fork.

Elestric Equipment as Standard Extra.

As already mentioned, special provision

has been made for Magdyno equipment
on the three larger machines. On the

four-valve model this entails a special

bracket and a lengthened and slightly

dropped magneto ^Iriving chain. In each

design. The scieen slides forward to

allow entrance or exit for the passenger
and, being hinged, may be dropped com-
pletely when the car is empty. A second

apron then extends from the dash to the

back of the seat. Access to a capacious

locker is gained by removing the back
cushion, and on the top of the locker is

a platform big enough to carry a spare

tin of fuel. The weight of the complete

sidecar is 132 lb., against 159" lb. for the

coachbuilt touring model.

In between these two comes a coach-

built sports sidecar of simple but sturdy

design, not unlike the aluminium one

in general contour, but without its re-

finements of windscreen, etc.

Increased Engine Size ot Two-stroke.

Perhaps the most improved of all is

tho two-stroke miniature. The engine is

Aluminium
sporting side.-ar

on the fcur-

\a!'. e machi'n;.
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Advance Details of 1923 Models.—

now 67,25x70 mm. (249 c.c), and
lias bee'.i ip-desigiied so tluit the inlet

|j(ii't is at tlie side of the cylindei' in-

stead of in front. A large alnmiiiium
sileiicer, with an exit taperiny; to a wide
-lit, jSakes for considerably greater

silence.

Carried in a bnsh in the primary chain
iMver, the new hick-starter operates di-

rectly on a pinion alongside the engine
spnx'ket, the pinion, of course, being
provided with a ratchet and spring en-
gagement. On the tiny two-speed gear
lii).\- there is now an equally tiny clutch,

of the fabric insert type, but in general
arrangement and face-cam actuation fol-

lowing that on the Triumph three-speed
l>u.\. It is handle-bar controlled, but the
change-speed lever is now mounted on a-

lioss on the front tank strap. This gives
m improved indication of the neutral

Improved and more powertui

fwo-stroke model.

position of the lever

—

i.e., when it is

parallel with the top tube.

Polished aluminium legshields of

graceful contour, and wider front and
rear mudguards, complete the transfor

mation of this popular miniature.

ADDITIONAL NEW IMPERIAL MODEL.
348 c.c. Touring Doublc'purpose Machine. Few Changes to the other Lightweights.

CONSIDERING the numerous suc-
cesses of New Imperial light-

weights' this year in competition on
road and track, it is not surprising that
practically no changes have been found
necessary for 1923.

On the 293 c.c Xight Tourist model
a larger silencer has been fitted, but
since the e.xhaust pipe curves have been
improved an actual gain in power should
accompany the greater silence thus ob-
tained. Positive adjustment for the
primary chain, by means of a draw' bolt,

is the second and last innovation in this

case.

Two Sports Models.
The 248 c.c. and 348 c.c. sports models

also have been fitted with this means of
facilitating chain adjustment, and again
the question of silence has received atten-

tion. In the straight through fish-tailed

exhaust pipe, a neat silencer is intro-

duced in the neighbourhood of the chain
stays. Also a rear carrier is supplied,
fixed independently of the rear mud-
guard to allow easy removal for partici-

pation in speed events.

These three machines comprised the
complete N'ew Imperial range of light-

weights during 1922, but for next year

Intended for solo or sidecar use, the new
touring 348 c.c. New Imperial follows the

general lines of the current 293 c.c. model.

an addition has been made in the shape
of a 348 c.c. touring machine for solo

or sidecar use.

In general specification it follows the
-same lines as the others, a loop
frame, carrying engine and New Im-
perial three-speed gear box, internal ex-
panding brakes front and rear, shock ab-

The 348 c.c. New Imperial outfit is as fully equipped as any of the 500 c.c. type.

sorber on engine shaft, etc., being salient

features. The engine, however, is of the
touring type, and the gear box has a

kick-starter and a wider range of ratios

than the sports type.

Touring handle-bars, footboards, wide
mudguards, neat leg-shields, and other
details as on the Light Tourist also dis-

tinguish it from the sports machine.

A special sidecar has been designed
which is remarkable for its roominess
and comfort compared Avith the average
attachment hauled by 350 c.c. engines.

It has a large door, and even an
aluminium step.

The chassis is of simple triangular

construction, having three point connec-

tions, "cantilever C " springs—

a

coined term that aptly describes the
system—in the rear, and a single C
spring in front, carry the body.

Finished in New Imperial green the
outfit is most attractive in appearance.

Several changes are also being made
to the 975 c.c. twin, including a new
loop frame similar to the lightweights,

and the most efficient looking internal

expanding brakes we have yet seen on a

motor cycle. More details will be pub-

lished next Week.

C5
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250 c.c. ARIEL LIGHTWEIGHT.
Addition to a Wide Range, as well as Chain-driven 498 c.c. Machines.

Two important additions have been
made to the Ariel range for 1923

—

a 249 c.c. lightweight and a chain-

driven 498 c.c. model (sports or touring).

Although the engine of the former is

a Blackburne, if has been specially de-

signed in some respects, including a mag-
neto platform at the rear. Since the

frame is of the loop type, this gives a

very neat and well-balanced layout.

The riding position is low and comfort-
able, half-flat handle-bars helping towards
this last-mentioned attribute.

All-Chain Transmission.

Transmission is by chain throughout, by
way of a lightweiglit Burman two-speed
gear box. wntir clutch, kick-starter, and
transmission shock absorber. The primary
chain is covered in and the rear one
guarded on its upper run.

A neat but effective detachable alu-

minium silencer is fitted' below the right
rear chain stay.

B. and B. carburetter, E.l.C. magneto,
.front wheel stand, and Druid forks com-
plete the s.pecification of this very work-
manlike little machine, v\hich will be
marketed at a moderate price.

Except that it has a kick-starter as

Embodying a loop frame, the lightweight has a very compact appearance.

standard, the beit-driven 498 c.c. sports

model is unchanged. Several new fea-

tures, however, appear on a chain-driven
version of tlie same machine. Deeper
radiating fins and a simpler decompressor
operation—both tested in this year's Six

Cham transmission is offered as on alternative

sports mi

to final belt drive on the 1923 493 c.c.

odel.

Days Trials—are the chief improvements.
A roller bearing big end, ball bearings at

the driving side of the main shaft, and a
larger exhaust pipe emptying into a new
type silencer, like the lightweight at the

rear, are the other changes. There is -a

transmission shock absorber on the main
shaft.

Touring and Sidecar Models.

Most of these alterations also apply to

the 498 c.c. touring model, which differs

in having two leather tool-bags, an Ariel

spring seat pillar, wider mudguards, and
footboards instead of footrests.

All the models dealt n-ith thus far, iu.-

cluding the lightweight, have efficient,

dummy belt rim brakes front and rear.

The 796 c.c. twin (chain- or belt-driven),

665 c.c. single (chain-driven), and
993 c.c. M.A. G. twin (chain-driven), re-

main practically unaltered.

Thus the 1923 Ariel range caters for

every type of motor cyclist, and the

prices, moderate in themselves, will be
doubly attractive by reason of the firm's

reputation for workmanlike and reliable

products.

FOUR-STROKE IVY FOR NEXT YEAR.
Well-known Two-stroke Specialists Introduce a 350 c.c. Four-stroke.

IiS^TEREST is automatically aroused by
the news of a four-stroke machine
with Ivy on its tank, and it becomes

more acute when it is known that the
designer is Mr. H. C. Newman, whose
fame as a speedman in pre-war days was
world-wide, and who has been respon-
sible for more than one very successful

engine in the past.

Tlie new unit, which will be shown at

Olympia, is of the single cylinder outside
fl-ywlieel side valve type of exactly the
same dimensions as the 349 c.c. two-
stroke, i.e. 75 X 79 mm. It has a detach-
able cylinder head, held down by three
full-length bolts, and is chiefly remark-
able for the depth and uniformity of

the radiating fins on the head .and the
extremely large streamlined exhaust port.

The gaps between the fins joining the
valve pockets go right through, permit-

c6

ting free circulation of air to the actual

cylinder wall at this point.

Actually the flywlieel 'and crankshaft,

and therefore the plain main bearing are

the same as in the two-stroke. . A cast

iron piston is supported on a floating

gudgeon pin, the pin itself being retained
in position by a light ring encircling the
piston. Only two piston rings proper are

employed, both above the gudgeon pin.

Provision for Mechanical Oiling.

Lubrication is at present by drip feed,

but space has been left in the timing
case for fitting a mechanical oil pump
inside, if it is found desirable at a later

date. Incidentally, it must be empha-
sised the new engine is not of mush-
room growth, it being fully eighteen
months since the first experiments began.
Road tests have given eminently satis-

factory results, and it will be extremely
interesting to v;ah;h how the new four-

stroke compares in general performance
with the two-stroke of the same capacity.

'

Excepting one set of engine plates and

the magneto platform, the standard Ivy

frame has necessitated no alteration tr

take the latest engine. The maguetu
platform is of particularly neat design,

allowing easy chain adjustment without

danger of upsetting its alignment.

Only one item of importance -has been

altered in the two-stroke models : the

transfer port is now oval instead of rect-

angular, which allows bridge-pieces to

prevent the piston rings fouling to be

dispensed with. Also the sparking plug

on the 250 c.c. engine has been moved

to the same position that it occupies on

the 350 c.c. model—diagonally at the reai

of the cylinder head.
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CURRENT CHAT (jZ'Tt^
Brooklands Sundays.

Notice has just been received by the

catering company at Brooklands that the

track will not be open on Sundays durilig

the winter. No reason has been given

by the track authorities for this decision

whicli takes effect atter November 12th.

The Cause of a Crash.
In the course of a letter acknowledging

tlie many congratulations he has received

on his Incky escape after a spill at

100 m.p.h. in the Brooklands 1,000 c.c.

Championship, Mr. George Brough states

that his tyre—a Dnnlop—was not really

to blame, for it was noticed by another

rider to be under-intiated at the start.

Lightweight Sidecars on AInjs Hill.

First ascent of Alms Hill, Henley,

by a lightweight sidecar outfit was made,
according to the latest information, by
S. M. Greening on a 348 c.c. Francis-

Barnett-Jap sidecar in a Nortir London
M.C.C. trial on September 9th. This
was not known when the honour was
claimed for L. A. Welch (O.K* sc] at

a later date. Greening's low gear was 17

to 1. Are there any more claimants ?

:What You Bay.
An American opinion :

" The real

appeal of the motor cycle is not merely
transportation nor even economy in

mileage and general upkeep, but sport.

Customers buy not a two-wheeled or

three-wheeled automotive vehicle but the

finest sport on the highw-ays. For tours,

hunting and fishing trips, week-end runs

into the country, either by individuals

or club organisations, the motor cycle as

a solo machine or combined with a side-

car offers the greatest possibilities for

red-blooded vonth."

CONTENTS
Leaderettes : Automatic Roati

Signals. The .Solo Motor
Cycle

: Occasional'' Comments. By
Ixion

Pillion Riding
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Serious Motoring

Automatic Road Signalling

Small Engines for Solo
Machines .

The Popular " 350 "

De Luxe Transport for One
London-Exeter Run
Electricity and the Motor
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Gas Lighting Equipment ...

Sporting Sidecars

Letters to the Editor

Current Chat

Club News
Items of Equipment
Advance Details of

Models

Types of Modern
Bicycles

At the Car Show
A New Miniature Carburetter

Reverse Gear for Morgan
Runabouts ...

Ideas New and ingenious ...

Questions and Replies

B.M.C.R.C. Annual Dinner,

The annual dinner of the B.M.C.R.C.
will be held at the Holborn Eestaurant
at 7.30 p.m. on Tuesday, the 14th inst.

All members should make imme-
diate application for tickets, price

12s. 6d., to Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
83, Pall Mall, S.AV.l.

How True.
" When a customer begins to argu«

about the comparative prices of motor
cycles and cheap automobiles," says an
American paper, "the motor cycle dealer

may as well save his breath. As the cure

for love is marriage, so the only cure for

the flivver-inclined is to let him buy a

flivver."

100 m.p.h. in Belgium.
While Le Vaek is breaking 100 m.p.h.

records at Brooklands, news comes to

hand that this speed has been attained

for the first time in Belgium. At offi-

cially recognised trials on the road at

Oostmalle, a rider named Gheude on an
American-X averaged exactly 100 m.p.h
dm-ing his best run for the mean speed

kilometre record

.

Expert Thieves.
A model H 1921 Triumph with Whit-

ley sidecar (ME 3314 ; engine 78415 CRT ;

frame 317631) and Sunbeam silencer was
stolen from a private yard in Wood
Street, London, E.G., despite the fact

that the owner oiliy left it two minutes,

had remo\'ed the wire from the plug and
tliat the magneto and air controls Avere

reversed on their respective levers.

In a Good Cause.
The Cycle and Motor Trades' Benevo-

lent Fund is holding a " Motor Revel "

at the Holborn Restaurant to-morrow
(Friday) night, dancing to commence at

9.30 p.m. For non-dancers there will be
Jack Hilton''s Cabaret Follies, and supper
at 11.30 p.m. After defraying expenses
the proceeds will go to the fund, which
does much good work by relieving distress

in the trade.

NEXT THURSDAY! |;j^OT(^iL® SECOND SPECIAL SHOW NUMBER.

RELEASE OF "THE
MOTOR CYCLE' FILM.
ARRANGEMENTS relating to the

distribution and exhibition of 27ie

ilofnr Cyclf film are well in hand,

and numerous clubs have had dates

allotted to them.
'No club may have the film before the

motor cycle show (Nov. 25th-Dec. 2ud),

as from the 27th Nov. it will be in-

cluded in the ^programme of The Broad-
way Cinema, Hammersmith, and will be

screened there three times daily until

the end of the Show, at 2.30^ p.m.,

5.50 p.m., and 8.30 p.m. The prices of

admission are 8d., Is., and 2s. 4d. The
2s. 4d. seats may be booked in ad-

vance (Telephone : Hammersmith 718).

This year the film is longer and more
varied 'than last, and includes such

attractive features as

—

M!.C.C. Team Trial for The Motor Cycle Cup.
Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy races (Senior,

Junior, and Lightweiglit).
London-Land's End Trial.
London-Edinburgh run.
Car Tourist Tropliy races.

French Grand. Prix (Car and Motor Cycle
Races). "

Speed events on Daytona Beach (U.S.A.).
American hill climbs.
Snow C.ir Competition.

T.T. DATES PROVISION-
ALLY DECIDED.

AT a meeting of the Competitions
Committee of the Auto Cycle Union
held last Friday, it was decided,

subject to the General Committee's appro-

val, that the T.T. Races be held on :—
Monday, June Ilth, morning.—Junior

Race.
Wednesday, June 13th, morning.—Light=

weight Race.
Wednesday, June 13th, afternoon.—Side=

car Race.
Friday, June 15th, morning Senior

Race.

It is suggested that all entrants shall

submit for inspection the silencers they

propose using, also that the full equip-

ment of the winning machines will be
announced by the A.C.U. It was also

proposed to recommend to the General

Committee that a T.T. Race be organ-

ised for cycle cars with engines not ex-

ceeding 1,100 c.c.

The dates suggested are a clear three

weeks after Whitsuntide, which is much
better than last year, when the races

synchronised with the busiest week of the

manufacturers.

MORE 100 M.P.H.
RECORDS.

HLE VACK on the 100 m.p.h. Zenith-

. Jap broke six fitrther remarkable
records last weelc.

He averaged over 102 m.p.h. mean
speed over the mile and kilometre dis-

tances, and attained over 103 m.p.h. by
the one-way mile ; he also broke the corre-

sponding sidecar records.

Then, as was inevitable, C. G. Pullin

captured another, this time on the 500 c.c.

Douglas.
Full details of the records are a>.

follows -.

H. LE VACK (993 ZENITH-.JAP). CLASS H,

(1,000 c.c. Solo).
Flying Kilometre (British Record) :

(Mean) 21.76sc. = 102.80 m.p.h.=165.441cm.p.h.
Flying Mile (British Record) :

(Mean) 34.98s. = 102.91 m.p.h.=165. 61 km.p.h.
Flying Mile (British Record) :

(Normal) 34.7l3.= 103.71 m.p.h. = 166. 90 km.p.h.

H. LE VACK (998 Zenith-Jap sc). CLASS G
(1,000 c.c. Sidecars).

Flying Kilometre (World's Record) :

(Mean) 25. 825s. =86. 62 m.p.h. =139.40 km.p.h.
Flying Mile (World's Record) :

(Mean) 42.15s.=8S.40 m.p.h. = 138.13 km.p.h.

Flying Mile (British Record) :

(Normal) 41.99s. = 85.83 m.p.h.=139.43 km.p.h.

C. PULLIN (500 Douglas). CLASS C
(500 c.c. Solo),

Flying Mile (World's Record) :

(Mean) 40.63s. = 88.59 m.p.h. = 142.57 km.p.h.

C II
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TYPES OF MODERN MOTOR BICYCLES.

21 1 c.c. two-Btrcke Ner-a-car.

490 ex. four«stroke Quadrant.

292 c.c. two-stroke Allen.

348 c.c. Raleigh.

330 c.c. two-stroke Calthorpe.

^<>aM«ri)K.

225 c.c. two-stroke Enfield.

292 c.c. two-stroke Hawker.

348 c.c. four-stroke Hobart.

269 c.c. two-stroke Clyno. 348 c.c. two-stroke Connaught.
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EXAMPLES OF FULL POWERED SOLO MACHINES

600 c.c. flat-twin Humber

993 cc V-twin Matchless.

1' *

749 cc. V-twin Bradburv

496 cc. Tat-twin Brojgh

555 cc. P. & M.

499 c.c. Sunbean

671

584 c.c. flat-twin Harley-Davicls(

1234 c.c. Indian Chief. 499 c.c. Rudge Multi.
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AT THE CAR SHOW.
A Motor Cyclist's Impressions. Everyman's Motor Car Still Awaited.

ACCORDING to the pundits who fill the " motor
notes " of the daily papers, and even accord-

ing to some of the more disgruntled members
of the motor cycle industry, the day of the small, cheap

runabout car for everybody is at hand.
The present exhibition at the White City and

Olvmpia does not iiear out the impression which has

l)een so sedulously cultivated in many quarters. Tnie,

there are small four-wheelers to be seen in both build-

ings, but there are oiiiy one or two likely to appeal

mechanically to the experienced motor cyclist, while

on the financial score the choice is equally limited.

Interest in 'L.O'W Prices.

At the same time the dense crowds which assemble

around some of the very small and low-priced veliicles

indicate a strong interest in the economy type of

machine, and tend to show that there is a potential

market for sound runabouts. It seems doubtful, how-
e\er, from the enquiries addressed to the salesmen,

if the majority of those interested have ever previously

possessed a motor vehicle ; the general tendency seemed
to be to judge a machine on price, colour scheme, and
whether the body is a nice fit. With most people at

the Car Show, from Rolls buyers downwards, it ap-

pears to be the tiring to choose the car as one buys

shoes, by " trying on," as it were.

This method of selection strikes the motor cyclist

as rather amusing, while the young Apollos in spats

and faultless soft collars that never wrinkle, and who
simply exude salesmanship " courses," are in many
cases not too anxious to discuss technicalities ; in this

they are aided by a becoming modesty on the part of

many small car firms Avith xegard to displaying a

chassis, naked and ashamed, to the public gaze.

Although it does not follow that bodywork hides a

multitude of sins,- the lack of a bare chassis does much
to rouse the suspicion of a motor cyclist, who is usu-

ally of a practical and inquiring turn of mind.

Air Coaling.

Air-cooled engines of motor cycle type are to be

seen on quite a number of vehicles, and in some cases

chain transmission is adopted. The most prominent

in Avhat appears to be a disappearing rather than an In-

cresing cycle car class are the Bleriot Whippet (Black-

burne twin engine, three-speed and reverse, chain drive,

;£i55), the Tamplib (J.A.P. engine, three-speed and
reverse Sturmey gear, chain drive, ^^150), and the

R.T.C. (J.A.P. engine, automatic variable pulley gear,

belt drive, ^i6o).
The phenomenally dieap Rover ". S " at ;£i8o, the

Belsize-Bradshaw (^235), the Lea-Francis ditto

(;£i9°)> ^iid the 90° twin-engined Stoneleigh (;£i85),

Buckingham (^185), Princess (;;^24s), B.S.A. (;£23o),

and G.N. (^215) are all "cars" in the full sense of

the term, albeit air (or oil) cooled. Undoubtedly the

cycle car world has lost its brightest upholder and
exponent by the apostasy of the G.N.; the abandon-
ment of the chain transmission, the introduction of a

rtater-cooled four-cylinder engine and the adoption of

a " de-gingered " twin for the sake of quiet running,

have been recei\'ed with mixed feelings by many in-

terested in the true, but still undefined, cycle car.

One of the most interesting machines at Olympia is

w ithout doubt the Trojan, a two-stroke four-seater at

^175, from the Leyland factory. This somewhat
curious vehicle has solid tyres which are rendered pos-

sible by a very supple springing. The engine is a side-

by-side twin laying horizontally under the floorboards

;

it has a two-speed epicyclic gear upon an extension cf

the crankshaft, and drives to the solid back axle by -i

duplex chain. Compared with the best motor cycle

practice the whole machine is crude and roughly

finished, but if its road performance is successful it may
haxe, a following which, however, is unlikely to be re-

cruited from the ranks of the motor cyclists.

Clean Continental Design.

Amongst the larger cars there is much to attract any-

one interested in cleverly-designed and finely-con-

structed mechanism, but when the smooth, completely

enclosed overhead valve units of some of the more
modern (especially Fi'fench and Italian) cars are com-

pared with the complicated mass of pipes, bolts, studs,

plugs and wires on, say, the Rolls-Royce, one cannot

do other than wonder. At any rate, a motor cycle on

Rolls lines, without a bonnet, would never do.

Some of the miniature French cars—Mathis or Ben-

jamin, for example—have delightful little engines
; just

square boxes like petrol tins standing on the narrow

, side. Only the sparking plugs are exposed. It seems

quite possible that these small, smooth engine, units

, could be applied to motor cycle use. Would it be

worth the extra, complication of water cooling to have

an engine that could be rubbed over in twenty seconds

with an oily rag ?

One miniature car, the Austin " 7," was shown in

chassis form, and it appeared particularly attractive

—

much more 50- indeed, in that Avay than when fitted

Avith the undignified bodywork which it is doomed to

carr)'. The chassis is small in the extreme, and the

control levers, rods, and fittings generally are reminis-

cent of the A. B.C. motor CA'cle ; they are certainlyon

no bigger scale.

Too Much Expected.

Summing up, the 1923 Car Show seems to indicate

that the true C3'cle car is moribund through over-deve-

lopment ; even the tiny 700 c.c.-Boo c.c. vehicles have

to carry four-seater all-weather bodies, and it is a rare

car owner who 'is content without an electric starter.

Motor cyclists demand from their machines high road

performance ; the car world seems to place comfort and

silent running first. W'ith one or two exceptions the

small and moderate priced vehicles at Olympia appear

to be designed more for suburban shopping expeditions

than for go-anywhere touring work which is usually '

demanded of big sidecars.

FnU details of the exhibits at the Car Show^will he given in t'\

to-morrow's issue of " The Autocar " . . . . Price id.
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MINIATURE AMAC CARBURETTER.
New Instrument of Great Simplicity to meet the present Trend of Lightweight Desigr,

THE introduction of many ultra light-

weight motor cycles has naturally

caused a demand for carburetters to

suit; and the firm of Amac, Ltd., is

among those to tackle the problem.

The new instrument is of the single-

lever type, and is so simple in action

and in adjustment that it should prove

particularly suitable for the type of

vehicle for which it is intended. Apart

from the float, which is of the usual

Amac type, but on a smaller scale, there

is only one moving part which takes the

form of a combined throttle and air

plug. Cast on the top of the float cham-

Section, of the ~Arnac-

miniature^ csrburetler.

The conical throttle.

and the adjustable- air
' cone .which it carries,^ are ^ clearly '

, shown.

Surrounding the • jet

and -imniediately below the

choke tufji-vft. .
the . prkning

cup or easy starting device.

ber is a protruding ring into which may
be screwed suitable inlet ,

and outlet

pipes. This arrangement is particularly

handy since by reversing the positions of

the two pipes a left- or right-hand float

chamber position can be obtained.

Inside the outlet pipe is a restriction

in the bore which is closed by a taper

throttle valve, the body of which extends
rearwards and is screwed externally at.

the back end ; on this screw is mounted
a second taper plug of larger diameter
\\'hich forms the air valve, and this may
be locked in any desired position by
tightening a set screw.

Mixture Proportions can be Varied.

The tapers are such that the carbu-

retter, as supplied, will give approxi-
mately correct results, but by screwing
the air valve along the body of the

throttle valve any desired variation in

proportion of air to petrol mixture may
be obtained. The peculiar type of valve
used, of. course, .provides an annular
space for the air flow, and it is employed
because the usual type of throttle is apt
to' permit of a certain amount of air

leakage, a i'eafure highly detrimental in'

the case of tiny engines.

Easy starting is.a sine qua 7ioti, and pro-

vision , is made to ensure this desirable

feature in the latest Amac. This takes

the form of a cup surrounding the jet

which is placed in a normal position at

the side of the float chamber; into t- is

cup dips a choke tube whicK surrounds
the jet. In normal circumstances the 'air

passes direct up this choke tube, but for

starting purposes, if the carburetter is

flooded, the cup is filled with petrol

which submerges the base of the choke
tube. Thus a heavy proportion of petrol

is bound to be sucked into the engine.

So simple is the construction of the

carburetter that anyone might dismantle
the instrument without fear of upsetting
the adjustment.
Either top or bottom feed to the float

chamber can be supplied, and the usual

dimensions of the stub pipe are |in.

and -iin. internal diameter.

Main components of the

new Amac model. On
the float chamber lid is a

ring into which screw the

inlet and outlet tubes of

the main gas passage.

Shown separately, above is

the throttle assembly.

(Left) Arraneemenl
of crown wheels and
do^ clutches in Ander-
ton s reversing bevel

box for Morgans.

(Right) An alternative spur wheel con-

version set giving a reverse gear v/ithout

structural changes.

REVERSE GEAR FOR MORGAN RUNABOUTS.
Two Ingenious Conversions Greatly Improving Ea^e of Handling.

PERHAPS the only real criticism which
can be urged against the general

handiness of the Morgan three-

wheeler is its lack of a reverse gear, which
makes turning in narrow lanes or backing
out of a garage somewhat laboursomc.
One of our readers, however, Mr. L.

Anderton, of 17, Abbey Grove, Bolton.

Lanes, convinced that the application

of a reverse gear to the Morgan trans-

mission was by no means difficult, set

about the task of effecting a conversion.

Two methods were finally evolyed, both
of which have been tested and found .satis-

factory. One is a thoroughly mechanical
method, -which must have suggested itself

to many Morgan owners, the other is

very ingenious, but somewhat crude, yet

it has the advantage of being easily fitted

'without reihoving the body or the exist-

ing gear box.

Reversing the Primary Reduction.

As is -well known, the Morgan trans-
'. mission consists of two sepai-ate .chain

drives of different ratio to the back wheel
from a low-speed countershaft, which is

driven by a shaft and bevel gear from
the engine. It is obvious that if two
crown wheels could be used, one on each
side of the shaft bevel, and alternately
locked to the countershaft as required, the
latter 'would 'revolve either forward or
backward, according to whichever crown

wheel was in operation. This is the prin-

ciple of the first conversion, and it neces-

sitates a special bevel box, which is fitted

in lieu of the existing Morgan box. A
special countershaft, with' a squared
centre, runs through this box, and on it

is mounted * double dog clutch and two
crown wheels, meshing with the original

bevel pinion. By means of a special lever

either crown wheel may be dogged to the
countershaft to obtain the desired forward
or reverse motion.

'

In the second conversion set the Morgan
low gear sprocket has a toothed wheel
mounted on its boss, and a new sliding

dog is fitted, also compounded with . a
toothed wheel. Mounted on a chassis

cross member, at a suitable distance, a
swinging bracket is fitted, which carries
a spur wheel, engaging with one of two
others mounted on a common shaft.

To bring the reverse motion into opera-
tion the clutch is disengaged and the
ilorgan gear placed in neutral ; the swing-
ing bracket is then moved by means
of a separate reverse lever until its single

wheel meshes with the pinion on the low
gear dog, and the remaining one of the

pair on the common shaft engages with

that on the low-gear sprocket. When
the clutch is again engaged the sprocket

is driven in the reverse direction from

the pinion on the low-gear dog through

the train on the rocking lever.
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS. ^

Heat for Self-Sealing Tubes.

THE other day I was rather sur-

prised to find my back tyre

growing flabby, as it contained

a Challenger self-sealing inner tube,

which had previously defied a variety

of metal objects which had been

extracted without loss of pressure. How-
ever, there was no doubt on this occasion

that the Challenger was not functioning

perfectly, so out it came. On examination

a piece of glass had inflicted a clean,

'

straight gash perhaps j-in. long; the

sealing process, always so promptly
operative with reasonable punctures, had
evidently commenced, but was not wholly

effective. I tried the effect of ironing the

gash with a domestic flat-iron just not

hot enough to scorch the rubber, and

found that when heated the mastic ex-

panded enough to close the cut. Pre-

sumably, even this gash would have
sealed itself if it had been sustained after

a long xun had lieated the tube; but the

ti'iaugular bit of glass was picked up
on a very short ex"pedition.—B.H.D.

Illuminating Front Number
Plates.

THERE are no doubt many solo riders

who find the lighting of their front

number plate far from satisfactory,

and in consequence have the fear of being
pulled up by the police when night

riding.

A reflector of the kind made by
A. K. S., of Leicester, out of a piece of

an old oil tin, and which requires no
screws or rivets, will enable them to ride

with their minds at ease.

The device consists of a rectangular

Reflected light is used in this idea to

make the number plate visible at night.

piece of thin sheet iron cut with longi-

tudinal slots at each end and enamelled
white on the upper side ; the slots are
necessary to permit of bending to re-

quired shape.

The two screws holding the number
plate and the plate itself are removed

;

then the reflector is dropped over the lugs
and the number .plate and screws re-

placed. To hold the reflector firm and
prevent rattle, a pad of xubber with a
groove cut in it, into which the hottom

B 26

A Selection of our Readers'
Home-made "Gadgets," with
Practical Hints on Work in

the Garage and on the Road.

edge of the number plate presses, may be
fitted.

-, .

On a dark night away from all street
lamps it was found that without the re-
flector the numbers could not be read
beyond 6 yds. ; with reflector they could
be read at 20 yds.

It is best to experiment with a piece of
white cardboard first to get correct size
and bending, as number plates vary.

Home-made Auxiliary Head
Lamp.

THOSEwho are not wealthy enough to
di-qiih-e a first-class dynamo outfit,
and who, in consequence, xemain

faithful to acetylene for the sake of its

cheapness and efiiciency, find their worst

Ex-R.A.F. instrument lamp used as a
" short distance ' illuminant in an acety-

lene head lamp.

trouble is the need of having speedily
to summon enough gas for five minutes'
town riding, or for that last mile or so
from home. The device of W. J. F., of
Finsbui'y Pai-k, to overcome tliis disad-
vantage is cheap and economical, .but it

must be understood that it is intended
for use in lighted thoroughfares, where
illumination of the ground is not neces-

sary, and not for dark roads, except, of

course, in case of emergency.
The head light consists of an R.A.F.

surplus dashboard lamp of 2.5 volts 0.1

amp (costing about 8d.), swivelled on its

bracket. As shown in the sketch, this

bracket is riveted or screwed to the lamp
body in such a luanner that the bulb-

holder is over the jet, and central in re-

lation to the reflector, and able to be
sw'ivelled forward when it is desired to

burn gas. To attain this object it may

to shorten the bulb-holder,

but this, of course, depends on the size

of one's head lamp. Of tlie inner ar.d

outer portions of the bulb-holder, all but
two diametrically opposed strips should

be cut away so as to obtain as much light

as possible.

Current is best derived from a 3-volt

dry battery of reputable make—a suit-

able size will cost 5s. to 4s. (and that

only if one's researches for surplus stores

should prove unsuccessful), and will last

for months with intermittent use—carried

on the steering head or rear stay in a

tin or wooden- ease, which can easily be
constructed for a few pence.
An additional useful fitment • is to in-

sulate the holder 'from the bracket by
means of washers, and fi.x a small Btrip

of metal on to the bracket in" such a

manner that contact is formed only when
the lamp is in its woiking position. This

is invaluable it, as in W._ J. F.'s case, a

rear lamp of the same elements is run
in parallel from the same ba,ttery^he
rear lamp can thus be used- with the

acetylene head lamp witho.ui ':!;r.cessitatiiig

removal of the front VjIL.

Automatic Chain Lubrication.

USEES of machines on which the

primary chain does not run in an
absolutely completely enclosed case

frequently discover that ihe links are dry

or show signs of rust, while the rear

chaiii, often with much less protection,

remains fairly well lubricated. The reason

for this, of course, is that the high speed
- of the chain causes the oil to be flung off

by centrifugal action.

This chain lubrication problem wbtS over-

come by W. H. B. of Southport, the

owner of a countei'shaft Triumph, by
soldering a short length of -|in. copper pipe

on to the centre of the name-plate on
the chain cover, after di'illing a hole

Oily vapour blown from the crank case

release is led to the top of llie •primary

chain sprocket.

through opposite the main^shaft centre.

Suitably bent, the other end of the pipe

enters the lubricating hole above the top

run of the .chain. Oil mist blown through

the hollow engine-shaft is led directly to

the chain, and the originator of the idea

claims a-deubled life for his chain.
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A selection of questions of gcneralintercst received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for.pubiicatioo or not must be accompanied by a Hd. Stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are. urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal *' in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile .'Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle," desiring routes may enjoy the benefit
of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a lid. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the A.A. and M.U., who arc regularly in receipt of reports from ttieu- representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality

OILED PLUGS AND SPARK GAPS.
Owiug to my 1921 770 c.c. twin

oiling up the plugs to an annoy-
ing extent I have fitted a pro-

prietary make of spark gap ; will

this cause any harm to the engine

or the magneto?—P.J.L.C.
If the use of various makes o£ sparking

plvtgs fails to remedy the trouble make
sure that you are using suitable oil.

Assuming of course that the oil supply to

the crank case is not excessive it is quite

possible that your trouble is due to faulty

piston rings, allowing an excess of oil to

reach the combustion chamber. Fitting

spark gaps will not harm either the

magneto or the engine, providing that

they are not of abnormal width ; thev
biionld be of considerable assistance in

pi-eventing stops due to oily plugs.

TUNING A LIGHTWEIGHT.
' In tuning an Omega-Jap fnr

speed I propose fitting an alu-

minium piston. Would I obtain
- any benefit also from the follow-

ing alterations ? (1) Fitting an
extra valve in the exhaust cap. (2)

Lightening the valve heads. (3) Fit-

ting the carburetter against the
cylinder instead of at the end of the
ordinary induction pipe. (4) Larger
choke tube in the B. and B. single-jet

carburetter witn a larger jet to suit.

—

H.P.B.
All the modifications wliich you suggest
carrying out are worth trying if you wish
to get the maximum speed from your
machine, and if well done would no donbt
-have the desired result.' It is impossible
to say, however, either individually or
collectively that the modifications sug-
gested will attain the desired end.
Tuning for speed is entirely a matter of
continual experiment and test : even the
most successful racing men have to pro-
ceed by a process of trial and error.
This first suggestion is perhaps the least
profitable one, and it should be left mitil
everything else has been tried.

STARTING GEAR.
Will you kindly advise me on

the following. My lightweight
is fitted with a Sturmey-Archer
hub gear and pedal starter, which
starter I have never used ; I am

now desirous of fitting it up, but on
close examination in order to ascertain
the size of chain necessary, I find that
the sprocket of the hub does not
correspond with the wheel attached

important Dates.

Fri., Nov. 3rd, to Sat., Nov. Uth—
Olympia Car Show.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd—
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Tues., Dec. 25th, and Wed., Dec.
27th—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat„ Jan. 13th, to Wed., Jan. 24th
(1923)—The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 26th, to Sat., Feb. 3rd
(1923)—Scottish Motor Show.

to the pedal. The hub wheel has
22 teeth, each being gin. from
centre to centre. The pedal wheel
has 32 teeth, each being fin. from
centre to. centre; thus I assume
that the same chain will not work pa
both. Shall I have to get a new pedal
wheel or a new hub chain wheel, or
do you think that if I purchased a
chain to suit the pedal wheel it would

"THE AUTOCAR" THE
COMPLETE JOURNAL.

Every phase of automobilism is em-,
braced by " The Autocar," the sister

journal of " The Motor Cycle."

Light, medium and large cars are

adequately covered in its pages. No
artificial division of light cars from other
t^-pes is attempted, or, indeed, is neces-

sary, since the principles of design are

identical and the interest of users,

whether concerning questions of upkeep,
taxation, roads, service or future develop-

ment, are undivided and common to all

Thus, *' The Autocar
"—ihe pioneer

and the largest of all motor journals-
forms the only complete record of the

automobile movement, by embracing
the Interests of motorists in general.

SHOW REPORT NUMBER
NOW ON SALE.

work—for the purpose of starting—on
the hub wheel. I may say that J do
not desire to spend much on it.

—

W.A.G.
You cannot very well alter the chain ri?ig

on the free-wheel of the three-speed htib

gear, as these are standard. It will be
necessary to use a chain wheel of the
same pitch on the bottom bracket of the
machine; the one now fitted is apparently

fin. pitch and what you need is one of

jin. pitch. There should be no difficulty

in obtaining a suitable wheel, but you
may have to get a new right-hand pedal
to carry it. Order a wheel for jin. pitch

chain, and make sure that tiie teeth are

the same thickness as those on the- free-

Trheel of the hub (probably gin.), and you
will then have to get a chain to suit,

i.e., ^-in.Xgin. or gin.Xi^in., as the case

may be. Uo not get a wheel with more
than 40 teeth.

SLIGHT PRE-IGNITION.
Since fitting a sidecar to my

550 c.c. Triumph I notice a
" tinkling " kind of noise at

times (especially on slight hills or

against the wind) which can be
stopped by retarding the ignition about
one third. I only notice this at round
about, 20 m.p.h. ; over this speed I do
not notice it. The timing is correct

and everything appears to be tight,

engine decarbonised two or three weeks
ago and all bearings, etc., perfect. It

is certainly not a knock. Is it " pink-
ing"? (I never quite know what the'

latter really is). I find my outfit runs
and picks up nicely on top gear at

10-12 m.p.h. on the level with ignition

nearly fully (say J) retarded. Is this

harmful or likely to caus-e overheating?
-H.E.

The noise you describe is that form of

pre-ignition knock which is generally
described as "pinkiiig," and it can usually
be cured by retarding the spark, by alter-

ing the nature of the mixture admitted to

the combustion chamber, or most effec-

tively of all, by an admixture of benzole
in the fuel. This will not cause over-
heating, neither will it be harmful to the
engine provided it can be accomplished
without any signs of obvious stress such
as knocking or a marked "snatching" in

the tranismission. From the general
behaviour of your engine it would appear
advantageous to slightly retard the
ignition timing.

I
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CONDENSATION ON INDUCTION PIPE.

My iiiacliine, a 1921 348 c.c.

JJouglas, seems to be very erratic

in tiring. It starts away <]iiite

Avell after flooding the carbui-et-

ter, but after a few yards begins to
miss. This lasts for a hundred yards
or so, when it suddenly fues quite well

oh both cylinders and runs splendidly
for a minute or so, and then starts to

miss again. On stopping I find the
induction pipe is extremely cold, and
there is a lot of moisture (not petrol)

round the pipe where the carburetter
joins on. After standing for a short

time the pipe gradually warms up and
the machine will start quite normally
till a few minutes later, when the pipe

is freezing cold again and more moisture
appears, which is presumably the warm
atmosphere condensing on the cold pipe.

Both cylinders are equally hot, so evi-

dently it is not one cylinder only that

is firing. I have tested both plugs,

which give a good spark, and there is

no leak in the induction pipe, either at

cylinder joints or where the carburet-

ter joins on. I have thoroughly cleaned

the carburetter, and am satisfied that
there is no stoppage in the passage from
the tank, and the float chamber fills

directly the plunger is pressed down.
The valves seem quite all right, and
so presumably is tie timing, as this has
never been interfered with. I may men-
tion the macliine was running perfectly

last week, and the trouble has there-

fore tome on quite suddenly.—E.S.B.
No doubt the recent cold weather accounts
largely for the change in the running of

your engine. The condensation on the

induction pipe is due to the exposed posi-

tion of the carburetter, which may have
to-be heated either by exhaust jacketing

or by a wai'm air intake. Before proceed-

ing further, wrap tie induction pipe with
asbestos string and insulation tape.

Weak mixture wUl exaggerate the symp-
toms, so it would be advisable to fit a

slightly larger jet.

PREVENTING BELT SLIP.

Being the possessor of a 1921
chain-cum-belt driven Triumph,
can you give me the details of

the system employed by Jliss

Cottle, the North Wales com-
petition rider, to deliver "belt grip"
to the pulley whilst riding, and if it

is applicable to my machine? Refer-
ence has been made to the device on
more than one occasion.—C.G.

There is very little to add to the refer-

ences to the belt slip preventing arrange-
ment wliich you mention. The device is

merely an ordinary screw-down grease
gun \vith a pipe leading to the back of

the countershaft pulley. On the end of

Unless compared side by side

the size of the various models

cannot easily be judged. This

illustration depicts two Cedos

models—a 26in. wheel sports

model and a 24in. wheel

lady's mount. The difference

in saddle height is appreciable.

FOUR VALVE 250 c c. ENGINE. Fully described m our isssue ol October 26th, the
Worth engine attained a speed of over 50 m.p.h. on its initial run. Incidentally its name

was derived from the motto of. its town of origin (Keighley)
—"By Worth."

the pipe is an acetylene tubing " y

"

piece. Tie gun is filled with any of the
well-known belt grip preparations which
are on the market^ and as required a
little is forced through on to the pulley
flanges, vfhere it comes into contact with
the sides of the belt.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Jieaders' replies to questions published

under this heading should Be -addressed
c/o I'fie Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"'
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
B.OA, when they tcill b-e fonvard,ed
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests
for experiences should be aceempanied by
a -stomp.

"C.L.B." (Bristol).—532 c.c. Soott

:

petrol consumption solo and sidecar.
"D.W." (Bournemouth).—481 c.c. and

532 CO. Scotts with sidecar : fuel con-
sumption, loug non-stop journeys, hill-

climbing. :

"J.W." (Belfast).—481 c.c. Scott:
tuning for speed, care of drains and gear,
.general hints.

:;" E.M.C." (Leeds).—225 c.c. Royal En-
field, 398 A.B.C., 349 cc.-A.J.S., model
B.I. : mainteiiance of tune
"T.S.A." (Leicester),-^49

, c.c. A.J.S. :

tuning for speed.
" H.W." (Peterborough); —596 c.c.

Indian Scout, solo and sidecar ; ease of
starting, brakes.

SPARKLETS.
Lappii^ at 100 m.p.h.

H. Le Vaek, who broke a world's record
in class " E " by covering five, miles at

100.29 m.p.h., was using an M.L, magneto
on his 976 c.c. Zenith.

Cheaper Lutaicants.

Prices' Company, Ltd.., has made reduc-

tions in the prices of motor lubricants

;

the revised rates came into fca-ce on the

3rd inst. Those interested may obtain

price lists by applying to Prices' Com-
pany, Ltd., Battersea, London, S.W.ll.

Overseas Successes.

A bi-illiant victory was gained by the

Douglas team in the 176 mile race for the

Harley-Davidson Shield, which took place

recently in South Africa. A fnrther, suc-

cess was that of G. Shepparson, who,
riding a 348 c.c. Douglas^ won the three

and five mile events at the Weston ilotor

Cycle Races, Ontario, Canada.

Polishing Aluiciniuin.

Owing to its comparative softness

aluminium is easily abraded by coarse

polishing materials; no criticism in this

respect can be directed against Alnpol

(Metalastene Co., Poulton-le-Fylde : price

Is. 3d. per tube), which we have fouud

tc>' be very effective for polishing this

metal. i
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THE BINKS CARBURETTORS
the most flexible and economical tl" world

ARE

THE BINKS 3-JET CAR-
BURETTOR is both an
investment and a pleasure.

IT WILL REDUCE
YOUR PETROL BILL

BY AT LEAST
ONE-THIRD.

AT -the same time it will imparl
a marvellous flexibility to

your machine—make it docile in

traffic and give ample power for

touring in hilly country, and allow
greater speed on the level.

A Real Extra Air Valve is incorpor-
ated to allow you to coast downhill on
pure air and use your engine as a brake.

FIT A BINKS TO YOUR
MACHINE & SAVEMONEY
Thousands of gentlemen have already
done so, and are now delighted owners.

Lisls sent gratis on application.

Pries on
Approval

£4-0-0
Plus 2/- Postage

FAMOUS
3 JET CAKBURETIOR

FOR TOURING.

TWO STROKE
MACHINE OBTAINS

ANOTHER
BR06KLANDS RE€ORD!
Mr. JUDD ON HIS VELOCEiTE
breaks all previous records.

SlantTing Kilometre 58-83 M P.H.
Standing Mile «2 91 M.P.H.

The BINKS
incorporates the famous
3 JET DAMPING SYSTEM,
which is a proved success.

Three-jet give enormcu-. power, but when
you want to run slowly the big power-
giving jet is damped out of action and
cannot waste petrol.

The pilot jets give marvellous flexibility

because they can be tuned up for slow

running quite irrespective of power.

C. BINKS (1920), LIMITED, ECCLES, MANCHESTER.

THE MACHINE THAT HAS MADE HISTORY. SEND FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS YOU ALL ABOUT IT,

g^ ^^ ^P ^V would not procure for you a more RELIABLE, COMFORTABLE, DURABLE,

3b ^F ^%m QUIET, SPEEDY 2.STR0KE in the 250 c.c. class than the machine

ZjIM^V m-trated below - - - p^ces froiii 29 Gulncas.
SEE THEM AT

NOT AN
ASSEMBLED

r
STAND
38

MACHINE. ^^^
DESIGNED
AND MADE

THROUGHOUT f%.AT OUR WORKS
AT GLOUCESTER

\^
^^J

Nothing to equal
it at anywhere
near the price.

%«!

^

OLYMPIA
Nov. 25-Dec. 2.

-^'
i?>C

A CERTAIN
COMPETITION

WINNER
Jit

The J.E.S. has

set up

8REC0RDS
in 1922.

Nothing to beat it

at any price..

2i h.p. TWO-STROKE J.E.S.

ENGINE, 247 c.c. J.E.S., roller bearings to big end. Automatic Lubrication.
Ball Bearings throughout. Clutch K.S. ALL-CHAIN Drive. LARGE
SLOPING Frame of rigid construction. FULL Valanced Mudguards.
Silencer. BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED. Truly a magnificent machine.
J.E.S. MOTOR CO. (GLOUCESTER) LTD. (Established 1909).

4-SPEED J.E.S. Gear Box.
internal expanding Brake.
EXTRA Large Aluminium

57 Guineas.
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cjcle."
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WORLD'S RECORD
AT BROOKLANDS

300 Miles at 64 02 m.p.h,
without Changing Tyres

OCT. nth, R. E. DICKER, on 6 h.p. Bradbury 750 c.c.

Class D, fitted with Bates Tyres, obtained following records

:

200 miles = 2 h. 55 m. 5899 sec. = 68*19 m.p.h.
300 miles = 4 h. 41 m. 23-87 sec. = 64 '02 m.p.h.
3 hours = 204 miles 1,417 yards = 68*26 m.p.h.
4 hours = 271 miles 1,350 yards = 67*94 m.p.h
These are World's Records, the tyres being unchanged throughout thewhole 300 miles.

RIDE BATES TO WINi
Interesting Motor Cyclists' Booklet free oti request.

W. & A. BATES, LTD., Rubber Manufacturers since .1863. St. Mary's Slill<

Leicester. Depots in London. Manchester, Glasgow, Belfast, Newcastle, and Bristol

November qth, igat.

MOTORCYCLE
.-. TYRES. BELTS fr ..:.

^- ACCESSORIES •-

The Best Value in the Twin Class

100 GUINEAS
with complete electric equipment

(separate generator)

AMERICAN

"X"
EXAMINE IT ON
STAND 123

OLYMPIA.

Melchior, Armstrong & Dessau
(lyondon), Ltd.,

15, MEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W. 1^

'Grams - . - •' Melarm, London."

'Phone ----- Museum 8igo.

STANDARD COMBINATION WITH ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 125 Gns.

In answering these advertisements it is iltsirnhle to mention "The Motor CycU.
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Has 'three immense
advantages

:

—
1. Will pass through any

ordinary doorway of

about 30 inches.

2. Two bodies, if desired.

Touring and Com-
mercial, quickly inter-

changeable.

3. Easy access to both
sides, engine and trans-
mission.

SIDECAR
wirK pa^el\^ foldir\§ chassis

^9 Can be fitted to any make
motor cycle.

Can be fittei with any type

of Touring or Com-
mercial body—or with

BOTH,

Can be supplied, if desired,

as a chassis only.

\X

iimii/fiiht

Lockei in open posi.

tion by sub-frame of

body.

Lift oS bo^ and

chassis is ready Sor

folding.

^-....-
.^.--^

V
/

'vl//

-v-^4J^A

When open looks like /

any other sidecar, / li v, /lY i^/ i

and 13 as ngid as • j- \' ^'-- ,
j

any other sidecar,
j

fi
vj ^^~^

Chassis folds — body !
|

does not fold—it \ \\

V \^itts ol

Well-made, gcod finish, LOOKS NORMAL -=«;•>' ,1

PRICE—
Chassis (less tyre) - - - . £16

With high-class coachbuilt body - £28

Address—DORWAY SIDECARS,
345. BELL BARN ROAD,

BIRMINGHAM.OLYMPiA, STAiJO 113

S^%%K%%%%XX%Se%%iiS^%%%S(S^%2g%£S!€H%MM%%2«%M^%%%%2giS%K%ieK%%KS!!S!!%K%KKKKXXj(
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X
-ss

s
X
X
X

1923 MODELS

Are now available at the following surprising New Prices:

—

with sloping"POPULAR," 211 c.c,

top frame, single geared

MODEL " S," 21 1 c.c, with 2-speed

gear, clutch and kick-starter

MODEL "T," 211 c.c, with sloping top

frame, 2-speed clutch and kick-starter

MODEL "H," 247 c.c, with sloping

top frame, all-chain drive, internal expand-
ing brakes, 3-speed gear with clutch

and kick-starter

C^ ft / Delivery \

£1^0 \*rom stock/

£48 (

£49 (

•rem stock/

Delivery \
from stock/

lminediate\
Delivery J

£|*C /Delivery \V9 V4 weeks/

Don^t leave your order until too late—these

machines will be difficult to get next season !

I

I BUTTERFIELDS, Ltd.,
Telegrams :

" Butterfields, Stechford.'

Levis Works,

Stechford, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone Stechford 38

X
X
X
X
X
X

, ss
' X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
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X
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X
X
X
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X
X

XXKKKXKKXKKKSeXiiSXKXXXSOiSXXXKKKXK KKKKXXXXXXS(!KXXS«3«KKK%%%KSSX:VMVMTfLm
In answeHng these advertisements it ix desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle." B33
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B Ride a

because-
Not only will it give you better

service, but it will give you that ease

of mind which can only come from
complete -confidence in every detail of

its make-up.
There are 5 models to choose from,

ranging from a if h.p. Ultra Liglit-

weight giving upwards of 160 m.p.g.

up to an 8 h.p. Big Twin suitable for

the "Speedman" covetous of Golds
and Special Awards.

1 3. h.p. Ultra Lightweight, Single
* Speed

Countershaft Two Speed..

Ol h.p. Blackburhe, Belt Drive,
Two Speed .

.

O 3. h.p. Blackiirne, Chain Drive,^ Two Speed .

.

23 h.p. J.A.P., Belt Drive, Two
* Speed

5 h.p. J.A.P., All-Chain Drive,
" Three Speed .

.

4h h.p. J.A.P.; AD-Chain Drive

Two-Speed Combination

O h.p. J.A.P. SuperSports,Three
^ Speed, All-Chain Drive, Solo

Combination

29 Gns.

O^ Gns.

£59

£69

£59

£72
£110

£125
£145

Write for Catalogue

COVENTRY EAGLE CYCLE &
MOTOR CO.,
COVENTRY.

^The Two-Stroke of 1923.
An important feature of the " ALECTO "

single-cylinder two-stroke motor cycle is

its wonderful power capacity.

Simplicity, balance and stability of design,

coupled with accurate manufacture and
thoroughly dependable material, make the

"ALECTO "engine what it is.

The general specification of the ''ALECTO"
Motor Cycle is a thoroughly sound one,

and of proved reliabiUty.

Visit Stand No. 25,
Motor Cycle Show, Olympia.

The Whitmee Engineering Co., Ltd.,

"ALECTO" Works,

Grove Road, Balham, London, S.W.12.

-Phone

:

- Streatham 3035.

'Grams

:

Metrical, Bal. London.

BEIDWRES

Something New!
Sirooth firing depends on whether
(he shackles of your sidecar perform
their intended functions. Dickins'

Shackle Covers ensure that they do,

in formins a perfect shield for
shackles, filled with grease thpy main-
tain constant lubrication and keep out

dirt, rattlingand joint evils are
banished, resulting in comfortable
ar.d smooth riding-

Price 5/-
Per Pair.

Post Free.

W. DICKINS & CO., LTD., Cross Cheaping,
Tel. 176. _ COVENTRY.

«=i4 In answering/ t/fsi: adrcrli.semrntx it is desirable- totnentiov "The Motor Glide."
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RELIABLE AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION AT LAST!
SEE THAT YOUR NEW MOUNT IS FITTED WITH

THE LAMPLUGH AUTOMATIC OIL PUMP
PAT. Nos. 18600021 & 186192/21.

POSITIVE

SUCTION

DDES NOT RELY ON GRAVITY.

SATISFACTION

POWERFUL

PRESSURE

DOES NOT RELY GN GRAVITY

UARANTEED
FULL SUB.

EASILY FITTED TO YOUR PRESENT MACHINE.
PRICE COMPLETE WITH T PIECE TO FEED THROUGH EXISTING SEMI-

AUTOMATIC SIGHT 16/- POST FREE^

SA I AMPI I IP 14 I ™- KINGS ROAD,
' ^t l-ir\lTll l-i*-'Vir:i, Li TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.

LONDON OFFICE : Mr. G. H. SMITH, 12, MORTIMER ST., W.l.

STAND 306 GALLERY
OLYMPIA ''%^o^':'^

Hid.

0:; ",-,-.
, •i'^'EQUfS^-'

LJiiAMEU^
V''0S7BR|LLIANT-& OURABlE/

CLUB
feNAlEJLl

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

SiLIGO ENAMEL CO. STRATFORD, LONDON.
In an^wermg these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.
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BANGROFTIAN CO.'S GREAT BARGAINS.
TYRES (clearance but not W.D.).—Hutchinson 26x2^
heavy T.T., 22/6 : Passenger 26 x zi for 2I, 32/6 ; 650x65
steel stud, car type, 52/-; 700x75, to fit 650x65 rim,
small car, extra heavy, 35/-; Palmer 26x2 light, 17/6;
28 X 3 cord heavy, unblemished, 45/- ; 26X ci cord heavy,
32/6; Clincher de Luxe heavv 26X2A, 27/6; 26x2
Junior de Luxe, 17/6; 26x2^ 17/6 26X1^,16/6. Postage
i/3-

TUBES.—24x2 and 2J, 4/6; 26x2.1- -ind 2J-, 4/11;
2|, 5/6 ; 28 \ 3 and 700 x 80, 6/6. Postage gd.

Great Purchase of Genuine " Bobjon "^ Lamps.
All new and perfect.

Nickel-plated on brass, black and plated, and all black.
Large size, sjin. front, with powerful back lens, large
generator, sufficient for two lamps, suitable for a heavy-
weight machine, 25/- ; complete as illusUated.

Original Price, 55/-.

Alfo smaiiei ~ei, hutish made," suiiaDie lor iigh

weights similar to above, 4iin. liont. Plated on bras
or all black, 16/6. Original price 42/-. When cleared
can never be repeated at near the price. Postage 1/6.

Special quotation for quantities.

GOGGLES.—Fitted with genuine Triplex Glass, 15/-
model to clear, 8/9. Limited quantity. Postage gd.
WATERPROOF SUIT.—Double-breasted coat andseatless
trousers, less than pre-war prices. Original price £.\. los.,

£2 2s. Postage 1/6.

TAN-SADS.—A few with back seat to clear, 28/6. Original
price 57/-. Carriage 3/6.
HORNS.—Special purchase of genuine " Clayrite " electric

motor cycle bonis, 4 and 6 volt, 29/6, usual price £2 2s. 6d.
Reliable electric, up to 4 volts only, 15/6, usual 29/6. All
new and perfect. Post 1/6.

He can supply everpthtng for the Motor Cyclist at
Competitive Prices

Grams: " Chaikel, London," PhonerjLondon Wall 9897 I

NEW IMPERIAL : :

RUDGE MULTI : :

DOUGLAS : A. J. S.

ENFIELD : : B.S.A.
RALEIGH: : LEVIS
TRIUMPH : : : :

QUADRANT : : :

MATCHLESS : : :

CONNAUGHT : : :

ROVER "8"
: :

also for

MORGAN CYCLE CARS
(LONDON SERVICE DEPOT).

Our representatives will be in
attendance on Messrs. The
Morgan Motor Co.'s Stand
No. 139, or will be pleased to
attend any other stand by

appointment.

liOMAClS
MOTOR AGENTS

(H. W. Holmes & S. A. McCarthy.)

243, Lower Clapton Road,
Telephone: I/INDON F "i
Dalslon 2408. L^jnUUSS, CO.

SON^
PATENT AUTO.WATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED FOR

2 and 4 STROKE
ENGINES

During the past few weeks the following
jnacliines have been fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley.

Triumph
Rover
Norton
Ariel

BX.A.
Budge

Premier
New Hudson
Rex
J.A.P.
James
Precision

Singer
DoQpflas^

KcKenzie
Villiers Mark IV,
O.K.
Radeo. Dalm

and several other 2 and 4-stroke machines

What is your make? Write us for Jllustraied Booklet.

l.educeJ ^ C g* f\
Pric=; A, O-D-U PhUipsoa

^-''"^^ £4 4-0
Carriage paid.

PHILIPSON 6 CO. Ltd.
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes

(Established over 50 years.)

'Phone: 147 Eagley. 'Grains: "Safety, Bolton,"

''STERLING
5J

PAT. 23047.

LEG SHIELDS.
The ori^'nal and only quick detachable Metal Shields.

RIDE IN COMFORT.

To fit A.J. S., ENFIELD, B .S.A., TRIUMPH,
LIGHTWEIGHT RALEIGH, DOUGLAS.

INDIAN, HARLEYS, Etc.

For the Man who requires the Best.
For stiperiority, style rmd piotection, hundreds of
riders )ia e given rlieir testinion. of rterlin^ Sliields.

Stocked by all leading agents.
Prices from 21/ to 36/-.

Dou'C hesitate, but ivritcfor partindars o/the
best and mostpopular le^ shield.

SPECIAL COLOURS TO SUIT.

THE HIGHGATE MOTOR CO.,
6i.Hig;hga.te Road, Birmingha.m.

SANDUMI
V SCREENS.

Patent No. 181,239.

Popular
'i:Si

£2-15-0
Standard
£3- 18-0

I
it:

" n ft

H
w

SANDhAM tngineering Co., Ltd.
Showiooms: S33, Gray's Inn Road, W.M.

'Phone: Mns. 8427.

Fgctones: 1£!3 to 165 Fentonville Rsad, H.

Are you interested in

LlGUr CARS?
Readers of " The Motor Cycle

"

who are coBsidering the purchase

of a small car will find all the in-

formation they desire in the pages of

Every Friday. FOURPENCE

'THE AUTOCAR" deals with

every phase of motoring, and

very fully covers the small car

movement.

All the known makes of

cars are advertised in

AUTOCAR."

Bargains in second-hand

light

THE

^_^„ light

cars are more likely to be secured

through "THE AUTOCAR'
than any other medium

Because

—

More second-hand light cars

are offered for sale in " THE
AUTOCAR" than in any

other motor journal.

Publiahed hv

lliSe & Sons Lid, Dorset House, 1 udor St,

London. E.C,4.

E-l8 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS,
PRICES

! advertisements' ia- these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

iilional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

ire charged double rate. Each paragraph is

jharged separately. Name and address must
le counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

ipecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

le quoted' on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

idvertisements should be made payable.^.^

—

TTca.
ILIFFE & SONi Ltd.. and crossed-

—

^—
rreas'.irf Notes, bein^ untraceable it lost in

'ansit. shouli not be sent as remittances.

All advertiS3.nents m this section should be

coompaniei with remittance, and be addressed

;o the offlces of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

louse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
insure insertion letters should be posted in

ime to reach the offlces of " The Motor Cycle."

ly the first post on Friday morning previous to

he day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

aa late for a particular issue or that are

rowded out will automatically be inserted in

he fallowing issue . unless accotnpanied by
nstructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

!uate the number which is printed at the end of

>cb advertisement, anl the date of the issue

1 which it appeared.
' The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is taken

)avoid mistakes:

; NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
iFor the convenience of advertisers, Iptteis may be

'Idressed to numbers at " Tlie Motor Cycle" Office.

'hen tliis is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

;gistratJon and to cover postage on replies must be added
'. the advertisement charge, which must include the

prdsBoxooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the numbpi
(ill appear in tiie advertisement. All replies shouUl be

i^Jresscd No. 000, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
iidor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box No
irertisements are warned against sending remittance through

''t post except in registered envelopes: in all suck cases the

.e of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

^ould be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the case ot motor cycles. oITered for sale under a box

mber. as U Is unusualfor these to be sold without first

mglnipected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

ijiUtate business by embodying in their advertisements

im mention of the district in which the machine

jered may be seen and tried.

SMT DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

,y deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

posit Svstem. If the money be deposited with "The
itor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

jdsK three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

launt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amounl

i

the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
! the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
he seller takes the risk of dfimage in transit. Fcr all

,
msactions up to j^io. a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; ci,

i'.Qsactions over £io and under £50, the tee is 2/6 ; over

\o and under £75.5/-; over £75 and under £roo, 7/6
d on all transactions over £100, 4%. All deposii

.tiers are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street

!
tidon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

iide pavable to Ilifi&& Sons Limited.
Ifhe letter " D " at the end o[ an advertisement is an

'Ucation that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

i Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

;iirous. but have not advised us to that effect,

I

SPECIAL NOTE.
I Beaden who reply to advertisements and receive no
'iwer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

mc9 as an Indication that the goods advertised have

'.eadf been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

i.ny enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply \o

ib one bv rost

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

.B.C. 1920, perfect condition, carefully used, town
i- dj-namo lighting set, new tyre, and accessories;
•40; seen any day before 4.30.—^Bucknall, Mavfielil

THE M fl^HI^B GOOD
SIGN OF I ^^H^^H SERVICE

A LILLIPUTIAN-
REGARDED FROM THE ANGLE
OF COST, WEIGHT and UPKEEP

But a very LEVIATHAN—
REGARDED FROM THE ANGLE
OF PERFORMANCE

IS THE

Come and see the 1923
LEVIS MODELS, or write for

details of this incomparable
lightweight.

" POPULAR," 211 c.c, with sloping
top frame, single geared - - -

MODEL " S," 211 c.c, with 2-specd
gear clutch and kick starter - -

MODEL " T," 211 c.c, with sloping
top frame, 2 -speed clutch and
kick' starter -------

MODEL " H," 247 c.c, with sloping
top frame, all chain drive, in-

ternal expa:nding brakes, 3-specd p/;r;
gear, with clutch and kick-starter jLotJ

CARRIAGE PAID. TRADE SUPPLIED.

GODFREY'S Ltd;,

The London Agents,
can give immediate delivery of the
"Popular" Models and Model "j"
Machines, and earliest delivery of the
247 c.c. Model "H."

£38

£48

£49

Oxford. 19510

Write for a copy of GODFEEy'S Special List of 1922
New (shop-soUed) Models. Our stock ot these exceptional
end of season Bargains win very soon be exhausted, so
don'tdelay.

EXCHANGES. EASY TERMS.
IF you are thinking of a

LIGHT CAR,
Gel in touch with GODFREYS—their experience
is entirely at your service, and they will be
pleased to assist you in making a choice.

Godfrey's Ut
208, GT. PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.l.

'Phone : LANGHAM 1303 (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C

A .B.C., late 1921, dynamo, -speedometer, tax, per-
fect; £65.-1, Alexandra Rd„ Kingston. [9754

1 Q21 A.B.C, electric lighting, less dynamo, in fir:l--L" class condition; £65.—tt. Linklater, Olaphan..
Lancaster. [951G

Acme.
A CME 1920 81i.p. .T^A.P., Wattalite dynamo, heautifiil
.^^ outfit; lor nui^'i: .sale £90: lide away, peifect con-
dition.— 220, High St., Brenttoul. [9488

19=
tii;e,

A.E.L.
3 A.EX. -J. A.P., " brand new, Z^ilh.p., 2-speed.
clntcli. kifk-stait; good reason for selling; sacri-

£46/10.-158, Venner Rd., Sydenham. [9847

Edwards.-1922. 2--jh.p. A.E.L., J.A.P ei'gine.
Burman 3.=peed ^enr box, kick-;tarter and clutch,

brand i;e\v, unregistereJ ; 37 guineas; exchanges ur
deferred.— 101, Great Portland St., W.l. [1147

A.J.S.

A.J.S. 1925 .Sports, latest, o.h.v. ; quit-kest dsliverie-.
—CliHord Motories, li^stwood, Notts. [9957

ORDER Early your 1923 model A..T.S. from Mer-
rick's Stores. Lis'erhills Rd., Bradford. " {;Cao4

1 Q21 (October)
J-t? £70.- " "

Fredrics and Co., Ltd., 89, Gt.

A.J.S. Touring Model, Tan-Sad, lamps;
Edwards. The Bakery, Hayes End. [8890

1 Q22 A.J.S. Combination, shop-soiled, dynamo light-
-*-*^ ing; £170.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [9571

3h.p. 1922 A.J.S. Touriiig Model, new but slightlv
>W 4. shop-soiltd; £76.—Cross. Agent, Rotherham.

[9572
AJ-S. ^2%h.p. J922, Model JBl, _as ^ew; £75

W.l
Portland Sl.,

[9965

A.J.S. 25.4h.p. Standard Sports, brand new, cannot t:;k(^

delivery; neaiest ofler £85.—Chalmers, 28, Knn!
St., Ayr. [9392

A.J.S. 1922, June, 2?4h.p., model B.l, fully
equipped, unscratched ; £63.—107, Bannercross

Rd., Sheffield. [9551

1 Q22 A.J;S. 234h.p., B- 1,000 miles, Lucas lamp,
-L •J liorn, Cowey, spares, special saddle ; £70.—
Blewett, Bank, Uckfield.

A.J.S. 6b. p., new sidecar, Cowo'.
condition; first offer.over £50.-

iid., Hollydiile Ed.. I'eckbam.

1 Q22 - 2^4h.p. Bl A.J.S.,

all spares,
-Allan, 14,

[9860

perfect
Dundas
[8664

, , .
splendid condition.

, licensed, tools, spares; £60.—H. Sawtell,
Yeovil Rd., Sherborne, Dorset. l9661

tf>3.h.p. A.J.S., B.l, 1922, fully equipped, perfect
/W 4 condition, insurance, spares, etc. ; £68.—Cen-
tral Buildings, Stockton, Durham. [9356

n Q22 A.J.S. 2^h.p., new July last, small mileage.
LiJ fast, machine, all on; £65; any trial.—Burgess,
3, Rawlinson St,., Barrow-in-Furness. [9770

A.J.S. Combination, 1916, fully einil'^ped. elertr-c

lighting, good condition throughout ; £65.— Mil-
Garage, 45a, We.>t Hill, S.^A'.18. [8539

A.J.S. 6h. p. Combination, hood, screen, luggage grid,
lighting, spare wheel, etc., perfect condition, any

trial ; offers.—46,- Liverpool St., Salford. [9432

F.O.C.H. Invite Inspection. A.J.S.'a and other makes
far below anv anticipated price reduction.— 5, Heath

St., Hampstead tnear Tube). [3862

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models 2i,4h.p. eolo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

-Jones' Garage. The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [C785

1 022 A.J.S. Combination, 8h.p., new in June, mile-
-Lcf age negligible, all accessorie?; what offers?

—

26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292.
[1017

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, hood, screen, spare wheel,
lamps, speedometer, horn, engine and gear box

overhauled makers.—29, Park Crescent, Enfield, N.
, [9419

33.h.p. A.J.S., 6 months old, the personal property
4= of W. Brandislr, do guaranteed before pur-

chase 65 m.p.h. ; best offer-' over £60.—W. Brandish and
Sons, Coventry. , [9865

A.J.S., brand new 1922, 2S4h.p. models, touring, semi-
sports, and stripped _sports^, list £85; our price

Win Chapman's Garage, Bel-
[90C8

£70; imm.ediate delivery.

grave Ed., Leicester.

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo light-
ing, electric horn, hood, screen, spare wheel,

etc., excellent condition; £110.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham.

,
[9581

SOUTHPORT.—1922 (Aug.) stripped Sports A.J.S.,
almost unused, Lucas accessories, speedometer,

irreproachable; gift, 69 guineas. Exchanges.—Kents,
417, Lord St.,. Southport. [9870

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, in splendid condition and
just overhauled by makers, lamps, discs, speedo-

meter, horn, and a number of spares; £95.-J.A.G.,
174a, Lavender Hill, London, S.W, [9627

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

B41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4.J.S.

1 Q20 6h.p. A.J.S., dynamo lighting, with hood,
J-t/ screen, elecUic horn, meonanjcal oil pump,
speeilometer and spares, perfect ccradition ana tax

paid; £95.—Kays, 8-10, Bond St., Ealing. (9245

l^h.p.. May, 1921. A.J.S. combination, want to sell

i this week, complete with Lucas lamp, horn, hood,
screen, speedometer, Tan-Sad, and every extra, in

splendid condition,; bargain, £120.—Timberlake's Gar-

age, Wigan. Tel.! 612-513. [9138

PRACTICALLY new 1921 A.J.S. Combination,
lavishly equipped, with electric lighting set, spare

wheel, and envelope, nood, screen, speedometer, very

small mileage; £95.—^Hillicr, 127, St. Marlj's Ed.,

North Kensington. 7 or 7A 'Bus. [9880

n 022 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, like new through-
-Lt^ out, mileage 375, Lucas Magdyno lighting,

electric horn, hood, side screen, spare wheel, Bonnik-
sen speedometer, fitted tool box, spare chains, valves,

etc.; genuine- bargain, -£150.—Uriiuhart. 166, Ashley
Gardens, S.W. [9675

S-pare Parts

:

A .J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Ka
St., Ealing.

AUdays.

Bond
(4806

ALLON 2f'lh.p., 2-speed. tax paid, all on, EODdj;on-
dition

"' " ' ' '
......,., ^__i-i.-

^35.-1921

£24.—Houchiii; 189a, High St., Peckham,
S.E.15. [9693

Allon, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., luUy
ecLuipped, registered, in excellent condition;

venings.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [L057

ALLON 2-stroke, Z.speed, clutch, kick-starter,

lamps, overhauled, recent model, exceptional
condition; £35.—Marlborough (Motor House), 20,

Finchky Bd., K.W.8. [6561

American X.

AMERICAN X, 2-speed, running, £30; sidecar,

i;8/10; exchange.—Johnson, 172, Avenue Rd.,
Acton. 19525

Arden.
A RDEN, 2-stroke, 2-speed, shop-soiled; £35, or

nearest cash offer.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors'

27, Stoclwell -St. Greenwich,

Ariel.

S.E.IO. [9334

ARIEL Combination 3i/,h.p. 1920, guaranteed in per-

fect condition; £75.—Apply Tremaine, Honiton.
[9464

ti\Z2 SV.h.P. Sports Ariel, fully equipped; first

-1-*/ reasonable oJSer to clear.—82, Caledonian Rd.,

N. [9647

ARIEL 1920 5-6h,p. Combination, S-speed, electric

lighting, perfect; 68 guineas; exchanges; photo-

graph.—Below.

ARIEL 1920 3V''h.p.. 3-speed, as new, 52 guineas;

with sidecar, 62 gaineas; exchanges; p'hoto-

graph.—Below.

ARIEL sy.h.p. 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination;
32 guineas; photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,

110, Upper Richmond Rd., Ea^t Sheen. [1115

1Q13 Ariel S'/ih.n., in good running order; £30.—
JlJ/Mr. Milker, 4, Percy Cottage, I! ames St., Waltou-

^6-7h.p, Ariel

[9393

combination,
lamps, ham, speedometer, screen, perfect order

-101, Great Portland St.. W.l.

3 speed, clutch, etc.,

[6617

fully

uu-Thames, Surrey.

AT Edwards'.—1920
lamps,

75 guineas.

1 Q22 Sponts Ariel,
-L*/ equipped, ia^
new; ijEeS.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [1129

A RIEL.—All models cash or gradual payment.;.^ Spares .supplied from stock.—'West Central Agency.
Wiricycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holboru, W.C.I. [0704

-| 022 8h.p. Ariel-M.A.G., electric and D.A. light-

Xt7 ing. Easting, speedometer, fully equipped, 2,500
miles only; owner- baying car; oilers.—Seen at jMagnet
M'otor Works, Lancing Rd., Croydon. [9514

Spare Parts:

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel
Agents and Spares Service Depot—Jones' .Garage,

Broadway, Mnswell Hill. N.IO. [0804

Bat.
£7.—Old Bat combination, magneto ignition; jooni

wanted.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [9926

BAT, 1921. October, under 600 milea, 6h.p., !-speed.
chain drive; £52; bargain.—7, ExhiI)ition Rd..

S.W.7. [1156
Beardmore.

BEARDMORE-PRECIBION 1921. electric light,

fully equipped, excellent condition ; bargain, £45.—Philpot. Klotors, Canterbury. [9764

Blackburne.

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne CombinatiotL, perfect order;
Xt/ £70; fully equipped.—Rannooh, Reading Rd.,
Farnborough, Hants. [8722

1 Q20 Blackburne Combination, Sturmey 3-speed,
-«-V clutch. Swan sidecar body, smart, tax
£48.-43, Leavesden Rd., Watford.

Blackbnrne 4h.p. and C,E
quipped, and in excellent condition; £55

paid;
[9834

T Q20 Blackbnrne 4i.p. and C,B. Sidecar, completely
Xv equipped, and in excellent condition; ffiSS.—The
Layton Garages, 3D, Hol.vwell St., Oxford. [9701

SECURE ONE OF THESE.

IN STOCK.
New Cars.

ig2z RHODE (self-starter f.ii extra) . . . £2S»
ig22 NEW HUDSON ,...". £230
J0^2 ROVER " 8 " £180
1922 COVENTRY PREMIER £230

New Solos.

J922 CALTtlORPE s/s £36
1922 O.K. s/s £39 18
1923 RUDQE I.O.iL £60
1922 CONNftUGHT s/s £39 18
1922 TRIOMPH " H " £80
1922 TRIUMPH BABY £55
1922 ALLON 2-speed £S5
1922 CALTHORPE 2-sp., with chitch ... £45
1922 O.K. 2-sp., with dutch £49 10
1922 Mckenzie lightweight £27 s

New Combmations.
r922 MATCHLESS Comb., .dynamo Itg.,

model" J " £180 11

1922 TRIUMPH, model " SD " £120
1922 ARIEL ^E97 10
J922 ARIEL C/7 £115
1922 TRIUMPH, all-chain £139 1«
1922 COVENTRY PREMIER £199 10

Second-hand Machines.

1921 ROYAL ENFIELD £115
J921 RUDGE, 3i h.p £52 10
1922 RUDGE £55
1922 O.K., s/s, cl., elec. Itg £37 10
1922 ROYAL RUBY, 2-spd., cl., K.S. ... £50
1922 CONNAUGHT, 2-spd., cl., K.S.

(shop-soiled only) £47 10
i92r ENFIELD Comb., dynamo, fully

equipped £121
r92o AMERICAN EXCELSIOR £97 10
1922 NEW HUDSON Comb £115
1921 O.K., 2-speed, dutch £37 10
1919 ENFIELD Comb £89 10
1919 TRIUMPH Comb £67 10
19:6 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p £28
1916 CALTHORPE, 2-speed £24 10
1919 TRIUMPH Comb £67 10
1922 QUADRANT, all-chain. As new... £75
1921 OVERLAND CAR £150
1922 COVENTRY PREMIER £173

Deferred Payments with option

of discount.

NEW CAR HIRE DEPT.

GT. PORTLAND STREET, ILWJ,
(Opposite Met, Station).

'Phone: Museum .497S.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.
50, High Road,

'Phone ; Hornsey 1956.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, N.K
151, High Street.

'Phone : "Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

Hire I>ept., Walthamstow 418,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

1 021 Sh.p. Blaclcburne Combination, Tery little nsX«7 and in perfect condition, licensed Deceml
1922; Any examination; bargain, £90.~Brainsb,
Peterborough. {8(

Bradbury.
BEADBUKT 1914 4h.p. Combination 2.«poea, i:

ditto solo, Philipson, £15; both excellent coi
tion.—7. Exhibition Ri, S.W.?. [9;

SOUTHPORT.—1921 Bradbury Combination, :

<?hain^ 3-speed, K.S. ; 49 guineas. Exchangea
Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [9i :

AT Edwards.—1922 2%h.p. Bradbury, 3-spe
clutch, K.S.. equipped, tax paid, indistinfini

able from new; 47 guineas; exchanges or deferred
101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [64

1 Q22 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-start
-1-v licensed year, fully equipped, indistinguisha
from new; £70: exchanges or deferred.—Edwar
50, Harringtoa Rd., South Kensington. [25

BHADBURY Combination, 4h.p., 2-speed. as n
renovated by makers late 1920 at oosi of £

inst overhauled, new piston rings fitted, lamps, r

belt, good tyres; best offer over ^£50.—K«nuett," ji

Eomuey- [!!

Brough.
BRAND New Siih.p. Brough 1922 Sports T:T.;

price ^115, our price £80.—Pioneer Mott
Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [91

SPECIAI, Competition 5-6h.p. Brough, first ride

last London-Exet«r, lavisTily equipped, 1 I

scratched, in perfect condition; evenings.— 4, Elm G
dens, Hammersmith. -

-fl( !

Brough Superior.

OSDON.

"DEOUGH SUPERIOR Service and Sales P

fpHE Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd.

GOLE Agents for London and thirty miles radiu
[

THE Sporting Rider's Ideal. Immediate deliveiy

Mark 2 6.Sh.p. solo, £125; Mart 2 -combi

tion, £150: j^rk 1 ado, :£150 ; J^ark -1 c^binrii.
£180. S.S. 80 supplied, with Brooklands certifi,

of 80 m.p.h., £165, delivered ten dayav Demonstral
models iu stock, catalogues post free on request,

tended p:lyment8 and exchanges.—9, 10, II, H(
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: 2450-1. 'Gioi

Track, Croydon. [0'

BROUGH SUPERIOR, Mark II. Combination, hi
equipped, taxed, absolutely new; £lQ5.-^i\

Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. " [1'

BRAND New 1922 Brough Superior, Mark I. mo^

side valve; list price £130, our price *12i
Pioneer Motors, Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [91

|

Sparc Parts: '

I

SPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame spa
f

#or Brough Superior in stock; write for list

G. and J. t)aw-son. The Idea:! Garage, Cambridge. [01 ,

Bronrn.

£22.—Brown 3i,<;h.p., low. fast, powerful; take pe
cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, L

don. [91

S.S.A.

SHOP-SOILED 8-7h.p. B.S.A, Combination, M
dyno, £140; H2 sports, 80.

CBOUNTY Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd., Bjaold I'

^ Birmingham. [7(

B.S.A. 1923 2';ih.p., £57/15; Sl'.h.p. Model Spo ,

£70.—Clifford Motolies, Eastwood, Notts. [91 I

20 B.S-A. Combination, excellent order : ,
£5(

Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.
,[981

BRAND New SVah.p. B.S.A. T-ouiing Model,.*!^*
drive; bargain, quick sale, £79.—Pioneer Mot

Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [91 I

B.S.A. Combination, 1919, 4>4h.p., Easting sen

lamps, horn, speedometer, new condition; £80

Philpot, Motors, Canterbury, 19'

,

B'
S.A. 4%h.p„ new, shoi>soiled, all chain, list pi

'

£107, must clear; £77.—Shepherd and Co., J

field Highway. Walttam Cross 31. (l:

B.S.A,, 1920, Model K (solo), 4%h.p., new 1 ^

vear, very good condition ; £55 ; no offers. I

ters onlj'.—117, Bromley Hd., Catford, S.E.6. C*

FOR Sale, B.S.A. motor cycle and sidecar, 2-sMl

1920 model; £80; in good condition.-Rous, No

wood Corner, Allhallows, nr. Rochester, Kent. [9i

BS.A., late 1918,' tax, insurance, completely
«"

hauled, -coftch iidBcai, .windsoreEn, speeiome

all on; £60.—Apply, Bonsfield, Giinsdale, OarMe.

•rj.S.A. 1916 4'/ih.p. Combination, all-chain IM<

19^

accessories, tax paid, in splendid condition; £

or exchangs.—A., 30, Thornsett Rd., Etalsfield, _IL

don, S.W. [91

1 Q21 4',4h.p. B.S.A. and large bulbous sidcoai, 011

J.U plete with lamps, Easting. Tan.8a«,. gK«;

meter, eto., splendid condition 1 £90.-Pnlwood, .'JJ

Eastwood, Notts, tSl

B42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

M-ptor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

ij . Enfield.

It Edwards'.—1922 2i4h.p. Enfield, kick-start°r

1. model, equipped with lamps and horn, tax paid.

I'istinguishable from new; 37 guineas. Exchanges
(deferred.—101. Great Portland St.. W.l. [9329

915 6h.p. Enfield Combination, fully equipped
with Bluemel windscreen, all lamps, horn, etc.,

•nty of spares, tax paid to December 31st, insur-

i'e policy to Juiie, everything in good order ; will

I-cpt £45; no olfers.—Day, Okehampton. [9S13

918 8h.p. Enfield Combination, specially built side-

bar, Inrge hood, windscreeu, electric lighting
• ougliout, electric nnd bulb horns, new chains ond
ifS, engine completely overhauled, everything in per-

]t condition; 75 guineas, or exchange Morgan, prefer-

jv G.P. appcintuient.—Trench. 10, Queen Viotnrin

)'.. Coventry. [9842

> pn re Parts

:

iM-'IELU Spares. —Immediate delivery. — Kaya, 8,

i Boud St., Ealing. [4801

" NFIELD Spares- and Repairs a Speciality.

—

Fulliiig's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. "Phone:
19. 15601

Excelsior.

jXOfeLSIOR 1922 Si/sh-P-. only run 500 miles; £40,
i or nearest.—Harrison, 8, Bath Ed., Worcester.

[9493

ll22 2">4h.p. Excelsior, run 1,500 miles. Blackburne
J7 engine; £55; perfect condition.—Apply, Kirby,
\T Ofll>:e School of Education. Shoinclifle. [8644

•]\2l Excelsior-Villiers, 2-speeds, Sturmey-Archer,
J' kick-start, dutch, fully equipped, taxed, as

r. , fullv guaranteed; £29.-51, Upper Richmond
F, Putney. ' [1130

"ISCELSIOR. De Luxe model. 2-stroke, 2-speed,
J clutch, K S., brand new, shop-soiled ; £45, or

n 'est cash offer.—Sam. E Clapham (Motors). 27,

S kwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.IO [9332

"IXCELSIOR-J.A.P. 8h.p., 1916 Combination, excel-
J lent condition, engine recently rebushed, sidecar
molstered, Lucas dynamo lighting, Binks carburetter;

|||.—^Prior, Couchmore, Esher. 'Phone: 122. [9610

f F.N.-

IN.,
4-cyl.. 2 speed; £20; exchange single, com-

bination.—7. Middle St., Hastings. [9745;

pare Parts :

IN. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904 ; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

|. -. 57, Ciicklewood Broadway, London. N.WJ2.
[1353

Harley-Davidson.
15.-1919 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 3 speeds, clutch,

^ K.S., only been 1,000 miles.—King, Egrove.
3;)rd. [9928

l|l22 Harley (De Luxe) model, mileage 800, condition
*] as new, buying car; ofEers.—Philhps, 20, Wiyht-
ul Ed., Harringay. r9823

CVRLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, 1919.
i-' all acces-sories, perfect running order; £85-—War-
wi, 27, Fairfax Rd., W.4. [9442

EiELEY 1920 7-9h.p., dynamo model, lampe, speedo-
iiiejer, perfect throutrhout ; £63 for quick sale.—

iSUtmore Avenue, East Ham. [^854

L'

22 7-9h,^. Harley, electric model, perfect condi-
tion, discs, spot light, etc.; £97, or near.—15.

fi lal Ed., Hampstead, N.W.6. [9616

C;.—1920 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, dynamo, ex-
*i change J.A.P. countershaft lightweight, not earlier
,9 , cash, oaers.—D. Barlow, Ramsey, Huntinadon-
1j!

. , [9820

1121 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, dynamo
lighting, perfect, small mileage; 80 guineas.

—

?e ce Garage, Turnham Green Station, S.W. (near
H;Pia). [9454

|j21 Harley-Davidson Combination, Coupette side-
U\ car. elfctric model, excellent; £100; terms with
!2 down.—Goad. 122, Maida Vale. W.9. 'Phone:
lia Vale 1353. [1033

ElULEY Combination 7-9h.p. 1921, perfect con-
dition, all accessories, mileage 3,000, guaranteed,

SI ?ell ; best auick oflfer accepted.—'Phone appoint-
iq. Mnsevim 7286. - [9938

pJKLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1919, electric model,
L :iln;uintnm discs, mndscreen, Tan-Sad, in excellent
MtioD; £80: seen London by arrangement.- Gardner.
la ott, Buckingham. [9397

K'UR Motor Cycle or (Combination taken in part
.payment for a Harley-Davidson, any rriodel; de-

^r;I payments.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High
ld;S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. [1031

I
(20 Harley-Davidson Combination 4h.p., flat twin,

•' 3 speeds, O. and K.S., all lampe, horn, speedo-
le-, absolutely as new, guaranteed; £75; exchanges.
-Inac'B. 243, Louver Clapton Ed., N-.E. Dalston
*»* [1081

IJEAND New 1922 Harley-Davidson Combination.
*never benn nsed, makers' guarantee, delivery this
« £155, nearest; also 1919" combination, beautiful
Hi.nmm sidecar, new condition, £90, nearest;
Old air sleeve, for Harley, 15/- (new).—122. Cov-
at Rd., Ilford, Essex. [9723

25, HORTON STREET r;!

HALIFAX. M
Pbone; 1400. 'Grams: P^rferti-^T &i¥0

1923 MODELS.
COVENTRY PREMIER, 10 h.p., 4.cyl., Z-sr. 230 gns.

GALTHORPE, 10 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-seater . . . 285 gns.

DEEMSTER, 10 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-seater £280
LAGONDA, 11.9 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-seater 280 gns.

SINGER, 10 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-seater £395 o
STONELEIGH, 8-9 h.p., 3-seater £185 o
LEVIS, 2J h.p., single gear £38 o
LEVIS, 2^ h.p., single gear, 2-speed £43 o
EDMUND-BLACKBURN, 2; h.p., 3-speed . £75 o
KIARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. combination £130 o
NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p., 3-speed £65 o
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. . . £125 o
SCOTT 3* h.p. Squirrel £89 o
O.K. JUNIOR, single gear £38 o

Cash, Exchange or deferred payments.

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
Each one overhauled and * ready to drive

away.

SOLOS.
ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS, 3i h.p £22 10
BLACKBURN, 1921, 4 h.p., 3-speed £59 10
ENFIELD, 1922, 2\ h.p., demonstration m/c £47 10
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, all-Chain £67 10
HUMBER, 3,1 h.p., 2-speed, tree engine . . £27 10
LEVIS, 1922, G.I, 67x 70 engine, as new. . £39 10
NORTON, 1922, Big Four, new £90
REX-ACME,1922,2S^ h.p.demonstration mx £42 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, 3h h.p., like new. . £52 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p £65
TRIUMPH, 1913, 31^ h.p., clutch model £29 10
VELOCE, 1920, 3J h.p., 3-speed £52 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ACE, 1921, 4-cyl. comb., tax paid £97 10
B.S.A., 1919, ii h.p., all-chjin comb £75
B.S.A., 1921, 6 h.p., all-chain comb £119 10
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1921, combination . . £62 10
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-7 h.p. COmb. £79 10
HARLEY, t919, electric comb., extra good £97 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive £45
MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p. comb £79 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. . £69 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., coach comb ^2 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p. comb £69 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p. comb £75
SCOTT, 3X h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid . . £49 10
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc., tax paid. . £79 10
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid £39 10
VELOCE, 1920, 31 h.p., 3-speed, new sc. . £67 10

RUNAROUTS.
PRECISION, 8 h.p., wants attention £47 10

(or offer)

H.F.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-seater, dynamo . £97 10
RICHARDSON, 1920, 2-seater, dickey seat £95 D

TRAVEL DE-LUXE.

£10 deposit and 25/- weekly buys

B.S.A., 1919, 4^ h.p., all-chain comb £75
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed, new sidecar £72 10
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-7 h.p. comb. £79 10
CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed, coach comb. £35
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., Z-speed comb., tax paid . £39 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive £45
MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p. comb £79 10
NEW HUDSON, 6 h.p., 3-speed comb £49 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. . £69 10
REX, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar £29 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., coach comb £42 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p. COmb..... £69 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p. Comb. ... £75
SCOTT, 31 h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid . . £49 10
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc., tax paid . £79 10
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid £39 10

75

MOTOH CYCLES FOH SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, rJelivored 1922; £70: 4h p.,
3-speed. kick-start, electric lighting, speedometer,

insured; a bargain.—11, Warwick St., 0.\ford. {9520

AT Ed\vards.-1920 (delivered 1921) 7-9h.p. Harle.v
Combination, De Luxe model, equipped with d.v-

pamo lighting, hood, windscreen, speedometer and
driving mirror, tax paid, in e.-^ceptional condition
throughout; 77 guineas; e.'ichanges or deferred.— 101,
Great Portland St., W.l. £1152

.?/>'/ re Parts:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [4804

H.\RLEY-DAVIDSON.—We have a very large stock
of second-hand spares of these well-known machines,

and on receipt of a post-card stating your .requiie-
ments we will, by return, quote you very competitive
prices; our stock comprises practically all parts.

—

Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l. I[9594

WARNING.—A large number of spurious Harley-
Davidson parts are now being sold. These aie

greatly interior to our standard quality, and have
f^iven serious trouble and dissatisfaction. All genuine
ilarley-Davidson parts, e.g., valves, pistons, piston
rings, hardened shafts, springs, etc., are supplied in
sealed packages only, and riders should refuse all
others. If unable to obtain locally, write us direct —
Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St
London. W.l. [094a

Hawker.
TTAWKER A'^h.p. 3-speed model; £75. E.':chaiige
--J- or deferred payments.—Longman Bros 17
Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [1127
TTAWKER 2;4h.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed,
-*-*- brand new, special clearance price; £70.—Lopg-
man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Ealing 689. [1126

T>RAND New 2%h.p. Hawker, 3-speed, dutch, kick-JJ start, Blackburne engine; list price £84, our
price *65.—Pioneer Motors, Grindlay St., Edinburgh.

SPECIAL Racing Hawker Motor Cycle for sale, nttcd
with 2%ih.p., O.H.V. T.T. Blackburne engine,

winner of several awards on road and track.-Write .uox
4562, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [9431

1 Q22 Hawker 2?4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, t^.x
-»-»/ year, Tan-Sad, indistinguishable from new; 38
guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Har-
iington Rd., South Kensington. [7519

m.p.h. Guaranteed.—1922, July, 2%h.p. o.h.v.
Hawker, 3-speed, all chain, special engine, pis-

ton and cams, only used competitions, many awards,
tax paid, photo, steers hands off at 60 m.p h. . wlirst
offers? Exchange considered.—Spikins, Warren
Lodge, Kingston Hill, Surrey. [9360

tlazlewood.
K-6h.p. Hazlewood-Jap Combination, 3-8peed K.S

,

'!-' new condition; £35, or exchange.—120, '

Argvie
St., St. Helens. t^077

Henderson.
21 Henderson Combination, dynamo lighting,
reverse gear, splendid condition; cost £300, necept

£135.-307, Cnmden Rd., HoUoway, N.7. [9316

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Lfd.-1922 De Luxe Hender-
son motor c.vcles in stock at the new- reduced

figure of £137.- 157b. Gt I'ortland St., W.l, [2350

"DRAND New Henderson De Ltixe, with MiUford De
--' Luxe sidecar, most luxurious outfit; list price
£175, our price iBl 10.—Pioneer Motors, Grindlay St.,
Edinburgh. [9541

"DARKER'S Motors, the Henderson specialists and
-*-* authorised agents. Overhauls and repairs car-
ried out; aU spares in stock; deferred payments.—194
Balham High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: Latchmere 4441

[1028
Hobart.

20 Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, good condition ; £25 —
W. Oluett, Tarporley. [9492

HOBART (1919), 2-stroke, in excellent condition,
lamp set, inechanical horn: £50.—The Wimbledon

Park Engineering Works, Ltd., 74, Arthur Rd., 6.W.10.
[9387

1Q22 Hobart, 2%h.p. Blackburne. 3-speed, .dutch,
Tt/ Sturmey-Archer model, brand new, list £73;
accept £65, or near cash offer.—Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27. Stockwell St., Greenwich. S.E.IO. [9336

Humber.
^3.h.p. Twin Humber, dropped, perfect; bargain,
fWi £12.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Houns-
low. (9983

1 Q22 Humber Flat Twin Combiriation, completely
-!-</ equipped, equal to new; cost £145, accept
£90 cash.—The LaytoD Garages, 30, Holywell St.," Ox-
ford. [9704

"I Q22 Humber; special offer of our last remaining
JL*^ standard touring model, brand ne%v; list price
£110, special cash price £80.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. [9714

Indian.

INDIAN, 1922, Scout, like new, taxed: 68 guineas

-

R. B. Clark and Co.. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[3598

19

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOJR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 5h.p. Goachbuilt Combination; £25; light-
weight part.—Box 4593, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[1006

"I
020 Indian Combinatioii, spring frame, powei'plna

J-iJ modeU £48.

—

SZ, Menidale Rd., Wolverhamp-
ton. [9362

7-9h.p. Indian Combination 1919, S-speed, K.S., in
good condition; £60.-785, Lincoln Rd.. Peter-

horonsh. [9920

POWERPLUS Indian Combination, Binks, equipped,
taxed, discs; £40.-10, College Slip, Bromley,

Kent. {P) [9890

£18, offers.— Indian 5-6h.p., o.h.v., clutch, Araac,
all-chain, lamps, tools, very fast.—18, Freelands

Rd.. Bromley, Kent. [9727

1 Q 15 Indian 3V'li-P- Twin, 3-speed combination,
-Lt7 excellent; £37/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone : Maida Vale 1353. [1036

INDIAN Combination 5h.p., 3-speed, K.S., fax paid,
lamp^, horn, good condition, trial ; £4Sj or nearest

ofler.— 5, Railway Cottages, J..V. Lichfield. [9484

1 Q ZIV2 Indian Scout, scarcely used, positiwly uu-
J-*^ scratci-ed, lighting, speedometer: 75 gTiiueas, es-
chauge.—284, South Lamheth Rd.. S.W.8. [9829

AT Edwards' —1914 7h.p. , clutch Indian, lamps,
horn, tax paid, nice order; 24 guineas. Ex-

changes or deferred.—101, Great Portland St.^ W.l.
[9328

7-9h.p. Indian 1919, Binks, good condition, any
trial, sidecar optional; sell or exchange late 2%h.p.

A.J.S. or o.h.v. Blackburne.— Gaskell, Wootllea, Orrell
Rd., Wigan. [858X

1020 Indian Combination 7-9h.p., fully eijuipped,
--*^ electric lighting, speedometer, CaD^eo n'indscreen,
exceptional bargain to clear stock; £70.—The Layton
Garages, Bicester, Oson. [9817

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1921 model, new last
MarcTi, done under 4,000 miles, has been care-

fully ridden, and is m perfect condition; price £93.

—

Greswell, Wellesboume Hall, Warwick. [9371

^A Guineas. Exchange.—1919 Indian, 7-9h.p., 3vri speeds, kick-start, coach sidecar, windacreen,
luggage grid, lamps, smart, fast, splendid condition.
—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. [9333

INDIAN Combination 1920, 7-9h.p., fully equipped,
electric lighting and horn, dynamo, speedometer,

accessories, mileage- 4,000, new condition throughout,
been well looked after ; Kent; offers.—Box 4580 c/o
The Motor Cycle. [9605

NO Reasonable Offer Refused or solo part exchange
late 1914 7-9h.p. Indian combination, in really

nice condition; photo; any trial, examination; de-
liver reasonable distance.—Solwaybank, Hayes, Kent.
'Phone ; Bromley 532. [1043

DAYTONA Indian, 9.8h.p., sports sidecar, electrio
lighting, speedometer, sidecar brake, rtgid frame,

4-speed gear, spare carburetter, handle-bars, etc., small
mileage, new tyres, in excellent condition; cheap.—L.
Runton, Burnside, llkley, [1041

QK Guineas.—Indian 7-9h.p., 1921, delivered thia
KJtJ year, with Mills-Fulford sidecar, Plus-One 2-
seater body, dynamo lighting, hood, Auster screen,
3 lamps, speedometer, Klaxon electric horn, legshields,
pillion seat with back and lootrests, practically in-

distinguishable from new, tax paid.—Delancey Street
Garage, Camden Town. N.W.I. [9895

1Q16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, K.S. and clutch,
-L V Lucas lighting set, speedometer, rear wheel
drive, Stewart mechanical horn, full tool kit, engine
has just been thoroughly overhauled and new B. and
B. carburetter and Bosch magneto fitted, the whole
machine is in excellent condition and running order,
enamel like new; expert examination invited; £35;
must sell.—F. C. Lingley, New St^ Woodbridge, Suf-
folk. [9943

iipare Parts:

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London.
W.l.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

dways in stock. .Write for free spare part liet, stating
pear pf manufacture. [0752

INDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for all

models; all second-hand spares sent on approval;
write, call, or 'phone; we can saT6 you money.—Lang-
ford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hampstead
3616.

"

[1354

INDIAN Spares, 1909-1922. jew. also second-hand,
from fitock ; send hat requirements for our prices.—

Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Rd., London.
'Phone: Brixton 3129. The firm with a repirtntioa
for promptness and sntiefac'-.ra. [3787

Invlcta.
20.—1920 2%h.p. Invieta, 2-stroke. perfect order
throughout.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [9929

3ih.p. Invieta Combination, practically new, owner
2 mnst sell; £65-—TomHneon, 194, Church Rd.,

aove. [9477
Ivy.

rVY 1922 2V2li-P-. 2-speed, C. and K.S., accessories,
2V2in. tyres, licensed, splendid condition, recently

>verhauled, owner purchasing sidecar model Ivy; North
tVilts; nearest £50.—Box 4550, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[9435

£

#?J£jfe:

TAYLORS
Sote LonaoD and Dismci uistnuucin i .Agents
for A.J.S., Excelsior, ani onel'' M'Vo'- '^vcl<»^.

CASH OR CREi^IT

BARGAINS
On view at our extensive
South Kensington Showrooms.

A.J.S. 1922 2I h.p. Model Bi £65

LEA-FRANGIS$£50

SUNBEAM ^^ £85

TRIUMPH'S^ £35

A.J.S.
rg22 2| h.p. Model Bi.
Combination. Special
' demonstration model £88

A.J.S.
1920 6 h.p. with spare
wheel, hood, electric

lighting, speedometer,
horn £100

B.S.A.
iq2r 6/7 h.p., detach-
able wheels, lamps,
horn, etc. £120

CEDOS
igir 2t h.p. Candelet
sidecar, electric equip-
m.ent, harttj tools, etc. £75

pCHLES8iaS::£jfl5

||E[IDERS0N/iSI;£140
Speedometer, etc;

Cash only.

TRIUMPH^£t3r£75
RIDE WHILE YOU f>AY.

Any of the above barsains mav be had aoon oa- liberal

Ea^ Payment terms except where marked " Cash only."

Write for proposal form if unable to call, stating make of

machine that interests you—and remember we can supply

any make of New Machine and many other excellent

carefully used combinations and solo monnts at bargain

prices.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms Motorcycle3 and Cars.

62-53. Sussex Place, Sontb Eensin^ton.
Accessorjes, Spare Parts and Repairs.

21a. ^tore Street Tottenham Conr^ Roai, W.C.I
Wholesale: 38. AJIreti Place. W.CL
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i,

Telephones: Accessories and Repairs, Museum 124©.
Motorcycles and Cms, Kensington 7260.

Xelegrams: .. " Dynametro, Westcent, London.^'

MOTOR CYCLES F0« SAlE. I

Ivy.' '"
'

IVY.—Allan Gruzelier, Ulster Chambers U I

gent St., W., has for disposal one ol thfc
Tourist Trophy machines, in mew coniiitioi
capable of 65 in.p.h.; price £65, . .. *'.

iipare Paris:

IVY.—Engine spares from stock.—Maodffl
Great Portland St., W.l. /

James.
4ih.r. James Coinhinatiou 1918, recently .,

.

2 Mill accept £45.—Treuiaine, Honiton.

1 Q20 3V'h.p. Twin James, lamps, renfy'-'i
-Ltf away; £35.—Day, Arch 23, Walmer 1
Kensington, W.IO.

JAMES 5-6h,p. Combination, late 1919
1

order, lamps, screen, legshields, Tan-Sad
—Redding, 248, Holly Lane, Erdington.

AT Edwarde. -1922 SV^h-p. fiport.s James; cq
tax paid, indistinguishable Irdm new;- 79

j

Deferred payments and exchanges.—101, Great t
St., W.l.

JAMES SVih.p., new 1921, 3-speed, kick-etwt
overhauled and repainted, guaranteed

mechanical condition; .sacrifice £55.— Adle,'
Works, Bozells St., Birmingiiam.

£49/10.—James, late 1920 4Vih.p., 3-speed.
kick-starter, enclosed chain drive, 28x5 i

with Henderson lightweight sideca.r, 3 lanii
Klaxon horn, tax paid.—Delancey Street Garagi
den Town, N.W.I.

1 020 5-6h.p. Jam.es De Luxe Combinatioo,
;J-t/ dynamo lighting, electric horn, Eaatinj

screen, luggage grid, full tool kit, just beet
1

oughly overhauled, and all in splendid cot 1

£65.—B. Timbers, Castle St., Woodbrtdge, 9ul
,

7 h.p. JameSf special semi-sporting sidecar,
i

changeable wheels, Magdyno, legshields,
meter, under 4,000 miles, hew c-ondition. perf
gine; selling, account of health; £130, or oH
spection invited Ealing.—Box 4583^ c/o The
Cycle.

^p(ire Parts:

JAMES Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kay;,
- 10, Bond St., Ealing; : .

'

WHITBYS.—James aijaies, expert service.

-

Vale. Acto-i, W.3. 'Phoner Cbiswick 15U

J.E.S. -
T A Guineas.—J.E.S. 1921, 2'^hjp., 2-stixrij«;^k!X^ meter, taxed, equipped.

—

-10, BaronsmcEil
Barnes, i

J.E.S. liyi.p. Motor Cycle for sale, Uttlt

handles slightly rnsty, tyres prai;tii:aHy a

»o use for same; price 19 guineas, carriage pfik

Goodwiu-Courtman, Awre, Gloucestershire.

Kerry.
5-6h.p. Kerry, T. B. magneto, Aih'ac ; £14, iOr eJ 1

lower part.—Shepherd's Link, Kennawa9',.'3'|

Kingsbury.

LATE 1920 Kingsbury- 23/4h.p., 2-speed, Avinin-r

medal, perfect; £30.—O'Hara. jS"evil] Holt,

Harborough.
Lea<Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS 1920, 3Voh.p. J.AJ.. perfec-

H. 21, Westdown Rd., Catford, S.E.

AT Edwards'.—1920 S'/jh.p. Lea-Francis,
engine, fully equipped, lamps,, horn, speed'

perfect order; .48 guineas. Exchanges or defc

101, Great Portland St.. W.l. >

Levis.

T>REMIEB Motor Co., the. Levis speoialistJ.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 1923 Levis Modeh !

the last few 1922 models at further grea :

duced prices. 2Mh.p. . Popular, single gear^ 1

Model S, ZVih.-p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, I

Model G2, 247 c.c, 2-speed, clu-tch, kick-start '

deferred payments 4% extra; sent on appi

Premier Motor Co. Ast-cn Rd^ Birmingham,

LEVIS 2i4h.p. 1921, fully equipped, Used, [

£23-—10, i3flronsmead Rd., Barnes.

LEVIS, 2 speeds, clutch, cliain drive, perfect

tion; ^40.-5, Inverine Rd.,. Charlton, S.E

LEVIS 2i^h.p., single speed, lamps, BHaxon,
'

series, tax paid perfect; £27.—16L Hono
Leytonstone.

LEVIS Popular model (Sept.. 1920}. perfect ecu

low mileage, new tyres (heavy rem), loaB" M
!

£24 lowest.—48, Grosvenor Avenue, WaihngtoD.

Id 22 Levis, 2 speeds. Stnrmey, hand clatoli.

JLt/ new; reduced to £48; exchanges or ofiii
;

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Bd., N.E. Diristor

Spare Parts:

ODFEEYS, Ltd., 208, Qt. Portland St.. I

\

»-" W.l.—Complete stock of all Levw «)a«'j

always in stock. Write for free spare part iw. 1}

year of manufacture.

G^

B4t) 411 letters relating to advertisements should auote tl^e number at the end of eacb advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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all-chain
Eleanor

[9698

'MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Lliicoln-Elk.

i,
INCOI/N-ELK Combination, AVih.p., 2-speed coun-

M torshaft, kick-start; 38 guineas; take solo part,

Iji?, Keubury St., Camberwell, London. [9737

I' Martinsyde.
^iQ5._1922 6h.p. twin Wartinsyde Combination, fully
'' oquippeil. splendid order throughout.—Speechley,

Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick
02. [9773

922 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, brand new,
touring model; £120/10; casii or deferred.

—

irrisE and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., Swiss Cot-
;e, N.W.3. [9559

[AETINSYDE Combination 1921, electric lighting,

very lully eQiiipped, in excellent condition; £90.—
:ilier imd Co.. 5, 'Williams Mews, Lowndes Square.
iV. Vii^toria 2595. [0958

'OBERTSONS Motors, Limited, are the London
.^ ' Miirliiisyde Service agents; trial runs arranged.
33 moilels now available at the new prices, spare-s

.^
ked.-lSyB, G-t. Portland St., W.l. [1122

\n22 Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination, complete witli
.?' Milford sidecar, cost £160, has only been used
;ew times; a gift at £130; cash or deferred.—Marl-
tougfa (Motor House), 20, Finchley Rd.. N.W.8.

[6560
y'pare Parts:

•rAltXINSYDE Spore Parts are obtainable from
hL stuck lit Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Mu^well
I|l, London, N.IO. [0918

! Massey-Arran;
'Q Giiineas.—Massey-Arran, late 1922
*^ Blackbume, 3-speed, clutch, "K.S.,
eve, speedometer, equipped, licensed. — lA
i)7e. White Hart Lane, Barnes.

Matador.
"fUiAN GRUZELIER, the Matador-Bradshaw
4 Specialists, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St.

i;UR Successes with the 500 c.c. and 1,370 c.c.
" Bradshaw engine in 1922 having proved without
sloubt the unquestionable efficiency of oil cooling,
l;h for touring and racing, we have every confidence,
a sole distributing agents for I^ondon, Surrey, and
fesex, in recommending for 1923 the 2^h.p. o.h.v.
Ktador-Bradshaw.

RIEE; Specification r 348 c.c. Bradshaw engine, 3-

-: speed Burman gear box, clutch, kick-starter,

f X80 Dunlops, speed 60 m.p.h.; price £75,

iOME and see it before the Show. A few country
' agencies still open. [8687

' Matchless.
TATCHLESS 1919 Combination, all on, tax paid,
k- splendid condition; £80,—Houchin, 189a, Hieh St.,
Ijkhani, S.E.15. [9691

1121 Model H Matchless Combination, every pos-
-11' sible accessory; £87/10; exchanges.—24, Balliol
E, North Kensington. [1107

HaTCHLESS 1921-22 Model H, windscreen, spare
-L wheel, hood, M.A.G. engine, Lucas lighting; 88
E';eas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [1100

f ATCBXESS. all models, 1923 prices; best ex-
•Ij change allowances; deferred.—Agents, - R. B.
Ck and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1155

1|23 Mat<.!hl6ss, the world's best, at revised prices to
4 suit all : cash, - exchange, easv terms.—Sam E.
Cham (Motors), 27. Stockwell St., Greenwiehi S.E.IO.

( . [7528
4 5.~Sacrifice, 1921 Matchless Model H, electric
^ light, M.A.G. engine, lavishly equipped, hood,
wlscreen, etc.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield,
Sj [1045

4 5.—Matchless combination, M.A.G., 3-speed, speed-
F'. ometer, lamps, hood, screen, perfect running,
tsd, insured,—Hall. 21, Dover Rd., Wanstead Park,
B .

- [9613

T! ATCHLESS Combination, Sh,p., 2-speed, lamps,
*' hLTii, etc., overhauled, good running, order; 40
Meas.-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
siLon. [1142

TIATCHLESS Combination, 1921, M.A.G. engine,
•L Lucas lighting set, speedometer, spare wheel, ex-
-d nt condition ; £110. — A. Norris, 15, Hazlewood
tt| Putney. [9530

"SATCHLESS 1922 Model H. run 50 miles only,
i accessories, legshields, etc., tax paid, brand new;
IT £193; sacrifice £110.—A., 30, Thornsett Sd.,
E sfie!d, London, S.W. [9991

AiiTCHLESS Combination. Model H2, August, 1920.
1^' new condition, mileage 2,600, Tan-Sad, legt^hiekls,
lie, screen, spare wLeel, Lucas electric lighting; £95.—
J,,road Green Rd., Old Swan, Liverpool. [9457
/*': Edwards.—1919 8h.p. Victory Matchless Com-
Ci bination, Lucas lamps, Bo-nniksen speedometer.
Ep3 wheel, new condition throughout; 70 guinea?.-
eianges or deferred.—101, Grea-t Portland St., W.l.

;
[1150

\>1IR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
^payment for a Matchless . solo or combination;
ttifamous spring frame machines; deferred payments.
-rker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12.
I ne ; 4441 Latchmere. (1029

IT'S

BAMBERS
for

BARGAINS
ALL MACHINES CARRY OUR USUAL

3 MONTHS GUARANTEE.

1915

1917

J919

1919

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

3920

1921

1921

1922

1922

1922

1922

1922

4 h.p. DOUGLAS comb., electric lamps,
screen, horn, etc £50

4I h.p. B.S.A. comb., 3-speed, clutch

and K.S., horn, a gift '.
. . . £45

4 h.p. DOUGLAS comb., lamps, horn,

screen, etc £57
7-9 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus, lamps,

horn, ^-speed, etc... £48
3I h-p. P- & M., 2-speed, clulch and
K.S., horO, a gift £38

8 h.p. MATCHLESS comb., fully

equipped, spring frame, etc £80
6 h.p. A.J.S. comb., fully equipped, as

new, many extras £115
5-6 h.p. ZENITH, electi ic lamps, speedo-

meter, etc £50
7-9 h.p. INDIAN comb., dynamo,

speedometer, etc £55
7-9 h.p. INDIAN comb., dynamo, elec-

tric horn, screen, etc £63
7-9 h.p. AMERICAN-EX., 2-seater side-

car, lamps, etc., etc £55
7-9 h.p. AMERICAN-EXn only run

1,000 miles, as new £65
4i h.p. ARIEL comb., all-chain diive,

fullv equipped £75

2-J h.p DOUGLAS, lamps, horn, knee-
grips, etc., as new £53

2^ h.p. WOLF-BLACKBURNE. O.H.V.
engine, fully equippeti ' £58

2h h.p. CONNAUGHT. 2-speed, clutch

and K.S., fully equipped £44
3ih.p. NORTON, 16 H model, Lucas

accessories £72
4 h.p. TRIUMPH comb., all-chain drive,

fully equipped, as new £115

ALL MACHINES LICENSED AND IN
EXCELLENT CONDITION.

EXCHANGES
&

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

WRITE NOW for Full Li^ts.

R.Bamber&Go.Ltd.

2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.
PHONE 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Ck)mbiDation.'i.—T. .J. Ross, of 86, High
Rd., Lee. S.E. (phone Lee Green 774), will be

pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery.
Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
stration model always In stcx;k. Purchasers taught
free. Large assortment of new and second-hand motor
cycles always in stock. [3244

''>parc Parts:

MATCHLESS Spares.—Immediate delivery.— Kay?,
8 and 10, Bond St., Ealing. [9446

MATCHLESS Spares, for J.A.P. or M.A.G. l-y le-

turn. post free.—Jones' Garage, ilatchless Agent.
Broadway. Muswell Hill. N.IO. [0808

McKenziC:
MaKENZIE Motor Cycle, new; rare bargain; com-

plete, licensed; £23/ 10.- Lloyd, 105a, Seven
Sisters Rd., London. N. [7317

Metro.
"1Q20 Jletro-Tylei Sports model, excellent ordni : £25:
-»- tf exchanges.—Hoinac's, 243, Lower Clapton ltd.,

iS".E. iJjlston 2408. [1082

BARGAIN.—Metro-Tyler 1922 sports model, 2 speed,
soiled only; 38 guineas; photograph.—Peter

Gordon. Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen.
[8249

Minerva.
'ff?14.—Minerva 3^2h.p., fine condition, new Dunlops,^ C.A.V.—Write" particulars, Butt, Stewkley, Bucks.
{P) [9503

MINERVA 2^4h.p., new frame, spring forks, new
Bosch, B.B.; £10; licensed.—133, Northfield Rd.,

Coventry. [9408

31,h.p. Minerva, countershaft, 2-speed gear; bar-
2 gain, £12.—Fisher, Sprmgwell Rd., Heston.

Hounslow. [9984
Motosacoche.

9 Guineas.—Motosacoche 2V4h.p. 1914, exceptional
condition, good tyres.—10, Baronsmead Rd.,

Barnes.
"

;[9785

Ner a-Car.
£57.-1922 Ner-a-Car, slightly ehop-soiled only; bnr-

gaia.—SouLh Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24.
[1021

NER-A-CAR, 1921, milcgae 800, condition excel-
lent; seen London; £43.—Box 4584, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [9686
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 2Vih.p., 2-speed, excellent condition
;

£32.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury. [9766

1 Q22 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speecl, fully equipped.
-1*3' unscratched; £25.—Ward, South-Western Gar-
age, New Maiden, Surrey. [9677

1 Q20 New Hudson ^h.p. Combination, lamps,
-LU speedometer, screen ; £ 60 ; taxed.—James, c/o
Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9975

NEW HUDSON 1915 Combination, 3-speed, clutch
and K.S. hub gear, good condition; £35; or

separate.-Houchin, 189a, High St., Peckham, S.E.15.
[9692

3ih.p. New Hudson, about 1916, 2 speeds, just been
4 re-enamelled and plated, including tank, disc

wheels; £23.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd-^ Bowes Park,
N.ll. [9900

NEW HUDSON 2'4h.p. 1922, 2-speed, clutch and
kick-start, all-chain drive, lamps and horn,

shop-soiled only; £50.—Fredrics and Co., Ltd., 89,
G,t. Portland St., W.l.

,

[9966

"I
Q20 New Hudson 4h.p. Combihation, lamps, tool?,

-JL tf speedometer, legshields^ child's seat attach-
ment, in first-class condition; bargain, £60.—Rhind
and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Slanchester. [9535

1 Q20 (June) New Hudson 2i4h.p. 2-speed, touring,
J. »7 mileage 2,700, speedometer, lamps, horn, insured
to June, same owner since new from makers; £45. com-
plete.— 8, Commerce Rd., Wood Green, N. 'Phone:
Pidmei's Green 455. [9455

New Imperial

£29, or near offer.—2^4h,p. New Imperial-Jap, 1916,
clutch, K.S., 2 speeds.—Wilson, 24, Stoke Pal.,

Guildford. [9368

NEW IMPERIAL, 1922, 2^4h.p., all-chain, 3-speed,
taxed, practically unueed; £55.—Clark, 7, Ex-

hibition Rd., S.W.7. [5856

fji3.h.p. New Iraperial-.Tap, June. 1921, 2-speed clutch,
-V 4 kick-start, good condition ; £38.^39e, Em-
perors' Gate, Gloucester Rd. [9638

1 Q22 2%h.p. New Imperial-.Tap, 3-speed, clutch
X</ and kick-starter, used 3 times; £45; ex-
changes.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1111

NEW IMPERIAL 2Vjh.p. J.A.P. . 2 speeds, acces-
sories, tax paid, splendid condition; £24.—A..

136, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, London, S.W. [9995

£26.—2%h.p. New Imperial, kick-ctarter. 1916, com-
pletely overhauled, new piston, valver!, and bear-

ings.—Laker, " Bidgemount," Sellindge, Ashford. [9846

AT Edwards.—1921 8h.p. 'New Imperial Combina-
tion, all-chain drive, 3-speed, kick-starter and

clutch, electric lighting, horn. Easting Royal wind-
screen, pillion seat, legshields, perfect condition
throughout tax paid ; 85 guineas ; exchanges or de-

ferred.—101, Great Portland St., W.l. [1151

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advettisement, and the date of the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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NORTON,
H. Julian, 84. Broad St., Readiii;

l^EAV 16H 1922 Norton, oversize

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

AT Edwards.—1920 2'!4h.p. 2-&peed New Imperial,
fully equipped, good condition ; 29 guineas; ex-

fhaiiges or deferred.—101. Gt, Portland St., W.l.
[8404

1 QlS Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, ail-chain
^*^ drive, electric lamps, tax paid, Eiasting wind-
y.Tcen. splendid runniug order; X55.—D. and S. Auto-
car Co., 33, The Pai-ade, Golders Green. [9148

Upare Farts:

NEW IMPERIAL Sware Parts.—London stockists,
Rey. 173, Gt. Portland St._ 'Phone: Langham

1257. Open till 6 p.m., 1 o'clock Saturdavs.
[0855

Norton.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for Norton Bargains.

SPECIAL Offer of a few brand new 1922 Nortons
at astounding reduction; Model 16H 3V2h.p., 3-

speed, list price £115, reduced to £30; Model No. 1
Big 4, 3-speed, list price £120, reduced to £85; de-
terred payments 4% extra; free delivery.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. f9087

1S22, Model 16H, shop-soiled; £85.—
[9576

tyres ; any
offers?—391, King St., Hammersmith. [9973

BRAND New 3'/.h.p. Norton, 16H M^odel; bargain,
^85.—Pioneer JMotors, Grindlay St., Edinburgh.

[9540
"1020 Norton Big 4, sports sidecar, fully equipped,
M. t/ liplendid condition ; £75 j Accrington.—Box 4564,
do The Motor Cycle. [9483

LATE 1921 Norton 16H, mileage 2,500, like new,
speedometer; bargain, £78, or near offer.—Bruns-

wick Hoiise, Tiverton. [8675

NORTON 1922 Super- Sports, dose ratio sear box,
Ricardo piston, Lucas lamp, tax; 70 guineas.

—

U. Rock, Ci-adley, Staffs. [9546

HALIFAX.—Norton (brand new), 1922 models,
special exchange allowances to clear.—Halifax

Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [9566

NORTON 1922, special engine, tuned by Judd,
72 m.p.h., PhilUpaon lamps, taxed, periect con-

dition; £57.-40, Lowlands Rd., Harrow. [982i

BIG 4 Norton Combination, 1922, countershaft,
kick-start, equipped, taxed; £98.—Sidney, 769,

Romford Rd., Manor Park, London. E.12. [9007

Q/l Guineas.-Noi-ton, 1919-20, T.T., S^/^h.p., Philip-
O-t son, Binks, 60 m.p.h., guaranteed, equipped,
licensed.—lA, Eleanor Grove, M^hite Hai-t Lane, Barnes.

[9697

1 Q21 Norton Model 16H, completely equipped,
X *y lamps, horn, speedometer, and tax paid, very
smart and f^st : £65.—The Laytou Garages, 30, FoH--
well St., Oxford. [9709

NORTON 1921 3>jh.p. Combination, special alu-
minium sports i^idecar, Lucas Magdyno lighting.

splendid condition; bargain, £80.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [9580

rCk22 Norton ; special offer -of our last remaining
*y 16H 3^/.h.p. sports model, 3^speed, brand new; list

price .£115.' special cash price £75.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9713

-| Q22 16H Norton, mileage 1,500, Best and Lloyds*
Xt? mechanical oiling, Bonniksen speedometer,
Lucas large lamps, co£,fc £135; sell £78.—37, Arling-
ton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [9750

20UTHP0RT.—1922 brand new 16H Noiton. uu-
ridden, barely soiled; 79 guineas. 1921 16H.

model, Lucas dynamo, superb condition; gift, 69
guineas. Exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Sotith-

port. . - [9871

S°

"I
Q20 Norton- 4h.p., De Luxe sidecar^ Watford

Xtf speedometpr. Binks carburetter, electric light-

ing, two new 700x 80 tyres, perfect condition ; £75,
or near cHer.—Robinson ai\d Bendard. Motors, Cook-
ham, Berks. [9364

~|Q21 Norton Big Four, Lucas laiui>s, speedometer,
X «7 Klaxon, knee grips, watch, mileage 500, indis-

tinguishable from new, guaranteed perfect through-
out; 80 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards.
50, Harrington Rd.. South Kensington. [9310

VERY Fast Genuine 1919 B.R.S. Norton, hand-con-
trolled Philipson pulley, Lucas horn, lamps, knee

grips, Bonniksen, tyres tind enamel absolutely un-
SLiatrhed, specially tuned, 70 m.pJi. guaranteed, tools,

many spares; £47/10.—Bloomfield, 99, Ashleigh Rd..
Mortlake. [9972

N.U.T.

N.U.T. 1921, J.A.P twin, touring model, acces-
sories, Tan-Sad, insured, nearly new, genuine,

Dought combination; £65, lowest.—1, Southsea Rd.,
Croydon. [9650

N.U.T. 1920-21 Sports Combination, electric, clock,
speedometer, well tyred, licensed, beautiful order;

60 guineas.—Terrace Garage^ Turnham Green Station.
S.W. (hear Olympia). [9452

O.K.

O.K., 2-Epeed: £28.—Apply Penbertby, Station
House, Woldingham, Surrey. [9655

1 O20 O.K.-Villiere, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., taxed,
Xt/ excellent condition; £35, or nearest; seen ofter 6.

-34, Huddleaton Rd., Tufnell Park, N. [9395

RIDEEZI
SPECIAL

OFFER OF
34 H.P. Twin Cylinder

AND SIDECAR

£90 CASH OR
DELIVERY MAY BE OBTAINED WITH
FULL COMPREHENSIVE POLICY ON

PA YMENT

of £24 10 DEPOSIT and

18 MONTHLY PAYMENTS of

£4 6. CARRIAGE EXTRA.

The undermentioned iirms have

kindly consented to Exhibit, Demon-
strate and SuQply the above Machines
on exactly the same terms.

LnrERPOOL.
Messrs. Blake, J., &Co.,I.td., iioBold Street,

BIRKINGHAM.
Messrs. Clowes & Platts, 2t8 Corporation St.

NOTTINGHAM.
Messrs.The Campion Cycle Co., Carlton Street.

LEICESTER.
Messrs. The Quorn Garage, Belgrave Gate.

LONDON.
Messrs. Allen Bennett & Co., Ltd., 9, jo & n

RoyalParade, Croydon.

RIDEEZI SALES LIMITED,

5, Victoria Street,

London, S.W.I,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE,
O.K.

1Q21 O.K., as new, hardly used, taxed; £27.-0J-v Horley St., Biahops Stortford, Herts. , UIt
-I020 2"jih.p. O.K. 2-speed, fully equipped, licei-Ltr good condition throughout; £45, or neare
Turk, Church Ed., . Goodhurst, Kent. [;

'

O.K. Junior, 1921, 2'jih.p. Villiers engine, fiy«
magneto, 2-speed, fully equipped, insured

paid, splendid condition; £28/10.—Gilchrist, <Jra
Ed., Ipswich. ft .

AT Edwards'.—1921-22 2V2h.p. ©.K. Jimior.. B-ap

'

kick-starter, and clutch, fully equipped d .

inee-grips, tax paid, perfect order ; 34 guineag. l

changes or deferred.—101, Great Portland St., W
[J

Omega. <

OMEGA-J.A.P.. 1920. all on, excellent condit !

£53.-21,- Hathaway Hd., Croydon. [(

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2 speeds, semi-T.T., splendid «
tion, taxed; £26.-2, Palace Gardens Ten

Kensington. r<

/~\j\fEGA-J.AJP., 2 speeds, nfiw engine, carbure
magneto fitted 1921, exceedingly fast

gain.—7, Cowdrey E^l., Wimbledon. Ei!

OMEGA-VILLIER3 1921 2y4li.p., 2-speed. i^
lamps and horn, done 500 milee; £35.-14, \

man^Jy Place, Brixton (opposite Eussell St.). [^

P. and M.

1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, new covers; i40,M~& Offer.—83, .St. Albans Ed., Watford. H
(

£17.-3V2h.p. V. and M., 2-speed, clutch, K-g.,
running order.—King. Egrove. O.xford.^ \\

P. ajid IVr. 1918 Combination, lamps,--honi, •etc.,

paid, makeis' overhaul; £37/10 cash.—Below.

-| C|23 P. and M. Be Luxe Solo, actually ia %'.

J-«-^ at the reduced price -of £105.—Kenneth K
i

-and Co.. 4, Berkeley Mews, Cormausht St., Lon
"Phone: Padd. 1177. —

{\\

"I
Q17-18 P. and M. Combination; 37 guineas- geii

'

J-*^ tr.trgiUu.—Vickers, 96, Paulet Ed., Camberai

1Q19 P- and^l., 3 speeds, free engine:, lamus, b<

X*/ £35, or exchange.— 198. King St., .flapu
smith. (I

1 Qi8 P. and M.,-^-speed-, ^rst-dass eonditjoo;
1-i/ trial; cheap, £3S/10.—R. Linklater. CSapt

{

Lancaster.
'

'

<X

1 Q21 3l-h.p. P. and M'. motor cycle, only jym
J-*'~ miles, condition as new, licensed; price £5
Foulkes, Wales and Co., Shrewsbury,

f<
\

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, renovated as )
-l-v many new parts; bargain, £38.—Gotid,
Maida Vale. 'Phone : Maida Vale 1353. {1

"I
Q17 P. and M., De Luxe sidecar, recently t

-1-*/ hauled, splendid condition; £45, or near o
'

—fiobiiison and Benfield, Motors, Cookliam, Berk

P.
and M., 1918, 2-speed, K.S., coachbuilt 2-se >

sidecar, fullv equipped, tax, insurance i ',

spares; £50.-13, Evangelist Rd., Highgate Rcl.« E -

[S

1 Q19 P- nnd M. 3i.l>h.p. and Watsoniau sidecar, I
J-*' ing windscreen, lamps, and horn; great bar

to clear stock, £45.—The Layton Garage,?, Bice
Oson. [S

P. and M. 1918 R.A.F., rebuilt, re-ennmelled, 1

and plated, new T. and B. magnetos, B. dsnt

cajbnretter, tyres and tubes; £38.—Voltairfi. M
Works, 4, Voltaire Rd., Clapham, London; [S v

BARGAIN—1918 P. and M. 3V2li-P-, 2-ap

clutch, kick-start, 29 guineas; with coftchb

sidecar, 36 guineas ; photograph.-Peter Gordon, I

110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. !1

Spare Parts:

A LL Spares in Stock; please write for qnc^Btiow
-^ -all parts; all guaranteed by return.—E. and
Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147, Burlington St..-Li

pool. (C

KENNETH KEMP and Co., the Authorised Ai

Sl)ecialists, carry the most comprehensive s

of P. and M. spares iu London at the right prii

Note the address, 4, Berkeley. Mews, Connaugit
Marble Arch, London. 'Phone: Padd. 1177. [J

P.
and TM.—We have a very large stock of seo

hand spares of these well-known machines,

on receipt of a post-card stating your requiremeaU
will, by return, quote yon very competitive pn
our stock comi)rise8 practically all .parts.

—

Mjuh

100, Great Portland St.. W.l. i^

Premier.

BARGAIN.—Premier 1915 3V.;h.p., 3-speed. cln

IC.S., countershaft; £17; seen any XUae.-

Grand Parade, Harringay. [9

£22, offer. — 3yob.p. Premier. 2-speed, cltr

countershaft, equipped, perfect.—97, ElsenI

St., Southfields, S.W.18. 19

PREMIER Combination, 4hj)., 3-speed coantereh

kick-start; £43; take sola part.—57, Kenb

St. , Camberwell, London. _ C9

XJREMIER Countershaft Combination, 3 «P?

clutch, kick-start, as new throughout; fawnj

£38.

—

T, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [9

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issufr

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. whea desired, marked (P).
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i MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
'! Premier.

''EMIER, about 1916. SVjh.P-. 3 speeds. coaTiter-

J'
shaft, kick-sta-rt, cIuLch, fully equipped, taxed;

J—51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [1133

e:M[ER Genuine Motor Cycle Parts.—Have just

,
purciiased entire stuck from the makers; T have

I re.il goods.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
ntry. "Phone: 1945. [9886

;;EMIER Genuine Spares and Repairs.—We claim to
i be the most competent firm to supply spares and
{(ite rHpaii's to Premier motor cycle's. ^Ve served in

ifremier works, and kuow this machine I'rom A to Z.
' hold the must varied stock oi parts lor it m the
1 I. We are the only traders who can claim to
i<ly every part tor a Premier machine.- Our prices
ock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
ndl requirements; yon will receive our reply per
n.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington

t
'Phone : 651. [8369

Priory.
1:I0RY-J.A.P., brand new; £45.—Clark, 7, Exh=bi

i
tion Ud., S.W.7. [2305

i Edwards.—2^h.p. Priory 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand
i new; £58.-101, Gt. Portland St.. W. [7503

22 Pa-iory, 2-)ih.p., J. A.P.. 2-speed. clutch and
; kick-start, brand new and unused, three months'
Jiiatee; £50; e.N:change3 or deferred.—Edwards, 50,
ij'ington Rd., Soutb Kensington. £1143

1
- P V

|fi21 P.V., spring 7raiue, 2^.ih.p. Villiers engine, 2
L speeds, clutch and kick-starter, dynamo lighting,
f'ic horn, kn-^e grips, etc., exceptitmallr- nice' "con-
iiti, Kuaranteed perfect; £57/10; exchaufre-?.-Horn no's,

4 Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. Dalston 2408. [1083

Quadrant.
TFFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co.
- years' experience with Quadrants.

05.-1921 Quadrant, 4Vjli-p.. chain drive combina-
n tion, accessories, tax,', slight use only. .

a3.—
1921-22 Quadrant, 4V2h.p., chain drive .com-

bination, accessories, tax, overhaialed throughout.

p5.—1922 Quadrant, 4Veh.p., chain drive combina-
k tion, accessories, insurance, tax paid, over-
l^?d. -...-...'

e
5,—Brand new 1922 Quadrant, 4%h.p., all-chain
combinafion; close offer accepted.

TFFORD WILSOjM Manufacturing Co., Quadrant
- Works representatives and s«ie wholesale distri-
iTs for Lon-don, Southern and Eastern Counties.
r| ow booking orders for the new 1923 S^M-p. Quad-
l! .=;ports model; deferred payments; exchanges,
p al insurance facilities. [9988

: AND New 4>/i."h.p. Quadrant, 1922 model; bargain,
-- quifk sale, list price £105. our price sE90,—
ij-er Motors, Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [9539
4RGAIN.—1921 Quadraut Combination, 4l4h.p..
- 3-speed, Sturmey countershaft, equipped, taxed;
2 uineas; photograph; exchanges.—Peter Gordon',
t 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [1117

. ire Parts:
, .

Sixteen

^ FFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co.. Quadrant
-• official repairers and spare parts stockists. 177,
7> muster Bridge Rd. (opposite Waterloo Station
J ;Kh), London, SiE.l. Tel.: Hop 210. [9989

Radco.
aDCO, 2-speed, perfect order; offers.—21, Sedge-
mere Villas, East End Rd., Finchley. [9414

C DCO Motor Cycle, very nice condition, mechani-
>-' ally perfect; 15 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Bal-
^ [1105

Raleigh.

p 3MIER Motor Co. for Raleigh Bargains.

C [^THER Great and Final Reductions to Clear;
I- a!! brand new 1922 models, carrying
al ,'uarantee.—Below.

makers'

P,
LEIGH. J922, 2-speed

"'soiled; £56.-7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7,

p LEIGH New 1922 Sporbs 2%h.p., 2-speed, £55;
Li 2'^4h.p. standard touring, 3-speed, with Mont-
01 y sidecar. £72 ; 5-6h.p., 3-speed, spring frame,
.£ impossible to repeat at these prices ; guaran-
e^ below 1923 prices.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Ic Birmingham. [9592

254h''^-t brand new, slinn

[3588
C LEIGHS.—1923, all-chain drive; quickest de
^'l

liveries.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [9960

1 122 2~?4h.p. Ealeigh, plated exhaust, Ace discs, as

r*\ ^S^' ^^"^ ^°0 °^y> offers.—Cockersole, Aston
Hh, Utboxeter. [9548
Pja.p. Raleigh (April) 2-speed, kick-start, splen-
^ did condition, carelully used; trial; oifers over
6<-Baasor. Barnstaple. [9726

ILJST Clear!—Shop-soiled 5-6h.p, Raleigh Com-
w- bination, De Luxe sidecar, fully equipped with
ul imps, horn, and tax paid, not been fiOO miles,
ist few demonstrations only; £110.—Walbro Motor
-y Co., High St., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45

C959S

FOR
MOTORlNGand
EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades and two
qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we arc now
offpvin? this to sh e nub!i c in garments at

SO% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
Allsizes, 2iin.. 24in..

2 7in.,3oin..33in.,and

36in.

ALL ONE PRICE
4/11

Worth 12/6,

plus gd. extra
for postage.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER - UNED
COATS

(.lust the tiling for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in., 44in.,

46in., 48in., 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/-

Postage i/- extra.

Worth 35/-

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER.
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 34in., 36in., syin.,

4oin., 42in. and 44in. Chest,

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage "15/,- Worth
I/- extra. -.2/-

THIS offci: cannot be
repeated when the

cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth duringthe trade
slump, and it bought to-
day we jould not offc.'

the garments at even
double the price.

Jj cheyiis are not satisfied on receipt oj garment, tks

vtoftey will be refunded m full jipon reiitrn of the

clothing.

All orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ralei^ih

RAUEIGEl 5-6h.p. CombinatioTi, shop-soiled only.
1922 model; list price ;fil65; awept £140.—James

Coultert. Motor Engineer, Kirkby 1/onsdaIe. [9859

Reading=Standard.
READING-STANDARD 8-lOh.p., with dynamo

lighting, larups, electric horn, new. shop-soiled
only, £95.—Fredrics and Co., Ltd., 89, Gt. Portland
St.. W.l. [9969

Ready.
"pEADY 2"!4h.p. J.A.P. 1922, shop-soiled only,

2-speed model- £50.~Fredrics and Co., Ltd., 89,
Gt. Portland St., \v.l. [9967

AT Edwards.—1921 2^^h.p. Ready, J. A.P., 2-speed.
coumershaft gear, equipped with lamps and hern.

ta.x paid, exceptional condition; 35 guineas; exchanges
or deterred.—101, Great Portland St., W.l. [1145

Record.
3h.p. Record, T.T. low, sporty, smart, perfect; £3/10;

stamp.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [9837

Hex.
5-6h.p. Sporting Rex, dropped,

£12.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., "
clutch, taxed;

Heston, Houslow.
[9935

10^5 sn Rex, all chain, 3-speed gear box, perfect
J-*' condition, large cantiievei coachbuilt sidecar,
real leatner upholstery, illustrated " M.C," July 15th,
1920, fully equipped, as new; £90.—161, Gulson Rd.,
Coventry. [?37P

Roc.
3ih.p. Roc Motor Cycle, Bosch magneto, 2 speeds,

_ 2 H.S., splendid condition; bargain^_£ll /lO; also
PooleyChater 2-speed gear box.

Forest Hill.

Rover.

1, Wastdalo Rd.,
[9987

ROVER Combination 3V^h.p., March, 1921,
dynamo; £80.-3, North End, Croydon.

screen,
[9639

ROVER 3V2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, good condition,
lamp, tools, etc. ; £28 ; exchange.—132, Silver-

mere Rd., Catford, S.E.6. i[9379

3ih,p. Rover 1915-16, countershaft, 3-speeds, clutch,
2 kick-starter, fully equipped; £40; instalments.—63. Solon Rd., Brixton. [9797

3ih.p. Rover Combination, 1920 (about), kiclc-start,
2 countershaft, all on, taxed; ' £6S.—Motorist.

769. Romford Rd., Manor Park. London, E.12. [9006

"I 019 Rover 5-6h.p. Colnbination, lamps, screen,
J-*-' grid, speedometer, many spares, little used,
lovely condition; 70 guineas.—13, Penn Rd., Hollowav.

[9632
5-6h.p. Rover Combination, lamps, windscreen, spare

chain, -perfect condition; £70. Call Saturday
evening or Sundav.—30, King Sq., Goswell Rd E.C.l.... - [9776
/f Q Guineas.—1920 Rover Combination, 3-speed,
~i *? clutch, kick-start, speedometer, windscreen,
lighting set, equipped, taxed, n&w condition, guaranteed
sound.—186, St. James^Rd., Croydon. [9630

ROVER Combination, 1918-19, S-6h.p. twin J.A.P.

,

3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter, dynamo lighting,
hood, windscreen, luggage grid, speedometer, licence;

£52/10 lowest.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [9798

AT Edwards.—1920 S^h.p, Rover, all-cliain drive,
equipped with electric lighting, horn amd speedo-

meter, absolutely indistinguishable from new; 55
guineas; exchanges or deferred.—101, Great Portland
St., W.l. _ fll49

BARGAIN.—Rover S^b.p., 3 speeds, hand clutch,
kick-start, 29 guineas: also Rover 3h.p. 3-speed

combination, Rover sidecar, 38 guineas; exchanges;
photographs.-Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
momi Rd., East Sheen. [1118

Spare Parts

:

ROVER Spares.—Immediate delivery.-
10, Bond St., Ealing.

-Kays, 8 and
[9445

Royal Ruby.

"I CJ21
ruiyal Ruby,_2rstroke ; baj^ain, £32/10.—Stone,

5, Penu Bd-, Datehet, nr, Windsor. [9389

1 Q21 3h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, kick-start,
^*y clutch; 33 guineas.—19, Valnay St., Tooting.

[1098
ROYAL RUBY.—Latest 2"!:ih.p. sports model, little

used ; £40.^Fo\vler and Brigden, 130, Euston
Rd., King's Cross. [0963

RUBY 2^4h.p., 192Z, for sale, K., C.S., all on, latest
pattern cylinder, _valves and _ piston;' offers,

" Handyside," Rowley Park, Stafford. [9407

"I Q22 8h.p. Royal Ruby, sprin" frame, combination,
-It/ lamps, screen, spare wheel, etc., fully equipped,
bargain, brand new, shop-soiled; £155, or nearest
cash offer.-Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St., Greenwich. [9335

Rudge.

"I Q18 Rudge-Multi, as new, taxed, equipped; £25.—
J-«^ 17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [9838

1 Q22 Rudge-Muiti S'/jh.p:, new Aiigust; £55.—Rit-
-Lf7 chings. Crooked Shore, Bacup, Lancashire. [9-^326

"DUDGE T.T. Racing Model, special nioked engine,
-CV 1920 ; 33 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

[1103

I

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudga.

1Q21 Rndee-MnlMj starter, clntch. been SOS miles;
J-i/ £3S.—" Oranlelgh," Callegs Blip, Bramle;,

OO Guineas 1920 I.OJOt> «tc.—28, Woodford Rd.,

Kent. (PI

SOUTHPOHT.—1921 I.O.M. Rndgo, eplendW condi-
tliin

, 39 guineas. Exchanges.—Rents, 417. Lord
St.. Southport. [eS7S

Radge, tax paid, lampe.
Forest Gate. Phone i

t97S8

]Q19 Rudgf-Multi and Henderson Sidecar, Ea,<iting.
-" liocused; ,860.—Starsmore, The Folly, Wicken,

Stoney Stiatford. [9556
"1020 5Vi;h.p. Rudge-Multi, lamps, horn, epaedonieler,
J-v thoroughly ovejfa;iuled, licensed, triaL—Lawaou. 22,
Liverpool Rrt., OUester. [9470

Maryland 2598.

£60; Rudge spares
"

r Ed.,
[9466

3ih.p. Rudge-ilujtis from stock
j^

2 per letui a.—Popular
Kuneaton, Warwickshire.

T> rarGB-MULTI 1915, clutch, lamps, tax paid.
J.V Ueautiiul condition ; £2S.—Call any time, 105,
Moore Park Ed., Fulham. [9743

O O Guineas.—1920 I.O.M. Eudge, luUy equipped,'
«3 in exceptional condition; bargain; evenings.^
4, Eira Gardens, Hammersmith. [1058

RUDGE-MULTI. 1919, clutoh, electric Ughtiog,
oversize tyres, all on. tax paid, 56 m.p.h.: £35.

—

Crawley Mews, Seymour St., N.W. [1039

RUDGE 6.6h.p., late 1920, fast, powerful, in per-
fect condition; snip, 50 guineas, near offer.-

Hemiugway, Heyman Ed., Minehead. [9828

AT Edwards.—1922 5M;h.p. Rudge, chain drive, 3-

speed, clutch and kick-starter, fully equipped.
excellent oondition; 59 guineas.—Below.

1Q21 Rudge.Multi, fully equipped, splendid condi-
M-iJ tlon; 47 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—101,
St. Portland St., W.l. [8402

BEAND new 1922 Eudge-Multis, maker's guarantee.
X.T. or touring : £55,; number limited.—Cleare and

Co., 125. High St., Woolwich. 'PJione: 174. [9495

SUDGE 1921, Multi engine 22132, lainpa, horn, in-
sured, excellent condition, owner bought car; quick

sale, nearest f55.—Waterloo Villa, Tonbridge. [9473

1 Q22 Eudge-Multi 3'y^b.p., brand new. but shop
JLif soiled; 60 guineas.^Vlorriss and Co., Ltd.

j^fbYEMBER ^tft, tea*

Finchley Rd., Swiss Cottage, London, N.W.3.
139,

[9611

jp41.—Late 1921 I.O.M. Eudge-Multi, fully equipped,^ indistinguisnable from new.—164, Revelstoke Ed.,
Southfields, S.W.18. 'Phone: Wimbledon 1186. [9794

j Q20 7-9h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, in first-class
JLiJ condition,, F.R.S. electric lighting- exchange
part, good solo, sell £85.~Box 4581, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [9621

Id 22 Rudge. all-chain drive and Multi models, side-
-1-*/ cars, etc., at special end of season prices.—Sam
E. "Clapham ^Motors). 27, Stockweli St., Greenwich,
S.E.IO. . - [9337

1 Q14 3"/^h.p. Eudge-Multi, good appearance, jier-

X.%f feet running, _ lamps, horn, tax paid, £28
Eidecar, £4/10.-28, St. Mary's Ed,
wickshire.

Nuneaton, War-
[9998

SHOP-SOILED Brand New 5-6h.p. Rudge Solo, i69;
also ditto combination, £87/10; also ditto 7-9h.p

combination. £9 7 '10.—Shepherds, Enfield Highway.
Tel. : Waltham X 31. [0925

1 Q 19 3V2h.p. Rndge-Mnlti, appearance and running
X«/ guaranteed as new, lamps horn, tax paid;
£35: sidecar, £5.—Collins, Arcade, Market Place,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. [9997

RUDGE 1921. magnificently equipped, fast and per-

lei't. Alien Liversidge searchUght hghtiug, speedo-
' meter, watcii, mirror, route guide, spare belt carrier, 3
tool bags, discs; £53.—Ooirie, Bayfield. Bookhoni. Surrey,

[9459
RUDGE-MULTI, 1922, fully equipped with watch,

Tan-S^d. spare belt, exceptionally fast, Argus
silencer, taxed; any rrtal; £50.—Kenno'h Kemp and
Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., London.
'Phone : Padd. 1177. Exchanges invited. [1164

Sparf Parts

:

RUDGE Spared.-Immediate delivery.—Shepherd. En-
field Highway, N. [09.01

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Ulustrate'i
list free.—Forfield Motors, Forfleld Place, Learn

ington Spa [3163
Scott.

SCOTT, standard, only run from works, T.T. bars;
£80.—Box 4596. c/o The Motor Cycle. [1009

SCOTT, 1921, standard model, perfect condition;
£52; bargain.—7, Exhilrition Ed., S.W.7. [1157

SCOTT Combination 1922, epotless within and with-
' out, fair market reduction.-Ticar, Redcar. 19390

NEW Scott Squirrel, tested over 60, Sin. tyres, car-
rier, equipped; £80.—Taylor, Ferncliffe Cottage.

Keighley. [9365

SOUTHPORT.—Instant delivery,, late 1923 Scott
Squirrel: new price, £89. Exchanges.—Kents,

417, Lord St., Southport. l[9874

Scott SquirrelATE, ,. . - , .

feet order: 49 guineas; exclianges or deferred
, T Edwards.—1921-22 3V2h.p

ect order: 49 gui
101, Gi-«at Portland St., W.l.

A34

per-

[1153

"t Burlington sidecars Is sucli as to meet all

requirements. For distinctive design and
excellence of workmanship they are with-

out equal. Our Art Brochure describing

our nine different models wil be mailea
you upon request.

SEMI-SPORTS MODEL.
In this model we have endeavoured

to produce a sporting sidecar giving
the comfort of a touring model. It is

impossible with an ordinary photograph
to do justice to the beauty of line and
pleasing contours of this body,. Richly
upholstered in antique leather cloth,

with detachable spring seat and well
sprung back, it is the acme of comfort,
although retaining its striking sporting
appearance. The large rear locker is

provided with hinged top and a lock,

and is accessible without disturbing the
passenger.

Approximate weight of bady—48 lbs.

CHASSIS.
Underslung type, four point attach-

ment with accurately machined fittings,

enclosed and easily detachable wheel,
with wide mudguard, 26 in. wheel, fitted

with tyre 26 in. by 2^ in. Other sizes

to order.

VricCa complete With Waterproofapron, £2 6

We can also supply this body with
our lightweight chassis, siiitab'e for

mac'rines up to 3| h.p., at £21.
TRADE SUPPUIED.

Applications for agencies are invited.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd..

7. South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W4.

Phone ; Brixton 2417. Wires : ^Burlington Motors,
Clapliam.

Just by Clapham Common Undergroimd Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

CCOTT Service Depot, Cathedral Motor W.*J Liv6^^loo^.—Scxjfct motor cycles and Scobt ocin'
1922 Soott Sociables at 158 gninw^. ^[j
SCOTT a'Sih.p., 1020, excellent oondlUoB, ttx .

£55; Similar machine, 1915 model. £I5^F
EvanB, John Bright 8t„ Birmingham.

\\

SCOTT S^h.p,. December. 1920, Luca* equlpm .

3in. tyres, 90 ra.p.g.. extras, perfect. £60: ofl
lighter machine.—42, Vicfcorta Rd., Peckham.

[]

1Q20 Scott SVch.p., with uporte model Mdecar, •

'

-*-«/ piete with tamps, licensed; mugniflf^ent bai 1

to olear stock; £57/10.—The Layton Qaragea, BI« '

Oson. pi

SCOTT Squirrel, 1922, indiatineuishabte irom i

700 miles only, powerful lamps, speedom I

4 tool bags, eto., tax paid, eo&t owner .£l20. mnat '

cash, £80.—Mielde. 13, Mayfield Bd., Acton, '

Saturday 2-5 or Sunday. [i

Sparc Parts:

SCOTT Parts.-New 25% under list for engine,
1

sprockets, mudguards, forks, jadiators, Ooi-A'
carburetter; etamp.—Beard, Mill Hill. Biackbara. {\

WARD Motors Ltd 32, austler dt., Biadl
lor sound second-hand Scott parts at less t

hall-price; satisfaction guaranteed. List by retut

GODFREYS'. Ltd.. 208, Gt. Portland St.. Loii
W.l.—Complete stock of all Scott spare y

dlways in stock. Write for free spare part list, sla
'.ear of manufacture. [(

.

Singer, -
I

4ili.p. Singer Cumbination, 2 speeds, clutoh, allilm I

4 horn, etc., goes well, igood reliable Jiiount-; B<
Homac'e, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., 2f.E. "'Phi
Dalston £408. [] ,

Spare Parts:
j

THE Promptest Firm for Genuine Singer Sparri
Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamlnj

plENUINE Singer Part^.—Xet me quot-e you,
-M- r, ,,

, HearsaJl tane Oorner, ~

W!

V:T Holland,
phone : 1946.

Sparkbrook.

:j

BARGAIN.—SparkbrouK, 1917, 6^Sh,p. J.A.P., c(

tershaft gears, coach sidecar, 42 guineas; ph
graph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond 1

East Sheeu. (8

Sun.
"jC^OR Suti-J-an. or Run Vite.=se, f*et in-lroaelr '-.T the sole North Lonilon agents. -Models ill fit

single Special, 42 guineas; a-^/^b.p. J.A.P., 2-spi;

K.S., 60 BuiueaB. Send for catalogues. "Trade si

plied.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, NJ i

Sunbeam.
j

SUNBEAM Twin Combina.tioii; £75.-77, V
Lane, S.W.2. [9

SUNBEAM, latest 25^h.p., 1923, all other mode
Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts, [9

'

QUNBEAM 1921 SVsh.p., new condition, Lacas ac
,

*^ lene, speedometer, taxed, 26x3;" £85.—7. Exl i

cion Rd.. S.W.7. [S

BRAND New T.T. Sunbeam Si^h.p.; Jjgfc p
£137/10, OUT price ^10.8.—Pioneer Mot

'

Grindlay St., Edinburgh. , . . [3

"|Q19 31/^h.p. Sunbeam, all ohain, -black ^nid i
-ttf model; £55.-37, Arlington Rd., Siubil
'Phone : Kingston 1274. [9

SUNBEAM 1922 41,4b. p. Combination^ electric Jan t

scarcely used, unscratched, beauttful outfit; £1
1

7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5 [

S^JNBEAM 1920 3i/^h,p. Semi-sports, lamp, hi 1

speedometer, in very good condition.—OHers
T. M. Jones, 26, High St.. Bala. .[9'

SUNBEAM 8b.p. Combination,. 1919, legshie

Binks, Easting, splendid condition; £68, harg:

no offersi

—

-7, Cowdray Rd., Wimbledon. [9

3ih.p. Sunbeam 1922 Combination, guaranteed
2 used 50 miles, licence paid, as new; £12i

Timberlake's Garage, Wigan. Tel. : 512-513. [9'

SUNBEAM Twin-cxL and Gloria Sidecar, iice

paid, lamps, horn, speedometer, and screen,

perfect order: £80.—Jenkm, Garage, St. Austell, Ct

waJl. [9i

20 Sunbeam S^/^h.p. Sports Combination, '

19 pletely equipped and licensed, excellent roi

£9" — - " — .. , -«
tion ; ^90.~The I^yton Garages, 30, Holywell
Oxford. [»

'

SUNBEAM 1921 3Vjh.p.,,-complete with D.A. cy

der, Lucas lighting set, speedometer, horn,

splendid condition; piice £75, or near ofier.-S

ingdale Motors, Snnningdale. {6'

1 Q21 Sunbeam Bh.p. Combination, most luxarioi

Xtl equipped, dynamo, spare wbeel, hood, e

many spares, as newr £130, nearest.—James,

Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9'

1 Q20 3^/^h.p. Sunbeam, in perfect condition, be

Xt/ tifuHy equipped with best Cowey and Ln

accessories; 6,000 miles; 75 guineas, or near ot;

Seen by appointment.—Box , 4220, c/o The i*'"

Cvcle. '^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motur Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triple-H.

JON'T buy a eecond-hnad dud ivhen the 1923
Tliplf' H costs trom 33 giiinens new; instuUnents,

ilJoastriitious,—Meeton Motors, Jtoikiu^. [9892

Triitmp'l

jl^EMIER Motor Co. for Triumph Bargains.

J'PriAL Offer ol a few brand new 1922 type SD.
k.4Ii.p. all-chain drive Triumphs-, at .£85; makers'
cteiit liht price. £115; sidecars to match, Millford
£,, Moutgoiaery sporting £18; carriage paid to any
a(--css; deferred payments arranged.—Premier Motor
C Aston Ud.. i3irmingliam. [9595

flPEED 3'.ih.p. Triumph, complete; £25.—Cross,
tKflingliam Sq.. Rothe-^ham. [9574

tiQP-SOILED 1922 Triumphs, at 15,% off list prices,
k Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [9573
1»2I Triumph Junior, perfect, lamps, etc.; £45.—
J' Miicnali, Bea], Northumberland. [9808
rjHIfHU-H, 1913, dutch, taxed; ifile.—Kennard, 78,
J Yerbuiy Rd., IloUoway, N.19. [9955
•I|I4 Triumph, 3-sreed. £22; 1913 olutcli, £18: 1912
J' tiludo, il5.-l?, Heaton Ed., Mitcliam. [9839

.pA Guineas.—1921 Triumph, all-chain, equipped.
t{' per.eji condiuon.—40, Aynhue Rd., W 14

!l
[9814

J2.— 3l5h.p. Triumph, Bosch, B. and B., - good
» ruiniijjg order.—King, Egrove Farm. Oxford.

[9931
ntlU-MPn Combination, bought .Ian , 1921 low
X iiji.eage, perlect order; £90.—Apps, Brackjiell.

f9841
-I:'; 22 Shop-soiled Triumphs; Ricardo. £95; Mode]
i H, ±85; Baby, i£50.—Thos. Booth, Fiodsham.

nUUMPH 1921 41i.p., chain-belt; £70, bargato-^
J Williams, Bnghtview, Hadley Rd., New Barnet,

nllUMPH 3V'h.p.,
i perlect; £2"o.—3,

[9614
1911, N.S.tJ. 2-speed, clutch,

„ . Clarence Rd., Berkham.=tead.
" s- [9623

1)22 Triumph-Ricardo. new July 10th; £90- ex-
change.—May, The Hermitage, Barming, Maid-

ite- [9410
riMDMPH 1920 Gloria Combination. Lucas lamp
I tax; £7i; lightweight part.—H. Rock, Cradley,
>|s- [954r
TltlUMPH, 1922, brand new, all-chain drive usual
J guarantee; lUt price *115; our price '£85.-
B- w.

I^IUMPH, 1920, splendid condition, guaranteed-
snip. £55 lash. or extended payments.—Below.

3[E Hackford Eng. Co. have four more '

coiiniershatc IT.umphs at £45. Cash it
^ rents. Do not miss this opportunity. Call ,vnu
*iho[ie Brixton 3052.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixtoi
'•I

^- [1067
1)18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect as new £45-
^ ditto, 1921, £55.-24, Balliol Ed., Nortii Ken^
','"' [1106
!l:njMl'H Countershaft Combination, equipped,
* snlendid condition; bargain, cheap.-33, I'ennaid
i;"- -

(9789
I 20 Triumph Combination, fine condition; £62/10
n

M^.H'Ilier. 216, Portobello Rd., North Ken-

IIUMPHS.—A large a.ssortment in stock; solos ana
«, combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86 High"

[3245

enovated
extended

ri^e

l- Lee, S.E.

f'PJ^^^?,' '"and new, makers guarantee; S.D

.

J
£87; m<\e\ H, £85; Modei P, £100.—Parker's

.<je. Derby. jg^gg
65.-1921 All-chain Triumph-GIoiia Combination
» accessories, tax paid.—Drummond, 7, Sydney
Ae. Hendon.

-[lOgl

Sp.

Triumph Combination, C.S., Mills-Pulford side

"rt-'
splendid condition; £50.-120, Sutherland

" . Croydcn, [9971

li'

'8„ Triumph, 58920, fully equipped, perfect,
5

„*-,'y-—J^mes, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow
.j

Paddington.
[9976

120 Triumph Combination, fully equipped East,

i, B,°^'
60 guineas.-Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd..

I' -S r^arK, w.ii, r989^

t?h3?' e"^°'- ^Y^^ ^' P"'^<^t condition
Jlliroughout. any trial, very fast; £60.-Fox, 102a
I en St., Chelsea. {.9852

Jk Guineas.-1921 all-chain Triumph. licensed, in-

5 T „!,'"^
,V- "-SL"'''"^'^'

'^™ condition.-Bacon, Offing-
^liOne. Worthing. [9729
:\
22 Triumph Model H. in exceUent condition and

i ^^ti„^^^'; '''"'"'^i?^'
2-speed, 2-stroke, nice condl-

lertrT'T^l''"',^^'''
"o o«"s.-U, Norwich Ed.,nertre*, Liverirool. [1078

P^n,F? 3-^- ,i^21
Gloria Combination, Mag-

"Sndit!il'';""£^i'o':'"^'''
*"-"'^ "'"' "'="""' ^'

Ic??'^?™,"''",; ^^^9- "!'' M-P. cantilever side-

i.Srf;. i'°V,
''°''?' ,'ii''ed, in perfect order; £80.j!drios and Co., Ltd., 89, Gt. Portland St., W.1.

[9968

The Tyre that
is different.

EXTRA HEAVY
MOTOR CYCLE COYER.
Guajanteed to give yon at

least 33 V per cent more
mileage than you have ob-
tained from an; other make,
these covers embody all the

true principles that go to make
a real rubber non-skid—Side
Ribs, Cross Bars and Suction
Cups—a combination oE every-
thing that is best in tyre manu-

facture.

FREE OFFER.
To all purchasers of an Elite ^'me- Ti^on-skid Cover
we win inchnlenne of our ELITE MOTOR CYCLE
REPAIR OUTFITS.

This i'^ not an ordinary tube
repairiii):^ oiafic, but a t-nver
•incl TiibL-Outtit. CoiUiin-
ingf I cover patt.h, q assorted
tube patclies, wire brusli, i

roll caiivps, i -iu.sulatin^

tape, valve tubing, lar^e
tin of solution and chalk

GREAT
REDUCTIONS
IN PRICE.

An Goods
are sent on 2

i 7 days appro- J

: valasainst :^^^-i
; remittaBce, ;26x2iX2i
. cair. paid. ;^°^3„
-«----«««. ^ 700X 8o .... SB.. ...OB. _i

Special Price.

A FEW OF OUR SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES

Size. Make.

=4X2 Palmer, ribbed

,, Clincher dc Luxe, ex. heavy
24 X 2^ Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
26 >

26 X 2.V

X2I
26x2*
28X.r

630X65

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
Elite, 3-ribbed, e.x. heavy .

Clf^*^her de Luxe. ex. heavy.
Dunlop, heavy, rub. std. , .

Bates, ipec. hvy, beaded . .

Palmer, cord
Bates, spec, hvy., wired-on. .

Palmer, cord, heavy
Glin'^her de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Dunlop, heavy, rub. std. .

.

f 3 -hi..>.i. c\. hvv, . .

Dunlop, ex. hea\'y, rub- std.

Clincher de Luxe, ex. neavy.
Clincher, Dreadnought
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Ajax, Road King
Goodyear, All-weather
Palmer, cord
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Goodrich, safety tread
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.

Our
Price

16/6
17/6
22/6
18,^6

24/6
18/9

22/6
2S/.

25/.

26/9
30'-
21/-

25/-
27 '6

30/-

23/3
29/6

25/-
30/-

35/-

37/6
42/6
28/6
35/.

35/.

List

Pnce.

29/6
26/-

27/6

27/9

28/3

26/9
40/-

43/4

47,'9

.11/6

30/-

3S./9

34/9
38/9
33/6
45/-

45/3
63/-

33/9
67/6
43/6

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaranteed.
24 X 2, 4/9 ; 26 x 2, 4/9 ; 26 X 2i, 5/9 ; 26 x 25, 6'-

26.2Jx2i, 6/9; 26x2i, 6/9; 28x3, 7/11 ^

700 80, 7/6.

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths.
PerfOOtJin.l/-, Jin.l/I. Jin. 1/5, nn. 1,'9,i Jin. 1/11.

Phone ^^ll^l ^B Grams
Victoria ^mt ILZL, JE: " Tyrelidav

£533. r msnmsss London/
WmmWSBSmma

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
^65. VAUXHALL BRIDGE; ROAD. S.W.l

to where ail post orders should be addressed
And at 44. Surmton Rd., Kin;ston-on-Tnamei.

Telephone—Kingston 3355.

MOTOK CYCI.i:S VOU SAM;,
Triumph.

'pRIUAIPH and Sidccjtr. 1920, ''li.i',. fullv cqnippcT
J- and licensed; £60.—BaxLei, Alotoi EiiBincer.
Chobham Rd., Woking. [9357

1Q21 Countershalt Tiiumnh Combination, pverv fil-

iry ^. ^.V^^'4. ^^
.

^^'^"' ^6°: exchanges.—24. Balliol
lid., North Kensington. [1110

!
'T'EIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-6peed, clutch. K.S.. i.r-rff-f-t
J- condition, :iny trial; £60, or nenrest ofltir.—193.
Bjeiitivood Rd., Eomford. [9394
035. — Countershaft Triumph, 3-speed Sturmevc^ Archer, perfect condition.—46, Elnatban Mew>
Shirland Rd., Paddington.

. [9825
nPEIUMPH Combination, new last July, insured, gond
J- condition, owner going abroad; 70 guint^iia.— 69
Argyle Ed.. West Ealing. [9802
'pEIUMPH 1918, complete with sidcfar, in perfect
-L running order, very little used; £60, or nearest.
—Stuarts Garage, Met:.Yen. [9812
rpEIUMPH 1914 4h.r., 3-3p6ed, just overhnuUd.
-- Inmprt, Khixou; £50, or near.—Liddlfe. 10, Hnvs-
leigh Gardens, Anerler. S.E. [9769

1 Q19 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, exceptionally-L^ smart outfit; £60.—Rhind and Co., f^tr^r,..

Place, Rusholme, Manchester.

^fi>KlL;Mi-'a
-1- equipped, excellent condition;
and Co.. 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7,

Stone
!9586

"IQIS Triumph, rerently overhauled, new cylinder,
-*-*^ bcaiiigi, chain, tyres unpunctured, Tun-Sad,—
28, St. Margarets Ed., Erockley. [9635

1918 coachbuilt Combination, ^veil

^62.—R. B. Clark
[3589

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, very small milenfre.
and absolutely as new; splendid bargain, £75.—

P. G. Smith, High Rd., Goodmayes. [0959

~IC|22 Triumph-Ricardo, SVsh.p., o.h.v. engine, brand
--»/ new, shop-soiledi £105; exchanges.-Homac'a, 24?.
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [1084

^22.—Triumph, late countershaft model, original
^i^ enamel, lamps, accessories, less cylinder, crank
case, gear box.—65, Solon Rd., Brixton. l[9799

CROYDON Agents Triumph, all new models and
large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore'::

Presto Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

1 Q 18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, equipped, Tan-
J- *^ Sad, splendid condition ; £ 50 ; exchange.—37,
Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [1047

NEW 1922 Triumph, S.D.. all-chain (maker',
guarantee), list price £115; spot cash, £84.—

Harry Nash, 391, King St., Hammersmith. [9973.V

rQ 22 Triumph, Gloria sidecar with- Ea-sting wind-
*'' screen, never used, unpacked in original crate:

what offers?—Watts, York House, Bideford. Devon. -

[9922
TRIUMPH. Model H. brand new and unused ,'e.

at £105; our piic'o £88; exchanges or deferred.
) —Edwaras. au. HarrujELon Kd., auum KensiuKtmi.

£43.-1918 Triumph, countershaft, fully equipped,
registered, in exceUent condition, any trial; ex-

changes; evenings.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.
[10.64

1Q14 SVoh.p. Triumph, hub gear, hand clutch, eugim^
-i-t/ jnst had all new bearings, hub overhauled, himps,
horn, taxed: offer.—Easter, Five Ways, Swanley, Eent

[9811
£80.—Triumph H. 1922, complete with lamps, Bnw'

den extra air, licence paid, only done 600 miles,
as new.—Barton, 41, St. Mathews Parade, Northamp-
ton. [8600

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, Coupette sidecar, very
J-iy smart lot, nearly new; £70; terms with £18
down.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone ; Maida Vale
1353. (1034

"j Q21 Triumph H Combination, Gloria sidecar, East-
-LJ'.ing, liTggage grid, many extras, few miles only, and
indistinguishable from new, fully guaranteed; £92.—
Below.

1 Q22 Triumph S.D., all chain, brand new, in crate;
J-tf £75.-Below.

TRIUMPH (late model) Combination, Easting, fully

equipped, new tyres, taxed, perfect; £53.—
Ward and Co., 51. Upper Riohmont. 'Id., Putnev.
Phone: Putney 2754. [1131

1 Q22 Triumphs.—Showroom soiled only; Type H,
JL «7 £80 ; Type SD, chain -. drive, ^85 ; Ricardo
models, £90.—The Layton, Garages, 30, Holywell St..

Oxford. [9715

3ih.p. Triumph, Philipson pulley, mechanically as
2 new, fittpd new links, carburetter; £22/10; a

gift.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-
chester. [9587

TQIS Triumph 4h.p. countershaft, perfect condition.
JL«3^ fully equipped, £40; also 3h.p. Trimnph, 1916,
renovated, £35.-204. Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. 'Phone:
Park 5541. [9653

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Comhrnation. 1921-22. all-chain
drive, fully equipped with Lucas accessories, and

35 new; £85; or exchange.—3, Stamford Brook Rd..
Hammersmith. [1050

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination. 1920. good run-_
nine order, Easting, Tan-Sad, Cowey speedometer.

Cowev horn, Lucas lamps; £80.—Gidea Park Motor
Stores, Romford. [9908

•Steele Publicitf.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue
Motor CvcJes advertised by private owners are, when desired, raarii'eu (P;.
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MOTOR CYC LIS FOR SALE
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., Miintershaft, 3 speeds, with
brand new sidecnr and new Sandum screen, in

excellent running order ; £55.-96, Bickersteth Rd..
Tooting, S.W.17. [1074

TRIUMPH 1922 Models, slightly shop-soikd only;
Type H, £80; Type SD, £85; Type R, £90.

Write for shop-soiled bargain list.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [9578

JQ18 Triumph Countershaft, Kodcl H, and siilet-ar,

JLtJ original enamel and plate (not renovated), uutler
5,000 iiiiies, accessories; £50; after 7.30.—Parker, 65.
Clilton Avenue, Wembley Hill. _[938:

TRIUMPH-RICARDO 1922, special machine, wi; i:er

oi over 30 events tliis season, new condition

;

85 guine-'-s; exciianges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110,
Upper Richmond Ud., East Sheen. [1120

NEW 1922 Triumphs, all-chain drive, and Junior
models; cash oilers invited to clear. Write, call,

or 'phone Greenwich 751.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motois),
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.lO. ;[9331

1 Q20 Triumph and Gloria Sidecar, fitted with alu-
-LtJ miuiuin disc wheels, all accessories, stored and
unused for 2 vears; price £85.—Lt. Bolton; 1, Ricli-

mond Mews, Whitehall. Tel. : Vict-cria 5355. [8671

TRIUMPH 1920, 3,000 luiles, speedometer, lamps,
new belt and tyre, I'ust, licensed iJecember, insuied

August, 1923, seen by appointment Aldershot or Folke-
stone; £55.—Pag:e, 10, WelUngton Terrace. Sandgate.

[9725
£18, Honest Bargain.—Fast, reliable Triumph, early,

entiiely transiormed, no smarter on road, alu-
minium ditcs, D.R. bars, adjustable jet, kick-stnrt,
Grado, U.H., lamps, horn, tools.—^Box 4578, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [9603

A A Guineas —1917 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-

^t.'^T. speed, clu ch, K.S.. semi-sporting sidecar, lamps,
Klaxon, Tan-Sad, tax paid, engine just been over-
hauled, guaranteed perfect.—239, G^ldhawk Rd

,

Shepherd's Bush. [1071

1 Q22 Triumph-Ricardo 3M;li-P-. o.h;V., fast roadster.
J-«y all Lucas equipment, special exTianst pipes, all

pai-t^ highly polished, small mileage, the smartest
Ricardo in England; £87il0.—The Layton Garages.
30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9712

SOUTHPORT.—1922 model S.D. Triumph, Gloria
Lucas Magdjno Combination, spring wheel. Tri-

umph legshields, Lucas electric horn. Easting, luggage
carrier, superb condition, unpunctured; collosal bar-
gain, 105 guineas. 1921 Sports model H, Ricardo bars,
very fast, excellent, specially tuned; 67 guineas. Ex-
changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. £9872

Spare Parts:

-| Q14 Triumph Spares,. £300 Worth.-
X«7 cylinders, flywheels, frames, barrel springs.

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [4807

CVRIL WILLIAMS, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hampton.—Every Triumph part by return; lists

free. [8140

TRIUMPH Spares, second-hand or new; goods sent
per Return Service.—AH. Holland, Hearsall Lane

Corner, Coventry. 'Phone : 1945. [9885

TRIUMPH Spares, every par-t in stock, no waiting,
prices right.—Wa.rd and Co., 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., East Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754 [1135

-Engines,
rings, all

spares; Jialf list.—Day, Arch 23, Walmer Rd., N. Ken-
sington, W.IO. [1092

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models; a-s-

Sturmev-Archer eear parts from stock, post free,

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Triumph
Agents. Bruadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO. [080J

TRIUMPH Paits, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop ? Half the price, satisfaction

guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under perSbnal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regiinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa [7361

Trump.
BRAND New 2-?4h.p. Tiump-Jap, 2-speed model; list

nrice £60, our price £47. — Pioneer Motors,
Grindlay St., Edinburgh. 19533

Velocette.

pREMIER Motor Co. for Velocette Bargains.

FURTHER Startling Reductions in showroom-soiled
1922 models; E2, 2-speed, £52; E3. 3-speed, £55;

these ])ti'-es nre £10 below makers' 1923 prices; all

with cluti-li rind kick-start, c-arry makers' full guar-
antee ; eary jinynients 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co.,
A.ston Rd., Birmingham. [9091

Velocei/te, 2-speed. all-chain, 24in.
-King, Egrove. Oxford. [9932

VELOCETTE, 1921, pei'fect condition, all accessories;

£37, or nearest offer.—28, Seaward Av-, Bourne-
mouth. [9552

Oih.p. Velocette, 1921, all on. 2-speed, as ne-.v.

/W4 run 100 miles, speedometer, fast, reliable,

£58 • also 3V>h.p. Rover, 50 m.p.h., guaranteed, £24;
offers.—A.R., "3, Montague Rd., Cambridge. [9523

£l8.-2i/4h,p.
wheels, fine order.-

(^ ^A SHOW
ALLTHEYEAR

ROUND
—not for one week only

—

is to be found at The
SERVICE CO.'S PREMISES,
289-293 HIGH HOLBORN.

•*

Here are to be seen every

day all the latest models of

the BEST known makes and
you can INSPECT, SELECT
and PURCHASE at your

LEISURE. No jostling

crowds and you will not be

importuned to buy.

EXCHANGE OR EASY
DEFERRED PAYMENTS

TN the meantime we have a few days only in

which to dispose of the remainder of our

1922 stock. All brand new fully guaranteed

machines.

3J- H.P. Ariel, 3 speed,

"clutch and kickstarter.

2j H.P. New Imperial, 3
speed, clutch and kick-

starter -.

.

2 J H .P. O.K. Junior, single

speed

2f H.P. O.K. Junior, 2

speed
2| H.P. O.K. Junior, 3

speed, clutch and kick-

starter, sp.orts

44 H.P. Hawker Black-
bui^e, 3 speed all chain.

4 HP. Triumph, 3 speed,

all chain S.D ,.

4i H.P. B.S.A. Model H
and No. 3 B.S.A. side-

car
6 H J>. B.S.A., twin model
B, combination

8 H.P. Enfield, Standard
combination

8 H.P. A.J.S. combination,
detachable wheels,

screen, etc

8 H.P. Matchless com-
Dination, Model J

3^ H.P. Triumph, Model
R

or offers invited..

Extended Payments with Pleasure.

TheSERVICE
CO.. LTD,,

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON,
W.Cl.

£80

£60

£31 - 10

£43- 1

£55 - 13

£75

£97-10

£115

£140

£125

£155

£125

£105

^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

-j Q20 Velocette 2V]li-P-, 2 speedy, fully equipped, <

.

-I-*' dition perfect; £35.—Tlie Laylon Garages
Holywell St., Oxford. {9

VELOCETTE, as used in the Grand Prix T.T.,
speed clutch, int<3cnal brakes, shock absorl

3-speed oil pump, large tank, new oversize ty
Michelin Cable, very fast, winner of several eyei
in excellent condition; cheap,—L. Runton, BtmiB
Ilkley. . y,

Verus.
Guineas.—1922 Verus-Blackburne 2^

clutch, K.S., discs, lamps, tax, as c^.~
Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Corner, Barnes. '

[8'

M'eatherelL
WEATHERELL 2"f4h.p., 2-stroke, Comijt,

model, 3-speed, winner many events, fitter)
,

cially ftr competition purposes; cost over £120-
cept £50.-12, Temple Sheen Rd., East Sheen, S.W

I 'A.

Werner.
WERNER 4h.p., low, fast, 'powerful, £22;

pedal cycle part,-57, Kenbury St., Cambcj
London. -

[9;

FIRST offer over £17.—Wolf 1917, fully eqinpi
splendid condition.—Before 8 p.m., 37, High

Merton. [91 1

Zenith

ZEinTH Combination 1916, 4h.p. J.A.P., T.

£50: write appointment.—Owiler, 48, Bain
Rd., Cutfcrd. I?;

SPORTS Zenith, 5h.p., fully equipped, tax paid, i

mat:lune : £45. or exchanse.—198. Kine ;mat:lune; £45,
Hammersmith. [9i,

1 Q20 Zenith 5-6h.p., equipped and licensed, perl i

J-*y order, little u^ed; ^£45.—The Layton Garnj '

30, Holywell St., Oxford. - [s:

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Spcrts Model, tyres, belt, r.

Lucas lamps, taxed, magnificeiit machine; XSJ
4a, County Grove, Camberwell. . [9i

'

ZENITH-BRADSHAW. 1922, lamps, tax. spee'

meter, as new; £65; exchanges.—2a, Eleat
[

Grove, Hoggers Corner, Barnes. 19?
'

A IXAN GRUZELIER, the Zenith Specialists. 1

-ii ster Chambers, 168, Regent St.. W., have
disposal the following bai'gains :~

I 022 5h.p. Spcrts, MagdynOj Bonniksen, speC'

,

--«-' meter, p&rfect; £65-

1 Q22 3i;rh.p. Sports, Bradshaw, chain, as new; "£!

1 Q21 5h.p. Sports, electric lighting, perfect ^wdiXU £50.

-| Q20 5h.p.
-Liz £45.

ports, all on, only run 1,500 mil

COMBINATIONS.—1920 Sports, Bh.p., £65; 19

countershaft, £75.

A BUNCH of Bargains, a,nd -all in really escelle i

condition, to be seen in London, or at 4, T

1

Pavement, Coulsdon, Surrey. [11
j

OQ Guineas; Exchainge.—4h.p. twin Zenith couiiti

^%f shaff. clutch and K.S., fully equippedj owl
hauled, taxed.—15, Deal Ud., Tooting. [99

^

F.O.C.H. Invite Inspection. Zeniths and oth

makes far below any anticipated price reductio

-5, Heath St., liampstead mear Tubel. [38i

1022 all-chain super sports 8h.p., Zenith, escflle

J-*' condition, Duuhill sidecar, Lucas accessorii

£115; consider cheap solo,-Finch, 10, Osborne H'

Coventry. -tSfr

1 Q19 8h.p., T-T., Zenith, with Henderson 1922 spoi

A*/ sidecar, all in splendid condition^ large I'.E

lamps, licenc paid, any trial; £70.—Harold Miiiii

Spitzbrook, Marden, Kent. [96

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in pa

payment for a Zenith, any model; deferred pa

ments.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Bi

S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. [10;

BRAND New Latest 8h.p. Zenith Combination, 192

super sports J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, eluti

and kick-start, all-chain, magnificent outfit; ^c

fice £110; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., Nortli Ke

sington. [^^^

1021 5h.p. Sports Zenith and Canoelet Sideca

Xtf aluminium pistons, speedometer, electric ligQ

spare belt in case, handle-bar watch, hand-controll(

jet. windscreen on sidecar, 26x3 on rear, fast, spor

ing; £75.—Brooke, R.M. College, Camberley. [94C

T022 Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua, fast and well m\
X t/ e«a,rded, speedometer, lamps, eauinped, Mor

gomery semi-sports sidecar, winner special pn

CUM CO. one-day trial, clean ascent Alms Hill, fwn

compelled to buy ear; £100 for finest dual purpo

machine.-Chalmers, 19, Market Hill, Cambndse. [941

Sjmrc Parts:

ZENITH Spares,—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8

10, Bond St.. Ealing. [9«

^^6 All letters relating to advertisements should tjuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue

Motor. Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P».
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

JEUDEN and Sl^d^;, Nelson.

\ND New 1922 .Alodels.

p Roval Ruby, 3-sneed; list £75; our price

£52.

.1). Di>ugia5, £-speed; list £68; our price £54.

.p. Afa^sey, Blackburn© engine. 3-speed, guaran-
teed 60 m.p.h.; list 76 gui-nea^; our price 60

..p. James. Sports Model; list £105; cur price
£82. 7h.p. James ccmbinaticn, spare wheel,

ist £170; oiu- price £140.

^ Xriuaiph, type 11; list £105; our price £85.

'.p. P. and M. Combination, 4-speed; list £130;
oiir price £111.

I

Matcb.ess 2-seater Combination, Magdyno,
liaro wlieei, e;c.; list £206; our price £170.

Enfield Combination ; list £140 ; our price
illO; also new 1921 combination; £100.

lEBDEN and Sons,
;anC3. Tel. : 91.

71, Scotland Rd., Nelson

.

[1022

i
—4h.p. o.h.v, J.A.P., absolutely perfect run-
iaus "*jd condition.

—

26b, Ingleton St., Brixton.
1

". 19783
I?, 2^4h-P-. overhead valves, special races, ^iieeu

irial winner; £50.—VTheelhouse, Walton, Clie^ter-

[ [9391

,XOR and Kirk offer the following bargains,
ach item being better -value lor money than
lised i?lsewhere ;

J3
-Sunbeam Combination, 8h-p., dynamo lighting,

I iully equipped, lamps, Lucas, electric horn,
ameter, Sunbeam sidtcar, screen, and hood, spare
1 any trial; i:75.—Below.

13 Hai ley-Davidson Combination, fuUy equipped,
J electric and acetylene lighting, Canoelet side-
, iiart and reliable; ^54; any trial.^Bc^ow.

Ji Harley Combination, most luxurious sidecar,
? hood, etc., in first-L-iass mechanical condition.

! convince you; £56.—Below.

J;

Harley Solo, 5-speed, K.S., fully equipped.
,
speedometer, etc., 3^44; 1918 James combina-

»j'4."..p., 3-speed, K.S. The most fully equipped
liation possible, and in new condition both ap-
rj:e and meciianically, hood, screen, speedometer,
iV.ds, and many spares, any trial; £45.—Below,
iji. Rover Combination, 3-5peed, fully equipped,
sjnew sidecar body, any trial; £22.—Below.
6i). Ecx Combination, 2-spsed, fuUy equipped;
|-j;4.—Below.

A.B.C., 4-sped, K.S., machine not been used
f\z over 12 months, enamel unscratched; £47.—

Douglas, 2-3peed, smart; £19.

"B.S.A., appearance and mechanical condition
J
perfect, will stand real hard work; £24.

New Imperial, 2-speed, fully equipped, fast
[machine; £18/10.

P. and M., 2-5peed, powerful engine and
[lood appearance, trxal" willingly; "£26.—Below.

, Precision, 1916 engine, up-to-date in every
2-speed, a fast solo; £14.—Below.

Lor and ICirk. 406, Garratt Lane, EarMield,
JVV. 'Phone: Wimbledon 2041, [9936

is Garage, The IJicadway. Muswcll Hill, N.IO.

J
Open an yataiday. London's lowest prices; all
ycles guaranteed 3 months.

New Imperial-J.A.P., 2-
excellent condition, any

\ S Garage.—2tjh.p.
;ed, a.( acceaiuries,
'en; £20.

S -Garage.—4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919,
^eptiouai condition aud fast; £55.

S Garage.—2-]4h.p. Hobart-Villiers. brand new,
ampton foiks, large Dunlop tyres: list price
duced to £35; gear box to suit, £5 extra.

S Garage.—Indian sidecar, to suit s'pring-irame
idel. coachbuilt,. perfect condition, ono only;

S Garage.—1919 B.S.A. a^jli-p. Combination.
.

-y inlly equipped, very smart; and in faultless
idiin throaghTOt: £59.

9' S'i'h.p. Humber 3-5peed Combination, fully.
'efiiupped, per.ect condition; our special bar-

tf ' the week; £27^10.

ii.l renovated Triumph, purchased from Triumph's
i 1920; completely equipped; looks and runs ab-

utp as new; beautiful condition; £45.

Ors Garage.—Heaps of bargains from £20. Also
,:*eptional reductions in brand new 1922 models

allaakes. Large comprehensive list free for the
cm; All machiuei? guaranteed. 'Buses from Iligh-
te ,.d Finsbury Park pass the door.—Brondwav'.
iai4 Hill, N.IO. Tel.: Horusey 2917. [9607

r ^
I Winter

|

Ridin
J holds no terrors

when—

equipment is used:

** Road-Grip" Tyres
are universally firm favourites
througliout motordom. All-Rub'
ber.they grip with Bull-dog tenacity
on mud, grease, snow, wet tranj-
lines, and in addition they give the
extra mileage that means so much.

I

i

B

1

I

I '^Stepney'

Inner Tubes

I

built of specially toughened Red
Rubber and made for hard service.

Test one on your rims. Also the —

"Samson**

Inner Tube
is all tfaat its name
suggests. Extra thick
for durability and
puncture prevention
Prevents nipping
when litting.

I

I

I

THE
STEPNEY
SPARE
MOTOR
WHEEL
LTD..

Stepney
Works,

LLANELLYl
and 163, Gt.

f

Portland St.,
'

London, W.l

i

terminu> We collect free and pern! best cash offer.-A

W, T. Dimn. Ltd.. 326, Euston Rd., London. Muse"?!

OlO oifcrcd for molor cycle.— T.i^tlers only

3& Usk Rd.. S.W.ll.

letteis relating to iidvertisements stiould quote the numS)£r at the end of each nUvertlscment. and the date of the issue .^37

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. %vh£in desired, marked (P),
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MOTOR CYCLKS I OR SALE.
.Miscellaneous.

LinilTWEICHT Motor Cycle, as ne=. £10; ..i=o

Triumph good order. £12.—H. R. Hall, c/o
t;reen Man Hotel. Whetstone, London. [9422

HALIFAX.—1922 New Imiievial and Levis models
trom stock. Cash, exchange, cr rieferred.—H.^!I-

fax Motor E.tchange, Horton .St., Halifax. L9B1-J

Pl.O.C.ll. lor ^ew and rSecundhand Cycles, cars, etc.;
barKains; ca>h or easy ijaytnents; exchauges

arranged.. 5, Heath St.. llampstead iiiear Tubel (31161

1Q21 6h.r. .T.A.P. Combination, countershaft, 3
J-^J* speeds, clutch, kick-starter, all accessories, tax
paid, needs few adjustments: £40.—A.. 30. Thornsett
ttd.. Earlsfleld. London. S.W. [9993

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpcol.-Shopsoiled 3»22
models: £18e Ruby combination. i:15i!/10; .".30

Ruby lightweight, £57/10; £150 Rudge cijmbinati.X;.

£125/10; £60 Bradbury lightweight, £49/19/6.

OOTHS Hritcries, Blackpool.—Four 2-Epeed P. and
iM.'s; £17/10/6, £29/10/6, £32/10/6. £39/10/6.

BOOTH.S Mctcries, Blackpool.—3>Jh.p. Triumph.
Plnlipson iim.ev. £18/iU/6 Conuiiutrlit. 2-ftpee.i.

£19/10/6; Calthorpe-.rap, 2-speed, £24/10,6; Sun,
2-speed, £25/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool.—Lady's 3-speed motor
cvcle, £16/10/6; 6h.p. Rex ci rhbination,

£17/10/6; 3)5h.p. Humber, £19/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—6h.p. Bat, counter-
shatt, 3-speed. £39/10/6; 3' jh.p. Premier,

£22/10/6; 5h.p. Rttdge. 2-speed, £25/10/6; 5h.p.
Hudge, 3-speed, £27/10/6.

BOOTHS iVlotories. Blackpool.—Singer. 2-speed coun-
tershaft, £24/10/6; 2h.p. lightweight, magneto,

£11/10/6; 2-speed Douglas, £24/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—1921 Hjidge-Multi,
dynamo lighting, £52/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas,

£55/10/6; 1920 Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, £52/10/6;
5h.p. Indian, 2-speed, £29/10/6; 7h.p. Indian,
£29/10/6; 3h.p twin Enfield, £34/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool.—1920 Martinsyde
combination, £85/10/6; 1919 Ind.an, aluminium

sporting sidecar, dynamo lighting, £85/10/6; 1920
Matchless combination. £85/10/6; S'jh.p. New Hud-
son combination, £39/10/6: 8h.p. Premier combina-
tion, £39/10/6; Enfield combination, £39/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool. 1921 New Hudson.
2 speeds, kiok-st.arter, £39/10/6;- 1920 Doug-

las combination. £59/10(6; £90 Rbby spring frame
lightweight, fully equipped, £55/10/6.

BOOTHS Motcries, Blackpool.-8h.p. Garden Cycle
Car, £32/10/6 Zebre light car, 4-cyl., electric

lighting and starting, detachable wheels, £175/10. cost
£345, Several others, cheap. Puth cycles taken in
exchange.—Booths Motories, 294. \V.aterIoo Rd., Black-
pcol. -Phone: 1451. [8294

SCOTT 3"'ili.p., inooitipletc. £7'10: Ovado gear, K.S.
model, new condition. i!2/10; Foic\ covered van

hodv. condition Kcod. £4: 4-3eater hody. "suit Ford,
needs upholstering, £3 : exchanges for any ot above
considered.—Snodgrass. Lightwnter, Tlagshot. [9731

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

perioil.—Write terms. Fowler Brigdeil, 130,
Knston Rd . [0795

OLTR Terms rLt-c most favourable. Send for lull

partictdars, .solo or combinaliou.— Maudes', 100,
fit. Portland Si.. I.oildon. [0960

ROIIEETSON'S Motors. Ltd., for many yeaivi lui^-o

specialised in this class of frork. If machine is

rurcha>ed, loll nmonnt of hire un to ono week is

idlnwpd— 157b, Gt. Portland St., 'n'.l. [5936

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

H.
F.
PDWARUS and Co..

101 Gt. Portlnad St., W.. m
combinations, nnd M(

piven : distance iif object. Ciiil

Mayfnir 4027.

cnsh linysrs of soins,

iiiua. llighefit prices
wiite.- or 'plioiie:

r087o

Cn:\]r,JXATI()XS and So]

nnteetl \<'i

rri.B.

500
Co.. Ltd. 372. E

A LWAYS Buy

QOT,OS. combinations, cycle cars. If in_ tnwn^ wrj

s., any nuike. giia-r-

s .iiven.—T. and It. JNlotor

.vliisoiiin 6581. [0948

[0P.«

(o .».
[!?i".-i
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTEiD
PALI\rER'S Gara^f, Tooting.—The pre-cmiaeul place

lor disposing of motor cyclee.

PAI.MER'S Garage, Tooling, will make yuii a
casli offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.--A'ou will be sure of
a good cheque if you sell your machine at

Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold tlieir machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in tho weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thurtday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
accepted, machine can be included in auction

sale held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-You fix the price
and we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—Terms : Selling com-
mission, 7V2 per cent., not chargeable unless

machine is sold; if no sale, a nominal auction fee
IS charged: For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under
£50 value, 5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-; when
we effect a sale these charges are cancelled and
commission charged.

PAT,MER'S Garage. Tooting.—Catalogue free.
'Phone : 208 Streatham. 'Grams : Palmer's

(Parage, Tooting.
'

IIOIO

£45 cash waiting for good combination.—Write
A.tt.iN., 53, Lilian Rd., Barnes. ^£1049

McKENZIE or Atlas, second-hand.—Price, particu-
lars, A. E., 14, James St., W.l. [9671

WANTED, Motor Cycle, about £10; running order.
^Box 4589, c/o Tkc Motor Cycle. 199.34

WANTED, Countershaft Triumph about £30 casli.—King, Farmer, Kennington, Oxford. [9955

£50 for Triumph solo, countershaft, 1920, not
earlier.—16, Birchfield Rd., Northampton. [9911

WANTED, Ner-a-Car, on deferred payment svstem;
safe client.—Box 4551, c/o The Motor Oi/cle.

[9433
CHEAP Motor Cycles, any quantity, cash on tnu

spot.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, JVIuswell Hill,
N.IO. [0947

GOOD Solo or Combination Wanted for Cash.—
Write, Lacey, 115,- Engadine St.. Southfisld,

S.W.IS. [8846

CASH Waiting, £15 to £20, for 2^4h.p. Douglas;
condition immaterial.—4, Yewtree Rd., Becken-

ham, Kent. i[9907

SCOTT Combination Wanted, 1921-22; exchange
lightweight and cash to £80.—Kingston, " Mount,"

Eastwood, Essex. [9378

1 Q21 or 1922 Enfield or Levis. 2-speed, 2-stroke;
X9J ' spot cash,—Full particulars, 55, PulLenev Rd.,
South Woodford. "[9905

WANTED for Cash, combinations and solo machines.
-Write, giving particulars, to 96, Bickersteth

Rd., Tooting, S.W.17. [1075

WANTED. 2 Triumiih SVoh.p. solo machines, in
good condition; cheap for cash.—Pull particu-

lars to Underwood, Clowne, Derbyshire. [9472

OLD Motor Cycle, cheap, for experimental purposes,
out of order not objected to ; state lowest price.—

Jack Ward, 11, Radford Rd.. Leamington Spa. [9716

WAN'i'ED, iace Solos or Combinations, cash on
sight. Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 570^

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
r0604

BUNTING'S Buy Pell. or exchange any make of
motor cycle. State your requirements. Wc.

undertal:*" to do your business and give you satisfac-
tion- Distance immaterial.— Bunting's Motor Ex-
chfinge. Wenldstone. f0828

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-
493. Upper Rich' niid Rd.. Enst Sheen. S.W, •pi>'^'"=

Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

LONGMAN Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing, are re
quiring a number of first-class machines and

combinations for spot cash, or sale on commission
Representatives will be sent to inspect after pre-
liminary negotiations.—Write. 'phone, or call.
'Phone: Ealing 689, [6555

SEND your motor cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting; cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt; nearest
station Wimbledon; we will collect from any London
station; machine can be included in auction sale
if desired.—Sclc address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting

[1013
MOTOR SCOOTERS.

KINGSBrRY Motor Scooter, good condition and
runiTiiig crdei'; sacrifice. £9/10.—B. Bagshaw,

115. Howard's Lane, Putney. {9973

A-B.C. SkootcimotT, new, unsoiled, latest model, list

^55; t'.i'ceiit £20: wouderful bargain.^Frauk Whit-
woith, 159, Ni:U" St., Birmiugham. [5085

YOUR MONEY BACK.
Book your order with me for your

1923 21 H.P. DOUGLAS
the finest machine at the finest price in the world. I

tune them up to do 55 m.p.h., and if the price is

reduced for the 1933 models, which I can now deliver,

I wiU refund the difference. Ask for particulars

of the Coram-Doaglas, a special bus of merit.

Fitted with—
ZOOM ! ZOOM ! I The popular Exhaust System.-

Beautifully made, finished ia

burnished nickel or copper. A
pleasant Zooming note with-
out back pressure. Adds
pounds to the appearance of

any Uougjas. Price 30,- in copper finish, 33/6 nickel.

Fitted with—
THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM FOOTBOARD
AND FOOTRESTS. Beautifully finished-giving a

natural riding position. A real solid cast job. Some-
thing that lasts for ever. Price 30/- per pair complete.

Fitted with—
AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS. My latest are covered

by patents. They neverblow out nor
seize in the threads. Absolutely gas- •

tight. Prevent knocking and keep
the engine cool. Try them on your
2-4- h.p. or 4 h.p. Douglas, and if

you are not absolutely satisfied have
your money back. - Price 4-/- each,

THE CORAM PSSTON, fitted with
radiating internal fins. Correctly
designed, much lighter yet stronger
than standard. Fitted with the
patent twin rings in one groove.
Complete \vith rings and gudgeon
pin, I:*rice 29/- per pair. Insist on
having these fitted when your mount
is next down, and you'll never
regi-et it.

.TWIN RINGS. Two rings in each
I groove give more power—perfectly

I gas-tight joints—^prevent carbonis-
jing, as oil cannot pass them—^wear

indefinitely—need no running in.

For 2^^ h.p, Douglas 1/6 each. 4 h.p.

Douglas1/3 each. Willismison, Sun-
jbeam jf h.p. and Hnmber twin, 1/8
each. Sunbeam, 4h.p. All Blackburn

4 h.p. engines, Tiiumph, Coulsou, Sheltield Henderson
and VVilken 4 h.p. B.S-'V. 3^ and 4^ h.p. Rudge,
Singer 3^ h.p., New Hudson. L.M.C., J.A.P.. S h.p.

A.J S., etc., tyO each. Other makes quoted for on

OTHER DOUGLAS SFECIAIJTIES

I MARKET:—

You will appreciate this convenience
for 4 h.p. Models. A funnel, Oil

Filler, and Crankcase, Compression
Reducer combined. Neat and out
of the way of dirt. You can get the
last drop out of a can without soil-

ing your hands : fitted in a jifE.

Price only 10/6.

SO /. POWER INCREASE
This is what the new pat-
tern cylinder gives a 2'f h.p,

Douglas. It has stream-
lined ports, and large radi-

ating fins. My price per
pair is only £5. Fit them
to any old model Douglas
and you'i! really be
surprised.

Any DoB^las or Williamson Spare Tor any model by return
post. Everytliing^ I sell is guaranteed on the money b;ick
principle. I was 10 years with Douglas Motors, Ltd.. and
specialize only in Douglas Motor Cycles, Cher'-fore I can give
you better Douglas Service than anj' other Agent- I siiall

be on the Douglas Stand durini^ Show week, so look out fur

^"^^^ (Of&cial Douglas A^entt

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL.
Tel. 3792.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
FtJUNG Attacliment, with bicyclo, as new n <

trial; 10 Buiiieas.~-67, Feinlea Rd., Balham. '(lo
'

AUTO-WHEELS from £5/5, overhauled; any trial
J. W. Robins, 97, Latchmere Rd.. BatlerKca

[71WALL Auto-Wheel, equal to Dew {maltci-y' cui
autee); £10.—W.allis, 45, Dingwall Ed., Crosd,

[95

SIMPLEX Motor AUachment a,nd Cycle, ],er(ecl ii
nine order; IR guineas.—Stallavd, Maiiby R

Malvern. [94

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
BRAND new small car hood, complete with hooj

£3.—King, Egrove, Oxford. (99

GRAFTON Hoods, singk, 39/-; 2-6eater, 47/6; li

curtains, 8/6 and 12/6 extra.—Derrington,

AUSTER Windscreens, 12in.xx7in., polished a'

minium frame, adjustable fittings, 9/6; our om
Ijolished aluminium frame, adjustable fittings. Trip! I

glass, lein.xllin., £1/5; 19in.xl3iu., Al/10; pkIi
wooden lx)x, carriage free; any design made.—Derrit
ton, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [92 ,

HIOn-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittini

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, Hi
Rd., Tottenham, London. [10

j

BEST Quality sidecar hoods, 35/- and 45/-: eeiiiiitj:

1/6, 2/6, and 3/6 sq. ft.—Hercoles Hood Co.. 65

Seven Sisters Ed.. Totten>'"iii [08 1

BASTONES for Windscreens.-Soadum ttindscrc
,

with apron, 55/-: Basting. £3/18.-228, Penti

ville ltd., King's CroBE. London. N.l. [83
|

CELASTOID East Wind Screens, 50x10 7/-. 25v;

7/-, 16x10 2/6; thinner quality for pooit

bouses 50x20 5/-, 10x10 1/-, poit paid.—"Phoii:
22576.—B. Smith and Son, Wondhouse Lane, Leiy,

180'''

A PEW Shop-soiled Bower Adjustable Windscreei

complete with coyerall apron, manufactur i

under Patents Nos. 108334 of 1916, and 109601 ,

1916; carriage paid on approval, at 25/- eac^; only 1

limited number, '

A FEW Shop-soiled Easting and Sandnm Wii J

't\ screens; clearing this seasou's stcck; all mal
|

of screens repaired; new panels fitted from.l2j
aprons supplied from 10/-; hoods, complete, 30(

cataJogues, Motor Cycle Show—We are exhibiting
|

115_, Ha.mmersmith Rd., opposite Cadby Hall. "V
|

invLte inspection.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tu!

Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixton 1585. ps

BODIES.
TXELEN Sidecalsl Helen Sidecars I Helen MdeoMi

A FEW more Special Contract Bodies, bulbous bat

com3)]ete, upholstered in best leatherette, spra
|

back, sprung seat, locker at rear, amy width or leng

supplied, o-nly require finishing coat of paint, £4/

eac-h; also a few shop-soiled bodies, complete, finifiht

£5/5; 2-seat6r body, genuine MilHord, complete ho<;

windscreen, aprons, etc.. beautiful condition, paint •

red, upholstered red, £11; shop-soiled 2-seater bod

£7/10; several shop-soiled lightweights from £3; i!h
^

tTated catalogue. Bodies repaired, etc. We are €

hibiting at 115, Hammersmith Rd., opposite Cadi

Hall, during Motor Cyole Show. We Invite inspeotio

-Robini Manic. Co., 1 and 3. Tnlse Hill, Btixlo

S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585, [951

•SEATER Body, small, modern, £2/10.—H. R. Ha
c/o Green Man Hotel, Whetstone, London. [94!

OUGLAS, genuine, absolutely as new, side doo

£5/10.—Derrington, Grafton Rd., New Maiden
[921

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, latest models

stock. Call and inspect before purchasing eli

where. All at low prices.

BASTONES.—Great clearance of sidecar bodi

(stock-soiled), semi-sporting lightweight, £2/ ;

each; ditto, not painted or upholstered. 20/- eac

touring models, 70/- each; ditto, not painted or n

bolstered, 30/- each.-228, Pentonville Ed.. JJiui

Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. (83!

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—New sporting body, coa<

finish; full particulars; £4/10.—K. W. Omoi 1

Clonmel, Richmond Rd., Staines. [95( ;

BULBOUS Douglas Type Bodies, painted la
;

colour, and trimmed in Rexine, roomy, well mao

£4/16; stamp, photo.—Stock and Sons, 107, Coniii

ham Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [9»'

THE Famous Cobb Speedman Sidecar Bodies, beam

fully finished and well upholstered to fit ai

chassis, from £3^ others from £2; all carriage PM
,

stamp.—Cobb Speedman Sidecar Co., Nottingham B(

Burton Joyce, Notts. t^*'

BURTON Sidecar Bodies cannot be beaten tor yal«
\

All latest designs. Write for our 1923 cataJogu
j

3
D

it' will interest vou. Sporting models, £3/7/6 I

£5/10; touring from £4, finished complete a"^**,.§ I

riage paid,—Sidecar Oo., Broadstairs. t^^'
^

IDECAR Body Designs for t.he trade only. Wot

— ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of origin

.

designs, also working drawings, iull-sized or to scaic

Cooner's Vehicle Jonrnal, Desigaifig Dept., estabi(;=D

S
Cooper's Vehicle Jonrnal, Designing Dept.

designers to the coaib trade for over 80 j-c-.

•nit UB when designing new ideii a.—Dorset

Tudor St.. London. E.G. 4.
;ooi

A.3S All Jetters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at -the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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BODIES.
.LOWBROOK can supply smart new body for

iiir old -liii-'isiq of :\ny type: low price. Write fnr

rillonlirook Motor Co.. Leicester. [0336

IT Cnr nnd Motor Cycle EngineeriDS Co.. Ltd.—
iilsfur Itodiei;. ^Ve Ijold a Inrgf stock of all types

best ooiirlibni't sidecar bodies, rnnginfr Jroni

several second-hand from £3; hammock shins

't siiieenr and clmssis complete, in excellent ordor,

vriiie for illnstrnted ontalogne.—26, Tulse Hill,

I. 'Phone : Bvistnu 1292. (y> minute from
1 SkMtinf; Bink.) Look for the Hclden Arrow.

[1019

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

lIJAai, the smartest sidecar specialists.

lUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prions were the talk

the la=t Show, iliike sure and see us at Stand
3, at Olympia.

i'Uil (V-shaped] windscreen, a hood, screen and
ron. Ihe I'opulai £2/15, and the Standunl

I TVrit3 for list.

|<UM iV-shaped) windscreen. Our South London
ent writes: " An instantaneous (Success : .sold out:
Tther supply." Asents, get in touch with us.

("UM Dual-rurpose Sidecar (patented). The only
lecar of reasonable length capable of carrying two
U comfort. Bodies supplied separately if required.

E'UM exhibit at Olympia. Stand No. 170. will

iiide our full range of sidecar epeeialities.

Co., Ltd., 536. Gray's Inn
^ usenm 3427- [0019

E'HAM Engineer:
I.. W.C.I 'Phone:

lEN Sidecars I Helen Sidecars! Helen Sidecars!

i One Chassis, complete witli fittiiigs for any
,teric.in machines, wun-derful olTer, £12/15; or

12 with firsL-class ci-achbullt body, £20; with
li body. £22/10; 3 Harley outfits, complete,
.j!ed. £18; with 2-seater body, £20; 411. p. chas-
';nd new. complete with fittings, less tyre,

i lightweights, new, £6; extended payments
1 Motor Cycle Show—We are e-hibitins at 115.
i-=mith Kd., opposite Cadbv Hall. We invite
sm,—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,

ti S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixton 1585. [9562

REAM Sidecar, perfect; £10.-179, Dysirt Rd.,
untham. [9775

JiN Da Lu.xe Sidecar, latest model; £22.—23,
.milton Rd., Reading. [9835
lOXES for Sidecars.—No better or cheaper

ist: all latest models in stock.

i OXES.—End of season. Great reductions.

V ONES.—Montpomerv sports model, stnrk soiled
^•; list price £23/10; to. clear,' £18/10.

!"i:S.- Montgomery, Model No. 1. stock
Illy; list price £28/10; to clear, £23/10

: i^JS.-Montgomerj'. Model No. 1, 1921
;_;>. Triplex screen fitted; to clear. £21/10

i >NES.—Complete sidecar to fit any machine,
: ; riitto sports model. £16/19; touring bulbous

.ars. £17/7/6. Several models in stock.

V: A'ES.-If you are buying a sidecar, kindly
i <'>:t our stock before purchasing elsewhere,

s. iiKuev.—228, Pentunville Rd.. KiuE's Cross.
if X 1. Tei. : 2481 North. [8397

1 \R, Watsonian Monarch, complete; £13.—
^ \. 78. Clarence St.. Newcastle-on-Tyne. [8800

't iS Motories. Blackpocl.—New coach bodies,
ii iize. with locker. £5/17/9; usually £9/10.

IC IS Motorics, Blackpool--New step-pattern
' !i bodies. £5,17/6; sporting bodies,

)C IS Motories, Blackpool.—Canoelet chassis.
Uj new. £5/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to
1 impb, B.S.A., £l6a()/6; second-hand side-
iieap; springs, mudguards, hubs, lugs,

ig- state requirements.—Booths Motorics, 294,
iT Rd., Blacknnnl. [8293

It VR-; £10; Millford. complete with Easting
,
luggage grid.—Standard Garage, Oxford.

[9521
. ?, several second-hand, cheap; room

w ,ed.—57, Kenbcry St., Camberwell, London.
[9740

11,-FTJLFORD Sidecar, as P-ew; co^t £17; sac-

t e best uffer.—25, Ravensbourne Rd., Cati'^rd
5.; [9810

ITaM Sidecars.—Several in almost new condi-
tu all 8ttings; cheap; evenings.—4, Elm Gar
'r- 'mmersmitn. [1061

Vi Purchase of sidecars and chassis, at third
o oaakera' prices. Writ* for illustrations.—
m Boorne, Famham. [9779
OE AT Folding Sidecar sates garase. When
ii'ed (10 seconds) combination passes throuEh
WT doorway Dn.xtoticeable aopearance when
I. freabishnesa; send for descriptions.—Frank
itw.h, 139, New St.. Birmingham. £5083

SPECIALISTS

NEWCASi^I.E
We pay single Railway F^re from any part ol the
country when a Motor is purchased from this list to
be tal<cn home by road. '-^

1922 SOLO MACHINES (shop soiled).

INDIAN, 3.1 h.p., Scout Modd £98
N.U.T., ?l"h.p., Twin £80
SUNBEAM, li h.p.. 3-speed, chain £IOj
KUMBER, 4} h.p., 3-speeti, chain ... £80
HAWKER, 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain S,I6

BEARDMORE, 3 h.p., Barr & Stroud, 3.sp. £7l
DIAMOND, 3 h.p.. Ban & Stroud, 3-speecl. £72
ALLON, 23 h.p., 3-strokc, 2-speed £43
NEW HUDSON, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, chain £53
SUN, 2jh.p., 3-speed £61
EDMUND, 2} h.p., 3-sp.. chain, spring fram3 £76
IVY, 3 h;p., 3-5peed, chain £67

SOLO. SECONDHAND (guaranteed).

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4 h.p., 1922 £75
NEW HUDSON, 2, b.p., 2-speed, 1921 £33
TRIUMPH, 3. h.p, single speed, clutch £20
NEW HUDSON, 3-speed. hub, 1914 £28
NORTON. R.R.S. RacT, 1921 £55
N.U.T., 3i h.p,, 1922, Electric £79
SCOTT, 1919. 3^ h.p.. lamps, horn £50
SUNBEAM, 1922, 3* h.p., detatc able wheels £95
P.&M., 1916, 3.V h.p'., 2-specd, Kick Start . . £32

1922 COMBINATIONS (shop soiled)^

MARTINSrUc, u n.p. bporc-i £120
BEARDMORE, 1* li.p., spring Irame £114
BRAOBireV '1 n Twin £130

NEW SIDECARS for Spring Frame Indians £23

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS (guaranteed).

CAMPION, S h.p., 1919 £75
uAMiiii, 1910, 4i n.p jioi

SCOTT, igib. 1? h.p., lamos. horn 545
CLYNO, 1014, spare wheel, etc £49
HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1920. Electric £85
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1920, speedometer, wind-

screen, as new, exceptional £85
DENE, 8 h.p., with iMiMord Sidecar £63

LIGHT CARS (shop soiled).

LITTLE GREG, 9 h.p., 4-cylinder, 3-speed £225
COVcNTRV-PREMUR, 8 h.p., 2-3-seater £195
NEW HUDSON, Runabout, 3-wheeler £195

LIGHT CARS. SECONDHAND.
CALTHORPE, 1920, 10 h.p. 4-seater,

Electric Lighting & Starting £200
UVGONDA, 1920, Coupe 2-seater, Electric

Lighting & Starting, repainted £165
G.N., I92i,c-seater, Electric £90
TRUMBULL, 14 h.p., 2-seater, Electric. £58

Motor Cycles taken in part exchange for any ol

above & guarantee given^ Deferred Terms arranged;

E

M

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS-
XTENDKD Payments accepted for sidecars; model;

niaufd.—aeiid loi cutalogue. etc.. Ui'ieezi

Sales. Ltd.. 5. . .i^toria St.. 8.W.I. [0829

COACHBUILT Sidecar, beautifully uphoUterecJ, <-lT

Triumph, leaf springs, etc., as new; £10.-51.
Upper Richmond Rd,, East Putney. [IISG

MILLFORD Corvette, 1920, painted grey, Cameo,
luggage grid, Triumph fittings, good condition:

£12 or offer; after 5.—Randell, 32, Pagoda Avenue,
Richmond. [9417

SHOP-SOILED 1922 Raleigh De Luxe sidecar, to fit

5-6h.p. Raleigh, spring frame, hardly scratched;
£25.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.^ Saffron Walden.
Phone: 45.

" [9602

MLDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again win:?

Championship at Brooklands, making third suc-
cessive year. Le Vack (Zenith-Jap) first, O. dc Lissa
(Motosacoche) secoud.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again used for
records. 50- miles, 100 miles, one hour, by-

Messrs. Temple and Allchin, on the famous Ilarley-
Davidsou.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar was used by
the winners in the 200-mile ra<:c, Mes^^rs.

Davidson (Indian) and Le Vack (Zenith).

IDDLETONS Supply on extended payments if so
desired.

MIDDLETONS cater for New Poor and New Rich
alike. Our sympathies are, however, with the

former. Wo know how it feels, never having been
anything else, for, as you are probably aware, we make
nothing out of sidecars, just doing it, like the artists'
model, for a ban living.

MIDDLETONS. London's Oldest-established Sidecar
Makers. Easiness hours. 9 to 6; Saturdays.

close 12. Sundays, like the Scotsmen, we stop in.

bed for economy. Saves wearing out boots, you don't
need a fire, and it keeps the appetite down.—27,
Ftroud Green Rd , Finsbnry Park. "Phone: Hornsev
1584. [0522,

4h.p. Douglas Sidecars, new chassis complete, new
body painted maker's colours, despatched anvwLere

on approval; £12/10.—Cleare and Co., 125, High St.,

Woolwich. 'Phone: 174. [9496

HOPLEY Folding Sidecar Saves Garage: attached
to motor will go throuch passace 28in.; tandem

bodies fitted; suits motors un to lOh.n.: chaneed
from pleasure to commercial in few seconds: tested 8
years.-F. Hopley. Lnner Hicheate St., Birmingham.

r0l52

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W-C.l. [0388

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
Mo.Dia^>T r., T_,^3_ 1920; offers.—87, Marlcc Z^.,

Anerley, S.E. [1002

G.N. 1914 2-seater, good condition; bargain, £50.
—Orpen, Iden, Rye. [9406

3-WHEEL Runabout €h.p., 2-speed, clutch, perfect;
£14.-17, Heaton Rd.. Mit.-ham. [984C

N.. 1922 model, specially tuned, shop-soiled only,
2-seater and nice dickey; only £210.

G.N. Model De Luxe, dynamo lighting, disc wheels,
hood, screen, painted makers', exceedingly smart

car, looks like this year's model; £ll5; exchange
or deferred iiayments for either,—Marlborough (Motor
House), 20-22, Finchley Rd., N,W.8. Hampstead
7355. - [6564

MORGAN De Luxe, 1919, M.A.G., speedometer, per-
lect; £92.-HockeriU Works, Bishops Stonford.

[9098

HUMBERETTE, perfect, fully equippefl ; £50

;

lightweight i:^rt.—887, Lea Bridge Rd., W'al-
thamstcw. [9637

motor cycle
and Co., 7. Exhibition

[7517

G

ROVER Eight 1923 models from £180
exchanges.—E. B. Clark ' "

Rd., S.W.7.

CYCLE Car, less engine, new wheels, tyres, friction -

drive, windscreen, etc.; £11.—Tredegar, 23, Eaton
Rd., Margate. . [9502

L.A.D. Monocars, sitiplest and lightest, takes up
same room as motor cycle; £75.—Durant,

Bourne, Farnham. [9780

GN 1921 Model de Luse, not a year old, mileage
6,500, condition, and appearance equal to new;

110 guineas.—Below,

G.N 1922 AU-weather Ccup6 IModel, mileage 6,000,
guaranteed condition; 130 guineas.—Longman

Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealiug. 'Phone: Ealing 689.
[112S

TAMPLIN 1921 Bh.p., 3 speeds, lamps, hood, ex-

cellent condition; £42,—2a, Eleanor Grove, Hog-
gere Corner, Barnes. [9758

1 Q22 Aero Morgan, Lucas dynamo lighting, painted
J-J7 yellow; £180; exchange solo or combination.—
H. Rock. Cradley. Staffs. [9545

G,N., 1922, dynamo, spare wheel, 3 new tyres, excep-

tional condition; £90.—Lake, Jeweller, 33, High

St., Camden Town, N.W.I. [965 j

4 II letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue a39
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
PEUGEOT lOh.p. Twin, Amac, E.I.C.. 2^speed, C.S

,

clutch, ruuniiig order; £15 offer.—Dunn, 8.

Westmount Rd., Eltham. S.E.9. [1073

ROLLO Cycle Car, 8h.p., J.A.P. engine, had £8
worth new parts flt'ted. 3 new tyres and tnbes

;

£25.-Glover. The Lixige, Desborough. [9543

NEV/ HUDSON 1922 Ligbt Car. sbowrooTO model,
slightly soiled, fully guaranteed; £195.—New

Hudson Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.I. [9152

3-WHEELER 2-seater Cycle Car, £l5; also a 4-

wheeler small light car, less engine, £6.—H. R.
Hall, c/o Green Man Hotel, Whetstone, London. [9424

MORGANS.—Hall, 91. St. Peter's St., St. Albans,
ran give early delivery of this famous runabout;

Grand Prix £160, De Luxe £165, Family Model £170.
[0935

VERY Smart 1920 Sb.p. Richardson Light Car.
every accessory, 4-speed and reverse, very re-

liable; £65; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
sington. [1114

1 Q 22 De Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting, every pos-
J-t/ sible accessory, including discs, £140; ditto,

1921, £100; exchanges.—24, Baliiol Rd., North Ken-
sington. [1113

A A Guineas. Exchanges.—1913-14 G.N., 2-Eeater,
^\i. 'hood, screen, polished bonnet, electric lamps,
speedoraeter, smart, any examination. triaL—Seabridgo.
—Below.

60 Guineas. Exchange.-1914 Perry, 8h.p., 2-seater,O 5 detachables, hood, screen, lamps, smart, any
examination trial.—Seabridge.—Below.

O rf Guineas, Sacrifice Price, Exchange.—De Dion,
fl 8h.p., 2 cylinders,, monobloc, 3-speed, gear box,

side change, 2-seater, dickey, hood, screen, lamps.
Stepney, good tyres, splendid condition,—Seabridge.

—

Below.

ALL the above and many other bargains at Sea-
bridge, 35, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwich. Sydenham

2452. [9339

1 Q"21, September, latest Garden De Luxe, beautiful
4- if 2-seater, electric lighting, hood, screen ; trial

;

sacrifice, 59 guineas; motor cycle part.—1, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. [9962

Q K Guineas.—Morgan 1920 Grand Prix, hood, ficieen,
Cjv lamps, Stewart mechanical horn, discs, pump,
and tools, tax x^aid.—Delancey Street Garage, Cam-
den Town, N.W.I. [9897

SOUTHPORT.—1917 Grand Prix Morgan-Jap.
Aero, body primrose and black, all-on, recent

overhaul, £30; 79 guineas. Exchanges.—Kents, 417,
Lord St., Southport. ^9876

1 021 Garden 2-seater, hood, screen, electric lamps,
J-*' in really excellent order; £65; exclumges or
deferred.—Homac's, 243. Lower Clat^on Ed.. N.l'^.

'Phone: Dalston 2408. [1087

"1022 Morgan Popular model 8h.p. J.A.P., standard
--«-' equipment, guaranteed faultless ; £115.—Homac's.
Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone; Dalston 2408. [1088

1 Q22 Sh.p. Grand Prix M'organ, water-cooled J.A.P.
-Lt? engine, fully equipped as list, and tax paid,
in veiy nice order; £120.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.,
Saffron Waldeu. 'Phone : 45. [9600

£65.—1921 Tamplin Cycle Car, 8h.p. twin J^A.P.
engine, only done 500 miles, fully equipped

;

splfndid bargain.—Speechlev, 86, Churchfield Rd.,
Acton. W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick 1902. [9774

MORGAN, 1920, w.c. Grand Pris. Aero, speedo-
met-er, clock, 2 spaie inners, usual lamps and

accessories, perfect order; £115.-72, Parliament Hill
Mansions, N W,5. Tel.: 3169 Hornsey [9529

AT Edwards.— 1921 Bleriot Whippet, electric light.
spare wheel, hood, screen, ha.nd-starter and re

verse gear, perfect order; 62 guineas; exchanges or
deferred—101, Great Portlaaid St. W.l. [1154

1 Q 22 ICh.p. 2-seater A.V., 3-speed, reverse, alu-
-l^ miniam body and discs, electric lighting, hood,
screen practically new ; exchange Morgan or com-
bination and cash.—89. East Hill, Wandsworth. [9759

1 Q22 Latest De Luxe Rover, peacock blue, many
-*- *y extra fittings, tax paid and insured, indis-

tinguishable from new. £160; another, £150.--James,
c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9977

-| Q22 Morgan Grand Prix, lOh.p., M.A.G.. water
*-*y cooled, Lucas dynamo ligJiting, fully equipped.
licensed, fast, and in excellent condition; any triaJ;

£120.—Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd.. South Kensing
ton. [1144

MORGAN'S G.P. model, lOh.p. Blackburne w.c
engine, fully equipped, brand new, for immediate

delivery ; £160 : exchanges or deferred.—Homac'fl, Morgan
Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Bd., JJ.E. 'Phone;
Dalston 2408. [1085

A.V. MoDOcars.—1920, dynamo lighting, £55; 1920,
accumulator lighting, £50; 1920 6h.p., gas light-

ing, £40; all fully equipped; exchanges; cash either
way.—A.V. Specialist, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers
Corner, Barnes. [9757

1022 Moreim G.P. Sh.p. "ff.o. J.A.P., Lucas dynamo
M-tJ lighting, discs, speedometer, etc, absolutely as

new, guaranteed; £140; eschangee ox def«rred.—
Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton

Ed, N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [1086

THE PARMOR
FLOATLESS CARBURETTER

Patent No. 120429.

OPERATING WITHOUT A FLOAT.

SINGLE LEVER.

Complete with
Controls.

All the advantages of the Float
without the disadvantages.

WILL NOT FUNCTION ON
TWO-STROKE ENGINES.

READ THIS!
GUARANTEED TO GIVE

BETTER RESULTS
ON ALL SINGLE CYUNDER
ENGINES, 3 h.p. UPWARDS,

AND TWINS.

NO FLOODINQ NECESSARY FOR
STARTING UP.

NO PERIOD. EASY STARTING.
NO LOSS OF PETROL AT ANY

SPEED.
GREATER POWER AT LOW

SPEEDS.
GREAT FLEXIBILITY.

LOW PETROL CONSUMPTION

.

SLOW RUNNING.
VIOLENT ACCELERATION AT

ALL SPEEDS.
NO KONKING.

PERFECT ATOMIZATION.

THE PARMOR CARBURETTERS, Ltd.,

CARLTON HOUSE EXTENSION,

BIRMINGHAM.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLFXAR
"I Q21 De Luxe Morgan, dynamo, discs, el

;XC horn etc., speedometer, clock, paintworl
fittings as new, mechanically perfect: excep
bargain; £135 cash.—Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bli

gate Avenue, Camomile St., 1@.C.3. 'PI

Avenue 5548

MORGAN De Luxe Model, very late 1920,
M.A.G., air-cooled, long wheelbase, done

not been used for 18 months, 2 new tyres, b

lighting. 4 lamps, one Lucas searchlight, all s

accessories, licence paid, engine and whole nu
in perfect condition; £100.—Rae, Saltcoats, Ayi

Syare Parts:

MuKGAIN Spares from stock for ail modela.-

vnur enquiry to Hall, Morgan SpedaliBl

St Peter's St.. St. Albans.

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares loi I
mod^.s from stock; ]ist free.-Elce, Ltd., 13- fs

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'I'l

Avenue 554S.

MORGAN Service Depot, officially appointed l. .

Morgan Motor Co. for London. Every Biian i

in stock. OverhaiUs, repairs, and tuning by M i

specialists.—Houioc's, 243, LoTver Clapton Ed., A

'Phone: Dalston 2408.

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CAB !l

COUNTY.—B.S A. 8h.p. Motor Cvrle Tn ,

licensed throughout this country.—Wi,
fullest particulars, Coimtv Cycle and Motor Co

,

' The Orieinators," Broad St., Birmingham, i

hibiting Olympia. Stand 1 60 I

CARS FOR SALE. i

A .V. Car, 1921; £75; all on, as new.—See Excl
|j

£130

column

CHEVROLET, late 1922,
Glenelg Rfl., Brixton, S.W

SORIPPS-BOOTH 1917 2-seater; £95.-Mi85
25, JefTries Rd., Clapham, S.W.4.

RICHARDSON 1921, 2-8eater, dickey, cioellBBt

dition; £68.-7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

T-91i.p.
Swift, 2-seater, electric lamps; £75; c

change.—C. MedcaU, Sudbury, Suffolk.

STUDEBAKER 6-cyl. Tourer, excellent ordetr

—E. Bromley, la, Stiathleven Rd., Bristol),

PALMER'S Garage. 187-199, High St., Tool
The pre-eminent place for purchasing. De

list below.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction sale Ij

Thursday, starting at 2 o'clock. Apply lor

logue. t

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have the best
j

gains. Compare prices below as proof.
;

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Lancia %
daulet, monobloc, 4 speeds, quiet, spleudid

dition; £135.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Stat o
let, 1914. 4 speeds, detachable wheels; R]

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— lOh.p. Wa^ )

sporting 2-seater, hood, screen. 4-cyl. moD<

£65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Overland

ing car, 19201,1., dynamo lighting, seii-at*

practically equal t«~new; £130.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15.9h. p. Royal E <

touring car, 4 cyls., monobloc, wire wheela

ceptional bargain, £75.

PALlVfER'S Garage. Tooting.—1921% De Die

seater, 12h.p., dynamo lighting, sell-sta;

Jiearly nev, ; £425.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-14h.p. Fist'

daulet, 3 speeds, good running order; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15.9h.p. ArroU
ston, very late model, dynamo lighting,

starting, extra smart; £145.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—30h.p. Sheffield

plex full landaulet, 6 cyls., 3 speeds; £95

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. MctaUnri

very smart 2-seater. dickey, dynamo hgl

splendid car; £125.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-lOh.p. Alcyon hi

2-seater, dickey, 4 speeds, runs well, hood, sc

£60.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—16-20h.p. i

limousine, 4 cyls., runs well; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—14-16h.p. Dlj

landaulet, 4 cyls., monobloc, suitable 5t

work; £40.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-15-18h.p. Ma
light 2-seater, hood, screen, runs well; £47i

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—18-24h.p. Anstii

limousine, 4 cyls., dynamo lighting, eicepi

condition; £85.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—17h.p. DelaojiM-i'

ville, enclosed drive landaulet, dynamo ligi

reliable car; £120.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above can'

plied on easy payments. "We shall » pl^

to quote special terms to meet clients reqnliet

AU are in running order. '

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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CARS FOR SALE.
-Eorti chassis, rebuilt, perlect condition guar-

,nte?d; one onl^.-IIockcrir Woiks, Bu=hop3 Stort^

4TIN 6-cvl Racing l-seateri £95; or exohanEe
!" Uanills, ji;u.,° 8, Crcwhur.t Kd.. Lomlon^

\nHTOB "'i LamJanlet, C.A.V., Rudgo tvlieels

),d spare: £95.-Mi3. Mcorfe. 106, Acre Lan^e^

2 Bh.p. Rover Car, latest model run few milcsr

£135; exuhanBes.-24, Balliol Rd., North ^Ken^-

"E 1919 lOh.p. Calcott, in fine order; £230;

jynamo liKhti^g set.-Wims. 14. I-'^t^rgft-j

9 Ford 5-seater. all accessories back windscreen,

etc.; £65, or near. ofler.-20, Ghehivelt Av.

rmiiisler.
'-

FT 2-seatcr 1915. 2-cyl., ay">™°„ "S^'*!^!' £
rax paid, trial run Haywards Hcatli; ^^f'Sl

1 8»lc.-B<>x 4585. c;o The Motor Cycle. L9687

Ic CAMPBELL, late 1921. f"" equipment small

liileago; £165, or exchange.—Hillier. 127.'=';

J Rd., North Kensington. 7 or 7a Bus. [9882

I n. 4-seatcr Clement, now tyres, repainted, oyer

hauled, perfect order; £68, or exchange 2-

I

™
combination.-Eilis, High St., .

BeaconsfleW.

(2 Morris-Cowley, dynamo, double diokey

speedometer, original tj-res beautifully

Ul as ne^v; £195.-39, East H.U, Wandsworth^
[9760

iER 8H.p. Standard model £130; Bh.p 4-seater

viodel. £190; 4-seater .
model De L,uxe. t„iiu-

£200.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Ot.
[0729De Luxe,

<nd St.. W
IGAIN.-1921 Rover Sh.pT

2-.51'""'p'»^rf'l' ."J:
ilurance. enuipped. sound condition; £110 cash

solo and combination part exchange.-143

Jsbury Rd.. EarUfleld, S.W

.

[1044

«» Guineas, Ex>hange.-Eeally ultra-siuart 1920

i1 sporu SHiger. ?-=eacer ligntinB, starter spare

e lovely condition.-Seabndge, 35, Haasler Rd
Oulwicb (Sydenham 2452.) [2400

,!iLLY handsome Singer Coupe, dickey, handsonie

(idy, painted primrose, dynamo ligliting, 5 detach_

J,vheels- *175. cash or dcIerred.-Marlborough

S iSe). 2U-^J, 1-inchiey Rd.. N.W.a,

Lagonda, Calthorpe,

I6b'

Coventry

iTemier Deemster, Stoneleigh, and Singer Light

ri Rover, Morgan, or combination taken m ex-

>J —Halifax Motor Exchange, Hovton St., Hali-

IJ
[9563

i''ER -Godfrey's are authorised agents lor the

tJBh.p. model; early deliveries of 1923 models

ej r. £180; 4-seater

y nts—Godfrey's,
n 1, W.l.

II MBULL 2-seafer. double dickey. 4-cyl.. w.c

rric lighting, .spare wheel, 35 ni.p.g.

I ili-nt, new condition, equipped,

II -; exchange G.N.. 3-wheeIer.—186

. iu.vdOU. -

i i.iiin^as.—Singer 1914 2-seater and diukey, lOh.p.,

1 . vl., dynamo lightiug. 5 lampr -'-»'

£190; exchanges; gradual

Ltd , 208, Gt. Portland St..

[0350

?.c,.

45
taxed; 30
St. James

[9631

,.,..,„^„ ,.„„..„-.. 5 lamps, spare ivheel,

ammeter, i-Orn. luggage grid, hood and

ti ips iierfent. tax paid, bargato-—Smiths. 86,

Fiiiri Ed., 'n.W.3. [9676

>' EH 1921 Alodel. fn absolutely brand new con-

t Uion. dynamo, hood, screen, lamps, horn, spare

IB md tvre. aluminium number plates, tools, pump,

d ck, tax paid; £112/10.-Delanccy btreet Gar-

e, imden Town, N.W.I. [9893

I7\ERLEV, 2-seater, with dickey, detachable

-

V riqis. in very excellent condition, fast and

lUite exceptional bargain at £95, cash or

r exchange.—Marlborough (Motor House).

nchley Rd N.W.8.
' [6566

II EK Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-seater, £180;
-niter. fl90; Db Luxe 2-seater, £200; Do Luxe

. ' £210; deferred payments; your motor cycle

''a ill part exchange; prompt delivery.—Official

i^les and Co.. 275. High St., Acton, London.
[0761

Si Salmson imm..diate delivery; list 235 guineas.

'XL-hange rr instalments; French type (1.100 e.c.)

11,^ ttitj English model IJe Luxe body, full guaranfee.

lies; shuts up like a Coupe, holds the road
1

1 —Grali. Haves, Kent. 'Phone; Bromley 532.

,;,,.] (0951

AMPBELL, 1922 (July), lOh.p., 2-seater. all

inium body, dynamo lighting, spare wheel.
_u:i-, clock, only run 800 miles; cost over

30 accept £185, or exchange combination and cash.

-Hiev 127. St. Mark's Bd.. North Kensington.
.Ol'.i ''Bus. [9881

i .j-.—Everybody says that that's a new car. It

X'n't, although it looks and goes like it; only
nd ce owner from new last year, cost then over

mall mileage, dynamo, lamps, tools, very
Msain indeed at £195; cash or deferred or
-Marlborough (Motor House). 20-22, Finch-
-N.W.8. [6563

m AcAm

if he saw the prices

of our shop-soiled

BARGAINS
LIST
PRICE

£115
3* h.p. NORTON 3

speed 16 H.

4} h.p. HAWKER-
BLACKBURNE 90

3i h.p. SUNBEAM
LIGHT SOLO.. 136

3'. h.p. SCOTT
SQUIRREL .. 105

2i h.p.VELOCETTE
2 speed k/start

and clutch . 65

8 h.p. INDIAN
CHIEF,

Combination . 199

5 6 h.p. RALEIGH,
spring frame . . 130

2| h.p. RALEIGH,
2 speed, k/start

and clutch . . 6S

3i h.p. SCOTT
STANDARD .. 1!0

78

55

150

110

60

80

OUR
PRICE

£80

75

115

We have a lew second-hand guaran-
teed machines at the lowest prices.

V/rite for list now.

Agents ''or: NORTON, INDIAN, LEVIS,
RALEIGH, VELOCETTE, MARTINSYDE,
VICTORIA, QUADRANT, SCOTT, CLYNO,
SUNBEAM AND HAWKER MOTOR CYCLES.

VBCTOR HORSr^AN, Ltd.,

7g fVlount Pleasant,

LIVERPOOL.
I

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
ROVER 8h.p.. recently overhauled, new, van bofiy.

drive away, k^w tax; too small lor owner; £55. -

Mulley, Builder, Welling. [9373

1 Oh. p. Light Motor Van, good running order; £65;
X/W exchange for Ford touring or combination or

-" High St., Hexley.
[1094

3-ton lorries, first-class

motor cycle, cash adjustment.— 80,

"I Q 17-18 ]\rodel Albicna. _ _

JLt/ condition; £175 cash; d(;ferrcd or exchange.
Rhind and Co.. SLone Place, Rusholm?, Manchester.

[9590

SHARD Garage Offer Eight 30-40-cwt, Lorries, i9i6
and 1917. Straker-Squires and Garfurds, all cr.e

price, £175 each; all are 20h p., are 3 speeds, wurm
drive, all fitted solid tyres as Lew, .smart open lurrv

bodies 8ft. and 9ft., ci:>achbuilt driver's cabs, all

equipped with new lamps, horn, jacks, and toch,
written to suit purchasers; they are sound, smart,

iorries, and are guaranteed. Call early and secure a

genuine vehicle. (Note the low price. £175 each.)—
Shard Garage. Shards Sq., Peckham Park Rd., Old
KeiitRd., London. 'Phone: New Cross 1506 18503

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms

could not, be simpler.— 157b. Gt. Portland St
.

W.l - [5935

MIDDLETONS can arrange extended payments on
excellent terms.—For our address see Sidecar

Column. [0956

P
wat-e

8"

HALIFAX.—Motor Cycle Combinations. Special
terms; from £5 deposit and 15/- weekly. Get

list.—^Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[9570

ANY make ol cycle or any combination compie e._v

equipped; licensed, insured on 12.15,18 months'
extended payments system. — Write for particulars.
Rideezi Sales. Ltd.. 5. Victoria St.. S W 1 [0830

A WIDE Selection of Second-hand Machines, most
makes of new ones supplied immediately on pay-

ment to suit buyer's convenience; getting our terms
incurs no obligation —Marlborough (The Motor House),
2U-22, Finchley Kd., N.W.8. [8391

ENGINE?.
ARIEL 2V2h.p. Engine, magneto, carburetter; genuine

ba'gain, ^£4.—Prout, Canon St., Taunton. [9946

TRIUMPH, 1913, complete with Bosch ma,gneto, car-
buretter, silencer, perfect; £9.—Dernngton.

4-CYL. F.N., complete unit, . Bosch magneto, car-
buretter, silencer ; ^£8 / 10.—Derrington.

8-lOh.p. Douglas Water-Looled Engines, horizontally
opposed, mechanical lubricabiou, suitable light car,

ttationury power plant; stamp specification.—Derring-
ton. Grafton Rd., JNew Maiden. 'Phone: 256. 19255

BLACKBURNE 2%ih.p., 1920. good condition.—
Taylor, Lynne House, East Common, Harpen-

den. [9640

and M Engines, £4/10 ; overhauled and com-
pleted, £6/10 ; stamp.— 7, Heretord R-d,, Bays-

wat-er. J ^7 15

h.p. twin, water-cooled engine, good condition;
£7/10, or - otters.—31, Capstone Rd., Bourne-

mouth. 19950

4-CYL. F..N. complete unit, Boach magneto, car-
Duretter, silencer; £5.—Clarkson, Colman bt..

Ipswich.
"

[9411

TWIN Engine, 8h.p., air-cooled, with Bosch mag-
neto, ^8.—H. R. Hall, c/o Green Man Hotel,

Whetstone, London. [9425

Sih.p. Rover Engine, Triumph carburetter, M-J<
2 magneoo ; £5 / 10 ; after 6 o'clock.~10, Gales-

uury Rd., Wandsworth. [9672

3ih.p. B.S.A. Power L'nit, complete with Bosch
2 magneto, Araac carburetter ; i>7/10.—Cooper,

63, Avenue Rd., Camberwell. [1054

E'NGINE, suit iightw*eight, recently overhauled, new
pisLou, bush&s, ri'Dgs, and new T.B. magneto;

i:9/ 10.—Blackpool, St. Brides. Magor. [9366

BARR and Stroud engines and parts always in

stock.—Acton Motor Exchange, 55, Churchfield
Kd., Acton, W 3. 'Phone: Chiswick 1363. [9664

NEW 2-stroke engine, 2V-2h.p., complete' with chain
case, exhaust pipe, and release valve; £5/10.

—

17, Poplar Avenue, King's Heath, Birmingham. [9y42

3ih.p. M.A.G. Engine, Splitdorf magneto, B. and
2 B., complete unit, ready for fixing into frame;

£15.—Poole. 17, Smallpage, Queensbury, Bradford.
[9429

Q 3.h.p. o.h.v. Blackburne Cylinder, with piston,

/W4 ractng cams, and u.h. cylinder head complete.

as new ctTers; approval.—P. Bell, Commercial Hotel,

Hishop 'Auckland. [9674

HBPPELTHWAITE'S.—A few of them. 5-6h.p.

A I v., J.A.P. and Binka, £5/17/6; 5-6h.r. Pre-

cision £9/10; 5-6h.p. Clyno, £9/10; 5-6h.p. N.S.U., £5;
5-6hp. Rex, M.O.H.V., and T.T. engine, £7/15; 5-6h.p.

(unassembled) Rex, £4; 4h.p. Precision, £5; SVsh.p.

Triumph £6/10 (unit); 2M;h.p- Triumph, £2/10: 3h.p.

MMC. £3; 254h.p Douglas, £4; 2^/ih.i). Minerva,

MoV £3/10- 21/41.0. Union, 2-stToke. £4/15; 3i^b.p.

Murnhy, 2-8troke, £2/15: state renuirements (stamp

plea^).-Hep. 17-19, WiU-os Rd., South Lambeth.^^Lon-

don, S.W8. 'Phone; '""'' ""'1953 Brixton. [1124

All letters relating to advertisements, should quote the cumber at the end of each advertisement, and the date olf the issue
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ENGINES.
"IQ14 Triumph Engine, £B; 1918 2?41l.p. Douglas-L^ complete, £10; A.B.C. stationary engine, com-
plete on stand. £10.—Day, Arch 23, Walmer Rd., N.
Kensington, W.IO. [1093

I^WO M.A.G. 7-9h.p. Engines, brand new, £29 each;
-- now is your chance; latest type, as fitted to
Matchless, Morgan, etc.; two only.—Jones, 4, Wood-
side Parade, North FinchleJ. [9608

BRAND new Morris 2-stroie, slightly soiled, £6.
ditto, second-hand, £5, perfect*; Arden 2-strolte

engine, unused, £6; 8h.p. J.A.P., £11/10; 1914
Triumph, perfect, £11/10; send lor my engine list.—Syd. Pea'-son, Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventry,
'Phone : 1639. [1001

IGNITION, LIGHTING. ETC.

A
TJEAL Bargain

IN Mafuetos can be secured from the Marble Arab
Motor Exchange.

£ii\i\ ]\rotor Cycle Magnetos to be cleared.—O VFV Below.

PLEASE note (particularly) our stock consists of

genuine motor cycle magnetos, nil variable
ignition and guaranteed not converted or re.

constructed aeroplane starter magnetos.

WE guarantee we can supply you a (genuine)
magneto clieaper than anyone.

SINGLE-CYLINDER anti-clocTi, M.L., 45/-; C.A.V,
35/-;.0.H. i>5/-; Dixie large type, 30/-; a)

above suitable lor Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—Below.

SINGLE-CYLINDER Clock, Dixie. 30/-; Berling.
;30;---Below.

1 QA° Anti-Clock. C.A.V., 3S/-; Splitdori, 35/-;
XOl/ Dixie, 30/-.-Below.

1 QA° Clock, Thomson-Bennett, 38/-; Splitdorf,
XOVf 35/-.—Below.

/\0°< 50°. 55° Thomson-Bennett, Splitdori or
^f^ Di-xie; all the above are guaranteed vari-

able ignition and perfect; sent on approval against
cash.—Below.

<PARES—Brand new C.A.V. contact-breakers, anti

clock, 11/-; brush holders, 1/9; brushes, 6d.

each.—Belc \V.

PLEASE note, carriage on all above extra.—
B610W

Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware
Padd. 789. 'Grams : Arch-

motex, Padd., London. [7577

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

"|IJ"AG1^ET0 Factors and Repairers.

A LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

D.A.L., variable ignition;

£3/5.

M-L Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6; variable ignition,

£3/15
THOMSON-BENNETT., single or twin, enclosed,

waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees; £2/15
each.

gP

MARBLE Arch
EQ..-VV.2. 'Pbone;

TJOSCH

THOMSON-BEN'NETT, large type, siTigl© or twin,

enclose*:!, waterproof, variable ignition, all de-

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, variable

ignitio-n; £2/15 each.

'

RUTHARDT, single, enclosed, waterprool, variable

ignition; £2/5 each.

BERLING, single, enclosed, wa-tei-pvoof, variable

ignition; £2/5.

C^PLITDORF, single, enclosed, waterproof, variable^ ignition; £2/5.

enclosed, waterproof, vari-DIXIE, single or twin,
able ignition; £2.

Ar>rY of the above single-cylinder magnetos can be

supplied with the special lomg diiving spindle,

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads aud base
plates, ready to be immediately fitted; sprockets

can be supplied if required. Please state make of
engine when crdering.

rf'^tJARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos for
V-JT 12 months, and will willingly replace or repair
any that shoiild prove defective within that period.

ALL Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto to
us for quotation. It will pay you. We can

despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if required,
24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.
CPECIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 27
Stockwell Rd., London, .S.W. (1 min. from Stock'

well Underground Station). T.A. : Ignitionac, Clan-
road, London. Tel. : Brixton 2841. [2717

M-L singles. 30/-; C.A.V"., 37/6; vaiiablo ignition,
guaranteed.-84 Greeneide Bd.. Croydon. L9694

^^^ BROS. ^
200, GT. PORTLAND ST.,W.

'Phone—l^ngham i?04.

SPECIAL OFFER OF SHOP-SOILED
AND SECOND-HAND MACHINES
TO BE CLEARED AT BARGAIN
PRICES TO MAKE ROOM FOR

1923 MODELS.
List Specia
Price, Price

Beardmore-Precision, sports model,
Barr & Stroud engine ..'. £go o £60

1922 Raleigh, 2-speed, 2:| h.p /68 o £62
1922 Raleigh, 3-speed, 2% b.p £73 o £65
1922 Omega, No. 3, 3-5peed £66 o £51
1922 Omega, No. ab, 3-speed £65 o £50
1922 James, 7 h.p., model No. 10
combination £160 o £136

1922 James, 2:1 h.p., model No. 8. . £60 o £5*

Triumph chain-drive 1922 models to clear at £35,
Fully guaranteed.

£-h.p. Rover, two seater, £180. Four center, £190
Immediate deliver)', cash or- payment out o\

income.

B.S.A.
1922 shop soiled B.SJ\., K 2 mode!, £72, with

^ No. 3 sidecar, £97.
1923 Coventry Premier, two or fourseater £245
1923 Calcott, 10 h.p £325
1923 G.Nn all models from .'.

.

.*.".*.' *205 gns.

TRADE SUPPLIED

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
TJ.B. I. Co.

H.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spar
stocked.

H.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete i<

fixing to Triumph.
p.M.. J.A.P., Douglag, 2-3troke enginea, etc.; £3.

/^.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and auti; £3.

"T^IXIE, -single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

TT.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

TT.B. will take your old machines in part payment.

Tjr.B. DeBpntehes all goods per return, carriage -jaif I
•*-X on approval against cash, or through Tl\s M-aiq\
Cycle deposit aystem,

H.B. Ignition Co., 78. New Park Bd., Brixton Hillf
London. 'Phone; Briiton 610. ttJ69

"tjELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.

X> ELIANCE for repairs, new magnetos and" bi.m
-»-*j parts.

T> ELIANCE have the largest and inoet up-to-<l;,t

XV reirair factory in London.

RELIANCE carry out all repairs on the preiiii-

including armature winding.

RELIANCE have one of the most modern wiuilm,
plants and test rooms in the country, and iji

therefore ofEer you t:;e following advantages. .

TIME.—AJl work within 6 to 48 hours, and a soli-

12 months' guarantee in writing to back it up.

CHARGES-—No flat rates. You are charged accovdiiu
to tlie work that is required, therefore you ;ii-

not in some cases helping to pay for other peopli/;

repairs.

OUR Offer.—We shall be pleased to allow you to s>
your magneto on test after repair at our work.-

How many others can make the same offer?

RELIANCE have the following magnetos in atnil;,

all fully guaranteed.

THOMSON-BENNETT.—Singles and twins, new, smv
degree, waterproof, variable, suit any «igine

;
price

55/-.

C.A.V". singles and twins, new, ideal for any liglit

weight, 254h.p. and 4h.p. Douglas; 55/-.

BOSCH type Z.A.2, second-hand, enclosed, waterprooi,
variable, latest pattern, for Douglas 2%h.p. anii

4h.p.; £4/10.

ACCUMULATORS, best makes only, for all purposes,
any voltage, ehai-ged and uncharged, .always iu

stock i send for' prices.

BOSGH enclosed, waterproof type D.A.L. magnetos,
Government surplus, any degree, ready to fit on

Indian, Harley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin. We
guarantee tlrese to give you slow running and fiasy

starting, and they are in every way ideal for the. big

machine; price, carriage paid. .£4/10.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what the
price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not merelr

that same is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly

written etatenient that we guarantee each machine
against all detente for a period of 12 montbs. Tliia, ve '

maintain, jiistifies us in charging a few .^l.illings more
than certain of our competitors. List sent post free

upon application.

RELIANCE were established in 1914, since \i\icn

we have enjoyed a reputntion which is second to

none for straight and fair dealing.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. Jolin

St.. London^ E.G.I. 'Phone: ClerkenweU 4^90.

T.A. : Remagco, Smith, London. [9909

MILLER Electric Lighting Set, complete, in splendid
condition; £2.—Coates. Glanconway, N. Wales.

[9421

LUCAS Dynamo, 6-volt, new, cost £5/15; will accept
£5.—M. Gardiner, 124, Mile End Rd.. South

Shields. [9476 1

MAGNETO Sprocket ManufaetuierB.—7-tooth to 24-

tooth stocked.- 202-4. Soutbampton
[1500

-Ridington,

St., Oamberwell.

MAGDYNO lighting outfit (Lucas), complete, newj
. ^22 ; would sepa.rate ; offers considered.—€0,

Baker St., Sparkhill, Binninghani. [9233

Q £\ Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, 1 80° or singles,OV complete, 32/6; variable ignition 2/6 extra;

approval.—Simpson, Orchard, Sunbury-on-Thames. [9844

ELECTRIC (Magneto) Lamps, no refills reqair«d,

puU chain to generate light, lusts a lifetune;

price 1276 post free.—Fieldhouse, Kirkgate, Otley.

[9409

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/=;

with ammeter and voltmeter, 55/- each nett^-
Leslie Dixon and Co. (Denfc. H.l), 9. Colonial A?.. 1

Minovies. E.l. fOTfiO '

ANY Motor O^cle Magneto Repaired, no matter '

what condition, provided complete, for SO/-;' 24
hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8 and 10, Bond
St., Ealing. W.

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

[9443
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
AGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., (or magnetos.

spares, an<J repairs.

OTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality magnetos
now and avoid certain lailure of inferior magnetos.

B08CIT Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos,
Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-

ley, J.A. P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
spark at all engine speeds, makes your engine a leal

live engine, give you esisy startine, smooth and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
sumption with increased power; price only dE5 each,
postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee
sent uut with each magneto. We give you satisfaction
or refund cash.

PLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-
ally manufactured for 200li.p. aircraft engines;

therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes: "Magneto to
hand; many thanks for prompt despatch, satis-

factory in every way; will recommend to my friends."

ZENITH Owner writes: " Since fitting magneto have
completed a run of 250 miles ; highly satisfied

;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

INDIAN Machine Owners.—Your high-class machine
deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000

Dixie 420 magnetos; send your magneto and ^£4
now, and we will immediately despatch you a Boscb

READY to fit on your machine; there are no
alterations to make.

WHY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
who know—are almost all sending to us for their

Magnetos ?

THERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,

supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

MAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against cash per return on receipt of

your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied ; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran.

teed .service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother runnmg, and more powerful engine and
better results _from your Douglas? Then send for a
latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
DOW, price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and 1'.

and M.'s, with 12 months" guaranteed service, price
£3/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos latest enclosed
waterpioi;f type {not converted starters), ready to

fit on 550 Clynos and 180P Douglas machines, with
12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carnage
1/6.

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all
your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting

pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs? Fit a
Bosch aeroplane hand starter magueto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write,
call, or 'phone for terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magueto, whatever its condition, let us see

it: we will rebuild yuur magneto to look and work like
new. uo matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
if urgent, and leturn it with a written 12 months'
guarantee. While -your magneto is being repaired we
an lend you another free of charge. We could not
niake these offers if we were not certain of the quality
jf our work.

VOUR old magneto wilPbe equivalent to new at a
-*- low cost. Send us your defective magneto now.

EXPRESS Dixie Repair Service. Your Dixie magneto,
no matter what size, rebuilt equal to new and re-

turned in 12 hours, at 30/-; a small extra charge for
necessary replacements.

ARMATURE rewinding, 00 matter what make, type,
01 size, 11/6. Wound cores tiom stock.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman's
Row E.C.2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570. (One

' minute f'om B'nw" B-'as.! [89'^'^

BARGAINS!—Magdynamo new lighting set for 50°

,

twin engine, complete battery and lamps; £10.
6-volt new accumulator, 15/-.—88, Gloucester Place
Mews, Portman Sq., W. •

[1042

' ^A/(R-~C-^-^- magnetos, singles au/I I8OO twins,
tJ\M/ "CPvariable. guaianteed new and perfect; ap-
proval against cash; state rotation required.—Lan"-

. ford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.

I
"r\YNAMO E 3 (Lucas), clamp, pullev, dE4/15;
J-' Lucas head lamp, 45/-; tail. 9/-; side, 10/-;
accumulator and case (Solo), 42/-; Combination,
48/-; switchbox. 30/-; junction box and wires, 18/-:
all new; offers wanted.—60, Baker St. SparkhiH
Birmingham. [9224

H A.d.

Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

Manufacturers of
ACCESSORIES. PATE^^TS, SPECIALITIES.

POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.

AGENTS
HAVE THEM IN STOCK.

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS.
Fig. R95. "DAYLITE" HEAD
LAMP, 63" front. Patent brackets,
adjustable bayonet holder.

Hitihly polished
reflector. As illus-

Medium-sized Model. Fig. 8Si. si'
front. Best quality finish through'
out. Totally insulated holder
with switch and adjust-
able- focus, adjustable
brackets, dust and
weather-proof
front, as illus-

trated, -rr-iv,

36/- ea. Nickel. fflff

39/- ea. Black. if

H.A.H. REAR LAMPS.
Fig. 5T6 to take
Bayonet Bulb.
Supplied less
Bulb and Wire.

Price 4/9 each.

Fig. 574.
Supplied
\\itlx screw-in- Bulb

and Wire.

J Price 5/9 each.

Fig. 347. Spcedclitc.
Price 7/6 each.

H.A.H. Insulating Tape.
Fig. 45J.

2 small roll, 7id. each.
Fig. 456.

i. large roll, 1/- each.
Fig. 457.

i small roll, 6d. e.-,ch.

Fig. 410. Cut-out
Price 2/- each.

Fig. 449. 2-wa J'. Fig. 428. I -way
Price 3/- each. Price 2/- each.

Postage extra on above.

A. H. HUNT, Ltd,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstal Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone—

•

Telegrams

—

Croj'don 222=;, 'Keyage, Croydon.'

IGNITION. LIGHTING, ETC.
LUCAS KinK of the R.^ail Dvnamo, type E.20, as

new, £4,10; Liuas Aevu 12-volt 250-watt-, typo
A.l 2, as mew, with <!ut-out, £3/15; would exi^han&e
either for good Kxide 6-vuIl 50-amp. actual and »-ash.
—Perry, 76, Durham Rd., N.15. [9634

U.H. Magneto Rupaira.—Wn spccialiso in these mag-
netos and can be- relied upon to give you good

service. A. I., B.I., K.B.2, V. typo spares stocked;
prices moderate; 12 months' written gaarantep.~
Standard Magneto Co., 59. Gt. Tortlaud St., Ixjndon.

[9793
SUEPLUS Magnetos, with written guiirantfc-:- ._,.iii

' year. M-L single. 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-;
Bosch ditto, 45/-; C.A.V. single or twin. 50/-; ThoJii-
son-liennett ditto. 60/-.—We specialiee in repairs unJ
sparei^ for all iiiake^. Lists, 2d. stamp. Uenl Tvitl

exports and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdalfl
Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'I'hone:
Croydon 1625. [8661

MAGNETOS.—M-L Eingle-cyl., clock, complete. oP
Rotary engines; 20/-, postage 1/3; the above.

less contact breakers, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie,
complete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyl., comiJlete, £1/10;
B.T.II. 8-cyL, complete, 25/- r C.A.V. starting mag-
netos, complete. 18/6, postage 1 / 3. Carriage extra.
Cash v.ith order. Send IVud. for list ol Aero parts.

—

Coley. Ordnance Works, Queen Elizabeth Rd.. Kingston-
OQ-Thames. "Phone : Kingston 365. [3380

EUSTOjN" Ignition Co., sole representative for the
Splitdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service to

SpUtdorf magnetos, dynamos, Disie magnetos, etc. Wo
have the factory, plant and esperience. Official Indian
electrical service station. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares; spares and lepairs to all makes of magnetos;
nil repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench
hefore dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 monthe.
We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos in
London. Twins, all degrees, charged accumulators, all

voltages always ready. We stock everything electrical
for the motorist. We gife you real live service always.
—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Rd.. N.W.I.
"Phone: Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Euaroad, Lou-
don. [02b3

TYRES.

EXCEPTIONAL Offer.

BRAND New Covers.—Reflez Clipper Ideal, made
by Dunlop, heavy, 3-ribbed, each cover guaran-

teed perfect. 26x2».'i, 23/-; 26x25^. 26/-; 26x2V2. to
fit 2^/i, extra heavy, 4-ply. 30/-; 28x3 extra heavy,
4-pIy, 35/-.—Below.

TUBES.-26x2V2, to fit 214, 5/9; 28x3. 6/6, made
by Dunlop; postage on all above ejctra.—Below.

MARBLE Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware
Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Fadd. 789. 'Grams: Arch-

motex, Padd, London. • [7569

MAUDES' have a very large stock of clearance
covers in all sizes, and a post-card stating your

requirements will bring a reply by return.—M'audes',
100, Great Portland St., W.l. [9597

3 /_.—Palmer and Capon Heaton, 26x23|. new eud-
'

less tubes.—Below,

tf) K /_.—Dunlop extra heavy, 26x25^, brand new
/W tl / tyres. Goods sent on 3 days' approval
against cash; reduction on quantities.—Pride and
Clarke, 156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton. 3.W.9. [8876

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard makes,
list post free.-J. G. Graves, Ltd.. Sheffield. [0589

Cent. Reduction.—26iu. tyres now cost only
to retread, 3-ribbed or cross-grooved, 3,000

O K Per Cent. Reduction.—26iu. tyres now costonly

mi leu wear.

BD^ST tyres and broken away beads remoulded like

new, best work in the country; send for list.—

Melton Rubber Works, xuelton Mowbray. [0347

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,
etc., carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co..

Buxton. Derbyshire. [5836

BULL'S.—All sizes in bargain covers and lubes.
If your size is not below, write or telephone us.

Gerrard 1347.—See below.

Oftx2i4 Palmer cord. 30/-; Wocd-Milne and Avon,
/W" 22/6; Stepney roadgrip, 27/6.—Below.

2V. Avon tricar, 30/-; Beldam, 25/-;
De Luxe, extra heavy, ^27/6.—Below.

2V.X2J4 Wood-Milne 4-pIy, 25/-: Pair
heavy, 30/-; Beldam 3-ply, 22/6.—Below.

2^.8 Palmer cord, 3C

Beldam. 22 / 6.—Below.

3 Clincher sidecar, 30

y

...
Beldam R.N.S. or Wood-Milue keygrip, 30/-.—

OftXSV. Avon tricar, 30/-; Beldam, 25/-; Clincher
-VO De Luxe, extra heavy, 4727/6.—Below.

tf>£?x2V>x2i4 Wood-Milne 4-pIy, 25/-: Palmer cord
/vO heavy, 30/-; Beldam 3-ply, 22/6.—Below.

Olix2% Palmer cord, 30/-; Wood-Milne and
/WO Beldam. 22/6.—Below.

0Qx3 Clincher _sidecar,_30/-:_ Avon Druid, 20/

/»e'i\x65 Palmer cord heavy, 37/6; ClincherOOU R.N.a., 30/-; Wood-Milne, 22/6.—Below.

TUBES, all sizes, 4/6 each; all goods on approval
against remittance ; postage 1/ extra.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, W.C.2. Gerrard 1347. [0869

CCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-

chase their tyres from McArthur, HiU and Co.,

436. Argylc St., Glasgow. List" post free. [9831

All letten relatini! to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A^3
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TYRES.
BASTONE'S. h'T Covers and Tubes No better cir

clieaper house.

T> ASTONES.-26x1'j4 Clincher De Lux 10/6.

BASTONES.-24X2 Dunlop rubber.stud, 16/3;
Clincher De Luxe Junior. 14/6; ditto extra

heavy. 19/9.

BASTONES.— 24x21,1 Hutchinson T.T , rubber-stud,

21/-; Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 26/-.

BASTONES.-26x2Vi Hutchinson T.T. 10/6; Dun
lop rubber-stud heavy, 26/9; Michelin Semille,

20/-; Goodrich safety tread, 27/-; cllinc.her tie Luxe
extra heavy, 24/-; .Spencer-RIouIton steel-stud, 24/-'

BASTONi;S.-26x2% Hutchinson T.T.. rubber-stud,

19/6; Clincher De Luxe heavy, 23/-; BerRouR-
nan rnbber non-skid, 23/-; Palmer cord heavy, 28/-

BASTONES.-26x2iAx2V4 Goodrit Safety tread.

36/-; Clincher Dreadnought extra heavv. 36
Dunlop rubber-stud heavy. 33/-; Dunlon rubber stud

extra heavy, 39/9; Hutchinson Pass rubber-stud.

36/-: Dominion Usco rjrbher non-skid heavy. 23/-.

BASTONES.^ 26x21/2 Miohelin fine ribbed, 15/-;

Hutchinson T.T. rubber-stud 24/-; Goodrich
Safety tread, 35/-; Spencer-Moulton steel-stud, 25/-.

BASTONES.—650X65 Goodrich Safety, 38/6:
Clincher Dreadnought, 34/-; Dunlop cord.

44/9.

BASTONES.- 700x80 Dunlop Magnum, 41/3; Good
rich Safety tread, 40/-; Clincher 3-ribbed, 38/-

BASTONES.-28X3 Dunlop Magnum, 42/6 Good
year all-weather tread, extra heavy, 67/6; Good

rich Safety tread, 37 / 6 ; Firestone rubber non-skid
extra heavy, 42/-; Clincher De Luxe, extra heavy.
35/-; Clincher Dreadnought extra heavy, 45/-,

BASTONES.—Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson and
Hed-Pox tubes: 24x2 and 24x2%, 3/9; 26x

2Vi and 26x2y2, -5/6; 700x80 and 28x3, 7/3.

ALL the above new and clearance covers and tubes
are sent on approval against remittance.

BASTONES. 228, Pentonville Rd - Kins's Cross
London. N.l Tel.: 2481 North, [8394

REAL Good reliable second-hand motor cycle tyres,

all sizes and makes; 10/- each, plus IE. carriage.
See displayed advertisement,—H. Emanuel and Co.

r0832
ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—The following new blemished

and clearance covers and tubes sent on seven
days' approval against remit^taaice, per passenger train.

carriage paid.

ECONOM[C.-24x2 Clipper Ideal, 14/6; tubes, 4/6;
24x2'4 (also lit 2in. rims) Dunlop heavy, 26/-;

Clincher* Junior, 16/9:

ECONOMIC—26x214 Dunlop heavy, 26/9; Fire
stone extra heavy, 22/6; tubes, 4/9; 26x2%

Dunlop heavy, 30/-; extra heavy, 35/9.

ECONOMIC—26X2V2X214 Goodyear Diamond. 30/-;
Avon extra heavy, rubber stud, 25/-; Palmer

tubes, 5/6.

ECONOMIC—26X21A old standard Clipper extra
heavy, 27/6; Redfem, rubber stud, 25/-; tubes.

5/-.

ECONOMIC-28x3 Goodyear Diamond, 42/6; Good
rich Safety, 39/^; Firestone non-skid, 39/6;

tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC.-650xe5 Goodrich Safety, 34/6; Step
ney road grip, 34/6; Clipper extra heavy, 27/6;

tubes, 6/9.

ECONOMIC—700x80 Goodrich Safety, 39/6; Bel-
dam extra heavy, 44/3; Goodyear, 44/3; Good

year cord, 58/-.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop rubber stud, fully warranted
24x2, 16/3; 24x21^, 17/9; 26x2, 17/9; 26x

214, 18/6.

ECONOMtC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
Phone : New Cross 1393 1.742?

DUNLOP Extra Heavy, 26x2% ,
(fit 2i/i), all new,

not clearance; must be sold; Z5J- each (list

price £2); carriage paid on two or more.—Hurst, 26,
Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. [1166

5{\{\ NEW Beldam Covers, 26x3, 21/2, 2%, 214
\J\y and 2, 15/- each to clear, postage 1/6 ex

tra-~Homerton RubbeT Works, 11, Upper St. Mar
ti:i's Lane, W.C.2; and Brooksby's Walk, Homert-.*^
E-9. [0331

MASONS.—Tyres are down, and the following ofCer.-

beat all ;—Wood-Milne Kev-grip, 4-ply covers,
26x21/., 24/6; 26x2%, 26/-; 26x21/;, 23/6; 26x2iAx^
21/4, 25/-; 650x65, 26/-; 3-ply covers, 24x21,4, 18/-;
700x80, 28/6; 28x3 (American), 27/6; 28x21,2
(-American), 24/6-—Below-

MASONS.—26x21,4 Dunlop Heavy Fluted, 21/6:
26x2i/i ditto. 18/6; 26x2i,', Dunlop extra heavv

ribbed, 31/-; 650x65 ditto, 30/-; perfect stock,
maker's guarantee.—Below.

MA.SONS.—Great Offer Moseley Heavy, large
studded, perfect stock :—24x2i4, 19/9; 26x21/4.

22/6; 26x2%. 23/6; 26x21/2x214, 25/-; 26x21/2, 26/-
Approval against remittance, carriage paid.—Masons,
The Tyre House, Ipswich. [0916

STOP
at this and compare prices

,
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Buildtns^s carriage paid. No extras-

Send for our All ^oodscatTi^^e
special cataIog,ue P^*^ England and
containing record ^^*^^ ..^"^

'^*f
f

*

e " " unsolicited testi-
prices and partic- monials is the blg-
ulars of our fair gest proof of our
dealing, one price, legitimate deal-
one oualitv 'ngs, and theone quality.

general satisfac-
NO EXTRAS. tion given.

OLVMr'M MODEL AHaE^tOo oUtbUlNi

Specification in Our Catalogue.
I2X 8 £23 10 18x10 £42 10
14 10 £32 15 so y 12 £46 15
i6v JO £37 15 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proof

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create

confidence.

Sheen Park Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, 1922.

Dear Sir,

I am instructed by my Committep to say
they are very pleased with the Pavilion ycj
erected for them.

Yours faithfully, John O. Griffits.

122, Shortlands Road,
Sittingbourne, Kent.

August i7, 1922.
Mr. Brodrick,
The South-Western Appliance Co.:

Dear Sir,

The St. Helier Building arrived on Satur-
day, two days before promise of delivery,

and we are more than satisfied with it.

We erected it on Wednesday and it went
together like clockwork. I am very pleased
we left the order with you, as all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trust ug
and believing it will get you further orJ is

from this district.

Yours faithfully,

Thos. E. Kennett.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G°
Higb Street* FuJtiam, Londoa, 3.W.

felephon-: PUTNEY 2771

TYRES.
DUNLOP Heavy Stttdded, 26X2%x2i4, 25/-; extra

heavy, 28/6; Wood-Milne, 650x65, .21/-; 700x
80 Avon, 3 rib E.H., 34/6; tubes. 4/6; all guaran-

'

teed brand new.—^Harvey and Co., 47, >Sonth Lambeth
Rd., London, S.W.8. [9199

BARGAINS.—Autumn sale in new tyres. Dunlop
extra heavy, 26x2%, 23/-; Dunlop lieav^, 26x2^/., -

26x2Vt, 20/-; Palmer cord, heavy Clincber De Luxe, .

Bates, special heavy Hutchinson Passenger, Beldam
extra strong, 26x2Vi, 18/-; post free to any address;
'/,' dozen valve patches free with every order.—Dnpon-
chel, 133, Bd-Gambetta, Calais, France. [9609

FREE to every purchaser oi one of our tyres; we
,

are presenting absolutely free a beautiful 12/6
fountain pen, se/i-fiiimg, and with gtuuuie 14ct.
guld nib, well-known make; write for list, which
includes nearly every make herein advertised and at
similar prices, or order tyre right away ; all goods
fully guaranteed and sent on approval against cash.—
Maude Rubber Co., 58, Praed St., Paddington, W.2.

[9233 -

CENTRAL Garage offer the following lines in tjres-: .

26x2',4 Goodrich, 28/-; Hutchinson, 22/6; Wood- .

milne Combination, 22/-; Firestone, 27 f 6; 26x2'/>
Goodrich, 32/-; Palmer, 33/-; 26x2V2X2^/i Palmer,
33/-; - Rubber Standard, 27/6; Hutchinson, 25/-;
650x65 Goodrich, 33/-; Hutchinson, 30/-; 700x80 '

Goodyear, 42/6; Collier, 50/-; 23X3 Goodyear, 37/6;
Goodrich, 37/6; Firestone, 35/-; tubes, all sizes, g/--—Central Garage, 302, London Rd., Thornton Hrath.

[9081
TANKS

TANKS lor Triumphs, new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.—Cov-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[9240
TANKS for B.S.A., new. 35/-; 1910, 1922.—Cov-

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[9239

TANKS for Humber, -1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19;
35/-.—Coventry Tankers. Ltd., Hearsall Works,

Coventry. [9241

I SPECIALISE i-i Kopaira, re-bnilds, and tanks to
measure. Enamelling' to any pattera. Quick de-

livery.—Below.

DOUGLAS Patten Timks, new and enamelled,
complete wiib ah fittings and B. and L. pump;

55/-: folder with phom on request.- G. Day. 85.
C: eapside, Birmingham [6602

TANKS Made or Repaired, .je-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred, handle-bars, etc., plated: tstd. 30 years.

—

Attwoods, 25, Pentonville Rd., London, N.l. [9451

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup-.,

plied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [9238 -

TANKS re-enamelled to pattern, higb-class work onlv.
16/6; special terms to trade.—Jenkins and Sons,

Rirhnrd St., Atkinson St.» 'Deansgate, Maneliester,

EstublisLed 25 years. - £1027

AVERY'S Muke and Stock Tanks to suit macjuued
of most the leading nnmufactuiera, with plated

fittings coipplete. at 35/-; guarantee" tor 12 moutlii'

with eveiy tank snpphed.—Gordon St. Tank Works,
Coventry 'Phone: 1774. [089b'

T_A.NKS.—All makers, latest improved models sup-

plied. Old tanks in part payment. Partition,

leakage, and all repairs undertaken. Re-enamelling
makers' colours, designs, and transfers guaranteed,

—

Park Tank Works, lA, Paradise ltd., Highbury, N.5.
[9850 '•

BELTS.
BASTONES.—Dunlop Round Top, -^in., 1/9; %in.,

2/1; lin., 2/7; l\fein., 3/1 per ft. Buffalo hide

and chrome, %in., 1/9; lin.. 2/-; l»^m., 2/3 per ft.

—228. Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross. London, N.l. '

[8395

BELTS.-John Bull, 7ft. ein.x%in- 12/6; 7ft. 6in.

xl%in., 16/-; Dunlop, Avon and Pedley cut to

order, IWn. 2/-. lin. 1/9, %in. 1/6. %in. 1/4 per

foot; all brand new and guaranteed. Sent on approval
against cash.—Maude Rubber Co., 58, Praed St.. W.^

[9234 J

BALATA and Chrome Belts.—A client writes lu say
the advantagee of these belts are absence of slip

in wet weather, indestructibility of its wearing surfacea,

where rubber would peel off in shreds; price per foot,

^in. 1/4. Vein. 1/6. lin. 1/9, l^in. 2/-; faateners 9d.

each, postage 1/-.—Sole manufacturers. PoUin and Son,

Hollington. St. Leonarrls-on-Seo. [4877

BELTS —Clincher clearance, not W.D.. %in.. 6ft.

6in., 8/2; 7ft. 6in., 9/5; %in., 7lt. 6in., 9/5; 8tt.

10/1; 8ft. 6in.. 10/9; lin.. 7ft. 6in.,i0/4; 8ft.. 11/-; 8ft.

6in., 11/8; li/6in.. 8rt., 16/-; Bates' short lengths,

%in., 5ft. Sin., 5/-; %in„ 5ft.. 5/6; leather belts,

^in., at 1/6 per ft.: Belt fasteners, 9d., and 1/-. Post

1/-.—The Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate,

E.C. 10933 -

CARBIDE,
CARBIDE Tips, 1 lb., decorated, 17/- gross, cash;

sample 3d.; cases extra, returnable.—Kemp's
Garage, Louth. [9463

CARBIDE, highest grade Norwegian, 18/6 cwt.. 11/J
half-cwt. ; immediate delivery.-Kemp's Garage,

Tmnorters. Louth. [9467 -

CARBIDE.—Guaranteed to British Acetylene Asso-
ciation's standard, coated and uncoated, in

1 lb., 2 lb.. 4 lb., 7 lb. and 14 !b. lever top canisters;

get our price at once; in 1 and 2 cwt. drums, ex 22

stock depots 18/- cwt.; immediate delivery.—Ellco

Cycle Works. Gedney Drove End, Wisbech. [8077 :

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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CARBIDE.
CARBIDE, finest Quality. 19/6 cwl., f.o.r. nearest

depot; coated, 25/ , ex Bristol only, c.w.o.—
Uodge and Co., Warwick Ed., Brtstol. [7301

CARBIDE, finest quality. Riving 100 per cent, pure
gas yield, all sizes; cwt. 21/6, i/o-cwt. 12/6, 23 lb.

7/6. drums iree. (Depots in all parts.)—Young; Im-
iwrters. Mi^terlon. Somerset. [1316

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable; 20/- per cwt..
drums free, casli witli order, free on rail.

Aberdeen. Bristol, Belfast. Oardifl Dublin. Edin-
buigli. Uliisyt.w. Gloucester. Grimsby, Hull. Leeds.
Londo.i. Lowestoft, Liverpool, Lincoln, Manchester.
Newcastle. Preston, Port Talbot, Runcorn, Sharp
ness, Swansea, \armouth.—International Products.
77. Victoria St., Bristol. (3271

PATENT AGENTS.
J.

E. S. LOCKWOOD. 3. New St., Birminglinm.
'Phone: 6816 O. Patents guide tree. [4808

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
I'atent Ageut, 116a. Queen Victoria St.. E.G.

35 years' lefeieui^es. [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc. Assoc.M.lnst.C.E., Chartered
Patent Ageut, ^9, Southamptou Buildings, Lundoii.

\V.0.2. 'Plloue: Holborn 672. [7917

PATENTS, EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.
IJlXPERlilEATAL Wort.—My tool roorii. eugrueeriug
^ work?;, uunviufi oitice. aud laboratory fire devoted

entirely to e.\iieiiulental engiueeiiug; secrecy guaranteed,
—Leopold Ward, B.Se.. A.C.G.I., Haimood Place, Gi.alk
I'arTii. N.W.I, 'I'jiune; Hamustead 7559. [C945

CLtB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can alicaps be obtained under this heading for

announccmeTtIs required by Clubs. Hate 3d. per
word, minimum 3i-

AGENCIES.
REQUIKED, Solo Buying Agents -with good con-

npction to take up our piUion seats, everywhere,
state territory.—Wiit3, Manufacturers, -59, Court Ed.,
Balsall Heatli, Birming-liain. [9i356

INSURANCE.
COMPREHENSIVE Policies from £3/10 to £5/5;

sound company.—Broadhurst, 24, Holborn, E.C.I.
[9624

£3. Covers A.i Risks for 29ih.p., otbers at coiu(,e(i-

tive i!it=s.— Eriie.'it Bass. 40, Chancery Lime.
W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 328. [0005

HENDERSON'S, Harleys, et<j. (approved cases);
£6/15. Comprebeusive policy. Others at lowest

rates, fiuest security.—Noblo and Willcins, Insurance
Broker.^, 329, High H. .born, W.C 'Phone: Holbcrn
601. Established 60 year" [6736
" npHE aiotoi Cycle " Ineurance Policy is the policy

-- authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers
motor cycles or cycles aud sidecars used for private
purposes Complete comprehensive cover. Masimuui
Denefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pio-
spectutjes on applicatiou.—The Autocar l-'ire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co. Ltd.- 77 Cheapside, London,
E.C.2. [0007

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by post for this paying profession. Start
a business of your own.^. Prospectus free.—Agricultural
Correepondoiice College (JRept. T), Ripon. [0389

SITUATIONS VACANT.
LOCAL Representative wanted, with or without e-t-

perience Tvnesider Pilii(m Seat Works, Union
St., North Shields. [0907

MOTOR Cyclist wanted, able to introduce, turning,
milling, clotting, shaping, gear cutting and

general engineering repetition work.—Box 4591, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [1004

MOTOR Cyclist, knowledge of spare parts business,
able to write good letters and advertisements,

and interview customers, on salary and commission.
—Write, giving lull particulars of experience and
salary required. Box 4590, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[1003
SITUATIONS WANTED.

SALES Manager to manufacturers world-famed
motor cycle, disengaged before Show, desires re-

appoiatment similar capacity with progressive firm,
special knowledge export trade; young, active, proved
organiser.—Box 4563, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [9482

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

H. ALBAN BRAYSHAW, A.M.I.A.E., 9. Guerdon
St., Byrom St., Liverpool. 'Phone : North

7168. £1169

INTENTOBS.—Consult firm with 35 years' ex
perience ; models, ideas ; advice free ; references

to clients.—E. Docet Co., 14, Augusta Mill, Warstone
Iiane, Birmingham. [8622

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS,
WANTED, either as partner or buy repair business,

any district, with partner who must be engineer,
energetic, and agreenhle; full particulars on leoueBt.—
Bos 4561, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9480

TURNERS
Genuine COWLEY

SPEEDOMETERS
(NON-TRIP.)

Brand New. Fully Guaranteed.

Carr. paid S5/-
Send make of machine and size oi tyre.

METAL
CASED
TOOL
BAGS

Leather tront. 2 clips supplied with
each bag. Best value obtainable.

Carr. paid 8 6 per pair.

SILENCERS GR EXPANdSN CHAMBERS

No. I, length 7^", bore i^- or ij, 10/6

„ 2, „ II" ,. ,. 10/6

„ 3, „ M" ., .. 10/6

„ 4. „ loi", Screwed to fit Hirley, 1 1/6
2o" extenson pipe included with e^ich silencer.

We are also stockists jor the following

Manufacturers' goods :—
AMAC, BINKS.

BROWN & BARLOW.SENSPRAY,
BOWDEN WIRE LTD.,
BRAMPTON, DRUID,

BRITISH HUB CO., B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS. J.A.P.. LEVIS,
TRIUMPH, VILLIERS,

BEST & LLOYD.
LUCAS. MILLERS,

POWELL & HANMERS,
RENOLD, STURMEY-ARCHER,

SHOCKSTOPS, TAN-SAD,
CAMEO. EASTING,

Sidecar fittings in endless
variety.

l80,18l.l82,RaiiwayApproaGh
'Phone

:

Hammer-
smitli,

2436

Est
1901.

SHEPHERD S BUSH,
W.12.

p

BUSINESSES AND PHOPtRTY t-OK

SALE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.
GREAT Portland St., W.—Corner motor showrooms,

to be let, rent £550 p.a. ; premium of £750 for
lea-se and lurnituie.— For further particulars apply,
liillier, Parker, May and Rowden, 27, Maddox St.,
W.l. [9440

MOTOR Cycle Business—Sound concern required tn
suit capital abuut £800 to £1,000; South Cua^t

preferred; niu.'Jt have house attache'l. Send full de-
tails in confidence to Drake and NulLer. Specific
Valuers to the Motor and Cycle Trades. 19-21. Far-
ringdon St., EC. 'Phone: City 6025. [0954

GARAGES.
BRIXTON.—Separate lock-ups: combinations, 4'-

weeklv; private car, 7/6; every convenience.

—

26b, Ingleton St. [978t

GARAGES made in perfectly fitting sections Irom
£5/15 upwards. Send at once lor profusely

illustrated bargain catalogue.—Ross, Appliance Manu-
facturers, Forres, N.B. [8567

STOLEN.
£12 Reward.—Stolen from Mapledene Rd., Dais ton

23rd October, 4Vjh.p. B.S.A., 1922. fitted with
Rideezi bulbous sidecar, frame No. B 4955, engine No.
R 6074, aluminium chain case. Miller head lamp, A.A.
badge No. 281421, sidecar painted green. Further
particulars can be supplied.

THE Above Reward will be paid to the first person
giving such information that will lead to the con-

viction of ths thieves, and the recovery of the com-
bination or pro rata to the amount recovered.—H.P.
Motor Policies, 139, Cannon St., E.G. 'Phoue : Citv
1488. [9439

GENERAL TRADE.
'OR Frame and Spring Fort Lug6, try Autocnii.

Ltd. Belvedere. List, stamp. [7741

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting, the
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London;

terms, 7y2 per cent., not chargeable if machine un-
sold; motor cycles and cars bought and sold for
cash; nearest goods stations Falcen Lane, L. and
N.W.R.; Wimbledon, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R,-
Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London.

[1014

WANTED.
WANTED, • 3'Ah.p. Ariel Frame, any vear niake.—

Box, Sc. Edith's, Bromham, Wilts. - [9803

A.B.C. kick-starter wanted, com.plete; £3 offered.

—

—Adams, Gunton Lodge, Oulton Broad, LfOwe^toft;
'951^

WANTED, Triumph 1914 flywheels and ctank pin, in

good condition. — Inspector Templeman, M?n=;--
field. [9659

N.S.U. Gears or parts; also Grades, other pears,
accessories, cheap.—Box 4587, c/o The Motor

Cycle. ' [9913

WANTED, Morgan, late model, water-cooled.—Wat-
kinson, 76, Featherbank Lane, Horsforth,

Leeds. [9939

WANTED, Montgomery _ sporting sidecar; ako
screen and speedometer.—256, Mitcham Rd..

Tooting. [9641

WANTED, Morgan, any condition: bring any time.
—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone:

Maryland 2598. [9733

Q-SPEED Indian Gear Box and Clutch, 1912 model;
(S^ also Schrebler carburetter; must be cheap.—76,
Grange Park, Bermondsey. [9629

MOTOR Cycles, light cars, spares, and accessories,
new or S.H. ; prompt cash paid tor above.

—

McNeille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool.
Phone : 1092 R-oyal. [7019

OLD Man Hep will purchase gear boxes, engines,
sprihg forks, carburetters, magnetos, and dynamos,

also other parts; please state priee.~19. Wilcox Rd.,
South Lnmheth London, S-W 8. [4537

WANTED, red motor tubes, cycle tubes, scrap
metals, expended electric lamp globes, and scrap

electric lamp caps; clean rags for cleaning motors
or machinery supplied.—H. Schneider. 12, St, George
St., E.l. ' [9649

WANTED, Harper tricar or Enfield or other make
motor sidecar;- exchange 12-14n.p. De -Dion 4-

seater, hood, screen, Warland rims, mileage 7,000
miles, suitable merchant requiring reliable car town,
country, inspection residence.—G. S., 35, Staccv Rd.,
Cardiff. [9403

EXCHANGE.
TX7AED and Co. for eschangea.—Below. -

ROVER and A.B.C. and G.N. Light Cars at ne'\

reduced prices. £180 and £255, completely
equipped, in exchange for your solo or combination
and cash.—Below.

HAVE you realised how^ little cash may be necessary
with your outfit? Deferred payments if required.

Distance no object. Send full particulars of ycur

machine, we do the rest.—Below.

WARD and Co., 51, Upper Richmond Kd.. F;i-t

Putney. 'Phoue: Putney 2754. [6836

All tetters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o( the issue A4S
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EXCHANGE.
piNFIELl) Combhuition I'or Morsan.—See Ej'.lickl

.idveitueuieuts. [9843

TfOED Turning 1918 ior any gnod coiubiiiation or
-•- casli.—Hmves, Bra;-, Berks. [9695

1015 Ford Van, large covered body, .electric lamps,
--*' splendid condition; exoliange, or sell £40.

1 Kh.p. Humber Touring Car, 4-cyl., gate cliange;J-" exchange, or sell £30.—Ward, South-WeBtern
Garage, New jMalden, Surrey. [9679

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph for late 2-';4h.p. 3-speea
Douglas.—Covell, 23, Victoria Bd., Redhill. !9749

EXCHANGE Renovated A.C. Sociable for Ner-a-Car
or lightivcight.—Box 4552, c/o The Motor Ciiclr.

[9434
^-SEATER 12h.p. Alldays Touring Car, for 2-seater,* motor cycle, or Morgan.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

^ [9800
1Q14 Open 5-seater for 2-seater or motor cycle.—
-*-*^ 9, Jubilee Terrace, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford.

[9462
TI/'ATERPEOOP Fur-lined Mufis and 1922 IVsin.
'T Amac for speedometer.—8, Ashley Park. Bristol.

[9910
|Q22 Junior Triumph, perfect condition; sell £45,^^ or exchange 4-stroke.—Jarvis, Wheatley, Ox-
ford. [9855

A.J.S. Combination, late 1919, for good solo and
cash.—40, Replingham Rd.. S.W.18. Putney

1694. [9849

EXCHANGE your present machine for a new car
or motor cycle at Kays, 8 and 10, Bond St.,

Ealmg. [9448

"PXCHANGE Enfield 1922 2-seater sidecar bodv for
^-* single-seater ditto.—73, Noyna Rd. Tootin<^
S.W.17. [9636

Qih.p. Rudge, excellent order; exchange 2%h.p"2 Douglas; sell £30.-Kilham, Parsun Drove,
Wisbech. [9747

EXCHANGE 6h.p. Enfield Combination for Solo
and cash.—159, Greyhound Lane, Streatham

Common. [9348

MATCHLESS Combination, late model; £90; ex-
change solo, ca«h.—4a, St. John's Wcod Rd ,

London, N. [1072

EXCHANGE Indian Motor Cycle for Lightweight;
£17.—E. Batt, Prince Albert, 109. New St., Ash-

ford, Kent. [9475
3h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed K.S. AUon for Triumph, or
- -' "— 14^ St. Mary St., Whitland, nr.

[9914

2«'4 "sell; £35.
Carmarthen.

GIBBONS Cycle Car, 2-seater. spleiidid; exchange
for good motor cycle.—Mavheiv, 18, Wherstead

Rd., Ipswich.

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination 3-speed,-L" perfect, for modern lightweight.
Rd., Swindon.

[9644

clutch, K.S.,
-39, •

" 'Ashford
[9460

"I Q 20 Sports Indian Powerplus for lower power

:

-«-•.' sell 57 guineas.—Wint«r, 26. Lonsdale Rd ,

Barnes, S.W.13. [9762

HOT StufT.—4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, guaranteed, for
I.O.M. Rudge or similar.-7, Grovt Cottages

Beiiigeo. Hertford. [9358
"pvOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, all on; e.xchange 2
-I-' itrokeand cafeh; sell £28.-323, Queen's Rd.,
Peckham, S.E.14. [9405
4h.p. Bradbury, Sturmey-Archer 3-specd clutch, ex-

cellent condition, cash, for higher power —86
Florence Rd., N.4. [9642

EXCHANGE Bh.p.
I'Jorton, A.B.O.,

College, Cambridge.

1921 Zenith, M.A.G.. for
Or sell £62.—Cooper, Caius

(9413

1Q20 I.O.M. Rudge, excellent condition; exchange
-•-1/ with cash for combination.-Write, 53, Patshnll
Rd., Kentish Town. [1060
pXCHANGE 1920 3y,h.p. P. and M., 2-speed,
-"-i K.S., for 2-stroke.—Broadhurst, c/o Ilorslield,
Overseal, nr Burton. [9746
"piXCHANGE Coachbuilt Sidecar for good gent 's-LJ 24in. cycle with Edio coaster hub.—Box 4595
c/o The Motor Cycle. [1008
Rfl'AXWELL Tourer, excellent condition, for 2-seatsr

TV ,

,™' combmation and cash.—" Thorneywood,"
Nykeham Rd., Lincoln. [9428
KINGSBURY Motor Scooter, excellent condition and

order; exchange motor cycle.—B. Bagshaw 115
Howards Lane, Putney. [9979
T^.t^.C'.Jt.. the excnange specialists; best (jnce-L allow ed; easy payments arranged.— 5. Heath St)'-- I -nrt Innnr Tube) r^nR^

Ti^,^^?,^^'^^ 5-6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, countershaft,
,,. '^-''a,

clutch, for countershaft Triumph, similar
—King, Egrove, Oxford. [9937
"PXCHANGE Rover Eight, perfect condition, many
•-' extras, for combination and cash.—3, Stamfrrd
b, cuk Rd., I-Iamraersmith. [1053
EDMUND 1921, Francis-Barnett 1920, value £105

for water-cooled Morgan, or 1 machine and cash'—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. i[9801

SEE A.J.S., Bradbury, if'organ, Norton, Budge, Scott,
and Triumph columns.—rKents, 417, Lord St.,

Southpoit. 'Phone; 1273. [9877

The
Insurance

Policy
Authorised and
approved by

is issued by

THE AUTOCAR
FIRE & ACCIDENT
. . INSURANCE . .

COMPANY LTD.

THE terms and con-

ditions of the Policy

are such that the

Insured is properly safe-

guarded and may rely

upon receiving efficient

service at all times, in

addition to prompt settle-

ment of claims.

Fot lull parlipulars and
pr,emuiins apply to :

THE AUTOCAR FIRE &
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Head Office

:

77, Cheapside, LONDON, E.C.2
Telephone : City 9831 and 9832.

Branches

:

BIRMINGHAM— Phoenix Chambers.
Cohnore Row.

LEEDS—28, Bond Street.

CARDIFF— 15, High Street.

The Motor Cycle Policy is obtain-
able through all Motor Agents
and Insurance Brokers, but insist

on -THE MOTOR CYCLE"
Policy,

EXCHANGE.
SWIFT 2-seater, very nice condition; exchange Jg

l<Tte .Matchless combination, cash either way.-
67, Fernlca Ed., Balham. [110

1 Q22 2-speed Connaught, unused; exchange liigbe
--•^ power solo or combination; cash either way.-
198, King St., Hammersmith. - [992,

"I
Oh. p. Crossley Gas Engine, late type, in pcrfoc

S.^ working order, for 2'fih.p. 2-Epeed motor cyfle.-
Box 4549, c/o The Motor Cycle. [943i

£10 Cash and 3V2h.p. Humber 2-speed, miidernisod
for 6 or 8h.p. Sports Zenith, any condition,-

76, Grange Walk. Bermondsey. [939!

8h.p. w.c. Williamson Motor Cycle and chassis; ex
change lower power; sell £60.—T. E. Johnson

Parson Drove, Wisbech, Cambs. 1,9511

EXCHANGE 1921 2-seater Garden for motor cycli

and cash, or sell; £65.-28, Woodford Rd., ForesI
Gate. 'Phone : Maryland 2593. [973'

8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, perfect condition
and cash for late Sunbeam or Triumph solo.-

31, Wingfleld Rd., Walthamstow. [998!

LEA-FRANCIS SVoh.p., M.A.G., all on, new October,

1922; photo; for late 5-6h.p, or 7-9h.p. machine
—Jacobs, 12th Lancers, Tidworth. [981!

EXCHANGE 1920 Sh.p. J.A.P. Ooachtjuilt Com.
bination for other machine and cash.—King

Coal Merchant, New Ed., Oxford. f993e

"IQ20 Rudge 5-6h.p. Combination, top-hole condi
-i-t? tion; sell £70; small 2-seater wanted.—Marks,
121, Acton Lane, Chiswick, W.4. [9864

3ih.p. Hobart., 2-stroke, perfect, £17; exchang*
4 6h.p. clutch machine, contlitioil Lmmaterial.-

16, Addison Rd., Barjingside, Ilford. [9361

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand combinations. Keer
exchanges. Deferred payments taken.—Halifai

Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [956J

3ih.p. M.A.G., 2-speed, clutch, equipped, tyres, etc.,

2 good, new parts fitted, for 2^/4h,p. Douglas 01

Triumph.—Douglas, " Moelteg," Brecon. [9388

MARTINSYDE Combination, hood, screen, lor

Morgan Popular; cash adjustment; North Som-
erset.—Box 4592, c/o The Motor Cycle. [100?

1 Q21 2^4h.p. Allon, fully equipped, excellent con.
JLJ/ tioa; exchange with cash for combination.—
Write, 53, PatshuU Rd., Kentish Town. [1059

DAERACQ Car, tax paid, must be cleared; exchange
small stock, lathe, engines, gear boxes, etc., 01

sell cheap.—13, Wood St., Walthamstow. [9638

"j Oh.p. Darracq 4-cyl. 2-seateT, with dickey seat,

-«-0 in good order; exchange for combination or

sell; best offer.-Stanley, Ightraan, Kent. [992J

A.V. Ei-:ar, 2-3-seater, 1921, fully equipped, a(

new; excliange late combination or solo a/ud

cash.—63, Dyneilor Ed., Stoke Newington. [940Q

Sh.p. Enfield. 2-speed, licensed, lightweight sidecar,

and £25, for higher power, solo or combiiiaticyn

(late model).—118, Church Ed., Noithwood. [9732

Q K Guineas; bargain of the week.—1920 Fold
Oy Tourer, electric starter, lamps, tyres good, spare

wheel, etc.; exchange.—18, Lark St., Burnley. [9724

PIANO-PLAYER, rosewood, perfect condition, 30
music rolls: exchange motor cycle; sell, £30.—

Gerard, Tank AVorkshop.5, Bovington, Dorset. [9948)

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920, 4h.p., mileage 2,500,

fully equipped; exchange solo, little cash.—17,

Sussex Rd., New Maiden. 'Phone : Maiden 138. [97J8r

EXCHANGE 1921 2-seater Garden, dynamo light-i

ing, splendid order and cohdition, for a com-'i

bination or sell.—James, 254, Merton Rd., Southfielde.l

S.W. [9951

TRIUMPH, 1921, and 2y»h.p. New Imperial, for

1922 all-chain Norton, Triumph, or Blackburne;
cash either way.—Rollinson, Bridge St., Belper, Derby-i

shire. [9809

BRADBURY 1922 7h.p. Combination, perfect, io-

distinguishable from new; exchange lower pewet

and cash. After 4 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammer-
smith. [1056

EXCHANGE offers considered for brand new
shop-soiled 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw SVgh.p.—Peter

Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East

Sheen. - [1121

ESCaiANGB late 1914 S'/ah.p. Eudge-Multi, over-

hauled, re-plated, perfect, and 410, for best com-
bination offered.-Wiite, Stapleton, Meadfiekl, Langloy,

Bucks. [1125

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, overhauled, Binka,

windscreen, speedometer, grid, electric, and small

cash, for Morgan or similar.—23, Regency Sg.,

Brighton. [93S.3'

1O20 2i/'h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, Clyno, engine Ife..

i-«/ L.2f47/20, hand clutch, W.R.S. jet. footboards,

registered February, 1921, and little cash for higher,

power, suitable for sidecar.—47, Vickers Ed., Firth

Park. Sheffield. [9*94'

WHY Not Exchange Your Motor Cycle and Car for

any make of new on« with the people who mak« »,

speciality of exchanges and are notable for their liberal

allowances? Also any exchange treated as cash i)ay-

msoin balance deferred, suit yourself.—Marlborongii

(Motor House), 20-22, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [839C

A46 All letters relating to adverti.sements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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EXCHANGE.
81i p. Spoiling Matchles?, o.h.v.,. vevv East, value

4;55, like i-ew. and £20. for best 1921 8h.p. com-
:)iijntioii; LiiH«liishirc,-B<jx 4520 l-/u The Mnlm
Hi/cU:. (?) [9384

WANTED, Ford touring car : exchange tradesman
box carrier tricycle and Indian 7-9h.p. motor

\il;". nrst-class condition, or sell, barsains.—80, High
M., BL^xley. [1095

tax paid, fully

for best solo and
Douglas prclerred.~56, Tol-

[9792

1 Q 18 Douglas 4h.p. Combination.
J-i/ eauippe'l. East in'?.

E12;iO oUcrcd; 2''ih.p. "

ingW-i Park, N.4.

1 Harley Coupette Combination, electrically
equipped, exceptionally

,
fine lot; exchanges

Hi. p. and cash.—Goad. 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
\\iyhU Vale 1353. [1037

p. Zenith-Gradiia, 1915!. completely overhauled
am! rebiished. new back tyre and tube.

Vaiited. clutch AUon or ether 2-stroke.—Wilson, 24,.

i;toku Rd.. Guildford. [9369

I'i'li-P. New Imperial, all en, Goad Coupette sidecar,
IJ tyres, engine and
[lover: letters only,
iiv'caldstone, Uarrow.

19^

ii"

ears sound; exchange l\lurs-in.

Newman, 25, Station Pd.,
[9777

[r ATE 1919 Dynamo Indian Combination, little;

!;LJ used, exceptionally fast: best offer accepted, or
[onsider solo and £25; ride 100 miles.— 9,. Red Hdl,
tlassett, Southampton.

.
[9772

EXCHANGE 1914 9.5h.p. Standard 2-seater and
dickey. Kruli, dvnamo lighting, and is in splendid

indi-Licn. fur cumbinatioa and ca~h.~3, Stamford
irnuk Rd., Hammersmith. [1052

l^XCHANGE Inlaid Cabinet Gramophone, good type-
-i writer, and. iewellery for good Douglas or
ritimph combination; other offers considered.—Box
594. c/o The idolor Cycle. [1007

EXCHANGE lightweight coachbnilt .'sidecar (£5/10),
-J quarter-plate folding field camera, Thornton-
ickard, complete (£4/10). for Swan six)rting side-
U.-&6, Florence Rd., N.4. [9644

PERRACE Garage, Turnham Green Station. S.W.
L (5 min. Olympia), have 20 small up-to-date 3-4-

beelcrs; also 4-seaters, 10-12h.p. ; a big selectioTi

ir exchange-s or easy payments. 19453

"lEXTLEMAN desirous of disposing cf Lagonda all-

T weather coupe, 1914-. electric lighting. 5 detnc-i-
)le;, 40 m.p.g. ; would take combination in exchange.
45, Knighton Rd., Forest Gate. [9527

915 lOli.p. 4-cyl. AUdays 3-seatcr Car. just been
thoroughly overhauled

:

uatiou and c^sh, or sell £115;
id Lingley. Woodbridge, Suffolk.

exchange com
photo.—Whisstock

[9945

;iXCHA\GE 1921 A.B.C. Car, actual mileage 8,000,
-J guaranteed mechanically sound, appeaiancc new,
r combination and cash.—37, Arlington Rd., Sur-
tou. 'Phone : Kingston 1274. [9762

[EXCHANGES a speciality.—t^ood second-iiand 2- and
-J 4-seaters at bargain prices. I also supply now
itchless solos and combinations.—Seabridgo, liansler
I

, East Duhvlch. Sydenham 2452. 16942

>t)VAL ENFIELD 3h.p., M.A.G.. 2-5peed, clutch,
t kick-starL, lamp;, etc., very sporty aiv! ia?l ; ex-

in-e 2-''ib.p. Douglas, New Imperial Rui'ge. P. and
etc.—152, Peckham Park Rd., S.E. [9728

LIGHT Cars, latest models, awaiting exchange
for anv molar cycle; deferred payments; list

Ax pleasure.—Marlborough (Motor House), ?,0-22,

ichley Rd.. N.W.8. Hampstead 7355. [1159

AGONDA 4-seater, 12h.p. 4-cyl., fuUy equipped
with hood aud side curtains, 5 detachable wheels,

•nsed, for Morgan, big twin combination, or 2-seater.

,0, Tresn Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [9699

TUDEBAKER Touring Car, lighting, -starting, de-
tachables, repainted, perfect condition, for 2-

,ter or combination; cash either way.—Chamber'.
Qgsley Holt, Cheadle. Stoke-on-Trent. [9858

TANTED to exchange, a 1920 American X Coni-
' bination, 7-9h.p., for any Lightweight and cash,
woiild entertain an escliange with light car.

—

tier, 102, Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath. [9082

^WNER no longer able to afford car will exchange
1920 Wingfield 2-3-seater coupe for A.V. mono-

or motor cycle; photo on request.—Ellis, 24, Lower
idington Rd., Hampton Wick. Middlesex. [9625

XCHANGE Brand New All-chain Triumpli Com-
bination for modern light car, cash either way.

nneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught
'ij£ibie Arch, London. "Phone: Padd. 1177.

'
[1162

TIRELESS.—Magnificent set. receives Hague
r French concerts, etc., fitted oak Jacobean
eau, 5 valves, coils all wave-lengths, transmitter
motor cycle value £50.—Elkins, Jeweller, Bath.

—^ l[9670
Ip. Roc 2-speed countershaft, all controls, perfect,
also Mills-FiiUford, sidecar, splendid, con-

ron; exchange 8h.p. gear box, Sturmey pre-
red, cash adjustment.—27, Woodhouse Rd., E.ll.
I [9412
!121 2-scater, dickey, Morris-Cowley, Lucas dynamo
-' lighting, self-starter, new tyres, speedometer,
perfect condition, any trial; will exchange for late
'n or solo and cash.—Box 4588, c/o The Motor

lie. [9912

SlAl^LEY BEL IS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

BOX OF STANLEY SPARESis a complete
belt equipment outfit—the b-st and
cheapest Insurance v*^" can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

A'

The STANLEY FASTENER wifn the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hai-dened & tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK »hich is the bes
belt length adjuster yet invented- Savestime
trouble & money. Saves th^ c:)st ot nev^ oelt

1 he STANLEY SHIELD VBhich protects the belt
fastener prevents wppt of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed lor Uae
wfth the Philtpson Pulley. 9<l.

STANLEY AtJitUSTINS HOOKSfor adjustingthe
length ofyour belt in onesecond. ^etof3. ed.

" A'n'er be witfiottt a box of Stanley Spares."
Price 3/6 post jree. Seiui size of bell mken ordenne
The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 6,000

miles-lid.
Our goods are World-renowned for their Reliability

A STANLEY FASTENER tres with each belt.

gass

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor ot the original Hooi
Bell Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32. London Road,

BROMLEY KENT.. 3^,^,-^",;,,^,

PETROL PARAFFIN GAS ENGINES
U to lOh.p. Magneto Ignitjon.

Prices from S22
All engine=5 dispatched carriage

paid, ready to run.

Idealfor Farm and
Workshop use.

S. & W. HOLLAND, ^k--;^
T.A. Dept., Macclcbfield. Cheshire ^^^^ Estd. 184O

EXCHANGE.
IQl^ ll.Oh.p. Bclsize 4-seatei-, dynamo lighting,
'-*' detaclrible wliKels, new tyrt-a, excellent con-
dition , for 1922 Matchless or Harley combination,
cash either way .—Clarke, 156, Stockwell Rd., Biix-
tou, S.W. 9. [9787

REPAIRERS

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
pritmptly and efliciently, — County Engine*?ring

Co.. Iluunslow. [0517

TI> AT Repair Specialists.

FEAME !ind Chnssia Repair Sperialista. Cut-downs,
new forks, back stays, chain stays; fixed and

hub gear machines converted; tube bending and
machining ot every descnptlnn; obsolete parts made
ti5 order; urgent jobs returned in 42 hours.- The
Roval Bunting Engineering Co., 5, Palace Mews,
Enfield. Lr.ndon, N. [8109

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specia.list.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has no
equal. Price, complete with pistou. from 25/-.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind your cylinder at our works.—

Foster, ot Leeds. 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

FRAME Repairs, new tubes, forks, heads, etc. We
are specialists.—Below.

CONVERSIONS to Ccuntershaft, drop top tubes;
wcrkmanship guaranteed.—Henry V. Smith.

OsmcndLhorps, Leeds.
,

[8731

EXPERIENCE Counts; over 20 years is at your
service in repairs.— Below.

FRAMES Repaired and Altered; the pioneers <A

cutting dL.wn to low riding position.- Below.

etc., cylinders
aJuminium pis-

tens, engine sprockets, etc., made to pattern or
!^ketch.— Beluw.

C
"CONVERSIONS.-Stnrmey-Archer; Jardine, or Bur
^ man gear boxes fitted to any hub or fixed gear

n'achincs. Particulars and quotations upon request.
I'irst-ciass workmanship guaranteed. - A. PilkingLoa
and Co.. 390. Lichfield Rd., Birmingham. [iStO

WHITTALL.—Pistons, cheapest, promptest; ciinik-

shalts leground, acL-umcy guiiraiitegd.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders regiound wnd new complelo
pistons, iiertei.'tion gmiiuiiteed. Weldiiig e.\-

ENGINES Overhauled, rebushed,
rebored and new pistons fitted.

pertfi.-

ham.
-Whittall Jl;ii;liinists' Co.. Whittall St.. Biimiui:-

[0017

REPxVIRS done for the Trade.-Mohawk Cycle Co..

Ltd.." 502. Alexandra Rd.. Honisey, N 8. [5971

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, com-
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-, twins 40/-.—

Below.

CYLINDERS Reground. fitted with new pistons,

complete cast iron or aluminium; 20/- to 35,-;
all work guaranteed and returned in 3 days.

TURNER BROS., Motor Engineers. Summers^ar,,
Manchester. ^ [8047

WELDING Aluminium Crank Case, gear boxes by
experts; immediate attention; reasonable prices.

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

LINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;
new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St., Birmingham. [3797

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer ' gear repairs,

and replacements from stock at competicive
prices.—Tavistock.

ARMSTRONG Parts.-Main axle, £1/2/6; small
Sun, 3/9; large Sun. 6/9.—Tavistock.

CYI

ARMSTRONG Parts.
pinions, 1/3; send

tock.

-Clutch caps. 5/6; Planet
for latest price list.—Tavis-

STURMEY-ARCHER
repairs

;

Countershaft and hub geir
parts from stock; please write.—Tavis-

tock.

GEARS.—Any type of gear boxes or gear replace-
ments made to pattern or drawing; send cears

passenger- train.-Tavistock Engineerlnc Co., Johnscrt
St.. Notting Hill Gate, London. 'Phone: Park 3447.

r0917

INDIAN Owners.—II you have trouble with your
machine, send to Indian repair specialists, Dennis.

"9 Brixton Rd.. London. [3655

DOUGLAS Damaged Crankshaft Keyways. Write
for particulars permanent repair.—Simpson, Engi-

neering. Sunbury-en-Thames. [9014

GRINDING Spindles and Jigs, specially designed
for grinding cylinders in the lathe, at a modera-tfl

cost.—Fordham. Park Rd., Rugby. [9866

TOEAME, Fork and Chassis Repairs; tubes and luga
-T replaced as new by experts; discount to trade.—
Langham and Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [5146

REPAIRS, alterations, machine work, prompt, reli-

able and reasonable.—Ayden. 159, Hornsey Rd.,
N.7. Estab. 1899. 'Phone : North 280. [9619

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A47
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REPAIRERS.
PLATING and Stove Enarnelling. all colours; motor

cvcle parts and tanks as new: discnuDt to trfide

—Langham And Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [5145

CYLINDERS Regiound, new pistons fitted, ccmpleLe,
highest nci'uracy; ecmwmic prices; expert engine

cverhauIs.—Hedlev and Co., Forth St., Newcastle-cn-
Tyiie. [9542

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs of every descrip-
' tion at the sLorteGt possible notice by Sunbeam

experts at makers' own Depot, 157-8, Sloane St.,

S.W.l. [8552

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc..

made like new; work guaranteed; quick return.

-

Tonge Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton. Man-
chester. J 6608

ENAMELLING, Plating.^Tanks enamelled as bef ire;

handle-bars, etc., plated.— Send lo Murray's Plating
Works. Union St., Coventry. Platers and enamellers
to the trade. - [0024

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank ernes,

cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welded and
machined; scored bores filled iu and ground to existing

pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS regronnd, new pistons fitted complete.
—West London Welding Co., Essex Place, C:.iswick.

'Phone: ChiMvick 536. [0415

CCYLINDER Regrinding and fitting of new pistons is

-' our speciality. We also supply pistons, rincs,

gudgeons, valves, guides, bushes, etc., for any rrialie

of engine.—C.M-D.

PISTONS complete for all standard makes from 12/-
to 21/-; despatched return post.—C.M.D.

CYLINDERS Reground and fitted with new pistons,
rings, and gudgeons complete; 2%h.p. Douglas,

20/- each; 25/4h.p, Enfield, 25/-; 2%h.p. J.A.P., 32/-;

3Vjh.p. and 4h.p. Triumph. Rover, J.A.P.. B.S.A., Sun-
beam, Rudge, etc., 35/-.—C.M.D.

3-STROKES.—Levis, Villiers, Velocette, Alldays, New
Hudson, etc., 35/- co_mplete; all returned in 48

hours.—C.M.D. Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
'Phone; 768. [2613

BAT Repairs.—You cannot do better than send
your machine to the makers, who possess the

necessary tools and [igs for alignment, thereby assur-

ing a satisfactory job.

BAT Gear Box Parts.—W^e can supply all parts
from stock —BAT Motor Manufactory Co.,

Penge, London, S.E. 13654

FRAME Repair Specialists.—New tubes, forks, stays,
cut down, conversions, enamelling and plating,

fit lowest prices; quick despatch.—A. E. and F. B'rit.

tain, Bentley Lane, Walsall. [8702

HUMBER, Rex, Alldays, Vindex, V.S., Matchless,
Ro'- countershaft. Sole manufacturers of all

Roc parts.—J. Connolly and Co., Manufacturing En-
gineers, Lower Ford St., Coventry. [8903

("CYLINDERS Reground, accurate finish, compression
J guaranteed ; Triumph, Rover, Pvemier, 35 /-

;

2^,:4h.p. Douglas. 25/-; 70 mm. bores, 30/-; rings and
gudgeons complete, twins, low price.—Below.

PISTONS, all patterns, oversize specialists, low price.

—Below.

PISTON Rings, oversize or step-ciit, 2/-; standard,
1 /6; return post; none better. Thousands of

testimonials.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd., Atherton.
[5136

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, and
renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

ilie maters' own depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. L
t Competent and satisfactory service assured [0327

SCORED Cylinders Repaired in 48 hours, price
11/- per cylinder; engines rebushed and over-

hauled, 35/-; twins, 40/-; aluminium and frame re-
pairs cheap.—Godwin's Garage, Sunbury-on-Thames.

[9485
CYLINDERS.—Triumph reground and fitted with

genuine Triumph oversize piston ring and
gudgeon complete, 35/-; Rover, J.A.P., B.S.A., Sun-
beam, Rudge, etc., same price; 2^h.p. Douglas, 18/9
each,—Harvey.

2-STROKES.—Villiers, Alldays, Levis, etc., 35/-;
returned in 24 hours. Complete overhauls, re-

bushing, valve seats machined, obsolete parts made.
Accurate work only.—Harvey and Co., Engineers, 47,
South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. 'Phone: Brixton 3289.

[0793
CLYNO Repairs. For guaranteed repair. Bring

your machine to the Clyno Engineering Co.'s
official service depot, 8-10, Bond St., Ealing. Every
spare part in stock from 1911, for any model; esti-
mate for repairs free. [9246

FORFIELD Motors. Forfield Place. Leamington Spa.
for repairs and overhauls to any ensine or motor

cycle; special department for Premier and Triumph
repairs; work carried out by mecbanics late with
Triumph and Premier works. r9143

WELDING. Welding. Welding.-Weldine done by
experts; cyhndera, crank cases, gear boxes,

pistone, cranks, flanges, etc. ; aluminium a speoiality.
No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 Says.—H.
Heap, 105. Bissell St.. Birmingbam. [0023

WELDING (Antogenoua}.—A sneeessfnl weld must
be made by a metailnrgist. C^st-iron and

aluminium specialists. All work guaranteed. Money
back principle.—Rogers and Son, Welding Scientists,
21a, Circus St., Liverpool. 'Phone: North 1516. [3808

4 EXAMPLES
12 monthly
payments

of
BRAND NEW, 8 H.P. ROYAL EN-
FIELD Combination, Lucas Magdyno
Equipment. Cash£125or£41 Deposit
(comprehensive pohcy free) and . . £7 16 3

BRAND NEW, 6 H.P. B.S.A. MODEL E
Combi ation, cash £130 or £42 5
Deposit (comprehensive policy free)

and £826
BRAND NEW, 6-7 H.P. ARIEL DE
LUXE Combination, Magdyno
Equipment, cash £135 or £43 10
Deposit (comprehensive policy free)

and £8 8 9

BRAND NEW, 6-7 H.P. ARIEL Dg
LUXE Combination, as abo\e. less

lighting. Cash £115 or £38 10
Deposit (comprehensive policy free)

and .. £7 3 9

BIG LISTS fREE. HUGE STOCKS.
per

month.

Specialists in GUARANTEED Re-
pairs, Frames, Forks, Etigines,
Gears, Coinplete Overhauls, etc.

JONES' GARAGE,
Broadway, Musweil Hill, HAD.

'Phcne—Hornsej 2917.

Reprintfrom "Sparklets" Columns in "The Motor Cycle."

THE REPAIR OF HUB GEARS.
On many occasions we are aslced where parts and

replacements for Armstrong and Sturmey-Archer hub
gears can be procured. We recently paid a visit to the

works of the Cromwell Engineering Co., 327, Putney
Bridge Road, London, S.W.15, and were extremely
well satisfied with the way repairs are carried out to

ericyclic and other types of motor cycle gears. All

parts are made on the compiiny's premises, and a;l

repairs are skiliuUy executed. It is interesting to note
that during the war the Cromwell Engineering Co. were
doing very accurate gauge work. They have special

macliinery for makin-^ gear wheels aud for cutting the

internally toothed rings used in tlie two hub gears men-
tioned. Repairs are also executed to countershaft j^ear

boxes.

TftY— CROMWELL ENGINEERING Co.
Works : 337. Putney Bridge Road, S.W.15.

'Phoyie : PUTNEY i6qi

FOR SOUND GEAR REPAIRS.

STURMEY-ARC4ER & ARMSTRONG
HUB or COUNTERSHAFT GEARSREPAIRED I nniVI EDI ATE LY
Gears repaired same day as received, or while
mfHtienger waits. Every Spare in Stock.
Send for Price List. Trade supplied.

COUNXV ENOINEERIAIG CO.,
STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW. (Railway L. & S.W)
wires ;

Tlireeipeetl, Hoimslow. 'PliOiie : Hounslow 332

STORER
Behind

Aeolian Hall
Bond Strc .

AND

UGHT CARS.
MOTOR CYCLES,

Houis 9 to 7.

Phone: Mayfair 625,

TAIT
20-23, Bourdon Street
Bond Street. W.l.

EXCHANGES.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Saturdays g to

REPAIRERS.
MAUDES' hare now laid out all their depot wor

&hnps fur end of season repairs. Eetimates Biy*
for complete or part overhauls. Motor cytle work
speciality.—100, Great Portland St., Londori; 10
Paris St., Exeter; WalsaVl Garage, Walsall; and Nr
wich Garage, Norwich. [09;

CRITERION, the cylinder-grinding Bpecialiets, V
expect you linow the name. f.^-nim., 34/

23/4h.p. Douglas, 24/-; 2-Etroliea from 36/-, with pi
tonfi complete.—Criterion Motor Wti'kB, C'.iteric

Mews. Ffiiibridge Rd., Uyper Holloway, L<»mIon, K.l
'Phone: Hornsey 1147. [g]]

HUB Geared machines convertpd to countershaft <

conversion sets supplied for all rnalces. All mah
of gear boxee supplied from stock at the new reduo*
prices. Trade supplied. Recommended by the laatlin

manufacturers. Stamp please.—Sheldon Engineering Co
Biiyley Lane, Coventry. 'Phone: 634. [485

CYLINDERS Re-ground, pistons fitted; backed wit
15 years' experience; Heald and Brown an

Sharpe cylinder grinders used exclusively. VVe, HJ
our customers, are proud of every job we hand]
From 32/-.—Andrews Crankshaft and Cylinder Cc
221 . Chester St., As'ton. Birmingham. [474

GODFREY'S. Lt^l.. 208. Gt. Portland St., Londo
W.l., specialists; iu motor cycle repairs of r

descriptions. Conipletply eijnipped ^ workshops at 1

.Miller St., Camden Town, N.W. ('Phone: Musea
2434), which afford exceptional fai-ilities for overhau
ruHi repairs at moderate pncea. Fptimates given. \06l

NOTICE.—Cylinder grinding and piston expert
Clieapness with guaranteed efficiency. We specia

ise in work; all makes of pistons from 8/- eact

cylinders ground with pistons complete from 20/-; ]

years* experience in the motor industry at your ge

vice.—Kendall and Co., Engineers, Stoney Stantc
Rd., Coventry. ' [686

CYLINDER Grinders.-We regrind cylinders and 11

oversize pistons. Douglas 2^^h p., 18/9 per cylii

der and piston complete; .T.A.P. or any other 70mr
bore, 30/- compieie; Triumph or anv 85mm. bor'

35/- complete. Ail work done on Heald and Churchi'
machines. A firs,t-class job and quick delivery guara '

teed. -The Edwards Engineering Ck>., 225, Acton Lan-
Chiswick, W.4 *Pho.ue : Chiswick 1383 f09;

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken fiange|

cracked water jacket?, scored bcres, cracked 1

worn valve seatings, aluminium casings, any broki

motor parts welded and machined and returned io

days; cylinder re-ground, new piston fitted; piston

valves, guides, all makes in stock; repairs to at

engines or guns.—Lincoln Jeffries. Jun., Gutt' st

Motor Makers, 120, Steeihouse, Birmingham. [96(,

IF Onjy the Best will -oDtisty rou, then the Tenoai
Engineering Co., 238. Bristol St., Birminghat

alone can please you Super-critical you may be, bi

their work will pass your inspection down to the la

detail. No firm has more exTjerience. no firm h

keener workmen, no firm has greater or bett.

facilities for turning out perfect work, and no fir

will strive more to give you satisfaction, Cylinde
rebored and fitted new pistons. Rebushinc ol eve

description. Engines completely overhauled and (

turned full of vigour and vim. Frames altered ar

repaired. Everything fully gnaranteed and at cpi

petitive prices. Official repairers to A.C.U and R,A.(
Pbnn^ Mid. 1928, [004*

WHITE and Watvson, 80, Belvedere R.d„ Loudo
S.E.lj Engineers.—Cylinders reground and Uttt

with new pistons complete in 24 Lours from time <

receipt to diapatch. To facilitate this it is advisal'

to post lemittance and return carriage when deapafc

ing, accoiding to our schedule : 234h.p. ;tDd ^h.

Douglas cylinders reg'round and fitted with 2 m
pistons com-plete, 35)- and 40/- respectively. (XIj

il;it twins from 38/- to 40/-. Other cylinders

the following rates: Up to 65mm,, 22/-; TOrin

27/6; 80mm., 30/-; 85mm., -34/-; and over, :.7

2-stroke3 up to 70mm.., 34/6. Knowing the diffim;

motor cyclists have in getting reasonable prices ;ii

good complete overhauls, we are prepared to overliii

machines from £5 to £7/16. This overhaul to i

elude regrinding cylindere, fitting new pistons '^'i

plete, rebushing, lefacing valves, overhauling H'-

box, testing and tuning. Bring the old '' bus
'

us, and we will return as new. Brico rings fitted

our rehorea as standard. First-clasci workmanKlji

Aluminium welding, no distortion. [99'

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

I
NOTE : ^w addition to advertisements under

I this heading, advcTtisementa of Spare Parts for

'; iirdividual makes of motor cycles vnll be foniuiat

I the CTid of the advertisements of such makes in

: the classified pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale."

TNBIAN.-Spare Parts,, 1909-22.

INDIAN.—Snve money by fitting perfect seo-ODd-Iia
ports; approval against cash; quotations by. j

turn.

INDIANr-Right-hand kick-«tart sets for 1913 to 19J

models, £3/10. Send your gear box to us and ;

will fit and letura for £4; carriage fi-ee. Satisfacti
guaranteed.

INDIAN,—Frames, £5 ; crank cases, £5 ; rear u
50/-; front, 30/-; magnetos, 30/-; saddles, W

touring bars, 35/- 1 all other parts in stock.—Laneft»«
37, Oficklewood Broadway^ N.W.2. [TO

A4S Ail letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
pLYNO! Clynol Clynol

TI/'.J.C. Motor Exchange.

Txr.J.C.—We have the largest stock ol ex W.D." 5.6I1.1). Olyno parts in the world, every part
cnarantoed. Money returned if not satisfied.

Trr.J.C.-Brand new S-6h.p. parts: Valves, 3/-; valve»T spr.ngs, 4d.; valve guides, 2/-; pistons. 12/6:
piston nngs. lOd.; hollow crank pin, 2/9r gudgeon
pifl, 1 / 10. ,

W.J.C.—Every part in stock for the 5-5h.p. Clyno
at lowest prices.

W.J.C.-S-speed gear boxes, complete with clutch
and all controls, S5X new parts, 12 guineas;

guarfinleed.

TIT.J.C—5-6h.p. new parts: Pair gear. 20/-: lew
;,

_^ECar, 13,;-; middls gear, 11/-; selector lork, 6/6;
all other gear box parts in stock.

TTT.J.C—Cl5-no chain cajes, front. 10/6; rear, 25/.-
»» magneto, 7/6; rear driving sprocket, 34T 16/6-

sprocket centre only, 15/6; rear brake shoes, 5/- pair-
brake pedal, 4/-.

W.J.C—Every part in stock for the 5-6h.p. Clyno
at lowest prices.

TT7.J.C.—Complete wheels, 30/-; centre frame, 60/-:VC wheel cones, 1/6; cups, 9d. ; hollow wheel
ETiindle, 2/6; clutch centres. 10/6; sitarter pinion
2/3; ratchet sleeve. 1/9; pinion sleeve. lOd.; KS
spring, 6d. each, 3 for 1/3.

W.J.C.^pscial oiler Terry 4-leaf C springs, 15/6
VI pair; limited quantity only.

W.J.C—New chains. Renolds ^y5-16 rear, 16/6-
Brampton ditto, 11/-; front, %x'/s. 10/6.

W.J.C.-Brand new latest type 5-6h.p. engines,
suaiantoed. £15; second-hand ditto, sElO.

W.J.C—Every part in stock for the 5-6h,p. Clyno
at lowcit prices.

W.J.C—Electric soldering irons, G.E.C., brand new,
200-220 volts, list 50/-, our price to clear 10/6-

[guaranteed ijerlect.

WrJ.C-Wattalite dynamo lighting sets, brand new,
list price 16 guineas, oTir price' £6/10; have

<me on approval, wonderful value.

W.J.C.-Brand new Beldam Bulldog covers, heavy
26x2Vi, 26x2Js, 26x3 to fit 21/.., to clear 20/-

jeach; postage, 1/6.

W.J.C—Postage extra; approval terms, money re-
turned if not satisfied.

W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Holland
Park, W.ll (5 minutes from Shepherd's Bush

lube Statir.n) Tel.: Park 2071. Hours 8 to 8 30
' '" Sit'P'day. [9274
DURLINGTON.

DURLINGTON.—Annual stocktaking sale. Stock
f-f must be reduced. Take advantage of this unique
jppOrtunity and bi y your spares now.

DUH.LINGTON.—Engine parts for 25ih,p. Douglas-L» Piston, complete with gudgeon, 6/6; piston rings,
•i.: cylinders, 32/6; big end bushes, 1/-; small end
luslies, 1/-; valves complete, 2/3; valve guides 1/--
.ywheel sprockets, 16 or 17T 2/6, 18T 3/-: tappets!
/9: tappet guides, 1/-; cam wheels, 13/6; rocker'
rms, 2/6; ball races, timing side, 6/6; big end
ilts, 4d.; nuts, 2d.; silencers, 10/6; gudgeon pins.
Oil.

; connecting rods, complete with small end bush.
2/5: valve springs. 4d. ; timing case covers, 3/6.

DURLINGTON.-Gear box parts: Gear box com-J plete, £4/15; chain wheels, 4/6; pulleys, 4/--
iitiia wheel nuts. 6d.; secondary shafts, 13/-; main
laits, 8/-; Renolds chains. 7/6; Coventry chains
/6: ball races, large 4/-, small 3/-; plain sleeves!
'•; Iriction rings, 3/6 per pair; down operating
:id, 6/9.

mm
SCAMBRIDGE.^

SEATLESS TROUSERS.
Made trom h^avv doubl? - texture
guaranteed watcrpno' material ; clasp
f tstcners, ieathrr waistbelt, and straps

tot ui ot in all sizes,

21/- pair. Lighter
vveiglit single texnire,
rubber lined, 15/11.

Waterproof

Overalls,
Single legs, cJasp fas-

teners, open all the way
down, double - texture
material for real hard
near, 15/11, Single tex-
ture, rubber lined, 12/G
jier pair. When order-
ing state leg measure-
ments.

MOTOR GAUNTLETS,
Cape, tan lined, 10/6.
Keep you warm.
Sheepskin Gaunt-
lets, lined through-
out natural wool,

8/6; extra heavy.
10/6. Genaine New
R.A.F. Fur Gauat-
lets, mth finger
muffs, 37/6. Special
clearance Gauntlets

iHnstrared, small sizes. 5/- pair.

LADIES' MOTORING HATS.

DURLINGTON.-Tank parts: Tank, late pattern, toJ take early type drip feed, fi2/10; oir pump
lunger, complete, 3/-; drain taps, 1/6; tank cans,
lass 1/9, plain 1/6.

TURLINGTON.-Frame parts: Mudguards, 12/-
-> per pair; rear stand, 9/-; rear stand clip, 1/3-
ar stand bolt, 4d.; front stands, 2/6; front stand
ip. 9d.; carriers, 12/6; toolbags, special deep
rmoiired, 6/6; saddles, large pan seat, £1/2/6*
landk-bars, semi-T.T., niated, 15/-; front fork springs.
Haled, 2/6; fork spindles. long 1/3, short 1/-; spindle
iits. 3d.; fork links, 1/9; head locking ring, 1/6;

;
ame races, 9d. each; undershield complete, 5/-; foot-
Jards complete, 12/6 per pair; front brake complet»
2/6: wheels, front 30/-, rear 37/6; dust covers.
! : chain cases, 5/-; chain guards, 3/-.

3 ARLINGTON.-Tyre gaiters (Dunlop and Bates),J 2V,io., 2i,tin.. 2%in. 1/-, 3in. 1/6; Shaler vulcan-
>
rs, motor cycle size. 7/6; sidecar footrest, polished
iHj.mium, 4/6.

3 URLINGTON.-
-* e.-itra.

-Carriage on the above goods is

aURLINGTON Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.. 7. South
-^ side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-m 2417. 'Grams : Burlington Motors. Clapham.

[9577
DILI.ION Seats I Pillion Seats! Pillion Seats I

BEAUTIFULLY Finished, well sprung, etc.; 14 '6

l:,S°^^''
."Manfo. Co.. 1 and 3, TulsB Hill Brlx-

n. b.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. - [9553

Ma-Je 01 sou suede .eatticr m an colours. Turned up
they make an ide.nl walldng-oiit hat, turned down vou
have a comfortable warm motoring hat.

Leather and Fur, 30/»
Leather only, in plain or Jazz colours. 25/» eaci.

WIDE MUDGUARDS.
As illustrated. Suitable lor
2} and 4 h.p. Douglai fitted
with old type Forks, also
Triumph aid B.S.A., 25/-.
Wide re.ar guards. Triumph,
16/-. B.S.A., 21/- Triumph
Pattern Front, 12/6. Levis
Front, 12/8 Rear,
Douglas T.T. 17/6 pair.

7/6.

Leather Helmets
All leather, fleece lined, 7/6 and

10/6. R.A.F. pattern, as illus-

trated, trimmed fur and Chamois
lined, 21/- : lined throughout fur.

22/6. Long R.A.F. Winter

pattern, brand new. 27/8

The New Halt Moon Flat pattern, as now cemg fitted.
lin. stem, lin. top, and, Jin. stem, Jin. top, 21/-. We have
also specially designed a new handlebar for the 25
Douglas, similar to the A.J.S. T.T. pattern, 17/6. Special
Clearance offer—Slightly soiled Douglas Flat T.T.,
Jin. stem. gin. top- Touring, Jia. stem. im. top, 1921'
Flat T.r., igin. stem, |iD. top; Serai 1. f., lin. stem',
lin, top, 14/6 pair. Touring Bars, lin.stem, lin. top, and
gin, stem, |in. top, 10/- pair. Shop soiled bars, 7/S pair.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
TJERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge.

DOUGLAS 2^ifa.p. Spares.—Ex 'Government stoclc.
soiled only.—Pulley, 7/6; sprockets, 4/-; chain

wheels, 5/-: valve guides, 1/6; valves, 3/-; rocker
arms, 2/6, petrol pipes and union nut3, X/6; piston
rings, 1/-; front forks, complete, 60/-; fork links, 1/-;
front stands. 3/6; undershields, 8/6; silencers. 10/6;
back carriers, 18/6; number plates. 1/6 pairj
clutch release levers, 4' 6; exhaust pipe spanner,
6d. ; oil pipe rubber connections. 4V:;d. ; chain guard
stays, 1/-; mj^ueto handle-bar controls, complete, 9/-;
knobs for change-speed lever, 8d.: camwheel stud. 1/6;
rear wheel riins, 5/3; valve rocker etuds, 1/3: inter-
mediate gear studs. 1/6; tappet guides, 1/6; valve cap
spanners, 9d ; box spanner. 9d.; new tool kits, com-
plete, 21/-; Duuglas handbook, your own repairs, 1/6;
complete illustrated spare part price list, 6d.—Herbert
Robinson. Ltd.

4h.p. Douglas Spares.—Unused ex-W.D. stock frames,
neW( £5/17/6; second-hand, £4; rear rims, 5/3;

back stands, 8/9; hubs, completed. 17/6; worm wheel,
1/-; top back spindle. 2/2; top front spindle, 2/2;
bottom front r>pindle, 2 / 6 ; back hub spindle, 2 / 9

;

tappet guides. 3/-; valve caps, 2/3; gear box halves.

7/6; camshaft, housings, 3/3; elbow to oil tray, 1/3;
change-speed lever knob, 8d.; magneto handle-bar con-

,

trols, complete, 9/-; big end bolts, 4d. ; exhaust lifter

cams, 5 / 6 ; keys for clutch release arm, 9d . ; pump
driving spindles, 1/6; tappet rollers, 6d.; intermediate
studs, 1/6; oil trays, 2 6; levers for clutch release.
4/6; oil gauge glasses, drip-feed, 1/-; flat lubricating
glasses. 3d.; head ball races, 1/-; 1915-16 sight-feed

hibricatore, 8/9 ; oil pipe rubber connections, 4'/..d.

:

oil pump, 10/-; screwed sleeve pinions, 7/6; 19-t. gear
wheels. 6/3; 23-t. gear wheels, 6/3; plain sleeves, 5'-:

undershields, 8/-; valves, 3/9; valve springs, 6d.; valve
collars. 3d. Thomson-Etennett magnetos, 55/-; new
cylinders, slightly chipped, 37/6; gear box spanners,
6d.; box spanners, 6d.; Douglas handbook, 1/6; com-
plete illustrated spare part list, 6d.—Herbert Robin-
son, Ltd.

VALVES.—Best quality unbreakable pattern valves
for all makes of motor cycles, 4/6 each.—Herbert

Robinson. Ltd.

TOURING Maps of the British Isles.—32 large
coloured maps, with key map to sections, in

liook foim; 3/-.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.

VILLIER3 Cylinders, new, slightly chipped fins.

Mark 2, 3, and 4; 35/- each.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd.

CYLINDERS.—2-/ih.p. J.A.P., 74/-; 4h.p., 6h.p.,
and 8h.p., 83/-; 3h.p. Enfield, front 59/3, rear

5S/6; Humber, 115/-; Sunbeam, 100/-; Rudge, 66/-;
Triumph, any year, 86/-; Rover, 117/6; B.S.A., 90/-;
Premier, 120/-; 2^4h.p. Douglas, 50/-; 4h.p.. 60/-;
3Uh.p, Norton, 97/6; Big Four, 100/-; 2ij^h.p. Levis.

62 mm.. 42/-; 2»4h.p., 67 mm., 47/6; 2V2h.p., 73
mm., 45/-; 2"7jh.p., 75 mm., 47/6; 4h.p. Douglas,
37/6.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.

SILENCERS suitable for 2^4h.p. Douglas, complete
with union nuts, unused, shop soiled only; 10/6

each.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.

WHEELS, brand new, suitable for Triumph: front,
35/-, rear 40/-; Douglas, front 30/-, rear 40/-.

Other standard sizes suitable for 2i''2h.p. with 26 by

,

2^^i rims. £2/17/6 pair; SVa^-P- or 4h.p., 63/- pair;
suitable for 6h.p., £4/5 pair. When ordering state

measurements of old wheel.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.

SPECIAL Clearance Bargains.—Back carriers, suit-

able for Triumph and Douglas, 21/-; 2^,4h.p,

Douglas chain covers, 3/6; waterproof capes for

cycling or motor cycling 5/-; plated French horns,
7/6; tool rolls, 3/-; knee grips, 3/6; dust suits, 15/-;
leather helmets, 5/-; Renold's rivet extractors, 3 / 6

;

large repair outfit, 1/-; large packet assorted patches,
1 /- ; tuolbags, 7 / 6 ; leather gauntlets, 4/11; new
Lycett's saddles, grained leather top, large size, 23/-;
small, 19/6; 2oz. tins Grip solution, 6d.; petrol-proof
enamel in all colours, 1/- and 2/- tin; touring handle-
bars, lin. stem, lin. top and %in. stem, %\Ti. top,
10/-.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.

B.S.A. New Unused W.D Spares.—Copper clutch
plates 3d. ; steel clutch plates, 1 d. ; gudgeon

pin bushes. 1/-; gudgeon pins, 1/3; crank pins. 2/9;
kick-start cranks, 6/9; crank pin bushes, 2/3; 3-speed
gear box pinion, 4 / 6 : free engine actuating lever,

3/6; gear box operating lever, 4/3; inlet cam wheel,
5/3; exhaust cam wheel, 5/6; front fork bottom links.

1/6; ball head clip yokes, 4/6; inlet valve caps,
1 / 10 ; exhaust valve caps. 1 / 9 ; bottom half front
brake, 6/3 ^alve guides. 2.1- , exhaust cam chain
pinion, 2 /- ; pistons, complete, 10/ 6 ; valves, 4/6.
Pistons.—Best quality, complete with rings and
gudgeon pms, suitable for 2i/2h.p. Premier, 22/6;
SVah.p. Premier, 21/6; 2^h.p. J.A.P., 17/6; 4h p..

6h.p., and 8h p. J A.P., 21 '6; Triumph, any year,
20/-; B.S A 19/6, 3h.p. Rover, 20/-; A.J.S.. 22/-;
Indian Scout. 15/ ; New Hudson, Sunbeam, Harley-
Davidson, Sii.ger. 2'/''h.p. and 3V2h.p., 25/-; Rudge,
27/6, geouine 2^/ib p. Douglas, 14/6; 4h.p., 20/6;
best quality niston rings, all makes, 1/6 each.—
Herbert Rob nson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge, r834E

411 letters relating to advertisements shnuhl auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A49
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIl-S.

r^LYNO Spai-es.

TITARBLE Aich Motor Exchange.

CLYNO.~5-6li.p. and 8h,p. spare parts; enormous
stock; undoabtedly we hold the largest stock

of the=e spares, all brand new at the lowest prices.

CLYNO Riders ! If money, time, quick despatch,
personal attention to your order, and a guarantee

that all parts sent by us are new and undamaged, and
your money returned iu full if you are not satisfied

is what you require, then you cannot do better than
send to us.

CLYNO.—We are among the pioneers for Clyno
spares, always have, and always will be the

cheapest,

CLYNO Riders! It is our aim to make our address
tne only depot lor Clyno "spares.

CLYNO.—All goods by post despatched same day as
ordered.

,

CLYNO.—Wheels, 25/-; hubs. 12/6; hub sbell. 3/-;
cup, 6d. ; cones, 1 /3 ; hollow spindles, 2/3

;

spindle nuts, lOd.; Hoffman 5-16in. balls, 4d. dozen;
felt washers, 2d. each; spindles, front or sidecar 6d.
each, rear 1/3.

CLYNO.—Cylinders, 50/-; valve guides, 1/6; valves,

2I-; spring, 3d.; valve cap, inlet or exhaiist,
1 /lO ; piston, 10 /- ; rings, lOd. each ; gudgeon pins,

1/6 each; bu?h, 1/-; hollow crank pin, 3/-; crank pin
washers, 3d.; pollers. Id.; exhaust nuts, 9d.; exhaust
tappet, 1/9; inlet, 1/-; tappet guides, 1/3.—Below.

CLYNO.—Clutch centres, 12/-; clutch plates, bronze
lOd., steel 4d.; small cone nut, 1/6; large, 2/-;

screwed centre sleeve, 2 /4 ; outer clutch dome, 8 /6

;

push rod, 1 /- ; thrust block, 9d. ; striking fork, 6 /-

;

starter pinion 18T, 2/6; ratchet sleeve, 2/-; pinion
sleeve, 1/-; kick start spring, 4d. ; sprocket spindle,
3/-; Ferodo brake liner, 1/-; kick-start quadract,
10/-.

CLYNO.—Front mudguards for Brampton forks,
7/6; front stand. 4/-; front number plate, 6d.

;

rear complete with strap, 9d. ; C springs, 15/- pair;
petrol and oil filler caps, 1/-; rubber pad for bottom
of tank. 2d.; front flat leaf spring, 5/-; rear poition
of frame, 27/6.

CLYNO.—Our stock of Clyno spares is too well
known to ask inspection; at the same time, you

are welcome.

CLYNO.—Our latest list is now ready; send for one
at once-

CLYNO.—Metal case for carrying spare tube, 1/6;
listed 4/6.—Below.

CLYNO.—Brampton or Coventry Chain, 54x 5- 16,
5ft.; 12/6.—Below.

CLYNO.—A postcard will bring you a quotation by
return for any Clyno part you require.

—

Below

CLYNO.—Tyres: brand new Stepney rib stud, 26x
2^2. to fit 650x65, for Clynos; 22/- each.

BRAMPTON heavyweight spring forks. Sin. or
lOin, stem, for lin, bars, brand new ex-W.B^;

45/-; Druid, 35/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Spares, all brand new, genuine.

—

Below.

PISTONS, oversize, 5/-; piston rings, 7d.; valves,
1/9; tappets, 1/9; tappet guides, 1/9; small-

end bushes, lOd.; big-end bushes, 1/3; gear change
quadrants, 2/6; rear hubs, complete, 8/-; spindles,
1/9; cups, 7d. ; rear brakes, complete, 10/-; rear
stands. 6/-; tanks, complete with sight-feed lubri-
cator, etc.. 1915 type, new, 35/-; carburetter con-
trol wire? complete, 3/- pair; only parts as abore
in stock.—Below.

WILLIAMSON and Douglas 8h.p. Engine Spares;
enor^ioiis stock of engine parts from 50 per

cent, to 75 per cent, under list price, ail brand new
and genuine; let us know your requirements.—
Below.

J .A.P. 8h.p. Spares.—Brand new crank cases, 35/-;
double cam gear wheels, 7/6; crank pins,

timing side shafts, 3/- each; main shaft timing
pinions, 1 /9 ; piston rings, 9d. each ; gudgeon pin
bushes, 1/6 each; all above brand new.—Below.

P.
and M. cylinders, brand new, 1909 to 1913;
40/- each,—Below

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p, spindles, complete with
cones, nuts and dust caps, 7/6 pair; also suit-

able for 8h.p. Royal Ruby.—Below.
CHAIN, %xJA Coventry, 2ft. 7in. lengths, 8/6;

22'/2ii- lengths V2X% Coventry magneto chain,
1 / 6 each , all above brand new.—Below.

RENOLDS chain rivet extractors, 2/6 each; listed
5 / 6 ; very useful tool.—Below.

LEATHER helmets, soft tan leather, lined
chamois ; special offer to clear, 4/- each.—

Below.

SIDECAR C springs (Terry), 4-leaf, bushed; 17/6
pair.—Below.

ELECTRIC soldering irops, brand new, by G.E.C.,
200-220 volt, listed 50/-; our price 12/-; a

bargain.—Below.

SPROCKETS,—J.A.P. 6h.p. or 8h.p., %X%. 16-tooth
3/6, 14-tooth 2/6; 12-tooth magneto sprockets,

1/6 each.—Belov?.

(Thia advertisement continued in third coluniH.j

LAST MINUTE BARGAINS.

GOiNG!
GOING

!

Xhey «yil' be

GONE!
shortly, a.ncl sucH

prices cEcnno-t be i-epea.'teci.

A FEW MACHINES TAKEN AT RANDOM FROM
OUR LIST.

List Price. Sale Price.
£67 los. 2j h.p. HENLEY-BLACKBURNE, 2 speed,

clutch and kick start . _ . . £53
£78 15s. 2:3 h-P- SPARKBROOK-J.A.P., 3 speed,

clutcii and kick-start - . - - £60
£60 23 h.p. TRUMP-J.A.P., Sports model,

2 speed and clutch - - - . . £48
£65 2I h.p. VELOCETTE, 2 speed, clutch and

kick-start•---.- £50
£78 15s. 2; h.p. MASSEY-BLACKBURNE, sspeed,

clutch and kick-start - - . _ £60
£83 2| h.p. A.J.S., 3 speed, clutch and kick-

st rt $73
£115 3i h.p. NORTON, Model 16H, 3 speed,

clutch and kick start - ' - - - £85
£115 35 h.p. DOUGLAS, Sportsmodel, 3 speed,

clutch ^^nd kick-start, overhead valves,
fully equipped ------ £85

CSz 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 3 speed, clutch and
kick-start, fully equipped - - - £68

113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH.

272-274, GL WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

W

LIGHT CARS.
L. S. D.

Coventry Premier

A. B. C.

MOTOR CYCLES.
A. B. C.

Powell
Velocette

Connaught
Edmund

Martinsyde
Matchless

Quadrant
Scott

Wetherell

Sheffield Henderson.

We are Agents for the above,
but can supply any make.

Our representative will be in attendance
at the above Stands during the Show.

DARMODY & LAMFLUGH Ltd.

CARR LANE, HULL.
'Phone

:

'Graros

:

-2303 Central." "Autocar, Hull.'* .

PARTS \ND ACCESSORIES
ACETYLENE headlamp sete, black or nickel, .ooe

prising Sin. lamp, generator, H.B. bracketa ao'
tubing; 16/-; usual price 30/-.—Below.

MUDGUARDS, Iront 4in.. heavily Talanced an(
complete with stays tor 26in. wheels, specla

clearance offer; 5/- each; worth treble.—Below.

AUTOCRAT mechanical horns handle-bar or toj
tube fitting, 400 to be cleared at 9/6 each

nsnal price, 27/6.—Below.

KLAXONS, genuine M.O., -top tube fitting; 12/(
each.—Below.

WE have a few mofcor cycle dynamo lighting pets
these are really magnificent ontfits, ana wer*

njanotactured to retail at 16 guineas; we have b

few sets leit; our price £7/10; come and see one
or write lor particulars; all brand new.—Below.

ELECTRIC headlampa, 7in., complete with H.B
brackets and box to take accumulator, a rea

bargain; 35/-; these are honestly worth £3/10.-
Below.

WELL-MADE metal accumulator boxes, 6in. deej

by SJjiiin. by SViln., with hinged lid and brackel

lugs, 2/- each; ordinary reta,il price. 10/6.—Below.

CYCLE Car wheels, brand new; 24x2^i, with No
2 car hub, as fitted to the Grahame-Whit.

cycle car, 10/- each; iisual price 30/-.—Below.

CJTEEL Tubing, aVsXl4 gauge, finest quality foO M~ ' -' - —
Below,

M,C. work; 7d. per ft. ; any length cut.-

TYRB Gaiters, 26x2V2. useful spare"; 1/- each
usual price 2/6.—Below.

TUBES, 28x3, made by Dunlop, 6/6; 26x21/2, \(

fit 2^4 riin, 5/9 each; 28x3 St. Helens, butt

ended, 5/-; all above brand new and in perfect con

dition.—Below,

BELTS.—200 brand new surplus belts, ^in. bj

Sit. 6in., made by Palmer: 5/9 each; con
dition guaranteed ; postage 9d.—Below.

BELT Punches, King Dick (genuine), lin., brant

new; our price 1/9; listed 3/6.—Below.

WATTALITE Sets.—Owners of these sets should

not miss this opportunity to secure a spare

driving cable comolete at 17/6: only a few lelt;

don't wait till the one in use breaks; it will be too

.ate then .—Below.

C.A.V. contact-breakers, brand new, anti-clock

11/-; brush holders, 1/9 each; brushes, 6d,

each.—Below.

BOWDEN Controls.-Brand new plated single-levei

(heavy type) magneto control, complete witfi

•nner and outer cable, 5/-; double throttle control

levers (black), 5/- pair.—Below.

EST and Lloyd sight-feed lubricators,

pumps, brand new ; 6 /- each.—Below.B
ACETYLENE burners, standard motor cycle size,

taper thread, lO-litie; 4d. each, 2/6 doz.—Below.

PLUGS.—K.L.G- K-l, 2/9: Apollo No. 1, 2/9; these

plugs are the goods, not aircraft surplus, which !

aie, for motor cycles, useless.—Below.

PLEASE note, carriage on all above goods exlra

-Bel." w.

ALL goods sent on approval against cash; cheques

and P.O.'s should be made payable to Marble

-V.ch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., London,

W 2. 'Phone: Piidd. 789. 'Grams: Archmotex,
PaJd., London. Hours of business 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.;

Saturdays 4 p.m. [7576 .

AVENUE Motors for all kinds of Douglas spares; •!

vfe will also build you a machine and take your

old one iu part exchange; we guarantee you 50 m.p.i;.

For spares as follows :

—

33.h.p. valanced mudguards with legshields. 18/6

;

4 2^4Ji.p. frames, enamelled, complete, £3/10; front

forks, 15/-; wheels, £3/5 pair, soiled only; saddles,

from 12/6 to 30/-; engine spares, crankshaft, 30/-;

ditto races, 16/- pair; connecting rods, 15/-; tappets,

1/6; guides, 1/6; valve, 2/-; spring, 6d.; head stem,

7/6; second-hand cylinders 15/-, new 32/6; piston,

7/-; riDgs, 1/-; gudgeons, 1/; S.E. bushes, 1/3;

B.E. bushes, 1/9 pair; valve caps, 2/6; second-hand

tanks, 25/-; handle-bars, pattern, 12/-, plated; all

gear box parts in stock, also 4h.p.; please sent stamp

for prices not advertised; approval with pleasure; wo

specialise in repairs.—Avenue Motors, 373, London Ed.,

Thornton Heath. Tel. : 468 Croydon. [9232

TRIUMPH, Triumph, Triumph Spares.—Ward and

Co.—Below.

BARREL Springs, 4/9; rear guards, 13/6; rear

stands, 15/-; exhaust valves, 4/-; rear rims, 8/6;

hub Ehells, 8/6; rear wheels, 27/6; Iront, 33/6-—
Below.

STURMEY-ARCHER clutch sprockets, 18/-; all

parts in stock, brand new, unsoiled.—Below.

WARD and Co., 51. Upper Richmopd Rd., Put-

ney. [8489

J.A.P. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8 and 10.

Bond St., Ealing. [9444

A50 All letters relating to advertisements should quot« the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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The Future of the Sidecar.

PROBABLY never has the sidecar been more
popular than to-day, and, furthermore,

its vogue is increasing. Its development
is running on parallel lines to the light

car, but there is not the slightest possi-

bility of the two lines converging into a common
track. The sidecar stands in a position by itself,

presenting the cheapest mode of motor travel for

two or more persons.

Its universal appeal to all ages and both sexes

is another striking manifestation of the sidecar's

attraction. Youngsters of fourteen glory in
" taking over the reins " and manipulate the

controls with the ease of veterans. Men of
seventy find their youth again in piling up aston-

ishing mileages, and are candid in their prefer-

ence for this sporting form of motoring to the

more orthodox and staid motor car. The sidecar

is sporting, cheap, and reliable ; these factors are

sufficient to maintain its unique position,

A reliable second-hand sidecar outfit, capable
of carrying three persons, can be bought for

j[fio, or a new machine embodying recent im-

provements for ^loo. These prices bring the

sidecar within the means of thousands who only
two short years ago stood aloof because of the

high initial outlay. Now that prices have
dropped to a level that must satisfy the most
cautious, a still keener interest will be manifest
iii this form of travel.

The thronged highways during any week-end
form evidence of the sidecar's popularity. An-
other pleasing feature is the enthusiasm of the

devotees of the pastime. The spirit of com-
radeship which exists between the owners of all

types of passenger outfits from the inexpensive

little two-stroke outfit to the elaborate electrically

equipped big twin is remarkable.

The future of the sidecar must be rosy, for

thousands of none too well off family men see

in it a means of realising their ambition to

travel, an ambition in many cases stifled during

the last nine years, but now reviving again.

Solid Tyres on Touring Machines.

THANKS to a specially designed spring-

ing system, a small runabout car is being

offered to the public with solid tyres.

This vehicle was exhibited at the recent

Car-- Show and was mentioned in our

article in the last issue, in which a motor cyclist's

impression of the car exhibits was recorded.

Given excellent suspension and a minimum of

unsprung weight, there does not appear to be

any inherent objection to the arrangement except

in its relation to wear and tear of the roads,

which must always be greater with solid than

with pneumatic tyres.

Occasionally a reader horrified by the

prospect of punctures sends an enquiry as to

the feasibility of fitting solid, or semi-solid

(filled) tyres on a motor bicycle or sidecar out-

fit, and the advent of the above-mentioned

machine may increase the interest in tyres which

cannot be pierced. All things considered, how-

ever, the advent of solid tyred wheels on motor

cycles is not likely to be yet, for the problem of

sufficiently insulating such a comparatively light

vehicle as even the heaviest sidecar is almost

insuperable. There are those, of course, who
maintain that the rather undersized covers

often fitted to motor cycles and cycle cars are

necessarily inflated so hard as to lose the

advantage of pneumatic tyres ; that this is not

so is easily proved by dropping fully inflated

pneumatic tyred wheels and those equipped with

solid tyres from a fixed height on to the ground.

The difference in the " bounce "of the former

and the dead thud of the latter conveys its own
story.

"U-
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For Emergencies Only.

THE owner of a four-valve Triumph is really angry

with me. He read in this column some months
ago that the Lucas acetylene head lamp of my

own " Rikky " is adorned with one of Siemens'

auxiliary dry battery fitments. Knowing I can do
no wrong, he bought a duplicate attachment, and
essayed a long cross-country at speed. Having scraped

his proboscis against the tailboards of several motor
lorries, he now thirsts for my blood. I protest. This

auxiliary set is sold for two purposes only, and neither

of them is " Rikking " at speed. The dry battery

set gives an extremely modest light in the form of a

long, narrow pencil of mild illumination. It is in-

tended (a) to save fouling the generator during a brief

spin upstreet o' nights ; and {b) to get you home in

the event of the speed lamp letting you down. This
it does well. My own set has been in use for over a

twelvemonth, and is not through its first battery yet.

But more it will not do.

Lucas in a New Role.

THE following incident has little connection with
motor cycling, but 1 really must drag it in. Of
the lessons of the Great War, to quote various

preachers and politicians, I learnt little, but at any
rate I painfully and compulsorily acquired a know-
ledge of Morse. The other night, whilst repairing a

puncture in a rural area, I distinctly recognised the

Morse dash and dot in the winkings of a bright lamp
on the hillside. Thinks I to myself, I will read this

message. Some stranded motorist is signalling to his

homestead to send the spare back axle along ioute

suite. I ransacked the aforesaid painful memories,
and anon deciphered the following weird message :

" Nosey is very sorry he can't come up to-night,

but he has to take his tart for a mootch."-

Arriving presently outside the sending station I

spotted some Boy Scouts, and forgathered with them.
They were informing their scoutmaster at the local

centre of their sorrowful inability to attend parade
that evening ; and the instrument with which their

communications were performed was an electric lamp
beautifully built by our old friend Lucas. But I
should like to have seen " Nosey 's tart "

; also to have
deciphered the scoutmaster's reply, which was doubt-
less flashed whilst I applied my patches. I wonder

f

••Ixion's" • MOTORCYCLE REMINISCENCES- are
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

1

what my old O.C. would have said. No, on second

thoughts 1 will not reconstruct his probable remarks

on this page. By the way, was their spelling of
" mootch " correct ? There is no copy of Skeat's slang

dictionary in the oflice.

Dissolved Acetylene.

PNTIL we get the mass production dynamo outfit,

easily transferable from one machine to another,

we motor cyclists shall continue to rely on a

form of lighting which has long been obsolescent upon

cars ; to wit, the gas lamp supplied by some form of

drip generator. It is really the one and only thoroughly

cheap and efficient alternative to a dynamo ; and as

yet dynamos are too expensive for the ordinary man,
especially as they are not readily transferable' to his

new machine, and do not fetch their real value on the"

second-hand market. I use acetylene generators not

only on my machines, but also for lighting a small

country cottage. But for household purposes we only

use them in winter. In summer they are only required

'

for, say, an hour at the end of the day ; they cannot

be relighted, and are extravagant for short burning

periods. This applies a fortiori to short runs on a

motor cycle, which also suffers from smaller generators

of a simpler type. This being so, I continue to be

amazed at our failure to adopt the temporary solution

which American riders employed almost universally

until their electrical firms simplified dynamo supply.

They used dissolved acetylene, and nothing else.

Elements in the Contrast.

©ISSOLVED acetylene has yet to make headway
over here for several reasons. In the first place, -

it has still to be pushed. It appears annually"

at the Show, where innumerable riders study it, are

attracted, and take home leaflets. They then discover

that their local garage will not stock replacement cylin-

ders except under heavy pressure. They find that the

stuff is on the dear side, as must always be the case

where output is small, and organisation fragmentary.

If their machines are small, they realise it may be

awkward to accommodate the somewhat bulky appar-

atus anywhere on the frame. Between America's'

cheap,- pleasant riding in its pre-dynamo period, and'

our own makeshift methods with generators, there is

only one petty difference in the technical factors, viz.,

that the average American rides a big twin, which has

lots of power and space. Nevertheless, I have always

been convinced that dissolved acetylene (which I hax'e

repeatedly used in spite of all the diflSculties) couldi

be a great boon to us. If I were secretary of one of

the big, live northern clubs, I should try to organise.,'
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a band of D.A. users among my membership, so as

to solve the local problem of spare cylinder stocks. I

believe the fashion might spread like wildfire. The
present drip generator is unquestionably excellent on

long runs in practised hands.. It is fundamentally ill-

suited for short spins, and it can give an unaccustomed

user quite a lot of trouble.

Wanted, an Instrument Board.

BEFORE long, motor bicycles de luxe will cer-

tainly be sold complete with instrument Boards.

For many years past there has only been one

indispensable instrument, the speedometer ; it enables

you to test tune, to verify the effect of each adjust-

ment singly, to check your running costs, and to

shatter that awkward incubus, your conscience (for you

caimot hold your own when speed is discussed unless

you either have no speedometer or frankly determine

to let the best liar in). But to-day there are three

essential dials. The speedometer is one ; the

ammeter is another—if you have a dynamo ; and the

Tapley gradometer
_^

is a third. The
latter is quite as

essential for verify-

ing tune as a
speedometer, and
adds a treble in-

terest to all runs -in

unknown country,

and also to runs

in country which

you have not pre-

viously tapleyed.

Now one can, of

course, mount the

Cowey, the Tapley,

and the ammeter
as three naked ex-

crescences.. In this

case they make your

machine look like

a warthog. They
demand ^ incessant

cleaning, owing to

the hosts of plated

crannies thus ex-

jMsed. And the

speedometer upsets

your steering un-
less you either

mount it on the top
tube a I'lndiemie,

or balance it by
bolting a fat

mechorn to the other

side of the bar. As
soon as my 1923
machine comes along
I must get busy
with some sheet alu-

minium and mount
all my dials on a
proper facia board.

12

IN GLENCOE-the Glen ol Weeping. Th.

the newly-made route from Bridge of Coe
country, described by Dickens as " fearful

About Knee Grips.

T^^ NOWING that I should be earning some over-

JX^ time pay at the Show, 1 gave a lordly order to

my garage to fit knee grips to my pet 'bus.

Just " knee grips." I didn't specify size or make or

price. Then I went for a ride. The garage probably
felt dubious about their bill, and elected to cut their

loss. Anyhow, they fitted the tiniest knee grips I

have ever seen. Secured by single Jin. straps to the

tank. On the road I sometimes found these knee
grips trying to work off the tail of the tank, and at

other times exploring its forward end to test the effect

of oil leaks on their indiarubber. At any rate they
never stayed under my knees for more than half-ar
mile at a time. Next time I want knee grips I shall

specify some with two broad straps, which will " stay
put."

In the Hands of a Liquidatof.

TROUBLOUS times have put several excellent'
businesses in the hands of liquidators during the
last four years. In several cases manufacture

has been continued,
and the machines
have been adver-
tised at very tempt-
ing prices. Riders
from all over the

country continually
ask my advice as to

the purchase of
machines built
under such condi-
tions. The answer

• suggested by the

facts is fairly ob-
vious. In most
cases financial difii-

culties have not
originated through
any technical fault
in the machine. In
such cases it will be
entirely road worthy.
If it has been manu-
factured in consider-

able numbers it will

always be worth
somebody's while to

maintain a supply of
spare parts ; the pat-

terns will not be
destroyed even if

manufacture ulti-

mately ceases. On
the other hand a
receiver is plainly

inferior to a pros-

perous manufacture:
in one main respect.

He may not deal

.so generously with a

, , ..... , customer who has
e curvme road shown is the beBinnine ot i i , i i t -

, i

to Kinlocbleven, which embraces wild '^^d bad luck With a

in its grandeur and amazing solitude." new machme.
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What will Olympia Reveal?

NO one can ascertain at the moment what type of

sidecar will be most popular at the Show. In-

terest will, of course, be fairly divided between both

the big and little outfits. But I shall be interested

to observe the attention given to the super-sidecars,

that class that is on its last legs, and standing with

one foot in the grave, according to various scribes

and others who ought to know better than to

prophesy

Of course the scrutiny given to Olympia e.xhibits

is often misleading, and big crowds do not denote big

sales. The primrose coupe on the F.N. last year, and

the Harley de luxe coupe ensnared the feminine visitors

by the hundred, but there were precious few coupes

on the road last year. But superficial visitors won't

deceive the experienced and observing heads of firms.

Two Show days will be sufficient to tell them which

way the wind is blowing, and the makers of outfits

costing anything over ;£i4o will have felt whether

the wind is balmy or has a knife edge. I hope

will be a sirocco from spice-

scented, sun-kissed isles.0000
IWFORE than one sagacious
^'*- maker thinks there is

a lot to be said for " round
figures." Personally I agree,

for I know a lot would be

said if there were a few
more round figures on the

balance in my pass book. 1

refer, however, to the price

of an outfit. The round
figure is, of course, ;£ioo.

Many men will go to the

Show prepared to spend
that amount, and the same
old few will be there also

who order a de luxe sidecar,

then write arid cancel it

when freed from the in-

toxicating atmosphere of
those enchanted aisles. But
the firm giving the best value

in outfits round about ;^ioo
will get a fat book of
orders.

r\ N a recent warmish
^^ afternoon I spent an
hour or two spinning for

jack. It is really a wicked
thing to do in early No-
vember. But that is what
the sidecar does for you. It

From Fishing to Fleet Street.

THE OLD OAK AT BAGINGTON wKlch marks one of the

several " centres " of England. Quite an interesting afternoon's

run IS to visit the various reputed centres round about Leamington
and Coventry.
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Things Found on the Road.

is such an easy thing to throw rod and tackle in the

sidecar and run down to your favourite haunt. It

made a destination on an open afternoon, and I am
no golf fanatic.

The net result was one fierce-looking little wolf of

about 3 lbs. But the waters are not clear of rubbish

yet ; not until we get some weed-killing frost can the

silvery spoon be cast across the black, waters and
reeled in free from green " flannel."

It is a very sorry tale compared with a sidecar run

in 1912, when the catch covered thickly the bottom
of an old wicker sidecar, so thickly indeed that one
of the pike slipped underneath the cover at the toe

and was left on the road—a strange thing for someone
to pick up in the highway, a 6 lb. pike, but not the

strangest thing picked up on the road by any means.
In my sidecar seat at the present moment is a rubber
hot-water bottle to which is tied two baby's com-
forters. This was found on the road near Barnet.
Why it was not cast away I don't know. Another

queer - thing I picked up
years ago was a bundle of
love letters written by a

passionate Don Juan to a

pinnacle of ice apparently.

My companion in the side-

car held no ideals ; he—or

was it she—spent an amusing
ten minutes with them, I

well remember.
<!> ^> <=> O

I COME back with a bump
' to London, E.G. It is

a murky day, and through

the murk I see two or three

Enfield sidecars flash by
laden with evening papers.

(What a contrast from the

crystal air of a bright

January day and a sidecar

laden with pike !) Those
sidecars have been stationed

for an hour or so outside a

printing house, the drivers

waiting to receive the first

bundles straight from the

press. This goes on every

day, week after week, with

the same machines, midst the

same rush and scurry. Hard
usage and heavy weights are

their lot. But they run

splendidly, and appear to

revel in an occasional col-

lision, so long as it doesn't

28
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do more than knock the sidecar

mudguard off or smash the lamps,

o <i> o <«>

THE Autocar was a weighty fea-

ture of Smith's bookstall last

week, and no wonder, for every copy
weighed nearly 2 lbs., and contained

350 pages, all for 4d. In it there .

was contained everything the light car |!

man wanted to know about all the

little four-wheelers.

o o o o
I WONDER if- all owners part with
* their mounts with the same curious

reluctance one associates with the

parting of animate things. Two
acquaintances came last week and
dragged my outfit from its snug home
in the garage. One of them care-

lessly banged open the throttle, and,

with an unfeeling and muscular dig,

L-ndeavoured to set the works in

motion. Of course the machine re-

fused to fire, as was only natural.

After irritating the float he again

kicked furiously, but nothing hap-

pened. He again waggled the lever

and heaved mightily. This time he
liroke her spirit. She fired. Then the gears

—gr-grrrrr. I turned sadly away.

A few days afterwards I told a colleague of

my tender, lacerated feelings as I stood with

clenched hands (gripping the cheque) watching
the departure of a faithful mount.
He looked at me a few seconds in silence, then

. said he sympathised with me deeply, for he him-
self had become so attached to his sidecar that

he had decided to keep it next year, and prob-

ably for a long, long time, simply because he
dare not face the pangs of grief in parting with
so dear a thing. He turned slowly' away
muttering.

CHALL we soon be seeing pater
•^ scuttling , away on a motorised
bicycle, his family being left to prac-

tise economy by going for a walk in

the country ins.tead of being packed
in the sidecar? Week by week we
hear of innovations in this class of
vehicle.

Some of these little machines are
decidedly attractive at the price asked
for them. The Rolls-Royce indivi-

dual buys a light car as a tender;
why not a motorised bicycle as a
tender to the big sidecar? I know
one owner who is contemplating the
purchase of a miniature, but under-
ground influence is at work in his
case. His daughter -is thirteen
years and ten months old.

16
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Machines of

250-350 c.c. for

Passenger Work.

JUST as the cubic

-, capacity of the

popular touring

solo mount has been

gradually decreasing

in size, so alsO' has it

been found practic-

able to decrease the

engine capacity of

passenger - carrying

\'ehicles.

In pre-war days
one was apt to con-

sider that the attach-

ment of a sidecar to

any engine of less

than 500 c.c. partook
of the nature of
cruelty to small en-

gines. Even the use

"of the 500 c.c. engine
for this purpose was
criticised quite

severely by many
people, though there

were not a few
smaller sidecar out-

fits.

N o w
,,50 c.c.

object.^,

Sidecar outfits of 350 c.c. capacity have demonstrated wonderful kill-climbing

ability. (Above) A side-valve four-stroke shows its paces. (Below) No
audience applauds this sleeve-valved engine's ascent of a Scottish Kill.

however.
(and even smaller) outfits are quite common
uid many who have undertaken long tours

that no larger

Economical

Transport

for Two.

Both two- and
four - stroke engines

of considerably less

capacity can and do
pull a light sidecar

satisfactorily, as may
be proved by the per-

formance of several

250 c.c. machines on
the track and in open
competition. At the

present moment,
however, the
majority of really

small engines which
are set the task of

conveying an extra

passenger in any
form of wheeled

attachment are of

the two-stroke type
;

probably because

this form of engine

is capable of de-

veloping a consider-

able amount of

power at low speeds

and will "slog"
along patiently up

even when it appears to have reached its

with machines of this size consider
engine is required for normal work.

A Word of Warning.

Though this is true to a \'ery large degree, a word
nf warning should be issued to new owners of motor
cycles in that it is unwise to buy a small solo motmt
and thereafter attach to it even an ultra light sidecar
without first consulting the manufacturers. One has
only to consider that even a perfectly aligned sidecar
imposes a considerable drag on the chain stays and
down tube of a motor cycle to realise that a frame
designed entirely for solo work is quite unsuitable for
double transport. In addition to this, bumpy roads
impose a very considerable twisting action on tlie parts
mentioned.

Again in anytliing but the flattest country a three-

.«pecd gear with a fairly low emergency ratio is desir-

able unless the engine pulls particularly well at low
speeds as is the case with many two-strokes.
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Jong hills

last gasp.

There are too many lightweight sidecars now before

the public for us to give a list of every make avail-

able, but amongst the two-strokes the Connaught, Ivy,

Calthorpe, Sirrah, Velocette, Levis, and Allon should

be numbered as pioneers in this line, while more

recently the Villiers Co. has produced a 350 c.c. engine

largely with the idea of providing a suitable power

unit for such work.

Speed of Four=stroRe Outfits.

The case with four-sti-okes is somewhat similar. One
of the most prominent performances in speed events

during the past competition season has been the 250 c.c.

Francis -Barnett, and 350 c.c. A.J.S. and New-

Imperial models with suitable sidecars are listed in

the manufacturers' catalogues.

The makers of such machines as the Sparkbrook,

Radco, Raleigh, Royal Ruby, and many others have

successfully applied a passenger attachment to light-

weight machines, and one cannot help feeling that
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The Smallest Practical Sidecar.—

there is a large future for any form of transport for

two which can be bought and maintained at such

moderate figures as the modern lightweight and sidecar.

The average motor cyclist whose touring is confined

to week-end outings, and perhaps a fortnight's holiday

in the year, does not require a machine which will

climb mountains, and will be perfectly content to take

his passenger over main, or at any rate reasonable,

roads. The climbing capacities of the modern machine

are such that the touring ground for this class of

rider is unlimited, except in a few well-known corners

of the country. Should outstanding examples of hill-

climbing capabilities be required, the performance of

the little Hawker two-stroke on Applecross in the 1921
Scottish Trials and the repeated ascents of the Old
Wyche at Malvern by an Ivy sidecar may be instanced.

Then there are G. Denley's many fine mountaineering

feats on the Velocette outfit, Litton Slade and Bwlch-
y-Groes being perhaps the chief; or S. M. Greening's

(Francis Barnett) and L. A. Walsh's (O.K.) ascents of

Alms Hill.

Apart from this, there should be a great future

for such machines in the hands of ladies who live

perhaps five or ten miles from a first-class shopping
centre. In this case the light weight and ease of

starting and handling of a small sidecar outfit have
great advantages.

On the Track.
Regarding the speed capabilities of the light

sidecar outfit, C. G. Pullin has attained 71.83 m.p.h.
on a 346 c.c. Douglas over a kilometre, and has main-
tained 41.76 m.p.h. for 24 hours.

Concerning the maintenance of small outfits, there

is little to be said. Low gears, and, in the case of

two-strokes and fiat twins, even torque, save wear
on transmission and tyres. It is advisable to spend
ten minutes every now and then in making certain

that all nuts and sidecar fixings are well screwed home,

and the sidecar should be periodically checked for

alignment, since a very small error in this direction

will produce a noticeable decrease in the performance

of a small engine,

and -will affect

power and fuel con-

sumption to a

marked degree.

One cannot expect xf

"

to be able to over-

load really small -
'

" . , ^

outfits with hoods

and the thousand
• and one fitments so

dear to the heart of

a certain type of

motor cyclist, but as

regards practical ac-

commodation and
comfort there need
be nothing lacking, -^
and all necessary

spares can be car-

ried with ease in the , , , .. ^ ,

^nn^ a 11 '" some ol the most important reliability trials,
.OCkers usually pro-

^^^^^^^ ^f 330 c.c. capacity or less have performed 1

Vlued. pre-war days.

So wonderful have been the performances of tiny

engines that one wonders how long it will be before

a passenger attachment is produced for the latest ultra

lightweight motor cycles of approximately 150 c.c.

In the present stage of the industry such a move would
be most undesirable, though in a year or two's time it

is very possible that some light attachment may prove

a success for short distance work even in conjunction

with such tiny engines.

Selection Hints.

A word of advice to those considering the purchase

of a small sidecar outfit. Select a sturdily built

machine, the makers of which are prepared to recom-

mend it for sidecar use. If it is proposed to under-

take long distance touring, specify a three-speed gear,

and by all means select final chain drive. Final

belt transmission answers satisfactorily, but requires

periodic attention in wet weather, since the big reduc-

tion both in primary and secondary drives is apt to

produce a low speed belt running over pulleys of

widely varying diameter, two features which are not

altogether desirable for passenger work. Very few of

the miniature outfits of to-day, however, areoffered in

the belt-driven form, and this advice applies mainly to

those who buy on the second-hand market, which is not

a very wise procedure in this particular case.

As regards tyres there should be no difficulty, for

the majority of such machines are fitted with 26 x 2-j-in.

rims on which 2|in. or even aiin. tyres may be fitted

according to taste. It is not desirable, however, to

over-tyre the smaller of these small outfits, since the

additional weight and road resistance are more notice-

able with an engine of approximately 250 c.c. than

with an outfit of normal capacity.

In the case of a rider whose means limit him to a

two-speed machine, he need have no fear that his

machine will be unsatisfactory imder any normal condi-

tions, if he chooses wisely from the products of the

best-known manufacturers.

Whatever the choice of the prospective owner, he

should very definitely stipulate for a clutch and kick-

starter, for there are comparatively few motor cyclists

who are sufficiently

,„, . young and energetic

to put up with a

push start (with a

passenger normally

seated) more than

once or twice a day.

The upkeep of a

small sidecar outfit

is miraculously low,

if the machine be a

good one ; fuel con-

sumption -of from

70 to 100 miles a

gallon may be ex-

pected, and tyres

should last for

4,000-5,000 miles

even on the rear

wheel—at least a

season's running for

the average buyer

of this type.
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ike the 500 c.c. four-strokes of
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In trials, touring, or hill-ciimbing, the

ubiquitous single-cylinder sidecar easily

holds its own.

Always the Pa'=;senger

Machine of the Masses,

the 500 c.c—650 c.c.

Single Cylinder Sidecar

has had a Long and

Worthy Development.

THERE 'is one type of passenger machine which
has no rival on the road; it is the economical
500-650 c.c. sidecar with the motor cycle of

the dual-purpose type.

The medium-weight sidecar does, and will continue
to, meet an enormous demand, and so long as we have
solo motor cycles just so long will the owners of these
desire at times to carry a passenger in a sheltered and
comfortable position.

H I'w Solo Sizes Increased.
At one time most solo enthusiasts blessed, or rather

cursed, this tendency. The public appreciation of the
sidecar attachment was so great that manufacturers,
anxious to concentrate upon one, and that the most
serviceable model, could not lose sight of the sidecar.
They realised that whatever their own views were, a
very large percentage of their customers were going to
attach sidecars to their machines. Therefore, there
was nothing for it but to add weight, to increase cubic
capacity, and to amend compression ratios and valve
settings for the hard slogging conditions imposed.
Thus the soloist found his favourite make developing
cart-horse features, which were heart-breaking to con-
template ; an^l a large number of men turned to over-
seas productions for relief of the situation.

That order also is gone. To'-day no one is better

catered for than the soloist. Every factory with any
following has its essentially solo machines, but it has

also its dual-purpose machine.

Vogue cf Dual Purpose Models.

The popularity of the latter has remained unaffected

throughout all the undulations of recent years. A little

heavier than the sports model type, it is not too heavy

to be used solo by the man who represents the masses.

He does not want 'super-speed, though naturally he

desires to be able to maintain good averages. With the

dual-purpose mount he can pile on w'hat accessories

he likes without detracting from its distinctive merits ;

he can fit a sidecar and carry a passenger, knowing
that his cost of upkeep will remain as nearly the same
as, makes no difference, and that, except on winter

roads and against head winds, hi.s machine will be only

a little slower than it is when ridden solo. It is a

type which, for general usefulness, is unrivalled.

Sidecars can be attached to lightweights, but not with-

out detracting considerably from their speed and climb-

ing powers, while from the point of view of the

majority, the average big twin sidecar machine is not

a desirable solo mount.

So, as a popular type, the dual-purpose mount is
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Popularity Bred by Efficiency.
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firmly established, and this being so the purchaser of

such a machine is safe in concluding that his deprecia-

tion will be as low as can be expected. In initial

cost, as in upkeep, the 500-650 c.c. mount is as cheap

jLS anything that can be bought, taking its speed, hill-

climbing, and general utility into account. It is pro-

bably the most reliable mechanically-propelled vehicle

on the road ; it -affords all but the cheapest travelling

for one, and certainly the cheapest travelling for two,

especially if a fair amount of luggage has to be carried.

Utility Duties.

For the country tradesman who does his delivery

by sidecar, but who desires occasionally to use his

machine solo, or to fit a passenger-carrying body for

his wife ; for the civil servant who covers a great mile-

age during the week unaccompanied, but who wants

to take his wife and family out during the week-end

;

for the rider who is one of thousands desiring a certain

amount of speed but at no sacrifice of reliability, and
who wants a machine whicli he can ride and keep on
riding with a minimum of attention—that is, a machine
which will maintain its tune—the 500-650 c.c. type

stands unrivalled. And well, indeed, it might be.

For years past the trade has concentrated, by gradual

stages, upon its productioii. It is not an invention

;

it is an evolution. No type is. so much the outcome
of close practical research and road test.

To get down to bedrock facts concerning the medium-

A single-cylinder sidecar machine as a racing

mount.

weight outfit, one or two observations

based on practical experience may be of

value. It has been said that the type

affords the cheapest travelling for two,

and this, taken the year round, is im-
questionably so. Brief experience of the

big poAvered outfit and the medium-
weight, may lead one to think that there

is very little difference between the two
in cost of upkeep, but there is this

difference. There may be periods

6

/

when adverse conditions bring the general up-

keep cost of the big twin outfit to double what it is

normally. In the case of the smaller machine, how-
ever, the variance under the same conditions is not so

great. These circumstances, it is only fair to say, are

rare, and only arise in the event of, say, the break-

down of some important engine component ; neverthe-

less, they are to be considered by those who can " only

just afford it," and it is for this reason that the alterna-

tive mount reniains essentially the poor man's machine.

There is, in addition, of course, the question of

initial cost, which, since it runs hand-in-hand with

depreciation, is a very important item. Tyres, chains,

insurance, taxation are in every case a little heavier

with the big machine than with the lighter one. The
same, of course, applies to the type of vehicle which
it is said might supersede the 1,000 c.c. sidecar.

Over-all Economy.
If the big outfit should go, it could only be a case

of one type slowly superseding another rather than of

annihilation. The big outfit has established as great

a host of devotees as the dual-purpose medium-powered
models, but it is only the latter which has entirely

escaped questions as to its permanency ; there is no
question but that it is as firmly established as the solo

machine, for it represents over-all economy for the

thrifty man in the street who can afford to sink a

little more capital than the lightweight buyer.

The foregoing is, then, written with a view to

emphasising the fact that,

whatever changes take place,

whatever developments 'may be

realised affecting tliose who
desire always to carry a pas-

senger or the equivalent there-

to, the dual - purpose mount
will remain a permanency.

No type of machine offers greater power in proportion to its initial cost than

tfce medium-weight b'g single. It will transport three people and the impedimenta

of picnic or tour with the greatest ease.
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SADDLE COMFORT.
Does Improved Saddle Springing affect Spring

Frame Design"

NOVEMBER i6ih, iq22.

Brooks cantilever, a seat famed for its comfort.
X.L.-All model made for the Ner-a-car.

Standard model produced by the

The Leatheries Ltd.

A popular Lycett model.

A seat of springs—the Terry.

Latest X.L.-All type- with ball bearing

pivots.
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A SADDLE can make or mar the pleasures of

a motor cycle. All experienced motor
cyclists have at one time or another had oc-

casion to grumble at particular saddles, and they

can praise with equal fervour certain saddles which
have been a pleasure to use.

A few years ago luxurious saddles were scarce,

even tolerably comfortable models were in the

minority, but to-day it is a man's own fault if he

rides a yard on a saddle that does not suit him.

He can ride in luxurious ease on such designs as

the Brooks cantilever, the Tan-Sad, the Terry, or

the XL-All.
One of the latter designs has even advanced

so far as to introduce ball bearings.

The Terry seat, too, is particularly original in

that it embodies scientifically arranged coil springs

in its construction, giving a comfort that must be

experienced to be thoroughly appreciated.

The Result of Progress.

So closely is the question of saddle springing and
suspension being studied to-day, and so effective are

some of the designs produced, that this may ac-

count for the apparent indifference displayed by
many motor cycle makers towards rear springing.

After all, if a finely-designed system of .saddle

springing can give the rider an immunity from road

vibration comparable to that offered by a spring

frame, then it is doubtful if the extra complication

of Ijie latter is justifiable on the lighter and simpler

type of machine.

On a solo mount neither a spring frame nor a

saddle must permit too much side play, but on a

sidecar outfit the same considerations do not obtain,

and full use of long, supple leaf springs may be

made.

The 1 an-S^d js mounted cantilever fashion.

The Jelley, with waterproof rubber

top in place of leather.

X.L.—Ail sporting lightweight model.

Racmo Brooks model employing leaf

springs.

The Middlemore, supported on semi-
elliptic and coil springs

Simple and strong .Austin saddle.

22
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Why the High-
;

powered Side-
'

car Ouifit is not '.

Menaced by the i

Advent of the :

Cheap Light
\

Car.

9V£^QTop
oPits (piass

j Price Margin 1

bet\A/een the 1

Two Types as
;

: Wide as Ever. '

First Cost not ;

t h e Total i

Cost.

MERELY because

small cars aie

cheaper thisyear,

the old, old subject " side-

car or lijrht car " is again

a topic raising heated argu-

ments as to whether the

former will finally succumb

to the attack of the latter.

As usual, 1923 car prices

are compared with 1922

sidecar figures, and once

more the old contentions

against the popular outfit

are cited as reasons why it

is doomed ; but the strange

feature of this . controversy

is that very few ' sidecar

iiwners are to fee found
among the critics.

We are not at the moment
concerned with the extreme
and absurd view that the

sidecar in all its forms may
ultimately be replaced by a

light ' four-\yheeIer, but
rather with the present posi-

tion and the Justificatiori of the fully developed sidecar

outfit—the machine which is at the top of its class

and which, we are told, is in danger of extinction

because small cars have been reduced in frice.

One point overlooked is that 1923 prices of side-

cars, too, are considerably below those of 1922.

Even Manufacturers Doubt.

Motor cyclists resent the implication. that the cheapest
smalt car is a better article than the most expensive
sidecar. This seems to be the idea of all who expect
a revolution in economical motoring next year. Even
certain manufacturers have been caught in this offen-

sive on the part of those interested in the produc-
tion of cheap four-wheelers, and those who enjoy the

confidence of sidecar makers are told that 1922 has
been a bad year for big sidecars and that a light car

proposition is being considered to take their place.

If the sale of big sidecars has really fallen off

during the past year, there is no proof that these side-

cars would have sold in greater numbers had there

been no ligltt cars.

Even if 1923 is a good year for small cars and a
bad year for big sidecars, evidence is still lacking
to show that the purchasers of the former would

13

otherwise have bought the

latter. Undoubtedly there

is a big field for small cars

at a low price, but the

majority of buyers are those

who have not been attracted

by the sidecar and have

waited for the cheap four-

wheeler. Certain it is the

average big sidecar owner is

not as a rule a man who
has been waiting for some-

thing which may cost more
than his sidecar, but may
easily be inferior in quality

and performance. Very
few owners who are at the

top of one class are likely

to be influenced to purchase

something which places

them at the bottom of

another.

Every year sees a num-
ber of motor cyclists join-

ing the ranks of car owners

—it is only a natural

sequence. But seldom do
we see the owner of a. de luxe outfit selling it to buy
the cheapest form of' four-wheeler. He requires a

car of which he can be as proud as he was of his

sidecar, and more often than not such a vehicle costs

double the price of the most elaborate sidecar.

One had only to visit the Car Show last week to

realise that the majority of those interested in the

new light cars are not motor cyclists nor people ever

likely to become motor, cyclists.' The few motor

cyclists who inspected the array at the White City

and Olympia were instantly recognised by the ques-

tions they asked—embarrassing questions to the average

stand salesman. No owner of a sidecar first tried

the cushion springs ; he required to know something
of the mechanical elements. On the other hand, the

potential buyers of cheap small cars revealed their

novitiate stage bv ignoring altogether the essential

features of the vehicle.

Where the Critics Err.

The psychology of the motor cyclist is one of the

chief items misunderstood by the critics of the side-

car, who, by the way, are usually those who have
never used sidecars, are not interested in their manu-
facture, and do not know the jieople who use them.
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At the Top of its Class.—

If it were true, as they think it is, that all side-

carists consider anything on four wlieels superior to

their own machines, the big sidecar outfit would have

disappeared long ago. In 1912 there were many cycle

cars offering, it was claimed, " all the pleasures of

a car at the cost of motor cycling," and it is true

that tiiey were offered at remarkably low prices, as

the following price list of the period will show ;

—

Humberette ... £125 A.C £65
Swift £156 10s. Morris Oxford ... £175
OW.K. £150 Calthorpe .. . £168
Crouch £132 15s Singer £185
J.B.S. ... £127 Baby Peugeot ... £160

The big V\\ in sidecar at that date was only in the

embryo stage owing to its hub gear. In fact, one

may say that the big sidecar outfit has been de-

\eloped since 1913, and, therefore, in spite of the

cheap light cars then on the market. If the argu-

ments against the sidecar and the light car hold

gdod to-day, they doubly applied ten years ago,

One fact cannot be refuted. The sidecar has proved
itself to be a mechanically sound proposition eminently
suitable for the people who use it. It is economical,

and costs much less in garaging, taxation and insur-

ance than any four-wheeler. When replacements are

necessary they are usually to be obtained at a moderate
price because they are small items.

Even if prices, taxation, insurance and garaging
costs were equal, the possibility of replacements has to

be considered. If \arious parts are taken separately

and in conjunction with the items approximating

In liill climbing the big sidecar has an advantage over the small

weight and power.

when the big sidecar was a doubtful proposition and
the majority of small cars followed large car practice.

The 1923 small cars offered at prices which are sup-

posed to compete with those of sidecar - outfits are,

after all, not so numerous, as the following list will

confirm, for all best known si

are included :
—

Bleriot Whippet. 2 cvl., A.C, chain drive ... .,. £155
Buckingh,im. 2 cyl.. A.C, shaft drive £185
Tamplin, 2 cyl.. A.C, chain drive £150
Trojan, 2 cyl., W.C, 2-stroke, chain drive, solid tyres £175
Unit, 4 cvl., W.C, friction and chain drive ... £185 17s.

Stoneleigh, 2 cyl., A.C, shaft drive . ... £185
Rover. 2 cyl., A.C. shaft drive :.. • ... £180
Mathi.s, 4 cyl., W.C, shaft drive ..: £197
Lea-Fraircis, 2 cyl., oil cooled, shaft drive ^... ... £190

cars under ;£^2oo

Whatever the critics may say, the

fully equipped sidecar is a machine
', of which to f)e proud. It is easy

I
to handle and keep in order.

i

'

to them in a small car, it will

be seen that those who motoi

on the small margin between

necessities and total incomes

have good reason to be satis-

fied with the sidecar, especi-

ally as it is logic to suppo.se

that the more one pays foi

an outfit, the less possibility

there is of having to meet s

repairs bill, while the re-

verse is the case with the

cheapest form of small car,

built down to a price.

Those with slender purses should try to imagine

the difference between removing an engine or geai

box on a motor cycle and dismantling the same units

belonging to a car. Let him also visualise the task

of decarbonising a twin-cylinder motor cycle engine

and the same necessary proceeding with a monobloc

four-cylinder car engine; let him enquire the cost of

having this work carried out at the .local .garage, and

the prices of a new back axle for sidecar and car

respyectively.

But, say some of the critics, with a sidecar one

has all the units and material with which to make

a cyclf car. Why not re-distribute , the material and

drive from a seat -instead of from a saddle? This

ight car by the wider ratio of

A j^
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The owner of a cheap foiir-whee'er would hesitate before undertaking a tour of the

Alps, yet the big sidecars—^and smaller machines too—have proved themselves

eminently suitable for tackling the long and severe grades encountered in Switzerland.

At the Top of its Class.

—

has been done in two
notable cases, i.e.,

the Scott Sociable

and the Seal, but

they still remain
vehicles quite distinct

from the cycle car

and the light car.

This same question

was asked by the

present writer t e n
years ago, and he has

seen it answered, not

by words, but by
actual experience.

This is tlie very thing

which -was attempted

by the makers of the

early cycle cars,

which were not only
mechanically unsound, but as a commercial proposi-

tion were a dismal failure.

In 1912 a certain manufacturer of motor cycles

produced a cycle car employing motor cycle practice

in a vehicle whidi in appearance was a small car.

The chief reasons for its disappearance were (i) it

could not be produced at the hundred guinea.s at

which it was offered, and (2) since it employed a

motor C3'cle type of engine and chain transmission,

enclosed m a metal body, it was noisy. This engine

and gear box were embodied in a big twin sidecar

outfit M'hich showed its maker a handsome profit at a

price 20 per cent, below the price of the cycle car.

What is more, there was a ready demand for the

sidecar and practically none for the four-wheeler.

All prices for 1923 big sidecars have not yet been

announced, but the following sufifice at once to refute

the idea that they are in competition with those of

cheap four-wheelers. As will be seen, there is still

approximately a ;£so margin :

—

Harley-Davidson £139 15a. American X. ... £131 5s.

Matchless ... £130* A.J.S £152 10s.

Excelsior ... £123* Dot £130*
F.N £140" Martinsyde ... £130«

" Electric equipment extra.

Even if prices were

equal, the big sidecar

could not be com-
pared with the small

car which usually has

an engine of the same
size or smaller. The
power-weight ratio is

so much in favour of

the sidecar that its

speed places it at a

great advantage. If

speed and carrying

capacity be the point

of comparison, then

the new light cars at

prices below ;£2oo
should be compared
with the smaller

types of sidecars
Speed is another point where the big sidecar scores over the smal 1 car, which very

often is fitted with an engine of the same size to propel double the weight.

which for 1923 will

be at a figure in

the neighbourhood of

;^IOO.

To s u m m a r i s c,

1923 sees practically

no change in the re-

spective positions of

the big sidecar outfit

and the light car,
~

nor can there be

.so long as the extras

for taxation,
garaging and profes-

sional repairs alone

in the case of the

four-wheeler -add an

'additional penny per

mile on the average

full year's motoring.

And extras for
these items do not complete the bill ; only motor cyclists

who have toured on a car know the many extras one
is expected to pay at hotels, ferries, garages, etc.,

merely because one is using a car.

There is one other item often overlooked by those

who have land adjoining their houses upon which they

can build a garage; frequently one hears the state-

ment that, as they contemplate building a garage, the

cost of housing their machines is nil.

Garaging at Home.
Very few houseowners who add a car garage escape

a reassessment, and consequently the paying of extra

rates for the privilege. In some cases tlie extra rates

have been almost as much as' the cost of renting a

garage. In addition, an extra water rate is charged

for the advantage of being able to wash one's own
car. On the other hand, a sidecar may be accommo-
dated in a portable shed. The difference on the in-

terest of capital outlay is also a matter to be considered.

Of course there will be many new light cars on the

road next year, but that section of the motoring public

using big sidecar outfits will not be diminished in any
way ; in fact, it will increase just as the number of users

of large cars will in-

crease, because there

is always a large num-
ber of owners " mov-
ing up." AVhatever

any one section will

lose at one end, it will -

more than gain at the

other, for the motor-

ing movement,
whether it be con-

nected with the sraall-

e.st lightweight or the

most powerful car, is

always expanding as

more and, more people

learn the joys of the

open road and the

real utility of the

motor vehicle.
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MODERN THREE-WHEELERS.
Sidecar Alternatives for the 1923 Market

Champion of the three-wheeler movement. H. F. S

THOSE sidecarists amongst the number which
yearly decides, eitlier from the exigencies of

business or tlie urge of the passenger, to seek

an enclosed vehicle, will look eagerly to see what

1923 has in store for them.

Strange to say, despite the tremendous interest which
is being paid to the development of economical car

type machines, few new designs in the three-wheeler

class have been announced. Possibly the apparent
stagnation in this particular field is due to the fact

that it is so easy to over-develop design in the three-

wheeled vehicle class. Once the advantages of light-

ness and simplicity are overlooked, it becomes a moot
point whether the four-wheeler is not as easy to evolve
and as cheap to build; this solution of the designer's

problem, however, is one which throAvs upon the pros-

pective user all -the additional tax and expenses which
a full-blown car involves.

However, all the established three-wheeled runabouts
are still with us, and certainly they show no sign

of losing their popularitv ; indeed, in one case, thanks
to a substantial reduction in price, a record run of
success may be expected.

E 2

Morgan in the machine which has made his name famous.

The runabout world resolves itself into two distinct

classes : the first devotes its attentions to the simplest

types of machine, while the second is mainly con-

cerned with the more elaborate class of vehicle—the

complete car on three -wheels. Probably of the two

the former, chiefly as a result of the energies of one

particular maker, has earned the greatest fame.

The Simplest Type.

To deal now with particular examples : the Morgan
must take pride of place. This well-known machine
will remain to all intents and purposes unaltered, but

considerable price reductions have already been made
which cannot fail to increase the large sales that have

been made in the past year. First there is the Popular

model, which, although shorn of all unessentials in

order to be sold at the very moderate price of ;!^i35,

is nevertheless equipped with full acetylene lighting

apparatus. : This model is fitted with the air-cooled

J. A. P. engine of 976 c.c. capacity^

Various engine alternatives, both as regards make
and air or water cooling, can be had, but these of

course involve additional charges.

17
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MODERN

THREE-WHEELERS

ON

TRIAL AND TEST

All the runabout machines shown on this page have been

subjected to arduous tests, either in official trials or privately, over

difficult mountainous country. The following makes are represented :

(1) L.S.D. with air-cooled twin engine, shaft and chain drive.

(2) New Hudson, water-cooled twin, shaft and chain. (3) Scott

Sociable, water-cooled two-stroke twin, shaft drive. (4) Autogear,

air-cooled twin, chain and gear drive to front steering wheel, and

(3) TB water cooled twin, shaft drive.

B3
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Mo3ern Three-Whcebrs.—
To counter {he frequent

criticisms which are levelled

against the small runabout on

the score of its limited

capacity for accommodating
extra passengers, a—Family
model was introduced more
than twelve months ago, and
this, of course, is being re-

tained ; for use in hilly

districts the special four-

speed gear box which is

made is an extra Avell Avorth

considering. The Family
model provides comfortable

seating for two adults and
two children.

So far the utility patterns alone have been referred to,

but naturally those who desire to possess a really

lively machine with a high ratio of power to w-eight

will find all their requirements met in the various

models of the Grand Prix Morgan—a true high-

performance machine of proven ability.
~

The price of the Family model is ;£i6o in the

air-cooled form, while in the water-cooled pattern it

is ;£i7o. The Grand Prix type costs ;£i6o with

the J. A. P. engine (Avater-cooled), while the jNI.A.G.

engine entails an extra outlay of ;£,i.

Undoubtedly the Morgan, by virtue of its sim-

plicity, stands in a class by itself, and in this respect

it is only approached by the Yorkshire-made L.S.D.,
which follows a somewhat similar layout.

A J. A. P. air-cooled engine supplies the power in

thcL.S.D. machine, and the drive is by shaft to a

two-speed gear box, in which a reverse is also incor-

porated ; a kick-starter is also a feature of this design.

Steel wheels of the artillery pattern are used on the

L.S.D., and qf course they are interchangable. The
final drive is by chain, and there are two contracting

brakes on the back wheel hub. Three models are

available, these being a popular type at ^145 19s.,

a family model at ;£i6i 14s., and a more refined

example of the two-seater variety at ^155 9s. The
family model accommodates two adults and two chil-

dren ; the hood when erected covers all the passengers.

Highly Developed Machines.

Still keeping to machines which follow the lay-

out that by virtue of long usage may be de.scribed

as the conventional, the T.B. and the New Hudson
must be next described.

The T.B. is available in both air- and water-cooled
models, the prices being ;£[i55 and ^£165 ics. respec-

tively. The engine is mounted transversely at

the front of the chassis, and bolted directly to the

crank case is the three-speed and reverse gear box,
the pit of the fabric plate clutch intervening. From
a fabric universal joint behind the gear box trans-

mission to the bevel-driven rear wheel is by a shaft.

All wheels are interchangable, and the springing is

by quarter-elliptics at the front and^cantilevers at

the rear. Steel tubing, welded at all joints, is used
throughout the T.B. chassis. Although apparently
somewhat heavy, the performance of the machine is

W^

Based on the sidecar outfit, the Seal Sociable is, in effect, a double-
sea'ed sideca- with the driving arrangements brought into the body.
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extremely high, as results

obtained in all the important

reliability trials go to show.

Next comes the New Hud-
son—an example of the fully

developed runabout, or car

on three wheels. This ma-
chine is of more recent

growth than the others which

have been mentioned, but it

has nevertheless been before

the public long enough to

amply prove its worth. In

the New Hudson the power
unit is a water-cooled 1,098

c.c. M.A.C V-twin mounted
at the front of the channel

steel chassis and driving

tiirough a car type clutch by shaft to a three-speed
gear box secured to the rear cross-members of the

frame ; from a sprocket on the box the drive to' the

rear Avheel is by chain. All wheels are interchang-

able, and springing throughout is of the quarter-

elliptical variety. In external appearance and finish

the New Hudson is comparable with the best in the

small car world. Complete with electric lighting out-

fit (by dynamo) and spare wheel, the price of the

New Hudson at the present time is ^236.

On Sidecar Lines.

Quite separate from the above-described machines
are a number designed more closely to follow the lines

of the sidecar outfit ; m.ost highly developed in this

class is, of course, the unconventional Scott Sociable.

This now well-known machine was designed entirely

with the- performance of the sidecar in view, to which,
of course, should be coupled the comfort and protec-

tion of the most luxurious car. In these aims the

designer has well realised his intentions, for the

578 c.c. two-stroke engine is silent and vibrationless

in action, lubrication is automatic, and the compound
lever and coil springing gives the essence of com
fortable travelling. Gear changing is interlocked with

the clutch control, and as the gears themselves are

of the constant mesh type the operation is as easy

as it is on the best of motor cycles and quite unlike

the sleight of hand process so frequently involved on
cars. No reverse is fitted, as owing to the steering

lock and general mobility equalling that of" a side-

car it has not been found desirable.

From the gear box, which is integral wifR" the

engine crank case, the drive to the off side rear wheel
is by shaft and spiral bevel; independently controlled

internal expanding brakes are fitted to both rear

wheels.

The Scott Sociable chassis is constructed \vith a

number of standardised tube units bolted together

so that an incidental advantage, is obtained in the

event of frame repairs becoming necessary at any time
as the result of an accident. If there are any objec-

tions to the plan of the Scott Sociable they are those

which apply to the sidecar also, viz. :—that the single

wheel on the near side gives a decidedly unsymmetri-
cal appearance and that the off-centre one-wheel drive

puts the machine at some disadvantage on abnor-
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Modern Three-Wheelers.

—

nially steep and rough hills such as those which are

included in the more " freakish " reliability trials.

Actually both these objections may be dismissed, as

they are dismissed by the great majority of sidecar

buyers ; the question of appearance is a" matter of

use and custom, and that of loss of tractive effort

on abnormal grades is one which only affects those

who compete regularly in the more outlandish trials.

Equipped with all accessories, hood, screen, spare

disc wheel, and dynamo lighting, the Scott' Sociable

sells at ^176 8s.

Long before the machine above describeiJ was on

the roa.d a runabout produced in Lancashire and
known as the Seal Sociable was marketed. This

machine followed even more closely the lines of the

ordinary sidecar outfit, inasmuch that it was (and still

is) to all intents and purposes a motor bicycle and
sidecar with a single frame common to both and an

enlarged sidecar body in which the driver and passen-

ger are accommodated. The framework encircles the

rear wheel, and the whole is sprung on large coil

springs. Steering is effected by a wheel which con-

trols a modified form of motor cycle front fork, while
the transmission from the air-cooled big twin engine
is tiy chains through a motor cycle type of gear box.

The price is ;£i65 ; spare wheel extra.

Possibilities in the Unconventional.

Another type of three-wheeler, and one which has
great possibilities if only it was more vigorously
developed, is that represented by the Autogear, another
northern production.

In the Autogear the complete power unit and trans-

mission is located at the front of the chassis, the

front wheel acting as both driver and steerer, while

the two rear wheels are only called upon to carry

the passenger weight and to deal with the braking

forces. This layout has obvious advantages ; the

front wheel driving and steering allows the complete

mechanism of the vehicle to be accessibly mounted
in the front of the frame, and the front wheel can

be sprung to carry a known and practically constant

load. As the rear wheels hfive no other load than

the body and passengers, they can be lightly and
flexibly sprung and placed as. far back from the frolit

as may be desirable ; thus a four-seater body with-

out overhang is by no means out of the question.

Steering Advantage of Front Drive.

Less obvious benefits gained with this type of chassis

are stability and ease of handling owing to the fact

that before the weight of the machine is deflected

from its path the actual direction of the power is

altered by the movement of the steering wheel ; in

all other cars and runabouts the mass of the vehicle

has to be deflected against the forwardly moving resist-

ance of the rear driving wheel or wheels.

The Autogear has a 1,098 c.c. Blackburne air-

cooled engine, a single plate fabric clutch, and a

three-speed and reverse gear box in line with the engine^

shaft ; from the box the drive is by a chain to the

trunnion bracket which supports the swivelling front

wheel, and a short universally jointed shaft completes

the drive through an internally toothed reduction gear.

All the wheels are carried on stub axles and are of

the Lynton disc type. An extra wheel and - dynamo
lighting, together with a one-man hood which encloses

the entire "occasional four-seater" body is included

at an approximate price of ;£20o.

B.M.C.R.C. MATTERS.
Aggregate Prize Won by Le Vack. More Records Recommended.

AT the last conmrittee meeting of, the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club last Monday week, several

announcements were made of interest to the

motor cyclists who attend Brooklands meetings.
In the first place, the marking for the season's

aggregate prizes has resulted in the following placings :

1.—H. le Vack, 158 marks.
2.—C. E. Temple, 107 marks.
3.—E. Remington, 102 marks.

Le Vack and Temple, therefore, qualify for the

SO-guinea Aggregate Cups presented by Mr. A. V.
Mellano and the B.A.R.C. respectively. Incidentally,

V. Horsman, who did so well at the Championship
meeting, added no fewer than 90 marks to his previous
aggregate, and, pulling up 18 places, finished fourth
00 the list.

The matter of the disqualification of a competitor
at the Championship meeting, on account of his side-

car passenger not .wearing a crash helmet, was raised.

The facts, are that the committee decided several

months ago that a crash helmet should be worn by
both driver and passenger, but, as this rule has been
omitted from the entry forms, the committee agreed
that it would be harsh to enforce it on the occasion
in question, although it was agreed that the stewards

II

of the meeting had acted in good faith on the facts

as presented to them at the time. The competitor con-

cerned, A. Gayder Smith (490 Norton sc), is, there-

fore, reinstated in second place in the All-comers'

Passenger Handicap, Horsman thus becoming third.

A record number of spectators attended the Cham-
pionship meeting, but the committee's pleasure at this

announcement was somewhat damped by the Secre-

tary's production of a claim from the Inland Revenue
authorities totalling about £,?io, on account of enter-

tainment tax due on me}nbers' subscriptions for the

years 1920-21-22. Membership of the B.M.C.R.C.,
of course, carries with it the right of free admission

to the track, and it is on this account that there appears

to be a liability for entertainment tax on such propor-

tion of the subscription as may be estimated to be in

lieu of admission fee.

Secretaries of motor cycle clubs which intend pro-

moting one Brooklands meeting per season should be

careful, therefore, not to announce free admission to

the track on this occasion as being one of the benefits

of membership of the club.

After some discussion, it was decided to recomrhend

to the A.C.U. that the 7 hours", 8 hours, 9 hours, 10

hours, and 11 hours records should be recognised.
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
It has been decided to re-run the Manville Cup

Trial, owing to so many competitors having iost

their way through insufficient route marking. The
new date is Saturday, the 18th inst.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
The second annual dinner will be held on Satur-

day at 7 p.m., at the Queen's (Midland) Hotel,
Leeds; ladies are invited. During the same after-

noon the annual general meeting will be held at the
Guildford Hotel, Leeds.

Cambridge University Iffl.C.C.

Results of the recent sporting trial are as fol-

lows :
—

FULL MARKS IN SOLO CLASS.—L. A. Hum-
phreys (557 B.S.A.), R. Chalmers (498 Zenith-
Bradshaw), E. W. T. Howard (492 Sunbeam),
J. A. Orr (499 Sunbeam). Results of the timed
hill climb give^ the premier award to E. W. T.
Howard and the second award to J A. Orr.
SIDECARS.—O. G. Smart (490 Norton sc),

premier award. A. B. Calkin (770 B.S.A. sc.) and
F. Robinson (1,037 G.N.) tied for second place,

which on the result of the tuned climb is taken
•by A. B. Calkin.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

Heavy rain having curtailed the Club's handicap
speed trials on the 21st ult., the event had to be
completed on the following Saturday. Results:—

-

srrvER CUP (won outright).—G. W. Cooke
(486 Scott Squirrel), handicap as 65 m.p.h., actual

70.02 m.p.h.
, ,

SILVER MEDAL.—R. Turner (494 Douglas),

handicap as 70 m.p.h., actual 74 m.p.h.

BRONZE MEDAL.—F. Catterick (494 Douglas),

handicap as 70 m.p.h., actual 72.28 m.p.h.

SILVER CUP FOB FASTEST SOLO TIME.—
R. T. "Cawthorne (490 Norton), 85.7 m.p.h.

Li-;erF00l M.C.
Results of the Reliance Cup trial are as fol-

lows :
—

RELIAKfOE 50 GUINEA CHALLENGE CUP.-
G. F. Burns (492 Sunbeam).
BURNS AMATEUR CHALLENGE CUP.-G. S.

Boston (632 Scott).

UDTTEBWORTH CHALLENGE TROPHY.-S.
Doward (247 Sun Vitesse).

MOGRIDGE MEMORIAL CHALLENGE CCP.-
L. Rondles [492 Sunbeami
GOLD MEDALS.-G. F. Burns (492 Sunbeam),

100 marks; G. S. Boston (632 Scott), 100; R, Biown
(492 Sunbeam so.), 100: W. J. Kellett (492 Sun-
beam), 100 ; S. Doward (247 Sun Vitesse), 97 ; L.

Randies (492 Sunbeam), 97: F. H. Hawkins (348
Raleigh), 97: H. Gibson (348 RaleiKh), 97: C. H.
Fox '557 B.S.A.), 97: J. H. Fos (633 Norton). 95:
E. L. Boston (486 Scott), 95: J. Westwood-Wills
(547 Powell), 95: A. Bennett (492 Sunbeam), 95:
G. Warbinfc (492 Sunbeam), 95; E. Eggers (349
A.J.S.), 95; W. H. Hadfleld (348 Raleigh). 95;
J. H. Grpen (348 Excelsior), 95; J. H. Simpson (349
A.J.S.), 95; N. H. Brown (349 A.J.S.l, 95.

SILVER MEDALS.-W. Clough (532 Scott), 94
marks; A. B. Evans (492 Sunbeam), 94; G. L.
Falck (498 Rover), 94; H. Marston (349 A.J.S.),

93; Miss M. Cottle (547 Powell), 92; P. G.
Thomason (398 A.B.O.), 92; E. H. Welch (490
Norton), 92; Grnhnm Dates (249 Grindley), 91; S.

Cral)tree (499 Sunbeam), 90; S. Ollerhead (494
Douslas). 90: V. Horsman (633 Norton 6C.), 89; O.
Wade (799 A..LS. sc), 88.
Awards for best perfonnanre in each class;—
Solo up to 275 c.c.—S. Doward (247 Sun Vitesse).
Solo up to 350 c.c.—H. Gibson (348 Raleigh).
Solo up to 500 CO.,—G. F. Burns (492 Sunbeam).
Solo oyer 500 c.c.—G. S. Boston (532 Scott).
Sidecars up to 600 c.c—B. Brown (499 Sun-

beam sc). -

Sidecars up to 750 c.c—V- Horsman (633
Norton sc).

Sidecars over 750 e.c—O. Wade (799 A.J.S. sc).

WINNING TEAMS.
Machine Team.—Sunbeam team: E. Brown, A.

Bennett, G. F. Bums.
Club Team.—Liverpool Club lightweight team

:

J. H. Green. H. Gibson, N. H. Brown.
Nominated Team.-E. L. Boston, G. S. Boston,

G. F. Burns.
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Richmond and District M.C.C.
A novel " Follow-the-conietti " tnal will take place

on the 19th inst., starting from the Angel Hotel,
Thames Ditton, at 11 a.m. Should weather con-
ditions make the event impracticable a postponement
until the following Sunday will be made.

CardiS M.C.C.
A dance will be held at the Pavilion Cafe on the

22nd inst., commencing at 7 50 p.m. Applications
for tickets should be made to Mr. F. E. Jenkinson,
6, Romilly Crescent, Cardiff, or Mr. E. Bevan, Oaatle
Street, Cardiff.

Botherham and District M.C.
Results of a reliability trial held over a course

of 80 miles in the Derbyshire district are as fol-

lows;—^^(1) C. Beaumont (550 "Triumph), 2 marks
lost; (2) G. Bennington (600 N.U.T.), 3 marks
lost; (3) D.-Lister (348 Escelsior-Blackburne), 4
marks lost.

Bridgend and District M.C.C.
The above club's first reliability trial was run

off successfully over a fifty-two miles course on the
25th ult. Nineteen competitors started, including
one lady rider. Results:—
- GOLD M'EDAL.—H. R. Thomas (349 A.J.S.).
SILVER MEDAL.—C. Powell (499 Sunbeam).
BRONZE MEDAL.—^F. Hawkins (499 Sun-

beam) .

Beigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.
" f^\A crocks " and single-gear machines partici-

pated in a trial held on the 1st inst., but the
event was spoiled by heavy rain. The following
results were recorded:—

SINGLE-GEAR MACHINES.
GoLT) Medal.—E. F. Bewers (499 Triumph).
SiLVEK Medal.—^E. O. Gordon (499 Tri- .

umph).
"DTD CROCKS" (1913 OB Earliek Models).
Gold Medal.—A. G. Harris (348 Douglas).

Lichfield and District M.C.C.

Results of the second round for the Hoskinson
Cup. run off on the 15th ult., toge-.'i-:r with
results ol the first round, are as follows:—
HOSKINSON CUP.—F. H. Twyman (499 Sun-

beam), 380 marks.
GOLD MEDAL.—J. J. Smith (490 Norton),

378 marks.
SILVER MEDAL.—G. Finch (584 Harley-

Davidson), 371 marks.
BRONZE M'EDAL.—A. J. Button (550 Tri-

umph), 370 marks.

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.

Hard going in narrow, winding lanes, a flexi-

bility hill-climb, and 45 miles in darkness were
some of the ingredients of a half-day trial for the
Bateman Challenge Cup which took place on the
28th ult. Incidentally, the reliability of modern
lighting systems was most marked. Results :

BATEMAN CUP AND GOLD MEDAL.—A. C.
Brookes f499 Blackburne sc), 100 marks.
SILVER MEDALS.—T. G. Meeten (249 Triple

H.), 97% marks; P, W. S. Bulman (976 Zenith
sc), 961/4 marks.
BRONZE MEDALS.—C. B. I'Anson (499 Zenith-

B.l. 78V2 marks: Bev. Carver (998 Budge sc). 73
marks.

Southport M.C.

The fifth and last trial of the season for the
" Blake " and " Taylor " Cups was run off on the
29th ult. Competitors covered a very sporting
course of sixty-six mfles, which included two
water-splashes and three observed hills. Awards
were made as follows :

—
TAYLOR CUP, 1ST CLASS CLUB AWARD

AND SPECIAL PRIZE IN SIDECAR CLASS.—
E. H. Clifton (976 Enfield sc).
BLAKE T)UP, 1ST CLASS CLUB AWARD

AND SPECIAL PRIZE IN OVER 350 c.c.

CLASS.—E. H. Hope (976 Brongh Superior).
prTJST CLASS CLUB AWARD AND SPECIAL

PRIZE IN 350 0.0. CLASS.—G. W. Williamson
(349 A.J.S.).
SECOND CLASS CLUB AWARDS.—V. F.

Crosthwaite and W. H, Allison.

South-East Sssex M.C.C.

A club is being formed in South-East Essex.
It is proposed that events covering all branches
of the sport and catering for all types of

machines be organised. Those interested are in-

vited to attend a meeting at " Cotgroves," 16,

Fwh St., Southend-on-Sea, to be held on the 16th
inst., at 7.30 p.m., or to communicate with Mr
H T. Baldwin, The Bungalow, South Woodham
Ferrers, Essex.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

A trial for a trophy presented by the Manu-
facturers' Union was run off on the 28th ult.

Snow and hailstorms troubled competitors on the
higher points of the course, but on the whole the
weather was good. Among the observed hills

Goat Pass accounted for the greatest number of

failures, quite one-third of those who attsmpted
it coming to grief. Thirteen of the finishers

secured full marks at the open controls. Of these

J. A. Carvill (557 B.S.A.) had the least variation

at the open checks, thus winning the Manufac-
turers' Cup. T. E. Greene (494 Douglas) and G.
Briggs (550 Triumph) were second and third re-

spectivelv. Gold medals were also won by

:

B. Murphy (499 Triumph), P. H. Hurse (490
Norton), S. Woods (348 Cotton), W. T. Malcom-
son (1,087 G.N.), J. Healy (749 James sc), O. D
Maguire (993 Matchless sc), C. C. Callaghan (500
N.U.T.), J. G. Burney (225 Enfield), H. G
HUerkfr (349 A.J.8.), A. A. Wayte -(492 Sun-
Ujam). Silver medals : D. Allen (633 Norton
sc), G. Tracey (976 Sparkbrnok), B. G. Gibson
348 Raleigh), E. A. Tracey (596 Indian). J. C.
Cathcart (600 Humber), B. Walshe (500 James),
T. P. Slevin (292 Velocette), H. B. Evans (348
Douglas).

Birmingham M.C.C.

Results of the sporting half-day trial held on
the 21st ult. are as follows :

—
SILVER CUP lor best performance, solo class.—

B. W. Duke (550 Triumph).
SILVER C7UP for best performance, sidecar

class.—P. H. Brown (998 Rex-Acme sc).
SILVER MED.AIS.—V. H. Smith (490 Nortcn).

T. Lane (490 Norton), H. G. Uzzell (348 New
Imperial), B. Bourke (498 New Hudson), T.
Laurence Cox (292 Allon), B." L. Bird (557
B.S.A.), J. Lidstone (350 James), J. Cotton
(749 James sc), G. Kimberley (350 James), P.
Cope (490 Norton), R. Edwards (247 Levis).

R. W. Dnke (550 Triumph), S: J. Neal (318 Neal-
Dalm), R. C. Cooper (292 Allon), L. E. Ciulee
(292 Ailon), E. F. Hollyoak (249 Federation),
J. Stretton-Ward (499 Triumph), P. H. Brown
(998 Rex-Acme sc), E. R. Jacobs (350 Beard-
m ore-Precision), C. S. Burney (598 Beardmore-
Jt'recision), H. Greaves (598 Seardmore-Preci'
sion), H. S. Perrey (557 B.S.A.). .L G. Orford
(348 Henley-Blackburnel. Mrs Thrush (498
Sunbeam), L. Bacon (490 Norton).

Surbiton M.C.

Practically the whole course of the Ballard's Cup
Trial, on the 28th ult., was of a colonial nature.
Starting at the Angel Hotel, Thames Ditton, the
course followed a tortuous route of forty-three miles
to Riplev. No competitor actually made a non-stop
run, but a number of stoppages were caused by
baulks. The trial was not devoid of incident:
Oharleswortti (976 Zenith sc.) turned over on Leith
Hill, fortunately without injury to himself or his

passenger, while Miss Mackintosh (584 Harley-
Davidson sc.) broke her frame in . the Oxshott
Common section and retired. O. E. Taylor (Vasco)

caused much excitement by taking the Shere water-

splash at speed, causing the spectators to beat a
hasty retreat. Among the solo men an excellent

performance was made by B. P. G. Powke (380
Beardmore B. and 8.), also by P. E. Salter (S50
Zenith) and E. O. Staunton (550 TriuinpW.
Results :

—
BALLAED'S OUP AND GOLD MEDAL.-B.

Alan Hill (9.5 Rhode).
GOLD MEDAL for best sidecar performance.-

E. O. Spence (998 Harley-Davideou so.).

BRONZE MEDALS.—W E. Preston (492 Bnn-
heam). E. C. Staunton (550 Triumph), O. T- Ashby
(349 Wooller). E. A. Bridgman (998 Indian so.), Geo.

Baxter (998 Harley-Davidson sc), L. G. Seth Smith

(10 A.B.O. car).
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Uinies to Xiabt OLamps.
Nov. 16th

18th

20th

22nd

4.39 p.m.

4.36 „
4.34 „

4.31 ,.
Chdt-

One number plate must be illuminated as above
f'(7e Eoad Vehicles Registration and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordiuariis
required by knv may be lit half an hour later.

Next Week's Issue.

Next Thursday's issue of The Motor
Cycle will be a forecast and guide to the
Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Nomenclature.

One manufacturer is introducing a
model named the All-Black Baby—pre-
sumabljf an offspring of the Coal Black
Mammy ?

Reversing Things.

On another page a new brake is de-

scribed which reverses accepted practice
by making the shoe of metal and the
drum of fibre. If this reversing process

goes too far, some Heath Robinson in-

ventor will make an engine with a cylin-

der moving up and down outside the

piston.

A Swedish Show for Motor Cycles.

Under the patronage of the King of

Sweden, an International Exhibition for

cars and motor cycles will be held at

Gothenburg, May to July, 1923. The
exhibition is being organised by the Royal
Swedish Auto Club in connection with the
Jubilee Exhibition in Gothenburg.

Reunion Einner.

Members of the R.N.A.S. who served
in German East Africa, 1916-1918, are

invited to the Third Annual Dinner, to

be held at Gatti's, Strand, on December
1st. Those wishing to be present should
write immediately to Mr. C. R. Lucato,
17, Garden Avenue, Mitchara, Surrey, or

Mr. C. S. Thompson, 25, Wharnclift'e
Gardens, N.W.S.

The Price Margin.

Every year sees a number of sidecar
owners joining the car brigade for the
reason that it is a natural sequence of
events. As one gets older it is to be
expected that the bank balance shows an
improvement. Apart from these, how-
ever, we do not expect any of the motor-
cycling fraternity to join the ranks of car
owners merely because light cars are
cheaper. The prices of sidecars, too,

will be down next year, and the margin
between the best sidecar and the cheapest
car will be as proportionate as it has ever
been.

b8

Ban on Schoolboy Motor Cyclists.

Boys at Marlborough College have been
forbidden to ride motor cycles during term
time. According to the master of the
college the reasons for the ban are
" obvious." Perhaps we are very dense.

Express Train Speeds.

More than 100 m.p.h. was attained by
a G.W.R. train as long ago as 1904, says
a London evening paper. Apparently the
public fears speeds above 60 m.p.h. and
is therefore kept in ignorance.

Straight-through Pipes Legal.

The Chief Constable of Wolverhampton
has given a certificate to the manufac-
turers of the Sunbeam motor cycle that
the straight-through pipe and fish-tail

arrangement on their long-stroke model
complies with the law as regards silence.

Practical Sympathy.
When a Southport member of a local

motor club was fined £10 for dangerous
driving—actually, acceleration to avoid a
steam wagon " cutting " a corner—con-
tributions towards the fine were sent by
local motor cyclists.

A New Feature for Gymshanas !

The cover of a certain new boys' paper
contains an illustration of a daring
solo motor cyclist who, at express speed,
bends down and picks up the unconscious
heroine from the roadway. Curious. as to

how he did this, we read tliat he merely
" gritted his teotli."

A Sad Loss.

It is with deep regret that we iiave to

announce the death at Leeds on the 29th
ult. of Mr. George R. Grundy. Mr.
Grundy was for two years a vice-presi-

dent of the Yorkshire Centre A.C.U., and
for many years an enthusiastic jnember
and committee man of the Bradford M.C.
and L.C.C. and the Wakefield and
District Club.

A.C.U. Centre Dinner.

A large number of awards will be dis-

tributed at the Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
Dinner, to take place at the Queen's
Hotel (Midland Station Hotel), Leeds, at

7 p.m. on Saturday. Tickets may be
obtained through the hon. secretai-ies of
clubs, or from the centre hon. secretary

at 25, Beamsley Road, Frizinghall, Brad-
ford. At 4 p.m. on the same date a

,
Centre Board meeting will be held.

Silencing.

Even amongst sports models few
machines will be sold next year without
reasonably efficient silencing apparatus.

Proprietary Units.

Many firms hitherto producing their

own gear boxes are adopting proprietary
components for their machines.

An Early Three-wheeler.
On Page 720 will be found an illustra-

tion of Pennington's famous tricar of

1896.

Tanl: Design.

Tank design is developing. A few years
ago the majority of tanks had sharp edges
which quickly lost their enamel. Present-
day fashion is to have decidedly rounded
corners.

Cheapest Motoring for Two.
We wonder whether any of the new

ultra-lightweights will be found at Olym-
pia fitted with sidecars such as were
shown at the recent Paris salon.

Guaranteed Against Punctures.

It is a good scheme on the part of one
maker to fit anti-punctm'e compound
filled inner tubes to his models and give
a guarantee against punctures.

More Solo Models.

Makers of big sidecars are deciding to

tap the solo market. Martinsyde and
Matchless are the latest converts to the
popular "350 "—and others are expected
at the Show.

Police Sidecar T.T.

In hot pursuit of a speed fiend, a
Liverpool motor cycle policeman on a
499 c.c Rudge-Multi and sidecar attained

.

59 m.p.h. A reader suggests that we
should approach this gentleman for

another article on the secrets of tune.

Forbidden Smoie.

ilotor cyclists passing through the West
End of London should reduce their oil

supply to a minimum. Several readers

have been warned for creating a slight

blue haze when their engines were running
in neutral. An old bye law prohibits

exhaust smoke, but not, apparently, real

smoke from, say, a steam wagon.

A proper mix-up.

"American X, new 5 6 h.p Jap
twin, O.S.V., 3-speed kick start, counter-

shaft, elec. light and horn, also Klaxon,

Atmes carb., Streemaline sporting side-

car, well covered in, all in nearry new
con., smartest turn-out on the road." A
recent advertisement, but, strange to say,

not under the " Miscellaneous " heading.
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ADVANCE DETAILS OF 1923 MODELS.

SOLO SINGLE MARTINSYDE.
New 347 c.c. Touring Model with Overhead Exhaust Valve.

No one can accuse the firm of Martm-
syde, Ltd., of letting the grass grow
beneath its feet, for its record has

been one of steady progress and well-

deserved success.

The latest example -of enterprise is to be

seen in the new 347 c.c. single cylinder

tom-ing machine, in which the special

fea.tures of Martinsyde engine design have

been embodied, together with several sub-

stantial improvements.
As is generally known, on all the

M.irtinsvde twin engines the exhaust

a plate held to the detachable head by two
bolts. Another bolt secures the canti-

lever laminated valve spring, which is

carried outside and so subject to the
maximum amount of cooling. The rocker
is always kept up against the knife edge
by the light spring which serves to keep
the push rod up to its work. It will thus
be seen that only four nuts need be un-
done to allow the valve actuating mechan-

Silent valve mechanism, and mechanical lubrication are features of the 347 c.c. Martinsvde.

valves are above the cylinders, where they
can get the maximum amount of cooling,
while the inlet valves are carried in the
position usually occupied by the exhaust
in an engine of more conventional design.

In the 1923 model, however, the exhaust
valve mechanism has been greatly im-
proved and reduced to the lowest number
of working parts ; it consists merely of a
rocker bearing on a knife edge attached to

Overhead exhaust valve and^^^jocket of the

347 C.C. model. The knife-edge rocker and
leaf spring are imcGnventional features.

internal e.xpanding. A front wheel stand
is fitted.

Considerable ingenuity has been dis-

played in the fixing of the petrol tank,
which is held by means of a cleverly de-
signed clamp, practically invisible and in-

volving absolute security in its attach-
ment. The saddle is only 285 in. from
the ground. In» the case of the standard
model, rubber covered footboards will be

fitted, but in the sports model footrests

will take their place.

Fitted with a Sturmey gear box hav-
ing ratios of 5.2, 8, and 15i to 1, with a
gear lever fitted to a lug on the saddle

tube, adequate chain guards and excellent

mudguarding, the machine should prove

to be a thoroughly useful touring

mount. Naturally the sports model will

include such essential fittings as a close-

ration gear box, T.T. handle-bars, and a

special racing model Amac carburetter.

Prices of Martinsyde machines for the

coming season are: "Quick-Six," £125;
678 c.c. standard and sports sidecar outfits

and tradesman's carrier, £130. That of

the 347 c.c. machine has not yet been fixed.

ism to be removed, while ,it is a simple
matter to detach the head.

Mechanical Lubrication.

Lubrication is by means of a Showell
mechanical pump with a sight feed,

through which it delivers oil into the
back of the lower portion of the cylinder
wall. From the crank case breather a
pipe is led through the front chain cover
so that the chain is always adequately
lubricated by oil spray. The drive for

the pump is both simple and ingenious,
consisting of an idler sprocket driven off

the top run of the magneto chain, the
sprocket spindle being carried on two ball-

bearings.

In the touring model a cast-iron piston

is employed with two rings, of which the
bottom one is used as a scraper, but for

the sports model a Ricardo aluminium
piston is used.

Fixed by means of copper rings, the

gudgeon pin is of ample size, while the
flywheels are of high tensile cast-iron,

machined all over.

The rear brake is operated by the
rider's right foot, and has a simple push-on
action, while the front brake is a AVebb

A close-up view of the 347 c.c. Martmsyde

showing the new valve gear, exhaust out-

let and the situation of the Showeil pump.
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CHAIN DRIVE THROUGHOUT DOUGLAS RANGE.
348 c.c. Model now offered with Alternative Transmissions.

Programm?. Many Refinements.

DOUGLAS is a name that needs little

introduction. It is doubly famous
as the pioneer of the flat twin and

the 350 c.c. lightweight, and in another
form, as the only 500 c.c. motor cycle to
attain 100 m.p.h.
Changes for 1923 consist chiefly of de-

tail improvements, but three variations
of existing mode's, virtually earning the
term new models, deserve attention.

These are the chain-driven 248 c.c. ii^-ht-

weight, the chain-driven 595 c.c. ma-
chine, and a model of the 733 c.c. ma-
chine specially designed for solo use.

Many of the features on the sports

models have been incorporated in the
new lightweight, including improved con-
tracting wedge type brakes and knock-
out spindles on both wheels, and a trans-

mission shock absorber in the flywheel.

Considerably improved mudguards have
also been evolved, and 'the silencer is

doubly larger than hitherto.

Engine and Saddle Refinements.

All the engines of the 348 c.c. ma-
chines (two-speed belt, three speed belt,

and three-speed chain) have received at-

tention, "H " section connecting rods of
special material being now fitted. Also
a new saddle suspension has been de-
signed ; the front is supported by a single

leaf spring attached direct to the top
tube,- and the rear coils springs hang
directly from the rear stays cross bolt,

Wide Scope of 1923

Now standardised as a oports solo mount, the 733 c.c. o.h.v. Douglas will appeal to the

big iwin enihusiast despite its moderate engine size.

for the clutch. The handle-bar fixing

has also been "cleaned up," so as to

give a lower and more comfortable posi-

tion for speed work. The new type of

saddle suspension is again employed, and
the mudguards are exceptionally efiicient

for a sports model.
In general the above-mentioned

changes apply to the 733 c.c. machine in

its solo form, and, in part, to the large

sidecar outfit. Aluminium footboards or

adjustable foot-rests are optional on the

Many ol the features on the larger sports models are incorporated on the new chain-

driven lightweight.

thus giving an appreciably lower riding
position.

As a proved example of high efficiency
design the o.h.v. 494 c.c. engine has not
been greatly altered. Careful thought,
however, has been given to the pro-
vision of the most suitable steels for
valves, rockers, etc. Wick lubricated
rockers, double roller big-end bearings,
doub'.e row ball main shaft bearings, and
its other distinctive features are, of
course, retained.
The rear axle unit, including the rear

wheel shock absorber (there is another
on the engine shaft), has been re-designed
in a considerably more robust 'form

;

and greater leverage and consequently a
lighter handle-bar operation is provided

Br4

solo edition, which, although some way
from 1,000 c.c, should prove a very
capable upholder of the reviving British
big twin class.

For fast sidecar work the gear bo.x has
been strengthened up, particularly the
pinions, which are now of the stub tooth
type in 5 per cent, nickel steel. Separate
legshields replace the 1922 type of single
auxiliary guard, and a pillion seat has
been incorporated with the lid of the
combined rear carrier and tool box. The
sidecar body carries a neat luggage grid,
and is fitted with the special Douglas
sliding dash and a Triplex windscreen,
with a curved face if desired. Various
slight improvements have combined to
make the sidecar chassis more than

strong enough for this very fast
machine.

Quite a different type of vehicle is the
595 c.c. Douglas, which is available, solo

or sidecar, with final chain or belt.

The belt-driven machine remains sub-
stantially the same as before, although
the cylinder heads, mudguards, and
saddle have all been improved. Chain-
driven, it follows the lines of the sports
models in transmission, wheels and
brakes. Touring or flat bars are sup-
plied.

Absolutely complete equipment is sup-
plied with every Douglas model.

FOR CYCLE CAR USE.

An improved air-cooled M.A.G. engine

with two eccentrically driven oscillating

valve oil pumps. Long nuts are fitted to

the inlet dome studs.

3°
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RUDGE DETAIL CHANGES.
Many Refinements in Construction and Finish, A New Light Sidecar

699

NOT very much change is visible in the

latest type Rudge machines since

the manui'actuiei's are satisfied with

the lay-out and have concentrated on
refinements, most of which are not visible

to the casual observer.

The two most obvious changes are a

modification in the shade of green em-
ployed for the tanlc and the fitting of a

roomy tool bag on the top tube. This.

of course, is an ideal place to carry tools,

since they are subjected to considerably

less vibration and jolting than when
placed on the carrier.

A full kit of tools placed edgeways on

either side of the top tube is carried in

the Budge tool bag^ which is very much
more generous in. proportion than is

usually the case. Within the lid, also,

are divisions for such tools as arc required

most frequently.

The tunnel covering the top tube in the

bottom of the case is slightly increased

in depth so as to house the cable of the

speedometer drive. This drive is very

neatly carried out, the actual gearing

being mounted on the rear frame in sucli

a manner that should the wheel be

removed for tyre repairs tlie driving

mechanism is left in situ.

Natm-ally, the Rudge fork, which has

always been a most admirable feature,

Section of the new
Rudge countershaft

clutch. The
simphclty of con-

struction and the

large single spring

are noteworthy

features.

remains unchanged ; but the mudguard-
ing has been somewhat improved by the
employment of 6 in. domed guards, the
front guard being valanced for the rear
half of its arc ; the rear portion of the
back guard forms part of the number
plate, and is hinged to the carrier as
usual.

Countershaft Clutch Standardised.

In the transmisgion arrangement of the
chain-driven machines an interesting
change has been made which was fore-

shadowed in the Tourist Trophy mounts,
for the clutch is no longer mounted on
the engine shaft. Instead it is mounted
on the gear shaft.

The design of the clutch is very well
thought out ; the chain ring, with an in-

ternally serrated drum, rotates on a ball

and roller bearing on a sleeve extension
of the gear shaft ; and this extension,
mounted on serrations, is in turn held in

position by a nut.

Within the sleeve member lies the
powerful single spring which serves to

compress the plates, four of which., fabric-

The sturdy construction o( this familiar

model is one of Its mos^ noticeable

characteristics.

faced, • are splined to the out^cr shell.

Running between these are corresponding
steel plates mounted on serrations on the
inner shell, which in its turn is slidably
mounted on the gear shaft extension.

Rear wheel drive has been adopted for the

speedometer.

All the above details apply equally to

the 499 c.c. and 998 c.c. models, which
are similar in their general lines ; the

latter, however, is fitted with 700x80
mm. cord tyres.

Except for minor alterations, the well-

known Rudge Multi is unaltered. It is.

Assembly of

the sidecar axle

on the frame

member.

of course, a particularly suitable model
for fast solo touring work.
An addition to the range of the sidecar

bodies is a very simple and pleasing door-

less model finished in green to match the

machine. It has graceful lines and a

roomy back, while in construction the

floor lias been made the foundation of the
body, and is consequently fully strong
enough to take the weight of a passenger
even when standing upright without any
other support.

Right or Left Hand Sidecai'.

The ingenious construction of , the
chassis is also %vell worthy of note. In
brief, it consists of a tubular hairpin,

one side of wliich lies parallel with the
centre line of the machine ; tliis hairpin
is made rigid by a very powerfully con-

structed rear axle consisting of a straight

tube with massive forgings at both ends.

The axle is clipped to the main chassis

Construction of the

Rudge reversible

chassis.

at either end, and the U bolts employed
for this purpose serve also to hold the
spring pads in position. By the simple
process of undoing these clips and turning
over the chassis and axle the chassis is

made suitable for right-hand sidecar

attachment for Continental work. The
whole is rigid in construction, and has the
additional advantage of being light.

At the front end the body is supported
in two places by coil springs on the outer
side member. It is claimed that this

somewhat unusual arrangement of

springing provides exceptional comfort.

NEXT THURSDAY

SPECIAL SHOW
FORECAST.

3d.
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DOT SPORTS MODELS.
249 CO., 348 c.c. and 976 c.c. Machines in Sporting and Touring Specifications.

UNDOUBTEDLY the must attractive

models in next year's programme
of Dot Motors, Ltd., are uf the

sports type.

One is equipped, with the 348 c.c.

J. A. P. engine, and has all-chain drive

through a three-.speed Albion gear bo.x,

giving ratios of 6, 7, and 11 to 1. No
kick-starter is fitted as standard, but a
clutch is incorporated.

Both brakes are of the internal expand-
ing variety. The handle-bar is attached
directly to the head, and both front brake
and clutch are controlled by inverted

levers. A carrier is not standardised ; tyre

size is 26 x 2|in. and the price is £78

;

a 249 c.c. J. A. P. engine model may bs had
at £75, and other alternative engines are „,.,.. . 11. / 1 1 1 1

the 349 c.c. o.h.v Blackburne (£80) and Cham-drive, internal expanding brakes at front and rear and a very large silencer.

349 c.c. Bradshaw engine (£78).
^'''^ ''^en incorporated m the 350 c.c. Uot-Jap.

•^!''''o''-,f
''™'''

T^® i'S *''^'" 'P°^H. ™°'^''''
*«te^ •

'

general specification is similar to that of
with 976 c.c. J.A.P. engine and feturmey ^^^t the lightweight model, with, of course,
gears of o^, 5, and 85 to 1 ratios. Ihe ':^^'^?^^ 28 x 3in. tyres and other fittings in pro-

portion. The frame has duplex tubes
under the tank, and sidecar lugs, while

the handle-bars are adjustably mounted on
the head-clip. This model is priced at

£140. Large silencers are a feature of

these sports models.
Touring Dot machines embodying en-

gines of the sinrilar capacities are also to

be produced, the same general specifica-

tions being maintained. The touring
975 c.c. machine costs £105, and a suit-

able sidecar brings the total cost of the

outfit up to £130.
The touring lightweight has the 292 c.c.

J. A.P. engine with three-speed Albion
gear and chain-cum-belt drive, and the

price is the very moderate one of £55.Designed for hill-climb and speed trial supporters • fhe sports model 976 c.c. Dot

A MOTORISED FRONT WHEEL.
Cykelaid Complete Po%A/er Unit and Spring Fork Attachment for Pedal Bicycles.

APPARENTLY the Sheppee Motor
Co., Ltd., of York, has devoted
more than an ordinary degree of

logical thought to the problem of evolving
a soundly designed motorised or motor-
assisted bicycle.

Brietty, instead of applying power to

the back wheel of the machine from an
engine mounted in the frame (so sub-
jecting the latter to many stresses which
it was not designed to resist), a com-
pletely motorised front wheel and spring
fork has been adopted.
The complete machine so laid out, or

the separate attachment for use which an
ordinary pedal cycle, is known as the
Cykelaid, and was introduced to the
public at the last Olympia Show, but,
during the interval production has been
delayed pending the development of the
latest and much improved design.
A two-stroke engine of 55 x 56 mm.

bore and stroke (133 c.c. capacity) is

mounted on the side of the forks, igni-
tion and lighting being provided by a
Villiers' flywheel magneto. Transmission
to the wheel is by chains throughout, via
a handie-bar controlled cork-insert clutch.

Altliough a power-driven front wheel
is not an innovation, its complete insula-

Engine, with tank,

flywheel magneto

and chain trans-

mission is mounted

on a heavy spring-

fork to form the

Cykelaid unit. The

bicycle part may be

any standard
roadster ; in this

example 26 X 2 in.

wheels are fitted

tion from the bicycle by a sound and
fairly heavy spring-fork is a feature
likely to eliminate many of the troubles
hitherto associated with this type of at-

tachment, for the cycle is, in effect,

merely towed, and bears little of the
weight, and is subject to none of
the torque reactions encountered when
the power unit is fitted to any part of
the original bicycle itself.

It is claimed that the weight distribu-

tion on the Cykelaid attachment is so

good that the machine can be ridden with
the hands away from the bars quite

easily.

Speeds up to 30 m.p.h. are claimed

—

the tyres, incidentally, are 26x2in. , and
ball and roller bearings are used through-
out. The price of the complete machine
is £24 10s.
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HARLEY-DAVIDSON LISTS 1,208 c.c. TWIN.
Improved Spring Fcrks. Roller Bearing Rear Hub. Doublc'seater Sidecar Available,

SUCH alterations which have, been
adopted in the latest model Harley-
Davidson tend not only towards

mechanical improvement, but add con-

siderably to the comfort of the rider.

First, the br.ikes have been changed
over, the toe-actuated pedal working an
external contracting brake, which now has
a band l-Jin. in width, w'ith the result

tliat its efficiency has been greatly in-

creased, and the heel pedal actuating an
internal expanding brake.
Quite an important alteration has been

made in the rear hub, which is now sup-
plied with roller bearings suitably pro-

tected by two felt washers and two
separate dust covers on each side. Tkis
hub has been tested by being fun in

liquid mud, and was not passed as satis-

factory until it showed itself to be com-
pletely impervious to grit.

A small but important detail is the
fitting of a hinged section to the rear

mudguard, which can be thrown back
merely by undoing a "couple of nuts, thus

The mechanical oil pump Is now a separate

unit fitted outside the timing case.

rendering the tyre far' more accessible,

while it is well worth mentioning that

the tail lamp is now carried on springs.

Good as was the method of controlling

the engine switch in the 1922 model, a

further improvement has been made for

the coming setison. This switch is now
actuated by means of, a key serving to

safeguard the machine against theft, and
should the rider omit to switch off there

is a buzzer inside which tells him of his

neglect.

America is ignoring the arbltiary 1 ,000 c.c

limit of British productions. ' The latesr

Harley-Davidson has a I 208 c c capacity.

Instead uf embodying the oil pump in

the timing gear case, it is now a de-
tachable unit, bolted into position, so that
it may be eaj^ily removed for the purpose"
of adjustment or repair.

No less than eight springs are used
in the su.spension of the 1923 pattern
fork, and it should provide the maximum
amount of comfort for the rider. Up
to-, the present the Harley-Davidson spring
forks have had only four springs, con-

tained in the girders, but four extra
ones have been added. The .springs are
carried between the fork members, and
each main spring encloses a small auxiliary

Roller bearings are now employed in the

latest pattern Harley-Davidson machines.

The new hub is entirely water- and grit-

proof.

spring, consequently no matter how rough
the road it is impossible for the fork to

bump.
Altogether the Harley-Davidson Motor

Co., Ltd., will be marketing three separate
types of machines: the 584 c.c. flat-twin

(69.84 X 76.2 mm.), electrical equipment,
£105; the 989 c.c. (84.1 x 88.9 mm.),
£112 10s. with electrical equipment, or
£107 15s. with magneto ; the 989 c.c. side-

car model with electrical equipment,
£139 15s.. or the 989 c.c. sidecar model
with mechanical horn and no lighting

equipment £135. For £12 5s. extra the
same models may be purchased with a
1,208 c.c. engine, while a double-seated
sidecar of new design, in which the addi-

tional seat occupies the space usually

taken by the back locker, can be had for

£5 5s. extra.

VARIED M.T. RANGE.
TwO'Strokes and Four'Strokes in 350 c.c. Single Cylinder Class. Medium Weight Twin

Retained. Puncture Sealing Compound Standardised.

SMALL alterations have been made in

the Metro-Tyler 1923 programme, but
mention must be made of a new model

ilaiiied the All-Black Baby, which is

finished throughout as its name implies.
Tliis machine will be obtainable in

several different forms; as a single speed
model to be sold at a very popular price,

fitted with a 269 c.c. two-stroke engine,
geared 7 to 1, and weighing only 120 lbs.

If desired, it can be fitted with a two-
speed gear at a small extra cost. The
frame resembles that of previous year's
models, but the engine is provided with
plain pho"sphor-bronze bearings.
-In the sports models, which are fitted

with a similar type of engine (but
equipped with a roller big end and ball
bearing main shaft), some improvements
have been made in the frame. The top
tube is dropped at the rear, but a larger

t2

All-Black Baby model Metro-Tyler In Its single gear

iorm. It is available also with two-speed gear box.

B23
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tank is supplied. Tliis, too, may be avail-

able in several different forms ; with a

two-speed gear, clutch and kick-starter,
or with a three-speed gear and all-chain
drive. The weights range from 160 lb.

All the engines are fitt-ed with an
aluminium radiator on top of the cylinder,

and a new type of decompressor, the
spring of which is well away from the

heat of the engine. The released exhaust
gases pass into the exhaust pipe.

Other models will include a 348 c.c.

overhead valve Blackburne engined type,

with all-chain drive; and a 348 c.c.

side valve model. The all-enclosed Metro-
Tyler two-stroke, fitted with a roller bear-

ing engine and with all the moving parts

enclosed, is being retained without altera-

tion, as is also the 698 c.c. Blackburne

engined twin, which made its first

appearance Uist year. This latter will be
equipped with internal expanding brakes
and all -chain transmission with a four-

speed Jardine gear box.
All Metro-Tyler machines will be sup-

plied,' as standar<3, with Jackson's
Impervo in the inner tubes and a positive

guarantee against punctures for 4,000
miles is to be given.

A REAL ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT.
Capacity 43 c.c. only in the Clement Bicycle; 350 m.p.g. Claimed.

IT was in the issue of The Motor Cycle
for August 17th that we published a
description of the ultra-lightweight

Clement motor bicycle, which is fitted

with a 43 c.c. engine (35x45 mm.).
So fav as the unit is concerned there has

been no alteration, but the machine itself

has been built into three different models,
one being a special racing pattern which
is not intended for the market but is

nevertheless interesting.

A Sports Model

!

Outwardly the engine is absolutely
standard, but it is fitted with a cylinder
drilled at the bottom of the stroke, and
has a very high- compression. The
machine to which it is fitted is to all

intents and purposes a path-racing bicycle
with dropped handle-bars, wooden rims,

and Dunlop path-racing tyres.

The cylinder follows closely the
shape and type of that of the Gnome
aero engine, Vv'hile a miniature sparking
plug of the type recently described in The
Motor Cycle is fitted. The carburetter is

of the one-lever variety following the lines

of the Teutonic Pallas, while the magneto
fitted at the rear of the unit is a Bosch.
An internal reduction gear is provided

in the crank case, giving a ratio of 8 to 1,

and this, with a slight reduction between
the sprocket and the rear wheel, gives a
total reduction of 12 to 1. To steady the

engine in position two
twin stays are fitted

from a clamp on the

down tube to the crank
case.

In this racing model
tlie oil breather is

directed on to the ex-

haust valve so that the

latter is cooled and lub-

ricated at the same time.

So much for the rac-

ing model. The stan-

dard pattern is fitted to

a bicycle which has a
supplementary horizon-

tal tube, the frame
being composed of

special tubing with
welded joints,

tails have been
fully studied,

owing to the

De-
care-

and
micro-

scopic size of the jet great care has

been taken in filtering the petrol. There

is a filter in the filler cap, another at the

outlet from the tank just above the petrol

pipe, and a third in the carburetter itself.

Another improvement is the fitting of

a neat spring fork which is light, strong

and efficient. The standard model has, of

course, steel rims and 28 x Ifin. tyres,

while its price is £22 Is. A ladies'

machine is sold at £24 3s.

ghtest light-

on the market.

The Clement machine with 43 c.c. engine. Later models will be

equipped with a dropped top tube so as to lower the saddle position.

For this machine a consumption of 350
m.p.g. IS guaranteed, and it is estimated
that a 50 mile journey costs no more-thau
6d. The whole outfit is extraordinarily

light and can be lifted about with ease.

The petrol tank holds 2^ pints of petrol

and i pint of oil. It is claimed that 1 in

10 gradients can be climbed without
pedalling.

The machine is built up in England at

26, Albany Street, London, N.W.I.

ALECTO PRODUCTION TO RECOMMENCE.
Three Two-stroke Models of 345 c.c, O.ne for Sidecar Work.

OF the various Alecto models which
will again be placed on the market
next year, perhaps the most attrac-

-tive is the 345 c.c. two-stroke sports
type, which, without tuning, is said to
be capable of 50 m.p.h.

Complete System o£ Oil Ways.

From a sectioned engine, which we
were able to e.-camine at the makers'
works, it is clear that the lubrication has
received careful consideration. The oil

is brought from a drip feed lubricator
direct to the inlet pipe, whence, owing
to the velocity of the mixture, an appre-
ciable quantity is blown into the hollow
gudgeon pin where it registers with the
inlet port, thus lubricating it adequately.
After lubricating the cylinder walls oil

is collected in a well round the crank
case baffle plate, whence it runs down
specially cut channels to the main bear-
ings, each of which is provided with
double ball races.

B 24

An aluminium piston is fitted in which
there are two rings at the top and a

scraper ring at the base. The big end
split bearing -is lined with white-metal.

The connecting rod is drilled, while in

the small end the gudgeon pin is allowed

a slight amount of movement, and it

works also in the bronze bushed piston.

One of the most atti active points in the new sport'

mode' Alecto i&.tlie arrangement of the silencer, which

is simple but effective and cau-'cs no back pressure.
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A large port is provided at the rear

of the engine for the purpose of clean-

ing the transfer passages of carbon.

This engine, the bore and stroke of

which are 76x76 mm., is fitted to all

three Alecto models.

fJ^OT(^lL®
The weight of the .sports model is

170 lb. all on, and the price, with a
Burman two-speed gear box, £60.

In the standard model a choice is

given of chain-cum-belt or all-chain drive,

or a two- or three-speed gear box, while
the mudguards are 6in. across. These

refinements are cftarged for as extras.

Naturally, all models sold for sidecar use

are fitted with three-speed gear boxes
and chain transmission.

A notable improvement has been the
fitting of a more spacious carrier, while
behind the saddle tube is a tool box.

ANOTHER SHAFT DRIVEN SINGLE.
British Design Developed in France. Two-soeed Gear and Worm Transmission.

A MEDIUM-WEIGHT motor cycle ot

317 o.c, having a unit engine clutch

and gear box, a propeller shaft and

worm drive, has been designed by two
English residents in Paris, Messrs. Clax-

ton and Beatty, and, it is declared, will

be put on the market shortly in both

France and England.

^^

Rear sectional view ol worm-drive.

While the outstanding feature of this

machine is the substitution of shaft and
worm gear for the more usual methods of

transmitting the drive, the engine is not
without interest. It is a single cylinder

of 70 X 76 mm. bore and stroke, with
valves on one side. Hyatt roller bearings

are used for the main shaft, while the

big end has plain bearings. With a view
to effecting protection from dust and
mud, as well as easy cleaning, the valve

stems are enclosed by telescopic sleeves

and there is a particularly neat dust-proof

aluminium housing ovei the magneto,
which is carried on ^_
a bracket in front '^ —
of the engine. As \,
the usual type of

magneto advance
lever is difficult to

Shaft and worm-drive, possessing novel features, is used in the Claxton and Beatty motor
cycle, a nicely designed production of two Britishers in Paris.

enclose, fully, use has been made of a rack
and pinion with a Bowden wire control.

The engine is mounted on an aluminium
crank case, which forms a unit with the
clutch housing and the gear box. An
eighteen-plate disc clutch is used, and im-
mediately behind it is the two-speed gear
box.
Hyatt roller bearings are employed for

the gear shafts. From the gear box to

the underslung worm on the rear wheel
hub there is a propeller shaft with ball

ends, one of which is re-

ceived in a socket in the
driving and the other in a
similar socket in the
driven member. The
shaft, alone, cannot trans-

mit power, but it is sur-

rounded by a closely

wound circular section coil

spring, the two ends of

which ai'e screwed into and rigidly

attached to the driving and the driven
members. There is sufficient flexibility in

the coil spring to take up all irregularities

of the drive, as when running slowly or
when starting away, and yet a perfectly
rigid drive is secured when the engine is

developing its full power.
An underslung David Brown worm is

used, the efficiency of which is stated to
be 95 per cent. Heavy radial and thrust
ball bearings are used for the worm and

To the many advocates of shaft this French production will appeal. The engine

317 c.c. four-stroke.

Instead of a shaft proper the transmission is taken through a

long, stiff coil spring, thus absorbing engine shocks and pro-

viding a simple universal joint. The ball-headed rod acts as

a distance piece.

the worm wheel,
and the whole
mechanism is

oil-proof and
dust-tight. The
propeller shaft

is enclosed in a

steel tube, while
the worm and
worm-wheel run

rminiuL"ca:t" Ignition control by rack

ing, the upper and pm.on.

portion of which can be removed after

withdrawing two studs.

A drum on the rear wheel hub carries

an internal and an external brake.

Change of speed is effected by a lever on

the right-hand side, with a gate giving
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two speeds and neutral positions. Among
the features of the machine might be men-
tioned the exhaust pipe, the diameter of

"which is ratlier greater than that of the
exhaust port, and the big capacity silencer

mounted just ahead of the engine and
under the magneto bracket. The exhaust
is therefore got rid of with an absence
of back pressure and without noise. The
weight of the machine, fitted with
26 X 2iin. tyres, is just a little over
150 lb.

Some remarkable weight-paring must
have been accomplished to bring "the
machine down to this exceptionally low
figure, which, however, we understand, is

only approximate.

'LLSI

Layout of bearings in the underslung

worm-drive.

NOVEMBER i6th, 1922.

That a 317 c.c. machine with shaft
transmission should even get under the
200 lb. limit proves that this form of
drive need not necessarily be weighty.
The unit engine and gear construction, of
course, helps materially by eliminating
primary chains, sprockets, and covers, but
probably the greatest saving is in the
shaft itself.

It is the intention of the designers to
put this machine into mass production,
and with this end in view they are having
the drawings verified by machine tool
makers and are preparing to lay down
special machinery with a view to cheap
production. It is stated that the motoi
cycle will be built both in France and
in England, and that it will be marketed
at a very reasonable price.

SOLO SINGLE FOR COMPETITION RIDING.
496 c.c. Duzmo with Inclined o.h.v. Engine and Close'ratio Gears.

FOR fast touring, competition work,
or for use with a light sidecar the
clos« ratio Duzmo is eminently

suitable. Naturally, if employed for pas-

senger work a different set of gear ratios

would be required.

Fitted with a 496 c.c. engine (89x79
c.c.) tilted slightly in the frame, which
is substantially constructed but of quite

conventional design, and a three-speed

close ratio Sturmey-Archer gear box, the
machine has a pleasing and businesslike

appearance.

Overhead Valves in Detachable Head.

The actual model illustrated is the

latest pattern, but owing to its having
been prepared for Brooklands it differs

from the standard model in one or two
details, to which reference will be made
later.

Overhead valves are fitted which are

situated in the detachable head and are

inclined to the extent of 30°. Machined
all over internally, the head- is semi-

spherical and a very clean piece of work,

as not only is its interior dead smooth
and arranged so as to give a clear pas-

sage to the inlet and exhaust gases (Hiu.

is the diameter of the exhaust outlet), but

the exterior is heavily and scientifically

finned, while an air passage is left be-

neath the top fin which bridges between
the two valves.

Double Valve Strings.

Each valve is provided with two
springs, while the rockers, mounted on
brackets which are practically extensions

of the , holding-down bolts, have large

bearing surfaces, and screw-down grease

caps to ensure long life ; they are

kept up to their work by light return
springs.

There are two sparking plug holes in

the head, in one of which a fir cone
radiator is fitted.

Other interesting engine parts are the
aluminium piston, which has one deep
ring, and the connecting rod, which is

machined all over, is drilled for light-

ness and has a roller bearing big end ;

the gudgeon pin is fin. in diameter, and
Skefko self-aligning bearings are pro-

vided for the main shaft. Another im-

portant alteration is the increase of clear-

B28

A low saddle position and a compact layout

are features of the 1923 Duzmo.

ance between flywheels and crank case,

which reduces oil friction.

Foot-operated Oil Pump.

While the model illustrated is fitted

with a foot-operated oil pump deliver-

ing the lubricant through a drip feed, a

Best mechanical lubricator is supplied to

the standard model.
Binks rat-trap carburetters are fitted

to all models.
The usual brake equipment is a Webb

front brake and a rear pulley rim brake
actuated- by a direct pull pedal, but a

Webb rear brake may be had.
Brampton forks are supplied but modi-

fied by means of rubber blocks to the

top springs, so as to stop " dithering " at

high speeds.

In the niachine illustrated it would
appear that the silencing arrangements
would be inadequate, and would invite

the attentions of the police, but the
standard model is provided with a

silencer fitted to the end of the long
exhaust pipe which is quite effective and
causes no appreciable loss of power
through back pressure.

The following particulars and . dimen-
sions will be of interest : Price, £100

;

weight, 220 lb. ; wheelbase, 54-^ in.,

ground clearance, 4iin. ; and tank capa-
city, two gallons of petrol and half a
gallon of oil.

Well thought out and bearing the

mark of being designed by a practical

rider, the new model Duzmo deserves

popularity. John Wallace, Cedar Road
Works, Enfield Highway, is the maker.

CAR REFINEMENT FOR SIDECARS.

Duco spring gaiters are now available for

the springs of certain sidecars.

rS
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H^'sCM^

THE
WORLD'S
FASTEST
STANDARD

MOTOR £YCLE
and the

FIRST I O DO
100 M.P.H.

in the 3.V h.p.

and 6 h.p. classes,

and the
FIRS r

MOTOR CYCLE
and

SIDECAR
10 DO

1,000 MILES
officlallv timed
in 24 HOURS.

I

THE ^VIBRMIONLESS TMNCYLINDER

Doualas
ROMPSHOME IN CANADA.
In the Ontario Championship Races held at Toronto a big field of

7-9^ h.p. and 10 h.p. machines started. A 3|h.p. Douglas Sports Model,
ridden by Mr. G. Orange, gained a brilliant victory for amateur riders in

the Province, and added to the ever-growing list of Douglas Championships.

At Brooklands, Cyril Pullin took out his 1)\ h.p. Sports Model and
straightway broke the

WORLD'S MILE RECORD
in class " C " run both ways of the track at a mean speed of 88'59 m.p.h.

under the most adverse weather conditions.

In South Africa three Douglas machines were entered in the 176 mile Road
Race, beating the whole field, and going through this gruelling ordeal in

perfect condition, winning

THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON TEAM SHIELD.
At the Stockport and District M.C.C. Hill Ciimb, Mr. S. Ollerhead

made a startling performance over a very treacherous course with a bad
left-hand bend. He won

FIVE FIRSTS, THREE SECONDS,
TWO THIRDS.

NADEN BOWL—FASTEST SIDECAR TIME.
TALBOT GARAGE TROPJY—FASTEST AMATEUR SIDECAR TIME.

DAN WOOD TROPHY—FASTEST AMATEUR SOLO TIME,
beating a big field of fast machines.

We want to show you our attractive new programme with a model tor every con-

ceivable purpose, and we shall be delighted to demonstrate these to you at the

OLYMPIA-STAND 61.
"A Twin is the best and Douglas is the best twin."

DOUGLAS MOTORS LTD., 30, Hanham^Rd., Kingswood!'BRISTOL.

In answering thU advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cude." B29
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Mr. H. LE VACK
riding ZENITH-JAP at BROOKLANDS on 27th

October broke the RECORD for FLYING FIVE
MILES in 1000 c c Solo Class at the AMAZING
SPEED OF

100.29 M.P.H.
This creates also the RECORD

of being

THE FIRST MOTOR CYCLE TO LAP BROOKLANDS
AT OVER

lOO M.P.H.
WASOLYMPIA

SHOW,
Nov. 25th,

STAND No.

259

FITTED W^ITH

Sole Manufacturers:

J. A. PRESTWICH & Co., Ltd.,

TOTTENHAM,
LONDON, N.17. MOTOR.

British Pe*roleumG.M
22,FEHCHURCH ST. LONDON E.C.,3

Distributing Organi3ation of the

ANGLO-PERSIAN OIL CpO. LTD.

A Refinery

at your door
The sort of motor spirit you want, as you
want it, and when you want it, manufactured

in Britain in one of the world's newest and

best refineries.

That is what the great new enterprise of the

Anglo-Persian Oil Co., Ltd., at Llandarcy,

Wales, means to the British motorist.

It guarantees to him a constant supply ot

the finest and most uniform spirit, free

from any danger of admixture or contamin-

ation in transport, produced to meet his

special needs, and backed up by the skill

and integrity which have made British

industry supreme.

"BP " is the only entirely British petrol—
British in every stage from the Crude Oil

well to the familiar Khaki Can.

British Capital—British Enterprise—British

Labour.

B30 In answering titese cdveriisemcnts it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle" 22
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P.V. SPRING FRAME
MODELS.

New 654 c.c. Machine with Spring-wheel Sidecar.

Moderately Priced Fully-sprung Sob Mounts.

FOR next year the P.V. prograinme
includes three popular models, fitted

with a 250 c.c. Villiers two-stroke,
a -350 c.c. Villiers . two-stroke, and a
293 c.c. J.A.P. fom--strDke. All are
equipped with the simple P.V. spring
frame, which is extremely satisfactory,
having stood the test of time, and with
a Burman two-speed gear, clutch, and
kick-starter. The prices are : 250 c.c,
£50; 350 c.c, £56; and 293 c.c. four-
stroke, £60. Any one of these models
can be suppliad w^i a plain two-speed
at £4 less or with a three-speed gear
ajid kick-starter at £4 extra.
Next there are the da hixe models, of

which the 350 c.c. model with B. & S.
sleeve-valve engine and Burman three-
speed gear is extremely attractive.
It can, however, be had with a 349
c.c. J.A.P. four-stroke engine if desired.

P.V. system of spring-

ing as applied to the

wheel of a new side-

car chassis.

In these de luxe models the spring frame
has been slightly mo'dified, as the saddle

tube containing the springs suspending
the rear portion has been placed forward
of the gear box, consequently shortening
the wheelbase considerably.

Not only is there a Brampton spring
chain fitted, but there is a shock-absorber
in the Bmnian clutch. This, coupled
with the spring frame, renders the ma-

496 c.c. P.V. de luxe model with B.T.H. ignition and Ughtmg, which is supplied as an extra.
This is one of -the few small twins for 1923.'

chine extremely smooth, and the same
method of transmission is employed in all

three models, which have many details in
common ; for example, the excellent
brake system, consisting of large shoes
applied to dummy belt rims. It is also

worth noting that customers are given
a choice of. carburetters.

Another interesting fitment which is

supplied as a standard to these last

three models is the Jackstand, which en-

ables the machines to be jacked up with
the minimum amount of effort, permits
of easier access to the back tyre, and
absolute rigidity when the back wheel
is raised off the ground. Front stands
are supplied to all these models, and an
ingenious and absolutely, secure form of

stand clip which cannot rattle.

Prices of the de luxe models are : 350
c.c. "with J.A.P. or B. & S. engine, all-

chain drive, £76; 495 c.c. twin-cylinder
J.A.P,, £90, or with J.A^P. super-sports
engine £95; the de luxe sidecar model. 654
c.c. twin-cylinder J.A.P., all-chain drive,

£122.
The well-tested P.V. spring frame has

been incorporated in the sidecar wheel
most successfully, and the sidecar is

undoubtedly one of the best sprung
attachments obtainable.

80 M.P.H. FLAT-TWIN.
Coventry Victor Refinements, Air- balanced Induction and Fuel System.

Twin Carburetters.

A MOST striking model, the " Super
Six," will bear the Coventry
Victor name in 1923.

To all appearances the engine is similar
to the standard flat-twin models, but it

has a somewhat higher compression
ratio than the standard, while the valve
gear has been modified for speed pur-
poses.

Two Cox Atmos carburetters are located
near the centre of the induction pipe,
and are connected by an ingenious
balanced air intake. A funnel facing for-

wards may be entirely or partially closed
by a butterfly valve ; this not only facili-

tates starting, but is employed to control
the amount of pressure present in the

13

Twin Atmos carburetters on
the Coventry Victor " Super
Six. Air pressures in float

chambers, tank and induc-
tion pipe pre balanced.

intake. Above this funnel is a cone-
shaped body connected to each car-
buretter intake, and from the cone project

three small pipes—one leading to the
petrol tank, and one to the lid of each
float chamber. -By this means the air

pressure is balanced throughout the whole
petrol supply system.
The frame follows norijial Coventry

Victor lines, having a duplex front down
tube and bottom rails on which the engine
rests. An imposing saddle tank covers
the sloping top tube, and a cast alu-

minium underscreen is hinged at the
front end, and functions also as a front
wheel stand.

Transmission is bv chain throughout,
a Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box
with shock absorber, clutch, and kick-

starter, being attached to the bottom

B 31
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br.Tcket. Long rubber grips are fitted to

the somewhat flat bars, and reasonable
mudguards (valanced in the ease of the
front) are employed to cover the 26x3in.
tyres. This luxurious speed machine can
be obtained with an 80 m.p.h. certificate

at a slight extra charge.
Equally well finished, but slightly less

ambitious in the way of performance is

the standard sports model. In this case
only one Cox carburetter is fitted, which
lies behind the rear cylinder, the induc-
tion pipe having an ingenious air-tight

expansion joint. Finished in grey, this

machine is guaranteed to do 65 m.p.h.
Both these models are fitted with long

exhaust pipes having a simple aluminium
expansion chamber and fish tail near the
back stays. The silencer is fitted with
baffle plates and efficiently reduces the
exhaust noise.

NOVEMBER i6ih, ig22.
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A de luxe flat twin. The 688 c.c. Coventry Victor model for which an 80 m.p.h. guarantee
is obtainable.

ITALIAN UNIT CONSTRUCTION.
Twin Engine and Three-speed Box Integral in 600 c.c. V-twin Bianchi.

No Continental country has made
greater progress in motor cycle pro-

duction than Italy, and one of the
finest examples of Italian design is the
600 c.c. twin Bianchi, the external finish

of which cannot fail to attract admira-
tion.

Gear box and engine form a single

unit, and the cylinder dimensions are

70x78 mm. bore and stroke (600 c.c).

Semi-automatic lubrication is provided,
and the primary drive to the gear shaft

is by three skew gears and a metal plate

clutch, all running in oil.

Interchangeable wheels form another
feature of the machine, the wheels being

fitte'd with 25x3in. tyres. The mud-
guards are large and easily detachable,

ample valances being fitted to the front

guard.
A single-cylinder model, in which a

Garelli pattern three-speed gear is incor-

porated, is another production of this

firm. The engine is of 498 c.c. capacity,

This promismg Bianchi was first favourably

commented on at the Pans Show of 1921

having a bore and stroke of 75 x 112 mm.
The Drice of the twin-cylinder model is

£150, and of the single cylinder £100.

Bianchi Motors, Ltd., 26, St

Street, Ijondon, S.W.I, are re

for the machine in this country.

James's
sponsible

VARIED ENGINES IN 1923 ORBITS.
Own TwO'Stroke and o.h.v. Sleeve-valve or Oil-cooled Four-stroke Models.

IN these days of proprietary units it

is refreshing to find manufacturers
of two-stroke lightweights building

their own engines. There is a certain

type of buyer with a rooted, albeit

usually quite unreasonable, objection to

assembled machines, and although many
of the more important lightweight firms
make their machines throughout, the
majority of the smaller people patronise
the proprietary unit.

Not so the Orbit, in its two-stroke
form, anj^iow. The 265 c.c. (68x72
mm.) engine, however, is quite conven-
tional. Such details as a passage for
the release-valve gases to the main ex-
haust pipe have received attention and
the silencing arrangements for next
year have been improved. A wide-swept
exhaust pipe terminates in a large de-
taclrable silencer below the rear stay.

All-chain transmission via a three-
speed Burman gear box is employed.
Other features are ample mudguarding,
B 32

large footboards and a tool box on the
saddle tube.

The remaining Orbit models are to a
similar specification, but variously employ
349 c.c. o.h.v. Blackburne, sleeve-valve

Barr and Stroud, or oil-cooled Bradshaw
engines, thus meeting all requirements.

New silencing arrangements form the most important change on the two-stroke Orbit.
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Stand 141
OLYMPIA.

1923 PRICES
When it resolves itself into a Question
of Price consistent with Quality, otherwise

Maximum Value for Money,

"we can do all that
AND MORE!"

We Offer the Most Advanced Design of

Motor Cycle on the Market. Stand 141
OLYMPIA.

ttMotor Car Practice at Motorcycle Cost 9>

Has the rapid growth of the small Car with comparatively tiny FOUR CYLINDERS yet opened yonr
eyes to the many advantages of such a Power Plant and its Inevitahle Development in Motor Bicycle
Design ? Study the 4-Cylinder F.N. Engine, imagine it in a Small Car, and then think what it

must be llVe in a Motor Bicycle. And may we remind you that we have been manufacturing a 4«Cylinder
Motor Bicycle since 190S—and Shaft Drive was fitted in those days ?

1923 Programme.
Send for H andsome
Booklet and name of

nearest Agent.

F.N. (England). Ltd.

Efenmo WorKs,

Kitnberley Road,
Willesden Lane,
LONDON, N.W.6.
Telephone : Willesden 2395.

Telegrams

:

"E£enmo, Brond, London."

EASY TERMS
ARRANGED.

8 H.P. 4 Cylinder Shaft Drive, Super Overhead Valve Engine,

Mechanical Lubrication, etc.. Standard or Sports Model, Solo

8 H.P. 4 Cylinder with Standard Sidecar, as illustrated, including

Waterproof Cover- - - - - - - -

8 H.P. 4 cylinder Sports Sidecar

8 H.P. 4 Cylinder Super Sprung Wheel Sidecar - . .

8 H.P. 4 Cylinder Two Seater (or one Seat at will) Sidecar

2| H.P. Single Cylinder Model, Overhead Valve Engine, Serpi-

T.T. Bars, etc. -

£110
£135
£135
£140
£140
£63

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle."
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OLYMPIA, Stand No. 46-

BE SURE AND SEE THE H.T. EXHIBITS

—

^

.*^^.

5

1

»
V

ENCLOSED
ENGINE

PERFECT ^Wi^^^m
COOLING ^

CLEANLINESS W
HANDLE
STARTER

Patent SPRING
FRAME

COMFORT

THE DUAL PURPOSE MACHINE
Designed to carry Two without spoiling its qualities as a Solo Mount.

LIGHT

ECONOMICAL

FAST

SIMPLE

THE SPORTS MODEL
A generally high performance Machine with rapid acceleration.

THE H.T. MOTOR CYCLE Co.,

PARK STREET,
Nr. ST. ALBANS,

Herts.

C2 In antwerina thU advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." 13-19
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MINIATURE AND BIG TWIN COVENTRY EAGLES.
Introduction of Two New Models of Extreme Types. Reduced Prices All Round.

BY the addition of two extreme
models to the Coventry Eagle range,

there Is a 1923 machine of this make
of practically every capacity known.
The newcomers are a 147 c.c. two-stroke

miniature and a sporting big twin with

the 976 CO. super sports J.A.P. engine.

Prices of the two-stroke are £30 9s.

single-geared, and £33 123. with a two-
speed box.

Compact Engine Housmg.
As might have been expected from the

makers of motor cycles with the elegant

appeaitmce of the 1922 Coventry Eagles,

the new big twin is particularly hand-
some and symmetrical. Furthermore,
the way in which the engine is housed
is exceptionally compact ; a 5-iif. ground
clearance is allowed, although the. saddle
height is only 27in.

The finish is of the very finest, and,

generally speaking, it represents remark-

As a fast touring machine, the new 976 c.c.

twin suygpsts unlimited possibilities.

able value at £125. A suitable light
sporting sidecar is marketed at £20.
One other addition deserves notice ; it

is a 349 c.c. side valve Blackburne-

Few miniatures have more businesslike lines

than the 147 c.c. Coventry Eagle.

engined, chain-driven three-speed machine
at £69.
The remaining Coventry Eagle models

are retained without any alterations of

note. Their prices, however, have been
much reduced. For example, the 348 c.c.

J.A.P. -engined utility mount—purely the
maker's designation, for it is particularly
pleasing in appearance—is now £72,
although this figure does not include
lamps, horn, etc., as last year. £19 buys
a sidecar to suit either of the last-

mentioned machines.

Dual-purpose Model.

A 550 c.c. J.A.P. -engined dual-purpose
machine sells at £95 solo ; and £115 with
sidecar.

All the larger Coventry Eagle machines
are, of course, fitted with the familiar

bull-nosed saddle tank, introduced more
than 12 months ago on the 250 c.c. o.h.v.

sports lightweight.

SPRING FRAME RADCO LIGHTWEIGHT.
Novel Points in New Suspension System. New Chain-driven Model.

CHAIN-DRIVEN Radco two-stroke

lightweights will make their first

appearance at Olympia.
The new transmission is neatly carried

out,, and a most effective external con-

tracting rear brake has been designed in

conjunction therewith.

The 247 c.c. engine remains unchanged ;

but the tanks of all the models are now
finished with a black instead of a silver-

grey background.
During 1922 only the sporting model was

marketed as a sidecar outfit ; next year
tiiere will be a touring outfit as well.

Brake Improvement.

On the remaining belt-driven machine
the rear brake has been much improved

;

it now acts inside the V of the belt rim
instead of outside, and the pedal and rod
are considerably neater.
Wider mudguards and the substitution

•f footboards where footrests were pre-
viously fitted complete the list of changes
to the various forms of the standard
Ibodel.

Something <}uite new, however, is a
spring frame Radco. It is novel by reason

5-"

of the fact that the hinge occurs in front
of the gear box and the two supporting
coil springs are normally in tension in-

stead of in compression. The design on

the whole appears to have great possi-

bilities, and not the least of its merits is

its unobtrusive synimetry.
E. A. Radnall and Co., Vauxhall

Works, Dartmouth Street, Birmingham,
are the makers of this well-tried and most
successful lightweight two-stroke.

Still another convert to chain drive is the Radco two-stroke, which also has a band

type rear brake. This is the sporting model, which will be fitted with disc

wheels as standard.

C3
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FRAME IMPROVEMENTS IN 1923 BRADBURYS.
Old-established North Country Make Thoroughly Modernised for Next Year.

AFTER many years' honourable exist-

ence as a sturdy and reliable but
not particularly handsome motor

cycle, the Bradbury, in all its forms, has
undergone a veritable transformation for

next year.

It now compares favourably in the
matter of appearance with anything else

on the. market, and recent records at
Brooklands prove that sheer slogging
capabilities are not its only commendable
attribute.

Thiee Main Models.

Three main models are offered—all side-

valve four-strokes ; a 350 c.c. single ; a
554 c.c. single; and a 749 c.c. twin. In

each case the engine is of Bradbury de-

sign and manufacture; in fact, except

the gear box of the 350 c.c. model (a Moss
three-speed), the whole machines are pro-

duced in the one factory.

Many changes, including a new frame,

have been made in the smallest model.

Speedy -lines are attained in the 749 c.c. Bradbury sporting sidecar outfit.

Chain transmission is employed through-
out, light guards ordy being fitted in

every case.

Each model is available as a sidecar

outfit, but the big twin machine becomes
a particularly attractive solo mount when
turned out to a sports specification. A
new frame of graceful design, well-

curved exhaust pipes terminating in an
aluminium silencer at the rear, and foot-

rests instead of footboards, combine to

make this model attractive to the most
fastidious speed man.

In'emal Expanding Brakes.

Internal expa,ndiiig brakes on both
wheels is a commendable feature of all the
Bradburys for next year.

The makers are Bradbury & Co., Ltd.,
Wellington Works, Oldham.

350 c.c. MATCHLESS MODEL
Range of Big Sidecars extended by Solo Medium-weight. A New Sports Twin.

MOST of the big sidecar specialists are
turning towards the light solo ma-
chine as an addition to their range

for the 1923 market.
In this class the Matchless concern must

now be included, after long absence from
the smaller solo field. The new model is

engined by a 349 c.c. Blackburne side
valve unit.

A Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box,
including clutch and kick starter, is fitted,
and a drawbolt for the purpose' of front
chain adjustment is provided. And in
this connection it must be pointed out
that engine, gear box and magneto are
assembled in a special cradle, which can
be handled as complete unit.
Above the gear box is the M-L mag-

neto^ mounted on a sliding platform and
provided with a suitable adjuster for the
purpose of taking up any slack in the
magneto chain.
Points of convenience have been care-

fully studied, kneegrips being fitted as a
standard, and an excellent all-metal tool
box situated on the rear of the carrier and
fitting practically flush with the top

C4

thereof. A Webb brake is fitted to the
front wheel and an internal expanding
brake to the rear wheel, while the Binks
two-jet semi-automatic carburetter forms
part of the standard equipment.

If desired, a Lucas Magdyno can be pro-

vided at an extra cost. Both wheels have
voiturette rims carrying 650x65 mm.
tyres, and the weight is 220 lb., price

£72 10s.

One new twin cylinder model will be
introduced, to be known as the super-

There should be no doubt about the silence

of the Matchless single ; the silencer is as

bie as that on the sidecar outfit.

17-2.3
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sports model J, equipped with a 976 c.c.

Buper-sports J.A.I". engine, Sturraey-

Archer three-speed gear box, clutch and
kick starter, and 700x80 mm. tyres.

The other Matchless models will remain

practically unaltered ; all will be fitted

with the standard Matchless three-speed

gear box.

Small improvements have been made
in the sidecars, there now being
side shields to the windscreens, while -a

spring catch is fitted to the scuttle dnsh.
Prices of 1923 Matchless machines range

from £110, 976 c.c. J.A.P. or M.A.G.
solo to the luxurious model H with two-
seated sidecar and J.A.P. or M.A.G.
engine at £160 10s.

DETACHABLE HEADS ON 500 c.c. JAMES TWIN.
Detail Alterations only on the other Popular Models. Big Single no Longer Listed.

Lightweight single introduced in the Six
'

Days Trials.

"-^'-^w.-^S™

Two of the James models remain
practically unaltered ; these are the
749 c.c. twin and the 350 c.c. four-

stroke,- which made its first appearance
at this year's A.C.U. Six Daj's Trials.

The little two-stroke also has under-
gone but slight modifications, the most
important being the adoption of all-chain

drive with a two-speed gear.

Changes to the Solo Twin,

Considerable alterations, however,
have been made to the 498 c.c. twin.
In the engine, aluminium pistons and

detachable cylinder heads, held on by
three studs, are fitted, the valves are of
considerably larger diameter, and the
magneto is in front instead of be-

hind. A close ratio gear box, including
clutch and kick-starter, will be fitted.

The frame also is entirely new, and
closely follows the lines "of that fitted to
the 350 c.c. model, having a long slope
in the top rail. Mounted in this frame
is a tank which to all appearances is a
unit, though the oil and jpetrol tanks are
entirely separated, having double parti-
tions in between. The rear wheel is

quickly detachable, and larger exhaust
pipes have been fitted.

Adjustable handle-bars clipped to the
head lug have been standardised.
Those who favour the big single type of

machine will look in vain for the James
example, which has now been definitely

iiljandoned.

Detachable cylinder heads, valves of large d/ameter and a new frame further improve the

always attractive V-lwin model.

MODERATE PRICED CHATER-LEA RANGE.
Big Single, Medium Single, Two-stroke and Big-twin Models for Solo,

Dual-purpose and Sidecar Use.

To those who are looking for a useful
double-purpose mount the 545 c.c.

single-cylinder Chater-Lea will un-
doubtedly appeal.

Its power unit is an engine made by
the firm, and it is provided with all-

chain transmission, a transmission shock
absorber^, and a Sturmey gear box in-
corporatmg a kick-starter, with the
clutch controlled from the handle-bars.
Both wheels are interchangeable and

detachable, while internal expanding
brakes are fitted back and front. The
price Bolo is £80, and with sidecar £100.
The sidecar will not be sold separately.
Another new model is a 348 c.c. sports

ing solo mount fitted with an overhead
valve Blackbnrne sports engine, all-chain
drive, three-speed gear box, handle-bar Sturdy but symmetrical hnes are followed in the dual-purpose 545 c.c. Chater-L.ea.

6-12
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controlled clutch, kick-starter, and trans-

mission shock absorber. As in th-e pre-

vious model, detachable and interchange-

able wheels with internal expanding

brakes are fitted. The price of this

machine will be £72 10s., or fitted with

a side valve Blackburne engine, £65.

Some small improvements have been

made in the 269 c.c. Chater-Lea two-

stroke, which has been considerably re-

duced in price, notwithstanding that it

is fitted with a two-speed gear box. It

is to be sold at £42 10s. without clutch,

or £45 complete with clutch.

Little alteration has taken place in the

popular 975 c.c. sidecar outfit, which is

fitted with a 50° V-twin Chater-Lea
engine, 85.5x85 m.m. (976 c.c), with
protected valve springs and enclosed

valve lifter. It is a thoroughly practical

mount which will take two or more
people anywhere, and will be sold at

£125.

FRICTION-DRIVEN MINIATURE.
Kenilworth Machine Now Fitted with an Infinitely Variable Gear.

IN spite of the fact that large numbers

of scooter type machines have dis-

appeared from the market, the little

Kenilworth has met with success, and
has proved exceedingly popular amongst
its owners.

Originally the machine had primary

belt drive to a countershaft, the final

drive being by chain; only a single gear

ratio was available.

Transverse Engine.

The engine is now set longitudinally in

the frame, and the crankshaft carries a

cast-iron flywheel at the rear end ; against

this flywheel bears a Ferodo-facecl driven

disc having a diameter of Tin. The disc

is carried on a square shaft and sup-

ported in Skefko ball bearings, the final

drive sprocket lynig on the outside of

the central bearing. Only a very light

compression spring is needed for engage-

ment.
The whole friction gear is mounted in

a cast aluminium case which also forms
the engine bearer, and lies neatly in the

standard Kenilworth frame.
So light is the operation of the gear

that the control is effected by an ordinary
carburetter air lever, and since the Vici

single-lever carburetter is employed, the

only addition to handle-bar fittings is a

clutch lever.

(Left) One of he last of its

class, the Kenilworth has been

modernised for next year;

the engine is now set trans-

versely in the frame.

(Below) Disc drive variable

gear replacing the primary

belt drive.

Since the whole mechanism is enclosed

it is unaffected by wet, and the friction

gear is so efficient that it is possible to

get away from a stand-still on a gradient

of 1 in 9 with ease; the range of gear

ratios available vary from 6 to 1 to 12

to 1.

Propelled by a 142 c.c. o.h.v. engine

(55 X 50 mm. bore and stroke), the Kenil-

worth is noted for its stui'dy construction

and sprung saddle pillar and foot-rests.

It is a handy little machine, and in its

latest form should make an , appeal
especially to ladies who require to travel

short distances daily.

NEW IMPERIAL BIG TWINS.
Loop Frame and Engine-gear Unit Assemb'y. Sports Solo and Touring Sidecar Models.

Internal Expanding Brakes.

A S forecasted in our last issue, two
c\ New Imperial big twins will be

available next year, one a 976 c.c.

sports model and the other a touring
model of similar capacity. Both are fitted

with J.A. P. engines.
In both cases, also, the engine and gear

bdx are built up so as to form a unit
which is held at three points in a sturdy
loop frame, thus following the lines of
the smaller New Imperial productions.
Internal expanding brakes are fitted to
both front and rear wheels, the latter

having exceptionally wide shoes, while
the anchorage for the brake is so
arranged that it does not interfere with
the quick detachment of the rear wheel.
On the side of the plate is formed a heavy
forked member which engages with a
specially shaped stud head lying on the
inside of the frame thus, when the wheel
is withdrawn, the fork merely slides off

its stop and can be easily replaced. Even
this amount of trouble, however, should
seldom be necessary, for, on the sidecar

c8

machine, the rear portion of the mud-
guard, complet'^ with carrier, is quickly
detachable by means of shouldered nuts

Rear brake and method of chain adjustment

on the latest big twin.

locking into recesses in the carrier ends.
The unit is self-contained and comes clea,r

away from the machine, leaving three-

quarters of the tyre fully exposed..
A three-speed Burman box provides the
necesbary changes in ratio, chain-drive
being employed throughout; a positive

adjustment for the front chain is

provided.

Giease-gon Lubrication.

Another most important detail is that

forks, brakes, sidecar shackles, and prac-

tically every part of the machine is fitted

with special nipples to take a screw-on
grease gun. Timken roller hubs are fitted

throughout, and a new sidecar chassis

having five points of attachment evenly

distributed over the frame is particularly

sound in design.

When a Lucas magdyno i» fitted it is

carried behind the engine, and the speci-

fication of the touring model is very com-

plete. Wide domed guards with guttered

edges have been standardised, and knee

shields can be fitted in addition.

In the case of the sports model some-

what lighter guards are, of course, fitted.

18-24
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ALL-CHAIN ZENITHS.
350 c.c. Single,

ONE of the most attractive features

of tlie Zenith programme for 1923
is the 349 c.c. J.A.P.-engined

medium-weight model. It has exceed-
ingly graceful lines, and though it de-

parts somewhat from previous Zenith
practice, it is a pleasing-looking little

solo mount.
This model is fitted with a Stnrmey-

Archer three-speed gear box having
ratios of 5.9. 8,9 and 17.4 to 1, the con-

trol lever being carried on the gear box.
A Webb brake is fitted to the front

wheel, while at the rear there is a com-
pensating; Zenith shoe brake applied to a
dummy belt rim. Like other Zenith
models, it depends for its ignition upon s

Lucas magneto which is shielded from
tho wet by means of a guard. The
price of this machine is £72, and its

frame will take the 293 c.c. J. A. P. en-
gine, price £66, and the 350 c.c. J.A.P.
sports engine.

Bradshaw Engine Improvements.

The Zenith-Bradshaw model, which
attracted so much admiration at the
Show last year, has undergone small but
important improvements, but only so far
as the engine is concerned, the latter
being fitted with an improved valve
mechanism. The rockers are now en-
closed in an aluminium box, which, once
filled with oil, will lubricate them almost

500 c.c. Flat-twin and 1,000 c.c. Big Twin.

Latest edition of the 350 < hlch

indefinitely. New collars and cotters arc

fitted to the valves, while the spimgs
are of the coil variety instead of being
volute; the valve mechanism is more re-

liable and quieter in action. The price
of this model is £95.
Despite the fact that most of the

newest Zeniths are chain-driven, the
famous Gradua model can still be had
to order.

A new machine introduced this year is

the 976 c.c. sports model, fitted with
the super-sports J.A.P. engine. This
also is a most attractive mount possess-
ing graceful lines and an exceedingly

sfiong duplex frame, constructed speci-

ally to stand rough work both at home
and overseas. It has all-chair drive,

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear, and
28x3 in. tj'res. The saddle tank is

rigidly fixed, and is not only of large

capacity but of pleasing appearance.
Dummy rim brakes, incorporating a com-
pensating mechanism, are fitted to both
wheels.

Sidecar lugs are incorporated in the
frame. The mudguarding has also been
well thought out, the footrests are ad-
justable, and aluminium chain cases are

fitted. It is to be sold at £125.

HENDERSON & AMERICAN-X IMPROVEMENTS.
Interchangeability of Parts a Feature. Low Prices for Complete Sidecar Outfits.

SEVERAL points of interest are to be
found

.
in the 1923 models of two

famous American . makers, the Hen-
derson and American-X.
The former is now marketed as a " De

Luxe model," a title which is not belied
by the very comprehensive specification.
The well-known four-cylinder power unit
is, of course, retained, but has been
mounted lower in the frame, so increasing
the machine's tractability when used as a
solo mount. A Zenith carburetter, incor--
porating a hot-air intake, and separate
units for lighting and ignition, are fitted.
Transmission is via a gear box cast

ere hloc with the engine, giving three for-
ward speeds (a reverse is supplied as an
extra), and a heavy driving chain. A

clutch of the multiple-disc type may be
controlled either by hand or foot levers
situated on the l&ft-hand side.

A choice of two sidecars is offered—the
standard model, supplied with step and
apron, and the coupette model, equipped
with a complete coupe hood and screen.
Both types are mounted on a Millford
chassis. Finished in deep blue with gold
lining, the solo mount is priced at £137,
while the standard and coupett* sidecar
outfits cost £163 5s. and £172 respec-
tively with electrical equipment.
nie American-X has a V-twin engine of

999.5 c.c. capacity. Automatic oiling,

overhea^l inlet valves, and a Schebler car-

buretter are features of the power unit.

A three-speed gear box is neatly housed

in the conventional position, and a dry
plate clutch with hand and foot control is

fitted. In addition to the well-sprung -

saddle and balanced plunger type front
• fork, Sjin. tyres should do much towards
comfortable riding. The price, including

electrical equipment, is £105. The side-

cars obtainable are identical with those of

the Henderson, the price of the outfits in

this case being £131 5s. for the standard
model, and £140 for the coupette. The
finish is also identical with that of the

Henderson, as are wheels, forks, handle-

bars, controls, and brake mechanism.
The two machines are distributed by

Melchior, Armstrong and Dessau (Lon-

don), Ltd., 15, Newman St., Oxford St.,

London, W.l.

THE CALTHORPE PROGRAMME.
ALTHOUGH the Calthorpe motor

cycle has been on the market for
many years, for some reason it is

not generally known that it is one of the
comparatively few fitted with engines
produced under the same roof as the
machines themselves. In otlier words
The Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co. is not
an assembling firm, and for this reason
greater interest attaches to its pro-
gramme for the coming year.
The Calthorpe has always been a neat

machine, and its evolution has been one
of gradual improvement rather than of
drastic changes and experiments.

2-8

For 1923 there will be three models.
The first is a 250 c.c. single-speed ma-
chine at a popular price, which is the
1922 machine improved in all its details,

and fitted with a C.A.V. magneto, a
larger saddle, 26 x 2iin. tyres, and a

welded steel pannier bag.
Second on the list is a two-speed model,

having an entirely new engine, which is

said to develop considerably more power
than the existing one. A Burman two-
speed gear with clutch and kick-starter
is fitted on a neat bracket instead of

being cliped to the tubes of the back
stays as the 1922 model. The tyres are

26x2^in., while the mudguards are 6in.

D section over the reaj- wheel, and 5in.

at the front.

The third model is the 350 c.c. side-

car outfit, a type of machine which the

Calthorpe Company has done much to

popularise. The engine fitted was one
of the first, if not aotually the first,

two-stroke of 350 c.c. to be proved a

practical proposition. For 1923 the

model will have 26 x S^in.. tyres, and a

sidecar with door and upholstered arms.

Another addition to the existing model
is a carrier which is equipped with a pair

of pannier bags.

c 9
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350 c c. FOUR-STROKE TRIUMPH,
Side-valve Three-speed Model. Unit Construction.

THOUGH not altogether unexpected by
the cognoscenti, it will come as a

surprise to many to find that the

Triumph name will now appear on a new
side-by-side valve 350 c.c machine which
will be staged at the forthcoming Olympia
Exhihition, but will not be available for

the public till April.

Almost every feature of the engine and
gear unit, thoagh unusual, is thoroughly
practical, and there is hardly a detail

that will not be of interest to the
engineer.

The cylinder has a bore and' stroke of

72x85 mm. (345 c.c), and is a single

iron casting having the valves at the side

Oscillating plunger oil pump on the new
lightweight.

and th? plug between the valve caps but
somewhat nearer the centre of tho
cylinder. The shape of the head is un-

usual, in that aln^st the entire compres-
sion space lies in the valve ports, the

piston reaching almost to the top of the

flat head. Th's feature leads to a sop^e-

what unorthodox appearance since the
arrangement of the cooling ribs is, of

course, modified to suit. The exhaust
port is very wtW ribbed, but the actual

inlet port casting is unribbed and tapers

gradually from the carburetter to the

valve.

Having a head diameter of Ig in., the
valves are somewhat raised above the

Arrangement of the detachable wheel show-

ing the extension to the distance piece.

floor of the ports; they are held down by
very large diameter coil springs and are

operated by cams lying side by side on a
single sleeve. This sleeve rotates on a
fi.xed spindle and is fed by oil under

pressure, some of which is distributed
through holes in the cams to the rocker
gear.

An aluminium slipper piston having
two narrow top rings is attached to the
H-section connecting rod by a hollow
gudgeon pin which floats both in the small
end bearing and in the piston bosses. It

is secured endwise by split rings.

In the crankshaft itself we came across

a feature most unusual in four-stroke
engines, in that this member is of the
overhung type, having two bearings on
the flywheel side between which lies the
primary driving pinion.- In actual prac-
tice the crankshaft itself bears only on the
inner of these bushes,' while the outer
diameter of the flywheel boss provides the
second bearing surface and is of very
large proportions. The flywheel itself is

bolted to this boss which, in its turn, is

secured upon the splined end of the
crankshaft.

Advantages of Overhung Crank.

This unusual arrangement has several
advantages inasmuch as the flywheel is

readily detachable without special t-ools,

while the boss provides an ample bearmg
surface, and, extending as it does close

up to the primary pinion tends to prevent
torsional oscillation of the shaft. It is

possible, however, that a ball or roller

Sparing shaft will be substituted before
the machine rea<;hes the public.

Between the crankshaft and the gear
shaft lies an intermediate pinion which
is utilised to drive a most ingenious
form of oil pump. In construction the
pump is of the oscillating plunger type
and is so constructed as to avoid
externpi pipes.

Oil is delivered to the main crank bear-
ings, the timing gear and the layshaft of

the gear box.
Beside the absence of external pipes

there are no valves proper employed in

the lubrication system, the return from
the engine and gear passing to a large
well through a gauze strainer.

Combined engine and gear unit, with outside

flywheel.

A metal plate cluteh, with steel and
copper plates, is mounted on the ball-

bearing gear shaft, while the layshaft

runs on floating bushes pressure-fed from
the oil pump.
The design of the gear box follows

existing Triumph practice, in that the
gears begin to mesh before the wheels are

locked to the shaft, thus insuring an easy
engagement.
From the main shaft of the gear a

bronze idle wheel carries the drive to an
M-L magneto mounted directly behind
the cylinder, and a kick-starter is, of

course, incorporated with the unit.

Gjmpactness and a short wheel-base are gained by the unit construction. Note the large

cover plate giving direct access to the overhung crankshah and big end.

14-20
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Advanca Details of 1923 Models.—
It might be considered that the long

gear t«ain would involve noisy transmis-

sion, but when tha engine is running fiee

the five gear wheels with which the
magneto is operated are inaudible, a fact

which may be attributed not only to

excellent workmanship but to the system
of lubrication.

On the side opposed to the primary
drive projects the end of the gear shaft,

on which is mounted the " final drive
sprocket and enclosed shock absorber.
The whole unit is vei-y rigidly attached

to a well-laid-out frame. AH four engine
plates are identical, as are the engine
frame bolts ;- in fa<;t, it is possible to at-

tach the adjustable footrests on either

^M^IL®
front or rear cradle plates, according to

the desires of the rider. The carrier and
forks, also, have both sides of identical

construction, the distance pieces, pivot

bolts and links also being interchange-
able. The smallest possible number of

pin and nut sizes is employed.
Front and rear wheels are quickly de-

tachable and interchangeable by the
simple means of removing a knock-out
spindle and short distance piece, the dis-

tance pieces being constructed with large

eyes which may be easily reached for

fitting and detachment pui'poses. Both
wheels, also, are fitted with internal ex-

panding brakes, and the drive is conveyed
through a very simple form of dog teeth

;

a speedometer drive is incorporated with

the front brake drum. As the knock-out
spmdie principle is used it is unnecessary
to employ a full slotted fork rear end, and
consequently the adjusting draw bolts are
without loose end pieces, the ends of the
rear fork being turned over to form an
abutment.
Front springing is of the new Triumph-

Druid type, and the mudguards are re-

markably sensible, being the same as
those employed on the S.D. model. A
large expansion chamber lies in the front

of the crankcase.
Weight distribution has received con-

siderable attention, and the centre of the
unit is also the centre of the frame, while
the saddle is as far forward as is reason-
ably possible.

HAWKER BIG SINGLE.
Doublc'purpose 550 c.c. Blackburne-engined Machine

CONSIDERABLE alteration has been
made in the frame of the 550 c.c.

Hawker, which is now more sym-
metrical in design. The top tube is

curved to the rear, which, it has been
found, has resulted in steadying the steer-

ing of the machine, for the saddle is now
within 28 ins. of th.e ground. Druid forks

are used.

For Side?ar Work.
Sidecar lugs are incorporated in the

frame, which, incidentally, will take all

Blackburne engines.

The engine is of standard Blackburne
pattern, with detachable head, outside fly-

wheel, and roller bearing big-end. Best
and Lloyd lubricator. Fellows magneto,
Amac carburetter, and either a Lucas
Magdyno or B.T.H. Sparklight as an
extra for lighting equipment, are fitted.

The transmission is by exposed chains
which are guarded on the top run.

Frame improvements have been effected on ihe 550 c.c. model.

It is equipped with a Burman three-
speed gear box, and 650x65 mm. tyres
on fiat base rims. Solo it is sold for £80,
or with a Montgomery sporting sidecar
at £95.

The 348 c.c. model is sold at £70.

There is also a 348 c.c. overhead valve

Blackburne sports machine, fitted with a
close-ratio gear box and narrower mud-
guards.

INTRODUCTION OF A POWELL LIGHTWEIGHT.
Serviceable Solo Two-stroke at a Moderate Price. Chain-driven 547 c.c. Model.

IT comes as a surprise to learn that
the makers of the Powell are intro-

ducing a lightweight for next year.

Hitherto, of course, there has only been
one Powell model, a sturdy 547 c.c. dual-

purpose mount, and this will be retained

with the addition of a similar machine
with all-chain transmission.

The lightweight' is a straightforward
and simple design, embodying a 247 c.c.

Villiers engine, and, in two cases, a two-

speed Albion gear box, in a neat frame

Villiers engine and Albion gear box as fittedTo the Powell lightweight.

not unlike the larger type in general
contour. Single-geared, it is priced at

£36, with plain two-speed at £42, and
with two-speed, clutch, and kick-starter

at £45.
Considerable reductions have been made

in the prices of the 547 c.c. Powells,
which are now : £87 10s. with final belt

drive, £90 with final chain drive, and
£110 chain-driven with sidecar.

The inclined engine, with outside fly-

wheel, detachable cylinder head, and very
complete lubrication system, is practi-

cally unaltered.
Powell Bros., Cambrian Iron Works,

Wrexham, is the address of the makers.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" FILM
Will be screened Three Times Daily at

THE BROADWAY CINEMA,
HAMMERSMITH,

For one week commencing Nov. 27 (Show Week).

After this date the film will be released to the

Clubs for their Cinema Nights during the

winter months.

c 15
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OIL-COOLED SHEFFIELD HENDERSON.
Range of Side and Overhead Valve 350 c.c. Machines Augmented by a Bradshaw

Engined Model.

FOR next year the Sheffield Henderson
range will be augmented by a model
fitted with the 349 c.c. oil-cooled

Brad.=haw engine.

The newcomer otherwise follows the

now familiar lines of this successful Shef-

field make/ and is particularly recom-
mended for sidecar work. With Burman
three-speed gear box with clutch and kick-

starter it represents excellent value at

£72.
Excepting detail improvements in mud-

One model of the Sheffield Henderson is fitted

with the Bradshaw oil-cooled engine.

guarding and silencing, the side-valve

349 c.c. standard and sports models
(identical with the machine that scored
top ^ marks in the 350 c.c. class in the
Six Days Trials)

.
remain unchanged.

Tlic price in each case has been reduced
to £72.

Diuid Forks Standardised.

Diuid forks are now fitted to the
70 m.p.h. o.h.v. moidel, which inci-

dentally was one of the first machines to

bo sold with a speed guarantee. The
price of £90 includes this guarantee, and
a spare standard piston and cam for

touring work. "Without the _ speed
guarantee and fitted with a cast-iron or

an aluminium piston, it costs £5 less.

All the Sheffield Henderson machines
for next year are in the 350 c.c. class,

and all employ chain transmission via

Burman gear boxes.
The makers are Henderson Motors, Ltd.,

73, Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield, who also

manufacture the well-known sidecars of

the same name. _

SLEEVE-VALVE OR OIL-COOLED ENGINES,
B. &- S. or Bradshaw Engines in 1923 Coventry Mascots.

for Trials Riding.

Watersplash-proof Exhaust Pipes

FIRST to adopt the Barr and Stroud
sleeve-valve engine in Coventry, the
makers of the Coventry Mascot

continue to pioneer in a small way by
introducing for 1923 a very similar

machine fitted with the oil-cooled Brad-
shaw engine (349 c.c. single).

Frame design has been improved, and
aluminium chain covers replace the metal
guards hitherto used.

One Spor'ts model using the B. tSc S.

engine is noTable for its silencing arrange-

ments, which have been expressly de-

signed for trials riding and watersplashes,

the final exhaust exit being up in the

neighbourhood of the rear tool bag.

Chain-driven, with three-speed Stiirmey

or Burman gear box, this machine is

priced at £72 ; or with a Bradshaw
engine and more normal exhaust arrange-

ments at £59. A similar touring B. &

S. model is £72, or with final belt-drive
and a two-speed gear box, £57.

Sperling Bradshaw-engined Model

The Coventry Mascot Cycle Co., Cam-
den Street, Coventry, are the makers.

ANOTHER NEW LIGHTWEIGHT.
THREE new small two-stroke models

will appear in the near future ; they
are manufactured by Coventry

Bicycles, Ltd., of Gosford Street,

Coventry.
Two of these are of the pedal-assisted

type—one having a diamond frame, the
other having an open frame suitable for

ladies ; the third is a miniature motor
cycle having a similar engine but fitted

with a two-speed gear and clutch instead

of a pedalling gear.

c 16

The engine will have a borg and stroke
of 50x60 mm. (170 c.c), and the tiny

The 1923 models of over 30 manu-
facturers are detailed this week. Next
week's issue will be a complete forecast

of the exhibits at the forthcoming motor
cycle show.

motor cycle will be known as the •" Wee
iMcGregor.

"

.

The same firm wiU produce a medium-
weight machine with B. and S. sleeve-

valve engine and a three-speed Bur-
man gear with all-chain drive. It

is to be known as the Coventry B.

and S.

Although these machines may not be
exhibited at the Olympia Show it is likely

that they will be available for inspection
in the vicinity.
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REMEMBRANCE DAY AT BROOKLANDS.
Indian, AJ.S. and Matchless- M.A.G. Wins at Well-attended Combined Meet.

REMEMBANCE Day was celebrated at

Brooklands by an afternoon's brisk

racing, under the joint auspices of

the B.A.R.C. and the B.M.C.R.C., three

of the handicaps being for motor cycles.

The profits of the meeting "went to

Earl Haig's Fund, which was further
helped by the auctioning of a painting of

the track, bought by Mr. A. F. Millano
for 27 gn.

Laige Entries.

The field for the first race, a three lap
all-comers passenger handicap, was so big
that the track at the new starting line
opposite the 2s. 6d. grand stand was
barely wide enough to allow everyone to
line up simultaneously. For one lap the
limit men retained their advantage, but
next time round E. A. Bridgman (998
Indian sc.) had overtaken half the field

and, barring accidents, seemed likely to
win easily. This he did.

ALL-COMERS PASSENGER HANDICAP.
Handicap.

1, E. A. Bridgman (998 Indian sc.) ... 57s.
i. J. W. Jelpke (348 Weatherell sc.) 2m. 48s.
3. L. P. Peaty (349 Hawker sc.) ... Im. 45s.

Winner's speed = 68.3 m.p.h.
Another large and varied entry con-

tested the Addlestone 70 m.p.h. solo
handicap, and before all the back-markers
had been started, C. T. Ashby, on
one of the latest sporting Woolers,
hurtled through on his second circuit so
unexpectedly soon that the track had not
been cleared of stray " pushers-ofi. " The
face was too hot, however, and it was .

left to F. A. Longman on an o.h.v.
A.J.S. to win a very fine race, to the
great delight of the spectators who follow
favourites. Prestwich, who was second,
nearly lost his place by riding under a
wrong number.

R. E. Dicker (499 Rudge) overhauling E. Remington (348 Edmund-Blackbume) in the 90 m.p.h.

solo handicap.

ADDLESTONE 70 M.P.H. SOLO HANDICAP.
Handicap.

1. F. A. Longman (349 A.J.S.) ... Im. 12s.
2. J. V. Prestwicli (248 New Imp.-Jap) Im. 54s.

3. V. G. Tucker (490 Norton) ... Im. 21s.

Winner's speed = 74.68.

As a fitting wind-up to motor cycle

racing for 1922, the final event both was
full of thrills and provided an extremely
popular winner. Rumours that he had
been lapping at nearly 80 m.p.h. made
R. E. Dicker (499 Rudge) a hot favourite,

but it was veiy quickly realised that
E. 0. Lowe (490 Norton), who started

level with Dicker, was to make a game
fight of it. For two laps these two
struggled neck-and-neck, rapidly pulling

to the front, but right on the final circuit

0. M. Baldwin showed what his old
Matchless was really capable of by over-

taking the two singles and winning at

nearly 90 m.p.h.
WEYBRIDGB 90 M.P'.H. SOLO HANDICAP.

Handicap.
1. O. M. Baldwin (992 Matchless) ... 6s.

2. R. E. Dicker (499 Rndge) ... Im. 15s.
3. R. O. Lowe (490 Norton) ... Im. 15s.

Winner's speed = 89.1 m.p.h.

0. M. Baldwin (992 Matchless-M.A.G.J.
winner of the fastest race, at nearly 90 m.p.h.

E. Bridgman (998 Indian sidecar), winner

of the sidecar handicap.

F. A. Longman, who won a race on the

latest o.h.v. A.J.S. at 747 m.p.h.

CI7
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CURRENT CHAT Ortta)

NEW FOUR-SFROKE ENGINE.^
Described last week, the four-stroke Ivy is a

clean, efficient-looking design. The timing

case may contain a mechanical oiler.

1923 Prices.

£70 has been fixed as the price of the

350 c.c. Martinsyde touring model, de-

scribed on p. 697; the sports model
costs £72.
The price of the 350 c.c. Beardmore-

Precision described in our last issue is

not yet fixed ; it was incorrectly given as

£75, but it will be mucli lower than this

figure.

The following is a list of Metro-Tyler
prices for 1923 : 269 c.c> two-stroke
sports model, £45 4s., with clutch and
kick-starter, £49 7s. all-enclosed model,

£54 12s.; All Black Baby (269 c.c),

£35 I4s. ; 348 c.c. four-stroke, £58 75.,

with chain drive, £64 Is. ; 348 c.c. o.h.v.

speed model, £79 16s.; 698 c.c. sports

three-speed, £94 10s., with four speeds,

£97 13s.

Olympia

!

Only nine more days and Olympia will

once more open its doors as a motor cycle

e-\hibition.

London-Exeter Arrangements.
Entries liave already begun to flow in

for the London-Exeter run, and forty

were received within the first three days
after the publication of details. Novem-
ber 20th is the last day on which in-

tending entrants may send application

forms for membership to the Secretary
(Mr. Southcomb May, 34, Gower Pla-ce,

London, W.C.I). The actual entries

close on December 9th. Early entries

have early numbers in their class.

Some improvement has been made in

the arrangements at Exeter, and there
will be a special breakfast at the garage,
which will . be in the liands of an ex-
perienced caterer.

To reach the new hill on the return
Journey, White Sheet, a detour will be
made from Bridport to Beaminster,
rejoining the course at . Dorchester.

Imports and Exports.
There is an increase of 50% in the

October imports compared with the re-

turns of the i^revious month, and a slight

increase against last year's figures. The
number of machines imported was 93.

1920. 1921. 1922.
Value of mtichines ... £15.046 £3,344 £3.622
Value of parts ... 11,360 2,253 2,709

£26,406 £5,597 £6,331

Exports 01 machines remain fairly con-

sistent with the comparatively low re-

turns of tills year, although last month
a slight decline was registered compared
with the September figures. The total

number of machines exported was 447,
compared with 2,333 in October, 1920.

1920. 1921. 1922.
Value of maoUnea £191,857 £35,034 £26,089
Value of parts ... 67,953 26,620 18,751

£259,810 £61.654 £44,840

DEMONSTRATION OF WEATHERPROOF SIDECARS. More than 70 motor cyclists

took parf^n a rally last week-end organised by the makers of the T.O.M. wind shield. The
party outside the White Lion, Cobham, where they were entertained to lunch by Sir Walter

and Lady Susan Townley.

Ci8

NEXT WEEK. ReproductJon of the

striking coloured cover of next week's (Show
Forecast) issue of

*' The Motor Cycle."

Thrills in the Fog.

Somebody has been complaining that
life nowadays lacks the excitement and
thrills of long ago. We suggest that they
try a tliirtymile night run on a motor
cycle over strange roads in a thick fog.

Humhers Introduce a Lightweight.
Yet another firm to introduce a light-,

weight model for next year is the
Humber Cycle Co., Ltd., which for the

last year or two has specialised on a 500'

c.c. flat twin, but rnade a very success-,

ful 350 c.c. V twin before the-war.
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CHEAP MOTORING
FOR BIG FAMILIES.
How the Sidecar will Accommodate

Large Parties; the Merits of Sde'by^

side and Tandem Seated Bodywork.

THE first things to seek when purchasing an outfit

to carry four, five, or six people are power and
room in the sidecar body.

A 550-600 CO. engine pulling a big load at good

speeds will consume almost as much petrol as one of

900-1,000 CO. under the same conditions. Nothing is

more irritating than to feel under-powered against a

strong headwind ; others beside men with big family

sidecars will agree with this.

At Least 800 c.c. Required.

The first step, therefore, in the selection of a suit-

able outfit is to plump for a model embodying an
engine of at least 800 c.c.

It can be safely said that all the big modern twin

engines and three-speed gear boxes will stand up to

any work to which they

can be subjected in reason.

The same can be said of the

rest of the machine if com-
mon sense be used, always
remembering that sidecar

connections and the frame
work will receive more
strain with a heavily-

loaded family sidecar than

one of normal size. Align-

ment, too, should be watched
closely,' otherwise the tyres

will receive abnormal wear,

especially the front one.

Opinions differ on the type
of body best suited to carry

three or four persons. Some
prefer the extra wide body,

such as was shown by the

Royal Ruby Co. at Olympia
last year. The majority,

however, appear to prefer a

tandem seater.

One such outfit which we
have seen is arranged with
the driver's wife and young-
est child occupying the back
seat of the sidecar, two other

children sitting side by side

in the front seat, while the

eldest is accommodated on
the pillion. This is probably

These two illustrations speak for

how easily big families are

An Enfield outfit, which usually carries a complement of six

passengers.

the best method of arranging such a party, and seems

preferable to making use of a dickey seat or fixing a

seat on the luggage grid in the manner adopted on
the A.J.S. The latter method, however, seems to be
preferred by the average small boy, who likes it better

than sitting in the sidecar—a small boy would, of
course, prefer such a place ; it is unorthodox, and he
can fidget to his heart's content, reach over to read

the speedometer, and eat apples and sweets.

Making the Children Comfortable.

The above-mentioned children, incidentally, are

rigged up with inexpensive leather helmets at 5s. 6d.

each. They do not wake up in the night crying with

earache in consequence of

the side draughts, which
sometimes whistle round
sidecar screens. On this

particular outfit, however,

the owner has also fixed

side-curtains on the off

side, reaching from the

front screen and extending

to the rear of the sidecar.

He was at great pains,

too, fixing the pillion rider

so that the child's legs were

not frozen ; this is a detail

forgotten by hundreds of

owners who seat young-

sters on the carrier.

Another vastly important

thing in connection with

pillion riding is often ig-

nored ; that is the spring-

ing of the seat itself. For
small children the springs

of a standard pillion seat

are usually much too strong,

and many youngsters com-

plain of internal pains after

a long ride simply in conse-

quence of this. Any pillion

seat maker will fit springs

to suit a particular weighl

if asked to do so.

In selecting a family out-
ihemselves, and show graphically

accommodated on a sidecar.
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Cheap Motoring £or Eig Families.

—

fit the question arises

of buying a machine
separately and fitting

a special sidecar, or

of going to a firm

which specialises in

double seater outfits.

One way is no
better than the other.

Possibly the com-
plete outfit would
be a better selling

proposition second-

hand, the enamelling

of the machine and
sidecar is usually

more uniform, and
the -attachments and
lugs in most cases

are built into the

frame of the ma-
chia«. But these

things do not completely outweigh the pleasure of pur-

chasing a separate sidecar possessing pa:rticular attrac-

jtians or advantages which the specialists in sidecars

know how to embody.
It can be taken for granted that one must motor

cheaply if five or six be the usual complement. There

is no cheaper motoring; in fact, there is no cheaper

travel at all unless it be by excursion train, and side-

car costs may even beat excursion, fares if a party

of six has to be accommodated.
Although rather paradoxical, the more mites one

" accomplishes, the cheaper motoring becomes. If one

can afford to buy the outfit in the first instance, pay
taxation, insurance, and garaging, then it becomes
parsimonious to begrudge the actual cost of running.

Yet, strangely enough, this is often what happens.

A Manchester reader

and his B.SA. on
which he carries his

wife and three children

comfortably.

Two families find that

this Henderson outfit

provides complete

transport facilities.

It is ridiculous not

to take the very full-

est advantage of a

vehicle that gives

zest to life and en-

ables one to appre-

ciate to a fuller ex-

tent this country of

ours.

The parsimonious

motorist may in an

average year cover

2,000 miles in this

manner.
Miles

Summer holidays 600
Say, 30 week-
ends and odd
days 1,400

2,000

Rough cost of petrol

oil, depreciation, garag-

_ ing, etc., 5d. per mile.

This averages slightly under Id. per mile per passenger.

Now if 8,000 miles a year were covered, the cost

would be well under |d. per mile per passenger.

Instead, "therefore, of making the sidecar run a

special treat, set out on every possible occasion.

In order to cut expenses to the minimum, all meals
should be of the al fresco variety ; hotels can be ignored

if one carries vacuum flasks and limcheon baskets.

Insurance against third party risks, fire, and theft

alone need be effected if the owner is a careful driver

(and all family men should be).

Naturally, a heavily-laden machine must be kept in

good condition ; covers, inner tubes, and chains must
all be watched to guard against a sudden failure which,
when away from headquarters, would incur an hotel

bill for six people.

Exemplifying the social spirit which appears to be more
common amongst owners of sidecar outfits than with
any other class of motorist, if evidence on the row! is

any criterion
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By HAROLD J. POOLE, B.Sc. (London), A.I.C., F.C.S.

IT
is very easy I to some people to pour petrol into a
tank and hear it end up at the exhaust and to

leave the matter at that.

By most, however, a little knowledge is desired as

to what happens in between and why, and it is for

these that the following description has been written,

to throw some light on the business with the

aid of recent research on similar problems in other

fields.

Carburation.

Since all motor cycle carburetters are now of the

jet type, we will confine our attention to this kind
only. The mechanical principles involved in this

apparatus are so well known that elaboration is un-

necessary, but a little illumination on the inner mys-
teries of vaporisation might not be unwelcome.

It must be borne in mind that no carburetter can
supply an indefinite amount of vapour immediately at

Fig. 1.

the jet; it simply produces a more or less fine spray
which may or may not change into vapour subsequently,

according to the conditions of temperature and velocity.

Now, since it is the vapour that is needed for ignition,

the efficiency of a carburetter will depend on the com-
pleteness with which the atomised charge is vaporised

in a normal engine.

Vaporising the Fuel.

The main factors governing the evaporation of the

fuel will be seen from the foUowing conditions :

—

(fl) The fineness of the spray increases with the velo-

city of the gas past the jet.

\b) The rate of evaporation of the fuel is dependent
on : the surface exposed by a given volume of the

liquid in the spray state, the vapour pressure of the

fuel, and the temperature of the air.

This last condition is even more complex still on
inspection, because the temperature of the air varies

from moment to moment ; it is lowered proportionally

to the amount of evaporation going on at any point; it

is raised by the work done on it during compression

and by the hot cylinder walls. The vapour pressure

of the fuel depends also on the temperature of the

drops and, to a smaller extent, on their size.

All these factors have to be brought into play in a
very short space of time, viz., the time of one revolu-

tion of the engine, and it would seem that a speed limit

woul4 be imposed from the nature of things. We have
seen, however, that the fineness of the spray increases

with the air speed over the jet, so that the matter is to

some extent automatically compensated, since a fine

spray evaporates more quickly than a coarse one. But
the two do not go in strict proportion, and it is con-

ceivable that the flattening of the power curve of many
engines at high speed is due as much to the slow in-

flammation of unevaporated spray as to air resistance.

At any rate, it is, as will appear later, the only tenable

explanation of " popping in the carburetter."

Effect of Humidity.

It is often stated that the presence of much water-

vapour in the air induces better running, and it seems
a fitting place

here and now to

discuss this effect

and to clear up
prevalent ideas

concerning it.

In the first

place, no more
than a trace of

moisture is neces-

sary to catalyse

the combination

of petrol vapour

and oxygen;
secondly, an ex-

cessive amount is

detrimental a s

vapour, because

it is occupying

space that might
have been filled

with air.

STRENGTH FOR COMPLETE
COMBUSTION
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From Carburetter to Exhaust.

—

Where it is undoubtedly beneficial is

when it is present in a cold atmosphere,

as mist, and lowers the explosion tempera-

ture by its latent heat of evaporation, and

at the same time tends to straighten the i

expansion line of the indicator diagram.
J

On theoretical grounds, at any rate,

the use of " humidifiers " of the type velocity

where a coarse spray is sucked into flame
the engine is strongly advised.

Igniting the Charge.

A very great deal of valuable work has

been done in recent years on the ignition

and explosion of inflammable gases, and
while, m the main, this work has been de-

voted to problems connected with the safe'ty

of coal mines, yet there is much in it that

is directly applicable to internal-combustion

engines.

Since all motor cycle engines are electrically ignited,

we will consider this in. some detail. If the spark

from an induction coil or a magneto be photographed

on a rapidly revolving film, go that the picture is drawn
out into a strip, we get in general an appearance such

as is illustrated in fig. i on the previous page.

The explanation of this is that the first part of the

discharge is rapidly vibratory, and resembles the

discharge of a Leyden jar, while the last part is con-

tinuous, and resembles the " break-flash " or arc

which occurs when a wire carrying a current is broken.

The first part is known as the " capacity component,"
and the last as the " inductance component " of the

• spark. It has been very definitely shown that the

portion of the spark responsible for igniting the mixture

is the capacity component, and that the inductance

component is largely inoperative. This is probably

due to the much greater time-concentration of energy

which occurs in this part of the discharge.

The Explosion.

It is in relation to the actual combustion that the

most interesting research has been done. It has been

shown, first of all, that the ignition of an inflammable

gaseous mixture at atmospheric pressure is followed

by three phases of transmission ; first, a relatively slow

uniform fnovement at about one foot per second, which
gradually develops into a vibratory motion, which in

• turn develops into a detonation wave travelling at

various speeds up to the velocity of sound. The work
in question was carried out in connection with mining
problems, and the question of compression naturally

did not arise. It would seem safe to assume, how-
ever, that at the higher pressures utilised in internal

combustion engines the same sequence of events would
obtain, but that the speeds would probably follow a
" square " law of pressure (except the detonation

wave, of course).

The reasons for the existence of three phases are

fairly simple. On ignition the - gas round the plug
points bums, and so raises the temperature of the

surrounding layer of gas to its ignition temperature,

and so on, so that there Is a gradual inflammation

•preadifflg away from the igniting point at a speed

c 24
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largely determined by the thermal

conductivity of the gas. This cannot

proceed very far before the cylinder

walls are reached, and a certain amount

of " bounce " is imparted to the gas,

causing a vibratory ' motion. As this

vibratory motion becomes stronger and

stronger turbulence sets in, and the

molecules of the gas are jumbled to-

gether with such force as to cause

what I will loosely call " frictional

ignition," which proceeds with veloci-

ties up to that of sound.

From this it will be seen that the

real reason for advancing the spark

considerably past top dead centre is to

enable the slowest part of the ignition

to be effected before the piston reaches

the top of its stroke. It will be ap-

parent also that, from the point of view .

of obtaining a fast-running engine, there should be a

certain amount of turbulence in the cylinder, so that

the " uniform movement " is reduced to a mmimum.

Mixture Strength and Ignition.

All strengths of mixtures are not ignited with equal

facility by an electric spark. The general rule so far

observed is that the most easily ignited mixture is

that in which the combustible gas is just completely

burnt without any excess of air.

The manner in which the two vary together is shown

in the curve, fig. 2, where the minimum strength of

the capacity component of the spark is plotted against

the mixture strength that it just ignites. The lowest

point on the curve is near the theoretical mixture to

obtain complete combustion. It will be seen that both

very weak mixtures and very rich ones are equally
^

difficult to ignite.

It^has been shown how complex are the phenomena

of ignition and inflammation, and it will be readily

realised that the variations of the latter with changing

mixture strengths are more complicated still. A
typical case is illustrated in the curves in fig. 3,

where the rates of the three phases are co-ordinated

with the mixture strength.
•

The fastest rate, it will be seen, is obtained with a

mixture somewhat richer than that which gives_ the

greatest thermal efficiency. The reason for this is

that the oxygen of the air is very much diluted with

nitrogen. In an atmosphere of pure oxygen the

highest rate would be obtained with the " correct

mixture. The inference to be drawn from this is, of

course, that^for very high engine speeds the carburetter

should be set to give a richer mixture than for normal

work.

SPECIAL SHOW NUMBERS.

Next Thursday, Nov. 23rd.

Nov. 30th.

FORECAST AND GUIDE.

The Show Report.
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The hdito aoes noi hold himself responsible for the opinion of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

SCRAP THE LOT !

Sir,—I suggest that every motor cyclist visiting Olympia
and seeing a motor cycle with a front rim horseshoe type
brake, lay his hand on it and say to the salesman, "Scrap
it!" C.T.P.
Birmingham.

ACCIDENTAL TUNING.
Sir,—It is a pity " Bemsist " keeps the secret of his

magic touch; perhaps he had a hand in tuning " Zenooth's "

'bus?
I once added 15 m.p.h. to a 1911 Rover by a very simple

alteration, but I give my secret to all and sundry for what
it is worth.
Whilst decarbonising I accidentally knocked a piece off

the skirt of the piston as large as. a penny (with a King
Dick!). As it was a sturdy piston, I assembled the engine
with it in this condition and found it not worse, but many
miles an hour better, and the old handle-bar vibration miss-
ing. I had accidentally perfectly balanced the old engine.
At some speed trials I astounded even myself by doing

the flying ^ mile in 20| sees.' with a 5 to 1 gear. Somewhere
about 58 m.p.h. and a good 3,000 r.p.m. I trust none of

_
" Ixion's " pet novices will adopt this as a tuning hint,

but will give then a good tip. Fit a 28in. wheel speedo-
meter on a 25in. wheel machine and it sends the speed up
nicely. That's how my Squirrel does 72 m.p.h.

Liss. "BEMOOTH."

MINIATURE SPARKING PLUGS.
Sir,—In your October 25th issue of T7te Motor Cyde I

see a paragraph about miniature plugs. I may say I have
had two Bosch plugs of this type since long before the
war was over—and was offered, not once, but many a time,

10s. each for them. But I would not part.

T. WALKER.

BALLACHULISH FERRY.
Sir,—With reference to *Ir. E. JI. Wright's article in

The Motor Cycle of the 2nd inst., I travelled on the roads
he mentions several times during the early weeks of October.
The distance from the north to the south side of the ferry

is 25 miles, so that the detour is a considerable one, and
is not worth while for cars, as the road on the north side is

extremely narrow and steep.

I think the expense of making a feasible motor road from
Fort William to Kinlochleven would be enormous.
On the whole, I fancy unless a bridge is constructed

across the very narrow part of Loch Leven, the terry will

function for many a, year to come. At the same time, chars-
»-bancs did go round the existing road this summer.

DUNSTAN READ.

RACE TRACKS OF LIMITED USE.

Sir,
—

" Nortical " strikes a dismal note in his letter re-

specting the new race track at Derby. I believe the first

consideration for building the track was the very commend-
able one of finding work for the unemployed. One of Not-
tingham's unemployment schemes is to make the river Trent

navigable to the sea. Consideration for the ratepayer pre-
vents the scheme being developed to allow tor the passage
of ocean liners. Most of the unemployment schemes fall

short of the ideal for the same reason. If, as " Nortical
"

suggests, the only likely users of the track will be private
owners, using sports models, surely ihis in itself should
justify the building of it. I can assure " Nortical " that
private owners are becoming " fed up " at padding com-
petitions for the benefit of riders using freak machmes, the
makers of which immediately announce their success over so-

and-so many starters. The use of freak machines is always
denied, but we have it on the authority of the editor of a

technical journal that the efficient life of a sprint engine
on full throttle would probably be well under 100 miles.

This fact cannot be too widely advertised.
I cannot agree with " Nortical " that the Derby track

will provide only a third-rate show In Clipstone Drive,
Notts., we have one of the fastest straight stretches in the
kingdom, and upon which on two occasions this year the
flying half-mile has been covered under 18 sees. To the keen
enthusiasts the performances were thrilling, but to the bulk
of the 4.000 spectators, bored stiff by a repetition of single

runs against the watch for hours on end, the brilliant per-

formances were not appreciated. For this reason I consider

that the Derby track, even allowing for slower times but
enabling the spectators to " spot the winners," will prove
a thorough success. J. SIMMONDS,

President, East Midland Centre A.C.TJ.

T.T. SPEEDS ON THE ROAD?
Sir,—I thank all my incredulous critics for their gentle-

manly remarks.
Banstead.

ZENOOTH.

Sir,—Being a rider of a 249 c.c. sports Velocette, it would
be foolish oT me to claim high maximunr and average
speeds ; I have to be content with 45-50 m.p.h. and 27-32

m.p.h. respectively.

However, recently on a journey of 120 miles I passed
fifteen machines up to 1,000 c.c. and was passed by only

two myself, one being of 988 c.c. and the other 349 c.c.

My average was 39 m.p.h., and it is only natural that I

should wonder where these speedmen, such as " Zenooth,"
take their daily jaunts; I have never met them.

" A. H. HAWES.

Sir,—r" Zenooth " seems to have roused a hornet's nest of

doubters around his head regarding his average speeds. In
consequence I feel obliged to champion the cause of the

oppressed, and express the view that his speeds are quite

within the grounds of possibility.

On several occasions I have covered the distance from
Newcastle to Edinburgh {via Berwick, 120 miles) in three

hours, i.e., 40 m.p.h. on a 500 c.c. N.U.T. (touring) laden

with various impedimenta in the form of Tan-Sad, suit case,

and box, etc.

On one occasion I did 80 miles at an average speed of

45 m.p.h., allowing for a compulsory interview with the

police, and ended up in the ditch with a large hole in the
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back tyre, since when I liii\-e restricted myself to more

careful driving.

Another "average" may interest your readers.^ I set

out from the Lake district" to Newcastle, accompanied by a

friend mounted on a prehistoric two-stroke, which fell to

pieces on the least provocation. Being one of the diehard

brigade, he steadily refused to be towed, or adopt any^ other

means of locomotion.' The journey (90 miles) occupied 27

hours—averai'e 3.3 m.p.h. Is this a record?

E. STANLEY ROBINSON.

Sir,—I think we must congratulate " Zenooth " on his

marvellous imagination, if only because he draws forth such

an excellent example of humour. I confess I looked

forward to The Motor Cycla of November 2nd because I

knew he would get it in the neck. I rather fancy he was

DuUino- our legs. If not. then he deserved more than he got.

Preston. '20 MILE AVERAGER.

Sir,—I think that it is quite possible that " Zenooth
"

averaged nearly 50 m.p.h. from Bai'net to Cambridge. In

!,-prte of its improbability, I make this statement for three

leasons. „ t i_

Firstly, I know "Zenooth" personally; secondly, 1 have

ridden the Zenith in question myself; and thirdly, I Have

several times ridden pillion on it with " Zenooth " driving.

The Zenith was a standard twin sports model, but I can

definitely say that I think it was considerably faster than

most other machines of similar make and type. Anyway,

in the days of its youth it did well over 70 m.p.h., reckoned

both by Bonniksen and by timing by four people.

Epsom. H- "3^-'-

Sir,—If " Zenooth " happens to be the rider I saw pass

the " Red Lion," Hatfield, at about 40 m.p.h. a few months

ago, I quite believe his statements to be true, provided the

machine is capable of over 65 m.p.h. on the level.

I cannot quite agree with "Bunseam," as I would rather

meet a rider Uke ' Zenooth " than some of the week-end,

summer riders who potter about and need to think twice in

an emergency. C. B. BICKELL.

TOOL KITS ON SPORTING MACHINES.

Sir,—"Ixion," being privileged, airs a grievance via his

"Occasional Comments" anent the paucity of tools m the

oue-tool-bag machine, and, lest such stinginess embitter The

Motor Cycle's readers against all machines fitted with one

tool bag only, I dash to protect the makers of the long-stroke

Sunbeam from any such animadversion, and append a list of

the tools contained in their scjlitary tool box :

—

1 Lucas girder spanner. JIagneto sprocket withdrawal

3 ring spanners. r*^*^''.
Set hoK spanners and tommy Tuagneto spanner.

bar 3 tyre levers.

piig]-g Spare carburetter jets.

Screwdriver 1 oj^en-ended set spanner.

Chain adjusting spanner. 1 gudgeon removal tool.

Valve cap and e-\haust pipe A grease gun.

spanner.

The spanners really fit all the nuts on the machine, and

the only necessary additions are a thin set spanner for the

tappets and a chain ri'set extractor. Customary disclaimer.

A. G. WILLIAJIS.

BORN 1896!

One of the original Pennington motors buih

b 1896. for the patents of which no less

than £80,000 was paid.

THE ETHICS OF HANGING-ON.
Sir,—Oh ! Benedict, why damn a perfect case in ethics

with scientific inexactitudes ? Sure, tractive resistance is

expressed as so many pounds per ton, but it is not over-

come so easily. You take on one of the unemployed to

"push up against the wall" of the garage for a day, and

if he hasn't moved it—never mind his feelings—give him
nothing at the end of it, because he won't have done any

tvork. You'll will the resulting case at the local court.

Work is quite another thing to force, and is only done when
the point of application of the latter is moved ;

energy is

the capacity for performing this feat, and power the rate

at jvhich you perform it. The rest follows as easy as

you please.

The tractive force acting against your cyclist persecutor

is a constant right enough, but double his speed—then the

rate at which he overcomes this is doubled, his energy

output is doubled, and so is the power he is called upon

to expend, and "the guts" of a cyclist (or a motor or

an earwig) is judged by the magnitude of this power and

its stamina, by the length of time for which it can keep

it up. SCHNAPS.
Schiedam.

CASTROL OIL FOR TOURING.

Sir,—What effect has Castrol oil on bearings, piston,

cylinder, etc., when the machine is used for touring? I.

have recently started to use Castrol "R" in a 349 c.c. A.J.S.

which is used fbr'fast touring and the running results seem

to be very good, but several people have warned me that I

might expect trouble with the working parts of my engine

by using this oil for fast touring. A. H.

We submitt-ed this letter to the makers of the oii^ in

question, Messrs. C. 0. Wakefield and Co., Ltd., who have

replied as follows:—
" If fast touring consists of tearing along the road all-

out, there is very little doubt that Castrol ' R ' is the

safest oil to use on this particular engine. In so domg,

however, we express a pious hope that the oil will

not be pumped into the engine at the same rate as the

engine is travelling. One takes it that if a rider can-

blind along all-out without spoiling his engine he

knows when it requires oil, and does not give it any

until it requires it. With Castrol ' R,' 'limit the feed

and eliminate the carbon.' With Castrol ' C ' a bigger

feed can be given, but with ' R ' it is better . to limit

the feed because it will lubricate better with a little

than with a lot.

"C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO., LTD.,
" E. A. Evans, Chemist."

THREE-WHEELERS IN THE SIDECAR T.T.

Sir,—With a few exceptions, it was rather significant that

the replies to the query with reference to the inclusion of

the three-wheeler in the sidecar T.T. shoidd have been i

abruptly in the negative, and as this was followed by no .

attempt to explain' why, it seems to leave the impression

that it is either too formidable an opponent, or that its

roadworthiness in sucti an event would be a source of danger.

It cannot be said that this class of vehicle has ever

shirked competing on equal terms with the sidecar, and I

the English Six Days Trials have proved conclusively that I

it can hold its own both lor speed and reliability against i

all comers in such e\eiits, and as regards baulking and its

attending dangers, I do not think the three-wlieeler has •

been the chief offender in this respect.

Undoubtedly in such a race and such a course as the

I.O.M. circuit, cornering would call for careful and skiUm

driving, but where the element of danger is concerned, I I

would much prefer being the passenger in a three-wheeler

than in a sidecar.
.

This brings us down to the subject of the aims ot sucH

events. If purely to supply the public's lust for sensation,

why not make it so by every means possible, but _if the (

objective is to supplv data "to improve the breed, then r

let it be the means of showing up the advantage and dis-

advantages of the types.
.., t. ij J

Although speed would be the deciding factor, it should c

be borne in mind that where this is obtained at the expense
|

of the passenger and regardless of the exposure to which t

B 3-)
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he is subjected, some limitations in this respect would be
necessary, otherwise sidecars similar to those we see at speed

and hill-climbing events would be included.

As regards the limitations of capacity, the big twiji will

always hold its own in point of favour regardless of the

question of economy where speed, comfort, and reliability

are the aims, and I feel confident that much disappoint-

ment would be felt if this type of vehicle is left out of a

class in which it has so ably maintained its reputation.

W. A. CARR.

Sir,—It is a well-known fact 'that on Brooklands Track
three-wheeled cycle cars are unsafe owing to the way they
swerve about, and as the track is 100 feet wide, I need
hardly pass any comments on what is likely to happen if

these cars are included in ar race for sidecars on the narrow
and winding roads of the Isle of Man.

D. R. O'DONOVAN.

Sir,—Thinking motor cyclists will do well to follow care-

fully and note the opinions of the more prominent person-

alities in tlie trade on the sidecar T.T. ; the only to be
expected divergence of expert opinion on the question of

admitting the three-wheeled cycle cars could not be other

than highly insti'uctive. At the same time, the broader
view taken by Mr. F. W. Giles (A.J.S.) and Mr. F. W.
Barnes (Zenith) will go farther- favourably to impress and
give confidence to all of the unbiassed motor cycling public,

and the great unplunged—a public more concerned with
obtaining a high standard of comfort and service at a
comparatively low cost than upholdinga tribal fetish, whether
it be sidecar or cycle car.

Such personalities as Mr. Giles, who does not fear, come
what may, for the reputation of the progressive A.J.S. , and
highly successful inventive engineers like Mr. Barnes, whose
eye is ever watchful for the slightest movement on the

horizon of progress, mean much in the life of the everyday
motor cyclist. For it is certain that if the race be not
crabbed by the hidebound at the outset, and the A.C.U.
attune its ear to the faint, though consistent, murmur of

the multitude, there is much to be learned. And it is also

most likely that whatever the motor cyclist of 1924 may have
the good fortune to find himself on {or in), his thanks will

be turned to one or other of those firms that had given

the best hitherto. EX. D.R.
Bournemouth.

AUTOMATIC SIGNALLING.
Sir,—As a motor cyclist, and also an engineer, who has

made a study of automatic railjvay signalling for several

years, I cannot seei how you arrive at the conclusion that

automatic signalling has only met with limited success on
railways. There are several thousands of miles of railways

in the U.S.A. and Canada equipped with automatic signals,

also there is a law in several States in the U.S.A. compelling
the railways to install these signals

I might also point out that it has been found to date
that it is impossible to install automatic signals where two
railways cross one another. Interlocking plants are used
at these points, which are manually operated, but probably
electrically locked. C. D. BROADBENT.

STILL LESS EASY PAYMENTS.
Sir,—Referring to " Zenith's " letter on the subject of easy

payments (for pedal cycles), I suggest that he check the
figures of his example.
My rough figures are :—Gash price, £13 9s. 6d. Deposit,

£1 7s. 5d. ; 12 payments (monthly), £1 7s. 5d. ; total pay-
ments £17 16s. 5d.

This means that £4 6s. lid. interest is paid on a loan of

r £12 2s. Id. \If the principal were constant the interest would
. be about 36 per cent, as stated by " Zenith," but as the
principal is diminished by £1 7s. 5d. per month the rate

of intereet is really about 86 per cent. " PENMAN."
^ Dumfries.

ORGANISATION OF AN OPEN TRIAL.

Sir,—As a trade entrant in the Cheshire Centre A.C.U.
Open Trial, I should like to endorse the remarks of your

Ij,,
correspondent Mr. H. A. Leach about the organisation of

Sir,—I feel I cannot help but endorse the remarks of your
correspondent, Mr. H. A. Leach, about the organisation of

the Cheshire Centre Open Trial.

The sooner the A.C.U. wakes up to some of these
organisers of open trials the better. When one sees the
Reliance Cup Trial, run by the Liverpool club, which has
been an open event for years, run as a closed event, and
then sees the Cheshire Centre Open Trial, one comes to the
obvious conclusion that the governing body is neglecting

its job. . ADSUM.
Birkenhead.

COMPOSITION OF CARBON DEPOSIT.
Sir,—The article by Mr. G. Middleton dealing with the

composition of engine " coke " is interesting.

May not a fair proportion of the iron have come in thi'ough

the carburetter also, since road dust would consist mainly
of an iron-contaminated silica?

It would be interesting to perform a similar analysis of the

carbon deposit from an aluminium alloy piston, etc. This
might give an idea of the wear of some of the " hotstuff

"

engmes. INTERESTED.
Essex.

60 M.P.H. 350 c.c. MACHINES.
Sir,—I read with interest the letter from your corre-

spondent, Mr. G. Rosekelly, on " The Charm of the 1,000 c.c.

Solo, Mount," but feel I must voice a protest against the
belittling of the 350 c.c. bus.

I own a 1922 350 c.c. side valve single and feel quite sure
that its standard of performance is not only " up to the

performance of even an old 500 c.c," but superior to many
modern 500 c.c. mounts, and there are many "350's " that

can equal it.

A " standard " machine in all respects, I find it comfort-

able, clean, neat, and as far as speed goes I think it does all

an ordinary rider requires, i.e., 60 m.p.h.
If " even an old 500 c.c. single " (standard) has a higher

standard of performance than many " 550's " I have in mind
I shall feel inclined to eschew all matters motor cycling and
subscribe to Fur and Feather or Weldon'g Home Journal
It's safer! KUEUMBA.
Northumberland.

EYE PROTECTION FOR THE SPECTACLED RIDER.

Sir,—It may interest some of your readers to know that,

after having tried several makes and methods, we have quite

satisfied a number of our customers by supplying them with
the Willson goggles, style Al, fitted with their lenses.

The advantages are, that the correct centres can be got,

a stock lens can be used (they will just take a 47 mm. lens,

which is the largest stock lens made), the cost, in conse-

quence, is not too great, and lastly, the metal case they fit

is very compact. Usual disclaimer.

J. PEARCE & CO.

nnnpnnnDnnnpnnnaDnanDnnnnannD
n Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, a
n Issued in coajunction with The Motor Cycle. D
° " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." ^n The standard handbook of the motor cycle. D

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. Q
D " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." Q
n Second Edition. Just Published. r-i

_ Price net, 2/6. By post, tig. j-.

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

[this event. JOHN W. MOXON.

[d Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. [d

5 " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." ^
LJ Fifth Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

CI '• MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." CI

O By " IxiON," of The Motor Cycle. Q
Q Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3.
r-i Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. q" " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. Q
|d Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, Q
l-l London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. nD Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and !=

Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. '-'

n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. CI

p. With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/zo. D
Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., CI

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers Q
and Railway Bookstalls. Q
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REVERSING BRAKING PRACTICE.
Fixed Metal Shoe and Revolving Friction Element for Brakes.

Cycle Research Association.

Patent Granted to Motor

ABADICAL alteration in motor cycle

brake design has recently been
patented which may have consider-

able bearing on future productions.

This new brake takes the form of a belt

rim brake with the materials of its prin-

cipal members reversed, that is to say,

that in place of the dummy belt rim a

Fibrax drum is employed and is clipped

to the wheel spokes; this drum is V-
shapec' in section near its periphery, the

V engaging in, a correspondingly shaped
metal brake-shoe.

To Decrease Wear.
3*erhaps the chief advantage of this

arrangement lies in the fact that the large

surface of friction material exposed to the
air prevents over-heating an;d consequent
glazing, while the actual area available

for braking purposes can, of course, be
made the same as with the normal type
of brake. In addition, the full diameter
drum is natm'ally less subject to wear
than a comparatively short shoe lining of

the same fabric. The efficacy of this

brake is beyond doubt, and we have had
an opportunity of testing it in action on a

490 c.c. Norton sidecar and of making
some comparatively severe tests.

An experimental brake with a metal bock
engaging a fibre drum.

Even when travelling at high speeds the
machine can be pulled up quickly but
smoothly witliout any symptoms of harsh-

ness or heating of the block. It is, how.
ever, on long hills that the new system
shows to its greatest advantage, for it is

claimed that there is no perceptible de-

crease in efficiency, however long the

descent.

Our photograph shows the arrangement
of the experimental brake, which can, of

course, be applied to either front or rear

wheels. Although neat in appearance
even at this early stage, both drum and

shoe will be improved in this respect

without impairing the efficiency of the

brake.

The brake is the patent of the Motor
Cycle and Cycle Car Research Associa-

tion, by which body it has been exten-

sively tested.

This device.- is the first practical evi-

dence of the activities of the Research

Association, which promises to be of grfeat

assistance to its members, among whom
are many of the bes1>knowii motor cycle

manufacturers.
Presumably inventions patented by the

Association will be available under licence

to all its members.

SIMPLE FRAME SPRINGING.
Re-designed Warner Device for Front or Rear Suspension.

OPERATING on the parallel ruler

principle, a simple spring frame
has been devised, and will be mar-

keted in the near future, under the name
Warner.

In essentials the frame is not new, since

it has been produced previously in the
form of an attachment for existing ma-
chines. Some difficulty was found in the
earlj' stages in making the attachment in

any way universal, and, though quite a

number of conversions have been in use
with every satisfaction, it was decided

to redesign the frame so that it might
be fitted to almost any machine.

In its latest form both the complete
frame and forks, working on a similar

principle, are manufactured. The wheels
are carried by separate girders linked to

the main forks at top an,d bottom. A

compression spring is employed to absorb
the shocks, and the amount of compres-
sion is variable, to suit the weight of the
rider, by means of a simple adjustment.
In addition to this, the
links are carefully de-

signed in order to ex-

clude dust, and lubri-

cators are fitted wherever
necessary.

The carrier also is

hinged at the front end
and sprung on coil

springs at the rear,

though the rear mud-
guard may be rigidly at-

tached to the frame
members at all necessary
points of support. Both

be obtained as separate units if desired,

the address of the manufacturers being

the Vowels Engineering Co., 237a, Cor-

poration Buildings, Foleshill, Coventry.

j,„ „. „„^.,j,„... nk action for front and rear forks springing is employed

forks and rear frame may in the WarWr springing, which can be adapted to existing frames.
Paralle

FOUR-STROKE VINDEC LIGHTWEIGHT. -

CONSIDERING^ that the Vindec
motor cycle is marketed by the
well-known firm of Brown Bros., it

is not so well known to the present-day
motor cyclist as it deserves to be.

While not departing a great deal from
conventional lines, the 1923 lightweight

model has a vei-y distinctive appearance,

as visitors to the forthcoming Olympia
Show will appreciate. Its engine is a

J.A.P. of 292 c.c, the bore and stroke

being 70 and 76 mm. respectively, and
is accommodated in a neat frame having
a sloping top tube. The equipment in-

cludes an Amac carburetter, M-L mag-

neto, Druid forks, Sturmey two- or three-

speed gear box, and 25x2Jin. Dunlop
tyres.

Large aluminium footboards turned up

at the front ends and exceptionally wide

mudguards are fitted.

NEXT THURSDAY ! " THE MOTOR CYCLE " FORECAST AND
OLYMPIA SHOW.

GUIDE TO THE
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for pubhcation or not must be accompanied by a lid, stamped addressed envelope lor reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " iii the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangenaent with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, j-eaders of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department "of that organisation. Quenes should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a i.|d. stamp), and 'wiU be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality

NJSW VALVE SPRINGS.
The mileage of my machine is

about 4,500. Should you think
new valve springs are necessary ?

The engine has done about 1,000

miles since last being decar-

bonised.—E. S.B.
Although the running would probably be
improved by new valve springs, they
should not be necessary unless those now
in use show distinct signs of having been
overheated.

USE OF PROFESSIONAL NAME.
Am I in order in having my ,

^n driving licence in my profes-

^ sional name, which I have now
—J used for two years ? It is not

legally my real name, but I have
a banking account in it.—N.B.

A driving licence should be in the appli-

cant's correct name, and not in his pro-

fessional or trade name. A driving

licence is essentially a personal matter,

and anyone who drives, for example, on
behalf of a firm or company would have
his own licence to drive, in his own
name, although possibly the firm might
pay for it. The form requires that the

applicant's full name must be given, and
this means his real name, and not an

assumed or trade name.

NOTIFYING CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP.
Ten days after purchasing a

1^1 second-hand machine I was sum-
^ moned for not having notified the
-SJ registration authority of the

change of ownership before using
the machine ; it was registered for the

year, and everything else was in order,

and the summons was issued after my
" "own admission that I did not notify

the registration authority till five days
after purchase. Rule eight on the regis-

tration book does not state when the
. purchaser need notify the registration
authority ; moreover, there is no penalty
mentioned for omitting to do so, though
it specifically warns the seller of such
penalty. Is there any ruling on this

point? I should be extremely glad if

you would give me your opinion, as I

cannot see any justice in being fined
for one's own honesty. Even now I
have not had the registration card
sent, and it is two weeks since the
purchase.—H.R.L.
The regulation dealing with the regis-

tration of motor cycles states that on a

jniportant Dates.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd—
Olytnpia Motor Cycle Show.

Tues.,
27th-

Dec. 26th, and Wed., Dec.
-M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat., Jan. 13th, to Wed., Jan. 24th
(1923)—The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 26th, to Sat., Feb. 3rd
(1923)—Scottish Motor «how.

owner shall give particulars of such
change to the authorities. If the old

owner gave notice cancelling the registra-

tion and the new owner did not imme-
diately apply to have it continued, the
registration would be cancelled altogether.

The regulation also states that notice of

such change may be given before the
change is actually completed, to take
effect from that date. If these regulations

are not complied with the registration is

void. After you had purchased the
machine you should have at once applied
to have the existing registration con-
tinued. If you did not do so you are

"THE AUTOCAR" THE
COMPLETE JOURNAL.

Every phase of automobilism is em-
braced by " The Autocar,' the sister

journal of "The Motor Cycle."

Light, medium and large cars are

adequately covered in its pages. No
artificial division of light cars from other

types is attempted, or, indeed, is neces-

sary, since the principles of design are

identical and the interest of users,

whether concerning questions of upkeep,

taxation, roads, service or future develop-

ment, are undivided and common to all.

Thus, " The Autocar
"—the pioneer

and the largest of all motor joumls—
forms the only complete record of the

automobile movement, by embracing

the interests of motorists in general.

EVEBY FRIDAY FOOBPENCE.

change of ownership, either the old or new ! quite clear

liable to be fined, unless the vendor did
it. No time is mentioned, and it is a

question for the justice whether five days
delay is reasonable or unreasonable.

SPEEDING UP A FLAT TWIN.
Wishing to tune my 348 c.c.

^1 Douglas for speed, do you think
> that aluminium pistons and
-IJ drilled connecting rods would

effect an improvement? If so,

would it be necessary to re-balance the
engine ? The carburetter is an Amac.
Could I obtain special parts for it,

and do you think that the machine
would stand a higher gear than that
at present fitted, i.e., top Si to 1, low

8i to 1 ?—J.R.
Tuning for speed is a matter for con-
tinual experiment and test, and although
use of aluminium pistons and drilled con-

necting rods, special cams, etc., is

generally made by speed men, it does
not follow that you will get the results

j'ou desire without a vast number of ex-

jjeriments, some of which may be far

from successful. With a flat twin it

might not be necessary to re-talance

after fitting lighter pistons and connect-

ing rods, especially ' if the variation in

weight from the standard fittings is not
very great. You should fit the biggest

jet possible in the carburetter, and obtain

a speed model cam from the makers of

the engine ; also gear up as high as

possible, experimenting with different

ratios ; time the spark, again by experi^
ment, to the maximum advance possible.

STARVED ENGINE.

My engine runs perfectly up
to 25 m.p.h., but over that, or

if I come to a small hill, it mis-

fires and will not pull, but it

goes better as soon as I close the

throttle a shade. If I have anyone
on the pillion seat it is much worse.

The machine is a 1916 349 c.c. A.J.S.,

and everything seems to be in good
condition ; compression is good.—A.W.

Judging from the description you give,

which is not very detailed, we should be

inclined to recommend a thorough over-

haul of the engine. The symptoms in-

dicate also a restriction to the fuel

supply, either at the jet (which may b€

too small) or in the delivery system.

See that the petrol pipe, tap, and car

buretter, and any gauzes or filters, are
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
B(^aders' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.VA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests

for experiences should be accompanied by

a stamp.
" G.F.L." (Surbiton).—Parngon folding

sidecar : safety and detachabilityj

"A.B." (King's Lynn).—Enfield twin,

1919 model : suitable lubricant.

"J.W.R." (Edinburgh). —998 c.c.

Indian, 1914 single gear and clutch
model : suitable economical carburetter,
speed, tuning hints.

"A.B." (Shipley).—225 c.c. Koyal En-
field : reliability as an all-weather mount,
controllability.

"D.S." (Barton-on-Humber).—750 c.c.

1919 Rudge Multi : ease of cornering,
tendency to knock, magneto adjustment.
"H.M. 2765" (Forest Gate).—292 c.c.

AUon : speed, consumption, steering.

"L.W.B." (Croydon).—348 c.c. Douglas,
1921 three-speed : Amac carburetter, care
of gears.

"P.A." (Brigg).—Garden, 1921 model :

cleanliness, tyre wear.
"H.R." (Hulme).—348 c.c. Douglas,

1915 model : tuning hints and suitable
carburetter (other than Amac) for speed.

"H.J.B." (Tottenham). — 596 c.c.

Indian Scout and 500 cc. N.U.T. : per-

formance with sidecar.

"A.S.P." (Wilts.).—Binks three-jet

carburetter on 976 c.c. Bat sidecar : slow

running ; acceleration ; consumption.
" A.W. " (Birmingham).—Extra air tap

to prevent four-stroking on two-stroke
machine.
" "G.P." (Wimbledon Park).—998 c.c.

Harley-Davidson, electric model : me-
chanical and driving hints.

"J.V.S." (Newcastle-on-Tyne). —349
s.c. sports A.j.S.
"L.L." (Brondesbury).—Johnson's car-

bon remover.
"F.H." (York).—633 c.c. Norton sc,

698 c.c. Raleigh sc, 799 c.c. A.J.S. sc,
654 c.c. Quadrant sc, 598 c.c. Beardmore-
Precision : performance in hilly district

with "three up" (30 st.) ; suitable car-

buretter.

"S.S." (Cambridge).—486 cc. Scott

Squirrel : speed hints ; most suitable

plugs.

British Single's Success in Canada.
A well-known Canadian rider, Geo.

Orange, captured the five miles open
amateur championship recently at Ontario
on a 499 cc. Triumph.

Gear Box EflSciency.
On the occ^^sion of his recent success-

ful record -smashing attempts, H. Le Vack
used a Sturmey-Archer gear box on his
998 c.c. Zenith-Jap.

Speed Trials Amendment.
We are asked to state that in speed trials

held last month by the Stalybridge and
District M.C., C. M. Needham was first

and second respectively in the standing
and flying start classes.

Plugs Jor Hot Engines.
Ninety-nine per cent, nickel electrodes,

not 90 per cent., are used in the Hobson
sparking plug, recently described
"Among the Accessories." The price
also has been reduced from 5s. to 4s.

Eiipialning tlie Magneto.
" How your Magneto Works " is the

title of a well-written instructive folder
published by the M-L Magneto Syndicate,
Ltd., Coventry. The working of the new
M-L magnetos is very lucidly explained
therein.

A Chapter of Accidents.
In spite of the fact that he collided

with straying cattle, and later broke a
frame tube as a result of the collision.

Christian Andersen, riding a three-speed
Rudge machine, was the winner of a 513
km. road race held recently in Denmark.

In the Channel Islands.
New Imperial motor cycles have scored

conspicuous successes in the island of

Jersey. A 293 c.c. machine of this make
gained second place in the Easter Re-
liability Trial, and in Le Pulec hill-climb

similar machines took first and second

places, while in the Autumn Trial they

won the challenge cup. Many other suc-

cesses stand to their credit.

NOVEMBER i6th, ig22.

Improving Appearance.

Used on a sidecar body a preparation
recently submitted to us, and known as
Accordian Auto-Shine, proved to be effec-

tive, not only reviving the varnish, but in

bringing up the pegamoid upholstery in

a remarkably efficient manner. It is sold

by The Avondale Manufacturing Co.,
Avondale. Works, Chippenham, Wilts, at
2s. a bottle.

Mechanical Lubrication.

Some amplification is required in the
prices of Showell pumps, as described .

recently. 16s. 5d. is the price of the
conversion set for machines with Best
spring-loaded pump, and detachable
sight ; 25s. 6d. is for a similar conver-
sion, but using the Showell sight valve

;

and 37s. 6d. is the cost of the complete
lubricating set.

Non-inflammable Celluloid.

Known as Celastoid, a non-inflammable
celluloid was amongst the exhibits at

tlie Olympia Car Show. It should also

be invaluable for motor cycle screens,
,

and its makers, the British Cellulose & :

Chemical Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 8, ,

Waterloo Place, London, S.W.I, possess i

testimony from the chief officer of the >

London Fire Brigade to the effect that I

it is practically flame-proof.

Coming of Age.

It is not only the M.C.C. which cele-

brates its twenty-first birthday this year.

The Camping Club, which is as valuable .

to campers as the A.C.U. is to motor i

cyclists, will celebrate it^ coming of age •.

at the Manchester Hotel, Aldersgate (

.Street, London, E.G., on Saturday,
November 25th. The club's presideii, t

Lt.-Gen. Sir Robert Baden Powell, Bart,,

will take the chair.

American Works Methods.

In Enffineering Production of October
5th, 1922, a journal emanating from the

same publishers as The Motor Cycle,

there appears an interesting article

entitled "An American Motor Cycle Fac-

tory : The Plant and Methods of The i.

Hendee Manufacturing Co." Numerous i

riders of Indians may like to know how '

their favourite machines are made, and'a i

reprint of the article can be obtained on a

application from The Hendee Manufac-

'

turing Co., Ltd., 565, Huston Road,

London, N.W.I.

PPu\CTICAL ITALIAN DESIGN.

{See page 706.)

Unit conslruclion is a featurei

of which the Italians are ex-t

ceptionally fond in their motoirn

cycle engine design. Tne^

Bianchi engine, which hails

from Turin, the home of

Italy's best automobile pro-

ductions, is a fine example ot

this practice. Primary reduc-

tion to the countershaft is

through enclosed spi.'al gear

wheels. Excellent finish ana

workmanship has made Itadian

productions world famous.

E. 38
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she tatnatts Hamber
4h h,p. Flat Twin Tourer.

A Reminder,

We cordially invite Motor Cyclists to make
a note of the number of the Number Stand
at the Olympia Show—'Nov. 25th to Dec.

2nd. On Stand 126 we shall be showing a

^ull range of 1923 motor cycles, including

Combination Outfits, Sports and Touring

Models; also a sturdy Light Weight of 2%
h.p. A concentrated study of each of these

models, side by side with the prices, will

convince you ofthe exceptional value offered.

Every attention will be given to visitors

by our Representatives at the Stand.

STAND

NUMBER Ltd., Coventry.

London :

ity Showrooms :

^est End Showrooms and Export Dept.:

epair Works :

32, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I
Hatnber House, 94, Aew

Bond St., W. I.

Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B41
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VISITORS TO THE CYCLE AND MOTOR CYCLE EXHIBITION

Look out for

The "Wee MacGregor
The Smartest and Most Efficient of Ultra
:: Lightweight Motor Cycles ::

59

.\LSO

The "Goyentry B. & S."
The notable 2| h.p. 4 Stroke Lightweight Model. Barr & Stroud Engine !

Burman 3-speed Gear Box, Clutch and Kick-starter.

ACFNTS WANTED FVFRYWHFRF ^° ""^ ^^ ™ ^"'"^ season's contracts until you have
rtUi^i'^lO rTrt.l-<ll^L» £!/ V lylVl TT11U1\1>. gggj, jgjjSE, THE BEST SELLING PROPOSITIONS OF THE YEAR.

On Show Nov. 25th to Dec. 2nd, at 1, MACLIbE ROAD ^STl^SS^'^^^^.

Managing Director

:

Jlr. F. T. DOWNES
Late of . .

Hobart Cycle Co.. Ltd.

COVENTRY BICYCLES LTD.,
COVENTRY.

SEE ALSO IMPORTANT ANXOUXCEMEXT IX NEXT ISSUE.

iVorks Manager:
Mr. T. ROBERTS.

Late of
Hobart Cycle Co., Ltd.

69
69
69
69
69
69
69
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69
69
69
•69
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69
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69
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69
69
69
69

69
69

69
69
69
69
69

COMPREHENSIVE

COVER.

MODERATE
PREMIUMS.

NO UNREASONABLE CONDITIONS.

PROVIDENT ACCIDENT &
GUARANTEE COMPANY,

LIMITED,

61-62, COLEMAN ST., LONDON, E.C.2.
Telegrams

:

Telephone :

"Perpend, Ave- London." London Wall 5306 (4 lines).

"The Policy that Pays.

Notice to the Trade & Public

One or two firms have put on the

market imitations of the " Ritchie
"

Patent Motor Cycle Split Overall.

Proceedings have been taken

against these firms for infringement

of the patent, and the trade are

warned against purchasing these

imitations. After this formal

announcement the purchaser, as

well as the seller, is liable in

damages for the infringement.

These imitations are much inferior

in make and finish to the genuine

article. Every genuine " Ritchie
"

Patent Split Overall bears a label with the

patent No. 10,677.

The Patentees and Sole Maniifaoiiireys are:

THE IMPERVIOUS RUBBER CO., Ltd.,

38, FALFIELD STREET, GLASGOW.

1912.

B42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Elite Covers eclipse all olhers.
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tyre that

IS different.

£/('/e Cowe;'s eclipse all others.

-JV«"."

ZCOZCOZ^B

The

THE BEST TYRE
you can -fit to Perfection.

"no trouble"

tyre.

TREAD THICKNESS

10 MILIMETRES

SPECIAL
DOUBLE
THICKNESS

INNER TUBE

4 PLY
CANVAS

SUCTION
CUPS

CROSS
BARS

^^Cj n»i-j»i-»

Hfelcfl

TI-TON
AIRTIGHT

CAP
No air-leak possible

This iUuslration represents a 28 X 3 Elite Super Non-Stiid
Cover silowing _section with special thickened inner tube.

Opportunities for Motor Cyclists to purchase their

requirements at Bargain Prices are here. Below is just

A FEW OF OUR SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.

EXTRA HEA'Y IVIOTOR CYCLE COVER
has been designed to withstand the kick of any
motor cycle engine yet made, and to last out any
other make. Guaranteed to give you at least 33',

per cent, more mileage, this cover embodies all the
true principles that go to make a real rubber non-sLid.
The illustration shovys this cover fitted with a special
thickened Inner tube which practically eliminates the
risk of punctures and " nipping " when fitting.

The Elite Super Non-skid and special thickened
inner tube are a combination of everything that is
best in tyre manufacture.

In addition, we supply all our tubes with the
wonderful Ti-Ton Dust Gap, which absolutely prevents
any air leakage from the valve—a trouble so common
to all other makes.

To introduce these special thickened tubes, to
all purchasers of an Elite Super Non-skid with inner
tube we are prepared to allow a special discount
of 50 per cent, off the list price of the tubes at the
tollowing prices :^

26 X
26 X
28 X
700 X

Size.

11

3
80

21

C

1

1

2
2

Elite
Cover.

s.

8
15
5
4

d.

Special
Tube.

d.

36
7

8
8

special thictiened inner tubes may be had separately at tlie

undermentioned p:ices

:

—
26X21 ... 12/6 26,v2ix2J ... 14/-

700x80 ... 16/-
28x3 ... 16/-

MOTOR CYCLE i

TUBES. :

24x2,4/9; !

26 2, 4/S ; :
26x2!, 5/9; :
26x23, 6/- ; •

26x2ix2J, 6/9; i

26x2', 6/9; t
28x3,7/11; ;

700x80, 7/6. •

Size.

X

x=l

26x

;

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Clincher de Luxe, ex. hea\y.
Clincher de Luxe, e\. heavy.
Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. heavy . .

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Dunlop, heavy, rub. std. '.

.

Bates, spec, hvy, beaded . .

Palmer, cord
Bates, spec, hvy., wired-on .

.

Palmer, cord, heavy
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy,

Our
I

List

Price. Price.

16/6
17/6
22/6
18/6
24/6
18/9

22/6
25/-

25/-

26/9
30/-

21/-

jg/S
26/-

27/6

27/9

28/1

26/9
40/-

43/4

47.'9

31/6

26x23

26X2S\
X2j(

26X2^
28X3

650X65

700X 80

Make.
1
Our

Price.

Dunlop, heavy, rub. stud. .

.

E".' 3 t>t)fii o\, hvv
Dunlop, ex. heavy, rub. std.

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Clincher, Dreadnought
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Ajax, Road King
Goodyear, All-weather
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Goodrich, safety tread
Clincher de Luxe', ex. heavy.

List
I

Price. I

25(-
27 '6

30/-
23/3
29/6
25/-
30'-

35/-

37/6
28/6
35/-

35/-

30/-:

35/6:
34/9 i

38/9

:

33/6 •

45/-:

45/3:
33/9 •

67/6

:

43/6

:

MOTOR CYCLE
BELTS.

In Standard
Lengths.

Per foot Jin. 1/-,

5in. 1/1.

Jin. 1/5.

lin. 1/9.
Ijin. 1/11.

1

!w'

ALL GOODS ARE SENT ON SEVEN DAYS' APPROVAL AGAINST REMITTANCE, CARRIAGE PAID.

It's easy to order ^^^IHHIiSI^H Our agent is the
your requirements. 'Phone : ^^^^H^^^^S 'Grams : pillar-box.

Victoria ^^H Um.I mC "Tvrelidav,^^^^i 6553. IT BgaaMfltsa London." Bi^^BHaaBaH
VJ^^^l ^L UJ LOHnON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE.
' ^^ 266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD.,S.W...

'^II^^^^V^1^^h"^b^^^«"«"^^V^ to «li<ire 1(11 post orik-rs shmild I.e.- .iddressetl.

And at 44, Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames.
Telephone—Kingsloii 3355.

ZCOZCOZO)
Steele Publicity.

In answerivg this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. B45
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Specify Ferodo Brake Blocks

on your new mount.
Prior to the introduction of Ferodo Brake Blocks for motor
cycles, one set of blocks lasting throughout a long race was
practically unknown.

Now it is the usual thing for riders in the big races to use only
one set of Ferodo Brake Blocks for both practice runs and the
actual race.

This is because Ferodo Blocks are made with the same care as
Ferodo Friction Linings. They give the same efficient service

—

the same remarkable wear—and they never split in use.

Ferodo Brake Blocks can be fitted without any alteration to the
shoes, and they are made for many standard models.

FERODO
Fie^istered

BRAKE BLOCKS for MOTOR CYCLES
Blocks for a number of standard models are in stock. Present-

owners should write to us for a list. If yow contemplate purchasing
a new mount specify Ferodo Brake Blocks.

Sole Manufacturers

:

FERODO, Ltd.- CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH.
(J, J

1922 A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
"BONNIKSEN "

AGAIN AMONGST THE PRIZES.
23 GOLD MEDALS.
2 SILVER MEDALS.
1 BRONZE MEDAL.
2 CERTIFICATES.

THE RELIABILITY PREMIERSHIP.
Acknowledged to be the most accurate and
reliable Speedometer on the market and a

boon to Competition Riders.

PRICES :

MOTOR CYCLE TYPE
Trip Non-Trip

£5 £4 10
(Rear Drive for American

Machines 10/- extra)

CAR and CYCIXCAR TYPE
Trip Non-Trip

£6 10 £6
Send for Illustrated Uooklet.

ROTHERHAM & SONS, Ltd.,
Telephones

:

752 & 753 COVENTRY. Telegrams

:

Roth'"^rh'im;, Coventry.

The NEW CYKELAID

A MASTERPIECE OF ENGINEERING
INGENUITY AND SKILL.
Ideal for riders of both sexes.

The NfiB Models will be on view at

the CYlLE SHO^V, OLYMPIA.
from November 5th to December 2nd.

VISIT STAND No. 158
and inspect them for yourselves.

PRICES fromCan be fitted to !

your existi g
|

cycle or sup- /%,^i l-t r\ l

Pliadas cojn 1 £24/10/
(. let e cycles

}

' '

for both Lid es •

and gentlemen. !

; Catalogues,
!givirgf„ll par-

1
ticulars, rcdy

I
shorily. Let

; us put your
! na-^e on our

;
MaiHng List,

)

Sole Makers The SHEPi'EE MOTOR CO.. Ltd.. 59. Thomas St., YORK

B46 in answering llir-^e. adrcr/iseiiTeitts it )> cle?iiablc to mention "The Motor C'ljile.
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^Pi

SEE
the road on the dartd^t night

winding along before you,

gliding beneath your wheels

like a broad, shining ribbon

of light, mile after mile. A
good and reliable light ma!.'es

night riding positively

exhilarating. That is the

experience of thousands of

users of Dissolved Acetylene.

Let us add your name to the list.

STAND
No. 240
MOTOR
CYCLE
SHOW
OLYMPiA
Nov. 25—Dec. 2.

f ^AV

A-L Motor Cycle Lighting Outfits

£1 17 6A-L Lamp -----
Cylinder containing 4 cub. ft. of

Dissolved Acetylene (and no
larger than a generator)

Standard brackets . - -

Cylinder Holder - - - -

Complete Outfit as illustrated

Charge- of Dissolved Acetylene for these cylinders 2/- each at works.

Head Offices: 106, Victoria Street, S.W.I.
Orders and Enquiries should be addressed—London, Midlands, and South and West of England, as above.

North of England—Main Street, Sculcoates, Hull.
Scotland—Milnbank Works, Alexandra Parade, Glasgow.

Offices and Works: London, Belfast, Cardiff, Coventry, Glasgow, Hull, Liverpool, Newcastle-on-Tyne

,

Melbourne (Vic), Sydney (N.S.W.).

\ -'W'

In ansircriv(t fhis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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'J^ BLACK l^^^
/^NAMEL^r,
VJSrSBILLIANT a OURASLt/,

CLUB BLACK ENAMEL
Special Harrt IVvini ... ars Hid. & 1/6

2d.

3d.

4d.

CLUB

FOR ALL

ENGINE

•lOINTS.

1/- & 3/9.

CLUB COLOURED ENAMEL.
Dries
in

24
hours.

Does nol

crack
or

chip.

Motor Cycle size Tins
Made in : Large Tins

Royal MaU Red. Black.
Eiswick Green. White.
Emerald Green. Cream.
French Grey. Brown.
Light Blue. Lavender.
Dark Blue. Primrose.

CLUB TRANSPARENT ENAMEL FINISH, Vi

ANY ARTICLE SENT POST FREE
IF LOCALLY UNOBTAINABLE.

PLEASE SEND NAME OF AGENT

7'M.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

SILICO ENAMEL CO.. .STRATFORD. LONDON

niMtacleOn
.. jfor'HH flDofots

,

Unequalled for upper lubrication.

THE FINEST INVESTMENT EVER OFFERED
TO THE PUBLIC.

A Startling Fact!
After you have bought your Hrst 32 ounce tin of

Miracle Oil for 12/6, you may continue to buy
and use Miracle Oil year by year and it will not

cost you another shilling.

A bold statement, but a fact.
The Reason, By lie time you have used your first tin you will have

saved your oiiginal outlay of 12/6,

This 12/6 saved will buy you another tin'and this will keep- 011 lepeatiner

itself.

This saving is etTccterl by increased mileage.
By decreased wear and tear in the j^reat reduction of friction and

ht.it in the most vital part of your engine.
By pi'olongation of the life of your engine. -

By greatly reduced expense—your engine needing to be decar-
bonised less frequently.

Py reduced loss of the u^e of your car when tliis.is being done.
By largely reduced upkeep cost.

In addition to the above you have the superlative pleasure
of a sweet-running eng^ine.

All this 's the result of the Perfect Upper Lubrication
obtainetl by the use of IVIIBACLE OIL.

BEWARE OF CHEAP IMITATIONS.
Sole Pivpt leiors

:

The Concord Co., Ltd., 18 Berners Street, London, W.l_

Sole Agents for Scotland aild Ireland-

Ibe Ciaigie Engioeeniig Co., ltd., 26, Elmhank Streot, CHasgow.

On Stand No.

127
Ground Floor.

On Stand No.

284
Gallery.

r'KING DICK"
at Olyinpia

ABINGDON "King Dick"
MOTOR CYCLES

The reputation which Abingdon " King Dick"
Motor Cycles hold the world over is due to the

quality of the service they have always given.

Three models : 3i h.p.. A\ h.p., and
6/7 h.p. (twin).

ABINGDON "King Dick"

^ MOTOR CYCLE ENGINE^
A 6-7 h.p. twin cylinder engine for chain

drive. *' One of ihe Best "
; "A standing

testimonial to British Workmanship." Bore,

73 mm.; Stroke, 95 mm.; c.c. 793.

" King Dick " SPANNERS
British made from sohd steel drop forgings

and capable of infinite adjustment. Always
grip and never burr the nuts. Made in four

sizes : 3 in., 4 in., 6 in., and 9 m.

Every genuine " King Dick Spanner is

guaranteed for ever.

Abingdon Works Ltd., Tyseley, Birmingham.

B52 In aiiswerinq these advertisements H is desirable to mention '^ The Motor €i/cle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICKS

advertisements' in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs o( under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

eharged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terras to regular trade advertisers wHl
be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable^^-r-cST
to ILIFFfi & SONS Ltd., and crossed.^-*-—'
Treasury Notes, bein? untraceable it lost in

transit, shoull not be sent as remittances.

All adveruSd nants m this section should be
aocompaniel vvitli remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

thne to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of Issue. Advertisements that arrive

teo late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number whicli is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

In whicli it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coiiveiiieuce of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to immbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this Is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage ou replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box ooo, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only thenumbei
will appear in tlie advertisenieiit. All replies =lionkI !>'

aM^ressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers whorep y to Box. No
\ dverltseuients are warned af^ainst semiing remittance throiigl

the post except in registered envelopes: in all such cases tlu

use of the Deposit Sysletn is recommended, and tfie envelopt

should be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the case ol motor cycles olTered fofsale under abo
number, as It Is unusuaHor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers wli

taollltate business by embodying In their advertisement:

some mention of the district in which the machine
oHered may be seen and tried.

aw^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

raay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit Svstein. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after itceipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we I'emit th

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amoun
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, bu
in the event oE no sale each party pays carriage one way
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For al

transactions up to i^io a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; ci

transactions over ;£io and under £50. the tee is 2 /6 ; ove'

(50 and under £75- 5/-: over £75 and under £100, 7.6
and on all transactions over £100, i%. AH deposi

roctters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street

London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should bt

made pavable to Ili£Ee & Sons Limited.
The letter " D "at the end of an advertisement is ai

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself o'

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

inswer to their enquiries are requested to resard the

Hlenee as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed o(. Advertisers often receive so

nan; enquiries that it Is quite impossihle to reply to

lach 0D» • *-•

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A 3.0. 3%h.p.. practically new, 1914 type, built
Li. this year for racing, 2-speed, heavy Hatchinson
pes, Renold chain, all perfect; any trial or inspec-
lon; £35, or exchange lower power and
Jowell, Pyrford. Wokine.

cash.—
[1480

THE
SIGN OF

GOOD
SERVICE

In a show number where advertisers vie
with each other in talcing increased space we
seize the opportunitjf to achieve distinction
by confining

OUR J SPLASH

WITHIN THE LIMITS OF OUR USUAL COLUMN

GODFREY'S have already achieved the
distinction of being beyond reproach in their
methods of busine s. A distinction earned
by year^ of the most painstaking intere-t in
the requirements of each individual customer.

Whenever you are in need of either a

MOTOR CYCLE
. OR

LIGHT CAR
Remember that Godfrey's can supply you
with any malce of Motor Cycle or Light Car
either for

Cash or deferred Payments
And are also v/illing to take your present
mount in

Part Exchange
GODFREY'S HOLD

Sole Agencies
For such well-known machines as

THE

INDIAN, SCOTT & LEVIS
And are selling agents for all the best makes.

Our long experience of the trade and special

knowledge gained in numerous races and
reliability trials is entirely at the disposal of

any prospective buyer without any obligation

to make a purchase. If therefore you are in

doubt as to the most suitable Motor Cycle or

Light Car for your special requirements
CONSULT GODFREY'S

Godfrey's Ut
208, GT. PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON. W.l.
•Phone : LANGHAM 1300

Works for Repairs and Overhauls :

14, MILLER STREET, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.
'Phone : MUSEUM 2434.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
A. B.C.

jPSe !—1921 3h.p. A.B.C. and sidecar, tax paid, per.
c'V feet, very fully equipped, many si

"

Ilamp.-jtcad, N.W.
spares;

(D)
an; tjial.

[1158—88, Fitzj'ohns Av.,

.'^pure t-'uttit

A.B.C. Spares, repairs, special fittings. See adver-
tisement index.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Wimhle-

don. [03g^
A.E.L.

A.E.L., J.A.P engine.
Icick-starter and cluLcli,
guineas; excilanges or

[1147

A^B Edwards.—1922 2\h..i).
Burman 3-speeri gear box,

brand new, unregistered; 37 _
delerred.-lOl. Great Portland St.. wTl.

A.J.S.

--,1-.^. , t ' ^^'^est, o.h.v.; quickest deliveries.
CUfford Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [9957

O^tDER Early your 1923 model_ A.J.S. from Mer-

A.J.S. 1923 Sports,
—CUfforJ Motories,

rick's Stores, LisLerhills Rd., Bradford. [8564

[1221
makes;

A .J.S. 1914-15 Combination, good comditian, all on;XX trial; £45.—L. Hack. DamehiU, East Grinstead.

pi.O.O.H. invite inspection; A.J.S. and other
-- bargains.— 5, Heatii St^ Hampstead (near Tube)'.

A.J.S. 2^41i-P. Standard Sports, brand new, cannot tnke
delivery; nearest offer £85.—Chalmers, 28, Font

St., Ayr. [9392
AT Edwards.—1914^2%h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed;

St.

good condition; 20 cuiiueas.
W.l.

-101,
clutch,

Great Portland
{1854

1922, model B.2, 1,000 miles only,
£75, or nearest.—JackspD, Eton

[1216

A -J.S. 1922 2i^.p. Sports Model, not ridden 300
miles; exceptional bargain, £60.—The Layton

A.J.S. 25,4h.p.,

good order;
House, Toubridge.

Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [1846

A.J.S. Combination, 1916, fully eauipped, electric
lighting, good condition throughout; £65.—Mil-

wards Garago, 454, West Hill. S.W.13. [8539

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models 2i4h.p. solo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

-Jones' Garage. The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [C785

A .J.S. Combination, 6h.p., lampis, horn, speedo-
meter, taxed, Tan-Sad, windscreen, Binis, many

spares; £48, or eschange.—3, Stamlord Brook Rd.,
Hammeirsmith. [1799
23.h.p. A.J.S.,

4 of W._ Bnindish, Jnr., guaranteed before' pur-
chase 65 m.p.h.
Sons, Coventry.

6 months old, the personal property

best offer over ^60.- W. Brandish and
[9865

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination^ Lucas dynamo light-
ing, electric horn, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc.,

excellent condition; £110.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [1369

AT_ Edwards.—1922 2";4h.p. A.J.S., Sports model,
Lucas equipmeut, large Terry spring saddle, ex-

cellent condition; 57 guineas; exchanges.—101 Great
Portland St., W.l. [1852

SPLENDID A.J.S Combination 1920, new condition,
fully equipped, insured, Lucas electric lighting;

£120; exchanf5:8 T.T. sports Sunbeam and cash.—Derrett,
Orwell Kd., Clacton-on-Sea.

^ [1336

1 021 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, speedo-
-l-«^ meter, hood, screen, electric lighting set, un-
scratched; £95. Ditto 1919; £75.—Hillier, 127, Sfc.

Mark's Rd., North Kensington. [1543

"IQ15 A.J.S. 4-5h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
-i-*^ lamps, screen, etc., very sound co>ndition;
cash, eschange, instalments; £47/10.—Elce, Ltd.,
13 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. [0066

1 Q23 Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
-Li/ 'Phone: Central 5168.—A.J.S. lightweigbts and
combinations ou extended payments and exciiange;
second-hand machines taken in part payment; lull

market value allowed; free tuition. [1732

SO0THPORT.—1922 (August) stripped sports A.J.S.,
almost unused, Lucas lamps and horn, speedo-

meter, brand new condition, 67 guineas; 1922 Bl
combination, Lucas electrio lighting, speedometer,
polished aluminium sidecar, gift, 72 guineas; most
luxurious 1922 Bl combination, A.J.S. sidecar, Lucas
electric lighting, Lucas horn, Cowey trip. Baby Easting,
brand new condition, 82 guineas; 1916 A.J.S 6h.p.
combination, fully equipped, new sidecar body, gift,

52 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., South-
port. [1458

Spare Parts:

A .J.S.

St.,

spares.
Ealing.

-Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8, Bond
[4806

Alldavs

ALLON 294 c.c. cylinder re-ground, new pisEod

bearings, etc.. 2-speed copper exhaust, equipped,

taxed; seen by appointment; £25; Levis wanted.--

Brown, 25, Bower St., Maidsone. [1574

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tue end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles ad^erti.'ed by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Alldays.

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, horn. Tan-Sad,
licensed; £24.-95, Asliburbhara " Ed., Luton.

11559

clutch and K.S.,
evenings.— 4,

[1824

clutch, kick-start,

toTced'; £38.—Blackmore, 769, Homl'crd
n-l, M.inor Park, ' London, B.12. [1878

clutch,
-Eagles

aad Co., '275, High St., Acton, London. [168G

, LLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter,

lamps, overhauled, recent model, exceptional
f.ndition; £35.—Marlborough (Motor House). 20

[6561

£32.-1921 2»Ah.p. Allon, 2-speed,
equipped, in very nice condition;

t;!m Gardens, Hammersmith.

A i-LON 1921 2i4h.p.^ 2.speed,
-ti.- equipped.

irk, Londou, B.12.

ALLDAr' Allon 2%h.p. 1922, 2 speeds,

kick-starter, brand new; £50, _ approval.-

a;
1 ir.L'hley 'Rd., N.W.J

ALLDAYS' Allon, 2-stroke, 2-?peed, clutcL, new
condition, original " tyres, unpunctured left works

7/10/1919; not used till March, 1921; b'&t offer

s-'cures.—153, Manor Rd., West Ham, London. E.15.
[1582

Ariel.

1 022 SV'h.p. Sports Ariel, fully equipped, taxed.
J-t/ new; £60.-51, Upper Riclimond Rd., -East
Pntney. [1845

ARIEL 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, electric

lighting, perfect; 68 guineas; eschanges; photo-
graph.—Below-

ARIEL 1920 S^.oh.p.. 3-Epeod, as new, 52 guineas;
with sidecar, 62 guineas;' eschanges; photo-

graph.—Below*.
^

ARIEL S'/i-h.p. 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination;
32 guineas; photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd..

no', Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [1115

* 38.—Ariel Couil'ination, conntersliaft, 3;gpeed, with
all afiecssorips.-59, Palfiev Place, Borset Rd..

Claphani Ed.-, S.W.S.- - • - . [1554

|21-22 7h.p Ariel Combination, niagnificent turn-

out, nnscratehed, owner must sell; 65 guineas,

—67. Fernlea Rd., Balham. [1813

ARIEL Combination, 3\Gh.p., 1920, lamps, horn,

.t-cols pillion s^at, fine condition; £60.—Mumford.
337,

Clap

19=

[1170King St., Hammersmith,

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual payme.
Spares supplied irom stock.—West Central Apenrr

Wincvcle Co., Ltd., 236, Higb Holborn. W.C.I. [070-1

1Q20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, fully equipped,
J- 1/ speedometer. Easting windscreen, excellent con-
dition; 65 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards. 50,
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [1856

Spare Parts:

ARTEL Spares for all models. po«t free.

Agents and Spares SerTice Dtpot.—Jones'
Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO.

Ariel
Garage.
[0804

BAT, 1921, October, un.der 500 miles^ 6h.p
chain drive; T " "

Bat.
3-speed,

bargain.—7, Exhibition Rd.,
[1156

BAT 8h.p. 1922, special competitions cciniT>inatio_n.—

Piice and particulars, Lennaid, 46,
late .sales manager Bat Co.

81i.p. Bat-Jap, good condition,
reliable sporting machine, 75 m.p.g.;

Chaucer Rd.,
S.E.24, late .sales manager Bat Co. [1299

Cowey speedometer.
bargain, £45

ca'sh.-~179, Earlsfield Rd., Wandsworth. [1225

BEARDMORE,
for a few demonstrations, as new;

BEARDMORE-PRECISION 1922 ^^h.p
tion, cantilever spring frame, light

Benrdmore.
Barr and Stroud engine, used only

£60.—Ratcliffe
Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. AV.l. [1714

Comhina-
car tyres,

fnlly equipped including Ortho hoofl and screen, in-

sured; cost £170 in April; owner going abroad; £120.
—Wyatt, 76, Old Road West, Gravesend, Kent. [1227

Blackburn e.

-| Q20 Blackburne 4h.p. and C.B. Sidecar, completely
Xt? equipped, and in excellent condition; £55.—The
Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9701

1 020 2^ih.p. Elacklmrue, sports engine, 3-speed, close
-* «^

.
-. ratio gear box, spare pif^ton,, knee-grips, fullv

equipped, good condition ; 39 guineas ; exchanges or
deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [1855

Bradbury.
BRADBURY Combination, 1915, all chain, counter-

shaft, C. and K.S., equipped, taxed; £32.-103.
Moore Park Rd., Fulham. [1503

BRADBURY 1914 4h.p. Combination 2-spped, £25;
ditto solo, Philipson, £15; both excellent mndi-

tion.— 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [9304

AT Edwards.—1922 2'jih.p. Bradbury, 2-speed,
clutch, K.S.. equipped, tax paid, indistinguish-

able from new; 45 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—
101, Gt. Portland St.. W.I.- [8401

1 Q22 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter.
-i-v licensed vear, fully equipped, indistinguishable
from new ; £68 ; exchanges or deterred.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., Soutn, Kensington. [2285

A

FAIR

EXCHANGE
May Heip You to Solve

FOR 1923

A

GOOD

ADVANTAGE
May be gained by

sending us particulars

— of—
Your Present Machine

We Quote Best Prices

B58
L.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.
50, High Rpad.

Thone ; Hornsey 1956.

WALTHAHTSTOW, LONDON, N.E.
151, High Street.

'Phone : Walthamstow i6g (2 lines).

New Car Hire Department, Walthamstow 41S.

GT. PORTLAND STRESS?, N W.l,
(Opposite Met. Station).

'Phone - Museum 4978.

"OROrGH SUPERIOR Service anrl Sales Depot.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury,

S0U1'HP0RT.--1921 4h.p. Bradbury combination,
all chain, 3-speod, K.S.; 49 guineas; exchanges.

—Rents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [1454

BRADBURY 4h.p., good tyres, lamps, runs well;
18 guineas; easy l-erms.-Wandsworth Motor Ex-

change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [IJIA

BRADBURY Late 1920 4h.p , 3-speed, clutch, kick-
starter, all chain, handsome sidecar, lamps, hom,

apron, Tan-Sad, etc., tax paid, cost without sidecar,
£141/4/3; our ])rice £48.~DeIancey St. Garage, Cam-
den TowD, N.W.I. [1459

Brough.
BRAND New S'^Ui.p. Brougli 1922 Sports T.T.4 lisl

price ;£115. our price £80.—Pioneer Motors
Grindlay St., Edinbungb.

, t953<

A_f^ Guineas.—Late 1921-22 5-6h.p. Brough, smartlj^ t/ equipped and licensed, first ridden last London
Exeter, condition as new; evenings.—4, Elm Gardens
Hamm^frsmith. [182C;

Brough Superior.
T ONDON.

fyiHE Allen-Eennetr Motor Co.. Ltd.

SOLE Agents for London nnd thirty miles rndins.

THE Spoiting Rider's Ideal, immediate deliverv
Mfirk 2 6.5h.p. solo, £125 ; Mark 2 eombiDft

iwu. £150: Mark 1 solo, £150; Mark 1 combination
£130. S.S- 80 supplied, with Erooklands certified:

ot SO m.p.h., £165, delivered ten days. Demonstratioi
tuotlcis in stock, catalogues post free on leanest,
tended pnrinents and exchanges.— 2, 10. 11, Roya
i'srnde. West Crovdon. 'I'hone: 2450-1. 'Granas
Track. Croydon. ' gitS:

BROUGH SUPERIOR Mark 11. Combinatien
taxed, equipped, absolutely new; £105:—51

Upper Richmond Kd., East Putney. [1841

BRAND New 1922 Brough Superior, Mark I. model
side valve; list price £130, our price £125.-

Pioneer ilotors, Grindlay St., Edinburgh, [953'

BROUGH SUPERIOR. 1921, 8 h.p. super sporl
engine, lamp?, horn, Epnres, etc.; £115; with thre

months' old Canoelet semi-sports .sidecar and .screei

£135; appearance and condition perfect; Dunlop M^
nums all round.—Rees, Glen liOgnn, Pontypool ^n
Mod. 1118

S2)nrr Parts:

SPARES.—All engine, gear bo.^, and frame spare
for Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.^

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge. [083

Brown.
£25.—Brown 2^;4h.p., nearly new, take pedal eye!

part.-57, Kenbury St.. Camberwell, London. [156

3ih.p. Brown, B. and B., Bosch, countershaft
2 speed geaV. etc.; bargain, £12.—Fisher, Sprini

well Rd., Heston, Hounslow. [175

B.S.A.
HOP-SOILED 6-7h.p. B.S.A. Combination, Ma|

dyno, £140; H2 sports. £80.

CBOUNTY Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd.. Broad St
'' Birmingham. [701

.S.A. 1922 4',iih.p. Cnmhination, as new, scxee}

lamps; £90.—Jodille. Bamnton, Oxon. [12f

.S.A. 1923 S^iih.p., £57/15; 3iAh.p. Model Sport
£70.—Clifford Motorics. Eastwood, Notts. [99S

B.S.A. 1920 4i4h.p. chain combination, taxed,
accessories; £75.—Will, 769, Romloid Rd., Mam

Park. London, E.12. [18^

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, 4i4h,p., S-speed, kic
JL«/ starter, fiilly enuipped, perlect condition^ £90.
Rnndell, Maldon, Essex. .,.[12^

BRAND New 3';.h.p. B.S.A. Touring Model, all-cha:

drive; bargain, quick sale, £79.—Pionefir Motoi
Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [95;-

£55.—B.S.A., late 1920 4Kh.p. C.B. sidecar, lamp
etc., new tyres, excellent condition.—AJoss, -4

Varna Rd., Birmingham. [14J

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin and No, 3 Sidecar, new, she
soiled; list price £164, must clear, £120.—Hueti

bridge, 133, Sloane St., Chelsea, S.W.I. [141

B.S.A. K2 4i'4h.p., 1922, shop-soiled, special pric

£72, or fitted with B.S.A. No. 3 sidecar, £97.
Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [17:

B.S.A. Fine Coachbuilt C-ombination 4h.p.. 3 si>6ed

39 guineas ; easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor E
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [17i

B.S.A. 4Uh.p., Model H, with. Burberry coachbu
sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, and spares ; bargai

70 guineas.—S.M. Anderson, R.A.F., Netheravon.
[14

B.S.A. 1921 K^, No. 3 sidecar. Easting Royal, eli

trie lamps, Bonniksen, Lucas horn, mechanica!
and appieai'ance perfect; £90, or near.—22, Rosslyn A
Barnes. [14

S

B
B

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desi

advertisement, and the date ol the issue

red, marked (P)
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MOIOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

3.S.A. 1916 4^11.p. Combination, all-chain model,
accessoiiee, tax paid, in splendid condition; £42,

exchange.—A., 30, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield. Lon-
m, S.W. [9992

3ARGAIN.—B.S-A. 4i^h.p., 3-speed, all-rhain, coach-
buiit sidecar, 36 guineas; solo, 29 guineas; photo-

flph.—Veter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper BicLmond Rd.,

atjt Slieen. [1868

5.S.A., V-h h.P... Armstrong 3-3peed hub, Bosch,
B. and B., splendid order, all worn engine parts

newed, good tyres

;

yle, Ross-shire.
bargain, £34/10.—MacKinnon.

[1390

3.S.A. 4i4h.F 1922, model H2, chain drive, 3 speeds,

Millford sidecar, Lucas accessories, tax paid;

72; deferred payments.—Eagles and Co., 275, High
i., Acton, London. [1684

921 4^h.p, All-chain B.S.A., with sidecar, Easting
screen, perfect appearance and mechanical con-

:tion ; any examination ; low mileage ; £84.—Write,
wner, 85, Hewitt Av., N.22. [1628

922 B.S.A L-ighL 6-7h,p and No 4 sidecar, snup
si'iled dem-'Hstraticm mndel. maker'i guaran'ee,

05 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Har-
,l,j;: ,

tt.i n.il " KeiiinigLi-ti |5434

922 B.S.A. Model K2, brand new, 3-speed, show-
room soiled only; list price £107, special un-

speatable offer for cash, only £65.—The Layton
arages. 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9706

923 Models.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London.
Central 5163.—B.S.A., any model supplied on

(change and deferred payments; generous terms
ways; prompt delivery; tuition free. [1733

919 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, fully insured;
£75. or near offer; all accessories, Tan-Sad,

reen, lamps, tools, splendid ccmdition, comfortable
decar.—Feuger, 16, Waterloo Rd., Highgate. [1237

; HAVE seen the 2^h.p. B.S.A. at £57/10 and the
SVah.p. Sports at £70, and I consider them the

')ods for 1923. The demand will be terrific, so order
leae and other models at once with Pitta, of Eedditoh.

[X76Q
916 4i4h.p. B.S.A.' Combination; £55, or near ofler;

completely OTcrLauled, entire framework re-etove

inmelled, bright parts re-nickelled, sound machine, trial

Q, privately owned.—Connaught Coach Works, London
d., Dover. [1264

922 B.S.A. 8h.p. Model F Combination, spare
whep], Magdyno lighting set, electric horn,

>wey speedometer, hood, screen, luggage grid, com-
ste, mileage 600, unscratched; offers.-Chinn, 18, Bnth
iirade, Cheltenham. [1328

921 B.S.A. 6h.p., fitted with Canoelet side-by-side
2-seater sidecar with coupe top, dynamo light-

;, spare wheel, speedometer, and all accessories,
lenrlid order throughout; £115.—W. T. Dunn,
a., 326, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 1693

.S.A. late 1920. 4Mh.p. all-chain De Luxe Com-
* bination, specially fitted Lucas dynamo lighting,
d every conceivable accessory, condition and appear-
ce as new ; accept £70, or near offer.—Oaklands,
e Giove, Fincbley, N.3. 'Phone: 868. [1747

'.3.A., 1918 model, 4Vi h.p. Combination, coach-
' built sidecar, overhauled, new cylinder, in splen-
condition, complete with accessories, lamps, horn,

., tax paid; bargain, £60. By appointment after
•j.m.—G. Halter, 61, Golden Lane, E.C. [1406

']mrQ Parts:

' S.A. Sparee.—Immediate delivery.-Kays. 5. Bond
* St-. Ealing. [4805

' S.A. Spares definitely bv return, post free, trade
' supplied.—Pitts, B.S.A. Service, Eedditch. [1761

S.A.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
—All parts in stock, no waiting. Trade supplied.

[1284
S.A. Spares can ba had by return, post irrp,

from Jones' Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares
f-tee Depot, Broadway, Muawell Hill, N.IO. [0805

* HE B.S.A. Specialists.—On the spot. Give our
unrivalled Spares Service a trial; catalogue free.—

( titv Cycle and Motor Co.. Ltd.. Broad St., Bir-
I ?ham. [7011

I

ODFREVS. Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London.
W.Z.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. snare narts

t ays in stock. Write for free snare part list, statine
I of manufacture f0750

Calcott.
i.YLCOTT 234h.p., C.S. 2-speed, excellent condition,

take 2, aJl on; 28 guineas.—Particulars, 56,
i tings At., Margate.

POSTCARD
will bring you our latest list

ofNew,Secondxhand,and Shop-soiled

Machines. Don't delay.

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
A few of this week's S.H. Bargains.

Deposit. 1 O Instalments Cash
i^ of PriceSCOTT.

S0(\ ^9)9' ^i '>'P- <<on»)-> lamps,
3J&\J hom, speedometer. Easting,

taxed, like new £4 8 165
Cli; ROYAL ENFIELD

6 li.p. Combination, equipped,
good condition £2

^25 JAMES.*'"'
1919, 5-6 h.p., Comliination,
fully quipped. Cameo Screen

3 9 £45

£4 9 7 X/b
£95 TRIUMPH.

1921, Combination,lampsghorn,
spee ometer, Easting, taxed £5 16 6 £90
NEW HUDSON.
1913-14, 33 h.p. equipped
good order cash £20

C^S SUNBEAM.
**^ 2% h.p., 3-specd, Henderson

sidecar, fully equipped, screen,

taxed £95
C2S INDIAN.
'^'"^

1920, 7-9 h.p., electrically

equipped, speedometer, excel-

lent condition £70
C1^ LEVIS.

2ih.p.,Z-speed,fullyequipped,

tax paid, as new £1 IS 10 £35
cm PRECISION.

3^ h.p.. Combination, 3-speed,

equipped, taxed £26
Cic; DIAM0ND-J.A.P.*^^

1921, 2J h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-start, fully equipped,

taxed £3 13 9 £45

£20 RUDGE.
*''"

1920, 3i h.p. l.o.M. model, CCC
fully equipped, tax paid £3 2 9 JiJ'J

^-iZ MATCHLESS.
^^'^

1920, 8 h.p., M.A.G., dynamo
lighting, spare wheel, screen,

l-grid, taxed £7 3 4£115
Cli; HOBART.**^ 1920, 21 h.p, 2-speed, fully C2^

equipped £1 12 3 3JJJ

Cli; ALLDAYS-ALLON.
*-^''

1920, 2j h.p., 2-speed, clutch C/tA
and K.8., fully equipped, tax paid £2 4 10 StU

MOTOK :;ycles for sale.
Calttiorpe.

AT Eilivards.-1922 2'?lli.p. 2^trcke Calthorpe,
eqiiiiiped with lamuB and horn, tax paid, condition

inaotically as new ; 27 guineas ; exchanges or deferred.—
101, Great P<.rtla.nd St.. VV.l. [1146

Campion

1 Q20 4h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, electric light,
J-«7 speedometer. Easting, etc., excellent condition;
5655, or near olfer.—Dickinson, Chemist, Stamford. (D)

[1634
Cedos.

CEDOS 1922 Model, 2l4h.p., 2-speed, shop-soiled;
bargain, £35.—Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston

Rd., King's Cross. [0962

condition, 2
£25/10.—

[1322

2-stroke. 2-speed,
bom, in g<K)a

exchanges or 'delerred.—101, Great
[1148

2y2h.p., late 1921, be.TOtifnl

, T.T. bars, fast, photo
Decourcy, Franlrfort St., Binuinghnm.

CEDOS
Biieeds, T.T. bars, fa«t, photograph

;

AT Ed-wards.—1920 2V2h.p. Cedos,
countershaft, equipped lamps,

order: 29 guineas;
PorUand St., W.l.

Clyno.
^25.—Clyno 1920 2^h.p., 2-speed and clutch, acc€s-^ sories, tax paid.—Delancey St. Garage, Camden
Town, N.W.I. [1460

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, equipped, believed
1920; £28; exchange.—Simpson, Orchard Eld.,

Sunbury-on-Thames. [1621

1Q16 Cl.yno Combination, detachable wheels, etc.,
=^*y perfect condition; genuine bargain, £35.-51,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [1844

CLYNO 1920 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch, acces-
sories, tax paid, as new, little used: £29.—A.,

30, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfleld, London, S.W. [9994

tipare Parts

:

[1662

Calttiorpe

.18.—Calthorpe, 2-strote, 2-speed, all on; after 6.—
* Earn! am Rd. Garage, Hammersmith. [1272

ii-LTHOEPE-J.A.P. 25/ih.p. 191S, 2-speed, nice con-
' dition; f25.—Parkes, 46, Camberwell Green, S.E.5.

[125S
4 iLTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2?4h.p.. 2-speed, good condition ;

£25.—United Services Club, Stanford Le Hope,
I'l-

, [1188

(U,THORPE 1915 model, 2Kh.p. J.A.P., mew
^ back cover, all accessories, perfect order; £25.

—

I Ashmere Grove, Brixton. [1509

Cic; ENFIELD.'^'^
1920, 2i h.p. model, 2-speed, C2Q
clutch, fully equipped, tax paid £2 13 JiJO

Cli; RUDGE.
'^'-^

1919,3.1 h.p. multi, equipped, CJ^A
tax paid, good condition £2 4 10 a^^U

£25 RUDGE.^^^
1922, l.o.M. model. Fully

equipped, tax paid, unscratched £3 19 8 £69

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8. Boml
St.. Ealing. [4802

Connaught.

"J
Q23 Connaughts.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

-«-»/ don. Exchange and extended payments. [1734

BRAND New 2%h.p. Connaught, 2-speed model; list

price £54, our price £40.—Pioneer Motors. Grind-
lay St., Edinburgh. [9532

BRAND New 2%h.p. Connaught, single-speed model

;

list price 36 guineas, our price £32 10s.—Pioneer
Motors, Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [9536

Cotton
~| Q23 Cottons, all models, prompt delivery from the
-1-t' man on the spot.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester.

[0968
Coulson

COULSON B, late 1921, 25^h.p. Blackburne engine,

2-speed, spring frame, lamps, Cowey speedo-
meter, Lucas horn, insurance, tax paid; excellent
condition; £38.—Penny, Post Office Jld.. Cobham,
Surrey. [1500

Coventry Eagle

1 Q22 Coventry Eagle-Jap, 2^h.p., K.S., clutch, 2-

X J/ speed, Sturmey-Archer, run 200 miles ; forced
disposal ; all on ; £64, or near.—M'ack, Chesterford,

Esses. [1209

AT Edwards.—1922 (September) 254h.p. Coventry
Eagle, super-^pcrts J, A, P., 3-speed close-ratio box,

electric lighUng. fitted Watsonian aluminium sports

sidecar, absolutely as new ; 70 guineas ; or solo, 80
guineas ; exchanges or deferred.-101, Great Portland
St.. W.l. [1851

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR 7h,p. Flat Twin Combination
(lato 1921). splendid condition; must sell; out ol

situation; what offers?—Elmcroft, Tottenham Lome,
opposite liiderwick Rd., Hornsoy. [1246

De Luxe.

1? 17/10.—De Luxe 2%h.p., nearly new^; approval against

cash.-

PARKER'S
DEPOTS.

BOLTON & MANCHESTER
BRADSHAWGATE. S46-52, DEANSGATE.

Tel. 1348. Tel. 864 Ceo.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P) —

Particulars, Dent, Farm, Beechbnrn, Crook.
[1321

Diamond
DIAMOND, 2 speeds, kick-start, late 1920, racing

cam, first-rate condition: £40.—Keal, Oakham.
[1603

ROBEKTSON'S Motors, Ltd.. are the London uud
Home Counties Agents for the famous Diamond

motor cycles, fitted with Barr and Stroud or J.A.P.
engines.—157b, Great Portland St , W.l. [5931

Douglas
-| OI6 2%ih.p. Douglas, tax paid; £30.—Ross, 86,m High Rd., Lee. [1397

1 020 4h,p. Douglas Combination, lull accessories;
-LU £65.—Robs., 86. High Rd., Lee. [1394

£26.—Douglas 224h.p., 2-speed, new Palmers, spares.—
102, Cleveland Gdns., Barnes. S.W.13. [1618

£85.-1922 3V>b.p. o.h.T. Douglas, perfect condition,

mileage 1,400, insured.-2. West Drive, Brighton.
[1249

"I
Q21-22 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, unscratched,^must

TAOUGLAS

realise; 38 guineas.—19, Valnay St., Tooting.
£1807

1921, all on, taxed, perlect; £45.-
B Clark and Co.. 7. E:shibition Ed.. S-W.7.

15851

B59
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

F'.O.C.H. invite inepeotion ; Douglas and other makes

;

bargains.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead luear Tube).
1373

1Q18-19 Douglas Combination, very nice order,
J-«7 guaranteed; 45 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd,, Bal-
ham. [1814

1Q18 41i.p.- Douglas Combination, bulbous back Bide-
J-*' car, all in good condition; £35,—Walbro, Ely,
Cambs.

'

£1282

"I
Q23 Douglases, just arrived, 2-speed and 3-speed;

-L«/ why wait. ~ Gibb, Northgate, Glouce ter.

'Phone : 852. [0967

1 020 Douglas 2>4h.ii., 3-speed. fully equipped, and a
-Li/ bargain at £40.—The Lay ton Garages, 50, Holy-
well St.. Oxford. [9705

4h.p. 1921 Doiiglas Combination, full accessories.
Royal Easting windscreen, tax paid; iiSO

—

Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [1391

1 Q 20 2^db,p. Douglas, S-speed, clutch, kick-start,
-Lt/ fully tquipped, guaranteed; £40.-51, Upper
Ridimond Rd. East Putney. [1841

1 Q15 Douglas 2%h.p., just been overhauled, new
*-«/ pistons, tank repainted, first-class condition, must
sell: £28.—Walbro, EI7, Cambs. [1283

DPUGLAS Combination 1917, mechanically perfect.

Cameo, Klaxon, leg^hields, licence, Binks; £45.—
69, Kingston Rd., New Maiden, [1557

1 Q15 2^4h.p. Douglas, in tip-top condition, not W.D.,
'J.«7 lamps, horn, legshields; £25.—Maynard, 161,
Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [1423

33.h.p. Douglas 1921, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter,
4 fully equipped, new condition ; £52 ; instal-

ments.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1537

1 Q 20 Douglas Combination, countershaft, fully
J-t7 eriuipped, taxed; £65.—William, 769, Romford
Rd.. Manor Park, London, E.12. [1876

1 Q 20 Douglas 4h.p, Combination, fully equipped,
-L«7 and in very excellent order; £65.—The Lay ton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9702

1Q16 2^^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, excellent condition,
X »/ fully equipped ; seen any time ; £25.—Pride,
156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [1482

£25.—Exceptionally smart 1916-18 2^ih.p, Douglas,
equipped and licensed, in perfect condition; even-

ings.— 4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [1823

AT Edwards.—1918 2^h.p., 2-speed Model, fully

equipped, excellent con<fition, new tyres and belt:

37 guineas.-lOl, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [7505

33.h.p. Douglas, 3-speed. 1920, footboards, umder-
4 shield, L. exhaust, perfect order; aacriflce £45.

--Cook, High St., AshwelJ, near Baldock, Herts. [1174

1 Ql7- 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped,
Xt/ Easting', speedometer, luggage grid, etc.; £55, or

near.—Wood, 38, Burlington Gardens, Acton, W.3- [1319

DOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
licensed, condition perfect; £24.—The Mews,

Victoria Rd., Clapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290.
[1664

1 Q2I 2^41a.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., fully
XJ/ eQuipped, as new, Watford speedometer; offers.—

Cornwall House, Westgrove, Hersham, Walton-on-Thames.
[1412

1 Q22 2^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, new June, tax paid,
Xt/ perfect; £45; or see Exchange.—^Blackwell,

Landsdowne Rd., East Croydon, Surrey. 'Phone

;

338. [1535

1 Q 18 Douglas Combination, 4h..p., fully equipped,
XCf perfect condition; £37/10 cash.—Eke, Ltd.,
13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. [0065

BARGAIN.—1920 Douglas 2^/4h.p., 2-speed, perfect,
29 guineas; ditto, 1914, 23 guineas; photograph.—

Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Uppgr Richmond Rd., East
Bheen. [1869

4ii.p. Douglas, 3-speed, K.S., less crankshaft, connect-
ing rods and pistons, and few minor parts; £30.—

Montague's Motor Mart, 85, London Rd., Manchester.
Central 7745. [1361

"I
Q22 Douglas 23!4h.p., fully equipped, licensed year,

-'-*' insured, indistinguishable from new; exchanges
or deferred; 45 guineas.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd..
South Kensington. [6623

"I
Q18 Douglas 23.4h.p. 2-speed model, excellent con-

-"-*/ dition, new tyres and belt; 37 guineas; ex-
changes or deferred.-Edwards, 50, Harriugton Rd.,
South Kensington. [1141

T\OUGLAS 1918 Combination, 4h.p., new condition,
-*-' little used, special eugime, climb anything; winter
price £56. all on.—SuUivan, 17, Mountford Rd., Nor-
folk Rd., Dalston, N.E. [1225

"I
022 Douglas, 3V2I1.P.. o.U.v., fully equipped,

-*-*^ licensed, indistinguishable from new, three
months' guaraintee; 80 guineas; exchanges or deferred.
—Edwards, 50 Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[1140
/i P.p. Douglas Combination, Easting, Tan-Sad, hood,
^x: speedometer, lamps, mirror, legshields, tools,
new tyres, owner-driven under 5,000 miles, machine
in perfect condition, very carefully ussd ; cost nearly
£200; accept £85; buying car; after 7 p.m., or
appointment.—113, Kenllworth' Av., Wimbledon.

[1832

CASH
AND

DEFERRED
PAYMENT
PRICES

FOR
'GUARANTEED'
SECONDHAND
MACHINES.

<p^ y£> <^

MATCHLESS, 1921, 8 b.p. Combination £95
Ot £24 14s. down and 12 instalments of /"6 3s. 6d.

RUDGE-MULTI, 1922, si h.p., I.O.M. Model £65
Or 1C16 iSs. down and 12 instalments of £4 4s. 6d.

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., Model H, 3 speeds, clutch
and kick-starter £65

Or £16 i8s. down and 12 instalments of £4 4s. 6d.
DUNELT, 1922, 4^ h.p. Combination, D.A. lighting £75
Or £19 los. down and 12 instalments of £4 17s. 6d.

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1920, 5 h.p. Combination £78
Or £20 5s. 6d. down and 12 instalments of £5 is. sd.

MATCHLESS, 1921, S h.p. Combination, dynamo Itg. £105
Or £27 6s. dovra and 12 instalments of £6 16s. 6d.

MATCHLESS, 1921, 8 h.p. Combination, 2-seatcr. . £90
Or £23 8s. down and 12 instalments of £5 17s.

A.B.C., 1922, 3 h.p., 4 speeds, clutch and kick-starter,

dynamo lighting £68
Or £17 14s. 6d, down and 12 instalments of £5 5s.

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1922, 8 h.p. Combination, acces-
sories, etc., as new £105

Or £27 6s. down and 12 instalments of £6 16s. 6d.
ROVER, 1921, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, Idck-starter, all-chain

drive and Canoelet Touring sidecar £85
Or £22 2S. down and 12 instalments of £5 los. 6d.

DOUGLAS, 1922, 4 h.p. Combination £110
Or £28 I2S. down and 12 instalments of £7 3S.

ROVER, 1921, 3^ h.p., T.T. Model, Phillipson -

Pulley, lamps, etc £55
Or £14 6s. down and 12 instalments of £3 lis. 6d.

NEW IMPERIAL, 1922, 2J h.p,, 3 speeds, clutch and
kick-starter, all-chain drive £58

Or£i5 IS. 6d. down and 12 instalments of £3 15s. sd.
MATCHLESS, 1920, 8 h.p. Combination, dynamo Itg. £95
Or £24 14s. dovi'n and 12 instalments of £6 3s. 6d.

ARIEL, 1920, 3^ h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch
and kick-starter £70

Or £18 4s. down and 12 instalments of £4 lis.

JUNO, 1918, 2J h.p., 2-stroke, Villiers engine .... £25
Or £6 15s. down and 12 instalments of £1 13s. gd.

DOUGLAS, 1920, 4 b.p. Combination £85
Or £22 2S. down and 12 instalments of £5 los. 6d.

N.U.T., 1920, si h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter,

Lucas magdyno lighting, tax paid £75
Or £19 los. down and 12 instalments of £4 17s. 6d.

RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 3A h.p., I.O.M. Model and sc. £50
Or £13 down and 12 instalments of £3 5s.

B.S.A., 1919, 4i h.p.. Model K and Millford sidecar £75
Or £19 los. down and 12 instalments of £4 17s. 6d.

ROVER, 1921, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-
starter, all-diain drive £68

Oi^^iv'iss. 5d. down and 12 instalments of £483. 5d,

We are offering a few

NEW 1922 MODELS
AT

REDUCED PRICES.
May we send you particulars?

LOVETT'S LIMITED,
THE EASTERN GARAGE,
418, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E.7.

'Phone: East Ham 490. 'Grams: "Egaraco, London."^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

1Q23 Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
-'-v Central 5168. Douglas. Pi'ompt delivery ol
any model; exchanges and extended payments; full
market value allowed for second-hand machines; tui-
tion free. [1735

FOR Douglas 1922 2^4,h.p. and 4h.p. Combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London

agents, and give you the best of ser^vice; all spares in
stock; no W.D. rubbish. — Jones Garage, The Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. [078«

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, makers' blue, loolta
and goes like new. grand order, guaranteed, £65;

another nearly as good. £60. Both are quite excep-
lional bargains; cash or deferred.—Marlborough
'Motor House). 20. Finchlev Rd N VV 8 r6559 i

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, in perfect con- '

dition, just been overhauled, sidecar repainted
|

and upholstered, electric light, speedometer, tools, !

and many spares, tax paid end of year; £70.—241,
High St., Kensington. 'Phone: Western 4^73. [9584

j

DOUGLAS 1921 4h.p. Combination, specially fitted

'

with Canoelet sporfing sidecar, P. and H. lamp
set, sidecar and tail lamps, with separate generator,

|

all tools, Lucas horn, etc. ; the outfit is in prao-
'

tically brand new condition, and has been little and

;

carefully used, original tyres in perfect condition,

!

enamel and plating as new; open to any examina-
tion and trial; accept £65 cash.—R. Watson, Vic-
toria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [1484 !

Spare Parts:

DOUGLAS Spares. — Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8
Bond St., Ealing. [4803

pOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
J-tj Douglas spares requirements.- 157b, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [5930

PKANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139. New St., BirA mingham.—Complete stcck genuine guaranteed
Douglas parts, immediate dispatch; lowest cash prices.

[5084DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for
all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spara

part stockists.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. N.IO, [0808

DpUGLAhS.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge. The Douglas Specialists. Trade supplied.

Complete illui-=trated spare part list of the 2^4h.p. and
4h.p. 6d., post free. [1285

DOUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of new genuine
Douglas spares at lowest cash prices. See oar

advertisement under Parts and Accessories.—The Ed-
wards Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick,
W.4. [0927

Economic
ECONOIIIO.-Do not fail to visit Stand 45, Olympia

Motor Cycle Show, and see the Economic Motor
Cycle. [1407

ECONOMIC Motor Cycles, £34; immediate delivery
2^,^h.p. opposed twin, variable gear, clutdi,

dynamo lighting; irial runs given.—London agent?

:

Denmau Motor Agency, 4, Denman Place, Piccadilly
Circus. Tel.: Regent 986. [0893

Edmund.
NEW shop-Eoiled 2^4b.p. spring framed Edmand:

£65.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [139i

NEW 1922 Edmund 2^h.p. J.A.P., clutch, K.B.,
never ridden, list price £75; sacrifice, £65.

—

Millard, Altogan, Llantilio Croesenny, Mon. [15J0

EDMUND-J.A.P. 1920-21 2Yih..V., 2-speed, splendid
condition, Runbuken. Amac, good tyree (Duulops},'

head lamp, taxed; £35.—Went, Abbey-cwm-Hir, Rads.
[1349

Elswick.

ELSWIOK 224h.p., 2-speed gear box, fully equipped;'
£20.-153. Knollys Rd., Streatham. [1333

« Enfield.

1 Q19 6h'.p. Enfield Combination and £10 for Match-i
J-«^ less, or sell, offers.— 5, Brampton Grove, HejidoH,
near " Bell." [1658'

PRACTICALLY new dynamo Enfield Combination,
run few miles; £95; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd.,

North Kensington. [1610

*l 022 Enfield Oombination, practically new, Magdyno,
-i-«7 hood, windscreen, Watford; £120, bargain.—5,

Warwick Rd., Manor Park. - [1303

1 Q20 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, electric ontflfc,;

-Ltf splendid condition; any trial; £90, or offers.-t-

14, Canuoubury Rd., Ramsgate. . [1438'

CROYDON and District.—Sole oCacial appointed
agent for Royal Enfields.—A. F. Pulling. 176a„

London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone : 1619. [6600^

1Q16 Enfield 3h.p., 2-Epeed, accessories, condition,
-*•*-' perfect, engine tight, sound, little used, tsxij

bargain, £37.-31, Perrers Rd., Hammersmith. [SSlBj

IjiNFlELD Combination, believed 1918, very .
bIm

-^ outfit, complete throughout, taxed; £48, or »*i

change,— 3,^ Stamford Brook Rd., Hammersmith. [1800

T>OYAL Enfield Combination, 1923, mileage l.OOOi
XV as new, many extras, insured, tax paid ; sacri-

fice £120.—Mashford, 7, Park Rd., Kingston Hil!.

[iSIl

b6o AH letters relating to advertisements should guote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
Motor Cycles adv«»'tiFed by private owners are, when desired* marked (P).

I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD-VICKERS.—Large selection of 1922 8h.p.
combinations, fully equipped, from £80 to £120.

—Fowler and Brigden, 130. Euston Rd., King's Cross.
(0961

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, fully equipped,
will exchange for solo; cash adjustment; any

trial given.—7, Gainsborough Rd., Hackney Wick.
Tcl. : 388 East. [1885

ENFIELD 1922 models. Plightly shop-soiled only

;

SIj.ii. conibination, £120: 2Vih-P- 2-sneed, £45;
write tor shop-soiled bargain list.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., BiimingUam. [1367

1023 Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Ivondon.
JLtf Central 5168. Royal Enfields, solos and com-
binations; exchanges and extended payments; tuition

free; delivery when required. [1726

Q/\ Guineas.—8h.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo
t/V lighting, hood, screen, etc., absolutely new con-

dition, mileage under 4,000; must sacrifice.—18, South
Bruton Mews. Bon I St., W. Mayfair 4282. [9383

1 Q 21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p.. Lucas dynamo
J.*y lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, etc., abso-

lutely unscratched', guaranteed; £115; exchanges.—
Honiac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. "Phone

:

Dalston 2408. [1762

ENFIELD Combination, 1921, 2-seater sidecar, 8h.p.

J.A.P., d.vnamo. new tyres, electric Klaxon and
Lucas horns, " Bonniksen, spring handle-bars, Terry
saddle, guaranteed perfect condition; £90.—Marks, 3,

Shoe Lane, E.C.4. Central 3118. [1235

1 Q20 Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno lighting,

Xt/ 700x80 Palmer tyres, speedometer, horn, extra

air, hood, screen, side curtains, luggage grid, other
BStraa, spares, tools, carefully used, new appearance
perfect; £85, lowest,_ cash. — Trent^ "Winn
Lee, S.E. 'Phone

:

apare Parts:

Lee Green 1234.
Lodi
[1463

NPLELD Spares.—Immediate
Bond St., Ealing.

NFIELD.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

bridge. All engine partti in stock.

delivery.—Eavs. 8,

[4801

Spares
Garage,

Green St., Cam-
Trade supplied.

[1286
and Repairs a Specianty.—
London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:

.
[5601

ElfPIELD
Pulling':

L619.

Excelsior.

IQ25 Excelsior lightweight Villiers, 2 epeeds, wonder-
t-*J fill power: £28/10: new.—Keen, Leominster.

[1228

1 020 Excelsior, 2-speed, iully equipped, guaranteed
L«/ perfect; £25.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., East
'atney. [1842

,IQ21-22 Excelsior 2-stroke, 2-speed Sturmey-Archer,
L*/ clutch, K.S., must realise; 31 guineas.—67,

ernlea Rd., Balham. [1809
F.N.

j^.N. Lightweight 2V2b.p., 2 speeds, clutch, shaft
drive, lamps; 23 guineas; easy terms.

^.N. 5-6h.p.. 4 cyls., shaft drive, dropped frame;
19 guineas; easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-

lange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [1775
"

I -CXL. F.N. 7h.p., 2 speeds, low frame, £18 repnirs,
' -t etc.. kick-starter, H.C. clutch, H.C. adjustable jet:

l>f rarest £40; exchanges.-Bos 4664, c/o The Motor
, l.rcie. [1270

%
'. Syarp. Parts :

\ \}.is.^ bparts.—We can supply for all models from

^'J
1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

,

, -d's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.
[1353

Gamage
'

( AMAGE Popular 2-stroke, 2>$h.p., good condi-
' tion, economical, £11.-10, Baronsmead Rd.,
rnes. [1590

Grigg.

922 2'4h.p. Grigg, Sturmey-Archer 2 speeds,
clutch, kick-start, brand new, taxed, equipped

;

5.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [1845

Hail ey ^Davidson.
55.—Genuine 1919 Harley Combination, perfect.

—

9, Church Rd., Harlesden. [1546

9)j.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, 1918. excellent
condition; no dealers.—Baily, "Poplars,'"' Glaston-

-v. [1219
"\2Q Harlev-Davidson Combination, electric 7-9h.p.;
^ £63/10.—Goad, 122. Maida Vale. "Phone:

J'ida Vale 1353.

22 Harley-Davidson

[1694

'-\\ZZ Harley-Davidson Combination, low mileage,V every accessory; £90; wxchanges.—24, Balliol
1., North Kensington. [1615

.45.—Harley-Davidson, 1918, never licensed, paint
c, not scratched, any trial.—Clark, Spring Rd.,
iLIemore, nr. Oxford. [1635
'ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Combination, all acces-
- series, 7-9h.p., perfect, original owner; price £95.

->. .Julian's Rd., Stevenage. [1443
I'ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p.,
J- 3-speed, lamps, splendid condition, very powerful;

II,

or near offer.—Hope, Forthill, East Grinstead.
[1200

25, HORTON STKii.Jb.r

HALIFAX.
Pcjone: 1400. 'Graraii- Perfection

1923 MODELS.
COVENTRY PREMIER, 10 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-sr. 230 gns.

CALTHORPE, 10 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-scater ... 285 gns.

DEEMSTER, 10 h.p., 4-cyf., 2-seater £280

LAGONDA, 11.9 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-seater .... 280 gns.

SINGER, 10 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-scater £395

STONELEIGH, 8-9 h.p., 3-seater £185

LEVIS, 2i h.p., single gear £38

LEVIS, 21 h.p., single gear, 2-speeil £48
EDMUND-BLACKBURN, 2J h.p., 3-speed . £75

MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. combination 8130

NEW IMPERIAL, 21 h.p., 3-speeil £65

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. .
.
£125

SCOTT 3i h.p. Squirrel £89

O.K. JUNIOR, single gear £38

Cash, Exchange or deferred payments.

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
Each one overhauled and ready to drive

away.

SOLOS.
ALLDAYS-IHATCHLESS, 31 h.p £22 10

BLACKBURN, 1921, 4 h.p., 3-specd £59 10

ENFIELD, 1922, 2^ h.p., demonstration m/c. £47 10

HARLEY, 1918, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, all-chain £67 10
NUMBER, 3) h.p., 2-speed, free engine . . £27 10

NORTON, 1922, Big Four, new £90

PEX-ACME,1922.2.V h.D.demonstration m/c. £42 10

ROYAL RUBY, 1922, 3 h.p., 3-spced,like new £55
KUU6E-MUL1I, 19^1, 3i h.p., like new. . £52 10

RUDGE-mULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p £65

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3i h.p., clutch model £29 10

VELOCE, 1920, 3* h.p., 3-speed £52 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ACE, 1921, 4-cyl. comb., tax paid £97 10
B.S.A., 1819, 4't h.p., all-chain comb £7S
B.S.A., 1921, 6 h.p., all-chain comb £119 10

COVENTRY EAGLE, 1921, combination . . £62 10

COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-7 h.p. comb. £79 10

HARLEY, 1919, electric comb., extra good £97 10

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive £45
MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p. comb £79 10

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. . £69 10

REX, 1913, 6 h.p., coach comb £42 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p. comb £69 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p. comb £75
SCOTT, 31 h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid . . £49 10

SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc, tax paid.

.

£79 10

TRIUMPH, Zh h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid £39 10

VELOCE, 1920, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, new sc. . £67 10

RUNABOUTS.
PRECISION, 8 h.p., wants attention £47 10

(or oifer)

H.F.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-seater, dynamo . £97 10
RICHARDSON, 1920, 2-seater, dickey seat £95

TRAVEL DE-LUXE.
£10 depo:i! and 25/- weekly buys

B.S.A., 1919, 41 h.p., all-chain comb £75
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed, new sidecar £72 10
COVENTRY VICTOR, 1921, 5-7 h.p. comb. £79 10
CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed, coach comb £35
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive .... £45
MARTINSYDE, 1920, 6 h.p. comb £79 10
NEW HUDSON, 6 h.p., 3-speed comb £49 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed comb. . £69 10
REX, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar £29 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., coach comb. £42 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p. comb £69 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p. comb. ... £75
SCOTT, 3J h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid . . £49 10
Sf'OTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc., tax paid . £79 10
TRIUMPH, V, h.p., 2-speed comb., tax paid £33 10
WILKIN BLACKBURN, 1921,4 h.p.,3-speed,

good £59 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley. Davidson.

HARLEY 7-9I1.I). Cunibjriution, like ntw, guaranteed,
give any trial; £49.-28, Woodionl Ed.. Forest

Gate. 'Phone: Maryland 2598. [1593

£58.—Harley-Davidson Combination, 1918 Mont-
gomery sporting sidecar, fully equipped, licence,

splendid condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1533

IQlc Harley-Davidson Combiu.ltion, Bosch rnnpneto,
J-*/ Amac carburetter, gas lamps. Cameo wind-screen,
disc wheek, just overhauled; bargain, £58.—Walbro, Ely.
Cambs. [12C1

BAEGAIISr.-1921 4h.p. flat Twin Harley-Davidson,
3 speeds, perfect; 55 guineas; exchanges; photo-

graph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Riehmoud Hd.,
East Sheen. [1870

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for a Harley-Davidson, any model; de-

ferred payments.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham Hign
Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone : 4441 Latchmere. [1031

"I
Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination. 4h.p. flat twin.

JL«7 3 speed..^, C. and K.S., all lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, absolutely as new, guaranteed; £75; exchanges.
—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone

:

Dalstoa 2403. [1764

.^pare Parts:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.
Bond St., Ealing. [4804

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—We have a very large stock
of second-hand spares of these well-known

machines, and on receipt of a post-card stating your
requirements we will, by return, quote you very com-
petitive prices ; our stock comprises practically all
parts.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [1691

WARNING.—A large number of epurious Harley-
Davidson parts are now being eold. These are

greatly inferior to our standard Quality, and have
given serious trouble and dissatisfaction. All genuine
Harley-Davidson parts, e.g., valves, pistons, pinton
rings, hardened shafts, springs, etc., are supi^lied in
sealed packages only, and riders should relu'^c all

others. If unable to obtain locally, write us direct.—
Harlev-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St..

London, W.l. [0844
Hawker.

1023 Models.—Hawkers on extended payments.-
J~^ Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1727

BRAND New 2^/4h.p. Hawker, 3-speed. clutch, kick-
start, Blackburne engine; list price £84, our

Edinburgh.
[9535

price £65.—Pioneer Motors, Griudlay St.,

Henderson.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1922 De Luxe Hender-

son motor cvcies in stock at the new reduced
flgure of £137.— l'57b, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [236(1

BRAND New Henderson De Luxe, with Milltord De
Luxe sidecar, most luxurious outfit; list price

110.£175, our price
Edinburgh.

Pioneer MoLois, Grindlay St..

[9541

lombination, special fittings1 Q21 Henderson 4.cyl
, .

-Ltr and sidecar, dynamo, just as new; sell £140, or
exchange 1919-20 model and cash, solo preferred.—
13, Victoria Rd., Shefiield. [1385

BARKER'S Motors, the Henderson specialists and
authorised agents. Overhauls and repairs car-

ried out; all spares in stock; deferred payments.— 194.
Balham High Ed., S.W.12. 'Phone : Latchmere 4441

(1028
HENDERSON, late 1921, -model K, De Luxe Com-

bination, electric lighting, etc. ; the whole outfit

fitted regardless of cost ; has only done 700 miles, and
is as new; accept £420, or near offer.—Oaklands, The
Grove, Finchley, N.3. 'Phone: 868. [1748

£65.-Ross. 86.
[1393

Hobart.

NEW shop-soiled 2",ih.p. Hobart;
High Rd., Lee.

"I
Q19 Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, fully equippeil.

J-iy licensed; any trial; 26 guineas.—Fisher. 48.
High St., Chelmsford. [1208

Humber.
h.p. Humber 2-speed Combination, asinew; trial:

£20.-17,

Models.

Heaton Rd., Mitcham.34
"IQ23 Models.—Humbers; exchanges
Xv payments; generous terms.—Wauchope's, 9.

[1471

extended

Shoe Lane, London. [1728

SPORTS model 1922 4y2h.p. Humber, flat Twin, brand
new; to clear f79.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway.

'Phone: Waltham X 31. [1672

HUMBER 3V»h.p. Combination, 2-sreed, Bosch. B.
and B., excellent order; must sell, £27/10.—

Hart, Botesdale, Diss, Norfolk. [1449

HUMBER 1920 4V2h.p. Combination, speedometer,
lamps, splendid condition, trial by irppoiutraent

;

£50, bargain.-Hunt, 29, Alfred St., Bow, E. [1311

1 Q22 number Flat Twin Combination, completely
-Lt/ equipped, equal to new; cost £145, accept
£90 cash.—The Layton Garages. 30, Holywell St., Ox-
ford. [9704

1 Q22 Humber: special offer of our last remaining
X^ standard touring model, brand new; list pr^ce

£110, special cash price £80.
Holywell St., Oxford.

-•The Lavton Garage'. 30,
[971

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

• Motor Cycles ad\v;rtited by private owners are, when desired, raa/ked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR S41.E.

Indian.
v.D Indian, T.T., clutch jnodel, 7-9h..p, twin, lamps;
only 29 guineas,; ensy terms.

INDIAN, latest 1921, .ilmost new, dynamo ligh-tinff,

big valve, Powerplus, 3 speeds, everything fitted;
69 E^uiaeas; La-sy terms.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [1776

22.—7'9li.p. 1915 Indian, cjntch model, splendid
running,' order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [1427

"I
016 Powerplus Indian Ckimbination, dynamo light-

Xt/ ing; £50.—Roes, 86, High Rd., Lee. [1396

IX'iDiAJN, 19ii2, Scout, like new, taxea, bS guineas.
U. H. Clarii and Ck)., 7. Exhibitioa Kd., S.W.T.

f359'^

1 Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination; £60; 3 months'
'-^ guarantee.—21, Marlborough Crescent, Chis-
wiot. [1176

IJNDIAN Combination, electric lighting, splendid con-
dition; £55.-6, Princess Mews, Belsize Parlt,

N.W.3. [1477

1 Q14 Indian Combination, 9h.p., "S-speed, K.S.

;

Xi/ bargain, £40.—Captain Collins, Sanbury-on-
[1626Thames.

1Q23 Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
-L9J Central 5168. Indians; exchanges and ex-
tended jiayments. [1729

-j Q23 Indian Scouts.—Full particulars and exchange
X*' quotations from " Parwood," Indian agents, 89,
East Hill, Wandsworth. [1524

7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, Einks, Boech magneto,
excellent toudition, lamps, horn, tax vaid; £25.—

P. WiUeocks. Dntehet, Bucks. [1419

INDIAN 1914 /h.p., good condition, 2-speed, K.S.,
(spring irame ; £35. or offer ; trial.—58, Acacia

Ed., St. John's Wood, N.W.8.
.
[1859

"j Q16 Indian 7-9h.p., 3-speed gear ComTaination, T.T.
Xt;/ bars and discs, very smart, in perfect condi-
tion; going abroad; oHers.—Crabb, Stormont, Leven,
Fife. [1183

CHEAPEST Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, first-rate

condition, electric lighting. Easting screen, Stewart
rtpeedometei; £45 tne lot.—Buntings' Exchange, Weald-
stone. [1783

BARGAIN.—Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, coach'built com-
hinatiou ; 35 guinea^; ;

photograph ; exchanges.—
Plater Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., Flast

Sheen.
' [1871

LATE 1920 electrically equipped Powerplne Indian
and special ilill.s-Fiilturd sidecar, magnificent con-

dition; £100, a bfugiiin.—Hancock, Manor Rd., St.

Albans, [1408

£57, exchange.—1919 Indian Powerplus combination,
3 speeds, K.S., spring frame, lamps, windscreen,

Luggage grid, splendid condition.—76. Neate St., Cam-
berweU. [1493

7-9h.p. Indian 1919, Sinks, good condition, any
trial, sidecar optional ; sell or exchange late 2^/il,.p.

A.J.S. or o.h.v. Bliickburue.— Gaskell, Wowllea, Orreil

Rd.. Wigan. [8581

Q X Guineas, offers, exchanges.—1921 7-9h.p. Indian
Otf combination, very smart, many extras, electric
light, little u.sed. fast; exchanges, cash either way.^
Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [1639

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Powei-plus Combination, Mill-
ford sidecar, spring frame, dynamo lighting, wind-

screen, Tan-Sad, new battery, chains and tyres, mile-

age 5,500, peuec: condition; £80.—Grant, 21, Ash-
burton Rd., Croydon. [1212

THE l>est Talue is undoubtedly the Indian. See what
vou get; no tiouble. dynamo lighting, electric hoin,

a first-class speedometer, a real automatic carburetter,
reUable mechanical oil feed, the original and best

bristling with improvement's. Scout model; solo, £96/10;
dynamo lighting, £113; Standard solo, £123: Chief solo,

£132; let me have your order for any of the modek;
when you buy one oft me I shall look after your
interests : largest stock of Indian parts in the provinces.
—Hurswill. Indian Specialists, 42, Bridge St., Ohester.
'Phone: 943.

BEAUTIFITL latest model Indian Chief Combination,
denionfitration model, August, dynamo lighting.

Princess sidecar, scuttle dash, and Triplex windscreen,
domed legshields, in lovely condition throughout

;

£132/10.

LATEST Scout model, brand new; £92/10.^Horswill,
Indian Specialiste, 42, Bridge St., Chester.

'Phoue: 943. [1278

^vare Parts:

GODFREY'S. Ltd., 208, Great Portiand St., London.
W.I.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

always in. stock. Write for free spare part liet, stating
year of manufartura [0752
INDIAN Spaies.—New and second-hand for all

models
;

all second-hand spares sent on approval

;

writer call, or 'phone ; we can save you money.—LanR-
ford's, 37, Cricklewood liroadwav, N.W.2. Hampstead
8616. [1354

also second-hand,
. !rementi- for our prices.—

Denniri Accessories Stores. 89, Brixton Rd., London.
'Phone: Brixton 3129. The firm with a reputation
for promptness and satisfaction. [3787

INDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new
fjum stock ; send list requiremt

ADOPT THE SAFE POLICY
OF WRII1N5 OR SEEING

BAMBERS
ABOUT ir.

ALL MACHINES CARRY OUR USUAL
3 MONTHS GUARANTEE.

1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS comb., electriclamps,
screen, horn, etc £50

1915 4i h.p. B.S.A. corab., 3-speed, clutch
and K.S., horn, a gift £45

1917 4 h.p. DOUGLAS comb., lamps, horn,
screen, etc £57

1919 7-g h.p. INDIAN Powerplus, lamps,
horn, ^-speed etc , £48

1919 3ih-P- P- & M«i 2-speed, clutch and
K.S., horn, a gift £38

1920 8 h.p. MATCHLESS comb., fully
equipped, spring frame, etc £80

1920 6 h.p. A.J.5. comb., fully equipped, as
new, many extras £110

1920 5-6 h.p. ZENITH, electiiclamps, speedo-
meter, etc £50

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN comb., dj'namo,
speedometer, etc £55

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN comb., dynamo, elec-

tric horn, screen, etc. £68
1920 7-9 h.p. AMERICAN-EX., I'-seaier side-

car, lamos. etc., etc £65
J921 4^ h.p. ARIEL comb., all-chain drive

fully equipped , , . £75
1921-22 8 h.p. ENFIELD comb., 2-seater,

electric lamps, hood, etc.. etc £90
1922 3^ h.p. RUDGE, 3-sp-, clutch and kick-

start, all-chain, as new £68
1922 2.5- h.p DOUGLAS, lamps, horn, knee-

grips, etc., as new ££0
1922 2^ h.p. WOLF-BLACKBURNE, O.H.V.

engine, fully equipped £58
1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH comb., all-chain drive,

lully enuipDed, as new £115
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD comb., lamps, horn,

screen, etc, £100

ALL MACHINES LICENSED AND IN

EXCELLENT CONDITION.

HIGHEST MARKET VALUE
ALLOWED FOR YOUR PRESENT JttACHINE

IN PART EXCHANGE.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
M yy we Sen -f y-^a fall pa ticalsrs ?

R.BAMBER & Co., Ltd.,

2. EASTBANK ST..

SOVTHPORT.•PHONE
607 .

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian,

Spnre Parts:

TJ^'OR Indian spares and OTerhauling try HorswiU,
-L Indian Specialist, over 10 vears' exppiience, 42-
Bridge St., Chester. [1277

Ivy.

QQ Guineas.—Ivy 1920, Sturmey-Archer 2 speeds,
'^ «-' clutch and kick-«tart, as new.~59. Palfrey Place,
nor.'^et Rd., Clapham Ed., S.W;8. [1555

Spare Parts:

IVY.—Engine Spares from -stock.—Maudes', lOO.
•Great Portland St:, W.l. ' fl^89

James.

1 019-20 James 4i4h.p. Combination, all accessor ir>

-L«7 perfect order; bargain, 55 guineas; only waut^
seeing.—91, Bellenden Rd., Peckham. " [1802

AT Edwards. -1922 3'-h p. Sprirts .James, '"quiupefi,

tax paid, indistinguishable from new.; 72 guineas.
lieferred paymeuca auu L:.\cudnges.— lUl, Giea.. 1 uniand
St.. W.l. [4521

1 Q22 Practically Brand New James 2%h.p., 2-Epeed.
--•7 clutch, kick-starter, fully equipped, cost £68;
accept £36 ; must sell quickly.—The Mews, Victoria

Rd., Clapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. 0665

i>pare Parts:

JAMES Spares.— Immediate delivery.—Kays,
10, Bond St., Ealing.

3 and.
[9449'

WHITBYS.—James spares, expert service.— 7. The
Vale, Acto-i, W.5. 'Phone: Chiswick 1513. [9777

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Lightweight, tax paid, good running order; £10.
—Norman, Kneeshaw, Slingsby, Yorks. [1192

Lea=Francis.

A BARGAIN.—1921 SVjh p. Lea-Francis, 2-spee>l,j

clutch, guaranteed periect; £60; owner bought,
car,—Jones, Crendon St., High Wycombe. [1342;

LEA-FRANCIS, 3Vjh.p. J.A.P. twin, 2-speed, clutch'

K.S., fully equipped, excellent condition; com-

bination. £40
Lane, S.E.22.

solo, £35,

58

or offers.—38, Lordship
{118C:

AT Edwards'.—1920 3V2h.p. Lea-Francis, M.A.r,

-

engine, fully equipped, lamps, horn, speedometer
perfect order ; 48 guineas. Exclianges or deferred.—

101. Great Portland St.. W.l. [.932e

Guineas.—Lea-Francis, 1922, S-speed, clutch

kick-starter, enclosed chain drive, actual golc,

medal winner Scottish and English Six Days Trials •

new tyres.—Delancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I
[1461

IEA-FRANCIS 1922 3V2I1.P., 3-speed. M.A.G. engine 1

J electric lighting, speedometer, Brooks caTitileve

saddle, 2 horns, mileage 1,297, condition as new, al

spares; £70.—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., Chel?pa
S.W.I. [I'Je!

Levis.

TpREMIER Motor Co., the Levis specialists.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 1923 Levis Models; alsc

the last few 1922 models at further greatly re

duced prices. fi'^h.p. Popular, single gear, £35
Model S, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, £44
Model G2, 247 c.c, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, £50
deferred payments 4% extra; sent on approval-
Premier Motor Co. Ast-on Rd., Birmingham. [959:

£19,—1919 Levis, dynamo lighting, new Dunlops
licensed.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth, [152;

1 Q 23 Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London
Xt/ Levis; exchanges and extended pajTnents. [173'

T Q23 Levis, 2-speed, kick-starter, clutch; £48, jus

-L«J delivered.-Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. 'Phone

852. [096

~| Q21 Levis Popular. Lucas head and rear lanipi

-Lt/ Stewart horn, licensed, Dunlop, condition lik

new; bargain, £26.—Walbro, Elr, Cambs. [127

1 Ck22 Levis, 2 speeds, Sturmey hand' clutch, bran
M-*y new; reduced to £48; exchanges or deferred.-

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd-. N.E. 'Phone

Dalston 2408. [176

Spare Parts:

LEVIS.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd. , Green St. . Can|

bridse. All parts in stock. Trade supplid

inustrate<l list post free. [12£|

GODFREYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., Loncio-

W.l.—Complete stock of all Levis spore parj

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statir

year of manufacture. [07J

Martinsyde.
MARTINSYDE ComUHiation 1921, electric lightin!

very fully equipped, in excellent condition j
£9pi

Hellier and Co.. 5, Williams Mews, Lowndes Sqiiai

S.W. Victoria 2595. t09J

T>OBERTSONS Motors, Limited, are the Londt
-tV Martinsyde Service agents; trial runs arran^
1923 models now available at the new prices, "sp'sr

stocked.— 157B. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [IL

1 Q22 Martinsyde 6h.p, Combination, complete wit

Xt/ Milford sidecar, cost £160, has only been us(

a few times; a gift at £130; cash or deferred,—Mai
borough (Motor House), 20. Finchley Rd.. 'N.W:

[65*

B62 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advei-tited by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mnrtinsyde.

Spare Parts:

MAETINSYDE Spare Parts are obtainable from
stock at Joner Garage, The Broadway. Muewell

Hili, London. N.IO. [0918

Matchless.

1 Q19 Matchless, Victory model, Easting, Tan-Sad,
At/ spare wbeel; £58, or near oiler.—71. High .St

,

Deptlord. [1206

1Q12 Matchless twin, O.B. sidecar, 1921, tunning
•**' order; cheap.—Wood, 17, Ashton Terrace, Hnre-
Juills, Leeds. [1340

1 Q19 Matchless Combination, in good condition, allXv on, must sell; £65.—Adams. 9. Belmont Hill.
Lewisham, S.E.

Adams, 9, Belmont Hill,

[1196

gh.p..

1 Q21 Model H Matchless Combination, every pos-
J- »/ sible accessory ; £82 ; excbangea.—24, Balliol
Rd., North Kensiugton. [1G08

6h.p. Matchless, 2-speed, good condition, fast, equipped,
£28; sidecar, £6/10; exchange 3y^>h.p. eiuyle^

Bishop, Feinbank Ed., Ascot. [1269

1Q23 Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London.
J-t' Central 5168. Matchless combinations; ex-
changes and extended payments. [1731

MATCHLESS-GEEENWICH 1923 latest models in
stock, inspection invited.—See Sam. E. Clapham

at the Show, Matchless, Stand 71, Olympia.

1Q23 Programme. All leading makes of motor cycles
**' and light cars.—Sam, E, Clupham (Motors), 27,
Stocknell St., GreenTvich. [1867

MATCHLESS, all models, 1923 prices; best ex-
change allowances; deferred.—Agents, R. B.

Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.\V.7. [1155

1 Q 21-22 Model H ]M'atcjiless Combination, spring
,

J- «/ frame, spare wheel, absolutely as new ; bar-
gain, 88 guineas.—67, Eernlea Rd., Balham. [1812

MATCHLESS Combinatiau. Sh.p., 2-speed, lamps,
horn, et-c., overhauled, good running order; 40

guineas.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [1142

MATCHLESS, brand new, Model H2, M.A.G. engine,
spring frame, Lucas lamps, horn, screen, shields,

etc.; i;i30, only one at this price.—Mason's Garage,
Lotchworth, Herts. [1660

Matchless Combination, 1922, with spare
wheel, hood screen and speedometer, dynamo

lighting and horn,- tax paid; best offer secures.

—

33, New Bedford Rd., Luton. [15o7

£50.—Sporting 1920 5h.p. twin J.A.r. engined Mat<?h-
less, engine just returned from being overhauled

[and replated by makers, new tyres, new Bosch, Binks,
Lucas lampti.—H. M. lallywhite, Enham, Andover.

[1329

AT Edwards.—1919 Bh.p. .Victory Matchless Com-
bination, Lucas lamps, Bonniksen speedometer,

•pare wheel, new condition throughout; 70 guineas;
exchanges or deferred.—lOl, Great Portland St., W.l.

[1150
1Q14 Sh.p. Matchless Combination, 2*spoed, clutch,
'-!-«' kick-.^tart, lamps, horn. Easting, splendid side-

bar, enamelling, plating original good ; £38 ; exchange
lolo.—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone ; Kingfiton
274. [1596

jl/fATCHLESS-J.A.P. H2 Combination 1922. bought
ItJ. from manufacturers last month, Lucas Magdyno,
;pare wheel, Easting, etc. ; £125 ; lundly writs for

ppointment.—Walton, 23, Percy Rd., South Norwood,
1.E.25. (P} [1355

I Q21 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo
Li/ lighting, spare wheel, speedometer, hood, screen,

mall mileage; £95. Ditto, late 1920 M.A.G. , dynamo
ighting; £85.—Hillier, 127, St. Mark's Rd., North
Censington. [1542

VTOXTR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
L payment for a Matchless solo or combination

;

he famous spring frame machines; deferred payments.
-Barker's Motors. 194. Balham High Rd., S.W.12.
?hone : 4441 Latchmere. [1029

I A 23 Matchless Combinations.—T. J, Ross, of 86,
Lt7 Hign Rd., Lee, S.E. ('phone Lee Green 774). will

9 pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery.

Ixehanges and deferred payments arranged ; demon-
tration model always in stock. Purchasers taught
reo. Large assortment of new and second-hand motor
ycles always in stock. [3244

•'i-pare Parts:

WTATCHLESS Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays.
"A 8 and 10, Bond St., Ealing. [9446

uTATOHLESS Spares, for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-
•J- turn, post free.—jbnea* Garage, Matchless Agent.

Muswell Hill, N.IO.

Metro.

[0808

920 Metro-Tyler Sports Models, excellent order;
£25; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-

a Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [1765

Minerva.
^INERVA 2S.4h.p., m.o.T., Bosch, excellent run-
'J- ning; £8; stamp.—17, Heaton Rd,, Mitcham.

[1472

.^^HSim

TAYLORS
Soie London and District Uistr-.outin^ -\4e1t ^

for A.J.S., Excelsior, and CuneU Motor Cvcles.

a
THIS WEEK'S CASH or CREDIT

BARGAINS
On view at ojir extensive
South Kensington Showrooms.

SHOWBOOM-SOILED.
O.K. JUNIOR, 1922, 2* h.p «32
P. & M., 1922, 4* h.p. de Luxe Combination £120
QUADRANT, ig;2, 4J li.p. Combination £95

SErowPHAND SOL*>S.

A.J.S., 1922, 23 h.p. Model B.i £65
CALTHORPE, 1922, 2J h.p,, 2-stroke, 2-speed, dutch
and kick-starter £35
IVY, 1921, 2h h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £50
LEA-FRANCIS, igig, 3* h.p., lamps, etc £50
SUNBEAM, 1921, 3* h.p., Semi-Sports £85
SUNBEAM, 1922, 3* h.p., Semi-Sports £95
TRIUWPH, 1918,4 h.p., with lamps, etc £50
TRIUMPH, Baby 1920, 2^ h.p,, lamps, etc £35

S^CONBBAND COMBINATIONS.
A.1I.S., 1919, 6 h.p., with spare wheel, hom £95
A.J.S., 1922, 2| h.p., Model B £85
A.d.Sr, 1922, 2f h.p., Model B.i, equipped. Special*

demonstration model £88
A.J.S.> 1920, 6 h.p., with spare wheel, hood, electric

hghting, speedometer, horn £100
A.1I.S., 1920, 5 h.p., spare wheel, horn, etc £100
A.J.S., 1921, 7 h.p., dynamo lighting, Cowey speedo-

meter, spare wheel, child's dickey seat, hood and
cover £135

A.J.S.,, 1920, 6 h.p., 2-seater sidecar, screens, spare
wheel, electric lighting £105

B.S.A., 1921, 6-7 h.p., detachable wheels, lamps,
hom, etc

'. £120
CEDOS, 1921, 2^ h.p., Canoelet sidecar, electric

equipment, horn, tools, etc £75
*HARLEY-DAVIDSON, r9i9, 7-9, and accessories £85
'^HENDERSON, 1921, 11 h.p.C.&M. sidecar, dynamo

lighting, speedometer, etc. Cost over ;^340 £140
MATCHLESS, 1921, 7-9, M.A.G. engine, spring

frame model, spare wheel, speedometer, lamps,

etc £99
ROVER, 1919, 3^ h.p., special sporting sidecar, lamps,

hom, etc. . /. £70
SUNBEAM, 1916, 3J h.p., Henderson sidecar,

speedometer, etc £80
TRIUMPH, 1918, 4 h.p. Watsoiiian sidecar, fully

equipped £75
ZENITH, 1921, 8 h.p. clutch model, fully equipped,

as new £110

RIDE WHIUE YOU RAY.
Any o£ the above bargains may be had upon our liberal Easy

Payment tenn.", except where marked with an asterisk.

Write for proposal torm if unable to call, stating; make oT

machine that interests you—and remember we can suoply

any make of New Machin': and many other excellent

carefully used combinations and solo mounts at bargain

prices.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms Motorcycles aad Oars.

52-53. Susses Place, South Keasin^coo.
Accessories Spare Parts and Repairs.

21a. Store Street, Tottenbam Coor^ Roai, W. 3

1

Wholesale t 38. Alfred Place. W.C.I.
Garage—Tottenbam Gjurt Road, W.i,

Telephones : Accessories and Repairs, Mussum 1240.

Motorcycles and Car?, Kensington 7260.

Telegrams' .. "Dynametro, Westcent, London.
'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Minerva.

£10.—"Minerra SV^h.p., Bosch, B.B., new condition,
every accessory.—Guinchard. 179, York Rd.,

North London. [1441
Moto-Reve.

EXCELLENT Moto-Reve 2%h.p. ; £7/15, ofjers.—Box
4683. c/o The Motor Cycle. [1653

Ner^a'Car.

1 Q22 Ner-a-Car, slightly shop-soiled, ready for road;
-l-*^ reduced to £57.—South Eastern Garage, Heme
Hill, London. S.E.24. [1V43

New Hudson.
NEW HUDSON-J.A.P. 4h.p., less back wheel; £10.-

itennard, 78, Yerbury Rd., HoUoway, N.19.
[1388

£17.-1914 SVah.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, good
running order, taxed.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

[1428
£25.—New Hudson, 2-stroke, splendid order, take

pedal cycle part.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,
London. [1562

NEW HUDSON SVoh.p., 3-speed, clutcli, combination,
trial, good condition; £30.-58, Acacia Ed., St.

John's Wood, N.W.8. [I860

BRAND new 1922 New Hudson Popular model, not
scratched; list price £50, accepx £40.—HoiswiU,

42, Bridge St., Chester. [1276

T Ql 20 New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, lamps,
-*-«-' speedometer, screen ; .£60 ; taxed.—James, c/o
Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd.. Paddington. [9975

1 Q22 New Hudson 2^^h.p. 3-speed, clutch, K.S., all-

j-iy complete equipment, licensed, new condition
throughout; 27 guineas.—Fersfie Id, Westbuiy Rd.,
New Maiden. [1567

T Ci 20 4h.p. New Hudson Comliination, as new, 3-

J.V speed couutershal't, clutch, kick-start, lef^ehields,

siieedoniitei, magnificently eauipped; bargain, £62/10

;

Easting, etc.—Ri^ind and Co., Stone I'laee, Eusholme,
Manchester. - [1377

1 Q21 2'/5h.p. New Hudson De Luxe, tax paid, 2-

-1- 1/ speed countershaft gear, T.B. magneto, P. and
H. lamp and horn. B. and B. carburetter, legshields,

tyres equal to new, enamel and plating first-class con-

dition; this machine has been privately owned, and is

in new condition thvcughoxit, having only run just over
1,000 mites; any trial or inspection; cost £63, accept
£28 to clear.—Allen, Station House, Aldeburgh, Suf-
folk. [1657

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p., unused, Giindlay sidecar;

£100.—Pocock, 90, Elsham Ed., W. [1357

1022 New Imperial-Jap, 2'i4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
-Li/ K.S. ; £45.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kenriing-

ton.
,

[1616

IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, countershaft,
£22.—Irwin, Leavesden Rd., Wat-

ford.
~

[1631

10 23 New Imperial Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
JLt/ Lane, London. Extended payments and ex-

change. [1721

EW IMPERIAL, 1922, 2%h.p., allK?hain, 3-sj.eed,

NEW
good order

;

67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

T^EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2Kh.p..

W

JM "taxed, practically unvUedT £55—Ciari, 7. Ex-

hibition Ed., S.W.7. [f856

1 CI2X-22 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, kick-
-Ltl start, absolutely as new; bargain, 34 guineas.

- [1806

_ _ - . .
2-E;peed, about

i917, new tyres, lamps, exceptionally fine con-

dition; £25/10.-1, Priory Bd., Kew. IK^^

NEW IMPERIAL 2>Ah.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, ai'cos-

sories, tax paid, splendid condition; £'24.—A.,

136, Kavensbury Rd., Eailsfleld, London, S.W. [9995

1 016 New Imperial 2%h.p., sports model, new cylin-

iSiJ der and piston, etc., 2-speed C. and K.S.,

equipped, taxed; £25.—Stubbs, Grocer, Harwood Rd.,

Fulham. [1501

EW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, October, 1919,

fully equipped, excellent condition, licensed, in-

sured, privately owned; £80; including spare tubes,

etc.—Harrison, 345, Ley St., Ilford. [1262

-1 ft22 Imperial 2%h.p. 3-speed, clutch, K.S., all-

A«/ chain, lamps, horn, speedometer, done 2,000

only, guaranteed sound order and condition; zeal

bargain, £46.-38, Claverton St., Bath. [1586

1 018 Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, all-chain

-Ltl drive, electric lamps, tax paid. Easting wind-

screen, splendid running order; £55.—D. and S. Auto-
car Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. [E148

Edwards.—1921 Sh.p. New Imperial Combina-
tion, all-chain drive, 3-speed, kick-starter and

clutch, electric lighting, horn. Easting Royal wind-

screen, pillion seat, legshields. perfect condition

througbont, tax paid; 81 guineas: exchanges or oe-

ferred.-lOl, Great Portland St., W.l. fUSl

QO Guineas.—1921 model 2?4h.p. New Imperial-Jap.

OO" 2-speed, clutch, K.S.. new Lucas lamp, horn,

pump, tools, etc., wide mudguards, enclosed magneto,

beautiful condition throughout; any trial and exaiuma-

tion; exceptional bargain; ready to nde away, tax

paid: no offers; seen Worcester.-Box 4681, c/c- iftr

Ulutar Cvclc. [l°-'l

±X ti

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES hOR SALE.
New Imperial.

Spare Parts:

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockists,
Key, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham

1257. Open till 6 p.m., 1 o^clock Satui-days.
10355

Norton.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for Norton i3argains.

SPECIAL OHer ol a lew brand new 1922 Nortons
at astounding reduction; Model 16H SV^h.p.. 3-

speed, list price £115, reduced to £80; Model No. 1
Big 4, 3-speed, list price- £120, reduced to £85; de-
ferred payments 4% extra ; free delivery.—Premier
Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9087

1 Q23 Norton Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,-
-t-*' London. On easy terms and exchange. [1722

BRAND New SVjh.p. Norton, 16H Model; bargain,
i;85.—Pioneer Motors, Grindlay St., Edinburgh.

[9640
TTALIFAX.—Noiton (brand neiv) 1922 models; special
J-X exchange allowances to clear.—Habtai Motor Ex-
change, Horton St., Halifax. [1294
£iO Guineae.—1922 16H Norton, close, ratios, light," vJreciprocatrng, parts, 70 m.p.h., Lucas (electric), as
new.—40, Aynhoe Ed., W.14. [1420
TV'ORTON 1921 Philipson pnlley, lamp, horn, taxed,
-^' very fast, splendid condition; £48, or «xchaiiEe.
—3, Staojiord Brook Rd., IIam;oaersmith. [179&

TfOR Sale.-1921 Norton 3V,h.p., 17C model, 3
-*- speeds, speedometer, lamps, spares new eppear-
ince,—58, High St., Colley Gale, Cradley, Staffs.

C1177TyrOETON 1921 S^Ah.p. Combination, special aluminium
-I-' sports sidecar, Lncas Magdyno bghting. eplendid
condition : bargain, £80.—P. J. Evans. John Bright St.,
Hirmingham, [1368
^90.—Big 4 Norton, not Uf:ed since 1920. guaranteed
•^^ 12 months, insured (or £120, not done 1.000 miles.
—Montague's Motor Mart, 85, London Ed., Manchester.
Central 7745. [1362

"IQ21 Norton Model IBH, completely equipped,
J-tf lamps, born, speedometer, and tax paid, very
smart and fast; ;e55.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. [9709
ly K m.p.li. Norton, SVjh.p., 3-speed, 1921, nnder
• f 2,000, Ricardo piston, specially balanced en-

gine, racing gear box, tax paid; £70.—Sissons, St.
Mary's Rd., Sheffield. [1175
I Q22 Norton, 3-speed, picked engine, appearance andi*' condition almost as new, under 3,000, fully
equipped, several spares; nearest £8(».—E. Daniels, 1,
-Mile End Rd., Norwich. [1207
SOUTHPORT.—1922 brand new 16H Noi'ton, uu-

ndden, 79 guineas; 1921 16H model,- -Lucas
dynamo, superb condition; gift, 69 guineas; exchanges.
—Kents, 417, Lord St., Soutbport. [1450
"1 021 Norton Big Pour, Lucas lamps, speedometer,
-itf Klaxon, knee grips, watcli, mileage 500, indis-
tinguishable from new, guaranteed perfect through-
out; 75 guineas: exchanges or deferred.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [9310

Spare Parts:

"VrOETON.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
i-" bridge. The spare part specialists. Complete
illustrated lists post free. Trade supplied. [1288

N.U.T.

1 Q 20 N.U.T. and Swan Sporting Sidecar, dynamo,
-t-*J discs, etc., handsome appearance; £78, or ex-
change; evenings.—Snow, 58, Malvern Rd., Dalstou,
E.8. [1833

O.K.

£28 1921 O.K. 2-speed, take 2, brand new.—38,
Hemans St., Wandsworth Ed. [1571

O.K. 2-stroke, excellent running order; bargain,
£15.—Fisher. Springwoll Rd., Heston, Houns-

low. [1755
1 020 O.K. 2-strok6, very nice condition, take two
-Lt/ anywhere; 19 guineas.—57, Pernlea Ed., Bal-
ham. [1810
1Q21 O.K.-ViUiers 2iih-p., 2-speed, excellent order,i-f taxed, insured; £25, offers.-24, Beaconsfleld Ed.,
St. Albans. (P) [1413

AT Edwards'.-1921-22 2i/2h.p. O.K. Junior, 2-speed,
kick-starter, and clutch, fully equipped, discs,

knee-grips, tax paid, perfect order; 34 guineas. Ex-
changes or deferred.—101, Great Portland St., W.l.

[9327
1 020 O.K., pnioiased 1921 new, Villiers engine,J^tJ Albion 2-speed, accessories, with light sidecar i

£38
;
would separate or exchange solo, American X or

Indian 7-9h.p.
; after 7.30.—H. Sinclair, 649, Liverpool

Ed., London, N.7. [1602
Omega.

OMEGA-J.AJ. 2?ih.p., late model, 2 speeds, clutch,
excellent order; £24.—Caretaker, 26, Camden Rd.

Camden Town. - [1551
OMBGA-J.A.P. 1919, 2-speea, Tan-Sad, tax, insur-

ance, good condition, reliable; £28.-136, Wan-
stead Park Avenue, E.12. [1304
1020 Omega-Jap 2?4h.p., exceptionally good con-
-*-*' dition, 2-speed, fully equipped, licensed; £29.—
37, Arlington Ed., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274.

[1595

DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

The Headlamp supplied with his ;et is our 5in
Daybeam, a very powerful light-giver. The brackets
are of exceptionally strong and handsome design
They carry the headlamp and also the (die cast)
aluminium case. The accumulator is specially made
for motor cycle lighting, and will brilliantly illuminate
the head and the rear lamp for 20 hours if used
intermittently. The tail lamp (our torpedo S. B.C.) is

exceptionally strong and well made, and has a very
attractive appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a
switch, and one lamp may be used independently of
the other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The finish is

ebony black and nickel plate.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30/1, Price £5 S

"DAYBEAM" Combination Set

The set comprises Daybeam 7111. Headlamp, idea
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C. Tail Lamp
Each lamp is fitted with Ein independent switch, and
is finished in ebony . biack with nickle-plated relief.

The accumulator (capacity, 6 volt, 40 amp.} is specially

made for motor cycle lighting, and wUI give very satis-

factory service in use.

Complete Outfits, List No. 30/2, Price £7 1

"DAYBEAM
Complete Electric

Set for

Lightweights
Solo Outfit, £3 3s.

Combination Outfit, £3 15s.

-WRITE FOR LIST NO. 7-

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by ail reputable agents.

, _^ RIM & PATENTS LT5 ^^
LAWDEN Rg BORDESLEV BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CVCLtS FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, lamps, horn, taxed,
etc., makers' overhaul; £37/10 cash.—Below.

1 Q23 P. and M. De Luxe, actually in stock at tha
J-v reduced price of £105; exchanges invited.—
Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkelev Mews, Connaug:ht
St., London. 'Phone: Padd. 1177. [1666

P'.
and M., £17; also new carbur-etter lamp set, hoiD,
sprockets.—Shed, 6, Tennyson Ed., Einningham.

[1359

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, equipped; £30.—Goad,
M-U 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Maida Vale 1353.

[1695

P.
and M. Combination, 1918 hood, lamps, taxed,
perfect condition; £45.-50, Haversfock Hill,

N.W.3. [1573

£35.—P. & M. Combination, hood, screen, Bpeeoo.
meter, electrics, perfect.—Arthur Shore, Aid-

bury, Tring. [1495

31.h.p. P. and M., late model, good comlition, iost,

2 ' must sell ; £38, otEer.—CnlUnane, London Aero-
drome. Croydon. [1350

1 018 P. and M. 3V2h.p., 2 speeds, kick, lamps; 29
-Lfc/ guineas^ easy terms,—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town St-ation). [1777

1 C|19 S^-oh.p. P. and M. Combination, periert con-
J-*' dition. 2-f;peec], K.S., lamps, horn, screen, tax
paid; £53.—C. A. Gamble, Gaywood, King's Lynn. [1310

P. and M. E.A.F., 2-speed, K.S., new tyres, almuiuium
chain case^;, leauires assembling, all parts periect;

£25.— Ij Springfield Park Crescent, - Catford, S.E.6.
[1624

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, new and exceptional
condition, screen, etc., fully equipped, guaran-

teed; £47/10.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Put-
[

ney. [1839

P.
and M. Coachbuilt Combination 1917, cleetrio

lighting, Klaxon, full equipment, excellent COTi-

dition ; £30, cash or extended terms.—F. L. Bouse^ 9,

Callow St., Fulham Rd., S.W.3. [1805

BARGAINS.—P. and M. Combination, 1920, as new,
53 guineas: also 1917 P. and M. combination, 36

f:nineas; solo, 29 guineas; photographs; exchanges.—
Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. [18?2

AT Edwards.—1918 Sl^'h.-p. P. and M. Combination,
,

equipped lamps and horn, painted in maker's
latest colours, in very nice condition throughout; 40
guineas; exchanges or deferred.-101, Great Portland
St., W.l. [1853

.•bpare Parts:

ALL Spares in Stock; please write for quotations for

all parts; all guaranteed, by return.—P. and il
Specialist. H. Beardwood, 147, Burhugton St., Liver-

pool. [0839

FOR Complete and Satisfactory P. and M. Spares
Service, get in touch with the authorised agAt

specialists. Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley "Mews,
Connaught St., London. 'Phone: Padd. 1177. [1667

P.
and M.—We have a very large stock of second-

hand spares of these well-known machines, and
on receipt of a posfc-ca.rd stating your requirements
we will, by return, quote you very competitive prices^

our stock comprises practically all parts.—^Maudes',

100, Great Portland St., W.l. ' [1690

Precision.

£14.— 3V'fi-p. Precision, Mabon countershaft gears,

fiist-iate order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [1429

Premier
£12.—Premier 3^h.p., Simms magneto, new Dunlop

tyres, any trial.—Clart, Spring Ed., Littlemore,
nr. Oxford. [1636

PREMIER 2-speed clutch gear for sale, less con-

trols, in splendid condition; 70/-.—Evans, Cross;,

Keys, Broughton, Wrexham. [ITBOi

PREMIER Combination SVoh.p., 3-speed, countershaft,

'

kick-start, any trial; 38 guineas, take liglitweaehij

part.—57, Eenbury St., Camberwell, London. [1563!

PREMIER 3V.>b.p. and sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,:
licensed, fine condition, insured; £26.—Kinsfij,-

23, Pembevton Gardens, Junction Ed., Upper Hollo-' ,

way, N.19. [18171

PREMIER 1915 5KIi.p. Coachbuilt Combinaiion,
|

3-speed, countershaft, kict-start, enamel afifl;

plating as new, lamps, speed oraieter, thoroagMy
reUable; £27/10.-1, Priory Rd., Kew. [1826

i'p3?T Parts:

PREMIER Parte.—I havo a large consignment oi

genuine parts purchased direct from ti:e makers;
write for quotation.-Alt'. Holland, Hearsall JLane

Garner, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [1645

PREMIES Genuine Spares .and Repairs.—We claim to.

be the most compefent firm -to snpifly spares and
exj^cute repairs to Prernier motor cycles. We served in,

the Premier works, and know this machine from A to 3.
We hold the most varied stock of parts for it-iathS,
world. We are the only traders who can cjaim'toi
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our pricesj

are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Writfli

us full requirements; you will receive our reply peFJ
return .—Porfield Motors, Forfield Place. LeamingtonI
Spa. 'Phone; 631. 13369?

B64 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of tlie issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

Svartf Parts

R

GENUINE Premier Spares.—We have -purehassd
from, the Coleshill Trading Companv, the tre-

mendous stock of genuine Premier pnrts (the largest

and only cumpletc stock in tho world) purchased by
them from the makers, and are offering the same at
knock-out prices.—Forfiold MuLurs, Forfield Place.
Leamington Spa. [1864

Priory.

PRIORY-J.A.P.. brand new; £45.—Clark. 7, Exhibi
tion Rd., S..\V.7. [2305

AT Edwards.—2^ih. p. Priory 2-stroke. 2-3peed, brand
new; £36.-101. Gt. Portland St.. W. [7503

-| Q22 Priory, 2';4h.p.. J. A. P.. 2-i,peed. clutcli and
-Lv kiok-start. brand n"ew .and unused, three months'
guai'-amtee; £50; eschaoges or deferred.- Edwards, 50,
Harrington Rd.. South Kensington. [1143

P.V.

1 Q21 P. v., spring frame, 2^ih.p. ViJlier:^ engine, 2
M-iJ speeds, clutch and kick-starter, dynamo light-
ing, electric horn, knee grips, etc., esceptionally nice
condition, guaranteed perfect; £37/ 10 ; exchanges.—
Horaac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Plione :

Dalst&n 2408. 11766
Quadrant.

55.'—1 921-22 Quadrant combination, accessories.-^ Clifford Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge
Rd.. S.E.I. [1838

£90, or reasonable offer.—Brand new 1922 Quadrant
combination.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, West

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [1837

BRAND New aVoh.p. Quadrant, 1922 model; bargain,
quick sale, list price ^6105, our price £90.-

Pioneer Motors, Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [9539

Spare Parts:

CLIFFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co.. Quadrant
official repairers .and spare. parts stockists, 177,

Westminster Bridge Rd. (opposite Waterloo Station
Approach), London. S.Eil. Tel. : Hop 210. [9989

Radco.
ADCO, 2%h.iJ., 2-6troke, 2 apeeds, fully eq,uippea.
perfect; £20.—Dosser, Slingsby, Yorks. [1194

Raleigh.
pREMIER Motor Co. for Raleigh Bargains.

FCTRTHER Great and Final Reductions to Clear;
all brand new 1922 models, carrying ' makers'

tail guarantee.—Below.

RALEIGH New 1922 Sports 234h.p., 2-speed, £55;
254h.p, standard touring, 3-speed, with Mont-

gomery sidecar, <£72; 5-6h.p., 3-speed. spring frame,
£95; impossible to repeat at these prices; guaran-
teed below 1923 prices.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [9592

RALEIGH, J 923. 2-speed. 25,:ih.p., brand new. sliov
Boiled-: £56.-7, ExLibitiou Rd., S.W.7. _ [3588

R"
ALEIGHS.— 1923, all-chain drive; quickest ' de-
liveries.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [9960

"I Q 23 Raleigh Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
-Li' London. Central 5168. Exchanges and es-

. tended payments. [1723

Readina-Stanrt-^rd.

READING-STANDARD, 1922 model, 8-lOh.p.,
dynamo lighting, taxed, and nearly new; bargain,

£80.—Fredrics and Co., Ltd.. 89, Gt. Portland St.

[1795
Ready.

AT Edwards.—1922 2S4h.p. Readv, J.A.P., 2-3peed,
countershaft gear, equipped with lamps and"' Horn,

tax paid, excepfional condition; 35 guineas; exchange;
or deferred.—101, Great Portland St.. W.l. [1145

Rex.
CT-Sh.p. Rex Combination, Bosch, B. and B. ; £16.—
t/ Gough, Kidbrook, Forest Row, Sussex. [1490

1023 Rex Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
-l-t' don. Exchanges and extended payments. [1724

41i.p. Rex, needs slight attention, dropped fnime,
O.A.V., Sen3prar;?>£1.2^ or offer.-E. W. Griffln,

, Faroet, Peterborough. [1256

REX 5-6h.p. Combination, in perfect running order,
any trial: bargain at 28 {guineas, or nearedt.—48,

Erskine Park Rd., Rusthall, Tunbridge Wells. [1338

Uoper.
£12.— 3'/:rh.p. Roper, Dunlop studded, Bosch, running

order.- 3 86, Mitcham Rd.. Tooting. [1251

Rover.

1Q20 5-6h.p. Rover and sidecar, perfect; £62/10: ex-
-»•»/ changes.—89. Spence Place, Leeds. -{4607

1 Q21 sV'ii-P Rover Combination, as new ; £55.

—

-»-«/ 24. Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1612

5 -6h. p. Rover 1919; £60: in splendid running order-
officer ordered abroad.—Apply Liuington, 54. Com-

mercial Rd., Portsmouth. [1339
K-6h.p, RovBr Combination, lamps, windscreen, spare" chain, perfect conditiotrf £70. Call Saturday
evening or Sunday.—30. King Sq., Goswell Rd. E.C.I.

[9776

ADEQUATELY DESCRIBES OUR

)©in]i
T©CK

BoQDikseii
Speedometer
£4 10

Trip Model
£5

Time and Trip
Model

£6 10

BOX SPANNERS
3/3

Post Paid.

Tapley

Gradientmeter

Top Tube Fitting

£4 10

LUCAS BULB BOX
as shown. 4/-

Postags 4d. ®C333

Ronte Card
Holder

6/-

The Tiling

for

ROBBIALAC Competition

ENAMEL " "
'

AU Colouis 3/-

Postage gd.

Riders. SERVICE
TAPPET ADJUSTERS
Set of 4 assorted 8d.

PROMPT
ACCESSO RY

SERVICE

Leat SPRHrO JACK
Witlj Grease Gun 27.'.

Motor Cycle Bnsh Re-
moving and Fitting Tool
A mucli needed tool.

7/8

fflSULATING TAPE
Wide . . 64. and 1/-
Narrow .

.

. . 7Jd.
1^-H. Postage 3d.

Magneto Sprocket
Remover . . 7/6

flywheel Remover 15.'-

^Kf^ArfifiH
wL^^KdC^ W^^BMWB^^ A'toi'DOMiwk

289-292, HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON, W.C.I.
'Phone: HoLBORN' 6430- 'Grams : Akmittedlv London

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

jp 27/10.—3',^h.p. Rover with aporting spring wheel^ sidecar, 3 epeedti and liand clutch, new tjTe^ and
Lucas accessories.— 59, Palfrey Place, Dorset KU., Clap-
ham Kd., S.W.a. [1553

£30, Offers.—1914 T.T. Eovcr. sidecar. Philipscn, new
valves, tyres, equipijed, separate; also 6h.p. Davis

V twin engine, Simms magneto. ^8 ; exchanges.—
Beadle, St. Albans Rd. Bridse, and 19, Lowestoft Rd..
Watford. [1443

AT Edwards.—1920 Si/^h.p. Rover, all-ohain drive,

equipped with electric lighting, horn amd speedo-
meter, absolutely indistinguishable Irom new; 55
guineas: exchanges or deferred.—101, Great Portland
St., W.I. (1149

BARGAIN.—Rover SV^h.p., 3 speeds, hand clutch,
kick-start, 29 guineas; also Rover 3h.p. 3-speed

combination, Rover sidecar, 38 guineas ; exchanges

;

photographs.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. [1118

Spare Parts:

ROVER Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8 and
10, Bond St., Ealing. [9445

Royal Ruby.
8h.p. Royal Ruby and sidecar, as new; £65.—Ross,

86, High Rd., Lee. [1398

"I Q19 Royal Ruby 8h.p Combination, fine condi-
-Li/ tion, perfect; £47/10.^9, Church Rd., Har-
lesden. [1545

TJOYAL RUBY.—Latest 2%h.p. sports model, little
XV used; £40.—Fowlei' and Brigden, 130, Euston
Rd.. King's Cross. [0962

1 Q19» October, Royal Ruby Combination, 8 h.p
J.*/ J.A.L'.,' three-speed, fully' erjuipped, tyrea good
milenfre 2,500. guaranteed throughoiit. reason health-.

neaiest £100.—Wilkinson, Bruadwiiy. Maidstone. [1191

1Q22 8h.p. Royal Ruby spring irame combination
J-v tully equipped, shop-soiled only;, cosh offers invited
to clear before the Show.—Sam, E. Clapham (Motors)
27. Stoi;kwe!l St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. "Phono: Greenwicl.
751. [1866

Rudge.

I.O.M. Rudge, 1922 models, new; ' £60.~Ratcliffe
Bros., 20, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1712

PRACTICALLY new I.b.Jf*. Rudge, run few miles;
£45.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1612

RUDGE-MULTI, fast, lamps; £30; would considci
excbange.—Slaughter, 36, Park Rd,, Spalding.

[1182

1 Q23 Rudge Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.
i«/ London. Exchanges and extended payments.

[1725
RUDGE 3V:;h.p., clutch model, new condition; £18:

lamps, tools.— 68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Town.
[155;)

£48.-1920 7-9h.p. Rudge-Multwin coachbuilt com
bination, had little use.— Kinc, Egrove, Oxford.

[143C
3ih.p. Rudge-Aiulti, late, smart, superabundantly

2 powerful, £22.-99, Tynemcuth Rd., Mitcham.
[150?

3ih.p. Rudge-Multi, equipped, and very smart; first

2 cheque for £17/10 secures.—67, Fernlea R'l

Balham. , [1811

SOUTHPORT.— 1921 I.O.M. Rudge, splendid- condi
tion; 39 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord

St., Southport. [1452

£33.-1921 I.O.M. Rudge, I>ucas lamps, appearance
and condition cxcellant; evenings.—4, Elm Gar-

dens, Hammersmith. [1825

RUDGE-MULTI 1921, fully equipped, fast, perfei-t.

little used, nnpunctured, taxed; £40.—Multi,
Inverteign, Teienmoutli. [1257.

1Q21 7-9h.p. Rudge-Mutti Combination, in first-rlnss
M-tJ condition ; first £65 secur&s.—Wilkinson, Dale-
head, nr. Clit';eroe, Lancfl. [1252

RUDGE-MULTI 1919 3M:b.p., mechanically sound,
Bosch, lamps, tyres as new, licensed; bargain,

£30.-11. Parr St., Kendal. [1439

RUDGE 1915 Combination 3V2I1-P.. 3 speeds, clutch.
Eaitini;, Stewart, fully equipped, good condition

;

£45.—Atwill, Axbridge, Somerset. [1353

RUDGE-MULTI 1921, T.T. model, lamps, pillion,

ti.ola. prartically new tyres, guaranteed absolutely
perfect: £43.-28, Alexandra Rd., Windsor. [1327

AT Edwards.- 1921 Rudge-Alulti. fully equipped.
.speedometer splendid condition; 42 guineas; ex-

changes or deferred.—101, Great Portland St., W 1.

[1850
1 Q21 Rudge Coachbuilt Combination 5-6li.p., hood.
i- •? lamps; 59 guineas.; easy terms.—Wandsworth
i\Iotor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town
Station). [1778

SHOP-SOILED Brand New 5-6h.p. Rudge Solo, £69;
also ditto combination, £87/10; also ditto 7-9h.p.

combination, £9 7/10.—Shepherds, Enfield Highway.
Tel.: Waltham X 31. [0925

.^ptii'P Parts:

RUDGE Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Shepherd. En-
fipld Hi(il:wav, N. [090]

RUDGK.—Herbert Botinsnu, Ltd., Green St., Cam
bridge. AU parts in .stonk. Trade supplied. [12es

All lettei'£ relating^ to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

Spare Parts:

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Sjiaies.—Illustrated
list free.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leam^

iDgton Spa [3163
Sarolea.

£25.'—Sarolea Combination, in good running order,
tax paid.—Ford, Bourton, Nr. Rugby. [1758

Scott.

SCOTT, eng-ine, makers' overhaul, and sidecar;
sound, £35.-725, Cbester Bd., Erdingtoo.

U515
SCOTT 3^4h.pM fliBt-cIass condition, any trial, tax

paid; £65.-1, Lower Sandgate Bd., Folkestone.
[1306

1 Q23 Scott Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
-1- 1' London. Exchanges and deferred payments

;

tuition free, [i717'

SOUTHPORT.—Instant delivery latest 1923 Scott
Squirrel, new improvements; £89; exchanges. —

Kents, 417, Lord St.. Southport. £1453

SCOTT 3%ri.p. 1920. excellent condition, tax paid,
£55; similar machine, 1915 model, £35.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [1370

SwOTT Service Depot, Cathedral Motor W. rks,
Liverpool.—Scott motor cycles and Scott Sociables;.

1922 Scott Sociables at 158 guineas. [9980

SCOTT Squirrel SV^h.p., discs, T.X.. new chains,
P.H. hoiu, spring tootboards, good order [ £20, or

near.—Woods, 64, Marlborough Kd., Bedfoid. [1542

EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity.—Brand new, specially
tuned Scott Squirrel, epecial engine, 70 miles per

hour guaranteed, unpacked; lirst £80 secures; the
mount for the speed merchant; no offers.—Green, 7,
Brewery St., Chesterfield. [1211

^)McrL' Farts.

WARD Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St., Bradford, for
BOUnd decond-hand Scott parts at less than half-

price; satitsfaction guaranteed. Lisx by return. [0889

GODFREYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts always

in stock. Write for free spare part Ust, stating year
of manufacture. [0751

Singer.
"1 Q13 3V2h.p. Singer, everything perfect; £18.—
J-*' Bernard, Shepherdswell. Dover. [1745

£12.—Singer lightweight, enclosed Bosch, splendid
running order, taxed.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

[1451
Spare Parts

:

''pHE Promptest Firm for Genuine Singer Spares.—X Forfiel<l Motors, B'orfield Place, Leamington
fipa. [8363

GENUINE Singer Parts:—Let me Quote you.—Alf.
Holland, Heaisall Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone

:

1945. [1645
Spark.

NEW 1922 Spark, 2-?4h.p^. Villiers, Stormey-Archer
3-speed, clutch, K.S., list price £52/10; sacri-

fice, £45.—Millard, Altogan, Llantilio Creosenny,
Mon. [1531

Sun.

1 C|19 Sun-Villiers, good condition, all on, tax paid;
J-t/ £19.—Millard, Altogan, Llantilio Creosenny,
Mon, [1532

BARGAIN.-Sun-Tilliers 2-etroke, single speed- 15
guineas.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond

Rd., East Sheen. [1873

1 Q21 Sun-Vrtesse, 2-speed, excellent condition,
J-«^ recently overhauled, good tyres, taxed, reliable
niociue; £34.~Marcon, Eintieid, Berks. [1326

the iole North London agents. Models in stock,
single Special. 42 guineas; ii^h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
K.3., 60 guineas. Send tor catalogues. Trade sup-
plied.—Jones' Garage, Broadway. Muswell HiU, N.IO.

[0790
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM, latest 2"/4h.p., 1923, all other models.-
ClitTord Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [9959

1 Q20 3V2h.p. Sunbeam and Millford sidecar, com-
At.f plete, lamps, etc.; £90.~Cross, Effingham Sq ,

Rotherham. [1704

I Q20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spaie wheel,
J-*^ electric lighting; £120.-69, West Cliff Rd.,
Ramsgate.

'

[1598

SUNISEAM 1921 3'/i.h.p., new condition, Lucas acetv
iene, speedometer, taxed, 26x3; £85.-7 E>hibi

tinn Rd.. S W7 ' [561B

SUNBEAM 1921 SVah.p., lamps, horn, speedometer,
spares, taxed, excellent condition; £85.—Ogle,

Digswell, Welwyn. [1181

SUNBEAM late 1916 Combination, excellent condi-
tion; £65, or best cash offer.~41, St. Edmunds

Rd., Northampton. [1580

1 d^l 3^>^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel,
-l-tf screen, apron, Lucas lamps and horn, licence, in
exceptionally good condition; a bargain at £120; bought
(lar.—R. Turner, Ambleside, Station Rd., Newport, Salop.

[1661

IS REQUIRED TO CHOOSE
A REALLY GOOD MOTOR
CYCLE FROiVI OUR LARGE
STOCK OF SHOP-SOILED
MACHINES AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES

SUCH AS

NORTON 3h h.p., 16 H .

.

HAWSER-BLACKBURNE
4ih.p.

SUNBEAM 3?. h.p. Ught
Solo .

.

SCOTT-SQUIRREL 3 J h.p.

VELOCETTE 2i h.p., Two-
Speed Clutch, Ls

INDIAN CHIEF and
PRINCESS SIDECAR
8 h.p.

RAiEiGH 5/6 h.p., Flat

Twin, Spring Frame . .

RALEIGH 2f h.p.. Two-
Speed Clutch, k/s

SCOTT STANDARD

LIST
PRICE

£
. 115

90

136

105

65

OUR
PRICE

£
80

75

115

78

55

199 ISO

130 100

68 55

110 80

May we tell yon about them ?

VICTOR HORSMAN Ltd.,

7, Mount Pleasant,

LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

BRAND New T.T. Sunbeam 3%h.p, ; list prica
£137/10, our price £108.—Pioneei Motois,

Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [9331

SUiNBEAiM 1922 il'ali.p. Combination, electric lamps,
scarcely used, unscratched, beautiful outfit; £128.

7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5619

SUNBEAM 1920 SVsh.p. Semi-sports, lamp, horn,
speedometer, in very good condition.—Offers to

T. M. Jones, 26, Higli St., Bala. [9416

QUNBEAM. Combination 3V2b.p., 1921, not registered
until May this year; 110 guineas.—J. Wiliiams,

93, Merridale Rd., Wolverhampton. [1437

~l Q 23 Sunbeam Models.—Wauchope'sy 9, Shaft Lane, -

J-t/ London. Central 5163. li,.xclianges and easy
terms; delivery from works if. preferred. [1720

3ih.p. Sunbeam, November, 1919, splendid condition,
3 best Lucas and Cowey, footboards and footrestBt

£45.—May Villa. Faileworth, Manchester. [1185

1014 3V2h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed. overhauled, and in.
J-*' excellent ruujung condition; £50.—Longman
Bros.. 17, Bond St., EaliiiE. 'Phone: Ealing 689.

[1847
*1 Q21 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo lighting,

-

J-*7 spare wheel, speedometer, watcli, mileage 3A40,
licensed, all in splendid condition; £115.—Walbro, Ely,

"

Cambs. [1280

"I O20 Sunbeam S^-^h.p. Sports Combination, com-
J-^ pletely equipped and licensed, excellent condi-
tion; *90.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.r
Oxford. [9707

"I Q22 T.T. Sunbeam, special machine, not dona
-LJ/ 2,000, Bonniksen speedometer, lamp, hornj
£98. cost £140.:—Millard, Altogan, Llaatilio Croe-
senny, Mon. [1529

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., December, 1919, spare
wheel, acetylene lamps, mileage 5,000, overhauled

by makers March, 1922; £95, no offeia.-Dr. Wilson,
Mile End Hospital, Bancroft Ed. [1601

"I Q21 Sunbeam ah.p. Combination, most luxuriously
i-*y equipped, dynamo, spare wheel, hood, etc.,

many spares, as new; £130, nearest.—James, c/o
I'radmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9974

Spare Parts:

SUNBEAM.—Herbert EobihsDU, Ltd., Green St.,

Cambridge. Spare part Service Agents. Trade
suppUed. [1290 _

Switt.

SWIFT (Ariel) 3V>h.p., 1913-14, variable gear, pedal
start and clutch, good tyres,, fuUy equipped,

licensed; any trial; £19.—B. D. Dowell, Pyrlord.
Woking. [1479

Tiiple-H.

DON'T buy a eeeond-h^nd dud when the 1923. ;

Triple H coats from 53 guineas- new; instalments,

demonstrations.—Meeten M.otors, Dorking. [9893,

Triumph.
"DBEMIEE Motor Co. for Triumph Bargains.

SPECIAL Offer of a few brand new 1922 type SD,
4h.p. all-chain drive Triumphs, at £85; matera'

current list price, £115; sidecars to match, Millford

S,20, Montgomery sporting £18; carriage paid to any.

address; deferred payments arranged.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9595

CROSS, EJHngham Square, for the Trusty Triumph
in Rotherham. [1705

TRIUMPH, 1913, all on, clutch, good bargain;
£16.-1, Priory Rd.. Kew". [1827

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, as new; £62.—24, Bal-
i-iJ liol Rd., North Kensington. [1611

£35.-1921 Trinmph Junior, done under 500 miles,

as new.—King, Egirove, Oxford. [1432
'

-| Qll 3V.'h.p. Triumph, guaranteed running order;
-Lt/ £15"—Boss, 86, High Rd., Lee. [1399

TRIUMPH S'L.h.p., 1913, clutch, £18; 1912 model,
£13.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [1470

1C118 Countershaft Triumph; £40. Ditto, 1920;
J-e' £52.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[1614

MUST sell, Trinmpli Model H, not ridden 100 miles

;

£80 cash.—Francis, 106, Station Ed., Harro'w-
[17844h.p. Triumph, Millford sidecar, new condition; £50;

would separate.—120, Sutherland Rd.. Croydon.
[1658

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, equipped; £50.—Goad,
-L«7 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Maida Vale 1353.

[1696
£27, bargain.—T.T. Triumph. Philipson, decompres-

sor, fully equipped.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.-
[1523

"I
Q18 Triumplr 4h,p. Countershaft, sound cwidition;

i-v £40.—Mimiford, 337,, King St., Hammersmith,
,

W.6. [1220 I

1 021 Triumph H 4h.p. licence paW; 6B guineas.
i.U —Williams, Bright View,. Hadley Bd., Ne*-;:

Barnet. [1314

riTRIUMPH, chain drive, 1922 models; at £85; fully

i- guaranteed.—Ratclilfe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [1711 ,

A34 All letters relating to advertisements .should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dale of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by i>rivate owners are, when desiredr marked (P).
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speedometer,
Oxford.

guaranteed

;

£70.-98,
[1312

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

'1Q20 Triumph Combination, fine condition; £62/10.XV M. Hillier. 216. Portobello Rd., North Ken-
sinetoD. W. [9906

1Q22 Triumph 4h.p. model H, new, fully eauipped.
X*' all accefisoriea, guaranteed.—134, Lincoln Rd.,
l^eterborough. [1314

TEIUMPH Model S.D., just delivered from Triumphs,
brand new; £85.-26, Tulse Hill, Briiton. 'Phone:

Briston 1292. [1787

£42.-1918 Triumph, fully equipped, licensed, in
very nice condition; evenings.—4, Elm Gardens,

Hammersmith. [1 82

1

TRrtiarPH SVsh.p., splendid order; £12/10. Write
for aupointment.—^11. R. Hall, High Rd., Whet-

itone, London. [1241

TRlUMi^HS.—A large a.ssortment in stock; foIos .1 . .

combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High
Kd,. i.ee, S.E. [3245

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear bos, perfect condition; £35.—9, Church

Hd„ HaJlesden. [1547

1 Q 18 Triumph, 58920, fully equipped, perlect

;

J-*' £43.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow
Rd., Paddington- [9976

-1 Q22 Triumph Model H, in excellent condition and
Xt/ fully equipped; £65.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. [9711

1020 Triumph, aluminium eideear, disc wheels, leg-
Xt/ shields,

Magdalen Bd.,

£65.—Triumph, 1921. all-chain model, practically as
new, accessories, tax paid.—Delanoey St. Garage,

Camden Town, N.W.I. [1462

•"PEIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-6peed, clutch, K.S., perfect
X condition, any trial; £60, or nearest offer.-195,
liientwood Rd., Romford. [9394

1Q20 Model H Triumph, insured to June, aluminium
X«7 piston, fast, all ;icnessories ; £50.—i&Ioes Side, Man-
Qbester Rd., Ashton-under-Lyne. [1671

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1922, model H, 3 speeds, brand
new ; £80 ; deferred payments.—Eagles and Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London. [1685

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, November, 1918. ac-
cessories, licence, new throughout; £52; instal-

lments.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1539

imRITJMPH S^^h.p., variable gears, new Binks, Bosch
IX magneto, new tyres; bargain, £25.—Rhind and Co.,
iStone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [1378

TRIUMPH 1918 foachbuilt Combination, well
equipped, excellent condition; £62.—R. B. Clark

ind Co., 7 Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7 f3539

EXCEPTIONALLY Good 1918 4h.p. Countershaft
Triumph, Sunbeam sidecar; £50.-2, S'orlune

iSate Rd.. Harlcsden, N.W.IO. (D) [1834

njQ23 Triumph Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
i

l-t' London. Central 5168. Exchanges and easy
;i,erms; tuition free; generous terms. [1718

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, very small mileage,
and absolutely as new; splendid bargain, £75.—

^. G. Smith, High Rd., Goodmayes. [0959

£75.—Triumph Combination, late 1919, electric light-

ing, perfect condition ; seen Saturday 2, Sunday.—
vO. Gloucester Oescent, Regent's Park. [1416

SX7"E have two C,S. Triumphs, fully equipped, lamps,
'» horn, tax, etc., in good condition, for £35 each,
iargain hunters, don't waste time.—Below.

rRirniPH, 1920, splendid condition, guaranteed

;

snip, £55 cash, or extended payments.—^Below.

rHE Hackford Eng. Co. have lour more renovated
countershaft Triumphs at £45. Cash or extended

ayments. Bo not miss this opportunity. Call, write,
T 'phone Brixton 3062.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton.
iW.9. [1831

PlROYDON Agents Triumph, all new models and
^' large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's
'resto Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

\rEW 1922 Triumph, S.D., all-chain (maker's
-' guarantee), list price £115; spot cash, £84.—
larry Nash, 391, King St., Hammersmith. [9973a

rRIUlVrPH SVah.p., good tyres, lamps, hooter, beaaty;
19 guineas; easy terma.—Wandsworth Motor Ez.-

hange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [1779

I Q21 Triumph Junior, In extra good condition, a
l-v beauty, fully equipped; £40; open to ofler.—
loTswill, Indian Specialist, 42, Bridge St., Chester.

[1275
: pRIUMPH, Model H. brand new and unused. li!<t«*

at £105; om price £88- exchanges or deferred.
:. -Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

r4533

I

021 Triumph H Combination, Gloria sidecar, East-
L Y ing, luggage grid, many extras, few miles only, and

.', idistinguishable from new, fully guaxanteed; £92.

—

lelow.

'•

I
Q22 Triumph S.D,, all chain, brand new, in crate;

:

l-*/ £75.-BeIow.
TRIUMPH (1-ate model) Combination, Easting, fully
*- equipped, new tyres, taxed, perfect; £53.—
/ard and Co., 51. Upper Richmonfi. nd., Putnev.
Phone: Putney 2754. "' rii3i

21 "•'

BURLIHCTO

OUeiAS

Great New 'Burlington'

Competition.

T'O further popularise our well-known
* Sidecars, we are instituting the
following interesting competition, in

order to obtain a really good slogan
for these Side-cars.

NOTE.—The type of slogan required
is something similar to " Luxury
Products at Economy Prices," or
" Best on the Long Run."

All that is necessary is to send in

your suggestion for a slogan, accom-
panied by an order for goods to the
value of not less than 2 '6. Every
reader may send in as many sug-
gestions as he wishes, providing each
one is accompani d by an order to
the value of not less than 2/6. Hence
those sending an order for 5/- worth
of goods are entitled to send two
suggestions, and pro rata.

Messrs. The Commercial Publicity
Company have kindly consented to
act as Judges. Their selection will be
considered final. An abbreviated List
of spares and useful accessories will be
found under our advertisement in the
Miscellaneous columns.

SEND YOUR
SUGGESTIONS EARLY.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON. S.W4.

Phone: Brixton 2417. Wires : .Burlington Motors,
Clapfaam.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOK CYCLtS hOK SALE.
Triumph

TBIUMPH 1922 model.=<. slightly shop-soiled onlv;
type H. £80; type S.D., £85; write for shop-soiled

bargain list.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Biruiin:;-
ham. [1366

I Q22 Triumphs.—Showroom Eoiled only; Type II.
M-O £80; Type SD, chain drive, dE85: fticardo
modelE, £90.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St..
Oxford. [9715

1Q18 Triumph 4h.p. countershaft, perfect condition,
J-v fully equipped, £40; also 3h.p. Triomph, 1916,
renovated, £35.-204. Ladbroke Grove, W.IG. 'Pboue:
Park 5541. [9653

I Q23 Triumph-Ricardo, 3V2h.p. o.h.v. engine, brand
-8- ft? new but shop-soiled ; £105 ; exchanges.

—

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone

:

Dalston 2408. [1767

1 023 Triumph Combination, complete, lamps, hoed,
Ai'dereen, tools, spares, little used, machine eQual new;
bargain, £10b, nearest ofler; Coventry.—Box 4665, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [1271

TRi UAtPH late renovated Combination, as new,
beautiful outfit, Cameo, lampa, 2 horns, tax paid,

insured year, all accessories; £80, offer.—56, Brook-
ville Rd., Fulham. [1231

1019 Triumph Combination, 3-Bpeed, Sturmey-Archer
J- ft' countershaft, eoachbuilt aidei;ar, in splendid con-
dition ; £65, exehango.—Rhind and Co., Stone I'luce,

Rusbolme, Manchester. [1376

TRIUMPH 1918. not W.D., as new, S^speed, hand
clutch, with handsome coach aluminium sidecar,

fully equipped- £49.-28. Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
'Phone: Maryland 2598. [1594

TRIUMPH C-ombination, just overhauled, all new
parts, sidecar almost new, lamps, tax paid, etc.;

£45.—Robiai Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,
Brixton, 8.\V. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [1400

NEW 1922 Triumphs, all-chain drive, and Junior
models; cash olfers invited to clear. Write, call,

or 'phone Greenwich 751.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors).
27, Stockvcell St., Greenwich, S.E.lO. [9331

TRIUMPH, 1921, 4h.p., 1922 improvements, lamps,
speedometer, . spring footboards, plated exhaust,

aluminium numbers, air intake, insurance, perfect;
offers.—Bonniwell, 61, St. Quintin Avenue, Nortii Ken-
sington. [1189

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1921 all-chain model combination,
Oowey horn, sidecar screen and apron, luggage car-

rier, all lamps, etc., nice condition; bargain, £85.—
Mebes and Mebes (Est. 1893), 144, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230. [1681

LATE 1921 Triumph-Gloria Combination for Sale,
all-chain, full equipment, excellent conditicn

throughout, Easting screen, Tan-Sad, Stewart speedo-
meter, only run aboat 2.900 miles, open to offer

;

seen by appointment.—A.B., Rose Nouk, Hillcfrst
Rd., Purley. U513

WHO wants something different in Triumphs. I have
the goods. 4h.p. model, all-chain drive, latest type

Burraan gear, special oversize tank, specif carrier,
B.S.A. forks, new tyres (28 x Sin. back), special one-
ring piston, capable of over 60. complete with electric
lights; £58, or with roomy Burbury sidecar £65; carriage
paid up to 50 miles.—Grindley, Prees, Salop. [1371

SOUTHPORT.—1922 model S.D. Triumph, Gloria,
Lucas Magdyno combination, spring wheel, Tri-

umph legshields, Lucas electric horn, Easting,* lug-
gage carrier, superb condition, unpunctured; colossal
bargain, 105 guineas ; 1921 sports model H Ricardo
cars, very fast, excellent, specially tuned, 97 guineas;
exchanges.—Ken ts, 417, Lord St., Southport. [1451

Spare Parts:

TRIUMPH Spares.-Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [4807

AU, Triumj^ Spares from 1914 to 1918.—Day, Arch
23, Walmer Rd., W.IO. Park 3296. [1803

CYRIL WILLIAMS. Chapel Ash Depot, Wolvcr-
hamptofl.—Every Triumph part by return; lists

free. [8140

TRIUMPH Spares, eecond-hand or new; goods sent
per return service.—Alf. Holland, Heareall Lane

Corner, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [1644

TRIUMPH.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St.,

Oambridee. Spare part Service Agents. Trade
supplied. Complete illustrated list post free. [1291

TRIUMPH Spares, every part in stock, no waiting,
prices rignt. Ward and Oo., 51, Upper Rioh-

mond Rd., Bast Putney. 'Phone : Puttney 2754 [1135

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models; also
Sturmey-Archer cear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Triumph
Agenftfi. Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO. [0809

TRIUMPH I'aits, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new Liil prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrioding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa [7361

Trump.
BRAND New 2^ih.p. Trnmp-Jap, 2-speed model; list

price £60, our price £47.— Pioneer Motors,

Grindlay St., Edinburgh. '[9533

AH letters relating to advertisements shouU e"ote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date of the issue A35
Motor Cycle.s adv^rti; ed by private owners are, when desired; marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

pREMIER Motor Co. for Velocette BaiBains.

T7UETHER Startling Reductions in showroom-soiled
J- 1922 models; E2, 2-speed, £52 i E3, S-ap«ed, £65;
tiiese prices are £10 beto>sr makers' 1923 prices; all
with clutch and kick-start, carry makers' full guar-
antee; easy payments 4% extra—Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [9091

1 Cb23 Velooette Models Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Xt^ London. Exchange and extendied! payments:
tuition free, [1719

1 Q20 Velocette 2Mh.p., 2 speeds, fully equipped, con-
-Li/ dition perfect; £35.—The Layton Garaaes, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford, (9710

Werner.
£22.—Werner 4h.p., low, fast, powerful, take pedal

cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
D560

Wolf.

1 Q22 Wolf-ViUiers, 2-speed, as new; 25 Buineas.

—

-t-ij 19, Valnay St., Tooting. [1808

1 Q22 Wolf, 2-speed, u ne», mileage UK), »11 ao-
--•^ cessories; cost £55: Baerifice £38^-7, Wymer-
ing Mansions, Maida Vale, London. [1534

Wooler.
OQ Guineas.—Wooler 1920, as it«w, fully etiuipped.—'*" 59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Ed., Glapham Rd.,
S.W.8. [1556

Zenith
5h.p. Zenith, fast, all <m; £3S, iiear offer.—24, Wil-

ton Crescent, WinabledoB- [18S8

£20.—SVijh.p. Zenith-Gradua, in splendid running
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford, [1433

F.O.CJI. invite inspwition.; Z^'uith and other makes

;

bargains.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near TuheJ.
[1374

"I
Q20 8h.p. clutch model Zenith Combination. fuU

-itf accessories, tax paid; £78.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
Lee. [1395

ZENITH - BRADSHAW, 1922, all-chain, fully
equipped, as new; £65; exchanges.—2, Madrid

Rd., Barnes. [1576

31.h.p. Zenith Combination, perfect ranhing order

;

2 what oifersf- Write, NewBon, 16, Staines
Rd., Hounslow. [1384

1 Q20 Zenith 5-6h.p., equipped and licensed, perfect
J-*J order, little used; £45.—The Layton Garages,
30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9708

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922, lamps, tax, speedo-
meter, as new; £65; exchanges.—2a, Eleanor

Grove, Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [9756

ZENITH-BRADSHAW JVah.p. twin 1922, Gradna
gear, unused, £70; deferred payments.—Eagles

and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [1687

QA BORE Zenith 8-lOh.p., o.h.r., red and gold.^" long exhausts, etc., excellent condition, very
fast; £45.—Lyme VUla, Nottingham, S-E.9. [1447

"I
Q21 Zenith Sports Model, disc wheels, 6h.p.,

J-*f Gradua gea.r. splendid condition, all <m, genuine
maclline in top-hole order; £75.—Goatman's GaJage,
Elhara, Canterbury. (1230

ZENITH-BEADSHAW-GRADUA, new April 800
miles, bulled by Gruzelier, perfect; sell, ex-

change lightweight, combination, or Morgan.— 85,
Wiverton RdL, Sydenham. [1836

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for a Zenith, any model; deferred pay-

ments.—Barter's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd.,
S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. [1030

ABSOLUTE Bargain, 90 mm. bore, o.h.v. Zenith,
1921. tyres new, latest tank and iont; exhaust;

£65; seen any time by appuintment; call mornings.
—25, York St., W.l. Mayfair 576. [18<i6

1 Q23 Model Zenith Combination, 8h.p., super Sports
J-«/ ,t A. P. engine, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S., chain
drive, handsome outfit, used once; sacrifice, £105; ex-
changes.—24, BalUol Rd., North Kensington. [1609

£50.—Zenith 6h.p. Twin, 1916, clnrch kiclt-st.lrter
model, 1919 Canoelet, just overhauled, appearance

excellent, equipped; Sandum screen, 35/-; Lucas King
set, 35/-; offers.—Heywood. Hursley, King's Ride,
Camberley. [1224

TO ensure immetliate Bale, *70i Zenith-Bradsliaw
SVili.p. fiat twin with lDl» of ftxpensive extras;

latest 1923 reduced List orioe for similar bare macliine
is £105; all chain. 3 speeds, kick-start, as new: special
20-guinea light bulbous back sidecar with folding up
luggage carrier, as used one trip on same. £10 ; deliver
within 100 miles radius free; absolute genuine bargain-
photo, catalogue, etc.—Solwaybauk, Ha-yes, Kent!
'Phone: Bromley 532. [1301

Spare Parts;

ZENITH Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8 and
10, Bond St.. Ealing. ' '

[94^?

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

EXCELSIOR (Lady's model), 1921, in new condition,
2-specd, clutch, kick-start, tax paid; £30

Church, Oulton, Lowestoft, [1204

1922 SOLO MACHINES (Shop soiled).

NORTON BIG FOUR St9
MORTON, 3i h,p., 3-speed model, 16H ,

.

£75
iNU.AiS, 4 11. p., bCOUL MtJLlCl J 8
N.U.T., tJ d.p.. Twin i78
SUNBEAM, 3{ h.p., 3-speed, chain £i 12
NUMBER, 4I h.p., 3-speed, chain i78
HAWKER, 4i b. p., 3-speed, chain £,S
BCARDMORE, s h.p., Barr & Stroud, 3-sp. £ 3
DiAinONO, i h.p., Barr & Stroud, 3speed. 160
ALLON, 75 h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed t 8
NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p., a-speed, chain 149
SUN, if h.p., 3-speed 158
COMUND, 2| h.p., 3-sp., chahi, spring frame i. 3
IVV >' fi. --^neerl, chain f ' 3EW HUDSON, 2-stroke, e-speed £37

SOLO. SECONDHAND (guaraniesd).

HARLEV - DAVIDSON, 4 h.p., 1922, as new £75
NEW HUDSON, 3-bpeed. hub, 1914 £.iS
NORTON, H.Li.S. Rac»r, 1921 £S5
N-U-T, ii h.p„ i()22. Electric £79
SCOTT, igrg, 3^ h.p., lamps, horn £49
SUNBEAM, t922, Jjh.p., detao lahle wheels £95
P.&M., 1916, jj h.p., 2-speed, Kick Start .

.

£32

1922 COMBINATIONS (shop soiled);

MARTINSYDE, n.p. bports £118
BEARDMORE, 4* h.p., spring frame £14
BRADBURY, h h.p Twin £'28
NEW SIDECARS for Spring Frame Indians £23

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS (guaranteed)

CAMPION, 8 h.p., 1919 £69
JAMES, igro, 4^ h.p ttii

SCOTT. 10 ih '? h". lamps, horn 145
HARLEV-DAVIDSON, 1920, Electric £79
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1920, speedometer, wind-

screen, as new, exceptional £85
DENE, 8 h.p., with Milford Sidecar £69

1922 LIGHT CARS (shop soiled).

tlTTLE GREG, 9 h.p., 4-cylinder, 3-speed £198
COVENTRY-PREMIER, 8 h.p., 2-3-5eater £195
^EW HUDSON, Runabout. 3-wheeler . £195
CALTHORPE, 2-seater, all-weather de Luxe £299

LIGHT CARS. SECONDHAND.

CALTHORPE, 192Q, 10 h.p. 4-seater,
Electric Lighting & Starting £200

tAGONDA, 1920, Coupe 2-seater, Electric
Lighting & Starting, repainted £165

G.N., i92t, 2-seater, Electric £85
TRUMBULL, 14 h.p., 2-seater, Electric. £58

Our WIRELESS dept.
is now open under the management
of experts.

We can supply any make of
apparatus at lowest market prices.

Demonstrations daily on the premises.

TRADE SUPPLIED
at manuiacturers* prices

—

ttiG

MOTOR TRADE
in particular should get in touch
with us at once—we have a sj^endid

proposition to offer.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Miscellaneous.4h.p. all-cbain ooacb Combination, lamps, Easting,

,

Triumph engine; £38.—Gill, 51, Nassington

-

Rd., Hampstead. [1541

NAYLOR andi Kirk offer the following bargainsi,
each item being better value foi money than a<t

perti-sed elsewhere

:

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., Lucas dynamo
'-^ lighting, fully equipped in every way, oa-
ecratched, the whole outfit as new, any trial; £79.—
Below.

I Q22 Rudge-Muiti Combination, fully equipped,
J- «^

.
lamps, Tan-Sad, speedometer, exceptionally

smart sidecar, small mileage, a snip; £43.—Below.

1 Q 18 254h.p, Douglas. 2-speed, thoroughly over-
^ *f hauled and renovated as new, fully equipped,
Bosch magneto; £26.—Below.
1 Q20 Connaught-Villiers, 2-speed, fully equipped,
J-*' fast and reliable, a snip; £25.—Below.

I
Q19 Harley-Davidson Solo, S-speed^ K.3., excep-

-I- *^ tionally smart andl mechanically soup-d, fully
equipped; £42.—Below.

lOl8 Harley-Davidson Combination, Canoelet side-
Ltr car, brand new Easting screen, fully equipped,
any trial; £52.—Below,

I
0'18 James 4'4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, K.S., the

Li/ most fully equipped possible, hood, screen,
speedometer, legshields, and many spa.es; £43.—Below.

I Q20 A.B.C, 4-speed, machine not been used for
-L iJ over 12 months, enamel unscratched; £47.—
Below.

3Xh.p. P. and M., 2-speed' powerful engine and. good;
2 appearance, trial willingly; £26.—Below.

4 h.p. Precision, 1916 engine, 2-speed, up to date in
every aray, fast machine; £14; a snip.—Below.

31.h.p. B.S.A., free engine, clutch, a^ppearance and
2 mechanical condition perfect, lor real hard

work; £24.—Below.

1 Ql3 Sunbeam Combination 8h.p., Lucas dynamo
*-*y lighting and horn, speedomecer. Sunbeam side-

car, screen and hood,, spare wheel, any trial; £75;
exchanges on any of above entertained.—Below.

NAYLOR and Kirk, 406, Garratt I^ne, Earlsfield,

S.W.ia. 'Phone: Wimbledon 2041. [1673

4-cyl.^ £10; 1911 Triumph, free engine model,
£15/10; 4h.p. Condor, £11; all good order.—

Syd. Pearson, Cheylesmore, Coventry. [1880

1920. 3-speed, C.S.,
J.A.P. l^ss engine;

£25.-19, Wood Lane, Shepherd's Bush. [X86l

COMBINATION, twin, 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,

good order ; £16/10; letters for appointment.

—

H. R. Hall, High Rd., Whetstone. London. [1238

JONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill,

A'.10.—London's lowest prices ; cash or deferred
oerms; every machine guaranteed 3 months.

JONES Garage.—1914 Humber 3J,ih.p. Combination,
3-speed, kick-starter, etc., fully equipped, perfect

condition and silent, special bargain oi thg week;
£32/10 only.

JONES Garage.—4h.p. Triumph, renovated
'
Tpur-

chased from Triumphs 1920), completely
equipped, looks and runs absolutely as new; £45.

JONES Garage.—1918 4h.p. Triumph outfit, 5-

speed, K.S., fully equipped, large, roomy side-

car; £48.

JONES Garage.—1920 3V2h.p. Ariel (standard
model), 3-speed, K.S., etc., as new; £47/10.

JONES Garage.—New Indian Scout 1922 4h.p.,

list price £112; our price £90.

JONES Garage.-New Stanger 5h.p, twin, 3-speed,

spring frame, K,S. and hand clutch, list price i

£87/10; our price £75.
'

JONES Garage.—New Sports Douglas, o.h.T., listed

£115;. our price £87/10.

JONES Garage.—New 244h.p. Sun-Jap, 2-speed,

hand clutch, K.S., listed £63 ; our price

£ 52 / 10. All above 1922 models. '

'

JONES Garage.—1914 Sh.p. Matchless Combination,
countershaft gear, kick-start, hood, screen,

all lamps, 2 generators, horn^ tax paad, excellen:;

tyres, new Binks carburetter, luggage grid, Gloria
spring-wbeel sidecar, tools, pump, etc., jjov.erful

and perfect condition; £42/10.

JONES Garage.—Any machine tested on Jlu.-iuell

Hill^ free tuition, large selection, unbiassed

advice, list free, deferred terms.—Jones Garage, The
N.IO. 'Phone: Homsey

[1T92

_p.N.

MILLFORD Sidecar, £2/10.
K.S. chain-drive for 8h.p.

Muswell Hill,Broadway,
2917.

B?.O.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars, etc.;

X^ bargains ; cash or easy payments ; exchanges
arranged 5. Heath St.. HampFtead mear Tube! r3864

HALIFAX-—1922 New Imperial and Royal Enfield

sports model from stock ; cash, exchange, or

deferred.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[1295

QAh.p. J.A.P., Lucas magneto. Cos. carburetter,
f^\y Avon tyres, perfect order throughout, plenty
of spare parts, several gears; £60.—George Baker,
368, Moseley Rd., Birmingham. [1790

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, Avhen desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

IMisceliuneous

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—Shop-soiled 1922
models: £185 Raby combination, £159/10; £70

Buby lightweiglit. £57/10; £190 Rndge combination,
£125/10; £60 Bradbury lightweigbt, £49/19/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—Four 2.Epeed P. and
M.'a; £17/10/6, £29/10,6, £32/10/6, £39/10/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.-3>^h.p. Trinmph,
ir'liiiipson fuUer. fl8/10/« Connnught. 2-6i>eeil,

£19/10/6; Calthorpe-Jap, 2-spced, £24/10/6; Sun,
2.speed, £25/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Lady's 3-speed motor
c.vcle, £16/10/6; 6h.p. Rex combination,

£17/10/6; 3>5h.p. Humber, £19/10/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—6h.p, Bat, coanter-
shaft, 3-spaed. £39/10/6; Z'Ah.V- Premier,

£22/10(6; 5h.p. Rudge. 2-speed, £25/10/6; 6h.p.
Endge, 3-speed, £27(10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Singer, 2-speed cotin-
tershaft. £24/10/6; 21l.p. lightweight, magneto,

£11/10/6; 2-spced Douglas, £24/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—1921 Rudge-Muiti,
dynamo lighting £52 10/6; 4h.p. Douglas,

£65/10/6; 1920 Douglas, 3 speed, clutch, £52/10/6;
Sh.p. Indian, 2-spred, £29/10/6; 7h.p. Indian,
£29/10/6; 3h.p twin Eafleld, £34/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—1920 Martinsyde
combination, £35/10i6; 1919 Indian, aluminium

sporting sidecar, dynamo lighting, £85(10/6; 1920
Matchless combination, £85/10(6; 3J^h.p. New Hud-
son combination, £39/10/6; 8h.p. Premier combina-
tion, £39/10/6; Enfield combination, £39/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool, 1921 New Hudson.
2 speeds, kick-starter, £39/10 6; 1920 Doug-

las combination. £59(10.6; £90 Ruby spring frame
lightweight, lully equipped, £55/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Sh.p. Garden Cycle
Car, £32/10 6 Zebre light car, 4-cyl., electric

lislitmg and starting, detachable wheels, £175/10. cost
£345. Several others, cheap. Push cycles taken in
exchange.—Booths Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Black-
pool. "Phone: 1451. [8294

NOZEY Parker."-Offers wanted for tins nnione
hogbiK, guaranteed speed 60 with sidecar, 35 on

second, in touring trim, special M.A.G. engine,
aluminium pistons, o.A. gear box. oU-chain drive, spares
obtainable tor every part, mechanically perfect, a really
fnfit pporting combination: Surrey district.-Bos 4680,
c/o The Mntor Cycle. [1654

TEITTJirH 4h.p., variable gears, etc.. £25; 1920 Elite
combination. Easting, etc., clutch, K.S., 2-speed,

oonntershait, £47/10, equipped ; 1920 New Hudson,
double seatei sidecar, £62/10; 1919 Triumph combina-
tion, as new, £65; 3V2h.p. Twin Lea-Francis combina-
tion, 3 spe'^d countershaft combination, £55 ; cars and

I motor cycles, etc., bought, sold, or exchanged.-Ehind
and Co., Stone Place, Eusholme, Manchester. [1379

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIKE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

oerrod.—Write term(*. Fnwipr Rn' 'period.—Write
Eustou Ed.

terms. Fowler Brigden, 130,
[0795

/\UR Terms are most favourable. Send for fullv^ particulars, solo or combination.—Maudes', 100
Gt. Portland St.. London. [0960

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., (or manv years Iiave
specialised in this class of work. it machine is

purchased, full amonnt of hire up to one week is
.ilk.wea.-157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5936

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
H.
F.
pnWAIiDS and Ok).,

1m •
'"'• I'r'""''-'^ St.. W., are «Qsh buyers of solosivf-L combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices

-iten; distance uo object. Coll. write, or 'phone

-

ilayfttir 4027 [0870

J.B

1(00 COMBINATIONS and Solo.^. any make, gnar-:*"" auteed tor prices Kivon.—T. and R Mntmriuteed tor prices given.-T. and
ti.. Ltd.. 372. Euston Ed. Museum £581.

Motor
(0948

ALWAYS Buy

'20L0S, combinations, cycle cars. If in town. wri>eJ phone, or call. If country, send to London
erimnus. We collect free and send best cajih offer.-
'. T. Dunn, Ltd.. 326. Euston Rd., London. Museum

[0332

20.
[9648

^OOD eh.p. Combination, cheap for cash.—186, Sonth-
-» tate Ed., Hackney. N.l. [1263

T
''

,*", ^i^, oBered lor best motor cvcle.-26, Lons-
- 'lale Rd.. Barnes, ,S.W.13. [1575

391.

? 10 offered for motor cycle.—Letters only to
'^ usk Rd., S.W.ll. ro

OUR NEW WINTER ILLUSTRATED
LIST AND PATTERN BUNCH O.-OLOTHS, TOGETHER WiTH SELF-MEASUREMENT FORM, WILL BESENT ON TO YOU POST FREE, ANDWITHOUT ANV OBLIGATION, ON
RfeCelPT OF YOUR NAME AND

AOORrSS.
J°J"^J'*'^D^--El*<iUlftlEB FROMMOTOR & CYCLE TRADERS INVITED.

MOTOR CYCLE SUIT
With Plaited Leather Belt.

m m fa

GUARANTEED
WATERPROOF

B Q a
SPECtFICATION

MADE from
hard-wearing

double texture
fawn material 1material
wiifl an inter-

jininsoi Rubber.
Double Breasted
Jacket, with all-

round Belt and

^J Leather Buckle,
2» large Patch Poc-

kets, and con-
verted collar to
button right up
toneck,to<asten
with Throat Tab.
Wind Cuffs in

sleeves. All

seams of the Suit

are rubber cemented
and taped with extra
material, making the
garment absolutely
waterproof.

Overall Troussrs with
spat - shaped leg ;

wind gussets to keep
the wind from the leg

and boots ; fastened
patent clasp

fasteners, enabling
the trousers to be

pulled off in a moment.
The suits are newly
manufactured, and every
care Is taken with details

so that the garment will

meet the severest test.

- We give full guarantee
'hat (his sufi js thoroughly waterproof and imper-

Iv'oustothemos drenching&continuous downpour.
THESE SUITS ARE NEWLY MADE
PROM FRESHLY PROOFED MATERIAL
BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN, AND~~- HALF PERISHED CLEARANCEJOT
LINES OR W.O.

PRICE

35/-
SURPLUS.
NO EXTRA CHARGE''
FOK CARRIAGE. '1

State chest measure-},
ment aod height when

ordering.
SUIT WITH SEATLESS TROUSERS .„

,
las above) 42/<«

JACKET ONLY . . - 25/-
SEATLESS TROUSERS ONLY Ig/,
OVERALLS ONLY - . 12/6

PIZES 3.;-, 30 , 35', 4.0-, 42--

44 in stock. Special sizes can
be made in 5 DAYS, and no
extra charge made if you
decide to avail yourself of
this opportunity
Send your meas' retn Tts to-
day. We guarao ee a i^.-cect

fit la every way.
We are ike actual Mamilaauren:—

Martin Waterproof Co.
20s, 01<^lnm Rd.. New Cross, Manchester. '

.

ft^OhEir
REFUNDED IN
FULL [F NOr
PERFECTLy
SATISFIED

& GARMENTS
RETURNED
10 U3 \H
7 DAYS

Advkrtisemilxts. xxxi.

MOTOR CYCF.F.S WANTED
pALMER'S Garage, Tooling.-Tho pre-eminent place
-*- lor clLsposing ul mctor cycles,

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, will make vou a ca.sh
offer at sight.

pAJLMEil'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure ol- a good cheque if you sell your machine at
Palmer's Garage.

pALMEH'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
-*- havo sold their machinea here.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality ol
-*- motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

PAUMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge \s
incurred until 7 daya' notice is given.

"DAliMER'S Garage, Tootrng, will collect machines
J- from any London railway station. The auction
sale is held every Thursday, commencing at 2 p.m.

T>AXJ\1ER'S Garage, Tooting.— If cash offer not ao
-*- cepted, machine can be included in auction sale
held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7V>%, not chargeable onlesa machine is

sold, if no sale, a aomuial auction fee is charged

—

for motor cars, 20/-[ motoi cycles under £50 value,
6/-; ditto ovtr £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel.

:

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[1737

WANTED, cheap motor cycle, about ^10, cash.

—

Bos 4674, c/o The Motor Cycle, [1435

Q-STROKE all-chain, Levis preferred, 26in, wheels;
/W cheap.—26, Howard Rd., Bromley, Kent. [1498

SECOND-HAJSTD Sunbeam and- ca^^h for new 1922
Ught solo Sunbeam.—Uos^er, Slingsby, Yorka.

[1195

WANTED, 2^h.p. Nevr Imperial, Omega, similar,
about ^20, late model.—King, Egrove, Osford.

[1434
GOOD Solo or Combination wanted for cash.—Write

F. Lacey, 115, Engadine St., Southfield, S.W.18.
[1629

WANTED, several second-hand motor cycles ; must
be cheap.—^Derrett, Orwell Rd., Clacton-on-

Sea. [1335

cash waiting for best SV/n.p. Twin James
ffered.-Holder, 13, First Avenue, Acton Vale,

W.3. [1512

CHEAP Motor Cycles, any quantity, cash on the
spot.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,

N.IO. . [0947

WANTED, New Imperial or other light weight, 2-
speed; cheap.—^Lane, 40, Belgrave Rd., Wan-

stead. [1581

P.
and M., complete or parts; must be good condi-
tion and cheap.—E. Wilson, 28, Arthur St.,

Dingle, Liverpool. [1679

WANTED, Quantity of Motor Cycle Combinations.—Write particulars, " Motomessengers," 26,
Charing Cross Rd. [1199

TRIUMPH Countershaft, condition -mr-a -

lowest price and full particulars.—Mason, Nur-
sery Cottage, Dunkeid. (D) [1169

WANTED, 5-6h.p. combination, 1918-20, cheap for
cash, or exchange Ruby 2-stroke.—Day, Wood-

land Villa, Meopham, Kent. [1417

GOOD Combination Wanted, most be cheap.—Send
full particulars by letter only to A. Green,

Station Approach, West Byfleet. [1863

COMBINATION, high-jjowered, roomy sidecar, Harley
preferred.—Full particulars and price, Compton,

Bucksteep Manor, Hailsham, Sussex. [1409

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cnsh on si-bt.

Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 3709.—Edwards.
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [0604

WANTED, Triumph Combination or Solo machine,
1920 or 1921 manufacture; st-ate lowest cash

price and full particulars.—17, Tvadale St., Leicester.
[1677

GENUINE Cash Buyerp.-Motor cycles, combina^
tions; bring or send.—Wands'worth Motor Ex-

change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
Phoue ; Latchmere 4686. [1781

BUNTING'S Buy, sell, or exchange any make of
motor cycle. State your requirements. W*e under-

take to do your business and give you satisfaction.

Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weald-
stone. [0828

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition."

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-495,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Rich-
mond 2362 and 2363. [0372

LONGMAN Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing, are requiring
a number of first-class machines and combinations

for epot cash, or sale on commission. Representatives
will be sent to inspect after preliminary negotiation-.

—

Write, 'phone, or call. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [6555

£40
ol

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is.sue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED
SEND vour m. tor cycle to Palmer's Garage and

Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting; casfi

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt; nearest
6tati6n Wimbledon; we will collect from any London
scatioi: , machine can be included in auction sale

if desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
ri739

MOTOR SCOOTERS.

A-B.C. Sbootamota. new, unsoiled,' latest model, list

£55; accept £20; wonderful bargain.—Frank Wliit-

woitli, 139, New St., Birmingham. [5085

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
YOTJNG motor with Young special cycle, perfect order,

less magneto; £8.—Box 4620. The Motor Cycle.
[119^

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
'.J.C.—Sidecar hoods from 30/-; 2-seater, 45/-;

best quality double tsxtnre material, guarffti-

teed waterproof.

W.J.C. Adjustable Windscreen, complete with apron.
25/-; other screens at 30/- and 35/-.

W.J.C. Fit Celluloid Panels, new aprons, side cur-

tains, etc., in a few houi-s. Your present screen

taken in part exchange.

W.J.C—All above brand new goods and guaranteed
by us to be perfect. Money returned if not

satisfied.

W.J.C. Motdr Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Holland
Park, W.ll. Park 2071. Business hours, 8.30

to 8, including Saturday. [1797

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High
Rd., Tottenham, London. [1096

BEST quality sidecar hoods, 35'- and 45/-: celluloui

1/6, 2/6, and 3/6 bq. ft.— Hercules Hood Co., 69K,

Seven Sisters Rd . Totten'-^iii [085.=

BASTONES for Windscreens.—Sandum windscreen
with apron, 55/-; Easting, £3/18.-228, Penton-

ville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [8396

CELASTOID Strong Windscreens, 50x10 7/-, 25x
20 7/-, 16x10 2/6; thinner quality, for poultry

houses, 50x20 5/-, 10X10 1/-; post paid.—B. Smith
and Son, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds. 'Phone ; 22576.

A FEW shop-soiled Bower adjustable windscreens,

complete with coverall apron, manufactured
under Patents Nos. 108,334 of 1916 and 109,601 of

1916, carriage paid on approval, at 25/- each. Only

a limited number,

A FEW shop-soiled Easting and Sandhara wind-

screens. Clearing this season's stock. All makes
of screens repaired. New panels fitted from 12/-.

Aprons supplied from 10/-. Hoods, complete, 30/-.

Catalogue.

MOTOR CYCLE SHOW.—We are exhibiting at

115, Hammersmith Rd., opposite Cadby Hall.

We invite inspection.—Robini Manufacturing Co.,

1 and 3, Tulse Hill. Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton

1586. C1404

BRISTOL Windscreens, will fit any sidecar, adjust-

able any angle, neat and efficient. Popular 37/6.
De Luxe £2/12/6; Bristol face and chest screen for

motor cyclists, being fitted to the rider does not affect

steering, instantly attached, price 21/-; send for illus-

trations.—Patentees and Manufacturers, Bristol Sidecar

Co., Stokes Croft, Bristol. [1791

BODIES.
HELEN Sidecars ! ! I Helen Sidecars ! ! ! Helen

Sidecars ! I 1

MOTOR CYCLE SHOW.—We are exhibiting at

115, Hammersmith Rd., opposite Cadby Hall.

We invite inspection of next season's models.

TO Clear, we are offering a few more special con.

tract bodies, bulbous back, completely uphol-

stered in best leatherette, sprung back, spring seat,

locker at rear; any width or length sujiplied; only re-

quire finishing coat of paint; £4/15 each. Also a few

shop-soiled bodies. cou,plete finished, £5/5. Two-seater

body, genuine MiUford, complete hood, windscreen,

aprons, etc., beautiful condition, painted red, uphol-

stered red to clear, £9. Shop-soiled 2-seater body,
£7/10. Several shop-soiled Lightweights, from £3
Illustrated catalogue. Bodies repaired, etc.—Robini
Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton.
S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1535. [1402

O-SEATER Body, modern, small, for cyclecar; 30/-.

fi H. It Hall, c/o Green Man Hotel, Whetstone,
London. [1240

SIDECAR Body, off B.S.A. combination, hood, wind-
screen, child's seat; £5/10.-9, Inwood Av.,

Ilounslow. [1857

PROJECTILE Shape- Sidecar Body, off Triumph,
good condition; 25/-; room waiited.—120, Suther-

land Rd., W. Croydon [1659

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies. latest models in

stock. Call and inspect before purchasing else-

where. All at low prices.

BASTONES.—Great clearance of sidecar bodies

(stock-soiled), semi-sporting lightweight, £2/15
• each; ditto, not painted or upholstered, 20/- each,
touring models, 70/- each; -ditto, not painted or up
holste.'-ed, 30/- each.~228, Pentonville Rd.. Kinir'

Cross', London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North, [8398

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL & AUTOMOBILE
ACCESSORIES.

>oo<xxxx>^

WE ARE EXHIBITING
AT

STAND 301
(GALLERY OPPOSITE NORTH LIFT)

O L Y M P I A
NOVEMBER 25, 1922

KX>C>000<X

BESIDES THE ANNUAL. MEETING
WITH OUR OLD FRIENDS, WE
SINCERELY HOPE TO MEET
AND CONVINCE OTHERS OF
THE EXCELLENCE AND VALUE

OF H.A.H, PRODUCTS.

CAN WE ANSWER ANY
QUERY OR HELP YOU

IN ANY WAY?
IF SO, CALLAT OUR STAND 301

.

xxxx>oc>o

Our 19 23 Programme

is Full of Interest

to all.

May we tell you about it?

FREE DlSPUOf
STANDS, SHOW-
CAKOS, &c., Sii

Display Stand No. 2.

Set Al—For Solo Machines.

\, H. HUNT, L.TD-,
H.A.H. WORKS,

TunstaU Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telepbone

—

Telegrams-
Croydon 2225. "Keyage, Croydon.'

BODIES.
DOUGLAS Type Bulbous Bodies, painted lead

colour, trimmed in Rexirie, nicely padded; £4/15;
Lrade supplied; stamp, photo.—Stock and Sons, 107,
CoTiingham Rd., Shepherd's Busb, [1519 1

BURTON Sidecar Bodies cannot be beaten for value,

'

All latest designs. Write for our 1923 catalogue.

'

it will interest you. Sporting models, £3/7/6 to
1

£5/10; touring from £4, finished complete and car-

1

rage paid.—Sidecar Co., Broadstairs [9382
j

COBB Speedman Sidecar Bodies.—An unlimited
quantity of bulbous-backed coachbuilt bodies to!

fit any chassis from £3/5 each, carriage pa-id; otherG]
from £2; lockers and sprung seat and back; 12

1

months' guarantee.—Cobb Speedman Sidecars, Not-j
tingham Rd., Burton Joyce, Notts. [1351

1

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-

1

ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original!
designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established'
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-'
suit us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,

|

Tudor St., London. E.C.4. [0004'

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS. !

s

OANDHAM, the smartejt sidecar specialista.

QANDUM Sidecars."—Our pre-war prices were the tidli
*^' of the last Show. Make sure and see us at Stand
No. 170, at Olynipia.

SANDUM (V-6haped) windscreen, a hood, screen and
' apron. The I'opular £2/15, and the Standarc

£3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shapedj windscreen. Our South Londor
agent writes: " An instantaneous *iuccess; sold out

send further supply." Agents, get in touch with ue.

SANDUM Dual-purpose Sidecar (patented). The onlj
sidecar of reasonable length capable of carrying twc

adults in comfort. Bodies supplied separately if required

SANDUM exhibit at Olympia. Stand No* 170, wil
include our full range of sidecar epecialities.

SANDHAM Kngineer; . Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inr
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: ? nseum 3427- [OOIJ

HELEN Sidecars ! I I Helen Sidecars ! ! ! Helei
Sidecars ! ! !

MOTOR CYCLE SHOW.-We are exhibiting ai

115, Hammersmith Road, opposite Cadby Hall
We invite inspection of next seaspn's models.

TO Clear, we are offering Plus One chassis, com
plete with fittings for any American machines'

wonderful offer, £12/15; or complete with first-das;
coachbuilt body, £20; with 2-seater body, £22/10
Three Harley outfits complete, shop-soiled, £18; witl
2-,seater body, £20. 4h.p. Chassis, brand new, com
plete with fittings, less tyre, £8 / 10. Lightweights
new, £6. Extended payments taken.—Robini Manu
facturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W,2
"Phone: Brixton 1585. [140;

X?2, sidecar complete, perfect; sound chassis; 35/--
•y^ Shade, 16, Mason St.. Walworth. [183

BASTONES for Sidecars.-No better or cheapei
house; all latest models in stnck. ,;, I

T>AST0NE3.-End of season. Great reductions. |

BASTONES.—Montgomery sports model, stock soilel

only; list price £23/10; to clear. £18/10.
!

BASTONES. -Montgomery, Model No. 1, - stoc>

soiled only; list price £28/10; to clear, £23/l(;

BASTONES.—Montgcmery, Model No. ^1, 192
models. Triplex screen fitted ; to clear, ^21/1

each.

BASTONES.—Complete sidecar to fit any machin'
£11; ditto sports model, £16/19; touring bulboi

back sidecars, £17/7/6. Several models in stock.

BASTONES.—If you are buying a sidecar, kind:
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewber

and save money.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cros
London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North [839,

SIDECARS.-Several second-hand, cheap, room wante-
—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [156'

LIGHTWEIGHT Wicker Sidecar, side door, goc
tyre; £3/10.-112, Glebe Rd., Norwich. [12C

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—New coach bodiel

.

full size, with locker, £5/17/9; usually £9/11!

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.-New step-pattei',

coach bodies, £5 / 17 / 6 ; sporting bodie
£4/17/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—Canoelet chassi
like new, £5 / 19 / 6 ; shop-soiled £25 sidecars

suit Triumph, B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand "sid

cars, cheap; springs, mudguards, hubs, lug

fittings; state lequirements.—Booths Motories, 29'

Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [825,

SWAN Sporting' Sidecar, new August; nearest £1
' Triumph fi,nish.—Swain, Greencroft, Lancheatt'

Durham. [12i|

SIDECAil, coaohbuiltv' "complete; £6, or eschan
6-volt dynamo lighting set.—32, Huntsmoor E

Wandewort'i. [1^

^^8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SUNBEAM Sidecar, all fittings, in c.vcelleuL con-

dition ; cheap for cash ; ovenings.—4, Elm Oar-
dens, Hammersmith. [1322

COACHBUILT Bod^, newly uijholstered, £3 / 10

;

light chasbis, £3/10.—Kennard; 78, Yerbury
Rd., Holloway, N.19. [1387

P.
ajid M. Sidecar Chassis, complete, perfect, at-
tachments; £4; only 15 lelt.—SimpEOu, Orchard

Rd., Sunbury-L'U-Thames. [1620

SIDECAR, Xtenuoc, brand new, complete with tj'res,

painted green, semi-sporting; £18.-3, Stamfurd
Brook Rd., Hammersmith. [1801

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
Jul :iU m;ij;ej.— iseiid lor catalogue, etc.. Kiden/.i

Sales. Ltd.. 5. . ..rtoria St.. S.W.I. [0829

SCOTT Commercial Bos Sidecar, less tyre, £5; alsti

quantitv of Canoeist M.M.4 spares, offers wanted
-998. Garratt Lane. Tooting, S.W.17. [1492

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again wins
Championship at Brooklands, making third sue-,

cessive year. Le Vack (Zenith-Jap) first, O. de Lissa
(Motosacoche) second.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again used for
records. 50 miles, 100 miles, one hour, by

Messrs. Temple and AUchin, on the famous Harley-
Davidson.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar was used by
the winners in the 200-mile rac<?, Messrs.

Davidson (Indian) and Le Vack (Zenith).

MIDDI-ETONS Supply on extended payments if so
desired.

MIDDLETONS cater for New Poor and New Rich
alike. Our sympathies arc, however, with the

former. We know how it feels, never having been
anything else, for, as you are probably aware, we make
nothing out of sidecars, just doing it, like the artists'
model, for a bar-, living.

MiDDLETONS. London's Oldest-established Sidecar
Makers. Business hours, 9 to 6 ; Saturdays,

close 12. Sundays, like the Scotsmen, we stop^in
bed for economy. Saves wearing out boots, you don't
need a fire, and it keeps the appetite down.—27,
Stroud Green Rd , Finsbury Park. 'Phone : Hornsey
1584- C0522

D.OEWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
fold°d (10 seconds) combination passes through

ordinary doorway. Unnotioeable appearance wliea open,
no freakishness ; send for descriptione. Frank Whit^
worth. 139, New St., Birmingham. [5083

HOPLEV Folding Sidecar Saves Garage; attached
to motor will go throuch passage 28in.; tandem

bodies fitted; suits motors up to lOh.p.; chanced
Irom pleasure to commercial in few seconds; tested 8
years.—F. Hcpley. Upper Hiehcate St.. BirminKham.

[0152
PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itaeU
absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30iQ, doorwav. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co.. Ltd.. 236. Hich Holborn. W.C.i. [0388

RUNABOUTS a wo CYCTECARS
1 Q23 Morgans are available Irom Gibb, Northgate,
-»-«7 Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [0969

8h.p. Pyramid-Jap 2-seater Cycle Car, cxcellcht

:

£25.-17, hteaton Kd., Mitcliam. [14/5

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange,—Great bargains
in light cars; motor cycles part; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Weekly pajinents taken on any
car. iirst deposit secures. Immediate deli-

ery.

WANDSWORTH-^Victor, splendid 2-seater, 8h.p.,
hood, screen ; 49 guineas ; motor cycle part.

tVeekly pajTnents.

WANDSWORTH.—dhater-Lea 2-3eater, 8h,p., hood,
screen, lamps; 55 guineas; motor cyclo part.

.Veekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—A.V. sporting 2-seater, 6h.p.,
hood, screen; 39 guineas; motor cycle part.

Veekly pajments.

W7ANDSW0RTH.—Violette-Bogey 2-seater, water-
' ' cooled, hood, screen ; 55 guineas ; motor cycle
lart. Weekly payments.

fTTANDSWORTH. — Bleriot - W'hippet, December."" 1920, 2-seater, dynamo lighting; only 69
uineas ; motor cycle part. Weekly payments.

TTTANDSWORTH.—Bleriot^Whippet 1920 2-seater.
» • Blackburne engine ; 59 guineas ; motor cycle
lart. Weekly pajonents.

tXTANDSWORTH.—Garden (latest 1922 De Luxe)
'» most beautiful 2-seater. dynamo lighting; 79
uineas; motor cycle part. Payments.

rCTANDSWORTH.—Garden (latest 1921 De Luxe)
'» fine 2-seater, evei-ything fitted; 69 guineas;
lotor cycle part. Weekly payments.

ntTANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, Ebner St., York -

» * Rd., Wandsworth (Town Station) . 'Phone

:

.atcbmere 4686. [1782

I
Q14 Morgan, A.C., beautiful condition, must sell;

t-»7 £65.-65, High St., Hoimslow, Middlesex.
[1528

ANY
1923
DOUGLAS

MODELS
NOW.

I am prepared to supply immediately and will return
unconditionally any dilTerence between the present
price and the price ruling; at the Show. Cash or Terms
arranged to suit you. The 55 m.p h. Coram-Douglas
is the finest value in the world. The Douglas engine u.

further increased in efliciency by the fitting of Radiated
Pistons with Patent Twin Rings, Air-cooled Patented
Valve Caps, Kacing Valve Spririgs and other improve-
ments. Tony Combined Footboards and Footrests
(polished aluminium), Zoom Zoom Exhaust System
See me at the Show. Ask about Electric Lighting
Equipment for the Douglas.

ADDITIONAL POWER may be obtained by fitting

Special Lightweight Radiated Pistons,

fitted with patented twin rings. They
are simply wonderful, and every mail
'irings testimonials from all classes

(if satisfied riders. Price 29/- per
pair, complete \\-ith gudgeon, twin
rings and copper caps.

PATENTED TWIN RINGS. The only really gas-tight

and frictionless ring. Thousands have
already been sold and not a single

complaint. For 2^ h.p. Douglas
1/6 each: 4 h.p. Douglas, Sunbeam,-
Humber, and Rover 77mm. bore,

1/8 each. B.S.A., Triumph (pre-igig),

Rudge (pre- 19::!), Singer, New Hudson
30- h.p., Precision ^\ h.p,, L.M.C.,

4 h.p., 85mm., 1/9 each. Other
makes quoted for on application.

WHY SUFFER BROKEN VALVES?
My valves are guaranteed 12
months not to brealc, scale, or

burn, and never really need
grinding in. They cost more, but the

y^^r^ \\ best is the cheapest in the long run.

Ife^^^W 4 h.p. Douglas 10/-. 2J h.p. Douglas
9/-, complete with special spring,
collar and cotter. Other makes,
Triumph, Rudge, A.B.C., etc., price

on application. -

THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM
FOOTBOARD AND FOOTRESTS.
Beautifully finished — giving a

natural riding position. A real solid cast job. Some-
thing that lasts for ever. Price 30/- per pair complete.
AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS. My latest are covered

by patents. They never blow out nor
^"^ seize in the threads. Absolutely gas-

Sjfl \| tight. Prevent knocking and keep
jM. |I| the engine cool. Try them on your
iSLtM>. 2i h.p, or 4 h.p. Douglas, and if you

are not absolutely satisfied have your
money back. Price 4/- each.

The popular Exhaust System.
Beautifully made, finished in
burnished nickel or copper. A
pleasant Zooming note with-
ou. back pressure. Adds
pou. ds to the appearance of

any Douglas. Price 30/- m opper finish, 33/6 nickel.

BARREL VALVE SPRINGS.
These springs prevent bouncing,-
and lighten the work on the cam.
They arc unbreakable and
flexible. For 2f h.p. Dougs
Racing, 2/- per pair ; touring,

1/6 per pair. Do not compare
these with the cheap springs that
are floodmg the market.

. ANY SPARE PART BY RETURN OF POST.

4 h.p. an<i 2J h.p. INSTRUCTION BOOKS. 1/6 each.

Enquire at the Douglas Stand (No. 61} for

(Official Douglas A;ci'

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL.
Tel. 3792.

M
G

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
ORGAN Do Luxe, 1920; offers.—87. Marlow Rd.,
Ancrley. 8.E. [iuu^

N., 1922 model, specially tuned, 8hop-.coiled only.
2-seater and nice dickey; only £210.

G.N. Model De Luxe, dynamo lighting, disc wheels,
hood, bcreen. painted makers', exceedingly smart

ear, looks Ukc this year's model; £115; excbang©
or delcrred payments for either,-Marlborough (Motor
House), 20-22, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. Hampstead
7355. [6564

MORGAN De Luxe, 1919, M.A.G., speedometer, per-
fect; dE92.—HockeriU Works, Bishops Stortford.

[9093

I Q22 De Luxe G.N., lavishly fitted; £140. Ditto,
Lf^ 1921; £95.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-
ton. [1617

1 Q21 Garden, like new, has not run 1,000 miles; £50
JLv caeh; tax paid.—Xeale, 3, Sturges Rd., Ashford,
Kent. [1260

OQ Guineas.—Tamplin 1921 8h.p., 3-speed, perfect;^ O exchanges.- 2.\,, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Corner,
Barnes. [1577

ROVER Eight 1923 models from £180; motor cycle
exchanges.—E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd.. S.\V.7. [7517

I Q20 G.X. Standard Model. 5 interchangeable
-L*^ wheels, perlect condition, eleotiic lighting;
£87/10.—Below.

|Q20 G.N. Standard Model, 5 interrliangeable
-i-«-' wheels, standard lighting, exceptional ccfndi-
tion; £95.—Below.

1 Q22 G.'N, All-weather Models condition as r.ew,
-- «^ exec ptional bargain ; £ 155 ; cash, exchange, in-
stalments.^Elce L,td., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av,
E.C.3. 'Ph^jne: Avenue 5548. [0067

MORGAN,- 'W.C., Binks, Bosch, lamps, discs, hood,
screen, good condition; £90.—Salmon, The Ter-

race, Wokingham. [1300

A.V. Monocar 1920. Sh.p, J.A.P. engine, condition
good ; £ 90.—Ayton^ Woodstone Terrace, Fence-

houses, Co. Durha.m, [1316

THREE-WHEELER Crouch twin, wants assembling;
£14; write for appointment.—^H. R. Kail, High

Rd., Whetstone, London. [1239

A.V. Monocar, 1920, 8h,p., excellent running order,
fully equipped; £60, or exchange Solo.—12,

Crescent Rd., Wimbledon. [1504

G.N., October, 1921, Car, model De Luxe, mileage
5,000; price 110 guineas. —Longman Bros., 17,

Bond St.. Ealing. 'Plione : Ealing 689. [1849

TAMPLIN" 8-lOh.p. J.A.P. 1920, new tyres and belt,

spares, acetylene lighting; £50.—O. Hammerton,
Star Hotel, Hoyland Common, Barosley. [1214

T.B. 3-whoelcr. 1921, w.c. J.A.P., shaft drive, inter-
changeable wheels and spare, new tyres, in-

sured; £105.—Perks, "Upton," Caterham. [1334

Q^ Guineas: exchange.—1914 Morris-Oxford 9h.p.,
O'i 4 cyls., 2-seater, dickey, 5 detachables, new hood,
screen; any examination and trial.—Seabridge. Below,

/? O Guineas; exchange.—1914 Perry, Bh.p., 2-seater,00 5 detachables, hood, screen, lamps, smart, any
examination, trial.—Seabridge. Below.

O fy Guineas; exchange.—De Dion, 8h.p., 2 cylin-O 4 ders, monobloc, 5-speed gear box, side change,
2-seater, dickey, hood, screen, lamps. Stepney, good
tyres, Bplondid condition.—Seabridge. Belov.'.

ALL the above and many other bargains at Sea-
bridge, 35, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwich. Sydenham

2452. [1887

MOEriAN" 1922, newly painted dark blue, sidescreeus,

'^Ttt-pilometer, privately owned, splendid condition

;

£100.—View, Kingston Hill, Motor Engineer, Kingston.
[1247

MORGANS.—Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans,
can give early delivery of this famous runabout;

Grand Prix £160, De Luxe £165, Family Model £170.
f0935

MORGAN Grand Prix, Jap engine, Binks, clock,

disc wheels, etc., splendid condition, and very

smart indeed; £65.-605, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield,

S.W.18. C1520

£47, real bargain.—1913-14 G.N. 2-seater, hood,
screen, electric lighting, exceedingly smart, any

examination; exchange motor cycle.—76, Neate St.,

Camberwell. [1494

85.^-1920 Lawrence-Jackson 8-lOh.p. 2-seater, hood,
oW screen, electric lamps, disc wheels; exchange
Triumph, Sunbeam combination.—Iron Bridge, New-
port Pasnell. [1320

MORGAN A.C. M.A.G. (1918), guaranteed perfect

throughout, any trial; £100 equipped, or 1921

Sunbeam Combination.—Foster, 24, Stourport Rd.,

Kidderminster. [1505

A.V. Monocars, 1920, 8h.p., dynamo, £55 ; 1920
6h p. accumulator, £40; exchanges, cash either

^ay.—A.V. Specialist, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers
Corner, Barnes. [1578

SOUTHPORT.—1917 Grand Prix Morgan. J.A.P..

Aero bodv, primrose and black,, all on, recent £30
overhaul: 79"euineas; exchanges.-Kents, 417, Lord
St., Southport. m45i.

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oX the issue xy.)
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
1021 Garden 2-seater, hood, screen, electric lamps,
-l-tf in really excellent order; £65; exchanges or

deferred.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone: Dalston 3408. [1770

MORGAN G.P. 1920 8h.p., perfect going order

and good condition t.hrough(nit, just overhauled,

licensed, and well equipped; £105, nearest.—Tait, c/o
Earl St. Garage, Maidstone. {1173

G.N. 1922 3/i Coupe, aU--weather model, dynamo
lighting, 5 deta.chable wheels, new condit/ion;

price 130 guineas.—Lo-iigman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing 639.. [184-8

"IQ21 Model G.N. special new body, dickey seat, and
Ji^y spare w-.e^l, etc.: £150; exchange all-weather ear

not earlier 1914.—Montague's Motor Mart, 85, London
Ed., Manchester. Central 7745. [1363

AT Edwards.— 1921 Bleriot Whippet, electric ligtit,

spare wheel, hood, screen, hand-starter and re-

verse gear, perfect order; 62 guineas; exchanges or

deEerred— 101. Gre.it Portland St., W.l [1154

G.N. (June, 1921), dynamo, speedometer, 5 inter-

changeable disc wheels, new hood, perfect, just

overhauled by makers, tax paid, any trial; £110.—
14, Edgehill, Wimbledon. 'Phone : 1896. [1354

1Q22 Latest De Luxe Rover, peacock blue, many
-Lv extra fittings, tax paid and insured, indis-

tinguishable from new, £160; another, £150.—James,
c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9977

-| QS2 Morgan Popular Model, 8h,p. J.A.P., standard
J-t/ equipment, guaranteed faultless; £115; many
others. Write for list.—Homac's, Morgan Service

Depot, 245, Lower Clapton Rd., NJI. 'Phone : Dal-

ston 2408. ^
[1771

MORGAN, G.P. model lOh.p. Blackburne w.c. en-

gine, fully equipped, brand new, lor immediate
delivery; £160; exchanges or deferred.—Homac's,
Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone: Dalston 2408. [1768

1 Q23 Morgan De Luxe Model, w.c J.A.P., dynamo
XJ? lighting, all-black hood, alumininm dash and
beading; delivery from stock; cash or deferred.

—

Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd.. N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2403. [1771

1 Q22 Morgan G.P., Sh.p. w.c. J.A.P., Lucas
-1-t/ dynamo lighting, discs, speedometer, etc., abso-
lutely as new, guaranteed; £140; exchanges or de-
ferred.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot. 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [1769

MORGAN De Luxe Model, very late 1920, lOh.p.
M.A.G., air-cooled, long wheelbase, done 3,000,

not been used for 18 months, 2 new tyres, special
lightingj 4 lamps, one Lucas searchlight, all spares,
accessories, licence paid, engine and whole machine
in perfect condition ; £.100.—Rae, Saltcoats, Ayrshire.

[9509
GARDEN Monocar, 5-6h.p., J.A.P., any trial, 16

guineas; also 1919 Tamplin-Carden 2-seater, stag-
gered seats, 8h.p. J. A.P., Sturniey-Archer 3-speed
gear box, any trial, £35; also 1921 Garden 2-seater,
7h,p, 2-stroke engine, any trial, £45; approval, de-
posit; cash or exchanges.—McNeil le and Piatt, 57,
Gt. George St., Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Royal.

[1516
Syr/re Rarts:

MORGAN Spares from stock for all models.—Send
your enquiry to Hall, Morgan Specialist, 91,

St. Peter's St., St. Albans. [0936

MORGAN Spar© Parts Depot.—Spare* for all
models from stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd.,

13-15-16, Bishopsgate Av,, E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue
S548. [0068

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
COUNTY.—B.S.A. Sh.p. Motor Cycle Taiia. as

licensed throughout this country.-Writ« for
fullest particulars. County Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd ,

"The Originators." Broad St., Birininfiham. Ex-
hibiting Olympia, Stand 160. [7664

CARS FOR SALE.
MERCEDES 30h.p. 5-seater, C.A.V., Ui paid; £75.

—77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [1698

SUNBEAM 12-16h.p. 5-seater, tax paid; £115.—Mrs.
Lord, 39, Baytree Rd., S.W,2. [1699

6h.p. Rover 2-seater, excellent order, rough body;
£22.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1473

ROVER 1921 8h.p., good condition; £115.—Ratclifle
Bro6., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [1715

HORSTMAN lOh.p. 1922 Saloon; £195,-Dr. Hyne,
2. Bromfelde Rd.. Clanham. S.T?.4. fi7nr[1700

RICHARDSON 1921, 2-seater, dickey, excellent con-
dition; £68.-7. Exhibition Rd., fi.W.7. [9305

8H. Humberette-A.C, overhauled; trial; £55.

—

Dewy, Chargrove, St. Marks, Cheltenham. [1210

ROVER, 1921, repainted, etc., perfect condition;
£125.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St..

-AV.l. [1716

£55.—Ford chassis, rebuilt, perfect condition enar-
anteed, one only.-:-Hockerill Works, Bishopi Stort-

ford. [9099

BELSIZE 12h.p. 1914, 2-seat6r with dickey. In
splendid condition; £110.—Churcb, Oulton,

Lowestoft. [1205

•w

The
Insurance

Policy
Authorised and
approved by

is issued by

THE AUTOCAR
FIRE & ACCIDENT
. . INSURANCE . .

COMPANY LTD.

THE terms and con-

ditions of the Policy

are such that the

Insured is properly safe-

guarded and may rely

upon receiving efficient

service at all times, in

addition to prompt settle-

ment of claims.

For full particulars and
premiums apply to

:

THE AUTOCAR FIRE &
ACCroENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Head Office

:

77, Cheapside, LONDON, E.C.2.

Telephone : City 9831 and 9832.

Branches :

BIRMINGHAM— Phoenix Chambers,
Colmore Row.

LEEDS—28, Bond Street.

CARDIFF—15, High Street. ,

The Motor Cycle Policy U ^ttdn-
ahle through all Motor A^m/^m
and Insurance Brokerm^ ^ut malwt
on " THE MOTOR CYCLE "

Policy.

'^f^fc«»^fc^»^«i^<»^fc.^

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage, 187-199, HiRh St., Tooting.—

The pre-eminent place for purchasing. Detailed
list below.

PALiMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction sale wery
Thursday, starting at 2 o'clock. Apply for

catalogue.

PALMER'S Gairage, Tooting, have the best bargains.
Compare prices below as proof.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2Oh.p. Landa ^4 Lao.
daulet, monobluc, 4 spee.ls, quiet, splendid con-

dition; £135.

1PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15h.p. Itala lata
model touring car, 4 cyls., monobloc, hood,

screen; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Star Cabriolet.
1914, 4 speeds, detachable wheels; £100.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-lOh.p. Waverley
Sporting 2-seater, hood, screen, 4-cyl., monobloc;

£65.

PALMER'S Garage; Tooting.—15,9h.p. British En-
sign touring car, monobloc, wire wheds, excep-

tional bargain; £75.

PALMER'S Garage,/ Tooting.—I92IV2 De Diwi i^

seater, 12h.p., dynamo lighting, self-starting,
nearly new; £425.

PAlJV'IER'a Garage, Tooting.-12-14h.p. Fiat Lan.
daulet, 3 speeds, good nmning order; £50, '

PALMEIRS Garage, Tooting.^5.9h.p.- Arrol-John-
stun, 1&14, dynamo lighting, !=elf-starting, extra

smart; £145.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—30h p. Sheffield-Sim- .

plex full Landaulet, 6 cyls., 3 speeds; £95.

TpALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-20h.p. MetaOluigique,
-* very smart 2-seater, dickey, dynamo lighting;
£125.

|>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Alcyon torpedo
-"^ 2-seater, 4 cyls., runs well, hood, screen; £60.

P^VLMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12h.p. 1914 Rover^ 4-3ea ter, detachable wheels, dynamo lighting

;

£150.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—16-20h.p. Argyll Lim-
ousine, 4 cyls., runs well, roomy; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garaga, TootLng.—14-16h.p. Darracq
Landaulet, 4 cyls., monobloc, 3 speeds, run* .

well; £40.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—18-24h.p. Austin full

Limousine, 4 cyls. dynamo lighting, exceptional
condition; £85.

PALMER'S Gara'ge, Tooting.—17h.p. Delaunay-
BelleTille enclosed drive Landaulet, dynamo light-

ing, reliable car; £120.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above cars sup-
plied on easy payments. We shall be pleased -to

quote special terms to meet clients' requirements.
All are in running order. [1736

ROVER 2-seater, 3 speeds, reverse, hood, screen,
taxed; bargain, £30, offers.—Fisher, Springwell

Rd., Heston, Hounslow. [1753

"DOVER 8h.p., new appearance, good tyres, speedo-
-CV meter, perfect order; ^110; trial.-Ellam, 2,

Phcenix Place, Holland Park, W. [1862

"DOVER 8h.p. Standard model, £180; 8h.p. 4-seater
SX model, £190i 4-seater model De Luxe, £210;
2-seater De Luxe, £200.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St.. W. [0729

AUSTIN lOh.p. 2-seater and double dickey, dynamo '

lighting, detachable wheels, 1 spare,
,
all good

tyres, good running order; £70; offers.—The Gables,
,

Sylvan Hill, Upper Norwood. [1446

£115, Bargain.—Rover Sh.p. 1921 2-seater De Luxe.
painted blue, lovely condition, taxed, equipped,

etc. ; take solo or combination part exchange. — 143, •

Ravensbury Rd„ Earlsfield, S.W. [1705 I

T TO Ghiiiieaa, Exchange.—Reallv ultra-smart 1920 '|

X i */ Sports Singer, 2-seater lifihting, starter spar* 1

wheel, lovely condition.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., '

East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [2400

A K Guineas.—A.V. 2-seater, 1920, 8h.p., accumtr-
^L.%J latoi lighting, speedometer, tax, hood, perfect

condition; any trial; exchanges.—A.V. Specialist, 2a,
,

Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [1579 1

REALLY handsome Singer Coupe, dickey, handsome i|

body, painted primrose, dynamo lighting, S dstacll- i

able wheels ; dElTS, cash or deferred.—Majlborongli 1,

(Motor House), 20-22, Finchley Rd.. N.W.8. [6565 I!

HALIFAX.—1923 Lagonda, Calthorpe, Obventry
Premier, Deemster, Stoneleigh, and Sineer light

)

cars ; Bover, Morgan or combination taken in exchange.
,

—Halifax Motor Exchange,
,
Horton St., Halifax. [1298!

ROVERr—Godfrey's «re Authorified agents lor flu i;

Sh.p. model ; early deliveries of 1923 models:
3-seater, £ 1 80 ; 4-seater, £ 190 ; exchanges : gradaal

!

payments.—(Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. [0550'

ERIC CAMPBELL, late 1921, dynamo Hghtint. 1'

spare wheel, speedometer, deck, dash, Ump, uJ 1

aJuminium body, small mileago; £173, or •xchann
Combinatton and cash.-Hilller, 127, St. Mark's Rd.,

North Kenslnston. [1544

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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CARS FOR SALE.

1 QB5 RoTer Eight 4-seater, immediate delivery; cash
At/ or deferred; £190.—Homac's, 243. Lower Clap-

too Rd., N.E. 'Phone; Dalstoa 2408. [1773

WAVERLEY. 2'&eater. with dickey, detachable
rims, in very excetlent condition, fast and

leUable, qalte exceptional bargain at £95, cash or
deferrea, or exchangQ.—Marlborough (Motor House),
20-22. Finchley Rd N.W.8. [6566

OVERLAND 1916 Tourer, electric staxter and
lighting, hood, speedometer, etc, perfect oon-

dltlon; any triaJ by appointment; £75; or escliange
comWnation and cash,—Richardson, 3, Pavement,
Broughton Rd., Stoke Newington. [1172

ROVER Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-seater, £180;
4-aeater, £190; De Luxe 2-seat6r, £200; De Luxe

4-eeater £210; deferred payments; your motor cycle

or oat taken in part exchange; prompt delivery.— Official

Agente. Eagles and Co.. 275, High St., Acton, London,
W. [0761

L.M. 2-seat6r, J.A.P. 8h.p., -water-cooled, 3 speeds and
reverse. 5 interchangeable disc wheels, hood, screen,

diokey sent, dome guards, electric light, finished in grey

with black guarde, lovelv thing, as good as new, un-
dcratched. September, 1921; sell £120.—Birtles, 264,
Main Rd., Damall, Sheffield. [1254

1 Q23 .Salrason, immediate delivery; list 235 guineas,
X«/ exchange or instalments ; French type ( 1,100
cc.) chassis with English model De Luxe body, full

goarantee, all accessories, shuts up like a coupe, holds
fhe road like a leech.—Graff, Hayes, Kent. 'Phone :

Bromley 532. (No. 54 'bus.) [0951

1 Q17 Scripps-Booth 2-3-seater, dynamo L. and S..

J-t/ 5 detachable wheels, new tyres, repainted
maroon, upholstered Bedford cord, new hood, side

curtains, speedometer, 5 C.A.V. electric lamps, tax

and insurance paid; £115, or exchange combination
or cycle and cash.—120, Grove Rd., Walthamstow.

[1337

A.B.C.—^Everybody says that that's a new car. It

isn't, although it looks and goes like it; only

bad one owner from new last year, cost then over

£400. small mileage, dynamo, lamps, tools, very

special bargain indeed at £195; cash or deferred or
exchange.—Marlborough (Motor House), 20*^22, Finch-
ley Rd., N.W.8. [6563

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
TRADESMAN'8 Anto-Carrier, perfect condition

throughout; owner bought car; bargain, £35

;

photo.—Brooker, 13a. Market St., King's Lynn. [1637

FORD Van, just overhauled, new bearings tcrough-
out back axle, carburetter, commutator, electric

head, side and tail lamps, English radiator and
windscreen, all new, 5 detachable wheels, 4 new
tyres ; bargain, £ 75 or nearest offer or exchange
ton lorry.—Sharston Tea Rooms, Northenden, Man-
chester. [1365

SHARD Garage Offer Eight 30-40-cwt. Lorries, 1916
and 1917, Straker-Squires and Gaxfords, all one

price, £175 each; aU axe 20h.p., axe 3 speeds, worm
drive, all fitted solid tyres as new, smart open lorry

bodies 8fb. and 9ft., coachbuilt driver's cabs, all

equipped with new lamps, horn, jacks, and tools,

written to suit pnrchasers; they are sotmd, smart
lorries, and are guaranteed. Call early and secure a
genuine vehicle. (Note the low price, £175 each.)

—

Shard Garage, Shards Sq., Peckham Park Rd.. Old
Kent Rd., London. 'Phone : New Cross 1506. [8506

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms

could not be simpler.—i57b, Gt. Portland St.
W.l. [5935

MIDDLETONS can arrange extended payments on
excellent terms.—For our address see Sidecar

Colnmn [0956

HALIFAX.—Motor Cycle Corabinations ; special
terms from £5 deposit and 15/- weeklj;; get liet.—

Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hahtax. [1298

ANY make ol cycle or any combination completely
equipped; licensed, insured on 13.15,18 months

extended payments system.—Write tor i^articulara
Rideezi Sales. Ltd.. 5. Victoria St.. 8 W.l. [0830
TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St. Cambridge,
-*"- will supply any make of motor cycle or light car
on easy terms at lowest possible price obtainable any-
where; catalogues and full particulars by poet. [1293

A WIDE Selection ol Second-hand Machines, most
makes of new ones supplied immediately on pay-

ment to suit buyer's convenience; getting our terms
ioonrs no obligation.—Marlborough (The Motor House),
20-22. Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [8391

ENGINES.
|»h.p. Twin; £4/15, offer.

—

1a. Morton Terrace," S.W.I. [1236
8-lOh.p, Twin Hnmber, water-cooled, external fly-

wheel, clutch; £8,. bargain.

Qh.p. J.A.P., believed 1920, dissembled, less pistons,
t? connecting rods; £14.—CaptainXollins, Sunbury-
on-Thames. [1625

^AA^-P- Clerget w.c. V Engine, cost £1,200, quite/V\J\F new; £30.-77, Acre Lane, 8.W.2. [1701
3^.p. Minerva, C.A.V. B. and B., complete, £5/10-

cycle, complete, £11.-91, Grove Rd., N.7. [1517
"DARGAIN.—3h.p, Hum her Engine, A.I.V., good
-l-» condition; £3.—112, Glebe Rd.. Norwich, [1203
r\RBIT fi54!i.p. brand-new engine; £6/13/6, bargain,
^-^ —44, Waahwood Heath Bd., Btrmingham. {1213

FOR /

MOTORINGand !

EVERY-DAY WEAR. |

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades and two
qnalities from memufacturers who
require ready.money, and we are now
offering this to the Dublic in garments at

SO% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
AIlsize.=;, 21m., 24in..

27111.. 3oin..33in., and
36in.

ALL ONE PRICE
4/11 P'^ '"^ extn

for postage.

Worth 12/6.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER - UNED
COATS

(.Just the thing for
Motor use).

Sizes. 42in. . 44in.,

46ia.. -jSin., 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/-

Postage i/- extra

Worth 35/-

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 34in., 3610., sSin.,

4oin., 42in. and 44in. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage ^ K / Worth
I/- extra. »/" 42/-

THIS ofiEer cannot be
repeated nvhen the

cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth duringthe trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not o&er
the garments at even
double the price.

JJ citents are fwt satisfied on receipt 0/ garment, ihe
money mUl be refittided in full upon return 0/ ifie

clothing.

All orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

ENGINES.
RUDGE Encine. 3'/2li.P-. just orerhauled ; £6.—

J»ck Wajd, 11, Radford Rd., Leamington Spi.
[146T

P.
and M. Enginee, £4/10; OTerhanled and ooin-
pleted, S6I10-, stamp.— 7, Hereford Ed., Bays-

water. I L; / 1 J

6).3h.p. DougLas Eftgine; £10.—For particulars, apply
'^^ Franklin, Sandringham, Leeholme, Biihop
Aucfclo/nd. [1487
6h.p. Complete Unit by A.C., Bosch enclosed, Binks,

practicbJly new; £10 887, Lea Bridge Rd., Wal-
thamstow. [1410
ARMSTRONG Mark V. 3-speed Clutcli Wheel, all

controls, perfect: £4/15.—Wardman's, Uich St..
Cheltenham. [158J
NEW 1922 Chater-Lea 2^Jh.p. 2-stroke engine,

£8/10; ditto 2-speed gear bo.x, £4.—Slurrays,
37a, Cbarlea St., Hatton Garden, Holboru. [1324
T>EX SVah.p., m.o.i.v., £5: Minerva 5h.p. twin,
J-^* ni.o.tv., £5/10; 2Vih.p. Minerva, m.o.i.v., 50/-;
N.S.U., 2y2h.p., 35/-. Heaps of engines, 2 or 4-3troke;
exchanges.—Syd. Pearson, Cheylesmore, Coventry.

(1881
ENGINES, brand new, ISO^", 2-Etroke 2">4h.p., 70x

70, made by T, G. Johns, Coventry; roller hear-
ings, floating gudgeon pin, magneto, chain case, ex-
haust pipe, plated Qywheel, etc.; £5 each. Terras to
trade, or offers baking the lot with spares, etc.—C. S.
Spring, 254, Wilton St., Lozolls, Aston, Birmingham.

[1179
BRITNELL BROS, for Engines.—8h.p. J.A.P..

£15; 5h.p. Clyno, £9; 2%h.p. Union, £9; 3h.p.
Belgian, £3; 2%|h.p. Broler, £15; SVzh.p. P. and M.,
£5; SVzh.p. Rudi^e and gear, less cylinder, £8; 4h.p.
J.A.P., £10; 4l,4h.p B.S.A., £15: S^hjg. B.S.A.,
£5: stamped envelope reply,-43-45, High St.,
Fulham. Phone : Putney 1652. [1415

HEPPELTIfWAITES.-ah.p. Brown (twin), with
carburetter, £6/15/: 5-6h.p. A.I.V. Jap,

£5/10; 8h.p. Twin Precision, £9; 5-6Il.p. O.H.M V.
Rex (very hot lot), £B; SV-h.p. Precision, £4/10;
5-6h.p. unassembled Rex A.I.V., £3'10; 5 6h p.
N.S.U., £4/10; 7-9h.p. Peugeot, £5/10; 4h.p. Brad-
bury and frame. £7/10; list upon request. See Old
Man Hep. in Spare Parts Column. Stamp please.
Phone: 1958 Briyton.—17-19, Wilcox Rd., South
Lambeth. London. S W.8. [1675

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

A
"DEAIi Bargain

IN MsfTietos "AH be Eecured from the Marble Ar^ii
I" -

"Motor Exchange.

Motor
Below.

W^

^AA ^lotor Cycle Magnetos to be cleared.

-

PLEASE note (particularly) our stock consists of

genuine motor cycle magnetos, all variable
Ignition and guaranteed not converted or re-

constructed aeroplane starter magnetos.

E guarantee we can supply you a (genuine)
magneto cheaper than anyone.

SINGLE-CYLINDER anti clock. M.L., 45/-; C.A.V..
35/-; D.H. 35/-; Dixie large type, 30/-; all

above suitable for Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—Below.

SINGLE-CYLINDER Clock. Dixie, 30/-; Berling.
30/-.-Below

1 Q/IO Anti-clock. C.A.V., 35/-; Splitdorf. 35/-;XO If Dixie, 30/-.—Below.

1 Q A° Clock, Thomson-Bennett, 38/-; Splitdorl,
J-OV 35/-.—Below.

A <>o, 50°, 55° Thomson-Bennett, Splitdorf or^ /W Dixie ; all the above are guaranteed vari-

able ignition and perfect ; sent on approval against
cash.—Below.

SPARES —Brand new C.A.V. contact-breakers, anti-

clock, 11/-; brush holders. 1 /9 ; brushes. 6d.

each.—Below.

PLEASE note, carriage on all above extra.—
Below

MARBLE Aich Motor Exchange, 135. Edsware
Rd., W.2. "Phone : Padd- 789. 'Grams : Arch-

motex, Padd., Ijondon. [1885

B. I. Oo.

H
H

.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spnrea

stocked.

,B. Specialise in Thomaon-Bennett, complete for

fixing to Triumph.

.M.. J.A.P., Douglas, 2-Btroke engines, ete. ; £3-

.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti; £3.

IXIE, single and twin, all degrees ; £2/5.

B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

C
D
H
H
H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage pnirl,

on approval against cash, or through The Motor
Cycle deposit system.

H.B- Ignition Co., 78, New Park Ed.. Brixton Hill,

Londun. 'Phoue; Brixton 610. [0694

.B. will take your old machines in part payment

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advei-tisement, and the date of the issue A41
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
TJELIAJSICE Magneto Eepairinff Oo.

RELIANCE foi repairs, new magnetos and >p«r«
parts.

RELIANCE have tlie largest and most up-to-date
repair factory in London.

RELIANCE carry ont all repairs on the premisea,
including annatuie winding.

RELIANCE have one of the most modem winding
plants and test lOoms in th* country, and can

therefore offer you the follovring advantages.

TIME.—AU work within 6 to "IS hours, and a solid

12 months' guarantee in writing to back it up.

CHAEGE8.—No flat rates. Ton are charged Mcording
to the work that is repaired, therefore yon are

not in some cases helping to pay for other people's
repairs.

OXTR Offer.—We shall be pleased to allow you to see
your mapneto on test after repair at our works.

How many others can make the same offer?

RELIANCE have the following magnetoe in stock.
all fully guaranteed.

THOMSON-BENNETT.—Singles and twins, new. any
degree, waterproof, variable, suit any engine; price

65/-.

C.A.V. singles and twins, new, ideal for any light-

weight. 2-'^h.p. and 4h.p. Douglas; 55/-.

BOSCH type Z.A.2, second-hand, enclosed, waterproof,
variable, latest pattern, for Douglas 2%h.p. and

flh.p.; £4/10.

ACOUMULATOES, best makes only, for all purposes,
any voltage, charged and uncharged, always in

stock ; send for prices.

BOSCH enclosed, waterproof type D.A.L. magnetoe.
Government surplus, any degree, ready to fit on

Indian, Harley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin. We
guiirantee these to give you slow running and easy
starting, and they are in every way ideal for the big
machine; price, carriage paid, £4/10.

GUARANTEE,—Every magneto, no matter what the
price OT make, is guaranteed by us. Not merelv

that same ie Id good order at time of sale, but a plainly
written statement that we guarttntee each machine
against all defects for a period of 12 months. This, we
maintain, justifies ns in charging a few shiUinga more
than certain of our competitors. List sent post free
upon application.

RELIANCE were established in 1914, since when
we have enjoyed a reputation which is second to

none for etraiglit and fair dealing.

RELIANCE Magneto Kepairing Co., 283. St. John
St London, E.C.I. 'Pbone: Olerkenwell 4?9n

T.A. : R«magco, Smith, London. [9909

npHE Bnnbaken Repairs and Spares Service.

THE Largest Ignition Repairs Organisation in
Europe. Eight branches staffed and equipped to

carry out thorough repairs to magnetos, dynamos,
starters, batteries, and accumulators of every known
make in the minimum time.

A LL Work

IS Subject to a Manufacturer's Test, and returned as
new, guaranteed for 12 months.

THE Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service : Man-
chester : 286, Deansgate. 'Phone: Centra] 7342.

London: 142, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Museum 3905.
Leeds: 94, Albion St. 'Phone: 27219. Liverpool:
16, Colquitt St. 'Phone: Royal 605. Birmingham:
192. Corporation St. 'Phone : Central 2059. Bristol

:

14, Colston St. 'Phone: 3728. Glasgow: 134. West
Nile St. 'Phone: Douglas 1605. Paris : 40, Rue
Brunei. 'Phone : Wagram 50-11. Head OflSce and
Works : Cheetwood Lane, Derby St., Manchester.
'Phone: City 8266 (3 lines). [0841

OO / /*.—C.A.V. magnetos, single and twin, per-O /W / U lect; approval willing.—Marchant.

PARES.—C.A.V. slip rings, 2/; condensers, 4/-.
—Marchant, Broadway, Hendon. [1347

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.-7-tooth to 24
tooth stocked.—Eidington. 202-4, Southampton

St.. Cainbenvell- [1500

DYNAMOS, Lucas, with cut-out, £5; new small
12-volt Lucas accumulators, 12/6.—Jenner, 165.

Church Rd., Mitcham. [1789

0(\ Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, J80O or singlesO Vf complete, 32/ 6 ; variable ignition 2/6 extra

;

approval.—Simpson, Orchard, Sunbury-on-Thamea. [9844

DASH Switchboards, 4-way. with ammeter. 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter. 35/- each nett -

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dent. H.l). 9. Colonial Av
Minories. E.l r0766

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto Repaired, no mattei
what condition, provided complete, for 30/- 24

hour service.-Kays, Electrical Dept, 8 and 10 Bond
St.. Ealing. W. [9443

MAGNETOS.—M.L., late waterproof type, new but
shop-soiled, single cylinder, £2/10.—Light Car and

Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill
Brixton. 'Phono: Brixtou 1292. [1788

S

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to
inspect before purchasing.
Ml Buirdings carriage paid. Nn extras-

Send for our All goods carriage
special catalot^ue P^*** England and
containing record Wales. Ourlatest

,„„^ ^ " unsolicited testi-
prlces and partic- monials is the big-
ulars of our fair gest proof of our
dealln:^, one price, legitimate deal-
one nnaiitv ^n^s, and theone quality.

general satis fac-
NO EXTRAS. tion given.

iiLYfnriA ui^uci. A6dtLoluj oUJi.Jiri<3

Spec-ifimtion in Our Ozlaiogue.
r2X 8 £23 10 iSxro £42 10
14V10 £32 15 20x12 £46 15
16 V 10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proof

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

S leen Park Lawn Tennis Club,
May 22nd, 1022.

Dear Sir,

1 ara instructed by my Committee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavilion yoa
erected for theni,

Vours faithfully, Jgii.n O. Griffits.

132," Shortlands Road,
Sittiugbourne, Kent.

August 17, 1922.
Mr. Brodrick,
The South-Western Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St. Helier Building arrived on Satur-
dav, two days before promise of delivery,
and we are more than satisfied with it.

We erected it on Wednesday and it went
together like clockworlc I am very pleased
we left the order with you, as all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trusting
and believing it will get you further orders
from this district.

Vburs faithfully,

Thos. E. Kennetx.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G°
High Street, FuJham, London, S.W.

XelephonL-: PUTNEY 2771

M
IGNITION. LKiHTlNG, ETC.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,
spares, and repairs.

OTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality magnetos*
now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetoa,-

BOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos,
Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian. Har-

ley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful,
spark at all engine speeds, uifikes your engine a real
live engine, give you easy startinR, smooth and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
sumption with increased power ; price only £5 each,-
postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee
eent out with each magneto. We give you eatisfaction'
or refund cash.

OLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-
-» ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;'
therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machino.
Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

tTARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes: "Magneto to-
-—- hand; many thanks for prompt despatch, satie-^
factory in every way; will recommend to my friends."

ZENITH Owner writes: "' Since fitting magneto have
completed a run of 250 miles; highly satiBfied;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

INDIAN Machine Owners.—Your high-class machine i

deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000 I

Dixie 420 magnetos ; send your magneto and £4
{

now, and we will immediately despatch you a Boscb
D.A.L.

READY to fit on your machine; there are no
alterations to make.

WHY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
who know—are almost all sending to us for their

Magnetos ? '

THERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,

supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

MAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against cash per return on receipt of

your order; there is no obligation to keep' it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner ? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother runnmg, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas? Then send for a
latest enclosed waterproof . type Bosch XA2 magneto
now, price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos {not converted starters), ready to
fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s. Nortons, and P.

and M."s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, price
£3/10. carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos latest enclosed
waterproif type (not converted starters)^ ready to

fit on 550 Clynos and 180P Douglas machmes, witi
12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage
1/6.

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all
your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting

pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs ? Fit a
Bosch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write,
call, or 'phone for terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see

It: we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like
new, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
if urgent, and return it with a written 13 months'
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
can lend you another free of charge. We could not
make these offers if we were not certain of the quality
of our work.

YOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
low cost. Send us your defective magneto now,

EXPRESS Dixie Repair Service. Your Dixie magneto,
no matter what size, rebuilt equal to new uud re-

turned in 12 hours, at 30'-: n imall extra charge for
uecessary " replacements

C.A,V. Express Repair Department.—Your C.A.V.
magneto, no matter what type, rebuilt equal bo

new and guaranteed for one year, returned in 12
hours, at 30/-; a. small extra charge for necessary
replacements.

ARMATURE rewinding, 00 matter what make, type,
or size, 11/6. Wound cores fiom stock.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28. Bateman'B
Row E.r ?. -p^or^e London Wall 4570. 'One

,

minute from BroWn Bros.) [163D :

PURE Platanum-Iridiiim Po.ints, lor all magnetos;
10/6 pair.—Boulton, Oxiey Bank, Wolverhamp-

ton. fl499

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum for blades, screws, etc.; cures misfiring;

Jebron screws, fit Boech magnetos, 10/6 pair; oM
screws, any make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

JEBRON, the pioneer motor contact, registered
March, 1907, and March. 1921; hundreds of aft*

solicited testimonials.—Jebron, 38, Herbert Rd., Wow-
wlch, S.E.18. « COOOl

A42 All letters relating to advertisement? should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dale of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
piOUNTY oi LondoD Engineering Works. Ltd.

TITAGNETO Factors and Repairers.

A IX Magneto Spares Stocked.

BOSCH Single, Type D.A.L., rariable ignition;

£3/5.

Mr, Single, encloBcd, waterproof, variable ignition;

'^3/15

THOMSON-BENNETT, single cr twin, enclosed,

waterprool, variable ignition, all degrees; £2/15

each.

THOMSON-BEN'NETT, large type, single or twin,

enclosed, waterproof, variable ignitmi), all de-

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single cr twin, enclosed, waterprool, variable

igniti.jn; £2/15 each.

RUTHARDT, single, enclosed, waterproof,

ignition; £2/5 each.

(ERLING, single, enclosed, waterproof,

ignition; £2/5.

CPUTDORF, single, enclosed, waterprool,

O ir-niLioti: 1

B^

variable

variable

variable

ignition; £2/5;

DIXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, vari

able ignition; £2.

ANY of the above single-cylinder magnetos can be

supplied wi fch the special long driving spindle,

.suitable for Rudge

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and base
plates, ready to be impiedjately fitted; sprockets

can be supplieil if required Please state make vf

engine when ordering

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all rur magnetos for

12 moB'ths. and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period,

ALL Repairs Guaranteed Send your magneto to

us for quotation It will pay you. We can
despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if required,
24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

QPECIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Lid.. 27.
Stockwell Rd,, London, S.W. (1 min. from Stock-

well Underground Station). T.A. : Ignitionac, Clap-
read, London Tel. : Brixton 2841 [2717

0£J //?.—C.A.V. magnetos, singles and 180° twins,OVi \J vaiiable, gua ranteed new and perfect ; ap-
proval against cash; state rotation required.—Lang
lord's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.

[8388
SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee une

year, M-L single, 35/- ; B.L.LC. ditto, 42/-

;

Bosch ditto, 45/-: C.A.V. single or twin, 50/-: Tliom-
aon-Bennett ditto, 60/-.—We specialise in repairs and
apaie3 lor all makes. Lists, 2d. stamp. Deal with
espefts and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale
Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Plmne:
Croydon 1625. [8661

THE Central Ignition Works (London Depot).—For
magnetos, spares, and repairs (Bosch specialists).

All magnetos and repairs guaranteed one year. Bosch
Z.E.I enclosed and variable ignition, Bosch Z.E.2
enclosed and variable ignition, Bosch Z.A.2 enclosed
and variable ignition, IVI-L P.M.I enclosed and variable
ignition, Thomson-Bennett 1 and 2 enclosed and vari-
able ignition, E.I.C. 1 and 2 enclosed and variable
ignition, Ruthardt (late type spec-ially made for Douglas
machines). Our prices below any offered. Write us, it

will pay you. Cash refunded if dissatisfied, approval
willingly.—The Central Ignition Works (London Depot),
9 and 14, Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London, S.W.
Tel. : Brixton 210. [1875

EUSTON Ignition Co., sole representative for the
Splitdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service to

Splitdorf magnetos, dynamos, Dixie magnetos, etc. We
have the factory, plant and experience. OtBcial Indian
electrical service station. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares ; Eparea and repairs to all makes of magnetos

;

nil repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. teat bench
r-efore dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 months.
We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos in
London. Twins, all degrees, charged accumulators, all

voltages always ready. We stock everything electrical
for the motorist. We give you real live service alwnya
—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Rd., N.W.I
'Phone: Mnseum 5034. T.A.: llagdymo, Eusroad, Lon-
don. - - [02b3

TYRES.

MAUDES' have a very large stock of clearance
covers in all sizes, and a post-card stating your

requirements will bring a reply by return;—^Maudes',
100. Great Portland St., W.l. [1692

3/-.—Palmer and Capon Heaton, 26x2%, new end-
' less tubes.-—Below.

26x25/8, brand new
>n .3 days' approval

against cash: reduction on quantitips.—Pride and
Clarke. 156, Stockwell Rd.. Brixton, S.W.9. [1483

PAL:^^ER covers, 26x2i/2. O.S.; 19/6—Bright and
llavle-.. 78, Church St,, Caniberwell, LcniTcn.

[1570

O K / — .—Dunlop extra heavy,r^^ I tyres. Goods sent <

[iOMACS
MOTOR AGENTS

See these

W'c have always a large selection of

th? following machiries, each of which
our own I

radical experience has
proven worthy of the highest recom-
mendation.

NEW IMPERIAL
RUDGE -MULTI

MATCHLESS ; A.J.S.

QUADRANT : B.S.A.

CONNAUGHT;LEV13
DOUGLAS: ENFIELD
TRIUMPH: RALEIGH

Also

MORGAN
CYCLE CARS
(London Service Depot)

243, Lower Ciapton

Road, London, E.5
Telephoiv^ - - Dalston 2508-

Eacli IS a sound British proposition,

and our knowledge, experience and
service will enable you to obtain the

finest results. We wUl glarlly meet
>ou by appointment at any Stand in

the Show.

Our Morgan Service is the best in the

country. We are officially appointed
Morgan Repairers, and can undertake
overhau's, tunings, etc., and have the

most com'^rehensive stock of spares

in the country. Ask for us on the

Morgan Stand at the i\Iotor Cycle

Exhibition.

Stand No.

139

foMAC^S

TYRES.
BASTONES for Covers and Tube',. No btttci .t

cheaper house.

BASTONES. — 24x2 Dunlop rubber-stud, 16/3;
Clincher De Luxe Junior, 14/6 ; ditto extra

heavy, 17/6.

BASTONES.~24x2Vi Hutchia'=on T.T., rubber-stud.
21/-; Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 26/-,

BASTONES.—26 x2Vj Hutchin?on T.T., 18/6; Dun-
lop rubber-btud heavy, 26/9; Michelin Semilli--,

20/-; Goodrich safety tread, 27/-; Clincher De Luxe
extra heavy, 18/9; Spcncer-Moulton steel-stud, 24/-.

BASTONES.—26x23,Ji Hutchinson T.T., rubber-stud,
19/6; Clincher De Luxe heavy, 21/-; Bergoup-

nan rubber non-skid, 23/-; Palmer cord heavy, 28/-,

BASTONES.-26x2V2X2Vi Goodrich safety tread,
31/6; Clincher Dreadnought extra heavy, 29/6;

Dunlop rubber-stud heavy, 33/-; Dunlop rubber-stud
extra heavy, 39 / 9 ; Hutchinson Pass, rubber-stud,
36/-; Dominion Usco rubber non-skid heavy, 23/-.

pASTONES.-26X2V2 Michelin fine ribbed. 15/-;
-s-» HutchiuFon T.T. rubbsr-stud, 24/-; Gcodrich
safety tread, 35/-; Spencer-jMoalton itcel-stud, 25/-.

BASTONES. — 650x65 Goodrich safety, 38/6;
Clincher Dreadnought, 34/-; Dunlop cord, 44/9.

BASTONES.—700x80 Dunlop Magnum, 41/3; Good-
year all-weather tread, extra heavy, 37/6; Good-

rich safety tread, 37 / 6 ; Firestone rubber non-skid
extra heavy, 42/-; Clincher De Luxe extra heavy,
30/-; Clincher Dreadnought extra heavy, 45/-.

BASTONES.—Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and
Red-Fox tubes: 24x2 and 24x2V', 3/9; 26x2Vi

and 26X2V2, 5/6; 700x80 and 28x3, 7/3.

ALL the Above New and Clearance Covers and Tubes
are sent on approval against remittance.

BASTONES, 228, PentonvUle Kd., King's Cross,
London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [1874

<r> K Per Cent, Eeduction.—26in. tyres now cost only
r^^ 15/- to retread, 3-ribbed or cross-grooved, 3,000
miles wear.

BURST tyres and broken awny beads remoulded like

new, best work in the country ; send for list.—

Melton Eubber Works, jaslton Mowbray. [0347

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3.000 mile retreads. repaj.rs,

etc., carriage paid
Buxton, Derbyshire.

-Buxton Vulcanising Co.,
[5836

BULL'S.—All sizes in bargain covers and tubes,
If your size is not below, write or telephone us.

Gerrard 1547.—See below.

X2i4 Palmer cord, 30/-; WnrnI-MLlne and Avon,
22 / 6 ; Stepney roadgrip, 27 / 6.—Below.

X2V2 Avon tricar, 30/-; Beldam, 25/-; Clinchei

26
26

650^^=.^/^'-^^

OCxZMiXZ^i Wood-Milne 4-pIy, 25/-: Palmer cord
/WO heavy, 30/-; Beldam 3-rly, 22/6.—Below.

OCx2% Palmer cord, 30/-: Wood-Milne and
•^^O Beldam, 22/6.—Below.

QQx3 Clincher sidecar, 30/-: Avon Druid, 20/-:^O Beldam R.N.S. or Wood-Milne keygrip, 30/-.—
BbIow.

cord heavy, 37/6: Clinchei
S., 30/-; Wood-Milne; 22/6.—Below.

TUBES, all si^es, 4/6 each; all goods on approva.
against remittance; postage 1/- extra.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Matin's
Lane, W.C.2. Gerrard 1347. [0869

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-
chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and Co.,

436, Argyle St., Glasgow. List post free. [9831

REAL Good reliable second-hand motor cycle tyres,

all sizes and makes; 10/- each, plus Is. carriage.

See displayed advertisement—H, Emanuel and Co.
r0832

TOOTING.—Goodrich Tyres, brand new, in maker's
wrappings, fully guaranteed, 27x3';. (fit 6.50v65

and 700x80), 32/6; 28x3, 35/-; 29x31:,, 47/5.—
Below.

TOOTING.—700x85 Dunkp steel stud, new goods,

wrapped, 32/6; 700x85 Dominion rubber non-
.skid, 40/-.—Broadway Motor Co., 998, Garratt Lane,
Tooting, S.W. 17. £1491

DUNLOP extra heavy, 26x2% (fit 2%), all new, not
' clearance, must 1)6 sold : 25/- each [list price £2)

;

carriaf;e paid on two or more.—Hurst. 26, Tulse Hill,

Brixton, S.W.2. [1785

MASONS.—.'Llways leading. Dunlop! Dunlop!! 26x
21A, extra^heavy ribbed,- 31 /-: 650x65. ditto,

30/-; rubber studded, heavy, 24x2i/, 26/-, 26x2^4
26/9, 26x2V'X2V4 33/-; heavy fluted, 26x21/2 21/6,
26x2i/i 18/6; perfect, maker's guarantee; 650x65 Dun-
lop extra heavy, rubber studded, soiled; 25/-.

MASONS.—Cheapest and best. Wood-Milne Key-
Grip, 4-ply Covers.—26x21/3 24/6, 26x2% 25/-,,

26x21^ 23/6, 26x2lAx2V4 25/-, 650x65 26/-. 3-nly

Covors.—24x214 18/-, 700x80 28/6, 28x3 (American)
27,'6, 28x21/, (American) 24/6.
MASONS.—Great Offer Moselcy _pab!e Cord, large

studded, perfect.—26x2V-x2i^ 30/-, 28x3 (Ameri-

can) 38/6. Large •studded, fabric, heavj-.-24x2i/i

19/6, 26x2I/i 22/6, 26x2% 23/6, 26x21/3X21/, 25/-,

26x2V' 26/-. Approval against remittance, carriage

paid.—>Iasons, The Tjrc House, Ipswich. [0916

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dale oi the issue A4;]
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TYRES.
ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—The following new blemislied

and clearance covers and tubes ^ sent on seven

days' approval against remittance, per passenger train,

c-arriage paid.

ECONOMIC.-24X2 Clipper Ideal, ia/6; tubes, 4/6;

24x214 (also fit 2in. rims) Dunlop heavy, 26/-;

Clincher Junior. 16/9

ECONOMIC.-26x2i,4 Dunlop heavy, 26/9; Fire

stone extra heavy, 22/6; tubes, 4/9; 26x23,^
Dunlop heavy, 30/-; extra heavy. 35/9.

ECONOMIC—26x2Vjx2i,4 GTocdyear DiamoBd, 30/-;

Avon extra heavy, rubber stud, 25/-; Palmer
tubes, 5/6

ECONOMIC—26 x2iA old standard Clipper extra

heavy, 27/6; Red-fern, rubber stud, 25/-; tubes.

5/-.

ECONOMIC—28x3 Goodyear Diamond, 42/6; Good-

rich Safety, 39/6; Firestone non-skid, 39/6,
tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Goodrich Safety, 34/6; Step
ney road grip, 34/6; Clipper extra heavy, 27/6,

tubes. 5/9.

ECONOMIC—700x80 Goodrich Safety, 39/6; Bel

dam extra heavy, 44/3; Goodyear, 44/3; Good
year cord. 58/-.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop rubber stud, fully warranted
24x2, 16/3; 24x2^, 17/9; 26x2, 17/9; 26x

214, 18/6.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
'Phone: New Cross 1393. 1:7428

5/\/^ NEW Beldam Covers. 26x3, 2V2. 2%. Z%
\J\f and 2, 15/ each to clear, postage 1/6 ex

tra.-Homerton Rubber Works. 11, Upper St Mar
tin's Lane, W.C2; and Brooksby's Walk, Homertnn
E.9. [0331

TANKS for Triumphs, new, 35/-: 1910. 1922.—Cov-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[9240
TANKS for B.S.A., new. 35/-; 1910, 1922.—Cov-

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry

TANKS for Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19:
35/-.—Coventry Tankers. Ltd., Hearsall Works,

Coventry. [9241

I SPECIALISE i I Repairs, re-builda. and tanks to
measure. EnamelliEii to any pattern. Quick de-

livery —Below.

DODGLAS Patten Tynks, new and enamelled,
coujitlete with. aL fittings and B. and L. pump;

55/-; folder with phovo on reauest.—G. Day, 85,
Cieapside, Birmin?h;im [6.602

TANKS Re-enamelled Maker's Colours, with trans-

fers; 15/6 Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St..

CamberwelJ, Lond-n. [1569

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred, handle-bars, etc., plated, estd. 30 years.—

Attwoods. 25, Pentonville Rd.. London, N.l. [9451

COVENTRY Tankers. Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup-

plied extra capacity.—HearsaU Works, Coventry. [9238

TANKS le-euamelled to pattern, high-clatis work only
16/6; special terms to trade.—Jenkins and Sons,

Richard , St., Atkinson St., Deansgate, Manchester.
Estabhshed 25 years. [1027

AVJflliY'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit machinec
ot most the leading manufacturers, with plated

fittings complete, at 55/-; guarantee for 12 months
with every tank Gupplied.—Gordoa St. Tank Works.
Coventry *lMi<- up 1 774 [089b

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of fit-

tings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.
Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chapel St..

Salford, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

TANKS.—All makers, latest improved models sup-
plied. Old tanks in part payment. Partition.

leakage, and all repairs undertaken. Re-enamelling
makers' colours, designs, and transfers guaranteed.

—

Park Tank Works, 1a, Paradise Rd., Highbury, N 5
[9850

MANUFACTXTRERS and EDamellers.—Old tanks
overhauled, repaired, and re-enamelled equal to

new, complete, 27/6; tested under pressure; new
tanks, any make, made by experts; satisfaction guar-
anteed.—Green Bros., 19a, Teneriffe St., Gt. Clowes
St., opp. Broughton Baths, Manchester. 'Phone: 727
llr. Broughton. [1670

BELTS.
BALATA and Chrome Belts.-A client writes to say

the advantages of these belts are absence of bUii
ill wet weather, indestructibility of its wearing surfaces
i\here rubber woald peel off in shreds; price per foot.
s,4in. 1/4, %in. 1/6, lin. 1/9. IVsin. 2/-; fasteners 9d
each, postage l/-.—Sole manufacturers, PoUin and Son
HoUingtou. St. Leonards-on-Sea. [4877

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D.. %in., 6ft

Bin., 8/2; 7ft. 6in., 9/5; %in., 7ft. 6in.. 9/5; 8ft
10/1; 8tt. 6in., 10/9; lin.. 7ft. Bin., 10/4; 8ft.. 11/-; 8ft

Bin., 11/8; l%in,. 8ft., 16/-; Bates' short lengths,
%in., 5ft. 6in., 5/-; Tim., 5ft., 5/6; leather belts,

^in., at 1/6 per ft.; Belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Post
1 /-.—The Bancroftian Co.. 64 and 78. Bishopsgate,
E.G. [0933

I SiAfSlLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and m use by

H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

A BOX OF ST AN LEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipm'nt outfit—the b»st and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 euC'i —
The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that

NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.

Hardened & tennpered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK i«hich is the bes

belt length adjuster yet invented. Savestime,

trouble & money. Saves th< CDst of a new belt

lie STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt

fastener prevents wpar of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed lor.use

with the Philipson Pulley. 9cl.

STANLEY AUJliSTlNa HOJ* i for adjusting the
length of your belt in onesecond. Setof 3, 6d.

" Never be wiUioui a box 0/ Stanley Spares."

Price 3/6 post pee. Send size of belt when ordeim^.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000
miles—lid.

Our goods are World-renowned (or their Reliability

A STANLEY FASTENEi) .res with each t>elt.

BeliPunches
1/6

_, Adjustable
B^ Punches 2/-

Pec tt.

2" 1/2
3 1/5
ri/6
1" 2/-

ii" 2/9

Stanley Motor Bells & Fasteners
• BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor 01 the original Hoo)!

Belt Fastener and other Practical Bell Aids.)

32. London Road,

BROMLEY KENT emmiey 640-

JULiANS
Delivery from Stock of

1923
LEVIS

Model S, 2-speed,Kick Start and
Clutch.

£48
Order To-day.

84, BROAD ST.,

READING.
Phone:
1024..

BELTS.
BELTS.—John Bull, 7ft. €in.x%in., 12/6: 7ft. 6in.x

IVain.. 16/-; Dunlop, Avon, and Pedley cut to order,

I'/sin. 2/-, lin. 1/9, "lin. 1/6, %in. 1/4 per foot; all

brand new and guaranteed. Sent on aijproval against
casli.-Maiide Eubber Co.. 58, Praed St., W. [1273

CARBIDE.
CARBIDE.—Highest grade Norwegian 18/6 cwt., 11/8

V>-ewt. ; immediate delivery.—Kemp's Garage,
Importers, Lonth. [1267

CARBIDE, finest quality. Vain., 19/6; larger meshes,
18/6 cwt.. f.o.r. nearest depot; coated. 25/-, ex

Bristol only.—Hodge and Co., Warwick Rd., Bristol.

[1605
CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure

gas yield, all sizes; cwt. 21/6, Vi-cwt. 12/6, 23 lb.

7/6, drums free. (Depots in all parts.) —Young, Im-
porters. MisterLon. Somerset. [1316

CARBIDE.—Guaranteed to British Acetylene Asso-
ciation's standard, coated and uncoated, in

1 lb., 2 lb., 4 lb., 7 lb. and 14 lb. lever top canisters;
get our price at once; in 1 and 2 cwt. drums, ex 22
stock depots 18/- cwt.; immediate delivery.—Elloc
Cycle Works Gedney Drov.e End, Wisbech. [8077

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. lOCKWOOD, 3, New St., Birmiugliarn.
'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. [4808

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent. 146a. Queen Victoria St.. E.G.

35 years' references. - _ - [0129

\\7. BRYS'ON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.. Chartered
»' Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London,

W.C.2. 'Phone: Holborn 672 [7917

HN. and W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett,
• Fellow ol the Chartered Institute of Patent

Agents, A.I.Mech.E., A.I.A.E., Associate I.E.E., etc.;

W. S. Skerrett, A.I.E.E.. Registered Patent Agent).—
Patents, designs, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row,
Birmingham. Tel. : Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett,
Birmingham. [1534

PATENTS, EXPERIMENTAL WOKK, ETC.
ESFEEIMENTAL Work.—My tool room, engineering

works, diawmg ottice. and Itiboiutory iiie devoted'
entirely to experimental engineering; eeorecy guaranteed.
—Leopold Ward, B.Se., A. C.G.I. , HaiTUood Place, Chalk
Fiirm. N.W 1. 'IMione- HHmostead 7559 10945

THE Owners of Britisli Paterit No. 157,392, en-
titled. " Improvements relating to Motor Cycles."

desire to dispose of the Patent or to enter into work-
ing arrangements with a firm likely to be jj iter ested.—Particulars may be obtained from Hertford Record
Co., T td .

nf T.indsey House, 59, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

London, W.C.2. [1198

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained -under this heading for

announcements regiiired by Clubs. Rate 3d, peT '

'

word, minimum 3I-. - , . ,

AGENCIES.
REQUIRED, Solo Buying Agents with good con- .

ni^ction to take up cur pillion seats, everywhere,
state territory.—Write. Manufacturers, 59, Court Ed^ .

Balsall Heath, Birmingham. [9456 i

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks for 2%h.p:, others af competi- t

tive rntes.—Ernest Bass. 40. Cliancery Lane,-
W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 32B- [0005 !

" 'T^HE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy is the roUc7
-i- authorised by " The Motor Cycle," nnd covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for privnte

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

epectufies on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-

dent Insurance Co.. Ltd.. 77. Cheapside. London,

E.C.2. [0007

SITUATIONS VACANT.
LOCAL Representative wanted, with or without ex- '

perience -Tynesider Pillion Seat Works, Union
St.. North Shields. r0907

MOTOR Accessories Manalactnrers require traveller
at present calling on the trade for (a) West

Dt England, (b) South Wales, (c) South Coast,
(d) Home Counties, (e) Eastern Counties, (f) Mid-
land Counties; good commission basis, exclusive
territory; motorists ptrelerred; applicants can be
interviewed in Birmingham or at the Motor Cycle
Show.—Box 4673, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1382

SITUATIONS WANTED.
MOTOR Cycle, cycle car, or accessory trade.—Motor

engineer with 20 years thorough practical_ ex-

perience, seeks post in above; successful pompetition
rider, well known in the trade in Yorkshire, Lanca-
shire and the North; exceptional chance for firm "re-

quiring real live representation.—Bos 4676, c/o Ths
Motor Cycle. flB47

WELL-KNOWN Engineer. F.R.Ae.S., M.I.Mech.E.,
M.I.A.E., M.I.Ae.E., expert organiser, technical i

direction, etc., at present,: general manager to one
of the highest class and successful firms manufac-
turing motor cycles and combinations, will be at

liberty sbortlv to take up similar position.—Box 4671,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [1372

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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The Forihcoming Show,

OF
all the motor cycle exhibitions since the

war the forthcoming Olympia Show gives

promise of being the most interesting,

both from the point of view of -novelties

and as regards possibilities of trade.

Many who wander round the Show in a casual
manner will say that design has altered but little,

yet this is not the case, for the past year has
witnessed great strides in almost every branch
of the industry.

The most outstanding feature of the 1922 ex-

hibition is the introduction of a 350 c.c. solo

machine by almost all the leading makers who
have hitherto specialised on big machines of the

double-purpose or passenger type. Next comes
the evidence of a growing production of ultra

lightweight models of approximately 150 c.c.

capacity; this is highly important, and fore-

shadows the development of the light and
moderately-priced two-wheeler which is to be-

come the means of effortless and inexpensive
transport for the multitude.

Welcome Price Reductions.

Prices in all classes of motor cycles have
dropped until they are within measurable dis-

tance of pre-war figures ; in fact, considering the
improved specification of the modern machine
they are in some cases actually lower. It is neces-
sary to emphasise the matter of prices, for, com-
bined with the recent drop in fuel, oil, tyre and
accessory prices, it forms a great incentive to an
increase in trade, while there are signs of a steady
revival of industry throughout the country.
By these reductions in cost of the established

types of machines, the lowering of maintenance
charges, and the introduction of new models
specially designed for small first cost and econo-
mical maintenance, the motor cycle is automatic-

. ally brought within the reach of a spreading field

of potential users.

There are more exhibitors at Olympia than
ever, and consequently a wider choice is placed

before the public, which has the opportunity

of examining machines from 100 c.c. capacity

to over 1,200 c.c.

In the accessoory departments, the motor cycle

industry has not rested on its laurel.' since the

last Show. New ideas in equipment, lighting

and ignition apparatus abound- Still greater

efforts are being made to give improved protec-

tion from the elements.

Technical Progress.

British big twins have once again sprung into

the forefront, both as regards speed and genera!

reliability. A wide choice of the popular 500
c.c. models is offered, and almost every firm of

repute is producing a 350 c.c. model, while en-

gines of even smaller capacity have been proved

to be thoroughly reliable and even capable of

sidecar work. Overhead valves have made some
progress ; unit, engine, and gear construction has

gained a secure footing, backed by more than one

leading firm. Four-speed gears are on the in-

crease, and there is a steady tendency to design

gears to suit the engine rather than to employ a

standard box for all sizes. Chain drive is almost

imiversal, e.xcejit on low-priced models. The en-

tirely enclosed engine and transmission has made
its appearance, and mechanical lubrication has

gained new adherents; but, If we are to regist.r

one small complaint, it lies in the fact that the

present tendency to reduce prices to the utter-

most has not encouraged the use of larger tyres

on some of the cheaper lightweight models.

No motor cyclist who can possibly manage to

reach Olympia should miss the opportunity of

examining what will prove to be the finest display

of motor cycles that has ever been staged.

An index to tne advertisements in this issue wi.l be lound on page xlli or Suoolemenl.
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(qpsHE keynote of the

1922 O.lympia will

certainly be value

for money. The prices

of such everyday com-
modities as beer and
tobacco are no guide to

motor cycle values;

where most articles of
daily consumption are

concerned we still pay
an increased price for

the same old stuff.

Motor cyclists

still pay
rather more ^ -

than the 191

4

figure for any
type of ma-

, ,
"^

chine or ac-

cessory. Value comes m because we don't pay these

,

prices for the same old stuff. I often wonder whether
other industries of which I possess no inside knowledge
have made the same kind of miraculous advance which
the motor industry has recorded.

During the war the industry was dead. Four years

before the war I won a lot of the most coveted com-
petition medals on a machine which was then regarded

as extremely posh. I adjusted its tappets every morn-
ing. I inserted new con. -rod bushes after each big

trial. I punctured every day in the trials, and often

several times a day. I carried spare valves as a

matter of course, and used them at short intervals.

My bottom gear was ratioed at the sort of figure which
occasionally wins an open hill-climb nowadays, so that

hills were anxious work, and it took four vai'iable

gears to see me through a season. Four years have
now elapsed since the war. If any of these mishaps
had befallen me in 1922 my pen would have singed

holes in the paper. AVe pursue our hobby in a funda-
mentally different atmosphere. No ! It is certainly

not the same old stuff.

Engines.

IT is naturally in the engine that progress is most
apparent. We see veteran and impecunious
brethren chug-chugging about on 191 1 editions

of our favourite 1922 make, and we fail to realise that

f" -i

j
"Ixion's" •• MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are [

j
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The I

j
Motor Cycle " Offices; Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4. i

our engine differs from
theirs as the brain of a

Marconi differs from the

brain of a Kaffir. I once

owned a four-cylinder

F:N. It carried me
well. Not being of

recent date, it was not

terrifically vivacious ; and
I had minor difficulties

on occasion with its

valves and ignition.

Some weeks ago a col-

league took me out for a

lively day on a little

modern car—the 8 h.p.

Talbot. Though its'

power unit was only frac-

tionally more capacious

than that ' of my old

motor cycle, the spirited

little vehicle transported over half a ton load in

two separate moods. In traffic it slid along like a

flapper exhaling cigarette smoke. On the open road

it attempted to outstrip the wireless waves with which-

the ether was doubtless sizzling. The same applies

to motor cycle units. You can get more power out of:

a modern 500 c.c. than you dare use more than twice

a year—my 1922 o.h.v. Triumph has never yet been

all out on the road on top gear. I can get enough-

power out of 350 c.c. to propel me and ma' gal—
except when ma' taste in gals temporarily resembles

Lobengula's, and "runs towards adipose tissue in lumps.

I can get enough power out of 250 c.c. for all rational

solo work. And the 1923^ Qlympia opens a new era

in which 150 c.c. is going to satisfy quite a lot of

people. •

And Gear Boxes.

THERE are not many items in which the motor'-'

cycle has the motor car down and taking a count,

but the gear box is certainly one. Quite juvenile_^

readers can recall the date when our gear boxes con-

sisted, of imitation, alann clocks, built into the rear

wheel. You adjusted tRe control after breakfast.

You injected a rather special oil at lunch. If you'

did not, towards 3 p.m. there would be a sickening

scrunch, after which you might conceivably get home

by roping the belt rim to the wheel spokes, and walk-

ing all hills. Alternatively, you possibly used a-

variable belt drive. If so, trying to catch a well-;

buttered eel swimming in Castrol would be child's;,

play to the ascent of Amulree in a pukka Scots mist.-^

19
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Occasional Comments.—

Even these gave trouble. I never climb Porlock with-

out recalling a' famous rider, who went west in the

war, as he sat below the first bend, using language

which made passing exhausts smell like may-blossorh,

and throwing out on to the road with both hands in-

numerable bits of a belt gear which had collapsed,

and which he couldn't reassemble in- the right order.

One still has trouble with a car box on occasions. But
notwith motor cycle gears. Moreover, it isless bother

to change from top to bottom at 40 m.p.h. on most
«;ycle boxes than it is to effect a leisured silent change

from third to second at 18 m.p.h, on many a car.

On one of my 1932 momits gear changing is as easy

as taking out the clutch on a car. On the bther, gear

changing reminds me of Kipling : ,

There are nine and ninety ways
Of composing tiibal laySj

And every single one of them is right

I'or on this machine I can change gear by foot or

liand, on the clutch, on the throttle, or on the valve-

lifter, and each method ensures me a sure and silent

change.

And Other Components.

THIS improvement of which I speak so feelingly

applies to the whole machine. I have a pair

of tyres which have don2 7,000 miles this

year without a pimcture and witli— I think

—

only one mild addition of pressure. I have

\alves which have not required re-grinding, and I

have chains which are nearing the 10,000 mark and

are still hearty and hale

—indeed, one of them has r

imly been adjusted twice.

I have brakes which have

run all year without being

re-lined and only need ad-

justment when their wheels

are re-set. I have one

machine on which no part,

however tiny, has ever
worked loose or shaken off or

needed tightening. I have

a. plug which was fitted

last February to- a hot-

stuff engine, has riin peren-

nially in a blue fog (to

judge from the slow run-

ning exhaust), and yet has

neither overlieated nor sooted

nor burnt its gap too wide

I have a carburetter whici'

has not been cleaned, sinci

it left the works las'.

December; it has nevei

choked a jet, never failed

to start from cold wit'^in

two digs, and has con

sumed petrol, benzole, fifty-

fifty, and every sort of

fuel without ever furnishing

a bad mixture or delaying

ipe for a single moment on
the road.

I

OLVMPIA SHOW REPORT

Thwrs^y Ni*

THE SHOW REPORT. The coloured cover on next week's

issue will depict a scene on the Screw Hill, North Wales.

Bring Weights Down.
DO not think or mean that weiglit reduction of

existing models is being tackled as "whole-

heartedly as it might be. The tendency rather

is to ginger up the power output of a given engine

and add gadgets which increase the dead weight, leav-

ing tlie performance the same or a little better. But
by accepting an enguie one size smaller, any rider

who Tikes something which he can lead out of its stall

with one hand may usually satisfy his. whim. 'This
siunmer, when I Wished to conserve energy, I took out

a machine scaling less than 198 lb.

Joyous Discomfort.

OTHING amazed me more at the car Olympia
than the conviction, embodied in so much coach-

work, that the man (and especially the woman)
of moderate 'means will tolerate acute discomfort.

Some of the bodies variously known as "chummies,"
" occasional four-seaters," and—by the highbrows—as

" single shells," were nominally designed to convey

Papa, Mamma, little Bertie, and little Gussie. But
we all know tliat they will very seldom be utilised for

their designed load. You will see these " chummies "

at the golf links with four slim lads in plus fours

aboard. You will see them at the tennis courts with

two men and two girls in white. You will see them
on the Portsmouth Road with another square party

—

the two males in tan helmets and the two girls in

—well, / don't know what they call them, but they're

fetching. 1 am afraid that we motor cyclists are respon-

sinle for the genesis of these

- . appallingly uncomfortable

bodies. Do we not utilise

sidecars designed to carry

two folk in comfort for the

conveyance of three or four

adults in gross discomfort?

Bill, on the saddle, is as

much at the mercy of the ele-

ments as a weathercock.

Lily, on the carrier, with her

champagne silk ankles vis-

ibly shivering in a nor'-

easter. Helen in the side-

car, nursing the luncheon or

the tennis kit or the twins,

as the gods decree. I really

think designers would do
better to make it impossible

for any vehicle to carry more
than a rational load. Spikes

on the flat part of our car-

riers. Broken glass set in

concrete on the tail of the

small car. For the sad truth

is that we don't like these

surplus loads ; but we
haven't the pluck to be

churlish when Helen says,
" Oh, do let's take Lily

along !
" And Lily puts her

head on one side and peeps

at us through her eyelashes.

@
otor(ygi^

A 23
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RECORDS AND THEIR MEANING.
The Freak Mach'ne Bogey. Brook'ands Difficulties. Records as Visible Signs of

Progressive Engine Design.

Brooklands from the air showing where the natural and artificial conditions of the course affect the speed of a machine.

THE week or so prior to the Show is always a
busy time at Brooklands track. In accordance

with hallowed custom, manufacturers whose
machines are in the van as regards speed capabilities

strain every nerve to capture a few records, and one
recalls how, in years before the war, the most coveted
" selling point " at the Show was possession of the

500 c.c. hour record.

Many ordinary motor cyclists, it is to be feared,

regard record-breaking as something which does not

greatly concern them. They have an ineradicable im-
pression that the machines upon which records are

made are nothing more nor less than freaks—machines
which could 'never be duplicated as a marketable pro-

position. Such an opinion, however commonly held,

is not entirely correct.

Prepared Standard Models.

Although' it cannot be gainsaid that occasionally a
short-distance record has fallen to a machine which
could not have lasted, in its " super-tuned " condition,

for one complete lap of the track, such occurrences are

less frequent than successes gained with engines which
do not depart radically from standard design. Indeed,
it is an undoubted fact that the majority of existing

long-distance records have been accomplished with
engines that, although they may have been most care-

fully prepared, are identical with the production
models, even to the compression ratio and the vahe
timing.

It is not difficult to imagine the incredulity of the

average rider who reads the foregoing passage. It is,

moreover, a remarkable fact that if a rider strange to

Brooklands were presented with a machine which had
broken records and were timed round the track, his

speed would be several m.p.h. beloAV that which the

engine had previously achieved. Many people are

aware that riders who have carried all before them at

speed events in different parts of the country have met
with nothing but failure at Brooklands.
The fact is that Brooklands track is by no means

the ideal speedway that
,
it is popularly imagined to
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be. On the authority of D. R. O'Donovan—a rider

who has probably spent more time on Brooklands than

any motor cyclist living—the maximum speed that a
machine will attain on the track may be as much as

4 m.p.h. less than that which it could record in iden-

tical time on a smooth, flat road. . Proof of this was
recently afforded by C. G. Pullin, who attained

94.79 m.p.h. in the Bois de Boulogne, Paris, on a-

346 c.c. Douglas, when his previous maximum on the

same machine at Brooklands had been less than

92 m.p.h.—and Pullin's knowledge of Brooklands is

not slight.

The reason for this lies in the peculiar atmospheric
conditions whiclvprevail at different parts of the huge-

track and which have considerable effect upon car-

buration. Further, any wind, from whatever direcV

tion, enhances this effect, apart from its retarding in- ;

fluence upon the machine. - The increasing number of

-

inequalities in the surface of the track, too, add to the

atmospheric disturbance upon carburation. According-

to the two riders named, some means ' of balancing,

pressure in the float chamber and the tank, as has beehi

used by Pullin for a long time past, is of benefit in

counteracting this effect.

Aids to Speed.

The foregoing passages serve to show. that record-

breaking calls for specialisation on the part of the

rider, and should make it clear that some of the'

devices seen on successful racing machines at tlie track

are not freakish aids to speed, but are attempts to

normalise the Brooklands conditions. It also indicates -

why it occasionally happens that riders who are more
or less invincible on the track are not necessarily suc-

cessful away from Brooklands, just as a Harley Street

specialist might not be the ideal general practitioner.

Records have—or should have—^a real meaning for

every ir^otor cyclist. Perhaps it is a trifle unfortunate

that the maximum speed records invariably receive

more publicity than others which are of greater genuine

value to the progress of design upon the sanest lines,

but such a thing is inevitable. There is a humah
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Records and Their Meaning.—
element in the attainment of a speed which has never

before been reached, even though many riders of the

same make of machine would be perfectly content if

they could exceed half the record figure. Most people

realise, however, that the machine which covers the

flying kilometre at a hitherto " impossible " speed

would be totally unsuitable for touring purposes, if

only on account of its excessive compression ratio.

'I'he introduction of the mean speed record was a

move in the right direction. It eliminated the possi-

bility of freak records put up by a machine specially

Twin carburetters

with variable jet3

controlled from the

handle-bar and a

special air-intake

are- fitted to some
of the Douglas

racing machines.

Caused by the

speed of the

machine a balanced

air pressure is

created on the

petrol in the tank

and m the float

chambers.

aed and geared to take advantage of some abnormal

condition, such as a following gale. (A mean speed

record consists of one run each way of the course, the

second run to start within ten minutes of the com-

A trio of riders who have proved that standard engines, with
super tuning, are well-nigh invincible. From left to right

they are R. N. Judd, V. Horsman and D. R. O'Donovan-^-
ali Norton exponents. O'Donovan is one of the oldest and
most experienced track men, with a helping hand for all whose

Brookiands difficulties seem insurmountable.

16

a

When every second is valuable—filling up with petrol during an

attempt at record breaking.

mencement of the first run, and no alteration to the

machine to be permitted between the two runs.) Mean
speed figures, over the kilometre and mile distances,

have, since the beginning of 1921, been the only ones

recognised as world's records.

Records of upwards of 50 miles and one hour afford,

perhaps, the best proof of a machine's capabilities.

Over long distances at high speeds the engine parts

cannot be lightened excessively, nor can the compres-
sion ratio be raised imduly. Such record attempts are

real tests of the whole machine—engine, gear box, and
frame-—and when a sidecar combination is concerned

the test is even more strenuous. In long-distance

record attempts good design of certain components,

such as cylinder, connecting rod, timing gear, and
frame—which are almost invariably standard—counts

for much, and it can be taken for granted that if

imperfections are discovered in the progress of the

attempt they will most probably be remedied on future

standard models. No test can be so searching as, say,

six hours at practically full speed.

Records~and Progress.

Records, therefore, should be considered in the light

of visible results of progress in research rather than

as tuning achievements on freak machines. It is

obvious that the efficiency of standard engines is in-

creasing steadily, year by year, and that performances

on Brookiands which to-day are considered phenomenal

may in due time become quite within the scope of the

ordinary production model. Three years ago 75
m.p.h. on a 500 c.c. machine had been attained by

one or two " super men "
: to-day anyone can purchase

a machine which, in reasonably expert hands, will do

that speed, and more. But, better still, it will cover

mile after mile at a reasonably high speed without the

mechanical unreliability formerly associated with sus-

tained pace. Records, therefore, should be valued at

their true worth.
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Importance of Export Trade. Increased

Urgent Want, Sidecars or

GENTLEMEN,—It is my annual privilege, by the

courtesy of the Editor, to write you, on the eve

of the Show, a letter as a self-elected but

typical representative of your great and grateful army
of customers.

It is very pleasant for us all to recognise a change
in the trade atmosphere. Trying to sell motor cycles

during the last year or so has felt rather like trying

to grow orchids at the North Pole. Now we are all be-

ginning to feel like dormice in spring ; the air is grow-

ing more genial, we are uncurling ourselves and
stretching our legs and wagging. our tails; and before

long we trust things will begin to move. Prices" have
come down, money is growing more fluid. Given
.sensible government. and peaceful neighbours abroad,

commerce bids fair to re-establish itself; and then die

queen of hobbies will enjoy full scope.

For a year or more your troubles and anxieties have
been more than paralleled by those which beset your
customers. It is \-ery trying for a private owner when
successive price reductions cut the value of a machine
which he tends as carefully as if it were mother's first

baby. It is ho less trying when he tires of it and de-

sires a neW' mount, to find that the cut prices of
dumped over-production stuff render his year-old

machine practically unsaleable. I know one ex-ofificer

who spent his gratuity (nearly ;£3oo) on an excessi\ely

posh four-cylinder outfit, complete with every con-

ceivable gadget. When the slump came, he attempted
to unload.

,
He began by asking J^zoo, worked down

by easy stages to ;^7S, and ev'entually took £^0.
Buying can never be brisk when canny men foresee

. such shattering losses. So our present optimism is

firmly founded pn the fact that -prices are at last stabi-

lised very near the datum line. You have had your
troubles. We have had ours. They are very nearly

over, let up hope.

Keen and Too-Keen Competition.

I can clearly foresee that your next anxiety will

arise out of throat-cutting competition. Traders meet
competition in various ways. A certain steamer line

once had a monopoly and abused it. Bad boats.

Slow passages. High fares. Heavy freights. Gene-
ral callousness about their passengers' interests. A
rival syndicate started ^to run boats in opposition.
Fierce competition arose. Tickets were cut down to

'bus fare levels. They gave you free grub on the
boats, and if choppy seats prevented any passenger
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AN OPEN LETTER
TO THE TRADE.

Durability. Simplified Dynamo Lighting an

Cycle Cars ? Service Depots.

from devouring the comestibles, he had a coupon avail-

able at a restaurant when he landed. One of the

companies cracked under this pressure. The survivor

regained the monopoly, and proceeded to grind the

faces of its passengers once more.

The Paying Policy.

Or again. On the water front at 'Frisco there are

a lot of cheap eating houses which compete for the

custom of seafaring men. At times competition be-

comes acute. But one small restaurant always thrives.

It keeps its charges down to the lowest economic level.

It never provides frozen meat. Its coffee is never

brewed from bad barley. It eschews the sort of sour-

faced waitress who chucks your food at you with a

snarl after keeping you waiting for ten minutes or

more.

Honest Value. Minimum Prices. Good Service.

These are the thing which tell. In the course of time

they always defeat the dishonest trader, who sends out

dud- stuff , however cheap, and forgets all about you
when once he has cashed your cheque. It is odd how
incompletely these elementary maxims are grasped by
some commercial engineers. At an earlier crisis in the

industry I particularly remeinber two firms. Jones

had a design which was dull, commonplace, and only

just roadworthy.
_

Smith had a genuinely brilliant

layout. Smith called in a receiver, and Jones is still

paying fat dividends. The explanation was that.

Jones limited himself to first-class material, employed
the best labour obtainable, tested and inspected all

through as hard as ever he could, and in the rare

event of any client meeting trouble, met him on the

doorstep with open hands. Smith was a friend of

mine. He sent me down a sample of his new model.

It went through three gear boxes in as many weeks.

Soft stuff. Slung together anyhow. No tests. No
inspection. And absurd charges for replacements. He
has started again with some more money which some-

body provided, and ever since those days he has had
to spend thousands in advertising, trying to steal new
customers ; for his old ones won't touch his stuff with

a barge pole.

Maintain Quality.

The competition that lies ahead will bring violent

temptation to many firms whose post-war manufacture

has been inspired by the highest engineering and

trading principles. In the old days, when the golf
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An Open Letter to the Trade.—

caddies at St. Andrews were definitely trained, tiiey

iKsed to ask thie aspiring kiddies :
" Wiiat would you

make a tee with?" Tlie usual answer was "With
sand." But the boy who replied " With brains " went

uj) a place on the list. The same applies to a motor

cycle. It is easy to cheapen a motor cycle by using

dud stuff, or cheap labour, or simplifying inspection,

or neglecting tests, or hardening up the service organi-

sation. But the only policy that pays is to maintain

the quality, and to cut the cost by sheer intellectual

tours de force.

Wonderful Performance and Reliability.

TeclHiically, we have had a splendid year. Your

machines are internationally recognised as invincible

—

the envy and despair of all other manufacturing

nations. You get more out of a 350 c.c. four-stroke

than yom' rivals can squeeze from 500 c.c. Your baby

two-strokes are as full of kick and wear as the full

touring layouts of other nations. Even the big twin,

which is only a sideline with us,- has, thanks to Le
Vack and J.A. P., surpassed American achievements

on the track. The stock shelves have accurately re-

flected the shop window. Behind your competition

successes stand a great host of satisfied private owners.

Indeed, their satisfaction is so deep founded that it

begins to make trouble for you. Riders keep their

machines longer than is healthy for an industry wdiich

hardly possesses any export trade. The quick re-

covery of that export trade is one of your chief prob-

lems. In the old daj's you had no special cause to
^

cultivate it. ' It fell by default first to the Neckar-

sulmer people of Germany, and later to America. Yoti

just accepted that share which came your way automa-

tically, without going out to look for more. To-day

the aftermath of war has shorn off most of it. Mean-
while many riders are keeping their excellent 1922

mounts for 1923. and perhaps for 1924 as well. Ex-
port is indispensable.

Roads aren't quite what they used to be, are they?

I commend, to your temporary notice at any rate, the

claims of the big tyre. No doubt the spring frame is

the ideal. But it is neither easy to design nor cheap

to make. Tyres are at last really cheap. Three-inch

tyres confer an incredible addition of comfort, plus

reduced upkeep charges and an amazing immunity
from road stops. Very, very few makers of small or

medium machines yet list them, even as an option.

Cycle Cars and Sidecars.

It is alleged that your big sidecars are seriously

threatened by some of the new cycle cars. I have not

seen a cycle car w'hich I regard as dangerous. I

think the alarmists overlook two factors. It is per-

fectly true that the little 8 h.p. Rover car, for ex-

ample,_ is now down to ^180, and has an enviable

reputation. Even at that, one swallow does not make
a summer, _and the 8 h.p. Rover is not a typical

motor cyclist's vehicle. There is nothing sporting
about it; and most motor cyclists are at least semi-

fportsmen. Moreover, the price is not low- enough
to compete with us. The "

J
" model Matchless side-

ar outfit, for instance, a fine machine of considerable
i)opularity, is prirs-d at £^0 less. _ And between ;^i8o

and ^"130 there is a great gulf fixed in the motor
cycle world, as anybody who has sold machines on
easy payments is well aw-are. We may not l>e able

to posh up our big sidecars quite as much as we
used to do, but there are stacks of life in them yet

;

and if their knell is ever sounded, the 500 c.c. and
600 c.c. and 750 c.c. outfits will still be quick sellers.

I fancy I heard the O.K. people murmur something
about 250 c.c. at this juncture?

Sport and Transport.

The shadows of two approaching changes in the in-

dustry are just visible, -though neither of them is as

yet vital. Ten years ago the essence of motor cycling

w-as "sport." Ten years hence its essence will be
" transport."

Transport is an economic matter. The same change
has already passed oyer the pedal cycle industry.

At 1900 period I bought a new push-bike every year.

I bought my last push-bike in 1911, and it still looks
well and is in perfect order. Durability of
mechanism, and not less of external finish, counts more
every year. An "all black" Sunbeam push-bike is

handsome w^hen it is five years old. Sooner or later

we shall all want motor cycles capable of the same
miracle. With the accompanying reduction in home
sales, due to a slower consumption rate, export trade

will become annually more and more vital to the in-

dustry. Simultaneously, we cannot apply the word
" transport " to a machine which is never put on the

road in winter or after dark. When motor cars had
no hoods, no windscreens, and dashboards about 6 in.

high, they stayed in their stables from October till

April, barring an occasional sunny afternoon. When
their lamps were fed by crude gas generators or paraflin

reservoirs, they spe+^ home towards sunset, just as the

.
birds do. Then scuttles and all-weather bodies re-

lieved the driver of all yearnings for China goat-skins,

and dynamos solved the illumination problem. The
car was moved from the sphere of sport into the sphere

of transport, and sales multiplied exceedingly. A
similar proceiss must occur with motor C}'cles. though

it will be less smooth and easy.

Protection and Lighting.

I notice that various experimentalists are already

busy. I hear that there will be three full screen

systems for motor C3'cles at Olympia. Dynamos we
have already seen offered for some seasons; but, my
dear sirs, the price ! They have often added ^£30 to

the cost of a ;£i2o machine. Now a man may be

w^illing to pay _;^2,ioo for a 40 h.p. six-cylinder

saloon ; but where will you find the man to expend

;f,~!00 on a lightingset for it? I fully admit the

diiificulty of providing satisfactory electric lighting as

a ;£io"'extTa. ' But the need will create the supply.

It is a vital element in the switch-over from " sport
"

to " transport. " In the meantime, those firms who
are trying to acquire a big trade in lighting sets will

' pave the way to good business in so far as they render

their dynamos transferable from one machine to an-

other. I am at present using generator lighting

(which I loathe), simply and solely because there is no

cheap dynamo which is'designed to take off my 1922

'bus and go straight on to my 1923 'bus.

I
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An Open Letter to tie Trade.

—

I think- )-ou will find your local agents no less grate-

ful than your auxiliary , industries if you contrive to

simplify the subsequent attachment of such important

gadgets as dynamos, speedometers, and the like. Keen
agents are a great asset to the. manufacturer. Even
now, when every rider who can afford to do so buys

a new mount every year, there is not an awful lot in

a small motor cycle agency. . The commission is not

great, and an inpecunious buyer without liberal iiotions

of business expects a lot of gratis service or cheap
service. He is often as much of a nuisance to the

supplying agent as a profit and a joy. In years to

come, when the poor agent is selling a machine at £,^0
to last five or ten years, his lot Avill be worse. Com-
fort and enrich that agent by encouraging your inpecu-

nious clients to order_ valuable accessories e\'ery now
and then, rnaking the deal a source .of income to the

agent.- After all, 3'-our buyer has a papa and a. sweet-

heart. Christmas comes every year, and every man
has a birthday. Why not a dynamo set (just a bolt-

on job) at the first birthday after purchase ? A speed

indicator (integral drive being arranged for) at the fal-

lowing Christmas. At the present time lots of invalu-

able accessories do not find the market they deserve,

first because they are so awkward to fit, and secondly

because their fitting, never, ha^-ing been allo\yed for in

the design, spoils the clean lines of what was an en-

gineering job till they were added.

Better "Service" Needed.
It has been my misfortune or privilege to reside in

widely separated parts of England, and I know what
a big country it is. It is one thing to own a motor
bicycle if you live in Leamington. Quite another

if your lines are cast in Penzance, or Aberystwith, or

Dundee. The "service" which is so prompt and
simple at a radius of twenty miles from the factory

seems so slow and awkward if you are ,300 miles away.

Particularly if—as often happens—you are in the

middle of your short annual holiday when something

goes.

Surely the time is coming when the big firrhs of the

industry should have established service depots capable
of rendering in the remoter counties the same efficient

attention which Coventry and Wolverhampton can
supply in their own neighbourhood ? Take, for ex-

ample, the man who goes to Devon in August with a
big sidecar outfit. He sustains a mildish crash. His
holiday is terminated, and also ruined. He has to

choose between sending the outfit bodily 200 miles or

so by train, and re-collecting it at a week-end three

weeks later, all of which entails a stupendous expense

for an income of his class. Or, alternatively, he has
'

to entrust it to some local worthy, who may or may
not be efficient. I have known cases where a machine,
locally repaired in such an alternative, was never the

sarne again ; and a disgusted owner unloaded it angrily

a few months later. But if his maker had a service

depot at Exeter, or Bristol, or Plymouth, the wreck^
would be put in the nearest train ; a night staff might
possibly start work on it in the same day.

"Free in the Land."

Greedy people we motor cyclists, aren't we?
Always grasping what you offer with both hands, and
yelling for more? But the main fact of our comraori

relations is that you have inspired us with such appre-

ciation of your courtesy, your readiness to meet all

our wants, and your ability to accomplish the impos-

sible that we regard you -with the naivest confidence.

Still, I should not represent public feeling if I failed

to conclude with a heartfelt expression of our thanks

^for the key of the open road which you have put in

our hands. At an absurdly small cost and with--

remarkably few and petty interruptions, we find our-
,

selves made free of these glorious islands, Avhich we
now' know and enjoy in a manner which would have

been absolutely impossible without 5'our skilled and
kindly assistance. We hope our pleasures are duly

reflected in your profits ; and we intend to support you"

in 1923 as you have always suoported us.

I am, gentlemen, yours very faithfully,

B. H. DAVIES.

THE CLUB RUN. A recollection of the sunny days of summer. Despite the dust, riding in close company up a hill is good fun

an.-l provides instructive opportunities for comparing the performances of touring models. Buckhaw Brow, near Settle in Yorkshire js

the hill depicted. .
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Thoughts Provoked by a Ride on a Single-geared Big Twin.
Motor Cycles Improved ?

How much have

EVERY sphere of life has its " good old days ";

to the motor cyclist, if we are to believe what

we hear, the phrase is particularly applicable to

the pre-gear box era.

Probably so. Certainly most so-called veterans have

happy memories of some fine piece of riding on a

direct belt-driven machine, some feat that nowadays
would surely call for second, perhaps for low, gear.

We all talk glibly of the wonderful amount of enjoy-

ment there is to be extracted from a good single-geared

motor cycle, of how only thus are the full niceties of

driving exercised, and then we order the latest chain-

driven mount complete with three- or four-speed gear

i)ox and clutch.

Are we getting soft, or. are the joys of direct belt

drive considerably exaggerated? It was with some

idea of answering the riddle that I accepted recently

the offer of a ninety-mile trip on Mr. A. D. Draper's

old twin Matchless. I had only once been on a single-

geared machine -since August, 1914, and that not for

long, so I approached the experiment in the proper

spirit of critical apprehension, thoroughly spoiled by

many thousand gear- and clutch-assisted miles.

An Old Machine Modified.

The machine deserves a word or two of description.

It was made in 190?, but a great deal of its compo-
nents are considerably younger. For example, it has

been re-bored and Ricardo pistons have been fitted

;

the valve timing has been altered, and the carburetter-

has been set to 'give an exceptionally strong mixture at

low speeds. 4 m.p.h. to 60 m.p.h. is its speed range,

figures not reached by many a so-called sports model
of 1922. Last, but not least, it has a spring frame
and spring forks of Mr. Draper's own design, which
was illustrated in The Motor Cycle of November
2nd.

I took it over at Staines, with Uxbridge first and
then Coventry as my objectives. To say it. was a bit

funny at first may be trite, and may be ba3 English,

but it exactly describes my sensations. The controls

worked in the reverse way to those of my machine, and

the brake was not notably effective. For a dozen
miles we plunged more or less haphazardly through
the bye-lanes in an endeavour to strike the Oxford
Road, Mr. Draper on my machine setting a healthy

pace.

However, there \vere few controls to master, and
as soon as I realised that neither the air nor the

spark lever Avas a mere ornament all went well. It

was Avorth it, if only for the satisfaction of trickling

through the Saturday afternoon crowds in High Wy-
cornbe and then roaring up the long hill a few miles

further on, on the same 4 to i gear.

Comfort on Rough Roads.

We short-circuited Oxford, not because I feared it,

but because I wished to learn the alternative route. By
the time, creditably short, that the outskirts of Coven-
try were reached I felt ready to traverse London from
north to south. The spring frame proved rather re-

markable. It acted. Furthermore, there was none
of the usual bounce of the usual frame. Hitting a

pot-hole did not mean a series of cushioned bumps in-

stead of one jar. The sensation resembled that of a

rigid frame on dead level roads. Which is what a

spring frame ought to give. The Matchless handle-

bars are of the sit-up-and-beg-type, but the steering

was excellent.

To return, however, to our original theme. Has the

single-gear machine any fascinating element which

the best chain-driven variable-geared machines of to-

day lack? Frankly, T think not. Its sole fascination

lies in the fact that it has only a single gear. And
that may be rather valueless satisfaction at times.

Mr. Draper's Matchless is an exceptionally fine

example of its type—lively, vibrationless, and flexible,

yet, cutting the suspension system oij.t of the discus-

sion, my own chain-driven single, thanks to a well-

balanced engine and a most efficient transmission shock

absorber, is jiist as pleasant to drive under any cir-

cumstances whatsoever. Motor cyclists are not growing

soft; motor cycle design has- made more progress than

most of us realise. A. McL.
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THROUGH
I

FEMININE GOGGLES.

The Lightweight as a Hack.

By MABEL CORSELLIS.

WHEN a woman buys a motor cycle she usually

wants to be able to utilise it for a variety

of purposes. It is of little benefit to tbe

average woman to possess a machine which will per-

form miracles on Brooklands if it is awkward to

drive in traffic or is too high in the frame to allow

a short skirt to be worn on occasion.

From Pedal to Motor Cycle.

In 1 91 5 I was still riding an ordinary bicycle, as

were most other girls, and everywhere 1 went my
bicycle went too as a matter of course. I used to carry

innumerable parcels on it—my teijnis racquet, golf

clubs', bathing kit, pic-nic basket, or whatever I re-

quired at the moment.
In 1916 I bought my first motor cycle—a 1914 T.T.

Ivy—for ;£i4. At first it would not run, but by the

time I had fitted another magneto it went very well

indeed. I could not, however, do the things I did on

my old push bike. That Ivy had the petroil system,

no gears, no kick start, no clutch, and T.T. handle-

bars. The frame was too high for skirts, so I could

only use it when breeches were permissible. Still,

it" was a good 'bus, and I once safely carried a dozen

eggs in a basket on the handle-bars for 10 miles over

a fairly bad road !

So much for my first mount. My last lightweight

was a Cedos, and I had it nearly a year before a dealer

in.Euston Road swallowed it up.

Lightweight on the T.T. Course.

Next to the discarded push bike, the Cedos (known
to my family as The Fuzz-Box) was the most useful

machine I have had, and very reliable. I had it for

six months in the Isle of Man, and thought nothing

of the T.T. coiu'se, which is a pretty good test for a

small engine. When I was a marshal at Craig-na-baa

corner during the practices eighteen months ago, I had
to rise at the chilly hour of four and ride about 5 miles,

all uphill. I never had any diihculty in starting, in

spite of the cold, and often took a passenger on the

carrier. Slight belt-slip going up the mountain was
the only trouble.

I once came home to Douglas from Ramsey over the

mountain road with a T.T. Scott and a Scott sidecar.

It was slightly foggy (which, with the atmosphere at

that altitude, suits the Cedos carburetter very well),

and I astonished myself and the others by doing the

journey in 25 minutes—about 16 miles. Which shows
that one can have a sprint occasionally, though 1 don't
advocate " hogging." I always used the Cedos for

going to tennis, but found it safer to carry my racquet
strapped to the carrier than under my arm, and for

B 2
'

this purpose I wore a short skirt and loose coat, which
was rather uncomfortable, but practicable.

A Gear Control Alteration.

I had one rather drastic alteration made .to the
machine. From the very beginning I had trouble with
the gear, which was operated by a cable from the
left handle-bar. The gears had an incurable habit
of jumping out of top into neutral, which at any speed
produced much roaring from the engine. Also, neutral
was very difficult to find when wanted. So I had the
whole thing taken off and a tank lever and quadrant
fitted, after which I had no difficulty.

Another, slight drawback which .was noticed by a
T.T. rider during a trial run was the small clearance
under the footboards—they were apt to catch when
leaning over for a sharp corner, particularly if the
ground was uneven.

A Tractable Machine.

Later in the year I brought the Cedos to London
and found it just as tractable in traffic as on my own
mountainous island. The acceleration was good, yet

if necessary it would potter along at about 3 m.p.h.
Economical on fuel and oil, with good spring forks

and easy balance and steering, the Cedos, I consider, is

a most suitable machine for the woman who wants a

real motor cycle and one that at the same time can
be used as a hack machine, while the modern acces-

sories of clutch and kick starter obviate any great

exertion.

SHOW REPORT.
Ncxl week's issue of "The Motor Cycle" will prove
worthy of preservation for months to come. It will be
greatly enlarged, profusely illustrated, and will embody
a stand-to-stand description of the Motor Cycle Exhibits

at Olympia.

ON SALE DURING THE SHOW.
...... THREEPENCE
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passenger Machine
Topics

Costs and Upkeep Once More

;

Where the Three-Wheeler
Scores ; An Old Sidecarist's

Disappointment at the Car Show.

By "FRIA^ JOHN."

A WEEK or two ago I wrote about the comparative
** production costs of an orthodox small four-

wheeler and a powerful sidecar outfit. I jiiaintained,

and still maintain, that the former is not likely to affect

, the sidecar market. Amongst 'the several interesting

comments on the subject is one from Mr. Frnnk
Philipp, of the Scott Autocar Co., Ltd. He considers

that this phantom car so many people have been talk-

ing about Avill have to possess rnore important advan-

tages over the sidecar than those of orthodox appear-

ance and silence if it is to drive the three-wheeler from
the road ; he also says that I had overlooked other

important requirements in 'my arguments. Before I

touch on Mr. Philipp's views I ought to say that 1

jmrposely endeavoured to set out that on manufactur-

ing costs alone the sidecar could always meet small

car competition. I refrained purposely from discuss-

ing the ad\antages of the sidecar from economical and
other standpoints and from making the question tri-

angular by dragging in the three-wheeler. If it should

ever come to arguing that the three-wheeler might
exentually kill the big sidecar, I could make quite a

good case for the former. But it has not come to that.

Mr. Philipp, to

quote his letter, says :

"Even assuming, for
tlie sake of argu-
ment, that a little car
may eventually be
produced at a figure

competitive with that
of the high-powered
sidecar outfit, before
the sidecarist'is goijag

to abandon his well-
proved vehicle, the
four-wheeler will have
to offer more than
merely conventional
outline, silence, or
even complete weather
protection.

"It will have to
prove, first of ail,

that it Is capable of
{;iving the same road
performance as the
average high-powered

.AMERICAN SIDECAR PRACTICE.

This sturdily constructed sidecar fitted with an artillery wheel is thoroughly
in keeping with the heavy four-cylinder Militor to whi..h it is attached, bu;

the design may not appeal lo British iastes

sidecar outfit. Having satisfied iliis requirement^ u nui.st

show that the running costs and upkeep are the same.
"In the first place : Will this little car ever be capable of

giving the same road service (always bearing in mind that
lay ' little car ' is meant a four-wheeled vehicle, costing ap-
pi'O.ximately the same as a high-powered sidecar outfit and
having an engine of approximately the same capacity) ? Take
the small cars at present on the mai-ket which most nearly
approach this definition. Chiefly on account of their extra
weight (9 or 10 cwt., against 5 or 5 cwt.), they are inferior

at hill-climbing, acceleration, and speed on the level—probably
to the extent of at least 10 miles per hour in average speed.

"They are undoubtedly inferior in their ability to hold the

road at speed over indifferent surfaces—probably on account
of their four-point suspension against the three-point road
suspension of the sidecar outfit. Their mobility is vastly

inferior and they are more liable to skid.

"Turning to the question of running costs and upkeep. In
the case of the little car the petrol and oil consumption will

be probably 50% higher (it is not logical to expect the same
fuel consumption with a vehicle of nearly double the weight).

" As regards tyre wear, there will be probably not much to

choose between the two types, as the extra weight of the

car will be more or less compensated for by the driving load

being distributed over two wheels.

"A very important point, however, which is often overlooked
is the question of housing accommodation. The e.xtra two
or three feet of overall length of the little car mean, in

many cases, that it cannot be stored in the existing accommo-
dation without expen-
sive and sometimes
impossible alterations,

and must be kept in a

public garage—with all

the attendant incon-

venienrc and extra

cost which that in-

volves

'

<i>- -A- «> <;>

'T'HE above argu-
•*• ments are irre-

futable and are

sufficient to indi-

cate that a little

car, even at sidecar

price, would not

have all its own
way .in this par-

ticular market. On
the question of hill •

climbing, a good
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Passenger Machine Topics.

—

three - wheeler is un-

doubtedly faster than the

majority of little cars cost-

ing ;£^5o or ;£6o more
than the most expensive

sidecar.

A light small car cer-

tainly does not hold the

road at 40 m.p.h. as well

as a sidecar. Cost of ac-

commodation is an item

which—as Mr. Philipp

emphasises—is often over-

looked. For instaftce, I

store one sidecar outfit at

a garage for is. gd. per
week ; the charge for a car

like the Singer or cheap
Rover at the same place is 6s. 6d. per week
up about half the space needed for a car.

Then take the question of taxation : the cost to run
a car is ^^^5 or ]£6 a year more than for a three-

wheeler. In fact, at every turn the cost is greater.

Garaging and tips in connection with a tour, say, of

600 miles would, I should estimate, be four times

greater with a car than with a sidecar.

In fact, I have met very few people who dream
of contending that sidecaring is as expensive as car

driving. But I have met these people, and sooner or

later they will find out their mistake.

'T'HE natural sequence of Mr. Philipp 's letter was,
' of course, a reasoned argument in favour of the

three-wheeler. Speaking particularly of the Scott

Sociable, he says :

"Here you have a vehicle which embodies the chief

Ijractical advantages of the little car over the sidecar, weather

protection, comfort, and sociability, and at the same time

retains the particuJar features of the sidecar outfit which

render it superior to the car.

"It is undoubtedly unorthodox in appearance, but theii,

Friar John, judging from his third paragraph, does not

expect an orthodox

:ar to be produced as

cheaply as a sidecar •

outfit, especially if it

is to be equally as re-

fined in detail.

"Finally : Is it es-

sential that a vehicle

must be orthodox in

appearance provided

that it fulfils all re-

quirements in other

directions ? The un-

orthodox appearance

Df the sidecar out-

fit has not prevented

it becoming the

most popular passen-

ger-carrying machine

on the road."

Even though it is

naturally a biassed

opinion, I consider

it a sound and em-

bracing summing up
of the virtues of

the three-wheeler.

LUXURY ON AN OLD MACHINE. A four-cylinder

T.M.C. sidecar outfit which has seen many years of service.

Its owner has lately equipped the machine with a C.A.V. dynamo
lighting outfit.

Now
sidecar.

Whatever may be said

against the
' three-wheeler

(as apart from the sidecar),

there is no questioning its

superior comfort for the

driver. We all know that.

Yet, in face of the un-

broken success of the Mor-

gan, a runabout which has

survived scores of experi-

ments, the big sidecar has

not been swept from the

road. Tell me this : If

manufacturers give us an

increased assortment of

three - wheeler runabouts

equal in every respect to

the big sidecar, will the

latter still hold its own?

I've said enough about the poor old powerful

THE SCOTT SOCIABLE ON THE ROAD. Although its unconventional design

produced much comment when it was first introduced, the Scott Sociable is now so

familiar as to attract little notice.

AN acquaintance of mine, an old sidecarist, has tins

year turned car owner. He came to the Car

Show and \Yas disappointed. It was not the exhibits

or the Exhibition that disappointed him, but something

difficult to define. He missed the enthusiasm of the

motor cycle fraternity, the goodwill and occasional

hilarities. There was lacking that keen nosing after

mechanical details with the majority of visitors, and,
.

as I say, he came away disappointed aftci' ordering his

£180 car. I had known him long enough to say ' It

serves you jolly_ well right," and asked him if he really

expected to get enthusiastic in ordering the very

cheapest " cut line " in the Show. How can a man

enjoy looking round superlative cars and then trudge

to the very bottom of the class to give his order?

.^ <S> <i> O
THERE lives to-day in a little village not far from

Lincoln a man who built a motor cycle and side-

car. He started with an old J. A. P. engine {area

1908) and after a

year's toil built a

sidecar outfit. On
.'leveral occasions I

have met the vehicle

on my way to Skeg-

ness. I learn now
that the owner—

a

carpenter who has

run the machine for
-

ten years—has sold

it and has ordered a

Scott outfit. What
manner of man, I

w'onder, has bought

the ancient sidecar,

and what will be

the feelings of the

old owner on taking

over his new outfit

after trundling his

old chaff - cutter

round for ten

years ?
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Messages from the North, South, East and West on the Further Expansion of the

Motor Cycle Movement.

familiar in onlyTHOSE who are

a small degree Avith motor

cycling as a movement realise

that, large though it may be, it is at

the moment small when compared with

what it will become in the very near

future. A glance at the Ministry of

Transport Returns gives one a i.seful

indication of conditions. Economic

conditions have tended lately actually

to reduce the number of motor cycles

in use, but I feel convinced that this

is only a temporary state of affairs.

The motor cycle is the poor man's

vehicle, but its general excellence, the

very high grade work put into it, and

its extraordinary capacity for trans-

port make of it also a vehicle for

any individual, be he poor or rich.

As a consequence, the use of I his

vehicle must and will increase very

largely indeed. I look forward to the day, not so

very far distant, when, with economic conditions im-

proved and employment and markets more stable, a

million motor cycles will be on the road.

If and when this position has been brought about, 1

think we should give credit to those A\'ho have helped

to its attainment. Undoubtedly the constant striving

after improvement on the part of the manufacturers

goes a long way to "make the movement more and more

Col. F. S. Brerrton, C.B.E., Cliair-

man of the A.C.U., who In this

message states that he considers the

motor cycle movement will progress

at a rate which will astonish its oldest

votanes.

attractive. The steady betterment of

our roads is another factor. Nor
should one lose sight of the constant

work of such journals as The Motor
Cycle, the columns of which are of

great value to the motor cyclist, and

that of such organisations as the

A.C.U., wdth which I have the pleasure

to be connected. For these indubitably

foster the movement.
For the young man and the young

woman the motor cycle, in my view,

provides the finest method of progres-

sion. The club movement gives him
and her wonderful opportunities of

friendship and of sport, while the

trusty motor cycle and its sidecar at-

tachment offer to the family man and
to those no longer in their first youth
a cheap, exceedingly reliable, and
wonderfully comfortable method of

seeing and knowing this beautiful country.

Given a more stable political situation, a peaceful

outlook, and stability of purpose, I firmly believe that

the motor cycle movement will progress at a rate which
will astonish its oldest votaries, and will bring well-

earned grist to the mill of those manufacturers who
have so steadily persevered in good times and in bad.

The manufacturers will then reap the reward they

deserve for their efforts towards improvement.

NORTH OF THE TWEED.
SCOTLAND is a land of great

distances. Draw a line from
Stirling across to the shores of

Loch Lomond, and north of that line

are the Highlands, consisting, for the

most part of one gigantic deer forest

and grouse moor.

Here the larger towns are mere

specks upon the infinite, each far

separated from the rest by many miles

of winding, wind-swept road, each

with its own industry, its own indi-

viduality, its own people. Thus such

club life as exists over this vast area

—and every town of note in Scotland

has its motor cycle club—operates

under conditions which seldom or

never prevail in England. Each is a

8

H. Mortimer Batten, F.Z.S., who
writes on the outlook in Scotland,

little self-contained community, self-

supporting in every Avay, dependent
entirely on the keenness of its own
members, and entirely lacking the

stimulus of healthy rivalry.

Edinburgh and Glasgow have, of

course, their prosperous clubs and theii

w'ell-known annual events, and the

great distances often covered by teams
from outlying clubs to participate in

these events are suflicient indication of

the keenness of Scottish motor cyclists.

But there is no doubt that Scottish

club life stands in need of more com-
petitive events. Barring the annual
Callander Meet, there is practically no
event by which the smaller clubs can

hope to rise to distinction. This year

B 9
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Ihe Cut ooi.—

the cup in connection wiu' tiie Callander Meet, which
is on much the same lines a: the Richmond Meet, went

to the East Lothian Club ii» -ts first year.

One cup per year, however, is not enough. There
are, of course, one or two team trials, but what is

wanted in Scotland is something in the form of a

Highland centre, where more events of a kind in

which small clubs can participate could be organised.

How many provincial clubs numbering short of thirty

members can hope to obtain distinction in the way of

winning a team prize organised by such powerful in-

stitutions as Edinburgh and District Motor Club,

Ltd., or either of the Glasgow clubs? The team

would probably be called uppn to travel a distance

at least equal to that covered by some of the English

teams competing in Scottish events, and from so small

a selection of riders it is impossible generally to pick

from the men who are free the right kind of entrant.

The keenness is there, and motor cycling as a pastime

is increasing enormously in Scotland. There exist

among the farmers' sons alone many able and hardy

riders who would be keen and ready to participate in

club events if such things were possible ; but what

Scotland undoubtedly lacks more than anything is the

necessary element of publicity.

. As regards the less isolated motoring bodies in Scot-

land, each year finds more and more importance at-

tached to the better known events they organise. This

year's St. Andrews Speed Test, including the Scottish

Speed Championship, was more comprehensive than

ever before. For the first time in its history the cream
of English trade riders came to advance the standard.

Th^ speeds were higher than hitherto. For this the

visiting competitors were not entirely responsible, as

the championship gave us a Scottish win. There is

undoubtedly a great future for the St. Andrews Trials,

while, of course, the Highlands will ever stand un-

rivalled for competition routes.

Light car manufacturers, as well as motor cycic

manufacturers, h,ave obtained much valuable experi-

ence from the Scottish trials, especially as regards

engine cooling and transmission layout. It will pei-

haps be recalled that on the first day of the recent

Scottish Two Days not a single one of the several cars

entered, nor even one of the large touring cars carry-

ing the officials, survived a certain portion of the route

without boiling, and one can imagine, therefore, that

the test was outstandingly severe for air-cooled engines.

Not many roads in the British Isles, barring bonnie *

Scotland, can produce thirty miles of steady collar

work, terminating with a Devil's Elbow of the real .

knock-out variety.

In Scotland the motor cycle affori_|s an even greater

adjunct to field sports than in England. Taking the

major portion of North Britain, fishing, shooting, and
the game the Scotch knock " L-"xout of, are the out-

standing pastimes, and from all these the motor cycle

is inseparable. Thus Scottish riders are, as a whole,

a very sporting crowd, while the conditions of their

country tend to produce efficient riders, apart from
the mechanical inclinations characteristic of Northern

blood.

Were it not for the great distances which shut many
Scottish riders off from the industry or from the centres .

of general activity, distances invariably backed by
questi6nable weather conditions, the region north of

Stirling and Glasgow would produce many more
famous motor cyclists than can at present be mus-

tered. Even as things stand, Scotland -is extra-

ordinarily well represented by such well-known nomes
as those of the brothers Alexander, Downie brothers,

Fairley brothers, George Grinton, Graeme Walker,

Alf Lindsay, R. W. Stanfield, the Scott exponent,

and R. J. Braid ; while as regards Scottish produc-

tions, the sleeve-valve Barr & Stroud engine and the

rotary valve of the G.R.I, are at any rate worthy of

a place in the achievements of the present era.

CONFIDENCE IN THE MIDLANDS.
E^'ERYTHING points to the coming year being n

boom year for motoring, and particularly motor

cycling.

In the Midlands 1922 has been a good year for

motor cyclists, albeit the Aveather conditions have not

been too kind. The competitions ;

organised by the clubs in the Mid- ;

land Centre of the A,C.U., which i

now number close on twenty (includ- •;

ing all the principal ones in the Mid- i

lands between Shrewsbury on the
j

west, Rugby on -the east. Burton on j

the north, and Kidderminster on the i

south), have been very well supported, j

The sporting spirit has not abated j

in the least, so far as Midland motor i

cyclists are concerned, and there is :

every reason to believe that the open !

competitions organised by the Midland !

Centre, as well as those of the in-
; A^/fr'B'" m'i

dividual clubs in the centre thrown : t^ a^ji j
,, , , •,! 1. or the Midland

open to other clubs, will be even
; expresses the

better supported in 1923.

The falling prices of motor cycles, and the already

much reduced cost of petrol, tyres, etc., together with

an improvement in trade, lead one to believe that there

will he a much bigger demand for motor cycles than

there has been since 1919, especially as so many ultra-
. simple machines are being introduced.

; Midland factories are all preparing big

: programmes, and the perfecting of the

• 350 c.c. machine for solo work and

i
the 500-800 c.c, types for sidecar

I duties brings motor cycles within the

j reach of many who could not previ-

! ously afford to take them up.

i
The power-assisted pedal cycle, too,

i
will doubtless claim numerous ad-

i herents, many, of whom v,-ill in time

1 become fully fledged motor cyclists.

: Motor cycling is one of the most ex-

: hilarating and health-giving pastimes;
Brook, O.B.E.,

I at the same time it is of an educative
.A.E,. Chairman : y^lue. Also, it is not nearly so ex-
Centre A,C,U„ . r ,1 - i 1 • u
Midland view. :

pensive to follow as many sports which

offer far fewer benefits.
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The Outlook.—

Motor cycling in this country., unlike many foreign

countries, is indulged in by men and women belong-

ing to every class of the community, and no doubt
we shall see manv more women motor cyclists in the

future.

The modern motor cycle requires a minimum of

attention. It is reliable in use, and as safe as a pedal

cycle if ridden with an ordinary amount of care. Motor
cycle accidents do occur, but actually the number is

small compared with the number of machines in use.

The prospecti\e motor c_vclist has nothing to fear as

regards his safety, for there is no more reliable piece

of mechanism than the modern motor cycle.

7.39

to the would-be but he.sit.iiu moloiMy message
cyclists is :

—

" Buy your motor cycle now, whilst prices are low.

Do not hesitate to obtain your mount for next year,

and take advantage of the many fine days we shall

have between now and ne.xt summer to enjoy the glories

of the open road."
To those who are already motor cyclists, I say :

—

' ('ombine; join some motor organisation: the Auto
Cycle Union, the local motor cycle club, or the A. A.,
and help to bring about reasonaijle and less inequitable

legislation for motorists generally, so that the pleasures

of motoring may be pure, unadulterated, and unalloyed
pleasure from start to tlnish."

OBSERVATIONS FROM THE NORTH-WEST.
MOTOR cycling in the A.C.U.

Northern Centre embraces the

area extending from Carlisle

to Barrow-in-Furness, taking in Lan-

caster and Alston, on the southern and

eastern boundaries.

A look at the map and the contour

of the country generally will quickly

reveal that we motor cyclists in this

area are exceedingly fortunate in our

training groimd, and to-day we are

prepared to take on and challenge to

a reliability test any other centre with,

say, a dozen riders. By that we do

not mean the selection of a course

which requires a mount representing

something between a motor bicycle and
a submarine, but just a plain, honest,

sporting course such as we delight in

in this area Avhen we go out with our

pillion passengers for an afternoon's outing !

We have in our area a big number of riders totally

unknown to fame, and I judge it is only modesty

which has, up to now, kept them from being read

alxDut. I have seen some of the.se modest people on

Wrynose, Blae Tarn, Honister, Hard Knott, and

numberless more "stunt " hills which at the moment
I am not disclosing, and the way our boys stick to

their machines can only be likened to a squirrel stick-

ing to a tree in a storm. If the bit of timber does

come down, as sometimes happens, you will always

find Mr. Squirrel somewhere with his tail up !

The Cumberland County Motor Cycling Club is

admittedly the premier club of the centre, but can by

no means boast of a monopoly of the sporting talent.

The Westmorland men can always produce some oi

the finest reliability riders in the country. The same

T. R. Rutherford, Consul for the

Northern Centre A.C.U. , who sends
observalions from Cumberland and

Westmorland.

applies equally to Workington' or the

western section of the C.C.M.C.C.
Then, again, we have the Barrow, Lan-
caster and Alston Clubs, which brave
the worst of eleinents to take part in

what they term " a' bit of an outing."
We are all anxious to see the English

Six Days Trials coming to our area for

r923, because we are convinced that

the more southern latitudes are

not geographically suited for carrying

out valuable tests of the modern motor
cycle. Furthermore, in the compara-
tively thickly populated Home Counties
and Midlands trials must always
be encroaching, metaphorically speak-
ing, on somebody's back garden. And.
pray tell me, where is a better testing

ground than the Lake District?

Not long ago I saw a report in

which a rider
.
claimed to "have made the first

ascent of Skiddaw. As a matter of fact, it is

years since this little pimple was vanquished by
our local motor cyclists. Even a little single-geared

240 c.c. O.K. accomplished the feat entirely

unaided as far back as 1913. This was done
by the late George S. Rutherford, and previously the

ascent had been made by T. B. Westmoreland, R.
Drinkall, C.- B. Little, and R. Braithw\aite—all on
single-geared machines. To-day, with our up-to-date

mounts, we would hardly think it worth while wasting
time on what we now regard as a merely picnicking

jaunt. EA-en the mighty Helvellyn has been conquered
by some of our local riders.

However, we are getting along wonderfully, even

on our half-throttle method. One day we may come
to open out and be a little less shy.

OPTIMISM IN YORKSHIRE.

IT
is somewhat early to indicate the prospects for

1923 in Yorkshire, but the dawn of the New Year

will at least find the usual optimism prevailing.

A splendid standard of efficiency was achieved during

1922, and organisers will have to go "all out" to

improve upon past successes.

I prefer, however, to comment on the events of

this year in the hope that many motor cyclists who

5

are not members will become interested and join the

various clubs, and so help to make them more suc-

cessful than before.

In 1 92 1 I missed onl)' one important Yorkshire

Trial (Saltburn), and during the 1922 season I was
present at every one in some official capacity (from

A.C.U. steward down to "chief puller out" at

water-splashes), so perhaps I am qualified to pass an
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The Out:oo'i.—

opinion. Good fellowship and good
sportsmanship are prevailing features

of all Yorkshire events, and successes

are achieved by whole-hearted co-

operation of all concerned.

The Open Reliability Trial, held

in June, was organised oh new lines,

i.e., ten classes, with a silver cup the

premier award in each and with

smaller cups for second and third (all

won outright). A feature of this trial

was that the organisers (the Centre
Board) announced the complete- re-

sults the same day, and immediately
afterwards sent a complete printed

schedule of results to all entrants,

competitors, and helpers.

The York Club made its annual

f5^OT(^lLB

Alex. Dovsner, Hon. Sec. of the

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. and the

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C., who here

attributes the success of Yorkshire

clubs to the good fellowship and

r £-• ^i. T) 1 1 ,! • 11- sportsmanship of their members. ;

success ot button Bank, and thrs would : „ „ • competitors

have been more pronounced but for a
week's postponement due to bad weather. Stax-
ton (the Scarborough Club's Easter event) was well

supported and organised, and witnessed by a big
crowd. Complete with brass band, the Bradford M.C.
and L.C.C. attracted a big crowd of riders and specta-

tors to the " freak hill " (Rosedale Abbey), where
Capt. Fraser Nash made two thrillingiy fast ascents.

The ShefSeld and Hallamshire Club's Centre Event
was marred by pouring rain. The organisation was
splendid, the course being roped from end to end,
and the system of telephones used between the starting

and finishing lines was the finest I ever saw.

The Middlesbrough Club has a magnificent play-

ground on Saltburn Sands, and some splendidly
organised races were provided. Doncaster's " Petrol

St. Leger " (alongside the famous racecourse) was ^ery

well organised and very well supported. Backed by a
very progressive Townsmen's Association, the Scar-

borough Club took advantage of its good fortune in .i

perfect day, and a course flanked on one side by the sea

and on the other by cliffs which formed a grand stand
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for the largest and most orderly

crowd I ever saw at a motor cycle

event in Yorkshire. The " setting,"

like the whole event, was great. The
re-formed Bridlington Club also

"ran" speed trials which were very

successfully organised.

The Harrogate Club made a huge
success of the Centre Team Trial for

the " Haggas " Shield. The Ilkley

Club introduced a novel idea of
" bogey " timing on hills in its Centre

Reliability Trial. This event was not

well supported, but I think the late-

ness of the season was partly account-

able. Of a different type was the 24
Hours' Trial organised by the Brad-
ford M.C. and L.C.C. in July, to

London and back, which secured 82

for five trophies, four

of which were won outright. Invita-

tions to join in were accepted by Dewsbury, Wakefield,

Leeds and District, and Hull Motor Clubs, so that

altogether well over 100 riders took part.

All the above-mentioned clubs have had their own
successful speed and reliability events, as have

also the following : Wombwell, Goldthorpe and
Thurnscoe, Hull Auto Cycle, Keighley-, Darlington,

and Leeds University. The Bradford Gipsy Motor
Cycle and Car Club has had a very successful season

indeed, catering well for the " social " rider, as has

also the Leeds Motor Union. Affiliated clubs are abo
to' be found in Barnsley, Mexborough, Rotherham,
Ripon, Stocksbridge, and Wath-on-Dearne, though,

unfortunately, these clubs do not actively support the

Centre. Unaffiliated clubs are in existence at Skip-

ton, Pontefract, Halifax, Shepley (near Hudders-
field), and Knaresborough, whilst there is also

another club in Sheffield. The Board of the Centre.

Lknow, looks forward to the time when all the York-

shire clubs are banded together for the good of motor

cycling generally and clean, good sportsmanship.

WEST COUNTRY ENTHUSIASM.

JOIE de vivre " (according to an official of the

Wessex Centre A.C.U.) aptly expresses the feel-

ing of motor cyclists in the West. For 1923
a still more rosy future is predicted, with a general

reduction of costs all round, a new A.C.U. Centre

(Wessex), complete unity, co-operation and harmony.
\Vhat more can the followers or members of club or-

ganisations of the cities of Bath, Bristol, Gloucester,

and Wells and the many towns of Wessex desire.

Hope is shown all around ; enthusiasm abounds.

Even the old " have-beens " are re-appearing; great

vows are being registered, and mighty schemes are in

the embryonic state.

The past has been good, but the future will be

better. All clubs have been very active on the social

and sporting side, and still greater activity is fore-

shadowed in every way. It is even whispered that

there will spring into being a general Country Club
House, where all creature comforts will be supplied in

addition to the provision of every facility for the
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votaries of tennis, golf, fishing, boating, music,

dancing, etc.

Optimism is the key-ivord of the West,, and rightly

should it be so. The strerigth of twenty clubs total-

ling nearly 1,200 members is calculated to make the

most confirmed pessimist pause for reflection upon the

ever-extending growth of the motor cycle movement.
For the seekers after trophies of silver and discs

of gold, sih'er, and even of bronze, varied pro-

grammes are in coiu-se of formation. The freak hill

climber, speedman on flat and hill, gymkhana devotee,

night rider, and those desirous of pitting their

strength against the wintry elements, all will be catered

for. The right men for the right place have been

found, and with such organisers and promoters as are

in the clubs of Avalon (Wells City), Bath, Southwick,

Bristol, Kingswood, Swindon, Devizes, Marlborough,

Yeovil, Barnstaple, Taunton, and Exeter, success is

bound to reward the efforts which will be put forward

and maintained throughout the coming year.
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stand No.
Coventry Eagle Cycle Co 43
Coventry Mascot Cycle Co.. Ltd. 124
Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd. 38
Cox Carburetters, Ltd 307
Dederich-Wooler Eng. Co IS
Dekla, Ltd. 117
D. F. and M. Eng, Co., Ltd. ... 93
Dorway Sidecar Co 113
Dot Motors 51)

Douglas Motors, Ltd. r. 61
Dunford and Elliott, Ltd 1 60
Dunhills, Ltd 66/253
Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd 83
Easting Windscreens, Ltd 184
Edmund, C, and Co. (1020), Ltd. 138
Efficiency iMotor and Eng. Co. . 87

. E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd 291
Entield Cycle Co., Ltd 107
Excelsior Motor Co., Ltd 98
Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd. ... 303
" F.N." (EngKand), Ltd 141
Forward Sparking Plug Co. ... 293
Francis and Barnett, Ltd 81
Grant, R. E. D 44
Green, \V. J., Ltd 7. . 1 40
Grigg Motor and Eng. Co., Ltd. 35
Grindlav (Coventry). Ltd ; . 39
Hack Eng. Co., Ltd 91
Harley Davidson Motor Co., Ltd. 34
Harper, R. 122
Hawk Eng. and Sidecar Mtg. Co. 29a
Hawker, ^. G.. Eng. Co., Ltd. 36
Hazlewoods, Ltd 130
Hendee -Mfg. Co 63

PJ^^(^!LE NOVEMBER 23rd, ig22.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS (continued).

stand No.
Henderson Motors, Ltd 165
Henley Eng. Co.^ Ltd Ill
Hill Bros 121
Hobart Cycle Co., Ltd 101
H. T. Motor Cycle Co 46
Hughes, Thomas and Son 144
Humber, Ltd 126
Humphries and Dawes, Lid. ... 79
Hunt, A. H., Ltd 301
llifle and Sons Ltd 70
Inter-Continental Eng. Co., Ltd. 31
James Cycle Co.. Ltd 75
Jardine, John, Ltd 278
Jenson and Nicholson, i^td 218
Kempshail Tvre Co., Ltd 7

Lamplugh, ?,'. A., Ltd 300
Lea and Francis, Ltd 95
Leathcries, Ltd.
Leckie, John, and Co., Ltd
Ix^e Lock, Ltd
Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd
Lodge Plugs, Ltd '............
Lucas, Joseph, Ltd
Lycett Saddle Co., Ltd
M.A.G. Engine Co., Ltd
March, Newark and Co., Ltd.. .

Markt and Co. (London),' Ltd.. .

Marston, John, Ltd
Martinsyde, Ltd
i\lasscy iVIotpr Co., Ltd
McKenzie, Geo
Mead and Deakin
Melchior, Armstrong and Dessau
Melen. F. and H., Ltd

302
203
52

250
250
308
101
300
110
30
29

145
160
123
105

Stand No.
Metro-Tyler Co., Ltd 159
Miller, H., and Co., Ltd 262
Mills-Fulford, Ltd C5
Minstrel and Rea Cycle Co., Ltd. 104

t-L Magneto Syndicate, Ltd.. . 267
ohawk Cycle Co., Ltd 92

Monopole Cycle and Motor Co. 37
Montgomery, W., and Co 42
Morgan Motor Co., Ltd 139
Moss Gear Co., Ltd 213
New Hudson, Ltd 142
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd 94
Newman, S. A., Ltd 64
New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd 131
North British Rubber Co., Ltd. 119

, Norton Motors, Ltd 103
- Orbit Motors, Ltd 24
Osborne Eng. Co., Ltd 40
Packman and Poppe 146
Palmer Tvre, Ltd 11
Peugeot ("England), Ltd 22
Pheion and Moore, Ltd 77
Powell Bros 167
Powell and Hanmer. Ltd 254
Prestwich, J. A., and Co.. Ltd. 259
Pugh, Chas. H., Ltd 238
P. V. Motor Cvcles, Ltd 19
Radnall, E, A., and Co 135/290
Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd..
Raven, W. H.. and Co., Ltd..
Renold, Hans, Ltd
Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd
Robinhood Eng. Works, Ltd. .

Rotherham and Sons, Ltd.. . .

99
10

201
133
211
Ual

Stand No.
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd 97
Sandham Eng. Co., Ltd 170
Scott Autocar Co., Ltd 108
Scott Motor Cvcle Co., Ltd 130
Sheppee Motor Co., Ltd 158
Showell, E., and Sons, Ltd. ... 115
Small Engines Co 20
Smith, J. E 38
Sparkbrook Mfg. Co., Ltd 137
Sphinx Mfg. Co., Ltd 202
Stanger Engine Co 180s
Stevens, A. J., and Co., Ltd. . . 67
Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd. . . . 228
Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd. I'OO

Swallow Sidecar Co 180
Sykes and Sugden, Ltd 109
Tan-Sad, Ltd 242
Terry, H., and Sons, Ltd 252
Thompson Bros. (Bilston), Ltd. 57
T. O. M. Co., Ltd 51
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd 128
Vandervell, C. A., and Co 233
Veloce, Ltd 129
Victoria Motor and Cycle Co. 62
Villiers Eng. Co., Ltd 287
Wallace, John 15
Watsonian Folding Sidecar Co, 69
Vv'eatherell and Co.. Ltd 17
WhiUey Mfg. Co., Ltd 120
Whitmee Eng. Co., Ltd 25
Wiseman, AUred, Ltd. 164
WuUruna Eng. Co. (1920). Ltd.. 125
.Vtra Cars, Ltd 47
Zenith Motors, Ltd 21
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TRAIN AND BUS ROUTES TO THE SHOW.
Connections Between Main Line Termini and Underground Train Services.

, & N.W HLY

1KKMINUS
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m
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lAUrjlSON UOAD
I

OLYMPIA
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I I I' I sun J I WES I WINS I ER IVICTORIaI -S Ki:NM\r.]ON

QniiiiinmO
Ih IX.Siltll) CM WCK

MIKr, FOR
l)IH'^(t\ KOAl)

Indicating three alternative means of

reaching Olympia from Euston and

Charing Cross.

WEST
KE\.

BARONS COURT

TO 0[>MPI\

WOOn LANli COLDIIWVK liOAU

fiOVAI, OAK
BISHOPS HOAO

I
WtSTHOLKM-

LATIMER ROAD |

l^r.NC.-S CRO^ ^' sTRU'V'^"

MAinr.r.isoxE

Three ways of reaching Olympia
from Kmg's Cross and

St. Pancras.

EDCWARE
ROAU

IF DFSIRED CHANCE
HERE FOR

ADDISON ROAD

HAMMERSMITH

10 MIN.TO OLYMPI\

T ' BAVSWATKR

ADDISON ROAD

I'RAKl) STHli;!

CHANGE TO METRO. LINE
FOR HIGH STREET

HIGH STREEI

10 \HN TO Or,V\MMA

i'XBRinr;i: road vyLT I I r IM

|L. & S.W Rl V

TER^HNlJS I II \N>,1 I O
niSIRKT RI.V.

mCHMUNI) OR KM-1N<
LINE.

m
gi.oucfsti:r

st jamks' park si.oane .souare k'jaix-
VIE
£

I ADDISON' ROAD I

OLYMPIA

WATERLO0F"^'"'S<; ,C'19
.S

OR CHANCE
MLTROIMJl TfAN

(INNFR CIKCIO:)
St JAMES SLOANIE SOUARE

PARK CU.UCl.STIR
KOAO

I
m MIN 10
OLVMPJA

Alternative routes from Waterloo and Charing Cross.

WOOD I.ANE -COLDllAWTC ROAD

C,W. RLV.
TERMINI'S

RO^'M, 0\ls

KlsHOPS ROAD
I ji p^ I LATIMER ROAD I

Iedcuare ROADI

IF DESIRED CHANCE
HERE FOR

ADDISON ROAD

1

PADDINGTON!

PRAED STREET

CHANGE TO MKTRO. LINE

FOR HIGH SIRI-Fj-

HIGH STREET

10 MIN. TO OLYMPIA

0)[addison road|

UXRKmriF ROAD OlTl'T^PIA

Showing quickest routes from Paddington.

OTHER
TR.\IN ROUTES.
FENCHURCH STREET (L.T.

& S. & G.E. Rys.). By Dis-
trict Rail-way (Mark Lane
Station) via Charing Cros;,
then proceed as shown in

first plan.

LIVERPOOL STREET (G.E.
Ry.). Central London Rail-
way to Shepherd's Bush,
changing there to motor
'buS' Nos. 49, 49a.

VICTORIA <L.B. & S.C. &
S.E. &. C. Rys.) By Dis-
trict Railway to Addison
Road, changing at Earls
Court, or on Inner Circle
train to High Street Ken-
sington, or on Richmond
or Ealing train to Baron's
Court.

LONDON BRIDGE (L.B. &
S.C. & S.E. & C. Rys.). By
District Railways i r m
Monument Station to Addi-
son Road, changing at
Earl's Court, or on Inner
Circle train to High Street
Kensington, or on Rich-
mond or Ealing train to
Baron's Court.

^^.'<lte: ^iidison Read Staticn is

)tot so frequently served fiom
Ean'sCou't as Baron's Court,)

'BUS ROUTES TO OLYMPIA.
By those who prefer to travel all the way to Olympia by

motor 'bus, the following particulars of the services available

should be studied :

—

BAKER STREET (Metropolitan Ry.). 'Bus service Nos. 27, 27b, 27c.
BROAD STREET (L. & N.W. Ry.). No. 9.
CANNON STREET (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. 13 to Piccadilly Circus, thence

by No. 9 or No. 33.
CHARING CROSS (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. 9 or No. 33.
EUSTON (L. & N.W. Ry.). No. 73.
FENCHURCH STREET (L.T. & S. & G.E. Rys.). No. 23 to Oxford

Chrcus, then by No. 73.
KING'S CROSS (G.N. Ry.). No. 73.
LIVERPOOL STREET (G.E. Ry.). No. 9.

12

LONDON BRIDGE (LB. & S.C. & S.E. & C. Rys.). No. 13 to Piccadilly
Circus, -thence by No. 9 or No. 33.

MARYLEBONE (G.C. Ry.). Nos. 27, 27b., 27c.
PADDINGTON (G.W. Ry.). Nos. 27, 27b, 27c.
ST. PANCRAS (M. Ry.). No. 73.
ST. PAUL'S (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. 9 from Ludgate Circus.
VICTORIA (L.B. & S.C. & S.E. & C. Rys.). Nos. 16, 25, 25a, 25b, 38,

38b, to Hyde Park Corner, then by Nos. 9, 33, or 73.
WATERLOO (L. & S.W. Ry.). Nos. 1, 48, 67, or 68 to Strand, thence

by Nos. 9 or 33.'

HOUNSLOW, 27b.
LEWISHAM. Motor 'bus No. 49a runs to Shepherd's Bush via Holland

Road, serving also Catford. Forest Hill, Upper Sydenham, Crystal
Palace, Beulah Hill. Streatham Common, Tooting Bee Road, Trinity
Road, Northcote Road, Falcon Road, Battersea Bridge.
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An Advance

Saturday next.

Review of the Motor Cycles at the Exhibition Opening on

A Stand- to- S:and Forecast of the Exhibits so arranged as to

form a Guide to the Show.

In addition to the forecast of 1923 models contained in this issue, ** The Motor Cycle" for several weeks past has
contained detailed descriptions of new machines. The issues in which these appeared were as follows :

Alecto
American X
Ariel

A.J.S
AHon
Bianchi
Bradbury
Beardmore-

Precision

B.S.A
Brough-Superior .

Brough
Cykelaid
Clement ...;....
Coventry-Viclor .

Coventry-Eagle .

.

Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Nov. 9
Nov. 2
Oct. 26
Nov. 16
Nov. 16

Nov, 9
Oct. 26
Sept. 28
Sept.-2S
Nov. J 6
Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Nov. 16

Chatcr-Lea
Calfhorpe
Coventry Mascot.
Croft
Connaught
Campion
Cedes '

Douglas
Dot
Duzmo
Dunelt
Dorway Sidecar. .

Economic
Edmund
Excelsior
Francis Bamett.

.

Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Nov. 2
Oct. 26
Sept. 28
Sept. 28
Nov. 16
Nov, 16
Nov. 16
Oct. 26
Oct. 19
Nov. 2
Oct. 19
Oct. 19
Oct. 26-

Grigg
G.S.D
Harley-Davidson

.

Heiiderson, U.S.A.
Hawker
Hazlewood
Hagg
Humber
Henley
Ivy
James
J.K.S
J.D
Kenilworth
Levi?
Lea-Francis

Nov. 2
Oct. 12
Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Oct. 12
Sept. 21
Nov. 9
Nov. 16
Nov. 9
Sept. 28
Nov. 16
Oct. jg
Oct. 26

Martinsyde .

Metro-Tyler .

Matchless . .

.

New Imperial.

Norton
Ner-a-car ...

New Hudson
Orbit
O.K.

and

Omega.
,

P.V
Powell .

P. & M.

Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Sept. 21
Nov. 16
Nov. 9
Nov. 15
Nov. 2
Nov. 2
Oct. 26
Nov. 16
Nov. 2
Oct. 19
Nov. 16
Nov. ifi

Oct. 26

Quadrant
Rudfje
Radco
Raleigh
Sheffield-

Henderson
Sunbeam
Sirrah and Verus
Triumph

and
Triple H
Velocette .......
Wolf
Wooler
Zenith

Oct. 5
Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Sept. 28

Nov. 16
Nov. 2
Oct. 26
Nov. 9
Nov. 16
Oct. 12
Nov. 2

Oct. 26
Sept. 21
Nov. 16

Stand DUZMO.
15. When the, Duzmo was introduced

to the public tliere were compara-
tively few sports models on the market,
and it occupied quite an important niche
in the motor cycle world. To-day
it is uncommon to find any "make of
motor cycle • that is not available in

some kind of ^ sporting form, but this

does not lessen the appeal of a machine
the primary aim of which is to attract

the youthful enthusiast.

A 495 c.c. o.h.v. engine and a close

ratio Sturftley gfear box are the most im-

portant items of the standard specifica-

tion ; reversing usual practice, 'a wide
ratio box is supplied optionally for pas-

senger work. Clearance tor the over-

head valve gear is helped by the inclined

setting of the engine, one of the dis-

tinctive features of the design.

Stand RAY.
16. Nottingham is rapidly becoming

an important centre in the motor cycle
industry, and one of the comparatively
few absolutely new makes at tlije Show
hails from that city. Manufactured by
the firm of W. H. Raven and Co., Ltd.,
the machine referred to is a well-designed
miniature with a 198 c.c. four-stroke
engine and two-speed gear box and
clutch in one unit. Final transmission

is by chain, and generally the detail

work is carried out in exemplary fashion

for so small a machine. A Hywheel mag-
neto is used, and no difficulty is experi-

enced with the superfluous spark on the

exhaust stroke.

Stand WEATHERELL.
17- Consistently good performances

on Brooklands track have done much to

bring Weatherell motor cycles before the

public eye. Perhaps this make's biggest

349 c.c. o.h.v. Weatherell of the

successful at Brooklands

success was to win the 100 miles Giant
Handicap this year, bVit it has given a

good account of itself at every meeting
during 1922.

Three main models will constitute the

1923 range, all being fitted with Black-

burne engines (250 c.c, 350 c.c, and
696 CO.). Side valve or o.h.v. editions

of each will be available.

Perhaps the most interesting machine
is the smallest, which has a fully triangu-

lated frame ,of neat design,
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Forecast and Guide to Olympia.—

Stand WOOLER.
18. Although beset in the past by

various difficulties, the makers of tlie

Wooler have never adopted the line of

least resistance to a motor cycle manu-
facturer and marketed on assembled
machine embodying proprietary com-
ponents. Their 1923 models supply

ample justification for their attitude, the

designs being full of practical originalities.

Flat twin engines are exclusively fitted.

The chief types shown will be 350 c.c.

and 500 c.c-. touring models and a 350

c.c. sports model with an unusual form
of semi-overhead valve gear. The larger

Wooler is intended for sidecar work.

Chain transmission from a gear-driven

gear box in the crar.k case is employed

on the three-speed models. 350 c.c. sporting Wooler,

Sleeve-valve Barr and Stroud-engined P.V. spring frame machine

Stonil P.V.
19. Comfort is naturally the slogan

of the manufacturers of the P.V. For
many years now a simple spring frame
has given every satisfaction to riders of

this machine, and the very choice of

engines fitted to the various, models has

obviously been based with the idea of

gaining smooth running and even torque.

Only the smaller sizes are single-cylin-

ders (250 c.c. Villiers, 350 c.c. Villiers.

293 c.c. J. A. P., or 350 c.c. Barr and

Stroud), the larger sports solo or dual-

purpose machines being fitted with 496

Halt motorised bicycle

and hal{ motor cycle best

describes the Peugeot.

hich has a re-designed high efficiency engine,

c.c, and 654 c.c. J.A.P. V-twins. With
the super-sports type of smaller twin
engine the P.V. presenis a very attrac-

tive combination of liveliness and lu.xury.

Stand ZENITH.
21. 100 m.p.h. records by Le Vack

have done much to impress the name
Zenith on the average motor cyclist's

mind, but in case of pre-war riders there
is little necessity, for the Zenith and its

Gradua gear attained much fame in the .

days when -60 m.p.h. was marvelled at.

With the decline in popularity of the
belt drive the firm has gradually in-

creased its range of chain-driven models,
which now comprise 976 c.c. J.-'V.P., 496
c.c. oil-cooled flat twin Bradshaw, 348

c.c. J.A.P., and 293 c.c. J.A.P. eugiued
models.

293 c.c. Zenith-.'ap, the

lowest powered model of

a wide range.

16

Only the 556 c.c. Gradua-geared tour-
ing model will remain on exhibit, but
the equivalent sports machine and its

larger edition will still be marketed.

Stand PEUGEOT.
22."" Miniatiu-es on the border-line of

the
. motorised bicycle will be shown by

the famous French firm of Peugeot,
First exhibited at the Paris Salon, the
machine employs a proprietary French
two-stroke engine specially designed for
its purpose and a two-speed gear, final

drive being by belt over large pulleys.

Proper girder-type spring forks and a
slopin| top tube (on the standard model)
follow motor cycle practice, but a good
deal of the specification and the general

appearance are distinctly reminiscent of

the pedal cycle.

B 25
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Htand COTTON.

23. In this year's Junior T.T. race tlie

Cotton demonstrated what thinking motor
cyclists must have realised for many years
—that its triangulated frame and low
centre of gravity possess distinct advan-
tages over more conventional designs in

road-holding and cornering abilities.

250 c.c. and 550 c.c. Blackbnrne engines
(in the second case, side-valve or o.h.v.)

are fitted to the main models, final chain
drive being incorporated in the larger

model. A 250 c.c. Villiers engine may be
substituted for the 250 c.c. Blackburne
at a saving of some £10.

Silencing arrangements and fork con-

struction liave been improved for 1923

;

and natuiallj the o.h v. n.odel follows the
lines of the I O M machine m ha-MUg ar
ini lined ennine

I.O.M. tvpe o.h.v. 349 c.c. Cotton, witti

duplex triangulated frame.

NOVEMBER 2:,rd-, iq22.

"at

50 m.p.h. sporting Alecto two-stroke

Slainl ORBIT.
"

24. Every one of the four Orbit
models on show, although all between
250 c.c. and 350 c.c, will be fitted with
a different type of engine. These ax'e

265 c.c. Orbit two-stroke, 349 c.c. Barr
and Stroud sleeve-valve four-stroke.

349 c.c. o.h.v. Blackburne four-stroke,

and 349 c.c. oil-cooled Bradshaw four-

stroke. The same frame takes all these
units, and the general specification

—

Bnrman three-speed gear box, chain
drive, etc., is identical.

Siaiul ALECTO.
25. For some years now the maker^

of the Alecto have specialised in the evolu-

tion of the 550 c.c. two-stroke, with the
result that the 1923 edition of this make
in a sports form is said to be
capable of 50 m.p.h. as delivered.

The latest Alecto engine is

345 c.c. (75x76 mm.), and is cbieflv

Latest model of the 499 c.c. Gnome-Rhon
a French machine on British lines

notable for the very complete system
oil ways provided to ensure adequate
lubrication of every working part.

Various forms of transmission, with
two- or three-speed Burman gear boxes,
will be used on the models shown, and
several detail improvements have been
effected to the cycle parts.

>itond GNOME.RHONE.
26. Designed by an Englishman, the

Gnome-Rhone is built in France by a
famous aircraft firm. It has a straight-
forwardly laid-out four-stroke engine of
499 c.c. (85x88 mm.), which drives to a
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box and'
thence to the rear wheel by belt.

Stand CLYNO.
27. Since last Show a complete re-

u'ganisation of the Clyno works has been

Re-introduced Clyno
Iwo-stroke lighlweight

With engine and gear

unit as of \ore

made, and models of the 925 c.c. spiing-

frame sidecar outfit and 269 c.c. two-
stroke will appear, embodying severid im-
provements. The passenger model, by
reason of its luxurious specification, is not
far from the top of its class, and it has
not been found necessary to modify it to

any great degree. A steel and phosphor-
bronze plate clutch has, however, been
substituted for the cork insert type pre-

viously used.

Outwardly the lightweight also remains
unchanged, which is not surprising in

view of the* satisfactory service which it

has given to owners since its inception

some years ago. It will be recalled that

the engine and two-speed gear are com-
bined in one unit of the very simplest

nature. Final belt drive 'and " petroil

"

lubrication are two features that give a

keviinte to the whole sclieme of the design.
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Slaiul COVENTRY VICTOR.

28. Since it won ils class in the 500

mile race m 1921 the 588 c.c. flat twin
Coventry Victor has steadily gained

favour v/i(h the speedman ; and realising

(his the makers have introduced a super-

sporls model for next year. Although
tjie specification is in every way suit-

able for a touring machine, the new
model will be supplied with an 80 m.p.h,

!.peed guarantee at a slight extra cliarge.

Two Cox Atinos carburetters supply the

mixture to the cylinders, and a system

of balanced air-pressures in float-cham-

bers, fuel tank, and induction pipe has

been adopted.
Ordinary sporting and touring (solo or

sidecar) models are, of course, retained,

chain drive I'm a Sturmey gear box
being common to all.

I m.p.h. :s the guaranteed spesd of the "Super-Six " Gjvenlry Victor.

Clean. busmcSilike Imes immediately attract

on the 349 1: c Ma'ssey

-S'tonrf MASSEY.
29. One of the neatest machines to

make its appearance this year is the
Massey. (It was introduced to the pub
lie in July.) Piopiietaiy units are used,
Blackbume engines being fitted through
cut, but the appearance of the whole
machine, '"besides being extremely pleas
jing, indicates that consideiable thought
has been expended on the design. De
tails of fiame constiuction aie paiticu-

larly well caiiied out. Foi example, the

steering head has ^ely laige ball races

with special lubiicatois; the handle baia
ai'e celluloid coveied, and an auxiliaiy

bar is pio\ided foi carrying instruments
etc. The bottom biacket lug is also a

good example of light but sturdy design.

Excellent mudguarding, internal expand-
,ing brakes, and chain drive (neatly en-

closed on its primary portion) are fea-
tuie-> of all Massey machines.

stand MARTINSYDE.
30. In company with a great many

otheis, the manufacturers of the JMartin-
s,\de have introduced a 350 c.c. single
toi next year; however, they differ from
most firms by designing an entirely new
model instead of employing a proprietary
engine or adapting one of their existing
designs to meet the new reciuirement.

The latest Martinsyde follows the big-

ger twins in having an overhead exhaust
vahe, but the valve gear is novel and,

it lb claimed, silent. The valve rocker
pi\ ots on an inverted knife edge, and
an external leaf spring replaces Jhe con-

\entional coil.

Martinsyde's attractive contribution to the

350 c.c. solo class.

Improved mudguard construction is a 1 923 Ner-a-car improvement.

Little change has lieeii made to the
673 c.c. standard and sporting models.

Stand NER=A=CAR.
31. When the Ner-a-car was first

introduced its sponsors would not admit
that it was a motor cycle at all. Per-
haps it is not ; but. nevertheless, it finds

its way into the Motor Cycle Show and
appeals to quite a number of motor
cyclists, as well as to the car-owner or

non-motorist clientele which it was de-

signed to attract. Its general lines are

now too well known to need detailed

description ; suffice it to say that it is

extremely low built, and almost self-

steering and non-skidding. For 1923 its

two-stroke power unit has been increased

in capacity from 211 c.c. to 285 c.c.
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Stand ARGSON.

C2. Argsoii invalid tricycles will
occupy very imich the same position in

the motor cycle show as did the Dunkley
motor perambulators at the car exhibi-
tions.

Normally they do not interest the
motor cyclist except as curiosities, but
they are a great boon to the many help-
less sufferers left us by the war, and
therefore fill an important gap in the
world of wheels. The tricycle itself is

on the lines of the hand-propelled vehicle
bearing the same name, but a well-de-
signed 170 c.c. two-stroke engine of the
firm's own construction' supplies the
power for speeds up to 25 ni.p.h. The

the diverse changes made to ensure even
greater serviceability from this well-

known American machine.

Argson invalid bicycle propelled by a 1 70 c.c.

two-stroke engine.

989 c.c. Harley-Davidson with gas-lighting equipment in lieu of a dynai

controls are of the simplest nature, a
Mills single-lever carburetter and a fixed

. ignition Villiers flywheel magneto being
used.

Separate engine units suitable for minia-
ture motor cycles will also be shown.

Stand HARLEYDAVIDSON.
34. Perhaps the most interesting item

to the average man who visits the Harley-
Davidson stand will be the new 1,208 c.c.

model. But this is not really a new
machine—it has long been common in
the U.S.A.—and the detail improvements
to existing models deserve just as close
attention..

The front forks now carry no less than
eight coil springs ; the mechanical oil

pump is a detachable unit ; a safety
switch locked by a key is fitted ; the
rear hubs are on roller bearings abso-
lutely waterproofed—these are some of

The three main models are •: 584 c.C;

flat twin, 989 c.c. V-twin, and 1,208 c.c.

V-twin ; attached to the last-mentioned
will be shown an imposing double-seater
sidecar.

Stand GRIGG.
35, Grigg lightweights are consider-

ably more attractive than their name.
Three models will comprise the 1923 prc-

gramme : (1) a . duplex frame machine
with a 347 c.c. Villiers engine, (2) a simi-

lar model with a 211 c.c. Grigg two-stroke
engine, and (3) an o.h.v. four-stroke 181

c.c. miniature. Two-speed Sturmey ge;u

Duplex frame Grigg, fitted

^, with an own-design 21

1

two-stroke engine.

Magd) no model of the 550 c c dual purpose Hawkef

.

boxes are fitted in the first two cases,

a two-speed Chater-Lea box on the minia-

ture and a three-speed Sturmey box on

a sidecar edition of the largest machine.

Stand HAWKER.
36. Frame improvements in the

Hawker tend to render it more conven-

tional in appearance than hitherto. A
dropped top tube allows a lower saddle

position with a considerable gain in ease

of steering. This applies particularly to

the larger model, which uses a 550 c.c.

Blackburne engine, a Burman three-speed

gear box, and equally well-known pro-

prietary units for carburation, ignition,

etc. Transmission is by chains guarded

on their top runs and both front and

rear brakes are of the internal expandina
variety. The remaining models are fitted

with 350 c.c. Blackburne (side or over-jj
head valve) engines.

i; 30
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Well-silenced but quite speedy-'ookina

Monopole llghtweiebt

Sloiifl MONOPOLE.
37. With one exception all the

Monopole models arc fitted with single-

cylinder J. A. P. engines, and generally

speaking have been little altered since

last Show.
A chain-driven 348 c.c. super-sports

J. A. P. engined lightweight represents an
entirely nevr model. It has a three-speed

gear box, and is cjuite an attractive little

m.ichine v,'ithout being in any way un-

nnventional. A touring lightweight, a

-idecar outfit to very much the same
.^peeification, n 293 c.c. chain-driven

749

sliding key constant nif.'-h type. Kugiue
lubrication is automatic.

SUnid O.E.C.BLACKBURNE.
40. For four years the Osboin Engi-

neering Co., Ltd.. made the Blackburne
motor cycle, which it now markets under

the nanic of the O.E.C'.-Blackburne.

At la.st year's Show a minor sensation

w.is caused by the O.E.C.-Blackburne

sidecar taxi, with wheel steering. This

model will again be shown ; it is engined

by a 1,098 c.c. Blackburne twin. Inci-

dentally the wheel steering is readily

adaptable to any make of motor cycle,

and i.'i recommended for use with sidecars

that foul the handle-bars at full lock.

.E.S. miniature, success-

ful m the Six Days Trials.

Standard O.E.C.-Blackburne sidecar

sporting machine, a ctain-cum-belt 293
c,.Q. touring model, and a 247 c.c. Villiers-

engined direct belt two-stroke, complete
the range.

Sfttiid J. E.S.
38. Three examples of the two main

J.E.S. models will be shown—a singlt
.speed belt-driven miniature, a three
speed chain-driven miniature, and a four
speed, chain-driven 247 c.c. lightweight
The last-mentioned is new, and, after the

• historic performance of the four-speed
169 c.c. machine in the English Six Day>\
Trials this j'ear, it will be inspected with \
more than ordinary care. The engine is '

a straightforward three port two-stroke,
but the gear box is on a principle uncom
nion to motor cycles, but often incor-
porated on machine tools, i.e., of the

13

iitfit.

More conventional single and double-

seated sidecars will be staged, the two
smaller twin and the largest single Black-

burne engine beiiig used. ,

Finally there will be examples of a re-

presentative range of solo singles below
350 c.c.

S-fand COVENTRY EAGLE.
43. Additions have been made at

both ends of the extensive range of

Coventry Eagle machines. An attractive

miniature with a 147 c.c. Villiers two-
stroke engine represents a worthy new
supporter to the ever-growing class of

ultra lightweight, and a super-sporting

976 c.c. twin similarly joins the ranks of

luxurious solo mounts. The tw'in carries

the super-sports J.A.P. engine in a very

compact fashion, and generally speaking
its very lines shout of speed and power.
No carrier is fitted, but otherwise the

equipment is eminently suitable for

louring.

Super-sports 976 c.c. J.A.P. engined Coventry Eagle solo machine.

B 31
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Forecast and Guide to Olympia.- made in the finish—bhick and gold—and
in the fitting of a Capac single-lever car-

buretter.

350 c.c. G.S.D. two-stroke, the only shaft-driven

British machine.

Stand H.T.
i6. Known previously as the Hagg

Tandem, the H.T. machine is now mar-
keted in two forms, one a simple semi-

stripped sporting motor cycle of conven-
tional design, and the other a double- or

single-seated two-wheeler, elaborately pro-

tected, and intended to attract the elderly

comfort-seeking rider.

Barr and Stroud sleeve-valve engine
and Burman two-speed gear box are

common to both, but otherwise they are

as the poles apart. The tandem has a
well-tested spring frame and shields en-

closing the entire mechanism.

Stand XTRA CAR.
47. JCo vehicle built ofl^ers such a re-

markable choice of power units, while
otherwise remaining essentially the same;
as the 1923 Xtra car. A two-seater model

Static! G.S.D.
44. Notable if only as the sole British

shaft-driven motor cycle, the G.S.D. em-
bodies other advanced features in its

design, including a transversely set

engine in one unit with a four-speed gear
box and a duplex frame.

. A 350 c.c. While and Poppe two-stroke

engine is normally used, but an additional

model will be shown with a V-tv.-in

976 c.c. J.A.P. unit.

An underslung worm conveys the power
to the back wheels which is easily detach-

able, although tyre repairs may be sti'l

more quickly effected by utilising the

provision made for removing the inner

tube.

26x3in. tyres and internal expanding
brakes on front and rear wheels are fea-

tures common to both models. Jlud-

Friction driven 1 65 c.c. flat twin two-stroke

Economic

Tandem model

of the spring

frame 349 c.c.

H.T.

has been evolved ; in the runabout form,

it is fitted with a 347 c.c. VUliers engine

and costs £105; in the "touring" form
a 976 c.c. V-twin J.A.P. is substituted,

when the price is increased to £122 17s.,

incidentally the lowest priced two-seater

three-wheeler on the market.
On this unconventional vehicle, two

pairs of transverse springs act as front

axles and carry car type stub axles _ on

pivot pins. Rear springing is by two
quarter-elliptic springs. The body also

acts in the same capacity as a chassis on

a normal car.

guarding has received considerable atten-

tion.

Stand ECONOMIC.
45. Last year the Economic was

almost in a class by itself, both as re-

gards price and engine capacity. To-day
it is far from being alone in these re-

spects, but the fact that it has a flat

twin two-stroke engine and friction

transmission prevents it from losing en-
tirely its atti-ibutes of distinction. The
capacity of this engine is 165 c.c. '

Nine speeds are given by the friction

gear, but these are necessarily within
fairly confined limits, actually from 6 to 1

to 19 to 1. Final drive is by belt.

Improvements for next year have been

B-32

New two-seated Xtra-car, with 347 c.c. Villiers engine.
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Stand T.B.
57. Except in the engine the T.B.

three-wheeler follows car practice; it em-
bodies a three-speed gear box and re-

verse, final shaft drive, semi-elliptic

Springing in front, and a form of canti-

lever suspension at the rear.

The standard model employs an air-

cooled J.A.P. engine, while a water-

cooled V-twin of the same make is fitted

to the rfe luxa model. Finally, there is

an aluminium-bodied sporting machine
using the super-sports air-cooled J.A.P.
engine.

E"ull equipment of horn, screen, hood,

lamps, tools, and jack is supplied in

every case, a spare wheel and electric

lighting being included on the rfe luxe

and sporting types.

75t

Considerably improved bodywork is fitted

to the 1923 T.B.

Touring Dot sidecar outfit, finished in cerise

Staiid DOT.
59. Dot motor cycles have been on

the market now for twenty years, which
fact alone should carry considerable
weight with the visitor to Olympia.
For next year all the machines have

been thoroughly modernised, and, follow-
ing the fashion of the day, are offered
in sporting and touring guises. A
976 c.c. super-sports J.A.P.-engined 80
m.p.h. model deserves premier attention,
but the 346 c.c. J.A.P.-engined sporting
solo machine is also a good example of
its class. Three-speed Sturmey-Archer
and Albion gear boxes respectively are

used, final drive being by chain. Adjust-
able handle-bars are a minor but useful
refinement. 350 c.c. o.h.v. Blackburne,
250 c.c. J.A.P., or 350 c.c. Bradshaw en-

gines may be fitted to the lightweight.

Stand BROUGH.
60. Considering that tlia speed model

flat t-Afin Brough is only 496 c.c, it is

very remarkable that it should be sup-

plied with a guarantee to exceed 80

m.p.h. This requires a specially-tuned

engine, but the standard speed model is

capable of 70 m.p.h. Overhead valves

are employed, and aluminium alloy pis-

tons and roller bearings for the crank-

shaft and the big ends also find a- place

on this model.
A touring model with a side-valve en-

gine of the same size is also supplied for

porting 496 c.c. o.h v. Brough flat twin,

touring version of an 80 m.p h. mode!.

I'i'h c.c. o.h.v. Douglas in a solo touring form.

solo or sidecar use; a side-valve 682 c.c.

dual-purpose machine completes the ex-

hibit.

Stand DOUGLAS.
6-1. Extensions have taken place to

the famous range of Douglas fiat twins,
mainly in the form of additional models
of existing types. For example, the
familiar 348 c.c. Douglas may now be
obtained with chain transmission and ex-

ternal contracting brakes on both wheels

;

the 595 c.c. model (which was virtually

re-designed last year) is also offered with
alternative transmissions ; and the o.h.v.

733 c.c. machine is standardised as a

sports solo as well as sidecar mount.
Perhaps least change of all has been

made to the 494 c.c. o.h.v. Douglas, but
even here considerable improvement has
been effected in the transmission.

C3
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Hland VICTORIA.
62. Always noted for moderate price

combined with sturdy design, the Scot-

tish-built Victoria machines are offered

in five mjain models for 1923. There are

two-stroices using the three different

sizes of Villiers engine—147 c.c, 247

c.c, and 347 c.c.—the remaining pair

employing 348 c.c. and 550 c.c. J.A.P.
engines respectively. Three-speed gear
boxes are fitted in all but the two small-

est types.

With a two-speed gear, the miniature
is priced at £28, the other models rang-
ing upward to £90 for the complete 550
c.c. sidecar outfit.

NOVEMBER 23rd, ig22.

Two-speed model of the

147 c.c. Victoria miniature.

respectively £132, £123, and £113. Suit-
able sidecars are available for all.

Stand IVY.
64. Chief interest on the Ivy stand

will probably centre round the nesw 349
c.c. four-stroke, the design of Mr. H. C.

Newman. There is, however, nothing
startlmg or unconventional about the
new engine, which is built on straight-

forward, common sense lines. It has
very deep radiating fins, a detabhable.
cylinder head, and an outside flywheel.

-

The main change on the two-stroke
models is an oval transfer port which
allows the piston ring bridge pieces to

Imposing two-seated sidecar designed for tht Dversize 1,234 c.c. Indian Chief,

Stand INDIAN.
63. To be known as the " Super-

Chief," a 1,234 c.c. Indian has been in-

troduced to the British public for next
year. In the main it is similar to the
ordinary Chief (998 c.c), 'which made
its first appearance at tlie last Show, and
is, of course, retained.

With a double-seated sidecar of the
Princess type it makes an outfit capable
of high-speed touring "three up"; full

electrical equipment is included in the
price of £167.
The electrically equipped solo models

of the 998 c.c. Chief, 998 c.c. spring
franie machine, and 596 c.c. Scout are

No real change has been found necessary on the 250 c.c. Ivy.

Fully equipped 799 c.c.

A.J.S. sidecar outfit.

be_ dispensed with. An open
lady's model- will be shown.

frame

C-1

Stand A.J.S.
67. The marketing of the o.h.v. 349

c.c. A.J.S., of T.T. fame, will draw
"luge crowds to this stand. In effect,

the new model is practically a replica'l

of the I.O.M. machines, although one off
two modifications have been incorporated!
to ensure a longer life to vital parts of

^
the engine. For example, the valveJ
guides are longer. An aluminium piston.1

is now fitted, but the arrangement ofl
four narrow rings above the gudgeon pinl
.is retained. The radiating fins on the!
head have also been modified.

The side-valve 349 c.c. machines ar^
retained with improved mudgnarding
and aluminium pistons, alterations which
have also been made to the 799 c.c. side-j

car outfits.

23
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geared 211 c.c. Levis

two-stroke.

Stand LEVIS.
68. By winning the lightweight

classes in^the T.T., and the French Grand
Prix, as well as a team prize in the Six
Days Trial, the Levis has this year
accomplished an unparalleled achieve-
ment in the annals of motor cycle com-
petition.

Four models will be shown, three em-
bodying the 211 c.c. engine, and one—ai

£68, the most expensive—the 247 c.c. unit
with a three-speed Sturmev-Archer geai
box, all-chain drive and two internal ex
panding brakes in the rear wheel. Two
of the 211 c.c. machines have chain-cum
belt transmission, but differ in gear box
(Sturmey-Archer two-speed with clutch

753

guarding, silencing, and tyres (650 x 65
mm. on voiturette rimsy, and a Lucas
Magdyno may be fitted without struc-

tural alterations.

fiUincl CAMPION.
72. Of the seven Campions to be

shown, probably the most striking is a

sporting sidecar outfit with a super-

sports 976 c.c. J.A.P engine and a Jar-

dine four-^peed gear. Two touring out-

fits also have J.A.P. engines, but employ

a Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear. One
of the touring outfits and the sporting

model have interchangeable wheels.

Intermediately theie is a workmanlike

550 c.c. solo single with-Sturmey gear

and chain drive ; and at the other end

Di.=tinctive 349 c.c.

Machless solo machine.

Tourmg edition ot the 976

c.c. Campion sidecat outfit.

of the scale are thiee lightweights with
various power units (J A. P., Blackburne,

and Villiers), and transmissions.

Stand
^

ALLON.
73. In this year's Six Days Trials

the Alloii team made a very fine peiform-
ance. Although of only 292 c c. capacity
this two stioke has proved that it can
compete with 350 c c. machines on most
points desired by the average rider, i.e.,

reliability, hill climbing, etc.

Ignition on the two stroke will be, as

before, by Vilhers flywheel magneto, but
the engine, oi couise, is of Allon manu-
factuie.

An entirely new model employs a 348
c.c. four stroke J.A.P engine in a very
similar frame.

Well-mudguarded
touring 292 c.c.

Alien two-sSroke.

and kick-starter, and Burman ditto), and
in frame design (parallel top tube or

sloping top tube).

At £38 the single-geared machine re-

presents an excellent combination of sim-
plicity and proved reliability.

Stand MATCHLESS.
71. In 1923 the makers of the popu-

lar Matchless sidecar outfit will attack
the solo market in a thorough style.

They will offer a 349 c.c. Blackburne-
cngined machine and a 976 c.c. super-
sports J.A.P. engined big twin, both
with a specification to attract the soloist,

including Sturmey gear boxes, T.T. bars
and foot-rests. The smaller model is

sensibly designed, with adequate mud-

c 5
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Good workmansli'p

and simplicity
characterise the
J.D miniature.

Only slight modifications have been
made to the 749 c.c. sidecar outfit and
to the lightweight two-stroke.

Stand
_

P. & M.
77. With the introduction of'a sport-

ing model the makers of the P. & M.
cater for a class of motor cyclist not
hitherto greatly attracted by the sterling

qualities of reliability aiid long life for
which this machine is noted.
High road perfoTmance plus comfort

has , been the aim, and to this end
a new frame has been evolved giving a
low riding position with an excellent
ground clearance. Various changes sucli

as the substitution of an aluminium piston
have been made to the 555 c.c. to increase
its eiRciency-. - -

The P. & M. four-speed gear is a
valuable feature.

Sidiid J.D.
74. In evolving the J.D. miniature,

quite the most elaborate and high-class
single-gear machine of its type, the firm
of Bowden Wire, Ltd., has attempted to
interest a new market. An appeal is

made to the confirmed pedal cyclist who
desires the help of an engine in a vehicle
as simple and yet as reliable and well-

finished as his bicycle.

The 115 c.c. two-stroke engine is well
made and powerful enough for ordinar\
use; it transmits its power to the reai

wheel via a fool-proof friction pulley
drive, capable of being used as a clutcli

by means of handle-bar controlled Bow-
den mechanism.

Lines suggestive of speed and controllability distinguish the latest 49S c.c. V-twin James.

Stand CHATER=LEA.
78. Next year's range of four Chater-

Lea motor cycles is comprehensive with-
out being too extensive.

-A 976 c.c. twin, a 545 c.c. single and
a 269 c.c. two-stroke are fitted witli the

firm's own engines, while a 348 c.c.

sporting model uses a Blackburne unit

of the o.h.v. or side-valve type.

The 545 c.c. single is typical of the

four, being a substantially built but neat

looking dual-purpose mount with a three-

speed Sturmey gear box, chain trans-

mission and internal expanding brakes on

both wheels. One of its novel features

is the method of driving the magneto
from a sprocket on the mainshaft, a two
to one reduction being employed.

io give speed and comfort is the aim of the P. & M. "Hanthrr.''

Slai-d JAMES.
75. Interest on the James stand will

be divided between the new 350 c.c.

single, which made a creditable first ap-
pearance in the Six Days Trials, and the
redesigned 598 c.c. twin.
Perhaps the latter deserves premier

attention for it is one of a very small
class nowadays, but a particularly attrac-
tive example. Detachable cylinder heads,
a frame cm the lines of the 350 c.c. model—i.e., with a much sloping top tube—and
various engine modifications making for
greater efficiency are the chief improve-
ments.
The 350 c.c. single is likewise a worthy

example of its class, an ever-growing
class in this case.

c 6

Symmetrically designed and well mudguarded Chater-Lea two-stroke
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Stand O.K.

79. Many successes have been scored
by a 250 c.c. o.h.v. O.K.-BIackburne in

important races and speed events this

yeai, and the marketed replica of this

model will inevitably command much at-

tention.

On this and all other O.K. models the
frame has been redesigned, the top tube
curving gradually downwards from the
steering head. Brampton forks are now
fitted, a racing type on the o.h.v. model.
Three of the exhibits will be fitted with

the 292 c.c. O.K. two-sti-oke engine, fol-

lowing the same lines as the machines
that wen the 350 c.c. team prize in the
Six Days Trials this year. The varia-

tions in the various two-stroke models lie

in transmission and equipment. 250 c.c.

and 350 c.c. side-valve Blackburne light-

weights will also be shown.

One of the most popular machines with lady motor cyclists is the 247 c.c. Cedes open frame model.

Stand CEDOS.
80. Cedos two-stroke motor cycles

have always had an excellent reputation

for clever design, reliability, and good

'workmanship, and when their manufac-

ture was temporarily discontinued owing

to external reasons it was not long before

a new company recognised their possi-

bilities.

Considerable improvements have been

made in the 1923 design. Two models

are being concentrated upon—a standard,

with 26in. wheels, and a lady's, with

24in. wheels—both employing the same

247 c.c. engine.

The cylinder, which has. a detachable

head, has been evolved with a view to

avoiding heat distortions. Again, the

movinn- parts of the unit are so accurately

^fZx..

Race-winning 25(}t:.c. o.h.v. O.K.-BIackburne in its marketed form.

Stand FBANCISBARNETT.
81. Belt drive has been entirely

abandoned by the makers of the Francis-
Barnett, a J.A.P.-engined lightweight,
notable for its finish and detail design.

'

The chief model is fitted with a
546 c.c. J.A.P. single, and is obtainable
in tourmg, sporting, and sidecar forms.
All three are attractive in appearance,
the sports model particularly s.<^ being
finished in grey and mauve. Sturmey"
Archer three-speed gear bo.\-es and saddle
tanks are salient features.
When a 292 c.c. J.A.P. engine is used

a choice of two- or three-speed gear
boxes i.? allowed.

Stand BROUGH SUPERIOR.
89. In a very short space of time the

Brough Superior has earned a name for
itself that conjures up the most luxurious
form of solo motor cycle. It was the
first serious attempt to produce a de
hixc British big twin solo machine.

ground to size that if is unnecessary to

balance each engine individually.

Quite an imposing appearance distinguishes the

346 c.c. sporting Francis-Barnett.

Guaranteed 80 m.p.li. bat docile as a lightweight " S.S.80" Brough Superior.

The "S.S.30," a new type employing
the super-sports J.A.P. engine, made its

first appearance in the Six Days Trials,
when it gained a gold medal and earned
more bonus marks in the speed test than
anv other machine.
the o.h.v. jr.A.P. and smaller M.A.G.

models are retained.

Stand HACK.
117. In ei^ect the Hack is a scooter

with a seat, but that it is quite a prac-
ticable proposition is illustrated by a

r.ecent test, ofiicially observed by the
A.C.U., in which two machines covered
100 miles at an average speed of 15.3

ra.p.h. The two-stroke engine is 110 c.c.

and the tyre size 20 x If in

c 9
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Stand MOHAWK.

92. So far as solo mounts are con-

cerned, the chiei' specialities of the Mo-
hawk Cycle Co. are a 293 c.c. J.A.P.-en-
gined machine and a 350 c.c. sports model,
both fitted with a Sturmey-Archer two-
speed gear boxes. A standard 350 c.c.

machine has chain transmission.

Passenger enthusiasts have not been
neglected, since the company also pro-

duces a useful 680 c.c. J.A.P.-engined
sidecar model fitted with a three-speed

gear and chain transmission.

Stand DIAMOND.
93. Particularly neat frame design

and a number of examples of fully en-

closed chain transmission are the chief

characteristics of the Diamond motor
cvclos.

The chain cases are commendahlv clean

One of the only two 350 c.c. machines with

enclosed rear chains is the Diamond.

New light touring 349 c.c. New Imperial sidecar outfit

is remarkable for its roominess and com-
fort has been evolved for the last men-
tioned model.
Some improvemeiits have also been

made in the big twins, which now have
loop frames on similar lines to the light-

weights.

Stcmd LEA-FRANCIS.
95. For many years Lea-Francis

motor cycles have enjoyed a reputation
for very excellent -finish and, while re-

taining this trait for 1923, they have
been thoroughly modernised, particularly
the frame design.
Two models onlj' are specialised on,

both being fitted with V twin M.A.C4.
engines, and both suitable for solo or
sidecar work. Although the two are
alike in some respects, they differ con-
siderably in specification. The smaller

in appearance, and instead of detracting

from, probably add to, the beauty of

the machine.
J.A.P., Villiers, and Barr and Stroud

engines are employed.

Stand NEW IMPERIAL.
94. In view of the discussion re-

garding noisy motor cycles, it is notable

that great attention has been paid to the

silencing of the New Imperial sports

models, but otherwise little change has
been found necessary. The chief single-

cylinder models are 248 c.c. sports, 293
c.c. light touring, and 348 "c.c. sports

and touring. A special sidecar which

Sturdy simplicity is the keynote of the 493 c.c. sporting B.S.A.

Re-designed 592 c.c. Lea-Francis-M.A.G., a flexible dual-purpose machme.

(495 c.c.) machine has a Lea-Francis
three-speed gear box, Druid forks, and
26x2iin. tyres, while the larger (592

o.c.) has a Barman gear box, Brampton
forks, and 26 y. 3in. tyres.

\

Stand B.S.A.
96. Famous throughout the world for

excellent finish, solidity and reliability,

the B.S.A. is made by a company that is

not content to rest upon its laurels. It

has introduced an entirely new 493 c.c.

sports model with mechanical lubrication,

as well as a 349 c.c. machine, which is to

a certain extent a small edition of the

first named. Both models are chain

driven, and great attention has been paid

to mudguai'ding, legshields being included

in the equipment of the 349 c.c. machine
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Stand RUDGE.
97. Popular on account of its liveli-

ness, ease of steering and steadiness, the

chain-driven Rudge has not undergone

serious modifications for 1923. The
alterations are an improved toolbag on

the top tujje, and ' a slight change in

colour. Some improvement has also been

made in the domed mudguards, which are

now 6 in. across. Both the single and
twin cylinder models will be available

with a new four-speed gear box.

Worthy of note is the ingenious con-

struction of the new sidecar chassis,

which consists of a tubular hairpin, one

side of which runs parallel with the

centre line of the machine. The frame is

very rigid owing to the construction of

the rear axle, which is a straight tube
with_ massive, forgings at botn ends.

This axle may be easily undipped and
reversed so that the chassis may fit the

other side of the machine.

Hlmul EXCELSIOR.
98. Extending from a 147 c.c.

Villiers-engined lightweight at £28 10s.

to a 976 c.c. J.A.P.-engiued sidecar out-

fit at £123, the E-xcelsior range of models
caters for extreme tastes without reaching
extremely high prices. In between are

another Villiers model (247 c.c, £48), a

348 c.c. J.A.P. (£67), and a 349 c.c.

Blackburne (£67).

The miniature is fitted with a plain

two-speed gear box, the remaining two-
stroke has the same ratios, but a clutch

and kick-starter, and the larger machines
have three-speed boxes v?ith all-chain

drive. For £3 7s. 6d. extra the 147 c.c.

model may be fitted with a clutch and a
lighting set.

Stand - RALEIGH.
99. One way in which the Raleigh

engine differs from many others is that it

has a scoop on the big end to pick up oil

from the crank case. The chain-driven
machine is of attractive appearance, and
can be fitted with a 348 c.c. or 398 c.c.

engine; for the latter a special sidecar and
tradesman's carrier have been designed.
An internal expanding rear brake of large

diameter has been embodied. The finish

of the Raleigh is, of course, without re-

proach, while its performances in reli-

ability trials at home and abroad are very
much to the credit of its makers. Sixty-

five m.p.h. is claimed for a sports model.

.-3ii«...,

Latest form of the rhain-driven

499 c.c. Rudgc.

348 c.c. J.A.P.-engined Fvce'sior light solo machine.

Popular touring edition of the 348 c.c. Raleigh

lightweight, with chain drive.

Stand SUN.
100. Since the makers of Sun motor cycles have always

specialised in lightweights, it is only natural that they
should turn to meet the growing demand for workmanlike
miniatures.

Absolutely the simplest lines are followed by the new-
ultra-lightweight (a two-stroke), but spring forks ai-e fitted

and pedalling gear is dispensed with.

Stand HOBART.
101. No Hobart for next year will exceed 350 c.c, the

exhibit consisting of five lightweights and two examples of

a new miniature to be marketed at a very moderate
price.

Three of the lightweights, 348 c.c. sports J.A.P., 348 c.c.

touring J.A.P., and 349 c.c. Blackburne models, have final

chain drive, 249 c.c. Blackburrn' and 293 c.c. J.A.P.-engined
machines having chain-cnm-belt transmission.
The miniature is a two-stroke , of the simplest description,

which the makers anticipate will arouse great interest. Lightly built but clean-looking Sun miniature.
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Clean cut lines distinguish the o.h.v. 490 c.c. Norton.

Compact but accessible Calthorpe lightweight.

Melen tradesman's motor
carrier tricycle.

NOVEMBER 23rd, ig22.

Stand BOWN.
102. There are three main ihodels of

the Bown lightweight, fitted respectively

with 349 c.c. Blackburne, 548 c.c. J.A.F.,
and 247 c.c. Villiers engines.

Various forms of transmission (final

belt or chain) and gear box (two or

three speed) are offered, thus multiply-
ing considerably the actual number of

models available.

Also on show will be an ultra light-

weight, embodying the 147 c.c. Villiers

two-stroke engine, and direct belt drive,

or a two-speed gear box and chain and
belt transmission.

Stand NORTON.
103. Norton machines have long held

an enviable reputation not only for speed
but for reliability. ' The overhead valve
model is very nearly an ideal fast tour-

ing or competition mount, but although it

has now reached production form, and
was shown at the Paris Show, it has not

yet become well known, and its exhibi-

tion at Olympia will be looked forward
to with interest. *

Naturally the 490 c.c. side-by-side

valve^en'gined machine will also be
shown ; it is now fitted with wide, flat

mudguards, footrests, and legshields.
'

Finally there is the 633 c.c. Big Foui',

mainly for sidecar haulage, but some-
times Used solo.

Stand CALTHORPE.
104. For next season there will be

three Calthorpe models : a 250 c.c. single-

geared machine ; a two-speed model with
a new engine, the power of which has
been considerably improved, fitted with
a Burman two-speed gear with clutch and
kick-starter ; and a 350 c.c. sidecar out-

fit. It is worth recording that the Cal-

thorps Motor Cycle Co. has done much
towards popularising economical sidecar

outfits, for the engine fitted was one of -

the first 350 c.c. two-strokes to be
a practical proposition for passenger
work.

Stand MELEN.
105. Tradesmen and others with a

lot of light delivery work will be in

terested in this exhibit, which consists of

a self-propelled carrier tricycle.

The framework is very strongly carried

out, and the vehicle, although retailing

at a moderate price, is in no sense a

motorised pedal carrier. A 297 c.c. Union
engine . is used.

Stand ARIEL.
106. From the earliest days the name

Ariel has figured in motor-cycle history.

Though they were pioneers of the light-

weight machine in the clays of the sur-

face carburetter, its makers have recently
,

been better known for medium- and
heavyweight machines, arid only this

year have they reverted to a 249 c.c.

machine.
A chain-driven 498 c.c. mount is also a

new model.
For those who want plenty of power

there are 796 c.c. and 993 c.c. engined

machines, as well as the familiar 565 c.c.

single-cylinder sidecar outfit. Belt drive

is retained only on the 498 c.c. sports

model.

26
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No other vehicle will ever

menace slcic-ars ot the

Royal Enfield lype.

Stand BEARDMOREPRECISION.
109. One of the chief novelties of

the Beardmoie range of mgichines is a
345 CO. four-stroke with side by side
valves, and an outside flywheel.
There is also a SCO e.c. machine

equipped with a modification of the T.T.
engine, eminently suitable for fast solo
riding. The 598 c.c. big single remains
largely unaltered.
Pressed steel construction has been a

feature of Beardmore-Precision motor
cycles during the last four years, and it

is now even further developed as the
back stays are steel pressings in the latest"

models.

Sfand SUNBEAM.
110. Pronounced successes in import-

ant competitions continued to go to Sun-
beam motor cycles during 1922, as in pre-
vious years, but even had Sunbeam riders
abstained absolutely from trials and races
there are enough features of note on the

,S'ta»rf ENFIELD.
107, It is not difficult to discover the

reason, or reasons, for the great popu-
larity of the 976 c.c. Enfield sidecar out-

fit. Not only is it moderately priced,

but it has a high road performance, an
attribute helped by a light and simple
two-speed gear, instead of the more com-
mon but heavier three^ or four-speed box.
The average man, who does not wish to
climb freak hills, does not notice the ab-
sence of a third ratio.

Innovations for next year are a foot-

operated front brake and a locking de-
vice for the rear brake. The tools are now
accessibly carried in a wallet on the side-
car door.

No extra charge is made for a kick-

portmg , bury, with attractive Canoelet sidecar.

design of the machines to attract crowds
tO' this stand at Olympia.
Furthermore, there is a new 347 c.c.

machine to attract the man who considers,

500 c.c. too much. The engine may be

described as a replica of the long-stroke

T.T. unit. Two typos will be shown—

a

roadster- with footboards, totally enclosed

chains and touring gears, and a sporting

model with footrests, aluminium piston,

higher compression, close ratio gears,

and a guard over the rear chain.

The 492 c.c, two 499 c.c, 596 c.c, and
976 c.c. models remain unaltered.

Reintroduced Sunbeam
lightweight, with lona

starter

is reta

forms.

New sporting 496 c.c. Beardmore on the lines of the I.O.M. machine,

on the 225 c.c. two-stroke, which
ined in its touring and sporting

:e engine ot

Stand BRADBURY.
108. Recent successes at Brooklands

have proved that the new Bradbury is

speedy as well as reliable. The lines of

the machine have been greatly improved,
and are now really attractive.

Three principal models are : a 350 c.c.

single, a 554 c.c. single, and a 749 c.c.

twin. All these have four-stroke engines
made throughout by Bradbury and Co.,
Ltd. It is also worthy of note that the
silencing arrangements have received
careful study.

14 c 13
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Bradshaw-engined Henley semi-sporting machine

NOVEMBER 23rd, ig22.

Stand HENDERSON and
AMERICAN X.

123. Extremely moderate prices are

characteristics of the Henderson and
American X motor cycles for next year

that should attract considerable attention

to this stand.

Solo, with complete electrical equip-

ment, the 999.5 c.c. American X is only

£105 ; with sidecar it is £131 5s.

Similarly the four-cylinder Henderson,
electrically equipped, is £137 solo and
£172 with a complete sidecar—in which
fprms it will be shffwn.

These sturdy examples of American de-

Hlaml HENLEY.
111. 350 c c lightweights aie the

most important models bearing the name
Henley, which makes its fiist appearance
at Olympia, although by no means new to

the road.

A Bradshaw-engined chain-drnen
machine is particularly neat

Stand H.B.
121. Three variations of one type of

machine will be shown on the H.B. stand.

It is a three-speed (Burman), chain-driven,
349 c.c. Blackburne-engined mount, witlf

mechanical lubrication, internal expanding
brakes on both wheels, and several like

refinements in equipment and construction.

The different models are side-valve
touring, "side-valve sports, and o.h.v.

sports.

Dunlop cord 650x65 mm. tyres are
fitted in every case.

Electrically equipped

999-5 c c. American X.

Tradesman's model of the unique Harper Runabout,

which has remarkable capabilities.

sign are now produced by the same com-
pany, and several of their parts are inter-

changeable, thus facilitating the distribu-

tion of spares.

Stand COVENTRY MASCOT.
124. Sleeve-valve (Barr and Stroud)

or oil-cooled (Bradshaw) 350 c.c. four-

stroke engines are fitted to the 1923

Coventry Mascots, well-proportioned solo

machines embodying various gear boxes

and final belt or chain transmission.

Quite a novelty^ on the stand will be

! a machine with a watersplash-proof ex-

haust pipe, I.e., an exhaust pipe with its

final and only exit in the neighbourhood
of the pinnier tool-bag.

(.Continued on page 764,)

Stand HARPER RUNABOUT.
122. Although the Harper runabout

has been primarily designed as a tender
to a car and tor general knock-about pur-

poses, its showing in the Scottish Six

Days Trials was such as to cause those

who witnessed it to respect it as a work-
manlike, mountain-climbing touring
A'ehicle with quite an extraordinary turn
of sjieed.

A 269 c.c. proprietary two-stroke
engine is fitted, the cylinder of which
has been re-designed by the makers of

the three-wheeler. Three separate chains
provide three direct speeds. Detachable
and interchangeable wheels are used.
Various constructional improvements

have been made for 1923.

c 14

Watersplash-proof Coventry Mascot-B. & S.
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SIDECARS AT THE
SHOW.

The Appeal of the Proprietary Attachment.

Where to see the Latest Designs.

IT
is not difficult to justify the existence of the pro-

prietary sidecar.

Despite the fact that the motor cycle manufac-

turer who markets a sidecar outfit almost invariably

supplies the attacliment as well—either his own or a

proprietary make—there is a certain type of enthu-

siastic buyer who chooses a machine and then chooses

a sidecar separately. This procedure is often followed

by the very keenest motor cyclists, who like to make
their own choice in all things.

Then there is the man who already possesses a solo

machine and comes to the Show to buy a sidecar for it.

An important and discriminating class is thus

formed. The sidecar manufacturers, on their part,

will stage a wonderful range of their products.

On this and the following two pages will be found
representative models ; ten times as many pages of The
Motor Cycle would be required to illustrate every type,

for each maker has realised that requirements in side-

cars vary just as much as they do in motor cycles.

.

As a guide to the visitor to Olympia, the following
stands are devoted wholly or mainly to sidecars, and
every one of them is worth a visit :

29a. Hawk. 120. Whitley.
39. Grindlay. ^ 144. " '

42. Montgomery. 163.

65. Millford. 165
66. Dunhill. 170.
69, Watsonian. 180.

113. Dorway.

7<5/

Hughes.
Rideezi.

Sheffield-Henderson.
Sandum.
Swallow.

Comlortable touring Canoelet perhaps better known to-day in its

sporting form

Canoelet taxi sidecar built for the County Cycle

Motor Cycle Co.

^. JTj^J^^X'^-^^^^

Roomy Watsonian touring model

Two adults may be seated comfortably in the Millford tandem body.
Chassis of the Dorway folding sidecar in the

closed position.

17
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PROPRIETARY SIDECARS AT OLYMPIA.
Light attachments for fast mctor cycles.

Boal-shaped Canoelet of particu-

larly pleasing contour

Projectile-lik
Hawk with minia-

ture car-type wihd
screen.

.---c:.

Striking " super sports " Montgomery
sidecar.

Watsonian sports model,

peculiarly suited for 350

c.c. machines.
Dunhill blunted cigar-shaped aluminium body of the well-known

triangulated chassis.

Fme and wet weather equipment on the Swallow
sporting sidecsr.

^rfc—v*^^

-w^

O l8 25
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SIDECARS FOR ALL TYPES OF MACHINES.
Wide Range of M dels to be Exhibited at O.ympia.

Occasional two-seater

Rideezi model.

Montgomery sports side-

car, a pioneer of its type.

Sporting lines, but touring

equipment and comfort
standards, are obtained on
this Montgomery model.

\-^iiseSP«**'iS»***-

Racy-looking Millford

sports model.

Club modi
Grindia:
for attach

men t tu
"^

500 C.C.—

1.000 c.c.

machi

sporting

Raliish lines are carried to

the very limit on this

Rideezi design.
Speedy in appearance,

but roomy, Sandum
sporting type.

15 CI9
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(Continued Irom p. 760).

Stand. WOLF.
125. Seven Wolf motor cycles will be

shown, ranging from a single-geared
147 c.c. Villiers-engined miniatnre to a
550 c.c. Blackburne-engined dual purpose
mount in a solo form.
In between are 247 c.c. and 347 c.c.

Villiers; 293 c.c, J.A.P., o.h.v. 250 c.c.
and side-valve 350 c.c. Blackburne
models, all displaying good finish for
their moderate prices.

Well-known component gear boxes, etc.,

are used in every case.

Stand HUMBER.
126. The Humber name was origin-

ally associated with single-cylinder ma-

NOVEMBER 23rd, ig22.

Conventionally designed 349 c.c. Wolf-

Blackburne.

gear box is the same as that employed
on the well-known flat-twin Humber.
which will also be shown.

Stand TRIUMPH.
128. One of the novelties of the year

is the new unit engine and gear box
350 c.c. Triumph, and, although deliveries

will not commence until April, it is cer-

tain to attract much public attention.

To say that it bristles with clever engi-

neering design is not to exaggerate.

One or tw.o small\but important modifi-

cations have been made to the 499 c,c.

four-valve fast touring machine, and a

particularly attractive sporting sidecar

has been designed for it.

Three inch tyres and Triumph-Diuid

chines, but flat twins gradually ousted Sporting alumin-
the former type. The latest production

j^^^ sidecar ai-
once again brings Humber, Ltd., into the (g^Ugj („ t},^
single-Sylinder field

o.h.v. Triumph.
the new engine has a bore and stroke

of 75x79 mm. (349 cc). Both valves

a"re located at the side of the head, which
is not detachable ; the ports are well

ribbed and have ample air spaces between
the walls. Each adjustable valve tappet
is operated directly by its cam without
the interposition of rocl.ers, and the
tappet guides are a press fit in the timing-

case, being held in position by a clamp.
The Humber three-speed gear box,

with clutch and kick-starter, is attached
to the bottom bracket, and a positive
adjustment is • provided for the front
chain. The internal mechanism of tlie

Mullum In parvo" aptly describes the latest Velocette. forks are now fitted to the 550 cc, chain-

driven machine, and the two-stroke has

an increased engine capacity and a clutch

and kick-starter.

Stand . VELOCETTE,
129. Those interested in two-stroke

design should make a point of inspecting

the latest Velocette engine, which has

been re-designed on the lines of the

record-breaking and T.T. machines.
Two separate exhaust ports of a shape

that allows a gradual escape of the gases

are spaced widely apart in the cylinder

wall, a cooling draught of air thus imping-

ing on what is normally the hottest point.

Attention has also been given to the

matter of silence, and all the silencer

. joints are particularly carefully made to

prevent leakage, Mudguarding has been

lurther improved.
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Stand. HAZLEWOOD.

130. Possessing an old-established re-

putation for sturdiness, Bazlewood motor

cycles are typical of the better class of

makes using proprietary components in

a sensible manner, but employing parts

to the firm's own design when this course

appears advisable.

Lightweight solo machines and medium
weight and hea\7ywe)ght twin sidecar out-

fits will be shown. J. A. P. engines are

used in every case, and chain-cum-belt or

all chain transmission is employed accord-

ing to price. Two de. luxe sidecar outfits

retain the well-known Hazlewood spring

seat pillar and have well-designed rear

internal e.xpanding brakes.

f5^^(^IL3 7(>5

Chain drive has been adopted on the Hazlewood lightweight.

No great change has been made to the 654 c.c. V-twin Rover-Jap

Stand ROVER.
131. Although a very novel Rover

""

model will make its first appearance at

the Show, we are not at liberty to dis-

close details until next week. Few
changes of importance ha->-e been made
to the 654 c.c. twin or to the 499 c.c.

single.

Sla-nd CONNAUGHT.
132. Various modifications and im-

provements have been made to the two-
stroke Connaught, which is one of the
pioneers of its class, and therefore worthy
of close attention.

Special cast aluminium exhaust mani-
folds have been designed for the stan-

dard and the sporting 348 c.c. engines,

and the silencing arrangements on both

are thoroughly adequate. Brake opera-

tion has been made more easy, and lubri-

cation, by a Showell mechanical pump,
has received cai'eful attention regarding
the internal distribution of the oil.

A new sidecar, made by the firm, will

also be staged, as well as examples of

the 293 c.c. models modified in some
respects like the larger machines.

Stand REX-ACME.
133. One of the first machines to

adopt the 5O0 c.c. Barr and Stroud
engine is the Rex-Acme, and a model so

fitted will be staged. Externally it re-

sembles the 500 c.c. "Impy" model
which will be shown as a sidecar outfit.

Other Rex-Acmes employ 350 c.c. B. &
S., 250 c.c. and 350 c.c. Blackburne, and
239 c.c. J. A. P. engines. Chain trans-

Serviceability IS the main aim of the 293 c.c. Connaught.

mission is standard except on the two
smallest machines and on a new two-
stroke miniature making its first appear-
ance.

SHOW REPORT.

Next week's issue will embody a complete

report of the Annual Oijinpia Motor
Cycle Exhibition Line drawmgs by our

own artists and photographic reproduc-

tions will be a feature of an enlarged

issue full of interest.

ORDER YOUR COPY TO-DAY I

Largest JAP. engined Rex-Acme, familiarly known as ' Impy.'
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Stand RADCO.

135. Two interesting departures have
been made by the manufacturers of the

Radco two-stroke. Chain drive has been

adopted for the sporting model, and a

spring frame of somewhat unusual action

has been designed. With disc wheels and

an external contracting brake the 247 c.c.

sporting model is a workmanlike product,

embodying many years' experience in the

construction of two-stroke lightweights.

Wider mudguards, foot-boards instead

of footrests, and a brake improvernent

are the chief changes on the belt-driven

machines.

481 c.c. twin two-

stroke Scott Squirrel.

NOVEMBER 23rd, 1922.

Lady's model Radco lightweight,

with efficient belt guard.

Statid SCOTT.
136. For years Scott enthusiasts

have been asking for a three-speed gear,

and although the water-cooled two-stroke
twin "pulls" very well on a comparatively
high ratio, the request was jirobably

justifiable from the sidecarists.

Next year the standard 532 c.c. Scott
will be definitely obtainable with a three-

speed gear, but the 481 c.c. Squirrel re-

mains very much as before. However,
the performance of the latter machine in

the T.T. (when it finished 3rd and 4th)

proved that there is not much to com-
plain about with it in its standard form.
The new three-speed model is described
fully elsewhere.

Stand SPARKBROOK.
137. 250 c.c. and 550 c.c. light-

weights are thei speciality of the Spark-
brook Manufacturing Co.

Four well-known proprietary engines
are employed in the various
models—247 c.c. and 347 c.c.

Villiers, 348 c.c. super-sports

J.A. P., and 349 c.c. sleeve

valve Barr and Stroud.

Various forms of tiansmission, from
direct belt drive and single gear to all-

chain drive with a three-speed box, are

offered, and the prices are moderate.

Stand EDMUND.
138. The Edmund has a system of

suspension which gives the advantages
of a spring frame without many of its

disadvantages. Only the rider is sprung,
the saddle and footboards or footrests
being inter-connected and free to move
up and down against a long leaf spring.

Extreme neatness in appearance is a
feature of the design that makes the
Edmund one of the handsomest light-

weights of to-day.

Finely proportioned lightweight

s.decar attached to a spring

frame Edmund.

Aero model of the Morgan runabout,

Side-valve and o.h.v. Blackburne

engines are chiefly used, and a
^
very

attractive sporting sidecar outfit will be

staged.

Stand MORGAN.
139. There is little need to comment

on the Morgan, which is practically un-

changed for next year—except in price.

It occupies very nearly a class by itself,

and its owners are almost invariably

enthusiasts regarding its capabilities.

1923 prices have been announced as

follows: Standard, £135; rfe luxe, £155;

family, £165. Water-cooled Morgans, in-

cluding the racy-looking Grand Prix

type, cost slightly more, the prices

enumerated being for air-cooled J.A.P. or

Blackburne engines

C24
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Stand OMEGA.
1*0.' Quite one of the most attractive

of the heavy 1923 crop of miniatures is the

170 c.c. Omega, which lias a well designed

two-sti'oke engine, made by the manutac
turers of the machine. Tv. examples will

be staged, one with a two-speed gear box

and clutch.

Four of the now well knoNi^n 350 c c

duplex-frame two-stroke liglitweights, one

with a suitable sidecar, wdl also bo on

exhibition, the points of difference being

in gears and transmission.

Finally, there will be a 292 c c J.A.P -

engined utility mount.
Prices, solo, range from £25 to £69

7(>7

Loop frame 1 70 c.c. Omega of sensible design

286 c.c. F.N., with transversely set engine and shaft drive

F.N.

The engines of the new models are de-
signed for efficiency with long life, and
have plain bearings throughout. An inter-

esting constructional detail is that the
uU and petrol tanks are entirely separate
members. Neatly guarded chain trans-
mission, via a three-speed gear box, is

employed, and internal expanding brakes
are fitted to front and rear wheels. In.
appearance both models, which are very
much alike, leave Jittle to be desired.
One or two detail refinements (including

a new silencer) have been made to the
popular 595 c.c. sidecar, which is now
additionally obtainable in an attractive
sporting form.

Htand McKENZIE.
145. Introduced almost exactly a

year ago, the McKenzie lightweight made
Stand

141. Built in one of the largest con-
tinental small-arm factories, F.N. products
are famed for their excellent design, good
material, and lasting qualities. The 748
c.c. four-cylinder is a machine which is

built entirely on car lines, equipped with
an engine which was entirely re-designed

last year, and includes the very latest car

practice, such as overhead inlet valves

and mechanical lubrication. The single-

cylinder 286 c.c. model, the engine of

which is placed across the frame, also has
propeller shaft transmission, and remains
unaltered.

Stand NEW HUDSON.
142. Extending, from a. 211 c.c. two-

stroke to a 1,098 c.c. three-wheeler of

advanced design, the New Hudson range

has been made still more representative by
the introduction of two solo singles in the

350 c.c. and 500 c.o. classes respectively.

McKenzie miniature that set a fashion

in its class.

Sturdy but attractive-looking 595 c.c. New
Hudson sidecar outfit.

its first appearance before the public in

an A.C.U. observed trial, in which it

acquitted itself creditably. Since that time
it has increased enormously in popularity.

• .Several modifications have been made
to this model as a result of experience

obtained during the past year with a very
large output. Among these is an im-

proved frame, which, however, is still of

the loop type ; it is more convenient for

lady cyclists.

A new McKenzie has been designed

fitted with the same 169 c.c. engine, but

built on true motor-cycle lines. This en-

gine is built into a motor cycle frame

with a straight top tube, has a two-speed

gear bos, Druid forks, 24x2 in. tyres,

weighs 120 lb., and costs £33 18s. com-

plete with all accessories.
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Mechanically the P. & P. will be one of the

most intere-iting exhibits at the Show.

NO.VEMBER 23rd, ig22.

built front wheel and spring forks, carry-

ing a 55x56 mm. two-stroke engine, the
whole to replace the forks and front
wheel of an ordinary pedal cycle. Trans-
mission is by chain, and a cork insert
clutch is provided.
There is a good deal to be said in

favour of this method of motorising a
pedal cycle. It is simple and strong
enough to stand its own stresses ; steer-
ing is good ; and the rider's clothing
does not come into contact with the
mechanism.

Stand METRO=TYLER.
149. The makers of the Metro-Tyler

are among those firms who cater for
all classes of riders. In the case of

Sland P. & P.

146. There are at least as many
details of interest on the P. & P. as

on any other machine in Olympia.
Briefly, it may be summarised as an
attempt, and apparently a successful one,

to make an absolutely silent and com-
pletely protected motor cycle.

A Barr and Stroud engine and a

Sturmey-Archer gear box are employed,
but otherwise the design—duplex frame,
revolving back axle, etc.—is quite

original.

Side-shields may be fitted entirely

hiding the engine, and mudguarding,
saddle suspension and riding position

have received careful attention.

Internal ' expanding brakes are fitted

front and rear.

The saddle has a very
wide range of up and down
movement, and is set well , »jr«;*^

forward in order to secure

good weight distribution

Italian built 600 c.c V-twin Bianchi, with primary g;ar drive.

5*^1

Cykelaid motor-

ised front wheel

on a standard

pedal cycle.

Stand BIANCHl.
156. It is not often that British

motor cyclists have the opportunity of

studying Italian motor cycle design, but

this year they will have a chance of in-

specting the Bianchi. which is the pro-

duction of one of the leading motor car

manufacturers of that country.

Unit construction is a feature of tliis

interesting machine ; there are two
models, a 600 c.c. twin and a 498 c.c.

single-cylinder.

Stand CYKELAID.
158. By no means an entirely new

and untried design, the Cykelaid motor
attachments for pedal cycles with re-

appear at Olympia in a revised form.
The complete unit consists of a specially

C28

the "All-Black Baby," they have de-
signed a machine suitable for the be-
ginner, which can be bought cheaply, is

of simple design, and yet will go almost
anywhere. A two-speed gear can be
added at a small cost, and it can also'

be obtained as a sports model. All the
engines are fitted with an aluminium
radiator on the top of the cylinder.
The more advanced rider is catered

for by the 348 c.c. Blackburne-engined
machine, which can be had with either

the overhead valve or side valve engine.

The all-enclosed Metro-Tyler two-stroke
is still retained, as well as the 698 c.c.

Blackburne-engined twin.

Metro-Tyler minia-

ture, rejoicing m
the name " All-

Black Baby."

18
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Stand
_

DUNELT.
166. Chain-drive is employed in a

new model of the Dunelt, a big single-

cylinder (499 c.c.) two'sft'oke of proved
capability for sidecar work. The wheel-

base of the latest addition is shorter

than hitherto, and the silencing arrange-
ments have been much improved.
One or two modifications have also been

made to the engine, which, it will be
lecalled, has a double diameter piston.

Gi eater fuel economy has been obtained
tiom a special type of Amac carburetter

which also gives an appreciable increase
m power.

Prices vary from £75 for the chain-

cura-belt solo model to £117 for the cKain-

Semi-sponing 490 c.c. sol

Stand QUADRANT.
161. Perhaps the most interesting

Quadrant is the new 490 c.c. single-cylin-

der model, introduced in. early October.
This machine, which is of pleasing ap-

pearance, has a side-by-side valve engine
with a detachable head. Transmission is

by chain via a Sturmey three-speed gear
box. An internal expanding band brake
is fitted to the front wheel, the rear

brake being a fibre block working in a

dummy belt rim. The price, solo, is £63,
and, with a light sidecar. £80.
The 654 c.c. chain-cum-belt and chain-

driven dual-pui'pose machines have been

even further reduced in price, £90 being

the cost of the cheapest outfit.

Staiul SIRRAH &VERUS.
164. Although eight different ma-

chines will he staged they, bv no means

Conventionally designed 349 c.c. Verus-Blackbume.

iS-— driven sidecar outfit with detachable and
interchangeable front and sidecar wheels.

Stand SHEFFIELDHENDERSON.
168. Successes in various speed

events, including the T.T., have brought
the Sheffield-Henderson very quickly into

the limelight. The 349 c.c.'o.h.v. Black-
burne-engined model of this make was
also one of the first machines to be
offered with a definite speed guarantee

—

70 m.p.h., in this case.

Touring and sporting side valve Black-

burne, sporting o.h.v. Blackbume, and
dual-purpose Bradshaw models—all in

the 350 c.c. class—comprise the Sheffield-

Henderson range, and all have chain

transmission and three-speed Burman

Guaranteed 70 m.p.h. semi-stripped 349 c.c. Sheffield-Henderson

fully represent the very complete range
of Sirrah and Verus motor cycles. None
of the types shown is of a greater capa-
city than 350 c.c.

Bearing the Verus transfer will be a

two-speed touring 349 c.c. Blackburne-
engined mount and two three-speed
models with the o.h.v. engine of the
same make and capacity, and a side^

valve 348 c.c. J. A. P. respectively.

The Sirrahs range from the 150 c.c.

o.h.v. Weaver rnotorised bicycle to the
292 c.c. Union-engined two-stroke sidecar
outfit. Excepting the miniature and a
248 c.c. Blackburne model, all the Sirrahs
are two-strokes.

Broadly speakine. the Verus is the de
luxe model of the uirrah.

Chain-driven model of the 499 c.c. Dunelt two-stroke sidecar outfit.

13 c 31
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gear boxes. Their curious but not un-

attractive-looking frame construction is

now familiar to most people.

Himul POWELL.
167. Although the Powell has not

competed in a great many reliability

trials, it has. invariably put up a good
show on the occasions it has been entered
—and these have usually been pretty stiff

events.

The 547 c.c. dual-purpose model is now
available with either final belt or chain
drive, and has not undergone any radical

alteration for next year.

The introduction of a 247 c.c. Villiers-

engined lightweight, however, is interest-

ing. Conventional lines are followed
throughout, transmission being by chain
and belt via an Albion two-speed gear box.
It is also obtainable single-geared.

Stand SCOTT SOCIABLE.
168. As befits a design which was

evolved and tested tor five or six years be-
fore it reached the public, only the smallest
details are likely to be altered on the Scott
Sociable. During the present year the
transmission has been strengthened, and
an aluminium body has been adopted.
For 1923 a greater ratio of engine move-
ment to the traverse of the starting lever

has been provided, and instead of the
single headlamp on the front wing-cum-
petrol tank, two headlamps have replaced
the side lamps which were mounted on the
dash. A considerable price reduction has
been effected, which brings it more favour-
ably into competition with the more elabo-

rate sidecar outfits which it was frankly
designed to replace, following as it does
the layout of a sidecar outfit.

Stand L.S.D.
169. Hailing from Huddersfield, the__.

L.S.D. is an exceptionally strongly con-

sti-udted three-wheeler using various forms
of the air-cooled J. A.P. engine in identical

chassis.

A two-speed reverse gear and shaft and
chain drive is employed ; detachable and
interchangeable wheels are used.

Bodywork has been considerably im-
proved for next year, and a family model
has been added to a range that now meets
every need.

SHOW REPORT.

Next week s issue will embody a complete
report of the annual Olympia Motor
Cycle Exhibition. Line drawings by our
own artists and photographic reproduc-

tions will be a feature of an enlarged

issue full of interest.

ORDER YOUR COPY TO-DAY.'

Completely equipped 547 c.c, Powell sidecar outfit.

Viewed from the right angle the Scott Sociable is not unattractive in appearance.

Family model cf the L.S.D.

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PARAGON FOLDING SIDECAR.
INVENTED in 1912 and exhibited at

Olympia in 1913, the Paragon folding
sidecar has had continued success.

The demand has steadily increased year
by year, for more and more motor cyclists

wishing to avoid garage fees and keep

c 32

their machines at home, are turning to

the folding sidecar as a solution to their

problems.
Important improvements have been

made in the attachment of the body to

the chassis. It is fitted almost instant-

aneously and requires the least amount of

effort. When attached it is held securely

by trigger bolts in a rigid rectangular
frame which serves to stiffen the collap-

sible portion and to hold it securely

without fear of rattle.

29
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS, w^^v

Umbrellas for Sparking Plugs.

WHETHER " Notron," who submits
this idea got his inspiration after

a raid on the kitchen or whether

he came by it and the materials in a visit

to tlie domestic bazaar, is unknown, but

it is quite good.

Briefly, this reader suffered from water
on the high-tension terminal and insula-

tion of his sparking plug, and so devised

a plug cover from one of those spun alu-

Part of an egg cup as a plug protector.

minium egg-cups which consist of two
similar hemispherical pieces joined to-

gether. The sketch is itself explana-
to;y, and only one half the egg-cup was
used. " Notron " found that this cured
his troubles, and also kept the plug elec-

trode cooler by conduction and radiation

;

what a pity he couldn't sign himself
" Nagrom " or " Salguod," and so use
both halves of the egg-cup.

Removing Gummed Piston
Rings,

IT is very often possible to remove the
most obstinately "stuck" pistou
rings by the following process :

—

First, with the point of a pocket knife,
remove as much carbon as possible from
between the split of the ring ; then heat
the ring and piston by playing on it with
a small flame from either a gas blow-pipe
or a petrol - blow-lamp. Care should be
taken to heat the ring uniformly all round
by applying the ilame with a continuous
motion all along the surface of the ring

;

when the ring and piston have reached
such a temperature that they are just
uncomfortable to handle, immerse in a
bath of paraffin. It should now be pos-
sible with a narrow knife point to raise
one end of the ring by inserting the knife
blade between the slit and prizing gently
outwards. Immediately the ring shows
a tendency to move repeat the heating
process, but with the variation that the
flame should only be applied to that por-
tion of the ring immediately adjacent to
the end which has been raised ; on reach-
ing the temperature already referred to,
apply paraffiii from a small oilcan
through the slit so that it reaches
the back of the ring ; again with the

5-11

A Selection of our Readers'
Home-made "Gadgets," with
Practical Hints on Work in

the Garage and on the Road.

knife prize the ring up a little farther;
it should then be possible to insert a
small strip of metal between the ring and
the piston. The heating and the paraffin
application should stiirbe continued and
the inserted strip gradually worked right
round the ring until the 'whole is quite
free of its groove.
The greatest care should be exercised

in working the strip forward, and under
no circumstances should great force be
applied, or fracture will inevitably
i-esult.

. c. C. R.
'

Filtered Extra Air.

THE dodge of fitting a drain tap in the
induction pipe to act as an extra air
valve is by no means new, but

"C.E.P." (Old Hill, Staffs) goes alittle
further with the idea. Obtaining the base
of a small electric lamp-holder, he solders

Fitting a

substitute

for an extra

air valve.

this on to the open end of the tap and
secures a piece of gauze by the flanged
ring ordinarily used to secure the bayonet
socket of the fitting.

Incidentally, there is no need to do
any soldering if a tap is chosen with ^in.

gas thread, which will screw into the
usual cord nipple orifice of the small bulb-
holder threaded fin. brass; the differ-

ences in diameter and pitch of these two

Resource.

To be a long way from home and have
a valve cap blow out, completely
stripping its thread, is to be in a

rather awkward predicament. However,
W. M.," of Tredegar, got ou€ of the

difficulty with the help of two spanners
held down over the cap by the sparking

An ingenious

temporary
repair.

plug and the compression tap respectively

in the manner shown clearly in the accom-
panying sketch. Some compression loss

was, of course, inevitable, but the main
thing was that it was possible to get home
under powef.

Scott Tips.

THE following simple wrinkles are not

yet the universal property of Scott

riders :

—

To replenish the frame tubes with oil

in the least possible time, use a thin oil

or heat a sluggish oil till it runs freely.

Then use a funnel with a very narrow
spout, and insert it well into the fram'e

tube. The air present in the tubes can
then escape through the, filling basin, and
no bubbling occurs. •

To ensure a rapid start from cold next
morning, stop the engine overnight by
closing the air lever. This will drag lots

of petrol into the crank case—sa much, in

fact, t;hat a quick restart the same night
is practically impossible.

'

.In the event of a Scott 'engine refusing

to start when hot from excess-'-of petrol

(e.g., if the carburetter has stupidly-

been flooded with the engine warm, or if

engine, when warm, was stopped as de-

scribed above), take out the carburetter

slides and operate the kick-starter to

exhaust the rich mixture inside the en-

gine and replace it with air. As soon as

the engine fires, U-se the cut-out to stop

it, replace the slides, and all w'ill be well.

The special difficulty of " ventilating " a

two-stroke engine lies in the fact that its

cylinders are very slowly and imperfectly

scavenged by turning the engine round
when it is not firing.

When adjusting chains get the tension

on the high gear side correct ; an enor-

mous amount of slack is permissible in

the low gear chain, and there is no fear

of it jumping the sprockets. B. H. D.

: "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR ':

\
CYCLISTS"—tiives Ivmlreh of vseful

:

" /'rinMes." Price 2s. 31. post free from :

: "The Motor Cicle"- OfH-es, Dorset House, :

\
Tudor Street, London, B.C.4.
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A Special Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

/( is now generally accepted thai insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number of
communications received on insurance matters, too, indicates that readers are very keenly interested in this subject;

some of the questions require expert advice, and this feature has been formed to deal impartially with the various

problems that are presented to us.

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co., Ltd. (a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded 18 years ago)

enable " The Motor Cycle " to keep in very close touch with all matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted
advan'.age to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked "Insurance" on the left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed

to "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

Unlicensed A reader from Bristol asks whether an insur-

Rider. ance company would pay for damage to a

motor cycle and compensation to third party
if the machine, ridden by an unlicensed

rider, was fully insured.

The ordinary motor cycle policy would not indemnify the
owner in the event of an accident occurring whilst the
machine is being driven by an unlicensed person.

* * »• * *

Blowing off N. Wallace, Long Eaton, on the question of

the Cylinder mechaiiicnl breakdown, says: "Recently a
Head. friend of mine had the misfortune to blow

the cylinder head off his engine; It happened
that he was not insured, but if a similar thing
occurred to a person who was insured, under
what clause would this accident be stated?"

The accident as described would not be considered as

coming within the cover granted by the .ordinary insurance
policy, the damage coming under the heading of "Mechani-
cal Breakdown," which is excluded. It will be realised that
an insurance policy is not intended to guarantee the machine
withstanding the ordinary running strains.

Excessive An Ashbourne reader writes : " On the 17th
Charge. of August I filled up a proposal form with

a view to insuring my 6S0 c.c. motor
cycle. The price of the premium was £7 16s.,

myself paying the first 50s. of any accident.

Shortly after the 13th of September, before
any policy or any further communication came
to hand, I wrote cancelling the insurance be-

cause owing to financial pressure I was un-
able to meet the cost. In I'eply the insurance
company wrote asking payment of £3 15s. 6d.,

due, it was stated, because I was covered
from the date I filled up the proposal form
until I wrote cancelling it. Is the company
entitled to this amount? "

If you completed and signed a proposal form for an
insurance and received a cover note or some intimation that
the insurance was agreed in force, we should say that the
full amount of the premium is then due to the insurance
company, but if at a later date you wished to cancel the
insurance effected, the company v.Jould appear to be entitled

to charge for the time on risk, according to its adver-
tised prices for short term policies. As, however, you do
not give the name of your company, we are not able to

advise you as to whether the amount demanded is on the
above lines. If you did not receive any cover note, or

acknowledgment of your proposal form, we do not consider
that the insurance company would have been responsible
to you in the event of an accident, and therefore it can
have no claim ftJr payment of the premium.

D4

Deferred Frederick Jones, New Brighton, raising a
Payments. query on deferred payments, writes: "I

bought on the deferred payment system a

269 c.c. outfit, and deposited £28, which
included £6 10s. for insurance. I would be
very glad if you could let me know for how
long my machine is -covered, and what risks,

as I have no records here. I am still paying
instalments."

We cannot give you the information required without
seeing either the policy or the cover note in respect of

the insurance, but from the amount of the premium it

would appear that the insurance is probably a " Compre-
hensive " one for twelve months. In a case of purchase on
deferred payment system, the original or the duplicate of the
policy should be sent to the purchaser, and we suggest that

you make an application for a duplicate in order that you
may see exactly how you are insured.

Refusing " E.B.", of Erith, on the question of liability.

Liability. writes : "I met with an accident whilst

riding my sidecar, and in sending a claim to

the insurance company, stated that my handle-

bars had shifted whilst rounding a bend in the

road. The company refused to accept liability,,

on the ground that the accident was a me-
chanical breakdown. Would you advise me as

to my position? Also, when the policy was
issued a mistake in the number was made.
I informed the company of this three times,

and after a delay of five weeks was informed
that I had been running under a false regis-

tration, which is contrary to the rules of the

policies ; therefore, the policy is valueless.

The company now wants to cancel the policy.

Could you tell me it I can claim back my
years' premium, considering it was not my
mistake that rendered the policy valueless?"

You do iiot state the nature of the accident which

occurred, or any particulars of the damage caused^ but if

your machine came into collision with some object, or

was overturned, the damage resulting therefrom would be

covered under the ordinary policy. From the second part

of your letter we understand that your machine is properly

registered and numbered, but that by a clerical error the

number is shown on your policy jn an incorrect way.

If this is so, we do not consider that the company would

be entitled to refuse your claim on account of the clerical

error in the policy, nor can we understand any insurance

office of repute taking up this attitude. If you will send

us further particulars asked for regarding the accident, and

at the same time forward your policy for perusal, we shall

be pleased to advise you further in the matter.

17-23
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tlitites to Xiflbt OLamps.
Nov. 23rd .. .. 4J0p.ni.

.. 25th .. .. 4.28 ,.

„ 27th .. .. 4^6 .,

„ 29th .. .. 424 „

One uuiflber plate mnst be illumiuated 33 above
-»ide Eoad Vehicles Regiatiation and lacenBing
"Order (1921). According to the Lights ou
Vehicles Eegulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily

retiuired by law may be life half an hour later.

A Big Industry.

Over a hunched different makes of motor
cycles will be staged at Olyrapia.

Olympia.

On Saturday Olympia again opens as a

motor cycle exhibition, with more ex-

hibitors than ever.

Scottish Hotor Show Space Booked.

Already the whole of the space at the

Scottish Motor Show, which opens on
January 25th, 1925, has been booked up.

Refinement.

As will be seen from the forecast of the
Show on pages 744 to 770, motor cycle

design tends towards greater and greater
refinement.

This Issue o£ " The Motor Cycle."

In addition to a forecast of the motor
cycle, sidecar and runabout exhibits

which will be at Olympia next week,
this issue contains a large number of

those special features which are so

popular with our 120,000 regular readers.

1923 BiooUands Piogiamme.

Five members' meetings of the B.M.G.
E.G. will be held at Brooklands next year
(on April 7th, May 5th, June 2nd,

August 18th, and September 22nd).

July 21st has been allotted for the 500

mile race, and October 20th for the usual

championship meeting.

An Anglo-French Production.

The address of the ^ designers of the
Beatty-Claxton shaft-driven motor cycle,

described last week, is 27, Rue de ilau-
beuge, Paris, 9eme. Incidentally it

should be made clear that the capacity o£

fte engine is 292 c.c, and Hyatt bearings
are fitted in the gear box only.

The Highway in Mid-November.

Sidecars of all sizes and all ages were
on the road last week-end. Owners took
advantage of the remarkable .jveather for

ffiid-November, many taking out the last

quarter's licence on the Saturday morn-
ing in the certain hope of at least one
good day's run.

Hest Week's Report Numbsr.
The Motor Cycle, complete report of the

Olympia Show will appear next week, and
will be on sale during the exhibition.

Besides describing the whole of the
;
motor cycle exhibits, a feature of

interest will be a detailed survey of de-
sign, with graphic illustrations showing
the trend. Order your copy to-day to

prevent disappointment!
6-12

Special ifeatures.
GUIDE TO THE OLYMPIA SHOW.
OPEN LETTER TO THE TR.^DE.

PRE-SHOW ACTIVITY AT BROOK-
LANDS.

Motor Cyclists and Taxation.

Motor cyclists are strong in their con-

demnation of those who maintain that

the petrol ta.x is an impossible proposi-

tion.

Collecting Petrol Tax.

If tax can be collected on packets of

cigarettes and bottles of wine, why
should there be difficulty in gathering a

petrol tax ?

Miniatures.

If the keen interest shown in the ultra-

lightweights is any criterion, trade in

these miniatures should be good next
year.

Newcastle Road Repairs.
As the High Level bridge between

Newcastle and Gateshead is temporarily

closed an alternative route will be sign-

posted by the Association. Patrols will

be detailed for special duty from 9 a.m.

to 8 p.m. The bridge is to be re-opened

in about a month's time.

REAL LIGHT-
WEIGHT

DEMONSTRATED,

Kent.

The Hero—
An aged gentleman with pedal cycle

and Auto-wheel, riding down the Strand
into Trafalgar Square at nine o'clock on
election night.

-^and His Rsward.

'Bus drivers, taxi-men, newsboys, re-

vellers, policemen, postmen, etc., with
one voice: " Be-e-e-eaver !

"

Show Admission Tickets.

The charge for single admission to the

Motor Cycle Show, November 25th to

December 2nd inclusive, is 2s. Season
tickets costing 7s. 6d. can be obtained
on application to the Secretary, The
British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' and Traders' Union, Ltd., The
Towers, Warwick Road, Coventry.

Not Due to AlcoioUsm.
On being called upon for a speech at

the B.M.C.R.C. dinner, after he had
been presented with the Aggregate Cup
for the best performance during the 1922
track-racing season, H. Le Vack said

that his success must not be attributed

to alcohol, which would not work ou his

engine as it made the pistons tight.

Competition Machine Stolen.

R. Boxer, the well-known competition
rider, has had his Matchless stolen. A
reward of £25 is offered by the Provident,
Accident and Guarantee Co., Ltd., 61-62,

Coleman St., London. E.C.2, for the re-

covery of the outfit, the engine and frame
numbers of which are 2C9 AS63368 and
J77 respectively.

D.R.s' Reunion Dinner.
3rd Army D.R.s are advised that their

fourth annual dinner will be held at the

Trocadero on Friday, December 1st

;

tickets lis. each. Any R.E. D.R. who
used to run to the section will be wel-

come. Particulars are obtainable from
Mr. D. Jarvis, 51, The Avenue, Becken-

An illustration that exemplifies the ease of handling the modern

lightweight—a machine quite distinct from the uhra light

motorised bicycle. This little two-stroke, the 147 c.c. Rebro, will

be amongst the new makes available in 1923.

A Seasonable Change.
In order to widen

the district covered by
the club, the Dewsbury
and District Motor
Cycle Club has found
it desirable to alter its

title. It will, in

future, be known as the

Yorkshire Heavv Wool-
len District jr.ClC. We
imagine that the club will

be well represented in

the forthcoming Lon-
don-Exeter event. [Note
to comic artists : Only
the very best drawings
of the start of the club's

winter trial can be eu-

tertained.

—

Ed.]
D 7
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147 c.c. CONQUERS BWLCH-Y-GROES.
Splendid Performance of Excelsior Lightweight Machines on Famous Welsh Hill.

Dl RIXC; the past few years motor
cycle designers have been devoting
their energies to producing ma-

chines of light weight and small engine
capacity, but none the less capable of deal-

ing with all road conditions encountered
by the average rider.

For the ultra-lightweight there exists a
very extensive market, composed largely

of the people who at present ride ordin-

ary bicycles.

It is extremely difficiilt to convince
these prospective motor cyclists that this

class of machine possesses the power iwA
stamina necessary effectively to perform
the work that it will be called upon to do.

With a view to providing proof that

every confidence could be placed in these

Lilliputians, a very severe trial took

place on Saturday, arranged by the Ex-
celsior Blotor Co., Birmingham.

A Two-Mile HiU.

Bwlch-y-Groes was chosen as the test-

ing ground, and, to the reader who is

not familiar with this famous Welsh
hill, it may be stated that the total

length is .some two miles"; the average

gradient is approximately 1 in 6, and
the steepest portion has a gradient in the

neighbourhood of 1 in 4.

Excelsior Junior machines were those

to be tested over this formidable stretch

of mountain road. A Villiers engine

having bore and stroke of 55 mm. x62
mm., giving a cubic capacity of 147 c.c,

.supplies the power, the Villiers flywheel

magneto and a Mills carburetter being

fitted. A chain transmits the power to

an Albion two-sjieed gear box, the final

drive being by belt. Top and bottom

gear ratios of 9 to 1 and 149 to 1 respec-

tively were employed ; the total weight

was "112 lb.

It was hardly to be expected that so

diminutive a machine would make a

clean ascent of so stiff a gradient. Never-

theless, the Excelsior made no fewer than

ten absolutely clean and comparatively

fast climbs, and apparently it would have

gone on doing so indefinitely.

It must be borne in mind that the

machines were not specially tuned for the

event; indeed, two of the three used had
not previously been on the road. One
of these had to be robbed of its piston

to replace another through the top of

which a hole had been knocked by the

inadvertent fitting of a long reach ping.

Good Ascents.

N-eville Hall, V. Hawkins, and R.
Scotf-Walford were the three riders who
took part in the event. The Motor Cycle
representative also drove one of the ma-
chines in one of the climbs mentioned,
and the manner in which it toyed with
the gradient was astounding. Once on
the move, top gear was engaged and held
on to, until the steepest portion was
reached. Then, after travelling for about
150 yards in bottom gear, top gear was
again engaged and the little engine easily

vanquished what remained of the hill,

D 8

No longer can a rider boast of climbing the formidable, Bwlch-y-groes on a 500 c.c.

machine, (or these two 147 c.c. Excelsiors made several clean ascents.

despite the presence of a strong head
wind.

A Splendid Ferfoimance.

To R. Scott-Walford goes the honour
of being the first to climb Bwlch-y-Groes
on a machine of less than 150 c.c. cap-
acity, and we cannot emphasise too greatly
the importance and magnitude of this

performance. The Motor Cycle has manji
times voiced its opinion that a great

future awaits the ultra-lightweight. Thifi

new Excelsior model will do much tc

popularise this class of machine, and all

concerned are to be congratulated on pro--

ducing a mount of such tiny proportions

that is capable of rendering so good am
account of itself.

Making light of a famous Welsh test hill. One of three 147 c.c.

on Bwlch-y-groes which has an average gradient of

Excelsiors going wdl,

in 6.

18-24
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PRE-SHOW ACTIVITY AT BROOKLANDS.
Records by Le Vack, Emerson, Horsman and Longman after a Week of Fog/

THERE shouJd have been a busy week
amongst the record-breakers at

Brooklands last week. It was, how-
ever, a case of man proposing and the

weather disposing, for thick fog enveloped

the track aiid compelled inactivity during

the first four days of the week.

..: On Friday morning the thick fog

'thinned to a haze, and Le Vack brought
;p'at'his_ big Zen-ith-J.A.P. with an eye to

'the 50 miles, 100 miles, and one hour
-i'recbrds in class E He has equipped his

.machine with one of the largest—and cer-

'talnly ihe best supported—rtanks yet seen

.at the track. It holds, five gallons, and
is cai'ried on a platform brazed to the
undertank tubs. Constructed in two'

'separate compartments, the. twin tanks

are bonded, together by. metal straps.

! ;The atmosphsre was rather damp, and
about as bad as it could be from the

.point of view of carbnrafion, with the

result that.Le Vack's lap speeds were
hardly ever in excess of 90 m.p.h. In

consequence, he failed to secure the 50

miles record, but the 100 miles and one
liour records fell to him as follows :

—

:00 MILES.—Ih. 6m. 43.4s.
=89.92 m.p.h. (144,68 km.p.h.).

1 HOUR.—89 miles 1,591 yards
=89.90 m.p.h. (144.71 km.p.h.).

Previous Eecoeds.—100 Miles, C. F. Temple
(Hniloy-Davidson). 87.76 m.p.h.; 1 Hour, C. F.
Temple (H.irley-Davidson), 87.52 .m.p.h.

The following day (Saturday) was a

day of bad luik, :although the weather
conditions were slightly more favourable.

^.\A famous speedman at Brooklands. H, Le
|jcVa<;k examining the cylindei of his

machine after many gruelling circuits of

the track. ^

J. Ii. Emerson started the proceedings
about 9.30 a.m. by setting out in quest
of Class C records up to six houi's on his

494 c.c. Douglas. He went well for about
an hour and a half, when trouble de-

veloped with the valve gear of his back
cylinder ; he had, however, improved
on- the existing 100 miles record by 32
sees., his time being :

—

100 MBBES.—Ih. EOm. 14.22s.
=74.77 m.p.Ti. (120^3 km.p.h.).

.Previous Rbcobd.—R. N. Judd (490 c.o. Nor-
ton), 73.88 m.p.h. .

Emerson's ill-luck was shared by others.

Le Vack: started on his .big'machine-.to go
for the 50 . miles record which he had
missed on the previous day, and for many
laps he made a really brilliant showing.
He led off by a standing start lap at
,85.07 m.p.h., and followed it up by aver-

aging 97.25 m.p.h. over the second Jap.

Then he settled down to a steady lap
average of about 95 m.p.h., whilst ob-

.servations welje taken of his course in

connection with the controversy recently

aired in The Motor Cycle- regarding the
calculation of motor cyclists'^^" speed's on a
basis of the 10 foot line. At no point of

the course did Le Vack approach within
75 feet of the inner edge of the track.

When only five laps rem, ined to be
covered the engine manifested a
mysterious "drying up," and Le
Vack pulled in to change the plugs. Once
again he settled down to 95 m.p.h. laps;

but still he could not out-distance bad
luck, which overtook him on the 17th lap,

when the exhaust valve cap (of alu-

minium) blew out of the rear cylinder.

This caused him to abandon his attempt
on the big machine for the day : all he
secured for his exhausting effort was tlie

standing ten-mile record, as follows :

STAMDING 10 MILES,—6m. 26.90s.
=93.04 m.p.h. (149,74 km.p.h.).

Previous Recoed.—H. Le Vack (998' c.c.

-Zenith-Jap), 91.56 m.p.h.

However, Le Vack had his 350 c.c.

New Imperial- and sidecar ready, and,
after a brief rest, he started out to at-

tack the standing ten-mile record in Class
B/S. His luck was even worse this time,

lor he did not complete a single lap.

Gear box trouble developed, and, when
he reappeared at the timing box, he .was

being towed. '"''
.. •

. .,. ,..,

"INext, C. G. Pullin thought he' would
ti-y./rj-s luck on. a.350 jC.c_ .Douglas outfit,

but the fickle goddess likewise refused

to sm^eon him^ and he^ was laid low very'

soon afte~r the start with frame trouble.

Victor Horsman brought a very imper-
fect day to a _more favourable close by
lowering the standing ten-miles record in

Class on his overhead valve 490 c.c.

Norton. Making a really e>icelleiit start,

he covered the standing lap at 81 m.p.h.,
and put up the following record :

—

STANDING 10 MILE.S.-Tm. 6.79s.
=84.56 m.p-h. (136.06 km.p.h.).

Previous B-ecord.—G. lj.nwe (499 c.c. Sun-
beam), 82. G9 m.p.h.

On Monday last efforts were continued
in the same high pitch, and several short-
distance records were quickly broken, as
under :

—

CLASS P (600 c.c. Sidecars)
V. Horsman (Norton sc).

Time.
Sees.
27.55

Speed.
M.p,li. Km.p.h.

27.87
44,55

46.05 79,91

81.19

80,24
80,81

Flying Icilometre
Mean speed, flying

kilometre
Flying mile
Mean speed, flying

mile
Horsman also broke the standing start

record at 63,75 m.p,h.

CLASS E (500 c.c. SlDEC,4R).
V. Horsman (490 Norton)

129.15
130.05

128.60
mile

I'lying kilometre
Mean speed, flying

kilometre
Flying mile
filean speed, flying

mile

Time.
Sees.
23,75

23.90
38.45

Speed.
M.p.h. Km.p.h.

93,69
93.63

150.62
150.62

CLASS B (350 c.c. Solo)
F. A. Longman (349 A.J.S.)

Time,

Standing start, kilo-

metre
Standing start, mean

speed, kilometre
Standing start, mile
Standing start, mean

speed, mile
Electrical timin

mentioned records

Speed,
M.p.h. Km.p.h,

36,47
63,75

54,85
was used J

61,33
66.97

98,63
107.77

65,63
r all

105,62
the last-

After every successful record attempt care-

ful measurements are taken of the engine.

A. V. Ebblewhlte busy examining a record-

breakor s mount.

YORKSHIRE CENTRE DINNER.
A&ATHERING of 80 members and

guests, with a sprinkling of ladies,

attended the second annual dinner of

the Yorkshire Centre (A.C.U.) on Satur-
.. d^y, the 18th inst. Proceedings were of a
' friendly and cheerful nature, and the
speeches, not without humour, were inter-

spersed with prize-giving and music.
There were present amongst the guests
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Major Dixon Spain (A.C.U.), Mr. B. Jef-

freys (Chairman, Northern Centre), repre-

sentatives of the daily and technical Press,

and many well-fcnown riders.

The Yorkshire centre numbers thirty-two

clubs, and is justly proud of its large

membership and good trials organisation,

which were attributed to the keenness and
efficiency of the club ofiBcials. fourteen of

the incorporated clubs were represented.

It was pointed out that the nature of the

surrounding country facilitated the laying

out of thoroughly sporting courses, and
members were assured that, in spite of the

difficulties of 1922 trials routes, the limits

in this direction had not yet been reached,

for the officials had in mind new hills, new-

colonial sections, and new water-splashes.
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Next Week's Release in . London.
Provincial Clubs Rapidly Booking

Dates.

INSTITUTED last year, The Motor Cycle film was

a huge success. Over one hundred clubs availed

themselves of ' our offer of its loan, and

it was thus the means of bringing a pictorial survey

of the year's motor cycle activities before that vast body

of motor cyclists which is unable to attend the important

events which take place in Great Britain, the Isle of

Man and France. ,

Planned with the definite intention of improv-

ing upon the previous effort, The .-
._ should a club need the film for more

steep that when a rider fails the machine falls over

backwards are particularly thrilling.

Actually, two identical films will be in circulation,

one touring the southern districts of Great Britain and
the other the North of England and Scotland.

Many applications for dates have been received, ^d
it is urgently hoped that when dates are allotted

secretaries of clubs will reply by return of post to say

if these are convenient. It is most essential that,

Motor Cycle film of 15^2 events has

bieen made more comprehensive, and

its wider range will appeal to all.

After the film has been shown in

London (its exhibition at the Broad-

way Cinema, Hammersmith, ter-

minates on the evening the Show
closes) it will start on its journey

among the provincial clubs for

their Cinema Nights during the

winter months. No payment is re-

quired from the clubs.

The time occupied to show the film

is about forty minutes ; it includes

incidents in the Senior and Junior
Tourist Trophy Races in the Isle of Man, the Motor
Cycling Club's Team Trial for The Motor Cycle Cup,
theM.C.C. London-Land's End Trial (Beggar's Roost),

the M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run ("The Struggle"
on Kirkstone Pass), the Motor Cycle and Car Grand
Prix Races at Strasbourg, and some amusing examples
of American hill-climbing and speed events. The per-

formances of the heavy American twins on a hill so

FILM.

There will only be one appearance o
"The Motor Cycle" film lo London
before It Is released to clubs.
For one week, commencing Novem-

ber 27th (Show Week), the Him will
be shown at

The Broadway Cinema,
Hammersmith

.

(Five minutes from Olympia).

Prices of Admission : 2s. 4d., Is.,
and 8d.
2s. 4d. seats may booked In advance.

Tel. No. : Hammersmith 718.

than one night, early application

should be made.
A feature of the circulation of the

last film was the smoothness of its

transfer from one club to another; it

was only by strict adherence to time-

table and forwarding instructions on
the part of all who handled it that'

its successful tour was assured.

Every club secretary concerned

earned our admiration on this

score.

Already a great many applications

have been received, and some thirty-
"

six clubs have been allotted defi-

nite dates. The following clubs will be exhibiting the

film during the week after the Show :

—

(S) Thursday, December 7th. Aberdare and District M.C.C.
Maggar's Kosy Kinema, Market Street, Aberdare.

(S) Friday, December 8th.
' Blaina and District M.C.C.

Gaiety, Blaina.

(N) Thursday, December 7th. Widnes M.C. Co-operative

Hall, Widnes.
(N) Saturday, December 9th. County High School Old

Boy's Club, 16, Market Street, Altrincham.

INADEQUATE SCOTTISH ROADS.

THAT there are some 230,000 miles of main and
secondary roads in Scotland carrying 4,500,006
passengers and 1,200,000 tons of goods annu-

ally—three times the amount borne by the railways

—

was emphasised by Mr. Thomas Pearson, A.M.I.E.E.,
in a paper before the Scottish Engineers' Association in

Glasgow on November i6th, entitled :
" Some High-

ways and History of Scotland."

The North-Western Highlands of Scotland, it is not

always realised, are perhaps the oldest part in the

geography of Europe. The curious configuration of

the country is due to shrinkage and swelling of the

earth's crust, so that a great many parts of what is

now the Highlands were once at the bed of the ocean,

'

and vice versa. There is a record of fossil shells hav-

ing been found on the mountains far away from the

sea as long ago as 500 b.c. This does not mean that

the ocean level was necessarily higher than it is to-day,

but that the hills have been forced up. No doubt the

sea levels and depths have gone down. In Scotland

the roads are scarce and they follow the great valleys

of the country They have served their day and

generation. The advent of heavy modern traffic has

changed everything. As the old roads failed when
coaches were first put upon them, so are the present

roads failing to stand up to modern traffic—E'. M. W.

14-20
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A SURPRISING PERFORMANCE.
Harper Runabout (269 c.c. Three wheeler) covers 42^ Miles in the Hour at Brooklands.

IN
this year's Scottish Six Days Trials ,

the remarkable capabilities of the
little Harper Eunabout were the sub- [

ject of much comment. But even so, few '

riders of ordinary motor cycles would
have credited its ability to cover over '

forty miles in one hour on Brooklands
track.

Actually, on November 16th, R. O.
Harper, on a, standard machine in full

touring order, equipped with wind-
screen, electric and ' .acetylene lighting,
spare wheel and tyre, tools, and spare
tin of oil (total weight, with driver,
534 lb.), covered 42^ miles in the hour,
under A.C.U. observation. The fastest
lap was rim at the rate of 43.16 m.p.h.,
and the 259 c.c. Villiers engine ran fault-

lessly throughout, driving the little

three-wheeler at a speed not equalled by
many touring . motor bicycles of similar
capacity.

Efficient Transmission.

Much of the success of the Harper
Runabout may be ascribed to its excel-

isnt springing, and- the efficiency of the
transmission ; the former quality in par-
ticular being invaluable, as the wheels
do not bounce and spin when passing
over irregularities in the road or track.
After the one-hour run at speed the

machine made two ascents of the test
hill from a standing start, the second After making nearly sixteen circuits of Brooklands track in one hour (42J miles), R. O. Harper
climb being with an extra adult pas- (269 Harper Runabout) made several clean ascents of the test hill with and without a passenger,

senger. Two of the machines ascending the hill in company.

MOTOR CYCLES AT OLYMPIA.
The Va-ious Types of Motor Cycles Classified.

U-TRA LIGHTWEIGHTS.

Bown
Coventry-Eagle
Cykelaid
Diamond
Economic
Excelsior
Grigg
Hack
Hazlewood
Hobart
J.D. ..

Stand
. 102
. 43
. 158
. 93
. 45
. 98
. 35
. 117
. 130
. 101

74

J.E.S.
McKenzie .

Metro-'l'yler
Omega
Peugeot
Ray ..

Sun ..

Victoria
Weaver
Wolf ..

Stand
.. 38
.. 145
.. 149
.. 140
.. 22
.. 16
.. 100
.. 62
.. 164
.. 12s

FOUR-STROKE
(251 c.c. to

TWO-STROKE
(200 to

.. 102

.. 104

.. 72

.. 80

.. 23
:le

Bown
Calthorpe
Campion
Cedes
Cotton
Coventry-Ea;
Enfield
Excelsior
Grigg
Hobart
James
J.E.S.
Levis

43
107
98
35

101
75
38
68

MOTOR CYCLES
250 c.c).

Metro-Tyler
Monopolo .

.

Ner-a-car
New Hudson
P.V. ..

Powell
Radco
Sirrah
Sparkbrook
Sun ..

Velocette
Victoria
Wolf ..

FOUR-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES
(Not exceeding 250 c.c.)

Ariel 106
Campion
Cotton
Dot
Hobart
Metro-Tyler

72
23
69
101
149

New Imperial
O.K
Rover
Sirrall
Weatherell
WoU ..

TWO-STROKE SINGLES.
(251 c.c. to 350 c.c).

Alecto
Alton
Calthorpe .

Chator-Lea
Clyno
C!onnanght
Grigg

25
73

104
78
27

132
35

G.S.D.
Ivy
O.K. ..

Omega
Orbit
P.V. ..

Victoria

149
37
31

142
19

167
135
164
137
100
129
62

125

94
79

131
164
17
125

44
64
79

140
24
19
62

A.J.S.
Alton
B.3.A.
Beardmore .

.

Bown
Bradbury .

.

Campion
Chater-Lea
Cotton
Coventry-Mascot
Diamond
Dot ..

Edmund
Excelsior
F.N,
Francis-Barnett
H.B. ..
H.T
Hawker
Hazlewood .

.

Henley
Hobart
Humber
Ivy
Jamea
Martinsyde

Stand.
67
73
96
109
102
108
72
78
23

124
93
59

136
98

141
81

121
46
36
130
120
101
126
64
75
30

SINGLES.
350 c.c).

Massey
Matchless ..

Mohawk
Monopole
New Hudson
New Imperial
O.E.C.
O.K. ..

Omega
Orbit
P.V. ..

P. and P. .

Quadrant .

Raleigh
Rex-Acme

SINGLE-CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLES

SUnd.
29
71
92
37

142
94
40
79

140
24
19

146
161
99
133

Sheffield-Henderson 167
Sparkbrook
Sun ..

Sunbeam
Triumph
Vems
Victoria
Wolf ..

Weatherell
Zenith

Ariel .-.

B.S.A.
Beardmore
Bianchi
Bradbury
Campion
Chater-Lea
Hawker

(Over 500 c.c).

Stand.
106
96

109
156
108
72
73
36

New Hudson
Norton
P. and M. ..

Powell
Rex-Acme .

.

Sunbeam
Triumph
Victoria

FLAT TWINS.
Brongh
Coventry-Victor ..

Douglas
Harley-Davidson ..

60
28
61
34

Humber
Raleigh
Wooler
Zenith

Stand.
142
103
77

167
133
110
128
62

126
99
18
19

137
100
110
128
164
62

125
17
19

V-TWINS (Over 500 c.c).

SINGLE-CYLINDER MOTOR
(500 c.c.)

CYCLES

Ariel .. .. .. 106 Quadrant
BS.A. .. 96 Rex-Acme
Beardmore ,. .. 109 Rover
Duzmo .. 15 Rudge
New Hudson « 142 Sunbeam
Norton .. 103 Triumph

V-TWIN MACHINES
(Under 600 c.c).

Indian
James

63
75

Martinsyde
P.V.

161
133
131
97

110
128

30
19

A.J.S
American X
Ariel .

BS.A.
Bianchi
Bradbury .

.

Brough Superior.

.

Campion
Chater-Lea
Clyno
Coventry-Eagle .

.

Dot
Enfield
Excelsior
G.S.D.
Harley-Davidson .

.

67
123
106
96

156
108
89
72
78
27
43
59
107
98
44
34

Hazlewood .

.

Indian
James
I.ea-Francis
Martinsyde
Matchless .

.

Metro-Tyler
Mohawk
OJI.C.-Blackbume
P.V
Rover
Rudge
Sunbeam
Victoria
Weatherell
Zenith-

130
63
75
95
30
71

149
92
40
19
131
97

110
62
17
19

OTHER MOTOR CYCLES.
Dunelt (500 c.c
two-stroke single) 166

F.N. (4-cyl.) .. 141

Henderson (4-cyl.) 123
Scott (two-stroke
twin) - .. 136

THREE-WHEELERS.
Harper
L.S.D.
Melen
Morgan

122
169
105
139

New Hudson
Scott Sociable
T.B
Stra Car ..

142
163
57
47
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FLOATLESS AUTOMATIC CARBURETTER.
Ingenious Pilot Jet and Choke in Wheeler Design,

FLOATLESS carburetters are by no
means common, but, as was men-
tioned at the time, Engineer-Com-

mander S. G. Wheeler, E.N., who this

year won the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial,

made use of one.

The carburetter which he employed
was the invention of Mr. H. D. Wheeler,
1, Henley Eoad, Norwich, who is endea-
vouring to place it on the market.

Varialjle Streamline Choke Tube.

By using a variable streamline choke
tube in conjunction with a variable jet

controlled by a single main throttle the

automatic and correct adjustment of the
mixture is obtained at varying throttle

openings . and varying engine speeds,
while a small pilot choke is provided for
slow running in neutral. The real choke"
is formed by a venturi-shaped liner fixed

in a straight barrel along which is slid

a conical-headed streamline plunger
which finds its seating in the venturi
liner, and also acts as the throttle. As
this plunger is withdrawn from its seat-

ing on the liner an annular passage of

regularly increasing cross-sectional area

is left between the two surfaces. This
forms a variable choke, and the effective

area at the throat of the venturi tube

ranges from nothing when the plunger is

in to full bore when it is fully with-

drawn. Air is admitted round the base

of the. plunger through suitable orifices.

Partially 'vaporised petrol mi.xed with

a small amount of air is supplied through
a ring of distributing jets disposed round
the throat of the main venturi and form-
ing a diffuser. These jets are fed from
the small pilot choke, while the main
variable jet leads into the sanie choke.

The jet is regulated by a needle valve

carried from a bracket on the plunger or

throttle and moving in unison with it,

consequently its effective area is varied
automatically in proportion' to that of the
main venturi. The ring of distributing

jets or diffusers is placed so tlrat the jets

are just not sealed by the plunger when
it is home on its seating, thus supplying
sufficient mixture for slow running.

The pilot choke and variable jet are in

the nature of a rotary valve or tube co-

axial with the needle controlling the
main jet. This tube ma,y be partially

rotated and is so arranged that when
turned in a certain direction the pilot

choke is throttled mainly at its outer

end, increasing the suction on the jet and
enriching the mixture. If the tube is

turned in the other direction, the pilot

choke is throttled mainly at its inner

end, thus decreasing the suction on the

jet and weakening the mixture, or if

turned still further in this direction, the

supply of petrol is cut off. This pre-

vents leakage when the engine is stand-

ing and also permita of the opening of

the main throttle for supplying air to the

engine when coasting downhill.

Automatic Action.

In ordinary use the carburetter is auto-

matic and is worked by the main choke
control only. The mixture control lever

should be set to " rich " position for

starting the machine from cold and
brought back to normal or weak when
the engine is warmed up, and it can then
be left unaltered. It may,
however, be used for enriching

the mixture when the engine

labours.

(LeftJ Three settings of the offset pilot choke—
"normal," "weak" and "rich." (Right) Sec-

tion at main fuel valve showing petrol supply

cut off when pilot choke is in extreme " weak

position.

Sectional diagram of the carburetter, which
has a streamline variable choke tube working

in conjunction with a variable main jet.

B.M.C.R.C. MEMBERS' DINNER.
FOUNDED thirteen years ago, the

British Motor Cycle Racing Club pos-

sesses the distinction of being the

sole motor cycle club in England the ob-

ject of which is to develop track racing.

It has had a wonderful career, and lias

done valuable work towards the develop-

ment of motor cycles. It must not be for-

gotten that the present classification of

motor cycles in competitions is due to its

foresight and enterprise.

Last week the club held its annual mem-
bers' diuner at the Holborn Restaurant,

where the chair was occupied by Prof.

A. M. Low, D.Sc. There were only three
speeches, and as a good entertainment was
provided the evening was a bright and
merry one, despite the foggy conditions
outside, which doubtless interfered with
the attendance.

After proposing the toast of " The
King," the chairman in a brief but witty
speech proposed " The Club," whidi, he
had been told by Mr. Ebblewhite, held 144
out of the total of 149 world's records.
(These British successes will probably be

reduced in number if the recent Garelli

Italian records are passed by the P.I.CM.)
Response to the toast was made by Mr.

D. H. Noble. Later during the evening
the principal prizes won during the 1922
season were presented.

It was announced by Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, hon. sec, that the 1923 Aggre-
gate Cup would be presented by Mr. Geo.
Pettytt. A generous oifer was made by
Mr. A. Mellano of a 250 guinea cup for a
race at Brooklands next year, the condi-

tions to be decided later.

ITALIANS CLAIM WORLD'S RECORD.
CONTINENTAL nations have begun

to realise the value of a good track to

the motor industry, and it is only
since the building of the Italian Moto-
drome at Monza that serious attempts
have been made to lower the English
records. This has been done by the

Garelli firm, which claims several world's

records. The machine used was the same
which won the International Grand Prix
on the occasion- of the opening of the

Monza track. The riders were Visioli,

who won the 350 c.c. class in the French

Grand Prix this year, and Ferragni, who
came in second in the 350 c.c. class in

the Italian Grand Prix.

Timing was carried out by the official

timekeeper of the Italian M.C.C., and the

course was measured by the official

measurer.

500 Miles at 63 m.p.h.
The following are the results of the

attempts : Average
speed.

100 TTtii ... S9m. IT'Mi. ... 62.84 m.p.h.
100 Miles ... Ih. 36m. 10s. ... 62.408 m.p.h

200 Km. ... Ih. 59m. 21s.
300 Km. ... Sh. 69m. 47.4s.
200 Milea ... 3h. -12m. 40VSs.
400 Km. ... 3h. Om. S9.45s
300 Mileo ... 4h. "47m. 37s.
SOO Em. ... 4h. 57m. 24s. •

600 Miles ... ah. 55m. IS^s.
400 Miles ... ah. 19m. 5Ss.
700 Km. ... 6h. 51m. 28s.
SOO Km. ... 7i. BQm. 3s.

600 Miles ... 7h. 52m.

... 62.817 m.p.h.

... 62.112 m.p.h.

... 62.232 m.p.h.

... 62.104 m.p.h.

... 62.722 m.p.h.

... 62.874 m.p.h.

... 63 m.p.h.

... 63.18 m.p.h.

... 63.4 m.p.h.

... 63.4 m.p.h.
. ... 63.4 m.p.h.

If these records are allowed the Garelli
will have beaten the 350 c.c. world's
records for 300, 400, and SOO miles, and
four, five, and six hours, as well aa the
400 and 500 miles in the 500 c.c. class.
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THREE-SPEED SCOTT AT LAST.
Constant-mesh Gear Box, with Clutch and Kick-starter; Quickly Detachable Rear Wheel;

Internal Expanding Brakes.

FOR some time the three-speed Scott

has been spoken of, and it has been

mentioned in our pages in reports

of various north country trials this year.

At last it is to be marketed (£110 solo,

£135 with sidecar), and it will be on view

at Olympia next week.
Unaltered in main details, tho twin

two-stroke (73x63.5 mm. =532 c.c.) en-

gine is bolted rigidly to a well-nbbed

aluminium tray, on which is carried the

three-speed gear box, clutch, and kick- •

starter. The box is of the constant

mesh gear type having a single moving
sleeve and an overhung dog on middle

gear. This dog, however, is particularly

well supported on a large bronze bush.

Unusual Lay-out.

The most unusual feature in the new
gear unit is that the driving sprocket for

the rear chain—which lies outside the

primary chain—is mounted in a large

radial ball bearing carried in an alu-

minium support bolted to the tray and
separate from the box. This sprocket is

splined to its shaft, and its support must
be slacked off when the gear box is

moved for the purpose of adjusting the

chain. This, however, is a remarkably
simple matter, since the nuts are easily

accessible.

Working through the layshaft and
primary constant mesh wheels, the kick-

starter is very light in action, and it is

difficult to realise that one is starting a

powerful twin engine. On top of the

gear box and driven from a sprocket

forming part of the clutch housing is

the magneto, the chain tension being
easily adjustable, while room is left for

a Magdyno it required.

Enclosed three-speed transmission marks a

distinct forward step in the new Scott

model.

Slight modifications to the frame have
been necessitated by the new gear box,
but though it is wider behind the engine
it retains the characteristic Scott lines.

It is still constructed of straight tubes
throughout.

^Hlck STABTeW CWAflW

Section of the Scott three-

speed gear box, wth clutch

and kick-starter.

Both hubs are entirely new, and ar

extra large Webb expanding .brake is in-

cluded in the front wheel, the anchor
plato being arranged to slide off its stop

when the front wheel is withdrawn.
Mounted on special Hoffmann radial and
thrust bearings, the rear wheel is of the

quickly detachable type, the removal of

three studs and a knock-out spindle per-

mitting the wheel to fall away well clear

of the frame and mudguards, leaving the

expanding rear brake and sprocket in

situ. In spite of this there is no sup-

porting bearing for the last mentioned
parts when the wheel is withdrawn, and

Base plate mounting for

the gear-box and engine on

the three - speed Sco'.t.

The new transmission has

not necessitated engine

modifications.

they are held in place chiefly by the brake
anchorage. Re-erection of the wheel is

simple, an arrangement of tapers making
the spindle self-centring. The ball bear
ings are packed with grease, and a special

method of refilling is provided; though
this should not be required for five or

six thousand miles, since the hubs are

very well protected by felt washers.

Considerable improvements have been

made in the mudguarding, though the

previous Scott models have lacked little

in this respect.

In addition to the seven-inch flat

guards with gutters on either side, thf

legshields have been carried further up
and reach to the very top of the radiatoi

tank. The footboards also are neate?,

and are carried on a new type of spring

which is claimed to be unbreakable. A
new oil filler has been introduced ex

tending forward to a more convenient

position, and allowing oil to be poure'i

in at a reasonable rate, and the petml

capacity has been increased to thre*

gallons.

On the road the new three-speed Scoti

with three-inch tyres is the very height

of luxury ; it is smooth to a quite extrs
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Three-speed Scott at Last.—
ordinary extent, the new gear appearing
to dissipate the slight snatch which is

iometimes apparent in the two-speed
model when running slowly "on top."
Steering is as near perfection as can be
desired ; the gear change is convenient,
and the clutch is sweet in action, though

in the case of the machine we tried it

was inclined to drag to a slight extent.
On middle gear of approximately 6 to 1
we easily surmounted a hill of 1 in 6
with no preliminary rush and the 12 to

1 low gear gives one a feeling of confi-

dence on the freakiest of freak hUls.

For solo use a top of 4.1 to 1 is fitted,

but slightly lower ratios are fitted for
sidecar work. Both front and rear
brakes are smooth and powerful enough
for a passenger outfit or any gradient.
The Scott Squirrel, except for a slight

inclination of the sparking plugs to allow
clearance for the radiator, remains un-
changed. The price is now £89.

RUDGE FOUR-SPEED GEAR.
New Box Available on 499 c.c. and 998 c.c. Chaui'driven Models.

IN the future both the twin and single-
cylinder Rudge machines will be
available fitted with a four-speed gear

box. Neatness and compactness of de-
sign characterise the new box.
Double helical teeth are employed, all

gears being constantly in mesh, and ball
and roller bearings are fitted to all parts,
with the exception of one end of the kick-
starter shaft, which runs in a plain steel
bush.

Eight pinions are used in the box.
One is fixed on the driving sprocket

-

sleeve, and it meshes with one fixed on
the layshaft. On the other side of the
main shaft is fixed a small pinion mesh-
ing with another running freely on the
layshaft. Between these two pairs of
wheels are two other pairs of pinions
sliding on splines which are suitably re-

moved from those parts of the shafts on
which the wheels must run free in cer-

tain gear positions. Both sets of wheels
slide in pairs.

Selective Action.

Top gear is obtained by bringing the
left pair to the extreme left, and the
main shaft wheel engages the dogs of the
sprocket sleeve pinion, giving a solid

drive. By sliding the pinions to the
right the layshaft wheel engages splines

on the layshaft, and the fixed wheel
thereon drives the sprocket sleeve pinion
through its fixed wheel ; this is the third

tained from the main shaft fixed wheel

to the layshaft fixed wheel and the

sprocket sleeve.

The selectors are two segments in which
are cut cam slots so arranged that one is

When second speed is needed, the left

pair of pinions return to their midway
neutral position, and the second pair is

brought to the extreme left, both pinions
being on splines. Moved half-way to
the right, the main shaft pinion comes
on to a free portion of the spindle, and a
pinion dogs engage those on the layshaft
free pinion and the low gear drive is ob-

On the Rudge four-speed gear box the

selector mechanism may be removed with

the inspection cover while the box is in

position on the frame.

Main and layshafts of the

Rudge four-speed gear

;

the kick-starter mechanism

and clutch are not shown.

Th^ u~e of double helical

pinions is unusual in motor

cycle practice; it should

be conducive to extremely

silent runnin".

in neutral while the other moves the
gears, and vice versa. Each cam slot

engages a pin and roller on the forks
which move the striking plates inserted
in the grooves between the teeth of the
sliding pinions. By remo^dng a cover
plate the selector mechanism is readily
accessible.

Carried in the hollow layshaft is the
kick-starter shaft, which is well sup-
ported by roller bearings at one end and
a plain steel bush at the other. All the
kick-starter mechanism is enclosed.

Control Mechanism.

Mounted on a bracket brazed to the
front down tube of the frame is a gate
change and lever, which is adjustable
for position. Running from this bracket
is a long connecting rod which operates

a bell crank on a bracket mounted on the

seat tube. This bell crank in turn actu-

ates a link connected to a lever on the

selector shaft.

Standard gear ratios employed on the

single-cylinder machine are : 16.3 to 1,

11 to 1, 7.15 to 1, and 5 to 1. On the

998 c.c. twin the gear ratios are : 13 to

1, 8.8 to 1, 5.7 to 1, and 4 to 1.

A LIGHTWEIGHT CARRIER TRICYCLE.
Melen TradesmaVs Delivery Outft with 297 c.c. twa-stroke Engine.

THOSE tradesmen, who desire a vehicle
that is capable of handling light
goods at a minimum cost, will be

attracted by the three-wheeler produced
by F. and H. Melen, Ltd., Sherlock
Street, Birmingham.
'Two sections of angle steel, bridged at

intervals by cross members, form the
frame. The side members are splayed
outwards at the front to accommodate
the box carrier. The saddle is mounted
on an upright structure at the rear, a
similar structure carrying the handle-bar.
The steering pillar extends downwards

D18

below the frame where it is linked to

two arms which are attached at their

forward extremities to the tie rod, the
latter being carried on the steering

arms on the swivel joints at each end
of the front axle. This axle is suspended
from the frame by four coil springs which
insulate the carrier box from road shocks.
The wheels have 24in. x2iin. tyres,

and the mudguards are of wide section.

Two brakes are fitted both operating on
the rear driving wheel. The foot brake
is an external contracting band, while
the hand brake consists of a pad

operating on the inside of the drum.
The power unit is a union two-stroke of

297 c.c. equipped with an Amac carburet-

ter and a C.A.V. magneto. The primary
drive is by chain to a tliree-speed Burman
gear box with clutch and kick-starter.

The final drive is also by chain. A
point of interest is that the engine and
gear box may be removed from the frame
by merely removing four bolts.

A large capacity box is mounted
forward of the handlebar, its carrying

capacity being in . the neighbourhood of

V2 cwt. An illustration appears on p. 758.
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Dewsbuiy and District M.C.C.
In future the above club will be known as " The

Yorkshire Heavy Woollen District M.C.C." Mr. F.
Bray, 64, Warren Street, Savile Town, Dewsbury,
still remains hon. secretary.

Bristol M.C.C.
Results of the motor cycle classes of the handicap,

hill-cUinb, held recently (the subject of a recent
article), are as foHowB:—

SECTION I., TIME.
Class ].— 1, K. J. Woods (348 Wilkin).
Class 2.— 1, J. James (249 J.A.P.) ; 2. i\ Chap-

man (211 Royal Enfield], 3, H. Alford (211 New
Hudson).
Ulabs 3.— 1, G. Tucker (349 Cotton); 2, A. Tutton

(349 Massey-Arran) tied with R. Lawson (348
Douglas) : 3, A. R. Passey (348 Douglas).

Class 4.— 1, A. Tutton (349 Massey-Arran) ; 2, R.
Law6on (348 Douglas} ; 3, E. New (348 Monopole).
Class 5.— 1, C. Sgonina (499 Sgonina Special}; 2.

E. W. Spencer (494 Douglae} ; 3, R. Houghton [492
Sunbeam).
Class 6.— 1, R. Houghton (492 Sunbeam) ; 2, E.

C. Collios (490 Norton); 3, R. A. Eioch (492 Sun-

Ci-Ass 7.— 1. O, Sgonina (499 Sgonina Special)

:

2. v. Anstice (494 Douglas) ; 3, E. TN'. Spencer (494
Douglas).
Class 8.—1, R. Houghton (492 Sunbeam); 2, E.

C: Collins (490 Norton); 3, R. A. Rioch (492 Snn-
beam).
Class 9.— l, V. Anstice (494 Douglas) : 2, E. W.

Spencer (494 Douglas); 3, C. Sgonina (499 Sgonina
Special).

Class 10.— 1. R. Houghton (492 Sunbeam): 2, E.
C. Collins (490 Norton) ; 3, R. A. Eioch (492 Sunr
beam).
Class 17 (Sidecars).— 1, V. Anetice (494 Douglas

sc.) ; 2, G. Tucker (490 Norton sc.).

Class 18 (.S'irfemr.s).-!, S. Hodges (398 A.B.C.
sc.) ; 2, F. Cooke (499 Sunbeam ac.) ; 3. R. Foweraker
(492 Sunbeam scy.
Glass 19 (Sidecar^].-!. V. Anstice (494 Douslas

ac); 2. G. Tucker (490 Norton ec.) ; 3, Gerriah (976
Brough-SuperioT sc.l.

Class 20 (Sidecars).—!. Gerrish (976 Erough-
Superior sc.) ; 2, H. N. Walker (490 Norton ec.)

;

3, H. Jacobs (976 Zenith sc).

SECTIQ-N IT., HANDICAP.
1, F Calleja (349 Escelsior-Elackburne), time im-

proved by 21^8. Committee Challenge Cue and gold
medal; 2, H. Alford [211 New Hudson) tied with
Gerriah (976 Brough-Superior sc), time improved by
l^/is., silver medals; 3, R. Lawson (348 Douglas),
time improved Is.

A gold medal for fastest time of the day was
awarded to C. Sgonina in Class 7, Section I.
The club's 6-hoiir trial for the Hutchinson and

Feryson Cups which, after two postponements, was
to have been held on October 21st, tas been put
off indefinitely, as it was found impracticable to
tackle two very bad hills after dark ; it has been
BOggested that the event be held on Boxing Day.

South-West London M.C.C.
The annual dinner will be held at Anderton's

Hotsl, Fleet Street, on the 14th prox., at 7.30 p.m.
Morning dress will be worn. Tickets are obtain-
able from the hon. social secretary. Mr. C. F.
Morgan, 3, Stockwell Avenue, S.W.9.

North Derbyshire M C.C.
The sixth annual dinner and prize distribution

o£ the above club will take place to-night (Thurs-
day) at 7 p.m., in the Hotel Portland, Chester-
field. Tickets may be obtained from Messrs. J.
W. Damms, R. B. Green, A. Adams, A. W. Webb,
or from the hon. sec, Cbas. UUyatt, 75, Hunloke
Avenue, Boythorpe, Chesterfield.

Bedford and District M.C.
A successful paper chase, combining a distance-

judging and observation test, was held on 5th inst.

over a course of 47 miles. Fifteen objects of a
humourous nature were distributed on the course,
and of these t4ie winners observed eleven. The run
was followed by a tea at club headquarters. Provi-
sional results : —Solo, A. Swift (Zenith). Sidecar, R.
B. Bates (976 Royal Enfield sc).

The championship trial was held over a sporting
course in the Chilterns on 15th inst., and included
stooping and restaiting test on Whipsnade Hill. The
distance for the final part of the trial had to be
Cistimated by competitors. Provisional results :—Club
Chnmpionship, Mayor's Cup and gold medal, N. M.
Bligh-[749 A.J.S.} : runner-up, T. French (Sunbeam
sc). Alien Cup and silver medal.

Burton M.C. and L.C.C.
The Burton, Tamworth, and Lichfield clubs

held very successful speed trials? rerontly.
Times over the half-mile course were made as
follows

:

^
CLASS 1 (Time).

650 C.C. SlDECAES.— 1. P. B. Chesterton (490
Norton sc), 34s.; 2, B. Rushton (633 Norton sc).
38^4

CLASS 2 (Time).
300 C.C. Solo.— 1 . C. Jones ( 249 Diamond).

352'-:S. ; 2, S. T. Ridgway (249 Diamond), 35^is.

CLASS 3 (Time).
350 C.C. SOI-O.—1. A. L. Baldock (350 Beard-

more-Precision), 333. ; 2, V. F. Trevor (349
A.J.S.), 33V5S.

CLASS 4 (Time).
650 C.C. Solo.— 1, B. Fidgeon (490 Norton),

28%s.; 2, B. Rushton (633 Norton), 30i^s.

CLASS 5 (Time).
Unlimited Solo.—l, B. Fidgeon (490 Norton).

27y5S.; 2, V. Poynton (998 Indian), 28s.

CLASS 6 (Formula).
Unlimited Solo.—l, S. T. Ridgway (249 Dia-

mond); 2, W. Aston (249 Diamond).
CLASS 7 (Time).

1916 OB Earlier Machines, Unlimited.— l.

S. Barrett (348 Douglas), SSi/^s.

Silver medaJs were awarded for lat and 2nd
place in each class.

Silver Cup for Fastest Time of Day.—
B. Fidgeon (490 Norton), 271/5S.

Luton and South Beds A.C.
It wa6 decided, owing to the much regretted

decease of the club's President, Lord Ludlow, Giat
the annual dinner arranged for the 18th inst.

should be postponed. A revised date will be
aunounced later.

Gainsborough M.C. and L.C.C.
A gold and two silver medals were competed

for in a reliability trial held on the 4th inst. in
and around Gainsborough. The gold medal was
won by F, Pullan (499 Triumph), who gained
85 per cent, of the total marks. L. Dady and
C. F. Batt were second and third respectively.
The next trial will be held on the 2nd prox.,
and will be an open event; .particulars may be
obtained from Mr. W. R. Adair, 2, Alfred Street,
Gainsborough.

Croydon and District M.C.C.
Excepting only the team prizes, no awards were

gained in a 100-mile trial held on the 5th inst.

This was partly accounted for by the inclusion of
*' Old Chalkey " in the route. Mr. Hagen's prize
was taken by the Wallington Club's solo team, con-
sisting of Reg. Green (490 Norton), E. C. Gordon
(499 Triumph), and S. Lavy (492 Sunbeam).
Owing to the arduous nature of the route special
bronze medals are to be awarded to the eleven
finishers.

North-West London M.C.
About forty members spent a very pleasant and

informal evening on the 4th inst. After a supper
party at Golders Green a visit was paid to the local
hippodrome, where a revue was much appreciated.
It is hoped to arrange a similar function soon
after Christmas. Members are reminded of the
Sundfiy afternoon run to the White Horse, Shenley;
on the 26th inst.

Fixtures for the coming winter season have been
made as follows :

November 26th.—Run to the " White Horse,"
Shenley. Members should meet for tea at 4 p.m.,
wet or fine.

January 9tli.—Annual dinner at Holborn Res>
taurant .

January 25th.—Annual general meeting.
Dates for The Motor Cycle film and a whist drive

will be fixed later.

Taunton and District M.C.
Thirty competitors entered for the Tauntoij

Autumn Trial, which was run over a circular
course of 120 miles, including Stout Hill, near
Taunton. The Bath competitors declared this hill

to be unclimbable, but W. G, Churchill accom-
plished the ascent on a 350 c.c. Beardmore B. and
S. Results : Autumn Challenge Bowl, W. G.
ChiLTc ill (350 Eearflmore B. and S.) ; Taunton
Traders' Bowl, T. W. Drayton (Salmson car);
Team Challenge Cup, Taunton and District M.C.
and L.C.C. team, P. V. Hare (494 Douglas). I. F.
Anderson (293 Connaught). and L. Pearce (&95
Etouglas); 350 c.c, 1, I. F. Anderson (293 Cm-
naught) and C. Fletcher (Hewin Experimental)*
Unlimited, 1. L. G. Morrish (492 Sunbeam) E.nc

P. v. Hare (494 Douglas).
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.'

Corresjondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset Hoase, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and addre33.

ALT-Y-BADY.
Sir,—No doubt "J.W.B." is not aware that I earn my

liviiig by competition riding, which must be my excuse for
taliing any notice of his inference that my proposed second-
gear climb ^ofAlt-y-Bady, in last year's Reliance Cup Trial,
was throwing away all chances of a clean climb.

I should like to make it quite clear that my original letter

was written with the full consent and knowledge of the
firm concerned, Messrs. Powell Bros. >,;,

''J.W.B." states that he cannot see why any man should
fail to make 99 clean ascents out of a lOO"; will he meet me
at Alt-y-Bady at any time most convenient to himself, and
demonstrate the truth of this ? If so, I will have great
pleasure in taking either a standard Powell or the sports
Powell up in second for his benefit—if I ceui !

,

Finally, I consider no ascent of Alt-y-Bady clean if the
feet are moved from the rests (or footboards).

J. WESTWOOD WILLS.

CASTOR OIL IN ENGINE LUBRICATION. '
'

.

Sir,^—I have read with no little astonishment Mr. Evans'
reply to " Kemist's " letter in your issue of November 9th.
Woul-d Mr. Evans kindly explain just what he means by
saying that the application of the term paraffin to mineral
oils alone is "incompatible with scientific practice'-? This
I can i^ell him—its application to oils other than mineral is
incompatible with a knowledge of chemistry ! Is' he aware
that it would be essentially

,
unscientific to apply the term

paraffin {i.e.,, inactive) to vegetable and animal oils, as these
compounds are exceedingly active, entering readily into
combination with a variety of substances and being easily
decoi posed? Why, hundreds of tons of these oils are de'-.

composed daily in soap works by the simple process of boil-
ing with alkalis !

To apply the term "unfortunate" to "Kemist's" state-
ment that mineral oils cannot give rise to fatty, acids is

both meaningless and absurd. What Mr. Evans means by
" the chemistry of lubrication" I know not, but if he is
acquainted with a process by which he can produce the
fatty acids from the saturated hydrocarbons he has, in-
deed, made a discovery in the science of chemistry, and I,
for one, should like to see a chemical explanatio"n of the
reactions involved.
Of course, I am well aware that, say, methane can be

converted into acetic acid by a series of involved reactions,
biit that is a different proposition from the conversion of a
mixture of the higher hydrocarbons to fatty acids by com-
bustion in an engine cylinder. "CATALYST."
Edinburgh.

SECRETS OF TUNE.
Sir.—Mr. R. Landon finds it difficult to give credence to

my remarks in regard to increasing the speed of standard
Rudge machines. I do not doubt him for one moment.

In view of no little experience of tuning a considerable
number of this make of machine, I find it difficult to give
credence to some of his remarks, particularly when I note
the peculiar method of argument of which he makes use.
The maximum of the' average Rudge-Multi (against the

stop watch) in good standard tune is certainly not over
55 m.p.h. in still air and normal level road, not 58 m.p.h., as
Mr. Landon would have it. We are referring to average

machines, not particular ones. A range of 52 to 55 m.p.h.
would cover most of the Eudge-Multis on the -road. Now,
adding to these the range of increase which I itientioned,

previously (li to 14 m"p.h.'), 'we find by the alterations

which 1 have in mind, that the new maximum range is

53 to 59 m.p.h., which statement of affairs is as I have
found it. ,

- "
,.

It is Mr. Landon's assumption that the alterations are
"simple." I made no comment on, theih ! _^ / ,

The I.O.M'. E,udge-Multi is no heavier than many 500
c.c. inachines r it weighs 233 lbs. Moreover,' weight makes
very little difference to speed where a case of maximum
is under consideration; it certainly affects the distance
talcen to attain the maximum; and also the average, but
not' the figure under review to any considerable extent.

"

In regard to the question of scored cylinders in effect

-

upon speed, I had a Rudge in 1920, which with one altera-

tion and a badly scored cylinder (due td a gudgeon getting
adrift) earned a certificate for 65.4 m.p.h. on the level road ;

-

I must adihit though, that'the pulling was somewhat.affected,

which is as might be exjSMed.' - "BEMSIST."
' Bexley Heath. - "' -'

HEAVY ENTRY FEES IN CENTS.E TRIALS.^. .

Sir,—I have noticed that the A. C.U. Yorkshire Centre;^

corjipetitions, especially the last two events, have not had
the support. \A'liich they should have had.
'• The reason, in my opinion, is not far to seek, as I have
had it pointed out to me by several riders that the eritrimce

fees charged are prohibitive, and I find that these com-
petitions appeal to many who' honestly camlot. afford to

enter them and their own rJnb events as well. The expense
does not end with tne entrance fee. I think a smaller fee

would attract a larger entry, make the competition Iceener,

and at the same time malce very little difference on the
financial side. WM. E. ASQUITH,

Hon. vSecretary, Leeds and District M. C.

CELLULOID EYE SCREENS AT NIGHT.
Sir,—May I take the liberty of writing you in reference

to " Awahawakawoo's " letter, since it has again raised a

question of general interest to motorists ?

He has purchased a celluloid windshield, for which pur-

pose it is admirably siiited, and although " Ixioii's " com-
ment is true generally, your correspondent has fortunately

secured a specimen having very little selective absorption.

Now celluloid is incapable of transmitting light without

destroying the clearness of any object seen through it. This
defect can, and will, only be intensified with wear, and
its continual use can only be detrimental to one's eyes.

Your correspondent also wishes to know why he cannot
recommend the article for night riding. When riding at

night, the eyes are straining to utilise every fraction of

available candle-power.' Now celluloid about 0.02in. thick

of good quality absorbs 11.5 per cent, of the total light

falling upon it. This reduction is a vtery serious matter
indeed, and secondly, the bad defining power as mentioned
above will be more apparent at the low intensity.

One must remember that with glass goggles absorbing
only 3 per cent, very few riders care to wear them for

night riding. Celluloid is at the very best about four

times as bad as glass! " ROVER."
London. N.19.
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PILLION RIDING IN SAFETY.

Sir,—In Holland pillion riding is the rule rather than

the exception, and one seldom sees a rider without a pas-

senger "up" behind him. Yet there is no outcry against

its dangers here. We think this is due to the fact that all

pillion passengers, without exception, both male and female,

sit astride the pillion seat. It will be found, we imagine,

that the custom of sitting sideways is the dangerous factor

in pillion riding. It merely requires a press campaign in

favour of the more sensible, if less graceful, position to

get rid of the menace of popular alarm and panic legisla-

tion. P. G. WILSON
Amsterdam. (B.C. A., Ltd.).

Sir,—Although your contributor expresses what I believe

to be the opinion of the majority of motor cyclists on

pillion riding, I beg to diffei-.

In the course of about 15,000 miles' riding with pillion

passenger, I have come to the conclusion that in emergen-

cies the passenger can always alight more easily when seated

side-saddle, and thus only the rider may come to grief.

I have touched 58 m.p.h. with passenger side-saddle,

without any lack of control.

Your readers' views would be interesting. A. 3. C.

Bristol.

J"

Sir,—I feel bound to agree with you that more security

is felt by the driver with his pillion passenger seated

astride.

This has led me to assume that if a saddle with its

special shape has been designed for the motor cyclist as

the proper thing, it ought to follow, as day follows night,

that a similar fitting is the proper thing for the pillion

rider. H. KILLINGBECK.

HUMIDITY AND POWER OUTPUT.
Sir,—May I suggest that "J.H.H." cannot conveniently

bring thS' barometer into the discussion, for the changes
of this instrument depend, primarily, according to modern
notions, on variations of pressure in the atmosphere, and the

resulting rain (or drought) follows as a result, and is no'i.

, itself the cause of the pressure variations. Has "J.H.H."
ever heard of a marked difference between the barometer
readings taken (1) close to the grass during dew'-fall, and

(2) higher in the air, during the same evening ?

"M.B.B.H.'s " explanation seems to be backed up by
the statement that one or more persons have introduced the
st«am from their radiators (on cars) to the engine, via the
carburetter, and have found an increase of power ; also

by the fact that many an engine (I believe?) shows far

more liveliness during the first few miles than later, when
the petrol is warmed up and therefore less dense.

This being so, would not an ether mixture be advan-
tageous ? Ether is very heavy.
With regard to the adequate mi.xing of the. vapour and

air, has anyone tried fixing: (1) a fine gauze; (2) a light,

tiny fan,, in the induction pipe? I think "M.B.B.H." has
sounded a very important note.

Belfast. RESEARCH THE CARBURETTER.

Sir,—I would* like to state that even the humble push
cycle runs better at night, while the difference between a

man walking with and without a little internal humidity
is truly remarkable. Witness the numerous "filling

stations" on the average road. MAEBNUS.
Oxford.

Sir,—I quite agree with Mr. P. F. Jarrold's first remarks,
but am not by any means convinced by his explanation.

On an average, humidity is at its highest around sunrise,

and., at this time temperature is at its minimum. I have
been " privileged " to do much riding at dawn, and cannot
claim that my big smgle has tended to " snper-Eudge."

In my opinion much of the extra power is imagined, as

one thinks that the 'bus is travelling much faster at night
when the only objects seen are those within the very
limited range of the lamp. 49867.

Ash ford.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. P. F. Jarrold, is young,
and, although wisdom does occasionally emanate from the
mouths of babes and sucklings, he has yet a little more
meteorology to learn.

He is, of course, quite correct in stating that relative
humidity has liiile effect on barometric readings, but he
seems to concur with "M.B.B.H." in assuming that water
vapour increases the density of the air. The fact is that,
other things being equal, an increase in moisture content
would cause a decrease in the atmospheric density.
Moreover, Mr. Jarrold appears to think that the density

of the atmosphere varies only as the pressure, hence his
apparently overwhelming argument that in an " anti-
cyclone " a baby two-stroke should have the kick of a
Brough Superior. He is wrong ; atmospheric density is not
only dependent on pressure, but also on temperature, and
it is a recognised fact that the average density of the air

in a " depression " is very little different from that in
an "anticyclone." Mr. Jarrold can substantiate this state-

ment for himself from standard meteorological publications.
With regard to the superior running of a machine at

night, I myself have experienced the feeling that my
engine has more than its normal supply of "pep," but I

am almost convinced that it is a delusion consequent on the
extra caution of the rider, rendered imperative by the
impaired visibility.

_
W. ANDREWS.

H.P. OR FUEL TAX?
Sir,—As Mr. CoUyer .doubtless knows, the motor tax was

introduced to pay for tlie upkeep of the roads, and it there-
fore seems only fair that the amount of tax paid by a
vehicle should be in strict proportion to the damage done to.

the roads by that vehicle. The present system does not
provide for this, as Smith, who only runs a sidecar outfit

on Saturday afternoons and has a total mileage of, say,
3,000, pays tlie same tax as Jones, who runs an outfit every
day and has a total mileage of 20,000.

If the petrol tax was re-introduced the heavy lorry or
car with a high petrol consumption would pay more than
the lighter motor cycle. Also the total amount payable
would vary directly with the mileage. L. HOLMES.

Sir,—Evidently Mr. R. CoUyer has not studied the matter
of fuel tax.

For the sake of explanation let us suppose "A" rides
300 miles per > week for a year, making a total of 15,500
miles. If 80 ni.p.g. is taken as an average, he uses 195
gallons of petrol. If there is a tax of 2d. per gallon the
rider pays £1 12s. 6d., against £1 10s. (or £3 as the case
may be), which is not a great fortune.

Further, not so many riders average 300 per week, so
the new tax tends to come in cheaper. M.S.M. 233.

Sir,—I cordially agree with your correspondent, Mr. R.
Collyer, and, while he remarks that the h.p. tax is too
heavy, I do not think many would complain if only the
income~-derived from it was used for road improvements as
intended, but I am afraid it mostly goes to provide a horde
of officials with fat salaries.

I maintain that any man or woman who can afford to
pay £50 for a solo, or £150 for a sidecar outfit, which is

used solely for pleasure, can afford an additional 30s. or
£4 per year.

Take my own case, and there are thousands like me. I

average 300 miles every week of the year. I ride through
rain, hail, and snow, over main roads, secondary roads, and
cart tracks, and very often at the end of the week I find

that my earnings have just about covered my expenses.
It stands to reason that any man who does 15,000 miles

per annum must have heavy tyre bills, to say nothiag of

other replacements such as chains, belts, etc., while the
pleasure rider can probably go a whole year without a single

replacement.
It is said that we commercial motor cyclists use the road

more than the pleasure riders. We do. 'Tis true, and pity

'tis, 'tis true. A good many of us wish we didn't. But
motor cycles and sidecars cannot damage roads.

Bury St. Edmunds. XR3296.
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FEW SIDECAR SUBSTITUTES.
Siry—Very few indeed of the cars shown at the Paris

Salon, Olympia, or the White City, have conformed to the

definition of a cycle car, "engine under 1,100 c.c., and
weight under 7 cwt." At Olympia and the White City the

vogue of the light four-cylinder car, which cannot possibly

be classed as a cycle car, was apparent. At the Salon the

twin cylinder was hardly in evidence. A Fi"ench paper
complained that "the quest of the very cheap machine has
not fulfilled the hopes of its numerous clientele," and that

"the so-C!tj{ed cycle car of to-day is simply a car which
pays 100 fr. tax

'
'—ha,ppy car !

The apostasy, as yon call it, of the G.N. is a heavy blow
to the popularity of the simple four-wheeler in England. I

note in a contemporary a list of 33 cars costing £200 and
under, but of these only 12 have been, or will be, shown this

year, and of the dozen, five are three-wheelers. The
Tamplin is, I believe, the only four-wheeler shown which is

priced as low as £150 ; the Morgan three-wheeler will be
sold at £128.
A good deal has been written lately on the question "Will

the three-wheeler survive?" If it does not (a very un-

likely contingency) the true cycle car, the rival of the heavy
sidecar, is indeed "moribund"; but, even so, T should be
inclined to write as its epitaph, "Besurgam," not "Requies-
cat in pace." H.^ GEORGE MORGAN.

HARDIER NORTHERNERS?

Sir,—May I, as a Londoner who is proud of it, be allowed
to say a few words t-o "I.xion "?

To_ begin with, I am afraid that "Ixion," in spite of his

undoubted experience, must go about with his eyes shut,

or he could not possibly make such an absurd statement
as ". . . . most Southern motor cyclists take jolly good
care to return home before dark." Anyone who has ever

ridden on the Bath Roaa, the Great North Road, or any
of our great highways after dark can hardly have failed

to note the constant stream of motor cyclists proceeding
Londonwards. Possibly, however, "Ixion " takes jolly good
care himself to be home before dark ?

He pi-actically admits that Norcherners are mostly splen-

did imitations of particularly surly hogs. It is also un-

necessary for him to state that he is a "Lancashire lad,"

for no Southerner would take the trouble to insult gratuit-

ously thousands of motor cyclists simply because they have
the good fortune to be born in a part of the country where
people are actually civil to one another !

Of course, one realises that those less fortunately situated
than the Londoner may be inclined to be envious, but
"Ixion " should not give way to it.

So the Southerner would not ride at all if he lived in the
North!

I ride a single-geared two-stroke, winter and summer
alike (and after dark !), which in my opinion takes more
doing than humming along on a 500 c.c. 'bus with three-

speed, clutch, i;hain drive, and every other refinement, as
belt-slip is certain on a really wet day. And that I am
no exception to the majority is proved by the hundreds of

motor cyclists to be found on southern roads winter and
summer alike. A SOUTHERNER.
London, N.W.6.

Sir,
—"Ixion" recently championed the cause of Northern

riders; who are blessed (it is alleged) with entrails of a far

longer and tougher nature than we "Southerns."
It is to be regretted that such an old friend should excom-

municate himself from us by a few indiscreet and positively
untruthful sentences, and no doubt this reply will only be a
tiny portion of the colossal howl of protest and execration
which will rise from ten thousand exhausts, and converge
on London as a real "pea-souper."

I do not know if superfluous election passions, or an un-
favourable circulation record are to blame for this outbreak

;

whatever the reason, such an indictment cannot pass un-
challenged. In the first case the apparent superiority of
the North is only obtained by the nature of the reports
published, and being the centre of the industiy (for economic
reasons only) it is only to be expected that, to many, motor
cycling is a stern reality of existence, and not the pastime

NOVEMBER 23rd, ig22.

^ve are pleased to consider it; as a direct result, trade (ques-

tions, I fear, crop up even in the den of venerarale "Ixion,"
who openfy confesses to his Lancastrian ori^n.
Again the geographical position favours t^e_ North, as slag

heaps are not tacked on to our back doors liSe mudscrapers,
and taken as medicine which we pretend we liSe, as they
cannot be dodged—we are unable to dodge anything more
formidahfe than super-tuned policemen, who migrate here in

vast numbers, and find it so bracing—and proiitable.

No, "'Ixion"! whilst taking off our hats to certain of

the northern stalwarts, as typified by George Dance, we
certainly have no intention of laying down and being run
over by them, and until more forceful arguments are bi-ought

up in proof I for one wUl not forsake dur country for coal-

mines, or macadam for the mud-holes which you seem to

regard as scmiethin^ of an acquisition.

A. E. JESSOP,
Hon. Trials Sec, West Kent M.C.

NONE TOO EASY PAYMENTS.
Sir,—The following are the easy payment terms for a

certain lightweigJit : Price of motor cycle, £24 3s. ; terms,

£5 down and 12 monthly payments of £1 17s. 6d. =£27 lOs^

This works out at 175% interest by the most favourable
calculations, but taKin^ into consideration that 37s. 6d. is

being paid monthly, I should think it is actually nearer

30%, if not more. Why should those who have little be
charged this exorbitant sum ? NOT LIKELY.
West Hartlepool.

Sir,—The question of "easy payments" raised by
Lt.-Col. Le Mesurier seems of sufficient importance to merit

further attention, as your subsequent correspondents do not

appear to have grasped the real point of his letter, viz., the

effect of payment by monthly instalments on the rate of

interest.

In your issue of 2nd November, " Zenith " draws atten-

tion to an instance which shows, he states, a -charge for

interest at the rate of 36% per .annum. It is really at a

much higher rate. If the £16 9s. were to be paid in one

sum at the end of the twelve months his figure would be

correct, but the debt of £12 2s. Id., plus interest £4 6s. lid.,

is to be paid off by equal monthly instalments of £1 7s. 5d.,

which makes the charge for interest at the rate of about

60% per annum. [A correspondent last week calculated this

rate to be approximately 86%.

—

Ed.J Similarly the case

mentioned by " Shylock " in your issue of 12th October

would work out, not at 17% as stated, but at 33% or

thereabouts.
It is to be hoped that purchasers on these terms are fully

aware of the charge made for the accommodation granted

to them. On the other hand, the risk of loss incurred by
the sellers in such transactions, unless security be obtained,

must be borne in mind. S8688.

Midlothian.
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n Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, u
P Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. D
n " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." ^n The standard handbook of the motor cycle. Ll

Pdcenet, 2/5. By post, 2/io.

D " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." Q
n Second Edition. Just Published. q"

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/9. ^
" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."O _^^
D *

"piith'EdTtion." Just'Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. D
CI " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." D
a By "IxioN." ot The Motor Cycle. O

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. Q
p. Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post. 2/9.

n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. Q" Set of Three Maps—^England and Wales, Scotland, Q
London. Set of three, complete in case. Pri- e net. 5/6. i-i

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—Engla.id and "
Wales, London, Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. ^

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. ^
Q With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

ObUinable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., D
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers O

p and Railway Bookstalls. Q
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A selection of questions of general! nterest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, *' The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a IJil. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to ViTite clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a lid. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality

A MIXED OUTFIT.
Would a Scott sidecar fit on

to a 1910-11 Triumph machine?
There being no top tube on the

Scott I wonder if it will affect

the fixing of the sidecar in any
way.—H.A.H.

If the sidecar is a standard Scott models,
it would be possible to fit it to an old

Triumph machine with a little modifica-

tion of the connections ; this would be a
matter for experiment, but any good
mechanic should be able to carry out the
work.

WON'T GO ON TOP GEAR.
I possess an old four-stroke

Calthorpe two-speed (foot opera-
ted) machine, and have recently
had both valve seatings rebuilt

and machined. The machine
gives every evidence of good compres-
sion. Upon taking it on the road, how-
ever, it will not go on top gear, owing
to some inexplicable reason. I have
had the engine to pieces, and as far as

I can judge there are no defects, with
perhaps the possible exception of loose

connecting rod bearings. The belt is

also worn. Would these defects cause
the strange lack of power when the
cycle is in top gear ? I have never
been able to get the engine to smoke.
Is this anything to do with it?

—

L.J.H.
It is difficult from your description to
diagnose the exact cause of your trouble,
as many factors may combine to produce
such results. Loose connecting rod bear-
ings and a worn belt should not have the
effect of reducing your power appreci-
ably, provided that the play - in the
former is not excessive, and that the
latter is still capable of gripping the
pulley flanges without slipping. Your
remark regarding failure of the engine
to smoke encourages the idea that the
lack of power may be due to faulty lubri-
cation, and we~ should recommend a
thorough overhaul of the oiling system.
Of- course the large combined gear bos
and crankcase on this machine allows a
greater quantity of oil to be pumped in
without causing smoking than the aver-
age engine will take. Slake quite sure
that the valve and ignition timing is cor-
rect. The magneto, if fixed ignition,
should be set so that the spark occurs
about four millimetres before top dead
centre.

important 2>ates.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd—
Olympla Motor Cycle Show.

Tues., Dec. 26th, and Wed., Dec.
27th—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat., Jan. 13th, to Wed., Jan. 24th
(1923)—The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 26th, to Sat., Feb. 3rd
(1923)—Scottish Motor Show.

REMOVING A. PINION.
How is the half-time pinion

?' which operates the exhaust valve
cam wheel removed from the

-iJ crankshaft on an old twin Rex
engine which has automatic inlet

valves?—E.B.H.D.
You do not give the date of your engine,

but if it is of the 1908 to 1910 variety,

the small timing wheel on the main shaft

is a pressed fit (parallel shaft) and it is

located by a small grub screw half in the

shaft and half in the pinion. A sprocket
drawer should be used to remove it or

perhaps the hook ends of two long tyre

levers could be used to prize it off.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

••THE AUTOCAR"—published
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines^is the com-
pute automobile journal embracing
small.medium.andlarge cars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4d.
Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

OILED-UP REAR CYLINDER.
On a 1921 770 c.c. twin B.S.A.

^^ (solo) I find that the back plug

> is tuiduly prone to oil-up, parti-

-IJ cularly on short hilly runs, neces-

sitating changing plugs or taking
out the plug in use to clean it. The
front plug gives no trouble, merely
carrying a light deposit of dry carbon
which does not impair its working
power. Is this defect due to the oiling

system or could it be caused by over-

oiling? If the latter, should not the
front plug also suffer ?—( I. D. 710).

Over-oiling of the rear cylinder of a V-
twin engine used to be quite a common
fault, and you will probably overcome
the trouble if you curtail the oil supply
slightly. If this is not effective it might
be possible to arrange the oil pipe inlet

to the crank case in a different position,

say at the back of the front cylinder.

Consult the makers as to modifications on
later moaels ; yours appears to be^ an
isolated case, however. If you cut down
the oil supply drastically, add a little

oil to the petrol for the benefit of the
valves and pistons.

" WITH CASH ADJUSTMENT."
About two montlis ago I

^^ agreed to effect an exchange of

> my sidecar for a solo machine
-S-J and cash to value of £24 10s. ;

the other party paid down £12
and signed an agreement to forward £8
in cash within twenty-four hours, and
the remaining £4 10s. within one month.
He sent the £8 as agreed, but did not
send on the £4 10s. when the mouth
had expired. I wrote on three occa-

sions asking for the balance, but he
said he refused to pay any more as the
sidecar was faulty. As a matter ot

fact the machine was in splendid con-

dition when he took it over, and I

wished the following day I had not
parted with it. What is the best way
for me to obtain redress ?—S.D.W.

From the facts stated, the person who
took over your machine should have satis-

fied himself as to its condition beforehe
agreed to the bargain, and if he did not

do so, it is his own fault. As you can-

not obtain the balance of £4 10s. you
should commence County Court proceed-

ings for its recovery, especially as the

purchaser made a further payment of £8
on account without making any complaint

after the machine was in his possession.
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OCCASIONAL MISFIRE.

I have a 595 c.c. 1920 Douglas.
^TI The engine has recently been
5' cleaned and valves ground in. I

-iJ now find that an occasional mis-

fire occurs at intervals. It is

rather peculiar inasmuch as it is worse
on top gear, occurring about every 300
to 500 yards, while on second gear it

does not seem to miss at all, or very
occasionally. The magneto and plugs

have been tested, and I have cleaned the
carburetter. Valve clearances are cor-

rect—in fact, everything seems me-
chanically perfect. In appearance the
trouble would seem to be an occasional

short circuit somewhere, but if it were
so, why does it appear only on top gear
and not on second or third ? There-
fore to me it does not seem anything to

do with the sparking system.—C.E.M.
From your description, which does not
reveal any actual defect, we should be
inclined to attribute your trouble to a
sticking inlet valve. It is possible that
one of the valve stems is rather tight in

the valve guide, possibly due to con-

gealed oil which occasionally prevents the
valve from operating correctly. Thor-
oughly cleaning and polishing with fine

emery cloth is the remedj^. Make sure
that the contact breaker rocker (or roller,

according to the make) is quite free.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions pvblished

under. this heading shoidd be addressed
c/o The Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests

for experiences should he accompanied by
a stOTnp.

".J.M." (Ross).—350 c.c. De Luxe
Barr and Stroud, Model D.
"J.W.M." (London).—Gibbons cycle

car with Coventry-Victor engine ; belt

wear.
" W.A.F.' (Welhngborough).—Garden,

1921 or earlier model.
" H.B." (Manchester).—Scott Sociable

with wheel steering : suit.ability for driver

with partially-disabled left hand.

"J.L.F." (Tork).—Cure for persistent

valve breakages on 398 c.c. A. B.C. ; suit-

able jet, fitting of two-lever carburetter

or e.xtra air valve.

Accommoia ion Daring the Show.
PruvinciaJ memDers of the A.C. U. may

obtain information at Stand No. 6 at
Olympia, as to the accommodation avail-
able to them during their visit to London.

Lis.ontinued

The Coventry Chain Co., Ltd., advises
us. that it no longer has any interest in
the production of the chain rivet ex-
tractor which we illustrated on p; 652 of
our November 9th issue. It is now
marketed by Sa.xelbys, Ltd., of Coventry.

A New Rabbei Comiionnl
Containing an admixture of mica which

gives properties making it resistant to the
deleterious effects of heat, a variety of

rubber known as Mintite Finished will be
included amongst the products of

A. Roberts & Woris, Ltd., and W. A.
Bates, Ltd., at Olympia.

A Uanderer.

Not long ago Zenith Motors, Ltd., had
a letter fronj a dispatch rider at Cologne
asking for spare parts for a Zenith
Gradua; by the frame number they were
able to identify the machine as one made
for the Russian Army and shipped
through the Ministry of Munitions in

1915. The rider writes: "I have
toured 12,000 miles under all sorts of con-

ditions in Poland, Upper Silesia, and
Germany, and have never had to stop

for any sort of trouble except for the
tyres, which are of German make."

NOVEMBER 23rd, ig22.

Experi-nced T.T. Riders Only.
' Several riders with T.T. experience

are needed by a well-known manufactui'er
in 1923. Letters should be addressed to

"Tourist Trophy," c/o The Editor, The
Motor Cycle, Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4.

Range of Friction Gear Ratio.,

In our description of the friction-driven

Economic lightweight, the range of ratios

provided was stated to be between 6 to 1
and 9 to 1. The makers, however, state

tliat the low gear is 19 to 1, thus the
range is extremely wide.

Wireless on a Eid'^car.

It is not generally known that the

Metro-Tyler Co., Ltd., Banister Road,
Kilburn Lane, London, N.VV.IO, are

manufacturere of wireless outfits and at

the Oljrmpia Show th^y vvill exhibit a
sidecar saloon body fitted with wireless

installation and frame aerial.

Efficiency and Silsnce.

In" reference to the impression which
may be current that the quieter runnmg
G.N. engine is not so efficient as the

older type, the makers claim that despite

a heavier body the new side-valve twin

models are equal to the overhead inlet

type in general performance.

Catalogue Received.

The Athol Engineering Co., Peru

Street, Higher Brou^hton, Manchester :

Particulars of celluloid sheeting such as

is used for sidecar windscreens.

Ca alogues Wanted.

Catalogues of motor cycles, cycle cars,

and accessories which will be exhibited at

the Motor Cycle Show at Olympia, are

urgently needed by the Auto-Cycle Union.

They should be addressed to The Secre-

tary, 83. Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

PROTECTION FOR mE DRIVER.

Not only does the T.O.M. Shield provide the equivalent of a high dash,

which is surmounted by a small aero type windscreen, but wind scoops are

incorporated which deflect the rush of air on to the cylindeis. The shield

can be folded down to cover the saddle when the rider is dismounted, thus

keeping the machine dry. When in use. great protection from the elements

is afforded

C38
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NEW PRICES for 1923
Rudge Motor Bicycles & Sidecars

(Dunlop Tyres)

25th NOVEMBER, 1922

3H h.p. Rudge Multi T.T. Racer, with

or without pedal starter - - -

Rudge Light Sidecar

3H h.p. Rudge, Chain Diive

Rudge Sporting Sidecar - - -

7/9 h.p, Rudge Twin, Chain Drive

Rudge Touring Sidecar, with Spring Grid

Last
Season's
Prices

77

20

£97

94

20

£114

113

30

NEW
PRICES.

£ s. d.

65

15

£80

85

20

£105

100

25

Rudge IT!

£143 £125

CARRIAGE PAID. AGENTS EVERYWHERE.

Divided Payments arranged.

STAND y / OLYMPIA

RUDGE-WHITWORTH Ltd.

Ask for
Pocket Catalogue

(Dept. 600) COVENTRY.
LONDON: 230, Tottenham Court Road, W.l

In answerinn this adveitise.w.e.nt it is desirable to viention "The Motor Cvcle." ai
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The Rubu Cycle Co., Ltd., in voluntary I qpidati n.

FOR SALE IN ONE LOTAS A GOIKG CONCERN

F. S. AIREY, ENTWISTLE & CO.
IN CONJUNCTION WITH

Messrs. LOMAX, SONS & MILLS
have received instructions to offer for

SALE BY AUCTION at the Thatched
House Hotel, Manchester, on TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 12th, 1922, at 2.30 o'clock
in the afternoon prompt, subject to con-
ditions,

MODERN WORKS known as the

ROYAL RUBY CYCLE WaRKS
situate at ALTRINCHAM, near Manchester,

and the FIXED AND LOOSE MACHINE TOOLS,
DEPARTMENTAL PLANTS, Electric Power
Plant, Office Furniture, Loose Tools, Jigs,

Patterns, Drawings, and Goodwill of the Business.

A!so THE STOCK-IN-TRADE, WORK-IN-
PROGRESS, New Cycles and New Stores, Three
Motor Vehicles, and Manager's House.

THE LAND forming site of the Works and held in con-
nection therewith contains a total area of 19,724 sq.

yds. and is freehold and free from chief rent (about
6,000 yards are vacant in addition to the Yard space).

THE BUILDINGS ARE MODERN, the major portion
being completed in 1920, whilst the older parts were
erected in 1915 and 1910 and contain a total floor area
o"t over 8,6oo sq. yds., mostly of lofty one storey Shed
construction, withadministrative block two storeys high,

having suitable elevation to Moss Lane, with excelli.nt

suite of General and Private Offices, etc.

THE MOTIVE POWER is electricity, the current being
derived from the Altrincham Electric Supply Co., Ltd.,

and the Plant includes : 8 Transformers, 14 Electric
Motors, and about 800 ft. of Shafting.

THE MACHINE TOOLS AND PLANT embrace about

:

140 MACHINE TOOLS suitable for the Cycle Trade,
fully equipped departments for Lining, Enamelling,
Plating, Brazing, Pohsh ng and Sand Blasting, to-

gether with all I oose Tools, 220 Fitters' Vices and
Benches, Gas Producer Plant and Dust Extractor
Plant for the Polishing Shop, Office Furniture, etc.

Manager's Dwelling House known as " Rosslyn " situate

in Bentinck Road, Altrincham, subject to Chief Rent of

^5 per annum.

The \\'orks were in full or part operation up to a few weeks
ago and are capable o£ an output of about 2,500 Motor
Cycles and about 10,000 ordinary Cycles per annum.
Schedules ol the Plant and Stocktaking may be mspected
and other information regarding the trading ol the
Company may be obtained from the Liquidator by
appointment.
Printed particulars, Conditions of Sale, and orders to view
the Works may be had from F. S. Airey, Entwlstle & Co.,
Auctioneers and Valuers, 10, Norfolk Street ; the Liquidator,
Mr. R. H. Lord (Messrs. J. B. Boyd, Wrigley & Co.),
Chartered Accountant, 53, Brown Street ; Messrs. Lomax,
Sons & Mills, Auctioneers and Valuers, 2, Booth Street; or
from MESSRS. SALE & CO., Solicitors. 29, Booth Street,
all of Manchester.

Ivy Motors
Stand 64-Olympia

TheNew 21 H.R (Four Cycle)

Ivy will be on show — in

addition to our well-known 2i

and 3 H.P.Two Stroke Models.

A substantial reduction

has been made in prices

but the quality has

not been reduced.

S.A. NEWMAN, Ltd.

Ivy Motors,

Lichfield Road, Birmingham.

STAND 64-Olympia

London: Maude's Motor Mart,Gt. Portland St.

We are open to appoint agents

where not represented.

C42 In unitweriny these uuveriiaeinenls tt is desirable to mention "Tlie Motor Cycle."
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for

AR & PILL
SEE
these

wonder-
ful AIR
CUSHIONS

AT
STANDS

J. A. WOOD
& Co.

and

9, Hammersmith

SEATS
For the Motor Cycle or Sidecar Owner, The Morley Self-Controiled Air
Cushion is a splendid adjunct, as it is for Light Cars, Morgans, Runabouts,
Sidecars and Dickey Seats, beiiig as safe and comfortable as it is most de-
cidedly economical. ORDER a Morley Self-Controli.ed Air Cushion,
Posh Bag, Motor Car Seat, or Pillion Seat, Full Sized or Single Bed
NOW, and you'll never have anything else. Enquiries may be addressed,
or orders sent direct, to THE SELF-CONTROLLED AIR CUSHION
CO., LTD., or through any Garage, House Furnisher, Motor Accessory
Dealer, or Department Store.

This patent metiiod of making Seats, Cushions, Beds, etc., is revolutionising an
Industry, and the big Motor Car and Shipping Finns, Hospitals, and similar In-
stitutions, have quickly perceived the many advantages of this Controlled Air-

System.

HOW TO ORDER.
i-TRSr make a paper pattern to the EXACT size of the seat
bottom required, makiug sure that the comers are given
correctly. Also distinctlv mark onthc pattern which is the
front edge of the Cushion

.

SECONDLY, give the depth of Cushion desired at the
FRONT ONLY. We can then make to fit your seat
perfectly.

THIRDLY, state whether a pleated, plain, or
buttoned seat is required. This is necessary

;

otherwise we send the buttoned seat. Can be
upholstered in any shade of either Leather,
Rexine or Bedford Cord.

We send quotations immediately 03

receipt of Pattern.

ANY SEAT SENT ON APPROVAL
AND CASH RETURNED IF

UNSATISFACTORY.
Every Cushion Guaranteed

5 Years.

SEE
these

wonder-

ful Am
CUSHIONS

AT
. STANDS

GAMAGES,

ISON k Co.

DURING SHOW WEEK
THESE CUSHIONS ON
VIEW 9, HAMMER-

Sr.^iTH ROAD,
opposite

Olympia.

THE SELF'CONTROLLED AIR CUSHION C°- LTD,
CLIFTON STREET, NEWTON HEATH,

Phone: Central 7519. MANCHESTER. 'Phone : Central 751 9.

In ansicering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/ele.' '+5
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5m
of motor cycles awarded
"fists" at BrDcklands this

year were fitted with "ML "

Magnetos.

F rst machirte to lap at

over 100 miles per hour

(M. Le Vack ridh^g a Zenith

Jap) was fitted with an "ML"
Magneto.

The Magneto which stands up to the

Brooklands Track work will give you the

efficiency and reliability you want.

See the

Cobalt

Steel

Magneto

at Sand No. 267 Olympia.
All enquiries and correspondence relating to overseas trade a-nd to retail

and tnidc business in this country sliould be addressed to Messrs.
S. Smith & Sons [M.A.) Ltd., Central Works^ CnckleiL'ood, N.\V.2.
Sole Makers: The M-L Magneto Synd. Ltd., Coventry, to wJwm all

enquiries Iroin manufacturers should be sent.

If it's an **M-L"—you can rely on it.

At

Stand

M d ^
OLYMPIA.

Patented
at home

and abroad.

L
Just a line

to let you
know the
benefit T

have re-
ceived from
your spring
seat saddle.

I have had
3 operations
for internal

trouble, and
had been
compelled to

give up rid-

ing. I bought
one of your
saddles and
have done
thousands of

miles with-
out further
trouble.

G.K.

Illustration with
part of the fe!t and
Rexine cover cut
away to show con-
struction of saddle.

You will see the

wonderful floating

TERRY
spring seat saddle.

We invite you to__ come
and see it, sit on it, test

it, and discover its real

good qualities—so you
may have it on your
1923 model.

If you cannot visit the
Show, write nov,r for

literature describing the
saddle and its successes

—post free.

Herbert Terry & Sons, Ltd.,

Manufacturers,

Redditch, Eng.

Est I8S5. «

IL

IIL

St lections from many
sim'lar appreciations.

You will be pleased to hear

that the "O.K." team in the

recent "6 Days" was awarded
the Team Prize (350 class) and
3 Gold Medals. We all used
your spring seat saddles. They
make an uncomtortable job

comfortable.
N.H.

From
Tanganyika,
E. Africa.

Whilst
home on
leave I pur-
chased a
spring seat

sadd e. It

has been a
perfect 'God-
send' on the
terrible up-
country
roads here,

than which
there are
none worse.
It IS the
admira t i o n
of all
riders.

A.W.F.

C46 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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PATENT.
A very ea^y start is obtained by pressing-
float ticlder, which creates a well of petrol
at " a " which, by having throttle open
only a little, is drawn into cj'linder at
first Idck, so giving practically a petrol
injection.

Opening and closing throttle enlarges and
reduces jet " b " by means of tapered
nsedle " c." , A rich mixture for accel-
erating from' cold is obtained by turning
bar of needle adjusting rod " d " to the
left (anti-clockwise looking at top of
carburetter) ; one complete turn raises or
lowers needle one-quarter of an inch, so
enlarging or reducing the jet.

The carburetter compensates itself for
different speeds of the engine as follows ;

As engine speed rises, the suction on
outlet jet " e " increases, but, owing to
the fact that air offers less resistance
than petrol, air is drawn down orifice

"/."•brought from oi\tside of carburetter
by means of the compensating tube, and
so causes a gradually weakening mixture.

As engine speed falls when hill climbing, so the suction
on jet " e " falls, but as the jet " i " is below petrol
level the same amount of petrol is flowing, but less

Messrs. Martinsyde write :

—

" I?eferring to the Mills Carburetter we have on
trial, we are pleased to tell you that we have
obtained excellent results in slow running,
acceleration, power, and speed ; the petrol
consumption appears to be normal, and the
mixture even throughout the full range of

throttle opening."

Messrs. Veloce, makers of the " Velocette," write :

—

" The small carburetter gave us great satis-

faction."

The Daily Mail, May iSth, 1922, criticising the
Calthorpe motorcycle fitted with a Mills Carburetter,
says ;

—

" A large part of the engine's good nmning I

attribute to the Mills auttiiiti'ic ccmpc-nsating
carburetter ; never once, even downhill, did the
engine four-stroke. The engine seemed to get a
perfect mixture at all throttle openings. It gave
easy starting, good power and speed, steady slow
running, and good consumption."

Fully Compensating

CARBURETTER
Price £3 Any Size.

air is drawn down orifice "/," causing
a gradually enriched mixture to be
supplied.

It will be clearlj' seen that at no time
does neat petrol issue from jet " e." At
all throttle openings and speeds of engine,

air is drawn from "/," which mi.xes

with petrol from " b," issuing from " e
"

in the form of petrol vapour. This
gives us a real " atomised spray " car-

buretter at all throttle openings and
speeds, including " pilot."

The petrol level has no influence on the
working of the carburetter so long as

it is above the lowest part and below
the highest part of the tube or passage
connecting primary jet " b " with second-
ary jet " e."

The jet being in centre of float chamber,
the tilting of machine either uphill or
downhiU does not alter mixture in any
way, and machine has to be laid

down almost horizontal before flooding

occurs.

If correct needle has been fitted, carburetter will give
correct mixture at all positions of throttle and all

speeds of engine.

Messrs. Excelsior Motor Company (per Mr. Carson) write :

—

" The carburetter fitted on to the twin machine has
been tested in Devonshire and Somerset over a some-
thing like 400-mile journey. It has proved exceedingly
satisfactory, and Ave can in no way suggest any improve-
ment. It is the most satisfactory carburetter that we
have tested. On a vehicle weighing 6 cwt., and carry-

ing 30 stone of passengers and luggage, averaged 50
miles per gallon in hilly country. The engine starts

quite easily, and the machine is most simple to control.

The writer understands, on inquiring, that the light-

weight carburetter is giving equal satisfaction on the
Villiers engine."

Mr. R. O. Clark, of Norwich, winner of the Junior T.T.
Race (250 Class) 1920, writes :

—

" With regard to the carburetter, I am pleased to state

that I am very satisfied with this."

Mr. Dan Bhadburv, the Norton specialist of Sheffield,

writes ;

—

I beg to state that the Mills Carburetter is giving

every satisfaction, and is excellent in every way.'

A large number of motorcycie manufacturers are fitting it, including B.S.A., Norton, James, Excelsior, Calthorpe,
Radco, Sun Vitesse, Alldays & Onions, etc., whilst any maker can fit it without extra cost if you specify it.

For one month from November 22nd we will allow up to 20/- for your old carburetter. Tf ne.v condition, 20/-;

if good cbndition, 15/- ; if fair, 10/- ; if old but usable, 5/-.

If you will try our carburetter, send along full particulars of engine, enclosing £s as deposit,

when carburetter will be sent on 14 days' trial. If you return it,- we refund your deposit less any
damage and out of pocket expenses, minimum 5/-. If you want to keep it and would like an
allowance for your old carburetter, send it along, and we mil send P.O. to value as above.

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN.

OLYMPIA, Stand No. 153.
MILLS CARBURETTERS — -Farnham, Surrey,

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C47
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SEE OUR
1923

MODELS

WILL INCLUDE—
ALL-CHAIN DRIVE,

IMPROVED MUDGUARDS
AND

TANK SUSPENSION.

NEW BAND BRAKE, Etc.

Stand No. 135

8 Sliver Gups. 1 5 Gold Medals.
Only one Machine entered in each Trial and each one

guaranteed Standard.

SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION
IN PRICES.

E. A. RADNALL & Co., Vauxhall Works,
"Dartmouth Street, "BIRMINGHAM.

ATLAS If hp
Two stroke

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. SEND FOR 1923 CATALOGUE. _

40 M.P.H.

PIONEER OF
200 M.P.G.

LIGHTiVEISHTS

SINGLE SPEED
COU>fTERSHAFT
(as illustration)

26
GUINEAS.

29TWO-SPEED
GEAR BOX

GUINEAS.
Manufactured throughout In our own Works.

THE ASTON MOM & ENG. CO., LTD.
WITTON LANE. BIRMINGHAM.

WINDOW f^^^*^^!

^ '1?A'^QIH" '^U^ PUBLICITY
1

1

Jl JRrMxiCI iLjJL\.0 at little cost i

! Manufacturers, Wholesalers and Advertising Agents j

[ desirous ol spending their advertising appropriations to the best !

1 advantage should consider the undoubted merits of window transfers,
j

j
Attached to the iviiidoT,\-s of retailers* ?Uo s. or depcts. thev ^te dhvays iii sight by 1

1 daylight or anificfal i^ht, cost nothing lo maintain, yet coiitinLially attract bivyers. !

\ Write for New Booklet and Specimen. •

i THE BRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO., LTD.,
\

\
Quinton Works, COVENTRY. |

; London : Dorset House, Tudor St., E.C.4. Manchester : 199, Deansgs te.
;

ROUTE BOOK
with 32 pages of Road Maps of England and

Wales, Scotland, and the London District.

2/6 net, by Post 2/1
From ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor St.,

London, B.C.4, and leading Booksellers.

C48 In ansirering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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iBgngn^i^i iHga
m

FIRST IN 1912 & STILL LEADING FOR ALL PURPOSES

H WHEN IT

RESOLVES
^ ITSELF INTO
U A QUESTION

H OF VALUE
FOR MONEY

i THE

ISEAL
SCORES

EVERY TIME.

^ PRICE
m Including WIND-

SCREEN, HOOD,
m HORN, LAMPS
AND TOOLS.

s£ 1 45
DO NOT BE MIS-
LED BY THE
TERM 3
WHEELER AS
THE SEAL HAS
PATENTED ME-
CHANICAL AD-
VANTAGESTHAT
OVERCOME ALL
T H E f R DIFFI-
CULTIES B Y
CARRYING THE
LOAD THROUGH
THE MAIN
FRAME TO THE
OFFSDEOFTHE
DRIVING WHEEL.

BYTHIS PATENT-
ED DESIGN YOU
OBTAIN A PER.
FECT BALANCED
VEHICLE WITH
ONLY 2 TRACKS.
NOTE THE DIS-
TRIBUTION OF
THE LOAD.

Write for List to
the Patentees and
Manufacturers :

Seal Ailotors,
UMITED,
— 348—

Stretford Road,

MAHCflEST£R.

THE CLEANLINESS AND RELIABILITY OF A CAR,
AT MOTOR CYCLE COMBINATION PRICE.

WHY RIDE ON
A SADDLE ?

WHY NOT A
COMFORT-
ABLE SEAT IN

A COSY BODY
PROTECTED
FROM ALL
WEATHERS ?

AND REMOVE
ALL NEED

FOR
UNSIGHTLY
CLOTHING.

PUNCTUAL
DELIVERY IS g
THE KEY- m
NOTE TO m

H
COST OF DE- g
LIVERY IS OF iiiu

VITAL IM- m
PORTANCE. ^

COMMERCIAL ^
VEHICLE Offl

WITH VAN i
BODY, ^

Including LAMPS, B
HORN & TOOLS, W

£145
d̂

LESS VAN ^
WITH FLAT B

TOP, Z
£135B

Hi_
THE IDEAL OUTFIT FOR LIGHT DELIVERY,

In ansivering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' C51
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SOLE LONDON & BlSTEICr AGENTS for

JUNIOR MODELS

STANDARD MODFLS

£37 to £65

AND 8H.P.

4 Cylinders£110 Combination

Also Agents TRIUMPH MOTOR CYCLES
WATSONIAN SIDECARS

DEFERRED PAYMENTS

BARTLETTS
93, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.l

MANUFACTURERS'
RECORD BARGAIN OFFER

TO " MOTOR CYCLE " READERS.

WATTS MOTOR
CICLE Ci-OCK

Trade
Enquiries
Invited.

5,000
O"'*- "^ SPECIFICATION:

Fully Jpwelled KEYLESS LEVER MOVEMENT ACTION. PERFECT
TIMEKEEPER FITTED WITH PATENT RELEASE ACTION and
CANNOT possibly be OVER wound. FULLY GUARANTEED for 5
YEARS Fitted with patent device for attaching to handle-bar (as diagram).
SOLID NICKEL CASE, ABSOLUTELY DUST, DAMP & WATERPROOF.

These Clocks are particu-

larly designed to WITH-
STAND ROAD SHOXiKS.

Only

30/-
Post Free.

POST FREE 30/-
THESE CLOCKS ARE GUARANTEED 5 YEARS. SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED or MONEY RETURNED IN FULL.

Never before has such an amazin:^ Bargain been oSered to readers. Every
MOTOR CYCLIST should make a point ot securing one of these WONDER-
FUL Bargains, stock is limited. THEREFORE it you want to secure

a single article at a Iraction of its real value forward your order AT ONCE to

Our West End Cilice and Showrooms (Dept. M.Ci

WATTS, iU & CD., 327, Oxford St., London, W.l.

TWO-STROKE
MOTOR CYCLES

By the Staff of

" The Motor Cycle."

Second Edition
(Revised)

THIS useful and interesting

treatise should be studied by
all to whom the fascinating two-
stroke makes an appeal. It fully

describes the engine and other units

and shows how the rider may get the

best results on the road. Numerous
illustrations are included.

Price 2/6 net. By Post, 2/9.

From LLIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House,
Tudor St., London, E.C.4, and leading booksellers.

C52 In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The BRAMPTON
Bi-Flex SPRING FORK
A Motor Cyclist recently wrote us that, since fitting the
" BRAMPTON " Bi-FIex Spring Fork, the comfort of his

machine has been trebled, and it steers itself almost without
assistance.

Wliilst the above unsolicited testimony most adequately
represents the unanimous opinion of all users, the forth-

coming Motor Cycle Show will provide further indisputable
evidence of the universal popularity of the " BRAMPTON *'

Bi-FIex Spring Fork by the large number of machines
exhibited in which this Fork is incorporated as a standard
fitment.

An opportunity will also present itself for j\Iotor Cyclists
to inspect the various models which we make at our
Exhibit on

STAND No. 258,GALLERY
where a cordial invitation is extended to all visitors to the
Exhibition.

—BRAMPTON BROS. LTD.

Oliver Street, Birmingham.

The BRAMPTON
(Shock Absorbing)

SPRING CHAIN
This Chain combines and affords the advantages of botli
Chain and Belt witliout the disadvantages of either. Whilst
positive in its action, it is_as resilient as a belt, transmitting
the power generated by the power unit with minimum loss,

and completely absorbing all shocks from engine impulse
which are transmitted to the driven wlieel.

The " BRAMPTON " Spring Chain thus affords a maximum
of comfort for the rider and a minimum of wear on his tyres.
All the bearing parts of the Chain are cushioned by springs,
as indicated in the illustration below, and can only be
brought into contact as the resistance of the springs is over-
come. There is, therefore, no hammering of parts, and as a
result the life of the Chain is enormously increased.
Conspicuous successes were achieved by Motor Cycles fitted

with this transmission during the past season, and it is now
to be seen inco.-porated in some of the best known makes of
machines. It will be exhibited, among other types of Chains
of our manufacture, on

STAND No. 258,GALLERY
Your inspection is invited.

——BRAMPTON BROS. LTD.—
Oliver Street, Birminghana.

The New

NEW
PRICES
for 1923

Tourist No. i. .£31 10

2 . 25

., 3- . 23

.. 4- . 21

Club £30
Sports Superb ... 24 10

Light Sporting... 16 15

Light Touring ... 16 15

A fall range oF models en

view at Olympia.

Light-Sporting

Side-Car
For Lightness with Strength.

The new Grindlay sports sidecar weighs

but 8o lbs. complete, yet has an ample

margin of strength, and is extremely com-

fortable, like all Grindlay models.

prices include

carriage in U.K.

free PRICE
Completely

equipped, £16 . 15 .

GRINDLAY (COVENTKV). LTD..
COVENTRY.

In ansvierin-j '/c.?- aarertisements it Is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' C53
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F you want full satisfaction—that's where you get it.

Your 1 923 model will be delivered to you
immediately, and easy payment terms to suit your
convenience will be arranged. Every assistance and
advice will be given you, and the Allen-Bennett

upkeep Service will be at your disposal.

What more can you wish for ? Get in touch with an
Allen-Bennett representative, and have a chat with him—
you'll find him on the three stands mentioned below.

Whatever make of motor cycle or light car you select—your present machine will be taken in part exchange.

We are contracting agents for all leading makes of machines.
Sole district ageiits for London and 30 mile radius for

BR O UGH SUPERIOR
SHEFFIELD- HENDERSON
P. & P. SILENT THREE

Our representatives will be in attendance on above stands,

also on

—

MORGAN MATCHLESS DUNELT
or any other stand by appointment.

We have over 100 shop-soiled and second-hand
michines in stock. Vt hy not call and see whether any
of these meet your requirements ?

CofTtrMerciai Pubh'c:ty

C54

9-10-11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON.
'Phone: 2450-?45I 'Grams: "Track. CrouJon.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES

ADVERTISEMENTS* in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable_—-r-cST
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed,,-—*—^
Treasury Notes, beins: untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertise.nenls m this section should be

accompaniei with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices ol "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4f. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices ol " The Motor Cycle,"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advcrtisemenis should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For tlie convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " Tlio Motor Cycle" Oflfice.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added'

to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box coo, c /o " -The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

a*?Jressed No. ooo, c/o *'The Motor Cycle," Dorset House
Tudor Street, London, E.C,4. Readers who rep y toBot No
: dvertissments are warned against sending remittance through

the post except in registered envelopes; in all such cases the

use oj the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

should be clearly marked " Deposit Department"

In the case ol motor cycles oflered for sale under a box

number, as It is unusual for these to be sold without flrst

being Inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

lacUUate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention ol the district in which the machine

offered may be seen and tried.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to \niUnown persons

may deal in perfect Siifety by availing themselves of our

Deposit Svstetn. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle." both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
• to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, bul

in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to /;io, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on

transactions over £io and under £50, the tee is 2 /6 ; over

f50 and under £75.5/-; over £73 and under £too, 7/6

and on all transactions over £ioo, i%. All deposu

mitters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street

London, E.C.4, and cheques and nioney orders should bf

made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself 01

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to "advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

lUenos as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

•acb one hv nost.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

1Q20 T.T. A.B.C, perfect througbout, engine ovei-
* J.«7 hauled by Sopwiths costing £20, fully equipped,
Watford, tools, epares, 1922 cylinders; £50, or ex-
change Indian Scout.— 34, Amwell St., Hoddesdon,
Herts- U294

THE
SIGN OF

GOOD
SERVICE

VALUE
PEAKS FOR ITSELF

B.S.A. MOTORCYCLES,
£ s. d.

2| h.p. Lightweight - 57 15

3| h.p. Sports - 70

4i h.p. Touring, chain-belt - 72

4i h.p. Touring, all chain - 75

The above are single cylinder models each
fitted with three speed gear box, _ hand
controlled clutch and kickstarter.

£
85
90
90
107

6 h.p. Light Tourist

8 h.p. Light Tourist

6 h.p. Model de Luxe
8 h.p. Model de Luxe

The above are twin cylinder machines of

special design for sidecar work, each with three
speed gear, hand controlled clutch and
kickstarter.

• SIDECARS.

Sports Model
Touring for 4-J h.p. m/cs.

Heavy Touring for 5 & 8 h.p. m ;cs

Tw-o seater - - - -

Theve is sure to he an immense demand foy

these 1923 Models.

&
20
25
33
37

Godfrey's have a selecton op
the latest b.s.a. models in
STOCK FOR immediate DELIVERY.
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT ONCE TO

AVOID DISAPa OINTMENT.

Cash. Easy payments
exchanges.

WHATEVER YOUR REQUIREMENTS
YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN
GET IN TOUCH WITH GODFREY'S.

Godfrey's LI£
GT. PORTLAND STREET,208:

LONDON, W.L
le : LANGHAM 1300 (2 lines)

MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

A.B.C. 1921, Luca« dynamo
t.vre: £65; speedouieter.

MirfieW, York 3.

FOR SALE.

set. perfer-t order, new
tax.~S. Dale, CoIit'Ke,

[2279

A. E.G., fully equipped, oversize tyres, over-
hauled by makers; £4S.—37, Arlington Rd,.

Surbiton. 'Phone: Kinsston 1274. [2170

OCTOBER. 1922 3h.p. A.B.C. combination, dynamo
lighting. luasLing Royal, speedometer, 500 miles

only, perfect; bargain, £95.-7. Dennan Rd., Tolwnrth.
[2056

1022 A.B.C. Special Sporting Combination, e!e.-tric
J-*^ iigbt. voltmeter and switchbox in sidecar,
complete equipment, as new; £75.—Reynell, 23a,.
North Hill, Highgate, N.6. [2635

A.B.C. 1921, T.T. handle-bars, copper exhaust
pipes, fitted with baffle plates, speedometer,

tyres good, seen by appointment; £47/10.~narding.
1, Clayto Avenue, Wembley. [1969

Spare Parts.

A B.C. Spares, repairs, special fittings. See adver-
tisement index.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Wimble-

don. [0S64
Acp.

ACE lOh.p. 4-crUnder Combination, Milllord bulbous
^^idecar, original tyres, etc.; 90 guineas, excLanse

entcrtiiiaed.— 7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. . [21ie

1Q2a Electric Model Ace
J-*^ car, very little used
secures; bargain -217,

with new Plus One side-

tax paid; nearest £l50
Park St.. Luton, Beds. [2157

19
A.J.S.

13 A.J.S. models for immediate delivery.—Premiei
Motor Co.. Birmingliara. [2577

BRAND New 2^'4h.p. A..J.S. Touring Model; £73.—
Cros.";, Agent, Rotherham. [2434

NEW 1922 Sub.p. A.J.S. Bl, soiled only; £67/10.
—391, King St.. Hammersmith. [2215

A .J.S. 1923 Sports, latest, o.li.v.; quickest deliveries.
-tX —Clifford Motorics. Eastwood, Notts. [9957

model A.J.S"^ from Mer-
Rd., Bradford. [8564

-| {Q21 A.J.S.
Xi/ lighting;

A.J.S. 2':ih.p.
negligible.

ORDER Early your 1923
rick's Stores. ListerhilU

F'.O.C.H. invite inspection; A.J.S. and other makes;
bargains.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).

- [1375
Combination, excellent order; dvnamo
£ 1 1 5.—Bartlett 's, 93, G t. Portland

[Lt37

"B Q 22 2^-4ii.p. A.J.S. Touring- model, equipped, un-
-l-t/ scratched, perfect: 70 guineas, exchange.— 28'3,

South Lambeth Ed., S.W.8. . [2542

A.J.S. June, 1922, 2^4h.p. touring model, mileage 300,
lamps, horn, tools, like hew ; £60.—Stockdale, . 4,

Mount St., Brieifield, Lanes. [1981

T C^16 A.J.S., sidecar, excellent condition, Lucas lamps,
-*- *> horn, speedometer, tyres good, all spares; £60.—
Gowring, London Rd., Reading. [1927

A.J.S. Combination, 5-6h.p., lamps, horn, windscreen,
speedometer, oversize tyres, taxed; £48.—3, Stam-

ford Brook Rd., Hammersmith. [2457

1922 Touring, Lucas equipment, mileage
superb condition evervhere; 55 guineas;

licen8ed.-24. South St., Newport, Wight. {D} [2074

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models 2\4h.p. eolo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get iu touch with tiie N. London agents.

-Jones' Garage. The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

A.J.S. 6h.p, 3-speed Combination, Gloria sidecar,
hood, 2 screens, L<ix and insurance paid, mechani-

cally sound, any trial; £55.—8, Bcscastle Rd., N.W.5.
[2139

AT Edwards.—1922 2%h.p A J.S., Sports mudel.
Lucas equipment, large Terry spring saddle, ex-

cellent condition ; 57 guineas ; exchanges.— 101. Great
Portland St.. W.l. [1852

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination, completely equipped
with lamps, horn. spai"B wheel, etc., tax paid, ex-

cellent condition: bargain, £75.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [2092

.J.S. 7h.p. Combination 1921,. hood, hood cover,
screen nml side screen, spare wheel, 3 Lucas lamps,

horn, all extras, licence paid; £100, special bargain.-
Morston, 31, Bridge St..' Che,ster. [2010

~l Q 30 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, dynamo lighting.
J-«5' equipped with speedometer, hood, screen, spare
wheel, and electric horn, engine just overhauled; the
whole" machine in perfect condition; a bargain, £80.—
Kays, 8-10. Bond St., Ealing. [2131

SOUTHPORT.—1922 (Aagvist) stripped sports A.J.S,.
almost unused. Lucas lamps and horn, sijued-

ometer, brand new condition, . 67 guineas; 1922 Bl
combination, polished aluminium sidecar, gilt, 69
guineas; most luxurious 1922 Bl combination, A.J.S.

sidecar, Lucas electric .lighting. Lucas horn, Cowey
trip. Baby Easting; brand ne\v condition. 82 guineiis;

1 916 A.J.S. 6h.p. combination, fu'Uy' equipped, new
Fidecar bodv, gift, 52 guineas; exchanges.—Kents,
417. Lord St., Southport. [2263

A-^

All letters relatinfi to advertisements should quote the number at tlije end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, m:irked (P).
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19

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 1916 5-6h.p. Combination, excellent condi-
tion, spare wheel, luggage carrier, lighting set,

oversize tyres; £47/10; cash, exchange, instalments.

—

Elce, Ltd., 13-15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile
St., E.C.3. "Phone : Avenue 5548. [0065

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, with dynamo light-

ing, spare wheel and all accessories, very gcod
order,. £120; another similar outfit with Lucas battery

lighting set, in exceptionally good condition £115;
exchanges.—Newi^ham Motcr Co., 223 and 245, Ham-
mersmith Rd., Vv,6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 1325-

[2440
Spare Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [4806

AUdays.
21 Alldays AUon, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, as

; 27 guineas.—67, Femlea Rd., Balham.
[2611

ALLON 2%h.p., 2-speed, all on, good condition;
£21 or near.—Houchin, 189a, High St., Peck-

ham, S.E.15. [2238

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, clatch, kick-starter,

lamps, overhauled, recent model, exceptional
condition; £35.—Marlborough (Motor House). 20.

Finchley Rd.. N.W.8. [6561

American X.

AMERICAN X; £25; sidecar, £6; tax.—Skelton,
333, Acton Lane, Acton. [1934

Ariel.

22 Ariel Sports, new; £57/10.-51, Upper Rich-
mond Rd.. East Putney. [2620

£8.—Ariel 2'Ah.p., dropped frame, Bosch, B. and B.
—Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Hounslow. [2368

I Q21-22 7h.p. Ariel Combination, as new; bargain,
X-*? must be sold, 68 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Bal-
ham. [2612

ARIEL 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, electric
lighting, perfect; 68 guineas; exchanges; photo-

graph.—Below

ARIEL 1920 3Vzh.p., 3-speed, as new, 52 guineas:
with sidecar, 62 guineas ; exchanges ; photo-

graph.—Below.

ARIEL SVsh-p. 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination;
32 guineas; photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,

110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [1115

ARIEL 3^/^h.p. Combination, 3-speed, <:lutch, wind-
scieen. Tiin-Saa, good condition; £60.—Waterloo

House, North Clieam. [2290

ARIEL syoh.p. and sidecar chassis, 2-8peed, caunter-
shait, running ordei ; £20; exchange intertnined.

—O ubb..Ltingham. Dorsp.t. [2191

OENUINE Ofler.—Late 1920 SVoh.p- A^iel connter-
Kfjiut, gua anteed perfect and absolutely reliable, all

on; £59.-17, Dock Rd., Lytham. [1988

ARIEL Combination 4h.p.. countershaft, 3-speecI,

L-iatch, kick-start, sporting sidecar; £28.-—Ward,
South Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [2557

ARIEL 1919 3Kh.p. 3-spfed Combination; £59.—
Newnbam IWotor Co., 223 and 245, Hammer-

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmitli 1325. [2441

ARIEL.—All models cash oi gradual paym^
Spare?! supplied from stock,—West Central Acem '

Wincvcle Co.. Ltd. 236. High Holboni. WO 1 ro'^n^'

1 Q 18 6h.p. 3-speed Ariel Combination, thoroughly
M.iJ overhauled, lamps, windscreen, guaranteed per-
lect; £36.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone

:

Kingston 1274. [2169

1 Q20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, fully equipped.
S.iy speedometer. Easting- windscreen, excellent con-
dition; 65 ^ineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards. 50,
"Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [1856

Spare Parts:

ARIEL Spares for all models, poet free. Ariel
Agents and Spares Service Depot.—Jones' Garage.

Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO. [0804

Bat.

BAT 1920, Of^tober. eh.p.. fnlly equipped, excellent
condition, Email mileage; offers.—18. Fulham Pl^ire,

Paddrngton, W.2. [1989
Beardmore.

BEARDMORE, brand new. spring frame; £45.—
S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch. Salop. [2509

BEARDMORE 3V2h.p. Sports, late 1921. S.A. 2-

speed, oversize t.yres. first-class condition; £39.
—Chirney. Harpenden. [2187

BEARDMORE (Barr and Stroud engine), used only
for a tew demonstrations, as new; £60.—Rat-

cliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St.. W. [2393

BEARDMORE 1921 3>^h.p.. Precision-engined com-
bination £55 ; list of 30 con:binatfcns, free on

request.-Newnham Motor Co., 223 and 245, Hani-
mersmith Rd. W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 1325.

[2442
Spare Parts:

BEAEDMORE-PRECISION Spares. Immediate de-
livery.—Kays, 8-10, Bond St.. Ealing. [2176

EXCHANGE

WITH

US.
We are making the

best allowances for

Second - hand Motor
Cycles and Com-
binations in part
Exchange for

NEW MACHINES

AND LIGHT CARS.

EVERY MAKE
SUPPLIED.

Our Light Car Agencies

include

—

MORRIS - COWLEY,
MARSEAL, ROVER,
MORGAN, RHODE,
COVENTRY

PREMIER, Etc.

WALTHAMSTOW.
151, HIGH ST., E.17.

(Car Hire Dept. Phone 418.)

WOOD GREEN.
50, HIGH ROAD, N.22.

EIJSTON BOAD or GT. POBTLAin) STREET
STATION. '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
BIfTckbur ie

41i.p. Blactburae, engine bought March, speeds,

clutch, K.S., accessories, spares, licensed: £65.—
40, Wellington Rd., N.W.8. [2032

BLAOKBUENE 1922 Sh.p. Combination, absolutely

as new, £110; lull particulars ot this and 50
other machines free on request; exchange.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223 and 245. Hammersmith Rd., W.S.
'Phone: Hammersmith 1325. [2443

Bradbury.
4h.p. . Bradbury, fully equipped, superb condition

:

£10.-17, Beaton Rd., Mitcham. [2317

6h.p. Bradbury Combination, not done 1,000 miles;
what offers ?—100, Etherstone St., Leigh, Lanes.

[2356
BRADBURY Combination, 2-speed, counter snalt,

K,S., reliable; £27/10.-Swift, 4th Tanks,
Wareham. [1953

-| QI4 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,
Xt7 tools, taxed, perfect order; offers; must sell.

—

Box 4773, c/o The Motor' Cycle. [2148

1 Q22 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
-Ltf licensed year, fully equipped, indistinguishable

from new; £68; exchanges or dfifened.—Edwards,
50, Harriligton Rd-. Soulu Kensington. [2285 .

SOTJTHP-OET.—1922 2?4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, Brand
new condition, 37 guineas; 1921 4h.p. Bradbury

combination, all-chainj 3-speed. K.S., 49 guineas; ex-

changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Sonthport. [2265

BRAJDBURY 1930 6h.p. Ccicbination, mileage
4,300, appearance as new, mechanically perfect,

completely equipped, Tan-Sad, roomy sidecar; £73.

—

Percy, Vicarage, Chandlers Ford, Southam-pton. [2161
|

"I Q14 Sports Model 4h.p. Bradbury, Bosch magneto,
X tf special exhaust fitted, engine tuned, done up as
new, In makers* colours, cost £12 overhauling; sacri-

fice, £16; very fast machine.—7, Southgate St., KLiu^
Lynn. [2367

Brough
A K Guineas.—1921 Brough Combination, 5-6h.p.,^O Sturmey 3-speed, clutch, K.S., coachbuilt sidecar,

Easting, equipped, licensed.—2a, Eleanor Grove,

fioggers Corner, Barnes. [2231

Brough Superior.

S'

T ONDON.

"D ROUGH SUPERIOR Service and Sales Depot.

T^HE Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd.

OLE Agents for London and thirty miles radius.

THE Sporting Rider's Ideal. Immediate delivery of

Mark 2 6.5h.p. solo, £125; Mark 2 combina-
tion, £150: Mark 1 solo, *150; Mark 1 combination,

£180. S.S. 80 supplied, with Bicoklands certificate

of 80 m.p.h.. £165. delivered ten diivs. tJeinon-tratioil

models in stDdj, catalogues post free on leanest. Ex-
tended payn^euts aud exchuuges.— a. 10, *-, Royal

Parade, West Croydon 'Phone: 2450-1 'Grains;

Track. Cloyrton. [0733

BROUGH SUPERIOR 8h.p., J.A.P. side-valve

super sports, dyTia.mo lighting, Bonniksen, Mont-
gomery, etc., small mileage, new condition; £137/J0.
-51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Pumey. [2622

BROUGH SUPERIOR 8h.p. overhead, fitted 1922
tank, benzol-proof finish, 1922 oiling, aluminium

discs, head, rear lamps, generator, horn, special lutjs«ge

carrier, 27X3V2 rear tyre, taxed to December, beautiful

condition, piopertv well-known agent now abroad: £112,—
108, Manchester Ed., Oldham. [1913

S^are Parts:

SPARES.—All engine, , -gear bos, and frame spares^

for Brough Superior in stock; write for listrt—

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge. [0835

B.S.A.

PROMPTEST Deliveries ot 1923 Models.—The B.S.A.
specialists.

COUNTY Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd., Broad St.,

Birmingham. [7010

B.S.A. 4Vih.p. Combination, hood and Easting, 3-sBeed:
£40.- vroods, 5, Duke St., Richmond. [1928

B.S.A. 1923 2%h.p., je57/15; Si^h.p. Model Sports,

£70.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [9958

B.S.A. 4i,Jh.p. all-chain, late 1920, mileage 6,000,

.

condition perfect; £48.—Chirney, Harpenden.
[21S8

B.S.A. 1920 4Vlh.p. chain combination, faxert. all

accessories : £75.—Will, 769, Romloi'd Ed., Mnnor
Park, London, E.12. [1877

1Q19 B.S.A. 4l4h.p., Millford sidecar, screen, Taa-
JLiJ Sad. accessories; £54.-Attfield, South Cottage,

York Ed., Weybridge. [2164

B.S.A. 1920 4i^h.p. Combination, K.S., S-speed,

Easting, splendid condition; £65.—Hughes, 3B,

Haitington St., Chester. tlMS

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, all on, excellent condi-
Xt/ tion; £50; exchanges.—Maynard, 161. Bowfis

Ed., Bowes Park, N.ll. [2165

C56 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private OAvners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1 023 Enfield for immediate delivery; liuge price

XtJ reductions.—Premier Motor Co., ' " " "

'

Birmingham.
Aston Ell.,

[2579

1 QI7 Enfield Combination and casL for later modf?l. or

XU sell £58.-16, Verran Bd., Balham GroTe, Bal-

liom, S.\V.12. - C2225

ENFIELD 2-stroke with kick-starter and acces-

sories, as new; £38.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [2397

ENFIELD 1921 2stroke, 2-speed, splendid condi-

tion; £39 or near offer.—90, Leathwaite Rd.,

Clapham Junction, S.W.ll. [1963

1 Q20 Enfield Combination for Sale, cheap D.A,
J.»J lighting; exchange lightweight and casn.—49,
Mallinson Ed., Eattersea, S.W.II. [2044

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Koval Enfields.—A. F. Pulling, 175a,

London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [5600

-| Q 20 Enfield Sh.p. Magdyno Combination, hood,
X*J screen, perfect condition, little used; £35.—
12, Union St., Maidstone. 'Phone : 564. [2046

ENFIELD, 1921 model, Sh.p. twin, with sidecar

and screen, oversize tyres, in excellent mechani-
cal condition; £80.—Wtynams, Romaey, Hants. [2430

ENFIELD-VICKERS.—Large selection of 1922 8h.p.
combinations, fully equipped, from £80 to £120.

—Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston Rd., King's Cross.
- [0961

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, hit_e 1918, hood, screen,

speedometer, Lucas accessories, tools and spares,

in excellent condition: £65.—Kendrick, Westhmy,
Wilts. .

^ [1976

078.—1921 En field-Viekerr! Combination 8h:p., lamps,^ horn, Coirej epeedometer. -luggage grid, pump, tools,

tax paid, trial, bargain,—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed..

N.W.3. [2199

ENFIELD 1922 Sh.p. Combination, slightly shop-soiled

only. fll5: 2i,4h.p. 2-6Tieed, £45; write for shop-

aoiled bargain list.—P. J. " Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [2088

1023 Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
A«/ Central 5168.-Royal Enfields, solos and combina-
tions; exchanges and extended payments; tuition free;

delivery when reauired. [2482

E'NFIELD 2^ih.p., twin M.A.G. engine, 2-speed,
mechanically perfect throughout, all accessories,

ta.^ paid; must sell, sacrifice £27/10.—Foster, 31.

Clissold Rd., Clissold Park, London, N.16. [2627

"j Q21 Enfield Combination, Sh.p., Lucas dynamo
-Lt/ lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, etc.. abso-
lutely unscratched. guaranteed ; £105 ; exchanges.—

" Homacs."' 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone

:

Dalston 2408. [2469

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, Sh.p, Vickers engine.
Lt/ Liicas acetylene lamps, Royal Easting, new
Dunlop Magnum cord, mileage 3,000, insurance to

May, pei-fect condition; £108.—Broad, 12, Queen St..

Stamford, Lines [2130

Kays. 8.

[4801

."Spare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares,—Immediate delivery.-

Bond St.. Ealing.

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.—
Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone

:

1619.
' [5601

Excelsior.
"1023 Excelsior lightweight Villiers, 2 speeds, wonder-
J-t' ful power; £28/10; new.-Keen. Leominster.

[1228
F.N.

-4-ct1- F.N., too heavy, C.A.V. magneto.—See
ExrLMiiges. ri961

*20.—F.N. combination, 4-cyl.; bargain. Write or

call.^aracen's Head, Braintree. [2059

F.N. 1922 Sh.p. Combination, hood, screen, lamps,
shop-soiled only; £140.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Port-

land St., W. [2462

'.i\. 1522 2V2h.p., 2-speed clutch, kick-start, shajt

drive, brand new; £42.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Port-
land St., W. [2463

F.N., 4-cyl., 5-speed, all on, thorough order; another,
single-speed, overhauled; £40 the two; Surrey.—

Bos 4777, c/o The Molor Cycle. [2372

Spare Parts:

F
'.and

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

icrd's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W,2.
[1353

G.L.

CHEAPEST Combination -in England.—G.L.-J.A.P.,
late 1919, 5b,p. twin, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed.

clutch, kick-starter, all-chain drive, luxurious skiff

eidecar, detachable wheels, spare wheel and tyre, canti-

lever saddle, dynamo lighting, 3 lamps, Lticas switch-
board with volt and ampere meters, apron. Easting
windscreen, Stewart mechanical horn, Cowey speedo-
meter, pump, and tools, tax paid ; 59 guineas.—
Delancey St, Garage, Camden Town, N.W,1. [2417

Grigg.

I

iLn22 ,, ^_ _ _.
I
JeO start, equipped, brand new
EJchmond Rd., East Putney

LOVETTS
AT THE

By courteous perinission of the

respective manufacturers our Sales-

men will be m attendance at the

Olympia Show on the followmg
Stands

—

RALEIGH
Stand No. 99.

MATCHLESS
Stand No. 71.

NEW IMPERIAL
Stand No. 94.

We shall also have other representa-

tives available to meet customers

by appointment at any other stand

and assist them in the selection of

a motor-cycle to suit their require-

ments.

Our contracts for the 1923 Season

will as usual embrace all the best

motor-cycles, and we are therefore

able to supply the machine of your

choice.

2%li.p. Grigg, Sturmey-Arclier clutch, kick-
.ri, equipped, brand new; £35,—51, "Upper
- - ' - -

[2624

LOVETTS LIMITED,
THE EASTERN GARAGE,

418, ROMFORD RD.. FOREST GATE, E.7

'Phone: East Ham 400. 'Gram 5 :
" Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Grigg.

GRIGG 1922 LightHeight, 2 speed, clutch, kirk ttait
lamps, etc., perfect, eomoetitioo winner; bargain,

£29/10.-187, Ehn Rd., New Maiden. [2121

Harley'Davidson.
7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, 1918, excellent

condition; no dealers.— Baily, "" Poplars," Glnsion-
bnry. [1219

1020 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric; £70.—
J-t/ Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Maida Vale
1353. [2497

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Combination, all ar^e^-
sories, 7-9h.p., perfect, original owner; price ;£95.

—15, Julian's Rd., Stevenage. [1443

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920-21 Combination, dynamo
lighting mileage under 7,000, all in first-cla^s

condition,—Scrase, 234, Battersea Park Rd., S.W.I 1.

[1892
LUXURIOUS Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h,p.,

new last June, run few miles, unscratched; sac-
rifice £90; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., Ncrth Ken-
sington. [2327

BARGAIN.—192] 4h.p, flat Twin Harley-Davidson,
3 speeds, perfect; 55 guineas; exchanges; plioto-

graph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,
East Sheen.

110, Upper Richmond Rd.,

,

[1870

1 022 Harley De Luxe Combination, new; reason
-L *^ lor sale, doctor's advice ; bought car ; first

reasonable offer; no dealers.—Phillips, 20, Wightman
Rd., Harringay. [2242

T Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p,, speedometer, hood,
J-U Easting, Tan-Sad, lamps, luggage grid, spares,
overhauled makers (£16) ; bargain, £83.—" Audley,"
Basing Hill, Golders Green. [1932

A^ Guineas; exchange.—1915 Harley, 3 speeds, clutch,^^ K.S., roomy coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped, ni<_€

condition, any examinatiou.—Seabridge, 35, Handler Rtl.,

E, Dulwach. Sydenham 2452. [259C

" Homac's," 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
Dalston 2408.

'Phone :

[2470

HARLEY-DAVIDSON-—We have a large stock oJ

second-hand spares of these machines; on receipt
of postcard stating your requirements we will, hy re-
turn, quote you competitive prices ; our stock com-
prises practically all parts,—Maudes", 100, Great Port-
land St„ W.l. [2642

"1Q22 Harley-Davidson Combination 7-9h.p., new last
-It/ July, full equipment, insurance and tas paid, cost
£209; will accept £140 or near ofler; a genuine bargain,
owner will bring tte outfit to any prospective buyer's
house on receipt of P.O. or 'phone message, G. H. PW
143, Bethnal Green Rd., E.2. 'Phone: Bishopsgate 1163. '

[1912

ARE You Visiting Olympia? II so, call and see us^
on Stand No. 34, where we shall be pleased to

give you lull particulars of the Harley-Davidson motor
cycle and combination We are the authorised agents
for this machine; cash, deferred payments, or ex-
changes.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd,.
S.W.12. 'Phone : 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams : Push-
fully, Bal., London. [2527

^pare Parts:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.

Bond St„ Ealing. [4804

WARNING.—A large number of epui'ious Harley-
Davidson parts are now being eold. These are-

greatly inferior to our standard Quality, and have
given serious trouble and dissatisfaction. AJl genuine
Harley-Davidson parts, e.g., valvesi pistons, piston
rings, hardened shafts, springs, etc., are auppUed in

sealed packages only, and riders should refuee all

others. If unable to obtain locally, write us direct.—
Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St..

London, W.l. [0944

Hawker,

1 Q23 Models.—Hawkers on extended payments.—
J-*^ Waucbope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2483

Henderson.
HENDERSON Combination, lOh.p,, gears, clutch,

lamps, has been stored; £50.—670, Holloway Rd.
[2053

1 Q21 11. Sh.p. Henderson Combination, as new;
XiJ bargain, £95; exchange.—89, East Hill.

Wandsworth. [2250

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1922 De Luxe Hender-
son motor cvcles in stock at the new reduced

figure of £137.—157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [2350

BRAND New Henderson De Luxe, with Millford De
Luxe sidecar, most luxurious outfit ;_ list price

£175, our price £140.
Edinburgh.

to

Pioneer Motors. Grindlay St.,

[9541

^ If so, call and see as

on Stand No." 123, where we shall be pleaded

ive you full particulars of the luxurious 4-cyi.

A RE You Visiting Olympia

Hen^derson motor cycle. We are the authorised agents

for this machine; cash, deferred payments or exchang^^.
—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Ed., S.W.12.
•Phone ; 4441 Latchmere. 'Grami : Pu=hiully, J3nl.,

London. [2526

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.HUMBER 3Mih.p., 3 speeds, in good condition; £35.

-97, Sandling Rd.. Maidstone. [2352

*| 023 Models.—Hnnibers ; exchanges and extended pav-
-* ^ luenti.;

; gen6ious terms.—"Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Liiie, London. [2484

"I Q22 4V^h.p. Flat Twin Hnmber, lamps, etc., piileap*'
J-*^ 1,100 aa new, beau.ifully kept; £72.-31, Thursby
Ed., Noit-ampton. [2102

SPORTS model 1922 4V2h.p. Hnmber, flat Twin, brand
neu ; to clear £79.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway.

'Phone: Waltham S 31. [2672

T>ARGA£N, quick saJe.—25;^ p. Twin Hiimlaer, e?:
-L» celleut condiiion, 3 speeds, fast; offers.— la,

Rictardson Rd., Eccles, [2204

Humber 3-speed Combination, clutch and
kick-sfcarter, gi>>d running urder; £25, or ofTer

—12, Wollaston Rd., Dorchester, £2259

HUMBER, SVoh.p., with sidecar, Stnrmey-Arclifir 3-

siieed, chitcn, handle starter, tyres nearly new^
spiendi'd condition ; £50.—Caldwell, c/o Miller, Brgmley,
Hantfi. [2110

HUMBER 1921 4i^h.p. Combination, .Qrindley side-

car, lamps, Ircm, windscreen, Brooks cantilever
saddJe, exceptionally fine condition ; bargain, £85.—
r. J. Evans, Jobn Bright St., Birmingham. [2091

Indian.

"I
Q22 7-9b.p. Indian Combination.

*- *^ Mounsey Rd., Bamber Bridge.

5-6h.p. Indian, 2-speed, equipped, excellent order;
£22.-17, HeatoTi Rd.. MiLcham. [2315

INDIAN, 1922, Scout, like new, taxed; 68 guineas.-
R B. Clark and Co.. " ~ " '

311ap
2 k

dynamo.— 2,

[1996

7, Exhibition Rd„ S.W.7.
[3592

1019 Indian Combination, complete; £50.—J.B.
-l-t/ Motors, Pecltford Place, Brixton Rd.. S.W 9.

[1906
INDIAN Powerplus, electric lighting, perfect; £45.

Noriolk, Dorset Mews, Dorset Rd., Clapham, S.W
[2261

£16.-1915 5-6h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, spring
Irame, goud appearance.—King, Egrove, Oxfcrd.

[2306
yNDIAN 7-9h.p., dnrch. late 19J5, Amac^ ride_away

exchange.—GfaJ*X £25
stoke

33, Penrith .Rd., Ba.sin;

12209

23 Models.—"Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
J-v Central 5168.—Indians; exchange and extended
payments. , [2485

POWERPLUS Indian Combination, Binks, equipped,
.discs taxed; £39.-10. College Slip, Bromlev.

Kent. (P) {2275

"1 023 Indian Scouts, new; exchange quotations
J-«7 Irora Parwood Garage, Indian Agents, East HLill,

Wandsworth [2252

"Id 1*6 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed gear box,
J-i/ K.S., Inlly equipped; £35.—11a, Daffome Rd.,
Upper Tooting. [1925

£55.—Indian Powerplus combination, 1918-19, fully
equipped, splendid condition; instalments,—63,

Solon Rd., Brixton. [2283

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Twin, T.T., clutch, re-enamelled,
fully equipped, any trial; £20.—Ward, South

Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [2558

"I Q 15 7-9h.p. IndiarU, clutch model, splendid con-
J-tF dition and appearance, £14 wf-rth new parts;
£30.-108, Ladysmith St.. Shaw Heath. Stockport.

[1946

1 Q22 Indian Scout, electric lighting, horn, speedo-
it/ meter, not done 3,000 miles, taxed, eqnal to
new; 70 guineas.—Klaveness, Balliol College, Oxford.

[2638
BARGAIN.—Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, coachbuilt luu;^

l)ination ; 35 guineas ; photograph ; exchanges.—
ppter Gordon. Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. [1871

GENUINE 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, foot and hand
clutch, Binka English controls, lamps. Klaxon,

all on, appearance and condition equal new; £55.—
Beaufrnnt Gardens, Caraberley. Surrey [2115

LANGFORD'S, Indian specialists, for the wonderful
1923 models; highest i>nce allowed for your

present machine, liberal easy-payment terms; write
call or 'phone *or particuJars.—Langford's, 37, Crickle-
wood Broadway, London, N.W.2. Hampstead 8616.

[2574
ISvarp. Parts :

FOR Indian spares and overhauling try Horswill,
Indian Spe<^iaUst. over 10 years' experience. 42,

Bridge St., Chester. {1277
GODFREY 'ti, Ltd.. 208. Great Portland St.. Dondon.

W.L—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts
always in stock. Write for free spare part Ifat. stating
year of manufacture. [075 2

INDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for all

models ; all second-hand spares sent on approval

;

write, call, or 'phone; we can save yon money —Lans-
ford's, 37. Ciicklewood i roadway, N-W.2. Hampstead
8616. [1354
TNDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new, also second-hand.
X from stock : send list requirements for our prices.—
Dennie Accessories Stores 89, Brixton Rd., London.
'Phone: Brixton 3129. The firm with a reputation
for promptness and satisfaction. [3787

IF YOU ARE
GOING TO
OLYMPIA

OUR REPRESENTATIVE

WILL BE PLEASED TO
DISCUSS THE QUESTION OF
YOUR NEW MOTOR CYCLE
OR COMBINATION.
WE WILL TAKE YOUR
PRESENT MACHINE IN

PART EXCHANGE, AND IF

YOU DESIRE IT, YOUR
MACHINE CAN ACT AS
DEPOSIT AND THE RE-

MAINDER CAN BE PAID
OFF ON THE

DEFERRED PAYMENT

SYSTEM.

AJ.S.
STAND No.

ENFIEU
ST/^ND Ko.

107

MATCHLESS

STAND No.

71.
HIGHEST MARKET VALUE
ALLOWED FOR YOUR
PRESENT MACHINE.

TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY NOW
OF SECURING A GOOD PRICE
FOR YOUR PR:ESENT MACHINE.

OFFiCIAL AGENTS FOR :—
A.J.S., ROYAL-^NFl L^,

DOUGLAS, MATCHLESS, B.S.A.
MOTOR CYCLES.

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

ADDRESS DURING SHOW
<Nov. 25th to Dec. 2nd)

BAMBERS, Ltd.,
c/o ENFIELD,

Stand No. 107,

OLYMPIA,
LONDON,

'BAMBERS for BARGAINS."

R.eAMBE[]§Oo.,Ltd.

2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHFORT.
'Phone 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Invicta.

INVICTA-BROWN Z\^.v.. nearly new; £25; U
pedal cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwe

London. [211

AT Edwarilfl.—1921 2%h.p. Invicta, 2-«pped, In
equiiiped, exH^ellent condition; 27 gaineaB;

\
changes or deferred.— lOl, Gl. i'crtland St., W.l. [26

Ivy.
jIVY 3h.p., 1922, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, wil

Watsonian polished aluminium torpedo sideca
dynamo lighting, 3 lamps, mechanical horn, legshield
apron, EaFting windpcreen, mat, Watlord epeedomet
and tool kit. tax paid, practically brand new and 0/
of the prettiest outfits in England; 59 guineeft.
Delancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [24:

Ixion.

1020 Ixion brand new. fixed gear, £35; 1921 Wo
-It/ 2-sneed. f45.—Saunders. 32. Hich St.. Ham2-speed, £45.—Saunders,

James

High St., Han
[261 !

TAMES 4Mh.p. Combination, 1917, little used sole'
" ' Garrod, High St., South No^ did condition; £50,
wood. (231

AT Edwards.—1922 SVah.p. Sports James, equippe
tax paid, indistingnishable Irom new; 72 guinea

Deferred payments and eschanges.—iol, Great Portlar
St., W.l. [«5i

£49/10.—James late 1920 4VlIl.p., 3-speed, clutc

kick-siarter, enclosed chain drive, 28x3 wheel
with Henderson lightweight sidecar, and accessotit

tax and insurance paid,—Delancey St. Garage, Camdt
Town. N.W.I. [241

.• pirp Partn

JAMES Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8 ao
10, Bond St., Ealing. [944

WHITBY'S —James spares, expert service.—7. Tl 1

Vale, Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick 1513. t9T?

Lea-Francis

LEA-FEANOIS Combination, 1916, fully efiniBnp.

£35. or exchange.—887, Lea Bridge Ed.. Wal^ai
stow. plC

LEA-PRANCIS-J.A.P. Twin S'/ah.p., aU chain, :

speed, -clutch, kick-start. lamps, tools, etc., goo
tuitclimber; E35.—" Hillside," Chelwood Gate, Ba'l
GriBslead. [238

AT Edwards'.—1920 3V2h.p. Lea-Francis. M.A.(
engine, fully equipped, lamps, horn, speedomete

perfect order; 48 guineas Exchanges or deferred.-

101, Great Portland St.. W.l. [932

Levis.

pHEMIER Motor Co., the Levis specialists.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 1923 Levis Models; als

the last few 1922 models at further greatly n
duced prices. 2'4b.p. Popular, single gear, £35
Model S, 2i^h.p., 2-speed. clutch, kick-start, £44
Model G2, 347 c.c, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, £50
deferred payments 4^ extra; sent on approval.-
Premier Motor Co. Aston Ud. Birmingham [959

LEVIS Popular model, all on, any trial; £15.-

51, Abinger Ed., Deptford. [251

1 Q 23 Models.—Wauchopp's, 9, Shoe Lhne, Londoi
X*/ -Levis; exchange and extended payments. [248

10 23 Levis, 2-speed, kick-starter, clutch ; £48. jui

«. delivered.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. 'Phone
852. „ ;

(096

Spare Parts:

GODFEEYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., Londoi
W.l.—Complete stock of all Levis spare pari

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statin

year of manufacture. ,. [075

Martinsyde
MAETINSYDE 1921 6h.p. Combination, lamps, etc.

£75.—Bartletts. 93, Gt. Portland St., W. [246

MARTINSYDE 6h.p., 1922, with Montgomery sport

sidecar, Lucas equipment and speedometer, mik
age negligible; £105.—Katcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Fori

land St.. W.l. [2S9

yjOBERTSONS Motors. Limited, are the Londo;

-S-t MarLinsyde Service agents; trial runs arranged

1923 models now available at the new prices. $pare

stocked.- 157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l [112

1 022 Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination, complete witl

iff Miliord sidecar, cost £160, has only been nsei

a few times, a gift at £130; cash or deferred,-Marl
borough IMotOT Housel, 20. Finchley Rd. N.W.8

'6561

„ . ._ „ If so, call and seen
. on Stand No 30. where we shall be pleased t-

}5ive you full particular.^; of the Martinsyde motor t^c\t

and combinations. We are agents for this machine

cash, deferred payments, or exchanges. -Barber

Motors, 194. Balham High Kd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 444.

Latchmere. 'Grams : Pushfully, Bal., London. [252!

Syare Farts:

MARTINSYDE Spare Parts are otitalnaUe li-i;

stock at Jones' Garage, The Broadway. ™"JJ
Hill, London N.IO. WJlt

ARE Von 'Visiting Olympia?

All letters relating to advertisements should quote, the nnimber at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

.Motor Cycles adi.irtised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Matador.
IFFEEENT bnt better, that'j the Matador I !

OUR Experience ol Bradshaw engines, and the

wonderful results obtained, haTe decided us to

tako up this machina without hesitation.

rOIXOW the decision ol the men who kno\y from
experience and buy one. Its success in the

coming year is assured, and we will help you to

success if you are a competition rider, and to the

joy of comfortable no-trouble touring 11 you require

a machine tor this purpose.

IT is 23^h.p., with o.h.v. Bradshaw engine. The
oiling is automatic and cannot get out of order,

it cannot overheat, the three-speed Burman gear box
Is delightlul, and with 700x80 tyres road shoclis are

nil. Speed ! ! Well, 70 ni.p.h. on the Sports. The
price is right, too; £75.

IT will not be at Olympia, but very close to it;

don't leave it to the last minute; see us to-day
about it.

MATADOB! Matador I Matador !!—Keep it in
mind and look for the man with the Allan

Qruzelier badga at Olympia.—Allan Gruzelier, Ulster
chambers. 168, Regent St., W. [2451

,L - Matchless.

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is Agent for Matchless for
Rotherham district. [2437

1Q19 Victory Model Matchless, D.A. lighting, spare
J.«/ wheel; £60.—J.B. Motors, Peckford Place,
Brixton Kd., S.W.9. [1905

1Q23 Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.LU Central 5168.—Matchless Combinations; exchange
and extended payments. [2487

MATCHLESS 1921 3h.p. M.A.G., 2-seater sidecar,
hood, screen, dynamo lighting; £110.—Bartletts,

93. Gt. Portland, St., W. [2459

MATCHLESS 1921, hood, screen, spare wheel, Binks,
M.A.G., D.A., new tyres, condition perfect: £100.

IMarkin, 90, High St., Netting Hill Gate. [1982

MATCHLESS, all models, 1923 prices; best ex-
change allowances: deferred.—Agents, R. B.

|Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. [1155

TWO. 1921 Model H Matchless Combinations, both
as new. 1 dynamo, £87; other £82/10; any trial;

jsschanges.—24, Balldol Rd., North Kensington. [2328

1Q14 2-speed' 8h.p. Matchless Combination, lamps,
;iv Easting, licensed, perfect condition; £30.-37,
i^rlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston 1274.

[2172
|1 Q21-22 Matchless Combination, M.A.G., spare
(l-t/ wheal, spring frame, absolutely as new; cost
liver j6200, bargain, E6 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Bal-
iiam. [2606

JIVTATCHLESS Combination. 8h.p., 2-speed, lamps,
horn, etc., overhauled, good running order; 40'LU

nineas.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
ington.

_ [1142

|Q22 Matchless Model H 2-seater Combination, 8
Li/ h.p., 2 screens, J.A.P. engine, electric light,
one 600 miles only; £135.—Kent, Lynton Park Lane,
:ongleton. [2403
ITATCHLESS, brand new, Modem2, M.A.G. engine,
"J- spring frame, Lucas lamps, horn, screen, shields,

,:c. ; £130, only one at this price.—Mason's Garage,
etchworth, Herts. [1660
Q21 Model H Matchless, dynamo lightingj spare
-t' wheel, hood, hood cover, speedometer, electric
>rn, sidescreen, etc., perfect; any trial; £98.-51,

,
pper Richmond Rd., 3^t Putney. [2623

! CV21 Matchless Combination, 8h.p., dynamo light-^ ing, hood, screen, spare wheel, speedometer,
ares, splendid condition throughout; £110.—Whit-
agham. Baker, Newdigate, Surrey. [2051
1 T Edwards.—1919 8h.p. Victory Matchless Com-
1. bination, Lucas lamps, Bonniksen speedometer,
are wheel, new condition throughout: 70 guineas:
changes or deferred.—101, Great Portland St., W.l.

921 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo
lighting, spare wheel, hood, screen, M.A G

gine. speedometer, small mileage, £90; ditto, late
50-21, dynamo Ughtimg, £80.—Hillier, 127, St
ark's Rd., North Kenfiington. [2322

ifULT, 1920, Matchless Combination, fitted with 8h.p.
I

J.A.P. engine, 4 interchangeable wheels, tyres as
w, Lucas dynamo lighting set, Watford speedometer,
lib horn, spare tubes and full kit. will do 60 miles fo
lion with three passengers: price £125.—Can be seen
.y time at 146, High St., Chesham, Bucks. [2008

i
Q23 Matchless Combinations.—T. J. Ross, of 86

,
" High Rd., Lee, S.E. ('phone Lee Green 774), will

: pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery,
cchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
ation model always in stock. Purchasers taught
le. Large assortment of new and second-hand motor
clea always in stock. [3244
IATCHLESS Solos or Combinations. Before order-

ing year 1923 mount, consult our representa-
es on the Matchless stand at Olympia, who, being
actical agents and riders, will be pleased to discuss
advise the most suitable model. Demonstrations.

Jtruction and tuition free.—Guiver and Baston,
oadway Motor Depot, Fleet, Hants. [2143

411 letters relating to advertisements should
Motor Cycles

CAN GIVE YOU PRACTICALLY
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

2l h.p. Standard £77
2f h.p. Sports, O.H.V £87
7 h.p. Combination magdyno £152 "tO

ENFIELD
2\ h.p. Lightweight £*
S h.p. Combination fis}:

S h.p. Combination magdyno £*

DOUGLAS
23 h.p. ::-speed model £*
2i h.p. 3-speed and kick-starter &^
3i h.p. Sports, O.H.V. £*
4 h.p. Combination £*

SCOTT
3'i h.p. Squirrel £89
3i h.p. Squirrel combination £110

MATCHLESS
3 h.p, Inghtweight £72 JO
8 h.p. Sports £110
i; h.p. Combination £130 5

B.S.A.
2.^ h.p. Lightweight £57 15
3V h.p. Spoi ts £70
4^ h.p. Combination £92

*New pricca -not publ ished at time of going to press.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
A SPECIALITY,

2, EASTBANK St.

^^r SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mutctiless.

ARE You Visiting Olympia ? If so, call and see ui

on Stand No. 71, where we shall bo plca.ied to

give you full particula^•^ ol the Matchless spring fiama
motor cycles and combinations. We are the authorised
agents for this machine; cash, deferred payments, or
exchanges.—Barker'a Motors, 194, Balham Hi^^ Rd.,
S.\V.12. 'Phone : 4441 Latchmcre. 'Grams : Pu-h-
fully, BaL, London. [2528

MATCHLESS 1922 2-seater Combination, with
dynamo lighting, spare wheel, legshieUlB,

speedometer, 2 screens, electric and bulb horns,
scarcely used, recently cost £240, accept £145 ; also

1920 spring frame combination with dynamo ligl.ting,

£105; 1920 spring frame combination in perfect con-
dition, accessories, £100; 1920 spring frame combina-
tion, J.A.P. engine, £105; 1919 Victory combination,
with spare wheel, etc., £75. Full list o! these and
50 other machines post free on request; exchanges
and deferred payments.—Newnham Motor Cq., 223
and 245. Hammersmith R3., W'.'o. 'Phone : Hammer-
smith 1325. [2444

^pare Parts:

M

MATCHLESS Spares.—Immediate delivery.— Kays.
8 and 10, Bond St., Ealing. [9446

MATOHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-
turn, post free.—Jones' Garage, MatchJeas Agent,

Broadway, MuswelJ Hill, N.IO. (0808

McKenzie.
MCKENZIE, new July, taxed, mileage 800, good

order; £20.—Mills, 51, Swaby Rd., Earlsfield,
S.W. [1930

MCKENZIE motor cycle, only done 100 miles,
complete, licensed, only wants seeitfg; £20/10.

—Hillier, 68, Lower Addiscombe Rd., East Croy-
don. [1944

Metro.
j Q20 iletro-Tyler, tax paid, discs, lamps, shop-soiled;
J- 'J £40.—Saunders, 32 High St. Hampstead. [2501

T Q20 Metro-Tyler Sports Model, excellent order;
^^J £25; exchanges.—" Homac's." 243, Lower Clap-
ton Ed.. N.E. Phone: Dalston 2408. [2471

Minerva.
INERVA 2^}ih.p,, Bosch, Di-uids, good tyres, per-
fect; £8.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitobam. [2318

Motosacoche.
£9.—Motosacoche 2V2h.p., Bosch, B.B., perfect, every

accessory.—Guinchard, 179, York Rd., N. [2239

Ner-a-Car.

NER-A-CAR, Nov., 1921, good condition; £45.—
Waterloo House, North Cieam, Surrey. [2288

O 27.—1922 Ner-a-Car, slightly shop-soiled only, a bar.^ gain.—South Eastern Garage, Hern© Hill, S.E.24.
[2402

New Hudson.
017.—1914 3>/2ll.JP. New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch,
cW splendid ruiming order.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

[2307

Sib.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds, clutch; bargain, £16.
2 —Fisher, Springwell Rd., Hest'on, Hounslow.

[2369

1 Q20 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, magnificently
-1-tf equipped: bargain, £62/10.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place, Rusholme, Mnnchester. [2094

3ih.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed, clutch.
2 good order; £30 or near offer.—Houchin,

189a, High St., Peckham, S.E.15. [2237

1 Q20 New Hudson, 2-speed, re-enamelled, tax paid,
i-iJ all on; £29.—Manton, c/o Shepherds, Enfield
Highway. 'Phone : Waltham Cross 31. [0971

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1916, 6h.p., counter-
shaft, fully equipped, splendid condition; £50;

exchange.—5, Hall Rd., East Ham, E.6. [2136

1 Q20 New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, lamps.
-1-«J^ speedometer, screen; £60; taxed.—James, c/o
Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9975

"I Q19 2^/4h.p. New Hudson motor cycle, 2-speed, 2-

it/ stroke, completely equipped, excellent order;
£30.—E. W. Roberts, Blencathra Garage, Keswick.

[0973

NEW HUDSON 2l/ih.p. 1920 De Luxe, straight
handle-bars, aluminium discs, footplates, copper

exhaust, electric lighting, brand new heavy Dunlops,
thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed, with all acces-

sories; £38.-283, Wightman Hd., nornfiey, N. [1399

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL, brand new, 3-speed: £45.-S. B.
Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. [2508

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed; £20. — J.B.
Motors, Peckford Place, Brixton Ed., S.W. 9.

[1907

1Q 21-22 2^4h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, clutch,
-t/ K.S., as new; 34 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Bal-

ham.
,

.
[2609

C. lSr?w Imperial, close box, 70 m.p.h., guar-
anteed perfect; £47/10.-43, Avenue.

Egham. [2219

NEW IMPERIAL, 1922. 2%h.p., all-cjiain. S-speed,

taxed, practically uuut'ed : £55.—Clark, 7, Ex-
hibition Rd, S.W.7, [5856

349

quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, ma.-ked (P).
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VUl. ADVERTISEMENTS. ItlJi MUiUK CYLJ.ii:.—;SUPPLEMENT. JNOVEMBER 23RD, 1922.

MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Impei'iaL

1 023 Now Imperial mcidels.—Waucbope's, 9 Shoe Lane,
^*y London. Extflnded yayments and eschange. [2488

"[Vjii,W IMPERIAL 2Vili.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, acces-
i-^ series, tax paid, splendid condition; £24.—A.,
136. ttavensbury Kd.. Earlsfieid. Ijondon, S.VV, [9995

1 Q19 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, lamps, horn,
J-t/ tools, screen, AI condition; £55, or near offer.

—70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea. Kensington 7878.
r2449

1 Q17 2->jh.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, overhauled
JL«7 and in first-class condition
man Eros., 17, Bond
639,

-cX ti

22 guineas.—I*ong-
Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing

[2591

£31/10.—New Imperial Combination, 3h.p. J.A.P.,
1917, 2-speed lully equipped, perfect throughout,

go anywhere; ofliers, or separate.—Barnes, 83c,
Trinity Ud., Balham, S.W.17. ' [2141

1 Q21, August, New Impe-'ial-Jap 2'j4h.p., 2-speed,
-*-«^ bim.nd new condition and guaranteed perJect,
lamp, hum. etc., ta.\ pal<i, ajiy trial; £35 /.iO.—
Harvey, 47, South Lambeth Rd., B.W.B. [2523

Edwards.— 1921 Sti.p New Imperial Combl'na
tion, all-chain drive, 3-speed, kick-starter and

cluLch, electric lighting, horn, Easting Royal wind
screen, pillion seat, legshields, periect condition
tbroughout, tax paid ; 81 guineas ; exchanges or de-
ferred. -IGl. Great I'ortland St., W.l. [ll'Sl

:>pare Parts.

NEW IMPERIAL Spares. Immediate delivery.—
Kays, 8-10, Bond St., Ealing. [2180

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockists,
Rey. 173, Gt. Purtiand St. 'Phone: Langham

1257. Open till 6 p.m., 1 o'clock Saturdays. [0855

Norton.
pREMIER Motor Co. for Norton Bargains.

^PECIAL Offer of a few brand new 1922 Nortons
•-J at astounding reduction ; Model 16H SVoh.p., 3-

ipeed, list price iillS, reduced to £80; Model No. 1

3ig 4, 3-speed, list price £120, reduced to £85; de-
'erred payments 4% estra; Iree delivery.—Premier
klotor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. 19087

1Q23 Norton Models.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
••-•^ London. On easy terms and exchange. [2489

-Norton, single speed, periect condition,
Mendletij^am, Stowmarket.

[1924

NORTON T.T., No. 9, 1921, excellent condition;
£55.—Brown, Bungalow, Marehay, Derbyshire

EAST Suffolk.-
Quick sale.—Turner,

"1 Q22 Norton, 16 H, perfect condition, accessaries;^^ offer by letter.—25, Brook Green, Hammersmith,
[2648

SOUTHPORT.—1922 16H Norton, brand new, un-
ridden; 79 guineas; exchanges.-Kents, 417, Lord

St., Southport. [2266

NORTON SViih.p- 16H, 3-speed, absolutely new 1922
moisl; liat price £115, will accept £78.—Marston,

31, Bridge St., Chester. [2014

piijORTON, 1921, Phiiipson, lamp, horn, taxed, very
-L-i fast, splendid condition; £45, or exchange —3,
Stamford Brook Rd., Hammersmith.

or exchange
[2458

1 Q22 Model 16H Norton, fully equipped, taxed, new
-*-*' tyies, splendid condition and appearance; e^uuine
bargain; any trial; £69.—Ci'awiey, Chatteris, Cambs.

[1896
ty Ft m.p.h. Norton, S'/^h.p.. S-speed, 1921, under
* ^ 2,000. Ricardo piston, specially balanced en-

gijie, racing gear bos, tax paid; £70.—Siasons, St.
Mary's Rd., Sheffield. [1175

THE Famous Norton—it suiprisee, And wins all the
cups and prizes ; If you wish to purchase one,

Enquire of R. F. Alderton.—Stand No. 103, or Haid-
wicke Rd.. Reigate, Surrey. [2118

*|021 Big Four Combination, Norton De Luxe, aide-
-L*y car, Klaxon horn, F.R.S. lamps, 700x80 tyres,
guaranteed periect, new condition, tax paid, any
trial; £82.-Harvey, 47, South Lambeth Rd., S W 8.

[2522
NORTON 3V2h-P-. B.R.S., engine No. 20609, Sept.,

1920, Brooklands certificate, lamps, horn, Bon-
niksen, spares, lull tool kit, mileage under 5,000,
splendid condition; £56.—Ray and Sons, 66, Church
Bd.. Hove. [1933

1 (k 2 1 Norton Big Four, Lucas lampe, speedouieter,
J- */ Klaxon, knee grips, watch, mileage 5U0, indis-
tinguishable Irora new, guaranteed perfect through-
out; 75 guineas: exchanges or deferred.—Edwards,
50. Harrington Rd.. South Kensington [9310
"j Q21-2 Big 4 Norton Combination, electric lighting,
J- ^ speedometer, horn, mirror, disc, Canoelet side-
car, apion, practically indistinguishable from new,
small mileage, fully insured, tax paid; cost ^180, sacri-
fice, ^78.-100, Riversdale Rd., Highbury, N.5. [2535

coachbuilt sidecar,
109, High Rd.,

[2153

N.S.U.

N.S.U. Motor Cycle, 2-speed, _

hood, screen; £27/10, or offer
Ghfewick.

N.U.T.

SPORTING N.U.T. 2^h.p., o.h.v., tas, fast, per-
fect, liny examination; offers, must sell.—Harrison,

46, Liverpool Rd., London. [1922

C62

At the

MINIATURE OLYMPIA—
"The Birmingham House for Motorists"
—^we have on view New Models of all the

most famous Motorcycles.

Ask to see the

—

(iIndian
99

4 h.p. Model G-23 INDIAN SCOUT,
less electric equipment and speedometer

4 h.p. Model GE-23 INDIAN SCOUT,
electrically equipped, fitted witii iamps,
horn, ammeter, separate magneto and
generatoi, 6-volt accumulator and speed-
ometer. Sidecar £22 extra.

7 h.p. Model N-23 INDIAN
STANDARD, spring frame

7 h.p. Model NE-23 INDIAN
STANDARD, equipment as Model GE-23

7 h.p. Model NE-23 INDIAN
STANDARD, with Princess Sidecar.
Equipment as Model GE-23

£95 10

£113

£107

£123

£149

Oche* Agencies inchide :—
ENFIELD, A.J.S., TKIUMPH. NEW IMPERIAL
DUNELT, UA SEY NORTON, JAMES ARIEL.
N.U.T., HUMBER, O.K.* ALLDATS-ALLOM, etc.

Our S r>ice Department "ives every assist-

ance with thi^ running and upkee of your
mount. Free expert tuition. E^sy pay-
ments, txchanges arr<int;ec1 witri ap-
proved second-hand machines,

S^So/^ •'Indian'" Disyt-:buii)tfr AgeiUfor B'Jtani and Distric!^

BJ.EvAN<iL
Manayeiiitni; H. S. PA iTEKaO.N, 5. KUDWAY.N E. bTHHLEY

81-91, John Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM.
phone: Mid. 3910. 'Grams :

" Lyicar, B'hain."

CUntoH-lVali.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.L.T

1021 N.U.T. SMjh.p. Combination, dynamo liBitine,
^*y etc., only niu 5,000 milea; £80, or near oaer.—
Partiuulai's, R. Arnold, " Eavenelea," Oiitlund^ i>ftrb,

Weybridge. [1916
O.K.

1 Q20 O.K. 2-strote, very nice condition; bargaiB,
Xt7 .19 guineas.~67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [2607

I

O.K. 1916, 2-specd, fitted 1922 2=i,h.p. engine and
magneto, guaranteed perfect order; £16.-8, E.

Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. [2506

"I Q22 O.K.-ViUiers, excellent condition, full equip.
\-*J ment; snip, £27: ride 100 miles to pnr.

chaser.—^Wigley, Walgrave,
ride 100 miles to par.
Northamptonshire. [2221

OmefSa.

OMEGA, 1922, new model. No. 3 £51, model No.
2B £50.—Eatclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., ,

W. [2395

OMEGA 1922 3h.p. Combination, 3-speed, etc., brand
new; to clear, £75.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland

St., W. [2466

1 Q20 Omega-Jap 2%h.p., 2-8peed, clutch, kick-start,

i-v fully equipped, as new; £30.-99, Cannon Hill

Lane, Merton, S.W. [2171

P. and M.

P.
and M., 2-speed, K.S., 'R.A.F. less controls; 618.

—1. Springfleld Park Cres., Catford, S.E.6. [2340

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, escellent; £30.-Goad,
J-J/ 122, Maida Vala 'Phone: Etaida Vale 1363.

[2498

and M. Combination, 1918, hood, lamps, taxed.

good lot: £45.-38, Sherriff Rd., West Hanjp-

stead. [2186

and M., B.A.F., perfect order and complete

lamps, horn, etc.; £35.—S. E. Porter and Co.,

Whitchurch, Salop. [2505

18 P and M., 1921 sidecar, excellent condition;

bargain: terms considered—Write, Eval^on,

Elm Ed., Evesham. (2389

Pand M. 3i/,h.p., 1918, sidecar, 2 speeds, lamps,

licence reground, new piston; £48.— Gfcrge,

P
stead

P
Whi

19^

Station Garage, Pershore. [2335

1 020 p. and M., 2-spe6d, K.S., lamps, horn, etc., good
-!-»/ ooudition, £50; solo combination coachhuilt eide-

car, £60.—Lusiuoore and Hubbard, Ilfiacombe. [1919

P.
and M. CombinatioTi. 2-speed, K.S., recently

overhauled and enamelled, fine order, bulbous

back sidecar, any trial; £35.-1, Springfield Park
Cres., Catford, S.E.6. [2341

I Q23 P. and M. Combination, actually in stock, Pe
Ltl Luxe model; f 105; exchanges invited.—Kenneth
Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St.,

Marble Arch. 'Phone: Padd. 1177. [2405

BARGAINS.—P. and M. Combination, 1920, as new,

55 guineRe; also 1917 P. and M. combination, 36

guineas; solo, 29 guineas; photographs; exchaDges.—
Pi'ter Gordoi' Lt4.. 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East

Sheen. l\^1^

AT Edwards.—191S 3i/2h.p- P. and M. Combination,
equipped lamps ajad horn, painted in maker's

latest, colours, in very nice condition throughout; 40

guineas; exchanges or deferred.—101, Great Portland

St.. W.l.
^

[1853

P.
and M. Combination, R.A.F., new carburetter,

front brake, chains, tyres nearly new, engine

overhauled, sidecar repainted and upholstered, genuine

bargain: £50, or near.—H., 32, Topsham Rd., Upper
Tooting, S.W.17. [2045 i

P.
«nd M.—We have a large stock of second-hano

spares of thete machines; on receipt of postcajo !

stating your requirements we will, by return, quot(

you aompetitive prices; our stock comprises pragti- i

cally all parts.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.

W.l. [2641

iypare Parts:

\ L.L Spares in Stock; pleasT write for quotabioM lot

Specialist,

pool.

H. Beardwood, 147, Burlington St., Liver-

[0839

FOR Complete and Satisfactory P. and M. Spatea

Service, get in touch with the Authorised Ageflt

Specialists, Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews.
Connaught St., Marble Arch. Padd. 1177. [2410

Premier.
3ih.p. Premier Combination, 2-speed, kick-stMt.
2 licensed; £35.—George, Station Garage, Per-

sh.H:e E2354

PREMIER Combination 3-spee.d countershaft, kick-

start; £38; take lightweight part.—57, Ken-

bury St., Oamberwell, London. £2183

IJBEMIER 1915 3>$h.p. Coacbbuilfc Combination,
3-speed, countershaft, kick-start, enamj] and

plating as new, lamps, speedometer, ihorougnly

reliable; 25 guineas.—l, Priory Rd., ,Kew. ^ [1826

tipare Parts:

PREMIER Spares.—I have a ]aTge consignmenfc *t

genuine parts purchased direct from the maktf[fl. •

Write for quotation.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lmo
Corner, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. r25C4

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are,- when desired, marked (P).



MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1Q21 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, mc6l^ luxuriously
X«/ equipped, dynamo, spare wiieel, hood, etc.,

many spares, as new; £130, nearest.—James, c/o
Bradmores 482, Hari*ow Rd., Paddington. f9974

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Sunbeam 1922 4'/ih.p.,

and Watsonian sidecai', Dunlops, Easting screan.

Klaxon, tax paid, only done about 300 miles, ab30-

lutely like new; ^119/10, just cost sei72; inspection
invited: opposite Motor Cycle Show.—Wilkins, Simp-
son, opposite Olympia, London. [2545

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, purchased Marchj 1920,
moc;t luxuriously equipped, with dynamo hghting,

Blumel windscreen, lugfTage grid, spare wheel, new
eidecar body recently fitted, and also four new over-
sized tyres, in absolutely first-class condition, and open
to any inspection: £10C lor quick snle^ no offers.—
Kitchen, The Gateway, Huivkhurst Rd., Kenley, Surrey.

[2002
Triumph.

pREMIER Motor Co. (or Triumph Bargains.

SPECIAL Offer of a few brand new 1922 type SD,
4h.p. all-chain drive Triumphs, at £85; makers'

current list price, £115; sidecars to match, Millford
£20, Montgomery sporting £18; carriage paid to any
address; deferred payments arranged.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9595

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is Agent for the Trusty
Triumph for Eotherham. [2435

TRIUMPH, clutch, fast, sporty, reliable; £20, gilt.
—Highman, Bimport, Shaftesbury. [1909

£15.—SVjh.p. Triumph, clutch and gears, good run-
nmg order.-King, Egroye, Oxford. [2309

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, Easting, all lamps, etc ,---«' perfect condition; 60 guineas.—Below.

1Q20 Triumph-Gloria, fully equipped ; 60 guineas;
X«^ exchanges.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes
Park, N.ll. 'Phone: Palmers Green 19. ^ [2166

TRIUMPH Combination, fully equipped; £70.—Rat-
cliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [2399

TRIUJIPH, 1913, clutch, equipped, £18; 1912
model, £12.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [2316

K,Q Guinjas.-1921 all-chain Tr'iumph, fully equppedt»y perfect condition.—40, Aynhoe Rd.; W.14. [2224
-1-021 4h.p. S.D. Triumph and Gloria Sidecar; £85
J-t/. —E., 48, St. George's Sq., Forest Gate, E. [2358
rpBIUMPH 1920, splendid condition, guaranteed;
J- snip, £55 cash, or extended payments.—Below.
I^HE Hackford Eng. Co. have four more renovated
J. countershaft Triumphs at £45. Cash or extended
payments. Do not miss this opportunity. Call, write„ .,u.-. T._.-..-_ ,„„. _jj^ Hackford Rd., Brixton',

[2629

1Q20 Triumph Combination, excellent; £60.— Goad,J." 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: JIaida Tale 1353.
[2499

"|Q18 Countershaft Triumph, £40; ditto, 1922 as
-«-«' new, £62.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[2332
1 Q21 Triumph H 4h.p., licence paid; 68 guineas.-^v Williams, Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Barnet.

[2291
4h.p, Triumph, Millford sidecar, enamel and plate

equal to new; £50.-120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon.
[2404TRIUMPH 1914, splendid condition; take 3-speed

cycle part.—25, Ravensbourne Hd.. Catlord,

or 'phone Brixton 3062.
S.'W.9.

[2551

J Q21 Triumph Junior 2Vih.p., 2-speed, condition-i" as new; £35.-44, Longfleid St., Southflelds,
S.W.18. [2514

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, condition as new; first
-*-«-' cheque for 59 guineas secures.—67, Fernlea Rd
Balham. [2603
TRIUMPH Chain Drive 1922 models at £85, fully

guaranteed.-Ratclitfe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland
i't-. W.l. [2390

TRIUMPH Combination, 1920, full equipment-
£62/10.—M. Hillier. 216, Portobello Rd.. North

Kensington. [2034
"yRIUMPH 1918-19, countershaft, guaranteed per-
-». feet order; £45.—S. E. Porter and Co., Whit-
church, Salop. - [2507

TRIUMPHS.—A large a.ssortment in stock; solos a:..i
combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86 Hi^rh

Hd.. Lee, S.E. [3245
"1 Q22 Baby Triumph, 2-speed, new October, never
-L*./ ridden, a bargain; £45; cost £65.-10, Castle
St., Cirencester. •

[2055
rpRIUMPH Combination, 3V.h.p.. 2-speed clutch
•J- perfect : £30 ; exchange light van.—Highman,
Bimport, Shaftesbury. '

[1910

3ih.p. Triumph, Philipson pulley. Sinks, tyreo as
2 new; £22/10.—Ehiad and Co., Stone Place,

Eusholme, Manchester. [2095

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, Lucas lamps, horn, etc,
-^-t' tyres and condition good; 45 guineas.—Streeter,
51, South St., Reading. [1926
rpEIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-6peed, clutch, K.S., perfect
-*- condition, any trial; £60, or nearest ofler.— 193,
Brentwood Rd., Romford. f93,P

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL f<r~>.

AUTOMOBILE V^5^

ACCESSORffiS
ALMOST ALL PRICES REDUCED

STAND 301
(Gallery, opposite North Lift)

OLYMPIA
GENUINE HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES

AGENTS
MANY SUBSTANTIAL

REDUCTIONS

PRICES GUARANTEED
MANY NEW LINES FOR

1923
Set A1—For Solo Machines.

MOTOn CVCLtS iO\< SALE.
Triumph

TRIUMPH Combination, model H. Easting, new
tyres, fully equipped, perfet.-t; £52.-51, Upper

'f rhr>-cr.d Rd.. East Putney. [2619

1 Ol9 4h.p. Triuraii'i Conibination, overhnnWl »nd hh
X*/ ,iew; £bO, Uii'fe'iii.i • exchunge.—Rhind and C'>..
Stune Plnce, Rusholine, Manchester. r2093

"|Q23 Triumph model.'*.—AVauchope's, 9. Sljoe Laiii',^^ London. Central 5168. Exchanges and cu^x
terms ; tuition free

; generous terms. [2495

Price as illustrated (less bulbs and wire), £5 15

H.A.H-"Pedalse:t"
Complete rs illustrated- Price 10 6 per set

H.A.H. Insulating Tape
Fig- 455

Y small roll, 6d. each
Fig- 456

i' large roll; 9d. each
Fig. 457

i" small roll, 6d. each

NEW MODEL H.A.H. SWITCHES.

TRIUMPH 1918 coachbuiit Combination, well
equipped, excellent condition; £62.—R. B. Clark

and Co., 7, Exhibition Kd., S.W.7, [3569

TRIUMPH flh.p. Combination, very small mileage,
and absolutely as ne.v; splendid bargain, £75.—

F. G. Smith, High Rd., Ooodmayes. [0959

TRIUMPH-RICARDO 1922. absolutely as new, Luras
lnmp,s, horn, tax paid and lully insured; sacrifice

£70.—Bates, 19, Albany Rd., Coventry. [2065

: Oi^ Guineas; eschauEe.—1913 Triumph, coa<!hbTiiH
'^^ r:;idecar, nice condition, fully equipped, any
Gxaminotion.—76, Neate St., Camberwell. [2589

"IQ19 Triumph Combination, as new; exchange 2-

Xi' seater IQh.p. car, cash difference.—Rhind and
Co., Stone Place, Rnsholrae, Manchester, [2559

TRIUMPHS, 1922 modek, new and unused; type H,
hsted £105, cash £82: Junior, listed £65, cash

£55.-Lafleaty. 30«, Eing's Rd., Chelsea. [2061

1 Q20-21 Triumph Combination, splendidly equipped,
J-*' lamps, everything as new; £60.-37, Arlington
Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [2168

CROYDON Agents Triumph, all new models and
large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's

Presto Motor Works, North End. Croydon. [0864

TRIUMPH, Model H. brand new and unused, lifted

at £105; our price £88; exchanges or deferred.
Edwaros. ou. riarriuguui Rd.. boucn Kenanigtun.

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. Btodel, H. new last month,
equipped, taxed; no reasonable offer refused: pri-

vate owner.—4, Chalk Farm Rd., Camden Town, 'Lon-
don. [2385

TRIUMPH 1922 4h.p. type S.D., sliglitly shop-soiled
omy, £85; type H., £80; write for liet of shop-

soiled bargains.—P. J. Evans, John' Bright St., Einning-
ham. [2089

jp 48.—Countershaft Triumph, 1918, 4h.p., engine^ No. 58653; also another; 40 guineas.-Smith's,
86, Chalk Farm Rd. Opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station. - [2521

1Q18 Triumph 4h.p. countershaft, perfect condition,
J-ty fully equipped, £40; also 3h.p. T-riumph, 1916,
renovated, £35.-204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. 'Phone:
Pai-k 5541. [9653

T* 68, sacrifice.—1921 Triumph, all-chain model, and^ sidecar, electric and acetylene lamps, fully
equipped, taxed, as new.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earls-
field, S.W. [3454

TRIUMPHS. S.D. all-chain, condition particularly
good, £75: also 1 new S.D. all-chain, £95; and 1

now tvpe H, chnin-cum-belt, £85.—Marston, 31, Bridge
St., Chester.

_

[2020

"
1 Q22 Ricardo-Triumph, sy^h-p. o.h.v. engine, brand
JLi^" new, but shop-soiled; £1(35; exclianges.

—

"Horaac's," 243, Lower Clapton Rd.," N.E. 'Phone:
Dalston 2408. .

,
[2473

1 Q21 Triumph 11 Combination, Gloria sidecar,
-*-»? Easting, luggage grid, many extras, few miles
.-inly, fully guaranteed; £87/10.-51, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Putney. [2521

AT Edwards.— 1921 Triumph Combination, all-chain.

Glo.ia sidecar, lamps, screen, speedometer, excel-

Ipnt condition; 85 guineas; exchanges or deferred.- 101.
Gt. Portland St., W.l. [2582

£70.—Triumph-Gloria Combination, 1921 model, tax
paid, numerous accessories; deferred terms if

Fig. 449. 2-iv^

3/- each.
Flif. 42S, Screw clown,

2/- eacli.
I'lii. 410, cut-out,

v(- each.

Write for our Catalogue, free.

Postage extra 07t (he above.

A. H. HUNT, LiTD,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng;.
Telephone

—

Telegrams

—

Croydon 2225. '' Keyage, Croydon

desired.-
'Phone :

-Midland Garage,
Gerrard 8461.

Shaftesbury Av.
[2429

exchange considered.-
[9782

1 QI7 Countershaft Triumph, renovated with 75%
-*-*' , brand new parte last month, Lucas lighting,

Watford speedometer ; £45
60, Barrington Rd., S.W.g.

T> ICARDO-TRIUMPH, 1922, guaranteed perfect
-TV condition, Lucas equipment, 4 spare sprockets,
tyres, etc., successful trials machine; 85 guineas.

—

Knight, Rynall Gardens, Evesham. [1897

£95.—Triumph Combination, 1922, all-chain drive,

used for demonstration, complete with every
accessory, tax paid; terms if desired.—Midland Garage,
166, Shaftesbury Av. 'Phone : Gerrard 8461. [2428

"I
Q20 Triumph, Gloria sidecar. Easting windscreen.

Jl%j lamps, speedometer, horn, luggage and petrol
carriers, exceptionally fine condition, privately owned;
£65.—Chimee Garage, 253, Streatham High Rd.. S.W.16.
•PLone: 2948. [1978

*| Q21 type S.D. Triumph-Gloria Combination, Lucas
J- 1^ electric lighting, windscreen, Bonniksen epeedo-
meter, Hutchinson super-studded tyres nearly nev',

specially picked machine, carefully driven by an expert

:

original cost £205, guaranteed as new throughout; a
real bargain at £110.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [2581

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number ai the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when det>ired, marked (P).
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MOTO« CYCLtS FO« SALE.
Triumph.

TEiriirH 1920 model H, fully equipped, Jlcnl-
goiiterj- tonriuf; t;idei:ar, Eioting screen, CJH-elully

driven infii-hine. meclianical condition excellent; £65;
iuapsction \iv appointuient.—Mrs. Beamont, Brooklyn,
Private Ed., Eulleld. [1975

^82.—Trinm|rl)s. new 1922 all-chain S.D. models,
c^ £82; these are in stock at Hammersmith, near
Olyinpia: maker's full guarantee.—Harry Nash, Con-
tracting Agent, 591, King St., Hammersmith.
'Phone : 2837 Hammersmith. [2212

SOUTHPORT—Triumph-Gloria 1922 model, all-chain
combination, Lucas Magdyuo, spring wheel, Lucas

electric horn, Triumph legshields. Easting, luggage
carrier, petrol carrier, Tan-Sad, superb condition, un-
punctured: snip. 105 guineas; exchanges.—Eents, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [2268

Sparc Parts

:

TEIUMl'H Sp.-ires.-Iinmedinta delivery.—K,ays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [4807

CYRIL WILLIAMS, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hampton.— Kvery Triumph part by return; lists

free. [8140

TRIUilPlI Spares.—Second-hand or new, for all

models.—-\U. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. . [2566

TRIUMPH Spares, every p'art in stock, no waiting,
prices right.—"Ward and Co., 51, Uuper Rich

mond Rd., East Putn«y. 'Phone: Putney 2754 fllSS

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all -Models; als>

Sturmey-Archer gear parts Irom stock, post free
gear overhauls by specialist-—Jones' Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [080b

rilRlUiMPn Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, nen
X or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under persona,
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph ana
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place
Leamington Spa 17361

Velocette.
pHEiillER Motor Co. (or Velocette Bargains

FURTHER Startling Reductions in showroom-soded
1922 models; E2, 2-speed, £52; E3, 3-speed, £65,

these prices are £10 below makers' 1923 prices; ali

with clutch and kick-start, carry makers' full guar
autee; easy payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co.
.-\ston Rd.. Birmingham. [9091

1Q23 Velocette models.—Wauchope'e, 9, Shoe Lane
-'-*' London. Exchange and extended payments

-

tuition free. [249t

ftA M.P.H. Guaranteed, super-sports Velocette, full
\J\J racing spares, winner numerous events; £55.—
Particulars, Marshall. Grand Theatre, Mansfield. [2344

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON Combination, sh.p. Douglas engine.

Canoelet sidecar, lamps, horn, tools, tax paid.
very smart appearance, perfect condition; must sell

owmg to financial circumstances: SlU'?., or nearest jffcr.—P. Davison, 14, Holmesdale Ed., Bristol. [2159

Wolf.

WOLF 1916, 2v'4h.p., 2-strokc, 2-speed, clutch, ovir-
hauled, good order; £17 —-2. Worthing Rd ,

Horsham. [2142
Wooler.

WOOLEK 1921 (late) 2^•^h.p. flat twin, infinitely
"variable gear, P. and H. lamp set, .horn, alir-

minium number plates, all tools, etc. The machine Is

in brand new condition all through, mechanically and
appearance, and is very fast. The original tyres are
in new condition, and the machine is open to any
examination and trial; will accept £32 cash.—R.
Watson, Victoria Ed., Aldeburgh, SuBolk. [2412

Zenith.
T OOK for the Allah Gra2e]ier badge at Olympia

THERE will be 3, and each man has had Zenitij
experience from the first.

YOU Know you will be right when dealing with a
firm whose members are all experts and known

competition riders.

THERE will be machines for every class of rider
Ircm £66 to the 100 m.p.h. All-chain Eight at

DON'T Forget. Make a note of it: Ton know
the address, don't you? Ulster Chambers, 168

Regent St., W.l. [2450
Tj^.O.C.H. invite inspection: Zenith and other makes;
-*. bargains.- 5, Heath St.. Hampstead 'near Tuiie).

[1374
ZENITH (new Maroll, 1922), 6-6h.p. countershaft,

kick-starter, mileage 1.400 unscratched, full
equipment, taxed; £66/10.—3S1, King St., Hammer,
smith. [2213

50 Guineas.—1922 (late) Zenith-Bradshaw 3i,;>h.p.,

*-' 3-speed, clutch, K.S.. all-chain drive, speedo-
meter, lamps, licensed, practically indistinguishable
from brand new.—2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers
Corner, Bal'nes. [2232

1922 SOLO MACHINES (shop soiled).

NORTON BIG FOUR £79
NORTON, 34 b.p., 3-speed model, i6H .

.

ITS
INDIAN, 4 ii. p., Scout Model tSJ
N.U.T., 3^ h.p., Twin i78
SUNBEAM, 3} h.p., 3-Epecd, chain . . .r.

.

£112
HUMBER, 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain £78
HAWKER, 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain £76
BEAROMORE, 3 h.p., Bair & Stroud, 3-sp. £73
DIAMOND, 3 h.p., Bare & Stroud, 3-speeJ. £69
ALLON, 25 h.p., 2-stroke, s-speed £<8
NEW HUDSON, si h.p., 2-speed, chain. ... {49
SUN, 2| b.p., 3-speed {58
EDMUND, 2f h.p., 3-sp., chain, spring fram3 fiZ
IVY. -i h.p., ?-speed, chain £f

3

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed £37

SOLO. SECONDHAND (guaranteed).

HARLEY - DAVIDSON, 4 b P., 1922, as new £75
NEW HUDSON, 3-speed, hub, igr4 £25
NORTON, B.R.S. Racer, r92r £55
N.U.T., 3J h.p,, 1922, Electric £79
SCOTT, rgrg, 3-J h.p., lamps, horn £49
SUNBEAM, r922, 3* h.p., detachable wheels £95
P.&M., 1916, 3i h.p"., 2-speed, Kick Start .

.

£32

1922 COMBINATIONS (shop soiled).

MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. Sports £118
BEARDMORE, 4i h.p., spring frame £114
BRADBURY. 6 h.p. Twin £128
NEW SIDECARS for Spring Frame Indians £23

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS (guaranteed)

CAMPION, 8 h.p., 1919 £69
JAMES, 1916, 4i h.p £63
SCOTT, 1915. 3j h.ij.. lamps, horn £45
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, Electric £79
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1920, speedometer, wind-

screen, as new, exceptional £83
DENE, 8 h.p., with MUford Sidecar £69

1922 LIGHT CARS (shop soiled).

LITTLE GREG, 9 h.p., 4-cylinder, 3-speeJ £198
COVENTRY-PREMIER, 8 b.p., 2-3-seater £195
NEW HUDSON, Runabout, 3-wbeeler .... £195
CALTHORPE, 2-seater, all-weather de Luxe £299

LIGHT CARS. SECONDHAND.

CALTHORPE, 1920, 10 h.p. 4-seater,

Electric Lighting & Starting £200
LAGONDA, 1920, Coupe 2-seater, Electric

Lighting & Starting, repainted £165
G.N., 1921, 2-seater, Electnc £85
TRUMBULL, 14 h.p., 2-seater, Electtic. £58

Our WIRELESS dept

is now open under the management
of experts.

We can supply any make oi

apparatus at' lowest market prices.

Demonstrations daily on the premises.

TRADE SUPPLIED
at manufacturers' prices—the

MOTOR TRADE
in particular should get in touch
with us at once—-n'e have a splendid

proposition to offer.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

7ENITH 1919 Sh.p. Sports, very fast, speedometer;
^i £55, nearest offer. -Warwick, 11, Abbey Rd.,
N'.W.S. [2274

7ENITH-BIIADSHAW -Syji.p., oil cooled, Grodua
^J gear, £70: also all-chain S-speed model, £85.— .

Marsfon, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [2021

T5RACTICALLY brand new, latest 8h.p., all-chain,
'

-*- countersiiaft Zenith Sports Combir^ation, super- .

sports J.A.P. engine, magnificent outfit, run lev?

'

mUesi sacrifice £110; exchanges.-24. Balliol Hd.,
*

North Kensington. [233(>

Sparc Parts :

ZENITH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8 and -

10, Bond St., Ealing. [9447

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Douglas. 1915, 3-speed, kick-start, clutch,
good condition; £35.—Miss Headlam, Highfleld,'

Liphook. [1891

DOUGLAS (lady's model) 234h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
and K.S., licensed, just overhauled, new Irame and

tyres; £33.—Rev. P. Lewis, St. Alban's, Westgate-on-
Sea. [1938

Miscellaneous.
3ih.p. J. .A. P., good condition; £17/10; weekends.

2 —54, Gowan Rd., "WiUesden Green. [2040

NAYLOR and Kirk will entertain any kind of ex-
change with any of the following bargains below,

all tax paid :—
NAYLOR and Kirk.—1918 Enfleld Combination,

8h.p., perfect condition; £46.—Below.

"IV'A'YLOR and Kirk.—1918 7-9h.p. Harley Combina-
-L^ tion, nice condition, fully equipped with lamps,
horn, speedometer, etc.; £49.—Below.

NAYLOR and Kirk.—1919 Harley solo, 7-9h.p.,
painted blue, good appearance and condition,

equipped; gift at £40.—Below.

NAYLOR and Kirk.—B.S.A. 4'/ih.p., clutch, tree
engine, in splendid condition; £22. SV^h.p. Pre-

P. and M., 1918, fullycision, 2 speeds, all on; £14.
equipped and powerful; £25.

NA'YLOR and Kirk.—1920 Connaught, 2 speeds,
excellent condition and appearance, equipped;

£25.—Below.

AYLOR and Kirk.—1918 2S4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed,
renovated throughout; £26.—Below.N-

NAYLOR and Kirk can supply any new machine,
top prices being allowed on present mount.

—

Below.

NAYLOR and Kirk, 406, Garratt 'Lane, Earlsfield,
S.VV.18. 'Phone: Wimbledon 2041. [2572

HALIFAX.-1923 New Imperial, Douglas and Levis
models from stock : cash, exchange, or deferred.—

Halifax Motor Exchange. Horton St., Halifax. [2024

F.O.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars, etc.;
bargains; cash, or easy payments; exclianges

arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).
[3864

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—Shop soiled 1922
models: £185 Ruby combination. £159/10; £tO

Ruby lightweight, £57/10; £150 Rudge combination,
£125/10; £60 Bradbury lightweight. £49/19/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—Four 2-speed P. and
M.'s; £17/10/6, £29/10/6, £32/10/6, £39/10/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—SJ-jh.p. Triumpti,
Philipson puUev, £18/10/fi Connaught. 2-speed,

£19/10/6; Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, £24/10/6; Sun,
2-speed, £25/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool.—Lady's 3-speed motor
cycle, £16/10/6: 6h.p. Rex ccmbination,

£17/10/6; S'Ab.p. Hnmber, £19/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—6h.p. Bat. counter-
shaft, 3-speed, £39/10/6; 3Kh-P. Premier,

£22/10/6; 5h.p. Rudge, 2-Epeed, £25/10/6; 5h.p.
Rudge, 3-speed, £27/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool.—Singer. 2-!peed coun-
tershaft. £24/10/6; 2h.p. lightweight, magneto,

£11/10/6; 2-speed Douglas, £24/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool.—1921 Rudge Multi,
dynamo lighting, £52/10/6: 4h.p. Douglas,

£55/10/6; 1920 Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, £52/10/6;
5h.p. Indian, 2-speed, £29/10/6; 7h.p. Indian,
£29/10/6; 3h.p, twin Enfield, £34/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool.—1920 Martinsyde
combination, £85/10/6; 1919 Indian, aluminium

sporting sidecar, dynamo lighting, £85/10/6; 1920
Matchless combination, £85/10/6: 3V^h.p. New Hud-
son combination, £39/10/6; 8h.p. Premier combina-
tion, £39/10/6: Enfleld combination, £39/10/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool, 1921 New Hudson,
2 speeds, kick-starter, £39/10/6; 1920 Doug--

las combination, £59/10/6; £90 Ruby spring frame
lightweight, fully equipped, £55/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool.—8h.p. Garden Cycle
Car, £32/10/6 Zebre light car, 4-cyl., electric

lighting and starting, detachable wheels, £175/10, cost

£345. Several others, cheap. Push cycles taken in
exchange.—Booths Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Black-
pool. 'Phone: 1451. (8294

B34 .411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertij.ed by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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WANDSWGRTH.-
lamps,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mi*icelIaneous

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, London's old-

established firm, has finest selection motor cycles

in London. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH Show Bargains.—While visiting
Olyrapia. don't forget to come and see our show.

^TtTANDSWORTH.—No need to compare prices; you
VV can see who's the cheapest.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. Weekly payments
taken on any motor cycle or combination.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 Douglas 2'?/,h.p., 3 speeds,
lamps, practically new; 55 guineas-; weekly pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 Royal Enfield 2y4h.p., 2
speeds, mostly soiled ; 38 g'Ji'ieas ; weekly pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 A.J.S. a^^h.p. sports model,
dynamo lighting, special; 59 guineas; weekly

paymenitS'.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 Triumph, brand new, un-
used, 4h.p., 3 speeds; 85 guineas; weekly pay-

..naents.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 Sunbeam, brand new, un-
used, 3 speeds, clear; 85 guineas; weekly pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 B.S.A., brand new, unused,
4',ih.p., 3 speeds; 82 guineas; weekly payments.

-1922 F.N. 7h.p., 4 cyls., 3 speeds,
, opportunity; 65 guineas; weekly payments.

•XTyANDSWORTH.—1922 magnificent Indian, dynamo

guineas; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Henderson, lovely machine,
dynamo lighting, lOh.p., gift; 69 guineas;

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Diamond-Jap 234h.p., En-
field, enclosed gear, beauty; 59 guineas; weekly

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Royal Enfield, almost new,
2Hh.p., 2 speeds; 35 guineas; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Indian Powerplus, dynamo
lighting, 3 speeds, beauty; 59 guineas; weekly

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Scott Squirrel, 3%h.p. twin,
water-cooled, as new; SB guineas; weekly pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Rudge-Multi Isle of Man
T.T., clearance; 39 guineas; weeltly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Triumph, 2i^h.p., 2 speeds,
lamps, nearly new; 35 guineas; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., latest 5-6h.p. made, clutch
model, as new; 43 guineas; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 A.B.C. 3h.p. twin, 4 speeds,
spring Irame ; oHef s ; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Rudge coachbuilfc combina-
tion, 5-6h.p., hood, screen, lam^js ; 59 guineas

;

weekly payments,

WANDSWORTH.—Harley-Davidson coachbuilt com-
bination, 7h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 49 guineas;

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.-B.S.A. coachbuilt combination,
4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; only 39 guineas; weekly

payments.

beautiful coachbuilt
, SVoh.p., 3 speeds; 36

guineas; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott, rebuilt, . sports model,
water-cooled, very fast; bargain, 35 guineas;

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Enfield 2%li.p. twin, 2 speeds,
chain drive, lamps, hooter; 26 guineas; payments.

WANDSWORTH,—Triumph sporting machine, ZV2
h..p., good tyres; who wants? 25 guineas; weekly

payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Ariel SVoh.p., 3-speed' gear box,
runs well; 25 guineas; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. Si/ah.p., 2 speeds, kick,
renovated, new tyres; 29 guineas; weekly pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Clyno 5-6h.p. twin, 3 speeds,
kick, nice machine; 29 guineas; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph SVa^.P-. magneto, good
tyres, lamps; only 19 guineas; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Motosacoche lightweight, 2y2h.p.,
variable gear, lamps, runs splendidly ; 19

guineas; weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury 4h.p., good tyres,
lamps, hooter, runs well; IB guineas; weekly

payments.

WANDSWORTH. — F.N. B-6h.p., shaft drive,
dropped frame, smooth running ; 19 guineas

;

weekly payments.

WANDSWORTH.^Humber 3y2h.p., 2-speed, handle
starting, lamps, hooter; 23 guineas; weekly pay-

ments. ,

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, Ebner St., York
Rd.. Wandsworth (Town-Station). 'Phone:

Latchmere 4686. [2512

W'ANDSWORTH.—Premier,
bulbous combination.

OUR SALE PRICES

BEAT THE MARKET HOLLOW.

THESE ARE ALL BRAND NEW
LATEST TYPE 1922 MODELS
AND IN MOST CASES IDEN-
TICAL WITH 1923 MODELS.
BUT HURRY UP TO SECURE
ONE AS WE HAVE NOW

ONLY A FEW LEFT.
Sale
Price.

£44

£49 10

£62

LiEt

Price.

£57 , 2i h.p. ENFIELb, 2-stroke, 2-speed

£68 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, fully
equipped

/;S2 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, clutch
and kick-start, fully equipped ....

£ii,'i 3i h.p. NORTON, Model i6L, all

chain drive

£iio i\ h.p. B.S.A., Model H2, all chain
drive

£85 23 h.p. A.J.S., Sports Model Bi

£6o 23 h.p. TRUMP-J. A.P., Sports model,
2-speed and clutch ;

£65 2i h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-speed, clutch
and kick-start, all chain drive

£120 5 h.p. N.U.T., .3-speed, clutch and
kick-start, all chain drive

£73 2|_h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed,
clutch and kick-start, all chain drive

£7g i6s. 2| h.p. MASSEY-BLACKBURNE,
3-speed and clutch

£75 I2S. 2jh.p. O.K. BLACKBURNE, 3-speed,
clutch and kick-start, all chain drive

£105 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H, 3-speed,
clutch and kick-start

£iig 3^ h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3-

speed, clutch and kick-start, all

chain drive

£85 IS. 2j h.p. DIAMOND, Barr & Stroud
engine, 3-speed, all chain drive....

£78 15s. 2;i h.p. SPARKBROOK J.A.P., 3-

speed, clutch and kick-start

£ii5 3* h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports model, all

chain drive, fully equipped

£60 2i h.p. LEVIS, Model S, 2-speed,
clutch and kick-start

£5.4 2j h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-speed, 2-

stroke

£115 3i h.p. BROUGH, Sporting T.T.
model, 3-speed, close ratio gearbox

£39 i8s. , 2j h.p. CONNAUGHT, single speed,
2-stroke £29 10

£130 8 h.p. BROUGH-SUPERIOR, Model
Mark I., guaranteed 80 m.p.h

£84 2| h.p. HAWKER-BLACKBURNE,
Sports model

£130 4i h.p. P. & M. Combination, 4-speed,
' clutch and kick-start

£175 7 h.p. INDIAN, electric combination,
3-speed, clutch and kick-start

£105 4i h.p. QUADRANT Combination,
3-speed, clutch and kick-starts

£152 6 h.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed,
clutch and kick-start

£170 10 h.p. HENDERSON, 4-cylinder,

with MiUford de Luxe Sidecar,

dynamo electric lighting, electric

horn, etc £138

£45

£49

£84

£80

£60

£60

£80

£80

£70

£58

£33

£45

£40

£70

£130

£70

£100

£120

£89

£100

AlEXANDER'S
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH.

272-274, GL WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

MOTOR CYCLES POR SALF.
Miscellaneous

TONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.—
•J London's lowest pricos; rash or deferred terms;
L-vory machine guaranteed 3 month??.

JONES Garage.—1914 ITumber combination 3i/jh.p..

3-spe2d, kick-Rtaittr, fully equipped, perfect" con-
dition; £32/10.

JONES Garage.~4h.p. Triumph, as new, left
Triumph.s in 1920, completely equipped, very

smart indeed; £48.

TONES Garage.-1920 Ariel 3'/^h.p.. 3-9pced, K.S.,
*" fast and quiet, equal to new; £46.

JONES Garage.—Matchless combination for £42/ 10;
8h.p., all-chain drive, spring wheel sidtcar, hood,

screen, all lamps, 2 generators, horn, luggage grid,
petrol carrier, pillion seat, new Binks carburetter, tool
kit, pump, tax paid, in perfect condition; special hai-
gain of the week, £42/10.

JONES Garage.—1914 2-ltih.p. Premier light tourist,
very fine condition indeecf; £20.

JONES Garage.—Any machine tested on Muswell Hill.
We give free tuition. Send for free list and

deferred payment terms.—Jones Garage, The Broadway.
Muswell Hill, N.IO. 'Phone: Hornsey 2917. [2414

B-ARGAIN.—SVsh.p. twin-cyl. motor cycle. Bosch
magneto, B. and B. carburetter, low riding posi-

tion, good tyres and tubes, needs slight attention:
£9/10; carriage paid; exchange good riding saddles.—
Owner, 13, High St., Crowthorne, Berks. [2456

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
es and <:

Fowler
HIRE Latest Models cycles and eonibinationa, any

period.—Write termti, Fowler Brigden. 130,
EuGton Rd. [079.5

OUR Terms are most favourable. Send tor full
particulars, eolo or combination.— Maudes'. 100,

Gt. Portland St., London. [096J

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., for many years luive
specialised in this class of work. If machine is

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week

H.
F.

-157b. Gt. Poitlaad St., W.l.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
[5936

piDWAEDS and Co..

1 AT- *^'- Portland St., W., are cash Lrayers tif solus.
J-Vf-L combJQUtiona, and Morgaus. Hif^he^t prices
given : distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone

;

Uayfair 4027 [0870

rp.B.

^rtrt COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, gnar-
*^W anteed toi prices given.—T. and II. Mi tor
Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Ed. Miweitm 6581 I094B

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. IE in town, write
'phone, or call. If country, send to Londoti

terminus. We collect free and Fend best cash offer.

-

W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326. Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. - [0332

PALRTER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALM'ER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of a
good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's

Garage.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.^Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred iintil 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-

cepted, machine can be included in auction sale

held every Thursday,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the lest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms:—Selling com-
mission, 7V2%, not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged :

for motor cai's, 20,/-; motor cycles under £50 value,

5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel.;

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Toot-

ing. [2421

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked ^P).
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MOIOH CYCI.KS WANTED
I
ATE Model Solo or Combination (or cash.—O.S.,

J 497, Old Ford Rd., Bow. [2198

ANTED, 2-etroke, cheap, rash on sight, no wiiiting'.

Duval, 61, Grand Parade, Haningay. [1&93

WANTED. 2%h.p. Douglas. 2-speed, not over £20.—
-Box 4771, c,'o The Motor Ci/clc. [2312

(r)-.STROKE Motor Cvcle Wanted, must be cheap.—
'* 51, Engadine St., SouthSelds, S.W.18. [1903

w

M'

1 h.p. Douglas, combination preferred, cheap.—Law-
t son, 8, Athenlay Rd., Nunhead, S.E.15. [2240

OTOR Cjcle, 2-stroke preferred: must be reason-

able price.—10, Baron=mead Rd., Barnes. [2L93

WANDSWORTH Buys all Motor Cycles, combina-
tions; best cash prices paid on spot.—Below.

WANDSWORTH Buys all Motor Cycles, combina-
tions; best cash prices paid on spot.—Below,

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange. Ebner St.. York
Bd., Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phone

:

Latchmere 4686. [2513

^\7 ANTED, several cheap motor cycles, any make,
VV cash waiting.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[2311

WANTED, several second-hand motor cycles; must
be cheap.—Derrett. Orwell Ed., Olacton-on-

Sea. [1336

CHEAP Motor Cycles, any quantity, cash on the

spot.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill.

N.IO. [0947

WANTED, countershaft Triumph, about *30-i£35

cash; East Midlands.—Box 4775, c/o The Motor
Cucle. .

-[23"'?

WANTED, damaged machine, cheap; Douglas or

similar.—Wingfield, King St., Wokingham,
Berks. - [2382

'\\T ANTED, solo, Morgan, combination, good, cheap.—
W —Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn,

N.W.6. - [2205

WANTED, 2'iih.p. Douglas, 1914 or later, any con-

dition; must be cheap.—Williams, Kentmere,

Kendal. [2053

MATCllLESS 1922 Combination wanted, completely

eanipped.-Little, 148, Lower Addiscombe Ed.,

Croydon. [2107

SPOT Cash for lightweight motor cycles, must be

sound and not earlier 1916; before 6.30 P.m.—
15, Deal Rd., Tooting. [2154

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cash on si'rLi

Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 3709.—Edwards.
50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington. [0604

WANTED Norton countershaft frame, cheap,

state condition, price; also Norton racing

Philipson good condition.—Tom Robertson, Brewery

Sottages, Pitlochry, N.B. [1953

BUNTIJSG'S Buy, -sell, or exchange any mate o.

motor cvcle. State your requirements. We under

take to do your busmess and give you satisfaction

Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor E.xohange, Wealn

stone. .
[08'"

CASH on Sight lor new and second-hand moto.

cycles and combinations, any make or condition

—Call, write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-4So

Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Eiel

mond 2362 and 2363. i037

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part

payment for an Enfield, any model; cash, deferred

payments, or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere.

'Grams : Pushfully, Eal, London. [2532

LONGMAN Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing, are requirmt,

a nnmt^er of firat-class machines and combinations
for spot cash, or sale on commission. Eepresentatives

will be sent to inspect after preliminary negotiations.

-

Write, 'phone, or call. 'Phone : Ealing 689 [6555

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
JNi'.^tor Auction Eooms. High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest

station, Wimbledon, We will collect from any Lou-
don station. Machine can be included in arrction sale

if desired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[2423

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A,B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model, list

f55: accept £20; wonderful bargain.—Frank Whit-
woith, 139, New St., Birmingham- [5085

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO Wheel, excellent condition, overhauled, taxed;

£9.— Stainer, 179, Warwick Ed., Kensington,
W.14. ,

[2122

WALL Auto-Wheel, 2h.p., new, with attachment,
suit tricycle; 26 guineas.-Bos 4763. c/o Tha

Motor. Ciiele. [2085

AUTO-WHEELS. 5 guineas, perfect condition; re-

pairs and replacements.—J. W. Robins, 97,,
Latchmere Ed. Battersea. [2216

KINGSBURY Motor Scooter, practicaUy new, £8;
Chater lady back tandem, 3 speeds. Simplex at-

tachment (1921), £9.— 7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbler'-'n-
[2518

7

This 2% hep.

BURLINGTON
DOUGLAS

F REE
Great New 'Burlington' Competition.
Have you sent in your suggestion for a slogan for our

sidecars ?

TPO further popularise our well-known
•' Sidecars, we are instituting the
following interesting competition, in

order to obtain a really good slogan
for these Sidecars.

NOTE.—The type of slogan rctjuired is something
similar to ^'Luxury Proditcts at Econotny Prices"
or ''Best on the Loiig Run"
All that is necessary is to send in

your suggestion for a slogan, accom-
panied by an order for goods to the
value of not less than 2/6.

Every 2,6 entitles you to send a

suggestion. Eight suggestions must be
accompanied by an order to the value
of /i.

SEND YOUR SUGGESTION EARLY
An abbreinated List of spares and useful accessories

icill be found i.nder our advertisement in Ike Miscel-
loprnns columns.

What's yours for 1923?
Lei our Representatives, who will be
in attendance at the Show, advise you
on your mount for next year. We
can supply any machine for cash or
deferred payments.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

7, South Side, GLAPflAM COMMON. S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 241?. Wires: Burlington Motors,
Clapham.

.Tu?;t bv riapham Common Undergrnnrd Station.

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.

A FEW shop-soiled Easting- and Sundham wiiiH-
stireeiis to clear; new panels fitted from 12/-;

uproDs from 10/-.

A FEW -sliop-soiled Bower adjustable windBcreeus,
complete with coverall anron, manufactured undi^r

Patent jSfos. 108334 of 1916, and 109601 of 1916,
earriaee- paid on approval, at 25/- eaoh ; only a Uiuite'j

numtjer ^ catalogue. Motor Cycle Show. We are ex-
hibiting at 115, Hammeiriiuith Bd., opiiosite Cadby Hull.
We inTite inspection.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and
3, Tuise Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone; Brixton 1585.

|

[2105
HERCULES Hoods, aprons, etc., cheapest alid best.

Cameos, 50/-; celluloid, 1/6 sq. It.—Hercules
Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0853

BASTONES for Winclsereens,—Sandinu windac-reeu
with apron, 55/-; Easting, £3/18.-228, Penton-

ville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.; 2481
North. [2543

CIELASTOID Strong Windscreens, 50x10 7/-. 2by
' 20 7/-, 16x10 2/6"; thinner quality, lor poultry

houses, 50x20 5/-, 10x10- 1/-; post paid.—B. Smith
and Son, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds. 'Phone : 22576.

[1331
BRISTOL Windscreens, will fit any sidecar, adjust-

able any angle, neat and efficient, Popular 37/6,-
De Luxe £2/12/6; Bristol face and chest screen for
motor cyclists, being fitted to the rider does not affect

steering, instantly attached, price 21/-; send for illus-

trations.—Patentees and Manufactni'ers, Bristol Sidecar
Co., Stokes Croft, Bristol. - [1791

BODIES.
HELEN Sidecars ! ! ! Helen Sidecars ! ! ! Helen

Sidecars!!!

MOTOE Cycle Show.-We are exhibiting at 115,
Hammersmith Rd., opposite Cadby Hall. MV

invite inspection of next season's models.

CLEARANCE Lines.—A number of touring hKidies,

beautifully fiuished, £5/5 : unpainted, £4/15;
sports bodies, beautifully finished, from £2/15; catalogues
on request; extended pavments.—Robini Manufacturiag .

Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone:
Brixton 1585. [2103 •

3-SEATER Body for Light Car or Cycle Car; 35/-.—
Hall, c/o Green Man Hotel, Whetstone, L^ndon.-

[1939
BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, latest models in stock.

Call and insiject before purchaising elsewhere. AU 1

at low prices. —

BASTONES.—Great clearance of sidecar bodies •

(stock-soiled), semi-sporting lightweight, £2/15"
each; ditto, not painted or upholstered, 20/- each;
touring models, 70/- each ; ditto, not painted or up*
bolstered, 30/- each.—228. Pentonville Ed., King's
Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [2541-

B'RAND New Capyon and Mirdd Sports Body, with
V-shaped windscreen, cost £25; first £9/9.-198.

King St., Hammersmith. [2147

BURTON Sidecar Bodies cannt>t be beaten for value, ;
All latest designs. Write for our 1923 catalogue,

it will interest you. Sporting models* £3/776 to; .

£5/10; touring from £4, finished complete and car-:

r'ase paid.—Sidecar Co.. Broadstairs [9382,

COBB-SPBEDMAN Sidecar Bodies.—Unlimited nuinV
ber of bulbous bodies with lockers, beautifully

finished and upholstered, types to fit any chaseia,

guaranteed 12 months, carriage paid, £4/15; other
models from £1/19/6.-Vernon Cobb, Cobb-Speedman.
Sidecar Works, Burton Joyce, Notts. [1983

SrDEX}AS, Body Designs for the trade only. Worfc
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.
—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established^
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Coft^

suit us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St., London, E.C.4. - [0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

SANDUM Sidecars.-Our pre-war pric-es were the talk

of the last Show. Make sure and see us at Stand
No. 170, at Olympia.

SANDUM (V-6haped) windscreen, a hood, screen and
apron. The I'opular £2/15, and ttie Standard

£3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) windscreen. Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous fiuccess : sold out;

send further supply." Agents, get in touch with U6.

QANDUM Dual-purpose Sidecar (patented). The only
f^ sidecar of reasonable length capable of carrying two
adults in comfort. Bodies supplied separately if required.

QANDUM exhibit at Olympia. Stand No. 170, will

*^ include our full range of sidecar specialities.

SANDHAM- Engineeri r Co., Ltd.. 336. Gray's Ion
Ed.. W.D.I. 'Phone: y'useum 3427. • [0019

20 Douglas Sidecar, complete, disc; 7 guineas.—
lA, Hearne Rd., Chiswicfc, W.4.

.
[2201

B, Sidecar, real, as new, complete; £9.:t-B.. 57,

19
C Boston Rd., Brentford, Middlesex. [2356

13 ^6 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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ii CARS FOR SALE.
I

"PALMER'S Garage. 187-199, High St., Tooting, the
Jl pre-eminent place for purchasing; detailed list

below.

PAOrER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction sale every
Thursday, starting at> 2 o'clock; apply lor

catalogue.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have the best bar-
gains; compare prices below as proof.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Lancia ^4
iandaulet, monobloc, 4 speeds, quiet, splendid

condition; £135.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15h.p. Itala, ]ate
model torpedo touring car, 4-cyl. monobloc,

hcod, screen; £50.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—lOh. p. Waverley
sporting 2-seater, hood, screen, 4-cyl. inono-

bloc; £65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.^15. 9h. p. British
Ens'ign touring car, monobloc, wire wheels, ex-

ceptional bargain ; £ 75,

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.—19211^ De Dion 4-

seater, 12h.p., dynamo lighting, self-starting,
' nearly new; £425,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-14h.p. Fiat Ian-

daulet, 3 speeds, good running order; £50.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—15.9h.p. Arrol-
Johnston 1914, dynamo lighting, self-starting,

extra smart; £145.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—30h.p. Sheffield-

Simplex full Iandaulet, 6-cyl., 3 speeds; £95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Metallurgique,
very smart 2-seater, dickey, dynamo lighting;

£125.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Alcyon torpedo
2-seater 4-cyL, hood, screen, runs well; £60.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12h.p. 1914 Rover
4-seater, detacbabk wheels, dynamo lighting;

,
£150.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—16-20h.p. Argyll
limousine, 4-cyl., runs well, roomy; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-16h.p. Darracq
Iandaulet, 4-cyl. monobloc, runs well ; £ 40.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—18-24h.p. Austin full

limousine, 4-cyl., dynamo lighting, exceptional
condition; £85.

PALiVIER'S Garage, Tooting.—17h.p. Delaunay-
Belleville enclosed-drive Iandaulet, dynamo

lighting, reliable car; £120.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above cars
supplied on easy payments; we shall be pleased

Co quote special terms to meet clients' require-

ments; all are in running order. [2426

ROVER 8h.p. Standard model, £180; Bh.p. 4-seater

model, £190; 4-seater model De Luxe, £210;
2-seater De Luxe," £200.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W. [0729

1 TQ Giineas, Exchange.—Really ultra-smart 1920
JL i J/ Sports Singer, 2-seater lighting, starter spare

wheel, lovely condition.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,
East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [2400

i^-9h.p. Precision 2-seater, 4 speeds and reverse, new
• parts in engiTie, enclosed Bosch magneto, B. and

B. drip feed, ready to drive away; £50, near offer.

—

March, East St., Farnham, Surrey. [1893

CHEVROLET 20h.p. Coupe, electric lighting and
self-starting, detachable rims, bodywork in new

ci.'iidilion, used for demonstrations; £235, or offer.

—

Appiy 24-27, Orcliard St.. Oxford St., W.l. [2598

REALLY handsome Hinger Coupe, dickey, handsome
body, painted primrose, dynamo lighting, 5 detach-

able wheels; £175, cash or deferred.—Marlborough
(Motor liou.'ie). 20-^2, Finchlev Rd.. N.W.8. L65b6

HALIFAX.—1923 Lqgcnda, Calthorpe, Coventry
Premier, iteemster, Stoneleigh and Singer light

car^ ; Eover, Morgan or combination token in exchange,
i —Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [2025

8h.p. Rover Cars for immediate delivery. Standard
2-seater £180. 4-seater £190; deferred pay-

ments if desired; your motor cycle taken in part pay-
ment.—Official Agents : Kays, 8-10, Bond St.. Ealing.

[2177
R^VER—Godfrey's are authorised agents lor the

8h.p. model; early deliveries of ,1923 models;
2-seater, £ 180 ; 4-seater, £190; exchanges ; gradual
payments.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. [0350

ROVER Eight, late 1921, full equipment, very
fast, used by Rover Co. for some competition

;
work, unscratohed condition; £115; ^or exchange com-
bination and cash.—Hillier, 127, 'St. Mark's Rd.,

. North Kensington. [2323

WAVERLEY, 2-seater, with dickey, detachable
rims, in very excellent condition, fast and

reliable, quite exceptional bargain at £95, cash or
deferred, or exchange.—Marlborough (Motor House),
20-22. Fincblev Rd N.W.8. ' [65C6

ERIC CAMPBELL late 1921 2-seater, dynamo
lighting, spare wheel, speedometer, clock, all

aluminium body, very fast; cost over £300; accept
£l70, -r exchange combination and cash.—Hillier,
127, St. Mart's Rd., North Kensington. [2324

HORSMAN'S
SELECTION

FOR 1923 IS THE BEST

SHOW
OUTSIDE OLYMPIA.

NORTON - SUNBEAM

RALEIGH - LEVIS

SCOTT - VELOGETTE

INDIAN - QUADRANT

MARTINSYDE

HAWKER.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS AND
PART EXCHANGE ARRANGED.

SOME OF OUR GUARANTEED
SECOND HAND MACHINES:

1921 ARIEL, 3-speed, K/S. c^f\
and Clutch otOU

1 920 B.S.A., All Chain, 3-speed, orA
K/S and Clutch .. .. otSu

1922 31 h.p. SPORTS HUMBER,
3-speed, K/S and Clutch JcOD

1922 4J h.p. QUADRANT o/^q
Comb., 3-speed & Clutch »WJ

1922 4| h.p. P.&M. De Luxe
Comb., 4-

and Clutch

Comb., 4-speed, K/S O 1 AA

1919 NORTON, 4 h.p. Comb., 07A
3-speed, K/S and Clutch ^'^

Full particulars, on receipt of a postcard.

Victor Horsman
LTD.

7, MOUNT PLEASANT,

LIVERPOOL.

CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER Cnrs nr 1923 pn>e8: Standjird 2-«enter. £180;

4-3eciter. £190; De Luxe 2-SPater, £200; iJe Liixo
|

4-8eiiter £210: deterred pnymenta: your motor rvolel
or car taken in part exchnnge; prompt deliTeiy.— 01fi<rial

Agentfi, Eagles and Co., 275. High St., Acton, L<^'ndf>n.

W [0761

1 Q23 Salmson, immediate delivery; list 235 guineas,
X»/ exchange or instalments; French type (1,100
L-.c.) chassis with Englisli model De Luxe body, full

guarantee, all accessories, shuts ui> like a coupe, holds
the road like a leech.—Graff. Hayes, Kent. 'Phone

:

Bromley 532. (No. 54 "bus.) [0951

A.B.C.—Everybody says that that's a new car. It
isn't, although it looks and goes like it; only

nad one owner from new last year, cost then over
£400. Email mileage, dynamo, lamps, tools, very
sijecial bargain indeed at ^195; cash or deferred or
exchange.—Marlborough (Motor House). 20-22. Finch-
ley Rd.. N.W.8. (6563

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
"|Q17-1S Albion Lorries, 3-ton, painted, varnished,
X*!/ ready for work, first-class condition; £175 cash;
deferred or exchange.—Rhind and Co., Stone Placa.
Rusholme, Manchester. [2096'

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terma

could DOt be simpler.—157b, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l, [5935

MIDDLETONS can arrange extended payments on
excellent terms.—For our address see Sidecar

Column. [095e

HALIFAX.—Motor Cycle Combinations : ^ipecial terras
from £5 deposit and 15/- weekly; get list.—Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [2027

AWY make ol cycle or any combination completely
equipped; licensed, insured on 12,15,18 months'

extended payments system.—Write for particulars,
Rideezi Sales, Ltd.. 5. Victoria St.. S.W.I. f0830

A WIDE Selection of Second-hand Machines, most
makes of new ones supplied immediately 00 pay-

ment to suit buyer's convenience; getting our terms
incurs no obligation.—Marlborough ('I'he Motor House).
20-22. Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [8391

ENGINES.
J.A.P. 9h.p. engine (85x95), grand running order;

£12.-56, Scales E4., Tottenham. [2128

B.S.A. 4h.p., 1917 engine, complete, perfect condi-
tion throughout ; sacrifice £7.—Below.

"I
/ih.p. Flat Twin brand new Engine, w.c, ready

Xvffor use as cyde car or stationary engine; snip,
£10.—Fosters, 31, Clissold Rd., Clissold Parks London,
N.16.

, [2628

4>3.1i.p, Villiers, magneto, carburetter, just overhauled;
^^4 £7 complete.—131, Nechells Place, Birmingham.

[1943

P.
and M. Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
pleted, £6/10; stamp.—7, Hereford Rd., Bays-

water. [2715

O-^-^i'P- J-A.P. engine, good condition; bargain, £3.
'*^4r —Richardson, 53, Palmerston Rd., liourne-
mouth. -m [2210

4h.p. B.S.A. Engine, C.A.V., Araac. £10; ex-
change 3h.p. 2-stroke.—267, Hishtown Rd.,

,
Luton. [2068

4h.p. Triumph Engine, 1914; sale, cr exchange side-
car, cash adjustment.—Young, 1, Glengall Rd.,

Kilbum. [1900

KING DICK 6h.p. twin, just rebushed, etc., in
perfect order; £8/10.-7, Golders Green Crescent.

N.W.ll. [2373

PRECISION 4i4h.p. Engine, with plates and frame
complete, all as new; gift £12/19/6, or separate.

—Below.

OREIT 2^•^h.p. 2-stroke Engine,
£6/19/6, bargain.—Below.

brand

T.D.C. 2^4h.p. 2-stroke Engines, complete,- • bvanrl
new; £7/10.—Belcw.

T.D.C, as above, good seccnd-hand; £5/10.—Hcck-
ley Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St., Newtown Row, Bir-

mingham. [253t3

PRECISION, water-cooled, lOh.p. V twin, carbur-
etter and Bosch; £12/10.-76, DaUing Rd., Ham-

mersmith. [2364

33.h.p. 1921 J.A.P. , complete unit, M-L magneto.
4 Amac, engine plates, controls; £9.

—

26b, Ingle-
ton St., Brixton. [2023

VILLIERS, Blackbume. and A.B.C. Engine Spare
Parts, from stock. Writo for list.—Maudes. 100

Great Portland St., W.l. [2643

REX 3>;h.p., £3/10; Minerva 3i-$h.p., £2/10; br.tli

side-by-side mechanical valves.—.Jack Ward, 1 1

.

Radford Rd., -Leamington Spa. [2254

RAND New 1922 Chater-Lea 2-stroke Engine,
£8/10; ditto. 2-spe2d countershaft gear box, £4-

Murrav, 37A, Charles St.. Hatton Garden, Holborn.
[2069

ORBIT 2-stroke engine, complete T\-ith frame yn-l

stand, Brampton fittings, all brand new, cost £13:
accept £8/10. bargain.—44. Washwood Heath Rd., Bii-

iiiiughum. [2112

B

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue bv-
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.

"DARR and Stroud engines and parts supplied fro
J-* s^tock.—Acton iMoLor Excliange. 55, Cllurchfie

81l.p. Twin Blackburne,
£18; 2J<li.p. single

witll magnetos and all
'

crates.—Clayhall Tavern,

"lyroRRis

ENGINES.
8h.p. o.h.T. J.A. P., 70 m.p.h., 1921, complete

silencer, magneto, Binks or Senspray, perfect;
offers—Bo.\ 4735. c/6 The Motor Cycle. [1966

J.A.P. 6h,p. Twin, M.A.G., B.B. carburetter, B.S.A.
3-speed box and controls; \E28 or sell separate.

-Lewis, 227, York Rd., West IT»rtlepcol. [2076

:rom
- _ ---ange. 55, CUurclifield

Rd., Acton, W.3. 'Piione : Chiswick 1363. [2361

TpNGINE Union, 2',Ah.p., 2-stroko, complete mag-
-•-J neto and carburetter, new; £12/10; approval
or exchange new Sturmev-Arcber 3-speed gear box.—
56, Sutton St., Aston, Birmingham. [2562

£22; 4h.p. single ditto,
ditto, £16; all complete

fittings, and brand new in
Old Ford Rd., Old Ford.

[2197
2-strokc Engine, new, shop-soiled, £6;

Arden 2-Etrokc, brand new. £6/5; Lincoln-Elk,
m.o.i.v., 3h.p., £3; 4h.p. J.A.P. power unit, enclosed
Bosch maeneto and B. and B. carburetter, £14/10
Write for mj- engine list.—Syd. Pearson, Cheylesmore,
Coventry. . [2293

"PNGINES, brand new, 180°, 2-stroke 2^4h.p., 70x
J-l 70. made by T. G. Johns, Coventry; roller bear-
ings, floating gudgeon pin, magneto, chain case, ex-
haust pipe, plated flywheel, etc.; £6 each. Terms to
trade, or offers laking the lot with spares, etc.—O. S
bprmg, 254, Wiiton St., Lozells, Aston, Birmingham.

[1179
l7-9h.p. Harley,- as new. 1918, £15; 4h;p. Douglas,
• £15; 4h.p. single J.A.P., £8; 234h.p. ditto,
£10; 3V2h.p. Triumph, £9; all H.P. engines in stock,
petrol engines, for stationary purposes; in stock, a
14h.p. gas engine, what offers ?—Write, call, or 'phone
North 1846, De Cort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd.
Islington, I.K>ndou. N.l. [2380

HEPPELTHWAITES Sh.p. Brown (unit) Twin
M.O.I.V., £6,15; 5-6h.p. A.LV. J.A.P., £5/10;

Sh.p. Precision (twin). £9; 5-6h.p. O.H.W'.V. Rex (very
fast). £8; 5-6hp. Bex (unassembled), A.I.V., £3/10'-
N.S.U. 5-6h.p

, £4/10; 7-9h.p. Peugeot. £5/10; 4h.p.
Bradbury complete in frame, and tank, £7/10; several
other engines in stock. List upon application; stamp
please. See Old j\lan Hep. in Spare Parts and Acces-
sories column.—17-19, Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth,
London. S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [2525

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

WISE Purchasei won t trouble
magneto bargains.—Eelow.

to look further for

FELLOWES Magnetos,
der, standard size

37/6 carriage paid;
—Maudes', 100. Gt.

anti-rloek wise, sinele-cylin-
slightly shop-soiled only;

3 days' approval; fcrada supplied.
Portland St., London. [2086

single and twin, all degrees.
£2/15.

H

XT. B." IGNITION Co.

THOilSON-BENNETT.
suitable lor type of machin

TIHOMSON-BENSEST, single and twin, large type;
-*- £3/10; C.A.y., new clock and anti-clock, £2/15.
TT.B. will take your old magneto in part pavment;
-*--»- guaranteed 12 months; terms, one month against
cash.

B. IGiS-ITION Co. ('Phone Brixton 610). 78. New
Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [0694

SQ/fi—C..4.V. magnetos, single and twin, per-
^/vffect; approval willing.-Marchant.

SP.'iRES.-C.A.V. slip rings. 2/; condensers 4/-.
—Marchant, Broadway, Hendon. (1347

"\TAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.— 7-tooth to 24-
!-'-•- tooth stocked.— Ridington. 202-4. Southampton
St.. Camt>erwell. [1500

Lucas, with cut-out. £5; new small
Lucas accumulators, 12/6.—Jcnner, 165

Church Rd., IMitcham. [1789
QTANDARD Magneto Co. can supply the following
>-' makes of magnetos, aU of which are guaranteoS
perfect and for 12 months:

DYNAMOS
12-voIt

BOSCH 70/-. Eisemann 60/-.
35/-, Thomson-Bennett 30/-,

and twins).

C.A.V. 40/-, ML
Dixie 20/- (single?

WRITE lor detailed list of our varied stock of mag-
netos and spares.

LIBERAL allowance made for old magnetos in part
payment of above latest types.

PJOUNTRY Customers can depend upon the same
v.^ attention through the post as callers, who are
invited to view our stock and inspect our repairing
and winding plant.

MagnetoSTANDARD
London.

Co.. 59, Gt. Portland St.,

[2377

twin, new, ap-
Langford's, 37,

[2575

volts, alternating, converted
Tnomson-Bennett ; carriage

paid.—Gordon, 120, Ridley Rd., Forest Gate, Essex.
[2I0S

-C.A.V. magnetos, 180'
proval; singles, 35/-.

Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2.

31/6
Cricklewoo

0(\ I R .—Dynamo, 6-8
/HU I M unused W.D.

IWHILETHEYLASTI
WE AEE OFFERING A FEW

BRANO NEW

Otl^gfumor
Th /iffk li/s u/M d S/phart

'

MOTOR CYCLES
AT THE STARTLING PRICE OF

29 Gns.
SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE. 2j h.p. VilUers or 2| h.p. O.K.
GEAR. Single speed.
TRANSMISSION. By Dunlop Belt.

FRAME. No pressed sheet metal parts.

Solid machine ball head. Fork end
and back stand supports.

MUDGUARDS. Valance back and front

4 in. wide.
FOOTRESTS. Tubular, rubber cushions.

TANK AND OILING. Improved pattern.

Fitted semi -automatic pump and
sight feed.

FORK. The O.K. Provenleaf spring fork.

TYRES. 26 X 2 in. Clincher or Hutchinson.

BRAKES. Independent back and front

TOOL KIT AND PUMP.
WEIGHT 136 lbs. TAX 30/-

O.K.
Remember brand new and fully guaranteed.

O.K.
29 Gns. Cash, or by Deferred Payments, in-

cluding comprehensive Insurance Policy, S"!

deposit and twelve monthly payments of £2 7 2

less rebate.

O.K.
Equipment consisting of head lamp and generator,

rear lamp, horn, and licence holder can be supplied

for £1 1.S extra.

O.K.
OTHER BARGAINS in brand new machines include'
ARIEL 3: h.p., 3 speed,' clutch and kick-starter'
£75 ; A.J.S. 7 h.p. combinaiion, including screen

spare wheel and tyre, £140 ; ENFIELD 8 h.p.

combination, £145 0; HAWKER 4! h.p., Biatkburne
engine, 3 speed, clutch and kick-starter, £75 ;

B.S.A. 4.1 h.p. 3 speed model H combination,
£97 10 ; B.S.A. 6 h.p. twin mode! E com-
bination, £115, etc., etc.

Easy extended payments if desired.

We shall be pleased to send our full list of shop-soiled
and genuine second-hand bargains on receipt of P.C.

O.K.
May we have yom name and address please?

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,
W.C.I

O.K. 23 G U I N E AS O.K.

W^

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

A MAZING Offer.

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

Loid the largest and most Taried stockB
magnetos and epare parts in England, our atoclii

compriee of over 30,000 magnetos, and an inside efiti

mate of our spares ia £250,000.

WE would bring to your notice that theae magnetoi
are not old disu.sed magnetos painted on the out

side to look like new, like many being oflered to th(

public by so-called magneto specialistfi and experts, bir

are new unused Government surplus, and every magnet*
pre-vious to being sold is thoroughly overhauled,- an<

subjected to the same test as by the makers.

GUARANTEE.-These magnetos are alt fully guaran
teed for 12 months against all defects, and shoulil

any magneto at any time within thi^ period prove ii;

any way defectiye, we will willingly exchange or lepaii

same fres of ail charge.

APPROVAL.—Notice all goods sent on approval toi

14 days, pei- return of post on receipt of cash,

and in the Unlikely event of these rowIs not meeting
with your entire approval, we will willingly refund oaal

in full, making no deductioufi for packing or carriaf:-

Magnetos despatched tlirough this paper's deposit syot'^m

if reouired.

T>OSCH Z.E.I,

"D03CH Z.E.2:

enclosed waterproof, £5.

enclosed waterproof, £5.

TD03CH Z.E.V., enclosed waterproof, £5.

"DOSCH Z.A.2, encloeed waterproof, £3/17/6.

"DOSCH Z.U.I. i-ncloEed waterproof, £6.

"DOSCH Z.U.2, enclosed waterproof, £6.

TDOSCH D.U.2, £4/10.

IpiSEMANN \V.G.D.2, 180O. enclosed waterprooi,
^ £4/15.

jlTEA type M.l, enclosed waterproof, £4/15.

TJEmY B.X-2, 180, with distributor hoard, £3/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT A.C.S.
£3/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT A.D.2,
£3/5.

for ISOC, 2 strokes,

enclosed waterproof,

THOMSON-BENNETT
£3/5.

THOMSON-BENNETT
£3/5.

THOMSON-BENNETT
£3/5.

THOMSON BENNETT
£2/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT
£2/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT
£2/15.

A.C.I, enclosed waterproof. .

4--C.2, enclosed waterproof,

A.C.V., enclosed Materproof,

A.M. 1 , enclceed waterproof,/

A.M. 2, enclosed waterproof;

A.M.T., enclosed waterproof,

Tyr-L type P.M 1, enclosed waterproof; £3/5.

C.A.'V. type 317. 1. enclosed waterproof, £3. This i

magneto can be supplied with Rudge spindle.

iJ^.A.V. type 3U.2, enclosed waterproof, £3.

./^.A.V. K.U 1 pattern, enclceed watei-proof, £2/10.

/^.A.V. K.U.? pattern, enclosed waterproof, £2/10.

TJi.I.C. A2, 180O, enclosed waterproof, £3.

Tji.I.C. Al, enclosed waterproof, £3.

CPLITDORF E.U.I, enclosed waterproof, £2/5.

OPLITDORF E.U.2, enclosed waterproof, £2/5.

GPLITDORF E.U.V., enclosed waterproof, £2/10.

"DERLING N.ll, single cyl., enclosed waterproof, £2.

enclosed waterproof, £2.

enclosed waterproof, £2.

"TilXIE M.20-21

"TJIXIE Ml

N.B.—These m , .etos are all variable ignition unless
otherwise "specified.

REPAIRS.—Ma'gneLos, starters and dynamos. If yon
have one of these for repair

SAVE money and eend it to us for an estimate
Remember, we hold the largest stocks of magneto

fipares.iu Great Britain, and have one. of the finest

workshops fitted with the most modern appliances
^specinlly for this type of work. All repairs guaranteed
for 12 months.

S"^
END your nest repair to us, it -will pay you.

COUNTY of London Engiueerine Works, Ltd., 27,

Stockwell Ed., London, S.W. 'Phone; Biistoo
2841. 'Grama; Ignitionae, Claproad, London. [2106

B|o Al! letters relating to advertisements should (juote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue



KiNITlON, LKitlTING. ETC.
TJJiUANCB jM'agneto Repairing Co.

RELIANCE for Repairs, new magnetos, and spare
paits 01 every descripLion.

RELIANCE have the largest and most up-to-date
repair lacLory in London or Provinces.

RELIANCE carry out all repairs on the premises,
iiifluding armature winding. Trade inquiries soli-

cited.

RELIANCE have one o! the most modern armature-
winding plants and test rooms in the country,

and can tberefore offer you the following advan-
tages :

—
TiaiE.—All work within 6 to 48 hours, and a solid

12 months" guarantee in writing to back it up.

CHARGES.—No flat rates. You are charged ac-

cordmg to the work that is required; therefore

you are not in some cases helping to pay for other
people's repairs.

OUR Offer.—We shall be pleased to allow you to

see your magneto on test after repair at our
works. How many others can make the same
oHer?

RELIANCE have the following magnetos in stock,

all fully guaranteed and on approval.

THOMSON-BENNETT.—Singles and twins, new, auy
degree, waterproof, variable, suit any engine;

price 55/-.

C.A.V. Singles and Twins, new", ideal for any light-

weight, 2)4h,p. and 4h.p. Douglas; 55/-.

BOSCH, Type Z.A.2, second-hand, enclosed, water-
prooi, variable, latest pattern, for Douglas

; a^ih.p. and 4 h.p. ; £4/10.

ACCUMULATORS, best makes only, for all pur-
poses, any voltage, charged and uncharged, always

in stock; send for prices.

BOSCH Enclosed, waterproof, type D.A.L. magne-
tos, Government surplus, any degree, ready to nt

on Indian, Harley, J.A:P., or any big single or twin.

We guarantee these to give you slow running and
I easy starting, and they are in every way ideal for

I

the big machine; price, carriage paid, £4/10,

GUARANTEE,—Every magneto, no matter what the
price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not merely that

I

same is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly

written statement that we guarantee each machine
i against all delects for a period of 12 mouths. This,

;
we maintain, justifies us in chajging a few shillings

more than certain- of our competitors. List sent post

free upon application,

RELIANCE were established in 1914, since when
we have enjoyed a reputation which is second

\ to none for straight and fair dealing.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., London, E.C.I. 'Phone: Clerkenwell 4290.

T.A. : Remagco, Smith, London. [2226

'"TkYNAMOS, complete with switch and fuse box,
.L' Lucas make, £6.—Advertiser, 4, Berkeley Mews,
Connaught St., Marble Arch,

tt 1177.
'Phone

:

Paddington
[2408

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.

—

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H,l), 9, Colonial Av..
.Minories, E.l. [0760

; A NY Motor Cycle Magneto Repaired, no matier
-A- what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 24
iirur lervice.—Kays, Electrical Dept-, 8 and 10, Bond
it.. Ealing, W. [9443

DYNAMOS, exceptional offer, 4-volt Wattalite, with
enclosed cut-out ior motor cycles or light cars,

brand new; 50/-.—Aclon Motor Exchange, 55, Church-
fieUI Rd , Acton, W,3.

* [2360

IX/^IIITDALE Magneto Sei-vice.—For high-grade mag-
>V net-OS, spares, and repairs. All guaranteed for

m- year. Deal with experts and avoid certain di?-

ililiointment. Enclose stamp for lists, testimonials.
•r. . Remarkalale bargains: M-L 35/-, Bosch 45/*,
Liiorasou-Bennett 60/-, and many other types at similar

'. ii:?s. Don't buv junk a few shillings cheaper.

—

h.rry Orchard, Croydon. Tel, : Croydon 1625. [2155

MAGNETOS.—M-L single cyl., clock, off rotary en-
gines, complete, 2U/-, postage 1/3; the above

,e.=.i contact breaker, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie,
;uicplete. 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyl., complete, £1/10;
;B.T.H. 8-cyl., complete, 25/-; C.A.V. starting raag-
(Qetos, complete. 18/6, postage 1/3; all in good work-
jng order, carriage extra; cash with order; send IK-m.
i:or list of Aero parts.-Coley, Ordnance Works, Queen
': !:;ii2abeth Rd., Kingstou-un-Tliames. 'Phone : King-
ston 365, [2387

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair
Continental magnetos only. By specialising on

J.H., Bosch, Eisemann, ,i\Iea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and
ierling magnetos, we can naturally give you better
'ervice. Prices, rewinding, 12/-; condensers, 8/-; con-
act screws (Bosch standard), 5/-; remagnetising, 2/-;
lip rings, 6/6; H.-T. terminal, 4/6. Our price for
iverhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
5/- and 30/- (including all spares), and never ex-
eeds the latter figure. Guaranteed for 12 months,
,nd re-despatched to you in 2 days.-—Continental- Igni-
ion Repair Co., 15, Hardwick Rd., Chiswick, Lon-
ton. [2246

FOR
MOTORlNGand
EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Clolh in three shades and two
qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the public in earments at

50% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE,
Allsizea, 2iin., 24in..

2 yin
. ,
3oin

. ,
33in

.
, and

36in.

ALL ONE PRICE
yi /^ -l plus gd. extra

for postage.

Worth 12/6.

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 34'n., 36in., 3810.
4.oin., 42in, and 44in. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage -i f- / WorCh
i/- extra. Iw/" _^,/.

npHIS offer cannot be
^repeated when ths
cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth duringthe trade
slump, and it bought to-
day we could not offe.'

the garments at evc^
double the "price.

Ifclients are not satisfied on receipt 0/ garment, eke

money will be refunded in full upon return of chs

clothing.

All orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER - UNED
COATS

(.lust the thing lor

Motor use).
Sizes, 42iii. 44in..

45in.. <]8in., 50in.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/.

Postage 1/- extrn

Worth 35/-

IGNITION, UGHTING, ETC.
MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,

oparcB and repairs.

"IV/TOTOH. Cyclists fit reliable high quality magnetos
•*-'*- now and avoid certain lailure ol inierior magnetos.

"DOSCH Enclosed Waterprool Type D.A.L. Magnetos,
J-' Covernmenl surplus, ready to lit on Indian, Har-
ley, J.A, P., or any big single or twin, gives ]>uwe.iul
spark at all engine speeds, makes your engine a real
live engine, give you easy starting, smootn and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low luel and oil cun-
sumption with increabed power; price omy £5 eacli,
postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee
sent out with each magneto. We give you satisiacucn
or retund cash.

"pLEASE note the above type magnetos were origin-
J- ally manufactured for iiOOh.p. aircrait engines;
therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require lor your big macnine.
Fit one to-f ay, and see liie with a live machine.

HARLEY-DAVTDSON Owner writes: "Magneto to
hand; many tnanks for prompt despatcd, satis-

lactory in every way; will recommend to my iriends."

ZENITH Owner writes : " Since fitting magneto have
completed a run of 250 miles; hignly satisfied;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

INDLAN Machine Owners.—Your high-class machine
deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000

Dixie 42" magnetos; send your magneto and £4
now, and We will immediately despatch you a. Bosch
D.A.L.

EEA^Y to fit on your machine; there are no
alterations to make.

WHY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
who know—are almost all sending to us tor

their Magnetos?

THERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,

supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

MAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against cash per return on receipt of

your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother running, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas? Then send for a

j

latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
I
now; price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.

and M.'s, with 12 months guaranteed service, pri'.e

£3/10, carriage ,1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos latest enclosed
waterproof type jnot converted starters), ready to

fit on 55° Clynos aiid 180° Douglas machines, with
12 months* guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage
1/5.

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all

your sparking plugs properly? Are you wasting
pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs ? Fit a
Bosch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1/6.

TRADE discounts and export 'quotations.—Write,
call, or 'phone for terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see

it; we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like

new, no matter what make, within- 3 days or 24 hours
if urgent, and return it with a written 12 months'
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
can lend you another free of charge. We could not
make these offers if we were not certain of the quality

of our work.

YOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
low cost. Send us your defective magneto now.

EXPRESS Dixie Repair Service, Your Dixie magneto;
ni. nidCter what size, rebuilt equal to new and re-

turned in 12 hours, at 30/-; a small extra charge for

necessary replacements.

C.A.V. Express Repair Department.—Your C.A.V.
magneto, no matter what type, rebuilt equal to

j
new and guaranteed for one year, returned in 12
hours, at 30/-; a small extra charge for necessary

j
replacements.

ARMATURE rewinding, no matter what make, type,
or size, 11/6. Wound cores from stock.

BEAVER ! Beaver ! Beaver !—A postcard will

bring you particulars of our famous Beaver
mascot for all types of cycles, combinations and
cars.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 28, Bateman's
Row. E.C.2. 'Phone : London Wall 4570. (One

minute from Brown Bros.)
_

[24.U

C.A.V. Magnetcs, suitable for single or twin-cylin-
der engines, in perfect order and unused; to be

cleared at £1/2/6 each; carriage paid.—Allen-Bennett
Motor Co., Ltd., 9-11, Royal Parade, W. Croydon.

i
[0970

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B41
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IGNITION, I.IOHTING, ETC.
DOES Your Engine sufier fiora Mis-firing, pre-igni-

tion, and the usual shortcomings due to unsuit-
able sparking plugs 7 II so, fit Maxim Type S De-
mountable Plugs, and effectively cure these troubles.
Price, 5/- each.—Direct from sole distributoi', Harold
A. Smith, 86, Manor Park Rd., Harlesden, N.W.

[2245

EUSTON Ignition Co., sole representative for the
Splitdort" Electricftl Co.—Repairs, spares service to

Split-dorf magnetos, dynamos. Dixie magnetos, et<:. VTe
have the factory, plant and experience. OflBciol Indian
electrical service etatiou. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares; spares and repairs to all makes of magnetos;
all repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench
Ijefore dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 months.
We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos in

London. Twins, all degrees, cliarged accumulators, all

\oltages always ready. We stock everything electrical

tor the motorist. We give you real live service always.

— Euston Ignition Co.. 329, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 5034, T.A.: Magdymo, Eusroad. Lon-
don. [02b3

TYRES.

MAUDES' have a large stock of clearance covers,

all sizes; a postcard stating your requirements
will bring reply bv return.—Maudes', 100, Great Port-
land St.. W.l. " [2640

BAST0NE3 for Covers and Tubes. No better or

cheaper house. - ^ ..

BASTONES.—24x2 Dunlop rubber-stud, 16^5;
Clincher De Luxe Junior, 14/6; ditto extra heavy,

17/6.

B ASTONES.-24X214 Hutcbinson I.T., rubber-stuil,

21/-; Diiulop ruboeretud lieaTy, 26/-.

BAST0NES.-26x2l,i Hutchinson T.T , 18/6: Dun-
lOD iubber.^tud lieavv. 26/9; Michelin Semille,

10I-: Goodrich safetT tread, 27/-; Clincher De Luxe
extra heavy, 18/9; Sl'eucer-Muuitou steel-stud, 24/-.

BASTONES.—26x2% Hutchinson T.T.. nibber-stud,

19/6; Clincher De Luxe heavy, 21/-; Bergougnan
ir.bber non-ekid, 23/-; I'ulmer cord heavy, 28/-.

BASTONES.—26x2'/aX2i4 Goodrich safety tread.

31/6; Clineter Drenduoueht extra heavy, 29/6;
lliuilop rubber-stud he;ivy, 33/-; Dunlop rubber-stud

extra heavy, 39/9; Hutchinson Pass, rubber-stud, 29/-;

I 'cminion TJeco rubber non-skid heavy, 23/-.

BASTONES.— 26X21,.', Michelin fine ribbed. IS/-;

Hutchinson T.T. rubber-stud, 24/-; (Joodrich

safety tread, 35/-; Spencer-Moultcn ste3l-stud, 25/-.

BASTONES.-650X65 Gocdrich safety, 38/6;
Clincher Dreadnought, 34/-; Dunloij cord, 44/9.

BASTONES.—700x80 Dunlop Maennm, 41/3; Good-
rich safety ex-heavy, 37/6: Clincher De Luxe ex-

, heavy, 35/-.

BASTONES.—28x3 Goodyear all-weather tread, extra

heavy, 37/6; Gocdrich safety tread, 37/6; Firestone
nibber non-skid extra heavy, 42/-; Clincher De Luxe
Hxtra heavy, 30/-; Clincher Dreadnoui^ht extra heavy,
45/-.

BASTONES.— Goodrich. Clincher, Hutchinson, and
Bed.Pox tubes: 24x2 and 24x2',4, 3/9; 26X2',;}'

and 26x21/2, 4/9; 700x80 and 28x3, 6/9.

ALL the Above New and Clearance Covers and Tubes
are sent on approval against renuttance.

ASTONES, 228. Pentonville Bd., King's Cross.
London, N.l. T.d. ; 2481 North. [2539

x2% Dunlop, heavy, new; £1/2 each.—35, Citizen
Bd.. Hornsey Kd., London, S.7. [1992

OTOR Cyclists remember. Melton Eubber Works,
Melton Mowbray, means a lot to yon.

A CUT in Motor Cycle Tyres, then send them to
the Melton Rubber Works ; costs a little, saves a

lot; prices reduced 25%.

RETHEADS for 3,000 miles wear; no query if done by
the Melton Eubber Works; 26in. tyres 15/-, 2Sin.

1S''9. [0347

OTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terme, standard 'makes,
list post free.—J G. Graves, Sheffield. [0589

NEW Guaranteed Palmer Tubes, all sizes, 3/6 each.—Williams, 17, Maiden Lane, Strand. See Parts
;'nd Accessories. [2600

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,
etc., carriage paid.—Buxton "VulcanisiDg Co.,

Buxton, Derbyshire. [5836

ft EAL Good reliable second-hand motor cycle tyres,
i/ all sizes and makes; 10/- each, plus Is. carnage.

See displayed advertisement.—H. Emanuel and Co.
[0832

GOODRICH Tyres in makers' wrappings, fully
guaranteed. 27x3iA (fit 650x65 and 700x801,

32/6; 28x3, 35/-; 29x'3>,b, 37/6; Dunlop steel-stud,
700x85, 32/6.—Broadway Motor Co.. 998, Garratt
Lane, Tooting, S.W.17. [2354

WONDERFUL Bargains.—New Beldam covers, 26 x
3, 2i/>,

2J^, 2'4, and 2, 15/- each; 28x3, 20/-
each; 650x65, 27/6 each; 700x80. 32/6 each; new
tubes, 5/- each. Good second-hand covers, all sizes,
10/- each; postage 1/6 extra.—Homerton Rubber
Works, 11. Upper St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2; and
Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

B

M

M

SOMETHING NEWatTHE SHOW
Do not £ail to see the ELECTRICALLY EQUIPPED
DOUGLAS on the Powell & Hanmer Stand No. 254 and
take the opportunity ol seeing me a^iout your 1923
Model Get the finest value la the world by purchasing
a CORAM-DOUGLAS which is GUARANTEED to do
55 m.p.h. You thus obtain a 1923 Model Douglas with
the engine farther increased in efficiency by the fitting

ol Radiated Pistons with Patent Twin Rings, Air Cooled
Patented Valve Caps, Racing Valve Springs, ani the

famous Zoom Zoom Exhaust System,and other improve-
ments—Tony Combined Footboards and Footrestr, etc.

HERE ARE SOME OF MY SPECIALITIES TO IN-
CREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF YOUR OLD MODEL—
TWIN RINGS. Two rings in each groove give mor^
power—perfectly gas-tight joints—prevent carbonis-
ing as oil cannot pass them—wear indefinitely—need

no running in.

For 2j h.p. Douglas, 1/6 each;
4 h.p. Douglas, 3 h.p. Royal Ruby,
Williamson, and Humber Twin, t/8
each ; 4 h.p. Sunbeam, Triumph (pre

1919), B.S.A., New Hudson, Rudge,
Precision, Singer, etc., 85 :< 3 m/m, 1/9
each. All Blackburne engines,Triumph
(post 1919), Rover, Premier, Dunelt
two-stroke, etc., 85 x 2 m/ra, 1/9 each.

All 25 h.p. J.A.P. engines, 2j in. X 3/3:; in. 1/8 each.
Other sizes quoted for on application.

ZOOM ! ZOOM ! ! The popular Exhaust System.
Beautifully made, finished in

burnished nickel or copper. A
pleasant Zooming note with-
out back pressure. Adds
pounds to the appearance of

any Douglas. Price 30/- m copper finish, 33/6 nickel.

AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS. My latest are covered

^
by patents. They never blow out nor

^^^ seize in the threads. Absolutely gas-

ffl ^1 ''ght. Prevent knocking aad keepi [11 the engine cool. Try them on your
^^/Ok 2J- h.p. or 4 h.p. Douglas, and if you

are not absolutely satisfied have your
money back. Price 4/- each.

THE CORAM PISTON, fitted with radiating internal

fins. Correctly designed, much lighter

yet stronger than standard. Fitted
with the patent twin rings in one
groove. Complete with rings and
gudgeon pin. Price 29/- per pair.

Insist on having the.=e fitted when your
mount is next down, and you'll never
regret it.

THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM FOOTBOARD
AND FOOTRESTS. Beautifully finished— giving a

natural riding position. .-\ real <rS^-_ solid cast

iob.Some-
Ithing that
lasts for

ever. Price
30/- per pair
complete,

.WHY SUFFER BROKEN VALVES?
My valves are guaranteed 12
months not to break, scale, or
burn, and never really need
grinding in. They cost more, but the
best is the cheapest in the long run.

4 h.p. Douglas 10/-, 2^ h.p. Douglas
9/-, complete with special spring,
collar and cotter. Other makes,
Triumph, Rudge, A.B.C., etc., price

on application.

2OO0 POWER INCREASE. This is

what the new pattern cylinder gives
a 2^ h.p. Douglas. It has
stream-lined ports.and large
radiating fins. My price
per pair is only £5. Fit them
to any old model Douglas
and you'll really be
surprised.

Improved Cylinders for 4
h.p. Douglas with detach
able heads, so that you can

decarbonise, etc. without dismantling your engine, and
which give 20% more power, 65/- per cylinder.

4 h.p. and 2J h.p. INSTRUCTION BOOKS, 1/6 each.

Any Spare Part by return o£ Post.

SEE ME AT STANDS Nos. 254 or 61.

lUthciai Douglas Ageat)

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL.
Tel. 3792.

26
36

I
TYRES.

BULL'S.~AI1 sizes in bargain covers and tube
"

If your size is not below, write or teleplione u
Gerrard 1347.—See below.

I
QAx2!4 Palmer cord, 30/-; Wood-Milne and Avoi

I
/*" 22/6; Stepney roadgrip, 27/6.—Below,

n£'x2\<: Avon tricar, 30/-; Beldam, 25/-; Clinchc'^" De Luxe, extra heavy, 27/6.—Below.

X2'/2X214 Wood-Milne 4-ply, 25/-; Palmer cor
lieavy, 30/-; Beldam 3-ply, 22/6.—Below.

X2^8 Palmer cord, 30/-; Wood-Milne an
Beldam, 22/6.—Below.

OQx3 Clincher sidecar, 30/-; Avon Druid, 20/
rW O Beldam R.N.Ei. or Wood-Milne keygrip, 30/-.-

Below.

/?KAx65 Palmer cord heavy, 37/6; ClinclBi
\iO\J R.N.S., 30/-; Wood-Milne, 22/6.—Below.

TUBES, all sizes, 4/6 each; all goods on approTg,
against remittance; postage 1/- extra.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin'
Lane, W.C.2. Gerrard 1347. [086!

ECONOMIC Tyro Co.—The following new blemishei
goods sent on 7 days' approval against remittancf

per passenger Jyain, carriage paid;—
ECONOMIC.—24X2 Clipper heavy, 14/6; tube!

4/6; 24x2>4 (also fit 2it|. rims) Clincher Heai
Junior, 16/9.

ECONOMIC.—26X2>,4 Palmer Heavy Cord, 27/6
Bates, 17/6; 26x2% Palmer Heavy Cord, 27,6

tubes, 4/9.

ECONOMIC. — 26x2V:X2;4 Goodyear -Diamond
30,-; Avon Extra Heavy Rubber stud, 25/-

tubes, 5/6, ^ -

ECONOMIC.—26x2'/.. old Standard Clipper, Extri
Heavy, 29/6; 650x65 Clipper Extra Heavy

27/6 700x80 Avon Extra Heavy, Rubber stud, 35/-

ECONOMIC.—Dunlop Rubber stud, fully warranted
24x2, 16/3; 24x214. 17/9; 26x2, 17/9; 26x2%

18/6.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
'Phone: New Cross 1393. J269'

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur
chase their tyres from McArthur, HilJ and Co.

436, Argyle St., Glasgow. List post free. [9831

MASONS.—Always leading. Dunlop ! Dunlop ! ! 26x
2'A, extra heavy ribbed. 31/-; 650x65. ditto,

30/-; rubber studded, heavy, 24x2i4 26/-, 26x2y
26/9. 26x2Vix2"/i 33/-; heavy fluted, 26x21,4 21/6
26x2Vi 18/6; perfect, maker's guarantee; 650x65 Don.
lop extra heavy, rubber studded, soiled; 25/-.

MASONS.—Cheapest and best. Wood-Miln& Key.
Grip, 4-ply Covers.-26x2% 24/6, 26x2-!& 25/-,

26x21,4 23/6, 26x2"Ax21,4 25/-, 650x65 26/-. 3-ply
Covers.—24x214 18/-, 700x80 28/6, 28x3 (American)
27/6, 28x21,4 (American) 24/6.

MASONS.—Great Offer Moseley Cable Cord, large
studded, )5erfect.—26x21/2x21,4 30/-, 28x3 (Ameri-

can) 38/6. Large studded, fabric, heavy.—24x2^
19/6, 26x214 22/6, 26x2% 23/6, 26x21/2X214 25/-,
26x21/" 26/-. Approval against remittance, carriage
paid.—"Masons, The Tyre House, Ipswich. [0^16

TANKS.
TANKS re-enamelled, latest designs, from 10/6.—5(\

Bowles Bd., Old Kent Ed. [213

TANKS tor Triumphs, new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.—Co?
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry

[924ei

TANKS lor B.S.A., new. 35/-; 1910, 1922.-Cov-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[9235
TANKS for Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19;

35/-.—Coventry Tankers.-- Ltd., Hearsall Works,
Coventry. [9241

I SPECIALISE i-i Eopairs. re-builde, and tanks to

- measure. Enamelling to any pattern. Quick de* ij

livery.—Below.

DOTTGLAS Patten Tanks, new and efiamelled,

complete with ah fittings and B. and L. pump;
55/- : folder with pboro on rcQuest.- G. Day, 85,

Cljeapside, Birminghnni (6602

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred, handle-bars, etc., plated; estd. 30 years.—

Attwoods, 25, Pentonville Rd., London, N.l. [9451

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup.

plied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [9238

AVEET'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit machinM
of most the leading . manufacturers, with plated

fittings complete, at 35/-; guarantee for 12 moutlif

with every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Worlls,

Coventry 'Phone: 1774. [0896

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of fit-

tings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.

Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chapel St..

Salford, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

TANKS.—Latest rounded edge models supplied for

any make of any year/ partition leakage, drip

feeds fitted, dents, and every repair undertaken; re-,

enamelling, makers' colours, designs and transfers guar-

anteed.—Park Tank Works, lA, Paradise "Ttd., High-
bury, N.5. [2152

B-|2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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PAKTS AND ACCESSORIES.

"-ILYNO Spares.

iTARBLE Arch Motor Exchange.

"ILYNO.—5-6h n. and 8h.p. spare parts; enormous

^ *tnck; undoublecUv we hold the largest, stock

I these sparer, all brand new, at the lowest prices.

"ILYNO Riders! IE money, time, quick despatch.

^ personal attention to your order, and a guaraJilee

hat all parts sent bv us are new and undamased, and

uur money returned in full if you are not satisfied

i
what you require, then you cannot do better than

;nd to us.

"1LYN0.—We are among the pioneers for Clyno

J spares, always have, and always will be the

leapest.

^LYNO Riders I It is our aim to make our address

J the only depot for Clyno spares.

"^LYNO.—AH goods by post despatched same day as

.J ordered.

IILYNO Wheels. 25/-; hubs. 12/6; hub shell, 3/-;

J cup 6d.; cone; 1/-; hollow spindles, 2/-; spindle

iti 8d.; Hoffman 5-16 balls, 4d. doz.; felt wasliers,

i enfh- end t-over for hub, 6d. .- driviup spiocket,

Va 16,-; centre only, 13/6; spindles, front or side-

r.'ed. each; i-ear. 1/3.—Below.

;1LY>'0 Cylinders. 50/-; valve guides. 1/6; valves.
' 2/-; spi"ing, 3d.; valve cap, inlet or exhaust.

10; piston, 10/-; rings, 8d. each; gudgeon pins,

6 each; busli, 1/-; hollow crank pin, 2/6; crank
n nut and bolt, 6d.; cjank pin washers, 3d. each;
Hers, Id. ea-ch; exhaust nuts, 9d. ; engine sprocket
T, 5/-, 14T 7/6, 15T 10/-; flywheels, 10/- each;
baitst tappet, 1/9; inlet, l/-; tappet guides, 1/3

;

ited valve cap spanner, 6d.—Below.

HLYNO Clutch centres, 8/6; clutch plates, bronze
' 9d.. steel 2d.; small cone nut 1/6, large 2/-;

•ewed centre sleeve. 2/4; outer clutch dome, 8/6;
IsU roil, 9d.; thrust block, 9d.; striking fork. 5/-;
iirter pinion 18T, 2/6; ratchet sleeve, 2/-; pinion
eve, 1/-; kick-start spring, 4d.; sprocket spindle,
i6 ; Ferodo brake liner, 1 /- ; kick-start quadrant,
6.—Below.

(LYNO Front Mudguards for Brampton forks,
' 7/6; front stand, 4/-; front number plate, 6d.;
r, complete with strap, 9d.; C springs, 15/- pair;
To! and oil filler caps, 8d. each; front flat leaf
ing. 3/-: rear portion of frame, 27/6.—Below.

LYNO.—Our stock of Clyno spares is too well
;,

i
known to ask inspection; at the same time, you

»i welcome.

1(LYN0.— Our latest list is now ready; send for one
at once.

(LYNO,—Metal case for carrying spare tube, 1/6;
listed 4/6.—Below.

I

LYNO.—Brampton or Coventry Chain, ^^x5-16,
1 . 5Ic.; 12/6.—Below.

i/LYNO.-A postcard will bring you a quotation by
j return for any Clyno part yOu require.—

iiLYNO.—Tyres : brand new Stepnev rub. stud, 26 x
'. 2^^., to fit 650x65, for Ciynos; 22/- each.

JRAMPTON heavyweight spring forks. Sin. or
4 lOin. stem, for iin. bars, brand new ex-W.D.

;

A-; Druid, 35/-,—Below.

^LYNO.—E-xtra heavy Clincher De Luxe tyre for
' Clyno, to fit 650x65 rim, 15/-.—Below.

TOTJGLAS 2t4h.p. belts, brand new and perfect; 3/9
J each (made by Palmer).—Below.

TBES.—Brand new surplus, 26x2"^ Palmer tubes,
- 2/- each.—Below.

ii.DDLES.—Brand new special clearance offer, best
*•: makes, 15/-; genuine Bowden double throttle

crols for Iin. bars, 3/6; brand new Bowden outer
cog, 2d. per foot.-Below.

IE3T and Lloyd sight feed lubricators, less pumps,
4/-; electric soldering irons by G.E.C., 200-220

T'. 6/-.—Below.

''!)0L Kits, brand new, for light cars. 20 tools; an
- exceptional bargain, 12/-.—Below.

{IAIN, %X^/i Coventry, 2ft. 7in. lengths, 8/6;
^ 22V..in. lengths, VaxMf, Coventry magneto chain,

1 each; all above brand new.—Below.

]ENOLDS Chain rivet extractors, 1/9 each; listed

, 5/6; very useful tool.—Below.

1FATHER Helmets, soft tan leatherjined chamois;
special offer to clear. 4/- each.—Below.

^DECAU C springs (Terry), 4-leaf, bushed; 15/-
*^ pair.—Below.

t ROCKETS.—J.A.P. 6h.p. or Sh.p., 16T 2/-. 14T
,
^ 2/6; 12T magneto sprockets, 1/6 each.—Below.

I
.EASE note, carriage on all above goods extra.

I

—Below.
i /X goods sent on approval against cash; cheques
* and P.O.'s should be made payable to Marble

I Ai Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Bd., .London.
I W. 'Phone; Padd. 789. 'Grams: Archmotex.

r*'
. London. Hours of business 9 a.m. to 7 p.m^.;

'ays, 4 p.m [2638

\\\ letters relating to advertisements

This Boot is

specially
designed for

Motorists.

Dark Tan Uppers^

Leather Lined, Soft

and Pliable. Stout

English Leather Soles-

PRICE

Thoroughly

reliable

LEGGING.
Solid Leather throng'.i-

out. Strong Spring
front, Black or Bro\vn.

Price 9/6 Post free.

Highest Award.

Silver Medal.

COLONIAL FIELD BOOT.

Pries

22/6
Post free.

STATE SIZE BEQUIBED.

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT APPROVED.

C. W. COATES & SON
Manufacturers,

89, BYROM STREET,

LIVERPOOL.
I

PARTS AND ACCESSOUltS.

B.'vXISTER AND BOTTEN.-Don't be .mialert l-y

iiuagniary reductions. Coninure prioea below: —

BAXISTEB AND BOTTEN.-Our atock of u.-v
J )uufe'liw W.lJ. spareri is at least three times a*

huge 113 !iQy other dealers. We tfUpply the irade,
U^j are the oldeit estauhslied deaieii in Dougiad
W.D. spares.—Below.

'

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Engine Sparea.-Cylinders, 30/-;
crLinktihaft, 37/6; nuts, 6d. ; m;iiu race«, 17/6 und

8/-; connecting rods, 16/6 ; pistons, complete. 12/6;
bare, 9/6; valves, 2/6; Bprings, 6d. ; valvfi guides, 1/9:
tappets, 5/6; tappet guides, 3/6; valve caps, 21-; rings,

1/6; gudgeons, 1/-; small eud^j, 1/6; big ends, 2/-; bolts,

4d. ; sprockets, 5/6; camahat'ts. 15/-; races, 4/-; houaingB.
3/-; screws, IVlkI. ; cams complete, 6/-; top aectiou
crank case, 25/-; oil trays, 5/6; main oil iiipe-*.

4/6i pumps, 9/-; intermediate and camshaft ivtieets.

5/-; magnetos, 5/6; main, 4/-: Morm serewi, 1/6

;

bronze wheel, 1/-; wheel studs, 1/3; induction pipe.-.

12/5 : exhaust litts, complete, 10/-; magnetos, Tijom-
son-Bennett, 37/6; flywhesk, 25/-; chains, 11/-.—Below.

D.OUGLAS 4h.p. Gear Box, Clutch Spare.^.-Chaia
wheels, 17/6; pulleys, complete. 15/-: front

plates, 6/6; middle, 2/6; cork, 5/-; rear, 10/-; races
lor same, 1/-; studs, 3d. ; screws, I'/i-d. ; kick-starter
quadrants, 12/6; pinions, 2/6; nuts, l76; eleeve nut-s.

5/6; wormfi, 5/6; bridle, 5/6; front bolt, 2/6; reai
K.S. bolt, 4/6; dustcap, 6d; • drawbolt, complete, 2/6;
all internal pinions, 6/- each; dogs, 3/6; mainshai'ts,
9/-: secondary, 5/-; bronze forks, 3/-; steel, 3/6; uiain
races, 6/-; secondary races, 5/-; corke, 1/6 set.—
Below.

DpUGLAS 4h.p. Fork Parts.-Latest fork^. 90/- pair;
steering columns, 7/6 ; headclins, 6/6; spindles,

5/-: fork springs, 1/6; eyes, 1/6; nuts, 3d.: -shackles,
top, 4/-; bottom, 4/6: races, 9d. "each. 1915 fork
parts: Steering columns, 6/6 ; spindles, 1/5; links.
1/-; springs, 1/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p.-Rear stands, 8/-; front (1918).
5/6; (1915), 2/6; footboards, 12/6 pair; car-

riers [1918), 16/6; rearguards, 10/-.—Below.

D,0UGI/AS 4h.p.—Frames, steel heads, £7; heod-
Iug6, 15/-; bottom rear stays, 4/6 each; tops,

10/-: bolts, 2/-; sidecar rear springs, complete, 9/-;

top leaves, 4/-; aide rearstay clip, 5/-.—Below.

D,OUGLAS 4h.p.-WheeI rims. 4/6; hub.s 12/6;
spindles, 3/-; cups, 1/-; shells, 4/6; rings, 1/-;

dustcaps, 3d.; belt rims, 11/6.—Below.

D.OUGLAS 4h.p.—Exhaust pipes, 16/- pair; silen-

cers, 10/-; clutch and brake pedals, 2/6; rear
brakes, complete, 14/6; spanners, valve can, l/-; front
brakes, 18/6.—Below.

D.OUGLAS 254h.p. Engine Spares.—Cylinders, 30/-:
crankshafts. 37/6; valves, 2/-; complete, 2/9:

connecting rods, bushed, 14/-
;

pistons, bare, 7/6

:

rings, 1/-; gudgeons, 1/-; email ends, 1/-; valve springs,
6d. ; big ends, 1/6; valve guides, 1/6 ; tappets, 2/-;

guides, 1/3; sprockets, 2/6 ; rocker arms, 3/-; stud.s

(<'amwheel, rocker, etc.), 1/6: valve cods, 1/9 ; mag-
netos, Thomson-Bennett, 37/6; Dixie, 17/6; inlet

pipes, 12/-: camwheels, 13/6; flywheels, 22/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2^/ih.p. Gear Box Spares.—Layshafts,
13/6; screwed sleeves, 6/-; plain, 6/-; large

races, 4/- ; small, 3/-; pulleys, 5/-; chain wheels, 5/-.

—Below.

BOUGLAS 2^;4h.p. Clutch Model.—Chain wheels,
17/6; adjustable pulleys, 12/6; pedals, 2/6; main-

ehafts, 9/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 25,4h.p.—Rear mudguards, 7/6 ; carriers,

10/6; silencers, 12/6; footboards, 10/6 pair; chain
guards, 4/6; rear stands, 8/-; fronts, 2/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 23Ah.p.—Fork spindles, long. 1/6,

short, 1/-: springs, 1/6; headraces, 6d. ; number
plates. 1/3 pair; brake blocks. 1/6; sight-feed glassps,

1/-- petrol taps, 1/9; hub spindles, 3/-; cups, 1/-:

exhaust lifts, 7/6; filler caps, 1/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS Sh.p.-Cylinders, \y.C., £2; pistons, 9/6:
'

rings, 1/6; gudgeons, 1/6; small ends. 1/6; big

ends, 3/-- valves, 3/6; connecting rods, 17/6: valve

guides, 1/9.-Can Quote for other spares.—Below.

TANKS.—4h.p. Douglas, late pattern, new, enamelled

maker's colours, with lubricator, complete, 55/-;

less lubricator, 44/-, post 1/6.—Below.

BANISTER AND BOTTEN have all the small

Douglas spares in stock. Trade supplied. Hun-
dreds of uarts not mentioned above. All goods de-

spatched same day, carriage extra.—341, Upper St.,

London, N.l. Opposite Agricultural Hall. -L'hone:

2480 North. L2119

TNDIAN I Indian ! Indian !

INDIAN Frames, engines, gears, clutches, kick-

starters, magnetos, carburetters.

INDIAN Forks, wheels, mudguards, handle-bars,

front and rear stauds, and a.11 parts for above.

INDIAN Carriers, chains, springs, sprockets, silen-

cers; in fact, all parts for models 1909-1922.

INDIAN Spares.—Vast stock new, also second-hand,

at lowest possible prices; send list requirements

for our prices.—Dennis, 89. Brixton Rd., London, the

Indian Repair Specialists. 'Phone : Brixton ^^^p

should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B47
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E
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

T^DWARDS Engineering Co. for Douglas Spares.

—

-'-•^ We hold large stocks of genuine brand new ex-
W.D. Douglas parts. We will despatch any part by
return on approval. Carriage extra. Satisfaction
gnaiantecd or money returned. Trade supplied.

T\OUGLAS 2^;ih.p. cylinders, brand new and un--^ cliippec], front or rear, 30/- each.—Edwards.

PiOUGLAS a^'ih.p. Engine Spares.—Crankshafts.
---' 37/6; pistons {bare), 7/6; rings, 1/-; gudgeons,
I/-; connecting-rods, 12/-; bushed, 14/-; big end
bearings. 1/6; small end, 1/-; valves, 2/-; valves com-
plete with spring collar and cotter, 2/9; valve guides,
1/6; flywheels, 27/6; crank case, timing side, 40/-j
flywheel half, 20/-; cam wheels, 13/6; crank pinions.
4/6; rockers, 3/-; magneto wheels, 5/-; intermediate
wheels, 5/-; tappets, 2/-; guides, 1/3; carburetter
controls, 5 / 6 ; ma gneto controls, 4/6 ; fly\the&l

'

sprockets, 2/6; valve caps, 1/9.—Edwards.
;

DOUGLAS 2"^4h.p. Gear Box Spares.—Gear boxes
complete, £5; layshafts, 13/6; mainshafts, 8/-;

pulleys, 5/-; chain wheels, 5/-; screwed sleeve pinions,
8/-; plain, 6/-; sliding dogs, 4/-; ball races, large
5/-. small 3/-; gea box halves, 9/-; pulley side, 10/-.—Edwards.

DOUGLAS 2-4h.p.—Frames, new, £5; S.H., £2/15;
carriers, 10/6; rear guards, 7 / 6 ; footboards.

8 / 6 ; rear stands, 8/ ; chain guards, 4 / 6 ; silencers,
12 / 6 ; exhaust pipes, 18 /- ; tanks, new, makers'
colours, £2; back wheels, 35/-: front, 27/6; handle-
bars, T.T., 12/6; mudguards, 7/6-—Edwards.

DOUGLAS 2^.ih.p.—Forks, complete, £2/5; fork
spindles, long 1/6. short 1/-; brake blocks, 1/6;

Araac carburetters, 30/-; tool bags, 6/6; spanners.
6d. each; fork steering columns, 10/-; springs, 1/6;
links, 1/-.—Edwards.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Spares.—Frames, S.H., less back
stays, £3; valve guides, 1/9; pistons. 9/-; rings,

1 /6 ;
gudgeons, 1/-; small end bushes, 1/6; sleeve

n uts, 5 / 6 ; tappets, 3 / 6 ; guides, 3 / 6 ; bottom stay
bolts, 1/6; top, 1/4; fork spindles, 3/-; crankshafts,
37/6; top shackles, 4/-; bottom, 5/-; connecting rods,
16/6.—Edwards
"PiOUGLAS 4h.p. Gear Box Spares.—Chain wheels.
-*-' 17/6; pulleys complete, 15/-; kick-starter quadrants.
12/6; sleeve nuts, 5/6; draw bolts complete, 2/6; main-
shafts, 9/-'; secondary. 5/-; bronze forks. 3/-; eteel,

5/6.—Edwards,

OUGLAS 4h.p. Cylinders, in perfect condition,
30/- each.—Edwards.

p. and M.—Nickel-steel valves, 3/-; nickel-plated
-* inlet valve cape, 2/9; Triumph frame centres, 50/-.

—Edwards.

PISTONS.—Best quality, complete with rings and
gudgeon pins, snitabie for Triumph, anv year.

19/-; 234h.p. J.A.P., 16/-; 4h.p., eh.p., and 8h.p. '

J.A.P,, 20/-; 2V2h.p. and 3i/2b.p. Premier, 21/-; '

B.S.A., 19/-; 3h.p. Rover, 19/-; Harley- Davidson,
23/-; 3i,2h.p. and 3V'h.p. Sunbeam, 24/-; 2^^h.p.
Douglas, 10/6; 4h.p., 13/-; Singer, 25/-; Rudge.

!

25 /- ; piston rings for all makes, 1/3 each.

—

Edwards.

EDWARDS Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane,
Chiswick. \\ A. "Phone: Chiswick 1383. [0928

1 EARS Gears. Gears.

FORWARDl
TYPE B
DETACHABLE

liFORW^RJ^

THE PLUG WHICH
NEVER OVERHEATS

D

G^
ALBION 2-speed, clutch and K.S., £9; 3-speed,

cluich and K.S., £12; plain 2-speed, £5/10; all
gears complete, new 1923.—Below.

''

ALBION 2-speed and clutch, r.ew 1922; £6.-Below.

seccnd-hand; £3/10.—Below.ALBION 2-speed,

GTURMEY-ARCHER new 1923 3-speed, clutch and
^-5 K.S., lightweight, £12; heavyweight 3-speed, chain
or cha.i'n-cum-beU. £13/10; 2-speed lightweight, clutch
and K.S., £9; all gears complete.-Below.

STURMEY-ARCHER second-hand 1922 heavyweight,
£10; 2-speed lightweight, £7/10.—Below.

I TAKE in part or full exchange any motor parts
or accessories for any of the above new gear

boxes.—Fred. Firth. Woodbridge Rd., Moseley, Bir-
mingham. (2452

TNDIAN Spare Parts. 1909-22.

TNDIAN.-Are you overhauling your machine this
-- winter? Write to us for quotations; new and
second-hand parts; approval against cash.

INIJIAN.-Fit an efficient kick-st-arter to your
macliine, right-hand side; 1913-19 models,

£3/10 complete, or send gear box to us and we
will fit and return for £ 4.

INDIAN.—Gears and clutches our speciality; ' il

in trouble send to us ; estimates by return

;

lowest prices, highest workmanship; all parts for
ell models.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway,
London, N.W.2. [2576

INDIAN Spares.—Actual stockists, Dennis, 89, Brix-
ton Rd., London. -

[9498

J.A.P. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8 and 10.
Bond St., Ealing. [9444

J.A.P. Spares and Repairs. The promptest firm.—
Forfield Motors, Forfield Place. Leamington Spa.

' [4631

••aaBaaB«aEB«aK«HA^^ ^f^r '""BHaBBBBaaaaaKaai

Incandescent plug electrodes are a common cause
of pre-ignition. This fault is completely overcome
in the new Forward type "B" Plug which has a
centre electrode of pure nickel no less than 3/16"

diameter running right through the

plug.
Do not fail to inspect this new

plug together with the other For-
ward Accessories at '

OLYMPIA, STAND No. 293,
Gallery.

FORWARD.
Adjustable - 1/9

Leather Links 1/6

Belt Punch - 2/6

KING HOOK.
Detachable - 1/3

Adjustable - 1/6

Leather Links 1/-

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, B'ham.

JULIANS
Delivery from Stock of

1923
LEVIS

Model S, 2-speed, Kick Start and
Clutch.

£48
Order To-day.

Phone 84, BROAD ST.,
1024..

'

READING.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
"POSTKHS.

FURTHER Big Reductions in Douglas new t),

spares.
"^

WE realise that now is the time lor overl i
and therefore have redaced our engine re; ti

ments especially, to the lowest possible price consi ht
with quality.

WE are 25% lower than elsewhei-e, and note all

goods, not junk. Trade supplied.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Engrine Spares ; Cylinder?, chi
25/-; crank case middle sections, 27/6; c

shafts, 37/6; crankshaft ball races, 15/- and
connecting rods, 15/6; valves, 2-13; guides,
springs, 6d.; tappets, 3/6; guides, 3/6; pistons
plefe, 12/-; bare, 8/6; rings, 1/3; big-end bs
1 / 9 ; small, 1 / 3 ; gudgeons, 1 /- ; timing wheels,
camshafts, 15/-;. worm screws, 1/6; wheels, 1/-

duction pipes, 12/-; fly wheals, 27/6; sprockets,
Renolds chains, 11/-; chain guards; 5/6, etc.—Bel

DOUGLAS 4h.pT Gear Box Spares : Brand new
boxes, complete, £9/10; gear whet:!?, 6/-;

dogs, 3/6; ball races, main shaft 6/-, secondary
chain wheels, 17/6; clutch plates, back 8/-,

,

5/-: loose with cork, inserts, 4/6; rear boit«,

K.S. quadrants, 12/6; K.S. pinions, 2/3; nuts,

springs, 6d. ; clutch lever, 6/-; drawboUs, comi
2/Z; sleeve nuts. 5/6. etc.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. : Front Brakes, £1; forks-

plete, 1922 type, new, £4/10; top shackles,

bottom, 5/-; spindles, 3/-; springs, 1/3; head-:
[set of 4), 2/6; carriers, 11/6; stands, 8/-;

boards, 12/- wair; head lugs, 12/6^ sileucers,

, mudguards, back 10/6, front 12/6; wheels^ ]

30/-, back £2; belt rims. 10/-; toolbags, 11/6 a
6/6; sidecar rear springs, 8/6; t^p leaves, 3^9;
liaust pipes, 15/6 pair; saddles (large pan), 25/.T,

—Below.
^

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Engine Spares : Cylindere,

chipped, 30/-; crankshafts, 36/-; flywheels^ 2

connecting rods, 12/-; pistons complete, 8/6; r

lOd.; gudgeons, 1/-; big-end bushes, 1/6; small,

valves. 2/-; guides, 1/6; springs, 6d.; rockers :

tappets, 2/-; guides, 1/-; timing wheels, 5/-;

wheels, 14/6; engine sprockets. 2/6; chain gni

5/-; silencers, 10/-; Renolds chains, 7/6,
Below.

DOUGLAS 2";ih.p. Gear Box Spares : Chain wh
4/6; pulleys, 4/6; main shafts, 8/-; S.S; piill

8/-; plain, 6/-; layshafts, 13/6; ball bearinga.'!

4/-, small 3/-, etc.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p. : Front" brakes, 11/6; forks*

plete new, £2/5; steering columns, 10/-; spri

1/6; links, 1/-; spindles, long 1/6, short 1/-; 1

races (set of 4), 2/6; back wheels, 35/-; front, 2'

mudguards, valanced, 12/6; mudguards, T.T., :

rear stands 8/-, front 2/6; toolbags, 6/6; catr,

11/6; Clincher belts, 6ft.x6iQ., 6/3; footboa

.

10/6 pair, etc.—Below.

FOSTERS.—The quick dispatch firm. Send all gti

same day on approval carriage extra.—FosI,

31, Clissold Rd., Clissold Park, London. N.16. (Wa
only, Carysfort Rd., N.16.) 12'

BEST and Lloyd Drip Feeds witli pump, new; i:

—Below.

LUCAS Lamp Sets, complete ex-W.D., new,

guaranteed perfect. No. 462"; 50/^.—Below. j

LUCAS Dvnamo, No. E.20, 6 volts. 6 amps., cj

plete with lead aud pulley, guaranteed peiiri

£6/5.—Below. ]

CARBURETTERS, new, soiled only.— Douglas An]
40/-; lightweight Araac, standard, 40/-; ha:,

weight, 50/-; complete with controls.—Below. '
I

CARBURETTERS, second-hand.—Amac lightweif

19/-; heavyweight, 22/6; B. and B. lightweif.

19/-; heavyweight. 21/-; Senspray lightweight, 21'

heavyweight, 25/-; Cos Atmos lightweight, 32/il

Below.

MAGNETO Controls for Handle-bar, complete ^\

wire and spring, new; 7/6.—Below.

/CLUTCH Levers, new; 5/6.—Below.

MAGNETO, lightweight M-L, new. 1922; £3,;

Below.

TRIUMPH Spares and Accessories, new ex-^.j

offered at ridiculous prices.—Send for our pn
of cylinder pistons, connecting rods, timing coW'

timing wheels and cams, chain covers, handle-bars a

levers, wheels, brakes, front aud rear mudguari

frames, tanks, valves, hubs, etc.—Below.'

STURMEY and Albion Gear Parts supplied, fn

stock.—Below.

ALL goods advertised, are sent on approval agali,

remittance.—Fred. Firth, Woodbridge Rd., Mol

ley, Birmingham. 12^,

N.S.U. Gears, guaranteed, £5/5^ state engine; otii

gears taken part.—Box 4788, c/o The Motor Cpc}

[25'

N.S.U. Gear, genuine adjustable, fit Triumph; s'

approval.—3/197, Park Rd.. Aston.- Biiiniiign»;|

DRUID Forks for 4li.p. machine with 7>^in. b^)

50/..^Iack Ward, 11. Radford Rd., LeamtD

ton Spa. 122.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of. the issue
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Presto Multi-Gear Box!

PARTS AND
E ai

Below.

ACCESSORIES.
[(pBIDE and Clarke lor new W.D. Douglas spares.

-

DOUGLAS 2";4h.p. Engine Spares.

-

crankKhafts. 36/-; races,
6/-, complete 8/6; gudgeons,
eacn; connecting rods, 11/

Cylinders, 27/6;
7/6 and 6/6; pistons,
rings, oil glasses, lOd.

c«v.«, --..«-v...^f, .^^^, ^j.,-, big end bushes, 1/6;
small end bushes, 1/-; valves, 1/9; valves complete,
2/6; valve springs, 3d.; valve guides, 1/6.—Below.

sprockets, 2/6;
guides, 1/-; timing wheels. 4/6;

cam wheels, 12/6; studs, 1/6; timing frames, 2/-;
rockers, 2/6; silencers, 10/-; magneto controls, 5/G.
—Below.

Gear Box Spares.—LayshaUs,
7/-; plain sleeves, 5/-; screwed

sleeves, 6/-; sliding iiogs, 5/-; pulleys, 4/-; chain
wheels, 4/6; adjustable pulleys, 12/6; Coventry chains.
6/6; Renolds chain, 7/-; ball races, large 5/-, small
,2/6; gear boxes complete, £4/10.—Below.

Frame Spares.-Frames, £3

;

, forks, 17/6; springs. 1/6;
inks, 1/-; spindles, long and short, 1/-; steering
,;olumns, 8/-; head clips, 6/-; chain guards, 4/-;
irear stands, 8/-; front stands, 2/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p.—Front brakes, 10/6; rear brakes,
6/6; brake blocks, lOd.; mudguards, front 7/6,

ear uith transfer and stand clip, 7/6; carriers, 11/6;
ivheel spindles, 2/6; hubs complete. 7/6; wheels, front
j!5/-, rear 35/-; footboards, 8/- pair.—Below.

Amac carburetters, new, complete with
I

Lontrols and cable, for 2-v4h.p. and 4h.p.
pouglas; jets, 3d.; floats, 1/-; needles. 1/-; throttle
lides, 5/-; controls, 4/-; with cables, 6/-.—Below,

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p.—Flywheels, 20/-:
tappets, 1/9 ' ' '

DOUGLAS 2"y4h.p.

12/6; mainshafts

DOUGLAS 2')ih.p. . _.

forks complete, £2;

137/6-

J7/6-et:

1

LAStPS.-r. and H. 127, 12/6; P. and H. 125, 9/6;
P. and H. 120, 5/-; Lucas 462, 15/-; Lucas 454,

:/-; brackets for above, 5/-; generator, P, and H. and
liller, 12/6; Mangin mirrors for above lamps, 5/-,

—

lelow.

?est size P. and H. lamp set. No. 127,
ebony finish; large quantity of other lamp

:'ts; also spares for lamps, in stoclc at bargain prices.

"CHAINS.—Coventry heavy, for P. and M. low gear,
•^ faxU. 6/6; for 2^4h.p. Douglas, Renolds, ^x3-16,
|/-; Coventry or Brampton, 5/-.—Below.

CARRIAGE Extra. All spares despatched per re-
y turn on our approval system. Stamp for reply,

list of spares.—Below.

3EIDE and Clarke, 156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton,
S.W.9. 'Phone : Brixton 898 (garage entrance

arden Row). [2596

nniCMi'H. _Triumph Spares.—Ward and Co. tor

everything Triumph.—Below.
nraUMPH Beits, 10/6: rear stands, 12/6; rearguards,
- 12/6; tool bags, 10/- pair (armoured); hub shells.

e.-B-^low.

^AEREL Springs, 5/-; silencers, 14/6; exhaust valves.
-^ 4/3 ; wheel conea. 2/6 ; valve snrings, 4d. ; rear
'jeds. 28/6; front wheels, 22/6.—Below.

<LaTCH body sprockets, 19/-; P. and H. rear lamp
•^ sets, 8/-; every pait in t^toek ; Easting screens,

:/6; postage extra on ;il.jve.—Ward and Co., 51. Uijper
LLmoud Rd. East. Putney. 'Phone; Putney 2754.

[U?
iRirMPH Countershaft T'rames, 45/-; top stays,

20/-; spring forks, 70/-.—Below.

iRTUaiPH Cam Wheels, 7/6; barrel springs, 4/6;
back stands, 12/6; valves.—Below,

'KIUMPH Magneto Controls, 6/-; wheel rims, 9/-;
tfippets, 10/- pair,—Below.

'RIUMPH Countershaft Wheels, plated and lined,

:;ont 30/-, back 40/-, complete.—Below.

'R;UMPH Spindles and Cones, 5/-; hub shells with
i-ups, 4/-.—Below.

T^E:^i•EY-ARCHER Gear Spares.—Clutch sproc-
ket;, 15/-; clutch bodies, 15/-; bearings, 4/-.

—

low.

TUl^MEY-ARCHER Boxes, latest, £14; old box
part excaange, liberal allowance.—Belov.'.

R AISTBONG and Sturmey Hub Gears overhauled
- and repaired; letuiaed in 5 days.—Below.

"OTE.^AU the above goods guaranteed brand new
:,'Hnuine Triumph spares.—Below.

RIUMPH and Sturmey-Archer Spares.-^All spares
lor the Triumph actually in stock.—Below.

l7EITE or call on the Triumph Specialists for all
' .spares and repairs.—Miles, 11, Chichester Rd.,
-t Kilbnrn, N.W.6, (1 minute Kilburn Park Tube.)

[2626
r.MSTRONG Mark irc, 3-speed, hnb wheel, all con-

- ti'l-i. good condition; £3/10, cflers.—26, Heath
, liiistol. [1950

'XGINE. magneto, chain, and hub sprocket manu-
i nicturers.-Ridington, 202-4, Southampton St.,

tmlierwell. ' [9879

j
HAINS.—Renolds. ^x?^in.. 3/6 ft.; fixViin.. 3/-

I't.; any length; aiiproval.—Lancaster, Heeley
I-, Birmingham. [2343

i' EAR, Bos, 2-speed, chain-cum-belt, Albion, uxcel-
': nt condition; -bargain, £3/7,-56, Sutton St.,

Birmingham. [2560

As an Advertisement only, complete w.th

all f ttintis, chain and chainwhetl, etc.

£7:7: CASH WITH
OBDEB,

AS ILLUSTRATED ABOVE, POST FREE

Sole selling agents toy

GRADO MULTI PULLEYS.
Special Prices.

Kick-starter

IHodefs *

£6 6 Post Freel

K
Plain Models

£5 Post Free

Lightweight ^
Plain Model only—

j
£4 10 0PostFre3"

THE GRADO VALVE FACER.

Carriagi

Paid.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
G1 KARS.—I! you require gears of anv description,

T write us. We specialise in these.—Below.

mtdel, off Pre-
slightJy used.—

GEARS.—Grado gear, kick-starter
mier. overhauled; £3/5; only

FL-rfield (below).

GEARS.—Brand new SLurmey-Archer S-.speed
hub wheel, with all CL>ntrols; £12.—Below.

GEARS,
wheel.

J.S.

GEARS.-
kick-starter

;

Second-hand Sturmey-Archer J.S. 3-speel
overhauled, perfect; £6.—Forfield (below).

GEARS.—Premier Iree-engine hub, with controls, fit

practically any machine; £2/5.—ForfieUl (below).

GEARS.—Burman 2-speed box, shop-soiled only,
never used, with all controls; £1/10.—Forfield

(below).

Burman ditto, as above, with clutch and
£7/19/6.—Forfield (below).

GEARS.—Douglas 2-speed gear box, overhauled and
guaranteed perfect; £2/10.—Forfield (below).

GEARS.—Einfield 2-speed chain-cum-belfc, complete
with engine sprockets, overhauled; £2/17/6.—

Fcrfield (below).

GEARS.—N.S.tr. 2-speed free engine, off Triumph,
complete and overhauled ; £4.—Forfield (below).

GEARS.—We will exchange your 1915-20 Sturmey-
Archer countershaft for a brajid new 1923 Stur-

mey-Archer box for an insigDificant sum.^Forfleld
(below).

GEARS.—We take any gears or motor goods in ex-
change or i>art exchange for brand new Grado,

Albion, Burman, Sturmey-Archer gears. Write us.
Very liberal allowances.—Forfield (below).

PARTS.—We specialise in spares for the following
machines. Stock so immense cannot advertise a

fraction. Write exact requirements, quotation per
i'eturn.—Below.

PREMIER. Triumph, Singer, Villiers, B.S.A., Rover,
J, A. P., Rudge, Sturmey-Archer, Enfield, Humber

spares.—Below.

PREMIER and Triumph repairs and overhauls our
speciality. Prompotest service.-Forfield (below).

PREMIER.—Lightning despatch from the largest
stock of genuine Premier spare parts io the

world.—Below.

TRIUMPH Cylinders, 1915-22.-Very special clear-
ance offer, brand new (chipped fins); 32/6 each.

—Below.

TRIuaiPH Spares.—We defy competition. Thou-
sands of new, second-hand, and ex-W.D. parts.

inspection invited. Write requirements. We reply
per return. We guarantee satisfactiom.—Below,

TRIUMPH Riders.—We supply a special large 2^/^-"

gallon tank for this machine. Old tank taken
in part payment. Reduced prices.—Below.

TRIUMPH Tanks.—Special line
1915-22 tanks, good condition,

type, 19/6.—Below.

FORFIELD Motors, Forfield PJace, Leamington Spa.
Tel. : 631. Carriage extra. [2595

SPRING Forks.—Rebuilt Typewriters are an ac-
cepted fact and give Service to thousands.

JACK LUCAS'S Rebuilt Spring Forks are equal
in their potentialities for Service. I allow no

faking or botching. Broken parts are completely
removed and replaced with sound components where
possible new. All bearings are made true. New
columns, links, spindles, springs and ball-races fitted,

and the whole fork readied for thousands of trouble-
less miles. Every week ray product gets

BETTER and Better. Testimonials
from delighted customers.

STANDARD Prices.—Druids Lightweight, 47/G;
mediumweight, 57/6; heavyweight, 67/6. Other

leading makes quoted for.

your present forks help

countershaft
22/6; 1911

are coming

LARGE Allowances
price question.

GIRDERS for Indians (Powerplus and earlier! ;

Enfield, Rudge, Bat, Abingdon, Brampton, Saxon.

EPAIRS and Replacements
es. Prompt desjiatch.

it lowest possible

ORDER TO-DAY WHILE PRIGES ST4N3. .
THE PRESTO CO.,

26,CrossSt.,HattonGdn.,E.C.l
2 mins. off Garaages. Tel.: 4561 Hop.{BHHHBfl

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

R
JACK LUCAS, Rebuilt Spring Fork Specialist.—110,

Willows Rd., Cannon Hill, Birmingham. [2649

JONES Garage.—For all spares for Ariel, B.S.A.,
Douglas, Triumph, Levis, J.A.P., Matchless, Mar-

tinsyde, etc. r

JONES Garage—Special sets of M.A.G. nuts lor

inlet domes, very tall, easily got at; 6/- set of S;

spanners, 1/-.

JONES Garage.—Sidecar mudguards to fit on body,
never shake off, complete ; 10/6, valanced ; any

colour.

JONES Garage.—Scott riders should send stamp for
" Chain Troubles Cured " leaflet, or the Hood

chain equalisa'- at 15/-. Also twin drip feeds for

older models; 30/-.

JONES Garage.—500 Mabon spring seat pillars,

15/-; fit all makes, usually 30/-; equal to spring
frtwtie; leaflet iree.—Jones Garage, Broadway, Muswell
Hill. N.lO. 'Phone: Hornsey 2917. [2413

B-t9
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Motor Cycl(

RELIABILITY

STABILITY

COMFORT
UNDER

ALL

CONDITIONS

— £82 —
DYNAMO MODEL £98.

SIDECAR £35.

SPARE PARTS.
Spares of inferior and unreliable

quality are being offered by un-
authorised persons.

Guaranteed parts are only obtainable
from the makers of the ABC. or
through their appointed AGENTS.

REPAIRS.
If your ABC. requires repairing or
overhauling send it to the MAKERS.

THE SOPWITH AVIATION

& ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
(in liquidation)

KINGSTON - ON - THAMES.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
Ol? DRR Now to secure the bargains below. You

will lose the opportunity if you wait.—I)errington.

WOLVERHAMPTON Depot now open for exhaust
pipes, mufflers, silencers, wtndscreens, and

plug.-:. Callers only.—Corner House, Redhou?e Rti
,

Tettenhail, All correspondence to New Maiden.

ALUMINIUM Sheeting, new, 22 G, 61t.x3ft., £1;
3ft.x3ft., 10/6', 3ft.x2ft., 7/-; carriage. 1/3.—

Derrington.
_^>

COUNTERSHAFT Machine, complete except engine
and gear box, licensed, good tyres; ^19/10.

COPPER Straight Through Exhaust Pipes, polished.
any make or pattern, finest workman.'rhip.-Der-

rijigtoa.

MAGNETOS—C.A.V. .single and 180° twin, clock
or anti, complete, ready for fitting with ba^e

plate. leads, Bowden adjuster and arm, hranU new,
ex W,D,. £2 ; C.A.V. spares stocked ; genuine 4h.p.
Douglas C.A.V., second-hand, ^1/14.6; postage, 1/-.—
Deirington.

MAGNETO Sprockets.—9- and 10-tooth, 3/-; 12-
tooth, 3/3; 14-tooth, 3/6; boring taper, 1/-

extia; postage, 3d.—Derrington.

MUFFLERS.—Norton pattern, detachable copper,
lin.,- 2/-; I'/uin., 2/3; li4in., 2/6j l%in., 2/9;

V/z^n., 3/-; 2iu., 4/-; nickel-plated steel, 20% extra;
post, 6d.—Derrington.

PI<UGS.—Government surplus, brand new, makers'
boxes; Lodge and Apollo, . 1/6 each; recondi-

tioned K.L.G. and Lodge, lOd. each, 9/- doz.; postage,
one 4d., two 6d., dozen 1/3.—Derrington.

SILENCERS.—Extremely effective, witb no power
losses, legally correct, in solid copper, clamp cm

existing pipe, lin, to I'.Mn., 9/6, post free; any pat-
tern to order.—Derrington.

WINDSCREENS. — A"ster 12iu.x7in., adjustable
fittings, 9/6 ; polished aluminium frame, Tri-

plex glass, lein.xllin., ^1/5; 19in.xl5in.. £lllQ,
boxed, carriage free.—Derrington.

WALL Drilling Machines, 2-speed, drill up to lin.,

swivelling table; list price £15/10, our price J

£5/10, carriage forward.

n /\A BRIGHT Steel Bolts, nuts, eyebolts, turn-
/W"" buckles, washers, assorted sizes, 4/-;
postage, 1/-. ^-

DERRINGTON'S open to 8 p.m., Sundays to 12
noon. Stamp list, reply. Trade supplied.—V, W.

Derrington, Aero Works, Grafton Rd., New Maiden,
Surrey. 'Phone : 256. . [1758

KENNETH KEMP and Co., the Aiithorised Agent
Specialists, for complete P. and M. spares ser-

vice.—Below. 1

POLISHED Aluminium Chain Covers, complete, '

30/-; tank needles, 1/6; rear wheel spindles, 6/6.
—Below.

I

P.
and M. New Spares.-Valve caps, 3/9; kick-starter

j

chains, 3/-; t-oolbags, 10/-.—Below.

P.
and M. New Spares.—Gear hollow shafts, 10/-;
valves, 3/9; solid gear spindles, 6/6.—Below.

P.
and M. New Spares.~Set of nejv chains, " 35 /-

;

exhaust clips, 2/6; small end bushes, 2/-; large,

3/4.—Belo\v.

P.
and M. New Spares.—Frames stove-enamelled, as

'

new, 4S/6; forks complete, 38/6.—Below.

P.
and M. New Spares.—Rear mudguards, 10/6;

'

timing cases, 15/-; magnetos, as new, 35/-.—
j

Below.

TT7"E have the most comprehensive stock of new and
[

TT second-hand P. and M. spares in London at the
'

right price. Immediate delivery; approval against!
cash; postage extra. All purchasers of goods to the
value of £5 or over will receive one new P. and M.

j

toolbag free (listed at 30/-).—Below. '|

KENNETH KEMP and Co., the Authorised Agent
Specialists, 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St.,

Marble Arch. 'Phone: Padd. 1177. [2409

2-SPEED Kick-start and Clutch Model Gear Box,
all controls; £5/12/6.—Brown. Prospect Villa,

Vicarage Rd., Thetford. [2042

DISMANTLING Lightweight Humber, 1912, every-
thing perfect; stamped envelope please.—McGill,

9, Annandale St., Edinburgh. [2043

STURMEY-ARCHER Gear Boxes, latest type, brand
new; £14; trade supplied.—County Engineering

t-

Co.. Staines Rd.. Hounslow. [0887

1 ^A SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, 3/-; 144
Xtlvr bright steel bolts, ' '

washers, mixed.
2/6;

1/9.—See below.
72 best spring

144 BRIGHT Hexagon Nuts, 2/6; 72 castle nuts,
mixed, 2/-.—See below.

OAA COPPERED Bifurcated Rivets. 1/-; hacksaw/WW bladei. Sin. to 12in., 1/9 doz.: any of the
above carriage paid.—Woods, Tithebarn St., Preston.

[1411

Pand M. Spares at Lowest Prices, incomplete
machines from £14.-^, Springfield Park Cres-

cent, Catford, S.E.6. [2339

INDIAN Spares.—Do you require anything urgently ?

If so, send to the Indian specialists. Dennis, 89,
Biixton Rd., London. [9499

The
Insurance

Policy
Authorised and
approved by

is issued by

THE AUTOCAR
FIRE & ACCIDENT
. . INSURANCE . .

COMPANY I.TD.

THE terms and con-

ditions of the Policy

are such that the

Insured is properly safe-

guarded and may rely

upon receiving efficient

service at all times, in

addition to prompt settle-

ment of claims

For lull particulars ana
premiimis apply to :

THE AUTOCAR FIRE &
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Head Office

:

77. Cheapside. LONDON, £.0.2

Telephone : City 9831 and 9832.

Brandies

:

BIRMINGHAM— Phoenix Chambere.
Colmore Row.

LEEDS—28, Bond Street.

CARDIFF—15, High Street.

The Motor Cycle Policy is obtain-

able through all Motor Agents
and Insurance Brokers, but insist

on "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
Policy.

E50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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FLEXEKAS
Easy to fit.

2/6 each.

State make anc.

year oi machine.

Flexibility.

Lubrication.

Easy starting.

Xtra m.p.g.

Exclude; du5t.

Kills valve clatter

Air leaks prevented.

Slow running en-

sured.

Flexekas. ThsyThe first step m overhaulin.

.

luniish at small cost thoie desirable qualities n. aii

engine whicn only good tuning enaures.

Cartons of paste 1/S

SPARXEKAS
Terminal Hood

Fits any t%l— Fi-ts all sizes
plugr^ ^' ^'^ CEible.

A spark intensifier.

Weatherproof and shockprooi.

Quickly detached.

Positively locked.

A testing cut-out.

A thief-proof device.

j
CLIFFORD PRESSLAND, A.M.I.E.E.,

Engineer - - Hampton-on-Thatnes.

PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED FOR

2 and 4 STROKE
ENGINES

,
During the past few weeks the following

have been fitted
PHILIPSON Pulley.

withmachines

IMomph Premier Singer
Rover New Hadson Doagla?
Norton Rex McKenzie
Ariel JJIJ. ViUiers Mark IV.

B.S.A. James OX,
Radge Precision Radeo. Dalm
and several other 2 and 4 stroke machines

AVI-atbyour make? Write us for Illustrated Booklet.

1 educe

J

>Ticc £6-6-0 piSul^o. £4 4-0
Carnage paid.

PHILIPSON 6 CO. Ltd.
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes

(Established over 50 years.)

Phone: 147 Eagley, 'Grams: "Sarety, Bolton,"

B

B

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
S.A. Gear Box, bottom slays, carrier B. and B.
carburetttT. 26x2i.i front wheel, front brake,

omplete, all i>e.rfect; reasonable offers invited; stamp.
—Saker, Wentworth, Chessington, Surbiton. [2048

NEW Stationary Engines, Hopper cooled, mag-
neto ignition, two flywheels, latest design;

I'/Ji.p., £ia/10/b; 2i,/,h.p
, ^£26/10/6; 3h,p,,

£33/10/6; box free.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

NEW flight Car lighting dynamos, £3/10/6;
switch boards. 19/6; new C.A.V. magnetos,

£2/10/6.—Bootlis Motories, Blackpool.

BCK)THS Motories, Blackpool.—Ten new Binks' 3-iet

carburetters, flange fitting, complete with spare
jets and controls 35/6 each; Douglas carburetters.

12/6; SchebJers, 25,6; Indians, 21/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—New sidecar wheels,
19/9; rims, 5/9; mudguards with side valance,

enamelled, 7/9; springs, enameljed, 7/6 and 12/6;
214 in. or 21/2 in. cove.' aud tube, 19/9.

EASTING Screens, Roval, £5; Standard. .€3/18;
Tan-Sads, 30/-; all delivered free or fitted while

you wait.—Booths Mjtories, 294, Watetloo Rd., Black-
pool.

BINKS Carburetters.—Large stock ready for imme-
diate delivery.—Booths Motories, Blackpool

BINKS Carburetters.—We specialise in these; all

models supplied.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

INKS Carb-uretters.—We take your old carburetter
in exchange.—Booths Motories,' Blackpool.

BINKS Carburetters for Douglas, Scott, Indians,
Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs.—Booths Motorics.

Blackpool.

BINKS Carburetters enable your engine to tick
over; try one.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

BINKS Carburetters save petrol and give more
power.—Booths Motorics, Blackpool,

BINKS Carburetters.—Let us take your old carbu-
retter in exchange..—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

J C^ A Carburetters, some nearly new; 1920 Brown
-i-t' " and Barlow, Amacs, B.S.A., Sensprays,
automatic Amacs, 32/6; 1921 models, 38/6; 1922
models, 45/-; other models, 15/6; 1922 Capac,
45/-; 1921 Claudel-Hobson, 35/6; Flexi. for Doug-
las, 29/6; Douglas Amacs, 27/6;; 1921 Douglas
Amac, 39/6; Triumph 1913, 15/6; Triumph 1919.
27/6; Triumph 1922, 45/6; 1921 Amac, flange
fitting, 29/6; new 1921 Binks, £2/13/6; new 1921
Binks Mouse Trap, £3/10/6; carriage 1/3 extra.—
Booths Motories, 294. Waterloo Ed., Blackpool. [8292

INDIAN Spares.—Vast stock, new and second-band,
all parts supplied from the smallest cotter to the

complete machine at lowest possible prices.—Dennis,
89, Brixton Rd., London. The Indian Specialists.

[9501
SIMPSON for Satisfaction.—Carburetters, Douglas,

12/6; Amac for Douglas, 17/6; Degorv IVsin.,
38/-; Binks, A.B.C., 38/-; Triumph, 10/- and 32/6;
old type Amac, 6/-; B, and B.. 6/-; all with controls.
—Below.

SIMPSON.—Wheels, Triumph, rears 32/6, fronts
18/6; Douglas 2S.4h.p., fronts 19/6, rears 29/6;

4h.p. Douglas, rears 35/-, fronts 25/-; pair 28x2,
with tyres, 12/6; new Zenith, rear, 50/-.—Below.

SIMPSON".—Frames, 2";4h,p. Douglas, 45/-; 4h.p.
Douglas, 55/-; Triumphs from 12/6; Enfield light-

weight, 27/6.—Below.

SIMPSON.—Magnetos, unused Thomson-Bennetts,
180° or singles, approval 32/6; single anti light-

weight, 18/6.—Below.

SIMPSON.—Cylinders, new 1922, suit 1913-22, 2%
h.p. Douglas, 35/-; unused 4h.p., rear, 23/6;

1915-20 Triumph, new, 55/-; Martinsyde, new, 20/-,

—

Below.

SIMPSON.—Tanks. 2%h.p. Douglas, new, 42/6; good
S.H., 25/-; Williamson, 17/6; Triumph from 15/-;

1912 Douglas, complete, 30/-.—Below.

SIMPSON.—Forks. Triumph, new, £4; good S,H.,
55/-; new Swan, 40/-; 2?.ih.p. Douglas, 35/-; all

complete. Douglas owners troubled with damaged
crankshaft keyways, write for particulars; permanent
repair.—Simpson, Orchard Rd., Sunbury-on-Thames.
(27c 'bus to Reservoir Inn.) [2571

HARVEY lor Triumph (genuine) new spares.—
Front brakes complete, 17/6; inverted levers

complete, 3/-; barrel springs, 4/9: cam wheels, 10/-;
rear stands, 12/6; front stands, 8/6; engine
sprockets, 10/-.—Harvey.

TRIUMPH gear shafts, 5/-; main shafts, 7/6;
chain cases, 10/-; back carriers, 12/6; ex-

haust valves, 4/6; inlet, 3/-; valve springs, 3d.

;

hubs complete, 7 / 6 ; rims, 8 /6.—Harvey.

TRIUMPH magneto controls complete, lever,

v/ires, brackets, etc., 7/6; pistons complete,
12/6; silencers, 12/6; Renolds chains, 12/6; Renolds
magneto chains, 4/6.—Harvey.

BROOKS saddles ; B170, 25/- ; B150, 21 / ;

.

Lycett's large pan, 17/6, absolutely like new;
all goods on approval.—Harvey and Co., 47, South
Lambeth Rd., S.W,8, 'Phone : Brixton 3289. [0955

r,N.—We can supply all spares from 1904. Frames,
engines, forks, bevels, and all other parts afc reason-

able prices; 2-speed gears complete, £10/10. Quota-
tions by return.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway,
London. N.W,2. [8389

1923 MORGAN 1923
IMMEDIATE

PRIC S AGAIN REDUCED.
Popular Model, complete £128
Grand Prix „ „ £155
De Luxe „ „ £148
Family 4-seater „ £153

Dynamo Lighting to any Models £12.

We are able to offer this proved
Runabout at the new prices and
we will accept EXCHANGES or
EASY PAYMENTS.

Sec us at OLYMPIA, Nov. 25-Dcc. 2
Our representatives will be in
attendance on the Stand of

MORGAN MOTOR CO., Ltd.,

Number 139.
Please make an appointment.

MOTOR CYCLES.
We can offer excellent deliveries of
the BEST of 1923 MODELS, we
place our experience at your service
and wc supply on EASY TERMS.

LIMITED.

13, 15, 16. BISHOPSGATE AVENUE
•Phon=: Avenue 5548. CAMOMILE STREET
Grams: Elcemocyca, , ».,.,^^,- «. ^ „

Stort. London LONDON, E.C.3

MORGAN SPARES FROM STOCK,,

We give a hearty invitation

to all to visit us at Olympia

Stand No. 102
GROUND FLOOR

(Addison Road Entrance)

Where a full range of our-

1923 SEASON'S MODELS
Wl11 be on view.

Your minutest inspection

is cordially requested.

Head Offices ahJ Woik;.

BOWNS LIMITED, ^oi!n5-«™?Ks.

Summer Lane, BIRMINGHAM. Est. iSCo.

Tel. No. ; Central 3374. Telegrams : Bownian, B'ham.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end .of each advertisement, and the date oj the issue E55
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THE DRUMMOND VALVE RE=SEATER
will make your

ENGINE EQUAL TO NEW
Great flexibility—spontaneous response
to the throttle—reserve of power for

hill climbing—tractability in traffic

—

speed on the open road, are amongst the
pleasures you enjoy after using this Tool.

Simple in opcration—a novice can use it with safety.

Ensures absolutely accurate Valve Seat-

ings—so vital to economical and perfect

running.
Reduces running expenses and saves its cost

immediately.

Complete with flat and bevel cutters SB-

Ask for descriptive Folder and kindly
mention usual or nearest Dealer.

ANDREW PAOE & SON
68, Albion Street, 21, Sycamore Street,

Leeds. Sheffield.

<ii^MP/j
Before ordering your

new mount, consult

the official agent for

the leading makes,

including

AJ.S.

B.S.A.

TRIUMPH and

ROVER LIGHT CARS

Satisfaction Assured.

HJ.THARSTO/i,
50 MGYLE ST

;';;r BIRKX/fHEAD. 1

s

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
GEARS! Gears! Gears!—I lead, others fonow. Try

the old firm for your new gear box; good piicc
allowed for your old gear in part exchange for any oi
the following 1923 model gear boxes, which I have iu

frtock.—Air. Holland.

STURMEY 3-speed K.S. and Clutch, heavyweight,
all-chain or chain-cnm-belt, £13/10.—Alf. Hol-

land.

TURMEY 3-siJced Lightweight K.S., £15; 2-spced
kick-sL^rt model, £10,—Alf. Holland.

FOR Monocars, etc.—Sturmey heavyweight _3-speed

and reverse gear boxes, all-chain or chain-cum-
belt, £18.—Alf. Holland.

QPECIAL Offer to Triumph and Other Owners of^ old pattern Sturmey boxes. Will supply you
with a brand new 1923- model Stux-mey gear box for

small ca&h adjustment with ycur old box.—Alf. Hol-
land.

ALBION 2-specd K.S. and C. Gear Box, fitted with
%in. belt pulley and %in. chain sprocket,

specially adapted for 3y>h.xi. and 4h.p. machines, £Q.
-Alf. Holland.

' ^

ALBION 2-speed Kick-start Lightweight Box, £9;
3-speed ditto, £12; 2-speed plain model, £5/10.—

Alf. Ilollaud..

I
HAVE the Following Second-hand Gears, all over-
hauled, and in good condition.—AH. Holland,

STI'RMEY 3-spe2d Heavyweight, chain-cnm-belt, com-
plete with controls, £,9; ditto, with latest type

controii, £9/10.—Alf. Holland.

ALBION 2-speed Kict-start aud Clutch Model Gear
Box, complete with all controls, bargain, dE5/10.

—Alf. Holland.

A LBION 2-speed Plain Model Gear Box, with all
.^i- controls, £3; 1921 model, ditto, £3/10.—Alf.
Holland.

ALBION 2-speed Clutcli Model Gear Box, with late
type controls, splendid order, £4/15.—Alf. Hol-

land.

NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed Kick-start and Clutch
Model Lightweight Gear Box, complete with con-

trols, £8.—Alf. Holland.

STURMEY Latest Type 3-speed Wheel, complete -with

all controls, overhauled, and perfect, £7 / 10

;

Sturmey J.A. type, ditto, £6/10.—AH. Holland.

ARMSTRONG Latest Type Mark VI. 3-speed Wheel,
complete with all controls, overhauled, £6/10;

Mark V., ditto, £5.—All. Holland.

GRADO Variable Pulley, fit Bradbury, 50/-; new
ditto, kicTt-start model, fit Triumph, £4/10.—Alf.

Holland.

N.S.U. 2-speed Pulley Gear, complete with all con-
trols, fit Bradbury or Rover, perfect, £4/10.—Alf.

Holhind.

TRIUMPH Countershaft Model Parts.-New cylinder,

one rib only chipped, with piston complete, £3;
second-hand piston, 7/6; connecting rod, 15/-; front
and rear brakes, shop-soiled, 17/6 each ; second-hand
ditto, 12/6 ; rear wheel, with belt rim, shop-soiled,
50 /- ; silencer, as new, 16 /- ; Triumph footrests, all

complete, 20,/-; all other parts in stock, write for
prices.—Alf. Holland.

ENGINES.—2h.p. Precision, with 2-speed gear box,
complete unit, 70/-; Humber SV-h.p., £7; 2h.p.

Humber, 60/-; N.S.U. 6h.p. twin, m.o.v., £6/10; SJ/oh.p.

Rex, m.o.v., £5/5; 6h.p. J.A.P., overhead valves, £10;
Hockley new 2%h.p. 2-stroke and magneto, £7/10.

—

Alf. Holland.

VARIOUS Bargains.-New front valauced S^^in. mud-
guard, enamelled, 7/6; rear mudguard, 4/-; New

Imperial heavyweight tank, not painted, with seiiarats
oil tank, 25/- pan-; B. and B. 2-str9ke carburetter,
new, 35/-; T.B. 2-stroke magneto, as new, 37/6; Sin.
new head light, with bracket, very powerful, 25/-.—Alf.
Holland.

LIGHTWEIGHT Parts, New.—Dropped frames, com-
plete with back to take gear box, 55/-; Brampton

spring forks, 55/-; Druids, 50/-; Saxon and Swan,
35/- each; pan seat saddles, new, 17/6; pair wheels,
with belt rim, new, 40/-; handle-bars, %in., 5/-; rear
brake, 14/6; Omega tank, unpainted, 15/-.—Alf. Hol-
land.

WILLIAMSON, Rex, Rudge, Premier, Singer,
Arden, and all other parts in stock. Write me

for anything.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [2563

TO Harley-Davidson Owners.—Fit our famous mud-
shields. They will keep you dry and clean during

the winter, easily attached; price 25/- per set com-
plete—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12.
"Phone : 4441 Latchmere. [2531

LAMPS.—Largest P. and H. head lamp, nickel-plated,
splendid appearance, costs £3/10, bargain, 22/6;

with bracket and generator, 32 / 6 ; smaller size by
Howes and Burnley, all blaCk, 12/-.—James, 25,
Landor Rd., Stockwell. S.W.9. [8592

DRUID forks oiT Norton, complete, 40/-; Binks
rat trap, iVsin., new, 55/-; Douglas pistons,

genuine .251h.p., 60 mm., 8/6; magneto, suit 2%h.p.
Douglas, STB/-; Rover 6h.p., silent cbain, 12/6; engine
sprockets, 5/-; Blackbume 4h.p. engine sprockets,
15 teeth, %x^/4, 2/-.; carriage extra.-55, Churchfield
Rd., Acton, W.5. [2359

UNQUESTIONABLY
The 8-10 H.P. Big Twin

'READING-STANDARD"
Complete with its Dynamo 4?QC
Lighting Lamps, Horn, etc., at, e*-"^"

is THE Best VALUE to-day

And in Sidecars or Bodies only the

"PLUS-ONE" r^'le°a\er''^)

-With its Hood, -Side Curtains,
and Folding Windscreen, at £30

«:„t^
£19 10 ,-,,

Will fit most standard chassis

IS OF EQUAL VALUE.
CALL OR WRITE FOR
FULL PARTICULARS.

FREDRICS&Co.,Ltd.,
89, GT. PORTLAND STREET,
LONDON - - - W.l.

'Phone: 1601 Langham.

EXCHANGES WELCOMED"
CASH OR TERMS.

SANDUMi
V SCREENS, n

Patent No. 181,239.

Popular '^,1;

£2-15-0
Standard
£3-18-0

-33

^11

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd.
Sbowiaoms : 336, Graj's Inn Boad, W.C.L

Thone : Mus. 3427.

Faototies: 163 to 16S. FentonvOIe Road. H.

B^fS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Bow-
Matchless

Coil-

finest

—CUT IT OUT
This is list

ANYTHING- t'o°» the Cheapest Firm

Brakes.—Douglas 2} h.p. front, 10/6 complete,

den band brake, fit anything, 25/6.
"'"

Ferodo shoes to replace bronze, 15/-.

Ball Bearings.—Sets of 3 for Sturmey-Archer boxes,

10;-. Skefko, etc.

Belt Pulleys and Rims to order.

Carburetters.—A 1 makes, adjustable jets also.

trills, wire, nipples, etc.

Carrier Bags.—Solid leather md armoured,

quality, 8/6 pair, 5/- each. 100 left.

Carriers.—Douglas 10/6, Triumph 15/-.

Chains.—=3 h.p. Douglas 6/6, 4 h.p. Douglas 9/-,

4 h.p. Triumph 11/-. All Renolds.

Compression Taps.—1/4.V, best quality only.

Cylinders for all makes in stock.

Drip-feed Lubricators.—Special twin pattern for " old

Scotts "—con\'ert vour Scott now ! 30/-. Also single

drip Best & Lloyd feeds, 11,'-.

Dynamos.—Lucas Magdynos in stock.

Electric Lamps.—Large headlamps, 25/-. Extra large

sets with brackets, accumulator, wire, and rear

lamp, £3 17s. 6d. . ,_
Engines.—7-9 h.p. M.A.G.'s—new—only £29 10s.

Equalisers for adjusting " Scott " chains equally, 15/-.

Gloves.—Ha ! ha ! 2/11 post free, elsewhere at 3/2.

Genuine horsehide, separate fingers, soft and pliable,

as made for American Army.
M.A.6. Engine "Dome Nuts."—Tall pattern,

got at. 6/- per set or 8, spanners i/-.

Mabon Spring Seat Pillars, 15/- (usually 30/-)

all makes. Leaflet tree.

Bear Lamps.—Very special, 2/8 post free. Aluminium,
. complete with burners, etc. ,

Very neat and strong.

REPAIR SPECIALISTS.
Broken and twisted frames, forks, chassis, etc., made
'as new. Engines and gear boxes overhauled, re-

grinding and scores fiUed up, etc.

Big Clearance New 1922 IVIodels.—Triumph S.D., £89,

Sports Douglas £87 lOs., .ndian Scout £90, B.S.A.

Allchain£75. Heaps more ; list free ; deferred teniis_

JONES' GARAGE,
Broadway, MUSWELL HILL, N.IO.

'Phone: Homsey 2917.

easily

to fit

QLIMPYA SHEW
YES

All wrong
But read on—the following is

RIGHT
Your best course on arrival at

OLYMPIA
is to enquire for

F. J. YOUNGS

STAND NO. 79
O.K. JUNIOR

Representatives will also be in
attendance at

COVENTRY EAGLE STAND NO. 43

WOLF - - STAND NO. 125

T.B. STAND NO 57

to show you all that is best

anyw^here, anytime.

F. J. YOUNGS,
2. 3, 5, The Parade, High Road, Kilburn,

LONDON, N.W.6.
'Phone Hampstead 4807.
'Grams : Yuparkil, KUb, LondoQ.

PARTS AND ACCESSOniES.
DOUGLAS 2";',h.p. Frames, complete, euameiltxl,

50/.; front forks, cumplete. 40/-; fork girders.

15/-; steering column, 8/-; fork spindles, 1/6 and
1/-; links, 1/-; headclips, 7/6; fork springs, 2/-;

handle-bars, 10/.—Dowell.

DOUGLAS 27ih.p. new wheels, rear 35/-, front
30/-; rear S.H., 25/-; spindles, 2/6; cups, 2/-;

belt-rim, 10/-; mudguards, front or rear, 7/6; car-

riers, 15/-; rear stand, 10/-; ditto S.H., 7/6—Dowell.

DOUGLAS 2';4h.p. new footrests, 2/5 pair; foot-

boards, 10/-; front brake, 10/-; rear, 10/-;

exhaust lift, 6/-; saddles, 15/-.—Dowell.

DOUGLAS 2';jh.p. new cylinders, SO/-; 1922 pat-

lern (suitable 1913-22 models). 35/-; pistons,
6/-; complete, 8/6; rings. lOd.; gudgeons, lOd.;
connecting rotJs. 12/-; bigend bushes, 1/-; gudgeon
bush. 1/-; crankshafts, 36/-; ballraces, flywheel, 7/6;
timing, 6 /- ; flywheels. 25/- ; sprockets, 2 / 6 ; tappets,

1/9; guides, 1/-; valves, 1/9; complete, 2/3; springs,
4d.; guides, 1/-; cam wheels, 12/6; other timing
wheels, 5/-; studs, 1/6; rockers, 2/6.—Dowell.

DOUGLAS 2-';4h.p. new Amac carburetters, com-
plete, 27/6; Thompson-Bennett magnetos, 40/-;

C.A.V., 30/-.—Dowell.

DOUGLAS 2";4h.p. new gear box, complete, £4/10;
mainshaft, 8/-; layshaft, 13/6; screwed pinion,

8/-; plain, 5/-; ballraces, 3/-; pulleys, 4/-; chain-
wheels, 4/; Renold chains, 7/6; Coventry, 5/-; chain
guards, 5/.

4h.p. Douglas.—Renold chains. 10/-; Amac car-
buretters, complete, 27/6; T.B. magnetos, 40/-;

valves, 1/9; complete, 2/6; crankshafts, 37/6.—Dowell.

DOUGLAS 2'^ih.p.—All parts stocked; spares sent
on approval an receipt of cash, plus carriage;

please send for list.-Dowell, Pyrford, Surrey. [2248

P.
and M.—Engines, £4/10; foot-starter shaft, 1/3;
return stop, 1/6; compression tap, 2/-; compres-

sion plate, 2/-; waste oil pipe, 1/3; brake spindle, 1/-;
pedal, 4/-; speed lever, 6/-; lamp bracket, 2/6.—Illing-
A-orth, 7, Hereford Rd., Bayswater. [2156

ENFIELD 6-8h.p. Parts, brand new; frame, 80/-;
tank complete with fittings, 70 /

- ; footboards
omplete, 17/-; handle-bars with grips, 15/-; foot
brake lever and rod set, complete, 9/6; carriage paid.
-Evans, Factory, Blackwood, Mon. [1633

PULLETS for any motor fixed to 4^^in. diameter,
9/-: adjustable plated, 5in, diameter, 15/6; 6in.,

21/6; countershaft pulleys from 9/-; all known makes
stocked; guaranteed; post free.—J. Perkins, 455, High
Ed.. Leyton. 'Phone: Maryland 1878. [3902

LUGS.—Sidecar components and fittings, hubs,
springs, - connections, mudguards, wheels, etc.

Made in our own factory. Finest material and finish.

Lowest prices. Attractive trade terms.—Catalogue
• L " on reauest.—Dunhille, Ltd., 359-361, Euston 'Rfl.,

London, N.W.I. [0881

SCOTT Parts.—1914-1915, guaranteed in first-class

condition. Engines, £15 ; crank cases, £4 ; fly-

.heels, 35/-; frames, £4; front wheels, 25/-; back,
50/-. Send for complete bargain liat. All goofis
n approval against cash.—Ward Motors, Ltd., 32.
fustier St., Bradford. [0939

AMAC, single-lever, 1919, 14/-; Binks heavyweight,
2-jet, 15/-; footrests for frame, 6/-; B.S.A..

iitto, 8/-; Dunlop, 26x2, new. 10/ ; Palmer extra
icavy tread, 26x2>/:, 18/-; 2'4h.p. Douglas frame and
-tays, 35/-; early Triumph tank with fittings, 10/-.—
Jox 4768. c/o The Motor Cycle. [2080

BRITNELL Eros, for Spare Parts.-B.S.A. Spares:
4i4h.p. engine, £15; gear bos case, 35/-; chain

=tnys, 50/-: fork girders. 35/-; rear stays, 15/-; cirrier,
15/-; frame, £5; tank, 40/-; silencer, 12/6; cylinder,
hipped, 25/-; crank ease, £3 ; connecting rod, 15/-.
We have small parts for E.S.A. in stock.—Below.

CAKEIEKS.-TriumpL, Enfield, P. and M., Clyno,
Di.ugla3. Scott Koyal Euby, Zenith," Premier,

Eudge, 15/- each.—Below.

A.J.S., Albion, Sunbeam gear box cases, 30/- each;
2-spe6d gear box, £4; petrol carrier, 10/-; luggage

qrid, 12/6; hood irons, 10/-; 5h.p. Zenith centre frame,
£3/10; Sturmey-Archer gear box case, 50/-.—Below.

REAR Stands.—Douglas, P. and M., Eudge, Clvno.
Scott. Triumph, Enfield from 10/- each; P. and

M. forks, complete, 50/-: 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, £15;
single lever Amac carburetter, 35/-; Eudge silencer, 10/-;
J.A.P. cjdindere, 4h.p., 5h.p., €h.p., 8h.p., at 40/- each;
3-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box, £l ; Chater-Lea
flutcli, 40/-; Ariel connecting rod, 15/-; Rover front
fhain cover, 15/-.—Below.

^COTT Sparefi.—Crankcase, £4: frame, £3: cylinders,
y-y £3; flywheel, 50/-; forks, £4; cranks, "12/6; con-
necting rods, 10/-; pistons, 10/-; tank, 20/-; rear
•sprocket. 20/-; large stock of parts for all motor cycles:
stamped envelope reply. Clos~6"l p.m. Thursdays.—Britnell
Bros., 43-45, High St., Fnltam. 'Phone: Putney 1652.

[2129
SPEEDOMETEE Sped a lists.-All makes supplien

new. Jones and John Manville. trip modele,
70/-: replacements; repairs in all departments, all work
done on the premises. Sent' your enquiries before trying
otherf, prompt attention, small repairs same day. Trade
supplied.—Pioneer Accessories, Speedometer Supply.
Eepairing Co., 211 , Shaftesbury Av.. London, W.C,
'Phone: Gerrard €898. [1025

BARKER
BARGAINS
FODTHECICUST
The special attention of all motor
cyclists is directed to the extra-
ordi'-ary -values detailed below.
Orders of El are sent post free to

any address in the United Kingdom.

300 ^
GOVERN-
MENT
R.A.F.
TAN
LEATHER

HELMETS
for Motoring.
All new goods
made tromthe
finest quality

Skins, lined

throughout
with Chamois _ „ .j- , vi«
Leather and real Nutria Beaver Fnr. Adjustable

ear rolls r^nd head straps. Suitable for Ladies or

Gents. Full sizes. This remarkable offer

cannot be repeated. Cost

to manufacture to-day 63/-

BARKER Price

Postage gd.

John Barker and Gompy., Ltd.

KEiMSINGTON, W.8.

SOLDERING ROTS THE WIRE.
The Nippa Patem
Solderless Nipple.
Fitted in a momen.

without heat.

2 for i/ij— 3''- '"-'

doz. post tree.

BOTTOMLEY, Park Lane, Reigate

MAGNETe RERAIRS
FLAT RATE CHARSES

I «( Z CYL* MACHrNES 32/6
4-Si6 •• •• 57/6 -

FELLOWS MAQNETO C? LT?
PARK.RGYAL LONDON.N.W.IO

pH0HE"WllLESDEN"l66O."6RAMS"qulXMA f LONDON

The "STREAMLINE SILENCER."

S«*nd outside diameter of exhaust pipe.

Length ig". Max. Dia. 3^"

T. C. THACKER. 13, Emscote Hd. WARWICK

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue 1^57



COLD WATER
CLEANER

The great thing about
Gre-Solvent is that it

removes grease with
cold water. No matter
where you are or what
state you get your
hands in, Gre-Solvent
will make them perfect-

V clean in a moment.
Always carry Gre-
Solvent and be sure
of clean hands.

4H., 8d. & 1/9.
hrom Garages, Ironmon-

gers and Sloret.

GODDARD'S LTD.
MOTOR HOUSES TO SUIT EVERYBODY
Made in sections to bolt together,
of well seasoned timber, and sent
carriage paid at prices from £6 10s

SPECIAL
OFFER
10% discou t

during

Novembei only.

Sen^ for List

post free,

J
CROWN WORKS, VICARAGE LANE, ILFORC.

I SELL BEAUTIFUL LEATHER
in 20 djfferert colours, only

lid. per sq. ft.
SALE PRICE.

"i ou can cover your own
Chairs, or make your own
Gloves, CushioDS, Dorothy
Bags and Stylish Hat= in

any colour.
Send 2Cl. slarop (oi- full set o"
lovely patterns. 1 give away
quite FREE to purchaser::- ot

leather, paper patterns- and in-

structions, showing how to make
Hnts, Bags. Cushions; and Gloves.

A. E. CATT Leather Merchant, NORTHAMPTON"

'He^^^f cna Abi. -Tt^t^/

The Man who rides knows waai
is wanted.

Write no-w- fcr my Boof^lk
IRVINE SMITH,

Buttershaw BRADFORD frffimPHF^' ? j^t

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
1 Q2^ Douglas; handle-bars, 8/-; Fallolite lamp and
J-»/ D.A. cylinder, with brackets, £2; P. and H.
head lamp, large, 10/-; Triumph front wheel, 20/-

;

Triiimph front forks complete, 50/-; Triumph cylinder
and piston. 25/-; Triumph front guards, as new.
8 / 6 ; Tan-Sad, sh op-soilcd , 22 / - ; Pedley knee grip,
fi/-; HF vulcaniser, complete witli tools and
materials, £il/10, perfect.—Houchin, 189a, High
St., Peckham, S.E.15, [2236

WHEELS I Wheels! Wheels.—Motor cycle wheels
built to order; all sizes in stock; motor cycle

irnmes repaired, altered, and broiight up to date; side-

car chassis repairs; contracts wajited lor frame and
wheel building, customers' own materials; motor- cycles
overhauled, enamelling" and plating; wanted, all kinds
ol motor cycle parts cheap for cash, such as engines,
frame-?, wheels, etc.—Pelidletun, 28. Lonsdale Sq.,
Liverpool Ed., Loudon, K.l. [2241

PISTONS with highest quality rings and gudgeons
for 2-^4h.p J.A.P., \QI-', 4h.p., 6h.p., and Sh.p.

J.A.P., 21/-; 2^h.p, Premier. 18/-; 3>$h.p. and 7-9
h.p. Premier, 21/-; B.S.A., 20/-; Triumph, 2"0/'-;

Rover, 20/-; 2>$h.p. and Si^^h p. Singer, 21/-; Budge^
21/-; 234h.p. Douglas, 12/-; 100 different typss in
stock; special pistons in 48 hours, 25/-, complete;
approval against cash; trade discounts.—C.M.D, Engi-
neering Co., Piston Works, Dearaington. Spa. 'Phone:
76S. [2703

"JQ13 7-9h.p. Indian, in parts -or complete; £19/10,
-^*^ good condition. 1914 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch,
bargain; £26/10. SV^h.p. Triumph cylinder, 17/6;
Villiers, 15/5. Sh.p. J.A. P. aluminium piston, 15/-;
3Voh.p. oversize Rover piston, 17/6, Pair Enfield-
Jao pistons, 30/-; 3-sneed Oppermanu gear box with
clutch, £3/10. 1919-20 3h.p. Cleveland,- 2-speed,
clutch, £22/10. Lot Armstrong Mark VI. hub gear
pares, 25/-.—1,551, Great , Western Rd., Glasgow.

[2645
SPECIAL to Triumph Riders.-We are anxious to

get into touch with all Triumph riders. We will
send you free a new rear Triumpli brake block, to-
gether wi'th our catalogue of Triumph parts, upon
receipt of your enquiry, enclosing 2d. stamp. Our
price.s arc practically 50% under list; below w-e give
you four examples. Ca-ll if you can; if not, write to
us; we confidently say that we can give you the
best service obtainable. Don't delay, wrtte now.—
Below.

PISTONS, brand new, complete with pin and rings,
11/6 (list 24/6).—Below.

FRONT W'heels, heavv gauge spokes, plated and
lined, 25/- (list 55/->.~Below.

"OEAR Wheels, ditto, 40/- (li^t 82/8).—Below.

FRONT Brake.^, complete with all fiUings, 15,-
(lisfc 52/-).—Below.

1 Q22 All-chain Triumphs, brand new; £88; ex-
-Lt/ tended payments and old bicycles taken in part
exchange. -Let your old bicycle pay your first de-
posit.

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineeriaig Co., Ltd.,
26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292._

0'-2 minute from Brixton Skating Rink.) Look fcr
the Golden Arrow. [2534

1,000 Palmer Tubes, 26x2^4, 2~;'n, and 2\'-2, new and
guaranteed, 3/6 each, new buttenders, 2/10 each,

trade supplied. New lightweight Amac, 25/6. New
Schebler, 38/6. 500ft. latest Renolds chain, %y.ya,
3/11 ft.; '%x^A, 3/7 it. Triumph countershaft frame,
practically complete machine less ecgine and gear box,
£10/10. 500 12in. screwdrivers, e'/od. each; 5/6 doz.
Brown gauntlet driving gloves, etrapped wrist, 2/2
pai), 3 pairs 6/-. Sh.p. Douglas cycle car gear box,
£5/10.--AVilliams, 17, Maideu Lane, Strand. [2599

EAGLES.—N.S.U. type 2speed engine-shaft gears
with free engine and adjustable pulley, universally

acknowledged the most perfect of its type, specially
made to suit Triumph, B.S.A., Bradbury. Precision,
Humber, Rover, Norton, Premier, Singer, Rudge
L.M.C., Abingdon, T.D.C., New Hudson, Arno, James'
price £9/18; also to suit J.A.P., Ariel. Peugeot, Fafnir,
Minerva, Rex, and other engines with large recessed
pulleys up to 8h.p., £10/10; easy to fit, no alteration
to motor cycle necessary ; trade enquiries invited.—
Eagles and Co., Acton Hill Works, Showrooms, Spares.
and Repaii Dept.. 275, High St., Acton, W.3, 'Phone :

Chiswick 556. [0161

BUI' while the slump lasts.—I-'ram e, eouinlete v;ith
Giv'ulua gear tj'pe rear, g\it, £1/15; New Hudson

frame with stand, countershaft and chain cases com-
plete, immeu.se bargain, £2/5; lightweight Fingle-speed
frame, £1/15; frame for Triumph engine, £2/5; twin
silencer for light car, J2./6; two incomplete sidecar
ohassis, 19/6 each : one light chassis, less springt^,

£1/5;. brake rime, 3/- each; rims, 700x80, 10/- pair:
assorted silencers, 3/6 each; assorted handlebars, all

types, 5/6 each; mudguards, black, 7/6 pair; acljust-

ablo pulley, 5/-; Binks carburetter, lirand new, £2/15;
gear boxes, dirt cheap, all types; crossover brakes,
8/6 each ; footrests, complete with lodfi, 5/6 set

:

.second-hand carburetters, 10/6 ; one T.D.G. engine,
ui^ed. £3/10; one complete motor cycle, new, snip, £23,
Stamp for reply.—Motorities, 191, Sweetman St., Wol-
verhampton. [2117

TROUBLE WITH
YOUR BELTS? Try

The Perfect Dressing for all Motor Belts.

GRYPYT

MAKE THE ENGINE JOINTS WITH

METALASTENE.

ALUPOL.
The Perfect Polish for Aluminium.

Large Tubes, 1/3.

0/ all Live Agents, all Halford Depots, J . Gios c. Ltd"
London, or post' freefrom

METALASTENE CO., POULTON-LE-FYLDE.

A.O.U. e DAYS' TRIALI
1910 Ariel machine won silver medal.Jamesiniicliine wonrilvor

j

medal. 1920 Scott mMchinea won t.am prize and six gold

inedtils. 1921 Matchless iniictiinea won team prize, two gold i

and two silver medals. F.N. machines won two gold and two ;

silver medals, plus bonu^ marks for petrol coiisumptian

AIL I. PITTED WITH THEi
W.S.R.VARIABLEJETADAPTER
Speed, power, economy, easy starting, slow runnmu, choked

jet done away with. Stops tour-sri"Qkine ontwo-strnke machines.

AMAC. B. & B., S/6
Senspray,Triumplf, Claudel

Hobson, -vicr' Zenith,

Cedos Carburetters lO/G
,

and others. . ,

Postage and Packing m,
,

If fitted with BOWDEN:
CONTROL 11 /e EXTRA.

}^ I fe ? ."^f**^ tt When ordering state length o(

jet, includiQR pins andyeaiof
carbnretter. Write for leaflet,

it willinterestyoii.

~^

RUOGEBROS

SAFETY FIRST
Tit your mecliani. jU born with (he

patent W.S.R. foot operated bracket
adapter, an 1 keep your hands ou the

h indle-hare. Simple to lit: reinova

bra ket, revei-se horn, and fit our caat

iluminiuni bra- ket .ind iietlid. Bolt on

footboards (boltH suppISc:d|.

For Khixon, rimith and Stewart

lioruB. Price 6s., post free. Pleaae

state makeof liom when onlering.

oraU iccJl-inionii Ajeiits, ordlreat

from

Mo^or Fittings Manafactareri,
, FLE3T ST.. BIBMINGHAM.

Preserve yoxaci

Cylinder.

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oil.

Tins 1 2 and 3/-

post frea

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd.,

HULL, England.)

fPLITDORF '

=

CREEN JACKET
UNBREAKABU

fPARKING PLUefi
Amclican Supplies Co. ltd 6 City Boad E.C *

B5« All letters relating to adveitisenient.s should quote the number sit the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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\

ALUMINIUM VALVE CAPS.
IMPROVED DESIGN.

After much csperimentiog . we
have now produced an improved
valve cap. This is far superior

both in appearance and efficiency

to any other on the market.

In ctock for -Douglas. Triumph,

B.S.A., A.J.S., Blacliburne,

Rover, Norton. J.A.P., Sun-

beam, P. & M., 8 h.p. Rover,

Light Car; other malces to

order.

Each 5/-

TRIUMPH SETS.
New extra wide Back and Front Mudguards. Full

protection to rider.

Rd. bSS,7o3-

FroDt 25/' Back IS/** Undergaard 15/"

EXHAUST PIPES.

The New Improved Exhaust System for the 2? h.p.

Douglas, handsomely nickel plated, 27/6.

Straight through exhaust pipes, direct Erom engine, no
back pressure, all in stock, no waiting.

mCKEL PLATED. Triumph, all years; Norton, Rudge,

ikiel. Rover, Sunbeam, B.S.A., 1922 pattern A.J.S.,

.''illiers (suitable for machines fitted .mth Mark 2 or 3

ngines without magneto flywheel), Raleigh, P. & M.,
'

.evis, 2 and 4 pin flange, all complete with clip and
fishtail, 21/- each.

COPPER. Triumph, Sunbeam, Rudge, complete with

clip and fishtail, 21/-.

j h.p. DOUGLAS. Nickel plated, complete with clip

and 2 union nuts 21/-, fishtails 5/- pair.

: h.p. DOUGLAS. A.B.C., N.U.T., 7-9 Indian, heavy
:ickel plated, complete with clips and fishtails,

37/6 per pair.

Ishtails all sizes in stock. Nickel 3/6, Copper 5/6.

SPECIAL PIPES made to order.

THE NEW ROBINSON SILENCER
'ery efi&cient tor a I straight through pipes, i \

,

i\, and if, other sizes

to order, 8/6 each. We
invite you to test these

silencers, and will take

them back willingly if

not satisfactory.

SADDLES.
atest Tj'pe grained

ather top. A good

irviceable saddle. Large

.2e 21/-. Small for

ightweights, 17/6. Less

ban halt list price,

'ostage 1/3.

LEATHER
MOTOR
COATS.

Made from best

quality chrome
leather, double-
breasted, lined

tweed, in all sizes.

£6 10

Short Motor
Cycle Coats,
same quality.

£5 5

LADIES'
COATS.

Made from best

quality suede
leather in all

colours, complete
with fur-trimmed
hat to match.

£7 7
Send for Shade card.

OLYMPIA
SHOW.
We are showing at

15, MACLISE ROAD,
adjoining Olympia and opposite
Addison Road Station. Make a
note of the address. It will pay

you to give us a visit.

THE NEW OMEGA.
£25

Wonderful value. The little machine with
a big Future. Guaranteed speed 25 to

35 m.p.h. Operated by one lever. An
ideal Ladies' mount. Easy starting.

Saddle only 26 inches from ground.
Weight 75 lbs.

la stock for immediate delivery.

Easy terms arranged.
Catalogue and full particulars by post.

SEATLESS TROUSERS
Made from heavy double- texture
guaranteed waterproof material; clasp
fasteners . leather waistbelt, and straps

for boots in all sizes,,

21/- pair. Lighter
weight single texture,
rubber lined 15/11.

Waterproof

Overalls.
Single legs, clasp fas-

teners, open all the way
down, double - texture
material for real hard
wear, 15/11. Single tex-

ture, rubber lined, 13 6
per pair. When order-
ing state leg measure-
ments.

MOTOR GAUNTLETS.
Cape, tan lined, 10/6. Keep you
warm. Sheepskin Gauntlets,
lined throughout natural wool,
8/6. Real Asbestol Gauntlets,

guaranteed 5 years,

21/-. Best Fur
Gaimtlets, lined in-

side and out, 30/-,

R.A.F. with Mitt,

37/6. Send for a
pair on approval.

LADIES' MOTORING HATS.

Made of soft suede leathsr in all colours. Turned up

they make an ideal walking-out hat, turned down you

have a comlortable, warm motoring hat.

Leather and Fur 30/^

Leather only, in plain or Jazz colours 25/*" ^^^'^-

WIDE MUDGUARDS.
As iUustrated. Suitable for

2-J and 4 b.p. Douglas fitted

with old type forks, also

Triumph and B.S.A., 21/-.

Wide rear guards, Triumph,
16/-. B.S.A., 21/-. Triumph
Pattern Front, 12/6. Levis

Front, 12/6. Hear, 7/6.

Douglas T.T., 17/6 pair.

Leather Helmets.
All leather, feece lined, 7/6 and

10/6. R.A.F. pattern, as illus-

trated, trimmed fur and Chamois

[ined, 21/- ; lined throughout fur,

22/6. Long " R.A.F. Winter

pattern, brand new, 27/6.

HANDLE J BARS.
The New Half Moon Flat pattern, as now being fitted,

lin. stem, lin. top, and |in. stem, Jin. top, 21/-. We have
also specially designed a new handlebar for the 2%
Douglas, similar to the A.J.S. T.T. pattern, 17,'6. Special
Clearance offer—Slightly soiled Douglas Flat T.T..,

Jin. stem, |in top ; Touring, §in. stem, lin. top, 1921;
Flat T.T.

,
4|in, stem, gin. top; Semi T.T. lin. stem,

lin. top, 14/6 pair. Touring Bars, lin. stem, lin top, and
gin. stem, gin. top, 10/- pair. Shop soiled bars, 7/6 pair.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " 77ie Motor Cycle.**- B63
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All Motor Cyclists in Town for the SHOW should visit
£SZAB£ZSH£Z>

TJne
CitysOwnStor^

POST ORDERS:
Those unaHe to make a call may ord°r
by po ?t on the fames Benetfink Money
back Guaran^c". Early Ordering is
advised. Treasury notes should be

sent in registered envelopes.

Great November Offer of
GENUINE

PALMER
MOTOR CYCLE
CORD COVERS
NEW and GUARANTEED—
Not W.D. or Clearance,

The Palmer Company, having decided -on new moulds, bave disposed of the whole
of their present pattern stock to us, the bulic of which has already been sold. At
the time of going to press we can supply all of the undermentioned, but we m'ge
the necessity of ordering PER RETURN.
34x2 PALMER
2-ply 3 Ribbed,

26x2 PALMER
Cord 3 Ribbed-

ln/C 26X2* to fit 21 PALMER 99 /C
Price lU/O Cord 3 Ribbed. Price ^^/D

91/ r.5ox-63 PALMER 9e/
Price i'L!" Cord 3 Ribbed. Price t-Dj"

OTHER TYRE BARGAINS
FDETHER REDUCTIONS—Our policy of standing by these TjTes has convinced
thousands of shrewd JVIotor-Cyclists that itpaj-s to take advantage of these offers:

—

Size. Price.

24 X 2\ Continental Extra Strong Rubber Non-Skids 22/6

26x2-' 1 " " "' "' "' " iiii

* t Hutchinson T.T. Rubber Studded 17'6
I ., ,. „ „ „ „ 18/-

I
Continental Extra Strong Rubber Non-Skid 2^/Q

y
-

(New)
i'^l y

(
Extra Heavy Rubber Studded (New) ... 23/9
Continental 5-ply Extra Strong Rubber ,, _ ,

Non-Skid (New) o5/-
(The heaviest tyre made in this size)

to fit 2i )

^'^"'^'^^' ^^ ^^^ Junior Rubber Non-Skid 10/9

650x65 Palmer Heavy Cord 27/6
r Continental Extra Heavj' 5-ply Rubber ^_

700 V so] Non-Skid (New) o5/-

I

Super Chain Rubber Non-Skid (N .w) ... 37/6
{Gioodyear Diamond A 11-Weather

Goodrich Safety Tread

American Rubber Non-Skids

26x21

26x2i
to fit 2i

26x2J 1
Ih J

37/6

35/-

35/-

Non"lSkid 55/-
(Fit one to your rear wheel, and note the extra comfort and wear.)

Carriage 1/3 extra.

INNER TUBES—Reduced Prices !
Every Tube perfectly made of Heavy Red Rubber, complete with standard valve

^ovwsize 1 ^""^•"^"^'•^ •''"P'y ^^^^^ Heavy Rubbei-

for 28
size r

x3) J

and bolt valve plate.

24x2
Price

24x2}
Price

26x2
Price

3/6

3/9

3/6

Brand new and boxed,

26x2l
Price

iricV 4/3

4/-

26X2A

GUARANTEED

Price

650 X 65
Price

700 X 80
or 28 X 3tofit2"i 4/9

Post;

BENETFINKS,
Postage gd. extra.

4/9

4/9

5/6

3,000 MILS';

28X2i
Price

28x3
Price
29x3*
Price

5/6

5/6

7/6

MOTOR-CYCLISTS'

CLOTHING
for Winter Wear.

Motor-Cycling HELMETS.
lu Tan Leather,IinedFIeece.
Ear flaps can be closed or
neatly rolled. Strap and
buckle chin fastening. C //»

Post4d. Price'D/D
In Best Chrome Leather,
Chamoislined, 10/6 post free

Tan Leather
UND. K- C-OAT
'34 ins. in length with Storm
Flap and wind-cuffs. Ex-
cellent for winter riding.

I
Tan Leather Touring

HELMETS
Lined Fleece and trimmed
in fine quality fur. Rolled
ear guards. An e^cception-
ally good, w^m Helmet at
a competitive price lO/C

Post free 1^/u
Superior quality 16/6

Ladi es* Smart Tan
LEATHER CAPS
Lined Fleece and trimmed
handsome fur peak and
band. Very warm and
comfoi table in wear 1Q /C

Price 10/

D

Post Free,

Price 50

Benetfinks "IDEAL"
MOTOR-CYCLING SUITS

Strongly made of Fawn
Double Texture material
absolu tely waterproof.
Built on the best scheme
to ensure comfort and \

durability. Doub le -

breasted coat with belt.

Seat] ess Trousers, wi th
storm gusset. Sizes 36 in.

to 44 in chesi.'

Per Suit

42/-
Superior quality 50/- I

; „j

HUGE PURCHASE OF

GLOVES

FOOTMUFFS
A welcome comfort for the
Sidecar passenger. Snug
and warm. Trimmed and
lined fur in Green, Blue and
Red. Price, post

free

Ditto, all fur outside and
Imed fur 30/-

16/9

214k

AMERICAN ARMY DISPOSALS.
Faced Real Horsehide in Dark Tans and Drabs
Unlined, with 2 in. canvas faced gauntlet cuffs,
and gusset, drawn close with strap and press
stud. Will remain soft and pliable
after rain and stand any kind of
rough wear. Post 4d. Pair

28/- per dozen pairs, post free.

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF WATERPROOF
MOTCR-CYCLE COVERS.
Made from Government proofed Cambric eye-
letted at each comer. Liglit and folds up com-
pactly. Absolutely waterproof and affords invalu-
able protection to the machine. Post free < JJ /

Solo .Size, 9 X 6 ft. Pric^ 10/

"

Price iitijXi
Can also be supplied in Green Proofed Fabric,

ra'ther heavier, at same price.

CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.I.
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THE LATEST

gEN/AMJN
ELECTRIC HORN

forMOTOR C

INCORPORATING ALL THE
SPECIAL FEATURES WHICH
HAVE MADE BENJAMINHORNS pre-e:minent

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC U^ Tar.ff Rd.Totrenham N.I7

COIVIPI-ETE WITH
ARMOURED CABLE
AND NOVEL OESICN
HANOLS BAR SWITCH

22 6

WHITELEYS
AGENCIES INCLUDE ALL THE BEST
AND MOST POPULAR MACHINES.

Agents tor

A.J.S., ALLON,
BEARDMORE, B.S.A.,

BLACKBURNE,
CALTHORPE, CONNAUGHT,
CHATER-LEA, COTTON,
DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD, EXCELSIOR,
HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
INDIAN, JAMES,
LEA-FRANCIS, LEVIS.
MATCH .^ESS,

NER-A-CAR, "

NEW HUDSON,
NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, OMEGA,
P. & M., QUADRANT,
RALE GH, RUDGE,
SCOTT, SUN, SUNBEAM,
TRIUMPH, ZENITH.

1922 MACHINES AT BARGAIN PRICES.
SOLO.

NEW HUDSON, 2J h.p. single speed
CALTHORPE, 2J h.p. J.A.P. 2-speed
O.K. MARK XI., 2-speed
O.K. MARK XV., 3-speed, C/K.S. .

.

O.K. BLACKBURNE, 2J h.p. 3-speed
ALLON, 2'J h.p., 2-speed, C/K.S. ..

ENFIELD, 2J h.p. Sports, 2-speed .

.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H, a-spced
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D . s-speed
B.S.A., 41 h.p.. Model H3, 3-Epeed . .

JAMES, Si- h.p.. Model 7
JAMES, 4J h.p.. Model 6, 3-speed .

.

MARTINSYDE, 3i h.p., Sports ..

RALEIGH, 2J h.p., 2-ipeed, C,K.S. .

.

NORTON, 3* h.p.. Model 16H
and

NER-A-CAR, a tinique all weather
utility machiae for lady or gent
or £11 o o deposit and 12 monthly
payments of £3 17 o.

£ s. d.

29
49
39
55
62 10
49 10
47 10
89 O
99
72
89
89
79
54 10
99

55

w M WHITELEY LIP:

COMBINATIONS.
£ s. d.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D.C. .. 129
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H.C. .. 119
B.S.A., 4!^ h.p.. Model H2 .. .. 95
" P. & M." 4i h.p., 4-speed ... 115
JAMES, 4i h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S. .. 115
JAMES, 7 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S. .

.

129
BLAOKBURNE,OEC, 8 h.p.3-speed 129
B.S. A., 6 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S. .. 105
NEW HUDSON, U h.p., 3-speed.. 110 O
A.J. S., 7 h.p. Standard Model .. 149

ANY MACHINE SUPPLIED ON
DEFERRED PAYMENT TERMS.
4% extra on the Cash Price is all that Whiteleys ask
for the convenience of Deferred Payments. Wliiteleys
Motor Sales, and, more important still, the Deferred
Payment Plan {a system that Whiteleys originated),
are entirely under the control of Whiteleys and free
from outside influence of any kind.

QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON,
W.2.

In aniucriiui these ad i-eitisements it is desirable to mention "TJie Motor Gi/cle.
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For Rough Weather Riding
THE FINEST BOOTS OBTAINABLE
These wonderful bargains in the finest quahty all leather

foot-wear are the greatest boon any motor cyclist can
have. They always keep the feet and legs dry, warm and
comfortable, no matter how cold and wet the day maybe-.

No motor cyclist can afford to be without them.

Officers Field Service

TRENGH
BOOTS
Every boot is made of the finest quahty
Government leather, and is guaranteed to

be brand new. They are particularly well

made knee-high boots of very smart appear-

ance. The uppers are soft and pliable, yet

stout and durable. The full length tongues
and side buckles effectively prevent any
water penetrating. They are absolutely

waterproof, extremely comfortable to wear
and easy to slip on or off. In all sizes

from 4 to 12, black or brown.

The smaller sizes suitable for ladies

CALL and Examine
them at our ShowrOOms

OFFICERS COLONIAL seIvPce BOOTS
Made of the finest Willow Calf procurable. SoUd Leather through-

out. The soles are i inch thick, the uppers soft and pliable.

Acknowledged by experts to be the finest ankle boot ever offered

to the British Public. In black or brown. Sizes 6 to 12. Our Price

Postage and packing 1/6 extra.

BRITISHARMYBOOTS 17/6 OFFICERSBLACK orBROWNBOOTS 25/.

LONDON ARMY BOOT OP
Government Contractors,

Dept. (M.C.), 186, Bishopsgate, London, E.G. 2.
(Adjoining Bisliopsgate Police Station.)

In answerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A39
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GOES FURTHEST
^^^'

J

CHALL
ON EVERY TIN.

INSIST EMPHATICALLY

H.M 5/3 per gal. in sealed drums

S.F. 5/- „ „

SUPEROL.—The Super Oil that

retains its fluidity in cold weather.

519 -per gat. in sealed drums.
CrjLrt.i-Lt NGE OIL CO. LTD., Howard WorRs.StoUe Newin- ton, London, N 16.

CH\RT 0' Ri^COMMFNnATIONS.

MOTOR CYCLES s w mrm cycle s w
A.B.C. HH HM Iv-y 2 trokc . SF S
AJ.5. HM HM James .

.

HMHM
Alloii SF SF J.E.S. .. , HMSF
Ariel HJSI HM Lea-Fraiicis . HMSF
Biackhurne .

.

HM HM Levis SF SF
Brouyh HiM HH MatcHess HM HM
B adbujy HM HM Metto "lylev . SF SF
B.S.A. HM HM Mem Hud_TOn . HM SF
CaltliorroT.A.P.HM HM New Imperial. HMHM
Ca thorpe. Norton .

.

SF SF
2-siroie ,. SF SF N. U. T. HM SF

CIiater-Lca .

.

HM HM P. & M. HM HM
Cyno HM HM Rover .. HiNI HM
Koi.glas B-M HM Roy il Er.Sekl H-M HM
Exce'sior.British

2-stroke SF SF
OtiiermodesHJIHH

Rry.lKnby ..

Rudge .

.

HM HM
HMSF

F.N H HM R.ileigh HM HM
Harley-Davidson H HiM Scott .. SF SF

Henderson A A Sunbeam HM HM
Hi.nibcr HM SF Triurapli HM HM
Indian HMSF Zenith .. HM HM

W—Winter,

WIND

SCREENS.

FURTHE-f REDUCTIONS.
No lifting or undoing to get out.
Gives perfect protection and always a clear view.
Can be folded out of sight wjien not in use.
No fitting required—fixed in five minutes.

Price £3 5 O, complete with Apron. Triplex Glass 24/- extra.

Adjustable Side Screens for Matchless, 14/6
EACH

Messrs Atk nson's 49, Cou"ly RoatJ, Swii d n.

Dear bir.v— 1 shou d like to tell you h w plea ed w- are witS tli sc'een.

There w s no dimcul y abojt ht ing t, a d i fi s the sidf car exacly ai\d func-

t O' s d n rably. Be ore la ing any o d r I wen- verv carelul'y into he matter
th- various n^at-e'? r( wnd-so e'ns on th ^ m rket and am satisfied that

1 COULD NOT GET A BETTER.—Yours laithful y. W. E LOW! HER.

ORTO HOODS
Complete with Curtains and

all fittings

£2 15 O to £3 15 O
Two-seater Hoods, £3 ISO

to £4-7 6.
30 different models in stoclc to fit

all the leading makes. Lists free.

3U6, Oxbridge Road,

Shepherd's Bush, W.
Hammersmith 140

ATKlNSON^S,
'Phone - . . - .

U
ff

MtheBest
DC^ I p It -m: p s
POSITIVE mcchamcal lubrication
under nn.ennAitinme
S T TtCN a.- SAFB: S IMFLE

The BEsf
•-—-•——--

G ALLQ-ME T EP^
mstsmxaxitoxxshf tndicates M. F. Q

The. CONCENmiC"'PATi^^
'NON-IBAK PETROL TAP
Solves Ae Petrol Valve Troblein ...

-»

DCO I LUBRICATORS

OC^^ Ir Motor G^cling-

BEST ^
Sc f STAND

^v^«K . LLOYD I 2fi4
IKttilDSWOKm % OLYMPIA
BlKMn«5HSK

A40 In answerino these, advertisements it is desirabjc to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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PRICES FOR 1923.
I| H.P. 150 c.c. 2 stroke Motor Cycle.

Victoria Villiers. £ s. d.

Fixed Model . . 25
2.speed gear . .28

Klechic Head Lamp only . 1 10 estia.

2| H.P. 250 c.c. 2 stroke Motor Cycle.
Victoria Villiers. £ s. d.

Fixed Gear Model 38
2-speed Gear Model 45
2-speedC.£r'K. Start48

Handle-bar clutch for fixed and
S^speed models .... 1 17 6 extra.

2 stroke Motor Cycle,
d.

7t\ H.P. 350 C.C.

Victoria Villiers. £
3-speed Gear model 50
3.speedC.&K. Start 55
Combination Model 70

Electric lighting outfit for 2^ and
3JH.P 4 10 extra.

s.

2| H.P. 350 c.c. Four stroke Motor Cycle.
Victoria J.A.P. £ s. d.

3-specdC.e'K.Start 65
Combination . . . 80

4 H.P. 550 c.c. Four stroke Motor Cycle.
Victoria J.A. P. £ s. d.

3-specd CfiPK. Start 75
Combination . . . 90

VICTORIA MOTOR & CYCLE Co., Ltd.,
Telephones:

514 & 515 Brid^eton. VICTORIA WORKS, DENNISTOUN, GLASGOW. Telegrams

:

Bicycle. Glasgow.'

I WINTER RIDING
\Y/HY travel in discomfort ? Easting

Sidecar Screens are adjustable to any
position to give infallable protection from
wind, rain, dust, or cold and make a sidecar

as cosy as a coupe, wiater or summer.

TRICES REDUCED AGAIN!
Royal £4 12s. Standard £3 12s. Bal)y£2 15s.

"TOURIST** HANDLEBAR SCREEN
The new Easting Handlebar Screen gives the rider

adequate protection from Biting Winds, Hail, Snow, o(

Ram, and can be fitted to any motor cycle.

PBKE: SCREEN £2 2s. Comfilete with Apron £2 14s.

WrlU fo ' Catalogue to

EASTING WINDSCREENS. LTD.
132. STEELUOOSE LANE, BIHMINGHAM.

London Office
'

24, FINSBURY SQUARE. LONDON.

SEE OUR EXHIBITS
STAND 184 OLYMPIA

In answerina these advertisemtnta it is desirable, to mention "The Motor Cycle
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fotao Iriorie

SEE and HEAR
THE PROTAOPHONE
FOR VALUE, PRICE,
AND MELLOW TONE
The Protaophone is the best bargain in
Gratnaphones' to-day, not only for tone
and appearance, but in actual price.

Protaophones can be supplied in the
following prices :

—

45/-, £3 15 0, £12 10
These are our standard machines, but we have many Protaophones at a
cheaper price ranging frbm j;0/- upwards.

Tfink ! During the winter months you will not want to be out in the cold,
but, if you acquire a Protaophone, your evenings around the Preside will be
happiness itself.

A visit to our Showroom will convince you of the merits of the Protaophone,
and w^e invite you to come and hear our machines at

PROTAO (Showroom) 88, LeadenhaU Street, E.C.3.

IF YOU WANT

"TRANQUILLITY"
IN 1923

you must be sure and see that your new machine

is fitted with an

AMAC CARBURETTER
All the latest models, including the new ultra
lightweight described fulfy in

The Motor Cycle, November gth, page 673,
Motor Cycling, November ist, page 788,

will be shown on our Stand at OLYMPIA.

STAND No. 204

AMAC^ Ltd.) Nr. wiTTON STATION, Bimuiighain.

Unequalled for upper lubrication,

THE FINEST INVESTMENT EVElR OFFERED
TO THE PUBLIC.

A Startling Fact!
After you have bought your first 32 oance tin of

Miracle Oil for 12/6, you may continue to buy
and use Miracle Oil year by yeat and it will not
cost you another shilling,

A bold statemenif but a fact. . .

The F eason.' By t^e time you Iiave used your first tin you' will have
saved your original outlay ol 12/6.

This 12/6 saved will buy you another tin and this will keep on repeating
itst^lf. '

This saving is efTected by Increased mileage. x '

By decreased wear and tear in the K^ent reduction of frlotion and
heat in the nio-st vital part of your engine. - ..

By prolongation of the lie of your engine.

By greatly reduced; expense—your engine ,Jieeding,- to be..decarr
bot'ised less frequently.

Py rj^ducert loss of the use of your car when this is being; done.

By I'arfely reduced upkeep cost.

In addition to the above you have the fiujierlative pleasure
of a sweet-running engiye. - ,.

'

All this s the result of the Perfect Upper Lubrication
obtaine I by the use of lOnRACIiB OIL.

BEWARE OF CHEAP IMITATIONS.
Sole Proprietors ;

The Concord Co., Ltd., 18 Berners Street, London, W.l.

Sole Agents /or Scotland afui Ireland-

Ibe Ciaigie EngineeiiDg Co., Ltd., 26, Elmbank Sttest, Glasgow. -—
A42 Tn answering these advertisements it is deshahle to mention "The Motor Cycle.''
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ALLDAYS & ONIONS. LTD., ask the

honour of your company to the Motor Cycle

Show, Olympia, Nov. 25 to Dec. 2, lo

view their models at STAND 73. The

famous ALLON 292 c.c. 2-stroke; the

new ALLON 350 c.c. 4.stroke.

C?
MOTORING • CAMP IMa- fm
TOURING •EQUIPMENT irfl/.

1 A
COMPLETE WEATHER PROTECTION

FOR MOTORCYCLISTS.

MOTORCYCLE SHOW

Absolute

Car

Comfort

and Perfect

Protection.

STAND 51
Protecls your Machine when Standing.

1V/IOTORCYCLISTS can now have complete protection from the
^~* elements.fromdust and din, from mud and water-splashing,

from wind and cold, and at the same time unbelievable
comfort even in inclement weather.

The T.O.M. Motorcycle Windscreen and Leg Shields have beea
perfected and tested under all conditions. Engine cooling
has been allowed for, and the Shields do not collect but
sheer off the dirt. Easily detachable. Handsome appearance.
When not riding is lowered to cover the machine to the saddle,
thus protecting from raia.

Easily fitted to any machine. Windscreen and Leg Shields
priced separately or complete. Special windcufis can be had
if desired.

Write for full details or call at our Stand 51 (01}anpia),
or visit our handsome new Showrooms at

T^r^lkdi^ 61-62, NEWMAN STREET
(bVo2«»ca OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.l

• i.^i^.a *• Telephone : Museum 8318-9.

In ansiverinr/ tliKstf ndvcrtisements it is desirable to mention "Tlie Motor Cycle." A^I3
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Messrs. Dunhills Ltd. are

exhibiting Motor Clothing

mailo up by tliem on their

Stand No. 66, Ground Floor,

at the Motor Cycle Show.

J/hmtite
Mo'or Cycle Tubes and
Belts are being exhibited at
the Motor Cycle Show
on Messrs. W. & A. Bates,
Ltd., Stand No. 179,
Ground Floor ; Messrs.
A. Roberts & Sons, Ltd.,
Stand No. 4, Ground Floor

is a superior rubber finish giving the
following advantages to

TYRES—WATERPROOF MOTOR CLOTHING
CYCLE BELTS-INNER TUBES

A permanent polished surface that
Lubricating properties that prevent
Grease, Acid, and Heat Resistance.

THE AUTOCAR.—"The impression conveyed by examination
of a section- of a tube manufactured with the Mintite Finish

is that the rutber is somewhat smoother than is normally
the case, and that it has a shppery feel which is peculiar."

AUTO MOTOR JOURNAL.—" From the sample we have ex-

amined, it appears that the Tube is practically self-lubricating,

so that friction between Tube and cover is reduced to the
minimum."

MOTOR CYCLING.—"Judging by the sample which we have
inspected the new Tubes possess a smooth almost silky external

finish, which should ensure that the claims made for their cool

ninning properties are not exaggerated."

does not crack.

chafing and heating by friction.

INDIA-RUBBER WORLD, U.S.A.—" Quite a good pohsh is given
to the Rubber Surface by its use."

DRAPERS' ORGANIZER.—"The samples we have seen should
make highly superior .waterproofs, i.e. for yachtsmen's wear
and lor other uses involving prolonged exposure to water.

" The surface evinces no disposition to crack or peel, and
the mica should effectually prevent any development of
stickiness."

THE LANCET.—"On Trial we find that acids and heat have
little or no effect upon the material."

SUPPLIES OBTAINABLE from MANUFACTURERS at HOME & ABROAD
Paten'ee: LOUIS M INTON,

Phone: 3S76 City. 'Grams :" Represent. Manchester." Trevelyan Building?, MANCHESTER.

SAND or DIE CASTINGS
IN ALUMINIUM.

For Motor Cycles.

Crank Cases,

Chain Cover,

Gear Boxes,

Etc.

Write for

Booklets on
following :

Number Plates

Step Mats,

Repairs.

THE ALUMINIUM MAN

'Phones

:

Clerkenn-ell 4.i66_

(4 lines)

R. W. COAN,
Aluminium Foundries,
2 9 Guswell MA o .d,

LONDON, £:C1.

'Grams;

Krankases
Barb London

SPEEDOMETERS.
The J. W. T.
Records

Accurate iy-
IT IS —

MILES PER HOUR
SEASON MILEAGE
TRIP MILEAGE.

with

IT IS —
IT IS —
IT IS —

Guaranteed for 12 months,
fa r wear and ^ear.

Purely mecl-atiical, and has only
two lirge working pir s.

Beiutif 'llv finished, either plated
or polished.
THE BEST SPEEDOMETER
VALUE IN THE WORLD.

STANDARD CAR TYPE
£3 19 6 complete.

Lummous dial car type
£4 9 6 complete.

CYCLE TYPE STANDARD
£3 9 6 cam.Qlete.

LUMINOUS CYCLE TYPE
£3 19 6 complete.

JjST What The

MOTORING
WORLD
WANTS.
ENGNE EaU PM NT
COMPANY LTD.,

2, Westminster Palace Gardens,
Icndon, .. .1.

A44 In answerina these adveTtisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.'
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Olympia in 192^.

BUT twenty years ago the motor cycle in-

dustry was in its chrysalis stage. To-day
it has assumed such vast proportions that

over 100,000 machines are produced annu-
ally, and it has been computed that some

thirty million pounds are invested in its factories,

arid that its annual wages bill approaches sixteen

millions. Even so> the possibilities for the essen-

tially economical motor cycle are unbounded, and
only the fringe of a vast potential market has
been touched. What are the portents for 1923?

Public interest has never waned. The desire

to possess a motor cycle has never been absent.

High prices and the fear of a material reduction
after purchase were the reasons in numerous cases

for the jjostponement of orders this year. Reli-

ability has been demonstrated over and over
again in trials in every part of the country;
economical at all times, the annual running cost

account has been materially reduced by reduc-
tions in prices of petrol, oil and tyres, so that

1923 holds bright promise for maker and user.

Without doubt the annual Motor Cycle Show
at Olympia is, this year, more interesting than
it has ever been, and a careful study of the

machines exhibited reveals at least the very im-
portant fact that " freak " designs are absent.

Never before perhaps have such sound mechani-
cal principles been so general, and this reflects

great credit upon the motor cycle industry as a
whole.

The trend of motor cycle design forms the
subject of a considered review in this issue, but
three features at once arrest attention :

(1) Tlie progress of the ultra-lightweight.

(2) The increased number of 350 c.c. motor
cj'cles.

(3) The almost general adoption of chain trans-
mission.

Of the ultra-lightweights it may be said that

they are a revival of an old movement which

never progressed because engine design had not

reached the stage of efficiency which now obtains.

These machines for the " man in the street " are

to be found on over twenty stands, and of the

total, 75 percent, are entirely new models. Light-

weight machines have always made a strong ap-

peal to the convert by " reason of their ease

of handling, and it is a vast public which awaits

the arrival of a light and economical mount of

proved efficiency to take the place of the pedal

cycle. In point of numbers, the 250 c.c. motor
cycle of the conventional type easily maintains

the position it gained at the last' Show ; but

the 350 c.c. class is 50 per cent, larger—

a

fact attributable to its remarkable successes.

Single-cylinder motor cycles of' 500 c.c,

although represented by a relatively smaller num-
ber than the 350 c.c. mounts, have also increased

50 per cent. ; but the small twin-cylinder mount
appears to be disappearing despite its charm.

A slight increase in the larger single-cylinder

machine is to be recorded, but not to such a

degree as one would expect, considering that this

type of motor cycle represents the most simple

and economical passenger machine, for even

heavy duty, on the market to-day. The large

sidecar outfit as a class has also increased

slightly, but the opposed twin has no new names
to represent it. Unit construction of engine and
gear box seems to be more favoured than hitherto,

while overhead valves and four-speed gear boxes

are increasing in popularity.

Supported by an even larger number of manu-
facturers than any Show since the war, Olympia
this year is well worth the visit of every motor,

cyclist, even if he resides a day's journey from
the Metropolis ; but for those who cannot attend

—and for those who can—this issue of The
Motor Cycle, with its complete description and
specifications of the exhibits, will confirm that

the advancement of design is indeed general.

=23: .y . y <^/,^/
, / . /, ////,/ ^^///^/<'^..v.v^,<.v-^-^s,<.v vvv^ '^vvvv ::s^ssssd

An index to the advertisements in tiiis issue will be round on page xlii of Supplemen*..



Talk to Tfcem.

n
GENERALLY spend an hour at Olympia admiring
the stand attendants, who meet such variegated

queries with superb 4jatience and courtesy. But
they have a better time than the showmen at the car

exhibition, who get far more tomfool questions in a

day than the massed motor cyclists put in a week.

"Show visitors seem to fall into two main categories

as hecklers. There is the superior individual, who
walks briskly round with another obvious expert as a

companion ; scrutinises the machines rather haughtily

;

disdains the services of the stand attendants ; and limits

his rare queries to some technical fact. At the other

extreme there is the earnest mug, who talks tripe by
the hour at every stand. I will consequently betray

the source of my happiest hours at Olympia. I catch

an enthusiastic designer when he isn't busy, and let

him spread himself as long as he likes to. He always
draws my attention to some items which I should not

have spotted or understood without his help, and his

explanation of his reasons always gives one something
to think about afterwards.

Lucky,

HOW fortunate for our hopes of eternal bliss that

the ten commandments were enacted before

motor cycles were invented. It is many years

since I went to Sunday School ; but, unless memory
betrays me, there is one which denounces any mortal

who covets certain things that don't belong to him.

Moses framed it to keep wonderfully up to date, for

he forbade the faithful to covet each other's houses

and domestic servants, two commodities about which
none of us have had many scruples since the war. But,

mercifully, motor cycles weren't invented at that era,

so a pious man can visit Olympia without committing
deadly sin. At any rate, I hope so, for I am busily

coveting some dozen machines which I have examined
this week.

Dynamos Galore, b«t . . .

SHOW after Show passes, and each year I ransack
both the floor and the gallery of Olympia in

search of a cheap dynamo outfit, w'hich I can
transfer without trouble from one machine to the next,

e.g., from the baby two-stroke which I may be riding

in January to the o.h.v. big twin which constitutes

a man's mount in June. I have yet to discover a

f "1
••Ixion's" •• MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES "are
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The \

Motor Cycle" Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4. \
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solitary example, and no doubt we must wait till

dynamo lighting joins the magneto and the carburetter

as a standardised component, which every engine is

designed to take. In the meantime, there are two main
alternatives before the rider who wants the best kind
of electric lighting and yet changes his mounts often.

One is a^combined magneto-cum-dynamo ; it is never

cheap, but when you sell the machine, you can put
the new mag. on the old 'bus and install your old
dymag. on the new 'bus (unless, of course, you are

switching over to a mount which uses a wholly different

kind of magneto). The other is the kind of dynamo
which employs a speedometer drive off the rear wheel.

H anybody finds any sound alternative at the Show,
r hope he will pass on the information to me, as I get

many oversea queries on the point.

Going Down to the Sea.

Y remarks anent naval motor cyclists provoked
a spirited letter from a ship's wireless officer,

whose enthusiasm is as great as that of. any
R.N. officer, but whose leaves are briefer and less

certain. Writing from Yokohama he enquires what
can be done to facilitate motor cycling for " those

who go down to the sea in ships," though he person-

ally goes "down to the sea" in a train or a taxi.

Answering his implied question firsf, I presume the

ancient substitute" for our modern "putting to sea'"

is ascribable to the curvature of the earth's surface

not being understood, and the sea being regarded as a

hollow. His main difficulty can only be solved in two

-

ways. First, the crying scandal of seamen's licences

should be tackled by some spirited representative of

marine interests in Parliament. Second, the econo-

mic problem of providing machines for men who can
only use them for a few weeks in the year admits of

no really satisfactory solution. To own a machine per-

manently is wasteful under such conditions. To buy a

new machine and sell at the expiration of leave in-

volves heavy depreciation. To hire is costly. The
plan I should personally adopt if I were a sailor would '

be to visit the big second-hand emporiums, and buy
the best bargain I could find, getting ray little brother

to resell for me when my leave was up.' Always sup-

posing I could trust my little brother. Or perhaps

one might trust one's girl. Or a pal. M'yes. Sailors

who motor cycle might conceivably found a little

club of their own. Each member to contribute a ;^io

share. The tenners to be expended on o.h.v. Nortons

or other suitable machines. To be hired to members
on leave at £1 per week. But to what condition would
a sailor on leave reduce a machine in four weeks?
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Occasional Comments.

—

Windscfecns^foi- Parrots.

MONG the stands to which you devote real at-

tention, be sure not to miss 51. It is inhabited

by certain varlets of the T.O.M. crowd. They

aren't able to show you the nicest things they produce,

because tents occupy the dickens of a lot of room, and

you must go to 61, Newman Street to inspect then-

very charming cheap touring outfits. But at Olympia

you will find'them displaying the latest thing in wind-

screens for parrots. (A " parrot '' is any'motor cyclist

who occupies a saddle.) I have now tried three out-

fits of this type, so designers seem to be discovering

that 20° of frost plus an east wind are common i:a

these islands.. The new Easting is a celluloid handle-

bar screen with a knee apron. The B.S.A. is a huge

metal field-gun screen. The T.O.M. gadget breaks

new ground. Its lower storeys consist of metal leg-

shields, enamelled in your tank colours, and embody-

ing air chutes to cool the engine. Above that comes

a waterproof twill chest protector, chin-high ,; and right

on top is a dinky little face protector of Triplex glass.

The whole affair is rigid ; detachable in a matter of

one minute; adjustable all ways for height and near-

ness and folds back to co\er the machine.

Some Astounding Claims.

n
THINK there is no doubt that these windscreens

for parrots are going to get universal on big out-

fits in the bad months. But I am specially inter-

ested in certain purely technical claims which I have

not heard advanced till I chatted with tlie T.O.M.
e.xperts. They claim that a first-class fitting of the kind

actually adds to your speed, and reduces your gallon-

ages. They are modest people, and do not as yet dog-

matise as to the exact causation of these miracles.

I call them miracles, becaxise any No. 5 hat would
opine offhand that, ' if you have to push a young sail

through the air, speed will.drop and gallonages mount.
This", as the result of careful tests, the T.O.M. men
deny. They suggest that either their air-chutes put

so much cold air just Avhere it is wanted that your

cylinder keeps rounder than it does on a naked 'bus.

Or, alternatively, the wind resistance caused by a

screen with a horizontal section' resembling a 'V which

has been stepped on perpendicularly, is less than the

resistance of such an irregular polyhedron as " Ixion "j

forms W'hen clad in his storm suitings. Anyhow, a

T.O.M- shield is being installed on my Ricumph.

Loud Cheers.

n
HEREBY draw the attention of all owners of gas

lamps to the announcement made on page 654
of our issue dated November 9th last, and 110

less to the contents of .Stand No. 240 at Olympia.
For the first time a dissolved acetylene outfit is being

marketed which \'\ill fit the rear prongs of a double

lamp-bracket. True, it only holds 4-5 cubic feet xif

gas, sufficient for seven or eight hours' light ; but, as

I told its spon.sors years ago, lots of riders use accu-

mulator sets which, unless maintained by a dynamo,
are never equal to more than eight hours' riding.

The one and only snag about the new A.L. outfit is

that it does not include a gauge. This means that

sooner or later a rider will start' on- a thirty-

mile run, and Avill not be quite sure whether he has

enough gas remaining in his cylinder. For such im-

broglios thei'e are two remedies. The rider who lives

at the back of beyond must buy two cylinders-. The
rider who resides in a civilised county must be able to

rely on finding spare cylinders at every garage.

IN THE HEART OF ENGLAND. An L.S.D. three-wheeler passing through Meriden, oiie ot the many quaint and picturesque villnges

of Warwickshire, a county rich in historic associijtions.
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BEFORE THE SHOW.
Impressions of Olympia as it is Before

THOSE who see the well-ordered .stands and
glittering series of 'machines for the lirst time

when the Show is opened to the public little

realise what the scene was like a few days beforehand.

To achieve that orderly neatness takes infinite pains

and trouble, for, humans being human, the models

that were to have been ready days previously, as per

schedule, are often finished actually on the stands.

Olympia shorn of its myriad lights, its carpets and

its ornament, loses all glamour and becomes the cold

and draughty, forbidding and ugly building that it

is. The stands are there, if more or less rectangular

wooden bases may be teuned stands, and the name
boards are in position, having been dug out recently

from a cupboard the dust from which they still bear.

Every doorway is open to a penetrating blast sent

by Boreas especially for the occasion, so that -strong

men, of proved endurance at Brooklands, wrap them-

selves in many overcoats and turn a sickly purple.

A Mystic Chorus.

Down the concrete-floored gangways pant and heave

burly labourers propelling huge crates in which arc

motor cycles, their every action taken to the mystic

chorus of their craft, "to me," "from you," "all

together 'eave." The object of the game they play

with stubborn seriousness is to place the crate on a

stand furthest from that for which jt is destined. If

this is done and the real recipient is seen telephoning

frantically for news of the consignment, then it counts

game and set, and the gang trot off to the " Fox and

Hounds." More skilful players bring a horse and

dray, which is better, because, with careful dri\ing.

the rear w'heels can crunch over one's opponents'

stands, but best of all is the Ford van, which somehow
or other gets in despite regulations, and, once in, can

cause more excitement than anything else. How the

things get to the gallery is a riddle no man can solve.

Imagine, therefore, many men bringhig crates in

clouds of choking concrete dust, others dismantling

crates, and others covering every available inch of

space with yards and yards of the wrapping in ~which

motor cycles are swathed. Indeed, a motor cycle

on arriving at the Show resembles nothing so much as

that type of recruit \Yhose puttees at once suggested

elephantiasis to an observant medico. This wrapping
comes off in long strips, the strips litter the stands,

entangle the legs of passers-by, and coil round electric

light contacts, for, remember, all this time stolid

electricians are wiring innumerable connections for the

B 24

the Doors are Opened to the Public.

display lamps, or making heart-breaking -attempts to

revive dumb telephones. To a man precariously

swinging on the signboard of a stand festooned with

electric bulbs, what is one bulb more or less, but to

the harassed pedestrian on the floor below the receipt

of a fallen bulb as a direct hit is apt to irritate.

Energetic Supers.

Over all this scene brood the carpenters, and you
know what a carpenter armed with a Brussels carpet

bagful of tools can do. If there be confusion then

he at once starts nailing down something with

clangorous hammer blows which split the ear-drums.

If there is no confusion, then he makes some. Other
folk, _ many other folk, are about, some unrolling

hundreds of yards of matting, some washing down
stands—these generally charladies of peculiar and
insistent pattern—some laying carpets, and some
polishing machines.

Then there is the painter whose ta.sk it is to whiten

all those jolly little posts which decorate and de-

mark the stands, especially those one leans against.

Those intent on getting details of an exhibit,- there-

fore, must first find the harassed individual in charge

of the stand, then write of what they can see through

the bars of a crate, and all the w-hile dodge vans and
carpet rolls, and carpenters, and falling bulbs, as to

the manner born.

Years ago a. solemn' little procession of. staid and
soVjer men, each attired in the clothes of convention

and the top hat of ceremony, processed solemnly

round the Show to declare it open. Between the

paint their clothes collected, and the nailed boards

they fell over, between dodging ^ packing-cases and

avoiding horses with wicked eyes and ears, the pro-

cession lost much of its dignity in the first lap, and

gradually became, in Navy language, obsolescent.
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Jottings for the Beginner. Some
Technical Terms and Abbrevia'

tTohs Explained. The Question

of Power.

TERMS AND
ABBREVIA-
l TIONS.

ONE of the things which greatly

mystify the man or woman when first

perusing a motoring journal is tlie collec-

tion of technical abbreviations which
every motor C3'clist under-

TECHNiCAL
stands and accepts as part

of the English language.

We need not here mention
all these contractions ; it

suffices to explain the meaning of those

which may be encountered in reading

this issue of The Motor Cycle. Chief

among the common abbreviations, per-

haps, is the term c.c. This means

cubic centimetres (not cubical capacity

which is quite a popular error). The
capacity of an engine cylinder is :

measured in cubic centimetres for

the reason that the bore (diameter of cylinder) and

stroke (travel of piston) are measured by metric units.

Naturally the capacity of an engine will denote its ap-

proximate power—in fact, it has been the rule to accept

100 c.c. as representing one horse-power.

<i> <j> <s> <s>

THE term " horse-power " is familiar to exeryone,

but is somewhat a misnomer, and although the

manufacturers are, for the present, retaining the symbol

h.p. (horse-power) to differentiate between the differ-

ent sizes of engines used, l^he Motor
Cycle, for some time past, has classified

machines by means of capacity in cubic

centimetres only. We recommend that

the no\ice follows the same practice for

the reason that the, horss-power figures quoted in

makers' catalogues have no standard basis. They are

merely nominal figures—the result of habit rather than

a definite power rating or even an estimation of the

power theoretically possible. For example, many
machines are quoted as being 3I h.p., yet their cubi

cal capacities vary between 350 c.c. and 500 c.c.

Again, one well-known motor cycle has an engine of

557 c.c, and is known as a 4|- h.p., and another of

663 c.c. is quoted as being 4 h.p. only. From these

facts the beginner will see that the horse-power of a

machine may be anything which the makers care to

16

It has always been one of the

chief aims of "The Motor
Cycle" to assist the novice,

and every issae since N0..I
appeared, twenty years ago,

has contained authoritative

and helpful articles so written

that the most technical subjects

are readily understood.

The foJhwing notes are

intended exclusively for the

beginner and are compiled in

order to explain many points

which at first may mystify the

tyro. Even experienced motor
cyclists are constantly exchang-

ing "hints and tips," from
which fact the novice must not,

however, assume that the motor
cycle as a vehicle is so com-
plicated that it is necessary

to acquire a technical and
practical knowledge of motor
mechanics before ownership
may become a pleasure.

How to Differentiate between
the various Sizes of Engines.

Types of Motor Cycles for

the Novice.

M.P.H. AND
M.P.G.

HORSE-
POWER
(H.P.).

State -in their Catalogues, but every

manufacturer also gives the bore and
stroke (in millimetres) and the cubic

capacity (in cubic centimetres), , and
from these figures it is an easy matter

to judge the respective powers of engines

of different makes.

TWO abbreviations, freely used in

classifying the capabilities of

motor cycles are m.p.h. and m.p.g.

They represent a measure of the

machine's performance in

relation to time and fuel

used, and both are self-

explanatory. M.p.h. is

' a contraction of miles per

hour and m.p.g. of miles per gallon.

When a machine is claimed to be capable of a speed

of 60 m.p.h. it does not necessarily mean that 60 miles

could be covered in the hour, but more likely the claim

is that for a short distance, perhaps half-a-mi!e or one

kilometre, it will attain the mile-a-minute pace after

a suitable " flying start " in which to accelerate to its

maximum speed.

. The ordinary motor cyclist is more affected by con-

sumption (m.p.g.) figures. Good consumption, by

which is meant lozo consumption, is a term synonymous
with economy. A machine guaranteed to run 100

m.p.g. will consume one gallon of fuel in running over

100 miles of level or average " give and take " roads.

In a particularly steep or rough district the consump-

tion would be higher, but m.p.g, must of necessity

refer to the average number of miles run to the gallon

of fuel under average conditions.
<5> <;><=> *

ANYONE for the first time studying the specifica-

tions of motor cycles, either from a collection of

catalogues or from the report of the

Show contained in this issue, will ob- motor
serve that the majority of engines have cycles

capacities just under 250 c.c, 350 c.c, classified.

500 c.c, 750 c.c, and 1,000 c.c. This

is brought about by the Auto Cycle Union and inter-

national classification of motor cycles by theii: engine
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Hints and Tips.—

capacity. For example, the great Tourist Tropliy

races are for machines not exceeding (i) 250 c.c,

termed lightweights; (2) 350 c.c, or junior machines;
and (3) 500 c.c, or senior machines. Fi\e hundred
c.c is the largest capacity allowed in the Tourist

Trophy race_j, but at Brooklands, where British and
International records are made, competitions for

750 c.c. and 1,000 c.c. machines are also included,

while in the reliability trials which are so. popular, the

whole range is included. There are other engines

which do not appear to belong to any of the clas.scs

mentioned above. These, however, are usually undei-

'200 c.c. as fitted, in the ultra lightweights, for which
the Auto Cycle Union has not inaugurated a special

class, and single-cylinder motor cycles between 500 c.c.

and 700 c.c, which have engines of the 500 c.c. type

but slightly enlarged in order to gi\e the extra power
desirable when a sidecar is attached. There is, how-
ever, a class for sidecars up to 600 c.c in the record

and. racing regulations.
---: - --t> o ^5

-

IN choosing a motor cycle, the first thing to decide is

* whether it is to be used (i) always solo, (2)

occasionally solo and occasionally with sidecar, or (3)

always, with sidecar attached. If solo only, there is a

X promising choice amongst machines

SOLO OR -
h^^'i^g -^n engine capacity ranging from

SIDECAR? 25° c.c to 500 c.c. We will leave out

of consideration for the ni(..ment the

machines having an engine capacity of

less than 200 c.c, and deal later w-ith this size, for it

is undoubtedly a type which will develop amazingly
. as time goes on.

^EXT, the prospective purchaser should m.ike up his

^ mind " as to whether he desires a touring or a

sports type of mount. He should bear in mind the

fact that, although he will obtain a more .speedy

machine if he decides on the sports

type, he will necessarily ha\e to humour

TOURING? ''' "^^^''^ '-'3' careful drivdng and more
frequent tuning. The difference be-

tween a sports and a touring model
usually lies in a faster but a more sensitive engine,
which requires a certain amount of skill to dri\e.

Again, sports models often have overhead valve
engines, and a broken valve can sometimes be caused
by bad driving, with results which are infinitely more
serious than in the case of a side-by-side A-alve engine.

<l> <j> o o
TTHE machine with the smallest engine for reallv

serious touring is the 250 c.c. type which
generally weighs between 150 and 200 lb. If fitted

with a three-speed gear it will be capable of climbing
the steepest hills, provided it be kept in

reasonably good tune. It should aver-

MACHINES. ^g6 something like 120 m.p.g. if fitted

with a four-stroke engine, and slightly

less if the power unit be of the two-
stroke variety. A touring model of this capacity
should be capable of averaging 20-22 m.p.h. on give-

and-take main roads in the hands of non-expert riders.

Its maximum road speed should be about 38 m.p.h.,
wiiile taxation will be jQj ios. per annum.
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500 c.c.

MOTOR
CYCLES.

PROBABLY the most popular solo model during
the coming year will be the 350 c.c. type, although

several machines of this class weigh more than
200 lb. (^i IDS. tax limit). The more efficient speci-

mens will do nearly 'all that the old

500 c.c. machine used to do in pre-war
days (it is, perhaps, in top gear accelera- '^.''

^yi^e
'^''^

tion only that there is any falling short),

and they should be equal to averaging

25 m.p.h. under normal conditions. The maxi-
mum speed of a touring model should be about

45 m.p.h.—of a sports model, possibly 60 m.p.h.
Petrol consumption is around 90-100 m.p.g.

<i> <i> O <S>

A LARGE section of the motor cycle community
^* —those who like to lose as little time as possible

on the road—will always look with favour upon the

old arid trusted 500 c.c. type. Even if it be not kept
in the pink of condition, the 500 c.c.

solo mount will be equal to almost any
hill, and can be loaded with lots of kit

and a heavy rider without complaining.
Numerous makers are producing " light

tourist" 500 c.c. machines which are much luore suit-

able for solo riding than were tiie somewhat cumber-
some specimens of a couple of years ago. Such a

machine is as fast as is practicable for the average

British road. In the touring models the maximum
speed is around 55 m.p.h., while sports types may be

capable of anything up to 75 m.p.h. Petrol consump-
tion is between 85 and 100 m.p.g.

--•- -^- <4> <!>-

'T'HER.E are some riders who like to have unlimited
•^ power at their disposal, but, generally speaking,

it is not of great advantage to have an
engine of greater capacity than 500 c.c.

for purely solo purposes, since maxi-

mum -speed, and practicable aver-

age speed are little, if any. .

greater. Comfort, however, is usually greater.

17 OR passenger use the 350 c.c. motor cycle is cap-
* able of pulling a light attachment with a not-too-

bulky passenger over most roads. If the machine be

thus laden, however, it is as well to bear in mind
that it will need a fair amount of keep--

ing in tune, because it will neces- solo-cum-
sarily be driven most of the time at its sidecar
full power. For short journeys over machines.

reasonably level roads, it is possible to

average about 20 m.p.h., but petrol consumption will

not be remarkably low, due to the frequent need for
" full throttle," in other words, giving the engine all

the gas it will take.

<i> <5> <s> <3>

'T'HE great popularity of the big single cylinder
* machine is largely due to its being suitable

equally for solo or for serious sidecar w-ork. A few
years ago many manufacturers of 500 c.c. machines
increased the capacity of their engines

by anything up to 150 c.c. in order to

render them more suitable for passen- ox^r/^xi... .

ger work, and it is a fact that the

single-cylinder engine of 550-650 c.c. is

capable of hauling a fairly roomy sidecar, with passen-

above
580 c.c.
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ger and luggage, over practically any road at an aver-

age speed of from 24 to 26 m.p.h., with a maximum
of about 42 m.p.h., and a petrol consumption in the

neighbourhood of 70 m.p.g. This type of machine is

generally considered to be the most useful dual-

purjMse mount.
<3> <t> <=> -=t>

DECAUSE a twin-cylinder engine is a smoother run-
*-' ning power unit than a big single, the 750 c.c.

twin-machine has many adherents. It is usually some-

uhat hea\-ier, and longer in the wheelbase, than the

previous type dealt with, and it is,

therefore, more frequently regarded as a

purely sidecar mount. As such, it is

capable of about the same road perform-

ance as the big single, although the

ma.ximum speed and hill-climbing ability may be a
trifle better. With a sidecar it will average^ about
60-65 ni.p-g. and is capable of a maximvmi speed
round about 45 m.p.h. Certain " light " machines
of this category make -ideal solo mounts.

?> <j> <> <5>

'T'HERE are, a number of machines of 750 c.c. which
*

,
are intended by their manufacturers solely for

sidecar work, and are sometimes, in fact, listed as

TWIN-
CYLINDER
MOTOR
CYCLES.

outfits only. Usually these motor /cycles are heavily
built, and would not be quite ideal for

solo riding. Discretion is necessary in solely for
the choice of a motor cycle of this class passenger
if it is to be used for the dual purpose work.
of solo and sidecar machine.

5> -i> •> •*

TTHE 1,000 c.c. motor cycle for sidecar work has
'• certainly increased its popularity of late years,

although there has been a tendency towards smaller
engine sizes in the solo, classes. The big twin outfit

is seldom driven at its maximum power,
and/therefore has a good reserve when a
hill is encountered. On this account
the 1,000 c.c. sidecar is preferred by a

not inconsiderable proportion of road
users to the more sluggish light car. A' 28 m.p.h. aver-
age is well within the bounds af possibility, although
petrol consumption i.s apt to be somewhat heavy if high
average speeds are indulged in. Maxipium speed,
unless the engine be of the super-sports type geared
fairly high and pulling a sidecar to match, will prob-
ably not exceed 48 m.p.h. Reasonable driving will

usually result in a petrol consumption of about 44-55
m.p.g. even .if an .automatic carburetter is used or If

the semi-automatic is adjusted to give one lever control.

THE BIG
TWIN.

THE TREND TOWARDS SIMPLICITY.
Current and Future Motor Cycle Design based on the Elimination of the Unessential.

IT
has become a habit of

critics of the motor fcycle

to assert that there is a

tendency towards over-deve-

lopment. If this were true

two or- three years back, it

certainly is not so to-day.

A decade ago there were

several motor cycles which
were infmitel)' more compli-

cated than the most mechani-
i.'ally elaborate machine of

the present time. To-day
every other manufacturer of

motor cycles is adding a

lightweight to his range of

models.

Then there is the present-

day miniature two-stroke

machine, which is a develop-

ment of the auxiliary-engined

bicycle. This type is be-

coming very popular, and
will no doubt bring a large

number of riders into the

motor cycling fr. ternity.

It may 'be argued that ten

or more years ago simi''aT

machines were offered to the

public and were tried and
found wanting. Those who
rode the motorised bicycle

of that period know that

paratively short. Its engine

2

A CONTRAST. At present the motorised bicycle represen'.s

the limit ofsimpliciiy in Great Britain's self-propelled motor vehicles.

The top illustration depicts a nommaliy 40 h.p. eight-cylinder

Curtiss used in America nearly twenty years ago.

its life was com-
was usually of tlie

four-stroke type, and the

valve gear was so delicate in

construction that it could not

stand the loads put upon it

by the high speeds de-

manded.
The present-day diminu-

tive two-stroke is a thor-

oughly practicable proposi-

tion. It has only three

moving parts against the

dozen or more in the old type

miniature four-stroke.

. Ten years ago there were

several motor cycles fitted

with four-cylinder engines,

liut to-day not one is pro-

duced in this country. There
were also many water-cooled

engines ; at the present time

there is only one.

Simplicity is the key-

note of present-day de-

sign ; a few years back

all kinds of weird
machines were produced^

but, in my opinion,
motor cyclists have shown
that they favour the

simple economical mount
rather than the machine
which requires a great deal

of time to keep in tune. Anyone with average intel-

ligence can manage the modern machine. Vedette.
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'FRIAR JOHN."

Average Road
Speeds of Side-

cars; The Pe(rol

Tax and Sidecar?.

TTHIS year has been marked by the introduction cf
•^ several " solid " hoods of the type that, when
not' in use, may be instantly swung beneath the rear

portion of the sidecar body. I should have thought

more proprietary sidecar manufacturers would have

adopted the idea for use on sporting sidecars, for even

owners of 60 m.p.h. outfits Irave some consideration for

their passengers.

o <•> <s> <t>

THE question of average road speeds often crops up
in connection with solo riders. What of sidecar

speeds? I imagine few sidecarists have a better record

than the chief of The Molor Cycle Press photo-

graphers. His mileage this year is 10,000 miles, and
in that distance he has had three involuntary stops.

Many of us boast of fast runs along the Great Nordi
Road, but his record of journeying from London tci

Edinburgh at an average speed of 28 m.p.h., then

(jovering the 1,000 miles of very nice, picturesqu."

course selected by the spurting boys of the Edinburgli

M.C.C. for the Scottish " Six Days," aud afterwards

another fast run back to London, is no small achieve-

ment. This " little " tour accomplished, there was al

last rest and repose for the machin^ and man. Bu(

such strenuous use demands a \'ehicle more reliable than

a locomotive, for no steam engine would have been

permitted to cover this mileage witlrout an over-

haul. Another ride of his from Patterdale to London
(300 miles) between 5 o'clock in the afternoon and

5 o'clock the next morning is worth mentioning. So it

will be gathered that photographs of the big trials arc

not obtained without arduous riding.

. o <j> .^t> <s>

IS the sidecar more stable on greasy roads than the
* three-wheeler? Last week's correspondence on the

subject of the three-wheeler in the I.O.M. raises a

more vital question than even the admittance of that

type of machine into the Sidecar T.T. Exponents of

the Morgan class -of vehicle may conceivably dismiss

such a question as lieing one about which it is too

ridiculous to argue. They will contend that trials and

B 28

speed events during the

past ten years have defi-

nitely proved tlie stability

of their favoured type on

all kinds of surfaces.

Over 80 m.p.h. has been

attained on a J.A.P.-cngined Morgan at Brooklands,

and a sim.ilar machine has won a Grand Prix., These

successes should be sufficient to confirm their assertion.-

The LO.M. course is a very different proposition from

Brooklands, and, compared with the Grand Prix cir-

cuit, the Manx course contains many more danger spots.

<^ <!> -*- -4-

QUJ.TE apart from the policy of pitting sidecars

against three-wheelers, this question of " tail

wagging " is interesting. 1 believe Mr. Morgan him-

self would be the last to assert that Morgans don't

" wag " on grease. I have driven the De Luxe model

several thousands of miles, and have never been \\y

danger through .skidding, although the slight side^

slipping of the rear wheel was disconcerting at first.

On the other hand, with a sidecar I one day skidded

from one side of the road to the other. This proves

nothing, however. Contrary to Mr. W.. A. Carr, who
said in last week's issue of The Molor Cycle he would

rather be the passenger in a three-wheeler than in a

sidecar during a T.T. race, I would sooner be the pas-

senger in a sidecar, esi)ecially on a wet day.

ly/lR. D. R. O'DONOVAM states that the LO.M.
**^ course is too narrow for racing three-wheelers in

safety, but the majority of three-wheeler exponents

give flat contradiction to his statement. Personally I

would like to see three-wheelers compete, which would

mean, of course, the inclusion of i ^000 ex. sidecars.-

There again opinion is very divided.

<> <s> <s^ <>

SIDECAR owners will probably feel the advantage

of a reversion to the petrol tax more than any class

of motorist. We all anxiously await the effect of the

memorandum recently .presented to the Ministry of

Transport, which pointed out all the benefits to be

gained by a petrol tax. The general- feeling is that

in 1924 we may be motoring under a taxation less

iniquitous, or perhaps one ought to say more equitable,

than is the case at present.
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Divelopment of the Smaller

Competition. Value in

IN
the estimation of those who have ":"

made the motor 'cycle movement j

a subject for close study, two. out- j

standing facts are associated witlr tlie
;

present Show. ^\

Eothof them, curiously encuyh, have
j

to do with the smaller solo type of :

machine, for it is at this end of the i

scale that the most outstanding de-
j

\elopments have been made. These- ;

facts, which are so evident, are the
\

rapid growth of interest in the minia- ;

ture-engined, ultra-lightweight motor i

cycle, and the concentration of de- :

signing ability on the part of some
i

of the most prominent manufacturers
\

Solo Machine. British Solo Big Twirs Meet All

Medium and Full Powered Sidecar Outfits;

In a dditio n to

foiming a con-
venient record of

development which
has taken p:ace

during 1922, the

accompanying ar-

ticle will assist the

potential purchaser

of a motor cycle

whether he visits

Olympia or not.

introduced last year, attracted the

attention of many smaller makers
seeking outlet for their productive

energies, while the signal success of

the 35,0 c.c. four-stroke single in 192

1

has now shown its deep influence on

the older manufacturers of bigger-

engined models hitherto regarded as

essential for hard solo work.

The rise of the 350 c.c. four-stroke

single was indicated at the last Show
;

its forward movement is now con-

firmed.

Tn a corresponding article pub-

lisheij in the early stages of the 1921

Timing ease cover ot the ktest

removed to show camshaft drive.

«o

in the industry

upon the 350 c.c.

four-stroke type

of machine pro-

duced through-

out in the parent

factory.

It is not dilti-

cult to trace back
these stirrings in

the general cur-

rent of progress.

In the case of

the ultra-light-

weight, the popu-

larity of one
example of the

modernised
motorised bicycle.

Show, we pro-

phesied that the

b i g _^ American
twin would have

to look toi its

laurels in the

year 1922, and

,in this we have

been justified by
the recent records

established by I.e

Vack a n d i)y

the results o f

many speed
events on road

and track.

The big twin

solo machine of

British manufac-
Engine an.i gear unit of the new Rover

hghtweight

B 20
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t u r e has
sprung into
prominence in

a remarkable

manner during

the past twelve

months, and,

though some
of the pioneers

deserve much
credit, the
movement has

undoubtedly
been helped

foru'ard by
the newcomers
who have de-

signed ma-
chines essen-

tially to suit,

the sporting

rider.

Of course,

all these big

twin solo
machines are

suitable for
sidecar work to some degree, but the majority are de-

signed primarily for the one duty.

At the other end of the list we welcome the ad\'ent

of the really light motor cycles which have already

been mentioned. Although such machines have made
spasmodic appearances throughout the history of the

motor cycle, the progress of engineering has now
brought us to the point where the miniature engine

of approximately 150 c.c. is no longer a toy but a

powerful and reliable power plant.

Future of tbe Ultra-Lightweight.

In this development is to be seen the foundation

of the motor cycle of the future, which in a latei

Engine of 347 c.c. Martinsyde, with silent

overhead exhaust valve mechanism.

stage, when it

has become
rnore weather-

proof, Av i 1

1

form a means
of transport

for thousands

o f A\'orkers

who- prefer (or

are forced
by c i T c u m-
stances) to live

some distance

from their
places of busi-

ness.

Already the

m a n u f a c-

turers w h o
have turned

to miniature

motor cycles

make a for-

midable list,

and the back-
ing of so many
firms forms a

guarantee of
the faith of the industry in this type.

The 250 c.c. Class.

An increase of 100 c.c. brings us to a class which,

although it has a promising future, has made but little

progress in point of numbers this year. Nevertheless,

it is an open secret that one of the most prominent

makers is experimenting with units of this size, and

another will actually stage a machine of this capacity.

Progress in design, in the 250 c.c. class, has un-

doubtedly taken place during this year, as witness

the speed performances achieved in the T.T. and the

Belgian and French Grand Prix races

Engine and three-speed eear unit of the new
_.346 c.c. Triumph.

Substantially built engine of the new
493 c.c. sporting B.S.A.

B 30

Engine-shaft kick-starter on the enlarged

Triumph two-stroke lightweight.

Ribbed cast aluminium exhaust manifold on

the 350 c.c. Connaught two-stroke.
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EXAMPLES OF MODERN ENGINE
DESIGN.

Sound Methods Characterise the Latest Developments of Power
Unit Construction.

Miniati're two-stroke power plant of the

J.D. motorised b;cycle.

Belgium's famous a!r-cooled four-cylinder, the F.N. with overhead

inlet valves.

'1

^^"^^^

/

349 c.c. two-stroke engine

mounted on combined four-speed

gear box and Hywheel and clutch

housing of the shaft-driven

G.S.D.

Cedos 247 c.c. two-stroke.

with cylinder sectioned to

show internal construction.

-J^o

Fine example of flat-

twm design, the 600 c.c.

Humber.
,
One of

the detachable ' valve

pockets is show^n re-

moved.

13 B 31



Piston on new 490 c.c. Quad'an'

with ribted head.

798

What the Show Reveals.

—

A new side-by-side valve 250 c.c. proprietary unit

makes its appearance for tlie first time, and its advent

has increased the ranks of 250 c.c. machines by a.t-

least one honoured name.
In the 350 c.c. class is found the most popular'type

in point of numbers.

Thirty-seven makes show
it, seventeen of whom
produce their own special

engine. Proprietary en-

gines of both two- and
fnur-stroke type are avail-

able, and amongst the

latter are side-valve, over-

head-valve, sleeve-valve,

and oil-cooled units.

350 c.c. Popularity.

Perhaps the most con

vincing and definite indica-

tion of the trend of design lies

in the fact that the majority of

the oldest established manufac-

turers in the trade have decided

to market machines of the

IDopular 350 c.c. size.

As usual, the evergreen 500

c.c. machine ^continues to do

more than hold its head above

water. So often has it been

said that it is moribund that it is refresh-

ing to find so many makes still flourishing

and more makes joining the class.

When nine or ten firms with historic

names, backed by almost every manufac-

turer of engines, pin their faith to the 500

c.c. type as their main solo model, one need

not Avorry unduly about the future of the

class, since it is hardly likely that the

machines are produced for show purposes

only.

Amongst bigger "singles" one staunch

adherent has been lost, but, nevertheless,

this type remains perhaps the most popular

form of machine for sidecar work.

Big and moderate-sized twin-

cylinder sidecar outfits do not

appear to be on the increase, nor,

on the other hand, do they show
any signs of fading away, and with

the considerable price reductions

which have been rnade they stand in

no fear of competition from any
quarter.

Three-wheelers.

Except for a general reduction m
prices there does not appear to be
any outstanding change in the posi-

tion of three-wheeled vehicles. ' All
the old-established makers stage

attractive exhibits, and while one
machine shown last year has now
developed a fourth wheel and left

NOVEMBER soih, ig22.

the fold, a solo runabout on three wheels has now
extended its range to a two-seater model.

There is undoubtedly a place for the three-wheeler
in the general scheme of things both as an inexpensi\e

method of conveying two persons with full weather
protection and as a means of providing a really high-

class outfit at a price

Valve spring

collar of the

.h.v.

Balanced

duetion system, employing
two Cox-Atmos carburettors,

the 80 m.p.h. Coventry
Victor.

Valve rocker arrange-

ment on the sporting

Wooler engine.

^'

349 c.c. four-stroke Ivy engine, the product

of a firm of two-stroke specialists.

which compares favour-

ably with cars of com-
paratively meagre speci-

fication.

Amongst the three-

wheelers are some of the

cleverest and most prac-

t i c a 1 designs on " the;

market, and the public -

would do well to rid

themselves of prejudice

against either unusual ap-

pearance or construction.

Sidecars.

No symptoms of failing'

are visible in the sidecar world, and
the passenger attachment is becoming
more and more practical. There are

still luxuriously appointed and
superbly sprung sidecars to be found,
but the tendency towards over-de-

velopment, which at one time showed
signs of increasing, appears to have

received a check, and the more useful,

though not less ornamental body, is gain-
ing ground. The Americans show a ten-

dency to still further increase engine size

for sidecar work; two 1,200 c.c. models,
are shown.
We have with us all our old friends in

the sidecar world whose names are sufficient

guarantee of the goods they produce, and,,

in addition, there ar&' newcomers. It is

unfortunate that the announcement of a

sidecar T.T. race came so late in the

present year, as it will undoubtedly have
much bearing on sidecar chassis-design;

,
changes made with this or similar

'

races in view are not likely to be
'

made for some little time.

Detail Desgn.
Having reviewed ihe general

trend of design, some.particular and :

technical details may now be dis- .

cussed. In the case of engine units,

for example, four-strokes are still

in the majority, though the two-

stroke is holding its own.. In one
case a firm of two-stroke specialists

has introduced a four-stroke model
of considerable interest, but none
of the previous models are being

abandoned. Such new two-strokes

as have appeared come chiefly into

the smaller categories.

There has been a decided ten-

dency to increase engine capacity in

-

29
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AT OLYMPIA.
Machines and Details of

Interest.

Harley-Davidson hinged rear mudguard

and sprung tail lamp.

Water-proof roller-bearing hub for

the rear wheel of the big twin Harley-

Davidson sidecar machines.

Combined switch and warning buzzer

on Harley-Davidson electrical models.

Front view

oftheNer-a-

car, illus-

trating the

extreme
width of its improved mudguard,
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the two-stroke class

up to about 350
c.c, but it is

curious that the
marked success of

one make of air-

cooled two-stroke in

the 500 c.c. cate-

gory has not
attracted followers.

Taking engine'

design as a whole,

there are few really

striking departures.

Overhead and side-

by-side valve gears

much_ , . , , , , „ , ,. ,
mamtam

Ke-designed forks on the Cedos light-

weight, which damp out shock and
rebound.

about the same proportions as before,

and in many cases are offered as alterna-

tives by the same manufacturers.

Mechanical lubrication has been ex-

tended by some notable additions em-
bodied in makers' own engines, and also

by the improvement of existing and the

introduction of new proprietary engine-

driven oil pumps.
Apart from engine lubrication there

is a tendency to fit better lubricators, or

even grease cups on the cycle parts, and
one or two makers .employ grease gun
lubrication by special nipples through-
out.

XJntt Construction.
Unit construction of engine and gear

box is undoubtedly gaining ground after

many years of waiting. One of our
most important makers shows a 350 c.c.

model with a complete engine-gear unit '

and enclosed primary drive by gearing. Four auxiliary springs have been added

and others are only slightly less ad- to the Harley-Davidson front fork,

vanced in that a chain is used between '^'^'"^ "°^ ^^' ^'S*"' 'P""^ '" ^'

crankshaft and gearshaft.

British makers may even be spurred by the sight

of a most highly developed example of Italian design

in which the first

step of the drive

dismantling costs are

avoided if only one of

the components- be-

comes deranged.

Speed gear construc-

tion shows marked de-

velopment, and almost

all the proprietary gear

box makers have pro-

duced new boxes and
improved their existing

models ; there are
other interesting trans-

mission features to be

noted. For instance,

two machines employ-
ing selective two-speed

chain drives hitherto, now offer three

speeds and four speeds respectively.

Indeed, four makers in all will offer

four-s^eed models apart from those who
use the proprietary four-speed gear

boxes which are available. There are

also rumours of the advent of more

gears of the latter class in the near

future.

Simple hinged fork and leaf spring

on the Omega miniature.

Shaft Transmission.

Shaft drive, after being represented

by a single Belgian make for so many
years (excepting a scooter), at last will

have one British representative. In

other respects the remarkable feature

Link construction on the spring fork

of the 1923 Beardmore-Precision

sports model,

c 2

IS by enclosed

spiral pinions.

Apart from
compkte engine-

gear units,
several makers
adopt the unit

assembly system
whereby engine

and gear box are

secured to com-
mon plates and
mounted in the

frame as a. single

unit ; this method
has much to com-
mend it, as heavy

of transmis-

sion at the
Show is the

virtual dis-

appearance of

the belt on
all but the

lightest ma-
chines ; chain-

drive has in-

deed come in-

to its own,
although not,

it must be re-

gretted, in an
all - enclosed

form.

Another im-

portant ad-

vance lies in

the fact that

New Druid-pattern Triumph forks fitted-

to the 550 c.c. (chain-driven) and 346 c.c.

models.

13
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DETAILS OF
1923 MODELS

AT OLYMPIA.

Steering head and handle-bar fixing

on the 493 c.c. B,S.A.

Steering head and handle-bar arrange-

ment on the lightweight B.S.A.

Spring bracket ot the new
Rudge sidecar.

\t<]^^

Connaught handle-bar

mounting.
Reversible distance piece

on rear axle of chain-driven

O.K. lightweights.

Front suspen-

sion and steer-

ing of the

Melen carrier

tricycle.

Foot control used in coniunction

with a hand lever on the sporting

P. &M.

Detachable wheel ot 346 c.c.

Triumph, illustrating extension to

distance piece for ease of handling.

Internal shoe

and contract-

ing band brakes

on the Melen
tradesman's

carrier.

Cable-operated rear brake

on the J.D. miniature.

Thumb-screw brake adjustment of

the Ner-a-car.

Brake and axle slots on the

New Hudson, so arranged

to allow chain adjustment

without upsetting the brake.

Gear box mounting and Direct acting Sirrah rear Brake and chain adjustment of

adjustment on the O.IC. bral<e. the 976 c.c. New Imperial.

C3



Deti's ol the cylinder head of the 349 c.c. Bradshaw engine. (Left) The actual

shcmr'ng the large diameter valves ; (middle) the rocker box with wick-oiled bearings

;

(right) the same item assembled.

S02

Still another gear

box manufac-
turer has incor-

porated a trans-

mission shock

aiisorber in tlie

clutch - mecha-
nism, thus re-

moving a load

of responsibility

from the engine

maker and the

motor cycle
assembler, although some fit a-cushlon hub as well.

Of transmission shock absorbers there are four main

lines of development : that already mentioned, the

spring link chain, the cushion type of hub, and the

engine shaft shock absorber, usually of the spring-

loaded cam type.

Variable pulley belt transmissions are almost non-

existent, although some of the best examples are still

obtainable on the cheaper editions of certain well-

known makes. Friction drive, also, only has a very

small following limited to light machines

EraKeworK.

Far from being an unimportant

detail, brakes are of vital importance,

and have at last received the atten--

tion they deserve. Internal expand-

ing brakes on at least one wheel have

become very popular, and special

means are usually provided when one

is fitted to the rear for the removal

o£ the wheel without disturbing brake

or chain adjustments. The dummy
belt rim brake finds many supporters,

especially amongst machines of the

highest class, for when properly de-

signed it is most satisfactory. Band
brakes are to be found on
only a small number of

machines.

Little change is visible in

either frame or fork spring-

ing. All the big spring-

frame machines rqjnain with

us, and there is one new
spring frame amongst the

lightweights. One very
notable improvement has been
made to spring forks, how-
ever, which consists of a

damping device functioning

in a manner similar to the

friction type shock absorber

so common in car practice.

It is suitable for either front

or rear suspension.

Broadly speaking, frames
remain unaltered, but there

are one or two good
examples of duplex con-

struction j in one case the

"top" tubes run straight

'4

head

and

timmg case cover of 496 c.c. flat tw;n
Brough engine removed to show roller-

bearing big ends ^nd camshaft.

" Semi-overhead " best describes the valve gear of the latest high
efficiency Wooler engine.

NOVEMBER soih, ig22.

from the head to

the rear spindle,

and in several in-

stances provision

is made for en-

closing engine
and gears in a
kind of bonnet,
so that the rider

is kept clean and
the draught is

con centrated
by means of

scoops upon the engine where it is most needed.

Improvements for the Practical Rider.
Quite a number of makers are attaching saddles

direct to the frame members, thus saving some weight
and lowering the riding position, and there is a con-
siderable move m the direction of adjustable handle-
bars, much mgenuity having been displayed alon<T
these lines Wider mudguards ' are fitted in the

-majority of cases, and the rather flat section guard
with no valances has come into
fashion. This type, especially when
ample wheel clearance is arranged,
will please our overseas riders.
Tanks which have gi\'en some

trouble on modern high-speed ma-
chines have been stiffened in many
cases. Some have a double partition
between oil and petrol tank, and one
or two have the two tanks made
separately and divided by a felt pack-
ing piece.

A few firms have decided to drop
th.e saddle tank on the score of struc-
turaj Aveakness or expensive produc-
tion, but it is retained by the majority
of those who fitted it last year.

Two-lever carburetters
continue to hold their own,
and a new type of two-jet
semi-automatic instrument
has been fitted to several
machines. Fully automatic
single-lever carburetters are
to be seen in fair numbers as

standard equipment. There
are, comparatively speak-
ing, several newcomers
which haAe made. good head-
way.

Miniature Carburetters.

Two of tlile old-established

carburetter makers have
produced miniature appara-
tus to suit the tiny engines"

used on many of the modern
ultra-light machines.

Magneto design continues

to improve ; departures

. from the accepted horse-

shoe magnet type were made

17
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What the Show Reveals.—

last year, and this year are still more common. In

one instance a rotating magnet is employed, greatly

simplifying the mechanical construction and wiring and

relieving the armature of centrifugal stresses.

Tyres are cheaper and better this year, and a notice-

able tendency to use bigger sections is apparent on all

except the very lowest-priced models.

Controls do not appear to be simplified either by
reduction in numbers or by standardisation as regards

position, and the subject is worthy of further con-

sideration. The new twist-grip control produced by

a well-knO'wn carburetter firm will be welcomed by
many.

This concludes the survey of what is revealed by a
cursory glance over the exhibits at the Show, looking

at them in their entirety rather than in detail.

Absence of freakishness, sound technical features,

and practical fitments denoting a knowledge of the

practical rider's requirements are features which augur

well fo'r the future. No one can visit the 1922 Olympia
Show of motor cycles and come away with any feeling

of pessimisin as to the outlook of the sport and in-

dustry, on technical grounds at any rate.

MODERN DESIGN.

All types of machines

^^ for every class of

motorist are at Olympia.

r \

Plan view of the 600 c.c. flat twin sporting Humber
\ii I '^

Straight tubes

only are used

in the Cotton

t r i a n g u 1 ated

duplex frame.

Components of the new Scott three-speed gear.

Electrically equipped Grigg lightweight sidecar outfit.

C5
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TYRES FOR 1923.
Importance of Substantial Covers. Sizes and Prices Tabulated.

SELECTION of the right tyre for its special duty is of

the utmost importance. Tyres of insufficient weight or
size can destroy the pleasure of many miles of motoring

;

it is essential, therefore, to obtain the best and biggest tyres

that can be fitted to the rims of the machine.
In view of the apparently confusing array of tyre sizes

given in the accompanying guide to the principal tyres for

the 1923 market, it should be remembered that 26x2^,

26x2|, and 26x2^ for 2^ will fit on the same rim (and
most probably on the 26x2 rims of many old machines and
lightweights). Even 28x3 covers nave been fitted to 26x2J[
rims, but the practice is not recommended by the tyre

makers. On 650x65 rims the other sizes permissible are

700x80 and 710x85, and, i« some cases, 26x3.
Eims of the old size (O.S.) 26x2^ may be fitted with a

26x3 oversize.

A BUYER'S GUIDE OF COVERS AND TUBES

Name and Type.

Avon
CDurolith).

Bates
• (All-weather).

Ee'dam
(Rubber non-skid).

AVON.
Druid
Stonehenge
Druid
Stonelienge
He.ivy 3-ribbed . .

.

Durolitfi

Stonehense
Heavy 3-ribbed . .

.

Durolith
Combination
Durolith
Combination ;

Durolith
Combination
Extra heavy 3-rib. .

Durolith
Durolith
Extra heavy 3-rib .

.

Extra heavy 3-rib .

.

Combination
Combination

BATES.
3-rib and square stud
3-rib, square stud
and All-weather.

.

All-weather
3-rib and square stud
3-rib, square stud
and All-weather. .

J-rib and square stud
3-rib, square stud
and All-weather. .

3-rib and All-weather
J-rib, square stud
and .All-weather. .

All-weather
3-rib, square stud
and All-weather. .

AU-weatKer

BELDAM.
3-ply

4-p!y

Goodrich
(Non-skid).

c6

lohn Bui

(Rib-stud).

Goodyear.

(Non-skid).

Kempshall
(Heavy non-skid).

Clincher

(De Luxe).

Roberts

(Moulded heavy).

Macintosh

(Non-skid).
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Name and Type.

Max (Cycar)

DUNLOP (Con«.)

Rubber studded ex.

hy. 4-ply

Magnum

ELITE.
Super non-skid . . .

,

Size.

Price.

Moseley

(Extra heavy).

MACINTOSH.
Cord foundation

4-pIy, chain patten]

Cycar.
MAX.

Dunlop (Motor

cycle cord). T.T.

26X21
26X2J-X21^

o.s. 26x2J
28x3

650X 65
26x2i

700X 80
28x3

26x2i
26x2^x21
28x3
700X 80

26x2i
26x2}
26X2J

20x2ix2l
2G '2l-:2i

26 ,3
28 : 3
27,\ 31
29.-: 3i

26 2t
26: 25

26X2J-X2
"S6x2i
650 : 65
28 - 3

700 -SO

24y2J
24x2Vx2i
26x2i -

26X2J
26x2^x21
26x24
650x65
700x80
28x3
650X 65
700x80
28x3
710X 85
29x3J

24x2ix2i

26x2
26x2i

26x2?

26x2i

*650x70

26x2Jr
26x2J

26x2+x2i
O.S.26X2J

28x3
24X 2i
26X 2i

26x2}x2i
0.5.26x2^
700x80
28X3

26x2i
26X 2J

26x2}x2i
26x2i
26x3
28x3

26x2
28x2i
26x2i

26x21-x'2i
28x3
650X 65
700x80
710x90

t Standarc

Cover. Tube,

35 9
89 9
31 6
45
34 6
33 9
41 3
42 6

28
33
45
44

27 6
30
31 6
32 6

36
36
89
44
48

Name and Type.

6
7
7
8
7
7
7
8

33 6

27
28

36

38

40

45 6

47 6

33
34 6
36
43
58 6
31
32 3
40 3
42 3
52
53 9

32 3
34 9

52
53

27 6
33
36
39 6
45 6
41
52

7
7
7 3
7 9
8 3
9 9

10

8

6 3

6
9 6*

6 3f
10 9*

6 6t
10 9*

7 Of
11 W
7 3t

12 0«

7 6t
13 0*

8 0-f

8
6
6 3
7
7
7 6

6 3
6 6
7
6
8

6
6 9
6 9
8
7
7 9
9 6

d.

6

3

MIDLAND.
Ribbed and Studded

mOSELEV.
Cable

Four-ply

tt

Three-ply

PALMER.
Cord

,, lieavy

„ heavy

Cord ex. hy . ribbed
Com' 'nation
Rubber

PEDLEY.
Heavyweight f-ply

Extra heavy car ^v^ie

studded

Size.

Extra hy. 3-ribbcd

PIRELLI.
Light

Heavy

Extra heavy

ROBERTS.
Moulded heavy . .

.

Double clinch. . . ,

,

R.R. ..v....:::::

R.O.M,
Combination

Rubber stud cover

Polygon anti-skid .

.

UNITED STATES.
Traxion

26x2
26x2i

O.S.26X 2i
20x3
28X3
650x63
700X80
26x2ix21

26x"2J
26x2i
26x2J

oversize o.s.

Price.

Cover. Tube.

26 9
32
41 3
45
32
41 3
28 6
29
33
35

26x2ix2:l .39 3 7 3

(630\65and
700x80 rims)

28x3
26x2*x2i
26,\S

(650 X 65 and
700:-c80rims)

28:: 3
24x2
26x2

• 26x25

48
50 6

43
23 6

24x2
24x2i
26x2i
26x2i
26X25
26x2i
26x2J
26x3
28x3

6.50x65
700x80
28x3
28x3
700x85

24x2i
26x2i
26X2J
26X2J

650X 65

26x2|
26X 2J-

650x65
26x3
28x3
26x2i
26x2i
650X65
26x3
28x3

26x 2
26x 2ix 2i
26x'2|
26x2i

26X-3X2J
26x3
28x3
26x3
28x3

26x 2i
26x 2i
26x2i
26x2}

26x 2}x 2i

26x21
.26x29
26x2i
26x3
26x2i
26x2J
26x2*
26X2}

26x2J-x2i
26x3
28x3
27X3.V

6 6

9
10

9
10
10
10

Elite

(Non-skid).

Palmer (Steel-

studded heavy).

Midland (Ribbed
and studded).

R.O.M.
(Non-skid).

U.S. Rubber
(Traxion).
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liQshons

A selection of questions of general interest

received from readers and our replies thereto. All

questions should be addressed to the Editor,

'•The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for

publication 01 not must be accompanied by a

Md. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Corre pondents are urged to write clearly

and on one side of the paper only, numbering
each query separately, and keeping a copy
for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the

top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should

NOVEMBER 30th, ig22.

itKeoites
be kept distinct from questions bearing on
technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the
Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers
of ',' The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy
the benefit of the Road Service Department o[
that organisation. Queries should be addressed to
the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a lid.
stamp), and will be dealt with by the A.A. and
]\I U., who are regxiJarly in receipt of reports Irom

'

their representatives aU over the country as to the
existing state of the roads in any particular
locality.

VARIABLE PULLEY GEARING.

(1) When I wind down on to

free engine on my single cylinder

Zenith-Gradua the belt gets so

tight that it stops the back wheel
from going back as far as is neces-

sary and I only just get free engine.

Winding up on to top gear my belt is

so slack that it allows the engine to

race. If I iighten the belt on top gear,

the belt then gets so tight as to stop

me from getting free engine. I have
tried adjusting the pulley from the

engine shaft but all to no purpose.

Can you please inform me what 1 can

do? (2) Can I get a lower gear ratio

than 65 to 1 as I want to attach a
sidecar?—P.H.G.

(1) If you cannot eliminate the trouble

either by adjustment of the belt, the

pulley flanges or the control rods it is

likely that the flanges themselves are

badly worn at the top and it would be
l)etter to renew them. (2) If you use a
|in. belt you could probably get a 6| or

7 to 1 gear.

COASTING DOWN HILL.

(1) Is it a good plan to allow a^ motor cvcle to run down hill with

^ the engine shut off, chiefly for

-
" ' the sake of cooling the latter ?

(2) Supposing I coast in neutral

will it damage the gears if I re-start

the engine when the speed has de-

creased to about 10 m.p.h. by opening
the throttle, lifting exhaust valve and
engaging low gear, dropping the ex-

haust immediately? Is there a better

way?—W.J.n.
(1) It is quite a good plan to close the

throttle (leaving the air lever open} when
coasting down hill, provided you leave

the top gear engaged. (2) You are liable

to damage something seriously if you
adopt the method you suggest. If you
wish to run freely down hill with the gears
in the neutral position you must be pre-

pared to r€-start the engine at the bottom -

of the hill with the kick-starter, otherwise
the shock on the gears and transmission,
being suddenly called unon to overcome
the resistance of the engine is likely to

prove disastrous. It is possible, however,
with practice on those machijies which
permit the gear lever being retained in

the neutral position betwt^en top and
middle t-o coast in this way. As the
machine commences to slow down the

c8

Smportant Dates.

Sat., Nov. 25th, to Sat., Dec. 2nd

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Tues., Dec. 26th, and Wed., Dec.
27th—M.C.C. London-Exeter Rua.

Sat., Jan. 13th, to Wed., Jan. 24th
(1923)—The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 25th, to Sat., Feb. 3rd
(1923)—Scottish Motor Show.

clutch is withdrawn and timing the road
speed carefully top gear is re-engaged and
the clutch let in again with the exhaust
valve raised and the throttle set for easy
starting ; the engine should start at once.
This method, though feasible, is not to

be recommended except to skilled and
careful drivers as it increases unnecessarily
the work of the clutch. It is quite usual
to close the throttle and coast down
against compression, lifting the exhaust
lever occasionally to prevent an excess of

oil being sucked up past the piston rings,
which, of course, tends to oil up the spark-
ing plug.

I
SMALL CAR PROGRRSS'ON

j "THE AUTOCAR"—published
: from the offices of " THE MOTOR
i CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—isthecom-
i pl'.te automobile joiirnal embracing
! small,medium,andlargecars. Every

\
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-

i chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4Cl.

Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-
cessfd automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

BURNT VALVES.

Lately I have had trouble with

^^ exhaust valves pitting and burn-

> ihg on the face, but I cannot
-SJ trace the cause. The tappets are

adjusted properly and the mix-
ture is right, as I have an adjustable
jet. My machine is a 1920 998 c.c.

Indian.—J. E. H.
If the tappets are correctly adjusted and
the mixture is right the trouble may be
caused by a slight error in the ignition

timing. The contact breaker points
should be just separating as the piston is

on top dead centre with the magneto
control two-thirds retarded. If the tim-
ing is in order, however, new exhaust
valve springs may be necessary, as it is

possible that the old ones have lost their

temper. Make quite sure that the ex-

haust valve lifter is not preventing the
valves seating correctly and also examine
the cylinder seats, as the valves^ may be
"pocketed " (i.e., too deep in the seat-

ing as a result of frequent grinding in).

350 c.c. PERFORMANCE.

(1) What is . the maximum
speed of the average machine
fitted with a 350 c.c. Blackburne
engine without expert tuning 1 (2)

Does it do the engine or machine
any harm to drive it at its maximum
over good roads? (3) What r.p.m. will

the engine^ accelerate to ? (4) I am
thinking of raising the gear of this

machine. Is this advisable, arid if so

to what should I raise it? (5) Is it

harmful to the machine to take a friend

on the carrier (15 st. weight . total) ?

(6) What consumption should I get per
gallon of oil and petrol?—H. W.

(1) From 40 to 45 m.p.h. (2) It is not

advisable to drive a machine at its maxi-
mum speed ^Or a very great distance,

but where the roads are really good no
serious harm could result, from an occa-

sional speed burst. (3) Probably the

engine will do about 2,800-3,000 r.p.m.

(4) You do not say what the present ratio

is, but in any case we should not recom-
mend you to raise it above 5 to 1 for

solo riding or 5i to 1 if you are taking

a passenger on the carrier. (5) No
serious harm should result from carrying

a passenger on the carrier. (6) About 90

to 100 m.p.g. petrol and 850 tb 1,000

m.p.g. oil.

t8
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SPEED AND CONSUMPTION.

(1) What is the highest speed

obtainable by a 2^9 c.c. Villiers-

engined lightweight.on the level?

(2) The approximate petrol con-

sumption, an Araac carburetter

being fitted ? (3) Is this engine suit-

able for strenuous touring in a fairly

hilly district?—F.G.M.
(1) Approximately 40 m.p.h. under
ordinary touring conditions. (2) Between
75 and 90 m.p.g. (3) Quite suitable.

BREAKAGE IN REPAIRERS' HANDS.
Recently I had occasion to

send my 650 c.c. twin motor
cycle to a garage for repairs, the
flywheels being loose. After
doing the job—retiming, etc.^

and getting the machine in proper run-

ning order, and while still in their

hands, for some reason or other the
cylinder burst, consequently breaking
the piston and connecting rod. (1)

Having kept me waiting for several

months, while new parts were secured,

the garage proprietors are now includ-

ing in their invoice the cost of these
replacements. Do you consider I am
liable ? There could have been no flaw

when they took the machine over; as

this cylinder, etc., has been on the
machine since it was new in 1918. (2)

, They had to dismantle and assemble
the engine twice and perhaps spent a

little time in-iitting the piston; they
charge time as 45 hours at 5s. per hour.

Is the time spent excessive?—H.A.
(1) It would be very difficult to contest

the charge for the replacement of the
cylinder, as you would have considerable

trouble in proving that the breakage was
due to negligence on the part of the re-

pairers, and_it could be on this ground
alone that you could claim to have it

replaced. (2) In view of the fact that

the breakage occurred while it was in the
repairers' hands, the charge for refitting

certainly appears to be high ; in the
majority of cases of this kind we find

that a breakage is usually made good at

approximately cost price ; this applies

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Itcailen' replies to questions publis/ied

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, Lojidon,
E.C'A, u-hen they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests

for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

" H.G." (Skelton-in-Cleveland).—Vari-

able jets; Bowden extra air inlet; Hagg
tandem : ease of steering.

" R.U." (Ecclefechan).—596 c.e. Indian
Scout : stability on grease, performance of

engine-countershaft gearing, electrical

equipment.
" JF.H.P." (Leicester).—Lucas electric

Horn No. 52, used with Magdyno.
Effect on plates of 8 a.h. accumulator.
"R.S." (Derby).—Coram pistons and

rings in 1921 348 c.c. Douglas ; necessity

for " lapping " and care in running-in.

"L.J.Q." (East Ham).—349 c.c. stan-

dard sports A.J.S. ; 348 c.c. Douglas.
" F. and S.F." ((Fleetwood).—Junior

Triumph : consumption, carbonisation,

suitable oil, ar.d timing.
" A.F." (Maidstone).—Family Morgan

for three adults ; leg room for rear pas-

senger.
" S.L." (Birmingham).—^Terry spring

links on Druid forks (350 c.c. machine).
"E.H.C." (Liverpool). — Voltalite

dynamo on motor cycle.

"R.F.B." (Portsmouth).—293 c.c. New
Imperial or 349_c.c. Raleigh : long runs
(150 miles) ; -best transmission.

"W.G.R." (Stafford).—Binks three-jet

on 349 c.c. Blackburne.
" G.E.il.J." (Ealing).—Indian Scout,

solo and sidecar.

especially to the best class of garage.

SPARKLETS.
Successes in 1922.

An illustrated, booklet describing the
wonderful successes of Sunbeam machines
in the Senior T.T. Race and French,
Italian, Austrian, and Belgian Grand Prix
Races, as w=ell as in the English Six
Days Trials, will be sent to any reader
on application to John Marston, Ltd.,
Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.

A Successful Year.

The shareholders of Humber, Ltd., have
cause to be satislied with the trading of

the company this year. In spite of the
twelve weeks lock-out, adverse exchanges,
and high duties, a 10 per cent, dividend
has been declared on the ordinary shares.

The net profit for the year amounted to

£108,249.

Official Test o£ Folding Sidecar.

An A.C.U. test of the Dorway folding

sidecar has been carried out. The body
was removed, the chassis folded, re-

opened, and the body replaced eight times
in an average time of half-a-minute. The
machine wa5 then driven 100 miles by an
A.C.U. official over the roughest roads in

and about London, and the conclusions

drawn were entirely satisfactory.

In the Cause of Charity.

In the Enfield Cycle Co.'s London depot,

48, Holbqrn Viaduct, London, E.C.I, is

being exhibited a two-stroke model fitted

with Maglita set which has been pur-

chased by the past-president of the General
East End Tradesmen's Association. It is

being disposed of for the benefit of the
London Hospital, Whitechapel. Trades-
men in the East End of London and in

Smithfield Market are selling the neces-

sary tickets at 2s. 6d. each. The ballot

will be under the supervision of the

Viscount Knutsford.

Good Trading.

Although industrial difficulties affected

output during the year, the balance-sheet

r>f the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., is satis-

factory. The final dividend on the ordin-

ary shares is 7^%, which, together with
the interim dividend, makes a total of

10%. The trading profit for the year
was £80,014.

Catalogues Received.

John Marston, Ltd., Sunbeamland,
Wolverhampton : A preliminary list of

Sunbeam 1923 prices.

S. Smith and Sons (M.A.), Ltd., Great
Portland Street, London, W.C. : Details

of several motor cycle accessories, such
as the JI-L Maglita, the M-L magneto,
K.L.G. plugs, clocks, speedometers, and
other useful oddments.

THE ETERNAL ATTRACTION. Like the majority of people, motor cyclists seek out stream, river or pool by which to rest and

have a quiet smoke. A scene at Wisley Hut on the Portsmouth Road.

'^ eg
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^ to i£c £cUtor
The Editor 02s not hold himsplf responsible fT t'^e opinions of his corres.oondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

STEERING ON BANKED THACKS.
Sir,—Recently I have been interested to notice the in-

creasing vogue of an adjustable friction device on the steer-

heads of certain of the faster machines on Brooklands.
It would be interesting to know if such devices are used

throughout the complete circuit of the track. I have heard
it stated that if a machine is travelling on a banked track
with a banking angle exactly suitable to its speed, no
movement of the front wheel is- required, and that the act

of inclining the machine normal to the banking is sufficient

to cause it to turn ; while others contend that the direction

of the front wheel must be perpendicular to the radius of

the curve at any given point, i.e., the front wheel must be
slightly turned relatively to the machine. Possibly some of

your readers could explain which point of view is correct.

Glasgow. K.E. 9645.

AUTOMATIC SIGNALLING.
Sir,—I do not quite understand Mr. Broadbent's line of

argument. He states he cannot see- how you arrive at the
conclusion that automatic signalling has only met with
limited success on railways, and then in the next paragraph
-goes on to say that it is impossible to install automatic
signals at crossover points. Surely Mr. Broadbent by say-

ing t,iiis supports your view as to the limited success.

It may- interest Mr. Broadbent, and possibly others, to

know- that the North-Eastern Railway has had automatic
signals on a ten-mile section on the main line between York
and Darlington for- the past thirteen years, and that the
main line traffic, including the fastest boohed train in Eng-
land, has ruii over this section during that period without a
mi.=hap due to failure of the automatic signalling scheme,
but—and here the limited success comes in—it is necessary
to have manually-operated signal frames at the junctions ;

these signals are, however, electrically controlled by the
automatic equipment. A. P.

Darlington.

SOLID TYRES FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

Sir,—With reference to your article " Solid Tyres on
Touring Machines," in which you state that the wear and
tear of the roads must be greater with solid than with
pneumatic tyres, might I, as a surveyor and a student of
the science of road-making, point out that in reality the
pneumatic tyre effects greater damage to roads tlian prac-
tically any other type.

As doubtless you are aware, pneumatic tyres bulge slightly

according to the air pressure thereiir-and the speed at which
the vehicle is being driven and the weight thereon. The
effect of this bulge is that it acts as a continual sucker,
drawing small particles of material from the road, which
become disintegrated and cause dust. The material of the
road, on losing these particles which bind it together, be-
comes exceedingly dusty, and with this sucking action,

eventually becomes torn up and very loose.

Heavy commercial motor traffic does, comparatively speak-
iiig, very little damage, not being fitted with pneumatic

tyres, but with solid ones, and instead of cfinging to the
road, as a motor cycle travelling at speed would do, mereTy
rolls over it ; but this type of vehicle has many other
means of damaging roads without fitting pneumatic tyres.

A pneumatic tyre does far greater damage to a road in

dry, hot weather, when the surfaces of the road have been
"baked" by the sun. These remarks apply particularly

to macadam roads. In order to show the- particular sucking
powers of a pneumatic tyre, on the Bath Road during the
week-end stones and pieces of road material from one-eighth
to half an inch have been found to be torn up, even though
the road had been made of the best materials obtainable for

the work.
In my opinion, a solid tyre on a motor cycle would not

do so much damage as a pneumatic tyre for the above
reas-Sns. SURVEYOR.

London, S.W.8.

Sir,—I have been many times in the first (1913) Trojan
car, which is still running with the same reliability as a
new one.

Leylands did their best to smash this foolproof and un-
breakable car (for eighteen months) over their cinder dump
and railway sleepers.

The coupe model has pneumatics tyres fitted " to over-

come pi'ejudice, " so that when the owner finds ^lat" it

makes no difference in the springing he will gladly revert
to the 1,500 mile 30s. a time solids.

STUART LESLIE.
["1.500 mile" may possibly be intended to read "15,000
mile."

—

Ed.]

PREJUDICE AGAINST PILLION RIDING.

Sir,:—Whilst not wishing to open up a discussion for or

against the popular pastime of pillion-riding, I should like

to bring to notice the unfair criticism prominently levelled

at this form of sport by a prominent London daily news-
paper.

Practically every week a list of accidents, always stated

to be due to the presence of the second passenger, is given
a prominent position, and tlie paragraph invariably ends by
calling upon the authorities to pass a law to put an end
to this dangerous practice.

,

You can well imagine ray surprise the other morning on
seeing a leader headed "Good Hunting."
- Starting oft by giving a list of killed and injured so far

this season, this champion of life saving in sport ends by
the following remarkable paragraph. "It is this risk which
makes fox-hunting one of the greatest of sports. In mosl
the dangers are only for the hunted . . . the hunter waits

in security for his quarry. . _. . Man was 'born a hunting
animal. Civilisation has too often giveti him a safe skin
while he hunts."
My only comment "is that it is praiseworthy fo lose your

life or limbs in a sport costing about £15 per minute, there-

fore, only for the wealthy, but, to do so by pillion-riding is

deliberate suicide, and should be legally withheld from the

usually not too affluent motor cyclist. E. M. COOPER.
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THE MATHEMATICS OF " HANGING-ON."
Sir,—Oh! " Schnaps," why damn a perfect exposition

<if mathematics by an incorrect application of them ? In
my previous letter I was comparing resistances, and resist-

ance is a jorce, it is not work.

It would be perfectly correct to say that the worh done
by a cyclist in a unit of time iu overcoming tractive re-

sistance at 30 m.p.h. is 30 times the work done at 1 m.p.h.
But similarly, the work done in overcoming air resistance

at 30 m.p.h. in the same unit of time is 900x30 times the
work done at 1 m.p.h. So why drag in the common factor

of 30 at all? I omitted it and compared the forces only.

I have been accused of "sheer ignorance," and now of

"scientific inexactitudes": perhaps some other correspon-
dent will now oblige with a further exposure of my faults.

High Wycombe. "BENEDICT."

AT THE TOP OF ITS CLASS.

Sir,— I have been much interested in the article in defence
of the high-priced sidecar.

The principal casus belli, of course,^ is the Rover "8,"

and I think if manufacturers of sidecars gave some thought
as to the reason of its instant popularity they might manage
to market an outfit which would capture the thousands who,
a.3 your contributor rightly says, have not motored before,

and are now buying Rovers.
To deal first with the allegation of " extravagance " in this

type of vehicle, I submit the following figures. Assuming
an m.p.g. of 45 for the car and 60 for the sidecar, a differ-

ence of £8 in tax and insurance, £3 for tyres-, 3,000 miles
per annum, extra cost of car £12 14s., 5,000 miles per
annum, extra cost of car £13 10s., a difference of 1.05 and
.65 pence per mile respectively. Most people garage their

sidecars at home, and I fail to see why the slight extra size

of a car should entail any extra outlay.

The average buyer requires a vehicle which may be used
as an all-round hack—not for Alpine tours—a vehicle in

which the driver need not dress like an Esquimaux for a five-

mile rainy trip—a machine in which it is possible to con-
verse in comfort at 20 m.p.h., and finally which may be
cleaned in the minimum amount of time.
These being the requirements, it is not surprising that a

chassis, designed on eminently sound engineering principles
—inferior neither in material or workmanship to a high-grade
outfit, and combining the weather protection of an enclosed
car with a degree of silence, seldom, if ever, met with in a
sidecar, and ruiming at a cost from .5 to 1.0 pence per mile
greater than a sidecar—should attract so much attention.

When, however, some manufacturer turns out a sidecar
outfit more on the lines of your artist's sketch at a cost

some 25% less than the Rover his sales will bring their

own reward.
I have no connection with either sidecar or light car

manufacturers. B. ENG.
Rugby.

Sir,—In February, 1921, I entered the ranks of the
motorists, and at that time I was doubtful whether or not
to expend my money on a high-class sidecar outfit or invest

in a small car. After a great deal of consideration, which
was obviously not backed by experience, I purchased a two-
seater, air-cooled cycle car, and, although the price was in

the neighbourhood of £240, at that time it was considered
toije one of the cheapest foar-wheeled vehicles of its class.

There was no doubt in my mind at the time and imme-
diately after my first rmi that I had secured a machine
which would give me every satisfaction, and, further, would
protect myself and my passenger from any rough weather
we might perhaps have to encounter.
After 250 miles' running I began to doubt the wisdom of

my purchase, and after 500 miles the machine was, to . my
mind, practically useless—very bad hill-climbing, tyre

trouble, difficult starting, and serious overheating of the
engine, to say nothing of magneto and transmission trouble^
and, although many expert people had the car in their hands,
they were unable to do anj'thing with it.

At a loss of over £80 I sold the machine and purchased
a Matchless sidecar outfit.

A vast difference was noticed in every possible way, and
during the whole time the outfit was in my possession—and

this was over a year—I did not experience the slightest diffi-

culty in any shape or form ; I knew I could always lake
the machine out at any time and expect .to do a journey
anywhere I wished to go.

Again, in May this year, I thought I could obtain the
same satisfaction from a well-known four-wheeled cycle car,

and consequently disposed of my reliable sidecar outfit and
with an extra amount of money took over my new
acquisition.

I found everything in perfect order, and at last thought
I had obtained a car which would enable me to go anywhere
without the slightest trouble.
Unfortunately my theory did not work out correctly, and

up to the present the makers have seen the car no less than
seven times. I will say that, with the exception of a main
bearing seizure (which occurred whilst in the hands of a
relative), all the troubles I had to contend with were petty,

but I do so wish that I could enter the garage and know
that the engine could be started without a hitch.

It is not surprising, therefore, that i am getting a little
" fed up " and begin to sigh for the reliable machine which
I had on three wheels. XL 754.

London, E.C.2.

T.T. SPEEDS ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—Are "Zenooth" and his followers pulling someone's

leg, or have they invented a new " dope " ?

London, S.W. 499 TKIUMPH.

Sir,—I do not agree with Mr. C. B. Bickell, as, person-
ally, I would rather meet a "week-end summer rider who
potters about, and needs to think twice in an emergency,"
than a speed-merchant who does not have the time to think
once, let alone twice. SATIS.

Glastonbury.

Sir,—I am sure that the definite cancellation of the pro-

posed Amateur T.T. has been received with widespread
feelings of regret ; and I am surer that our feelings are

the more poignant after reading some of the claims of your
" road-burning " correspondents. Amateurs who can average
40-50 m.p.h. under everyday road conditions are obviously
the men we want over in " the island " for the amateurs'
race, if the standard of riding excellence is to bear com-
parison with the performances of our professional experts.

I have noticed that when averaging 24 m.p.h., one
can pass most things on the road—most riders and car-

owners seem to jog along at about " 30," with a slight '

reduction of speed when passing through villages and small

towns. This generally brings the average down to about
22 m.p.h.

It is strange that none of our well-known speedmen ever

rush into print concerning their best road " averages." Per-

haps if G. P. Wood, Watson-Bourne, or, say, F. W. Dixon
were to give us their experiences, we would get something
authoritative and, I am sure, very interesting.

Newcastle-on-Tyne. " QUIXIX."

Sir,—Last July or August you were good enough to pub-
lish a pi'otest of mine against the modern tendency to speed.

I have made careful inquiries since, and I find that medical
opinion is strongly against the effects of the wind resistance

set up by the great motor cycles which hurtle along our
main roads at anywhere between 30 and 80 miles an hour.

Many of my friends, including the local police constable,

who is an extremely good man, agree with me that if the

present 20 m.p.h. speed limit were, abolished, someone would
be killed.

May I, as an unbiased spectator, who has some little

knowledge of the mechanical side of motor cycles, suggest

that| machines ridden " solo " should have a limited piston

displacement of 150 c.c, and sidecar machines 250 c.c. This

would increase the efficiency of engines, and therefore be a

great economy in fuel and oil.

I fear a few of the wrongly-termed " sporting " frater-

nity will call me a silly man, but I am prepared to defend
my suggestion. I have mentioned it to several motor
cyclists, and they all finally agreed with me that the com-

munity in general would benefit greatly, and that motor
cycling would be within the means of many more.

A. 0. RUSSELL.
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HUMIDITY AND POWER OUTPUT.
Sii'j^On a Ford car I got 34% and a friend of mine got,

on a Ner-a-car, 25% be.-ter results by using an Empire
economiser in conjunction witli an air moistening device.

In reply to " Experimentor's " query regarding the
absence of misfiring in a charge mottled with water spray,

I found that moistened air is in suspension with the
gaseous mixture, and under compression breaks up into

oxygen and hydrogen gases, so causing no misfiring or in-

ternal effects of rust. ^ HUMIDIFFUSEK.
London, N.W.I.

CASTOR OIL IN ENGINE LUBRICATION.
Sir,—I am sure hundreds of your readers will agree that

Castrol R is not harmful to internal combustion engines.
From my own exjierience I can say nothing but praise for

this excellent lubricant, and it is usually conceded that an
ounce of practice is woith a ton of theory.
The last time I dismantled my 490 c.c. Norton, which

had then over 12,000 miles to its credit, I found all bear-
ings perfect. This speaks well for engine and lubricant,

considering I use the same machine for hill-climbs, speed
events, and reliability trials, as well as for business and
pleasure. I should also like to mention the great economy
of using this oil.

I have no interest in Wakefields or Nortons, or any oil

concern. LESLIE H. SHARP.

Sir,—I have read with interest the article which you have
published on the use of castor oil for motor cycle lubrication.

The correspondence aroused thereby has been most interest-

ing, but I do not think that any of the writers have quite

got at the real advantages which castor possesses over
mineral oils.

Frictional resistance in a bearing, where the surfaces are

separated by an oil film, is wholly viscous, and the heat pro-

duced raises the temperature of the thin film of lubricant
which is a bad conductor of heat, and from which the heat
escapes but slowly by conduction. The quantity of heat
developed may be so great, and the lubricant consequently
become so fluid that it is incapable of sustaining the load,

and the bearing may seize. This seizing, when the loads are

cons"iderable, owing to the reduced viscosity brought about
by increase of temperature, is somewhat more pronounced
when mineral oils are used than is the case with vegetable
lubricants, for the viscosity of the latter does not fall off

so rapidly Avith rise of temperature, as is the case with the
former. So that although mineral oils can be, and are pro-

duced, having the same viscosity as castor oil at ordinary
temperatures, yet it does not follow that they will be of

equal lubricating value. - -

However, viscosity does not play such an important part
in lubrication as one would expect, because lubrication de-

pends upon other less generally understood and somewhat
obscure properties.

As a matter of fact, a lubricant may have the required
viscosity and yet not be a lubricant. A liquid. in order to

act as a lubricant must possess enough body or combined
capillarity and viscosity to keep the surfaces between which
it is interposed from com.ing in contact. Mineral, unlike
animal and vegetable oils, seem for the most part deficient

in this property of form.ing thick pei'manent films.

When a grease is rubbed between the fingers it will be
found that they slide freely over one another even when
pressed together with considerable force, due to the fact

that the grease has formed a thick film which is not easily

displaced. The corresponding property in the case of
liquids is called "oiliness," which is the property that pre-

vents the lubricant from being easily pressed out. Different
liquids possess this property in very different degrees. Thus,
although sperm oil is much less viscois than glycerine it is

a far better lubricant. The glycerine feels harsh between
the fingers, whilst the sperm oil feels smooth and greasy.
The viscosity of an oil, therefore, by no means furnishes
its lubricating value, and this property of viscosity has to
be combined with that -of "oiliness."

Oiliness is generally possessed most markedly by the
animal oils, less so by those of vegetable origin, and least
of all by mineral oils. It is on this account that fixed oils

ire so frequently added to mineral oils, for they give to

the latter ^just that property in which the mineral oils are
most deficient.

It has been found by actual experiment that an internal
combustion engine, when using castor oil for lubrication,
will maintain a much higher average number of revolutions
per minute that the same engine attained when using a
mineral oil for lubrication. The explanation of this is prob-
ab"y embodied in this pi-operty of oiline.ss.

Castor oil actually does cause corrosion of the vifals of a
motor cycle engine when used for lubrication—I have re^

peatedly proved this by analysing the carbon deppsits, which
invariably contain free fatty acids. But this disadvantage
is more than counterbalanced when one takes into considera-
tion all its advantages, c.//., non-solubility in petrol, high
viscosity, which remains^high at increased temperatures,
and its oiliness, and it is the combination of these three
characteristics which make it so valuable to racing men.

L. F. WRIGHT.
Research Chemist.

CARBON DEPOSIT ANALYSED.
Sir,—After reading the article by Mr. G. Middleton on

the composition of carbon deposit, I was prompted to make
an analysis from the cylinder head of a 349 c.c. Douglas
engine.

The analysis varies considerably from his, and may be
of interest. I may state that the carburetter had no gauze
in it.

Oleaginous Carbon 75.30%
Ash 24.70%

28.72
'53.24

2.81

9.76

5.47

100.00%

Analysis of the ash gives the following results :

Silica SiO^ ...

Ferric Oxide Fe^Oj
Alumina ALO^
Copper Oxide C«0
Manganese, etc., etc. ... ' ...

100.00

The silica residue was examined and found to contain
fairly large particles of flint, some of which were quite
one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter.

The copper present was derived from the copper insets

at the end of the gudgeon pin, and due to their friction with
the cylinder wall.

No doiibt a small proportion of the iron present was
obtained from the road ; the fact that alumina and man-
ganese were present points to this, as these three are usually

found together in nature.

In concluding, I may say that this large percentage of

iron present is not due in any way to under-oiling, as I

usually over-do things where oiling is concerned. A.D.G.
London, S.E.27.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, n
Issued in conjunction with Tke Motor Cycle.

'• MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handbook of the motor cycle.

P ice net, 2/6. By post, 2/io.

•' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
Second Edition. Just Published.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTORlCYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition- Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
Fifth Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/-. Hy cost, 2/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " IxiON," 01 The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-,

Paper Boards. Price, 2/(

" THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of thiee, complete in {asj. Pri e net. 5/6.
Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—Engla .d and
Wales, London. Price net. 4/6. By post, 4/8.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price n -t, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.
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By post, 5/3.
By post, 2/9.
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PROPRIETARY
ENGINES
FOR 1923.

^J^_

976C.C.JAP.
(50°, 85-5 X 85 mm., side valves.)

499 c.c. BARR & STROUD.
(86 X 86 mm., single sleeve valve.)

f.

249 C.C. BLACKBURNE.
(60 X 88 mm., side valves.)

Almost Every Require^

ment in Type or Size

of Power Unit is

Produced by Specialist

Manufacturers. 696 C.C. BLACKBURNE.
(60°, 71 X 88 mm., overhead valves.)

A PROPRIETARY engine described in the sim-

plest terms is an engine available on the open

market to all who build motor cycles.

Naturally, the larger manufacturers make practically

every part of their machines in their own works, but

many firms of the highest repute buy power units

from specialists in engine construction.

Curiously enough, while the best known makers of

complete motor cycles flourish in the iVIidlands, several

of the better known proprietary engine makers hail

from London and the South.

The popular J. A. P. is not only our oldest proprie-

tary engine, but one of the earliest British-made en-

gines, and it is interesting to record that in 1903-4 it

was fitted to the first motor bicycles made by firms

which have since reached the highest rank. It com-
peted against the then invincible Continental makes in

1904 and 1905, and was soundly beaten, but its makers
stuck to their work, with the result that the modern
J. A. P. engine can, and does, triumph brilliantly

wherever it is used. J. A. P. engines are available in

capacities ranging from 250 c.c. to 1,080 c.c.

Next in order may be mentioned the Blackburne, ori-

ginally known as the De Haviland. The range of

Blackburne sizes has gradually been extended, and all

types from 250 c.c. to 1,098 c.c. are made. As ori-

ginally designed, with one pfece crankshaft, split big

end, outside flywheel and detachable head, the Black-

349 C.C. BRADSH.4W.
(68 X 96 mm., overhead valves,

oil -cooled.)

688c.c. COVENTRY VICTOR.
(180°, 75 X 78 mm., side valves)

343 c.c. VILLIERS.

(79 X 70 mm., two-stroke, flywheel

magneto.)

C15
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1,090 ex. PRECISION.
(50°, 85 X 96 mm., side valves cycle-car type.)

346 c.c. M.A.G.
(72 X 85 mm., overhead inlet valve.)

998 c.c. BARR& STROUD.
(50°, 86 X 86 mm., single sleeve valves.)

burne units had a long run of success, but latterly some

of those features have had to give place to more pro-

gressive developments, chiefly in regard to the adoption

of ball and roller bearings.

A Well-Known Swiss Engine.

Among Continental engines, the only one which has

ever attained popularity in England is the superhly-

made M.A.G., the initials of which stand for the title

and address of the firm—Motosacoche, Acacias,

Geneva. The word Motosacoche means "motor in a

toolbag," the name given to one of the early light-

weights which grew from a miniature then rated at

ij h.p. through bigger and bigger sizes until, for the

British market, the 993 c.c. and 1,098 c.c. big twins

have been specialised ; smaller twins are available,

however. Two small singles also come from the

M.A.G. works.

A distinct departure from ordinary practice^ is the

sleeve-valve B. and S. engine made by the famous
scientific instrument makers, Barr and Stroud, Ltd.,

of Anniesland, Glasgow, under Burt's patents. The

type of single-sleeve valve used first saw the light

in the Argyll and Picard-Pictet car engines. Silent in

operation and yet highly efficient, the B. and S. Is

rapidly attaining the popularity it deserves; for 1923
the 350 c.c. engine is supplemented by another single

of 500 c.c. and a V twin of 1,000 c.c.

Big Twins and Little Two-str'-kes.

Finally, among the four-strokes must be mentioned
the British Anzani, which is a highly efficient, beauti-

fully made twin-cylinder of 986 c.c. and 1,075 c.c.

capacity, which has met with considerable success on
the track.

In the Coventry Victor w.e have the only flat-twin

proprietary engine. It has been on the market for

several years, and has given great satisfaction. Only
one capacity (688 c.c.) is offered.

We now come to the two-stroke proprietary engines,

of which the most prominent is the Villiers, the pioneer

of its type.

Being early on the field, its makers have brought
the Villiers engines to a high state of efficiency, and

1,078 c.c. ANZANI.
(57°, 85 X 95 mm., overhead valves, water-cooled.)

c 16

346 c.c. J.A.P.

(70 X 90 mm., side valves.)

1,090 c.c. BLACKBURNE.
(60°, 85 X 96 mm., overhead valves, water-cooled.)

23
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Proprietary Engines {or 1923.—
the introduction of a flywheel magneto, which now
serves to provide lighting as well as ignition current,

has gained them further popularity.

Other two-stroke proprietary engines are the Broler
and Juckes, the latter is a new proposition intro-

duced r)y the maker of the well-known Juckes gear
boxes.

349 c.c. BROLER.
(75 X 79 mm., two-stroke.)

SIZES AND
(45°, 82

TYPES OF

1,098 c.c.M.A.G.^
103'5 mm., overhead Inlet valves.)

277 c.c. JUCKES.
(70 X 72 mm. two-stroke.)

PROPRIETARY ENGINE UNITS.

Name.

ANZANI

<BARR & STROUb!
11

BLACKBURNE . . .

.

tBRADSHAW
t

BROLER
•COVENTRY VICTOR
J.A.P.

Bore and
Stroke.

mm.
83x92
85x95
70X 90.5

86x86

aox
71

X

85 X
nx
85X
85 X
68 X
USX
76X
73 X
75 X

64.5 X
70X
70X

C.C. Cyl.
Lubrica-

tion.

996 2 (57°) Mech.
1,078 2 (57°) ,,

348 1

499 1

998 2 (50°)

249 1 Splash
- 348 1 „
545 1 jj

696 2 (60')

998 2 (60°) ,j

1,090 2 (60') ,,

349 1 .Mech.

494 2 (180°)
^j

690 2 (180°)

349 1 Petroil

688 2(180°) Drip
249 1 .\iito.

292 1 jj

346 1 .,

Type. Name.

O.h.v.

Sleeve-valve.

Side or o.h.v.

Side valve.

Side or o.h.v.

4-speed unit.

Two-stroke.
Side valve.

JUCKES
M.A.G. ..

PRECISION
VILLIERS ..

Bore and
Stroke.

C.C. Cyl.
Lubrica-
tion.

mm.
85.5x85 488 1 Auto
85.5x95 549 1 .,

64.5x76 498 2 (30°)

76x85 770 2(50°)-
,,

85,5x85 976 2 (50°) „
70x72 277 1 —
64x77 248 1 Splash

64x92 296 1 ,j

72x85 346 1 ^1

64x77 496 2 (45°) „
64x92 592 2 (45°)

,j

72x91 740 2 (45°) J,

82x94 992 2(45°)
J,

82x 103,5 1,098 2 (4.5°) llech.

82x103.5 1,098 2 (90°) .,

85x90 1,090 2 (50°) Splash

55x62 147 1 Petroil

67x70 247 1 .\uto.

79x70 343 1

Type.

Side valve

Two-stroke
O.h.i.v.

Side valve.

Two-stroke.

Air- or water-cooled, f Oil-cooled. Air- or water-cooled. t Oil-cooled.

To fill the petrol tank

of the Ner-a-car the

saddle IS raised as

shown.

AT OLYMPIA.

* 'it'

.Hi.-. «;=,

Plan view of the two-seater Xtra

car illustrating the extent of the

passenger and luggage accom-
modation.

C 19
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Seeing 1 922 Events in Comfort.

What the Film Portrays,

DURING the present week motor cyclists in London
have the opportunity of seeing The Motor Cycle

film at the Broadway Cinema, Hammersmith,

which' is so easily accessible from Olympia.

After the final performance two identical films will

be put into circulation, one in the south and the other

in the north of England.

Those who are looking forward to the exhibition

in their own locality of this interesting pictorial history

of 1922 motor cycle events will be glad to know exactly

what The Motor Cycle film comprises.

First cornes the M.C.C. club championship for The

Motor Cycle C\i^, with scenes at

the start on a by-road near Tring.

Familiar faces among officials and

competitors are recognisable, and

in one view Mr. " Timekeeper "

Bidlake is seen in characteristic

attitude. A view of Kop Hill on

a tvpical 1922 summer's day with

rain falling and wind-tossed trees

is an attractive feature, ancf an

excellent idea of the i in 5
gradient is given.

Numerous as was the crowd of

motor cyclists who visited the Isle

of Man this year, there is a vast

majority which nCver^ has the

opportunity of witnessing , the

T.T. races. For these the 1922
events will be run again as really

live happenings. First is seen the

embarkation of machines at Liverpool. Next is shown
the start of the Lightweight and Junior races, incidents

at Sulby Bridge, the Ramsey hairpin, Craig-ny-baa,

arid the Junior T.T. winner, T. M. Sheard, the

ALmxman.
Similarly is the Senior Race dealt with. One can

observe the nervous tension in the competitors' faces

as they await the word " Go." The film shows a

scene at Quarter Bridge, fast cornering at Braddon
Bridge, the negotiation of the difficult turn at

Governor's Bridge, incidents at the replenishment

depots, and finally a picture of the victorious Bennett.

Scenes from two more M.C.C. events follow. The
first is in the London-Edinburgh Run, showing the

competitors on " The Struggle " at the summit of

Kirkstone Pass. But their efforts are nothing to those

of the riders on Beggar's Roost in the club's Easter

event, London to Land's End. The gradient is i in

©T©3E(nfiSlLS FILM

NOW SHOWING IN LONDON
at the

BROADWAY CINEMA,
HAMMEBSMITH.

(Five roimites from Olympia.)

All the principal motor cycle events
in 1922. T.T. Races in the Isle of
Man, Grand Prix Races in France,
Reliability Trials at home, and
" stunt " hill-climbs and races in
America.

Prices of Admission : 2s. 4d., Is.,
and 8d. 2s. 4d. seats may -be booked
in advance. Tel. : Hammersmith 718.

After Saturday next the Film starts
on its tour of London and provincial
clubs.

31^, up which machines, wreathed in smoke, skid andj
dodge the awful surface, while the riders " bump
in their saddles in order to secure wheel grip.

Next follows a section of film prepared by TAel
Auioccer showing a few incidents in, the Junior, Car
Club's General Efficiency Trial. Professor Low if

seen working his audiometer, and there are pictures of

the acceleration test and an exciting incident in the

climb up the test hill.

Fast cornering in the T.T. Car Races, especially at

the Ramsey hairpin, and Sulby Bridge are included

and there are some fine views of the French Grand

...: ;.... Prix, which' give the start of the

I
cars (led by the winning motor
cyclist of 'the previous day's

event), speed on the straight

stretches,, and excellent riding

at the sharp corners.

A sensational American section

follows. Cars skid round the

pylon (in this case a barrel) on
Daytona Beach, and so fast do
they flit by that the eye is dazzled.

Then there is an American hill-

climb which may give an inspira-

tion to club secretaries and trials

organisers. Heavy machines
attempt the ascent of a trackless

hill of I in 2. Practically all

fail and topple over backwards,

i while the riders narrowly escape
injury ; spectators in their thou-

sands turn up in cars to see the " sport." Certainly it

is a thrilling exhibition.

An excellent view of cars speeding round an Ameri-
can track is shown, and then we return to Europe to

witness scenes on Amulree and Kenmore in the

Scottish Six Days Trials.

Snow cars performing in the French Alps provide
another attractive feature, and finally comes the motor
cycle Grand Prix at Strasbourg, where the machines
are started off in batclies, class by class, speed past
the grand-stands, and stop at replenishing cages. At
the end the Greek Psalty, the Paris agent of the

winning 250 c.c. machine, subsides into ecstasies at

the success of Davison, while Bennett, the T.T. hero
and 500 c.c. winner, is carried shoulder high by his

colleagues.

Truly a fine entertainment, which lasts about forty

minutes.

24
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INTERESTING DETAILS OF
MOTOR CYCLES AT

OLYMPIA.

A feature of the Royal Enfield is an ingenious lock which permits rear brake pressure to be
maintained without effort on part of the driver.

New tank and frame of the largest Lea-

Francis, which has a 592 cc. MAG. engine.

The Bianchi, like the Harley-Davidson flat twin
and the new Triumph, employs spur gears in tha

primary drive.

Engine and four-: gear unit, frame and transmission layout of the

350 c.c.Ti.S.D.
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Limiting One's Choice by a Study of Requirements. Selecting from the Final Choice.

By "ROAD, RIDER."

VERY few novices go seriously astray in picking

their first machine, chiefly because the general

average of quality is now exceedingly high.

It is very rare for a big factory to turn out a

poor machine ; and when the products of a small firm

are concerned, the engine, gear box, carburetter, igni-

tion, forks, etc., are generally manufactured by some

famous component works, so that the complete as-

sembly is likely to give satisfaction.

Thus, the novice's only risk of making a substantial

blunder • hinges on his picking a type of machine
wholly unsuited to his needs, as if a weak, timid,

elderly man should orcler a big twin sports model, or

some ignoramus with- a sporting temperament should

foolishly buy a single-geared baby two-stroke.

Such mistakes are committed every winter, but not

in large numbers. The novice's regrets, if any, usu-

ally centre on his having bought a good example of

the right kind of machine, but not the one and only

make which pleases him best after a year on the road

has educated his taste. For this reason, the most care-

ful thought should be given to defining exactly what Is-

wanted. Buy in haste and repent at leisure.

When the intending rider has analysed his own
wants thoroughly, his choice will usually be narrowed
to three or four machines ; and the advice outlined

below in this article should enable him to make the

perfect choice.

The Outstand'ng Quality.
No two men have exactly the same, wants, and all

-

of us want more than the most perfect machine can
supply. But a little thought will usually identify one
factor as topping the list of our needs; and among
such factors the following items will figure promi-
nently in the minds of various individuals : Speed, com-
fort, light weight, hill-climbing, economy, absence of
skidding, weather protection, and suitability for night
work. Whichever ranks first, the beginner should make
full use of any local club. If he can attend one of its

meets as passenger in a friendly sidecar, he will come
home with his head awhirl from kindly tliough contra-

dictory advice, but he will have spotted two or three

machines likely to suit him.

The speed machine is the easiest to pick. Our back

numbers will indicate which machines do best in the

T.T. and at Brooklands, whilst many of the fastest

machines, such as the Norton, Brough Superior, Scott-

Squirrel, are now sold with a speed guarantee. On
the other hand, no such guarantee is given with the

four-valve Triumph, sports A.J.S., sports Sunbeam,
and other popular road-burners, including most of the

big twin-s. But even in tbis market there are several

points to be emphasised.

Maintenance of Tune.

A very small engine does not maintain super tune

for long; it is possible to obtain a 350 c.c. machine
capable of 70 m.p.h., but a bigger engine, possessing

a real reserve of power, is likely to maintain its maxi-
mum speed for longer periods. Any fast engine of

500 c.c. and over should remain fast ; the speed dura-

bility of a smaller engine demands verification.

Secondly, fast road work is more a matter of

acceleration than of sheer speed. The machine which
can pick up to 40 m.p.h. quickly will- beat another

which may be 10 m.p.h. faster on the track, but acce-

lerates sluggishly. If the gear box is to be used for

accelerating, see that the gears are easy to change,

especially if you have to change up from middle to

top when the machine is already doing 45 m.p.h.

Thirdly, though a big twin is faster than almost any
single, a good single takes less tuning, and will give

all the speed which any man can employ on British

roads.

If comfort is at the head of your -list, big tyres

are the surest and cheapest road to it; by "big" I

mean 3in. on a 500 c.c. model. These in combina-
tion with an ordinarily decent fork and perhaps a super

14
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How to Choose a Solo Machine.—
saddle listed at 63s. or so will flatten any road ; and

the super saddle is not a necessity. Spring frames

vary in efficiency, and some of them are heavy ; a trial

is desirable. The B. and D. stabiliser is a really good
thing; I have ridden over bricks hands off with the help

of this device.

Light weight no longer condemns the user to^ road

vibration and weak hill-climbing, as it once did. But
lightweights vary far more in quality than the older

and more fully-developed patterns. A man who likes

something which is easy to handle with its engine

stopped can undoubtedly discover a machine which will

take him anywhere, and will neither bore nor shake

him when he does 200 miles in the day. But he should

pick carefully, using the information below, and in-

sist on a road trial.

' Hill-climbing.

Hill-climbing is nowadays purely a matter of gear

ratios. In hilly counties the buyer should have three

speeds, and -the bottom ratio should be 15 to i, or

even lower. He need not fear overheating.

Economy depends first upon the quality of the

machine; secondly on its size; and thirdly on the rider.

Minimum costs fall to the lot of a man who drives sen-

sibly, does not shirk doing his own dirty work (from

repairing punctures upwards), chooses a first-class

mount, and prefers 350 c.c. to 1,000 c.c. A first-class

chain-driven 350 c.c. model is probably the cheapest

machine to own.
Skidding is in reality more a matter of the rider's

nerves than of mechanics. But on the sort of road

which unsaddles many of our crack men in a trial,

the best chance of a non-stop falls to him who has

(i) a small multi-cylinder engine, mounted low in the

frame ; (2) a rather low gear
; (3) a perfectly smooth

drive ; (4) wide bars, low enough to put plenty of

weight on the front Avheel
; (5) low weight so as not to

make steering clumsy; and (S) a pair of well-scolloped

tyres, which beget confidence. But an ordinary rider

with a little experience
;

should be able to hold up
almost any machine over any
normal road. The skidding

bogey is exaggerated in the

novice's mind.

Genuine weather protection _,

is very seldom supplied on

standard machines, as com-
paratively few people want
it. It i&,usually added after

m.(^^ 81?

purchase in the form of such gadgets as legshieldj,

handle-bar muffs, windscreens, and other proprietary

articles. But the all-weather rider should see that his

fancied mount has wide mudguards, well clear of the

wheel, and that his magneto and sparking plug are out

of reach of the mud and water thrown up by the front

wheel. For regular nightwork dynamo lighting is well

worth its price.

It is always well to see that a fancied machine
can be straddled easily, as some saddles are still too

high off the ground for stumpy riders to feel com-
fortable.

Possibles and Probables.

If the foregoing hints have enabled the novice to

rough out a specification of what will suit him best,

a visit to Olympia or a collection of catalogues will

soon provide him with the names of a dozen machines

worth further attention ; and he is next confronted

with the task of arranging them in his order of merit.

If he can actually see them all, he will whittle down
the list quite appfeciably, but' will probably be over"-'

whelmed by the impossibility of separating the two
or three final survivors. This, however, is easier than

it looks. He has three invaluable assistants in the

job. The first is a trial run, which the local agent

will readily give. The second is summoned to his

side by obtaining those back numbers in which T]te

Motor Cycle reported the two big Six Days Trials of

1922. At first sight the results will seem to indicate

that eA'ery make gets gold medals. But analysis will

show that where A earned one gold from, say, six

entries, B started four machines, all of which earned

golds. A reference to the similar trials in 192T will

broaden the base of these deductions. By this time

tlie choice should certainly have narrowed down to a

couple of " possibles." Here again The Motor Cycle

will stand his friend. Its advertisement columns

will reveal how much each machine depreciates per

annum. If 1922 machines of C make, bought at

_;^ioo, are offered at an average price of ;£8o, whereas

1922 machines of other

makes listed at ;£ioo com-
mand no more than ^^75 or

;£to apiece, C is clearly

the pick of the basket, for
" money speaks."

Thus the novice with an
orderly mind can literally

pick out the best machines
in each class w ithout expert

assistance

a^

THREE SOLO TYPES. Above is a single geared two-stroke lightweight, representing lowest first cost and simplicity of design. Below

it is a medium weight three-speed four-stroke single ; the " go anywhere ' mount of sturdy proportions. At the right is a norts model

hie twin ; the choice of ardent and expert soloists.

1 D I
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THE MANUFACTURERS' BANQUET.
Good Roads Essential—Why not Abolish Doles and Use Unemployed on Road
Improvements?—20% Average Drop in Prices for 1923—Importance of Overseas

Trade.

MORE brilliant than usual, and with speeches sur-

passing in quality the usual important state-

ments on the. eve of the ShoA\', the eighth

annual banquet of the British Cycle and Motor Cycle

Manufacturers and Traders Union, Ltd., at the Con-

naught Rooms last Friday evening, proved a great

success. The chair was occupied by the President of

the Union, Sir Harold Bowden, B.irt. In proposing

the toast of the " Cycle and Motor Cycle Industry,"

Sir William Joynson-Hicks, Bart.. 'M.P., Parlia-

mentary Secretary to the Department of Overseas

Trade, dealt with the importance of the industry, the

thousands of workpeople dependent upon it, mention-

ing that some 400 firms were engaged in the produc-

tion of motor cycles or their components. He re-

gretted the decrease in overseas exports which naturally

he regarded as of the first importance, but struck an

optimistic note in predicting a reversal of the decline

within the next two or three years. Trade, he said,

is no longer national, it is international. Twenty per

cent., he estimated, represented the average drop in

prices this year, and he was confident he saw the

beginning of a silver lining for British trade.

In responding, the chairman acknowledged the ex-

cellent work of Sir William on behalf of road users

in general. The motor cycle industry had passed

through a trying and difficult year, but there were a

few bright spots, as reflected in certain balance sheets

(laughter). He considered stabilisation of foreign

currencies the key to a bright future, and ascribed

unemployment largely to the falling off of foreign

demand. Competition, he said, was keen, and
strenuous efforts were being made for business.

A Welcome for Lightweights.

Lightweight motor cycles at ;£25, he continued, will

bring in thousands of recruits, many of whom will

later hanker after more power and endurance, and

-*> »'S

General view of the Eigtith Annual Motor Cycle Exhibition at Olympia. It is open daily from 10 a.m. to 9 p m. until Saturday. Dec. 2nd.
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The Manufacturers' Banquet—

I my more ambitious types of macliines. He favoured

abolishment of existing taxes, and in place thereof

a nominal registration fee, with a petrol tax of 6d.

rather than sd. per gallon, which was the only equitable

scheme based upon the amount of use of the roads.

He marvelled \vhy the unemployed were not used on

road improvements, and drew cheers when he denounced

the ;i£26i,ooo,ooo issued in respect of doles. Good
roads were the secret of the popularity of cycles and

motor cycles in this country, and still better roads

would mean more orders, more employment, and a

nation improved in health.

Overseas Trade the Key to the Future.

Mr. Arthur Brampton, J. P., proposed " The

Guests" in a witty speech, coupling the names of the

Earl Birkenhead, B.C., and the Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph

Cook, G.C.M.G. (High Commissioner for Australia).

Lord Birkenhead, at the outset, remarked that he

had never indulged in the higher forms of attrac-

tive locomO'tian, but he had raced five times on high

bicycles—no, he had never won—he replied to an

impromptu question ! He said that no office held

such a contributory power toward restoration of trade

as that of the Department of Overseas Trade. There

was no short road to prosperity, he urged, remarking

that qiily four years ha_d passed since the Great War,

and much remained to be done to reform the economic
life of the world before prosperity could ije expected.
There was much work ahead, and we should not arrest

mischief by simply carrying on in tranquillity. There-
after he delved into political subjects, and in his

typical manner made impassionate appeals of excep-
tional eloquence, gesticulating the while, with which
he completely arrested the attention of the large con-
course present.

Business within the Empire.
Sir Joseph Cook, who followed, concurred in the

importance of the Overseas Trade Department. He
considered those members present looked prosperous
enough, and he doubted really if they were living on
their losses. He remarked that he had heard before
the idea that bad trade was due to taxation : it was, in

fact, the tale he heard down under. Australia, he
said, was the largest purchaser of British goods in the

world, and his advice to manufacturers was to recog-

nise this fact and concentrate their attention upon the

Southern Dominions. There was better business within
the Empire than out of it, he stated emphatically.

Sir James Percy, D.L., J. P., proposed "The.
Chairman " in optimistic tone, remarking that with

prices of motor cycles, tyres and petrol down the

future assuredly called for optimism. He paid
eloquent tribute to ttie many qualities of the chairman,
to which Sit Harold Bowd.en, suitably responded.

A BUSY WEEK ON THE TRAGK
Records Fall by the Dozen in Great Show Time Offensive.

DURING the whote of last week there were scenes nf

unparalleled activity at Brooklands, where -record-

breakers had concentrated for a final onslaijght on

record figures before the track closed for the winter, last

Saturday. Fortunately, favourable weather conditions 'pre-

vailed," and day by day the record list underwent con-

siderable ^alteration. In' the six days ended Saturday, no

fewer than 49 motor cycle and cycle car records—mostly

world's—were broken. The week's doings may, perhaps,

best be described in diary form.

MONDAY—Short Distance Records.

The electrical timing strips. \ver« in position on the

Monday, and all the i-ecords made on this day were over

the. kilometre and mile. Victor Horsman was out on his

o.h.v. Norton, both solo and with sidecar, and, in the

latter class, was successful in raising the mean speed

figure for the flying kilometre to over 80 m.p.h.—a speed

which most riders of 500 c.c. machines would be fuJly

satisfied if they could .attain : solo. W. Sheraton put up
some Standing start records on a 490. c.c. Norton, but

his speeds for the kilometre were shortly afterwards ex-

ceeded by F. A. Longman, riding a T.T. pattern 349 c.c.

A,.J.S. When Longman's machine was weighed, however,

it vvas found to be 5 lb. under minimum weight, whilst

his tyres were of less than the prescribed section. Le Vack,

on his big Zenith-Jap„ made an attempt on the 50-mile

record in' Class E, but a brass plug in the exhaust valve

cap fused after four laps, and the attempt was abandoned.

TUESDAY—Effect of Disturbed Currents.
Le .Vack . attributed his trouble with a hot hack cylinder

to 'the -effect of a wide oil -tank, placed behind the engine,

upon th^ air current. . Changing, the position of his plug
from "the inlet- valve cap to' the fore side of -the cylinder,

the engine ran considerably better, and Le Vack started off

again to capture the 50-mile record in the 1,000 c.c. solo

class (E). He lapped steadily in round about IO6.63., which,
oh the lOft. line, is 91.78 m.p.h;, whilst, on the SOt't.

line it represents 93.44 m.p.h. As has before been men-
tioned, a motor cyclist lapping at this speed must keep
outside even the 50ft. line, so that it will be realised that
the speed of 91.71 m.p.h. with which Le Vack is credited
for the 50-raile record is considerably below his real
average.

WEDNESDAY-50 m.p.g. at 74 m.p.h.

R. N. .Tudd, on a side-valve Norton, made a meritorious
100-mile run, lapping regularly at about 74 m.p.h. He
secured the record for that distance by a small margin, but,
shortly afterwards, a broken crank pin at the end of 61 laps
forced his retirement. When he filled up at the conclusion
of the 100 miles, it was found that he had used barely two
gallons of spirit—a consumption wjiich, for a racmg machine,
is extremely .good. Unfortunately for Judd, Emerson
(Douglas) broke his 100-mile record on the following day.

,,
Le Vack brought out his Zenith, with sidecar attached,

and set out for the 50 miles, 100 miles and 1 hour records
in Class G. He had completed all but two laps of the
50 miles when he smelt burning rubber, and, looking at the
front whe*l, saw what lie took to be a front stand trailing

along the ground. As lie had no such fitment, he realised

that the fork girder had broken, but he kept going until

,19 laps were completed, when it wa.s found that both sides

of the fork had fractured, and attempts on longer dis-

tance records were, naturally, abandoned. C. G. PuUin
next went out on his 344 c.c. Douglas, and sidecar, and
collected the flying fi-ve miles and standing ten miles records

(Class B/S). ^ •
'

-•

THURSDAY-Speed Kings Turn, Out.

Having fitted a' pair of Druid forks to his Zenith, Le
Vack started out for the hour and 100-mile sidecar records.

He had hardly got going, however, when the clutch started

° 3
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A Busy Day on the Track.

—

slipping (he has used the same Sturmey-Archer gear box
throughout the season without attention), and hurried repairs

failed to effect a cure. More short-distance records were

made with the aid of the electrical strips, Emerson (494

Douglas) securing the standing kilometre in Class C,

and Longman—who, by virtue of fitting larger tyres and
tank, had brought the weight of his A.J.S. to over the

limit of 165 lb.—beat the standing kilometre in Class B.

W. D. Hawkes, driving a Morgan fitted with overhead-

camshaft eight-valve Anzani eilgine, repeated his attack on

Ihe flying five miles and standing ten miles records in

Class H/2 (two-seater cycle cars not exceeding 1,100 c.c.

He had lowered the existing records on the previous day,

but, when his machine was examined, tyres of too small

section were found to be fitted to the front wheels). This

time he improved considerably on his speed,, but, as he

crossed the finishing line, one of the cylinders suddertly

ceased firing, serious engine trouble being the cause.

Cyril Pullin successfutly attacked the standing kilometre

and" mile in Class B/S on his 348 c.c. Douglas and sidecar,

and just as it was getting dusk Le Vack brought out his

346 c.c. New Imperial-Jap for the Hying five miles and

standing ten miles in Class B. He lapped at the

astounding speed of nearly 86 m.p.h.—a pace which only

two or three men at the track can equal on 500 c.c. machines

—and secured the desired records by a handsome margin.

FRIDAY-New 400 miles 500 c.c. Record.

The first on the track the next day was J. L. Emerson

(494 c.c. Douglas), who was out for Class C r€Cords up to

6 hours. He started away with a standing lap of 75.26

m.p.h.. and for the first half hour his average speed was

78 m.p.h. He missed lowering the 50-mile record (which he

already lield) by 3 sees., and he stopped just before the finish

of the first hour (another of his own records) for petrol.

After 59 laps he changed a back wheel, and at the end of

46 laps his engine commenced to misfire, a trouble which

was cured by changing the exhaust valve spring. He lost

about 10 minutes over this, but his £Oth lap was the fastest,

being at th« rate of over 80 m.p.h. After he had beaten

the 3.00-mile record at the very useful speed of 76.97 m.p.h.,

his helpers signalled him to slow down, and he continued

tu lap with monotonous regularity at about 68 m.p.h. until

the conclusion of the 400 miles, which took place after dark.

Incidentally, Emerson's 400-mile world's record beats that

which the' Garelli recently established at the Monza Park

track (Italy).

Whilst Emerson was busy, Le Vack set out for the one

hour and 100 miles in Class G (1,000 c.c. sidecars) on the

Zenith-Jap, the clutch of which had been tightened up
until it would not free. With J. V. Prestwich in the highly

uncomfortable sidecar, the laps were reeled off at 74-75 m.p.h.,

and a perfect run was made, the engine never missing a beat

throughout. One of the front wheel spindle nuts loosened

itself and caused the steering to become somewhat difficult

—

the strain that Le Vack must have felt, indeed, was reflected

III the blades of the forks, which were actually bent below
the steering head. Another rider to put up sidecar records

oil Friday was W. D. JIarchant, riding a 349 c.c. O.K.-Junior
with o.h!v. Blackburne engine. He secured the 50 miles and
one hour records in Class B/S, and his only trouble on the

run was an oily plug—proof of the cool-running of his

engine.

SATURDAY—More Long Distance Records.
Saturday, probably being the last day for many months to

come when record-breaking will be possible, was a day of

feverish activity. The electrical strips were once more in
position, although the most noteworthy records made were
long-distance. A 1,000 c.c. twin-cylinder Rudge, driven alter-

nately by R. E. Dicker and J. H. Mather, set out early in
the morning, and, lapping with great consistency at around-
76 m.p.h., managed to break into the record list (Class E)
at the end of 6 hours. The 500 miles and 600 miles records
were also secured, the machine running in all for nearly 8^
hours, and averaging over 71 m.p.h. for the entire period.
Incidentally, it may be mentioned that the 500 miles record
at 74.96 m.p.h. replaces that which Le Vack set lip (70.42
m.p.h.) in the 1921 500 Mile Race

Riding his 250 c.c. New Imperial-Jap, Le Vack made a

very successful onslaught on the 50 miles, 100 miles, one and
two hours' records in Class A. His speed of approximately
68 m.p.h. must be regarded as little short of marvellous. His
two-hour record, in fact, eclipses that which was credited to
H. R. Davies (A.J.S.) in the next hi,glier class—350 c.c.

W. D. Hawkes took his Morgan-Anzani over the flying
-kilometre, but further engine trouble prevented his attacking
the mean speed figures. F. A. Longman was also successful
in securing the standing miile, both normal and mean. speed,
in Class B on his 349 c.c. A.J.S.
A full list of the records made during the week Avill be

found below.
CLASS A Solo up to 250 c.c.

Kim 21.—II. Le rack (lit New Imperialjap).
m.p.h,

*50 Miles=43m. 44. 63s. 68.61
*100 Miles=lh. 29m; Os. 67.41

•1 Hour=68 miles 955 yards 68.54
*2 Hours= 135 miles 1,201 yards 67.84

CLASS B.—Solo up to 350 C.C.

S3I11ISS.—F. A. Longman (3!,9 A.J.S.).

tStanding kilometre (one way) =35. 90s.
'Standing kilometre (mean)=36s.

iSinaS.-C. O. Pullm (Sa Douglas).
*Flying mile (mean) =41. 20s. ...

SSnilSt—F. i. Lanaman (S'fi A.J.S.).

62.31
62.14

tStanding mile (one way) =53.98s.
•Standing mile (mean) -54.405s.

66 96
66.17

23IU;2!.—H. Lc Vaci Pi6 Ncu- luu'crialjapl.
•Flying 5 miles=3m. 29.9as. 85.75
•Standing 10 miles=7m. 23.73s 81.13

S5llll3S.—n. Lc rack f>i.9 Ken- Im iierial-Jap).
*2 HonrE= 135 miles 1,201 yards 67.84

CLASS C—Solo up to SCO c.c.

S3llllS2.—r. E. Horsman fiOO Norton).

'Flying kilometre (mean) =23. 90s. 93.59
•Flying mile (mean) =38. 825s, 92.72

S3I11ISS.—J. L. Emerson flSi Douglas).

tStanding kilometre (one way)=33.9s. ... 65.99
•Standing kilometre (mean)=34.5s. 65.50

Mlllin.—W. Sheraton (1,9(1 Norton).
tStanding ]VIile (one way) = 53.55s. ." 67.23
•Standing mile (mean) =53. 375s 67.19

SilUI!S.-J. L. Emerson (m Douglas).
m.p.h.

•100 Miles=lh. 17m, 57.04s. 76.97
•200 Miles=2h. 53m. 50.24s. 69.03
300 Miles=4h. 29m. 29.63s. 66.79
•400 Mile3=6h. Om. 4.30s 66.65

•3 Hours=206 miles 1,714 yards ,., • 68.99
•4 Hours=269 miles 873 yards 67.38
*5 Hours=331 miles 1,049 yards PB,32
"6 Hours=399 miles 1,584 yards 66,65

CLASS E.—Solo up to 1,000 c.c.

S1IUIS2.—H. Lc rack (998 Zenith-Jaji).

•50 Miles=32m. 42.56s. 91,71

SJIlllSl.—R. E. Dicker and J. tl. Vallitr (09S c.c Rudqe\.
•500 Miles=6h, 40m, 12,43s. 74.96
•600 Miles=8h, 25m. 7s. 71.276 Hour5=450 miles 654 yards 75,02

CLASS B.S.—Sidecars up to 330 c.c.

!Sini3i.-C. O. Pvllin (SjS Douglas).

•Flying 5 miles=4m. 27.71s. 67.24
'Standing 10 miles=9m. 21.53s 64.11

S3I1IIS3.-C. G. Pullhi C,!J,« Douglas).
tStanding kilometre (one way)=45,45s, 49,21
•Standing kilometi-e (mean)= 45.875s 48.76
tStanding mile (one \vay)=66.40s 54,21
•Standing mile (mean) = 66,525s 54.11

Siini2i.—W. D. Marchant (3!,9 O.K. Juniar-Blaclburne).
*50 Miles = 50m. 21.92s. 69.26
•1 Hour=57 miles 1,305 yards 57.74

CLASS F.—Sidecars up to COO c.c.

SOIllia.—r. E. Horsman (ISO Norton).
tFIying kilometre (one way) =27.55s. ,,, 81.19
tPlying mile (one way) = 44,55s 80.81
'Flying kilometre imean)=27,875s 80,24
•Flying mile (mean) =45.05s. 79.91
tStanding mile (one way)=56.44s 63,78

CLASS G.—Sidecars up to 1,000 c.c.

Siinilh—H. Lc rack (998 Zcnitlt-Jap).

•50 miles = 39m, 41.20s, 75,59

SUnlS2.—H. Lc rack (998 Zcnilh-Japl
•100 miles = lh. 20m, 12.88s. 74.79

74.87"1 hour=74 miles 1.532 .yds,

CLASS H/2.—Two-seater Cycle Cars 1,100 c.c.

S3I11I22.-W. D. nawkes(l,093 Morgan-Anaani).
'Flying 5 miles=3m. 31,40s, ,. 85.14
•Standing 10 roiles=7m. 20.60s 81.70
(Note,—If the above records are calculated on the basis
of the 50ft, line, the speeds are 86,70 m.p.h, and

83.17 m.p.h. respectively.)

S5II1I23.—W. D. nawkes (1.098 HIorgan-Ansnni).
tFIying kilometre (one way)=25,73s. .._ .. .. 86.94

•World's record, t British record.
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SPEED
GEAR

SPEED
GEAR

SPEED
GEAR

All made by

JARDINE
on view at

Olympia - Stand 278.

John Jardine Ltd., Deering St., Nottingham. Thone: 3296 Nottingham.

r In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." i
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Winter, too, Reveals their Worth
i\ \

Prized more than ever during these days of winter is

the steadfast reliability of Goodyear Motor-Cycle Tyres.

It is on those long, homeward runs in the growing

darkness that you appreciate their generous over-size,

their increased depth of tough, tensile rubber, which

banish the dread of roadside tyre mending.

And that sturdy All-Weather Tread with its deep-cut,

diamond-shaped blocks that bite through slime and

mud—more than ever do those slippery roads emphasise

its firm, tenacious grip.

It is comforting to remember, when wintry going

suggests the replacement of a worn cover, that you pay

no premium for the protection these trusty Goodyear ^ , , . .,,

^^ '^ „ , _,, '^
1 . 1 1 1 r J-0 make sure that it will

Tyres afford. They are obtamable everywhere from
^.^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ .^

^^^^^^^

Goodyear Registered Dealers. The Goodyear Tyre condition, each GoodyearTube

& Rubber Co. (Great Britain), Ltd. // rolled, then packed in

Tube . 7s. 3d. " waterproof, oilproof bag.

7s. 9d.
26x2ix2J - All-Weather Tread £116 6
26x3 - ,. „ „ £2 16
28X3 - „ „ £2 5 3-
•27x31 - ,, „ £2 12 6

•29x3i - .. ,, „ £3 16 - - . ,.

* Oversizes for 26x3 and 23X3 respectively.

We are exhibiting at the Motor Cycle Show,
Olympia, Stand No. 13.

.. 8s. 3d.

.. 9s. 9d.

. 10s. Od.

d6 In ansicerinq this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." 27
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CURRENT
GHAT

, OLYMPIA SHOW REPORT.
TYRE BUYERS' GUIDE.
HINTS AND TIPS.

WHAT THE SHOW REVEALS.

Xlimes to Xifibt Xamps.
Nov. 30th .. .. 4.24 p.m.

Dec. 2ncl .. .. 4.23 ,

„ :4th, .. .. 4.22 „

., 6th .

.

.,- 4.21 „ =
„

Oue number plate must be illuminated as above
vide Eoad Vehicles ' Eegistration and Lieensins-'
Order " {1921). According tO' the Lights on
Vehicles Eegulations '(1905) the. lamps ordinarily
required fij' la^-- maj^-be^lit half an hour la'teV.

Special Articles Next Week.
Next week's issue of The Motor C'yQh

will contain articles criticising the ex-

hibits at this 'week's record Motor Cycle

Show. .

OJ Interest to L.-E. Competitors.
The new Muskhara Bridge, on the C4reat

North Road near Newark, erected at a

cost of £50,000. was formally opened by
H.G. The Dukeof Portland last Friday.

Not a Complete Beview.
At least one daily paper's review of

the Motor Cycle Show consisted of a re-

ference only to those motor cycles and
accessories which "were advertised in its

issue.

Records on the £ve oi the Show.
Last week no less than forty-nine new-

records were set up on Brooklands track.

Details appear in another section of this

issue. The track is now closed for its

customary winter repairs.

A Sicilian Car Race.
The Autocar of to-morrow's date will

contain an interesting nai'rative of the
Coppa Florisp Race held in Sicily last

week. A sleeve-valve engined car proved
successful- .,,.;-

Cheaper Petrol.
Aviation and No. 1 petrol sells freely

in the North London district at Is. 9d.
pej,- gallon. It is said that the spirit is

the product of the "non-combine " com-
panies and is up to the standards named
in quality. We have tried it on several

occasions and could find no difference.

T.T. Dates Fixed.
It has been decided by the Isle of Man

authorities that the following dates shall

be- granted for the 1923 T.T. races :

ilonday, June 11th, Junior Race ; Wed-
nesday, June 13th, Lightweight Race in

the morning and Sidecar Race in the
afternoon; Friday, June 15th, Senior
Race.

Cycle Car Race in Belgium.
The Belgian Motor Cyclists' Federation

has decided to organise a Cycle Car Grand
Prix in Belgium on July 17th, 1923, to
follow the Motor Cycle Grand Prix. This
date will be confirmed at the F.I.C.M.
meeting in London on December 4th.
Information can be obtained from the
Federation Motocycliste de Belgique, 63,
rue de la Regence, Brussels, Belgium.

"Prophets vathout Honour."
Only one firm at the Show appears to

liave adopted the A.C.U. rating of horse-

power (1 h.p. per 100 c.c.) down to. the

second decimal place, and that firm is

American. --

The Discovery o£ the Show.
According to a daily paper, a feature

of -the big.-.Blackburne taxi outfit is

" Avheel drive." Truly an imprOvemejit
_

on the ?rticulated legs on which the ordi-

nary motor cycle runs..

More "Child's Guide to Motor cycling."
Recently we represented the sounds

whereby various types of motor cycles

could be recognised. Here is the sound
that L 's _new two-stroke made after

he had "ovei'hauled " it : —^7-

Indian Examina'ion for Driving Licences-
The United Provinces impose a test on

applicants for driving licences, the

Superintendent of Police being the regis-

tering authority in each district. "The
system," writes a Superintendent of

Police, "has two drawbacks—one that
there is no prescribed test, and conse-
quently the tests vary according to the

individual ideas of each superintendent
(and often according to the state of his

liver) ; the other that a person tested on
a motor cycle receives a licence which
also permits him to drive a motor car,

and rice v'ersa. That the system is

useful is illustrated by the fact that I

recently tested an Indian who affirmed

that he was a good driver. In attempt-
ing to turn a very simple corner in re-

verse, however, he twice ran his car into

a brick culvert."

The Scottish Show.

At the Scottish Motor Cycle Show,
which will be held in Edinburgh from
January 26th to February 3rd, there will

be nineteen stands devoted to motor
cycles.

The Prejudiced

An omnibus,
another, ran in

"injuring his

inquest verdict

the 'bus driver,

heading Was "

as a reader
Umnibus."

Press.

swerving out to overtake
to a motor cyclist, fatally

pillion ' passenger. _ The
was manslaughter against
but the Sunday newspaper
The Deadly Pillion,", not,

suggests, " The Deadly

Wonderful Oil Consumption.

As the result of an ofiicial test of

Wakefield oil under A.C.U. observation,

a 247 c.c. Levis succeeded in attaining

an oil consumption of 32,777 m.p.g. on
Brooklands track. The distance covered
was 151 miles at an average Speed of

19.95 m. p. h. One ounce of Castrol C .sum-

mer grade oil was added to two gallons

of B.P. aviation spirit, the consumption
of the mixture being 161.1 m.p.g.

M.C.C. Events for 1923.

The Motor Cycling Club has settled on
its 1923 fixture list in good time. The
following are the most important dates:—
March 17th, Opening run to Brighton;
April 30th-31st, Londnn-Land's End
trial ; May 18th-19th, London-Edinburgh
run ; June 23rd . Inter-Club Team Trial

for The Motor Cycle Cup; July 7th,

Brooklands Meeting; September .29th,

One-day sporting solo trial ; December
26th-27th, London-Exeter-London trial.

MOTORISED POLICE. It is becoming common in large towns to maintain a squad ot

police motor cyclists. The four Rudge sidecar outfits are part of the fleet used by the

Liverpool force.

D 7
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STAND-TO-STAND DESCRIPTION OF MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECARS, AND
THREE-WHEELERS ON VIEW AT OLYMPIA (Nov. 25th to Dec. 2nd).

The. reports and illustrations have been prepared ly the staff of " The Motor Cycle " after personal examination

of the Exhibits.

A.J.S. (61.) lt,.-^..^..-«...-»...^..-.^..^..^..-.^.rf

MODERN TENDENCIES.
Overhead Valve T.T. Model.

2'i4 H.p. Model,—74x81 mm. (349 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke ; overhead valves ; drip feed
liibrication; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.:
3-speed gear; clutch, no kick-starter; chain
drive; 650x65 mm. tjres. Price £87.

A. J. Stevens and Co., (1919), Ltd.,
Wolverhampton.—By reason of its per-
formances in the T.T. Races, great
interest will be shown in the 349 c.c.

overhead valve Tourist Trophy type
A.J.S., which is a direct development
from the famous racing machines, and
is attractive because few makes have
attained such consistent success with
their speed models. The T.T. machine
is in the centre of the stand, and, of
course, is show finished, but the bright
nickel and special enamelling do not

An external cam raises the exhaust valve on
the A.J.S.

d8

DEFINITE progress in de-

sign is discernible in

every type of Motor Cycle for

1923. The article " What the

Show Reveals " (pages 795 to

803), reviews these improve-

ments in detail. Further to

assist readers who are visit-

ing Olympia to assimilate the

main items of interest, the

outstanding features are sum-
marised below :

(1) Increased number of ultra light-

weight motor cycles.

(2) 350 c.c. motor cycles growing in

popularity.

(3) Additions to the 500 c.c. range.

(4) Improved saddle tanks concealing

the top tube. S

(5) Almost genera! adoption of chain f
drive.

J

(6) The vogue of the sporting model. J

(7) Better protection from the ele- 1

ments for the rider. I

(8) Engine-gear unit construction.
^

(9) Exceptional value for money in •

both solo and sidecar machines, f

(10) Improvements in electric lighting sets.
J

hide the fact that it is essentially a speed
model. Even to look at the little

machine gives one the idea that its

balance for riding purposes should be
exceptional.

The side-valve 349 c.c. machines are

represented, but are little different from
their predecessors.

7 H.p. Model.—74x93 mm. (799 c.c.); V twin-
cyl. four-stroke; sicte valves; hand pump
lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.:
3-sp, gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drivs; 700x80 tyres. Price, with Sidecar,
£152 10s.

In addition there are, of course, speci-

mens of the 799 c.c. sidecar outfits, one
in particular being a two-seater sidecar
with a neat little windscreen, a proper
cape hood, and excellent upholstery.

The twin exhaust pipes and the release

valve of die Alecto.
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^he Olympia Show.—

fj^OT(^ILE 82:.,

An attraction of the A.J.S. range—the 349 c.c. o.h.v, model.

Conventional and thoroughly tried—the 349 c.c. side valve touring

model A.J.S.

The machine itself is of the solid and
reliable type with which the A.J.S. made
their name, has the electric light con-

trols oil the tank side as usual, and a

\ery large expanding brake of car type
for the front wheel.

Magdyno equipment is standardised
and included in the list price.

ASAX. (167.)

Miniature Twospeed Model.

IVl. H.P. Model.—55> 62 mm. (147 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication; Amac
carb. ; flywheel mag.; 2-sp. gear; no chitcli

or ivick-starter ; chain and belt drive; 26

x

l';4in. tyres. Price £26 53.

Ajax Motor Manufacturers, Ltd..

Arthui- Street, Birmingham.—A new-
comer to the motor cycle world, the Aja.x

Junior is one of the cheapest lightweights

in the SIiott. The makers claim that it

is in no sense a cj'cle, but a motor cycle ;

we should say that it is a step between
the two, for the tyres fitted are not much
larger than those used on pedal cycles.

Fitted with a simple type of spring fork,

the Ajax Junior is, however, a machine
which will appeal to those who require

a two-speed miniature to supplant the

pedal cycle.

2V:: n.p. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Amac
carb.; Hywheel mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch and
kick-starter; chain-cuni-belt drive; 26x2Uin.
tyres. Price £47 10s.

Following conventional lines, with a

sloping top tnbe, the larger two-stroke
model employs a Saxon fork and other
well-known components. A similar

model, but having a 348 c.c. Blackburne
engine and Maplestone fork, is shown
with two-speed gear, clutch and kick-

starter at £62. For an extra £3, a

three-speed gear can be fitted.

Sports model Alecto two-stroke.

ABINGDON. (121.)
Low Prices and Sound Material.

3^j H.P. -Model.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single
cyl. four-bLroke; side valves; drip lubrication;
B. and B., Amac, or Senspray carb.', chain-
driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and .ivick-

stavter; chkin and belt drive; ' 26x2V>in.
tyres. Price £07 IDs.

- Abingdox Works, Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-

mingham.—The 499 c.c. Abingdon must
rank as one of the cheapest machines of

its power in the Show. It is fitted with
the firm's own engine, distinguished by
beautiful workmanship. the castings

being exceptionally clean. In spite of

the low price, the specification is quite

liberal , notably "it includes a Webb front

brake.

for prolonged periods without needing
replacements. Both engine and gear box
are of the firm's own manufacture, the
workmanship throughout being character-

istically good. Details worth attention

are the neat method of oiling the primary
chain, the detachable and interchange-

able wlTeelsj'-and the- h-tiiged rear mud-
guard.

6-7 H.P. Model.—73x95 mm. (795 c.c); V twin
cyl. tour-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation; B. and B., Amac, or Senspray carb.:
chain-dilven mag. ; 5-sp. gear ; clutch and
kick-starter; chain drive; 28x3in. tyres.

Price £95.

A 500 c c. single bearing a well-known name—the Abingdon King Dick.

4i,.i H.P. Model.—85x110 mm. (624 c.c);
single cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip lubri-
cation; B. and B., Amac, or Senspray carb.;
chain-driven mag. ; 3-sp, gear ; clutch antl
Kick-starter; chain drive; 28x3in. tyres.
Price £85.

The' 624 c.c. model is of the heavy-
duty type with exceptionally large bear-
ings and is designed to pull a heavy load

The 795 c.c. twin closely resembles the
624 c.c. model in general specification and
quality. It should be noted that both
the 498 c.c. and 774 c.c. machines have
28 X 3in. tyres, which must minister appre-
ciably to the driver's comfort.

AIROLITE. (20.)
A Very Miniature Sidecar.

I'i H.P. Model.—52x52 mm. (110 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication; Amac
carburetter ; chain-driven mag. ; single-speed
gear; no clutch or kick-starter; chain and
belt drive; 28xl%in. tyres. Price: Solo,
£27/ 6;.with sidecar, £33/12.

Small Engines Co., 131, Coventry
Road, Birmingham.—By the standards
applied when considering a bigger
machine, the Airolile niotorised bicycle is

not so attractive to look upon, but exam-
ination reveals that it is quite a work-
manlike job.

The engine is, a Simplex two-stroke
which has a ball-bearing mainshaft. The
countershaft is also mounted on ball

bearings.

Simple spring forks have been incor-

porated as standard since the machine
was introduced last spring, but otherwise

it remains perhaps more like a pedal cycle

D g
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Easily the smallest outfit in the Show
IS the 1 10 c.c. Airolite, which has a

child's sidecar attachment.

than any otliei' miniature in tlie building.
An open frame lady's model is also on
view, which, except for a necessary
change in the shape of the tank and the
addition of what in pedal cycle phraseo-
log5' is called a gear case over the pedal-
ling chain, is a replica of the other.
The reader is advised to brace himself

up- at this point, for—an Airolite sidecar
outfit is shown ! But it is not so bad as

it appears, for the sidecar, although fitted

with a hood and windscreen, is only in-

tended for a child up to ten years of
age.

AMERICAN X
Handso'iie American Twin.

7 9 It. P. JWoDEL.—a*.5y88.9 mm. (999.5 c.r )

;

V twin-cj'l.: four-stroke; overhead inlet
valves; mechanical lubrication; Srhebler
carb.

; gear-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch
and kiclr-starter; cliain drive: 27x3';.in
t.vres. Price: Solo, £105; witli Sidecar,
£130 5=. Melcliior, Armstrong and Dessau,
Ltd.. 15, N'eivman Street, Lonolon. W.l

The American X remains entirely un-
altered from last year. Following typical
American practice in all its derails, it

must rank as one of the liandsomest
machines coming to us from across the
Atlantic ; for it is finished on English
lines in black enamel, picked out with
narrow gold lining. The electric installa-
tion is very neatly c.irried out.

argson: (32.)

Help Jor the Disabled.

l';i H.p. Model.—60x60
mm. (170 c.c ) :

single cyl. two-stroke

:

petroil lubrication:
Mills carb.; flywheel
mag. : single siseed
gear; gear drive; 26

x

2in. tyres (rear
wheels). Price £85.

Abgson' Exg. Co.. Ltd., Eichmond
Ed., E. Twickenham, Middlesex.—Con-

sisting of an invalid carriage adapted to

take a two-stroke engine, instead of being

propelled by hand, the Argson is not

likely to appeal to the average visitor to

the Show, but nevertheless has, unhap-

pily, a very definite place in the present-

day scheme of things. , The hand propel

One of the several representatives ol

the U.S.A —<he American X.

Battery-operated electric motor-driven

Argson invalid carnage.

^^000<X>OOe<X>OiO<>C>0<>C><X>CO<X>C>CKXX>:>-t-<X>COOC><>&0<>00<X><><>OC>OCO<X>OC<X>0<XX>^

^ INDEX TO OLYMPIA EXHIBITS.

Descriptions of the various 1923 model motor cycles, sidecars, and ranahouts ai Olympia will be found on pages indexed below.

Abingdon ,

Airolite .

Ajax ....

A.J.S.
Aiccto
AUon
American X
Argson
Ariel ;

Beardmore-Prccision

.

Bianchi
- Down
Bradbury
Brough
Brough Superior . . . .

B.S.A
Calthcrpc
Campion
Canoelct , . .

Cedos
Chater-I^ca

Clemen t

Clyno
Connaught

82:i

8-3
823
f.22

8.'5

825
824
824
863
826
85.1

853
82!)

831
845
852
SOI
853
808
804
800
845
851
840

Cotton E.".J

Coventry F.agle f^:t

Coventry Mascot . . . .^46

Coventry Victor 831
Cykelaid 845
Diamond 850
Dorway 809
Dot 837
Douglas 855
Dunelt 831
Dunlnlls 807
Duzmo 855
Economic .'^43

Edmund 842
Enfield 800
Excelsior 827
F.N.
Fraucis-Barnett . .

Gnome and Rhone ,

Grigg .

Grindlay
G.S.D
Hack
Harley-Davidson .

.

847
83)
835
847
808
830
840
843

Harper Runabout .

.

871
Hawk 807
Hawker 844
Hazlewood 844
H.B 842
Henderson (.\merican) 843
Henley 830
Hobart 827
H.T 848
Hughes 869
Humber 844
Indian 859
Ivy 83J
J.D 803
'James 854
J.E.S 847
Kerry 806
Lea-Francis 840
Levis
L.S.D. . .

.

Martinsyde
Massev . .

.

Malch'les:

856
872
837
862,
858

lIcKenzie ........... 838

Melen
Metro-Tyler
Millford
Mohawk
Monopole
Montgomery
Morgan
Ner-a-Car
New Hudson
New Imperial
Norton
O.E.C.-Blackburne .

O.K
Omega
Orbit
P. &M
P. & P
Peugeot
Powell
P.V
Quadrant
Radco
Raleigh '

Ray

8.77

; 853
805
841
841
800
871
R:!4

&50
848
828
8.30

801
829
838
849
834
863
8:i3

834
858
851
857
832

Rex-Acme .......
Rideezi
Rover
Rudge
Sandum
Scott
Scott Sociable
Shefiield-Henderson
Sparkbrook
Sun
Sunbeam -

Swallow
T.B
Triumph
Velocettc
Verus and Sirrah .

.

Victoria
Watsonian
VVeatherell
Whitley
Wolf
Wooler
Xtra Car
Zenith

B3;l

366
832
858
865
833
873
828
856
862
829
869
872
826
841
856
835
865
850
807
859
850
873
840

44 >4iry^<>o<><><>oooc<><><xx><>:>o<x>oc><x><>c<>oco<x><>c>CK><>oo<xxx><x>c<o<;<>c>o<>c><^^
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The Olympia Show.—

OT(^ILB S2^

Improved version of the 292 c.c. touring Allon tv^'o-stroke.

ling gear is retained, and serves for start-

ing up. Located at the rear, the engine,

which is made by the Argson Company, is

quite an excellent little design employing
a roller bearing big-end. Its crankshaft
e.\tends through an enclosed gear reduc-
tion case to carry a Villiers flywheel mag-
neto, which, of course, may be used to

supply lighting current if required. No
clutch, in the proper sense of the word, is

provided, but it is possible to disengage
the gears by a le,ver operation from the
driving seat. Carburetter and sparking
plug are also accessible to the driver.

Two external contracting band brakes are

operated simultaneously by one long lever.

Speeds from 4 to 25 m.p.h. are claimed.
Also_ shown is an electric tricycle, from
which, it may be noted, a maximum speed
of only 6 m.p.h. is obtained, owing to the
necessity of conserving current.

ALLON. (73.)

Foui-sstroke !\lodeI Introduced.

2^.i H.p. Model.—70x76 mm. (292 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; drip feet! lubrication; Amac
carb. : fi.vwheel mag.; 2-^ii. gear; clutcli and
Ifick-starrcr : chain and belt drive: 26x2i,4in,
t.vres. Price: Solo, £59 17s.; with Sidecar,
£75 12s.

An,D.\YS .4ND Onions. Ltd., Birming-
ham.—Both the 292 c.c. two-stroke and
the 346 c.c. J.A.P.-engined four-stroke
machines are shown, both as solo and as
sidecar outfits. The two-stroke has not
been altered much from the design
with which the Allon made its name, and
is a neat and workmanlike job, substanti-
ally built and with plenty of protection
from bad weather. The touring machine,
in particular, is provided with very ample
mudguards. The four-stroke is on much
the same lines, with a well dropped top

tube, sloping tank, and low seating posi-
tion. Either chain and belt or all-chain
drive can be fitted, as desired, and a
choice of carburetters is given, either
Amac or B. and B. being spiecified in
accordance Avith the requirements of the
rider. In cases where an electric head
lamp is used, the current is derived from
the flywheel magneto when the machine is

running and a dry battery when standing.
Tlie latter is carried by the headlamp
braclcet.

The use of a proprietary four-stroke en-
gine is an innovation on the Allon ma-
chines, as are the proprietary gear boxes.

New four-stroke Allon with 346 c.c. J.A.P. engine and semi-

sporting equipment.

ALECTO. 125.)

\ Speedy Two^stroke Revived.

Verus cast aluminium oil tank with drip feed

to chams.

3Vj H.P. -M'OnEL.—76x76 mm. (345 c.c.) : single
cyl. two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Amac
carb.; chain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch
and kick-starter; chain drive; 26X2V4in.
tyres. Price £65.

Whitmee Eng. Co., Grove Road, Bal-
ham, London, S.W.—One of the first two-
stroke machines to demonstrate its capa-

bilities on the track by establishing long-

dist;ance records was the Alecto.

Although this feat has almost been for-

gotten nowadays, and for some time the

machine was in danger of being discon-

tinued owing to external causes, the re-

appearance of the Alecto at Olympia
brings back old memories.
Speed is still a characteristic of the

machine, and- a belt-driven sports model,
differing only in gear and transmission

from the model specified above, is said

to be capable of 50 m.p.h. in delivery

tune. It is priced at £58.
The same engine is fitted to all three

machines on show, which are respectively

of the sports, touring, and sidecar types.

It has an a'.uminium piston, floating-

gudgeon pin, plain big end bearing, and
drilled connecting rod, and the oil-ways,

as indicated on tlie sectioned engine, are

worthy of inspection. The main shaft is

supported on double race ball bearings.

Silencing has been much improved, a

large detachable aluminium expansion

chamber being slung from the rear chain

stay. Of course, one of the best-known

features of the Alecto is its forked ex-

haust pipe to avoid the front down tube.

A final belt-drive touring model costs

£60. and a three-speed chain-driven side-

car outfit £90.

The

14

498 sports Ariel has chain drive and improved
silencing arrangements.

Lightweight Arie' with a 249 c.c

loop frame.

Blackburne engine fitted in a

D i:j
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The Olympia Show.—
Short wheelbase and compactness generally

are attributes of the new 346 c.c. Triumph
with combined engine and gear \m\X.

OT(&ILS

£?i$'^

TRIUMPH. (128.)

All Electrically Equipped.
2% H.P. Model.—72x85 mm. (346 c.c): single

c.vl. four-stroke; side valves; mechanical
lubrication. Triumph carb.

;
gear-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; gear and
chain drive; 26x2V'in. tyres. Price; Solo,
not fixed.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Priory
Street, Coventry. —The new Triumph
lightweight is slightly overshadowed by
the heavy price reductions of its sister
models and by the new Triumph policy of
standardising electric lamps and hooters
on all their machines ; but it nevertheless
stands out as one of the attractions of the
Show. Engine and gear box form a unit
with a capacious sump from which a
plunger pump delivers oil under pressure
to the crankshaft, timing gears, and lay-
shaft of the gear box. There are no chains
in the unit. The front wheel is a new
depaxture for this firm, as it embodies an
expanding brake, the drum of which
carries the speedometer drive. This ma-
chine will not be available for delivery
till April, and has not yet been priced.

2'/., H.P. MODEI-.—67.35x70 mm. (249 c.c);
single cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication;
Triumph carb.; chain-driven mag.; 2-speed
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain-belt
drive; 24x2l,iin. tyres. Price: Solo.
£52 IDs.

This model now has an engine of larger
capacity, and .the exhaust system has been
redesigned in the interests of silence and
neat appearance. A clutch" is now incor-
porated with the gear box, a kick-starter
is fitted, and large aluminium legshields
are standardised. Lucas electrical equip-
ment is included in the price.

3%. H.P. Model.—80.94x97 mm. (499 c.c);
single cyl. four-stroke: o.h.v. (4) valves; hand
pump lubrication; Triumph carb.; chain-
driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
starter; chain drive; 26x3in. tyres. Price:
Solo, £96 IDs.; with Sidecar, £125 12s. 6d.

This favourite sports machine has re-

quired no substantial alteration, but the
sparking plug has been moved to the side
of the cylinder head, where it is now per-
fectly accessible, and the twin exhaust
pipes sweep forward in an easier curve to
clear the Magdyno. The price reduction
is most marked, seeing that full electric
lighting and a bulb hooter are included in
the new figure.

4 H.P. Model.—85x97 mm. (550 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; hand pump
lubrication; Triumph carb.; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear.; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x3in. tyre.?. Price: Solo,
£93 10s.; with Sidecar, £121 2s. 6d.

D 14

Like the o.h.v. and the chain and belt
models, the alt-chain Triumph has under-
gone no material alterations. A Magdyno
lighting set and electric horn are included
in the catalogue price, a very neat mount-
ing for the battery case being provided
behind the saddle tube. The Triumph-

169 c.c. power unit of

the .).D. miniature,

illustrating the com-
parative sizes of the

silencer and cylinder.

Druid fork is now employed on this model
with a specially designed stirrup brake
and mudguard of increased width.
The popular 550 c.c. belt-driven outfit

with a light semi-sporting sidecar now
co.sts only £106 17s. 6d.

NOVEMBER 30th, 1922.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
(109.)

Pressed Steel Construction.
2?4 H.P. Model.—70x90 mm. (346 c.c); single

cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubii-
cation ; B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear ; clut; ]i and kick-starter

;

chain
drive; 26x2i/iin. tyres. Price: Solo.
£57 10s.; with Sidecar, £72 IDs.

F. E. B.^KER, Ltd., King's Norton,
Birmingham.—Ever since their intro-

duction, the post-war Beardmore-Pre-
cision machines have been characterised

by two special features differentiating

them from most other makes, namely,
pressed steel frame construction and the

use of leaf spring forks. The latest addi-

tion to the range is a 346 c.c.

medium-weight single-cylinder machine,
which is intended to take a light sidecar

if desired. This machine is fitted with
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear, and,
ill general specification, is similar to the
larger models shown on this stand. A
detail that does not escape the critical

Special fins on the top end of the

exhaust pipe of the 496 c.c. sports

Beardmore.

eye is the fitting of a petrol filter imme-
diately under the tank between the pet-

rol pipe and the tank, and the latter, it

will be recollected in these machines,
forms part of, and lends its strength to,

the frame, as does also the rear mud-
guard. The stand and carrier are also

formed of steel channel instead of the
more usual brazed tubing. The large
and freely curving exhaust pipe and
adequate silencer are noteworthy
features of all models. A machine is

also shown with 349 c.c. Barr and Stroud
sleeve valve engine.

Speed, comfort and full equipment mark the 499 c.c. o.h.v. Triumph.
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I'tie Olympia Show.—

The novelty of the Beardmore-Precision ranee-

the 346 c.c four-stroke model

3' J H.p. Model.—81.1x96 mm. (496 c.c.}; single-

cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechanical
lubrication; B. and B. or Amac carburetter;
chain-driven magneto; Sturmey-Archer 3-sp.

gear; clutch and kick-starter; all-chain drive;

700X80 mm. tyres. Price: Solo, £70.

Noteworthy features of the bigger

Beardmore-Precision rniichines are the

unit construction of engine and gear box,

the Sturmey-Arclier three-speed gear

being incorporated in the crank case, the

automatic lubrication:- system, all oil

being contained in ' a sump the front

part of which is ribbed for cooling, and
the deeply-ribbed aluminium casting

interposed between the cylinder and the

exhaust pipe on the 495 c.c. model. The
496 c.c. model specified above is of the

sports solo tj'pe, and the front forks are

on the pai-allel linl< principle, but have
the Beardmore leaf springing.

t^W H.p. Model.—89x96 mm. (598 c.c); single

cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechanical lubri-

cation; B. and B. or Amac carb. ; chain-
driven mag.; 3-6p. gear; clutch and kick-

starter; chain drive; 700x80 mm. tyres.

Price: Solo. £80; with Sidecar, £105.

The big single model follows closely

tlie lines of the sports model just de-

scribed, but naturally heavier equip-

ment, footboards, and leg guards are

included. On one example a two-seater

sidecar is shown.
Spring-frame models are ahso available.

EXCELSIOR. (98.)
For Solo and Passenger Service.

1\<> H.p. Model.—55x62 ram. {147 c.c); single-
'~

cyi. two-stroke ; petroil lubrication ; Mills
earb. ; flywheel mag.; 2-sp. gear; no clutch
or kick-starter; chain-cum-belt drive; 24x2in.
tyres. Price: £28 10s.

Bayliss, Thomas and Co., King's
Eoad. Tyseley, Birmingham.—A range of

models varying from the miniature
Villiers-engined lightweight of 147 c.c.

up to a large and substantial 976 c.c.

J.A.P.-engiued sidecar outfit, is shown
on the Excelsior stand. The smallest of

these machines will attract great interest,

not only on account* of its sound prac-

tical construction, but also by reason of

Neat chain guard on the smallest Excelsior

model.

the very attractive price at which it is

now offered to the public. It is a

genuine lightweight, and offers also the

advantage of the well-known Albion two-

speed countershaft gear, which is incor-

porated with . chain-cnm-belt transmis-

sion, ,'

827

8 II. P. INlODEL.—85.5x85 mm. (976'c.c.); V twin
cyl. four-stroke: side valves* drip feed lubri-

cation; Amac earb.: chain-driven mag.; 3-sp.

gear; clutch and kick-starter: chain drive.

Price with Sidecar, £123.

Internal expanding brakes, front and
rear, and the Burma n three-speed gear

are provided on the large sidecar

machine. Provision is made for taking

up the shocks of transmission, both in

the countershaft and in the rear chain

sprocket. The mudguards are of large

dimensions, and a neat tool chest is in-

corporated behind the saddle.

Overhung crankshaft of the new uUra-

Ijghtweight Omega.

HOBART. (101.)
.2''., H.p. Model.—70x90 mm. (346 c.c): single

cyl. four-stroke; side valves'; sight-feed lubri-
lation; Amac carb.; ciiain-driven mag.; 3-sp.
gear; clutch and kick-starter; all-chaiu drive;
26x211in, tyres. Price : Solo, £72. ,

HoBAHT Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

Hobart has long been an honcured name
in the lightweight world, and although
proprietary. , engines are employed—

a

J. A. P. in this case and Blackburne in

others—they show the result of this

specialisation very clearly.

The specified model is a sporting type,

and has the super-sports engine.

Other prices for the 250-350 c.c.

machines extend upwards from £56.

1% H.p. Model.—60x60 mm. (170 cc); single
cyl. two-stroke

;
jietroil lubrication ; Amac

carb.: chain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch,
no kick-starter; chain and belt drivft; 24x
2in. tyres. Price : Solo, £32 18s. 6d.

A welcome addition is the new Hobart
Junior with 170 c.c. engine. It is cer-

tain to find favour with those who are

looking for a neat, practical, and reliable

machine that is really light.

A light type of Brampton fork with

centiral tension spring is fitted, and the

cylindrical form of the tank gives a most
pleasing appearance to the machine, sug-

gesting that a special study has been

made of providing the utmost accommo-
dation in the -smallest possible space.

The Albion two-speed gear box is stan-

dardised. The miniature may be ob-

tained, either as a sports or a touring

machine, variation being provided in the

position and inclination of footrests and
handlebars.

Open frame Excelsior two-stroke lightweight, suitable lor motor

cyclists of either sex.

The Bwlch-y-Groes-conquering Excelsior miniature with 147 c.c.

Villiers engine

D 15
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NORTON. (i03.)

High.speed Mounts.
S'/t: H. P. MoDKL.—79x100 mm. (490 c.c.)

:

single cyl. loiir-stroke; overhead valves: hand
pump lubrication; Mills or B. and B. carb.

:

chain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and
kick-starter (optional): chain drive; 26x2V.in.
tyres. Price : Solo, £98.

Norton Motors, Ltd., Bracebridge
Street, Birmingham.—Cliief interest
centres round the 490 c.c. overhead-valve-
engined Norton, which is the "most recent
addition to the range of these famous
inaehines. A feature which at once
-Catches the eye is the arrangement of
supplementary return movement springs on

Compactnes s

characterises the

Norton over-

head valve
mechanism.

the push rods. The extra radiating fins at
the point where the exhaust pipe leaves
the detachable cylinder head are Avell

I

placed to ensure maximum cooling effect,

;
and the fins on the cylinder barrel itself
are brought unusually low down. Prac-
.tical riders will be impressed by the
.thorough way in which the brakework
has been carried out on all Norton-
models. An internally-expanding brake
is employed on the front wheel in all

cases, whilst that on the back wheel
lakes effect with trailing action on a
dummy belt rim.

31/.H.P. Model.—79x100 mm. (490 c.c); single
. "cyl. iour-stroke: side valves; hand pump

lubrication ; Milk or B. and B. carb. ; chain-
driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
starter ; chain drive ; 26 x 2V'in. tyres. Price ;

Solo, £79.

No great change has been made to the
side-valve Norton, wnich has always been
as fast and powerful as many specially-

designed o.h.v. machines.
The direct belt driven model is altered

L^
NOVEMBER 30th, IQ32.

Tank and chain guards of the Norton " Big Four" are

strongly constructed with serrated edges at the joints.

only in .price ; it is now £60, and is one
of the very few direct-driven machines
above 350 c.c.

"Big Four" (633 c.c.) touring and
tradesman's carrier sidecar outfits com-
plete the exhibit, the inachine, solo, cost-

ing £84, the sidecars varying according

to style. The general finish of these

machines, especially the clean exterior of

the crank case, is commendable.

SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON.
(165.)

With a Speed Reputation.

2^4 H.P. Model.—71x88 mto. (348 c.c): single

cyl. Iour-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-

cation ; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp.

gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;

26x2Viin. tyres. Price: Solo. £72; with
Sidecar. £90.

A pioneer amongst 350 c.c. sports models

—the Sheffeld-Henderson.

general lines as regards frame, tanks,
and detail. There is, however, a wide
difference in the type of engine fitted.

One model, as specified, which has a
348 c.c. Blackburne single-cylinder
engine with side valves, is of the touring
type with deep mudguards, a carrier,

and the fullest of equipment. The next
has L.ie overhead valve single-cylinder
engine, and the makers claim 70 m.p.h.
from the machine as an attraction to
those whose sporting instincts favour
high speed and dropped bars
The third machine lies midway, hav-

ing the same engine as the first model,
but special cams and aluminium piston
and narrow guards. It is of rakish

^*—

•

\

Henderson Motors, Ltd., Fitz-

william Street, Sheffield.—All four of

ihe models on this stand are of the same
noniinal horse-power and are of the same

Absolute 'simplicity on motor cycle lines

characterises the Hobart miniature^

build. As a variation a fourth model is

offered with the Bradshaw oil-cooled

single-cylinder engine and mechanical
lubrication. All of Ihera are shown with

The silencer of the Dunelt.

suitable sidecars attached, but the
special overhead valve machine appears
also as a solo mount. A somewhat un-
usual outline is given to all the machines
by the presence of the tool kit just below
that portion of the tank which contains
oil and by the curious shape of the tank
itself.'
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Week by Week
—throughout the Year, we have unfolded

the tale of the Tyre with NINE lives.

Last week we gave a resume of our chief successes during
the season.

When so many famous crack riders continue to rely on
hUTCHINSON for success and personal safety—it is very evident
that they kr.ow from experience that there is NO Better tyre they
can choose.

Everywhere the attention of Motor Cyclists is being focussed
upon the wonderful records achieved on |HUT6HINS0N.

No wonder so many purchasers of new machines are specifying
"The Tyre with Nine Lives." They insist on the tyre that experts
have proven—the famous product of the House of [^UTCHINSON, tyre
makers for over half a century.

At it Again!
\ Herbe:'t Le Vack and J . L. Emerson put up some sensational speed records on

\

HUTCHINSON at Brooklands on SaUtrday^ November zSik, under unfavourabte

\ conditions. . _ - ' I

Class E, standing 10 In the Hour : 100 Miles covered in •

miles—covered in 6inins. 89 miles, 1,591 yds. were i hr. 6mins. 43.4 sees, (Le
26.9 sees, (equivaient to completed at a speed of Vack'sspeedwasgreatly
the- phenomenal speed of Sg.go m.p.h. increasing towards the •

93.04 m. p. h.). end of the 100 miles).
|

Class E.—ToomileTecord to i hr, 20 mins. i4.:22 s. (equivalent to 74.77 ra.p.h.), ;

Le Vack achieved three

world's records.

'Emerson's Performance

:

STAND

9
MOTORCYCLE

SHOW.

Out of 185 existing records at Brooklands—150 are held on
^UTOHINSON.

COMPARE THESE PRICES.

Size.

1923 1922
Price, Price.

24 X 2\, Strong 26/0 36/6
24 X 2^X2 J, strong ... 28/6 40/0
26 X 2i, strong 26/9 37/3
zSy-. 2\, extra strong. .

.

33/9 47/0
26X 2^X 2i, extra strong 36/6 55/3

1923 1922
Size. Price. Price,

650 X 65, small car 39/0 C3/0
28 X 3, small car 45/9 74/3
710x85 1 small car*... 54/0 81/0,

29 X 3^ /front
"
J oversizet . - . 59/3 S9/3

* To fit 650x65 rira. t Tofit28X3rim

STAND I

9 I
MOTOR CYCLE =

SHOW. —

FULL LIST OV REQUEST
You are cordialhj invited to Stand NINE, lohere The Tyre ivith NINE

Lives will he shown.

Your dealer can supply—BUT—you must ask for

lllllllllllllllll

II

111

HUTCHINSON
TYRES^^ Rubbt

^^ Tyre
Rubber Manufacturers 1850.
~ Manufacturers 1870.

HUTCHINSON TYRES,
70. Basinghall Street. B.C.

THE TYRE WITH NINE LIVES
In ansivering this adveitisement it is desirable to ineiiiioii ' 'J'he Motor Cycle."
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Two other of PRICE'S preparations
equally as good as Huile de Luxe

The following remarks will be of interest to the Motor Cyclist

enjoying winter runs on a sound machine suitably protected

against the weather, but the cycle parts of his machine require

better protection. The hubs, for instance, contain comparatively

delicate bearings soon ruined by wet and grit, as has been
frequently pointed out in the A.C.U. Judges' Reports. The
chains, also, unless completely enclosed and running in oil, must
be proofed against showers of mud.

Hub Lubricant Stiff

m

frequently commended in the Motor Cycle Press as ideal for filling

hubs, is a highly refined pure hydrocarbon, which when rendered
fluid by gentle warming, can be readily injected with the usual metal

syringe or pump. It fills up the bearings and completely seals the

openings against the ingress of wet and grit. One filling remains good
for several months. Several Motor Cycle Manufacturers send out their

machines with the hubs already packed. It is excellent also, for use

in grease cups and for laminated springs, either gaitered or open. •

Rangraphine
used and recommended by the leading chain makers in the Country
is an efficient blend of pure graphite with Rangoon Jelly. The former
lubricates and pievents the accumulation of grit, whilst the latter is

the standard preparation for preservation from rust. Periodically the

chains should be cleaned and soaked in melted Rangraphine, which
also is best for smearing on the teeth of the chain wheels. Smeared
on threads of valve caps and spark plugs, it renders them easily

removed yet gas tight.

M'

A tin of each, i.e. 2 tins, for 2/- inclusive
Where any Motor Cyclist has a diificulty in obtaining supplies locally,

we will send for 2/- a carriage paid parcel containing a sample half

pound tin of each preparation sufficient for several months use and
latest lists and useful literature.

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY LIMITED,
Battersea, S.W.ll.
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DiS /n iinxri-pring f/iis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.'
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The Olympia Show.—

One of the latest 350 c.c. machines—the Sunbeam

SUNBEAM. (110.)
Speedy Side^valve Singles.

2':4 H.P. Model.—70x90 mm. (347 c.c); single
c.vL four-stroke; side valves: diin feed lubri-
cation; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 26x2%in. tyres. Price: Solo, £94 10s.

John Marston. Ltd., Wolverhampton.
-—Success in racing and competitions both
at home and abroad has been the lot of

the Sunbeam last season, and the reasons

for these achievements and for the well-

deserved popularity that these machines
enjoy cannot be gathered from a.~ perusal
of the bare specifications of the Sunbeam
range. The reasons for the Sunbeam suc-

cess lie rather in details of design, work-
jhanship and finish, which have been
brought to a degree of perfection that

must be seen to be fully appreciated.

Visitors to the -Sunbeam stand have the
opportunity of seeing the complete range
of these machines, which now caters for

all classes. The type that won both the
T.T. and the great French race at Stras-

bourg this year, with long-stroke engine

(77 X 105) is on view ; and much interest

is also shown in the recently introduced
347 c.c. lightweight, which incorporates

all the well-known refinements of the
larger models, such as oil-bath chain
cases, powerful bi'akes operating on
dupimy belt rims both front and rear, and
the Sunbeam three-speed gear. Sunbeam
enthusiasts and motor cyclists in general

will welcome the reappearance of this

model in its present advanced form.

3^! H.P. Model.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c): single
' cyl. four-stroke ; side valves ; drip-feed lubri-
cation ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag. ; 3-sp.
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
26x2V2in. tyres. Price: Solo, £110 5s.

To the rider who desires a fast solo

mount with reasonable comfort for serious

touring the 499 c.c. " light solo " makes
a strong appeal. Tlie sweep of the ex-

haust pipe on this and the 492 c.c. T.T.
sporting model is a distinctive feature in

the general appearance of these machines.

// V

4*4 H.P. Model.—85x105 mm. (599 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag,;
3-speed gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 650x65 mm. tyres. Price: Solo,
£120 15s.; with Sidecar, £157 10s.

The 599 c.c. sidecar outfit remains for

the most part unaltered. The leaf-spring

front fork on this and on the 976 c.c.

J.A.P.-engined twin cylinder model de-
serves special notice.

Omega-Jap handle bar fixing.

OMEGA. (140.)
An Attractive Miniature.

1.7 H.P. Model.—60x60 mm. (170 c.c);
single-cyl, two-stroke

;
petroil lubrication

;

Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.; single gear;
no clutch or kick-starter; belt drive; 24x2in.
tyres. Price £25.

W. J. Green, Ltd., Omega Works,
Coventry.—The Omega Junior is a very
interesting addition to the range of

featherweights, and in single-geared form
is remarkably cheap, whilst Several
transmission options are available for

those who can afford them. Notable
points are the low saddle position (26in.

from ground level),' the readiness of the
engine to two-stroke at low speeds and
down hill, the light and original spring
fork, and the use of two belt rim brakes
on the rear wheel, one being operated
by cable from the handle-bars.

3.5 H.P. Model 2.—71x88 mm. (348 c.c);
single-cyl. two-stroke; drip feed lubrication;
Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.; single gear;
no clutch or kick-starter; belt drive; 26x
2^4in. tyres. Price; Solo, £38; with Side-
car, £53.

The well-known 348 c.c. two-stroke
engine is now obtainable on five different

models, of which the sidecar outfit with
three-speed gear, chain drive, clutch and
kick-starter at £75 is especially attrac-

tive. This, engine may also be had
mounted in the firm's duplex frame,
giving unusually good weather protec-

tion. . Numerous small refinements have
been inade in the machine ; the most
ostensible change is the adoption of a
huge aluminium silencer.

2.9 H.P. Model 5.—70x76 mm. (292 c.c);
Eingle-cyl, four-stroke; side valves; drip lubri-
cation; Amac carb.; chain-drive mag.; 2-sp.
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
26x2Uin; tyres. Price £63 10s.

This model has undergone very little

change from last year. It now has all-

chain drive, an expanding brake in the

rear hub, the. Omega patent spring fork,

and a front belt rim brake instead of

the .stirrup pattern. Alternative trans-

missions may be specified.

BRADBURY. (108.)
Three Sturdy Four=strokes.

6 H.P. Model.—74.5x86 mm. (749.75 'c.c) ; V
twin cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed
lubrication; B. and B. carb.; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x2Voin. tyres. Price: Solo,

£95: with Sidecar, £122 8s.

Br.\dburt and Co., Ltd., Oldham.

—

The Bradbury twin (750 c.c.) sports

model has quite recently broken records

at Brooklands, and this machine de-

servedly holds pride of place on their

stand at Olympia, for its general lines

are extremely attractive, and it at once
commands the attention of those who
are seeking a high-powered mount which
shall not at the same time be excessively

"A The Sunbeam

I
" big smgle " side-

car outfit.

Gea.t box lubricator on the 348 c.c. Matchless

15 '
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—

Two examples of the Omegi : that on the left has a duplex frame.

:ieavy. It is difficult- to say exactly how
the makers have achieved comparative
lightness with this model, but a glance
followed by a brief test with tlie hand
suffices to show that they have succeeded,
ind that without sacrificing solidity.

2"i H.P. Model.—74.5X30 mm. (350 c.c.t: single
cj'l. four-stroke: side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation; B. and B. carb. ; cliain-driven mag.;
3-s\i. gear; rlntch and ki^k-starter; all-rhain
drive; 26x2%in. t.vres. Price: Solo. £65.

Sturdilj built 'ii4 cs. Bredf urv

arc quite a number of signs of very care-

fui design on tbe larger Henley that serve
to lift it out of the ruck. The neat knee
grip fixture (concealed) and the capacious
tool box on the carrier will serve as in-

stances of this ; and the mechanically-
minded will appreciate that such things
as frame design are on the same high
standard. Burman gear boxes are fitted

in every case. '

IVY. (64.)

The -medium-weight 350 t.c. single-

cylinder machine is also an attractive

j
general-purpose mount. It is shown

I fitted with Moss three-speed gear and
I all-chain drive, and a feature that will

not escape the notice of practical long-

I distance tourists is that 2|in. section

.tyres are standardised instead of the too
/common smaller size.

Tne new 554 c.c. single-cylinder model
i.s similar in general specification to the
smaller machine. In all cases internally-

' expanding brakes are fitted to the front

wheel, and Druid front forks are em-
ployed. A large silencer is provided so

that these machines should run very
quietly, and the frames in each case
afford a low and comfortable riding posi-

tion, whilst the centre of gravity is

sufficiently well forward to provide easy
steering.

HENLEY. (Hi.)
4\4 II. P. Model.—85x96 mm. {545 c.c.i; single

cyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; mechani-
cal lubrication : Amac or B. and B. carb.

;

chain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear: clutch and
kick-starter; chain drive; 26x2y2in. - tyres.
Price: Solo. £72 lbs.; with Sidecar,
£92 10s.

Henley Eng. Co., Ltd., Steward
Works, Doe Street, Birmingham.—There

29i H.P. Model.—71x88 mm, (348 c.c). single
cyl. four-stroke; overhead valves; mechanical
lubrication: Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear: clutch, no kick-starter; all-chain

• drive; 26x2',L.in. tyrBS. Price: Solo, £72 lOs.

Following the same general lines, but
stripped of all unessential fitmenTs, is a
nice-looking speed model which is well
up to the general high standard of excel-
lence of the many machines in the Show
employing the o.h.v. Blackburne engine.

348 and 249 c.c. side valve Blackburne-
engined singles are priced at £53 10s

and £55 10s. respectively.

New Four=stroke Model.
2^i H.P. j\Iodel.—75x79 mm. (349 c.c): single-

cyl. four-stroke ; side valves ; drip feed lufari-

ca.ticn: Amac caib. : chain-driven mag.; 3-sp.
gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain drive

;

26x2Uin t.vres. Price: Solo, £70; with
Sidecar, £92.

S. A. NcwMAN, Ltd., Aston Cross,

Birmingham.—The principal feature of

the Ivy exhibit is . the new side-valve-

engined four-stroke, which makes its

appearance for the first time. This does
not differ radically from the two-stroke-

engined models, which are so well-known,
and which are shown on the stand in

various models. It is a quite clean-

looking little machine, arranged in an
entirely conventional manner, enamelled
the khaki colour which is distinctive of

the Ivy machines, and notable for a

double down tube from the steering head

to the crank case.

Designed in the first place as a com-

fortable touring machine, it has deep

mudguards and extra leg guards for

riding in bad weather.

3 H.P. Model.—75x79 mm. (349 c.c); single-

cyl. two-stroke: drip feed "lubrication; Amac'
carb.; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear;

clutch and kick-starter; chain drive; 26x
2l4in. tyres. Price : Solo, £65.

The two-strokes have been slightly

modified in detail, and are shown mainly
as solo mounts, one having the dropped

frame suitable for a lady's use, but all

of similar design. To one a collapsible

sidecar is fitted.

The only real alteration to the smaller

(250 c.c.) Ivy lies in a change of plug

position, i.e. to the rear of the cylinder

head.

Chain driven 348 c.c. Henley-Blackbume.
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DUNELT. (166.)
Big Single Two-Stiokes.

4 H.P. Model.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c.)
;

single
cyl. two-stroke; drip-feed lubrication; Amac
carb. ; cllain-clrlven mag.; 3-speed gear;
clutch and kick-starter; chain drivfe;

26x2'/.tn. tyres. Price; Solo, £75; with
Sidecar, £89 lOs.

DUNFOED AND ElLIOT (SHEFFIELD), LtD. ,

Bath street, Birmingham.—The Dunelt is

the only big single-cylinder machine
which employs a two-stvoke engine, and
even in the two-stroke world it is dis-

tinctive because it has a double diameter
piston. The cylinder is placed at an

Another big machine intended for solo service is the

Coventry Victor flat twin.

The Dunelt footplates are slightly splayed

and so provide a natural position for the

rider's feet,

angle, thus allowing the tank to slope

to a lower point at the rear, and also

bringing the saddle position lower. One
solo machine is shown of touring type

with. handlebars of black finish, wide mud-
guards, and the tools in their leather

case protected by a metal strengthening

box. The other three examples on the

stand all have sidecars, and beyond this

addition do not differ from the solo mount
to any extent. One is shown completely

equipped with a celluloid windscreen of

large size clipped to the handle-bars,

which ishoiild be remarkably effective,

extra leg guards for the rider, a shield

tor the sidecar, and a gear-driven speedo-

meter bolted to the handlebars. Two of

the sidecar machines, however, have final

belt drive, and one has an all-chain trans-

mission ; with sidecar it is listed at the

very reasonable price of £95.

BROVGH. (60.)
80 m.p.h. 500 c.c. Flat Twin.

496 c.c. Model.—70x64.5 mm. (496 c.c); flat

twin foiu'-stroke : overhead valves; mechanical
lubrication; Amac carb.; gear-driven map.;
5-sp. gear; no clutch or kick-starter; chain
drive; 26x2Vl;in. tyres. Price £100.

W. E. Brough and Co., Basfcrd, Not-
tingham.—The centre of attraction on

A plated tank singles out one of the fiat-

Broughs for attention.

the Brough stand is the 496 c.c. flat twin
sports model, which is guaranteed to
attain a speed of 70 m.p.h., or, if a
sHghtly increased" price be paid for extra
attention, 80 m.p.h. The model in
question is one of the best-looking
machines in the Show, having a nickel-
plated tank with rounded corners, and,
of course, the long separate exhaust
pipes ending in an aluminium fish tail,

which all good sporting models should
have. This year the cylinder head has
been considerably modified, substantial
roller bearings are used for the connect-
ing rods, and the aluminium pistons are
of the firm's own alloy. The location of
the handle-bars, foot-rests, and "saddle
affords an exceptionally fine riding posi-
tion with a real sense of control.

692 0.0. SfODEL.—70x90 mm. (692 c.c); twin cvl.
four-stroke; side-by-sid© valves; drip lubrica-
tion; Amac carb.; -gear-driven mag. ; 3-5p
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
26x3in. tyres. Price; Solo, £90; with
Sidecar, £120.

The other two models on the stand are
the new 496 c.c. machine which has
side valves and 26x3 in. tyres, but
otherwise is much on the lines of the
sporting model, and the 692 c.c. model
e.^pecially meant tor sidecar work. Both
these machines have the chain drive from
engine to gear box. concealed and pro-
tected by an aluminium coverplate, in
distinction to the sporting model, on
which the chains are visible. These two
models are fitted with very large mud-
guards, affording ample protection to the
rider and to the mechanism.
The location of the geSr bo.x (under the

rear cylinder) and the method of engine
mounting, permits the wheelbase of the
Brough to be kept within reasonable
limit i.

COVENTRY VICTOR. (28.)
.Alediuniw eight Flat Twins.

5.7 H.P. JM'ODEL.—75x78 mm. (688 c.c); fiat
twin cyl. four-stroke: side valves; mechanical
lubrication; twin Cox-Atmos cai ULiii^LLurs-
gear-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
starter; all-chain drive; 26x3in. tyres.
Price: Solo, £110; with Sidecar, £136.

COVENIRV ViCTOB JIOTOH Co., Ltd.,
Coventry.—There is something very impos-
ing about the 80 m.p.h. Coventry Victor.
In the same way as a semi-stripped 250
c.c. -350 c.c. machine may be likened to a
torpedo-boat destroyer of the road, the big
flat-twin under review may be called a
Dreadnought. It has fairly lull touring
equipment, adequate mudguards, large
tyres, and a 2-^ galls, capacity saddle tank.
Technically, the most interesting feature

about_ the engine (which follows standard
lines except for a; .higher compression
ratio and a modified vMve gear) is the
induction system. Two carburetters are
em.ployed, and a valve-controlled air inlet

funnel faces forward. Air pressures in

tlie induction pipe, both float chambers,
and the fuel tank are balanced by con-

'

iiecting pipes, thus ensuring that a uni-

Protected compression release on the

McKenzie engine.

form flow of petrol takes place at the jets

at all speeds, and irrespective of jars

caused by road inequalities.

An interesting detailTefinenient on this

model is an aluminium undershield which
also serves as a front stand. An addition

of £5 to the list price is made for the

80 m.p.h. guarantee.

On a standard sports model, also

shown, only one Cox carburetter is em-
ployed ; the tank is not of the saddle

variety, and the tyre is 28x2^in.
Touring types (one called the "Grey

Ghost" and finished in grey) with and
without the Holt spring wheel sidecar

complete the exhibit. . The prices are i

—

De Luxe touring solo £100, with Holt
sidecar, £125; standard touring or sports

solo £97 10s., with sidecar £119.
The long wheelbase model has been

discontinued.
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ROYT.R. (131.)

250 c.c. Model Introduced.
2.5 H.P. Model.—63x80 mm. (249 c.c.) ; single

cyl. four-sLroke; overhead valves; meciianical
lubrication; B. and B. carb. ;

gear-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutcli and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x2*4in, tyres. Price £85.

The New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd..

Coventry.—The Rover lightweight is

numbered among the chief attractions of

the Show, and its novel power unit is

separately staged for the admiration of

enthusiasts. This unit comprises engine,

oil sump, gear box, kick-starter, clutch,

;and magneto, built up in a common
assembly. The engine has overhead
.valv?s operated by roller bearing rocker
shafts, and the detachable head is fixed

by three studs. The primary drive is

triangular, the chain passing over the

magneto sprocket. In order to withstand
the pull of the drive, a specially strength-

ened armature shaft is incorporated in

the M-L Maglita. The chain is adjusted

by bodily moving the magneto. The
gudgeon pin bush is the only plain bear-

ing in the unit. Lubrication is by splash,

an oscillating plunger pump being used to

On the new 249 c.c. Rover the primary cha n

drives the countershaft and the Maglita ; hence

the curious shaoe of the chain cover.

4 H.P. Model.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single
cj-1. lour-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation; B. and B. or Amac carb.; chain-
driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
starter; chain drive; 650x65 mm. tyres.
Price : Solo. £95 Sports, £100 Standard

;

with Sidecar, £125 Sports, £130 St!.i>c'..ild.

No changes have been thought neces-
sary in this machine, except that, in view*
of increased police activities, the silencing

of the sports edition has been substanti-
ally improved.
5 6 H.P. MODF.L.—74X85 mm.' (654 c.c); Uin

cyl. four-stroke; side valves; hand pump
lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 28x3in, tyres. Price; Solo, £115;
with Sidecar, £145.

This mode] remains unchanged

A newcomer to Olympia—The Ray miniature

with engine-gear unit.

RAY. (16.)

X Refined Miniature.

2 H.P. Model.—60x70 mm. 1193 c.c): siig'f-
cyl. tour-stroke; side valves; automatic lubri-
cation; Amac carburetter; flywheel mag.-
2-sp. gear; clutch, no kick-starter; gear aud
chain drive; 24x2',.iin. tyres. Price, £40 19s.

W. H. Raven and Co., Ltd.. 223,
Castle Boulevard, Nottingham.—Weigh-
ing 130 lb. and with a saddle height°of
only 24in., the Ray is a perfect minia-
ture without the somewhat crude speci-
fication of the average machine in its

class.

It has an engine and gear unit and metal
plate clutch, all running in oil from the

**^^

Spring forks embodying B. & D.
shock absorbers on the Rover light-

weight.

raise oil from the sump into the crank
case. An external lever adjusts the

delivery aperture of this pump. Very
attractive features of the machine are the

B. and D. shock absorbers on the front

fork, the new saddle tank, and the spring-

up back stand.

O.h.v. 249 c.c. engine and three-speed gear in one

unit are employed in the " hush-hush " Rover light-

weight, details of which were withheld until the Show
opened.

crank case sump. Final drive is by ^ x
0.205in. chain, also lubricated by oil from
the crank case.

Accessibility has been the. aim of the
designer. Timing gear, cylinder, gears,
and clutch may all be removed in a few
minutes, leaving the crank case in ^itu

in the loop frame. Plain bearings are
employed in the engine—white metal for
the big end—but the gear main shaft
runs in ball races.

Quite a novelty is the use of a fly-

wheel magneto, which, of course, gives

one useless spark with each complete
cycle. A plain electric head lamp sup-

plied direct from a lighting coil in the

magneto costs 30s. extra, and a more ela-

borate lighting set, including a battery,

£4 2s. 6d.

The rear brake is of the external con-

tracting type, provided with a neat spring
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locking wing nut for adjustment. 175

m.p.g. fuel consumption and a rather re-

markable road performance are claimed
for this thoroughly workmanlike little

solo machine.

sleeve valve engine mounted in a frame
at the Show. The installation is par-
ticularl.y neat. The Best and Lloyd oil

pump beds very nicely into the engine at

a height which ensures its safety in a

tumble.

Rex-Acme with a new 499 c.c. Barr & Stroud engine.

REX ACME. (133.)
Two^stroke and Sleeve Valve Engines.

1.7 H.p. Model,—60x60 mm. (170 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; petioil lubrication; Amac
carb,; gear-driven mag.; 2-sp, gear; clutch,
no kick-starter; cliain and belt drive; 24k
2in. tyres. Price it32 18s, 6d.

The Rex Motor Mfg. Co.. Ltd..

Coventr.v-—The Eex Acme range includes

no fewer than seven models, of which in-

terest will no doubt centre particularly in

the two chief novelties. The cynosure of

the exhibit is the Rex Minor, a, 112 lb.

feather-weight of neat and handsome de-

sign equipped with the firm's own two-
sti'oke engine of 170 cc.

Compact silencer on the Blackburne-engined

Rex-Acme.

2%. H.p. Model.—70x90,5 mm. (349 c.c);

single cyl. four-stroke; sleeve valve; drip
lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag,;
2-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
and belt drive; 26x2V'in. tyres. Price

£65 15s.

The Rex Acm; touring models are ob-

tainable with a variety of engines. The
heavy steering head, w'ith special, pro-

vision for bearing lubrication, is an ex-

cellent feature. The double girder rear

stand and the internal expanding brakes
deserve notfce. On the sports models
the straight-through exhaust pipe has a
'curiously-shaped expansion and tail box
at its rear end.

4 H.p, Model.—86x86 mm. (499 c.c.) ; single
cyl. four-stroke; sleeve valve; mechanical

- lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; cb^in
drive; 26x2i/2in. tyres. Price: Solo, £95;
with Sidecar, £119/18/6.

This is noteworthy as being the only
e-x-ample' of the 499 c.c. Barr and Stroud

i6

SCOTT. (136.)
Three=speed Water Cooled Two=stroke.
3'i H.P. Model,—73x63,5 mm, (532,5 c.c);

side-by-side twin cyl. two-stroke ; drip feed
lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-stai-ter ; chain
drive; 700x80 mm, tvres. Price: Solo,
£110; with Sidecar, £135.

SoOTT Motor Cycle Co., Saltaire.

Vorks.—The new three-speed Scott is an
altogether bigger and heavier model than
its predecessors, though it is still lighter

than many four-stroke rivals of less capa-
city. The gear and magneto form a unit,

,

readily detachable from, the frame. The
front chain is easily adjusted by sliding

thjC sear box in its slotted cradle, and
alignment cannot be lost in the process.

The rear brake on this model is of the
expanding pattern, and the wheel is de-

tachable. Very wide channelled mud-
guards are .fitted. The geax ratios can
be altered very rapidly by changing the

front sprocket of the secondary chain. A
3-gallon tank is standard, and a Magdyno
can be readily fitted in the space behind
the tank.

3".; H.p. Model,—73x63,5 mm, (532,5 cc) ; t» i

cyl, two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Amac
carb,; chain-driven magneto; 2-sp. gear;
clutch and kick-starter; chain drive; 650

x

65 inm. tyres. Price: Solo, £95; with
teidecar, £120.

Big tyres lend an air of comfort to the

three-speed Scott.

The .standard two-speed model remains
practically unaltered for next season, ex-
cept that an internal expanding front
wheel brake is now fitted.

31':: H.p. Model.—70x63.5 mm.. (486 c.c); twin
cyl. two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Amac
carb.; chain-driven mag.; 2-sp, gear; clutch
and kick-starter; chain drive; 650x65 mm.
tyres. Piice : Solo, £89; with .Sidecar,
£110.

The famous Squirrel has two minor V,ut

welcome alterations. The front brake is

now of the expanding type, and the twin
sight feeds of the lubrication .system
have been raised to a position where they
are more easily watched.

POWELL. (167.)

Two.stroke .Models Introduced.
4 H.p, Model,—85x96,5 mm, (547 c.c); single

cyl. four-stroke; side valves; hand pump
lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. ge.ir clutch and kick-starter; chain-
drive; 26x3in. tyres. Price: Solo, £90;
with Sidecar, £110.

Powell Bros., Wrexham.—Of the three
547 c.c. Powell machines, one is a sports
model with lew handle-bars and a low
saddle position. The second is a fully-

equipped touring machine, and the third
has a sidecar. All three are interesting
by reason of the high finish, the excep-
tionally workmanlike way in which the
accessories and details are carried out,
and the fact that the single-cylinder
engine is carried in an inclined position,
instead of vertically as is usual. Inclined
as it is, the cylinder gives more room in

which to work on any part of the engine,
and to a certain extent better cooling is

obtained. In addition, this machine has
now a really serviceable front wheel
brake, and seems altogether to be the
work of practical riders.

2',b H.p, Model.—67x70 mm. (247 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke: drip feed Ipbiication ; B. ;iiid

B. carb,; flywheel mag,; 2-sp. gear; clutch
and kick-starter; chain and belt drive; 24X
2i:lin. tyres. Price £45.

A smaller model is a two-stroke on con-
ventional lines and of ver.y light weight.
Care, however, has been taken to include
everything which the rider may desire
for the operation and control of the motor
c.ycle. Mudguards of adequate width are
fitted to protect the mechanism and the
rider. Tliere is also a 343 c.c. Villiers-

engined model, which, with a three-
speed gear, is suitable for light sidecar
work.
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P. cS- P. CL^G-)

Silence First.

3.5 n.r Model.—70x90.5 mm. (349 c.c);
single cyl. four-stroke; sleeve valve; mcchani-
i-al iiibncation; B. & B. carburetter; gear-
driven iT.agneto: 3-sp. gear; chitcli and kiclt-

starter; cliain drive; 26x2V-in. tyres. Price:
Solo, £75: witn toiae^r, i.a/ ^u^.

Packman a>:d ropii';, Moor Street,

Coventry.—Labelled the "Silent Three,"
this is a machine of which every detail

will repay special attention, the design
being original throughout. Starting witli

the B. & S. sleeve valve engine as a basis,

the makers put silence in the forefiont of

their aims. Low down in front of the
engine cradle is mounted an enormous
e.xpansion box, so constructed of alu-.

minium as to destroy "ring." From this
a. c3ntral pipe leads to a large welded
st«el silencer above the bottom bracket,
the gross capacity of the system being
fourteen times that of the combustion
cham.ber. To silence the transmission
heavy f^ EcnoJd chains arc enclosed in

tight-fitting aluminium case.=. The frame
is duple.x with straight members running
from the cleverly designed steering head
to the rear hub. The live axle runs on
two double-row self-aligning bearings
provided with felt washers and dust caps.
Lubrication is by a Best mechanical
pump, self-priming by gi-avity from the

A serious attempt to enclose the

mechanism—the. P. & P. " Silent Three."

lable. Mudgiiarding is exceptionally com-
plete—it has been further improved for

next year—and the entire mechanism,
except the cylinder, is completely en-

closed.

The friction transmission has also been
improved, the face cli_sc being reversible

and thus doubled in length of wear: a

new spring-loaded plunger makes the

change speed lever self-locking and self-

releasing on its quadrant. -

Although 74 c.c. larger, the engine is

P &P "S Lnt Three" which has a Barr & Stroud i*"'

tank. Ingenious provision is made for

fitting leg shields, side shields, and an
underscreen. The saddle is hinged in

front and operated on two gigantic coil

springs. Altogether a most interesting

machine.

practically a leplica of last .year's unit,

but its silencing arrangements have been
made more adequate, and there are vari-

ous improvements which add to the ac-

cessibility of its ignition details. The

kick-starter has been strengthened, and
since it is mounted on an eccentric, the

meshing of the pinions may be adjusted
to take up wear. Two internal expanding
brakes are now employed, both on the

rear hub, which incidentally has also been
modified and has a quickly-withdrawab'e
spindle.

Steering head bearings, front sus

pension, lighting (a single headlamp fed
by the flywheel magneto and an auxiliary
battery), and various detail fitments have
received attention. The whole exhibit

well repays examination, especially thi'

plated chassis.

P.V. (19.)
Simple Spring Frame Models.

4-5 H.P. Model.—64.5x76 mm. (498 c.c): V
twin cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed
lubrication; Amac carbui-ettei-; {n'lii.-aii.eu
ma?. ; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive 26x2'/2in. tyres. Price £S0.

P.V. Motor CyCLE.s, Lid., Perrv Vale,

Forest Hill. London, S.E.23.—that it

has survived so many years successfully

when other systems appear and disappear

in the course of a twelve-month proves

that the P.V. spring frame is worth
while. It is a simple design. Two
pivoted arms, which carry the rear

wheel, are extended to the saddle tube
and connected with coil shock and re-

bound springs enclosed in the last-men-

tioned member. For 1923 the wheelbase
has been considerably shortened by the

simple expedient of moving the saddle

tube forward so that its lower end is in

front of the" bottom bracket.

NER-A-CAR. (31.)
Car Practice on Two Wheels.

21;. H.P. Model.—70x74 mm. (233 c.c.t: sinsU-
cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication; B. and
jj. carb-; flywheel mag.; 5-sp. gear; clutch
and kick-starter; friction drive; 26x2Min.
tyres. Price £65.

Ixter-Contixextal Engineering' Co.,

20. Conduit Street, London. W.I.—After
a most favourable reception in many
quarters during 1921-22, the Ner-a-Car re-

appears in a considerably improved form.
Its aim. of course, was, and is, to be
what its name denotes, although, curi-

ousl,v enough, the name was actually de-

rived from the American designer, a Mr
Neracher. It follows car lines in having
a low sliing chassis and a system of pivot-

ing axle steering which combine to make
it remarkably stable and easily cnntrol-

D 26

Better mudguard construction is a 1923 Ner-a-Gir improvement.
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The model at present under discussion

is essentially a solo machine and is also

shown with a super-sports J. A. P. engine

of the same size and a T.T. specification,

when it costs £95

New 976 c.c. spring frame p.v.

•'> 1| IM
I

^

'"^'I '

Essentially the same as the 498 c.c. tour-

ing model is the 654 c.c. sidecar outfit,

the chassis of which embodies a spring
-w'heel suspended on exactly the same
system as the cycle. The body is further
insulated by two pairs of flexible C
springs, underslung in front.

Detail work is well carried out. Brak-
ing is on dummy belt rims front and
rear, front stands with neat clips are

fitted in each case, and the Jaclistand,

an easy action two-step device introduced
at the last Show, is embodied on the
touring machines.

Also on the same lines is an entirely

new model with the 976 c.c. J.A.P.
engine. It is priced at £145 solo, and
£167 with the P.V. sidecar. A B.T.H.
mag-generator costs £17 extra.

One of the P.V. lightweights to which
a 349 c.c. Barr and Strniid engine is fitted

follo^A=s the same specification, when the
price is £76, but the remaining \'illiers-

aiid J.A.P.-engined machines, all under
350 c.c^, have final belt drive and cost

from £42 upwards.

GNOME-RHONE. (26.)
\n Anglo-French Product.

4 H.P. Model.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single
cyl. Idiir-stroke ; side valves; hand pump
lubrication ; own carburetter ; chain-driven
mag. ; S-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter

;

chain and belt chive: 26x2^4iu. tvves. Price,"
£69.

OvEHSEAS S.iLES, Ltd., 21, George
street. Hanover Square, London, W.l.

—

Designed by an Englishman, but made

(^

Sturdily-binlt Gncme-Rhone three-speed

gear box, replacing the proprietary unit first

used on this machine.

in France, the Gnome-Ehone is more
interesting because of the intention to

manufacture it on mass-production lines

(10,OCO-20,OCO per annum is the suggested
output) than for any nnconventionalities
in its construction. Indeed, although
nearly the whole of the vital parts of the
machine are produced in the huge Gnome-
Ehone aeroplane factory (excepting the
magneto), the layout and design generally
are on the very simplest and most

«§l* One of France's representatives—the 499 c.c. Gnome-
t Rhone which follow? British lines.

straightforward lines. Except the bottom
bracket, all the frame lugs are drop
forgings.

The engine, which has a roUcL-hearing
big end and a ball-bearing rnainshaft
(transmission side), has an external fly-

wheel with the primary sprocket on the
outside. Thus it has been easy to en-
close the primary chain in a neat case.

Valve ports have been designed to give
an easy flow to the gases.

Other 'items worthy of inspection are

the long pedal-operated direct-acting rear

brake, the flywheel brake, 'and tiie air

strangler to facilitate starting. Foot-
boards and fairly adequate mudguards
are fitted to all the models shown, and
to one model a simple spring wheel side-

car with an English b.idy is attached.

VICTORIA. (62.)
Models from Scotland.

I'l' H.P. :\IODEL.—55x62 mm. {147 c.c. I; single
cyl, two-strohe; petroil lubrication; Amac
carburetter: tlywheel mae. ; 2-sn. gear; no
clutch or kick-starter; chain and belt", drive;
26x2in. tyres. Price, £45.

VicroEiA Motor and Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Victoria Works, Dennistoun, Glasgow.

—

Victoria machines are amongst the few
motor cycles coming from Scotland. All

the five models manufactured and placed
on the inarket are exhibited, and are

divided into two categories : the one with
the well-known Villiers two-stroke, the

other with the J.A.P. engine. Of those

with the Villiers engine the little 147 c.c.

machine merits particular attention as a

motor cycle runabout with very few parts

that will recpiire attention, allied with

simple and workmanlike control.

31A H.P. Model.—79x70 mm. [343 c.c.)
;

' single
cyl- two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Anmc
cnrburetter : fli;\vheel mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch

- and kick-starter: chain and belt drive: 26

x

2i4in. tyres. Price: Solo, £55; Avith .sidecar,

£70. -"
-

There is nothing startling in the design
of the largest two-stroke model, to which
is attached a fairly roomy sidecar of at-

ti'active and well-balanced proportions.

4 H.P. Model.—85.5x95 mm. (549 c.c); single
cyl. tour-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrication; Amac carburetter; chain-driven
mat^. : 3-sp. gear; clutrh and kick-starter:
chain and belt drive; 26x2V>in. tyres, l^rice;

Solo, £75; with sidecar, £90.

The J.A.P.-engined machine falls into

another category, being much more
powerful ; it has a Sturmey-Archer gear

box, deep and wide mudguards, and, in

general, the specification is as simple as

possible. The example shown is attached

to a sturdy and well-built , little sidecar

to emphasise the particular purpose of

this model.

Do ble -ccur.iv steerini

hca-H fi-hrc of .lie F & P'
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A sidecar outfit at a popular price.

The Victoria-Jap.

FRANCIS-BARNETT. (8i.)
Reflned Mounts in .350 c.c. Class.

2\'-2 H.p. MODKL.—70x75 mm. (293 .-.c);
single cyl. four-stroke; side valves; nand
pump lubrication; B. and B. carb.

;

chain-
driven niag. ; 3-sp, ge.Tr; clutcli and kick-
starter; chain drive; 26x2l4in. tyres.

Price £64.

FRANXIS-B.4RNEIT, LTD., Lower Ford
Street, Coventry.—In the main both

the sporting and the touring models

of the 293 c.c. Francis-Barnett are

unaltered from the machines that

were on the road last year. The
touring machine in particular is a good,

solid-looking and reliable type, well

equipped, and not expensive. Consider-

able care has been taken to make it pos-

sible to remove the rear wheel with the

minimum of trouble. The second model
;is almost identical in lines with its pre-

decessor, but is of 346 c.c. and costs

£72 as a solo machine, or £85 with a

neat sidecar.

Another model with the 345 c.c. engine
is a spcrts machine painted a very nice

and serviceable grey. Naturally, it has
the super-sports J. A. P. engine, and inci-

dentally has been extremely successful

in various important competitions this

year.

On the Francis-Barnetts the tool kit is

carried on behind the seat tube, where it

is in many ways better protected and less

subject to vibration.

Greater clearance has been provided be-

tween the mudguard and the wheel, and
the chain guards, which are substantial,

are secured in position by two bolts only,

so that they can be detached quite easily.

Neat construction

characterises the

Francis-Barnett com-
bined leg-shields and

footboards.

Power unit of the new 346 c.c. solo New
Hudson.

NOVEMBER 30th, igiz.

NEW HUDSON. (142.)

Varied Single Cylinders.

2% H.l'. Model.—70x90 mm. (346 c.c.) ; single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mecliani(:al
and hand lubrication; Bmks tarburetter;
chain-diiven mag.; b-sp. gear; clutch aiid
kick-starter; chain drive; 650x65 mm. tyres.
Price, £65.

. WjINew Hudson, Ttd., Icknield Street,

Birmingham.—The 346 c.c. New Hudson
is an entirely new model, the engine
being distinctly reminiscent of the firm's

bigger power unit. The cylinder carries

enormous radiating fins, whilst the gases
are led away through an exhaust pipe of

unusually large bore into an aluminium
expansion box mounted just forward of

the rear hub. The valves are no less

than Ijin. in diameter The cast alu-

minium chain cases are amongst the hand-
somest in the Show. Both brakes are of

the internal expanding pattern. Follow-
ing what is now standard New Hudson
practice, the tank is made in two sections

telescoping into each other, so that the

partition is readily accessible should re-

pairs become necessary. A 498 c.c. solo

model is materially the same.

2y4 H.p. Model.—63x70 mm; (211 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; drip feed lubricatioi'

:

B. & B. carburetter; chain-driven mag.; 2-.'j

gear; chain and belt drive; 24x2in. tyres.
Price, £39.

The small two-stroke New Hudson is

again offered in three forms for 1923,

namely, the popular, sporting, and tourist

models, which have proved so satisfactorv-

that they remain unchanged except for-

the addition of footboards to the popular,:

edition.

4.5 H.p. Model,—87x100 mm. (595 c.c); single'
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechanical and
pump lubrication; B. & B. carburetter;
chain-driven magneto; 3-sp. gear; clutch and
kick-starter; chain drive; 700x80 mm. tyres.

Price with Sidecar. £112,

This machine has earned such a high
reputation in its class that any substantial

'.

alterations were obviously unnecessary.
The steering head merits special study,

being equipped at top and bottoms wixh
ball bearings of unusually large size

charged with suificient grease to last the

season. The firm's new pattern silencei-

now figures on this model. The rear side-

car connection has been redesigned to

eliminate twisting stresses. The tank is

of the firm's special two-piece design.

Four editions of this model are offered,

namely, standard, sporting, de luxe, an'd

As a departure from the almost all-popular black.finish, the

grey of the Francis-Barnett sports model is very pleasing
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The Olympia Shaw.—
Of sound and sturdy construction, the sports model

348 c.c. New Hudson should appeal to many.

,11

family, the latter being fitted with a

double-seated sidecar. Special provision

is made for positively adjusting the ten-

sion of the magneto and primary driving

chains.

DOT. (59.)
Spovts^ Twin and Light Singles.

8 H.P. Model.—85.5X85 mm. (976 c.c); V
twill "cyl. four-stroke ; side "v.itves ; drip feed

lubrication : Aniac carbviretter ; cliain-driven

mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter:

cnain drive; 28x31n. tyres. Price, £140.

D.O.T. Motors, Ltd., 69a, ilarket

Street, Manchester.—Of the machines on

the D.O.T. stand the model which will

appeal instantly to riders of the sporting

type is the 976 c.c. super-sports model,

every line of which suggests speed. It

is fitted with a J.A. P. ^ engine, having

side valves and heavily finned valve caps.

2V, H.P. Model.—70x76 mm. 1292 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; hand-pump lubri-
cation; Araac carb. ; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp.
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain and belt
drive; 26x2^8111. tyres. Price, £65.

Other models are the 292 c.c. J.A.P.-
engined .stanjard and the T.T. types,

the latter shown Avithout a carrier

and with the top tube concealed by the

tank, wide handlebars with very effective

rubber grips and single practical-

looking footrests. It al.so has a J. A. P.
engine of 70x76 mm. (292 c.c). A
250 c.c. model with a Blackburiie overhead
valve engine, and last, but not least, one
of the new type machiiies having the

350. c.c. oil-cooled Bradshaw single-cylin-

der engine are also on view. This last

is a new venture for the firm, and is of'

very neat design.

Conventional and sturdy 292 c.c. J.A.P.-

englned Dot.

One of the many new 350 c.c. machines at

Olympia—the Martinsyde.

MARTINSYDE. (30.)
Overhead Exhaust Valves.

2»/i H.P. .M'ODEL.—70,'90 mm. (346 c.c);
single cyf. four-stroke; overhead exhaust
valve; mechanical lubrication; Amac carb.:
ctlain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and
klok-Etarter; chain drive; 26x2V->x2'/iln.
Price: .Solo, £70; Sports, £72.

,
Mar.tin,syde, Ltd., Woking.—No more

interesting reply to the insistent demand
for 350 c.c. solo machines has yet -ap-

peared than the new Martinsyde single.

Following normal Martin.syde practice,

the e.xhaust valve is of the overhead pat-

tern. In this ppsLtion, it is claimed, it

gets the maximuiiT 'cooling draught, which
iifter all is a very reasonable theory.

The o.h.v. gear is a model of .simplicity

and accessibility. The rocker pivots on
an inverted knife ed'ge, being retained in

position by a light coil spring, which also

keeps the tappet down. The valve stem,

..^•7

Appropriately one of the Dot models, hailing from Manchester,

is fitted with a Bradshaw engine produced in Preston

which has a shoulder upon which the
rocker end abuts, extends through a cover
plate in tho head to the end of a leaf
spring. This cover plate, which carries
the knife edge bearing, is readily detach-
able, and thus the complete valve gear
may be dismounted very easily. The ex-
haust port is well ribbed throughout its

length. Otherwise the engine _ is not
unconventional, although the method' of
driving the. Showell oil pump from an
idler sprocket on the magneto chain, the
pump being enclosed in the chain case,

is certainly worthy of note. The fuel

tank fixture by means of a concealed
clamp is also ingenious.
An internal expanding brake is fitted

in front, but a dummy belt rim is em-
ployed in the rear, which, after all, is a

system that has many advantages.

D 31
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Two models ot the popular McKenzie are now produced.

In a sports form, a Ricardo aluminium
piston, a close ratio Slurmey gear box
and a racing Amac carburetter are fitted,

resulting- in an extremely attractive-
looking " speed iron."

6 H.p. Model.—70x88 mm. (678 c.c); V
twin cyl. foul -stroke; overhead exh.
valves; foot pump lubrication; Amac carb.

;

Cham-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and
kick-starter; all chain drive; 26x3in. tvres.
iTice, £125.

The " Quick Six " Martinsyde, which
is shown as a solo machine only, remains
substantially unchanged. Its price, wiih
an 80-m.p h. guarantee, is £135.
On the touring standard sports and

tradesman s carrier sidecar outfits the new
valve gear is the chief alteration of im-
portance if we except the new prices,
which are identical for the three—£130.

McKENZIE. (145.)
Popular Motorised Bicycle.

I'Ji H.p. JUODEL.—60x60 mm. (169 r.c); 1 rjl.
two-stroke; petrcil lubrication; Wex carb.;
gear-driven mag.; single-sp. gear; belt drive:
26x2in. tyres. Price £27 6s.

Geo. McKenzie, 220, Shafte.sbv?ry

Avenue, London, W.C'.2.—The feather-
weight McKenzie set a fashion in

miniatures ; it scales no more than 80 lb.

all on, and is deliberately fitted with
pedals not only for assistance up
unusually steep gradients, but also to in-

spire the i-ider with confidence in the case
of a possible breakdown on the road. The
machine has been simplified to the abso-
lute limit for the sake of unmechanical
users; apart from the brakes, with which
every cyclist is familiar, there are only
two levers, the compression release and
the throttle. A coaster hub is no longer
used for the rear brake, which now con-
sists of an ordinary belt rim shoe, operat-

ing by back-pedalling at two points in the

circle of the cranks. A very light spring

fork is fitted to reduce road shocks. The
price includes all necessary accessories.

^0<>S><>0<>OC<>C><><>0<>0<C<><>0<><>C<>^

A WORD
TO NEW READERS.

Extremely simple and accessible Martinsyde

overhead exhaust valve gear.

D 32

This number ol The Motor Cycle is

mainly devoted to the all-important topic

of the moment—the Motor Cycle Exhibi-

tion at Oiympia, and the 1923 models

exhibited therein. I^ is not a normal
issue either in size or the nature of its

contents. The beginner wiil find every

issue of The Motor Cycle is of assistance

to h m, as well as proving absorbingly

interesting. The Motor Cycle is un-

appreached in the quality and substance

of its reading matter. Each issue con-

tains features which the process of time

have proved to be the most popular among
experienced riders and with the new-
comer to the motor cycle movement.

Our aim is :^-

(!) To record- faithfully motor eyeing
history at home and abroad.

(2) To interest the ever-increasing

number of motor cyclists by
discursive articles ot an authori-

tative character on po^^ular

subjects.

(3) To continue to foster the develop-

ment of the most economical

form of motoring.

(4) To assist the novice.

(5) To encourage progress in design

by free and open criticism.

(6) To develop the" three-wheeled

passenger motor cycle, whether
sidecar or runabout.

Over 120,000 Motor Cyclists
read The . Motor Cycle
every week. - ^ .

The Motor Cycle is written by
Motor -Cyclists for Motor Cyclists.

Every Thursday - Threepence.

^<>c>o<><><><c><><>c<x>o<x>o<xxx>o<>o?

1% H.p. Model.—60x60 mm. (169 c.c); 1 cyl.

two-stroke; petroil lubrication; Wex carbr;
gear-driven mag.; 2-sp gear; clutch; no kick-

starter; rhain-^um-belt drive; 24X2iQ. tyres.

Price £33 10s.

This is another edition of the McKenzie
on conventional motor cycle lines. Its

weight is given as 120 lb.

ORBIT. (24.)
Four Lightweights.

2-^,4 H.p. Model.—68x 72 mm. (261 c.c): single
cyl. two-stroke ; drip feed lubrication ; B.
and B. carb.; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear;
clutch and kick-starter; chain drive; 26X
2i./;in. tyres. Price £55.

Okbit Motors, Ltd., Orbit Works,
Wolverhampton.—Four Orbit lightweights
are shown, all practically to an identical

specification, excepting in the engine
units. Only the two-stroke, as detailed

above, is fitted with the firm's own power
unit, a conventional but well-carried-ouv
design of the three port type with plain

bearings and a deeply-finned cylinder.

Internal expanding brakes on the front
and rear wheels, a well-balanced front
mudguard, and a capacious metal tool

box on the saddle tube, are items com-
mon to all four models, although a Brad-
shaw-engined type is distinctive on ac-

count of its pair of highly-polished alu-

minium mudguards. Swan front forks,
which have an enclosed central shock and
rebound spring, are employed in every
case. The silencer, which is right at the
end of the exhaust pipe, is of Orbit de-

sign and embodies baffle plates.

For the rest the exhibit is best de-

scribed by detailing the prices of the
models not covered by the specification :

349 c.c. Barr and ' Stroud, £67 10s.

(A. J.S. lightweight sidecar, £20 extra)

;

349 c.c. Bradshaw, £67 10s. ; o.h.v. 349
c.c. Blackburne (semi-racing equipment),
£70. Disc wheels are an extra.

One of the several engine-gear units at

Oiympia is on the Ray ultra lightweight.

29
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349 c.c. side-valve O.E.C.-Blackburne in its full touring form. Well-upholstered sidecar attached to the 545 c.c. model of the

same machine.

O.E.C.-BLACKBURNE. (40.)

Taxi Sidecar Outfit.

10 H.P. Model—85x96 mm. (1,090 c.c); V tuin

cyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed

luhrica.tion : Araac carb. ; chain-driveu mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch a.nd kick-starter; chain
drive; 28x3in. tyres. Price, with 'la-xi

Sidecar, £252.

OsBOKNE Engineering Co., Ltd., Lees

Lane, Gosport, Hants.—Finished in a

very striking shade of cream, the chief

Osborne exhibit—a 1,090 c.c. taxi sidecar

—is remarkable for the fact that it has

a system of wheel steering instead of

handle-bars. This arrangement for side-

car taxis vfas introduced last year to

overcoTine the difficulties caused by handle-

bars which foul a high sidecar body when
making sharp turns. The price of £252
includes Magdyno lighting, very com-
plete equipment geBerally—for instance

an undershield is fitted—^and a limousine
two-seater sidecar mounted on a very
strong girder chassis. Dual hand and
foot clutch control is provided.
Imposing single- and double-seated

touring sidecars are inherently the same
in specification, but employ the 998 c.c.

Blackburne engine. The prices range
from £140 14s. upwards.

2";4 H.p. Model.—71x88 mm. (318 c.c): single

cyl. four-stroke; overhead valves; mechanical
lubrica.tioii; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch, no kick-starter; chain
drive; 25x2y2in. tyres. Price £St.

For the soloist the most attractive model
is undoubtedly the overhead valve sports

t.;pe. Although embodying proprietary
units, it bears evidence of having been
designed by someone who actually rides

a solo motor cycle. For example, the

With shaft transmission and engine and gear built as a

unit, the G.S.D. attracts a great deal of attention.

Burman gear lever is right forward, and
thus allows the rider to grip the tank
with his knees. Handle-bar shape, foot-

rest position, and saddle height combine
to give a very comfortable riding posi-

tion.

\;\j;

An O.E.C.-Black-

burne wheel steered

taxi—not without

possibilities for the

family man.

The display is completed by a side-

valve 349 c.c. model (solo at £71 8s., and
with a light sidecar at £97 13s.), and a
utility 545 c.c. sidecar outfit at £113 8s.

None of the last-mentioned machines has
a mechanical oil-pump, and the larger
sidecar outfit differs in having 28 x 3 in.

wheels and internal expanding brakes
front and rear.

G.S.D. (44.)
Four Speeds and Stialt Drive.

2-^ H.P. Model.—76x76 mm. (350 cc): single
cyl. two-stroke; mechanical lubrication; Amac
carb.; shaft-driven mag.; 4-sp. gear; clutch
aaid kick-starter; shaft drive; 26x3in. tyres.

Price £85.

R. E. D. Gkant, 15, St. Paul's Road
Coventry.—That it exhibits the noveltj

of the Show is claimed for considerabl}'

more than one stand in Olympia, but;

there seems to be a general consensus of

opinion that No. 44 comes nearest to

earning this honour. The C4.S.D. has a

unit engine and four-speed gear box and
final shaft drive, and is the only British

machine now on the market to employ
this oft-sought form of transmission. Of
the car type and design, the gear box
has a central ball and socket change,
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Xhe Olympia Show.—
and with the high efficiency White and
Poppe two-stroke engine forms a snug
)nd easily removable unit in the duplex
frame.
Very careful design is apparent in

the transmission, and since the David
Brown worm and worm \vheel are in one
unit, the danger of misalignment is

eliminated. Hardy flexible couplings
are interposed at each end of the shaft,

which is in absolute line with the gear
shaft and the worm shaft. The gear
ratios are 6, 9, 13, and 18 to. 1, and the
gear box and gear change has been .=o

designed as to obviate any possibility of

damaging the gears when changing. A
sectioned box is shown.
The engine unit is cleanly encased and

is claimed to be oilproof, an oil tank
being incorporated in the flywheel casing
and fitted with a float type oil indicator.
IMechanical lubrication with a variable
feed is employed.
Riding position and the rider's comfort

generally have received careful attention,
it being the intention of the designer to
appeal to the most fastidious class of pro-
fessional men.

In most respects he has succeeded
admirably, and one cannot help being
struck at the close resemblance of the
machine to a composite model of the best
of the oft-published "ideal specifica-
tions" of The, Motor Cycle's readers.

zenith: (21.)

Chain=driven Twins and Singles.

8 H.P. MODEI,.—85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c.)
;' V

twin cil. four-stroKe; side valves; drip feed
lubrication ; Amac carbnretter ; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
Cham drive; 28x3in. tyres. Price, £125.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Hampton Court.
—In the latest edition of the 976 c.c.

Zenith the lessons of many years of cater-

ing for the soloist who favours big
twins, plus those of 100 m.p.h. records on
the track, have been cleverly blended to

produce one of the most attractive solo

machines in the exhibition. In brief,

now that chain drive has almost entirely

ousted the belt from public favour, the
Zenith Company has more than moved
with the times.

The frame is very neat and promises
considerable rigidity, while the saddle
height is low. The footrests are sensibly

placed and are of the fiat type as used
by Le Vack on Brooklands.

fj^^^ES NOVEMBER jofh, ig22.

Handsome and roadworthy all-chain drive

976 c.c. Zenith solo model.

The price quoted is for a model with
the super-sports J.A.P. engine; £10 less

is charged for the standard power unit.

An extremely racy mottled aluminium
sidecar with a streamlined chassis is

shown attached to this model.

Improved valve gear on the Zenith-Bradshaw.

S'/o H.P. MODEI,.—68X68 mm. (494 c.c.) ; flat
twin. cyl. four-stroke; overhead valves;
mechanical lubri<'ation, Olaiidel-Hobson car-
buretter

; gear-driven m.ig. ; S-ep. gear ; clutcli
and kick-starter; chain drive; 26x2V'in.
tyras. Price, £106.

Little change has been made to the
Bradshaw model, which was the first

make to which this type of oil-cooled
engine was fitted, and which is still the
only one to use the flat twin version.
The rocker gear, however, is now enclosed
and wick-lubricated.
Since the centre of gravity of the

machine is comparatively low down, this
model possesses several advantages as a

solo mount, but it has been proved in
several important trials that it is capable
of hauling a sidecar anywhere withn
reason.

Much improved sporting model of the 348 c.c. Zenith.

2% H.P. Model.—70x90 mm. (346 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke ; side valves ; drip feed lubri

cation; Amac carburetter; chain-driven mag.:
3-sp. gear; clu.tcli-. and kick-? tarter; chain
drive; 26x2y2in. tyres. Price, £69 15i.

The 345 c.c. Zenith is not in any way
a startling design—for the most part it

embodies standard proprietary units—but
it is thoroughly pleasing in appearance,
particularly in its sports form, and well
finished in detail. Another exhibit with
a 293 c.c. J.A.P. engine is materially the
same; it is priced at £65. Only one.
Gradua-geared (variable pulley) model is'

shown; it has a 654 c.c. J.A.P. engine,
and a clutch and kick-starter.

HACK. (9i.)

Scooter Type's Sole Representative.
l',i H.P. Model.—50.4x50.4 mm. (103 c.c.)

;

single cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication:
Binks carb.

; gear-driven mag. ; clutch, no
kick-starter; chain drive; 20xl^.lin. tyres.
.Price: Solo, £38 17s.

Hack Engineebing Co., Victoria

Works, Victoria Eoad, Hendon, N.W.4.
—The Hack lightweight is illustrative of

an intermediate stage between the scooter

and the ultra-lightweight motor cycle.

The makers are to be congratulated on
having achieved simplicity in their de-

sign. The wheels are fitted with- 20

x

l-|in. tyres, and the transmission is of

the simplest form by means of a single

chain of not unreasonable length direct

from a geared down countershaft on the
engine to the back wheel. The machine
is suitable for a lady to ride, a practical

form of guar-d being provided to prevent,
contact of garments with the cylinder.

'

The engine is situated at the bottom ot

the saddle pillar, and the centre of

gravity is thus kept low down.

LEA-FRANCIS. (95.

)

Refined V Twins.

S H.P. Model.—64x92 mm. (592 c.c.) ; V twin
cyl. four-stroke; overhead inlet valves; drip
feed lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x3in. tyres. Price: Solo.

£96 IDs.

Le\ & Fr.\ncis, Ltd., Coventry.—To
the most critical, the Lea-Francis models
are a joy. This firm has always had a

reputation for the highest class of work-
manship and the most refined productions.

Two models only are at present shown,
both with V twin M.A.G. engines, which'
differ only in the matter of the stroke,

the larger model having a bore and stroke

ot 64x92 mm., whereas the stroke in the.

case of the smaller machine is only 77

mm. (496 c.c). These machines have
~~
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iilways been noted for quiet running, and
the bigger model, which perhaps attracts

the most interest on the stand, is fitted

with an aluminium silencer of ample
dimensions. Chain guards are provided
for, the larger model, but the smaller ma-
chine, which is made for tlie solo rider, is

—fiWed with complete chain cases, and the

three-speed gear is of the firm's own
manufacture; the other being a Burnian.
The brake work has been very thoroughly
carried out. dummy belt rims being pro-

vided on both front and rear wheels, and
the arrangement and application of the

brake shoes is also very well carried out.

In the case of the smaller model the frame
is shghtly shorter than that of the 592
c.c. model, and the gear bo.x is fitted in

the bottom bracket shell. In the larger
machine, however, advantage is taken of

the space between the seat pillar tube and
the rear mudguard for fitting a good-
sized leather tool case, which itself is en-

closed in .sheet steel. A feature of re-

finement which commands special atten-

tion on this machine is the provision of

two shock absorbers for the chain di'ive,

one in the countershaft, and one in the
i-ear hub, which is the standard Enfield
pattern.

MOHAWK. (92.)
Touring Solo Lightweights.

2-?i H.P. Model.—70x76 mm, (293 c.c] ; .single-
fy[. four-stroke; side valves; hand pump
Jubrication ; B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven
mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
Cham and belt drive; 26x2^,iin. tj-res.

Price £68.

The Mohawk Cycle Co., Alexandra
Road, Hornsey, and Coventry.—Mohawk
models meet the demand for substantial

and conventional machines built up from
i^'ell-known and tried proprietary units,

which are to be marketed at a moderate
price. The equipment of the lightweight
machine as a practical touring mount is

sufficiently complete, with comfortable
aluminium footboards, and the riding posi-

tion and shape of the handle-bars are

such, in the case of the standard model,
as to appeal to the steady middle-aged
type of rider. The machine is fitted v,-ith

Brampton forks and Sturmey Archer two-
speed gear box, with a simple and prac-

tical means for adjusting the driving
chain from the engine to the countershaft.

A 770 c.c. J.A.P.-engined model is

also staged, fitted with Sturmey-Archer
three-.speed gear box and all-chain drive.

This is listed at £105. The sports

model is fitted with 345 c.c. J. A. P.

Standard touring 592 c.c. Lea-Francis sidecar outfit.

engine, and differs from the lightweight

in having chain drive throughout. The
frame is somewhat longer, and the

machine presents a Tacy and attractive

appearance. This model costs £67 10s.

A sectioned engine of the 499 c.c. type on
the Rudge stand. The firm's twin engine is

also shown.

'orting Monopole with 348 c.c. j-.A.P. engine.

'^'C^iSLmo^

MONOPOLE. (37.)
Five 350 c.c. Solos.

3 H.P. .Model.—70x90 mm. (346 c.c.) ; single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; hand pump
lubrication; B. &. B. carlj. ; chain-driven
mag,; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x2i^in, tvres. Price; Solo*
£69 10s.; with JSidecar, £85 5s.

Monopole Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd.,
Coventry.—Five Coventry-built machines,
none exceeding 350 c.c, are staged.

Various proprietary units—Villiers or
J. A. P. engines and Sturmey-Archer gear-

boxes—are employed. and generally
speaking the machines do not differ

greatly from last year's models. Chain
transmission on the 348 c.c. semi-sporting
model detailed above is, however, an in-

novation. It is neatly carried out, trans-

nrission shocks being absorbed by the
cushion arrangement in the Sturmey gear-

box. All the Monopole machines are

finished in a soft shade of green, which,
particularly on the sidecar model, looks

quite attractive. The sidecar itself is a

lightweight sporting Grindlay.
Another 348 c.c. solo mount uses final

belt drive, when the- price is £67 5s.

A single-geared 247 c.c. Villiers-engined
lightweight at £40, and a 293 c.c. J.A.P.-
engined model with a two-speed gear,

clutch and kick-starter, at £58,. complete
the e.xhibit.

VELOCETTE. (129.)
Mechanically -oiled Two-stroke.

2V2 H.P. Model,—63x80 mm, (249 c.c): single
cyl. two-stroke; mechanical lubrication; B.
and B. carb.; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear;
clutch and kick-starter; chain drive; 24 X
2i4in. tj-res. Price £65.

Veloce, Ltd., Aston Manor, Birming-
ham.—The Velocette engine has under-
gone radical alterations, and substantial

advances have been made in respect of

power output, silence, and balancing.

The chief outward indication of these im-

provements lies in the exhaust system,

twin pipes emerging from each side

of the cylinder near its base, and
leading into a large transverse silencer.

Great pains have been taken to make all

the joints in the exhaust system both
sound- and oil-proof. The public per-

formances of this engine proved that in

its old form it was exceptionally effi-

cient ; next year both its power output

and its road manners will display further

improvement. The remainder of the

machine remains practically unchanged,

though the new exhaust pipes have en-

7-8 E5
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In contrast to the all-black Velocelle, a special

model IS finished in the' colours of the R A.C.

PJ^^(^1L3 NOVEMBER soiJt. IQ22.

EDMUND. (138.)
Super Suspension for the Rider.

2% H.p. Model—71x88 mm. (348 c.c); siiisle-
cyl. four-stroke; pifle valves; drip feed lubri-
cation; Aroac carb. ; chain-(lriveu mag,; 3-sji.

gear: clutch and kick-starter: chain drivf
26x2'4in. tyres. Price: Solo, £78 15s.

i

with Sidecar, £97 5s.

C. E. Edmund and Co. (1920), Ltd.,
Milton Works, Milton Street, Chester.

—

Edmund machines are, of course, famous-
as pioneers in the movement to provide
increased comfort for the rider. The

Ribbed silencer of cast aluminium is used

, on the Edmund.

forced alteration of the oil filler to a

more convenient pattern. The weight of

the three-speed model is still well imder
180 lb., the two-speed model being pro-

portionately lighter The sports model
is fitted with a close ratio gear bo.x. The
engine of the latest machine is a develop-

ment of the 1922 type of racing unit.

-'Vltliough Velocettes are not sold as all-

weather-finish models, they are practi-

cally clear of any plated parts near the
ground line, and on the touring pattern
very neat aluminium leg shields can be
fitted in conjunction with \he foot-

boards.

H.B. (121.)

Refined 350 c.c. Solo Models.

2>i n.P. .^lODEL.—71x88 mm. (348 c.c): single
cyi, tour-stroke; side valves; mechanical
pump lubrication ; Ainac carb. ; chain-driven
magneto; 3-sp. gear; clutch, no kick-starter;
chain drive; 650x50 mm, tyres. Price;
Solo, £78; with Sidecar, £98.

Hill Beos., Wolverhampton.—The
H.B. machine is designed as a de luxe

member of the 350 c.c. class, in which no
risk is run of spoiling the layout by a citt

price or undue weight reduction. The
finish and components are of the highest

^lass throughout. Three models are manu-
factured, all with Blackburne engines.

The sports model is obtainable with
either the side valve or "the o.h.v. unit.

The silencer svsteni is worth attention.

348 c.c. H.B., a Blackburne-engined production from

Wolverhampton,

At fir.st sight it looks like a plain straight-

through pipe, but the gases are actually

conducted through an expansion chamber
which is very rigidly mounted in front of

the crank case. The effect is that the
long pipe is far more stable than usual.

The primary chain adjustment is excep-
tionally neat. The latest type of John
Bull knee grips are screwed into sockets

provided on the tank. A Webb front
brake and the new model Best mechan-
ical pump are attractive feattu-es. The
wheel base is 5Hin.. which should pro-

vide good comfort and stability.

machines have been manufactured sub-
stantially in their present form for many
years past. For 1923 three models are
offered, namely, touring, sports, and
super-sports, all of which are normally
fitted with Blackburne engines^ overhead

EAnund sports model with 348 c.c, Blackburne engine

E 6

valves being utilised on the super-sports
type. Options consist of a BaiT &
Stroud

_
engine on the touring model, or

a special J.A.P. engine on the sports
model. - The policy of the firm is to offer

350 c.c. machines of the best quality, dis-
tinguished by the comfort bestowed by
the patent frame. Several minor altera-
tions of interest are to be noticed. The
cast aluminium chain guards are excep-
tionally neat. Customers may choose
either a sprung or rigid carrier. A large
armoured toolbag is fitted to the tourist
model. The sports model carries its ex-
pansion box in the modern fashionable
position level with the rear wheel ; this
box is of excellent pattern, being of
rectangular shape made in cast aluminium
and very heavily ribbed in order to cool

the gasses as far as possible.

23-24
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HARLEY-DAVIDSON. (34.)

Big American Twins.

9.89 H.P. MODEL.—84.1x88.9 mm. (989 CO.);

V twin cyl. four-stroke; overheat! inlet valve;
meclianical lubrication; Scliebler carb. ; gear-

driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutcb and Idck-

starter; all chain drive; 28x3in. tyres.

Price: With Sidecar,, £139 15e. (witlr full

electric equipment).

Haeley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74,

Newman Street, London, W.l.—Although

several improvements have been made to

the standard Harley-Davidson sidecar out-

fit, the chief point af initerest is un-

doubtedly the new price. In past years

American machines have not unnaturally

tended to cost appreciably more than

British products in the same class ; for

next year the Harley comjpares favourably

with anything else in the building on a

price basis alOne, and its reputation for

power and speed places it in a high posi-

tion among the big twin sidecar outfits.

Detail improvements have been made in

the mechanical oil-pump (now a detach-

able unit) , in the fork springing (now em-

bodying double the number of springs), in

the weather-proofness of the rear hubs,

and even in such a comparatively insigni-

iicant items as the suspension of the rear

lamp.
Conforming to the same specification

generally is the "oversize" 1,208 c.c.

model shown solo at £120, and with a

new two-seater sidecar and full electric

equipment at £157 5s.

Acetylene equipped touring and ex-

ceedingly attractive sporting 989 c.c. out-

fits are also on view at £135.

S.84 H.P. Model.—69.8X76.2 mm. (584 c.c);
Hat-twin cyl. four-stroke ; side valves ; me-
chanical lubrication ; Scliebler carb.

;
gear-

driven mag. ; 3-sp, gear ; clutch and kick-
starter; gear and chain drive; 26x3in tyres.

Price: Solo, £105. •

Interesting as representing the Ameri-
can ideal of a "light" solo machine as

well as for its proyed silky _
running and

controllability, the flat-twin Harley is

S43

A friction driven miniature with flat twin

two-stroke engine—the Economic.

little altered. Only one, example is

staged, and here again full electrical

equipment, including horn, is supplied

for the moderate price stated.

On the electrical Harleys the magneto
is dispensed with entirely.

ECONOMIC. (45.)

Friction-driven Miniature.

2 n.p. Model.—52.5x38.5 mm. (165 c.c); flat

twin cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication;
own make carb. ; flywheel mag. ; variable-sp.
gear ; no clutch or kick-starter ; friction and
beltdrive; 26 x2i4in. tyres. Price £28 17s.

The Eynsford Engineeking Co., Ltd.,

Primrose Works, Eynsford, Kent.—The
Economic miniature has frankly been de-

signed and built down to a price, but the

fact that it has survived the handicap

of a necessarily none too superfine ex-

ternal finish proves that it is quite a

practicable vehicle. For next year this

finish has been much improved,
^

being

now the more conventional black instead

of red. It is notable as employing the

only flat-twin two-stroke engine on the

market, which incidentally is of the very

simplest construction. The friction drive

provides a wide range'of gears, and also

enables the overall weight of the machine

The 1,208 C.C.

Harley-Davidson is

exhibited with an

attract ve and roomy

to be kept down to 115 lb. This despite

the fact 'that a duplex- frame is em-
ployed. Its greatest achievement was an
A.C.U. observed ride from London to

Edinburgh at an average running speed of

17 m.p.h.
A light delivery model has a box carrier

over the rear wheel.

5-6

Rear brake operation on the McKenzie.

HENDERSON. (123.)

Four Cylinders, Tliree Speeds and Reverse.

ll.S H.P. Model.—68.3x89 mm. (1,301 c.c);
four cyl. four-stroke; side valves; meclianical
lubrication; Zenith carb.; gear-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain
drive; 27x3V2in. tyres. Price; Solo, £137;
with Sidecar, £163 5s.

Melchioe., Armstrong and Dessau,
15, Newman Street, London, W.l.—The
four-cylinder Henderson has gradually
developed during late years into one of
the mo.=it compact and luxurious machines
on the road. The principal alterations of

this elaborate layout consist of additional

finning over the exhaust ports ; as each
port was already provided with a separ-

ate branch pipe over 12in. in length, there

is no doubt about the efficiency of the

scavenging. The transmission has been
further silenced by the incorporation of

a spiral bevel in the primary drive to

the gear box. Lubricators are now fitted

to both hubs. The Coupette sidecar is

one of the handsomest and cosiest in the

Show. A curved three-ply hood, with

talc side windows, is hinged to disappear

completely into the body at will. « When
raised, it joins a one-piece three-sided

celluloid windscreen, so that the, interior

is completely windproof. The Henderson

is the only motor cycle at the Show
offered with a reverse ; gear ; it is an

optional addition.

E 7
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HAZLEWOOD. (130.)

Med!um=weight Passenger Models.
5-6 H.p. Model.—70x88 mm. (650 c.c.);" V twin

cyj. lour-stioke; side valves; drip lubrica-
tion; Amac or B. and B, carb. ; chain-driven
mag. ; 3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter

;

chairt-belt drive; 650x65 mm. t.vres. Price:
with Sidecar. £110.

Hazlewood's, Ltd., Coventry.—The
550 c.c. Hazlewood is only marketed as

a sidecar outfit, but it is offered in four
different models at remarkably low prices.

With a tradesman's carrier body, or as

a tourist machine with chain-cum-belt
drive, it almost touches bottom in price
where an engine of its power is concerned.
The touring model with all-chain drive
and the sports edition are fractionally
more expensive. Features of special in-

terest on these machines are a spring seat
pillar, a very substantial shock-absorber
for the all-chain drive, and the internal

expanding rear brake.

251 H.P. Model.—70x90 mm. (346 c.c.) ; single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip lubrica-
tion; B. and B. or Amac carb.; chain-driven
mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter

;

Cham and belt drive; 26x2^4in. tyres.
Price:. Solo, £75.

The 346 C.C. model has excellent chain
guards and an unusuallj' roomy expansion
box for the exhaust. A J. A. P. engine
is fitted, and three speeds and all-chain
drive can be had if desired.

HUMBER. (126.)
Flat Twin and New Solo Single.

2'?i H.P, MOBEL.—75x79 mm. (349 c.c,); single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubrica-
tion; Amac carburetter; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 26x2i/4in, tyres. Price £55.

Htjmbee, Ltd., Coventry.—The new
Humber lightweight is a superbly finished

example of its class, conspicuous for a

very heavily finned cylinder and clean
akiminium castings. Points of interest

are the enclosed kick-starter, large

quickly detachable clutch cover, Bramp-
ton spring chain, and Webb front brake.
lUack all-weather finish is optional on all

Humber machines without extra charge,

and these models display the absolute
minimum of bright parts. The exhaust
system on the 349 c.c. model is interest-

ing; a long pipe leads to a cast aiu-

minium expansion box behind the gear

bracket, the rear end of this box being
reduced towards the final exit.

J' <
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Of particularly clean appearance—the 346 c.c. Hazlewood.

4'/2 H.p. Model.—75x68 mm. (600 c.c.);' twin
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechanical
lubrication ; (Jlaudel-Hobson carburetter

;
gear-

driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
starter; chain drive; 650x65 mm. tyres.
Price: Sports, £89; T<-uring. £d9; with Sitie
car, £105 and £120 lOs.

For 1923 the flat twin engine has under-
gone no substantial alteration, although
certain detail changes have been made in

the lubrication system. The stirrup brake
has been eliminated from the touring
model, and with the substitution of a

front belt rim brake both wheels are now
interchangeable. This alteration has
naturally led to a broader front fork and

Front brake on the new Humber model.

The smooth running and elegant-looking 600 c.c. Humber sidecai" outfit.

6in. mudguards. The stirrup brake, nar-
row fork and guards are' still retained
on the sports model. The price of the
latter, inclusive of a doorless Grindlay
sidecar, is noteworthy.

HAWKER. (36.)

Dual-purpose Big Single.

4 H.P. Model.—85x96 mm. (545 c.c.) ; single
cyl. four-stroke; si.de valves; drip feed lubri-
cation; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear ; clutch . and kicli-starter

;

chain
drive; 700x80 mm. tyres. Price: Solo,,
£B5; with Sidecar, £105.

H. G. Hawker E?fG. Co., Ltd., Can-
bury Park Ed., Kingston.—The largest

of the Hawker models has been com-
pletely re-designed for next year and is

now an excellent example of the more
substantially-built dual-purpose big single.

700 X 80 mm. tyres are fitted, and the rest

of the machine is in proportion. It is

not, however, in any way a cumbersome-
looking design.

It has internal expanding brakes front
and rear. -

One model shown is completely
equipped, including the new B.T.H. mag-
generator lighting set, which is very
neatly carried.

2^,5 H.p. Model.—70x76 mm. (293 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; sump lubrication; Amac
carb. ; flywheel mag. ; 2-sp. gear ; no clutch
or kick-starter; chain and belt drive; 26x
2%in. tyres. Price: Solo, £39 8s. ^

Neatness is the keynote of the Hawker
two-stroke, which, it may be recalled,

earned considerable fame by hauling a

sidecar up 5-miIe-long Tornapress in the"
1921 Scottish Six Days Trials,

Its unusual features are a detachable

;

cylinder head and a simple system of

automatic lubrication. The way in which

Over 350 photos and drawings
are used to illustrate this

greatly enlarged

SHOW REPORT NUMBER
of

on issue worthy of preservalion for

reference purposes.
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both its brakes work on the rear belt
rim also is not too common.
The flywheel magneto may be used to

supply lighting current.

In between the two extremes specified
are 250 c.c. and 350 c.c. side-valve and
350 c.c. o.h.v. Blackburne-engined nrodels
at £70, £72 10s., and £84 respectively.
.\I1 three have chain drive and Burman
three-speed gear boxes.

845

New Sturmey Archer gear quadrant on
the Brough Superior.

BROUGH SUPERIOR. (89.)

Super-Sports Big Twins.

8 H.p. Model.—85.5x85 mm, (976 c.c); V twin
cyl. lour-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrication; Bluks carb. ; chain-drive mag.;

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
700x80 mm. tyres. Price: Solo, £150; with
Sidecar, £184.

George Beough, Haydn Road, Not-
tingham.—One would have thought it im-
possible to add any further refinements
to the "S.S.80" Brough Superior. Yet
this EoUs-Eoyce of motor cycles—it earns
the title by something more than mere
cost—has been further improved since it

made its first (and very successful) ap-
pearance in the Si.x Days Trials. Atten-
tion has been devoted in the main to de-
tails. The lower torque tubes now extend
from the rear axle to the rear engine
plate, passing inside instead of outside the
exhaust pipes ; knee grips are carried on
concealed clamps on the tank ; and the ex-
haust pipes fi.xing has been cleaned-up.
When a Magdyno is fitted (£15 extra) the
details are carried out in a wonderfully
neat fashion, embodying the latest switch
and lamp brackets integral with the forks.

The way in which the fully-equipped
model camouflages its equipment is re-

Luxurious road travel for one reaches a high
level on the electrically equipped "S.S. 80"

Brough Superior.

markable. The handlebars are clear ex-
cept for a speedometer right in the centre.
For £160 the "S.S.80 " model is supplied
with a guarantee to have exceeded 80
m.p.h. on the track.

A new sidecar has been designed to
suit the machine. Despite attractive
sporting lines, it is extremely roomy and
comfortable, being upholstered with
"Buoyant" cushions of spring-mattress
fame.
Also in the 1,000 c.c. class are the side-

valve and o.h.v. models, both at £130,
and finally there is the 740 c.c. M.A.G.-
engined machine, which is a replica of

the "S.S.80," but somewhat less of a

road-eater. Its price is £115, or with full

equipment £125 ; and a specially finished

sporting Montgomery sidecar is sold for it

at £27.

CYKELAID. (158.)

For Motorising Bicycles.

11^ H.p. MODEL.—55x56 mm. (133 c.c,}; smgle
cyl. two-stroke; petxoil lubrication; Amac
carb.; flvwheel raag. ; clutch, no kick-starter;
cliain drive; 26x2in, t.vres. Price £24 lOs,

Sheppbe Motor Co., Ltd., Thomas
Street, York.—In its latest form the
Cykelaid motor-assisted bicycle is far

more workmanlike in design than such
machines have r.ieen in the past.

The little power unit fits very neatly to

a special front wheel with the petrol tank
above the mudguard, motor cycle type
spring forks, and the silencer actually

bolted to the mouth of the exhaust ports.

Control is. limited to a single-lever car-

buretter, and the whole of the mechanism
is as simple as possible. Two ladies' and

two gentlemen's machines are shown, on«
of each type being pro\'ided with a sub-
stantial motor cycle type carrier, and all

with the motor cycle type stand.

CLEMENT. (181.)

Only 43 c.c. Capacity.

% H.p. Model.—35x45 mm. (43 c.c); single
cyl. fonr-stroke; overhead valves; splash lub-
rication; gear-driven mag.; single-sp. chain
drive; 28xl?4in. tyres. Price £24 3s,

A. Clement, 26, Albany Street, Lon-
don, N.W.I.—The smallest engine in the
Show is fitted to this motorised bicycle.

The licence holder on the Cykelaid is

accommodated in the end of the tank.

a Belgian design assembled in this coun-
try. The cylinder is an e.xact model of

that on the Gnome aeroplane engine, and
is a special attraction to model-makers.
The machine itself is little more than a

pedal cycle with a fork employing a leaf

spring. That the engine is of the high-

Overhead valves are not confined to sports models—the li'tle Weaver
lightweight has a miniature o.h.v. engine.

II.I2

Cykelaid motor attachment for pedal cycles.
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Clement 43 c.c, motorised bicycle—the smallest-engined machine

at the Show.

speed type may be judged from the fact
that the gear i-atio is 12 to 1, with which
it is capable of maintaining an average
speed of 24.56 m.p.h. The makers hold
an A.C.U. certificate showing that on an
observed test covering 59^ miles this

speed was accomplished, and also that
the machine, with a 159 lb. rider, as-

cended Hindhead without pedal assist-

ance. "Ten miles a penny " is one of

the claims made by the manufacturers.
A lady's model is also shown, and is

priced at one guinea extra. A special

racing model is also on view, with
dropped handlebars and wooden rims.

Its weight complete is but 38^ lb.

and oil, and is mar-
keted with three
separate transmission
specifications, viz.,

popular (direct belt

drive), .standard
(chain-cum-belt), and
all-weather model (all

chain). The geared
models are definitely

recommended for pil-

lion work. A glance
at the machines indi-

cates that silence is

going to be a special
feature during 1923,
it being obvious that
very special attention
has been paid to the
exhaust system.

NOVEMBER 30th, ig22.

to an aluminium expansion box level with
the rear wheel. The capacity of these

systems, and the use of special metals
to cool the gas and to prevent "ring,"
are noteworthy points.

This 348 c.c. engine is, of course, largo

as two-strokes go. On the sports model
it is capable of 55 miles per hour, whilst

the de luxe model with a low bottom
gear makes a powerful touring mount.
Each model is fitted with a Showell
mechanical pump. Petroil lubrication is

used as an auxiliary. The handle-bar
adjustment in the head clip deserves
attention.

Equipped with quite a roomy and sub-
stantial sidecar the three-speed model has
ample power and is sufficiently robustly
built for transporting two people any-
where.

Symmetrical 348 c.c. Barr & Stroud engined

touring Coventry Mascot.

Connaught silencer cut away to show

arrangement of exit pipes.

CONNAUGHT. (132.)

Solo and Sidecar Two-strokes.

2V. n.P. Model.—73x70 mm. (293 c.c); single

cyl, two-stroke; petroil lubiit-ation ;
Amac

or B. and B. carb.; chain-driven mag.; 2-sp.

gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain and belt

drive; 24x2!4in. tyres. Price £49 7s.

BoRDESLEY Eng. Co., Aston, Birming-

ham.—The foundation of this model is

the familiar Connaught engine on which

the reputation of the firm has been built.

It is famous for economy, both in petrol

y/z H.p. Model;—76x77 mm. (349 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke: mechanical pump and petrol
lubrication; Amac or We.'c carb.; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x2r^in. tyres. Price: Solo,
£66 2s.; with Sidecar, £78 16s.

The silencing arrangements of both the
sports and the de Ivxe models are worth
close attention. The exhaust of the
de hixe model emerges from the cylinder
into a finned aluminium manifold, and
passes down a huge fle-xible copper pipe
into a capacious aluminium expansion box
under the engine, from which the exit
is by twin copper fishtails. On the sports
model, which has a similar engine, the
exhaust emerges from the cylinder into

a duplex aluminium manifold, from
which it travels down a big copper pipe

Aluminium exhaust and inlet manifold encircling the

frame tube is fitted on the 348 c.c. sporting Connaught.

GOYENTRY-MASCOT. (124.)
Sleeve Valve or o.h.v. Oil=cooled.

2% H.P. Model.—70x90 5 mm. (348 c.c.) ;

one cyl. four-stroke; sleeve valves; hand pump
lubrication ; Vici carb.

; gear-driven mag.

;

2-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain
and belt drive 26x2Vlin. tyres. Price: Solo,
£67; with Sidecar, £87.

CovENTKY Mascot Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Camden Street, Coventry.—These ma-
chines are of thoroughly conscientious
design and form a very nice housing for

the Barr and Stroud engine. The front
down tube is duplex in order to give the
necessary clearance for a straight exhaust
pipe. The steering head is an excellent

mechanical job, its inner curve being
struck to a true radius without corners.

All fittings are brazed. Very sensible

footboards are fitted, and both the brakes
are of the Webb type. Various trans-

mission options are given. One model
has a tremendous expansion box with the

tail pipe carried up to the level of the

pannier bag for the purpose of negoti-

ating water splashes.

2% H.p. Model.—68x96 mm. (349 c.c.) ; one cyl.

four-stroke; overlicad \aives; nitchanicai jUori-

cation; Amac Ciirb. ; se^r-driven rrai. : 3-sp.

gear; cJutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
26x2y2in. tyres. Price: Solo, £69; with
Sidecar, £89.

This model is fitted with the new ver-

tical single cylinder oil-cooled Bradshaw
engine, equipped with overhead valves

and mechanical lubrication. The frame
and riding position are of the sports type,

and as this engine has a high efficiency

the machine is decidedly attractive.
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J.E.S. (38.)

Four speed ISO lb. Lightweight.

2''2 H.P. Model.—68x68 mm. (247 c.c.) ; single

"c.vl. two-stroke; autom.atic lubrication; Aniac
caiburefiter; chain-clviven mag.; fl^ip. gear;

clutcll and kick-starter; claain drive; 26 X
2Viin. tjres. Price, £59 17s.

J.E.S. MoTOB Co. (Gloucesteh), Ltd.,

Ctloucester.—This year's Six Days Trials

demonstrated that the 169 c.c. J.E.S.

with four-speed gear box was a go-any-

.where machine ; there should therefore be

no doubt as to the capabilities of the

new 247 c.c. model which forms the chief

exhibit.

Adjustable oil drip-feed on the J.E.S.

The gear box is the same as was used
on the smaller- model in the A.C.U.
Trials, but the engine is a new produc-
tion, although on quite conventional lines.

It is of the three-port type, and has a
roller-bearing big end. Lubrication is by
crank case pressure controllable by an ad-
justable drip feed. " Special attention has
been paid to balance. Quite a novel prin-
ciple—for motor cycles^is applied in the
diminutive four-speed gear box. The
pinions are in constant mesh, and each
pair in turn is dogged to the main-' and
lay-shafts. Thus the drive on each gear
is indirect. Similar designs are often

employed in machine tools. Other impor-
tant features include a massive internal

expanding rear brake, a slightly smaller

front brake, and girder spring forks.

Transmission is by chain, and there is a

shock absorber in the rear hub. Com-
plete, this workmanlike little motor cycle

weighs only 150 lb.

1% H.P. JfODEL.—60x60 mm. (169 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; automatic hibrication; Amac
carburetter; cliain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear;
no dlutch or kick-starter; chain drive; 24x
2in. tyres. Price, £45.

Overhead-valved 181 c.c. Grigg miniature.

S47

A pioneer lightweight in a new form—the

J.E.S. with 247 c.c. engine and four-speed

gear.

The 159 c.c. miniature is shown in

two forms, with direct belt drive at £29,
or to the above specification with a new
three-speed gear box and iinal chain drive

at the price stated. In the first case a

belt rim rear brake is employed, but on

the more elaborate model the internal ex-

panding type, as on the 247 c.c. machine,

is repeated.

On the Grigg duplex frame the

engine is not used as a link in

the construction

GRIGG. (35.)
Duplex Frame Construction.

31,0 H.P. Model.—79x70 mm. (343 c.c); single-
cyl.; two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Amac
carb. ; flywheel mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and
Itick-starter ; chain and belt drive; 26x2'/iin.
tyres. Price with Sidecar, £72 lOs.

The Griog Motor and Eng. Co.
,

Ltd., St. Margaret's, Twickenham, Lon-
don.—Probably the most interesting of

the many varied Grigg lightweights is

the 343 c.c. Villiers-engined sidecar out-

fit. It is one of the most compact, and
incidentally most moderately priced, pas-

15-16

senger machines in Olympia. The chief
feature of this, and of all the other little

Griggs, is a neat triangulated frame,
duplex in some places. Otherwise they
employ well-known proprietary com-
ponents, except for the smallest model,
which has the 64x62 mm. (199 c.c.)

Grigg two-stroke engine. Two speeds
are fitted to this, and to the 247 c.c.

aud 347 c.c. Villiers-engined solo models,
which cost respectively £42 10s., £49,
and £55. A 349 c.c. Blackburne engine

is fitted to a new model, with chain drive

and a three-speed gear box, at £73.
A' late arrival on this stand was a

miniature four-stroke, using the o.h.v.

engine popular on many makes in this

class. With two-speed and belt drive it

costs £37 16s.

F.N. (141.)

Shalt Drive
8 H.P. Model.—62x88 mm. (748 c.c); four

cyl. four-stroke ; overhead inlet valves ; me-
- chanical lubrication; Amac carb.; gear-

driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-

starter; shaft drive; 26x3in. tyres. Price:

Solo, £110; with Sidecar, £135.

F.N. (Engmnd), Ltd., Kimberley

Road, Willesden Lane, N.W.—The four-

cylinder touring 'model F.N. remains en-

tirely unchanged from last year, though

several new sidecars have been added to

the range, including a spring wheel

model. This machine is now obtainable

as a sporting model, the main feature

of which is a specially-tuned engine which

can be guaranteed to provide speeds ex-

ceeding 60 miles an hour ; the saddle,

footboards, and handle-bar of the sport-

ing model have been modified to suit its

speed.

2ii H.P. M'ODEL.—65x85 mm. (282 c.c); one
cyl. four-stroke; overhead valves; drip feeu

lubncation; Amac carb.; gear-driven mag.;

2-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; shaft

drive; 26x2Vzi>i. tyres. Price £60.

This veteran lightweight has under-

gone very little change, as might be ex-

pected from its long and honourable his-

tory. The front "fork has been re-

designed, and its links are now equipped

with large ball bearings. A sight feed

for the drip lubrication has been brought

up level with the tank on the near side,

where it is extremely convenient for

observation. Scintilla magnetos will be

fitted for 1923. The new saddle, which

is of French origin, gives a low riding

position, and the mudguards are widei

than formerly.

E 13
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Much improved since last Show, the New Imperial

big solo mount is not the least attractive of the several

97b c.c. sports twms shown at Olympia

NEW IMPERIAL. (94.)

Solo Lightweights—Big Twin Sidecars.

2\'2 H.P. Model.—70x76 mm. (293 c.c.) ; jingle
"

c.vl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-

cation; B. aud B ciirli. ; clialu-driven iiuitj.

;

3-siJ. Rear; elutcb and l:ii:k-.starter chain drive;
26x2i4in. tyres. Price £65.

New iMi'ERiAL CfCLES, Ltd., Princip

Street, Birmingham.—On the New Im-
perial stand are shown models designed

to meet all tast-es. From a light sporting

machine of 248 c.c. with J. A. P. engine,

the range extends up to a very complete

and substantial outfit with 976 c.c. twin-

cylinder J. A. P. engine. Interest centres

round the standard 293 c.c. light touring

machine which, with complete equipment,

is marketed at an attractive price. Ihis

model has leg guards which are arranged
in such a way as completely to protect the

rider from any mud spiashss that the front

guard has failed to intercept, and so

plated as to offer the minimum amount of

wind resistance. In addition to the model
with standard equipment, there is shown
a machine fitted with the M-L Maglita
set, which, with its accumulator and head
lamp both clipped to the handle-bar, pre-

sents an appearance neat and by no means
cumbersome.
8 ri.r. Model.—85.5x85 mm. [976 c.c); V-twin

cyis. tour-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation . B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drife; 28x3in. tyres. Price: Solo (super-
sports) model, £117; (standard) witli Side-
car, £125.

Many features of special interest are

presented by the big sidecar machine.
Brakes, for instance, are internal expand-

ing car type on both front and real wheels,

and the hubs are fitted with Timkin roller

bearings. The silencer is of remarkable
dimensions, and will attract those who are

specially desirous of a quiet machine.
The carrier and back half of the rear mud-
guard are arranged so as to be very easily

provided for the purpose, which screws on
to them. The grease is forced in, and
are filled by means of a special grease 'gun

there can -be no doubt whatever about.
its reaching the point at which it is le-

quired. Of course the chief, change on
this model, as already recorded in The
Motor Cycle, is the new loop frame.
Mention should also be made of the

substantial and practical light sidecar

out.fit fitted with a 350 c.c. J. A. P. single-

cylinder engine and three-speed gear.

H.T. (46.)

All-weather Runabout and Sports Solo.

2% H.P. Model.—70x90.6 mm. (348 c.c);
single cyl. four-stroke; sleeve valve; drip
feed lubrication: Cox Atmos carb.; gear-
driven mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch and hand-
starter; chain and .belt drive; 26x2V,in.
tyres. Price £80. .

The H.T. Motor Cycle Co., Park
Street, near ,St. Albans, Herts.—Probably
the old and fuller name of the H.T.

—

the Hagg Tandem—better describes this

model, which is a two-seated two-wheeler
designed to overcome the main objections

to pillion riding. The extra passenger
has a comfortable seat, well iorward, and
is able to place, his feet on the rear end

Medium weight 293 c.c four-stroke in the big range of New Imperial moiels.

and quickly removable when access to the
back tyre is desired. Amongst many
other features, the provision of special

grease lubricating caps at all vital points
on the machine is notable. These caps"
are closed by spring loaded balls, and

Completely shielded and fully sprung tandem-seated model of the H.T.

£ 14

of the main footboards. It is claimeci

that the usefulness of the H.T. as a solo

mount is not in any way diminished.
Other features of note are a simple but

extremely strong spring frame, complete
shielding of the engine, and adecjuate

mudguarding, a hand-starter, and a foot-

controlled gear, which allows the nervous
rider to retain his hands on the handle-

bars whenever the machine is in motion.

Provision has been made^ for carrying

luggage pannier fashion over the rear

wheel.

2'!i. H.P. Model.—70x90.5 mm. (348 c.c.);.'

srngle cyl. four-stroke; sleeve valve; drip
teed lubrication ; Binks carb. ; gear-driven
mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch, no kick-starter;
chain and belt drive; 26x2^in. tyres. Price

£65.

Bight-at the other end of the scale is

the second model of the H.T., a simple

and light speed machine, shorn of all

unessentials.

Internal expanding front and rear

"brakes are fitted to both types, and
several other items in their specification

are the same, but it would be difBcult to

imagine a greater contrast than the fin-

ished products.
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P. S; M. (77.)

Tourist Mount Turns Speed Model.

4',i II. P. Model—84.1x100 mm. (655 r.c.)

;

single cyl. four-slroke: side valves; mechani-
cal lubrication; B. and B. caib. ; chain-driven
mag.: 4-sp. gear; clutcli and lack-starter;
chain drive; 700x80 mm. tyres. Price:
.Sports solo, .£100; Touring Sidecar (fully
equipped). £136.

PiinLON AND MooKE, Ltd., 4, Beiiiers

Slreet, Oxford Street, W.l.—Fui' mmiy
years the broad and distinctive lines of

the V. and M. macliiiic have been the
same. Indeed, one familiar with the
earlier models could, without hesitation,

recognise the motor cycles on the stand
as descendants in the direct line. The
principal model for ne.xt year is the ne^v

sporting type of 555 c.c. capacity. 'J'liis

macliine for the first time in the history

of r. and M. is of really sporting

character, with dropped handle-bars, a

sloping tank, and a cut-away top tube to

give an easy riding position. An alumin-

ium piston is fitted, together with a

special form of knee pad, rigidly fixed to

the tank by a concealed clam_p. In addition

there is a new type of sidecar with an
aluminiiun body, having a car type wind-

screen and a disappearing hood. This
body resembles in many respects the

Biooklauds type of racing car body whicli

has been so popular in the past season.

An ordinary sidecar is shown, together

with tAvo models, one solo and one side-

car, having Brooks cantilever leaf-spring

saddles. The sporting models, of course,

have an ordinary saddle.

The excellent finish of the machines calls

for commendation; indeed, ever since this

old-established . firm .^specialised on the

production of motor cycles these liave

been famed for quality. In view of the

almost general adoption of variable gears

and chain transmission this year, it is

not without interest to observe that F.

and M. machines from the earliest days

have been thus eciuipped.

GOVENTRY-EAGLE. (43.)
Small Singles; Big Sports Twin.

S H.P, JNlODEL.^—85.5X85 mm. (976 c.c.); V twin
cyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; hand-
pump lubrication; Amac carb. ; chain-driven
mas-; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 700x80 mm. tyres. Price;
Solo, £1?,5; with Sidecar, £145.

Co\^EKTRy Eagle Cycle anu Motor
Co., Coventry.—There are few machines
in the Show that can compete with the

latest big Coventry Eagle, either in ap-

pearance or from the mechanical point of

'
All engine and tank " well describes

976 c.c. solo &>veniry Eagle.

Jj^S^ILE S49

A distinctive contour characterises the Sporting
P. & M. " Panther."

\iew. It is a most imposing machine, yet

compact and neat. Engine and gear box
are well-known proprietary units— the

super-sports J. A. P. and the Sturmey-
Archer respectively—but it is the way
in which they are housed that attracts

attention. Incidentally, the engine plates

are of a new pattern, employing two bolts

3 H.P. Model.—70x90 mm. (348 c.c); single
cyl.; four-stroke; side-by-side valvfes; haod-
pump lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven,
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x2V4 in. tyres. Price: Solo,
£67; ivitli Sidecar, £86.

Known as the general utility model,
the 346 c.c. J.A.P.-engined Coventry
Eagle may be taken as representative of

One of the many recent converts to all-chain drive

—the 499 c c. Dunelt two-stroke. A chain-cum-

belt model is also shown.

instead of one where they are attached

to the frame lugs, and of such a shape
as to permit e.xtremely short front down-
and saddle-tul>es. A very rigid assembly
is the result. Montgomery spring forks,

a large bull-nosed saddle tank, and a neat
aluiuiiiium silencer ai'e noteworthy fea-

tures.

the wide range of light- and medium-
weight machines staged. It again em-
bo.dies well-tried proprietary components,
but differs from the larger machine in

having Brampton forks. To a sporting
specification, using the sports edition of
the same engine, it costs £69 10s.

Very similar is a 348 c.c. Blackburne-
engined model at £55 ; while there are

two; workmanlike 249 c.c. Blackburne and
293 c.c. J.A.P. models, with two-speed,
clutch and kick-starter, and final belt

drive, both at £56.

l^'i n.p. Model.—55x60 mm. (142 c.c); sir.gle

cyl. 'two-£troke; petroil lulDrication; Amac
. carb.; chain-driven mag.; single gear; chain

ar.d belt drive; 2e.x2in. tyres. Price £30 9s.

Tlie new miniature is one of the Ijest-

looking of its type in the Show. This
tiiiality is helped by the tank being a

replica of that on the larger machines.
The magneto-drive, from a sprocket
alongside the engine sprocket, enables one
cover to protect the primary and mag-
neto drives. £33 12s. is t-he price of a

two-speed model.
Finall,y, there is a sturdy but pleasing

family sidecar outfit at £115, employing
the 549 c.c. J.A.P. engine.

E ig
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First appearance of '.Ke 500 c.c. Wooler,

which is evhibited as a sidecar outfit.

WOOLER. (i8.)

Overhead Camshaft Flat Twin.
2% H.p. Model.—60.5x60 mm. (345 c.c); flat

twin cyl. four-stroke; overhead valves;
mechanical lubrication ; 3. and B. carb.

;

ch^in-'lriven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch, no
kick-starter: gear and chain drive; 26x2^4in.
tyres. Price £80.

Dederich Wooler Eng. Co,, Ltd.,
Alperton, London.—Right from their
inception, Wooler motor cycles have
alvs'ays tended to be unconventional, and
many of their original features—for

example, the simple system of front and
rear suspension—are still retained on
this, the latest model. The engine has
been re-designed to give the greatest

efficiency, and the valves, placed radially
in the cylinder heads, are operated
through rockers by a camshaft running
parallel with the cylinders. A simple
adjustment for taking up wear is pro-
vided. The method at first adopted of

holding down the detachable head by an
interrupted thread has been discarded,
ordinary bolts now being used. Embody-
ing a sump for the mechanical oil pump,
the crank case also holds the three-speed
gear. To adjust the driving chain the
whole engine unit may be slid bodily
forwards on its duplex carrying members.
Internal expanding brakes front and
rear, suitably-placed footrests, and well-

dropped handle-bars make the specifica-

tion of this model workmanlike. It also

gives promise of considerable speed.

31/2 H.p. Model.—66x73 mm. (499 c.c); flat
twin cyl. four-stroke; overhead valves;
nrechanical lubrication; B. and B. carb.;
chain-driven mag. ; 3-sp. gear ; clutch and
kick-starter; gear and chain drive; 26x2^^111.
tyres. Price: Solo, £94; with Sidecar, £109.

Although an entirely new model not
previously seen or illustrated, the 499 c.c.

Wooler follows the lines of the 345 c.c.

model so closely that little additional
description is required. Intended for
solo or- passenger woric, it is shown with
a very neat, low sidecar, finished to
match the tank. Also shown are chain-
driven three-speed and belt-driven vari-

ably-geared examples of the touring
345 c.c. model, little altered from last

year. Solo the prices are £75 10s. and
£65 respectively, or with suitable side-

cars £95 10s. and £77 10s. A 1,000 c.c.

Wooler eno;ine embodying the new cam-
shaft is also shown, hut apparently it

has been designed for use in a light car

DIAMOND. (93.)

Sleeve Valve or Two=stroke Models.

3'A II. p. Model.—79x70 mm. (343 c.c); one
"cyl. two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Amac
carb. ; flywheel-driven mag. ; 3-5p. gear

;

clutch and kick-starter; chain drive; 26x2Vi
tyres. Price £60.

The D.F. and M Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Diamond Works, Wolverhampton.—
Visitors to this stand will find three dif-

ferent and well-known types of engines,

one of which is <a two-stroke (the

Villiers) ; another, the well-known stan-

dard J. A. P.. with side valves, found on

Brake pedal of the Diamond miniature.

A new 147 c.c. Diamond is added to the large

range of lightweights at the Show.

NOVEMBER 3o(h, ig22..

so many medium-weight machines; and,
last, the Barr and Stroud single-cylinder
sleeve-valve engine of 349 c.c. capacity.

In each case the power plant is adapted
in a remarkably neat and attractive
manner. The Sturmey-Archer two-speed
gear and Amac carburetter are fitted to

machines with the Villiers and J.A.P.
engines. A smaller model, also with
Villiers engine, may be described as an
ultra-lightweight machine. This is fitted

with the Albion two-speed gear, and will

iippeal particularly to those who require
a mount that is both substantial and
tractable, whilst being at the same tinie

really light. - '

3V2 H.p. Model.—70x90.5 mm. (349 c.c.) ; one
cyl. four-stroke; single-sleeve valve; sight feed
lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag-
neto; 3-speed gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x2-^4 tyres. Price £77 10s.

Probably the most interesting model on
this stand is that fitted with the 349 c.c.

Barr and Stroud sleeve-valve engine; it

is chain-driven throughout. The magneto
is an M.L., and a Sturmey-Archer three-

speed gear is employed. The brake work
is wefl carriedl out, dummy belt rims
being fitted on both front and rear

wheels. Altogether this is a most attrac-

tive model, and merits close study. In
(he case of the types fitted with Villiers

(wo-stroke engines, a choice of three
varieties is given, i.e. the 150 c.c. ultra-

b'ghtweight already mentioned, together
with the 250 c.c. and 350 c.c. types.

The larger model is fitted with Sturmey-
Archer three-speed gear. This or the
sleeve valve engined machine is suitable

for sidecar work.

WEATHERELL. (11.)

With Speed Trials Interest.

2^4 H.p. MoDEL.~71x88 mm. (348 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke ; overhead valves ; drip-feed
lubrication; Vici carb.; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 26x2i4in. tyres. Price £80.

P. Weatherell and Co., Ltd., The
Terrace, High Road, Kilburn.—Perhaps
the chief success of the 350 c.c.

Weatherell was to win the 100-mile Giant
Handicap at Brooklands last summer, but
a study of 1922 speed trials results will

often discover this make in a prominent
position, for it has distinguished itself

in many meetings, particularly in

London and Home Counties. Various
modifications have been made for next
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851

Rakish looking 696 c.c. sporting o.h.v. WeatKerell

year, notably a new type of fuel tank
resting on the top of the duplex top
lube. This change gives the machine a
curiously speedy appearance.

5-6 H.P. Model.—71X88 mm. (696 c.c); twin
cyl. four-stroke; oveihtad valves; drip- feed
lubrication; Vici carb. ; chaiu-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 28x3in. tyres. Price: Solo, £115;
with Sidecar, £155.

Weatherell machines are probably
better known in their 250 c.c. -350 c.c.

forms, but the 696 c.c. model with a
sidecar attached has by no means dis-

graced itself on its few appearances on
Brooklands track. It is an imposing
machine, and should prove to have re-

markable powers of acceleration. A side-

valve model costs £10 less.

Tank rail tool bag on 348 c.c. Weatherell.

Another o.fi.v. Blackburne-engined
machine, of 249 c.c, completes a very
striking trio of sports models. It is

priced at £70 (with side valves £5 less).

Internal expanding brakes front and
rear, and neat, quickly detachable chain
guards are features of all the machines.
One of the new petrol tanks is also shown
with a plated finish.

RADCO. (135.)
Many Models—One Engine.

2'/2 H.P. Model.—67x70 mm. (247 c.c.) single
cyl. two-stroke; petroil or drip feed lujiita-
tion; Amac or Mills carburetter; chain-driven
mag.; single gear; clutch and kick-starter;
belt drive; 24x2in. tyres. Price, £31 10s.

E. A. Radnall and Co., Dartmouth
Street, Birmingham.—The Radco is al-

most unique in that the makers adhere
strictly to a single engine, with which,

by means of various transmission, options,

they furnish a sufficient range of models
to suit all purses. Their successful

247 c.c. two-stroke engine is retained

practically without change for 192.3, and
is fitted to- single gear, two-speed, three-

speed, sporting, and lady's models, not

to speak of sidecar and a remarkably
roomy tradesman's carrier at the astonish-

ing price of £57 15s. The No. 2 Model
is the cheapest, being shorn of any luxury

fittings, so that the single-geared edition

is listed at as low a price as many minia-

ture 150 c.c. machines. For the first time

chain drive makes its appearance on the

de. luxe models, on which the rear chain

cover is ingeniously mounted to slide

with the gear box when the latter is ad-

The front stand of the Weatherell is secured

at vhe side of the mudguard.

justed. The peti'ol tank is now sup-

ported from beneath on bridges carried

on two light detachable tubes. The new
band brake on the de luxe and the very

simple rear belt rim shoe on the cheaper

models are equally worthy of notice.

Footboards, where fitted, are of the

hinged type resting on rubber pads. A
new spring frame is exhibited on this

stand.

CLYNO. (21.)
Luxurious Big Twin at Low Cost.

8 H.P. MODFL.—76x102 mm. (925 c.c); V
twin cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechani-
cal lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven

mag.; 3-sp. pear; ciutch and kick-starter;

chain drive; 28x3in. tyres. Price: with
Sidecar, £125.

Clyno Engineering Co., Ltd., Wolver-

hampton.—Since the spring-frame Clyno

sidecar outfit was a very advanced design

at its inception, it does not require modifi-

cation to modernise it. Engine and gear

box are both of Clyno design and manu-
facture, and, while following conventional

lines, are neatly can'ied out. For ne.xt

year the clutch has been redesigned, and

is now of the steel and phosphor-bronze

plate type, instead of the cork insert

pattern hitherto employed. The cylinder

heads and timing gear have also been

modified.

Clyno two-stroke engm and gear

unit.

Detachable and interchangeable wheels,

extremely efficient mudguarding, enclosed

transmission, an adequate combined leg

and undershield of improved design, and
large rubber-studded footboards, contri-

K new model Radco has a spring frame.
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bute to the equipment of this luxurious
machine, which, with a Magdyno lighting

set (£15 extra) and an imposing sidecar

with hood and windscreen, represents the
sidecar outfit in its most highly developed
form: The spare wheel costs £6 extra.

2V2 H.P. Model.—70x70 mm. {269 c.c.) ;

single cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication;
Amac carburetter; gear-driven mag.; 2-sp,
gear; no clutcti or kick-starter; gear and
belt drive; 2&xzy^m. tyres. Price £45.

One of the most successful and neatly

designed two-stroke lightweights of pre-

war days, the Clyno makes a welcome
reappearance without having undergone
any drastic alterations. It will be
recalled that its main feature was the

absolute simplicity of its unit two-speed
gear box.

Drip feed regu-

lator mounted

on the Clyno

timing case.

NOVEMBER joi/i, ig22-

The offset engine is carried in a loop

frame of otherwise conventional design.

No clutch or kick-starter is provided, it

being considered that paddling off is so

simple as not to necessitate the complica-

tion of these members. All the Clynos
on show have .ii new finish—black with a
cream panel in the tank. Three outfits,

one demonstrating the spring wheel side-

car and one lightweight, comprise the

complete exhibit.

The 925 c.c. twin cylinder Clyno sidecar outfit makes a welcome reappearance at the Show.

B.S.A. (96.)
Singles and Twins in Five Sizes.

SMi H.P. M0DEI-.—80x98 mm. (493 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechanical
lubrication; B.S.A. carb. ; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain
drive; a6x2Voin. tyres. Price £70.

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., Small Heath,
Birmingham.—The new 493 c.c. B.S.A.
sports -model is outstanding in a very
attractive display of different types of

these famous machines. The engine con-
tains several novel features which, to-

gether with the general layout of the
machine, combine to make it attractive
to the speed merchant. The piston,
though of cast-iron, has been very much
lightened. An oil pump of the screw
type, located in the timing cover, pro-
vides forced lubrication to the engine
bearings, and the gear box has been
modified, the ratios being somewhat
closer than those of the standard design.

Footboard and leg shields shown detached from the 770 c.c. B.S.A. sidecar.

A French grey B.S.A. of 349 c.c. is a centre of attraction.

The handle-bars are adjustable as to
angle of inclination, being held by a split

lug at the top of the steering head, so
that any adjustment required can be
made by loosening its grip, moving the
bars to a different angle, and then
tightening up again. This is a feature
which appeals to many.
2% H.P. Model.—72x85.5 mm. (349 c.c.) ; single

cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechanical lubri-
cation; B.S..\. carb.; chain-driven mag.;
3-Ep. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain
drive; 26x2i4in. tyres. Price £57 15s.

The features of the new B.S.A.
349 c.c. medium-weight model are similar

to the sports machine already described,

and with the firm's great reputation

behind it, it forms a welcome addition

to the range.
AV4 H.P. Model.—85x97 mm. (557 c.c); single

cyl. four-stroke ; side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation; B.S.A. carb.; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp.

gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain drive.

26X2'/2in. tyres. Price: Solo, £75; with
Sidecar, £95.

Several examples of the standard

557 c.c. all-chain drive and chain-cum-

belt models are also shown ; - the low

prices are remarkable.
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1 he Campion is a Nottingham representative ot the big twin sports typ=.

5 H.p. Model.—76x35 mm. (770 c.c.) ; V twin-
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechanical lubri-
cation; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp.
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
26x3in. tyres. Price: Solo, £65; with Side-
car. £105.

Aluminium chain cases are no longer
fitted, their place being taken by a light
pressed case for the front chain and a
guard for the final drive on the " light
six " 770 c.c. twin-cylinder machine.
The B.S.A. concern has for some time

made a speciality of protecting the rider
from cold and wet. Their special leg-
shields provide a degree of protection
that is as yet misurpassed. An example
of the big twin sidecar outfit with en-
closed chain drive and interchangeable
wheels as well as a {aid outfit is also
shown. The big twin outfit costs £140.

The oil tank of the Campion is separate

from the main tank to avoid soldered

paititions.

CAMPION. (12.)

8 H.P. Model.—85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c); twin
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation; B. and B. carb.; cliain-driven mag.;
4-si). gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 28x3iTi. tyres. .Price; Solo, £132;
with Sidecar, £157.

Campion Cycle Co., Ltd., Robin Hood
Street, ^Nottingham. —

• Most striking

amongst the Campion exhibit is the Super
Sports 976 c.c. model, with the Jardine
four-speed gear box. This machine is

painted bright vermilion, and is fitted

with a sidecar and exceptionally wide
car-type black mudguards. The idea is

that this shall be a fast and powerful
touring outfit, and yet if the mudguards
are removed and the sidecar detached,
it shall be a suitable mount for the "un-
limited " solo classes of speed events.

All the other motor cycles on the stand
exhibit the wide range covered by the
machines manufactured by the company.
There is, for example, the 250 c.c.

Villiers two-stroke, with sloping top tube
and footboards, and a 348 c.c. Black-
burne single-cylinder lightweight, as well

as a J.A.P.-engined machine of similar
size and type. Of the sidecars one is a
plain ordinary design meant for everyday
use, and built at as low a price as pos-
sible. The other has a luxurious tour-
ing equipment, with spare wheel, a Cape
hood, apron, and a boot behind for lug-

gage or spare parts. All wheels are inter-

changeable.

SOWN. (102.)

Varied Choice of Engines.

1','j HP. Model.—55x62 mm. (147 c.c.}; single
cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication; Amac
carb.; Uywbeel mag.; 2-sp. gear; no
clutch or kick-starter; chain-cum-belt drive;
26x2in, tyres. Price £31 15s.

BowNs, Ltd., Jiiolus Works, Summer
Lane, Birmingham.—Several alternatives

are offered by the makers of the Bown
motor cycles, Blackburne, J. A. P., and
Villiers-engined models being shown upon
the stand. Tlie general specification apart
from the engine is similar in each case.

These machines are laid down and con-

structed on lines that are sound, solid,

and practical, and ample provision is

made for silencing, the exhaust pipes in

every case being taken right out to the
back of the machine.

Internal expanding Brampton front

wheel brakes may be fitted as an alterna-

tive to the ordinary rim brake, and the
Brampton fork with centrally placed ten-

sion spring has been standardised. Ad-
justment is provided for the front driv-

ing chain to the gear box.

*5J

METRO-TYLER. (159.)
Wireless Equipped Sidecar Outfit.

5-6 n.p. Model.—71x88 mm. (696 c.c), twin
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip-feed lubrica-
tion; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.; 4-sp.
gear; clutch and kick-starter_; all-cham
drive; 26x2',:.ln. tyres. Price: Solo,
£97 13s.; with Sidrcar, £160 13s.

The Metko-Tyler Co.. Ltd., Banister

Road, Kilburn Lane, London. W.IO.

—

Everything else on the Metro-Tyler stand

is inclined to be dwarfed by the magnifi-

cence ot the limousine aluminium sidecar

fitted to the 596 c.c. twin. It is a very

fine example of sheet metal work, and,

although of imposing dimensions, it

weighs only 63 lb., or, including the wire-

less receiving set with which it is

equipped, 70 lb. The machine itself is a

,

perfectly straightforward design, little

altered for this year. It has a Jardine

four-speed gear box and internal expand-
ing brakes front and rear, but is not at

all weighty, and is eminently suit-ed for

solo use.

Gear box fixing on the Metro-Tyler.

21,!! H.p. SfODEL.—70x70 mm. (259 c.c); single-
cyl. two-stroke; drip-feed lubrication: Amac
carb.; chain-driven mag.; 2-sp, gear; no
clutch or kick-starter; chain and belt drive;
26x2y4in. tyres. Price £54 12s-

Few alterations have been made on the

well-known "all-enclosed" Metro-Tylei

two-stroke, which, as the name implies,

has a covered-in crank case, gear box,

and magneto. A commendably clean-

looking appearance is the result. A
roller-bearing big end is employed, and

the crankshaft construction, which per-

mit-s this without employing a built-up

crank-pin, is patented.

2V'o H.p. Model.—70x70 mm (269 c.c.) ; single-

cyl. two-stroke; drip-feed lubrication; Amac
carb.; chain-driven mag.; single gear; bolt

drive: 26;2i'iin. tyres. Price £35 14s.

Another of the miniatures—the Bown-Villiers.
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i Known, on account of its finish, as the
"All-black Baby," the . single-geared
269 c.c. model is a good example of the
simplest type of miniature, in all but
engine capacity. It weighs 120 lb., and is

claimed to be the lightest machine in the
Show in the 250 c.c. -350 c.c. class, Not-
withstanding, it is sturdily constructed.

' Conventionally laid-out machines using
the 269 c.c. Metro-Tyler engine, and the
side-valve and o.h.v. 348 c.c. Blackburne
engines are also shown. The last-men-
tioned has all-chain drive and an Albion
three-speed gear box, and is priced at
£79 16s.

NOVEMBER soth, ig22.

The louvre type leg shields which
open and close at will on the new

Coventry Victor.

COTTON. (23.)
Successful Frame Triangulation.

2% H.P. Model.—71x88 mm. (348 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke; oveiliead valves; drip feed
fubrication; Amac carburetter; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp, gear; clutch, no kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x2i/4in. tyres. Price, £72.

The Cotton Motor Co., Gloucester.

—

Until this year the advantages of the
Cotton duplex and fully triangulated
frame have been admitted mainly in

theory. At the T.T. races they were
demonstrated in practice. S. Woods, the

Cotton rider, came very near to winning
the 350 c.c. class, actually finishing fifth

after an unparalleled series of accidents,

including a fire that put his brakes out of

action. A machine on which feats like

this have been accomplished naturally de-

mands attention, and considerable in-

terest is being taken in its marketed
replica.

The o.h.v. Blackburne engine is sloped

forward in the frame, but otherwise the

A specimen of the 348 c.c. Cotton touring model

Elaborate all-aluminium wireless-

equipped sidecar on the Metro-
Tyler.

power unit, transmission, etc., are -ade-

quately covered by the specification
above. A neat cylindrical aluminium
silencer is fitted to this and all the Cotton
models.
Four other less racy Cottons are on

show : (1) a 247 c.c. Villiers with two-
speed gear and final belt drive, £49

; (2) a
249 c.c. side-valve Blackburne with the
same transmission, £57; (3) a 348 c.c.

side-valve Blackburne, also with the same
transmission, £60; and (4) a 348 c.c.

Blackburne with three-speed gear and all-

chain drive, £67.
1923 improvements include an altera-

tion to the head lug, which lowers the
handlebars by IJin. The saddle remains
about 25in. from the ground.

Central gate control of the James
lightweight two-stroke.

JAMES. (75.)
Wide Range Handsomely Finished,

2^ H.P. Model 73x83.5 mm. (349 c.c);
Slngle-cyl. four-stroke; side valves; pump lubri-
cation; Mills carb. ; chain-driven mag.; 5-sp,
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
26x2>/.in. tyres. Plica £65.

James Cycle Co., Ltd., Greet, Birl
mingham.—Principal model on the Jamea
stand is the latest type of 349 c.c. single

cylinder, which differs considerably frori

the lines which have been characteristic

of the James motor cycle for a gooa
many years. There is a dropped toj^
tube and sloping tank, giving a very
low seating position. The eugine has a

detachable head, inside flywheels, ' a

roller bearing for the big-end, ball bear-

ings, for the crankshaft, and side valves

of nickel steel. A three-speed counter-

shaft gear, controlled by a very large

gear lever working in a quadrant on the

right-hand side of the tank, is fitted.

The little two-stroke model has an
engine of 239 c.c, with the fins staggered

in the manner to which we have become
accustomed for so many years on the

James.
The remaining machines on the stand

include the 500 c.c. twin (considerably

cleaned-up), and the 749 c.c twin,

specially designed for sidecar work,

while a sectional engine is exhibited to

show the working, parts.

James handle-bar fixing enabling various

positions.
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The spring fork of

the 4 h.p Bianchi.

Change speed lever

of the G.S.D.

DUZMO. (16.)
Sports Single.

3'/. H.P. AIODEL.—39 X 79 mm. (496 c.c.) ; single
cyl. Iour.Btroke_: overhead valves; mechanical
Xutrication; Binks "Rat-trap" carb. • chain-
driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; chain drive; 650

X

65 mm tyres. Price £100

John Wallace, Cedar Road Works,
Enfield Highway, London—The above is

a specification of the standard sporting
model Duzmo,, which, on Saturday even-
ing, when The Motor Cycle report was
completed, ha-d not arrived on its

stand. It arrived on Monday.
Although it may seem paradoxical to

say so, the Duzmo sports model is the
standard ty)ie, the touring model being
a supplementary design for the sidecarist.

This gives the cue to the machine, which
represents one of the earliest efforts to

give the sporting motor cyclist a machine
that is something more than a semi-

' stripped modification of a touring model.
To-day it is not alone in this respect,

but the fact that it was among the first

in the field entitles it to respect. In
designing the engine, and, indeed, the

whole machine, an attempt has been made
made to combine a high road perfor-

mance with a reasonable degree of com-
fort. To this end the inclined o.h.v.

engine is laid out so that the gases are

allowed the freest possible ingress and
exit, and combustion head and valve
passages have a highly polished finish.

Frame design and tyre size contribute

towards ease of handling for long-dis-

tance riding.

Neat, but powerful— the 749 c.c. twin '

James sidecar outfit.

DOUGLAS. (61.)

Touring and Racing Flat Twins.

2;i H.p. Model.—60.5x60 mm. (348 c.c); Hattwm cyl. iour-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip
ieed lubrication; Araac carb.; gear-driven
mag.; 2-5p. gear; no clutch or kick-starter;
Cham and belt drive; 26x2i4in. tyres. I'rici-

DouGLis Motors, Ltd., Kingswood,
Bristol.—For many years the Douglas
motor cycle has held a position on I he
market entirely of its own, and the
recent successes of the larger machines
have brought the make prominently
before the public in the last few weeks.
Tlie 348 c.c. machine is practically iden-
tical, as far as its main lines are con-
cerned, with the motor cycle with which
the Douglas firm made its name, but it

is available, of course, now both with
the belt and with chain drive, clutch and
kick start-er, and three-speed gear.

3V.> H.p. Model.—68x68 mm. (494 c.c); flat
twin cyl. fonr-stroke ; overhead valves ; me-
chanical lubrication ; Amac carb.

; gear-
driven mag. ; 3-speed gear ; clutch and kick-
starter; chain drive; 650x65 mm. tyres.
Price £95.

In addition there is the 494 c.c. model,
with which so much has been done at

Brooklands and which was the first ma-
chine of the 500 c.c. class officially to ex-
ceed 100 m.p.h. This engine is, broadly
speaking, on the same lines as the 348 c.c.

model, but has overhead valves, and the
machine shown on the stand is of the
Tourist Trophy type. There is also the
733 c.c. model, intended especially foi

sidecar work, which is very much on the
same lines as the 494 c.c, save that the
engine has a bore and stroke of 83x68
mni. (733 c.c). Finally the 595 c.c. ma-
chnie, also chiefly for sidecar work, is e.K-
hibited, and has mechanical lubriaition.
This engine has been but little altered of
recent years, and is almost of the same
design as the smallest machine, save that
the frame is on the lines of the 494 c.c.
type. The bore is 74.5 mm. and the
stroke 68 mm. The price of the 595 c.c.
model is £85 solo, £110 with sidecar.

BIANCHI. (156.)

Italy's Advanced Design.

6 H p. Model.—70x78 mm. (600 c.c); twin-cyl •

four^troke; side valves; drip feed lubrication'
Amac carburetter; chain-driven mag.; 3-s[.'
gear: clutch and kick-starter; gear and chai'i
drive; 26x3in. tyres. Price: Solo £135; nilii
sidecar, £150.

Bianchi Motors, Ltd., 26, St. .James
Street, London, S.W.I.—Emanating from
an old-established car factory in ililan,
Bianchi motor cycles are notable for their
fine detail finish. The workmanship

—

"craftsmanship " might be a better Avord
—is excellent, and so is the manner in

which the engine and gear box are car
ried together in the sturdy loop frame
to form one unit. The primary drive is

by gear, but from a glance at the clean

contour of its cover a primary chain might
be expected. In some respects the fran^'

design is not unlike the familiar New

Chain-driven three-speed 348 c.c. Douglas. Sporting solo model of the 733 c.c. Douglas,
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Imperial system. Both wheels are detach-
able and interchangeable, and the wide
mudguards are detachable.'

4 H.P. Model.—75x112 mm. (498 c.c.) ; single
cyl. four-stroke, side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation: Amac carburetter; cliain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kicli-starter ; chain
drive; 26x3in. tyres. Price: Solo, £100.

In most respects the smaller model fol-

lows the lines of the 600 c.c. twin, but
since the gear box is mounted fairly high
up, the frame is considerably rnore com-
pact. Both engines are quite straight-
forward in design, but the cylinder cast-

ings are worthy of inspection as unusually t

good examples of the foundry-man's art.

LEVIS. (68.)
Pioneer Two=strokes.

214 H.P. MoDEL.~62x70 mm. (311 c.c); single
cyl. tvfo-strolte ; drij* -feed^hibricatiDn";' B. an'd
B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear;
clutch and kick-starter ; chain and belt
drive; 24x2',4in. tyres. Price £49.

BuTTEEFiELDS, Ltd., Stechford, Bir-

mingham.—An early machine to make a
name on the market as a two-stroke
lightweight, the Levis is, stiH repre-

sented by one model having the original

lines and simplicity. This is shown with
a single gear belt drive and everything
reduced to its simplest possible expres-

sion. The remaining models have the
211 c.c. engine and the 247 c.c. engine,

but the design of all is on much the
same lines, the differences being that tne
247 c.c. unit has a three-speed gear of

chain drive, and both expanding brakes
act on the rear wheel. Chain and belt

is used for two of the 211 cc. machines,
the chain from the engine being neatly
covered in by a metal case.

Naturally, the Levis wins in the
Lightweight T.T. and the French and
Belgian Grand Prix Races have earned
a more than ordinary amount of interest
for the marketed representatives of the
successful machine.

VERUS AND SIRRAH. (164.)
Eight Light Solo Models.

2% H.P. Model.—70x90 mm. (346 c.c.) ; single-
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechanical
lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear; clutch, no kick-starter; chain
drive; 26x2'/i.in. tyres. Price £90.

Alfred Wiseman, Ltd., Glover Street,

Birmingham.—Three Verus models are
shown, the remaining five on the stand
being Sirrahs, which are utility machines
produced by the same firm. None of

the eight has a greater engine capacity
than 350 c.c, and the super-sporting
Verus specified above is typical of the
rest, except that it has several refine-

ments naturally not found on, say, the
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The Bianchi single-cylinder machine is notable

for the fact that the primary drive is by gear.

293 c.c. Sirrah sidecar outfit at £67.
Best mechanical pump lubrication is em-
ployed, oil being carried in a shapely
aluminium tank on the saddle tube. Ad-
justable footrests, internal-expanding
brakes front and rear, a tool bag on the

Levis internal expanding rear brake.

top rear stay (no carrier is fitted), and
au adjustable drip oil-feed to the front

and rear chain, are neat features of this

model, which is very attractive in ap-

pearance.

An o.h.v. 348 c.c. Blackburne-engined

Verus with an unusually disposed ex-

haust pipe is priced at £94, and a side-

valve o.h.v. Blackburne model at £66.

Chain-cum-belt drive is used in the last-

mentioned case.

2-?i H.P. Model.—70x76 mm. (292 c.c); single
cyl. 'two-stroke ; side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag. ; 5-6p.
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
26x2i4in. tyres. Price, with Sidecar, £67.

Already mentioned, the Sirrah sidecar
outfit deserves a special specification on
account of its very moderate price. The
sidecar is a lightweight Canoelet, the
gear box a Burman, the forks Brampton,
and the rest of t-.e components and
equipment of equally well-known and
reputable makes. The same machine,
solo, wiui a two-speed box, clutch and
kick-starter, and final belt drive, is £50.
Two further light solo models with

the same transmission, but employing
249 c.c. Blackburne and 211 c.c. two-
stroke Sirrah engines, cost £52 10s. and
£50 respectively, while a well-thought-
out 150 c.c. o.h.v. miniature -called the
Weaver completes a comprehensive ex-

hibit, yet hardly fully representative of

the very complete range marketed.

SPARKBROOK. (131.)
Wellfinished Cycle Work.

2^,!:H.P. Model.—67x70 mm. (247 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke : drip feed lubrication : B. and
B. carb. : flywheel mag. ; 2-sp. gear ; clutch
and kick-starter: chain and ijelt drive; 26,

x

2%in. tyres. Price £50.

Spahkbrook Mfg. Co., Paynes Lane,
Coventry.—This model • remains _ -un-

altered from last year, but is worth
attention in all its cycle details, such as

the duplex handle-bar fixing and the

length of steering head lug.

2% H.P. Model.—70x90 mm. (346 c.c); single

cyl. four-stroke; side valves; hand pump
lubrication; B. and B. carb.; chain-driven
mag. : 3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter

;

chain drive; 26x2V4in. tyres. Price £66.

Chain-driven tl:ree-speed Sturmey-geared 247 cc. Levis. Belt-driven 21 1 c.c. Levis, with two-speed Burman gear.
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A lightweight sidecar outfit—the Sparkbrook

The 346 c.c. J.A.P.-eugined model is

an entirely new one of excellent quality

throughout. Details of interest include

the very neat expansion chamber located

nnostentatiously beneath the gear box.

The head lug is carried well down below
the point where a front sidecar attach-

ment would be fixed, and it is then
cliamfei-ed. The near-side stay of the

lear mudguard swings out so that the

wheel can be cleared for tyre repairs

instead of weakening the guard itself by
a hinge. Very substantial drawbolts
are used for the rear chain adjustment.
The mounting of the front guard by
lugs on both fork members is notable.

Altogether the cycle work is admirable
throughout.

The very simplest form of gear gale—

a

slotted plate on the tank—is employed

on the Sparkbrook.

2M H.P. Model.—70x90.5 mm. |349 r.c.l;

single-evl. four-stroke; sleeve valve; hand
pump lubrication; B. and B. carb. : chain-

driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; elutch and kick-

starter; chain drive; 26x2i.4in. tyres. Price:

Solo, £69; with Sidecar, £89.

This model differs from the foregoing

solely in the engine, which is the popu-

lar Barr and Stroud sleeve valve pat-

tern. The installation has been very

neatly carried out with the magneto
sheltered behind the cylinder. The
engine cradle is very stiff, and the oil

from the crank case release is neatly

directed on to the primary chain.

RALEIGH. (99.)
Outside Flywheel Singles.

2"'; H.P. Model.—71x88 mm. (348 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip-feed lubrica-
tion; Amac carbr; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp.
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
26x2',iin. tyres. Price £66.

i;.\LEiOH Cycle Co., Ltd., ISottingham.
Two models of the well-known 348 c.c.

medium-weight Raleigh are shown, and
pride of place must be given to the 348
c.c. all-chain model which, with Sturmey-
Archer three-speed gear, forms a very

complete and practical toui-ing mount.
The cheaper model differs from the above,

in that it is provided with a two-speed

gear and chain-cum-ljelt drive at £55.

The general lines of these machines are

pleasing, and appeal to those motor

One of three Raleigh . types—the 348 c.c

solo mod<

which appeals specially to the practica'

rider is the arrangement of holder to dis-

play the licence on the side of the tool-

bag beneath the seat-pillar tube.

Very attractive also is a sports model

of the lightweight, which differs more
than merely in having fiat bars and foot-

rests. The engine has been modified in-

ternally so as to attain higher " revs,"

and over 60 m.p.h. is within its reach.

The horizontally opposed twin-cylinder

model is shown with a sidecar, and incor-

porates many features of refinement which

appeal to those who love comfort on the

road. The wheels are detachable and in-

terchangeable, and the general finish and
workmanship of the outfit are of a very

high order. A capacious locker is pro-

vided at the rear of the sidecar body, and

a fixed windscreen is also fitted. The
price is £130.

MELEN. (105.)
Box Carrier Motor Tricycle.

2% H.P. Model.—70X77 mm. (297 c.c); single

cyl. four-stroke: drip feed lubrication; Amac
carb.; direct-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; chain
drive; 24x2y4in. tyres. Price £80.

F. AND H. Melen, Ltd., Sherlock

Street, Birmingham.—A unique little

business three-wheeler is shown on the

Melen stand, which otherwise is for the

most part devoted to bicycles. It is fitted

cyclists who require a substantial and reli-

able louring mount, which, whilst cap-

able of a good turn of speed, cannot be

described as a racing machine. A detail

.\ dual-purpose mount—the spring frame

flat-twin Raleigh.

with a 297 c.c. two-stroke engine, three-

speed gear, and chain transmission. Two
brakes act on a single rear drum ; one is

an external contracting band and the

E -^i
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other is a shoe, pulled on to the inner

periphery by the hand le\'er. From ex-

perience on the road it has been found

to be a particularly stable little vehicle,

efficiently sprung, economical, and very

suitable for the type of driver who is

likely to handle it. The accomrhodation,

too, "is good, the carrying capacity being

from I5 to 2 cwt. '

MATCHLESS. (11.)

Solo Models Introduced.

8 H.P. M0DEL.--85.5X8S mm. (976 c.c.) ; twin
cyl. lour-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-

cation : B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear ; - clutch and kick-starter ; chain

drive; 26x3in. Xyias. Price: Solo, £115.

H. Collier and Sons, Ltd., Plum-
stead, London, S.E.18.—To . solo

_
riders

one of the most interesting machines in

the Show is the 976 c.c. J.A.P.-engined

solo Matchless.
The engine, despite its size, looks ex-

tremely neat, the tank concealing a twin

top tube—an arrangement which adds

considerably to the appearance of the

machine—while the knee grips are se-

cured by concealed screws to the side of

the tank. Very heavy mudguarding is

employed, with ample clearance between

the tyre and the guard. The chain is

partially protected, and the wheel hub

carries a gear for the speedometer drive.

NOVEMBER 30th, ig22.

The latest big twin Matchless which is of the

" sports
" type, and has a shapely saddle tank.

gear box and all chain drive. This gear

box, the double helical pinions of which
are constantly in mesh, was described in

our last issue and can be studied in detail

on the stand. Opportunity is also

afforded of scrutinising the technical de-

tails of the engine which, both in the

case of the single and twin cylinder types,

contains many special features. A sec-

tional model on the stand lays bare the
piston, which is aluminium and has
special grooving designed to facilitate

lubrication.

Magneto mounting on the 348 c.c.

Matchless.

No less than eight variations of the side-

car outfit occupy the stand. They vary
from a sports model with a particularly

neat form of carrier ta the rear of and
above the sidecar, to the latest and most
comfortable type of touring vehicle,

which has a windscreen with a side panel,

a cape hood, and every known accessory

which could assist or make more com-
fortable the occupants ; it is listed at £175.

Finally, there are two examples of the

new 348 c.c. solo Matchless, which uses

proprietary components—^Blackburne en-

gine and Sturmey gear box—in a distinc-

tive manner. On one the electric equip-

ment is the new Lucas Magdynette.

RUDGE. (97.)

New Four=speed Models.

3Vo H.P. Model.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single
cyl. lour-stroke; o.h. inlet valve; foot pump
lubrication ; Senspi'ay carb.

; gear-driven mag.

;

4-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter

;

chain
drive; 650x65 mm. tyres. Price: Solo,

£85; with Sidecar, £100.

Rtjdge-Whitwoe,th, Ltd., Coventry.

—

Chief interest on the Rudge stand centres

round ihe models, both single and twin
cylinder, fitted with the new four-speed
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stance, is brazed instead of being clipped

to the frame.
The general specification of single and

twin-cylinder all-chain models is similar,

and the Rudge-Multi belt-driven machines
at £55 are also well represented.

QUADRANT. (161.)

Moderate Priced Big Single OutBt.
4',.j H.P. Model.—87x110 ram. (654 c.c); single

"
cyl. four-stroke ; side valves ; hand pump
lubrication: Binks carb.; gear-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain
drive; 700X80 mm. tjTres. Price: Solo,

£75; with Sidecar, £95.

March, Newark, and Co., Ltd., 45-

53, Lawley Street, Birmingham.—Always
one of the most moderately priced big

singles, the 654 c.c. chain-driven Quad-

A simple but effective magneto cham

adjustment^-a Powell feature.

The S98 c.c. twin-cylinder outfit forms

an imposing display, and the fitting and

general arrangement of the new four-

speed gear have been carried out in a

most practical manner. The bracket sup-

porting the gear lever quadrant, for m-

ProJuction model of the Rudge big twin

which recently secured the " triple eight

(24 hours) record.

Stand cl'p on the fork end of the

Quadrant.

rant still retains, a position in this

respect that requires some surpassing.

It has a sturdy, straightforward engine
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. noted for its slogging capabilities and
distinguished by the unusual position of
the inlet valve—behind the cylinder.
With a Lucas dynamo lighting set,

a model de. luxe costs £110 with side-
car, or £90 solo (not shown).
With iinal belt drive, 26 x 2^in. tyres,

and a stirrup pattern front brake, the
sidecar outfit is £90.

3Vi n.p. MonEL.—79x100 mm. "(490 c.c); single
cyl. fonr-strokc; side valves; hand pump
hibncation; Binis carb.

; gear-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
dnvc; 26x2'/,in. tyres. Price: Solo, £63;
with Sidecar. £80.

As an
.
amply powerful dual-purpose

semi-sporting machine, the new 490 c.c.
Quadrant has much to recommend it.

Although considerably lighter and
neater looking than the 654 c.c. ma-
chine, it is just as sturdily constructed.
The riding position is good, and the
brake pedal is commendably accessible
to the right footrest.

Quadrant spring forks, a front in-
ternal-expanding brake, and a saddle
tank are items on this model, as on the
majority of the other machines.

Wolf lightweight from Wolverhampton.

Electrically cqu'pped model of the 654 c.c. Quadrant.

options in transmission. Three or four
alternative drives are permitted with the
different engines according to customer's
preference. The baby of the family is

Model F, equipped with the 147 c.c. Vil-
liers engine and a range of no less than

WOLF. (125.)
Choice of Many Alternatives.

114 H.p. Model.—55X62 mm. (147 c.c)- sin"le-
cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication; Amac
carb.; flywheel mag.; 2-sp. gear; no
clutch or kick-starter; chain and belt drive'
24x2V4in. tyres. Price £31 10s. •

The Wulfhuna Eng. Co., Ltd., Wol-
verhampton.—The 1923 range of Wolf
motor bicycles is probably the most com-
plete in the industry, both as regards
size, type, and make of engine and

five transmission options. Customers de-
siring more power may order the 247 c.c.
or 343 c.c. Villinrs two-stroke engines,
whilst those who prefer a four-stroke
eng:ne may specifv the 293 c.c. cr 345 c.c.

J.A.P. or the 249 c.c. Blackburne. The
550 c.c. Blackburne engine, tourist
model, is a particularly handsome ex-
ample. The sports model with o.h. v. Black-
burne engine, finished in black and gold,

should be especially popular. The 249 c.c.

Blackburne-engined model with two-speed
and chain drive is to be sold at £57 10s.

4^ H.p. Model.—85x96 mm. (545 c.c); singe
cyl. lour-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation; Amac or B. and B. carb.; chain-driven
mag,; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain and t,elt drive; 26x2Ji.in. tyres.
Price : Solo, ^675.

A substantially built machine suitable
alike for touring or heavy sidecar work.
It has a Blackburne engine, and the gear
box is either Burman or Sturmey. An
alternative model with all-chain drive is

available at an additional cost.

INDIAN. (63.)
Over 1,200 c.c. Capacity.

10 n.p. Model.-82.5x112.6 mm. (1,234 cc);
twin cyl. four-stroke; side valves; mechani-
cal lubrication: Schelsler carb.; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 23x3in. tvres. Price: Solo,

£137; with Sidecar, £167.

Hendee Manufactuein(j Co., Indian
House, Euston Road.—Most of the in-

terest in the Indian naturally centres on
the new 1,234 c.c. model, known as the

Super Chief. So large an engine re-

minds one of the earlier efforts to obtain

high speed, but this, the latest type,

differs so greatly from its predecessors

that a comparison is almost impossible.

Not only is the engine neater, but the

whole machine, though on lines built for

speed, is a really workmanlike and prac-

tical job. The influence of American
thought is apparent throughout, as, for

example, in the method adopted to en-

close the valves and valve springs, so

protecting them from dust or mud. Be-

sides the Suoer Chief which is

Completely equipped 5% c.c. Indian Scout sidecar outfit.
1 ,234 c.c. model with convertible two-seated sidecar with the rear

seat folded up.
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The neat ammeter and - switchbox on the

top tube of the Indian.

shown witli a sidecar, there is the or-
dinary Chief of 998 c.c, which is similar
to the one shown last year. A third
model, the 596 c.c. Scout, is also on the
stand, but is in general design the same
as the otlier two. All the machines are
finished in the familiar Indian bright"
red, and the electrical accessories are
carried out with an admirable thorough-
ness.

CHATER-LEA. (78.)
Several Singles and a Big Twin.

2% :H.p. Model.—71x88 mm. (34g-c.o.); single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves: drip Jeed lubri-
cation; B. and B. carb. ; chain-drivefl inag.

;

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;" chain
drive; 26x2Viin. t.vrcs. Price: -Sfllcr, £66.

Chateh-Lea, Ltd., 74-84,
' Banner

Street, Golden Lane, London, E.C.l.

—

A very e.xcellent example » of . the
popular 350 c.c. type of solo mount,
possessing many e.xcellent -. features,
such as interchangeable front and
back wheels, a specially .strengthened
steering head with -^in. balfe, most
efficient ihudguarding aild- ihter'nal
expanding brakes-- fpre, and :.r aft.
Sand-blasted chaiii guards of very neat
appearance protect the two chains,- while
the silencing arrangements have been
carefully designed," there being a large
expansion chamber situated towards the
rear of the system. The motive power
is the popular 348 c.c. Blackbiirne engine
with side valves. ' The o.h.v. model is

offered at £7 10s. extra. 'The tank is of'
ample dimensions, containing two gallons.

^ii H.P. Model.—85x96 mm. (545 c.c'.); single
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation: Ainac carburetter ; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; . cliain
drive; aexa'/^in. tyres. Price : Solo. £75;
with Sidecar, £100. .. : . ;

A thoroughly practical double-purpose
mount of the 600 c.c. class fitted with

Famous as a sidecar mount the 976 c.c.

Enfield has improvements in brakework
and saddle springing.

Equipped with spare wheel, the 545 c.c. Chater-Lea and sporting sidecar make an attractive

medium-weight outfit.

all the refinements embodied in the

model previously described, posse-ssing in

common with it adjustable handle-bars,

while the same specially strengthened

head is utilised, but in this case the balls

are i^in. in diameter. It is worthy of

Details of the rear brake on the Chater-Lea,
• showing the' sliding adjustment provided.

ipentiou, that the engine is Chater-Lea's
owii_rnanufacture, and is particularly well
finished. In, the case of this machine the

silencing expansion chamber is carried

close up against the forward portion of

the crank case and consists of a large

aluminium casting. Naturally, the

wheels are iirterchangeable, remarks
which apply also to the sidecar wheel.

A spare wheel and tyre complete
can be supplied. Other details are the

same as those in lae model previously

described, but it may be mentioned that

M.-L Maglita set can be supplied as an

extra.

The well-known two-stroke and the big

twin sidecar are also exhibited, the prices

being, for the two-stroke £40. £43 and
£47 10s. for plain two-speed, plus clutch,

jjlus kick-starter respectively, and £115
for the sidecar outfit.

ROYAL ENFIELD. (107.)
Big Sidecars and Solo Two-Strokes.

8 H.P. Model.—85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c); V twin
cyl. four-stroke ; side valve ; mechanical
lubrication; Amae carb.; chain-driven mag.;
2-sp. gear; clutch and hand starter, all-

cliain drive; 700x80 mm. tyres. Price, with
Sidecar, £120.

The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Red-
ditch.—Unstinted admiration is accorded

by all observers, critical and otherwise, to

the models displayed on the Enfield stand.

On the 976 c.c. Enfield the front end

of the footboards are suspended on
springs.

especially to the 976 c.c. twin cylinder

sidecar outfit. The engine of this de-

servedly popular machine is made speci-

ally for it by Vickers, Ltd., and the well-

known Enfield system of two-speed gear,

obtained by means of selective cone

clutches and two chains from the engine

to the countershaft, has now been before
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K capable little sidecar outfit, one
of the several popular Calthorpe

models.

the public for many years and has proved

itself very thoroughly in practice.

A feature- of these machines differentiat-

ing them from most others is hand-start-

ing through the countershaft. A Terry
spring seat is now fitt«d on large coil

springs mourited on the carrier. A
ratchet lock for the foot brate is also

fitted. Such features as the silencer and
mudguards are of ample dimensions
and admirably carried out. The foot-

boards, which are large and comfortable,

are rubber studded; and special guards
are provided for the protection of legs and
feet. An example of this machine with
G.P.O. delivery van is also shown.

23/4 H.p. Model.—64x70 mm. (225 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication: Amae
carb. chain-driven magneto; Enfield 2-sp.

gear; clutch and kick-starter: all-chain
drive; 24x2Viin. tyres. Price: Solo, £50.

The 225 c.c. 2-stroke lightweight models

are, for the most part, unaltered except

as regards their prices, which have fol-

lowed the general decline. They are

shown both as sports and touring models,

and the protection for legs and feet and
general comfort provided on the latter

will appeal strongly to the all-weather

long-distance rider

CALTHORPE. (104.)
Two'Stroke Models.

2M; H.P. MoHRr.—67v90 ram. (245 c.c.); sincle
cyl. two-stroke; sight feed lubrication; Mills
carb.; chain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear: clntcii
and kick-starter; chain-belt drive; 24x2i/iin.
tyres. Price : Solo, £40.

The Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co.,
Barn Street, Birmingham.—Several de-

tails are worthy of attention on the
smallest Calthorpe. Six-inch mudguards
are 6tted, and the protection for the
rider is really remarkable for such a

small and" light machine.
An aluminium silencer of good dimen-

sions is disposed inconspicuously beneath
the engine, and the e.xhaust is carried

well away to the back. The rear wheel
brake, heel-applied, is remarkably simple
and effective in its arrangement, there

being no rods or superfluous connection
whatever.
A direct belt-driven model which is

marketed at the popular price of £30 is

also shown.

3 H.r. Model.—75x79 mm {349 c.c): single
cyl. two-stroke ; sight feed lubrication; B. and
B. carb. ; chain-driven mag. ; 3-sp. gear : clutch
and kick-starter: chain-cum-belt drive; 26

x

2'4in. tyres. Price, with Sidecar, £75.

There is also a small light sidecar out-
fit at a very attractive price. The two-
stroke engine is of 349 c.c, and the

Extremely neat single-spring, cable-operated

Gilthorpe release valve,

example shown upon the stand is fitted

with the M-L Maglita lighting set, the

price with this addition being £87 10s.

O.K. (19.)
Four^Strokes and Two^Strokes.

2Yi H.p. Model.—71x88 mm. (348 c.c); single
cyl. four-stroke; overhead valves: drin feed
lubrication : Amac carb. ; chain-driven rn.'ig.

:

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 26x2,4in. tyres. Price: Solo, £76.

Few better examples of the 350 c.c.

solo mount are to be seen in the Show
than the 348 c.c. Blackbnrne-engined

S6i

O.K. Built on thoroughly conventional
lines, well mudguarded, and with many
points of convenience well studied, it

should appeal to the sporting rider. The
gear box fixture is worthy of note, since

not only is there a longitudinal adjust-

ment by means of a drawbolt, but set

screws allow a certain variation to be •

made so that perfect chain alignment may
be ensured. The side valve-engined model
is similar in every detail except the

engine, the addition of footboards, and

Silencer attached to foot-rest bar on the O.K.

slight modifications in the silencing

arrangements. The side valve model costs

£65 10s., or with two speeds only £55 lOs.

The three-speed with sidecar costs £83.

2% H.P. Model.—70x76 mm. (292 c.c): single
cyl. two-stroke; drip-fee^ lubrication; Sen-
spray carb.; chain-driven mag.: single gear:
direct belt drive; 26x2i4in. tyres. Price;
Solo,' £35.

Quite the most attractive feature about
this machine is its price. It is neverthe-

less well constructed, and a good ex-

ample of the simplest form of motor
bicycle. The tank has a solid pressed

steel nose, and this year the model has

been improved by the fitting of adjust-

able footrests, while the heel-operated

brake pedal can be similarly adjusted to

conform therewith.

2% H.P. Model.—70x76 mm. (292 c.c); single

cyl. two-stroke: drip feed lubrication: Amac
carb. : chain-di-iven mag. ; 3-sp. gear ; clutch
and kick-starter: all-chain drive: 26x2Voin.
tyres. Price : Solo, £56 10s. : with Sidecar,

£74 10s.

For a long time Humphries and Dawes,

Ltd.. have specialised in the low-powered

inexpensive sidecar outfit, which they have

brought to a high degree of perfection.

Their latest model 292 c.c. sidecar outfit

is a thoroughly well-thought-out machine.

The gear box fixing and adjustment are

carried out in the same manner as in the

Blackburne-e'ngined model. With this

An attraction of the big O.K. range—the 249 c.c. Blackburne-engined mount.
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machine comfortable aluminium fbot-

bonrds are provided, and a very excellent
'

system of silencing the exhaust, the ex-

pansion chamber being beneath the crank
case of very la-rge dimensions and divided

into two halves, aiid L-shaped. The ex-

haust gases pass through a very long exit

pipe with flattened ends. A compensating
shoe brake applied to a dummy belt rim
is fitted to the rear wheel, while on the

front is an internal expanding brake of

the firm's own design. This is a very nice

piece of w6rk, and is provided with a

felt washer to exclude oil from the bear-

iirg surfaces. ...
SUN. (100.)

Rotary Valve TwoStroke.

2''i H.P. Model.—67x70 mm. (247 c.c.) ; single
c.vl. t^:o-stroke; rotary valve; drip feed lubri-

cation: B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.;
3-3peed gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 26x2%in. tyres. Price: Solo, £49 10s.

Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd.,

Aston Brook Street, Birmingham.—In the

rapid advance that has been made in two-

itroke engine construction, one of the

fij^^^ILE NOVEMBER 30th, 1022.

The latest addition to the Sun range of models has
a 348 c.c. Blackbume engine.

models, machines are also staged fitted

with J.A.P. and Blackburne engines.

Features to be noted on the larger Sun-
Vitesse models are the internal expandnig
brakes, transmission shock absorbers in

the rear wheel, and their well-balanced
lines generally.

Road, Birmingham. — Three Massey
models are shown, all very much alike

in appearance and specification. Proprie-
tary engines are used—the super-sports

J.A.P. in the case specified—and Bur-
man three-speed gear boxes, but the re-

sulting machines are wonderfully distinc-

tive in appearance. Careful frame design

accounts for this to a great degree

;

superfine finish also plays its part. The
lubrication is automatic, no sight feed

being fitted, but otherwise the specifics-

e-^

An additional bar for the mounting of instru-

ments is provided on the Massey.

Produced by lightweight specialists—the Sun miniature.

most interesting innovations was the in-

corporation in the Sun-Vitesse engine of

a rotary valve regulating the inlet port
in the crank case. The details and work-
ing of this engine can be studied from a
sectioned model shown on the stand.

The single-speed 147 c.c. Villiers-

engined model is very attractive from the
point of view of those who are seeking
for real simplicity. Moreover, this ma-

Extra air valve of the Sun on the side of the

cylinder.

chine is really light, as anyone can satisfy
himself by lifting the example shown. It
scales only 98 lb. when fitted with two-
speed gear, whilst the single-speed model
weighs but 86 lb. In addition to these
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MASSEY. (29.)

Concentrating on 350 c.c. Solos.

i H.P. lloDEL.—70x90 mm. (346 c.c); single-
cyl. iour-stroke; side valves; hand pump
lubrication; Cox-Atmos carb.; -•--:- ^ =—
mag. ; 3-sp. gear : clutch and
chain drive; 26x2' -.in. t'

£75.

jSIoTOR Co. , Ltd.M.4SSEY

chain-driven
kick-starter

;

Price : Solo,

Belgrave

tion follows very conventional lines. In-
ternal expanding brakes are fitted front
and rear, and extremely neat drain
covers.

Also shown are a 348 c.c. U.A.P.-
engined sidecar outfit at £92 IDs., and
a 349 c.c. Blackburne solo machine at
£70. Specialisation on one tjjpe of
machine has, in this case, had' the very
obvious effect of perfecting that type as
far a.s it is possible.

1, Maglita equipped semi-sporting Massey lightweight.
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Felt-lined tool box

carried on tlw

Powell tank.

ARIEL. (106.)

From 250 c c. to 1,000 c.c.

21/. HP Model—60X88 mm. (249 c.c.l; single
"
cyi. four-stroke ; side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation • B. and B. carb. ; cliain-driven mag.;

2-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; all-chain

drive; 26x2l4in. tyres. Price: Solo, £57 10s.

Ariel Wokks, Ltd., Bournbrook, Bii--

mingham.—The full range of Ariel models

shown at Olympia comprises machines

from the new 249 c.c. lightweight up to

the 994 c.c. twin M.A.G.-engined side-

car outfit, and of this comprehensive series

994 c.c. M.A.G.-engined Ariel outfit

Chain-dnven big single Powell sidecar outfit.

being applied with trailing action. The
dimensions of the aluminium silencer and
disposition of the exhaust piping are also

admirable.

6/7 H.P. Model.—73x95 mm. (796 c.c); two
cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed lubrica-
tion ; Cox Atmos or Amac carb. ; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp- gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain-and-belt drive; 26x2Vjin. tyres. Price:
Solo, £95; with Sidecar, £119 10s.

Examples are staged of both types of

twin-cylinder sidecar outfit. The smaller
of the two has a 776 c.c. Ariel side

the lightweight model is not least in

importance. The engine is a Blackburne,
and the general lines of the machine are

most pleasing. The brake work has been
well and carefully carried out, a powerful
front wheel brake operating on a dummy
rim being fitted and the rear wheel brake

A tubular toolbag case is used on the

Sports Ariel.

valve engine, whilst the larger model
uses the well-known M.A.G. of 994 c.c,
in which the inlet valves are placed above
the e.\hau-it valves ; otherwise their speci-

fications are similar. The 795 c.c. model,
with chain drive and 28-x3in. tyres, costs

£5 extra. Care has been taken with the
single cylinder models of 498 and 665 c.c.

respectively to render them ^ specially

silent. The smaller of these two is shown
both as a sports 'and touring model with
final chain transmission.

PEUGEOT. (22.)

High^class Workmanship.
1^4 n.P. MoDEL.^—52x52 mm. (110 c.c); single

cyl. two-stroke; petroli lubrication; G.R. carb.,
gear- and sbaft-dTiven mag. ; single" gear ; no
clutch or kick-starter: gear and belt drive.

26x2in, tyres. Price: Solo, £55.

Peugeot (England), Ltd.. Brompton

Road, _ London, S.W.I.—Easily the most
expensive miniature in the Show is the
French-built Peugeot. At £55 it costs ap-

proximately the same as one or two geared

and chain-driven British 350 c.c. solo

machines. On the other hand, the work-
manship and finish could not be surpassed,

and the neat appearance of the power unit

is such as will inevitably attract the
elderly pedal cyclist.

No actual, weight figure is available, but
it is, almost certainly, the second lightest

self-propelled machine on the British

market. Approximately one-half gallon

of petrol is carried in the tank, and should

suffice for nearly 100 miles of average
running. Pedalling gear is retained. The
wheels, are quickly detachable, a feature

assisted by calliper-pattern stirrup brakes.

A ladies' model, with a semi-open frame,

costs £56, the extra £1 being for a clutcli,

which may be embodied in the slandard

model for the same price.

J.D. (74.)

Super Motorised Bicycle.

114 H.P. Model.—51x57 ram. (116 c.c); single
cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication; Vi. i

carburetter: cliain-driven mag.; single-speed:
clutch, no kick-starter: chain-eum-frintion

^ drive; 26xl^f4in. tyre^. Price: Solo, £35.

BowDEN WiBE, Ltd., Willesden Junc-

tion, N.W.IO.—Although the J.D.

machine is essentially a motor-assisted

bicycle, nevertheless it is designed as a

Adjustable handle-bars ot the 1923

Dot, providing for ;ndividual taste in

riding position
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Two Peugeot motorlsed bicycles

from France.

whole, not as an attachment to be fitted

to ah ordinary bicycle strengthened for

the purpose. The engine is particularly

well made, the manufacturers assumin-g

that with so small a cubic capacity the

]DOwer unit would be doing high duty for

the greater part of its time, and, there-

fore, needs to be made better than would
be the case with a larger engine. Power
is transmitted from the crankshaft to

reduction gearing, and thence to a pulley

composed of special friction material en-

gaging with what appears at first sight

to be a belt pulley attached to the rear

wheel spokes. This pulley can be dis-

tngaged by a control on the haaidle-bar

xvhen a clutch action is desired, and is

held in position b.y coil spring mechanism
acting through a bell crank lever in such

a manner that irregularities in the driven

rim have no effect upon the drive.

CEDOS. (80.)

Detachable Head Two=strokes.
2'^ H.P. Model.—67x70 mm. (247 c.c.) ; single

cyl, two-stroke; drip lubrication; Cedos carb.

;

ciiain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and
Jvick-starter ; all-cliain drive; 26x2^tn. tyres.

Price: Solo, £57; 2-51). Model, £58; Ladies'
Model, £60.

Cedos Motors, Northampton.

—

Several interesting features are notice-

detachable liead. audit is interesting to
note that it is fed with mi.xture by a
carburetter of the firm's own manufac-
ture. The machine has attractive lines,

wide handle-bars, giving excellent con-
trol, and internal-expanding brakes fore

and aft. Not only are comfortable fool-

boards provided for the driver, but there

is an undershield, an extension which

Tandem-driven dynamo and Q)
magneto on the Scott Sociable. '•

Those vifho desire to test the efficiency

of the friction drive and understand its

operation should inspect the working

models on the stand driven by electric

motors.

A graceful little mount—the 247 c.c. Cedos, with detachable cylinder head.

able on the attractive little Cedos two-
stroke. Its motive power is one of the
few two-stroke engines which possess a

protects the underside of the engine.

Two variations of tliis model are the

slightly cheaper type with two-speed
gear and belt and chain drive (£48),

and the ladies' machine, which, of

course, naturally has a special open
frame and 24in. w'heels so as to give a

lower riding position. The ladies' model
is also in equivalent forms at £59 and
£.50 respectively.

Miniature intended to appeal to those who do not wish to fors.ike the pedil cycle entirely—the
1 16 c.c. two-stroke J.D.

Saddle spring anchorage on the frame
of the Hawker.

D 40
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Types at the Show

A Survey of 1923 Models exhibited by Manufacturers of Proprietary Sidecars.

WATSONIAN. (69.)

All T>'pes of Sidecars.

Watsoniax Folding Sidecar Co., Ltd.,

Birmingham.
—

'ihe chief exhibit on the

Watsonian stand is the. new two-seatei-

model. Although sufficient width has

been given to al»ow a normal-sized person

and a child to be seated side by side, the

chassis is only of normal width. The ad-

vantages of the method of seating are

very obvious, especially when the extra

passenger is a very small child. On the

model exhibited an Easting screen, suffi-

ciently wide for protection of the two
passengers, is part of the equipment, and
the price asked is £29.
The interest manifested by sidecarists

in the folding type of chassis is exem-
plified in the several new patterns on the

market. The Watsonian is a well-tried

design that will stand hard usage. A
folding chassis must, of course, be

-.strongly constructed to be of any use

whatever.
There seems to be no end to the delight-

ful little sporting bodies at the Show,
and the Watsonian R34 in polished alu-

minium is no whit behind any in grace-

fulness of design. A detachable alu-

minium dash and neat little windscreen
give finish to one of the most pleasing

of sidecars ; the price of this model is

£24l In addition to a big range of

standard models an exceptionally light

racing body and a tradesman's carrier,

of well-thought-out design and stout con-

struction, are shown, The latter is listed

at £19 10s.

SANDUM. (110.)
Double^Seater Models.

Sandham Enc!. Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's
Inn Eoad, London, W.C.I.—One of the
most enterprising of sidecar manufactur-
ing firms, the Sandham Eng. Co., offers

for the forthcoming year a range embrac-
ing every conceivable type. Interest-
ing details in the way of windscreening

are numerous, showing that this impor-
tant item has been studied from actual
use of the sidecar, and not from the
drawing office. The Sandum Sociable,
for instance, was evolved after numerous
experiments in body building which cost

the firm £250, but the results pay for

the trouble entailed, for this model is

unquestionably one of the best ever pro-

duced of its kind. There is ample room
for an adult and child in the rear seat,

whilst another child can be accommodated
easily in front, tandem fashion. This
has been accomplished without sacrific-

ing the compact design of the body or

widening the chassis. The price is £30.
For dual purposes the tandem-seater is

shown with various detail improvements.
This model, the rear portion of which
falls back and forms an additional seat,

permits both passengers to enter by the

door ; the back rest of the forward
seat being easily removable for this pur-

pose. The special feature of the design

is that the rear portion folds forward, con

verting the body into a single-seater.

There is a streamline Junior at £14.

MILLFORD. (65.)
Family jnd Other Patterns.

MiLLS-FuLFOKD,- LTD., Crown Works.
Coventry.—Several improvements have
been effected in the Millford range of

sidecars, the outstanding alterations being

chiefly in the big family model. Last
year this double-seater was roomy, .but the

addition of a good-sized bulbous back

Millford sporting sidecar with mudguard

in body.

A striking design of sidecar by Montgomery,
finished in aluminium. The sporting model Swallow sidecar.

D 43
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Capacious luggage accommodation is

provided on the Sandum.

adds considerably to its eifectiveness as
a touring sidecar. The greater heiglit,
too, of tlie front back-rest is a decided
improvement, and the well for the feet
of the rear passenger is a minor altera-
tion that will be acceptable to tall pas-
sengers., The important question of
price has been studied closely by the
makers, and reductions of from £3 to
£9 5s. have been effected. In the
"Favourite" pattern, for instance, the
orignial £30 has been reduced to £25,
and, in addition, all models are sent car-
riage paid in free crates. Amongst the
innovations' for 1923 is a little sporting
sidecar of taking design marketed at
£18 18s. in standard three-ply wood, and
at £21 in polished aluminium. The most
important and far-reaching alteration is
the attaching of the mudguards to thii-

the minimum of wind resistance. The
price is £22 10s.

Superlative finish, the maximum co'.:i

tort for the passenger, and gi-ace in de-

sign are found in model No. 1. It is of

low build, yet the back is not too low for

comfort ; there is ample leg room, and
a good locker. This model, fitted on the

new underslung chassis, is priced at

£26 10s.

xV little sporting model which the
Montgomery people say "set the fashion

in sporting bodies " is offered at £21 10s.,

and a clean, graceful design it is, weigh-
ing only 100 lb. complete.

A tradesman's carrier is, of course, pro-
vided, differing little from the old and

Handsome sidecar exhibited by
Dunhills, one of the several

models shown bv this firm

NOVEMBER joih, ig22.

pion " two-seater. This sidecar is pro-

vided with a dickey which forms a seat

big enough for an adult, while there is

ample room for a child in the front part

of the body. It is sold at £31. A simi-

lar pattern to the Champion is listed for

£23 2s., but the dickey in this instance

is suitable only for a child. Amongst the

lightweight models is a smart pattern

weighing only 75 lb. ; it is listed at

£13 13s,, and must be good value at that

price. It is interesting to observe that

all Rideezi sidecars are covered in alu-

minium at the nose and at the rear to

prevent disfigurement by the cracking of

the three-ply wood or of the enamel.

Also exhibited is an aluminium hood

i

•^Ssffis^

A Whitley sporting sidecar on a 349 c.c. A.j.S.

Avhich folds over tht> ivar portion of the
body when not in use. This device is^,
neat and instantly put into operation. "«

KERRY. (304.)
Many Sidecars.

East London Rubeeb Co., Ltd., 29,

Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2:

—

Quite apart from the rest of the sidecars

(up among the accessories in the Gal-
lery) are shown two of a very complete
range offered by the East London Rubber
Co., Ltd. The "Kerry" No. 7 pattern
is distinguished by its superior finish,

both of coachwork and upholstery. A
good-sized locker, broad enough at the
top to accommodate a fairly large suit-

case, is provided. An enclosed wheel
underslung type of chassis accommodates

body instead of to the stays. Elimination
of rattle is thus effected. The Millford
Rock chassisless sidecar is shown at £25

;

it is one of the most comfortable on the
market to-day.

MONTGOMERY. (42.)
Sports and Touring Types.

W. MoNTGOMEKY AND Co. , Coventry.

—

The Montgomery range is unquestionably
one of the most complete in the show.
Models of every conceivable type are
shown, and the most fastidious buyer
will find designs to meet his requirements.
If one model can be chosen which attracts
more than another it is the racing model
with an all aluminium body and Scoop-

shaped wind-shield, fitted to a dash which
gives complete protection and yet offers

D 44

well-proved model. It is light and clearly

designed, and listed at £21 10s.—a cheap
production considering its fine finish.

The lowest priced model is the No. 3, a
little sidecar suitable for light-weight
machines; and listed at £19 10s. Although
low in price it has all the best character-
istics of Montgomery products.

RIDEEZI. (163.)

For the Family.

CoLEFOBD Motors, Ltd., Rideezi
Works, Western Road, Merton.—Every
jiattern from the lightest and most
streatnline of racing bodies to the com-
modious family pattern is provided on
this stand. One model that will catch
the eye of the family man is the " Cham-

The effective dashboard and screen of the

Hawk hexagon sidecar.
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Look at these prices

remembering the quality

»

2jh.p. Lighhveight, Four-Stroke, Two-Speed
Gear, Clutch and Kick-Starter, All

Chain Drive - - 57 10

3^ h.p. Sports Model, Three-Speed Gear
Kick-Starter, Belt Drive - - - - 75

3 J h.p. Touring Model do. Chain and Belt
Drive - - - - 79 10

aih.p. Sports Model

3 1 h.p. Touring Model
4^ h.p. do.

6-7 h.p. do.

6-7 h.p.

8 h.p.

do.

do.

do. Chain Drive -

do. Chain Drive •

do. Chain Drive -

do. Chain and Belt
Drive - - -

do. Chain Drive - - 100
do. M.A.G. Engine - 105

8210
87
95

95

SIDE CARS.
ARIEL No. I Model, Coach Built Side-Car,

specially designed for 4}, 6-7 and
8 h.p. Models with All Chain Drive - 29 10

ARIEL JSTo. 2 do. do. for 3^ h.p. Models
and 6-7 h.p. Chain and Belt Drive
Model ---------- .2410 0-

ARIEL No. 3 do. do. do. - - 20
SPORTS MODEL Side-Car '

20

prices for 1923 are lower than ever and the quahty higher.

Stand 106 Olympia
ARIEL WORKS, LTD., 3, BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desiiahle to meniiiin " Tlie Molar Cycle." D45
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Belt Drive, Variable Gear, giving 9 speeds, 2J H.P. Flat
Twin 6o.i X 60, opposed valves, capacity 345 c.c. £65

OLYMPIA
STAND No.

18 Standard All-Chain Drive,

: /
With Tourin,

3 speeds, 2^ H.P.,

. _ / 345 C.C. JBT
Side Car and Spring Chassis.

OFFICE No. 336 and
Temporary' Showrooms:

83-85.

Hammers mi th
Road.

Facing Blythe Road.

Sports Belt Drive Combination, Spring Chassis. £T7 10 O

2j H.P. Sports Model, All Chain Drive, 3 speeds, O.H.V. 60^ x 60, capacil>
350 c.c, Overhead Cam Gear. £80^-

3} H.P., O.H.V., capacity 500 c.c, £M4. With Side Car de Luxe,'

Disappearing Hood Screen and Apron, extra. Front and Rear Springing
Resprv.^ Petrol Tank. Merhaniral Lubrication of F.ninne anr* Gear from Piimo.

A l\l f^PfJ\Ilf)l\l II IKT l^P(^ F!" I \/P P\ • "There is aameth ng fine ana JuiCina ins about my nem Waoier.' U h more
.Til's \Jl li^l\JL\ J<U^l l\£^\^IZ,l V IZ,LJ . economical and mora comforlable than I emr thought a motor cycle could be"

DEDERICH WOOLER ENGINEERING CO., ALPERTON, LONDON
Telegrams: 'ACCESSIBLE, WEMBLEY." Write for 1923 Catalogue. 'Phone WEMBLEY 252

''The
''

Sidecar Motor Cycle
Do not fail to see

the "Spring 8"

CLYNO
OLYMPIA

Stand

27 OLYMPIA

Spare Parts Stocl^ists and Service .-Vgents;

KAYS, 8, Bond Street, EALING, W.5.

'Phone: Ealing 1827.

All Particulars on request from

The CLYNO ENGINEERING Co. (1922), Ltd., Pelham St., WOLVERHAMPTON.
Telegrams: CLYNO, WOLVEFHAMPTON. •Pimm: 992 WOLVERH.iMPTON.

D46 In an.iwerint these advertise7)ients it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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S6-,

Convertible touring or

Sheffield-

Henderson

tliis body, the price complete being
£23 10s. The other sidecar shown is

known as . the Tourist No. 9, and is a
roomy, well-upholstered model with an
extremely well padded back cushion.
Another very desirable feature, none too
common on any of the sidecars exhibited
at Olympia, is an unusually high back to

the seat. This model is listed at

£22 15s.

WHITLEY. (120.)
Sports, Trade, and Touring Sidecars.

^'Whitley Mfg. Co., Ltd., Charterhouse
^ills, London Road, Coventry.—Like the

ajority of sidecar manufacturers', the

Whitley Mfg. Co. has this year special-

ised in a light sporting design, and offer

for £15 10s. a model that is extremely
good value. At this price four-point at-

tachment and a sensible storm apron are

provided. Alternatively, a touring body
of the same pattern is offered at the same
price. Another introduction is the trades-

man's model, a sensibly-sized carrier,

stoutly constructed, and not so unw-ieldy

as are many. Judging by the numbers
of trade carriers shown, it would seem

that an increasing interest is being taken

by tradesmen in" this form of delivery

vehicle. The interest will increase pro-

viding manufacturers do not build the

Sandum touring model with

the maker's V-fronted screen

Larsje (-\vo-abreasl

bodies too large, thus tempting users to

carry more weight than is justified on a

sidecar chassis.

A Whitley production of clean and
straightforward design is known as

Jfodel 12. This sidecar is marked, by its

fine finished and roominess, and is priced
at £24 10s. '

A detail of interest on Model 20 is the

registered design of the wheel bracket,

which permits the spindle to be with-

drawn and at the same time provides for

the main and under tubes, mudguard
stay, and wheel stand all in one casting.

HAV/K. (29a.)

streamline Bodyworli.

H.4WK Eng.- and Sidec.\k Mfg. Co.,

Hampton Street, Brighton.—If the evi-

dence of the road is any criterion, the

sporting type pf sidecar is slowly replac-

ing tlie old high
back and broad
nose models. In

the Hawk "Tange
there are to be
found streamline
patterns which
offer the mini-

mum of wind re-

sistance. This

question has been
closely studied by
the designer, and
he has found from
practical experi-
ence that the
models he has

on
are

for the man who
wishes to carry

minimum
dead-weight and
at the same time
provide com/ori
for the passenger
and give reason-
able luggage
space. The most

two- eater Watsonian sidecar with capacious

luggage receptacle m rear,

attractive model on the stand is probably
the Standard Racing De Luxe, finished

in cream, and equipped with a well-fitted

dash and a small hood which folds neatly

and quickly away when not needed. This
model with a body weighing AO lb. is

offered at £25.
In addition to the range of sporting

sidecars a tradesman's carrier is offered,

and this, too, has been designed with the

object of giving as little wind resistance

as possible, although providing good ac-

commodation. The price of this model is

£25 10s. A standard touring model is

also marketed, following similar but more

commodious line.s to the raiding Hawk.
This sells at £30.

placed
market

the
ideal

One of the several RideezI models—a touring

type with dickey seat.

DUNHILLS. (66.)
Sidecar Springing witli Siiock .'ibEorbsrs.

DuKHiLLS, Ltd., 359, Eus on Road,
London, N.W.—On this sta;id is one
of the most interesting sidecar ex-
hibits in the Show. Apart, from
the range of models shown, there
is one innovation that deserves to
become more widely known. This is the
B. & D. stabiliser, which eliminate.3 jeeoil
rnd permits the introduction of. more
flexible coil springs than could oHierwise
be used. This device can be fitted on the
m.ajority of models, and unquestionably
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—

iidds to the comt'oit of tlie passenger on
bad roads.

Among the models which have proved
. their worth this year is the double-seater,
a design ingeniously incorporating ham-
mock seating for the front passenger.
Although an extraordinary amount of leg

room is provided the appearance is e.xcep

tionally neat, and when in use with one
passenger the body might be mistaken for
a single-seater. The price for this finely

NOVEMBER 30th, ig22.

Locker capa-

city has not

been o ver -

looked in the

Hughes tour-

ing sidecar.

finished model is £35. The B39 is

another graceful and coinmodious model,

and should suit the tastes of the most
fastidious. The sidecar shown is finished

in Harley-Davidson green, and is

equipped with a neat semi-circular screen

and efficient hood. Its price is £32 10s.

An entirely new sporting model is offered

on the well-known Dunhill triangulated

chassis at £20.

GRINDLAY. (39.)
'

Spring Wheel and Sports Sidecars.

G-EiNDLAY. Ltd., Spon End, Coventry.
—The Griirdlay range of sidecars is com-
plete and workmanlike. An intro-

duction is a chassis which encircles the

hub suitable for interchangeable wheel
outfits, while the rear spring-slides on the

cantilever chassis have been abandoned,
the springs now being pivoted. Prob-
ably the most striking exhibit on the

stand is the Club model, a well-designed

sidecar with a polished alumininm dash
suitable for any jjowered machine. A

For the family man—a Montgomery
sidecar with seat for child. ^

slight alteration to the locker on this
model provides greater luggage accom-
modation. The Club model with spring
wheel sells at £30, but with the new
enclosed wheel chassis the price is £26.
Another likeable body is attached to a
light chassis and finished in primrose.
Its rakish lines are suitable for a sports
mount and should attract the speedman
who wants a sidecar light in weight and
offering small wind resistance. For
£16 15s. a lightweight touring model is

offered which is suitable for hard work
with any type of machine up to 500 c.c.

CANOELET. (160.)
From Taxis to Lightweights.

Mk.id and Deakix. Tyseley, Birming-
ham.—The selection of Canoelet sidecars
offered by Mead and Deakin is excep-
tionally complete and is very wide in its

New sports model

Rideezi sidecar with

hammock seat cushion

and aluminium top

panel.

appeal, no fewer than eight being staged.

All the models are distinguished, too, by
their graceful lines and beautiful finish.

Another point which marks the care in

production is the variety in chassis de-

sign, which seems to have been con-

sidered in conjunction with the type of

body used.

One of the most attractive of all is the
M.M. 4 touring model, finished in mauve
and equipped with deck and windscreen
and a hood of light design, the latter

being a new pattern. The A4. a semi-

sports model in the Indian red, elabor-

ately lined with gold and fitted with tor-

pedo apron and screen, should satisfy the

owners of Indian Scouts and similar fast

machines, for the body can be finished in

any colour.

In great contrast to these models is the

Taxi sidecar, a huge affair, but no doubt
comfortable, selling at £85. For the

ownep- who requires the minimum of body
weight there is a little black and gold

sidecar, clean cut in^desigii—^as indeed

all the Canoelets are offered—for£16 5s.

HENDERSON. (165.)

Leaf and Coil Springing.

Henderson Motors, Ltd., 73, Fitz-

william Street, Sheffield.—Models rang-

ing from £17 IDs. to £35 are shown on

the Henderson stand, and though each

model is interesting as bearmg its own
particular characteristics, the "Elite"
chassis is one of the most striking things

among the sidecars exhibits. The rear

springing is by a pair of combination
~

leaf and coil springs,

the latter working
as a shock-abserber.

The springing, too,

A

A Canoelet sidecar

that is really like

a canoe.

D 48
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SUPPLIES
WILL BE
OBTAINABLE
SHORTLY FROM ALL
MOTOR-CYCLE
DEALERS.

Because

'hZ(**-
rqii3

:iuc ^^^WI^^^B' aaa

willbctKc NEW
DUNLO
CORD

1.—it gives the motor-cyclist all the advantages of Dunlop
multiple-ply cord construction so pronounced in Dunlop
Cord motor tyres.

2,—this cord construction adds miles to the life of the cover,
making it cheaper, on a cost-per-mile basis, than any
previous type.

3.—^it carries the finest tread yet devised, providing a sure fore
and aft grip of the road under all conditions

.

4.—it adds comfort to riding, possessing much greater
cushioning capacity than tyres of the canvas type.

STANDSee Hair ^^__

OLYMPIA83
and ask for further particulars of its excellencies

In ansicerinri this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." J4g
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i^BHITAIN'S FASTEST MOTOR CYCLE.

The Cynosure

of all eyes

at OLYMPIA ™
S^^^^^

ZENITH
RIGfiT CENTRE OF HALL

THE LIST OF RECORDS, set out below, annexed by the ZENITH-J.
100 miles, proves its SPEEIVand ENDURANCE. The ZENIT-H-J.A.
machines to finish (2nd, 4th & 6th) when new RECORDS were set

lo miles, standing startOct. 21—Solo

Nov. i8

Oct. 27^-Sok)—5 .miles, flying start . .

The first time any motor cycle h.ns covered n lap's! Brooklaiids
at over looiti.p.h.

Oct. 28—Sidecar

91.54 m.p.h.
World's Record.

. 93.04 m.p.h.
Worjd's Record.

100.29 m.p.h.
British Record.

5 miles, flying start

Sidecar—10 miles, standing start.

S'Olo—Kilometre, flj'ing start

81.72 m.p.h-
British Record.

78.88 m.p.h.
World's Record.

Oct. -^T—S'Olo—Kilom.etre, flj'ing start . . 102.8 m.p.h.
Mean Speed Record.'''

Solo—Mile, flying start 103.71 m.p.h.
British Record.

Solo—Mile, flying start 102.91 m.p.h.
j\'lean Speed Record.''-'

If unable to visit Olympia, ask your

nearest Agent : or write as.

Full details, prices, etc., sent by return.

.A.P., (side valve) ridden by Mr. H. Le Vack,from 1 kilometreto
P. performance in the 200 miles Sidecar Race, the only British

up for 200 mi?es, 2 hours & 3 hours, proves its RELIABILITY.
Oct. 31—Sidecar^Kilometre, flying start . . 86.62 m p.h.

Mean Speed World's Record.*'

Sidecar—^Mile, flying start . . . . 85.83 m.p.h.
British Record.

Sidecar—Mile, flying start . . . . 85.4 m;p.h.
Me.-.u Speed World's Record.'^

Xov. 17—Solo— I Hour ; .. 89.9 m.p.h.
World's Record.

Solo—100 Miles . . .... . . 89.9 m.p.h.
World's Record.

Nov. 21—Solo—50 Miles .. 91.71 m.p.h.
World's Record.

Nov. 22—Sidecai-—50 Mile? ". .. 75.59 m.p.h.
World's Record.

^ Mean Speed is the average of two runs taken both ways oJ the course.

(Subject to official confirmation). '

All-Chain Models from £65

ZENIIH MOTORS, LTD.,

HAMPTON COURT. ENG —-

^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllll:lllllllll llllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllLb
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Manufacturers of all the highest grade machines at Olyriipia have shown

their discriminating judgment of the world's best chain by again fitting

R E N O L D
Competition Riders—Track or Road—in all the premier events during

1922, have again fitted Renold Chains. Their judgment is worth noting.

They are convinced that there is only one chain for severe conditions—

a

RENOLD
For 1923, whether fitted to a new machine or for replacement purposes,

profit by the experience of manufacturers and hard riders and insist upon a

RENOLD
HANS RENOLD LIMITED, DIDSBURY, MANCHESTER. i
London :: Leeds :: Birmingham :: Glasgow :: S. Wales :: Montreal :: Brussels :; New York.

In ansicerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Oycle."
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Sidecar Attachments.—
is adjustable for any weight and clear-

ance. Among the sidecar exhibits

which impresses itself as being particu-

larly well thought out is the "Sports"
model at £20. The makers maintain
that perfect steering at any speeds is

obtainable with this design. The lowest-
priced sidecar on the stand is the
" "Featherweight," listed at £17 10s.

DORWAY. (113.)
Folding Chassis.

The Dorw.w- Sidecak Co., 345, Bell
Barn Road, Birmingham.—The advan-
tages of the folding chassis are so obvious
that the wonder is, not that many firms
are now specialising in this form of side-

car, but that more are not in general use.
The Dorwa-y chassis, which was very fully
dealt with in the issue of The Motor Cycle
for October 19, is robust in design and
carefully thought out in every detail. The
chassis, complete with a roomy body,
sells for £28. -

SWALLOW. (180.)
Graceful Sports Model.

Swallow Sidecak Co., Bloomfield
Road, Blackpool.—Amongst the most
distinctive sidecars in the Show are the
sporting Swallows in polished aluminium.
Although light and "racy" in appear-

ance, the construction is strong and suit-
able for machines of any power. Many
sporting bodies are fitted to chassis ob-
viously unsuited for machines of larger
capacity than SOO c.c, but in this in-

stance the designers have rightly met the
demand for, strength from owners of
powerful twins, as well as merely pro-

Grindlay sporting Club model, light but strongly made.

viding grace of outline with minimum
wind ' resistance.

All the models are provided with a
windscreen of the aeroplane type, con-

' sisting of a small semi-circular Triplex
panel mounted in aluminium. Included
in the equipment is a small quickly de-

tachable hood, which may be erected in

a very few seconds. It is carried in the
locker at the rear.

HUGHES. (144.)

Four Models to Suit All.

Thos. Hughes anb Son, Ltd., Baker
Street, Sparkhill, Birmingham.—The
policy of Hughes & Son., Ltd., for the

coming year is to provide a short range
of models, each- one suitable for various-

powered machines.
For powerful motor cycles the

"Cruiser " is offered for £30, a model of

striking design and fine finish, equipped
with dash and screen. Of a more com-
modious pattern is the "Standard " tour-

ing model, at £24. This, too, is fitted on
a chassis strong enough for any-powered
machine yet not unduly heavy. A really

fascinating little model is the "Tor-
pedo," which combines grace of outline

with a fairly commodious body, and at

the same time is light. This sidecar is

listed at £23. For £17 10s. the " Light-

weight " is good value.

The Swallow sidecar with concealed
hood—actually it is removable and
stowed away in a locker.

The several Bradshaw engined solo

mounts.

The 97C c.c. Coventry Eagle—one of

the cleanest big twins in the Show.

The £28 10s. ed. Excelsior lightweight,
fresh from Bwlch y Groes.

The O.E.C. limousine coup§ sidecar
attached to a wheel-steered bicycle.

The sprung wheel Gnome-Rhone side-

car.

The new skew gear Rudge four-speed
box.

The dual spring fork of the latest
Harley-Davidson.

The 733 e.c. Douglas sidecar, with slid-

ing screen and pillion carrier seat as
standard.

The post office red Campion sidecar.

WHAT NOT TO MISS.

The Millford tandem-seated sidecar.

The Harper, I^er-a-Car, ITofgan, T.B.,
and New Hudson chassis.

The new B and B twist s:rip controls
for existing machines.

The CoTentry Victor louvre type ad-
justable leg: shields.

The dove-grey Franeis-Barnett T.T.
machine.

The Sandum ali-weather hood with T
screen.

The 976 c.c. Zenith sports sidecar out-
fit.

The 38 lb. *' T.T.'* lightweight on the
Clement stand.

The 25-gninea Sirrah,

The £67 lOa. 499 o.o. Abingdon.

The " Oversize " "Watsonian sidecar,
which seats an adult and child side by
side, and has a eommodions dickey.

The little overhead valve Weaver.

The " all-enclosed " model of the P.
& P".—the hoseable mount.

The shaft-driven G.S.D.

The new Triumph lightweights.

The tnwer of fins on the small

i\!artinsvde.

The i\[etro-Tyler polished aluminium
saloon sidecar finished in Bedford cord
and having wireless equipment.

The single-cylinder IMatchlcss, which
suggests a revival of i\[atchless com-
petition in the Tourist Trophy Baces.

The Coupette—a folding fixed type
hood among the Lea-Francis exhibits.

The handsome sporting Canoelct side-

car, with scuttle screen and rear deck
rail.

The grey 349 c.o. B.S.A. at 55 guineas.

The novel method of indicating the
features of the. Excelsior by streamers
suspended from the archway of the
stand.

The new 349 c.c. three-speed Sunbeam.

The sporting P. & M. Panther side-

car outfit

The 348 c.c. Balcigh at £55.

The Motor Cycle photographic trans-
parencies. (Stand No. 70.)

D 51
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SIDELIGHTS OF THE SHOW.
Jottings of Interest at the Annual Olympia Exhibition.

CIGAR-SHAPED sidecar bodies of

polished aluminium would ap-

pear to be the accepted standard
in sporting sidecars.

Introducing nnother Saturday into the
Show " week "

is a popular innovation,
judging by the crowd of visitors on the
opening day.

The palm for finning we award to

George Brough and his "S.S.80 Superior"
model. Besides liberally finning the ex-

haust port, there is quite a goodly collec-

tion of fins on the pipe itself
—" getting

quite fishy," a wag remarked.

Records and rumours of records were in

the air at Olympia on Friday whilst stand
attendants were busily staging their

wares.

The enterprising French firms who have
come over for the Show demonstrate Con-
tinental advance in design and construc-

tion of motor cycles.

Dope is a favourite topic of conversation
among the speed men who foregather at

the Show. Promises of another 10 m.p.h.
are made by those now experimenting
with fuel mixtures.

One may pay as little as £28 and .as

much as £45 for a lightweight of similar

outward design.

Sidecar or runabout—which shall it be?
This problem still keeps buyers (and their

spouses !) busy.

One hears less of mass production of a

single model these days. Rather is it the

case that makers provide a range of pat-

terns to satisfy all tastes.

Many manufacturers would prefer the
Show earlier in the year—September is the
month favoured in some quarters.

Show visitors have an opportunity of

noting the progress made with the Exten-
sion to the Olympia building on the Ham-
mersmith Road side. Next year it will

enable the Car Show to be arranged in one
building, instead of splitting the Show
between Olympia and the White. City as
in the last three years.

The Cedos will be to the fore in 1923.
A new private company to handle it is

being formed next week.

Circulation of the Shgw issues of The.
Motor Cycle :

—
Nov. 9th 129,001
Nov. 16th ... ... 132,411
Nov. 23rd ... ... 140,322

All-weather finish is becoming the
vogue.

Quite a large number of visitors to the
Show on Saturday were tempted to
journey up by road, the weather being
fine and the roads dry.

D 5^

Rudge machines have either tour or
twenty speeds in 1923.

Real improvements are observable in
sidecars for 1923. Passengers will appre-
ciate the conveniences arranged for map
and goggle accommodation, and also the
weather-protecting devices.

Even on Friday morning the staging of
the exhibits at Olympia was well ad-
vanced.

J {
I The descriptions of 1923 models in ^

this issue, as well as the review of ?
/ . .. -
• accessories, were prepared by *' THE i

5 MOTOR CYCLE " staff subsequent to
j

• a personal examination of the Olympia f

f exhibits. It IS the most complete re- J

J
view of the annual Olympia Exhibition, t

« embracingm one issue every motor cycle, f

f
sidecar, and three-wheeled runabout,

j
; I

rf..^..^. . . ^
A Press-day, as at the Car Show, would

be a much-appreciated innovation at the
Motor Cycle Show next year.

At the manufacturers' banquet on the
eve of the Show, Sir Harold Bowden, re-

ferring to reduced prices for 1923, recall-

ing a famous remark, said that he did
"not know what the putlic wovrld think
of prices, but, my God, they frighten
me."

This year's exhibition is a real yalue-
for-money show.

The daily press photographers were,

ag usual, eagerly sorting out the freakish
designs on the opening day.

Step quietly on to the Indian stand,

make a noise like an order, and you may
receive a handsome little

,
cigarette

holder.

There are more foreign visitors to the
Show than usual ; representatives from
many countries have arrived for the

most important motor cycle exhibition in

the world.

The smallest engine :

43 c.c. Clement.
the Show is the

THE MOTOR CYCLE EXHIBITION
at

OEYMPIA
will remain open to the public unti*

Saturday next (December 2nd).

300 manufacturers are represented and
over 1 ,000 vehicles on view, together with

10,000 components.

It is open each day from 10 a.m. to

9 p.m., and the admission charge is 2s.

Many considered the motor cycle manu-
facturers' banquet more interesting in the
quality and interest of the speeches than
the car manufacturers' banquet a month
ago.

Brooklands fairly buzzed with exciter,

ment up till closing time on Saturday,
and many records went by the board.
The track is now closed for necessary
repairs.

Still too many stand attendants know
little of the machines they represent.

Even bora and stroke floors many of them.

Next year, many motor cyclists would
like to see the banishment of guineas for

prices and initials for names.

With the arrival of the G.S.D., the

J.D., the P. and P., and the H.T., all

newcomers to Olympia, there is a per-
fect medley of initial names of motjiir

cj'cles. '.

Sidecars should enjoy great populari^ty

in 1923, thanks to the attention of de-

signers to the all-important question Of

weather protection. Many really com-
mendable examples of all-weather side-

cars are displayed at Olympia this week.

A T.T. for 150 c.c. motor cycles ;is

not so distant as one might suppo^.
There is quite a range of such machines
at the Show.

Further cuts in prices were being

mooted on IMonday afternoon.

Working models are to be found on

many stands demonstrating the actioh

of engines and gears.

Young and old, male and female,

jostled together to obtain a glimpse of

the latest motor cycles on' Saturday
afternoon and evening.

Somebody has been complaining that

he stepped into the Show and lost £AQ.^
It turned out that the cut figure at which
he was advertising his 1922 second-hand
machine was considerably more than the
manufacturers were charging for the same
model electrically equipped.

As mentioned in our report, the Duzm'o
was an absentee on Saturday. One model
turned up on Monday morning.

Before the war it was possible to

obtain a single-geared lightweight for

£23 10s. This j'ear a machine of similar'

quality, but with much better equipment,
is shown at £26 5s.

How the Show appeals to boys of four-

teen—the finest that ever was or ever

will be.

Quite a number of people are walking

about with cigarette cases bearing the

well-known Rudge-Whitworth. symbol.
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RUNABOUTS
AT

OLYMPIA.

^

Six Machines which may be regarded as Substitutes for the Sidecar Outfits and
Two Solo Machines on Similar Lines.

aABFBK RUNABOUT. (122.)

Solo Three-wheelers.
2\'- H.P. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.c.) ; Eingle

cyi. two-stroke; petroil lubrication ; Zenith
carburetter; flywheel mag.; 3-sp. gear; cliLtch

and lever-starter; chain drive; 2^4in. tyres.

Price £100.

E. H. Carlisle and Co., Ltd., 188,

Deansgate, Manchester.—The Harper run-

about stands in a class by iti^elf. Its de-

signers, recognising the demand for an
exceptionally light, handy vehicle giving

complete weather protection, have suc-

ceeded in producing a most, attractive

little three-wheeler. Low upkeep and
running costs are claimed for it, and, con-

sidering the power unit is only of 269 c.c.

capacity and the entire weight only

280 lb., the claim may well be justified.

A three-speed gear, chain transmission
giving direct drive on all speeds, Zenith
carburetter, independent foot and hand
brakes, starting from the seat by lever,

and foot acceleration are details which
go to the making of a workmanlike little

runabout. The matter of luggage-carry-

ing has been well considered, the space

under the emergency e.xtra seat being
ample for light parcels, while provision

has been made for the carrying of such
things as golf clubs, fishing rods, and
tennis rackets. The whole of the

mechanism and body is supported on the

quarter-elliptic springs, a desirable

feature for so small a machine. On the

question of actual road performance the

little Harper can boast of a good record

in the Scottish Six Days Trials. For
the makers to have entered such an

arduous event with a three-wheeler fitted

with so small an engine exemplified fully

their faith in the machine, and their

temerity was justified.

Tradesman's box carrier models are

available.

MORGAN. (139.)
Simple Three=wheelers.

8 H.P. Model.—85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c); V
twin cyl. four-stroke; side valves; drip feed

lubrication; Amac carb.; gfrav-driven inag.:

2-sp. gear; clutch and handle-starter; shaft

and chain drive; 700X80 mm, tyres. Price

;ei28.

The Morgan IiIotor Co., Malvern

Link.—The range of Morgan models is

wide enough to meet the requirements of

all classes o* three-wheeler enthusiasts.

For £128 there is offered

the standard model irtted

with either an air-cooled

J.A.P. or Blackburne
engine, whilst for

Completely equipped Harper
lunabout, improved in detail

ir^r next year.

£30 more the family Morgan can be had,
which will accommodate two extra pas-

sengers in the rear seats. This mode!
specially attracts the family man, for
the accommodation provided is far more
commodious than might be imagined on
.so small a chassis. Speed men can bt

accommodated with the Grand Prix
model at the reduced price of £160, and
at these figures i full equipment is, of

course, included. One of the most in-

teresting exhibits on the stand is the
chassis so familiar to many and stit!

fascinating in its admirable simplicity.

No change of design is made this year,

and, indeed, judging by the continueo
success of the Morgan, alike in the hands
of private owners and in trials, little

change is needed.
A model known as the Aero is another

attractive exhibit, the bod,y being polished

aluminium. It draws universal atten-

tion by its various little fitments. The
radiator and tank are nickel-plated, and

/'—
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Runabouts at Olympia

—

the general design and colour scheme are

sufficiently noticeable to lure the least

impressionable passer-by. The price of

this model is £200.

seat capable of accommodating tAvo chil-

clren, and, moreover, the makers claim
60 m.p.g. for this particular machine.

Air-cooled J. A. P. engines are fitted to
all the models, the transmission being

on the

runabout.

L.S.D.

A Show model Anzani engined Morgan
With a body of plated brass.

T.B. (57.)
60 m.p.h. Three-wheeler.

B H.p. Model.—85. '5x85 mm. (976 c.c); V twin
oyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrieiition ; Biakfi carburetter ; chain-driveu
magueto; 3-sp. gear; clutch and band-6tarf^r;

"

shaft drive; 700x80 mm. tyres. Price £155.

Thompson Bros. (Bilston), Ltd.,

Bradley Eng. Works, Bilston.—The
essential feature of any three-wheeler is

its chassis design, this point hiving more
bearing on the success of th& vehicle than

any other. In the T.B. chassis every

possible weakness has been closely

studied, and the result is a sound and

A Morgan for the family man, with

extra seats for juveniles.

The Morgan has no front axle in the

accepted sense of the term. Steering is

accomplished by pivoted stub axles.

L.S.D. (169.)
sturdy Runabouts.

8 H.P. Model.—85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c); V
Iwiu cyi. four-stroke ; side valves ; diip feed
lubrication; Amac carb.; bevel-driven mag.;
2-sp. gear and reverse; clutch, and kick-
starter; shaft and chain drive; 26x3in.
tyres. Price £145 19s.

Sykf.s .4XD SuGDEx, Ltd., Linthwaite,
Huddersfield.—Sturdy coustruction is im-
mediately noticeable in this three-wheeler.
Its designers have succeeded in produc-
ing a machine that will stand hard wear
over rough country. The main frame of
tlie vehicle is composed of angle steel

welded together and stiffened by deep
oak side pieces. Detachable and inter-

changeable artillery wheels are used, the
rear one being in.stantly removed by
simply slackening the spring nuts. En-
closed coil springs are used for the front
suspension. AH the models exhibited are
exceptionally attractive, but the Popular
model, offered at £145 19s. (including
hood, screen, horn, and complete acetyl-

ene lighting equipment), is obviously ex-
cellent value. The family man is catered
for in a mode! which is fitted w-ith dickey

through a clutch and propeller-shaft to a

gear bo-x, and finally by chain. The
L.S.D. 's records on the road prove it

to be well past the experimental stage.

satisfactory design. Rear springing is by
semi-elliptical springs mounted on the

cantilever principle, the front being of

the quarter-elliptic type. All three

D 56

Considerable impfqyements have been made
on this model of the L.S.D
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Something
quiteNEW^

'*»i^S>l^-

At Stand 26
PRICE COMPLETE
On view for the first time, the new
4 h.p. "G. & R."

Motor Cyclists will appreciate to the

full this latest production machine
of the world-famed engineers, Messrs.

Gnome and Rhone.

The chief features of the " G. & R."
are its Great Strength, Perfect

£69-0
Simplicity, and Complete Reliability.

You are cordially invited to call at
Stand 26 and inspect at your leisure.

Trade and Colonial Agents are

now being appointed. Buyers
interested are invited to call as

early during the Show as possible.

SPECIFICATION
ENGINE.—Singlecylmdcr4stroke,85m/m

fcore, 88 m/m stroke=499c.c.

GEAR BOX.—The new Gnome and Rhone
3 speed.

CARBURETTOR.—Gnome and Rhone.

IGNITION.—High Tension Magneto.

BRAKES.—(l)Main brake workingon belt-
rlm of back wheel.

(2) Auxiliary brake working
on fly wheel.

TYRES.—26 x2J.
FINAL DRIVE.—Chain cum belt.
FRAME.—All lugs are of drop steel

forgings.

GNOME & RHONE
34, Roe de Lisbonne, PARIS, 8e.

or c/o OVERSEAS SALES, LTD.

Telephone . . Mayfair 3150

Distributors for British Colonies:

OVERSEAS SALES, LTD.
21, George Street,

Hanover Sq., LONDON, W.l

kS\

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle." D57
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BEST AFTER TRIAL
The L.S.D.

responds to every demand

—

Economy, reliability &
COMFORT. fW.

MILEAGE
SPEED -

OIL -

TAX-
TYRES -

55 m.p.?.
50 m.p.h.

. 800 m.p.g.
- £4 p.a.

- 8 000 miles

PRICE - - 139 Gns.
149 Gns.
154 Gns.

STAND 169.

NOTE this Brief Specification :
—

ENGINE—8 h.p. J.A.P.(M.A.G. Twin, air-cooled £5 5 extra). MAGNETO—High-
grade. CARBURETTOR—Amac, or other approved make. CLUTCH—Leather faceJcone.
TRANSMISSION—Shaft to Gear Box, thence byiChain to Back Wheel. GEAR BOX—

Aluminium, with two forward speeds and reverse, actuated

by a separate handle, fool-proof. KICK-STARTER —
Operating through Gear Box. CHASSIS—Built of Angle
Steel and Ash. TYRES—Dunlop, 26 by 3. WHEELS-
Pressed Steel. BRAKES—Two external contracting; one

pedal and one hand. LIGHTING—Acetylene, two
head and one tall lamp. BODY—Roomy two-seater,

with provision for third seat, ample leg-room and
luggage accommodation. EQLIPMENT ^— Hood,
fixed angle wind-screen, horn, tools, jack and pump.

,

SYKES & SUGDEN, LTD.,
LINTHWAITE, HUDDERSFIELD

STAND 161

The QUADRANT
THE MARVEL OF VALUE IN THE SHOW IS THE NEW
3h H.P. SPORTS MODEL. r% r\ £\ NOTE PARTICULARLY
THE SPECIFICATION f<^| I I .\TC WHICH INCLUDES
STURMEY 3-Speed, Kick \J\J VJJIO* Starter, Binks Carburetter,

Dunlop Tyres, Front Hub At works. Band Brake andpowerful Foot

Rear Brake, Front and Rear Stands, Aluminium Chain Covers.

The A\ H.P. Touring Combination at

to passenger with Power efficiency and

impossible to beat this specification at the

Dunlop Tyres 700 >; 80, Oval design

£95
At Works.

is also unsurpassable, and gives every comfort

reliability to the driver. It is abisolutely

price. Sturmey 3-Speed, Kick Starter,-

Tank, Binks Carburetter, Aluminiunl Chain

Covers, Coach Built Side Car with 4 point attachment.

Catalogues from—

MARCH, NEWARK & CO., Ltd., Skminghmi;
Southern Distributors: CLIFFORD WILSON MFG. CO., 177, Westminster Bridge Road, S.E.I

D-8 In answerinq these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cJe."
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Runabouts at Olympia.—

wheels are interchangeable, the spare

wheel being carried on the off side of the

body. A big improvement, too, has been
effected by the introduction of a ratchet

brake acting on an external contracting

band instead of the internal expanding
type. In general appearance the T.B. is

good, and there is a cleanness and finish

about all the models which, adds distinc-

tion to a pleasi.ig range. At £155 the

standard air-cooled T.B. is an attractive

proposition, while for an additional £10
a water-cooled engine can be fitted, as

well as several refinements in detail.

T.B. three-wheelers have done remark-
ably well in competitions, and those who
favour a sports model can obtain one
with the guarantee of 50 m.p.h. Its

price is £175. Family men are also

catered for with a model having a type
of body known in the car world as the
" clover leaf "

; on the T.B. this arrange-
ment gives accommodation for a child

between and slightly behind the two
normal occupants.

SCOTT SOCIABLE. (168.)
Unconventional but Comfortable.

5/6 H.P. Model.—76.2x63.5 mm. (578 c.c.l ; twin
cyl. two-stroke; rotary inlet valve; petroil
lubrication; Zenith-Scott carb.

;
gear-driven

mag.; 3-sp. gear: clutch and hand-starter;
shaft and spiral bevel drive; 700x80 mm.
tyres. Price £176 8s.

Scott Autoc.\r Co.. Lidgett Green,
Bradford.—Although only placed on the
market a few years ago, the Scott Sociable
has already found many ardent admirers.
Its unorthodox design lias now become
familiar amongst motor cyclists, and its

price of £175 8s., including full equip-

ment, places it in direct competition with
. the more luxurious sidecars. That it pos-
sesses certain advantages over the latter

is indisputable, complete protection for

. the driver and excellent springing being
" two of its outstanding features. In essen-

tials the little runabout differs but
slightly from last year's models, but
various detail refinements have been
effected, the most important being greater
ease of starting. The salient feature of

the little vehicle—the triangulated chassis

—has been described many times.

Years of testingjiave thoroughly proved
the 578 c.c. water-cooled two-stroke

The T.B. has been furlhei

improved in appearance-

engine to be of ample power, even on the
steep hills amongst which the machine
was conceived. As may be imagined, this
type of engine in conjunction with the
spiral bevel drive goes to the making of
a machine particularly quiet and smooth
in action. No doubt many newcomers to
the pastime will be fascinated by the
unquestioned ingenuity of this unconven-
tional design.

NEW HUDSON (142.)
A Car on Three Wheels.

10 H.P. Model.—82x94 mm. (996 c.c.) ; V twin
cyl. four-stroke; overhead inlet valves; drip
feed lubrication; Cox Atmos carb.; Lucas
gear-driven Magdyno; 3-sp. gear and reverse;
clutch shaft and final chain drive; 700

x

80 mm. tyres. Price £195.

New Hudson, Ltd., Icknield Street,

Birmingham.^—This finely-finished three-

wheeler remains practically the same in

specification as last year, with the excep-

tion of the body, which has been in-

creased in width by S^in., and in length

by 3in. With this alteration there is

now ample room for two adults and a

child. A glance at the stripped chassis

shows how thoroughly every point has
been studied, and, incidentally, how
finely finished is every detail of plant,

transmission, and springing.

Shaft drive is employed from the

water-cooled engine through a, car type

gear box, and then by chain to the rear

wheel. All three wheels are quickly de-

tachable and interchangeable, a jack

being incorporated in the rear of the

frame. The front springing is by
quarter-elliptic springs, and the

steering by rack and pinion. The
price of the machine is £195, and

.-Si although the figure may appear
'

\ high, the value given in superla-

tive finish of both mechanical

One of the

several Scott

Sociables exhi-

bited. The
"engine room
covers are
opened to show

the power
unit.

parts and body work is as good as any
thing in the Show.

XTRA CAR. (47.)
Single, and DoubleSeater Runabouts.
31,2 H.P. Model.—79x70 mm. (343 c.c.) ; single

cyl. two-stroke; petroil lubrication; Binks
carburetter; flywheel mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch
and lever-starter; chain and friction drive-
26x2'/™in. tyres. Price, £105.

Xtea Cars, Ltd., 45. London Street,
Chertsey, Surrey.—The Xtra Car aims at
similar running costs and upkeep to the
motor bicycle, and at the same time pro-
vides complete weather protection. This
year the passenger as well as the solo
market has been catered for, the former
by the production of a two-seatev model

fitted with a 976 c.c. J.A.P. engine at a
price of £122 17s. A two-seater "run-
about," essentially the same, uses the 343
c.c. Villiers engine. The drive is by singie
chain over from the engine to two friction
rollers on a rocking frame. Either roller

can be brought into engagement with a

drum on the rear wheel. As the rollers

have different-sized sprockets and them-
selves vary in diameter, two speeds are

obtained. The rear portion of the frame
is suspended on two quarter-elliptic

springs, the front suspension being tv/o

pairs of transverse flat springs carrying

car type steering heads. Eack and pinion

steering is adopted.
The two-seater model marks the Xtra

Car's, entry into serious competition with

the sidecar, and at the same time widens
the appeal of a most interesting little

vehicle. Undoubtedly the design is

marked by individuality. The debigner

no doubt weighed the pros and cons of

engine position and saw advantages in

placing the engine at the rear—for it does

possess advantages.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.

Equipment for the Motor Cyclist and Fittings for his Machine.
Exhibits Reviewed.

Gallery and Annexe

So great is the number of exliibits in

the accessory section of the Show
that it is naturally impossible to

review every stand, consequently the

most practical method of dealing with
the vast number of articles gathered to-

getuer in the gallery and annexe is to

notice chiefly those articles which appeal

primarily to the private user, unavoid-

ably omitting those which chiefly con-

cern tne manufacturer: In each case

the stand number of the exhibit is shown
ill parenthesis.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
A review of.modern electrical equip-

ment appeared in'y7(e Motor Cycle of

November 16th, ' but naturally the an-

uoinicement of many innovations was re-

served for the Show.
For example, The Sphinx Manufactur-

ing Co. (202) has produced a new tour-

mg model plug which has a mica insu-

lator, protected by a porcelain cap. Per-

haps its most interesting feature is the

fact that me central electrode is, except

for the nickel tip, of pure copper, a

material which has-been chosen on ac-

count of its heat conducting properties.

Progress and improvement in design

ai-e features of .the" C.A.V. electrical

equipment > (C. A. Vandervell and Co.,

Ltd.—233)r, and we were impressed by
the new aluminium accumulator case

which . is designed to take the C.A.V:-
Willard battery. There is also a' neat

little sidecar lamp which has a detach-

able front, allowing the interior to be
withdrawn and used as an inspection

lamp.

Neat Switches.

The degree of ingenuity which had to

be displayed in designing the P. and H.
]iandle-bar switch (Powell and Hanmer,
Ltd.—254) for this firm's lighting installa-

tion is remarkable, for, although not
more than 3in. across^ this fitment com-
prises not only a lighting and dimming
switch, but also an ammeter.
For a long time compact dynamo elec-

trical installations for lightweights has
been a crying need, and the Lucas Elec-

trical Co., Ltd. (257), has stepped into

the breach by producing the Magdynette,
the generator of which is of the same
shape and size as an ordinary magneto,
but its special armature possesses two
windings, one' giving a continuous cur-

rent for lighting and charging the

D 6o

Compactness and a clean ex-

ternal appearance are features of

the B T.H. Mag-generator.

New Lucas Ma;
dynette set.

Forward spring clip terminal.

New Bonniksen speedometer wnich totals

running time and mileage.
^

dynamo, and the other a current for the
ignition. Needless to say, the finish of

the installation and its components is

unsurpassed in excellence. The Mag-
dynette is at present only suitable for

lightweight single-cylinder machines, and
must be driven at engine speed.
A totally new paitern magneto has

been introduced by S. North and Sons
(249), which is rectangular in shape. The
magnets are of cobalt steel and laminated
pole shoes . are employed. Naturally, it

is beautifully made and is light in

weight.
Among handy terminals and smaller

electrical oddments must be mentioned the

Saxgripp terminal (Saxessories, Ltd.

—

220), which springs over the screw end
of the plug and remains securely fixed.

New Terminals.

The Forward snap-on terminal is also

worthy of mention. It is a product of

the Forward
_ Sparking Plug Co. (293),

whose weatherproof model is certainly a

boon to the all-weatner rider.

Clifford Pressland (54) also looks after,

the interests of the motor cyclist who does
not fear the elements. His Sparxekas
dome terminal not only protects the plug,

but incorporates a spark gap and is an
,

exceedingly useful accessory.

For intermittent work on comparatively
short journeys, the dry battery, if a good
one, gives excellent light and long service.

This system of ilkmiination has long been
made a study of by A. H. Hunt, Ltd.
(301). Not the least useful of this con-

cei-n's accessories is the H.H. hand lamp,
which is of great value as an adjunct to

the motor cycle house ; its battery lasts

for very long periods.

Quite an excellent feature of Brown
Bros., Ltd.'s (229) exhibit is a sidecar

lamp attached to a bayonet jointed

bracket which allows of the lamp being
detached and refitted in a different posi-

tion.

SADDLES AND PILLION SEATS.

It is especially refreshing to note the

effort made by various manufacturers to

- improve the comfort for the rider. Tlie

X.L.AU saddle (John Leckie and Co.

—

203), constructed on correct anatomical
lines in one form, is provided with ball-

bearing joints so that ease of movement
is ensured. The same firm's combined
saddle and pillion seat is a most ingenious
device, as it is equally effective whether
a full load is carried or i»t.
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THE STANDARD SPAFiKtNG PLiUG OFTHE WORUD.

Why YOU should change

yourSparking Plugsto-day

!

Do you know that constant use affects

the good quahties of your plugs ?

All the zest of Sport lies In the

ability to extract from your engine

its last ounce of power.

That first kick-start, slow tick, and
whirling race,—like the first brilliance

of a new electric lamp,—gets dull

and sluggish with time.

Take out your old plug, notice how the gaps

have become widened and pitLed, while hard brown
. hydrocarbDn scale is coaling your insulator and

robbing it of its efficiency. That plug cannot give

103 per cent, results.

Now fit a new AC-SPHINX Plug—Srst making

sure you have ihe right model for your engine— and
on the instant you will notice the improved running.

Lost power means greater expense of runnmg. The
cost of a new plug now and then is quickly saved

on petrol bills alcne.

Don t waste time and money upon experiments. AC-SPHINX
Plugs are dissigned and produced by the largest sparking plug

organisation m the World.

Get -them from your local man—he holds sl slock.

MAKERS :

The Sphinx Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

OLYMPIA
Nov. 25th — Dec. 2nd.

(GALLERY)

BRITISH

MANUFACTURE.

ENGLAND'S

MOST DURABLE
PLUG.

MODEL 18MT

STANDARD METRIC

S/- EACH

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to 7nerifion " Tlie Hlolor Ci/cle.
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"SWAN" SIDECARS.

The " Swan "Sporting" Model.

Illustration shows Disc and Step, which are extra.

You may hunt high and low—within or without the Show—There are no sidecars of such general

excellence and grace as the " Swan "—Pay what you will, the Swan is still
" The finest thing on one wheel.

Sporting Model (

Standard Touring Model

De Luxe Touring Model

1923 PRICES:
For all Standard makes of Motor Cycles, such as Triumph'

|

Norton, B.S.A., Sunbeam, and similar mactimes

do.

do.

) £20 -0-0
do £22-0-0
do £24- 1 0-0

The above models can be supplied to suit American Motor Cycles, spring

fr-nme, or otherwise, and any other make of motor cycle prices on request.

Illustrated Catalogue with prices from the makers :

SIDECARS COXFORD>, (LTD., OXFORD.

GEDOS
QUALITY & PRICE
2-speed, 2.47 Model, clutch

and kick-starter,

3-speed, ALL-CHAIN Drive, C^^
Internal Expanding Brakes, J^kJ m

DEMANDS YOUR SERIOUS ATTENTION.

£48
The famous Cedos Lady's Models £2 extra.

STAND No. SO.
WE OFFER SPECIAL STOCKING TERMS TO AGENTS.

CEDOS MOTORS (J. McCONNELL & Co.), NORTHAMPTON
n6? hi unsLcerinn these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cjfde.
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Among the Accessories.

—

Piiiticulaily worthy of mention is the
Tan-Sad side saddle pillion seat with
^jandles at the side, and another mode!

; TOth back and foot rests on which the
rider sits astride. Another very attrac-

tive production of this fii'm is a folding
stool, which is sold at 4s. 6d., and can
be carried in the sidecar and used as an
extra seat or for picnic purposes. (Tan-
Sad. Ltd.—242.)
Mention has already been made in

these paces of the Terry spring; saddle
(Herbert^Terry and Sons, Ltd.—252), the
surface of which consists of numerous
coiled springs and a top cover of leather.

It gives particularly easy riding.

The Lycett Saddle and .Motor Acces-
sories Co., Ltd. (250), has adopted a
similar design to the foregoing in a
slightly different manner, namely, by
utilising elastic rubber cords as used on
aeroplane axles, and covering these with
a detachable leather top. The principle

of hinged coil springs and springing the
saddle peak, so that the saddle '.as an
even movement, has also been adopted.

'

The elastic saddle should prove to be ex-
ceedingly comfortable.

Saddles Sprung at the Front.

There is a distinct tendency to .spring

the front of the saddle, and this method
is adopted by Middlemores (Coventry),
Ltd. (157), who connect the coil springs

to the framework by ineans of three

laminated springs.

Few firms have given greater study
-.to the question of the rider's comfort
: than J. B. Brooks, Ltd. (310). Detail

improvement has been made to the popu-
lar B.170 pattern, larger coil springs

being fitted, while the action of the

spring is assisted by pivoting the spring

piunger rod instead of leaving it rigid.

Back rests which can be fitted to any
-- pattern Brooks' saddles are also shown.

_; -The same firm has also brought out a new
_ pillion seat mounted on wide invexted

leaf springs and with a clever system of

attachment. A similar model is supplied

^vvith a back rest.

IP New System of Springing.

Comfortable upholstered pillion seats

have been produced in numerous designs

by Saxessories, Ltd. (220). In these

seats springs are connected to a flexible

top frame and to its under portion by
flexible links. Chief among these may
be mentioned the Sax-add pillion, the
Sax-Orber luggage iDillion, several varie-

ties of other pillion seats, and chil3's
; seats for sidecars.

No reference to saddles would be com-
plete without a mention of the Leatheries

product (Leatheries, Ltd.—302), which
- should prove most comfortable, and is

fitted with a back rest ; while Gough and
Co., Ltd.'s (279), saddle is provided with
an ingenious link motion and efficient coil

springing.

.A new system of springing for piillion

seats has been taken up by the Bowden
"Brake Co. (271), in which flat spring

.. steel strips are used in lieu of cushions,

a design which should give the maimium
amount of comfort.

Pillion seats and saddles which are a

distinct departure from the conventional

Ke the products of A. T. Austin (118).

^m^^

Chain rivet extractor and belt punch of Pennant

manufacture.

An improved form of the Pidko twist

handle-bar control shown by S. Smith &
Sons, Ltd.

Ingenious mechanical oil pump, called "The
Pilgrim," and shown by Brown Bros., Ltd.

Neatly designed Burman change speed

lever working on the gate principle.

Amac control levers can be used

on the right or left-hand side

opening either inwards or out-

wards.

*7J

The -framework is of aluminium, and the
seat of sheet steel anchored to the frame
at one end and attached to the other by
a series of coil springs. The Austin
saddle weighs but 4| lb. and the pillion

seat 5 lb.

WIND SCREENS AND SHIELDS.
Protection for the passenger in the side-

car has long been the care of Easting
Windscreens, Ltd. (104). The Easting
screen has now reached a high state of

protection, and one form has been ar-

ranged to protect both passengers in a

two-seated sidecar. Nor has the driver
been neglected. Easting windscreens for

the solo enthusiast are now available after

two appearances in the Tourist Trophy
Races, but the touring model is naturally
of larger dimensions than the I.O.M.
type, and gives further protection owing
to the addition of an apron.
The question of protection for the side-

car passenger has recently been the care-

ful study of Auster, Ltd. (274). The
screens for motor cars have long been
world-famed. One of the most ingenious
sidecar screens we have yet seen is the
Auster, w-hich can also be used as a side-

car cover. When out of use, the screen
portion lies flat with the rest of the cover
and is attached thereto by means of tlie

effective lightning fastener.

Weather protection for the driver ot

either a motor bicycle or a sidecar outfit

has also been the care of the T.O.M.
Syndicate (51). Complete protection is

given by the T.O.M. shield, and also in-

corporated is a wind deflector which
directs a forced draught on to the engine.
The tiny face screen and ample-sized
apron can be folded back when the
machine is at rest, thus completely cover-
ing the saddle and the top of the machine.

ANTI-THEFT DEVICES.
There are several ingenious devices for

the purpose of defying the motor cycle
thief. Among these may be mentioned
the Lee lock (Lee Locks, Ltd.—52), of
which there are two models, one for exist-

ing machines, and the other built up in

the head tube of the fi'ame. It is abso-
luiely safe, and the key, of which each
series is different, cannot be withdrawn
unless the lock is secure in either the free

or lock position.

Quite a different principle is employed
in the Firmiis carburetter control lever
and lock, which, as its name implies, is

a carburetter control lever set which in-

corporates a letter lock. This is shown
by the Firmus Co^Ltd. (49).

GENERAL ACCESSORIES.
Under this heading come such things as

horns, clocks, watches, and other unclassi-

fied items. These accessories are handled
by many of the previously-mentioned
firms. In addition to these inay be named
several good examples of horns by Dekla,

Ltd. (117), and Clayton-Wriglit. Ltd
(222).

Acetylene lighting installations were
pretty thoroughly dealt with in the issue

of November 16th, but it should be re-

corded that Allen Liversidge (240) has
introduced a new and neat push-on gauge
for the latest pattern D.A. lighting set,

while Dunhills (253) supply a nicely-made

and ine.%pens!ve cast aluminium generator,
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Among the Accessories.

—

and Timson Bros. (201) show a complete
range of F.R.S. lamps. Ohviating the
necessity to clean the carbide container of
the generator, the Elephant Chemical
Co.'s carbide carrier is a very useful in-

vention, which allows the carbide to be
inserted in any standard lamp in cart-

ridge form.
For converting a hand- into a foot-

pump, the Ellcam Cycle and Motor Co.
(208) supply a very neat fitting adaptable
to any cycle pump.
An excellent e.xample of a collapsible

sidecar hood is to be seen on the stand
of the Apex Inflator Co. (149).

Silencers were not greatly in evidence
in our tour of the gallery, but, on the
ground floor, the Sirrah silencer (Alfred
Wiseman—164) is an excellent fitting. It
is of cast aluminium, has a perforated
end, and contains an aluminium plate, on
each side of which are staggered diagonal
baffles. A -^\n. clearance is left between
the edges of this and the outer casing to
allow of enough leakage to prevent back
pressure.

Best known for valve attachments,
which not only enclose the valve springs,
but eliminate air leaks, the F.E.W.
Patents Co. (151) has introduced an alu-
minium radiator, which can be fitted to
any hollow valve cap in a very short
space of time.

OILS AND ENAMELS.
Lubricating oil firms at the Show are

The British Oil and Turpentine Co., Ltd.
(:48), The Challenge Oil Co., Ltd. (245),
The County Chemical Co., Ltd. (286),
Prices Co., Ltd. (191), Sterns, Ltd. (118),
The Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd. (232), and
C. C: Wakefield and Co., Ltd. (223).
Enamels are shown by Jenson and

Nicholson, Ltd. (Robbialac), and the
Judge Brand Co., Ltd.

SPEEDOMETERS.

A study of the various types of
speedometers in the Show is a particu-
larly interesting one. Shown for the first

time, the Bonniksen time and speed meter
18 an exceedingly attractive instrument.
In the centre of the dial are two smaller
dials. One for showmg the time has a
clock movement starting from the moment
the machine is put in motion, while the
other dial records the distance. By divid-
ing the figures shown on one dial into the
other, the average speed is obtained, or
a calculator is suppliei which allows the
record to be ascertaiiWd at once. This
is to be seen on Rotherham and Sons'
stand (251).

Two of the speedometers in Olympia
work on the fan principle, in which the
flexible shaft drives a fan which gener-
ates a current of air conducted on to a
second fan attached to the indicating
needle. Two excellent examples of this
are the J.W.T., shown by Hobday Bros.
f239), and the Imspecs, shown by Gr.

Davenport and Co., Ltd. (276).

Among the centrifugally-actuated in-
struments is the Watford (S. North and
Sons, Ltd.—249), which is one of the best-
known English makes, and has a world-
wide reputation for steady reading and
reliability.

Small D.A. lighting set, with 4-5 cubic

feet cylinder.

Flywheel driven Britalite dynamo
lighting set with handle-bar

mounted accumulator

Neat, safe and effective inner tube

carrier made by Clayton-Wrieht Ltd.

Invaluable for use in fog or

for reading signposts, the

Stewart handle-bar spot

light.

NOVEMBER jotli, ic)22.

Also working on the same principle,

but not of British manufacture, are the
Stewart (The Cooper-Stewart Eng. Co.,

Ltd.—283) and the Johns-ManviUe (Markt
and Co., Ltd.—300). The latter firm is

also aemonstrating a gear-driven Veeder
cyclometer, an inexpensive fitment which',
records" distance only, and not speed.

Though no alteration has been made in

the ingenious Cowey speedometer move-
ment (Cowey Eng. Co., Ltd.—298), if--,

must be mentioned that one of the firm's :

latest models can be supplied without tha .

trip arrangement at a considerably re-':'

duced figure, while the more elaborate
model with trip record has been improved
in design and can be fitted with an effi-

cient lamp to illuminate the dial.

SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENTS.
Articles which strongly appeal to the

practical motor cyclist are small tools, in-

cluding not only those which can be car-

ried on the machine, but which also can
be used for purposes of repairs and ad-

justments in the motor cycle house.
Special mention must be made of the

spanners, adjustable and fixed, which are
the production of the Pennant Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd. (190). The 5in. screw-
driver, provided with an aluminium
handle and machined i^in. square steel

hardened blade, is a particularly fine

tool which will stand any amount of

abuse. There is also an excellent chain
rivet extractor which will take several

.sizes of chains, an equally good belt

punch, and an alhsteel adjustable spanner.

It is often a difficult matter to replace

a valve spring in position. The orthodox
method with a very powerful spring is :

to tie up each side of the spring with
string, but the compression thereof is

usually a difficulty. The special tool pro-

vided for this purpose by Ernest H. Hill,

Ltd. (194) allows this operation to be _

carried out without difficulty.

For the Garage.

Though more or less a garage tool, the
utility of the ball-bearing extractor which
is the product of J. A. Ryley (234) can-

not be denied. By means of this tool a

ball hearing may be extracted from a

crank case or gear box in a few seconds

without the slightest risk of damage.
A beautifully-made spanner, known as

the Boss, which can be made to grip a

nut like a vice, is sold by Saxessories,

Ltd. (220). 'The jaws are moved by
means of a knurled screw forming part
of the handle, wMch moves on a very ~_

slow thread. Special mention must also

be made of several patterns ot chain

rivet extractors which are products of the

same firm.

Excellent examples of small tools are

to be found on the stand of Brown Bros.,

Ltd. (229), and of Dunhills, Ltd. (253).

Practical sets of motor cycle spanners
are specialities of F. Line and Co. (198),

and note should be made of the useful box
spanners made by Aocles and- Pollock,

Ltd. (196).

ProprUiaty Engines are illustrafed arid

'

described on pages 811 to S13, and a Tyre

Buyers' Guide wUl be fonnd on pages 804
and 805.
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We have
other new
m o dels

also

which can-

not fail to

in terest
YOU

1923 "Montgomery "Super Sports, £24 - lO - O Carnage Paid,

Designed for speeds up to 80 miles per hour
;

higher speed designs up to 200 M.P.H. to

order. Light enough for 3I H.P. Machines,

strong enough for 8 H.P. Machines.

Made of polished Aluminum painted on top

to prevent dazzle in driver's eyes. Hinged

dash for easy access. Well upholstered com-

fortable seat, ample leg room. Supplied to fit

any make Motor Cycle specified.

STAND NO. 42 OLYMPIA.

W.MONTGOMERY& Ck).,
SIDECAR

SPECIALISTS, COVENTRY.

OHEXi^
THE LITTLE BIKE WITH A
BIG FUTURE. This new Omega
Junior marks a new era in two
stroke eflHciency and value. A REAL
motor cycle with a non -spitting, ever
two-stroking engine of 1'7 h.p., with
road speeds of 3 to 35 m.p.h., at a
price withih the reach of thousands
whose limited means have hitherto
precluded them from the joys of

motorcycling.

STA N jD

WITH
TWO
SPEED £29 -

WITH TWO
SPEED AND
CLUTCH £32 ONE POINT SEVENOMEGA JUN OR.

3 h.p. two stroke
Ditto two speed
Ditto three speed

OTHER OMEGA MARVELS OP VALUE INCLUDE—
3£38 3 h.p. Duplex frame, all-chain

£44 drive, two speed . . . . £65
£54 Ditto three speed £59

h.p. three speed alt -chain
drive sidecar Combination . . £75

Ditto Solo £58

CALL AT STAND NO. 140 OLYMPIA OR WRITE NOW FOR PARTICULARS OF THE COMPLETE RANGE OF OMEGAS.

De^trisl" Broad Street. W. J. GREEN, LTD., OmCga WofKS, COVENTRY. 93TGt'pirtlancI Street, W

In answerinq these adveTtisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' C27
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WEX
SUCCESS
Some First Class Awards gained
during the experimental stages
of Wex Carburetter, Ltd.

RECORDS - - 41
RELIABILITY
TRIALS - -41

HILL CLIMBS 39
SPEED
TRIALS - - 42

RECENT RESULTS.
Nov. 20. CjTil Pullin on a 2J h.p; Douglas Solo

—

Mean Speed Jlile - - - 87.46 m.p.h.
Nov. 22. Cyril Pullin on a aj h.p. Douglas and Sidecar

—

Flying Five Miles - - - 67.24 ni.p.h. ,

.

Standing Ten Miles - - 64.11 m.p.h. \
Flying Mile - - - 67^9 jn.p-h.

Nov. 23. C^TJI Pullin on a gJ h.p. Douglas and Sidecar

—

British Standing Kilo - - 4929 m.p.h.
British Standing Mile - - 54-2i ni.p.h.

International Standing Kilo 48.76 m.p.h.
International Standing Mile 54.ii ni.p.h.

W. D. Marchant on a 2^ h;p; O.K. Blackburne and Sidecar

—

50 miles and one hour records.

This is only the beginning . . ,

WEX is "getting into its stride/'
Built on a firm basis of outstanSins
merit WEX is going to expand—
widely . . , ,

Every motorcyclist who studies
results—needs a WEX,
It is " The C ' rburetter that goes
orre better.

^*

Try it and prove it yourself.

MOTORCYCLE CARBURETTER

WEX CARBURETTER, Ltd.
319, Fulham Road, London, S.W.10.

Distributing Agents: FARMER BROS. &Co.,
Ltd., 319, Fulham Road, London, S.W.10.

*«•>•>>>"***'"***""°*"*'""'"

Comuiercial Publicuy.

C28
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"THE STAJNCHEST ALLY OF THE MOTOR CYCLE."

This carburetter, of skilful and well considered de-ign, is

proving itself one of the great successes '^f the day, and the

unsolicited testimonials evolied fironv enthusiastic users are an

eloquent proof of its sterling qualities, which reduce running

costs to a minimum, give a large increase in power, cut" out

flat spots and guarantee easy starting in the coldest weather.

Write lo-day or lull particulars of this wonderful
carburelter designed on an entirely new nrinciple.

Satisfaction Guaranteed m 30 Days or Money Returned.

GEOFERIC &KEENE,Ltd.,6,BROAD STREET PLACE, E.C.2

"AUTOMATIC CARBURETTERS

ilEF
PROOF

Petrol Tap
Effectively Fools

the Motor Cycle Thief
He can't turn on the petrol.

Only the correct combination of

the three tap screws—known only

to the owner—gives a free supply

of petrol. The slightest turn of

any one screw effectively closes

the tap. Get a Mogard
Thief Proof Petrol Tap
to-day and save your-

self the worry, the

anxiety and financial

loss of a stolen motor
cycle.

IN BRASS
NICKEt PIATED 35/=

WITH 6 ins. STEM FOR MOTOR CARS 40/-

From all Garages and Agenls or. direct from

'tTpJe^r E. CROWTHER,
14, Lynthorne Road, Frizinghall, BRADFORD.

Tt.C.

In anucerinrj l/iese adrertisements it is desirable to vtentinn " The Motor Cycle."
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CHATER-LEA
2J H.P. Sports Motor Cycle will undoubtedly prove
one of the most popular solo mounts for 1923. In appearance it is attractive, and, at all speeds,

most comfortable. Specification is complete in every detail—Rlackburne engine, 3 speeds, all chain,

shock absorber, interchangeable vi^heels with internal brakes, etc., etc. Price, with side valve

engine £65 and with overhead valve engine £72 10s. Wonderful value ! Don't fail to see it

At the Show
STAND 78
Centre Ground Floor.

Come right on the Stand and make a
close inspection o£ the finest Motor Cycles

in the World.

I Motor Cycle List Post Fret.

I CHATEH-LEA, Ltd.,
(Established 1890)

74-84, Banner Sireet,

London. E.C.I.

(< >>

(HEMICO*
PATCHES

Are the perfected product of twenty-five years*

experience of the needs of Patch users. They
are supplied iii

FOUR SHAPES AMD SIX CONVENIEMT SIZES
to each shape, curved to the contour of
the tyre and with an unvulcanised face for
solution, ensuring a

QUXK EFFfClENT AND PERMANENT
mend. Ask your Garage to show you some
CHEMICO Patches, and test them for yourself.

Prices from \\A. to 1/-

2d. to lOd. Oblong.
Oval. 2id. to 1/8 Square.

4d. to 2/- Rectangular.

THE COUNTY CHEMICAL CO.. LTD..
BRADFORD STREET. BIRMINGHAM.

The Sial of Satisfaction to

thousands of Motor Cyclists

In answerinff these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

(
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DON'T WORRY IF
YOU CANNOT BUY

A NEW
FIT A ^^^ ^^^

PILGRIM
THROTTLE CONTROLLED
MECHANICAL PUMP
AND BRING THE OLD ONE
RIGHT UP TO DATE.

PRICE

OIL PROPORTIONAL TO LOAD AT ALL TIMES.
EFFICIENCY. ECONOMY. CONTENTMENT.

STAND 229 OLYMPIA.
AGENTS: BROWN BROTHERS, LTD., GT. EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

MAKERS : THE PILGRIMS WAY MOTOR CO., LTD., FARNHAM, SURREY.

HELEN SIDECARS. Sports Bodies
For 21 h.p. - Weight 32 lbs.

For 4 h.p. - Weight 40 lbs.

Complete coverall apron.

£8 .0.0
Phone: Brixton 1585.

ROBINI MFG. GO..
1 & 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.

mBBKs^SSi^^ss^^/l^fl^K^SBB^^^^^SSStt^^^Si^

We are exhibiting at 115, Hammersmith Rd., opposite Cadby Hall.

ATLAS Two Stfohe

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

40 M.P.H. 200 M.P.G.
PIONEER OF LIGHTWEIGHTS.

SINGLE SPEED
COUNTERSHAFT
(as illustration)

TWO-SPEED
GEAR BOX

Guineas
Manufactured throughout in our own Works.

THE ASTON MOTOR & EHG. CO., LTD.

WITTON LANE, BIRMINGHAM.
Do tiot fail to visit our Showroom at 83, North End

Road, opposite Hammersmith entrance to Olympia.

26
Guineas

29

SEND FOR 1923 CATALOGUE.

C30 In answering these advtrlisem&nts it is dcsiralte to mention "' The Mutor Cycle."-
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"SPENCE" OIL PUMP
(Pat. No. 17408/22).

STAND No. 251.

CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATIONS
DAILY OF THE

"BONNIKSEN"
TIME-SPEEDMETER

AND

"SPENCE" OIL PUMPS.
"BONNIKSEN" TIME-SPEEDMETER.

ALSO COMPLETE RANGE OF "ROTHERHAM" PRODUCTS AS STANDARDISED BY THE
LEADING MANUFACTURERS AND OF PARAMOUNT INTEREST TO THE MOTORIST.

ROTHERHAM & SONS, LTD., Coventry.
telephone :—752 & 753.

Telegrams ;^Rotherhams,
Coventry.

t/6

4|NAMELj\>
ii.^ffiainnii!iiEi]j]3
rjf BRILLIANT J DURABlf/

CLUB BLACK ENAMEL
Special Hard Dn'ing Jars 11 Jd. & 1/6.

CLUB COLOURED ENAMEL.
Dries Motor Cycle size Tins

Made in ; Large Tins
Royal Mail Red. Black.
Elswick Green. White.
Emerald Green. Cream.
French Grey. Brown.
Light Blue Lavender.
Dark Blue, Primrose.

24
hours.
Does not
crack
or

chip,

CLUB TRANSPARENT ENAMEL FINISH, 1/6

3d. .

& ANY ARTICLE SENT POST FREE

.J
IF LOCALLY UNOBTAINABLE.

4d.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

SILICO ENAMEL CO.——STRATFORD, LONDON

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." C33
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yAcSec^rfSiisncz
The new 1923 Moss Three-speed Gear for Motor Cycles up to

500 c.c. i-' the most sil t box on the ma ket, and the secret of

this noiseless running li s n irely in the design.

In the fira place, THE GEARS NEVER MOVE ENDWAYS—
they are FIXED in position on their respective shafts and
EVERY CHANGE IS CARhlED OUT ENTIRELY BY DOGS.
This feature definitely eliminates worn splines and consequent
running out of p tch.

That is the whole secret, and the sound engineering lines iq>on
which the design proceeds, guarantees silence not for the first

500 miles only, bat through ut the life of the motor cycle to
w ich this gear may be fitted.

COME TO OUR STAND and staJy the mudtls on view. Let us te'I voa
m re about this unique g ar box so that ion may better realise that once
again MOS t GEAR^ are far ahead of competition.

STAND 213 OLYMPIA (Gallery)

THE M0S¥ GEAR Co., Ltd.,
ASrON M'^NOR BIRMINGHAM.

RELIABLE AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION AT LAST!
SEE THAT YOUR NEW MOUNT IS FITTED WITH

THE LAMPLUGH AUTOMATIC OIL PUMP
PAT. Nos. 186000'21 & 186192/21.

POSITIVE

SUCTION

DOES NOT RELY ON GRAVITY.

SATISFACTION

POWERFUL

PRESSURE

DOES NOT RELY ON GRAVITY

GUARANTEED
FULL Sr«E.

EASILY FITTED TO YOUR PRESENT MACHINE.
PRICE COMPLETE WITH T PIECE TO FEED THROUGH EXISTING SElijI

AUTOMATIC SIGHT 16/- POST FREE.

S A I AMPI UHH I TD. KINGS ROAD,
•J. Jr\., I^/^lVIl l_.V-»\jri, 1.1 TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.

LONDON OFFICE: Mr. G. H. SMITH, 12, MORTIMER ST., W.l.

STAND 306 GALLERY
OLYMPIA "°J??oS5f^"

C34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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'^^^ Ideal Lighting Set

=for Sidecar Outfits

OLYMPIA

Stand 2S3

In the Gallery.

OLYMPIA
Stand 253

Gallery

and
Stand 66

on the

Ground Floor

COMPLETE set, including Head, Sidecar and tail lamp,

supplied complete with bulbs, brackets detachable

holders and all necessary flex. The lamps are beauti-

fully finish.'d in black and have ni kel-plated mounts. The
who'e appearance of the set is extremely neat and smart, and a

splendid beam of lig'-t is thrown.

No. 1834/85 Complete Set, with brackets, wiring

and 4 V. bulbs - - - - 65 '-

4 V. Accumulator for above set - - 27,6

Our Own Manufacture throughout.
Head Lamp only .

- - - " 34/-

Sidecar L^mp only - - - - 21/"

Tail Lamp only - - - '
10'-

MOTOR CYCLE EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

359-361, EUSTON
(iLASGOW DEPOT

At

Stand

25Z
OLYMPIA

PtUenled
at home

and abroad.

Jllustration with
part of the felt and
Rexine cover cut
away to show con-
struction of saddle.

You will see the

wonderful floating

TERRY
spring seat saddle.

We invite 3-ou to come
and see it, sit on it. test

it, and _ discover its real

good qualities—so you
may have it on your
1923 model.

If you cannot visit tlie

Sliow, write now for

literature describing the
saddle and its successes

—post free.

Herbert Terry & Son

Manuiacturers.

Redditch, Eng
Est. 1855

228 miles one day!
Capetown.

ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.

72, St. Vincent Street.

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tke Motor Ci/cle-^'

I must write and tell you how I have appreciated
your spring saddle ; after six months riding I have never
had to adjust it once.

Last month I was third in the Cape Motor Marathon
Race of 202 miles in the sidecar class on an 8 H.P. ' En-
field " and sidecar fitted with a Terry's Saddle. Also did

the fastest time, 5 hours 27 minutes 10 seconds, although
having to stop four times to replenish my oil and petrol

and tighten the handlebars. The road in parts was very
bad indeed, miles of potholes, at times the combination
left the ground entirely. Stretches of sand, two streams
and one river to cross. 1 lode thirteen ra.iles to the start

and thirteen at the finish, making my total mileage 228
for the day. The saddle was as comfortable at the finish

as it was at the st .rt, and made all the difference.

You can make any use yo'i like of this letter from
a satisfied owner.

N. F.

C37
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_ _ iv!e¥e (jottni

^tkcuAmiC/oa

'Phone: 2450-2451

and not only have we this—the first essential

—but \A/e have something just as important to

all careful motor cyclists.

And that is - SERVICE AFTER SALE.

In the old days, when you bought a machine, the Service you obtained was pretty much
a matter of luck.

That was before AlIen'Bennett had discovered the real meaning of the word Service.

Now you need only get in touch with an Allen Bennett man and you get real Service

right from the start—year in and year out.

Our name is your unfailing asrurance of a perfect machine of proved merit, the easiest

of easy terms extending over a period of eighteen months if you so desire, and every

attention to your personal wishes.

Remember, also, that owing to our very favourable position as contracting agents we can

give PROMPT DELIVERY.

When you visit the Show, look for the Allen-Bennett representatives

on these stands

:

MORGAN BROUGH SUPERIOR
MATCHLESS SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON
DUNELT P. & P. SILENT THREE

or any other stand by appointment.

If you are unable to visit the Show, write us for full particu'ars of our new and second-

hand and shop'soiled machines— it will also serve as an introduction to AlIen'Bennett Service

We are contracting agents for all leading makes of machines. Sole district agents for London
and 3U mil s radius for

BROUGH SUPERIOR
SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON
P. & P. SILENT THREE

Over 100 shop'Soiled and second'hand machines in stock. Why not call and see whether any

of these meet your requirements.

Once again we reiterate

:

"Stop! We've got the machine YOU want!"

[enBennel
JAotor Compainy Latnited.

Ccfntfitixial r-ublicity.

CT.i

9-10-11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON.
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."-

'Grams :
" Track, Croydon.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMfiMTs' m these columns

—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

dllional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted, beries discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Order; ana Cheques sent in payment for

advertise.nents should je made payable^,—j-^jy
to ILfFFi) & S3N5 Ltd., and crossed^

"^
! Treasury Notes, bein; untraceable it lost m
' transit, shoull not be sent as remittances.

All liver. S3 man in ttiis section should be

aoooiiDaniei vitn remittance and be addressed

to the offlees of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offlees of " The Motor Cycle,"

; by the llrst post on Friday morning previous to

i the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the tollowini issue unless accompanied by

instructions to the contrary,

AU letters re<ating to advertisements should

< quote the number wnicU is printed at the end 01

j
eaob advertise :nent, anj the date of the issue

I

In which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes

I NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
I

For the convenience of adverlisers. U-llers may !«

! addressed to numbers at
"

'llie Motor Cycle" Office.

' AVlieri tills is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registnitiou and to cover postage on replies must be added

to tlie advertisetueut charge, wliich must include tlit

words rsox 000, c /o " Tile \fotor Cycle." Only ttieuumbei

will aopear in tlie adveniseii'ent. All replies ^muld Iv

a*?'resscd No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House
Tmlor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers whofep ytaBot No

ill L'rlisetijents are warned ai^aittst sen.Hng remittance througl

tire post exrepl in registered em elopes: in all such cases iht

use ol the Deposit 5 [stem is ncotnntenteJ, and the envelop'

should be^ clearly marked '-Deposit Department."

In the caw ol motor cycles oflerei loi sale under a f<o

numbor.as it Is unusual for these to be sold without Drs'

beln'-in-ioectedb/ tho Intending purchaser, advertisers wlf

lac'litate business -bv embodyin; In their adveriisemenl

some mention of the district in which the maohim

offered may ba seen and tried.

wr- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to nnUnown persons

may deat iu perfect safety by availing tlieinselvjs of out

Deposit Svsteia. If the money be deposited with "Thf

Motorcycle," both parties are advised of tiiis receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of tht

goods is three davs, and il a sale is ellerted we remit Hi

amnunt to the seller, but, if not. we return the amoun
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, bu

in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way

The seller talces the risk of damage in transit. For al

transactions up to (10 a deposit fee of i ' is charged : ci

transactions-over £10 and under £50, the tee is 2 /6 ; ove

feo and under £75- 5 '- ; over £75 and under £100. 7 (

Sd on all transactions over £roo, *%. All deposi

matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street

London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should b.

made payable to Uiffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end- ot an advertisement is ai

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself o

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equall<

desirous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

inswe: to their enquiries are requested to resard the

illenes as an indicaUon that the foods advertised have

already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that It Is quite impossible to reply to

•aeh on" >•-• _ „MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A .B.C., 1921, 3h.p., new condition,
—1, Luther St.. Leicester.

A.B.C., electric head

equipped ; ;£48
[2827

Prospective Customer's state

of mind after inspecting all

the machines at the Show.

9 9

9

? ? ? ? ?

9 9 9?
• . • • - •

99

9

Before deciding, why not have
a chat with one of Godfrey's
men at Olympia ? They will be
pleased to meet you on any
stand by appointment, and can
always he found on the

INDIAN,
SCOTT and

LEVIS STANDS.

GODFREY'S long experience is

yours for the asking. An ex'

perience not restricted to the
mere selling o( machines, but
broadened and widened by a
long record of successes on road
and track.

We can arrange to take your present

mount in part exchinge For any n w
machine, anil you can pay the b nance

by monthly instalments if you u.ish.

GODFREY'S
^^^ Limited,

SHOWROOMS :

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.l.
'Phone : Langham 1300 (2 lines).

SOUTHPORT.—1922 A.B.C., electric head lamp,
Cowey horn, very nice condition; 53 guineas; ex-

changes.—Kent s, 417, Lord St., Sonthport. [3060

All letfr*^ relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when

MOTOR CYCT FS FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.O. late 1921, dynamo lighting, Bp^edometer, per-
toot; £65.-1, Alexfiniirii ltd.. Kingston. [3127

A.B.C, 1921. 4 speeds, electric lighting, spring
frame; £52.-214. Albert Rd., Croydcn. [2902

A.B.C, little used, perfect condition; ^£47.—
Gregory, Meads, Chipping Norton, Oxon. [2808

Ciparti funti

A.B.C. Spares, repairs, special fittings. See adver-
tisement index.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Wimble-

don r0964
Abingdon.

ABIXGDON 3i/i!h.p., N-S-TT., 2-Bneed, good condition;
Ijiugiiin, £20.—Hinton, Woodham Mortimer,

MLildon, Essex. [3035

3ih.p. Abingdon, King Dick, clutch, all on, ex-
2 cellent running order; £27, or near offer.

—

Battey, 1, Carmalt Gardens, Putney. [2777

A.J.S.

1 Q23 A.J.S. mcdels lor immediate delivery.—Premier
J-^ Motor Co., Birmingham. [2577

A.J.S 1923 Sports, latest, o.h.v. ; quickest deliveries.
-Clifford Motories. Eastwood, Notts. [9957

ORDER Early your 1923 model A.J.S from Mer-
rick'? Stores. L-s'erhi!Is R.l Bradford r8564

A.J.S., 2"'4h.p., 1923 models, for immediate delivery.

—

Ratcliife Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[0974

F.O.C.H. 'nvite inspection.; A.J.S and other uianes;
bargains 5. Heath St.. Hampstead [near Tube).

n375
A.J.S. 1922 standard Sports, 2%h.p., excellent

condition, new tyres, registered, very little
used; £59.- Below.

A.J.S. 1922 brand new standard Sports, un-
scratched; £69/10.—Guthrie. 61, High St.,

Hawick, Scotland. [2862

A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, lamps, horn,
Tan-Sad ; drive away; £38, no offers.—My Iam.

197, London Rd., Croydon. [3188

1 O20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, full accessories,
-Lt7 excellent condition; £100, or near offer.

—

Couch and Stoneman, Dartmouth. [2781

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, Easting, D.A. light-

ing, spare wheel, lull equipment, good condition;
£80.-16, Uplands Park Ed., Enfield. [2726

O 48.—1916 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, screen,^ luggage grid, equipped, licensed, smart, sound,
reliable.—Bacon, OflBngton Lane, Worthing. [3056

I^OH A.J. 6- 1922 models 2'/iti.p. eolo, ui Th.p. oum-
binationsr get in touch with the N. London agents,

lonps" (JstrnL'e Tlip Brondwuv. Mmwell ITill rr7PS

1Q22 (July) 2^4h.p. A.J.S. Bl, as new. mileage 400,
J-t/ fully equipned and specially tuned; £65.—Buck-
ingham, Atrato House, George St., Ryde. I.O.W [2677

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery; 2^j4h.p. touring, £77;
2"'4h.p. Spoits, £77; 7h.p. Combination £152/10.

—Will Chapman's Garage, Belgrave Rd., Leicester.
[2816

A.J.S. 1922 2^ili.p. Fporta, little iised, perfect con^
ditioa, any trial, lamp, horn, tax paid, injured;

£68. or near offer.-Ransom, Welby Warren, Grantham
[3043

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, lamps, born, speedo-
meter, hood, Binks, tully insured to August 24tli,

1923; .£90.—Parker, 28, Grand Avenue, Bournemcutii.
[3045

AT Edwards.—1921 7h.p. A.J.S. combination, lamps,
horn, speedometer, spare wheel, tax paid; 85

guineas; exchanges or deferred.—101, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [3351

A.J.S 1919 6h.p. Combiration, comp'.etelv equipped
with lamps, horn, snare wheel, etc., tax paid, ex-

cellent condition ; bargain, £75.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St.. Birmingham. [3416

A.J.S. 2^4h.p,, 1921 (.July), full equipment, speedo-
me er, legshields, spares, tyres excellent, first

class throughout; any examination; £65.—Bradlev. 2,

We,t 'ler., R.chmcnd, Yorks. (D) [2665

A.J.S. 7h-p. Combination, new 16/9/21, exceptional
condition, fitted Triplex serpen,, legshields, side

screen, Eonnik-^en, electric and gas lamps snare wheel,

etc.; £110.—Owner, 12, Leaside Avenue, Muswell Hill,

]SMO. [2960

SOUTHPORT.—1922 A.J.S. Bl combination, polished
aluminium sfdecar, gift, 69 guineas; 1916 A.J.S.

6h.p. combination, fully equipped, new sidecar body,
gift. 52 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

Southport. [3058

7h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar, delivered from works.

Augu.^t. 1921, complete with spare wheel, hood,

side and tail lamps, Lucas mirror, P. and H. horn,

Smith's speedometer, licence paid, done 3,860 miles,

bargain for immediate .sale; £120.~Timberlake"3
Garage. Wigan. 'Phone: 512-513. [2658

advertisement, and the date of the issue

desiredr: marked (P>-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 Q22 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, like new through-
jLtJ out, 2-seatoi' sidecar, complete with hood and
screens, completely equipped with Magdyno lighting
and electric horn, spare wheel, speedometer and many
spares, an exceptionally fine outfit; will accept £140 to
clear; unrepeatable bargain.—Tlie La'jton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [3309

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, with spare wheel,
dynamo lighting, first-class order, sEll5; also 1921

7h.p. Comjiination, with spare wheel, Lucas battery,
lighting, speedometer, Bmks' carburetter, excep-
tionally fine condition, £110. Full particiilars of these
and 50 other machines free on request. Exchanges
ami deferred payments.—Newnham Motor Co., 223 and
245, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 1325. [3222

Spare Parts:

A.J.S. Bpares.—Immediate delivery.—Kay a, 8, Bond
St., hahug. 14B06

Alldays.

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speea, clutfh. late 1919; best otci-

£^0.-153, Manor Ed„ West Ham, E.15. [3132

ALLON -1921 2^;ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start,

equipped, taxed; £38.—Blackmore, 769, Bomlord
Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [3267

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-S'tarter,

lamps, overhauledr recent ' model, exceptional
condi Jon; £35.—Mai-lborough (Motur House), 20,

Fiiichley Rd., N.W.8. {6561

OO Guineas, excliange.—AUon 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
/V^ footboards, lamps, horn, watch, smart, any
examination; trial.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East
Dulwicfa. Sydenham 2452. [3336

1Q20 Allon 2V3h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kick-
J-*y starter, fully equipped with all lamps. Klaxon
horn, etc., excellent order, guaranteed, tax paid; £35.
—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone :

Dalston 2408. [3281

Ariel.

ARIEL 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, ^ectric
lighting, perfect; 58 guineas; exchanges; photo-

graph.—Below.

ARIEL 1920 3i/i:h.p., 3-speed, as new, 52 guineas;
with sidecar, 62 guineas; exchanges; phobcgraph.

— Below.

ARIEL 3V2I1-P. 3-speed Ccachbuilt Combination; 32
guinea^';' photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110,

Upper Richmo-nd Rd., East Sheeu. [1115

"I f\20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, fully equipped,
.L*y spares, excellent condition; £55.—Greenfield,

255, South Park Rd., Wimbledon. [2785

ARIEL Combination 4h.p., countershaft, 3-speed,

clutch, kick-start, sporting sidecar; £28.—Ward,
South Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [2557

ARIEL.—*AU models cash or gradual paynu
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agen.

Winrvrle Co.. Ltd. 236, High Holhorn, W.C.I. ro70^

ARIEL 1920 3'/iti-p. Combination, fully equipped;
any reasonable cfier about £50, owner going abroad,

bargain.—Foil Youngs, 2, The Parade, Kilburn, N.W.6.
[2738

1 Q20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, fully equipped,
-i-*? si>eedonieter. Easting windscreen, excellent con-

dition; 65 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwaids, 50,

Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [1856

Spare Parts:

ARIEL Spares for all models, poet free. _. Ariel
Agents and Spares Service Depot.—Jones' Garage.

Broadway. Muswell Hill N.IO- f080a

Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, Magdyno, spare
wheel, only done 500 miles

;

£115.-72, East
Dulwich Rd., S.E. [2807

BAT 8h.p., J.A.P., done only 900 miles, suitable for
sidecar, excellent condition : £85 ; appointment.—

Crossley, 33, The Drivp, Cliingford. [2715

Beardmore.
"I Q21 Sy^ii-P- Beardmore-Precision, 2-speed, spring
Xt? frame, electric and gas lighting sets, all tools,
etc.. absolutely as new, any examination; £38.—F.
C. Lingley, New St., Woodbridge, Suffolk. [2905

Spare Parts:

EARDMORE-PRECISION Spares. Immediate de-
livery.—Kays. 8-10, Bond St.. Ealing. [2176

Blackburne.

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, lull accessories; £60.—
X iJ Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2936

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. Combination, 1920, 3-speed,
kick-start; bargain, £55.—Snow, Laurel St.,

Datstou, E.b [3391

*| Q 20 Blackburne 4h.p. Combination, completely
X«7 equipped and in good order- nnrepentable bargain
at £55.—The Layton GaiOKes, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[3306
Spare Parts:

ALL Blackbiime engine spaiw; ; list on application :

trade supplied.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [2836

B

LAMB'S LID.

THE

SHOW
Our representatives

will be in attendance

at the following

Stands during Show
Week :—

MATCHLESS
MORGAN
NEW IMPERIAL

CONNAUGHT

We trust we shall

have the pleasure of

assisting you by
discussing Exchanges,

etc., etc.

WOOD GREEN, London, N.
50, HIGH ROAD.

EUSTON ROAD, London, N.W.
(Opposite Great Portland Street Station.)

WALTHAMSTOW, London, N.E.
151, HIGH STREET.

Car Hire Dept. 'Phone W'stow 418.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Bradbury.

BRADBUEY 1923 modpla. Write for price lifit.-

Agenis, Bright and Haylea, 78, Church St.', Camlier
^vell, London. [274?

I Q22 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-^peed, clutch, kick-starter,
J-v licensed year, fully equipped, indistinguishable
from new; £68; exchanges or deferred.—EdwardB,
50, Harrington Rd.. Soiitn KensingtoD f228S

BRADBURY, late 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-

starter, all-chain, handsome sidecar,' lamps, horn,
apron, Tan-Bad, etc.; cost, without sidecar, £141/4/3;
our price with sidecar, £48-—Delancey St. Garage,
Camden Town, N.W.I. [3000

Spare Parts:

BRADBURY spare parts, prompt delivery.—Agents,
Bright and Hayles, 78, Churcli St., Camhenvpll.

[2742

Brough
50 Guineas.—B-rcrugh Combination, 1921, 5-6b.p,,O Sturmey ' 3-speed, clutch and K.S., Sunbeam
sidecar, a last outfit-, equipped, licensed.~A.V. Garage,
2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Comer, Barnes. [3066

1 Q17 3y:;h,p. Brough, 3-speed, Sturmey-Archer'' gear
J-t/box, lamps, speedometer, and lull equipment,
recently overhauled, and in thoroughly good order;
trial run arranged any time, Saturdays and Sundays
included; £35.—Jarvia and Sons, Ltd,, Victofia
Crescent. Wimbledon. S.W.19. [3228

Brough Superior.
T ONDON.

"OROUGH SUPEEIOR Service and Sales Depot.

rrMSE Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd.

OOLE Agents for London and thirty miles rndius.

THE Sporting Rider's Ideal. Immediate delivery ol

Mark 2 6.5h.p. solo, £125; Mark 2 combina'
tion, £150; Mark 1 solo, £150; Mark 1 combination,
£180. e.S. 80 supplied, with Brooklands certificate

of 80 m.p.h., £165, delivered ten days. Demonetratioc
models in stock, catalogues post free on request. Ex
tended payments and exchanges.— 9, 10, 11, Roya
t'arade, West Croydon 'Phone : 2450-1. 'Grama

:

Track. Croyrtnii. [0735

BROUGH SUrERIOR.-1923 models now availahk
for immediate deliveiy ; exchanges and extendet

payment propositions a speciality.—Plaee your ordei
with Oxfordshire's leading motor cycle agents, Thf
Layton Garages, 30. Holywell St.,. Oxford, Thone :- 58]

[329;
BROUGH SUPERIOR 8h.p. overhead, fitted 192J

tank, benzol-proof finish, 1922 oiling, ahiminiun
discs, head, rear lamps, generator, horn, special luggng*
carrier, 27X3V2 rear tyre, taxed to December, bcinitifu
condition, property well-known agent now abroad; £112."-

108, Manchester Rd., Oldham. [191 =

Spare Parts

:

SPARES.—All engine, gear bos, and frame spare;
for Brough Superior in stock; write for lists,-

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge. [083J

B.S.A.

PROMPTEST Deliveries of 1923 Models.—The B.S.A
specialists.

COUNTY Cycle and Motor Co. Ltd..
Birmingham. -

Broad St.

[3162

.S.A. 1923 2%h.p.. £57/15; 3Voh:p. Model Sports
£70.—Clifford Motories. Eastwood, Notts. [995fB

B.S.A. Si/oh.p., new 1920, cylinder, equipped, taxed
perfect; £15.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcbam. [3121

£45.-1920 B.S.A. 4»4}i.p. Combination, chain-cum
belt, perfect order.—30, Woodiield Rd., Leigh-on

Sea, Essex. [310!

B.3.A. 1920 4J4h.p. chain Combin;ation, taxed, al
accessories; £75.—Will, 769, Romford Rd. Mano

Park, London, E.12. [3261

B.S.A. 1922 41i.p. Combination, fine stnrdy machine
brand iiew, shop-soiled, all-chain; £72.—'Thi

Morris Garages, Oxford, [331i

GOOD 4i4h.p. B.S.A., 4-speed Jardine gear box
clutch, K.S., reliable machine; £27/10; -ex

changes.—24, Balliol- Rd., North Kensington. [3131

B.S.A. 1916 4^h.p. Combination, all-cliain, coacl:
built sidecar, Easting, good riding condition, tas

insurance paid; £45*—10, Springcroft Avenue, Eas
Finchley. [314

BARGAIN.-B.S.A. 4i4h.p., 3-3peed, all-ohain, coacl
built -sidecar, 35 gninoas; solo, 29 guineas; photc

graph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd,
Kaet Sheen. [186i

GENUINE 192iy2 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speec
4^h. p.,' luxurious; roomy B.S.A. £42 sidecar, com

plete, acceesorles, license^3 ; 65 guineas.—Fersfield, Wesi
bury Rd., New Maiden. *

[296

bueke
, etc.

exchange (or cycle car, "O.N. preferred, or sell £75.-
Rous, Nordwood Corner. Allhallows, Rochester, Kent

[327;
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

,ij>20.—1914 SVjh.p. B.S.A., in excellent condition.
»•' Bosch maeneto, kick-start, Grade ffear, belt nearly
new, tyres sen'iceable, in constant use by owner.—N.
Wilkinson, 99, Clieapside. [2682

LATE 1921 4i4ti.p. B.S.A , chaim, No. 3 sidecar.
hood, all lamps and spares, original tyres unworn,

mileage 2,000 ; seen Essex ; ^£85, or near offer.—Box
4811. c/o The Motor Cycle. [2670

1Q22 B.S.A. Light 6-7h.p. and No. 4 sidecar, shop'
At/ soiled demonstration model, maker's guarantee;
105 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Hai
rlngton Rd., South Kensington. [5454

B.S.A. SVirh.r., singlj gear, 1914 (believed), Bosch,
B. and B., dropped frame, tank re-enamelled,

engine overhauled, new tyre and belt; £24.—C. Pack,
40, Robinson Hd., Eushden, Northants. _ [3012

O K Guineas. — 1915 B.S.A. Combination, 4"/ih.p.,
0«J ali-chain drive, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter,

P. and H. lamps, mechanical horn', pillion seat, tools.
prarficallv new tvres, tax paid, trial; bargain.—
Jmith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd.. N.W.3. [3230

B.S.A. 6h.p. Twin de Luxe Combination, 1923 model,
show finish, at new reduced price, iust delivered,

£115; 4>^jh.p. H.2 model, chain drive, £75; 4'^h.p
K.2, chain-cum-belt, £72 ; deferred payments or cfx-

changes,—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, Lon-
don. [3234

B.S.A.—AYe are now in a position to give immediate
delivery of most of the 1923 models ; exchanges

arranged and extended payments with pleasure. The
experience and knowledge of the leading Oxfordshire

: motor cycle agents is at your service.—The LuytoL
Garages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [3294

SOUTHPORT.—1921 B.S.A. 4i/4h.p., all-chain, brand
new condition, little used, speedometer, lamps,

etc., gift, 59 guineas; 1921 (September), 4V(h.p. B.S.A,
all-chain combination, electric head lamp, Cowey
speedometer, Cowey horn, windscreen, Brooks 'cantilever
saddle. 65 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

Southport. [3062

Spare Parts:

B.S.A. Spaied.—Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8. Bond
St., Ealing. [4805

B.S.A. Spares definitelv by return, post free, trade
supplied.—Pitts, B.S.A. Service, Kedditch. [1761

THE B.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor
Co., Ltd., Broad St., Birmingdam. Catalo:ntJ

Iree on request. [3163

B.S.A. Spares can he had by return, post ir •

from Jones' Giii;i";p U.S.A Agents and Spare-
Servi"" iJfrint B'oadwav. Muswell Hill. N.IO. [0805

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St.. London.
W.l.—Complpte stock of all B..S.A. spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0750

Calthorpe
CALTHORPE 1922, used trials only, nil accessories;

£26.-76. Balling Rd., Hammersmith. [3006

CALTHORPE 2-strokp Bosch, B. and B., dropped
frame ; ill 5.—Fisher. Springwell Rd., Hpston,

Hounslow. [2956

23.h.p. Calthorpe-Jap 1920 model, splendid condition,
4 rcmplete with lamps, hoin, tools, etc., licensed.—

227, Gladstone St., Peterijorough. [3126

Cedos
CEDOS 1920 2V'h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, good con-

dition: £27/10.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibi-
tion Rd., S.W.7. [3343

CED'JS 1 922 Model, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, shop-soiled

,

bargain, £35.—Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston
Rd., King's Cross. [0962

Clyno.

CLTNO Combination 1917, 2 new tyres, any trial;

£35.-434. Fulham Rd. [5005

CLYNO 2V2h.p., 1918, 2-speed. clutch, fully equipped
and taxed, absolutely perfect; £20.-105. Moore

Pk. Rd.. Fulham. [3016

Q O Guineas.—Clyno, 1920, 2%h.p., 2-speed and
(V O clutch, accessories, tax paid.—Delancey St
Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. ,[3001

5-6h.p. Clyuo Combination, lamps, watch, speedo
meter, ^and spare wheel; bargain, £45.—

S

Howell, Antoihcbile Engineer, 112, Whitehorse Rd.,
Croydon. [2703

CLYNO, Bh.p., J.A.P. Combination, mechanically per
feet. 4 interchangeable wheels, tyres unscratched.

all accessories; £68, or exchange 2-seater; write first

—Poole, Ivydene, Alexandra Rd., Hounslow. [2786

Svnre Parts :

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Eahng.

'

[4802
Connaught

"023 Connaughfc. Exchange and extended pay-
Xt7 ments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[3250
Cotton

23 Cottons, all models, prompt delivery from the
man on the spot.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester

[0968
19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

COULSONB.. 1920 21, 2'/4h.p., 2-speed, spring
frame, Blackburne engine, electric lighting,

Klaxon, taxed; £34/10 cash.-Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, 16,
BLshopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0065

Coventry Eafile

AT Edwards.— 1922 (September) 2'^ih.p. Coventry
Eagle, =uper-sp. rts JAP., 3-speed close-ratio box,

e.ectrio lighting, futed Watsonian alnminium sports
sidecar, absolutely as new; 70 guineas; or solo, 60
guineas; exchanges or deferred,—101. Great Portland
St ,

W 1 [1851
Coventry Victor.

"1020 5-7h.p. Coventry Yictor, Grindlay De Luxe
--«.' r^priug wheel sidecar, Easting Royal, P. and H.
lamps, Elason , Stewart speedometer ; £70, nearest.—
I'ostmaster, Malmesbury. [3048

NEW Coventry Victor, touring model. Miller's
electric lighting, Lucas horn, guaranteed per-

lect; £98, or exchange lower powered machine and
cash.—Crees, Great Clacton-on-Sea, Essex. [2798

De Luxe
^15.-1921 2V2h.p. De Luxe, 2-8troke, appearance
•^ a; new.—King, Egrrve, Oxford. [3074

BARR and Stroud 2^4h.p. engine De Luxe motor
cvcie, 5-3peed Burman, K.S., all-chain, Terry spring

saddle, speedometer, licensed, mileage under 100; bar-
gain, 65 snineas.—At Richardson's, 5, Rosslyn Mews,
Rosslyn Hill. Hampetead. [3114

ENSURE Early Delivery of your 1923 De Luxe.—
Barr and Stroud;, still the best value procurable.

Send only £,\ deposit and book your date ahead.
We will pay your taxation if you order now. Send
l'/-;d. stamp for art illustration of oirr now famous
Super Model D with double expanding brakes.—De
Luxe Motors, 174, Corporation St., Birmingham.

[2787
Diamond.

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London and
Home Counties Agen-ts for the famous Diamond

motor cycles, fitted with Barr and Stroud or J.A. P.
engines.—157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [5931

Douglas.
£27.—2^4h.p. Douglas, taxed, 2-speed,.—38, Duke Rd.,

Ohiswick [3129

1 Q18 Douglas, 2-speed. posh condition; 25 guineas.
J-*/ -67. Fernlea Rd., Balham. * [3378

£22.-1918 254h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, good tyres, tax
paid.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [3075

1 Q 16 4h.p. Douglas, tax paid; £30; bargain.—
-t-t/ Ross, 86, High Rd.. Lee. [2934

4h.p. W.D. renovated Douglas; £30 or offer.—Dyer,
17, Montpelier Row, Blackheath. [2367

ARGAIN.—Douglas 3-speed, fully equipped; £50;
ost £113.-49, Beck Rd., Hackney. [2959

IQ 18-19 Douglas Combination, very nice condition;
--t/ 45 guinea3.-67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [3376

DOUGLAS 1921, all on, taxed, perfect; £45.—
R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[5851

F.O.O.H. invite inspection; Douglas and other niiike^;

bargains.— 5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Tube|.
[1373

Tj Q22 2%h.p. Douglas, used 50 miles only; £45.-37,
-a-t' Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston
1274. [3028

SEVERAL late 2-speed Douglases; from £20.—A. V.
Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger'a Corner,

Barnes. [3067

DOUGLAS Combination, late 1920, mileage 2.500,
fully equipped; £65.—69, Kingston Rd., New

afalden. [2982

"J
Q21-22 2^h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick-start, aK^o

-*-*^ lutely as new; 45 guineas.—19, Valney St.,

Tooting. [3377

I Q23 Douglases, Just arrived, 2-speed and 3-speed;
-i-i/ why wait. — Gibb, Northgate. Gloucester.
Phone : 852. [0967

DOUGLAS 1921 2%h,p., all on model, Binks car-

buretter, tax; £35; 2-strok6, fast.—H. Rock,
Cradley. Staffs. [2997

O/l Guineas.—1916 2^4h.p. Douglas, fully equipped,
'V "tr ride away.—F. C. Lingley, New St., Wood-
bridge. Suffolk. [2906

"I
022 Douglas Combination 4h.p., speedometer,

J-t/ tamps, and horn complete; £85.—The Morris
Garages. Oxford. [3211

4h.p. Dougla3 and Sidecar, in perfect running order,

any trial; £32/10.—85, St. Stephen's Rd., Snei-
ton. Nottingham. [2994

25.—1918 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn.^ -Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. Opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station. [2519

1 Ql6 2%h.p Douglas, fast, good condition, owner
J- ^ going abroad; JE35; offers.—CuUinane, London
Aerndrome. Croydon. [265S

1 020 Douglas 2'4h-P., 3-speed, lamps, footboards, new
±.*y tyrea, very fast. Binks carburetter ; £48.-1, High-
lever Ed., N Kenflington. [3179

B
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2'4h.p., 1914, lax paid, lamps, alu-

minium nurabcr plates, fully equipped; £24.—
50, Haverstock Hill, N.W.3. [3087

DOUGLAS 1920 Combination, countershaft, fully

equipped, taxed; £68.—William, 769, Romford
Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [3269

1 Q20 Douglas 2->.ih.p., fully equipped, including:
M-iJ speedometer; sarriftee at £38 cash,—The Layton
Giirages, 30, Holyn-ell St., Oxioid. [3303

Q| Guineas.—Douglas 2^;.4}i.p., 1915, 2-speed, good
/^ X conditioi], taxed, equipped; after 5 p.m.—316,
Hither Green Lane. Lewisham, S.E. [2882

Douglas, fully

=i-

AT Eduards.-1922 SVsli-P. Sports
equipped, fspeedometer ; 65 guineas; exchanges or

deferred.—101, Gt. I'ortland St.

T Edward6.-1918 2'iili-P-.

W.l. [2583

2-speed Model, fully

equipped, excellent condition, new tyres

37 (TuiQeas.-lOl. Gt. Poitland St.. W.l.
and belt

;

[7505

1Q21 Douglas 2^h.p.. lighting', Magnums, Tan-Sad,
J. t7 copper exhaust, beautiful condition ; best olfer over

£40.-Baiiey, Church Lane, Teddington. [2750

DOUGLAS 1922 2"74h.p., fully equipped, lamp,
horn, etc., brand new, shop-soiled, 2-speed; £52;

3-speed, £70.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [3213

"I
Q21 2^;4h.p. Douglas, all accessories, fcotboar-ds :ind

J-»^ nnder-c!.-ield, new tyres, fast, good running; £48.
—R. YuU. 191, Eastern Esplanade, Thorpe Bay. [2681

23.h.p. Douglas 1915 (stored 4 years), just overhauled,
4 excellent condition , complete ; £33, or offer.-

Mair, 66, Alexandra Ed., Swadlincote, Derbyshire. [3026

7 Q 19 Douglas Combination, £54; 1920 combina-
-i-t' tion, £62; also 1921 combination, £72; full

accessories' in each.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2939

DOUGLAS Combination 1918, show receipt £28 for
just overhauling, tax paid, very complete; £37.—

5, Putney Bridge Rd., Wandsworth. Putney 2728.
[2713

PRACTICALLY brand new Douglas 2^4h.p., 3-

speed, clutch, kick-start, 1920 model, scarcely
used, equipped; £48.-37, Canterbury Rd., Dalston,
N.l. [2866

BARG AUNT.—1920 Douglas 2^. p., 2-fipeed, perfect.

29 guineas: ditto, 1914. 23 guineas; photogriiph.-
I'eter Gordon. Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Bd.. East
Sheen. fl8f9

1 018 2-5ih,p. Douglas, 2-speed model, lully equipped,
-LtJ excellent condition, new tyres, new belt; 37
guineas.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington, [3338

QEPTEMEEB, 1921, 4h.p. Douglas Combination,
lO' httle used, spotless condition, Tan-Sad, engine No,
13515; £80.—Smith, 63, l^riern Barnet Rd., New South-
gate, London. [2716

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1917 Combination, accessories,

sidecar, as new, windscreen, apron, machine per-

fect, speedometer; bargain, £55.—2, Palmerston Rd.,
Southfields, S.W. [2829

1 Q22 Douglas 2^/4h.p., fully equipped, licensed year,
J-v insured, indistinguishable from new; exchanges
or deferred; 45 gumeas.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington. [6623

TWO Douglases, repainted, thoroughly overhauled,
many accessories; no reasonable offer refused.

Cash, deferred or exchange.—Motor House, Ltd., 20,
Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [340?

1 Q19 Douglas 4h.p., in perfect condition, engine ae
X«/ new and guaranteed, open engineers inspection,
lamps, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, any trial; £50.-78, Ciovr-

borough Rd., Tooting Bee. r2943

OQ Guineas, exchange.—1918 Douglas combination,
0«7 3 speeds, clutch, kick-start, lamps, smart, any
examination; trial.-Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East
Diilwich. Sydenham 2452. [3335

"I
Q19 Douglas 25/4h.p., 2-speed, long copper exhaust;

X»7 £28. 1918 Douglas combination, fully
equipped, tax paid; £38.—Wa,rd, South Western
Garage, New Maiden^ Surrey. [2556

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, mechanically per-
fect, clutch, kick-starter, 3-speed Cameo,

-L.S., 5,

hood,
Klaxon, etc., tax paid; £65, or near.—L.S., 5, Neeld
Parade, Wembley Hill, N.W.IO. [2661

"I Q 18 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., fully equipped
Xt7 with Easting screen, Tan-Sad, all lamps, etc.,

:plendid condition; £55.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-
ton Rd., N.E. "Phone : Dalston 2408. [3278

1 Q 19 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., Inlly equipped
JL tf with lamps, horn, tools, etc., in perfect
order, guaranteed; £65.—Homacs, 243, Lower Clap-
ton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2403. [3279

1 Q22 SVah.p. oJi.v. Sparta Douglas, 80 m.p.h.,
J.U guaranteed perfect, every accessory; cost £145
a moniba ago; owner ordered abroad; quick aale £95.
-19. Duchess Mews, Portland PL. Wa. [2873

D.OUGLAS 1917 234b.p., 2 speeds, splendid cider, fast,
powerful, guaranteed i>erfect, all accessoriee, trial

any time, tax paid; bargain, £29.—Owner, 4B. Charles
St., Bxmouth St., Commercial EdL, Stepney. [3116

1 Q22 Douglas, SVzh-P-. o.h.v., fully equipped,
A t/ licensed, indistinguishable from new, three
months' guarajitee; 80 guineas; exchanges ox deferred.
—Edwards, 50 Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[1140

THE CREAM
OF THE SHOW

LOVETT'S

All the best Motor-cycles exhibited at

Olympla are obtainable at Lovett's, as we

have secured Agencies for the 1 923 season

embracing the machines that are most ^'°'^'

. . Spnrp Parts
sought alter.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

£58.-1920 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, :

clutch, kick-3lart«r. P. and H. lamps, Kiaxon
horn, Cowey speedometer. Easting screen.—Smith's,

86, Cliallt Farm Ed. Opposite Chalk Farm TuTx
Station. [2520

"1 023 Douglas Models. Prompt delivery of any
XI/ model; exchange and extended payments: full

market value allowed for second-hand machines; tui-

tion free.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. Cen-
tral 5168. [3251

FOR Douglas 1922 2%h.p. and 4h.p. Combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London

agents, and give you the best of service; all spares in
stock; no W.D. rubbish. — Jones Garage, The Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. [07B6

1 Q18 23ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, wide tank, large fopper
J- *y exhaust, machine specially tuned and fully

equipped, splendid condition all round, makers' colours;

£28.-164, Eevclstoke Ed., SmithfleWs, S.\T.18.

'Phone; TVimbledon 1185. [2973

-|Q20 2%lh.p, Douglas, 3-speed, clutch and K.S.,
Xt/ licensed little used, and faultless condition,

all on; £37/ 10.—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engi-
neering Co.. Ltd., 26, Tnlse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 2.

'Phone : Brixton 1292 (haU-min. from Brixton Skating
[3327

As has been the case for so many years

past, Lovett s have again placed themselves

m a position to meet the requirements

of every customer and ensure his satis-

faction.

In the showrooms at both our Depot,

there is an unrivalled display of new

motor-cycles and a selection of second-

hand machines that includes all types-

Lovett s aim at suiting the convenience

of all their clients.

If you have a machine you must dispose

of before purchasing your new motor-

cycle or light car, Lovett's will allow you

a fair price for it In part exchange.

If you wish to extend settlement over a

period, Lovett's offer you the assistance of

their " Divided Payment Scheme,"

which confines the transaction to you

and them and so ensures privacy.

Finally, Lovett's "After Service" in

connection with both new and second-

hand machines is an advantage you would

be unwise to miss,

LET US KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS

DOUGLAS Spares. -

Bond St., Ealing.
Immediate delivery.

-

Kays, a.

_ [4803

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas spares requirements.— 167b, Gt. Portland

St., W.l.
~

[6930

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd.. 139, New St., Bir
mingham.—Complete stock genuine guaranteed

Ijouglas parts, immediate dispatch; lowest cash prices.
- [5084

DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock lor

all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare
part stockists.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. N.IO. [0806

DOUGL.'^S Spares.—Large stocks of new genuine
Douglas spares at lowest cash prices. See oui

advertisement under Parts and Accessories.- The Ed-
wards Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick,
W.4.- [0927

^ Economic
•)h.p. Economic, perfect, only run 200 miles; £25^ offers.—Sarland, Kington, Herefordshire. [2691

ECONOMIC 1922_2S.4h.p., sale or exchange highe:

power.— Grenier, 31, Druuimond Crescent, Eustoa
[295;

ECONOMIC—Do not fail to visit Stand 45, Olyiupli

Motor Cycle Show, arid see the Economic Moto]
Cycle. [140'i

ECONOMIC Motor Cycles, *34; immediate delivers

2'.;h,p. opposed twin, variable gear, clutch,

dynamo lighting; trial runs given.—London agents:
Denman Motor Agency, 4, Denman Place, Piccadillj

Circus. Tel. : Regent 986. (OSaj

Edmund.
EDMUND, spring frame, 1921, 2%-h.p. J.A.P., En

field dutch gear, Senspray.—T.E.S., 37, Ninian
Cardiff. [266(

1Q22 Spring Frame Edmund Combination, Black
Xtf burns engine, Burman 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, speedometer, horn, etc., brand new
£25 sidecar, wonderful condition; gift at £75; woult
separate if necessary.—The Motor House, Ltd., 20
Finchley Ed., N.W.8. ^

[3401
Enfield

~f Q 23 Eufields in stock ; immediate delivery.—Pre
Xt7 mier Motor Co., Birmingham. [335'

£25.-1920 Enfield, 2-speed, speedometer, lamps, nei
Dunlops.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [296'

I^QIS 8h.p. Enfield Combination, as new, full acces-
X«7 series; £75.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [292;

ENFIELD 1921 Lightweight, 2-speed,
£36.—Mylam, 197, London Ed., Croydon.

as new
[318E

LOVETT'S LIMITED,
Official Repafrers to RJ\.C., A.C.U., AJK., & M.U.

Showroom and Offices:

61, HOLBORN VIADUCT.
LONDON, E.Ct.

Phone: Central 3951.

'Grams:
Lovetmoto, London.

Showroom and Works:

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

'Phone; East Ham 490*

'Grams

:

Egaraco, Xondon.

ENFIELD 2-stroke, smart, perfect, reliable, fast
iei5; stamp.—99, Tynemouth Ed., Mitcham.

[3123!

ENFIELD 2-8trok6 2Mb.p. 192U perfect condition
36 guineas.—Miss Drew, Margery Wood, Reigate.

[220;

LATE Enfield Combination. Bmart and reliable; 51

^ guineas, or exchange.—€7, Fernlea Ed., Balham.
[338:

ENFIELD, 2-stroke, with kick-starter and accessories

as new, ^38.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portlanc
St., W. [324!

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, not 'W.D., periec
condition; £48.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Ex

hibition Rd., S.W.7. [334'

1 016 Enfield, 3h.p., 2-speed, new Dunlops, Lucai
X«J lamps, unscratched, tax; £34.—Green, 47, Glad
stone Rd., Famborough, Kent. [2831

ENFIELD 25ih.p., 2-speed. clutch, K.S., recent!;
overhauleti, fully equipped, tax paid; £30, oj

near.—Fanlds, -Layer Hall, Oolohester. [976;

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointee
agent for Royal Enflelds.—A. F. Pulling, 175a

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. I860C

C42 All tetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

' T UXXJRIOUS Dynamo Enfield Combination, run
' Lj only few miles, every possible accessory; £95; cx-

iKWiges.—24,. Bal-liol Rd., North Iveiisington. [3136

ENFIELEKVICICERS.—Large selection of 1922 8h.p.
combinations, lully equipped, Irom £80 to £120,

-Fowleu and Brigden, 130, fiuston Rd., King's Cross.
[U961

0(K Guinea^.—1921 Enfield 2-st.roke, 2-speed, dutch,
wO T.'i*. bars, footrasts, speedometer, fast. — A.V.
jarage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, liogger's Corner, Barnes.

[3024

I Q22 Enfleld-Viekers Combinntion, brand new July,
Xt/ Lina3 Mugdyno outfit. s<reen, tooh, etL-., insured,

jpleudid luac'hiue; £125—Silor, 101, Armagh Rd.. Bow.
[3105

ENFIELD 8h.p. Colonial Model (September, 1920),
splendid condition, any trial or inspection, all

rti; £75.—Stewart, 94, Clockhouse Rd., Becken-
lani. [2860

iy fk Guineas.—1921 En field-Vickers Combination,
t v8h.p., Lucas horn, luggage grid, pump, tools, tax

oaid, trial; bargain.—Smith's, 86. Chalk Farm Rd.,

\.W.3. 13229

IQ19 Enfield 3b.p., perlecb condition, little used;
XU £20 paid on impruveraents last months ill-

,health; £40, of.ers; exchange car.—H. Lowe, Clarence
Av.. MarCeeL, Hull [2663

.I Q23 Royal Enfield Models, solos and combinations;
Xt/ exclian^ges and exte.'ded paym-©nts; tuition iree;

fleli^^ry whe^i requiretl.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe T a'^e,

London. Central 5168. [5252

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for an Enfield, any model; cash, delei-red

payments, or exchanges.- Barker's Motors^ 194, Balham
Ifigh Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone : 4441 Latchmere.
'Grams : PushfuUy, Bal, London. [2532

1 Q 21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Viekers engine,XU Lucas di-namo lighting, hood, screen, speed-
lometer, luggage carrier, etc., as new, guaranteed, tax
paid; £105; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-
ton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [3280

ENFIELD.—We now hnye the 1923 models in stock
and ready for immediate delivery; extended pay-

ments arranged to suit your immediate reanirfuients

;

yciod modern second-hand machines accepted in pait
pavment.—The Layton Gamges, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
'Phone: 581. [3295

1 Q22 Royal Enfield Bh.p. Vickers Combination,
)X«7 electric lighting, bought end September,
, absolutely new condition, mileage under 700, fully

equipped Impervo, insured till September, 1923,
owner recalled overseas; cost £160; sacrifice £125,
or nearest offer.—Devine, 33, Beaumont St., Oxford.

[2860
Spare Parts;

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays. 8,

Bond St.. lilaling. [4801

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.—
PuUing's Garage. London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone

:

1619. [5601
Excelsior.

~IQ23 Excelsior lightweight Villiers. 2 speeds, wonder-
XJ/ ful power: £28/10: new.—Keen, Leominster.

[1228
1 Q 21-22 Excelsior, 2-speed, Sturmey-Aroher, kirk-
Xtf t lit, as new; 30 guineas.— 67, Fernlea Rd..
Balham. [3375

F.N.

Spare Parts:

F.is . Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904

;
prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

lord's. 37. Cricklewood Broadway. London, N.W.2.
ri353

Francis=Barnett.

FRANCIS-EARNETT 2%h.v- lute 1920, condition like

new, (opuei exhaust, lamps, horn, tools, etc.: £45.
or nearest offer; any trial.—Tyler. " Rossie," Westle ot

Rd., Swindon. [3018

Harley=Davidson.
ARLEY-DAVISON 1915-6 Combination.—77. Acre
Lane. S.W.2.

_

[3231

19 7-9h.p. Harley, very fast; 50 guineas.—Ross.
86, High Rd., Lee. [2937

H
19
I Q15 7-9'i.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, 1922 over-
Xt/ haul, very last, moderate price.—Castle House,
Eynsford, Kent. [2728

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Combination, all acces-

sories, 7-9h.p., perfect, original owner; price ^95.
^15. Juliwa's Rd., Stevenage. [1443

Vyl Q Guineas.—Harley-Davidson 1916-17 model 7-9h.p.^O clntcl , 3 speeds. K.S. : exchanges.—12, Cornwall
Mews, Gloucester Rd.. S.W.7, [2717

HARLEY Combination, very fast, £55; also Indian
combination, £40.—Letters, H. R. Hall, c/o

Gr^n Man Hotel. Whetstone, London. [3365

BARGAIN.—1919 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p combina-
tion, splendid condition; £75.—Apply, Cooper,

159. TTi^h Rd., Wondford Green, Essex. [2667

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Aug. 1920. Combination,
hrod, screen, luggage grid, Lucas dynamo. Tan-

Sad, spares, insurance paid to Oct., 1923, any trial;

best over i:82.—129, Grove Green Rd., Leytonptone.
[2947

€ouk
^^ STRAIGHT an I TRUE

1923 MODELS.
Cov.-Premier, lo h.p.,

4-cyl., c-seater 230 gns.

Callhorpe, lo h.p., 4-cyl.,

2-seater 285 gns.

Deemster, lo h.p., 4-cyl.,

2-seater £280
Lasonda, ii.g h.p., 4-cyl.,

c-seater £J75
Sin;er, 10 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-sr. 280 gns.

Stoneleigh, 8-g h.p., 3-sr. . £185
Levis, 2} h.p., single gear, 2-speed £*8
Enfield, 8 h.p., comb Sh»w price.

Enfield, 2 J h.p., 2-sp Show price.

Mariinsyde, 6 h.p. combination . £130
New Imperial, 23 h.p, 3-speed.. £65
New Imperial, 8 h.p., 3-5p. comb. £125
Scott, ii h.p Squirrel £89
O.K. Junior, single gear £38
Douglas, 2? h.p., 2-sp., chain. Show price.

Douglas, 2i h.p., 3-sp., all-ch. Show price.

Cadi. Exchange or dejerred payments.

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
Overhauled and ready to drive away.

SOLOS
Buchet, 3* h.p., C.A.V. mag., belt

and chain £19 10
Biaciiliurne, 1921, 4 h.p., 3-speed £59 10
Harley, 1918, 7-9 h.p., 3-sp., all-ch £67 10
Indian, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., all-chain. £35
MotO Reve,T\vin, wantsattention £9 10
Norton, 1922, Big Four, new. ..

.

£90
Rudge-Multi, 1921, 3I h.p., like

new £52 10
Triumph, 1913, 3* h.p., cl. model £29 10
Veloce, 1920, 3.V h.p., 3-speed .

.

£52 10
Villiers, 2* h.p.;' 2-sp., c/shaft gr. £29 10

PASSENGE MACHINES I

Ace, 1921, 4-cyl. comb., tax paid £97 10 I

Campion-Jap, 5-6 h.p.. 3-sp., c/sh. £59 10
Cov.-Eagle, 1921, combination.. £62 10 .

Cov.-Victor, 1921, 5-7 h.p. comb. £79 10
Harley, 1919, elec. comb., ex. gd. £97 10
IHartinsyde, 1920, 6 h.p. comb..

.

£79 10 '

Matchless, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive £45
Rudge-Muiti, 1920, .•i-6hp. comb. £69 10

|

Scott, 33 h.p., 2 sp. comb., tax pd. £49 10 ,

Scott, 1920 comb., scrn., etc., tax
I

paid , £79 10
Triumph, 3I h.p., 2-sp. comb.,

tax paid £39 10

RUNABOUTS
H.F.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-sr.,cIyn; £97 10

Lagonda, 1923, brand new Coupe 299 gns.

Richardson, 1920, 2 sr.. dickey St. £85

TRAVEL DE-LUXE.
£10 deposit and 25- weekly buys
Blackburne,4h.p., 3-sp., new s/cai £72 10
Cov.-Victor, 1921, 5 7 h.p. comb. £79 10
Indian, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, tax paid £39 10

Martinsyde, 1920, 6h.p. comb. .

,

£79 10

Matchless, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive £45

New Hudson, 6 h.p., 3-sp. comb £49 10
New Imperial, 8 h.p., 3-sp. comb. £69 10

Rex, 5-6 h.p., 2-sp. and sc. £29 10
Rex, 1913, 6 h.p., coach cb, £42 10
Rudge-MuIti, 1920. 5-6 h.p.

comb £69 10

Rudge-MuIti, 1920, 7-9 h.p.

comb £75
Scott, sj h.p., 2-sp. comb.,

tax paid £49 10
Scott, 1920 comb., screen,

etc., tax paid £79 10

HafifaxMotorBcchan6e,

23HortonSV^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley 'Davidson.

LUXURIOUS 7-9.h.p. Ilarley-David-^ou Combination,
purc-hased from Harlevs in Julv, a& new; £90;

ex(.hanges.-24. Balliol Rd., Nurth Keiiaington. [3134

T:>ARGAIN.-i921 4h.p. flat Twin Hai ley-Davidson.
--' 3 speeds, perfect; 65 guineas; esclianges; plioto-
eraph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper RicUuiond Rd,,
East Sheen. [1870

1Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p.. Eac-ting, hood, electric
-*-^ liiuijm, horn, spleudid outfit, nice to drive, lia^
of iioH-er; best offer over £70, or exchange late 2-9eater
car.—78, Crowborough Rd., Tooting Bee. [2942

1 Q21 Harley-Dnvidrion Ccmbination, electric- and
J-tJ acetylene ii;:liTJnt,', iully eauipped, mileage only
3 000, jierfect condition: escliange for lighter solo and
cash or sell best otter.—'Plione; Museum 7386. [2990

1 Q21 7-9h.p. Harley Combination^ mec' anically p^r-
•^*^ fei t, dynamo lighting, electric horn, any trial,
exjir-rt examination: £89.—Apply bet^veen 9-5.30. IL
Blades, A. Sc'iiad^r's, Son, Inc., Willeaden Jumtion.
N.W.IO. [3731

-"|C|20 Harley-Davidson Combination, 4h.p. flat twin,
-*- *' 3 speeds, clutch, and kick-starter, all lamps,
horn, speedometer, absolutely as new, guaranteed;
.€75.~Homac"s, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. phone :

Dalston 2403.
,

[5282

1 Q17 Harlcy-Davidwn 7-9h.p. Combination, coach-
-Xif built, electric horn and lighting, new tyres and
chains, in perfectly good order; ^48; ride away; owner '

bought later model.—A. Southorn, 44, Abbeville Rd.,
Clapham, S.W.4. [3142

1Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-DaTi(l>;on, electric mndel, T.T.
J-v bars, discs, speedometer, tools, etc., just l..een

thorouslily overi^auled, iu exeeUeat order t roughLUt,
fast and flexible, • owner abroad; price £65.—Apply
W. R. Young, St. Albans. [2765

£53.-1919 7-9b.p. Harley-Davidscn with special
large coach-bull't .Tideoar, fully equipped, electric

and a.etyiene lights. la=ng e:-.haust wich handle-bar con-
trolled cut-out, splerxlid condition; any tria.1.— 88,
I'-ilzjoh.n's Av., Kampsiead, N.W (D) [2876

HAKLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1919, magneto model,
and large Derwent bulbous sidecar, aluminium

scuLtle, Triplex screen, electric lightiny, speedometer,
discs, copper exhaust, 29 xS'/^ tyres, spare chains,
exceptionally smart, mechanically perfect: photo; £78;
lightweight part payment.—17, Sussex Rd., New Mai-
den. 'Phone: 138. [2980

ARE You Visiting Olympia ? If so, call and see us
on Stand No. 34, where we shall be pleased to

give you full particulars of the Hajley-Davidson motor
cycle and combination We are the authorised agents
for this machine; cash, deferred payments, or ex-
changes.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High, Rd.,
S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams: Push-
fully. Bal., London. [2527

Spare Parts

:

3^^'^P^one:/4V0.\

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.

nimd St. Ifahng. [4301

HABLET-DAVIDSON second-hand W.D. enaies, oil

ye .nine
;

your lenniienients, competitive prices

;

practically any parts.—Mjiides', 100, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [2839

WARNIJS'G-—A large nnmber of epurioua .Harley-

D.ividson parts are' now being eold. These are
greatly interior to onr standard riuality, and have
Kiven serious trouble and dissatisfartion. AU genuine
Harley-Davidson parts, e.g., valves, pistons, piston

rings, hnrdened shafts, springs, etc., are supplied in

sealed packages only, and riders sl-ould refuse all

others. If unable to obtain locally, write us direct.—
Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St.,

London, W.l. [0944
Hawker,

"I
Q23 Hawker Models on extended payments.—

i-*y W'auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3253

H.B.

H.B., 2?4'h.p. Blackburne, 1920. 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,

accwsories, splendid condition, irrileage under

3,000; accept £54.—Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower
Addiscombe Rd,, Croydon. [2683

Henderson
ROBERTSON'S Motors. Ltd.—1922 De Ltrxe Hender-

son nif'tor- cvcles in stock at the new reduced

flcure of £137 -157b Gt Portland St W 1 r7'50

BRAND New Henderson De Luxe, with Millford De
Luxe sidecar, most luxurious outfit; list prrce

£175 our price £140.—Pioneer Motors. Grindlay St.,

Edinburgh. [9541

-JO 20-21 4-cyl. lOh.p. Henderson Special Sports
-l-«^ Combination, new condition, anj trial, fast,

lu'^uiious, and complete outfit; sell £100, or exchange

Aero Morgan to suit business purpose.—Hay Yard,

Duncan St.. Islington [2874

ARE You Visiting Olympia? IS so, call and see -ja

on Stand No 123, where we shall be pleased

to give you fnll particulars of the luxurrous 4-cyl.

Henderson motor cycle. We are the authorrsed agents

for tlijs machine; cash, deferred payments or exchanges.

—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd, S.W.12.

i
'Phone : 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams : Pushiully. Bal.,

London [2525

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles adve.-tised by Drivate owners are. when desired, marked (P) c.41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

"1 00 Guineas.—HeuJerson 1921^/4 Elite Combination,
-l-^v3 I2h.p., 4-Grl., side -valvea, 3 speedis, reverse
niortel, dynamo lightingj licensed; exchanges.—12, Com-
ivall Meivs. Gloucester Kd., S.W.7. [2718

_ Hobart.
HOBART, 2%h.p. Blackbnrn-e, 2-speed, clutch, kick-

start, new, never registered; £63.—Cleaver, Sit-
tingbourne. (D) [3021

Humber.
HlTjVIBER SV'b.p., 2-speed, Iree, taxed; £18.—

Blundell, 18, Bute Gardens, Wailington. [3106

^10.—Humber 2Vili.p.. rebnshed, speedoineter, excellent
^^ condition.-Kobins, 97, Latclimere E,d., Battersea.

[2834

1 Q23 Humber Models; exchanges and extended pay-X t7 meots
;

generous terms.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London.

1 Q22 4i^h.p. Flat Twin Humber, lamps, etc., mileage
J-t/ 1,100. 36 new, beauufully kept; £72.-31, Thurshv
Ed., Northampton. [2102

HUMBER 1922 4J.2h.p., Millford Favourite sidecar,
mileage 1,500, lamps, horn, speedometer, Cam^r

windscreen, and tools complete; £125.—Motor House.
MaUern Link. [2765

HUMBER 1921 Combination, 4'/jh.p., Brooks'
cantilever. Easting, fully equipped, tyres good,

owner buying car; cost £200, accept £90.—Mead,
Woodford Green. 'Phone: Woodford 363. [2830

HUilBER 1921 4V_'h.p. Combination, GrindJa-y eide^
c^r, lamps, horn, windscreen. Brooks cantilever

saddle, exceptionally fin© condrtton; har^ain, £85.

—

P. J. Evans, Jobn Bright St., Birmingliam. [3415

HUMBER.—We will accept your present machine as
part payment for a 1923 moderHumber and give

you immediate deUvery of the latter.—All comuinnr-
eations to Oxfordshire's leading motor cycle agents. The
Layton. Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone; 581.

[3296
Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Road Racer, exceptionally good;
£25; exchange.—17', Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[3119
INDIAN Powerplus, electric lighting, perfect; £45.—

Norfolk, Dorset Mews, Dorset Rd., Clapham, S.W.
[2940

INDIAN, i922. Scout, like new, taxed; 68 guineas.—
R B. Clark and Co.. 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[3592

"I
QlG Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo light-

Xtf ing, nice order; £50.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
Lee. [2932

£22/10.—T.T. 7-9h.p. Indian, electric light, discs, new
condition, cluteh, new tyres.—89, East Hill, Wands-

worth. [2969

rC|23 Indian Models; exchange and extended pay-
• ^ menf s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

Central 5168. [3255

£48.-1920 7-9h.p. Indian coachbuilfc combination,
dynamo, little used, new appearance. — King,

Egrove, Oxford. [3076

QQ Guineas.-7-9h.p. Indian, dynamo lighting, com-
t>0 bination.—59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clap-
ham Rd., S.W.8. [297'7

A SMART 5-6h.p. Indian Sporting Combination, 3
cpeedis, etc.; bargain, £39.—176, St. Albans

Avenue, Bedford Park, Chiswick. [2784

£70.—Indian Combination, 1919, electrical equip-
ment, windscreen, tax paid.—Clifford Wilson

Company, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [3408

INDIAN Powerplus 7-9h.p., and Grindlay Super
Sidecar, ]^ate 1920, electric equipment, perfect

order throughout; £85.-6, Muston Rd., Upper Cla-o-
ton. [2922

BARGAIN.—Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, coachbuilt com-
bination ; 35 guineae ; photograph-; exchanges.-

Peter Gordon. Ltd.. 110. Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. [1871

1 C|19 T.T. Powerplus-Indian, D.A. lighting, spare
J-if chain, sprockets, in splendid condition; £50,
or exchange late fixed gear Norton.—60A, High St.,

Wimbledon. [2859

SCOUT Indians 1923.—Meet ua on Stand 63; generous
al'owance on exchange for your present machine.—

" Parwood," Indian Agents, East Hill, Wandsworth.
Battersea 443. [2968

INDIAN Combination, late model, 1921 Dunhills'
sidecar, lamps, speedometer, taxed, splendid con-

dition; real bargain, £55.-3, Stamford Brook Rd.,
Hammersmith. [3150

7-9h.p. Indian, dynamo lighting, 2-seater Mills-Ful-
ford sidecar, hood, privately owned, perfect con-

dition ; £100.—S. Howell, Automobile Engineer, 112,
Whitehorse Rd., Croydon. [2706

NOVEMBER, 1921, Indian Scout and sporting alu-
minium sidecar, electrically equipped, speedo-

meter, etc., done 3,000 miles, as new; photo; 70
guineas.—G. French, 276, Hills Rd., Cambridge. [3011

£15 down and 12 monthly payments of £3-/15.—
1919 Powerplus Indian, dynamo lighting, excep-

tionally good cundition, any trial, not W.D.; discount
for cash.—Langford's, 37,- Cricklewood Broadway,
N.W.2. [33.46

BAMBERS
(Est. 27 years)

THE HOUSE FOR

BARGAINS.
DON'T MISS THESE
1922 eli.p. B.S.A. Comb., shop soiled £110

1922 3j h.p. ARIEL Comb., shop soiled £95

1922 2j h.p. WOLF BLACKBURNE, O.H.V. £58

1922 sih-.ji.-RUDGE, all chain £65

1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £100

1922 2|h.p. DOUGLAS, aU on £47

1921 3* h.p. SUNBEAM £75

1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb ., . £90

1921 4i h.p. ARIEL Comb., all chain £75

1921 2i h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-speed £35

1920 7-9 h.p. AMERICAN-X Comb., 2-seater £65

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., dynamo. . . . £55

19205-6 h.p. ZENITH, speedon:ieter, etc.. , £48

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., as new £110

J920 4jh.p. B.S.A. Comb,, all on £60

1920 2j h.p. CLYNO, 2-speed and dutch. .

.

£25

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £75

19203* h.p. ARIEL Comb £40

1920 3| h.p. I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI £33

1919 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Powerplns £45

1919 3i h.p. P. & M., 2-speed, etc £38

1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., model " H "
£58

1918 4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb., all on £55

1917 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £54

1913 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £48

1915 4} h.p. B.S.A. Comb £43

1916 Grand Prix MORGAN £65

3* h.p. RUDGE, clutch, etc £22

3i h.p. P. & M., 2-Epeed £9 10

MAY WE SEND YOU FULL
PARTICULARS ?

WHY WAIT? YOU CANNOT
GET BETTER VALUE THAN THE
ABOVE.

All Machines Licensed

and Guaranteed.

EXCHANGES & EASY

PAYMENTS.

Distance no Object.

2, EASTBANK St.,

SOUTHPORT.
THONE 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, February, 193;
dynanio lighting, electric horn, mileage 1.500, cor

ditlon as new, tyres Tinpunctured ; £liOi consider lal
4h.p. 60I0 part eseliange,—Tuck, 26, Hampsliire Terraci
Southeea. [295

LANGFORD'S, Indian specialists, for the wonderftj
1923 models; highest price allowed for you

present machine; liberal easy-payment terms ; writ(
sail or 'phone for particulars.—Lajigford's, 37, Crickl{
wood Broadway. London, N.W.2. Hampstead 86

U

[257
tiyare ParU:

F'OR Indian spares and overhanling try ^Horswil
Indian Specialist, over 10 years' espeiience, 4:

Bridge St., Chester. [127

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208. Great Portland St.. Londoi
W.I.—Complete stock of all Indian spare pari

always in stock. Write for free spare part liet, statin

year of manufacture. [075

INDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for a
models ; all second-hand spares sent on approva!

write, call, or 'phone ; we can save you money.—Lani
ford's, 37, Cricklewood 1- roadway, N.W.2. Hampsfea
8616, [135

INDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new, also second-han<
from stock ; send list requirements for our prices.-

Dennis Accessories Stores. 89, Briston Rd., Londoi
'Ploone: Brixton 3129. The firm with a reputatic

for promptness and satisfaction.

Invicta.

19 21 Invicta, 234h.p., 2-speed,
licensed, excellent condition

;

[378

fully equippei
27 guineas; e:

changes or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rcl

Suuth Ken.^ington.

29
Ivy.

[333

Guineas.—1920 Ivy, a snip.—59, Palfrey Plae
Dorset Hd.. Claiiham Bd., S.W.8. [297

^•^f'ffre Parts

:

ITT.—All spares from stock.—Maudes', 100, Gt. I'm
land St., W.l. [28!

Ixion.

1020 Ixion brand new, fixed gear, £35; 1921 Ixioi
J-" 2-speed, £45.—Saunders, 32, High St., Ham]
stead. [250

James
£22,—4l^h.p. James, 3-speed, countershaft gear

good running order.—King, Egrove, Oxiord'. [307

1 Q19 5-6h.p. James Combination, thorough goic
JLi/ ordef, JuUy equipped; *55.—34, Willes Rd
Kentish Town. [305

AT Edwards.—1922 3i;5h.p. sports Jame^, equippel
tax paid, indistinguishable from new; 7

guineas.—Below.

AT Edwards.—1919 SMih.p. twin James, 3.-speed, a!

chain equipped lamps, horn, etc.; 38 guineas
exchanges or deferred.—101, Gt. Portland St., W.l

[335

1019 James 5-6h^. model De Luxe Combinatioi
J-jy Easting, Tan-Sid, iirst-elass machine, in peifei

condition, any trial: f75.—Mason, Draper. Bagshot.
[267

OARIJAIN.—James Combination, 1917, 6h.p., 3-spee(

-O clutch, K.S., electric lighting, nearly new tyres

sacrifice- £29; must sell; seen any time.—Duval,- 61

Grand Parade, Hairingay. [290

-|Q 19-20 5-6h.p. James Combination, screen, Luca
-Lt7 lamps, small mileage, tophoJe condition, fu
equipment, enamel and meoha-nical condition as new
£82.-39, Dundonald Rd., Leicester. [288

19^22 7h.p. James Combination, De Luxe sideca:

as new, fitted Liicas head lamp, sidecar lami
tail lamp, horn, and insurance; owner ordered toreJE

service; offers waTitea.-Church, o/o Dan Guy, we;
mouth. [2B7

I Q21 4Vtb.p. James Combination, indistinguishab]

Xt7 from new, fully equipped, electric lightinj

screen, speedometer, etc.; any trial or examinatioE
accept £60 for quick sale.—Waldron Motor Mart, 64i

Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.I 7. "Phone: Wimble
don 607. [305

Spare Parts:

JAMES Spares.—Immediate delivery.—j&ys, 8 ai

. 10, Bond St., Bahng. [944

WHITBY'S —James spares, expert service.-7, Th
Vale, Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick 1513. [377

Lea- Francis.

"1015 Lea-Francis Combination, dynamo lighting

Xt7 bargain, Terry's spring saddle; £65.—Ross, 86

High Ed., Lee. [222

LEA-FRANCIS, 3-speed, kick-start, all-chain; £35
or exchange, and £15, [or 7-9h.p. or 8h.p. 3-spe6

combination.—40, Luton Ed., Faversham. [291

AT Edwards'.—1920 3V2h.p. Lea-Francis, M.A.G
engine, fully equipped, lamps, horn, speedomete]

perfect order; 48 guineas. Exchanges or deferred:-

101. Great Portland St.. W.l 1932

5Q Guineas.—^Lea-Francis, 1922, SVah.p., twi

O M.A.G., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter, enclose

chain drive; actual gold medal winner Scottish an
English Six Days Trials; new tyres.—Delancey SI

Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. ,
[300

044 *" letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

iREMIER Motor Co., the Levis Specialists.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all 1923 Levis models;
2yili.p. Popular, single gear, £38; model T.,

ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, £4&; we are the
irest ageiits to the Levis works, and sell more ma-
ines oi this famous make than any other agents
the British Isles; free delivery. Premier Motor

., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3358

EVIS, single; £20 or nearest; Douglas wanted.—
i- M;icfadyen, Eoghend, Arhroath. [2761

916 Levi3, 2 speeds fullv emiipped; bnrgnin. £20.—
Fisher, Springwell Ed., Heston, Hcnnslow. [2955

923 Levis IModels; exchange and extended pai'-

mcnts.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London
[3256

fV23 Levis, 2-speed, kick-starter, clutch; £A3, just
t- delivered.—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. 'Phone :

2. r0966

EVIS. late 1921, 2-speeds, hand clutch, spe^do-
'J ' meter. lamps, etc., beautiful condition ; £35.—
i, Thornsett Rd.. Earlsfield, London. [3157

Sparc Parts,

^OIU-'KEYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London.
JT W.l.—Complete stock of all Levis spare part^^

ivays in stfxik. Write for free spare part list, stating
"rar of manufaetnie. [0753

L.M.C.
.M.C. 4h.p. 1920. fully equipped, with lamps and

J horn, and licence paid, very fine order, and quite
ady for the road: £38.— j.he Layton Garages, 30, Holv-
m St.. Oxford. [3305

Martlnsyde
TARTINSYDE Combination 1922 6h.p., 3-speed
'X gear, splendid hill-climber, brand new, shop-
iled; £120.—The Ri^rris Garages, Oxford. [3214

iTARTINSYDE 1921 6h.p. Combination, equipped,
A splendid condition; 75 guineas.—Paterson, 146
lirland Rd., Paddington. Seen evenings, Saturday
iter 1 p.m. ^ [3131

ijOBERTSONS Motors. Limited, are the Londnr
\v Martinsyde Service agents; trial runs arranged
)I23 models now available at the new prices, spares
'ocbed-157B, Gt Portland St.. W.l [1122

922 Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination, complete with
Milford sidecar, cost £160. has only been used

I few times; a gift at £130; cash or deferred.—Marl
ijrough {Motor House). 20. Finchley Rd. N.W.8

[6560
1 RE You Visiting Olympia ? If so. call and see us
JL on Stand No. 30, where we shall be pleased to
ve you full particulars of the Martinsyde motor cycles
id combinations. We are agents for this machine;
sh, deferred payments, or exchanges.- Barker's
btots. 194. Balham High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441
itchmere. 'Grams: Pushfully, Bal., London. [2529

Spare Parts :

TARTINSYDE Spare Parts are obtainable fron
'X stock at Jones' Garage, The Broadway. Muewel!
ill. London N.IO [0915

Matador.
JIFFERENT but better, that's the Matador 1

1

)TJR Experience of Bradshaw engines, and the
wonderful results obtained, have decidefl us to

,ke up this machine without hesitation

;;pOLLOW the decision of the men who knew from
experience and buy one Its success in the

iming yeai Ys assured, and we will help you to-

iccess if you are a competition rider, and to the
y of comfortable no-trouble touring if you require
machine for this purpose.

'T is 2^4h.p.. with o.h V. Bradshaw engine. The
oiling is automatic and cannot get out of order.

cannot overheat, the three-speed Burman gear box
delightful, and with 700x80 tyres road shocks are
1 Speed!! Well. 70 ro.p.a. on the Sports. The
"ice is right, too; £7b.

T will not be at O ympia, bat very close to it;
don't leave it to the last minute; see us to-day

)ont it.

TATADOR! Matador T Matador !! -Keep it in
'J- mind and Icok for the man with the Allan
mzeflier badge at Olympia.— Allan Gnizelier, Ulst^i
iambers. 168, Regent St. W. [2451

Matchless.

921 Model H Matchless Combination, nice condi-
tion; 95 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

9
[3370

21 Model H Matchless Combination, every ac-
cessory; £82/10; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd.,

>rth Kensington. [3138

921-22 H. Matchless Combination, spare wheel,
M.A.G. engine, absolutely as new; 87 guineas.

19, Valnay St., Tooting. [3371

923 Matchless Combination Models; exchange and
extended payments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

me, London Central 5168. [3257

IATCHLESS. all models. 1923 prices] best ex-
change allowa-nces; deferred.—Agents, R. B.

ark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1155

idiaf^r
i

i

m

W
THE LAPGEST OEALEPS IN THE

OF READING

AS USUAL
We shall be There

LOOK OUT FOR THE
BADGE

on the following
STANDS?
LEVIS
No.

A.J.S.
No. 67

MATCHLESS
No. 71
MORGAN
No. 138
Also So e Agents for

R/VLEIGH NORTON, ENFIELD
TR.U.«PH, etc.

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad St., Reading.

•Phone 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Matchless.

MATCHLESS-GREENWICH 1923 latest models in
stuck,

.
inspection invited.—See Sam, E. Clapharo

at the Shuw, Matchless, Stand 71, Olympia. .

1 Q23 Programme. All leading makes ol motor cycles
-*-•-' and light oars.- ^am. E Claphara (Motors), 27,
•Stuckwell St.. Greenwich. [3413
A T Edwards.—1919 8h.p. Victory Matchless com-
iX bination, Lucas lamps, Bonniksen speedompt^r,
spare wheel, new condition throughout; 70 guine*i
Below.

1 Q21 Sh.p. Spring Frame Matchless Combination,
-»-tf M.A.G. engine, Magdyno lighting, spare wheel,
hood, screen, tax paid, perfect condition; 90 guineas;
exchanges or deferred.—101, Gt. Portland St.. W.l.

[3352
MATCHLESS Combination. 8h.p,, 2-speed. la.i.p,,

hurn, etc.. overhauled, good running order; 40
guineas Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [1142

1 Q22 Matchless Model H 2-seater Combination. 8
-L t/ b.p., 2 screens, J.A.P. engine, electric light,
done 500 miles only; £135.—Kent, Lynton Park Lane,
Congleton. [2403

MATCHLESS, brand new. Model H2, M.A.G. engine,
spring frame, Lucas lamps, horn, screen, shields,

etc. ; X130. only one at this price.— Mason's Garaee,
"et hvvnrth. Herts. [1660

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. IPSl Combination. Lncas
lighting, tpare wheel, aocd, screen, etc., excel-

lent condition and aopearance: £78.-Mylam. 197,
London Rd., Croydos. ^ [3190

MATCHLESS IV^l Combination, Sh.p, M.A.G.
engine, tike npw, spring frame, spare wheel,

electric ight, hood, screen, etc. ; £80 only.—Bunt-
ing's Exchange, Wealdstone. [3154

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. Family Combination (Sep-
tember 1921) Lucas lighting, Tan-Sad, splen-

did condition, carefully used; bargain, £125.

—

"' Helvetia " Headstone Lane, Pinner. [2864

1 Q21 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo
J-t/ lighting, spare whee., speedometer, hood, screen,

M A.G. engine, small mileage; £87/10.—Hillier (side

bell), 127, St. Mark's Rd , North Kensington. [3143

MATCHLESS-—immediate delivery of all 1923
models, including the new model L 3h.P- ; price

£70; eschanges and extended payni-ent propositions a
•ipecialitv.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford Phone: 581 [3297

1 Q21 Matchless H spring frame combination, M.A.G.,
J-*' Magdyno, fu.ly e..aipped. Easting, spare wheel,
escellpnt tyres, tubes, spare chain, valves, tubes, et-c.,

insured, very carefuDy use. £90.—Grimston, 435. Port-

land Rd.. West Hove, Susses. [2803

MARSHALL'S Special Raciiig SOOc.c. Matchless-
M.A G. o.h.v twin for sale, or exchange for

ndian Scout; winner of numerous awards this season,

apable of over 80 m.p.h., numerous spares and sproc-

kets, close ratio gears, etc ; any examination.— 5,

=;talion Rd., Edgware. Middlesex. [2877

I
020 H Model Matchless Combination, J.A P., stan-

*- *y dard equipment and speedometer, hood, legshields.

.side-step, jack. Lucas lamps and generators, water-
'

>roof overall cover, insurance, nun erous spares,

?tc. perfect running order, small mileage, any trial;
'^^95 or nearest offer.—57. Mount Nod Rd., Streatham
Hill, S.W. [2772

I Q23 Mntchless Combinations.—T. J. Rosb. -j!

1*/ Hign Rd.. Lee. S.E. ("phone Lee Green 774f, vul
•e pleaf:ed to take your nrd^rs for prompt delivery,

irxchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
8t ration model always in stock. I'urehasers t.'iuglit

free. Large assortmpnt of new and second-hand motor
ycles always in stock r3244

ARE You Visiting Olympia? If so. call and see us
on Stand No. 71, where we ?hall be pleased to

;4ive you full particulars of the Matchless spring frame
notor cycles and combinations. We are the authorised
gents for this machine; cash, defeired payments, or
xrhanges.— Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd.,
^.W.12. Phone : 4441 Latrhmere. 'Grams : Push-
'ully, Bal., London. [2528

1 C|21 Matchless, perfect condition, paint, nickel work
i-*y as new. c<imp'e'"elv verba u led bv inaker.s a t-

Treat expense; fitted automatic lubrication, Lucas
dynamo lighting set, spare wheel, luggage carrier,

ew mndel front band b'^ake tnuls tax mid :" irsT>ec-

tion and trial run by appointment; £100; cost when
new f2')0-—Piaunean, 15, Queen Anne's Gardens,
Bush Hill Park. Enfield. [3404

MATCHLESS 1922 model H, with 2-seater side-
car. M.A.G- engine, dynamo lighting, spare

wheel, speedometer, electric and bulb horns. 2
•screens, absolutely indistinguishable from new, £145;
ilso 4 other 1919, 1920 and 1921 Matchless Com-
hinatinns, from £75. Full particulars of these and
^0 other Combinations priced from £20 upwards
free on request.—Newnbam Motor Co., 223 and 245,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1325
and 80. [3223

Spare Parts:

MATCHLESS Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kavs,
8 and 10. Bond St., Ealing. [9446

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-

turn, post free.—Jones' Garage, Mat<;hlesfi Agent,
Broadway, Mnswell Hill, N.IO. [0808

All letters relating lo advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, ma.iied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
AlcKenzie.

1 Q Guineas.—1922 McKeozie, brand new, licensed,
A O equipped ; bargain.—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor
Grove, Hoggtii''s Coiner, Barnes. [3025

Metro.
~j Q20 lIetro-T?yler, tax paid, discs, lamps, shop-soiled;
J-t/ £40. -Saunders, 32 High St. Hanipsteud. [2501

1 Q20 Metro-Tylei', sports model, fully equipped, in
J-*' excellent order, guaranteed; £25.—Homac's,
243,, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[3283
Ner-a-Car.

£57.-1922 Ner-a.-Car, slightly shop-soiled only, a
bargain.—SoHth Eastern Garage, Heme Hill,

S-E.24. [2402

NER-A-CAR 1922, regi.yteied, insured, in excellent
order and condition, tittle used; 40 guineas, or

near otter.-Bos 4852, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2766

New Hudson.
13 3Vahj>, 3-speed New Hudson Combination

;

£50.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2926

014-.—2i4fa.p. New Hudson, 2-strofee, single-speed,^ good runn-Hig order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [3078

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped,
splendid condition; any trial; £20.—Ward, South

Western Garage, New Maiden. [3364

"IQ21 New Hudson 2i^h.p., 2-speed; just overhauled,
J-*' tiplendid condition, tax naid, lamp and horn; £30.
-Fairhead and Sawyer, Idlelton, Suffolk. [2758

1 020 New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, lamps,
-- *^ speedometer, screen ; £60;. 'tarsed.—James, c/o
Bradmoi-es, 482, Harrow Rd;, Paddington. [9975

1 Q19 2i4h.p. New Hudson motor cycle, 2-speed, 2-
-L e? stroke, completely equipped, exeeilent order

;

£30.—E. W Roberts, Blencathra Garage, Keswick.
[0973

NEW HUDSON Combination 4h.p., splendid condi-
t-ion, very little wear, late 1919, 3-speed, hand

:lutch ; will sell at a sacrifice, what offers ? — Sands,
Farley, Oakamoor, N. Staffs. [3096

New Imperial.

1 Q23 New Imperial Models; extended payments and
-i-t/ exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don. ij53

£33.-1921 2'fih.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds,
clutch, K.S., equipped, perfect. — King, Egrove,

Oxford. [3079

OAh.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, kick-start; £32; ex-
-^4 change other make.—Naish, Church Rd.,
Wheatley, Oxon. [2650

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2>$h.p., 2 speeds, 1918,
splendid condition; £24.-30, Thornsett Rd.,

fiarlsfield, London. [3159

i))^l\.-Q. New Imperial-Jap, June, 1921, 2-speed, clutch,
'^4 kick-start, good condition; £35.

—

39e, Emperor's
^ate, Gloucester Rd. [3008

23.h.p. New Imperial, 1920, J.A.P. engine. No.
4 81737a, 2 speeds, clutch, K.S., fully equipi>ed,

small mileage, spares, perfect condition, guaranteed;
£28; after 7 p.m.—Caldecourt, 105, Mount Pleasant
Lane, Clapton. _ [3010

Spare Parts:

EW IMPERIAL Spares. Immediate delivery.—
Kays, 8-10, Bond St., Ealing. [2180

NEW . IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockists,
Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham-

1257. Open till 6 p.m., 1 o'clock Saturdays. [0855

Norton.
pREMIER Motor Co., the Norton Specialists.

WE are the nearest agents to the Norton works,
and can offer you immediate delivery o! the

latest improved 1923 models at the new prices. We
;iave sold right out of 1922 models. Deferred payments
^% extra; free delivery to any address.—Premier Motor
Do., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3559

N

19 23 Norton Models; on easy terms and exchange— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. I32S9

1 Q21 E.R.S. Norton, 3-speed, speedometer, lamps,
J-«/ tools, as new; 55 guineas.—174, Avenue Rd.,
Acton, W.3. [3040

NORTON 1922 Super-Sports, close ratio gears,
Kicardo piston, Lucas lamps, tax; 65 guineas.

—

H. Rod:, Cradley, Staffs. [2996

1 Q22 Norton Jiijh.p. 16H. £67/10; also Big 4h.p.,
J-«-' £70; both new, unregistered, shop-soiled only.—
Bates, 19, Albany Rd., Coventry. [3184

NORTON Big Four Combination 1922, countershaft,
jack-Start, equipped, taxed ; £98.—Sidney, 769,

Roraiord Rd., Jf'anor Park, London, E,12. [3270

1023 Norton models.—Immediate delivery-; extended
J-t/ pnyments and exchanges with pleasure.—Tlie
Lnvton Garages, 30, Holvwell St., Oxford. 'Phon**
581. [3298

NORTON 1922 16H., countershaft, Brooklands
special racer, kick-start, taxed, as new; £115.

—

WaJker, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London,
E.12. [3271

BURLINGTON
DOUGLAS

FuHy Eqai'ped and Guaranteed.

FREE
Great New ' Burlington ' Competition.

TPO further popularise our well-known
•* Sidecars, we have instituted the
tollowing interesting competition, in

order to obtain a really good slogan
for these Sidecars.

NOTE.—The type of slogan required is something
similar to '^Luxury Products at Economy Prices"
or " Best on the Long Rttn."

AU that is necessEiry is to send in

your suggestion for a slogan, accom-
panied by an order for goods to the

value of not less than 2/6.

Every 2/6 entitles you to send a
suggestion.

THE CLOSING DATE DRAWS NEAR.
SEND YOUR SUGGESTIONS NOW.

Ah abbreviated List of spares and useful accessories

u-ill be found tinder our advertisement in tlie Miscel-
laneous colunm.s

AT THE SHOW—
Don't hesitate — ask for the Burlington
representative. Our representatives wiU
be pleased to meet you on any stand by
appointment and to advise you on any
point relating to motor cycles.
We can supply any machine for cash or
deferred payments.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417. Wires: Burlington Motors,
Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station

N-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

8h.p. Norton-Jap with Bidecar, re-rnamelled and
overhauled, guaranteed to be in fir-^t-class con-

dition; £40.—Geiger, 24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak,
London, N.W.3. [3166

SOUTHPORT.—1922 B.R.S. Norton, absolutely splen-
did condition, Mabon clutch, Lucas horn, speedo-

meter; a picture; 42 guineas; exchanges.—Kent s, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [3059

1 Q20 Big 4 Norton, large Lucas lamps, Klaxon, Wat-
Xt? ford trip speedometer, new supers tudded
Hutchinsons 700x80, excellent condition; ^£65.—Fearu,
Hazelbank, Kirriemuir. [2668

THE Famous Norton—it surprises. And wins all tiie

cups and prizes ; II you wish to _ purchase one,
Enquire of R. F. Alderton.—Stand No. 103, or Hard-
wicke Rd., Reigate, Surrey. [2118

J ATE 1922 SV^Ii.p. Overhead Valve Norton, specially
i tuned engine, has won over 30 firsts, seconds,

and thirds during last 5 months; dE95; lully giiaran-
teed.—Simister, Jordangate, Macclesfield. [3315

AT Edwards.—1922, August, SV^h.p. Norton^ sports
model, Lucas lami)s and horn, knee grips, tax

paid, indistinguishable from new ; 49 guineas ; ex-
changes or deferred,—101, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[3349
"I Q21 Norton Big Four, Luca^ lamps, speedometer,
J-t/ Klaxon, knee grips, watch, mileztge 500, indis-

tinguishable from new, guaranteed perfect through-
out; 70 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [9310

N.U.T
'.U.T. 1920-21 and Swan sporting sidecar. dynaraOr

discs, etc.; £78; handsome outfit; call before 7.

—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston. E.8. [3392

O.K.

1Q20 O.K., 2-stroke, nice condition; 18 guineas.~67,
J-U Fernlea Rd., Balham. [3373

"IQ21-22 O.K.-Vini6r6 2^4h.r., 2-speed, fully eouipped,
--*' as new, guaranteed perfect, tax paid: £33.-28,
Oldridge Rd., Balham, S.W.12. [2676

1022 O.K., 3-6pe6d, K.S. and hand clutch, almost as
-1-*' new ; very great bargain at £^5,—The Layton
Garages, 50, Holywell St., Oxford. [3307

O.K. 2V2h.p. Mark X, 1921 model, Villiers' engine,
single speed, new and unused ; £28 / 10,—Eagles

and Co., 275, High St., Actouj London. [3235

Ome^a.
OMEGA-VILLIERS 1921 23;h.p., ^ 2-speed, taxed,

lalnpTs, horn, etc., Brooks, splendid condition;
£27, or offer.—60, Wickham Rd., Brockley, S.E.4.

[3117

P. and M.
,

4ih.p. P. a-nd M. 2-spoed Combination; £49^-*
2 Gomme, Stevenage. [3113

016.—sy-h-p, P. and M., 2-speed, clutch, fine running
1^ order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [3080

4? 42/ 10, saci-ifice.—1921 P. and M., 2 speeds, kick-^ start, fully equipped, taxed, as new.—143,~~RaTens-
bury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [3310

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, 2 speeds, accessaries,

Tan-Sad, hood and screen, splendid condition

;

£36.-30, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London. [3160

6R.A.F. 1918 P. and M. machines, stove enamelled,

lined, thoroughly overhauled; £30 each; must be
sold.—Cooper, 63, Avenue Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5.

[3397

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, R.A.F. model, sound
running order, gears, new, 1922 B. and B., lamps

and horn, tax paid; trial; cash price £33.^Elint Bun-
galow, Croydon Rd., Wai'Ungham. [2875

"1 Q 18-19 Renovated P. ind M.'s, guaranteed 3
it? months; £40; instalments taken. Incomplete
P. and M.'s; £17/10.—Inraan, Durham Rd., Sea-

forth, Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [2992

| Q 20 P. and M. Combination, little used, condition
-I-*/ as new, lamps, mirror, luggage and petrol
carriers, spares, including 2 covers, 3 tubes ; £80

;

private owner.—Broadway Motor Works, South Ching-
ford. [2985

BARGAINS.—P. and M. Combination, 1920, as new,
53 gninenfi; also 1917 P. and M. combiaafion. 36

guineas; solo, 29 guineas; photographs; exchanges.^
Peter Gordor Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. [1873

1 Q.23 P. and M-- Solos or Cbmbfnations at 1923
j-*y prices; immediate delivery from the authorised

agents; exchanges entertained.-Kenneth Kemp and
Co-, 4, Berkeley Mews, Conn-aright St., Marble Arch,
London. 'Phone: Paddington 1177. [3170

~|Q18 P. and M. Combination, touring, spring frame
XU sidecar, mechanically perfect, and excellent ap-

pearance; £29,—Light Car aud Motor Cycle Engi-

neering Co., Ltd., 26, Tnlse Hill. Brixton. S.W.3.
'Phone : Brixton 1292 (half-min. from Brixton Skatins
Rink). [3328

Spare Parte:

P. and M. Spares Specialists. Stamp' brings list."

Immediate delivery.—Inman, Durham Rd., Sea-

forlh, Liverpool. "Phone; Waterloo 296. [2993

C46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

Spare Parts:

your
anv

[2838
P.

and M. second-hand W-D, spares, all i^enuine
requirements, competitive piit-es; practically

part-Maudes'. 100. Gt. Portland St.. W.l.

ALL Spares in Stock; please -nrito for (luotations lor

all parts ; oil guaranteed by return.—P. and M.
Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147, Burlington St., Liver-

pool [0839
Peters.

PETERS I Peters I Peters!—We have a limited
Bumber of these beautifully sprung machines i<xc

alo at bargain prices; all brand new; write for

particulars.—Advance Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Northampton. [2775

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT S^Ah.p. Twin,' £lO; requires adjustments.

—Kennard, 78, Yerbury Ed., Holloway. [2795

7-91i.p. Peugeot Combination, new tyres, running
order; photo; £20, offers.—lOl, Eglinton Hill,

Plnmstead, S.E.18. [3206
Premier

PREIIIEJEI 2V2h.p., Bosch magneto, good order; £13.
—38, Sherriff Rd., West Hampstead. [3086

£18, or Offer.—1914 Premier SVih.p., Dunlops, horn,
etc., unused during war.—43, Hambalt Rd., Clap-

ham. S.W.4. [3115

4h.p. Premier, 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, over-
hauled this year, accessories; £40, bargain.—63,

Arlingford Rd., Brixton. [2701

OQ Guineas.—Premier 3^/^h.p., 3 speeds, Canoelet Com-^O bination, licensed 1922; exchanges.— 12, Corn-
waU Mews, Gloucestei Rd., S.W.7. [2719-

1 Q16 Premier Coachbuilt Combination, underslung,
Ai/ 3 speeds, countershaft, clutch, kick-start, as
new; £38, exchanges.—7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon.

[3208
Spare Parts: i

PREMIER Parts.—I have a large consignment of
genuine parts purchased direct from the makers;

writ« for quotation.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane
Ck)nie(r, Coventry. "Phone: 1945.

.
[2916

GENUINE Premier Spares.—We have purchased
from the Coleshill Trading Company, the tre-

mendous stock of genuine Premier parts (the largest
and only complete stock in the world) purchased by
them from the makers, and are offering the same at
block-out prices.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [1854

PREMIER Genuine Spares and Repairs.—We rlaim to
be the most competent firm to supply spares and

execute repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in
the premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.
We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
world, We are the only traders who can claim to
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us full requirements; you will receive our reply per
return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
8pa. 'Phone : 631. [8369

Priory.
>RIORY-J.A.P., brand new;

tion Rd., S.W.7.
£45.—Clark. 7. Exh'bi-

[2305

AT Edwards.—2%h. p. Priory 2-3troke. 2-speed, brand
new: £3e.—101, Gt. Portland St.. W. [7503

"IQ22 Priory, 2^h.p., J.A.P.. 2-speed, clutch and
J-t/ kick-start, bra-nd new and unused, three months'
piarantee; £43; exchanges or deferred.-
Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

-Edwards, 50,
[1143

Quadrant.
1Q20_4h.p. All-chain Quadrant, nice order; £50.--

Ross-, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2935

£55.-1921-22 Quadrant combination, accessories.-
Clifford Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge

Ed,, 8.E.I. [1838

£90, or reasonable offer.—Brand new 1922 Quadrant
combination.—Clifford Wilson Co., 177, West

minster Bridge Rd., 8.E.I. [1837

1Q20 4V2li-P- Qnadrant Combination, 3-speed, coun-
i-t' tershaft, all chain, new 1921, equipped, taxed;
£48.-68. Lytton Rd.. Leytonstone. [2857

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all 1923 Quadrant models
duect from Olympia.—Clifford Wilson Company,

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [3409

£60.-1922 Quadrant AVsh.p. special eolo, 1923 im-
provements, used competitions only.—Oliflord

Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [2587

QUADRANT 1922 4V2h.p., Millford sidecar, Tan-Sad,
lamps, etc., low mileage, new condition ; £75

;

•een North London.—^Box 4872, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[3197

Spare Parts:

CLIFFORD W1I,S0N Manufacturing Co., Quadrant
ofBclal repairers and spare parts stockists, 177,

Westminster Bridge Rd. (opposite Waterloo Station
Approach), London, 8.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210. [9989

Radco.
£12.—Badoo 2^^p., lampe, etc., tax paid, good con-

dition.—Robins, 97, Latchmere R4., Battersea.
[2833

If you are visiting OLYMPIA.
see our represeniative at the A.J.S,
STAND No. t>7— if not, call at

THE MINIATURE OLYMPIA
** The Birininghain House for Motorists."

HERE you can inspect the finest

collection of famous mounts ever
seen in the Provinces.

Especially as^ to see the—

winner of the JUNIOR T.T. 1914-20-21, also
the SENIOR T.T. 1921 and JUNIOR T.T. 1923.

The outstanding superiority of the A.J.S.,
its absolute efficiency and reliability, is never
questioned—it can be depended upon to take
the rider anywhere, easily, speedily and
comfortably vrith the minimum of trouble^

O.H.V. Model. 2f h.p. 3-speed stripped CQ'T
Sports. Umnvalled as a fast lightweight . ,*O #

Model B. 2^ h.p. vspeed Touring, O ^9^7
All-chain drive, Clutch and K.S * # #

Model B.l. 2| h.p. 3-speed Standard JR '7*7
Sports K.S. , Foot-rests. Speed 61 m.p.h.. .•* • •

Model D. 7 h.p. Twin A.J.S. Passenger Machine,
3-speed Countershaft Gear and Clutch, K.-Starter,

Detachable and Inter. Wheels, Horn, Lucas Magdyno
Lighting Set, Windscreen and Sidescreen.

Complete-^ £132 • lO
Other Ager.c'rs incndet

ENFIELD. INDIAN, TRIUMPH, NEW IMPERIAL, DUNELT,
MASSEY, NORTON, JAMES, ARIEL, N.U.T., HUMBER,
O.K., ALLD.\YS-ALLON, ETC.

Our service departmentgives yoit every assistance

with the running and upkeep of your mount.
Exchanges arranged with approved second-Jiand

machines. Easy paymoUs. Free expert tuition.

Sole AJ.S. Distribat ng Agent forB'ham &Di trict:

PJ.EVANS
Management

:

E. S. Patterson, S. Radway, N. G. Stesliy.

81-91, John Bright Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone : Midland 2910. Telegrams :
" Lytcar, B'ham."

CUiuon-IVaU^

MOTOR CYCI.HS FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

pREMIEE Motor Co., the Ealeigh SneclaliBts.

IMMEDIATE delivery of oil EalelBh 1923 mo.lelj,
many iinprov.vinents, huge price rwluctions. We

have sold more Raleigh 1922 models than any ot.,er firm
in the British Isles; buy the mac;;in6 which rejireaeDtft

the best value from the firm who give you tue be«t
service; exchanges and deterred payments arranged.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Biimiogham. [2580

UALEttiH. 1922. 2-3peed. 2^ih.p., orand new. snop
soiled; £56.-7, ExL. lition Ed., S.W.7. [3588

RALEIGHS.— 1923, allK:hain drive; qnickest de-
liveries.—Clifford Motories. Eastwood, Notts. (9960

RALEIGH, 5"6h.p., new 1922, at special price: £90
—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.

[3247

RALEIGH, 1923 models, from i£57 ; immediate de-

livery.—Ratcliffe Bros,, 200, Gt. Portland St,,

W.l. [0975

1 C|23 Raleigh Models; exchange and extended pay-
JL\f ments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
Cenlral 5168. [3260

LATE 1922 3h.p, Raleigh Combination, 3-speed,

clutch, K.S., used twice, as brand new; sacrifice

£55; exchanges.—24,

19=

Balliol Rd., North Kensington.
13133

BARGAIN.—Raieigh 1922 5-6h.p. Spring Frame
Combination, Lucas lamps, magnificent machine,

almost new; sacrifice £92.—Edgeworth House, Arlesey,

Beds, [2921

RALEIGH, 1922, 21ih.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn,

speedometer, knee grips, extra tool bag, perfect

condition; £65, or offer.—P. E. Hornby, Overdale,

Heaton, Bolton, Lanes. [2332

RALEIGH 1923 models and prices are the mos;
interesting offered to the public—2^4h. p. 3-speed

all-chain drive with clutch and kick-starter, £64, 2-

speed chain-cum-belt, £57; delivery from stock; ex-

changes and deferred payments; spare parts always

available. Sales and service depot for Raieigh

machines.—Newnham Motor Co., 223 and 245, Ham-
mersmith Rd., London. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
1325 and 80. L3221

Reading=Standard.
ini6 Reading-Standard, very nice order; bargain
LU £60.-Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2929

READING-STANDARD, 1920-21, 16h.p., not done

1 000 miles, with special roomy sidecar, spare

tyre and aJl tools, as new; cost over £250; accept

£160; fully equipped, electric lighting.—Hinton, 1,

Chapel St., Leamington Spa. [2871

Ready.

AT Edwards.-1922 254h.p. Ready, J.A.P., 2-speed,

countershaft gear, equipped with lamps and horn,

tax paid, exceptional condition; 35 guineas; exchangej

or deferred.-lOl, Great Portland St.. Wl. [HIS

Rex.
23 Rex Models; exchange and extended pay-

ments.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lorfuon.
[3261

REX 2-speed, complete less engine, £12; sidecar,

£3; V.S. 2-speed wheel and stays, £5; oHers.—

22, Park 'View, Down Lane, Tottenham. [2771

Rover.

4h p. Rover Sports Model, new, shop-soiled; £85.--

Evans Garage, Newport, Salop. [3110

ROVER, 1921, 8h.p., repainted, etc., perfect con-

dition; £125.—RatcliEfe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland

St.. W. L'246

£35 Under Catalogue.—Unridden 5-6h.p. Rover.—S.

Howell, Automobile Engineer, 112, Whitehorse

Rd.. Croydon. [2704

1 Q 22 4h.p. Eover cycle and sidecar, in perfect con-

i-*f dition. 3 speeds: £70.-K. E. Jones, Ltd., D'll^rn

St., Swansea. [2768

ROVER 3V>h.p. Combination, 1920 about, kick-start,

countershaft, all on, taxed; £68.—Motorist, 769,

Romlord ltd.. Manor Park, London, B.12. [3278

TJOVEE Combination, late 1919, J.A.P., ' flrst-rate

-Ci condition, luggage carrier, screen and hood;

£57/10.—Bowling, Chemist, Pembroke Dock. [2823

ROVER 1914 SVih.p., 3-speed clutch, exceptional

condition, also sidecar. Easting screen; £28, or

near; would separate.—Apply, Giles, 10a. Falrhazel

Gardens, N.W.6. [2774

AT Edwards.-1920 SVih.p. Rover, all-chain drive,

equipped with electric lighting, horn and speed*

meter, absolutely indistinguishable from new; 55

guineas; exchanges or deferred.—101, Great Portland

St. W 1.
["-"S

BARGAIN.-Rover 3y2h.p., 3 speeds, hand clutch,

kick-start, 29 guineas; also Rover 3h.p. 3-speed

combination. Rover sidecar, 38 guineas; exchanges;

photographs.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., East Sheen. UH"
Spare Parts

:

ROVEE Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8 and

10. Bond St., Ealing. [^^^S

Royal Ruby.

1019 Royal Ruby Oombmation, 8h.p., perfect con-

ly dition; £47/10.-9, Church Ed., Ha-desden^^^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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ROYAL RtrBY. Villiers
XV order;

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Koyai Ruby.

1 QlS 8h.p. Royal Ruby, renovated as new, solo
Xi/ £55, with sidecar £65.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
Lee. [2830

engine, perfect rnnnijig
£15.—Golding, Vale Cottage, Oatlands

Park, Weybridge. [2694

10221/2 8-lOh.p. Royal Ruby Combination, as new,
Xi? Lucaf Ma-gdyno, 2-seater sidecar, spare wheel,
hood, screen, speedoineter, niaea^e i.^uU, cheap; o Qd.
—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [5051

£24/lO.-Eoyal Ruby, 2-stroke, late 1919, beautiful
condition throughout, recently stove enamelled, xe-

plated, excellent tyres, tubes, electric light and horn,
spare^belt, 45 m.p.h., 90 m.p.g., guaranteed.—Grimston,
435, Portland Rd., AVest Hove, Sussex. [2802

Hudge.
31.h.p. Rudge, clutch, fast and reliable; 15 guineas.—

2 67, Fernlea Rd., Balham, [3S74

1 QlS Rudge-Multi Combination, perfect condition

;

*-*y £30.-120, Argyle St., St. Helens. [2945

1 Q23 Rudge Models; exchange and extended, pay-
-i-t/ nients.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[3262
£50--Rudge-Multi 1918 5-6h.p. Combination.—

Elliott, Clearwater House, Whitebrook, near Mon-
mouth. [2820

IQlS Rudge-Multi, very little used, original tyres in
J-t/ good conditioji; £30.—R. E. Jones, Ltd., Dillwyn
St., Swansea. [2767

31h,p. Rudge-Multi, overhauled 1920, uot used unti!
2 1921, accessories, tax paid; £39,—Evans Garage,

""
' ' - [3112Newport, Salop.

RUDGE-MTTLTI, 1921, condition excellent, acces-
sories, insured February; nearest £45.—Waterloo

Villa, Tonbridge. [2974

EUDGEMULTI, 1920, excellent appearance and
condition, registered; £35.—Guthrie, 61, High

St., Hawick, Scotland. ~ [2863

SOUTHPORT.—19.21 I.O.M.. Rudge-Multi, Bouniksen
fcpeedometer, lamps, horn, etc.; 41 gruineas; ex-

cha,nges.~Kents, 417, -Lord St,, Southport. [3061

LATE 1921 Rudge-Mnlti LO.M., fully eQuipped. as
new, exoeptionallv fast; £38--tl64, Revelstoke Rd.,

Southfields, S.W.18. 'Phone: Wimble-don 1185. [2972

AT Edwards.-19'21 Rudge-Multi. lully equipped.
speedometer, splendid condition ; 42 guineas ; ex-

changes or deferred.—101, Great Portland St., W.l.
ri850

RUDGE-MULTI, 1922, innumerable extras, taxed
and perfect, any trial; £50.-4, Berkeley Mewa,

Connaught St., Marble Arch, London. 'Phone:
Paddington 11X7. [3172

1 ni8 T.T Rudge-Multi, fitted with new extra
A*' heavy Dunlop covers, condition of machine as
new, lamps, etc.; £25.—Gelger, 24, Mansfield Rd..
Gospel Oak. London, N.W.3. [3165

ARE You Visiting Olympia ? If so, call and see us
on Stand No. 97, where we shall be pleased to

give you full particulars ot the Rudge motor cycle.
We are agents for this machine; cash, deferred pay-
ments, or exchanges.-Barker's Motors, 194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone : 4441 Latchmere.
'Grams i PushfuUy, Bal., London, [2530

Spare Parts:

RUDGE Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Shepherd. En-
field Highway, N. [0901

THE Promptest Firm for Radge Spares.—Illustrated
list free. Trade supplied.—^Forfield Motors, For-

fleld Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

Scott.

"ir INSETS, of Croydon, for Scotts.

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.—Being enthusi-
astic Scott riders ourselves you get the benefit of

our experience.—John R. Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350-352,
Lower Addiscombe Ed., Croydon. [268?

£16.—S^h.p. twin Scott, 2 speeds, good running
order, taxed.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [3081

"I Q 23 Scott Models ; exchanges and deferred pay-
X»/ ments; tuition free.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [3263

SCOTT 334h.p., 1920, exceJlent condition, tax paid;
£55. Similar .machine, 1915 model; £35.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [3414
TMMEDIATE delivery of 1923 Scott models;, ex-
-*- changes and deferred payments arranged.—The
Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone-
581. [3299
SOUTHPORT.—Instant delivery latest 1923 Scott

Squirrel, latest improvements, £89; 1922 Soott
Squirrel, lamp, horn, etc., nice condition, ideal sports
eolo, 59 guineas; exchanges.—Ken ts, 417, Lord St

,

Southport. [3063
Spare Ports :

KINSETS, of Croydon.—Scott Spares and Repairs

-

'Phone: Oroydon 1129. [2688
WARD Motors, Ltd.. 32, HuBtlei St., Bradford, for

sound second-hand Scott parts at less than half-
price; satisfaction guaranteed. List by return. [0889

This Boot is

1 specially
designed for "'^^y^^^o^i^ v,\j

Motorists.
Dark Tan Uppers,

1 SfWmlf''-'"mi^fc
Leather Lined, Soft l^^^s' f- ?-; Ks:;?"jW

and Pliable. Stout ¥\__ ', g i'-' _ f-Wf

English Leather Soles, ^^•g •;
.1 :. Iff

stitched and screwed ^®j| M.sM
PEICE ^ =^")^

30/- ^; ;/' ,,;^

Per Pair, ^% iM \

Post free. JC^ '^iSila \

/^s^^mS. 1
^sSSW'ifll

Thoroughly
rellflhiA Jl^A
LEGGING.
Solid Leather througli-
out. Strong Spring
front. Black or Bro^vn.

Price 9/6 P^st f""^*^

Higkesi Award

bilver Meaat.

COLONIAL FIELD BOOT.

Price

22/6
Post free.

STATE SIZE REQUiaED.
MONEY RETURNHj'lF NOT APPROVED.

C. W. COXITES & SON
Manufacturers,

89, BYROM STREET,

LIVERPOOL. I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

Spare raria:

GODEREYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., Londop,
W.l.—Comp-Iete stoclc of all Scott spare Barts-aiwajs

in stoctt. Wttte for free spare part list, stating ytfetstock,
of nianufactflre.

stating yAit
[0751

ShefSeld-Henderson.
SH1EFFIELD-HEN0ERSON, 350 c.c, o.h.v., 1922,

specially built, used in I.O.M. T.T.. genulnei
money wanted; 69 jfulneas.—211, Albert Bd., Croy-
don. [2901

Singer.
Olh.p. Singer, 1913, T.T. model, splendid condition;* 3 photo " ' "" ~ - - -, .£14, or offer.—Barrett.

WestcUff.
42, Wenbam

[5100

1Q14 Singer Combination, 41i.p., 2 speeds, clntoh,
-^*-' all-chain, new tyres, aU__lamps, conaiortable
iidecar, perfect condition
Clapton Rd., N.E.

£45.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Phone: Dalston .2408. [5285

Spare Parts :

THE Promptest Firm for Genuine Singer Spares.-^
Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, LeamingtoTi

Spa. [836

GENUINE Singer Parts.—Let me quote you.—Alt
Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.

'Phone: 1945. [2917

St. Quintin.
3.3h.p. St. Quintin, Bosch, Druids, equipped, per-
4 feet; £8/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [3120

Si^-"'
Stuart,

offer.—88,' Park Rd,

Stuart
3-speed, fast, any trial; £20, or

Dulwich. [2966

Sun.
SUN-PRECISION 33/4h.p. 1916 coachbailt Combina-

tion, 5-speed, clutch; £28.-2, Appian Rd., B<-iw.

[2893
SUN-VILLIERS, in spleiTdid condition and running

order; £14/10.-30, Thorasett Rd., Earlsfield,

London. [3158

BARGAIN.—Sun-Villiers 2-fitroke, single speed ; 1

5

guineas.—Peter Gordon, -itd., 110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. [1873

FOR Sun-Jap. or Sun-Vit-esse, get in touch with
the sole North London agents. Moflels in stock,

single Special, 42 guineas; 2^h.p. J.A.P., 2-6peed,

K.S.,_60 guineas. Send for catalogues. Trade sup-

plied,—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
[0790

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM, latest 2%h.p., i923, air other models^

Clifford Motories, East\vTod, Notts. [9959

"I Q22 Sunbeam Super-Bports 3y2h.p., only done 500
Xi? miles; £100.—Tbe Morris Garages, Oxford.

[3309

1 Q16 SVah.p. Sunbeam Combination/full acces-
At/ series', hood and screen; £65.—Ross, 86, High
Rd., Lee. [2923

SUNBEAM' 1922 4^^h.p. Combination, electric lamps,
scarcely used, unscratched, beautiful outfitj £128.

—7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5619

1 Q21 Suobeam Combination, new condition, fully
J-*' equipped, Lucas accessories, tax paid; £110.—
Evans Garage, Newport, Salop. [3107

SUNBEAM SVah.p. Sporting, 1921, only done' 3,000
miles, perfect condition, with lamps; £75.—Ray-

mond Best, Burghill, Hereford. [2810

SUNBEAM SVih.p. (October, 1916). 1922 siderar,
' accessories, spares, excellent condition ; £80^—K.^

Albert House, HeniT St.^ Crewe. [2685

SUNBEAM, incomplete, Jess gear bos, engine
sprocket, believe 1916, T.B. magneto; £32.—Der-

rington, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [3407

1 Q23 Sunbeam Models; exchanges and easy terrus;

J-y delivery from works if preferred.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, London. Central 5168. [3264

^ Q 20 SVsh p. Sunbeam Combination, completely
\-*J equipped, condition practically as new; £110.-

E. W. Roberts, Blencathra Garage, Keswick. [0973

1 Q 22 T.T. Sunbeam, fully equipped, Lucas head
J-i/ lamp, D.A. cylinder. Bonniksen, Best mechani-
cal pump, 5 spare sprockets; £84.—Howard, Trinity,

Cambridge, [2949

1 Q21 Sunbeam Sports Competition Machi'ne, winner
-Lt? of numerous gold medals, .Lucas acceissories and
speedometer; £85.—A. R. Evans, I, Lower Bar, New-
port, Salop.

' [3108

SUNBEAM, 4h.p., black and gold, fuUy equioped,
late model, isemi-T.T.,~ in excellent condition

throughout; £.Bb; no offers.—Service Co., 292, High
Holborn, W.C.I. [2841

1 Q20 Sunbeam S^^h-p. Combination, completely
J-i' equipped with lamiw, horn, and windscreen, -and

licence paid, very smart outfit; to clear at £90,—The
Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [3308

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919, SVah.p.. taxed, in-

sured, 3-speed, rear and side tyres, new, all acce*;

series, speedometer, mirror. Cameo, just overhauled;
£95.-99, Woodberry Ay., Winchmore Hill, N.21.

[2894

C48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOit CYCLES FOR SALE.
Stinhenm

Q O Guineas.—Guaranteed 1920 S'i-h.p. semi-sports00 Sunbeam Combination, lamps. Easting, appear-
ance and condition as new, any trial or examination;
evenings.—53, Patshull Rd., Kentish Town. [3391
1021 Sunbeam 8h,p. Combuation. mo&t luxuriousiy
J-*/ equipped, dynamo, spare wheel, hood, etc.,
many spares, as new: £130, nearest.—James, €/
Bradmores 482, Harrow Rd.. Paddington. [9974
6h.p. Sunbeam Combination just been completely over-

hauled by makers, engine re-bushed, new clutch
plates, gear box overhauled, perfect running order, new
speedometer, Triplex screen; £70.—Speed Suppiv,
London Rd.. Tonbridge. [2811

1 Q22 Suuheam 3\^h.p., with Whitley sidecar, com-
-i-t' plate with accessories, including Easting
screen, perfect condition, fully insured; cost £190 in
May, will accept £110. Owner proceeding abroad.

—

F. A.. 76, Old Road West, Gravesend. [2693

SPEEDMAN'S 5\Uh.v. Sunbeam, delivered July,
1922, mileage 1.500, Amac racing, Bauniksen

speedometer, mechanical lubrication, 2 sprockets for

flat racing and hill-climbing, knee grips, complete set

ol tools, licence paid, fully insured, as new; cost 130
guineas; will sell £105, or r.earest.—Arnctt, Garth.
Monmouth. [2909

Triumph
T>REJIIER Motor Co., the Triumph Specialists.

SOLE Distributing Agents for Greater Birmingham
ior Triumph motor cycles; earliest possible de-

livery of improved 1923 models at latest reduced
prices; carriage paid to any address; deferred pay-
ments arranged.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir
mingham. [3360

1Q22 2Mli.p. Baby Triumpli. 2 speeds, perfect; £39.
X«7 —89. Spencer Place. Leeds. [3050

OlO.—SV^h.p. Triumph, m.o.v., Bosch, good running^ order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [3082

4h.p. Triumph, type S.D, new, shop-soiled; £85.—
Evans Garage, Newport, Salop. [3109

TRIUMPH, brand new, all-chain models, unscratched,
mailers' guarantee; £80.—Below.

TRIUMPH-GLORIA 1921, Easting, as new; £82/10
—Beow.

TRIUMPH-GLORIA, all-chain, Easting, many extras,
spriiig footboards, indistinguishable from new;

£87/ia.-Below.

WARD and Co. (Albert Agg), 51, Upper Richmond
Rd.. East Putney. 'Phone; Putney 2754. [3383

BABY Triumph, A.l order; genuine bargain.
£25.—Box 4873, c/o The Hlotor Cycle. [3198

1 Q19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, bargain, tax
-L«y paid; £70.—Ros?, 86, High Rd.. Lee. [2924

1021 Triumph, chain drive mode], Mackenzie side-XU car; £100.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [3210

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph Combination, perfect
XiJ condition; £45.-9. Church Rd., Willesden.

- [2880
TRIUMPH-RICARDO. 1922. unused, sbop-soi.ed;

£100.—My lam, 197. London Rd., Crojdon.
[3191

KQ Gutceas.-1921 all-chain Triumph, accessor! c.
*J if perfect "condition.—40, Aynhoe Rd., W.14.

[3009
1Q21 Triximph H 4h.p.. licence paid; £65.- Wil^^ 4iams, Bright View, Hadley Rd., New Barnet.

[2aS3
"1021 Triumph Combiuat ion very nice condi Dion

;

--«? bargain, 57 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
[3372

4a.p.- Triumph, type H, in perfect order, Lucas ac-
cessories, tax paid; £39.—Evans Garage, Newport

Salop. . [3111

1Q22 4h.p. -Triumph,,-most lavishly equipped, used
J-*'' 3 times; £62/10.-24, BalliolRd., North J5:en.
singfccn. _ . [3137
£16.-1913 SVnb.v. Triumph, Fingle. clnt<-h, in splendid

order, ride away.— i?'. Puddey, 35, Gilpin St., Peter-
borongh.

'
[2733

/Jhp. Triumph Combination, Mihford sidecar, speedo-
*^ meter, screen, etc.; £48.-120. Sutherland Rd.,
Groydon. - - [3168
1Q14 3-.speed Triumph, very nice order, £32; also
--*' a 1911 ZVs'h.p. model, £12.—Ross, 86, High
Hd., Lee." [2928

1 Q20 Triumph, condition as new, speedometer and
•X t/ accessories; ECeO, or offer.—Couch and Stoneman.
Dartmouth. [2 780

TRIUMPHS.—A large assortment in stock; solos and
combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High

Ed., Lee. 8.E f3245
ESCEPTIQN.^LLY grod 1918 Countershaft Tri-

umph, taxed; £45.-2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harles-
den,-N W.IO. (D) [3093

TRIUMPH Combination, excellent condition, 2 new
tyres; £65, or offer.—Taylor, Grocer, E.=her.

'Phone: Esher 19. [3030
1022 Triumph, Model H. Smith's trip, FRS
-*-»^ set, horn, tax paid, shop-soiled ; £85.—Read,
Gillingham, Dorset.

^ [2788

1Q13 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, exceptional
-«-«/ condition; £50; exchange.—37, Canterbury
Kd., Dalston, N.l. [2865

Victor Horsman
GIVE l.-tcl.

VALUE
FOR 19-3:-

3J h.p QUADRANT,
3-speed, all chain -

4ih.p. QUADRANT,
3-speed, all

combination
cnain

£63

£95

£57

£64

4i h.p. QUADRANT,
3-speed, all chain

combination, with Q-m m g\
dynamo lighting - T*M.M.\9

21 h.p. RALEIGH,
2-speed and clutch

and k/s - - - -

2fh.p. RALEIGH,
3-speed and clutch

and k/s, all chain -

5/6 h.p. RALEIGH, «-^^
spring frame - - iiJ.U 1*

8 h.p. CLYNO, spring Q-mnm
frame, comb. - - IiJL^O

Also NORTON, SUNBEAM,
Levis; -SCOTT, Indian,
VELOCETTE. MARTINSYDE.

HAWKER.

Deferred Payment Enquirtes Welcomed

WE WILL TAKE YOUR BIKE IN
; .

PART EXCHANGE.

"'^
1

>' - 'A"FEW.
SECOND-HAND GUARANTEED
MACHINES STILL LEFT. THEY
INCLUDE: NORTON, P. & M.,
QUADRANT, HUMBER, B.S.A.,

and ARIEE.

Send us a P.C. for Particulars.

Victor Horsman
LTD.

7, MOUNT PLEASANT,

LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.
Triumph.

COVENTRY.—1918 Triumph, oouDtershalt, new
tank and framr-. lax i^aid, trial welcomed; £42.

—13, Canterbury St, F3185

1 Q12 3V[;li-p. Triumph, new Duulop. lamps, horn,
1-*' taxed, good order; £20, or near.—Box 4879.
c/o The Motor Cycle. [3314

"I
O Guineas.—T.T. Triumph 3'/2lip., Philipson, last,

Lf^ ride away.— A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove,
Hogger's Curuer, Bariies. [3065

1 Q22 Triumph, Model II, 4h.p., T.T. bars, not
J-«^ done 300 miles, as new, complete; £72.—25,
Broad St., King's Lynn. [2805

TQI8 Triumph Combination, countershalt. Easting,
J-*' Tan-Sad, splendid condition; £50.-63, Arling-
ford Rd., Brixton, S.W.2, [3130

TRIUMPH 1922 4h.p., model H, Jjrand new, with
or without sidecar, ^hop-soiled; price solo, £79,

—

The Morris Garages, Oxford. [3212

1 Q 19 4h.p. Triumph Combination, licensed,
J-" equipped, excellent condition; £65.—1, Wel-
h'ngton Rd., Watford, Herts. [3194

TRIUMPH Model H, brand new, ;icrept £84 to
clear; a 130 S.D. combination, what eflers?

—

Buntings Exchange, WealdsLon?. [3155

TRIUMPH 1918 coacbbuilt Combination, well
equipped, excellent condition; £62.—R. B. Clark

and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3345

TRIUMPH, Type H, December, 1919, not iised sinci
renovation, fine cond:tioD, looks like new; snip,

£60.—Cleaver, Sittingbourne. (D) [3020

1 Q23 Triumph Models; exchanges and easy terms;
A 9J tuition free

;
generous terms.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoo Lane, London. Central 5168. [3265

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, very small mileage,
and absolutely as new; splendid bargain, £75.—

F. G. Smith. High Rd.. Goodraayes. [0959

4h.p. Triumph, 1915 T.T. model, C.A.V., 1918 frame
and tank, horn, lamp, tools, excellent condition:

£21/10.—P. Willcocks, Datchet. Bucks. [2900

025.—1911 Triumph, Bradbury 2-speed and clutch.
^' h.b.c, jet, perfect running order., good appear-
ance.—Flanagan, Pennsylvania, Chepstow. [3013

CIROYUOIN Agents Triiimph, all new models and
^ large range - of- second-hand in stock.-Moore's

Presto Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

JUNIOR Triumph, 1914, rather shabby; will ride
same up to -100 miles to meet bona-fide pur-

chaser; £27/10.—Matthews, Earls Colne. Essex,
[2654

1 016 Trixunph Combination, rountershaft, recon-
*-t^ ditioned by Triumph Co., fully equipped; £65,
or nearest.—Burnett, 29, Railway Terrace, York,

[2783
/? /\ Guineas,—1921 4h.p. Triumph, condition, ap-"" pearance perfect, Lucas accessories, speedometer,
ttwl-kit and spares.— 4, Charles Lane, St. John's Woml,
N-W,8. [2888

4h.p, 1916 Triuintili, 3-spped, clutch and kick-starter,
meehiinically i'ert>ft: £45, with tidecai £50; after

6.-8, Hempstead Rd., Walthamstow. (Wood Street

Station.) . [2739

TRIUMPH, Model H, brand new and unused, listed
at £105; our price 82 guineas; exchanges or

deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [4533

£48.—Countershaft Triumph, 1913, 4h.p., engine
No. 53653; also another; 40 guineas.— Smith's,

86, Chalk Fai-m Rd. Opposite Chalk Parm Tube
Station. [2521

"|018 Triumph 4h.p. countershaft, perfect condition,
-!-«/ fully equipped, £40; also 3h.p. Triumph, 1916,
renovated. £35.-204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. 'Phone:
rnrk 5541 [9653

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1918. fully equipped, speedo-
meter, etc.; £44.—Elce, Ltd,. 13, 15. 16,

Bishopsgate A v.. Camomile St.j E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548, .
' [0066

1 Q22 Triumph Combination, brand new, all-chain:
-I- *y must realise ; best offer secures.—4, Berkeley
Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch, London. 'Phone:
Paddington 1177. .

• [3171

AT Edwards.—1921 Triumph Combination, all-ehain.

Qlona sidecar, In'mpa, screen, speedometer, excel-

lent condition; 85 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—101,
Gt. Portland St.. W.l. ^

'
'

[2582

1 Q18 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, counter-
X *y shaft. Sandura sidecar, perfect condition

;

£47/10; anv trial, all en, tax paid.—Baker, 21, High
St., Cheshain, Bucks, [2664

~|Q22 Triumph-Ricardo 3'/2h.p., o.h.v. engine, brand
J-iJ new but shop-soiled; £105; exchanges or de-

ferred.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd,, N.E.
Phone : Dalston 2408. [3277

X? 70.—Triumph-Gloria Combination. 1921 model, ta.v^ paid numerous accessories; deferred terms if

desired.-Midland Garage, 166, Shaftesbury Av.
'Phone: Gerrard 8461. [2429

£12/10 down and 12 monthly payments of £3/2/6.—
1918 4h.p. Triumph, perfect condition throughout,

any trial; discount for cash.—Langford's, 37, Crickle-

wood Broadway. N.W.2, [3347

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number a. the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue b ', 5

Motor Cycles advertiiied hv orivate owners are, when dei>ired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAM";
Triumph.

3 ill.p. Triumph, S-spc^d. clut**!], jplepdid cor.d;-

2 tion, long exhaust, fast. 'bus. juet ?pent £12
oUi overhauling; £35, or nearest.—Brougll. 22
J)US St., Consleton, Ches. -

•

Antro-
[2944

40

1 Q20 Triumph Ccmbination, Eastiup. lenr (Ui-x
^«^ speedometer, f^ler-tiic- side and rear Innip^', r;ire1riilv

kept and perfect ronriitinn; £70; oiigintil 0A\-ni-i.— K.,
101, The Avenue, VTei-t Ealing. [2e£t

£63. sacrifice.—1921 Triumph . 4h. p., all-chain, anu
sidecar, electric and acetylene lamps, lully

equipped, insured: £100; sound condition. — 145.
iRavensbury Ed., Earlsfield. S.W. [3311

1 Q20 Triumph-Gloria Combination. Iamp.=.- Lucas
M-iJ horn, Cowey speedometer. Easting windscreen,
beautiful condition; £65; any trial.—Jewellti-, 605.
Gari-att Lane. EarUfield, S.W.I8.

*

[3056

T Q 13 Triumph- Oombinatiou. Gloria sido^-'ar. hcod,
J-t' screen, all lamps, etc., absolutely

.

yierlfct con-
dition, guaranteed; £65.—Homac's. 243, Lov.ti Clap-
ton Exl., N.E. 'Phone ;. Dalstoa 2408. [32b-.

T Q 19 4h.p. Triumph and sidebar, complete v, ith

J-t/ electric lamp, Lucas horn, licence paid, in ex-

feellent order .and rondition; bargain. £77,/l5.—Timl ei-

Jbkes Garage, Wigan. 'Phone: 512-513. 12650

J095.—Triumph Combination, 1922. all-chafn driv:
'^^. used for demonstration, complete with evuvy

Wccessorv, tax paid: terms if desired.-JMiiiianJ Garag?.
1166, Shaftesbury Av. 'Phone: Geirard 8461. [242i

1Q22 Triumph Model H.- completely ei^uipped uitli

J-«7 lamp* and bnm. and licence paid, very rin.:fnHr

ttsed and in '-xr-eptional cnndition : hnrpain at £€5 .-asM.

'—The L-iytnn. tiarapes, 30, Hulywrdl St., Osloid. [5302

.Gninea>.—1917 4h:p. counter.-hait Triumph,
•^emi-!^porting combination,' lamp^. Klaxon.

Tan-Sad, tax paid, puarantec-d in jicrfect conditiou
throut;hout.—239, (loldhawk Ed., Shepherds Eu;h.

[2385
TETUMPn 1922 4b.p. cbaiBT drive Gloria Cumbijia*

lion, friol. boards, Lucas lamps and hern, abscdulely
IS new: £100. -Newnham Motor Co., 223 ,and 245,
Hammersmith EJ., \V.6. 'Phooe : Hammersmith
1325., ... [3224

£17 down and 12 monthly payments ol £4/5.-1919
4h.p. Triumph- Combination, perfect rundiiii.in

throughout, speedomgler, full equipment, any trial

;

discount foi- cash.— Langlord's, 37, Cricklewood Broad-
way N.W.2, [3348

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph, disc, wheels, all acces-
JLt/ sorie&, condition perfect; £42.—Light Car and
Motor Cvcle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, TuLse Hill,

Brixton, S.W. 2. 'Phone: Brixton 1292 [half-min.
from Brixton. Skating Rink), [3329

£82.—Triumphs, new 1922 all-chain S.D. models,
£82; these are in stock at Hammersmith, near

Olympia; maker's full guarantee.—Harry Nash, Con-
tracting Agent, 391, King St., Hammersmith.
Thone : 2837 Hammersmith. [2212

£59.—Triumph Combination, 1919, 4h'.p., 3-5peed,
kick-starter, all tyres good, completely equipped.

Cameo screen, apron, spare tubes, etc., in good run-
ning order, climb any hill; owner purchased car.

—

Overy, London Ed,, Shi-ewsbui"y. - -. [2815

TETTT]\rPH 4h.p. countershaft Combinations, in good
order, from £50. Full list of these and 50 other

Cpmbinations at prices from £20 free on reque^jt
Exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223 and 245, Ham-
mersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1325.

[3225
TEIUMPH.—Immediate deUxery of mo^t of the 1923

models ran now be given. Good modein seGond-band
machines wanted in part payment; extended payments
arranged to suit your own reouiremente.—The Layton
Garages, 30. Holywell St., Oxford. Sole Sales and Ser-
vice Agents for Oxfordshire. [3300

MAGDYNO-EQTJIPPED 4-valve Triumph, 65 m.p.h.
and 100 m.p.g., new in June, 1922, carefully run

in, mileage 5,000 but better than new, just returned
from complete overhaul by Triumph Co., insured to
June, 1923 for £150; £95 (private owner selling).—
A. McL.. 110, Alexandra Ed., St. John's Wood,. Lnn-
don, N.W.8. [2872

Spam Farts:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Eav<=. 8.

Bond St... Ealing. [4807

CYRIL WILLIAI\rS. Chapel Ash Depot. Wolver-
hampton.—Every Triumph part by return; lists

free. ' [8140

TRIUMPH Spares, second-hand or new, for all

models; prices right.—AH. Holland, Hearsall Lane
Comer, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [2915

TRIUMPH Spares, every part in stock, no waiting.
prices right.—Ward and Co., 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., East Putney. 'Phone; Putney 2754 fll35

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models: also
Sturmev-Archer cear parts from stock, post free:

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Triumph
Agents Bvcadwav. Mnswell Hill. N 10 rfjcOP

TRIUMPH Spare Parts.—We can supply anything
you require-. See sjiecial offer under Parts and

Accessories heading.—Light Car and Motor Cycle En-
gineering Co., Ltd.. 26. TuUe Hill. Brixton, S.W 2
'nr. Brixton Skating EinkJ. 'Phone: Brixton 1292.

[3331

FOR
MOTORINGand
EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades and two
pualilies from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering; ihi? fo the Dul)lic in garments at

SO% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.

1

)

i Allsize.";. 2im., 24111.,

27111. ,3oin.. 33m., and
36in.

ALL ONE PRICE
/t/^^ phis gd. extra

for postage.

Worth 12/6.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER -LINED
COATS

(.lust the thing for

Motor use).
Sizes, 42Ln. 44in..

46in.. 48in., 50in.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/-

Postage I/- extra.

Worth 35/-

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 3410., 36in,, sSin..

4oin., 42in, and 4410. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage 1 K / Worth
1/- extra. Iw/" ^2/-

npHlS offer
-^ repeated

cannot be
when tha

cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth duriagtbe trade
slump, and it bought to-
day we could not offer
the garments at even
double the price.

IJ chmis are not saiisjied on receipt oj garment, clui

money will be refutidcd in full upon return of the
clothing:

All orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to :—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumnh.

Spa re Part»

:

TRTCiMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in &toct, n^w
nr snnond-hand.- Why not second-iiand in place

o( new til! prices drop? Half the ]iri<?e, sati.'slaction

guaranteed. Hundreds of tei^Mmonials. Triiimph re-

pairs and lenovations a speciality, under personal
riupervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on,

latest machinery.—i^'orfieId Motors, Fcrfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Velocette.
pREMIER Motor Co. for Velocette Bargains.

FURTHER Startling Reductions in showroom-soiled
1922 models; E2, 2-speed. £52; E3, 3-speed, ^£55;

these prices are ^10 below makers' 1923 prices; all

with clutch and kick-start, carry makers' full guar-
antee; easy payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd.. Birmiugham. [9091

1 Q23 Velocette Models; exchange and extended
J-t/ payments; tuition free.—AVauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [3266

1 Q20 Velocette 2i.ib.ii., 2-speGd, fuUy eouipped and in
^*y peuect condition ±35.—Tiie Layton (iaragf-s. 50,
Holywell St., Oxloid. '

- "

"

-[5304

"EQ23 V.dnr-ette M del :=.—Oxfordshire's leadinp motor
-L*7 ey<;Ie fluents can now give immediate deliTery -of

these Jiiai.-hines ; excliauijeg :ind extended pajnneats
jirranfied; tuition tre*r.—The Layton Uarages, 30, Holy-
well St., OxlorJ. 'I'houe: 581. . [3301

Verus.
\7"ERUS 1921 21^1. p.. 2-stroke, 2 spPt-ds, clutoh, kick-
» starf, fully equipped, as now;- bargain, £30.—

145, Ravtn-sburv Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [5312

Williamson.
15 Williamson Combination, guaranteed power-

l\\\ lot; £50.—Ross, 86. High Rd., Lee. [2931 -19

19
Wolt.

22 AA'iilf-ViUiers, 2-..-reed, as ne^v; 27 guineas.—

19, valiiay S>t., 'looting. [3379

Wooler.

Oa Gn;ue:is.—1920 Wonler. a gift.—59, Palliey Pln^e.

/Wt/ rjoiset Ed., Clauham Ed., S.W.8. [2976

WOOLEE 2?ih.p. 1920 model, leronditioued to 1922,

laiuiu. Lorn, new tyre-, speedometer, prcoi eost

£55, <ieen iiy appointment; oifers.—Snacilletou, 135,

Fawnbrake Avenue, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [275S

£27/10.—Wooler 1920 2;.lli.p., flat twin, spring

frame, variable gear, lamp, generator, Cowey
mechanical horn, pump, tool kit, etc., tax paid.r^

Defancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [3003

Zenith.

T OOK Icr the Allan Gruzelier badge at Olympia.

THERE will be 3, and eSchyman has had ZeiiHh
experience irom the first,

YOU Know you will be right when dealing with a
firm whose members are iill e.\perts and know,ft

competition riders.

'T'nERE will be machines lor every class ol Tidef
JUStrom £66 to the 100 m.p.h. All-chain Eight. at
£125.

DON'T Forget. Make a note of it. You tnoir
the address, don't you? Ulster Chambers, 168.

Regent St., W.l. . , [24gb

"j Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, lull

i-V accessories; £70.—Koss, 86, High Rd., Lee.
[2933

F.O.C.n. invite inspection: Zenith and other muKes;
bargains.- 5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Tube).

11374
8h.p. Zenith Combination, all on, good order; sell

cheap or exchange solo and cash.—Baverstock,
83, High St., Andover, Hants. [309S

/I Q GuiuerH.—Zenith-Gradua 1915 5-6'j.b, Comi^ina-^O tion, handle starter, licenced ; exchanges.—12,
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Ed., S.W.7. [2720

ZENITH 1920 8h.p Sports, almost new condition,

mechanically perfect; *60; will ride 100 miles.—

Hudson, The Croft, Hig'r Barnes, Sunderland.
[2801

8h.p. Counters'iaft Zenith Combination, 1915, ex-

cellent condition, lamps, speedometev, electnC

horn, spares, good. tS'res; £42.—69, KingUon • Rd.,

New Maiden. I.'298i'

1022 Shop-soiled 5-6h.p. Countershaft Zenith, to"

i-i/ clear, £75: 1922 shop-soiled 3iih.p. ZenilU-
Bradshaw, £70.—Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd.,

89, Wigmorc St., W.l. [3274

e er Guineas.-1922 SV'li.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, alt
00 chain drive, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., cost £120
a. few months ago, equipped, licensed, must sell.—A. V.

Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Corner, Barnes
[3069

-| Q22 8h.p. Super Sports Chain Drive Zenith. Mont-
X«7 gomery sporting sidecar, Magdyno lighting

set, electric horn, Wex carburetter, large pipes;

£130.—' Queensthorpe," Sydenham. 'Phone: 957.

B^4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith

DON'T Read This. Potterers :—80 m.p.h. superbus,
o.h.v., 1921, 8-lOh.p. Zenith, etrikinff appearance,

cost £146, gocd Hntchinsons, lamps, gadgets; £70.—
Fernjhough, KirwaugatG, - Stouiwood Avenue, Bourne-
moutX [2760

OaS or near offer,—1921 8h.p. Zenith Combination^ canoelet sports sidecar, taxed and insured,
electric lighting, speedometer, etc., specially finished
engine, very fast, not done 3,000 miles; any trial.—
Morris, Stocks Itotel, Walkden. [2656

£75, being hall original price for specially fitted

all-chain Zenith-Bradshaw; late 1922 combina-
tion, hardly soiled; would deliver 100 miles; guaran-
teed absolute and positive bargain.—Solwaybank,
Hayes, Kent, 'Phone : Bromley 532. [3090

Spare Parte:

-Immediate delivery,—Kays, 8 and
Ealing. [9447

ZENITH Spares.-
10, Bond St.,

Miscellaneous
B. and B.,

hauled, racdernised, trial; £25,
T.A.P.-Minerva, Busch, Best, IiiUy over-

offer.—Below.

CLEMENT Lightweight, deuaonstration 'bus, mileage

200, perfect: £22/10.-35, Abbey Rd., Woking.

TRIUMPH and Enfield Lightweiglits, lamp, tax on
both; 19 guineas each.—H. Rock, Cradley,

Staffs. 12938

Motor Exchange.—Great Show
selection to choose from; ex-

WANDSWORTH
bargains; line

changes, easy terms.

t\/'ANDSWORTH.—Ea^y terms, easy terms, weekly
»' iijstalmenu 'taken on any motor cycle.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Ariel Si/oh.p.. 3-speed gear box,

runs well; 22 guineas; weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N, 5-6h.p., shaft drive, dropped
frame, runs fine; 19 guineas; weekly instalments

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph 3V>h.p., gccd tyree,

lamps, hooter, nice condition; 19 guineas; week-
ly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury 4h.p., good tyres,

lamps, tax paid; clear 15 guineas; weekly in-

WA-NDSWORTH.-Motosaccche Si/oh.p.

var.able pear, lamps, hootex", liceiised;

weekly in^lalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva 4V2h.p. twin,
make sidecar machine ; 18 guineas

;

Hghtweight,
19 guineas;

belt drive,
weekly in-

WANDSWORTH.—Enfield lightweight twin, 2
speeds, chain drive, lamps; 26 guineas; ^Yee'kly

instalmen'ts.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. 1918 Sioh.p., 2
speeds, kick, lamps; gilt 29 guineas; weekly pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian 1915 T.T., very fast,

7h.p. twin, beauty; 29 guineas; weekly instal-

men'ts.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas 1919 2^'4h.p., 3 speeds,
kick, lamps; sacrifice 39 guineas; weekly instal-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Lincoki-Elk (late) 4yih.p. com-
bination, 2 speeds, kick, lamps; offers; weekly

instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—In'Jian coachiuiU combination
(sporting), 5h.p. twin, 3 speeds, discs, lamps;

49 guineas.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier coachbuUt combination,
bulbous back, 3 speeds, kick; 36 guineas; weekly

instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Hai-ley-DavidsQu coachbuilt com-
bination, 7h.p. twin, 3 speeds, lamps; 49

guineas; instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Rover latest, nearly new. coach-
built combina>tion, 5-6h.p. twin, 3 speeds; 79

guineas.

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson (latest) - coachbuUt
combination, dynamo lighting, magnificent out-

fit; 89 guineas; weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N. latest, 7h.p., 4-cyl., 3
speeds, kick, practically new ; 65 guineas ; in-

stalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Four latest lightweights : Enfie"d.
Douglas, Diamond, Triumph ; special prices

;

weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.-Scott sports model, twin (water-
cooled), nice machine; only 35 guineas; weekly

instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Matchless-Jap, twin, 3 speeds,
clutch, runs well; 26 guineas; -weekly instal-

ments.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Yrrk
Rfl., Wandsworth (Town station). 'Phone

:

LatchTrere 4686. [3367

HALIFAX.—1923 New Imperial, Douglas, and Levis
modek from stock; cash, exchange, or deferred.—

Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [2844

YOUR ORDER
Have you paid due re-
gard to the necessity of
placing this in the
hands of a reputable
firm } We urge you to
do so, and thus secure
satisfaction.

WHERE YOU LIVE
matters nothing to us. Our
despatch department— with
twenty years' trading ex-
perience behind it—will see
you through.

We are now^ booking
orders for 1923 Models.
Positively any make of
Motor Cycle or Light
Car supplied.

SHOP SOILED AND
SECONDHAND MOTOR CYCLES.

We have a huge stock of the

above, and will gladiy mail a

list to anyone on request.

OFFERS INVITED—MUST BE CLEARED.

CARS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY:—

RILEY, II li.p. All-Season =-Seater, £415

ROVER, 8h.p. 2-Seater - £180

G.N., Sporting Model - - £240

ROVER, 8 h.p. 4-Seater - £190

LEATHER HELMETS. Lined, etc.

Splendid value, 12 6

Fur trimmed, very smart, 17/6

Tan-Sads, 30'- Leather Knee Grips,

5/- pair. Air Cu-hion Pillion Seats, 25/-

Gorgeous air-filled Cu hions in Silk

and Bedford Cord, 42/-

Tyres, Belts, Lamps, Horns, Speedo-
meters, etc.

Let us have your requirements, you

wlU receive prompt attention.

MOTOR /'

.EXCHANGE/
'^ WREXHAM '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

JONES Garage, The Broadwny, MuBwell Hill. N.IO.-
Jjo;id' n'.i lowest prices. Heveru trials given betore

imrchaae. Free tuition.

JONES Garage.—8h.p. Mutchlo63 Combination; £45,
complate, counterahalt gear, all-chain, latent type

clutcli, kick-jta;t, bood, srreen, all lomits, etc., tax paid,
perfect condition, any trial given.

JONES Garage.—Triumph 4h.p., as new; £45; rame
from Triumphs in 1920, plating and enamel

perfect. . ,

JONES Garjige.—2%h.p. Premier Spoits model 1914,
nice little bike, in excellent condition; £20.

JONES Garage.- 3i/.h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap Combina-
tion; £;;;5; couipletely equipped, tax pjaid, coach-

built, 3-speed, 1914, perfectly sound and tiustworthy.

3V2h.p. ; £45; 3-speed,
silent, and ae new.

JONES Garage.—ayoh.p. Economic; £20; exactly''a3
new, done about 200 miles only, 6 Bi>eeda, clutch,

dynamo for lighting, large tyres, all unecratehed

fONES Garage.—1918 4h.p. . Triumph, complete;
£39^10; our special i^argain of the week, excellent

JONES Garage.—1920 Ariel
countershaft, clutch, K.S.,

condition, a fast and reliable solo mount.

JONES Garage.—Any machine tested on Muswell Hill
oeiore purchase. We have a large stcck of new

and secc:nd-hand machines; list free; very easy deferred
terms.—Jones Garage, Broadway, MuHwell Hill, N.IO.
'rjione: Homsey 2917. 'Buses from Highgate and
l-'insbury Park stop at the door, takes 20 minutes.

[2854
F.O.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars, mc;

bargains, cash, or easy payments; exchanges
arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).

[3864
NAYLOR and Kirk Bargain Week.—1918 Triumph

combination, fully equipped, in first-class con-
dition, double-seater sidecar, windscreen, hood, side-
car wheel sprung; £46.—Below.

1 C|17 3M;h.p. Bover Combination, 3-speed, kick-start,
A*.' fully equipped, enamel like new, Rover side-
car, Cameo windscreen, any trial; £43.—Below.

1 Q 18 Douglas 2'^/4h.p,, 2-speed, thoroughly over-
-L*^ hauled and enamelled, engine made up with
mostly new parts, only 2 left; £26 each.—Below.

Id 18 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., 2-speed, in excep-
Xtf t tonal condition, engine faultless, fully
equipped, any trial; £46.—Below.

WE have numerous s-olos and combinations from
£18. Fifteen minutes from Olympia will be

found our special show of bargains. Give us a ring^
Wimbledon 2041.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratfc
Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [3195

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.-Shop soiled 1922
models: £185 Ruby combinaticn. £159/10; £70

Rubv lightweight. £57/10; £150 Rudge combination,
£125/10; £60 Bradbury lightweight, £49/19/6.

-Four 2 speed P and
£32/10/6. £39/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.-3i^h.p. Triumph,
Philipson pulley. £18/10/6 Connaught. 2-6peed,

£19/10/6; Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, £24/10/6; Sun,
2-speed, £25/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Klackpoot.—Lady's 3-speed motor
cycle, _ £16/10/6; 6h.p. Res combination.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool.
M.'s: £17/10/6, £29/10/6.

BOOTHS
shaft,

£17/10/6; 3!^h.p. Humber, £19/10/6.

Motories, Blackpool.—6h.p. Bat, counter-
3-speed. £39/10/6; SVih.p. Premier,

£22/10/6; 5h.p. Budge. 2-speed, £25/10/6; 5h.p.
Rudge. 3-speed, £27/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Singer, 2-spBed coun-
tershaft, £24/10/6; 2h.p. lightweight, magneto,

€11/10/6: 2-spded Douglas, £24/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories. BlackpDoL~-1921 Rudge-Mulfci,
dynamo lighting, £52 / 10 / 6 ; 4h.p. Douglas.

£55/10/6: 1920 Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, £52/10/6;
5h.p. Indian, 2-speed, £29/ 10 / 6 ; 7h.p. Indian,
£29/10/6; 3h.p twin EnBeld. £34/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—1920 Martinsyde
combination, £85/10/6; 1919 Indian, aluminium

sporting sidecar, dynamo lighting, £85/10/6; 1920
Matchless combination, £85/10/6; 3!^h.p. New Hud-
son combinatinn, £ 39 / 10 / 6 ; 8h.p. Premier combina-
tion, £39/10/6; Enfield combination, £39/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool, 1921 New Hudson.
2 speeds, kick-starter, £39/10/6; 1920 Doug-

las combination. £59 / 10 / 6 ; £90 Ruby spring frame
lightweight, fully equipped, £55710/6.

BOOTHS Motories. Blackpool.—8h.p. Garden Cycle
Car, £32/10/6 Zebre light car, 4 cyl., electric

phting and starting, detachable wheels, £175/10. cost
£345 Several others, cheap. Push cycles taken ia
exchange.—Booths Motories. 294. Waterloo Rd.. Black-
pool 'Phone: 1451 ^8294

ADCO Motor Cycle, perfect order, £12/10; an-
other, 3b. p., with magneto, £7; also a light car

chassis, less tyres and engine, £7; 2-seater body lor

small light car. £2; Douglas motor cycle, good. £12.—
Letters, H. R. Hall, c/o Green Man Hotel, Whetstone.
London. [3366

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
IRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any
period.—Write terms, Fowler Brigden,. 130,

Euston Rd. [0795

R^

H^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue B33
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—

Sttppt..F.mf,NT. November toth, iq22.

iVluiOK ctviLs I Kin nihil
OUR Terms arc nio?t lavoarable. Send lor full

particulars, nolo or combination.—Maudes', 100,
Gt, Portland St.. London. [0960

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., for many rears have
specialised in this class of work." If machine is

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week is

allowed.— 1571), Gt. PortUind St.. W.l. L5936

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED,
H.
F.
"piDWAEDS and Co..

1 Al, Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers of solos,
-i-".»- combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices
given; distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone:
Marfair 4027. [0870

rp.B.

-yyANT

RAA COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-<-'"" anteed toi pnc^js b'iven.— "T. and B. Motoi
Co., Ltd.. S72, Eustou nd. -vIueeuiD 6S81. (0948

W^
ALWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, writs,
phone, or call. If country, send to London

^terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer
-W. T Dunn, Ltd., 326. Euston Rd.. London. Museum
5?P1 [033-:'

3JL-4L.P. .<iing-le, known make, cheap.— 13, East^. Fair-
2 lawn I'ark, Sydenham. [2727

WANTED, 5-6h.p. Combioation 1919-20, cheap tur
cash.—28, Giim^oi), Retford. [2732

SOLO or Combination vaiited, cheap, for caeh.— 51.
Upper Eicj.mond Rd., Putney. [3387

T>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, the pre-eminent place
J- for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make vou a
cash offer at sight.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of
J- a good cheque if you sell your machine at
Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garaiie, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold tliei:- machines here.

T>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
-- motor cycles in the weekly auction sale ever\'
Thursday jit 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is
incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

pALMER'3 Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
J- irora any Lond;.n railway station; the auction
sale is held every Ttiursday, commencing 2 p.m.

"pAIJVIER'S Garage. Tooting.—If cash offer not
J- accepted, machine can be included in auction
fale held every Thursday,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the prict.'
and we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling
commission 71^2 per cent., net chargeable un-

less machine is sold; if no sale, a nominal auction
Ice is charged: For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles
under £50 value, 5/-: ditto over £50 value. 10/-;
when we effect a sale these charges are cancelled and
commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Catalogue free.
Tel. : 208 Streatham. 'Grams : Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. [3245

ANTED, 2-6tioke. cTieap, naah on sight, no waiting.
Duval, 61, Grand Parade, Harringay. [1993

WANTED, Sunbeam V.-i-h.p. solo or combination;
must be cheap.—King, EgroVe, Oxford. [3083

22 A.J.S. wanted; state price, particulars.—Lloyd
Davies, Crumlin, Dyffryn, Merioneth. [3046

ANTED, late Combination, single-cyl. ; about
£40.—King, tTgrove, Kennington, Oxford. [3084

20 offered for gocd solo, no dealers; letters only.
Golden, 2, Stanley Rd., Southend, Essex. [2809

ANTED, 1921-22 Matchless Model R, dynamo,
equipped.—Gaskell, 73, Moor Rd., Chorley. [2669

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, countersbaft, any condi-
tion; cheap.—Brx 4875, c/o The Motor Cycle

[3200
WATTED, several second-band motor cycles; luu^i

be cheap.—Derrett. Orwell Rd.. Clacton-on
3ea. , [1335

ClIEAP Motor Cycles, any quantity, cash on the
spot.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,

N 10 ("0947

£35 Cash for best Combination offered, not earlier
1918; (Hants).—Box 4832. r,/o The Motor

Cycle. [2697

WANTED, solo, Morgan, combination, good, cheap.—
—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn,

N.W.6. [2205

W
19

W

W

[MOTOR SPECIALISTS

NEWCASTLE
1922 SOLO MACHINES (shop SoUed).

NORTON BIG FOUR £79
NORTON, 3i h.p., 3-speed model, i6H ,

.

£73
iNUiAiV, 4 u.p., bcouc Model ^8
N.U.T., 3J h.p., Tmn £78
SUNBEAM, 3i h.p., 3-specd, chain £112
HUMBER, 4j h.p., 3-speed, t±aia 178
HAWKER, ii h.p., 3-speed, chain £J5
BEAROMORE, 3 h.p., Barr & Stroud, 3-sp. £53
DIAMOND, 3 h.p., Darr & Stroud, 3 speed. i69
ALLON, 23 h.p., 2-stroko, s-speed. . £'8
NEW HUDSON, 2} h.p., a-speed, chain. . .

.

149
SUN, 2j h.p., 3-speed 1S8
EDMUND, 2f h.p., 3-sp., Cham, spring fram3 £1

3

IVY 1 f' p. , ,-cpee<l, chain £f 3
NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed £37

SOLO. SECONDHAND (guaranteed).

HARLEVr DAVIDSON, 4 h.p., rg22, as new £75
NEW HUDSON, 3-speed, hub, r9l4 £25
NORTON. B.R.S. Racer, 1921 £53
N.U.T., 3i h.p,, 1922, Electric £79
SCOTT, rgig, 3} h.p., lamps, horn £49
SUNBEAM, r922, 3* h.p., detachable wheels £93
P.&M., 1916, 3/. h.p., 2-speed, Kick Start .

.

£32

1922 COMBINATIONS (shop soiled);

MARTINSYDE, n.p. Sports £118
BEARDMQRE, 4J h.p., spring frame ... £14
BRADBURY fi h.p. Twin £128
NEW SIDECARS for Spring Frame Indians £23

EEGONO-HAND COMSINATIONS (guaranteed)

CAMPION, 8 h.p., 1919 £69
.lAMES, I9t6, 4i b.p £6J
SCOTT, iq:*^. t? ho., lamps, horn 145
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1020, Electric £79
DOUGLAS, 4 li.p., 1920, speedometer, wind-

screen, as new, exceptional £85
DENE, 8 h.p., with Milford Sidecar £69

1922 LIGHT CARS (shop sailed).

LITTLE GREG. 9 h.p., 4-cylinder, 3-speea £198
COVENTRY-PREMIER, 8 h.p., 2-3-seater £195
^EW HUDSON, Runabout. 3-wheeler . . . £195
CALTHORPE, 2-seater, all-weather de Luxe £299

LIGHT CARS. SECONDHAND.

CALTHORPE, 1920, 10 h.p. 4-seater,

Electric Lighting & Starting £200
LAGONDA, 1920, Coupe 2-seater, Electric

Lighting & Starting, repainted £165
G.N., 1921, 2-seater, Electric £85
TRUMBULL, 14 "h.p., 2-seater^ Electric .

.

£58

Our WIRELESS dept
IS now open under the management
of experts.

We can supply any make of

apparatus at lowest market prices.

Demonstrations daily on the premises.

TRADE SUPPLIED
ctt manufacturers' prices—the

MOTOR TRADE
m particular should get in touch
with us at once—we have a splendid

proposition to offer.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED
WANTED, Good Solo; state full particulars and

lowest pries; no dealers.—Write B., 36, Lillie
Rd., S.W.6. [2696

WANTED, 2"'ih.p. Omega, similar, lat« model,
speeds ; cheap.—Chandler, Shaliord, Aldermaston,

Reading. (D) [2651

£20 for SViih.p. to 4V2h.p. countershaft and K.S,
Solo; year and full particulars to H., 168, Paley

Rd., Bradford. [2699

WANDSi;\^ORTH Caah Buyers.-Indians, Harley
David.ons, F.N.e, Hendersons, Aces, American X..a,

Clynos.—B^low.

WANDSWORTH Cash Buyers.—Triumplis, Enfieids,
Douglases, Sunbeams, A.J.S.s, Matchlesses,

RoTors.—Wimd-worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Waud-swoith (Town Station). [3368

WANTED, good solo machine, under £20; deposit
system r no dealers ; offers.—Frank BiW>ing8,

Ipplepeu, Devon. [2723

WANTED, old lightweight, single or twin,
Clement or similar type, cheap.—Hu ggins, I

Sltelton, near York. [2950
|

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cash on si'^ht.

Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 3709.—Edwards, I

50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington. [0604

WANTED, combination or fit solo for cash and
1922 No. 3 model New Imperial; write fully.—

Green, 31, Silverdale, Sydenham, S:E.26. [2948

ANY iMotor Cycles Wanted in exchange- for new
Martin^ydes, 1923 ; the most marvellous ralue

on the market.—M'otor House, Ltd., 20, Finchley Rd.,
N.W.8. 13403

WANTED, genuine racing model Indian, Harlfy,
American X, or Zenith, solo or combination;

no standard models entertained.—Box 4643, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [1245

NAYDOR and Kirk- have clients for A.-B.C.,
Triumj)h, and Sunbeam combinations. Good

prices given.-406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. S.W.18.
•Phone : Wimbledon 2041. [3196

BUNTING'S Buy, sell, or exchange any nialre ni

motor cycle. State your reQuirements. We undt^i-

take to do- your business and give you satisfaction.

Dietance immaterial.-^Bunting's Motor Exchange, We;ilil-

stone.
'

[0S28

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'phone, bhort and Glass, Ltd., 485-495,
Upper Richmond Ed., East SL«en, S.W 'I'houe: Rirli-

lijond 2362 and 2363 (037"

GOOD Combination W^anted in Exchange for ~'i

Maudslay landaulet, dynamo lighting, new tyre's

on rear, i^eifect condition, Thorn body, etc., or sell

ei20; Matchless preferred.—Avenue Motors, 373, Lon-

:

don Rd., Ihornton lleaLb, Surrey. " - -
, [3317

jMOTOR Cycles Wanted. "SfelUng commission,
7'-;% if sold; if no sale, an auction fee i.^

cliarged; motor cycles under £50, 5/-; ovei' that,

10/-.—S. Howell, Automobile Fnylheer; 112, White- i

horse Rd., Croydon. Teh: Crnydon 1451. [2705
[

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's GaTa:,e aod I

Mctur Auction Rooms, High St., Tcoting. Cash
|

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt; nearest i

station Wimbhjdon. We will collect from auy I,tjadon I

station. ' Machine can be included in auction sab i

if desired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. I

[5242 !

WANTED at nnce for cash, several solo motorcycles
and cumbinations, new or seoond-hand. Will

j

you ride your machine hefe for our cash oJfer? Then
j

you will ubtain the best price for your mount. W^ '

also are wHling to exchange any machine we have fw
your present machine with a cash adjustment either

side, if necessary. Any make of new machine supplied.

Write, 'pliono, or call, if possible.—Waldron Motor
Mart, 645, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.17. 'Phone:
Wimbledon 607. [305,2

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
AUTOPED Motor Scooter, in running order, ori-

ginal tyres ; £5.—Bradbeer, Williton, Somerset,
[2702

8 Guineas.—Kingsbury Scooter,, all-chain drive, oon-.

dition as new.—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove,
Hugger's Corner, Baraes. [3068

B.Cl Skootaraota, new, jnsoiled, latest model, list

£55; accept £18; wonderful bargain —FraJik Whit-
worth, 139, New St., Birmingham, [5085

SCOOTERS.—Limited number of Skootamotas,
£ 17 / 10, brand new ; Mobile Pups, new,

£l2yi0; slightly used, £10.—Egertons (Ipswich),
Ltd., Northgate, Ipswich. [2842

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL, late model, hardly used, perfect; .£5.

—3. Stamford Brook Rd., Hammersmith. [3151

AUTO-WHEEL and Gent.'s Cycle, little used;
£11/10.—Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon.

[3192

B.vS.A. Auto-wheel, new condition, runs splendid;

£6/10.—A. Hemingay, Whitley, Grenowde,
Sheffield. [2814

WALL Auto-Wbeel. splendid running order and
condition; £6/10.—Coleman. Plumber, London

End, Earl's Barten. [2891

A
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MOTOJ^ ATTACHMENTS.
AUTOrWHlLEl.s, 6 guineas, pertect condition; re-

pairs and replacements.—J. W. Rob;ns, 97,
liatchmere Rd. Battersea. [2216

£7/10.—Auto wheeJj all ou, lady's Raleigh bike,

er.endi.d, running order, tax paid.—^Sedden, 84,
Newelauicb Rd., Bacup. Lancashire. [2762

YOUXG Motor Attachment n<? neiv, complete with
Hij«el und tyie; £7/10 to clear.—Hep., 19, Wilcos

Ed., South Lantbeth, London. S.W.S. [3322

STRONG 3-speed Cycle with J.E.S, nioLcr attach-
ment, excellent condition tlirou^hcm., licensed;

£6/15:—ChappeJl, Sketchley. Hinckley. [2920

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER adjustable scieens. 25/-; any make of

irindecraen supplied.—Biig-t and - Hayles, 78,

Church St., CambenTeli. [2743

HERCULES Hood=, aprons, etc., cheapest and best.

Cameos , 50 / -; celluloid. 1 / 6 sq. ft.—HercuU s

Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0853

CELASTOiD Strong Windscreens, 50x10 7/-. 25x
20 7/-, 16x10 2/6; thinner quality, for poultry

houses, 50x20 5/-, 10x10 1/-; post paid.—B. Smith
and Son, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds. Phone : 22576.

[1331
BRISTOL-Wiudscreens, will fit any sidecar, adjust-

able any angle, neat and efBcient, Popular 37/6,
"De Luse £2/12/6; Bristol lace and chest screen for

motor cyclists, being fitted to the rider does not affect

steering, instantly attached, price 21/-; send for illus-

trations.—PatentecE- and Manufacturers. Bristol Sidecar
Co:, Stokes Croft, Bristol. [1791

BODIES.
BtJRTO^' Sidecars.—1923 touring bodies, £5,

carriage paid; our catalogue illustrates sis
models.

"

bottom prices, finest workmanship and
latest designs.—Sidecar Co., Broad-

stairs. [2789

BULBOUS Douglas-type Bodies, painted lead-

colour, trimmed in Rexine. well-padded and
sprung; £4/15; photo, stamp.—Stcck and Sons, 107,
Coningham Rd.. Shepherd's Bush. [2904

ROCK
materials.

COBB-SPEEDMAN Sidecar Bodies.-Li.uitles;; quan-
tity of h.i,;hly-fi[ii"hed bulbous bodies with 2 lookers,

sprung seat, etc., built to fit any chai=sis for £4/10,
carriage paid; trade supplied; sports bcdies at
£1/1^/6.—Vernon Cobb, Sidecar Works, Notting-
ham Rd., Burton Joyce. Notts. [2819

BASTONE'S Great Clearance of Sidecar Bcdie^
(stock soiled) ; semi-sporting lightweight. £2/15

each; ditto, not painted or upbclstered. 20/- each;
touring models, 70/- each; ditto, not painted or up-
holstered, 30/- each.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l- Tel.: 2481 Noi th. [2707

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St., London. E.C.4. [0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
s
JPOR

QAKDHAM, the emarte-t sidecai specialists-

SANDUM Sidecars.—Oar pre-war prices were the talk

of the last Show. Make sure and see ua at Stand
Na 170. at Olympia.

SANDUM fV-ehaped) windscreen, a hood, screen and
apron. Ihe J'opnlar £2/15, and the Standaid

£3/18. Write for list-

SANDUM (V-sbaped) windscreen. Our South London
ageut writer: " An instantaneous success ; sold out;

send further supply " Agents, get in touch with ue.

SANDUM Dual-juTpose Sidecar fpatented). The only
sidecar of reasonable length capable of carrying two

adults in comfort. Bodies supplied separately if required

SANDUM exhibit at Olympia. Stand No. 170. will

include our full range of sidecar specialities.

SANDHAM Engineei Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
Rd W.C I "Phone: ' naeum 3427. [0019

HElEN Sidecars ! 1 I Helen Sidecars 1 1 I

CALL on us at fhe Show. Not eomething a little

better, but perfect.

WE are exhibiting at 115, Hammersmitli Ed.,
opposite Cadby Hall

ALAEGE number of end of season bargains at our
Works. Brixton, to clear, from £2/15-—Rcbini

Mannfactu-ing Co.. 1 and 3. Tulse Hill. Briston, S.W.2.
'Pione: Brixton 16E5. [2853

(GENUINE Gloria chassis, complete: £5.-9, Cburfh
T Ed„ Ilarlesden. [3042

INDIAN Spring Frame Sidef-ar, as new, £8; diti.\

rigid -17. neaton Rd Mitcham. [3123

COACHBUILT Montgomery sidecar, suit 3yL.h.p.;

£4/10.—Prout, Canon St., Taunton. (3148

OUR NEW WINTER ILLUSTRATED
4.1ST ANO PATTERN BUNCH O-
:t.OTHS, TOGETHE?! WiTH SELF-
MEASUREMSNT FORM WILL BE
sentojm ro vou POST free, and
•WITHOUT ANY obligation, ON
RtCeiPT OF V,OUR NAmE AND

ADOR .SS.
TO THE TRADE: -ENQUIRIES FROM
MOTOR & CYCLE TRADERS INVITED. >

MOTOR CYCLE SUIT
With Plaited Leather Belt.

^ IS 3

GUARANTEED
WATERPROOF

a a a
SPECIFICATION

MADE from
hanl-wearing

double texture

fawn material

witn an inter-

linjn: of Rubber.

Double Breasted
JacKet, with all-

round Belt and
Leather Buckle,
large Patch Poc-
kets, and con-
verted collar to

button right up
to neck, to 'asten

with Throat Tab.
Wind Cuffs in

sleeves. All

seams oHheS'jit
are rubber cemented
and taped with extra (
material, making the

garment absolutely

'

waterproof.

Overall Trousers witH

spat - shaped leg

;

wind gussets to keep

the wind from the leg

and boots ; fastened

with patent clasp

fasteners, enabling

the trousers to be

pulled off in a mement
The suits are newly
manufactured, and every

care is taken with details

so that the garment will

meet the severest test

We give full guarantee

I

that Ih s i uit is thoroughly waterproof and impar-

»ous othe most drenching& continuous downpour.

THESE SUITS ARE NEWLY MADE
FROM FRESHLY PROOFED MATERIAL
BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN, AND
-NOT HALF PERISHED CLEARANCE
LINES OR W.D, SURPLUS.

NO tXTRA CHARGE
FOrt C'ARRIAQE.

t:tate chest measure-

ment and height when
ordering.

bUlT WITH SEATLESS TROUSERS
las abovei - - - - -

JACKET ONLY - - -

hEATLESS TROUSERS ONLV

OVERALLS ONLY •

N'^TK
riZES3.!-,30.5A+3'.4J'-
44*10 stock. Special sizes can
be made in 5 DAYS, and no
extra charge made if you
decide to avail yourself or

Ibis opportuoitv
bend your measurjments to-

day. We guarautei a par.'ect

fit in every way.

We are the actual Manufacturers:—

Martin Waterproof Co.
208, Oldham Rd., New Cross, Manchester.S, Oldham Rd., New Cross, Manchester.

PRICE

351

KONEY
REFUNDED IN

FULL IF NOT
PERFECTLY
SATISFIED

& GARMENTS
hETURNEO
10 US IN

7 DAYS.

42/-

25/-

18/-

12/6

«TT)ECAI? ATTACHMENTS.
BASTONE'S for Sidecars. No btlU-r or cheaper

house: all latest mcdels in stock.

BASTONE'S Complete Sidecar to fit any machine,
ill; ditto sports model, £16/19; touring bulb-

ous back sidecars, £17/7/6. SGVcral models in stock.

BASTONE'S.—We are distributing agents for the
lamous Montgomery and Wiiitley sidecars; send

us your inquiries.

BASTONE'S.—If you are buying a sidecar, kindly
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere,

and save money.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [2708

COACH Sidecar, Indian Similar, 28in. enclosed
wlieel; £7.-47, Leigh Rd., East tam. 12378

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpunl.—New cuach bodies,
lull size, viith locker, £3/17/9: usually £9/10.

BOOTHS Nfotorles, Blackpool.—New step-pattern
coach bodies, £5/17/6; sporting bodies,

£4/17/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Canoelet chassis,
like new, £5/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to

suit Triumph. B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand side-

cars, cheap; springs, mudguards. hubs, lugs,

fittings; state requirements.—Booths Motories, 294.
Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. 18293

Iwdies,
S.E.5.
[2896

JEVERAL Sidecar Chassis from £2/15;
> £4/5.—Edwardes, 277. Camberwell Rd.,

HANDSOME Bulbous Back, two lockers, new con-
dition: £11.-2. Montrose At., West Kilburn.

[2881

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecar C.B., luggage grid, comiilete,

off Triumph; £5.-19, Wood Lane, Shepherd's

Bush. - [2870

SIDECAR, Watsonian-Monarch Touring, 3iew May.
1922; £19, or offer.—60, Wickham Rd., Brockley,

S.E.4. [3118

DOUGLAS Sidecar Chassis and Mudguard only, per-

fect; £2/15.-2, Fortune Gate Kd., Harlesden,
N.W.IO. [3094

SPORTING Sidecar body, good condition; £2/10.—
Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombe

Ed., Oioydon. [2690

1 i\ Guineas.-Sidecars, large underslung, bulbous back,

-Ll/as new; also sporting canoelet.— 12, Cornwall Mews,
Gloucester Ed , S.W.7. [2721

JAMES Sidecar, disc wheel and tyre, excellent con-

dition; £6/10.—MacEweu, balgreggan. Sand-

head, Stranraer, N.B. [2858

CAMBEE Sidecars, 1923 models, latest improvements;

price lists free.-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church

St., Ciimberwell. London. [2745

IDEOAE, Henderson, ooachbuilt, complete. 4-point
' attachment, little used; what cffers?-Wright, 23,

Algers Ed., Loughton, Essex. [2680

PARAGON Folding Sidecar saves storage and has

10 years to its credit. When folded will go

through very narrow doorway.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—If your passage or

doorway is only 25in. we can make it so that

it passes through without trouble.

PAEAGON Folding Sidecar was first on the market,

and is still the best. Call and see 1923 improved

model demonstratied.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—Extended payments to

suit everybody.-WincycIe Co., Ltd., 236, High
Holborn, W.C.I. W388

SIDECARS latest new underslung bulbous-back

coach, suit Triumph, similar; £9.—Taylor, 637,

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [2776

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models

tor all makes.-Send lor catalogue, etc.. Uidcezi

gales. Ltd.. 5. i.-toria St.. S.W.I- [0829

Krj BRAND new lightweight »ud„
l"'4lJ5'_'J?i5'^*„^'f,f"

S^^

cars, complete with tyre; £7/7.-HeadIey Mnnu-

facturing Co., Cumbernauld, Glasgow. [273b

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again wins

Championship at Brooklands, making third suc-

cessive year. Le Vaek (Zenith-Jap) first, O. de ,-^lssa

(Motosacoche) second.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again used tor

records. 50 miles, 100 miles, one hour, by

Messrs. Temple and AUchin, on the famous Harley-

DavidsoTi

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar was used by

the winners in the 200-mil6 race, Mesers.

Davidson (Indian) and Le Vack (Zenith).

IDDLETONS Supply on extended payments it so

desired.

MIDDLETONS cater for New Poor and New Rich
alike. Our sympathies are, however, with the

former. We know how it feels, never having been

anvthing else, for, as you are probably aware, we mate
nothing out of sidecars, jnst doing it, like the artists

model, for a bar- living.

MIDDLETONS, London's Oldest-established Sidecar

Makers. Business hours, 9 to 6; Saturdays,

close 12. Sundays. like the Scotsmen, we stop in

bed for economy. Saves wearing out boots, you don t

need a fire, and it keeps the appetite down.—27,

Stroud Green Rd , Finsbury Park '"i-""-- h,

1584-

M'

hone : Hornsey
[0523

All letters relating to pdiei tiseinents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B!7
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
COITPETTE Sidecar, listed at £32. must sell; £20.

—4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Mai'Tjle
A'rch, London. 'Phone : Paddington 1177. [3173

ONE Side<.-ar Chassis, Mills-Fulford attings, with
t\Te, complete, less bodv, .stiorig; £4.—Geiger,

24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak, London N.W.3. [3167

SEVERAL good coachbiiilt sidecars with Eastings,
in excellent conditiou; from £5 each.—A. V.

Garage, 2a., Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Corner, Barnes.
[3070

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. Wneu
folded (10 seconds) combination passes" through

ordinary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when open,
no fleakishuess ; send for descriptions. Frank Whit-
worth. 139. New St., Birmingham. [5083

HALIFAX.— Second-hand coiaeh sidecar for P. and
M., £8/10; Triumph, £9/1^; Premier, £9/10;

Indian. £12/10; Montgomery, £12/10; Gloria-Triumph,
£24/10; new boat bwlies, low prices; new sidecar frames,
£1/19/6.—:M:otoi, Exchange, Norton St., Halifax. [2847

HOPLEY Folding Sidecar Sares Gkirage; attached
to motor will go 'through passage 28iu.; tandem

bodies fitted; suits motors up to lOh.n.; changed
from pleasure to commercial in lew seconds; tested 8

J ears.—F. HoDley. Upper Highgate" St.. Birmingham.
10152

LIGHT ' Car and rMotor Cycle Engineering Co.,
Ltd.—^Carioelet complete, . hammock slung, ex-

cellent condition, £8/10; Douglas chassis with
si>orts coachbuilt body, almost new, £11; touring
sidecar complete, £5; coachbuilt touring body, 30/-;
tradesman's box-carrier, suitable ior Douglas chassis,

£1; come and inspect our stock ol best London
coachbuilt bodies;, if not convenient, write lor illus-

trated catalogue.

S'O^^ETH]NG a Little Better!—Readers are par-
ticularly requested to note that we are giving

trial and demonstration runs with our new chassis
during the whole ol the Show, and representatives
of this company will be found on J:he stands of
Triumph Motor Cycle Co., Monopole Motor C>'clc Co.,

Jardines (4-speed gear box). We contend this
^hassife is superior to any other on the market

;

the public -and the trade are cordially invited to
test this contention.—Light Car and Motor Cycle
Engineering Co., Ltd.. 26, Tulse HilL, Brixton, S.W.2.
'Phone; Brixton 1292. Near Brixton Skating Rink.

[3330

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
1 Q23 Morgans are available fi'om Gibb, Northgate,
-I- •? Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [0969

8h.p. Pyramid-Jap, air-cooled, 2-seater cycle car;
^£30.—17, Heaton Rd., M,itcham. [3122

1 Q22 Morgan Do Luxe, water-cooled, H.A.G. enpino:
J-f/ £120.—Avey 1, Park Rd., Teddiiiffton. £2740

T.B., 1920, splendid rcomy Sh.p. 2-seater, now
condition.—^Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstcne.

. [315t
A .V. Monocars, several iu s.tock; irom £35.--A.V.
-^ Specialist, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Corner,
Barnes [3071

1 Q 21 L>e Luxe G.N., every possible accessory

:

JL*/ £90; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., North K'^n-

singtcn. , ,- [314.1

ROVER Eit;ht 1923 models from £180; motor cycl>^

exchanges.—R. B. Clart and - Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd.. S.W.7. [7517

AT Edward-:.—1922 8b. p. Po^mlar model Morgan,
hood, screen, speedometer. In' very nice condi-

tion; £100.—Bel'ow.

"I Q20 8h.p. Morsan, De Luxe model, J.A.P. water-
J-v cooled pngine, sjieedomwter, discs, hood and
screen, tax paid, .splendid condition throughout; 90
guineas; exchanges or deferred.—101, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [3353

1 Q21 Garden 2-seater, dynamo lighting, equippi-.!,

-I-^ aa new, licensed, original tyi'ea ; £ 50.-47,
Leigh Rd., East Ham [2879

MORGAN 1922 De Luxe Model, air-cooled J.A.P.
engine, fully equipped; £95.^P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [3417

Sh.p. a-seafcer Alldays' . Midget, hood', Bcreen, wire
wheels, etc., water-cooled engine; £60.—Eton and

Co., Ltd.. 260, Balham High Rd., S.W. [2695

COVENTRY PREMIER 1921 4-wheeler, dynnmo
htrhtiog, spare wheel, small mileage, as new;

£120.-51. Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [3386

MORGAN 1921 De Luxe. M.A.G., speedometer,
a!-etylene Ug' ting, has been moat carefully run

;

£120.—Summers, 70, Camden Mew6, N.W.I. [2711

M Guineas: exchange.— 1914 Morris-Oxford 9h.p.,

4 cyls., 2-seater. dickey, 5 detachables, new hood,
screen : any examination and trial.—Seabridge. Below.

OQ Guineas; exchanges.—Rover 2-^ieater 6h.p., hood.
f^ *y screen, lamps, hi^h side doors, useful little run-

about.—.Seabridge. Below.

ALL the above and many other bargains at Sea-

bridge, 35, Hausler Rd.. E. Duln-ich. Sydenham
2452. [2592

MORGANS.—Hall, 91, St. Peter's St.. St. Albans,
can give early delivery of this famous runabout;

Grand Prix £160, De Luxe ^165. Family Model £170.
[0935

POTOR CYCLISTS If

I BE UP-TO-DATE
The Progressive

Yorkshire Agents

off^r you

EITHER
shop-soiled

OR
1922 Models

BUT
the latest type

1923 MODELS
at

:reduced prices

p
including

COVENTRY-EAGLE, Ultra Model .

.

29 Gns.

CONNAUGHT, 2 J clutch, kicfl start .. 47 Gns.

LEVIS, 2j- clutch, kick start . . .

.

£48

ENFIELD, 2\ Model «50

B.S.A., r-v (all-chain) £57 15

MARTINSYDE, 2J Sports (O.H.V.) .

.

£72

CONNAUGHT-DE-LUXE,Comb. (aU-chaiu) £78 15

QUADRANT,
I

'. h.p. Cnmb ^'OH
B.S.A., 4i h.p. Li.mb. (K. ::., Ko. 3 Car) £S7 |||T1

ENFIELD, « h.p. Standard O.nib. ElZOSffi

IHARTIKSYDE, ft h.p. comli. (O.H.V.) . . £130

TRIUMPH, (.If.ria Outfit (H.C.) . . £112 2s. 6d. [UU

REX-ACIWE, intr.i Model 29 Gns.

MARTINSYDE, Quick-six. . . .. *125 mri

COVENTRY-EAGLE, S h.p. Super-sports £125 ™
B.S.A.'s at Pudsey depot only. H

JSEE US ON STAND No. 30"
OLYMPIA, B

[]

or m
ISciul n' your name and address NOW, and bc^
n amongst the first to receive Jully illustrated catalogues, rym

y The ncii< values a-ill surpriseyou. mm

S
WATSON CAIRNS i

\
& Co. LTD. ^

D Motor Cycle Specialists M

D BRIGGATE, LEEDS, i
i Telephone.

23379-

also at
Chapeltown,

Pudsey.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
1 Q21 G.N,, full equipment, touring model, just
-- *^ paid £ 30 for improvemeiits and «vevha.iil

;

£ 105 .—Jee, 2S; Albert Rd./ Silvertown. London, \

E.
. , . [3181

"I
Q22 De Luxe G.N., dynamo, lighting, spare wheel,

J- 1' discs, every accessory, £.135 ; ditto 1920,
£80; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., North Eensing-
ton. - [3140

2ljfi Guineas.—Bleriot Whippet, 1921, 5 detachabl?^" wheels, dual lighting, hood, screen, any trial.
- A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleauoi' Grove, Hogger's Corner,
Barnes. [3072

~| C|21 Carden 2-seater, fully equipped, hood, t'oreen,
X*/ electric lighting, fully guaranteed; £05.

—

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dal-
ston 2408. [3292

NEW 3-wheeled runabout, lOh.p., magneto, engine
2 speeds, roomy body, hood, screen, easily removed

back wheel; sacrifice, ^125 for ^uick sale.—Santler,
Mfilvern Link. [2657

G.N., 1920 Standard' Modfel, electric lighting^
£87/10 cash, exchange instalmeuts.—Elce, Ltd.,

13, 15, 16, Bishopsgate . Av., Camom,ile St.j E.C.3
phone; Avenue 554a. [0068

1 QlS Morgan, Grand Prix, water-cooled J.A.P.,
Xt' hood, screen, 5 lamps, absolutely splendid, copr .

ilition; £80.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E'.
Phone: Balston 2408. [3291.

A.O. So(.'iable, neat runabout, side entrance, screen,
very economical, large luggage carrier, 'in escell^nt

ronditioii, Binka, Bosch, etc.; ±'27/10.—Bowling, '.

Chemist, Penibioke Dock. . [2822

Q/1 Guineas, eKchanges. — 1920 G.N. 2-,~eater,

\7 dynamo, 5 detachables, speedometer, hood,-
screeii, any examination; trial.—Seabridge, 35, Haas- '

ler fid., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. - [333'4'

AT Edwards.—1921 8h.p. Bltriot-Whippet, handle-
starter, electric lighting, spare whe^l, hcod and

sci'iien ; very nice conditiou throuenout; b2 feUiueas;
exchanges or deferred.—101, Gt. Portland St., W.l*

[3355-

NEW 1922 De Luxe water-cooled Mor.gan, used
twice, Lucas dynamo lighting, electric and

bulb horn, hood cover and every other accessory;
will accept £140; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., T^OTth
Kensington. [3139

1
Q21 Morgan De Luxe, lOh.p, .w.c. M.A.G., hilly

At'cqnipped, dynamo lighting, perfect order, iully

guaranteed, tax paid; £130.—riomac's, Morgan Ser-

vice Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Phone

:

Dalslon 2408. [3289

COVENTRY PREMIillt 8h.p. 1922, new in June
double dickey, dynamo lighting, tax paid, in-

surance inclusive, mileage 3,000, tyres unimnctured;- ,

£160; excellent condition.—Wilkins Simpson, oppo-
site Olympla, London. [2791.

1 Q25 Morgan G.F., lOh.p. Blackburne w.c. engine,
A*y iully equipped, brand new, for immediate de-,

liverv : £ 155 ; exchanges cr deferred.—Homar'^, Mor-
gan " Service Deiwt, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E-
Phone : Dalston 2408. [3286 ,

1 Q23 Morgans.—Delivery from stock. Family model, ..

xXf water-cooled, Binks carburetter, specially tuned
by Binks on this motor cycle, £164; also one standaM
model, £128; both fully equipped.—Gibb, Northgat.^
Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [2448

j C622 Morgan G.P., 8h.p. w.c. J.A.P., Lucas dynamo
J-»-' lis'iiting, discs, speedometer, spare iietrol ca'r-

rier. ab.jolutely as new; £140; exchanges or deferred. ^

- Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Claii-

tou Kd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [3288

"I Ol22 Morgan, Family model, water-cooled Black-
X«/ hurne, Cowey speedometer, fitted with Jeff mi-

punriurahle tube to rear wheel; mileage^ only 650;
'Miai'.tiiLee't: perfect order; £150.- Humai.' s, 245, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone; Dalston 2408. ._ [3290

^ Q23 Morgan 'De Luxe, w.c. J.A.P., dynamo light-

Xt/ iiie, all-black hood, aluminium dash and bead-

ing, brand new; immediate delivery; £170; ex-

changes or deferred.—Homac's, Morgan Service De- -

pot, "243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston

2408. .
[3287

TWO Slightly Shop-soiled 1922 G.N.'s, specially
,

tuned up, dynamo lighting, hoods ^ and screens,

2-seaters, with ample dickey; no reasonable offer re-

fused ; exchange or deferred payments for either.^

—

The Motor House, 20, Einchley Rd., N.W.8. Tel.

:

Hampstead 7355. [3399

-| Q14 8h.p. Humberette, water-cooled model, ex-
it!/ rellent running order and perfect condition,

tax and insurance paid, £55; also 1914 9h.p. Perry
2-seater and dickey, Lucas dynamo lighting set

(new), detachable wheels, 1 spare, all good tyres,

new hood and side curtains, making a closed car,

good running order, tax paid, £68.—The Gables,

Sylvan Hill, Upper Norwood. [3128

S ifirc ParU:

MORGAN spares for all modek.—Maudes', 100, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [284Q

MORGAN Spares from stock for all models.—Send
your enquiry to Hall. Morgan Specialist, "91,

St. Peter's St., St, Albans. [0936

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all

models from stock; list frge.—Elce, Ltd., 13.. 19,

16 Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
5548. . [0067

b;i8 am letters relating to advertisements .should auoje the number at the end of each advertUement. and the ,date Qf the- issue
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lAMCOMBlJNATlONS AND CABS.
COUNTY.—B.S.A. 8h.p. Motor Cycle Talis, ea

licensed tiironghout this countr.v.—Write for

fullest particulars. County Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd ,

"The Oricinators," Broad St. Birmingham. Ex
hiblting Olympia, Stand 160, [7664

CARS I-OR SALE.
RO^'ER. 1922, 8h.p.. as new; ^6145,—BatcUBe Bros.,

200, Gt. Portland St.. W. [3249

MERCEDES. 35h.p., 5-seater. C.A.V.. tax paid:
ie95, or exchange.—77. Acre Lane, S.W.2. [3232

HALIFAX.—1923 Lagonda, £265: cash, exohauge. or
Defei red.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

HALIFAX.—1923 Calthorpe; 285 guineas: cash, ex-
chauye, or deferred.—Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax.

HALIFAX.-1923 Coventry Premier; 230 guineas:
Singer, 280 guineas; cash, exchange, or deterred.—

CUoJor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

HALIEAX.-1923 Stoneleigh S-seater; flSS.-HolWax
Motor Exchange. 25, Horton St., Halifax. [2848

MOKHLS-COWLEY 2-seater 1918, in good condi-
tion; £155.—Tile Morris Garages, Oxford.

[3217
HILLMAN 1921 11.9h.p., 2-3-seater. sunk dickey.

; hou-solIeO ; £360.—The Morris Garages, Ox-
lord. [3216

ROVER Eight. 1923. practically new; £148. great
barg.iin.—B. B. Claris and Co., 7, E.xhibition Rd.,

;
S.W.7. [3342

PALMER'S Garage. 187. 199. High St., Tooting, the
pre-eminent place for purchasing; detailed list

below.

PALMER'.S Garage, Tooting.—Auction sale every
Thursday, starting at 2 o'clcck; . apply lor

catalogue.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, liave tlie. best bar-
gains; compare prices below as proof.

PALMER'S ^Garage, Tooting.-^lSh.p. Itala late
inccU'l torpedo touring car, 4-cyl., hood, screen;

£50.

PALMER'S Oarage. Tooting.—loll.p. Waverley
spcjrting 2-seater, liood --screen, 4-cyl. monobloc;

£65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.-15.9h.p. British
Ensign touring car. moncbloc, wire wheels,

exceptional bargain; £75.

pAEMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-14h.p. Fiat lan-
-- daulet, 3 speeds, good running order; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15.9h.p. Arrol-
Jolinston 1914, d.vnamo lighting, self-starting,

extra smart; £145.

PALMER'S Garage, Tocting.— 11.9h.p. Arrol-
.Tohnston 1914 open touring; £85.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SOli.p. ShefHeld-
Simplex full landaulet, 6-cyl., 3 speeds; £95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-20h.p. Metallurgique,
very smart 2-scater, dickev, dvnamo lightiu":

£120.

PALIMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Alcyon tor-
pedo 2-seater, 4-cyl., hood, screen; £65,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12h.p. 1914 Rover
4-seater, detachable -wheels, dynamo lighting;

£150.

PALMER'S Ca'age, Tooting.—loh.p. 1921 A.B.C.
sports 2-seater, 4 speeds; £165.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—16-20h.p. Argyll
limousine, 4-cyl., runs well, roomy; £47/io.

PALaCER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-16h.p. Dairacq
landaulet, 4-cyl. monobloc, runs well; £40.

PAIMER'S Garage, Tooting.—18-24h.p. Austin full
limousine, 4-cyl., dynamo lighting, exceptional

condition; i.85.

pAT.MER'3 Gaj-age, Tooting.—17h.p. Delaunay-
-»- Bel.eville enclosed drive landaulet, dynamo light-
ing, smart car; £120.

QOl'-P- H.M.C. Sporting 2-seater, dickey, 4-cyI.
f^ f^ moncbloc, fast; £75.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above ears
supplied on easy payments; we shall be pleased

to quote special terms to meet clients' require-
ments; all are in running order. [3240

G.W.K. 1919 2-seater, with dickey, dynamo light
ing. in good order; £75.—Main, 36, Parade,

Leamington. [2963

0155.—Singer, 1920, dickey, dynamo lighting, spare
*' wheel, perfect, drive 30 miles.—34, Clarence
Rd., Hor.^ham. [2773

DAIMLER '', landaulet, S.K. engine, C.A.V., excel-
lent order; £150.—Chauffeur. 2, Bromfelde Rd.

Clapham, S.W.4. [3233

MOnRIS-OXFORD, 2-seater, 1913. 2-seater. re-
painted, in good condition; £80.—The Morris

Garage.-, Oxford. [3218
£40.— Beliize 2-seater Car. electric light, perlect,

expert examination invited.—30. 'Wccdfield Rd.,
Lelgh-oi.-Sea, Essex. [3103

A.B.C. Car, 1921. in new condition, many extras;
£1C0: exchange ccmbinaticn and cash.—James,

c'o Bra 'mcrf's, 482, Harrow Rd.. Paddington. [3341

MAGNETOS

Genuine unused Aero-starters,
made by C.A.V. and passed by the
Government. They have been
adapted for MOTOR CYCLE use,

with first-class parts (not C.A.V.
make).

~

Single or Twin (180°)

Clock or Anti-clock

(variable ignition).

60/, each.

Post paid any address U.K.

f

Special Quotations j

for Quantities.

Money returned if not satisfied.

Immediate delivery.

N. E. BURDON & CO.
Office:

25 Collingham Gardens, S.W.5
Wor*s:

Norland Works, Croydon,
SURREY.

'Phone: K -ntiigton 1370.

CARS i on SALT.
ROVKR eii.p. Standard model, AH8U; 8li.p. 4-Koatt'r

roodel, £190 ; fl-aeaLi-r model Dl- I,uxe. £210;
2-s<-ater De Luxe, £200.— RatcHtfe Bru.s.. 200, Ot.
Portland St., W. [0729

1 1 Q Cliiineas.—Rover 1922, Lucas dynamo, spare
XAf/ wneol and tyre, hood, .screen, mat, lamp^i,
hum. pnmp, jafrk, and tool kit, tax paid.—Delancey
.St. Garage, Camden Town, T.'.W.I. liOO^

ITQ Guineas, Exchange.—Really iiUra-smarl 1920
J- * i' Sports Singer 2-.seater, lightings, fitarter, spare
wheel, lovely condition.—Scabridge. 35, Hansler lid..

East Dulwich. {Sydenhani 2462.) [240C

AT Edwards.—1921 8h.p. Tlichard.,on 2-SGater and
large dickey, 4-speed and revzr.-e. cL-ctric light-

ing, tax paid, nice condition; 57 guineas; exchange!
or deferred.—lOl, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3559

FIVE Light Cars, 2- and 4-seater3, to ho ex-

cnanged for motor cycles, in part payment foi

cash, tleferred or exchange.—The Motor Ilouse, Ltd.,

20. Finchley lid., N.W.8. Tel.: Hampstead 7355.
f540Q

8h.p. Rover Car.5 tor immediate delivery. Stanaard
2-seater £130. 4-seater £190; deferred pay-

ments if desired; your motor cji-\c- taken in part pay-
ment.—Official Agents: Kay.s, 8-10, Bond St.. Ealing.

[2177
ROVER—Godfrey's are authorised agents for th«

8h.p. model; early deliveries o! 1923 models-
2-seater, £180; 4-5eater, £ 1 90 ; exchanges ; gradual
payments.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. [0350

(CASTLE THREE, late 1922, dynamo lighliiig, Epar«
-^ a eel, speedometer, used only lew times, cost

£235; accept' £135, or exchange combination and
cash.—Hillitir (side bell), 127. St. Mark's Rd.,
North Kensington. [3145

1 Q21 Rover Eight, full equipment, double oiler,
J-*' very fast, iised by th© Rover Co. for some
competition work, fine condition; £115; or exchange
combination and ^ash,—Hillier (side bell), 127, St.

Mark's Rd., North Kensington. [3144

1 Q22 Eric Campbell lOh.p. 2-seater, all aluminium
A^ body, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, speedo-
meter, clock, small mileage, cost over £300: accept
£185; exchanges.—Hilller (side bell), 127, St.

Mark 6 Rd., North Kensington. [3146

AT Edwards.—1923 Bh.p. Rover, Be Luxe model,
fully equipped, speedcm.'ter, clock, hood, screen,

.^ide curtains, foot mat. leather upholstery, condition
flbsolutelv as new; 155 guineas; exchanges or da-

ferred.—101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3354

QA Guineas.—1915 Alldays 3-seater, lOh.p., 4-cyl.,

XfXj 3-5peed and reverse, ]ust been thoroughly over-

hauled, and is in guaranteed condition; expert ex-

amination invited; must sell; plioto.—J. W. WhUs-
tock, Quay St.» Woodbridge, Suffolk. [2907

ROVER Cara,nt 1923- prices i Standard, 2-seateF,- fil^tt-^-M

4-seater. £190; De Luxe 2-spater, £200: De Luxo
4-seater £210; deferred piiymsnts; your motor cycle

or car taken in part exejiange; prompt delivery.-Offlcinl

Agents. Eagles and Co.. 275, High St.. Acton, London,
W' [0761

BEAIs" 1923 Models, 3 or 4 speeds, in stocky immediate
Delivery, Teady to drive away ; cash or easy

pu-vments; any motor cycle or car taken in part

exchange; Tery best prices allowed.—AVilkins Simr-
sfn, opposite "Olvmpia, London, Tel. : Hammersmith
238. [2790

1023 Salmson, immediate delivery; list 235 guineas,
J- */ exchange or instalments ; French type (1,100
c.c.) chassis with English model De Luxe body, full

guarantee, all accessories, shuts up like a coupe, holds

the road like a leech.—Graff, Hayes. Kent. 'Phone:
Bromley 532. (No. 54 'bus.) [0951

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms

could not be simpler.— 157b. Gt. Portland St.,

VVl [5935

MIDDLETONS can arrange extended payments on
excellent terms.—For our address see Sidecar

Colnmn f0956

HALIFAS.-£75, Motor Cycle Conibinntion j £10
deposit and 25/- weekly; get ]i~t.—Motor Exchange,

Hurton St., Halifax. [2846

ENGINES.
rpRIUMPH, 1913, complete with Bosch magneto, car-
-- burettev, silencer, perfect; £9.—Derrington.

4-CYL. F.N., complcle unit, Bosch magneto, car-

buretter, silencer; £8/10.—Derrington.

8-lOh.p. Douglas Water-cooled Engines, horizontally

opposed, mechanical lubrication suitable light car,

stationary power plant; stamp specific-ation.—Derring-

lun, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. 'Phone: 256. [3406

3ih.p. Villier.s 2-stroke engine with carburetter, good
2 condition; £9/10.-39, Tiinnsield Rd.," Syden-

ham. [2725

P.
and M. Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-
pleted £6/10; stamp.— 7, Hereford Rd., Bays-

water. [2715

4h.p. Rei, C.A.T., Sensnrny, complete unit, good

conriitiou; £8, carriage paid.-E. "W. Gnffln. Afreet.

Peterborough. [2724

8h.p. o.h.v. J, A, P., ' 70 m.p.h., 1921, complete

silencer, magneto, Binks or Senspray, perfect;

offers—Box 4735, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1966

. M letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue Rjg
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ENGINES.
ENGINES of All Powers in Stock for motor cycles

or stationary puri>oaes. Call on us before try-
ing elsewhere. {See adV'evt. under Kxehange.)—De
Cort and Flynn, 39, Essex Hd., Islington, London.
-\.l. [3182

Iih.p. brand new Whippet air-cooled scooter en-
2 gine, complete with waterproof magneti:', car-

buretter "With handle-bar - control, all new, £10,
worth double; also several water-cooled engines.—
Wcrtham-Blakfi and Co., Waltham Cross: L2843
[ENGINES.—Sll.p. J.A.P., £15; A'i'h.p. B.S.A., £15;

2^'dh.p. fiotigla;, with magneto^ £5; 3' ih.p. P.
& M., £5; 3?4h.p. Scoit, £15; 4h.p. J. A.P.; £10;
2 '-ih.p. Union, £7; 2 ^h.p. Brckr magneto and ca;--

buretter, £15; 51:1.p. Clvno. £9; 3h.p. Belgium, £3;
6h.p. J'.A.P., £15.—BVitnell Brcs., 43 45, High St..

Fulham. L2889

HEPPELTHM^AITE'S. — 3Voh.p. Brown (unit),

5tationa.i'v A.C., ^£7/15; 5-6h-p. a.i.v. J.A.P.;
£5/10; 5-6h.p. PeUgeot (unitl, £6/10; 5-6b.p. N.S.lj.,

£4/10; 5-6h.p. fieX', unassembled, £3/10; 4h.p. Brad-
bury, with frame and tank. £7/10; 4h.p. N.S.U. twin.
£4 /lO ; Young nrotor attachment, complete -as-.new,

£7/10; 2o:ih.p. M.M.C., als^o others; list upon-~applica-
tion. See old man Hep. in spare parts column.—17-19,
Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London^ S.W.8. 'Phone :

]958 Brixton. -

_ . [3320

UiNITION. lighting; ETC.
TT. E. IGNITION Co.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single and twin, all degiees,
suitable for type of machines'; £2/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single and twin, large type.
£3/10; C.A.V., new clock and anti-clock, £2/15.

old magneto in part payment
lone Tuonth aguinst-

cash.

H. B. IGNITION Co. t'Plione Brixton 610
Park Rd., Brixton Hill. Londom

H;B. will take your
-guartiuteed 12 months .-teTms,-

78.
[069

T> ELIANCE M'agneto Repairing Co.

RELIANCE for Eepairs, new magnetos, and spare
parts of every description.

RELIANCE have the largest and most up-to-date
repair factory in London or Provinces,"

RELIANCE carry out all repairs on the premises,
including armature winding. Trade inquiries so'i-

cited.

RELIANCE haye one of the most modern armature-
winding plants and test rooms in the country,

and can therefore' offer you the following advan-
tAges :

TIME.—All work within 6 to ^8 hours, and a solid
12 moijths' guarantee in writing to back it up.

CHARGES.—No flat rates. You are charged ac-
cording to the work that is required; therefore

you are not in some cases helping to pay for otlier

peoples repairs,
'

'

OUR Offer.—We shall be pleased to allow you to
see' your magneto on test after repair at our

works. How many others can make tJie same
offer /

RELIANCE have the following magnetos in stcck,
all fully guaranteed and on approvaL

THOMSON-BENNETT.—Singles and twins, new, any
flegree, wateiprooi, variable, suit auy engine;

l>rice 55/-.

al for anv light-

55/-.

JOSCII, Type Z.A.2, second-hand, enclosed, water-
proof, variable, latest pattern, for Douglas

2''ih.p. and 4 h.p.; £4/10.

,
CCUMULATORS, best makes only, for all pur-

poses, any voltage, charged and uncharged, always
m stock; send for prices.

BOSCH Enclosed, waterproof, type D.A.L. magne-
tos, Cioveriimeiit surplus, any degree, ready to fit

on Indian, Harley. J.A.P., or auy big siugle or twin.
We guarantee these to give you slow running and
easy starting, and they are in every way ideal for
the big machine; price, carriage paid, £4/10.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what the
pric-e or make, is guaranteed by us. Notuierely that

same is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly
written statement that we guarantee each machine
against all defects for a period of 12 months. This,
we maintain, justifies its in charging a few shillings
more than certain of our competitors. List sent post
free upon application.

RELIANCE were established in 1914, since v,hi?u
we have enjoyed a reputation which is second

to none for straight and fair dealing.

C.A-V. Singles and Twins, new, idea
\veight, 2-;4h.p. and 4h.p. Doug

A^

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, .St.

St., London, E.C.I. 'Phone: Olerkemvell
T A.

:

,1 oil 11

4290.
Remagco, Smith, London. £2226

C.A.V. and Tiiom-30n-Benuett Magnetos, ISO, air-iieAv;

22/6.—12, Oomirall Mews, Gloueester Ed., S.W.7.
- [2722

\Tt7"ATTALITE dynamo and drive, as new 1922;W first ofier near £12.—Goodacre, York Rd.,
Bognor. [3019

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.-7-tootU to 21.

tooth stocked.—"Ridington, 202-4, Southamnton
St., Camberwell. [1500

naaiHHHHHH

!l' Presto' Multi-Gear Box

As an Advertisement only, complete w.th

all fttins, chan and chainwh.tl, etc..

£7:7:0
THE "PRESTO " SPltoG SEAT POXAR
AS ILLUSTRATED ABOVE, POST FREE

CASH WITH
ORDER.

25/.

Sole selling agenls foy

GRADO MULTI PULLEYS.
Special Prices.

Kick-starter

Models

£3 6 Post Free'

Plain Moiiels

£5 Post Free'

Lightweight

Plain Model only|

£4 10 0PostFrei'

THE GRADO VALVE FACER.

^K^
^^^^
I^Byy^'^
^^^,

ORDER TO-OAY WHILE PRICES STAN]

THE PRESTO CO..
26,Cross St., Hatton Gdn.^E.C.l

2 mins. off Gamages. Tel. : 4561 Hop.

A.
IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

A HAzijsra oaer.

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd. .

WE hold the largest and most varied stacks .of

magnetos and spare parts in England, our stocks
comprise of over 30,000 magnetos, and an inside eeti-

mate of onr snar-es is £250,000.

WE would bring to your notice that these magnetos
are not old disused magnetos painted on the uut-

side to look like new, like many lieing oflereil to the
public by soHialled magneto specialists and experts, bijt

are new unused Government eurplns, and every magneto
previous to being sold is thoroughly overhauled, and
subjected to the same test as by the makers.

Y^TJABANTBB.—These magnetos are all fully gnaran-
^^ teed lor 12 montiis against all defects, andehonld
any magneto at any time within this period prove in
any way defective, we will ^viilingly exchange or repair

same free of all charge.

APPROTAIi.—Notice all goods sent"^ on - approval for
14 da-ys, per return of post on- j-eceilit of eaah,

and in the unlikely event of these' goods not meeting
with your entire approval, we will willirigly r^sfund cash
in full, making no deductions for packing oi carriage-
Magnetos despatched through this paper's deposit syfiteia

if rcQuired. -. ^^

"DOSCH £.E.l. enclosed waterproof, £5.

DOSCH Z.E.2, enclosed waterproof, £5.

DOSCH Z.E.V., enclosed waterproof, £5.

"D OSCH' Z.A.2, enclosed waterproof, £3/17/6.

TJCSCIl.Z.Cl, inclosed waterproof, £6.

"DOSCH Z.U.2, enclosed waterproof, £6.

"DOSCH D-U.2, £4/10. *

EISEMANJT 'W.G.D.2, 180O. enclosed waterproof,
£4/15.

"lyrEA type. M.l. enclosed waterproof, £4/15.

"DElir B.S.2, 180, with distributor board, £3/15. •

THOilSOX-BESNETT A.C.S. for 180=, 2 strotOs,-
£3/15. '

- -•,

THOMSOX-BENiSTETT
£3/5.

THOMSOJC-BENNETT
£3/5.

THOMSOJ\T-BENNETT
£3/5.

THOMSOiS'-BEJ^NEtT
£3/5.

THOHSOX BENNEIT
£2/16

THOMiOK-BENNETT
£2/15.

THOMSOX-BENNTETI
£2/15. .

-
-

"[V/T-L type P.JU 1, enclosed waterproof; £3/5.

/^.A.V. type 30.1. enclosed waterproof, £3. Tliii
V> magneto cai. be supplied with Rudge spindle.

,rf^.A.V. type 3U-.2, encloded waterproof, £3.

i""^.A.V. K.tr.l pattern, enclosed waterproof, £2/10.

f^.A.V. K.ll.2 pattern, enclosed waterproof, £2/10. •

Ki.I.C. A2, 180O, enclosed waterproof, £3-

Ci.I.C. Al, enclosed waterproof. £3.

CPLITDOEF E.TJ.l, enclosed waterptooi, i2/5.

OPLITDOHF E.U.2, enclosed waterproof, £2/6.

QPLITDOPa^ E.U.V., enclosed waterproof, £2/10.

"DERLIiVG N.ll, single cyl.. enclosed wateiproof. £2.

"PJISIE M.20-21, enclosed watei-proof, £2.

pjIXIE Ml, enclosed wateipioof, £2.

N.B.—These magnetos are all variable ignidun unless

otherwise spc r^jd.

EPAIRS.— jUab"jfc'.os, starters and dynamos If you
have one of these for repaii

A.D.2, enclosed ivaterprooiF,

A.C.I, enclosed Tvaterproof,

A.C.2, enclosed waterpiopf,.

A.C.V.. enclosed waterproof,'

A.M.I. encloeed waterproof.

A.M.2, enclosed' waterproofi

A.M.V. enclosed waterproof,-

R
S for estimate.

B4O

k2 mins. on tjamages. lei. : 4501 nop. m
BH

All letters relating to ndveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o* the issue

AVE money anc"" bend it to ns
Eoniember W3 bold tlie largest stocks of magneto

.

eparea in Great Britain, and have one of the finest

worltshops fitted with the most modern appliances

especially far this type of work. All repa-irs guaran-

teed for 12 months.

QEND your nest repair to us,, it will pay you.

GO0XTY of London Engineering Worke, Ltd.. 27,

StockweD Ed., 'jondon, S.W. 'Phone: Bnxton
5841. 'Grama: Ignitionao. Claproad, "London. [2106
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IGNITION, MOHTING, ETC.
MAGDYNARIO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,

spares and repairs.

OTOB -Cyclists fit reliable liigli quality magnetos
now and avoid certain lailure oi inierior magnetos.

BOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos.
Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, H*r

ley, J. A. P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
spark at al! engine speeds, makes your engine a real
live engine, give you easy starting, smootli and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
Bumption with increas.ed power; price only £5 each,
postage 1/6 exti-g,; a .12 months' written guarantee
sent out with each magneto. We give you satisfaction
or refund cash.

PLEASE note the .above type magnetos were origin-
ally manufactured for auOh.p. aircraft engines;

therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-f ay, and see liie with a live machine.

HAHLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes: "Magneto to
hand; many tnanks for prompt despatch, satis-

factory m every way; will recommend to my friends.*'

ZENITH Owner writes: "Since fitting magneto have
completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

INDIAN Machine Owneis.—Your high-class machine
deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000

Dixie '32'^ magnetos; send your magneto and £4
now, and we will immed-ately despatch you a Bosch
D.A.L.

EADY to fit on your machine; there are no
alterations to make.

WHY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
ffho know—are almost all sending to us tor

Iheir Magnetos ?

TH£RE must be a reason; there is; it is because
the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,

supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.
MAGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part

payment

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against casa per return on receipt of

your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now,

ARE You a Discerning DougJas Owner? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother running, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas ? Then send for a
latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
now; price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
fit_ on .Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons. and P.

and M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, pri-jc
£3/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos latest enclosed
waterproof type (not converted starters), ready to

fit on 55'-" Clynos and 180=* Douglas machines, with
12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage
1/3.

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all
your sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting

pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs? Fit a
Bosch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
hench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1 /6.

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write,
call, or 'phone for terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see

it; we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like
new, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
if urgent, and return it with a written 12 months"
guarantee. While your rbagneto is being repaired we
can lend" you another free of charge. We could not
make these offers if we were not certain of the quality
of our work.

YOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a
2ow cost. Send us your defective magneto now.

EXPRESS Dixie Repair Service. Your-Dixie magneto,
no matter what size, rebuilt equal to new and re-

turned in 12 hours, at 30/-; a small extra charge tor
necessary replacements.

C.A.V. Express Repair Department.—Your C.A.V.
magneto, tio matter what type, rebuilt equal to

new and guaranteed for one year, returned in 12
hours, at 30/-; a small extra charge for necessary
replacements.

ARilATtTRE reWnding, no matter what make, type,
or size, 11/6. Wound cores from stock,

BEAVER! Beaver! Beaver I—A postcard will
bring jou particulars of our famous Beaver

mascot fof- all types of cycles combinations and
cars.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman's
Row. E.C.2. 'Phone ; London Wall 4570. (One

minute from Brown Bros.) [24U
MAGNETOS, latest type M-L eingleg, new and slightly

soUed; 55/-, post 1/-.—War<l and Co., 51. Upper
Eichmond Rd., Putney. [3384
OFFERS ivnnted for Lucas Magdyno lighting outfit,

al"0 E3 dynamo outfit, both complete and perfect;
would aeparatG either set.—Dalby. Baker St., Sparkhill,
Birmingham. [3275

rliOMAlCS
MQTOR AGENTS

See these
machines at

OLYMPIA
We have always a large selec-
tion of the following machines,
each of which our own prac-
tical experience has proven
worthy of the highest recom-
mendation.

NEW IMPERIAL
RUDGE -MULTI

MATCHLESS ; A.J.S.

QUADRANT : B.S.A.

C0NNAUGHT;LtVI3
COUGLAS: ENFIELD
TRIUMPH: RALEIGH

Also

MORGAN
CYCLE CARS
(London Service Depot)

Each is a sound British pro-
position, and our knowledge,
experience and service will
enable you to obtain the flnest
results. We will gladly meet
you by anpolntment at any
Stand in the Show.

Our Morgan Service is the
best in the country. We are
officially appointed Morgan Re-
pairers, and can undertake
overhauls, tunin<^s, etc., and
have the most comprehensive
stock of spares in the country.
Ask for us on the Morgan
Stand at the Motor Cycle
Exhibition.

Stand No.
139

HOMAClS
MQTOR- AGENTS

243, Lower Clapton
Road, London, E.5
Telephone - - Dalston 240'i.

IGNITION, LIUHTING, ETC.
"^HE Runbaken Reijaira and Sl)are3 Service,

N'

M
O repair work leaves our hands until wc can
confidently guarantee: it a.s luUy efficient as when

AGNETOS.

MAGNETOS. Dynanroa, Starters, Batteries and
Accnmulaloi-s of every make are quickly and

competently handled by any ol cur eight luUy-
equipped depots.

THE Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service : Man-
cheater, 288, Deansgato ('Phone; Central 73421;

London, 142, Gt. Portland St. ('Phone; Museum
3905); Lefds, 94. Albion St. ('Phone: 27219); Livcr-
pool, 16, Colquitt St. ("Phone; Royal 605): Birming-
ham, 192, Corporation St. ('Phone: Central 2059);
Bristol, 14, Colstoa St. ('Phone; 3728); Glasgow.
134, West Nile St. ('Phone: Douglas 1605); Paris.
^''. Rue Brunei ("Phone : Wagram 50-Xl); Head
Office niid Works, Cheetwood Lane, Derby St.. Man-
ciicoLer (Phone; City 8ii66, 3 lines). [0904

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammetf^r, 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial Av.,
Minories, E.l. [0760

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto Repairsd, no matter
what condition, provided complete, for SO/-- 24

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8 and 10, Bond
St., Ealing. W [9443

DYNAMOS, brand new, EJH.C. make, 4 or 6 volts,

3 amp3., complete with attachment fittings and .

cut-out, limited quantity only: £3/10 each.—E. Hal-
lowell and Co., Lower Hanover St., Leeds. [3411

JEERON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
piaiinum, lor blades, screA's, etc., cures misfiring.

Jebron screws, fits Bosch mag., 10/6 pair; old screws,
any make, Jebronised. 4/9 each, return post.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38, Herbert Rd.. Woolwich, London, S.E.18. [0002

C.A.V, Magnetos, suitable for single or twin-cylin-
der engines, in perfect order and unused; to be

cleared at £1/2/6 each; carriage paid.—Allen-Bennett

-

Motor Co., Ltd,, 9-11, Royal Parade, W. Croydon.
[0970

WHITDALE Magneto Service.—For high-grade mag-
netos, spares, and repairs. All guaranteed for

one year. Deal with experts and avoid certain dis-

appointment. Enclose stamp for lists, teatimonials.
^tc. Remarkable bargains : M-L 35/-, Bosch 45/-,
Thomson-Bennett 60/-, and many other types at similar
prices. Don't buy junk a few shillings cheaper.—
Cherry Orchard. Croydon. Tel.: Cioydon 1625. [2155

MAGNETOS.—M-L single cyl., clock, off rotary en-
gines, complete. 20/-, postage 1/3; the above

less contact breaker, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie^
curaplete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyl.. complete, £1/10;
B.T.H, 8-cyl., complete, 25/-; C.A.V, starting mag-
netos, complete, 18/6, postage 1/3: all in good work-
ing order, carriage extra; cash with order; send IV-d,
for list of Aero parts. -Coley, Ordnance Works, Queen
Klizabeth Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. 'Phone: King-
ston 365. [2387

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on

U.H., Bosch, Eisemann, Mea, Splitdbrf, Dixie and
Berling magnetos, we can nattiially give you better
service. Prices, rewinding, 12/-; condensers, 8/-;
contact screws (Bosch standard), 5/-; remagnctising,
2/-; slip rings, 6/6; H.T. terminal. 4/6. Our price
for overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
15/- and 30/- (including all spares), and never ex-
ceeds the latter figure. Guaranteed for 12 months,
and re-despatched to you in 2 days.—Continental Igni-
tion Repair Co., 15, Hardwick Rd.. Chiswick. London.

[3324
EUSTON Ignition Co.. sole representative toi me -

Splitdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service to
Splitdorf magnetoB, dynamos. Dixie magnetos, etc. We
Lave the factory, plant and experience. Official Indian
electrical service fetation. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares; spares and repairs to all makes of magnetos;
all repairs are tested ou an approved A.I.D. test bench *

before dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 months.
We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos in
London. Twins, all degrees, charged accumulators, all

voltages always rendy. We stock everything electrical

for the motorist. Wo give you real live service alwaya.
—Eftston Ignition Co., 329, Euaton Ed., N.W.I.
"Phone: Museum 5034. T.A- : Magdymo. Eusroad, Lon-
don [02b5

TYRES.
0/?x2% Dunlop, heavy, new: £1/2 each.—35, Citizen
'WO Ed.. Hornsev Rd.. London. N.?. [1992

MOTOR Cyclists remember. Melton Rubber W la.

Melton Mowl)ray, means a lot to you.

A CUT in Motor Cycle Tyres, then send them to
the Melton Rubber Works ; costs a little, saves a

lot: prices reduced 25/^

RETREADS for 3,003 miles wear; no queryif doup by
the Melton Rubber Works; 2€in. tyres 15/-. 28in.

18/9. [0347

MOTORISTS. -Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,

etc^ carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co,,

Buxton^ Derbyshire. (5836

'CCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to _pur-

chase their tyres from McArthur. Hill and "Co.,

436. Argyle St., Glasgow. List^post free. [9831

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B4I
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TVRES.
BTJTiT/3.—All sizes in bai'saiii covers and tubes

II your size is' not below, write or telephone us.
Gerrard 1347.—See below.

X2'/i Palmer cord. 30/-; Wood-Milne and Avon,
22/6; StepDey roadgrip, 27/€.—Below. ,

X2'/2 Avon tricar, 30/-: Beldam, 25/-; Clinclier
De Luxe, e.^tra heavy, 27/6.— Below.

X2i/jX2i/S Wood-JIiljie 4-ply, 25,/-: Palmer cord
heavy, 30/-; Beldam" 3ply, 22/6.—Below.-

X2";i Palmer cdrd, 30/-; Wood-Jlilne and
Beldam, 22/6.—Below.

X3 Clin.'.her sidecar, 30/-; Avon Druid, 20/-;
Beldam R.N.S. or Wood-.Milne keygrip, 30/-.-^,

36
26
36
26

g8
650

B

X65 Palmer cord Leavy, 37/6: Clincher
B.ii.S., 30/-; Wood-Milne, 22/6.—Below.

TUBES, all sizes, 4/6 each; all goods on approval
against remittance; postage 1/- extra.

ULL'S Robber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, W.C.2. Gerrard 1347. [0869

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—The following new; blemished
goods sent on 7 days' approval against remittance,

per passenger traiir, carriage paid:—
ECONOMIC.—24X2 Clipper heavy, 14/6; tubes,

4/6; 24x2^4 (also fit 2m. rims) Clincher Heavy
Junior, 16/9.

ECONOMIC.—26x2V, Palmer Heavy Cord, "27/6;
Bates, 17/6; 25x2''8 Palmer Heavy Cord, 27/6;

tnbes, 4/9.

ECONOillC. — 26x2'l.x2i4 Goodyear Diamond,
30/-; Avon E.\tra Heavy Bnbber stud, 25/-;

•ujjes, 5/6.

ECONOMIC.

—

2Sx2ii old Standard Clipper, Extra
Heavy. 29/6; 650x65 Clipper Extra Heavy.

27 G 700>:80 Avon Extra Heavy, Rubber stud, 35,-.

17CONOMIC.—Dunlop Rubber stud, fully warranted,
-J 24x2, 16/3; 24x2',4, 17/9; 26x2, 17/9; 26x2>4,

18.6.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Ed., S.E.14.
'Phone : New Cross 1393. [2597

RE,^L, good, reliable, second-hand motor cycle tyres,
all sizes and makes, 10/- each, i)lus If- car-

riage; other sizes, and makes on application.—H,
Kmannel and Co., Tyre Factors, 37a, Balls Pond Hd.,
Djlstjn, N.l. 'Phone : Dalstou 3161. [0832

MASONS.—The best makes, the most competitive
prices. Dunlop heavy rubber-studded. 24x2r^ 26/-;

26x2ii, 26/9; 26X23|, 30/-; 26X2y..x2Vj, 33/-; 28x
3, Type Magnum, 42/6; heavy fluted, 25x21,1., 21/6;
26x214, 18/6; perfect; makers' guarantee.

MASONS.—Dunlop extra rubber-studded, 26X21/,,
27/6;. 650x65, 25/-; soiled, perfect wear guar-

anteed.

MASONS.—Great offer; Moseley Cable cord, large
studded, perfect, 26x2i/.x2i4, 30/-; 650x65,

700X80, 37/-; 28x3 (American), 38/6; larg? studded,
heavy, fabric, 24x21,4, 19/6; 26x214. 22/6; 26X2%,
23/6; 26x21,2X21.;, 25/-; 26x21,4, 26/-.

M-\SONS.—Wood-Milne Key-grip covers, 4-ply
26x2Vi, 24/6; 26x2?^, 23/-; 26x2y, 22/-; 26x'

2V..X214, 25/-; 650x66, 25/-; 3-ply, 24x21,4, 18/-;
700x80, 28/6; 28x3 (American), 27/6; 28x2l,'2
(American), 24/6; approval against remittance; car-
riage paid.—Masons, The Tyre House. Ipswich. [0916

WONDERFUL Bargains.—New Beldam covers, 26x
3, 21!., 2JI, 214. and 2, 15/- each; 28x3, 20/-

each; 650x65, 27/6 each; 700x80, 32/6 each; new
tubes, 5/- each. Good second-hand covers, all sizes,
10/- each; postage 1/6 extra.—Homerton Rubber
Works, 11, Upper St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2; and
Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9, [0331

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A., new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.-Cuv-

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[3237

TANKS for Triumphs, new, 35/-; 1910, 1922-
Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Cov-

entry. [3236

TANKS for Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19
35/-—Coventry Tankers; Ltd., Hearsall Work-,

Coventry. [3338

TANKS re-enamelled makers' colours with transfers,
15;6.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camber-

well, London. [2744
"I SPECIALISE i ; Eopairs, ic-builds, and tanks to
-- measure. Enamellinj to any pattern. Quick de-
livery.—Below.

T\OUGLAS Patten. Tanks, new and enamelled,
J--' complete wiih al. fittings and B. and L. pump;
55/-; folder with phoro on request.—G. Day, 85,
Oheapside Birmingh -ni [6602
TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-

ferred, handle-bars, etc., plated; estd. 30 years.—
Attwoods, 25, Pentonville Rd., London, N.l. [9451
COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd.. makers to the principal

manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup-
plied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventrv.

[3239
ST0VE-EN.4MELLING.-Tanks, makers' cohnns,

11/-: frames, 9/-; wheels, 9/-.—De La Ccur,
Enasielling Works, 29a, Kennington Rd.. S.E.ll.* [3204

THE PLUG WHICH
NEVER OVERHEATSV
Incandescent plug electrodes are a common, cause
of pre-ignitiort. This fault is completely overcome
in the new Forward type "B" Plug which has a
centre electrode of pure nickel no less than 3/16"

diameter running right through thS

plug. .

Do not faiI;to inspect this new
plug together with the other For-
ward Accessories at

OLYMPIA, STAND No. 293,

Gallery.

TANKS.
TANKS re-euamelled to' pattern, higli-cla^s moiI: -

16/6; special terms to trade.—J^-nkins and -;.

Eichard St., Atkinson St., Deansgate, Mam 1,

Eetoblished 25 3'ears. ,j

AVERY'S Make ond Stock Tanks to suit ni;t-ti

of most the leading manufacturers, witli
1

1

fittings complete, at 35/-; gunniutee for 12 imi
trith every tank supplied.— Gordon St. Tank W >

>

CovBDtry Thoae: 1774. .c

TANKS ol every description replaced, repairprl, ;

re-enamelJed at our own works; all kinds > 1

tings stocked; quick service and reasonable I'li^n;

Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chaijcl i

Salford, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [Q't

TANKS.—Latest ronnded edge models supplied
any make of any year, partition leakage, d

feeds fitted, dents, and every repair uiideitak^n';
enamelling, makers' colours, designs and transfers gu
anteed.—Park Tank Works, 1a, Paradise Rd., Hi
burv; N 5,

_ [21

MANUFACTURERS and Enamellevs.—Old tai
overhauled, repaired, and re-enamelled equal

new, complete, 27/ 6 ; tested under pressure ; n
tanks, any make, made by experts: satisfaction gu
anteed.—Green Eros., 19a, Teneriffe St., Gt. Clo^
St., opp. Broughton Baths, IManchester. 'Phone: 7
iir. Broughton. [27

BELTS.
BALATA and Chrome Belts for winter "use; ";4i

1/4; %in., 1/6: lin., 1/9; IVsin.; 2/i per f

fasteners, 9d. each ; postage 1/-.—Sole aiannfacture
W. Pollin and Son, Holliugton, St. Leonards-^
Sea. [29

CHEAPEST Tvay to buy your belt, and gernii

in I anteed nuitejitil. Duhloi), Avou, and Pedlt
cut a^ lOMuirecl. l^^iu. 2/-, lin. 1/9.. %in. '1/5, ^..'li

1/4 ppr luot; Juhn Bull, 7ft. 6in. lengths, IVsin. 16
~An. 12)6; Look fasteners, 1/4.—ilaude Eubber Cv

58, Pnied St., W. [20t

BELTS.—Clincher clearance, not W.D., ^iiu., 61

,
6in., 8/2; 7ft. 6in., 9/5; Tnin. 7-11. 6in., 9/i

i
Sit., 10,1; 8fL. Gin.. 10 < 9 ; Im., 7it. 6in.. 10/4: SU

I 11/-; 8It. 6in. 11/8; lV«in. 8ft., 16/-; Bates' slio:

lengths, -'jin., 5ft. Bin., 5/-; ?^in., 5ft.. 5/6; leath

h^Its, 'M., at 1/6 per ft.; Belt fasteners, 9d. aji

i 1/-. Pest 1/-.—The Baucrcftiau Co., 64 and 7.

I Bisiiopsgate, E.G. [092

CARBIDE.

FORWARD.
Adjustable - 1/9

Leather Links 1/6

Belt Punch - 2/6

KING HOOK.
Detachable - 1/3

Adjustable - 1/6

Leather Links 1/-

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, B'ham.

SPARE PARTS FOR

^ndm Motor

Cycles

Supplied all over the world.

Specialists in " Indian " Repairs and Overhauls

Dennis Accessories Stores,

89, BRIXTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

Phone : Brixton 3129.

CARBIDE, highest guide Norwegian. 18/6 cwt

11/6 Vrt owt. ; iiumediate delivery.—Kerns
Garage, Importers, Louth. 1277

' /^ABBIBB, guaranteed highest grade, lowest prict

Vy immediate delivery nearest depot.—Write, Jacl

son and Co., High St., Chesham, Bnclis. [291

CARBIDE, finest quality, Vjin., 19/6; larger meshe
18/6 cwt., f.o.r. nearest depot; coated, 25/-, e

Bristol only.—Hodge and Co., Warwick Rd., Bristol,

[WP
CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pur

gas yield, all sizes; ewt. 21/6, Vs-owt. 12/6, 28 li

7/6. drums free. (Depots, in all. parts.)—Young. In
portpr":. AU^terton. Somerset. - 1131

CARBIDE.—Guaranteed to British Acetylene Assi
ciatiou's standard, coated and uncoated, i

1 lb., 2 lb., 4 lb., 7 lb. and 14 lb. lever top canisters

get our price at once: in 1 and 2 cwt. drums, e.x 2
stock depots, 18/- cwt.; immediate delivery.—Elk
Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End. Wisbech. ,£265

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD. 3. New St., BirmlnRlimi
'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. [480

PATENTS Advice, handbook tree.—King. Begistere
Patent Agent, 146a. Queen Victoria St., E.<

35 years' references. [012

W. BEYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartere
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, Londoi

W.0.2. 'Phone: Holborn 672 [791

HN. and W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerretl
. Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Pat^B

Agents, A.I.Moch.E.. A.I.A.B., Associate I.E.E.. etc.

W. S. Hkerrett, A.I.E.E.. Registered Patent Agent).-
Patents, designs, and trade marks—24. Temple Row
Birmingham. Tel. : Central 1038. T.A. : Skerretl
Birmingham. [197

PATENTS, EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC
EXPERIMENTAL Worll.-^My tool rqom. engineerin

works, drawing office, and laboratory are devote"

entirely to experimental engineering; secrecy guaranteet
—Leopold Ward, B.Ss., A.O.Q.I., Harmood Place, Ohal
Farm, N.W.I. 'Phone: Hamostead 7569. [094'

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can ahcays be obtained under iJiis heading fo

announcements required by Clubs. Hato 3d. pc
icord, minimum 3]-.

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers AH Risks for 2%h.p^ ofcliers at competi

the rates.—IJrnest Basa, 40.- Chancery. Lnnf
W.C.2. 'Phone: Hol"born 328. [000!

" nnHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the roHc
-i- aulliorised by " The Motor Cycle." and covet

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for pri\at

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximut
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pK
spectupes on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci

dent Insurance Co.. Ltd.. 77. Cheapside, London
£-0.2. fOOOJ

B42 AlUlettei's relntinj! to advertisements shouldguote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SITUATIONS VACANT.
LOCAL Representative wanted, with or without ex-

perience Tynesider PilliuD Seat Works, Union
It., North Shields. 10907

SITUATIONS WANTED.
IITOTOR Engineer (26), 12 years* experience in

LTX fitting, machining, tuning, testing, electrical

squipment, all classes of repairs to motor cycles

ind light .cars; excellent references.—82, Mill Hill

lA., Acton. £3099

EXPERT Motor Cycle Salcfimnn Demonstrntor, 23
years' experience, just returned from the Far j^ast

with 12 years' connection witu Indians. Burmese,
OTdnese, ilalaya. Asiatics, etc., desires re-eiigagement as

representative, lost engagpiuent 7 years, highest creden-

tials, good organiser, ready to leave at once ;
appoint-

Daent at Olympia Show.—S. J. G., 15, Coleridge Ed^
Btouch End. London.

_
[2679

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

H. ALBAN BRAYSHAW, A.M. I.A E., 9, Guerdon
St., Byrom St , Liverpool. 'Phone : N" rt.ti

1168. [0945

FINANCIAI..—PARTNERSHIPS.
PAETNEB Wanted with capital about £500 or move

to manufacture useful motor accessories eng nes,

;tc.; verv good prospects.—Box 4878, c/o The Motor
Jycie.

'^ ' ' [3202

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

MOTOR Cycle and Cycle Business, profitable con-

cern, market town Midlands, takings S2,300
>.a., excellent premises, house; price £900, all at.

—

Drake and Nutter, 19-21, Farringdon St., E.C. Others
'arious parts. Particulars post free. [0954

PERSONAL.
rO Show Visitors,—Will would-be purchasers of

second-hand machines please note that in addi-

aon to those advertised by Uo being from £5 to £50
inder prices now ruling, the advertised date of

srery machine scld is quoted on buyer's receipt.

—

Delancey St. Garage, Camaen Town, N.W.I (5

ninutes' 'bus ride from Gt. Port,land St.). [2999

GENERAL TRADE.
A UCTION Sales.— Palmer's Garage, Tcoting,^ the
ti. oldest solely motor auction rcoms in London.
Perms; 7!/$%, not chargeable if machine unsold; motor
ycles and cars bcught and sold icr cash. Nearest
:oods stations : Falcon Lane. L. & N.W.R. ; Wimble-
Ion, L. & S.W.R. and G W.R.—Sole address. Palmer's
Sarage, Tooting, London. [3243

'DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

K
WANTED.

INGSBURT frame and forks, cheap.—76, Calling
Ed., Hammersmith. [2828

5-6h.p. Rex crankcase, Bonniksen for Indian; cheap
for cash.—Worseil, Engineer, Sevenoaks, [3039

nt7ANTED, Morgan G.P., 1920, round; f70.—Par-
VV ticulars, Brlerley, 68, Moorhey St., Oldham.

[2666
SECOND-HAND Tank tor 7-9h.p. Harley; also side-
J car, cheap.—Pennell, 36, Gordon Rd., Ealing.

[2700

."J
3 h.p. Douglas engine, complete or incomplete ; state

W4 lowest price.—Box 4866. o/o The Motor Cycle.
[2851

niTANTED, N.S.U., 2-8peed, good condition, suit

IT 3V.H.r. Eudge.—Haminond, Waterloo Ed., Sheptoti

lallet. ' [2799

ntrANTED, 14-tooth Engine Sprocket; 4h.p. Black-
VV burne.—Smith, Winton Cottages, Ashamp-tead,
;eading. [2913

ilTORGAN wanted; Blackburne 4h.p. 1920 Combina-
-'J. tion and £40 offered.-Fred, 58, Malvern Rd.,

Jalston, E.8. - . . . - [3390

OCTANTED. Antone 3h.p. cylinder and piston cr
*fY . engine, complete, cheap.—Matthews, Blacksmiin,
lovilon. Mon. [2759

A UTO-WHEEL and Lightweight, condition im-
-V material ; state lowest price.—97, Latchmere
Id.. Battersea. [2217

BNFIELD Frame, tank, cut down underslimg
chassis, fit 6-8h.p. J.A.P.—Howard, 4, Oakdale

"orrace, -Lordon Rd., Sittingbourne. [3692

ptTANTED, rear forks and stays for 1914 S'/ih.p.

»V Humber motor cycle, also kick-starter for

line.-Knights- 53, Manor Rd., Rugby. [2962

?HILIPSO'N or Grado Gear, also 2- or 3-speed gear
box, also old Triumph motor cycle; state prices.—

ack Ward, 11, Radford Rd., Leamington Spa. [3124

3LD Man Hep. purchases engines, gears, spring forks,

comnlete machines, J.A.P. engines, and part(>.~19,

filccix Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone:
»58 Brixton. [3321

ATOTOR Cycles. light car, spares, and accessories,

'A new or b.H. ; prompt cash paid for above.—
1 l£lfeiile and Piatt, 57. Great George St., Liverp-ol
i>h«i6: 1092 Royal. [7019

[rXTANTED, second-hand motor cycle or stationaryW engine, complete, good condition, Sh.p. to 5h.p.,

ileap for ca'^h.-Fu'l particulars to Favarger. Alkhaui

iL, Kearsney, nr. Dover. [2755

The Headlamp supplied with this set is our 5in,
Daybeam, a very powerful light-giver. The brackets
are of exceptionally strong and handsome design
They carry the headlamp and also the (die cast)
aluminium case. The accumulator is specially made
for motor cycle lighting, and will brilliantly illuminate
the head and the rear lamp for 20 hours if used
intermittently. The tail lamp (our torpedo S.B.C.) is

exceptionally strong and well made, and has a very
attractive appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a
switch, and one lamp may be used independently of
the other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The finish is

ebony black and nickel plate.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30/1, Price £5 5

"DAYBEAA" Combination Set

The set comprises Daybeam yin. Headlamp, Ideal
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C. Tail .am^
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch, and
is finished in ebony black with nickel-plated relief.

The accumulator (capacity, 6 volt, 40 amp.) is specially

made for motor cycle lighting, and will give very satis-

factory service in use.

Complete Outlits, List No. 30/2, Price £7 7

"DAYEEAM
(.cmpleteElectr.t

Set for

Ltghtweiglits
io.o ..utnt, £3 3s.

•.ombination Outfit, £3 15s,

-WRITE FOR LIST NO. 7-

EXCHANGE.
TNDIAN Conibiuation for late solo.-

uiiaer Indian.
'See advertisemeul

[2952

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

<S^-^^

RIM & PATENTS LT5
t.AWDEN Wg BDRDESLEV BIBMINCHKM.

ALLDAYS Car.—See advertisement under Cars.

—

Whisstock Wocdbridge. [2908

SWIFT 24jeater, very .nice; wanted, motor cycle and
' .ca3h.-67, Fernlea Ed., Balham. [3380

KICK-START Gardo Gear (unused), exchanje tyres,

—Clark, Llangunnor, Carmarthen. [2910

NEW .Jacobean design sidehward. solid oak, for light-

weigbt.— 1, Clevedon Cottages, Oobham. [2088

DOUGLAS 2')ih.p. 1915, good condition, caih, for

ccmhiuation.-Monk, Golf Club, Ware. [2684

1 O20 Douglas Combination for Norton or good
i-O 3V.h.p.—Bridge, 48, Tweedale St., Rochdale.

[2652

1 Q14 4Vih.p. Combination and £20 for good countei-
-I.t' shaft combination.—Dobney, Tongham, Surrey.

[2821

EXCHANGE Rover 2-seater for combination: sell

£35.-Fisher, Bpringwell Ed., Heaton, Hounslow.
[2954

SIZAIRB 12h.p. 4cyl. 2-seater, £40; exchange
motor cycle.—Clark, 37, Manor Place, Hackney,

(2961

O^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, Clandsl-Hcbson, exchange
*4 for lathe.—Andrews, 11, Eobsart St., Brixton.

[2887

4-SEATEE 12h.p, Alldays Touring Car for 2-srater,

motor cycle, or Morgan.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[3044

EXCHANGE 1921 6-6h.p. Brough, Sturmey 3-speed,

tor Triumph or similar.-King, Egrove, Oxford.
[3085

ROVER Light Car, overhauled, new tyres, for late

Matchless; sell £120.-10, Clarendon Rd., W.ll.
[30S7

3ii p. Pengeot, Bosch, new carburetter, for tricar,

2 less engine; sell £10,-38, Bromham Rd., Bed-

ford. 12735

T71XCHANGE new 8h.p combination for 3-ton lorry.

Hi
s.w.

Norfolk, Dorset Mews, Dorset Bd., Clapham,
[2941

EXCHANGE 1914 Scott countershaft; Premier or

Eudge-Multi preferred.—162, Holme Lane, Shef-

field. C3412

1023 Haileys I—Liberal allowance exchanges.—Write,
Xcf " Farwood," Harlev Agents, East Hill, Wands-
worth. [29"

EXCHANGE Countershaft Triumph Combination
• for lightweight.—239, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds

Bush. [2886

Triumph, modernised, fast, reliable, allOih.p.02 oon; £20; exchange.—132,
S.E.6.

Silvermero Rd.,
[2868

EXCHANGE your present machine for a new car

01 motor cycle at Kays, 8 and 10, Bond^__6t._.

Ealing. [9448

EXCHANGE Rudge-Multi, late model, and £10 for

higher power twin.—Kennard, 78, Yerbury Rd.,

HoUoway.

G^

[279'd

GALTHORPE 2Wh.p., 2-speed, Sot higher power

2.speed, or sell £25.—46, Gladstone St., Lon^
ton. Stalls, [2698

1 021 Triumph, 4h.p.; exchange lightweight, cash

i-if according date.—" Doriwyn," Cambridge Ed.,

Eastbourne.. [2988

RAMOPHONE, massive Louvre cabinet grand. 40

juinea model, for motor cycle,-Toyei. 76, Crom-

well Ed., Luton. [275T

A.JS Combination, luxurious outfit, dynamo, hood,

screen, spare wheel. £l05, for 3-wheeler.-S4, .
East

Hill, Wandsworth. I^SIU

-| (122 Coventjy Premier 4-wheeler, as new, for some-

ItJ thing .
cheaper and cash.—151, Amyand Park

Rd., Twickenham. [3395

£10 and 3V>h.p B.S-A. with Watsonian sporting side-

car, gooif condition, for big twin ; sell £25.—Petere,

Itchenor, Chichester. [2683

WANTED, 3-wheeler in exchange 1921 Blertot-

Whippet, dynamo; seU £85.-10, St. Brides Rd.,

Egremont, Wallasey. [3047

EXOHANRB lOh.p. 2-seatet car, electric lights, for

motor cycle or combination and little cash.—The

Fire, Eearaney, Dover. (2752

D.C.H., the exch—o- -r • „ ..i o»
allowed; easy p.ayments arranged.—5, Heath St^FO C H., the exchange specialists ; best prices

allowed; easy p.ayments arranged.—5, Heath St

j

Hampstead (near Tube). [3863

SCOTT Standard Sidecar Wanted; exchange gant^a

Raleigh 3-speed cycle,
"^"~" "

Marine Terrace, Margate.
practically new.- -42-

[2964

for P. and M,1.T0N Lorrv, pneumatics, running, for f. ana M.

or Douglas combination; cash ad]ustment.-4,

Auckland Rd., Doncaster. 13Ui4

NEARLY new Henderson dynamo solo, eiceptionally

fast, consider cheaper machine and cash.-9 Red

Hill, Bassett, Southampton. L^tiaa

COUTHPORT.-See A.J.3., A.BC, B.S.A., Norton.

O Rudge, and Scott columns.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

Southport. 'Phone: 1273. [3064

23.h.p. Douglas Gear Box, perfect condition, ^for

4 1917 Harley-Davidson
Place, Combe Down, Bath,

tanks.—3, Prospect
[3101

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B4^
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EXCHANGE.
EXCl-iANGE Posh 1920-21 Clyuo UghUveiglil. u^.C

i

casti for higher power or fombinaijoD.-- 27, ,

Corunne Rd., Tufnell Park. iSZ9'6

EXCHANGE Ivy 2-stroke, 2'iU.p-. anJ cash for

higher pov-'er solo or combirjation.~239, Win-
i-hesfcer Rd., Highams Park. [3057

HAXIFAS.—50 second-hand combinations ; ke'en ex-

change^j : deferred payments taken.—Halifax Motur
Exchange. Horton St., Halilas. [2845

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920, fully equipped, as new;
exi_hange lightweight and cash; sell cheap.—143,

Ravensbury Rd., Earisfield, S.W. [3313

1Q22 Ivy Three, all-chain, Mosd 3-speed, clutch, kiek-
LU start, and little cash, lor late combination.— 172,
Rushby Mead, Letchworth, Herts. [2804

EXCHANGE llh.p. 2-seater car, in perfect condi-

tion, for combination, or sell £75.—85, St.

Stephens Rd., Sneiton, Nottingham. [2995

SINGER 1920 2-seater, lighting and starting; £165;
part exchange Morgan or combination.—J.S., 8.

Comthope Rd.. Hampstead, N.W.3- - . [3037

"1 Kh.p. Humber Touring Car, 4-cyl., gate change,
Xti rur.ning order; £30, or escbangc—Ward,
.South Western Garage, New Maiden. [3363

ITALA Ton Van, 24h.p., 4-cy!., 4 speeds, detachable
rims, any trial; exchange; sell £40.—Ward, South

AVeslern Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [2555

C0VE:NTRY PREMIER 1921, dynamo lighting,

spare wheel, as new, exchange solo or com'.'iuation

and cash.—51, Upper Richmond Ed., Putney. [3385

DAIMXiER Landaulet, splendid order, would accept
motor cycle and cash. — Lieut. S., 12, Greville

Place, KiJbarn. 'Phone: Maida Vale 1819. [2673

SPRING' Frame Ruby 3b.p., 1921, Al condition,
for a modern machine suitable for sidecar, or

;ellr £44.-8, Cornwall Mews South. S.W.7. [3022

I[iXCfL\NGK 1920-21 Triumph Combination, prac-
J tically new, for lightweight and cash.—37, Arling-

ton Rd., Smbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [3029

EXCHANGE 1917 6h.p. Campion-Jap Outfit, beauti-
ful condition, equipped, tax paid, for something

smaller and cash.—103, Mooie Pk. Rd., Fulham. [3017

EXCHANGE Mortran, Grand Prix, registered as 1918,
J.A.P., dyiiciino, spetdometer, toi 1921 Triimipli

combination.—Dennis, 5, Hitchin Rd., Shellord, Beds.
[2835

MORGAN 1920, M.A.G., electrics, hood, scitcn.

good" tyres; exchange high-powered combination
Hnd cash; evenings.^-5 3, Fatshull Rd., Kentish Town.

[3393
MORGAN, Grand Prix, 1921-2, M.A.G., dynamo

lighting, aluminium dash, unscratched; ex-
!:haTige offers and cash.—^7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimble-
Ion.

'

162 J i

1
Q22i/^. 8-lOh.pi Royai Ruby Conibination, as new,

-1-v Lucay Magdyno, every gadget; exchanges; see
Enval Rubv column.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-
Trenfc.

"

[[3032

CHATER-J.A.P. Combination 8h,p., all chain, electric.

B.nk*:. Dnnlops, Magnums, sprung sidecar wheel,
exchange Henderson solo; ^ale £60.—46, Cranbury Rd.,
Bastleigh. [2782

EXCHANGE Alldaj's-AUou 2^ib.p.. good condition,
with cash, for countershaft Triumph or similar,

or one needing repairs.—R. Ha vies, King Coed, nr.

Usk, Mod. [2826

A ,0. 1921 2-seater, dickey, perfect, as new, all on,
/x* exchauge A.J.S. combinations, Morgans, cash
adjustments, sell cheap.—Carter, Jeweller, 15, Fishergate
HiU, Preston. [2678

HUMBER 3'/oh.p., 2-Bpeed, lamps, horn, not taxed,
f^oud running order; £18; exchange with cash for

modern motor cycle, combination, or car.—Kearsney
-Garage, Dover. [2751

TRIUMPH, brand new, all-chain combination, for
Norton or similar and cash.-4, Berkeley Mews,

Connaught St., Marble Arch, London. 'Phone

:

Paddingtoa 1177. [3169

EXCHANGE brand new 1923 Rover 8h.p. for
second-hand motor cycle ot car and cash.—

Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olvmpia., London. Tel. :

Hammersmith 238. [2793

1 /\h.p. Danacq 2-sea.ter, dickey, 4-cyl., gate change,
-* " low, fast, smart, good puller; exchange com-
bination or Morgan, cash either way.—Eweis, Newton
Rd., Burion-on-Trent. [3033

MOTOR Cycle Show, Olympia.—We shall be there
prepared to conclude exchange deals for any-

thing. Happy to see you.—Buntings, Wealdstone.
'Phijue: Harrow 193. [3205

ROVER 8h.p.. late 1922, in new condition, origiral
tyres, etc., paintwork unscratched, exchange for

t'orabination and cash.—.Tames, c/o Bradmores, 482,
Harrow Rd., Paddington. [3340

EXCHANGE Ford 1919 Touring, overhauled, excel-
lent ccndition, tax paid, for solo, combination,

cycle car; cash adjustment.—Writ«, Heath, 4. St.
.Stephen's Rd., Hounslow. [3091

B.S.A. Combination 4'.41i-P-. 1916, electric lighting,
Easting, hood, B.S.A. sidecar, enamel and plat-

ing as new; exchanee solo and cash,—17, Sussex Rd.,
New Maiden. 'Phone: 138. [2983

THE PARMOR
FLOATLESS CARBURETTER

Patent No. 120429.

OPERATING WITHOUT A FLOAT.

SINGLE LEVER.

All the advantages of the Float
' without the disadvantages.

WILL NOT FUNCTION ON
TWO-STROKE ENGINES.

READ THIS!
GUARANTEED TO GIVE

•^OTIX, lg22.

BETTER RESULTS
ON ALL SINGLE CYUNDER
ENGINES, 3 h.p. UPWARDS.

AND TWINS.

NO FLOODING NECESSARY FOR
STARTING UP.

NO PERIOD. EASY STARTING.
NO LOSS OF PETROL AT ANY

SPEED.
GREATER POWER AT LOW

SPEEDS.
GREAT FLEXIBILITY.

LOW PETROL CONSUMPTION.
SLOW RUNNING.

VIOLENT ACCELERATION AT
ALL SPEEDS.
NO KONKING.

PERFECT ATOMIZATION.

THE PARMOR CARBURETTERS. Ltd.,

CARLTON HOUSE EXTENSION.

BIRMINGHAM.

EXCH\N(iE.
Il^xrHANGE Late 1919 6h.p. A.J.S. Combinatw

J s]jare wheel, speedometer, etc. for good si

Trill iiiph or rombination.—Hillier (side bell), 127, 1

Ma-rk'> Rd., North Kensington. [3t

1 Q21 2-seater Bleriot-Whippet, hood, srreen, spi
XiJ wneel, dynamo and acetylene- lighting, privat.
owned; seen Berkshire; exchii,nge for combfiiatiu—Box 4833, c/o The Motor Cycle. [27

EXCHANGE brand new 1923 Coventry PreiU
4-seater lOh.p. 4-cyl. for any motor cycle

car and cash.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olymp-
London. TeL : Hammei smith 238. ' [27

EXCHANGES a Speoiality.—Good second-hand 2- a!

4-seaters at bargain prices. I also supjily w
Matchless solos and combinations.—Seabridge, UanSl
Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [69

1 Q13 A.V. Monocar, 6b.p. J.A.P., thoroughly q«
J-tf hauled and repainted,- as new, discs, electi

lighting, etc., exchange for real good solo, late mod'(

—Wigley, Walgrave, Northamptonshire. [30{

"I
Q22 Dunelt Combination, 4 28x3in. interchangLU able wheels, leg.shields, lamps, horn. Com

speedometer, mileage under 2,000 for Sh.p. twin coi

bination.—Offers to Lucas, Builder, TTsk, Mon. [30<:

B.S.A. 3^,^h.p. T.T., complete, less gear box, u'

handles" forks, tank, mudguard, tool- hagf*, ii:n

re-stoved, exchange Hdbart 2?'ih.p. J.A.P., gears sintiU

Douglas, or eell.-Cooper, Charlotte Place, Margqle.
- - - [28(

EXCHANGE Rover 3^zh.p. 1914 Combination, Lac;

lamps, 3-speed, sp-edom.;ter, new tyres, hon
and £1 per week for 15 months for good two-'?e;it'

ccmbinn t ion ; Surrey.—Box 4874, 'c / o The Mot

•

Cycle. [31S

GOOD I^andaulet in Exchange for good combinatio
MatchU'ss preferred, cash adjustment, value £12'

dynamo lighting, speedometer, spltndid condition; dri\

awav.—Avenue Motors, 573, London Rd., Thorn! c

Heath, Surrey. [351

EXCHANGE 10-15h.p. Seabrook RJtf.C. TouriL
Car, dynamo lighting, starter, hood, side cui

tains, spare rim and cover, speedometer, all in pei

feet condition, for landaulet.—188. High St.. Win
ford, Cheshire. [3L8

1017 Horstman 2-seater Car, 9h.p., monobloc, w.r

S-*y 4 cyls., ready for the road, tax paid, bpai

wheel, etc., for good combination and cash eith'"r

U3y; vr sell £85.—Advertiser, 39, Essex R-l,, IsJiri.

t^^,' London, N.l. [31S

1,'^XCHAXGE 1915 W.D. 7-9h.p. Indiiui, SDriu? in !>

J kiik-jtuit, 2-siieed, hand-fcot clutch, all in fii-

itlaas condition, for SVjh.p. Twin Indian or any chiiiij

dsiven lightweight.—John Turner, 84, Kirkmant^liuhd

Lane, Loagsight, Manchester. [282

XCHANCE 1921 G.N. 2seater and dickey, dynam
E'^ lightms, excellent comlitiun; £100, or excbangj

for motor cjxie or combination and cash to value.n

Waldron ^lotor Mart, 645, Garratt Lane, EarlslielrJ

S.W. 17. "Phone : Wimbledon 607. [305

MORGAN 1920 G.P., M.A.G. engine, disc wheels

new tyres, speedometer, blue fin sh, as new, i 89

al^o Rover Eight 1921, speedometer, in beauHfu
condition £110; exchanges entertained.—30, Thorusetl

Rd Earisfield, Loudon. 'Phone: Latchmere <J3M
[316]

EXC'ILiNGE 1922 6h.p. Combination, Coventrj

Victor engine, .Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear bos

kick-starter and clutch; accept £60 cash, or exchang

for a lighter machine and cash.— Waldron Motor Mart

645. Garratt Lane, Earisfield, S.W. 17. 'Phone: Wig
blejon 607.

'
I'OS'

EXf'IIANGE voiir motor cycle for a light car

Rover 8, Coventry, Premier, etc., always in stock

trial run with pleasure. Deferred payments i

required.—Newnham Motor Co., 223 and 245, Hammer
smith Ed., London, W.6. 'Phone: Hanrmersmitl

1325 and 30. [322'

COWEY 1915 lOh.p., 4-cyI., w.o., 2-seater, dickes

• C.A.V. dynamo lighting, hood, screen, 6 delacli

able wheels, a thoroughly sound and well-made car, an
trial; for a posh combination or Morgan and cash

or sell £120; appointment only.—20, Treen Av., Hof

ger's Corner, Bamffi. [307.

EXCHANGE.-If yon wish to exchange your presen
m;u:hine lor a new or other second-hand moto

cycle, combination, or car yc)U cannot do better thai

get in touch with us. Best allowances, best deliveries

best everything. Full list of new and second-h^i

machines free on request, 100 to choose from. l)€

ferred payments if required.—Newnham Motor Co., 22;

and 245, Hammersmith Rd., London, W.6. 'Phone-

Hammersmith 1325 and 80. [3221

EXCHANGES.—Any motor cycle- or car takeji ii

part exchange for a new car; very best price

allowed; Immediate attention upon full particulars

distance no object; arrangements made anywhere
call, write or 'phone; any make supplied;- authonsei

aseuts for Coventry Premier, Rover. B.S.A., CalcotI

Singer, Swift, Bean, Chevrolet, Lea-Francis, Humbci
etc.; easiest of easy payments arranged: let u

quote vou for any make of car; established 30 years

—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, LondoB
Tel. ; Hammersmith 238. l279;

REPAIRERS
REPAIRS and alterations to any make mac-liiaft

estimates free.-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church S|

Camberwell. (27*

B.J4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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The Sho-w in Retrospect.

LIVING up to promise, the Olympia Show
which closed last Saturday may be pro-

claimed unhesitatingly as one of the most
interesting motor-cycle exhibitions ever

held. Apart from the undoubted advance
in design revealed, the Show was a stand-

ing - monument to the British motor-cycle

industry, which has grown from such small begin-'

nings to a magnitude enabling it annually to hold
an exhibition capable of attracting such large

numbers of visitors.

Interest in motor cycles continues to increase,

as evidenced by the fact that last week over

145,000 riders and potential motorcyclists bought
The Motor Cycle Show report.

By drastic reductions in prices, the manufac-
turers have brought all types of motor cycles with-

in the range of greatly increased numbers. In

spite of more elaborate and costly specifications,

prices are almost at pre-war levels, which,

considering the present-day purchasing power of
the pound sterling, means that 1923 motor
cycles represent greater value than has ever before

been ofrered.- Furthermore, prices appear to be
stable and likely to remain so, since it was ap-
parent at Olympia that the majority were unable
further to reduce their figures in order to compete
with the, to them, alarming cuts made by one or

two of the leading firms.

In addition there was an entirely new class of

buyer at the Show. We refer to the hundreds
who were drawn there by the new ultra light-

weights and motorised bicycles. Undoubtedly
there will be a great influx to the ranks of motor-
cyclists next year.

For the first time since the war there was also

practical interest oa the part of wholesale buyers

from overseas, who were booking contracts for

lightweights, a type of machine which Britain

produces better than any other country.

Altogether, we think the exhibitor at Olympia
has every reason to be as satisfied with the results

of the Show as were the thousands of motor-

cyclists who expressed their approval of the efforts

made to satisfy their demands.

An Amateur Road Race at Last.

AS
recorded elsewhere in this issue, it is

practically certain that a race for amateurs
will be run in the Isle of Man next Sep-
tember. The Manx Motor Cycle Club
has been promised an open permit,

and this will be used for an amateur race over the

Tourist Trophy course, the organising club being
satisfied that the definition of an amateur sug-

gested by The Motor Cycle in February this year,

in every way covers requirements.

Now that the Manx Club and the Auto Cycle
Union are in agreement over the race. The Motor
Cycle has been invited (and agreed) to provide

the trophy which shall be the premier award.
Without doubt the event will be an extremely

popular one among amateur speedmen all over the

British Isles, and as the term amateur has long

needed a definition in the motor cycle world, the

proposed amateur race may be regarded as a test

of honour as well as of sheer riding ability.

It will, therefore, behove every competitor

to adhere strictly to the spirit and letter of

the rules in order that motor cycling may take

its place among those other sports in which the

terms amateur and professional have a definite

meaning.
The nature of the Manx course is such that

super-tuning is not so important as skilful riding

;

therefore, no amateur in possession of a reason-

ably fast and controllable machine should hesi-

tate to compete on this score.

The Manx Club is to be congratulated upon its

perseverance and enterprise, which a very large

section of riders will appreciate to the full.

.^:..^ / /- y...^///y/^^^/yy\///y^// / / vv\v^^^.'- -^ '^ V V ^ ^ ^ -^ :^ .^ s. V I

An index to the advertisemsnts in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl^ cover
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How is it Done ?

GOOD many British maimers wish it were pos-

sible to construct motor cycles over here as

cheaply as it is done in America. I heard two
or three costing experts analysing the price of a cer-

tain imported twin-cylinder—and no dud at that.

They decided that the actual cost f.o.r. at its trans-

Atlantic town of origin, inclusive of overhead charges,

i.iut without allowing for manufacturers' profit, could

not exceed £^o. What would our roads be like next

June if home conditions allowed the big Zeniths and
Brough-Superiors and Matchlesses to be produced for

retail sale at, say, ^60 ?

What Did They Sell?

nW'ONDER what the exact volume of sales at the
,

Show amounts to, apart from contracts with dis-

tributers and agents. I asked three friends on

the Monday morning how they were doing. Their

answers are appended (they were all small men) :

A.—I've had over 1,000 inquiries.

B.— 1 sold one this morning.

C.— I sold 400 before I came up, and I've

placed 160 more since the Show opened. As I'm
only laying down 1,000 this year, I shall have a

smile that won't come off by about TJiursday.

Permutation and Combination.

THAT was the heading of the chapter in the al-

gebra book which decided my schoolmaster that

manual labour might prove to be my forte. But
how I wished I'd mastered that chapter when I had
to report how many models a certain firm turn out.

They list eight different engines, and give you anything

from three to six transmission options with each en-

gine. Another concern's idea of a sound production

policy is^to stick rigidly to one size and type of en-

gine and ring their changes on the fittings.

Transferable Dynamos.
N electric lighting firm counter my demand for

dynamos which shall be readily transferable

from our 1922 to our 1923 machines by the re-

mark that " Ours is! " I devoured their catalogue as

a schoolboy tackles his second ice-cream

—

Vapfctit

vient en mangeant. Its brackets were ingeniously

/ —,.—

j
"Ixion's" " MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are !

! available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The i

j
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.CA- \

designed in all conscience; they would locate the

dynamo adequately on almost any 'bus. The drive?

Well, the type of drive which they push is a small

friction wheel rubbing on the flywheel. As my fly-

wheels are encased, I should have to cut a hole in the

cheek of my crank case, and then make a cover to pre-

vent the oil coming out; after which the aforesaid oil

would undoubtedly destroy all grip between friction

wheel and flywheel. A postscript added that pulleys

were supplied for belt drive on inside flywheel

machines. Quite apart from the trouble which a naked
belt can give when it runs over small pulleys at short

belt centres, there is absolutely no place on my machine
for fitting a pulley. As the same is approximately true

of very many machines on the market, I am driven to

conclude that some of these electrical firms turn out

dynamos without studying the motor cycles for which
their dynamos are intended. Incidentally, the cata-

logue in question rather throw's cold water on the so-

called " dymags.," which are neat, efficient, and very

easily fitted, though, unfortunately, too expensive for

many of us.

A Fact.

n
SPOTTED a cheap machine labelled as possessing

"automatic lubrication." P'ailing to discern any
mechanism but a sump with a filler cap, I tackled

the demonstrator. "You just fill it up through that

hole, and it does the rest !
" Unwilling to believe that

he used nothing but flywheel splash on a constantly

sinking oil level, I persisted, " Yes, but Jww? "

Demonstrator :

'

' The engine churns it into a kind

of foam!
"

And there wasn't even a level peephole in the side of

the crank case.

How to Draw a Crowd.

ACCORDING to an Olympia expert, there are three

ways of causing a crowd to cluster around your

exhibit. The first and. simplest is to stage some-

thing that moves. (Gear boxes driven by concealed

electric motors have been rather overdone. So have

magnetos and speedometers. But an oil pump or a

propeller mascot are a sure draw.) The next best is

something that makes a noise. (Not a mere hooter.

You can do the needful with a gear box if you are

careful to look worried as you joggle the lever.) The
best of all is to have an argument with a spectator.

The man who criticises your exhibit foolishly is a god-

send in disguise. You begin, loudly, " Hey, you,

sir !
" And then fall upon him. But you grow a little

weary of it by the Wednesday.

15
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Occasional Comments.—

Tantalising.

EHEAR rumours of a completely new lighting equip-
ment, which eliminates oil, gas, and acetylene at

one sheer swoop. What can it be? Is it a new
radium paint to be applied to the rider's visage, or

what? My lips are sealed for the moment, as the

sergeant-major gurgled when a shell deposited a lump
of fresh tarmac in his gullet.

Tempora Mutantwi* ....

n
ALWAYS garnish my pages with Latin tags to

camouflage the fact that 1 was educated partially

in the gutter and partially at a Board school.

What I want to say is that veterans like myself might
lie pardoned for going down on our hams and doing
pujah to the modern sidecars and cycle cars, as the

untutored Hindu did to the first locomotive which he
beheld. My first passenger machine was a Century
tandem—not at all bad. its chief merit being that the

passenger was stuck right out in front to take the

impact after any miscalculation on the driver's part.

-My second was an Excelsior forecar. You could re-

move the forecar, insert a spare wheel, and use the

machine as a solo mount. If you did not deliberately

take the' forecar off in garage, it generally dropped
off on the road. My third was a Derinisquad. Its

l)est point was its mudguards—lovely rolled aluminium.
The stage comedians junk car generally has four
speeds—slow, slower, slow and . slow.

My Demiis quad had only two—the two last. Then
I bought a sidecar. It was a wonderful vehicle—but
it went

!

A Cloud on the Horizon.

THERE are those who say that the sidecar is

past its zenith. Undoubtedly the modern
'.' baby four " (otherwise a complete small car

of Lilliputian dimensions) is going to hoist the red

light over the passenger machine market. 1 am not

so sure. Under equally scientific conditions of design

and manufacture a i.ooo c.c. sidecnr outfit dc luxe

must be appreci-

ably cheaper than

a 1,000 c.c. car.

It should also be

cheaper to run

and have a better

road perform-

ance. Second-
hand small cars?

Um ! I do not

like having to

reap the harvest

of another fel-

low's misdeeds.

But, anyhow, the

5Q0 c.c. sidecars

are miles below

small car prices

;

and whatever

happens in the

r,ooo c.c. sphere,

the smaller out-

fits will remain.

pan-

PICTURESQUE DARTMOOR. A typical moorland road near Tavistock. A district which

Mr. Eden Phlllpotts has freely portrayed in his epic novels set In -that wild country.

Against Glare.

READER has sent me a pair of experimental
anti-dazzle goggles, which he will probably
market shortly. Oddly enough I saw another

next day designed on a trifling variation of the

same principle. Both goggles had their lenses built

up from two pieces of glass. In each case most of the
peeping space was white, but each glass included a

dark blue or green panel. In oiie case the subfusc
insertion was a horizontal sector at the top of the

glass ; in the other it was a vertical sector on the right-

hand side. On meeting a 30-98 h.p. Vauxhall at

speed with huge lamps, the rider merely tilts his

head downwards or to the left, according to which
type of goggle he is wearing, and takes the glare

through the coloured glass. A writer in The Autocar
asserts that before glaring head lamps motorists be-

have like a small bird when fascinated by a serpent

with a Svengali eye. That if we only had sufficient

strength of mind not to look at head lamps, we
shouldn't be dazzled. If that is so, I am a small

bird, and have a weak will. I find the dark panels in

both these goggles excessively comforting.

One Cause of "Bad Service."

HNVESTIGATING one or two cases of riders re-

]X ceiving unsatisfactory " service " from factories,

I have noticed that in more than one case the

root cause does not lie at the door of the manufac-
turer. It is common knowledge that the weird

oscillations of supply and demand since 1919 have at

various times brought many concerns, little and big, into

financial difficulties. In most cases these have ended
at the introduction of fresh capital. Fresh capital

has not infrequently implied a new management ; and
with the new management there has occasionally been

a tolerably complete change of staff. It is obvious that

these newcomers must flounder about a little before

they can get all the ins and outs of a large and per-

haps old-established business at their fingers' ends.

They only discover gradually what their predecessors

did, and how they did it. Card indices often get into

a pretty muddle,
for example ,

during the
sequence of slack

trade, dismissals,

liquidator, fresh

capital, new
staff, and so

forth. Such
vicissitudes are
very trying all

lound ; and the

unfortunate rider,

A^ ho may suffer

during the pro-

cess, should re-

member that the

harassed people

at the factory

end are having

may be an even

worse time than

he is.

A 19
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"T^HE rawest novice, before he can
•* understand anything about the

running of his motor cycle, has to call

to mind, without any prompting, the

magic formula : induc-

Two-STROKE t*0'i> compression, explo-
AND FOUR- sion, exhaust. First get
STROKE. your gas into the cylin-

der, as a motorised ver-
sion of Mrs. Beeton might say, then
compress it—explode it—and '

finally

push it out again. In the four-stroke
engine the piston very obligingly assists
in performing these operations auto-
matically, stroke by stroke. In the two-
stroke engine all four operations have
to be -contracted into one up and one
down stroke of the piston. Thus the
two-stroke engine has one power stroke
every revolution of the flywheel, as
against every other one of. .the four-
stroke engine. Consequently the two-
stroke engine ought to be a much
smoother running power unit—equivalent, in fact, to
a two-cylinder four-stroke with an even firing interval
between its two cylinders.

O UCH IS actually the case when the engine is pulling
'-' under load. Then a two-stroke engine I'uns with
an even, pleasing hum. -There should be no jerkiness
in the drive, even in top gear at a slow pace. Princi-

pally, however, the two-stroke engine
scores by the absence of any \'alve gear,
cam wheels, tappets, and valves them-
selves. The piston of a two-stroke
engine is the only valve that is needed,
got to go up and down the cylinder any-

how, it can quite easily open and close the inlet and
exhaust ports on the way. The underside of the piston
draws in the gas from the carburetter into the crank
case, \vhilsr the upper surface of the piston is com-
pressing the next charge ahead on its way up the
cylinder. When the- explosion has taken place, the
top of the pLston uncovers the exhaust port, and the
gas finds its own way out, aided by the rush of the
incoming charge which the downward passage of the
piston has compressed in the crank case until the piston
'jncovers the transfer port through \vhich the gases
pass to the cylinder from the crank case.

II has always been one of the

chief aims of " The Motor
Cycle" to assist the novice,

and every issue since No. 1
appeared, twenty years ago,

has conained authoritative

and helpful articles so written

that the most technical subjects

are readily nndersiood.

The following notes are

in'ended exclusively for the

beginner and are compiled in

order io explain many points
which at first may mystify the

tyro. Even experienced motor
cyclists are constantly exchang-
ing "hints and tips," from
which fact the novice mast not,

however, assume that the motor
cycle as a vehicle is so eom-
plica'.ed thai it is necessary

to acquire a technical and
practical knowledge of motor
mechanics before ownership
may I>ecome a pleasure.

—AND ITS
DRAWBACKS.

THE ADVAN-
TAGES OF
THE TWO-
STROKE—

and as if has

IF everything functioned as smoothly
* as it sounds in the-ory, one might
imagine that the four-stroke engine,

with its complicated valve gear, was ari

..unnecessary .elaboration.

The two-stroke, however,

falls short of the ideal in

certain respects. In the

first place, the inter-

mingling of the incoming charge with

the exiiaust gas results in a proportion

of new charge finding its way down the

exhaust pipe without having served any

useful purpose. Tliis.^'Very naturally

causes the fuel consumption of a two-

stroke engine to be somewliat higher

than that of an engine which usefully

consumes all its fuel. Again, since the

exhaust gas is left more or less to find

its own way out of the cylinder, it fol-

lows that the silencing arrangements
: must offer absolutely no obstruction

whatever to the passage of the gas,

which will otherwise not quit tlie cylinder. Further,

on small throttle openings there is insufficient induce-

ment for the burnt charge to leave the cylinder, with

the result that it dilutes the fresh gas and causes

irregular firirig. Hence a certain amount of spluttering

with a tworstroke engine when running light.

IN weighing up the pros and cons of the two types
* of power unit, therefore, one may safely say that,

for small machines of the kind known as "minia-

tures," the two-stroke engine has great advantages, in

that there are no microscopical parts that

should rightly be entrusted to a model-

maker. For anything between 250 c.c.

and 350 c.c. capacity the four-stroke

possesses certain mechanical advantages

which can be outweighed by the two-stroke only on the

scores of economy and simplicity. Alpove 350 c.c. the

four-stroke engine reigns supreme save for sundry un-

conventional types of two-stroke, of which one may
instance the Dunelt, where the underside of the piston,

which effects the induction of the fresh charge, and,
later, its transference to the cylinder, is of greater

diameter than the top, so that a larger volume of new
gas is forced into the cylinder, and, correspondingly,,

more burnt gas is pushed out.

THE FOUR-
STROKE
ENGINE.

./
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A Technician Studies the

Lessons of Present-day

Motor Cycle Design.

88i

A
THROUGH

S one returns from Ol3'm-

pia and its maze of glit-

tering motor C3'Cles, two

points stand out above all others

in the mind of the observer.

First the amazing price reduc-

tions effected on every hand,
' and secondly the mflux of

miniature motor cycles which are

undoubtedly the skirmishers of a huge army of self-

propelled vehicles suited to the requirements of that

mysterious person '
' the man in the

street."

Both of these features are directly

attributable to technical improve-

ments in design, manufacture, and

production, and it is well that the

buying public should realise that the

present welcome tendencies have

been brought about by hard work,

competition, research, and road and
track events.

When one comes down to detail,

there is suclv a mass of rninor i.ni-

provement that it is impossible to

do more than touch on some of the

more important features, and the

careful student of motor cycle de-

sign must rely to a certain extent

on his own "observation and on a

careful' perusal of the detail de-

scriptions alread-v published in the

pages of The Motor Cycle.

A

DESIGNER'S

EYES.

Unit Construction. Vogue
of Small Engines. Im-

proved Manufacturing
Methods.

from either America or the Con-
tinent included this feature.

Now, however, we see a change,
and there is a definite lead in

this interesting direction, while
there are excellent grounds for

believing that even further new
units will appear before the

nexl Olympia exhibition.

sible to eliminate

'S. -^oooooooooocooooooooooocj

\ 1922 OLYMPIA IN FIGURES

By the employment of unit construction it is pos

100 exhibitors of motor cycles

and miniatures (96 in

1921)

.

2-stroke engines were staged by
48 makers of motor cycles

.

4-stroke engines were on 75
stands.

50 44

48 63

THE BATTLE OF TYPES.
1921-22-23 engines classified

1921. 1922. 1923.

V twins

Singie-eylinder four-

strokes

Single-cylinder two-
strokes

Flat twins

Four-cylinder

Two-cylinder 2-strokes

Watei-eooled .

.

46
11

,3

2

1

SO
13

2
4
1

32

130

70
14
2
4
2

Unit Construction.

The limits in weight reduction,

compact design, cheap construction,

and efficiency are not likely to be

reached until the question of unit

engine and gear construction ha.^

been further explored. Yet until

recently the British firms which had
tackled the problem seriously were

almost negligible, and this in spite

of the fact that almost every post-

war motor cvcle of note emanating

LUBRICATION.
The trend in oiling systems is indicated

by the following figures, which show the

number of models at Olympia equipped

with the various forms of oilmg

:

1921. 1922.

Power unit and gear transmission casing on
the Argson invalid tricycle.

^ Mechanical 25 30
)<( Drip Feed .

.

101 64
Hand Pump 18 25

o
Petroil 12 22

% TYRE SIZES
9 Fitted on different mo fels.

1

1921. 1922. 192!*

28xliin. .. .. 3 1 3
16x2i .. 1

16:;2J .. 3

18x2 .. 1 3
24x2 .. 4 5 5

24x2i .. 17 9 7

\
24x2* .. 1

550 V 65 mm. .

.

.. 1

I

26 X 3 m. .

.

.. 7 1 8

26x2i .. 32 57 52

26x2i- .. 1

() '26x2i .. 27 30 24
y 26x3 .. 8 9 13

^ 650 x65 mm... .. 21 13 13
<) 700x80 .. 12 19 10
V 28x3 in. .. .. 22 17 12

the primary chain or alternatively

to let it run under ideal condition.s,

immersed in oil. It is possible also
to eliminate at least part of the
normal magneto drive and to pro-
vide a constant flow of oil to all

engine and gear parts without em-
ploying a single external pipe. In
addition the inclusion of an oil

well of reasonable magnitude and a
considerable increase in the crank
case area should help to cool the
engine. All these features, either

in detail or in bulk, are included in

the various designs now before the

public, though it is doubtful if, as
yet, any material saving in weight
has been effected The tendency to

adopt unit construction, runs
throughout the range of sizes from
the laigest to machines of under
200 c.c.

Six or seven makers dispense en-
tiiely with the front chain, while
others still use a primary chain ; an
intermediate course of building up
separate engine and gear box into a

unit is followed by another school

of design.

Pistons and Piston Rings.

On standard touring machines
cast iron is retained almost uni-

versally as a piston material, and
there has been very little alteration

to the normal piston design. There

.+;>0CX><>©O<>C><><><X>0O<>'><>O<XXXi-' Vi-^

Transversely-set min'ature Iwo-slrokc

engine unit on the Peugeot.

s J 1
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Through a Designer's Eyes.—

are usually two or three rings above the gudgeon pin.

There is a tendency to increase the employment of

narrow rings, however, and not a few designers have

realised the importance of plenty of metal behind the

rings.

Nevertheless, it is useless to provide an easy path

for the heat flow" from the piston head if the \vall area

below the rings is insufficient, and consequently the

number of " waisted " or relieved pistons is somewhat

surprising. If clearance at the gudgeon pin bosses

is necessary to allow for distortion it is easy to

arrange it without relieving the full circumference of

the piston which spoils contact at vital points.

For sports models aluminium alloy pistons with

narrow rings are common, and in some few' cases a

choice of cast iron or aluminium is available. Some
of the best aluminium piston designs show but slight

saving in weight over their cast-iron prototypes, since

it has been found to be preferable to utilise to the

full the heat dissipating qualities of the alloy rather

than to cut reciprocating weight to the minimum. In

spite of this, one or two of our best-known makers

are fitting ultra-light, slipper-type aluminium pistons in

their speed mounts.

In the majority of cases the aluminium alloys con-

tain a fairly ha^i-vy percentage of copper—up to 12%
—but the magnesium alloys, which, on account of

their very light weight and high conductivity, will

undoubtedly make their presence felt in the near

future, have not yet reached the public -in production

machines.

Piston slap, due to large clearances necessitated by

the high coefficients of expansion of most aluminium
alloys, is the main factor which is retarding the general

adoption of aluminium pistons, but it is more than

likely that this bugbear w-ill be eliminated in the future

as a result of increased knowledge of requirements and
metallurgy. Steel pistons, as far as motor cycles are

concerned, are, to all intents and purposes, extinct.

Flat-top pistons are the rule, but in most of the

high-efficiency overhead-valve engines with hemi-

spherical heads and inclined valves it has been neces-

sary to dome the heads in order to obtain sufficiently

high compression ratios.

Compression ratios have been raised to some con-

siderable extent, and the average touring engine of

medium capacity has a ratio of well over four to one,

while some of the small racing engines go as high as

se\-en to one.

One-Piece Cylinders Popular.

Composite cylinders show no signs of multiplying,

and in at least one of the few examples staged

at Olympia the high-conductivity metal, in conjunc-

tion with a liner of comparatively low' conductivity,

was applied to the cylinder barrel only and not to the

head, which latter is by far the most important point

as regards heat dissipation. Cast iron, therefore, re-

mains supreme for the construction of cylinder heads
and barrels, yet great improvements have been made
as regards cooling arrangements.

Not only have cylinder heads been thickened up to

quite a considerable degree, but cooling ribs-are more
often disposed with some definite relationship to the

direction of air flow. Both tl:iese points will help to

reduce the number of engines given to pinking and tn

delay the necessity for decarbonisation.

Apart from an increase in the number of overhead-

valve engines—by far the easiest type to cool—those

who have decided to retain the side-by-side valve

arrangement ha^'e obviously spent some thought on the

problem of providing air passages to those important

spots behind the exliaust port and at the junction of

Lamplugh mechanica!

pump dismantled.

LUBRICATION DETAILS.

G)mponents of the Best ' = J
mechanical pump.

Oil pump on the Harley-Davidson, now a

separate unit carried on the timing case.

Showell mechanical oil

pump sight feed adaption.

way pipe

in Connaught
lubrication system.

Section of the M.A.G. mechanical lubricator,

showing its simple action.

Mechanical oil pump on

346 c.c. Triumph.

14
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FOUR
TYPES
OF

MODERN
ENGINES

TWO

RECORD

BREAKING

POWER

UNITS.

Cr»nk case cover of the

Velocette engine removed

to show 'he crank-shsft.

/
An example ot the o.h.v.

Norton engjne.

I Part section of the

piston used m the

o.h.v. Norton.

Valve side of the fonr^'cyiinder Henderson engine.

Engine shaft shock

absorber on the
P. & M. four-speed

model.

the valve chest and cylinder walls.

There were indeed some very fine

pieces of cylinder design in the

Show. One important point is the

striking tendency to arrange almost
the whole of the compression space
above the valves in an endeavour
to obtain greater turbulence -xwi

consequently a higher rate of flame

propagation.

Between the overhead and side-

valve types come the few e.xamples

of superimposed valves, usually

with inlet over exhaust. This well-

tried system has its advantages,

but tlie type with exhaust over in-

let would appear to Ije worthy of
a greater following, since it should

be an easier matter to provide

ample cooling for the highly-

heated exhaust port and valve stem.

Detachable cylinder heads are

not on the increase, and it is par-

ticularly noticeable that one of the

best-kncwn proprietary engine

manufacturers has instituted new
models of small capacity with unit

cylinder and head, though the

earlier productions of the same
make were of the detachable head
type.

Whether the change is due to

nvanufacturing reasons or to the

fact that with unit construction a

larger effective radiating area for

the head is possible only the manu-
facturers can tell, but in these days

of high-efficiency engines the latter

point is not without importance. It

is true that many of our hish-efifici-

ency engines tia.-e detachable heads

on account of the difficulty of fit-

ting inclined overhead valves with

unit cylinder construction, but in

these cases one is apt to make a

virtue of necessity and to empha-
sise the improved accessibility of

the type instead of treating it as

an unavoidable and possibly even

an undesirable feature

Valve's and Valve Gear
Mechanism.

With the improvement in modern
alloy steel has come a correspond-

ing improvement in valves. It is

possible nowadays to produce a

perfectly reliable valve which is

no more than ^^g-in. thick in any

part. Thus it has been possible to

reduce reciprocating weights, valve

spring pressures, and consequently

the wear on operating gear.

An example of such extreme

practice would have been hard to

A 23
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Through a Designer's Eyes.

—

lind, but only a casual scrutiny was needed to reveal

not only considerable improvements in this respect, but

also attempts to design scientifically correct radii under
the valve head in order' to ensure the passage of the

maximum possible amount of gas through a port of a
given size.

As regards cam gear one finds an almost uninter-

rupted series of tangent or concave faced cams operat-

ing plain tappets through rocker gear. In just a few
instances cams of this type operate direct on round
base tappets, but it is curious to note that the flat base

tappet and convex cam is almost unrepresented in the

motor cycle world. One- would have thought that,

with all the efforts towards price reduction which have
taken place in the

last year or so,
.. ^^^

_^ 38,^
some effort would : .,„

have been made : DESIGN*
to eliminate the

numerous and
weighty rocker

arms with their

attendant pivot

pins, wlych are

almost invariably

hidden within

the mysterious re-

cesses of our

timing boxes.
There are several

methods which

have proved satis-

factory in car

practice and
Nvhich are both

cheaper and
lighter than the

rocker system.

Rockers

On the other

hand there is a

definite excuse

for the existence

of rockers in cer-

tain systems,
notably when a

single cam is

utilised to oper-

ate both inlet'

and exhaust.

In a few cases

some effort has
been made to en-

close valve gear,

a point which is

worthy of more
consid er a t ion,
for, though
these co.-ers have
no very marked
effect on the

silence of a nc7i>

engine, thev.

T.T." model Clement with an
engine of 43 c.c.

The Duzmo, which was exhibited at

Olympia.

After several jears of concentration on two

strokes, the makers of the Ivy have re

introduced a four-stroke model.

should, if properly constructed, exclude dust and in-

clude oil, thus prolonging the period of comparative
silence and preventing air and oil leaks and numerous
attendant troubles of a minor nature.

Transn\ission.

Since the standardisation of the countershaft gear,

one has not been led to expect any very startling

changes in motor cycle transmission. As usual one
may sum up the situation by saying that there are a
few more chains and a few less belts, but there are

in addition other features to be highly corhmended.

First, we have a new shaft-driven motor cycle of

British manufacture, possibly a forerunner of future

designs. Secontlly, we find a considerable increase in

the number of

four-speed gears,

while there are

even more on the
-stocks which are

likely to put in an
early appearance;
and, thirdly,

we find a ten-

dency on the part

of gear manufac-
turers to include

a shock-absorb-
ing device in the

clutch. Is this a
reflection on some
of our engine-

" shaft absorbers ?

Probably not ; it

is much more
likely to be a
genuine attempt
to produce a real

imp r o v e m e n t

which will in-

crease the life of

engine, gear box,

chains, and tyres,

and to provide

the rider with a
greater measure
of comfort.

For the first

time a machine
containing a pro-

prietary
, engine

and gear box
makes its appear-

ance with totally

-

enclosed chains,

while another in-

genious designer

utilises the long

exhaust pipe as a
chain guard with

the addition of

sheet steel flanges

where necessary.

Shock absorbos
are almost uni-

i6
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Steering head and arrange-

ment of duplex d&wn tubes

on the Coventry Victor.

Cam-action gear box
adjustment on the Cedos.

1923 IMPROVEMENTS.
Details of Motor Cycles which were

Exhibited at Olympia.

Section ot the new Rudge
countershaft clutch.

Double helical gears
m Rudge four-speed

gear box

/ .-

Spring, plungers at two of

the four corners lock the sub-

frame of the collapsible

chassis in the heavier type

of Dorway sidecar.

Tension spring, in Radco rear

suspensions.

In tlie lightweight Dorway sidecar the sub-frame locks
to the chassis by means of taper sockets in front, and
tubular extensions dropping into the sockets at the rear

New Imperial gear-

box mounting show-

ing accessible

lubricator.

Entirely separate oil and petrol compart-
ments of the New Hudson tank.

Detachable selector mechanism of the

Rudge four-speed gear box.
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Through a Designer's Eyes.—

versal -and are divided into three iBain groups—the

engine-shaft absorber (usually of the face "cam type),

the combined clutch and. countershaft absorber, and

the cush type rear-wheel drive.

Frame Construction.

When the average constructional engineer examines

a motor cycle his first criticisms are usually directed

against the arrangement of tubes which forms the

frame. Theoretically, perhaps, he is right, but in

practice it is extremely doubtful if he can evolve any-

thing which is cheaper and lighfer and which can show

a reasonable reduction in weight. At any rate the

epoch-making substitute has yet to be found. We
have no intention of disparaging the ingenious pressed

steel and tubular constructions which appear at inter-

vals, but rather would we point out that motor cycle

frames are not as bad as they are (sometimes)

enamelled !

Olympia revealed a movement towards the duplex

frame with tubes running direct from head lug to rear

spindle, supported in some cases by a duplex loop con-

struction forming a cradle for engine and gear box.

Spring frames remain more or less in statu quo

ante, and not much improvement is noticeable in this

direction, our old friends remaining without much
fresh support. It is necessary to mention one im-

portant innovation which has taken place in front, fork

and sidecar suspension, which takes the form of a

friction shock damping device working in conjunction

with a weak spring. In the case of one fork a yin.

total movement is allowed, and the rebound is slo\y

and smooth in action. Frame details show a genuine

improvement, and there has been a general cleaning up
of clips, head lugs., wheel adjustments, brake stops,

etc., while grease gun lubrication of cycle "parts is on

the increase.

Lubrication.
Since so much wear and tear, noise, and expense

is due to faulty lubrication, it is encouraging to find

that a large number of firms have decided to remove
the matter from the somewhat inexpert hands of their

customers and to refer it to some form of mechanical

contrivance.

For the first time we have with us more than one

genuine dry sump lubrication system, and its sim-

plicity and efficacy are sure to attract others, though

in the meantime we continue to rely in the main on

the excellent productions of certain accessory houses

which have been considerably strengthened by the

addition of new designs and the improvement of

previous articles.

Special Engines.

Throughout the year much interest has been shown
in the single-sleeve valve engine. Its performances
have been so consistent that the reinforcement of the

350 c.c. single by a 500 c.c. single and 1,000 c.c. twin

can hardly have been unexpected.

A 350 c.c. four-stroke W'ith an overhung crank and
a smaller four-stroke with flywheel magneto are

novelties which attracted considerable notice, but in

general the outline of the normal engine remains un-

altered. Especially is this the case with two-strokes,

where only detail modifications have taken place.

W"2.
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How a low saddle position is obtained

on the big single Bradbury.

Lubrication of primary

chain from the crank

case on the single

cylinder Abingdon.

Prop stand on Sheffield-Henderson.

An under-shield

that IS also a

stand on the

CoventO' Victor.

New arrangement of the

Douglas front wheel brake.

The smallest motor cycle engine—the 43 c.c. Clement.

17-ia
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crimes to Xigbt Xamps
Dec. 7,h .. 4.20 p.

,. 9th . . 4.20

„ 11th .. 4.19

., 13th .. 4.19

Chob^'
One number plate must be illnminated as aboTG

vide Road Teliicles Eefristration and liicensint?

Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Eegnlations (19031 the lamns ordinniily

reaniied by la may be lit 5ialf an hour later.

The Burnin? Question.

What shall it be next year!

Heard at (Mympia.

" Oh, yes, that's the racing model. They
fit a high-speed magneto and lubricated

piston."
_^

Lotrered Prices.

To the chagrin of the few and pleasure

of many, prices are dcfwn as much as

£70 in the case of gome sidecar outfits.

StUl a Plrice Gap.

The big lowering of prices at Olympia
silenced the prophets who forecasted the

demise of the powerful sidecar because of

competitive prices in the car world,

why Not a Gramophone?

Many of the Olympia salesmen had
apparently learned particulars of their eTt-

hibits by heart. When one asked a question

they drew a deep breath, and repeated a

long string, of facts, pai-rot-like.

Catermg ior All.

In marked- contrast to the several ex-

hibitors at the Show who listed only one
model was the firm whose catalogue con-

tained details of no less than, twenty-sis

distinct variations.

American Opinion.

American writers on motor cycle matters
are keenly interested in the T.T. sidecar

race. They maintain there will be less

danger on the twisty Mans course than
on a saucer track, because the drivers will

so frequently be reminded of the perils

that obviously exist and consequently
take extraordinary precautions.

Douhie-acting Two-stroke Coming.

Wonderful efficiency is anticipated from
a double-acting two-stroke engine now
being built in Portsmouth : 12 i.h.p. and
7 b.h.p. aie suggested ; the total piston
displacement is only 320 c.e. It wUT
make an. appearance on the road, a/nd

possibly on the track, in January, before
which date we hope to describe it in full

detail.

Why this Solemnity?

Few documents, with the exception,
perhaps, of a summons, make duller
reading than the average club announce-
ment.

Possibilities in Czecho-Slovakia.
There is said to be a big opening for

British machines in Czecho-Slovakia at
the present time. Many well-known
British machines are represented, and
B.S.A. and Indians are the motor cycles
used in the new Republic's army.

North-Country Enterprise.
So as to ensure booking an early date

tor The Motor Cycle film for 1923-4, Mr.
W. A. Dovener, Secretary of the Brad-
ford M.C. and L.G.C., has asked us to
reserve the first three days for his club
after it is released at the next Olympia
Show.

Next Best,

The maker of one of the most popular
runabouts used a Rolls-Royce car to get
to and from the Show. On being twitted
by a friend his excuse was that of Mi-.

Henry Ford on a similar occasion : His
own works were so busy filling orders

that he could not get delivery of a run-
about, and so bought the next best,

A Royal Customer.

The Queen of the Belgians, an en-

thusiastic motor cyclist, has paid the

British industry a high compliment by
purchasing a lightweight model from the

show for her personal use. At Olympia
on Tuesday an ofiicial from the Royal
Garage at Brussels purchased on her be^

half a standard 159 c.c. McKenzie with
nickel plated frame, wheels, and fittings,

the petrol tank and mudguards being

enamelled mauve with gold lining.

Lieut. -Colonel

Charles Jarrott,

O.B.E.,thenew

Chairman o f

the A.A. and

M.U. in suc-

cession to Sir

William Joyn-

son-Hicks.

iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiMiimiiii nminiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiii

Super Perfect.

We do not vouch for the truth of the

rumour that a certain rider completes
the cleaning of his shiny mount with a

liberal application of eau-de-Cologne.

Satisfactory Route Marking.

At a recent reliability trial the course

was marked by confetti, and the com-
petitors agreed that it surpassed the more
usual dye in every way; the white
patches of confetti were visible at a long
distance, and remained in place in spite

of a fair wind.

Stymied,

An inquisiti^ve policeman, equipped
with an iron rod and the usual volu-

minous notebook, strolled round competi-
tors' machines at the start of a trial, and
found fault with every exhaust system.
Presently he came to a competitor who,
in view of possible watersplashes, had
mounted an elaborate petrol can-cnm-
flexible piping silencer on his carrier.

"Go on," said crestfallen Robert, "get
orf with yer, quick."

The Amsterdam Show.

The fourteenth annual exhibition of cars,

motor cycles, cycles, and accessories,

organised by the Dutch Union " De
Rywiel-en Automobiel-Industrie," will be
held at Amsterdam from February 9th to

13th next, and the number of exhibitors

has reached a total of 128, an increase of

50 on last year's figure. The growing
popularity of motoring in Holland—and
the cult of the motor cycle in particular
^should enhance the appeal of this exhibi-

tion to British manufacturers.

"Not Technical."

In the last issue reference was made to

the lack of knowledge of many of the stand
attendants at Olympia. The lay press

makes similar complaint, and the follow-

ing dialogue was recorded in the Evening
Standard of a few nights ago :

—

"What are your gear ratios?"
" I am afraid I don't know."
" Have you a catalogue which gives

them? "

"I am afraid net."
"How much does the tank hold?"

(Hesitation.)
" Half a gallon?

"

" Oh, I should think so."

"Two gallons? "

"I should think so."
" Is the machine over or under 2001b. ?"

(Meaning the difference between a thirty

shilling and a three-pound licence.)

"I really don't know. You see there'"

nobody technical here !

"

S3
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' HERE were numerous gad-

gets and little refinements

on many of the sidecars

this year, but the bizarre and fan-

tastic was absent. Though manu-
facturers are always willing to

associate themselves with any new
ideas, there was a reticence this

year in adopting new designs unless there was

a very good reason for so doing. And quite

a wise plan too.

The resolve to improve existing patterns

after finding out weaknesses is a saner policy

than frequent redesigning. I say
'

' frequent
'

'

for occasionally a thorough " scrapping " is justified

and a restart the only cure for a' tranquillity that may
have turned to torpor. A walk among the exhibits and

a talk to the manufacturers proved, however, that no

apathy exists among makers. They are- all anxious to

please customers and to give them precisely what they

want. Sidecars are there to meet all purses, from' the

jgi4 14s. sporting models, to the polished aluminium

cabriolet shown attached to a Metro Tyler model at

_£64. This enclosed sidecar, which was certainly ad-

mired as much as anything in the Show, was uphol-

stered in Bedford cord, had sliding window at the

side, and swing " halfed " wind-

screen, a little locker for looking

glass, gloves and powder puff;

and then, to finish the effect

Worth-while Detail

Improvements on
Sidecars.

Ample locker on the touring Canoelet model.

of modernity, there were wireless

receivers hanging in the corner.

All metal parts were either

nickel plated or highly polished

aluminium. But the most admir-

able feature of the sidecar was its

light, -dainty appearance and
comfortable-looking, electrically

lit interior. But to speak of sidecars and
sidecar details on the every-day models.

Starting among' the lower numbered stands

there was the Coventry Victor " Ghost "

materialised in a solid little sporting body

—

a nice little sidecar ; the Massey designers,

have evolved a little sidecar which looks small,

provides astonishing room—a good design, too,

with its cast aluminium dash.

The Clyno people have behind them years of ex-

perience in the making of sidecar outfits, and this

year's sidecar model reveals the practised and practical

mind. In providing a small locker that may be

devoted solely for the passenger's use or for tools

—

on the floor of the sidecar adjoining the well of the

,. seat, and a sidecar with a back
high enough to protect the passen-

ger, the Clyno designers are to be

commended. But these are only
details of a sidecar and chassis as

attractive as any in the Show.
Near by was the new Holt trans-

parent hood on a Coventry Victor

(Left) " Two in One " suit case

designed specially for sidecars by

Messrs. Dunh'.ll.

(Top) Showing how completely the

hood is concealed on the Coupette

sidecar.

(Right) Sandum all-weather screen

and hood.

B4 19-20
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(Left) Easily adjustable Grindlay scregn for

sporting models.

(Centre) Neat dashboard and screen of the

Hawk sidecar.

(Right) Method of detaching the Mont-
gomery adjustable windscreen.

outfit

—

a. unique pattern that should be effective; it

is light in Aveight and appearance, being made solely of

celluloid. It is made to slip on the circular wind-

screen in the manner of the beaded edge of a tyre. It

is simplicity itself, and rolls up when not in use into

a case about as long as a six-piece fishing rod. A side^

car about which nothing but nice things can be said

is the Martinsyde standard model ; it was not a
" frilled " specimen, so to speak, but one in which a

person could tour in comfort. The body is roomy and
ample luggage can be carried on the new folding grid,

Avhich is built to stand any reasonable stress. The
little aluminium detachable screen and dash shown on

the Watsonian stand was also attractive and showed
incidentally what ah amenable material sheet alumin-

ium is, for it yields to the metal beater beautifully ; this

dash, complete with screen, sells for jQ\.

Neat Detail Work.

A sidecar of special appeal came from Nottingham.
The black leather upholstery, and the screen which
was carried in a leather-covered frame, the neatly fold-

ing hood, aluminium step, neat mounting of the elec-

tric lamp, and ample pockets for maps and gloves pro-

claimed the pains taken in the production of this Cam-
pion model.

One passed the A.J.S. stand with its usual crowd,
knowing from e.xperience that the big sidecars staged

were as perfect as can be. The double seater was
there, too, poised up out of way of any but the most
determined " triers."

If one is anxious to add distinction to the outfit

when touring, Dunhill's " Two in one" case should

be examined. It fits snugly on the grid, holds two suit

cases, and is quite water tight. The cheap model is

45s., complete with two suit cases. A very notice-

able detail on the two-seater sidecar was the fitting of

mahogany arm rests instead of the usual padded
variety.

Real LocRer Accommodation.
Why the cream-painted dc luxe sidecar was tucked

away at the back of the O.E.C.-Blackburne stand I

don't know, for I should place it as one of the most

alluring in the Show. The resplendent mahogany dash

complete with clock, speedometer, and, of course,

mirror, triplex screen, and a felt-lined locker ample

enough for a half dozen ladies' hats are details of this

model. ;^39 i8s. was the price asked.

5-6

(Left) An accurately fitting hood and screen on the Enfield

touring sidecar.

(Right) The comfortable child's seat provided in the Millford

family model.

B 7
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From the Passenger's Point o£ View.—
The "star turn" on the Montgomery stand has

ah-eady been mentioned—the blunt-nosed streamline

sporting model, the polished aluminium mudguard of

which would be worthy of a three-litre sporting car.

Turning to the familiar Douglas exhibits, one

marked a slight alteration in the graceful scuttle dash

and screen which pushes to and fro on runners instead

of hinging in the more usyal manner. The detailed

alteration is in the shape of the screen.

For the man who wants a thoroughly well-built side-

car in which his wife can repose in comfort and feel

too that she is sitting in, instead of on, a sidecar, the

Chater-Lea should attract, for the model exhibited was
very roomy. On a stand near by—the P. and M.^
there were several details of decided worth amongst the

There was no end to the variety of screens this year,

and amongst the neatest is the model on the Rex
Acme ; it is of good depth, which gives breathing

space for the passenger. Another lightly and strongly

made screen, attached to which is an apron, made from
sheet rubber, was shown on the Velocette stand.

Of a quality thoroughly in keeping with the rest of

the Triumph exhibits was the new sidecar in alumin-
ium. It might be termed a semi-sporting type, though
it has ample luggage space, and not the least of its

merits is the ample mudguarding. An apron designed

to embody a celluloid screen, and which extends also

as a sidescreen, is a cleverly thought out job. On the

big touring coach-built model a good-sized week-end
bag can be accommodated.

One could not pick out any striking innovation on

A useful little

drawer for
small tools is

provided in the

locker on the

Blackburne
sidecar.

Improved wheel
*!£: mudguarding on

the new light

touring Sunbeam
sidecar.

A useful locker on the Clyno sidecar.

, Commodious luggage
'-' grid on the Clyno. The

tyre pump is placed

across the two side

members.

Cast aluminium instrument board on

the Massey sidecar. Large size pockets on the new Ariel sidecar.

sidecars. The draught-proof fitting of the Bluemel
screen for instance (a P. and M device), the little

locker beneath the dash for gloves, and the luggage grid

on the semi-sports model were worth more than a pass-

ing glance ; the designer, too, of the light sports model
is to be congratulated. It has more chic than any in the

Show, and a change from the usual streamline pattern.

On the Enfield sidecar there are two little gadgets
worth mentioning. Turning the pocket of the sidecar

door into a tool box is a cute idea that appealed to

all w^ho are not among those lucky individuals who
motor 10,000 miles or so without touching the wrench,
pliers, or tyre levers. To find the tools nicely arrayed
ready for use by just opening the door is a simple but
obvious advantage. Another Enfield fitment is the

twill leg shield which clips on the body of the sidecar

and the down tube on the near side of the machine.

B 8

the Sunbeam sidecar, yet it was a model that one could

not pass by ; inconspicuous and full of quality, the de-

signers missed nothing in their endeavours after com-

fort for tlie rider. Several of the Sandum improve-

ments were enumerated last week, but the folding semi-

circular screen, designed for the rear passenger on the

dual- purpose model—or any two-seater for that

matter—is a most ingenious device. When not in use

it folds completely out of the way, and is locked with

a special clip on the back rest of the front passenger

—

a thoroughly practical device that deserves as much
publicity as it can get. To find a tanderm seater

which thoroughly screens both passengers is a rare

thing. This device is one of many appertaining to

sidecar comfort which exemplified the attention side-

car manufacturers are giving to devices which are

likely to add to the comfort of the passenger.
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IN THE NILE DELTA.
Exciting Road Conditions in Egypt. No troublesome Hills, but variations of Mud, Ruts and Dust

motor car can just pass with a few inches to spare. It

requires careful driving for a quarter of a mile of this !

Leaving Zagazig (the writer's headquarters), the road
follows the Delta Light Railway—to be exact, the rail-

way follows the road, and the passengers jump on and
off the train at their leisure (this latter very literally).

MOST people at home conjure up a vision of

pyramids, palm-trees, and limitless sand when
Egypt is mentioned, and, generally speaking,

these are about all that the average tourist does see of

Egypt.
Of course, the war largely increased the numbers at

home who are now familiar with this country, but a

thoughtful and romantic General Staff generally ar-

ranged matters so that all camps, etc., were amongst

the sand and palm-trees (there were not enough

pyramids to go round), so that even they received a

somewhat similar impression.

Egyptian Road MaKiztg.

Egypt, modern Egypt that is, is really the Delta

and nothing else. The roads in the immediate vicinity

of the to^vns are very similar to those at home, but

outside, although the main roads have a fair surface,

they are made of the dried mud that is dredged out

of the various canals, the " road " running along the

embankment so formed. Consequently m winter they

are hopeless, and it is practically an impossibility to

keep upright on one's two feet. In the late summer

also it is nearly as bad, for there is almost a foot of

soft dust to negotiate.

Excluding Cairo and its en- _ --

virons, there are only four

bridges—two oven each arm of

the Nile—in the Delta, conse-

quently" all roads diverge from

these points The bridges are

all built to carry the railway,

and have a small side-walk for

ordinary traffic, over which a

Througli a Native Market.

In the villages, when the weekly market is being

held, tRe procedure is necessarily slow, for the blast of

the final trump will not disturb an Egyptian market
crowd, and one has literally to cut one's way through
the populace with hundreds of miserable, half-starved

pariah dogs snapping at one's back tyre.

In Mit Ghamr, which is typical of the small pro-

vincial towns, die streets are very narrow and wind-
ing, and, the neighbouring buildings being compara-
tively high, one loses all sense of direction after a few
minutes ; enquiries made of the native policemen are

never very exact or enlightening, and consequently half
an hour may be lost in trying to find the bridge over

the Nile, and it is not a bridge that would pass un-
noticed in any part of the world !

From here it is only a short run to Tantah, and on-
wards it is an easy run to Kafr el Zayat, where the

other branch of the Nile is

crossed. Approaching the town,

a dismount is necessary, because

one crosses a small canal by a

Delta Railway bridge, and
there is nothing between the

I
sleepers, whilst their distance

1 apart is not conducive to com-
fort if one rides over them.

(Top) On the read to

Daraanhour.

(Left) The MahmonJieh

canal near Alexandria.

(Right) An Egyptian fish-

ing village.
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In the Nile Delta.—

Having crossed the bridge, serious doubts arise as

to wliether one is really on the principal " main road
"

of Egypt or not, because it appears to be a sort of

yard with outhouses on one side, stables on the other,

and haystacks in the middle, with the usual accom-

paniment of cesspools, hens, dogs, donkeys, camels,

and garaoos (Egyptian = buffaloes) all around.

Uninteresting but exciting.

Later the road becomes quite good but uninteresting

as it follows the railway into Damanhour. The road

leaves the railway at Damanhour and follows the

Mahmondieh Canal. At Kafr-el-Dawar it is necessary

to cross the canal by the swing bridge, which always

seems to bs " up " when one arrives. Soon after

leaving this village the macadamised road,

originally intended to reach Cairo, is met with.

Thank goodness it never got any further, for

now it is so covered with loose metal that it is

impossible to avoid all the humps and bumps.

Except for this piece of road, however, punc-

tures are uncommon, as none of the animals are

shod, and also there is very little vehicular

traffic. Alexandria is easily reached from here.

Another journey the writer has undertaken

was to Sidi Salem, on the shores of LaHI
Borullos, mid-way between the two arms of the

Nile.

The same road is covered to Damanhour, after

which one turns sharp to, the left for the Dessouk
bridge. Under wet conditions the road surface is con-

ducive tO' hair-raising skids with an inevitable tumble

at the end of each.

The road from Dessouk to Kafr-el-Sheikh is worse,

as there is heavy traffic on the . road to the market.

Without any exaggeration, there are ruts Sin. deep,

not like those in English lanes, but all. over the road.'

Before reaching Kafr-el-Sheikh, one turns sharp to

the left along the Nachart Drain bank, and from there

is a straight line to Sidi Salem, where, when there is

no rain, the dust is almost a foot deep, and it is very

easy to fall into the canals on either side of the road.

T. W. E B.

(Left) Cairo has much of inte.'est to the sightseer but
probably the most famous plare of historic interest is

the Tombs of the Khalifs at the outskirts of the city.

(Right) Although over two hundred miles from the

Delta, the famous Pylon of Ptolemy Euergetes, cannot
be out of place in any article on Egypt. This famous
ruin is ne^r the temple of Kamak, Luxor, the site of

ancient Thebes, the capital of Egypt .for 3,000 years.

Remarkable discoveries were made there last week.

The sketches were actually made in Egypt and form
an illuminating contrast wilh the author's description

of conditions off the beaten path.

J

ENTRIES FOR THE LONDON-EXETER RUN.
ENTRIES for the M-.C.C. London-Exeter Boxing

Night run close definitely on Saturday (De-
cember 9th). Last year's entries amounted to

297, but this year the number may be less, as up to

last week-end only a few more than half that number
had been received. Entries will be accepted on Satur-

day up to the last post, addressed to the Trials Sec-

retary, Mr. F. T. Bidlake, .84, North End Road,
Golders Green, London, N.W. 11. No provision what-

e\er has been made for receiving entries after this

date, nor is there any scheme for accepting entries

at late fees. Of the 150 machines entered up to the

present, there are 41 motor bicycles, 49 sidecar out-

fits, 4 three-wheeled cycle cars, and 56 cars.

The start of the run wdll take place, as usual, at

Staines at 8 o'clock on Boxing Night, and again Peak
Hill, near Sidmouth, will have to be climbed in the

dark.

Better breakfast' arrangements have been made at

Exeter, so that no one w'ill have to face the return

journey without having had food.

Deviations from the normal return route will be

made in order to include more severe hills than have
formerly had to be negotiated, but the run remains

essentially one which tests reliability and endurance

rather than hill-climbing capacity.

Closer adherence to schedule time will be required

than in previous Exeter runs.
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WHAT INTERESTED ME.
Thoughts on Motor Cycle Design, Progress and Possibilities gathered on the

Stands at Olympia.

By B. H. DAVIES.

The agents re-

MONEY may be the root of all

evil, but it was certainly the

inspiration of a most excel-

lent Show. The prices of sundry in-

fluential machines were jealously

guarded secrets until the last minute,

and their publication created a mild
panic in factories which had done
their 1923 budgeting with a more
generous hand. The public rejoiced,

joiced. But those directors and technicians whose
brains had not been concentrated on that elusive com-
bination of quality and economy spent an extremely

anxious day when the price cards began to go up. Any-
body can build a low-priced machine to sell at a good
profit, but only the supermen of the industry can give

us good stuff at a low price and yet keep their share-

holders in a good temper.

Nothing Sensational.

A few previous Shows have been rendered historic

by the debut of some epoch-making machine. Novelties

were by no means scarce this year, but I did not see

any exhibit which led me to hail the rise of a new
genius among motor cycling engineers. I found

nothing comparable to the sensations created by such

machines as the Douglas, the Scott, and the A. B.C.

at their first introduction. The four-speed G.S.D.,

however, is sensational in having an " ideal specifica-

tion " as a material fact. On the other hand, it is

quite clear that a new type of machine is emerging,

and I would cite the 346 c.c. Triumph as the most
prophetic of these pioneers. The standard " general

purpose " solo machine of to-morrow will apparently

have a 350 c.c. engine, unit gear box, possibly a gear

primary drive, dynamo lighting, hub brakes, integral

speedometer drive, and mechanical lubrication.

This specification includes many points for which all

knowledgeable riders have been sighing these m.any

years. It is already intensely attractive ; and when
more time has been lavished upon it, it should approach
perfection. The designers were not demonstrating on
any ''350 c.c. unit" stand which I visited, and the

attendants could not in any one instance explain why
the unit principle had been adopted. They did nof
know whether it was cheaper than the two-item system

(probably it is). They did not know whether it was
quieter than the usual longish primary chain (possibly

it can be made so). They did not know whether it

keeps crankshaft and gearshafts more parallel (a short,

stiff unit must be better oh this score than two widely-

spaced items in a light frame : and nobody wants a

very heavy frame). Credit the single unit with lower

production costs : with superior stiffness : and with the

silence which such gears as the new Rudge four-speed

box seems to possess :—then the unit is more than jus-

tified. Most of the units staged at Olympia were obvi-

13-14

The views expressed in this ctrtide

are those of a technical journalist
well-known in the motor cycle

world from its earliest days. Com-
parison with the opinions of an
ordinary motor cyclist as set forth

on page 90S is interesting.

ously a trifle immature. It is silly

to employ two separate oil fillers

when both engine and gear box use
the same grade of oil. It is foolish

to omit provision for verifying the
tension of the primary chain—one
primary chain actually permitted of
no adjustment whatsoever. The units
were seldom "clean." They offer a

gorgeous chance for an absolutely symmetrical " barrel
It would not matter if the bottom were abase.

'

false bottom, a mere undershield, provided it were
smooth and rounded; but several of the 1923 units
will be harder to clean than many separate engines
and gear boxes. Still, the principle is at last accepted
phis the dynamo, and plus the mechanical oiling.
With a little cleaning up of the exterior, a little stiffen-
ing of the rear frame, and a little re-designing of
the drawbolts, we shall get a tidy machine with only
one transmission adjustment, and that adjustment
pinned down to permanent alignment. There were
a great many units in the Show, and nearly all staged
by big firms whose policy is deliberate and cautious

—

Triumph, Rover, Beardmore, and the like. I regard
this innovation as the most important development of
the year. It is—intentionally or accidentally—chal-
lenged by other 350 c.c. machines of at least equal
eminence. To name a few, the A.J.S., B.S.A., and
Matchless all fit separate gear boxes. Battle is joined :

and the victor may not emerge in twelve months.

Position of the Miniatures.

The exact importance of the miniature motor cycle
is remarkably diflficult to gauge j I would as soon
try to pick the winner of the 1924 Derby by studying
the pedigree of the yearlings. To be offered a motor
bicycle at less than ^^30 is most attractive. One re-

members that in 1901 or thereabouts one paid £45
for an ostensibly similar machine with an inferior en-
gine, an impossible transmission, and hardly any igni-

tion or carburation to speak of ; and that hardy, sport-

ing youngsters solemnly toured all over the country on
these ridiculous prototypes, pedalling, running and
pushing up such hills as the machine would not climb
under its own power. To-day, for 33 per cent, less

money one gets an engine of, say, Villiers class, a
Dunlop belt, a Burman two-speed box, dependable
ignition, and a dependable carburetter. I am credibly

assured that the Italian peasant dines very contentedly

off spaghetti and macaroni. Would he do so if his

next door neighbour were enjoying roast beef? When
we oldsters rode the " ij h.p." Clement-Garrard or

the " i-^ h.p." Minerva twenty years ago, there were

no Sunbeams or Nortons or Douglases. I know these

new miniatures will do far more than their 1900- 1902

forebears. I am not at all sure that most of the people

who are expected to buy them won't squeeze their

B15
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What Inteiested Me.—
stockings or bully their bank managers and manage to

run to something like the 349 c.c. B.S.A. Some of
the miniatures were obviously very bad, and others as

obviously very good : the two-speeded Omega Junior

appealed to me as much as any of them.

For general utility runabout purposes, where speed

is immaterial, there was nothing to touch the Harper.

A genuine engineering job from stem to stern, embody-
ing many brilliant details, its sheer unconventionality

may hamper its progress. I fancy its first vogue will

be for light delivery work Avith hard-headed commer-
cial concerns who take strict account of costs. Then
your genuine amateur—always a slow person to learn

what ij what— will come along. And, finally, all

who want comfort and reliability sans sport—;from the

errand-boy to the country doctor, from Aunt Priscilla

to Major Fitzhowitzer (retired—handicap 24 at Stoke

Poge.s) will_invest.

Weather Protection.

The Harper raises the big question of Aveather pro-

tection, at which several exhibitors are nibbling. No
utility machine must land you at your destination look-

ing as if you had rolled down Alms Hill on a wet
day. No machine standardised more complete equip-

ment than the Harper. Some had legshields. Some
had muffs. Some had windscreens. My experience of
weather protection is that you must have all—or none.

AVith legshields and no windscreen, or windscreen and
no muffs, I feel like a Polar explorer one of whose
gloves has been mislaid in a blizzard, i.e., I grow in-

creasingly conscious of the naked part. Nothing
covered the rider up completely except the I.O.M. out-

fit; but it was possible to rig up an assorted outfit

from other stands, say, H.T. legshields, John Bull

muffs", Easting apron and screen, etc.

A long, glad farewell to the stirrup brake; and a
speciab putty medal to one designer, who, being com-
pelled by other causes to re-draft his front fork,

specially designed a new stirrup brake for it.

All motor cyclists owe much to the Triumph Co.
They have put us under fresh obligations by stan-

dardising dynamo lighting. A bold lead, which will

surely be widely followed, and will help electric firms

to pare down their stupendous prices. In appraising
Triumph prices, remember that they include an elec-

tric outfit listed at ^£22 odd retail.

Silencers.

I frankly dislike the new fashion of mounting the

silencer on the off-side chain stay. It adds a needless

and blobby excrescence to a layout which can never
be too "clean" in its lines. The obvious advantages
are that it is easily taken off (in localities where the

police are tolerant) and is less liable to get encrusted
with mud. But everybody has the wind up about noisy

exhausts. The designer of a 976 c.c. twin boasted to

me that his exhaust system had a capacity of 3,400
c.c, but I had just been looking at the P. and P.,

which boasts two chambers and a 'stove pipe totalling

5,000 c.c. for its 350 c.c. engine.

Mechanical lubrication is coming fast, but has not
yet boomed. The neatest installations naturally oc-

curred in units and on engines designed to embody
a pump. For neat fitting of proprietary pumps com-

B 16

mend me to the Best on the Barr and Stroud, or to the

Showell on the Martinsyde (wholly enclosed inside the

magneto chain case). The absence of mechanical oil-

ing was the one and only blot on our big British twins.

At last we have got America panting, both for mascu-
line virility and feminine beauty. The shapely glitter

of the Brough Superior and the rich, dark style of the

big Zenith were respectively unsurpassable. The frame
of the latter is worth close study. Le Vack has only

used one frame on Brooklands both for solo and side-

car work : and I hear it is still true and sound.

32 h.p. from 350 c.c.

We shall wait anxiously to prove what the new
model engines are like on the road. I hear on the

best authority that the Douglas people have coaxed

32 b.h.p. on the bench out of a special stunt edition

of their 350 c.c. That is equal to 137 b.h.p. out of

a ij-litre car racer !

Impoverishment has practically banished the.
" posh " sidecar, most of the exhibits being workman-
like rather than ornate. Despite alarmist rumours, the

best cycle cars are doing as well as ever. The Morgan
stand was only semi-approachable. The T.B. people

seemed very happy, and the Scott Sociable reaped the

benefit of a price cut not far short of £^0.
Turning to smaller items, it was delightful to see

two such leaders of fashion as Triumph and Rudge
using a designed speedometer drive; and the latter

firm's " top of the tank " toolbox is as good as their

new double-helical gears are quiet. The Scott three-

speed gear box will popularise this famous machine
in its sidecar form. Steering head lubrication is at

last catered for on at least a dozen makes ; 3|in. tyres

are quite common on big twins, and 3in. tyres are

obtainable on most 500 c.c. singles. Spring frames

are few, and the growing popularity of the 350 c.c.

machine Avill soon lead to a demand for an increase

in its comfort. Shall we see 3in, tyres extended to

.it in 1923-4?

Steps in the Right Direction,

Completely encased mechanism is rare. The P.

and P., does .the job .very nicely. So does the Harper,

and the H.T. has ideas in the same direction. But
most " engine rooms " are neither encased nor smoothed
over. In the way of small gadgets , the Lamplugh
" two level " petrol Vap was probably the best thing

in the Show, and can easily be fitted to any standard

machine.

Of course; all the interesting things at the Show-

were not of a mechanical nature. Crowds always

intrigue me, and an Olynipian crowd particularly.

The old lady who asked for a suitable sidecar for the

McKenzie miniature, for instance; or the breeched lady

members of pedal cycling clubs who passed by the

most alluring sidecars with something approaching dis-

dain ; or the two schoolboys who. were more fascinated

by the presence of George Dance, himself, than by all

the glittering Sunbeam exhibit.

On the whole, a great Show with economical motor

cycling as its keynote, but full of sound tendencies,

all rather hampered by that cautiousness in design

which is a mark of profound wisdom in a period of

lean finance.-
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Total number of tyres fitted to motor
cycles and light cars at the Show 1 637
DUNLOP- 902
Divided between 1 6 other makes 7 3 s

Total number of motor cycle belts

fitted to machines at the Show 17 1

DUNLOP- 116
Divided between 9 other makes 5 5

Total number of tyres fitted to cycles

at the Show - . - 1 1 70
DUNLOP- - 796
Divided between 1 5 other makes 374

DUNLOP
55-10%

DUNLOP
67-83%

DUNLOP
68-03%

DUNLOP
CYCLE AND MOTOR CYCLE

TYRES
Obtainable from ALL Cycle and Motor Cycle Dealers.

^^^^

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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REDUCED
PRICES
"Touring" Model with Dickey Seat

TWIN-CYLINDER

£195
FOUR-CYLINDER

£235
" Thfce-Quartcr " Coupe and 4-Seater Models £20 extra. Self-starter £15.

:: :: DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED. :: ::

All Models on view and for trial at District Agents

and at our West End Showrooms :

—

222, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.

WORKS AND HEAD OFFICE:

EAST HILL, WANDSWORTH, LONDON, S.W.18.

QUALITY UNALTERED.
Not the slightest alteration to the quality of the
material has been made ; a degree of sturdiness,
dependability and long life has been aimed at
altogether beyond the general light car standard.
For refinement of design, detail work and finish

the G.N. at its new price has no rival.

Send for the G.N. Catalogue.

Do you use
Benzole 7

JVben u'ing Ben-
zole it is advisable

to drain the engine
Bump rather .w nc
than when Petrol
15 used.

THE grades of Wakefield
Castrol recommended for use
with Petrol engines are equally

efficient for engines which use
Benzole or a mixture of Petrol and
Benzole. This has been proved in
such searching tests as the success-
ful R.A C. Benzole Trial when a
Rolls-Royce car (lubricated with
Wakefield Castrol) tested the
efficiency of Benzole over a distance
of 10,000 miles.

WAKEFIELD

8 NEW
WORLD'S
RECORDS
on Nov. 24th

:

100 MILES
to

400 MILES
by 3 2 h.p. Doug-
las (]. Emerson)

on Wakefield
CASTROL

Limit the feed
and eliminate the carbon'

Pocket Lubricaiion Index and Price List sent on request.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO., LTD.,
All British Firm. Specialists in Motor Lubrication.

WAKEFIELD HOUSE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G. 2.

CORRECTION.

It is regretted that, owing to a Printers

error, the price of the

O.H.V. ZVz h.p. NORTON

was stated in last week's issue of "The

Motor Cycle" to be £78. This should

have been

In answering the.se a(lverti8emenf.s it is de.^irahlt to mention "The Motor Cycle," IM9
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The Ecitor c'oss not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents. ,

*

Correspondence shouU le aadressefl to the Editor, " The Motor Cyde," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

BENEFITS OF RESEARCH WORK.
Sir,—As inventor and joint patentee of the ti'ake ^lescribed

in your issue of the 16th ult., I appreciate youi? enterprise

in giving it early publicity, but as Director of Research of

the Britisli Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Research Association,

I beg leave to traverse, "with all the emphasis consistent with
courtesy, the stateinent that this brake is " the fii'st practical

evidence of the activities of the Research Association."
The brake in cjuestion was devised before the research work

on the subject had begun, but as the results of the experi-

ments became availab.e, they confirmed fully and thoroughly
the advantages and properties of the design, and these have
been fuither confirmed in road t-ests.

My object is to bring into prominence the view that inven-

tions and patents, however useful, are but a very small part

of the rich harvest to be reaped^y the methods of scientific

research. H. S. ROWELL.
[The announcement of the brake design referred to was

the first notification of any device or experiment to reach
us from the Research Association.

—

Ed.]

HUMIDITY AND POWER OUTPUT.
Sir,—In the discussion regarding " Humidity and Power

Output" apparently the simple fact that dry atmosphere
contains a greater proportion of air thau moist, atmosphere
has been disregarded. The average motov cycle carburetter
is adjusted to give a reasonable performance consistent with
economjr, and it follows that, if for a given volume of

atmosphere induced less air is present, the resultant slightly

richer mixture must improve that performance.
F. KEYS.

Sir,—My remarks having aroused criticism. I hasten to
reply thereto.

By his " nom(bre)-de-plume " I recognise "49,857" as a
departmental confrere. It is gratifying to note that he
partially agrees with my view.

As to' super-Rudging I can assure him and Mr. Andrews
that it is neither provoked by imagination nor a species of

D.T.'s as '"Maebnus" suggests. On a gear of 3 or 4 to 1

an increase in engine revolutions is most noticeable. The
speed-burst may last for a mile or more followed by a spell

of normal running—this without alteration of controls or

personal lubrication !

May I recommend Mr. Andrews to peruse my previous
letter again. I fail to see how I suggest therein that water-
vapour increases the density of the air—this point is pre-

cisely my bone of contention with "M.B.B.H." He also

states that I appear to think the density of the atmosphere
varies only with pressure. Has he noted my remark that

the cold air in the vigilley must be slightly heavier (or

denser) than the warmer air on the hill-tops ? Surely an
effect of temperature ori-Jlhe density of the air, explained, for

Mr. Andrew's benefit, by teiTestrial radiation. His state-

ments are mainly a reiteration of my own.
'Research the carburetter" in his letter has my partial

support, and I look forward to informative and not con-

troversial replies to his queries. P. F. JAREOLD.

5-11

HAHDIER NORTHERNERS?
Sir.—Whence this imdeserved laudation of the "hardier

Northerners "
?

Do we not remember the recent A.C.U. Six Days Trials
wherein three of these Northerners, riding machines made
up amongst the "rough stuff" and famed for stability, were
afraid 'to take a sporting cliAnCe on a little pimple down
south that even I (a mere Southerner) have often climbed
on a babv sidecar outfit ? UNCONVINCED.

Oxford".
_ .

. ,

Sir,—Oh, what an amiable sort of fellow " Southerner
"

must be! We surly bogs of the ' NoVth think he is' most
fortunately situated just where he, ; is—down south. He
seems to have a marvellous capacity for turning a friendly

jest into a most outrageous insult. I should advise him
to procure a waterproof cover for his littl« sailor hat, as.

some of the rain in which he so evidently enjoys riding

seerns to have penetrated to his brain. BN 4518

Lancaster.

Sir,—So the hot blood of the Southerner is again aroused

by the worthy comments of the "Lancashire Lad" with

regard to the respective merits of the Northern and Southern

rider.

Ah, well ! AVas there ever a page in history when absolute

agreement was reached between the denizens of the hills and
plains? I think not. And now the old, old question is

again reaped up, only this tjme with additions regarding the

manners of the Northerner. . . ;
>

.

. .

I am indeed desolated to think of the low opinion. held for

us by your worthy correspondent of the great metropolis

who rides his single-geared twx)-stroke on the Bath Road and
the " Street " after dark, and who, I fancy, is mistaking
manners for diplomacy.

If this is the case, I am in perfect agreement with him.
The people of the North are. (I regret to say it) not diplomatic.

They are too abrupt. They have forgotten the old adage

that a soft answer turneth away wrath, and they say just

what they think. If their parlour tricks are not all that

they should be, it is because of the fact that they spend
most of their time in the saddle. In any case, their hearts

are in the right place, and I am sure that none of them' bear
" Southerner " the slightest grudge for expressing lii-i

opinion. At least, they will not take it as an " insult."

With Mr. A. E. Jessop I can deeply sympathise. Being

a secretary to a motor club, his thoughts are bound to be

soured to a certain extent, but in any case, his geography
is quite wrong. He speaks of the North as being the centre

cf the motor cycle industry, yet unless Birmingham, Wolver-
hampton, and Coventry have shifted their moorings lately,

I have an idea that they are situated in the Midlands.

True, the Scott, the P. and M., and one or two others are

natives of the North, but they form a very minute proportion

of the motor cycle output, and .-I /lave heard of machines

being made in very close proximity to London,
Again, with regard to our professing to enjoy bad roads,

slag heaps, and the like, be that far from his mind. We

C3
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do not like them; they are merely a portion of the burdens
we are compelled to bear, and we bear them as cheerfully

as possible because of the delights which lie beyond.
But only in the industrial North are the eyesores to be

found. In the real country (by which I mean anything

North of Bradford and Leeds, and this is the district which
I conclude to be indicated by "I.xion"), one will find the

motor cyclist who delights in hills, cart-tracks, river-beds

and the like, v;\\a does not take them because he is forced,

but in a real spirit of discovery, in an attempt to find a

piece of ground over Avhich his machine will not take him
—the man who turns the bows of his 'bus still further

North, and who cannot bear to see a road snaking up the

side of a precipice without attempting the climb.

Skipton. PARK-EASH.

Sir,—I read with much amusement the letters from the

various injured Southerners which are the result of

".Ixion's" (knowing old cuss) proposal that riders in the

North are hardier than Southerners.
To put it plainly, it is, to my mind, a matter of .practice

or custom. Your Southerner has to ride at a grandfatherly

speed on billiard table roads, owing to the efforts of the

misguided set of nurses in blue uniform. On the other

hand, the Northerner is more often far from the" madding
crov'd (in blue).

Further, the Northerner is able to practise over rough

siirtaces, and so gets much more proficient than his Southern

brothers : consecjuently, the hill or boulder-strewn surface

which w-ould dismay the Southerner would be calmly at-

tempted by the other.

I sympathise with Mr. A. E. Jessop regarding the super-

tuned policemen, and it will perhaps be a consolation to

him to know that during a late motor show a party of

simple Northerners went through a well-known police trap

at speed, to e.xperience the thrill of such sport; and, beinc;

simple people from the country, they were not in full

possession of the rules of the game, and so did not stop,

to expose their birth-marks, etc., or as otherwise thought fit.

It is not a new experience to me to hear complaints after

a Northern trial from Southern riders to the effect that

the course has been "real murder." Q. R. SYLVESTER.

Sir,-—After the "Southern offensive" against "Ixion's"
remarks in a recent issue I must say a few words in his

support. As a Midlander now residing in the North I

have sampled roads in most parts of- the country on various

types of machines and under varied conditions. His remark
about " floundering over pot-holed setts and jietrified

kidneys " comes home to me very much at this time, which
is my first winter up North for many years. He also forgets

those steel skid-producers which some people use for run-

ning tramcars along. Though I liave slithered about the

wood setts in the heart of London and of Birniingham on
fixed geared "90 bores" and sampled the greasy lanes and
frost-covered tarmac of most counties iu England for about
fifteen years, there is one tjipe of journey I have not yet

raised- the slightest enthusiasm for—even on a machine very
near my ideal for ease of handling and steadiness (a stan-

dard Brough Superior)—that is, setting off for a night ride

in foggy. November drizzle over a road which has about forty

solid miles of pot-holey cobbles and tramlines, through Lan-
cashire traffic, with .a jjretty fair chance of landing under
an umpteen-ton steam waggon if you fall at the wrong
time ! No, one only has to ride for a short time up here
to say that the all-weather solo rider in Lancashire is a
very "stout fellow"—it's a very different thing to potter-
ing back from the " Hut " on a little two-stroke.
Oldham. BENUROW.

COMBINED PRIMARY AND IGNITION DRIVE.
Sir.— -I Sihould Vike to know, through the pages of your

valued paper, the opinion of other motor cyclists on the design
of a certain machine at the Olympia Show, in which the
power of the engine passes to the gear box via the armature
spindle of an M.L, ignition and lighting unit. The entire
load is borne'on this spindle as it is placed between the engine
and gear box, on the cjriviiig side of the chain, therefore,
becoming the fulcrum, the engine being the power and the
gear box representing the load. " MURCLUF."
London, E.IO.
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RECORDS BY PRIVATE OWNERS.
Sir,—I should like to suggest that next season records

might be set up at Brooklauds by private owners ; I am
sure that it would arouse a great deal of interest,

as it would show what a standard machine can do in

the hands of people who are in no way connected with the
trade. PRIVATE OWNER B.M.C.R.C.
London, E.C,2.

HOW TO CLIMB ALT-Y-BADY
Sir,—Judging from his letter, Mr. Wills has misunder-

stood my letter on Alt-y-Bady.
I certainly did not mean to imply that Mr. Wills was

throwing away any chances of making a clean climb by
taking the hill in second gear" in last year's Reliance Cup
Trial. I have seen Mr. Wills climbing Alt-y-Bady and other
hills far too often to infer anything of the sort.

What I meant to imply was that the only way for the
average rider to clirnb Alt-y-Bady was by taking the hill

as slowly as possible on a low gear ratio. As a matter of
fact I distinctly remember hearing Mr. Wills himself say
that Alt-y-Bady was not really difficult // tuhen sloivly on
a low gear ; and this was what I meant to be the main point
of my letter. I. WALTER BEVERS.

SEMI-SOLID TYRES.
Sir,—I have read the leaderette on " Solid Tyres ou

Toiu'ing Machines," in which you say " The difference in

the ' bounce ' of the former (pneumatic) and the dead thud
of the latter conveys its own story." There is " very little

more difference here than there is between the bounce of a

"Sorbo" unburstable ball and a piece of solid rubber.
- The former consists of a rubber casing filled with a
sponge-like rubber substance, and is an extremely "lively"
type of bouncing ball. A motor cycle tube filled with the
same substance should provide a tyre quite as resilient as

the pneumatic tyre at present in use, if not more so.

I am convinced that, with a little experiment in this

direction, an efficient motor cj'cle tyre could be produced.
Worcester, ' "fiORBIST."
[Sorbo pedal cycle tyres are already made.

—

Ed.]

FIRST TO CLIMB SKIDDAW.
Sir,—Mr. Rutherford (in his " Observations from the

North-West ") says tliat not long ago he saw a report in which
a rider claimed to have made the first ascent of Skiddaw.
If Mr. Rutherford can produce that statement I will con-

tradict it, but I think that if he takes the trouble to read
it instead of casting it aside with contempt he will find

that the report says, " We think we are right in saying
that this is the first time that Skiddaw has been climbed
with a sidecar and passenger."
He will note from the report that my machine was a

498 c,c. Zenith-Bradshaw with a bottom gear of 16^ to 1

—

not so low when you consider that some of the 750 c.c,

machines used a 25 to 1 in this year's English Six Days
Trials; Mr. Rutherford then says the ascent was made
quite recently by T. B. Westmoreland, R. Drinkall, W. B.

Little and R. Braithwaite, all on single-geared machines. I

suppose he can prove his statements, but iu any case I ask
him to make an appointment with me at Keswick any Sun-
day, when he can produce the machine and rider to prove
what he says. As this time of the year is ideal for proving
the efficiency of fixed-geared machines, "Oh, let it be
soon !

"

Being a member of clubs affiliated to the Northern Centre
and the North-Western Centre A,C.U., I competed in the
North-Western Centre Championship Trial this year, but
the Northern Centre Championship Trial was cancelled

through insufficient entries. Perhaps most" of the riders

were on picnicing jaunts.

Wrynose, Blae Tarn, etc., are not comparable with
Skiddaw for gradient or surface, which can easily be proved.

In closing I hope that Messrs, Westmoreland, Drinkall,

Little and Braithwaite will accept my apologies for being
brought into this matter. I am not belittling their riding
capabilities ; I am only challenging Mr. Rutherford's
statement.- A. JEPSON.
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GEARS OF 1912.

Sir,
—

" Lsion " alludes to hub gears as imitation alarm
clocks, etc.

The hub gear led up to the box gear, which is a vaef
improvement, of course, but in its day we were very glad
of the former. I don't know if " Ixion " ever had any. ex-
perience with one, and could not get or. with it. Maybe.
Anyway, its chief fault was that it needed a little ordinary
intelligence to keep it in trim. It was not, like the present-
day gear box, practically fool-proof.

1 have ridden thousands of miles with both the Sturmey-
Archer and Ai-mstrong, and had no particular trouble until
they wore out, and I have heard say that even the present
gears sometimes do that.

I can mention a much worse terror than a hub gear. Does
" lsion " remember the old " Benz "—I almost forget how to
spell it DOW—car with its series of belt gears like the over-
head shafting of an engineers' shop? "AN OLD 'UN."

Leioester.

Sir,—:I am the proud, also impecunious, possessor of a
10-year-old Triumph, and to have this spoken of and com-
pared to the' mind of a KafSr in this manner touches me
to the raw.

Comparisons are indeed odious ! True, there are vast
improvements in the present models, but "my imitation
alarm clock fixed in the back wheel " does not need the
treatment '' Ixion '

' prescribes. I give it a spot of oil

every 2,000 miles or so, and that is all. Adjustment is not
necessary save when taking out the back wheel, which I

admit is a nuisance, but only occurs rarely ; and gear chang-
ing is as easy as falling off a log. Silent and sure at any
speed. And I have obtained 54 m.p.h. out of this 10-year-

old. And all the other component parts of this machine
fall into line, to make it indeed a non-trouble 'bus.

1 "have just completed a 1,000-mile 8-day tour of Devon-
shire and South Coast from the Midlands—and never once
touched a spanner. (Kaffir, indeed !) This would be quite

a creditable performance for a 1922 'bus ; and I am
extremely doubtful if some of the 1922 makes will still

be going in 1932 as well as my trusty Triumph does at the

present day. I quite expect mine will even then be still

emulating Johnny Walker and going strong! B.C. 1499.

Leicester.

ABROAD OTSr AN AMERICAN MACHINE.
Sir,—From time to time one sees letters in which readers

describe their experiences with various machines. These
usually deal with English motor cycles ridden in England,
and it may be of interest to know of the behaviour of an
electrically-equipped Indian Scout in one of the Colonies.

Judging from what I have read, the word " colony " con-

jures up visions of frightful roads, abounding in potlioles

and young rocks, in the mind of the average motorist in

England, so before I give an account of my experiences with
the Scout, let me say that this little colony of Hong Kong
boasts of roads with a magnificent surface. Indeed, it is a
motorists' Paradise- in miniature, the only drawback lying in

the constant hill-climbing, many of these climbs being two
miles in length.
During the months of May, June, and July of this year I

rode a second-hand 1921 Indian Scout, taken over when it

had done about 2,000 miles. In this period I covered 1,900
miles, more than a thousand of which were with a pillion

passenger, and particulars of this mileage are here given :

—

Petrol consumed : 23 gallons (82 m.p.g.)
Oil consumed : 1^ gallons (1,250 m.p.g.).
Highest speed attained : 54 m.p.h. (with two up).
The machine had plenty of power and excellent accelera-

tion.

Troubles encouritei'ed were as follows :—

-

Kicistarter.-^The method of attachment was not sufficiently
sturdy, as on aU Scouts of 1920 and 1921. I think I am
perfectly safe' in saying this, because every Scout rider in

Hong Kong has experienced the same trouble, more or less.

Clutch.—:TroubIe with this was due to the previous owner's
harsh driving and lack of attention, as be omitted to oil the
gear box .as often as was required. Filing the clutch plates
to a perfectly even surface and regular oiling remedied the
defect.
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Electric Equ'ti>ment.—This gave trouble twice, again due
to the first owner's carelessness. A mysterious short
occurred m the battery box; this was easily cured. The
generator then refused to charge. The fault was thought to
be due to a defect in the wiring, but as changing it pro-
duced no difference the generator itself was attended to. The
trouble was then found to be pitted platinum points. When
these were filed down the generator regained its former
erhciency.

Points which might be improved are the angle of the foot-
rests, the ground clearauce, and the method of chain pro-
tection. A Cham-case like that fitted on the 1922 Harley
fiat twin. With the same .'jystem of chain-oiling, would be
very desirable.

I have not ridden a medium-weight to beat the Indian
bcout tor ease of cornering, power, and all-round efficiency,
coupled witn remarkable' silence, though there are one or
two which are more comfortable and slightly snioother-
running. leO. D'ALMADA, Jr.Hong Kong.

SILENT MACHINES OF LONG AGO.
Sir,—Eagerly we have awaited a fitting reply to "M D 's

"
amazing display of general " knowledge " in The Motor Cycle
of October 19th. "M.D.'s" proof that the fitting of a
silencer not only does not increase but actually decreases
back pressure is too funny to be allowed to pass unnoticed.
Uecause the uncovei'ing of a hole drilled in his exhaust

pipe, two inches from the port, made his machine run worse
than It did with this hole covered, therefore the fitting of a
silencer (he does not specify any type) will actually improve
the running of any machine. "So much for loss of power
through an e.xhaust box," he says, and settles the whole
question for ever—hut perhaps only to his own satisfaction.
Does he fail to comprehend that the uncovering of such

a bole would disturb the whole exhaust system, minimising
the " extractor " effect of a straight-through pipe and causing
innumerable eddies and other frictional disturbances in any
exhaust system? I have omitted the fact that, were the hole
in front, there would be a direct air current tending to pre-

.
vent the exit of the exhaust gases, because even "JNID."
might have realised this.

I would not exchange my 490 c.c. Norton for fifty 2^ h.p.
Clemeiit-Garrards, however many decades the Norton may
be behind the C.-G. in design.
Where would " M-.D." lihe his engine? Carried in a

separate vehicle?
London, S.W.9. NUISANCE (ne KNUT).

e:~

SECONDS COUNT, even in long distance records, and
the method of filling the oil-tank of J H. Mather's
record-breaking Rudge shows that this rider has realised

the fact.
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THREE-SPEED SCOTT SQUIRRELS.
Sir,—As an admirer of the Scott Squirrel, though not an

owner, may I ask why the three-speed gear box fitted to

the standard Scott for 1923 is not fitted to the Squirrel model
also ? It seems to me that this would even further improve
this already admirable machine. ALLAN HARTLEY.

H.P. OR FUEL TAX?
Sir,—It is evident from matter appearing in your corre-

spondence columns that there are motor cyclists who fail

to realise that a fuel tax would be a fair method of taxa-

tion, in so far that the contribution from each vehicle would
be proportional to road usage.

I do not agree with " XR 3295 " when he remarks that
because a man buys a motor cycle for pleasure, he should be
taxed. The Chancellor of the Exchequer does not intend
it to be a "pleasure " tax, otherwise the man who spends
£100 on a billiard table, for pleasure, should be in the same
category. Why not a £10 tax on all beer drinkers, irrespec-

tive of the quantity of beverage consumed by the individual?

Just as logical, isn't it

!

A. C. GILLMAN.

INTEREST ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Sir,—We were somewhat surprised at the contentions of

"Not Lfliely," on the easy payment question.

For many years we have conducted our own deferred
payments, and all we charge is 4 per cent, on the total

sum, or 5 per cent, on the balance, and we have always
had a system of discounts when account has been paid in

two, four aiid six months, and we have just increased this

to nine months. In addition, we have not insisted, as a

great many .firms do, on the client insuring tbe machine,
although we advise 'everyone that it is the proper course

to adopt.
The risks of easy payment business, and the costs of

running, are very considerable. We speak from experience,

our contention being that if this system was not in vogue
there would be far fewer motorists on the road.

The above calculations, we thinii you will find, work out
at 5' per cent, on the balance, 8| per cent, per annum, or.

4 per cent on the total s-um, 9 per cent, per annum, the
figures being calculated on the basis of one quarter down
and the balance in 12 monthly instalments.

R. RICHARDSON,
Secretary for Lajibs, Ltd.

Sir,—We were intensely amu=e(d at " Not Likely's " letter,

always assuming (as we must assume, since, so far as we are

aware, we are the only firm advertising these figures) that

his remarks refer to the Tripp Lightweight.

We have always had a very high opinion of the nerve dis-

played by most of the motor cycling fraternity, but we can

hardly appreciate it when exhibited in this new form. Sui'ely

ordinary courtesy v\'ould demand that one makes as sure as

possible of the facts before rushing into print, even under
the cloak of anonymity.
The fallacy in " Not Likely's " letter is that while £24 3s.

buys a Tripp motor cycle only, the deferred payment terms,

amounting in all to £27 10s., buy a Tripp motor cycle, plvs
a full insurance policy for twelve months, and include interest

charges at the rate of Is. lOd. per month. Your commercial
readers will, no doubt, see at a glance what ah enormous
profit this monthly figure produces after meeting the over-

head charges of receiving, recording, banking, and acknow-
ledging receipt of a large remittance like £1 17s. 6d.

"Perhaps "Not Likely" will oblige with another of his

lightning calculations and tell us how we do it?

J. K. CARRTJTH,
Managing Director,

The Tripp Cycle Co., Ltd.

PILLION RIDING IN SAFETY.
Sir,—Considerable experience of pillion riding has con-

vinced me that the best method, from the driver's point
of view anyhow, is when the passenger sits side-saddle on
an ordinary strapped-on cushion, and not on a sprung
pilHon seat. Whether the majority of passengers agree is

another matter. NOAH.
London, N.W.8.

C6

Sir,—I quite agree with " A.B.C." that side saddle is the
best and safest style of pillion riding. I have done scores
of miles with my wife up oVi my AUon, and if we come to
a stiff hill she can just slide oif and walk on to the top
without my stopping the machine. 0. H. HILL.
Wiveliscombe.

Sii")—If Mr. Killingbeck will make a trial of an ordinary
saddle fixed to the carrier on a motor bicycle he will soon
find out why this shape is not suitable. In order to clear
various obstructions, such as the carrier and driver, the
passenger's knees have to be considerably wider apart than
those of the driver, which fact alone makes an ordinary
saddle rather uncomfortable.
We agree, of course, that the ordinary pillion seat is not

suitable for astride riding, and have conducted very many
experiments with a view to evolving the best seat for the

J. SHELLY,
JWanager, Saxessories, Lid.

Sir,—Your correspondent, "A.B.C," expresses rather
amusing views when he says that in emergencies a side-
saddle passenger of a motor cycle can alight, and thus only
the rider may come to grief. Has it occurred to " A.B.C."
that alighting from a machine travelling at speed is much
harder than it seems? Besides, it would upset the balance
of the motor cycle and thus probably bring about an acci-

dent which might otherwise have been avoided.
" A.B.C." has touched 68 m.p.h. with his passenger-seated

side-saddle, and, in my opinion, had an emergency then
arisen, the passenger would have been just- as badly hurt
through jumping ott as by hanging on.

In the course of the last six years I have covered about
20,000 miles with tandem passengers, who have always been
seated astride, with feet resting on firmly-fixed footrests. I

find I can attain higher speeds with a passenger than with-
out, as the additional weight makes for steadiness.
In ail, I have had about half-a-dozen crashes, and only in

one of these was I carrying a passenger. This happened in

Hong Kong, China, and may interest your readers. The
doubting Thomases will, no doubt, ridicule me, but I have
eye-witnesses.

Three of us were speeding along on a fine stretch of road-
way skirting the sea, when the leader got speed wobble at

about 46 ni.p.h. He crashed just ahead ~of me. I had no
alternative but to ride over his machine, yelling to my pas-

senger to hang on. Unfortunately, the Tan-Sad he hiing on
to was not firmly fixed to the carrier (which was not tubu-
lar), and so, when we bumped, Tan-Sad and passenger went
sailing into the air, to land, after a couple of somersaults,

in the sea! The miracle of it is that I was not unseated,

and continued for a few yards before coming to a stop. -I
think i rode over the back stand and rear wheel of the other

macliine. " KOWLOON HARLEY."
London, E.C.2.

DDaDDDDDDDDaDDaaDnDDaDDnanDDDD
n Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, n
n .Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

^ ** MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." ^
P The standard handbook of the motor cycle. _ D

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. Q
n " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." Q

Second Edition. Just Published.
~ «

Q Price net, 2/6. By post^ 2/9. «
n " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." =!
II Eighth Edition. Price net, 2./-. By post, 2/3.

'-'

^ " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." °
iJ Fifth Edition. Just Pubhshed. Price net, a/-. B> oost, 2/3. O
P " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES.'* D
O By " I-xiQN," of The Motor Cycle. ', Q
Q Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. qn Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. q
n " THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. n
^ Set of ThreeMaps—England and Wales, Scotland^ Q
^ London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. r~»

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and 11
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8, '-'

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. ^1

P With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. D
Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., P
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,-or of leading Booksellers O

and Railway Bookstalls. Q
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CURRENT CHAT Grrsly)
Flying Motor Cyclists.

In France a club has been formed to

encourage motor gliding.

After the Club Dinner.
Seen on the Birmingham-Warwick

road : A leather-clad, be-helmetted and
be-goggled speedman vainly attempting

to inflate one of the security bolts of his

Norton.

Organisation oi Paris-Nics Trial.

Next year's Paris-Nice trial will be held

in the middle of February. The whole
control will be in the hands of M. Bonnet,

102, Rue de Charonne, Paris, the general

secretary of the Motocycle C'luh de

France.

A New Era !

Among the novelties of the Show, as

discovered by a Sunday newspaper, were
a " £25 cycle and sidecar for the family

"

and a " machine capable of pulling out to

200 m.p.h." Certainly (still quoting from
the same source) " Olympia presents the

vision of a new era."

Road Improvements.
In-connection with the proposed British

Empire Exhibition numerous road im-

provements are being made in the neigh-

bourhood of Wembley Park, Kingsbury,
and Neasd«n.

Where the Ford Shines.
That the most efficient car headlamps

are not always the most dazzling is proved
by the fact that motor cyclists often com-
plain that Ford cars are the worst
offenders of all.

Sleeve Valves for Tndia.
" Push the sleeve valve engine for all

you are worth," says a correspondent in

India, " It is tlie engine for the East."

New Officers of the A.A.
Owing to his appointment as a member

of -H.M. Government, Sir William Joyn-
son-Hicks, Bt., M.P., D.L., has had to

tender his resignation as Chairman of

the A.A. and M.U. Lt.-Col. Charles
Jarrott, O.B.E., who for a long time
occupied the post of Chairman of the
Motor Cycling Club, has been elected to

fill the vacant position. Lt.-Col. Sir

Walter Gibbons, K.B.B., D.L., and the
late Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Charles
JlcWhirter,' will be Vice-Chairmen, and
Mr. W. Ballin Hinde fills the post of Hon.
Treasurer.

A "Sporting" Sidecar.
A new use for the sidecar—and its

"silencer"—is described by an Australian
contributor to The Field tlus week. In
a reference to the shooting of bush fowl
he writes :

—
" In this district the .bush

fowl usually lie up near the road in the
evening, and on one occasion, when we
had nothing to do, my boss suggested
that he should drive up the road with
me in the sidecar armed with a 12-bore,

trusting that the noise of the motor
would put the birds up. . . . We saw
only a brace ; the first got up about
fifteen yards away and rather in front
(we were doing about twelve miles an
hour), and I missed him. Another got
up in the same place, so I swung round
in the sidecar and loosed off the choke,

and down he came."

Exclusively Social.
The newly-formed Wigan M.C.C. caters

for sidecarists only.

Essential Spares.
A correspondent in tlie East sends a long

list of spares and equipment which he
deems it wise to carry. After enumerat-
ing them all, one by one, he concludes,
"and lastly, an orderly, who can help
with repairs."

IHcjt l^eai-'s (Toiiipetitiou

IproGramnie.

ESTABLISHING A NEW RECORD. This driver and passenger rode from Prague,
Czecho-Slovakia, a distance of nearly 1,000 miles, in order to visit Olympia. Such

enthusiasm would be hard to beat even among British riders.

6-12

Provisional dates for various im-
portant and open competitions during
1923 have now been arranged as
follows :^
Sat., Feb. 24th—Colmore Cap Trial.
Wed., Mar. 14th— A.C.U. Stock
Machine Trial.

Sat., Mar. 17th—Victory Cup Trial.

Sat., Mar. 24th—Essex M.C. Hill
Climb.

Easter Monday, April 2nd—Northern
Centre Hill Climb.

Sat., April 7th—Western Centre
Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 14th—Wessex Centre
Speed Trials.

Sat., April 21st — Eastern Centre
Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 28th — North-Eastern
Centre Reliability Trial.

Sat.,MaySth—South Midland Centre
Speed Trials or Hill Climb.

Sat., .May 12th—Midland Centre
Reliability Trial or Hill Climb.

Fri., May 18th-19th—M.C.C. London-
Edinburgh Run.

Whit-Monday, May 21st—North Lon-
don M.C.C. London Rally.

Sat., May 25th—Northern Centre
Reliability Trial.

Mon., June 11th—Junior T.T. Race.

Wed., June 13th—Lightweight and
Sidecar T.T. Races.

Fri., June I5th—Senior T.T. Race.
Sat., June 23rd—M.C.C. Team Trial
for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.

Sat., June 23rd — South-Western
Centre Reliability Trial.

Sat., June 30th—Yorkshire Centre
Reliability Trial.

Sat., June 30th—East South Wales
Centre Speed Trials.

Thurs., July 5th—Eastern Centre
Speed Trials.

Sat., July 7th—Midland Centre Re-
Uability Trial.

Sat., July 14th—South-Eastern Centre
Reliability Trial.

Sat., July 31st—B.M.C.R.C. 500
Miles Race.

Sat., July 21st — North-Western
Centre Trial.

Sat., July 21st— Yorkshire Centre
Speed Trials.

Sat., July 28th—North Wales Centre
Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 4th—East Midland Centre
Speed Trials.

Mon., Aug. 6th—West-South Wales
Centre Speed Trials.

Wed., Aug. 29th, to Wed., Sept. 5th

—

A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Oct. 13th—East Midland Centre
Paskell Cup Trial.

Sat., 27th—Cheshire Centre Reliance
Cup Trial.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.

Elastic for Saddle Suspension.

Underneath the detachable

leather top of the new

Lycett saddle is a network

of elastic rubber cords, thus

giving a very flexible and comfortable seat.

(Lycett Saddle and Motor Accessories Co.,

Ltd., Bromley Street, Birmingham.)

Foiling the Motor
Thief.

To make the ways of the motor cycle thief

more difficult a combination letter lock for

the carburetter levers is marketed by the

Firmus Co., Ltd., 4-6, Earl Street, West-

minster, London, S.W.I. The idea

suggests possibilities.

Swivelling Valve Cap Radiator

1%.

To allow an extensive radiator to be fitted

in a proscribed space, the finned portion of

the F,E.W. valve cap cooling tower swivels

into any desired position. 7s. 6d. (F.E.W.

Patents Co., 217, Gordon Road, Peckham,

London, S.E.I 5.)

C 8

Neat Mechanical Horn.

Two good features

of the latest Pen-

nant mechanical

horn are its neat

clip and its "clean"

appearance. 27s. 6d.

(Pennant Manu-

facturing Co., Ltd..

Watery Lane,

Birmingham.)

Clean and Workmanlike.

Considerable neatness now characterises the

head lamp and battery of the M-L Maglita

combined lighting and ignition set. (M-L

Magneto Syndicate, Ltd., Victoria Works,

Coventry.)

Copper Electrode Plug.

With the exception of a nickel tip, the whole

central electrode of the new touring Sphinx

sparking plug is of copper. (Sphinx Manu-

facturing Co., Ltd., Bradford Street,

Birmingham.)

Saddle Type Pillion Seat.

Terrys have now produced a pillion seat on

the lines of their well-known spring saddle

with the addition of a handle. 63s.

(Herbert Terry & Sons, Ltd..

Redditch.)

Valve Spring Replacement
Facilitated.

Valve springs compressed and tied up with

the Nesthill tool are easily replaced. With

" needle " and twine the device costs 3s. 9d.

(Ernest H. Hill, Ltd., Sheffield.)

Combined Grid and Fuel Can
Carrier.

Underneath the Linco sidecar luggage grid

is a rack to carry a spare tin of petrol.

12s. (F. Line and Co., 12-14, Buckingham

Street, Birmingham.)

i8-24
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Whos Who zzz ^
Motor. Cycle ^)rld!1

Brief Biographies of Personalities Associated with the Motor Cycle Movement.

Cyril George Pullin, Kngineer,
Brooklands.—C. G. Pullin was born
at Wandsworth, and is 29 years old.

He has accomplished many outstanding
performances both before and since

the war, solo and sidecar. In 1913
and 1914 he won seven cups in nine

races, and in the latter year won the

Senior T.T. on a Rudge-Multi. In

1913, on a similar machine, he set up
new 6 hour record figures, while more
later achievements include 91.68

m.p.h mean speed on a 350 c.c.

Douglas. He was the first rider to

exceed 100 m.p.h. on a 500 c.c. motor cycle by official

timing. His favourite type of machine is a solo mount,
and his hobbies are shooting and golf.

<;> .^ <j^ <>

Tom Corbett de la Hay, Engineer,
Wolverhampton.—T. C. de la Hay was
born at Koss, Herefordshire, and is

33- years of age. He has been a suc-

cessful prize winner in motor cycle

competitions over a long period. He
won the Senior T.T. in 1920, was a

member of the team winning the team
prize in the 1914 T.T., and in 1922
won a gold medal in the T.T., ,a

,

gold medal in the Colmore Gup
competition, and a similE^r award in

the English Six Days Trials. He has
jlso won awards too numerous to mention in ' hill-climbs;

speed events, etc. His present mount is a Sunbeam. His
favourite type of machine is a 500 c.c. sports single.

$- o o <s>

, ,^ John Arthur' Watson=Bourne, Motor
Agent, Atherstone.—Watson-Bourne is

barely 27 years of age, but he has had
experience with some of the earliest

types of motor cycles, for two of his

early machines were a 1902 Minerva
and a Griffon-Zedel. During 1922 he
has ridden a Brough Superior with
great success. He was second in the
Junior T.T., 1920, and fifth in. the

Senior T.T. Present mounts : 976 c.c.

Brough-Superior, two Blackburne engined sporting machines
and an old 499 c.c. Singer. Favourite type of machine

:

Big solo twin. Hobbies : Golf, fishing, shooting, motoring
of any sort. <S> <j> <S> <j>

~
,

John Westwood Wills, Motor Cycle

i.,
J '\ and Car Competition Driver, Wrex

ham.—Westwood Wills, born at Up-
hoUand 28 years ago, first came into
prominence by gaining a gold medal
in the Scottish Six Days Trials of
1919. He was one of two solo riders
who climbed the Wrymore Pass suc-
cessfully in the Cumberland Open
-Trial, 1921, and amongst his many suc-

cesses in reliability trials is the win-
ning of a gold medal, the North Wales
Challenge Cup, the Powell Challenge

Cup, and the North Wales Championship in the N. Wales
Open. Trial this year. Favourite type of machine : 350 c.c.

solo, or sidecar. Hobby : Freak hill-climbing.

2-8

George Brough, Motor Cycle Manu-
facturer, Nottingham. — Few riders
have so fine a record of successes in

competitions of all sorts as George
Brough, who possesses 89 gold medals
and 34 cups. He was successful in

the London to Edinburgh and back
run three years in succession—1910,
1911, and 1912. He piloted a single-

geared machine throughout the 1912
Scottish Six Days Trials under The
Motor Cycle observation without open- __
ing a toolbag. Three appearances at this year's Brooklands
have given him three firsts. Present mount : Brough Supe-
rior. Favourite type of machine : Big twin.

<> o o <s>

Fred W. Dixon, Motor and Motor
Cycle Agent, Middlesbrough.—F. W.
Dixon, who was born at Stockton-on-

.

Tees thirty years ago, has been par-
ticularly successful with high-powered
machines, both in this country and
abroad. Among his major successes
are the following : 1st in the Scottish
Championship 1,000 c.c. Class, 1919;
1st in the Yorkshire Championship
1,000 c.c. Class, 1921 and 1922; 2nd
in Senior T.T., 1921 ; 2ud in 500 Mile
Race, 1921 ; 3rd in the Belgian Grand
Prix^ 1921; and 4th in the French
Grand Prix, 1921. Present mount : 998 c.c. Harley-David-
son. Favourite type of machine : Big twin.

<> -^ <j> <>
Howard Raymond Davies, Wolver-

hampton.—H. E. Davies, born in
Birmingham, and 27 years of age,
has scored many successes with ma-
chines of relatively small power.
His greatest achievement was his win
in the 1921 Senior T.T. with a Junior
machine, i.r., 349 c.c. A.J.S. He
was second in the Junior T.T., and
the first rider in the world to attain
a speed of 80 m.p.h. on a 350 c.c.

machine. He came in second in the
1914 Senior T.T. on a Sunbeam, and
was in the winning team. Davies has won trophies for
swimming. He drives a Cubitt car, but his favourite type
of motor cycle is one of the 350 c.c. o.h.v. pattern. Hob-
bies : Riding, tennis, motoring.

<j> <5> <=> O
Ernest Searle, Trade Rider and

Fitter, Sheffield.—Searle, wlio was
born in Sheffield 23 years ago, has
been very successful in post-war re-

liability trials. Outstanding perform-
ances have been his winning of the
Raleigh Cup for speed, hill-climbing,

and reliability, a performance which
gave him the coveted motor cycling-

championship of the North. This
year he made the best individual solo

performance in the Six Days Trials

on a 348 c.c. Sheffield-Henderson.
Present mount : 492 c.c. Sunbeam. Favourite type of

machine : Single-cylinder sports. Hobby : Photography.

c 9
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THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PARLIAMENT.
A.C.U. General Committee Meeting. A Cycle Car Race Proposed for 1923.

Attention to be paid to Silencing.

THE fourtli meeting of the 1922 ses-

sion of the Auto Cycle Union held at

the Royal Automobile Club on Fri-

day last, continued for four hours, under
the able chairmanship of Col. Brereton.
Perhaps the most interesting matter

brought up was *^he proposal, arising out

of the report of one of the competition
committee meetings, which dealt with a

cycle car T.T. race in 1923.

The A.C.IT. and the R.A.C.

In tlie course of the discussion which
followed Mr. T. W. Loughborough
pointed out, in reply to Major Axford,
who considered cycle cars of the four-

wheel type to he outside the A.C.U.'s
scope, that it was the Union's duty to

look after all vehicles used by the poorer
classes. Since the war the A.C.U. had
catered for three-wheelers and the E.A.C.
for four-wheeled cycle cars, a simple
arrangement ; but on the Continent the
original definition had been adhered to,

which involved n. capacity limit of 1,100
c.c. and a weight limit. In France this

liad resulted in the French Government
accepting this F.I.CM. original defini-

tion in its taxation scheme, with the re-

sult that the French four-wheel cycle car
u'as taxed on the same basis as a motor
cycle. Also, a further effect had been
the losing by England of a number of
cycle car records. - This week the matter
was under discussion at the Congress of
the International Association of Recog-
nised Autonioliile Clubs, and if the old

F.I. CM. regulation was upheld, the
A.C.U. would' have an excellent case

with the E.A.O. in persuading it to

recognise the old definition. The matter
was eventually adjourned until such time
as the coiitrol of such -vehicles was again

in the hands of the A.C.U.

Record Conditions to be Revised.

Under the same heading, it was an-

nounced that a special sub-committee
had been appointed to deal with the

regulations under which records should
be run, and it was also reported that
representatives of manufacturers and of

the Institution of Automobile Engineers
were to be invited to attend a sub-com-
mittee to deal with the all-important

question of silencers.

A fTopos of receiving subscriptions

towards a trophy to perpetuate the
memory of the late Mr. Alec Ross, it was
pointed out by the secretary- that as the
affairs of the late vice-president of

the Union were in a not very happy
condition, it would be more suitable,

when further details were- known, to

collect funds towards the education of
the deceased's children, which was
agreed.

Much time was occupied in discussing

the advisability of the A.C.U. running
its own Gazette ' for free distribution

among its own members. This idea had
clearly the support of the management
committee, but it was by no means certain
that those present were unanimously in

favour of the idea. It was finally left to

the management committee to go into the

matter thoroughly and report to the nest
meeting.

The Year's Work.

Dealing with the preparation of the

report of the A.C.U.'s v\rork during the

past season, Mr. T. W. Loughborough
mentioned that for the first time in the

history of automobilism all organisa-

tions had worked together in harmony in

their efforts to secure a more equitable

form of taxation. Six thousand home
and nine hundred' foreign tours had been
worked out by the Touring Department.
One thousand members had availed them-
selves of the Get-you-home Scheme, and
four hundred cases had been dealt with
under the free legal defence arrange-

'

ment. -
•

After the accounts had been gone
through, which incidentaOy showed that

the A.C.U. competitions were run in

such a manner as just to pay their way,
the date of the annual general meeting

, was decided. This will be held on Fri-

day, January 19th, at 2.45 p.m., at the

Royal Automobile Club.

'The following clubs were affiliated to

the parent body :—Wessex Centre : De-
vizes and District M.C., Melksham and
District M.O., and Southwick M.C.C.

;

E. Midland Centre : Gainsborough and
District M.C.C; N.W. Centre: N.
Liverpool M.C.C. ; and S. Midland Cen-

tre : St. Albans and District M.C.C.

AN AMATEUR RACE IN THE I.O.M.
Manx Motor Cycle Club to Organise a Race over the T.T. Course next September,

AMATEUR speedmen will welcome
the news that it is practically cer-

tain that an amateur road race over
the T.T. course will materialise next
year. Since the idea was first mooted
the Jlanx i\LCC. has been convinced that

it is possible satisfactorily to define the
term amateur and has framed provis-

ional regulations based upon the sugges-

tions put forward by The Motor C'l/cle

when the race was proposed last spring.

Nothing has yet been definitely settled,

except that an open competition permit
has been promised by the Auto Cycle
Union. The purpose for which the per-

mit was required was made quite clear

to the governing body, and the difference

between a promise and a grant may be
accepted that in the former case the

actual date had not been fixed. It is to

be assumed that immediately the date is

decided, the promised permit will be

granted to the Manx Motor Cycle Club.

Many motor cyclists are doubtful

whether a purely amateur race is a prac-

ticable proposition, and discussion on this

point is bound to occur. ^

Now that the governing body appears

to be amicably inclined towards the race

and no friction is likely to occur between
the Manx Club and "the A.C.U., The
Motor Cycle repeats its former offer to

provide a trophy for the premier award.

MOTOR TAXATION REFORM.
Opposition by Industrial Motor Users to the Petrol Tax.

THE Memorandum in favour of motor
spirit taxation signed by eleven
organisations representing all classes

of motor vehicle users, including, of

course, the R.A.C., the A.A. & M.U.,
and the. A.C.U., which has been pre-

viously referred to in these pages, is

shortly to.be considered by the Depart-
mental Cbnunittee appointed for that
purpose, but considerable opposition has
been received from the users of industrial

motor vehicles to a scheme of taxation

based on the amount of motor spirit used,
with a smaller vehicle tax.

Fair to All.

What has happened is that, although
road usage as a basis of taxation is

both logical and equitable, the big
transport . concerns cannot see any virtue
in a system which means that they might
have to pay more. The Motor Taxation

Reform Committee feels that the Corf-

raercial Motor Users' Association would
have best served the interests of the com-
mercial vehicle community by accepting

the opportunity of supporting a scheme
which it must know is fair to the- vast

majority of commercial idotor users, even
though it may be that the large road

users—^whether motor omnibus, heavy
lorry, private, motor car, or motor cycle

—

must pay proportionately the larger taxes.

T4-20
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ROYAL VISIT TO THE SHOW.
H.R.H. the Duke of York Inspects Representative Motor Cycle Exhibits

ON Friday last at 10.30 a.m. in

glorious weather H.R.H. the Duke
•- of York paid a- visit to the Motor

Cycle Show in company with his equerry,

Flight-Commander Louis Greig.

He was received by Sir Harold
Bowden, President of the Motor Cyclg
Manufacturers' Union, and Mr. H. E.
Watling, the manager. His Royal High-
ness was first of all conducted to the
Morgan stand, where he took a great
interest in the plated Morgan runabout
which is equipped with an Anzani engine,
the same make as was fitted to the Duke's
racing machine. He then visited the
Norton, Beardmore, and B.S.A. stands.

A True Miniature.

On the Rudge stand he spent
some considerable time talking to Mr.
Victor Holroyd, and there -closely

examined the one-twelfth size model- of

a Rudge sidecar outfit made for the
Queen'5 doll-house. He remarked to Mr.
Holroyd that number plates were devoid
of numbers, so Mr. Holroyd replied that
he presumed London iimnbers would
have, to be . fixed. "Not at all,"

smilingly replied His Royal Highness,
" the King's vehicles require no numbers
at all." He spent some time chatting
with Mfi Durican Watson on the Harley-
Davidson stand, then proceeded to take
great interest in the Argson invalid tri-

cycles and closely exainined the A.J.S.
stand, where the Dorway folding side-car
was demonstrated to him. He next spent
a little time talking with Mr. W. H.
Wells, and mentioned to him that he
thought the red finish of the Indian was
a considerable asset to the firm as it ren-
dered the machine easily distinguishable
on the road. The O.E.C.-Blackburne
taxi also occupied his attention. He
then proceeded to the stand of Douglas

H.R.H. the Duke of York, who is patron ot the Auto Cycle Union, showed keen interest

in the exhibits at Olympia.

Motors, Ltd., and spent a few minutes
in conversation -with Mr. S. L. Bailey,

asking to be introduced to PuUin and
Emerson, who a;re joint holders of

57 n-orld's records.

It was particularly gratifying to note

that the Duke of York did not neglect

the smaller stands, as he spent a con-

siderable period having the interesting

G.S.D. explained to hinx.

Nor did the accessories escape H.E.
Highiiess's notice, for he made a com-
plete tour of the Gallery, where he
had Le Vack presented to him. It is

clear that the patron of the A.C.LT. takes
great interest in motor cycle racing.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" FILM.
NUMEROUS visitors to the Show

went to the Broadway Cinema,
Hammersmith, last week and there

viewed The, Motor Cycle film, which was
exceedingly well received. Hearty
applause greeted many of the incidents

in the film, and the appearance of the
popular winners of the T.T. races was
vociferously acclaimed.
During the week an application for the

film has been received from the Eton
Scientific Society for an early date in

December, stating that if the 1922 film

was not available the 1921 edition would
be just as acceptable. An application for

the film has also been received from

France, and it is quite possible that at

the end of its British tour the film wiU
go to certain Continental clubs. An ap-

plication has been made for the 1921 film

to be shown in Australia.
To-day the Southern film is being ex-

hibited by the Aberdare and District

M.C.C. at Haggers Kosy Cinema, Market
Street, Aberdare ; on Friday by the
Blaina and District M.C.C, at the

Gaiety, Blaina, and on Saturday by the
same club at the Empress, AberfiUery.
The Northern film was shown at South-
port yesterday, and will be on view by
the Widnes M.C.C. at the Co-operative
Hall, Widnes, this evening ; on Friday,

by J. M. Mottershead, 157, Palatine
Road, West Didsbury, and on Saturday
by the County High School Old Boys'
Club, ^16, Market Street, Altrincham, near
Manchester.
Next week the Southern film will be

exhibited by the Gloucester M.C. and
L.C.C. at the Theatre de Luxe, Glouces-
ter, and on the 14th by the Richmond
and District M.C. at the Princes Hall,
Richmond, while the Northern film will

be shown by the Cosy Cinema Co., Co-
operative Hall, Queen's Ferry, near
Chester, on Monday, the llth, and by th!>

Shirebrook M.C. at the Shirebrook
Empire on Thursday, the 14th.

CHATER-LEA TRACK SUCCESSES.
THOUGH possessing an enviable and

world-wide reputation for reli-

ability, the finn of Chater Lea, Ltd.,
has until the present rigidly abstained
from speed events. It is now to be re-

corded that the first Chater-Lea record

attempts have been rewarded with
brilliant success. Using a 348 c.c. o.h.v.

Blackburne engine (also a new departure
for the firm), W. D. Marchant, on a

Chater-Lea sidecar outfit, captured the 50
miles record, time 50m. 21.92s., and
the one hour—57 miles 1,305 yards, aver-

aging 59.26 m.p.h. for the 50 miles, and
57.74 m.p.h. in the hour.
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AN ITALIAN TWO-STROKE.
The 349 c.c. Garelli Now Available in England.

THOUGH described in TJie Motor
Cycle immediately after its success

in the 350 c.c. class of the French
Grand Prix, a further reference to the un-

conventional Garelli two-stroke cannot
fail to be of interest, especially as the

makers are now represented in England.
Few examples of departures from

accepted practise, such as the Garelli is,

have attained success at the very out-set

of their careers, but with this machine
success was obtained not only in the small

field at Sti-asbourg but in a much larger

and more dangerous one of 39 riders on the
Monza track in the Gran Premio delle

Nazioni. It must be mentioned here that

the engine design is not actually novel
and owed its origin to an English in-

ventor, but the Cavaliere Garelli was the
first to adapt the principle to a motor
cycle engine.

Two Pistons on One Rod.

Briefly the Garelli engine (50x89 mm.)
has two cylinders with clear air space be-

tween, two pistons and a common com-
bustion chamber. Of the two pistons

which are of chrome nickel steel the right-

hand one has a flat top and the left-

hand one a domed top, which acts Ss a
deflector and prevents turbulence. These
pistons, which are, of necessity, very
long, are connected at their base by a
single gudgeon pin in the centre of which
works the small end of the single con-

necting rod.

On the mixture supplied by a one-lever

Zenith carburetter (fitted with additional

extra air inlet) being drawn into the crank
case and compressed, the transfer port,

which is inside the cylinder (actually in

the dividing wall between the two) is un-

covered by the left-hand piston, fills the

left-hand cylinder and the combustion
chamber and helps to excel the residue of

burnt gases in the right-hand cylinder as

the exhaust port is still uncovered ; the

pistons then rise and compress the charge

which is fired by the plug in the left-

f^ iVIarketed edition of the 349 c.c. Garelli.

A cylindrical gear-driven magneto is housi

the crank case.

sed in

hand cylinder, but as there is a common
combustion chamber both pistons receive
the explosion pressure.

Following the tendencies of modern
Italian design unit construction is fol-

lowed, but otherwise the low.er part of

the engine follows standard two-stroke
practice in the main, but there are two
inside flywheels, one of which incorporates

a most in-

genious trans-

mission shock
absorber.

A s t a r -

shaped piece
forms part of

the main shaft
and between
the points of

the stars there
engage corre-

s p o n d i n g
spring - loaded
plungers, which
work in steel

bushes in the
flywheel of the
racing engine,

while in the
Diagram showing the double case . of the
piston and cylnder. The fly- touring engine
wheels are carried oa ball- a disc clutch

bearings mounted on fixed pattern s.hock

bosses to the crank case. absorber is em-
ployed. Par-

ticular meniion should be majde of the

clutch, wfiich is qf the niulti-disc variety

and is entirely enclosed in the unit, which,
of course, contains the first reduction gear
by spur wheels' and the change .speed

gears.' ; ' ' '

Ma?neto Completely Enclosed;
Equally as neat as the clutch is the

Mea'-Garelli magneto, which is likewise

entirSy enclosed in tlie unit, but is easily

detachable therefrom.
The result of this design is that the

whole of the mechanism is enclosed and
the only visible moving part is the final

transmission chain.

Not the least interesting part of the
machine is the internal expanding brake
in the back hub, which possesses two sets

of shoes, with the result that two inde-

pendeiit brakes are incorporated in the

one shell, each separately controlled.

Detachable wheels are fitted, and the

front forks, which are of a special

design, are extraordinarily flexible.

AU controls are entirely enclosed, no
naked wires being_ visible, while the

change speed lever acts directly on the
gear box, there being no intermediate
toggles or rods. ".;:,

Owing to the high-class finish and the
fact that there is a heavy import duty on ,

the machine the price is nigh, being £135.
Now that the Garelli has arrived in

England its road performances will be as
eagerly awaited as its victories in races
were acclaimed in" the most important
Continental events during the past season.
A. F. Lago, Ltd., 2. Featherstone Build-
ings, High Holborn, London, W.C.I, are
handling the machine.

Grand Prix pattern of the Garelli with

twi» exhausu pipes.

G l6
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DEVELOPED AT BROOKLANDS.
Trump Models with Single^ and Twin-cylinder Eng nes.

PRODUCED at a comparatively small

factory. Trump motor cycles owe
their success mainly to two reasons :

firstly, that the said small factory is with-

in easy reach of Brooklands track, and

secondly that their designers are practical

riders whose successes on road and track

date from the founding of the B.M.O-K.C.
and even before that period.

One of the most attractive of the 1923

Trump machines is the 346 c.o. model,

fitted with a 70x90 mm. sports J.A. P.
engine. Its lines are symmetrical, and
it has -a most pleasing appearance, and

.

though it departs little from aoeepted
principles it embodies" several excellent

features.

In company- with many other makes,
the question of silence has received very
careful attention. Placed as close to the
exit of the exhaust gases from the cylinder
as possible is an oval expansion chamber
possessing an area more than four times
the capacity of the cylinder, while the
tail pipe is carried rearward to a point
beyond the level of the rear wheel
spindle.

Pannier Tanks.

Mention should also be made of the
tank design, which is unconventional. A
flat sheet of steel is bent over the top
tube ^ and bolted beneath the secondary
frame tube, while each half of the tank
is attached by rivets and soldering to
ea-oh side. The oil tank , is a separate
unit built into the offside tank compart-
ment, so there is no danger of leakage.
The result of this design is that the two
tanlrs sit astride the two upper frame
tubes are immensely strong, have no in-

I c.c. Trump ; a powerful solo single

ternal soldered .joints, and ai'e free from
leaks. Each tank is connected to a com-
mon pipe with the usual taps, allowing
either or both tanks to be used. Two
gallons of petrol and three-quarters of a
gallon of oil are carried. In this model
a Webb front brake is fitted, while the
rear brake is of the shoe type acting on
a dummy belt rim.

Closely resembling the 546 c.c. machine
is the J.A.P.-engined 488 c.c. model,
85.5 X 85 mm. Both have the close ratio
Sturmey-Archer gear boxes incorporating
a transmission shock absorber, but the
larger machine has not onlv the Webb
front brake but the Chater Lea back hub,
which incorporates an internal expanding
brake, and both hubs possess knock-out
spindles.

Both machines have Lycetts racing
saddles, of which the peak as well as the
rear portion is sprung.

^**te«:«c..«*ilA!*-

In addition to these models, Trump
Motors, Ltd., Foxlake Works, Byfleet,

Surrey, produce a fast twin-cj-Under,

which may be had either with the 770 c.c.

J.A.P. engine (76 x 85 mm.) or the 976 c.c.

(85.5x85 mm.) super-sports J.A.P. en-

gine ; the latter has a guaranteed speed
of 80 m.p.h. This machine is also suitable

for pulling a sidecar.

Finally, the 996 c.c. Anzani-engincd
racing model must be mentioned. The
engine is of the most efficient design,

having overhead valves (four per cylinder),

and a bore and stroke of 83x92 mm. It

was on one of these machines that Col.

R. ISr. Stewart broke the Class E. two
hours' record on June 14th this year.

Trump prices for next year are:—
346 c.c. sports model, £70 ; 488 c.c. model,
£95; 770 c.c. twin-cylinder model, £120;
and the 996 c.c. Anzani-engined racer,

£135.

THE ONLY TWO-STROKE V-TWIN.
Detail Improvements in the 1923 Stanger. Bigger Tyres and Better Brakes.

UNIQUE in being the only two-stroke

machine which has a V-twin engine,

giving the same torque impulse

sequence as a four-cylinder four-stroke.

the 558 c.c. Stanger is a thoroughly prac-
tical machine, with a very satisfactory
spring frame, as we have proved from
personal experience. Its makers, more-
over, are so confident of the 1923 model

Stanger V-twin two-stroke, with spr.ng frame

mechanical defects for twelve montlis.

So as to avoid tyre troubles and to render

the machine more comfortable, new wheels
with flat base rims to take 26x3in.
tyres have been incorporated in the next

season's pattern, while the braking

system has also been considerably im-

proved, firstly by the fitting of a Bowden
belt rim brake to the front wheel, and
secondly by fixing the rear brake pedal

on the right-hand side, independently of

the footrests.

Adeotuate Ground Clearance.

Overseas usei'S will be interested to

know that one inch greater ground clear-

ance has been provided in the new model.

Both mudguards are of ample dimensions
and are 5iin. across. Greater flexibility

has been obtained by the fitting of a

two-jet Binks carburetter, and all-chain

drive is a feature, flexible transmission

being obtained by the use of the

Brampton spring-liiik chain.

Stanger motor cycles are made by The
Stanger Engine Co.. 15, Steele Road,
Tottenham, London, N.17.

CI7
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Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
At a meeting of tlie Centre Board ield at Leeds

on November 18th, the resignation was accepted, \vith
regret, of Mr. J, N. Longfleld from the post of
chairman and A.C.U. delegate

North London M.C.C.
On December 9tli the annual dinner is taking

place at the Holborn Restaurant, when the president
of the club. Major Sir Philiu Lloyd-Greame, K.B.E..
M.C., M.P., president of the Eoaid of Trade, tvill

present the awards won by members during the year,

Newport and County M.C.C.
The club was strengly represented at the annual

dinner on the 15th lilt., over one hundred' being
present. Several toasts were proposed and re-
sponded to, while the Mayoress presented a large
number of medals and prizes.

AsMord M.C. and L.C.C.
TTie Motor Cycle film will be shown at the Pal-

ace, Tufton Street, Ashford, on the 22nd prox.,
twice during the evening. Members should arrange
among themselves to attend either the first or
second "house."

North Wales M.C.C.
The third annual dinner takes place on Saturday,

the 9th inst., af The Castle Hotel, Buthin, when
the trophies and other prizes won during the year
wiE be distributed. Tickets may be obtained from
Mr. J. H. Davies, 1, Huthin Road, Denbigh-

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.
About one hundred and thirty persons were

present^ at the club's annual dtnner and presenta-
tion of prizes, held at the Full Moon Hotel, Bris-
tol, on the 18th ult. The guests of the evening
were -Mr. T. W. Loughborough (secretary of the
A.C.U.) and C^ouncillor A. Taylor {president of
the Bath and West of England M.C). Toasts were
responded to by the president of the Wessex
Centre A.C.U., and great tribute was paid to the
Bristol club's hard-working secretary, Mr. Rex
Foweraker.

Epsom and District M.C.C.
A reliability trial took place on November 26th

over a sporting course of 43 miles, starting from th^e

King's Head Hotel. Epsom. The premier award was
a silver cup presented by the club. The course led
to Headley Heath, then over tracks and main roads
to Broadmoor, where, although the going was rough,
pU made good climbs except Ede (490 Zenith;,
Maat-^rs {348 Douglas), Cliamberlain {499 Triumph},
and Long-hurst {Morgan). Final awards were:—

Silver Cup for beat performance, E. B. Fumiss'
(678 Martynside sc), lost no marks.

Silver Medale were gained by E. G. Tyler {499
Sunbeam se.) lost no marks, and H. Garland (550
Triumph). P. O. Polhill (343 Zenith), J. A.
Chuter (488 Zenithi. all of whom lost 5 marks each.
A Bronze Medal was awarded to E.. Chamberlain

(499 Triumph) wit^ a loss of 15 marks.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
Clay, mud, sand and watersplashes played a

prominent part in the club's recent one-day trial
for a cup presented by the Motor Trade Associa-
tion. The iorty miles course had to be covered
twice, and included some very stiff obstacles, in-
cluding a sandy hill with a 1 in 3 gradient. On
this hill the easiest iiath was purposely blocked,
and only three competitors, E. H. Cowing (499
Sunbeam), V. Ollson (492 Sunbeam), and E. C.
Claxton (550 Triumph), made clean ascents. Most
of the riders checked in very late. Results:—
WINKTER OF M.T.A. CHALLENGE TROPHY.

—P. K. Portway (633 Norton sc), 48 marks lost.
RUNKER UP.—R. Fenn (499 Triumph sc), 69

marks lost.

350 c.c. SOLO.—A. V. Adams (249 Diamond),
118 ma.rks lost.

UNLIMITED SOLO.—E. H. Gowing (499 Sun-
beam), 99 marks lost; V. Ollson (492 Sunbeam),
107 marks lost.

600 c.c. SIDECARS.— V. Reyett (499 Rudge
sc), 125 marks lost: C. O. Rose {598 Beardmore-
Precisicn), 1B8 marks lost.
UNLIAHTED SIDECARS.-H. O. Goldsmith

(976 Brciugh Superior sc).

C l8

HuU M.C.
The annual night trial for the Morrell trophy

was rnn off on Saturday. Restilts have not yet
been announced.

Cork and District M.C.C.
Although " things are very quiet," as regards

motor cycling, the club is very active, and has
opened a club-room at 10, Winthrop St., Cork.

Matlock and West Derbyshire M. and
M.C.C.

Owing to the growing area from which members
are being recruited, the club will be known in
future as the " West Derbyshire M. and M.C.C."

Wigan M.C.C.
It is proposed to form a club as above, and

those in the Wigan district who are interested
should communicate with Mr. D. M. Kaye, 1

,

Thornhill, Boar's Head, Wigan, The club will
cater only for sidecar enthusiasts, and will be run
more on the lines of a social club than one de-
voted to sporting events.

Keighley M.C.C.
The chief award in the 56 miles Don-*itop trial

on the 26tli of last month was the " Sportsman
Trophy " and gold medal. The couree consisted of
four eircuits of 14 miles each, and with the exc-ep-

tion of a short stretch of main road near Adding-
ham, waa composed of rough moorland tracks in
which the well-known ascent to Keighley Gate was
included. Some good sport was witnefised, and the
best all-round performance ^^•a& that of W, Smith
(481 Scott SQuirrel), who completed the course with
the loss of only five marks.

Central Wolverhampton M.C.C.
The winter programme of social evenings was

opened on the 11th" nit., when a most enjoyable
musical entertainment arranged by one of the
lady members was siven at the Talbot Hotel. King
Street. The club members availed themselves Of
this opportunity of entertaining as their guests
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Giles, and congratulating Mr.
Giles on the numerous honours awarded him dur-
ing the past season. Mr. Giles, in responding, said
that nothing would please him better than to be
numbered amongst its members; he wished the
club success in its future developments.

^^^IHhPP'w %#

Imposing trophy presented by the Neath
and District M.C. for the Welsh T.T.—
a 100 mile race on Pendine Sands, won this

year by C, P. Wood on a Scott.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
At a meeting of the Centre Board beld on the

18th ult., ifc was decided that the second annual
general meeting be held at the Guildford Hotel,
Leeds, on the 15tb prox,, at 7 p.m.

Surhiton M.C.
The club dinner will be held at the Hotel Cecil,

Strand, on the 16th, inst. After dinner the cups
won during the season will be presented, and the
fimction will be concluded by a daifce.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

On the loth inst. the club will run off its annual
winter trial for the " Richmond " trophies. The
route is about ninety miles in length, and is con-
fined entirely to main, roads.

Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.C.
On the 17th. ult. the club held its annual

supper and presentation of prizes at the Eagle
Hotel, Coatbridge.. After an excellent supper the
prizes were handed over by the chairman to the
winners.

South-East Essex M.C.C.
Formed only recently, the above club is grow-

'

ing steadily, and has nearly fifty members. Those
wishing to join should communicate with the hou.
secretary, Mr. H. T. Baldwin, The Bungalow,
South Woodham, Essex.

Basingstoke M.C.C.
Forty members were present at the annual

dinner held on the 7th ult. After several bright
speeches had been made, cups and medals won
during the season were presented, and the even-
ing was concluded with a musical entertainment.

Worcester and District M.C.C. and
Worcestershire M.C.

To-day, the 7th inst., is the date fixed for the
annual dinner In addition to the prize distribu-
tion, a comprehensive orchestral and vocal pro-
gramme has been arranged. The annual general
meeting, followed by a smoking concert, will be
held, at the Pack Horse Hotel, Worcester, on the
11th inst,

Richmond and District M.C.C.
The Motor Cycle film will be shown at Prince's^j

Hall, Richmond Green, on the 14t!i inst., at 7.'3Cr

p.m. The exhibition will be followed by a dance.'^

Tickets {price two shillings and tenpence) may bej
obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr. S. I. Elfick.f
64, London Rd., Isleworth, from any member ofij

the commifctee, or at the door,

Iforth Liverpool M.C.C.
A whist drive will be held on the 19th inst. ati^

the Stanley Park Assembly Rooms, Walton Lane, ^

Kirkdale, Liverpool, commencing at 7.45 p.m. A^
number of very handsome prizes are offered, -i

Tickets (price 23. 6d., including, refreshments)
j

may be obtained from IVfr. W. J. Sergent, 25,
Spellow Lane, Walton , Ijiverpool.

Southport A.C.
The annual general meeting wiU be held at ^

headquarters, the Queen's Hotel, Sonthport, on ;

the 19th inst., at 8 p.m. The annual dinner andJ
presentation of prizes Trill be held at the samaj
place on the 21st inst. at 7.30 p.m. Tickets

j

(7s. 6d. each) may be obtained from the hon.
j|

secretary, Mr. Rowland Hill, 75, Sefton St_, South-
port.

Aberdeen and District M.C.
The annual dinner and prize presentation was

]

held at the Douglas Hotel, Aberdeen,, mi the 24th. i

ult,, over sixty members and friends being present.

Cups and prizes were presented at the- conclusion,-

of an enjoyable musical entertainment. Members
,

are reminded of the whist drive anxl dance oil the
i

15th inst., and the dance -and exhibition of The
^

Motor Cycle film on the-l9tlt prox.
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THE WORLD'S
FASTEST
STANDARD

MOTOR CYCLE
and the

FIRST TO DO
100 M.P.H.

in the 3^ h.p.

and n h;p. classes
And the
FIRST

MOTOR ' YCLE
A.\D SIDECAR
TO DO

1,000 MILES
ofiiciallv timed
IN 24 HOURS.

THE YIBRMIONIESS TWIN-CYLINDER

Douglas
WON'T STOP ITS WHOLESALE

MUTILATION OF RECORDS.
After a whole week's continuous record breaking, Jack Emerson has
concluded the period with a remarkably brilliant performance,
smashing the following eight records in the 3^ h.p. solo class (class "C")

:

WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S

100 MILE RECORD
200 MILE RECORD
300 MILE RECORD
400 MILE RECORD
3 HOUR RECORD
4 HOUR RECORD
5 HOUR RECORD
6 HOUR RECORD

76-97 M.P.H.

6903M.P.H.

6679M.P.H.

66-65 M.P.H.

68-99 M.P.H.

67-38 M.P.H.

66-32 M.P.H.

66-65 M.P.H.

In the Paskell Cup Trial, the 3I h.p. Sports Model Douglas
Team were undoubtedly the star performers, and were awarded

THREE SILVER CUPS
being placed first in the

AMATEUR TEAM PRIZE
1923 models are now available, and at remarkably low figures, made
possible by modern methods in a modem factory, so that the Douglas is

NOW LESS THAN PRE-WAR PRICE!
Take advantage of this honest value and

BOOK YOUR MOUNT NOW.
The little 2J h.p. 2-speed model, fully equipped for you to ride away,
with head lamp, tail lamp, generator, horn, licence holder, full jp ma

'

, kit of tools, tool roll and all other accessories, is selling at 3^^ if

DOUGLAS MOTORS LTD., Ilkol^'^.'SrBR^s^^L

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ch/de."- CIQ
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''The
"

Sidecar Motor Cycle
THE CH EF ATTRACTION AT OLYMPIA WAS

The "SPRING 8"

CLYNO
BECAUSE

IT

IS

VALUE FOR MONEY
spare Parts Stockists and Service Agents:

KAYS, 8, Bond Street, EALING, W.5.
'Phone : Ealing 1827.

£125
All Particulars on request from

The CLYNO ENGINEERING Co. (1922), Ltd., Pelham St., WOLVERHAMPTON.
Tcleemms: CLYNO, WOLVEkHAMPTON. 'Phone: 992 WOLVERHAMPTON.

MAXALDING is the Most Perfect

Method of DRUGLESS HEALING.

A MAGNIFICENT EXAMPLE of aU-
round supple development and
control secured entirely by MAX-

ALDING methods without apparatus d
any kind. N.B.—No chairs, hassocks*
chests of drawers, or other furniture
required in Maxalding.

EXTRACTS TROA TESTIMONIALS
RECErVED FR'^M CO Tj R t^S PQN-
DENCE PUPILS AND PA > lENTS

NOT '•TOO O-D" AT 56.
Gent'emaTi, aire 56. residing- in Antwerp, Belgium.

Desired eradication of Constipation and incre:ise in

g:eneral fi ness. Writes :
—" 1 feel a dilferent man alto

getlier s nee startiiijj your course. Constiination iscnred
and I ain 100 per cent, fitter. I ain ceiting- into good ooudition, all flabbiness going- and
muscles takin.- shane. For tw" nignts running I had a £;aine of football witli ihe boys
and felt 1 o bid effec s. Ab'.n' ten days ago me ca penter had a Job to start ihe tacltle

on a frozen shackle of a tliree-ton anchor. I gave him a hand. It took us ovi r an liour

to make it workal'le. We took spells about, using an eight-pound haunii'^r. Wlien
ti islied, tlie carpenter, used to manual labour and 25 y&irs younger than myself, cpin-

plained about feeling--so re. I felt-spl 1 did, and did some writing afterward--,. A good
lest. A yearago \i-\ had done any runo.ng or used a hammer, * should have been
crippled. It is getting a cnnnn n thing now to he a ked how I keep in such good con-
dition. I tell them to apply to iM.ixalding, London, who will keep them the same."

CONVIN ED MAXALDING IS A PERMANENT CURE.
Lady, aged 29, residing at Weston-super-Mare, I>esired eradication of Constipation

and Insomnia, aiid increase in vitality. Writes :
—" I am glad 10 say 'hat the constipation

is much /better. 1 have mastered the evercises quite well and enjoy goiiig through them.
1 sleep nmcli better and wake quite refreshed in the morning. Also I certainly look
better and feel better since starting your course. I am convinced that Maxalding is a '

perinanem cure."

VE^Y lUARKED PROGRESS IN FOURTEEN DAYS.
Gentleman, age 45 , suffering from Constipa'ion, Indigestion, Biliousness, and Insom-

nia, wjrites alter taking only two lessons:—"Having been away, I only received your
two lessons on rav return on Sfii'teniber 4, on wliich day I started the exercises. I am
very g-lad to be able to tell you that I hav-e already made n)ai"ricd progress. 1 have not
taken any laxative since I started the exc^cises, and am already gettmg a regylar

movement o* the bowels, Rly tongue is slightly cleaner and my complexion is also

clearer. Tbankmg you for the inierest you are taning."

Free di-ignosis and explanatory Booklet will be sent po^t free. Wlien
writing please state whether you desire (i) Eradication of Functional
Disorder ; (2J The Develojuneht of Nervous Energj-; or (3) Great strengtli,

speed and Heavy Muscular Development.

Alfred M. Saldo. MAXALDING,
2b, Cranboum Chambers, Leicester Square, London, Eng.

liconomical and
TrottHle - free Lighting
is ensured if you fit a

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SET
It will need no attention ... a touch of the switch will instantly light your path
with brilliant light.

Designed carefully in every detail to withstand vibration and all bad weather

conditions. Up-keep cost is much less than with acetylene lighting.

Night riding becomes a pleasure with a reliable lighting set.

You can convert your existing acetylene lamps to electric or
completely equip your mount with new lamps.
Sg!o Sets from ... £2 5 O Combination Sets from ... £3 5 O
In the Solo-Gonversion Sets the accumulator
Jits on the existing Acet>'Iene Lamp
Brackets. The following lamp sets are all

suitable for holding the accumulator case;
they are not the only sets that can be
converted, but give an idea of what is re-

quired. Powell & Haiuner Lamps, Nos.

,
327 H.B., 127 S,B., 128 H.B., 12S B.,

125 H.B. ; Miller's Lamps, Nos. 29 H.,

31 H., 24 S., 22 H. ; Lucas Lamps, Nos. 462,

341, 331-

A FENSATIONACi
ACCVMU ATOR OFFER.
Wates Standard Accumulators

are priced as follows :—
4 VoUs 40 Amps. 15/9
4 „ 60 19/11

. 4 „ 80 „ 27/3
6 ^ 40 t. ..... 26/0
6 „ 60 ' 31/0
6 „ -So , 36/0
All carriat-e forward.' Trade en-

quiries invited, generous discounts.

WATES BROS..
13-14, Great 0«een Street, Klngsway, W.C.2.

Also at 5, High Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.2.
Teleplione; Gerj^rd576. Telegrams :2ywateseng, Westcent.

JUusttafed list de-

scribing cornfle!t

raiise 0/ Electric

Li^h(i7i^ Sets for

solo and comiin*
aiion -xt/drk fi es

cti ticeipt of your
address.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'
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"IXiON" AMONG
THE

ACCESSORIES.
W/yW m///////

Novelties in Items of Equipment at Olympia.

WHEN I have familiarised myself with tlie new
motor cycles at the Shmv, I always rake over

the accessories in the gallery, and generally

discover some dozen or so of novelties^ which simply

have to be bought at once. This year proved no ex-

ception to the rule, and. I came downstairs again with

bulging pockets. My first treasure is a new tool by

Ernest H. Hill, Ltd., 56, Broomhall Street, Sheffield,

for compressing stiff valve springs prior to tying them

up for replacements ; we all know how the spring

usually leaps, out of the vice and disappears. This

inexpensive gadget consists of a screwed rod carrying

two steel cups large enough to embrace any size of

spring and slotted to allow the threading of the string.

From the Pennant Mfg. Co., Watery Lane, Bir-

mingham, I purchased several excellent spanners and

an aluminium-handled screw-driyer. But I was prin-

cipally charmed by the railway-carriage key for side-

car or car toolboxes : these keys are a terrible incubus

in one's pocket, but the Pennant edition has hinged

side arms to its T.

J. A. Ryley, of 73, Weaman, Street, Birmingham,

Sold me a set of spring steel clips for fastening gas

piping to the frame tubes.

More than one stall staged the "Atlantic " bulb

box, which carries spares for a dynamo lighting outfit

as flatly and securely as. the facts permit. . At present

these are only made in car size to carry five bulbs ; but

they are "the best yet."

S. Smith & Sons were noted down as having stan-

dardised a solo instrument board, made of polished

aluminium, and fitted with universal brackets for ready
attachment to any tyjje of handlebar : the exhibition

sample mounted speedometer, clock, ammeter^ and
switches.

Alfred Smith, of George Street, Birmingham, had
quite a counter full of interesting gadgets. A folding

petrol funnel for the pocket, made of leather, quite

flat, and very cheap. The " Stedilite," fittable to any
acetylene generator, and calculated to equalise the

water flow and pre^-ent the water valve from choking.

The Vici solderless union for oil and petrol pipes, a

sound article of which my stock, needed replenishing.

The Vici solderless nipple for control wires : this I did

not know, but am carrying for roadside emergencies.

The Chemico Works, Birmingham, presented quite a

new version of the old " 3 in i " liquids with which
all pedal cyclists are familiar. Sold as "T.P. Car
Polish," this dope is equally eflicient for cleaning

metal ; sidecar coachwork ; or the human hands. On
Brown Bros, stand I found a very handy tank stopper

with which an oil gun is incorporated.

"DESOLATION" rather aptly describes the camera's reproduction ot this scene near Glen:o2
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SHOW IMPRESSIONS OF AN ORDINARY RIDER.
Things that Struck a Non'technicat but Enthusiastic Everyday Motor Cyclist.

THIS year's Show reveals to the

ordinary rider a degree of ad-

vancement tliat must surely be

without parallel in the history of the

motor cycle.

Apparently, at last, manufactm'ers

have begun to realise that it is only

by the designers having actual ex-

perience with the machines they pro-

TMs arlicle sets forth the ideas of
a typical reader of "The Motor
Cycle." Not a journalist, not an
engineer, in no way connected with

the motor cycle trade, he has ex-

pressed the view of a practical user

to whom definite advantages in

design rather than theoretical

talking-points would appeal.

the mechanism has to work in an

abrasive mixture of oil and road grit,

as is usually the case.

As regards comfort, it seems

strange that, while no one in his

senses would consider the purchase of

a car possessing a rigid chassis, yet

year after year we are, almost en-

tirely, provided with sidecar outfits

duce or, at any rate, by their drawing '

, i that are rigid except for the front

upon the experience gained in com-
petition work, that they can ever hope to design a

machine that for ordinary use approaches the ideal.

Two notable examples of the ad\aiitages of this

procedure are afforded by the A.J.S. and New Im-
perial productions, both of which, in the light of know-
ledge gained, have, where necessary, been modified in

design so that they are well-nigh perfect.

In view of the speed capabilities of the modern
machines, the question of " braking " is one of tlie

utmost importance, and it is indeed pleasing to note

that much attention has recently been paid in this direc-

tion. It is now the rule rather tlian the exception

for a machine to be fitted with brakes of the internal

expanding variety on both the front and rear wheels.

One or two manufacturers, however, no longer fit a

front brake, but apply both brakes to the rear wheel,

apparently neglectful of the fact that there are occa-

sions, such as tlie descent of a greasy hill, when the

front brake is of far greater avail than the back.

Work Still to be Done.

Unfortunately, there still remain three faults in the

present-day machine, all of which must be eradicated

before '

' the man in the street
'

' becomes a convert lo-

motor cycling, and these are mudguarding, silence,

and comfort. For years T/ie Motor Cycle' has at-

tempted to make, manufacturers appreciate that the

vast general public will not take up motor cycling as

a sporting pastime, but rnerely as a utilitarian mode of

travel, with the consequence that if a journey by motor
cycle must needs mean that they arrive at their desti-

nation tired out and plastered with mud, then they will

never be motor cyclists. It is difficult to name more
than a couple of machines which do not embody at

le.ist one of these thr^e faults.

Some, excellent attempts to solve the problem of

mudguarding are, however, to be seen, and on some
machines the mudshields not only keep the rider clean,

but also deflect air on to the engine, and so assist

the cooling instead of detracting from it, as is usually

the case. Silencing the exl'iaust has in most cases been
carefully considered, but only in few has the elimina-

tion of mechanical noise received due attention. The
valve gear is generally considered to be the noisiest

mechanical feature of the modern motor cycle, and yet

there are few side-valve machine^ on which the ingress

of dirt to the valve stems and guides is prevented

by enclosure. Backlash is largely the cause

of the noise, and this cannot help but occur if

f^orks. Surely it is not beyond the

ingenuity of the modern designer to produce machines
on which the only unsprung weight is the wheels

!

True, several firms Jiave produced satisfactory systems
of springing, but these are only exceptions which prove
the rule. Concerning the present-day spring forks of
proprietary make, it is, indeed, regrettable to, note

that apparently only on the Montgomery has any ade-

quate provision for lubrication been made. The sen-

sible arrangements made for this on the Cedos and

9/6 c.c. New Imperial are worthy of examination.

More Speeds.

Last year the manufacturers of lightweight machines
commenced fitting three-speed gear boxes, and now;
these are a standard feature of every make ; some de-

j

signers have even gone! a step further in realising thel

truth of the axiom that the smaller the engine the!

greater the number of gear ratios necessary, and areSj

fitting four gears instead of three. Notable among

'

the machines so equipped is the renowned J.E.S. and
the new but beautifully designed shaft-driven G.S.1>.

Nowadays there is hardly a lightweight that is not

listed as suitable for both solo and sidecar v,"ork, and
so perhaps a description of the actual capabilities of

these mounts, when used as sidecar outfits, may be

of more than passing interest. The writer, in the

course of over three years' experience, witli outfits of

this type, has found that with an efficient engine used

in conjunction with a three-speed gear (four, for pre.r
.

ference), a most economical form of motoring for two
is obtained, provided that consideration is shown to"

the 'en-gine and machine as a whole.

An efiormous amount of attention has been paid to

detail work, especially as regards increasing the effi-

ciency, but few makers, however, appear to remember
that even more important is the ability for a machine
to be cleaned or at any rate made to look presentable

in a few minutes. A clean machine is always a good
advertisement, and but few machines will be kept

thus, unless it be a simple matter. The smoothing

off of crank case and gear box exteriors, the enclosing

of valve gear, the brazing on of all clips, and the

fi-tting of domed nuts, as on the new Massey, are

a few points Avell worthy of attention. That it is by-'

no means impossible to obtain smooth exteriors isj

proved by several examples of unit construction andj

by the new Moss three-speed gear box. Finally, why|
can't we have more machines embodying but four sizes!

of nuts, as is the case on the Wooler? A. B. B.
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A selection of questions of f;;ener.il interest received from readers and our replies tliereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a lid. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on oneside of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy tor ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a iM. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports irom their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particuku- locality.

GEARING.
Could you let me know what

gear I have on my 1917 Clyno
outfit? There are 13 teeth on the
engine shaft driving to 28 teeth

on gear box. Then 13 teeth

driving to 34 teeth on the back wheel.
ITie wheel size is 650 x 65 mm. with
700 .X 80 mm. tyre fitted. I find that I

never use the lowest gear, also second
gear very, seldom with full load. I

thought of fitting a 15-tooth sprocket on
the engine shaft. Would you think the
gear would be too high?—^J.T.M.

At present the gear ratio is approxi-
mately 54 to 1 with tho 70O x 80 mm. tyres
(the actual ratio is 5.6 to 1).. We do not
recommend you to fit a larger engine
sprocket than one with 14T, as a rather
low gear seems to suit these machines
best.

MECHANICAL NOISE.
My 770 c.c. twin B.S.A. is

more noisy than I should like it

to be. I have adjusted the tap-

pets, and have tried advancing
the ignition, without effect. Can

I make it less noisy without a great
.. loss of power?—A.G.B.
You do not state the age of your machine,
but if the noise is not eliminated
by adjusting the tappets and taking up
the slack in the driving chains, we should
imagine that it is due to some of the
parts being worn, particularly the timing
gear or the valve tappets. A possible
source of noise is fracture of the engine-
shaft shock absorber springs ; these
should be examined.
PREPARING FOR A HILL CLIMB.

I am tuning a Mark 2 Villiers^ engine for a speed event. (1)

5r| 'What oil is most suitable for the
-SJ actual event? (2) How soon

before the event ought I to de-
carbonise? (3) Are new piston rings
desirable ? (4) Are an aluminium piston
and drilled connecting rod advantageous
on a two-stroke? (5) What jet do you
recommend? (6) The drive is direct
with a ratio of 6 to 1. Would it be
advisable to raise the gear for a hill of
about 1 in 15?- (7) How should I time
the ignition?—C. P.

(1) Use tho oil which yon have found
satisfactory tor ordinary running. (2) It
would be inadvisable to decarbonise the
engine unless yon could give it about 50
miles running before the event. If you
cannot do this only clean out the exhaust

Smportant IDates.

Tues., Dec. 26th, and Wed., Dec.
27tti—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat., Jan. 13th, to Wed., Jan. 24tli.—
The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 26th, to Sat., Feb. 3rd.—
Scottish Motor Show.

Mon., June 11th—Junior T.T. Race.

Wed., June 13th—Lightweight T.T.
Race and Sidecar T.T. Race.

Fri., June 15th—Senior T.T. Race.

port and pipe, and the piston top and
cylinder head if very heavily encrusted.

(3) If the compression is good, it is not
necessary to fit new piston rings. (4) It

is doubtful whether an altmiinium piston

would effect any improvement and the

same applies to drilling the connecting
rod ; one effect of drilling the rod of

course, is a slight lowering of crank case

compression which is undesirable. (6) 26-

28 or experiment with a variable jet.

(6) It would not be advisable to raise the
gear ratio appreciably. (7) Time the
spark so that it occurs just before top
dead centre on full retard.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

••THE AUTOCAR -published
from the offices of •• THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
plite automobile journal embracing
small,medium,andlarge cars. Every
motorcyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4(1.

Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as tht re-bfesenta-

tivB British motoring journal.

LAW AND BRAKES.
A week ago I lent my sidecar

^T] outfit to an unemployed friend

> of mine to go after a position
-i-i and he was stopped for not

having a front brake, and has to

appear at the police court at some
future date ; also last night a detective

came to my house and told me I was
to be charged with aiding and abetting
in the offence. Will you advise me as

to my position, as I do not want to go
to the court in ignorance?—H.C.G.

A motor cycle requires two independent
brakes in good working order, and of such,

efficiency that the application of either to
the machine will prevent the wheel re-

volving. If your machine has two
effective brakes, separately controlled,

neither you nor 5'our friend should be
prosecuted for not having one of the

brakes on the front wheel. There is

nothing in the regulations as to which
wheel the brakes shall be applied.

Assuming, however, that your friend lias

committed an offence, then you, as owner,
would be liable for aiding and abetting,
seeing that you loaned the machine to a
driver knowing that he would commit an
offence by driving a motor cycle not com-
ph'ing with the regulations.

• POWER FOR FAMILY SIDECAR.
I am about to purchase a side-

car outfit, and the proposed load

is three persons weighing 6, 10,

12 stones respectively (28 stones)

;

the sidecar must come well up
at the back to give shoulder support,

and must be roomy enough to take a
seat for the child. I have been trying
an old single-cylinder Humber, but find

it a struggle to climb quite ordinary
grades on this, so would like you to tell

me (1) What power is required to take
the proposed load? (2) Would a 1915
twin, described as " 5-6 h.p.," be
powerful enough? (3) Would a modern
single-cylinder do the work?—P.R.

(1) No single-cylinder machine of less

than 550 c.c. cylinder capacity should be
selected, and a twin of 750 c.c.-l,000 c.c.

would be even better. (2) If in good
condition the type of machine you men-
tion should answer your purpose, but a

new machine would be preferable. (3) A
modern 550 c.c. single would do the work
you require in all but the most moun-
tainous districts ; on long journeys, how-
ever, the average speed is lower than
that obtained with a big twin.

C. 23
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GOGGLES OVER SPECTACLES.
Being troubled with short-

sightedness in one eye, I

have to wear eye-glasses at

all times, but while motor
cycling I also wish to wear

goggles. Can I obtain goggles that
will fit over my eye-glasses? If it is

possible, I do not wish to go to the

expense of having special lenses made
and fitted in to a pair of ordinary
goggles.—A.R.

You should not have the slightest diffi-

culty in procuring a pair of goggles that

project sufficiently far from the eye to

allow of eye-glasses being worn at the

same time. Those fitted with side exten-

sion pieces, obtainable from most acces-

sory dealers, shoiild be suitable, and ai'e

quite inexpensive.

CHECKING THE VALVE TIMING.
My late 1919 single-cylinder

Rover gets overheated and knocks
prematurely. I have decarbon-

ised it and find that the bearings,

etc., are perfect. Recently I had
engine retimed according to the

makers' diagram, and find that the in-

let valve opens about ^in. down. The
exhaust closes about ^in. before top
centre. Will, you give me the actual
distances required, measuring from the
piston top, so that I might cheek
the valve opening and closing? I

already have the manufacturers' tim-
ing diagram, but have not got perfect

results.—G.B.
To get the required distances draw a
full-sized diagram of the crank path (i.e.,

an 88mm. circle) and the cylinder axis,

and on this set off the connecting rod
length (which you would get by actual

measurement on the engine) at the various
crank positions required. The timing you
give certainly appears to be unusual, and
in any case we would advise you to re-

set and try the following : Piston on top

dead centre, exhaust just closing and inlet

just commencing to open. Ignition should
be timed so that the contact-breaker
points just separate when the piston is

on top dead centre of compression stroke,

the magneto control being two-thirds re-

tai'ded.

A TINY ENGINE.
I have a " 2 h.p." Humber four-

stroke motor cycle wliich over-

heats very quickly after about a
mile or so. Could you tell me
a remedy for this trouble, as

the engine is in perfect condition? Is

this Bmall engine any good or not?

—

T.A.
The small single-cylinder Humbers of 1913-

1914 are quite good little machines, but
of course the power is low. At the same
time, however, your machine should
answer quite satisfactorily for runabout
purposes in a level district. Without
having more particulars of the engine it

is impossible to tell you the cause of

the overheating, but it may be due to

belt slip, late opening or early closing of

the exhaust valve, permanently retarded
ignition timing, or an air leak, possibly at

the inlet vaive stem. Attend to the
tappet clearances ; note if cams are badly
worn and renew if necessary and. verify

the coirectness of working of the lubricat-

ing system.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Beader.}' replies to questions published

under this heading should he addressed
cfo The Editor, " The Motor Cj/de,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.VA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests
for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp).

W.W. (Barnsley).—Binks three-jet on
994 c.c. Matchless sidecar.

J.M. (-Dunbar).—398 c.c. spx-ing frame
Royal Ruby.

" A.E.W." (Birkenhead).—Showell or
other automatic lubricator on 398 c.c.

A.B.C. : cost of fitting and mudguard
clearance if fitted to magneto shaft.

" R.A." (Liverpool).-499 c.c. Rex-
Acme : steering and stability.

"H.T." (Buxton).—398 c.c. A.B.C. :

fitting of oversize tyres and Cox Atnios
carburetter.

" W.P.S."' (Surbiton).—596 c.c. Indian
Scout : performajice with sidecar, primary
drive.

" J.W.F." (Wallasey).—398 c.c. A.B.C.
" G.L." (Manchester).—398 c.c. A.B C.
" C.H.P." (Acton).—499 c.c. Triumph.
"J.N.M." (Staines). Tuning 348 c.c.

Douglas for speed.

SPARKLETS.
Fork Shock Absorbers.

Victor HoTsman has recently been using
B. and D. stabilisers on his Druid front

.

forks vrith conspicuous success in his suc-
cessful Norton record attempts at Brook-
lands.

Found.
On the Bath Road, near Hounslow,

Indian kick-starter (Ref. No. 115).

On the Romsey-Winchester Road, lady's
hat from sidecar (Ref. No. 115).
On the Kingston Road, Staines, a road

map from a (?) 350 c.c. Sunbeam (Ref.
No. 117).

DECEMBER ytli, iq22.

Price Correction.

Owing to some misunderstanding, the

price of the 346 c.c. Humber was given in

our Show report as £56. The actual fixed

price is £65.

Spring Fork Lubrication.

By the provision of grease cups, which
are a great advance over the old type of

lid lubricator, Brampton spring forks

have been considerably improved.

A Successful "Failure."

In our report last week of the pre-Show
activity at Brooklands, mention was made
of the failure of Hawke's Anzani engine as

his Morgan flashed successfully over the
timing line. It has since transpired that
what happened was merely a fracture of an
excessively lightened alloy piston.

A Sporting Offer.

Well known and popular in the competi-
tion world, Mr. F. Olai, of Amac car-

buretter fame, is of Swedish origin, and
he has already offered his services to the
A.C.U. in connection with the 1923 Inter-
national Six Days Trials which are to be
held in his native country.

To Prague by Road.
During last week-end two brave Czecho-

Slovakians, A. Sulc and F. Nusl, left the

B.S.A. Birmingham works on a B..S.A.

sidecar outfit for Prague in an endeavour
to get there in the shortest possible time.

Their transport arrangements (via Dover
and Ostend) have been made by. the
A.C.U. They are agents for the B-.S.A. .

and A.J.S. machines in Prague.

Toggle Link Chain Punches.
We have been asked to make it clear

that the Coventry Chain Co. does not now
make a chain rivet extractor embodying.^
the principle of toggle links, an earlier

patent for this system having been^
granted to the firm of Saxelbys, Ltd., of'

George Street, Coventry, which now, of

'

course, marVets an improved tool of this;^

nature.

FOR LIGHT DELIVERY. By reason of its excellent performance, ease oi handling

and simple construction, the Harper Runabout lends itself readily to; a variety of iighl:

trade purposes. Efficient springing allows safe carrying of fragile goods.

i
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1923 SINKS 3JET CARBURETTOR
CONTROLLED BY A SINGLE LEVER

increases ike speed of a machine and greatly adds to the pleasure of driving, owing to the remarkable flexibility

of the mixture. Whilst in traffic the owner has a real sense of control over his machine, and can drive slowly or get

away at will without any fear of stopping his engine or caiising it to race.

THE PATENT 3-JET DAMPING SYSTEM USED ONLY IN THIS

INSTRUMENT WILL SAVE AT LEAST 25%0F YOUR PETROL BILL
The carburettor contains a real extra air valve to allow you to coast down hill on pure air.

Any machine, however old, erratic, or extravagant, can be transformed into a docile, powerful, and

economical machine to the surprise and delight of the owner.

Price iB4
Please write or ask for

interesting catalogues. and 2/- postage. Sold on Approval.

IF YOU ARE ORDERING A NEW MACHINE SPECIFY
THE NEW BINKS 2^JET 2-LEVER CARBURETTOR.
It is wo7iderfully flexible—starts easily—makes even the most sensitive twin tick over slowly—and has a wide range of
speed that is unexcelled. Several first-class manufacturers have shown their appreciation of it by fitting as standard,,
and many makers will fit it by request without extra charge.

C. BINKS (1920), LTD., PHOENIX WORKS, ECCLES, MANCHESTER.

NEW RECORDS
ESTABLISHED
NEW IMPERIALS

BY MR. H. LE VACK ON J. A. P.
FITTED WITH THE WORLD FAMOUS

Class A (solos not exceeding 250 c.c.)

November 25th, 249 c.c. machine.
50 miles at 68.61 m.p.h.
100 miles at 67.41 m.p.h.
1 hour at 68.54 m.p.h.
2 hours at 67.84 m.p.h.

Class B (solos not exceeding 350 c.c.)
November 23rd, 346 c.c. machine.
Flying 5 miles at 85.75 m.p.h.
Standing 10 miles at 81.13 m.p.h.
November 25th, 249 c.c. machine.
2 hours at 67.84 m.p.h.

MODEL KUl.
The New 1922-3
Lightweight Model

£5 : O : O

ALL THE ABOVE ARE
WORLD'S RECORDS.

ActonVale, i^ondon.w. a

MODEL KU2.
For Flat Twins
up to 3^ h.p.

£5:10:0

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B17
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The NEW CYKELAID

December 7th, igaz.

A WONDERFUL SUCCESS. PERFECT in

BALANCE and ACTION. A MOTOR CYCLE
OR A PEDAL CYCLE AT WILL.

A High-Class Production — not a Makeshift.
Ball and Roller bearings throughout. Chain drive. Clutch operated
from handlebars. Machine can be pedalled and engine started and
stopped as desired. The clothing is never In contact with engine,
driving mechanism or grease.

A perfect mount for even the most nervous man or vroman. A
pedal cycle or a motor cycle at the will of the rider.

PRICES FROM
23 GUINEAS

Catalogue eiring fall particnlars ttdm all dealers or the makers.

Can be fitted to your existing cycle,

or supplied as complete cycles for
both ladies and gentlemen.

Sole Makers

:

THE SHEPPEE MOTOR CO., LTD.
59, Thomas Street, YORK.

^Illiillllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli^

I KOP HILL I—

"

S outh Midland Centre ^:
Z= AX.U. HiU Climb. QU, 7 ^
^^ 350 c.c. Solo Cla«s :

-—
rr Ist-'i. L. WEKTS. ^:2^Z (Machine) Curtis Barr iind Slroiid. ^—

^Z goo c.c. Solo Class: ^Z—

;

1st—G. L. WHRTS. ZZ^ (Madiiuel Curtis Barr uiid Stroud, :::;

Utilimitcd Solo Class: Z^— 2nd—E. G. liARAGWANATH. m^ Matchless M.A.G. ^— 3rd— E. A. MARSHALL : ZZ—

;

Match'ess M.A.G. i^— i.oco c.c. Sidecar ' lass; ZZZ= Ist-O. DE LISSA, z=:— ^ Motosacoclie M.A.G. ^^
ZIZ Fastest T!ine of Day. =
31 Unlimited Sidccai- Class: —
rz ,

1st—O. DE LISSA.. =
33 Moto-acoclie M.A.G. _—
ZZ Inter-Club Race. 500 c.c. Class: ZZ
rZ 1st—E. A. MARSHALL. ZZ— M;4tchless M.A.G. ZZ
ZIZ Unlimited Stilecar Class: ^^^ 1st—E. G. BARAGWANATH. ZZ
:::i: Matchless M.A.G. Record loi Hill. ZZ
~r Sidecar, ^;

>r

MOTORCYCLE
:.. TYRES. BELTS fr^ ..-

•
.. ACCESSORIES...

•

:- Season .-

•• .1922.
•

6 Firsts

1 Second
1 Third

—including Fastest Time of the Day!
Once again BATES have proved

their mettle and established their

superiority over tyres of all other

makes. Look at their wonderful

performance in the stiff contest

held at Kop Hill on Oct. 7th.

Where riders of experience find

such security in Bates it is not

surprising that motorcyclists every-

where are fitting them to their

maclaines.

RIDE BATES TO WIN!
^^ rite for Iilustrafen I yre-Guide — FREE,

W. & A. BATES, LTD, (Rubber Manufacturers since 1863), St. Mary's
Mills, Leicester. Depots in London, Manchester, Glasgow, Newcastle, BeMastand Bristol

COLONlAI, WHOLESALE S I OCKHOLDEHS.
AUSTRALIA: A. G. Healing & Co., I'ty., I td., 354, Post Office Place West, Melbourne; BennRtt ^
Barkell, Ltd., Meagher and C' ippen St., Cliippeiid ite, Sydney ; Cornell, Ltd., 122, Pirie St., Ailclaidc,
BURMA ; Skippers & Co.. Ltd., 3, Merchant St., Rangoon. F.M.S. AND S.S. : A, C. Davis, Pciiang,
INDIA : Skippers & Co., Ltd., 86/1, Clive St., Calcutta ; 16, Elphinstone Circle, llombay, andat Cawnpore,
NEW ZEALAND : Cycle and Motor Supplies. Ltd., Fe^therstono and Johnstone Streets, M'ellington^
14-?, Lichfield -^t., Cluistchurch, and at Dunedin. SOUTH AFRICA : H, E. A. Smith. London Hoi se,

21. Loveday St.. Johannesburg. BRITISH EAST AFRICA; SuUani, Kampalar andjinja, Uganda,
RHODESIA: Motor and Cycle Supply Co., B»lawayo, Salisbury,, etc, EGYPT: G- David and Co,
Cairo. WEST INDIES: Frederick N. Martinez, BarTDados. CANADA: /

._...-...
(of Canada), Ltd., 39, Richmond Street East, Toronto, Ontario.

O. DE LISSA. Motosacoche l^I.A.G.,
who made fastest \\i\\e of the day.

: Associated British Industries

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention '* The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 13 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. . Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable__—-s--

—

to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed _-3-=^=

—

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the olfices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

[ime to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle"
by the first post on Friday morning previous to

Ihe day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

loo late for a particular issue or that are
;rowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
mstructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should
juote the number which is printed at the end of

iach advertisement, and the date of the issue

,n which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

»r -printers' errors, although every care is taken
avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

ddressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Of6ce.
Vhen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
egistration and to cover postage on replies must be added

the advertisement charge, which must include the
/ords Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
fill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
ddressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
'udor Street, London, E.C.4.. Readers u-ho reply to Box No.
dvertiseiiients are warned-against sending remittance through
ie post except in registered envelopes ; in all such cases the
se of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope
houlti be clearly yyiarked " Deposit Department."

In the case of motor cycles offered for sale nnder a box
amber, as it is nnusoal for these to be sold without first

eing inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will
icUitate business by embodying in their advertisements
3me mention of the district in which the machine
flered may be seen and tried.

U*5- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

lay deal in perfect safety by availijig themselves of our
leposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
totor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
mount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
> the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
1 the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
he seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all
ansactions up to/io, a deposit fee of i/- is charged ; on
:ans^ctions over jTio and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ; over
30 and under £75. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6;
ad on all transactions over £100, \%. All deposit
latteis are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,
ondon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be
lade payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
idication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
le Deposit Sj'stem. Other advertisers may be equally
sirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
iswer to their enquiries are reauested to regard the
lenee as an indication that the goods advertised have
ready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
any enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
vih one by post.

MOTOR

1Q22LU haJiled

CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

(late) A.B.C., mileage about 1,000, just 6ver-
iJiled by makers, dynamo lighting, Cowey

peedometer and horn, full tools, spares worth £3,
frill ride 50 miles; £80.—Nalder, 4, Homton Court.
KeD^lngton, London. [3730

Good

Service

THINK IT OUT.
Thousands will join the ranks of motor
cyclists this Season because prices
have not only been reduced to zero
but are stabilised.

It does not require a prophet to fore-
tell an early shortage of machines.

Our advice is to order now—for for-
ward delivery if you like,

BUT ORDER NOW.

SOME OUTSTANDING
EXAMPLES OF VALUES.

B.S.A. MODELS.
B.S.A. 4j h.p. Chain-cum-belt .

.

£72
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Chain drive .

.

.

.

£75
B.S.A. 6 h.p. T\im Cylinder.

.

.

.

£85
B.S.A. 8 h.p. Tmn Cylinder.

.

.

.

£90

INDIAN MODELS.
4 h.p. Indian Scout £96 10
4 h.p. Indian Scout Combination ..£118 10
7 h.p. Indian Standard, Spring Frame
and fully equipped combination . . £149

8 h.p. Indian Chief, fully equipped
combination £158

LEVIS MODELS.
PopularModel, 211 c.c, singlegeared £38
JModel " S " 211 c.c, 2-speed, clutch
and kick-starter £48

Model " T " 211 CO., 2-speed, clutch
and kick-starter £49

Model " H " 247 CO., 3-speed, clutch
and kick-starter £65

TRIUMPH MODELS.
Type "H." 4 h.p. chain-cum-belt,
equipped v;'ith Lucas Magdyno
Lighting Set and Bulb Horn . . £84 10

Type " S.D." 4 h.p. all-chain drive,

equipped with Lucas Magdyno
Lighting Set and Bulb Horn .. £93 10

RALEIGH MODELS.
23 h.p., 2-speed, belt drive . . . . £55
-4 b.p., 3-speed, chain drive , , £60

EXCELSIOR.
il h.p., c-speed £28 10

Exchanges and Daferred Payments.

YOU CAN SEE ALL THE
NEW MODELS AT GODFREY'S.

ANY CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST

QODFREY'S
Limited,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.l.

'Phone : langham 1300 (2 lines).

Great
[3883

.MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

Spare Parts:

A .B.C.—All spares from stock.—Maudes',
Portland St., W.l.

A.B.C. Spares, repairs, special fittings. See adver-
tisement index.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Wimble-

don.

Ace.

ACE Combination 1920, dj'namo lighting,
lent lot, in perfect condition, new tyres;

5, Canning Place, Grove Lane, Camberwell.

A.J.S.

A.J.S. 2'?4h.p. Sports, unscratched;
67, Castle St., Reading.

[0964

excel-
£95.—
[4034

-Powell,
[3667

1 Q22 254h.
--" age; J

ORDER Early your 1923 model A.J.S. from Mer-
rick's Stores, ListerhilU Rd.. Bradford. r85a4

A.J.S., lamp, Cowey,
£65.-114, Brixton Hill.

small mile-
[3801

A.J.S. 4h.p. Twin Combination,
£65.—Waterloo House, North

F.O.C.H. '"nvite inspection

:

bargains.— 5, Heath St..

60

[8564

A.J.S., 2^4h.p., 1923 models, for immediate delivery
Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[0974
good condition;
Cheam, Surrey.

[3670
A.J.S. and other makes:
Hampstead [near Tube).

[1375
A -J-S. 1922 2f4h.p. Semi-sports, brand new, the last
-i^ one; £70.—Will Chapmam's Garage, BeJgrave Rd ,

Leicester. [3583

Guineas.—Practically brand new 1922 2Vjh.p,
Touring A.J.S., equipped.—284, South Lambeth

Rd., S.W.8. [3685

A.J.S. 1922 7h.p. Combination, less spare v;heel,
brand new; £130.—Will Chapman's Garage, Bel-

grave Rd., Leicester. [3582

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models, 2y^h.-p. solo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

-Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

Immediate delivery; 2'!ih.p. touring, £77;.... 77; 7h.p. Combination, £152/10.
—Will Chapman's Garage. Belgrave Rd., Leicester.

[2816
I 021 Dynamo A.J.S. Combination, every accessory,
-^-^^ including spare wheel and cantilever saddle;
£85; es:chan.ges.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing^tcn.

[3687
A.J.S. Combination, 3-speed, complete throughout,

oversize tyres, many extras, including 2 new
chains, etc.; £48.-3, Stamford Brook Ed., Hammer-
smith. [4012

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination; £110, or would ex-
change for a water-cooled 2-seater; full particulars

A .J.S.-
-tX 234h.p. Sports, .-£77;

on application.—Anderson,
sington.

54, Abingdon Rd., Ken-
[3588

A.J.S. 1919 6h,p. Combination, completely equipped
with lamps, honn, spare wheel, etc^ tax paid,

excellent condition; bargain, £75.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [3570

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, new 16/9/21, esceptional
condition, fitted Triplex screen, legshields, sid€

screen, Bonniksen, electric and gas lamps, spare wheel,
etc.; £110.—Owner, 12, Leaside Avenue, Muewell Hill,
N.IO. [2960

SOUTHPORT.—1922 A.J.S. Bl Combination, polished
aluminium sidecar, gift, 69 guineas; 1916 A.J.S.

61i.p. Combination, fully equipped, new sidecar body,
gift, 52 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,
Southport. [3642

LATE 1920 A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen,
speedometer, spare wheel, all lamps and acces-

sories, excellent condition; £75.—Waldron Motor
Mart, 645, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, 8.W.17. 'Phone :

Wimbledon 607. [3794

7 h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar, delivered from work--?,

August, 1921, complete with spare wheel, hood,
side and tail lamps, Lucas mirror, P. and H. horn.
Smith's speedometer, licence paid, done 3,860 miles,
bargain for immediate sale; £120.—Timberlake's
Garage, Wigan. 'Phone: 512-513. [2658

A.J.S. Combination.
set, hood, screen,

electric horn, spare wheel, clock, speedometer,
numerous accessories, cost over £225 less than 3
months ago, indistingxiishable from new; £120.

—

Waldron Motor Mart, 645, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield,

S.W.17. 'Phone : Wimbledon 607. [3793

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, with spare wheel,
dynamo lighting, first-class order, £115; also 1921

7h.p. .Combination, with spare wheel, Lucas battery
lighting, speedometer, Binks' carburetter, excep-
tionallv fine condition, £110. Full particulars of these

and 50 other machines free on request. Exchanges
and deferred payments—Newnham Motor Co., 223 and
245, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 1325. [3222

SEPTEMBER. 1922. 7h.p.
Lucas. Magdyno lighting

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desire4> marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

Spare Parts:

A .3.8. Spares.—Immediate delivery,—Kara, 8,
St., Ealine.

Alldays,

ALLON 1921 2'/ili.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start,
equipped, taxed; £33.—Blackmore, 769, Rom-

ford Bd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [3267

£28, Bargain.—Alldays Allon, late 1920, 2-stroke, 2
speeds, clutcJi, K.S., fully equipped, sound order.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W. [3889

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed. clulcli, kick-5tarter,
lamps, overhauled, recent model, exceptional

coTidition; £35.—Marlborough (Motor House), 20,
Pinchley Bd., N.W.S. [6561

QO Guineas, exchange.—Allon 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
/^/^ footboards, lamps, horn, watch, smart, any
examination; trial.—.Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East
Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [3336

1Q20 Allon 2l4h.p., 2 speeds, O. and K.S., fully
JiiJ equipped, lamps. Klaxon, etc., guaranteed-
Serfect, tax paid; £35.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton

,d., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [3902

Ariel.

SOUTHPOET.—1921 3y^h.p. Ariel, lamps, horn,
tax paid, nice condition; 49 guineas; exchanges.

—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. ^ [3648

*| Q 20 Ariel SV^h.p., lamps, speedometer, aluminium
J- 1/ piston and discs, 60 m.p.h. guaranteed, as new

;

£60.—Parsons, Waiivick St., Earlsdon, Coventry. [3467

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual payme
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,

WiDcycle Co., Ltd., 236. High Holborn, W.0.1. [0704

ARIEL SVijh.p., brand new, touring model, 3-speed,

counLershait, and kick-starter; sacrifice £65.—
Smith Bros., 2, St. Ann's Well Rd., Nottingham.

[4077

,
EIEL 1919 3i/2h.p., 3-speed, Swan sidecar, new

tyre, belt, spares, speedometer, lamps, insured

June, just overhauled; £50.-3, Binden Ed., SUmford
Brook. [3671

1 O20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, fully equipped,
J- */ speedometer. Easting windtereen, excellent con-

dition: 65 guineas; exchanges or deferred.-Edwards, 50,

Harrington Ed., South Kensington. [1856

Spare Parts:

ARIEL Spares for all models, poet free. Ariel
Ap:€nts and Spares Service Depot.—Jones* Garage.

Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO. [0804

A^

Atlas.

ATLAS ilotor Cycle for eale, new AiigUBfj_1922,,
engiae; price £19/10.—Amac, Ltd,

Witton, Birmingliom.

BEAEDMORE, . . _
S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop.

„ .tlas

Lion VTorks,
[3517

Beardmore.
brand new, spring Irame; £45.—

' ~ " "
'

[3440

BEARDMORE-rEECISION" 1922 4i4h.p. Combiua-
tion, cantilever spring: frame, 700x80 tyres, fully

equipped, injured up to April, cost with accessoriea over
£170 this year, practically new; £90, or near offer.—

Wyatt, 76, Old Rd. "West, Gravesend, Kent. [3464

"I Q20 Beardmore-Pirecision Si^h.p., 2-speed, clutch.
J-t? and kick-sta-Tt, ?nrlng frame, S.P. jet, Xtra
air, B.T.H. electric lighting set, etc., licensed, perfect
throughout; 42 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Ed-
wards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [4019

Spare Parts:

Immediate de-
Kays, 8-10. Bond St., Ealing. [2176

BEARDMORE-PRECISION_ Spares.
livery.

Blackburne,
SOUTHPORT.—Olympia, actual only Show naodel,

250 c,c. o.h.v. Blackburne-O.K., the prettiest little

machine at Olympia, instant delivery ; £76 ; uniqus
opportunity; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., South-
port. [3605

SOUTHPORT.—Olympia, actual Sho^v models, o.h.v.
Blackburne and o.h.v. Bradshaw models, Sheffield-

Hendersons, instant delivery; £85 and £72 respec-
tively-; unique opportunity; exchanges.—Kents, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [3604

Sparc Parts :

ALL Blackburne Engine Spares; list on application;
trade supplied.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland

St., W.l. [3884

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 1921 4h.p., S-speed, K.S., with Mont-

gomery Sporting sideca-r; £48.—Burnett, Rowsley.
Derbyshire. [3620

BARGAIN.—Bradbury 4h.p. Combina'tion, 2-fipeed,
kick, excellent condition thr^nErh.fMii.r -J^.p.r _throughout;

Retford.
£2B.
[3757Thompson, 91, Queen S-t.

1 022 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
J-tf licensed year, fully equipped, indistinguishable
from new; £68: eschangea or deferred.—Edwards.
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [2286

NOW YOU HAVE

DECIDED onYOUR

MOTOR CYCLE

AT THE SHOW

CALL AT

TO DISCUSS THE

-BEST TERMS-

FOR PAYMENT

large stocksio choose from

Anexcliangeniagbelpyou

Motor out of iocome

Dg oar Easg Pagment plan

Cend for full particulars

EUSTON ROAD, London, N.W. 1.
(Opposite Great Portland Street Station.)

WALTHAMSTOW, London, N.E.
151, HIGH STREET.

Car Hire Dept. 'Phpne W'stow 418.

WOOD GREEN, London, N.
50, HIGH ROAD.

J

December 7th, iq22.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Brough Superior.

J ONDON.

gEOrrQH SUPEEIOE Service and Sales Depot.

'pHB Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd.

CJ^OLE Agents for London and thirty miles radias,

THE Sporting Eider's Ideal. Immediate delivery i

Mark 2 B.Sh.p. solo, £125; Mark 2 combini
tion, fl50; Mark 1 solo, £150; Mark 1 coniliinatioj
£160. S.S. 80 supplied, witli Brooklands oertiBoal
of 80 m.p.h., £165, delivered ten days. Demontitratio
models in stock, catalogues post free on request. Ej
tended payments and exchangea.— 9, 10, 11, Royi
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: 2450-1 'Grams
Track, Croyrlon. [075

1 Q 22 Bxough Superior, Montgomery sidecar, dynam
-*-*' lighting, electric Ilcrn, Bonniltsen, 8h p. J.A.I
super-sports engine; outfit is what a Brough shoul-
be; £132/10.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney
-^ [107
GOUTHPORT.—Olympia, actual Show models. Marl
*^ I. and Mark II. Erough Superior, instant dt
livery; ^£130 and £115 respectively; unique oppoi
tunity; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southporl

[360:
Spare Parts:

SPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame spare
for Brough Superior in stock; write for lista.-

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge. [083(

B.S.A.
PEOMPTESr Deliveries of 1923 Models.-The B,8.A

specialists.

Ltd, Broad St.,

[3162

COUNTY Cycle and Motor Co.
Birmingham.

1Ci22 B.S.A. Combination, 4i4h.p., shop-soiled only-
-LJ' £85.-114, Brixton Hill. ^3798

B.S.A. 1920 4',ih.p. chain Combination, laxerl. all
accessories; £70.—Will, 769, Romford Rd., Manor

Park, London, E.12. [3268

B.S.A. 4%h.p., late 1921, little used, Unscrati-hed
lamps Tan-Sad. tax paid; saeriiioe £60.—Powells,

11, Wilpntte Terrace, Ebbw Vale, Mon, [3449

£52.—B.S.A. 4'/lh.p., 1920 (Sandum exquisite side-
car, nearly new), hand clutch, lamps, tools.—

222, Brighton Rd., South Croydon. (P) [3621

B.S.A. 4>4h.p., all-chain S-speed, ~ clutch, kick-start,
coach sidecar; 35 guineas, photograph.—Petei

Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Ed., East Slieen.

[3927IQ 19-20 4%h.p., B.S.A., equipped, tax paid, and
-Lt/ guaranteed perfect order; solo, £45; with side
car, as new, £52.—S. E, Porter and Co., Whitchurch,
Salop. [3436

B.S.A. 1921 41411.p. Combination, fitted with East-
iug Royal windscreen, lamps, bulb and mech-

anical hciras, numerous spares; £75.—Timmins, Bar-
laston, Stoke-on-Trent. [3728

4ih.p, B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed gear box, all-

4 chain drive, splendid condition; £36.—Waldron
Motor Mart, 645, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld. S.W. 17.

'Phone : Wimbledon 607. (3796

-j Q22 B.S.A. eh.p.. Model E, De Luxe, with No. 4
-Ltf sidecar, slightly shop-soiled only, maker's full

guarantee; 95 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Ed-
wards, 50, Harrington Rd., Soutil Kensington. [4020

SOUTHPORT.—1921 (September) 4Jih.p. B.S.A.
all-chain Combination, electric head lamp, Cowey

speedometer, Cowey horn, windscreen, Brooks' canti-

lever saddle; 65 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [3645

B.S.A. 4*/4h.D., 3-speed, K.S., with well-flpiung coach-
built sidecar, fully equipped, engine perfectly

sound, plating, enamel, and sidecar unscrdtched; quick

sale £60, or near offer : purchasing twin combinatioa.—
Prebble, De Vere Hotel, Kensington. [3490

B.S.A. 1920 4i-ih.p. Combination, 3-speed, electric

lighting, dynamo, Cowey speedometer, Lucas
horn, portable grid, spare belt, tube, all accessories,

perfect i-unning order ; £80 ; seen by appointment
only.—Seymour-, 24, St. Marks Crescent, N.W.I. [3566

B.S.A. 6h.p. Twin De Luxe Combination, 1923
model. Show finish, at new reduced prices; just

delivered; £115. 4'%h.p. H.2 model, chain drive; £76.
4i4h.p. K.2 chain-cum-belt; £72. Deferred payments
or exchanges..—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,

London. [3880

8, Bond
[4S0S

Spare Parts:

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate deliverT.—Kays,
St., Ealing.

B,S.A. Spares definitely by return, post free, trade

Eupplied.-Pitts, B.S.A. Service, Eedditoh. [1761

THE B.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor
Co., Ltd., Broad St., Birmingham. Catalogue

[3163free on request.

LoadODrGODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St.,

W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, eMiat
year of manufacture. [07oo

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised Iby private owners are, when desired, marlced (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

10 23 Excelsior lightweight Villiers, 2 epeeds, wonder-

11/ ful power; £28/10: new.—Keen, Leominster.
[1228

IO20 E-^^elsior 2';4h.p., J. A. P., 2-speed, equipped,

Lt/ in perfeot ecuiiliion; £23.-51, Upper Rich-

loiid Rd., East Putney. [4068
F.N.

n.N. Lightweight, 2-speed, kick-start, liand clutch,

C shaft drive; 28 guineas, take pedal cjcle part.—

7, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. 13741

Spare Parts:

F.N.
Spares.—We can supply for all models from

1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-
trd's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.

- [1353

G.L.
*^HEAPEST Combination in England.—GX.-J.A.P.,

y late 1919, 5h.p. twin, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed,

lulch. kick-sta-rter, all-chain drive, luxurious ekift"

;decar, detachable wheels, spare wheel and tyre, can-

ilever saddle, dynamo lighting, 3 lamps, Lucas
sitchboard with volt and ampere meters, apron,
Saeting' windscreen, Stewart mechanical horn, Cowey
Deedometer, pump, aaid tools, tax paid; 59 guineas.—
lelancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [3678

Grigg.
'^KIGG, brand new, 2-speed Sturmey, kick-start,
iJ clutch ; £30.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., East
'iitney. [4074

Hamilton.

e20.—
3^^^h.p. Hamilton, Senspray, Bosch, oversize

tyres, splendid order, travel anywhere.—Reed, 5,

LCnsinfitoa Pl.ice. W.S. [3459

HarIey=Davidson.
£45.-1918 7-9h.p. Harley-Daridson Combination,

perlecfc conditlcn; exchaJiges.—Restall, New Rd.,
'Xford. [3768

I
Q23 Harleys, dynamo; £112; exchanges enter-

t-*y tained.—Agents, Parwood Garage, East Hill,
faudsworth. [3592

1

019 Ha-rley Solo, 3-speed, clutch, kick-start, fully
['*' e<iuipped and in excellent condition; an oppor-
mity fur you; £38.—Beiow.

918 Harley Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick-
start, large bulbous sidecar with new Easting

;reen. fully equipped; £49.—'Naylor and Kirk, 406,
arratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. 'Ph-one : Wimbledon
Ml. [3872
JARLEY 1918 Combination, electric lighting, hood,
.X C^meo windscreen, posh condition; best offer.

—

Roydece," The Drive, Siacup. [3813

aARLET-DAVIDSON 1921 4h.p., flat twin, per-
fect ; 52 guineas ; exchanges, photograph,—Peter

rordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.
[3925

" USURIOUS 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidsou Combination,
-J purchased from Harley's last August, as brand
ew; £85; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
ngton. [3688
ITARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1918, fully^ equippsd, licence, Montgomery Sporting sidecar,

ilendid condition; £58, instalments.-63 Solon Rd.,
Tixton. [3712

IT Guineas; exchange.—1915 Harley, 3 speeds, clutch,
tX K.S., roomy coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped, nice
mdition, any examination.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler
d., E. Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [4000

JARLEY-DAVipSON Combination (August, 1920),
hood, screen, Tan-Sad, grid, Lucas dynamo,

>ares, insured to October, 1923, any trial; sacrifice.

75.-129, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. [3935

[Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination, 4h.p. flat twin,
L«7 3 speeds, C. and K.S., all lamps, horn, speed-
meter, etc., absolutely as new, guaranteed ; £75 ; ex-
hanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Phone : Dalston 2408. [3903

[TOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
l payment for a Harley, any model ; cash, de-
irred payments, or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, 194,
ialham High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere.
Srams : Pushfully, Bal, London. [4062

e
58.—1919 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson with special
large coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped, electric

nd acetylene lights, long exhaust with handle-bar con-
rolled cut-out, sulen-did condition; any trial.—88,
'itzjolin's Av., Hampstead, N.W. (D) [2876

I Q 22 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. handsome 2-seater
LiJ Combination, dynamo, electric motor horn, lompc,
Jluemel windscreen, Lucas mirror, Bonniksen speedc-
aeter, tools, tip-top condition, any trial ; cost £215,
eeept £120.-752, High Rd., Leytonstone. [3491

e48.— Special 1918 speed model solo Harley, plated
exhausts (legal), Specialloid pistons, racing Amac,

?.T. bars, new tyres, solo gears, fully equipped, many
pares, tax paid, 70 m.p.h. guaranteed, a super hog
bus; after 6.O.—88, Fitzjohns Av., Hampstead, N.W.
D) [3704

Spare Parts :

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Second-hand W.D. Spares, all

genuine; competitive prices; practically • any
arts.—Maudes', lOO, Great Portland St., W.l. [3886

\y A
Y/P TO SU/r ALL POCKETS.
'^^ 1923 MODELS.

Cov.-Premier, lo h.o..

4-cyl., 2 or 4-scater .
.'.

. 230 gns.
Calthorpe, lo h.p., 4-cyl.,

2-seater 285 gns.
Deemster, 10 h.p., 4-cyl.,

2-seater £280
Lagonda, 11.9 h.p., 4-cyl.,

_
2-seater £275

Singer, loh.p., 3 or 4-seater 280 gns.
Stoneleigh, 8-g h.p., 3-sr. . '£185

B.S A., 2i h.p., 3-speed £57 10
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed £72 10
Levis, 2i h.p., single gear, 2-speed £48
Enfield, 8 h.p., comb £120
Enfield, 2} h.p., 2-sp £50
Martinsyde, 6 h.p. combination . £130
New Imperial, 23 h.p., 3-speed.. £65
New Imperial, 8 h.p., 3-sp. comb. £125
Scott, 3* h.p. Squirrel £89
Triumph, 4 h.p., d5'no. lighting £84 10
Triumph, 2J h.p., dyno. lighting £52 16
O.K. Junior, single gear £38
Douglas, 2j h.p., 2-speed £50
Douglas, 4 h.p., 3-speed comb. . . £110
Sunbeam, 35 h.p., 3-speed £105
Cash, Exchange or deferred payments,

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
Overhauled and ready to drive away.

SOLOS.
Buchet, 3i h.p., C.A.V. mag £17 10
Harley, 1918, 7-g h.p., 3-sp., all-ch £67 10
Indian, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., all-chain. £35
MotoReve, Twin, wants attention £9 10
Norton, 1922, Big Four, new. . .

.

£80
Premier, 3* h.p., 3-speed £25
Rudge-Multi, 192 1, 3* h.p., like

new, nominal mileage £52 10
Triumph, 1913, 3i h.p., cl. model £29 10
Triumph, 1922, S.D., new £84
Triumph, 1922, 2J h.p., new .... £40
Veloce, 1920, 3^ h.p., 3-speed .. £52 10
Villiers, 2!- h.p., 2-5p., c/shaft gr. £29 10

PASstNGER MACHINES.
Ace, 1921, 4-cyl. comb., tax paid £97 10
Campion-Jap, 5-6 h.p.,3-sp. comb. S59 10
Harley, 1919, elec. comb., ex. gd. £f3 10
Martinsyde, 1920, 6 h.p. comb.. . £79 10
Rudge-Multi, 1920, 5-6 h.p. comb. £69 10
Scott, 3 J h.p., 2-sp. comb., tax pd. £45
Scott, 1920 comb., scm., etc £75
Triumph, 3} h.p., 2-sp. comb. . . £39 10

RUNABOUTS.
H.F.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-sr.,dyn. £97 10
Lagonda, 1922, brand new Coupe 299 gns,

Richardson, 1920, 2-sr., dickey St. £85
L.S.D., 1922, 3 wheeler £105

TRAVEL DE-LUXE.
£10 deposit and 25/- weekly buys
Irdian, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, tax paid £35
Martinsyde, 1920, 6 h.p. comb. .

.

£79 10
Matchless,8h.p.comb.,beltdrive £45
New Hudson, b h.p., 3-sp. comb. £49 10

P. &ifl., 3jh.p., and s/car £45
Rex, 5-6 h.p., 2-sp. and sc. £29 10
Rex, 1913, 6h.p., coachcb. £42 10
Rudge-Multi, r92o. 5-6 h.p.

comb., small mileage .. £69 10
Rtdge-Muiti, 1920, 7-9 h.p.

comb., electric lighting £75
Scott, 3I h.p., 2-sp. comb.,

tax paid £45
Scott, 1920 comb., screen,

etc., tax paid £75 .

Triumph, 1920, and s/car £69 10

HafifaxMotorBcctoe,

23Horton S^.
^

HALIEAX.
'Gr3ms"Perfectionr pf.or,e:/4VO.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley Davidson.

Spare Parts:

H

2

ARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kaya, 8,

Bond St., EaUng. [4801

WARNING.—A large number of spurious Harley-
Davidson parta are now being eold.. These arq

gieatly interior to our standard auality, and have
given serious trouble and dissatisfaction. All genuine
Harley-Davidson parts, e.g., valves, pistons, piston
rings, hardened ehalts, springs, etc., are supplied iu
sealed packages only, and riders should lel'uee all

others. If unable to obtain locally, write ua direct.—
Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St.,

London, W.l. [0944
Hawker.

1 Q23 Models. Hawkers on extended payments.
J-t/ Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3941

Henderson.
YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part

payment for a Henderson, any model; cash, de-
terred payments, or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, 194.
Balham High Rd.,^.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere.
'Grams : Pushiully, Bal. London. [4061

Hobart.
Q3.h.p. Hobart, Binks, 3 speeds, equipped; bargain,
^4 il6.—Fisher, Sprii:g-,\ai Rd., Heston, Houns-
low. [3627

Hlimber.
3.h.p. Humber Twin, Vici carburetter, Bosch; £12.
4 —Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Ilounslow. [3626

HUMBER 3V-h.p., 2-speed, clutch, etc.; £10.—
Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-

chester. [3574

4ih.p. Humber, 1922, sound, complete, all-black;
2 £80.—W. Thompson, Harelaw, Annfield Plain,

Durham. . [3529

1 Q 23 Models. Humbers ; exchanges and extended
X iy payments ; generous terms. Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [-3942

HUMBER 1921 4V2I1-P. Combination, Grindlay eioe-
car, lamps, horn, windscreen, Brooks cantilever

saddle, esceptionally fine condition; bargain, £85.—
P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [3569

HUMBER Combination, S^jh-p., just overhauled by
Humber, £35, would consider exchange and

cash for Matchless or leading maker; by appointment
only.—B., 10, Colestown St., Latchmere, Battersea.

[3602
Indian.

"I
023 Indian Scouts (new); exchanges or cash.—

-JL«/ Parwood Garage, East Hill, Wandsworth. [3591

INDIAN, j,922, Scout, like new, taxed; 68 guineas.—
R B. Clark and Co.. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[3592

Id 16 Powerplus Indian Combination, many extras,
J- *y nice condition ; £55.-3, Parker Lane, Burn-
ley.' :3834

1 Q23 Models. Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
-Lt7 Central 5168. Indians; exchange and ex-

tended payments. [3943

LUXURIOUS 5-5h.p. Indian Combination, fully
equippad, lamps, hood, screen; special, £35.—

17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [3783

1 Q 14 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, nice running
-LtJ order; £24/10, or exchange for lightweight
or goods.—93, Ormerod Rd., Burnley. [3833

7-9h.p. Indian 1919, 3-6peed. clutch, kick-start, lamps,
speedometer, etc., excellent condition, little used;

best offer.—Ovington Hall, Winston, Darlington. [3505

£70.—Indian Combination, 1919, electrical equip-
ment, windscreen, tax paid.—Clifford Wilson

Company, 177. Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [3408

1 Q22 Indian Scout, electric lighting, horn, speedo-
J-t/ meter, not done 3,000 miles, taxed, equal to
new; 60 guineas.—Klaveness, Balliol College, Oxford.

[3433

INDIAN Combination, late model, 1921 Dunhills'
sidecar, lamps, speedometer, taxed, splendid con-

dition; real bargain, £55.—3, Stamford Brook Rd.,
Hammersmith. [3150

OA Guineas.—1916 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p.,

O "tt T.T., S-speed, spring frame, 2in. exhausts

;

exchange clutch Indian and cash.—Bramwe 11, Lauriston

Rd., Wimbledon. [3697

LATE 1919 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p. Powerplus
model, hand and foot clutch, Milltord sidecar, tax

paid, special racing model, guaranteed to 70 miles hour,
perfect order; sell 58 guineas, or lightweight part.—D.
Shorter, Broad St., King's Lynn. [3725

INDIAN 7h.p. Combination, with dynamo ligh-ting,

speedometer. Easting, condition absolutely as new,
delivered new May, 1922, £95; also 1920 combina-
tion, with similar equipment, and in very good order,

£75._]Srewnham Mctor Co., 223 and 245, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1325. [4037

Spare Parts:

INDIAN Spares.-New and second-hand for all

models; all second-hand spares sent on approval;

write, call, or 'phone; we can save you money.—Lang-
ford's, 37, Cricklewood 1.roadway, N.W. 2. Hampstead
8616. tl354

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P) B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,

Indian.
Spare Parts:

*P^B Indian spares and overhanling try Horswill,
-- Indian Specialist, over 10 years' experience. 42,
Bridge SL, Ciester. . [1277

GODFREY'S. Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

always in stock. Write tor free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [07E 2

TNDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new, also second-hand,
J- from stock; send list reqnireraente for cur prices.—
Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Ed., London.

Briston 3129. The firm with a repntation
for promptness and satisfaction. [3787

Invicta.

INVICTA Lightweight, almost new; 22 guineas, take
pedal cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell.

London, [3742

1021 lavicta 2^,41i.p., 2-speed, fally equipped,
J-v licensed, excellent condition; 27 guineas; es-
e-hanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington. [3339

Ivy.

IVY 2y2b.p., 2 speeds, clutch, K.S., Lucas 462,
C!owey trip, electric horn and rear lighting, pil-

lion, excellent condition, cost sE89; sell £37/10 cash.
Wanted, Ivy Three.—5, Albany Rd., Ealing. [3737

IVY 3b.p., 1922, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, with
Watsonian polished almniiuum torpedo sidecar,

dynamo lighting, 3 lamps, mecha-nica-i hem, leg-

shields, apron, Easting windscroen, mat, Watford
speedometer, and tcol kit, tax paid, practically brand
new and one of the pretviest outfits in England; 59
guineas.-Delancey S't. Giixage, Camden. Town, N.W.I.

[3679
Spare Parts:

TVY.—Engine Spares.-
St., W.l.

100, Great Portland
[3885

-M'audes'

Ixk>n.

1 Q20 Ixion brand new, fixed gear, £35; -1921 Ixion,
J-*^ 2-speed, £45.—Saunders, 32, High St., Hamp-
stead. [2502

James-

AT Edwards.—1922 3V-h.p. Sports James, equipped,
tax paid, indiistingjushable from new; 59 guineas.—Below.

f 019 ^VJi-P. Twin James, 3-speed, all-chain drive,
-»-*' equipped lamps, horn, etc.; 38 guineas;, ex-
clianges or deferred.—101, Great Portland St., W.l.

[4005
~fQ20 SVsh.p. James, twin cyl., all-chain drive, 3-
-L*J speed, clutch, K.S.; £32; exchanges.—24, Bal-

DeCEMBER 7TH, IQ22.

liol Rd,, North Kensington. [3686

JAMES 5-€h.p. 1921 Combination, 7h.p. 1922 gear
Dox, just completely overhauled by makers, new

back tyre, absolutely perfect condition.—Apply, Orr,-
3, Newhall St., Birmingham. [3431

1 Q 22 James, practically new, 23ih.p., 2-speed,
J-^ clutch, kick-starter, fully equipped and un-
scratched; cost £68; accept £35.—The Mews, Vic-
toria Rd., Clapham. 'Phone : Latchmere 4290, [3726

Spare Parts:

JA3VEES Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays,
10. Bond St., Ealing.

8 and
[9449

WHITBY'S —James spares, expert service.—7, The
Vale, Acton, W,3. 'Phone: Chiswick 1513. [9777

J.E.S.
T.E.S. li^h.p. 1921 B Modelj little used, perfect

Y order; 19 guineas.—Rev. Goodwin Courtman,
Awre, Gloucestershire. [3718

Lea- Francis.
1Q21 SVoh.p. Lea-Francis, twin, 2-speed, perfect con-
J-*^ ditlon, under 2,000 miles, all accessories; £45.—
Nott-Bower, Brompton BaiTacks, Chatham. [3589

Levis.
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London

[3944
LEVIS 1921 2j.ih-P., 2-speed, clutch, all accessories

as new; £30.-145 Widmcre Rd., Bromley. '

1Q23 Levis, 2-6peed, kick-starter, clutch- £48, ju-^t
--«/ delivered.-Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. Thone

:

852. ro966
QPORTS Model Levis, 2-speed, clutch, chain drfve^ perfect, gomg abroad ; £36.-7, Inverine Rd ,

Charlton, S.E.7. [3756T EVIS. late 1921, 2-speeds, hand clutch, spe^do
-*-i meter, lamps, etc., beautiful condition £35
30, Thornsett Rd.. Earlsfield, London. [3157

1 A « ^,°'^^.^*~^'''2^-P' ^"=' believed 1917, Biflex
J- vp forks, discs, lamps, good tyres, unridden 2 years
and never licensed, genuine machine.—7, St. M^trk's
Mansions, N.4. [3856
Spare Parts:

1 Q23 Models. ... ._ __ ,XiJ Levis; exchange and extended payments.

r<ODFREYS, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland St.. London.y Wl.-Complete stock of all Levis spare narts
always m stock. Wi

"

year of manufacture.

. - -- — spare parts
always m stock. Write for free spare part list, stating

[0753

Mi-ajiri
Closing Date—MONDAY, DEC. 18.

Results published In "The Motor
Cycle," Thursday, December 28.

Send your snggestions now for the

GREAT
BURLINGTON
COMPETITION

in which we are presenting this

2f h.p. Burlington Douglas
Fully Equipped

FREE
'TO further popularise our weB-kaown
*- Sidecars, we have instituted the
following interesting competition, in

order to obtain a really good slogan
for these Sidecars.

NOTE.—The type of slogan required is soiitething

similar io " Luxury Products at 'Economy Prices,"
or "Best an the Lcnig Run"
All that is necessary is to send in

your suggestion for a slogan, accom-
panied by an order for goods to the
value of not less than 2/6.

Every 2/6 entitles you to send a
suggestion.

An abbreviated List of spares and useful accessories

will be found under our advertisement in the Miscel-
laneous columns.

BURL NGTON SIDECARS
renowned for their distinctive design, their
elegance, and their roomy comfort. Can be

SQpplied on Cash or Easy Terms.
May we send you a catalogue ?

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Ltd.,
It South Side. CLAPHAM COMMON, 8.W4.

'Pbone: Brixton 2417. Wires; Burlington Motors,
Clapham.

Just by Oapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.M.C.

£50.-1920 6fa.p. L.M.C. Coachbuilt Oombinatk
perfect condition, equipped.—King, Egroi

Oxlord. [57i
Mnrtjnsyde

1 Q 21-22 6h.p. Martinsyde, beautiful combinaiio
J-*^ practically unscratched; sacrifice, 67 Euineas
67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [40-

1 Q 21 Martinsyde Combination, Lucas lamps, eti

J-'-' Derfect condition, delivered tree: £80; Iffiperfect condition, delivered iree
lands.—Box 4958, c/o The Motor Cycle. [351

ROBERTSONS Motors, luimued. are, the Londi
Martinsyde Service agents; trial runs arrange

1923 models now available at the new prices, spai
EUcked.-157B, Gt. Portland St., W.l [U;

1 Q22 Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination, complete wil
Xft/ Milford sidecar, cost £160, has only oeen uei

a lew tunes; a gift at £130; cash or deferred.—Mai
borough (Motor House). 20. Finchle? Rd N.W.

r66l

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in pa
payment for a Martinsyde, any model; cash, c

ferred payments, or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, IS
Balham High Rd.. S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmei
'Grams : Pushfully, Bal, London. [40l

Spare Parts:

B26

MARTINSYDE Spare Parts are obtainable frc

stock at Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Mnswi
Hill, London, N.IO. [09:

Matador.
T>UY a Matador ! It's different—but better !

BEAD This.—2^h.p. o.h.v. Bradshaw engine, 71

x80 Dunlop tyres, perfect mudguarding, quicS
detachable tank giving easy access to engine for ai

adjustment, capable of from 7 to 70 m.p.h. ; pri

£75.

BEAUTIFULLY finished and of particularly sma
appearance; not a "mushroom," but a machii

which has been making good since 1908.

D'
ELIVERIES in strict rotation ; ask your neare
agent to show you one; if he has not got 01

in stock, ask him to write us about it.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Distributing Agents !.

London, Siirrey, Sussex, Ulster Chambers, 16
Regent St., W.l. ^ [38]

Matchless.
1 Q21 H Matchless Combination, as new, mui
J.«/ realise; 84 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balhac

[40£

ASh.p. Match less-Jap, 2-speed and clutch fal

equipped, perfect order; £27/10.—11, Hansai
Mews. Holland Rd., W.14. [355

1 Q23 M'odels. Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Londo]
A tJ Central 5168. Matchless Combinations ; e:

cliange and extended payments. [39fl

MATCHLESS, all models, 1923 prices; best «
change allowances 1 deferred.—Agents, R. I

Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [H5

MATCHLESS Combination. 8h.p., 2-speed, lamp
horn, etc., overhauled, good running order; A

guineas.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd,, South Keo

sington. £114

MATCHLESS, brand new. Model H2, M.A.G. engiw
spring frame, Lucas lamps, horn, screen, shield

etc.; *130, only one at this price.—Mason's Garagi
l.etehwortb, Herts. [166

1 Q21 Model H Matchless, dynamo lighting, hoot
-Ltf side screens, spare wheel, speedometer, et-c., a

new, fully guaranteed; 92 guineas.—51, Upper Ricl

mond Rd., East Putney. [407

1 Q21 Matchless Model H Combination, dynam
-Lv lighting, spare wheel, speedometer, hood, screen

M.A.G. engine, small mileage; £ 85.—Hillier, side beJl

127, St. Mark's Rd., North Kensington. -- [377!

1919 8h.p. Victcry Model Matchte
Lucas lamps, BoTinikseu speedc

meter, spare w^heel, new condition throughout; 7i

guineas; exchanges or deferred.—101, Great Port fan'

St., W.l. [400'

1" ATE 1921 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine

-J Magdyno lighting, iiood, screen, speedometer
watch, lavishly equipped, insured for £180; accep

100 guineas; exchanges entertained.—30, Thoruset

Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [389:

^OUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in pM(

AT Edwards.-
Combination,

ferred payments, or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, 194

Balham High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere
'Grams: Pushfully. Bal, Ix>ndon. [406:

THE Best Bargain in this issue, Matchless 498 c.c.

3-speed, clutch, kick-start, Mollford sidecar, Bloe

mel windscreen, thoroughly overhauled July, appear

ance and mechanical condition as new ; first cheque o?ei

£35 secures.—Freeman, 69, Titchfield Rd., Enfielt

Wash. [3851

T Q23 Matchless Combinaticwas.-T. J. Boss, ot «o

XU High Rd., Lee, S-E. {'phone Lee Green 774). »il

be pleased to take your orders for prompt deliwiT-

Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon^

stration model always in stock. Purchasers tnigbi

free. Large assortment of new and second-hand m©^
cycles always in stock. "^^

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles adv^rti^ed by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

Ih.p. Rudge, clutch, fast, guaranteed; 15 guineas.
? —67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [4050

)21 Rudge-Multi, very little used, fully equipped;
£45.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton

3. [3976

r Ed-wards.—1921 Rudge-Multi, fully equipped,
speedomeLer, splendid jiondition; 40 guineas.

—

|20 sy^.h.p. Rudge-Multi, lamps and hor.n, tax paid,
' exceptional condition; 30 guineas; exchanges or
rred.—101, Great Partland St., W.l. [4003

18.—Exchange 1920 7-9h.p. Rudge-Multwin coach-
built combination, had little use.—King, Egrove,

Did. [3774

UDGE-MULTI, I.O.M., guaranteed fast, acccs-
Bories, recently overhauled; £35, or offer.—8,

msley Place, Hackney. [3843

lCRIFICE.—S'ah.p. Rudge, clutch model, in good
running ord&r and condition ; £ 14, carriage

I.—Kerswell, 56, Laurence Hill, Bristol. [3527

iITTHPORT.-1921 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, Bonnik-
sen speedometer, lamps, horn, etc.; 41 guineas;

langes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [3644

|21 SVih.p. Rudge, sidecar, excellent condition, un-
' punctured, lamps, Cowey horn, speedometer,
e belt; £50.—Sims, 15, Railway St., Chatham,
me: 450. [3699

3UR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for a Rudge, any model; cash, de-

;d payments, or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, 194,
lam High Rd.. S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere.
jns ; Pushfully, Bal, London. [4065

pare Parts

:

UDGE Spares.—Immediate deliTery.—Shepherd, En-
field Highway. N. [0901

CE promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Illustrated
list free. Trade supplied.—Forfield Motors, For-
Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

Scott.

1 20 3^h.p. Scott, excellent condition, elecb'ic
' lighting, speedometer; £50.-16, Pont Si.,

.1. [3766

1
23 Scott Models. Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

' London. Exchanges and defei-red payments;
on free. [3951

OTT S^'ih.p., 1920, excellent condition, tax paid,
£55; similar machine, 1915 model, £35.~P. J.
is, Joh.n Bright St., Birmkigham. [3568

OTT Combination, 1911, recently stove enamelled,
new chains, engine requires attention; £.12 1 10

r

ner, 70, Camden Mews, Camden Rd. [3617

5W the show is over have a demonstration run
on a Scott.—John R. Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350,

er Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. "Phone : 1129,
[3871

OTT 1920 Z%h..p., sidecar, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, excellent performance and condition; trial

a; £60.—Came, 13, Lassa Rd., Eltham, S.E.9.
[3612

IQTT 1912 and Bax aluminium sidecar, splendid
engine, thorough overhaul laat year, little used

B; £50, or near offer.-Write, 19, Margery Park
Forest Gate. [3470

|2b Scott Combination, engine 4114, forks,
" transmission, engine all overhauled by God-
, splendid condition. Aero discs; £60.—Olarksou,
tgh Corner, Colchester. [5836

OTT 3S4h.p., 2-speed, Luca.s lamps amd horn,
double lubricators, very good order; £32.—Newn-
Motor Co., 223 e,nd 245, Hammersmith Rd.,
'Phone : Hammersmith 1325. • [4039

UTHPORT.—Instant delivery latest 1923 Scott
Squirrel, latest improvements, £59 ; 1 922 Scott

irrel, lamp, horn, etc., nice condition, ideal sports
, 59 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

ihport. [3646

Ipare Parts:

'ARD Motors, Ltd.. 32, Hustler St., Bfadford.-
Everything for a Scott, new or good second-hand,

lualled for repairs. [0889
ODFRETS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London.
W.l.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts always

itock. Write for free spare part list, stating year
uanufacture. [0751

Singer.

NGER 3h.p., 3-6peed, clutch, kick-start, iaraps,
speedometer, pillion, very good condition; £27/10.—

Spsom Rd., Croydon. [3461

1 14 Singer Combination, 4h.p. 2 speeds, clutch,
all-chain, new tyres, all lamps, comfortable

car, perfect; £45: exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower
)ton Rd., N.E. 'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [3906

Jpare Parts:

flE Promptest Firm for Genuine Singer Spares,—
Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington

[8368
ENUINE Singer Parts.—Let me quote you.—Alf.
Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry,
me: 1945. [3808

.li^Jl^^
C::;Kl2fe=<ffi

TAYLORS
LARGEST SUPPLIERS
AND SERVICE AGENTS
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT
DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE FAMOUS

A.J.S., EXCELSIOR AND
DUNELT MOTORCYCLES
Also we are Contracting Agents for
all leading makes of Motorcycles and
Light Cars.

"

Any make of machine supplied for
CASH, EXCHANGE, or on DEFERRED
PAYMENTS.

The lightweight which has gained more
trophies and won more T.T.'s than any
other make.
A.J.S. 2J h.p. Sports or Tourist . . £77
A.J.S. 2| h.p. T.T. Model, Overhead

Valves £87
A.J.S. 7 h.p. De Luxe Comb., with
Dynamo Lighting .

.

. . £152 10s.

Excelsior
A comprehensive range to suit the needs
of every motorcyclist. Prices range from
£28 10s. for the 2-speed lightweight, to

£123 for the 8 h.p. combination.

Dutvelt
The 500 CO. Dunelt has proved its wonderfu.
reliability, and at its new price—£89 10s. fo

complete combination—it defies competition"^

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
ShovjTOoms: Motorcycles and Cars.

52-53. Bosses Place. South Kensin^tox
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Coort Roaj, W.C.I
Wholesale: 38. Alfred Place, W.C.I.
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

Telephones : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240
Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260

Teleeraros' " Dvnametro Wpctcenf ' .ondon.'*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

SUN-VILLIERS. in splendid condition and running
order; £i4/10.— 30, Thornsett Rd.. Earhfield,

Lrndon. [3158

F'OR Sun-Jap or Sun-Viti'SBe, get in touch with
the sule North London agents. Models in stock,

single Sijepial, 42 guineas; 2'fih.p. J.A.P., 2-«peed,
K.S.. 60 guineas. Send for catalogues. Trade sup-
plied.—Jones' Gunige, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO,

[07S0
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM 192i S'A-h.p., hiinps. Lorn, speedometer,
sparer, taxed, excellent condition; £75,~Ogle, Digs-

well. Welwyn. [3450

SUNBEAM 1916 3j/$h.p., in good condition, with
comfortable sidecar; £55.—Kersley, 37, Mt,

Pleasant, Alton, Hants. [3543

SUNBEAM' 1922 4V4ti-P- Combination, electric lamps,
scarcely used, unscratched, beautiful outfit; £120,

—7, Exhibition Kd,, S.W,7. [5619

£79.—Late 1920 SVah.p, Sunbeam combination, fully

equipped; any trial or examination, evenings.—4,
Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [3814

SUNBEAM 3"/i.h.p. Spurting, 1921, only done 3,000
miles, perfect condition, with lamps; ^75.—Ray-

mond Best, Burghill, Hereford, [2810

1 C|23 Sunbeam Models, Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
X tf London. Central 51 68. Exchanges and easy
terms; delivery from works if preferred. [3952

1 Q20 3V2h p. Sunbeam Combination, completely
-L*^ equipped, condition practically as new; £110.—
E. \V, Roberts, Elencathra Garage, Keswick. [0972

IQao SV^h.p. T.T. Sunbeam, new 650x65 Dunlops,
•*-*J electric liglits, any examination; £70 for quick
sale.—16, Gt. Marlborough St. 'Phone: Gerrard 6563.

[3964
1 Q21 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., dynamo, manj
^*y special fittings, cost £300, condition as new:
best offer or exchange.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482,
Harrow Rd., Paddington. [3931

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination (1920 model, de-
livered Dec.', 1919), in perfect order, complete

with Lucas lamps, speedometer, windacreen, spare
wheel, etc.; £100.—T.H.A., UenstonB College, Staffs.

[3531

SPORTS Sunbeam SVoh.p. 1921-22, aud Montgomerj
Sports sidebar, electric lighting, speedometer;

Klaxon, Tan-Sad, legshields, knee grips, screen, apron
luggage grid, and step; £115,—Taylor, York Rd.
Leicester. _ . [349'3

SUNBEAM Combination, November, 1920, 3Vjh.p.,
new 700x80 tyres (Avon), speedometer, Tan-

Sad, Klaxon, Lucas lamps, spare tyre, specially
built outfit for Dutch Trials, cost £240; price £90.
—Davis, 10, St. Martin's St., Worcester. [3424

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Sunbeam 1922 4J4h.p.
aud Watsonian sidecar, Dunlops, Easting screen,

Klaxon, tax paid, only done about 300 miles, abso
lutely like new; £110; just cost £172 ; inspection
invited.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Oiynipia, London,

[3519
T.D.C.

T.D.C. 2-stroke, 2^h.p., splendid order; £18; ride

40 miles to purchaser,—186, Minstead Rd,, Erd-
ington, Birmingham. [3760

T.D.C. 2^4h.p. 2-stroke, exceptional engine, fully
equipped, new tyres, take two anywhere; IS

guineas.—135, Acre Lane, Brixton, [3894

T.D.C. 2-stroke, perfect order, just overhauled,
nearly new Palmer tyres, Saxon forks, all acces-

sories; £15.—Snodgrass, Lightwater, Bagshot. [3850

Torpedo
TORPEDO-PRECISION 1915 2Voh.p., perfect; 11

guineas.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. [3929

Triumph.
BRAND New All-chain Triumphs, unpacked; £80.—

Below.

TRIUMPH-GLORIA, all-chain, elaborately equipped,
extras, indistinguishable from new; £85.—Ward

and Co., 51, Upper Richmond Rd., E. Putney. [4066

1 O 22 4h.p. Triumph, shop-soiled ; £70.— 1 14,
J-5/ Brixton Hilh [3800

£65.—Triumph Combination, In good order^ all on.—
Trowell, 40, Wrotbam Rd., N.W. [3481

31,h.p. Triumph, 2-speed, equipped, taxed, ridden
2 daily; £25.-19, Spring St., Cannock. [3832

4 h.p. Triumph, Millford sidecar, speedometer, screen,
perfect; £48.-120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon.

[3821

"I 021 Triumph H 4Kh.p., licence paid; 60 guineas.
Xt/ —Williams, Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Earnet.

[3614

BRAND New 1922 All-chain Triumph, packed ex-

port case; £76.—20, Woodville Gardens, Eahng.
[3793

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. November, 1918, 50% new parts,

licence; £48, instalments.-63, Solon Rd., Brix-

ton. [3715

BRAND New All-chain Model Triumph, unpacked,
maker's guarantee.-16, Devonport Rd., Hammer-

smith. [406S

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 QI8 Countershaft Triumph, in perfect order, luUy
J-tf equipped, licensed; £42.-14, Kildoran Rd.,
Brixton. [3710

1 Q 18 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., countershaft,
J-iJ lami:)S, etc., nice condition throughout; £47/10.—Below,

1 Q 20 Triumph Combination, Inlly equipped, j'uist

-A if overhauled, guaranteed perfect ; £60.—Below.

TRIUMPH Coupette Combination, all aluminium
sidecar, my speciality. Call and inspect.—Goad,

122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone : Maida Vale 1353.
[3892

TRIUMPH Junior, excellent order and condition,
equipped; £26.—Spencer, Survey^:, Wlgton,

Cumberland, [37fi2

TTRIUMPH 4h.p., aiillfOTd sidecar, liueas- iittings,
J- prjrKct; £65, offeis.—"Woodioofe, 40, Vaina E-d.,

Eirmingham. [5493

TRIUMPH 1923 models, orders now accepted, don't
dehiy rouT order,—Eateliffe Bros,,. 200', Gt. Port-

land St., W.l. [0978

TRIUMPHS.—A large assortment in stock; solos and
combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High

Rd., Lee, S.E. [3245

TRIUMPH 1918-19, countershaft, guaranteed per-
fect order; £45.—S. E. Porter and Co., Whit-

church, Salop. [3438

"IQ21 Triumph (August), 4h.p,, all-chain, excellent
J-«/ condition: £70, lowest.—King, Market St.,
Highbridge. Somerset. [3311

"I Q Guinea^.—Late T.T. Sporting Ti-iumph, dropped
-it/ frame, very fast.—A.V. Garage, 2A, Eleanor Grove,
Hogger'is Corner, Barnes. [3634

TKIUMPH 1918, all on, disc wheels, excellent con-
dition 3 months' guarantee; £45,-26, Tulse Hill,

Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [3977

TRIUMPH Combination, 1921, mileage SCO,
equipped; £67/10.—M. Hillier, 216, Portobello

Rd., North Kensington, W.ll. [3866
"1 Q19 Triumph 4h.p., S-speed, Sturmey-Archer counier-
-*-*^ shaft, perfect condition; best offer.—Jones, c.'o

Eoulton, Park Drive, Trentham'. [3492

TRIUMPH 1918 coachbuilt Combination, well
equipped, excellent condition; £55.—^R. 3. Clark

and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3345

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, new Dunlop tyres,
J-*' fully equipped; £35.—Hillier, side bell, 12-7,

St. Mark's Rd., Korth Kensington. [3780

T Q23 Triumph Models. Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
J-iJ London. Central 5168. Exchanges and easy
terms; tuition free; generous terms. [3953

TRIUMPH 4h.p, Combination, very small mileage,
and absolutely as new; splendid bargain, £75.

—

F. G. Smith. High Rd.. Goodmayes. [0959

BABY Triumph, completely equipped, including
speedometer, just overhauled and tuned; bar-

gain, £28.—Johnson, Toadmgton, Horsham. [3619

new models and
I stock.—Moore's

North End, Croydon. [0864

CROYDON Agents Triumph, all
large range of second-hand i

Presto Motor Works,

4h.p, Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, late 1920,
Easting, accumulator lighting, Lucas horn, goofl

condition; £70.-62. Quean's Rd., Walthamstow. [3S21

1 Q13 Triumph 3j^h.p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer hub
i*' gear, clutch, in excellent condition; any trial;
£25.—^Frater, Poles Hill, Sarratt, Rickmansworth.

-

[3554
~| Q 19 Triumph Combination, Gloria sidecar, per-
-l-«7fect conditibn, in owner's possession since new;
£55.—Stratton Manor Farm, East Dean, Chichester.

[3429
TRIUMPH, Model H, brand new and unused, listed

at £105 ; our price 82 guineas ; exchanges or
ief^-red-^Edwards, 50, HarringtoB Rd., South Ken-
sington. [4533

IQIB Triumph 4h.p. countershaft, perfect condition,
-It/ fully equipped, £40; also 3h.p. Triumph, 1916.
renovated. £35.-204, Ladbroko Grove, W.IO. 'Phone;
Park 5541. [9653

3ih.p. Triumph, 1M4, 3 speeds, huth gear, engine
2 and gear just overhauled, hand control, clutch.

lamps, horn, taxed; first offer.—Easter^ Five Ways,
Swanley, Kent. [3729

"I C116 Triumph motor cycle, licensed. 3-3peed, chain-
J-^J cum-belt, Tan-Sad, lajnps, tools, etc., all on,
good condition, any trial; £40.—Ball, 4, Park View
Villas, Hove, Sussex. [3428

£70.—Triumph-Gloria. Combination, 1921 model, tax
paid, numerous accessories ; deferred terms il

desired. -Midland Garage, 166, Shaftesbury Av.
'Phooe: Gerrard 8461, [2429

TRIUMPH, modem refinements, all on,. Grado, K.S.,
a u li'iium discs, pan paddle, lamps, stands, brakps-

£15.—Box 4951, c/o The Motor Cycle. (Will advertiser
please send name and address.) [3514
"1022 Triumphs- at clearance prices. New and t-o
--*' standard specification. Lightweight, £40; Model
H., £T5; aiodel S.D., £84; Ricardo, £87/10; Ricardo
and Sports Gloria sidecar, £109; Model H. and Sports
iidecar, £96/10.—MeeteJi, Triumph Agent. DorkinR.

[3652

I ''Splendid!" i

— yet another
striking tribute

to

Stepneyl

"Road-Grip"
Tyres

Read the following^ from a
" Morgan " owner :—

" The Leasows,"
Bunt Green,

Dear Sirs, Birmingham.

I had a Stepney Road Grip
Tyre on t ic back wheel of my
Morgan and it did over 5,000 miles
and then I put it on the front wheel
for about 1,000 miles and it never
burst but just wore through the
canvas. They are splendid.

I have tried one of the supposed
best make of Cord Tyres and it

burst under 1,000 miles, so I have
gone back to the make (Stepney)
Tyre on my Morgan.

Yours truly,

E. Headly Baylis.

P.S.—If anyone does not believe my
statement I have the old Stepney
(6,000 miles) to show.—E. H. B.

ASK YOUR GARAGE
MAN ABOUT THEM!

I

I

I

r

I

I

THE STEPNEY SPARE MOTOR WHEEL LTD.
J

Stepney Works, Uanelly, Sc |

168, fiT. PORTLARD STREET, LONOON, W.I

December 7th, iq22.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

1 Q22 Triumpii-Ricardo Engiine,, 3%Jup., oJt.
--«/ brand new but shop-soiled, great^jr redoes
exchanges or deferred.-Homac's, 243, Lower Clant
Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [;38!

1 0|19 4h.p, Triumph and sidecar, complete wiit/ electrie lamp, Lucas horn, licence paid, in e
cellcnc order and condition: bargain, £77/15.—Timbt
lake's Garage, Wigan. 'Phone : 512-513. [261

£95.—^Triumph Combination, 1922, all-chain dxi^
used for demonstration, complete with eve:

accessory, tax paid; terms if desired.—Mfdland Carag
166, Shaftesbury Av. 'Phone: Gerrard 8461. [24;

-» Q20 Triiimph-Gloria Combination, Lucas lamps aj
-a-t' horn, Cowey speedometer. Easting aeree

criginal receipt shown, absolutely perfect; £58/10; tri

anywhere.—605, Garratfc Lane, EarJslield, S.W.18.

TTtlTTMPH 1922 4h.p. chain driTo Gloria ebmbin
tion„ footboards, Lucas lajnps and horn, absolute

as new; sElOO.—^Newnham Motor Co., 223 and 2il-

Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersniii
1325 1122

1Q21 Triumph Combination, all-ehaia driTe, apeed
-*-*' meter, legshielda, Lneas dynamo set, few mil

very careful
Longhhoroutr

[54!

only,- guaranteed as new throughout,
handled ; £ 1 0.—1 35. Ashley Ed.,.

LeicesteishiVe-.

1 C|19 Triumph Combination, fitted with Glor
X«/ sidecar, hood, screen, all lamps, etc, in aba
lately perfect condition, guaranteed r £65 r exchange
—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.» N.E. "Phone
Dalston 2408. [39C

1Q22 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, special plate
X*^ exhaust, hand and foot clutch, rear drire

mirror, watch» be;

^60; ieschanges,—2'

, [363

delirary-—Eaya, 8

(40Q1

esioK Service^

;peedometer, mechanical horn
lamps, condi'tion brand new;
Eal'iol Rd., Ncrth Ketisington.

TRITiriEPHS.-Special offer, brand new chnin-cni
belt. £74 or all^ihain, £85; Triumph 1920, i

new condition but not renovated, £55.—Light Car ai

Motor Cycle Enj,dneering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hi]

Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [397

TBI'D'I\rPH 4h.p. cQinatershaft Combinations, in goc
order, from £50. Full list of these and 50 othe

Combinations at prices from £20 free on reqnes!

Eschangea.—Newnbam Motor Co.. 223 and 245, Hac
mersmith Rd.. W.S. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1325.

[322

1 Q22 Triumph Combination, shop-soiled only, fitt*

A. */ with all-weatlier patent coupette sidecar, al^

chain machine, S.D. model ; worth £115; tai

£100 to clear, or exchange cheap:r machine wit!

ca.sh. adiustment.—E. A. CuUum, Bryanston Garage
Bourne Av., Windsor. [355!

SEPTEMBER, 1921,- Triamph, all-chain drive, witl

Gloria sidecar, paint and enamel unscratehed
Lucas lighting set. Easting windscreen, and severa

other fittings; cost £200-, and is in. e^^ry re^pec
equal -to mew, mileage under 3,000; will accept £110
cash ox def^red payments.—Motor House, Ltd., 2fl

FLnchley Rd., N.W^.S. [402:

Spare' Parts:

TRIUMPH Sparea.—ImmediatB
Bond St., Ealing;

CYRIL WILLIAMS, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver
hampton.—Every Triumph part by return; listi

free. [814(

TRIUTSEPH Spaces.—Second-hand or new, for all

models; prices right.—Alt Holland, HearsaH
Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [380E

TRIUMPH Spares, every part in stock, no' waiting^

prices right.—Ward and Co., 51. Upper Eicto-

mond Rd., East Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754 [1135

TRIUMPH SJtare Parts for all Models; alte

Sturmey-Archer' gear narts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones? Garage, TKnaiph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO [0809

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop t Half the price, satisfaction

guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, nnder personal

supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Gyliudfer regrinding oa

latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Porfield Plafte,

Leamington Spa. [7361

Velocette.

X* 23.—Velocette, 2-speed» all diaia, lamp, hism; taai^ —94, Gowthorpe, Selby, Yorkshire. £3734

TQ23 Velocette Models. Wa-nchope's, 9, Slioe' Lane,
-L «/ London^ Exchange: and extended payraants;

tuition free; [3954

T C|31 2-speed Velocette, Maglita eleetric lighting.
Xtf very carefully driven, 4,700 miles only, hois

brand new, perfect condition, engine- 91.721; £52.—
Hardy, Waterside, Shaldon, Devon. [3W1

YERUS-BLACKBURNE 234h.p., nearly new, 2-BpMd,

K.S,, hand cHitch, lamp* tools, eswellent eGn<Bfton«

any triaFr oflers;-Kbdder, AiShover, Chesterfleld. [3444

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private ovraerB are. when desired, marked (P);
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Victoria.

129/10.—Victoria-Villiers 1921 2!';ili.p., 2-speecl, fly-

' wheel magnett), lamps, Klaxon horn. Cowey speedo-
fter, and purap, tax paid.—Delancey St. Garage,
mdcn Town, N.W.I. [3630

Werner.
[7ERNPR 4h.p., low, last, powerful; £22, take
I pedal cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,
ndon. [3743

Wooler.
1^20 \Vooler 2-;4h.p., variable gear, speedometer,U fully equipped, licensed, any trial; £23,

—

u-d, South Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey.
[3852

Zenith.
LL.4.N GRUZELIER, the Zenith Specialists.

|UR very best thanks to you.

IHE orders for Zenith motor cycles placed with us
during the Olympia Show ha.Te far exceeded

r best expectations, and we are proud of the
t that so many have been recommended to us by

clients, who, by their past expedience of our
cialised service, have every confidence in
ng so. .

[i22 Models from stock; 2"!ih.p. super-sports,
1^ £77; 2?4h.p. touring, £69/15; S'/ih.p. Brad-

£125;lELIVEBY 14 days.—Bh.p. super-sports,
8h.p. standard model, £115.

ECOND-HAND Bargain.—1920 Sh.p. Sports, all
en, £50; with sidecar, £60.

ASH or deferred terms, as you wish; you know
the address, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St.,

^- [3815
6h.p. Sports Zenith, 1917, perfect; any trial; £35
-40, Walford Bd., N.16. [3650

'.O.C.H. invite inspection: Zenith and other makes-
bargains.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).

921 Sh.p. Sports Zenith, lamps, horn, tools, prac-
tically new; £42/10.-37, Arlington Ed., Surbiton

lone: Kingston 1274. [3960
ENITH 8h.p. 1920 Sports, magnificent machine,
l-ucas lamps, new tyres, very hot; £55.—4a

inly Grove, Camberwell. [3673
ENITH 1920 Coachhuilt Combination, speedo-

meter, luggage carrier, insured March; £65 —
', Widmore Rd., Bromley. [3787
[JPEB Sports 5-6h.p. Zenith, red and black, elec-
_
trie, 3,000 miles, unscratohed. 60 m.p.h.; £37/10

3, Fairfax Rd., N.W.6. [3784
119 Sh.p. Zenith, sporls" model, re-enamelled, re-

f o5"'^^^'f'l*'"?"s'"-'"-: £70.-Little Henlye, En-
1 Rd., Old Southgate. (P) [3638
i.p- Zenith Combination, countershaft, overhauled
> / , n=°T ??^'^' Easting, accessories, licence-
i/10.—Ijing Dene, Parnham Common, Bucks. [3755
ENITH Sh.p., 1921, Millford-Zenith sidecar, posh

outfit, excellent oonditi-on, all on; S57, or sell
irate.—Wilcock, Park Mansions, Knightsbridge.

EMTH Combination 1920, Swan sidecar, 8h p in
excellent condition, head and side car lichts- a

gain, £50.-W. H. Stuart. Silvri St., Axminste'r.
[3498

f> Guineas.—Sh.p. 1921 Zenith sports, as new,
s-' Canoelet sidecar, electric lighting. Brooks can-
ver. Binks; exchanges.—122, Lower Mortlake Rd.
hroond. [3825
ENITH 1921 5-Gh.p. Sports, electric lights, discs,

horn, spare belt and tube, etc., perfect, last;
I willingly: £65; consider lightweight exchange.—
cknell, Duke St., Ruabon. [3528
f\ Guineas.—1922 Zenith-Bradshaw, all chain, 3-
1/ speed Sturmey-Archer, absolutely unscratched
dly ridden; approval deposit.—McNeille and Piatt'
Gt. George St., Liverpool. 'Phone : 1092 Royal.

Sh.p. Zenith. 1915, very good mechanical order,
Cowey speedometer, acetylene lamp, brand new

nlop rear, very fast machine, buying new bike; £33.
lieutenant Wemyss, Cameronians, Ramillies Barracks
lershot. [3489
ENITH 5-6h.p., clutch, kick-starter, roomy Swan

sidecar, appearance excellent. Easting screen,
:s, perfect order throughout, fully equipped,
nsed; £75, or near offer.—" Ivy Lodge," Risby, Bury
Edmunds. [3339

)21, very late, Sh.p. Sports Zenith, in beautiful
, order, registered February, 1922; tax paid,

jed tank, fully equipped; £55.—Whitley, 9, Great
nberland Mews, Seymour Place, Marble Arch, W 1
Idington 5970. '[387s'

BNITH 1921 Bh.p. Countershaft Model with Mill-
ford Rock sidecar, electric lighting, Cowey speedo-

er, condition like new, £78; also 4 other Zenith
ibinaticns from £49. Pull list of these and 50
2r outats free on request. Exchanges.—Newnham
or Co., 223 and 245, Hammersmith Bd , W 6
one: Hammersmith 1326. Open on Saturdays

[4038

FOR
MOTORINGand
EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades and two
(|ualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the public in garments at

50% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
Allsize.s, 2iin., 24in.,

27in.,3oin.,33in,,and

36111.

ALL ONE PRICE
4IA -^ plus 9d. extra

/ ' for postage.

Worth 12/6.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER . UNED
COATS

(Just the thing for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in.. 44in..

45in., 48111., 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/-

Postage i/- extra.

Worth 35/-

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 34JD-» 36in., 38in.,

4oin., 42in. and 44111. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage i K / Worth
i/- extra. •*/ 42/-

THIS offer cannot be
repeated when the

cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth duringthe trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not offe:*

the garments at even
double the price.

1/clients are not satisfied on receipt 0/ garment, the
money will be refunded in full upon return of the
clothing.

Ail orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to :—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES I OR SALE.
Zenith

~|C|19 5-6h.p. Zenith Corabination, countershaft,
J-*' kick-start, clutch. Rally double-seater sidecar,
as new, Easting windscreen, all accessories, perlect
condition; sacrifice, 48 guineas.—Harvey, Thornlea.
Extons Ed., King's Lynn, [3869

Spare Parts :

ZENITH Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8 and
10, Bond St., Ealing. [9447

Miscellaneous.
T. HEBDEN and Sons, Nelson.

"DEAND New 1922 Motor Cycles.

3ih.p. Norton, Model 16H, 1923 price £79; our
2 price, £70.

^h.p. Triumph. Type H; £70.

31h.p. James, 1923 price £75, our price £67;
2 7h.p. James combination, 1923 price, £133, our

price, £119.

4JLh.p. P. & M. Combination, 1923 price, £125;
a our price, £110.

Sh.p. Matchless 2-seater Combination dynamo light-
ing, spare wheel, etc., 1923 price, £173 ; our

price £155.

Sh.p. Enfield Combination, 1923 price, £120; our
price, £109; also new 1921 combination, £99.

"jyTTJST be Cleared to make room for 1923 models.

J.
HEBDEN and Sons, 71, Scotland Ed., Nelson,
Lanes. Tel. : 91. [3874

HOUCHIN.—1922 McKenzie Lightweight, new, lamp
and generator; £25.

HOUCHIN.—1919 2?tih.p. Douglas, all on; £35, or
offer.

HOUCHIN.—1920 Armis 3Kh.p., Precision, 2-speed,
clutch and kick-start; £35.

HOUCHIN.-1916 Calthorpe-Jap, overhauled and
re-enamelled, all on; £30.

HOUCHIN.—1920 Harley-Davidson Combination, all

"on; £80, or offer.

HOUCHIN.-1916 Alien 2-spe3d, Lucas lamps; £20,
or offer.

HOUCHIN.—1919 8h.p. Matchless Combinations, all

on, screen, spare wheel; £75, or offer.

HOUCHIN.—1917 Douglas 23ih.p. all on, good
order; £25, or offer.

ALL the above guaranteed against punctures.-R.
G. Houchln, 189A, High St., Peckham, S.E.15.

[3733

BOOTH'S Motorics, Blackpool.—1923 Morgans in

stock; motor cycles taken in exchange.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—1923 Levis, New
Imperials, Quadrants, Rudges, Ariels, Martin-

sydes; exchanges.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Lightweights O.K.
2-speed, £16/10/6; Levis, 2-speed, ie22/10/6

Centaur, 3-speed, £15/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Lightweights,
Douglas, 2-speed, £1811016; Connaught, 2-speed,

i£19/10/6; Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, i£24/10/6; new
1922 Bradbury, :e49-/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Lightweights, 2h.p.,

.«10/l0/6; Edmund-Jap, spring frame, J526/10/6;
1921 Viper-Jap, £32/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—SVali-P- New Scale,

*29/10/6; 1921 3-speed New Imperial, £37/10/6;
1920 Edmund-Jap, *34/10/6; 3V2h.p. Humber,
*16/10/6; Sy^h.p. Singer, 2-speed, £19/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Three Sh.p. Budge's,
2-speed, £25/10/6; 3-speed, £25/10/6; Multi,

£22/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Four Phelou and
Moores, £15/10/6, £25/10/6, £29/10/6,

£33/10/6; 3i/l:h.p. Premier, £19/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Combinations, 1922
Quadrant, £79/10/6; 1920 4h.p. Douglas,

£55/10/6r 1920 Martinsyde, £75/10/6; 6h.p. Enfield,

£35/10/6; Sh.p. Premier, £39/10/6; 1920 Matchless,
£79/10/6; 1920 Harley-Davidson, £85/10/6; new 1922
Eudge and Eoyal Ruby, cheap.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—8h. p. Carden Cycle-
car, £26/10/6; 1920 A.V. Cyclecar, £39/10/6;

7h.p. Indian, £29/10/6; Sh.p. 2-speed Indian,
£29/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.-1920 3-speed Douglas,
£42/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas, £47/10/6; 1920 Zebre

light car, cheap ; several others cheap. Push cycle;
taken in exchange. Motor cycles purchased for cash.— .

Booth's Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. Tel. :

1451. [398S

3ih.p. Rudge, £30; SVih.p. P. and M., £20; cash.
2 —Letter, 29, Chapel Lane, Daventry. [3758

4h.p. .T.A.P. Single, 1920. but never used, M-L,
B.B. ; £15; write first.-W. Thompson, 28,

[3624Fairfield St., Manchester.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when

advertisement, and the date ol the issue

deiiired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Finest selection

of veal good cheap motor cycles; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. Easy terms. Weekly
instalments taken on any motor cycle.—Below.

-First deposit secnres immediate
Weekly instalm-ents

WANDSWORTH,
delivery any motor cycle.

suit yourself.

WANDSWORTH.-T.D.C. 2V2b.p-, magneto, good
tyres, runs well: gift, 12 guineas. Weekly instal-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—P.N. aVi-Sh.p., 4-cyl., shaft drive,

good tyres; only 15 guineas. Weekly instalments.

YX7"ANDSW0RTH.—Tl-iumph 3h.p., magneto.
tyres, belt drive

stalments.

^_ - ^ , „ good
clear, 15 guineas. Weekly in-

WANDSWORTH. — Triumph , ,_

machine, low built, runs splendidly
Weekly instalments.

3%h.p; " sporting
' ' 19- guineas.

WANDSWORTH.-Motosacoche Lightvrefght, 2h.p.,

belt drive, nice little runabout; 14 guineas.
Weekly inst-alments.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N, 2V2h.p. 2-speed gear box,
shaft drive; 22 guineas. Weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Enfield 3Kp.. Twin-^ 2 speeds,
chain drive, lamps; 26 g:uineas. Weekly instal-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.-P. and M. 19ia SVoh^., 2 speeds,
kick, lamps; gift, 29 ^ineas_ WeeMy mstal-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott Sports Model (wa.tei-

cooled), twin, very fast machine; 29 guineas'.

Weekly instalments.

clatcb;
Weekly instalinents.

-Indian Sporting Coa-chbuilt Com-
bination, 5-6h.p,, 3 speeds, lamps ; 45 guineas.

Gradua
guineas."

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 13:E5 T.T. ^ 7&.p.,
good tyres, fast; 29 guineas.

WANDSWORTH.-
bination, 5-6h.

Weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian Coachbuilt Combination,
7-9 twiu, 2 speeds, lamps; gift, 39 guineas. In-

stalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Bat-Jap 4h.p. Combination,, 2
speeds, lamp; clear 29 guineas. Weekly instal-

ments,

WANDSWORTH.—Humber 5^At.p., 2 speed?, kick,
lajnps., hooter, great iKtrgainj; 19 gnaneas. In-

stalments.

WANDSWORTH.-Zenith Zi/^-Hli.^, J.A.P^
gear, good running machine; 29

Weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Lincoln-Elk, almost new combina-
tion, 41/th.p., 3 speeds, kick ; cheap, offers.

WAJS'DSWORTH.-Harley-Davidson Coachbuilt Com-
bination, 7h.p. twin, 2 spteds, kick; gift, 39

guineas.

WANDSWORTH.—Royal-Enfield Combination, &&.p.
J.A.P,, 2 speeds, giving away ; 39 guineas. In-

stalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Four 1922 lightweights. Triumph,
Enfield, Diamond, Douglas ; from 25 guineas.

Weekly Instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 A.B.C., beamtilul coachbuilt
combination, everything fitted ; only 59 guineas-

Weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—List free. Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

'Phone : Latchmere 4686. [3895

NAYLOR and Kirk offer the following bargains..^
Villiers, 1920 2-Epeed, fully equipped; £20.

—

Below.

CONNADCJHT 1920 2Kii.p- 2-5peed. fully equipped,
smart and fast machine; '£23.—Below.

1 Q20 Omega 2%'h.p! J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, kick-
M-*y start, sound and good condition^ fully equipped;
£29.—Below.

1Q19 Douglas 254h.p. 2-speed, not W.D., fully
X«/ equipped and in perfect running order;. £29-.—

WE have six 1918 Douglases, 2^^^.v.,
thoroughly overhauled and renovated

new parts, fully equipped; £26.

Rex Combinatian, 2-

-Bclo

2-speed,
?ith 5Q%

5-6h.p. Rex Combinatian, 2-3peed;
although cheap, is reliable and

this machine^
good;, £19-—

3ih.p. Rover Combinationj 3-speed, fully equipped;
2 an exceptional bargain, £26.—Below.

31h.p. Precision, for hard wcxk and reliability, £12;
2 1921 Matchless Combination, dynamo Xightioagr

spare wheel, windscreen, in new condition; £79.

—

Below.

NAYLOR and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, EarTsfield,

S.W,18. 'Phone : Wimbledon 2041. [3873

F.O.C.H. for New and Second-band Cycles, cars, etc.

bargains, cash, or easy payments; exchange;
- arranged.—5, Heath St.. Kampstead (near Tube)

.

[3864
8h.p. overhead-valve J.A.P. and sidecar, 3-speed

cnuntershaft, kick-starter, ovar 70 m.p.h., solo;

best offer accepted, must sell.—51, Gloucester St.,

Norwich. [3522

RIDEEZI
will supply you with

any make of

1923
SOLO OR

COMBINATION
fully equipped to your

desire, Insured and

Tax Paid, by paying

a deposit of 25 per

cent, of the value and

tiie balance spread

over twelve or

EIGHTEEN MONTHS

according to Machine

' chosen.

The Rideezi Sjrstem

givesyouaDISCOUNT

if you pay earlier

than agreed.

RIDEEZI SALES, Ltd.

Automotive and
General Traders

5, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

TONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.lOi,-!
<-" lyondon's lowest prices. Severe trials given beloM
purchase. Free tuition.

new; £45; came
plating and enamel

JONES Garage.-^Triumph 4h.p., as 1

from Triumphs in 1920, plati:

perfect.

JONES G^arage.-^Vsh.p. Premier Sports model 1914,
nice little bike, in excellent condition ; £20.

JONES Garage.—Our special bargain of the weet

—

SVsh-P- Chatsr-l.ea-Jap Combination ; £25 ; ctsa^
pletely equipped, tax paid, coachbuilt, S-speed^ }i^^%
perJectly sound and trustworthy.

JONES Garaee.-1920 Ariel 5M;h.p.; £45; 3-speed,
countershaft, clutch^ K.S., silent, and as new.

JONES Garage.—2V2h.p. Economic; £20; exactly as
new, done about 200. miles only, 6 speeds, clutch,

dynamo for lighting, large tyres, all unscratched.

i

TONES Garage:~i918 4h.p, Triumph, complete;
^ £39/10; our special bargain of the week, excellent
condition^ a fast and. reliahle solo mount.

JONES Garage.—1921 Wooler 2";4h.p., horizontal
twin, variable gear, mechanical oQing, luUy

equipped, clutch, etc., marvellously flexible and iaat,

will crawl on top gear owing to heavy flywheel^ 1.40.

m.p.g.r £29. 1920 ditto, £25, eqxially good:

JONES Garage.—Any machine tested on Muswell Hill
before purchase. Ws have a -large stock of new

and' second-iand ma«ehines; list free; very easy deferred
terms, —Jones Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.lO.

' 'Phone -r Hornsey,, 2917, 'Buses &om. Hij^gate and
Finsbury' Park stop at the door, takes 20 minutes.

[399a
FOE Sale; 2?^.p. J.A.P. engine, complete, mag-

neto, aluminium- footboards, carbtiretter, and all

controls, and Enfield 2-speed gear; £9.-34, Manches-
ter Rd., Swindon. [35b.i

HALIFAX.-1923 New Imperial, B.S.A., Enfield,
Douglas, Triumph, and Levis models from stock;

cash, exchange, or deferred.-—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Horton St., Halifax. [3594

CLTiSro Combination, in good order, £20 ; ako 3-

wheeler 2-seat«r, £14'; and 4-Tiheel chassis withi

gears for building light car, factory b-iilt, £6.—H. E.
Hall, Woodiandg Film Studio, Whetstone, London.

[347P

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIEE Latest Models cycles and combinations, ireji

period.—Write terms, Fowler Brigden, 135,
Eustsn Ed. [0793

OUR Terms are most favourable. Send for I«ll
particulars, solo or combinafeioni.—Maudes' ,^ 100*,

Gt. Portland St., London. [oaso

pOBEETSON'S Motors, Ltd., for many year* have
-tV specialised in this clasa of work. If machine is

purchased, full' amount of hire up to one week is

aIlowed.-157b. Gt. Portland St., WJ. [5936.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
H
F.
pDWARJDS and 0(X,

I A1 *"* Port'^'ld St., W., are cash buyers of solos,
X.\J 1. combinations, and Morgana. Highest pricea

ffiTeo ; distance na object. Call, write, or ^phone^,
Uayfuir 4027 [0870

"TI.B,

-^ANT

K /VA COMBINATIONa and Solos, any maSe>.gn»r-
t-?"vrv anteed top prices gi-yen.—T. and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372, -Enston Bd-. Masennr 6S81. [0948

W^
A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, Combination?, cycle cars. If in town, writfr,

phon^ or call. If coimtry, send to London
terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—

W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Ed., London. Museum
5391. [0332

OOD cheap solo, full particulars, letters only; casli.

waiting,—42', Park St., Slough. [5655

TJfTAJTTED, Motor Cycle, lowest spot cash-—Eendiicfc

G"
154, Star Ed., Peterboroogh. [3481

O-SPEED, 2-strDkc, Metro-Tyler, or similar: abonfr

/* £18.—38,_ Avonmore Bd-., W.14. [3S2*

dama^d macil.inei cheap; Ha.rley or

Indian.—17, Herschel St., Slough. [3548

ANTED "to purchase,, cheap, motor cycle; abiyut

£10.-Box 4966, c/o TTie Motor Cycle. [3778

(TED, P. and M. motor cycle; about £1B-;

m.oj.—Box 4965, c/o The Motor Cycle. [Srrl

SOLO' Motor Cycle or Cjombination wanted, must b»

cheap.-97, Ekenllam St., SouthflelSs, S.W.1|

TX/"ANTEB:

W'
wrANTED,

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOlOU CYtLtS WANTED
PALMKR'S Garage, 'Iboting.—Tlie pre-emiuent place

fir tUsposing of motot cycles.

PALJIER'S Garage. TootiB.g, will make you a cash
offer at sigM,

PALMER'S Gaa-age, Tooting.—Y-ou will be sure of

a good cheque il you sell your maclxihe at
Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootin".—Tliousanda of meu
have Bvld 'their machines hevo.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in th© vreekly aucuoa-sale held every

rhur^ay at 2.

PALME-R'S Garage, Toctmg.—No garage charge 'i3

iucurred iiuoil 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect macliines
trom a-ny Laucion railway station. The auction

ale is held every Thursday, cammenciiig 2 p.m.

PALMER'S G«a-age, Tuoting.—If cash offer not
accepted, machine can be included in auction

Ale held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest,

PALMER'S Garage, Toating.-Terma i Selling «om-
mi-3sion 7Vz%, not chargeable unless machine is.

old. If no sa.e, a nomina-J auctiun fp©" is charged
pr motor cars, liO/-; mntoi cycles under £50 value,
i/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
ale these charges are cancelled aoid ccmmission
harged.

PAL vlER-S Garage, Tooting,—Catalogue free.—TeL
L ^08 a.reathaai. Grama : Palmei-'s Garage, Toot-
RS- 13913
[TTANTED, modern Lightweight, must bo cheap.—
ff ±iariingtun, 21, Jsient bt., Hendpn, N.W.4.

W"EW IMPERIAL and Omega wanted, any condition,
il mu^t be cheap.—82, Brassey Rd., Winchester.

rRITJMPH, Sunbeam, or similar, recent date; must
be cheap.—Humphrys, 269. Rye Lane, S.E.15.

[4035ANTED, several second-hand motor cycles- x^„o
be cheap.—Derrebt. Orwell Rd., Clacton-on

s^-
I [133L

"iHEAP Motor Cycles, any quantity. casU on the
-/ spot.—Jones* tJarage, Broadway, Muswell Hill.
MO. [0947
T7ANTED, solo, Morgan, combination, good, cheap.-
r* —Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd.. Kilburn,
.W.6. . 12205
"^OOD Solo or Combination wanted for cash.—Write,
-T F. Lacey, 115, Engadino St., Southfields.
W.18. [3537
[T7ANTED, lafec 2-3V2h.p. solo; cheap; oKeis.—Par-
rT ticnlais, Thomas. 1a, ^evan Terrace, Stockton-
a-Toes. ^3763
iXrANTED, Douglas 2^h.p., must be first-clase cou-
*' > it.o.i.—Write Pejuscn, Cycle Agent, WoUastou,
Foithants. [3480
?40.—Cash waiting for best sporting solo offered
•> not earlier 1920.—Holder, 13, First Av., Acton
ale, W.3. [3845

rO Garage Proprietors.—Advertiser will buy up to
20 machines at right price. Send list. Casli

aiting.—King, New Rd., Oxford. [3775

XTANTED. several cheap solo motor cycles for spot
'» casn.—Maynard, Ibl, Bowes Hd., Bowes Park,
.11. "Phone; Palmers Green 19. [3623

XT"ANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cash ou sItLi
'» C:ill, write, or 'phone BLensington 3709.—Edwards
), Harrington Ed., South Kensington. [060-3

LNY J\lotor Cycles Wanted in exchange lor new
Martinsjdes, 1923; the most marvellous value

I the market.—JNitotor House, Ltd., 20, Finchlev Ed.,
.W-S. '[3403

ItTANTED, genuine racing model Indian, Harley,
' American X, or Zenith, solo or combination;

' standard models entertained.—Box 4643, c/o The
otor C'yile. [1245
T7ANTED, at once. Triumph Junior or Levifi, 2-
't stroke, 2speed, 1921-22, must be guaranteed per-
Bt and cheip lor cash.—Stanley Goodwin, Sutton Lodg*-.
idderminster. [3475
iUj.i'i.:.\li"S Buy, sell, or exchange any make o

motor cycle. State your requirements. We und.,r
be to do ycur business and give rou satisfaction
stance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weak!
)ne. [082 C

1ASH on Sight for new and second-hand motoi
^ cycles and combinations, any make oi conditioj'
Doll, write, or 'phono, bhdrt and Glass, Ltd., 485-493
pper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Pari
>nd 2362 and 2363 - r037'

[END your motor cycle to ]*almer's Garage and -Motor
Au tion Rcoma, High St., Tooting. Cuah oifei

legrapbed immediately on receipt I^^earcst ' station
imblrdon. We will collect from any London station,
achine <.-an be included in auction sale if desired.—
ie :;rldrcs3, Palmer's Garage. Tooting. [3916

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
.B.C. Skootamota, new. jnsoiled, latest model, list

- £55 ; accept £ 18 ; wonderful bargain —Prank Whit-
rth. 139, New St., Birmingham. [5085

SPECIALISTS-

NEWCASTLE
1922 SOLO MACHINES (shop soiled).

NORTON BIG FOUR £79
NORTON, si h.p., 3-speed model, i6H £73
INDIAN, 4 h.p., Scout Model £89
N.U.T., ^ J h.p.. Twin £78
SUNBEAM, si h.p., 3-speed, chain £112
NUMBER, 4J h.p., 3-speed, chain £78
HAWKER, 4j h.p., =i-speed, chain £7S
BEARDMORE, 3 h.p.. Barr & Stroud, 3-sp. £73
DIAMOND, 3 h.p., Barr & Stroud, 3-speed £69
ALLON, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £48
NEW HUDSON, 2.I h.p., z-speed, chain. ... £49
SUN, 23 h.p.. 3-speed £58
EDMUND, 2^ h.p., 3-sp., chain, spring frame £73
IVY, 3 h.p., 3-speed, chain £63
NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, c-speed £37

SOLO. SECONDHAND (guaranteed).

HARLEY-DAVID50N, + h p., 1922, as new £75
NEW HUDSON, 3-spped, Hub, 1914 £25
NORTON, B.R.S. Kacw, 1921 £95
N.U.T., ti h.p., 1922. Electric £79
SCOTT, 1919, 3-3 h.p., lamps, horn £49
SUNBEAM, 1922, 3* h.p., detachable wheels £95
P. & M., igiO, 3* h.p., 2-speed, kick-start . £32

1922 COMBINATIONS (s^op soiled).

MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. Sports £118
BEARDMORE, 4J h.p.. spring frame £114
BRADBURY, 6 h.p. Twin £128
NEW SIDECARS for Spring Frame Indians £23

SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS (guaranteed).

CAMPION, 8 h.p., 1919 £69
JAMES, 191b, 43 h.p £63
SCOTT, 1916, 33 h.p.. lamps, hom £45
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 19.20, Blectric £79
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1920, speedometer, \vind-

screen, as new, exceptional £85
DENE, 8 h.p., with Millford Sidecar £69

1922 LIGHT CARS (shop soiled).

LITTLE GREG, 9 h.p.. 4-cylinder, 3-speed £198
COVENTRY-PREMIER, 8 h.p., 2-3-seater £195
NEW HUDSON, Runabout, 3-whceler £195
CALTHORPE, 2-seatcr, all-weather de Luxe £299

LIGHT CARS. SECONDHAND.

CALTHORPE, 1920, 10 h.p., 4-scater,

Electric Lighting and Starting £200
LAGONDA, 1920, Coupe 2-seater, Electric

Lighting and Starting, repainted £165
G.N., 1921, 2-seatcr, Electric £85
TRUMBULL, 14 h.p., 2-seater, Electric .

.

£58

Our WIRELESS dept.

is now open under the management
of experts. .

We' can supply any make of

apparatus at lowest market prices. -

Demonstrations daily on the premises.

TRADE SUPPLIED
at manufacturers' prices—the

MOTOR TRADE
in particular should get in touch
with us at once—we have a splendid

pi-oposition to offer.

MOTOR SCOOTtUS.
SCOOTERS.-Limited number ol Skootamotas,

£17/10, brand new ; Mobile Pupa. new,
£12/10; slightly uaed, £10.—Egertona (Ipswich).
Ltd., INorthgatc, Ipswiuli. [2842

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUT0-\V±ii?il!.l..'3. 6 guinyas, penect uoodition; re-

pairs and replacements.-J. W. llob.ns, 97,
Liatchmere ltd. Batiersea. 12216

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
W.J.C.—Any make ct windscreen supplied. Adju.?l-

ablo scieena with apron, 2&/-, 3U/-, and 35/-; fit

any sidecar.

W .J.C—Shop-soiled windscreens of leading makes at

greatly reduced prices.

W.J.C.—rCoods, guaranteed waterproof, with fittings,

35/-; 2-seaters, 45/-.

W_j_C—Any of the above sent on approval against

cash; money returned it not satisfied. Send for

catalogue. See our displayed advert. lof special ofier

of sidecars.

W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Avenue, Ilolland

Fark, W.ll. 'Phone : Park 2071 (open Sunday
morning). [^042

HOOD, celluloid screen, dash, apron, celluloid side

scrtens, off 8h.p. Sunbeam, ilS/ 10.—Thompson,
Griffin Hotel, Earlstown, l^ancs. [3855

EASTING Screens, complets, gnarnntejed; 47/6,

cani.igo and packing 2/6.—Ward and Co., 51,

Upper Eichmoud Rd., Eaat Putney. [40V2

HERCULES Hoods, aprons, etc., cheapest and best.

Cameos, 35'- ; celluloid, 1/6 sq. It.—Hercules

Hood Co., 698, Seven Bisters Rd., Toitenham. [0853

CELASTOID Strong W'iindscreens, 50x10 7/-, 25x
20/- 7/-, 15x10 2 /6;_ thinner quality, lor poultry

hou-ses, 50x20 5/-. lOxiO 1/-; post ]>aid

and Son, Weodhouse LaJie, Leeds, 'Phune
B. Smith
22576.

[3553

BRISTOL Windscreens, will fit any sidecar, au]ust-

able any augie, neat and efficient. Popular 37/6,
ue Luxe di2/12/b; Bristol lace and chest screen tor

motor cyclists, being fitted to the rider does not attcci-

^teering, mi,tantiy attached, price 21/-; send for illu^-

Liationa.—Patentees and Manufacturers, Bristol Sidecar

Co.. Stokes Ciolt, Bristol. [1791

BAVVER Adjustable Windscreens, complete with
coverall apion, mannlactured under patents Nos.

108334 ol 1916 and 109601 of 1916; carriage paid; ou
approval; 30/-. All Eastings and Sandham wind-
screens supplied. New panels fitted from 12/-; aprons
from 10/-. Catalogues.—Bobini Manufacturing Co., 1

and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 2. 'Phone: Brixton

1585. [3997

BODIES.
TTELEN Sidecars!!! Helen Sidecars!!!

END of Season Bargains. Bodies complete from
£2/15. Write for catalogues.—^Robini Manufac-

turing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2.
'Phone: Brixton 1585. - [3995

BURTON . Sidecars.—1923 touring bodies, £5,
. carriage paid ; our catalogue illustrates sis

models. -

ROCK -battom prices, finest workmanship and
materials, latest designs.—Sidecar Co., Broad-

stairs. , ,,

[2789

SPORTING Torpedo 2-seater Body, dummy radiator,

bonnet, suit cycle car ; £10 ; Flat 17, 122,
Southampton Row, W\C.l. [4031

BASTONE'S Great Clearance of Sidecar Bodie.^

(stock soiled) ; semi-sporting lightweight, £2/15
each ; ditto, not painted or upholstered, 20/- each

;

touring models, 70/- each; ditto, not painted or up-
holstered, 30/- each.—228, Pentonville Rd., King'-s

Cross, London, N.l Tel : 2481 North. [2707

ONE Pound 19/6 is the price of the Racing Cobb
Speedman sidecar body, untrimraed, bulbous tour-

ing type, 2 lockers,, sprung seat, handsomely uphol-
stered and beautifully finished any colour £4/ 15;
including carriage and pai;king.—Vernon Cobb, Side-

car Works, Nottingham Rd., Burton Joyce, Notts.
[3608

SIDECAR Body Designs lor the trade only. Work
ing. coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established

designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult US when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St.. London. E.C.4. ^ [000^

H
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

ELEN Sidecars ! ! ! Helen Sidecars ! ! !

END of Season Bargains. Complete outfits for any
31,411. p. and 41i.p. machine from £10/7/6; (or big

tv.ins from £16. Extended payments.—Robini Manu-
facturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2.
'Phone: Brixton 1585. [3996

IDECARS for Douglas and Indians; cheap to
clear.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [3790

BAD-DEAKIN Canoelet Sporting Sidecar, very
smart; £7.-116, Woking Rd.. Guildford. [3830

COACHBTnLT Sidecar oH A.J.S.. £5; lightweight
motor cycle, S12.—14, PhtEnis St.. Euston. [4036

All letters relatinC to advertisements should quote the number .nt the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue A2
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s
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

CANDHAM, the smartest Kidecar specialistfl.

SANDITM (V-«liaped) iviudscreen, a iood, screen nncl

iipron. The i'opular £2/15. and the Staudan
£3/18. \ynte for list.

CjANDUjVI ;V-shni)6d) iviudscreen. Our South Londoi
fJ agent writes: "An iuEtuntuneous ^uc<'ess : sold out
sejid further supply," Agents, get in touch with ue.

SANIJUM Dual-jnrpose Sidecar (patented). The onl.\

sidecar oi leaaonable length r.npable of carrying iWi
Of'nlt- in I'omfort Bodies supplied sepaiately if Teqniie<-

SANpHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
' Rd- W.C.I. 'I'hone: Museum 3427. [0019

SIDECAE Bodies, coachbuilt, usual price £10/10 (20)

only, to cle^ir £5; send for phuto.

SIDECAE Bodio.^, cane and wicfcer, coat from £3 to
j£iO new, sjjji'iitJv soiled; '^01- to 50/- each,

absolute gilts; all cairiag-e paid.

ALSO quantity sideoar chassis, "wheels, castings, tyres,
tub."s, and various fitments, money-makinB oppor-

tunity for maker-up.—Msi^'ille Ca.rs (Halifax), Ltd.,
opposite Fire St^ition, Halifax. 'Phone: 999 Hs. [0976

BASTONE'S for Sidecars. No better or cheaper
house ; all latest models in stock.

BASTONE'S Complete Sidecar to fit any machine,
iill ; ditto sports model, £16/19; iouring bulb-

ous back sidecars, £17/7/6. Several models in stock.

BASTONE'S.—We are distributing agents for the
lamous Montgomery and Whitley sidecars; send

lis your inquiries.

BASTONE'S.—If you ai-o buying a sidecar, kindly
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere,

and fsavc money.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [2708

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—New coach bodies,
full size, with locker, 4i5/17/9; n.suaily Ji,9/10.

BOOTHS Motories, Blac-kpool. — New step pattern
coach bodies^, £5/17/6; sporting bodies,

£4/17/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Canoeht chassis,

like new, £5/ 19/6; shop-SQi>letl £25 sidecars to

suit Triumph, B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand side-

cars, cheap; springs, mudguards, hubs, lug.s,

fittings; state r^CLuii:ements.—Booth Motorics, 294.
Waterloo Rd.. Blackpool. [3984

SPORTING Cauoelet, now condition; £5/10, great
bargain.—Barratt, 57, Princess Rd., Jiilburn.

[3823

C.B. Sidecar, serai-sporting, as new, standard connec-
tions; 6 guineas.^0, Baronsmead Rd., Barnes.

£3640
LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecar, complete; snip, £7/iO.—

Stock and Sons, 107, Coningham Rd., Shepherd's
Bush. [3753

SIDECARS, several - sePond-hand; cheap; room
wantsd, fitted free.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-

.vell, London. [3747

SIDECAR, latest, new undsr.slung. bulbous !)afk,
' suit Triumph similar; £9.—Taylor, 637, Seven

Sisters Rd., Tottenham. L3703

PARAGON Folding Sidecar saves storage and has

10 years to its credit. When folded will go

through very narrow doorway.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—If your passage or

doorway is only 25in. we can make it so that
it passes through without trouble.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar was first on the market,

and is still the best. Call and see i923 improved
model demonstrated.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—Extended payments to
suit everybody,—Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High

Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

NORTON 3V2h.p., sports --sidecar, perfect condition,
windscreen, Dunlop; 18 guineas, or near oner.

—9, Swinburne Rd., Darlington. [3831

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
lui nil make.!.—aend loi ^-uiujoguo, etc., Unlee/,i

Sales. Lid 5 .<-'--\ vSt S W 1 tCfl-^9

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again wins
Uhaiupionship at Brookiands, making third suc-

cessive year. Le Vack (Zenith-Jap) first, O. do Lissa
(Motosacoche) second.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again used for
lecoids. 5a miles, 100 miles, one hour, by

Messrs. Temple and Allchin, on the famous Hai'Jey-
Davidson.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar was used hy
the winners in the 200-mile race, Messrs.

Davidson (Indian) and Le Vack (Zenith).

MIDDLETON'S Supply on extended payments if so
desired.

REPAIRS to Frames, Chassis, Bodies of every rle-

sciintion. Trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oldest established sidecar
makeis. Business hours 9 to 6, Saturdays close

12.—27, Stroud Croen Rd., Finsbiiry Park. "Phone,
lloinsey 1534. • [0522

JUST SHOW HER THIS
Ei.rtcl sa.y you would Bl«e
one -For- CHvis'fcmEis

THE ONLY PERFECT PRESS
which, while Stretching; and Pressing the Trousers, also

Presses the TURN-UP.

EVERYTHING OF THE BEST

BEST
PLYWOOD BACKBOARD.
OAK TOP & STRETCHER BOARDS.
PIANO FINISH FRENCH POLISHING.
NICKEL PLATING on All Metal Parts.

THE WHOLE M UNTED ON
FOUR IVIAbSIVE RUBiER F..ET

The "PERFECT- St'-etch and Press.
I'ully Patented i.q9ti7o.

THE

27

ABOVE PRE9S
No. 10

S c c II ne i V
packed, car.

paid to your
door oil re-

ceipt of ' .O.
or Clicque.

L

THE ABOVE PRESS, but
With ordinary stretch. No. 20
Securely ^ .._ m
pncked car. rffl #% /
paid to your ^m ^M '

„ do'T oil re

coii.t or P.(>.

iirCheciue for186
If you are not perfectly satisfied with your value for money
return press within 7 days and we will refund money in full.

All Cheques and Postal_^__ and made
Orders must be crossed "'"'"'- payable to

;

James H. STUART& Co.,
163, IMOOR STREET, BIRIVIiNGHAnll.

19
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
DOBWAY folding Sidecar saves garage. Whe;

toldpd (10 seconds) combination passes throag',
ordinary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when oyen
DO freakishness ; send for descrittiona. Frank Wliil
worth. 139. Nev St., Birmingham: [508.

HOPLEY Folding Sidecar Sa.vea Garage; attache<
to motor will go thruuRh passace 28in.; tanden

oodies fitted; snits motors an \m 10b d.: cbanKei
Irom pleasure to commercial in lew secuiids: tested f

-ears.-F Hi-nley, Upper HiEhEaie St. BirminKham
lois:

W.J.C. Folding Sidecars, fitted in a lew seconds
guaranteed for 2 years; single or doubleseaters

The most practical folding sidecar on the market,
prif;e £12/12; wiHlng to send on approval againsl
cash. Money returned il not satisfied- See onr dis^

played advert, lor special offer of 25 guinea sidecar;
for £17/10. Send lor catalogue.-W.J.C. Motor Ex-
change. 5, Addison Av., Holland Park. W.ll. "Phone:
Park 2071. (Open Sunday morning.) [4041

SOMETHING a Little Better.-*' Nothing is perlecl

in this imperfect world." Copwill sidecar chassis
To introduce this new model and to substantiate oui
claims we will give to all purchasers during the neXl

month one 26X2% extra heavy Dunlop cover, or nevi

TViumpb parts to the value of 35/-; chassis from £f

to £11/10.—.Light Cajr a-ad Motor Cycle ii-nginecrins

Co., Ltd. 26, Tulse Hill. Brixton. 'Phone : Brixtor

1292. (Va minute ti'om Brixton Skating Rink.i Lool
lor the Golden Arrow. [3973

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
23 Morgans are available Irom Gibb. Northgatie

liloucester. 'Phone t BS2. [096£

LERIOT-WHIPPET 1921, equipped, first-class con

dition; i£49/10.—10, Baroismead Rd., Barnra.
[363i

1 Q22 G.P. Morgan, H.A.G., Lucas dynamo, blot

Va speedometer, like new; fil40.—114, Briste
Hill. [3803

ROTER Eight 1923 models from £180; motor cieli

exchirageft.-E. B Clark and Co., 7. Bxhibitioi

Ed, S.W.7 I'S''

MORGAN 1922 Dff Luxe Model, air-cooled J.A.P,

erigine, fuHv equipped; £95.—P. J. Evans, John;

Bright SI., Birmingham. U57I

A.V. fipecialisls, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Corner

Barnes, have several Monocars and 2-seatej's ir-

stock from ^35. Exchanges. E363E'

1 O20 Crouch, vtide Z-seater, electric lighting, spare

-L«/ wheel; £65; offers, exchanges.—Derrington, Graf

ton Rd.. New Maiden. 'Phone ; 256. [398!

PARTS for building Tricar Sh.p.; sell whole 01

partly, or exchange for light solo.—Crutchfield,

64, Clayton Hd., Hayes, Middlesex. l342!

1 Q22 lie Luxe Morgan, dynamo lighting, every pes-

-1-i' sible ac esSLry,' run lew miles; £li5: exLDaneeB

~24, Balliol Hd., 'North Kensington. C3691

HALIPAX.--1923 Coventry Premier, 230 guineas;,

Singt-r, 280 guineas; cash, exchange, or deferred,

—Motor Exchange, Horton St:, Halifax. [3599

EXCEPTIONALLY Smai-j De Luxe G.N., dynamoi

l;gii'Ung, spare wheel, every accessory; £85; ex.

ijhange3.~24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. (3692

Q /f Guineas; exchange.-1914 Morris-Oxlord 9h.p.,

O^: ''4-cyis., E-seaier, dickey, 6 detachabies, new hood,

screen; any examination and trial.—Seabridge. Below.

QA Guineas; exchanges.-1920 G.N. 2-Eeater,

oV dynamo, 5 deiacnables, speedometer, hood,

screen, any examination; trial.—Stabridge. Below.

00 Guineas; exchanges.—Rover 2-seat6r 6h.p., hooil,.

/v«7 screen, .amps, nigu side floors, usexUi irtt,ie rtto-

ohout.—Seabridge. Below,

ALL the above and niany other bargains at Sea-

bridge, 35, Hausier Ed.,' E. Dulwioh. Sydenhain

2452. l"""'

Bl,Bl{.IOT-WHIPPET 1920. 5 detachable wheels,

nood and screen, excellent order; £60.—:Kebble,

c/o Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.

MOKGANS.-Hall, 91, St. Peter s St.. St. AiDdUs.

can give early delivery ol this famous runabout;

,rand Prix *160. De Luxe i:i65. family Model *170.

£48 —Morgan, A.C., in perfect running order, hood,

screen, taxed, lamps, tools, etc.; owner boogbt

car- bargain.—Whisstock and Lingley, Woodbndge,

Suffolk. [3819

Q K Guincas.—lOh.p. w.c. Bloomfield 2-seater, 3

^r^ speeds, reverse, hood, screen, equipped, licensed;

exchanges.—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoge«rs

Corner, Barnes. [3636

-| Q15 Morgan Grand Prix. w.c. .T.A.P., hood, screen,

-LJf 5 lamps, in splendid condition.—Homac's, Mor-

gan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.

Phone : Dalston 2408. [3911

1 021 Cardeu 2-seater, fully equipped, hood, screen,

X-V electric lighting, fully guaranteed: £65; ex-i

changes or defeired.—Homac's, 243, lower Clapton W-ii

N.Jfi. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. 13912'

1 Q21 G.N., dynamo lighting, speedometer, ho"o.

1-ft/ mirror, disc wheels, spare; a bargain, £S8.—
Whitley, 9, Great Cumborla.-id Mews, Seymour Place,

Marble Arch, W.l. Paildington 5970. [3879

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
20 G.N., dynamo lighting, speedometer, dctach-

Qblii wlicels, 3 ne.i tyres: £85, or exchanec
jmbiop-tion and cash.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd..

owes Park, N.U. 'Pliono : Palmers Green 19. [3622

IT Edwards,—1921 Sli.p. Blenot-Whlppct, handle-

\. starter, electric lig.Tting, spare whcjl, hcod and
j-cen; very nico condition throughout; 57 guineas;

tchangos or deferred.—101, Gt. Port.and St., W.l.
[3355

urOROAU, Sept., 1920, Grand Prix. M.A.G., wat.-v-

fL cooled, tyres as new, thoroughly overhauled, iu-

ircd till Oct., 1923, does Bivcr Hill on top, iast

:

ny trial; £90.—Bailej, 2A, -Castle St., Long Acre.

7C. [3818

I022 Morgan Grand Pris, Sh.p. w.c. J.A.P., Lucas
lij dynamo lighting, discs, speedometer, spare

elrol carrier, absolutely as new, mileage 2.401, guar-

nteed iji-rlect; £140. -riomac's, Morgan Service Depot.

43, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

i023 Morgan Do Lnxe, w.c. J.A.P., dynamo light-

lU ing, ail-black hood, aluminium dash and bead-

ig, brand new; immediate delivery from stock; ex-

hanges or deferred.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot,

43, Lower Clapton Kd., NJE. 'Phone : Dalston

408. [3908

IQ22 Morgan, family model, water-cooled Black-

L*/ burne, Cowey speedoaieter, Jeff tube to rear

heel, exceptionally ni:e condition, mileage only 650,

naranieed perfect; £150.—ilomac's, Morgan Service

lepot, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phono :
Dal-

»n 2408. L=910

rwo Slightly Shop-soiled 1922 G.N.'s, specially

tuned up, dynamo iignting, noods and screens,

-seaters, with ample dickey; no reasonable offer re-

ised; exchange or deferred payments for cither.

—

he Motor House, 20, Fiuchley Ed., N.W.8. Tel. :

[ampstead 7355 [3399

irORGAIT Runabout, new Sh.p. .J.A.P., hood,

»X lamps, etc., perfect, £70; also 1922 Rudge-Multi
)mbination, small mileage, »s new, £60; would ex-

lange both for late Morgan w.c. M.A.G. cr New
udson runabout; seen - by appointment.—23, Lindis-

irne Ter., North Shields. 13649

I
Q 23 Morgan Grand Prix, lOh.p. w.c. Blackburne,
lU fully equipped with hood, screen, lamps, horn,

lats, tools, licence holder, etc., brand new; for im-

lediate delivery; £115; exchanges or deferred.—

[omac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton
;d., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [3907

J119/10.—Morgan 1921 Grand Prix, w.c. M..4.G.
^ engine. Lyres prautically unsoiled, Lucas dynamo
ghtiiig, hoo(i, screen, discs, aluminium dashboard,

luminium aiumbei plates. Stewart raeclianical horn,
jeedome.er, swailow tnasoot, valuable Air Force 8-

iy watch, etc., tax paid.—Delancey St. Garage, Cam-
in Town, N.W.I. [3681

LTORGAN8.—1923 models for early delivery; your
»X second-hand motor cycle taken as part paj--

lent; should extended payment be required, your old

laohine treated as first payment down, remainder in

lual monthly payments. Standard air-cooled Sh.p.

.A.P. or lOh.p. Blackburne engine, £128; De Luxe,
1.48; family, £153. Grand Prix, with 8h.p. J.A.P.
r lOh.p. Blackburne engine, £160; De Luxe, water-
loled, £165; family, water-cooled. £155. M.A.G.
ater-cooled engine. £7 extra, Anzani water-cooled
^erhead valve engine with aluminium pistons and oil

imp, £5 extra; tuition free.—Wane-hope's, 9. Shoe
me. Fleet St., London. "Phone: Central 5168.

[3955
Sii^i yp Pnrtx'

ffOKGAN Spares from stock for all models.—Send
Kl your enquiry to Hall. Morgan Specialist. "91.

,. Peter's St.. St Albans. [0936

f"ORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all
'X models from stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd., 13, 15,
;. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., EC. 3. 'Phone
,48. [0065

;

TAXI.COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
J3"AELEY pretty French grey, dynamo liehtiup.
rX s .eeflomete', lew' condition, used privately, suit
^re; 4160.-194, Harold Kd., Hastings. [3478

ItOUNTY.—B.S.A. 8h.p. Motor Cycle Taxis, as
licensed throughout this country.—Write for

llest particulars, Ojunty Cycle and Motor Co.', Ltd-v
Ihe Orig'mators," Broad St., Birmingham. [7664

CARS FOR SALE.
IJSTIN 6-cyl- racer, 4-Eeater; £65.-8, Crowhurst
Ed., S.W.9. [3919

^HE-njOLET late 1922 5-seater ; £130.-77, Acre
Lane, S 'W.2. [3921

,CEIPP,S-EOOTH 1917 2-Beater: f75.-Mi.-5 Mar. 25.
* Jeflries Ed.. Olapham. S.W.4. [3920

IALIFAX.—1923 Stoneleigh 3-seater: £185.—Hali-
fax Motor Exchange. Horton St.. Halifax. [3600

IALIFAX.—1923 Lagonda ; £265; cash, exchange,
or deferred.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

[3597

IO'VTSE Eight, 1923, practically new-; £148, great
bargain.-E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,

W.7. [3342

• OVER, 1922, 8h.p., speedometer, excellent condi-
^ tion, good tvres; £135.—Werringfccn House,
terbc rough.

'

[3421

Ml letters relating to advertisements

r^T
OUR NEW WINTER ILLUSTRATED
LIST AND PATTERN BUNuH OF
CLOTHS, TOGETHR WITH SE..!--
ME 8UREMENT FORM, WILl. BE
SENT ON TO VOU POST Ff.EE, ANO
WITHOUT Axy OBLIGATIOn, ON
RECE.PT OF VOjR name ANO

ADDRESS,
TO THE TRADE :-EN(2UIRiE3 FROM
MOTOR & CYCLE TRA..ERS INVIIED

MOTOR CYCLE SUIT
With Plaited Leather Belt.

GUARANTEED
WATERPROOF I

SPECIFICATION

MADE trom
hard-wearing

double texture

fawn material

witn an inter-

linins ot Rubiier

Double Breasted
Jacket, with all-

round Belt and
Leather Buckle,
large Patch Poc-

kets, and con-

verted collar to

button right up
to neck, to fasten

with Throat Tab
Wind Cuffs in

sleeves. Al I

seams of ibe Suit

rubber cement:!)

and taped with extra

material, makin; th:

garment absolutely

waterproof.

Overall Trousers with

spat shaped leg

;

wind gussets to keep

the wind trom the le;

and boots ; fastened

with patent clasp

fasteners enabim;

the trousers to be

pulled off in a moment.

The suits are newly

manufactured, and every

care is taken with details

so that the garme f will

meet the severest e-t

We give full gu^ian <!e

that Ihs fuit is thoroughly waterproof and imier-

VioDs the most drenching&continuous downpour

THESE SUITS ARE NEWLV MADE
FROM PRE8HLV PROOFED MATERIAL
BY EXPERIeNCED WORKMEN, AND
NOT HALF PERISHED CLEARANCE
LINES OR W.D. SURPLUS

PRICE NO EXTRA CHARGE
FOR CARRIAGE

State chest measnre-
ment and height when

ordering.

SUIT WITH SEATLESS TROUSERS
(as above) - - - - -

)JACKET ONLY - - - -

SEATLESS TROUSERS ONLY
OVERALLS ONLY - - - -

PKlt^t:

35/

MONEY
REFUNDED IN
FULL IF NOT
PERFECTLY
SATISFIED
& GARMENTS

{ RETURNED
i TO US SN

7 DAYS.

42/-

25/.

18/.

12/6

SIZES 34", 36", 3S", 40", 42",
44" in stock. Specialsizescan
be made in 5 DAYS, and no
extra charge made if you \

decide to a^'ail yourself of
this opportunity.
Send your measurements to-

,

day. We guarantee a perfect

_ St in every way.

We arc the Actital Manufacluras

:

—
Martin Waterproof Co.,
208, Oldham Rd.. New Cross, Manchester.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMEH'.S Garage. 187. J99. High St.. Tooling,

the pre-emiiienL piate Ijt purcbasiny. Dctailc-i

liit below.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoling.—Auction sale every
Thursday, starting at 2 o'clock. Apply for cata-

I'-'gue.

PALRrER'S Garage, Tootins. hare the best bar-
gains. Compare prices below a^ proof.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—1Sh.p. Itala, lata
model, torpedo tonring car, 4-cyl., bood, screen;

£50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—lOb.p. Waverlcy sport-
iug 2-sea.ter, hood. ECieen, 4-cyl. monobloc; £65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooling.-15.3b.p. British En-
sign touring car, monobloc, wiro wheel;*; cxcep-

tiunai bargain, £75.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-141i.p. Flat lan-
daulet, 3 speeds, good running order; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15.9h.p. Arrol-John-
&Uju, 1914, dynamo lighting, self-starting, estra

smart; £145.

PALMER'S Gajage, Tooting.—11.9h.p. Arrol-John-
st^n. 1914, upen touring; £85.

PALiMER'S Garage, Tooting.—30b.p Sheffield Sim-
plex lull landaiilet, 6-cyl., 3 speeds; £95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.- 20h.p Metallurgique,
very smart 2-seater, dickey, dynamo lighting;

£120.

PALifER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh-.p. Alcyon torpedo
2-sea cer, 4-cyl. , hood , screen ; £65

.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Daimler v4
landaulet, iCnignt, dvnamo ligbting, wire wheels;

^200.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—lOli.p. 1921 A.B.C.
sports 2-seat-6r, 4 speeds; £165

PALMER'S Gajage, Tooting.—16-2Oh, p. Argyll lim-
ciuine, 4-cyl., runs well, roomy; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-14-16h.p. Darracq
lamdaidct, 4-cyl monubluc, runa well; £40.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—ll.Oh.p. Briton 2-
seater, small 4, 6 speeds, gate, hood, screen, runs

well; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—17h.p. Delaunay-Belle-
viUe enclosed-diuve landaulet, dynamo lighting,

smart car; £120.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting--22b.p. R.3LC. sport-
ing 2-seater, dickey, 4-cyl. monobloc, fast; £75.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Any above cars sup-
plied on easj payments. We shall be pleased to

quote epe-cial terms to meet client's reqniremen'ts. AH
are in running order. [3914

HALTPAX.—1923 Calthorpe; 285 guineas; cash, ex-
change, or delorr:d.—Halifax Motor Exchange.

Horton St., Halifax.
, [3598

MARTINf 20h.p.. 4 speeds and reverse; £38; or
exchange for combination.—Jack Ward, 11, Rad.

fcrd Rd., Leamington Spa. [3706

DE DION 7h.p., 2-cyl., nice tradesman's lot, £35;
also Thames 2-cyl. ditto, £35; exchanges.—59.

Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [3731

OVERLAND Landaulet, dynamo lighting, self-

starter, 4-cyI., gate, good tyres, lamps; sacrifice
59 guineas; exchange motor cycle; easy terms.

VIOLETTE, splendid 2-scatcr (water-cooled), hood,
screen, lamps; only 39 guineas; exchange motor

fyele; easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
Kbncr St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [3896

1Q23 8h.p. Rover, all-weather curtains, fitted with
-Li' clock, mirror, petrol can carrier, and mats, not
done 500 miles; £165.—Catt, Jnr., Northampton. [5446

I fir-13h.p. Bedford-Buick 5-seater Tourer; £110; or
JLtl exchange for landaulet, Army Vauxhall pre-
ferred, cash adjustment.—379, Cambridge Rd., Bethoal
Green, [3986

ROVER Sltp. 1922, exceptional engine, full equip-
ment, condition as new; £140 01 exchanges.—

James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington. [3933

ROVER Sh.p. Standard model, £180; 8h.p. 4-seater
model, £190; 4-seater^ model De Luxe, £210;

2-seater De Luxe,
Portland St., W.

£200.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt.
[0729

A.B.C. Car, Sports 1921 model, many extras, in
oiiginal and new condition. mUeage 2.000, £140;

exchanges.—James, c/o Bradniores. 482, Harrow Ed.,

Paddington. [3934

ROVER 1923 8h.p., £180, in slock; your com-
bination taken in part payment; 1921 model,

blue, in excellent condition, £120; another, standard
model, £115.-114, Brixton Hill. [3802

-IWQ Guineas. Evcliange.—Beallv uRra-smart 1920
V • t? Sports Sin'4er 2-seater, lighting, starter, soare

wheel, lovely condition.—Seabridge 35. Handler Rd..

Eabo Duiwicb. (Sydenham 2452.) [2400

AT EdwarJs—1921 Sh.p. Richardson 2-seater an^:

large dickey, 4-speed and rev£r?c, eUctric light

ing, tax paid, nice condition; 57 guineas; exchauees

or deferred .—101, Cu Ptrtland St., W.l. [3356

should Quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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CARS FOR SALE.
AT Edwards.—1922 8b. p. Rovev, De Luxe model,
-*^ fully equipped, speedometer, clock, hood, screen,
side curtains. Toot mat, leather upholstery, condition
absolutely as new; 155 guineas.—Below.

|C|22 8h.p. Rover, dynamo lighting, foot mat. side
A«7 curtains, etc., tax paid, hidistinguishable from
new; 135 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—101, Gi'eat
Portland St., W.l. [4011

MODEL S3 Overland 5-seater Touring, lovely c-oii-

ditiun, repainted, new hood, new starter, tax
pail]; £100; take combinatioin part exchange.—Rhind
and Co., S.one Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [3578

FEVE Light Cars, 2- and 4-seaters, to be ex-
cnansed for motor cycles, in part payment for

ash. deterred or exchange.—The Motor House, Ltd.,
20, FincMey Kd., N.W.8. Tel.: Hampstead 7355.

[3400
8h.p. Rover Cars for immediate delivery. Stanua^u

2-seater £180, 4-seater £190;- deferred pay
ments il desired: your motor cycle taken in part pay-
ment.—Official Agents: Kays, 8-10. Bond St.. Ealing.

[2177
CASTLE THREE, 1922. 3-speed and reverse,

dynamo lightiug, spare wheel, speedometer, used
few times only; cost £230; accept £135; exchanges.
—Hillier, Side Bell, 127, St. Mark's Rd., North
Kensington. [3782

ROVER—Godfrey's are authorised agents lor the
8h.p. model; early deliveries of 1923 models;

2-seater, £180 ; 4-seater, £190; e:fchanges; gradual
payments.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland St..

Tendon, W.l.
'

[0^5'

ROVER 8h.p., late -1921, double oiler, lully

equipped, very "fast, used by the Rover Co. for

some competition work, like new throughout; £110;
exchanges.—Hillier, side bell, 127 St. Mark't, Rd..
North Keneington. [3781

T.B. 3-wheeler, new 2 njoniths ago, 8h.p. w.o. J. A.P.
etjgine, 3 speeds and reverse, shaft drive, milfeage

iiboait 500, spare wheel, dynamu lighti-ng, luggage <-ar-

.rier, tools, etc.; £140 cash, deferred.—Motor House.
Ltd., 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [4021

ERIC CAMPBELL 1922 lOh.p. 2-scater, all alu-
minium body, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, '

speedometer, clock, sniall mileage ; cost over £300

;

accept £185; exnhanges.^Hillier, Side Bell, 127, St.

Mark's Rd., North Kensington. [3783

ROVER Cars at 1923 prines; Standard 2-seater. £180;
4-fieiiter, £190; De Luxe 2-spater, £200; De Luxe

4-Eeater £210; deferred payments; your motor cycle
01 car taken in part exchange; prompt delivery.— Othcial
Agente, Eagles and Co., 275. High St., Aeton, London.
W . [0761

1Q23 Salmson, immediate delivery; list 235 guineas,
Xcy exchange or instalments; French type (1,100
c.c.) chassis with English model De Luxe body, full

guarantee, all accessories, shuts up like a coupe, holds
the road like a leech.—Graff, Hayes. Kent. 'Phone
Bromlfv 532. (No 54 'bns.l [0951

ROVERS—1923 models; immediate delivery. Motor
cjciEs, combinations taken in part payment., and

treafefi as firsL payment down, remainder in et^nal

monthly payments. 2-seater standard, brown finisb,

Gl 30; '2-seater model De Luxe, any colour, £200:
- 8h.p. 4-seater standard, brown finish, £190; 8h.p.
4-seatcr model De Luxe, any colour. £210; self-starter

on any model, £15 extra; tuition free; delivery Rover
works cr London. Write -for list.—Wauohope's, 9.

Sh"^ Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G. 'Phone: Central
5168. [3956

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICT HS.

1 Q22 Ford ton Lorry, almost; new,. £125; 1918
M-*y Alhi'." lorry, 3-ton-, done very small mlleape
barga in, £175; eTchan pes,, ca^h or deferred.—Rh in

d

and' Co., .Stone Place, Rusholtne, Manchester, [3580

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ROBERTSON'S M'otors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms

could noL bo simpler,

—

157b, Gt. Portlahd St.,

W.l. _ [5935

MTDDLETONS can arrange extended payrnents on
I'xcellent terms.—For our address see Sidpcar

Cnlnmn [0956

HALIFAX.—Motor cycles; £5 deposit and 12/6
".'eekly; get list.—Motor Exchange, H6rton St..

HaM/ax. [3596

TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Regent St., Cam-
-•-*- bridge, will -supply any make of motor cvcle
or light car on easy term*^ at lowest possible pVi'-e
obtainable anywhere; catalogue and full particulars
oy post. [3664

ENGINES.
41.h.p. Stevens, a.i.v., perfect condition; £3/10,-

2 22, Durham Rd.. Sidcup. [3556

Pand M. Engines, £4/10; overhau'ed and com-
pleted. £6/10; stamp.—7, Hereford Rd.. Bavs-

wa^^r [-2715

6h.p. Twin Res engine, Bosch, B- and B.. complete:
£8/10.-J. Younger, West Farm," Wimngton-on-

Tyne. [3457
3ih.p. Precision, o.h. valves, water-cooled, perfect;

2 £6/10.—Particulars, Dent, Beechburji Cmok.
Durham. [-5^58 ,

31h.p. Viiliers, excellent condition, less magneto,
^r.r„ carburetter;' £7, or offer.—Brae.^ide. Eastcote,
Middlesex. [3393

The
Insurance

Policy
Authorised and
approved , by

€f]!omiYcm

is issued by

THE AUTOCAR
FIRE & ACCIDENT
. . INSURANCE . .

COMPANY LTD.

THE terms and con-

ditions of the Policy

are such that the

Insured is properly safe-

guarded and may rely

upon receiving efficient

service at all times, in

addition to prompt settle-

ment of claims

For full particulars ana
premiums apply to

:

THE AUTOCAR FIRE &
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, tONDON, E.C.2
Telephone : City 9831 and 9832.

Branches 5

BIRMINGHAM— Phoenix Chambers,
Colmore Row.

LEEDS—28, Bond Street.

CARDIFF— 15, High Street.

The Motor Cycle Policy is obtain-
able through all Motor Agents
and Insurance Brokers, but iniist

on "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
Policy.

8'
ENGINES.

.p. .I.A.P., new, les.s flywheels, exhanst liitor
£12/10.~Smith, 90, Warwick Rd., SparkhUl

Birmingham.
L342;

IQll Triumph Engine, complete, magneto, carliuA tf retter, etc. ; overhawled ; approval ; £9.—12
Grantham St., Coventry,

X362.'

4-CTIj. F.N. engine, Bosch magneto, Senspray oni
buretter and contial«, gocd condition; £10.-47

Akermaii Rd., N Brixton. [368'

FOE, Sale, Hockly engine, never heen fitted, Iiram
new; £6/10.—H. V. Pell. Wood Nook, Cumber

worth, near Hudd., Yorks. [342'

Oa.h.p. 2-stroke Engines. A few only to clear ai

-^4 £4/15 each; brand new,—Forfield Motors, For
field Place, Leamington Spa. E40l:

BRAND New 8h.p. J.A.F., water-cooled, £25; air
cooled, £20, complete, magneto, chain case, .ani

platform.—114, Brixton. Hill. [379';

1 Q22 Chater-Lea 2V2h.p, new two-stroke Engine
J-«/ complete, less magneto, £8/10; ditto 2-si)ee(

countershaft gear box, £4.—Murrays, 37a, Charlc
St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. "^ [353<

HEPFELTHWAITE'S.—20 brand new 2-stroke5 tt

be cleared at ±,5/17/6 each. iVsh.p. A.C, Browi
(unit), stationary; £7/10. 3':.n.p, bat, m.o.h.v., witt
carburetter; £5. 2%h.p. M.A G., as new; £7/10
5-6h.p. a.i.v. J.A.P.; £5/10. Peugeot 5-6h.p. unit
±.6, J.O. Rex, unassemDied; £3y lU (twin), 4ft.p

Bradbury, witn frame and tank; £7/10. Twm N.S.U.
£4/10; and several others. List upon request. Alst
Y oung motor attachment, complete, as new ; £7/10
For J.A.P. spines, see Old Man Hep. in Spare Parts
Column. (Stamp, please.)—17-19, Wilcox Rd., Sontb
Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.

[401-

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
B. IGNITION Co.H

THOMSON-BENNETT, sin&Je and twin, oil degcefesi

suitable lor type cl machines; £2/15. '

THOMSON-BENNETT, single and twin, large type
£3/10; O.A.V., new clock and- anti-clock, £2/15.

-E. will tfike your old magneto in part paymeut
gu;utinteed 12 months; terms, one month agaioaiH

H
R

B. IGNITION Co. {'Phone Brixton 610), 78.. Ner.

Park Rd., Brixton Hill. London. [Oeea

ELIANCS M'agneto Repairing Co.

RELIANCE lor Repairs, hew magnetos, and
parL^ of every description.

RELIANCE have the largest and most up-to-'l;U'

repair tactory in London or Provinces.

RELIANCE carry out all repaiis od tlie premises,
including armature windiug. Trade inquiries so'i-

cited. '

RELIANCE have one of the most moddrri armature-
winding ptants and test rooms in the country,

and can tlierefore of£er you the following' advan-
tages :

—
TiJME.—All work withiii 6 to 48 hours, and a solid

. 12 months' guarantee in writing to back it up.

CHARGES.—No flat rates. You are charged ac-

cording to the work that is required; therefore,

you are nob in r^ome cases helping to pay for other

peoples repairs.

ODR Offer.—We shall be pleased " to allow you to^

see your magneto on test after repair at our
works. How many others can make th© samoi

offer /
I

RELIANCE have the following magnetos in stock.]

all lully guaranteed and on approval.

THOMSON-BENNETT.—Singles and twins, new, aoyl

degree, waterprooi, variable, suit any eiiginc;|

price 55/-.

C.A.V. Singles and Twins, new, ideal for any light*

weight, 2^j4h.p. and 4h.p. Douglas; 55/-.

BOSCH, Type Z.A.2, second-hand, enclosed, water-

proof, variable, latest pattern, for Dotigliis

2^/ih.p, and 4 h.p.; £4/10-

ACCUMULATORS, best makes only, for aH p

,

poses, any voltage, charged and uncharged, alwjiys

in stock; send for prices.

BOSCH Enclosed, waterproof, type D.A.L. magne-]
tos. Government surplus, any degree, ready to fit

on Indian, Harley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin.

We guarantee these to give you slow running and

easy starting, and they are in every way ideal lor

the big machine: price, carriage paid, £4/10.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what the'

price or make, is guaranteed by ns. Not merely t*"^t I

same is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly
{

written statement that we guarantee each maoBine 1

against ail defects for a period of 12 months, T^is-
\

we maintain, justifies ns in charging a few shillings

,

more than certain of our competitors. List sent jptist .

free upon application.

RELIANCE were established in 1914, since ivheii

we have enjoyed a reputation which is sficO'i'J

to none for straight and fair dealing.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., London, E-C-l. 'Phone: Clerkenwell 4290-

T.A. : Remagco, Snlfth, London. 1:2326 |

\2 8 Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

MAZING Offer.

OUNTS" 0'' Londou Engineering 'WorUs, Ltd.

[TE liold tie lareeat and most Tailed stocks of
t magnetos and bpare tarts in England, our stocks

Oprise ot over 30,000 mnffnetoa, and an inside esti-

te of our spares is £250.000.
7TE would bring to your notice that these magnetos
' are not old disused magnetos painted on the out-

e to look like new, like many I>eing offered to tl.e

)Iic by so-eaUed mngueto specialists and experts, but
new unused Government eurnlos, and every magneto

ivious to being sold is thoroughly overhauled, and
ijei^'ted to the same, test as by the makers.

lUAHAJfTEE.—These magnetos are all fully guarnn-
r teed lor 1 2 months agninst all defects, and should
T magneto at any time within this period prove in
T way defpctive, ive will willingly exchange or lepair
ae fre3 of all charge.

PPKOT"AL.—Notice all goods sent on approval for
- 14 days, per return of post on receipt of cash,
J in the unlikely event of these goods not meeting
;h your entire approval, we will willingly refund cash
full making no deduftions for packing or carriage,
gnetos despatched through this paper's deposit sj-^tem
reouired."^

[03CH Z.E.I, eucloeed waterproof, £5.

»OSCH Z.E.2, enclosed waterproof, £5.

[OSCH Z.E.T., enclosed waterproof, £5.

[OSCH Z.A.2, enclosed waterproof, £3/17/6.

[OSCH 2.p".l, Luclosed waterproof, £6.

[QSCH Z.U.2, enclosed waterproof, £6.

OSCH D.U.2, £4/10.

jISEMANN W.G.D-2, 1800, enclosed waterproof.

pEA type M.l, enclosed waterproof. £4/15.

lEilY B.X.2, 180. with distributor board, £3/15
V

IHOMSON-EENNETT A.C.3. for ISOO, 2 strokes,

'HOMdON-BEN.S'ETT A.D.2, enclosed waterproof.

THOMSON-BENNETT A.O.I, enclosed waterproof.

»HOMoON-BENNETT A.C.2, enclosed watcrproct.

IHOMSON-BENNETT A.C.V., enclosed waterproof,
' £3/5.

'HOAISON BENNE-. r A.il.l, enclosed waterproof.
£2/15

^HOMiOjy-BENNETT A.M.2, enclosed ivaterproof,

'HOMSON-BENNETT A.M.T.. enclosed TOt<>rproof.

J-L tj-pe P.ll 1, enclosed waterproof; iE3/5.

i.AM. type 3X7.1. enclosed waterproof, £3. Tbjs
' mognebi cau be supplied with Eudge spindle
J.A.V. type 3U.2, encloaed waterpioot, £3.

I.A.V. K.U.l pattern, enclosed waterproof, £2;io

J.A.V. K.D.? pattern, enclosed waterproof, £2/10

VI.O. A2, 180O, enclosed waterproof, £3

1.1.0. Al, enclosed waterproof, £3.

^FlITDOEF E.tJ.l, enclosed waterproof, £2/5

'PLITDOEF E.U.2. encloaed waterirool, £2/5.

PLITDOEF E.U.T., enclosed waterproof, £2/10.

lEELIKG N.ll, single cyL, enclosed waterproof. £2.

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. ADVtKHSh-MEXTS. .\.K1.

jIXIE M.20-21, enclosed -waterproof, £2.

ISIE M.l, enclosed waterproof, £2.

TURNERS
Genuine COWEY

SPEEDOMETERS
(NON-TRIP.)

Brand New, Fully Guaranteed.

Carr. paid S5/-
Send make of machine and size of tyre.

METAL
CASED
TOOL
BAGS

Leather front. 2 clips supplied with

each bag. Best value obtainable.

Carr. paid 8/6 per pair.

SILENCERS OR EXPANSION CHAMBERS

JB.—These magnetos are all variable igniliou unless
otherwise apt i^^d.

I EPAIBS.—MagDei.os, starters and dynamos. If you
t have one of these for repaid

,AV^ money an(' tend It to us for an estimate
' Remember W3 bold the largest stocks of magneto
ares in Great Britain, and have one of the finest
Tksnopa fitted with the most modern appliances
itclally lor this type of work. All repairs guaran-
d lor 12 mouths.

END yonr nest repair to ns, it will pay yon.

tOUNTT ot London Engineering Worke, Ltd., 27.
' StockweH Ed., "^ondon, S.W. 'Phone: Briston
41. 'Grams: Ignitionac. Claproad, London. [210P

No. r, length 7*", bore ij or tj 10/6

„ =, „ loi" „ 10/6

„ 3, ,j roi'* Screwed to fit Harley ...11/6

„ 4, „ li", bore ij or ri 10,6
20" extension pipe included with each silencer.

We are also stockists Jor the Jollowing

Manufacturers' goods :^
AMAC, SINKS.

BROWN & BARLOW,S£NSPRAY,
BOWDEN WIRE LTD..
BRAMPTON, DRUID.

BRITISH HUB CO., B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS, J.A.P., LEVIS.
TRIUMPH, VILUERS,
BEST & LLOYD,
LUCAS. MILLERS.

POWELL & HANMERS,
RENOLD. STURMEY-ARCHER,

SHOCKSTOPS, TAN-SAD,
CAMEO. EASTING.

Sidecar fittings in endless
variety.

l80,l8l,182,RailwauanaroaGli
'Phone

:

Hamiier-
iiniilu

2 4U.

Est.

1901.
SHEPHERD S BUSH,

W.12.

M
M

lONITlOV, I.HiHTINO. ETC.
AGDYNAMO Knt'ineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,

pares and repairs.

OTOR Cyclists fit reliable high quality magnetos
now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos.

BOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos,
GovernmeuL surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-

ley. J,A. 1*., 01- any big single or twiA, gives powerful
spark at all engine speeds, njakes your engine a real
live engine, give you easy starting, smootli and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
sumption with increabed power; price only £5 each,
postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written guaraatfee
sent out with each magneto. We give you satisfaction
or refund ash.

PLEASE note the above type magnetos were origin-
ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;

thereiore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be tne magneto you require for your big macliine.
Fit one t&-day, and see life with a live machine.

XTAHLEV -DAVIDSON Owner writes: "Magneto to
-*"- hand; jaany tiianks for prompt despatch, satis
factory in every way; will recommened to my friends."

ZEiNJTH Owner writes ; " Since fitting magneto have
completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

INDIAN Machine Owneis.—Your high-class machine
deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000

Dixie 42° magnetos; send your magneto and £4
now, and we will immediately despatch you a Bosch
D.A.L.

T> EADY to fit on your machine; there are no
M-\f alterations to make.

WHY is it that tlie leading Motor Cyclists—the men
who know—are ilmost all sending to us for

'heir Magnetos?

THERE must ba a reason; there is; it is because
tue Magnetos oi quality and guaianteed service,

supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.
MAGDVNAMO will take your old Magneto in part

paymc nt

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against casii per return on receipt of

your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a. Discerning Douglas Owner? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother running, and more powerlnl engine and
better results from your Douglas? Then send for a
latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA3 magneto
now

;
price only £ 5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magnetos (not converted starters), ready to
fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.

and M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, pri'.-o

£5/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos latest enclosed
waterproof type (not converted starters), ready to

fit on 55^ Clynos and 180=' Douglas machines, with
12 months' guaranteed service, price £3/10, carriage
1/5.

MOTOR Cycle and Car -Owners, are you testing all
youi sparking plugs properly ? Are you wasting

pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs ? Fit a
Bosch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plug
tester at hand, price £2, carriage 1 /6.

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write,
call, or 'phone for terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. B^ore you scrap
.that magneto, what-ever its condinon, let us see

it; we will 'ebuild your magneto to look and work like

new, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
if urgent, qnd return it with a written 12 months"
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
can lend you another free of <3harge. We could not
make these offers if we were not certain of the quality
of our work.

YOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new Jit a
low cost. Send us your defective magneto now,

EXPRESS Dixie Repair Service. Your Disie magneto,
no matter what size, rebuilt equal to new and re-

turned in 12 hours, at 30/-; a small extra charge for
necessary replacements.

C.A.V. Express Repair Department.—Your C.A.V.
magneto, no matter what type, rebuilt equal to

new and guaranteed for one year, returned in 12
hours, at 30/-; a small extra charge for necessary
replacements.

ARMATURE rewinding, no matter what make, type,
01 size, 11/6. Wound cores from stock.

IT'S not what you pay, but—^what it pays you that
makes your magneto and dynamo overhauls cheap.

It you want high-grade magneto and dynamo repairs

that pays you send your faulty machines to us.

li/TAGDYTN'AMO for quality.

BEAVER! Beaver! Beaver 1—A postcard will
bring >ou particulars of our famous Beaver

mascot f 01" all types of " cycles, combinations and
cats.

MAGDyNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman'a
Row. E.0.2. 'Phone: London Wail 4570. (One

minute from Brown Bros.) [4060

LUCAS Dynamo with fittings, perfect; 70/-.-A.. 85,
Lavender Grove, Daktou, E.8. [3472

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A29
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IGNITION. M(i.i TrN(i, ETC.
BE^VJS'D now mica stuurlanl jilnys, 6 9/-, 14/- *loz.—

Stuff, 7, Eiton Ed., liishopstuii, Bristol. [3445

MAUiNKTO Sijrocliet Manuuictiuera.—7-tooth to ii4-

tooth stocked.— KidiDgtOQ. 202-4. SoutLamptou
'^l., Camberwell

"

[1500

M-L M;igiii^to.s latest type, new find slightly soiled;
55/-, in;st l/-.-\\'iinl and Co., 51, Ui«rer R-ii'b-

ijiond Bd., E:ist I'utney. [4073

Oi'FERS wanted for Lucas JVIogdyno lighting outfit,

nl60 E3 dynamo outlit, both complete and perlect;
Mould separate either eyt.—Ualby, Baker St., Sparkhill,
iJirniinfjham [3275

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;
with ammeter and voitmcter, 35/- each nett.—

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Uept. H.l). 9, Colonial Av..
Minories, E.l. [0760

ANY Motor Cycle .JVIaeneto Repaired, no matter
what condition, provided complete, lor 30/-; 24

liour f.ervice.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8 and 10, Bond
St., Ealing, \V [9443

SINGLE-CYL. C.A.V., £1; 2-cyl. Eisemaini, 180^.

£4; 2-cvl. 50- Dixie, ^63/ 10; 4-cyl. Simms,
£4/lU; 4-cyl. Dixie, £3/10; dynamo, 6-voj.t, £4.—d79
Cambridge Rd., Beth,nal Green. [3985

DYNAMOS, brand new, E.H.C. make; 4 or 6 volts,

3 amps., complete with attachment fittings and
cut-ont, limited quantity only; £3/10- each.—E. Hal-
towell and Co., Lower Hanover St., Leeds. [3411

U.H. Magneto Repairs. All types of spares stocked,
A.I., K.B.2.V., etc. Reasonable pi ices. Quick

delivery; 12 months' guarantee.—Continental Ignition
Repair Co., 13, Hardwick Rd., Chiswick, London.

[3999

C .A. V. Magnetos, suitable for sihgle or twin-cjun
der engines, in periect order and unused; to be

cleared at £1/2/6 each; carriage paid,—Allen-Bennett
Motor Co.. Ltd., 9-11, Royal Rarade, W. Croydon.

r0970

LIGHTING Sets.—Stupendous ofifer, comiirising P.
and H. No. 132 electric head lamp, tail lamp,

bulb,=, also 4-voU 40-amp. accumiilator in metal case,

with clips, switch, and wire, complete; £3/16/6.—
Universal Motors, St. James Rd., Derby. [3868

WlLlTDALE Magneto ttervice.—For High-grade mag
netos, spares, ^nd repairs. AH guaranteed ior

one year. Deal with experts and avoid certain dis-

appointment. Enclose stamp for lists, testimonials,
etc. Remarkable bargains: M-L 35/-, Bosch 45/-,
Thomson-Bennett 60/-, and many other types at similar
prices. Don't buy junk a iew shillfngs cheaper.—
Cherry Orchard, Croydon. Tel.: Croydon 1625. [2155

MAGNETOS.—M-L single cyl., clock, off rotary en-
gines, complete, 2u /-, postage i / 3 ; the a-bove

less contact breaker, 12/-, postage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie,
cumplete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyT., complete, £1/10;
B.T.H. 8-cyl., complete, 25/-; C.A.V. starting mag-
netos, cuu3plete, 18/6, postage 1/3; all in good work-
ing order, carriage extra; cash with order; send IV.u
for list of Aero parts.—Coley, Ordnance Works, Queen
li;iiz.abeth Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. "Phone ; King-
slon 365. [2387

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair
Continental magnetos only. By specialising on

V.H., Bosch, Eisemann, 51*63, Splitdorf, Dixie, and
Berling magnetos, we can naturally give you better
service. Prices, rewinding, 12/-; condensers, 8/-; con-
tact screws (Bosch standard}, 5/-; remagnetising, 2/-;
slip rings, 6/6; H.-T. terminal, 4/6. Our price for
overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
15/- and 30/- (including all spares), and never ex-
reeds the latter figure. Guaranteed for 12 months,
and re-despatched to you in 2 daya.—Continental Igni-
tion Repair Co,, 13, Hardwick Rd., Chiswick, Lon-
don. [3993
Vj'^ (JSTON Ignition Co.. sole lepresentative lu, .,

J-J Splitdnrf Electrical Co.—Repnira, spnrea seivice to
Splitdorf magnetos, dynamos, Dixie magnetos, etc. Wp
have the factory plant and experience. Offlcinl Indian
electrical service station. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares: spares and repairs to all makes of magnetos
nil repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench
before dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 mnntht'
We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos in

London. Twins, all degrees, charged accumulators, all

voUases always ready. We stock everything electrical
for the motorist. We give you real hve service always
-Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euaton Hd.. N.W.I
'Phone: Museum 5034. T.A.: Magdymo, Eueroad. Lon-
don. ' [02b3

TYRES.

0/*x2'4 Clearance, genuine Avon Stoncliciige; 17
f^\9 —Maudes', 100. Great Portland St., W.l.

D
M

[3888
.TJNI-OP Tsrre, 26x2iAx2i4, 28/-; branj new-
Turner, 76, Islip Ed., Oxford. [3465

OTOR Gvcle fyrea on Easy Ternie, standard mates,
list rest Jt'te;—J G. Graves, ,Sheffl«M. [D5B9

M0T;0B .Cjclists remember, Mclfon Eabber W. ::,

Melfoo iiPDwor'ay, means a lot to j'ou.

A Ctrl' m Motor. Cycle. Tyres, then send them to
the Melfon Hubber Works; costs a little, savea a

lot ; prieea reduce*! 25%.

RETREADS f(br 3,000 miles near: no query it done by
the Melton Rubber Works; 2€in. tyres 15/-. 28ia.

18:9. -[0347

STANLEY BELTS
ANo FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

A -OX OFSTANLEYSPARESisacompiete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 eac}!

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVcR BREAKS, the BEST at any prce
Hardened & tempered hook and flan ed pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt lens . b a*^juster yet nvented cavectime,
trouble & '''onev S=tv.>s t^e cost of r new be t

THE STANLEY SHIELD which protects the be.t
ta tener, prev-nts wear of the pulley, and
conserves potver. Soec<ally oesigned tor use
with the Philifwon P.JIey. 9d.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS for adjusting the
length or ^our belt n one second. Set of3, 6d.

" Never be witltout a box of Stanley Spares,"'
Price 3/6 post free. Send ske of belt when ordering.
THE LION FASTENER, guaranteed tor 5,000

m 'es nd
Our goods are World-renowned for their Reliability.
A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt

BeliPunches
1/6

Adjustahle
IjPunches 2/-

Per ft.

i" 1 2
J ' 1 5
r; 1 6 '

1" 2 -

ii"29
Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners,

tJRITWH THROUGHOUT.
(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook

Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,

BROMLEY. KENT, 'i^^i^.,^,

FIT YOUR GABBUKEXTE*? Wl H
V.;>.B. VARI isL^ 3^-S ADAPTER

Speed, power, economy, easy starting-, slow runniae, choked
jet done awav with. Stops loitr-sirokfii? on iwo-stroke machi'nes.

AMftC. B. & B., «'©
Senspray.Triumph, Claude!
Hohson, "vicl" and
Cedes Carburetters iO/6

Postags and Packing %d.

If fitted with BOWDEN
CONTROL 11/6 EXTRA.
When ordeflUff state leosth o£
Jet. iucladlQK plus andyearoE
Cfljbaietter. Write (or laaQet,

it wiUiQcei%fltyoa.

DllnnC DDnO Motor Fittings Manufactdrers,nUUUC.un (Jo. FLEET ST., BIRHIINGHAIVi.

TYRES.
BtTLL'S have your size in bargain covers a

tubes. Huge stocivs to select trbni; also f
range of accessories.-—Below.

Ofix2Vi..—Stepney KoadgTip, 27/6; Palmer Co'*" 24/6; iieavy, 2S/9; tubes, 4/9.—Below.

0/Jx2%.—Wood-Milne Key-grip, 19/- and 23
/*« i'almcr Cord, 26/9; Heavy, 39/-; tubes, a—Below. -

I

Qftx2V»x2l4.—Palmer Cord, 30/-; Heavy, 32/*" Wood-JWilne 3-ply, 22/6; 4-ply, 27/6; tul
5/3.—^Below.

OfJxaVi.—Avon Stonehenge, 22/6; Tricar, 36/•*" Beldam 4-ply, 30/-; tubes, 5/3.—Below.

QQxS.—Cliucher Dreadnouglit, 42/6; Stepney 'Bx
/*0 Grip, 37/6; Wood-Milne or Beldam, 30
tubes, 6/9.—^Below.

ALL tile above new goods are sent on seven da
approval against remittance, plus 1/- for po

B

E

TJLL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Sifertii

Lane, W.C.2. Tel. : Gerrard 1347. [08

ECONOMIC Tyro Co.—The following new blemfsl
goods sent on 7 days' approval against remittan

per passenger train, carriage paid :

—

ECONOMIC.—24x2 Clipper heavy, 14/6; tnl
4/6; 24x21,4 (also fit 2in. i ims) Clincher Hd

Junior, 16/9.

ECONOMIC.—26x21,4 Palmer Heavy - Cord, 27/
Bates, 17/6; 26x2% Palmer Heavy Cord, 27/

tubes, 4/9.

ECONOMIC. — 26x2V2X2'4 Goodyear Diamoi
30/-; Avon Extra Heavy Rubber stud, 25

tubes, 5/6.

ECONOMIC—26x2% old Standard- Clipper. Exi
Heavy, 29/6; 650x65 Clipper Extra Ilea.'

27/6 700x80 Avon Extra Heavy, Rubber stud, 36

ECONOMIC.—Dunlop Rubber stud, fully warrant
24X2, 16/3; 24x2'/!, 17/9; 26x2, 17/9; 26x2

18/6.

CONOiM'IC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Hd., S.E;:
Phone: New : Cross 1393. [25

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to p
cnase their tyre^ from McArthur, Hill and C

456, Argyle St., Glasgow. List post free. [34

DUNLOP oxtl-a heavy, 26x2%x2i4, all new, I

clearance: must be sold; 2o/~ eacn; carriage pa
on two or more.—Hurst. 26. Tulse Hill, S.W.2. [39

T> EAL, good, reliable, second-hand motor cycle tyri

Xl/ all sizes and makes, 10/- each, plus 1/- cl

riage; other sizes and makes on application.—

J

Emanuel and Co., Tyre Factors, 37A, Bails Pond R<
Dalston, N.l. 'Phono: Dalston 3161. [03.

MASONS.—The best makes, the most competiti
prices. Dunlop Kubber Studded, perxei

maker's guarantee, 24x2Vi, 17/9; 26x2, 17/
26x314, 18/6; heavy fluted (Dunlop), 26x2V.., 21/
26jx2i4, 18/6.

MASONS.—Dunlop Extra Heavy Rubber Studde
26x2^2, 27/6; 650x65, 25/-, soiled, fully gra

anteed,

MASONS.^^reat offer; Moselcy Cable cord, lav.

studded, perfect. 26x2V2X2i4, 30/-; 660x^
700X80, 37/-; 28x3 (American), 38/6; large studde
lieavy, fabric, 24x2Vi, 19/6; 26x31,4, 22/6; •26x2'
23/6; 26x21/2X214, 25/-; 26x21/2,

,

26/-.

MASONS.—Wood-Milne Key-grip covers, 4-pl

26x214, 24/6; 26x2%, 23/-; 26x21/,, 22/-; 26
2V.X214, 25/-; 650x65, 25/-; 3-ply, 34x214, 18/
700x80, 28/6; 28x3 (American), 27/6; 28X2
(American), 24/6; approval against remittance; ta
riage paid.—Masou.s, Tile Tyre House, Ipswich. .[09]

MAUDE Rubber Co., 58, Praed St., W.-Spcci
Christmas box for all tyre pun^ha^ers to tJ

value of 20/-. We ore presenting, absolutely free,

10/6 Swan fountain pen, self-fillmg. and fi.tted wH
usual 14ct. gold nib. Write for onr list, whit
coiitanis all makes advertised herein, and at simili

pnces.

CHEAPEST way to buy your beU, and genaii
guaranteed material. Duulop, Av^n, aud Pedle

oqt as required, Iftln. 2/-, lin. 1/9, f,4in. 1/5, ^,11

1/4 per- foot; John Bull, 7ft. 6iu. lengths, HJin. 16/
%iu.. 12/6; hook fasten'Srs, 1/4.—jMaudc Rubber Co
58, Pra^ StM W. [398

WONDERFUL Bargains.—New Beldam covers, 26:

3. 21/2, 23-1, 2^. and 2, 15/- each; 26x3, 20,
each; 650x65, 27/6 e^ch; 700x80. 32/6 each; ie'

tuf>es, 5/- each. Good second-hand covers, all sizei

10/- each; postagre 1/6 extra.—Hoiperion Robbf
Works, 11, Upper St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2; an
Brooksby's Walk. Hoirierton, E.9. [033

CLEARANCE Sale—Goo(Jrioh rubber non-slii

liiotor cycle tyr.es, btand new, in maker
original wrappers ; 36x3, will fit 650x65 rinii

?2/6; 28x3, 25/-; 29;<3lA, over-size for 28x3, 27/6

27x31,4, over-size tor 26x3, 26/-; 656x65, UJl fi

26x3^ or 700x80 rfms, 25/-; 650X65 tliUes, with ca

valves, 3/6. AU goods sept on approval ;;i^Tl5t rt

aiittanee. Passenger carriage, 1/6 per Cfl^er ^-'Jtrs

—(Scneral Motor and Tyre Co.. 81, Qiieen w
Hammersmith, W.6. 'Phone l HaminersiilitU 1331

1332. l241

A^O All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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TYRES.
MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 tnile retreads, repairs,

etc., carringD paid.—BuxtoQ Vulcanising Co.,
Buxtcn. l>€rb>'thire. (5836

BASTONE'S.—For Covers and Tubes at lowest pos-
6i0i6 ptu-es, see last week's displayed advertise-

nent.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London,
1^.1. Tel.: 2431 North. [4015

TANKS.
rAN'KS for B.S.A., new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.—Cov-

entry Tankers, Ltd., flearsall Works, Coventry.
[3237-

f) K / - .—Brand -new tanks, latest pattern, for jJoug-QO I las machines.—Beechwood, Stapletou, Bris-
«1. [3804

rANKS for Triumphs, new, 35/-; 1910, 1922.—
Coventry Tankeis, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Cov-

ntry. [3236

rANKS Icr Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19
35/-.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd.. Hearsall Works,

'oveatry. [3238

r BPEOIALISE : : Repairs, re-bnilde. and tanks tu
L uieiisure. EnameUicj to any pattern. Quick de-
ivery.—Belo^.

DODGLAS Patte^j Tunks, new and enamelled,
complete wi^ii aL tittings and B. and L. pump;

i5/-: loldei witli phoro on recjueat.—Q. Day, 85,
h.«ap3iiie Birmio^h ..\\ [6602

rANKS tepaired, re-enamelled in correct colours
with translers at Middletons.—For addres.9 see

Idecar Column. [0977

rANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred, handle-bars, etc., plated; estd. 30 years,—

ittwoods, 25, Pentonville Rd., London, N.l. [9451

'COVENTRY Tankers. L,td.. makers to the principal
•J manufacturers; peorol tanks lor any style sup-
lied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[3239
rANKS re-enamelled to pattern, high-class work ouiy .

16'6; special terms to trade.—Jenkins and Sons,
ticliard St., Atkincaon St., Deansgate, Manchester.
Istnblislied 25 years. £1027
A VERT'S Miike and Stock Tanks to suit macinuet*
£*- of most the leading manufiictuiers, with plated
Ittings complete, at 35/-; guarantee tor 12 month*
rith every tJink supijlied.—tiordou St. Tank Work<i.
Jocentry 'PIi'-'iip 1774 [089fa

rANKS, all makers, latest improved designs. euppUed,
old tanks in puit payment, purtition le<ik;ige, t'usten-

igs, aud every repaii undeitiiken, re-enumelling, makers'
itest colours and designs guaranteed.—Park Tank
rorks. lA. Paradit^e Rd.. Highbury, N.5. [3654
t/TANLTFACTTTRERS and Enarcellers.—Old tank;
fX overhauled, repaired, and re-enamelled equal to
BW, complete, 27/6; tested under pressure; new
mks, any make, made by experts; satisfaction guar-
nteed.—Green Bros., 19a, Teneriffe St., Gt. Clowes
t., opp. Broughton Baths, Manchester- 'Phone: 727
\t. Bro'.ighton. [2709

BELTS.
3ALATA and iJhrome Belts tor winter use; =5iin.,J /4; %in., 1/6; lim. 1/9: li&in., 2/- per ft.;
isteners, 9d. each; postage 1/-.—Sole Maontaoturers,
h PoUia and Son, HoUington, St. Leonards-on-
Ja. [2987
3 ELTS.—Clincher clearance, not WD., ^iin.. 6ft.
-» 6in., 8/2; 7ft. 6in., 9/5; J^in. 7ft. 61n.. 9;5;
fc., 10/1; 8ft-. 6in.. 10'9; liu.. 7ft. 6in., 10/4; 8ft.,

L/-; Sft. 6in. 11/8; li^in. eft.. 16/-; Bates' short
ngths, 34in., Sft Sin.. 5/-; %in., 5ft.. 5 6; leather
:lts, Vjin., at 1/6 per ft.; Belt fasteners, 9d and
\~. Post 1/ .—The Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78.
ishopsgate, i^,.^., [0933

CARBIDE.
"lAEBTDE, liigheist grade Norwegian, 18/6 cwt., 11/6
-^ ',i;-'''^t. : immediate delivery.—Kemp's Garage, Im-
Jiters, Loutln [3510

^ARBIDE, "guaranteed highest grade, lowest price-;
-^ immediate delivery nearest depot.—>Vrite, Jack-
in aud Co., High St.. Chesham. Bucks. [2919

^ARBIDE, finest quality, y-^n., 19/6; larger meshes,
J 18/6 cwt., f.o.r. nearest depot; coated. 25/-, ex
rislcl only.—Hodge and Co.. Warwick Rd., Bristol.

^ [1605
]AEBIDE. finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
-' gtti yield, all sizes; rwt. 21/-. V^^wt. 12/6, 28 lb
^6, drums free. (Dep-rf.i in all parts.) 1 lb. caritide
as 17/6 gross. HundTpds testimonials. Established
rcr 30 years.—Young. Importers, ilisterton, Somerr^et

[3511
lARBlDE.—Guaranteed to British Acetylene Assn.

-f ciation's standard, coated and uncoated, in
lb., 2 lb., 4 lb., 7 lb. and 14 lb. lever top canisters;
tt our price at ouce; in 1 and 2 cwt, drums, ex 22
ork deontE. 18'- cwt.; immediat-e delivery.—Elloc
yde Wcrks, Geduey Dro.e End Wisbech. [3525

PATENT AfiENTS.
'. F. S. LOCKWOOD, 3. New St., Birmingham

Phone: 5816 C. Patents guide free. [4808
PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered

Patent Agent, I46a. Queen Victoria St., E.G.
' years' references. f0129
y. BRYSON, B.Sc. Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
'Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London,
.6,2. 'Phone : Holborn 672. £7917

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purcha<!infi.

All Buildings Carriage
Paio. No extras.

Send lor our AU goods carriage
special catalcue Pal'l England ani
containing record Wales. Ourlatest

B C1.U.U
unsolicited test'-

prices and partlc- menials are the
ulars of our talr big ^est prooi ^four
dealln >, one price, legitimate deal -

oneqnalltv. i"^^", ^"? ,"* ^
^ • general satis fac-
NO EXTRAS tioo alven.

OLYIVIPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING

12X 8 £23 10 18x10 £42 10
34x10 £32 15 20x13 £4e 13
i6x 10 £37 15 _
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proof

bur unsohciteu testimonials snouid create
conMence.

Sh >ea Farii i.awn Tennis Club,
Dear Sir, Mav rand, io::2.

1 am instructed by my Committee to say
tfaeyare verv pleased with the Pavilion you
erected for them.

Yours faithfully, John O. GRiFnxs.

222, Shortlands Road,
Sittmgbourne, Kent.

August 17, 1922.
Sir. Erodrick,
The-South-Westem Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St. Helier Building arrived on Satur-
day, two days before promise of delivery,
and we are more than satisfied with it.

We erected it on Wednesday and it went
together like clockwork. 1 am very pleased
we left the order with you, as all who have
seen it think the value ts remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trusting
and believmg it will get j'ou further orders
from this district.

Yours faithfully.

Thos. E, Ken'.n'eit

lllustrsted Catalogs Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G°
Higd Street; iliinam, London, S.W.

leiephon : h-UTN'tiV 2771

PATENTS. EXPEHIMliNl/VI. Vt OKK, ETC.
EXPERIMENTAL Work.—My. tool looui. eugtueenug

wuiKb, drawing ottlce. nuiI latioratory me devoted
eiitirely to c-sperimental engineeruiR : eerrocy guaranteed.
-Leopold Ward, B.S6.. A.C.G.I., Hiitmood Place. Ci-alk

Knrm. N W 1. 'IMioae: lluiiifeteafl 7559 fn94&

PATENTS and Designs Acts, 1907 and 1919.~Motor
Cycle Frames,—The iiroprietor of British Patent

No. 148245 is prepared to seil tne patent or to licence

British roajiufrictnrer.'; to work under it. It compri-seH
straight sheet metal girders exLenrling obliquely Irom
the steering head to the rear wheel spindle, and be-

tween which are the tanks and gears.—Address, B. VV.

and T., Ill and 112, Hutton Garden, London, E.C.I,
[4058

CLUB ANNOUNCtMKNTS.
Space can ahvays be obtained vridcr this heading jor

annovncrTficnta reQvircd by Clubs. Rate 'dd. per
iiord. m umnitm oj -,

INSURANCE.
COiMPREIIEXSIVE Policies from £3/10 to £5/5;

tound company.—BrcfitUuirsL, 24, Ilc'.boru, E.Cl.
[3563

£3 Covers All Risks for 2"^h.p., others at competi-
tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,

W C.2. 'Phone : Holboru 323. [0005

THE Best Policy—a Lloyds Policy. Premiums from
£4/5/6 for lOh.p. machine -value £100. Full

f'omprehensive Coyer.—Insurance Specialists, 94, Bodeu-
hurst Rd.. S.W.4. [3722

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
authorised by '"The Motor Cycle." and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars u.=;ed for private
purposes Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, miuinuim rates. Full particulars and pro-
spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insux-ance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London,
E.C 2. [0007

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.—

Train bv post for this raying profcesion. Start

a husiiiess ot your own. Prosnectas tree.—Agricultural
Correspondence College (Dcpt. T), Eipon. (0389

SITU.4TI0NS VACANT.
LONDON Firm require travellers calling on acces-

sory trade to handle their goods en commission
basLs. Bo.f 4979, c/c The Motor Cuclc. [4045

REPRE.SENTATIVES, with a first-cla^s trade con-
nection, wantetl by well-known light car firm.—

Fullest par.icidars. salar\^ required, etc., in confidence
to Box 4957. c/o Ihe Motor Cucte. [3572

SITUATIONS WANTED.
YOU Want a Salesman?—Write Bex 4970. c/o T/'ie

I

Motor Ciiclc. [3968

YOUNG Man (21) de.'ires position as rider or de-
monstrator with piospeots of advancement; owner-

rider, Hudge-Multi solo.—Bo:s 4736, c/o The Motor
CilcU. [1967

I

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

H. ALBAN BRAVSHAW, A.M.I.AE., 9, Guerdon
St., Bvrom St., Liverpool. 'Phone: Ni^rtli

U6S. [0945

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

MOTOR Cycle and Cycle Busines:, profitable con-
cern, market town Midlands, takings £2,300

p.a., excellent premises, house; price £900", all at.

—

Drake and Nutter, 19-21, Farringdon St.. E.C. Others
various parts. Particulars post free. [0954

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Gar.ige, Tcotinj, the oldest

solely mutoi auction rooms an Loudon. Terms
7r/2%. not chargeable if machiuo unsold. Motor cycles

and cars bouf?ht and sold tor cash. Nearest goodd
stations : Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.E. ; Wimbledon, L,
and S.W.E. and G.W.E.-Sole address. Palmer's Garage,
Tooting, London. (5917

WANTED.
W.\NTED. SV'h.p. Engine, singlc-cyl.—Norris,

Shudy Camps'; Cambs. (D) [3540

WANTED. 2"-ih.p. Dou'ilas engine, not later than
1915, cheap.-145, Broadway, Plaistow. [3512

TRTUlIPil Engine, also wheels; state prices.—Jack
Ward, 11, Radford Rd., Leamh;gton Spa. [3705

WANTED, sporting lightweight sidecar for 2>?'.h.p..

cheap.-C. T.. Upper Bentley, Ecdditch. [3509-

CYLINIIERS 3h.p. Enfield, complete ecgine it cheap.
—2, MiJestone Rd.. Sti>ne, Dartford, KeM [3555

CLYNO 5-6h.p., 1912, back cjdinder, in good con-
dition; cash.—Hansen, Hillhead, Kirriemuir.

ID) [3587

W-\NTED, two 28X21,4 beaded rims, or two 28x2%
heavy wired-on covers.—Armstrong, Estate Agent.

Malvern. [3520

AUTO-WHEEL and Lightweight, condition im-
material ; state lowest price.-^7, Latchmere

Rd., Battersea. (2217

WANTED, rear cylinder, 1911, A,I.V.. Douglas, or
complete engine; -deposit sv.stem.—R., 19, Colts-

gate Hill, Rinon. [3759

V
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue ah
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WANTED.
WANTED, Caltliorpe Ivanae complete, suitable for

2-;;,b.p. J.A.P,, with Enfield gears.—34, Manches-
ter Rd., Swindon. [5551

A.V. SDeciaiisiE, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Cor-
ner, Barnes, ofler spot cash for A.V.'s, Tamplins,

Morgans, soios and combmations. [3638

OLD Mun Hep. purchases engines, gears, spring Joiks,
cuutj^rlete inaohineo, ^.j^.P. engines, and parte.—19,

^\ ili'Dx Kd., South Lambeth. London, S.VV.8. 'Phone:
1958 Bnston. [352

J

MOTOR Cycles, light cars, spares and accessories,
new or second-nand; pronipi, tash paul for above.—McNeiile and Plati, 57, Great St-M Liverpool

'Phone: 1092 Royal. [5820

WANTED, Norton countershaft frame, cheap,
st..te condition, price; also Norton lacing

PluJipion, good condition.—Tom Robertson, Brewery
Cottages, Pitlo:'hr7. N.E. [1958

OLD and Damaged Motor Cycles, engines, part&. and
accessories bought and exchanged. Turn your

oddments Into cash.—Williams, 17, Maiden I^ae,
Strand. (See Parts and Accessories") [4025

EXCHANGE.
1 Q20 4h.p. Ariel Combination, exchange solo and cnsli.
X«? 26, Cornwall Rd.. Brixton. [3694

SWIFT 2-seater, very smart, for Matchless a-nd cash,
or Morgan.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [4057

4-CYL. F.N., good running order; eschauge lower
iwwer or sell £12.—48, Wilton Rd., E.4. [3523

AiSTED, Lightweight tor Douglas Combinaiion, or

sell *65.—1, Alexandra Rd., K-ingsbon. [3759

LADY'S Black Coney Fur Coat. £8: exchanse motor
cyi^le accessories.—16, Trelawnoy Ed,, E^9- [3698

EXCHANGE Singer Combination for hght car, full

paiticulurs.—Bos 4969, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[3967

AMAC, Douglas, guarani-eed perfectly sound, tor
aii> thing motorisQ.—8, Ashley Park, Bristol.

[5805
REMINGTON Typewriter, ^alue £S, and £5 canh for

motor cycle.—Box 4967, o/o Tht Motor Cycle.

[3966
WARNE Cycle Car, lOh.p. J.A.P.. hood, windscreen,

for recent lightweight.—8." Martin Rd., Slough.
[3848

F^iXCHANGE 1919 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson for 'Iri-

-i umpn, similar, and cash.—King, Egrore, Oxford.
[3776

Q 3.h.p. Twin Engine, Bosch magneto, for 3-speed
^4 hub wheel.—Hunt. 54. Cheddon Rd.. Taunton.

[3610
/j -SEATER 12h.p. Alldays Touring Car for 2-seatcr,
nt motor cycle, or Morgan.—63, Solon Rd., B' ix-

ton. [3717

20h.p. Humber Touring Car, detachable wire
wheels, splendid condition, any trial, exchange

;

W
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j Q20 A.V. M'onocax, electric light, splendid condi-
Xtf tion, any trial, exchange; £35.

1 0-14h.p. Fiat Taxi Landaulet, 4-speed, new tyres,
i/W any trial, exchange; sell £75.

BELL Landaulet, 4-cyis., gate change, splendid con-
dition; any trial, exchange; £55.—Ward, South

Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [3853

J7XCHANGE 1916 Rudge-Mnlti Combination. f< r

TJ piano; Midlands.—Box 4981, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4076

I
EXCHANGE your present machine for a new (r
J or motor cycle at Kays, 8 and 10, "Bond St..

Ealing. [944-^

TRIUMPH, 1914. 3-speed; £29; exchange P. and
M. or lightweight.—Creasey, 10, Hanger Lane.

Ealing. [4633

T3 UDGE-MULTI 1915, equippeil, taxed, perfect, tor
XV t ;ndem or cycle and ca«h.—103, Moore Park Rd.,
Fulham. [3660

EXCHANGE 2S^.p. Douglas, 2-epeed. clutch. K.S..
tor higher power, oi sell £35.—Brompton, K.C.A.,

Sleaford. [3460

SINGLE Manual Pipe Organ, v.nlne £30, for late 4-

nke, cash adjustmeut.—Bateman. Harmondswnrth,
Middlesex. [3451

EXCHANGE geut.'s new cycle, wireless valve set

with 'phones; wanted, motor cycle.—406, York Rd.,
XViiudsworth [3665

EXCHANGE 1922 Garden De Luxe, dynamo, perfect,
for bit stufE combination, or eell.-Linford, Rins-

stead. Norfolk. [3502

'IQ18 Ford Touring car; £65; solo or combinationX^ taken part exchange.—Wriyht, 18, West Rd.,
Saffron Walden. [3496

<»> -SEATER, 4-cyl., water-cooled, fine condition, for
f^ fa?t solo or combination; sell £85.—Diment, West
Chaldon, Dorchester. [3754

WHAT Offers in exchange for late countershaft,
Triumph, value £55.-61, Commercial Rd.. Belve-

dere Rd., S.E.I. [3847

OLD Model 2-=peed Douglas, fitted new Binks, tyre,'

sound, licensed; for 2-stroke.—Horsfield, Over-
iOal, nr. JBurton. [3863

BARKER
OFFERofNLW MODEL

HELME.TS
INTAN LEATHER
Of particular interest to Motorists,
the New Model Barker Helmet \whicb
is designed to afford every comfort
is the most economical headgear for

motoring available to=day.

500 TAN LEATHER HRL^ETS
NEW BARKER MODKL

Manufactured from fine quality

Tan skins, fitted with the Gov-im-
ment pattern earffuards. ensuring
good sound hearing w^hen driving.
The Helmets have btren specially

designed by Barkers and made on
blocks that give a pertection
m fit. Exceptional value. Price

7%
EACH

Post 4J.

John Baiher S- Co., Ltd., Kensington, W.8.

PessktnoiA or
Rubber.

WatfT Proof
SUITS.
10/6

ALL GOODS SENT OK
MAUOE RUBBER CO., 58

RUBBtR
HIP-BOOTS

10/6 %%,.
Postage x/3

IPPROVAL AGAIN T CASH.

Praed St., W

EXCHANGE.
1 C|22 3V^h.p. Ariel Ck)mbinatlon complete, foiX«/ Ti-iumph-Ricardo» Norton, eimilar.—Paradwya
Bodorgan, Anglesey. psjt

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Iirwiian Combination, Buperior conX*/ diLion, for 7-9h.p. HarJey otr Indian, boIo.—17
Hersohel St., Slough. [3547

EXCHANGE house purchase policy i500, £45 paid
combination preferred ; ofieiB.—42, Cllittys taiw

Chadweli Heath, Essex. [546;

U.U.C.H., ^ne exchange specialists; best price-
X; allowed ; easy payments arranged.-'~5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Tube). [3863

EXCHANGE a Scott, Budge, oi Calthorpo for 19li
Douglas or later; accept reaconable offer.—Morrcw

Hert Rank. nr. Lancaster. [3i50(

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, practically new. eQiiipped. es
change ligiitiveiyht and catsh; s^ 60 guinea*—17

Sussex Rd.. New Maiden. [367'

1 Q22 fialmaon De Luxe, in new condition and full:
X*/ .iQuipjied foi 1922 combination, cash adjUBtment.-^
Geddea, Jeweller, Arbroath. [344:

MORGAN wanted; give £30 and A.J.8. 6b.

p

combination. detachable wheels, etc—Snow
Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. W02£
<»)3h.p. Villiers 2-stroke, recent, fully equipped
-^4 taxed, £18: photo; exchange higher power
Bos 4896. c/o Uotiyr Cucl§. [S53'

FURNITURE Manufacturer would exchange iiev

goods or make special lor a good 2-seatK:.—Bo)
4956. c/o The Motor Cticle. t363i

HAELEY 7-9h.p. 1915, special engine, exceed 7(

m.p.h., eschauKe lightweight and cash.—69
Kingston Ed., New Maiden. [367!

£10 and 1914 3iy2li-P- P-e^. variable gear, good order

lor best 2-stroke with gears offered.—18, Scfiro

Lane, Cirencester. Gloucester. [352f

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand combinations; keen e.^

changes; deferred payments taken.—Halifax Moto:
Exchange, Ilorton St., Halifax. f359f

LARGE De Luxe Coachbuilt Sidecar; exchange foi

similar folding sidecar or sell £15.—Hoggact,, 7

Oa\- Av., Gorton, Manchester. , 0V2(

4h.p. B.S.A. and sidecar ohassia, kick-starter, 2-8pee'

{sell £35), for lightweight, 2-stroke.—Yates, K
Torriano Ayenue. Camden Town. [347

1 Q23 Harleys and Indians (all models) for you.

Xil present machine.—" Parwood," Indian, Harle;.

Agents, East Hill. Wandsworth, [359(

CADILLAC Landaulet. 3-spp6d. dynamo lichtiug. es

cTiirnge combination and cash; sell £150.—Hfoii
Hill Garage. 'Phone: Dford 985. [3951

1Q21 Sports 4h.p. Harley, fully equipped, perfect

X«7 (or Triumph or similar: cash adjustment.-j

Si-eeter. 51. South St.. Reading. [393'.'

EXCHANGE SVzb-P. Rwlge-Multi, latp model,' ftjll

BiiUioped. for P. and M or good
.
2<f4h.n,.r-C;

French, Wisbech St. Mary. Wisbech. • [344i

1 Q22 6h.p. Bradbury Combination, almost sew
Xi/ beautiluUv equipped; exchange solo and etsh

Write 68. Hazeldene Kd., Ohiswick. [397f

1 Ql-4 Morris-Oxford De Luxe 2-Eenter, dicker, dyfismt

X«7 lighting, excliango eood combination, cash adjust

ment.—26. TnUe Hill. Brixton 1292. [344'

SOUTHPORT.—See A.J.3., A.B.C., Ariel, B.E.Si

Norton, Rudge and Scott columns.—Keuts, 417

Lord St., Southport. "Phone: 1273. [3641

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sports Combination, 41i.p.

exchange Triumph, 4h.p. Douglas, cash eJthe:

<v>v,-7, Linda St.. Battersea. S.W.ll. [386J

EXCHANGE Royal Eutiy, 2-apeed, 2-stroke, and £1(

tor good 3V2-4h.p. machine.—Avery, Little Yori

Cottage, Back Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells. [349;

I
EXCHANGE Calthorpe 2-seater, dickey, dynamo
-J self-starter, lor combination and cash; sell £1.^6;

—83. Pcnshurst Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [3791

A.J.S. Combination (1915) 6h.p., excellent conditioiS'

spare wh^el electric lif^lit, for ligltweight and cMb
appointment.—51, Lime GroTC. New Maiden. [369.

1 Q20 Rudge-Multi and Sports Sidecar, Ei)ecdc;

M. *J meter, win)iscreen, for late solo Triumph oi

^^imilar.—Balmoral, Downhall Rd., Rayleigh. [356^

"I X.9h.p. Super Sporting Richmond. 5 R.W. wheels, 4!

XO speed, do 60, toi 1921, Indian, Warley combina|

tion; sell £120.-30 Northfield Rd.. Coveutry. [341:

3,h.p. Mo-to-Reve, good condition, wants tiramg!

-4 4 exchange two ladies' push cycles, or sell.—Particnl

lars. 36, Victoria Rd., Askern. nr. Doncaster. f354<

1 C|21 I.O.M. T.T. Multi, lamps. Klaxon, speedo
Xt/ meter, overlap cams, spares, as new; excbange;,

cash either way.—42. Tranmere Rd.. Earlsfield. [386^,

EXCHANGE Douglas 1918 2^4h.p., S-speed, clUtcJi;

li.S., beautiful condition, for Baby Triumph, Con

naught similar.—Duval, 61, Grand Parade. Huinnm.,
[3651

MORGAN 1920 G.P. M.A.G. engine, disc wneels,!

new tyres, speedometer, blue fin sh. as new *89.

also Rover Eight 1921, speedometer, in beautilu

condition. £110; excna.iges entertained.-30, ThoniMU

Rd., Earlsfield, London. Thone : Latchmere 438»-
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The Show in the Balance.

IN
trade circles discussion is rife as to the

desirability of a Show every year for motor
cycles and accessories. That the public is

distinctly interested in the annual Show of

motor cycles is amply demonstrated by the

crowds which regularly throng the stands.

On the other hand, it is felt by a section of

the trade that an exhibition every two, or even
three, years would prove of distinct relief to

manufacturers in the matter of expense ; it is also

contended that a Show curtails sales during the

autumn months by reason of prospective buyers

postponing their orders " until the Show." No
decision has, of course, been made, but the

matter is one which will be seriously considered

by the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union in the

near future.

Our own view is that an annual Show is of

incalculable value to the movement. Now that

motor cycles have reached such a high state of

perfection, propaganda among prospective

owners is what is most desired. The very fact

that so many visited the recent Show is in itself

evidence of the appreciation of the public of the

opportunity to examine side by side arid so com-
pare the scores of makes and types of motor

cycles available.. The Show, too, is an annual

re-union of private riders as well as agents from
all parts of the country—even the world—and
the .cancellation of . such an opportunity to get

together in the Metropolis would be in every way
regrettable.

A Show of the importance of Olympia is in

itself .a magnificent tribute of the strength and
stability Qf this large and ever-growing industry ;

it is, too, a harbinger for the following year.

To break away from the annual series would
convey an impression of weakness with which the

movement most definitely should not be saddled

neither at home nor abroad. It has been

found in the past that a manufacturer can more
conveniently gauge possible demand in the suc-

ceeding year by an exhibition in October or

November, and s6 during the winter months better

arrange his plans for the busy season. With-
out a Show there would be no starting-off mark,
so to speak ; instead one would see new
models introduced all the year round, so

perplexing the buyer, who would be afraid of

purchasing a particular model lest a newer or

later edition be produced unexpectedly soon after

his purchase. '

At the present time a buyer kriows and appre-

ciates that a machine purchased subsequent

to a Show represents the succeeding year's cur-

rent model and has more faith in placing his

order on that accormt.

Who's Who in the Motor Cycle
World.

THIS issue contains the second instalment of

a feature which was introduced last week :

" Who's Who in the Motor Cycle World."
Names are constantly recurring in our

pages of persons who are prominent in the

motor cycle movement, either in an official capa-

city or as actual participants in the sporting and
competitive fields, and it is to satisfy the general

reader as to who and what manner of men they

are of whom he reads—from whence they hail,

their ages, their activities in other spheres of life

and their hobbies—that the series has been com-

menced.
Our aim is to include everyone of any note at

all, and the necessary material is being collected

unceasingly. All past and present competition

riders who have been or are in any way prominent

will be included, as well as all whose official

duties have made their names household words in

the motor cycle world.

^

^

s

-
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The Pfamotor.

I
NEVER take ladies to motor exhibitions. They
ask sucli silly questions. Not of me. They know
better than that. But of the stand attendants.

Who Ipok sympathetically at me^ while they e.xplain.

I resent sympathy from dudes unknown to me. I had
to break my rule at last month's Car Show. As a

peace offering. I had been detected in something, and
this was my ransom. So we went. I led her straight

to the Dunkley Pramotor. (Knew I'd got to buy her

something after what had happened, and thought

a Pramotor_ would be cheaper than a Rolls.) Xo luck.

Not a bit of it. One disdainful glance, and I was
dragged off to study the 50 h.p. Sizaire-Berwick. Her
expert opinion is that Mr. Dunkley is either a bachelor

or a grandfather. At least, he knows nothing about

babies. I hadn't noticed it before, but it is true.

The bisected scooter on Avhich Nursie stands is at the

hack of the Pramotor. Screened from the infant's

view by 'the rear leather panel of the saloon. So that

Baby can't see Nursie. Now, Avhen our 7/th Ixionette

loses sight of Berenice (Berenice is our nur.se) even

momentarily, it makes a noise corhpared to which the

last trump intensified through a Magnavox is the first

bleat of a young lamb. (I compromised with a Trojan

saloon e^•entually.)

Technical of Financial ?

EVERY good motor cyclist has noted the fact that

successful cycle cars, are as scarce as auks' eggs.

It is generally held that the technical problems

are responsible. There is the Morgan and the G.N.
Hardly any other cycle car has held its market for

a long term of years and brought gladdening " divis.''

to its parent brain. Perhaps finance is quite as strong''

f ~~i

! "Ixion's" -MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are-
\

i available, in booh form, price 2s. ')d. post free, from " The
\

; Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4-
j

an element in the selectness of the cycle car ranks.

The plain fact is that the profit on a ;£ioo proposition

is at the best small. On the other hand, the dis-

gruntled buyer of a ;£ioo cycle car can give a manu-
facturer quite as much trouble as the buyer of a ;£i,ooo
car. In fact, it is long odds that the former will

give- much more trouble. For he will have much
more trouble. In a high-souled world there will ulti-

mately be found a man who, seeking to employ his

brains, cash, and plant, will select the opening which
offers the maximum difficulty and the minimum profit.

But great souls are particularly scarce in these post-

war days.

Some Day.

MOWEVER, as the small engines become impreg-

nated Avith ever more and more ginger I fore-

see the tardy a'd\'ent of tiny four-wheelers, in

which a lath chassis supports a 500 c.c. engine and
transports, two people with speed, economy and com-

fort. I hope it will come in my time. It would be

so 'jolly to have , a pure utility 'bus Avhich one could

keep in the garden, lend to a neighbour, let the

children play with, and have as a permanent reserve

for one's real motor. At present one can't do it.

The simplest affair costs too much. First price, tax,

insurance, etc. But if ever we can get this sort of

layout at about J^^o new, and ^£25 second-hand, it

would serve the really poor as their one and only

motor, and the class who can afford to own more

expensive vehicles would keep one in general reserve,

it sounds impossible, I dare say. But you know the

Ford used to cost ;£tj f.o.r. Detroit; and club talk

ran to the effect that of the ;£tj a third was profit,

a third salesmanship costs and overhead charges, and

a third was actual material and labour costs. Allow-

ing for errors in this public guess, it is still not

absolutely outside our dreams that a simple little lath-

and-string cycle car of modest durability may even-

tually arise at .;£so net cash.

24
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Occasional Comments.—

Two Snags.

nN the meanwhile, pur sidecars and cycle cars are

alike so good that it is rare to hear the most jaun-

diced critic make any but two complaints. The
one ineradicable weakness of three-wheelers is their

lack of driving grip on freak hills ; this is a very

pardonable shortcoming, for only sports maniacs really

want to climb shale slopes with a grade of i in 3,

and on all rational roads the single driving wheel has

loads of grip. It may not be so in the Colonies,

and i>erhaps we may yet see the sidecar with two
driving wheels developed for overseas use. The other

complaint is that the driver of a sidecar resembles a

parrot on a perch, and that in winter time such a

position is not good enough for anybody o\'er eighteen

years of age. But even this is being met. ^Mr. East-
ing has a really nice driver's screen ; I am' using one
at the moment. The B.S.A. people have a sort of
gun-shield, behind which one can grm at a blizzard.

And the T.O.M. concern is busy with a protection

system designed to let one ride in a lounge suit through
a British winter. This small snag will never seriously

interfere with the future of sidecars.

Standardise the Dynamo.
Y own chief ambition for the motor cycle indus-

try as a whole, and a fortiori for the passenger
trade in particular, is that lighting dynamos

should be standardised. The utility. era is upon us,

and no vehicle is utilitarian until it can conveniently
be used at night. Now it is indisputable that the

bulk of our motor cycles very seldom take the road
after dark. Their illumination is largely to blame.'
Gas lighting can be perfectly efficient and perfectly
reliable

; it is not always either in unskilled hands,
and in anybody's hands it entails work. The dynamo
system is efficient, reliable, and automatic. Finance
is the sole cause of its still very limited application.

Dynamo lighting is an expensive extra. ^Vhen you
sell it you get next to no consideration for it. Nor
can you easily trans-

fer it bodily to your
' ~~

next machine.

Two Remedies.

THERE are two
obvious ways_
of dealing

with this regret-

table situation. The
lir.st is to cheapen
<lynamo sets till

they cease to be an
expensive e x tr a.

This has long since

1) e e n done in
Am.erica, where dy-
namo sets add very,

very little to the

cost of a machine
and are of reason-

able quality, if still

lo e 1 o w British

standards. The

fj^OT^OLS 9^3

A TOKEN OF GRATITUDE. Probably most London motor cyclists have
passed this monument on the Embankment without knowing much about it.

Actually It was erected by Belgian refugees in grateful appreciation of this country's
hospitality during tas wir.

other is to take steps to render a dynamo lighting set
easily and completely transferable from one machine
to another. The former method is obviously
preferable, as well as easier to ca.rry out. I would
not emphasise these crying needs if the demand were
impossible. But the failure to offer electrical' equip-
ment of a standardised character at a rational price
is a big factor in strangling our exports. Moreover,
it It be true that motor cycling is becoming daily
more utilitarian, the first electrical firm to cheapen its

equipment will profit enormously, and the first motor
cycle designer to allow for easy dynamo transfer will
also impnne liis sales. Already I know of riders
who are adopting this system on private lines. I say
to Smith, " You should try a Blizzard next year; they
are very good now. He' replies, " No, thanks, old
man. I shall be on ^Vhirlwinds for three or four
seasons now. You see, I've fitted a _^20 electric set

to my 1922 ^^hirlwind, and I can shove it on to the

1923 model straight off."

Sidecar v. Cycle Car.

FROM all I had been told, I went to the Car
Olympia prepared to purchase crape bows
wherewith to decorate the superseded sidecar at

the Motor Cycle Olympia. I returned much refreshed
in spirits. So far as new cars go, there is nothing to

threaten even the 1,-000 c.c. outfit de luxe as yet. Our
1523 prices are putting the biggest sidecars out of the

danger zone in which serious competition need be feared
from any brand new car. Certain second-hand small
cars will unquestionably be available at less than new
sidecar prices in due course. But a very cheap car is

a dubious second-hand bargain. It was generally some-
body's first car. He bought his experience on it, and
I shouldn't like to buy the fruits. Moreover, the

performance of these -little miseries is not comparable
to motor cycle performance. I do indeed know a

man who set out in cold blood to drive from Brighton
to Liverpool on one of the cheap small cars which
are alleged to be formidable rivals of such superb

monsters as the big

.Matchless. He sur-

\ived to tell the

tale, and he
made the return

journey as well.

Sixteen m.p.h.

average, and half

an hour's wait to

cool the engine at

the top of several

hills. Any 500 c.c

outfit woulcl have
done better. So
long as there is red

blood in English
youth, the sidecar

will sell freely

against the cheap
car, and if we lose

a few old gentlemen

to the car trade

their grandsons will

re-fill the ranks.
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J?
A Family Outing.

Speed Sensations

and Real Speed.

Pillion Comfort.

\

<^i:~^? ;" '^

IT
is not often that one can lunch in comfort by the

side of a brook in the British Alidlands when
November is well advanced, so that it is well to

take advantage of such opportunities when they present

themselves.

It so happened that I had the loan of a 499 c.c.

Rover and sidecar, so a family party of five set out

for a run into the country, three and a spaniel on the

sidecar outfit, and the other two on an A. B.C., a

cushion having been placed on the carrier. A start

was made from the neighbourhood of Coxentry. not

too early, and our objective was Weeford. a pretty

village situated on the famous Watling Street, which

is part of the London to Holyhead road, about three

miles from Lichfield.

We left the main road at Stoneliridge and made
for Coleshill over a road crowded with motors!

Speed—Real or Estimated.

After passing through Coles

hUl we overtook

two solo riders

who, by means of

a total indifference

to the rules of the

road, kept ahead
for a time. Pre-

sently this became
a nuisance, and
though I do not

race on the public

roads, I opened
my throttle a trifle

and slipped by.

One of the riders

called out some-
thing as I passed,

so I slowed up to

find out what he
wanted. When he
.came up he asked

A tl

At the start with the A.B.C. and Rover sidecar.

me how fast I was going when I passed him. The
speed was but moderate, and I had not noticed the

speedometer reading at that moment. After letting him
lead for a minute or so I again quickened up, and,

keeping an eye on my Bonniksen, called out to him
that we were then doing 35.m.p.h. "Fifty-five." he
said in a pleased tone. " No," said I, " thirty-five,"

and, quickening up to forty. L went ahead, and saw
no more of him or his friend.

This little story has a moral, .which is that speed is

not always as reported. My chance acquaintance was
apparently quite ready to believe that he was doing
fifty-five when his speed w'as in reality 20 m.p.h. less

than this, and my opinion is that many riders who talk

glibly of sixty and seventy miles an hour have really

no conception of what fifty means on an ordinary road.
If every motor cycle had an accurate speedometer
there would, I am sure, be few'er claims of 40-50
m.p.h. averages from experts or novices.

Roads.

At the Bassetts

Pole w e 1 e f t

AVarwickshire and
entered Stafford-

shire, and the
roads immediately
changed in their

quality. Warwick-
shire roads have
been the subject

of much abuse of
late, and not alto-

gether undeserv-

edly, for in some
places they are

atrocious, but on
this particular

route they com-
pare very fax'our-

ably with those of

14
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An Autumn Trip.—

the next county. For the most part they are tarmac
and have an excellent surface, while the Staffordshire

roads hereabouts are loose and rough.

In this connection it is interesting to note that a

plain felt cushion on the carrier of the A. B.C. made
a more comfortable seat than a spring .seat on the

sidecar machine. This is no reflection upon the general

comfort of the Rover or its sidecar, for both were
most comfortable (N.B.—The Rover was equipped
with a Brooks cantilever saddle), but it illustrates the

ilifference from the pillion rider's point of view over

a rough road—and it was in Staffordshire that the

difference was most noticeable—between a solo machine

and a rigid sidecar outfit. The A. B.C. has, of course,

a spring frame, but the carrier is nof sprung, so this

makes no difference. The reason is, I think, to be
found in the sideways movement of the sidecar out-

lit when the wheels, either of the sidecar or bicycle,

strike potholes, and in the greater difficulty of avoiding
unevennesses of the road when two tracks have to ht

considered.

The Rover had a heavy load, but m spite of this

showed plenty of speed and hill-climbing ability, and
its steering is remarkably good. Some sidecar outfits

have a powerful tendency to pull one way or the other,

but the Rover was entirely free from this, and steers as

easily as a solo machine.

USING THE EXHAUST VALVE LIFTER.
Notes on an almost Forgotten Habit. Securing Piston Ring Lubrication.

By H. MORTIMER BATTEN.

IN
these days of decompressors and efficient kick-

starters, the exhaust vah'e lifter becomes more and
more a back number.

At one time it was the hinge on which our lives

swung, and I remember well, in the salubrious town
of Northampton, knocking the hind legs clean from

under a burly dray horse through a broken exhaust

\alve wire.

In those days exhaust valve wires invariably broke,

chiefly because they did more work than anything else

l)arring the engine and the rider. Arid when an ex-

haust wire broke we proceeded on our way in dire

l^eril. I remember thinking a friend of mine no end
of a hero because he rode 'fifty miles with this vital

accessory inoperative. So he was. To-day no tone

cares if an exhaust wire breaks. I have ridden for

months with it removed from my present machine
because the convenience it afforded was not worth the

trouble of re-soldering the nipple.

Tradition, however, dies hard, and a great many
riders still regard the exhaust valve lifter as a means
of controlling the engine.

On Down Grades.

This practice was widely discouraged in the Press,

despite the fact that not so many years ago it was
customary always to recommend the use of this fitting

on down grades—a practice which is excellent if in-

telligently done. Its internal cooling effect is great,

and the exhaust valve lifter can safely and advan-

tageously be used if the carburetter levers Ije so set

that the engine does not pop repeatedly during the

idle periods. This, of course, can be avoided by the

use of a switch, and with a \'ery sloppy piston oiling

up can be avoided if the rider resorts to the, exhaust

\alve instead of closing the throttle. With an over

loaded low-powered rather ancient machine it is cer-

tainly advisable in a hilly country to raise the valve

whenever distance makes it worth while, but normally,

with present-day engines, it is quite unnecessary.

The belt plan is first to close the throttle and let

the engine pump over for about forty yards, then to

raise the exhaust valve. This is good from a lubrica-

tion point of view, besides which it allows the valve

to cool a little before it comes in contact with the out-

side air. As a matter of fact, the valve does not imme-
diately come in contact with cold air when lifted, as

many writers ha^-e argued. AVith the throttle closed

the engine merely partially displaces the hot air in

the exhaust and silencer and draws it back and forth,

so that the cooling effect is graduated and moderated
and is not violent until the exhaust pipe and silencer

have cooled, by which time the valve also has dissi-

pated a good deal of its heat. '

With a Tight-fitting Piston.

^^'ith a new engine it is not advisable to use the

exhaust valve—or, rather, it is beneficial to control on
down grades by the throttle. A new piston is very

apt to dry up unless subjected to periodical doses of

oil. By closing the throttle at regular intervals one
creates a partial vacuum in the cylinder, which has

the effect of sucking the oil up to the top ring. Thus
a new tight-fitting piston is very apt to grip unless, at

intervals, the throttle be closed, and this drying up
of the pistons more often occurs with a new car

—

despite excellent lubrication systems and water cooling

—than it occurs with a motor cycle, for the reason that

the motor cyclist periodically "stops" his engine by
rinsing the throttle, thus causing oil to be sucked up
I he cylinder walls, whereas the car driver attains the

same end by removing his foot from the accelerator

pedal and placing it in the clutch, leaving the engine

to tick over on its own instead of being dragged round
against the vacuum of its own creating.

Summing up, then, it would seem—at any rate from
the writer's ^'iewpoint—that with an old machine

—

especially if it be overloaded, as so many old machines

are, it is advantageous to use the exhaust valve lifter

whenever possible, but that a new machine calls for

and expects that overdose of oil which can be obtained

only by closing the throttle. Needless to say, all speed

regulating should be done by the carburetter, as other-

wise one obtains a very snatchy, uneven drive, which

is bad for the tyres and the transmission, and which

mtich enhances the likelihood of skidding
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SPEED AND PROGRESS.
Record Lists as an Index to Engine Development. Track Riders' Forecasts for 1923.

THERE can surely be

no clearer proof of

t h e iraprovemeiit

which is taking place in

motor cycle engines than is

afforded by a study of the

record lists, past and pre-

sent. These valuable lists

are compiled by Mr. A. V.

Ebblewhite, the well-known

time-keeper, who has offici-

ated with the watch at prac-

tically every record attempt.

A comparison of post-war

record lists with those of

pre-war days reveals \ery

clearly the reason for the

hold which the small

machine has latterly ob-

tained upon the popular

fancy. Increased speed

upon the track is the fore-

runner of more efificient tour-

ing machines. Brooklands has

been the testing ground for

every improvement in engine design ; the \'ast expanse

of concrete is a hard teacher, but it does, its work

thoroughly. It deals harshly wdth bad design, and

with poor material, but if has been largely instrumental

in keeising the British motor cycle ahead of its rivals.

A Fallacious View.

" Speed," says many a motor cyclist who likes to con-

sider himself a hard-headed business man, " is all right

for the madman who wants vo

tear about the country at 60

miles an hour. All / want is a

machine that will get me about

at a reasonable speed. What
I need is reliability, pure and

simple." Maybe. Reliability

is undoubtedly the best asvet

any motor cycle can have ; bu';

surely a machine which has

been proved capable of sustain-

ing 6om.p.h. for twelve—or for

twenty-four—hours can be con-

sidered more free from liability

to defects, such as broken

\alves, weak frame, warped

cylinder, or stripped- gears

than another, the sponsors of

which hesitate to submit it to

such a gruelling test? Not for

publicity alone does the aver-

age manufacturer indulge in

track work; rather is he en-

deavouring to prove that his

design is right, and, if it is

Post war rise in ftying kilometre speeds of solo motor cycles.

Maximum speeds of sidecars over the flying kilometre.

not, to discover its weak
points, later to rectify them
on his standard production.

The charts which accom-

pany this article demonstrate

\ery clearly the manner in

which the speeds of the

various classes have yearly

tended upwards. Observe

how the graph denoting each

engine capacity has en-

croached on the past maxi-,

mum speed of its bigger

neighbour, until to-day the

small machines are attain-

ing speeds which were out of

the reach of their bigger

brethren a year or so ago.

Admittedly, the maximum
speed records are not a true

reflex of the capabilities of
" standard" type machines.

The majority of these record

speeds have been attained

over a comparatively short

distance, although it should be noted that no record of

less than one kilometre (f mile) is officially recognised

so far as motor cycles are concerned. Favourable
weather conditions, too, ha\e played no inconsiderable

part in the putting up of maximum speed records, and
it is an undoubted fact that the mean speed records are

a much fairer criterion of a machine's real perform-
ance. Mean speed records, howe\er, were not insti-

tuted until 1921, so that no comparison is possible
with similar achievements of earlier date. Nevertheless

maximum speed figures are in-

teresting as showing the highest

speeds which have yet been

attained over a distance offici-

ally recognised for records.

108°68 m.p.h. for 5 miles.

It should be pointed out,

however, that the world's re-

cord speed for any motor
cyclist still remains the pro-

perty of America. It is

108.68 m.p.h., and it v.-as ac-

complished by E. Walker on,

April 14th, • 1920. Walker's

machine was a 998 c.c. Indian-,

and the speed mentioned was.

that at which he broke the

five-mile record at- Daytona
Beach, Florida. The course

was, naturally, dead level, and
of perfect surface ; somewhat
different, be, it noted, from the

conditions obtaining at Brook-

lands. All credit, however, io
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Walker ; Temember, he put up this record over two and
a half years ago, when the highest speed standing to

the credit of any British rider was 93.40 m.p.h. It

is sufficient that, tlie record having passed the stringent

scrutiny of the F.I CM., the conditions under which

it was made may be taken as satisfactory.

Strenuous Testing,

Very little reflection is needed to make it apparent

that there is no surer test of reliability than tliat con-

stituted by sustained speed. For short-distance record-

breaking, machines may be somewhat freakishly tuned ;

pistons, connecting-rods, valves, timing gear, etc., may
be lightened to perilous limits. Not so, however, for

long-distance record attempts. To pound round the

track at full throttle, hour after hour, demands sturdy

vvorking parts combined with efficient design. Nor is

the surface of Brooklands track so smooth that no jars

are imposed upon the frame, wheel spindles, etc., while

the long-continued strain of transmitting the drive is

not without some testing effect upon the clutch and gear

box.

There is but one successful continuous twenty-four-

hour record attempt recorded in England ; it is that

of Harry Collier at Canning Town track on May 5th

and 6th, 1909. Collier used an 862 c.c. Matchless-

J.A.P., and his average speed throughout was 32.32

m.p.h. As most people are aware, it is not possible .0

attempt a similar run upon Brooklands track, whilst,

taking into consideration the fact that Collier alone

rode the machine throughout the whole period, and that

several hours were those of night, it is not practicable

to compare this achievement with any of the recent

"double twelve" and "triple eight" hour records.

Two "double twelve" hour records made this year

deserve mention, however; one was that of Horsman,

Upward trend of the solo hour records since 1919.

Judd, and O'Donovan on a 490 c.c. Norton at 60.31
m.p.h., and the other was that of Pullin and Marvin
on a 350 c.c. Douglas and sidecar at 41.76 m.p.h. Of
course, the machines were not allowed to be touched
between each twelve-hour period. *

A very fair record from which to trace the progress
of design when speed combined with reliability is in

question is the " one hour." To capture this record,
tlie tuning process has to be carried to just that limit

where a sufficient degree of reliability will be retained.

On this account, the hour records are generally ad-

NOV.
1922-

Sustained speed of sidecar machines for one hour,

mitted to be the most difficult to secure; there can be

no question that the successful machines—and engines

—are right in design, and have been skilfully tuned.

Is there a Limit ?

The upward soar of the graphs makes one wonder
whether—if ever—finality in speed will be achieved.

It may be that, in a few years' time, speeds

which we now consider impossible will have been
attained ; on the other hand, it may be that progress ;n

engine design will be checked by insuperable difficulty

in holding the machine, so that attention will more than
e\er be directed towards more diminutive engine capa-

cities.

Interest, therefore, attaches to the views held by the

men who have been prominent in the high speed direc-

tion. Three of the best-known riders, on being asked
to give an estimate of the maximum speeds which the

various classes will have attained by this time next year

gave the following figures, in considering which 't

should be borne in mind that the estimates are contin-

gent upon an equal amount of development being re-

corded by each class, and upon favourable weather con-

ditions obtaining when the machines are at their highest

tune :

Solo. Le A^ack. ()'Donovati. Piiliin.

250 c.c. 90 86-90 91 m.p.h.
350 c.c. 103 96-100 102 m.p.h.
500 c.c. 105 102-106 108 m.p.h.
750 c.c. 110 106-110 112 m.p.h.

1,000 c.c. 115 114-118 117 m.p.h.

In O'D Dnovan 's opinion. the 250 c.c. 35 C.C, and
500 c.c. machines have arrived at a stage of equal effi-

ciency; he regards the 750 c.c. and 1,000 c.c.

machines," however, as being not yet fully developed.

The margin which he allows between his estimates of

each class speed is on account of his views regarding

the unsuitability of Brooklands for the highest speeds.

The higher of the speeds which he indicates he intends

to apply to a perfect, straight, speedway ; the lower to

the same machine on Brooklands.

Wl-
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CLASS A.—Motor Bicycles Not Exceeding 250 c c.

Record.

Distance,
(f.s.) Kilometre
(f.s.) Mile
(f.s.) Kilometre*
(f.s.) Mile*

(s.s.) Kilometre
(s.s.) Mile
(s.s.) Kilom"etre*
(s.s.) Mile*

5 miles
10 miles
.50 miles
100 miles

200 miles

300 miles
400 miles
500 miles

Time.
1 hour
2 hours
3 hours

4 hours
.0 hours
G hours

12 hours
Double 12 hours

Distance,
(f.s.) Kilometre
(f.s.) Mile
(f.s.) Kilometre'
(f.s.) Mile*
(s.s.) Kilometre
(s.s.) Mile
(s.s.) Kilometre^
(s.s.) Mile*

5 miles
10 miles
50 miles

100 miles
200 miles

300 miles

400 miles

600 miles
600 miles
Time.

1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours

5 hours
G hours
7 hours

1 2 hours

Date.

28/ 9/22
28/ 9/22
29/ 9/22

10/ 4/22

27/10/22
27/10/22
23/ 9/22
23/ 9/22
28/ 9/22
28/ 9/22
25/11/22
2.5/11/22

0/ 9/22

6/ 9/22
6/ 0/22
2/ 7/21

25/11/22
2.5/11/22

6/ 9/22

6/ 9/22
6/ 9/22
6/ 9/22

19/ 6/22
19-20/6/22

Holder.

H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack ........
W. D. Marchant
W. D. Marchant

R. N. Judd
R. N. Judd
G. S. Davison
G. S. Davison
H. Le Vaek
H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack
W. D. Marchant
and W. L. Handle.y

B . Kershaw

H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack
W. D. Marchant and

W. L. Handley

Mrs. G. M. janson.

Machine and
No. of Cylinders.

J.A.P. (1)

JA.P. (1)

D.F.R. Blackbume (1) . .

.

Sheffield Henderson
Blackburne (1)

Velocette (1)

Velocette (1)

Levis (1)

Levis (1)

J.A.P. (1)

J.A.P. (1)

New Imperial J.A.P. (1) .

.

New Imperial J.A.P. (1) . .

O.K. Jun. Blackburne (I)

New Imperial J.A.P. (1)

New Imperial J.A.P. (1)

New Imperial J. -A. P. (1)

O.K. Jun.Blackburne (1 .

Tnimp J.A.P. (i)

C.C.

245
245
248
248

240
249
249
249
245
245
245
245

243
248
248
249

245
245

248
248
248
248
249
249

Time or
Distance.

29.22
47.03
31.17
50.08

38.02
57.32
40.38
61.78

3 55.49
8 10.17

43 44.63
1 29 00.00

3 31 14.10
5 16 28.54
7 3 27.41

9 59 5.00
mis. yds.

68 955
135 1,201

175
228
283
341
656

1,071

340
167

1,089
917
57

1,180

CLASS B.r—Motor Bicycles Not Exceeding 350 c.c.

27/ 9/22
12/ 9/22
27/ 9/22
20/11/22
23/11/22
23/11/22
23/11/22
2.5/11/22

23/11/22
23/11/22
21/ 7/22
21/ 7/22
21/~9/21
7/11/22

7/11/22
7/11/22

20/ 9/20

21/ 7/22
25/11/22
21/ 9/21
7/11/22

7/11/22
7/11/22
7/11/22

20/ 9/20

C. G. Pullin

.H. Le Vack
C. G. PuUin
C. G. Pullin

F. A. Longman
F. A. Longman
F. A. Longman .......

F. A. Longman
H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack
H. Le \'ack
Tudor Thompson . . . .

A. Fergnagni and
E. Vision

J. S. Hotoyd

Douglas (2)

Imperial J.A.P. (1) .

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

A.J.S. (1) «
A.J.S: (1)

A.J.S.(l)
A.J.S. (1)

New Imperial J.A.P. (1)

New Imperial J.A.P. (1)

New Impelial J.A.P. (1)

New Imperial J.A.P. (1)

Douglas (2) . ;

Garelli (2)

H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack
Tudor Thompson .

A. Fergnagni and
E. Visioli

J. S. Holroyd

Blackbume (1)

New Imperial J.A.P. (1)

New Imperial J.A.P. (1)

Douglas (2)

GareUi (2)

Blackburne (1).

Speed.

m.p.h.
76.55
76.55
71.77
71.88

58.83
62.91
55.39
58.27

78.43
73.44
68.61
07.41

50.80
50.87
56.67
50.07

68.54
67.84

68.40
67.02
66.72
66.92
46.33
44.63

34G 23.60 94.79

344 39.18 91.88

346 24.40 91.68
346 41.20 87.38
349 35.90 62.31

349 63.98 66.96

349 36.00 02.14
.349 64.40 66.17

34+ 3 29.90 86.75

344 7 23.73 81.13

344 40 32.40 74.00

344 1 22 22.40 72,81

350 3 12 37.20 62.29

349 4 47 36 62.58

349 6 10 58 63.16

349 7 62 45 63.45

348 11 57 11.80
mis. yds.

00.20

344 74 291 74.16

245 135 1,201 67.84

350 186 1,511 02.28

349 249 968 62.20

349 314 670 62.70

349 379 75 63.01

349 444 332 63.29

348 602 658 50.20

fc.i;_L

Distance,
'(f.s.) Kilometre
(f.s.) Mile
(f.s.) Kilometre''

(f.s.) Mile*
(s.s.) Kilometre
(s.s.) Mile
(s.s.) Kilometre'
(s.s.) Mile*

5 miles

1 miles

50 miles

100 miles
200 miles
300 miles
400 miles
500 miles

600 miles
700 miles

Time.
1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
5 hours
6 ho'jrs

12 hours

B Double 12 hours

CLASS C.—Motor Bicycles Not Exceeding 500 c.c.
h. m.

23/ 3/22
23/ 3/22
20/11/22
20/11/22
23/11/22
20/11/22
23/11/22
20/11/22
21/10/22
18/11/22
6/ 5/22

24/11/22
24/11/22
24/11/22
24/11/22
4/ 9/22
4/ 9/22

4/ 9/22

6/ 6/22
11/10/22
24/11/22
24/11/22
24/11/22
24/11/22
4/ 9/22

4-5/9/22

G. Pullin

G. Pullin

Horsman
Horsman
L, Emerson
H. Sheraton
L. Emerson
. H. Sheraton
Horsman
Horsman
L. Emerson .......

L. Emerson .

L. Emerson
L. Emerson
L. Emerson
Horsman
N. Judd
R. O'Donovan . . .

.

L. Emerson
N. Judd
L. Emerson
L. Emerson .

L. Emerson
L. Emerson
Horsman, R. Judd
d D. R. O'Donovan

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

Douglas (2)

Norton (1)

Douglas (2)

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

Douglas (2)

Norton (1)

DouglasJ2)
Douglas'(2)
Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

499
499
490
490
496
490
490
490
490
490
494
496
496
496
496
490
490
400

494
490
496
490
490
490
490

490

22.-69 98.58 168.0

36.15 99.68 160.2
23.90 93.69 150.6
38.82 92.72 149.2

. 33.90 65.99 106.1

53.55 67.23 108.3
84.15 65.60 105.4
53.57 67.19 108.1

3 21.66 89.25 143.6

7 6.79 84.55 136.0
38 6.07 78.77 126.7

1 17 57.04 76.97 123.8

2 53 50.24 69.03 111.0'

4 29 29.63 66.79 107.4!

6 4.30 66.65 107.2'

7 69 40.47 62.54 100.6
9 40 9.20 62.05 99.81

11 16 49.39 62.05 09.81

mis. yds.

78 1,001 78.91 126.9f

147 1,261 73.86 118.8"

206 1,714 68.99 lll.O:

269 873 67.38 108.41

331 1,049 66.32 100.73

399 1,584 68.65 107.20

741 431 61.77 99.10

1,447 839 60.31 97.06
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Internationa! and British Speed Performances. Compiled by A. V. Ebblewhite, Official

Timekeeper to The Royal Automobile Club, The Auto Cycle Union, and The
British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

CLASS D.—Motor Bicycles Not Exceeding 750 c.c.

Excepting the undermentioned, the v.liole of the records iti Class C apply lo Class D.

Recom.

Distance,
(f.s.) Kilometre
(f.s.) Kilometre*

/ (s.s.) Kilometre

\ (s.s.) Mile
/(s.s.) Kilometre*
(S.s.) Slile*

5 Miles
10 Miles

50 Miles
200 Miles
300 Mies
Time.
3 Hours

I, 4 hours

Date.

0/22
9/22
9/22
D/22
9:22

9/22
7/22
7/22

11/21
10/22
10,22

Holder.

Machine and
No. of Cylinders. C.C.

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Trump J.A.P. (?)

Trump J.A.P. (2)

Trump T.A.P. (2)

C. G. PuUin
C. G. Pullin
Col. R. N. Stewart .

J. H.iU
Col. R. N. Stewart .

J. Hall iTrump J.A.P. (2j

C. G. Pulhn iDouglas (2)

C. G. Pullin IDouglas (2)

H. H. Bowen 'Martinsvde (2)

R. E. Dicker Bradbiuv 12) . .

R. E. Dicker 'Bradbury (2) -. ,

736
736
714
744
744
744
736
736
745

749.7
749.7

11/10:'22 R.E. Dicker Bradburv (2)
.

'. |749.7

11/10, 22 R. E. Dicker iBradbury (2) .1749.7

Time or
Distance.

22.45
22.88
36.92
54.06
38.04
57.17

3 21.10
6 50.68

37 52.20
2 55 58.99
4 41 23.87

Miles Yards.
204 1417
271 13.50

Speed.

m.p.h.
99.04
97.77
60.59
06.80
58.80
02.96
89.50
85.78
79.21
08.19
04.02

68.26
07.94

Distance,
f (f.s.) Kilometre
1 (f.s.) Jlile

s.) Kilometre'
s.) MUe*
s.) Kilometre
s.) Mile
s.) Jlile*

5 Miles

10 Miles
50 Miles

100 Miles
200 Miles
300 Miles
400 MUes
500 -MUes
600 ilUes
700 Jliles

Time.
1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
5 hours
6 hours

12 hours
12 hours
12 hours

Distance.

i
(f.s.) Kilometre

\ (f.s.) 3IUe
\ (f.s.) Kilometre*
1 (f.s.) Mile*

j (s.s.) Kilometre
1 (s.s.) Mile
(s.s.) Kilometre*
(s.s.) Mile*

5 miles
10 miles
50 miles

100 miles
200 miles
300 miles
400 miles
500 miles
Time.

. 1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
5 hours
6 hours

12 hours
B Double 12 hours

Distance.

f
(f.s.) Kilometre

I (f.s.) Mile

I

(f.s.) Kilometre*
I (f.s.) Mile*

I
(s.s.) Kilometre

( (s.s.) Mile
(s.s.) Kilometre*

MUe*
5 miles

10 miles
50 miles

CLASS E.—Motor Bicycles Not Exceeding 1,000 c.c

h
17/11/21 iH. Le Vack jlndian (2)

31/11/22
14/ 4/20
14/ 4/20
1/ 9/22

1/ 9/22
1/ 9'22

14/4 20
18/11-22
21/11/22
-17/11/22
4/10/22
4/10/22
4/10/22

25/11/22
25/11/22

4/ 9/22

17/11/22
4/10/22
4/10/22
4/10/22
4/10/22

25/11/22

H. Le Vack iZenith J.A.P. (2)

E. Wallier Ilndian (2)

E. Walker jindian (2)

E. Remington - iBlackburne (2) . . .

E. Remington iBlackbume (2) . . .

E. Remington 'Blackburne (2). . .

E. Walker (Indian (2)

H . Le Vack Zenith J.A.P. (2)

H. Le Vack Zenith J.A.P. (2)

H. Le Vack iZenith J.A.P. (2)

C. F. Temple and
T. R. .Allchin .

. H. Mathers and
R. E. Dicker . .

.

\ Horsman, R. X.
Judd, and D. R.
O'Donovan . .

.

H. Le Vack
C. F. Temple and

T. R. AUchm . ,

.

Harley-Da\idson (2)

Harley-Davidson (2)

Harlev-Da\idson (2)

Rudge (2)

Rudge (2)

J. H. Mathers and
R. E. Dicker . .

.

V. Horsman
R. N. Judd
D. R. O'Donovan .

4/ 9/22
4/ fi/22

4/ 9/22

CLASS BS

Xorton (1)

Zenith J.A.P. (2) . .

.

Harley-Davidson (2)

HarIey-Da\idson (2)

Harley-Da\ idson (2)

Harley-Davidson (2)

Rudge (2)

Xorton (1)

Xorton (1)

Xorton (1)

994
998
994
994
998
998
908
994
998

1 998
998
989
989
989
998
998

989

998
490
490
490

20.80
34.71
21.60
34.70
31.12
45.58
48.08

2 45.62
6 26.90

- 32 42.56
1 6 43.4
2 30 32.30
3 53 3.22
5 10 41.22
6 40 12.43
8 25 7.00

11 16 49.39
Jliles. Yard-

89 1591
163
228
307
385

450
741
741
741

600
708
361
1712

654
431
431
431

-Sidecars Not Exceeding 350 c.c.

27/ 9/22
2/ 8/22

27/ 9/22
2/ 8/22

23/11/22
23/11/22
23/11/22
23/11/22
22/11/22
22/11/22
24/11/22
17/ 6/22
17/ 6/22
31/ 8/22

31/ 8/22
31/ 8/22

C. G. Pullin Douglas (2)

C. G. PuUin Douglas (2)

C. G. Pulhn Douglas (2)

C. G. Pullin Douglas (2)

C. G. Pullin Douglas (2)

C. G. PuUin Douglas (2)

C. G. Pulhn Douglas (2)

C. G. PuUin .Douglas (2)

C. G. PuUin IDouglas (2

C. G. PuUin [Douglas (2)

W. D. Marchant Chater-Lea Blackburne (1)

C. G. Pullin Douglas (2)

C. G. PulUn .

C. G. Pullin and
J. D. Mar\Tn .

Douglas (2)

.

Douglas (2).

Douglas (2)

.

Douglas P)

.

24/11/22
17/ 6/22
17/ 6/22
17/ 6/22
31/ 8/22
31/ 8/22
31/ S/22
31/ 8/22

CLASS F

W. D. Marchant
C. G. PuUin
C. G. PiUlin

C. G. Pullin

C. G. PuUin and
J. D. Mar\in .

Chater-Lea Blackburne (1)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

Douglas (2)

346
346
346
34.6

346
346
346
346
346
346
348
346
346
346
346
346

348
346
346
346
846
346
346
346

h. m . s.

31.14
54.03
31.59
66.62

45.45
66.40
45.87
66.52

4 27.71
9 21.53

30 21.92
1 54 56.52
3 51 51.39
G 42 33.91
9 22 r.34

11 44 4.04
MUes. Yards.

67 1305
104 665
156 1239
201 189
922 932
266 1362
510 1623

1002 343

-Sidecars Not Exceeding 600 c.c.

(S.S.)

20/11/22
20/11,22
20/11/22
20/11/22
27/10/22
27/10,22
27/10/22
27/10/22
21/10/22
6/ 9/22

21/ 0/22

V, Horsman . .

V. Horsman . .

V. Horsman . .

.

V, Horsman . .

C. G. PuUin . . .

C. G. PuUin . . .

C. G. Pullin . .

.

C. G. Pulhn . .

.

V. Horsman . .

V. Horsman . .

J. L. Emerson

Xorton (1)..

Xorton (1) .

Xorton (1) .

Xorton (1) .

Douglas (2).

Douglas (2).

Douglas (2).

Douglas (2).

Xorton (1) .

Xorton (1) .

Douglas (2).

490
490
490
490
496
496
496
496
490
596
490

h. ra.

7.63

44.55
27.87
45.05

38.71
55.35
39.60
57.55

4 4.72
8 38.79
46 46.52

62.05

89.90
81.67
76.13
76.80
77.19

75.06
61.77
61.77

01.77

71.83
66.63
70.81
63.58
49.21
54.21
48.76
.54.11

67.24
64.11
69.26
62.20
51.76
44.71
42.70
42.57

67.74
52.19
52.23
50.28
44.50
44.46
42.57
41.76

81.19
80.81
80.24
79.91

57.78
65.04
66.48
62.65
73.55
69.39

64.13

kph
100 35
157 34
97 51

105.95
94 63

101 W
144 05
138 04
127 47
109 74
103 03

109 85
109 34

107.55 173 OS
103.71 166 90
103.56 106 67
103.75 166.90
71.88 115.0S
78.98 127.10
74.87 120.49

108.68 174.91
93.04 149.74
91.71 147.60
89.92 144.71
79.71 128.28
77.23 124.28
77.24 124.30
74.96 120.63
71.27 114.70

A World's Record,

3-4

B British record. * Average mean speed. f.s. Flying start. s.s. Standing i

(Note.—The GareUi records in Class B also include 4oo-8oolim. distances.)

99.86

144.68
131 .43

122.51

123.59
124.22

120.79
99.40
99.40
99.40

115.59
107.23
113.95
102.32
79.20
87.24
78.47
87.0S

108.21
103.17
95.37
84.01
83.29
71.95
08.72

08.57

92.92
83.99
84.00
80.92
71.01
71.55
08.57
07.20

130.07
130.05
129.15
128.00
93.00

104.67
90.89

100.60
118.3S
111.67
103.21

B3
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CLASS F.—-Sidecars not exceeding 600 c.c.

—

continued.

Record.

Distance.
100 miles
200 miles
300 miles
400 miles

500 miles
000 miles
Time.

1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
:> hours
hours

12 hours

Distance.
ff.s.) Kilometre
(f.s.) Kilontetre'

(f.s.) Mile
(l.s.) Mile*

5 miles
10 miles
50 miles

100 miles
200 miles
.300 m-les
400 miles
500 miles
000 miles

Time.
1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
5 hours
hours

12 hours

21/ 9/22
13/ 8/22
10/ 8/31
16/ g/21

23/ 0/22
23/ 0/22

21/ 0/22
21/ 9/22
15/ 8/22
23/ 0/22
10/ 8/21

16/ 8/21
23/ 9/22

Machine and
No. of Cylinders.

.T. L. Emerson 'Douglas (2)

.

D. R. O'Donovan .

H. H, Beach
H. H. Beafh
H. H. Beach
H. H. Beach

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

Norton (1)

J. L^ Emerson Douglas (2)

.

J. L. Emerson Douglas (2)

.

D. R. O'Donovan .... Norton (1) .

H. H. Beach . Norton (1) .

H. H. Beach [Norton (1) .

H. H. Beach [Norton (1) .

H. H. Beach INorton (1) ,

C.C.

400
400

490
490
688
588
490
490

Time or
Distance.

h, m. s.

1 37 30.18
3 24 29.41
5 39 3.60
7 37 19.20
9 31 48.37

11 23 38.86
Miles. Yards.

03
120
17G
221
2G9
318
631

1.586

1297
1097
1082

6
933

1396

Speed.

CLASS G.—Sidecars Not Exceeding 1,000 c.c.

17/11/21
31/10/22
31/10/22
31/10/22
27/10/22
27/10/22
22/11/22
22/11/22
17/ e/22
2r>/ll/20

16/ 8/21

23/ 9/22
23/ 9/22

23/11/22
17/ 6/22
17/ 0/22
25/11 '20

25/11/20
26/11/20
23/ 9/22

H. I,c Vack
H. Le Vack
H. Le \ack
H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack
H. Le Vack

I

Indian (2) ......
Zenith J.A.P. (2)

Zenith J.-'\.P. (2)

Zenith J.A.P. (2)

Zenith J.A.P. (2)

Zenith J.A.P. (21

Zenith J.A.P. (2)

H. Le Vack 'Zenith J.A.P. (2)

H. Le Vack Zenith J.A.P. (2)

H. Le Vack Indian (2)

H. H. Beach 'Norton (1)

H. H. Beach ^Norton (1)

H. H. Beach 'Norton (1)

H. Le Vack 'Zenith J.A.P. (-2)

H, Le Vack [Zenith J.A.P. (2)

H. Le Vack 'Zenith J.A.P. (2)

H. Le Vack ' Indian (2)

H. Le Vack Indian (2)

H. Le Vack Indian (2)

H. H. Beach Norton (1)

h. m. s. 1

25.80
25.82
41.99
42.15

3 40.24

7 36.40
38 41.20

1 20 12.88
3 5 4.70
4 48 13.80
7 37 19.20
9 31 48.37

11 23 38.86
iMile.5. Yards.

74 1,532
134 465
193 1,060
247 928
308 1,423
363 688
631 1,396

m.p.h.
61..53

58.68
53.08
52.48.

52.46
52.65

63.00
60.37
.59.54

56.40
63.80
53.09
52.65

86.70
86.62
86.83
85.40
81.72
78.88
75.59
74.79
64.84

62.45
52.48
52.46
52.65

74.87
67.13
64.53
61.88
61.76
60.57
52.65

CLASS Jl.—Single-seater Cycle Cars Not Exceeding 750 c.c.

Distance.
T, f (l.s.) Kilometre
"

I (f.s.) MOe
'(f.s.) Kilometre"
(f.s.) Mile*

5 miles
10 miles
60 miles

Time.
1 hour

2/ 8/22
2/ 8/22

26/ 9/22
2/ 8/22

2/ 8/22
25/ 7/14
28/ 3/14

28/ 3/14

A. E. Taylor lA.V. (2)

.

A. E. Taylor 'A.V. (2)

.

Seneschal Senesclral (4) .

A. E. Taylor ...

A. E. Taylor . . .

E. B. -Wire
E. B. Ware

E. B. Ware.

A.V. (2).

A.V. (2)

Morgan J.A.P. (2)

.Morgan J.A.P. (2)

Morgan J.A.P. (2)

;

697
697
744.;

697
697
744-

744

744

h. m. s.

31.01
60.40
31.05
50.78

4 18.54
10 5.00

1 3 7.80
i\Iilcs. Yards.

47 457

72.10

71.43
72.03
70.89
69.62
59.60
47.52

47.26

139.33
-139.40
138.13
137.43
131.51
120.94
121.65
120.3'i

104.35
100.50
84.46

84.42
84.73

120.49
108.04
103.86
99.59
99.40
97.48
84.73

116.09
114.05
115.94
114.08
112.04
95.74
76.48

76.00

CLASS J2 —Two-seater Cycle Cars Not Exceeding 750 c.c.

Distance.
A (f.s.) Kilometre

h. m. s.
I

31.45
I
71.12

i

CLASS Hl.-

f (f.s.) Kilometre
I (f.s.) Mile
{(f.s.lKilcmetre

(f.s.) Mile''-'

(s.s.) Kilometre
(s.s.) Mile

5 miles
10 miles

Class H2.

]
(l.s.) Kilometre

1 (l.s.) .\Iile

. (f.s.) Kilometre'
' 5 miles

fO miles
50 *iilcs

100 miles
200 miles
300 miles

400 miles

500 miles

Time.
1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours

5 hours
hours

7 iiours

S hours
9 hoiirs

26/ 9/22 ISenesehal |Seneschal (4) |744.7

-Single-seater Cycle Cars Not Exceeding 1,100 c.c. Maximum
weight 772 lb.

17/ 8/22 A. Lombard 'Salmson (4) i 1,097 34.49
17/ 8/22 A. Lomhard Salmson (4) I 1,097 40.46
26/ 9/22 A. Lombard jSalmson (4) j 1,087 23.50
17/ 8/22 A. Lombard Salmson (4) I 1,097 40.64
7/10/20 Frazer Nash 'G.N. (2) \

1,086 36.28
7/10/20 Frazer Nash G.N. (2) M ,086 53.28

1 7/ 8/22 A. Lombard Salmson '4) I 1,097 3 20.60
17/ 8/22 A. Lombard Salmson (4) |

l,097l 7 1 3.78

-Two-Seater Cycle Cars not exceeding 1,100 c.c. Maximum
, weight, 772 lb.

W. D. Havvkes l Morgan Anzani (2)

E. B. Ware. . ' Jlorgan J.A.P. (2)

A. Benoist Salmson (4)

W. D. Ilawkes Morgan Anzani (2)

W. D. Hawkes [Morgan Anzani (2)

Frazer Nash G.N. (2)

91.31
88.97
95.19
88.58
61.66
67.57
87.12
82.99

147.00
143.18
153.19
142.39
99.24

108.74
140.20
133.56

"25/11/22

26/11/21
27/ 9/22
23/11/22
23/11/22
19/ 8/22
19/ 8/22
19/ 8/22

23/ 9/13

23/ 9/13

30/ 9/13

19' 8/22
19/ 8/22
29/ 9/13
23/10/13

23/10/13
23/10/13
30/ 9/13

Benoist
Benoist
Burgess and

J. Wetton
Burgess and

. I.Wclton
B. H. Havwiod and

G. Baker

9/13
9/13

A. Benoist
A. Benoist
B. H. Haywood
I''. Burgess and

J. Wetton

B. H. Haywood and
G. Baker

Salmson (4) .

Salmson (4) .

Calthorpe (4)

Calthorpe (4)

Singer (4) ...

Salmson (4) .

Salmson (4) .

Singer (4) ...

Calthorpe (4) .

Calthorpe (4) .

Calthorpe (4) .

Singer (4)

Sin,wr (4)

Singer (4)

1,078
1.096
1,097
1,078
1.078
1,086
1,097
1,097
1,088

38

1,088

1,090

1,097
1,097
1,096

1,088

1,088
1,088
1,090

1,090
1,096

23.73
43.80
26.05
31.40
20.00
4.82

16 12.69
2 28 10.00
4 30 38.20

6 6 37.00

7 56 .'lO.SO

Miles.

79
161
200
263

330
393
438

502
564

Y'ards.

141
182

1,642
878

919
450

1,384

1,363
1,524

80.94
82.19
83.09
85.14
81.70
78.78
79.77
80.99

66.51

139.91
132.27
133.58
137.02
131.48
126.78
128.37
130.34
107.04

05.46 105.35

02.91 101.25

79.08
80.55
66.95
65.88

66.10
65.54
02.08

02.85
02.76

127.2S
120.63
107.77
106.01

106.38
105.48
100.87

101.14
101.00

A \\o\\d'=. Record.

E4

B British record. = Average mean speed. f.s. Flying start. s.s. Stamiin- start.

Flving start kilometre records have also been
set up in two new classes (Y, 175 c.c.

scooters ; and Z, 125 c.c. motor-assisted
bicycles) by Janin (Monet Guyon) and
Bartlielemy (Rovin) respectively at 4S'57

m.p.h. and gi'so m.p.h.

19-2C
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Feeling Cold on Winter Runs. Advertised Price of Complete Outfits. Size of Bodies.

I LIKED the pose of a few of the stand attendants
' at the Olympia Show, who were, fortunately, in

the minority. But tlie type is familiar at all trade

exhibitions. I don't know the psychological effect of

a canary waistcoat, immaculately creased trousers, and
varnished hair on the average individual ; but when
a group of three or four attendants thus arrayed pose

about the stand and lay down the law to each other

with pompous gestures, the diffident little man who
leaves his business for the day to come up with the
" Missus," hesitates before disturbing these egregious

males. He thinks they are directors at least, and

Koes on to the next stand.

What he should do, of

course, is to go up to the

knuttiest," and say,

loudly and imperiously,

"You a director? Then
just tell me tliis ..." The
polished attendant ^voukl

have been up like a' shot,

and his colleagues would

have melted mysteriously

away.
<> <j> <?> o-

ONE of my colleagues,

a hardy individual,

hails from Cromarty. My
most vivid memory of

Cromarty is of a young,

tousle-headed, k i I't e d

Scottie dancing a horn-

pipe with bare -feet on a

cold granite slab in a north-

east wind that came in a

hurry from Scandinavia.

That was whilst sidecarring

in the Highlands, and indi-

cates the type of men they

breed there. My colleague,

who little thinks I am using

him as a peg>. rides in a

thin coat in midwinter, and
practically naked in the

summer. We started an
argument the other day as

usual—that is the one thing

that makes his life worth
li\ing. He started talking

when he saw me envelop

myself in layer after layer

of clothing preparatory to a

long journey north with my
7-8

The Bower sidecar hood,
which may be used as an
ordinary windscreen ; or when
the sides are clipped together

it can be made to enclose the

passenger entirely. (The
Robini Manufacturing Co.,

1-3, Effra Road, Tulse HUl,
Brixton, London, S.W.2.)

.-^

The Gjupette sidecar, with rigid disappearing hood—a very

graceful design and particularly suitable for medium-powered
machines.

595 c.c. Douglas outfit, which has seen its best days
(we are not always riding new models). He con-

tended that imagination has a good deal to do with

"cold, shivery feelings," and that one becomes ob-

sessed with the idea of feeling cold simply because

a long journey confronts one on a motor cycle. I don't

-believe that. It certainly does seem strange why some
individuals feel the cold more than others, and it is

not always the fat folk that are able to smile in the

face of a freezing wind. I am nearly always cold
whilst motoring in frosty' weather, although leg-guards
have mitigated the evil of cold feet somewhat, and

handle-bar muffs help to

keep the fluid circulating in

my fingers. I wash some-
one would reveal the secret

of keeping warm on a 100-

mile run when the thermo-
meter is shy of rising.

Imagination and the sub-

conscious mind do play

pranks, but they are not

guilty in this particular

case.

ASKED the other day
•'^ where lay the most
room for improvement in

sidecars, I answered,
" Body space." This
opinion I strongly uphold.
There is no part of an out-

fit that I could criticise 30

strongly. I may grumble
at the inefficient mudguard-
ing and leg-guarding, the

paltry equipment offered

outside the "extras" list,

draughty hoods, or inefli-

cient screens. But these

things don't rouse my ire

so thoroug!.>!y as when pre-

sented with an outfit to

test, the body of which is

low at the back, low at the

side, and so narrow that

the passenger has to sit

stiffly in one position.

Roomy bodies were de-

cidedly scarce at the Show
;

roomy bodies are getting

scarcer. I wonder why the

A.J.S. concern altered its

E i
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Passenger Machine Topics.—

1919 design? The present

one is undoubtedly amongst
the most comfortable to-

day, but the large model
of 1919 was roomier still.

Although I criticise that

change, I appreciate the re-

tention of the high back
and the refusal to pander
to the ridiculous tendency

of offering semi-sporting

patterns as touring models.

I have heard any amount
of criticism of the latter,

and very just criticism,

too.

Pf®IS((f€lLIS

WHILST grousing, I
^^ may as well do it

thoroughly. So I will go off at a tangent on the ques-
tion of "extras." Tell me a firm which boldly adver-
tises the price of an outfit equipped with hood, screen,

and side screens, lighting, speedometer, spare wheel,
and grid. I cannot find one. A buyer has to reckon up
the extras for himself, which is, from a psychological

point of view, a bad thing to force a buyer .to do.

There seems no end to the " extras," just as there is no
end to the "extras " when buying a new house. Not
only should the big outfits be quoted complete, but so

should the lower-priced one, too, for surely we have
got beyond the stage of being influenced by a low adver-

tised price which may be perfectly legitimate but some-
what misleading. The thoughtful man, of course,

thinks of all the extras he needs before giving a definite

order, and makes plans accordingly. But we are not all

thoughtful, and it is annoying to find the bill piling

up as we add accessory after accessory.
<> <;> O O

'T'HE Motor Cycle has never hesitated to give pub-
•* licity to any practical and well-conceived idea,

even though from a comparatively small firm.

The Coupette hood and screen is a case ia point. I

ha\e mentioned it before, and I contend again that Mr.

The strong, simple and ligKtly constructed Copwill sidecar

chassis, showing the method of attachment to the motor bicycle.

The wheel has a detachable spindle.

DECEMBER i4ih, 1Q22.

Goad is on the right track

in producing a hood and
screen that is light and
graceful (a most excep-
tional thing). ' Not only is

there this advantage, but the

hood is instantly swung
back, leaving an effective

screen in position, Note
the last half dozen words.
Now this type of hood ,and

screen appear to me to be

admirable for medium-
weight machines, and may
in the future become quite

a standard type when
manufacturers have aban-
doned the ancient flat

screens which necessitate

extra side curtains or cellu-

loid panels. Of a similar type is the hood and screen

conceived by Mr. H. W. Prockter, who has also aimed
at lightness and quick- adjustability.0000
"P HE pros and cons of carrying petrol whilst touring
* are often discussed. Though I rarely carry a spare

tin myself, I thoroughly agree with those who argue

that a spare tin does away with that subconscious

worry of running out of fuel through some mischance

and getting stranded in an outlandish spot. I saw the

other day a specially made petrol can fixed in a bracket

beneath the step of the sidecar. Another alternative

would be to extend the sidecar step and carry the can

(one-gallon) as on a car running-board
<5> O -«> <>

XIOWADAYS there are 'not many variations in side-

^^ car construction, but the Copwill chassis certainly

shows some originality. Both inner and outer longi-

tudinal members are curved upwards and are brought

up to a post forming part of a special headclip, which

is supported both on the top tube of the motor bicycle

. frame and the diagonal tube as Avell. The makers are

the Light Car & Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 22,

Tulse Hill, London, S.W.2.

A FORM OF HOOD EASILY AND
INSTANTLY ERECTED.

A swinging hood and a curved screen which obviate the necessity of side curtains. The former, made of alummium, swings back into the

locker, leaving the sidecar clean and tidy in appearance. Mr. H. W. Prockter, 1 09a, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2, is the maker.
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-The Second of a Series of Brief Biographies.

Ernest Ashtord Bridgman, Assistant
Manager, London.—E. A. Bridgman,
who was born 53 years ago in Isling-

ton, was at one time well-known on the
vaudeville stage as Frasetti. It was
whilst associated with the " Halls

"

that Bridgman first took up motor
cycles, and he used a trailer machine
and later a sidecar on his tours. Suc-
cesses in i'elialjility trials led to his en-

_ gagement in the motor cycle industry.
As a motor cyclist he has had many

successes in competitions, including the 200-mile sidecar
race, the Mellano Cup Trial, the Kop Open Hill Climb, and
a Southampton to Aberdeen trial. Present mount : Indian.
Favourite type of machine : Indian light sporting sidecar
outfit. Hobby : Jlotor cycling.

<s> <> <> *-

Frederick Lindsay Lloyd, Col.

E.G., C.M.G., C.B.E.—From the
earliest days of motoring. Colonel Lloyd
has taken an active part in the deve-
lopment of mechanical transport.

When serving in the R.E. he was a

member of the Motor Transport
Committee at the War Office. Within
a very short time of the completion of

Brooklands track. Colonel Lloj'd be-

came Clerk of the Course of the

B.A.R.C. He is a Vice-President of

the A.C.U., and has often acted in

the capacity of judge at its competi-

tions. Colonel Lloyd served Avith distinction both in the

South African war and also in the great European war,

receiving the C.M.G. and C.B.E. for _ services rendered.

During the war he v;as in command of various R.A.S.C.
M.T. depots.

<s> <> .$, <s>

ArcliibaU Montgomery Low, D.Sc,
A.C.G.L, iM.LA.E., F.C.S., F.E.G.S.,
etc.. Consulting Engineer and Profes-

sor of Physics, London.—Professor
Low (born at Purley 36 years ago) is

a prominent official of the A.C.U. He
is attached to the Royal Artillery Col-

lege and is author of various technical

works. During the war he commanded
as Major, R.A.F., the R.F.C. experi-

mental works, ancl for his services was
twice mentioned by the Secretary of

State. His inventions are too numer-
ous to mention, but the two best

known to motor cyclists are his Audiometer for photographing
sound and the Low generator. Professor Low has held many
high offices in the A.C.U., and is a well-known judge in

competitions. He is vice-chairman of the Junior Car Club
and the A.C.U., vice-president of the A.C.U. , and presi-

dent of many provincial and London district clubs. Present
mounts : Dunelt sidecar and Economic, Douglas, and Low
solo machines. Favourite type of machines : Multi-cylinder
two-stroke, with positive transmission, four-cylinder F.N.,
a nd Scott. Hobbies : The study of high speed motion by
( inematography and the investigation of problems of atomic
motion.
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Cyril Williams, Motor Agent, Wol-
verhampton.—Cyril Williams was born
at Wolverhampton, and is 34 years of

age. He was one of tlie first motor
cyclists in Wolverhampton in days
when "there was more tinkering than
riding," and has been actively con-
nected with motor cycles ever since,

both as rider and dealer. His princi-

pal successes in competitions were in

1914 and 1920. In 1914 he came second
in the Junior T.T. and first in the
Brooklands race for Junior T.T.
machines. In 1920 he won the Junior T.T. Between those
years he was serving his country in the Army with distinc-

tion, as witness his decorations : the Military Medal, the
Mons Star, and "Mentioned in Despatches.". Present
mounts: G.N. -Vitesse and 349 c.c. A.J.S. Favoui'ite type
of machine: "Anything fast." Hobby: Motoring.

O <j> <s> <>

Archibald George Cocks, Commer-
cial Representative,_ Aberdovey. —

.

'

' Archie '

' Cocks was born at Burton
Overy, Leicestershire, and his ex-

perience with cycles and cars goes back
to the earliest days of motoring. In
1899 he drove a 12 h.p. Daimler car

with four-cylinder engine- and tube
ignition, later taking up motor cycling

with a Clement-Gerrard engine fitted

in the frame of a pedal cycle. In pre-

war days he was a successful trials ex-

ponent of the Connaught two-stroke
(both solo and with sidecar), and his climb of the Great
Orme on a single-geared Levis was an outstanding one. In

1919 he competed in the Irish End-to-End trial, on a 269 c.c.

Clyno, and was among the few who finished the run. Pre-

sent mount : 598 c.c. Beardmore-Precision sidecar. Favourite

type of machine : Single-cylinder sidecar or single-cyUnder

two-stroke. Hobbies : Wireless telegraphy, sailing, motor-

boating, and freak hill-climbing on a solo motor cycle.

Mrs. Gvvenda Mary Janson, Racing
Motor Cyclist and Competition Rider,

London.—Mrs. Janson, who was born
in Ireland, is one of the most success-

ful of women competition riders, and
has several records to her credit.

These successes include a double 12

hours world's record at Brooklands
and a standing mile British record,

both were made on a 249 c.c. Trump-
Jap machine. Mrs. Janson rode
the Ner-a-car for 1,000 miles under
A.C.U. observation in November, 1921. and won one of the
Ealing Club's three-lap handicaps at Brooklands this year.

Mrs. Janson Iws also a very remarkable ^^ar record. While
attached to tiie Russian Army she drove a field ambulance
on the Rumanian and Russian fronts, rewards for conspicu-

ous service being the medal of St. George (2nd class), medal
of St. Stamstans (2nd class), Order of St. Anne (3rd class),

and mentioned in Russian Army despatches. She holds, of

course, the British War and Victory medals. Pi-esent mount

:

Trump. Favouite type of machine: 500 c.c. sporting single.

B 7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR ALL PURSES.
A Price-Classified List of 680 Models produced by Manufacturers who Exhibited at

the Olympia Show.

MOTOR BICYCLES.
£30 and Under.

£24 3s., Clement, 43 c.c, single spd.

£25, Victoria, 147 c.c., single spd.

£25, Omega, 170 c.c, single spd.

£25 45., Clement. 43 c.c, single spd.
(lady's model).

£26, J.E.S., 169 c.c, T.S., single spd.

£26 5s., Sun, 147 c.c, T.S., single
spd.

£26 5s., Sirrah, 211 c.c, T.S., single
spd.

£26 5s., Ajax, 147 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.

£27 6s., McKenzie, 169 c.c. T.S.,
single-spd.

£27 10s., Bown. 147 c.c, T.S., single
spd.

£27 16s., Airolite, 110 c.c, T.S.,
single spd.

£27 16s., Airolite, 110 c.c, T.S.,
single spd. (Iad3''s model).

£28, Victoria, 147 c.c, T.S,. 2 spd.

£28 10s., Excelsior, 147" c.c. T.S.. 2
Slid.

628 17s. ed., Economic, 165 c.c, T.S.,
9 spd., C.

£29 8s., Weaver, 150 c.c, single
spd.

£30, Suj, 147 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.

£30, Om ga,, 170 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.

£30, Caithorpe, 245 c.c, T.S., single
spd

Over £30, Under £40.
£31 10s., Sirrah, 211 c.c, T.S., 2

spd.
£31 10s., Eadco, 247 cc, T.3.,

single spd.
£31 10s.,. Wolf, 147 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.

£31 15s. Bown, 147 c.c, T.S., 2
spd.

£32, Excelsior, 147 cc, T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£32 18s. ed., Kex Acme. 170 c.c,
T.S.,. 2 spd., K.S. and C.

£32 18s. 6d., Hobart, 170 c.c, T.S.,
2 spd.. K.S. and C.

£33, Omega. 170 c.c, T.S., 2 ^pd.,
K.S. and C.

£33 10s., WolJ, 147 cc, T.S., 2
spd., C.

£33 10s., McKenzie, 159 c.Q., T.S.,
2 spd., C.

£34 13s., Sirrah, 211 cc, T.S., 2

spd., K.S. and C.
£34 13s., Cykelaid, 133 c.c, T.S.

(gentleman's model).
£35, Powell, 247 c.c, T.S., single

spd.
£35, Sparkbrook, 247 CO., T.S.,

single spd.
£35, O.K., 292 c.c, T.S., single

spd.
£35, Diamond, 147 c.c, T.S., 2

spd.
£35 3s. 6d., C.vkelaid, 133 cc, T.S.

fiadv's niiodel).

£35 10S., WoH, 147 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£35 l«s., Connaught, 293 a.e., T.S.,
single spd.

£3! 14s., Metro-Tyler, 269 c.c. T.S.,

£33, Wolf, 250 cc. T.S., single spd.
single spd

£37, Sparkbrook, 247 c.c, T.S.,
single spd.

£37 16s., Cykelaid. 133 cc, T.S.
(lady's model " de luxe ").

£37 16s., Cykelaid, 133 Q.c. T.S.
(gentleman's model " de luxe ").

£37 lEs., Kadco, 247 c.c.

£37 16s., Grigg. 131 c.c. 2 spd.

£37 17s. ed.. Wolf, 250 c.c, T.S.,
single spd.

£38, Ajax, 269 c.c, T.S.. single
si.d.

£38, Victoria, 247 c.c, T.S., single
spd.

£38, Omega. 343 c.c. T.S., single
spd. (sports model).

£33, Powell, 343 c.c, T.S., single
spd.

£33, Levis, 211 cc, T.S., single
spd.

£3S, .J.E.S.. 169 cc... 3 spd.

£33 16s., Metro-Tyler, 259 c.c, T.S.,-
2 s.\A.

£33 ISs., Hawker, 292 c.c, T.S., 2
spd.

Tfte lisis of prices given in this and the following pages are

compiled from the catalogues of manufacturers who exhibited at

the recent motor cycle exhibition. They illustrate the wide
range of models now available to the public, and include solo

models from £2t 3s. to £160 and passenger machines from £63
to £200. Specifications are briefly outlined where they depart

from the standard equipment of three-speed gear,^ clutch, and
kick-starter.

£40 to £50.
£40, Monopole, 269 c.c, T.S., single

spd.
£40, Caithorpe. 245 c.c, T.S., 2

spd., K..S. and C.
£40, Chater-Lea,_ 269 c.c, T..S., 2

spd.
£40, Clyno, 269 cc, T.S., 2 sfid.,

C
£40, Mohawk, 247 o.c, T.S., single

spd.
£40 19s., Ray, 198 c.c. 2 spd., C.

£40 19s., Radco, 247 c.c, T.S., 2
spd., K.S.

£41, New Hudson, 211 c.c, T.S., 2
spd.

£41 10s., Bown, 247 c.c. T.S.. single
spd.

£42, P.V., 269 c.c, T.S., single
spd.

£42, Ivy, 249 c.c, T.S.. single spd.

£42, Powell, 247 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.

£42 10s., Grigg, 199 c.c, 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£43, Cliater-Lea, 269 cc, T.S., 2
spd., C.

£43, Ajax, 269 cc. T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£43 10s., Wolf, 247 c.c, T.S., 2

spd., C.
£44, P.V.-, 269 CO., T.S., single spd.,

C.
£44, Omega, 348 cc, T.S., 2 spd.

£44 2s., Radco, 247 c.c, T.S., 3
spd., K.S.

£45, Powell, 343 c.c. T.S.. 2 spd.

£45, Victoria, 247 c.c, 2 spd.

£45, Sparkbrook, 247 cc, 2 spd..
K.S. and C,

£45. Powell, 247 c.c, T.S.. 2 spd..
K.S. and C.

£45 3s.. Radco. 247 " c., T S . 2 spd..
K.S. and C. (lady's model).

£46, P.V., 269 cc, T.S., 2 spd.

£46, Sparkbrook, 247 cc, T.S., 2 spd.

£46 4s.. Metro-Tyler. P69 cc, T.S.. 2
spd. (sliorts model).

£48 10s., Sun. 269 cc, T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£46 103.. 'Wolf. 247 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.
K.S. and C.

£47, Bown, 247 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.

£47 10s., Chater-Lea. 269 c.c. T.S.,

2 spd., K.S. and C.

£48. Powell, 343 c.c, T.S., 2 spd..
K.S. and C.

£48, Victoria, 247 cc, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£48, Ccdos, 247 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£43, Calthoriie, 249 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£48, Sparkbrook, 247 c.c, T.S.. 2
spd.. C.

£4S, Diamond, 247 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£48, Excelsior. 247 c.c, T.S.. 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

E4S 6s., Radco. 247 cc. T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£48 6s., Hadco, 247 c.c, T.S. (lady's
model).

£49, Levis, 211 c.c, 2 spd.. K.S. and
' C.

£49, Cotton, 247 cc, T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£49, OK.. 292 c.c. T.S., 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£49 10s., Sun, 269 c.c; T.S. (with
rotary valve). 2 spd.. K.S. and C.

£49 7s., Metro.Tvler, 269 c.c, T.S.,

2 spd.. K.S. and C.

£49 17s., Connaught. 293 cc, T.S.,

2 spd., K.S. and C.

Over £50, Under £60.
£50, Sirrah, 292 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£50, Douglas, 348 c.c, 2 spd.
£50, James, 239 c.c, T.S.. 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£50, P. v.. 269 c.c, T.S., 2 spd., K.S.

and C.

£50, Victoria, 343 CO., 3 spd.
£50, Cedes, 247 c.c, T.S.. 2 spd.,

K.S. and 0. (lady's model),
£50, Mohawk, 247 cc, T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£50, Sparkbrook, 247 c.c, T.S., 2

spd., K.S. and C.
£50, Omega. 348 c.c. T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and 0.
£50, Royal Enfield. 225 cc, T.S., 2

spd. (sports model).
£50, Royal Enfield. 225 c.c, T.S., 2

spd., K.S.
£50, Campion, 247 cc, T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£50, Bown, 247 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£50, Excelsior, 247 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C. (open frame model).

£50 8s., Radco. 247 c.c, T.S., 2 spd..
K.S, and C. (sports model).

£51 9s., Hadco, 247 o.c, T.S.

£52, Monopole, 269 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and O.

£52, Ivy, 249 c.c, T.S., 2 spd., K.S.
and C. (lady's model).

£52, Ivy. 249 c.c, T.S., 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£52, P.V., 293 cc, single spd.

£52 10s., Metro-Tyler, 269 c.c, T.S.
£52 10s.. Sun. 269 cc. T.S.
£52 10s., New Hudson, 211 c.c, T.S.,

2 spd., K.S. and C.
£52 10s., -Sirrah, 250 c.c. 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£52 10s., Triumph, 249 c.c, T.S..

K.S., C, electric equipment.
£52 10s., Wolf, 293 c.c, 2 spd.

£52 10S.. Diamond, 247 CO., T.S.. 2
spd.. K.S. and C. (all-chain
drive).

£53 lis., Radco, 247 cc, T.S. (sports
model).

£54, P. v., 269 cc, T.S.
£54, Omega, 348 c.c, T.S.
£54, Omega. 348 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C. (all-chain drive).
£54 -125., Metro-Tyler, 269 c.c, T.S.,

2 spd.
£55, Sun. 293 cc. 2 spd.
£55, Raleigh, 348 o.c, 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£55, Orbit, 261 cc. T.S.
£55, Victoria, 343 c.c
£55, Raleigh, 348 cc, 2 spd., K.S.

and C. (semi-sports model).
£55, Sirrah, 293 c.c. 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£55, Wolf, 293 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£55, Eeardmore-Precision, 348 c.c,

2 Slid., K.S. and C.

£55, Peugeot, 110 c.c, T.S., single

spd.
£55, J.r.S., 247 cc, T.S., 4 spd.,

K.S. and 0.

£55 10s., Sun, 269 c.c, T.S. (with
rotary valve). 2 spd.. K.S. and C.

£55 10s., O.K., 348 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£55 13s., Connaught, 293 c.c, T.S,,

2 spd.. K,S. and C. (alLchain
drive).

£56, Ivy, 249 c.c, T.S.. 2 spd, K.S.
and C. (lady's model, all-chain
drive).

£56, P.V., 293 CO., 2 spd.

£55, Ivy, 249 c.c, T.S., 2 spd., K.S.
and C. (all-chain drive).

£56, Grigg, 247 c'c, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£56, Hobart, 249 c.c, 2 spd., K.S
and O.

£56, Rex Acme, 293 c.c, 2 spd.,

K.S. and O.
£56, Peugeot, 110 cc, T.S., single

spd, (lady's model).
£56 10s.. Henley, 249 cc.
£56 10s., O.K., 292 c.c, T.S.
£57, Ivy, 349 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.. K.S,

and C.
£57, Cotton, 249 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£57, Sirrah, 348 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£57, Cedes, 247 c.c, T.S.

£57, Omega, 2 spd., K.S. and C.

£57, Diamond. 293 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£57, Campion, 293 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£57 10S., Ariel, 249 cc, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£57 10s., Wolf, 348 c.c, 2 spd.
£57 10s., Beardmore-Precision, 343

£57 i5s., Rex Acme. 293 c.c, 2 spd.,
K.S. and C. (all-chain drive).

£57 ISs., B.S.A.. 349 c.c.

£57 15s., Hobart, 249 c.c, 2 spd.,

K.S. and C. (all-chain drive).

£58, Mohawk, 293 cc, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£58, Raleigh, 378 cc, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£58, Monopole, 293 c.c, 2 spd., K.S,
and C.

£58, Omega, 348 c.c, T.S. (all-chain
drive).

£58, Campion, 348 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.
and C.

£58, Alecto, 345 c.c. T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C. (sports model).
£58 10s., Bown, 293 cc, 2 spd., K.S

and C.
£58 10s., Hobart, 249 o.c.

£58 lOS.,, Raleigh, 348 c.c
£58 10s., Raleigh. 348 c.c. (semi-

sports model).
£58 10s., Rex Acme, 293 c.c.

£59, Cedes, 247 cc, T.S. (lady's

model).
£59 15s., Connaught, 348 c.c. 2 spd.,

K.S. and C. (sports model).
£59 17s., Metro-Tyler, 349 c.c, 2

spd., K.S. and C.

£59 17s., Allon, 292 cc, T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.

£50 to £70.

£60, Raleigh, 348 c.c. (all-chain

drive).
£60, Cotton, 343 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£60, Dot, 293 c.c.

£60, Sirrah, 292 c.c. T.S.

£60, F.N., 232 cc, 2 spd., K.S. and
C.

£60,' Monopole, 293 cc, 3 spd., K.S.
and O.

£60, Norton, 490 cc, single spd., C.

£69, Alecto, 345 c.c, T.S., 2 spd..

K.S. and C.

£60, P.V., 293 CO., 2 spd.. K.S, and
C.

£60, Sirrah, 293 c.c
£60, Wolf. 348 c.c, T spd., T.S.,J

K.S. and C. „ f
£60, Diamond. 293 c.c, 2 spd., K,S.^

and C. (all-chain drive).

£60 5s. Hobart, 249 c.c. (all-chaiit'^

drive).
£60 5s., Bex Acme, 293 c.c, (all-

chain drive).

£60 15s., Rex Acme, 349 c.c, 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£60 15s., Hobart, 348 c.c, 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.

£63 15s., Bown, 293 c.c
£61, Sun, 293 c.c, 3 spd., K.S.

Q
£62, 'Velocetto. 249 c.c ,

T.S., KS
and C. (sports model).

£62, Cotton. 348 c.c.

£62, Velocette, 249 c.c, T.S., 2 spa
K.S. and C, „ „ I

£62, Ajax, 343 cc, 2 spd., K.S. ai
C,

£62, Sparkbrook, 346 cc. (sen

sports model).
£62, Francis-Barnett, 293 cc, .

spd., K.S, and C.

£62, Campion, 293 c.c.
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£62 10s., Hobart, 348 cc, 2 spd.,
K.S. and C. (all-chain drive).

£62 lOs., Diamond, 293 cc.
£62 10s., Rex Acme, 349 cc, 2 spd.,

K.S. and C. (all-chain drive).

£63, Vclocette, 249 cc, T.S.. 2 spd.,
K.S. and' C. (lady's model).

£63, AJlon, 292 ex., T.3.
£63, Quadrant, 490 cc.
£63, Campion, 348 cc
£63 5s., Hobart, 548 cc
£63 5s.. Rex Acme, 348 cc.
£63 10s., Omega, 292 cc, 2 spd.,

K::S. and C.
£63 10s., Henley, 349 cc
£64, Sirrah, 349 cc.
£64, P.V., 293 CO.
£64, Francis-Barnett, 293 cc
£64 Is., Metro-Tyl-er, 349 cc. 2 spd.,

K.S. and C. (all-chain drive).
£64 5s., Bown, 348 cc, 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£65, Hobart, 348 cc. (all-chain

drive).
£65, Humber. 349 cc.
£65, Monopoly 346 cc, 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£65, Rudge-Multi, 499 c.(i.

£65, Velocette, 249 cc, T.S. (sports
model).

£65, Ner-a-car, 283 cc, T.S., 5 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£65, Victoria, 346 cc.
£65, Levis', 247 cc, 3 spd., K.S, and

C.
£65, Chater-Lea, 348 g.c.

£65, Alecto, 345 cc. T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C. (sports model, all-

chain drive).
£65, Ivy, 349 cc, T.S.
£65, Zenith, 293 cc, 2 spd., K.S.

and -C.

£65, Ajax. 348 cc
£65, Velocette, 249 cc, T.S.
£65, New Imperial, 293 c.C.

£65, ^ew Hudson, 346 c.C, 3 spd.
and C. (sports model).

£65, Hazlewood, 293 cc -^

£65, New Hudson. 346 cc.
£65, Weatherell, 249 cc, 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£65, Wooler, 345 cc, 3 spd., C.
£65, Omega, 348 cc, T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£65, Omega, 292 cc.
£65, Do-aglas, 348 c.C
£65, Rex Acme, 348 c.C. (all-chain

drive).
£65 2S., AUon, 346 C.C, 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£65 2s., Connaught, 348 cc (De

Luxe model).
£65 10s., O.K., 348 cc
£65 15s., Rex Acme, 348 cc, 2 spd.,

K.S. and O. (B. and 3. model).
£66, Spa rkbrook, 346 cc ( semi-

sports model, all-chain drive).
£66, Raleigh, 348 c.c. (sports model).
£66, Velocette, 249 cc, T.S. (lady's

model).
£66, Verus, 349 cc, 2 spd., K.S.

and C.
£66, Ivy, 549 cc, 2 spd-, K.S. and

0.
£66, Bown, 348 cc.
£66 IBs., Sun, 348 c.c.

£67, Cotton, 348 cc [all-chain
drive).

£67, Excelsior, 346 c.C
£67, Excelsior, 348 cc.
£67, Coventry-Mascot, 348 CC, 2

spd., K.S. and C.
£67 4S,, Metro-Tyler, 349 CO.
£67 5s., Monopole,- 34S c.c
£67 10S., Mohawk, 346 cc
£67 10s., Abingdon, 499 c.c.

£67 108,, Orbit, 349 cc. (Bradshaw
model).

£67 10s., Wolf, 250 cc, 2 spd., K.S.
and C. (sports model).

£67 10s., Orbit, 349 CC (B. and S.

model).
€67 10s., Monopole, 346 c.c, 2 spd.,

K.S. and C. (all-chain drive),
£67 10s., Rex Acme, 349 c.c, 2 spd.,

K.S. and C. (B. and 3. model.
all-chain drive).

£68, Weatherell, 348 cc.
£68 5s., Allon, 346 c.c, 2 spd., K.S.

and C. (all-chain drive).

£68 5s., AlLon, 346 c.c.

£68 5s., Rex Acme, 348 cc. (B. and
S. model).

£68 10s., Henley, 349 cc [Bradshaw
model).

£68 10s., Henley, 249 cc. (sports
model).

£68 17s. 6d., Rex- Acme, 249 cc, 2
=pd., C. (o.h.v. modek.

£69, Gnome-Rhone, 499 c.c
£69, Sparkbrook. 349 c.c. B. and S.
_£69, Omega, 348 cc, T.S.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR ALL PURSES {continued).

£69, Coventry-JIascot, 349 CO.
£69 6s., O.E.O.-Blackburue, 249 c.o.

£69 10s., Hobart, 346 cc. 2 spd,,
K..S. aDd C. (sports model),

£69 10s., Monopole, 346 cc. (all-

chain drive}.
£69 15s., Zenith, 346 c.o.

£70, Hazlewood, 233 cc. (all-chain
drive).

£70, JFatchless. 343 cc.
£70, Ivy, 349 cc.
£70, Quadrant, 654 cc.
£70, B.S.A. (sports model), 493

c.c.

£70, Duncit, 499 c.c, T.S,
£70, Cotton, 249 cc. (o.h.v.

model).
£70, Douglas, 348 c.c. (all-chain

drive).

£70, Beardmore-Precision, 496 cc
£70, Massey, 348 CC-
£70, Orbit, 348 cc. (o.h.v. model).
£70, Hex Acme, 348 c.c. (B. and

S. model, all-chain drive).
£70, Martinsyde, 346 c.c.

£70, Weatherell, 249 c.c, 2 spd..
K.S, and C, [o,h.v, model).

£70, H.B,, 349 cc
£70, Francis-Barnett, 346 cc.

(sports model).
£70, H.B., 348 c.c, (slJOrts model).

Over £70, Under £80.

£71, P.V., 346 cc.
£71 7s. 6d., Ees Acme, 249 cc,

3 spd,, C (o,h.v. model).
£71 8s., O.E.C.-Blackburne, 346 C-C.

£71 8s., Allon, 346 c.c, all-chain
drive.

£71 10s., Rex Acme, 348 CO., 2
spd,, C. (o.h.v. model).

£72, Martinsyde, 346 c.c. (sports
model).

£72, Coventry-Mascot, 348 cc.
£72, Hobart, 346 c.c. (sports

model).
£72, Sheffield-Henderson, 348 cc.
£72, Cotton, 348 c.c, (o.h.v. model).
£72^ Sheffield-Henderson. 350 cc.
£72, Sheffield-Henderson, 348 cc.

(sports model).
£72, B.S.A. , 557 cc
£72, Coventry-Mascot, 348 c.o.

(sports model).
£72, Francis-Barnett, 346 c.c.

£72 10s., Wolf, 345 c.c.

£72 10s., Massey. 348 c.o. (" Brook-
lands " model).

£72 10s., Massey, 346 c.c.

£72 10s., Chater-Lea, 348 cc. (o.h.v,

model).
£72 10s., Henley, 545 c.o.

£72 10s., Henley, 348 c.c (sports
model).

£72 10s., Diamond, 348 c.o.

£73, P.V., 349 CO. (B. and S.

model).
£73, New Imperial, 249 c.c, 3 spd.,

C.
£73, Grigg, 350 c.c. (sports model).
£73, Beardmore^Barr and Strouel,

349 c.c.

£74, P.V., 345 c.c, (all-chair; drive).

£74, Rex Acme, 343 c.c, 3 spd.,
- C. (o.h.v. model),

£74, Zenith, 249 c.c. (sports
model).

£75, Ariel, 498 c.c. fsports model),
£75, B.S.A., 567 cc. (all-chain

drive).

£75, Francis-Barnett, 346 c.c. (T.T.
model).

£75, Chater-Lea, 545 c.c.

£75, Dot. 349 cc (Bradshaw sports
model).

£75, Victoria, 545 c.c.

£75, Sirrah. 249 cc, (" Brook-
lands " model). 3 spd., C.

£75, Dnnelt, 499 CO., T.S. (all-chain
drive).

£75, Quadrant, 645 c.c. (all-chain
drive).

£75, Orbit, 5C0 i^.a. (B. and S,

model),
£75, James. 499 c.c,

£75, Xew Hudson, 499 c.c, 3- spd,
and C, (super sports model).

£75, Wolf. 545 c.c
£75, Hazlewood. 346 c.c.

£75 Ifls., :^^assey. 346 c.c, {"' Brook-
lands " model).

£75 10s., Wooler. 345 CO., 3 spd.,
C. (all-chain drive).

£75 12s., Hawker, 343 c.c.

£76, P.V„ 349 cc, (B. and S.,

all-chain drive model).
£76, 0,K,. 249 cc (sports model),
£76, Veru'J, 348 cc
£77. Sirrah ,249 CO, (o.h,v, " Brook-

lands " model),
£77, Zenith, 346 c.c, (sports model).

£77, A„J,S„ 349 cc (sports
model).

£77, A,J,S,. 349 c.c.

£77 10s., Wolf, 545 cc. (all-chain
drive).

£77 10s., Diamond, 349 c.c. (B. and
S. model).

£77 10s., Lea-Francis, 496 c.c.
£78, Dot, 349 cc, C. (sports model).
£78, New Imperial, 346 cc, 3 spd,,

C.
£78, H.B., 348 cc, 3 spd, and C.

(o.h.v. model).
£78 15s., Edmund, 348 c.c. (sports

model).
£78 15s., Edmund, 348 c.c.

£78 19s., Edmund-B. and S., 349
c.c.

£79, Norton, 490 cc. {sports models
£79, .Vriel 493 cc
£79 16s., Metro-Tyler, 349 cc.

(o,h,v, model).

£80 to £90.

£80, N'orton, 490 cc, (touring
model).

£80, Sirrah, 346 cc C Brook-
lands " model), 3 spd., C

£80, Dot, 348 cc (o.h.v. sports
model).

£80, Wooler, 345 c,.- . 3 spd., C.
£80, Sirrah, 349 cc ("Overseas"

model).
£80, Weatherell, 348 cc (o.h.v.

model).
£80, Beardmore-Precision, 598 cc,
£80, Powell, 547 cc.
£80, Wolf, 345 c.c. (all-chain drive).
£81 18s., O.E.C-Blackburne, 249

c.c. (o.h.v. model),
£82, Monopole, 499 c.c.

£82, Norton, 490 cc. (Colonial
model).

£82 10s., Ariel, 993 CO. (sports
model, all-chain drive).

£82 10s., Powell, 547 CO. (all-chain
drive).

£84, Sirrah, 348 c.c. (" Brooklands "

model), 3 spd., C.
£84, Edmund, 348 cc. (o.h.v.

model).
£84, Edmund, 346 c.c. (special

J.A.P. engine).
£84, Norton. 633 cc, (utility model),
£84, O.E.C-Blackburne, 346 c.c.

(o.h.v. model).
£84, Hawker, 545 c.o.

£84, Hawker, 348 CO., 2 spd., C.
(o.h.v, model).

£84 10s., Monopole, 499 CO. {all-

chain drive).
£34 10s.. Triumph. 550 cc, electrical

equipment,
£85, Campion, 550 cc.
£85, Douglas. 595 c.c.

£85, Verus, 249 c.c. (sports model).
3 spd,, C.

£85, Budge, 499 c.c, 4 spd., K.S.
and C.

£85, G.S.D., 349 c.c, 4 spd., K.S.
and C.

£85, B.S.A., 770 c.c
£85, Abingdon. '624 0.0.

£87, A.J.S., 349 CC, 3 spd., 0.
(o.h.v. model).

£87, Ariel 493 c.c. (all-chain drive).
£87, Verus, 249 c.c (o.h.v. sports

model), 3 spd.. C.
£87 3s., O.E.C.-B)ackburne, 545 c.c,

£89, Humber, 600 cc. (sports
model).

£89, Scott. 486 c.c, T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£90, Verus, 343 cc. (sports model).
3 spd.. C.

£90, Douglas, 595 c.o. (aUchain
drive).

£90, Zenith, 494 ri.d., variable gear,
£90, P,V.. 498 c.c.

£90, Quadrant, 654 cc. (De Luxe
model, all-chain drive).

£90, Sheffield-Henderson. 348 c.c
{o.h.v, model), no kick-starter.

£90, B.S.ii. (De Luxe model). 770
cc.

£90, Hex -Vcme, 550 cc

Over £90, Under £100.

£93 10s., Triumph, 550 c.c. (all-chain
drive), electrical equipment,

£94, Wooler, 499 cc, 3 spd., C.
£94, Verus, 348 cc. (o.h.v. sports

model), 3 spd., C.
£94 10s., Metro-Tyler, 698 CO.
£94 10s., Sunbeam. 347 c.c.

£95, Ariel, 665 cc.
£95, P.V., 498 CO. (super-sports

engine).
£95, Abingdon, 795 c.c.
£05, .\riel, 776 c.c.

£05, Douglas, 494 cc.
£95, Zenith, 494 cc.
£95, .Tames, 749 c.c.

£95, Dnzmo, 496 c.c.

£95, Rex Acme. 499 cc. (B. and S.
model).

£9S, Scott, 532 cc, T.S., 2 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£96 10s., Indian. 595 c.c.

£96 10s.. Triumph, 499 c.c, electrical
equipment.

£96 lOS., Lea-Francis, 592 c.c.
£97 103., Coventry Victor. 688 c.c.

'

£97 10s., Coventry Victor, 633 c.c.
(sports model).

£98, Norton, 490 c.c. (o.h.v. model).
£98, E.xcelsior, 680 c.c,

£93 10s., Coventry Victor, 638 c.c.
(special model).

£98 Ifls., Zenith, 654 c.c. variable
gear.

£99. Humber, 600 cc. (touring
model).

£100 to £110.

£100, P.v., 680 c.c.

£100, P. and M., 555 c.c. 4 spd.,
K.S. and 0.

£1flO, P. and M., 555 cc, 4 spd.,
K.S. and C. (sports model).

£100, Raleigh, 700 c.c.

£100, Rudge, 993 c.c, 4 spd.. K.S.
and C. _

£100, Bianchi, 498 c.c
£100, Ariel, 776 c.c. (all-chain

drive).
£103, Excelsior, 930 c.c.

£105, Mohawk, 770 c.c.

£105, Ariel, 994 c.c.

£105, Harley-Davidson, 584 c.c.

£105, Sunbeam, 499 c.c.

£105, Monopole. 680 cc.
£105, P. and M., 555 c.c, 4 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£105, Douglas, 733 c.c.

£105, Weatherell, 696 c.c.

£105, American X, 999.5 cc.
£107, Indian, 997 c.c. (standard

model)

.

£107, B.S.A,, 986 c.c
£107 15s., Harley-Davidson, 988 c.o.

£109, Zenith, 976 cc. variable gear.
£110, Scott, 532 cc, T.S.

£110, Scott, 436 CO., T.S., 2 spd.,

K.S. and C.
£110, Coventry Victor, 638 CO.

{super-sports model).
£110, F.N,, 748 c.c
£110, Matchless, 976 c.c. (sports

model).
£110 5s.. Sunbeam, 492 cc. (T.T.

sports model).
£110 5s., Sunbeam, 499 cc. (sports

model),

£111 to £130.

£111 6s., O.E.C-Blackburne, §96 c.c.

£112 10s., Harle.y-Davidson, 988 c.c.

(electric model),
£113, Indian, 596 c.c. (electric

model).
£113 8s., O.E.C.-Blackljurne, 993 c.c.

£115, Zenith, 976 c.c.

£115, Matchless, 976 cc, (super-
sports model).

£115, Brough Superior, 740 cc.
£115, Weatherell, 696 c.o. (o.h.v.

model).
£117, New Imperial, 976 c.c.

£120, Harley-Davidson. 1,203 C.c.

£120 15s., Sunbeam, 599 c.c.

£121 to £130.

£123, Indian, 997 c.c. (electric

model).
£124 15s., Harley-Davidson, 1,203

c.c. (electric model).
£125, Brough Superior, 740 c.c

(sports -model).

£125, Zenith, 976 c.o. (super-" eight "

model).
£125, Martinsyde. 678 cc.

£131 to £140.

£131, Zenith, 976 cc, 4 spd.. K.S.
and C.

£132, Indian. 997 c.o.

£135, Bianchi, 600 c.c.

£137, Henderson, 1,301 c.c.

£137, Indian, 1,204 cc.

£140, Dot, 976 cc. (sports model).

Over £140.

£141 15s., Sunbeam, 976 c.c.

£145, P,V,, 976 c.c.

£150, Brough Superior, 976 c.c.

£160, Broush Superior. 976 c.c.

(with 30 m.p.h, certificate).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR ALL PURSES {continued).

PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLES AND RUNABOUTS.
Under £70.

£33 12s., Airolite. 110 c.c, T.S., with
child's sidecar.

£32 12s., Airolite, 110 cc, witli
trade carrier.

£60 18s., Radco, 247 c.c, T.S., with
trade carrier.

£63, Radco. 247 c.c. with T.S., "No.
2 " sidecar.

£67, Sirrah, 292 c.c, T.S.. with side-
car.

£69 10s., Powell, 543 c.c. T.S., with
sidecar.

£70 to £80.

£70, Victoria, 343 c.c, with side-
car.

£70 7s., Radco, 247 c.c, T.S., with
sidecar,

£72, Sirrah, 293 c.c, with sidecar.

£72 Ids., Grigg, 343 c.c, T.S., with
sidecar.

£72 10s., Orbit, 261 c.c, T.S., with
sidecar.

£73 TOs., Radco, 247 cc, T.S., with
sidecar {sports model).

£74, Sirrah, 349 c.c, with sidecar.

£74 10s., O.K., 292 c.c, T.S., wi.th
sidecar.

£75, Bcardmore-Precision, 348 c.c,
with sidecar.

£75, Sparkbrook, 346 c.c. with
sidecar.

£75, Calthorpe, 349 c.c. 3 spd.,
K.S. and C. with sidecar.

£75, Omega, 548 cc, T.S., with
sidecar.

£77 10s,, Wooler. 345 c.c. 3 spd.,
C. with sidecar.

£78 15s., Connaught (De Luxe
model), 348 cc, with sidecar.

£89, Victoria, 546 cc, with side-
car.

£80, 499 cc Rudge-Multi.
£80, Quadrant, 490 c.c, with side-

car.

£80, Grigg, 345 cc. with sidecar.
£83 17s., AUon, 346 c.c, with side-

'

car.

Over £80, Under £90.

£83, R-aleigh, 378 c.c, with sidecar.

£83, Raleigh, 378 c.c, with trade
carrier.

£Si1, Allon, 346 c.c, with sidecar.

£85, Argson, 170 cc, single spd.
(invalid carriage).

£85, Orbit, 349 cc. (B. and S.
model), with sidecar,

£85, Orbit, 349 c.c {Bradshaw
model), with sidecar.

£85, Velocette, 249 cc, T.S„ with
sidecar,

£85, Sun, 348 c.c, with sidecar.
£85, Francis Barnett, 346 c.c, with

sidecar.

£85, New Imperial, 346 c.c, with
sidecar.

£87, Coventry-Mascot/ 348 cc , 2
spd. K.S, and C, with sidecar.

£87, Ivy, 349 c.c, T,S., with side-
car.

£87 10s.. Orbit, 348 c.c. (o.h.v.
model), with sidecar.

£83, Sheffield-Henderson, 350 cc,
with sidecar.

£88, Sheffield-Henderson. 348 cc,
with sidecar.

£89, Coventry-Mascot, 249 c.c, with
sidecar.

£89 10s., Dunelt, 499 c.c, T.S.,
with sidecar,

£90 to £100.

£90, Victoria, 549 cc., with sidecar,

£90, Victoria, 549 cc, with trade
carrier.

£90, Sheffield-Henderson, 550 c^c,
with sports sidecar,

£90, Quadrant, 654 c.c, with sidecar
£90, Sheffield-Henderson, 348 c.c,

with sports sidecar,
£90, Beardraore-Precision, 496 c.c,

with sidecar.
£90, Sheffield-Henderson, 348 c.c

(:-port3 model), with sports side-
car.

£90, Beardmore-Barr and Stroud,
349 c.c, with sidecar.

£90, Alecto, 545 c.c, T-S., with
sif^-'^car.

£92 ^fis., Massey. 345 cc, with
sil':ecar.

E lO

£92 10s., Orbit, 499 cc. {B. and S.

model), with sidecar.

£94 10s., Xtra Car, 247 c.c. T.3..

2 spd,, hand-starter and C,

£93, Dunelt, 499 c.c, T.S. (all-chain

drive), with sidecar,

£95, Quadrant, 654 c.c (all-chain

drive), with sidecar.

£95 lOs., Wooler, 345 c.c. with side-

car.

£96, Verus, 348 C.c, with sidecar,

£96 10s.. Henley, 345 c.c, with side-

car.

£97, B.S.A.. 557 cc, with sidecar.

£97 13S., O.E.C.-BlackbuTne, 346 c.c,

with sidecar.

£97 15s., Edmund, 348 cc (sixirts

model), with sidecar.

£97 15s., Edmund, 348 c.c, with
sidecar.

£99, A.J.S., 349 c.c, with sidecar.

£S9 15s., Lea-Francis, 496 cc, with
sidecar.

£99 15s., Xtra Car, 343 c.c, T.S., 2

2 spd., hand-starter and C.

£100, Harper Runabout, 269 c.c
{single-seated three-wheeler).

£100, Rudge, 499 c.c, 4 spd., K.S..

and C, with sidecar.

£100, Chater-Lea, 545 c.c, with side-

car.

£100, Beardmore-Precision, 598 cc.

(rigid frame), with sidecar.

Over £100, Under £110.

£101 10s., Korton, 490 cc, with
sporting sidecar.

£102, Ariel. 498 c.c, with sidecar
(all-chain drive, sports model).

£102 13s., Powell. 547 c.c, with side-

car.
£102 10s., Powell. 547 c.c, with trade

carrier.

£103, Sheffield-Henderson, 348 cc
(o.h.v. model), with sports side-

car).
£105, Xtra Car, 343 cc, T.S., 2 spd..

hand-starter and C.
£105, Hawker, 545 cc. with sidecar.

£105, Beardmore-Precision, 598 c.c,
with sidecar.

£105, Humber, 600 cc. (sports
model), with sidecar.

£105, Dunelt. 499 c.c, T.S., with De
Luxe sidecar.

£105 17s. 6d., Triumph. 550 cc, with
trade carrier, electric equipment.

£106 17s. 6d., Triumph. 550 cc, with
sports sidecar, electric equipment.

£107, Ariel, 493 cc, with sidecar.

£108, Dunelt, 499 c.c, T.S. (all-

chain drive), with De Luxe side-

car.

£110 to £120.

£110, Douglas. 595 cc, with sidecar.

£110, Quadrant, 554 c.c. with side-

car (De Luxe model, all-chain
drive).

£110. Hazlewood. 654 c.c, with trade
carrier.

£110. Hazlewood. 654 cc, with side-
car.

£112, New Hudson, 595 c.c. (sports
model), with Et>orts sidecar.

£112, New Hudson, 595 c.c, with
sidecar.

£112, Hazlewood. 654 c.c. (sports
model), with sidecar.

£112, Norton, 633 c.c, with Family
sidecar.

£112 2s. 6d., Triumph. 550 c.c, with
sidecar, electric equipment.

£113 8s., O.E.C.-Blackburne, 550 c c,
with sidecar.

£113 10s., Norton. 633 c.c, with
Doorway sidecar.

£114 17S. 6d., Triumph, 550 c.c (all-

chain drive), with trade carrier,
electric equipment.

£114 18s. 6d., Rex Acme, 550 c.c,
with sidecar.

£115, Hazlewood, 976 c.c, with side-

car,

£115, Chater-Lea, 976 c.c, with side-

car.
. £115, Douglas, 595 cc (all-chain

drive), with sidecar.
£115 17s. 6d., Triumph. 550 c.c (all-

chain drive), with sixsrts sidecar,
electric equipment.

£117, Coventry Victor, 688 c.c, with
sidecar.

£118. Hazlewood, 654 c.c, with side-
car.

£118, ExceUior, 580 c.c, with side-
car.

£118 10s., Indian, 596 cc. with side-
car.

£118 17s. 6d., Triumph. 499 cc. with
spoits sidecar, electric equipment.

£119 10s., Ariel, 776 cc, with side-
car.

£119 18s. 6d., Rex Acme. 499 c.c. (B.
and S, model), with sidecar.

£120, Campion, 976 c.c, with side-
car,

£120. Scott, 532 CC, T.S.. 2 spd..
K.S. and C, with sidecar.

£120, Coventry Victor, 688 c.c, with
sidecar (special model).

£120, Royal Enfield, 976 cc, with
sidecar.

£120, Royal Enfield. 976 c.c, trade
carrier.

£120, Humber, 600 cc (touring
model), with sidecar.

£120 10s., Lea Francis, 592 c.c, with
sidecar.

£121 to £130.

£121 2s. 6d., Triumph, 550 c.c. (all-

chain drive), with sidecar, elec-
tric equipment.

£122, P.V., 680 c.c, with sidecar,

£122 17s.. Xtra Car, 976 c.c, 2 spd.,
hand-starter and C.

£123. Excelsior 976 c.c, with side-
car.

£123, Hazlewood, 654 c.c, with side-
car (all-chain/drive).

£124, Lea-Francis. 592 c.c, with
coupett-e sidecar.

£125, Royal Enfield, 976 cc, with
2-seater sidecar.

£125, Clyno, 925 c.c, with sidecar.

£125, James, 749 c.c, with sidecar.

£125, P, and M., 555 c.c, 4 spd.,
K.S. and C, with sidecar.

£125, Rudge, 998 c.c, 4 spd., K.S.
and C, with sidecar.

£125, Raleigh, 700 cc, with sidecar.

£125, New Imperial, 976 c.c, with
sidecar,

£125, New Hudson, 595 cc, with De
Luxe sidecar.

£125, New Hudson. 595 cc, with
Family sidecar.

£125 12s. 6d., Triumph. 499 c.c, with
super-sports sidecar, electric
equipment.

£127, New Imperial, 976 cc, with
trade carrier.

£127 10s., Coventry Victor. 683 c.c,
with two-seater sidecar.

£128, Morgan, 976 c.c. or 998 c.c,
2 spd., handle-starter and C.

£130, Matchless, 97g cc or 993 c.c,
with sidecar.

£130, Raleigh, 700 cc, with De Luxe
sidecar.

£130, New Imperial, 976 c.c, with
tandem sidecar.

£130, Dot, 976 cc, with sidecar,

£130, Brough Superior, 976 cc
£130, Hartinsyde, 678 c.c, with side-

car.

£130, Matchless, 976 c.c, with sports
sidecar.

£130, Martinsyde, 678 c.c, with
sports sidecar.

£130, Martinsyde, 678 cc, with
trade carrier,

£130 5s., American X. 999,5 c.c,
with sidecar.

£131 to £140.

£133, Indian, 997 cc. (standard
model), with sidecar,

£134, New Imperial, 976 cc. with
coupe sidecar.

£134 10s., Ariel, 994 c.c, with side-
car,

£135, F.N., 743 C.C, with sports
sidecar,

£135, F.N., 748 cc, with sidecar.
£135, Royal Enfield 976 cTc, with

sidecar, electrically equipped.
£135, Scott, 532 c.c, T.S,, with side-

car.

£135, Indian, 596 c.c.,- with sidecar
(electric model),

£135, Harley-Davidson, 998 c.c, with
sidecar.

£136, P. and M., 555 cc, 4 spd.,
K.S. and C, with sidecar.

£138 12s., O.E.C-Blackburne. 700
c.c, with sidecar.

£139 15s., Harley-Davidson, 998 C.C,
with sidecar (electric model).

£140, B.S.A., 986 c.c, with sidecar.

£140, F.N„ 743 c.c, with De Luxe
sidecar,

£140, Douglas, 733 cc, with sidecar.

£140. Matchless. 976 cc. or 993 c.c,

(model "H"), with sidecar.

£140, F.N., 748 c.c, with "Family ''J

Sidecar.

£140, Matchless. 976 cc, or 993 cc^jj

with sidecar (sixirts model).

£140, Royal Enfield, 976 cc, special^
trade carrier.

£140, Harley-Davidson, 988 c.c, with:|
two-seater sidecar,

£140 14s., O.E.C.-Blackburne, 993
c.c, with sidecar,

£141 to £ 150.

£141 15s Sunbeam, 499 c.c, with
sidecar,

£145, Harley-Davidson, 988 cc, with
two-seater sidecar {electric

model).

£145, Matchless, 976 cc or 993 cc,
with sidecar (super sports model),

£145, Matchless. 976 cc or 993 c.c,.

with two-seater sidecar.

£145, Coventry-Victor, 688 ce.,

with sidecar (De Luxe model),

£145 19s., L.S.D., 976 c.c. (three-

wheeler).

£147 5s., Harley-Davidson, 1,208 c.c,

with sidecar,

£149, Indian, 997 cc (electric";

model), with sidecar,

£150, Bianchi, 600 c.c. with sidecar."

£150, Campion, 980 cc, with side--

tar (De Liixe model).

£151 to £160.

£152, Harley-Davidson, 1,208 c.c,

with sidecar (electric model).

£152 10s., A.J,S., 799 CC, with^
sidecar.

£152 10s,, Harley-Davidson. 1,208^

c.c, with two-seater sidecar.

£155, T.B., 976 c.c, 3 spd,, reverse,.;]

handle-starter and C,

£157, Campion, 976 c.c, with side-!

car (sports model).

£157 5s., Harley-Davidson, 1,208 c.c,

with two-seater sidecar (electric;

model).

£157 Ifls., Sunbeam. 599 cc, with:

sidecar.

£157 10s., A.J.S.. 799 c.c, with twor'

seater sidecar.

£158, Indian, 997 cc, with sidecar.

£158, Morgan, 976 cc. or 998 c
2 spd., handle-starter and
(' Family " model),

£160, Morgan, 976 cc, 2 sp|
handle-starter and C. (Grag
Prix model).

£161 to £170.

£163, Indian, 1,204 c.c, with Bid
car. *

£163 5s., Henderson, 1,301 cc, wi^
sidecar,

£165 10s., T.B., 976 c.c, 3 spd.,

verse, handle-starter and C, (

Luxe model).
£167, P.v., 976 cc, with sidecar.

£167, Indian, 1,204 c.c, ,with ti^

seater sidecar. 4
£170, Dot, 976 CC, with sidecl

(sports model).

Over £170.

£175, T.B., 976 CC, 3 spd., revery
handle-starter and C, (spo^
model).

£170 8s., Scott Sociable, 578
(three-wheeler).

£184, Brough Superior, 998 c.c, wifl

sidecar. m
£186 18s., Sunbeam, 976 cc, wiH

£200, Morgan, 976 c.c, 2 spffl

handle-starter and C. ("Aera
model).
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TIMING THE
ENGINE.

The Third of a New Series of Notes
Language Points which

DROBABLY the timing gear of an engine is the most
• mysterious department tO' the man who but rarely

dabbles in technical matters. There is, however, one

golden rule for re-assembling valve timing gear which
is guaranteed to put anyone who under-

stands it on the right road to timing any
engine in half a minute. Assuming the

cam wheels are not punch marked, and .

the timing is unknown, proceed as fol-

lows : place the piston on top dead centre (oil a twin-

cylinder,engine the back cylinder is No. i—time from
that) and .bear in mind that the engine is now at the

end of the exhaust stroke and at the beginning of the

induction stroke. Insert the exhaust cam wheel in

such a position, therefore, that the slightest revolution

of the engine will cause the cam just to pass from
under the rocker which lifts the valve. Place the

inlet cam wheel in mesh with the small pinion on the

engine shaft so that the cam is just about to lift the

valve. Every engine yet made is correctly timed if

the exhaust valve shuts immediately past the top dead
centre whilst the inlet valve is just lifting as the ex-

haust closes. One tooth either way will make a great

deal of difference, and the incorrectness of the tirning

will be. immediately apparent. If the timing of a

strange engine is approached from the other direction—i.e., the opening of the exhaust valve—the process

is not nearly so simple.
o ^> o <s>

TTHE timing gear of an engine can give rise to noises
* which an unpractised ear may blame on to other

inoffensive .parts, such as big end bearing and piston.

If the teeth of the cam wheels are not a perfect fit,

they will set up either a " sing," or else

a rattle, depending on whether they are

too deep' in mesh or too loose fitting. A
rattling timing gear will lead many
people to wager that the big end bearing

has developed slackness. A good way to trace noise

due to timing gear is to leave the engine running .slowly

on the stand, and, with a long wood-handled screw-

driver, to place the business end on the outside of the

timing case near to one of the cam wheels and to press

the ear against the wood handle. This simple stetho-

scope can be turned to good account in locating quite

a ntimber of elusive engine noises, the sounds being

intensified in an extraordinary manner.

NOISY
TIMING
GEAR.

MAKERS'
TIMING
BEST.

for the Beginner Explaining in Non'technical
may have Mystified Him.

/^NE of the first parts of the engine to which the
^^ would-be tuner-up turns when he feels that he is

a budding Pullin is the valve timing gear, under the.

impression that, by making the exhaust Or inlet valve
open earlier or later, more speed will be
obtained. Don't fall into this trap.

No advantage Avhatever can accrue from
such procedure, provided the timing
gear has been assembled correctly in the
first place. If incorrect valve timing is suspected, re-

move the compression tap and place the piston at top
dead centre of the exhaust stroke. If the exhaust
valve is on the point of closing, and the inlet valve
is just lifting from its seating, the timing is perfectly
correct, and any alteration of the cam wheels by one
tooth will make matters worse instead of better.

•O <i> <i> <=>

COMETIMES it is possible to make an improvement
"^ in running by adjusting the setting of the mag-
neto. If it is not sufficiently advanced, the engine
runs sluggishly and uses more fuel than it should. It

will also run hotter. The- spark must
occur before the piston reaches the top

of the compression stroke, in order that

the explosion may have raised the pres-

sure of the gas inside the cylinder to

its maximum by the time the piston is on the point of

descending on the working stroke. If the spark occurs

too late, the gas is not properly ignited, and conse-

quently some portion of its expansion power is lost. It

is easy to tell if the spark is timed late ; with the

machine running on the road, retard the ignition

slightly. If the power immediately falls off and the

engine becomes " dead " and sluggish, Avill not ac-

celerate, and has no speed, then the spark is late.

Correctly timed, it should be possible to retard the

spark a trifle without any appreciable effect upon run-

ning being felt. To make a rough test on the stand,

set the throttle to allow the engine to run fairly slowly

and then retard the spark fully. If the engine peters

out altogether, it may .be taken that the ignition is late.

The engme should continue to run on full retard, but

in a ponderous, deliberate sort of fashion. A good

all-round method of timing the magneto is to place the

piston on top dead centre of the compression stroke

and, retarding the ignition lever ahnost fully, set the

contact-breaker points just separating.

MAGNETO
TIMING.
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MOTOR CYCLISTS' INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS.
Ten Countries Represented at the Winter Conference of the F.I.CM.

A.C.U. not to Control Cycle Cars. Record Conditions to be Altered.

Six Days Trials in Sweden.
Next Year's Interns tional

DELEC4ATES from ten large motor
cycling countries met in London last

week. For the first lime since 1919

the International Federation of i\'Iotor

Cycle Clubs, known as the F.I.CM.,
held congress in England.
A sub-committee sat for the purpose

of confirming and checking claims for

world's records, with the result that for

the first time since motor cycle records

have been placed on a proper footing

Continental nations figure in the world's

records list. Consequently in the list,

published elsewhere in this issue, Italy

has several record_s to lier credit in

Class B, and France has a record in the

new Class Z for motor-assisted bicycles,

another in the " .scooter " class (Class Y,
for machines not exceeding 175 c.c), and
two more in the cycle car classes.

Ten Nations Represented.

The delegates of the Federation Inter-

nationale des C'ln/js Motocyelistes were
entertained at an official luncheon by
Great Britain, and ten nations were repre-

sented—the United States of America,
Spain, Holland, Italy, Belgium, France,
Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, and Great
Britain.

At the conference the chair was
occupied by the Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley, .

G.B.E,, C.B., M.Y.O., who was ably
supported by M. Jules Neher, President
of the Swiss Jlotor Cycle Union, v.'ho

rapidly translated every speech into
French.

Arising out of the minutes of the last

meeting at Geneva on August 11th was
a point concerning tyre sizes for Class E
(1,000 c.c.) machines on racing tracks.
On the occasion of the last meeting it

was decided that such machines need not
have tyres e.xceeding 65 mm., as owing
to the extreme angle at which these
machines lean over at high speeds large
tyres prove a source of danger. This
matter was again brought up, and after
a little discussion it was decided that
the rule might also apply to sidecars.
Mr. W. H. Wells (U.S.A.) pointed out
that, naturally, with sidecars the ques-
tion of danger did not arise, but it might
prove awkward to change over tyres dur-
ing a race meeting, and consequently it

was agreed that the rule might apply to
Class G sidecar outfits also.

A considerable amount of time was
devoted to hearing reports on the state
of motor cycle affairs in Spain, which are

still in a somewhat chaotic condition.

Assurance, however, was received from
the Spanish delegate, Seiior Gutierrez,

who reported that the Boyal Spanish
Motor Cycle Club was using every effort

to form a representative motor c.ycling

body in his country, but difficulty was
experienced in getting the Cataluiia Club,
which also aspires to govern the pastime,
to see eye to eye with the R.S.M.C.C.
He assured the meeting that his club
had the support of all thei Spanish clubs
except the last-named, and that even the
Hispano-American Federation had ap.

proached it with a view to representa-
tion. In consequence, the chairman stated
that all that could be done would be
to accept the assurance of the Spanish
representatives that they would do all in

their power to bring the Cataluna Club
into the family.

Control of Four-wheel Cycle Cars.

An interesting discussion followed
respecting the control of cycle cars. In
all Continental countries cycle cars with
engines up to 1,100 c.c. and not exceed-
ing 350 kilogrammes in weight (770 lb.)

were looked after by the motor cycling
bodies, but at the present moment in

OFFICIALS AND DELEGATES AT THE F.I.C.M. CONGRESS IN LONDON.

(1) The Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley, G.B.E., C.B., M.V.O., President F.I.C.M. (2) Count Albert Bonacossa, Vice-President F.I.C.M. (Italy).

(3) M. lules Neher, Vice-President F.I.C.M. (Switzerland). (4) Sir Julian Chde, Secretary R.A.C., Vice-President A.C.U. (5)

Col. F. S. Brereton, C.B.E., Chairman A.C.U. (6) T. W. Lous^hborough, General Secretary F.I CM., Secretary A.C.U. (7)

L. B. Gutierrez (Spain). (8) E. Collignon (Belgium). (9) A. V. Ebblewhite (Great Britain). (10) M. Pire (Belgium). (H) A. W. Polack

(France). (12) G. K. Anderson (Sweden). (13) F. Ribed (Spain). - (14) Major Dixon Spain, D.F.C., Assistant Secretary A.C.U.

(15) A. G. Reynolds (Great Britain). (16) H. P. E. Harding (Great Brirain). (17) Capt. Axel Tryde (Denmark). (18) Baron C. Nothomb,

President Belgian Motor Cyclists' Federation. (19) J. G. van Turenhout (Holland). (20) H. R. Watling, General Manager British Motor Cycle

Manufacturers' Union. (21) W. H, Wells (U.S.A.). (22) M. Zegers Veeckens (Holland). (23) E.M. P. Bolleau (Great Britain). (24) E. d'Eternod

(Switzerland). (25) J. W. G. Brooker, Chairman Competitions Committee A.C.U.;, (26) Prof. A. M. Low, Management Committee A.C.U.
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Motor Cyclists' International Congress.

—

England every pleasure vehicle witli four
wheels remains under tlie oegis of tlie

Royal Automobile Club.
Mr. W. H. Wells (U.S.A.) strongly

supported the existing arrangement,
but the Continental representative.s—M.
A. W. Polack (France), Baron Kothomb
(Belgium), and M. Jules Neher (iSwitzer-

land)—took the other view, and on the
suggestion - of Mr. E. M. P. Boileau
(Great Britain) the chairman put the
matter to the vote, and the meeting ex-
pressed itself in favour of adopting the
general Continental policy.

The matter was then left to be decided
finally by the Congress of Recognised
Automobile Clubs, held last Thursday
(where it was. decided that the R.A.C.
would continue to control the cycle car
movement in this country).
International travelling arrangements

also received the attention of the meet-
ing, but after some discussion it was felt
that it would be wiser to leave the exist-
ing formalities as they were. M. Neher
stated that the whole matter was an ex-
tremely delicate one, but it was hoped
that eventually one document would
sufBce for the purpose of driving licence,
customs facilities insurance, and so
forth.

Records in More Than One Class.

A somewhat important decision was
come to regarding the rules under which
records were run, the question involved
being whether a machine of a smaller
class, owing to its superior speed, might
hold records in the class above it. The
matter was very fully thrashed out, and
it was eventually decided that such a
procedure would not be allowed unless
the smaller machine conformed to the
1 units applicable to the superior class—
•(/, as regards weight and size of tyres.

Interesting news was fortli'coming con-
cerning the 1923 International Six Daj's

Trials. Mr. G. K. H. Anderson (Sweden)
stated that since 1913 his club had
organised trials every year, of whicli the
most important were the May Trials over
a course of more than 1,700 kilometres
(appro.ximately 1,055 miles), and for
which last year eighty entries were re-

ceived. Next year's International Trials

would be organised in conjunction with
the Norwegian club, and two days would
be spent in Norway. The rules would
be mainly on the lines of those followed
in the 1922 event which was held in

Switzerland, but no marks would be lost

for condition. He also pointed out that
w'hereas the speed limit in Sweden was
36 km.p.h. (22.3 m.p.h.), in Norway it was
30 km.p.h. (about 18.6 m.p.h.). The trial

will include several hill climbs and a
flying kilometre speed trial.

The next business of the meeting was
to draw up the International Fixture
List for 1923, which stands as follows :

—

Jime 10th.—Swiss Grand Prix.

.lune nth, 13th, 15th.—T.T. Races
(I.O.M.).
June 23rd-24th.—Fanoe Speed Trials

(Denmark).
June 30th.—The Spanish Twelve

Hours Race.
A date between Julj' lst-15th.

—

French Grand Prix.
15 days after French Grand Prix.

—

Belgian Grand Prix.

August 6th-12th.—International Si.x

Days Trials (Sweden).
August 29-September 5th.—English

Six Days Trials.

September 10th.—Italian Grand Prix.

Count Bonacossa (Italy) asked for

details of rules affecting the running of

records, and the inclusion of records from
7 to II hours, which had been previously
omitted. This request was also put for-

ward by Great Britain, as it was felt to

be illogical to leave a gap between the

6 and 12 hours records.

Mr. W. H. Wells. (U.S.A.) asked that
no record made by one man should be
superseded by one made by team riders,

which was referred to the Special Records
Sulj-Committee.

Details of rules affecting records were
left to a special Sub-Committee consist-
ing of Count Bonacossa (Italy), Messrs.
T. W. Loughborough, A. V. Ebblewhite-
(Great Britain), and Mr. W. H. Wells
(U.S.A.).

Count Bonacc«-3a also called for a defini-

tion between motor-assisted bicycles and
lightweight mo'-.or bicycles, and this was
finally left to the Records Committee to

deal with.

Additional Trophy.

Mr. Zegers Veeckens (Holland) pro-

posed that a cup should be offered in

the International Six -Daj's Trials for

competition among international teams
composed of riders of machines of foreign
manufacture. It will be recalled that in

this year's event in Switzerland the Nor-
wegians desired to enter, but were pi'e-

cluded on account of. the fact that there
is no Norwegian-made motor cj-cle.

A complaint of the Royal Dutch
M.C.C. regarding the failure of England
to send a team to the Anglo-Dutch trial

last summer was fully discussed. Matters
were gone into in great detail by Mr.
J. W. G. Brooker, chairman of the

A.C.U. Competitions Committee, who
showed that there were faults on both
sides; but Colonel F. S. Brereton, chair-

man of the A.C.U., admitted that the
fault'was largely his, and tendered the
Dutch club a humble apology, and sin-

cerely hoped that he would be able to

visit Holland with an English team next
year.

After the vote of thanks to the chair-

man. Count Bonacossa presented to the
Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley a handsome
badge of the Moto-Club d'ltalia.

A BANQUET TO THE F.I.G.M. DELEGATES.

A BANQUET was given to the dele-
gates of the F.I.C.M. at Jules'
Restaurant, Jei-myn Street, London,

W., at which the chair was occupied by
Lt.-Col. F. S. Brereton, C.B.E. After
the .loyal toasts, Prof. A. M. Low rose
to propose " The Motor Cycle Move-
ment." The motor cycle, he said, is the
most efficient form of transport known.
He remeriibered cases during the war
where wireless had failed but motor bi-

cycles managed to win through. He
hoped it would not be long before people
W'Ould be saying that a man had not
really lived who had not ridden a raotoj

bicycle. The movement provided the
finest sport in the world and health for
all.

Rivalling the Ford.

:^h. H. R. Watling, in reply, said that

he thought ihat the international repre-

.sentatives who had come to London were
brave men and jolly good fellows. The
movement could not progress without
users' organisation and the Press. He
sincerely hoped that the movement would
lirosper in other countries as ii had done
in England, but he thought that we heard

13-14

a little too much of the sport and pastime,

and he would prefer to regard the motor
cycle as a serious competitor to the rail-

way. He thought the sidecar outfit the

"best competitor the Ford had. He was
assured that it cost £5 a week to run a

Ford. Did, he asked, any sidecar out-

fit, British, American, or Swiss, cost as

much to run as that? (Cheers.)

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS.

Publishers' Announceinent.

Readers who wish to insert

Miscellaneous Advertisements in

the issue of "The Motor Cycle"
dated December 28th should note

that, due to the Holidays interven-

ing, instructions must be in our
hands by first post on Wednesday,
December 20th, addressed to

'Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4.

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED.

In rising to propose the toast of the
visitors. Col. Brereton said he was sure
that such meetings as had been held that
afternoon did more for international
friendship than the various serious politi-

cal meetings of which we have heard so

much recently. He sincerely hoped to

see union in Spain, and on the next
occasion that the Spanish representative

would come with the good news that the

Catalunian Club had joined the fold.

Other Toasts.

M. Jules Neher and Mr. Zegers
Veeckens replied. It then fell to Mr.

J. W. G. Brooker to propose the toast

of the Press, which was replied to by
jNIessrs. Geoffrey -Smith and E. M. P.

Boileau (The. Motor Cycle).

Mr. W. H. Wells proposed the toast

of the President, who was unfortu-

nately absent from the dinner, mention-

ing the wonderful work he had done in

the war in connection with the British

Red Cross Society and the Order of St.

John of Jerusalem, and his work as

President of the A.C.U. and chairman

of the R.A.C. Colonel Brereton replied.

B 15
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Cciiesrondence shouJcl lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

PILLION RIDING IN SAFETY.
Sir.—May I say that I entirely agree with " A.B.C." in

his opinion that when seated "side saddle" a passenger
can alight quickly in an emergency, and I might add that

one gets just as used to keeping one's balance like this as

one does astride. " PILLION GIRL."
Westcliff-on-Sea.

Sir,—I have been following closely your correspondence
columns in reference to pillion riding. The letter of Mr.
H. Killingbeck is surely an inspiration.

Most of your correspondents agree that the astride posi-,

tion is by far the safest, and to get this position the saddle

is the obvious way. The difficulty, however, seems to be
a method of fixing the saddle to the rear of the machine.

J. E. JONES.
[A pillion adapter is marketed by Cundle's, 25-28, Byrom

Street, Liverpool, at 6s. 9d.

—

Ed.]

ROAD-DESTROYING TYRES.
Sir,—I am afraid " Surveyor " is rather hard on the

pneumatic tyre. Has he ever noticed what twin solid tyres

do on _a tar covered road ? It is more noticeable than on
macadam ; in hot weather there are two furrows with a

liigh ridge in the centre, so deep sometimes that one can

almost allow a sidecar to follow the tracks with hands off.

I admit that a pneumatic tyre fitted with steel studs does

tear the road up, but even so it only finishes off what the

solid tyre has left. BEAVER.
Manchester.

Sir,—Your correspondent signing himself "Surveyor"
must be a Rip van Winkle. - His observations about the

damaging sucking action of pneumatic tyres on roads would,

of course, apply to the old-fashioned untarred macadam roads

of fifteen or twenty years ago, but on the modern tarred

road of to-day the effect of the sucking action is absolutely

nil. I am sorry to take a diametrically opposed view to a

brother surveyor, but really I disagree entirely with every

assertion he makes. In my»experience, and I think this is

the generally accepted view of most road engineers, the

vehicle that does the most damage is the heavy comnrercial

vehicle fitted with solid tyres. The terrific wear and tear on
roads nowadays is chiefly due to impact of fast, heavy
commercial vehicles. It would be interesting to know what
were the "best materials" of which the portion of the

Bath Road was constructed which was " torn up " by the
action of pneumatic tyres during the recent week-end of

which " Surveyor " speaks.

GEORGE PLUMMER, A.M.Inst.C.E.

PRICE MAINTENANCE OF SPARES.
Sir,—I should like to convey, through your columns, my

congratulations to those who have brought the prices " of

their machines down to the pre-war level.

They deserve a very successful season next year, and
will, I trust, receive every support from the buying public.

However, there is one thing that still requires attention,

viz., spaics. Recently I wi'ote ihe makers of the machine
that I am at present riding asking if their prices of spares
had been reduced, but in reply was told that there had
been no reduction, nor was one anticipated.

Cheshire. HUBBLE-BUBBLE.
B i5

CASTOR OIL IN ENGINE LUBRICATION.
Sir,—I have been much interested in the letter by Mr.

Wright, but to say viscosity plays a minor par-t in lubri-

cation requires explanation, since the force preventing the
surfaces—between which the lubricant is interposed—from
coming into contact is evoked by the viscosity of the
lubricant. Frictional resistance per unit area of bearing

surface is given by F=??_ .

d

i; = coefficient of viscosity.

V=relative velocity of surfaces.

rf = distance between surfaces.

To prevent d from becoming infinitely small j; has to be
large. That an engine will attain higher revs, using castor

oil than one using a mineral oil is due to this property of

viscosity. The high viscosity at high temperatures- makes
castor oil ideal for speed work. TAN-Y-BWLCH.
Bangor.

H.P. OR FUEL TAX ?

Sir,
—

" XR 3296 " seems to think that anyone who rides

a motor cycle for pleasure must be fairly wealthy. He
says that a man or woman who can afford to pay i50 for

a solo or £150 for a sidecar machine can afford to pay an
extra 30s. or £4 tax per year. He does not consider the

man who has to be content with a pre-historic mount picked
up for about £18 or £20. FAIRPLAY.
Smethwick.

Sir,—One of the arguments in favour of imposing a ta.x

on petrol is that motorists will be taxed in proportion to

the use they make of the roads.

But will they?
A, B and C set off together for a week's touring, during

which they cover 500 miles. A rides a Rat-tat which does
120 miles per gallon ; B a Cz-z-z, which does 90, and C a

Woff-wofi (in poor tune), which only does 50, so that in run-

ning the 600 miles A uses 5 gallons, B 5§, and C 10, Again,
D uses a motor cycle while taking orders in a busy hilly town.
He does a lot of stopping and starting on gradients and a

good deal of low gear work in getting through the traffic, so

that his petrol consumption works out at 40 m.p.g. By the
time he has covered 600 miles he will have used 15 gallons

of petrol. If the tax is 6d. per gallon A will be taxed 2s. 5d.,

B 3s. 4d., and C 5s. for same length of journey under
same conditions, and D 7s. 5d. for same distance under
different conditions. The tax, too, would operate unfairly

against motor cyclists as compared with motor lorries and
cars. A heavy laden motor lorry, Vfith solid tyres, and a

heavy touring car, each doing 12 m.p.g., would do more
damage to the road in one 60-mile run than (above) would
do in a dozen runs ; yet for those runs the lorry and car

would be taxed 2s. 5d. each and C 6s.

At the same time I agree it is unfair that the cost of im-
proving the roads should be borne solely by the present
generation of motorists. Why not transfer some of the costs

to future' ones? It might be done by some such method
as the following;—Raise a loan of, say, £50,000,000, repay-
able in 100 years, to be expended immediately in road
improvements. Tlien a tax graduated on the h.p. basis and
sufficient to pay the interest, and l/100th"of the loan could be

-?9-30
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imposed each year. This would amount to a quarter of the

present tax, and as 'moi'€ and more persons took up the

pastime, the tax would be still further reduced. The repay-
ment part of the tax as it accrued year by year could be
invested and the interest on it allocated for further improve-
ments or the upkeep of roads.
Of course, this is only a suggestion as to method—not

amount. G. G. ACTOX.

BOJ(RaWEJi NOMENCLATURE.
Sir,—As a motor cycle is neither a clock nor a musical

instrument, it would be interesting to many to know who
first applied the words "timing' and "tuning" to motors.
Surely "setting" and "adjusting" would be nearer the
mark? MUGGINS.
London, E.9.

LIMITATIONS TO SPEED.
Sir,—Mr A. 0. Russell deplores the modern tendency to

speed and stotes that the effect of wind resistance set up is

extremely detrimental on medical grounds. Especially, one
imagines, for those poor dear young men who had to stand
in the nasty wet trenches from 1914 onwards.
He then expresses the astounding opinion that if tlie speed

limit were abolished someone would be killed ! The local

policeman, who is a good man, confirms this view. Possibly

the local policeman thinks he will be the one- man, but as

he is good (oh, rare policeman !), why need he worry ?

Finally he remarks that, by reducing the capacity, engine
efficieney would be increased. In fact these " babies " would,
in a very short time, be sold under a speed guarantee of

60 m.p.h. G. F. AV.

Essex.

Sir,—I sliDuld like to know who were the motor cyclists

who became converted to Mr. Russell's ideas. I shrewdly

suspect that they agreed as a

means to an end, and that

they all breathed a sigh of re-

lief when Mr. Russell had de-

parted. H. T. LANE.

Sir,—With feryid interest I

have read Mr. Russell's let-

ter. It's as good as Puncli.
My knees shake when I think
of the risks I take by walk-
ing in a high wind. My push-
bike must be at once equipped
with a T.O.M.

G. E. MEADE.

Sir,—I find myself in com-
plete agreement with Mr. Rus-
sell's suggestions except in

one small point. I consider his
suggested cylinder capacity of

250 c.c. for a sidecar outfit to

be too high.
" Practical experience with
my A. B.C. Skootamota and
sidecar in Devonshire has con-

vinced me that 150 c.c is

ample' for all reasonable side-

car touring, provided that a
pillion passenger is not carried
and that the sidecar is not too
heavy.
An inexperienced rider with

little tuning ability might find

150 c.c. insufficient for sidecar
work. If engines of 250 c.c.

are to be allowed, I suggest
that the sidecar connections
be sealed by the police to pre-

vent the machine being de-

tached and ridden solo.

MIGHTY ATOJI.

Newton Abbot.
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK IN BANFFSHIRE.

Gjmparatively few tourists to Scotland use the more southernly

road from Aberdeen to Grantown. Nevertheless, although off the

beaten track, the road itself is fairly wide and usually in good

condition and the scenery has a fascination of its own.

Sir,—We are much intrigued by the letter from Mr. A. 0.
Russell on road speeds of over-powered bicycles, and beg, as

four of the unbia.ssedly spectated, to protest against the
limits he would impose on us as being excessively high.
We habitua.lly use our Brooklands model 2-^ c.c. o.h.v.

long stroke Brouglases for road work ; they do 1,000 miles
to the bottle of 30 u.p., and 100,000 to the bottle of castor
oil. In order to observe the speed limit we find it necessary
to push them between large towns, and carry them through
villages ; notwithstanding this, we have each killed our man,
to the grave concern of our local police constable, who is

another extremely good man—gone wrong {nitre 7ious, you
know).
We are, we know, silly men, but we were born like it.

Rugby. T. T. ORTOISES.

Sir,—The limitation of solo machines to 150 -c.c. and
sidecar machines to 250 c.c. would no doubt "bring motor
cycling within the means of many more." It would also

put out of court a large numljer of motor cyclists, of whom
I am one, who use their machines for travelling, and would,
under those circumstances, infinitely rather go by. train,

or push-bike, or walk. The once-more-repeated fallacy of

the small engine, ipso facto, being cheaper to run than the
large one, is not, I think, worth commenting upon.
London, S.E.I.

.
,

-- A.E,-8675.

Sir,—Mr. A. 0. Russell rather takes the bun when he
proposes limiting the power to 150 c.c. and 250 c.c. for the
solo machine and the sidecar machine.
What about PaterfamlUas, who has to take his wife and

several children with him for a joy ride ? Has he to stay

at home and buy the children a pedal cycle or a scooter

each, or has he to take a pony with him to pull the outfit

up all the steep hills and to assist in the acceleration ?

What " dope " did Mr. Rus-
sell use to get his friends to

. agree with his " silly man"
\ notions? I don't think ordin-

ary Adam's Wine would man-
age such a feat.

Grimsby. 349 DOUGGIE.

Sir,—If Mr. Russell really
believes what he wrote to be
true, then no lengthy comment
is necessary, as he ob\'iously

is one of the small but perni-
cious band of " cranks " whose
sole effort in life is to try to

spoil the normal citizen's

pleasure, by robbing the latter

of qualities which Mr. Russell
and his disciples will never
possess, to wit, the real

Britisher's spirit, and, to use

an expression that I am sure

will meet with JMr. Russell's

disapproval, British " guts."

Cheshire. .

" H.F. 1706."

Sir,—During the past year

we have seen some rather ridi-

culous opinions on the subject

of speed and fast machines,

but surely Mr. Russell's letter

gets a first.

" If the present 20 m.p.h.

speed limit were abolished,

someone would be killed."

Possibly the extremely good
local constable, who agrees

with Mr. Russell, has a nervy

bit of point duty, at which he

is not as good as he might be.

Nobody, of coui-se, has ever

been killed yet.
' " RICUMPH."

London, N.W.6.
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HUMIDITY AND POWER OUTPUT.
Sir,—I was very interested in " Humidiffuser's " letter,

though not as a motorist but as a chemist.

He states that he found that the water droplets broke

UJ3 into hydrogen and oxygen during the compression.

Would he be kind enough to let us know how he tound
that out ?

To me it seems very, very strange for this to hapjjen,

because if one starts with a mixture of nydrogeu and
oxygen and compresses it sufficiently and rapidly

—

a la

Diesel ignition—water vapour is formed.
Also the dissociation temperature of water is very high,

so high that " Humidiffuser's " cylinder—if it remained
one—woulu be a dazzling white. X.Y.Z.
Handsworth.

Sir,—I have read with great surprise " Humidiffuser's
"'

theory regarding the decomposition of water imaer com-

pression.

If he finds that a mixture of water vapour, petrol vapour,

and air, under compression, results in the water becoming
resolved into its constituent gases, oxygen and hydrogen,

surely it might be advantageous to have a small boiler

working somewhere, say, in the exhaust box, with a tube

leading into the air intake- of the carburetter. This would
prove to be an auxiliary source of fuel, as the mixed oxygen
and hydrogen gases formed from the water vapour would

be highly explosive, as indeed they are in the proportions

as contained, or combined to form water. " Humidiffuser
"

has, however, lost sight of the fact that when hydrogen

burns with an aliquot part of oxygen, water is again

formed, so that his reaction might go on ad infinitum.

with the same quantity of water present, that is—if he

cares to design an engine for the purpose.
" Humidiffuser " has indeed made a great discovery that

he should take immediate steps to patent. I think that

the only practicable way of decomposing water known at

present is by means of hydrolysis. There are other ways
of bringing about decomposition of water vapour, but

without the actual separation of its constituents in the

pure forih. HUMIDICONFUSER.
London, S.E.27.

TOO MANY T.T. RACES?
Sir,—Allow me to enter a—necessarily, owing to my living

in India—belated protest against the decision of the A.C.U.
to hold a T.T. race for sidecars. This race will mean very
large sums of money being spent by makers of machines,

tyres and accessories, and these will be eventually recouped
out of the pockets of the buying public. As a rider, and
therefore a purchaser of tyres and accessories, and as a

prospective buyer of new machines in time to come, I

strongly object to paying indirectly for the race, to how-
ever small an extent. Members of the A.C.U. unconnected
with the trade would do the public—and, personally I am
inclined to think, the trade too in the long rmi—a great

service if they were to insist upon this light-hearted decision

to encourage uncalled-for expenditure being reversed.

It is constantly repeated that the T.T. raceS are justified

by their "improving the breed," but I am unaware of any
real evidence to support this view, and should very much
like to see some concrete facts in place of the usual

generalities. It will be difficult to convince the private

owner that they are now much more than advertising on a

large scale, or that he gets an adequate return for the

money that finally comes out of his pocket. What he wants
is a reduction in prices all round, and I believe that this

would also be of great benefit to the trade in the long run,

and therefore both should be hostile to the new race.

The figures showing the condition of the motor cycle

trade quoted by " Ixion " in your issue of October 25th

seem to me to indicate that the position is not at aU sound,
and that the cost of the sidecar T.T. race will not be so

spread over a large number of machines as to be negligible.

Far from introducing a new one, we should aim at suspend-
ing many of the costly races and trials until such time as

prices are really well down and the trade is flourishing.

Meanwhile it would make trials of much greater interest

and use if competitors who retire were compelled to account

accurately and fully for their retirements. At present
failures are frequently wrapped in mystery, and as often
" magneto trouble " is given as the reason. This becomes
less and less convincing to the private owner, who, I should
say, finds his magneto remarkably reliable. We hear all

about the successes, down to the last accessory that helped,
and all about those who had "bad luck." Let us hear, too,
all about the failures : they are just as instructive.

A. L. HILL.
AVENUES TO PERFECTION.

Sir,—I have returned from the Olympia Show, dis-

appointed in general with the exhibits. The dazzling
glitter everywhere of machines, made apparently rather to
sell than to use, did not damp the impression I gained
that what progress has been made in design has been gained
solely from experience on the T.T. course and Brooklands
track, and that those makers whose improvements emanated
from successes on the above-named courses have had their

designs slavishly copied by the less successful.

Are there no motor cycle designers who own and use
one machine for, say, 10,000 miles on the road only ? They
all would seem to be (1) speed fiends, (2) as hard as nails,

and (3) patient of trouble. To take just one example ;

the spring frame. This is less in evidence, if possible,

than last year. As the owner of a 595 c.c. Douglas, on
which I have used 2|in., 2iin., and 3in. tyres at all pres-

sures, and finally fitted a spring frame and now use hard
2|in. tyres, my experience is that (with respects to
" Ixion "

!) no pneumatic tyre, of whatever size or pressure,

comes within streets of a spring frame, either tor comfort
or ability to travel long distances (200-250 m.p.d.) without
fatigue.

We still have pneumatic tyres with their attend.int

potential troubles. (Here may I thank " Surveyor " and
Mr. Stuart Leslie, the correspondents who have sufficient

temerity and originality to cast doubt on the popular irre-

placeability-of-the-pneumatic-tyre fetish, for having done
so.)

,

We still have chains, which, for all their efficiency and
superiority over belts, are not trouble-free (sole exceptions,

F.N. and G.S.D.).
We have poppet valves, which stick up when the machine

is wanted in a hurry (sole exception, Barr and Stroud).

And the engine " improvements " are largely conversions

of the woolly pre-war engine to the high-rev., high-efficiency

type, which, personally, I consider—from a purely touring

point of view—a retrograde step.

In short, there are only two machines for which I would
change my four-year-old "Doug.," if I thought the advan-

tage of a "more modern" machine worth the inevitable

loss financially—which I do not—the 580 c.c. P.V. and the

698 c.c. Ealeigh. Their only advantage over my 'bus is

the all-chain drive. . AE8675.
London, S.E.I.

DnnnnnnDnDnnnDnDnnnDnnnnnnDDDD
D Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, a

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

^ " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." ^
n The standard handbook of the motor cycle, D

Price net, 3/6. By post, 2/10.

D •' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." n
p Second Edition. Just Published. q

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/9. »
' HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS,"

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES,"

D
D _^___^ ^ ._^_ .

5 " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES," ^Q Fifth Edition. - Just Published. Price net, 2/-. Bj cost, 2/3. D
n " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." O
Q By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. Q
Q Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-, By post, 5/3. q
r-j Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. q
n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS, p
jr Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, p
Lj London, Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. pn Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and "

Wales, Loudon. Price net, 4/6,. By post, 4/8. *-*

p " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. ^
p With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. n
p Obtainable by post {remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Q
p Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers D
p and Railv/ay Bookstalls, p
DDDDDDnDaaDaaDaDDaaaaDDDDDDon
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Udnes to Xiflbt Xninps.

Dec. Uth

„ 16th

,. !8th

„ 20th

4.19 p.m.

4.20 ..

4.20 .,

4.21 „

One number plate must be illuminated ns above
vide Eoaa Vehicles E«3istration and Licensine

Order (1921). According to tlio Lights on
Vehicles Begulaticns (1903) the lamps ordinarily

required by law may be tit half an hour later.

Ne.xt Thursday.

Next Thursday's issue of The Motor
Cycle will contain many seasonable

Christmas features.

Club Enthusiasm.

Five members of the Richmond and
District M.C.C. paraded Richmond streets

last week with sandwich boards adver-

tising The Motor Cycle film, which is

to be shown at the Princes Hall to-day.

The Hospitality o£ the R.A C.

At the unofficial luncheon given to

the delegates of the international

federation of motor cycle clubs, Sir

Julian Orde expressed his admiration

of the sporting propensities of motor

cyclists, and invited the foreign delegates

to consider themselves honorary members
of the R.A.C. during their visit.

West Country Enthusiasm.

Driving a 1913 Rex sidecar outfit, Mr.

A. Liversedge, who only recently took up
motor cycling after 30 years of pedal

cycling, left Bristol at 6.50 on a Saturday
morning for the Motor Cycle Show at

Olympia, arrived there at 1 p.m., left at

5 p.m., and reached home again at mid-
night after considerable tuouble owing to

his generator freezhig. He sends us details

of this long trip—for a comparative
novice—in confirmation of the recent

article on " West Country Enthusiasm."

Power Alcohol from Prieldy Pears.

The possibility of obtaining commercial
quantities of power alcohol from prickly

pears is discussed in the Times Trade and
Engineering Supplement. There are

2,000,000 acres of prickly pear in the

Union of South Africa, and spirit from
a formula invented by an Orange Free
State farmer has been tested in motor
cars of different types and has been re-

ported on very favourably. Government
analysts find it free from corrosive or

other properties detrimental to engines.

Its commercial possibilities have yet to

be ascertained, but, if found satisfactory,

an annual production of 350,000,000 ^aX-

lons of spirit is considered possible.
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Profitable.

At Woburn it is said that £1,500 has

been accumulated in fines inflicted for

speed limit and technical motor offences.

Examination for Driving Licenses

A town council in the Pottery district

is seeking parliamentary powers to insti-

tute an examination before issuing driving

licences.

100 Entries Jor Winter Trial.

Approximately 100 entries have been

received for next Saturday's London-

Gloucester-London Trial of the North-

West London M.C.C. As last year, there

will be a Chilterns non-stop section in

the dark.

The Only Way.
Recently a motor cyclist proceeding

homewards late at night collided with a

coal-cart. He continued his journey, how-

ever, and was subsequently stopped by the

police for having his number plate inade-

quately illuminated. He pointed out that

his lamp was badly damaged as the result

of a crash which had just occurred.

"Well, you shouldn't have come out!"
was the extraordinary reply.

Eight £35 Machines Jor £200.

No ! said the man with a large family
covertly examining the £200 Aero
Morgan. I'll buy a fleet of solo

machines instead.

New Trade Number Plates.

New patterns of trade number plates,
in substitution for the existing type, will

be issuable to motor traders by the licens-

ing authorities on and after 1st January,
1923, in connection with the new system
of trade licences under Section 15 of the
Finance Act^ 1922.

O.h.v. J.A.P. Engine Available Soon.

A new type of overhead valve single-

cylinder J.A.P. engine is now being put
into production by Messrs. J. A. Prest-
wich and Co., Ltd. It is modelled on the
engine which Le Vack has used with
.such success during the present year, but
the valves are operated by long push
rods instead of by an overhead camshaft.
The 350 c.c. model will be ready for de-

livery in January.

Another Record Exeter Entry.

The continued popularity of the M.C.C.
winter run (London-Exeter and back) is

evidenced by the fact that this year 307
entries have been received—ten more than
last year. These are made up of 92 solo

machines, 93 sidecar outfits, 14 three-

wheelers, and 108 cars.

Entrants are warned that particular

attention will be paid to noise. Not only

will an examination of silencers be made
at the start, but travelling and other

marshalls will be specially instructed to

note the noise of the exhausts, and if a

machine is found to possess an inefficient

silencer a competitor will run grave risk

of disqualification.

Coventry Hospital Motor Ballot.

Results have now been announced of

the motor ballot held recently in aid of

the Coventry and Warwickshire Hospital.

The four premier awards, a Crouch car,

a Coventry JIascot sidecar outfit, a Tri-

umph Junior motor cycle, and a McKenzie
miniature, went to Mr. J. C. Griffiths,

15, Broadway, Earlsdon, Coventry ; Miss

Ruth Groom, 3, Howard Street, Cov-

entry; Mr. H. Deacon, 2, Market Place,

Nuneaton ; and Mr. T. Tunstall, 40, Mel-

bourne Road. Coventry, respectively.

The actual result of the voting was : 1,

Rover ; 2, Rolls-Royce ; 3, Standard ; 4,

Daimler; 5, Morris-Cowley; 6, Humber;
7, Crouch ;

8 'Morris-Oxford ; 9, Calcott

;

10, Austin; 11, Sunbeam; 12, Wolseley

;

13, Armstrong Siddeley; 14, Singer; 15,

Napier.

c 7
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This Week's Limit.

The man wlio tried to " weaken the mix-

ture " by diluting his petrol with water.

Excellent

!

" The car people do, so why shouldn't

we ? " say many iirms who are now selling

their machines completely equipped with

electric lighting, etc.

De-tuning Sor Economy.
Maximum fuel economy, according to

the theorists, is only obtained from a

well-tuned engine. On the other hand,
we know of a certain o.h.v. engine that

gives an additional 10 ra.p.g. when its

inlet push rod has a -|%in. clearance. -

Was He Serious?

In reply to an advertisement offering a

jMorgan for sale, a Welsh reader received

a letter beginning " 1 iiptis you hafi a

ilorgan's car for- sale," and suggesting " a
very fine motor bike and 2 ferrets and 1

case of stuffed birds" in exchange.

Among the Accessories.
"

. . . summoned for riding a motor cycle

Avithout an efficient sidecar . . . "and'
" lamp sets . . . suitable for exciting lamp
brackets "—this week's best misprints-
suggest new fields of activity in the
accessory market. , . Map of the 1923 Grand Prix course.

A.C.U. Horse-poxer Eating

—

At the Olympia Show, as we mentioned,
apparently only one firm, and that

American, accepted the A.C.U. method
of engine rating. Now we have received

the 1923 catalogue of a pioneer firm of

two-stroke makers who follow the same
system. Evidently it is making but slow

progress.

—And Another Method.
One maker roundly and vehemently re-

fused to state-a horse-power to our repre-

sentative ; he gave the capacity of his

engine as 500 c.c. and the power "as
much as we can get out of it "

!

Help Wanted.

Mr, G. F. Burns, " Lyncairn," Devon-
shire Park, Birkenhead, hon. secretary of

the Liverpool M.C., is anxious to obtain
films of motoring interest for the club's

gala night at the Trocadero Super Cinema,
Liverpool, on the 20th inst.

Carnival Ideas Wanted.
Readers who have decorated motor

cycles successfully for a carnival are

asked to pass on schemes to a reader who
is organising a similar event in aid of his

local hospital. His address is Mr. A. H.
Richards, Grassington, Wellington,

Somerset.

NEXT YEAR'S GRAND PRIX.

14 Miles Circuit near Tours chosen for Big French Race.

FOR the 1923 Grand Prix race, the
Automobile Club of France has de-
finitely 'decided on a triangular cir-

cuit lying north-west of Tours, the
centre of the Chateau district of France
and a popular region easily reached by
road from Le Havre. An idea of its

position can be gauged from the fa"Ct

that its northern comer lies about 180
miles from Havre.

The circuit is 14 miles 240 yards in

extent, and consists of the following
roads : National Road No. 158 (Tours
to Caen), National Road 159 (Tours to

Rennes), and Chief Communication Road
No. 48. There are three acute turns

—

that at La Membrolle being encountered
at the end of a long descent of 1 in 14.

It is proposed to establish the grand,
stand near the northern e.xtremity of the

western leg of the triangle, one kilometre
from the station of St. Antoine du
Rocher. The village of La Membrolle
is 3.7 miles from Tours.

The motor cycle Grand Prix is usually

held before the motor car Grand Prix,

(the date of which has not been definitely

decided), consequently full advantage is

gained of the careful preparation of the
roads which is undertaken for the latter.

NORTH LONDON M.C.C. DINNER.
SIR PHILIP LLOYD - GREAME,

K.B.E., M.C., M.P., the President
of the Board of Trade, attended the

third annual dinner of the North London
M.C.C, at the Holborn Restaurant, on
Saturday in his capacity as president of

the club.

In the absence of Mr. Bernard Staley,
JNIr. A. F. J. Beaurain ably undertook
the duties of chairman. Ten toasts in
all were proposed, but the speeches were
short and to the point, being generally
in a humorous vein.

The president confessed that he was

LONG continued popularity has again
called for another edition (the

23rd) of " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them " (Iliffe and Sons Ltd.,
2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.).

This much used handbook has been re-

vised once again and deals thoroughly
with all those problems which confront
the beginner.

C 8

not a motor cyclist himself, and told an
amusing story of a motor cyclist during
the recent election who frantically chased
him all round the constituency with a
letter marked " Urgent " that turned out
to be a request from a lady voter for
the prospective member's views on vivi-

section. He also made some good-
humoured comments on the popularity of
pillion riding.

In proposing the toast of the President,
Mr. A. J. M. Iveson paid tribute to the
club's former president, the late Mr.
Kennedy Jones, M.P., remarking that the

HELP FOR THE TYRO.
The choice of a motor cycle, its care

and maintenance, use on the road, minor
repairs and tuning, are aU dealt with.
Motor cycle construction and the func-
tioning of the various parts are discussed
and the working of both four-stroke and
two-stroke engines is fully explained. A
chapter on magnetos is included, which
treats the subject fully but simply.

club had always been fortunate in find-

ing officials who took a live interest in its

activities.

Later on the lady members were thanked
for the important part they played in

attending to the social side during the

winter months, to which Miss Myrtle
Baxter made a suitable reply.

An entertaining musical programme
was Interspersed between the speeches, a

thoroughly enjoyable evening concluding

with fine presentation by the president 01

a fine array of cups, trophies, shields,

medals, andf ash-trays won by members.

Modern machines have, of course,

reached such a high state of reliability

that the novice need not prepare himself

with a highly specialised mechanical know-
ledge; nevertheless such information as is

contained in the handbook under review

is just what it is advisable to have to be
independent of external assistance in the

event of a temporary derangement.

18-24'
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Bradford MC- and L.C.C.

Fifty-one enthusiasts started in the club's annual
irinter trial, which took place on the 10th inst.

The 90 miles' course included some stiff hills, not-
ably in tb6 neighbourhood of Pateley Bridge,
Gieenhow, Appletreewick, and BTirnsall. The
ivefither proved much more favourable than on
previous occasions, with the result that Burfacei;
were fairly good. Results were not to hand at the
time of going to press.

Aterdovey Institute and District M.C.C.
At a general meetins; held on the 20th tilt, it

was unauimously decided to form a club under
the ab&Ve title. Officials were appointed aa
follows :

Chairman of Committ-ee : Capt. Hieron Kershaw,
O.B.E., J.P.
Captain : Mr. A. G. Cocks.
Vice-Captain : Mr. Richard Williams.
Secretary : Mr. McKie.
Treasurer : Mr. J. H. Meirion Jones.
Prospective members should send in their names

to the secretary or treasurer.

Dublin Ramblers M.C.C,
The club recently held a series of hill-climbing

competitions on a hill near Cornels Court, and
jncluded in the programme were two oi>en
events. The weather was favourable, and with
good fields in the various classes a very enjoyable
afternoon's sport was enjoyed. The results of the
various classes were as follows:—

CLASS A. (Closed).—2-STitOKES up to
275 c.C.

Handicap time.
1. H. Phillipson (Enfield), 3^s. ... so^^s.
2. W. Hewett (Enfieldl, scr Sl^/sS.

3. R. Le Faun (Enfield), %3. ... 33%s.

CLASS B, ("Closed).—All TvPEa up to
350 c.C.

1. S. Woods (Cotton), scr 19%s.
2. W. Hewett (Enfield), 10s 19*|e.

3. R. Hill (Velocette), lis 252^s.

CLASS C. (Closed).—351 c.c. to 650 c.C.

1. C. C. Callaghan (Norton), scr. ... 22V|s.
1. J. Hamilton (Humber), 5s.

3. C. Pitman (Sunbeam), scr.

CLASS D. (Open).—Unlimited c.c.

1. W. Hewett (Enfield), 13b
a. T. V. Murphy (Coventry-Eagle), 9s.

3. C. C. Callaghan (Norton), 3s.

221/^B.

222/sS.

18s.

18^3.
19s.

CLASS E. (Open).—Sidecabs and Cycle Caes.

1. D. Allen (Norton sc), Is. ... ... 29s.
2. C. D. Moguire (Matchless sc), scr. ... 291^3.
3. J. A. Carville (B.S.A. sc), 3s. ... 303,

2-8

Coventry and District W.M.A.
The termination of a successful eeason was marked

by a general meeting and prize distribution which
toot place on the 8th inst.

West Kent M.C.
As a conclusion to a very successful season, the

annual general meeting will be held on the 23rd
inst. at tbe Swan and Mitre Hotel, Bromley. Next
years policy will be outlined and discussed, and
all motorists interested are invited.

Rotherham and District M.C.

A social run will take place on the 17th inst.

Particulars of a whist drive and dance and of the
annual general meeting, to be held early in the
new year, will be announced later. Members are
reminded of the new year prize drawing, tickets
for which may be obtained from the hon. secre-
tary.

Devizes and District MC.
The Motcr Cycle film will be shown on Saturday

and Monday nest luie 16th and 18th inst.) at the
Palace Theatre, Devizes. Times of ^^howing the film

are as follow: Saturday, 2.45 p.m., 5.45 p.m.,
8 p.m. : Monday, 5.45 p.m. and 8 p.m. Members of

the club wishing to book seats should apply to the
joint hon. secretaries, Mr. L. V". Burn, Market
Place. Devizes, and Mr. L. K. Lawfcon, Beach Villa,

Devizes.

Challenge cup pre-

sented by Mr. G.

Packman for com-

petition between

University clubs. It

was won this year

byths Birmingham

University M.C.C.

> .^

i'

Barrow and District M.CC
Nearly , one hundred were present at the second

annual dinner held on the 7th inst. at the Duke
of Edinburgh Hotel. After several speeches had
been made, Mr. Bryan Jefleries, chairman of the
Northern Centre A.O.U., presented prizes won
during the season.

Rochdale and District M.C.C.
A motor cycling club has been formed as above,

and affiliatio-n with the A.C.U. is intended. It
is intended to run the usual reliability and speed
events during the nest season. An opening run
was held on the 5th inst. under arctic conditions,
belt-drive machines becoming completely stranded;
it was only owing to the valiant efforts of the
captain and vice-captain that some of the unfor-
tunates reached home. Those interested in the
club should communicate with Mr. G. G. Wood,
Ye Three Cups. Sudden, Rochdale.

Richmond and District M.C.C.
Held under favourable weather conditions on

the l&th ult., the club's * Foilow-the-Confetti
Trial " was a great success. Taken as a whole,
the 60-mile course was easy, but a wide water-
splash, over a foot deep, stopped practically every
competitor. Two observed hills, Pebblecombe and
Bagden, were included in the route. First place
was taken by R. O. Lowe ( 490 Norton ) , whose
error at the time checks amounted to only a few
seconds; he is therefore the winner of a rose-bowl
presented by the Palmer Tyre Co. Second place
was taken by R. Harrison {490 Norton). Only
three otiiers finished the course.

North West London M.C.

This year's London-Gloucester Trial will take
place on Saturday, and will be .run on lines
similar to those of last year. It has been found
impossible to conduct the trial as an open event,
but it is being arranged as an inter-club contest.

Up to the present the following clubs (in addi-
tion to the promoting one) have entered:—Coven-
try and Warwickshire M.C.C, Essex M.C, and
Surbibon and District M.C.C, there being 100
riders.

lu order that the participants and officials in

the Lo-Tidon-Gloucester trial may meet as soon
as possible after the event to recount ex-
periences, a social meeting at Berkhampstead has
been arranged for the 17th. Tea will be taken
at the King's Head Hotel, Berkhampstead, at 4
p.m., and it is hoped that as many as possible

will attend. In view of the increasing use of

motor cycles among schoolboys the club is pro-

moting a competition open to students at the
recognised public schools and to those who are
entered lor such schools. The club has a member-
ship for schoolboys at a fee of 5s., which allows
participation in the club events during the regular
school holidays.

eg
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Shirebrook M.C.
The Motor Cijcte film is being sh.own at Shirfr

brouk Empire by the above olub to-dSy (the 14th
inst.),

Levis Athletic Club.
Full results of the Levis single gear are now to

hand, and are given below in order of merit:—!,
A. E. Edwards (211 Levis), 204 marks; 1st Class
"A," winner Tardley Cup and Godfrey gold medal.
2, ^i. Jones (Samjo), 204 marks; 1st Class '*B," titver
medal for be^t performanee in class, also premier
prize {belt) for best perloruiance by a private owner
on a machine-Jbetween 250 and 350 c.c. in Classes
"B" and "0." 3, G. S. Davieon [211 Levis),
201 marks; 2nd Class "A," bronze medal. 4, E. C.
ilyUill (211 Levis), 184 marks; special medal for
best performance on observed hills. 5, J. Knibbs
(247 Levi6), 176 marks; 1st Class " C," silver medal,
alfrO silver medul for best performance on Levis
with 26in. wlieels. 6, "W. S. Hawcutt (211 Levis},
176 marks; 2nd Class " B," bronze medal. 7, P.
Platts [490 Norton), 158 marks. 8, N. D. Picker-
ing (499 Triumph), 152 marks; 2nd Class •' C,"
bronze medal. 9. D. S. Griffith-^ (211 Levis), 142
tuarkft; premier prize for best performance by a pri-
vate owner on a machine up to 250 c.e in Classes
" B ' and " C." 10. J. H. V. Wood (499 Tnumph).
140 marks ; premier prize for best iierformance by
a private owner on a machin« over 350 c.c. in
Classes "B" and ' C." 11. E. E. Thacker (498
Smger), 130 marks. 12, F. L. Edmonds (211 Levi;>).
125 marks. 13, J. Robinson (499 Trimn.ph), 90
marks. Special medal for best performance under
adverse conditions in any class was awarded to
A. Manley, junr. (292 Rades-Uniou). Team prize
won by A. R. Edwards' team (G. S. Davison, A. R.
Edwards. Sam Jones).

Cheshire Centre A.C.U.

Official awards made in the one daj' open trial
held on October 21st are as follows:

—

SlLvrni Cnp, awarded by J. Crowtlier Walker,
Esq., for best performance.—J. Graham Gates (248
Grindlay).
CHEsniRE Centre Championship.—J. Graham

Gates (248 Grindlay).

CLASS AWARDS.
250 c.c—J. GraJiam Gates (248 Grindlay). geld

medal.
350 c.c—.J. B. Donaldson (348 Raleigh), g.-ld

medal; B. Foster (348 Raleigh), silver medal;
J. H. Roberts (348 Si-ale.Blacltbnine), certificate.

500 o.c—S. Smith (492 Sunbeam), gold medal;
S. A. Crabtree (492 Sunbeam), silver medal; G. L
Palck (499 Rover), silver medal; W. E. Smithies
(490 Norton), certificate; P. G. Thomasou (398
A.B.C.), certificate; L. Handles (492 Sunbeam),
certificate.

^

750 CO.—Miss CoUle (547 Powell), gold medal;
C. Guthrie (698 Raleigh), silver medal; S. Bald-
win (490 Norton), certificate.
Unlimited.—P. C. Ralli (976 Brougli Superior),

gold medal.
600 CO. Sidecahs.—M. Gavscn (550 Triumph

sc), gold medal.
Unlimited Sideoabs.-P. Piatt (749 Bradbury

sc), gold medal.'
OvoLE Cabs.—B. Davenport (1,087 G.N.), gold

medal.
Awards for Completing Course "(vithout

Loss op Marks,—J. Graham Gates (248 Grind-
lay), gold medal; S. Smith (492 Sunbeam), gold
medal.
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Mid-Bucks M.C.C.
The club's annual dinner and, priEe f;i&i..ribution

took place recently at the Bull's Head Hotel.
Aylesburj'. After a luimber of brigbb speeches
had been, made the chairman presented four cmps
and twenty-three medals won by members during
the pa5t season.

Oxford M.C.
Several well-known figures in the motoring

world will be present at the club's annual dinner,
to be held at the Clarendoji Hotel, Oxford, on
Saturday next (the 16th inst.), at 6 p.m. A'U
excellent mnsica-1 programme is also promised.
Tickets (7s. 6d.) may be obtained from Mr.
E. J. E. Knowles, 36, Holywell Street, Oxford.

Richmond and District M.C.C.
It is hoped that every member will do his best

to " turn, up " and see The Motor Cycle film at
Princes Hall. Richmond, to-night (the 14th) at
7.30 p.m.j and so ensure a jolly evening. The
film will be followed by a dance. Those who have
not yet bought tickets will be able to do so at
the dcor,

Cardiff M.C.C.
The nnnual dinner will be held on Saturday

next (the 16th inst.) at the Royal Hotel, Cardiff,

A wireless concert will be given during the din-
ner. Tickets (price 10s. 6d.) are obt^ainable from
the hon. secretary, Mr. A. Davies, 91, Penywain
Road, Roath, Cardiff. Results of a trial for the
Webber Cup, run ofl" on the 18th ult., are aa
follows :

—

Webber Ccp and Gold Medal.—R. S. Bevaii
(996 New Hudson three-wheeler).

85 M.P.H. FOUR-CYLINDER.
improvements to the 1922 Ace, Introduction of a Sponing Model.

THERE are few more interesting or fas-

cinating machines on the market
than the four-cyHnder Ace, which is

designed by Mr. W. G. Henderson, a name
long connected with four-cylinder motor
cycles.

Onlj- those who have driven a four-cylin-
der machine can fully appreciate its charm
of smooth running, wonderful acceleration,
and flexibility. .To the man who has not,
such a machine as the Ace, weighing
o651b., might seem to be so unwieldy as to
be uncomfortable, but we can assure him
that once inertia has been overcome the
riding balance is perfect. Few of us
are trick riders or want to emulate the per-
formances of the Ace experts, but it is dis-

tinctly interesting to know that this
machine can be turned in about one-third
of the width of an average street with
the rider leaning over to such an angle
that the footboards are within one inch of
the ground.

the actuating mechanism, consisting of

rockers and tappet rods, is enclosed in a
casing provided with a door which, when
pushed back over dead centre, remains
open.

Lubrication is effected by means of a

mechanical oil pump driven off the main
timing pinion and disclosed by removing
the front engine cover. Since the timing
wheels are not contained in a separate
chamber, on the cover being removed not
only the oil pump, but the whole of the
intei'ior of the crank case is visible.

Lubrication.

The primary function of the oil pump is

to distribute the oil under pressure to the

big ends, which dip into troughs, while the

main bearings are oiled by means of a gap
formed in the casting, which leads the
lubricant to the bearing surfaces. Lubri-
cation is thei-efore mainly on the splash

system, and the pump also supplies oil for

the clutch and transmission.

Contained in the rear portion of the

crank case is a three-speed gear, a plate

clutch being mounted car fashion on the
end of the engine shaft

From engine to back wheel the transmis-

sion is by single chain.

Strongly constructed and of the duplex
variety, the frame is built of Ifin. heavy
gauge tubing. There is no saddle pillar,

but vertical struts serve as extra supports
' between the chain stays and back forks,

and, moreover, steady the engine in the

frame.
Another interesting feature of the Ace i->

a three-gallon tank, which incorporates a

spacious tool compartment.
Both brakes are of the external contract-

ing variety working on two drums, one on

each side of the rear hub.
The price of the standard Ace is £125,

a sports model sold at £132 being fitted

with aluminium alloy pistons, lightened

connecting rods, sharper angle cams, and
a slightly higher compression. No vital

points are lightened, yet the more expen-

sive model is guaranteed to attain a speed

of 85 m.p.h.
Ace motor cycles are being handled in

this countrv by Robertsons Motors, Ltd.,

l£9b. Great Portland St., London, W.l.

Tool box in petrol tank.

The Ace engine and gear box follow
car practice right through. The 1,229 c.c,

(68.58 inm. x 82.55 mm.) engine in its latest
form still preserves the feature of overhead
inlet valves, with the result that since the
inlet is directly over the exhaust the in-

coming charge cools the latter ; this sys-
tem also allows the sparking plug to be
situated so that its points are well within
the inlet chamber and are constantly swept
by the incoming charge. The large 1^ in.

valves with J in. lift are in cages which
are separate castings made in pairs, while 85 m p.K. is guaranteed from this sports model four-cylinder Ace.
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THE FUTURE OF THE SHOW.
Movement to Make the Motor Cycle Exhibition a Biennial Event.

IT
-will probably come as a surprise to many of the

motor cycle public that a number of the ex-

hibitors at the recent Olympia Show are desirous

of making this important event a biennial, instead of

an annual, fixture. Indeed, in some quarters it was
recommended that the next motor cycle exhibition

should not be held until 1925. We understand that

the manufacturers responsible for this suggestion (and

some of the most prominent firms are included) circu-

lated a " round robin " to this effect during Show
week.

As to the wisdom of this course, our views are given

in a leading article on page 911. The_annual Show
is a firmly-rooted fixture, and it is undoubtedly
much more than the mere social reunion which
some people allege it has lately become. It affords

a valuable means of bringing the motor cycle

movement into prominence, and gives tangible proof of

the importance to which the industry has attained.

It is said that home sales of new machines from the

middle -of August until the spring are few and far

between. Prospective purchasers, if approached, say

they would prefer to wait until they see the next year's

models at the Show in November. When the Show
arrives it is frequently apparent that the "new"

models are, to all intents and purposes, identical with
those of the current season. Here and there is some-
thing entirely novel, but, in -the majority of cases,

such machines are not bought in any quantity until

they have proved themselves in open competition.
It is claimed in certain quarters, therefore, that the

Show actually tends to curtail sales during the period
of the year when the motor cycle manufacturer is most
in need of business. Some makers, in fact, would
prefer to list their models by a distinguishing symbol
instead of by the year of manufacture. The " Model
X," for instance, might.be current during two or

three years, a guarantee to this effect being advertised

by the maker from time to time. Such a procedure,
it is claimed, would benefit the purchaser, because the

second-hand value of his machine would depend only
upon its condition, and not vary arbitrarily with its

year of manufacture. Entirely new models would
make their dehut in competitions.

The foregoing puts forward the views of a minority.

The majority appear to appreciate more fully the value
of the Show both as a means of popularising the motor
cycle movement and for gi^'ing opportunity to buyers
to see their goods and to compare them with their

contemporaries.

MANVILLE TROPHY TRIAL.

ON Saturday the annual Manville
Trophy Trial of the Coventry and
Warwickshire Motor Club was re-

run, the previous run a few weeks ago
having been cancelled owing to the num-
ber of competitors losing their way_, a
very intricate course and insufficient

marking being the cause of this.

The marking of the course last week-
end was good.
Starting from Coventry the route was

plain sailing for the first 40 miles, lying
> through Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon,
Mickleton and Weston to Saintbury,
where the first time-check 30 miles from
the start was held. Immediately follow-

ing the check, Saintbury Hill was
ascended, a stop and restart test taking
place just before the second bend. Sel-

dom has this hill been seen in a more
treachejously greasy condition, the same
remark applying to practically the whole
of the course throughout the day. How-
ever, performances,on the hill were good,
as also was the restarting, despite the
surface.

Well-known Hills.

Turning sharp right at the top of the
hill, WiUersey was -descended, and then
on through Broadway and Winchcombe,
turning off the main road here and going
up Sudeley Hill.

Bearing right at the top of Sudeley, the
course led through several gates and over
a fairly rough surface to Brockhampton.
Fog encountered after the top of Sudeley
Hill made riders who were unacquainted
with this section of rough "going"
rather wary, but it was not thick enough

to be a great hindrance ; one could always
see fifteen or twenty yards ahead, and
very soon the sun was making an effort

to get through. The course now lay
through Andoversford to Birdlip, a time
check being held at the top of Birdlip
Hill.

Immediately after the check an ac-

celeration test was held, competitors
being timed over a distance of about a

hundred yards from a standing start.

Through Cranham, a sharp left-hand turn
down a narrow rough lane, Stan-
combe Hill was reached. Although this
hill might be expected to cause failures,

particularly amongst the sidecars (from
wheel-slip), there was not a single stop
recorded. The surface Was completely
hidden by a thicic carpet of brown wet
leaves. F. T. Sible;^ (499 Rudge sc.) had
his passenger practically on the carrier
for wheel-grip.
Stroud was reached four miles further,

wliere the lunch check was held. Several
competitors had failed to maintain their
average over the last section, and lost

several minutes at the lunch check.
A.mongst these were : D. Eadford (688
Coventry Victor),' S. A. Thomson (550
Triumph) and J. L. Hardy (Humber).

Cotswold's Difficulties.

It was rumoured during lunch that a
20 mile an hour average was going to be
a difficult thing for the 12^ mile section
before the next check, and such proved
to be the case. Wall's Quarry Hill was
the first obstacle after lunch, three miles
out of Stroud. Although not an

officially observed hill, it accounted for
man}' failures and a great loss of time.

In less than a mile Knapp Hill was en-
countered : the surface was a thin slime,
as w-as to be expected. No sidecar suc-
ceeded in getting up, but there were some
creditable solo jierforraances. Amongst
the latter, the following made clean and
steady ascents :—D. Eadford (688 Coven-
trv Victor), W. L. Danskin (499 Eudge),
P. H. Johnson (499 Eudge), A. J. Elliot
(249 Eover), L. Crisp (600 Humber), H.
J. Stretton Ward (499 Triumph), H. S.
Perry (349 B.S.A.),- M. Scally (600
Humber). E. A. Barnett (346 Franeis-
Barnett) touched once, tackling the hill a
little too fast, and otherwise made a clean
ascent. E. Grindlay (6(X) Humber) and
S. A. Thomson (550 Triumph) footed to
steady themselves, as did J. W. Moxon
(348 Monopole).
Amongst the sidecars, B. Kershaw (346

New Imperial sc.) climbed the highest,
and W. J. Montgomery (975 Brough
Superior sc.) only failed after a valiant
effort. Wheel-slip was the sole cause of
failure, of course.

After Knapp, the Nailsworth "W"
was climbed, and thence on through Am-
berley to St. Chloes Lane. This again
caused trouble with several sidecars. At
the check at the top of Woodchester Hill
there were very few competitors up to
time. From Woodchester the course lay
through Paganshill and Whiteshill to
Portway Hill. At the top of Portway
was the finishing check. Very few com-
petitors reached this to their schedule
time, so difficult had been the afternoon's
run—although only 24 miles long !
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1923 INTERNATIONAL TRIALS.
Scandinavia as a Testing Ground; Rule of the Road and Speed Limits; No Steam Rollers

in the Country

!

ONE of the delegates who attended the recent

F.I.CM. meeting in London was Mr. G. K.
H. Anderson, who is chairman of the Competi-

tions Committee of the Svenska Motocykel Klubben.
Mr. Anderson, who is exceedingly enthusiastic over the

coming Intemational Six Days Trials which his club is

organising in Sweden, gave us some useful infonna-
tion concerning the nature of the roads to be traversed

by the competitors, as well as about conditions

generally in his country.

There is no doubt that there are many keen motor
cyclists in Sweden, and it is quite evident that British

machines, properly represented, would find a ready
sale on account of their reliability and suitability for

rough usage.

"Keep to the Left ' Rule of the Road.

British competitors should have no traffic difficulties in

Sweden as the rule of the road; is the same as in Great
Britain, but in Norway (where the Norwegian Club

will take charge, of the

trial for two days) the

general Continental prac-

tice of keeping to the

light is observed.

Main roads will be fol-

lowed throughout, but
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Course of the 1923 Intemational Trials in Norway and Sweden,

c i6

Swedish main roads are very much different from those

in England ; it is said that there is not a steam
roller in the country. The legal limit of speed in

Sw-eden is about 25 m.p.h., but in Norway it is only

i8i m.p.h., and these limits are, of course, reduced in

towns. The time schedules will be worked accordingly,

while the roads will be marked by blue dye.

Over 200 Miles on the First Day.

The event starts on August 6th, and the first day's

run of 2i8| miles will be from Stockholm to Leksand,
on the shores of the Lake of Siljan, a tourist centre in

the heart of Dalecarlia, a very beautiful district where
the peasants still wear the national costume. LuKch
will probably be at Vasteras. The roads are good
all the way. The route for the next day is from Lek-
sand to Karlstad (175 miles). For some distance the

roads are good, and the beautiful country of South
Dalecarlia will ht traversed. Later on, however, deep
sand will be encountered. Then forests will be passed
where the road is better. Before reaching their

destination the competitors will pass through a mining
district, where iron is produced in great quantities.

Karlstad is situated at the head of Lake Vanern, the

largest lake in Europe.

A Hill Climb in Nor'way.

Wednesday's run from Karlstad to Christiania (180
miles) will probably be long remembered, as it marks
the entrance into a mountainous region, increasing in

severity As the Norwegian frontier is approached. The
competitors will lunch in Norway, a land of high
mountains, rushing rivers and picturesque waterfalls.

Before Christiania is reached there will be an observed

hill-climb.

The following day's route, from Christiania to

Gothenburg (220.5 miles), shojtild present few difficul-

ties. About one-third of it is in Norwegian territory,

but the lunch stop will be in Sweden. The remainder
of the journey lies over ordinary roads. Gothenburg
is one of the principaL ports of Sweden, and as an
International Exhibition will be in progress there will

,

be a day of rest for the competitors.

Gn Saturday the journey is from Gothenburg to ^

Omberg (152 miles). From the starting point to

Jonkoping the road is rough, stony, and full of

pot-holes, but nearing Omberg (a pretty town
situated on a high hill overlooking Lake Vat-

tern) it improves considerably.

Flying Kilometre Speed Trial.

On the final day's run from Omberg to Stock-

holm (169 miles), the road is said to be good all!

the way, and there are not many hills, save one!

known as Sillerskogen, which is short and steep.l

and contains hairpin corners. Before reachingl

Stockholm there will be a flying kilometre speedj

trial on the Isle of Mbrko.
The total length of the route is 1,115 miles.
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Saddle as Pillion Seat.

Simply an adaptor that allows an ordinary

saddle to be attached to the carr er as a

pillion seat, the Cundle device is marketed
at 6s. 9d. by Cundle's, 26-28 Byrom Street,

Liverpool.

Face Screen Attached to Rider.

Somelhmg new
m weather pro-

tectingdevicesfor

the motorcyclist

is the Bristol face

screen and chest

apron, the whole
being carried on
a spnng strap

on the rider's

waist. It is easily

detachsble and
weighs only
18 ozs. (The
Bristol Sidecar

and Motor &>.,

11, Stokes Croft,

Bristol.)

Twist Grip for Single Lever
Carburetters.

Brown & Barlow, Ltd., manufacturers of

the well-known B. & B. carburetter, have
introduced a simple form of twist grip

control for one-lever instruments.

For the Extra Passenger.

Padded back and arm rest? give this

Saxillary pillion seat quite an armchair

appearance. 35s. (Saxelbys, Ltd. [Sax-

essories], George Street Works, Coventry.)

Valve Care Facilitated.

Both valve and
valve seating may

be trued up with the

J. and S. tool, which has

a reversible milling cutter.

It removes a very fine

film ot metal and does
not require an . expert

to manipulate it. A A.
Jones & Shipman Ltd.

East Park Road,
Leicester.

Dissolved Acetylene for Motor
Cycles.

As already announced in "The
Motor Cycle," motor c>'cls sizes

of dissolved acetylene cylinders

are now available. fAllen-Liver-

sidge, Ltd., 1 06, Victoria Streec,

London, S.W.I.)

Balanced Speedometer-watch
Mounting.

It is claimed that

the watch mounted
integrally with the

latest Smith speed-

ometer " balances
"

the whole instru-

ment on the

handle-bar.
£4 lOs. Od. oonv
plete. (Smith's

(M.A.), Ltd.
(S. Smith & Sons
(M.A.). Ltd.),
C r i c kl ewood
Works, London,

N.W.2.)

Lasting Inspection Lamp.

Noted for the long

life of its battery,

the H. H. hand
lamp is now offered

m an improved
form at 22s. 6d.

(A. H. Hunt Ltd.,

H. A. H. Works,
Tunstall Road,

East Croydon.)

Lightweight Saddles and Pillion

Seats.

Particularly light weight is an attribute of

bo;h the Austin saddle and the pillion

seat, \vhich have aluminium frameworks.

They weigh 4J- lb. and 5 lb. respectively.

(A. T. Austin. Eckersall Rd., King's

Norton, Birmingham.)

C 17
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21st ANNIVERSARY DINNER OF THE M.C.C.
Reminiscences of Club Life in 1901. Origin of Classic Runs.

MANY gallons of petrol have been
used since the Motor Cycling Club
was formed by those gallant enthu-

siasts of 1901, who laid the foundation of

the largest club of its kind in Great
Britain, and that it has lasted for twenty-
one years as a going concern is no small

item to its credit. Not only has it

lasted ; it has grOAvIi in strength and
prosperity.

Its annual dinner and 21st anniversary,

last Thursday, was largely attended by
members and their guests, who completely
filled the big hall of the Wharnecliffe
Rooms at the Great Central Hotel, Mary-
lebone. It was gratifying to see so many
of the older members present.

A Ladies' MCC?
The chair was occupied by Mr. J. K.

Starley, the club's president, who, after

proposing the toast of " The King," pro-

posed that of the "Health of the Motor
Cycling Club." His was an amusing
speech, in the course of which he re-

ferred to the club's competitions, which
fostered a sporting spirit of the highest
possible 'form. Few people realised the

beneficial effects of such runs and trials

on business and employment. In his

opinion the Motor Cycling Club was the

finest sporting organisation which existed.

The chairman concluded by asking why
the ladies did not form their own branch
of the M.C.C. and run their own competi-
tions.

In I'eply, the present chairman of the
club, Mr. 1;. Z. Baddeley, stated that he
rose with a certain amount of diffidence

to reply to the toast of the evening. One
jagged edge in a season of unbroken suc-

cess was caused by th& death of Mr.
Robert Head, one of the club's most wise
and just counsellors. He also had to de-

plore tbe absence of Mr. Arthur Candler.
.*Vs regards reminiscences, Mr. Baddeley

referred to Mr. J. van Hooydonk as the

originator of the London-Edinburgh Run
(a statement corrected later, the originator

being Mr. xirthur Candler) ; the London-
Exeter Run was " discovered " by Mr.
E. B. Dickson (now in India) ; while the
Ijondon-Land's End Trial was, he believed,

a joint affair originated by Mr. H. G.
Bell and himself.

Further reminiscences of twenty-one
years ago were then given by some of the
older officials, but these were sadly inter-

rupted by an unruly po-rtion of the
gathering.

Mr. Ernest Arnott, first captain of the
M.C.C, said that it was nineteen
years since he had had anything to do
with motor cycles, regarding which his

chief recollection were of. flat belts, sur-

face carburetters, and hard pedalling.

He had competed in the Circuit des
Ardennes. Van Hooydonk was there and
he had got the better of him. He
remembered Mr. Charles Jarrott's advice
that the best thing to do in a race was
to. get to the finish, as it often happened
in those days that a finisher had an excel-

lent chance of being the winner.
Mr. J. H. Reeves, one of the earlier

secretaries, said that his acquaintance
with the Motor Cycling Club dated from
the first day of the S. F. Edge Cup
Trials in 1903. During his term of office

lie had hoped to get 200 members but he
was disappointed, and that happy event
was left to his successor, Mr. Arthur
Candler. He well remembered tbe grief

of the then treasurer, Mr. E. Marsh, at

the conclusion of the 1904 London-Edin-
burgh run when he discovered that the
club would have to find the money for 22
gold medals. He also referred to the
early history of the Team Trial Trophy,
concerning which he was approached by
Mr. B. H. Davies [The Motor Cycle),
whose wit had largely added to the suc-

cess of The Motor Cycling Club Gazette,
of which he held a bound copy in his

hand. That journal would be deposited
m the South Kensington Museum.
Mr. Charles Jarrott, for many years the

club's president, also "reminisced."
Twenty-five years ago, he said, motor
cyclists went into the unknown on un-

known machines. As those present were
aware, the greatest offence that could be
committed in London by any user of the
streets was to pass a refuge on the left

side. He well remembered an occasion
when an offending motor tricyclist had
committed this heinous crime and the arm,
of the law had with disastrous results

attempted to pull him back by grasping
the cylinder. He also told how Mr. A. J.

Wilson (who was present that evening)

first appeared with a tricycle which had
so fierce a clutch that every time he let

it in the driver fell off behind.

Eaily DiiBcuUies.

Mr. J. van Hooydonk told some in-

teresting stories of the club's early his-

tory. How the first treasurer ran off

with the club's money; how at the Bex-

hill speed trials the police trapped the

members on their way down, and how, to

ensure an ea.5y start, tbe speed trials

were started downhill, but that even then

many of the machines failed to fire. He
correctly ascribed the origin of the Edin-

burgh run to Mr. Arthur Candler, whose
idea was then thouglit to be perfectly

insane. The great success of the run was
largely due to the fact that they first

approached the police in all the counties

traversed, with the result that they were
given every assistance. He Would remind
Iris audience that in 1904 the run started

from the G.P.O., and that when he left

the timekeeper with Mr. G. E. Roberts -

(also present) as his passenger in a Trimo,

the betting was 200 to 1 against their

getting through.
Following the speeches came the distri-

bution of the prizes and finally a dance.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" FILM.

Many Appreciations. 800 Witness First Northern Exhibition. Where to See it Next Week.

APPRECIATIONS from many of those

who have already seen The Motor
Cycle film have reached us by

almost every post since the Show when
the film was first shown at the Broadway
Cinema, Hammersmith. One enthusiast,

whose letter is typical, writes :

" Allow me to congratulate all con-

cerned in the production of Tli'e

Motor Cycle film. I consider it to be
a really fine piece of work and a film
which should appeal to every motor
cyclist worthy of the name, as it

enables the man in the street to form
a good idea of the reliability of the
modern machine. I have but one
criticism to make, which I heard ex-

pressed by more than one member of

the audience last Wednesday,
namely, ' What a pity there isn't

more of it !' "

c 18

The first club to receive the Northern
film was the Southport Motor Club, and
it was exhibited on the evening of the 6th
inst. at the Coliseum Cinema, Southport.
Over 800 .people witnessed it, and at an
informal meeting of the Southport M.C.
afterwards the committee expressed
appreciation for the film, which had un-
doubtedly done a great deal for the club.

Wheie to see the Film.

To-day (Thursday) the Southern film

is being exhibited by the Richmond and
District M.C. at the Princes Hall, Rich-
mond ; on Saturday (16th) and Monday
(18th) the Devizes and District M.C. will

show it at the Electric Theatre, Devizes

;

Tuesday (19th), the Abingdon Kinema,
Stert Street, Abingdon ; Wednesday
(20th), the Yeovil and District M.C.C,
at the Central Hall Picture Palace, Yeo-

vil; while on Thursday (21st), the West
Kent M.C. will have the film on exhibi-

tion at the Grand Hall Cinema, High
Street, Bromley.
The Northern film will be shown during

the present week by the following clubs :
'

To-day by the Shirebrook M.C. at Shire-
'

brook Empire, Shirebrook; to-morrow,
'

the Matlock and W. Derbyshire M. &
M.C.C, at the Matlock Picture Palace;

on Saturday (16th), the Stafford and Dis-

trict M.C.C; Monday (18th), North'

Derbyshire M.C.C, at the Coliseum,'.

Chatsworth Road, Chesterfield ; Tuesday

'

(19th), the Blackpool and Fylde M.C,
the "TripoH Picture House, Blackpool;

Wednesday (20th), the Liverpool M.C,
the Trocadero Super-Cinema, Liverpool;,;

and on Thursday (21st), the Saltcoats and .

District M.CC, at La Scala Picture-

House, Saltcoats.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. .Ul questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. and whether intended tor publication or not must be accompanied by a IJd. stamped addressed envelope lor reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearlj' and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way ^enclosing a i|d.' stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A. .A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

OBSOLETE ENGINE AND WIRED
TYRES.

(1) Where are parts for a Faf-
^Tl nir motor cycle obtainable ? (2)

^ Are "wired" tyres still manufac-
JJ tured? (3) Would "beaded

edge" tyres (26x2^in.) fit

26x2in. rims for wired tyres?—P.G. "

(1) So far as we know it is now im-
possible to obtain spare parts for Fafnir
engines. (2) Very few of the British

tyre manufacturers have continued to

make wired tjTes in motor cycle sizes.

Possibly some could be made specially.

(3) Beaded edged tyres cannot be fitted

to "wired on" rims; your best plan

is to have the wheels rebuilt with beaded
rims. This would not be expensive.

LONG EXHAUST PIPE ENTHUSIASM.
Is it le^^al for me to run a

Rudge-Multi without a silencing

box if the exhaust pipe extends
beyond the back wheel? If so,

what distance must the exhaust
pipe extend behind the back wheel?
If I want a Rudge-Multi without a

silencer, must I order it especially, or

are they made like that?—R.A.E.
There is no legal definition of a silencer

other than it must be an apparatus sufR-

: cient for reducing the noise of the ex-

haust to reasonable proportions. Long
pipes are not regarded as " sufficient

"

in most cases. The standard machines
are fitted with silencers ; if you must
have a straight-through exhaust pipe

you will have to fit it after removing the

standard exhaust system.

50° MAGNETO ON 45° ENGINE.

I have a twin Eex motor cycle

which has been running perfectly

on accumulator and coil ignition.

Lately I bought a 50° magneto,
and have fitted it and timed it to

fire at top dead centre when the con-

trol is two-thirds retarded, but I find

it very difficult to start when cold.

Once it is warm it runs perfectly. I

have since received information from
the makers to the effect that the cylin-

• ders are set at 45°; would this make
any difference to the • starting ?

—

R.V.M.
In all probability the starting trouble

is due partly to the fact that the mag-
neto is not of the correct angle, and also

that the spark of the magneto is weak at
low speeds. You do not say the make
of the magneto, but if the contact

Smportaiit Bates.

Tues., Dec. 26th and Wed., Dec.
27th—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Sat., Jan. 13th to Wed., Jan. 24th—
The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 26th to Sat., Feb. 3rd

—

Scottish Motor Show.
Sat., Feb. 24th—Colmore Cup Trial.

Wed., March 14th—A.C.U. Stock
Machine Trial.

Sat., Mar. 17th—Victory Cup Trial.

Fri., March 30th and Sat., March 31st
—M.C.C. London-Land*s End Run.

Fri., May 18th—M.C.C. London-Edin-
burgh Run.

Mon., June 11th—Junior T.T. Race.
Wed., June 13th—Lightweight T.T.
kace and Sidecar T.T. Race.

Fri., June 15th—Senior T.T. Race.

Sat., July 21st—B.M.C.R.C. 500
Miles Race.

breaker cams are detachable it would be
easy to have them ground off to make the
necessary slight correction for the differ-

ence in angle. Any reputable magneto
repairing concern should do this for you
at a low cost. The magneto might be re-

magnetised with advantage.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

'THE AUTOCAR"-~puhlished
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
pl'.te automobile journal embracing
small,mediiim,andlarge cars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4Cl.

Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaperand enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is uni-

versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

OUT OF TUNE.
I have a single-cylinder Hum-

r^ ber with two-speed hub gear,

I ^ which, when it has run, say, a

LLJ mile on high gear, begins to tick

and appears to be over-heated,
and finally stops of its own accord.^
E.P.

From your brief description the cause
ot your trouble would appear to be due
ti> faulty lubrication in conjunction,

l^robably, with general lack of tune. You
do not say what oil you are using, but a

tliinner grade might improve matters
during the cold weather. This symptom
of over-heating and "getting tired" is

often caused by excessive carbon deposit
in the engine, by a faulty plug or by
bad compression due to worn valves or

piston rings. A general engine overhaul
including decarbonisation, grinding in

the valves, tappet clearance adjustment,
and fitting new rings and valve springs,

should restore the machine to normal

RATIO AND TIMING FOR SIDECAR.
On the back wheel of my 550

^ri c.c. Triumph sidecar (year 1917" or 1918) I have fitted a 28 x 3in.

-LJ tyre in place of the 26 x 2§in.

When going up an incline i5r

against a fairly strong head wind the

machine seems to lack power and tends

to knock, although it is free from car-

bon. The spark is timed rather more
retarded than usual. There are 15

teeth on the engine sprocket and 30 on
gear box, while the circumference of

the pulley is 25in. and the belt drum
61in., which, I believe, gives a top gear

of 4.88 to 1. (1) Is it advisable to fit

a smaller engJiie sprocket. If so, with
how many teeth ? (2) What is the cor-

rect valve and ignition timing?—E.J.C.

(1) The machine should be quite capable

of drawing a sidecar with the gear ratio

now in use, and it would not be advisable

in any case to use a smaller sprocket than

14 teeth. (2) The correct magneto tim-

ing is as follows :—With the ignition

control lever about two-thirds retarded

the contact breaker points should be just

commencing to open when the piston is

on top dead centre. The valve timing

is as follows ;—The inlet valve should be

just opening and the exhaust valve just

closing when the piston is at top dead

centre. The change in tyre s:ze should

not have an appreciable effect on liie

running of the machine.
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OIL LEAKAGES.

(1) Does oil leaking from the

cylinder-crankcase joint a-nd also

from the oil pipe on tlie front

cylinder make any difference to

power? (2) When I half fill my
gear box, the oil is thrown all over

back wheel and my coat. How can this

be remedied?—H.J.S.

(1) Loss of power will not be caused un-
less tlie engine is receiving insufficient

oil. (2) We should advise using a mixture
of half oil and light grease (not heavy) for

the gear box lubrication. This would
probably remedy the " oil-slinging " of

vvliich you complain.

FIRST STAGES WITH A TWO-
STROKE.

II) Is castor oil suitable for

lubricating the 1920 Clyno two-
stroke engine (lubrication is

petroil) ? (2) How long must I

carefully run in the engine ?
' (3)

Can I fix a 25x2iin. tyre on to the
back wheel, as 26 x 2in. is rather on
the small side? (4) If the machine is

in good tune, what speed should I get
under good conditions ? (5) Can I get

spares from the makers ?—W. R. D.
(1) You should use mineral oils for the

petroil lubrication system. (2) If the
engine is new and unused, about 400 to

SCO miles. (3)^ A 26x2iin. tyre will fit

the 25 X 2in. rim, but you should make
quite sure that there is sufficient clear-

ance between the latter and the mud-
guards for the larger size tyi-e. (4)

About 40 m.p.h. (5) Spares are obtainable.

HORSE-POWER RATING.

I notice that the 1922 models
of the single-cylinder Rover,
although apparently with the
same engine as my 1919^ model
(bore and stroke, 85x88 mm.),

are rated as "4 h.p." What, is the
reason for this, and am I entitled to
do the same?—G.B.

No doubt an improvement in power out-
put justifies the makers in now calling
their machine a "4 h.p." model. As a
matter of fact, you will notice that we
have discontinued to classify machines
by arbitrary " horse-power " ratings, as
classification by cubical capacity obviates
any confusion which may arise.

A LUXURIOUS
'^

THREE-WHEELER.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Eeaders' replies to questions piMished

under this Jieading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C'A, when ihey u-ill be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests
for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

" W.R.B." (Northampton). — 211 c.c.

Levis, " Popular " model : suitability for
beginner.

^F.M." (Address Wanted.—Ed.).—799
c.c, A.J.S. two-seater sidecar: side-pull,

alignment, and tyre wear as compared with
single-seater and pillion.

"D.A.J." (Lancaster). -^ Grado pulley
(with or without K.S.) on heavy solo

machine."
" W.T." (Merton).^99 c.c. Dunelt side-

car : long journeys with heavy loads.

"W.H.B." (Dartford).—Union, Orbit, or
T.D.C. twosstroke -engines, single geared.

" D.J.S." "(Ramsgate).—993 c.c. Match-
less sidecar : spring frame, electric light-

ing-
-" T.W.B." (Grove Park).—490 c.c. Nor-

ton and 998 c.c. sports Harley-Davidson

:

suitable carburetter.
" J.P.B." (Sheffield).—1,301 c.c. Hender-

son with heavy sidecar in hilly country

:

ease of obtaining spares.
" E.E.S." (Leicester).—557 c.c. and 770

c.c. B.S.A. for dual-purpose work
"A.B.C." (Middlesbrough).—398 c.c.

A, B.C. : tuning for speed and slow run-
ning.

SPARKLETS.
Scottish Motor Show.

The Scottish Uotov Show will be held
at the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, and not in

Edinburgh, as pre^aously reported.

Protest Upheld.

J. H. Davies (492 Sunbeam) has now
been awarded a gold medal for his per-

formance in the Liverpool IM.C. Reliance
Cup Trial.

Change of Address-

Stanley Parker, the well-known northern
rider, informs us that the business of Par-
ker's, automobile engineers, has now been
transferred to the fine building, Nos. 246-

252, Deansgate, Manchester, pre-
viously occupied by the North
British Rubber Co.

Cheaper Cycle Cars.

Owing to an increasing number of orders
Tamplin Motors, Ltd., have reduced the
price of the Tamplin cycle car to £136 10s.

New Polish.

Dunhill's, Ltd., have marketed a polish

for enamelled, or coachwork surfaces, for

which very excellent results are claimed.

It is bottled at 2s. and 3s. 9d.

Windscreen Prices.

Current revised list prices of the San^l
dum V-shaped windscreens are as follows

:

Standard, £3 10s. ; Popular, £2 10s.

;

Super (opening with door), £3 12s. 6d.

;

combined hood and screen, £4.

Price Reductions.

Solo and sidecar prices of the 496 c.c.

Lea-Francis are now £77 10s. and £99 15s.

respectively.

Considerable reductions in prices are

announced in Brooks' saddles and equip-

ment, as sold by J. B. Brooks & Co., Ltd.,',

Great Charles Street, Birmingham.

Catalogues Received.

Seal Motors, Ltd., 348, Stretford Road,
Manchester.—Catalogue of the Seal i

Sociable, the price of which is now £145.
Dunhill's, Ltd., 359-361, Euston Road,

London, N.W.I.—A complete review of

Dunhil! triangular frame sidecar chassis

and bodies.

The Skefko Ball Bearing Co., Ltd.,
Luton, Beds.—Descriptive catalogue of

ball bearing's chiefly of interest to the
manufa-cturer..

Dunford & Elliott (Sheffield), Ltd., Bath
Street, Birmingham.—A folder giving de-
tails of all the various model Dunelt motor
cycles, with full particulars and prices.

Norton Motors, Ltd., Bracebridge
Sti-eet,- Birmingham.—Illustrated booklet
telling the prospective purchaser all he
wants to know concerning the popular
Norton models.
The Whitley Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Charterhouse Mills, London Road, Coven-'
try.—List of sidecars, chain adjuster for -

use with Sturmey-Archer gear boxes, a
foot control for clutches on Sturmey-
Archer gear boxes, and spare plug
carriers.

Filled with a 1,098 c.c. water-cooled M.A.G. engine, the New Hudson three-wheeler is one of

the most highly developed machines of its type. In specification it is a complete small car

on three wheels. The drive is by shaft to a three-speed and reverse gear box, the final

reduct.on being by chain.

OIL-COOLED FLAT-TWIN FOR CYCLE
CARS.

Bradshaw oi!-cooled flat-twin engme for light-

weight runabouts. In the 750 c.c. class, it has

side valves entirely enclosed in the crankcase

extensions, and it is available with a four-

speed and reverse unit gear box.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable__

—

jc-r-
—

to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed _3i^-^—
Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

: transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary. - .

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NOiVlBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box ooo, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c,'o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers -ii-ho reply io Box No.
advert iseiuenls are warned against sending remittance through

. the post except in registered envelopes ) in all such cases the

i:se of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope
should be cleurlymarked " Deposit Department."

In the case 0! motor cycles offered for sale under a box
number, as it is unusual for t&ese to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

U«r^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themseh'es of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three daj's, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of i/- is charged ; on
transactions over f^io and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ; over
£50 and under £75, 3/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6;
and on all transactions over £100, -^%. All deposit
"matteis are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.G. 4, and cheques and money orders should be
made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

Guineas; easy terms, exchanges.—A.B.C. 1921
co0.ch_b_ui]t combination, everytliing fitted.59

Wandsworth Motor Exchang
(Town StationJ,

The

Sign of

Good

Service

Ebner St., Wandsworth
[4819.

WHEN DO YOU WANT
THAT NEW MACHINE?
IF IMMEDIATELY :

Make your choice from Godfrey's
unique stock of 1923 models: The
machine, registration, licence,

insurance—everything, in fact

—

ready within an hour or so.

IF NEXT MONTH, THE MONTH
AFTER, OR LATER STILL :

Place your order with Godfrey's
now, and b}' the date appointed
yoiir new model, solo or combina-
tion, will be waiting for you. You
will not be expected to pay until

you take delivery.

Sterling values and low, stabilised prices
mean an enormous demand. That is why
we advise our friends to ORDER NOW.

Secure these 19:^3 models_\vhilst available.

B.$.A. MODELS.
B-S.-A.., 4j--h.p. chain-cum-belt . .

""

.. £72
-B.S..'\., 4;^ h.p. chain dri\-e .. .. £75
B.S.-A., 6 h.p. twin-cylinder . . ... £85
B.S.-A., S h.p. twin-cylinder .

.

. . £90

INDIAN MODELS.
.1 h.p. INDIAN Scout £96 10
4 h.p. INDIAN Scout combination . . £118 10
7 h.p. INDIAN Standard, spring frame

and fully equipped comliination. . £149

5 h.p. INDIAN Chief, fully equipped
combination . . . . . . £158

LEVIS IKODELS.
Popular iModel, 211 c.c, single geared. . £35
Model " S." 211 c.c., 2-speed, clutch and

liick-starter . . . . . . . . £48
JModel " T." sir c.c., 2-speed, clutch and

kick-starter . . .

.

.

.

. . £49
NEW IMPERIAL.

2j h.p. .Model 3 Solo £65
2^- h.p. Model 4.A. Combination. . .. £85

RALEiGH MODELS.
1} h.p., 2-speed, belt drive . . . . £55
2^ h.p., 3-speed, chain drive .. .. £60

DOUGLAS.
2j h.p., fully equipped . . . . £50

E.XCELSIOR.
j-i h.p., 2-speed £28 10

LIGHT CARS.
ROVER, S h.p., Standard .. ., £180

COVENTRY-PREIVIIER, 10 h.p., 2- or
4-scater . . . . . . 230 gns.

Godfrey^s will post you any catalogue you may
require and par^culais oi their deferred payment
system, which provides Sor your present mount

being taken in part exchange.

Just a post card with your name and address, and
our full list of new and guaranteed second-hand
machines mil reach you by return of post.

ODFREY'S
Limited,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,
LONDON, W,l.

Plione : Lanah.ira 13,(10 (?. lines!.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Christmas Holidays,

the issue of "The Motor Cycle"
for December 28th must be closed

for press earlier than usual.

Insertion of Miscellaneous Adver-
tisements In that issue can only be
guaranteed if in our hands by FIRST

POST, Wednesday, December 20th.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A.B.C., nei^', Luc^s- lamps, horn, taxed, nianv sparer:
fSO.-Oheauers Cafe, Trine. [4294

£46.-^1920 3h.p. T.T. A.B.C., fully equipped, splen-
did condition: after 6.-88, Fitzjohn's Av., Hamp-

stead, N.W. (D) (4510

1 Q21 A.B.C., lamps, speedometer, recently OTer-
-'-«' Iwuled by makers; £45.-37, Arlington Bd., Sur-
biton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. 14565

1 Q21 3h,p. A.B.C. and Canoelet sporting sidecar,^^ electric lighting, Kla.xon, good condition;
£57.—Dennis, 5, Bo.\ Hidge, Purley. [4424

A.B.C. 1922 Standard Combination, 1,500 miles,
I'aluier cords, 2 unpunctured, dynamo lighting, new

accumulator, electric .Tud bulb horns, Cowey trip, watch,
spring puttees, accessories, tools, spares, trial London

:

£100.—Box 5027, c/c The Motor Cycle. [4254

^pare Parts:

A .B.C.—All spares !rom stock.—JMaudes', 100, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. [4837

A .B.C. Spares, repairs, special fittings. See adver-
-L^ tisement index.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Wimble-
don. [0954

Abingdon,
A BINGDON 3i,ih.p. Combination, coachbuilt, 2-speed,
-i^ perfect; £20.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [4845

Ace.

ACE 1921 Combination, dickey seat, screen, lamps,
excellent condition and appearance; £75: or e.v-

change for lower power and cash.—Box 5063, c/o TJie
Motor Cycle. (Herts.) [4717

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the British Concession-
naires for this wonderful Ace machine, invite in-

spection of the latest models; ^125 with full electric
equipment.—157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [4883

Acme.
ACME Combination 1920.' 8h.p. J.A.P.. Sturmey

gear box, dynamo lighting, interchangeable
wheels, hood, screen; £65 or exchange.—3, Stamford
Brook Ed., Hammersmith. [4666

A.J.S.

NEW 1922 Bl A..J.S., shop-soiled; accept £65.—
391, King St. Hammersmith. [4710

BEAND New 1922 2'Ja.^, A.J.S. Touring IMcdel

;

£73.—Cross, Agent, Eotherbam. [4363

23 A.J.S. models for immediate delivery.

—

Premier IViotor Co., Birmingham. [4689

A.J..S. 1923 Sports, latest, o.h.v. ; quickest deliveries.
—Clifford jUotories, Eastwood, Notts. [4098

OEDEE Earlv your 1923 model A.J.S. from Mer-
rick's Stores, I^isterhiUs Ed., Bradford. [8564

A.J.S., 2^;4h.p., 1923 models, for immediate delivery.—
Hatcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[09 74

F.O.C.H. invite inspection ; A.J.S. and other makes

:

bargains.— 5. Heath St., Hampstead [near Tube).
[1375

A.J.S. 1923 2%h.p. Touring and Sports Models; i£77;
delivery from stock.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.,

Chester. [4650

1 Q20 Sh.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, hood.
-fi-^ speedometer, etc., complete; £94.—Cross, Agent,
Kotherham. [4367

A.J.S. Combination, 1922, spare wheel, speedometer,
perfect condition; £125.—Gray, 6, St. Nicholas

Mansions, S.W.17. - [4752

SOUTHPOET.—Immediate delivery 1923 models.
A.J.S.: o.h.v. shortlv: exchanges.—Kents, 4iV,

Lord St., Southport. [4909

A.J.S. 2^ih.p. Stripped Sports, 1922, engine No.
2265, plated tank, all on; , £58.—Brockbank's.

63, Lord St., Southixjrt. [4765

NOETH London for A.J.S., all models from *77.—
Your promptest agents are Jones' Garage.

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0803

19

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, ivlien desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S

"I CJ22 25ih.p, A.J.S. Bl, equipped, mileage 500,
-Ltf indistinguishable from new; 65 guineas.—
Cbadwick, 37, Marine Parade, Briglit6n. [4459

A.J.S. 1920 eli.p. Combination, Easting, D.A.
lighting, spare wheel, full enuipment, good con-

dition; £80.-16, Uplands Pk. Ed., Enfield. [4318

1 Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, dynamo lighting.
-*-t' electric horn, bood, (^pare wheel, and guar.-inteed
r«rl>ct; £80.—Kays, 8-10, Bond St., Ealing. [4553

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery; 2^,4h.p. touring, £77;
254h.p. Sports. .£77; 71l.p. Combination iei52/10.

—Will Chapman's Garage, Belgrave Rd., Leicester.
[2816

A.J.S. and Sidecar 1913, 3-specd, 5-6h.p., K.S. and
clutch, lamp, horn, and generator, hood and

screen; £40.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lime, Fleet St.,

London, E.C.4. [4395

£43.—5h.p. A.J.S. Combination (C.B.), perfect con-
dition, hood, screen, pillion, lamps, Binks, nearly

new tyres. -Seen at Coventry Supply Garage Holv-
head Rd.. Coventry. - [4738

irith

spare wheel; £42/10.
-Elce, Ltd.. 13, 15, 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

A.J.S. Combination, 1915, 5-€h.p., complete wi
lamps, hood, windscreen, spare wheel ; £42 /

1

wheel, screen, speedometer, lamp, Tan-Sad, et-c.;

£100.—S. ajid D. Motors, King's College Rd., Swiss
Cottage. 'Phone ; Ilampstead 6782. [4849

A.J.S. Combination, 1919, usual accessories, 80-ajn-
perehour chloride accumulator, mechanical pump,

genuine; best offer; or exchange new or later mcKlel,
cash adjustment.—Taylor, 75, Rouiidwood Rd., Willes-
den. [4680

LATE 1920 A.J.S. Combination with special engine,
Lucas Magdynamo lighting set, hood, screen,

tyres unpunctured, perfect and in first-class condition;
£100.—Letters lor appointment to 30, Golders Gar-
dens, N.W.ll. [4414

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, with Lupas battery
lighting, spare wheels, speedometer, screen, etc.,

perfect condition throughout; £105. Full particulars
of this and 50 other machines free on request; ex-
changes.—Newmham Motor Co., 223 and 245, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'PJione: Hammersmith 1525. [4794

A.J.S.—New 1923 models in stock for immediate de-
livery. 7h.p. combination, Magdyno lighting,

etc., £152/10; 2^41i-P- 3-speed, all-chain drive, £77;
deliveries of the 70 mile i>er hour 2'^h.p. o.h.v. model,
price £87, commence shortly.-Avoid disappointment
by placing your order with P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmmgham. [4359

Spare Parts

;

[4806
AJ.8. Spares.—Immediate deliyery.— Kaya, 8, Boini

St., Ealing.

Alldays.

£29.-1921 2Vih.p. Allon, 2-speed. clutch, and kick*
staiter, fully equipped; evenings.— 42, Castelnan

Mansions, Castelnau, Barnes. [4947

ALLON 1921 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start,
equipped, taxed; £33.—Blackmore, 769, Rom-

ford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12, [3267
5-6h.p. Alldays Allon, twin 2-stroke, Sturmey-Archer

3-speed, C, K.S., overhauled by makers, perfect;
bargain, £35.—Elliott, 1, Park Av., Southport. [4461

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
lamps, overhauled, recent model, exceptional

condition; £35.—MaTlborough (Motor House), 20,
Finchley Rd„ N.W.8. [6561

American X
ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1921 American X Com-

bination, complete with all accessories; £72 —
157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [4880

Ariel,

45.—4h.p. Arjel, 3jpeeds, cluteh, K.S., very fast.

[4571^ equipped.—King, Egrove, Oxford,

NORTH London.—Ariel Riding Agents, all models
from £57/10.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Mus-

well Hill, N.IO. [0804

SOUTHPORT.— 1921 3V2h.p. Ariel, lamps, horn, tax
paid, nice condition; 49 guineas; exchanges.

—

Kents, 417. Lord St., Southport. [4914
fj( O Guineas; easy terms.—Ariel Si-oh.p., 3-speed gear
/WO box , beauty.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [4818

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual payme;.; ;.

Sjinre.i supplied from stock.-West Central Agency,
Wiucycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0704

"I
Q20 3V-.'b-P- Ariel, standard model, 3-speed, clutch,

J-*y K.S., fully equipped, fast, and quiet, equal to
new; £45.—Jones Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill.
N.IO. [4902

ARIEL Combination, 3-speed, kick-starter, electric
lighting, Cameo windscreen, pillion, excellent con-

dition ; £40, or exchange lightweight.—Thomas, 24,
Townley Rd., East Dulwich. [4212

1 Q 20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, fully eqiiipped,
-J- *y speedometer. Easting windscreen, excellent con-
dition ; 65 guineas; exchanges or deferred.-Edwlirds, 50,
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [1856

Order Your
1923 Model
NOW.

OUR AGENCffiS INCLUDE:

MOTOR CYCLES.

A.J.S.

B.S.A.
CALTHORPE
DOUGLAS
LEVIS
NEW IMPERIAL

O.K.
ROYAL ENFIELD
RALEIGH
RUDGE
SUNBEAM
TRIUMPH

LIGHT CARS.

CROUCH
MORRIS COWLEY
MARSEAL

MORGAN
ROVER

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

£32 10

£37 10

£85
£20
£15
£85

1921 CONNAUGHT 2 - spd.,

dutch and k/str.

1922 ENFIELD lightweight,

2-spd., k/str

1920 AMERICAN EXCEL-
SIOR, 7/9 h.p

1914 BRADBURY & Sidecar
1915 WOLF single-speed ...

1921 TRIUMPH & Sidecar...

1920 TRIUMPH & Sidecar...

1920 RUDGE 7/9 h.p. & Side-

car
1914 DOUGLAS
1922 A.J. S. Comb., fully

equipped
1922 QUADRANT Comb. ...

1922 NEW HUDSON Comb.
1919 ENFIELD Comb.
1916 ENFIELD Comb.
1915 CALTHORPE
1922 RUDGE fully equipped £52 10

1921 RUDGE fully equippeS £42 10

1922 NEW COMET all access.,

2-spd., k/str £34 10

1921 O.K. 2-spd. clutch ... £37 10

1922 O.K. single speed, with

clutch
1922 McKENZIE

£68 10

£79 10

£20

£145
£75
£95
£88
£65
£22

£32 10

£17 10

Secondhand machines taken in part payment.

Deferred payments arranged.

WALTHAMSTOW, London, N.E.
151, High Street.

Car Hire Dept. 'Phone : W'stow 41S & 13.

WOOD GREEN, London, N.
50, High Road.

EUSTON ROAD, London, N.W.
(Opp. Gt. Portland St. Stn.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

SPORTS Ariel, 3V2I1.P., 1922, new engine, electric,
Cowey liorn; any trial; perlect, ride 50 miles

to "enuine bu.ver; £58 for immediate sale.—P. Cham-
berlain, 25. Wellington Bd., Edgbaston. [4695

Bat..

8h.p. Bat Combination 1920, electric. Bonniksen,
overhauled, Showell pump, any trial; £80.—Huphe-s.

Esplanade, Rochester. [4991

BAT Combination, dynamo lighting, complete with all

acce?(=ories ; £55.—Houghton Bros., Woodcote
P.irade, Wallington, Surrey. [4302

Q Guineas ; easy terms, exchanges.—Bat-Jap coach-^ •^ ' built combination, 8h.p. twin, 3-speed gear
bos, kick, lamps.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange;
Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [4820

BAT 5-6h.p. J.A.P. Combination, 1917 engine, 2-

speed gear, clutch rear wiaeel. Best and Lloyd's
drip feed, Amac carburetter, lamps, horn, taxed, and
in good running order; £35.—Harvey and Lane, Sax-
mundham, Suffolk. [4897

Beai'dmore.

BEABDMORE SJ^.p., 1921, splendid condition,
spring frame, allK:hain drive. 2 speeds, Cowey

horn and speedometer. Lucas lamps, wants seeing;
absolute bargain, £35.-308, King's Bd., Chelsea.
8.W. [4333

1 Q20 Beardmore-Precision 3V2h.p., 2-speed, clutch
J-iJ and kick-start, spring frame, S.P. jet, Xtra
air, B.T.H. electric lighting set, etc., licensed, perfect
throughout: 42 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Ed-
wards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [4019 ,

Spare Parts:

BEAEDMOEE-PRECISION Spares. Immediate de.:|

livery.—Kays, 8-10, Bond St., Baling. [21763

Blackbui'ne.

1 Q 20 4h.p. Blackburue, 3-sp6ed, Sturmey, fullj^l
-^^ equipped, licensed; £42.-99, Cannon Hill Lane^J
Merton, S.W. [456J^
BLACKBUBNE 1920 4h.p. Combination, accessoria^

windscreen, beautiful condition; bargain, £504
.A-llerv and Bernard, 30, Thornsett Ed., Earlsfleld. Lo3
don, S.W. [488|

Spare Parts

:

BLACKBURNE Engine Spares: list on application/^
—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l, [4838;j

Bradbury.
£10.—SV^h.p. Bradbury, m.o.v., Bosch, single speed, :

good climber.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [4572*^

BEADBUEY 4h.p., jST.S.U. gear, in perfect running
order; £15.—H. Wenfleld, Han Castle, Saunders-

'

foot, S. Wales. [4263 i

BEADBUEY 1922 2''ih.v., 2 speeds, K.S., clutch,
lamp and generator, horn, Tan-Sad,

scratched: £42/10.

1 Q22 2'!ih.p., 2 speeds, K.S., clutch, tax paid;
-i~*J £57/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

London, E.C.4. [4396J
£39/10.—4h. p. Bradbury Combination, new coacll-?

built sidecar, rear seat, dress guard.—Harwood, lOO.*^

Avenue Ed., Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. [4278

1 Q21 Bradbury Combination, 6h.p., A.J.S. engine.
J-iy Grindlay sidecar, every possible accessory; £55;
exchanges.—24, Balliol Ed., North Kensingtcol. [4504

1 Q22 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
-Lt7 licensed year, fully equipped, indistinguishable
from new; £65; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [2285

"I Q20 4h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
-Lt/ all-chain, lamps, horn, B. and B. needle ]'et,

Thomson-Bfnnett, good condition; £42, or exchange
lightweight and cash; seen after 6 p.m.—76, St.

Micliaers Ed., Aldersliot. [4445

BEADBUEY, late 1920, 4h.p.. 3-speed, clutch,
kick-starter, all-chain, handsome sidecar, lamps,

horn, apron, Tan-Sad, etc.; cost, without sidecar.

£141/4/3; our price, with sidecar, £45.—Delance.v

St Garage. Camden loym, N.W.I. [4446

new, un-:

Brough Superior.

ONDON.

T3R0UGH SUPEEIOE Service and Sales Depot.

rpHE AUen-Benaeti Motor Co., Ltd.

QOLE Agents for London and thirty miles radius.

THE Sporting Eider's Ideal. Immediate delivery ..

Mark 2 6.5h.p. solo, £125; Mark 2 combin
tion, £150; Mark 1 solo, £150; Mark 1 combinatiofl

£180 S.S. 80 supplied, with Brooklands certificafi

of 80 m.p.h., £165. delivered ten days. Demonetratiffl

models in stock, catalogues post free on reQuest. E'
tended payments and exchanges.— 9, 10, 11, . Eojl
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: 2450-1. 'Grama
Track Crovdnn. [07^

BSOUGH SUPEEIOE, o.h.v., as new, Bonniksei

Lucas lamps; £110; exchange lightweight ana

cash.—Day, Broomfleld, Chelmsford. [437|

BiS All letters relating to advertisements should guote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when detired, marked tP).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

t Q16 2^h.p. Douglas, thoroughly overhauled and
JLtr in perfect condition, new cover, driving chain,

lamps, discs, taxed; bargain, £31.—Harvey aild Lane,
Sa:;mundham, Suffolk. [4898

1Q19 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., fully equipped,
J-iJ lamps, horn, tools, etc., in perfect order, guar-
anteed; £65.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Phone : Dalston 2408. [4825

1QI5 Donglas' 2';ih.p,, tank Douglas colours, P. and
J-t/H. head lamp, Lucas horn. Dunlops practically
new, new pistons, just overhauled; first cheque £25,

—

—Walbro, Ely, Cambs. [4762

1Q21 Douglas Combination, 4h.
p.

' (detachable cylin-
X«7 der heads}, speedometer, lamps, mechanical
horn, etc., exceedingly smart; 55 guineas.—Fersfield.
Westbury Rd., Kew Maiden. [4587

"IQIS Douglas Combination, 4h.p., fully equipped.
-L*^ Easting screen, Tan-Sad, lamps, etc., splendid
condition, guaranteed ; £55.—Homac's, 243, I>o\ver

Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [4824

DOUGLAS 1917 2S4h.p., 2 speeds, fast, powerful,
good tyres, guaranteed perfect, luggage carrier,

tools, lamps; trial any time; tax paid; bargain, £.26.—
Owner, 45, Charles St., Exmouth St., Stepney. 14525

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, believed 1921, engine
No. 10251, frame No. 11197, fitted with speedo-

meter and many special extras, very little used, paint

and &namcl as new, a magnificent turnout, licensed

and insured; £72/10, or near offer.-Weybridge Auto-
mobiles, Ltd., Weybridge. 'Phone: 236. [4807

DOUGLAS 1920-21 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-

start, standard specification, specially fitted la^test

Binks 3-jet carburette'r, all accessories, including Lucas
.King's Own lamp set, Cowey speedometer, horn, all

tools, etc. ; the machine is in practically new condi-
tion, mileage 3,000 only, ^yres and belt as new, guar-
anteed perfect mechanically and appearance; -will- ac-

cept £45 for quick sale.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd.,
Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [4673

Spare Parts:

D,OUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

oond St., li;aLins. [4305

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas spares requirements.—157&, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [5930

FRANK WH-ITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Complete stock genuine guaranteed

Douglas parts, immediate dispatch; lowest cash prices.

[5084
DOUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of new genuine

Douglas spares at lowest cash prices. See our
advertisement under Parts and Accessories.- The Ed-
wards Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick,
\V.4. [0927

Danelt.
DUNELT.—£89/10 secures one of these famous coni-

l)inatiou.s. Write for catalogue. Ca^h, exchanges,
easy payments.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [4361

Economic.
ECONOMIC, as new, biack and gold; snip, £13--

Day, Friars Place, Chelmsford. [4377

ECONOMIC 1922, as new, mileage 50, dynamo and
acetylene lighting, taxed; £23 or near.— 60, Biaring

Rd., Lee, SiE. 12. [4080

cost £36:
Fielden, Naval

[4442

1 Q22 2h.p. Twin "Economic, new July
-1-t/ accept £18; bought car,

Transport Depot, Pitsea, Essex.

ECONOMIC Motor Cycles, £34: immediate delivery
2i-/oh.p. opposed twin, variable gear, clutch,

dynamo lighting; trial runs given.—London agents:
Denman Afotor Agency, 4. Denman Place, Piccadilly
Circus. Tel.: Regent 986. [0893

Edmund.
EDimND 1921 2-;:ih.p., J.A.P., 2 speeds, clutch,

equipped, new condition ; £45.-63, Solon Rd..
Brixton.

,
[4513

EDMUND (Levis engine), spring frame, 2-speed,
clutch, tax paid; £38.—A. W. Platts, 602, King's

Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [4457

EDjMUND-BLACKBURNE 2%h.p., spring frame,
1922 special siiorts model, 3-speed, all-chain,

plated tai^k, mileage about 700 ; price with Canoelet
sporting sidecar, £65.—Marston, 31, Bridge St..

Chester. [4653
"I 022 Spring Frame Edmund Combination. Black-
Xt7 burne engine, Burman 3-speed, clntcTa. kick-

-starter, lamps, speedometer, horn, etc., brand new:
£25 sidecar, wonderful condition; gift at £75; would
Eeparate if necessary.—The IMotor House, Ltd., 20,
Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [3401

Enfield
"I Q21 Eiif:eid Lightweight; 26 guineas.-67, Fernlea
*-^ Rd., Balham.. Exchanges. [4955
"I Q23 Enfiekls in stock: immediate delivery.—
J-V Premier IVfotor Co., Birmingham. [4690

iwa;
Harlesden, N.W.IO.

[443
>RACTICALLY new D.mamo Enfield Combination,

every accessary; £95; exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd.,
>rLh Kensington. £4507

pOYAL ENFIELD 3h.p., lamps, horn, ride away;
JCV £6/10.-11. Shelley Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO.

[4432

r ,p TO SUIT ALL POCKETS.
^-^-^ 1923 MODELS.

-/^^ Oov.-Premier, lo h.p,,

4-cvl.. 2 or 4-seater ;
.'. '. 230 gns.

Galthbrpe, lo h.p., 4-cyl.,

2-5eater 285 gns.
Deemstsr, 10 h.p., 4-cyI,,

2-seater £280
Lagonda, ir.g h.p., 4-cyl.,

2-seater £275 C
Singer, roh.p., 2 or 4-seater 280 gns.
Stoneleigh. 8-0 h.p., 3-sr. . £185 C

Morgan, S h.p. Popular £128
Morgan de Luxe £148
B.P.ft., 2i h.p., 3-speed £57 10
B.S.ft., 4.t h.p., 3-speed £72 10
Levis, 2^ h.p., single gear, 2-speed £43
Enfield, 8 h.p., comb £120
Enfield, 2i h.p., 2-5P £50
Martinsyde, 6 h.p. combmatiou . £130
New Imperial, 25 h.p., 3-5peed. . £65
New Imperial, 8 h.p., <5-sp. comb. £125
Scott, 3* h.p. Squirrel £89
Triumph, 4 h.p., dyno. lighting £84 10
Triumph, 2} h.p., dj'no. lighting £52 1C
O.K. Blackbiirne, z-speed f 55
Douglas, 2-; ti.p., 2-5peed £50
Douglas, 4 h.p,, 3-speed comb. . . £110
Sunbeam, 3! h.p., 3-speed .... £105
Cash, Exchange or deferred payments.

hECONDHA^D BARGAINS.
Overhauled and ready to drive away.

SOLOS.
Buchet, 3J h.p., C.A.V. mag £17 10
Harley, igiS, 7-9 h.p., 3-sp., all-ch £67 10
Indian, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., all-chain. £35
Moto Reve, Twin, wants attention £9 10
Norton, 1922, Big Four, new. . . . £80
Premier, 3! h.p., s-spced £25
Rudge-Muiti, 1921, 3^ h.p., like

new, nominal mileage £52 10
Triumph, 1913, 3* h.p., cl. model £29 10
Triumph, 1922, S.D., new £84
Triumph, 1922, 2I h.p., new. . .

.

£40
Veloce, 1920. 3t h.p., 3-speed .

.

£52 10
Villiers, 2* h.p." 2-sp., c/sha(t sr. £29 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
Ace, 1921, 4-cyl. comb., tax paid £97 10
Campion-Jap, 5-Gh.p.,3-sp. comb. £59 10
Harley, 1919, elec. comb., ex. gd. £92 10
Indian, 7-9, 1921, elec. comb. .

.

£98 10
Rudge-Multi, 1920, 5-6 h.p. comb. £69 10
Scott, 3 J h.p., 2-sp. comb., tax pd. £45
Scott, 1920 comb'., scrn., etc £75
Triumph, 3V h.p. 2-sp. comb. .. £39 10

RUNABOUTS.
H. E.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-sr.,dyn. £97 10
Lagonda, 1922, brand new Coupe 299 gns.

Richardson, 1920, 2-sr., dickey St. £85
L.S.D., 1922, 3 wheeler £105
Morgan, 1921, G.P., 4-speed £125

IRAVEL DE-LUXE.
£10 deposit and 25/- weekly buys
Indian, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, tax paid £35
Matehless,Sb.p.comb.,beltdrive £45

New Hudson, 6 h.p., isp.
comb £49 10

P. & M., 3.V h.p., and s/oar £45
Rex, 5-b h'p., 2-sp. and sc. £29 10

Rex, 1913, 6 h.p., coach cb. £42 10
Rudge-Multi, 1920. 5-6 h.p.

comb., small mileage .. £69 10

Rudge-Multi, 1920, 7-9 h.p.

comb., electric lighting £75

Scott, 3.^ h.p., 2-5p. comb., £45

Scott, 1020 comb., screen, £75
Triumph, 1920, and = car £69 10

HafifaxMotorlcdianife,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnQeld.

1Q19 Eoyal Enftcld 3h.r. twin, a-speed, clutch, K.S
J-tf raeeliaaienl lubiiciition, ijeriect

lord ltd,, Swindou.
£40.—39, Asli-

r!l264

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, not W.D., perfect
condition; £48.-11. B. Clark and Co:, 7, Ex-

hibition Rd., S.W.7. [3344

ROYAL ENFIELD 1923 models now in stock. 8h.p.
Combination. £120; 2%h.p. 2-stroke, £50.—G. E.

Dominy, Winchester. [4745

ENFIELDS.—Delivery trom stock ol all 1923 modeh
from the Enfield agents, The Layton Garages,

30, Holywell St., Oxford.. (4773

"IQ17 3h.p. Enfleld, 2 speed's, kick-start, fully
X*/ equipped, new tyres, first-class order; £35.

—

193. King St., Hammersmith. [4465

NORTH London lor Enfield.-All models, from
£50-—Your promptest agents are Jones' Garage.

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0809

CEOYDON and District.-Sole official appointed
agent for Eoval Entields.—A. F. Pulling, 175.\.

London Ed., Croydon. 'I'lione; 1619. [5600

1Q21 Enfield Comtijnation, dynamo lighting, hood.
JLi/ screen, condition perfei-t; £90.—Houghton Bros.,

Woodeote Parade, Wallington, Surrey. [4305

19^

ENFIELD 21411. p. 1922 .Sports. 2-€troke. T.T. bars,

all on, new condition; £40.—Wauehoiie's, 9, Stioe

Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C.4. Central 5168. [4401

ROYAL ENFIELD 2-stroke 1921, kick-start, 2 tool-

bags, little used, perfect condition; £S7/10.—
Kettridge, 49, Blenheim Park Rd , South Croydon

[4095
ENFIELD 2%h.p., 2-speed, lady's, drop frame, over-

hauled, enamelled and nickelled, new tyres.;

£25, or nearest— 13, Charles St., Barnes, S.W.13.
[4558

ENFIELD 1920 8b. p. Combination, lamps, horn,
minor, etc., mileage 400, splendid condition, very

little used; £100.—Brieiley, Glanhavan, Llanfaiiiechan.
[4275

22 Royal Enfield Combinatlcn: cost £180 in

summer; insui'etl, trial run. expert examination
invited; accept £120.—Masliford, 7, Park Rd., Kings,
ton Hill. [4357

i>0 Guineas.-Enfield 2-stroke, 2-spe3d, clutch, late
f^ f^ model, speedometer, thoroughly sound and re-

liable,—A. V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's
Corner, Barnes. [4602

2Q 17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, lamps. Klaxon,
-O* hood, windscreen, thoroughly overhauled and

guaranteed; willing ride any reasonable distance; price

£75.—AUord, Loxbeare, Tiverton. [4741

CHEAPEST Advertised; 70 guineas.—1921 Enfield-
Vickers Combination, 8h.p., Lucas horn, lamps,

luggage grid, mat, apron, pump, tools-, tax paid; trial.

—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [4804

AT Edwards.—1920 Bh.p. Enfield Combination,
lamps, horn, pillion seat .and speedometer, tax

paid, superb condition ; 70 guineas ; exchanges or
deferred.-101, Great Portland St., W.l. [4868

1 ft 21 Enfleld Combination, 8h.p., Lucas dynamo,
Xt/ liood, screen, speedometer, etc., absolutely un-
scratched, tax paid, perfect ; exchanges ; £ 100.—
Homac's, 243, Lower Claptori, Rd., N.E. 'Pbone : Dal-
ston 2408. [4826

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for an Enfield, any model; cash, deferred,

or exchanges.—Barker.'s Motors, 194, Balham High Rd..
S,W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams: PushfuUy
Bal. London. ^ [4927

5fy Guineas; excbange.—1918-19 Enfield Combina-
• tion, 8h.p., Colonial model, electric lighting.

Easting, legshields, luggage -grid, nice condition, any
sxamination.—Seabridge. 35, Hansler Rd., East
Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [4002

ENFIELD Combination (1921), 8h.p., Magdyno,
absolutely as new, engine and magneto over-

hauled by makers this week, enclosed hood, new
Dunlop cord cover, 2 new tubes; £105; owner buying
new Morgan.—Scholes, Campden, Glos. [4557

ENFIELD.—Immediate delivery of all 1923 models.
8h.p. combination, ^120 ; 2i4h.p. 2-speed, kick-

start, all-chain drive, £50.—Write or call for catalogue,

and ensure satisfaction by placing your order with P.
J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [4360

Spare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.— Kays. S,

Bond St.. Enling. [4801

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.—
Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone

:

1619. [5601
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR 1923 ly^h.p., 2-speed; £28/10; in

Ftock.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd..
S.W.7. [4876

NEW 1923 Excelsior Lightweights, 2 speeds, wonder-
ful iiower; £28/10, carriage paid.-Keen, Leo-

minster. [3452

ALE or exchange for Ford landaulet, Excelsior
combination, J.A.P. Sh.p., Maedyno lighting, 4

detachable wheels, luxuriously equipped; £93.—W.
Sparks, 19, Longford Crescent, St. Thomas, Swansea.

[4286

S^^

All letfr'; relating to advertisements stiould quote tile number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

Guinea.?: caiy 1*?.-ra5.—F.N.. 4'-j-5h.p.. 4 cyl?..

shaft di'iv'i?, good tyre?, inus well.

Guineas: easy terms.—F.N". 5-6li.p., 4 cyls., shalt
drive, dropped frame, special.—Below.

^Q Guineas; easy terms.— F.N. 5-6h.p.. 4 cyls.. 2
i-V %/ speeds, clutch, kick.—Wandsworth Afotor Ex-
iliange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

[4821
MOTOR Cycle, 4-cyl. F.N. ; £10.-H. R. Hall, cio

Green Miin Hotel, Whetstone, London. [4524

F'.N. 1923 8h.p., 4-eyliDder shaft-drive Coiiibiuiition.

single-seater, £135; two-seater, £140. London and
district agents.—BarLletfs, 93, Great Portland St., W.

[4967
^^Ii.p. F.N, Combination, fully equipped, mechanical
' valves, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter, excellent

condition; cheap, £45.-32, Boston Pai'k "Rd.,
Brentford. [4422

Spare Parts:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

iord's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.
[1353

Harley-'Davidson.
£42.-1918 Special Speed Model Solo Harley, splen-

did, fast "bus; after 6.-88, Fitzjohn's At., Hamp-
stea4, N.W. (D) [4511

£68.—Hnrley-Davidson Combination 1918, electric
lighting, liosch magneto, perfect older.—W.

Bennett, 19, Ferrand St., London, S.E.I. [4292

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 2-seater sidecar,
all on, recently overhauled, re-enamelled, plated;

£95, near offer.-17, Sydney Rd., Raynes Park,
[4478

HARLET-DAVIDSON 1921 4h.p., flat twin, per-
fect: 52 ji'nineas ; exchanges, photograph.—Peter

Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.-
r3925

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, Bosch
magneto, Amac. gas lamps, Lucas horn, disc

wheels, Cameo windscreen; bargain, £45.—Walbro,
Ely, Cambs. [4763

QQ Guineas; easy terms, exchanges.—Harley-David-O U son coachbuilt combination, 7h.p. twin,—
Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
(Town Station). [4822

/\ "I Guineas; exchange.—1915 Harley, 3 speeds, clutch,
^•M- K.S., roomy coachbuilt sidecar, lully equipped, nice
condition, any examination.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler
Rd., E. Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [4000

"I O20 Harley Combination, 4h.p., all lamps, horn,
-M-*J Speedometer, etc., absolutely as new, guaran-
teed; £70; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. Phone : Dalston 2408. [4827

YOITR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for a Harley-Davidson, any model; cash,

deferred or esthanges. Barker's Motors, 194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams :

Pushiully Bal. London. [4925

LATE 1920 Harley-Dayidson, 7-9h.p., Montgomery
sidecar, luxuriously upholstered, overhauled last

month, and in splendid condition. Easting windscreen,
Tan-Sad, new heavy Dunlop tyre and tube, new chain,
lamps, spares, etc.; any trial given; owner buying a
car; best offer about £100 will secure.—Write for

further particulars, Griffith, c/o Midland Bank, Ltd.,
Llanrhaiadr, Mont., near Oswestry. [4482

Sjjfire Parts:

HARLET Spares.—Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8.

Bond St., Eahng. [4804

HARLEY-IIAVIDSON second-hand W.D. spares, all
genuine; competitive prices; practically any parts.

-Claudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4839

WARNING.—A large number of epurioua Harley-
Davidson parts are now being sold. These ai

greatly inferior to our standard auality, and have
given serious trouble and dissatisfaction. All genuine
Harley-Davidson parts', e.g., valves, pistons, piiiton
rings, hardened shafts, springs, etc., are supplied in
sealed packages only, and riders should lefnae all

others. If unable to obtain locally, write us direct.—
Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St..

London, W.l. [094^3

Henderson.
ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd..—1920 Henderson Com-

bination, all accessories; £78. 1915 combination,
h^xurious sidecar, speedometer, accessories, £48.—157b,
Great Portland St., W.l. [4878

jy Q Guineas; Easy Terms, Exchanges.-1920 Hender-
• *^ son magnificent Coachbuilt Combination lOh.p.,

4-cyI., dynamo lighting, 3 speed-s, di.sc wheels, 2 screens!
—Wand?wnitii Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth.
(Town Stntion.) [4814
BARKER'S Motors are authorised Agents and

Repairers for 4-cylinder Henderson Motor Cycles;
moderate charges; work gua.ranteed. New machines
^.upplied for cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone; 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams:
PushiuLly Bal. London. [4923
HENDERSON late 1921 De Luxe Combination,

electric lighting. Ace discs, speedometer, horn,
Triplex windscreen, fitted out regardless of cost;
accept £120 or offer; mileage irnder 1,000. and as
new in e%'ery respect,—Oaklands, The Grove.
Fiuciiley. 'Phone : 868. [4433

BAMBERS
(Est. 27 years)

THE HOUSE FOR

BARGAINS.
DON'T MISS THESE
1922 6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb., shop soiled £100

1923 aih.p. ARIEL Comb., shop soiled £$5

1922 2j h.p. WOLF BLACKBURNE, O.H.V. £58

1922 ,3* h.p. RUDGE, all chain £65

1922 z% h.p. DOUGLAS, all on £47

1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £85

1921 4I h.p. ARIEL Comb., all chain £75

1921 2j h.p. VELOGETTE, 2-speed £35

1920 7-9 h.p. AMERICAN-X Comb., 2-seater £65

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., djiiamo £55

1920 5-6 h.p. ZENITH, speedometer, etc. .

.

£48

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., as new £100

1920 4:1 h.p. B.S.A. Comb., all on £60

1920 2} h.p. CLVNO, 2-speed and clutch. .

.

£25

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £75

1920 3^ h.p. I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI £33

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £55

1920 7/9 h.p. HARLEY DAVIDSON Comb. £55

1919 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Powcrplus £45

1919 3! h.p. P. & M., 2-speed, etc £38

1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., model " H "
£58

J91S 4I h.p. B.S.A. Comb., all on £55

1917 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £50

rgij 4I h.p. B.S.A. Comb £43

3* h.p. RUDGE, clutch, etc £22

3J h.p. P. & M., 2-speed £9 10

1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., all chain,... £105

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb., as new .... £60

1920 3j h.p. SCOTT Comb., all on £52

1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, as new £49

1914 2j h.p. SUNBEAM, 2-sp., clutch & k.s. £30

MAY WE SEND YOU FULL
PARTICULARS ?

WHY WAIT ?V0U CANNOT
GET BETTER VALUE THAN THE
ABOVE.

All Machines Licensed

and Guaranteed.

EXCHANGES & EASY
PAYMENTS.

Distance no Object.

2, EASTBANK St.,

SOUTHPORT.
'PHONE 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

HEXDER.SON, good condition: £50; can be tried.—
Whitlocli, Barrington, Barford, 03;on. [4243

Spare Parts:

"p OBEBT.SONS Motors, Ltd,, the original Henderson
-*-^ Importers and 4-cyl. expert?, specialise in Hen-
derson repairs and the supply of spare parts.—157B,
Great Portland St., W.l. [4879

Hobart.
HOBART 2</2h,p. 2-speed, very slightly soiled; £32.

Also one as above, very good condition; £28; com-
plete.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [4652

Humber.
HUSIBER 2-speed, lamps; £12/10, bargain.-

Ehind and Co., Stone place, Rusholme. [4353

HUMBER Water-cooled Flat Twin 6h.p. Combina-
tion; one of their noted 1917-18 models, fullv

equipped; accept £52/10.—Bunting's Exohaxige. Weald-
stone. [4670

TXUirBER 1917 6h.p., water-cooled horizontal twin.
--- ilontgomery sidecar, mechanicallv perfect, makers'
1922 £10 overhaul; £45.—Ernest Kann, 239, Willes-
den Lane, N.W. 2. [4521

HrilBEB 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-
start, windscreen, accessories, splendid condition;

£32.—Allery and Bernard, 30, Thornsett Ed., Earls-
field, London, S.W. , [4884

HUMBER Plat Twin.—Place vour order -now tor
early delivery of the sports model; £89; and

the 2;4h.p. model at £65.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. [4785

Indian.
INDIAN 5-6h.p., 2-speed, perfect, £22; 7-9h.p. clutch

model, £24.-17, Healon Ed., Mltcham. [4843

OQ Guineas; Easy Terms.—Indian Coachbuilt Com'
tJt./ biuation 5h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, lamps.—Below.

4K Guineas; Easy Terms.—Indian Coachbuilt Cora'
*-' I'ination 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 3 speeds, lamps.—

Below.

QO Guineas: Easy Terms.—Indian, clutch, 7-9h.r'^ *^ Twin, very fast, beauty.—Wandsworth Motor E.x-
uhange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. (Toivu Station.) [4813

INDIAN, i922. Scout, like new, taxed; 68 guinea*.—
R B. Clark and Co.. 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[3592
1 021 Indian Combination, dynamo, standard oide-
-*-«^ car, must sell; 62 guineas.—1-9, "Valnpy St.,

Tooting. [4968

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p. model, 1914, lault-
less; £27, gift.—Simmonds, Firs, Cotterill Rd..

Surbiton. [4285

1 Q19 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., new Splitdorf
Xt' magneto, new gears, perfect; £55.—Braham, 43,
City Ed., E.0.1. [4757

£50.—Powerplus Indian Combination, 1918-19, fully
ecinipped, splendid ccndition; instalments.—63,

Solon Rd.. Bri.'Cton. [4514

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, speedometer,
-l-tf^etc., whole combination in lovely condition; £70
—Walbro, Ely, Cambs. [4759

NORTH London for Indian, all models.—Scouts,
^96/10.—Your agents are Jones' Garage, Broad-

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0785

£60.—Indian Combination 1919, full electrical
equipment, windscreen.-Clifford Wilson Co.,

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4877

ANY Offers, exchanges.—1920-21 7-9h.p. Indian Com-
bination, polished discs, electric light, Binks.—

Argj-le Ledge, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [4624

1 Q15 Indian, 2-speed, hand clutch, speedometer,
-l-t' electric lights, new tyres, in perfect condition,
guaranteed; 24 guineas.—51, Upper Richmond Rd..
East Putney. [4931

INDIAN Scout 1920, lamps, horn, 80 ra.p.h.,
speedometer, Tan-Sad, fast, only done 4.000

miles, guaranteed sound mechanical condition, taxed
and insured; 48 guineas.—Mactarlane, Ardquin.
Hindhead, Surrey. [4427

030, or exchange lightweight, typewriter, etc., 1914
<^^ 7-9h.p. coachbuilt Indian conrbination, 2-5peed,
clutch, kick-start, any trial and examination, recently
overhauled, new tyres, new lamps, etc. : photo sent.—
Solwaybank, Hayes, Kent. 'Phone: Bromley 532.

[4339

INDIAN 7h.p. Spring Frame Combination, with dy-
n.imo ligliting, speed'Ometer, hood, screen, etc., in

perfect condition, new May, 1922, £95; also 1920
model, similar to above, in very good order, £70; ex-

changes. Full particulars of these and 50 other
machines free on request.—NewTlha-m Motor Co., 223
and 245. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 1325. [4797

Spare Parts

:

INDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new. also second-hand,
from stock : send list requirements for our prices.—

Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Ed., London.
'Phone: Brixton 3129. Tlie iirm with a reputation

for promptness and satisfaction. [3787

All I.ettei's relating to advertisements siio

Motor Cycles
uld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

Spare Farts:

GUDl'liEY'S, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
\V.l.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

JNL

nlways in stock! Write lot tree spare port list, stating

year of manufacture. [0752

JDIAN Spares.—New find Becond-liand for all

models; all second-hand spares sent on apinoval;

write, call, or 'phone; we can save you money.—Lang-
foid's, 37, Crickle^vood l.ioadway, N.W.2. Haiupstead
8616. [1354

Invicta.

1 Q21 Invicta 2^4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
Xt/ licenced, excellent condition; 27 guineas; ex-

changes or deferred.-Edwards, 50. Harnngton Rd..

South Kensington. _ [3339

Ivy.

IVY 2J.^h.p., June. 1921, under, 1,000 miles, stored

6 months, original tyres unpuncLured, condition

as new, lamps, Klaxon, 2-speed clutch, kick-sta.rt; cost

£70; trial after 6 p.m., Saturday 2 p.m.; £42, or near
olTer.-B., 6, Ringstead Rd., Cattcid, S.E. [4347

Spare Parts:

100. Gt. Portland St.,

[4841
IVY Engine Spares.—Maudes',

W.l.
James

£32/10.-
Kensingtou. [4503

Sports James, equipped,
indistinguishable from new; 59 guineas

"IQ20 S'oh.p. Twin James, all-chain drive;
J-*' 24, Balliol Rd., North

AT Edwards.-1922 3V'h.p.
tatax paid

—Below.
, all-chain drive,
38 guineas; ex-

Great Portland St., W.l.
[4005

1 Q19 31/211. p. Twin James, 3-speed;
--»/ equipped lamps, horn, etc.:
changes or deferred.— 101, Gre

1 Q 18-19 Twin James Combination, 3-speed, "kick-
-Lt' start, fully eauipped; £56.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place, Rusholme. [4354

4ih.p. James Combination, 1919, perfect condition;
4 offer wanted; seen by appointment.—2. Flod

'

Rd., Camberwell,

1022 James 2yoh.p.,
JiO T.T. bars, " "

Flodden
[4102

.. . . nncrated, kick-start,- 2-speed,
. P.H. lamp; big bargain, £47.-25,

Broad St.. King's Lynn. [4330

JAMES 2i{lh.p., 1922. 2-stroke, 2 epeeds, K.S.,
clutch, as new; 30 guineas.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C.4- Central 5168.
[4403

1 Q 21-1922 7h.p. James De Luxe Combination.
J- *^ Lucas Magdyno, excellent order and condition

;

must b3 sold, a genuine bargain, £100 or best.—H.
Tibbetts, Chui'ch Sq., Belbrcughton, Stourbridge.

[4486
Spare Parts:

JAMES Spares.-
10, Bond St.,

Immediate delivery.

-

Ealing.
Kays, 8

[9449

WHITBY'S —James spares, expert service.—7, The
Vale, Acicn, W.3. 'Phone; Chiswick 1513. [9777

.l.E.S

T.E.S., running order; £6/10..... Iso lj;h.p.
20/-.—Carter, Mount Rd., Cranleigh.

engine.
[4479

M.A.G., Sturmev.
trial; £48/10

[4418

LEA-FRANCIS
£15.—Rhind and Co.,

£35; bargain.-
cluteh, kick-start, 2-speed, Eonniksen,'

J.H.

1Q15-16 J.H. Combination. 5h.;
M-iJ Archer 3-speed, Lucas accessories,
—Glover, Hereford Villa, New Barnet.

Juno.
3ih.p. Juno-Precision, 3-speed, clutch, engine just

2 thoroughly overhauled, nearly new Dunlop;^, good
running order; £12, bargain.-F. C. Lingley,' New St.,

Woodbridge, Suffolk. [4547

Lea-Francis.
Cycle fitted Simples connection

;

Stone Place, Rusholme.
[4355

-Lea-Francis Z\<>h.p, Twin, hand, fcHDt

:-start, 2-speed, Eonniksen, lamps, per-
fect.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [4449

LEA-FRANCIS Si/^h.p., twin J.A.P., 2-speed,
clutch and K.8., lamps, horn and speedometer,

solo or with nearly new sidecar; offers.—38, Lordship
Lane, S.E.22. [4444

Levis.
"pREMIER Motor Co., the Levis Specialists.

all 1923 Levis models
.. , Popular, single gear, £38; Model T,

2i4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, £49; the nearest
agents to the Levis works; buy direct from the
firm on the spot; deferred payments 4 per cent,
extra; free delivery to any address.-Premier Motor
Co., Astcn Rd., Birmingham. [4692

£18.—2|'2h.p. Levis 2-stroke. just had new piston.
King, Egrove Farm, Oxford,

IMMEDIATE delivery of
2i4h.p. -

"I C|23 Levis, 2-epeed, kick-starter.
deiivered.-

[4574
. clutch; £48, just

Gibb, Northgate, Gloucaster. 'Phone:
852. [0966

LEVIS Popular, excellent order, smart appearance,
fully equipped, taxed; £18.-58, Stafford Rd .

l; .-.v. [4094

BARGAINS
That will surprise you

WE are making FURTHER REDUC-
TIONS, and are now offering our

stock of BRAND NEW 1922 MODELS at

ROCK-BOTTOM PRICES TO CLEAR.

DELIVERED recently, THE MAJORITY^ OF THESE MACHINES ARE
IDENTICAL WITH THE 1923 MODELS.
They are all the best makes

—
" no second-

raters
'—and include :

LEVIS " Popular," 2:i h.p. single

gear, belt drive - - -

VELOCETTE E.2, 2? h.p., 2-spd.,

chain drive - - - -

VELOCETTE E.3, 21 h.p., 3-spd.,

chain drive - - . -

NORTON No. 9, 3i h.p., single

gear, belt dnve - - -

BROUGH " Sports "31 h.p.,3-spd.,

chain drive . - - -

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS
TRIUMPH type S.D.,chain drive.

Montgomery 'Sporting"

sidecar - . - -

TRIUMPH type S.D.,cha;n drive,

Millford No. 6 sidecar-

TRIUMPH type S.D.C. Com-
bination, cha'n drive, Gloria

No. 9 sidecar . - -

RALEIGH 5/6 h.p. 3-spd., spring

frame, Montgomery ' Sport-

ing ' sidecar . - -

CLYNO 8 h.p. Combination,

spring frame, detachable

wheels, wind screen -

RALEIGH 5/6 h.p. model de luxe

Combination, spring frame,

detachable wheels.wind screen

£34

£52

£55

£57

£70

£99

£102

£107

£110

£115

£120

£75

£82

TRIUMPH type H.4h.p., 3-speed,

chain-cum-belt drive, Sturmey-

Archer 3-spd., c and k. s.

TRIUMPH type S.D. 4 h.p. 3-spd.,

all-chain drive. Triumph patent

countershaft 3-spd., c. and k.s.

FOR SEVEN DAYS ONLY ws shall
allow^ discount of 5% for Cash
with Order !

Tiie PREMIER MOTOR CO.,

Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAiVI.
Jl

MOTOR CYCi.hS rOR SALE.
Levis

1(1^22 Levis model S, hrniid new, Hliop-i^oiled ; 40
-*-*.' guinetia.—Kniglita, X26, Uiiper Tooting Tl'l..

S.\V.17. [0980

LEVIS
CtL',

Castleton

1Q23 I/evis, brand new,
-tt/ poiug abio.'id fit onee;

L^

new, 2-speed, K.S., horri, tools.EVIS 1922. as
baryiiin, 8!)eL_.._

,

Mansions, Barnes. [4561

cost £52, fullr equipped,
first offer over £30.—Bick-

lord, Royal Automobile Club, London. [4231

LEVIS, late 1921, 2-sFeeds, hand clutch, speedo-
meter, lamps, etc., beautiful condition; £35-—

30, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London. [3157

EVIS 2-J4h.p. 2-speed, all-chain drive, perfect order;
^30. 2Vih.p. single-speed ; £20. Including

accessories.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [4651

LEVIS T.T., makers' guarantee of 50 m.p.h.,

Philipson and all accessories, perfect condition,
as new; cost £85.—The Cottage, Pembroke Rd., Ken-
sington. [4343

LEVIS Sturmey-Archer, 2-speed, K.S:, enamel and
plating like new. any examination, absolutely i>er-

lect, acces<?ories ; £28, a bargain.—"W'^ybourne, Alder-
shot Ed., Guildford. [^316

LEVIS.—Sole Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Southern London and district, and service de-

pot.—United Auto Agencies, 7, 8 and 9. Cambridge
Place, Praed St., Paddington, W.2.

T EVIS.—Show models now on exhibition in our

pjraEisrsfBtstBfSfsigisfgJSfgrgiBrsfsrgf^gj

-»-J showrccms as above.

Spare Parts:

[4371

GODFREYS, Ltd.,
W.l.~Complete

208, Gt. Portland St., London.
stock of all Levis spare part5

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating

year of manufacture. [0753

LincoIn^Elk.
4 h.p. Linccln-Elk, Bosch enclossd magneto, Senspray.

Druid forks, lamps, horn, excellent condition;
£10/10.—P.

lamps,
Willcocks, Datchet, Bucks. [4518

LINOOLN-ELK SV^h-P-, excellent condition
;
£12;' ride

to deliver 100 miles, lamns, horn, etc, fitted;

£14.—Hodge. 46, Bridge St., Maidenhead. [4266

L.M.C.
<?9/19/ll,—3i/.h.p. L.M.C, Bosch, B. and B., low,^ sporty.-Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Hounslow.

[4645
Martinsydfc.

1 Q2] Maitinsyde Combination 7h.p., absolutely as
-i-tf new; bargain, 65 guineas; coet £170.-67, Fernlea
Rd., Bilham. [4952

BRAND New 6h.p. Standard Martinsyde Combina-
tion, £117; also SVzh.p. model, with sidecar, new,

£100.—Please write S. K. Bricknell, 17, Harbledown
Rd., S.W.6. [4631

ROBERTSONS Motors. Limited, are the London
Martinsyde Service agents; trial runs arranged,

1923 models now available at the new prices, sparea
Etocked.-157B, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1122

"j Q22 Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination, complete with
J-*' Millford sidecar, coet £160, has only been used
a few times; a gift at £130; cash or deferred.—Marl-
borough (Motor House), 20, Fijnchley Rd., N.W.8.

[6560
COMBINATION Martinsyde 6h.p., new last January,

perfect condition, electric light, speedometer, lug-
gage grid, owner going abroad; £95, or offer; any trial

bv appointment.— 14, Edge Hill, AVimbledon. Tel.

:

1896. [4250

MARTINSYDE Quick Six.—Almost brand new 1923
model, guaranteed perfect; must sell; mileage

under 1,000, Ricardos, lamps, speedometer, etc., any
speed without tuning; cost £150 few weeks back: sell

all-on £95.—Fison, Sudbury, Suffolk. [4712

Spare Parts:

NORTH London for Martinsyde spares and com-
plete machines from stock. It's Jones' Garage.

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0786

Matador.

MATADORS ore creating a sensation by reason of
their wonderful value. Iion't be left without one

for the spring. Orders are rolUng in daily.

A2%h.p. o.b.v. Bradshaw engined machine that can
do 60 miles per hour with ease is a machine to

Ije seriously considered. The finish is exceptionally

good, the tyres are Dnnlop 700x80, the mndgirards
sensiblv wide. Bunuan 3-speed, clutch, and kick-etarter.

There i6 a host of other good points. Come along and
see it.

T £75 they are excellent value.

A''
ALLAN GEUZELIEE, Ulster Chambers, 168, Hegent

St., W.l, Itnoiv a good thing when they see it!

Come and see it too.

A FEW Aijencies stiii oren in London, Surrey, Sussex.
[ilSlO

Matchless.

MATCHLESS.-Actually in stock. 1923. ,3h.p.

sports; £70.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

St., Oxford.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles adsertired by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

[4783
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MOTbR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

jO 21-22 H Slatdiless Combination, absolutely

1 Q22 Matcliless Combination, super
J-*^ lamps, horn, tax; 92 guineas.

-

Rd,, Camberwell.

MATCHLB,SS-M.A.G,
carefully used,

Cheauers Cafe, Xiing-.

1Q21 Model H Matdiless
.*-«^ -vv-ith. every accessory; £80;
24, Balliol Rd., Nortli Kensington, i

as

model H2,
under 6,000,

A'^,

new; 84 guineas.—19, Valnay St., Tootiug-. [4948

sports. J.A.P.,
-67, Flaxman

[4755

fully equipper],

snares; £100.—
[4293

Combination, equipped
excha-uges.—

[4505

Jl/TATCHLESS 1921 M.A.G. Spring Frame Combina-
jyi. tion, 2-.?eater sidecar, dvnamo ligbting; bargain,
£100.—Bartlett's, 93, Great Portland St. [4969

MATCHLESS all models, 1923 prices; best ex-
change allowances; deferred.—Agents, R, B,

Clark and Co., 7, Eshibition Rd., S.W.7. [1155

'J-021 Matchless Combination, JXTagdyno, spare wheel,^^ speedometer, etc.; best ofEer over £80.—N.,
* Kilworth," Ray Park Avenue, Maidenhead. [4234
"10 21 (April) Matchless 8h.p., M.A.G., 2>seater side-
--*^ car, full equipment, electrics, carefully driven,
and in excellent order; £100.—Thomas, 157, Well
Hall Rd., Eltham, S.E.9. [4443

MATCHLESS Model H M.A.G. Combination, Lucas
_
equipped, screen, side screens, spare wheel,

etc., in perfect condition, throughout; 73 guineas.—51,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [4933

1 021 Model H Matchless-M.A.G., dynamo light-
J-v ing, hoed, screen, side screens, side curtains,
speedometer, many extras, as new; 88 guineas.—51,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney. [4936

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination, model H, 1920,
Magdyno, speedometer, clock, leg shields, spare

wheel, tools, etc.. condition perfect, enamel plating
like new; £97.-121, Breakspears Rd., Brocklev.

' [4429
MATCHLESS 1920 (late) Model H Combination,

spare wheel, hood. Triplex windscreen, Lucas
Magdj'no, speedometer, fully equipped, small mile-
age; 100 guineas,—Athens, Bowes Rd.j Walton-on-
Thames. [4420

Edwards.— 1919 Sh.p. Victory Model Matchless
rombination, Lucas lamps, Bouoiiksen speedo-

meter, spare wheel, new condition throughout; 70
guineas; escha-i^es or deferred.—101, Grea^t Portland
St., W.l. [4006

LATE 1920 Matchless Sh.p. J.A.P., Mag^lyno electric
lights, spring- frame, speedometer, bulb* and electric

horns, spring iiillion, hood, Easting, etep, Bmks, unused
spare wheel, tyre; £80,-13, Royal Hospital Ed.,
Chelsea, after 7, [4240

YOUR Motor "Cycle or Combination, taken in part
payment for a Matchless, any model ; cash, de-

lerred, or exchanges.—Barker '.s Motors, 194^ Balhara
High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams:
Pushfully Bal. London. [4924

MATCHLESS Model H. late 1920, M.A.G. Com-
bination, dynamo lighting, detachable wheels,

new tyres, speedometer, hood, screen, side curtains;
£87.—Chinery, 1, Hammersmith Rd., Kensington.
•Phone: Western. 4140. [4534

TQ21 Matchless 2-seater Combination, dynamo light-
-tt/ ing, £40 worth extras, including hood, screens,
speedometer, spare wheel unused,, etc., whole outfit
as new, mileage negligible; owing to indisposition of
owner; to-day's cost, £195; accept £125.-52, Durls-
ton Rd., Upper Clapton. [4756

MATCHLESS 1923 models and prices are the most
interesting proposition before the public. Why

not exchange your present mount for one of these de-

sirable combinations, we allow highest exchange values,

libei'al deferred x^ajTient terms, tuition free.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Ken.=ington. [4870

~|023 Matchless Combinations.—T. J. Ross, of 86,
JLU High Rd., Lee, S.E. ('phone Lee Green 774). will

be pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery.

Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
stration model always in stock. Purchasers taught
free. Laige assortment of new and second-hand motor
cycles always in stock. [3244

MATCHLESS, new October, 1921, M.A.G., with 2-

seater sidecar, Lucas horn, Lucas head lamp,
electric side and tail lamps, mirror, legshields, 2 wind-
screens with apron and side curtains, spare wheel and
tyre, luggage grid, hood, feet warmer for sidecar pas-

sengers, tools, eU\, a very smart outfit, indistinguish-

able from new; £130 secures.—Wilkins, Simpson, Op-
posite Olympia., London, [4309

MATCHLESS 1923 . Models.-Greenwich.—Many
thanks to clients for orders placed at the Show.

We are now delivering the goods. Send your order
along to Sam. E. Clapham and secure satisfaction.
Special note.-In addition to- Matchless we are agents

" far all leading makes of motor cycles and cars. Casli,

exchange, or easy terms.-Sam, E. Clapham (Motors),
27, Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3988

MATCHLESS 1921 2-seater C-ombina-tioii, fully
equipped and in perfect condition', £115 ; also 1920

spring frame combination with dynamo lighting, spare
wiieel, and all accessories, £90; also 5 other Ma-tch-
leirs combinations from £60. Eull particulars of these
acd 50 other machines free on request; exchanges.—
Nliwnham Motcr Co., 223 and 245, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1325. [4795

SPECIALISTS-^

NEWCASTLE
We are contracting agents for the

following leading makes and can

give immediate delivery of all latest

1923 Models at lowest prices. The
1922 and Second-hand machines

enumerated below are worth buying

now for next season at the prices

quoted.

All machines
paid to any

carrz age
address.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS AND
EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY.

ALLON, BEARDMORE,BRADBURY,
CALTHORPE, CONNAUGHT,
DIAMOND, EDMUND, HARLEY-
DAVroSON, HAWKER, HUMBER,
INDIAN, IVY, MARTINSYDE,
MASSEY, NEW HUDSON, NORTON,
N.U.T., OMEGA, SUNBEAM,
MORGAN AND NEW HUDSON

RUNABOUTS.

1922 SOLO (NEW).
NORTON, il b.p,, all-chain, 3-sp., K.S. .

.

£69
NORTON Big Four £74
SUNBEAM, ji h.p., Sporting T.T. model .

.

£105
HUMBER, 4i h.p., all-chain, 3-sp., K.S. .

.

£7S
N.U.T., 5 h.p., 3-speed, K.S. .

.- £78
HAWKER, 4i h.p., 3-sp., all-chain, K.S. .

.

£73
BEARDMORE, Barr & Stroud, 3-sp., chain,

K.S £69
INDIAN, 4 h.p. Scout, chain, K.S £87
IVY, 3 h.p., chain, 3-speed, K.S £59
ALLON, 23 h.p., 2-sp., elec. lamps, K.S. .

.

£53
NEW HUDSON, 2J h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £38
EDMUND, jj h.p., spring frame, 3-sp., K.S. £69
DIAMOND, Barr & Stroud, 3-sp., chain .

.

£69
SUN, 23 h.p., J..'\.P., 3-sp., K.S £55
REVERE, 2i h.p., Villiers, 2-speed £35

1922 COMBINATIONS (NEW).
NORTON Big Four, Sporting sidecar £99
MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. twin, chain, detach-

able wheels £115
BEARDMORE, 4^ h.p., spring frame, chain £110
COVENTRY EAGLE, 4 h.p., 3-sp., chain .

.

£99

SECOND-HAND SOLO (GUARANTEED).
NORTON, 1921, 3-sp., chain, K.S £48
SCOTT, 1920, 3-4 h.p., lamps, horn £45
N.U.T., 1921, 2i h.p., twin, actual I.O.M.

machine £65
HARLEY, 1922, 4 h.p., flat twin, 3-speed,

chain £73
A.B.C., I92r, 3 h.p., 4-speed, chain £45
DIAMOND, 1922, 2j h.p., 3-sp., Blackburne £40
INDIAN, 1915, 7-9 hp., 3-sp.. chain £28
NORTON, 1921, B.R.S., very fast £53

NEW HUDSON, r9r4, 3-sp. hub, good order £23

SECOND-HAND SOMBINATIONS
(GUARANTEED).

DENE, Millford sidecar, S h.p., }.k.V £65
SCOTT, 3Jt h.p., 1916, lamps and horn .... £45
HARLEY, 7-9 h.p., De Luxe sidecar, I92r £79
JAMES, 4 h.p., lamps and horn, igr6 .... £61

CAMPION, 8 h.p., J.A.P., lamps and horn,

1919 £69
NORTON, Big Four, De Luxe sc, Iamps,r9r9 £65
HENDERSON, 10 h.p., 4-cyl., reverse

electric, 1921 £98

LIGHT CARS.
Several 1922 shop-soiled models at greatly reduced
prices. Particulars on request.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

Spare Parts:

MATCHLESS Spares.—Immediat* delivery.-

8 and 10, Bond St., Ealing.
-Kara,
[9448

KlcKenzie.

MCKENZIE, all on, taxed, 1

Brewster Rd., Leyton, E.

MCKENZIE 1922 excellenb
guineas.—96, Whittington

N.22.

ew June; £20.-26,
[4678

running order; 19
Ed., Bowes Park,

[3565

-|Q22 McKenzie, fitted with Philipson pulley, prac-
-L" tica.Uy new; £22.-Devey's, 50, Darlington St.,

Moto=Reve.

^E

Wolverhampton. - - [4496

Spare Parts:

MOTO-REVE Spares for all models, also repairs,

overhauls, gears, new engines.—Hotor Supply
Co., Sole Ooncessionnaires, 223a, High St., I.ewisham,
S.E. [4888.,

Ner=a'Cai-.

NEH-A-CAR. 1921, rmi less than 700 miles; bargain.j

£40.—Ben-Ledi, Douglas Terrace. Stirling. [438^

IMUfF.nTATF. Delivery, 1923 Model B 2%h.p. Ner-a

Car, the popular all-weather utility machine, readffl

for the road; £66.

fjlh.p. Model A also in stock; iSS5.—South Eastern
/W4 Garage, Heme HiU, S.E.24. [4890

ER-A-CAR (Octoljer. 1921), perlect condition,

hardly used, licensed, insured; London area;

£45, or nearest offer.—Box 5081, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4930

QC Guineas.—1922 Ner-a-Car, dynamo electric and'
00 acetylene lighting, unscratched, done 300 miles

onlv.—A.V. Garage, 2A, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Orner,
Barnes. [4606

New Comet.

NEW COMET Combination, 1922 2V2h.p., 2 speeds,

E.S., clutch, C.B. sidecar, shop-soiled; £56/10;
suit lady or g6ntleman.-Wauchop6's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London, E.C.4. M399

New Hudson.
22 Model De Luxe New Hudson, 2 speeds. K.S.,

£42.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [4368

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, low, fast; £24; take pedal

cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell. Lon-

don. Ct*71

£16/10.—New Hudson-Jap, 2y2h.p., Armstrong 3-

speed, clutch, equipped; ride 50 miles.—36, May-
field Rd., Gosport. [4535

20 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, as new,
speedometer, screen, and extras; £50.—James,

c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [4790.

1 020 New Hudson 4h.p. C^)mbination, as new, 3-

-LI/ speed, kick-start. Easting, etc.; *62/10; ex-

chan»-e.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme.
[4351

1 019 2^4h.p. New Hudson motor cycle, 2-specu, 2-

J-tJ stroke, completely equipped, excellent order;

£30 E W Roberts, Blencathra Garage, Keswick.
[0973

NEW HUDSON 1923 Models.—FnU stock of cycles

and combinations; immediate delivery; deferred

payments; trade supplied.—New Hudson' Depot,^

Gray's Inn Rd.
New Imperial.

19

19^

m, 45,
[0851

AT Edwards.—1»23 2%h.p. New Imperial, Olympia,

Show Model No. 3; list price, £65.—Below.

1 020 Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, 3-speed,

i-fJ all-chain drive, electric lighting. Cameo
windscreen, Tan-Sad, tax paid, perfect condition;

70 guineas; exchanges or deferred.-101, Great Port-

land St., W.l. [4863

NORTH- London for New Imperial. Your promptest

agents are Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,

N.IO. . -
[O'SO

£26 —234h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, clirtch,

K.S., aluminium discs, smart.-King, Egrove.

Oxford. [4575

NEW IMPERIAI^J.A.P., 2-speed, countershaft, ex-

cellent running order; £20.-109, Leavesden Rd
Watford.

NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p.

extras. £50; Portable Garage, £10.—Binder,_ Ger-

rards Cross.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2i.ih.p.,

splendid condition; £24.-30,

[4481

Combination, 1918, many

[4331

2 speeds, 1918,
Ihornsett Rd.,

[3159

N^

splendid condition;

Earlsfield, London.

EW -IMPERIAL 1920, 2-spced, kick-start, new
tyres, excellent condition; aJ30.—Williams, 28,

High St., Burnham-on-Sea. [4313

SMART Racing New Imperial Lightweight, special

J.A.P. competition engine, already won several

events; £38.—Bunting's, Wealdstone.' [4671

BW IMPERIAL 2¥4h.p., brand new. Nor 2 model,
larantee; cost £75; ;

Hammersmith. [4709

NEW J.iUr'JI.W.lAlj Z'^4U.iJ., urituu new, ^i^. a xuvut.,

all-chain, makers' guarantee; cost £75; accept

£53/10.-391, King St., "

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Sh.p., MillJord sidecar. East-

ing, electric lighting, mechanically as new; £60,

no oHers.—132, High Rd., East Finchley. [454?

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

Qfy Guineas.—1920-21 New Imperial, 2^.'ih.p. J.A.P.,
Ni • 2-speed. Dew condition throughout.—A. V. Garage,
2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Corner, Barnes, [4604

£27/10.-1917 New Imperial Combination 2y,h.p.,
2-speed, fully equipped, go anv where, perfei-i;

offers.—Barnes, 83c, Trinity Rd., Ealham, S.W. [4683

NEW IMPERIAL 23^.p., 1922 J.A.P., 3-speed,
K.S., clutch, all on; £45.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Ffeet St., London, E.G. 4. Central 5168.
[4404

£17.-1916 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, good lamps and
Jiorn, new pulley, driving chain, and valve, topping

lunning order.—1, St. Mary's Cottages, Newmarket.
[4315

1 Q22 New Imperial, 234h.p. 3-speed. -all-ciiain,
X.O lamp, horn, ridden 200 miles, condition as
new; £55,-9, Friern Watch At., North Finchley.

[4344
1Q22 New Imperial Sh.p. Special Super Srorts with
J-*^ Grindlay Sports sidecar, dynamo lighting, new
condition, low mileage, coet £197; bargain, £115, or
exrhange fast solo and cash.—198, King St., Hammer-
emith. [4389

1 Q21 New Imperial-Jap 24ih.p., 2-speed, counter-
-i-t/ sliaft gear, tax p'lid, P. and H. lamp,
mechanical horn, E.I.C. magneto, Aniac carburetter,
Dunlop tyres; this machine has just been re-
bushed throughout, and is in excellent condition;
any trial or inspection; a bargain at £29/10.—Allen.
Station lloase, Aldeburgh, Sutfolk. [4860

^ Spare Pai-ts

:

NEW IMPERIAL Spares. Immediate delivery-
Kays, 8-10, Bond St.. Ealing. [2180

NEW liVIPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockists.
Key, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham

1257. Open till 6 p.m., 1 o'clock Saturdays. [0855

Norton.
pREMIER Motor Co., the Norton Specialists.

WE are the nearest agents to the Norton works;
buy from the firm on the spot; all 1923

models ior immediate delivery; 16II 3i,;.h.p. 3-speed
Sports, £79; No. 2 3Voh.p. standard, £80; Model
No. 1 Big Four, £84; sidecars from £22; de-
ferred payments 4 per cent, extra; free deUverv to
any address.-Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [4693

"\rORTIf London for Norton. Agents and riders,
-^^ Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0918
NORTON.—Delivery from stock of all 1923 models.—

The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
[4780

1 Q23 Big Four Norton Combination, new, unridden;
-L*' £5 under list.—Bos 5074, c/o Tlie Motor Cucle.

[4428
NORTONS, 1923, all models, latest prices; imme-

diate deliveries.—Clifford Mot-ories, Eastwood.
Nottingham. [4101

BRAND New Norton 1922 16H, oversize tvres; cost
£117/10; accept £77, or exchange.—391, King

St.. Hammersmith. [4707

NORTON Big Four Combination 1922, countershaft,
kick-start, equipped, taxed; £93.—Sidney, 769,

Romlord Rd., flfanor Park, London, E.12. [3270

NORTON 1922 16H., countershaft, Brooklands
special racer, kick-start, taxed, a? new; £98.—

WaSker, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London,
E.12. [3271

BRAND New o.h.v. Norton, £85; nearly new 1922
II16, unscratched, 3-speed Norton, fully equipped,

£58; inspection, trial any time.—Green, Wine Mer-
chant. Reigate. _ [4423

1 Q21 16H Ncrton, over 70 miles per hour. Ricardo
-I-t/ and cast iron pistons, spare sprockets, etc.,

perfect condition; £55.—James, 26, Home Park Rd.,
Wimbledon Park. [4531

£48 or near offer.—Norton 1922 Sports, hand con-
trolled Philipson pulley, fully equipped, per-

fect condition; write or call owner.— Sharvell. 8,
Stanley Parade, Wembley. [4582

"1022 Norton Motor Cycle modpl 16H. complete with
-*- •-' Lucas lames and accessories. Klaxon, only run
few Imndred miles; accept £62/10 for quick sale.— 1,

Lethbridge Rd., Southport. [4299
*? K m.p.h.—Si^h.p, Norton, 3-5peed, 1921, under

t' 2,000, specially balanced enfiine, Ricardo
pi--ton, racing gear box, perfect condition, insured; £60.
-Sissous, St. Mary's Rd., Sheffield. [4078

AT Edwards.—1916 5^2^.^. Norton, 3-speed, coLinter-
shait. kick-starter and clutch, iamps and horn,

in splendid order ; 34 guineas ; exchanges or de-
ferred.—101, Great Portland St.. W.l. [4865

SOUTHPORT.-Immediate delivery 1923 Nortons
o.h.v.. shortly; 1922, B.R.S., superb condition,

little used. Jlabon clutch, Lucas horn, gift; 42
guinea*; exchange.-Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport

[4913
JQ22 Norton 3',;>h.p. 16H, fully equipped, licensed,
.*- 1/ indistinguishable from uew, 65 guineas; also Big
4h.p., Lucas lamps, speedometer, Klaxon, kneegrips,
watch, mileage 500, guaranteed perfect; £70; exchanges
or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [4869.

we WANT

SLOGANi^rzi

"^a^tnow^/
Your Last Chance
Closing Date
Monday, Dec. 18th.

GREAT
BURLINGTON
COMPETITION

in which we are presenting this

21 h.p. Burlington Douglas
Fully Equipped

FREE
TPO further popularise our well-known
-*- Sidecars, we have institvited the
lollowing interesting competition, in

order to obtain a really good' slogan
for these Sidecars.

NOTE.—TJie type of slogan required i> something
similar to " Lnxtiry Products at Economy Prices,"

or " Best on the Long Run."

All that is necessary is to send in

your suggestion for a slogan, accom-
panied by an order for goods to the
value of not less than 2/6.

Every 2,'6 entitles you to send a

suggestion.

An abbrcviatcii List of spares and useful accessories

will befound under our advertisement in the Miscel-
laneous columns.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS
renowned for their distinctive design, their
elegance, and tlieir roomy comfort. Can be
supplied on Cash or Deferred Payments.

May we send you a catalogue ?

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., Lt<J.,

7, South Side. CLAPHAM COMMON. S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417. Wires: Burlington IVIotors,

Clapham.
Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLi-S FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON 1921, as new, Philipson, all on; £42/10.
—3, Stamlord Brook Ed., Hammersmith. [4665

N.S.U.
3h.p. N.S.IT.. modornisod throughout, fine little mount r

nearest £20, bargain.— Pabner, Peaaedown, Biith.
[4940

N.U.T.

N.U.T. 1922 5h.p., special engine, Magdyno, as n^w;
72 guinens; exrlninges,—Peter Gordon, Ltd.. 110.

Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [3923

N.U.T. 1920, October, 3V2h.p., has jnst been entirel>'

overlianled and rel>uilt and painted by makers, in
good running order, electric light and horn, nlso all

accessories, owner going abroad; £75, or offer.—Herbert.
37. The Park. Mitcham. [4262

O.K.

O.K. 1920 2^4h.p., excellent condition; £18.—Brock-
bank'.s, 58. Lord St.. Southport. [4767

1 Q20 O.K., 2-stroke, owner bought combination: 16
-i-tf guineas.— 67, Fernlea Ed.. Balham. [4953

O.K.-VILLIERS, 1920-21, 2-speed, clutch, E.S., all

on, splendid condition; £25.-1, Mayfield Avenue,
West Ealing, W.13. [4383

1 /^ Guineas.—1916 O.K. 2V2h.p., 4-strbke, 2-6peed,
-L'^ countershaft, new lamps and tyrea. taxed; even-
ings.—42, Castelnau JIansions, Castelnau. Barnes. [4946

SOUTHPORT.—Olympia actual show model O.K.,
250 c.c, o.h.v. Blackburne, prettiest machine of

show; £76; unique opportunity; exchanges,—Kents,
417, Lord St., Southport. [4903

Omeija.

OMEGA 2^ih.p., 1922. shop-soiled, 2-stroke; £40.—
Wauchope's, 9, Sho3 Lane. Fleet St., London,

E.C.4. [4405

OMEGA 1923, all models, £25, ^&30, £33; also Com-
binations, 3-speed chain drive, d£75.—Bartlett's, 93,

Great Portland 3b. [4968

O&IEGA, 2%h.p. J.A.P. engine, late model; £21;
2 speeds, free engine, excellent order.—Caretaker.

25, Camden Rd., N.W. [4894

Orbit.

ORBIT 2^4b.p. 2-speed and clutch, model, brand
new ; clearance, bargain, £46.—Stones Cress

Garage, Midsomer Ncrton. [4376

Overstone.
1021 Overstone-Villiers 254h.p., E.I.C. magneto,
-i.*-' Amac carburetter, lamps, horn, taxed, good
sale; £30.—Waite, Booth, Waterloot. [4484

P. and M.

P. and M less magneto and carburetter and tvres,

R.A.F. model; £15.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden.
[4393

P.
and M. 1922 Shoivsoiled Combination, 4V2h.p.. 4-

speed; £90; bargain.—Brockbank's, 58, Lord St.,

Southport. [4768

P.
and M. 1909, new cylinder, exceptional condition,

all on; nearest £10.—Write 2, Saltcoats Rd..
Chiswick, W.4. [4291

P.
and M. R.A.F. Combination 1918, complete lamps,
horn, front brake, good order and condition; £35.

—Reevee, 56, Cavendish Avemie, Cambridge. [4215

QQ Guineas; Easy Terms.—1918 P. and M. 3i."h.p..

f^ *y 2 speeds, kick, renovated.-"Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. (Town Station.)

[4816

P.
and M. Combination, fully equipped, screen,

etc., and many extras, in excspticnal condition;

37 guineas.—51. Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney.
[4932

P.
and M., late 1920, original tyres, £20 extras,

guaranteed perfect, £65; also 3^^h.p. water-

cooled engine, less ignition. £4.—Milnthorp, Dalton,
Tbirsk. [4532

P.
and M. Combination, late model, splendid con-
dition; any trial; £38; cr lightweight and cash. .

—Patterson, 36, Grenfell Rd., Mitcham, near Tooting
Junction. 'Phone : Mitcham 1599. [4929

P.
and M., late R.A.F., 2-speed, K.S., complete in

parts, new cylinder and piston, new wheels,
new mudguards, new tyres, requires assembling;
£25.-1, Springfield Park Crescent, Catford, S.E.6.

[4887
1 Q23 P. and M. solos or combinations at 1923
-L t? reduced prices. Immediate delivery from the
authorised agents. E.xchanges invited.—Kenneth Kemp
and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., London.
'Phone: Padd. 1177- [4703

Spare Parts: \

P. and M. second-hand W.D. spares, all genuine;
competitive prices; nraciically any part.—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4840

ALL Spares in Stock; please write for quotations for

all parts; all guaranteed by return.—P. and M.
Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147, Burlington St., Liver-

pool. [0839
Precision.

3 h.p. Precision 1922, 2-sDeecl, kick-start, complete

wilh accessories, condition as new; £40.-71.

Church St., Camberwell. - [4081

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tiie date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marliad (P) B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PREMIER Combination 3VJh.p., Brampton gear,
new forks and carburetter, licensed; £25.—Ham-

mond. Square, Arundel. . [4436

PREMIER Combination, 3i/^li.p., 3-speed counter-
shaft; 38 gLuineas; take Ugutweight part.—57,

Kenbnry St., Camberwell, London. [4474

3ih.p. Premier Combinationi, 1913, 2-speed. fully
2 equipped, in excellent running order; £25, or

offer.—15, Alexandra Rd., TJxbridge. [4485

Spare Parts:

PREMIER Parts.—I have a large consignment of
genuine parts purchased direct from the makers.

M'rite for quotations«r-Alf. Holland. Hearsall Lane
Corner, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [4597

GENUINE Premier Spares.—We have purchased
from the Coleshill Trading Company, the tre-

mendous stock of genuine Premier parts {the largest
and only complete stock in the world) purchased by
them from the makers, and are offering the same at
knock-out prices.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [1864

"pREMIER Genuine Spnres and Repairs.—We claim to
-*- be the most competent firm to supply spares and
execute repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in
the Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the

- world. We are the only traders who can claim to
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us full requirements; you will receive our reply per
return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
Spa. 'Phone ; 631. [8369

Priory.

1 022 Priory, 2%h.p., J.A.P.. 2-3peed, clutch and
-Lt/ kick-start, brand new and unused, three months*
guarantee; £43; exchanges or deferred.-Edwards, 50,
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [1143

Quadrant.
£55.--1921-22 Quadrant combination, accessories.-

Clifford Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge
Rd., S.E.I. [1838

£90, or reasonable offer.—Brand new 1922 Quadran'
combination.—Clifford Wilson Co.. 177, West

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [1837

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all 1923 Quadrant models
direct from Olympia.—Clifford Wilson Company,

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [3409

Spare Parts:

CLIFFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co., Quadrant
otticial repairers and spare parts stockists, 177,

"Westminster Bridge Rd. {opposite Waterloo Station
Approach), London, S.E.I. Tel.; Hop 210. [9989

Radco.
RADCO, 2-speed', perfect condition, tyres, belt new;

£25, near offer.—42, Perran Rd., Tulse Hill.
[4431

SHOP-SOILED Bargain.—2yoh.p. No. 2 Radco light-
weight; £36, guaranteed.—Stones Cross Garage,

Midsomer Norton. [4375

KADCO, brand new, bought June, 1922, not been
used, countershaft 2-speed model, electric light-

ing, selling owing to illness.—Cook, Baltic House,
Slough, Bucks. [4900

Raleigh.
pREMIER Motor Co., the Raleigh Specialists.

IMMEDIATE delivery of all Raleigh 1923 models;
many improvements, huge price reductions;

2o4h.-p., 2-speed, chain-cum-beit, £55: 3-speed, all-
chain drive, £60; 3h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive,
£63; exchanges and deferred payments arranged;
carriage paid to any address.—Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4694

RALEIGH, 1922. 2-speed. 2^h.p.. brand new. shoo
soiled; £50.—7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3588

1 C|22 Raleigh 2^^ih.p., perfect condition, no reasonable
-itf offer refused.—659, High Ed., Leytoustone, [4227

RALEIGHS, 1923, all-chain drive; quickest de-
liveries.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, N'otts.

[4100AT Edwards.—1922 6h.p. Raleigh, spring frame,
-aX lamps, horn, etc., indistinguishable from new;
65 guineas.—Below.

T Q22 6h.p. Raleigh Combination, spring frame,
-l-t/ Bonniksen speedometer, horn, tax paid, ex-
ceptional condition ; 85 guineas ; exchanges or de-
ferred.- 101, Great Portland St., W.l. [4864

NORTH London for Raleigh, all models. Your
pronipte><t agents are Jonee' Garage, Brondway,

Muswell Hill, A'.IO. [0810
"1 (1122 2^;ih.p. Raleigh, 2-speed, clutch, kiok-ritart,
-*-«/ eiiiiipped, licensed, as new; £39.-37, Arlington
Ed., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. " [4566

THE best bargain, Raleigh 1923 models and prices,
prompt delivery; exchanges or deferred payments

arranged, tuition free.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington.

, [4871

RALEIGH 1923 models in stock for immediate de-
livery, 2V.h.p.. 2-speed, K.S.: £55; eschauge and

ea<^y terms; spare part stockists.—Eatcliffe Bro^., 200,
Gt. Portland ,St., W.l. [0975

&%i^fcE

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents Jor

A.J.S., EXCELSIOR and DUNELT Motorcycles.

FOR CHRISTMAS!
Give HIM Accessories
for his Motorcycle or Car

HELMETS.
Best Quality leather in Tan, Dark Blue and
Green shades. These helmets are lined fleece
with Nutria fur facings and have adjustable
ear flaps and chin straps. 10/CFor men and ladies Price la/D each.18/6
Leather helmets as above but with imitation Nutria fur.

Price only 10/6 each.

Gaberdine helmets, fleece lined, 6/6 each.

Footmuffs, made of leatherette and fur lined, ftom 14/6

All goods supplied on approval.

LOW LAMP SET.
Lamp Set, as illus-

trated . . . . £4 : 10
Genera tor, Motor-

cycle size . . £1 : 19
Generator, Combina-

tion size . . . . £4:10
Carriage and packing i/6 extra.

CHALLENGER PUNCTURE-PROOF TUBE.

(26 X 2I), 15/3
(26 X 2.'.), 18/-

(28x3), 20./3

{26 X zl), 16,9

(26 X 3), 18/6
(700 X- So), 25/-

Challenger Tubes banish the punc-
ture nightmare. Built in 3 layers
and self-sealing in action they defy
both nails, flints, etc.

HANDLEBAR MUFFS. Per pair.

Leather, lined furry fleece 39/6
Best waterproof mackintosh (black), lined curl . . 18/9
Best waterproof mackintosh, lined woollen tweed . . 14/9
Best waterproof mackintosh, lined cloth , . , . 11/9
Best waterpioof mackintosh, lined fawn cloth . . 11/9

NEW LINES IN GLOVES.
Black leather Gauntlet Gloves, fleece lined . . . . 8/-

Asbestol Tan Gauntlet Gloves, fleece lined .

.

. . 15/6
Asbestoi Black Gauntlet Gloves, fleece lined and

woollen wrist inside gauntlet. Very warm . . 20/-
Ditto without woollen wrist but with strap . . 25/-

Clearance line Driving Gloves, fleece lined woollen
wrist .

.

.

.

. . .

.

. . 5/-

MOTORCYCLE SUITS
It is much more economical in the long run to

buy a genuine TAYLOR guaranteed water--

proof Suit complete with seatless CC /

^

trousers at vw/
Cheaper quality with separate leggings 20/-,

Postage on above gd.

SPEEDOMETERS
Smith, with Trip - - £5:5
Ditto for A.J.S. 10,6 extra.

Cowey Trip, Nickel or black
finish £5:0

Bonniksen Trip - - £5:0

Send for the hig Taylor List of Motorcycle
Bargains, ov better still, call at ouv South
Kensington Showrooms and inspect them.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.7.
Telephones : Kensington 7260 ; Museum 1240.

Telegraois : " Dynametro, ^Vestcent, Loudon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

RALEIGH 1923 models offer the utmost value fnr

money. Pi-ices from £55 for machines equipped
with clutch, Iiick-starler, and .Sturmey-Archer gear
box; delivery from stock; defen-ed payments if re-

quired.—Newnham Motor Co., 223 and 245. Hammer-
smith Rd.. London, W.6, 'Phone: Hammersmith
1325 and 80. [4793

Rendinf^'Standard.
READING-STANDARD Combination, 1921, demon-

stration model, lOh.p.. dynamo lighting; £80.

—

Broclibanlc's, 53, Lord St., Southport. [4770

Rex.

RES Combination, N.S.U. gears, in running order;
£15.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme.

[4352
T>EX Acme 2%hj3., 1922, Blacliburne engine, 2-

-tV speed gear, .K.S., clutch, -alt on; £65.—Wau-
chope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G. 4.

[4406

Rover.

ROVER 1915 4h.p. 3-speed Combination; £48.—
Bartlett's, 93, Great Portland St. [4971

ROVER 1917 SV.h.p., excellent condition; £25.—
Broclibant's, 63, Lord St., Southport. [4769

ROVER 3V,h.p. 1915 T.T., upridden 1922. ovet-

hauled, sound; £19.-6, Lancaster Rd., Rugby.
[4641

3Xh.p. Rover, Lycett saddle, Druids lorlis : £8 ; after
2 6 ocloclt.-10, Galesbury Hd., Wandsworth,

S.W.18. L4528

1 Q Guineas.-1915 T.T. Rover, Sl.yi.B., fast, perlect.-XO A.y. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, HoggerV Cor-
ner, Barnes. [4607

ROVER Si^h.p. 1919 Combination, windscreen,
lamps, horn, spa.re new tyre-; £47/10.—Reyre.

Sun St., Hitchin. i4743

ROVER 3V2h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, in first-class ci^n-

dition, complete with accessories; £24.—Deveys.
50, Darlington St., Wolverhampton. [4498

ROVER sr^h.p., 1914, fitted with Philipson pulley,

all on, in excell&nt order; £27/10.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.O.4. [4407

ROVER S'Ah.p. Combination, 1920 about, Iticli-start,

countershaft, all on, taxed; £63.—^Jlotorist, 769,
Romford Kd., iVIauor Park, London, E.12. [3272

ROVER SIsh.p. 1920 Sports, speedometer. Tamps,
pillion seat, fast, absolutely reliable; £35.—

Tinson, Eonalda, Station Hd., Netley. (D) [4495

6e; Guineas.—Late 1921 4h.p. semi sports Rover.
^ lavishly equipped, registered, speedometer,

mileage 3,000; bargain.—2A, Eleanor Grove, Hogget's
Corner. Barnes. [4614

ROVER 3V2h.p., 3-speed, hand-clutch, kick-start, 29
guineas; with underslung Rover sidecar, 38

guineas: photo.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Ekli-

mond Ed., East Sheen.
^

[3928

Q/1 Guineas.—Rover 1921-22 't.T.. Si'.h.p. Rover,
^y Jt Philipson, clutch, very fast, splendid sportmg
solo, unscratched.—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove,

Hogger's Corner, Barnes. [4601

AT Edwards.—1920 Sl^h.p. Rover, all-ohain drive,^

equipped with electrfc lighting, horn amd speedo-
'

meler, absolutely indistinguishable from new; 55
guineas; exchanges or deferred.— 101, Great Portland
St., W.l. ni4J

Spare Parts

:

OV£r Sp.nres.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, S and
*

10, Bond St.. Ealing. [9445

Royal Ruby.
OYAL KUBY 1919 2'/.h.p., 2-stroke, equipped, per-

fect; £14/10.-10. Baronsmead Ed., Barnes. [4559

1Q19 8h.p. Royal Euby Combination, large bulbous
JiU back sidecar, perfect condition; £47/10.—9.

Church Ed,, Horlesden. [4391

ROYAL RUBY, 1922, Bh.p., spring frame Combina- "

tion, all accesscries, screen, etc., spare wheel, brand
new; to clear, £150.—Bartlett's, 93, Great Portland St.

[4972

Rudge.
19-20 Eudge-Multi; bargain, 24 guineas.- 87..

Fernlea Ed., Balham. [4950
'

UDGE 1915 Mnlti and clutch; clear, £27/J0.-
Bartlett's, 93, Great Portland St. [4970

14.—3!.^lx.p. Rudge, hand clutch, splendid ruunint;

order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [4576

1022 3V>h.p. Mnlti, brand new, ehop-soiied; £55.-
-Lf Knights, 126, Upper looting Ed., S.'W".17. [09,79

RUDGE-IIULTI S'Ah.p. Combination, hand cliitcli,

perfect; £24; separate.—17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham.
[4844

3ih.p. Eudge, clutch model, good condition, lamps
2 horn; £15.—Wilkins, 78, North St.. Guildford.

[4329

AT Edwards.—1921 Rudge-Multi, lully equipped,
speedometer, splendid condition; 40 guineas,—

Below.

-1 Q20 3i/;h,p. Rudge-Multi, lamps and hom, lax paiJ.

JLft/ exceptional condition; 50 guineas; exchanges or

deferred.-101, Great Portland St., W.l. [4003

R

R
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE-MULTI 1916 SV^li.p. Combination, good oon-
ilition; £40, or near offer— 53. Wendell Rd..

W.12. W464
51i.p. Budge-Multi, in perfect order, good "tyres;

must sell, £17/10.-85, St. Stephens Rd..

Snem^-on, Nottingham. [4554

RUDGE-MULTI 5-6h.p. and Millford Sidecar, com-
plete, all accessories, splendid hill-climber; £40.—

Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [4655

SOUTHPORT.—Two excellent 1921 I.O.M. Rudge-
Multis, well equipped ; 39 guineas each ; ex-

changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport [4913

MOTOR Cyole and Sidecnr for snle. in good going
order, fitted with Grudo gear, Eiidge; £25.-58,

Keildon Rd., Eatteisea Rise, Claiihanx Common, S.W.
[4295

RTJDGE, 1922, Watford trip, electric, nnworn Dun-
lops, etc.; £42.-14, Ritherdon Rd,, Balham,

S.W.: or 'phone: Streatham 2765. Seen any time.
[4642

pUDGE Combination, C.B. sidecar, variable gear,
-TV 31/oh.p., good order; £16 ; overhauled recently,

2 lamps, generator, etc.—68, Gloucester Ed., Cam-
den Town. [4892

TJUDGE-MULTI. 1922, innumerable extras, perfect
iV condition; any trial; £45; exchange considered.
—4, Berkeley INfcws, Connaught St., London. Phone :

Padd. 1177. [4702

RUDGE.—3!ih.p. Rutlge Multi, 1922. as new, £50;
3j-;h.p. Rudge, 1920, all on, excellent order,

£40-—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
E.C.4. Central 5168. [4408

TJTJDGE-JMULTI 1921, with starter. Sports Sunbeam
-CV bars, iuUv equipped and insured, in perfect con-

dition, Tan-Sad', and other extras; £40.-Smitb, Market
Place, Willeuhall, Staffs. [4242

"IQ21 5'/2b.p. Endge, electric lighting-. Covrej speedo-
^*y ureter, Lucas horn, mileage only 4,000; price

£30; the condition is excellent; sidecar to fit, £5.—
Allan Gruzelier, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St..

W.l. C4809

O/l Guineas.—1921-22 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M., practi-
Ott callv indistinguishable from brand new, equipped,
licensed. Another 1921 ditto, with speedometer; £33.
—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's
Corner, Barnes. , [4603

1Q21 3y-.h.p. Rudge-Multi, tax paid, Lucas lamps,
JLtf Convey speedometer, M.L. magneto, B. and
3. carburetter, Lucas horn, fitted with muUi gear,

Dunlop tyres, guaranteed in sound mechanical con-

dition and very smart in appearance, 65 m.p.h. on
the road, complete with all spares, trial and inspec-

tion, welcomed; £40.—Allen, Station House, Alde-
burgh, Suffolk. [4861

Spare Parts:

EUDGE Spores.—Immediate delivery.—Shepherd. En-
field Highway. N. [0901

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Illustrated
list free. Trade supplied.—Forfield Motors, For-

field Place, Leamington Spa. ^ [3163

Scott.

SCOTT SQUIRREL, 1923.—Immediate deliverv; £89.
—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[4781
SOUTHPORT.—Immediate delivery 1923 Scott

Squirrel; exchanges.—Kents. 417, Lord St., South-
port. [4912a

1 Q 21 Scott Combination, 3in. Pnlmer light car
X*J tvres, lamps, horn, etc.; £87/10; perfect con-
dition, cost £185.-Hadfield, Webheath, Eedditch. [4218

4>Q Guineas; Eaey Terms.—Scott rebuilt Sports Twin,
^ fJ water-cooledi looks beauty.—Wandsworth -Lu-Otor

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. {Town Station.)

[4815

1 Q21 Scott Squirrel, splendidly equipped, Bonnik-
J-*/ sen, T.T. induction, system, beautiful condition
and tune; owner buying car; £60.—Ward Motors, Ltd.,
Bradford. [4661

EDWIN W. BALL, 6, Wheeley's Rd., Edgbaston,
Scott Motor Cycle iSpecialist and Agent since 1911,

has now been granted tlie additional agency for Mr.
A. A. Scott's latest production, The Scott Autocar, price

168 guineas, tax £4. Send for list and particulars,

or better still, 'phone: Mid. 2192, making appoint-
ment, and my 6on will bring a Sociable to you and
give a practical demonstiation of this ingenious machine.

[4288
Svare Parts:

WARD Motors. Ltd.. 32, Hustler St., Bradford.-
Everything for a Scott, new or good second-hand,

iineQualled for repairs. .
' [0889

GODFREYS, Ltd.. 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts always

in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating year
of manufacture. ' [0751

Shefiield^Henderson.
SOUTHPORT.—Olympi.i actual show mode] Sheffield-

Henderson, o.h.v. Bradshaw 350 c.c. engine.
actually here; £72; unique opportunitv; exchanges.
—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport.

"

[4907

The Tyre that
s different.

uarariteed to give you at least

3j per cent, more mileage than
ou have obtained from any
thcr make, these covers embody

;\11 the true principles that go to

make a real rubber non-skid—
de Ribs, Cross Bars and

Suction Cups—a combination
->i everything that is best
in tyre manufacture.

Size. Special Price.

Cover, Tube.
26X2i ... 28/- 5/9
26X2iX2i 35/- 6/9
28x3 45/- 7/11
700 X So . . 44/- 7/6

EXTRA HEAVY
MOTORCYCLE

COVER.

H^Hj Ofer ons to-day.

FREE OFFER.—To all purchasers of
an Elite Super Non-Skid, we will
include an ELITE MOTOR CYCLE

REPAIR OUTFIT.
A Few of OUR SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES
GREAT REDUCTIONS IN PRICE

Our List
Size. Make. Price. 'Price.

^4X2 Palmer, ribbed 16/6 29/6
Clincher de Luxe.ex.hw 17/6 26/-

20,: 2 Clincher de Luxejunior 12'6 1S/9

,, Clincher de Luxe.ex.hvy 18/6 27 9
,, Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. hvy. 24/6

::0x 2.1 Palmer, Cord 25/- 43/-I

,, Bates,spec.hvy.wired on 26/9
=6x23 Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. hw. 27/6 —
26X2.V Clincher de Luxe,ex.livy 23/3 34/9
X2i

26X2?.^ Clincher de Luxe.ex.hvy 25/- 35/6
2SX3 Clincher de Luxe,ex.b^-v 30/- 4'i/-

Ajax, Koad lMu=: 35/- 45/-
650,, G5 Clincher de Luxe.ex.hvy 28/6 3',/q

,, Goodrich, Safety Tread. 30/. 60/-
700X80 Wood-Milne, ex. hvy... 35/- 43/6

niiOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaran-
teed. 24x2, 4/-; 26x2, 4/6; 26 xZ]-, 5/3:
26x23, 5/6; 26x2ix2i, 6/-; 26x2^, 6/-

;

28x3,6/3 ; 700x80, 7/-.

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths.
Per foot Sin. 1/-, Jin, 1/1, Jin. 1/5, rin. 1/9, i !in.

1/llj -2^;^ EXCEPTIONAL" OFFER.

JERKINS.
Made of a soft
silky material filled

^^itll Kapok. Light
and warm. Allow
a perfect hygienic
A-eiitilatioii and can
be worn under the
coat. To be bad in

brown and fawn
colonrs. Limited
iminber only in 34
and 36 inch chest
measvircmen t.

When cleared can-
not be repeated.

As
Illus-

trated.
Whh sleeves and
w i u d c n ffs, 2/-
extra,

Posiag-g if- e.vira.

AN IDEAL
XMASGIFT.

7/6

SPECIAL LINE OF QUILTED SIDECAR RUGS
Filled with Kapok, Medium Size 9/6.

Large Size 12/6.

All goods are sent on seven days' approva
against remittance. Carriage paid.

I
'Grams

:

! " Tyrelidav,
J London.''

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE.
265, VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD., S.W.I,

111 u-liRrtj .ill pdit ordf.-^ slioulr! be .Tldressc^l,

And at 44, Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sheflield^ Henderson.

SUPER Bargain. -VV. II. .Sheraton offers his 80
m.p.h, 1922 2'!ih.p. o.v. Shellield-Henderson. fUled

special T.T. type Blackburne, Druids, 3 speeds, new
tyres, unscratclied, . perfect, small mileage; £58, no
offers.— 1, Lancaster Rd., Brighton. [4644

Singer.
1014 Singer Combination 4h.p., 2 epeeds, chittli.
J.^ all-chain, new tyres, all lamps, comfortablir
sidecar, perfect: £45: exchanges.—Ilomac's. 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalstoa 2408. [4823

Spare Parts :

THE Promptest Firm for Genuine Singer Spares.—
Forfield Motors, Porfleld Place, Leamingt.on

Spa. [8363

GENUINE Singer Motor Cycle Parts. Let me quote
you.—Alf, Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Cov-

entry. 'Phone: 1945. [4599

Sirrah.
"I Q23 Sirrah 2-speed, clutch and K.S.; 33
i*.' carriage paid anywhere. All models Sit
Verus stocked. Write for lists.—H. Beardwood, 147,
Burlington St., Liverpool. [4918

Sparkbrook.
~1Q20 S'Ah.P. .Sparkbrook, countershaft, chnin-cuin-
-*.»/ l)elt, fully equipped, in excellent condition: £24.
-F. O. Lingley, New St., Woodbridge, Suffolk. (D)

[4646
Stanger.

1 Q23 (June) Stanger 5h.p., twin 2-stroke, spring
J-t^ frame, not done 300 miles; cost £97; £57.—
Aldridge, 205, Wellingboro' Rd., Northampton. [4637

3 guineas

;

Sirrhh and

s
Sun.

UN 1914 2^4h.p. 2-stroke, good order; £12.—Brock-
bank's, 58, Lord St., Southport. [4771

SUN-VILLIERS, in splendid condition and running
order; £14/10.-30, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield.

London. [3158

1 O Guineas.—1916 Sun-Vitesse, single-speed, good
-*-^ condition.—Phillips, 65, Wavendon Avenue,
Chiswick. [40b

.

Sunbeam.

"I Q 20 3y2h.p. Sunbeam nud Milliord sidernr. com-
-Itf piete: £92.—Cross. Effingham Sq., Rctheiham.

[436fi
SHOP-SOILED 4Uh.p. , Sunbeam; list price 135

guineas; to clear, £115.—Cross, Agent, Rcther-
ham. [4365

SUNBEAM 3i/.'h.p., 1916, little used, exceptional
coiidition; 55 guineas, offers.—45, Park Rd., Wesr.

Ham. [4686

1Q19 Sunbeam Combination, 3V'h.p., lamps, horn,
--•7 etc.; £75; all in good order.—Walbro, Ely,
Cambs. [4760

SUNBEAM 1922 Special T.T., with special cams, T.T.
tanks, very small mileage; £85, bargain.—Maiston,

31, Bridge St., Chester. [4654

SUNBEAM Combination, 3-speed, K.S., all-chain,
electric lighting; £58 ; e:^change lightweiglit.—

Day, Friars, Chelmsford. [4379

1 Q21 Sunbeam SV'ih.p.. touring model, Magdyno,
-i-*.' condition guaranteed; price £95, or r.ear.—
Waite, Booth, Waterfoot. [4483

UNBEAi\)' 1922 4'/jh.p. Combination, electric lamprf,
scarcely used, unscratched, beautiful outfit; £120.

—7, Exhibition Kd., S.W.7. [5619

£77/10.—Late 1920 SVjh.p. Sunbeam combination,
fully equipped; bargain for cash.

—

2a, Eleanor
Grove, Hogger's Corner, Barnes. [4 5 lb

QUNBEAM 8h.p. Conibination. fully eraiipped, new
O' ooiiditioii, new tvies, electric light; £115.—AVond,
2, Hillfiekl Ed., West H;miiistead. [4290

SUNBEAM 1920 SVjh.p., Henderson sidecar,
numerous accessories, new tyres, perfect; 80

guineas.—29. Cuba St., Sunderland. [4470

SUNBEAM 1918 SViih.p. and Sidecar, Easting, E.L.,
insured to April, in good condition; nearest £65.

—47, Elsenham St., Southfields, S.W. [4585

1 Q20 3V2h p. Sunbeam Combination, completely
-Lt/ equipped, condition practically as new; £110.—
E. W. Roberts, B'encathra Garage, Keswick. [0972

SUNBEAiM Combination 3Vl>h. p., cape spring, Lucas
lamps, horn, etc., whule combination like new,

written guarantee; £97/10.—Reyre, Sun St., Hitchin.
[4744

1Q22 (July) 3V.h.p. dual-purpose model Smihenin,
J-t/ Bonniksen, Luca^ hiraps. guarnnteed jierfect; £85,
or exchange Sports Sunbeam.— ill, Ashaate Kd., Chesrei-
field. (P) [4514

SUNBEAM Bh.p. 1921 De Luxe Combination,
dynamo, electric horn, hood, screen, and many

luxurious fittings; £125.—James, e/o Bradmores, 482
Harrow Rd Paddington. [4789

f Q22 T.T. Sunbeam, July, mileage 1,800, fast.

X*/ Bonniksen, Showell mechanical lubrication, spares

sprockets, Lui^as lani-p, all aceessoiies. cost over £150.
condition new: bargain, £100; insured.—Lomae, Yiue
St., Norton, Moltou. [4246

S
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iMOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAJI Super Spoi'tg (new June, 1922), as new,
Lucas lamps, horn, certificate issued with this

machine for over 75 miles per hour; cost £140; sacri-
fice £79; wants seeing; taxed.

"IQ20 Sunbeam 3V^h.p., and new Sandum Sunbeam
Xt/ sidecar and sci"eeu, all accessories, interchange-
able wheels, original tvres, magnificent condition;
£82/10; taxed. — 391, King St., Hammersmith.
'Phone: 2837 Hammersmith. [4711

SUNBEAM Combination, 1921 model. 8h.p., dynamo
lighting, electric hora, si)eedometer, luggage grid,

ha:Ld. screen, perfect order; £110.— Alexander, 263,
Bea-mgate, Manchester. 'Phone: 2775 Central. [4674

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination (1920 model, de-
livered Dec, 1919), in perfect order, complete

with Lucas lamps, speedometer, windscreen, spare
wheel, etc.; £100.—T.H.A., Denstone College, Staffs.

[3531
SOUTHPORT.—Immediate delivery 1923 Sunbeams,

2%h.p. models shorUy; -1922 late 3V2h.p. Sun-
beam, Lucas-, best accessories, superb new condition,
done 200^nwre&; 95 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [4911

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.-Sunbeara 1922 4ijh.p.

and Watsoniaji sidecar, Dunlopa, Easting screen.
Klaxon, tas paid, only done about 300 miles, abso-
lutely like new; £110; just cost ^£172; inspection in-

vited.—Wilkins, Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London.

[4306
Torpedo.

TOEPEDO-PEECISIOX 1915 2i2h.p., perfect; 11
guineas.—Peter Gordoii, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-

mond Ed., East Sheen. [3.929

Triumph.
"pREMIER Motor Co., the Triumph Specialists.

SOLE Distributing Agents for Greater Birmingham
ior Triumph motor cycles; earliest possible de-

livery of improved 1.923 models : huge price reduc-
tions; carriage paid to any address; deferred pay-
ments arra-nged.—Premier Motor Co., Aston E-d.,
Birmingham. [4687

31h.p. Triumph, fast, splendid ordei-; £12.-15,
2 Alfred Eoad, Acton, W.3. [4737

18 Countershaft T-ryumph, perfect; £35.-24, Bal-
liol Bd., North Kensington. [4502

30,—1921 Triumph Junior, 2 speeds, small mileage,
as new.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [4578

K Q Guineas.—1921 Triumph Model H. as new; offer.
»l/0—239, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's B.ush. [4959

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, complete, lamps, horn, Nos..
J-*y et-c. ; £55.—Croi.'s, Agent, Rotherham. [4364

TRIUMPH SV'h.P-. clutch model, good condition:
£17.—Young, 24, Albion Rd., Lewisham. [4586

19 Triumph 4h.p., equipped', exceptionally good,
top gear change, overhauled; £46.—Below.

19

19
1 Q 18 Triumph 4h.p, Countershaft, overhauled and
-L*^ guarajiteed, Tiot rnbbish; £40.^B€lffw.

TRIUMPH Combination
,

practically brand new,
fullv eqiiinped, child's seat im car, fine lot; £68.

--Goad. 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone; Maida Vale 1353.
[4660

TRIUMPH, mode] H. £75; also S.D. combination,
at clearance.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.

£4672
1 Q21 Triumph H 4V2h.p.. licence "paid; £60.—Wil-
-M-iJ liams, Brightview, Hadley Rd., 'New Bamet.

[4421
BRAND New All-chain Triumph, complete, lamps,

horn; £87/3.—Cross, Effingham Sq., Rotherham.
[4362

T Q 19 Triumph Countershaft, 3-speed, in new oan-
-«-*/ dition; £35.-64, Church St., Edgware Rd.. W.

[4923
£20.—Smart 1914 4h.p. Triumph, dropped frame,

decompressor, perfect, fast.—King, Egrove. Ox-
ford. [4577

£14.—Triumph 4h.p. Combination, good running
order.—Robiins, 97, Lafccbmere Rd., C«ai>ham Junc-

tion. , 14419

1 Q 19 Triumph Combination, every accessory, beau-^^ tiful condition; £50.-24, Balliol Rd., Nort-h
Kensington. ' [4506

TRIUMPH, brand new, all-chain, unpacked, makers'
gua.rantee; £76/10.-51, Upper Richmond Rd..

East Putney. [4935

TRIUMPH 1923 models, orders now accepted, don't
delay your order.—Ratclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

hind St., W.l. [0978

TRIUMPHS.-A large assortment in stock; solos and
combinations at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High

Rd., Lee, S.E. [3245

3<r> Guineas.—Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped.V A.V. Garage, 2.\, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's
Corner, Barnes. [4608

"I
Ql4 S'^h.p. Triumph, clutch model, excellent

-*-*7 condition, any trial; £20.—Chapman, 13, E<:lith
Rd.. Kensington. [4338

TRIU:\IPH3.—Two brand new S.D. all-chain models,
makers' guarantee; £79 each to clear.—391, King

^i.. Hammersmith. [4708

FOR
MOTORING and

EyERY-DAYWEAR.
WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades and two
qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the public in erarments at

SO% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
Allsizes, 2iin., 24111.,

27m
. ,
3oin.

, 33in., and

ALL ONE PRICE
/I/1H plus gd. extra

for postage.

Worth 12/6.

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 34ni., 3S0., 38in.,

40in., 42in. and 44m. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage IS/.- Worth
I/- estxa. 42/-

THIS offer cannot be
repeated when the

cloth Is sold. We secured
this cloth duringthe trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not offer
the garments at even
double the price.

IJ clients are Jtot satisfied on receipt oj ganimU.thi
money ivill be refunded in full upon return of iks
clothing.

Ml orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER - UNED
COATS

(Just the ttiing for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in.. 44in-,

46iii., 48111., 5oin. .

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/.

Postage I/- extra.

Worth 35/-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Countershalt, 3-speed. K.S. and clutch,
perfect order; bargain, ;e40.—Marston, 31,

Bridge St., Chester. [4656

"]>j'ORTB[ London for Triumph, all models. Your
'

J-' promptest agents are Jonett' Garage, Broadwav.
Muswell Hiil, N.IO. [0811

BRAND New Triumphs, unpacked, all-chain £74,
chain-cum-belt £70; instalments. — 20, Wood*,

ville Gardens, Ealing. [4517 1

LATEST Countershaft Triumph, used few times,
"

condition new, well equipped; ^60.-24, Balliol
Ed,-, North Kensington. [4501

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., 1922 Triumph all-chaiit
drive Combination, with a.cce£Sories; £76.—157b,

Great Portland St., W.l. __ [4881 .

BARGAINS.—1918 Countershaft Triumph, peifecti
£35 ; another Countershaft, £28 ; any trial.— 7,

Cowdrey Ed., Wimbledon. [472£>

TRIUMPH 1919, 3-speed, countershaft, complete with
all accessories; £38.—Houghton Bros., Woodcota

Parade, Wallington, Suirey. [4303

^h.p. Triumph, came from Triumphs in 1920, <xuito"
^*^ as new, fully eaiiipped; £45.—Jones Garage,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.20. [4901

'

TRIUMPH Combination, 1921, mileage 500.
eauipped; £67/10.—M. Hillier, 216, Portobello

Rd., North Kensington, W.ll. ^ [3866

TRIUMPH 1918 coacbbuilt Combination, well
equipped, excellent condition; £55.

—

S.. B. Clark
and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3345

1 ty Guinea^s or nearest, exchanges.—SVsh.p. Triumph
J- * Spoi-ting model, lamps, tax, runnuig order.— .

181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [4623
"

TRIUMPH—Early delivery of all 1923 models.
Place your order now to secure.—The Layton -

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [4779

TRIUMPH, Model H, bra'ud new and unused; our
price £75 ; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50,

Har-riu-gton^Rd., South Kensington. [4533

"IQ20 Triumph Junior, excellent condition, all acces*
-**/ Tories, tas paid; £45, or nearest.—Thornton,
Blenheim Terrace, Pield Hill, Batley. [4320 -

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, very small mileage*
and absolutely as new; splendid bargain, £75.

—

F. G. Smith, High Rd., Goodmayes. [0959

31h.p. Triumph, single-speed, guaranteed perfect
a throughout; £19; ride 50 miles purchaser.—

-

Seward, Red Hill, Bassett, Southampton. [4493

CROYDON Agents Triumph, all new models and
large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's

Presto Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

JUNIOR Triumph, late 1919, exceptional condition, '

carefully used, engine 3318; £33; seen appoint-
ment.—Hawkins, Whiteball, Chesham, Bucks. [4311

"I 019 Triumph, Henderson sidecar, screen, aluminium
J-*' discs, footboards, D.A. cylinder; owner buying
car; £65.~Nicklin, Gothersley, Rushall, Staffs. [4097

TRIUMPH-GLORIA, late 1921, chain driven, lamps,
speedometer, hcod, screen, unsoiled, mileage 1,000;

bought car.—266, Londcin Rd., Thornton Heath. [4684

1 Q19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, splendid condi-
-L*/ tion, carefully kept, all accessories; £75, or
offers.—Write H.M., 24, Maryland St., Liverpool.

[4628
31.h.p. Triumph 1919; £50; excellent condition, just

2 overhauled by makers at cost £30; no reason-
able offer refused.—Prideaux's Garage, Barnstaple.

[4089
TRIUMPH S'/slip-. clutch model, everything on, in

perfect order; £25.—Can be seen between 3 and
5 at 100, Alderney St., Pimhco, London, S.W.I.

[4728

1 Q16 Cormtershaft Ti-iumph, new Dunlop tyres and
X *y tubes, nice condition throughout ; £35.—Hillier
(side bell), 127, St. Mark's Ed., North Kensington.

[4592
TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, mechanical con-

dition perfect, any trial, lamps, spare tyres;
owner buying car; 60 guineas.—156, High St., Merton.

[4535
1Q Guineas; Easy Terms.—Triumph 3V2h.p., good
Xt/ tyres, nice condition, complete.—Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. (Town
-Station.) ' [4817

1Q18 Triumph 4h.p. couutershaft, perfect conditiou,
JL«/ fully equipped, £40"; also 3h.p. Triumph, 1916,
renovated, £35.-204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. 'Phone:
Park 5541. [9655

*| Q22 Triumph-Ricardo, brand new but shop-soiled:
J-tJ greatly reduced; exchanges or deferred.—
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed,, N.E. 'Phone : Dal-
ston 2408. [4823

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 4h.p., type H,
September, 1919, sidecar new December, 1921,

Easting, lamps, splendid condition; £70.—Cleaver,
Sittingbourne. [470

1

1 020 Triumph Combination, Gloria sidicar. Easting
JL*7 windscreen, P. and H. lighting set, Klaxon
horn, very small mileage, giaaranteed perfect, in-

sured and tax paid; price £65 or near offer.—

Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans, [4663

E28 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles ^dverti&ed by private owners are, when desii:ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

T 019 Triumph Combination, coadibui't sidecar,

'^v Cameo windscreen, lamps, liorn, spare tyre,

tlie whole in good condition; £45.—Hall, 91, St.

Peter's St., St. Albans. [4664

1 Q21 Triumph H Combination, Gloria sidecar, lug-

X«/ gage grid, speedometer, watch, lamps, hnrn;
owner desires faster machine; take £75.—Baker, Grafton
Hoiu^. Oundle. Northants. [4083

J"
ATE Triumph Combination, footboards, legshields,

J Lucas lamps, Easting Royal, new tyres, etc.,

many spares, excellent condition; £65, or nearest.—
S. Dixon, Grendon, Atherstone. [4540

1Q20 Triumph-Gloria Combination, Easting, new
J-vCowey speedometer, horn, lami)6, spare xihain new
find belt, excellent order, tax paid, tiiUy insured March
uoxt.—Colonel Downing, Velwell, Totnea. [4244

jP 95.—Triumph Combination, 1922, all-chain drive,^ used for demonstration, complete with every
accessory, tax paid; terms if desired.—Midland Garage,
166, Shaftesbury Av. 'Phone: Gerrard 8461. [2428

1Q21 Triumph Combination, nil-chain drive, speedo-XU meter, legshields, Lucas dynamo set, tew miles
onlv, guaranteed as new throughout, very carefully
hnndled; £100.-135, Ashley Kd., Loughboroutrh.
Leicestershire. [3458

THE following 1922 Shop-soiled Triumphs to be
cle:ired: Model H., £75; Model S.D., £84: Eioardo

Siiorts, £87; cash or extended iiayments.—The Hacklord
Eug. Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixtoni S.W.9. Thone

:

Brixton 3062. [4921

045.-1916 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination
cV (not W.D.), engine 44674. complete overhaul 1921,
3,200 niil&i, since, horn, speedometer. Easting, 6-Yolt
nocumulator, lighting, perfect running order, owner
going abroad.—Col. Day, Ketley Hospital, Hantd. [4251

WE have a few Countershaft Triumphs at £45:
fully overhauled and renovated, new Dunlop tyres

and tubes; splendid opportunity; casji or extended pay-
ments ; send for particulars.—Hackford Eng. Co., 33.
Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone: Brixton 3062.

[4920
TRIUMPH.—4h. p., 1922, 3 speeds, K.S., clutch,

special engine, £40; 4h.p., 1915, and sidecar,

all on. £57/10 ; 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, and sidecar,
£55; 4h.p., 1914.. 3 speeds, solo, £35; 4h.p.. 1914, 3
speeds, solo, £35.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
St., E.G.4. 'Phone: C-entral 5168. [4409

TRIUMPH-GLORIA 1922 Chain-drive Combination,
in new condition, £90; also 1920 Triumph, reno-

vated Gloria combination, £57; exchanges.^ Full par-
ticulars of these and 50 other machines free on re-
quest.—Newnham Motor Co., 223 and 245, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1325. [4796

1 Q21 Triumph 4h.p., all-chain model, Magdyno
M-tJ lighting, lavishly equipped, iiTcluding speedo-
meter, watch, gradometer. Klaxon, Tan-Sad, additional
pannier map case, automatic extra air inlet giving
100 m.p.g., total mileage 2,500. exceptionally smart
outfit, any trial; £95.-20, Claremont Rd., Surbiton.

[4543
SEPTEMBER, 1921, Triumph, all-chain drive, with

Gloria sjdecar, paint and enamel unscratched,
Lucas lighting set. Easting windscreen, and several
other fittings; cost £200, and is in every respect
equal to new, mileage under 3,000; will accept £110;
cash or' deferred payments.—Motor House, Ltd., 20,
Fii^chley Rd., N.W.8. [4022

Spare Parts:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate deliverv.—Ears, 8.
Bond St., Ealing. [4807

CTRIL WILLIAMS, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hLimpton.—Every Triumph part by return- lists

free. [8140
TRIUMPH Spares per return. Full discount to

traders.—Sheker and Son, Authorised Service
Agents, Shrewsbury. [A'ASl

TRIUMPH Spares.—Second-hand or new, for all
models; prices right.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall

Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [4598

TRIUiMPH Spares, every part in stock, no waiting.
prices right.—Ward and Co., 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., East Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754 [1135

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop ? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Xciwmph re-
pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
Bupervislon of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfleld Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Vasco.
1Q22 2^4h.p. Vasco, 2-stroke, Burman 2-speed, fullv
J-*' equipped, taxed, insured till August, 1923;
£35.-15, Northampton Park, Canonbury, N.l. [4655

Velocette.

STARTLING offer of a few brand new 1922
Velocette models at £10 below maker's 1923

price: E.2, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, all-chain
drive. £52; E.3, 3-speed, £55; carry maker's full
guarantee; easy payments 4 per cent, extra; carriage
paid to any address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Ed., Birmingham. [4688

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

2|- h.p., 2-speed, clutch and
kick-starter - - - -

2| h.p., 3-speed, clutch and
kick-starter - - - -

2j h.p., 3-speed, clutch and
kick-starter, and light sidecar

3 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and
kick-starter - - - -

3 h.p,, 3-speed, clutch and
kick-starter, and No. 5a
sidecar - - - -

3 h.p., Semi Sports

3 h.p. Semi Sports, All-chain,

with Sports sidecar

2j h.p., 3-speed, clutch and
kick-starter - - - -

2| h.p., 3-speed, clutch and
kick-starter, Sports

3 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and
kick-starter, and sidecar

3 h.p. Combination

£55

£58 10

£72 3

£61 10

£78 6

£61 10

£77 5

£60

£66

£79 16

£83

Send for List of Second-hand Machines
and our Booklet, " The Rideeziway,"

which clearly shows how to purchase

a machine out of income.

Best possible deliveries of
—

A.J.S., TRIUMPH, SCOTT, B.S.A.,

MATCHLESS, DOUGLAS,
MARTINSYDE, BEARDMORE,
CONNAUGHT, ENFIELD, and

RALEIGH.

RIDEEZI SALES, Ltd.

5, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.I

Large Showrooms in Basement.

19
19

MOTOR CYCLES VOR SALE.
Velocette.

VELOCETTE.—Delivery from stock ol all 1923
models.—The Layton Garages, 30. Holywell St.,

Oxtord, [4782
Verus.

3ih.p. Verus, late 1920, as new, all on, electric
4 lighting, splendid condition, not done 1.000

miles, privately owned; £30, no offers.—25, Santos
Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [4761

Wolf.

WOLF-J.A.P. 4h.p., 3-speed, rill-eliain; f25.-Write
Burnell. AVootton Couiten.'iy, Somerset. [4239

WOLF-BLACKBURNE. late model, 4h.p., 3-spoed,
clutch kick-start, all on; £50.—Lyme Villa, Mot-

tingham, S,E,9. Phone: Lee Green 500. [4581

Werner.
WERNER 4h.p.. low, fast, powerful; £22; take

pedal cycle part.—57, Kenbiuy St., Camberwell,
London. [4472

Wooler
1Q21 Wooler, 2%h.p. hoiizoutul twin, variable pear,
i-iJ mechanical oiling, spring frame, clutch and fully

equipped, perfect condition; £29/10.—Jones Garage.
Broadway. Muswell Hill. [4903

WOOLER 2-;jh.p. Flat Twin 1921, complete with
Cowey speedometer, Kla.\on horn. P. and H.

lamps, generator, and all >ther accessories, for £38.—
6, Stockwell Park Crescent, S.W.9. [4748

Zenith.

A LLAX GKtJZELIER for Zenith Bargains!

ALL-CHAIN Eight, only 8 weeks old, fitted Bonniksen
,^peedometer, horn, lamps, mechanical lubrication,

absolutely as new. Super Sports engine; £90.

21 5h.p. Sports, all on, e.^celleut condition; £50.

20 8h.p. Combination, just thoroughly overhauled,
all on; £75.

1 Q22 Special 3^/2h.p. Bradshaw model, exceptionally
•'-iy fast, mileage onlv 1,500, unscratched, all-ehain
drive; £85.

ALL 1923 models for immediate delivery from stock.
Z'Yih.v. Touring, £69,'15; Sports, £77; Show

models; Super Eight, £125: Touring, £115; Bradshaw,
£95.

THE demand for 1923 Zeniths is exceptionally good,
lion't be left v\ithout one.-^Allan Gruzelier, Ulster

Chambers, 168. Regent St., W.l. [4808

A K Guineas.—8h. p. Zenith, 1918, must sell; en-^O quiries.—32, Stanley Rd., N.l. [4583

F.O.C.H. invite inspection; Zenith and other makes:
bargains.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).

11374
8 h.p. C'Ountershaft Zenith Combination, 1915, K S.,

lamps, electric horn, speedometer, perfect; £35.

—

69, Kiirgston Rd., New Maiden. [4588

ZENITJf late 1919 5-6h.p. Sports, all on, good
condition, climbs, Porl(:H:k, tvres as new; £41.

—

12, Leaside Avenue, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [4962

ZENITH-BEADSHAW. brand new, SVjh.p. 1922.
oil-cooled, Gradua ' gear, £65 —Wauchox>e's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C.4. 'Phone ; Cen-
tral 5163. [4410

PRACTICALLY New late 1921 8h.p. Zenith Counter-
shaft Combination, electrically equipped, speedo-

meter, original tyres: :£65.—Hillier (side bell), 127, St.
Mark's Rd., North Kensington. [4591

5-6h.p. 1921 Zenith Countershaft, kick-start, full

equipment and spares,. Zenith sidecar. Easting,
excellent condition, would separate, photograph on re-

quest; best offer; London district.-Box 5080, c/o 7/i.c

Motor dicle. [4916

"yTOUR Motor Cycle or Combination, talcen in part
-JL irayment for a Zenith, any model; cash, deferred,
or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, 194, BaJham High Rd.,
S.W.12. 'Phone ; 4441 Latchmere. Grams : Pushfullv
Bal. London. [4926

1 020 8h.p. Zenith Combination, in perfect running
-i-tF order, jModel H, countershaft, electric lighting,
speedometer, clock, spares, etc., luxurious coachbuilt
sidecar with windscreen; £65: inspection invited Sun-
day next.—Tomes, St. Leoirard's House, Mortlake.

(4287
ZENITH 1920, special engine No. 20/74126, 8h.p.

sport.&, 5-stay sports canoelet. Easting, Cowey,
kneegnps. Tan-sad", lamps, splendid sporty 'bus; £7C.
or exchange with cash for 1921-22 G.P. Morgan; alter

6 o'clock evenings, on Saturdav.— 103, Winstanley Rd.,
Battersea, S.W.ll. [47.':'(

ZENITH 1921 Bh.p. Countershaft Model, with MiH-
ford Reck sidecar, electric lighting. Cowey speedo-

meter. coudiLion like new, £75; also several other
Zeniths at attractive prices. Fnll particulars of these

and 50 other machines free on request; exchanges.

—

Newnlianr iMotor Co., 223 and 245. Hammersmith Rd..

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1325, [4798

Orwm.p.h. Zenith-Bradshaiv 1922, specially tuned,
O \7. Brooklands winner, total mileage 1,400, new
pistons, new steering head .viices, special racing frame,
Sturmey close-ratio 3-speed box with K.S'., silencer,

Amac, HiUchinsons. 3 sprockets, spare chain, and
tools; capable in skilled hands of winning any club
event; £75.—Mallet, 7, Collinghara Rd., S.W.5. [4742

All letters relating to ailvertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Blotor Cjcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

^parc Parts:

ZENITH Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kars. 8 ami
10, I3oncl St., Ealing. [9447

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

KENILWORTH H^.V-, 4-stroke, suitable for a
ladv driver; £27/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet St., London, B.C. 4. [4411

Miscellaneous.
T. HEBDEN and Sons. Nelson.

"DRAND New 1922 Motor Cycles.

Oih.p. Norton, model 16H; list £79; onr price £70.

4^ p. Triumph, type H; £70.

3ih.p. Jame;
2 7li,p. James c-ombination.

orts :\Ioclel, list ^75, our p-rice £67;
;5 c-ombination, spare wheel, etc.,

si £133,* our price £119.

81i.p. Matchless 2-seatRr Combination, Magdyno, spare
wheel, etc.; list £173; our price £155.

Enfield Combination, list £120, our price
£109; aJso new 1921 Enfield combination, £99.

-l^EW 1922 G.N. Light Car; £179.

"jl/TXIST be cleared to make room for 1923 models

HEBDEN and Sons,
Lanes. Tel. : 91.

71, Scotland Rd., Nelson,
[4662

NAYLOE. and Kirk oITer the following bargains.—
V illiers 1920 2-speed, fully equipped ; £20.—

Below.

CONNAUGHT 1920 2VL.h.p. 2-speed, fully equipped,
smart and fast machine; £23.—Below.

-| Q20 Omega 29.ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, kick-
J-t/ start, sound and good condition, fuliy equipped;
£29.—Below.

]Q19 Douglas 2^4h.p. 2-Epced, not W.D., fully
.«7 equipped and in pexiect running order; £29.

—

Below.

WE have six 1918 Douglases, 2^4h.p., -2-speecl,

thoroughly oTerhauled and renovated with 50%'

new parts, luUy equipped ; £26.—Below.

K -6h.p. Rex Combina-tion, 2-speed ; this machine,
*^ although fheap, is reliable and good; £19.—
Below.

3JLh.p, Rover Combination, 3-speed, fully equipped;
2 an exceptional bargain, £26.—Below.

Oih.p. Precision, for hard work and reliability; '=-£12;

an exceptional bargain, £26.—Below.

3. Precision, for hard work and reliabi]
1921 jMatchless Combination, dynamo lighting,

windscreen, in new condition ; £79.-spare wheel,
Below.

"1 Q20 8h.p, Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting,-
-^*y absolutely as new, hood, screen, luggage carrier,
speedometer; £73.—Below.

1021 Henderson Combination, dynamo lighting, in
J-t/ exceptionally good condition, electric horn,
screen, luggage carrier, any trial, guaranteed ; £79.

—

Below.

1 Q19 Villiers, 2-speed, fully equipped, mechanically
J-*y sound; £20. -Below.

-j Q16 CHDnnaught, in fine. order; £15. 1921 Tem-
J- *y perino 2-seater car, 3-speed and reverse, hood,
screen, all lamps, in exceptional condition; any trial;
bargain, _ £45.—Below.

1 Q21 . 3V2h.p. Ariel Combination; fully equipped, ae
-i-*/ new; :£48; one Eover sidecar with screen, £8;
uiie P. and M. sidecar with hood and screen, £8.—
Below.

Naylor
field, S.W1EXCHANGES entertained on any of above.

-^ and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfiel
'Phone : Wimbledon 2041. [4850

3l_h.p. motor cycle, running order; £15, or part
2 exchange cheap combination.—204, Stoughton

Rd., GuildlGrd. [4739

MOTOR Cycle Combination, 4^,4h.p., Clyno engine,
frame and wheels; Saturday afternoon.—50, Cap-

worth St., Leyton, E. [4570

FO.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars, etc.;
bargains ; cash, or easy payments ; exchanges

arranged.—5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).
[3864

8-lOh.p. J.A.P., water-cooled twin, Bosch enclosed.
Zenith carburetter, fitted universal joint, just

overhauled; £25, or _offer.—Sills, 68. Stopford Rd.,""

[4340GilUngham, Kent. (D)

HALIFAX.-1923 New Imperial. B.S.A., Enfield,
Duuglas, Triumph, Ncrton, and Levis models

from stock; cash, exchange, or deleiTed.—Halifax
ITotor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4976

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, dropped frame, running, £10;
Coventry SV^h.p., running, £8; Rndge-Multi 1919

combination, perfect, £35; Triumph engine, com-
plete, £5/10.—Perrin, 6, Etna Rd., St. Albans. £4584

— SEASONABLE —

XMAS GIFTS

From Him to Her.
Ladies' Fur-trimmed iMotoring Hat, as Sketch'

in Brown Leather or in Suede- in the following

colours: Tan, Nigger, Rust, Saxe, Heliotrope,

Light or Dark Grey and Mole.

PRICE 17/6 EACH, POST FREE.

State K-hetlicr for Small, Medium or Large Head.

From Her to Him.
Gentlemen's Brown Leather Motor Cycle Helmets
Flu:-trimmed, as Sketch. Note Special Ear Cup
which affords perfect protection but enables the

wearer to hear distinctly.

PRICE 15/6 EACH, POST FREE.

State Ordinary Hat Size.

Send your order NOW, with Cheque or Posial
Order [crossed] and made payable to

:

F. GREY NESBITT & Co.
l,Berners St., Oxford St., London, W.l

Traders Note.—Write for Trade Terms for ih-esc

special lin^s & General Price List ofMotor Clothing.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

BOOTH'S Jlotories, Blackpool.—1923 Morgans in

stock ; motor cycles taken in exchange.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—1923 L«t1s. New
Imperials, Quadrants, Rudges, Ariels,- Martin-

syde? ; exchanges.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Lightweights O.K.
2.speed, £16/10/6; Levis, 2-speed, £22/10/6

Centaur, 3-speed, £15/10/6.

BOOTH'S , Motories, Blackpool.—Lightweights, :

Douglas, 2-speed, £18/10/6; Connaught, 2-speed,
£19/10/6; Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speea, £24/10/6; new
1922 Bradbury, £49/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Lightweights, 2h.p.,
.eiO/10/6; Edmund-Jap, spring frame, £26/10/6;

1921 Viper-Jap, £32/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—SV-h.p. New Scale;
£29/10/6; 1921 3-speed New Imperial, £37/10/6;

1920 Edmund-Jap, £34/10/6; 3y..h.p. Humber,
£16/10/6; S'/ih.p. Singer, 2-speed, £19/10/6. - i

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Three 5h.p. Rudges,
''

2-speed, £25/10/6; 3-speed, £25/10/6; Multi,
'

£22/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Four Phelon and'
Moores, £15/10/6, £25/10/6, £29/10/6.

£33/10/6; 3Vib.p. Premier, £19/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Blackpool.—Combinations. 1922
Quadrant, £79/10/6; 1920 4b.p. Douglas,

£55/10/6; 1920 Martinsyde, £75/10/6; 6h.p. Enfield,
£35/10/6; 8h.p. Premier, £39/10/6; 1920 Matchless,
£79/10/6; 1920 Harley-Davidson, £85/10/6; new 1922
Rudge and Royal Ruby, cheap.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Sh.p. Garden Cycle-
car, £26/10/6; 1920 A.V. Cyclecar, £39/10/6;

7h.p. Indian, £29/10/6; 5h.p. 2-speed Indian,
£29/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—1920 3-speed Douglas,
£42/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas, £47/10/6; 1920 Zebra'

li"ht car, cheap; several others cheap. Push cycles
taken in exchange. Motor cycles purchased for cash.—
Booth's Motories, 294, Waterloo Bd., Blackpool. Tel. : _
1451. ^ [3987

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
TTIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any .

period.-Write
Euston Rd.

Fowler Brigden, 130,
[0795

OUR Terms are most favourable. Send for full
particulars, solo or combination.—Maudes', 100,

Gt. Portland St.. London. [0960

ROBERTSOJST'S Motors, Ltd., for many years haye
specialised in this class of work. If machine is

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week ia

allowed.-157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5936
"

H.
F.

MOTOR CYCLES W.4NTED.

101

"PD"U'4.EDS and Co.,

Gt. Portland St., W.. are r-ash buyers of solos,
combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices

given ;. distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone:
llayl'air 4027. [0870
TH.B.

^ANT -

Rr/\/\ COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-
*J\y\f anteed top prices given.—T. and B. Motor

372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [0948Co., Ltd.

ALWAYS Buy

SOLOS, Combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
phone, or call. If country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.-
W. T. Dunii, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. [0332 -

WANTED, Enfield 2-stroke.—Oakley, Hurst Green, '

Sussex. [4096

WANTED, good combinations.—Rhind and Co
Stone Place, Rusholme,

WANTED
Park Rd,

[4357

lightweight. £10 to £15.-103, Moore
Fulham, S.W. [4456

SOLO Motor Cycle Wanted; must be cheap.—51.
Engadine St., Southflelds, S.W.18. [4555

MOTOR Cycle, old type, must be cheap.—Write 61,

St. Maur Rd., Parsons Green, S.W.6.
'

[4296
.

O-STROKE Motor Cycle Wanted; must be ch
97, Elsenham St., Southflelds, S.W.18. [4556

WANTED, 1922 A.J.9. Model B.l; state price for

spot cash.—31, Billing Rd., Northampton. [4440

BUNTING'S Buy, sell, or exchange any make ct

motor cycle. State your requirements. .We under-

take to do your business and give you satiafaetiou.

Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weald-

stone. i;0823

Bjo All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCTES WANTHD
ER'S Garage, Tooting, tliQ r

lor disposing ol motor cycles.

LarER'S Garag(
offer at siglit.

T>ALi\IER'S Garage, Tooting, tliQ pre-eminent place

pALarER'S Garage, Tootin] will make you a cash

PALiMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of

a good cheque if you sell your machine at
Palmer's Garage.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Tliousands gl men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly aiiction sale every
Thursday at 2.

P

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station; the auction

^\le is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
accepted machine can be included, in auction

sale held every Thursday.

PALlVIER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price
and we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7^2 per cent., nob chargeable unless

machine is sold; if no sale a nominal a-tiction fee

is charged—For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles
under £50 value 5/-, ditto over £50 value 10/-;
when we effect -a sale these charges are cancelled
and commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free.

Tel. [ 208 Streatham. 'Grams : Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [4773

WANTED, good combination, Enfield or B.S.A. pre-
ferred.—J. R, Baker, Osiers Farm, Petworth.

[4336
WANTED, Eudse-Multi, I.O.M. preferred: mu^t

bi modern and cheap.—King, Egrove,- Oxford.
[4579

LATE Rudge, Morgan, or other machine; cheap,
condition immaterial.—27, Gayliurst Rd., Dals-

tcn. [4477

("1 OOD Solo or Combination wanted for ca-sh.-Write,
T F. Lacey, 115, Engadine St., Southfields,

S.W.18. [3537

MOTOR Cycles and Combinations in part exchange
for Light Cars.—James Garage, Broadway, Muawell

Hill, 10.
^

[0947

O 30 Offered.—Best 3-speed combination. B.S.A. pre-^ ierred, not earlier than 1916.-24; Ulverston Rd.,
Walthamstow. [4416

WANTED, late C.S., E.S. combination, SMrh.p.-
4V'h.p., periect condition, lowest cash.—124, Grove

Kd., Bow, E.S. _ [4270

MATCHLESS Model H Combination Wanted Imme-
diately; cheap for cash,—145 Eavensbury Rd.,

Earlsfleld, S.W. [4801

URGENTLY wanted, lightweight motor cycles, any
condition, cash on sight.—Duvalj 61, Grand Parade,

Harringay, N.4. [4698

22 Light Solo Sunbeam Wanted ; state lowest
price for cash.—Marshall, -29, Westward Rd.,

3. Chingford, E.4. [4230

WAIfTED, Triumph or Tether (above 350 ex.);
cash up to £20 plus Douglas given.—Willson,

81, Addison Gardens, AV.14. [4282

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cash onsieht.
Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 3709.—Edwoids.

50, Harrington Rd., South Eensington. • [0604

WANTED, 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Solo, about 1918-
19 model, one needing attention not objected to,

but must be cheap.—45, Oliver St.. Northampton.
[4455

A,V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Corner,
Barnes, offer spot cash on sight for any solo or

combination of any make, condition and date. 'Bring or
send. -. [4613

ANY Motor Cycles Wanted in exchange for new
Hartinsydes, 1923 ; the most marvellous value

OD the market.—M'otor House, Ltd., 20, Finchley Rd.,
N.W.8. [3403

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition,

—Call, write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493
Upper Richmond Ed.. East Sheen, S-W. 'Phone: Rich-
mond 2362 and 2363. [0372

SEND your motor cycle to Palmer's GaTage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting; cash

^
offer telegraphed immediately on receipt; nearest
station Wimbledon ; v;e will collect from any London
station; machine can be included 'ji auction sale
if desired.-Sole address, Palmer's Garage, 'Tooting.

[4775

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
1 Q 2 1 Motor Scooter for Sale ; cost £45 ; perfecL
J~tJ .condition, £12—70, Tittsrton St., Sheffield.

[4529

6 Guineas.—Kingsbury Scooter, all-chain drive, new
condition.—A.V. Garage, 2x, Eleanor Grove,

Hogger's Corner, Barnes. [4610
SCOOTERS.—Limited number of Skootamotas,

£17/10. brand new; Mobile Pups new.
£12/10; slightly used. £ 10.—Egertons (Ipswich).
Ltd., Northgate, Ipswich. [2342
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''GOOD THINGS"
for CHRISTMAS,

COMFORT, & PROTECTION i

WATERPROOF MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT WITH FLEECE LINING.

Fig. 1.

SPECIFICATION.
MADEfrom hard-wearing

double texture fawn
material with an inter-

lining ol Rubber. Double
Breasted Jacket, with all-

round Belt and Leather
Buckle, large Patch
Pockets, and converted
collar to button right up
to neck, to fasten with
Throat Tab. Wind Cuffs
in sleeves. All seams of
the Suit are rubber
cemented and taped with
extra material, making
the garment absolutely
waterproof.
Overall Trousers with
spat-shaped leg ; wind
gussets to keep the wind
from the leg and boots;
fastened with patent clasp

fasteners, enabling the
trousers to be pulled olT

in a moment.
The Jacket is fitted with
warm and cosy fleecy
lining and can be de-
tached when not required.
This suit is constructed to
fully protect the rider
from chill, as well as
being WATERPROOF.
Slate chest incasurcincnt

Fig 1 and height ivhen ordering^

Suat complete with Ja.cket
(fleece lined) and JtVtl^
Overalls •+»*/"

Suit complete with Jacket
(fleece lined) and Kiy I

Seatless Trousers ***/

Without
fleece

35/-
Without
fleece

42/-
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE.

WATERPROOF
TRENCH COAT
WITH DETACH-
ABLE FLEECE

LINING.
Fig. 2.

SPECIFICATION.
MADE of fawn material,

rubber lined, with all-

round belt and buckle.
Convertible collar, wind
culfs in sleeves, and fitted

with warm, woolly, de-
tachable fleece lining.

An ideal coat for motor
cycling, walking, and all

outdoor purposes.
This garment is im-
pervious to rain, com-
fortable and warm for
winter wear.

FLEECE- LINING CAN-
BE DETACHED.

PRICE, FLEECE 01 IB
LINED O//0

Without fleece hning 25/-

Stioiild yojt firefer ro see
fiatterns tie/ore O'-iiei-iiiir.

. etiese luilL be sent by re:u'rn
I
0}L receipt ef a po~ieard,

NOTE
sizns 34", 36", aS". 40", 4^"'

44" in stock. Special sizes
<:nii be made in 5 DAYS, and MONEY REFUNDED
no extra charge made if you IN FULL IF NOT
decide to avail yourself of PERFECTLY SATIS-

.s:',td^?r'!S;ui.einau. to- -
FIED & GARMENTS

d;ty. We guarnntec a perfect RETURNED TO US
fit ill every way. |N 7 DAYS.

Wi arc the actual Mamtfacturers :
—

Martin Waterproof Co.
208. Oldham Rd. New Cross, Manchester.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A .B.C. .Skootamota, new, jnaoiled, latest model, list

£55; accept £18; wonderful bargain —Frank Whit-
worth, 139, New St., Tiirmingham. [5085

CCOOTEU.—Autcped, scarcely iiRcd, dynamo Ilybt-
*-J ing, free engine; nearest £10 secures.—Gran tie

Park Garage, 2G, Grangeway, Wiachmore Hill, [4253

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-BI 2I1.P., ns new: bargain, £12.-Bevi8, 29,

Qiieeii's Ed., Basingstoke. [4733

JOHNSON Twin, hardly used, all fitting-S and good
cycle; £14.—Crump, 33, Station Rd., Folkestone.

[4268
YOUNG attachment with bicycle [lady's), new, henltl:

cause sale; first reasonable offer.— 2, Freta Ter-
race, Bexley Heath, Kent. [4220

AUTO-WHEELS. 5 guineas,
pairs and replacements.-

Latchmere Rd.. Battersea.

WALTHAM Motor Attachment,
made cycle, practically .new;

50, Darling-ton St., Wolverhampton.

perfect condition ; re-

-J. W. Robins, 97.
[2216

fitted to specially
£14/10.-Devey's,

[4497

AUTO-WHEEL, by B.S.A., in excellent condition,
fitted with shock absorber, tax paid; £9/10.—

Orespin, Mumtord, Wittersham, Kent. [4301

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COUPE Hood and Windscreen, nearly new; 30/-.—

66, Belgrave Avenue, Watiord, West. [4279

HERCULES Hoods, aprons, etc., cheapest and best.
Cameos, 55/-; celluloid, 1/6 sq. ft.—Hercules

Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0853

CELASTOID Strong Windscreens, 50x10 7/-, 25x
20/- 7/-, 16x10 2/6; thinner quality, for poultry

houses, 50x20 5/-, 10x10 1/-; pest paid.—B. Smith
and San, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds. 'Phcne : 22576.

[3553
BRISTOL Windscreens, will fit any sidecar, adjust-

able any angle, neat and efficient, Popular, 35/-, -

complete with apron; De Luxe, £2/12/6. Why pay
more? Send £or illustraitions.—Patentees and Manu-
facturers, Bristol Sidecar Co., Stokes Croft, Bristol.

[4370W .J.C—Adjustable windscreens with aprons, 25/-,
30/- and 35/- each. Any make of screen sup

plied. Shop-soiled and secondhand screens at greatly
reduced prices to clear. Hoods fi-om 30/- complete with
all fittings; 2-se-ater hoods, 45/-.—W.J.C. Motors, 5,
Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [4986

BOWER Adjustable Windscreens, coverall aprons,
all fittings manufactured under patent numbers

108,354 of 1916, and 109,601 of 1916. A few shop-
soiled at 25/-; aprons from 10/-; Easting and Sandum
supplied; new panels fitted from 12/-. Write for
catalogues.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1-3, Tulse Hill.
Brixton, London, S.AV. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [4373

BODIES.
BURTON Sidecars.—1923 toujring bodies, £5,

carriage paid ; our catalogue illustrates gix
models.

ROCK bottom prices, finest workmanship and
materials, latest designs.—Sidecar Co., Broad

-

stairs. [2789

COUPETTE Sidecar bodv, dehvered Julv, 1922, dark
blue, perfect; £10; London.—Box 5028, c/o Tlw.

Motor Cycle. [4255

LIGHT 2-seater bodies complete; fitted tank iind
' aluminium bonnet, suitable for runabouts; £8/10.

—

Wadden, 5, Broadway, Weybridge. [4095

BRAND new 2-seater, latest type, factory built, £7;
also a second-hand ditto, £2.—H. li. Hail, c/u

Green Man Hotel, Whetstone, London. [4523

W.J.C. for Sidecar Bodies.—We have some real end
of season bargains. All models from "sports to 2-

seaters. It will pay you to get our quotation.—Below.

W.J.C—500 Bodies, es-W.D., Tonglas, Mills, Fulford,
Sunbeam, from 10/- each; need painting and r?-

upholstery.—W.J.O. Motors, 5, Addison Av., Holland
Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [4-9S7

COBB Speedman Sidecar Bodies, bulbous, 2 lockers,
S'prung, upholstered, finished any colour, fit

any chassis, £4/10; sports ditto, £3; trade supplied.
—Cobb Sidecars, Nottingham Rd., Burton Joyce,
Notts. [4312

BASTONE'S Great Clearance of Sidecar Bodies
(stock soiled); semi-sporting lightweight, £2/15

each; ditto, not painted or upholstered, 20/- each;
touring models, 70/- each; ditto, not painted or up-
holstered, 30/- each.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. Tel.; 2i!81 North. [2707

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawin&s, full-sized or to scale,

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St., London, E.G. 4. [0004

HELEN Sidecars.—Clearance of end of season's
stock, wonderful bargains: bodies complete from

£2/15; full bulbous back touring bodies, completely
upholstered and coach pain ted, coverall apron, etc.,

£5/10. Write for catalogues. Chassis complete, new,
from £6.—Robini Manufacturing C-o., 1-5, TuUe Hill,

Brixton, London, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [4372

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number a, the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B31
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BODIES.
BULBOUS, Douglas type, bodies, uphoUtered in

Rexine, sprung seat and back, painted ]ead
colour; £4/15; phcto, stamp.—Stock and Sons, 107,
Coningliam Rd., Shepherd's Busli. • [4462

F
S

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

OB

ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialista.

SANDUM (T-shaped) windscreen, a hood, screen and
apron. The Popular £2/15, and the Standard

£3na. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) windscreen. Our South London
agent writes :

" An instantaneous success : sold out

;

send further supply." Agents, get in touch with ua.

SANDTTM Dual-purpose Sidecar (patented). The only
sidecar of reasonable length capable of carrying two

adults in comfort. Bodies supplied separately if required.

AJfDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
' Ed., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019S'

19
B

- New step-pattern
sporting bodies,

SIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, nsiaal price £10/10 (20)

only, to clear £5 ; send for photo.

SIDECAR Bodies, cane and i^ickerj cost from £3 to
£10 new, slightly soiled; 20/- to 50/- each,

absolute gifts; all carriage paid.

ALSO quantity sidecar chassis, -wlioels, castings, tyres,
tubes, and various fitments, money-making oppor-

tunity for maker-up.—Melville Cars (Halifax), Ltd.,
opposite Fire Station, Halifax. 'Phone: 999 Hx. [0976

21 Montgomery Touring Sidecar, screen, apron;
£8.-37, Arlmeton Rd., Surbiton. [4567

ASTONE'S for Sidecars. No better or cheaper
house; all latest models in stock.

BASTONE'S Complete Sidecar to fit any machine,
£11; ditto sports model, £16/19; touring bulb-

ous back sidecars, £17/7/6. Several models in stock.

B ASTONE'S.—We are distributing agents for the
famous Montgomery and Whitley sidecars ; send

us your inquiries.

B ASTONE'S.—If you are buying a sidecar, kindly
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere,

and save money.—228, Pentonville Rd., "King's Cross,
London. N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [2708

CHASSIS, brand new, remainder of Birch Aircraft
stock ; £6,—Durant, Bourne, Parnham. [4734

4? 6.—Lightweight Canoelet Sidecar, 26in. wheel, as^ ne.v.—259, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bnsh. [4961

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—New coach bodies,

full size,' with locker, £5/17/9; usually £9/10.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool,
coach bodies, £5/17/6;

£4/17/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpcol.—Canoelet chassis,

like new, £5/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to

suit Triumph, B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand side-

cars, cheap; springs, mudguards. hubs, lugs,

fittings; state requirements.—Booth Motoric?, 294,

Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [3984

DOUGLAS, Indian, Triumph Sidecars; from £6,
complete; bargains,~17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham.

SIDECARS, several second-hand, very cheap; room
wanted.—57. Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.

[4475

OA / Each.- 2 heavyweight sidecar" chassis, new.
O"' —Lea, Breakespeare Rd., Abbots Langley.

[4634

MILLFORD Sidecar, 1922 bulbous body, ofl Triumph;
£7/10; after seven.—Parker, 65, Clifton Avenue,

Wembley HiU. [4716

SIDECARS.—Several good coachbuilt sidecars from
^3/10.—A.V, Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grpve, Hogger's

Corner, Barnes. [4609

SIDECAR (Coachbuilt) suit 3>f4h.p. machine, new
late last year; bargain, £10.-2, Chinl?y Av.,

Moston, Manchester. [4491

PARAGON Folding Sidecar saves storage and has
10 years to its credit. When folded will go

through very narrow doorway.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—If your passage or

doorway is only 25in. we can make- it so that

it passes through without trouble.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar was first on the market,
and is still the best. Call and see 1923 improved

model demonstrated.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—Extended payments to
suit everybody.—Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High

Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

HARLEY-DAVIDSON (seunine) Sidecar, metal body,
coiiuihte. 28in. wheel, tvve, all fittings; first

£6,.'10.-56, TulUngton Park, N.4. [4385

EXTENDED Payments ai-cepted for sidecars; modpl^^
for all nuikes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Eideezi

S;iles, Ltd., 5, Victoria St ,
S.W.I. [0829

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
folded (10 seconds) combination passes through

ordinary doorway. TTnnoticeable appearance when open,
no freakishness; send for descriptions. Frank Whit-
worth. 139, New St., Birmingham. , [5083

OURMOVE
We are now installed in our new and
commodious premises situate

DiP- 273-274 "m
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I
so it is nowYOURMO V E
to, if possible, pay us a visit and inspect

the latest and most up-to-date establish-

ment for the supply of everything
required by the Motor Cyclist.

1923 MODELS
of any make siipplied for Cash or on
our Easy Extended Payment System.

OUR AGENCIES INCLUDE ARIEL,
A.J.S., B.S.A., CALTHORPE,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, HAWKER,
HUMBER, MATCHLESS,
McKENZIE, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, O.K. -JUNIOR, P. & M.,

RUDGE, RALEIGH, SUN,
TRIUMPH, ZENITH, ETC. ETC.
SOLE LONDON AGENTS FOR
O. K. - JUNIOR
Immediate delivery of all 1923 Models
from £35.

SPEQAL OFFER -*«
Brand new and fully guaranteed 1922 O.K.-
Junior 2^ h.p. Villiers or 2 J h.p. O.K. Engine
for 29 Gns. Cash, or on Extended Payments,
including comprehensive insurance policy, £8
deposit and 12 monthly payments £2 :7 :2.

Send your order and deposit now as we have
only a few left.

NEW 1922 MODELS IN STOCK
INCLUDE

7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, with
spare wheel £130

6 h.p. B.S.A. Combination - - £97 10
8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination - £105
3-^ h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed - - - £67 10
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-sp., all-chain £80
or on Extended Pa3'ments.

Don't Forget the New Address

:

T
h SERVICE CO.

Ltd.

273-274 HIGH HCtt^BORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
WAT.SONIAN Racing Ch.issi!, coachbuilt body,

110/- 4-v. 100-aiBP. aDd 6-v. 60-ainp. accumu-
lators, 25/- pair.—29, Kilmaine Ed., Fulliam. [4417

W.J.O.-500 Mills-Pulford Chassis (es-Irisli M.T.),
complete -with new Ibubous baclc body; £12/10.

Attachments for any machine. 12 months' guarantee.

—

Below.

W.J.C.—We have a huge quantity of- other chassis,
Douglas, Montgomery, Empire, all renovated a$

new; 12 months' guarantee; from £5.—Below.

W.J.O. Sporting Model, £12/10: 2-seater bodies,
£E9/10; etc. Over 50 models in stock.—Below.

W.J.O.—Folding Chassis, guaranteed lor 2 years,
£12/10. Fit any machine.—Below.

W.J.C. Motors, 5, Addison Ay., Holland Park, W.ll,
Parle 2071. Business hours: 8.30 to 8; Sunday

morning, 1 o'clock. Send for catalogue. f4985

A .B.C. Grey Touring Sidecar, late 1921, excellent
condition, ^Ylth apron and electric side lamp:

£18.—Swinglehurst, 145, Gisburn Bd., Barrowford,
Lancashire. - [44aB

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again wins
Championship at Brooklands, making third suc-

cessive year. Lo Vack (Zenith-Jap) first, O. de Lissa
(Motosacoche) second.

MmDLBTON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again used for
records, 50 miles, 100 miles, one hour by

-

Messrs. Temple and Allchin, on the famous Harlev-
Davidson. . ^ .

"^

lyIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar was used by -

O-TJ. the winners in the 200-mile race, Messrs.
Davidson (Indian) and Le Vack (Zenith).

MIDDLETON'S Supply on extended payments if so
desired.

REPAIRS to Frames, Chassis. Bodies of every de-
scription. Trade inquiries invited.

nyiDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar

,; ^^^if"- ,
Business hours 9 to 6, Saturdays closeW.—27, Stroud Green Hd.. Finsbury Park. .'Phone

[0522

attached
tandem
changed
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TTOPLET Folding Sidecar Saves Garage-J-A to motor will go through passage 28in
bodies fitted; suits motors up to lOh.p.; cuangea
from pleasure to commercial in few seconds- tested 8
years.-F Hcpley, Upper Highgate St., Birmingham.

TTBLEN Sidecars.—Clearance of end of season's
-^J. bargains. A few lightweight outfits, complete,
brand new, tyre and tube, etc., all fittings, £9; fbov-
soiled outfits for Triumphs, etc., bulbous back body/
apron, chassis complete all fittings, tyre and tube,
4.12/15.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1-3, Tuke Hill
Brixton, London, S.W. Phone: Brixton 1586. [4374
r^ANOELET Coachbuilt Touring Body, 28x3 wheel^ and tyre, 4-point fixing, £20, shop-soiled

-

Canoelet sports racing, £15, 26x2J,i wheel and tyre'
Ariel coachbuilt, £20, 26x2';; wheel and tyre-
four \Villiamson coachbuilt 4-point, 26x2i/„ wheel and
tyje, £10 each; New Comet chassis for Triumph,
£6/10, new. A few second-hand sidecars from £5,
to clear; inspection invited.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, E.C.4, 'Phone; Central 5168. _ [4412

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
23 Morgans are available from Gibb, Northgate,
iiloucester. 'Phone: 852. [0969

TI/TOEGAN 1920 Grand Prix; bargain, £77.—Kich-J.TX ardsqp, 20, Heath Hurst Kd., Hampstead. [4283

MORGAN De Luxe, perfect order, complete; 75
guineas.—17, Graham Bd., Weston-super-Mare.

[4537ROVEE Eight 1923 models from £180; motor cycle
eichanges.-E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. [7617

RETi>JOLDS Runabout 1922. not done 200 miles, as
new, fitted with hand-starter; £50, or near ofle'r.—

Skinner, Sleatord. [4260

MOEGAN Grand Prix water-cooled J.A.P., just over-
hauled by makers; bargain, £90 Mai-ston, 31,

Bridge St., Chester. [4658

G.N., 1921, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, oversize
tyres, etc., £98; similar model, 1920, electric

lighting, £85.—Below.

MORGAN, 1916, air-cooled M.A.G. engine, lamp,
horn, etc.; £67/10.—Elce, Ltd. 13, 15, 16,

Blshopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 6548. [0068 --

GARDEN 6-6h.p.. single-seater, torpedo body, in ^

excellent order; £45.—Wauchope's, 9, Slioe
-'-

Lane, Fleet St., E.C.4. [4413

1 Q20 8.7h.p. G.N., fully equipped, oveisize tyres, ex-XU cellent condition, any trial; £52/10.—Eodwell, 8,

Red Lion Saunre, W.0.1. [4524

1Q14 A.C. Sociable, 2-seater, acetylene and elec-
-L«7 trie lighting, in splendid condition; £16.—64,
Church St., Edgware Rd. [4922

EXCEPTIONAL De Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting,
spare wheel, any trial; £85; exchanges.—24. Bal' -

liol -Rd., North Kensington. [450?

1 Q20 Morgan Gravid Prix Aero special disc speedo- -

X«/ meter, all accessories; £85.—Appointment only,

20, Heathuiet Eoad, Hampstead. [498S/:i

B^ ,\11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
MORGAN Grand Prix, 4 months old condition

as new. comrlete; £ 135.—Houghton Bros..

\Voodeot^ Piiriide, Wnllingtou. Surrey. [430a

1Q32 Dynamo lie Luxe Water-cooled Morgan, even
LU possible accessi-rv, i:sed twice: £135; exchange
-24, Balliol Rd., Worth Kensington. [4508

A.V. Garage, 12a, Eleanor Grove, Ilogger's Cornel
Barnes, have several specially tuned A.V. Mono

cms, fully equipped, in stocic, from £35. [4611

1Q22 .Scott Sociable, spare wheel, etc.. rai!ea„e

l-*y small, oversize tyres: price £130; any trial.—

Weltcrtl. Scott Agent, James St., Brighton. [4434

BABY Peugeot, 1915, splendid condition, lyres as

new, accessories; £75; or exchange Icr nictor

cycle and cash.—48, Lavender Vale, Wallington.
'

f4441
MOHGANP.-IIall, 91, St, Peter's St., St. Albans,

can give early delivery of this famous runabout;
l.iand Prix iCieO, De Luxe £165, Family Model £170.

[0935

1013 Morgan, remodelled, painted, upholstered, eneino
XiJ overhauled, fast, powerful, chains, as new, <^pare,s,

tvrej good, any trial; f 65.-l!iinsalciw, Botany Bay,

Enfield.
_

[4265

1 Q20 A.V. Monocar, excellent running order; ox-
X«/ cnange higli-power motor cycle; sell £55.

—

Mollis, Jimr., Brent Bridge Hotel, (;olrtcrs (..lecn,

N.W.U. [4235

A.B.C. Sports, like new, mileage only 2,000, many
new spares and special fittings, great baragin;.

£135.—James, c/o Bradmores; 482, Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington. [4791

70 Guineas, exchanges.—Baby Peugeot, De Luxe 2- i

»* seater, 7h.p., 4.cyl., 3 speeds, hood, screen, lug-

gage grid, lamps, spare rim, smart and good, tax paid.

—Seabridge. iJeiow. -

KQ Guineas, exchanges.—1914-15 Hiimbrette 2-seater,

O t/ water-cooled, hood, screen, lamps. Stepney,

smart, any examination, trial.—Seabridge. Below.

Qf\ Guineas; exchanges.—1920 G.N. 2-seater,

OU dynamo, 5 detachables, speedometer, hook,

screen, any examination; trial.—Seabridge. Below.

00 Guineas; exchanges.-Rover 2.seater 6h.p., hood,
rJ^J screen, lamps, high side doors, useful little run-

abciut.—Seabridge. Below.

ALL the above and many other bargains at Sea-

bridge, 35, H.msler Ed.. E. nulwicli. Sydenliaui

2452. [1874
]

-|Q21 Temperino 9h.p., 2-seatcr, 3-speed, reverse,

X*/ spare wheels, hood, screen, lamps, etc., ex-

chan-'e motor cj-de, sell best offer.—Mitchell. 12,

Canonbury Place, N.l. [4632

1 O20 Morgan Family, 8h.p. w.c. J.A.P., dynamo
Xt/ lighting, Bonnikscn, perfect; £110.—Homac's.
Morgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Phone : Dalston 2408. * [4832

I 021 Garden 2-6eater. fully equipped, hood, screen,

Xl7 electric lighting, fully guaranteed; £65; e.\-

ciian^es or deferred.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton

Ed., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [4831

1Q15 Morgan Grand Prix, w.c. J.A.P., hood,
XU screen, 5 lamps, in splendid condition; £80.—
Homac's. Morgan Service Depot. 243, Lower Clap-

ton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2403. [4830a

"1021 Coventry Premier, 3-wheeler. dyna'mo lighting,

J.^ dickey seat, spare wheel, condition and appear-

mi e as new hargtiin, or exchange good combination and
, i-ii -Joll, Tailor, 139, St. Michael's Hill, Biistol.

~ [4735

lfk25 Alorgan De Luxe, w.c. J.A.P.. dynamo liyl t

Xu mg. brand new; £168: immediate dclivei\

Irom stock; exchanges or deferred.—Homac's. iMoi

can Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E
•Phone : Dalston 2408. [4829

ANY make of light car supplied on deferred payment-
over L2 or 18 months. Yoxn present machine

accepted in part exchange.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co

Ltd 9. 10 and 11, Boval Parade, London Ed.. W
Croydon. 'Phoue: Cioydon 2450-51. [073";

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Official Morg m
tlistribitting agents, immediate delivery of all

models. Your present machine accepted in part e\

change- deferred payments over 18 months.—9. 10 and
II Eo'yal Parade. London Ed., V:'. Cioydon. 'Phone:

Croydon 2450-51. [0734

TWO Slightly Shop-soiled 1922 G.N.'s, specially

tuned up, dynamo lighting, hoods and screens.

2-5eaters. v\ltli ample dickey ; no reasonable offer re-

fused - exchange or deferred payments for either.

—

The Motor House, 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.S. Tel. :

Hampstead 7355. [3399

1 Q22 I\rorgan, family model, w.c. Blackburne,
XtJ Cowey siieedometer, .Jeff tube to rear, ex-
ceptionally nice condition, mileage only 650. guaran-
teed perfect: £150: exchanges or deferred.—Homac's.
jlorgan Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [4830

W'ANDS'WORTH Motor E.xrhange.—Bargains in
cars. Zebre 2-seater, 39 guineas; Victor 2-seater,

49 guineas; Humberette 2-scater, dickey. 59 guinas;
Bleriot-Whipi>et, 59 guineas; 1921 Garden. 59 guineas;
Bclsize landaulet, 125 guineas; Overland landaulet,
dynamo lighting, self-starter, 69 guineas; Unic coupe,
69 guineas. Motor cycles; part, easy term.-^.—Wands-
worth Motor E-xchange, Ebner St., Wandswurth (Town-
Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 463«. [4811

"DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

TI)C Heajlamp siipplied with this set is our 5in.
Daybeani, a very powerful liglit-giver. The brackets
are of exceptionally strong and handsome design.
They carry the headlamp and also the (die cast)
aluminium case. The accumulator is specially made
for motor cycle ligbtiug, and will brilliantly illuminate
tlie head and the rear lamp for 20 hours if used
intermittently. The tail lamp {our torpedo S.B.C.) is

exceptionally strong and well made, and has a very
attractive appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a
switch, and one lamp may be used independently of
the other. The outfit is despatched completclv
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are titled. The finish is

ebony black anJ nickel plate.

Complete Ouffil, tist No. 30/1, price £3 5

"DAYBEAM" Combination Set

The set comprise? Uaybeam ym. Meadlamp, Idt^al

Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C. Tail L-amp
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch, and
is finished in ebony black with nickel-pkited relief.

The accumulator (capacity, 6 volt, 40 amp.) is specially

made for motor cycle lighting, and will give very satis-

factory service in use.

Comolele Outfits, List Ho. 30'2. Price £7 7

"DAYBEAM"
(cmplete Electric

Set lor

tightweights.
^oio (Jutnt, £3 is.

t-ombmation Outfit, £3 153

-WRITE FOR LIST NO. 7-

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

TRADE (f^^J MABK

_ RIM 01 PATENTS LT5
LAWPEW Rg BDRDESLEV BIRMINCHMM.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
SNI1':-1922 Sh-p. Giand I'lix Moit;an. fullj' e^iuiiJiie'l

as Ii*^t ;ind tax ijuid, in leally new conditiou all

through, very ta.9t, all tyres eouiil new; f112.—WalH*i,
49, High St.. Saftron Waldem 'Phone: 45. f4297

^135. rest over £250.-1922 T)e Luxe Model Rover
^^ Kighl, painted royal blue, practically indi-stin-
guishubie from new, original tyres (Tiunlop), email
mileage, leather upholstery, side curtains, clock, epeed-
oineler, Lucas dynamo lighting. &pare wheel, pump,
tools, insurance policv, tax paid; trial.-Smith's, 86.
Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [4806

MORGANS.—1923 models for early delivery; your
second-hand motor cycle taken as part pay-

ment; fiiiould extended payment be required, your old
machine treated as first payment down, remainder in
equal monthly payments. Standard air-cooled 8h.p.
.T.A.P. or lOh.p. Blackburne engine, £128; De Luxe,
£148; family, £153. Grand Prix, with 8h.p, J.A.P.
or lOh.p. Blackburne engine, £160; De Luxe, water-
cooled. £165; family, water-cooled, £155. M.A.G
water-cooled engiue, £7 extra. Anzani water-coolec
overhead valve engine with aluminium pistons and oii

pump, £5 extra; tuition free,—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane. Fleet St., London. "Phone: Central 5168-

[3955
Smire Parf.t:

MORGAN.—Spares fur all models.-Mandcs'. 100
Gt. Portland St., S.W.I. [4842

MORGAN Spares from stock for all models.—Send
your enquiry to Hall. IMorgan Specialist. 91.

St. Peters St., St. Albans. [0936

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all models
from stock. List free.—Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, 16.

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G-3. 'Phone : Avenue
S548. [0067

TAXI COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
COTTNTY.—B.S.A. 8h.p. I\Fotor Cycle Taxis, as

licensed throughout this country.—Write for
fullest particulars, County Cycle and I\Iotor Co., Ltd.,
The Originators," Broad St,, Birmingham. [7664

CARS FOR SALE.
W0L3ELEY 6-cvl. Limousine, tax paid: £115.—

2, Bromfelde Rd., Clapham, S.W.4. [4854

\-V. 1921 2-seater, 8h.p. twin J. A.P., 5 lamps.
-^. tax paid; £55.-77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [4856

HALIFAX.-1923 Stoueleigh 3-seater; £185,-Hali-
fax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4982

HALIFAX.—1923 Lagonda; £265; cash, exchange.
or deferred.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

lax. [4979

CUNBEAM^ 12-16h.p. 5-seatei', C.A.V..^ tax paid:
£105.—Mrs. Lord. 39. Baytree Rd., Brixton,

[4855

PALMER'S Garage, 187. 199 High St., Tooting, thi

pre-eminent place for purchasing,
below.

Detailed list

Garage, Tooting.—Auction sale everyPALMER'S
Tliursday, starting at 2 o'clock. Apply for cata

Icgue.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootiug.—15h.p. Itala late
model torpedo touring car, hood, screen; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-lOh.p. Waverley sport-
ing 2-seater. hood, screen, 4-cyl. monobloc; £60.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—11. 9h.p. Arrol-John-
ston lighL 4-seater, 4-cyl. monchloc; £85.

Tooting.— 11.9h.p. Briton
1, screen, runs well; £50.

PALMER'S Garage.
?eai:er. small 4, hou

PALMER'S Garage, Tofiting.— lOli.p. Lagcnda coupe,
dynamo lighting, extra smart; £95.

PALMER'S Oarage, Tooting.-14-16h.p. DaiTacq
light landaulet, 4-cyl. monobloc, runs well; £40.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootiug.-16-20h.p. Argyll lim-
ousine, 4-cyl., seats 7, runs well; £45.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— IBh.p. Metallurgique
torpedo touring car. 4-cyI. monobloc, hood,

screen; ^65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-14h.p. Fiat light
landaulet, 4-cyl., runs well; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have 50 others to
select from. Any of the above cars supplied on

easy payments. We shall be pleased to quote special
terms to meet clients' requirements. All are in
rnu'iiing crder, [4772

PRINCE HENRY Vauxhall 2-seater. C.A.V., tax
paid: £145.—Capt. Jackson, c/o 77, Acre Lane.

S.W.2. [4852

HALIFAX.— 1923 Calthorpe; 285 guineas; cash,
exchange, or deferred.—Ha'iifax Motor Exchange,

IIorLon St,. Halifax. , [498C

HALIFAX.—1923 Coventry Premier, 230 guineas;
Singer. 280 guineas; cash, exchange, or deferred.

Motor Exchange. Horton St., Halifax. [4981

DAIMLER 38h.p. Limousine, C.A.V., ta-f; paid,
mechanically pex-fect, bodv slightlv damaged:

£100.-Bo.< 5079, c/o The IMotor CtjvU. [4853

OVER Eight 1922, latest type, original tyres, per-
fect, dickev. any trial; bargain. 125 guineas.—R.

B'. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [4875
W

All letleis relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue A25
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CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER. Sb.p. 1921 model, Lucas dynamo liglitiag.

just overhauled by makers; bargain. £100; tyres,
etc., perfect.—Ma rstoD, 31, Bridge St.; Chester. [4659

1 Q22 Coventry Premier, dynamo, spare wheel, speed-
X«/ ometer, electric horn, in perfect condition; 115
guineas.— 51, Upper Eiclimond Ed., East Putney.

[4938
£35.—Rover car 6h.p., w.c, good condition, 5 inter-

chaugeable wheels, good tyies, new bow body, hood,
fcide curtains, etc.—J. \V. Wilson, Rampton, Retl'ord.

[4271
1Q21 Rover 8h.p., lull equipment, double oiler,

J-t/ small mileage; £107/10; exchanges.—Hillier
(side bell). 127. St. Mark's Rd., North Kensington.

[4594
1QS1 Emscote 2-3-seater, Lucas dynamo lighting. 3-

J-*/ speed and reverse; exchange good combination,
))art.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-
rhester. [4349

ROVER 8h.p. Standard model, £180; 8h.p. 4-seater
model, £190; 4-seater model De Luxe, £210;

2-seater De Luxe, £200.—Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt.
Portland St.. W. [0729

4>-.SEATERS.—Swift 7-9h.p., 1920; Richardiou 8b.p.

;

W J.A.P.; Laurence-Jackson, similar engine; all in
<xcellent condition; £75-£80.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
i-liange, Wealdstone. - [4669

TJOVER 1922, Lucas dynamo, spare ivheel aud
XV tyre, hood, screen^ mat, lamps, horn, pump, jack,

and too] tit, tax paid; 119 guineas.—Delancey St.

Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [4447

BRAND new 1923 8h. p. Rover, latest 4-seater, ivith

electric self-.startsr and side screens, just arrived
Irom works; £205.—Walbro Motor Co., High St.,

Safiron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [4298

1 Q 22 Rover Sh.p., ca-refully used, small mileage,
-Lt/ condition throughout like new; exchange c-om-
binatioii and cash; or sell £135.—James, c/u Brad-
more'.';. 482. ITairow Rd.; Paddington. [4788

G.N. 1922.—A few slightly shop-soiled, demonstration,
touring, sporting, and racing models available;

extremely attractive prices.-G.N. Motors, Ltd., 22, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Mueeum 2271. [4258

8h.p. Rover Cars for immediate delivery. Standard
2-seater £180, 4-seater £190; deferred pay-

ments if desired; your motor cycle taken in part pay-
ment.—Official Agents : Kays, 8-10, Bond St.. Ealing.

[2177
O70.—Child's 4-seater car, 2h.p. twin, pneumatic
^' tyres, disc wheels, electric ligbtiug, hood, well

sprung, in splendid condition, or exchange for twin
combination.—C. Kirby," 11, Goodson R.d., Willesden,

N.W.IO. [4229

ROVERS.—1923 models; 2-seater, ^180; 4-seater,

£190, b6th just arrived for immediate delivery.

Any motor cycle or car taken in part exchange, best

pric« allowed.—Wilkius, Simpson,' Oppot-ite Olynipio,

London. [4307

HORSTMAN 1920 Sports 2-seater, dynamo lighting
and starter, indistinguishable from new; any

trial; £145, or near offer; exchange considered.—4,

Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., London. 'Phone:
Padd. 1177. [4705

ROVER—Godfrey's are authorised agents for the
8h.p- model ; early deliveries of 1923 models

;

2-seater, £180; 4-seater, £190; exchanges; gradual
payments.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [0350

T.B. 3-wheeler. uew 2 months ago, 8h.p. w.c. J.A.P.
engine, 3 ^iieeds aud reverse, shaft drive, mileage

about 500, spare wheel, dynamo lighting, luggage car-

rier, tools, etc.; £140 cash, deferred.—Motor House,
Ltd., 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. £4021

ANT make of light ear supplied on deferred payments
over 12 or 18 months. Tour present machine

accepted in part exchange.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,

Ltd, 9, 10 aud 11. Roval Parnde, London Rd., W.
Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450-51. [0736

CALTHOEPE 1914 lOh.p. 2-seater, good condition,
just repainted, £90, real bargain; Ford 1918 5-

s.'^ater. painted grey, £55, a gift; Ford 1920 5-seoter

with self-starter, £80; Dodge 1917 5-seatei. eel f-r^tn iter,

newly pointed; ^£110.- Grosveuor Garage, Bolton.
[4090

ROVER Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-6eater, £160.
4-seater. £190; De Luxe 2-seater, £200; De Luxe

4-seateT £210 ; deferred payments ; your motor cycle

or cnr taken in part exchange; prompt delivery.—Oflicial
Agentfi. Eagles aud Co.. 275, High St., Acton, London,
W t0761

1 Q23 Salmson, immediate delivery; list 235 guineas.
Xt/ exchange or instalments; French type (1,100
c.c.) chassis with English model De Luxe body, full

guarantee, all accessories, shuts up like a coupe, holds
the road like a leech.—Graff, Hayes, Kent. 'Phone

:

Bromley 532. (No. 54 'bus.) [0951

ROVERS.—1923 models; immediate delivery. Slotor
cycles, combinations taken in part payment and

created as first payment down, remainder in equal
monthlv payments. 2-seater standard, brown finish,

£180; 2-seater model De Luxe, any colour, £200;
8h.p. 4-seater standard, brown finish, £190; 8h.p.

4-Eeater model De Luxe, any colour, £210; self-starter

ou any model, £15 extra; tuition free: delivery Rover
works or London. Write for list.—Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G. 'Phone: Central
5168. [3956

THE BEST OF
XMAS PRESENTS

IS A

Douglas Motor Cycle
It is so useful and at the same time the source of such
healthful enioyment all the year round.
The 21 H.P. Douglas, luUy equipped with Lamps, Horn,
etc., at £50 is cheaper than pre-war price, and is the hest
value that money can buy.
It will pay you to pm-chase from me because I am a
Douglas Specialist, and win tune your machine and
guarantee you satisfaction. Cash or terms to suit you.
I can supply the special Douglas fitted with Zoom !

Zoom ! ! Exhaust System, Alloy Air Cooled Valve Caps,
Aluminium Combined Footboards and Footrests, Special
Valve Springs, Special Pistons, and Jully equipped, and
GUAKANTEED TO DO 55 m.p.h. for £52.

Write me for the 1923 Douglas Catalogue.—You can
select a Douglas Motor Cycle to esactly meet your
individual requirements.
You can select a more moderate but very useful present
for Douglas riders from the following range of my
speciahties.

PATENTED TWIN RINGS. Two rings in each groove
give more power—perfectly gas-tight joints—prevent
carbonising as oil cannot pass them—wear indefi-

nitely—need no running in.

For 2j h.p. Douglas, 1/6 each;
4 h,p. Douglas, 3 h.p. Royal Ruby,
Williamson, and Huraber Twin, 1/8
each ; 4 h.p. Sunbeam, Triumph (pre

1919), B.S.A., New Hudson, Kudge,
Precision, Singer, etc., 85 x 3 m/m, 1/9
each. All Blackbume engines.Triumph
(post 1919), Rover, Premier, DunelC
two-stroke, etc., 85 x 2 m/m, 1/9 each.

All 2j h.p. J.A.P. engines, 2^in. x 3/32 in. 1/8 each.
Other sizes quoted for on application.

ZOOM I ZOOM ! ! The popular Exhaust System.
Beautifully made, finished in

burnished nickel or copper. A
pleasant Zooming note with-
out back pressure. Adds
pounds to the appearance of

any Douglas. Price 30,'- m copper finish, 33/6 nickel.

ADDITIONAL POWER may be obtained by fitting

Special Lightweight Radiated Pistons,
titted with patented twin rings. They
aie simply wonderful, and every mail
brings testimonials from all classes of

satisfied riders. Price 29/- per pair,

complete with gudgeon, twin rings and
copper caps.

THIS BEAUTIFULLY-SHAPED PAN SADDLE with
adjustable springs gives you
a low natural riding position

and does not foul the sidecar

stay. My price 25/- Usual
price 35/-.

THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM FOOTBOARD
AND FOOTRESTS. Beautifully finished —giving a

natural riding position. A real <;2g>^ solid ca.st

job. Some-
thing that
lasts for

ever. Price

30/- per pair

complete.

AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS. My latest are covered
by patents. They never blow out nor
seize in the threads. Absolutely gas-

tight. Prevent knocking and keep
the engine cool. Try them on your

22 h.p. or 4 h.p. Douglas, and if you
are not absolutely satisfied hsr^'e your
money back. Price 4/- each.

BARREL VALVE SPRINGS.
These springs prevent bouncing, and
lighten the work on the cam. They
are unbreakable and flexible. For

2'J h.p. Dougs. Racing 2/- per pair

;

touring 1/6 per pair. Do not compare
these with the cheap springs that are
flooding the market.

Any Spare Fart by return of Post.

4 h.p. and 2| h.p. INSTRUCTION BOOKS, 1/5 each.

(Offictal Douglas Agent)

140 VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL
Tel. 3792.

CARS FOR SALE.
CASTLE THREE, late 1922, dynamo lighting,

spare wheel, speedometer, u=ed only few times;
cost £230; accept £135; exchanges.—Hill ier (side
bell), 127, St. Mark's Rd., North Kensington. [4595

FIVE Light Cars, 2- and 4-seaters, to be es-
cnanged for motor cycles, in part payment for

cash, deferred or exchange.—The Motor House, Ltd.,'

20. Finchley Kd., N.W.8. Tel.: Hampstead 7355.
[3400

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
AUTO-CARRIER, peiiect mechanical order, full

equipment; £35; offers considered.-—12, Asmuns
Hill, Golders Green. [4435

3-TON Willys Overland Ftility Truck, pneumatics
front, twin solids rear, in perfect condition; £85,

or exchange ton Ford.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme. [4356

ENFIELD Sh.p. 1922 Tradesmen's Delivery Bos Com-
bination, beautifully equipped, as new, £100;

Sh.p. 1922 combination, as new, £97/10; 8h.p. 1918
combination, J.A.P. , all ou, £70; Sh.p. 1916 combina-
tion, J.A.P., good order, £65.—Wauc.hope'a, 9. Shoe
Lane, Fleet St., London. E.0.4. Central 5168. [4403

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd-'s hire purchase terms

could not be simpler.—157b, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l.
_ [5935

HALIFAX.—Motor cycles ; £5 depositj and 12/6
weekly; get list.—Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [4978
MIDDLETONS can arrange extended payments on

excellent terms.—For our address see Sidecar
Column. [0956

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
will supply any make of light car on easy t*rms

at the lowest ix)ssible price obtainable anywhere.
Catalogues and full particulars by post. [4833

ENGINES.
P.

and M. Engines, £4/10; cverhauled and com-
pleted, £6/ iO ; stamp.—7, Hereford Rd., Bays-

water. [2715

IriNG Dick SVsh.p. uew cylinder, good order; £10, ex-
»- change higher power.—Foster, Commercial Rd.,

Haiifas. [4084

23.h.p. Complete Unit, Bosch, latest, good condition;
4 £8; approval; deposit.—Wiltshii-e, Frampton-

cotterell, Bristol. [4425

1 Q12 Triumph Engine, new piston, rebuslied, com-
-*• */ plete with magneto, carburetter, and Philipsou
pulley; £10.—Beai, Durrington. [4289

ENGINE, Union, complete with magneto and ca,r-

buretter, new ; bargain, £8 / 10 ; approval.—56,
Sutton St., Aston, Birmingham. [4106

6 h.p. J.A.P., complete unit, magneto, latest single-
Amac, etc. ; stamp, full particulars.—Sakei

,

Wentworth, Chessington, Surbiton. [4327

3 h.p. Moto-Reve Twin Engine, with magneto and
carburetter,^ £4/10; also Moto-Reve engine

-parts.—Jackson, 84,^ St. Saviour's Rd. East, Leicest-er.

14469
3Xb.p. Motosacoche Engine, complete with induc-

2 tiou pipe, carburetter, and magneto, out cf
Enfield, in good condititju; the lot £7.—Bene Motor
Co., Haymarket, Newcastle-oii-Tyne. [4800

Sh.p. J.A.P., with Bosch waterproof, £15 ; 6h.p.
1913 Res, with Bosch waterproof, £9/10; 4h.p.

J.A.P., £8; 1911 Triumph, £7; heaps of engines.-
Syd. Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventry.

[4539
SCOTT w.c. Engine, complete with magneto, car-

buretter, and radiator, £12 ; 4-cyl. Anaani en-
gine, £35; 1920 B.S.A. engine, complete, £12/10;
vertical twin 2-stroke cycle car engine, complete, £11.
See Parts and Accessories.—Williams, 17, Maiden I^ue,
Strand. [4945

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.-B-rand new 2-Btiokes fon
approval), £5/17/6; sy^lJ.p. Brown unit, £7/10;

syoh.p. J.A.P. unit. £8/10; S'Ah.p. Bat, £5; 3h.p,

M.M.C., £2; Excelsior 3h-p., £2; damaged and un-
aesembled 2-stToke, . 30/- ; 5h.p. m.o.h.v. J.A.P. unit,

£9/17/6; 5-6h,p. A.I.V. J.A.P., £5/10; Peugeot unit,

£6/10; Res 5-6h.p. (unassembled), £3; N.S.U. 5-6h.p.,

£4/10; several others; nearly new Young motor attach-

ment with wheel and tyre, £7- See Parts and Acces-
sories column Old Man Hep. for J.A.P. spares. List

upon application.— 17-19, Wilcox Rd., Soutli Lambeth,
London, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [4697

BROLER SV^b.p. 2-&lroke Engine.—The standard
engine that can lap Brooklands track at 51

m.p.h. after 7,000 miles on the road. Important
Reduction in Prices. In order to brina our prc^luo-

tion within the reach of a greater proportion of the
public we are. for one month only. ofTering this

engine at £9. This price includes patent release valve,

exhaust pipe and cast aluminium silencer, magneto
platform (one-nut chain odju^tment). magneto chain

and sprockets, cast aluminium chain case (greaso-

tight). Lodge T.S.3 plug, Vain, or ^^in. belt pulley-;-

sprocket 4/- extra. These engines are fitted witu

Skeiko ball bearings to main shaft, and HofTmatto

rollers to big end. These engines are not a job line,

but are a standard engineering production, all parte

being iuterch.nngeable. Write for illustrated catnlogua

and be convinced.—Broler Motors, Ltd., NarbormjEb
Leics.

'-^^^^

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement,, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
1 N Amazing Offer.

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

WE hold the largest and most varied .sLoek of

magnetos and spare parU in England ; our

stock comprises over 30,000 magnetos, and an inside

estimate of onr spare is £250,000.

WE would bring to your notice that these magnetos
are not olil, disused magnetos painted on the

outside to look like new, like many being oifeted to

the public by so-called magneto specialists and experts,

bvit are new unused Government surplus, and every

magneto previous to being sold is Ltiovonghly over-

hauled and subjected to Llie same test as by the

makers.

GUARANTEE.—These magnetos are all fully guar-

anteed lor twelve months against all defects, and
should any magneto at any time within this period

prove in any way defective we will willingly excnange
or iLpair same free oi charge.

I'PROVAL.—Notice all goods sent on approval lor

l^ days, per return bt post on receipt ol cash,

,J in the unlikely- event of these goods not meeting

witii your entire satisfaction we will refund cash in

full, making no -deductions fdr packing or carriage.

Jlagnetos dispatched through this paper's deposit

system if required,

OSCir Z.E.I. Z.E..2, and Z.E.V., all degrees; £5.

A'"

B
B
B

OSCH Z.A.2; £3/17/6.

OSOIT Z.r.l and Z.U.2 ; £6.

OSCII D.U.2, open type; £4/10.

'IIOMSON-BENNETT, A.SI.l, A..\r.2, an.) A.M.V,,
. all degree.';; £2/15.

UtOMSON-BENNETT A.C.I, A.C.2, .
and A.C.V.,

. .ill degree.s; £3/5.

1H0MS0N-BEKNETT A.C.S.2 lor 180' a-stiokc;
. £3/15.

IIIOMSON-BENNETT A.D.2; £3 5.

c
c-

c-

E-'

M
E'
M-'

nip-.\.V., type 3TT1 (this magneto ran- also be
plied with ftudge spindlel ; £3.

A.V., type 3U2; £3.

A.V., K.U-l and K.1'.2 pattern; £2,10.

!.1.C., type A.2 and A.l ; £3.

-L. type P.M.I; £3/5.

LSE-MANN. W.C.D.2, ISO"^; £4,15.

.E,A.. type MM; £it/15.

'ECO, B.X.2, 100\ with dist. board; £3/15.

OPLITDORF, E.IM and E.U.2 ; £2,'5.

OLPITDORE, E.U.V., all degrees; £2/10.

"pjTXni:, M.20/21 and M.l; £2.

"OERLING, N.ll, single cylinder; £2.

TirESE Magnetos are all enclosed, waterproof, au'l

variable ignition, unless otherwise specified.

T>EPAIRS.—^Magnetos, Starters, and Dynamos.

IF you have one ol these for repair, save money
and send it to us for an estimate. Remember

we hold the largest stock of magnetos and spares in

(ireat Britain, and have one of the finest workshops
fitted with the most modern appliances, especially for

this type of work.

A LL Repairs Guaranteed for Twelve JMbnths.

SEND
your next repair J.o us. It will pay yon.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works. Ltd., 27.
Stockwell Rd., S.\V.9.

TELEPHONE: Brixton 2841. 'Grams: Ignitionac,
Claproad, London. [4226

B. IGNITION Co.H
THOMSON-BENNETT, sinRls find twin, all desrecs.

suitable for type of macliiues; £2/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT, finRle and tivin, large type:
£3/10; C.A.V., new clocl; and anti-clock, £2115.

H.B. will take your old magneto in part payment:
guaranteed 12 montlis; terms, one month against

casli.

H. B. IGNITION Co. fPlione Brixton 6101, 78. Nev
Park Ed.. Brixton Hill, London. [0694

M-L Magnetos, latest type, new and slightly soiled:
55/-. post l/-.--\Vavd and Co.. 51. Upper Rich-

mond Ed., East Putney. [4073

The Talk Of the Town
The "Cosy" Bungalow, Furnished.

The prettiest and cheapest to be seen ; on
view at our works, all callers express
surprise and delight at its remarkable
value.

Our unsolicited testimoniai<; should create

confidence.

A comparison of prices and quality will
ensure your patronage. ATI our goods
CARRIAGE PAID England and Wales AND
NO EXTRAS. Illustrated List Free.

Send for our All goods carriage
special catalogue Pa>d England and
containing record ^ntMiit^d" t i"s*f

!*

prices and parti- monials are the
culars of our fair biggest proof ofour
dealing, one price, legitimate deal-
ane auaHtv ings, and theone quality- genera! satisfac-
NO EXTRAS. tion given.

TLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING

^pecificdlion in Our Cata'cgne.
I2XS £23 10 iSxio £42 10
14X10 £32 15 20X12 £46 15 0^

16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Firc-prooi

and sound-proof.

- 122, Shortlands Road,
Sittingbourne, Kent.

August 17, i)Z2.
Mr. Brodrick,
The South-Western Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St. Helier Building arrived on Satiir
day, two days before promise of delivery,
and we are more than satisfied with it.

We erected it on Wednesday and it ^ve^t
together like clockwork. I am very pienscl
we left the order with yon, as all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trusting
and believing it will get j-ou further orders
irom this district.

Vours faithfully,

Thds. E. Kevmeft
niusfrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G'
ffigh Street, Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone: PUTNEY s-71.

R
IGNITION, MGHTINO, EXd

KLTANCS atagncto Hcpalring Co.

REfjIANCE tor Kopairs, new magnetos, and spare
parts of every description.

RELIANCE have the largest and most up-to-date
repair facLcry in London or Piovinces.

RELIANCE carry out all repairs on the premises,
iiichuling armature winding. Trade inquiries soU-

cited.

RELIANCE have one of the most modern armature-'
uinrling plants and test rooms in the country,

and can therefore offer you the following advan-
tages :

—

,

,

TIME.—All work within 6 to 48 hours, and a polid
12 months' guarantee in writing to back it up.

CHARGES.—No flat rates. You are charged ac-
cording to the work that is leqnired; therefore

you are not in .-^ome cases helping to pay for other
people's repairs.

OUR Offer.—We shall be pleased to allow you to
see your .magneto on test after repair at our

works. How many others can make the same
oUer V

RELIANCE have the following magnetos in stock,
all fully guiiranteed and on approval.

THOitSON-BENNETT.—Singles and twins, new, any
degree, waterproof, variable, suit any engine;

price 55/-.

C.A.V. Singles and Twins, new, ideal for any light-
weight, 2-;.i.h.p. and 4h.p. Douglas; 55/-.

BO-SCIT, Type Z.A.2, second-hand, enclosed, water-
proof, variable, latest pattern, for Dougl:i.s

2^vih.p. and 4 h.p.; £4/10.

ACCUMULATORS, best makes only, for all pur-
poses, any voltage, charged and uncharged, always

in stock; .=cnd for prices.

BOSCH Enclosed, waterproof, type D.A.L. magne-
tos, Government .surplus, any degree, ready to fit

on Indian, Harley, J. A.P., or any big single or twin.
Wc guarantee these to give you slow running and
easy starting, and they are in every way Ideal for

the big machine; price, carriage paid, £4/10.

GUARANTEE,—Every magneto, no matter whnt the
price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not merely that

same is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly
written statement that we guarantee each mjirhinc
against all defects for a period of 12 months. Thi.^.

we maintain, justifies us in charging a few shiUins^
more than certain of our competitors. List sent post
free upon application.

RELIANCE were estahlisTied in 1914, since \\\fn
we have enjoyed a reputation which is teronil

to none fov straight and fair dealing.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 283. St. .Tohn
St., London, E.C.I. 'Phone: Clerkenwell 4290.

T.A. : Remagco, Smith, London. [222G

rpiIE Runhaken Repairs and Spaies Soryioe.

IE you have a magneto, dynaino, starter, or h;itt.ii'

iOY repair, don't let it fall into the^ hands of tiiL'

hotelier.

E VJ-:RY Make and Type

CAN be speedily and thoron;jhly lepaired by any
one of onr Service Depots. All spares in stork.

THE Rnnhaken Repairs and Spares SeTvice: IMau-
choster.— 288, Deansgate, 'Phone: Centrnl 7342.

London.— 142, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Museum
3905. LeetV.-94. Albion St. 'Phone: 27219. Liver-
liool.— 16, Colquitt St. 'Phone: Roval 605. Birming-
ham..—192, Corporation St. 'Phone: Central 2059.
r,ristol.-14, Colston St. 'Phone: 3728. Glasaow.-
134, West Nile St. 'Phone: Dauglas 1605. Paiis.-
40, Rue Brunei. 'Phone: Wjigiam 50-11. Head Ofh( !

and Wo:k-s, Cheetwood Lane, Derby St., Manohn.ster.
•i'lione: City 8266 [5 lines). [0905

E.T.C. Magnetos. 2-etroke, variable, latest pattern,
new, and not W.D. : £2/5, carriage paid.— 4,

Erederick Rd., Gravelly Hill. Birmingham. [4752

DASH Switchboards, 4-way. with ammeter, 20/ ;

with ammeter and voltmeter. 35/- each nett.—
Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l),: 9, Colonial Av..
Mincries, E.l.

"
[0760

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto Repn ired, no matter
what ccnditicn, provided complete, for 30/-; 24

hour service.—Kavs. Electrical Dept.," 8 and 10, Bond
St., Ealing. W. ^[9443

DYNAMOS, brand new, E.H.C. make, 4 or 6 "volts.

3 amps,, complete with attachment fittings and
cut-out, limited quantity only; £3/10 each.-E. Hal-,

lowell and Co., Lower Hanover St., Leeds. [34H

JEBRON, registered. 291298, greatly superior to
platinum for blades, screws, etc.; cures miriJirins;

Jebron screws, fit Bosch magnetos, 10/6 pair; old

screws, any m:ike, Jebroni-sed. 4/9 each, return pest.

JEBEON, the pioneer motor contact, registered

March, 1907, and March. 1921; hundreds of nn-

i^olicited testimonials,—Jebron, 38, Herboit Rd., Wool-

wich, S.E.18. [0001

U.H. jNIagneto Repairs. All types of spares stocked,

A.L, K.B.2.V., etc. Reasonable prices. Quick
delivery ; 12 months' guarantee.—Continental Ignition

Repair Co., 13 Hardwick Kd., Chiswick, London.
[3999

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A27
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
AGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., lor magnetos,
spares and repairs.

OTOB Cyclists fit reliable liigh quality magnetos
now and avoid certain failure of inferior magnetos.

BOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos,
Governraeut surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-

ley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful
spark at all engine speeds, makes your ensine a real
live engine, give you easy starting, smooth and rapid
acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-
sumption with increased power; price only £5 each,
postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee
sent out with each magneto. We give you satisfaction
or refund cash.

"pLEASE Dote the above type magnetos were origin-
-- ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;
therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

HARLEY-0AVIDSON Owner writes: "Magneto to
hand; many thanks for prompt despatch, satis-

factory in every way; will recommened to my friends."

ZENITH Owner writes : " Since fitting magneto have
completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

INDIAN Machine Owners.—Your bigh-class machine
deserves a high-class magneto. We want 1,000

Dixie 42'^ magnetos; send your magneto and £4
now, and we will immediately despatch you a Bosch
D.AX.

READY to fit on your machine ; there are no
alterations to make.

TX7"HY is it that the leading Motor Cyclists—the men
»» who know—are almost all- sending to us foi

I heir Magnetos?
T^HERE must be a reason; there is; it is because
J- the Magnetos of quality and guaranteed service,
supplied by Magdynamo, beat all other Magnetos.

AGDYNAMO will take your old Magneto in part
payment.

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days* ap-
proval against cash per return on receipt of

your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

ARE You a Discerning Douglas Owner ? Do you
want a reliable magneto with 12 months' guaran-

teed service that will give you starting without worry,
a smoother running, and more powerful engine and
better results from your Douglas? Tlaen send for a
latest enclosed waterproof type Bosch XA2 magneto
now; price only £5, carriage 1/6.

C.A.V. Magrietos (not converted starters), ready to
fit on Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, Nortons, and P.

and M.'s, with 12 months' guaranteed service, pri'jc

£5/10, carriage 1/6.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos latest enclosed
waterproof type (not converted starters), ready to

fit on 55° Clynos and 180^ Douglas machines, with
12 months' guaranteed- service, price £3/10, carriage
1/S.

MOTOR Cycle and Car Owners, are you testing all
your sparking plugs properly? Are you wasting

pounds yearly by throwing away good plugs ? Fit a
Bosch aeroplane hand starter magneto on your garage
bench to-day and always have your sparking plus
t.ester at hand, price £ 2, carriage 1/6.

TRADE discounts and export quotations.—Write,
call, or 'phone tor terms.

A YEAR'S guarantee on repairs. Before you scrap
that magneto, whatever its condition, let us see

it; we will rebuild your magneto to look and work like
new, no matter what make, within 3 days or 24 hours
if urgent, and return it with a written 12 months'
guarantee. While your magneto is being repaired we
can lend you another free of charge. We could not
make these offers if we were not certain of the quality
of our Work. _
YOUR old magneto will be equivalent to new at a'

low cost. Send us your defective magneto now.

EXPRESS Dixie Repair Service. Your Dixie magneto,
no matter what size, rebuilt equal to new and re-

turned in 12 hours, at 30/-; a small extra charge for
necessary replacements.

C.A.V. Express Repair Department.—Your C.A.V.
magneto, no matter what type, rebuilt equal to

new and guaranteed for one year, returned in 12
hours, at 30/-; a small extra charge for necessary-
replacements.

ARMATURE rewinding, no matter what maJte, type.
or size, 11 / 6. Wound cores from stock.

IT'S not what you pay, but—what it pays yoii that
makes your magneto and dynamo overhauls clieap.

If you want high-grade magneto and dynamo repairs
that pays you send your faulty machines to us.

TAGDYNAMO for quality.M^
MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co.. Ltd., 28, Bateman's

Row, E.C.2. 'Phone : London Wall 4570. (One
minute from Brown Bros.) [4060

LIGHTING Sets.—Stupendous oKer, comprising P
and H. No. 132 electric head lamp, tail lamp,

bulbs, also 4-volt 40-amp. accumulator in metal case,
with clips, switch, and wire, complete; £3/16/6.—
Universal Motors, St. James Rd., Derby. [3868

WITHONE
HOOK

The icing Hook detachable
fastener costs 1/3, and gives
you troubleless service for

thousands of miles, owing to

its. unique construction of

hardened roller bearings and
double strength hooks.

Less than 1/3 is much too
much to pay for any fastener
that gives less satisfactory
service than a King Hook.

FORWARD PLUG CO.
35, SUMMER ROW.B'HAM.
The Forward fastener with unbreak-
aWe steel links and roller bearings, costs

The Challenge
Roller Bearing
Curtain Runner

IS unique,- and sa\es
Its cost many times
over in lessened wear
and tear of the
curtains as they glide

at a touch round
any angle o curve
without binding or

Iriction.

The ilexible rail can be easily bent by hand to fit any
shaped window, and is so strong that it will carry
any weight draperies. Send for List M.C.

CHALCO LTD., Dept M.C, 49, Summer Row, B'HAM.

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oil.

Tins 1/2 and 3/-.

post frea.

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd..

HULL, England.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
WIIITDALE Magneto Service^For high-grade ttia;:j

netos, .spares, and repairs. All guaranteed U-:l

one year. Deal with experts and avoid certain di-=

appointment. Enclose stamp for lists, iestimonlah,
etc. Remarkable bargains; M-L, 35/-; Bosch, 45/-
Thomson-Bennett, fiO/-; and many other types a
similar prices. Don't buy junk a few shillings cheaperl
—Cherry Orchard, Croydon, Tel. : Croydon 1625.

[485;
TV/TAGNETOS.—M-L single cyl., clock, off rotary en;
-L*-*- gines, complete, 20/-, postage 1/3; the abov
less contact breaker, 12/-, jHJstage 1/3; 4-cyl. Dixie
coraplete, 25/-; new B.T.H. 6-cyT.. complete, £1/10
B.T.H. 8-cy)., complete, 25/-; C.A.V. starting map
netos, complete, 18/6, postage 1/3; all in good wotfi
ing order, carriage extra; cash with order; send I'/ao

for list of Aero parts.—Coley, Ordnance Works, Queei
Elizabeth Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. 'Phone : King!
ston 365. [238':

EUSTON Ignition Co., sole representative for th
Splitdorf Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service t-,

Splitdorf magnetos, dynamos, Dixie magnetos, etc. W;
have the factory, plant and experience. Official Indfai'

electrical service station. Thomson-Bennett repairs aa'
spares ; spares and repairs to all makes of magnetOBi
bU repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test -bend
before dispatch, and carry our guarantee for 12 montJit
We hold the largest stock of guaranteed magnetos ji

London. Twins, all degrees, charged accumulatore, aji

voltages always ready. We stock everything eleotricn

for the motorist. We give you real live service alway*
—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Rd., K.W.l
'Phone: Museum 5034, T.A. : Magdymo, Eusroad, Lou
don. [026.;

700

TYRES.

x800 clearance genuine Avon Durolith; 37/1
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [483

SEiStD for Emannels' 1923 wonderiuL-tyre bargoiii

ielmete and gloves ; lists post free on application,

REAL, good, reliable, second-hand motor crcle tyre

all sizes and malies, 10/- each, plus 1/- carriagt

other sizes and makes on application.—H. Emannei an--

Co., Tyre Factors, 37a, Balls Pond Ed., Dalston, N.:

'Phone: Dalston 3161. [083

MELTOJST Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray, re-nioiil

buKt or cut tyree and chafed heads, perfect):

from 2/6.

RETEEADIIfG worn down tyres; 26ia. and 650;:e
sizes, 15/-; 28in. and 700x80 sizes, 18/9; 3,00

miles wear.

TUBE Tulcanizing, ptinetures 9d,, small bursts l/i

sleeves 2/3, butt ends 3/6; the finest work po

Bible, [034

JECOND-HAND Cover, 26x2>l good condition. 5/

each; tubes, 3/-.—C. Tranklin, Swinlord, Eyni

ham. Oxen. [463'

DUNLOP Extra Heavy, 26x2%x2%, all new, no
clearance: 25/- each, carriage paid,—Hurst. 2e,

Tulse Hill, S.W.2. [496'

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mjje retreads, repairs

etc., carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co,

•

[5836

_ . and
also full

Buxton, Derbyshire.

BtlLL'S have your size in bargain covers and
tubes. Huge stocks to select from; also full

ange of accessories.—Below.

iy£^X2Vi..-—Stepney lloadgrip, 27/6; Palmer Cord,^O 24/6; heavy, 25/9; tubes, 4/8.—^Below.

0/1x2^4.—Wood-Milne Key-grip, 19/. and 25/-;

/*0 Palmer Cord, 36/9; Heavy, 39/-; tubes, 5/-.

—Below.

Ofix2"2X2%,—^Palmer Cord, 30/-; Heavy, 32/6;
/*D Wood-Milne 3-ply, 22/6; 4-ply, 27/6; tubes,

5/3.—Below.

X2y>.—Avon Stonehcnge, 22/6; Tricar, 26/5."

Beldam 4-ply, 30/-; tubes, 6/3.—Below.

O QX3.—Clincher Dreadnought, 42/6; Steptley Road
,V O Grip, 37/6; Wood-Milne or Beldam, 30/'

tubes, 6/9.—^Below.

ALL the above new goods are Gent on seven dayf*

36

B
M _._. _. .

makers guarantee, 24X2',4, 17/9; 26x2, 17/9;

26x2'.4, 18/6; heavy fluted (Dnnlop), 26x2ii, 21/6;

26x2";4, 18/6,

MASONS.—Dunlop Extra Heavy Rubber Studded.

26X2M;, 27/6; 650x65, 25/-, soiled, fully guar-

anteed.

MASONS.—Great ofler; Moseley Cable cord, large

studded, perfect. 26x2'ix2>4, 30/-; 650x66,.
700X80, 37/-; 28X3 (American), 38/6; large studded,

heavy, fabric, 24X2Vi, 19/6; 26x2i/i. 22/6; 26x2%,
23/6; 26X2y2X2iA, 25/-; 26x2V2, 26/-.

MASONS.—Wood-Milne Key-grip covers, 4-pIy,

26X2V,, 24/6; 26x2%, 23/-; 26x2M, 22/-; 26x
aV'XSVi, 25/-; 650x65, 25/-; 3-ply, 24X2%. 18/-;

700x80, 28/6; 28X3 (American), 27/6; 28x214
(American), 24/6; approval against remittance; sjpr-

riagc paid.—Masons, The Tyre House, Ipswicli. [0916

approval against remittance, plus i/- for poBt-

TJLL'S Rubber Co., Ltd,, 3, Upper St, afartin

Lane, W.C.2. Tel,: Gerrard 1347. [08691

ASONS,—The best makes, the most competitive

prices. Dunlop Rubber Studded, perfect.

A2S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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TYRES.
SCOTTISH lenders will fiod it aclvantjiseous to piu-

chnse their tyre.=; from McArthur. Hill aud Co.,

436, Argyle St.. Giiisgow. List post free. [5483

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—The following new clearance
covers now in stock and sent on 7 days' approval

against remittance; carriage paid, passenger train.

ECO^'Oi\^C.—24x2 cupper heavy. 12/6; tuljes 4/6;
24x2f4 (also fits 2in. rims) Clincher heavy, 15/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2>'. Clincher extra heavy, 22/6;
tubf.s, 4/-9; 26x23-^ Clincher extra heavy, 24/6;

tubes' 4/9.

ECONOMIC—26x2U'X2M Goodyear Diamond, 30/-;
Avon extra heavy rubber stud, 25/-; tubes 5/6.

ECONOMIC—26x2"^ (old standard Clipper extra
heavy, 29/6: 28x3 Goodyeor Diamond, 37/6; 650x

65 Clipper extr;t heavv, 27/6; 700x80 Avon extra heavy,
35/-.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop Rubberstud, fully warranted,
24x2, 16/.3; 24X2V4, 17/9; 26x2, 17/9; 26x2Vi.

18/6.

COXOMIC Tvre Co.. 314, New Cross Road, S.E.14.
Phone: New Cross 1393. [4917

PIRELLI Tvres, rubber non-skid treads, brand new
goods: 26x2.'.-, 16/6; 26x23^, 17,-6; 650x65,

18/6; 28x3, 24/6; approval against cash.—Brciidway
Motor Co., 998, Garraco Lane, Tooling. [4460

MAUDE Rubber Co., 58, Praed St., V;.-Special
Christmas box for all tyre purchasers to the

value of 20/-. We are presenting, absolutely free, a
10/6 Swan fountain pen, self-filling, and fitted with
usual 14ct. gold nib. Write for our list, which
contains all makes advertised herein, and at simila--

prices [4895

GENUINE GOODS.-3,000 New Beldam Motor Cycle
Covers. All si^es 15/- each to clear; 28x5, 20/-;

650 X 65, 27/6; 700 X 80, 32/6; postage 1/6 extra;
new tubes, all sizes, 4/6 each; secondhand covers, any
size, 10/- each.—The Homerton Rubber Works, 11,
Upper St., Martin's Lane, W.C.2, and 46, Bicoktiby's
Wulk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

WOULD you throw away a £5 note annually ? Of
cours« not. Yet you actually do by running

your tyres to their death instead of having them re-

rubbered by the Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mow-
bray, who guarantee the treads to last as long as new
ones. Patterns 3-rib and cross-grooved, time taken a

few dav^ ; look round vour machine and send those worn
tyres to-day; cost, 26iu. tyres 15/-, 28m., 18/9. [0348

BAST0NE3.—24x2 Clincher De Luxe, extra heavy
17/S; 24x21,4 Hutchinson. T.T., 18/6; 26x2U

Hutchinson. T.T., 18/6; Dunlop rubber stud, heavy,
26/9; Goodrich safety tread, 26/-; Clincher De Luxe,
extra heavy, 21/-; 26x23-^ Hutchinson, T.T.. 19/6;
Clincher De Luxe, ex heavy, 23/-; Bergougnan rubber
non-skid, heavy, 23/-; 26x2V;x2i:i Goodrich safety
tread, 31/6; Dunlop rubber non-skid, ex heavv, 39/9;
Dominion Usco heavy. 22/-; 26x2i'- Hutchinson, T.T..

22/-; Goodrich safety tread, ex heavy, 29/-; 700x80
Dunlop Magnum, 41/3; Goodrich safety tread, 37/6;
28x3 Dunlop Magnum, 42/6; Goodyear, all-weather
tread. 37/6. Tubes, 24x2. 24x2i:i. 3/9; 26x2ifi,
26x21/:;, 4/9; 28x3. 700x80, 6/9. The above new
and clearance goodi; sent on approval against remit-
tance. Estd. 17 years.—^Bastones, 228, Pentonville
Rd-., icing's Cross, London, N.i. Tel.: 2481 North.

[4872
TANKS.

TANKS for B.S.A., new. 35/-; 1910. 1922.—Cov-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Ilearsall Works, Coventry.

[3237
TANKS for Triumphs, new 35/-; 1910, 1922.-

Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall W^orks, Cov-
entry. [3236

TANKS for Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1910-19
35/-.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hear=all Works.

Coventry [3238

I SPECIALISE in Repairs, re-builds, and tanks to
measuiB. EnumeuiL^ 10 any pattern. Quick de-

livery —Below

DOUGLAS Pattern Tanks, new and enamelled,
complete wi... m.. fittings and B. and L. pnmp;

55/-: folder with phoc^ on reQuest.— G. Day. 85,
Cheapside Birmingh.mi [6602

TANKS repaired, re-enamelled in correct colours
with transfers at Middletons.—For address see

Sidecar Column. [0977

STOVE Enamelling.—Tanks, to makers' colours. 11/-;
I'rame.s, 9'-; wh*=els, 9/-.—De La Cour Enamelling

WorU,s 298, Kennington Rd., S.E. [4736

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred, handle-bars, etc., plated; estd. 30 years.—

Attwoods. 25. Pentonville Rd., London, N.I. [9451

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup-

plied extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[3239

TANKS re-enamelled to pattern, high-class work only r

16/6; special terms to trade.—Jenkins aud Sons,
Richard St., Atkinson St., Deansgate, Manchester.
EstnhliaVed 25 years. [1027

AVERY'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit moclunes
of most the leading manufacturers, with plated

fittings complete, at 35^-; guarantee for 12 months
with every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Works,
Coventry. 'Phone; 1774. [0896

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

A BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

rf. vM y*,>^ jc^jf- ^-K-'v

ltS^

1 /2 cac:i ^^sLjsi'

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVtR BREAKS, the BEST at any price
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjusteryet invented. Save* time,
trouble & money. Saves the cost of a new belt

THE STANLEY SHIELD which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipion Pulley. 9d.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS for adjusting the
length of your belt In one second. Set of 3, 6d.

" Ncier be ivUhout a box of S'anliy Spates."
Price 3/6 post free. Send size oj bell when ordering.

THE LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000
miles—lid

Our goods are World-renowned for their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER tree with each belt.

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners,
BRITISH THROUGHOUT.

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,

BROMLEY. KENT- 'ZZ'^.^.e,

SELL BEAUTIFUL LEATHER
in 20 different colours^ only

lid. per sq. ft.
SALE PRICE.

\ ou can cover your own
Chairs, or make your own
Gloves, Cushions, Dorothy
Bags and Stylish Hats in

any colour.
Send 2d. stamp (or fuU set o'

lovely patterns. I give away
quite FREE to purchasers of

leather, paper patterns and in-

structions, showing how to make
Hats, Bags, Cushions and Gloves

A. E. CATT. Leather Merchant, NORTHAMPTON

TANKS.
TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, ;iiid

re-enamelled at our own ivorbs; all kinds of Ut-
tings stocked ; quick service and reasonable chargeK.
Illustntted list free.—A. Green, Water St., CLapel St..

Siiltord, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. L0256

TANKS, all makers, latest improred designe. supplied,
old tanks in part paj-ment. partition leakage, iastcn-

ings, and every repair undertaken, re-enamelling, makers'
latest colours and de.=iiens guaranteed.—Park T;ink
Works, lA, I'aradirie Ed., Highbury, N.5. [3654

MANUFACTUItERS and Enamellers.—Old tanks
overhauled, repaired, and re-enamelled equal to

new, complete, 27/6; tested under pressure; nev/
tanks, anv make, made by experts; satisfaction guar-
anteed.—Green Bros., 19a, TeneriEIe St., Gt. Clowes
St., opp. Broughton Baths, Manchester. "Phone: 727
Ur. Broughton. [2709

BELTS.
BALATA and Chrome Belts Tor winter use; -4in..

:/4; %in., 1/6; lin., 1/9; I'/fein-. 2/- per ft.:

fasteners, 9d. each; postage 1/-.—Sole Manufactureis,
W. Pollin and Son, Hollington, St. Leonards-on-
Sea. [2987

CHEAPEST way to buy your belt, and genuine
guaranteed material. Dunlop, Avon; and Pedley,

cut as required, iVain. 2/-, lin. 1/9, Tain- 1/5, ^^in.

1/4 per foot; John Bull, 7ft. 6in. lengths, iVsln., 16/-;
V»in. 12/6; hook fasteners, 1/4.—Maude Rubber Co.,

58. Praed St.. W. [4896

BELTS.-Clineher clearance, not W.D., ^.'lin., 6ft.

Bin., S/2: 7tt. 6in., 9/5; %in. 7ft. 6in.. 9/5;
81t., 10/1; 8ft. 6in.. 10/9; lin.. 7ft. Sin., 10/4; 8ft..

11/-; 8ft. 6in., 11/8; liysin., 8rt.. 16/-; Bates ^shoit
length^;, ^'4n., 5ft. 6in., 5/-; Vsin.. 5tt., 5/6; leather
belts, ^iiin.. at 1/6 per ft. ; Belt fasteners, 9d. and
1/-. Post 1/-.—The Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishops-
gate, E.G. [0933

CARBIDE.
CARBIDE, highest grade Norwegian, 18/6 cwt., 11/6

^•cwt., immediate d-jliverv.—Kemp's Garage, Im-
porters, Louth. [4274

CARBIDE, guaranteed highest grade, lowest price;
immediate delivery nearest depot.—Write, .Tack-

son and Co., High Sb., Chesham, Bucks. [2919

CARBIDE, finest quality, 'jin.. 19/6; larger nieshe?,
18/6 cwt., f.o.r. nearest depot; coated, 25/-, ex

Bristol only.—Hodge and Co. Warwick Rd., Bristol.

[4681
CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure

giis yield, all sizes; cwt. 21/-, Vo-cwt. 12/6, 28 lb.

7/6, drums free. (Dep'>ts in all parts.) 1 lb. carbide
tins 17/6 gross. Hundreds testimonials. Established
over 30 years.—Young. Impoiters, Misterton, Somerset.

[3511
CARBIDE.—Guaranteed to British Acetylene Asso-

ciation's standard, coated and nncoated, in
1 lb., 2 lb., 4 lb., 7 ib. and 14 lb. lever top canisters;
get our price at once; in 1 and 2 cwt. drums, ex 22
stock depots, 18/- cwt.; immediate delivery.—Ellor
Cycle Worlis. Geduey Drove End, Wisbech. [3323

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOOKWOOD, 3, New St.. Birmingham.
Plione : 5816 C. Patents guide Iree. [4808

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King. Registered
Patent Agent, l<t6a. Queen Victoria St., E.C.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BEYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.iM.Inst.C.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London,

W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 672. [7917

HN. and W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Slcerrett,

Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Patent
Agents, A.I.Sfech.E., A.I.A.B.. Associate I.E.E., etc.;

W. S. Skerrett, A.I.E.B., Registered Patent Agent).-
Patents, designs, and trade marks—24, Temple Row,
Birmingham. Tel. : Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett.
Birmingham. [1971

PATENTS, EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.
EXPEEISIENTAL Work.—My tool room, engiueerins

works, drawing office, and laboratory are devoted
entirely to esiieriment;)! engineering: secrecy guaranteed.
—Leopold Ward, B.Ss., A.C.O.L, Harmocd Place, Chalk
Farm, N.W.I. 'Phone: Hamostead 7559. [0945

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained under this heading Jor

annovnceTncnts reQuircd hy Clubs. Hate 3d. iicr

word, minimum S]-.

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks for 2-;4h.p., others at competi-

tive rates.—Ernest Bass. 40, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 328. [0005

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
authorised by "The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London,
E.C.2. [0007

SITUATIONS VACANT.
LOCAL Age'Uts wanted in all districts; tyre repairs;

3,000 mile retreads; rubber hoot soles, heels, and
protectors; liberal commission.—Write Melton Riihber

'

Worktj. Melton Mowbray. [0349

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue az^j
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SITUATIONS VACANT.
\T7'ANTED, smart I'Dune man for North 0* EurImmI
Vt to take clmige of aad develop publiertr depart-
ment as applicaljte to the motor cycle trafle, must be
(ODTeranot with motor cycles and have initiative and
originaUty.—Applinatkius, stating age, experience, and
salary expected; to Box 5009, c7o The 3lOtor CycU.

[4224

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SUCCESSFUL competition rider <ieaires engagements,

T.X, Race, 500 miles, and other open events ; 250
and 350 machirieB preterrea.—Dos 5065, e/o Tie Motor
Click. [4719

CALE.SiMAN-DEMOXSTEATOE in South Wales,^ young, good rider and mechanic, competition
riding, moderate salary, or opening in established
bttsiness considered, invest £100 to coiiinrence, more
later; small town preferred, living accommodation
necessary.—Box 6026, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4253

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

H. ALBAN BRAYSHAW, A.M.I.A.E., 9. Cnerdon
St., Byrom St., l,iverpool. 'Phone : North

1168. . [0945

FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS.
SITUATION offered to smart Salesman, with cash

to invest, to push sales, cycle, mcttot cycle, ana
light cars; market town, Hampshire.—Box 5073 0/0
The Motor Cycle. [4746

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

MOTOR Cycle Business
j popular town, 80 miles from

ix.indoii; takmgs £1,600 p.a.i accountants'
figures; all motor cycle work, splendid agencies; suit
capital £1,000,—Drake and Nutter, 19-21, Faningdon
St., E.G. [0954

lOOlIPLETE Engineering Works. Acton, lavishlv^—
' equipped, modern machine tools, machine ancl

fitting shops, stores, outbuildings, yard, suite ol
t'umished offices, valuable leases, forced sale: take
£1.250 all in if immediate purchase.—Bos 5029, c/o
The Motor Cycle [4256

GARAGES.
TMPORTANT.—store your car or motor cycle till the
J- fine weather comes again ; sjiecial low rates offered
for cars, etc., for any period.—WilMns, Simpson, Op-
posite Olympia, London. [4308

GENERAL TRADE.
MARKING Punches. High-class steel stamps oJ

every description.—Murray, 282, Thimble Mill
Lane, Nechells, Birmingham. [4228

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest solely mctor auction rooms in London;

terms 7V2 per cent., not chargeable il machine un-
sold; motor cycles and cars bought and sold for
cash: nearest goods stations, Falcon Lane (L. and
X.W.R.), Wimbledon (L. and S.W.B. and G.W.K.)
—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London.

[4776

WANTED.
"piOED Ton_ Lorry Wanted.—Rhind and Co.

Place, Rusholme.
Stone
[4358

[4273

hub.-98,

WANTED, Vindeo connecting rods 5h.p.-navies,
Post Office, Cwmbran, Mon.

WANTED, Sturmey-Aicher 3-speed, J.S.
Bevais Valley, Southampton. [4086

P.AIR Ace Discs^ 26in., also leather overcoat.—Brad-
brook, HO, Camberwell New Rd. [4334

WANTED, Cylinder for 1914 A.C. Humberctte.—
Particu.ais, 38, Lord St., Redcar, Yorks. [4256

TyANTED, Easting^ Sci;een,_ Standard, cheap.

—

Forest Hill, S.E.
[4232MORGAN Wanted for cash, or 1920 N.U.T. in part

payment.—F.S., 58, Malvern Rd., Dalston. E.8
[4941

WANTED, Indian dynamo lighting set complete,
new condition.-Jackson, 4, Alexandra Rd.,

Grimsby. [4223

AUTO-WHEEL and LightweighS, condition im-
material: state lowest, price.—97, Latchmere

.Sydenham, 12. Herschell Ed.,

Rd., Battersea. [2217

WANTED, 4h.p. Douglas sidecar springs, wheels,
and connections; cheap.—2, Fortune Gate Rd.,

Harlesden. N.W.IO. [4499

WANTED. Front Wheel and Forks for B.S.A.
4i,4h.p. 1920; state price.—tlyson, Glencrutcherv

Rd., Douglas, I. of M. [4426

GRADO Gear, Philipson pulley, two or three-speed
gear box; state lowest price.—Jack Ward, 11.

Radford Rd., Ijeamington Spa. [4619

MOTOR Cycles, light cars, spares and accessories,
new or second-hand

; prompt cash paid for above.—McNeille and Piatt, 57, Great St., Liverpool.
'Phone: 1092 Royal. [3820

SPOT Cash Buyers.—Motor cycles, combinations,
cars. Bring machine, take cash.—Wandsworth

Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town-
Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [4812

A30

MOSS BROS.
The Motorist's Clothier,

Have the following lines at cut
prices :

DINNER & DRESS SUITS.
Second-hand 40/- to 80/-
New - - 80/- to 120/-

LEATHER FLYING COATS.
Secoiad-liand, 45/-

These coats were used by the Air Force and have
had a fair amount of wear, but are ideal for

motoring.

REGULATION TRENCH COATS.
Ne^, 55/-

(The four coats in one), check-lined, fleece -lined,

and oikkin interlined in light and dark fawn.
We have sold hundreds of this Kne, and 'are

really a bargain at the price.

BLUE TRENCH COATS.
45/- 52/6

Check-iiued. - Check-hned and
iotcrlincd.

NEW LEATHER MOTOR COATS.
Double br-easted, o c t (* n
withbdtaUronnd. ^^ ^^ " Fleece lined

and wind cuffs.

BEDFORD CORD BREECHES.
26/6 29/6

Self strainings. " Buckskin strappings.

Second-hand OVERCOATS For all

purposes.

Before baying elsewhere call and inspect our stock.

If unable to call, send requirements and we win
Quote by return.

ALL GOODS SENT ON SALE OR RETURN.
MONEY RETURNED IN FULL IF GOODS

NOT APPROVED.

MOSS BROS. ('Phone Park 48r?)

83-5, High Street, NotUng Hill Gate, W.ll
and 224, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.

f^^PUMPS for CARS &
Q/iaTOR CYCiES.^^ No. 154'

Brass-Barrel, De-
tachable Handle, 24"

Connection with

Adaptor.

POST
FREE Net.

Will inflate any Tyre.
MADE BY

ARTHLB i;. PPICR .Aston Manor Ltd-
Vevu Works Park Lane, Aston, B'.liaiii

^Sr,
TAN-SAD LIMITED.
Freeman St. BIRMINGHAM

6'-'t.

EXCHANGE.
AX). 2-seater runattout for good solo or combinatioiv—

10, feironsnreail fed., Barnes. (iSyi

PXf IL^NOE 1921 4h,B. Triiimpii; £66.-239, GoB-
J--' liau-k Rd , (aieiJlierd'.s Biish. WiUH)

EXOnANGE 4-seater car for l.ton lorry ot van,—
Bo.': 5070, c/o Tire Motor Cycle. H7a4

1920 Rover Cpnil>lnatioh for American; or
seH.—Bryant, :ffastertDn, DeiKes. [4*22

EXCHANGE 1912 G.W.K. 2..«eat6r for coml.inatiott
and caEli.-a2, Wliftley St, EeaSing. mS

TAK-.SAD. Amac ^ain. 2-levy:, perfect, for Boniiilf-
sen trip.— 8, Ashley Park, Bristol. [4621

EXCHANGE New Furnilure for Si.orting Sidecar lor
Zenith.—35, Elm lid., New Jlalden. [4629

ADAMS Keflex Camera, etc., for ligji^weielit.— rartie'u-
lais. Box 5030, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4267

3-TON Lorry, 1918, perfect, for late Molgan;
cheap.—Tover. 76. Cromwell T».fl.. T,4it.on.cheap.—Toyer, 76, Cromwell Hd. I^liton. [4480-

exchange .com-

-tlJ and casli.—

3

smith.

WHY BUY YOUR SPEEDOMETER
OUTRIGHT?

No Extra Charge for Deferred
Payments.

The BONNIKSEN
Hire Sales & Repair Service

165, Tacherook Road,
LEAMINGTON SPA.

. E. BoNNiKSEN, Son of Inventor.

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tlie date ot the issue

SMART Hnmherette 2-5eater; £60, ^.

binHtion.-4a. St. John's Wood Rd., W. [4848

PIANO, unused, slight cash if neof^-^sarv, for poxverful-
twin.-40, Trinder Ed., Crouch Hill, N.IS. [4091

EXCHANGE Magneto for N.S.U. near, one needing-
repair would do.—Box 5067, ,0 Tl,e Motor Ciicle.

[4721

1 Q22 2 speed 2vih.p. Connaught. 4h.p. macbipe;
X*./ cash adjustment.-98, Ring .St., Hammersmith,

[4466
4-SEATER 12h.p. Alldavs Ti.uring Car. for 2-sea.ter,

motor cycle, or Morgan.—63, Solon Bd.. Biixlf.n.

[4510
MATCHLES.S Combination, late model; £90; ex-

change light car.-48, Gt. Western Rd.^ Padding-
ton. [4847

RADCO 2i2li.p.. perfect, and £10, for best SVA.p.
Eudge-Multi ottered.—Box 5006, c/o The Major.

Cycle. [4109

piXCHANGE Moi-gan G.P., w.c. for motor cycle
Stamford Brook Rd., Hammer-

[4667

1 Q23 Indian Scouts, d.vuamo^; £113; exchanges ai"-

-Ltf ranged.—Agents, " Parwood," East Hill, Wan.t?-
worth. [4452

EXCHANGE your present machine for a new car
or motor cvdc at Kays, 8 and 10, Bond St.,

Ealing.
• [9448

B.S.A. Combination, 4i.ih.p., 1916, and cash for

higher-power combination.—69, Kingston Rd.. New-
Maiden. [4590

EXCHANGE 3h.p. Cleveland, "1920, for sidecar, to

suit Triumph, or sell; £15.-6, Gladstone St..

Leicester. 4699

EXCHANGE 1914 Bugatti 2-seater for Morgan,
G.N., combination.— 3, Stamford Brook Rd., Hau^-

mersmith. [46C3

EXCHANGE 1921 Indian .Scout, lighting, speedo-
meter, cash either way.—284, South Lambeth

Rd., S.W.S. [4600

A.C. Sociable, excellent condition; £35; sell or ex-
change good solo machiire.—Tottery, Clark St.,

Stonrbiidge. (4489

SINGER Coupe, 1915 .and 1921 models; motor cycle
or corabinalion part exchange.—Bartletts, 93. Gt.

Portland St. [4975 .

WHAT Offers' in Exchange ? G.N. fih.p., tandem
seats, 2 speeds, lamps, licensed: £30.—200. High

St., Tooting. [4639

ALLDAYS Alien 2-spe8d, discs, nny trial, for

Triumph or similar, cash, or sell.—22, Winthorpe
Rd. Putney. [4317

"I Q22 Coventry-Premier, dynamo, spare -wheel, dickey,-
XJ7 4-wheeIer, for Morgan and cash.—67, I"ei*nlea

Rd., Balhan!.
'

[4956

GAUMONT Cinematograph and Films, value £30,
for motor cycle or combination.—89, Spencer

Place, Leeds. [4487

EXCHANGE 4h.p. Norton. 3-speed', all chain, ior

Triumph, B.S.A., similar, and cash.—King.
Egrove, Oxford. [4580

TRIUMPH, Omega, F.N. 8h.p. machines taken in

part exchange on these makes.—Bartletts, 93,

Gt. Porthind St. [4973

EXCHANGE good 3'/>h.p. motor cycle. 2-spe6a

countershaft, for good lightweight.—Box 5072, c/o

riK Motor Cycle. [4726.

^A DVERTISER will exchange 2 good .suits, nearly
-cx new, for anything in motor line.—^Box 5069, c/o.

The Motor Cycle. [4723-

4ih.p. B.S.A. Combination ior 8h.p. Svmbeam, late

4 model: cash adjustment.—Baughan, Wyre St.,

Colchester, Essex. [4714.

A.B.C. 1921 Light Car; also 1922 model sports motor
cycle or combination in part exchange.—Bartletts,.

93, Gt. Portland St. - [49W

CTPORTING Triumph, aluminium discs, copper ex-

10 haust; exchange for lightweight and cash or sell,

£25.—Forge, 2, Worton Rd.," Isleworth, Middlesex.
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Winter Trials.

LAST Saturday's London-Gloucester and
next week's London-Exeter runs demon-
strate by their large entries that winter

competitions, properly run, may be very

successful. They also serve several useful

purposes, notably demonstrating that the motor
cycle is not a mere fine-weather machine for use

in the summer months.

Ordinary roads, such as the ordinary all-

weather motor cyclist uses, become difficult enough
to ensure that only a good rider on a good
machine scores full marks. Thus the old objec-

tion to many trials, i.e., that no sane man would
wish to take a motor cycle over the freakish

lanes and hills included, disappears without

leaving an event too easy to be of any practical

value.

Lamps, too, are tested, and from our observa-

tions they are at present often found wanting.

More night trials would help greatly the produc-
tion of reliable and effective forms of lighting

for motor cycles.

Mudguarding, too, is bound to improve by the

intensive testing of motor cycles under the worst

conditions of winter, especially when the route

selected leads away from the tarred main roads

on to the water-bound macadam lanes of the

country.

Christmas 1922.

IT
is now four years since the Armistice was
signed and motor cycle matters assumed
their normal aspect. The period inter-

vening proved one of unexampled difficulty,

first a boom and then an inevitable slacken-

ing in demand. The year 1922 has not proved

so full of prosperity as everyone anticipated.

At this season optimism usually runs high

—

higher perhaps than is sometimes justified.

This Christmas, however, optimism has a more

substantial foundation, for there are definite signs

of a revival of trade. We are not referring

specifically to the production of motor cycles,

but rather to industry generally. Any improve-
ment in trade must reflect upon the British motor
cycle industry, perhaps proportionately more
greatly than upon any other individual industry

not confined to the production of the absolute

essential.

The interest in motor cycles continues to in-

crease, and this at a time when one might have
expected it to abate owing to trade depression.

It only requires a slight impetus to national pros-

perity for 1923 to exceed any preceding year in

the numbers of motor cycles which will take the

road.

There is every justification for optimism. The
British Empire is successfully emerging from one
of the most difficult phases in its history, and the

motor cycle industry, we sincerely think, may
regard " bad trade " as a thing of the past.

It is the pleasant duty' of The Motor Cycle to

be of service to rider and manufacturer alike

and to help forward the motor cycle movement
by every means in its power. Its cam-
paigns for genuine improvement have borne fruit,

and the ever-increasing number of readers en-

courages us in the belief that our efforts to help,

to record history and to assist in its making,

to entertain and, sometimes, to amuse, are appre-

ciated.

Our heartiest greetings go alike to all those

interested in motor cycles. To manufacturers

we extend the hope that all their plans may be

successful ; to agents, that their efforts will be

supported by both rider and maker ; and to riders

we say : May you obtain the object of your

desires ; may you spend many happy days

awheel.

And to every reader, at home, in overseas

dominions, and in far-off foreign lands : A
Happy Christmas 1

^. / /

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be tound on the page facing the back cover.
.
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Occasional (Smments
Greeting

!

MEARTY good
wishes tor a

merry Christ-

mas to all my readers,

critical, appreciative,

and bored siiff. May
a pale British sun

(December model)
camouflage the extreme

cold of the afternoon

as they manfully take

the road after far too

much dinner, and help

them to pretend that

they are enjoying

themselves. For my-
self, I have chopped a

huge limb off the

ancestral holly in the

back yard of Benzole
Villa. 1 have tiltered

half a pint of aviation

Aviierewith to illumin-

ate the pudding. I

have locked up the

garage, lost the key,

and disconnected the

telephone in case the

editor slwuld suddenly
require my services

(wliich is his abominable habit on public festivals).

All the motor C3'cling I shall do on Christmas Day is

to open parcels. I circulated my list of wants round
my relatives and acquaintances in good time, and I

sincerely hope that my place at the dinner table will

be fortified with a great sangar of parcels. Lots of
new gadgets. Large cheque from pa-in-law (I sent

him a box of Coronas in very good time). Etc., etc.,

etc. But the open road ? Archibald, certainly not !

A Whte Christmas.

Tq)REACHERS and publicists often croak to the

J_P effect that Englishmen are becoming decadent.

The climate certainly is. I can remember when
nearly every Christmas was a white Christmas. But
latterly the most the Exeter procession has had to

contend with is fog and rain. It would be rather a
rag if sometime a real snowstorm would suddenly

descend upon these unfortunates, say, about Sherborne

or Chard, and bury the roads thigh deep. Not if it

"Ixion's" •• MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are-

available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free , froin " The
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4-

^^ l-5vIOiNj ^gj.g jjjy jqJj i-o report

it, of course; except

that I should probably

learn quite a lot of

new swears ; and a

good reserve of cusses

comes in very handy
for a motor cyclist on

occasions, doesn't it?

Suppose by the law of

averages it will happen
some day, won't it?

And w/iai fun we
shall have ! Wish I

hadn't thought of it.

But, you see, I am
going to Exeter this

year. Solo, too.

"Who Is It ?

NE of the latest

m e t a llurgical

processes i s

known as Pescol, and
consists of building up
a worn metal part,

such as a crankshaft,

with nickel, iron, or

copper to its original

- . dimensions. The
treatment is largely

analogous to electro-plating, though the details are

secret, and there are several points worthy of

mention. Being a cold treatment, it does not spoil

heat-treated steels. The deposit does not peel off after

the manner of cheap plating, or of plating which has

been '

' done too thick
'

'
; for when a deposited part is

tested to destruction, a film of the imderlying metal

comes away with the deposit. The depos t can be case-

hardened, if desired. I am informed that a well-

knoum racing motor cyclist is experimenting with

nickel-plated valves a la Pescol in order to avoid

oxidisation and pitting on long-distance records.

Thoughtless.

S a journalist of some standing (ahem !) I expect,

and sometimes receive, deferential treatment

from firms in the trade. The other day I

ordered one of the well-knowB dynamo-less accumu-

lator lighting sets for a steed in my Stud. It duly

arrived, and after unpacking I fell a-musing as to how-

some folk continue in business. Item. No switch of

any sort or kind was provided. I know full well that

the merry urchin is prone to agitate visible switches

and rim down our cells. But no switch at all 1 I can

only put the light out by pulling the plug out of the
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bayonet socket, and leaving it to dangle cheerily about

my bars. Item. The cable supplied to unite cell and
lamp was not split or reeved through permanent ter-

minals at the accumulator end ; and was not long

enough to permit of any accident, such as a very sharp

penknife may originate. Item. The bulb socket was,

as usual, pushed through a hole in the lamp and
secured by a lock-nut. Being a standardised part in

the electric trade, it had far more threads than ths

thickness of the back of the lamp required. No co\'er

was provided, so that a solid inch of naked, wirelike

threads, all rather flimsily plated, stuck out as a mag-
net for rust. I rapidly wound insulating tape over

them, thereby fixing the lock-nut, but not without dis-

figuring a well-made and otherwise handsome installa-

tion. About three bobs' worth of sense and material

would have cut out all these obvious criticisms. Per-

haps one should add that all such sets should include

one spare bulb, and a tough tag specifying the sort

of bulb recommended for.furtlier replacements, seeing

that certain types of bulb consume about twice as much
current as others of similar voltage, and these plain

accumulator sets have no surplus current at the best

of times.

Those Hub Gears.

nSEE that my slighting remarks anent hub^ gears

have wounded one or two earnest owners to the

quick. Perhaps my reminiscences were founded
too exclusively on trials experiences. " An Old
'Un " inquires if I ever rode a hub gear. I should

have retired on a competency years ago, but :^or hub
gears ; for one of the flies in my ointment is that I am
often set to tide a new gadget before it is marketed,

and ever since about 1905, v/hen The Motor Cycle

started to clamour for variable gears, I have been test-

ing experimental gear boxes, most of the early types

being "hub." I have had them so heavy that the

wheel wilted ; so soft that they melted ; so brittle that

they sheared ; so full of friction that when the engine

had finished turning the low gear round, it had no
power left to propel the machine or me. But coming
to the comparatively recent types of which our corre-

spondents speak, I will readily admit that for light

work on ordinary roads they were not half bad. I

owned early editions of the two most famous types, in-

cluding that which was direct on middle and geared up
on top. " Solo on the Portsmouth Road" sort of

going, they only wanted a little care to last a season,

after which even their manufacturers stated that a fac-

tory overhaul was desirable. In a " Six Days," if used'

solo, they needed adjustment and lubrication daily at

lunch. With sidecars in snch an event they generally

gave serious trouble.

North and South.

I
CONTRIBUTE a parable to this discussion. Once

in the South and once in the North I lived in hilly

country at a considerable distance from railhead.

When my engine was temporarily seized up or other-

wise hors de combat, I would reluctantly hire a horse

trap wherewith to reach the slow but reliable train.

The southron gee-gee merchant, at the first sign of

a declivity, reined in his nag, and proceeded down the
hill at a cautious crawl, with his eyes popping from
their sockets, and every muscle of his frame rigid.

Per contra, the stalwart northerner emitted A war-howl,
lashed his horse to a gallop, and took the precipice at a
hand-gallop. When examined as to his tactics, he
would explain :

—

(i) If one has to die, die like a man.
(2) Creeping down hills is boring.

(3) Anyhow, a horse is much less likely to stumble
at a gallop.

His combination of humour, sportsmanship, and
common sense appeals to me.

Sponge Rabber Tyre Fillings.

THE correspondent who sighs for a tyre filled with
Sorbo unburstable balls can probably obtain his

heart's desire after a fashion. A Canadian and
an American firm have long been manufacturing tyre

fillings composed of sponge rubber sausages. You buy
the stuff by the yard ; chop it into lengths ; pack it

out circumferentially with a pair of scissor levers; run
it a few hundred miles ; stick in another length to take

up ariy clearance ; and then forget about it for 10,000

miles or so; It is quite largely used, especially on
Ford one-tonners. I have tested it on two touring cars,'

but it hardly struck me as sufficiently resilient for motor
cycle purposes—at any rate, not on rigid frames. It is

not to my knowledge sold irl a small enough section for

our ordinary tyres, but I imagine that anybody who
uses car-size tyres, from So mm. up, could probably

try it on his machine. Naturally, it would take some
levering into our fixed rims. It certainly procures an

astounding mileage from the cover, which is con-

- tinuously maintained at its correct bulge.

A Waterproof Glove at Last.

LOVERS of the pre-war continental waterproof

glove will be glad to hear that arrangements are

at last in train for the production of a somewhat
similar article in the Midlands. I have a pair under

test, which seem, so far as short wear affords any

evidence, to be equal to their famous predecessors. I

will publish full particulars as soon as production

commences.

More About Dynamos.

THE lighting dynamo question is more complex
than at first sight appears. The ideal, of

course, is an installation which gives a tremen-

dous light, and which can be trusted to keep a powerful

battery well up to snuff under the worst imaginable

conditions, such as arise when a man uses his machine

almost exclusively after dark in winter. These data

call for a biggish instrument, run off the engine or

countershaft, so as to obtain the benefit of heavy charg-

ing in the free engine and low gear positions. Then
weight and size and cost begin to complicate matters.

Combined with the ignition apparatus, the output of a

dynamo is generally limited by space considerations.

Driven off a wheel by the speedometer type of trans-

mission, the dynamo speed covers a wide range, and

the instrument is inactive in free engine.
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The Fourth SeleC'

tion of a Series

of Instructive
Notes for the

Beginner.

WITH the valves, the piston rings share the duty of

rendering the combustion chamber compression

tight. Piston rings are made of close-grained cast iron,

and their inherent springine.ss causes them to bear out-

wards upon the cylinder walls. If they

bear upon the cylinder evenly all round
their circumference, they form a per-

fectly gas-tight joint, but it occasionally

happens that at one or two places a

slight " flat " destroys this seal. An inspection of the

rings will quickly reveal such defects : the rings will

be polished in places, but stained where the burning

gas has been escaping. Now and again a score in the

cylinder may be responsible, but generally the fault

can be attributed to the ring, which should be replaced.

In fitting a new ring, see that it fits freely in its groove,

but without up and down play and that it does not jam
into the groove when it is compressed, as it will be when
the cylinder is in position. With cylinder up-ended on the

bench, place the ring in the bore in its working posi-

tion, and see (in the case of a diagonallv cut ring) that

there is next to no gap between the ends of the ring.

(About 6-i,oooths inch is the gap generally allowed.)

Many riders polish a new ring into the cylinder by
placing it on the piston, and, using a piece of wood
for a dummy connecting rod, work the piston up and
down the cylinder bore, in which a small quantity of

paste metal polish {not grinding compound) has been

previously smeared. As the work proceeds, " flats "_

on the new piston ring can be traced, and the lapping-

in continued until the ring is bright all the way round.

This, however, is a tedious process.
<5> O <> O

ONE term in particular which appears to be much
misunderstood concerns the compressed ratio of

an engine. Because he can rest his weight upon the

kick-starter crank, one occasionally hears a novice

remark that the engine has " high "

compression. All' that it really signifies,

however, is that the engine has no leak-

age around valve« or rings—in other

words, " good " compression. The com-
pression ratio, upon which "high" or "low" com-
pre^ion depends, has reference to the degree to which
the charge of gas is compressed before it is fired. The
higher the compression, the more powerful will be the

resultant explosion, but the more prone will be the

engine to knock. An average touring engine has a

compression ratio of about 4-!- to i ; a sports engine

may have a ratio of 5-^ to i or even slightly more.

The use of alcohol fuel, which has been referred to

in The Motor Cycle recently, permits of the compres-
sion ratio being increased without the pre-ignition

which would be inevitable with petrol. "

"HIGH"
vfiw vs
"GOOD "

COMPRES-
SION.

CAR-
BURETTER
ADJUST-
MENT,

DECEMBER 2isi, ig22.

Explaining in Non-
technical Language

Points which may
have Mystified

Him.

T^O return to the question of improving petrol con-
* sumption, however; assuming the compression
of the engine is good, and the ignition sufficiently ad-

vanced, it is possible that wastage of petrol may be
caused {a) by flooding of the carburetter,

(5) by the use of too big a jet, and (c)

by leakage at one or more of the unions.

There should be no trace of wetness be-

low the jet chamber when the machine is

stationary ; if there is, it is (i) because the level of the

petrol in the jet is set too high, or (2) because the

needle valve is defective. With many types of modem
carburetter it is impossible to discover the ex'act level

of the petrol in the jet, which should be just not run-

ning over, and more frequently the, cause of flooding

lies in a particle of grit having lodged on the seating.

O O <5> <>

THE weight of the float is taken into consideration

by the makers of the carburetter when they set

the cut-off of the needle valve. Any extra weight
which the float may afterwards acquire, therefore, will

cause the float to sink below its pre-de-

termined level, and so fail to cut off the

petrol supply at the proper time. The
fl,oat will obviously become heavier if it

should spring a leak, which will permit
even a minute quantity of petrol to enter it. If this

has happened it is much easier to buy a new' float than

to attempt a repair.

o <s> o o
'X'HE novice who has been doing a round of Olympia
^ may have heard a term which is greatly to the'

fore of late—that is, "turbulence," and it signifies

the whirling of the charge of unexploded gas after it

is drawn into the cylinder. Even the

best of carburetters does not transform

the liquid petrol into a perfect gas, but

delivers a mixture of atomised petrol

and air Avhich is " streaky," in that the

petrol does not permeate the air, _ but hangs about in

patches. To cause turbulence, the interior of the

cylinder head is so shaped that the piston, as, it draws
the gas into the cylinder, causes a swirl which gives

the "mixture" a chance to mix, with a repetition of

the process on the compression stroke. Before this

effect was imparted by cylinder head design, various

types of mixing fans used to be fitted in the induction

pipe, in the hope that the passage of the gas would
cause these fans to revolve, but their chief practical

effect was to block the inlet pipe.

PUNCTURED
FLO.\T.

TURBU-
LENCE.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS"—pivet
lii'ii-lrerh 0! itsef'I "wrinkles." Price 2s. 3d. post free from "Tlie
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.i.
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TALES THAT
ARE TOLD.
Phantoms of the Road
of which we hear over

the Nuts and Wine at

Christmas time.

OF A GHOST IN ST. LEONARDS
FOREST AND A COUNTERPART
IN WARWICKSHIRE. A tale is told

of a certain Captain Powlett, whose

spirit is said to wander about St. Leo-

nards Forest with his head under his

arm. Why, history does not tell us, for

Captain (or Squire) Powlett was not

beheaded and died naturally in 1746,

In Warwickshire, somewhere near the

old Roman Fosseway, there is a coppice •

and a bam between which another

headless nomad of the spirit world is

said to run on ceitam nights of the year.

OF HIGHWAYMEN BOLD-AND
OTHERWISE. Dick Turpin, so the

story goes, still haunts the scenes of his

misdeeds. Tradition says that his

spirit is partial to a side lane on the

Knutsford-Warrington road, yet we
rarely hear of him on Putney Heath or

near the Spaniards at Hampstead.
Other highwaymen have left a ghost or

two, and one of their victims, a sailor,

is said to appear on Hindhead whenever
the sky is cloud wracked and a watery

moon is sailmg.

A POPULAR FALLACY—that

camera cannot
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WHO'S WHO IN THE
MOTOR CYCLE

WORLD.
The Third of a Series of Biographies.

Tliis feature is to satisfy the general reader as to

who and what manner sf men they are of whom
he reads in " The Motor Cycle " week by week.

Hugh Gibson, Sales Manager, Liver-

pool.—Hugh Gibson, who was born at

Southport, and is 43 j'ears of age, set

up long distance sidecar records in 1910
and 1911 which stand to this day. In
the former year he drove a single-geared

489 CO. Triumph sidecar over the " End-
to-End " route in 40h. 47min., and fol-

lowed it up in 1911 with a time of 38h.

47min. on a two-speed 554 c.c. Bradbury.
He also created in the same year an Irish

end-to-end sidecar record of 394 miles

in 14h. Tmins., the Bradbury again

being used. In 1914 he carried out a test of 2,000 miles in 200

hours under A.C.U. observation on a Clyno sidecar at

a running cost of ^d. per mile. Won the N.W. Centre

Motor Cycle Championship in 1921, and in 1922 a special

prize and gold medal in the International Six Days Trials

to Switzerland, riding a 348 c.c. Raleigh. Present mount :

348 c.c. Raleigh. Favourite type of machine : Single-cylinder

sports lightweight. Hobbies : Music, tennis, shooting.

o o o <s>

Thoraas Silver, Works Manager, Bir-

mingham.—Tom Silver is 59 years of age

and a Londoner. He was a pioneer of

the motor cycle, both in this country and
abroad. In 22 years he has won 189

awards. Silver took part in the

1902 Motor Cycling Club's non-stop run,

but was disqualified for exceeding the

speed limit The following year he was
the only man to get through in the Glas-

gow to Loudon event. The speed limit

was then 12 m.p.h., and the test consisted

of two non-stop runs—Glasgow to Leeds
and Leeds to London. In the 1903 Land's End to John
O'Groats Trial he was 64 hours on the road, and won one
of the only three gold medals. He represented England in

the International Motor Race in France, and in 1903 took

a machine across Africa—6,000 miles in all. An attempt
to ride a motor cycle from Cape Town to Cairo failed.

Present mount : 490 c.c. Quadrant. Hobby : Motoring.
<> o <> o
Jacli Emerson, Experimental Engineer,

Walton-on-Thames. — J. L. Emerson,
born at Waltharastow 31 years ago, is

a successful speed man who has devoted
particular attention to the attainment of

power with endurance and has scored his

best successes over long distances. In
the Brooklands T.T. of 1912 he steered

the 490 c.c. Norton to victory, and in

1914 with a 496 c.c. A. B.C. secured the

kilometre record with a speed which
worked out to 80 m.p.h. That occasion

is notable as being the first application

of the streamline tail to a motor cycle. Since the war he
has brought off the "hat trick" in the Brooklands T.T.
races by wins in 1920, 1921, and 1922. In the two former
years he twice broke the hour record, and this j'ear once.

The machines used were : In 1920 398 c.c. A. B.C., and
in the two latter years the 494 c.c. Douglas. Present mount :

494 c.c. Douglas. Hobby : Scientific research.

William Barr Gibb, Motor Cj'cle Agent,
Gloucester.—Billy Gibb, a Scot and 44
yeaTs of age, was a successful racing
cyclist before he took up motor cycling.
He has done very little competition work
recently, owing to business claims, but
over a long period he was one of the most
successful of riders in the West country.
In 1913, for instance, he won seven cups
and twenty gold medals, all on Douglas
machines. Other awards gained have
been Anglo-Dutch Motor Cycle Cup,
Dutch Plaque and gold medal, Colmore
Cup, Terry Cup, and Haslam Cup (English Six Days Trials),
Birmingham Motor Cycle and Auto Cycle Trophy, Calthorpe
100 Guineas Trophy, and Ilkley Trophy. Present machines :

494 c.c. and 348 c.c. o.h.v. Douglas. Favourite type : Flat
twin. Has no time for hobbies outside motor cycling.0000

Franlj Warren Giles, Competitions Man-
ager, Wolverhampton.—Frank Giles, whs
is 32 years of age, was born at
Kidderminster. Has had a remark-
able run of competition success with
A.J.S. sidecars. Among his principal
achievements are the following : Single-
gear award in Colmore Cup, 1913; B.S.A.
and Castle cups in the West Midland
Open Trial, 1920; London to Land's End
(Captain's Cup), 1921; Birmingham to

Land's End (Sangster Cup), 1921; Ilkley
Open Trial, 1921 (Ilkley Trophv) ; Wol-
verhampton M.C.C. Trials, 1920 and 1921 (Corke Cup);
Kidderrain^ster M.C.C. Trial, 1921 (Castle Cup); M.C.
and A.C. Birmingham-Holyhead-Birmingham 24 Hours Trial,
1922 (M.C. and A.C. Trophy and Jordison Trophy) ; Relia-
bility Premiership, 1922, Leicester and District M.C.C.

;

Paskell Cup Trial, 1921 (Paskell Cup and Reader Cup). He
was the first sidecarist to climb the Screw Hill in Wales.
Present mount : 799 c.c. A.J.S. sidecar. Favourite type of
machine : Twin-cylinder heavy sidecar. Hobby : Motor
cycling.

o o <5> <>

James Robert Alexander, Motor Agent, "
Edinburgh.—Jimmie Alexander was born
at Edinburgh 47 years ago. In his young
days he was an ardent cyclist and held
the Scottish champion and many records at

various distances from 1895 to 1900. In
the early days of the present century he
turned over to the motor cycle, and again
was consistently successful in competi-
tions. He has had several wins in the
Scottish speed championships. Present
mounts : 348 c.c. Douglas, 494 c.c. Doug-
las, and 249 c.c. New Imperial. Favourite
type of machine :

" No particular preference. Use all types
and powers, both solo and sidecar." Hobbies : "Too many
to enumerate."

The Rev. John Maxwell Philpott, Vicar
of Stockingford, Nuneaton.—J. M. Phil-

pott, who was born at Churchstoke,
Montgomeryshire 35 years ago, claims to

be the heaviest competition rider of a

lightweight, as he rides at just over 15

stone. Is local consul of the A.C.U.,
chaplain of the Coventry and Warwick-
shire Motor Club, vice - president

of the Nuneaton and District M.it.or

Cycle Club, and is on the Board of the

Midland Centre A.C.U. Professes "a
greater dislike of sidecars than any other

motorist in England "
! Best performances in competitions

were his gold medals in this year's Scottish and English Six

Days Trials. Another outstanding achievement was his

climb of Applecross and Tornapress on a 220 c.c. machine.

Present muunt : 249 c.c. Velocette. Favourite type of

machine : 250 c.c. solo. Hobbies : Lawn tennis, chess, and
" riding a motor cycle where no one else has done so."

19
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THE LAST STRAW—
A Story Without Words of the Compleat Motor Cyclist.
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CirClLE§ ^T
The Will and the

Way; or. How

to Acquire Motor

J^ Cycles by Hook

or Crook.

Illustrated ~By

O. Cuningham.

By CLAUD D'AGINCOURT-JONES.

DEREK MuUins laid down the Show Report issue

of the " Blue 'un " with a sigh.

" We'd better cancel this paper at the news-

agents, you fellows 1
" he opined, with a sigh; " I'm

sick and tired of reading about the finest sport in the

world with no prospect of ever being able to afford it.

Let's chuck it and resign ourselves to ping-pong."

, The two men who shared his diggings put down
their books and stared at him despondentlv.

" Mervyn's suggestion last week wasn't half bad,"
remarked Jim Elyard. " We all give up gaspers and
little drinks, and save like blazes. In a year, with

lack 'and prices going on dropping, we might raise

enough of the ready to buy a fifth-hand outfit. One
on the saddle. One on the carrier. One in the side-

car. Take turns at driving, of course. Better than

notliing.

"

"Rot, Jim!" was Mullins' ungracious reply.

" We all know old Mervyn's got a chin like a door-

step, and can live like a hermit when he wants to.

You and I can't. Our average salary is round about

£.\ a week. These digs, run us in for two-tfiirds of

all we earn. Then there's clothes and things. Can't

Ije did. Besides, one of us is sure to shift his berth

soon, and then we'd have to sell the 'bus anyhow.
And what about our girls ? How long should we keep
them if we did bachelor stunts together every week-
end. Think again, old chap."

An Idea.

Came a quiet voice from Mervyn in the corner.
" I've been thinking. . .

.'•'

Derisive chorus from the other two.

Mervyn laid down " Sherlock Holmes' Last Bow,"
and exiKistulatcd.

" No, honest, you fellows. There's pounds and
pounds about an inch from the tips of my fingers, and
I really believe that if we put our heads together we
tan grab some of it."

The chums greeted Mervyn's brain-wave with de-

rogatory suggestions. Backing winners by faked tele-

grams, they supposed? Marrying heiresses? Falsi-

fying the cash books ?

Mervyn let them exhaust their witticisms, and pro-

ceeded.
" I stepped into the Blank Motor Company's place

on my way home—saw a 1923 twin Zenith that was
worth looking at. Inside the office old Blank had
about forty typed police slips pinned up, all warning
him to look out for stolen motor cycles. I got home
ahead of you chaps, and snatched the first read of our

'Blue 'Un.' I see that insurance societies think

nothing of offering a tenner reward for tracking a

stolen 'bus. Nobody seems to go after these pinched
machines with any push and go. They just notify

the police. The police notify the garages. The
garage never bothers to verify a chap's frame and
engine numbers when he stops for p>etrol. Seems to

me that three lads who meant business might rake in a

lot of these tenners, don't you think?
"

Various Plans.
'

' Yes, and I 'ye got the trick of it,
'

' almost shrieked

Mullins. " We rig ourselves up as bobbies, and play

the ' examine your licence ' stunt somewhere every

Saturday and Sunday. Jim squints at their papers

while old Mervyn there cocks his eye over the ma-
chines and spots the crook stuff. I'm the Dempsey of

the gang, and secure the criminal if he turns nasty.

Then we collect from the insurance blokes."

Elyard, always matter-of-fact, torpedoed this notion.
" And the sergeant arrives on his rounds before the

first ' pinched ' 'bus appears. So we all do time

for impersonating police officers !

'

'

" Well, that's 'not the only way," said Mullins, not

a whit abashed. " How's this? We all three get

jobs as petrol boys on one of the big roads out of

town. Space ourselves out over 50 miles. Study
those cop papers that Mervyn was yarning about.

Cast our eagle eyes over every bike we have to serve.

In say six months we ought to nab, say, fifty out of

the hundreds that get pinched?"
"Stow it," growled Mervyn. "I've pretty well

worked it out. Some of the little makes get stolen

sometimes. Two of the papers at Blanks were about

a 311 c.c. Creeper and a 249 c.c. Tripper. Now if
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I know anything about it, there aren't more than fifty

of either ever been turned out. We approach the
makers, get the frame and engine numbers of all the

'buses they have ever delivered, and advertise that we'll

give a high price—say _;^5 under list—for a second-

hand sample. The thief 'ull jump at the chance of

such good money. We nab him—and we nab all the

other macliines which he has nefariously collected."
" Dud, old chap," answered the relentless Elyard.

' Dudder than dud. It's the petty little once-in-your-

life sneak thieves who pinch Creepers and Trippers.

Your wholesale merchant won't look at anything that

isn't both good and common. He'll specialise on
something like Triumphs or Sunbeams of one model

;

cliange the numbers ; camouflage them with new paint

and different accessories ; and pass as an honest trader.

Your stunt is a wash-out."

Concentration.
" I believe you're right about wholesale thieving,"

mused Mervyn abstractedly; " but it don't follow that

my stunt is a wash-out. Suppose we concentrate on a

Jirst-class 'bus that's been delivered by thousands like

the 550 c.c. Triumph. With a feAV calls or letters we'd
get to know how many have been stolen say in the last

three months, what their numbers are, what genuine

series numbers exist, and so forth. Theg we bustle

round and advertise extra good money for Triumphs.
^^'e ought to get into touch with a gang somewhere. I

expect they pass these pinched 'buses through a lot of

hands to cover their tracks, especially with the second-

hand market as dead as it's been lately. They'll

jump at a fair price."

This plan brought the three heads very close to-

gether. The 480 c.c. Peterson was substituted for the

Triumph, as Mervyn had a pal in the Peterson works,

and fancied he could rapidly obtain a lot of inside

information. For the next day or two the three typed

heavily on some specially printed memo, forms of

rather "posh" character whenever their business

superiors were out of range. Their bill for postage

stamps was alarming ; and when they left their respec-

tive firms' offices on official business, kindly but costly
taxis enabled them to visit sundry insurance offices with-
out arousing suspicion about the length of their
absences.

A week later quite a pile of information had been
correlated and memorised. The 480 c.c. Peterson, as
everybody knows, is a high-class machine, of which
probably some 18,000 have been made, and is always
ill steady demand even down to seventh or eight hand.
Listed at ^iio during 1922, its second-hand price in
these slumpish days is certainly not over ;^75, unless
the buyer be what salesmen call " easy fruit." So the
following advertisement was calculated to stir the pulse
of any anxious super-thief, who had two or tliree

dozen Petersons leaking out from a back street work-
shop on to the market by devious routes at a net
return of perhaps £^s apiece to the principal criminal.
The trap was baited as follows :

—

BBIXG your 1922 Peterson to us. Wo know yen
meant to keep it (or 1923. In a year it won't

be worth more than £50. We offer you £78/10 cash
down in notes on Inspection. We can do this because
w© need 100 immediately to fill an export contract. We
will accept your order for any 1923 model. Easy pay-
ments if desired.—Salmons and Simpson, Commission
Agents, 992, Wool St., E.O.

The Thursday on which this advertisement was pub-
lished saw Derek Mullins commence his annual three
weeks' holiday at an unwonted season of the year which
considerably amazed his boss. It also saw him installed
in a temporarily rented office at 992, Wool Street, com-
plete with stenographer, typewriter and other acces-
sories complete. The stenographer had nearly wrecked
the entire business, for she was Elyard 's best girl at
the moment, and Elyard hardly fancied allowing his
inamorata to spend possibly three whole weeks tete-a-
ieie with such a famous breaker of feminine hearts as
Derek. But the funds did not run to paying wages

;

and Ella was a sport, and had some leave to draw
from her office. So Elyard consented with rather a
dubious heart.

'He was called many hard names.'

'n^J^'iV-CV*'
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Derek had various lethal weapons in a drawer ready

to hand. He and Ella were more than punctual at

business for the first time for years ; and it was with
slightly quickened pulses that they faced a day which
might mean death, riches, or nothing at all. For
some hours it was nothing that happened. They post-

poned lunch till 3 p.m. on the chance of some motor-

cyclist in a subordinate position arriving during the

dinner hour. It was not till Ella had sought the

nearest Lyon's shop just after 3 p.m. that the first

caller blew in. This young giant in a Trinity Hall
scarf looked as if he was the spearhead of the Cam-
bridge rugger scrum, and breezily remarked that having
put his shirt on a loser he'd got to sell his bike to face
settling day. He didn't know the number, but as

Derek's well-drilled memory instantly informed him on
inspection at the kerb outside, the machine was honest
enough. It was hereabouts that Derek realised what
he was up against. The three pals, by selling all

their portable property and borrowing every half-

crown to be smelt among their acquaintance, had raised

enough to pay for one 4S0 c.c. Peterson. Of that soli-

tary intended purchase more anon ; in the meantime
this cheerful Hercules had to be gently pushed off

somewhere else ; and when a man is expecting ^78 los.

for what is barely worth ;£7S, he takes some pushing
off. However, Derek sized up the giant as not being
too technical to be nice. He bent over the bicycle,

feeling and rattling and sniffing. " H'm. Chains
three thous. out of pitch. Lot of big end slack.

Cylinder bit oval. H'm. H'm."
At last he straightened himself.

Temporary Relief.

" Very sorry, sir. Your machine isn't at all in the
sort of condition my contracts demand. If you really

want cash for it to-day, better try a firm who specialise
in overhauling before resale. Say, , of Portland"
Street."

The_ giant departed rather sadly, with incoherent
mutterings about

his perhaps having

forgotten to oil

the dashed thing

when he rode home
blotteau after such

and such a match.

He left Derek
foreseeing trouble.

By six o'clock

Derek had inter-

viewed a number
of traders anxious

to sell him 100

Petersons, even

—

if need be— at

much less than he

offered. He
played them off

against each other,

and held out hopes
of an imn.ediate

deal if th-^ said

A ".6

;3o its you, Darkie, is it?" said the detective genially.

machines could be arrayed for "his engineer"
to inspect them. He got rid of various callers who
had fancied that Rudges or Sunbeams or Triumphs
would do as well as Petersons ; of a clerk who regarded
a Baby Levis and a 480 c.c. Peterson as interchange-

able terms ; and of a varied assortment of touts of one
sort or another. In between-whiles he disposed of

several honest private owners who had not been able

to eat any lunch under the exciting prospect of getting

£.']'& los. for their roadworn Petersons, and who,
having killed grandmothers or invested wives widi

inflamed appendices, had got leave off business to fetch

their bikes up to town for Salmons and Simpson to

purchase. He was called many hard names, invented

some atrociously false diagnoses of perfectly sound
machines, and, before evening, began to feel some-
thing of a brute.

A B te ?

Next morning Derek and Ella Avere horrified to find

a regular Mount Everest of letters heaped on the floor

inside the letter-slit, and callers kept them more than
busy. More lies. More insults. More stormy inter-

views with fierce private owners, who were not only
disappointed financially, but also wounded in their

tenderest spots by accusations of under-lubrication and
the like. But at 2.30 p.m. a veritable mouse took the

cheese. ^ young, decent-looking, well-dressed

stranger appeared to offer his bike for sale, and on
inspection its frame and, engine bore numbers which
had never been reached in the. Peterson series. Derek
counted out ^-j?, los. from the ;£8i in notes which
represented the gross capital and credit of Salmons
and Simpson, and allowed the capable, smooth-spoken
young man to depart with the cash, whilst he, Derek,
rode the obviously stolen machine round to a garage
previously selected as the firm's official storage.

Strategy.

Had he gone mad? Not at all. Heroic as the
stratagem was, the united brains of our aspiring trio

had f i n a 1 1 y
reasoned thusly :

The thieves will

certainly try us.

They will send a

test machine. It

will cover up its

tracks so well we
could never trace

them by it. The
bringer will have a

lovely alibi all cut

and dried. If we
seem green and ask

no awkward ques-

tions, they will

plant their whole
stock on us within

the next three

days.

So Derek, not

without a thumping
heart, reduced his
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firm to a state of complete insolvency, stored his soli-

tary purchase, which represented a dead loss of per-

haps ;^8 los. on a forced resale, and returned to the

office to see that his lethal ^veapons were handy and

in working order. The rush of aggrieved clerklets,

eager to secure top of the market price for machines

they had tired of, had subsided by this time. The
day's bulky correspondence ha,d been disposed of, and
the time was passed in a somewhat heated argument

W'ith Ella. There were two outstanding difficulties to

be solved. Should they ring up Elyard and Mervyn,
add them to the staff for to-morrow at the risk of dis-

missal from their present posts, and utilise them as

amateur trackers of any suspicious bicycles brought to

Messrs. Salmons and Simpson during the next day or

two? This was Ella's brainwave.

Not According to Plan,

Derek for his part rather mistrusted amateur track-

ing, and having got the wind up, conceived ideas of

ringing up Scotland Yard, and imploring the Big Four

to place a cordon round his offices and rope in such

trustful criminals as might rally to help themselves to

his suppositious notes next morning. The argument

waxed hot and strong when the door Avas suddenly

opened without any premonitory knock. In walked

three burly, alert-looking individuals, who without any

more ado marched Derek and Ella off to the cells,

leaving one of their number in possession.

The feelings which occupied the managing director

and his charming stenographer during the evening can

be better imagined than described. The proprietor

of their garage was. quite a punctilious person on the

subject of stolen bicycles, and instead of being thief-

catchers they now ranked as caught thieves. Mean-

while the junior partners were not wholly free from

anxiety. The hours passed. Derek was missing.

Ella was missing. ;£8i was missing. A visit to

Wool Street produced nothing but locked doors.

Nourished on Sherlock Holmes, Mervyn at least was
well aware that only professional detectives jump to

the obvious conclusion with confidence. But even he

finally admitted that things looked uncommonly
black.

Tow'ards 9 p.m. a detective illumined the situation,

but by no means relieved their anxiety. He wasn't

one of the Big Four, as they both supposed, but he

was quite a sensible fellow. When their nervous,

bubbling explanations at last convinced him, he sat

down and roared with laughter for full five minutes

by the clock. And at last two very crestfallen junior

partners walked round to the police station in. com-
pany with a plain clothes man wdio stopped every few
yards to hold his sides and let fly an extremely unpro-

fessional cachinnation.

Explanations.

The staff of the firm then held an interview with the

big noise at the station. It commenced by being ex-

tremely humiliating, but ended in quite promising
fashion. Next morning saw the managing director

re-installed at his desk. At a smaller desk to his left

sat the pretty stenographer as before. Both, of them
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wrestled—quite brightly, too—with the morning's cor-

respondence. To all outward appearance the office

was unchanged. It is true that the drawer near
Derek's right band no longer housed its former lethal

armoury. Indeed, that armoury had suggested some
rather awkward questions about gun licences. It is

also true that the little room up the passage was no
longer empty. Inspector Jenkins was seated there

—

in plain clothes, it is true, and armed with nothing but
the Winning Post ; but quite alive to anything that

might happen. His presence was partially answerable
for the increased joie de vivre of the staff, as com-
pared with the previous morning. Only partially.

For some of the inspector's best henchmen were vari-

ously disposed among the busy crowd in the street

below ; and one of them was taking an unconscionable
time to swallow a cup of coffee near the front window
of a first floor tea-shop opposite.

In the Net.

Derek not undeservedly
, spent several rather trying

quarters of an hour with sundry honest, earnest,

covetous and irritable motor cyclists, who greeted him
warmly on arrival, but made unprintable remarks
about Messrs. Salmons and Simpson before taking their

reluctant departures. It was, however, written in the

stars that 11.13 a.m. by Big Ben w^as to be Derek's
lucky hour. For it was precisely at that moment that

a youngster of some 28 summers, with whom to all

appearance the Old Lady of Threadneedle Street

mig]:t have trusted the National Debt, knocked
smartly at the door and walked in. It was at

11.13.28 a.m. Greenwich mean time that Inspector

Jenkins put down the Winning Post and followed hard
on the heels of the aforesaid unimpeachable young
man into Derek's office.

" So it's you, Darkie. is it?" he said genially.
' We'd been wondering what you were up to. Now
are j-ou going to tell us where all the other machines
are ? Or would j^ou rather be gagged and sit in the

next room with me while my men downstairs shadow
the rest of your crowd back to your private garages ?

Have you seen the Winning Post this week ? I can
tell you one or two of the best while you're waiting,

if you like."
'' Darkie " had quite a lot to say. His vocabulary

was what you might call fruity in parts. But when
his r.p.m. 'died down a little, he decided to tell.

Meanwhile Derek cheerily disposed of several more
quite honest Peterson owners.

Subsequent research on the part of Inspector Jenkins

and his stalwart men proved that "Darkie"
had specialised in several leading makes besides

Petersons.

The Happy Ending.

The insurance companies behaved like gentlemen.

Derek, Mervyn and Elyard 'have all taken deliveries of

extremely attractive motor cycles. In fact, the profits

ran to supplying Ella with an open-frame two-stroke.

And what is in the bank suggests that the monthly

garage bills can be met. That they will be met punc-

, tually is another matter—we all know what youthful

motor cyclists are.
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Jumping to Conclusions : Sidecar Outfits and Family Loads : Sidecar Racing.

By "FRIAR JOHN."

I N some natures the lure of the road is like the
^ strangely persistent call of the sea, luring at all

times and at all ages. And, whether the roads be old

or new, they still exercise their spell in their own par-

ticular way. This passion for the road is not inherent

in all natures, however, for I met a man recently who
appeared not to care for the wide spaces and great

highways, nor for the secluded by-ways for that

matter. Yet he was an ardent motor cyclist, for he

bought one of my sidecar outfits on a cold night when
the rain was beating down on the galvanised roof of

the garage. I apologised for the mud that was plas-

tered about the wheels, and the oil that should not have

disgraced the engine. But, to my amazement, he said

he didn't rnind that. In fact, he seemed rather to

rejoice that the machine was dirty. " I like cleaning

motor .cycles," he said. "You see this machine on

Sunday; you'll not know it; I'd jolly well rather be

cleaning and tinkering the 'bus than riding it."0000
T WAS too astonished to reply instantly, and won-
*• dered if his tongue was in his cheek. But he was
quite serious. Strangely enough, I did see the

machine, resplendent in its glittering nickel and
polished enamel, on the following Sunday morning.

It was a day, too, that one remembers—sandwiched
between days of

wind, cold drizzle,

and fog, such a one
that we fondly
imagine to be the rule

in the land of the

mim o s a. Motor
cycl'sts on this morn-
ing left the town like

bees from a hive on a

a spring diy, and the

pulse throbbed at the

exhilaration of speed-

ing for miles o\'er

tolerable roads with

a perfect blue sky

above.
<;> <s> o o

"THE " Blue Cow "
. - -

^ is a snuggery
enticinsrly situated. In order to accommodate four passengers
enticmgly comfort- lengthened his

able and about four miles from the town, and it was
on passing this place, passing it, mind you, I saw my
former outfit with its sidecar wheel dropped four or

fi\'e inches in a damaged drain cover. (Note the

detailed observation.)

My friend and I rode on, and after making a

circuit of about fifty miles stopped at the " Blue
Cow" on our way to a late lunch. There we saw
the outfit in exactly the same position, with the wheel
in the drain cover. Although this did not prove the

man's candid assertion that he liked tinkering, and
cleaning as much as riding, it certainly appeared to

show that he preferred to sit in the foul atmosphere
of a bar in preference to filling his lungs with fresh

air.

We almost hesitated to enter the inn, for there could

be no pleasure in conversing with such a man. How-
ever, we did go in, very conscious, too, of our
interest in, and condemnation of, the man.

o <> <j> <>

A T the bar we found a stranger, leather clad and
'* quaffing beer. He had been quaffing beer " for

iico hours or so," he said, whilst a Johnny in the

back yard put his 'bus right. Some -" infernal,

beastly thing " had gone wrong with the gear box,

and this obliging Johnny had taken it down, had run

over to the town and
got a replacement,

and was now busy
reassembling 'midst

the " ducks and
cows, d o n't you
know. " We^ glanced
through the window
and saw, as we ex-

pected, that the
" awfully obliging

Johnny " was our

friend who liked

cleaning motor cycles,

and whom we had
condemned so ruth-

lessly for preferring

to loaf in a bar in-

stead of being on the

road.

Very few men
would have helped

18

Mr. W. Weaver, of Soulhsea, has

sidecar.
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this rather self-sati-sfied lame dog
over the stile as completely as he had
been helped. We departed without

congratulating the Good Samaritan
on his superb altruism. There's

barbed moral in this perfectly true

story.

<s- o o o
A RE young club members
^^ the most enthusiastic

of all motor cyclists ? I

know youngstBrs who would
have slept with their first

real fast machine—that is,

for the first week—if they

had been allowed. But
these would-be T.T. winners

soon simmer down to " aver-

age owners " who have to be gingered occasionally

by an energetic secretary. No ! conunend me the family

man who has to scratch a thinning thatch as, year by

year, the problem of accommodation becomes more

acute. He is the enthusiast, the man who maintains

his interest, and one of the mainstays of the movement

;

curiously enough, in many instances that have come

under niy notice he could have afforded a small four-

seater had he so been disposed.0000
''HO but the keenest of sidecarists would have

Mr. J. E. Sykes, of Scarboro',

of the weight carried the

and his loaded A.J.S. outfit. In spite

machine does its work admirably.

W^ gone to the trouble of lengthening a double-

seater sidecar as Mr. Weaver did, in order to accom-

modate four children? (see illustration). Critics may
bark as much as they like about overloading, and

disagree with the taking out of the entire family

together. But I staunchly uphold the practice when

it can be done in safety, and that it can be done in

safety is obvious. The speed " knut " may be con-

temptuous when he meets the loaded " chars-a-banc,

"

as he calls them. But whenever I hear serious

criticism of the man who pilots these big family loads

I jump as hard as I can on the said critic. I know

who is the more unselfish man of the two. And there

is so much " self " in these days that the sight

of a man Avho endeavours to give pleasure to his

wife and all his kiddies by taking them out

together should be an incentive and moral tonic.
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•y HERE has been a gool
•'• deal of discussioi

amongst the leading . racing;

sidecar men as to whether a

flexible chassis would be an

aid to cornering on a course

like the T.T., for on the

dirt tracks of America it

is universally used, since

it enables the unbanked
circular courses to be taken

without lifting of the sidecar

wheel, and some terrific

speeds are attained. This
type of chassis has not been
exploited here, simply be-

cause there has been little

more than an occasional need
for a sidecar to take a bad

tiend at speed, either in trials or speed events. But a
sidecar T.T. is a different matter. Stability of the
outfit on corners will easily be the most important factor
in the race; it is quite on the books that the flexible

chassis will be seen on the island—if the regulation
of the race permits.

o -o o <s>

A LL who say there will be no more danger in riding
** a sidecar in the T.T. than there is in riding a
solo machine have their reasons, no doubt, but I

am quite confident that the utmost discretion and finest

judgment will be imperative when rounding a curve
at speed if overturning is to be avoided, no matter
what type of chassis is used. The acute hairpin bends
and blind corners will, of necessity, reduce the speed
automatically; the real undoing of many riders," I

think, will be the deceptive curves which look as

though they may be taken at a much greater speed
than they can be with safety. However, the great

majority of expert racing sidecarists are confident that

there will be no particular danger in the race, and one
only hopes that the contest will prove my misgivings to

have been entirely groundless. The probable con-

testants are boisterouslv fearless.

This admirable device which gives complete protection for an adult

and two children has been fitted on to a Matchless sidecar owned
by Mr. F. Robinson of Wakefield. It is certainly one of the most

completely protected double seater sidecars on the road.
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Zenooth
'

I am suie,

The Tditor does not hold himself responsible

for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor.

"Tue Motor Cycle," Dorset Hojse, Tador Street,

E.C.4, and mast be accompanied by the writer's

name and address.

T.T. SPEEDS ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—May I suggest to some of

your correspondents that Brooklands
is a very suitable place

breaking.
It is rather a pity

could not keep quiet, as,

some of these persons are only trying
j

to see if his speeds really are attain- L..... •

able.

Without wishing tliem any harm, may I also say that if

they do manage to break aurthing, may it be nothing more
serious than records. SLOW BUT SURE.
Worksop.

SUN-BLIND GOGGLES WANTED.
Sir,—Can any of your readers tell me where I can pur-

chase a pair of goggles fitted with what T will call a "sun
blind," this blind or shade to be hinged, so that when
travelling east in the early morning, or west in the evening,

it can be lowered to save the sun blinding one? Something
after the style of an ordinary shop blind would be of great

help to those who wear helmets.
A. C. HAERINGTON.

BENEFITS OF RESEARCH WORK.
Sir,—I was pleased to see the letter from Mr. H. S.

Rowell, calling attention to the benefits of research work
and to your remark that the brake mentioned wa.<! the first

practical evidence of the activities of the Research Asso-
ciation.

Although, as you mention, this niay be the first notifica-

tion of any device to reach you, may I point out that the

very nature of the work calls for a certain amount of secrecy,

and is not such as would interest the motoring public gener-

ally, or directly. It has, however, benefited, and will con-

tinue to benefit, them through the members of the associa-

tion, who are at liberty to, and do in confidence repeatedly,

bring their problems and difficulties to be solved. Pro-
gress in research work throughout the world is carefully

watched by the Research Staff, and reports of interest for-

warded to members. The various problems connected with
motor cycle design are continually undergoing investigation,

and data with special reports, suggestions, etc., from time
to time circulated, the results being seen in the more perfect
machines members offer to the public. The work goes on.

quietly and unseen in the background, little being heard of

it except by directly interested parties (the members of the
Research Association of the British Cycle and Motor Cycle
Manufacturers), but it is none the less valuable because it

lacks the limelight of publicity. JAS. L. NORTON.

INCOMPETENT ATTENDANTS AT THE SHOW.
Sir,—May I use your columns to point out to manufac-

turcj-s the great mistake of employing incompetent showmen
at Olympia. You quote several instances in The Motor
Cycle, and I have heard of several more cases and experi-
enced it myself.

To one who is contemplating buying his first machine, an
incompetent salesman is unconvincing, and breeds suspicion

of the machine he represents, whilst to an old hand, or to

one who rides the firm's machine, he is no less than an
insult to the intelligence.

Two firms at least, and there must have been many more,

had real experts in attendance, men who have forgotten more
than most ordinary motor cyclists know, and they, of course,

were equal to any demands put upon them.
It really is annoying to go to the stand of the makers

of your machine to make an inquiry, and find that the

representative not only knows less than you do about it, but

also assumes that you know nothing and that any tale will

do to keep you quiet.

May I suggest that firms should make a pointy of having

a really competent engineer on the stand who will be able

to give real information to those who seek it. If they cannot

spare one of their own men, surely they could get some good

exponent of their machines for the week, preferably one who
performs on the track.

The contrast between stand and stand at the show was
very marked in this respect, and there was a considerable

amount of irritation produced by inefficiency on the part of

some representatives, whilst other firms had put their best

men at the services of the seekers after truth.

M. P. SARGENT,
Hon. Sec. Oxford University Motor Club.

[Several other correspondents write in the same strain.

—

Ed.]

COOLING ON LONG DOWN GRADES.

Sir,—In his article in last week's issue, Mr. Mortimer

Batten, in drawing attention to the uses of the valve lifter

and throttle as cooling and oiling agencies respectively,

seems to have overlooked the fact that modern clutches and

gears should enable most motor cycles to emulate, if not to

improve upon, the average car in this respect, by coasting

either with the clutch held out or by getting into neutral,

which, although it may involve going through
_
second, is

possible at almost any speed, keeping the engine ticking

over, and getting back into top when this is found neces-

sary.

Any modern machine which is unable t<r do this should

be inspected for faulty adjustment, and if it is not found

possible to correct this fault, its design—either vyith regard

to clutch, gear box, transmission, or wheel bearings—must

be regarded as not at the lop of its class.

S.W.2.

.J''0 1111
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RECORDS BY PRIVATE OWNERS.
Sir,—I should Iflce cordially to support "Private Owner

B.M.0J1.0.'b " suggestion. Provided the trade did not ob-

ject the A.O.U. might show its Interest in the purely private

owner by drawing up the necessaiy rules. It is to be hoped

that a stricter a&erence U> rules be observed than was the

case in the B.M.C.E.C. private owners' handicap races this

year. P- 0. BEMSHE.
Bromley.

CASTOR OIL IN ENGINE LUBRICATION.
Sir,—Now that the Show is a thing of the past, and

motor cyclists have time to think over things, may I refer

to the letter of Mr. L. F. Wright, who put forth some able

words on "Castor Oil in Engine Lubrication," in The

Motor Cycle of November 30th 2

After a very, clear summary of the essential properties

of a lubricant, Mr. Wright in his last paragraph stated that

he has found fatty acid in cai-bon deposits, which^ he cor-

rectly concluded are due to the use of a vegetable oil in the

engine. But he looks upon this fatty acid content in such

oils as a fly in the ointment, instead of as a pearl in the

oyster; for recent research has now proved beyond doubt

that it is this acid content which gives animal and vege-

table oil its superior "oiliness."

The fact that it may cause corrosion is due to there' bemg
more acid either present in the oil initially or generated

in it subsequently, than is necessary to give it the required

oiliness. . ,
air. Wright apparently is unaware of. the via media m

this matter which, however, is the subject of letters patents

in many countries, and consists in using a mineral oil to

which is added a very small percentage of fatty acid giving

the oil the lubricating properties of a vegetable oil with

the additional advantage of the quantity of acid being

controllable and hence kept under the limits which cause

corrosion.

Mr. Wright can refer to The Automobiie Engineer,

December, 1921, page 450, for further information, or better

still to the writer, who withholds the proprietary name lest

this correspondence should savour of advertisement.

JUSTIN H. WELLS.
TWENTY YEARS AGO.

Sir,—The remarks of Mr. B. H. Davies are always worth

reading, and may generally be depended upon, but we fear

his memory must have failed him when writing "When
we oldsters rode the ' 1| h.p.' Clement-Garrard or the
' 1-2" h.p.' Minerva, twenty years ago, there were no Sun-

beams or Nortons, or Douglases."

Now, as a matter of fact, Nortons were quite a healthy

little family mor-e than twenty years ago, and they have

been ebeadily and uninterruptedly (except in the war
period) growing in beauty and power ever since. Before

the days of motor cycle journalism the Norton Company
was designing and building for the trade, and also under
its own transfer.

From the first machine we built our faith in the motor
cycle movement has never waned, and in spite of the

"slump years," when a number of large firms nibbled at

the motor cycle business and then dropped it to re-enter

after the heavy pioneer work was done, we have continued

manufacturing right through, and we believe we are justi-

fied in our claim to be the oldest purely motor bicycle

manufacturing concern in existence to-day.

JAS. A. NORTON.
(Norton Motors, Ltd.)

THAT TENTH COMMANDMENT.
Sir,—^As I write I am surrounded by volumes and

volumes of your incomparable paper. Year in and year out
have I absorbed the valuable information contained therein

and its matter has been as a law unto me. "If I see it in

The Motor Cycle it is so." But how are the mighty fallen!

My pet idol has feet of clay. How sad is this world

!

After reading "Ixion" in the current issue my faith in

his word is shattered ; every statement he writes will in

future have to be taken cum grano salts. To quote him :

" Moses . . . forbade the faithful to covet each other's
houses and servants . . . but . . . motor cycles were not
invented at that era so a pious man may visit Olympia

13

without committing deadly sin," Sir, Moses forbade
houses, servants, or anything that is thy neighbour's. If
"Ixion" has the temerity to submit that Mr. Norton or
Mr. Matchless are not his neighbours I'll make him read
his own comments. To soften the blow, however, Mr.
Editor, I beg to thank the delinquent from the bottom of
my heart for many and many a pleasant evening spent in
the perusal of his "Eeminiscences." Am eagerly looking
forward to "Further Eeminiscences."
Bradford. FAUNTLEROY L. LITTLE.

ALMS HILL WET.
Sir,—May I inquire whether Alms Hill is considered

climbable when wet, as I have made several attempts at
it, in this condition, without success ?

On a dry day I can get up quite comfortably on second,
on mj' 550 -C.c. Triumph, but on a wet day, if I open the
throttle in bottom gear, the back wheel starts spinning and
I skid into the ditch.

If I go sufiicieutly slowly to prevent wheel-spin the
eiioine is turning round too slowly to take the "Cannons."
Handn. EFFENNO.
[In a South Midland Centre trial this year several com-

petitors made faultless ascents of Alms Hill at its worst.
—Ed.]

,«8S,

THE MOTOR CYCLE AND THE "MOVIES."

THE EXPLOITS OF 'ERB. (Episode 17.) 'Erb reassures

Elaine that he will find the Flaming Disc in the Clutching

Hand. It is interesting to note this, for most American clutches

are foot-controlled.
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32 H.P. FROM 350 C.C.

Sir,—I was most interested in Mr. B. H. Davies' article

on the Show, but are we seriously asked to believe that one

of the best firms in the country has " coaxed 32 b.h.p. out

of a 350 c.c. engine"? Assuming an engine speed as high

as 7,000 r.p.m., the above power output is equivalent to .a

brake mean effective pressure of 170 lb. per sq. in. ! I

think I am safe in saying that this figure has never been

reached before by oni/" other aeroplane, car, or motor cycle

engine at any speed on amj fuel. Looked at in another way

the claim is equivalent to an output of over 91 b.h.p. per

litre capacity. The best result obtained from the Vauxhall

3-litre T.T.'car racing engine this year on special fuel was

43 b.h.p. per 1,000 c.c.

—

i.e., something under half the

above figure ! Further, the wonderful 2-litre Fiats which

won the C4rand Prix were never claimed to give more than

47 b.h.p. per litre at the very outside.

Will the firm in question confirm the figure given by Mr.

Davies, as such an achieven cnt should not be allowed to hide

its light under a bushel? FRANK B. HALFORD.

HARDIER NORTHERNERS?
Sir,—In view of the immense number of pros and cons on

the aliove subject, perhaps it would be advisable to quote
from personal experience only.

'

In our club we have but one Lancastrian member, and he
very very seldom puts in an appearance at our competitions.

Maybe, of course, he finds them too soft for his Northern
taste ; but, on the other hand. I have heard him protest that

our " billiard table roads " (to quote Mr. G. R. Sylvester)
" cut his tyres about too much," and " that it's only a

mug's game to enter these trials." As a proud official of

the club, I am ass enough to be pleased that mugs pre-

dominate.
As for Southern terrain, the M.C.C. appear to find plenty

of stiff going in our areas for their purpose, and their trials

are famous.
We ourselves are supporting an inter-club team trial to

be run off at night this month. The well-known Kentish
hills of Cudham, Crown Ash, Titsey, and Hogstrough will

be included, in addition to the usual colonial sections.

Last winter we held a flexibility test on Saltbox Hill in

the snow. Aitd it was well attended. " BEAM."
Bromley.

[We learn from our Kent correspondent that the South-
Eastern Centre inter-club night trial has been abandoned
owing to insufficient entries.

—

Ed.]

Sir,
—"Park Rash" got very near the mark w-hen he

compared the men of the North to the denizens of the hills,

and the men of the South to those of the plains. Let us leave
the question of manners aside. They are the means by
which a broadminded man shows his consideration for others,

and can take an infinity of variety of form. On the Scott

stand at Olympia I heard, " Sit on it, it'll cost ye nowt,"
in the homeliest of broad, good-natured voices. I might
have heard a soapy voice drawl out. "Just try the riding

position, sir; I can assure j'ou that we don't make any
charge for this privilege."

It isn't the manner or the voice, it is the man behind
it that matters, and will "Park Rash" kindly note that
there are also bills in the south, from where I come, and
what they lack in sheer ruggedness they make up for in

beauty of detail, and the fact that the sun shines on them
quite a lot. 90 BORE.

Middlesex.

Sir,
—"Ixion's" remarks on this subject appear to have

upset the tranquillity of several southern motor cyclists, and
caused a great deal of unnecessary heartburnings.

Motor cyclists, on the whole, whether they reside "up
North" or "down South," are a body of sportsmen, and
quite capable of adapting themselves to any conditions or

environments which may occur whilst following their favour-

ite pastime. ,
Those riders like "Bcnurow" (whose nom de plume

camouflages the name of a well-known and successful T.T.

and trials rider), who have had a long and varied experience

of riding under all conditions throughout the country, pie

agreed that "up North" the severe nature of the country

A32

dees breed a. very keen and hardy type of rider ; but nobody
suggests that a Southerner coming to reside "up North"
would sell his "'bus " after a few weeks of riding under our
conditions, and take up some other less strenuous pastime.

W. H. TAYLOR.
THE AMATEUR ROAD RACE.

Sir,—I notice with great pleasure your announcement that
an amateur. road race will be held in the Isle of Man.
As one of the prospective competitors I hope it will be a

real race, i.e., the same distance and conditions as in the
actual T.T. race.

Also, referring to the discussion between North and South
riders now raging, why not make up a score sheet with some
kind of trophy, to be won by the best division on points?

By this I mean divide the entrants into classes, for instance :

Scotland, Ireland, Wales, the North, the South, the Centre
-(the Midlands).

I am ready for my entrance form any time ! Also, there

are another six riders certain from Manchester.
CHARLES M. NEED.HAM.

POST-WAR UNIT CONSTRUCTION.
Sir,—In the article, "Through a Designer's Eyes," under

the heading of "Unit Construction," it is stated that until

recently the British firms which had tackled the problem
seriously were almost negligible.

Perhaps the majority of your readers are unaware that

a pioneer of unit construction design—the Wooler—was evolved
several years ago.

Your contributor mentions several very desirable features

obtained by the employment of unit construction, e.g.,

elimination of the primary chain and part of the magneto
drive, a constant flow of oil to all engine and gear parts,

without employing a single, external pipe, and a consider-

able increase in crank-case area, which would help to cool

the engine.

Every one of these points is incorporated in the Wooler,
where the oil circulates round the frame, and is thoroughly
cooled and filtered before returning to the sump.
Having ridden both belt and chain driven models for

more than a year, I cannot speak too highly of unit con-

struction as exemplified by the Wooler. Usual disclaimer.

J. B. PERKINS.
HUB GEAR DIFFICULTIES.

Sir,—Being another impecunious owner of an old hub-
geared 1914 Triumph (Sturmey-Archer) I should be glad if

"An Old 'Un " or " B.C. 1499 " would give me a few tips

on gear changing. Ordinary gear box methods seem useless

with my hub gear, as it positively refuses to change either

up or down on the clutch, so that, if^ stopped in traffic " on

top," I cannot change down until the engine is stopped.

"The gear either remains in top with the rod hanging loose,

or a blood-curdling shriek results. BREEZY.
Merton.
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Revolutionary Inventions to make

Motor Cycling More Interesting.

First Fully Illustrated Descriptions

of the Astounding Grabal Patents.

ALL motor cyclists will be interested

to learn that the well-known firm

of Messrs. Graphter and Balmie,

Incorp., has decided to enter the motor

cycle accessory market.

Hitherto, of course, this most successful

business house has specialised in the sale,

by post, of fibre-ball and elliptical-roller

bearings, and correspondence courses on

Coueism, relati\'ity, book-making, the

game of Beaver, etc., etc. Therefore

the ingenuity, indeed genius, of the man-

ao-ing director of this go-ahead concern,

Mr. Angus I. McCohen, is already com-

mon knowledge. But, to use his owti

words, Mr. McCohen does not think the

motor cycle field has yet been as thor-

oughly exploited as it might be.

Catering Jor All.

The Grabal specialities, as the new

products will be named, appeal alike to

the speed man and the potterer, to the ex-

pert and the novice, to the family man

and the man without a family.

Not the least momentous invention is

an automatic sidecar tyre pump. Every

sidecarist knows that the weight carried

in his sidecar is by no means a constant

factor. The talented inventor of the

Grabal pump, although not himself a side-

car driver, has recognised this. He at-

taches to any convenient chassis member

the body of a cylindrical pump connected

by tubing through a hollow sidecar axle

to a pipe e.\tending from the tyre valve
and ending in a circular channel coinci-
dent with a ^in. hole in the sidecar axle.
The rest is simple. Attached to the side-

car body is the pump plunger member

;

and a release valve on the system is con-
trolled by an ingenious arrangement of
reversed pressure gauge and link mechan-
ism bearing against the sidecar body so

that the lower the latter falls the higher
the pressure in the tyre, and vice, versa.

The drawing in the heading illustrates

the device in action.

Centriiugally Controlled Handle-bais.

Next ill importance, if not more so,

come the Grabal automatically variable

handle-bars, which change from the fully

touring shape at 20 m.p.h. to the fiat

type at 50 m.p.h., and to the fully

dropped pattern at 90 m.p.h. Each side

of the bar is hingfd at the steering head,

being normally retained in the "up"
position by two powerful coil springs.

Two link members are directly connected

to the collar member of a centrifugal

governor, driven by a speedometer type

Centrifugal control of the automatically

adjustable handle-bars, in the " 20 m.p.h.

and under " position.

3-4

Flint ignition adapter

to replace the magneto,

piston valve exposes the ignition

chamber at the correct moment.

flexible cable from a gear wheel on the

front hub. As the speed of the machine
increases the collar moves down, and with

it the bars. By the addition of a suitable

scale one of the bars becomes a speedo-

meter needle. Like all great inventions,

the idea is simplicity itself.

The puncture bogey has also received at-

tention from Mr. McCohen. By one
master stroke he eliminates this and the

dust nuisance as well. Again his great

brain has gone to the root of the problem
and literally removes the cause before

the trouble occurs. A powerful revolving

brush and vacuum cleaner are mounted
on the steering head, so that they sweep
a clean path, 9.567 inches wide, in front

Two anti-knocking

fitments. (Above) the

spring piston top.

(Right) the spring big

end.

of the wheel. There is some talk of in-

troducing legislation to make this fitment

compulsory on all motor vehicles. The
saving to the country would be immense,
especially if public-minded motorists could

be persuaded to take kerb-side duty occa-

sionally.

Magneto-less Ignition.

Quite in a different class, but none the

less astounding, are some of the Grabal

355% efiiciency increasing devices. One,

for instance, dispenses with the mag-
neto, admittedly a weighty, expensive,

and unpatriotic instrument, and substi-

tutes a flint spark mechanism, already

familiar to, and respected by, the great

general public in their cigarette lighters.

The sketch in this case is self-explanatory.

Suffice to say that a gross box of flints is

sufficient for 1,876,921 sparks, and since
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Accessories beiore the Fact.—

these cost only 4s. lljd., the infinitesi-

mally low upkeep per spark is at once
apparent. Incidentally, the company has

purchased all the Boliguarian govern-

ment's huge war stocks of flints.

No More Knocking.

Even the most modern engines are

prone to knock on occasion. No less than
two Grabal fitments have been evolved

IJ^OTi^IL®

Cut-away
showing thi

recompressioner

position.

:ylinder,

Grabal

to banish the phenomena. One is a
spring top piston ; tlie other is a spring
big end. Obviously by fitting both it is

possible to do even more.
Owners who are hampered in selling

their second-hand machines because tlieir

engines lack compression will welcome the

Grabal recompressioner, which is a speci-

ally designed coil spring to be fitted in

By this device the energy of braking is stored and given out to

assist the machine in its acceleration.

the combustion chamber. It resto-res lost

compression miraculously, and, by its

action in assisting the piston down on
the suction stroke—a phase hitherto

ignored by the designer—it is claimed
to give a 17.525% increase of power.
Further, it is very moderately priced, the

250 CO. pattern costing only £19 19s. lid.

Brainy Brake-work.
Two indispensable Grabal specialities

affect the all-important question of

braking. One, of the magnetic type, we
regret we cannot yet describe in full, as

one or two points remain to be perfected.

It is extraordinarily ingenious, and auto-

matically stops the machine dead within

20 feet of anj' obstacle directly ahead
of the front wheel. Difficulty has, how-

ever, been experienced in narrow streets,

where it has been found that the machine

refuses to take a corner on account of

the proximity of a brick wall across the

way. Experiments, however, are being

pursued, with every confidence, and the

company is prepared to accept nominal

deposits of £10 on the first batch of pro-

duction models. Until these are avail-

able there is the combined brake and

accelerator illustrated. A touch of the

handle-bar button engages the pawl of

a two-way freo wheel in a pulley on the

rear hub, and this winds up a cable from

a frietionallv retarded drum, which also

contains a powerful spring. The machine

is thus smoothly decelerated and ulti-

mately stopped when the cable reaches

a fixed stop. When the danger is passed

the button is released, and the '"ction

clutch on the drum is disengaged, ihe

coiled spring releases its stored energy

and greatly assists the engine is acceler-

ating For a sufficiently large fee only

on(. licence to use this device xn the 1.1.

will be issued.

Soundless Silencing.

Next to braking, silencing is perhaps

among one of the not least important

pointi requiring attention at the present

moment. Here again the " master mmd
has strayed from the beaten path of con-

vention. The Grabal No. 1 silencer con-

sists of a plain exhaust pipe made ot a

fully-patented elastic substance, not un-

like rubber. Thus, immediately the gases

leave the exhaust port the pipe expands

iust sufficiently to accommodate them, re-

turning to its normal size as each burst

passes to the rear. Exteriially, the
P?.^^^^ y° ,:,.. an ostrich eating large

apples; and the de-

vice, instead of mag-

nifying the sound like

an ordinary resonant

metal expansion cham-
ber, causes silence so

complete that it is

impossible to tell

whether the engine is

running or not with-

out watching the pipe

very carefully.

On the other hand,
s me fortunately

situated motor
cyclists, and most pro-

fessional speed men,
do not object to

noise. They, too,

have been catered for

—by the Grabal No. 2 silencer (or ex-

tractor). An annular chamber on the
exhaust pipe, and directly connected
thereto, is exhausted by the swift rush
of the gases. From this vacuum chamber
is led a pipe to the exhaust port, thus
assisting in securing perfect scavenging
and greater efficiency (17.625% to be
exact).

Then mention must be made of the
Grabal automatic gear change. In effect

it consists of a weighted extension to the
gear lever, sufficiently heavy to move it

down one notch on all gradients above
1 in 10 and two notches on 1 in 5 or

steeper hills. On the level ground being
reached again a reverse action takes
place. It is easily fitted, instantly ad-
justable, heavily constructed, and guar-
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anteed for three years after the war
against breakage.

Further Patents Pending.

It would be impossible to describe the
full Grabal range in one issue ot The
Motor Cycle, but it may be said that
among other epoch-making and revolu-

Diagram show ng the

action of the automatic

gear changer.

(Left) Machine on level road, lever in

top gear ;
(right) machine on a hill,

lever in second gear. Neutral is

avoided by redesigning the gear box.

tionary fitments are such diverse and re-

markable articles as coUision-proof num-
ber plates, mudguards and footrests of

rubber, a magnetised carrier for carrying

tools and repair outfit accessibly instead

of in the old-fashioned tool bag, and a

Exhaust suction in an

annular chamber on

the exhaust pipe is

employed further to

scavenge the cylinder

in the Grabal extractor.

lattice-work type extensible lamp bracket
,

for driving in fog and obtaining a clear ,'

view round corners. . ^

As we go to press we hear with regret

that Mr. McCohen has been removed to

a private nursing home, but letters

addressed care of the Editor will be for-

warded in due course.
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LOriDOM RUN .

Tmsxon
Details of the " New " Hill and

a Complete Guide to the Trial.

199 Solo, Sidecar and Three-

NA/heeler Drivers.

ON Boxing Night (Taesday next) tlio

CHstomaiy band of heroes—303 in

all this year—will foregather at

Staines for the M.C.C. London-Exetar-
London run. Of these 308 entries, 95 are

solo riders, 90 will drive sidecars, and
14 three-wheelers.

Hill Climb in Darkness.

The route of the outward journey is

exactly the same as last year, but Peak
Hill, Sidmouth, which No. 1 of the long

string of competitors climbs in the dark-

ness of .5 am., is now a non-stop section.

There were quite a number of failures

here last year, but comparatively few lost

marks as the majority had enough time

in hand to scramble to the top somehow.

The fact that failure now means a cer-

tain loss of marks should have an appre-

ciable effect on the award list.

On the other hand, the inclusion of

White Sheet Hill, near Beaminster, will

probably prove a disappointment in this

respect. Several members of the Sarum

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37:

LIST OF COMPETITORS.
SOLO MOTOR C\CLES.

H. B. Bioivuing (547 Powell).

A. S. Guthrie (976 Bronsh-Supeiioi).

J. A. Stedman (547 rowell).

B. A. Wriglit (347 Snnbeaui).

A. C. Eliotles (499 Triumpli),

G. Brough (976 Biougli-Superior),

B. S. Allen (976 Brousli-Slipenoi).

A. Fraser (976 Biongli-Suiierior).

P. L. Mayo (976 Coventry Eagle).

31. Pearson (550 Triumpli).

O. Wilson (490 Qnadrant).
H. H. Harrinston (595 Indian Scout).

S. M. Greening (346 .J.A.P.).

H. O. Nias (493 Ariel).

H. G. Erinton (550 TiiTUnpIi).

D. S. Eedman (486 S'^ott-Siixiirrel).

P. L. B. Wills (989 Harley-DaTid.-on).

E. W. T. Howard (492 Sunbeam).
B. E. Belfleld (486 Seott-Saninel).

V. Belfleld (499 Trinmpli).

W. G. Churchill (346 Beaidniore-Precision).

W. P. arandon (499 Triumph).
C. C. labin (678 llartinsyde).

C. H. ilocatta (549 James).
H. O. Jacobs (398 A.B.C.).
B. S. Burnett (486 Scott-Sq.uirieI).

H. S. Perrey (349 B.S.A.).

F. V. Edwards (584 Harley-Davidion).
H. W. Clark (211 LeTis).

L. Currie (492 Sunbeam).
W. Bell (498 Sew Hudson).
r. Hayes (346 Npw Hudson).
E. J. Hardwiclj (350 Matador-Biad-haw).
E. H. Fielden (293 Trump).
W. D, Push (989 Harley-DaTidson).
R. V. Saltmarsh (989 Harley-Dayidson).
O. Liutctt (600 Humber)

5-6

and District M.C.C. rode over on the
week-end before last to try the new
"find" and report that it is unlikely to

cause any great trouble.
White Sheet is approached from Bea-

minster along a narrow road, usually wet,
the fii-st half-mile being an easy rise.

Then comes half a mile with an average
gradient of 1 in 10, followed by about
600 yards of 1 in 6 with a comparatively
gradual left-hand bend where the gradient

is 1 in 5. Trees overhang the road from
the bend upwards, and the surface is

somewhat soft, but, at the time of in-

spection, there was a moderately hard
track on either side. The gradient eases

some distance before the summit, but in-

creases to 1 in 6 right in sight of the top.

If it rains on Boxing Night, as it

OUTWARD JOURNEY.
Stantiard

Tim?.

p.m.
8.

8.S0

8.43
n.

"

0.30

a.oo

10. fl

10.27
10.+7
11.20
ajn.
12.30

12.42
12.51
1. 4
1.42

1..W
2.26
2.36
2.53

3.

3.23
3.49
4..30

4.48
4.51

4.37

3.

5.11
5.2B
3.3.>

5.45

Place.

STAINES
Bagshot
(10 mile limit)

Blacl\\vater

Hartley Row ....

BASINGSTOKE .

(10 mile limit)

Overton
(10 mile limit)

\Vhitchurch
Andover
Middle Wal'oD . . .

SALISBURY '.....

SALISBURY
(depart)

Wilton
Barford St. Martin
Fovant
SHAFTESBURY..
East Stour
Milborne Port . . . .

Sherborne
YEOVIL
YEOVIL (depart) .

.

Crewkeme
Chiird

HONITON
Sidbury
Sidford
Sidmouth
(Bottom of Peak)
PEAK HILL TOP.
Otterton
Woodbury
Clyst St. Mary . . .

EXETER

Mileage,
Total

Mileage.

%\

14
20
20

%\ 40.V

7 47.V

K, 54
11 05

Go

3* esj
2^ 71
4 73
lU S6J
Vk 91
si- 99i
3 102J
5i lOSi

»i 117}
s 125i

\%l 138-i
6 144J
1 143}
2 147i

1 148i
2 150J
6 153^
3 158i
Si 102

almost assuredly will, careful driving
may be necessary. Solo machines should
keep to the left and sidecars to the right.

Incidentally during the visit of the
Salisbnry Club good ascents were made
by Jliss M. Horrell (269 Clyno), Miss
M. C. P. Timpsou (225 Royal Enfield),
M. C. Thorne (247 Levis), and Capt.
A. P. Thorne (Aero Morgan).

New Section,

From the top of the hill to the main
Maiden Newton-Dorchester road (ap-

proximately one mile) is a narrow, muddy
lane. .,

Salcombe Hill, which of course is

reached before White Sheet, was climbed
last year, when it caused several sidecars

—but more cars—to fail owing to wheel-
spin.

Those who intend to watch the com-
petitors en route- will find the time of the

first man at any point from the accom-
panying schedule.

33.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
60.
51.
52.
53.
64.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
€3.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

A. H. S. Love (490 Norton).
P. Cunningham (565 P. and M. Panther).

A. Greenwood (976 Broufjh-Sunerior).
J. A. Watson-Bourne (976 Brough-Superior).
E. Chaplin (494 Douglas).

O. A. Chaplin (349 James).
E. T. Oiauford (976 P.T.).

O. F. S. Ifethercott (349 P.T.).

J. A. O'Sullivan (545 Hjiwliei).

M. O'Eeilly (545 Hawker).
G. S. Green (532 Scott).

F. W. NelU (348 Matchless).

Eli Olark. Jnr. 348 Douohu),
A. G. Wall (348 Connanght).
W. S. Bishop (486 Scott-Squirrel).

E. Foster (343 RaleiRh).

B. F. G. Fowke (349 Beardmore-Precision).

A. Mihvord (349 Woolerl.
H. H. Eohinson (349 Wooler).
W. Brandish, Jnr. (249 EoTer).

E. G. Elliott (249 Eover).

S. T. Glanfield (350 Matador).

H. G. Macklin (550 Triumph).
D. H. Noble (350 Matador).
D. B. Ware (532 Scott).

A G. Feun t599 Gnome and Ehone).

E. F. Cotgrove (398 A.B.C.).

W. A. Newell (398 A.B.O.).

M. E. Gray (293 Coyentry Eagle).

W. O. TreloKBen (976 Brongh-Snpeiior).

Ivan F. Ander6:on (293 Connaught).

J. G. Biss (490 Norton).

J. J. Hall (293 Trump).
G. O. Ford (494 Zenith-Brad.sliaw).

W. Peters (490 Norton).

H. A. Eej're (498 Ariel).

O. Bourlet (498 Ariel).

O. P. C. Collier (292 Edmund).
E. P. Purnell (247 J.E.S.).

L. Williamson (169 J.E.S.).

P. G. Morgan (348 Cotton).

J. W. TrouRhton (549 Coventry Eagle)

E. H. Littledale (498 Ariel).

B 7
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The Christmas Trial.—
81. !•'. A. Lonfmnn (498 Ariel);

82. J. W. Wills (199 Biiiuey).

83. 1>. K. Oopland (548 Dousing).
84. U. J. Stoue (348 Mntudoi].
85. G. W. Segroft (198 Bay).
86. !•'. O. Homey (349 P. and P.).

87. E. r. Taylor (345 Aleoto).

88. R. S. Pilclier (345 Alecto).

89. B. Eland (557 B.S.A.I
90. E. A. Cullum (348 IJouglas).

91. A. J. Asg (349 Wooler).
92. T. G. Meeten (532 Scott).

93. J. Kingslev-Harinan (283 Nci-a-Oai|.

94. W. N. Woithington (349 Woolei).
95. J. Wooler (349 Wooler)

SIDECARS.

96. E. A. Bridgman (1234 Indian Super-Chief.
97. H. R. Harveyson (989 Harler-Davidsonj.
98. T. J. Ross (994 Matchless).
99. B. G. Boxer (994 Matchless).

100. W. Bucl;nell (97€ Matchless).
101. P. Pehrson (499 Dunelt).-
102. C. W. Vallings (499 IJunelt).

103. O. S. Bridcntt (499 IJiinelt).

104. W. A. Fell-Smith (976 Biough-Superioi).
105. L. E. Oldmeadow [989 Harley-D:^vid<;On;.

106. G. A. Pidgeon (654 Quadrant).
107. H. i\ Garrett (654 Quadrant).
108. C. W. E. Gaulder (654 Eover).
109. A. C. Ward (550 Trinini)h).

110. F. J. Ellis (994 Matchles.s).

111. G. D. Hardee (994 Matchless).
112. H. L. Miscrez (994 Matchless).

113. F. W. Sib.5on (499 IJnnelt).

114. J. Harrison (499 Dunelt).
lis. C. H. Haniiell (499 Dnnelt).
116. J. A. Masters [989 Hnrley-Davidson).
117. E. O. Spence [989 Harley-Davidson).
118. G. Baxter (989 Harlev-Davidson).
119. H. Clennell (976 Brough-Siiperioi).

RETUEN JOURNEY.
standard
Time.

a.m.
7.30
8. 3

8.15

8.18

8.41

B.

0.27

9.45
9.4<J

10.13
10.37
10.42

11.30
12.36
p.m.
1.40

2.13
2.33
2.64
3.

3.30

3..-,7

4.15

4.30

Place.

EXETER
Newton Poppleford
Salcombe Hill,Foot
SALCOMBE HILL,
TOP

Colyford
Lyme Regis
Bridport
Beaminster
WHITE SHEET
HILL, TOP

Maiden Newton . .

DORCHESTER ...

DORCHESTER ...

(depart)

Blandford
SALISBURY

SALISBURY
(depart)

Middle Wallop . . .

Andover
Whitchurch
Overton
(10 mile limit)

BASINGSTOKE ..

(10 mile limit)

Hartley Kow
Blacliwater
Bagshot
(lOmllelimil)
STAINES

Mileage.

11
4

3

Oi

s

11
8
8

11

Total
Mileage.

1P)2

173
177

178
185V
19l|
2003
201i:i

208
210
224

240
202

262

273
2791
280'.

290"

298

307
313
317.'.

128. W,
129. 11.

1 .'^O. !•'.

1,11. W.
132 V
1.33. '1'.

1.-54. A.
l,-i,5, .1.

13S. K.
137. !•'.

138. K,

139. h:.

140. .1.

141, A
142, A,
143, A,
144. W.
145. »..

146. H.
147. .1,

148. A
149 H
150. W.
151. A.
152. K.
iM. .1,

154. W,
155. '1',

156, P.
157. .1.

158. h;.

159. \,.

160. (1.

161. K,
162 \l

163. (1.

164. R,
165. W
166, H,

167. (5,

IBS, W.
169, \'\

170 v..

171, W,
172. R,
I V3. A,
174. (!,

175. V
176. V.

177. H.
178. If,

179, H,
180, P
181, W
1S2, K.

1H3. W
1H4 V
185, L,

King 089 Harley-Davidson),
R, R. Hart (989 Harley-Davidson).
Broomfleld (989 Harlcy-Davidiou).
L. Danskin (098 Budge).
T. Sibley (9«8 Rudgc).
E. Ranger (976 Matchless).
Arnold (976 Matchless).
A. Peacock (994 Matchless).
J. Pittock (532 Scott).

C. Edwards (976 New Imperial).
B. Freeley (595 New Hudson).
S. Powell (799 A.J.S.).
B. G. HalU (976 Brough-Superior).
H. Nelson (560 Triumph).
F. Scrogg (492 Sunbeam).
W. Wood (749 James).
H. D. Steer (975 Zenith).
Charlesworth (976 Zenith).
W. Stephenson (976 (Chatcr-Lea).
D. Marvin (976 Brough-Superior).
A. Attwood (550 Hawker).
W. Furness (595 Douglas).
J. Davies (998 Rex-Acme).
M. Knill (770 B.S.A.).
J. L. Strong (989 Harlev-Davidson).
P. Le Grand (600 Humber).
A. Jacobs (600 Humber).
W. Buckle (748 F.N.).
W. White (698 Raleigh).
J. Sykes (599 Sunbpam).
C. Lunuiss (976 Matchless).
S. Day (976 Matchless).
R. Claridge (499 Triumph).
H. Williams (499 Triumph).
L. Richardson (345 Alecto).
Packman (349 P. and P.).
N. Martineau (976 Zenitli).

, W. E. Clarke (654 Quadrant).
N. Sims (532 Scott).
A. Gammon (490 Norton).

, H. Julian (976 Matchless).
Vallis (976 Matchless).
C. Barton (976 Matchless).

. C. Hcmv (499 Dunelt).
Eayner (799 A.J.S.).
P. McGowran (550 Triumph).
E. Minnett (749 Bradbury).
H. Douglass (749 Bradbury).
W. Giles (799 A.J.S.).
H. Saddington (749 James).
H. Attwood (633 Norton).
Thickett (1,234 Indian).
C. Polhill (976 Zenith). -

. L. Gard (994 Matchless).
.1. Moeran (976 Matchle-ss).

. II. Hardman (994 Matchless).
Guthrie (532 Scott-Squirrel).
Heller (595 Douglas).

THREE-WHEELERS.
H. E. K. Sawtell (1,098 Morgan).

-

S. A. McCarthy (976 Morgan).
J. R. S. Wickham (976 Morgan).
D. Rhodes (578 Scott-Sociable).
W. A. Ridley (1,098 New Hudson).
E. Mundey (1,098 New Hudson).
O. C. Broome (1,098 Morgan).
R. D. Smith (976 Morgan),
a. W. Shepherd (976 L.S.D.l.
F. S. Spouse (976 T.B.).
A. C. Ma.skell (976 T.B.).
H. Bean (1,098 Morgan).
F. W. Dame (1,098 Morgan).
H. W. Holmes (976 Morgan).

NEW LONDON-EXETER TEST.
Two views of White Sheet, a

'' newly

discovered" hill near Be^mmster,

to be climbed by London-Exeter com-
petitors on the r return journey on

Wednesday. As may be gathered from

the pictures, the suiface is bad in ihe

centre cf the road, but there are firm

tracks on cither side. The gradient is

not steeper than 1 in 5 at any point.

120. S. C. Tait (749 James).
121. C. J. Wheeler (598 Beardmore-Precision)
122. J. Graham (976 Matchless).
123. A. W. Graham (976 Matchless).
124. W, F. Guiver (994 Matchless).
125. J. Morris (550 X.L.).
126. B. Bourke (595 New Hudson).
127. V. F. Long (976 Excelsior).
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tlimes to Xigbt
Dec. 2Ist

„ 23rd

„ 25th

., 27th

Xamps.
4.21 p.m.

4.22 „

4.23 „

4.25 ..

Oue number plate must be illuminated as above
vide Eoad Veliicles Registration and Licensing
Order (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Begulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law may be lit half an hour later.

In Season.

The first 365 days of the year are the
best for motor cycling.

Hints for Beginners.

How to make a cheap motor cjcle
.stand—^lean it against a wall.

Trying It Out.

A single-cylinder outside flywheel sports
model with a new 500 c.c. engiufe will

make its debut in the Exeter.

Another Club Dinner Story.

Member, who has dined well but not
wisqly, making violent kicks at the spring-
stand of his Norton ;

" Oh, this cold
weather '

' !

The Italics Are Ours !

A motor noter :
" Referring to his'

wonderful ride in 1911, which I described
last week . .

." Congratulations on
the scoop !

£10,000,000.

During the year ending March, 1922,

a sum of well over ten million pounds was
collected by motor taxation. The cost

of collection was approximately 3%.

Road Costs.

Twelve and a half million pounds were
credited to the Road Fund last j'ear

;

eight millions were expended on main
road work and four and a half millions

on unemployment schemes.

Before and After.

As it was :
" Crack, crack, crack

!"

As it is: "Plonk, plonk, plonk!" A
famous single-cylinder mount is now being

equipped with large expansion chamber
and tail pipe in lieu of the straight-

through system previously fitted.

A.C.U. Annual General Meeting.

The annual general meeting of the

Auto Cycle Union will be held at the

Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall, Lon-

don, S.W.I, at 2.45 p.m. on Friday,

January 19th, and will be followed by
the annual meeting of individual

members.

Familiarity Breeds Contempt.

Porlock Hill has lost its terror for the
clubmen who live in the West. The
Bristol Club has ignored it for two
seasons past, for the reason that it does

not find a winner; on the last occasion

in which it figured in the programme it

was climbed successfully twice in the day
by every competitor except one, and some
of the oflScials rode up and down half a

dozen times in the day.

II-I3
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Imports and Exports.

During the last few months there has
been a gradual but definite increase in

the importation of machines. The figures

for November show an advance on the
previous month of £3,000.

Value of machines
Value of parts

1920. 1921. 1922.
£13,725 £1.499 £2,137
£6,766 £4,727 £7,286

Tot-al £20,491 £6,226 £9,423

The increase of imports coincides with
an increase in our exports, which is really

more vital to the national well-being.
The value of exports in motor cycles
shews roughly £6,000 increase both over
last month and the corresponding month
last year. But to observe that there is

an increasing overseas trade, even though
this increase is only gradual, is reassur-
ing after the depressing export returns for
the summer months.

1920. 1921. 1922
Value of machines .. £166,405 £26,794 £27,412
Value o£ parte .. £82,284 £17,500 £23,167

Total £249,689 £44,294 £50,579
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The Newcomers.
Quite a number of i-ecently marketed

machines appear in the entry list of the

London-Exeter run, several of which are

miniatures of very small capacity.

Sensible Traffic Regulation.

Bii'ijiingham has introduced a very

sensible new traffic rule. Drivers of

vehicles stopped at a cross-road by a police

officer are requested to divide themselves

into two files, the inner or left-hand

sti-eam to consist of those who wish to

turn to the left at the crossing, vjhich

they may do without waiting for the

release signal.

Not a Fairy Tale.

Scene : A local agent's depot two weeks
before Christmas.
Owner of a large car drives up and

calls out the agent. " I want a good
motor cycle for my nephew ; what have
you got? "

The agent promptly recommended his

best line. The client wrote his cheque in

the car without inspecting the mount.
" See that it is delivered on Christmas
Eve," was the parting instruction.

Something like an uncle !

For Overseas Motor Cyclists.

All who are resident abroad, as well

as members of the Navy, Army, Air
Force, Diplomatic Service, or Mercantile
Marine who are abroad at least three

months in a year, may become overseas

membei's of the A.C.U., and as such are

entitled to full privileges when at home.
When abroad they are supplied with
news in the shape of a quarterly budget,
or certain numbers of The Motor Cycle,

such as the Show, T.T., and Six Days
Trials report issues, which are posted to

them direct. The cost of overseas mom,-

bership is 10s.

ANOTHER TOLL ABOLISHED. Vehicles in future will be permitted without payment

to pass oyer this bridge which spans the river Hamble at Bursledon in Hampshire.
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Not to be Taken Seriously.

AYe wish to make it quite clear that
the names mentioned in the mechanical
je,u d'esprit, on p. 959, are entirely

fictitious.

The Weather at Christmas.

There is every likelihood of the weather
at Christmas being mild and dry, for the
official weather prophets forecast frost

and snow.

iDareless Competition Riders.

Last Saturday's London-Gloucester-Lon-
don Trial was notable for the disgrace-

ful inefficiency of quite 75% of the com-
petitors' lamps. Even acetylene lighting

properly looked after should be perfectly

reliable.

A French Brooklands ?

At Montmorency, about 9 miles from
Paris, it is proposed to erect a track

which will primarily be constructed for

the t-esting of motor cars for trade pur-

poses. It is thought, however, that it

will eventually be available for public

races.

Renewal o! Licences.

It is estimated by the Ministry of

Transport that over 800,000 motor licences

will e.xpire on December 31st, most of

which will be renewed. In order that

the work of renewing licences may pro-

ceed expeditiously it is essential that

motor cyclists should see that their ap-

plications for renewal are in order and
submitted promptly. Renewals may be
had at the principal post-offices, except
if there has been a change of ownership
since the last licence was taken out, or

if the old licence has expired more than
fourteen days previously.

START OF A 1,400 MILE JOURNEY.
Two enthusiasts who came from Prague
to visit the Olympia Exhibition about to

start on the:r long journey home after

taking dehvery of their 986 c.c. B.S.A.

sidecar at the works In Birmingham.

Preparing for the Winter Runs.
If we are favoured with a few days of

bright frosty weather at Christmas many-
owners who usually travel by train may
utilise their machines. The suggestion
that machines should be looked to be-

fore the day they are required ought
really to be superficial advice ; unfortu-
nately it is advice that is not heeded by
very many owners.

DECEMBER 2ist, zg22.

The "Die-Hards."
The majority of the old " never again "

London-Exeter riders - will turn up as

usual on Tuesday night. They will, it is

. expected, register the same old vows on
its conclusion.

Unexpected Praise.
" Who." asked a competitor at the

finish of a recent trial, "was responsible

for the arrowing between and -?"

There was an instant chorus of " Some
people are more satisfied . .

." " If you
can do the job better yourself ..."
etc., from officials standing near, when
the original speaker broke in quietly :

" I

onlj' wished to congratulate him!"

The 1923 French Grand Priz.

Sunday, June 24th, has been selected
by the " U.iNI.F. as the date of the
French Grand Prix (Circuit de Tour-
aine). The car races—the Grand Prix
de Tourisme and the Grand Prix de
Vitesse—will be held on July 1st and 2nd
respectively. It was announced at the
F.I.CM. meeting in London that the date
of the Belgian Grand Prix would be 15
days later than that of the French.

Insurance-Press Propaganda ?
Ten little Englisli boys playing round a shrine,
A motor-bus ran over one, and then there were

nine.
Nine little English boys setting out to skate,
A sidecar ran over one, and then there were eight:
Eight little English boys, eyes as blue as heaven, _

A motor-cycle snaked one, and then there were
seven

Several readers have written express-
ing disgust at a lengthy effusion in a lead-
ing daily newspaper starting (and con-
tinuing) as above. It is entitled, more
aptly, perhaps, than was intended, "A
nursery rhyme for grown-ups"; so why
worry ?

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.
Among the oiBcers elected for the ensuing season

at the annual general mpeting were the following

:

Mr. C. T. I'earce. president; Mr. Rex Fowernker,
hou. secretary; Mr. E. Eickham, captain; Mr. H.
T. fk-amp, hon. treasurer. The club's membership
is over two hundred, while the secretary's and
treasurer's repoits showed a very strong position.

Newark and District H.C.C.
It is proposed to foim a club as above, to be dis

tinct from the existing motor and motor cycle clu'j.

An inaugural meeting will be held at the I'aiace Cafe,
Newark, on the 3rd prox., at 7.45 p.m., which those
interested are earnestly requested to attend. Mean-
while, any information may be obtained from Mr.
W. G. Donald at Donald's Garage, London Road.

Wessex Centre A.C.U.
All the clubs of the Centre were represented at a

board meeting held at Bath on the 7th inst. Mr.
Eli Clark reported the allotment of the first open
speefl tiinls for 1923 to the Centre, and a subn^m-
mittee consisting of Messrs. Kickham-. Simpson,
fiibbs, and Moore was appointed to run the event.
A scheme of inter-club team contests is being con-
sidered.

Birmingham M.C.C.
On Saturday, December 30th, a half-day sport-

ing trial will be run with solo and passenger silver
cups to be won outright. The marking is such
that time-keeping and skilful driving will be of
almost identical value. Particulars may be ob-
tained from Mr. H. Riley, 94, Yardley Hd., Little
Bromwich, Birmingham.

BradJord M.C. and L.C.C.
Thirty-sis out. ol forty-one starters finished the

course oE the club's annual winter trial run, off on
the 10th lust., results of which are now to hand.
The Kichmoiid Trophy (won outright) was seemed
by D. Rhodes (578 c.c. Scott Sociable), while K. A.
Bourne (Perry light car) tied with him, and was
awarded a silver cup (won outright). Third place was
taken by H. G. Mit^^hell fJowett light car), for which
he is awarded a silver medal.

CLUB NEWS.
Frescot and District M.C.

A very successful car-nival was held at the Parish
Koom. Ptescot, on the 11th inst. Early in Jauuary
the club will hold its annual dinner and prize
distribution.

Two of five members of the Richmond and

District M.C.C. who advertised the club's

exhibition of " The Motor Cycle " film by

a novel method.

Worcester and District M.C.C. and
Worcestershire M.C,

At a meeting held on the 11th inst. a satisfactory
membership and treasurer's renort was presented,
and a snliistantial honorarium was presented to Mi".
Howell in recognition of his services as hon.
secretary.
Several witty speeches were made at the annual

dinner and presentation of prizes held on the 7th
inst. under the chairmanship of the club's patron.
Lord Beauchamp. '* I firmly believe that not long-

hence the time of a member's departure from one
place will synchronise with his arrival at another,"
said one sppaker, referring to members' successes in
various speed events.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.
Being desirous of developing the movement in

Lincolnshire the centre suggests that there is ecope
for a club in Bourne, Boston, Skegness, Louth,
Scunthorpe, and Brigg. All interested and willing to
assist should communicate with the hon. secretary,

Mr. E: S. Topping, 64. Frederick Street, Loug-h-
borough.

South Shields and District M.C.C.
The above club held its annual dinner at the

Regent Hotel on the 11th inst., the president, Mr.
Wares, presiding. During the course of the evening
Mrs. Wares preeented trophies won during the
season. The annual general meeting will bo held

early in January, wh.en officials for the ensuing year

will be elected.

North-West London M.C.
Considerable interest is being sliown in the

Club's " Schoolboys' Competition " to take place

on the 13th prox., but it is realised that pas-

senger mjithines are not popular, and the organ-

isers have therefore decided to accept teams witli-

out the required passenger outfit. The closing

date for the trial is January 1st, and lull

particulars are obtainable from the organiser,

Mr O B. Smyth, 114, Derbigh St., London,

S.W.I.
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CLUB FESTIVITIES.
Well'attended Annual Dinners in the Midlands and the North.

Ed'nbu'-gh and District M.G.

AS one might expect, thei'e was an ex-
cellent representation of motorists
from all parts of Scotland at the

annual dinner of the Edinburgh and
District Motor Club, during which
one of the cliief features of entertain-

ment was the showing of The, Motor Cycle
Film, run off at intervals between song
and speech. In the absence of Mr.
Graham. Davidson, Mr. Campbell Mc-
Gregor, the energetic secretary, presided

during the initial portion of tlie evening,
but later Mr. Davidson arrived.

The chief speaker was Mr. Robert J.

Smith, of the E.S.A.C., who proposed
"The Club." Mr. Smith paid a sincere

tribute to the memory of Sir H. A. Mac-
donald, to whom so much is owing in con-

nection with the automobile movement in

Scotland, and he proceeded very ably to

discuss the political aspect of club life.

He urged that very important matters,
such as just taxation and the abolishment
of the speed limit, were at present be-

fore those working in the interests of

the motoring community, and if that com-
munity realised to the full how much its

future interests are involved, there would
certainly be no lack of support. The
question of taxation has now almost
reached unanimity, and even the owners
of commercial vehicles are agreed that

the tax on spirit presents the oijy

reasonable course.

In addition to the film, which was very
enthusiastically received,^ there were some
excellent conjuring performances and
musical items.

Coventry and Warw'ckshire
M.C.

AVERY happy gathering took place

at the Craven Arms Hotel,

Coventry, on the occasion of the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club's

annual dinner.
Mr. J. K. Starley, in the absence

through indisposition of the president

(Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Cole), officiated

as chairman, and the guests of the even-

ing were Lieutenant-Colonel F. S.

Brereton (chairman of the Auto-Cycle
Union), Major L. A. Baddeley (chairman
of the M.C.C.), Major R. Vernon C.

Brook (chairman of the Midland Centre,

A.C.U.), Mr. W. G. McMinnies, and Mr.
R. W. Duke.
Mr. J. F. Spencer, in replying to Mr.

Starley's toast of " The Club," remarked
that the club was held in very high
esteem by all other motor clubs in the
country, and claimed the honour, together
with, one other club, of being the second
oldest of its kind in the country. There
were two directions in which the club
was prominent—^the first in speed events
and the second in team trials. In con-
nection with speed, the speaker referred
to Mr. Walter Brandish, junr., one of
their most respected members, who was
second in the Tourist Trophy (Senior)
race this year. In addition to this, Mr.
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Spencer said the previous year Mr.
Brandish's times were remarkable, in so

far aa they did not vary more than two
minutes in each lap, " and I am given
to understand he will be first next year,"
added ilr. Spencer, amid laughter.

ilr. Geoffrey Smith warmly compli-

mented Colonel Brereton on his interest

in the motor cycle movement, and re-

marked that the work involved was a
great deal more strenuous than was
generally realised.

A very enjoyable musical entertain-
ment was given during the intervals, and
during the course of the evening the
year's prize-winners received their
trophies from ilr. Roberts.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
OVER 170 members and guests, includ-

ing ladies, attended the annual
dinner of the Bra<lford M.C. and

L.C.C. at the Royal Restaurant, Bradford,
on Friday, December 15th.

The toast list was an extensive one,
interspersed with songs by the club's
" own " rag-timers, the Dewhirst Bros.
A feature of the menu card was the in-

clusion of a resumi of the year's compe-
titions, giving the nature of the events,

the number of entries, starters, and
finishers, and the award list. Prizes were
distributed during the evening.

Sutton Coldfield and North
Birmir gham A.G.

THE tenth annual dinner of the Sutton
Coldfield and North Birmingham
Automobile Club took place in the

Assembly Rooms of the Royal Hotel,

Sutton Coldfield, Friday, December 15th.

There were present many well-known
members of the motor cycle trade and
prominent persons in the locality, as well

as a large number of competition riders

who had distinguished themselves during
the past year.

In proposing " The Club," Major R,
Vernon C. Brook emphasised the neces-

sity of every rider supporting his local

club and thus, indirectly, the governing
body. In response, Mr. Frank Whit-
worth pointed out the good work which
had been done in the past by the club
and its officials, stating that the club,

which was founded in 1908, was not only
one of the oldest but also one of the
most go-ahead bodies in the Midlands.
In a witty speech. Councillor George

Hooper proposed "The Ladies," remark-
ing that lie was delighted to find that
there were seven lady members of the

club, most of whom took an active part
in competitions. The toast was responded
to by a lady, Mrs. A, Henderson, whose
speech, though very short, met the re-

quirements of the case admirably.

XEbe Ebitof an& Staff of " tlbe /IBotor (r\?cle " citenD

to all rea&ers—\?oung au& ol&, at borne an& abroad

-

oreetinos tor a "Ibappg Cbiistmas auD iprospecous

IRew lear.
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LONDON—GLOUCESTER—LONDON.
Dark Deeds on Kop Hill. Muddy Roads in N.W. London Classic Trial. I

JUDGED by th? route card, last Satur-

day's London-Gloucester-London Trial

—the twelfth of the series—was uot

difficult. Actually, a minimum time allow-

ance at the checks, greasy bye-lanes, and a

non-stop section in the dark, including

Kop Hill, combined to make the event

arduous enough to be sporting, or sporting

enough to be arduous (according to how
one looks at these things).

Consequently the North-West London
M.C.C.—the organising club, and, inci-

dentally, an amateur body—will not have
I to find an award tor each of the seventy

|motor cycle starters after all; and if there

had been more observers on Kop, a still

'greater saving might have been effected in

this respect.

,
Embodied in the trial was an inter-team

contest between the North-West London
iM.O.C, the Bi:rmingham M.C.C, the

Essex M.C., the Coventry and Warwick-
'shire M.C.. and the Surbiton and District

M.C.C.

Main Roads at First.

The 8 a.m. start took place at the De
Haviland Aerodrome, Edgware, but since

the Edgware Road has been put in order

conditions did not justify an observed

section in the first twenty-five miles to

Tring. The main roads were left behind

and a merry scramble ensued, through

the Chilterns to the Oxford Road.
Waterworks, Whyteleaf, and Kingston

Blount were the chief test hills, but a

succession of faultless ascents made the

observer's task a monotonous one, en-

livened only by the difficulties of decipher-

ing the hliie. and block number cards.

- = -.-Tf^

One of the most acute bends in the event was the turn from the summit of Whyteleaf
towards Kop. The riders are C. C. Labin (738 Marlinsyde) and R. B. Clarke (925 Clyno

sidecar).

On Kingston Blount, "thought by some
to be the least easy of the three, many
of the competitors simply crawled up,

obviously under the impression that a park
of spectators' machines at the summit was
the next check. For this reason it was
doubly difficult to differentiate between
the various climbs, and it will suffice to

say that the new- 549 c.c. B.S.A.'s made

D. F. C. Fitzgerald (490 Norton) on a picturesque corner in the non-stop section, typical of

the whole trial.
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a very promising debut, as did a 348 c.c.

Grigg Viper in the hands of E. M. Gwynn.
That a Morgan overtook D. W.

Rhodes' iScott-Sociable may only mean
that Rhodes was not in a hurry, and that

W. Brooke's 348 c.c. Cotton was con-

siderably faster than most of the larger

solo machines may similarly have been
because Brooke was.
Nobody failed, but M. K. H. Bilney

(249 Holroyd), who had lost his contact-

breaker cover and was very late, footed
once.

Trouble in the Non-stop Section.

D. U. Noble (654 Quadrant sc.) punc-
tured his sidecar tyre shortly after

entering the non-stop section, but
gamely carried on without loss of

marks. D. F. C. Fitzgerald (490 Nortoai)

bore signs of having had a tumble,
not * surprising oceun'ence, for the roads
were slippery enough to be treacherous

without being uniformly bad enough to

demand continued caution. R. J. tiper
(998 Indian sc.) also appeared to be
having a lot of trouble, but managed to
keep going.

There was another check on the Oxford
road, and thereafter it was plain sailing

to Gloucester by the most direct route

(down Birdlip ; up coming back). There
had been a considerable amount of rain

during the night, and there was some
mud ; but there was no excuse for the

serious roadside tinkering indulged in by
many competitors.

It was necessary to light up before the
early starters had gone twenty miles on
the . return journey, but until the first

electrically-illuminated arrow pointed the

way down Kingston Blount Hill, the

going was good, and practically all had_j
time in hand at the Lambert Arms check.

31-3*
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Gloucester—London—Gloucester.—
But a trials course that is easy in the

daylight becomes remarkably difficult at

night. Solo, one skids more. Lamps
have not reached a high pitch of excel-

lence. Engines may run better, but
steering certainly is not made easier.

Long before Ivop was reached several

riders were unofficially noted to damage
their non-stops, and usually their footrests

and lamps at the same time.
The hill itself presented some curious

spectacles. A soloist with flickering

headlamp would come shooting out of the

darkness down below in fine style, but
right. on the steepest part he would sud-

denly lose all control and run into the
bank. If he was quick he might
get away before one of the solitary three
observers rushed up to find out his

number. Rain fell before half-a-dozen

_ competitors had passed, and the surface

—

hot too good to start with—gradually
became worse and worse.

The officials did not attempt to mark
down the successful people ; at least two
wily failures recognised this and flatly

refused to give their numbers when asked.
Probably, too, all the cases of missing
number cards had not been caused acci-

dentally.

Any report of the performances on the
hill must needs be qualified as accurate
only as far as circumstances and visibility

permitted.

H. W. Deacon (490 Norton) and W. H.
Hardman (993 Matchless sc.) led the van
in faultless style. Three unrecognisables
followed, then a Morgan (thought to be
H. E. K. Sawtell's) steaming badly but
going strong.

C. W. Bairstow's Indian sidecar went
up very well, leading a long string, in-

cluding a soloist ( ? L. Crisp on a Hum-
ber) without any lamps at all, and picking
a precarious path by the light of a sidecar
passenger's electric torch in front.

B. F. G. Fowkes (349 Beardmore B. and
S.) was sure but slow, so slow that balanc-
ing must have been difficult. The Scott
Sociable had a healthy hum but also was
slow; apparently its occupants feared
wheel-slip, for the passenger crouched
over on top of the driver.

One of the new B.S.A.'s was excellent.

fj^OT^lL@ gOj

F. V. Edwards (548 Harley-Davidson) and F. M. Gwynn (348 Grigg) leading a file of solo

riders up Whyteleaf.

as also was a Cotton and a Wooler, but
another Wooler was seen to run up the

bank higher up. The same fate, at the
same spot, overtook C. AV. Dickenson
(498 Ariel).

After mucli clulch-slipping C. L.

Sprosen (348 Connaught sc.) stopped tem-
porarily right on the brow of the hill,

and P. W. White's 700 c.c. Ealeigh side-

car i>etered out just behind. R. Pugh's
499 c.c. Triumph .sidecar made a parti-

cularly fine climb, but what looked like

L. V. Freeman's big Sunbeam outfit

nearly brought a fast ascent to an in-

glorious end owing to wheel-spin.

L. W, Goddard (993 Matchless sc.)

failed absolutely, but eventually got away
under power. The last of the motor

cyclists positively observed to fail was
E. Eland (225 Royal Enfield).

When darkness settled down once more
and the last observer was about to move
away, No. 13, E. A. Marks (349 A.J.S.).
turned up and decided to retire, having
experienced the lack of stability on grease
usually accompanying such a number if

mechanical troubles remain absent

!

The most difficult check of the day came
a few hundred yards after Kop, and
although there were no more serious ob-
stacles between here and the finish, spills

were still common. F. V. Edward's flat

twin Harley, for instance, refused to re-

cognise that the trial was over after Wat-
ford, and executed a spectacular spill on
the Edgware tramlines.

THE MOTOR CYCLE" FILM.
CONGRATULATORY letters continue

to reach us from secretaries of clubs
and institutions which have had The

Motor Cycle, film.

Considerable enthusiasm was displayed
by the audience at the Cosy Cinema,
Queen's Ferry, near Chester, where, the
manager informs ns, the film was received
with loud applause by the audience, many
of whom had ridden from Wrexham, a
distance of 12^- miles, on purpose to see it.

The Widnes M.G. was more than
delighted with the film, which was shown
to a packed house, and a member of the
audience was heard to remark that the
film was all that could be desired but it

was a pity there was no noise ! The
secretary has made application for next
film for an early date in 1924.
The members of the Altrincham County

High School Old Boys' Club followed the

races for the Tourist Trophy with the
keenest interest, while gyrations of side-

car drivers in a trial over very muddy
roads caused plenty of amusement.
Not only is the 1922 film in circulation,

but applications are occasionally received

for last year's. This was the case with
the Eton College Scientific Society, whose
secretary writes :

—" Everyone who saw
the film thoroughly appreciated it, and
a vote of thanks to you for loaning it

was carried unanimously." Eton will

have the 1922 film at a later date. The
Barrow and Dist. M.C. and the Lough-
borough and Dist. M.C. have also been
alfttted both the 1921 and 1922 films.

Of the southern film, the secretary of

the Blaina and District M.C.C. states that
everybody was highly pleased and that
The Motor Cycle film was the best picture
on the programme.

Where to See the Fihn.

Southern Film.
Thuksday, December 21st.—West Kent
M.C, Grand Hall Cinema, High Street.

Bromley.
Friday, December 22nd.—Ashford M.C
and L.C.C., Palace Cinema, Tuftor
Street, Ashford.

Thursday, December 28th.—Norfolk
M.C. and L.C.C., Theatre de Luxe
Norwich.

Northern Film. '

Thursday, December 21st.—Saltcoats

and District M.C.C, La Scala Picture

House, Saltcoats.

Friday, December 22nd.—Montrose and
District M.C.C, The Municipal

Cinema, Burgh Hall, Montrose.
Tuesday, December 26th (Boxing Day).
—Inverurie M.C, Town Hall.

B 10
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Reminiscences of Christmas in Other Lands

HI. you laddie with the red motor cycle! Your
turn!"
A huge log fire, all alone in the great grey

loneliness. It is Christmas. Ruddy faces brighten

and glow like burnished copper in the ruddy light.

Somewhere a coyote howls, and, as though in response

to the wild, thin cry, the man with the mouth organ

plays a few silver notes. They melt off into the in-

iinite, vague and vast and all around melt like the

cry of a gull in the wake of a liner. Our own voices

seem minute, so great is that great, grey loneliness, and,

peering round at the desert and the stars and the

buttress o'f distant blue hills, we wonder how we dare

to be here—such minute atoms of creation, such creep-

ing, crawling things on the face of God's great work.

Round the Camp Fire,

" Kick it in, son !
" says the man who had spoken

previously. Seated on a log nearest the fire, he is

chairman of tlie oroceedings. " The tale of a woman.
Good or bad, as-jy

U'oman you have

known. There ain't

likely to be more
than one. It's your'

turn, you with the

red motor cycle."

So there is

nothing for it but

to kick it in—the

tale of a schoolgirl

and her go\erness.

and of the cafe girl

who hadn't panned
out just as a nice

cafe girl should

—

the cafe girl who
went limp after

pushing a sidecar

outfit only 7 miles.

I coughed the story

out, and the silence

closed, again. The
man with the mouth

" This is a new institution in the North country, and one which is gaining in

popularity—the motor cycle sled.

organ ran his lips back and forth along it, finishing

with a significant "pom-pom." Then he polished It

carefully, and for the twentieth time that evening he
restored the precious little weapon to his shirt pocket.

" That's all? " queried the president.

"That's all; Bill."
" Well, you haven't seen much. Your turn, Pan-

handle Jake. Remember, it's Christmas, and we don't

want no murders."
" I ain't never loved but one girl," says Panhandle.

" She stuck to me faithfully ten years, and when she

died, after eating a chunk of poison, she licked my
hand and wagged her tail. That's better'n all your
women !

"
. . .

There were other stories, of course, and my turn

came again, but I was silent. The best I could have
told them was something they had witnessed them-
selves.******

Snow, please ! Mr. Comp., daub on plenty of snow.

Nothing but snow
from skyline to sky-

line, vaster even
than the great de-

serts of the -South,

immeasurably vast,

inconceivably vast,

and unspeakably
desolate. The
spruces . are snow-

laden, and now and
then one of them
half a mile away
snaps like a pistol

shot. The party on
the ice turn in-

stantly, for the.
smallest of sounds

becomes great in a

silence so vast and
tangible as this.

Our own voices

do not break the

silence. It is too
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Northern Lights.—

profound, too impenetrable. They merely accentuate

it, for this is Christmas under Northern skies.

Spring will come some day, rushing savagely across

a glaring sky—spring, with its mud and its damp and

its flies. The vast icefields will boom and crash

asunder; millions of tons of ice, piled mountain hi^h,

will grind pack after pack out of the creeks and rivers

and into the sea. The southern prairies have their

glare and desolation, but in the vastness of this great

white world there is an immeasurable something which

crushes a man into the innermost recesses of his own
soul, like no other land in existence, save possibly the

South Pole.

A Real Sport.

But the party on the ice is by no means crushed. A
dozen long, narrow sledges are arrayed in line. Each
carries aboard a motor cycle, complete save for its

front wheel. The rear wheel in one or two cases has

been removed, for one can supply whatever method one
likes for the purpose of propelling the vehicle over the

snow and ice. This is a new institution in the North
country and one which is gaining in popularity—the

motor cycle sled race.

At sunrise we are off, each with his passenger. Two
hours later we switch on our dynamos because it is night

again. Accumulators have been discarded as unneces-

sary weight. Our single headlamp is equipped with

a bulb which will stand any voltage that the dynamo
in direct circuit is likely to generate.

The going at first is deadly. Over most of it we
cannot make 5 m.p.h., and that only at the price of

repeatedly pushing and hauling. We are outside as

often as in. The exhaust pipe glows a dull red in

spite of the intense cold—cold so intense that our

controls are wrapped with wool, for to touch naked
metal with the naked hand would flay the skin like a

glowing coal.

Intense Cold.

So we sweat through our sweaters, and the sweat

without cakes into solid ice. The very breath freezes

as it leaves our lips, to rim the parki hood with spark-

ling jewels. It is brilliantly moonlight now, and the

party which saw us off will be waiting bright and early

when sunrise comes again, unless, of course, blizzard

renders a finish impossible.

The procession is straggled out during the first

20 miles, and when at last we stop to refill with

gasolene the aurora is rustling overhead, like silken

banners. We listen for the sound of a neighbour's

engine, but there conies to our ears only the distant

howling of wolves ranging for game. A long, thin,

' It is Christmas. Ruddy faces brighten and glow like burnished copper in the ruddy light."
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N'ortheru Lights.

—

wavering cry it is, indescribably melancholy, soft yet

sinister, seeming to float through the whole heavens

as though a part of the bitter cold, which in turn is a

part of the silence.

Soon we are under way again, and the night air sings

in our ears as we seek out mile after mile of wind-
swept ice. Up to the Lake of the Little Trees, the

complete circuit of which has to be made, following the

trail of the dog sled sent ahead to mark out the route.

Here and there is a square of black cardboard sup-

ported on a cleft stick standing upright in the snow.

At one place we pass the complete backbone of a deer,

cleanly picked by the wolves, stuck up as a sign-post

by some traveller, the nose of the skull pointing in

the direction he wished to indicate. In a trial of this

kind there is no diverting from the route without being
discovered by the observers in the rear, for the snovF

tells its story, each sled leaving the distinctive marks
of its runners.

Winning Through.
So twenty hours go by, when suddenly we overtake

the marker with his team of malamutes, the only living

soul seen so far. He yells and cheers lustily, eagerly

urging his dogs in our wake, anxious to finish not far

behind the winners. In the end there are only two
finishers. The rest have packed up on the way from
one cause or another. They drift in days or may be
weeks later, having spent the interval caribou hunting.

It is no small affair being a finisher in a sporting

event under Northern skies, for Jupiter and Venus
drink side by side from the flowing bowl along with
bearded, dog drivers from the Hudson Bay, forest

rangers from the Rainy River, half-breeds from the

Athabasca trails, men who count distance not by the

mile, but by the hundred miles. Men who would
think less of setting out a thousand miles on foot than
you and I would of tramping fifty, men whose map is

printed in the heavens and who pride themselves on
the achievement of manly things in a country made
for men.

Yes, here, too, is the same old romantic, wonderful
world. Here, where the power to live and to keep
alive is all that counts, where the blow-holes and the

rotten ice and the wolf packs are one's hourly foes,

where heritage is nothing and great possessions less.

Drama.

Here where fortunes change hands in a night, vast

sums, tens of thousands, from one ragged adventurer
to another under the glare of the flaming arcs. So the

stranger watches wide-eyed, watches that grotesque
drama of humanity, naked and unashamed, seething

about the centres of its gambling hells and drinking
halls. But strong fingers close upon one's forearm,
and a voice, husky by long unfamiliarity with speech,

growls out, " Don't believe it, boy. I've lived here

thirty years, and I know. I'm one of the old sour-

doughs who packed in from the White Horse Pass,

so take the straight tip from me. The women are hell,

and the liquor is worse. There ain't no romance about
it, so quit before it gets you down 1

"

True, very true, bearded stranger, but above the

clash of that jazz band, beyond the faro tables, there

sound the Pipes of Pan.

But what does it matter ?—Peering thus down the

Milky-way with its dancing satellites, jazzing to the

world-old tune, which is sweet or sad or harsh or soft

as we choose to make it—what does it matter when
at 7 a.m. each morning one is wakened by a little

Milky way of one's own, seated astride one's manly
chest and bumping up and down ; and when a soft

voice in one's ear gently pleads, ' Daddy, dear, do
play at Brough Superiors with me. I'se been waiting

to make a motor cycle of you since 6 o'clock."

Change.

How things change, and how very far away stands

the schoolgirl and the syren of the cafe. I suppose the.

old scene shifters will go on with their work, pulling

down castles, building new ones, piling up mountains,

crushing the ice of winter seawards, and so on for just

so long. But though they do their worst, may the utter-

ance of the blase fool never break from the lips of

those who try to use what little wisdom may be theirs

—that there is no romance in life 1

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CONFERENCE.
Proposal for Universal Danger Signal. Control of Cycle Cars Reserved to Recognised

Car Organisations.

SO.ME items of interest to motor cyclists arose at

the recent conference in London of the Inter-

national Association of Recognised Automobile
Clubs.

On the proposal of the Italian Club, Austria was
admitted to the conference, and it is proposed to admit
Gemiany at a later date. These two countries are at

present excluded from the International Federation

of Motor Cycle Clubs.

The Automobile Clubs of Denmark, Finland, Nor-
way, and Sweden brought forward a proposition for

a universal danger signal ; it was adopted, although

the conference realised that it would take a consider-

able time before people would abandon their present

systems.

As announced in our last issue, the conference

adopted the resolution put forward by the Royal Auto-
mobile Club that all pleasure motor vehicles of four

wheels (including cycle cars) should come under the

jurisdiction of the recognised automobile clubs. Three-

wheeled cycle cars will, of course, be looked after by
the motor cycling bodies. This ruling takes away all

possibility of the A.C.U. controlling small four-

wheelers in this country.
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A selection of queslions 6i general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a l^d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should te marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a lid. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

LAP DISTANCE AT BROOKLANDS.
(1.) What is the distance of

a Brooklands lap? (2.) Who are

the owners of Heine Hill racing

track, and also what is the

address of the owner of Canning
Town track ?—S.J.

(1.) The distance of one lap at Brook-
lands Track is 2 miles 1,263 yards. (2.)

Heme Hill track is owned by the

London County Athletic Club, Bm-bage
Road, Heme "Hill, London, S.E., but
Canmng Town track is no longer in

existence.

REiMOVING ZENITH BACK WHEEL.
I have been overhauling my

machine, a Zenith-Gradua, and
cannot get the back wheel, nor

the sliding plungers which carry

it, out of the frame. What is

the best way to get it out?—G.D.A.
You do not give the date of your

machine, but if, as may be expected, it

is of later manvifacture than 1912, the

plungers carry the fork ends, and the

wheel may be removed by loosening the

two axle nuts. If the machine is of

1911 date or earlier, however, the plun-

gers themselves must be removed, as

they are screwed on to the axle. Every-
thing in the way of the wheel should

be removed, such as mudguard stays, etc.,

and the caps at the rear ends of the

forks taken off, and tlien the gear should

be completely unscrewed beyond its lowest

position until the plunger threads are

free and the wheel can be withdrawn.

Ar. FOUR-CYLINDER F.N.

(1.) Can I obtain jets for the

^JT] brevete single lever cai'buretter" which is fitted to my F.N. four-

-iJ cylinder ? How does one adjust

it to run slowly ? It will hardly

fire below 10 m.p.h. (2.) Is there any
special setting of the valves? The ex-

haust is set to close as the piston

reaches the top of the stroke. What
lift should the a.o.i.v. have? (3.) And,
lastly, what is the maker's name, and
what do the letters F.N. mean?.—F.N.

(1.) The word breveti merely means
patented. We presume the carburetter

in question is an F.N. Successful ad-

justment of the automatic inlet valves

and carburetter is the .secret of slow run-

ning. All air leaks should be eliminated

from the induction system. The inlet

valve springs should not be too strong

if very easy starting is required. (2.)

Your idea of setting the exhaust valve is

Sinportant "Bates.

Tues., Dec. 26th and Wed., Dec.
27th—M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Fri., Jan. 5th to Wed., Jan. 24th

—

Italian Motor Cycle Show
Sat., Jan. 13th to Wstl., Jan. 24:th—
The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 26th to Sat., Feb. 3rd—
Scottish Motor Show.

Sat., Feb. 24th—Colmore Cup Trial.

Wed., March 14th—A.C.U. Stock
Machine Trial.

Sat., Mar. 17th—Victory Cup Trial.

Fri., Mar. 30th and Sat., Mar. 31st—M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.
Fri., May 18th—M.C.C. London-Edin-
burgh Run.

Mon., June 11th—Junior T.T. Race.
Wed., June 13th—Lightweight T.T
Race and Sidecar T.T. Race.

Fri., June 15th—Senior T.T. Race.
Sat., July 21st—B.M.C.B.G. 500
Miles Race.

correct, and the inlet valves should have
an opening of about ^^^^n. (3.) The
machine was manufactured by the
Fabrique Nationale d'Armes de Guerre
(National Manitfactory of Arms), of

Liege, hence the initials F.N.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

•THE AUTOCAR"—piMished
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
pl'.ie automobile journal embracing
small,medium, atidlarge cars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 40l»

Founded in 1895, " THE A UTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobilepaper and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

CONVERTING A LIGHTING-IGNITION
UNIT.

Is a single cylinder Maglita
machine (of tlie hea^'y type) suit-

able for three lights, electric horn
and ignition? At present it is

running at engine speed and giv-

ing two sparks, one at firing stroke the
other at exhaust. Is it possible to con-

vert this machine for use with a twin-
cylinder engine? Presumably I shall

have to replace the present cam-ring
with one having two cams, but do not
understand how I can tap the high
tension winding to obtain two sparks
in the four strokes.—J.S.

The Maglita can only be used for twin
cj'linder engines with cylinders set at

180 degrees. It still must run at engine
speed and only one high tension lead is

taken out from the winding, this is led

to a, distributor fixed on the contact
breaker end of the armature spindle and
the two wires to the plugs are led from
the distributor cap. If it is for a flat

twin that you wish to convert it the
makers would supply all the necessary
parts and you should not have any great
difficulty in fitting them.

INVOLVED RESPONSIBILITIES.
While riding a sidecar outfit

^T] which was forwarded to me by a

^ garage for inspection and trial

^J under trade numbers I was
stopped by the police, who noted

that the trade plates had not the licence

in the triangle provided for that pur-

pose (the garage proprietor had the

licence in his possession), that the front

brake had one block missing, but was
otherwise fairly effective, that my
licence had expired two days, and that

the machine had an old private licence

expired December 51st, 1921 (which
should have been returned,) in the
holder. What is my position?—A.D.

As the machine was presumably the pro-

perty of the garage owners who supplied

it to you for trial, tlie responsibility for

the illegally used trade numbers and the

defective brake should bo theirs, although,

of course, you would in part be respon.s-

jble for taking it on the road in a con-

dition which did not comply with the law.

The fact that your licence had expired is

your own responsibility, of course, and

the police will be in order if they sum-

mon vou on this ground. It was the duty

of the last owner to return the exp;;ed

licence.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading shoidd be addressed
cjo The Editor, " The Motor C'l/cle,"-

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
li.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests

for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

"R.A.M." (Crawley).—349 c.c. sports

A.J.S., 490 c.c. Norton, 490 c.c. o.h.v.

Norton, and 496 e.c. B.S.A.
"T.S.L." (Treffgarne).—499 c.c. Tri-

umph or 490 c.c. Norton : suitability for

rough roads.

"F.F." (South Woodford).—211 c.c.

Sirrah, 245 c.c. Calthorpe.
"A.P.L." (N. Kensiugton).—211 c.c.

Levis (" Popular " model 1920 and 1921) :

weight with usual equipment.
" J.H." (Durham).—550 c.c. Triumph,

700 c.c. B.S.A., 678 c.c. Jlartinsyde, and
795 c.c. Ariel sidecars : occasional solo

use ; strength of frame and sidecar' connec-

tions.

"G.W.R." (Leith).—550 c.c. Triumph :

comfort and suitability for middle-aged

rider.
" J.L." (Preston).—Sinks three-jet car-

buretter on 976 c.c. Royal Enfield.

'E.R.W." (Headingley). — 292 e.c.

Hawker : automatic lubrication.

"N.A.V." (Wrexham).—486 c.c. Scott

Squirrel (1922 model) : stability on tram-

lines and stone setts.

" T.T." (Warwick).—Old 499 c.c.

B.S.A. engine : tuning for .speed and

fitting of Ricardo piston.

"P.H.S." (Bridport).—570 c.c. Con-

naught sidecar. 349 c.c. A.-I.S. sidecar,

398 c.c. Kaleigh sidecar, 348 c.c. Ivy

sidecar, and 292 c.c. O.K. sidecar.

"W.H.B." (afanchester). — F.E.W.

valve attaclmients on 550 c.c. Triumph.

"J.B.S." (Horbury).—650 c.c. Zenith

(sports model) : belt wear.

Admiralty Contract.

A contract for the well-known Kaye's
serrated steel oil cans has been effected
with the Admiralty.

Price Reduction.
The price of the 545 c.c. Hawker sidecar

outfit has been reduced from £105 to
£99 15s.

For Christmas.

Several clever little tricks can be
effected with five playing cards which may
be had from the Leicester Rubber Co.,
Ltd., Post Office Place, Leicester.

Guardmg Against Punctures.

A machine on which Jackson's Impervo
is to be standardised is the Morgan. The
i2iner tube on the wheel will be filled

with this puncture sealing compoimd.

Lost.

Near Kirriemuir, an acetylene lamp
loaned to rider of a New Gerrard travel-

ling to Jlontrose, and not returned. Ref.
118.

Tlie Toronto Fair.

On previous occasions the major portion
of the. goods exhibited at the Toronto
Fair have been of Canadian or American
origin, and this is to be regretted, as the
participation of English firms should be
much greater on account of the oppor-
tunities for British business in Canada
which exist. Information concerning the
Toronto Fair can be obtained from the
Federation of British Industries, 39, St.

James' Street, London, S.W.I.

HOW THEY

ADVERTISE IN

AMERICA.

>;,-?» tpnii^s Unded

DECEMBER sisi, Tg23.

Christmas Holiday Motoring.

On Christmas Day there will be noA.A.
road patrols on duty, but during the
rest of the holiday season they will be at
their posts in full strength.

Toolmaking Instruction.

Those preparing for the manufacturing
side of the motor trade may be glad to
know that the Polytechnic Education
Department, 309, Regent Street, London,
W.l, has a class for instruction in jig and
tool design.

Another Proprietary Flat-twin.

Up to the present, proprietary engine
makers have confined themselves in the
smaller sizes to singles and V twins.
A flat-twin Bradshaw engine of 494 c.c.

is now marketed by James Walmsley and
Co., Ltd., of Preston, which should be
eminently suitable for sports models.

Diary for Motorists.

Included in the weH-known series of
Charles Letts' specialised diaries is a
new one for the motorist, published
jointly by Charles Letts and Co. and
the A.A. (price 2s.). It contains much
useful information, and, with tabular
spaces for running costs, forms a very
complete motorist's log-book.

More 1923 Prices.

To our- classified list of motor cycles
must be added the 538 c.c. Stanger "two-
stroke, the prices for which are as fol-

lows :—Spring frame (all-chain drive),

£99 9s. ; (chain-cnm-belt drive), £88 4s.

;

rigid frame (all-chain drive), £90 6s.

;

(cham-cum-belt), £85 Is. Sidecar, £21
Citra. •

Catalogues Received.

Martinsyde Ltd. , Maybury Hill, Woldng,
Surrey.—1923 Mai-tinsyde catalogue.
Trump Motors, Ltd., Foxlake Works,

Byfleet, Surrey.—List of Trump motor
bicycles.

-Douglas Motors, Ltd., Kings-
wood, Bristol.—Catalog-ue of the
Douglas flat-twins, also three
folders relating to Douglas reccffd
and racing performances.

Grindlay (Coventry), Ltd., Mel-
bourne Works, Coventry.—Folder
giving particulars and prices of
Grindlay sidecars and sidecar
screens, luggage carriers, and

~ hoods.

A sign that gives a br ef history of the district in addition to serving its purpose as ap advertisement. The page on the left says that

in 1833 Lieut. R. S. Williamson, on investigating the feasibility of railroad routes to the coast, entered the Colorado desert through San

Gorgonio Pass, the first stop being at Palm Springs. In Great Britain there Is stnng prejudice against obtrusive advertisements in places

of natural beauty.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rale. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable

to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed _

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the otTices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle"
by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are
crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

AH letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " Tlie Motor Cycle" Of&ce.
When this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of

re^stration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box ooo, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C,4. Readers who reply to Box No.
advertisements arc warned against sending remittance through
the post except in registered envelopes ; in all such cases the

use of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope
should be clearly marked " Deposit Department.'*

In tbe case of motor cycles offered loi sale under a bos
nomber, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers urill

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

Ijar- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to imknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit Sj'stem. If the money be deposited with '* The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to jTio, a deposit fee of i/- is charged ; on
transactions over £io and under £50, the fee is 2/6; over

jf50 and under £75. 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ;

and on all transactions over £ioa, -1%. All deposit
matteis are dealt with at Dorse^t House, Tudor Street,
London, E.G. 4, and cheques and money orders should be
made payable to IlifFc & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication -that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.BC.

£46.-1920 T.T. A.B.C.. very fast, recently overhauled
SopwithSf lamps, Klaxon, Watford, tools, spares,

etc., perfect throughout; bargain.—ilae, 88, Fitzjohns
At., Hampstead. (D) [5701

A Real Good Time
to You and Yours

This Christmas

May Yule logs blaze upon your
hearth and in the glowing

embers of your fire may you
see many pleasant pictures of

the coming 1923 Season.

Have you realised

wonderful year 1923

for Motor Cyclists?

what

Prices reduced to zero and stabilised

for the season, the certainty of better

and wider roads, and the prospect of

cheaper petrol and lighter taxation.

All these pleasant pictures

stand out bright and clear

this Christmas with just one
flickering warning " Tempus
Fugit." Time flies, so to avoid

disappomtmenl place your
order now.

To all Fellow Motor Cyclists

A Merry Christinas

and a

Prosperous New Year

With our sincere thanks to all those

good friends of ours both at home
and overseas for their continued
support.

It was their support and recommend-
ations that first inspired that old

slogan of ours :

—

" Our sales increase our friends,

Our friejids increase our sales,"

and which wiH continue to be the
inspiration of Godfrey's service to

all their customers during the

coming year.

Godfreys Ltd.

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.L
'Paoaa: Liazhim 1300 (2 lines).

Eaton Rd.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.IS.C

mileage 6,000,
_ res

Sutton,

FOR SALE.

A.B.C. 1920,
meter, Bpares

lamps,
£55.—Pinchbeck,

horn, speedo-
" Stoneleigh,"

[5193

Combination, 1920, fil/ted -wiLh coachbuilt
ir, Easting windscreen, lamps, horn, etc.; bar-

gain, £60 cash.^Cass's Motor Mart, lytd., 5, Warren St.,
W.l. Museum 623. [9035

Spare Parts:

100, Great
[5693A -B.C.—All Spares from Stock.—Maudes',

Portland St., W.l.

A .B.C. Spares, repairs, special fittings. See adver-
j-i. tisement index.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Wimble-
don. [0964

Abingdon.
A BINGDON 3V2h-p. 2-speed Combination,

perfect; £20.-17, Heaton Rd.,
equipped,

Jiitcham.
[5372

Ace.

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the British Concession-
naires for this wonderful Ace machine, invite in-

spection of the latest models; £125 with full electric
equipment.—157b, Great Portland St., AV.l. [4883

A.J.S.

pREMIER Motor Co. for 1925 A.J.S.

IMMEDIATE 4eliTery of latest A.J.S. models; received
from makers' works this week; model E 2^4b.p, stand-

ard touring, £77; model Bl 2%h.p. Sports, £77; 7h.r.
sidecar combination, electric lighting, horn, windscreen,
£152/10; deferred payments 4% extra; free delivery to

any address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [5595

A.J.S. late 1922 23^h.p. Spoita,
—Harper, Craven Anna.

A -J-S.
CX cialists,

all on, tax paid; £55.
[5006

Mod els.—^Dispatch
Leaminffton. Sj

Riders' Motor Cycle Spe-
[5037

£73.—
[5405

A.J.S. Combination,
Keplingham Rd.,

BRAND new 2S4h.p. A.J.S. touring model;
Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

A.J.S. 1923 Sports, latest, o.h.v.; quickest deliveries.

—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [4098

ORDER Early your 1923 model A.J.S. from Mer-
rick's Stores, Listerhills Rd., Bradford. [8564

late 1919, complete; £72.-40,
S.W.18. Putney 1694. [5207

A.J.S. Late 1921 7h.p. Combination, complete, little

used, guaranteed perfect.—Moss, Wem. [5529

A.J S., 2"^',hp-. 1923 models, for immediate delivery.—
Ratclitfe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[09 74
4h.p. A.J.S. Twin Combination, good condition;

£65, oHeis.—Waterloo House, North Cheam.
[5230

F'.O.C.H. "nvite inspection; A.J.S. and -other uiuawa

;

bargains G, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).
ri375

Guineas.—1922 2%h.p. A.J.S. Touring, 3-

speed, clutch, K.S., as new.—King, Egrove,

Oxford. [5313

/\ .J.S. 1921 2^;4h.p-. 3 speeds, lamps, hoi-n, speedo-

50

meter, absolutely
Mary's St., Coventry.

£48.—Davies, St.

(5707

BEAND New 2"/ili.p. A.J.S.; list price £77; our
price, to clear, £70.—Jones Garage, A.J.S. Agents,

Musirell Hill, London. [0803

SOUTHPOET.—Immecl ia te

A.J.S., o.h.v., shortly;
Southport.

for

delivery^ 1923 models,
exchanges.—ICents, 417,

[5427

letHarrow and District;A.J.S. Agents
quote you for allowance and later delivery.

Bunting Exchange, Wealdstone.

1922, model B.l,

[5424

shojp-soiled

;

'tland

St., London, W.l. Tel. : 1601 Laugham. [5466

ATE 1921 A.J.S. Combination 7h.p., low mileage,

A.J.S. 23ih.p. 1922, model B.l, new,
£65.—Fredrics and Co., Ltd., 89, Great Portland

L^ warranted perfect, insured; 100 gmneas.—The
Haven, 120. Sutherland Rd., W. Croydon. [5490

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery; 2S4h.p. touring, £77;
2^ih.p. Spoits, ^77; 7h.p, Combination. sei52/l0.

—Will Chapman's Garage. Belgrave Rd., Leicester.
[2816

1 Q22 2\'.ih.p. A.J.S. B.l, equipped, mileage under
J-*/ 500, indistinguishable from new; £65.—Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

[5474
5 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, lamps, horn, spare
wheel, licensed; a genuine bargain; £32, ex-

changes.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone:
607. [5545

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1920, speedometer, wmd-
screen, luggage grid, etc.; £90; perfect order.

—

Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 25-24, Woodstock St.

(off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 6559.
[5033

19 =

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date o! the issue
Motor Cycle.s advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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last week; sell £80.-
Denham, Bucks.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S

1 Q23 A.J.S. 2-14h.p. Toxinng, disc, acetylene lighting,
J-«^ horn, legshields, ridden once 30 riiiles, cost ^£88

'Major Romer, Little Orchard,
[5178

IQIS (late) 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, speedometer,
--*/ spare wheel, screen, luggage grid, beautiEiil lot;
^75; exchanges.—Hillier (side bell), 127, St. Marks
Bd., North Kensinstou. [5263
fTh.p. A.J.S. Combination 1921, Lmcas electric lioin
• and lighting, Cowey speedometer, screen and side

si'ieen, spare wlieel, legsliields, splendid condition; £115.
—Thom-'ou, 5, Onks Crescent, WolTeihampton. [5131

A.J.S. 1921 Combination, superb condition, snpreme
Talue, numerous accessories, dynamo, speedometer,

variable jet, spare wheel, Triplex screen, etc; best
offer near £125.—Wilder, Newbarn, Winkfield, Wind-
sor. [5028

T ATE 1920 A.J.S. Combination with special engine,
--^ Lucas Magdyuamo lighting set, hood, screen,
tyres unpunctured, perfect and in first-class condition;
£100.—Letters for appointment to 30, Golders Gar-
dens, N.W.ll. [4414

A.j;.S. 1922, 7h.p., Magdyno Comfeination, fitted with
2-5eater sidecar, magnificently equipped with

electric horn, speedometer, mirror, legshields, two
screens, hood, luggage canier, etc.; exceptionally fine
condition; £145, or near offer.—The La^ton Garages,
30, HoljTPen St., Oxford.

'

[5588

A.J.S. new 1923 models in stock for immediate
delivery. 7h.p. Combination, Magdyno ligliting,

etc., £152/10; 2^.ih.p. 3-speecl, all-chain drive, £77;
deliveries of the 70 miles per hour 2^;4h.p. O.H.V.
model, price £87, commence shortly.—Avoid disappoint-
ment by placing your order with P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., BiTmingham. ,[5147

Spare Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate deliverv.—Kavs, 8,

St., Ealing.
Bond
[4806

Alecto.

3 lb. p. Alecto 2-strcke single, shop-soiled, replated. as
2 new; bargain, £35, -----

Rd., Lee Green, S.E.12.
Apply Tomlinson, 18, Taunton

[5678

K.S., very smart; 27
67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5663

ALLON
equipped.

AHdays.

1 Q21 AUdays Anon. 2.speed,
j-*y guii

ALLON 1922, 2-speed, clutch, Icick-start, practically
new, accessories; £35.—120, Fairbridge Bd..

Highgate. N.19. [5380

*?24, Offer.—2J4h.p. Alldays Alien, new condition,^ perfect; take push cycle part.^—97, Elsenham
St., Southfields, S.W.18. [5365

1921 Z^Ah.p., 2-Epeed, clutch, kick-start,
taxed ; £33.—Blackmore, 769, Rom-

ford Rd.. Manor Park, London, E,12. [3267

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, ' kick-starter,
lamps, overhauled, recent model, exceptional

condition; £35.—Marlborong^h. (Motor House), 20.
Pinchley R^.. N.W,8.

'

[6561

1Q22 Alloa 2"!ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, VilK'irs
J-tf electric lighting, Tan-Sod, delivered Majch, prac-
tically new, genuine bargain; £50, or near.—Potter, 7.

Kemsing Rd., East Greenwich, S.E. [4994

American X
TJOBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1921 American X Com-
-*-V bination. complete with all accessories; £72.

—

'
'
" "" [4880157b. Great Portland St., W.l.

1 20 7-9h.p. American X 2-seater Combina-
•*-«^ tion, lamps, horn, speedometer, 2 screens, hood,
luggage grid, beautiful condition; £62, exchanges and
easv pavments.—Bambers. 2, Eastbank St. Southport.
'Phone: 607. [5549

Ariel.

SOUTHPORT.—1921 SV^h.p. Ariel, lamps, horn,
tax paid, excellent condition; 49 guineas; ex-

changes.-Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [5429

ARIEL.—AU models cash or gradual paymer.f-:.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agencv.

Wiricvcle Co.. Ltd.. 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0704

BRAND New SV^h-p. Sports Ariel, 3-speed, handle-
bar controlled chitch; list price £70; our price,

to clear, £65.—Jones Garage, Ariel Agents, Mnswell
Hill, London. [08O4

BRAND New 6-7h,p. Ariel Combination, chain drive,
a luxurious outfit; list price £124/10; our price,

to cletir. £114/10.—Jones Garage, Ariel Agents. Mns-
well Hill, London. [0985

1 Q20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, fully equipped,
-*- «-' speedometer. Easting windscreen, excellent con-
dition ; 65 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards. 50,
Hnrrington Rd,, South Kensington. 11856

"DRilND New 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, chain drive,
-»-• a beautiful outfit, complete with Lucas Magdyno
lighting; hst price £141; our price, -to clear, £130.—
Jones Garage, Ai'iel Agents, Muswell Hill, London.

[0986
Spare Parts:

ARIEL Spares for all models, po<:t free. Ariel
Agents and Spares

.
Service Depot.—Jones Garage

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.lO. [0999

r^ai.

TAYLORS
Largest Suppliers and Service Agents
in the United Kingdom and Sole

London and District Agents for

the following machines:

—

A.J.S. 2J h.p. T.T. Model, Overhead Valves .

.

£87A J.S. 3i h.p. Sports or Tourist £77
AJ.S. 7 h.p. De Luxe Ctmxb., witii Dynamo
Lighting.. .. fi52 jOg.

^celsior*

£28 10s.
£3 10s. extra.

NEW U h.p. 2-Seat£r (Villiers) with
conntecshatt 2-speed gear
Villiers lighting SOS Clutch and k/s.

8 h.p. J.A.P. Popular Twin. Solo £103 Comb. £123
6 h.p. Ditto £98 „ £118
25 h.p. Blackljuine, 3-Speed £67
2i h.p. Sporting J.A.P. . . £67
2i h.p. Two-Stroke (Villiers) Sporting Model .

.

£48

The 500 c.c. Dunelt has proved its wonderful
reliability, and at its new price—£89 10s. for
complete combination—it defies competition.

Any make of machine supplied for
CASH. DEFERRED or EXCHANGE.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.7.
Telepbones : Kensington 7-260 ; Museum 1240,
Telegrams: " Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Armis.

ARiriS-J.A.P. 1922 25/ili.p., absolutely new, -witli

Bujinan 2-speed gear box, clutch, ana kicli-etarter»
Dunlop tyres, Saxon loikj £45, camaga paid.—Lynes,
77, Moor St., Coventry. [5124

Beardmore. >

1Q21 Beardmore-Precieion, kick-«tart, new condition}'
J-*^ i:32.-Wm. Colwell, 57, Geoige St., Hove. [5082

BEARDMOEE, brand new, spring frame; £45.-1
S. E. Porter and Co., Wlutchurcli, Salop. [5096

Spare Parts:

BEABDMORE-PRECISION Spares. Immediate de-

;

iivery.—Kays, 8-10, Bond St., Ealing, [2176

Blackburne.
BI.ACKBURNE Combination, late 1920, 41i.p., in'

excellent condition ; 55 guineas.—Barker's' Motors,
194, Balbam High Ed., S.W.12. [5091

BLACKBURNE 1921 4i4h.p. Combination, electric
lighting, screen, tools, insured; £65 cash.—Apply,

Housekeeper, 40, Great Tower St., E.O. [5176

BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p. Combination, accessories,
windscreen, beautiful condition ; bargain, £50.

—

Allery and Bernard, 30, Thornsett Rd.» Eaxlsfield, Lon-
don, S.W. [4885

1 Q21 Blackbume-Rex 8h.p., luxurious cantilever;
-*-•-' sprung sidecar, spare wheel, luggage platform,

;

Cos-Atmos carburetter, speedometer, D.A. and electric '

lighting, spring 'saddle pillar, fur muffs, 1922 Iront
band brake, new cha.ins, spares, etc.—^Write 14, Woodr
side, "Wimbledon. [5509.

Spare Parts:

BLACKBURNE Engine Spares. List on application. :

—Maudes'. 100, Great Portland St., W,l. [5694 '

Bloomfield.
4h.p. Bloomfield Motor Cycle and sidecar, 3-speed,

clutch model, Binks carburetter, as new; £35.—1, Parade Mews, Tulse Hill, S.E. [5635 >

Bradbury.
3.h.p. 1922 Bradbury, all on; £35.—Wauchope's, 9*

Shoe Lane, London. [5609

4h.p. "Bradbury, running order, single speed; £12.—,
A. Lomas, Chamber, Peak Forest, Tia Stockport.

[50774h.p. Bradbury. N.S.U. 2-speedi good tyres, fully

equipped, nil in sound condition and good running
order; £16.-62.'i. New St., Woodbridge, Suffolk. [5243

'

BRADBURY 1921 6h.p. Combination, De Luxe
sidecar, splendid condition, great bargain; £6S.—

.

Particulars, Hughes, 101, Chriatchurch Rd., Newport*
Mon. [5071

"1022 Bradbury 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kict-ptai-ter,
L*y licensed year, fully equipped, indistingiiishable

from new ; £ 6 5 ; exchanges or deferred.-
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

-Edwards,
[2285 ,

Spare Parts

BRADBURY Spare Parts; lists free.—Bright and ,

Hayles. 78, Church St., Camberwell. [5222
,

Brough Superior.

BROUGH SUPERIOR, late 1922, Mai? IL, 6/5h.p.
M.A.G., fitted with Montgomery sporting side-

car, complete, like new, guaranteed.—Moss, Wem.
[5528

SOUTHPORT.—Olympia actual Show models, Marft
I. and Mark H., Brough Superior; instant de-

lireiy; £130 and £115 respectively; unique oppor-
tunity: exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. -

[5430
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Brough Su-"

perior Service, and sole London difitribnting agents,
immediate delivery, full range of models in stock, excel-

lent selertion of carefully used machines ; deferred pay.- 1

ments and exchanges. Trade supplied, catalogues post
free on request.-9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, "West Croy-

don. 'Phone: 2450, 2451. 'Grams: "Track, Croy-
don." [0733 ,

Spare Parts:

CPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame spares
;

1^' for Brough Superior in stock ; write for lists.—-

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge. [0835

B.S.A.

"PROMPTEST Deliveries of 1923 Models.—The B.S.A.
specialists.

COUNTY Cycle and Motor Co.
Birmingham.

Ltd., Broad St.",

[3163

A 1920 Combination (Sept.), all-chain ; offers."

-Oakley, Stonnall, Walsall. [4323J

1 016 B.S.A. , 3-sp6ed. K.S. and clutcli, new conditionj
Xtf f48.—Eoss, 86, High Rd., I/ee. [5273

BS A. AVih-v- Conibinirtion, 3-«peed, kick-staiter, alu
a.cc«;sori<?£ ; f45.-Male, Hendlord, Teovil. [S50S

B.S.A. 1923 2%h.p., SB7/15; SVzh.p. model sports,"]

£70.—Clifiord Mofccri^E, Eastwood, Notts. [4093]

4ili.p. B.S.A. 1922 Combination, K2. sliop-soiled"^

* £90.—Wa_uchope*s, 9, Shoe Lane,
E.C.4.

Fleet St.,1

[562lf

B30 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, niarbed iP).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Edmund.

1 Q22 Spring Frame Edmund Combination, Black-
Ji*y burno engine, Burman 3-speed, clutch, kick-
starter, lamps, speedometer, horn etc., brand new;
£25 sidecar, wonderful condition; gift at £75; would
separate if necessary.—The Motor House, Ltd., 20,
Finchley Rd., N.W.a. [3401

Elswick.
ELSWICK Ooachbuilt Combination, 3 speeds, Land,

icot clutch. ii3 new. guainnteed; £28, exchange.
offers.—?, Coivdrey Ed.. Wimbledon. [5502

Enfield.

pEEMIEE, Motor Co. for 1923 Enflelds.

IlkTMEDIATE delivery from stock of latest models
received from makers' workt* this week ; lipht-

weight 214b. p., 2-steed, kick-start £50; standard 8h p
combination. £120; 8h.p- combination witii electric
lightine, bom. £135; deferred payments 4% extra; free
delivery to any addiess.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
•Birmingham. [5596

ENTIELD 2%h.p., perfect running order, appearance
new, photo, eacrifi.ce; £15.—Mackay, Ilaresden,

Annan. [5165

1 020-21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., magnificently
J-*-' equipped; 68 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
Exchanges. [5662

ENFIELD 2J4h.p. 1921, perfect condition; £33.-
Evans. 4. Ciutra Park Mansions, Church Rd.,

Upper Nonvood. [4997

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, not W.D., perfect
condition; £48.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Es.

hibltion Rd., S.W.7. [3344

1Q20 2^,ih.p. Royal Enfield, 100 miles per gallon;
J-^y £32/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London
Extended payments. [5614

ENFIELDS.—Delivery from stock of all 1923 models
from the Enfield agents. The Layton Garages,

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [4778

AT Edwards.—1920 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, lamps,
horn, pillion seat and spedometer, tax paid, superb

condition; 70 guineas.—Below.

*1C|13 2''4h.p. Enfield Twin, 2-sp6ed and clutch, pood
-*»' condtion: 15 guineas; exchanges or deferrerl.—

101. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5591

PRACTICALLY New Enfield Combination, dynamo,
everv possible accessory ; £95 ; exchanges.—24,

Balliol Rd.. North Kensington. [5357

NEW Enfield Combinations in stock, dynamo light-

ing : £135, exchanges or easy payments.—Bounds
Garage. 223, High Ed., Kalbnm. [0982

BRAND New Enfield Combination Bh.p.; list price

£120; our prii-e, to clear, £110.—Jonee Garage,
Enfield Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0809

CEOTDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Royal Enfields.-A. F. Pulling, 175a.

liOndoa Rd., Croydnn. 'Phone: 1619. [5600

BRAND New Enfield 2-Etroke, 2-speed, kick-start

;

list price, ^650; our price to clear, ^47/10.—Jones
Garage, Enfield Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0990

ENFIELD 2i-4h.p. 1922, Sports, 2-stroke, T.T. bars,

all on, new condition; £40.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet St., London. E.C.4. Central 5168. [5620

T> OTAL ENFIELD 3h.p., twin cyl., 2 speeds, all-

-tv chain drive, excellent condition; £22/10.—Waldron
Motor Mart. 645, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.17.
•Phone: Wimbledon 607. [5201

ENFIELD-VICKERS Sh.p. Combination, 1922, an-
der 2,500 miles, iinscra.tcbed condition; £85.—

Vivian Hardie and Lane,' Ltd., 23-24, Woodstock St.

<off Blenheim St.), Bond St.. W.l. Maylair 6559.
[5032

1021 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, electric lomr<=,
JLv 8peer]o:u<'ter, 'icreen. horn, licensed, excellent con-
ation, unequalled vahie; £85, exchanges and ea^y pay-
ments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone:
607. [5548

1 Q20 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting,
307 fully equipped, speedometer, horn, windscreen,
hood, absolutely as new; £73.—Naylor and Kirk, 406,
Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. S.W. 'Phone : Wimbledon
2041. [5481

1 Q21 Enfield Combination Sh.p., Lucas dynamo
*-«? lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, etc., ab-
folutely unscratched, tax paid, perfect; £100; ex-

changes.-Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E.
'Phone: Dalston 2408. [5471

ENFIELD.—Immediate delivery of all 1923 models.
Sh.p. Combination, £120; 2t^h.p. 2-speed, kick-

start, all-chain drive, £50.- Write or call for cat-alogue
and ensure satisfaction by placing your order with
P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Birmingham. [5150

1Q17 3h.p. Enfield and Watsonian aluminium eidecar,
-!-«/ with dash, Avro screen and board, 2-Epeed, all-

chain, clutch. K.S., mechanical lubrication, 8-guinea
Lnoas electric lighting, expensively and fully equipped,
horn, tools, really posh, condition perfect, photograph:
£68; trial.—27, Broomfield Rd., Coventry. [5118

ENFTET.D Sh.p. 1922 Tradesmen's Delivery Box
Combination, beautifully equipped, as new, £100;

ehp. 1922 combination, as new, £97/10; Sh.p. 1918
combination, J.A.P., all on, £70; Sh.p. 1916 combina-
tion, J.A.P., good order, £65.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane. Fleet St.; London. E.C.4. Central 5168. [5608

25, HORTON STREET,
HALIFAX.

'Phone! 1400. 'Grams: Perfection,

1923 Models.
DOUGLAS, ^J h.p., 2-speed, all on £50
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 3-speed, all on £65

DOUGLAS, si h.p., 3-speed, Sports £95
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. Comb., all on £110
DOUGLAS, h.p. Comb., all on £140

Also B.S.A., BRADBURY, EDMUND, ENFIELD,
LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NORTON, O.K., SCOTT,
SUNBEAM, SIRRAH and TRIUMPH.

MORGAN'S, 10 h.p. Popular £128
MORGAN, Grand Prix £155
MORGAN, de Luxe £158
MORGAN, Family ; . . . £153

LIGHT CARS.
CALTHORPE, 10.5 hp., 2-seater 285 gns.

COVENTRY PREMIER, 10 h.p 230 gns.

LAGONDA, II h.p., 2-seater £275
SINGER, 10 h.p., 2- or 4-seater 280 gns.

STONELEIGH, 3-seater £185

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
Overhauled and ready to drive away.

SOLOS.
BUCKET, 3I h.p., C.A.V. mag £17 10
ENFIELD, '1922, 2i h.p., z sp., new .. £47 10
HARLEY, 191S, 7-9 h.p., 3-sp., all chain.

.

£67 10
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., all-chain £35
MOTO REVE, Twin, wants attention £9 10
NORTON, 1922, ii h.p., 6H. new £75
NORTON, 1922, Big Four, new £80
PREMIER, vJ- h.p,, 2-sp., good order £29 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, 3* h.p £47 10
RUD6E-MULTI, 1921, 3* h.p., like new.

.

£52 10
REX ACME, 1922, 2> h.p"., 2-sp., new. ... £42 10
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3i h.p., cl. model £29 10
TRIUMPH, 1922, S"D., new £84
TRIUMPH, 1922, 2i h.p, new £40
VELOCE, 1920, 3i h.p., 3-speed £52 10

VILLIERS, 21 h.p., 2-sp., c.'shaft gear .

.

£29 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ACE, T921, 4-cyl. comb,, tax paid £97 10
CAMPION-JAP, 5-6 h.p., 3-sp. comb £59 10
HARLEY, 1919, elec. comb., extra good. £92 10
INDIAN, 7-9, 1921, elec. comb., 4,000 miles £98 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p. comb. . . £69 10
SCOTT, 33 h.p., 2-sp. comb., tax paid. ... £45
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc £69 10
TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., 2-5peed comb £39 10

RUNABOUTS.
H.F.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-seater, dj'n... £97 10
LAGONDA, 1922, brand new Coupe 299 gns.

RICHARDSON, 1920, 2-seater, dickey St. £75
RANGER, S h.p., 2-seater £65
L.S.D., 1922, 3-wheeler £105
MORGAN, 1921, G.P., 4-5peed £125

TRAVEL DE-LUXE.
£10 deposit and 25/- weekly buys

INDIAN, 7-9 h.p,, 2-speed, tax paid £35
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive.. £45
NEW HUDSON, 6 h.p., 3-speed comb..

.

£49 10
P. & M., ii h.p., and sidecar £45
REX, 5-6 h.p,, 2-speed and sidecar £29 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., coach comb £42 10
ROVER, 31 h.p., 3-speed comb , £37 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p. comb.,

smal! mileage £69 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p. comb.,

electric lighting £75
SCOTT, 35 h.p., 2-speed comb £45
SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen £69 10
TRIUMPH, 1920, and sidecar £69 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

Spare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8.
Bond St.. Ealinj. (4801

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a Speciality.—
Puiling's Garage. London Kd.. Croydon. 'Phone:

1619. [6601
Excelsior.

NEW 1923 Excelsior Lightweights, 2 speeds, wonder
fill power; £28/10, carriago paid.—Keen, Leo

minster. [345£

EXCELSIOR 1923 I'Ah.p., 2-speed; £28/10; it

stock.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Bd.,
S.W.7. (4876
3ih.p. 1913 Excelsior, good order, tax paid; £25;

2 bicycle part.—Buckingham, 85, Church Rd..
M'illesden. (5237

O.L.
£55.—G.L.-J.A.P. late 1919, 5B.p. twin, Sturmey-

Archer 3-speed. clutch, kick-starter, all-chain,
luxurious skiff sidecar, spare wheel and tyre, dynamo
lighting, Lucas switchboard with volt and ampere
meters, apron. Easting windscreen, Stewart mechanical
horn, Cowey speedometer, etc., tax paid.—Delancey
.Street Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [5296

Grigg.

1 Q22 Grigg 2llh.p., 2-snced, clutch, kick-start,
-•-«/ lamps; £22.-17, Sussex Rd., New Maiden.

[5332
-| 022 Grigg 2iyi.p. 2-speed, Sturmey, kick-start,
-"«-' clutch, brand new; 26 guineas.—51, Upper Rich-
mond Ed., East Putney. [5657

Harlev.Davidson.
HARLEY, 1918, Grindlay sidecar, electric lamps,

posli condition, plated tank; offers.
—" Roydene,"

The Drive, Sidcup. [5391
OQ Guineas.-Harlev-Davidson, 1916-17 model, 7-9h.p..
t»»^ clutch, 3 speeds, K.S. ; exchanges.—12, Cornwall
Mews, Gloucester R4., S.W.7. [5104

HARLBT-DAVIDSON 1921 4h.p., flat twin, per-
fect • 52 guineas : exchanges, photograpli.—Peter

Gordon, Ltd.. 110, Upper Kichmond Ed., East Sheen.
[3925HABLET, f55.-4h.p. flat twin, new Feb., 1922,

ele:tvic lighting, speedometer, 3-speed, clutch, kick-
start, insured, beautiful condition.—11, Warnborongh
Rd., Oxford. [5441
TTARLET-DAVIDSON' Combination 1918, 3 speeds,
---*- clutch, kick-starter, Montgomery sporting sidecar,
fully eauipped, licence: £58; instalments, exchangee.—
63. Solon Hi, Brixton. [5282

1023 Harley-Davidson.—All models. Send your
-*-^ orders along and secure immediate or early
deliverj'.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), .i7, Stockwell
St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [5410

1 Q20 Harley Combination 4h.p., all lamps, horn,
* t' speedometer, etc., absolutely as new, guaran-
teed; £70; excha-nges.—Horaac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd.. N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [5472

A"! Guineas; exchange.—1915 Harley, 3 speeds, clutch,
^tJ. K.S., roomy ooachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped, nice
condition, any examination.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler
Rd,, E. Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. (4000

1Q23 Harley-Davidson.—Orders for these models will^ receive the promptest attention from T. J. Ross,
R6. High Rd., Lpej, S.E. 'Phone : Lee Green 744. Ex-
changes and defeiTed payments arranged. (5157

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, supplied new
by us sis weeks ago, fully equipped, perfect

condition and very little used; 105 guineas.—Longman
Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing 689.

[5406

1 Q18 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, perfect, alumin-
-i-^ ium nose and tail, child seat in locker, hood,
screen, disc wheels, oversize tyres, long exhaust, 2
lamp sets, speedometer; £75.—78, High St., Hamp-
stead, N.W.3. [5342

1Q23 Harley-Davidsone I—Why not exchange youi
X«7 present machine? Gcod price allowed. Quotations
and catalogues on application ; immediately worth con-
sidering.—" Parwood," Harley Agents, 89, East Hill,
Wandsworth. Battersea 443. [5197

Svr/TP Parta:

HAHLfciY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8.

Bond St. Ealing. [4804

HARLEY-DAVIDSON second-hand W.D. Spares, all
genuine; competitive prices, practically any parts.

-Maudes'. 100. Great Portland St., W.l. [5695

WARNING.-A large numlier of epurious Harley-
Davidson parts are now being flold. These are

greatly inferior to our standard Quality, and have
given serious trouble and dissatisfaction. All genuine
Harley-Davidson parts, e.g., valves, pistons, piston
rings, hardened shafts, springs, etc., are supplied in
sealed packages only, and riders should refuse all

others. If unable to obtain locally, write us direct.

—

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74. Newman St..

London, W.l. [0944

Henderson.

LATE 1919-20 Henderson, dynamo, solo, exception-
ally fast, 65 m.p.g. ; consider cheaper machine

and cash.—Seward, Red Hill, Bassett, Southampton.
[6327

r
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

4-OYL. Henderson, recently overliaulod, boliQ-ved 1018
model, new chain, rear tyra, landed from India.

discs, flat bars; £30.—Lt. Bowden, E.A.6.O., Porlock,
Somerset. [6079

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd,.—1920 HenderEon Com-
bination, all sccessQiiesj £78. 1915 combination,

'Inxnrious sidecar, speedometer* accessoriea, £48.

—

157b,
Great Portland St., W.l. [4878

1 Q21 Henderson Combination, lOh.p^ dynamo ligh1>
A«/ ing, fully equipped, smart and powerful, all

on; £76.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earls-
field, S.W. 'Phone : Wimbledon 2041. [5482

"jQ22 Henderson Combination ll.Bh.p., now July let.
J-t? dynamo lighting, Bounikseu speedometor, large
bulbous back sidecar with disaitpearing- dickey seat.

hood and ivindscreeu, luggage grid, tyres as new,
luxurious outfit, no reasonable trial refused; price £135.
Apply 87, Heythorp St., Southfields. B.W.18. [5009

Spare Parts:

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson
Importers and 4-cyl. experts, specialise in Hen-

derson repairs and the supply of spare parts.

—

157b,
Great Portland St., W.l. [4879

Humber.

HUMBER 2-speed, lamps; ££12/10, bargain.—
Rhind and Co., Stone place, Rusholme. [4353

HUMBER 2-speed, completely overhauled through-
out; complete for £19.-Keen, Leominster.

[5209HUMBER 3Mjh.p., powerful, modernised; £14; cycle
part exchange.—Bos 5147, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[5325

1 Q22 Sports Humber, 6 months old, 70 m.p.li. ma-
M.U chine, as new; £67/10.—Bates. 19, Albany Rd.,
Coventry. [5506

1 lC|22 Humber 4i/.h.r., exceptional condition, fully
-i*^, eauipped; £75, or near offer.—Allday, Thuilock
Row. Twyford, Berks. [5143

3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, free engine, perfect, and
3 like new.—John Edwards, Co-operative Terrace,

Trimdon Grange, Co. Durham. [5377

HUMBER 1921 4Vit.p. Combination, lamps, horn,
etc., in new condition; £67/10.—Davies' Motor

Agency, St. Mary's St., Coventry. [5709

3ih.p. Humber 1911, direct belt drive, good run-
2 ning order, tax paid; £20 ; bicycle part.

—

Buckingham, 85, Church Rd., Willesden. [5238

HUSfBER 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick-
start, windscreen, accessories, splendid condition;

;£32.—Allery and Bernard, 30, Thornsett Rd., Earls-
field, London, S.W. [4884

HUMBER Flat Twin.—Place your order now for

early delivery of the sports model; £89; and
the 2^/ih.p. model at £65.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St.. Oxford. [4785

HUMBER 1921 Combination 4V2h.p., Brooks can-
tilever, Easting, fully equipped, tyres good; ow-ner

buying car ; cost £200 ; accept £90, or near offer.-
Mead, Woodford Green. 'Phone : 363 Woodford.

[5022
Indian.

INDIAN Racer, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, superb condition

;

£22.-99, Tynemouth Rd., Mitcham. [5375

"1016 Powerplus Indian Combinntion, dynamo light-
J-v iug, nice order; £50.—Rosa, 86, High Ed., Lee.

[5276
INDIAN 7-9h.p. Spring Frame Combination, £32.

Machine only, £25.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.
[5370

"J Q14 spring frame, 2-speed Indian Combination, es-
J-t^ change lighter power; sell £32.-42, Coombe Rd..
Maiden, nr. Kingston, [5137

"Id 23 ludians !—Exchanged for your machine, good
J-nJ allowance made.- *' Panrood," Indian Agents, 89,

East Hill, Wandswoi-th. [5196
"1 Q21 Dynamo Lighting Indian Combination, 50-
-LJ7 guineas sidecar, all as new; £68, or exchaDge.—
67, Fernlea Rd„ Balham, [5668

INDIAN Scout Combination, special racing engine,
a very smart and fast outfit; £55.—3, Stamford

Brook Rd., Hammersmith. £5631

tf?22, Bargain.—T.T. 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch, electric^ lamps. Klaxon, discs, re-enamelled, guaranteed.—
89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [5194

£20.—1915 7-9h.p., clutch model Indian, Binks,
good tyres, very fast, must sell.—^True, 2,

Alexandra St., Blaina, Mon. [5364

£38.—Indian 1915-16 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-
staitfr, fully equipped, licence, splendid condition.

— 78, Hindman's Rd., East Duhvich. [5285
tf? 60.—Indian Combination 1919, full electrical^ equipment, windscreen.—Clifford Wilson Co.,
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4877

INDIAN Combination, 1919, Powerplus, exceptionally
nice condition and app3arancs; £48, or exchange.

—3, Stamford Brook Rd., Hammensmith. [5636
BARGAIN.—Luxurious Powerplus Indian and sidecar,

brand new, dynamo lighting, electric horn, spring
irame guaranteed; £65.-89, East'Hill, Wandsworth.

[5195
1 ([|20 7-9h.p, Indian Combination, dynamo lighting,
J- tf electric horn, speedometer, exceptional bargain

;

£50.—Eambers, 2, Eastbauk St.. Southport. 'Phone:
607. [5551

Now is

the time
to purchase a real good

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLE

at a bargain price, as we
must clear out our stock of

second-hands to make room
for new 1923 models. We
have also a few new 1922

machines, delivered recently

by the makers, which we
are offering at greatly
reduced prices.

A FEW SECOND-HAND
SOLOS.—

ATLAS 1922 iJ h.p., 2-stroke .

.

£22

CEDOS 1920 2ih.p., 2-specd .. S28

DOUGLAS igi6 2j h.p., 2-speed £30

TRIUMPH 1914 3i h.p., 3-speed £32

REX ACME 1922 2j h.p.^ 2-specd £40

RUDGE MULTI 1921 3I h.p. .. £40

NORTON 1921 3J h.p., Philipsoa £45

— COMBINATIONS.—
A.J.S. 1914 4 h.p., 3-speed .

.

£40

B.S.A. 1917 4j h.p., 3-speed .

.

£45

SUNBEAM 1916 3J h.p., 3-speed £60

HARLEY DAVIDSON 1917
7/9 t.p £72

TRIUMPH 1922 4 h.p., 3-specd £90

Write NOW for Lists

gVin^ full details ol OVER

50 SECOND-HAND and

NEW 1922 Motor Cycles

AT CLEARANCE PRICES.

Machines despatched by road or rail—
delivery free.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY

ASTON ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

BRAND New 4h.p. Indian Scout, a Tery neat, Iow»
and a^raotive mcunt ; list price £96/10; our

price to clear, £90.—Jones Ga-rage, Indian. Agents,
Muswell Hill, London. [0785

INDIAN Corabina;tlon, 7-9h.p.. 1917. with 1919
sidecar, excellent order throughoat, many Bparea

and extras, p-rlvately owned-, any trial{ £65.—Pewsey
Motor Co.. Pe^'sey, Wilts. [5027

KQ Gnineaa.—1920 (late) 7-9h.p. big valve model
*^ t' Indian Combination, dynamo liglitins, epeedo-
mpter, ammeter, electric horn, screen, mat, tools, etc
—Smith's, 86, Chalt Parm ILd., N.W.3. [5400

Spare Parts;

G(JDi?HKV8, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W.l.—Complete stoct of all Indian spare parte

always in stock. Write tor free spare part Uet, stating
year ol manufactura [0752

INDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new, also second-hand,
from stock; send list requirements for' our prices.

—

Dennis Accessories Stores, 89. Brixton Rd., London.
'Phone : Brixton 3129. The firm with a reputation
for promptneas and sotiefaction. [3787

Invicta.
"IQ21 Inviota 2^ih.p., 2-speed, fuUy equipped,
J-*^ licensed, excellent condition

;

27 guineas ; ex-
changes or deleiTed.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed.,
South Eensington. [3339

Ivy.

IVY 2-stroke, new bearings, piston, Dimlop""l\Iagaum,
new Amac carburetter, horn, perfect running

order; £15/10.—Orchardleigh, Leatheiiiead. [5173

10 20-1921 Ivy 2-speed, clutch, E.S., legshieldS:
J-*^ equipped, perfect condition, mileage under 1,000;
sacrifice £40.—Wheeler, "Victoria Ed., Shifnal. [5128

IVY Three 1922, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, with
Watsonian polished aluminium torpedo side-

car, dynamo lighting, mechanical horn, leg-

shields, apron. Easting windscreen, mat, Wat-
ford si>eedometer and toolkit, tax paid, prac-
tically brand new and one of the prettiest outfits in
England; ^655.—Delancey Street Garage,' Camden Town.
N.W.I. [5297

Sparc Parts:

IVY Engine Spares.—Maudes', 100, Great Portlajid
St., W.l. [5696

James.
20 SVoh.X). Twin James, all-chain drive; £34.—

24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5355

JAMES 21/ilh.p. 1922, 2-speed, kick-start, 2-stroke;
30 guineas.—Wauchope's, 9, Stoe Lane, Lon-

don. [5618

AT Edwards.—1922 SV^li.p- Sports james^ equipped,
tax pai

-"
—Below.

19

raid, indistiuguiehable from new; 59 guiueos.

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

1CJ19 SVIjh.p. Twin James, S-speed, all-chain drive,
JLiJ equipped lamps, horn, etc.; 36 guineas; ex-

changes or deferred.—101, Great Portland St., W.l.
[4005

lO 18-19 Twin James Combination, 3-speed, kicli-

LU start, fully equipped; £56.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place. Rusholme. [435*

1 Q 20 2yih.p. James, 2-speed, fully eauipped, le^-
J-iJ shields, almost new condition; £26.—62A, New
St., Woortbridge, Suffolk. [5246

JAMES 1922 2i/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-si)eed, kick-starter

and clut'Ch, brand new, shop-soiled; ^45.—72,

Cliase Side, Enfleld. Tel. : 593. [5020

JAMES Combination 4Vih.p., splendid condition,
countershaft, 3-speed sear bos. -all-chain drive;

£36.—Waldrou Motor Malt, 645, Garratt Lane, Earls-

fleld, S.W.17. 'Phone: Wimbledon 607. [5202

Spare Parts:

JAMES Spares.—Immediate deliyeiy.—Kays, 8 and
10. Bond St., Ealing. [9449

WHITBY'S.—James spares, expert serrice.—7, The
Vale, Acton, W.3. 'Phone; Ohiswick 1513. [9777

J.E.S.

9, Guineas, Bargain.—1914-15 J.E.S. Lightweight,
splendid condition.—Scabridge. 35, Hansler Rd.,

East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [5581

Kerry.

£8.—SV^h.p. Kerry, hand-controlled clutch, Tip-L

magneto, running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford.
[5315

Lea-Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS Cycio fitted Simplex oonnectiou;
£15.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme.

[4355
LEA-PRANCIS 1916 S'Ah.p. Combination, appear-

ance a5 new, in perfect order; £48.—^Davies, St.

Mary's St., Coventry. [5711

£35.—3V2h.p. Lea-Francis, 2-speed, hand and foot

clutch, K.S., equipped lamps, horn tools, knee
grips rear driven Bonniksen, quick detachable wheels,

etc., iast, silent and perfect throughout.—Kae, 88,

Fitziohns Av., Hampstead. (D) [5702

Levis.

LEVIS 2Vih.p., 2-speed; bargain, £18.—Harper.
Craven Arms. [6007

ertlsement, and the date of the issue

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

TJEEMIER Motor Co., the Levis Specialists.

IMMEDIATE delivery oi all 1923 Levis models;
2^h.p. Popular, single gear, £38; Model T,

8^11. p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, £49; tie ne.arest
agents to the Levis works; buy direct from the
firm on the spot; deferred payments 4 per cent
extra; free delivery to any address.—Premier Motor
Co., Astcn Rd., Birmingham. [4692

JOIS Levi3_2'4hj). Popular_modeI._ single gear, like
new; £22.—Boss, 86, High Ed., Leo. [6277

-L' shields ; £50.-
'Phone : 1727.

LEVIS Models and Repair Service.—Dispa^tch Riders'
Motor Cycle Specialists, Leamington Spa. [5038

1 Q 23 Levis, 2.6pecd, kick-starter, clutch ; £48, Just
J-«/ dtlivejed.—tiibb, INorthgate, Gloucester. 'Phone;
8f'^ (0966

1 Q 22 Levis model 8, brand new, shop-foiled ; 40J-^ guineas.—Knights, 126, Upper Tooting Ed.
8.W.17. [0980

LEVIS 2?4h.p., Bosch, Senspray, taxed, ride away;
£17/10.—Simpson, Orchard Ed.. Sunbnrv-on-

(Thames. [6307

y EVIS, 1921, 2-speed, cintch, fully equipped, leg-
•j„. „!„ ,«c Widmore Ed., Bromley

[6343

LEVIS 1920 Sports model; £25, or excSange with
cash for heavier machine.—Wilson, 65, Adelaide

Ed., Southall. [6444

LE'VTS, late 1921, 2-speeds, hand cintch, speedo-
meter, lamps, etc., beimtilul condition; £35.—

30, Thornsett Ed., Earlsfield London. [3157

LEVIS 1920, equipped, new tyres, belt, engjne over
hauled and rebushed: £26; after two o'clock

Saturday.—33, Waldegrave Ed., Ealing. [5172

LEVIS T.T., ^makers' guarantee of 60 m.p.h.
Philipson and all accessories, perfect condition,

as new; cost £85.—The Cottage, Pembroke Bd., Ken
Bington. [4348

Spare Parts:

rjOUi'EEVS. Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London
^-" W.I.—Complete stock of all Levis spare partr
always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statins
year of manufact-a:o. [0763

McKenzle.
MCKENZIE, as new, equipped; 18 guineas.—60,

Thoruhill Ed., Barnsbury, N.l. [5638

Martlnsyde.
3021-22 6h.p. Martlnsyde C<'mbiiiation, hood, screen.

- 1' absolutely as new ; 65 guineas.—67, Fernlea Ed.,
Balham. [5667
BEAND New Martlnsyde 61. p. Standard Combina-

tion; list price £130; our price, to clear, £120.—
Junes Garage, Martlnsyde Agents, Muswell Hill, Lon-
don. [0786
ROBEETSONS Motors, Limited, are the London

Mjrtinsvde Service agente; trial mna arranged.
1923 models now available at the new prices, spares-
etocked.- 157n. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1122

1 Q22 Martlnsyde 6h.p, Combination, complete wii'J-" Millford sidecar, cost £160, has only been used
a few times; a gift al £130. cosh or deferred. -Majr
bumugh (Motor Huuse). 20. Piiichley Ed., N.W 8.

[6560
MAETINSTDE Bh.p. Combination, electric lighting .

ap edometer, screen, legshields, perfect order, any
trial; £75. oi would exchange with cash adjustment foi
new 3V2h.p. Sports Douglas or other good make.—Whit*^
53 Mount Ed., Hinckley. . [5397
MAETINSYDE 1921 6h.p. Combination, new Mar<di

l;isl. perfet't externally and mechanically, hood,
Bcreen. speedometer, elpctric lighting, oversize tyres
Challenger tubes, special guaranteed tank, ini?ured two
drivers, any trial; £80.-136. Peartree St., Derby. [6133

MAETINSYDE 6h.p. 1920 Combination; £70
This machine is in perfect condition, and only

wants seeing to be realised a bargain Fitted with
Oowey spwdometer, Lucas lighting. Klaxon horn, and
the majority of present-day hnprovements ; the sidecar
U particularly roomy, with Easting screen.—Allan
Gruzelier, Ulster Chambers, 168, Eegent St., W.l.

Sparp, Parts:

MARTINSYDE Spare Parts aie obtainable from
stock at Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell

Hill, London, N.IO. [0156
Matador.

MATADORS are creating a sensation by reason of
theii wonderful valua Don't be left without one

for the spring Orders are roUing in daily.

A 25ih.p. o.h.v. Bradehaw engined machine that can
f^ do 60 miles per

,
hour with ease is a machine to

be seriously considered. The finish is exceptionnllv
good, the tyres are Dnnlop 700x80. the mud-uards
sensihly wide. Burman 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter
There is a host of other good points. Come alon" and
see It.

A^ £75 they ore excellent value.

A LLAN GEUZELIEE, Ulster Chambers. 168, Eegent
£». St.. Wi. know n good tiling when they see it!Come and 8*« it too.

,\ FEW Agencies ati. open" in London, Bnrrev, Sussex
'7^ [4810

^\Amk^A^j'

Royal tiifieM

MOTOR CYCLES
ARE IN STOCK AT

BAMBERS
(OFFICIAL AGENTS)

1923 2i h.p. A.J.S., Touring £77
1923 2i h.p. A.J.S., Sports £77
1923 7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £152 10

192325 h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £50
1923 23 h.p. DOUGLAS, i-sp. and K.S. . £65
1923 3i h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £95
19234 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination ..£110

£50
£120
£135

1923 2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-sp. and K.S.

,

1923 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination .

.

1923 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination .

.

(dynamo lighting.)

t923 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Mode! H £84 10
19234 h.p. TRIUMPH, all chain £93 10
1923 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, O.H.V. £96 10

1923 3i h.p. NORTON, t6H £79
r923 3i h.p. NORTON, O.H.V £98

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED

A FEW CF OUR COAR/SNTEED
SECONDHAND MAl. HINES

rg22 2j h.p. WOLF BLACKBURNE,
O.H.V £50

1922 2i h.p. EDMUND B., all on £43
19218 h.p. ENFIELD Combination ... £35
1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Combination £50
1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination ... £75
1920 2i h.p. CLYNO, ;-speed £25
19206 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £100
1920 4i h.p. B.S.A. Combination ....... £60
1921 7 h.p. CARDEN runabout £35

30 more to choose from.

DEFERRFD PAYMENTS &
EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY

DISTANCE NO OBJECT

2, EASTBANK St.,

SOUTHPORT.
THONE 607.

MOTOR CYCLbS yOii SALE.
Matchless.

1 Q21 Modtl n Matchless Comfainntion, every possible
LiJ accessory; £82/10.-24. Balliol Rd., North Kett-
slngton. [SSSr*

MATCHLESS.-Actually in. stock, 1923. 5h.p.
sports; £70.—The Layton Gara.ge3, 30. Uolywell

St Oxford. [4783

MATCHLESS* all modelB, 1923 prices; best ex-
change iiUowances . deferred.—Agents, R. I;

.

Ci;jrk uud Oo.. 7, Exhihition Rd.. S.U'.7 [1155

BRAND New 8h.p. Matchless Sports Touricg Com-
bination . list pricp £130 our price, to cleiir, £120,

—Jones Garage,
don.

Matchless Agents, Muswell Hill, Lcn-
[0992

MATCHLESS 1920, Model H. 8b.p., Magdyno light-'

uig. Eully equipped, splendid condition. East-
ing, spare wheel; £90.—48, Clifton Rd., Kingston
Hill [5216

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, M.A.G. eugine,
Bpare wli^el, screau with side screens, perfect con-

d tion throui^hout; 72 guineaa.—51, Upper Richmond
Bd., East Putney. [5659

BKaND New 2Hatrhl6as 7-9h.p, spiing frame Com-
tiination, a 3-wheeI Rolls ; list price £140 : our

[irice, to clear, £130.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agents,
MufiweU HiU. London. [0991

I Q21 Matchless, M.A.G., dynamo lighting, hoed,
' •^ side screens, side curtains, speedometer, spare
wueel, as new, 85 guineas; Xmas bargain.-51, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Putmey. [5654

I Q21 Model H Matchless Combination, with sjiare
h*y wheel, dynamo lighting, speedometer, wind-
screen, and tools, small mileage, and In perfect con-
-litioQ.—Stanbndge. Cranbrook. [5478

MATCHLESS Combination, twin cyL J.A.P engine,
2-Hpeed gear, clutch, good order; £34 • ca«h.—

Waldron Motor Mart. 645. Garratt Lane, Earlsfield,

SW17 'Phone: Wimbledon 607. [5200

MATCHLESS, mode) H2, M.A.G. engine, epring
name. Lucas lamps, screen, mud shields, just re-

^namelled, perfect condition
i

cost £220, accept £85
tiefore Chiistmas.—Cath, Awell, Tuesley Lane, Godal-

ming. [5073

AT Edwards.—1919 8h.p. Victory Model Matchless
Combina-Lion, Lucas lamps, Buomlksen speedo-

ineier, spare wheel, new condition tJiroughout; 70
guineas ; exchanges or deferred.—101, Great Portland
5t., W.l. [4005

MATCHLESS Model H, late 1920, M.A.G. Com-
binatiun. dynamo lighting, detachable wheels,

new tyres, spetdomeier. houd, screen, side curtains;

^87.—Chinery, 1. Hammersmith Bd., Kensington.
Phone: Western 4140. [4534

MATCHLESS Combinations.-We have 8 of these
exi-ellent outfits to offei at exceeding' low prices,

single and doubl? tseaters; eschangp-s.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223 and 245 Hammersmith Rd., London. W.6.
'Phone: Hammersmith 1325 and 80 [5539

MATCHLESS Combination. 1920. dynamo lighting,

clock, apeedximeter, very carefully used, in beau-

ttul condition; £77/10. genuine bargain.—Vivian
^ardie and Lane. Ltd.. 23-24, Woodstock St. (off

Blenheim St.). Bond St.. W.l Mayfatr 6559. [5031

IQ23
Ma.tchless Combinatioais and Solos.—T J.

tF Ross, of 86, High Rd.. Lee, 8.E. ('phone: Lea
"ireen 744) wtU be pleased to take your orders loi

•irumpt delivery of these modela ExciianEes and de-

ferred payments arranged. Purchasers taught free.

[5156
MATCHLESS 1923 models and pnces are the most

interesting proiKtsition before the public. Why
not exchange your pre.'^ent mount for one of these de-

sirable combinations, we allow highest exchange values,
liberal deferred payment terms, tuition tree.—Edwards,
50. Harrington Rd.. South Kensincton. [4870

"I
Q23 Matchless.— All models from the leading agent,

JLV Sam E Claphara. Matchless reigns supreme.
Send your order along to Greenwich and secure satis-

faction. See Motor Cycles Miscellaneoua Column for

ther makes.—Sam E Clapham (M-oturs). 27, Stockwell
St. Greenwich. S.E.lO. 'Phone : Greenwich 751.

[5409
MATCHLESS, new October, 1921 M.A G., with 2-

sjeutei siidecar, Lucas horn, Lucas head lamp, elec-

tric 8id« and tail lamps, mirror, leg.shieldij 2 windscreens
with apron and side curtains, spare wheel and tyre,

luggage grid, hood, feet warmer for sidef'ai passengers,

tools, etc. a very smart outfit, indistinsoishahle from
n''-*w- £130 secures.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Qlympia.
London. [S'tSO

:^pnrn Parts:

-Ka i"s.

[9446

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-

turn, post free.- -Jones Garage, Matchless Agent,
BroadTray, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0156

Metro.
2.epeed, lamps; £35. ofT'-r.

Davidge. Windmill Rd., Ereutford. [5116

Minerya.
OS.—Sporting 3^^h.p. Minerva, dropped. Bosch, B.
cW and B.—Fisher. Springwell Rd., Ucston, Honnslow.

[5213

MATCHLESS Spares.—Immediate delivery.-

8 and 10. Bond St., Ealing.

"lO 22 Metro-Tyler 2^ib.p.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at f:ie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles adNcrtited by private owners are, when desired.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Moto=Reve.

Q h .p. AIoto-Keve, 4-stroko single, good goer : £ 12

:

^ exchange bicycle and cash.—Thomson, 85, Church
Rl)., Willesden, [5240

'•'parr I^firts

:

MOTO-KEVE Spares, all models, repairs, overhauls,
gears, new engines.—Motor Sunnly Co., Sole Con-

' c^sionnaires, 223a, High St., S.E.13. [4888

Ner*a=Car.

NER-A-CAR, Nov., 1921, good condition; £42/10.
Waterloo House, North Cheam. [5229

NER-A-CAR, done 500 miles, practically new; £40.—
Owen, 16, Morleys Hill. Burton-on-Trent. [5447

O j<^ Guineas.—Ner-a-Cfai 1922, dynamo, electric and00 acetylene lighting, unscratcljed, done 300 miles
Dnly.—A.V, Garage, 2a, Eleanor GioTe, Hoggers Coiner,
Barnes. [5458

NER-A-CAR. bargain, standard epecification, nimsed;
exceptional price for awick sale. £45.—Further par-

ticulars, Box W7797, Haddon's Advertising Offices,

Jialisbury Square, E.G. [5095

1 Q23 Ner-a-Cara, more popular than ever, the ideal
-i- «^ Christmas present for lady or gent. ; delivery
from stock; £65; fully eiitiipped, ready for road; deferred
payments if der^ired; send for catalogue.-South Eastern
Garage, 130, Norwood Rd.. West Norwood, S.E.27.

[5415
New Comet.

NEW COMET Combination, 1922 2V2Ti-P-. 2 speeds,

K.S., clutch, C.B. sidecar, shop-eoiled: £56/10;
suit lady or gentleman.—Wauchope's, 9, Snoe Lane,
Fleet St., Loudon, E.C.4. [5622

New Hudson.
"I013 New Hudson SVoh.p., 3-speed; bargain, £24.-
S.U Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [5274

£16.— 2il.h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds, clutch, equipped.
—Fisher, Spiingwell Rd., Heston, Hounslow.

[5214
£14.—2Uh.p. New Hudson, 2-stroke, 24in. wheels,

fine running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford.
[5316

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke. fast, powerful; £52; take
pedal cycle part.-57, Kenbnry St., Camberwell,

London. [5189

NEW HTTDSON 6h.p-, 3-speed, countershaft Com-
bination, fullv equipped, excellent condition;

£55.-7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [5579

1Q20 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, as new,iv speedometer, screen, and extras; £50.—James.
c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington, [4790

1 Q20 New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, as new, 3-

itl speed. kick-?tart, Easting, etc; £62/10; ex-
change.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme.

[4351
1 Q19 2\ih.p. New Hudson motor cycle, 2-speed. 2

X *J stroke, completely equipped, excellent order

;

£30.—E. W Roberts, Blencathra Garage, Keswick.
[0973

31.h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, and
2 Cowey horn, guaranteed perfect; a real bar-

gain, all on, £28.—208, Cator St., Peckham, S.E.15.
[5326

T^^EW HUDSON 1923 Models.-Full stock of cycles^ and combinations; immedia'te delivery; deferred
payments ; trade supplied.—New Hudson Depot. 45.

Gray-s Inn Rd. [0851

NEW HUDSON 1922 Si^h.p., 2-5tr5ke, all-ohaiii,

clutch a.nd kick-start, lamps, horn, tax paid, ns
new; £40.—Fredrics and Co., Ltd.. 89. Great PortJand
St., London, W.l. Tel.: 1601 Langbam. [5465

New Imperial.

EW IMPERIAL, brand new, 3-specd; £45.— S. E.
Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. [5101

NEW IMPERIAL 254h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, sound
cendition; £16/10.-3, Stamlord Brook Rd., Ham-

mersmith. [5633

NEW IMPERIALJ-.A.P. 2^.p.. 2 speeds, 1918.
eplendid condition; £24.-30. Thornsetfc ' Rd..

Earlsfield. London. [3159

NEW IMPERIAL, 1914, 2-speed, recently over-
hauled, good tyres, privately owned; £25.—K.J.,

Motors, Bromley. 'Phone ; 1727. [5345

NEW IMPERIAL 1922 8h.p. Combination, new
machine, slightly shop-soiled only; bargain, £105.

—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [5149

O *T Guineas.—New Imperial 1920-21, 2-speed. 254h.p.,^ • practically indi+itinguishable from brand new.

—

A.Y. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Comer,
Barnes. [5452

"I Q20 Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, 3-speed, all-
X*/ chain drive, Easting screen, condition un-
scratched; £65.—Ilillier (side bell), 127, St. Marks Rd.,
North Kensington. [5262

BRAND New Imperial 2^ih.p., 3-speed, a
machine with a reputation; list price £65; our

;irice to clear, £61 .—Jones Garage, New Imperial
icents, Muswell Hill, London. [0790

1Q23 Model No. 3 New Imperial in stock; 234h.p.,*«' 3 speed, chain drive, internal expanding brakes;
£65: deferrM payments 4% extra; free delivery.-
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5397

The Martinsydc Z± h.p.

and SIDECAR

N

Send for £90 Cash Particulars.

Or, mcluding juD comprehensive Policy, £24 10s. Od.
Deposit, and 18 monthly payments o£ £4 69. Od.

Best possible deliveries of -

TRIUMPH,
A.J.S., SCOTT. B.S.A.. MATCHLESS,
DOUGLAS. MARTINSYDE.BEARDMORE,
CONNAUGHT, ORBIT, ENFIELD,
BROUGH SUPERIOR, and

RALEIGH.
Send a p.c. Jor any Catalogue and oar hooklet—

"THE RIDEEZIWAY."
which clearly shows how to porchase out of income 12 or
EIGHTEEN MONTHS (according to machine chosen).

sFdecars.
CASH OR DEFERRED

Suitable for 4 h.p. 22 Guineas.

2-seater suitable for S h.p. 30 Guineas.

Models for all Makes* Send for Catalogue.

RIDEEZl SALES Ltd.,

5, VICTORIA STREET,
(,Shotvrooms in Basement)

LONDON, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

Spare Parts:

NEW IMPERIAL Spares. Immediate delivery.—
Kays. 8-10, Bond St., Ealing. [2180

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—London stockists,
Rey. 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone : Langham

1257. Open till 6 p.m., 1 o'clock Saturdays. L0855

P
Norton,

REMIER Motor Co., the Norton Specialists.

WE are the nearest agents to the Norton works:
buy from the firm on the spot; all 1923

models for immediate deliverj' ; 16H S^^b.p. 3-speed
Sports, £79; No. 2 3V2h.p. standard, £80; Model
Na 1 Big Pour, £84; sidecars from £22; de-

ferred payments 4 per cent, extra; free delivery to
any addrjss.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham, [4693

NORTONS, all models.—Dispatch Riders' Motor
Cycle Specialists, Leamington Spa. [5041

4h.p. Norton, brand new, unregistered, shop-soiled only;

£70.— S. Batea, 19, Albany Ed., Coventry. [5504

NORTON.—Delivery from stock of all 1923 models.—
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St, Oxford.

[4780

NORTON 3V.h.p., 16H, special, 30 m,p,h„ as

new: cash offers.—Wilkinson's, Engineers; Don-
caster. . - [5704

SOUTHPORT.—Immediate delivery 1923 Nortons,

o.h.v. fihoi-tly; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

Southport. [5433

NORTONS, 1923, all models, latest prices; imme-
diate deliveries.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood,

Nottingham. [4101

IN Stock, 1923 SVih.p. Norton model 16H; price

£79.—D. & 8i Autocar Co., 33, The Parade,
Golders Green. [5532

£65 or neat—Norton 1922 16H, condition almost as

new, picked engine, fully eauipped, tools, spares,—

Bos 5133, c/o The Motor Cyclt. [5085

NOKT'JN Big Four ComDination 1922, countershaft,

kick-start, equipped, taxed; £93.—Sidney, 769,

Romford Rd., M'anor Park. London, E.12. [3270

BRAND New Norton Model H16, a real speed mount

;

list price £79; our price, to clear, £74.—Jones
Garage, Norton Agents, Mnswell Hill, London. [0918

NORTON BVnh.p., new, nnscratched, not nm 50
miies, lamps and horn, complete; £74.—R. J.

Rayward, Mill Farm, Eingmer, nr. Lewes, Sussex.
[499B

NORTON, late 1920, S^h.p., belt drive, electric light-

ing, excellent condition thronghout, very fast, com-

plete: £35.—Preston, Lambton St.. Monton, Eccles.
[5074

NORTON 1922 16H, countershaft, Brooklands
special racer, kick-start, taxed, as new; £98.~

Walker. 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London,

E,12. [S271

I Q 22 Big Four Norton, Lucas lampe, Cowey hom,
J-*^ knee-grips, etc., splendid condition, exceptionally

good engine, carefully looked after; £72.-156, Station

Rd., Hendou. [5010

"I Q21 16H Norton, over 70 miles per hour. Ricardo
X*/ and cast iron pistons, spare sprockets, etc.,

perfect condition; £55.—James, 26.' Home Park Rd.,

Wimbledon Park. , [4531

NORTON 1922 16H, new in Angust, splendid con-

dition, little nsed, tyres perfect, fully eduipped,

any examination; £68, or nearest.—Douglas, 76, Lad-

broke Grove. London. [5448

"1Q22 Norton Motor Cycle model 16H, complete with
J. J/ Lucas lamps and accessories, Klaxon, only run

few himdrcd miles; accept £62/10 for auick sale.-l,

Lethbridge Rd., Southport. [4299

1 QZlVs Norton, 16H, 3-speed, kick-start, complete
At/ equipment, spare Ricardo piston, sprockets,

etc new condition, exceptionally smart; 55 guineas.

—

Fersfleld, Westbury Rd., New Maiden. [5231

1021 Norton Big Four, Lucas lamps, speedometer,
J-tJ Klaxon, watch, knee-grips, etc., mileage 500,

absolutely indistinguisliable from new, guaranteed per-

fect" 66 guineas; exchanges or deferl-ed.—Edwards, 50,

Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [5628

NORTON 1922 Super-Sports, close-ratio grars, com-
petition machine, as new; 65 guineas. Watsonlan

aluminium sporting sidecar, Norton fitting, only done

few miles; 10 guineas. Binks rat-trap carburetter, as

new; 65/-.—H. Rock, Cradley, Stalls. Tel.: 145.
[5258

GENUINE B.R.S. Norton, hand controlled, PhilipsoD

pdJey, Lucas hom, lamps, knee-grips, silencer,

tyres and enamel unscratched, specially tuned, 70

mph. guaranteed, many spares, tools; £37/10; exchange

considered.—Bloomfield. 99, Ashlelgh Ed., Mortlnke.
[5126

Syare Parts :

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—The Norton spare part specialists. Com^

plete illustrated lists post fi'ee. Trade supplied.
[5570

N.S.U.

3JLh.p. N.S.TJ., 2-speed, good condition; £12.—29.

2 Grey St., Higher Openshaw, Manchest-er.
[5305

AsG 411 lettei-s relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles ad\ertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P),
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.U.T. 5h.p., 5-speed. brand new; cash oITers.—Wil-
kiason's. N U.T. Agents. Doncaster. [5703

N.U.T. 1922 5h.p., special eaclne. MagdTno, as npiv

.

72 guineaa, exohnnpes.—Ppter Gordon, Ltd., 110,
Unpftr Rinlimnnd Rd. East dlieen. f3923

N.U.T. 5h.p. Special, dynamo, electric Lorn, lamp,
d mmer. spe^'ial Amao, as new; £85, cost flSQ:

i>nrt exchange A.B.C.— 10. Queen St., Stocliton-on-Tees.
[6083

O.K.

"I Q20 O.K. 2-stroke, very smart; 16 gaineas.—67,
J-"Femlea Rd., Balham. [5672

O.K., 1921, 2-spe.;d, clutch, K.S., electric lights;
£28.-145. Widmoro Rd., Bromley. 'Phone-

1727. [534H

O.K. 1916, 2-8pced, fitted 1922 25ih.p. engine and
magneto, euarante"d perfect order; £16.—S. E.

Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. [5097

]Q Guineas. -1916 2i/.,h.p. O.K. 4-stroke, 2-speed.
-/V countershaft, new lamps and tyres. Evenings

—53, Partshull Brl., Kentish Town. [5646

1022 O.K.-Villiers single speed, electric light, enamel,
J.t/ pitit t^g as new; £35, oi ofier; trial by arjpoint-
ment.-Gilbey, 20, Wordsworth Walk, N.W.ll. (U)

[5488
"JO 20 O.K., 2-stroke, 2 speeds. Smith speedometei
•M.V new spare cov«r, fine mechanical order, tax paid,
tas been gently handled; £23.-12, Stracey Rd., Harles-
den. [5063

1020-21 O.K.-Union 25ih.p., excellent condition,
S.*J lamps, shields, etc., about 1,000 milos inspection
sntHcient; £25, or o2er.—Dale, 13. Adelaide Ed.. liieut-

lord. [5005

SOUTHPORT.—Olympia actual Show model O.K..
- 250 c.c. o.h V. Blackburne, prettiest machine of

Show; £76; unique opnurtunity; exchanges.—Kents,
417, lAird St., Southpert. [5434

Omega.
OMEGA 2?41l.P.. 1922, shop-soiled, 2-stroke; £40.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4. [5625

1 Q22 2^h.p. Omega, 2-speed, clutch, shop-soiled^^ only; list price £63; accept £50 to clear.

-

Stanbridge. Cranbrook. [5479

OMEOA-VILLIERS, 1921, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,alu-
minium lootboards, accessories; £27.—69, King

ston Rd., New Maiden. [5333

P. and M.
1Q1S P. and M. S^Ah.p., fully equipped, new tyres;LU £28.-99, Tynemouth Rd., Mitcham. [5374

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, taxed, perfect; anv
trial: £25.-10, Baronsmead Rd., Barnes. [5341

P. and M. Combination, filightly incomplete; £22/10.
R A.F. model.—2, Fortune Gate Ed.. Harlesden,

N.W.IO. [5228

TjiOR Long Service, P. and M. completely renewect
-»- splendid; £38/10. Sidecar extra.—Write, Easton,
2. Mall, Ealing. (5689

P. and M., R.A.F., perfect order and complett'
lamp*.. Lorn, etc.; £30.—S. E. Porter and Co..

Whitchurch, Salop. [5099

P.
and M. 1918 R.A.F. machine, rebuilt and reno-
vated, E.I.C. mafineto and B.B. carburetter; £30

—Cooper, 63, Avenue Rd., Camberw-ell. [5681

P.
and M. Combination 1918. fully equipped, screen,

etc.. many extras, in exceptional condition: 35
guineas.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney

[5656

1 Q23 P. and M. Solos or Combinations at 1923 re

J.*y duced pri^^es. Immediate delivery from tht-

authorised agents; exchanges invited.—Kenneth Kemp
and Co., 4. Berke'ev Mews, Connanght St., Marble
Arch, London. Padd. 1177. [5496

Svnrp Pnrfa

P.
and M.—A.I.V*. model spares in stock.—4, Auckland
Ed., Doncarfer. [5393

P. and M. second-hand W.D. spares, all genuine;
competitive prices, practically any part.—Maudes',

100, Great Portland St.. W.l. [5698

ALL Spares in Stock; please write for quotations icr

all parts : all guaranteed by, return.—P. and 51.

SpPciaHst. H Beardwood, 147, Burlington St., Liver
pool [0839

FOR complete and satisfactory P. and M. spares
service consult the authorised agent specialists.

—Kenneth Kemp and Co., 4, Berkeley Mews, Con-
n,-tught St., Marble Arch, London. Padd. 1177.

[5497
Premier.

21.—3-speed clutch Premier, anywhere on top.

—

231, Bkick Lane, Oldham. [5017

3ih.p., 2-8peed. clutch. Premier, splendid condition

;

2 £30 offer.—33 Qorlug Ed., New Southgate.
[5056

£15.—3V2h.p. Premier, 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, ac<'C3-

soriss. epleudid conditiorL—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[5284

1 Q Guineas.—Premier 3i,^h.p., 3 speeds, licensed, 1922.AO sidecar cannplct. 7 gnineas; exchanges.— 12, Corn-
wall Mews, Gloucester Ed., S.W.7. [5105

All letters relating to advertisements sbo
Motor Cycles

£

S E N S I B 1. E
SERVICEABLE
SEA ^ONAB.E

XIVI AS
GJ_F T S^__
BROOKS' (PATENTrSPRING"LEGGTprGS

(Aa lllusiratcil.)

Held tiriiilyiii ,,oMiii"n bj'sprln;;
ticlow knee and above ankle
Very quickly i-Hit" rfnd off.

SHORT PATTERN
Best quality black, OQ/.
rubber-proofpd cloth ^*'/

"

Finest quality favra, OC/
waterproofed twill. .

A"/
FULLLE GTH PATTERN.
Best quality black, A'\/§t
rubber-proofed cloth ^^f

"
Finest quality fawn. OQ/A
waterproofed twill.. »»*'/V

(State size of calf.)

P.A.F Pattern
Tan Chrome
Leather Helmet
Coney fur - faced
peak and neck. Ad- Post 6d,
justable ear rolls and chin strap

•12/6

Best Quality
•an Le thn
Helmets with peak.
I ined warm fleece.

Adjustableear rolls Post 4d.
and chin strap.

15/6

Astoundinsr Glova Olfir.

Best Quality HORSEHIDE GLOVES.
{As illustrated.)

Especially made for the Ainerican Army from
selected Skins of Hisli Grade Quality.

Being ot Mineral
Tannage this leather

under all conditions
will remain soft and
pliable. Ideal for

driving.

Pairs, Per Pair.

at 3/2

2/9

POST PAID.

2/8
Single Pairs

at counter..

To-day's Value,

6/6 a Pair. 1 r .ds Sappli -d.

GENUINE "TRIPLEX" AVIATION
(A- illuit.'iced..

Made in Best
Quality Chrome
Leather, Nutria
fur-lined, white
or Tinted 'enses

Maker's List

Price 42/-

I'rll 12/9

LEGGINGS
Made

(As illustrated.)

Iram Stout Fawn
Twill Mackintosh.

Absolutely Waterproot.

ALL sizes for LADIES' wear.

GENT'S and YOUTHS',
12 in. to 14 in. Calf sizes.

For use with Breeches.

Single Pairs at

Counter-

Post Rates I pair

yd. 3 pair, r/-,

6 pair, 1/3. 2/6

21i-2H, HIGH iULbUKN, LUitUdN

P

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

TiElM'IER Combination, 7-9li.p., condition cxctllfnt,
all on ; seen and tried evenings or Sun'la.vs

;

write for particulars,; reasonable offer wanted.

—

33a,
MlLlmoor lid., Balham. [SS-IG

Spare I'arU

PREMIER Parts.—I have a largo consignment of
genuine parts purchased direct from tj;e

makers; write for quotation.?.—Alt. Holland, HearsaU
Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [5519

GENUINE Premier Spares —We hava purchased
Ircm the Cole&hill Trading Company, the tre-

mendous stock of genuine Premier parts (the largest
and onlj- complete stock in the world) purchased by
them from the makers, and are offering the same at
knock-out prices.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place.
Leamington Spa. [1864

PREMIER Genuine r.irrea and Repairs.—TVe elaim lo

he the most competent firm to supply epares and
execute repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in
the Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.
Ve hold tlie most varied stock oi parts lor it m the
world. We are the only traders who can claim to
F'jpply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us full requirements; you will receive our reply per
.-e turn.—Forfield Motors. Forfield Place, Leamington
Spa. 'Plione : e31. (8369

Priory.

PEIORY-J.A.P., Brand new, 2-speed; £45.—7.

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5573

Quadrant,
20 Quadrant, 3-speed, chain drive; bargain, £55.

Ross, 86, High Ed., 3>e, [5278

€> 55.— 1921-22 Quadrant combination, accessories.

-

^ Clifford Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge
Rd., S.E.I. [1833

£90, or reasonable offer.—Brand new 1922 Quadrant
combination. -Clifford Wilson Co., 177. West

minster Bridge Rd., S E.l. [1837

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all 1923 Quadrant models
direct trom Olympia.—Clifford Wilson Company,

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E 1. [3409
'

1 Q 20-21 4V.ih.p. Quadrant Combination, all-chain,
J-<? fully equipped, splendid condition; £42/10.—
37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston 1274.

[5349
Spare Farts.

CLIFFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co., Quadrant
official repairers and spare parts stockists. 177,

Westminster Bridge Rd. (opposite Waterloo Station
ApproachJ. London, S.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210. [9989

Radco.

n Guineas.—Radco 2i/2h.p., taxed, lamps, speedo-
meter, ride away.— 97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea,

[5302
O 20.—1921 2Vih.r. Radco, single speed, fully equipped,^ mileage 900 and very light wicker Watsonian side-

car.—Ashe. Athlone, Ashford. Middlesex. [5117

SHOP-SOILED Bargnics.—Xew 1922 N^o. 2 Radco
2.\i\\ p.. 2^"''ieed, clut-cb, kick-istart, £38; new 1921

No. 1 SVjh-P-f 2-speed, aluminium footboards. £35; 5%
discount for cash with order.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5598

19

F
Raleigh.

REMIEa Motor Co.. the Raleigh Specialists.

IMMEDI.\TE delivery oi all Raleigh 1923 models;
many improvements, huge price reductions;

2^,4h.p., 2-speed. chain-cum-be'.t, £55; 3-speed, all-

chain drive, £60; 3h.p.. 3-speed, all-chain drive,

£63; exchanges and deterred payments arranged;
carriage paid to any address.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmmgham. [4694

1 022 Raleigh 2-Jih.p., gear?, kick-start, as new; 36
-Lf7 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [6571

RALEIGHS, 1923, all-chain drive; Quickest de-

liveries.—CliHord Motories, Eastwood, Notts.
[4100

RALEIGH, all models in stock.-Jackson, 49, Com-
mercial Rd., Bulwell, Nottingham,, 'Phone: 112.

[5381

RALEIGH 1922 2''4h.p., 2-speed, brand new, shr,p-

soiled; £50.-72, Chase Side, Enfield. Tel.: 593.
[5020a

AT Edwards.--1922 6h.p. Raleigh, spring frame,
lamps, horn, etc., indistinguishable from new;

65 guineas.-Be ow.

1 Q22 6h.p. Raleigh Combination, spring frame
-1-^ Bonniksen speedometer, horn, tax paid, ex-

ceptional condition; 85 guineas; exchanges or de-

terred.—101, Great Portland St., W.l. (4864

1 Q23 Raleigh.—Your orders for the=e models will

-ILtl receive prompt attenLlon from T. .1. Ross. 86.

High Rd., Lee. S.E. 'Phone : Lee Green 744. [S159

3h.p. 3-speed Sports Raleigh. August, 1922, lamps
speedometer. Klaxon, tools, sparer, perfect cou>

dition, insured: £50, or near offer.-Thorn, 83, Tern

bam Ed.. S.E. 18. [4999

THE best bargain, Raleigh 1923 models and prices,

pvom|)t deliverv ; exchanges or deferred payments
arranged, tuition free.—Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd.,

South Kensington. [4871

uld quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied (P) A37
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MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

BEAXD ^ew 5-6h.p. Ealcigli erring- frame Corabina-
lion, n real first-class outfit; list price £130; our

price, to clear, £120.—Jones Garage, RaleigU Apents,
Mufiwell Hill, Loudon. [0810

"DALEIGH 1923 models in stock for immediate de-
-tV livery, 2^4h,p,, 2-speed, K.S. ; £55; exchange and
ea6:y terms; spare part stockists.—Katcliffe Broe., 200,
Gt. Portland St., W.l. [0975

CLEAKAXCE Bargains.—Special offer of new 1922
Raleigh Combinations at buge reductions; fl^^i.p.,

3-speer], ilontgomery lightireiglit sidecar, £65; 5-6h.p.,
spring frame, detachable wheels, Montgomery Sporting
sidecar, £110; 5-6h.p. De Luse Combination, Triples
windscreen, £120; carry makers' full guarantee; cannot
!>6 repeated.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birminfr-
bam. [5599

ReadJng=Standard.
"PREDRICS and Co., litd.

A BIG Twin

"DARGAIN.

^•p EADING-STANDARD S-lOh.p. Motor Cycles.

GIX Only at

O80 each.

FULLY equipped with, dynamo lighting, lamps, horn,
etc.

OPARE Parts 1 Spare parts I Spare parts!

FREDRICS and Co., Ltd., 89, Great Portland St.,
London, W.l. Tel.: 1601 Lanfiham. [5464

1 Q 21 Reading-Standard Electric Combination,
-«-«-' speedometer, aluminium pistons, hot air intake,
Tan-Sad, fully equipped, appearance new, any hill or
speed test given, owner going abroad; £70.—Adver- L

tiser. 11, Elm Rd., East Sheeo. [5211

READING-STANDARD Combination, 1920, indistin-
guishable from new, 1922 roomy Canoelet side-

rar, bulbous back, all new tyres and tubes, dynamo
lighting, full tool equipment, licensed; £78 cash, or
deterred.- Godfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford.
'Phone: S3. [5144

Rex.

£12 or offer.—Res 6h.p., 2-Bpeed, less engine.—22,
Park View, Down Lane, Tottenham. [5138

REX Combination, N.S.U. gears, in running order;
i*15.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme.

[4352
REX Acme 2?ih.p., 1922, Blackburne engine, 2-

speed gear, K.S,, clutch, all on; £57/10.—Wau-
chope's 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G. 4. [5619

1 C|23 Rex-Acme, Qlympia Show model; immediate
-*-*^ delivery from stock; 2^4h.p, Blackburne engine,
3-speed .Sturmey-Archer, clutch and kick-starter. Dun-
lop tyres, all-chain drive; a marvellous production at
£65.—The Agent for Rex-Acmes is Sam. E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.

[5411
Spare Parts:

REX.—All 6h.p. spares in stock.—4, Auckland Rd.
Doncaster. [5394

Rover.

ROVER 3',^h.p., 1914, fitted with Philipson puller,
all on, in excellent order; £25.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G.4. [5623

ROVER 3Vch.p. Combination, 1920 about, kick-start,
countershaft, all on, taxed; £63.—Motorist, 769,

Romtord Kd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [3272

1Q16 Rover 4h.p. Combination, S-speed, clutch, kink-
Xt/ start, fully equipped, any trial; £33.—Ward,
South Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [5544

BRAND New 6h.p. Rover, chain-drive model, 3-

speed, etc.; list price £95; our price to clear.
^682/ 10.—Jones Garage, Rover Agents, Muswel! Hill,
London. [0997

OA Guiuea^.—Rover 1921-22, T.T., 3V'h.p., Philipson
Oti: clutch, 60 m-p.h. 'bus, splendid sporting solo, un-
scratched.-A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers
Corner, Barnes.

"

[5457

ROVER SVoh.p., 3-speed, hand-clutch, kick-start, 29
guineas; with underslung Rover sidecar, 58

gninea.= ; photo.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. [3928

ROVER Combination 1918, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 3 .=peeds.
clutch, kick-starter, hood, screen, lampe, licence,

legshields, splendid condition; £52/10; instalments —
63, Solon Rd.. Brixton. [5285

ROVER.— Godfrey's are authorised agents. Immediate
delivery of all 1923 models; gradual payments, ex-

changes; free tuition.—208, Great Portland St.

W. 'Phone; 1300 Langham. [0350

AT Edwards.-1920 3Vab.p. Rover, oll-clinin drive,
equipped with electric lighting, horn and speedo-

meter, absolutely indistinguishable from new; 55
guineas ; exchanges or deferred.—101, Great Portland
St., W.l. [1149

TURNERS
Genuine COWEY

SPEEDOMETERS
(NON-TRIP.)

Brand New. Fully Guaranteed.

Carr. paid 5S/-
Send make of machine and size ot tvre.

METAL
CASED
TOOL
BAGS

Leather front. 2 clips supplied with
each bag. Best value obtainable.

Carr. paid 8/6 per pair.

SILENCERS OR EXPANSION CHAMBERS

No. I, length 7*". bore jj or ij 10/6
„ :, „ loi" „ , 10/6

„ 3, „ loi" Screwed to fit Harley ...11/6
,. 4. „ ii", bore ij or li 10/6
20" extension pipe included with each silencer.

We are also slockisls for the following

Manufacturers' goods :—
AMAC, BINKS,

BROWN & BARLOW,SENSPRAY,
BOWDEN WIRE LTD.,
BRAMPTON, DRUID,

BRITISH HUB CO., B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS. J.A.P., LEVIS.
TRIUMPH, VILLIERS,
BEST & LLOYD,
LUCAS, MILLERS,

POWELL & HANMERS,
RENOLD, STURMEY-ARCHER,

SHOCKSTOPS, TAN-SAD,
CAMEO. EASTING.

Sidecar fittings in endless
variety.

iaO,l8l,l82,RailwayApproacii

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,Est.

1901

W.12.

'Phone

:

Hammer-
smith,

243S.

J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

Svare Parts;

X* OVER Spores.—Immediate delivery.—Kaya, 8
J-tlO. Bond St., EaUng. (914^

Royal Ruby.
1Q18 Eoyal Enby 8h.p., renovated like nevt; il50,-JSL" Ross, 86, Higli Ed., Lee. [52891

ROYAL ETJBT 4h.p., enamel, plating, etc., in good
'

' condition; £15.—E. MoKone, 118, Pelham Ed.,
Wood Green. . -[5682

con-
Satur-
[6166

"IQ22 Eoyal Euby 31i.p. Combination, excellent
•*-«.' dition, spares; £70.—Apply alter 7 p.m., or S
day,_ 51, Kempsbott Ed., Streatliam, S.W.16,

Rudge
RUDGE SVib.p., hand clutch; bargain, 11 guineas.—

67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5666

fast and sporty; 25 guineas.

—

[5674

3ih.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, £24: cycle only.
2 £18/10.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [5371

RUDGE 1916 S-6h.p. Combination, in perfect order;
£34.—Davies. St. Marv's St.. Coventry. r5708

-I Q 19-20 Eudge-Multi,
J-i'67, Fernlea Rd„ Balham.

"1Q22 3y,h.p. Slulti, brand new, shop-soiled; £55.—
JL" Knights, 126, tipper looting Ed., S.W.17. [0979

•fi SI

E<lwards.—1921 Rudge-Multi. fully- equipped,
speedometer, splendid condition; 40 guineas.-

Below.

I
O20 SVoIi.p. Rudge-Multi, lamps and horn, tax paid,

-*-^ exceptional condition; 30 guineas; exchanges or
deierred.—lOl, Great Portland St., W.l. [4003

RUDGE-MTJLTI
model; ie58.-

Heath, S.E.

(new),
-Garage,

hop-soiled. SVah.p., T.T.
13, Crooklog, Bexley

[5268

RUDGE. 3 speeds, chain drive, 1922. shop-soiled,
to clear; £70.—Wilkinson, Washington St.,

Workington, Cumberland. [5323

1 O Guineas.

—

ZV^h.p. Rudge, clutch, Binks carbu-
-LfJ retter, C.A.V. magneto, discs, good order.—P.
Willcocks, Datchet, Bucks. [5312

SOUTHPORT.—Two eicellent 1921 I.O.M. Eudge-
Multis, well equipped; 39 guineas each; ex-

changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [5435

3JLh.p. I.O.M. Eudge-M-ulti Solo, latest 1922
2 model, new and unused, clearance bargain;

£52/10.—Palmer's Garage, High St., Tooting. [5526

1021 3i4h.p. Eudge-Multi Combination, fully
-Lt/ equipped, perfect appearance a'nd condition;
quick sale £50.—Pember, 45, Pulteney Ed., E.18.

[5018
OA Guineas.-Eudge-ilulti 1.0.M. 1921-22, unO^ scratched, mileage under 1,000, equipped.—A.V
Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Corner, Barnes.

[6461
RUDGE-MTTLTIS converted to countershaft, with

2, 3 or 4-speed gear box, from £16; satisfac-

tion guaranteed.—Henry V. Smith, Osmondthorpe.
Leeds. [5386

SJLb.p. All-chain Rudge Solo, 3 speeds kick-start.
2 latest 1922 model new and unused, clearance

bargain; £67/10.—Palmer's Garage, HigTi St.,

Tooting. [5627

1Q22 Rudge-Multi, innumerable extras, perfect con-
-*-tF dition, any trial; £45, exchange considered.-

4. Berkeley Mews, Connaught St., Marble Arch, London.
Padd. 1177.

,

[6501

LATE 1921 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, fully equipped, ex-

ceptionally fast, condition as new; £34.— Ifi4,

Eevelstoke Rd. Wimbledon Park, London. 'Phone:
Wimbledon 1185. [5368

RUDGE.—3V-h.p. Rudge Multi, 1922. as new, £50;
3i,oU.p. Rudge, 1920, all on, excellent order,

£40.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4. Central 6168. [6611

"I (CI 22 3^,^h.p. Rudge, S-speed, kick-start and olutoh,
J-v all chain, fullv eauipped, only run few hundred
miles, a real snip ; £65, exchanges and easy payments.—
Bambere, 2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607.

[5547
RUDGE-MULTI 1921, enamelling and plating as

new not done more than 3,000 miles, full equip-

.

ment. licensed and insured; £42 cash, or deferred^-

Godfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford. 'Phone : 83.
[5145

Syare Parts

:

RUDGE Sparee.—Immediate delivery.—Shepherd. En-
aeld Highway. N. [0901

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Illustrated
list free. Trade supplied.—Forfield Motors, For.

field Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

Scott.

KINSEY'S of Croydon for Scotts.—350, Lostei

Addiscombe Ed., Croydon. [5491

SCOTT, completo less radiator. 1912; £10, or offer.

—12, Wollaston Rd., Dorchester. [6293 •

SCOTT Service Depot, Cathedral Motor 'Works, Liver-'
' pool.—Scott motor cyclas, new and second-hand ;

^

1932 Scott Sociables, £168; spares, new and second-.^

hand. [6449 >

A3S All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles ad\;:rtifed by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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£89.

MOTOR CYCMiS FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT Stiuijrcl, 1923.-lmmrdiaLc dcliverv
—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford

[4781
SCOTT Squiri'ol, brand new; reasonable casli

offer.—Wilkinson's, ScoU Agents, Engineers,
Doncaster. [5705

LATE 1920 Scott Combination, Easting windscreen,
Cowey speedn^meter, condition as new; £45.—The

Gables, Sylvan Hill, Upper Norwood. [5292

SCOTT Combination, late 1919. fully equipped, and
in excellent condition, lamps, speedometer, wind-

screen, etc.; £60.-15, Beechwood Rd., Warley, Bir-
mingham. [5187

SOUTHPORT.-Instant delivery 1923 ScoU Sqiiiirel,
£89; 1922 Squirrel, Lucas accessories, splendid con-

dition, 1923 piittern sight lubricators; 62 guineas;
exchanges.—Keiits, 417, Lord St., Southport. [5438

CPECXAL Racing Scott Squirrpl. 70 m.p.h., T.T. bars.
*^ spare sprocket, car;ier, straight through exhaust
pipe, new last month, owner buying car; 90 guineas.—
Honghton. Grove, Asfordby, Meltou Mowbray. [5119

.svatf flirts

KINSEYS of Ci-oydon.—All Scott spares from stoclc

Cheapest and promptest repair service. 'Phone
Croydon 1129.

Phone
[5492

WARD Motors, Ltd.,
Everything lor a Sc

32, Hustler St.. Bradford.-
[ling lor a Scott, new or good second-hand

imequylled for repairs. [0889

GODl'REYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.. Lnndnr
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts alway

in stock. Write for tree spare part list, stating yp;:

of manufacture. [075.

Sheffield Henderson.
SOUTTTPORT.-Olympia actual Show mnde". She^

field-Henderson, o.h.v. Bradshaw 350 c.c. engine
actually here; £72; unique oppori-unity ; exchanges.
Kents, 417, iord St., Southport. [5436

^/Jffrg Parts

Singer.
2',Mi.p. Singer, waterproof Bosch, :plendid run-

C^ENUJiNE Singer parts; let me quote you.
^ Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Gov

'Phone : 1945.

—Alt.
entry.
[5518

Sirrah.

1 Q23 Sirrah S-speed, clutch and K.S.; 33 guineas
X«7 carriage paid anywhere. All models Sirrah and
Verus stocked. Write for lists.—H. Beardwood, 147.
Burlington St., Liverpool. [4918

Sparkbrook.
GENUINE Bargain.- Sli.p. Sparkbrook Conchbnili

Combination, J.A.I', engine, countershaft gears
clutch, and kif^k-stait good sound condition, all com
plete; £40.-Stiandutf, Crowthorne Berks. [5591

Stanger.

BRAND New Stanger V Twin, 2-stroke, 3-speed,
-turmey-Arrher gear box, large tyres, a machin

•with a 4-cyl. effect and a perfect spring frame; licit

price £90; our price, to clear, £79/10.—Jones Garage
Stanger Agents, Mnswell Hill, London. [0993

Stin.

SUN-VILL1ER.S. in splendid condition and runnin
order; £i4/10.—30, Thornsett Rd., EarUfield

London [515=*

1 Q21 Sun-Albion, 2-speed, little used, enamellinp
J-*' perfect; £30, offers.—Shorter, Bath Yard, Broad
St., King's Lynn. [5036

SUN-VILLIERS 2^>ih.p.. single-speed, splendid _con
dition, only used by owner; ,

'

St., Hammersmith.
391, King

[5495

BRAND New Sun-Jap, 2.speed, kick-start, H.B.C
clutch; a real good mount, and cheap at the list

price of £58; our price to clear, £55.—Jones Garage
Sun-Jap Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0998

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM 1913 Combination, excellent condition:

£48.—7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [5580

I 020 3V'b.p. Sunbeam Combination, speedometer;
J-*y £90.-2. Albert St., Whitstable. [5217

1 Q20y^ Sunbeam, leaf spring forks, mileage 3.000.
Xif perfect; £69/10.-23, Silverburn Avenue,
Jloreton, Birkenhead. [5508

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., M.A.G. dynamo, light-
ing, ^pare wheel, perfect; £95.—Sykes, 38, Thurloe

Place. London. S.W 7. [5062

£32.—Sunbeam Sports 1916. less gear box, new T.B.
magneto, long copper exhaust; exchanges.—Der-

rington, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [5556

1 Q20 SVjh p. Sunbeam Combination, completely
A*^ equipped, condition praciicallv as new; £110
E. W Roberta, B encathra Garage. Keswick [0972

1 Q20 S'/ah.p. Sunbeam Combination, lamps, horn.
Jiiy speedometer, windscreen, hood, spare wheel
insnred; £95.—E. Byers, Kilmorey Park. Chester.

£5361

When
the

Policeman 's

Hand
Goes out!
—Can you always be certain of

pulling up short and sharp?
Steel-studded tyres cannot be
relied upon on smooth asphalte

or slippery granite roads.

Stepney "Road -Grips" are

built to hold on everything

:

Snow, Mud, Grease, and even
on Wet Grass.

Investigate " Stepney "
All-

British Tyres' and Tubes in-

cluding the new "SAMSON"
EXTRA HEAVY TUBE.

Stepn<

**Road-Grip " Tyres
and

Inner Tub
THE STEPNEY SPARE
MOTOR WHEEL LTD

Stepney Works,
Llanelly, and

168, Great Portland

Street, London
W.I.

MOTOli CYCLI-S \0\{ SALE
Sunbeam.

1 Q21 3V-;h.p. Sportfi Sunhenm, Bpring frnme. lamps
-•t/ horn, speedometei, few attacliments. Ilinks. opf-i
exhaust licensed; f 85.-Mitchell, Studley Ed., Lutcn.

[5001
QUNBEAM 8h.p. 1921 De Luxe Combination.
*^ dynamo, electric horn, hood, screen, and manv
luxurious fittings; £120.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482.
Harrow Rd.. Paddington. [4739

"j Q21 3',^h.p. Semi-sports Sunbeam, lamps and horn,
J- 1/ Tan-Sad. muffs, overalls, and helmet and in-
surance, overhauled by Sunbeam December 7th, 1922;
£79—2, Rugeley Rd., Hednesford, Staffs. [5256

OUNBEAM Combination, 1921 model. 8h.p., dynamo^ lighting, electric horn, speedome:er, luggage griil,

hood, screen, perfect order; £110,— Alexander. "265.

Peanspa e. Manchester. 'Phone: 2775 Cen'ral [4674

£77/10.-Late 1920 Si.Mi.p. Sunbeam Combiuatinn,
cV Lucas lamps. Cowey. Easting, mechanit^al lubrica-
tion, in T«ry nice condition; bargain, exchange^.—A.V.
Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger.9 Corner, Barn^'s.

t5463
SPORTS Sunbeam. SVjh.p.. June, 1922, electric

lighting, speedometer, Klaxon, just overhauled,
mileage 1,000; cost £165; owner has no opportunity
to use it; £115, or near offer.—Hume, 202, Kew Rd..
Richmond, Surrey. [5182

SOUTHPORT.-Immediate delivery 1923 Sunbeams;
21ih.p. models shortly; 1922 "(late) S'/jbp. Sun-

beam, Lucas best accessories, superb new condition,
done 200 miles; 95 guineas; exchanges.—Keu'ts, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [5437

Torpedo.
SGuineas.- 2VL'h.p. Torpedo 4-stroke, good running

order. Evenings.—53, PatshuU Rd., Kentish
Town [5644

TORPEDO-PRECISION 1915 2y2h.p.. perfect: 11
guineiis.—Peter Gordon. Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-

mond Rd. East Sheen. [3929

1 Q 14-15 2M>h,p. Torpedo-Precision, new tyres, etc,
-Lt/ perteiit; £15.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway,
Tel. ; Waltham X 31. [5530

Triumph
pREMIER Motor Co., the Triumph Specialists.

SOLE Distributing Agents for Greater Birmingham
for Triumph motor cycles; earliest possible de-

livery 01 improved 1923 models: huge price reduc-
tions ; carriage paid to any address ; deferred pay-
ments arranged.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..
Birmingham [4687

£84.~Crcs3,
[5404

3i

19=

BRAND new chain-drive Triumpli;
Agent, Rotherham.

"IQ17 Triumph. C.S. model, very nice condition : £45.
-••»' -Boss, 86, High E<1.. Lee. [5279

^FRITJMi'H 1913. overhauled by makers, like neiv;
J- £..0.—Haruer Craven Arms. . [5508

8 Guineas.- SV-h.p. Triumph, incomplete.—Particulars
53, Patshull Rd., Kentish Town. [5645

TRIUMPH 1923 Models.—Dispatch Riders' Motor
Cycle Specialists, Leamington Spa. [5039

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, £26: sporting sidecar,
£5.-44, Essex Ed., Leyton. E.IO. (5219

*|023 Triumph Models: exchanges or easy payments.—
J-J? Bounds GaiOge. 223, High Ed., Kilbutn. [0983

1020 Baby Triumph, fully eo.uipped ; £30.—W. O.
i-fJ Lovell, 4, Brackley Ed,, Beokenhain, Kent. [5084

ih.p. Triumph, 2-speed, lamps, horn, taxed, good
~ order; £23.—Box 5152, c/o 77ie Uotol Ciicle.

[5511
21 Triumph H 4^^h.p., licence paid; £60.— Wil-

liams, Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Bari]et.

,
[5181

TRIUMPH Combinations from ££25 to *60, bar-
gains.—Garage, 13, Crooklog, Bcxley Heath, S.E.

[5269
£33.—Triumph Combination countershaft, lamps,

accessories, etc., sound.— 169, Harvist Rd., Kil-

Imrn. [5115

TRIUMPH 1918-19, countershaft, guaranteed perfect
order; £42/10.—S. B. Port«r and Co., WhitelmnA,

Salop. [5100

Triumph and Millford sidecar, complete
etc.; £83.—Cross, Effingham Square,

Eotherham.
.

[5403

BRAND new all-chain Triumphs, unpacked, n^akers'

guarantee: 70 guineas.-51, Upper Richmond Rd.,

East Putney. (5653

TRIUMPH 1923 models, orders now accepted, don't

delay your order.-Eatoliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

land St.. W.l. [0976

4h.p. Triumph, new June, 1921, fully canipped, littlt

used £70.—Hadley, Forest Gate Hotel, Godwir
Ed., Forest Gate. [506(

TRIUMPHS.—Two brand new S.D. all-chain models
makers' guarantee; £79 each to clear.—391, Kini

St., Hammersmith. .
[4701

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1919 model, lovely condition; an
trial given; bargain, £49.-1,238, Coventry Rd ,

Yardley, Birmingham. [5169

^ lamps,

A. IV. IVestott Se}~vice.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue A39
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- MOTOI< CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., 1922 Triumph all-chain
drive Combiaation, with accessories; £76.

—

157b.
Great Portland St.. W.l. [4881

LATE 1920 Baby Triumph, excellent comhtion, 2-

speed, lampp, and tools; nearest £40.—Dodd, Old
Rd.. Ashton-iu-Maker field. [5004

2(th Guiuens.—Triumph 1920, single speed, T.T. niodel,
t' \eiy fast, eauipped.—A.T. Garage, 2A, Eleanor

Grove. Hoggers Corner, Earnee. [5460

TEITJMPH, November, 1918, 4h.p., "countershaft,
licence, new condition ; £48 ; instalmente, ex-

chaiifies.— 63, Solon Ed.. Briston. [5286

TOlQ Triumph Combination, complete equipment,
J-^ beautiful conditiou ; £48 ; e.xchanBes.—24,
Balliol Hd., North Kensington. [5354

TRIUMPH, 1922, chain drive, No. 1 Gloria sidecar,
Lucas electric lighting, legshields, almost new

;

£95.-19, Albany Rd., Coventry. [5505

TRIUMPH Agents lor Han-ow and District: let us
quote you for allowance and later delivery.—

Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [5423

TRIUMPH.—Early delivery of all 1923 models.
Place your order now to secure.—The Layton

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [4779

TRIUMPH, Model H, bra'Ud new and unused; our
price £75; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50,

liarring'ton Rd., South Kensington, [4533

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, very small mileage,
and absolutely as new; splendid bargain, £75.—

F. G. Smith, High Rd., Goodmayes. [0959

1 Q 18 Countershaft Triumph, new tyres, beautiful
J-t7 condition, £35; ditto, 1922, used twice, £60.
—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5353

BRAND New Triumph, 2-stroke, 2-speed; list price
£40 ; our price, to clear, £38.—Jones Garage,

Triumph Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0811

BRAND New 41).p. Triumph, chain drive; hpt prioe
£84; our price, to clear, £79.—Jones Garage,

Triumph Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0994

nnjllUMPn 1918 coacbbuilt Combination, well
-^ equipped, excellent condition; 48 guineas.—R. B.
Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3345

TRIUMPH-GLORIA. late 1920. perfect condition,
fully equipped, Sandum, spares, etc., any trial;

£70.—Cardon, Penshurst Station, Kent. [5260

BRAND New 3i/>h.p. Triumph-Ricardo; list price
£87/10; our price to clear, £80.—Jones Garage,

Triumph Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0996

CROYDON Agents Triumph, all new models and
large rangfe of second-hand ia etock.—Moore's

Presto Motor Works. North End, Croydon. [0864

TRIUMPH Model H, with Milllord eideca-r.
Easting screen, lamps^ etc., new condition, little

used; £65.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [5422

BRAND New 4h.p. Triumph, chain-cum-belt ; list

price £75; our price to clear, £70.—Jones
Garage, Triumph Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0995

TRIUMPH, 1920 model H and Dunhill sidecar
(cost £48), hood, screen, tools, lamps, horn,

Qiileage 2,500. splendid condition; £69/10.—Below.

EW 1922 Junior Triumph, beat Lucas lamps and
horn; sacrifice £38/10.

NEW S.W. Triumph, 1922, all-chain, makres' guar-
antee; £72/10.—Harry Nash, 391, King St., Ham-

mersmith. 'Phone : Hammersmith ?837. [5494

go 19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, splendid condi-
-£-«7 tioo, carefully kept, all accessories; £75, or
offers.—Write H.M., 24, Maryland St., Liverpool.

[4628
1 Q22 Triumph-Ricardo, brand new but shop-soiled;
-fi-«7 £87/10; exchanges or deferred.—Homao's, 243,
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Da-lston 2408.

[5470
TRIUMPHS converted to countershaft, with 2,

3 or 4-speed gear box, from £15; satisfaction
guaranteed.—Henry V. Smith, Osmondthorpe, Leeds.

[5387
1Q18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, perfect condition,
J-tJ' fully equipped; £35; new Dunlop tvres; any
trial.—204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. 'Phone: Pork 5541.

[9653
4h.p. Triumph motor cycle and Gloria sidecar, 10

months' old, good condition; what offers?—N.
Standing, Draper and Outfitter, Benedict St., Glaston-
bury. [5068

/fl O Guineas.—Triumph Combination Countershaft, 3-
jc/y speed, clutch, and K.S., Sunbeam sidecar, lamps,
horn.—A.V". Garage, 2a,- Eleanor Grove, Hoggera Corner,
Barnes. [E459

1Cfc20 Triumph Combination, Easting, Bpares, insured
J-*' £100, fidly equipped, a carefully driven machine,
in excellent condition; £56.—Mrs. Beamont, " Brooklyn,"
Private Rd.. Enfield. [5127

1 Q22 Mk^del H Triumph, completely equipped with"
-fl-tf lamps and horn, appearance and condition per-
fectly good; bargain at £65.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. [5589

*| C|21 Triumph, November, all chain, complete with
X«/ lamps, legshields, etc., perfect mechanical con-
dition; £60, or with Millford Commercial sidecar, £70.
-Haddon, North St.. York. [5248

N

TheTyre that
is different.

EXTRA HEAVY
MOTOR CYCLE COVER
Guaranteed to give ;oa at

least 33^ per cent, more
mileage than you have ob-
tained from any other make,
these covers embody all the

true principles that go to make
a real rubber noa-skid—Side

Ribs, Cross Bars and Suction

Cups—a com binatlon of every-
thing that is best in tyre manu-
facture.

Size. Special Price.

Cover, Tube.
26X2i ... 28/- B/9

26X2jX2i 35/- 6/9
28x3 .... 45/- 7/11

7/6700X80 .. 44/-

FREE
OFFER

!

To all purchasers of an Elite Super
Non-Skld, we will Include an ELITE
MOTOR CYCLE REPAIR OUTFIT.

A Few of OUR SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES

GREAT REDUCTIONS in

PRICE.

Size.

24x2
26XS

2Cx=i

26 X
2CX
X

26 >:

28 X

650 X

700 X

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luse.Junior
Clincher de Luxe.ex.livy
Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. hvy.
Palmer, Cord
BateSjSpec.hvy.wired on
Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. hvy.
Clincher de Luxe.ox.hvy

Clincher de Luxe,ex.hvy
Clincher de Luxe,ex.hvy
Ajax, Road King
Clincher de Luxe,ex.hvy
Goodrich, Safety Tread.
Wood-Milne, ex. hvy. .

.

Our List
Price, Price,

16/6
12/6
18/6
24/6
25/-

26/9
27/6
23/3

25/-

30/-

35/-

28/6
30/-
35/-

29/6
1S/9

27/9

43/4

34/9

33/6
45/-
45/-

33/9
60/-
43/S

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaran-
teed. 24x2, 4/- J 26x2, 4/6; 26x2i, 5/3;
26x2i, 5/6; 26x2Jx2i, 6/-; 26x2*, 6/-

j

28x3,6,'3;700xB0,7/-.
MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths.
Per foot |in. 1/-, Jin. 1/1, Jin. 1/6, lin. 1/9, ijin.

SPECJAL LINE OF QUILTED SIDECAR R
Filled with Kapok, Medium Size 9/6.

__Large Size 12/6.

All goods are sent on seven days' approval

against remittance. Carriage paid.

F^RETREAblNG i
Rubber non-skid Pattern.

We fit only
the finest
quality treads
o btaina ble
and guaran-
tee satisfao
tion. Send us
your cover.

26in.

28in.

700x80!25A

E.X. hvy.

20/6

25/

Heavy.

17/6

20/-

YOUR AGENT JS THE PILLAR-BOX

'Grams

:

• "Tyrelidav,
I London."

.WMJWiWffM
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,

266, VAUXHALLBRIDGE RD., S.W.I,
to where all post orders should be addressed.

And at 44, Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames.
I'elcphonu—Kingston 33=^.

Steele Publicity.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, 3-spced clutch and kick-
-l-t? startpr, lamps, horn, etc, perfect order and
condition; bargain, £45.—D. & S. Autocar Co., 33,
The Parade, Goldcrs Green. [5533

TEITJMPH 1921, all on, Tan-Sad, speedometer,
electric light, insurance, etc., accessories worth

£11, perfect condition; £60, or near oHer.—Lindler,
Humber Ed., Beeston. Kotts. [5003

TEITJMPH Combination 1920, complete with horn,
hghting- eet, etc., ready for the road, tax paid, a

bargain; will saciific© at 65 gnineas.—Barker's Motor*,
194, Balham High Ed., S.W.12, [5090

TRIUMPH-EICAEDO 1922, only six months old.

milea,go under 1,000, perfect condition and
guaranteed; 70 guineas.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond
St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [5407

1 Q 18 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., countershaft,
J-t' good condition, overhauled fully equipped, fold-

ing screen, mirror, spares ; £60 ; any trial.—Cardon,
Wellersfcown, Chiddingstone, Kent. [5171

1 Q19 Triumph a-nd Gloria Sidecar, hood, Ecreen,
J-tf all lamps, etc., in excellent order, perfect con-
difcicfn, guaranteed; £55.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-
ton Rd., N.E. "Phone: DalsLon 2408. (5473

TEITJMPH 4h.p., all-ehain drive model, ran under
100 miles, absolutely perfect and equal to new;

£65 caeh.—Waldron Motor Mart, 645, Garratt Lane,
Earlsfield, S.W.17. 'Phone: Wimbledon 607, [5199

TRIUMPH Combination 1921, Lucas lighting set;

horn, windscreen, splendid condition; £62/10;
cash, exchange, deferred.—Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, 16,
Bishopsgate Av. Camomile St., E.G. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. [0065 -

SOTTTHPOET.—1922 Ail-chain Triumph-Glorda Mag-
dyno Combination, legshields, Lucas electric

horn. Easting, luggage carrier, Tan-Sad, superb con-
dition; 99 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

Soathport. [5439

THE following 1922 Shop-soiled Triumphs to be
cleared : Model H., £75; JVIodel S.D., £84; Ricardo .

Sports, £37 ; cash or extended''pajTnents.—The Hacklord
Eng. Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Briston, S.W.9. 'Phone

:

Briston 3062. [5649

XXXXX.—Great offer of 4h.p. Triumph motor
cycles, ex Irish forces. Having purchased a large

number at a particularly advantageous rate, we can
now supply for immediate delivery a limited number
at the following prices

:

19
19
19
A^

20 Models, £23 each.

21 Models, £27 each.

21 Models.—A few chain drive, £32.

LSO a lew damaged at £18.

ALL undamaged machines guaranteed in good run-
ning order throughout. Call and inspect, or

write now for particulars. Trade and country en-

quiries invited, and easy payments will be considered.

Sole distributors.—L. H. Williams and Co., 17, Maiden
Lane. Str.^nd. W.C. Gerrard 6004. See Miscel-

laneous. - [5630

I Q23 Triumphs.—T. J. Ross (Triumph District
JL" Stockist), 01 86, High Ed., Lee Cphone: Lee
Green 744), has a large assortment of these fine

models (new and second-hajid) in stock. A visit will

ensure personal attention and complete satisfaction.
[5158

WE have a few Countershaft Triumphs at £45;
fully overhauled and renovaifced, new Dunlop tyres

and tubes; splendid opportunity; cash or extended pay-

ments; send for pai'tioulars.—Hackford Eng. Co., 33,

Hackford Rd., Brixton. S.W.9. 'Phone: Bnxton 3062.
[5648

TRIUMPH.—4h.p., 1922, 3 speeds, K.S., clutdi,

special engine, £65; 4h.p.. 1915, and sidecar,

all on, £57/10; 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, and sidecar,

£35; 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, solo. £25; 41l.p., 1914, 3

speeds, solo, £25.—Wauohope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet
.

St., B.C.4. 'Phone : Central 5168. [5615

SEPTEMBER, 1921, Triumph, all-chain drive, with
Gloria sidecar, paint and enamel unscratched,

Lucas lighting set, Easting windscreen, and several

other fittings; cost £200, and is in every respect

equal to mew, mileage under 3.000; will accept £110;
cash or defened payments.—Motor House, Ltd., 20,

Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [4022

S-parc Parts ;

TEITJMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Koys, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [4807

CYRIL WILLIAMS, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hampton.—Every Triumph part by return; lists

free. C8140

TRIUMPH Spares per return. Full discount to

traders.—Shnker and Son, Authorised Service

Agents, Shrewsbury. [4^81

TRIUMPH Spares, second-hand or new, for all

models; prices right.—Alf. Holland, HearsaU
Lans <3omer, Coventry. 'Phone : 1945. [6517

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models; also

Sturmey-Ajcuier gear parts from stock, poat free:

gear overhauls by epeoiaiJst.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0157

A40 Ali letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marbed (P).
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MOTOR CYCIES FOR SALE.
Trlumpb.

Spare Parts:

W

19

BRBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., Green St„ Cam-
bridge.—Triumph spare part service agents.

Trade supplied. Complete illustrated list post free.

[5571
'T'EIUJIPH Parts, 190*22, every part in stock, uew
-- or second-hand. Why not second-hand In place
ol new till prices drop ? Half the price, satisfaction

t guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-
'. pairs and renovations a speciality, under persona.

BUpervisioD of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfleld Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Velocette.

£16.—2l4h.p. Velocette 2-stroke, 2 speeds, all-chain
drive.—King, Egro%-e Farm, Oxford, [5318

VELOCETTE.—Delivery from stock of all 1923
models.^The Layton Garages. 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. [4782

VELOCETTE.—The actual Olympia Show model G3,
3-speeder, In stock, semi-T.T. bars; immediate

delivery; £65.—Crow Bros., Guildford. 'Phone: 434.B[5535EAND new 1922 Velocette models at enormous re-
ductions to clear; oui prices are £10 below makers'

Used prices for 1923 season; never again will you get
e new Velocette at this exceptional figure; E.2, 2-speed.
clutch, kick-start, £52; E.3, S-speed, £55; deterred pay-
ments 4% extra; free delivery to any address.—Sole
Birmingham Agents, Pieinier Motor Co., Aston Ed..
Birmingham. [5600

Verus.
Olb.p. Verus, late 1920, as new, all on, electrii
'V^. lighting, splendid condition, not done 1,000
miles, privately owned; £30, no offers.-25, Santos
Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [4751

Weatherell.
WEATHERELL 2%h.p., o.h.v. 1922, 3-speed, kick-

starter, clutch perfect; £48; appointment.—12,
Temple Sheen Ed., East Sheen. S.W.14. [5175

Werner.
OJlh.p. Werner, less belt, in good ranning order;
'WJ, £7/10.—A. Baker. 40. West Croydon, Surrey.

„ [56S'7
Williamson.

15 Sh.p., 2-speed, Williamson Combination; £50.
—Eoss, 86. High Ed.. Leo. [5275

Zenith.

A LLA2\ GEUZELIEE for Zenith Bargains I

A LL-CHAIK' Eight, only 8 weeks old, fitted Bonniksen
-i^ speedometer, horn, lamps, mechanical lubrication,
absolutely us new. Super Sports engine; £90.

"I 021 Sh.p. Sports, oil on, excellent condition; £50.

"I Q 20 Sh.p. Combination, just thoroughly overhauled.
J-tJ* ull on: £75.

"1022 Special JVjh.p. Bradshaw model, exceptionallyJ-" fast, mileage only 1,500, unsciatched, all-chain
Jrive; £85.

ALL 1923 models for immediate delivery from stork
atih.p. Touring, £69/15; Sports. £77; Show

aiodels; Super Eight, £125: Touring, £115; Bradshaw.

fTlHE demand for 1923 Zeniths i? exceptionally good.
-- Don't he left without one.—AUan Giuzelier, t'lstei
Ch.lmbers. 168. Eegent St.. W.l. [4808
Qb.p. Zenith Combination Sporta model; £65.—Clare-
»-' mont, 38, High St., Shrewsbury. [5442

F.O.C.H. invite Inspection; Zenith and other makes;
bargains.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).

[1374ZENITH 41i.p. gradual gear, in splendid condition,
very fast, £25.—Cooper, 63, Avenue Ed.,'Camber-

«'«^"-
[5680

1Q1S 4i,l.b.p. Zenith-Jap, Gradua gear, kick-start,
J-!/ clnt,h; £35.-W. Bay, Albion St., Crowland,
Peterborough. [5070
£»b.p. Twin Zenith, sportinj model, equipped, ex-
^^ ceptionally fine condition; £30.—99, Cannon Hill
Lane, Merton, 8.W. [5348OQ Guineas.—Zenith-Qradua 1915 S-6h.p. Combina-ff tion. handle starter; exchanges.—12, Cornwall
Mews, Gloucester Ed., S.W.7. [5106
VENITHS converted to all-chain drive, with 3 or

f^ 4-speed gear box, from £25: satisfaction gnaian-
teed.—Henry V. Smitt. Osmondthorpe, Leeds. [5385

QQ Guineas.—Sh.p. Conntershaft Zenith Comblna,
*-'«-' tion, 1917, K.S., eleotric hoiai. speedometer
etc., perfect.—239, Coldhawk Ed., Shepherds Bush.

[5636
AT Edwards.—1921-22 Sh.p. Sports Zenith, electric

lighting, horn, tax paid, euperb condition' 52
gnineai; exchanges or deferred.-101, Gt. Portland St..

,.
W.l. [6593
VENITH Standard Com'-.o.ation, late 1920. 8h.p

.

' ^^ clutch, Gradua, Lucus electric lighting, screen,
speedometer, etc.; bargain, 65 guineas.—Pennell, 4.
Foulis Terrace. South Kensington. Kensington 2542.

[5054

SPECIALISTS

NEWCASTLE
We are contracting agents for the

following leading makes and can

give immediate delivery of all latest

1923 Models at lowest prices. The
1922 and Second-hand machines
enumerated below are worth buying

now for next season at the prices

quoted.

All machines carriage
paid to any address.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS AND
EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY.

ALLON, BEARDMORE, BRADBURY,
CALTHORPE, CONNAUGHT,
DIAMOND, EDMUND, HARLEY-
DAVIDSON, HAWfiER, HUMBER,
INDIAN, IVY, MARTINSYDE,
MASSEY, NEW HUDSON, NORTON,
N.U.T., OMEGA, SUNBEAM,
MORGAN AND NEW HUDSON

RUNABOUTS.

1922 SOLO (NEW).
NORTON, '.I h.p., all-chain, 3-sp., K.S. .

.

£69
NORTON Dig Four ' £74
SUNBEAM, ji h.p., Sporting T.T. model . . £105
HUMBER, 4i h.p., aU-cham, 3-sp., K.S. .

.

£78
N.U.T., •, h.p., 3-speed, K-S £78
HAWKER, 4} h.p., 3-sp., all-chain, K.S. .

.

£73
BEARDMORE, Barr & Stroud, 3-sp., chain,

K.S £69
INDIAN, 4 h.p. Scout, chain, K.S £87
IVY, i h.p., chain, 3-speed, I\.S £59
ALLON, 2i h.p., 2-sp., dec. lamps, K.S. .. £53
NEW HUDSON, zi h.p., 2-stroke, a-speed £38
EDMUND, ;i b.p., spring frame, 3-sp., K.S. £69
DIAMOND, Barr & Stroud, 3-sp., chain .

.

£69
SUN, 25 h.p., J.A.P., 3-sp., K.S £55
REVERE, 2i h.p., Villiers, 2-spced £35

1922 COMBINATIONS (NEW).
NORTON Big Four, Sporting sidecar £99
MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. twin, chain, detach-

able wheels .- £115
BEARDMORE, 4?. h.p., spring frame, chain £110
COVENTRY EAGLE, 4 h.p., 3-sp., chain .

.

£99

SECOND-HAND SOLO (GUARANTEED).
NORTON, r92l, 3-sp., chain, K.S £48
SCOTT, 1920, 3j h.p., lamps, horn £45
N.U.T., 1921, 22 b.p., twin, actual I.O.M.
machine £65

HARLEY, 1922, 4 h.p., flat twin, 3-speed,
chain £73

A.B.C., ic)2r, 3 h.p., 4-speed, chain £45
DIAMOND, r922, 2j h.p., 3-sp., Blackburne £40
INDIAN, 1915, 7-9 h.p,, 3-sp., chain £28
NORTON, r92i, B.R.S., very fast £53
NEW HUDSON, r9i4, 3-sp. hub, good order £23

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS
(GUARANTEED).

DENE, Millford sidecar, 8 h.p., J.A.P £65
SCOTT, si h.p., 1916, lamps and horn .... £45
HARLE'r, 7-9 b.p., De Luxe sidecar, 1921 £79
JAMES, 4 h.p., lamps and horn, 1916 .... £61
CAMPION, 8 h.p., J.A.P., lamps and horn,

1919 869
NORTON, Big Four, De Luxe sc, Iamps,i9r9 £65
HENDERSON, 10 h.p., 4-cyl., reverse

electric, 1921 £98

LIGHT CARS.
Several 1922 shop-soiled models at greatly reduced
prices. Particulars on request.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenltb.

LATE 1921 8-lOh.p. Zenlth-Jap Sporti, eqtial to
IMW, (or a Eood P. and M. combination and £20,

or similar make; lell £65.—Folley, Parton DrovlkW isbech. [5371

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p., countershaft, clutch, K.8.,
guaranteed perfect, open for any inspection,

equipped, £45.—Harbermere, Crutchfleld Lane, Wal-
ton-on-Thames. [5249

ZENITH-BKADSHAW, brand new, 3y,h.p. 1922.
oil-cooled. Gradua gear, £65; cash or extended

paj-ments.—Wauchope's, 9. shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lon-
don, E.0.4. 'Phone: Central 5168. [5616

1Q21 (very late) Sh.p. Sports Zenith, condition
X«^ actually as new, tax paid, fully equipped;
£50.—Whitley, 9, Great Cumberland Mews, Seymour
Place, Marble Arch, W.l. Paddington 6970. [5402

PKACTICALLY new late 1921 Sh.p. Countershaft
Zenith Combination, electiically equipped, speedo-

meter, luggage grid, very small mileage; £65.—Ilillier
(side bell), 127, St. Marks Rd.. North Kensington.

„ [5261
OAm.p.h. Zenith-Bradshaw 1922. specially tuned.^" Brooklands winner, total mileage 1,400, new
pistons, new eteering head races, special racing frame.
Sturmey close^ratio 3-specd box with K.S.. silencer.
Amac, Hutchinsons, 3 sprockets, spare chain, and
tools: capable in skilled tiands of winning any club
event; £75.—Mallet, 7. CoUingham Ed., S.W.5. [4742

Upare Parts:

ZENITH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8 and
10, Bond St., Ealing. [9447

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
KENILWORTH l'4b.p., 4-stroke, suitable for a

lady driver; £25.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., London, E.G. 4. [6606

Miscellaneous.
VTAYLOR and Kirk's

rjHEISTilAS Gifts.

7Q21 Snn-Vitcsse, Sturmey 2-speed, clutch, tick-start,
•^*^ fully equipped: £22.—Below.

lOlS p. and M, Combination, 2-speed, electric light
-*-*^ ing, fullv equipiied, splendid condition, arwi power-
ful engine ; £32.—Below.

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, kick-start ; solo, £39 ; ditto
combination, £46.—Below.

3ih.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, kick-start; solo, £53; 1919
2 ditto combination, £60.—Below.

1020 Connaught, 2-speed, fully equipped, smart and
i-iy reliable machine: £20.—Below.
IQIS Douglas, 2-srped, thoroughlv overhauled.
-*-*' enamelled and plated, fuUy equipped and 50%
new parts, a snip; £24.—Below.

1Q19 Douglas, 2-spee(l, not W.D., in esceptional con-
-l«7 dition; £28.—Below.

SUN-VITESSE, Sturmey 3-speed, clutch, kick-start.
' fully equipped; £20.—Below.

1Q21 Henderson Combination, dynamo lighting, etc.;
J-iJ £76.— Below.

"IQ20 Enfield Combination 8h.p., dynamo lighting;
i-V £73.—Below.

1Q15 or 1916 James 4Vib,p. Combination, less side-

J-tf car body, all-chain drive, clutcli. kick-start, fully

equipped, powerful engine; £30.—Below.

"PXCHANGES entertained on above.—Naylor and
gi k, 405, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. 'Phone:

Wimblelon 2041. [6484

T. HEBDEN and Sons, Nelson.

DRAND New 1922 Motor Cycles.

OJLh.p, Norton, model 16H; list £79; our price £70.

^h.p. Triumph, type II; £70.

31h.p. James Sporls Model, list £75, cur price £57;
2 7h.p. .Tames combination, spare wheel, etc.,

list £133, our price £119.

Qh.p. iIatchJe=i3 2^sealev Combination, jVTagdyno, spa

wheel, etc.; li=t £173; our price £155.

h.p. EuHeld Combination, list £120, our price

£109; also new 1921 Enfield combination, £99.8
TW-EW 1922 G.N. Light Car; £179.

"VrUST be cleared to make room for 1923 models

J
3ih.p. Motor Cycle Tvitli Bnrman 2-speefl, tick-start,

2 and clutch, good condition; £27.—Ees, Middle

St., Taunton. [5389

F.O.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars, etc,

bargains; cash.

Nelson.
[4662

arranged.—5, Heath St.,

easy payments ; exchanges
Hampstead (near Tube).

[3864

Ai; letters relating to advertisements shoula quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOfOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

1Q22 brand new Greg^ 2y2h.p., a-specd, Btanney,
J-t' tict-start, clutch; 26 guineas.—Beloir.

TXTAED and Co.—P. and M. Combination 1916, folly
I » » equipped, screen, etc, many extra*, excoptiontd
condition; 35 gnlnoas.—Below.

TEIUKPHS.—Brand new, all-cTiain, unpacked, makers*
guarantee; 70 guineas.—Below.

I

A LL Macliines guaranteed ; we will do our best to
'•^V please you.—Below.

WARD and Co., 51, Upper Eiclimond Bd., East
Putney (District Kailway). 'Phone: Patney 2754.

[5660

WANDSWORTH Motor Excliange.—Finest selection

real good cheap motor cycles; ezclianges, easy
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—When you buy your motor cycle

from us you are dealing with au old-established

firm backed by 24 years' experience; satisfaction

guaranteed.

WAj^DSWOBTH.—Easy terms, easy terms, weekly
instalments taken on any motor cycle.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—B.S.A. auto-wheel with cycle, 5
speeds, licensed; 12 guineas; weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH. — Dayton Lightweipht iV^h.p.
magneto, good tyres, runs well ; offers ; weekly

instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Motosacoche Lightweight 2iyi.p.,

variable gear, lamp, nice little machine; 19
cuineae ; instalments.

WANDSWOETH.-Bradbury 4h.p., Grado-Multi 'gear,

good tyres, nice machine ; 22 guineas; instal-

ments.

WANDSWOETH.-O.K. Lightweight 2V2h.p., good
tyres, lamps, drive away; 17 guineas; weekly in-

stalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Riley 3V2-4h.p., magneto, new
tyres, new forks, newly enamelled; offers; instal-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith 3i/^h.p., J.A.P. engine,
Gradua gear, good tyree; 29 guingas; weekly

instalments.

WANDSWORTH.-P. and M. sy^h-p., 2 speeds, tick,

new tyred, newly painted; 29 guineas ; instal-

liwsnts.

WANDSWORTH.-Scott (rebuilt Spoiis Twin), water-
cooled, iims splendidly; only 29 guineas; weekly

instalments.

WANDSWORTH.-Matchlees-Jap Lightweight Tmn,
3 speeds; clutch, runs fine; 26 guineas; instal-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian Coachbuilt Combination
5-6h.p. twin, 3 speeds, lamps; 39 guineas; weekly

instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—A.J.S. Coachbuilt Combination
5h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, lamps, cheap; offers ; instal-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—A.B.O., latest 1920 Twin, 4
speeds, lamps, special; 49 guineas; weekly instal-

ments.

WANDSWOKTH.—Eat fine powerful coachbuilt Com-
bination Sh.p. Twin, 3 speeds, countershaft, kick,

liimps; 39 guineas.

WANDSWORTH.—Eover S^oh.p. T.T., Philipson
pulbv, beniitiful machine; only 29 guineas;

weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Harley-Davidson - fine coachbuilt
Combination 7h.p. Twin, complete; 39 guineas;

weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.—Harley-Davidson (late) beautiful
coachbuilt Combination 7-9h.p. Twin, 3 speeds,

lamps, speedometer, screen, hood; 65 guineas.

WANDSWORTH:—Brand new Triumph in crate,
4h.p., 3 speeds; 69 guineas; weekly instalments.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N. latest, nearly new, 65
guineas; F.N., nearly new, 42 guineas; F.N., 19

liuineas; F.N., 16 guineas; weekly instalmente.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
Eschanpe, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

'Phone: Latchmcre 4686. r5550

WARD and Co., Putney, have the following Christmas
bargains below. No reasonable offer refused; call

and inspect ; no obligation.—Below.

1 Q21 Matcliless, Model H, dynamo lighting, hood, side
-«/ screens, side curtains, speedometer, spare wheel,
is new; 85 guineas.—Below.

MATCHLESS 1920 as above, less dynamo, perfect
ooQdition, gemiine; £72.—51, Upper Richmond Rd.,

E. Putney. [5661

HALIFAX.—1923 New Imperial, B.S.A., Enfield,
Douglas, Triumph. Norton, and Levis models

from stock. Cash, excliange, or deferred.—Halifax
Molor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5561

1 Q23 Models.—A.J.S., Clyno, Harley, Rex-Acme,
-l-«^ Rudge, Raleigh, Chater-Lea, Excelsior, etc.

;

see also Matchless column.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors),
27, Stock^-ell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone: Green-
wich 751. [5601

Let your XMAS GIFT be a DOUGLAS.
U h aiwa^ seasonable, always useful, and a constant

eooice of the greatest possible enjoyment The 3? h.p.

Douglas folly equipped at £50 is cheaper than pre-war
price.

I am a Douglas Specialist and handle nothing but
Douglas Motor Cycles. I can therefore give you the best

possible service. Cash or terms to suit you. I can
supply the special Douglas fitted with Zoom Zoom
Exhaust system.AlloyAir Cooled Valve Caps,Aluminium
Combined Footboards and Footrests. etc.Jolly equipped,

and GUARANTEED TO DO 55 m.p.h. for £52.

I shall be pleased to send you a copy of the interesting

1923 Douglas Catalogue, and to give you any helpful

information and advice you may require.

Here are some more seasonable gifts for motor cyclists,

THE lONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM FOOTBOARD
AND FOOTRESTS, Beautifully finished— giving a
natural riding position. A real

ZOOM ! zoom 1!

30/- per
complete.

Abeautifullymadeand reliable HANDLEBAR WATCH,
fully guaranteed by makers, jewelled movement. This
is an excellent lever watch and is supplied complete
with waterproof and beautifully finished case to clip

on the handlebar for 30/-.

PARALLEL JAW, SELF-ADJUSTING, 6'' SPANNER.
No milled adjustingnut to worry you. The adjustment
is effected by a slight movement of the thumb. Price 2/6

LOW POSITION
SADDLE. Tlie front
clip is secured to the
top frame tube, and the
back springs are an-
chored to the special

seat bolt suppUed.
Gives a much lower
riding position, and
therefore greater secu-

rity on greasy roads.

Price complete, 25/-

The popular Exhaust System.
Beautifully made, finished in

bomished nickel or copper, A
pleasant Zooming "note with-
out back pressure. Adds
pounds to the appearance o£

any Douglas. Price 30/- in copper finish, 33/6 nickel.

LEATHER
TOOL ROLL.
A real heavy
affair that will

stand rough
usage. Fitted
wi th leather

pocket, two side flaps, leather centre tool holder and
leather strap. 5/- each.

You will appreciate this con-
venience for 4 h.p. Jlodels. A
funnel, Oil Filler, and Crankc^ise,
Compression Reducer combined.
Neat and out of the way of dirt.

You can get the last drop out of a
c^n without soiling j'our hands

;

fitted iu a jiff. Price only 10/6.

UNBREAKABLE
SIDECAR SPRING.
GUARANTEED FOR

12 MONTHS.
The Spring in its

normal 2>ositi&}i.

The Sprinff heavily
loaded. Movement

4 inches.

Shmving hoiv the top
leaves absorb hath
shocks and rebound.

Double the comfort. Actur*!

photographs reproduced
showing the wonderful 4 in.

movement of the spring.
You can practically turn
this spring inside out, and
it will return to its normal
setting without fracture,

its secret is in its self-shock-
absorbing qualities, and it

works both ways^ thus
taking the rebound, which
is also absorbed by firiction.

Have one fitted to your
chassis, and ^^ou'll be sur-
prised at the added comfort.
Rrice 17/6,

M:^^^
Of&ciai Douglas Agent,

MO VICTORIA STREET. BRISTOL.
(Tea years with Douglas Motors, Ltd.) Tel. 3792.

B

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
i^liscellaneous.

OOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—1923 Morgans In
stock; motor cycles taken in exchange.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—1923 Lsvis. New
Imperials, Quadrants, Eudges, Ariels, Martin-

sydes; exchanges.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.-Lightweights O.K.
2-speed, £16/10/6; Levis, 2-speed, £22/10/6

Centaur, 3-speed, £15/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Lightweights,
Douglas, 2-speed, £18/10/6; Connaught, 2-speed,

£19/10/6; CalthorpeJap, 2-speed, £24/10/6; new
1922 Bradbury, £49/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Lightweights, 2h.p.,
£10/10/6; Edmund-Jap, spring frame, £26/10/6;

1921 Viper-Jap, £32/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—3'/>h.p. New Scale,

£29/10/6; 1921 3-speed New Imperial, £37/10/6;
1920 Edmuud-Jap, £34/10/6; 3V2h.p. Hnmber,
£16/10/6; SiAh.p. Singer, 2-speed, £19/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Three 6h.p. Rudgcs,
Z-speed, £25/10/6; 3-speed, £25/10/6; Multi,

£22/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Four Phelon and
Moores, £15/10/6, £25/10/6, £29/10/6,

£33/10/6; 3i/;h.p. Premier, £19/10/6.

OOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Combinations, 1922
Quadrant, £79/10/6; 1920 4h.p. Douglas,

£55/10/6; 1920 Martinsyde, £75/10/6; 6h.p. Enfield,
£35/10/6; Sh.p. Premier, £39/10/6; 1920 Matchless,
£79/10/6; 1920 Harley-Dayidson, £85/10/6; new 1922
Rudge and Royal Ruby, cheap.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—8h.p. Garden Cycle-
car, £26/10/6; 1920 A.V. Cyclecar, £39/10/6;

7h,p. Indian, £29/10/6; Sh.p. 2-speed Indian.
£29/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—1920 3-speed Douglas,
£42/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas, £47/10/6; 1920 Zebre

light car, cheap; several others cheap. Push cycles
taken in exchange. Motor cycles purchased for cash.—
Booth's Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. Tel.

:

1461. [3982

CROYDON.—Bargains in good second-hand ma-
chines. Scoits, Douglases, Rudges, and many

other makes. All to be cleared at cheap prices. 1520
Hobart £15, sporting sidecar body £2.—Kinsey and
Co., Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon.
'Phone: 1129. [5495

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIKE Latest Models cycles and combinations, onr

period.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130,
Eustou Hd. [0795

OUR Terms are most favourable. Send lor full
particulars, solo or combination.—Maudes', 100,

Gt, Portland St., London. [0960

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., for many years haT9
specialised in this class of work. If machine is

purchased, ' full amount of hire up to one Tveek is

ailoived.-157b. Gt Portland St, W.l. [5936

H.
F.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

"PDWAEDS and Co.,

1 /ll , Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers of eolos,'.'J-vX combiuatione, and Morgans. Highest prices?
given ; distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone : i
Maylair 4027. [O8703

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place]
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be enre of a '

good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's
Garage.

PALIVLER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is in-

curred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-

cepted machine can be included in auction sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PAL]\rER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com- .

mission 71/^%, -rot chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale "a n^ "'.l auction fee is charged. For
motor cars, 20/-; mol^.. . ycles under £50 value, 5/-;

ditto over iso value, 10/-. When we effect a sale these

charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PAL^rER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free.

Telegrams : Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [5520

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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hiOroK CVCLliS WANTED.

Fi{\(\ COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, Buar-
iJ\J\7 anteed top prices given,—T. and B. Motor
Os., Ltd., 372, Euston Ed. Museum 6581. [0918

ALWAYS Bay

SOLOS, Combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
phone, or call. If country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—
W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Eusbon Rd., London. Museum
5391. [0332

ijn40-£45 cash for V Twin, solo or oombination.^ 44, Bmmdiram Rd.. Lee. [5029

WANTED, good combinations.—Rhind and Co.,
Stone Place, Uusholme. [4357

WANTED, cheap motor cycle, about £10.- Bu.\

5146, o/o The Motor Cycle. [5322

ZENITH 8h.p. Sports. 1922. late 1921, reasonable.-
Write. 36. Avenue Rd.. N.6. [5641

4.h.p. Douglas, solo or oombination; cheap.—Lawsmi,
8, A'theiilav Rd.. Nuiihead. S E.15. [52^2

WANTED good combination, -cheap for cash.—143.
Ravensfaury Rd.. Earlsfield. S.W. [5538

£50-£70 fur bsbt 1920 22 Combination offered.-
Bos 5145. 0/0 The Motor Cycle. [5164

MOTOR Cycle, old type, must be cheap.—Write til.

St. Maur Rd.. Parsons Green, S.W.6. [429b

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle wanted; cheap foi

cash.—Snow. Laurel St.. Dalston, E.8. [5639

LATE P. and M. Combination, condition imma
terial; cheap.—4, Leicester Grove, Leeds, [568^

WANTED. 2\ih.p. New Imperial or Omega; mu&t
be reasonable price.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

[5319
COMBINATION wanted. ^J^h.p. B.B.A., Sunheani

preferred, cheap, cash.—Gooch. Tunnel Rd., Ret-
ford. [50a3

GOOD &U10 or Combination wanted for caFh.— Write.
P. Lacey. 115. Engadine St., Southfields

S.W.18. [3537

URGENTLY wanted, lightweight motor cycles, any
4:onditJon, cash on sight.—Duval, 61, Grand Parade,

Harringay, N.4. [4698

WANTED. 6h.p. Combination, Enfield, Rover, ..r

Ciyno prererred ; cheap for cash.—Holderness,
Sleafard Rd., B<ision [5210

WANTED. N.U.T. 1921 5-6h.p. 6olo or combination,
fullest pu.tM-ulars, lowest cash price.—Mills, 23,

Tipping St., StitffonL [5055

3A-4h.p. Solo Machine wajited, gears, C. and K.S..
2 oond'itiun immaterial; must be cheap.—Tonge,

Holmesfield. Sheffield. [5235

£20 offered for Countershaft Triumph or similar
machine, ctmdirinn immaterial.—Atheldene, Of

(ington Ij.ne. Worthing. [5220

WANTED, 2^.p. Douglae, lato model, callers oniv
any time.—South Eastern Motor Works, Solo-

mons Passage, Fectham Rye. [5059

COMBINATION. Triumph or similar, not earlier
than 1919. pertet't oondition; cheap.—PheUm.

10, Graham Rd., Dalston. E.8. [5163

WANTED, late Solos or Combinations, cosh on si -.

Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 3709.—Edwards
50, Harrington Rd.. South Kensington. [060'^

ANY Motor Cycles Wanted in exchange for new
Martinsydes. 1923; the most marvellous talue

on the market.—Wotor House, Ltd., 20, Finchley Rd
N.W.8. [3403

BUNTING'S Buy, bpU. or exchange any make i

motor ''yole. State your requirements. We una.;
tate to do your business and give you satisfaction
Di<=tance immaterial.— Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weal,
fitone. [OGCr

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motu
cycles and comhinat'ona, any make or conditio-

—Call, write, or 'phone, ohort and Glass, Ltd., 485-493
Upper Richmond Kd . East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Hi'
mond 2362 and 2363 f037

CASH Buyers.—Triumphs, Enfields, Sunbeams,
A.J.S.'s, Indians, Harley Davidsons. B.S.A.'s, St-otts,

Clynos, Douglases, Rovers, Rudges, Quadrants, Zeniths.
—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wands-
worth (Town Station). [5559

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

oifer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station. Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Mai-hine can be included in auction sale if
desired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

[5522

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A.B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest -model, list

£55: accept £18: wonderful bargain.—Frank Whit-
worth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [5085

FOR
MOTORlNGand
EVERY-DAY WEAR.

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades and two
Dualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
rffprine ihis to thp nublicin earments at

50% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
Allsizes, 2iin., 24in.,

27in. ,30m. .33111., and
36in.

ALL ONE PRICE
' for postage.

Worth 12/6.

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER - UNED
COATS

(.Just the thing lor
Motor use).

Sizes, -i2in. 44in..

46111., 48in,, 50in.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/.

Postage I/- estra-

Worth 35/-

GENTS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

bizes, 340.. 36m., 3810..

40in., 42in. and 44in. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
If" / Wnrtb
*"'

42/-1/- extra.

•yHIS ofte. cannot be
• repeated when the
clolhissold. We secured
this cloth duringthe trade
Mump, and ii bought to-
day we ould not offe.-
ihe garments at even
Double the price.

If clxeiUs are not satisfied cnx receipt oj garmem.itu
money will be rejiinded in full upon return jf cfie

clothing.

All orders, together with remittance,
to be addressed to ;—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
j 34, North John St., LIVERPOOL, i

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WARRICK Auto-Carrier, good ajn^dition. drive 50

milts; £17.-887, Lea Bridge Rd., Waltham-
stow. [5136

AUTO-WHEELS, 5 BUineas, perfect condition; re
pairs and replacements.—J. W. Robina, 97,

Latchmere Rd., BatteiEca. [5301

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
ALL proai>ectiTO purehaaere of Easting windacreens

should buy from the recognised agents only.

BEWARE of sinirious imitations 1 None are genuiua
unless bearing the name Easting.

COMFY always. All ways ie our slogan, and every
Easting h^^es up to this motto.

DON'T be Id. wise and £ foolish. All materials need
in Easting windflcreens are of the finest qualities

obtainable.

EASTING is a recognised trade-mark. Anyone using
»Hme for the passing of spuiious goods viiW be

prosecuted.

FOOLS will part with their money if they think they
i-an get genuine articles at Pirate prices. .Buy

Eastings.

GOOD articles well made always giTe nnboiHidcd satis-
fartion, hence the popularity of Eastings.

HAVE you got the latest Easting catalogue? It fully
d?^;cribes the full range of sidecar screens and

hiindle-bar screena.

IMITATION is the eincerest form of flattery, but
dun't get misguided; buy Eastings only.

JUST another reminder.—Easting prices have been
reduced again.—Write for catalogue to Easting

Windsoreens, Ltd., 132, Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham
[5089

EASTIiNG Standaj-d Windscreen, brand new ; sacri-

fice. 45/-.—97. Elsenliam St., Southfields. S.W.18.
[5366

HERCULES Hoods, aprons, etc., cheapest and best.

Cameos. 55/-; celluloid. 1/6 so ft.—Hercules
Fond Co.. 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0855

BOWEB Adjustable Windscreen, complete, coverall
apron etc., few shop-soiled at 25/-; mannlactured

under patent Noa. 108354 of 1916 ajid 109601 of
1916.

EASTING and Sandham windscreens supplied.—Re-
pairs of all kinds carried out. New panels fitted

fnim 12/-. Aprons, 10/-. "Phone: Brixton 1585.—
Eobini Manufacturing Co. (EstabUshed 1899j, 1 and
c. iulse am. Brixton, S.W.2. [5153

CELASTOID Strong Wimdscreens, 50x10 7/-, 25x
20/- 7/., 16x10 2/6; t-hinner quality, for poultrv

houses, 50^20 5/-, 10x10 1/-; post paid.—B. Smith
a-nd Son. Woodhouse Lane. Leeds. 'Phone: 22576.

r3553
BRISTOL Windscreens, will fit any sidecar, adjust-

able any angle, neat and eflScient, Popular, 35/-,
complete with apron; De Luxe, £2/12/6. Why pay
more ? Send for illustrations.'—Patentees and Manu-
facturers, Bristol Sidecar Co., Stokes Croft, Bristol.

[4370
BODIES.

ELEN Sidecars! I I Helen Sidecars I 1

1

H^
CLEARANCE of end of season stock. Wonderful

bargains.—Bodies complete, from £2/15; full bul-
bous bach tuuring bi>.liea. oumplete upholstered and
coach painted, coverall apron, etc., £5ilO. Write for
catalogues. Chassis complete, new, from £6. 'Phone:
Brixton 1585.- R^ibini Manuta^-turiug Co. (Estab-
lished 1899), 1 and 3. Tulse HiU, Brixton. S.W.2.

[5151
COBB-SPEEDMAN Sidecar Bodies for 1923, finished

ready for the road; bulbous touring, £4*15; bulbous
sports, £3'15; racing. £3; others from £1/19'6.—Vernon
Cobb, Sidecars, Nottingham Rd., Burton Joyce, Notts.

[5125
BASTOiTE'S Greait Cleara-nce of Sidecar Bodies

(stock soiled); eemi-sporting lighlweifrht, £2/15;
touring models. 70/- each; ditto, n<it painted or up-
holstered, 30/ each.- 228. Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [5583

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, lull-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House.
Tudor St.. London. E.C.4. [0004

H
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

ELEN Sidecars! ! 1 Helen Sidecars! I I

CCLEARANCE of end of seasons bargains.—A few
^ lightweight outfits complete, brand new, tyre and

(tube, etc, all fittings, £9 ; shop-soiled outfits for
Triumph, etc.. bulbous back body, apron, chassis com-
plete, all fittings, tyre and tube. £12/15; a few heavy-
weight Plus One chassis complete, shop-soiled, less tyre
and tube. £9. 'Phone : Brixton 1585.—Robini Manu-
facturing Co. (Established 1899), 1 and 3. Tulse Hill,
Brixton. S.W.2. . [5152

COaCHBUILT Touring Sidecar, 26in wheel, good
condition: £7.-63 Solon Rd.. Brixton. [5287

INDIAN Sidecar: £9/10; several others cheap, room
wanted.—57, Keubury St., CamberwelL London.

[5190

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A43
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s
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

QANDHAM, the amarte^t sidecar Bpecialiste.

SANDUM (V-ehaped) windscreen, a hood, screen aud
aprou. The Popular £2/15. and the Standard

£51 IH. Write for list.

CANDUM (V-shapedl -windscreen. Our South London
*-^ agent writes :

'* An instantaneous success ; sold out

;

send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDUM Dual-purpose Sidecar {patented). The only
Eidecar of reasonable length capable of carrying: two

adults in comfort. Bodies supplied separately if required

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.l. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

S.IDECAR, Swan R.34. off Triumph, as uew; £12/10.
—Below.

CANOELET, beautifully upholstered, painted dark
blue, screen, off Triumph; 10 guineas.—Below.

ANOTHER Lightweight, sound, fit almost anything;
£6.—Below.

WARD and Co., 51, Upper Richmond Rd., E. Put-
ney. [5658

SIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, usual price £10/10 (20)

only, to clear £5 ; send for photo.

SIDECAR Bodies, cane and wicker, cost from £3 to

£10 new, slightly soiled; 20/- to 50/- each,
absolute gifts ; all carriafe paid.

ALSO quantity sidecar chassis, -wheels, castings, tyres,

tubes, and various fitments, money-making oppor-
tunitv for maker-up.—Melville Cars (Halifax), Ltd.,

opposite Fire Station, Halifax. 'Phone: 999 Hs. [0976

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—New coach bodies,

full size, with locker, £5/17/9; usually £9/10.

B'OOTHS Motories. Blackpool. — New step pattern
' coach bodies, £5/17/6; sporting bodies,

£</17/6.

BOOTHS Motories, Blackpool.—Canoelet chassis,

like new, £5/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to

5ult Triumph, B.S.A., £16/10/6; second-hand side-

jars, cheap; springs, mudguards, hubs, lugs,

finings; state requirements.—Booth Motoriej, 294.

Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [3984

WATSONIAN Coachbuilt Sidecar, £6/10; large

lamp set, 12/-.—11, Station Rd., Manor Park.
[5272

NORTON Coachbuilt Sidecar, bulbous back, fine

condition, all fittings; £10.—King, Egrove, Ox-
ford. C5320

SIDECAR, Spoi-ts, Swan pattern, quite new ; £6

;

worth £16.—Pleasant, 85, Caxleton Rd., Tufnell
Park, N.7. [5186

P.
and M. Sidecar Chaasis, for R.A.F. model, com-
plete, £4; chassis only, 15/-.—Simpson, Orchard,

Sunbury-on-Thames. [5308

SIDECARS.—Bulbous back«, underslung, also Sporting
Canoelet, from 7 guineas.—12, Cornwall M^^ws,

Ulnucciter Rd., S.W.7. [5107

SIDECAR, la-test new underslung, bulbo-us back,

suit Triumph, similar; £10.—Taylor, 637, Seven
Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [5338

HARLEV Sidecar and Chassis, in good condition,

£8; also Speedwell shields, £1, almost new.

—

109, Moyer Rd., Streatham. [5271

PARAGON Folding Sidecar saves storage and has
10 years to its credit. When folded will go

througb very narrow doorway.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—If your passage or
doorway is only 25in, we can make it so that

it passes through without trouble.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar was first on the market,
and is still the best. Call and see 1923 improved

model demonstrated.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—Extended payments to
suit everybody.—Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High

Holborn. W.C.l. [0388

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Eideezi

Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0829

81. Guineas.—1921 Rudge Coachbuilt Sidecar, com-
S plete luggage grid, lamp. Easting, perfect con-

ilition.-26b, Ingleton St., Brixton. [5134

CANOELET Sports, hammock slung, £8/10; light
chassis with new coachbuilt body, £8/10.-26,

Tulso Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [5604

BASTONE'S Complete Sidecar to fit any machine,
£11; ditto sports model, £16/19; touring bulb-

ous back sidecars, X17/7/6. Several models in stock.

BASTONE'S.—We are distributing agents for the
famous Montgomery aud Whitley sidecars; send

us your inquiries.

BASTONE'S.—If you are buying a sidecar, kindly
inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere,

and save money.—228, Pentonville Hd., King's Cross,
London, N.l. Tel-: 2481 North [5584

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
folded (10 seconds) combination passes through

•rdljaary doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when open,
no fireakishness ; send for descriptions. Frank W^it-
wojcMi, 139, New St., Birminj^ham. [5083

The
Insurance
Policy
Authorised and
app roved by

»^

1
IS issued by J

THE AUTOCAR
FIRE & ACCIDENT
. . INSURANCE . .

COMPANY LTD.

THE terms and con-

ditions of the Policy

are such that the

Insured is properly safe-

guarded and may rely

upon receiving efficient

service at all times, in

addition to prompt settle-

ment of claims.

For full particulars and
premiums apply to

:

THE AUTOCAR FIRE &
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Head Office:

77, Cheapside. LONDON, E.C.2.

Telepfione: City 9831 atid- 9833.

Bmtiches:

BIRMINGHAM—Phoenix Chambers.
Colmore Row.

LEEDS—28, Bond Street.

CARDIFF— 15, High Street.

The Motor Cycle Policy is obtain-
able through all Motor Agents
and Insurance Brokers^ but insist

on "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
Policy.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
DOUGLAS Sidecar Chassis, perfect, £5 ; others in-

complete cheap ; Mills-Fulford eidecar wheels, un-
used, 20/- each.— 2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden.
N.W.IO. [5227

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again wins
Championship at Brooklands, making third suc-

cessive year. Le Vack (Zenith-Jap) first, O. do Lissa
(Motosacoche) second.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again used for
records. 50 miles, 100 miles, one hour, by

Messrs. Temple and AUchiu, on the famous Harley-
Davtdson.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar was used by
the winners in the 200-mile race, Messrs,

Davidson (Indian) and Le Vack (Zenith).

MIDDLETON'S Supply on extended payments if so
desired,

REPAIRS to Frames, Chassis, Bodies of every dc-
scription. Trade inquiries invited.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar
makers. Business hours 9 to 6, Saturdays close

12.—27, Stroud Green Rd., Fipsbury Park. 'Phone,
Hornsey 1584, [0522

attached
tandem
changed
tested 8

HOPLEY Folding Sidecar Saves Garage;
to motor will go through passage 28in,

bodies fitted; suits motors up to lOh.p.

;

from pleasure to commercial in few seconds

.

years.—F. Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birmingham
[0152-

CANOELET Coachbuilt Touring Body, 28X3 wheel
and tyre, 4-point fixing, £20. shop-soiled;

Canoelet sports racing, £15, 26x2i4 wheel and tyre;
Ariel coachbuilt, £20. 26x214 wheel and tyre;
four Williamson coachbuilt 4-point, 26x2V2 vrheel and
tyre, £10 each; New Comet chassis for Triumph, ,

£6/10, new. A few second-hand sidecars from £5.
to clear; inspection invited.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, E.C.4. 'Phone: Centi-al 5168. [5610

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
1 Q23 Morgans are available from Gibb, Northgate,
i- *J Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [0969

EXCEPTIONAL De Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting,
spare wheel; £85.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-

sington. [5358

ROVER Eight 1923 models from £180; motor cycle
exchanges.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7.
'

[7517

I
Q22 Dynamo De Luxe Morgan, w.c, used twice.

J-*' every accessory; £135.-24, BaJliol Rd., North
Kensington. [5360

G.N. 1921, fully equipped, ready for the road,, ex-
cellent condition; £85.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. '

[5607

GARDEN 5-6h.p., single-seater, torpedo body, in
excellent order; £25.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet St., E.C.4. [5612

1 Q18 Grand Prix Morgan, fully equipped; exchange
J-v combination or solo.—37, Arlington Rd., Sur-
biton. 'Phone : Kingston 1274. [5350

MORGAN De Luxe 1921, water-cooled M.A.G. en-
gine, lighting set, clock, speedometer, discs, small

mileage, as new; £117/10.—Below.

MORGAN 1921 De Luxe, water-cooled M.A.G. en-

gine; £105.—Below.

MORGAN 1921-22 Grand Prix, M.A.G. engine, Qon-

dition as new; £115; cash, exchange, deferred.—
Elce, Ltd.. 13, 15, 16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.G. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

I Q23 Morgan De Luxe, w.c. J.A.P., dynamo light-
--«? dng, brand new; £168; immed'iate delivery from
stock; esohajiges or defen-ed .—Below.

1 Q15 Morgan Grand Prix, w.c. J. A.P., hood, screen,
JL*^ 5 lamjjs, in splendid condition, guaranteed;
£80.—Below.

1 Q20 Morgan, Family model, Sh.p., w.c. J.A.P.,
-JLv dynamo lighting, Bonniksen, perfect; £110;
exchainges or deferred.—Below.

1 Q2S Morga-n Giund Prix, lOh.p., w.c. M.A.G.,
X «/ hood', screen , lamps, front starting handle,
excellent condition, guaranteed perfect; £130; ex-
changes or "deferred.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot,
243. Lower Glapto-n Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston
2408. [5475

MORGAN Grand Prix Aero, dynamo, speedometer,
absolutely as new, M.A.G. engine, t^rfect; 105

euineas.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney.
[5652

MORGANS.—Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans,
can give early delivery of this famous runabout;

Grand Prix iEiaO, De Luxe £165, Family Model £170.
[0935

1 C|21 7h.p. Garden Runabout, electric lamps, hood^
]Xt/ and eoreen, horn, Ucensed, a gi^t; £35. woTth -

double.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone:
607. [5552

MORGAN, 8h.p. J.A.P. , air-cooled, recently thor-

oughly overhauled and repainted, new front
-.J

wings, et<r., fitted, in good run<ning order ; £48.— "'

Below.

A.C. Sociable, with really good engine, enclosed i

Bosch magneto, etc., everything working, tyres.]

fair, body not very good appearance; £12.—P. C. ,

Li'iigley, Woodbridge. Suffolk, [5247 .-i

'14} All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
A.B.O. Sports, like new, mileage onlj 2,000, many

new spares and special fittings, great baragiii

;

£135.—James, c/o Bradmorea. 482. Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington. [4791

1 Q21 A.B.C. Sports 2-seater, excellent condition,
JLiJ fully equipped ; takes combination or Morgan
part exchange, or sell cheap.—143, Ravensbury Hd.,
Earlsficld. S.W. [5536

MORGAN, 1920, iM.A.G., electric light, new tyres,
good condition; moderate price; exchange witti

cash considered. After 7 p.m.—Snow, 58, Malvern
Ed, Dalston, E.B. £5640

^yO Guineas, exchanges.—Baby Peugeot, De Luxe 2-

i 'W sealer, 7h.p., 4-cyl,, 3 speeds, hood, screen, lug-
gage grid, lamps, spare rim, smart and good, tax paid.
--Seabridge. Below.

KO Guineas, exchanges.—1914-15 Humberctte 2-
t^ */ seater, water-cooled, hood, screen, lamps, Stepney,
smart, any esaminatiun, trial.- Seabridge. Below.

G.N. 2-seater,Qf\ Guineas; exchanges.—1920O" dynamo, 5 detachables, speedometer, hood,
ecreen, any examination; trial.—tieabnd^e. Below.

OQ Guineas; exchanges.-Rover 2-seater 6h.p., hood.
/W */ screen, lamps, high side doors, useful little run-
about,—Seabridge. Below.

ALL the above and many other bargains at Sea-
bridge, 35, Hansler Ed., E. Dulwlch. Sydenham

£452. [4874

T.B. 3-whceler; standard model, £155; De Luxe.
£165/10; sports, £175.—Earliest deliveries from

Godfrey'^, Ltd., 208. Great l*ortland St., London, W.
*Phon6i 1300 Lanyham. [0640

ACk Guineas.—Easy terms or exchange motor cycle,
^jtiF Zebre, spknclid 2-deater (water-cooled)
Bcreen.—Wandiwoi th Motor
Wandsworth (Towo Station).

19^

A tur

hood,
Exchange, Ebner St.,

[5558

1 21 G.N., dynamo lighting, speedometer, horn,
mirror, disc wheels, spare; £80.—Whitley, .9,

Great Cumberland Mews, Seymour Place, Marble
Arch, W.l. Paddington 5970. - [5401

DOUGLAS CyiJe Gar, 2-spater, €h.p., 3-speed, disc
wh elti, streamhne body, electric lamps, fast, per-

fect condition ; sell £60. ur exchange high pOTrer motor
cycle.-670. Hollowar Ed.. N.19. [2123

"I
021 Garden 2-seHcer, fully equipped, hood, ecreen.

XtF electric lighxing, fully guaxajiteed; £65; ex-
-changes or deferred.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapum
Rd.. N.E "Phuue Dalston 240S. [5476

AT Edwards.- 1921 SU.p. De Mnrcay 2-senter, dynamo
ligutiug, Bpeeuometei, hcod and screen, spare wheel,

tax paid, exceptionul condition; 65 guineae; exchanges
01 aeierred.— lul, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [55y4

ANY muke 01 light car supplied on deferred payment^;
ovei 12 uf 18 montus. Your present machine

accepted in part exchange.—Allen-Bennett Motoi Co..
Ltd., 9, 10 and 11, Royal Parade. Loudon Ed., W
CrOTdon. "Phone: Cioydun 2450-51. [0735

1 Q22 Harper Eunabout, fully equipped, as supplied
'M-iJ oy muiiera, perfect conditiDu, as new. only used
20 mi.es. owner over 70 years old, unable to (>« by
idoctor's orders, cost £107. tax paid: £85, or nearest
ofEei.—W. Mason. Ingleneuk, Grange Ed.. Mofiat. [5168

bii^m,.. auup-auiied 1922 O.iN.S, specialty
tuned up, aynamo iignting, noods and screens.

2-seaters, with amp;e dickey, no reasonable offer re-

fused; excnange or deterred payments lor either.

—

The Motor House, 20. Biuchley Ed., N.W.S. Tel.

:

Hampstead 735j [3399

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.. Ltd., Official Morgan
diatriuuting agents, immediate delivery 'of all

models. Your present machine accepted in part ex-
change; deterred payments over IB months.—9, 10 and
11. Royal Parade, London Rd., W. Croydon. 'Phone
Croydon 2450-51. a [0734

i?il9/10.—Morgan 1921 Grand Prix, water-cooled
^' M.A.G. engine, tyres practically unsoiled, Luca^
dynamo lighting, hood, screen, discs, aluminium dash-
board, aluminium number plates, Stewart mechanical
horn, speedometer, bwallpw mascot, valuable Air Force
8-day -watch, dashboard lamp, etc.. tax paid.—Delamey
Street Garage, Camden Town. N.W.I. [5298

A.V. Specialists, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's- Corner,
Barnes, have in stock several specially tuned

A.V. monocars and Tamplins from £35; a 1921
dynamo lighting, side-by-side A.V. 2-seater with dickey,
reverse, 5 deta bable wheels, speedometer, c'ck. etc
£55; a 1921 Carden, in practically new condition", well
equipped, £40. Write us your requirements, or, better
«till, call and inspect our stork. We specialise in
all makes of cycle cars. Car comfort at motor cycle
cost. Compare our prices; exchanges entertained.

[5451MORGANS.—1923 models for early deliverv; yuur
second-hand motor cycle taken as part pay-

ment; should extended payment be required, your old
machine treated as first payment down, remainder in
equal monthly paj-ments. Standard air-cooled 8h p
J.A.P or lOh p. Blackhurne engine, £128: De Luxe
£148; family. £153, Grand Prix, with 8h p. JAP
OT lOh.p Blackhurne engine, £160; De Luxe, water-
cooled, £165; family, water-cooled, £155. M.A G
water-cooled engine, £7 extra. Anzani water-cooled
OTerhead valve engine with alununium pistons and oil

Kmp, £5 extra; tuition free.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
ne, Fleet St., London. 'Phone: Central 5168.

[395S

AERO Morgan, 1922. Lucas dynamo lighting,
special engine, aluminium pistons, straight ex-

haust pipes, aluminium dash, clock, speedomdter; ex-
changes.—H. Rock, Cradlty, Sufis. Tel. : 145. [5259

for
St.,

all models.—Maudes', 100,
W.l. [5697

for 1923. If it's a Motor Cycle,
we have it. Order your new

Cash or Deferredmount now.
Payments.

streamline Sidecar
Lamp. Ebony with
N.P- mounts .. 10/-

Complete vnxh bulb 1 1/—.
Carriage gd.

Sidecar Footrests for
fixing to chassis frame,

4/6.
Carriage gd.

ARMOURED TOOL
BAGS WITH COW-
HIDE FRONTS.
SpeciaJ deep bag for

ii h.p. Dougias . to fit

between carrier stag's,

with clips, 6 '6 each.
Postage 6d.

l^arse size for 4 h.p.
Douglas, with dips,
10/6 each. Postage gd.

BLACK CAT MA SCOT.
Number Plate Fitting. Price I/-

Postage 3d.

Miracle Oil — " The Upper
Lubricant." Price 3/6.

Carriage gd.

- Jackson's

*'Impervo,*'

51-

Carriage gd. for i tin.

„ 1/3 for J or 3 tins.

Bevelled Handle- <? P A R F Sbar Mirror, 5/6. °.,."r^
Carnage gd. II Its for a

Douglas,
tve have it.

TRADE
SUPPLIED.

BURLI N GTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone : Brixton 2417. Wires : Burlington I\Iotots,Clapham.

Just by Clapliam Common Underground Station.

MoauiAN.-.Spares
Great Portland

MOKLJAN Spares Ircm stock lor all models.—Send
your enquiry to Hall. Morgan Specialist, 91.

St. Peters St., St Albans. (0936

MORGAN Spare Parts IJepot.—Spares for all models
from stock; casn, exchange, deferred.—Eke. Ltd.,

16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.
Avenue 5548 [0067

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
COUNT! 1921 Ccmtjination, pcrf»et condition, used

p.ivate hire only ; £130.-300, Bioad St., Birming-
ham. ' [5094

/^OUNTT.-B.S.A. Motor Cycle Taxis. £53 secures
vy immediate delivery ; openings everywhere ; fullest
particulars with pleasoie.—The Originators, County Cycle
and Motor Co., Ltd.. Broad St., Birmingham. [7664

CARS FOR SALE.
A.V. 1921 2-seater, 9h.p. J.A.P., taxed; £55.-77,

Acre Lane, S.W. 2. [5419

OVERLAND 1916 S-seater, taxed, lighting and start>
ing; £65.-77. Acre Lane. S.W.2. r5417[5417

MERCEDES 35h.p. 5-seater, C.A.V., tax paid; £55.
—8. Crowhurst Rd., Brixton, S.W. 9. [5416

9 h.p. Clement 2-seater Car, low, hood, screen, new
tyres; £25.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [5373

PRINCE Henry Vauxhall 2-seater, C.A.V., Uxed;
£130.—Mrs. Wilson, 4, Balleter Rd., Brixton,

[5418

1923 Lagonda, £265; cash, exchange,
or deferred.—^Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

"pXALIPAX

fax.

HALIFAX.—1923 Calthorpe, 285 guineas; cash,
exchange, or deferred.—Halifax Motor Exchange,

Horton St., Halifax.

HALIFAX.— 1923 Coventry Premier. 230 guineas;
Singer, 280 guineas; cash, exchange, or deferred.

—Motor Kxchange, Horton St., Halifax.

HALIFAX.—1923 Sloueleigh 3-seater, £185.—Hali-
fax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

HALIFAX.- 1923 Morijans from £128.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5565

PALMER'S Garage, 187, 199, High St., Tooting,
the pre-eminent place for purchasing; detai,ed

list below.

PaLIUER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction sale every
Thursday, starting at 2 o'clock; apply for cata-

logue.

PAUMER'S Garage, Tooting.—ISh.p. Itala late
model torpedo touring car, hood, screen; £50.

PAUMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Waverley
sporting 2-seater, hcod, screen, 4-cyl, monobloc;

£60.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—11.9h.p. Briton 2-

seater, small four, houd. screen, runs well; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh. p. Lagonda
coupe, dynamo lighting, extra smart; £95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 14-16h.p. Darracq
light landaulet, 4-cyl. monobloc, runs well; £40.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—ISh.p. Metallurgique
torpedo touring car, 4.cyl. monobloc, hood,

screen; £65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-14h.p. Fiat light
landaulet, 4-cyl., runs well; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have fifty others; any
of the above cars supplied on easy payments;

we shall be pleased to quote special terms to meet
clients' requirements; all are in running order. [5525

CLYDE lOh.p. 4-cyI. 2-3-seater, houd, serpen, spare
w eel. overhauled, guartint^ed, silent, handy, reliable

car; £85.—Wait and Co., Ltd.. Leiueeter. [5012

"I
Q22 Coventry Premier, dynamo, speedometer,

i-*y electric born, spare wheel, perfect condition
110 guineas.- 51, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney.

[5651

"IQ21 Emseote 2-3-seater, Lucas dynamo lighting. 3-

J.'lF speed and reverse; exchange good combination,
part.-Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-
chester. [4349

1 022 Rover 8h.p., latest, type engine, practicallv
i-»y lew throughout, done 2.000 only; £120;
exch-^inges.—James, c/o Bradmore's
Paddineton.

Harrow Rd.,
[5585

LATE 1922 8h.p. Rover, run few miles, dynamo
Idghtrrig, spare wheel, clock, speedometer, mirror,

mat, coupe attachment; £135.—24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensington. [5359

ROVER Cars at 1923 prices: Standard 2-se.nter, £180-
4-seiiter, £190, De Luxe 2-sp.iter, £200; De Luxe

4-seotei £210; deferred payments; your motor cycle
or car taken in part exchange: prompt delivery.—Official
Agents, Eagles and Co.. 275, High St., Acton, Loudon,
W. [0761

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue A5
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CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER 8h. p. Standard model. £180; 8h.p. 4-seater

model, £190.
2-seater De Luxe,
Portland St.. W.

4-seater model De Luxe, £210;
£200.—HatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt.

[0729

CLYDE Sli.p., £S tas. White Poppo engine, all

accessories, electric lightins, new hood, over-

hauled, repainted, guaranteed perfect order; £65.~Wait
and Co., Ltd., Leicester. [5013

CASTLE THREE late 1922, dynamo, spare wlieel,

speedometer, used a few times only, cost £235:
accept £130; exchanges.—HUlier (side bell), 127, St.

Marks Rd., North Kensington. [5264

STUDEBAKER 4-cyl. ISh.p. Touring Car, splendid

condition, ready immediate use; make fine nrre

car; bargain, £45; exchange Douglas and little cash.—

Box 5148, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5615

-] Q22 Rover Bh.p., carefully used, small mileage,
-Lt/ condition throughout like new; exchange com-
bination and cash; or sell £135.—James, o/o Brad-

more's, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [4788

QQ Guineas.-R.C.H. 1915 ISh.p. 4-seater. appear-

^^ ance rough, but mechanical condition excel-

lent, fully equipped; exchanges.—A.V. Garage, 2.4,

Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Corner, Barnes. [5456

G.N. 1922.—A few slightly shop-soiled, demonstration,

touring, sporting, and racing modelfi available;

extremely attractive prices.— G.N. Motors, Ltd., 22, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Museum 2271. [4258

1 fk22 Bh.p. Rover 2-seater, only 3 months' use,

-Lt/ as new; £126; cost £246, or exchange for

combination.-Naylor and Kirk 406. Garratt Lane
Earlsfield, S.W. 'Phone: Wimbledon 2041. [5483

SP-ORTING 2-seater R.M.C., underslnug chassis,

good runoiing order and condition, £35; also

Flanders 15h.p. 2-seater, stored since 1915, perfect

condition, £35.-7, Sylvan Hill, Upper Norwood
[5300

FIVE Light Cars, 2- and 4-seaters, to be ex-

cnanged for motor cycles, in part payment for

cash, deferred or exchange.—The Motor House, Ltd.,

20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. Tel. : Hampstead 7355.
[3400

8h.p. Rover Cars for immediate delivery. Standard
2-seater £180, 4-seater £190; deferred pay-

ments if desired: your motor cycle taken in part pay-

ment.—Official Agents: Kays, 8-10, Bond St.. Ealing.
[2177

ERIC CAMPBELL 1922, ell aluminium body,

dynamo, spare wheel (unused), clock, speedometer,

cost i-SOO; accept £175 or exchange combination and
cash.—Hillier (side bell), 127, St. Marks Rd., North
Kensington. [5265

SALE.—Ford Touring Car, 5 detadiable wheels, -date

1920, many extras, been carefully used, appear-

ance and mechanical condition first-class; £110; ox

exchange Rover equal value.—Stephens, May Barak,

Stoke-on-Ti-ent. [5016

O e; Guineas.—Cowley 1915 lOh.p., 4-cyl., dynamo
Oy lighting, 6 detachable wheels, excellent appear-

ance, thoroughly sound and reliable; exchange enter-

tained.—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove. Hogger's

Corner. Barnes. [5455

kl4 lOh.p. Armstrong 2-seat6r, 4-cyl., 4-speed,
' gate onange, Sankey detachable wheels, spare,

dynamo lighting, first-class running order a;nd good
hill-climber, tax paid; £50.—The Gables, Sylran Hill,

Upper Norwood. (5299

T.B, 3-wbeeIer, mew 2 monihg ago, 8h.p. w.c. J.A.P.
engine, 3 speeds and reverse, shaft drive, mileage

about 500, spare wheel, dynamo lighting, luggage car-

rier, tools, etc.; £140 cash, deferred.—Motor House.
Ltd., 20, Finchley Rd., NW.S. [4021

ANT make of light car supplied on deferred payments
over 12 or 18 months. Your present machine

accepted in part exchange.—AUen-Bennett Motor Co.,

Ltd 9, 10 and 11, Royal Parade, London Rd., W.
Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450-51. [0736

BUYERS-—1923 models; immediate delivery. Motor
. cycles, combinations taken in part payment and

treated as first payment down, remainder in equal
monthly payments, 2-seater standard, brown finish,

£180; 2-seater model De Luxe, any colour, £200;
8h.p. 4-seater standard, brown finish, £190; 8h.p.

4-seater model De Luxe, any colour, £210; self-starter

on any model, £15 extra; tuition free; delivery Rover
works or London. Write for list.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G. 'Phone: Central
5168. [3956

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
2 -TON Willys Overland Utility Truck, pneumatics

front, twin solids rear, in perfect condition ; £85,
or exchange ton Ford.—Khind and Co., Stone Place,
Eusholme. [4356

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms

could not be simpler.

—

157b, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [5935

MIDDLETONS can arrange extended payments on
excellent terms.—For our address see Sidecar

Column. [0956

HALIFAX.-Motor cycle, £5 deposit and 12/6
weekly. Get list.—Motor Exchange, Horton St..

Halifax. [5563

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge, will supply any make of light car on easy

terms at the lowest possible price obtainable any-
where. Catalogues and full particulars by post. [5567

19^

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES,

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
bt;lt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 each

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.

Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins.

The STANLEY SPARE LrNK which is tne De,t
belt length adjuster yet invented. Savestime,
trouble& mTn^ty. Saves the cost ofa new belt.

THE STANLEY SHIELO which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed lor use
with the Philipson Pulley. Sd.

'/•

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS for adjusting the
length ot your belt in one second. Set of 3, 6d.

*' Never be wilttout a box of Stanley Spares."'
Price 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering
THE LION fastener, guaranteed for 6,000

miles— lid.

Our goods are World-renowned for their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt

BeltPunches
1/6

I

Adjustable
SlPunches 2/-

Per ft.

r 1/2
r i/s
r 1/9
v; 2/-
ir 2/5

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners,
BRITISH THROUGHOUT.

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,

BROMLEY. KENT. B™°Jey8o6.

jtrie/i

AMBROLEUM
"CLIMGS TO THE TEETH"

This Famous Gear Lubricant is _NOW OBTAINABLE IN 2 lb. TINS I
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

j
Jj you /lave any d:ffictiUy m obtaining, sena I

I

fkzvte oj your tisttal dealer and retntt us g/- r

I
ivken 7ve loill send you a 2 lb, ut fosc /fee.
STERNS LTD., 1^6, ROYAL LONDON
HOUSE, FINSBURY SQUARE, E,C.2.

ENGINES.
"I Q 21 2'541-P- Douglas, magneto, carburetter, es
-l-t7 new; £17.-4, Auckland Rd., Doncaster. [5396

BRAND New 6h.p. J.A.P. Engme; £18/10.—Bow-
ley, 102, Westwood Rd., Earlsdon, Coventry.

[5330
SAUE or Exchange, Sh.p. Twin engine J.A.P,, smaller

' wanted.—Biogg, Westacridge, Barton-on-Humlwr.
[5044

Qih.p. Twin Moto-Reve Unit, £5; Z^^i.v- Auto
-•^2 motor, 25/-.—Simpson, Oarchard, Sunbury-oii-
Thames. [5309

1 K-SOh.p. Tffiu Opposed (horizcmtal) Water-cooled
-i-tJ Engine.—A. W. Platts, 602, King's Rd.. Ful-
iiam, S.W.6. [5236

DOUGLAS 8-lOlL.p. engines, stationary or power
units; stamp specification.—Derrington, Giafton

Rd., New Maiden. [5557

4h.p. Blackburne 1922, as new, complete witli mag-
net-o, exhaust pipe, carburetter il required extra,

guaranteed; £15 or offers.—43, Lynn Rd., Ely, Cambs.
[5414

BRAND New 1921 J.A.P. 2";4h.p., £12/10; Levis,
2'/4h.p., £6; Sh.p, twin J.A.P., Bosch waterproof

magneto, £15; 1913 Rex twin, Bosch waterproof
magneto, £9. Heaps engines stocked. Exchanges.

—

Syd. Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventry,
[5251

HEPPELTHWAITES.—The Engine Specialist. A few
left : 2^^.h,p. Avis, 2 strokes (brand new),

£5/17/6; Sh.p. J.A.P. (twin), £16; 5b.p. J.A.P.
m.o.h.v., £11 / 10 ; Sh.p Twin Precision, £10 ; 6hp,
Res m.0.7., £7/15; 3i,^.p. Brown m.o.v-, £4; Si^h.p.
Bat m.o.h.v.,^ £5; 2^4b.p_ M.M.G., £2. Several other
engines, A.LV. cheap. 2^/ih.p. M.A.G., almost new,
£7/10. State wants, we have lots of others at all
prices, also magnetos, carburetters, A.I.V. engines, Rex,
J.A.P.. Peugeots, N.S.U., M.M.C., Excelsiors, Adams,
etc. 2h.p. Peugeot complete motor cycle (ride away),
£5/10; Bh.p. Peugeot. £10; 1911-14 Rex, top-hole
condition, tax paid, Bh.p., £20; others (send stamp
please). 'Phone : 1958 Brixton. 17-19, Wilcox Rd.,
South Lambeth, London, S.W. 8. [5574

BROLER S'/ob.p. 2-stroke Engine.—The standard
engine that can lap Brooklands traok at 51

m.p.h. after 7,000 miles on the road. Important
Reduction in Prices. In order to brins our produc-
tion within the reach of a greater proportion of the
public we are, for one month only, offering; this
engine at £9. This price includes patent release valve,
exhaust pipe and cast aluminium silencer, magneto
platform (one-nut chain odjnetment), magneto chain
and sprockets, cast aluminium chain case (grease-
tight). Lodge T.S.3 plug, %in. or ^iin. belt pulley-
sprocket- 4/- extra. These engines are fitted with
Skefko ball bearings to main shaft, and Hoffmann
rollers to big end. These engines are not a job line,
but are a standard engineeiing production, all parts
being interchangeable. Write for illustrated catalogue
and be cunvinced.—Broler Motors, Ltd.. Narboroush,
Leics. [4381

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
B. IGNITION Co.H

H
M-

THOMSON-BENNETT, single and twin, all degrees,
suitable for type of machines; £^/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single and twin, large type:
£3/10; O.A.V., new clock and anti-clock, £2/15.

H.B. will take your old magneto in part payment;
guaranteed 12 months; terms, one month against

cash.

, B. IGNITION Co. ('Phone Brixton 610), 78. Neir
Park Rd.. Brixton Hill. London. [0694

L Magneto, "V twin, practically new; 60/-, guar-
anteed.—6, Cimrcb Rd., Forest Hill. [5135

BOSCH D.A.V., 50°, anti, £2; 6v. dynamo, new, £3.
—Coal Merchant, Deaklns Rd., Yardley, Birming-

ham. [5445

NEW Lucas dynamos, £4/10; Junction boxee, 2/6;
accumulators, email 12v., unused, 13/6 each.—

Jenner, 165, Church St., Mitcham. [5161

THOMSON-BENNETT and C.A.V. magnetos. 180O
from 22/6: also 90° Twin and 4-cyl., from £3/10.

—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [5108

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial Av.,
Minories, E.l. [0760

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto Repaired, no matter
what condition, provided complete, for 30/-* 24

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8 and 10, Bond
St., Ealing, W. ^ [9443

BOSCH 1-cyl., ex-Government stocks, 45/-; M-L,
35/-; Baby Fellows, 32/6; T.B., A.M.2, 45/-;

all new, variable timing; approval.-Magneto Supplies,

Bristol Mews, Paddingtoai, W.9. [5336

DYNAMOS, brand new, E.H.O. make, 4 or 6 volts,

3 amps., complete with attachment fittings and
cut-out, limited quantity only; £3/10 each.~E. Hal-
lowell and Co., Lower Hanover St., Leeds. [3411

MAGNETOS.—M-L single cyL clock, fixed ignition,

off rotary engines, complete, 20/-, postage 1/3; the

above less contact breaker only 12/-, postage 1/3;

4-cyl. Dixie complete, 25/-: B.T.H. 8-cyl. complete. 25/-;

O.A.V. starting magneto^ complete, 18/6, postage 1/3;

all in good working order; caiTiage extra; cash with

order- send iV'iL for list of Aero parts.-Coley, Ordnance

Works, Queen Elizabeth Rd., Eangston-on-Tliames

'Phone: Kingston 365. [5112

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the en J ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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UiMIION, LIOHTING, ETC.
\ N Amazing Offer.

I^OUXTY o! London EnBineering Works, Ltd.

WE hold the largest and most varied stock ol mnf;-
netos and spare parts in England. Our stock

comprisra over 50,000 magnPlos. and an in^ido esti-

mate of our spares is £250,000. Wo would bring
to your notice that these magnetos a-ro not old dis-

used QiagnetrOb painted on tho outside to look liko

new. like many being offered to the public like so-

called magneto sptcialists and experts, but are new
unused Government surplus, and every magneto, pre-

vious to being sold, is thoroughly overhauled and sub-
jected to the same test as by the makers.

GUARANTEE.—These magnetos are all fully guar-
anteed for 12 months against all defects, and

should any magneto at any time_ within this period
prove in any way defective, we will willingly replace
01 repair same free of charge. Approval.—Notice, all

goods sent on approval for 14 days per return of post

on receipt of oash, and in the unlikely event of tuese
goodb not meeting with your entire sati:-faction, we
will refund cash in full, making no deductions for

packing or carriage. Magnetos despatched through
this paper's deposit system if required.

"DOSCH ZAl and ZA2; £4/10.

OSCH ZEl, ZE2 and ZEV, all degrees; £5.

03CH ZUl and ZU2; £6.

OSCH DIJ2, open type; £4/10.

HOMSON-BENNTUTT ami, AM2, and AMV, all

degrees; i:2/15.

HOMSON-BENNETT ACl, AC2, and ACV, all de-

grees; £3/10.

HOMSON-BENNETT A.SC2. for 180^ 2-strokc; £4.

B
B
B

T

THOMSON-BENNETT AD2; £3 ,'10.

^.A.V., Type 5U1. This magneto can also be sup-
y plied with Rudge spindle; £5.

I.A.V., Type 3U2; £5.

M
H
S

A.V. Kill and KU2 rattein; £2/10.

I.e., Type Al, A2, and AV 2, all degrees; £3.

"-L, Type PMl; £3/5.

[SEMANJM WGD2, 180°; £4/15.

EA, TyP6 Ml; £4/15.

ECO BX2. 130=, with dist. board; £3/15.

PLITDORP EUl and EU2; £2/5.

PLITDORF EUV, ail degrees; £2/10.

IXIE M20/2X and Ml; £2.

sE?vD your nest repair to us; It will pay you.

D
"DERLING Nil Single-cyl.; £2.

THESE Magnetos are all enclosed waterproo! and
variable ignition unless otherwise specified.

"DEPAIRS.—Magnetos, starters, and dynamos,

IF you have one of these for repair, save money and
send it to us for an estimate. Remember, we hold

the largest stock of magnetos and spare parts in Great
Britain, and have one of the finest workshops fitted
with the most modern appliances, especially for this
type of work. All repairs guaranteed for 12 months.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 27,
StockweU Rd.. S.W.9. Tel. : Brixton 2841.

T.A. : Ignitionac, Claproad. London. [5440

DYNAMOS vrith enclused cntHDUt,, 4 to 6-ToIt, 4 to
6 amps., approximately, speed 1.500 r.p.m., wJll

made, 50* -; pounds bslow production cost, carriage
extra.—Acton Motor Exchange, 55, Churchfield Rd

,

Acton. W.3. [5602

LIGHTING Sets.—Stupendous offer, comprising P
and H. No. 132 tjiectrio head lamp, tail lamp,

balbs, also 4-volt 40-amp. accumulator in metal case,
with clips, switch, and wire, com plete ; £3 / 16 / 6.—
Universal Motors. St. James Rd.. Derby. [3868

ECTSTON Ignition Co., aole representativo for the
diilitdort Electrical Co.—Repairs, spares service to

iSpUtdorf maguetos, dynamos, Disi« maguetos, etc. Wo
have the factory, pliint and expeTieu<'e. Official Indian
6le<'trical aervic-e at.ition. Thomson-Bennett repairs and
iparptt; spares and repairs to all makes oJ" magnetos;
all repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench
before dispatch, and carry our gnnrantee for 12 mouths.
We hold the largest atock of guaranteed magnetos in
London Twins, all degrees, charged acxiumulators, all
voltages alwayg ready We utock everything electrical
for the mt'torifit. Wo give you real live service alwuys.—Euston Itmition Co., 329, Euston Rd., N W"l
•Phone: Museum 5034. T.A.: Hagdyno, Eustroad. Lon-
don. [0263

The Talk of tiie Town
The "Cosy" Bungalow, Furnished.

The prettiest and cheapest to be seen ; on
view at our works, al! callers express
surprise and delight at its remarkable
value.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create

confidence.

A comparison of prices and quality will
ensure your patronage. Ail our goods
CARRIAGE PAID England and Wales AND
NO EXTRAS. Illustrated List Free.

Send for our All goods carriage
special catalogue P^id England and
containing record ^^'^1

'
j,*^"*^ *^*«?'s *.v«.u

unsolicited testi-
prices and parti- monlals are the
culars of our fair biggest proof ofour
dealing, one price, legitimate deal-

ings, and the
general satisfac-
tion ^iven.

one quality.

NO FXTRAS

CLYMPIA mOD£L ASBESTOS BUILDINQ

i^l'cciju-Mi'tn m Our CciLalu^ite.

I2XS £23 10 18X10 £42 10
14 X 10 £32 15 20X 12 £46 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with u-on roof complete. Fire-proof

and sound-proof.

iQ2, Shorciands Koaa, ^
bittingboum?. Kent,

"

August 17, 1922,
Mr. Brodrick, -

-

The South-Westem Appliance Co.

Dear Sir,

The St. Helier Building arrived on Satur-
day, two days before promise of delivery,
and we are more than satisfied with it.

We erected it on Wednesday and it went
together like clockwork. I am very pleased
we Jett the order with you, as, all who have
seen it think the value is remarkable and
admire the artistic appearance. Trusting
and believing it will get you turther orders
from this district.

Yours faithfully,

T«os. E. Kennhth.
Illustrated Catalogue Free,

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G"
High Street, FuUiam, London, S.W.

lelepuone: PUTNEY 2771.

R
lONITlOiN, I.KiHTINO, tfC.

ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.

RELIAsNCE for Repairs, new magnetos, and spare

parts of every description.

RELIANCE have the largest aiid moat op-'to-date

repair lactury in London or Provinces,

RELIANCE carry out all repairs oti tho premises,

luoiuding aru,a.turo winding. Trade inquiries eoli-

cited,

RELIANCE linve one ol (he most nn^dern armature-
winding plants and test rooms in the cuuntry,

and can therefore offer you the following advaii-

tages :

—

TIME.—All work within 6 to 48 hours, and a solid

12 raon-Lhs' guarantee in writing to baok it up.

CHARGES.—No Hat rabies. You are charged ac-

cording to the work that is required; therefore

you arc not in some cases helping to pay for other
people's repairs.

OUR Offer.—We shall be pleased to allow fou to

see your magneto on test after repair at our.

works. * How many others can* make the sam^B

offer?

OEiLIANCE have the following magnetos in stock,

Jti' all fully guaranteed a.nd on approval.

THOJMSON-BENiNETT.—Singles and twins, new, anjf

degree, waterproof, variaole, suit any engi'ue.)

price 55/-.

C.A.V. Single.'? and Twins, new, ideal for any light-

weight, 2;:ih.p. and 4h.p. Douglas; 55/-.

BOSCH, Tvpe Z.A.2, second-hand, enclosed, water
proof, variable, laiest pattern, for Dcughw

i-;4h.p and 4h.p.; £4/10.

ACCUMULATOiRS, best makes only, for all pur-

poses, any village, charged and uncharged, always
in stfrck; send for prices.

BOSCH Enclosed, waterproof, type D.A.L. magne-
tos, Government surplus, any degree, ready to fit

un Indian, Ilarley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin.

We guaran'tee these to give you slow mnning and
easy starting, and they are in every way ideal for

I he big machine; price, carriage paid, £4/tO

GUARANTEE.-Every magneto, no matter what the
price or niake, is goaran.eed by us. Nt-'t merely that

same is in good order at time of sale, but a plai-nly

writ/ten statement that we guarantee each ma-chine

jgainst all delects Eor a period of 12 m-ontha. This,
we maintain, justifies us in charging a. few shillings

rnore tlian certain of our competitors. List seat post
;ree upon application.

RELIANCE were established in 1914, since when
we have enjoyed a reputation which is second

.o none for straight and fair dealing.

EELTANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John
St., LondL>n, E.C.I. 'Phone: Clerkenwell 4290.

T.A. : Remagco, Smith, LonJcoi. C2226

TYRES.

t7/k/\x80 clearance genuine Avon Durolith; 37/6.
t \J\j Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4836

QEND for Emonufls' 1923 wonderful tyre b.nrgains,
lO* helmets and glovos ; lists post free on application.

REAIy. gcod> reliable, second-hand motor cycle tvre^,
all sizes and mokt^a, 10/- each, plus 1/- carriage;

other siBea and makes on application.—H. Emanuel and
Co., Tyre Factors. 37a, Balls Pond Ed., Dalston, N.l.
'Phone: Ualston 3161, [0832

MOTOR Cvclo Tyrea on Easy Ternifi, standard makes,
lic^t post free.—J. G. Graves, Sheffield. [0589

MELTON Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray, re-ranuld
burst or cut tyies and chafed beads, perfectly,

from 2/6.

RETREADING worn down tyres; 26in. and 650x65
sizes. 15/-; 28in. and 700x80 eizes, 18/9; 3,000

miles wear.

TUBE vnlcanizing, punctures 9d., small bursts 1/6,

sleeves 2/3, butt ends 3/6; the finest work pos-

eible. [0347

BULL'S have yoiir size in bargain covers and
tubes. Hugo stocks to select from; also full

range of accessories.—Below.

£y£*x2V.i..—Stepney Koadgrip, 27/6; Palmer Cord,
/^O 24/6; iieavy, 25/9; tubes, 4/9.—Below.

0^x2%.—Wood-Milne Key-grip, 19/- and 25/-;
/wO Palmer Cord, 26/9; Heavy, 39/-; tubes, S,'-.

— Below.

Oi^ x2V'X2Vt-—Palmer Cord, 30/-; Heavy, 32/6;
/vO VVood-Milne 3-ply, 22/6; 4-ply, 27/6; tubes,

5 ' 3.—Below.

Oit>;2^/2-—Avon Stonohengo, 22/6; Tricar, 26/3;^O Beldam 4-ply, 30/-; tubes, 5/3.—Below.

OQ>(^-—Clincher Dreadnought, 42/6; Stepney Road
yWO Grip, 37 '6; Wood-Milne or Beldam, 30/-;
tubes, 6/9-—^Below.

\ LL the above new goods are eent on seven days'

B
approTaJ against remittance, plus !/- for post-

tlLL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, W.C.2. Tel.: Gerrard 1347. [0869

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue A47
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TYRES.
MOTOEISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,

etc^ carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcauising Co.,
Buxton, Derbyshire. , [5836

TWO aiew Wood-Mihie 650x6S Covers, 25/- each,
f'omplete with new tubes.—Rusbbrooke, 79,

Broiidesbury Rd.. Kilbuni. After 6. [6206

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to iiur-

chnse their tyres from McArthur, Hill and Co.,

436, Argyle St., Glasgow. List. post free. [3483

ECONOMIC Tj;re Co.—The following new clearance
covers now in stock and sent on 7 days' approval

against remittance; carriage paid, iiassenger train.

ECONOMIC—24x2 Clipper heavy, 12/6; tubes 4/6;
24x2y4 (also fits 2in. rims) Clincher heavy, 15/-.

ECONOMIC—26x214 Clincher extra heavy, 22/6;
tubes, 4/9; 26x2Ji Clincher extra heavy, 24/6;

lubes 4/9.

ECONOMIC—26x2i/.x2il Goodyear Diamond, 30/-;

Avon extra heavy rubber stud, 25/-; tul>es 5/6.

ECOiSiOMIC.—26x21/, (old standard Clipper extra

heavy, 29/6; 28x3 Goodyear Diamond, 37/6; 650X
65 Clipper extra heavy, 27/6; 700x80 Avon extra heavy,
35/-.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop Rubberstud, fully warranted,

24x2, 16/3; 24x2Vj, 17/9; 26x2, 17/9; 26x2Vi,
18/6.

ECONOMIC Tvre Co., 314, New Cross Road, S.E.14.
Phone: New Cross 1393. [4917

PIRELLI Tyres, rubber non-skid treads, bwnd new
goods, 26x21,4, 16/6; 26x2%, 17/6; 650x65,

18/6; 28x3, 24/6; approval against cash.—Broadway
Motor Co., 998, Garratt Lane, Tooting. [5303

MASONS.—The best makes, the most competitive
prices. Duniop Rubber Studded, perfect,

maker's guarantee, 24x21^, 17/9; 26X2, 17/9;
26x214, 18/6; heavy fluted (Dunlop), 26x21/2, 21/6;
26x214, 18/6,

MASONS.—Dunlop Extra Heavy Rubber Studded.
26x21/2, 27/6; 650x65, 25/-, soiled. fuUy guar-

anteed.

MASONS.—Great offer; Moseley Cable cord, large
studded, perfect. 26x21/2x21,4, 30/-; 650x65,

700x80, 37/-: 28x3 (American), 38/6; large studded,
heavy, fabric, 24x21/1, 19/6; 26x2%, 22/6; 26x2%,
23/6; 26X2V2X2V4, 25/-; 26x21/,, 26/-.

MASONS.—Wood-Milne Key-grip covers, 4-ply,
26X21/,, 24/6; 26x2^ , 23/-; 26x214, 22/-; 26x

2V,x2i,4, 25/-; 650x65, 25/-; 3-ply, 24x2>4, 18/-;
700x80, 28/6; 28X3 (American), 27/6; 28x21/2
(American), 24/6; approval against remittance; car-

riage paid Masons, The Tyre House, Ipswich. [0916

MAUDE Rubber Co., 58, Praed St., W.—Special
Christmas box for all tyre purchasers to the

value of 20/-. We are presenting, absolutely free, a
10/6 Swan fountain pen, self-filling, and fitted with
usual 14ct. gold nib. Write for our lisb; which
contains all makes advertised herein, and at similar
prices . [4695

GENUINE Goods.—3,000 New Beldam Motor Cycle
Covers. AH sizes 15/- each to clear; 28x3, 20/-;

650 X 65, 27/6; 700 X 80, 32/6; postage J/6 extra;
new tubes, all sizes, 4/6 each ; secondhand covers, any
size, 10/- each.—The Homerton Rubber Works, ii,

Upper St., Martin's Lane, W.0.2, and 46, Biookeby's
Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

WOULD you throw away a £5 note annually? Of
cour.se not. Yet you actually do by running

vour tvres to their death instead of having them re-

iubliered by the Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mow-
bray, who guarantee the treads to last as long as new
ones. Patterns 3-rib and cross-grooved, time taken a

few days . look round your machine and send those worn
tyres to-day; cost, 2«in. tyres 16/-, 28in., 18/9. [0348

BASTONES.—24x2 Clincher D6 Luxe, extra heavy,
17/6; 24x214 Hutchinson, T.T., 18/6; 26x214

Hutchinson, T.T., 18/6; Dunlop rubber stud, heavy,
26/9; Goodrich safety tread, 26/-; Clincher De Luxe,
extra heavy, 21/-; 26x2% Hutchinson, T.T., 19/6;
Clincher De Luxe, ex heavy, 23/-; Bergougnan rubber
non-skid, heavy, 23/-; 26x21/^x214 Goodrich safety
tread, 31/6; Dunlop rubber non-skid, ex heavy, 39/9;
Dominion Usco heavy, 22/-: 26x21/, Hutchinson, T.T..
22/-; Goodrich safety tread, ex heavy, 29/-; 700x80
Dun.Jop Maennm, 41/3; Goodrich safety tread, 37/6;
28x3 Dunlop Magnum, 42/6; Goodyear, All-weather
tread, 37/6. Tubes, 24x2, 24x214. 3/9; 26x214,
26x2i/j, 4/9; 28x3, 700x80, 6/9. The above new
and clearance goods; sent on approval aga.irst remit-
tance. Estd. 17 vears.—Bastones, 228, Pentouville
Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North.

[4872

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A., new, 35/-: 1910, 1922—Cov-

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry,
[3237

TANKS for Triumphs, new 35/-; 1910, 1922.-
Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Cov-

entry. [3236

TANKS for Humber, 1921 pattern to fit 1910-19
35/-.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works,

Coventry [3238

TANKS re-enamelled, 15/6: makers' colours with
transfers.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Ohuroh St.,

Camberwell. [5225

MOSS BROS.
The Motorist's Clothier,

Have the following lines at cut
prices :

DINNER & DRESS SUITS.
Second-hand 40/- to 80/-
New - - 80/- to 120/-

LEATHER FLYING COATS.
Second-hand, 45/-

These coats were used by the Air Force and have
had a fair amount of wear, but are ideal for

motoring.

REGULATION TRENCH COATS.
New, 55/-

(The four coats in one), check-lined, fleece-lined,

and oilskin interlined in light and dark fawn.
We have sold hundreds of this line, and are
really a bargain at the price.

BLUE TRENCH COATS.
45/- 52/6

Check-lined. Check-lined and
interlined.

NEW LEATHER MOTOR COATS.
Double breasted, o e i c n
with belt all round. *^ ^^ " Fleece lined

and wind cuffs.

BEDFORD CORD BREECHES.
26/6 29/6

Self strappings. Buckskin strappings.

New and
Second-hand OVERCOATS For all

purposes.

Before bnyins elsewhere call and inspect our stock.

If unable to call, send reauiiements and we will

quote by return.

ALL GOODS SENT ON SALE OR RETURN.
MONEY ItETURNED IN FULL IF GOODS

NOT APPROVED.

MOSS BROS. ('Phone Pari! 48r7)

83-5 , High Street , Netting Hill Gate , W.l 1

and 224, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.

ORTO
HOODS
Complete with
Side Curtains
and all Fittings

£3.7.6
£3.12.6

Side Screens for Matchless - 14/-

,, ,,^ „ Morgans - 32/6

CenuIoidr2/- sq. ft.; 50x10, 7/-

306, UXBRIDGE ROAD,
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, W.12.

FURTHER REDUCTIONS.

ATKINSON'S

SPOUT INJECTOR

POST
FREE

3/6
FOR INJECTING GREASE AND OIL

INTO GEAR BOXES, CRANK CASES, &c.
MADE BY

ARTHUR R. PRICE (Aston Manor) Ltd.,
VEVO WORKS, PARK LANE. ASTON, B'HANI.

B^

TANKS.
I SPECIALISE in Repairs, re-bniWs. and tanl« te

mensure. EnamelliLj to any pattern. Quick de-
livery —Below.

DOUGLAS Pattern Tanks, new and enamelled,
couipiete tvili: ai- fittings and B. and L. pump;

55/-: folder with phoco on request.—Q. Day, 85,
Olieapside. Birminghnm. [6602

TANKS repaired, re-enamelled in correct celours
with transfers at Middletons.—For address see

Sidecar Column. [0977

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred, handle-bars, etc., plated; estd. 30 years.—

AttWDods, 25, Pentonville Rd., London, N.l. [9451

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacturers; petrol tanks lor any style sup-

plied extra capacity.—HearsaJl Works, Coventry.
[3239 I

TANKS re-enamelled to pattern, high-claes work only; i

16/6; special terms to trade.—Jenkins and Bona, i

Pirhnrd St., Atkinson St., Deansgate, Mancherter.
!

Established 25 years. [1027

ATERY'S Make and Stock Tanks to suit machines '

of most the leading manntacturera, with plated :

fittings complete, at 35/-
j
guarantee for 12 months

\

with every tank supplied.—Gordon St. Tank Works,
i

Coventry. 'Phone: 1774. [0896

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enaraelled at our own works ; all kinds of fit-

'

tings stocked
;

quick service and reasonable charges, i

Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chap^ St.,

Salford, Mnncbestw. Tel.i 2191 Central. [0256 :

TANKS, oil makers, latest improved designs, supplied,
old tanks in part payment, partition leakage, fasten*

,

ings, and every repair undertaken, re-enamelling, makers' i

latest colours and designs guaranteed.—Park Tank
Works, lA, Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5. [3654

MANUFACTURERS and Enamellers.—Old tanlts

overhauled, repaired, and re-enamelled equal to
new, complete, 27/6; tested under pressure; new
tanks, any make, made by experts; satisfaction guar-
auteed.—Green Bros., 19a, Teneriffe St., Gt. Clowes
St., opp. Broughton Baths, Manchester.- 'Phone: 727
Hr. Broughton. [2709

BELTS.
ALATA and Chrome Belts for winter use; ^^in.,

:/4; Vfiin.. 1/6; lin., 1/9; I'/sin., 2/- per ft.;

fasteners, 9d. each; postage 1/-,—Sole Manufacturers,
W. PoUin and Son, HolUngton, St. Leonards-on-
Sea.

.

[2987

CHEAPEST way t-o buy your belt, and geuume
guaranteed material. Dunlop, Avon, and Pedley,

cut as reqnired, i^n. 2/-, lin. 1/9, J-sin. 1/5, tiin-

1/4 per foot; John Bull, 7ft. 6in. lengths, iVsin., 16/-;
%in. 12/6; book fasteners, 1/4.—Maude RiTbber Co.,

58, Praed St., W. [4896

BELTS.-Clincher clearance, not W.D., ^Ain., 6ft.

6iu., 8/2; 7ft. 6in., 9/5; %in. 7ft. 6in., 9/5;
8ft., 10/1; 8ft. 6in., 10/9; lin., 7ft. 6in., 10/4; 8ft.,

11/-; 8ft. 6in., 11/8; I'sin., 8ft., 16/-; Bates short
lengths, %iu., 5ft. 6in., 5/-; %in., 5ft., 5/6; leather

belts, ^/jin., at 1/6 per ft.; Belt fasteners, 9d. and
1/-. Poat 1/-.—The Baucroftian Co., 64 and 78. Bishops-

gate, E.G. •
.

[0933
;

CARBIDE.
J

CARBIDE, guaranteed highest grade, lowest price; ^

immediate delivei-y nearest depot.—Write, Jack-
.

son ajul Co., High St., Chesham, Bucks. [5185

CARBIDE, highest grade Norwegian, 18/6 cwt., 11/6
^/••-owt., immediate delivery; 1 lb. decorated tine,

empty, 17/- gross.—Kemp's Garage, Importers, Louth.
[5081

CARBIDE, finest quality, J^in., 19/6; larger meshes,
18/6 cwt., f.o.r. nearest depot; coated, 25/-, ex

Bristol only.—Hodge and Co. Warwick Rd., Bristol.

[4681
CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure

gus yield, all sizes; cwt. 21/-, Va-cwt, 12/6, 28 lb.

7/6, drums free. (Deptts in all parts.) 1 lb. carbide
tins 17/6 gross. Hundreds testimonials. Established
over 30 years.—Young. Importers, Misterton, Somerset.

[3511

PATENT AGENTS.
T. E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New St., Birmingham.
t/ 'Phone : 5816 C. Patents guide free. [4808 '

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.C.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, London,

W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 672. [7917 ,

PATENTS, EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC. {VERY Promising M-otor Cycle Accessories.—Box 1

5158, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5686

EXPERIMENTAL Work.—My tool room, engineering
worts, drawing office, and laboratory are devoted

entirely to experimental engineering; secrecy guaranteed.
—Leopold Ward, B.Ss.. A O.G.I.. Harmood Place, Chalk i

Farm, N.W.I. 'Phone: Hnmpstead 7559, [0943

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always te obtained under this heading for

announcements required by Clubs. Sate 3d. per
word, minimum 3/-.

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Bisks for 2^.p., others at competi-

tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2. 'Phone : Holborn 328. [OOOS

A48 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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The Popular Sidecar.

JUST prior to the car and motor cycle shows,

it will be recalled that many expressions

of opinion appeared in the daily press

foretelling the early demise of the sidecar.

T/ie Motor Cycle energetically contro-

verted these views for the benefit of the unini-

tiated, recalling that similar views had been put

forward year after year by persons interested in

or over-enthusiastic concerning the small car.

The curious part is that those who are loudest

in their criticism of the sidecar are in .the main
people who never drive one and know nothing of

its capabilities. As we have often urged, there

would be little need for sidecars if cars were as

cheap, both in first cost and running cost, as the

more economical three-wheeler. But we must
face facts as they are and not as one might like

them to be. The first important trial since the

Show took place this week, and what do we find ?

There were no less than 93 sidecar outfits and 14
three-wheeled runabouts in what is generally

regarded as the most difficult trial (excepting

freak events) of the year, namely the M.C.C.'s
24-hour run from London to Exeter and back.

This number, of course, considerably exceeds the

number of small cars in the trial, and in fact

exceeds, by one, the total number of solo motor
cycles engaged.

The would-be prophets seem to have been
silenced of late, but it is not without interest to

recall their ill-advised comments concerning side-

car machines. Notwithstanding the assertions of
the critics, the sidecar remains one of the most
popular types of vehicle on the road, thanks to

its extraordinary carrying capacity, and its

economy as compared with the small car, in the

matter of taxes, tyre wear, garage charges, petrol

consumption, and indeed all expenses that form
the main items in the annual running cost account.

Next week we shall analyse the results of the

strenuous trial mentioned and have no fear of the

good showing which the reliable sidecar will put

up, as compared with other forms of light

transport.

Comfort for the Sidecar
Passenger.

THE
comfort of the sidecar passenger is

to-day closely studied by sidecar manufac-
turers. An examination of die many
admirable designs of hoods and screens

re^-iewed of late in these columns proves

the statement, and a superficial survey of com-
pletely equipped sidecars of modern production

almost leads one to believe that perfection has

been reached. But this is hardly so.

The hall mark of experience is clearly ap-

parent in many typ>es, since certain designers have
really endeavoured by their own practical ex-

perience to eliminate weaknesses and faults.

But there is room for improvement in detail

refinements which add so much to the comfort of

the lady passenger in particular. The matter of

body width, the quality of the upholstery, the

amount of leg room and the convenient, or other-

wise, disposition and dimensions of the door are

points that still demand attention.

One or two models are, of course, notable ex-

ceptions, capable of comparison in finish and
comfort with the best light cars. The feeling,

however, gains currency that too many manufac-
turers have concentrated on the spwrting type

sidecar to the partial neglect of the touring pat-

tern. No doubt -the fashionable streamline de-

.

signs are effective in appearance, but it must be

remembered that the bulk of sidecar passengers

prefer comfort to elegance, and it is possible that

the streamlining of bodies may be carried so far

as to prove a detriment to the development of

the touring or family sidecar, instead of a stimu-

lant as it is intended.

-X-...^ y /./ y' //'/// ^ // / ^ // / J y ,>. / / / ^^vvv.vws.s^s.v^wv--vVSJV.s,- .'>,:>..s.-i:;.\l

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on page ii of supplement.
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IXIOM

Secrets of Ttack Tune,

FROM time to time The Motor Cycle publishes

articles on tuning up engines for speed. The
authors' directions are generally sufficiently

advanced to enable a reader to win some local club

event, in which he does not run up against a factory

expert on a " works 'bus
'

'
; but they are quite inade-

quate to furnish a short: cut to a first at Brooklands
or to endow the user with the power to press George
Dance hard in an open event. When such articles

appear I occasionally get a querulous letter from some
disappointed speed man, • who has ambitioqs tp-

levack, and is annoyed because we don't offer him
sufficient help. There are two main reasons for our

failure. The first is that every make and type of

engine requires individual treatment. The second is

in the rare cases where we happen to know how the

champion in a given class gets his extra m.p.h., and
we are pledged not to tell.

A Speedman in a Talkative Mood.

nWILL, however, tardily betray one " secret of

tune,'" which was responsible for some smashing

victories a little while ago, and concerning which

my lips are now tardily unsealed. A certain aspirant

to record honours was a sound technician, and knew
exactly what his engine had got to do in order to

register the desired figures. He worked out on paper

the necessary data, translated certain of them into a

camshaft of the indicated type, went down to Brook-

lands, and com.pletely failed to obtain the expected

results. Puzzled, he returned to his drawing office,

checked his data, plotted the carhshaft afresh, com-

pared the drawings with the steel, and arrived at no
solution. Finally, in bewilderment, he returned to

Brooklands with several soft camshafts, carburised

them mildly, and did two or three laps on each. Then
he examined the damaged cam surfaces, and discovered

by the markings that they failed to produce on the

track .the valve openings which he required. Valve
bouncing had nullified his elaborate preparations.

Perseverance Rewarded.

HE stuck at the job until at last he got the valves

to beliave in the engine as his original calcula-

tions had required. But by this time he had
departed very far indeed from the original drawings,

which had been vitiated by the fallacious supposition

that tappets would always cling to the cams like gum

"Ixion's" '• MOTOR CYCLEREMINISCENCES" are \

available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The
[

Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4. 1

to a stamp, that valve springs would function ^uni-

formly, and that a valve once restored to its seating

would stop there till the tappet flew up oiice more.
He duly got all the intended records, and then some,
as the poets say ; but he states that the work occupied
no less than 206 hours on the track.

Another Instance.

TO quote another tale equally based on the sweat
and blood of famous men, a little group of track

specialists were confounded once upon a time.

They had eifher mutually or individually jDut all they

knew into a certain popular engine, and amassed many
secrets of tuning it. They had obtained certain

results, which they regarded as the outside edge of

the absolute limit. Further they could not go. They
were prepared to wager all they were worth that

nobody could get any more out of that engine ; and
they themselves could not risk more than a lap or two
without wrecking its filigreed intestines. Judge of their

speechless rage when a nonchalant amateur appeared
at the track one day, with a sister engine, and calmly
proceeded to lap at an appreciably higher speed than
they could fly kilometres at. They had told him, as

a representative of their stable, all they knew (well,

perhaps nearly all). Needless to say, he had no peace
at all till he confessed what else he had done. Blush-
ingly he at last admitted, that he had made himself a
new and thicker cylinder, and within its fat walls the

heat, radiating circumferentially, had ceased to pull

the barrel out of round.

Once More.

I
N yet another occasion a lad—he was iri the trade,

as it happened—annoyed the factory experts by
getting some 3 m.p.h. more out of his sports

model than any of the Coventry staff could squeeze.

No suspected Hun was shadowed on the East coast in

1914 as tightly as that lad was followed. At last a

member of the espionage department spotted the fact

that the cylinder head was not standard. The lad,

as it chanced, had hit by some side track upon a type

of heaJ not unlike those which Mr. Ricardo now turns

out ; he never knew why it was good, nor did the

factory discover the reason when bv var^ious foul and
nefarious methods they secured a cast of it ; but as

long as they used it they did well. Now if The Motor
Cycle could obtain such knowledge when it is red-hot

(which we cannot do), with leave to use it (which would
never be given), and our readers could "spend the neces-

sary time and money (which they couldn't), the entire

field at the next local club sprint would be miling in

round about 40s. dead. Many would then fall off and
be killed. So things are probably best as they are.

17
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Occasional Comments.—

Those Sports Models.

(^EVERAL buyers enquire how a sports model

^t) differs from a touring model so far as the owner's

sensations are concerned. The riding position is

less of the " sit up and beg" type. The speed and
acceleration are superior. If a close ratio gear box is

fitted, the climbing of freak hills may only be possible

at a higher road speed, and the machine may not like

sidecar work. Engine compression ratio is possibly

higher, so that the machine takes more Imndling, pink-

ing is more common, and carbon must be cleared out at

shorter intervals. The ignition lever may have to be
used more skilfully and frequently. The piston is

possibly of an alloy demanding increased clearance,

and will " slap " till it is hot. Certain vital engine

parts probably show a reduced margin of strength, and
rank bad driving may break something. Upkeep
charges need be no higher than those of a touring

edition. Touring models are usually preferable for the

inexpert rider, and also for pillion or sidecar "work.

Mechanical Oil Pumps,

THERE are several new mechanical oil pumps
for 1923, some of which will be heard of again.

I was surprised at Olympia to find that my
personal favourite, the Best, appeared in a new guise.

After a mileage which is rapidly approaching five

figures, I really thought that the 1922 pattern was per-

fect. If I had been aske<l to criticise it, T could only
have said that if a careless owner let his tank run dry,

it Avas rather a nuisance to have to recharge the oil-

pipe, so as to renew the "pulsating column " of oil

on which the feed depends. However, the r923 model
is obviously better still. It may be described as a
" sleeve valve " pump, the working parts consisting

merely of a piston and port slots ; and as it positively

draws the oil from the tank and dispatches it to the

engine, a sight feed is not absolutely necessary, so that

a trustful rider can both simplify his piping and clean

up his tank top. As an example of how clean a

motor cycle tank can look, the new Dot fitted with

the Bradshaw engine stands out. It has a hand-
some saddle tank with just one solitary excrescence

—

the nickel petrol filler cap. I foresee a day when,
what with twist-grip control, hub brakes, enclosed

power unit, saddle tank, and mechanical lubrication,

our machines will become as smooth as a cowhide suit-

case. And a good thing, too.

"Clean" Units,

nT is possible to get a smooth-sided block of mechan-
ism at the waist of a motor bicycle by two different

methods. One is by designing the exterior of your

gear box, engine, etc., in as few planes as possible,

plus the use of capped nuts or sunk screws. This
system is adopted on the Ray lightweight, which is

streets ahead of any similar lay-out in this respect, and
incidentally achieved two other forms of greatness at

one leap, by adapting the flywheel dynamo to four-

stroke uses, and by a price which is truly phenomenal
considering wdiat it includes. The rival policy con-

sists of letting the various parts assume their natural

shapes and then encasing them boldly in sheet metal,

just as Huntley and Palmer convert 7 lb. of cracknels

into a perfect cube. The most succe-ssful exponents

of this notion are the Ner-a-car and the P. & P.

A G\LIFORNIAN PANORAMA. Although the roads are rough the fine mountain ranges and magnificent canyons in California

fully compensate for any discomfort in riding. The peak in the distance is San Jacinto (10,805 feet).

7 E 3
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On the Killin-Crianlarich Road.

From London to the Scottish Lo\A/lands and the English Lakes.

Mediurti'powered Outfit.

By LESLIE EVELEIGH. .

1,300 Miles on a

AFTER deciding that our annual holiday should

be a tour, my wife and I sat 'down to study

Tlie Motor Cycle road maps, and eventually

agreed that we Avould attempt to see as much as

possible of the North of England and Lowlands of

Scotland in the two w'eeks at our disposal.

The "'bus" (a 595 c.c. Douglas sidecar) was
given a clean up and a new tyre fitted to the back

wheel. I always'' ride with /either " Puncture

Proofed" or "Challenger" tubes, and one of the

latter was on the back, while the former were on the

front and sidecar wheels. By this means I cut out

the possibility of punctures (having tested them for

some thousands of miles and found them absolutely

reliable).

A Samaritan Sought in Vain.

We started away one Saturday morning from
London and took the North Road via Grantham to

Tuxford, where we stayed the night. Next morning
we started off again with the intention of reaching

Marske, a village between Redcar and Saltburn on
the North Yorkshire coast.

Six miles from Tuxford the back spring of the side-

car snapped, and we rode to York with the sidecar

flat on the chassis. Some time ago, fortunately for

my wife, I put four extra springs in the sidecar

cushion, so she was able to endure the jolting.

In York we were told that only one man could
supply our need. Having found his place, which was
closed, it being Sunday, I knocked and explained what
had happened. Replying that this was the Sabbath,
he promptly closed the door. -

After this my wife decided she would " stick it,"

so we set off once more. From York we Avent to

B4

Helmsley, thence over the beautiful Cleveland Hills

to Great Ayton, Saltburn, and so to Marske. Next

day was spent with some friends while the garage

people in the village were making a new spring.

The Wild Borderland.

On Tuesday we set out once more across the moors
to Barnard Castle, and then struck north to Middleton-

in-Teesdale. A really beautiful run this, which con-

tinued over the Cumbrian Hills to Alston. The last

ten or tweh'e miles to Alston would be hard to beat

for sheer wildness, and it would be unpleasant to run

out of petrol anywhere on this stretch. Lunching at

Alston,, we replenished the tank and made for Long-
town and the Scottish Border. Crossing" this to

Gretna, we continued on through Dumfries to Moniave,
where we rested for the night, having covered 138
miles that day of ever-changing scenery of rare

beauty.

Rain fell heavily, but we started away next morning
for Turnberry, on the Ayrshire coast. Taking the

Dalmellington road, we branched off and visited Loch
Doon (of R.A.F. fame). Getting back to the road,

we passed through Dalmellington to. Ayr and down
the coast road to Turnberry. Anyone in this district

should run down the coast from Girvan to Ballantrae.

I should imagine it would be hard to find a more
attractive stretch to a lover of sea and rocks.

Friends in the district Avere visited on the Thurs-

day, and on Friday morning we set out for the Tros-

sachs via Glasgow, Stirling, and Doune (what a

road !) to Callander. The latter place became our

headquarters for the remainder of Friday and Satur-

day, with the object' of seeing the lakes, -falls, etc..

in the district.

23
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A Sidecar Holiday.—

On our trip to Loch Katrine the machine had to

be left at the pierhead (the road runs no further at

present, but men were noticed hard at work cutting a
way alongside the lake), and we took the steamer up
the loch and back, which is a trip not to be missed.

After seeing Loch Katrine we took to the road
again and ran over the Pass of Leny to Loch Lub-
na'g. Continuing, we reached Lociiearnhead and
made the circuit of Loch Earn, one of the most won-
derful lakes I have ever seen, and on the way back
to Callander we struck inland through the valley to

see Rob Roy's grave, where his wife and two sons

are also buried, thence returning to Callander, tired,

but ^vith a wealth of memories.

Turning South-wards Again.

This brought us to the end of half our holiday,

cind we turned our thoughts southwards again, but
were so enamoured of our ride the previous day that

we decided to visit Loch Lomond on our way. So
we ran up to Lochearnhead and took the Killin road,

branching to the left, two miles from Killin, in the

direction of Crianlarich. From here we dropped down
to the head of Loch Lomond and so" down the whole
length of the "- bonnie banks." After the other lakes

I considered Lomond much overrated, or at least the

lower fourteen miles. Skirting Dumbarton, we ran
into rain again a few miles from Glasgow, so decided

to stay the night in the Scottish "London."
Having plenty of time in hand, we next morning

took the coast load via Greenock to Ayr, and it was
well worth it. From Ayr we continued south over

the mountain road through Dalrymple and Crosshill.

After leaving the latter place we saw no human being

or sign of habitation for twenty miles. But the

scenery was grand, especially the climb known as the

Nick of the Balloch. That night we spent in Newton-
stewart, a quaint little place with some extremely

pretty walks.

Next day we bade farewell to Scotland, travelling

along tlie coast to Castle Douglas, thence via Dum-

fries and Carlisle to a village named Bothel, in Cum
berland.

Only one day was devoted to the English Lakes, so
in the morning we made our way round Bassenthwaite
Lake, through Braithwaite, to Keswick. From there
we took the Penrith switchback road (one of the most
exhilarating rides), and turned to the right just before
the town, for Ullswater. This lake is just wonderful.

On Kirllstone Pass.

From Patterdale there is no alternative but to try

conclusions with the formidable Kirkstone Pass. We
had never been in this district before, so did not know
the hill. The first two miles were negotiated quite

successfully, but my wife had to be tipped out of the

sidecar on the i in 6 portion, and the last 200 yards
were climbed with the sidecar empty. This was the

only time on the tour that the machine failed, and the

small amount of work the low gear ratio was called

upon to do was really surprising. Continuing, we rah

along the side af Lake Windermere and so to Lan-
caster, our stopping place for the night.

Wishing to visit the Peak District on the way
home, our next stage proved the worst of the whole

(Left) On the placid shores of Loch

Lomond. The road skirts the lake

for a considerable distance.

(Right) Near Kirkstone Pass. The

actual ascent commences to the right

of the hill depicted.
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A Sidecar Holiday.—

series, embracing as

it did Bolton, Man-
cliester, and Stock-

port. Arriving in

the neighbourhood

of B u X t O' n, we
stayed at a little

place called Tad-
dington, and after

tea" took a short lun

to T i d e s w e 11

,

C h a p e 1 - en - le-

Frith, and Buxton.

There are some
good climbs for the

ordinary tourist on

the main roads in

the Peak District !

The next day,

Friday, found us

comparatively near

home, so we took

the road to Ash-
bourne after visit-

ing Haddon Hall, thence to Matlock and Matlock

Bath, and on to Belper.

A curious incident befell us on this road. The

engine suddenly started to labour, and, despite" a

change of gear, conked out. In neutral it restarted

easily, and seemed quite all right. Efforts to movl:,

however, were quite ineffective, and a rattle came, ap-

parently, from the gear box. While examining things

an R.A.C. Scout and an A. A. Patrol came along, and

both helped, and it took the three of us nearly an hour

to discover that the " engine trouble" was due to ten

spokes in the back wheel being broken, throwing the

Avheel out of truth and binding with the brake block

in the belt rim.' This, thanks to the condition of some
• of our 1922 roads.

Getting some new spokes fitted at Belper, we stayed

the night at the Quorn, famous for its hunt, and next

day arrived home, having covered 1,326 miles in fifteen

days,' on two of which the machine was not used.

Now a word for the machine; it was new in March,

1920, and had covered roughly 11,000 miles previous

to this tour, on which it ran like a train. The only

M^ILffi

Loch Lubnaig between Callander and Lochearnhead.

we can look back
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involuntary stop
was the one which
I have described.

Just over 25 gallons

of petrol were used
;

this works out at

approximately 52
m.p.g., which is not

bad, considering the

hilly ^districts which
were covered. I

am always extra-

vagant with oil, and
used Castrol X.L.
Thanks to the
tubes, no tyre

trouble was experi-

enced, and the belt

.

pulled out once, 72

miles from home,
on the return
journey. Altogether,

our expedition

proved a wonderful
on whichholiday,

with infinite pleasure.

Expenxps S/ifet.

Petrol (13 tins at 4s.)

Oil

Repairs (sidecar spring and spokes for back wheel)
Hotels, lunches, etc. ... ...

Sundries (post, etc.)

Total

£ s.

2 12
12
16

17 14
1 8

23 3 lOi

Hotels and Inns.
Tu.xford, Newcastle Arms,
iloniave, Craigdarroch Arms.
Callander, Waverley Temperancel
Glasgow, Duncan's Temperance (Eenfield Street).

Newtonstewart, Galloway Arms.
Bothel, Queen's Head.
Lancaster, Bear and Staff.

Taddington, The George Inn.

Above is a full expenses sheet, covering everything,

together with a list of hotels and inns visited, and will

guide those planning similar expeditions in the coming
summer. Of course, prices are getting lower.

AH the above hotels can be recommended. We were
quite fortunate in our choice of sleeping quarters.

On the "Nick of Balloch," a wild, sparsely populated district between Dalrymple and Newton Stewart in the Western Lowlands.
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THE "SUPER-SPORTS" JOY RIDE.
A Study in Speed Faces. By F. cordon crosby.

B 7
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A Comprehensive Survey of Weather

Protection Fitments for the Passenger.

w HAT Spartans sidecar passengers . were ten

years ago ! They faced all weathers in a

little wicker sidecar on an equal footing with

the driver on the saddle.

Of course if is not certain whether the saddle was
not the better place in a downpour ; the passenger had

no screen or hood, and the draughts round the feet

were even far worse than _^.

those in the " drawing

room" of a modern villa with

French windows—and that is

saying a good deal. There

were no grumbles about side

draughts, hard cushions, bumpy
roads or mechanical break-

downs.
Passengers w"ere, indeed, in

those days as sporting as the

driver himself ; now, alas ! they

have screens, side-curtains,

hoods, air cushions, hot-water

bottles, spring wheels, instru-

ment boards (equipj>ed with
mirror and watch), and small
lockers religiously devoted to

An excellent all-weather New Imperial hood and screen

Observe the accurately fitting side-curtains.

feminine fripperies—in short, they have been com-

pletely spoilt and made fastidious and critical.

We have the no-trouble machine : no trouble, that is,

in the hands of an intelligent owner, and W'e have now
to provide the perfect sidecar. Still, ever since the

day we stuck a piece of oilcloth on two sticks to act

as a screen have we endeavoured to pander and please,

and it is in the nature of things so to continue.

A survey of the many devices that go to make
sidecarring comfortable, if not . luxurious, shows

that makers are endeavouring to meet the

demands of critical passengers.

£ase of Manipulation.

Looking back on many im-

provements and innovations

made during the past year, the

most noticeable thing is the

attention that has been given to

combined hoods and screens,

also rigid hoods which fold

back instantly behind the body.
Quick adjustability and sim-

plicity is a W'Orthy aim, for

it is irritating indeed to have

iTie Auster screen and
apron. When not in

use the screen can be

fastened down to form
an apron for the sidecar

w
y // ^'

A Bluemel screen adaoted for use on P. & M. sidecars.

B 8

New Douglas screen on sliding scuttle. An effective side

shield is also supplied.
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Hoods and Screens on Modern Sidecars.—
to manipulate a badly fitting hood after the rain has
started, and worse still to find the rain still beating in

on the passenger at the side or through a gap between
the top of the screen and the front of the hood.

Every hood should be so designed that it is instantly

pulled over and locked into jxisition by the passenger

without the driver having to leave the saddle to tighten

up a strap or fitting. A study of mmlern car hoods
and the way some of the best designs lock on to the top

of the screen without leaving a gap might be made with

advajitage. Side-screens, too, might be made to open
Avith the door without having to fold back the hood.

Requirements in Sidescreens.

Up to quite recently even cars have been notoriously

draughty when equipped with the ordinary cape hood
and the old type sidescreens, and sidecars are just as

bad. If the flat screen is to persist, the problem of

sidescreening will have to be tackled afresh. Quick
adjustability and freedom from cracks and crevices

that permit irritating draught should be the designer's

endeavour. Even when perfect-fitting sidescreens are

provided, the job- is unfinished if an accessible storage

place is not found for them. It will not do to pack
the sidescreen underneath the seat, behind the back

i:ushion, or anywhere that necessitates the passenger

moving. It may seem an insignificant item, but it is

such small details that make or mar the pleasures of

sidecarring.

Probably the solution of all the difficulties in con-

nection with flat screens and folding hoods was attained

when the adjustable Easting screen was

introduced. Its designer solved the ques-

tion in a simple manner and gave comfort

to thousands of passengers who had hitherto

imagined sidecarring to be a cold and

draughty pastime.

In spite of the unquestioned utility of

curved flexible screens, how-

ever, there are ,]>eople who
dislike the celluloid and the

comparatively large loose

area of apron, and it is these

fastidious passengers with a
preference for the trans-

parency of glass screens who
give the biggest problem to

designers. Still there is

much to be said in favour of the adjustable celluloid
type, and the sidecar manufacturers have to thank its

sponsors for the stimulation it gave to sidecarring in

general.

Flexible Screens.
The advantages of the flexible type, which includes

not only the Easting but the Cameo and the Sandum,
are its ease of attachment and quick adjustment.
The Easting and Sandum can be raised anrl brought
backward so that they form excellent substitutes for

a hood in an ordinary shower.
All the accompanying illustrations exemplify tlie

interest makers have in the question of weather pro-
tection. Several of them are ingenious and show a
practical knowledge of what the jjassenger really
requires. The Holt celluloid screen, for instance, is

simplicity itself, and if it stands the test of moderately
rough usage it should become a popular type ; the
Sandum miniature folding screen, too, is a desirable

little fitment, practical, light and sound in construction
and well adapted for a child's seat.

_
It must be admitted that many screens sold with side-

cars are. quite useless. The hoods, too, leave much to

be desired. If the Easting or Sandum type of screen
is to be used all well and good, the user knows exactly
the protection he will get: but if the tendency to use
the flat screen is fostered, then more attention will have
to be paid to the efficiency of the sidescreens and to the

designing of these in conjunction with a well-fitting

hood, and a door that opens ^^ithout having innumer-
able fasteners to manipulate.

The little screens attached to sporting bodies cannot
very well be altered, and as a

matter of fact some of these are

astonishingly effective when the

passenger assumes the usual re-

clining jDOsition. The aforegoing

remarks, however, apply chiefly to

touring sidecar protection,

and there really is no reason

why grace of design should

not be maintained, even

though a glass screen be used

with permanent transparent

side-curtains, and a dooi

which opens with the side-

screen in position.

The Hurricane screen

and wind shield.

G>mpact Hazlewood hood and screen

Double screens on the Matchless two-seater sidecar, the re*

design being the Orto oattern modified to suit.
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Hoods and Screens on Modem Sidecars.—
Probably one of the biggest drawbacks against the

development of efficiently protected sidecars is that the

screen-makers and body designer so seldom work in

co-operation. The body-maker' may be striving after

points he considers essential but which do not har-

monise with the modern proprietary screen and hood.

Many firms, of course, adapt
and modify excellent acces-

sories to their own particular

sidecars, and when this is

done a harmonious whole

generally results. In those

cases, too, where the makers

of an outfit have considered

the question of the hood and
screen in conjunction with

their sidecar body, designing

specially and not adapting

existing designs, the result is

usually a success. A good

example of this is the New
Imperial all-Aveather design

shown at the heading of this

article. ^\\t chief features of the

adjustability and

Several makers have departed completely from the

orthodox style of folding hood and instead have fitted

a cover which forms hood, side curtains, ar^J screen

all in one. This slips easily on to a quickly erected

framework. It is an excellent scheme where light

weight is the all-imporfant consideration, but it must
be confessed that the passenger becomes rather isolated

and can see very little of the

scenery and practically

nothing O'f the driver. But
he (or she) is not likely, to

be interested in scenery in

the midst of a rainstorm.

There is no doubt, that

the problem of effective side-

car protection is bigger than
might be imagined, but, like

car nianufacturers, sidecar

designers are~alert to the in-

sistent demand for the aboli-

tion of the discomforting

side draughts, and there is

not the slightest reason why
this should not be even-

Thapex hood are its quick tually achieved,
neat construction.

The familiar Cameo screen with e<fe<Sive side shields.

Combined screen and hood included in the Swallow s:decar

equipment. A few seconds only are needed for its erection.

Years of satisbctory usage have proved the Easting to be everything the

makers claim for it. It is the pioneer folding screen.

B [o

An admirable feature of the Sandum is that it folds

back with the door, thus obviating the unfastening

of attachments.

24
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MODERN IDEAS

IN WEATHER
PROTECTION.

AJneatly designed screen and apron fitted to Canoelet

— sidecars.

.'/ '"-.

Triumph combined hood and screen which is adjustable by
sliding backward or forward as desired.

The Easyquip all-

weather hood and
screen fitted to a

roomy Whitley
sidecar.

Small dash which takes the place of a screen on a new
Zenith sports sidecar.

(Left) Sandum folding

screen for rear seats in

position. (Right) Method
of folding when not in use.

The Holt celluloid screen and hood. The hood portion can be

rolled up and carried in a canvas holder.
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A quaint sign at Ormskirk denoting the

town's attractions and its fame for

ginger-breads.

EVERYONE loves a legend, and
most people are superstitious. I

have a superstitious objection to

walking beneath a ladder, and I always

touch wood when, in answer -to en-

quiries, I confess to being, and doing,

well. Generally, under those circum-

stances, I touch (if it be possible) the

head of the person who makes the en-

quiry. This age-old action causes

great fun. But the point is that you must
-carefully choose your man. Choose an equal,

ar an inferior, or someone who owes you some-

thing or other. Even then, it is desirable

he should have a sense of humour.
Well, then, we have got away with the

beginning of this serious subject. It is a

subject of vast proportions, for legends are

always in the making. There was, foT

example, that amazing and widespread legend,

absolutely unfounded on fact, which, in the

early part of the Great War, told us of vast

armies of Russians who were travelling

through England to help us on the Western
Front. Some people actually said they had
seen them, and a slot-machine on the platform
at Crewe even was said to have been put out

of gear by a Russian soldier placing one of

his country's coins in it. As our automatic

delivery machines are not constructed for

kopecks, its digestion was said to have been ruined.

That "Russian Army" story has never been for-

gotten, and it bids fair to become a classic since the

design for the village sign to I'epresent Lye (formerly

called " The Lye "), a place situated in the Cradley
Heath district of Worcestershire, was adopted. The
mordant w'ag who invented the design, illustrated

here, gibbeted that legend and made some humorous
capital out of the place-name, all in one stroke.

Entirely on the serious side was the legend,_long
held by some to be worth credence, that Lord Kitchener
really was not lost in the Hampshire, but that he Avas

made a prisoner and was held in Germany. This
belief may have been due, in part, to the inclination,

greatly tO' be observed at that time, to believe any story

Xeq©rv.ds

ouberstitioivs

Varied Stories of Varied Places. ,

Names and Scenes and their

Associations.

Swaffham's sign of a

pedlar who was reputed

to have benefited the town

by his find of a treasure.

A village sign at Lye, Worcestershire,

commemorating the myth that vast

Russian armies passed through the place.

of marvels. Marvel-mongers, found
many eager listeners. But such ready
belief in the improbable was nothing
new. English history alone- is full of

it. It was long believed that Richard
the Second was not really murdered in

the castle of Pontefract, and that belief

caused Henry the Fourth a good deal

of . trouble in dealing with pretenders.

As he was responsible for the death of
Richard, this seems to have "been quite in

order.

The legend that King Arthur lies sleeping

somewhere, and will return to help England
in her hour of need, is well over a thousand
years old. There was opportunity enough for

him during the great war of 1914-18, but

lie did not put in an appearance ; although

the " Angels of Mons " are reported to have
been on the spot at a critical moment. Let
us doubt those angels. The "missing heir,"

too, finds a ready acceptance, for romance in-

habits every heart. So it was, a-generation

ago, that when the butcher, Arthur Orton, an

enormously fat and a very uneducated man,
coming from a place in Australia with the

intolerable name of Wagga-Wagga, set up a

claim to be Sir Roger Tichborne, and laid

claim tQ.the f-amily estates at Tichborne in

Hampshire, his contention was popularly

And not only by the people, but by two or

His claim was defeated, and
accepted.

three of the family.

he suffered a long term of imprisonment, but there

are many yet who believe in that claim. . Ce-rtaihly,

on his release, after many years, having grown old

and lost all that too much flesh, he did indeed look an

aristocrat.

The rustic belief in- legends is of the most robust

kind. In a by-lane off the Great North Road north of

Potter's Bar there is a singular and not beautiful

brick gateway to Brookmans Park. It was built, pro-

bably, about the time of Henry the Seventh. 'The
rustics have the oddest belief that " Folly Gate," as

they call it, . has a farthing placed between every one

of its bricks. How this notion could have arisen no

26
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Legends and Superstitions.—

one can truly say, but the
suggestion may be offered

that there is some confusion
in the rustic mind deriving

from the old price of bricks,

which was round about a
farthing apiece.

Then there is the ancient
legend of Swaffham, which
tells how a pedlar dreamt of
a treasure which would be
his if he journeyed to Lon-
don and met a stranger on
London Bridge, who would
tell him of the spot \vhere
that wealth would be dis-

covered. He travelled to

London, and (always accord-
ing to tlie story) found tlie

treasure at home in Swaff-
ham. This fairy tale seems
really to be based on the
career of a man named
Chapman, who,' five or six

centuries ago, provided the
money for rebuilding por-
tions of Swaffham church,
in which there will be found, little carved figures of a
pedlar and his dog. A pedlar was, in those times, a
chapman '

' ; and it would thus seem that the tale is
merely a play on the personal name. Some ^-ersions
make him a tinker ; but they ignore the obvious play
upon the name. That is the variant of the legend
adopted for the village sign of Swaffham, set up last

On a Lonely Island.

On^ a solitary sandy seashore at Porthellick on St.
-Mary's Island, in the Scilly Isles, beneath a weird
pile of rocks resembling a squatting loaded camel,
is the spot where the body of Admiral Sir Cloudesley
Shovel was cast ashore in October, 1707, after the
fearful disaster in which four ships of his squadron
were wrecked, owing to their course having been lost in
foggy weather in those dangerous seas. Legends
were long current that

'

v^ ,

these mishaps were ;.• ^^0^%
due entirely to the

.

'

''\''f
savage obstinacy of -'a

_ ,-- V^-
the admiral himself, \.\ ,

^^-^ ', jl" "'

Dorothy Vernon's steps

9S5

who not only refused to

listen to a sailor on board
his flagship, who had warned
him he was steering too far

northward, but actually had
the man hanged at the yard-

arm for presuming to

know better than his su-

periors. The story then

proceeds to declare that

the sailor, before he was
hanged, asked to be per-

mitted to read a portion out

of the Bible. This was
allowed ; and read a part of

one of the cursing Psalms

—

Psalm 109^—in which occurs

the passage :
" Let his days

be few J and let another take

his office. Let his children

be fatherless, and his wife

a widow. . . . Let his

posterity be destroyed, and
in the next generation let his

name be clean put out. Be-
cause his mind was not to do
good, but persecuted the

poor, helpless man, that he
might slay him that was vexed at the heart."

One man only was saved from the admiral's ship :

George Lawrence, quarter-master. He told no such

story, but said only that they thought they were off

Ushant ; whereupon a sailor-lad 'declared a light they

presently made was Scilly. The crew then swore at

him. Nothing about any hanging. Where the

admiral's body was found it Avas buried. Four days

later it Avas exhumed, and lies now in AVestminster

Abbey. Local superstition declares that on the spot,

roughly- marked by a cross, grass will not grow. It

will not ; nor is that fact altogether remarkable, seeing

that these sands are swept by salt spray.

Believe in legends, if they are old ; the modern one
of Dorothy Vernon, for example, does not deserve

credence. But, owing to the great romantic heart of

the sentimental public, it is impossible to destroy it.

The steps down which she went are pointed out : it

does not seem to

<^~, .^ matter that those steps

'•Ov^_^ were built sixty-five
~ -

^ years after her- der

cease !

Haddon Hall, Derbyshire.

Camel Rock. St. Mary's Island, Scilly, The grave of Admiral Sir Qoudesley Shovel.

M ^ 1.3
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The Fifth of a

Series of Instructive

and Practical
Notes for the

Beginner.

IVyi ANY motor cycle engines disgorge a proportion
''•*• of their lubricant over the outside of their crank

cases. This is quite unnecessary, and with a little

careful attention the defect can be arrested. A dirty

engine is one of the worst advertisements

a motor cvcle can have, because it means
OILY .

"'

ENGINES rujned clothes unless overalls be always
worn, and no motor cyclist should be

compelled to don overalls save for long
iourneys over bad roads. To stop " oil-slinging," first

trace the principal point of leakage of the oil : wash
the crank case clean with a brush and some paraffin or

petrol, and then take the machine for a short run. On
the return, examine the engine closely, and make a

mental note of the place or places where the slightest

trace of oil is apparent.

<> <5> <3> -3>

IF oil has made its appearance around the timing
': cover joint, and from thejappets, detach the crank
case air-release valve, which is generally fitted either

on the timing cover (and may communicate with the

front chain case) or on the dividing

SOME wall between the crank case and timing
POINTS OF case. The former is usually, a ball
LEAKAGE, valve, the latter a disc valve. The duty

of this valve is to allow oily mist to

escape from the crank case on the downward strokes

of the piston, and to prevent air and dust being sucked
in on the upward strokes. Should the valve be
jammed in its closed position it follows that the down-
ward strokes of _the piston will occasion ,a certain

amount of compression in the crank case, and the oily

mist within will tend to force its way through the

various joints, and past the tappets. Even the best

machines are liable to this derangement.

<S> <!> O -S>
t

CHOULD the crank case release valve be function-
'-' ing correctly, however, and oil still leaks from the
timing cover joint, it is probable that at some period
the cover has been removed and has been replaced with

a defective washer. In this case the

MAKING only possible cure is to remove the cover,

OID-TIGHT and to cut ai>rown paper, or, better still,

JOINTS. a thin sheet fibre washer, to the exact
shape. There is a number of proprie-

tary jointing compounds on the market wherewith to
smear the washer before replacing the cover, but secco-

tine or gold size is widely used for this purpose with
•most satisfactory results. Occasionally a trickle of
oil will make its appearance from beneath the head of
one or more of the screws which hold the timing case
cover in position, and a strand of asbestos string coiled
just below the head of the offending screws will result

in a certain cure.

Explaining in Non-
technical Language

Points which may
have Mystified

Him.

A LEAKAGE of oil from the joint between cylinder
'* and crank case may be caused by {a\ a defective
washer, or {b) by the two halves of the crank case
being bolted together in such a manner that they do
not provide a perfectly even surface for

the cylinder to pull down on to. It is

sometimes possible for the latter to occur joints
when the crank case has been taken apart
and re-assembled by a not-too-expert

workman. The only remedy in both cases is to renew
the washer, either with brown paper or with sheet fibre.

<> ^> <=> o
"T^HE two halves of the crank case are generally
•* spigoted together, which means that oYie has a

projecting ridge formed around its circumference, while

the other has a recess into which the ridge can fit

snugly. No brown jDaper or other form
of washer can, therefore, be fitted be- oil leakage
tween the two halves, and the factory round
method adopted of making this impor- cRANk case.

tant joint oil-tight is for the two halves

to be ground together after machining and before

assembly with the aid of a little abrasive paste, just as

a valve is worked on to its seat. Despite this precau-

tion, however, it sometimes happens that oil .sweats out

of the joint, frequently in the fore part of the crank

case immediately below the cylinder, whence it can find

its way over a good portion of the surface of the crank

case. The only practicable cure for this, short of dis-

assembling the crank case, is to adopt a method of
" Caulking." This consists of tapping the seam be-

tween the halves of the crank case, at the point where

the oil exudes, with a very light instrument, such as the

rounded edge of a small set sjDanner. ' The tapping

surface must, of course, be perfectly smooth, other-

wise the soft aluminium will be abraded. -The effect

is to spread the metal infinitesimally, but just sufficient

to allow the minute orifice to be sealed.

NO motor cyclist likes to think that he is paying the"

petrol combines more money than he need. Aids
to petrol economy are, therefore, a good selling line

amongst those who believe all that the manufacturers

of such accessories have to say. It is

not always to the carburetter and indue- „ , „ ,„J , ^, . ^. ECONOMY IN
tion system, however, that one must turn running.
in order to obtain improved_ consump-
tion. The fitting of a small jet does

not necessarily mean that better petrol consumption

will be the result. Nor is it possible to lay down
"correct" jet sizes—every carburetter should be

tuned to suit the particular engine. When in quest of

improved consumption, before blaming the carburetter

for an unquenchable thirst, satisfy yourself that the

fault does not lie with the engine itself.
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Fourth of a Series of Short Biographies of Personalities Prominent in the Movement
and frequently mentioned in the pages of " The Motor Cycle."

Frank Albert Applebee, Motor En-
gineer, London.—F. A. Applebee, who
is 35 years of age, was born at Wal-
thamstow. As the son of F. W.
("Pa") Applebee, he came into the

motor cycle movement early, and over
a long period before the war he was
one of the most snccessful cempetitors
in open events. He made his first

appearance in an open competition in

the A.C.C. Hill-Climb at Haslemere in

1907 .recording the fastest time of the
day on a twin Rex. He rode in all the T.T.'s from 1907

to 1914, attaining his greatest success in 1912, when he gained

the Senior T.T. on a Scott. In 1913 he won the Spanish
T.T. His present mounts are various, but favourite type is

a sidecar. Hobbies : Motoring and Photography.

Thomas Rutherford, Woollen Manufac-
turer, Carlisle.—Mr. Rutherford was born
at Bonchester, Hawick, and is 44 years of

age. He has had many successes in com-
petitions, and has rendered valuable ser-

vice to motor cycling on the administra-

tive side. He has served on the general,

competitions, and touring committees of

the A.C.U., and is the local consul for

the Carlisle area. In 1922 Mr. Ruther-
ford was Chief Marshal for the T.T.
Outstanding performances on a motor

are : 1919 A.C.U. Six Days Trials, gold medal; 1920 Scottish

Six Bays, silver medal ; Paris to Nice, declared void, but
claimed full marks ; London to Edinburgh, gold medal ; and
numerous wins in Cumberland County trials. Present
mount : Sports Sunbeam. Hobbies ; Business, motoring,
shooting, fishing, and golf.

Frank Smith, Engineer, Wolver-
hampton.—Frank Smith, who was born
at Thrapston, Northamptonshire, 35
years ago, is the founder of the Clyno
Co., and has done much to prove the
sidecar a reliable and economical
vehicle. A brief record of his major
competition successes is appended

:

A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, 1911: Only
sidecar driver awarded 1st Class Cer-
tificate M.C.C. London to Land's End,
1911 : Sidecar cup (only driver of side-

car to finish) ; Scottish Six Days Trials, 1911 : First sidecar
driver to gain gold medal in this trial, no marks lost ; Porlock
and Lynton hills climbed for the first time by sidecar in

October, 1911; M.C.C. London to Land's End, 1912: Side-
car cup; M.C.C. London to Edinburgh, 1912: Won the only
two sidecar cups ; Sutton Coldfield A.C. Open Trial, 1912

:

First sidecar to win the Colmore Cup ; Liverpool One Day
Trial : Only sidecar to make non-stop in entry of 104 ; first

sidecar ascent of Honister Pass ; Scottish Six Days Trial,

1912 : Gold medal (only sidecar to climb Kenmore) ; A.C.U.
One Day Trial, 1912 : Best passenger performance. Present
machines : 925 c.c. spring frame Clyno sidecar and 10 h.p.

Clyno light car. Hobbies : Swimming, diving, and boat
sailing.

George Grinton, Motor Agent, Edin-
burgh.—Was born at Edinburgh 30 years
ago, and has been as successful in speed
events as in reliability trials, in solo

work as with sidecars. Is one of the
best-known competition riders north of

the Tweed. In the present year he was
second in the Junior T.T., was Scottish

speed champion (unlimited class) and
winner of A.J.S. trophy in the Highland
Trial, besides gaining numerous firsts in

speed events and gold medals in reliability

trials. Is a strong advocate of a sidecar T.T. for machines

from 500 c.c. to 1,000 c.c, and suggests a championship
meeting between the representatives of Scotland, England,
Ireland, and Wales. Present mount : 584 c.c. Harley-

Davidson, and 998 c.c. Harley-Davidson. Hobbies : Motor
boating, shooting, and fishing.

<s> o <> o
Eric Williams, Motor Engineer, Wor-

cester.—Eric Williams, one of the. most
popular of competition riders was born
at Homer in Herefordshire 29 years ago.

Has scored many notable successes, par-

ticularly on the A.J.S. machine, was
first in the 1914 Junior T.T. Became
a despatch rider in the Royal Engiireers

in 1914, and received the D.C.JNI. in

1915. Since the war, has accomplished
many fine performances. Won the Here-
fordshire Auto Club Bowl, also the Col-

more Cup in 1920 (on a 496 c.c. N.U.T.). In the same
year gained the Reliance Cup and made fastest lap in the

Junior T.T. He came first in the Junior T.T. in 1921,

and in the same year and this last summer secured the

fii'st position in the 350 c.c. class of the International Six

Days Trial. Present mount : A.J.S Favourite type of

machine : 350 c.c. single. Hobbies : Fishing and tennis.

<5> O •«» O
William Pratt, Motor Agent (Manager), ,^''~^

London.—Billie Pratt is a Londoner, born / ^

45 years ago, and has for many years ,

been prominently associated with the I

motor cycling industry. Was a very sue- \
i»i ,

cessful competition rider. Enlisted as a
despatch rider in 1914, and in 1916 trans-

ferred to the Tank Corps in a similar

capacity. Was severely wounded in 1917,

and had to give up motor cycle competi-
tion riding, although riding to business - "'

<^

every day and averaging ten to fif-

teen thousand miles per annum. Pre-war successes ui-

clude the following-: 1909, 1910, 1911, and 1912 trade

team (P. & M.) prize and gold medal in A.C.U. Six
Days Trials ; 1st prize for best performance, trade rider,

Scottish Six Days Trials, and three gold medals 1910, 1911,

and 1912; Land's End to John-o'-Groats A.C.U. Six Days
Trial, 1910, gold medal and team prize ; and several golds

in M.C.C. London-Land's End, and Exeter and Edinburgh
trials. Was captain of all the trade teams in the Anglo-
Dutch Trials, and obtained the highest awards and the

motor cycle medal. Present mount : Matchless spring frame
sidecar. Favourite type of machine : Spring frame sidecar.

Hobby: "Experimenting in wireless telephony."
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By '

l~our-valve and Sleevc'valve Singles

Controllability as Speed Assets.

PRIDE of place must go to the faithful 'bus on
which the vast majority of my mileage was
covered—an o.h.v. Triumph. For the moment

1 am not going to enlarge upon its power or speed,

though it has plenty of both. Comfort is the supreme,

impression which this machine makes on its lucky

owners.

The layout of the frame, the Druid forks, and the

3in. tyres combine to endow it with road-clinging and

road-cushioning qualities such as exceedingly few motor

cycles and very few cars possess.

Several machines are enshrined in my memory as

able to make a really bad road tolerable, and an

ordinarily bad road so unobtrusive that questions of

comfort simply don't occur to the rider's mind. The
1914 A. B.C., the 1919 A. B.C., and the special 3in.

tyred Scotts—no others ranged in the top class with

me till 1922. But the o.h.v. Triumph is just about

as good as any of them.

Scoring over a Car.
Almost daily I traverse one of those typical sections

where a very expensive road carpet has been laid down
o\er bad foundations, and then hammered into great

ulcers by lorries and coaches. I cress it on every kind

of vehicle imaginable from a Rolls-Royce to a baby
two-stroke. I cross it fast only on my Triumph, and,

despite the extra speed which the machine renders pos-

sible, it sits almost as well as the most costly cars.

Moreover, the absence of shock and jar is accompanied
by perfect steering. Whether there be potholes or not,

I can guide it through '

_ . . ;

" Gjmfort is the supreme impression which

this machine makes on its lucky owners
'

—the 499 c.c. o.h.v. Triumph.

IXIQN."

and TwO'Stroke Twins. Comfort and

Improved Lubrication Demands.

the 35in. hole in the

traffic which the 33in.

bars demand.
Its reliability

scutcheon is dimmed
by one blot, for the

ball bearings of a

valve rocker shaft

once held me up very

badly indeed. The
replacement set has
done 3,000 miles

without a hitch, and
no other stoppage of

B 16

any sort or kind has occurred. Nothing has come
loose or fallen off or broken. There have been no

punctures, though Challenger tubes have had their say

in that, to judge by the nails I have pulled out. The
speed is quite considerably over 60 m.p.h. on top, and

the tune is held so well that no tinkering is needed

between times; you can pull out that mile-a-minute

roar whenever you want to. Decarbonisation is the

only attention which must be given at intervals, and
the makers advise it every 700 miles. I am afraid

that the nefarious use of glenty of benzole in the fuel

is my accomplice in waiting till 1,400 miles or so.

Ample Power.
Power is such that, even on the highest set of

ratios, bottom gear permits me to tick timidly up freak

hills with the throttle shut. It is not a mighty top-

gear stuntist, in which it corresponds to many other ^

hot-stuff singles; the gear box is there to be used, and
I use second gear more than I have ever done on a

- 500 c.c. solo mount. It is as necessary for a thunder-

clap acceleration as it is on a stiff hill. The air and
spark levers also come into pretty constant use. But
the gear change is as easy as slicing bacon on one of

those fascinating machines which grocers use. Not
for us the harassed expression of the car driver, and
the subsequent sound as if one were pushing railway

lines into a saw-mill. Sure, silent changes—even fi-om

top to bottom—^a!t any speed you like to mention are

the lot of the Triumph rider ; furthermore, the gear

lever is accessible without fouling the knee, and is

, ,,^ operated without the necessity

pf thinking which side of a gate

you must take. The rear brake

is excellent ; but I

am not one of those

who can make any
excuses for a stirrup

front brake in a.d.

1922, regarding it as

an unpardonable and

.

all but useless
anachronism. Hot or

cold, with or without

the decompressor, the

Triumph is always a
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What I Rode in 1922.—
" first kick " starter. The sparking plug is, as all

critics allege, somewhat inaccessible. But you can get

it out—on one occasion I had to do so—with no
weapons but a pocket screw-driver and a large stone.

]''.arly in the season I had to take it out pretty often,

for a well-cooled plug detests oil, of which a hot-stuff

engine requires full rations. Then I made the hap-

piest discovery of my year, and put on a Best me-

chanical pump. Fitting it was by no means as simple

a job as its vendors led me to expect, and 'when fitted

it looks like an excrescence. Nevertheless, it has

multiplied my riding pleasure by 100%. Prior to

mounting it, I was eternally worrying about oil

—

aluminium pistons create special anxiety in that respect ;

memory, milestones, speedometer, engine beat, engine

feel—all these factors Avere perpetually keeping my
lirain abubble. On went the me-
chanical pump, and from that day
to this I never think

of the word "oil
"

when once the garage

cloor shuts behind me.
It is the greatest god-

send which progress

has brought to motor
CA'Cles. If it will

suffice for hard riding

on a hot-stuff 'bus

with an aluminium
piston, it will suffice '

-

for anything ; and it

only remains for all "...

makers to incorporate

it in some safe and unosten-

tatious cranny of the ma-

chine. Human beings do not

carry their vital organs pro-

jecting from their elbows,

and I resent wearing my oil

pump as a sort of wart on
the tiniing cover. An o.h.v.

Triumph is quite emphatic-

ally the goods
;
plus a Best

pump, it is twice itself.

T-wo-stroke Twins.

Three Scott Squirrels have
enlivened my season—one of

them for a substantial mile-

age. Any of them could quit

my Triumph by a couple of

hundred yards in a 2-mile

friendly scrap along ordinary

roads, for their natural

cornering is better than a

Triumph with Dance or Bennett " up." None of them
could hold the Triumph on the dead straight. On
the other hand, they weigh the best part of a hundred-

weight less, and the tax is according. They drink

more petrol, and ask for a little sympathetic tinkering

at times. But if you want something which is de-

lightfully easy to handle, which holds the road, and
which can mop up anything anywhere on British roads,

buy a Scott Squirrel. Prof. Low says that in fifty

" A novice can strip the engine down to its

very few minutes, and can make no error —th

Beardmore-Barr and Stroud.

years our food will consist exclusively of tabloids

;

when the tabloid era dawns, 3-cwt. solo 'buses will

be obsolete, but the Squirrel will still be there—
198 lb. all on, and 60 m.p.h. That is surely tab-
loided speed and power? If and when an unkind
fate compels me to buy my last motor cycle, and to

keep it until a bath chair or a hearse constitutes my
sole locomotion^ the final cheque will be signed to the

credit of the Scott Co. The Squirrel would probably
enjoy a far greater vogue if it were obtainable with

a three-speed gear. It appeals to the sporting rider,

who frequently ventures into the freak hill zones ; but

the two-speed gear is not fully suited to freak hills.

Hence many riders who fancy the machine reluctantly

order a three-speeded four-stroke. There is nothing

to criticise about the Squirrel, except the tiresomeness

of the lubrication system. If the storage of oil in

the frame tubes were inexorably wedded to such a silly

little filler, the system would be better scrapped ; how-
ever, at the Show I

saw that a more con-

veniently located
filler was being in-

troduced. When a

single oil gauge, not

requiring a glance

more than once a day,

suffices for eight-

cylinder cars, two
gauges are out of

place on a twin.

For two months or

so I rode a ^ Beard-
more-Precision with

the Barr & Stroud engine.

As this frame design is ap-

plied to several different en-

gines, the machine and power
unit demand separate study.

On ordinary roads the

frame layout is simply
perfect, but on colonial

roads the fork is a shaide

too lively—for example,
I should not pick it to

lead me through a Scott

trial. The principle which
presumably inspired the

frame at its origin seems to

have been lost sight of in

topping off the details. For
example, it is delightful to

have a tank which also forms
part of the frame, and is

innocent of the usual filthy

chinks and • crannies.
" Cleanliness '' seems to have been the designer's key

motive. But he did not persevere. The stand is angle

steel. The valy^e lifter and front brake—to name two
instances—are quite exceptionally full of dust-traps.

Nor do I quite like the way in which sundry items,

vulnerable in the, event of a toss, are threaded through

parts of the main frame. If a toss bends a footrest,

one. can pick oneself up and laugh ; but if it strains

a frame . . .

B ig

198 lb. all on, and 60 m.p.h. That is surely tabloided speed and power? "

—

the 486 c.c. Scott Squirrel.

vitals 11

349
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What I Eode^in 1922.—

'J'he Barr & Stroud engine was brand new \\hen it

came into my hands, and, when it was surrendered,

had not developed the running typical of its family.

For example, it never did 60 m.p.h. or anything like

that speed. In the absence of a speedometer I should

judge that 45 m.p.h. was the fastest I touched upon
it. Fuel economy, on the other hand, is e\en better

than the maker's claim. I regularly accomplished

160 m.p.g., which is really phenomenal for 350 c.c.

The engine is an easy starter, fundamentally reliable,

and uniquely simple to dismantle ; a novice can strip

the engine down to its vitals in a very few minutes,

and make no error (except a petty timing blunder) in

building it up again. This is a most ^ aluable feature.

Not designed for road-burning, the machine is just

a good, steady goer. It is less silent mechanically

than the elimination of valve clack might lead one to

e^•pect ; for when that familiar noise is gone, one

DECEMBER sStJi, ig22.

hears the front chain more distinctly, and the dri\ing

gear of the sleeve ^alve is also audible. The engine

is certainly a A'ery M'elcome addition to the conven-

iional types, and there is ho snag to be recorded
against it. In the way of criticism I can iriention

nothing except the noisiness of the release valve Avhen

opened, which naturally spits like a two-stroke; this

does not concern a man who drives on clutch and
throttle, as all good motor cyclists do. I had ex-

pected it to be rather a sticky starter from cold, but

the first kick frees it on a cold morning, and it starts

on the second kick.

None of the other machines which I rode for shorter

distances justify any special mention; either they were
undistinguished, or else the mileage was too brief for

any opinion of value to be formed. Nor, apart from
the oil pump already described, did I make the

acquaintance of any accessories of really outstanding

merit.

FRANCE AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.
Why the Movemfnt has Not Deve'oped as well as in Great Britain. Prospects for the Future

Bv OUR P.iRIS CORRESPONDENT.

SURPRISE is frequently expressed by British

motor cyclists at the wide difference which exists

between the development of the motor cycle

movement in Great Britain and in France. While
Great Britain has some 380,000 motor cycles in ser-

vice and possesses a greater number of manufacturing
concerns than any other country in the world, the

number of motor cycles in use in France does not ex-

ceed 50,000.

In endeavouring to expl&in this difference critics

have frequently accused the French motor cycle manu-
facturers of a lack of initiative, or have placed the

blame on the younger generation of Frenchmen for not

assisting in the development of this movement. If the

trouble were taken to enquire into the matter it would
be discovered that neither the maker nor the user is

sp2cifically to blame, but that there exists such a train

of natural circumstances that the use of motor cycles

can never attain the' degree of importance in France
it has reached in England.

So far as cars are concerned, the difference. is very

slight. The returns for 1921 showed that there were

353,500 motor cars, lorries and hackney carriages in

Great Britain—approximately one for every 136
(>ersons. F'or the same period there were in France
293,770 motor vehicles of the same types—also one
car for 136 j>ersons. France has nearly 5,000,000
bicycles in use. No similar returns exist for England,
but it is doubtful if this figure is attained. In view
of the fact that the nations are so closely matched in

the two extremes as cars and bicycles, it is all the more
surprising that they should show wide differences in

motor cycles.

Compulsory Military Service.

The statement has been made that the young French-
man is not as frugal as his neighbour on the other side

of the Channel, and on this account rarely saves up
sufficient money to purchase a motor cycle. The fact

has been overlooked that the Frenchman has to put in

two years' military service on coming of age, during

which time he receives practically no pay. Compul-
sory military service alone is largely responsible for

the restricted development of the motor cycle movement.
Housing conditions, are a further handicap. In all

the big cities flats are the general rule, and in con-

sequence it becomes necessarv for the frenchman to

keep his motor cycle in a public garage, with as a

consequence, extra expense and some restriction in the

use of the machine.

I French roads are far from being as suitable for

motor cycling as the highways of England. Around
such centres as Paris, Marseilles, Lille, Lyons, and
other important cities, where the greatest numbers of

motor cyclists ought to be found, such rough -pave

exists that the use of a motor cycle for utility purposes

is„aImost impossible, and the fact that this rough zone

has to be crossed in order to reach good macadam
roads acts as a deterrent.

Monotonous Main Roa^s.

France is not lacking in beauty spots, and as a

touring ground is second to no country in the world.

F"ew people, however, even in England, become motor

cyclists merely for the pleasure of an occasional tour.

The monotonous nature of the main highways of

France, and the big distances which separate towns and
villages, contribute to rob the daily use of a motor

cycle of much of its charm.

Real lightweights are being developed primarily for

utility purposes, and with a wonderful potential field

among the five million cyclists of France they ought

to be a permanent success. During the next few years

there will probably be a very considerable increase in

the use of .lightweights, a development of the sporting

side of motor cycling which will be the corollary of

the generaU sporting revival throughout the country,

and also an extended use of thecycle car.

31
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UHtKCrtMX4
SPECIFICATION SOLO WITH MODEL

K0.4 SIDECAE
WITH MODEL
No. 3 SIDECAR

t\t> 1 Model "L." 3-speed K.S., Mechanical Oil

^oA h.p. Pump, also emergency hand oil pump, hand
™^ /4 operated clutch, all-chain drive.

55 gns.

^^ . Model "S." Sports Model. 3-speed K.S.

'^\/cf h.p. Mechanical Oil Pump, also emergency hand-
*^ / £t pump, hand-operated clutch, all-chain drive.

£70 £90
M^f Model " K2." 3-speed K.S., Semi-Automatic
tll/| h.p. Eight - Feed Lubricator. Hand - operated
* /tt clutch, chain-cum-belt drive.

£72 £92 £97
M^ 1 Model "H2." 3-6peed K.S. Semi-Automatic
^ll/|ll,p. Sight -Feed Lubricator. Hand-operated
* /t; clutch, all-chain drive.

£75 £95 £100

£110
/* I Tivin Cyl., 3-speed K.S., Mechanical Oil

Ij n.p. Pump, also emergency hand oil pump.

"LIGHT " Hand-operated clutch, all-chain drive.
£85 £105

/? 1 T\vin Cyl., 3-speed K.S., Mechanical Oil Pump,
|[j n.p. also emergency hand oil pump. Hand-

' DE LUXE op^r^ted clutch, all-chain drive.
£90 £110 £115

. Twin Cyl., 3-speed K.S., Mechanical Oil Pump,
^J n.p. also emergency hand oil pump, Hand-

„ LIGHT " operated clutch, all-chain drive.
£90 £110 £115

1 Model " F." Twin Cyl., 3-speed K.S., Mechan-Q n.p. ical Oil Pump, also emergency hand oil pump.

DE LUXE Hand-operated clutch,, all-chain drive.
£107

No.lorKaSa
SIDECAR.

£140
No. 5 (Z-Seater)

SIDECAR.

£144

i^^ctyDt^ ^^L^2)i TJjjcxLck ftom tL li'SCl lance

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE POST FREE.

B.S.A. Motor Bicycles
GUARANTEED FOR TWELVE MONTHS.

B.S.A CYCLES LTD., BIRMINGHAM.
Proprietors : The BinmngJuim Small Arms Co., Ltd.

Jn ansivering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyde."^
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«^ Quadrant
,.^«f

SPORTS SOLO MODEL 3| H.P.
With ACETYLENE HEADLAMP, HORN and LICENCE HOLDER.

SPECIFICATION.
Engine ygm'm.. Bore 100 m'm.
stroke ; Binks Carburettor

;

Sturmey=Archer 5-speed Gear
Box with Kick Starter ; Hans
Rcnolds Chains; DunlopTyres

;

Aluminium Chain Covers;
Footboards or Foot Rests;
Wide Mud Guards, (about 6=in.

ground clearance); Oval design
Saddle Tank; Handle Bar
controls.

£63
AT WORKS.

QUADRANT WORKS,
MARCH, NEWARK & CO., LTD., BIRMINGHAM.
b?s%Vlu%Rs- CLIFFORD WILSON MFG. CO., 177, Westminster Bridge Road, S.E.L

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

Catalogues from—

<ALLYOUR CLAIMS FULLY JUSTIFIED.

•4

St. John's College,

Cambridge, 5tli Dec. 1922.

Dear Sirs,

I am more than pleased with the " Ekon " carburetter which
you supplied about a month ago for my 2,5 Rex-Blackbume. I have
found all your claims for this instrument fully justified.

Yours truly, A.S.M.

Write to-day fpr full particulars of this wonderful
carburetter designed on an entirely new principle.

Satisfaction Guaranteed in 30 Days or Money Returned.

GEOFERIC & KEENE, LTD., G, BROAD STREET PLACE, E.C.2.

'AUTOMATIC CARBURETTERS

In answenng these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle'
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Uimcs to %\Qbt Xamps.
Dec. 28lh .

.

..4.25 p.m.

„ 30th .. .. 4.27 „

Jan. 1st .. .. 430 „

„ 3rd .. .. 4.31 „

One number plate must be illuminated as above
tide Eoaa Vehicles Eegistration and Licensiuff
Older (1921). According to the Lights on
Vehicles Regulations (1903) the lamps ordinarily
required by law may be lit half an hour later.

Veterans.

How many machines of very ancient
date, say, of 1906-8, are still in regular
use ?

Slack Club Men.
Why do some clubs " hibernate

"

during the winter months? The "vil-
lainous weather " excuse is apparently
found very useful by apathetic members.

A Question of Averages.

Who makes the higher average on a
long journey—the man who rides to a
non-stop 28 m.p.h. or he who alternately
covers a mile at full throttle and then
pulls up to wipe his eyes or make a trivial

adjustment?

News Item from Sweden.
Motor Cy<.'le Olub of Sweden recently arranged

the great trial for the November Cuv, 700
kilometres, day and night riding. AH best riders
taking part. Eric Weaterberg, Harley-Davidson flat
twin, won, taking home the cup for ever. Wester-
berg is a man to meet the beet foreign riders when
Sweden will arrange International six days trial in
1923.

We have to thank a Swedish corre-
spondent for the above information, which,
we think, the majority of our readers will
appreciate more in its original fonn than
had a sub-editor attacked it.

•3(?Z
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What to Wear.

Headgear is an unsatisfactory item in

the motor cyclist's clothing—leather hel-

mets render one deaf and tjaps have a

habit of falling down over the face. All
other forms being out of the question, the
woollen " pudding basin " favoured by
some competition riders seems to present
the only solution.

Showing at Brussels.

At the Brussels Motor Show, which
will be held from January 13th to the
24th, 1923, among the motor cycle firms
exbibiting the following may be men-
tioned :—Gillet, Henderson, Sarolea, Ace,
Omega, F.N., Eoto-Sim (a Swiss edition
of the Auto-Wheel), Peugeot, Harley-
Davidson, S.L. cycle ear, and Motosa-
coche.

More "Hints for Beginners."

How to make a tool roll—place it on
the tank or saddle.

Ireland's Biggest Race.

Next year's Ulster Grand Prix will be

held on September 15tli.

Cycle Car Control.

Notwithstanding the decision arrived at

by the meeting of the Association of

Recognised Automobile Clubs, several

Continental motor cycling organisations

are continuing to cater for four-wheeled

cycle cars.

All Sorts and Sizes.

The London-Exeter entry consisted of 95

solo machines, 90 sidecars, 14 three-

wheelers, and 99 cars. In 1921 the num--

bers were : 72 solo, 110 sidecars, 18 three-

wheelers, and 96 cars. 1920 saw 80 solos,

80 sidecars, 13 three-wheelers, and 64 cars,

while in 1919 there were 40 solos, 6'7

sidecars, 1 scooter, 1 car.

New Record Rule.

One of the effects of the ruling passed
at the last F.I.C.M. Congress in London
that a machine in a smaller class might,

owing to its superior speed, hold records

in the class above it provided it con-

formed with the regulations regarding
weight and size of tyres is that Colonel
Stewart's records are thereby deleted

in Class D and are held in that class,

anil Class C as well, by W. H. Sheraton,

(490 Norton). The same remarks apply
to the records held by J. L. Emerson
(496 Douglas).

THE SPEEDY MESSENGER. This young rider believes in combining business with

pleasure for he uses his motor cycle in preference to a pedal cycle for the delivery of post

office messages at Keighlev.



Cars with Motor Cycle
Performances.

Even the keenest motor
cyclist will confess an in-

terest in cars, but usually
he fails to be greatly
aroused until the Bentley-
Vauxhall class is reached.

Observations in the Dark.
In the interests of the

long suffering press man
we suggest that luminous
numbers should be the
order in trials including
observed hills in the dark.

The Useful Lightweight.

Even in America the
lightweight is not merely
a runabout machine. It
is now accepted as a seri-

ous touring mount, as will
be appreciated from the
photograph taken in the
wilds of California on
page 975 of this issue;
the machines depicted are
two-stroke Clevelands, a
make not unknown in this
country.

The Repentant FoUceman.
A motor cycling policeman has joined

a flourishing club. Previously he had
successfully "operated" against several
members for various offences.

A Royal Motor Cyclist.

Prince Leopold of Belgium, an enthu-
siastic rider of an American X, will open
the next Belgian Motor Cycle Exhibition

Luminous Gloves for Policemen.

So as to allow the signals of constables
to be clearly seen, the police authorities
at The Hague have supplied their men
who regulate the traffic with luminous
gloves. A small electric lamp is fixed in
the centi-e of the palm. The light goes
out as the constable lowers his hand.

Mr. A. I. GreenwoocI, of

Leeds, who has ridden

motorcycles smce the days

of the front driven Wer-

ners. The machine shown

is a Singer of about 1898

with the engine in the rear

wheel.

A YOUNG EXILE'S INTEREST. Prince Nicholas Galilzine,

Prince Vladimir Galilzine, regrets that the Triumph is of a size

for him at present.

Hobbies Require Careful Mixing.

An enthusiastic angler used his side-

car to carry home his haul of six pike.

Later, in the evening he motored his

fiancee to a dance. They left early, and
with the money he had saved for a

dynamo lighting set he is paying for a

new dress and the cleaning of an expen-

sive fur coat.

Comfort-loving Southerners ?

With reference to the discussion about

North and South country riders, it has

been pointed out that, although there are

comparatively few London motor cycle

manufacturers, more spring frame

machines have originated from the metro-

politan area than from all the rest of the

country.

Countisbury Hill.

An alternative road to Countis-

bui-y Hill is suggested by the Chair-

man of the Barnstaple Rural Dis-

trict Council.

E.ARLY DEVOTEES OF
P.ASTIME.

DECEMBER sSt/i, ip22.

Facts brought home.
One's enthusiasm for

the economical m o t o r

cycle increases when it is

found necessary to pay
over two or three pounds
sterling for the privilege

of riding in a crowded
railway train because the
1922 machine has been
sold and the 1923 model
has not been delivered.

Over 1,000 Pages.

There are over 1,000
editorial pages in the vol-

ume of Tlie Motor Ci/rlc

(June to December) which
this number completes.

Good Spirits.

Alcohol has always exer-

cised a great power in

making glad the heart. of

m.an. Motorists wonder
'-

^~
when the time will come
for it to be the chief

eldest "son of source of power also in

entirely useless transporting them to and
from their scenes of merry-
making.

—

The Avtocar.

Motor Cycle for Fire Fighting.

The latest addition to the fleet of motor
vehicles in the Bloemfontein Fire Brigade
is a Harley-Davidson sidecar outfit.

Beyond all Hope.
We do not know whether the following,

overheard at a trial, were responsible for
the disqualification of the two competi-
tors concerned

:

"Why did the watersplash ?"
" Because it saw the hill climb."

When did the Valve Spring?
As soon as it saw the flywheel and felt

the valve tappet. -_

Mud Splash Problem Not Yet Solved.

The R.A.C. judges are unable to recom-
mend any awards as the jesults of the
recent splashguard tests at Hendon

Mrs. Harry Reed and the

Dot motor cycle which

was specially made for her

in 1908. Mrs. Reed was

one of the first ladies to

take up motor cycling as a

pastime.

•' 'r \
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Contradicted.

Stranded rider (on Christmas Eve) :

Oh, tliis magneto, Oh * * *

I ! I

Voices of carol-singers in distance :

" No-el, No-el."

P<Ace Activity at Matlock.

Indifi'erent roads arnd police persecution

are given by various rea-defs as reasons

for avoiding Matlock.

Speed Tests m SeBing Trial.

For the Worcester Spring Selling Trial

th« organising clubs have secured from
tlieir poti'on, the Earl Beaocliapip, the

use of the drive at Madresfield Court for

high speed_and low gear tests.

Applause from a Strang Quarter.

When the Ulstsi: Grand Prix was being
run (according to a correspondent to the
Children's Newspaper) the noise of the

machines in the distance was so like the

croaking of frogs that a local frog joined

in the chorus—quite out of season, too.

Record Entry.

Three hundred and eight was the record

number of entries received for the M.C.C.
Boxing Night mn to Exeter from Staines
and back again. In 1919 the total num-
ber was 109 ; in 1920, 237 ; and in 1921,

216. The best pre-war entry was in 1914,

when the total was 231.

Popular Initials.

A French contemporary laughs at the
British fashion of naming ma-chines by
initials. After quoting A.J.S., P.P.,
P.V., G.S.D., H.B., J.E.S., H.T., P.M.,
B.S.A., O.K., J.D., it goes on to say
" Here is practically the vmole alphabet

!

Prickly Freight.

For at least a fortnight before Christ-
mas day nearly every week-end sidecar
drivers might have been seen proceeding
homeward with a heavy burden of freshly-

gathered holly or mistletoe.

The Answer.
Novice wheels silent machine into gar-

age.

Proprietor (diagnosing trouble) :
" Has

this been to any other garage-man ?

"

Novice :
" Yes."

Proprietor: "And what did the silly

fool tell you to do?"
Novice: "To come to you."
(CoUapse of proprietor.)

THE COMPETITION RIDER'S HOLIDAY ! En route on the M.C.C. annua! Christmas

nm to Exeter and back. As we go to press 185 solo riders and sidecarists are wending their way
to Devonshire. The event will be reviewed in next week's issue of " The Motor Cycle.

"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR ALL PURSES.
In addition to the Extensive List of 680 1923 Prices which appeared in our issue of December 14th

are the following Figures^which brings the total to upwards of 700.

SOLO MACHINES.
£30 9s., Coventry Eagle, 142 c.c,

T.S., single spd.

£33 lis., Coventry Eagle, 142 c.c.
I.S., 2 spd.

£35. J.D., 116 c.c, T.S., single spd.,
C.

£38 17s., Hack, 103 c.c, T.S., single
spd., C.

£56, Coventry Eagle, 249 c.c, 2 spd..
K.S. and C,

£56, Coventry Eagle, 293 c.c, 2 spd.,
K.S. and C. (J.A.P. model).

£65, H.T., 348 c.c, 2 spd.. C.
.£65, Coventry Eagle, 348 c.c, 3 spd.,

K.S. and C.

£65, Bradbury,- 350 c.c, 3 spd., K.S.
and C.

£67, Coventry Eagle, 346 c.c. 3 spd.,
K.S. and C.

£69 IDs., Coventry Eagle, 346 c.c, 3

spd., K.S. and C. (sports model).

£75, P. and P., 349 c.c, 3 spd., K.S.
and C.

£80, H.T., 349 c.c, 2 spd., hand
starter and C.

£85, Rover, 249 c.c, 3 spd., K.S. and
C.

£90, Brongh, 692 c.c, 3 spd., K.S.
and C.

£95, Bover, 499 c.c. 3 spd., K.S.
and C. (sports modell.

£95, Bradbury, 749 c.c, 3 spd., K.S.
and C.

£100, Brough. 496 c.c, 3 spd., C.

£100, Rover, 499 c.c. 3 spd., K.S.
and C.

£115, Rover, 654 c.c, 3 spd., K.S.
and C.

£125, Coventry Eagle, 976 c.c, 3 spd.,
K.S. and C.

PASSENGER MACHINES.
£80, Melen, 297 c.c, T-S., 3 spd.,

K. S. and C, box carrier, three-
wheeler.

£86, Coventry Eagle, 346 Co., 3 spd.,
K.S. and C, with sidecar.

£97 Ms., P. and P., 349 c.c, 3 spd.,
K.S. and C, with sidecar.

£115, Coventry Eagle, 549' c.c, 3 spd.,
K.S. and C, with sidecar.

£120, Brough, 692 c.c. 3 spd., K.S.
and C, with sidecar.

£122 8s., Bradbury. 749 cc, 3 spd.,
K.S. and C, "with sidecar.

£125, Hover, 499 cc. 3 spd., K.S.
and C, with sidecar (sports
model).

£130, Hover, 499 c.c, 3 spd., K.S.
and C, with sidecar.

£145, Coventry Eagle, 976 cc. 3 spd.,
K.S. and C. with sidecar.

£145, Rover, 654 c.c, 3 spd., K.&
and C, with sidecar.

3 27
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UNICYCLES
OF TO-DAY

AND
LONG AGO.
Italian Designer Revives

Interest in the Single

Wheel Motor Cycle. Is

it Practicable ?

S-'iieurnatic t.yte

wHY should motor cycles have
two wheels? "

_ asks an ~^«
Italian inventor; and, pre-

sumably without waiting for a reply,~
he designs the weird " unicycle " illustrated below.
As far as can be gathered, the rider and engine unit

are suspended in an inner circle, as it were, making
contact with the outer rim by rollers. One of these
rollers is driven by the engine, the transmission being
of the friction pattern.

How steering is effected is not clear, but obviously
the steering wheel is mere camouflage. Mudguarding
will also present a difficult problem ; and one does not
rare to visualise the effect of a jamb between the driving

The latest Italian one-wheel motor cycle.

B 28
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Great things were anticipated from this design.

and driven transmission members when the vehicle is

speeding hard down-hill !

The idea, however, is by no means new. A motor
unicycle, hailing from America, was described in Tlie

Motor Cycle of April 4th, 1918. It consisted pri-

marily of an enormous wheel, nine or ten feet in

diameter, propelled by an air-screw, the motive power
for which was supplied by a four-cylinder engine.

Another and more practicable invention of a similar

nature was described in The Motor Cycle at the same
time ; here the rider was seated in a chair surmounting

a wheel three oir,four feet in diameter. The whole was

maintained in an upright position by an electrically-

driven gyroscope, while a

smaller gyroscope oper-

ated the steering through

bell-crank levers. Imagine
the driver's plight in the

event of a sudden failure

of the current

!

On July 4tb, 1919,
there was described in

The Motor Cycle yet

another example of the

single - wheeled motor
cycle, invented by a Mr.
E. J. Christie, and
patented in the United
States. A working model
was constructed, _ which
bore out the inventor's claims and theories in a
satisfactory manner. A large wheel, flanked on
either side by a smaller one, contained an
electrically-driven gyroscope. When stationary the

machine rested on one of its side wheels, but righted

itself when the gyroscope commenced to revolve. A
speed of 540 m.p.h. was anticipated.

Just as we go to press details come to hand from
a reader (Mr. G. S. Knox) of the absolute father of

them all. His sketch, from an American paper of

50 years ago, shows a venerable gentleman sitting

in a handle-propelled wheel constructed of wood.

18

Gyroscopically balanced

American model.
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SUPERCHARGED
TWO-STROKE.

EVEN the keenest two-stroke adherents

have to admit that there is less possi-

bility of change and less scope of

experimental ideas in the type of engine

which they favour than in the more com-
plicated four-stroke.

Doubtless mechanical complication, or

rather, increase in the nxunber of working
parts, will be inevitable if the two-stroke

is to be much further developed, for

Increased crank case capacity is obtained in

the Cross two-stroke design by a supple-

mentary pump piston.

surely the simple three-port " valveless
"

type of engine must have reached almost

to the limit of efficiency, especially in the

smaller sizes.

Improving Scavenging.

A Lancashire designer (Mr. J. D. Cross)

das approached the two-stroke problem

with the object of super-charging and

better scavenging of the exhaust, even

at some increase in the number of re-

ciprocating parts

He proposes to increase the volume of

liis crank case charge by a second and
subsidiary piston working in opposition

to the main piston. This piston is

operated by eccentrics and short connect-

ing rods, and may lie directly below the

main cylinder, or, in the case of a hori-

zontal engine, directly opposed to it.

It functions as an inlet valve, uncover-

ing ports in its cylinder, and by care-

fully proportioning the subsidiary piston

it is possible to obtain an increased charge

of mixture for use in the working cylinder.

Advantages Claimed.

It might be thought at first that the

extra piston would be better employed
as a second working piston, but the de-

signer points out that in this case one
would obtain only two low-efficiency

cylinders instead of one, which is more
likely to function regularly even at low
speeds and small throttle openings, where-
as it is not necessary to construct so
long an engine in the case of his de-

6

sign. Also, it is an extremely difficult

matter to produce a satisfactory ignition

for an opposed twin two-stroke, and in

any case such an engine would produce
two explosions at the same time and have
no_ better torque than a single cylinder

engine of the same capacity.

Large Ciank case Chaige.

The diagram shown is self-explana-

tory. Tile lower, or pumping, piston,

when at the bottom of its stroke un-
covers inlet ports, and, since it moves
outwards at the same time as the work-
ing piston, a large charge is drawn into
the crank case. This charge is trans-

ferred through to the combustion head
when the main piston drops below the
transfer port.

In addition to this, Mr. Cross has
evolved an unusual system of exhaust
ports, also shown on the diagram, in
which he finds that it is necessary only
to connect the upper port to the expan-
sion chamber of the silencer, while the
pipe from the lower ports enters the silen-

cer tail pipe. .

MINIATURE B. AND B.

CARBURETTER.
DESIGNED to meet the demand for

an 'efficient carburetter for use on
ultra - lightweight machines, the

" Baby " B. and B. is an interesting addi-
tion to a growing class.

It is a two-lever instrument of simple
design, and, although of tiny propor-
tions, is designed to allow the engine to

develop full power under all conditions.

Another innovation by the same makers
is a twist grip handle-bar control. It

is composed of two sleeves, the inner
sleeve, which is slid over and is rigid

with the handle-bar, has a quick pitch

worm formed on its periphery ; this

worm engages a similar one on the inner

side of the outer sleeve. Into the inner

sleeve is fitted a block which forms a

cable stop and an anchorage for the
wire ; the end is closed by a screwed

cap. This control
was illustrated

recently
"Aniong the Ac-
cessories " ; it

is, of course, in-

tended for

single - lever
^

carburetters.

Air the well-

tried models of

B. and B. car-

buretters are
retained for
1923; these in-

clude pilot jet

and single jet

i n s t r uments,
and a special

model for two-
strokes. Minor
imp rovements
only have been
eflfected, all
models being
substantially the
same as in

1922.

995

SIMPLE VARIABLE JET
CARBURETTER.

As a result of much expeiimenta! work
a very simple carburetter has been
constracted by Mr. J. T. Bradford,

of Coble, Lancashire.
In broad principles it is very straight-

forward, since the main tube is closed or

opened at will by a specially-shaped

throttle barrel working vertically in a

normal manner through Bowden controls.

This ^ngle slide controls both air and
gas proportions, and it surrounds a cen-

New Miniature B. and
B. Carburetter.

Section of Bradford carburetter showing the

construction of the handle-bar controlled

adjustable jet and the combined throttle and

air barrel.

tral tube wherein works a plunger to

which is attached a taper needle. This

taper needle seats in a correspondingly

tapered jet tube and can be raised or

lowered at will through a second hand
control. Thus it is possible to adjust

the size of the jet orifice to any given

conditions, and consequently, no external

alterations are required to suit changes

in atmospheric pressure or temperature.

Special Contiols.

It has been found that special control

levers are necessary to obtain the best

results with tliis carburetter, and, though

these are equally as convenient as the

ordinary type, they difller slightly in de-

tail. We are informed by the designer

that it is possible to obtain a consump-

tion of 110 miles to the gallon regularly

at normal touring speeds on a 550 c.c.

Triumph, and mileages of 128 have been

obtained on a gallon of spirit under favour-

able conditions.

A simple carburetter of this descrip-

tion with a handle-bar controlled jet

should be suitable for most types of ma-

chines, but perhaps especially^ for two-

strokes where a wide range of jet orifices

is required for varying conditions of load.
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" FILM.

Enthu:iast;c Reception in Cornwall. Propaganda Value in the Midland;.

AN excellent reception was accorded the

southei-n film at the launceston

Picture Theatre, where it was
shown by the Dunheved (Launceston) and

District M.C. A number of enthusiasts

spent a very pleasant time watching the

pictures.

Special interest was taken in that por-

tion of the film depicting the climb of

Beggar's Roost in the London-Land's End
trial, especially as a local man was among
the liiders. 'the film proved that the

views of the competitors, expressed when
they reached Launceston, as to the sur-

face of the hill were not exaggerated.

At the concinsion of its report, the Dun-
heved Club states that it is hoped to

make a bigger thing o{ the film next
year.

Heavy Winter Bookings.

So far as the booking of dates is con-

cerned, these have been very heavy for

January, as for the past month, and
February is a fairly busy month ; but
bookings have not been nearly so frequent
in the case of the film which is circu-

lating in the South as of that which is

touring the North ; for the latter there

"is hardly a vacant date right up to the
middle of March. It will be on view for

three days in the Isle of Man.

The Shirebrook M.C, in acknowledging
the receipt of the film from Edinburgh,
mentions that members fumed up iri force

and were joined by some of the Mansfield
M.C. and L.C.C. The exhibition was
heartily enjoyed by all. The secretary

states that there is no possible doubt but
that the trials- and T.'T. portions of the

fihn are particularly instructive to the

non-motoring public. For instance, when
Bennett's speed and the distance of the
Senior T.T. were shown on a sub-title a
^ectator remarked that he thought it

was wonderful for a motor cycle to stand
the strain of ^26 miles at 58 m.p.h., as

he never thought it possible on ordinary
roads.

Interest of Trade and Public ,

A grateful letter lias been received from
the Stafford and District M.C.C., the
secretary of which writes :

—
" The film

was pronounced a great success by all

present, and all the Stafford enthusiasts
agreed that it was of the greatest benefit

both to clubmen and to the trade. The
film must prove even to the greatest
sceptic that the motor cycle is one of

the most tested and tried productions on
the British market." At the conclusion
of the exhibition votes of thanks were
accorded to the proprietors of Tim Motor

Cycle, and to Councillor Everton, presi

dent of the club.

Where the Southern Film is shown
next week.

Thurs.-Sai., December 28th-30th.

—

Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C, Theatre de

Luxe, St. Andrews, Norwich.
Tuesday, January 2nd.—Loughborough

and District M.G.C., Club Hqrs., Lough-
borough. (1921 film also.)

Wednesday, January 3rd.—Bedford
and District M.C.C, The Palace, High
Street, Bedford.
Thursday, January 4th.—St. Albans

and District M.C.C, The Empress
Cinema, London Road, St. Albans.

The Northern Programme.

Friday, December 29th.—The West
Bromwich and District M.C and L.C.C,
Imperial Picture House, Ltd.,_ West
Bromwich.
Saturday, December 30th.—The Bolton

Mission, King's Hall, Bolton.

Sunday, December 31st.—The Barrow
a.nd District M.C, Salthouse Pavilion,

Barrow-in-Furness. (1921 film also.)
,

Mon.-Wed., January lst-3rd.—The
Goldthorpe and Thurnscoe M.C.C, The
Goldthorpe Empire.

IMPORTANT 1923 CONTINENTAL EVENTS.
AMONG the many races to be held

during 1923 in France and on other

parts of the Continent, the most
important .will be the Grand Prix
organised by the Union Motocycl'isie de
France on the Tours course, on June 24th.

This race, which is combined with the
French Grand Prix car races, and has the
advantage of the elaborate preparation
made for these events, is the blue riband
of the Continent and is open to machines
of 250, 350 and 500 c.c.

Boad Races.

A speed championship has also been
arranged, wliich comprises the race at

Tours and four other events : the
Motocycle Clvh de France Grand Prix on
July 22nd and 23rd ; the Lyons Grand
Prix race on May 10th ; the Bol d'Or 24-

hour race to be held near Paris between
May 17th and 23rd, and the Marseilles

road race on June 17th. The rider making
the best performance in these five events
becomefS the speed champion of the year.

I N oi-der to obtain the latest informa-
* tion regarding the state of overseas

markets, we took the opportunity of

calling on Mr. Norman Hill, of the
Coventry Chain Co., Ltd., who has just
returned from a long business voyage.

After visiting Australia, New Zealand,
Malay States, Dutch East Indies, the
Argentine, Brazil, China and Japan, Mr.
Hill gained the impression that, though
there is an almost universal desire to buy

In the same way there is a touring
championship comprising six events, the

first being the Paris-Nice reliability trial

on February 16th to 19th. This run is

followed by speed trials and a hill climb
up La Turbie which do not figure, how-
ever, for the championship. Next comes
the U.M.F. one-day trial, which doubtless
will be a non-stop run in the Forest of

Marly, near Paris, on March 25th. Tlie

Tour de France organised by the Moto-
cycle Club de France from April 17th to

May 6th will also count, the other three
events being the Vosges circuit on May
21st, the Bordeaux to Royan trial on
August 12tli, and the Autimin circuit at

-Toulouse on September 23rd. The
touring championship is open to motor
cycles, sidecars, and to cycle cars, for this

latter class of machine still comes under
the control of the U.M.F.
The trial from Paris to the Pyrenees

and back has been scheduled for June 17th
to 24tli, at which date it is practically

certain the passes will be free of snow.

OVERSEAS TRADE.
British motor cycles, yet our products are

entirely swamped by American goods.

The reasons to which he attributes this

fact are that our prices are too high,

we have very inadequate spares _service,

and that, owing to American propaganda,
only big twins are saleable in the majority
of overseas markets.

Of the countries visited, only Australia
and New Zealand show any considerable
signs of trade revival, and we were asked

More important of course than the

French trials, from an international stand-

point, will be the International Six Days
Trials, from August 6th to 12th, already

referred to in The Motor Cycle.

At the Monza Traek.

While the full Italian programme has
- not been announced, the most important
event in that country appears to be tlie

Grand Piix des Nations, for 500 and
1,000 c.c. macliines, to be run on Monza
track, near Milan, on September 8th.

Other events on the Italian track will be
a sidecar and cycle car race on April 29th,

and a 24-hour race, with two riders per

machine, on June 24th and 25th. There
is a project for a reliability trial from
Paris to Rome during the summer of 1923,

but details of this have not been decided
on.

Belgium will have its Grand Prix road
race on July 15th, and on November 6th
there will be a Spanish Grand Prix at

Tarragona.

to emphasise the fact that the two are
separated by 1,200 miles, and therefore

each requires a separate sales and service

depot.

In confirmation of the opinion ex-

pressed by Mr. George -Stevens, Mr.
Norman Hill is emphatic as to the needs
of travel for our responsible business^ men,
who can only learn by first-hand experi-

ence the difficulties and requirements of

overseas buyers.
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Among the.

Anti-dazzle Goggles.

Dazzling head lamps lose tKeir terror to

those who wear the latest edition of the

CG.P. eye-screen (for attachment to helmet

or peak of cap), which has an additional

screen of a specially tinted material. 4s. 6d.

and 5s. (P. G. Cambray, Engineer, Long
Preston, S.G., Yorkshire.)

Valve Protector for Nortons.

Specially made for Norton machines, this

neat aluminium valve guard is marketed

by Herbert Robinson Ltd., 32-35, Green
St., Cambridge.

For Locking the Ignition.

By means of the B.M.LL. combination
lock the magneto may be short circuited,

and except by changing the magneto, the
would-be thief is completely foiled. The
inset shows the lettered face of the lock.

(T. Armstrong Carter, 16 Green St.,

Leicester Sq., London, W.C. 2.)

lllllllilllllilllltlllilllllllllilllilllH

Serviceable Bulb Horn.

Compactly built and finished in black, this

bulb horn is representative of a wide F.R.S.

range of these fitments. (F.R.S. Lamps,
Beam Works, Vere Street, Birmingham).

Non-slip Handle Grips.

Galirub handle-bar grips are made of rubber

moulded to the imprint of a hand, so that a

very comfortable grip is afforded. 3s. 6d.

per pair for i in. or I in. handle-bars.

(Gallite &. Rubber Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Burlington Road, Fulham, London.)

Driving Mirror on Cap.
In appearance like

a cheap tie clip

with a tiny mirror

hinged thereto,

this patented de-

vice is a^miniature

driving mirror for

attachment to the peak of the riders cap.

It acts quite well provided the cap does not

jolt about too much. (J. Smith, 40, Upper
Arcade, Bristol.)

Instrument Board for Motor
Cycles.

Universal Box Spanners.

Six different sizes of nuts are fitted by
the Hamilton nest of box spanners which

are coupled together as shown and
normally need no tommy bar. (Hamilton

& Co. Ltd., Anniesland, Glasgow.)

Spring Footrests for Pillion

Riders.

Spring footrests for pillion riders have been

introduced, at 7s. 6d. per pair, by Herbert

Terry & Sons, Ltd., Redditch.

Convenient Lighting Svi^itch.

On the new B. T H.
mag-generator a par-

ticularly neat switch

IS fitted, which may
easily be manipula-

ted by touch without

the necessity of the

rider peering down
to see what position

it is in. (B. T. H.
Co., Ltd., Lower Ford Street, Coventry.)

Spring Saddle and Carrier.

Following car practice, the firm of S. Smith
& Sons, Ltd. (Cricklewood Works, London,
N.W.) has introduced an instrument board
for motor cycle handle-bars. It is priced at

£2 lOs.

Saddle and carrier are sprung together in

one X-L-All design, eminently suitable for

transporting fragile goods, or for use as a

pi lion seat. (John Leckie, Ltd., Walsall.)
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A summer-time riding costume. Miss Lempriere, of Jersey,

daughter of Mr. R. B. Lempriere, the Seigneur of Rozel, is an

enthusiastic owner of a New Hudson two-stroke.

THAT a woman should have to dress as a man
to ride a motor cycle is an entirely mistaken

idea. I often find that the sole reason for not

taking up the healthy, inexpensive and exhilarating

hobby of motor cycling is " because I should have to

wear breeches." This is not early Victorian modesty,

the point being tliat the possessor of a motor cycle

would naturally use it for long rides, from London to

the sea, or from a remote country village into a fashion-

able town. En route one would be all right, but what
woman, even in these days, would face the parade of

a smart watering place, or the shopping centre of a

fashionable town, clad in breeches ?

R^ing Kit must Suit Walking.

It Avill be argued that a change could be carried in

a suit case on the carrier ; for a whole day this idea

would be feasible, but a whole day at one place would
not be a general rule. A couple of hours listening to

the band ; looking round a new place ; shopping ; or

just lunch or tea at a cheerful cafe—these may be the

objects of a ride, and to " change " would make far

too great a business of the whole affair. On a tour,

where several places are visited in one day; it W'Ould

be ridiculous, to say nodiing of the expense of hiring

a room to change in.

^^'ith the right motor cycle, however, this dress draw-
back does not exist. I do not say that one could ride

50 miles and then compete with success in a fashion

competition with a lady who had just walked 50 yards
from her hotel ; but I do say that, with care, one can
mix with quite fashionable civilisation without feeling

or looking out of place.

Low Built Machine Essential.

I have just completed 12,000 miles on a two-stroke

lightweight machine. This is a man's model, but

built low, which enables an everyday medium-length
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THROUGH FEMININE GOGGLES.
Suitable Costumes for Wear both On and Off the Machine.

skirt to be worn with the same appearance as a longer
one on an ordinary bicycle; the width round the
bottom, however, should not be less than 7oin.

My costume for short ordinary or long country non-
stop rides, in the summer, is an old sports coat and
skirt, too shabby for ordinary wear, but which look
quite smart on a motor cycle; while for civilised

jaunts, anything to suit the occasion, entirely covered
up by an ample belted coat of leather or khaki cotton
drill, according to the weather, with the collar turned
up to keep out the dust.

Foot-wear and Head-gear.

Dust and rain-proof leg-guards are a special feature
of many modern machines ; but a stray spot of oil

might be damaging to smart stockings, so it is advis-

able to wear an extra pair, or gaiters, just for the
journey. Any shoes can be worn, provided they have
not too high heels, which cause difficulties in starting

and brake manipulation.

Preferably the hat should be of the pull-on tight-

fitting variety, but if it is windy and there is any
doubt as to its keeping firmly on, a leather strap or

scarf must be wound tightly ronnd it. This is im-
ix>rtant, as hatpins are dangerous, and having to grab
at one's hat while going round a corner or at a critical

moment in traffic may mean a nasty accident. For
ordinary occasions nothing can beat a leather helmet
strapped over the ears ; it drowns the noise of the

engine, so adding greatly to the enjoyment of riding,

and, with a fur lining, is delightfully snug in the

winter.

Leather gauntlet gloves should be worn, and a stout

mackintosh and sou'wester must always be kept
strapped on the back carrier in readiness for wet
weather.

It must be remembered that when the rider is dressed
" for show " the machine must be clean to start with,

esp>ecially over the top tube and j>etrol tank,

where the under part of the front of the skirt

rests ; also, the very greatest care shpuld be

taken in getting on and

This lady motor
cyclist received

the highest
award in a

recent American
competition for

themost suitable

motor cycle cos-

tume.

getting off—an awful
-bore, no doubt, but " II

faiit soujfrir pour etre

belle."
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MASKED INLET VALVES.
How the Advantage of Quick Effective Opening and

=, Closing is to be obtained with Slow
i= Lifting and Seating Poppet Valves.

By • DUMB IRON."

THE tefm " valve masking " is unfamiliar to

quite ninety per cent, of motor cyclists,

although the idea it expresses was originated

as long ago as 1905 by the German firm of Adler. It

is not surprising that, in the davs when mechanical

inlet valves were h\ no means universal practice, the

idea came to naught. Since then it has been, with

very few exceptions, ignored by designers and
journalists alike. It has been resuscitated at times,

its most recent adherent being H. R. Ricardo, the

designer of the four-valve Triumph engine.

The masked valve is, to some extent, a combination

of poppet and sleeve valve. It differs from the

standard poppet valve inasmuch as it has to rise some
distance from its seat before gas can enter the cylinder.

The "mask " cuts off the first

part of the lift.

Before one can understand

the advantages of this system,

it will be necessary to recall

to the reader's mind some facts

concerning cam - contour and

gas-lag, and the reason for

" overlap."

A earn must lift the inlet

valve , in such a way as to

allow the maximum amount of

gas to enter the cylinder, with

the minimum amount of jar and noise from the cam-

gear. On a racing engine, where silence and

longevity do not matter so muchy '

' quick-lift
'

' cams

are employed ; but on a touring or sporting engine the

valve must leave its seat and return to it as slowly as

possible, if noise and rapid wear are to be eliminated.

Examination of an average lift diagram will reveal

that the valve lifts from, and returns to, its seat

gradually. It is important to remember, though, that

at 3,000 revolutions per minute the inlet stroke has

to be completed in -reoth^ second, and during this very

short time the valve must (i) leave its seat, (2)

accelerate, (3) decelerate, (/|) be brought to rest at

maximum lift, (5) ac-

celerate downwards,

(6) decelerate, and (7)

be brought to rest

again on its seat.

Overlap and gas-

lag rrjust now be con-

sidered. On an aver-

,,,,.,,. , -. J J • age touring side-by-
Valve lift diagram ot a standard engine. P. , ^ . ./

showing small amount of lift during Side valve engine the

earlier stages of crank revolution inlet valve opens at

An ordinary poppet

valve with seating

on the surface of

the valve pocket.
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top dead centre, so that as soon as the piston begins

its move down, it shall suck in gas. Just before the

piston has reached the top it had begun to slow down,
but the exhaust gas which it was pushing out con-

tinued its rush from the cylinder. In order to take

full advantage of the momentum of the exhaust gas,

and to prevent any part of it being trapped in the

cylinder, the exJiausi valve is allowed to remain open

for 20° after the inlet valve has opened. By this

means, both valves are open at once, and the exhaust

is continuing to leave the cylinder under its own
momentum, after the piston has commenced to move
down and suck in new mixture.

There is a similar " gas-lag " at the bottom of the

inlet stroke, and it has to be allowed for once again.

That is to say, the inlet valve

allows mixture to continue to

rush into the cylinder even

after the piston has commenced
the rise for the compression

stroke. The inlet valve shuts

just before the mixture's

momentum has been arrested,

thus preventing " blow-back "

through the carburetter, but

it must be remembered that gas

bines sleeve and poppet valve momentum varies with engine

characteristics. speed ; valve timing does not.

Now let us consider the state of the inlet gases at

the overlap point, i.e., at the beginning of the inlet

stroke. Since the inlet valve must open slowly, several

degrees of crankshaft rotation will have occurred

before the opening is effective. If we try to make

sure of an effective opening at top dead centre by

opening the inlet valve early, we shall risk a " blow-

back " at slow speed with its waste of valuable fuel.

It will be seen, therefore, that blow-back can be caused

by too early opening,, as well as by too late closing.

The seating of a masked valve

IS m a recess in which the

head is a sliding fit, com-

BLACK SECTION
BOTH VALVES OPEI

Timing diagram of a typica'

touring engine.

Excessive overlap and extended

inlet period on a racing engine
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Masked Inlet Valves.—

In the case of a racing engine it

will readily be seen,, that, where

speeds are high, the momentum of

the gases is such that considerable

overlap can be allowed. Further-

more, even if slight blow-back does

occur, it is of little consequence on
a racing engine where economy of

fuel is of little moment.
We are therefore forced to the con-

clusion that an engine which is

designed and timed for high speeds

is liable to be very wasteful at low
speeds or when running free.

Is it possible to design a cam gear which shall be
suitable at all speeds? Variable timing is impossible
in the restricted space available on a motor cycle
engine. It is obvious that we can only fulfil all the

conditions for high and low speeds if we can obtain
a valve which shall occupy no space of time whatsoever
in opening and closing. With such a valve it would
not be necessary to open before top dead centre to

ensure an effective opening at that point, because we
are presuming that effective opening is instantaneous.

Similarly, at the bottom of the inlet stroke we could
close the valve at 20° to 30° after, bottom dead centre

instead of allowing 55° of crankshaft rotation to give

the valve time to return to its seat.
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ANGLt or OPENING

Lift diagram of a masked inlet valve (the

sliaded part of the diagram represents the

mask). While the mask is only "025 in.

deep it is equal to 20° of crankshaft rota-

tion. It will be seen that the lift is nearly

double in the second 20° to that obtained in

the first 20°.
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Is there a system of valve design

which will allow of a close approxi-

mation to the above ideal state of

affairs ? Can we have good power at

5,000 r.p.m. and economical running

without blow-back at 250 r.p.m. with

a timing diagram such as that of a

typical sports engine ?

It- will be seen, by reference to the

diagrams, that with an ordinary cam
gear the amount of lift for the first

20° is about half the amount for the

second 20°. If, therefore, we open

the valve 20° too early, and " mask "

off that slow first 20°, the valve will

open with tremendous rapidity just at the desired

point, and effective opening will occur as nearly in-

stantaneously as possible. Similarly the valve can

close with great rapidity at 30° after bottom dead

centre, and the " mask " will allow it to return to its

.seat gently for 20° of the crankshaft rotation, after

the inlet passage has been closed by the cylindrical

portion of the head.

In brief, we can ensure silence and longevity by

allowing the valve to accelerate and decelerate slowly,

and by " masking " this ineffective part of its travel.

To be effective, the mask and the valve must be made
to extremely fine limits both as regards diameter and
depth.

CLEANING A MOTOR CYCLE.
Thoughts and Suggestions on the Removal of Travel Stains.

EVEN in this age of abandonment it is neither

necessary nor desirable to dispense altogether

with the formality of cleaning motor cycles.

As a general rule the motor cycling community may
be divided into two classes : (i) those who clean their

machines once a week or more, and (2) those who per-

form the Ceremony about once in every twelve months.

And yet, did one but realise it, most of these are of

the same opinion on one point.
" Life," they say, " is too short to permit of hours

being spent in cleaning a machine. Tell us a rapid yet

effective method of doing it, and then it Avill be done
more often."

Mud left to cake on the machine indefinitely will

eventually have a corroding effect on the enamel, and
after that has occurred no amount of cleaning will

restore the original condition.

The best preliminary advice to the novice is that

he should procure an abundant supply of paraffin,

which is invaluable in removing congealed oil, slight

rust, and other things ; a quantity of soft rags will

also be needed.

If the machine is in a bad state it is advisable to

sponge the whole outfit down with paraffin, soaking off

the mud as far as possible without injuring the enamel.

If rust has accumulated on any of the plated parts,

clean them well with paraffin first, then dry them and
cover with a film of vaseline or other suitable grease.

The crank case and gear box should be brushed hard
with parafifin.
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When this has been done, perhaps the most efficient

way of entering upon the next stage is with the assist-

ance of a hose. A stream of water under pressure will

work wonders in removing mud and dirt, especially in

places not easily accessible with the rag or sponge,

while its effect on paraffin- washed aluminium is won-
derful.

The upper part of the machine, such as the lamps,
handle-bars, tank, and' saddle, should be subjected to

special treatment at the discretion of the owner, but

the remainder of the frame and the engine will benefit

considerably by a free use of the hose.

After the w^ater has dried off to a certain extent, the

machine should be rubbed over with a cloth until pro-

perly dry, and finished off with a soft leather or cloth.

Some riders will say that they never bother about
cleaning their motor cycles ; they may always be de-

tected by the condition of their machines. There is a
subtle distinction between the dirt of several hundred
miles and the filth of many thousand, and there is

little doubt that an occasional "spring clean " forms
an important factor in the length of service of the

machine and its efficiency, quite apart from its actual

appearance on the road.

It must be strongly emphasised that it does pay
to keep a machine reasonably clean, and this can be

done without any great trouble, provided that plenty of

rags, a brush or two, and a quantity of paraffin always
form part of the garage equipm'ent.

K. C. B.
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Non-Slip Screwdriver

Non-slip grinding of

screwdriver blade.

IF it is desired to prevent a screwdriver

from slipping out of screw slots it

should be ground, according to

"G.W." (Sheffield), with the sides flat,

and not bevelled like a cold chisel. For
very tight screws, indeed, a concave form

of the faces is advantageous.

Carrying Repair Patches.

UNLESS special precautions are taken

inner tube patches are usually found

in bad condition when the ultimate

puncture occurs.

A Portsmouth motor cyclist, "G.P.,"

has evolved an admirable carrier for

patches, made to fit the "floor" of the

tool-bag. Two pieces of three-ply or

Simple carrier for repair patches.

other suitable wood are cut to shape, and
each one is faced with fine emery cloth,

glued on. When dry, the emery faces

are brought together and the boards

hinged at one end.

Three bands cut from an old cycle tube

are fixed across the boards, two over one

and one over the other. The patches are

slipped under these bands, and the case

then forms a solid base in the tool-bag,

upon which its usual contents may be
packed.

Repairing Bowden Cables.

IT frequently occurs that the strands at

the end of a Bowden inner cable
become frayed out, and with the wire

in this condition it is a practical impos-
sibility to pass the cable through the
nipple which it is required to solder
thereto.

This difficulty may be overcome by
wrapping the wire tightly with thin
copper wire at a point beyond which the

A Selection of our Readers'
Home-made .

" Gadgets," with
Practical Hints on Work in

the Garage and on the Road.

fraying has taken place ; the copper wire
bandage should then be slipped to within
iVin. of the frayed end of the cable, and
it will be found that the frayed ends
will be forced together and it will
then be possible to insert the projecting
7^1". of the cable into the nipple ; the
nipple should then be pushed back on to
the cable, the wire bandage being pushed
back by the nipple itself ; when the
nipple is in the position for soldering
the copper wire may be removed.

In cases where the nipple has been
previously removed from the cable it is

probable that the bore may be filled with
solder; this will necessitate the heating
of the nipple with an iron or blow-lamp
to melt the solder, and the nipple should
be pushed on while the solder is in a fluid
state. It can then be soldered up in the
usual way.
A point to remember is that, prior to

the slipping forward of the copper wire
bandage, the ends of the cable should be
tinned, either by immersing in molten
solder or by rubbing with a thoroughly
tinned iron. It is of importance that any
excess of solder thus applied should be
shaken off whilst still molten.—C.C.E.

Badge or Licence-holder.
SIMPLICITY is the special feature of

the badge or licence holder made by
"A.H." (Swindon).

A piece of sheet metal is bent double
round a bolt, being squeezed up in the

Sheet metal clip for a badge

or licence plate.

vice or hammered. A transverse saw-
cut and necessary holes for screws com-
plete the fitting which is attached to the
number-plate by the bolt round which it

was bent.

Footboard-Footrests.

THERE are many of us who heartily

detest footboards, especially on solo

machines ; the continual dither often

experienced resulting in the foot sliding

backwards, unless either the board or the

boot sole be rubber covered. " C.H.H."
(Derby), having a machine on which foot-

boards are standard, has fitted to them

Spring mounted footrest

attached to a footboard.

rearwardly extending brackets of |in. X
8 gauge spring-steel. Quarter bolts and
nuts secure the brackets to the foot-

boards, and between them are carried long

spindles, also ^in., over which are passed

ordinary cycle pedal rubbers.

When the feet are on the boards the

rubbers prevent them slipping off to the

rear, or the rubbers- can be used solely

as footrests.

Simple Spark Gap.

THE boom in spark gaps appears to

have subsided, but it is still possible

to pay half-a-guinea for one if so

inclined. A cheaper method is to copy
the device of "J.H.," a Lancashire

reader, who has turned -a piece of fibre

and the central electrode of a discarded

Electrode- of an old

plug used make a j ^^
spark gap.

plug to good account. The fibre is IJin.

long, -^in. wide, and -j^in. thick, and the

electrode is bent so that it just clears the

top of the screw at the top of the plug

terminal. What an opportunity, though,

for spark gap publicity men, thus :
" Use

ovT spark gap and you will never have a

discarded plug from which to make your

own !

"
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by4he writer's name and aJdreis.

PRICES OF ELECTRICAL GOODS.

Sir,—I had occasion a little while back to purchase a

magnetjo condenser from a noted accessory firm: the price

charged was 12s. 6d., not inclusive of fitting. My estimate

of cost of manufacture, based on prices of materials

(locally, retail), is as follows: Mica, Is.; tinfoil, 2d.: two
brass stampings at 2d., 4d. ; base plate with threaded nipple

6d.; shellac vai'nish, 2d..; time for assembling at 2s. 5d.

per hour, 8d. ; total, 2s. lOd.

It is up to us to shout, and shout loud and long, and
with " Ixion " to lead us we shall ifi time get reasonably

priced accessories. ANTITWIST.
Brighton.

TRIALS FOR GUARANTEED SPEED MACHINES.
Sir,—In \'iew of the fact that a large number of manu-

facturers are marketing sporting machines, which are

advertised as being capable of certain speeds, would it not

be to the advantage of the manufacturers and the buying
public to have a trial of these machines on the following

lines :

—

A high speed reliability trial of 100 miles on Brooklands, with set

speeds in each class.

Class A. 50 m.p.h. Class C. 60 m.p.h.
B. 55 m.p.h. ,, D. 65 m.p.h.

„ E. 72 m.p.h. „ F. 50 m.p.h.
„ B/8. 40 m.p.h. „ G. 58 m.p.h.

This trial to be organised preferablj- by the A.C.U. in the Spring and
to be open. Awards to be given to all completing the distance at or
over the set speed.

If I remember correctly just such a trial was held in

1910 by the B.M.C.E.C. and proved very successful, so I

claim no originality in its conception, but feel sure it

would be appreciated by prospective customers and present

owners. E. N. STEWART.

NAIL SCAVENGING EXTRAORDINARY. •

Sir,—Is it possible to keep our roads free from iron

nails, which seem to be the chief source of punctures, and
so reduce this great bugbear of motorists to a minimum ?

I believe it is a practical proposition. In certain factories

they make use of crushed coal. When first they stai-ted

to break the coal up their crushing mills were being con-
tinually broken by iron bolts and nuts entering with the
coal. To obviate this the coal is passed over a revolving
magnetised cylinder. The coal drops away and the iron
sticks to the cylinder and is automatically removed.
Now for the application.

A car could travel from London to Bath, and if it had
a magnetised cylinder trailing behind it just above the
road it would pick up every iron hail in its path between
London and Bath. It could return and do the same for
the other side of the road, and no one would have to fear
a puncture from an iron nail for some time between 'Lon-
don and Bath.
The many possibilities of the suggestion are obvious.
If the A. A. kept our roads free of nails it would be

doing motorists even a greater benefit than it does at
present. DONEGIAN.

Bristol.

[This letter was not inspired by the humorous article
last week on "Accessories Before the Fact," nor was the
reverse the case.

—

Ed.]
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MOTOR CYCLISTS AT HEART.
Sir,—At this season I should like to, wish you and all

-members of T7te Motor Cycle staff, including " Ixion," a
right merry Christmas and successful New Year. I should
also like to thank you all sincerely for the many pleasant
hom-s spent during the past year devouring the ex<;€Uent
results of your labours. - Thursday morning is always
pleasantly anticipated by myself, and, I am sure, hundreds
of others for the welcome appearance of a new " Blue ^Un."
rnfortunately, we cannot all be actual motor cyclists—for
financial reasons—no matter how strongly and for how many
years we have been consumed with the " stink 'bus mania,"
but that does not damp the ardour of a real enthusiast who
continues " waiting for something to turn up '—ad infinitum/
But it does not follow that we are useless hangers-on ; for
instance, only to-day I persuaded another non-financially
handicapped " potential " to go in for an A.J.S.—not the
first indirect order that has come through another no doubt
much-despised

FOLLOWER OF THE SPORT ON PAPER.
Birkenhead.

TOO MANY T.T. RACES?
Sir,—One would assume from the vigour of Mr. Hill's

argument that he is a keen motor cyclist, but his appai-ent
lack of knowledge regarding the evolution of motor cycles
rather conflicts with this. As many of your correspondents
have recently emphasised, the history of^ motor cycle develop-
ment is inseparably bountl up with the records of such events
as the T.T. Eaces and the Six Days Trials.
To reply but briefly to ilr. Hill's contention that the

cost of a yearly T.T. meeting—naturally passed on by the
trade to its customers—is not justified by the improvements
resulting, one may recall how some of- the most vital features
of the present-day motor cycle have been derived through
these contests. There immediately comes to mind the
countershaft gear box. This reliable device was a direct out-
come of the T.T. Races of about 1911-12, wherein it was
proved that the glorified pedal-bicycle hub-gear would not
stand up to exacting conditions. The stirrup rim brake,
another survival of push-cycle days, was also disproved by
the T.T., and has now been largely succeeded by more
efficient and reliable internal expanding band brakes, and
other systems appropriate to the types of machin&s on which
they are fitted. It was unquestionably the T.T. Races which
brought about these improvements, arid if Mr. Hill had been
in tire Isle of Man instead of, possibly, in India when
the first competing machines appeared with band brakes,
he would i-emember the great interest that their advent
evoked. Frame design, springing, steering, and other
details have been vastly improved through the T.T. Eaces,
whilst tyr-es of reasonable size and many other safety and
comfort-providing features now universal are traceable to
these contests.

The outstanding value of the T.T. has, of course, been
the way in which it has led to improvement in engine
design. If Mr. HDl is inclined to argue that the day has
now been reached when the usefulness of the T.T. in this
respect is questionable, surely he cannot have read the
reports of the Races held in the past three j'ears. These,
following upon many years of steady progress attributable
to the T.T., have produced the spectacle of small machines
in the 250 and 350 c.c. classes putting up much finer perform-
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ances than did the large macliines of a few years ago.

The success of the small-engined machines in 1921 and 1922

was, indeed, a wonderful testimony to the manner in which
the T.T. Races of the past have "found things out." As
the first people to acknowledge this are the designers and
makers of the victorious machines themselves, surely Mr.
Hill must se« that his argurtient over-reaches itself.

T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH (A.C.U.).

VISCOSITY'S PART IN LUBRICATION.

Sir,—In reply to " Tan-y-Bwlch's " letter, we should like

to draw his attention to a lecture on lubrication by Prof.
Stanton, D.Sc, F.R.S., of the N.P.L,, to the Institute of

Mechanical Engineers. An account of this lecture appeared
in the Engineer published December 8th. Dr. Stanton
proved that the viscositj' of an oil plays a minor part in

the elimination of friction. H. S. BRISTOWE.
G. W. LANYON.

- A. L. TRUMP.

Sir,—My experience tallies to a great extent with that of
"Kemist," that is, that mineral oils are far superior to
castor oils for ordinary every-day lubrication. There is less
carbon deposit, less corrosion, together with less sticking of
valves and piston rings.

It is well known that a special tariff is offered by many
oil companies to trade, and other riders who use their oils,

thereby detracting veiry considerably from the value of the
performances. Most of these racing events are run on oils

specially blended for the particular events, secure in the
knowledge that once the run has been completed the engine
will come down for a thorough cleaning. Moreover, many
of these 'specially blended oils could not be marketed at
anything like a competitive price, and, even if they were,
they would be totally unsuited to the average owner-driver.

I am not interested in the sale of lubricants in any form.
Wembley. FALCON.

Sir,—The letter by "Tan-y-Bwlch " aroused my curiosity,
and I worked out the following, with results which I hope
will not bring the wrath of "Tau-y-Bwlch " and Mr. Wright
on my head.

Diagram illustrating Mr. G. Jones' letter.

The left-hand sketch represents a piston and cylinder
walls. On the right is an enlarged illustration of the space
between the piston and the walls, the distance being exag-
gerated somewhat in order to make my argument more clear.

Let 2^=pressure/unit area of piston head exerted by ex-
ploded gases.

Let 2 r=bore of cylinder.
Let i= surface tension of lubricant used.
The lubricant being viscous it will assume the form shown,

the open surface being concave.
t acts along tangent to this curve at the point where curve

cuts piston.

Let a=angle which this line makes with edge of piston
(called angle of contact).
Force exerted on piston he3,S. = irr'iJ.

The vertical component of if (/.5., t cos a) acts along a

circle of radius r.

.'. Force opposing motion = 27rrJ cos a.

Let piston move distance dx, where dx is very small.

Work done by exploded ^as^Tcr'pdx.
Some of this energy has been used in overcoming surface

tension.
.". Total amount of work which the piston is capable of

Aomg = irr(rp — Zt cos o)dx.
In a complete stroke this becomes :

—

/^ Iwr^rp — Zt cos a)dx — Ttrl(rp — Zt cos a)

where f = length of stroke.

Now if we increase f, a increases also, and so cos a de-

creases, and so for a very viscous body 2t cos a will vanish,

and the efficiency of the engine will thus incr'ease. Hence,
contrarjr to Mr. Wright, I maintain that viscosity does play
an important part in maintenance. Again, in case of mineral
oils, the viscosity decreases with increase of temperature
very rapidly, but there is apparently no change in viscosity

of vegetable oils, which makes the latter an ideal for speed
work.
By the way, I should like to know the "iodine value" of

Castrol R. and Castrol C. ? Perhaps some chemist will

kindly oblige. GWERFYL JONES.

BORROWED NOMENCLATURE.
Sir,—Mr. "Muggins," in your issue of December 14th,

raises a vitally important question when he calls in ques-

tion the terms "timing" and "tuning." The problem
bristles with difficulties. Using Mr. "Muggins'" own argu-,

ment, his suggested terms " setting " and " adjusting " are

equally unsuitable, as a motor cycle is neither a mouse trap

nor a pair of braces. -

Will some philological Dr. Low help us out, or hadn't w€
better, perhaps, leave things as they are?

Sheffield. LITTLE EGBERT.

TAXATION BY PASSENGER CAPACITY.
' Sir,—Passenger carrying should be a basis of the new
tax. The lightweight machine can carry a pillion rider, and
only pay £1 10s. tax, whereas the machine just over 200 lb.,

with a sidecar, pays £4; two persons are carried in each
case. Again, the double sidecar pays the sa.me tax—perhaps
carrying three persons—as the sports sidecar, even if run
empty by an elderly man for his safety.

We often see large sidecar outfits overloaded with perhaps
five people and a pile of luggage, which must tell heavily,

on the roads compared with, say, a 350 c.c. machine with a

sports sidecar. The same arguments apply to motor cars.

South Shields. "EQUITABLE TAXER."

THE FUTURE OF THE SHOW.

Sir,—I am glad that you are using your great influence

in favour of continuing the Olympia Show. It would be
disastrous to discontinue it and scarcely less disastrous to

hold it biennially.

The objections which are urged are quite insufficient. It

is said that people wait until November to purchase, and;

trade is lield back during the autumn. Naturally ; because
people do not care to purchase when summer riding is over

and it is too early to think of spring. The fault is not with
the Show but with the seasons. On the contrary, the Show
promotes trade at the end of the year which would otherwise

be delayed until the New Year. December is a busy month
in some works, and I doubt if this would be the case but
for the 'pash' of the Show.

It is said that the public waits for prices to be fixed, at the

Show. No doubt this is so, but if prices were not settled at

a definite date, and were continually fluctuating, the public

would be in a constant state of hesitation. It is regrettable

that some light car firms continue to reduce prices after they

have booked, or supposed to have booked, large orders at

the Show. People are still wondering whether further in-

ductions may not be made, and are actually recalling orders

which they had placed. Happily this has not occurred in the

motor cycle trade.

The cost of the Show is considerable, but after all the

Show is a splendid advertisement (if one has anything worth
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showing), and not by any means the most costly. I have
reason to know that the cost can be handsomely and imme-
diately repaid.

It is also said that motor cycles are becoming standardised

and that alterations and improvements are not sufficiently

striking to be attractive. The crowds at Olympia tell a
different tale. Not every one is looking for novelties, and
very little business is attracted by freaks. The splendid

e.xhibition at Olympia is unique ; there is nothing like it to

be seen abroad. The show of French machines at the Salon

was not in any way to be compared with it. It is a triumph
of the British manufacturer, and it is not the fault of the

Show if he fails to profit by it. H. G. MORGAN.

Sir,—I feel that the makers themselves are responsible

for the fact that " a show curtails sales during the autumn
months by reason of prospective buyers postponing their

orders 'until after the Show.'"
This is my experience : During the last week in July I

purchased a 1922 model lightweight direct from the makers,

an old-established firm of motor cycle manufacturers. About
six weeks later I was informed that a firm of dealers in

London were offering the nTachine at £15 less than advertised

price. The makei-s advertised a new model in October, and
at the Show I was told they had abandoned my type of

macliine in favour of the new (o.h.v.) model, with shorter

frame, lower saddle, modified fork with semi T.T. handlebars,

in fact, a very different mount, at an advanced price of £5.

I do not suggest my 1922 machine is unsatisfa,ctory or not

worth the price charged, but had I known that it was to be
abandoned entirely I should certainly have waited, and I

shall want a new mount very badly before I buy one again
within the tliree months before the Show. MUDLARK.
London, N.4.

Sir,—It may be worth while to note how the Show is

regarded by our friendly critics abroad. The following is

taken from Cycltcan et Voiturettes, a Paris organ which
deals primarily with light cars and cycle cars, but is

interested also in motor cycles :

—

" The English show not only proves the importance of the

British motor cycle industry, but is une puissante Tnanifesta-

tloii economique, marking the development of an industry
which, having succeeded iu satisfying every requirement, has
reached its apogee and aims at world-wide conquest. The
show gives evidence of the giant strides which have been
taken towaa-ds satisfying the requirements of export trade.

This statement is confirmed by the general effect of the
Show, which presents the variety which is essential to the
conquest of all markets. .-. . It is a characteristic proof
of the energy and organisation of an industry, to which it

behoves us to pay attention."
If so much is gained, surely the postponement of the Show

would be a serious loss. H. F. 8. MORGAN,
{The Morgan Motor Co., Ltd.).

DETAIL IMPROVEMENTS AWAITED.
Sir,—Can any of your readers tell me why motor cycles

improve so very slowly in certain directions?

I have in mind one particular four-stroke 499 c.c. single,

put on the market last year by one of our leading manu-
facturers, which although an admirable production in many
ways, lacks many detail improvements which would, to my
)nind, make it even more admirable were they included in

the specification.

The improvements I suggest are :

—

(a) An internal expanding front brake, to replace the
antiquated and utterly useless horseshoe pattern at present
fitted.

{b) Mechanical lubrication, governed by engine revolu-
tions, instead of a hand-operated pump, which alternately
flushes and starves the engine, and cannot obviously make
the engine so efficient as it would be when fed by a con-
tinuous ilow of oil according to load.

(c) A four-speed gear box which would give ratios of
nbout Sj, Si, 9, and 15 to 1, instead of a three-speed box
giving a top gear of not more than 4| to 1. Results :

Higher average speed, more m.p.g., and longer life to the
engine, better acceleration, and greater ease of handling
in a-affic. T.A.869.
London, W.C.2.
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STRAINS. OF OVERHUNG CRANKS
Sir,—Certain makers are introducing models with over-

hung crankshafts. I must say that I am rather a novice
in these matters, but it seems to me that this will create an
unbalanced strain on the single bearing, and that the usual
two-bearing crank is a better Job. NOVICE.

Manchester.

RECORD CLASSES FOR AMATEURS.
Sir,—There is little doubt that a private owner has no

chance in beating, or even equalling, the speeds set up by
riders with a works behind them. Should the track authori-
ties make arrangements for a special class for real amatem's
one could obtain some idea of the capabilities of a standard
machine iu the hands of a man of moderate means.
Lyme Regis. HUMBER SPORTS.

SCOTT-SQUIRREL GEARS.

Sir,—As another enthusiastic admirer of the Scott-Squirrel
(alas ! from a distance only), I should appreciate your
permission to reply to Mr. Allan Hartley.

I interpret the policy which retains this machine as a
two-speed close ratio one chiefly to the following :

—

(1) The Squirrel is designed essentially as a sporting solo.

(2) The power-weight ratio is high.

(3) T'he even torque of the engine gives good pulling at

low speeds.
Regarding (1), although the machine is absolutely suitable

for ordinary touring, high average sustained speed is the
underlying idea, and the occasions which would demand a
low gear for emergency are so few and far between that
the possession would be more than outweighed by the added
weight and complication.

Regarding (2), it is interesting to compa-re this with the
ordinary gear box machine. Taking 14 b.h.p. as the maxi-
mum output of a well-tuned standard Squirrel engine, and
weight of machine as 210 lbs., the ratio is .067.

Assuming the same power output on a 500 c.c. three-speed

gear box machine weighing 270 lbs. (a fair average weight),

the ratio drops to .052, a difference very noticeable when
quick acceleration is wanted.
Now the three-speed Scott would appear to be designed

from an en^rely different standpoint, namely, to satisfy

the present tendency to cram on coachwork, passengers, and
luggage. In short, designed as a sidecar machine. Admitted
a sidecar can be attached to the Squirrel, but this seems

like putting a racehorse between the shafts of a cab.

I for one am pleased to note that the Squirrel retains its

well-tried lay-out.

To my regret, I do not write as a Scott owner, but, having

swallowed much dust when being passed by many of these

lucky men as I thump along on my 500 c.c. single, I sign

myself. HOPETOBE.
Stockport.
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D Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, n
n Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. O
n " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." ^

The standard handbook o£ the motor cycle. D
Price net, a/6. By post, 2/10. p

O " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." D
Second Edition. Just Published. q

JlJ
Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/9. p.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.D

2 " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES.
tJ Fifth Edition. Just Pubhshed. Price net, 2/-. B> post, 2/3. Q
D " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." O
D By "Ixios," ol The Motor Cyde. O
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p " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. °
Q With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. U
p Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., P
p Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers O
p and Railway Bookstalls. P
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle/'

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a lod. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in tbe ordinary way (enclosing a i^d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the, country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

PREMIER TWO-SPEED GEAR BOX.
On the Premier two-speed

countershaft machine, where does
one find means to adjus't the

clutch when it slips as mine does
now, very badly?—O.E.

The clutch is inside the gear box, which
must be dismantled to effect the adjust-

ment. Probably the plates are^ worn.

.4N UNREGISTERED MACHINE.
I purchased a second-hand

Rudge-Multi outfit recently, and
the seller informs me that the

machine has been in his works
for two years or more. It hai

not been registered by him, and he does
not now know where the previous owner
is or what steps he took about the

number. What should I do—try to get

the number transferred to me or regis-

ter the machine as one might a new one ?

If the former, to whom should I apply ?

—A.L.P.
(1.) .you should write to the Clerk of

the County Council where the machine
was registered, explaining the circum-
stances fully. If the number still applies

to the machine, i.e., if it has not been
cancelled, it will no doubt be booked to

you. Alternatively, there does not ap-

pear to be any reason why you should not

apply for a licence and registration as

though the machine was unregistered, but
it is likely that you would have to prove
your right of ownership.

NEW M.ACHINE WON'T START. ,

A new machine was driven to

^1 me (about twenty miles) a few
^ days ago, and it was then, ap-
-iJ parently, going well. I cannot

now start it, even after heating
the cylinder and carburetter with a

blow-lamp and injecting petrol into

compression tap. Can you suggest a

method of starting? (2.) On pressing
down the starting pedal—with all

closed—there is a slight hissing noise,

indicating a leakage about the top of

the cylinder head, which is apparently
bolted on. Does it require a new
washer, and if so, of what should the
washer be made?—G.J.

In all probability the fibre bush on- which
works the rocking arm of the magneto
contact breaker has swollen through
damp. You should therefore remove the
contact breaker cover, -rotate the engine
and watch if the rocking arm is moving.
(2.) Admission of air at this point may

Jmportant Bates.

Fri., Jan. 5th to Wed., Jan. 24th

—

Italian Motor Cycle Show.
Sat., Jan. 13th to Wed., Jan. 24th—
The Belgian Salon.

Fri., Jan. 26th to Sat., Feb. 3rd

—

Scottish Motor Show.
Sat., Feb. 24th—Colmore Cup Trial.

Wed., March 14th—A.C.U. Stock
Machine Trial.

Sat., Mar. 17th—Victory Cup Trial.

Fri., Mar. 30th and Sat., Mar. 31st—M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.
Easter Monday, Apl. 2nd.—Northern
Centre Hill Climb.

Fri., May I8th—M.C.C. London-Edin-
burgh Run.

Mon., June 11th—Junior T.T. Race.
Wed, June 13th—Lightweight T.T.
Race and Sidecar T.T. Race.

Fri., June 15th—Senior T.T. Race.
Sat., July 21st—B.M.C.R.C. 500
Miles Race.

account to some extent for the difiicult

starting. As the machine is a new one
it is likely that the cylinder head ntits

require tightening? Copper and asbestos

washers are generally used for head joints,

and it is unlikely that a new one is needed.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

THE AUTOCAR"—published
from the offices of •' THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines—is the com-
pute automobile journal embracing
small,mediunt,andlarge cars. Every
motorcyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

ETery Friday 4n«
Founded in 1895, " THE A VTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automohilepaper and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is uni-
versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

ENGINE CAPACITY.
(1) What is the bore and stroke

of the four-stroke engine with
overhead inlet valve which was
fitted to the 1915 O.K. light-

Weight? (2) My crank case re-

lease is via the hollow crankshaft.
What would cause considerable smoke
to issue after three minutes' fast run-
ning?—F.C.C.

(1) The bore and stroke are 70 x 70 mm.
The capacity therefore is 269 c.c. (2)

Probably the vaporisation of the oil in

the crank case, due perhaps to a slight

overcharge. If the smoke is excessive
there may be leakage past the rings.

SIGNS OF LONG USE.
In neither top nor low gear will

my 1913 499 c.c. Precision engined
sidecar machine climb at all well.

Frequently it gives out before the

top is reached. The gear is an
N.S.U. Opening the throttle does not
make any difference on a slight rise but

' on a flat road the response is good.
The engine and crank case, although
lubricated well, get very hot and power
seems to lag after the cylinder becomes
heated. More power seems to be de-

rived from driving with the petrol tap

about "2 to 3 turned on ; when full on
the engine gradually gives out and will

stop. The spark has to be kept at prac-

tically a retard position to avoid knock-
ing, and although the engine and
magneto have been overliauled (a week
ago) a mechanic has been unable to im-

prove matters. What is the cause of

the trouble?—F.W.
A larger jet might improve matters
slightly, but it is possible that the petrol

supply is partially restricted (your refer-

ence to the petrol tap confirms this).

Attention should be paid to all points such

as induction pipe and cylinder rmion and
the valve guides, where air leaks can take

place. The valves themselves probably
require grinding in and the engine de-

carbonising. Be sure that the oil you are

using suits the engine. The timing of the

magneto is obviously too far advanced.

It should be set so that the spark occurs

on top dead centre with the magneto
control two-thirds retarded. You do not

give the top gear ratio—this may be too

high. Set it at about 5 to 1 ; even with

this the low gear of the N.S.tf. device is

only about 7 to 1 so that exceptional hill

climbing should never be expected.
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CHANGING DIRECTION OP
ROTATION

.

Is it possible to convert a
clockwise magneto into an anti-

clockwise one without any other
alteration than fitting a different

contact breaker?—P.W.
Single cylinder and 180° twin magnetos
in most cases caji be altered in direction
merely by the replacement of the contact
breaker (necessitating in some cases a new
cam ring also). V-twin magnetos may
require a new armature, and in certain
instances even new magnet pole shoes
would be needed.

LIABILITY FOR DAMAGED HEN.

Should a hen in running across
the road collide with a motor
cycle and, in consequence, die, is

the rider responsible at law for
the damage? Can the owner

obtain its value by legal action ?—D.R.
Domestic animals have an equal right,
with vehicles and persons, of being on
ihe highway, providing that they are
imder control. It is the duty of all

drivers to exercise reasonable care in
passing them, whether they are under
control or not. In tlie circumstance
described, if no negligence is proved
against the rider, he would not be liable

for damages.

TAX ON UNUSED MACHINE.
In January last I paid a

quarter's tax on a B.S.A. motor
cycle, which was used till the
end of March. I then bought
a lightweight, and have used

this only, discontinuing the use of tlie

B.S.A. entirely, although it is still in

my possession. Am I liable to tax on
the two motor cycles ? I am under the
impression that, as the one motor cycle
has not been used since the second was
bought, I am not. The authorities are
insisting on the payment of the tax for

the remainder of the year on the first

machine.—^A.B.G.
If you can prove that the machine has
not been used (and if the authorities can-

not prove otherwise) there does not
appear to be any reason why you should
pay. When laying the machine up, how-
ever, you should have safeg'uarded your-
self by advising them of your intention.

This little three-wheeler was designed by its owner, Mr.
H. Van Pensselaen,

who lost the use of

his legs in the Mexican
border campaign. It

created much interest

at a recent demonstra-

tion at the New York

Institute for the

Crippled and Disabled.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Seaders' replies ta questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will_ be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests
for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

"R.H." (Liverpool).—349 c.c. Sports
A.J.S. : performance with Binks tliree-

jet carburetter.

"B.T." (Eccles).—Black Prince cycle
car.

"D.H." (Houston).—Flywheel lighting
set on Villiers two-stroke engine.
"B.P." (Otley),—143 c.c. Atlas and

165 c.c. Economic.
"W.J.R." (Bristol).—496 c.c. Lea-

Francis (1920 model) : Binks carburetter
and jet sizes, suitable oil (engine and
clutch), spanners needed for dismantling
cylinders.

"C.E.P." (Croydon).—Tuning 211 c.c.

single-speed Levis for speed ; suitable ex-
haust system.
" C.F.C." (Sheffield).—348 c.c. Raleigh

and 348 c.c. Henley-Blackburne.

SPARKLETS.
To Sleeve Valve Users.

Instruction books and lists of spare
parts relating to the B. and S. sleeve

valve engines are now available from
Barr and Stroud, Ltd., 15, Victoria

Street, London, S.W.I.

Overhead Rocker Lubrication.

Having proved its efficiency on the
350 c.c. single-cylinder models, the wick
feed lubrication to the overhead valve
mechanism is now to be applied to the
500 c.c. flat4wiu Bradshaw units. J.

Walmsley and Co. (Preston), Ltd., can
supply similar gear for all 1921-22 flat-

twin- models.

' OVERCOMING
DIFFICULTIES.

Record Records.

In the list of records published in out
last issue, it is noteworthy that the
Douglas machines figure in no less than
68.

A Motor Cyclist's Calendar.
The A.C.U. has produced a motor

cyclist's calendar, well iUustraied, and
unostentatiously setting forth the advan-
tages of membership of tbe Union.

Steel Pistons.

The sale of Zephyr pistons has been
taken up by Barimar, Ltd., 10, Poland
Street, Oxford Street, London, W.I;
sizes to suit all makes of engines can be
supplied promptly.

£1,000 for Trade Fund.
Reports from the Manchester Centre of

tlie Cycle and Motor Trades Benevolent
Fund reveal that nearly £1,000 has been
collected in aid of bereaved or otherwise
distressed members of the cycle and motor
trades.

Replacement Piston Rings.
No longer is it necessary to buy rusty .

piston rings which have deteriorated in
some agent's stock. The British Piston
Ring Co., Ltd., of -Coventry, is now
packing eaoh individual ring of its vast
range of sizes in a separate grease-proof
bag of distinctive design.

Change of Depot Address.
In announcing the new Manchester

address of Messrs. Parker's, automobile
engineers, at 246-252, Deansgate, it should
have been, mentioned tbat this change ot
address of the Manchester depot in no
Avay affects Messrs. Parker's, parent depot
at Bolton.

For Coachwork.
Free samples of Ch^iico car polish are

available to all who forward a- request
to the County Chemical Co., Ltd.,
Chemico Works, Birmingham. The polish
is admirable for sidecar and other body-
work, and for polishing and preserving
enamelled frames, tanks, etc.

Successful.

In sixteen speed events in the north
during 1922' R. T. Cawtliorne, of Mean^
wood, Leeds, secured 19 cups, 1 shield,-
7 special awards, and 75 medals. In all
but one event he made fastest time of
the day. His machines are standard side-
valve and o.h.v. Nortons, and it is claimed
that the same C.A.V. magneto was used
throughout on_the side-valve model.

Carelessness.

Complaints are frequently received from
advertisers in- The Motor Cycle that
letters and postcards from enquirers are
received which have neither name nor
address.
The writers are probably miaware of

what they have omitted, and co-nsequently
think that the advertiser is to blame.

Catalogues Received.

The H. Gr. Hawker Engineering Co,,,

Ltd., Caubm-y Park Road, Kingston-on-
Thames.—Folder describing all models of
the Hawker motor cycles.

^

,
Geo. Brough and Co., Haydn Road,

Nottingham.—Catalogue of prices of the
various Bi-ough Superior models.
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1922 A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
"BONNIKSEN "

AGAIN AMONGST THE PRIZES.
23 GOLD MEDALS.
2 SILVER MEDALS.
1 BRONZE MEDAL.
2 CERTIFICATES.

THE RELIABILITY PREMIERSHIP.
Acknowledged to be the most accurate and
reliable Speedometer on the market and a

boon to Competition Riders.

PRICES :

MOTOR CYCLE TYPE
Trip Non-Trip

£5 £4 10
(Rear Drive for American

Machines 10/- extra}

CAR and CYCLECAR TYPE
Trip Non-Trip

£6 10 £6
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

ROTHERHAM & SONS, Ltd.,
Telephones:
752 & 753 COVENTRY. Telegram?

:

RotherhanK, Coventry.

^uaranfeed
Perfect Starting

Perfect pulling at all speeds

Phenomenal Hill Climber

Saving of 25% of Petrol

Results are as excellent with a two-stroke as v/ith

a four-stroke. Money refunded if not satisfied.

Particulars from

WALTHAM CARBURETTORS,
1 and 2, Old Pye Street,

WESTMINSTER, S.W. 1.

VV7HICH do you get from motor-
' cycling? There is no need to ride

unprotected
—

" Easting
** Sidecar and

Handlebar screens will make ndmg
comfortable even m Winter.

The " Easting " Tourist Handlebar screen

can be fitted to any motor-cycle, and
raised or lowered to suit the individual

riding position of any motor-cyclist on any

machine. Clips are provided for attaching

to "Sterling Leg Shields "
if so desired.

An extract from the " Birmingham
Evening Despatch "

:

"It was a unique experience to bat alcnig at

35-40 m.p.h. witliout watery eyes, to be able to

enjoy a cigarette or pipe without the rushing
wind robbing its fragrance, and above all at the

end of 160 miles' run, to feci uncommonly fresh
and cleaji."

SCREEN with APRON £2 14

The " Easting " Sidecar screen is adjustable
to give the utmost protection in any weat'her
conditions—Hail, Rain or Snow, and makes a
sidecar as cosy as a coupe. They are made
in three modek :

—

Reduced Prices :

ROYAL £4 12 STANDARD £3 12

BABY £2 15 for Sporting Sidecars.

EASTING WINDSCREENS, LTD

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to 7 he Motor Cycle.' B49
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WHY-
YOO should order

THE " SAFER WAY " Pillion Adaptor
(P,'Pat. 201S9/33)

NOW!
The big
demand for

^/ ,
this adaptor

( pi'oves its

utility and
efficiency.

coiTeet and safe method for PILLION RIDING,
the "SAFER WAY" Adaptor fills a long-felt

want, and gives

.

1.—The CHOICE OF A SADDLE SEAT,
with its luxurious springing, as a
PILLION Seat.

2.—COMFORT, with SAFETY.
3.—The ADVANTAGE OF BEING HY-

GIENIC. Ordinary Pillion Seats, with
cheap upholstery, hold dampness from
rain. A leather SADDLE is easily

dried.

4.—A CHEAP PILLION. A discarded or
borrowed saddle can be utilised with
great success.

S.—Such Saddles as B.220,B.!25 (Brooks),

and Pan Seat S or 9 (Lycetts) with the
" Safer Way" Adaptor form the IDEAL
pillion.

PRICE 7/6.
Postage i/- extra.

Sole Mfrs. : C U N D 1. E S, 'Phone

:

26 & 28. BYBOM ST., LIVERPOOL. North 1679

' Roller Bearing

CURTAIN
RUNNER
The Challenge
Roller Blearing

Curtain Runner
is unique, and saves
Its cost many times
over in lessened wear

"

and tear of the
curtains as they glide

at a touch round
any angle or curve
wi thou t binding or

friction.

The flexible rail can be easily bent by hand to fit any
shaped window, and is so strong that it will carry
any weight di-aperies. Send for List M.C.

CHALCO LTD.i Dept. M.C, 49. Summer Row, B'HAM.

MOTOR DRIVING
MADE EASY

BY B. H. DAVIES. -

A simple course of instruction by an
experienced owner-driver.

Price 3/- By Post 3/4.
From

TT.TTfFR & SONS Ltd.. Dorset House, Tudor St..

London. E.C.4. and leading bookselleis.

December 28th, 1922.

THE BEST INVESTMENT
FOR THE

New Year is the DOUGLAS.
The 21 h.p. Douglas, complete with FULL EQUIPMENT
of Lamps, Horn, Licence Holder, Tools, etc., at £50
is cheaper than pre-war.
You wfll never regret buying a Douglas because it is

manufactiired by a firm whose reputation and ex-
perience of the horizontal twin is unrivalled. It is

not an experimental job, and has stood the test of years.
Its merit is proved by the present rush of orders.
Don't wait until " waiting lists " prohibit prompt
delivery. Make quite sure of securing a Douglas, and
let me book your order NOW, either for immediate
delivery or for delivery at your convenience. GASH
or TERMS arranged to suit you, and arrwiged in the
easiest possible manner.
Write me immediately for a copy of the interesting
1923 Douglas Catalogue. I will give you personal
attention, and the best possible service backed by ten
years experience at the Douglas Works, I will tune
your new Douglas and will guarantee satisfaction.

The Special Douglas at £52, fitted with Zoom ! Zoom !!

Exhaust System, my latest Alloy Air Cooled Valve Caps,
Combined Aluminium Footboards and Footrests,
Special Valve Springs, etc., and GUARANTEED TO
DO 55 m.p.h., is a wonderful attraction. Every pur-
chaser is delighted.

HERE ARE SOME OF MY SPECIALITIES :~
THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM FOOTBOARD
AND FOOTRES'iS. BeautifuUy finished—giving a
aturai nding posuion. Aieai ^^^y^ sohd cast

job. Some-
thing that
lasts for

ever. Price
30/- per pair

complete.

AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS. My latest are covered
by patents. They never blow out
nor seize in the threads. Abso-
lutely gas-tight. Prevent laiocking
and keep the engine cool. Try
them on yom: 2| h.p. or 4 h.p.

Douglas, and if you are not abso-
lutely satisfied have your money
back. Price 4/- each.

BARREL VALVE SPRINGS.
These springs prevent bouncing,
and lighten the work on the cam.
7hey are unbreakable and flexible.

For 2J h.p. Dougs. Racing 2/- per
pair ; touring 1/6 per pair. Do not
compare these with the cheap
springs that are flooding the
market.

THE LUCKY SCOT. Douglas
mascot in Gilt and Coloured
Enamels. Real Silk Douglas
Tartan Scarf, 1/3.

UNBREAKABLE SIDECAR
SPRING. GUARANTEED FOR

12 MONTHS.
Double the comfort. Actual
photographs reproduced showing
the wonderful 4111. movement of

the spring. You can practically

turn this spring inside out, and
it will return to its normal
setting without fracture. Its

secret is in its self-shock-

absorbing qualities, and it works
both ways, thus taking the

rebound, which is also absorbed
by friction. Have one fitted to

your chassis, and you'll be sur-

prised at the added comfort.

Price 17/6.

The Spring in its

normal posi'ion.

Th '- Spring
h-avily loaded.

Movement 4 ins.

SPECIAL LODGE PLUGS, Mica with
radiating fins. The best plug for hot stuff

engines. Absolutely new. W.D". surplus.

List, 8/6 to clear, 2/9.

BLACK METAL-LINED INFLATORS with

long connections and foot attachment to

fit Douglas Clips. List 8/6, to dear, 6/-.

Any Spare Part by return of Post.

4 h.p. and 2'j h.p. INSTRUCTION BOOKS, 1/6 each.

^* (Ofiicial Douglas Agent).

140, VICTORIA STREET. BRISTOL.
Tel. 793.

UNITED AUTO AGENCIES.
7, 8 & 9, Cambridge Place, off Praed St.

Tel. Padd. 2135. UOndOll, W.J
CLEARANCE LINE
OF LEATHER JERKINS.

gi
These Jerkins are made
in strong leather lined

^ with warm woollen™ material. They make
_ ideal garments for™ Motorists, Motor
— Cyclists and Drivers,

etc., and will give
_ years of hard service.™ In splendid condition
_ —well cut—soft and" pliable — wind and
_ cold proof.

state size—small, medium
or large.

_ Price 7/- each. *'™ Postage gd.

TWO -STROKE
MOTOR CYCLES

By the Staff of
" The Motor Cycle."

A complete treatise on the two-stroke
motor cycle written from the point

of view of the rider.

SECOND
Price 2/6 net.

EDITION.
By post, 2/9

From ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and leading

booksellers.

J

Don't let Troubles

Trouble You
When anything goes wrong with the

machine, consult

TRACING
Motor Cycle

TROUBLES
By "Road Rider"

Fifth Edition
Just Published

THE BOOK gives an ingenious
method of locating any fault

that may arise with a motor
cycle on the road, and also shows how
the trouble may be remedied.

It is equally useful, whether the rider

knows what is wrong with his machine
or is in doubt regarding the cause
of the fault. Both four-stroke and
two-stroke motor cycles are dealt with.

Price 2/- Net. By Post 2/3
Obtainable from the Publishers,

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, and Leading Booksellers.

E50 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manshester.

The

Sidecar

Motor

Cycle

Spare Fait Stockists & Service Agents:

KAYS, 8, Bond Street, Ealing,
'Phone: Ejlixg 1827. W.5.

Full particulars on request

from'

The Clyno Engineering

Co. (1922) Ltd.,

Wolverhampton.
'Phone: 992.

'Grains: Clyno, Woiverhantpior.

Modernise j'our machine by fitting an

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT

COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
Three-Speed vdth Clutch and Kick Starter . . £12
Two-Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter . . £9
Two-Speed Plain Box £5 10

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
From Stock.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
Upper Hlghgate Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Abingdon
"KING DICK" ACCESSORIES.

"King Dick"
Belt Punch.

Will pierce clean holes
through the toughest belt
without clogging. For
3", V, i" and i\" belts.

Pnce 3/6 each
;
post

free 3/9.

** King DicH >' Belt Fastener.
Strong, non-slipping and easily detachable. They
grip the belt end securely. No loose pieces to fall

about when uncoupled. Well finished and practi-

cally rustproof. No. 149 for f" belts. No. 150
for Y ^^^ i" belts. No. 151 for ij* belts.

Prices : Plated 1/4 each ; Black 1/2 each.

Ask your dealer or write:

ABINGDON WORKS LTD-, Tyseley, Birmingham.

[-and a WATFORD
{Speedometer

A Watford Sp:;edometer just gives the
much-desired finishing touch that makes
your outfit complete

—

but be sure it is a
WATFORD. "

Model 42—Black finish. Nickel-plated
Lezel. Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour.

Total mileage counter to 10.000 and repeats.
Quickly reset trip-counter. Price £5 5

Model 40—Without trip £4 15 0.

Back wheel drive for 'Iriumph, 5s., ior
Indian, lOs. extra.

Maniifaclured by

NORTH & SONS, Ltd., WATFORD.
Andaf 14, SohoSq., London, W.i.

For speeding; or
touring it's "Al."

Terry's A'^'S'

•^^

%r Saddle
{Paleitts pending)

For taking the stings from bad road riding there is nothing to
equal it. It takes up road shocks like a sponge takes up water.

Ate your agent to order one for you. If it docs
not suit—your money back.
Heavy weight, 63/- Light weights, 57/B each.

(rtve nder s weight and name and year of machine.

Herbert Terry & Sons, Ltd., Redditch,
Established 1855. Eng.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B5I
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I

We have the finest selection

dom. All fully guaranteed.
COMBINATIONE.

ENFIELD, 1917, S h.p., Easting

windscreen and Lucas lamps . . £75
DOUGLAS, 1920, 4 h.p., speedo-

meter, lamps £70
BROUGH SUPERIOR, 5 models in

stock, from £115
NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, 8 h.p., 2.-

seater, fully equipped £75
MATCHLESS, 1920, H, 2-seater,

iuUy equipped £95
TRIUMPH, 1913-J4, 3! h.p., fuUy equipped £35
ENFIELD, 1920, 8 h.p., dynamo lighting. As new £90
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, 7-9 h.p., de Luxe, indistinguishable
from new £80

TRIUMPH, 1921, 4 h.p., combination, speedometer, lamps and
Easting £85

B.A.T., 1922, 8 h.p., spare wheel, spring frame. Run 300 £110
gUADRANT, JQ2I, 4j h.p., all-chain drive, fully equipped £70
LYNO, 1921, 8 h.p., spring frame, spare wheel, dynamo lighting,

£50 worth of extras £130
SCOTT SQUIRREL, r92i, s^h.p., aluminium sidecar, fully equipped,

indistinguishable from new £90
RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, I.O.M., Swan sports, imseratched £65
TRIUMPH, J918, 4 h.p., fully equippS . : £60
ZENITH, 1914, 3} h.p., Gradua £32 10
ARIEL, 1915, ^.^ h.p., countershaft, 3-speed, clutch and liick-starter £40
ZENITH, I9i4-r5, 8 h.p., bulbous back sidecar fully equipped,

exceptional condition
P. & M., 19^20, 4 h.p., de Lu.xe, as new
SUNBEAM, 1921, 3I h.p., electric lighting, Watford
|VY, r92r, 3 h.p., aU-cham £62 10

£60
£80
£100

of Second-hand Motor Cycles in die United King-
Deferred payments to suit your own convenience.

CONNAUGHT, 3 h.p., fully equipped £60
ROVER, I92r, S-h.p., 2-seater £W0
6^,, loar, 10 h.p., 2-seater £110
MATCHLESS, 1922, H, 2-seater, fully equipped £145
A.J.S., J915-16, 4 h.p., twin, splendid condition £57 10

SOLOS
NORTON, 1916, 3i h.p., T.T., Philipson

.' £4S
JAMES, 1917, 2\ h.p., 2-speed, splendid condition £28
ENFIELD, 1919, 3 h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped £38
RUDGE, I.O.M., 1917, Multi £40
DOUGLAS, 1920, 2-| h.p., 3-speed, clutch and Idck-starter, fully

equipped £47 10

BROUGH SUPERIOR, several in stock, at a price to suit you.

NORTON, 1919, exceptional condition .~ £48
SPARKBROOK, 1920, 2j hjj., 2-speed, fully equipped £32 10
ECONOMIC, 1922, 2i h.p., unseratched £27 10

P. & S., 1921, 3 h.p., 2-speed, dutch and kick-starter . .- £37 10
ROYAL RUBY, 1919, 23 h.p., 2-6peea, open frame, lady's model.

.

£27 10
'LEVIS, 1917, 2j h.p., splendid condition £25
GRIGG, 1921, 2i h.p., 2-speed, dutch and kick-starter, fully

equipped £27 10
RUDGE, I9i3-r4. 3i h-P-, T.T £20
ROVER, 1915, 3* h.p., 3-&peed, fuUv equipped £32 10

TRIUMPH, igro-n, 3ih.p., dutch model, mechanicallyperfect .. £20
ARIEL, 1922, 3w h.p.,. clutch and kick-starter £57 10

NORTON, I9i9,'3i b.p., T.T., B.R.S., 70 m.p.h. guaranteed £48
DOUGLAS, 5918, re-enamelled and re-plated Harley colours, as new £55
SUNBEAM, 1921, 3i h.p., sports, 3-speed and clutch £80
BRADBURY, 1913-14, 3* h.p., N.S.U., 2-speed, re-enamelled .... £22 10
VELOCETTE, 1922, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, unseratched £48
ALLON, r9^2, 2,^- h.p,, j-speed, dutch and kick-starter £42 10

HUMBER, 1922, 4i h.p., sports model, unseratched £70

Any make of new motor cycle or light car supplied. Exchanges and deferred payments.

'Phone: Croydon
2450, 245r.

OPEN SATURDAYS
Until 7 p.m.

Bus 59a from Charing"
Cross passes the door. J^otor Company Limited

9-10-11,

Royal Parade

CROYDON.

ill

by,
MrJusf PerFeef-

Comfort in

1923
Look out for your riding com-
fort in 1923. Fit Pedley Handle

Grips and Pedley Knee Grips

;

then you can grip your machine

tight with hands and knees with

never a jar or an ache. Handle

Grips 3/- (Standard) and 4/9

(Sporting) per pair. Knee
Grips 10/6 per pair. Fit

them at once, and give

yourself a happier New Year.

ESTASLlSHeD 1640 TEtECRAMS/vlM.B'HAM'

London Address: 30 HoIywelMiane. Gt. EoLStern SI..E.C.

B=;2 In answering these advertisements it

The 21st Edition of

The "TRADER"
HANDBOOK
TheStandard workofTrade Beference.

Previous editions of this valuable reference

book have proved that it is indispensable in

every Office, Showroom and Garage.

It is essentially a book to be used, not put on the

bookshelf. There is no need to wade through masses

of useless material, " The Trader Handbook " is

replete with ''
live information " compiled and revised

with an intimate knowledge of the needs of the trade.

The 21st Edition represents a distinct advance on previous

issues,new featureshaving been incorporated,and the more
important reference sections considerably extended.

Now Ready |
II Mi ^'^P^^s ^^^ being dispatched in stdct iii^ihi^

rotation accoiding to receipt of cffder, """Hin-

ORDER AT ONCE!
The Trader PublisbingCo. Ltd,

139-140, Fleet Street, E.C. 4.

is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

= PRICE

ii

If subscribed be-
fore ist January,
1923

15/-
Fesi Free.

After istJanuary
Twenty-one
Shillings.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in pajrment for

advertisements should be made payable

to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " Tb^ Motor Cycle," Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, G.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out^will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUiVlBERED ADDRESSES,
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who reply to Box No.
advertisements are warned against sending remittance through

the post except in registered envelopes ; in all such cases the

use of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

should be clearly marked " Deposit Departmatt"

In the case o! motor cycles offered for sale under a box
number, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate bosiness by embodying in theii advertisements

some mention of the distnct in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

^IJ^^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. IE the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is efiected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to £io, a deposit fee of i/- is charged ; on
transactions, over £io and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ; over
£50 and under £75» 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6

;

and on all transactions over £100, ^%. All deposit
matteis are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be
made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised liave

idready been disposed ot Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

(June), dynamoA .B.C. 1922
£V etc.: £69.. -238,

lighting,

High "St., Acton, W.3.
Bonniksen,

[S767

Good

Service

MAKE 1923
A GODFREY'S Year
A New Year's Resolution easy
to make atid one, once made,
you will have no inclination
to break.

NEW MODELS.
Godfrey's can supply any make of
motor cycle or light car' either for
cash or Deferred Payments.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Godfrey's second-hand machines can
always be relied upon to give good
service. Their overhaul is not
perfunctory adjustments just to make
"the wheels go round," but a serious
and thorough examination (and re-

newals where necessary) of all working
parts.

EXCHANGES.
Godfrey's will allow you the utmost
value for your old mount in part
exchange for either a new motor cycle

or light car.

REPAIRS.
Godfrey's are Official Repairers for

London for B.S.A., INDIAN, and
LEVIS motor cycles, and undertake
repairs and overhauls of all makes.
Free estimates can be obtained from
our Works, 14, Miller Street, Camden
,Town, N.W. ('Phone Museum 2434.)

SPARE PARTS.
Godfrey's specialise in spare parts

service and carry full range stocks
for B.S.A., LEVIS, INDIAN and
SCOTT machines.

Orders by post attended to same
day as received.

Call and inspect our splendid
stock of 1923 Models or allow us

to send you catalogues.

GODFREY'S Ltd.
208, GT. PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.l.
'Phone Langham 1300 (2 lines).

CYCLES
A.B.C.

-| Q 19-20
-!-«-' twin,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,

Spare Parts
:_

A.B.ta. Spares, reraira, special fittings. See adver-
tisement index.—Jarvis and Sons, Ltd., Wimble-

don. [0964
Abingdon.

Abingdon King Dick Combination, 6h,.p.

, all chain, Easting, inllion, equal to new;
£52/10; bargain.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme, Manchester. [5905

Ace.

"DOBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the British Concession-
XV naires for this wonderful Ace machine, invite in-

spection of the latest models; .£125 with full electric

eiauipment.—157B, Great Portland St., W.l. [4883

A.J.S,

"pEEMIER Motor Co. for 1923 A.J.S.

IMMEDIATE delivery of latest A.J.S. models; received
trom makers' works this week; model B 23/4b.p. Btand-

ard touring, £77; model Bl 2%b.p. Sports, £77; 7h.p.

sklecar combination, electric lighting, horn, windscreen,

£152/10; deferred payments 4% extra; free delivery to

any address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. - [5595

A.J.S. , brand new;
Carnforth.

£75.—Carnforth
[5744

A
Oaus

fDEAND

'

1022 2-!ih.p.
-Lt' Motor Co.

A.J.S. 1923 Sports, latest, o.h.v.; quickest deliveries.

—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [4098

OEDEE Early your 1923 model A.J.S. from Mer
rick's Stores, Listerhills Ed., Bradford. [sse^

A.J.S. 2?41i.p., 1923 modpls, for immediate delivery.

-

EatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[0974

K t\ Guineas.—1922 2%h.p. Touring A.J.S., 3-speed,

0\J K.S., small milea«e.-King, Egrove, Oxford.
(5828

O C.H. inyite inspection. A.J.S. and other makes;
bargains.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).

^^^ - [1375
J.S. Combination, 1921, spare wheel, fully

equipped, perfect condition;' ^110.—Bellevue.
Causeyhill, Hexham. [5886

New 2%ih.p. A.J.S.: list pries £77; our

price, to clear, £70.—Jones Garage, A.J.S. Agents,

Muewell Hill, London. [0803

SOTJTHPOET.—Kents for A.J.S., immediate deliveries
' 1923 models- 1916 6h.p. combination, 49 guineas,

exchangee.—417, Lord St., Southport. [5852

A.J.S.—Immediate dellTery; 2Kh.p. touring, £77;
2?,ih.p. Sports, £77; 7h.p. Combination, £152/10.

—Will Chapman's Garage, Belgrave Ed., Leicester.
[5791

5 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, lamps, horn, spare

wheel, licensed; a genuine bargain; £36, es-

changes.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone:

607. [5545

A.J.S. Combination 1915 5-6h.p., complete with

lamps, hood, windscreen, spare wheel; £40.—
Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, 18, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camo-
mile St., E.C. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0065

J S new 1923 models in stock for immediate de-

livery; 7h.p. Combination, Magdyno lighting, etc.,

£152/10- 2"4h.p., 3-apeed, all-chain drive, £77; de-

liveries of the 70-mile per hour 2%ih.p. o.h.v model,

price *87, commence shortly.—Avoid disappomtment^^By

placing your order with P. J. Evans,

Birmingham.

Spare Parts

:

19"

A^

John Bright St..

[5773

A.J.S, _

St., Ealing.
Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays,

Alldays.

Bond
[4806

1.Q21 AUon, 2-speed, K.S.,
-It/ also Ivy, gears and K.S.—67, Fernlea Ed.,

ham.

sacrifice, 28 guineas;
- "

,
Bal-

[5961

ALLON 1921 S%h.p., 2-speed, clutcn, kick-start,

equipped, taxed; £33.—Blackmore, 769, Eom-
ford Ed., Manor Park, London,

22 Allon, 2-stroke, 25ih.p.

[3267E.12.

1022 Allon, 2-stroke, 25ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick-

XtJ start, oversize tyres, new Easter, owner buying

combination; £40.-64, Huntingdon Ed., East Finchlev.

American
"pOBER'TSONS Motors, Ltd.-

[5767

1921 American X Com-
bination, complete with all accessories; *72.—

167B, Great Portland St., W.l. [4880

20 7-9h.p. American X 2-seater Combina-

tion, lamps, horn, speedometer, 2 screens, hood,

luggage grid, beautiful condition; £62, exchanges and

ealy payments.-Bambors, 2, Eastbank St. Southport

'Phone: 607.
. . .

'•554.

Ariel.

£42—1920 4h.p. Ariel, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., very

fast-.-King, Egrove, Oxford. [5827

BAND New S'Ah.p. Sports Ariel, 3-spe6d, handle-

bar controlled clutch; list price £70; our price,

to clear, £65.-Jonea Garage, Ariel Agents, Muswell

Hill, London. ^°^°'*

19=

B^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B53

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

AEIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spaies supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.l. [0704

BRAND New 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, chain driye,
a luxurious outfit; list price £124/10; our price,

to clear. £114/10.—Jones Garage, Ariel Agents, Mus-
ivell Hill, London. [0985

BRAND New 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, chain driye,
a beautiful outfit, complete with Lucas Magdyno

lighting; list price £141; our price, to clear, £130.—
Jones Garage, Ariel Agents, Muswell Hill, London.

[0986
Sparc Parts:

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel
Agents and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Garage,

Broadway, Muswell HUl, N.IO. [0999

Beardmore.
BEAEDMORE, brand new, spring frame; £45.—

S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. [5096

Spare Parts:

TJEABDMOEB-PRECISION Spares.-Immediate de-
«-» livery.-Kaye, 8-10, Bond St., Baling. [2176

Blackburne.
"DLACKBURNE Combination, late 1920, 4h.p., in
--' escelJent condition ; 55 guineas.—Barker's Motors,
194, Balham High Ed., S.W.12. [5091

TJLACICBDENE 1921 4i4h.p. Combination, electric

f-* lighting, screen, tools, insured; .£65 cash.—Apply,
Housekeeper, 40, Great Tower St., E.C. [5176

BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p. Combination, accessories,
windscreen, beautiful condition; bargain, ^50.—

Allery and Bernard, 30,' Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, Lon-
don, S.W. [4885

Bradbury.
a.b.p. 1922 Bradbury, all on; £35.—Wauchope's, 9,
* Shoe Lane, London. [5609

SOUTHPOET.—1922 2%i.p. Bradbury, countershaft,
irreproachable, 35 guineas; 1921 4h.p. counter-

shaft all-chain combination, 49 guineas.—Kents, 417,
Lord St.. Southport. [5867

Spare Parts:

BRADBURY Spare Parts; lists free.-Bright and
Hayles. 78, Church St., Camberwell. [5222

Brough Superior.
SOUTHPORT.—Kents for Brough Superiors, Olympia

models here.—417, Lord St., Southiiort. [6856

A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Biough Su-
.^1- perior Service, and sole London dietributing agents,
immediate delivery, full range of models in stock, excel-
lent selection of carefnlly need machines ; deferred pay-
ments and exchanges. Trade supplied, cataUwues post
free on request.— 9, 10. 11, Royal Parade, "CT^st Croy-
don. 'Phone: 2450, 2451. 'Grams; "Track, Croy-
don." [0733

Spare Parts:

SPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame spares
for Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.—

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge. [0835

B.S.A.
PROMPTEST Deliveries of 1923 Models.—The B.S.A

specialists.

GOUNTT Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd., Broad Bt
Birmingham. [3162

S.A. 1923 2%h.p., £57/16; SV-h.p. model sports,
£ 70.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [4099

1 Q22 4ilh.p. B.S.A. Sports Combination, teand
-»-" new; £95.—Carnforth Motor Co., Carnlortli.

[6742
4ih.p. B.S.A. 1922 Combination, K2, shop-soiled;

* £90.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane Fleet St.,
E.C.4. [5624
TD.S.A. 1920 41/Sh.p. chain Combination, taxed, all
^-f accessories; £70.-Will, 769, Roiniord Rd., Manor
Park. London, E.12. [3268

fJRAND New B.S.A. 4i4h.p., chain drive; list price
--» £75; our price, to clear, £68.—Jones Garage,
B.S.A. Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0987
"1020 4>ih.p. B.S.A. All-chain Combination, spare
-i-*^ wheel, lamps, rear and sidecar electric, head
acetylene; £76.—Boyd, Minster, Ramsgate. [5751

1 Q20 VAh.v. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain drive,-L^ beautiful condition, everv accessory; £50, ex-
changes.—24, Balliol Ed.. North Kensington. [5809

BRAND New B.S.A. 4i/ih.p., chain.cum-belt; list
price £72; our price, to clear, £66.—Jones

Garage, B.S.A. Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0805

B.S.A. 4i4h.p. 1922 Combination, 3 speeds, K.S.,
clutch, all-chain, all on, in excellent order, as

new; £75.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5621

B.S.A. 4'^h.p., all-chain 3.spe'ed, clntch, kick-start,
coach sidecar; 36 guineas, photograph.—Peter

Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen.
[3927

"I Q 19-20 4yii.p., B.S.A., equipped, tax paid, and
J-«^ guaranteed perfect order: solo, £45; with side-
car, as new, £47/10.—S. E, Porter and Co., Whitchurch,
Salop. [5098

B

BUY
from

BIRMINGHAM
The Centre of the Industry

You can then rely upon obtaining a machine of
the veryJatest ty-pe—delivered from the makers'
works only a few days before delivery to you

!

Selling machines in large numbers, we have no stale
"showroom-soiled" models in stock. In the case
of 4 of the makes below, we sell more than any
other Agents in the British Isles. Think it over !

SOLE GREATER BIRMINGHAM
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS for

RALEIGH, TRIUMPH,
LEVIS, VELOCETTE,

CLYNO
A REAL " NAP " HAND

Contracting Agents for

A.J.S., ENFIELD NEW IMPERIAL-
NORTON

1923 MODELS
NOW IN STOCK READY FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

EASY PAYMENTS 4% extra.

Makers' Catalogues with speci-

fications on request.
Machines despatched by

road or rail—delivery

FREE.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams :—
"PRIMUS,

Birmingham."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
B.S.A.

1 Q22 6h.p. B.S.A. Combiuation, No. 3 sidecar, slightly
J-t/ shop-soiled; bargain, £100, exchangee and eaasj

payments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St., SouthporT
'Phone: 607. [55^

BRAND New 6h.p. B.S.A., model E combinatio!
woudeilul value: list price £110 ; our price, _

clear, £100.—Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents, Mtisw^
Hill. London. [0989

B.S.A. Combination, 1917, 4i^h.p., chain-enm-bejt,
with clutch, 3-speed, with Montgomery sidecar,

in very good condition; £40.—Vaughun-Harbourne, Ltd.,

Welford Place, Leicester. [0981

1Q20 4iih.p. B.S.A. Combination, D.A. lighting set,

J- *y horn, licensed, in new condition throughou t

;

£58; exchanges and easy payments.—Bambers, 2, East-

bant St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [5553

CHEAPEST Adrertised; 35 guiineas.—1915 B.S.A.
all-chain drive Combination, 4',iih.p., 3 speeds,

clutch, kick-startei', lamps. Klaxon horn, pillion Beat,

tools, practically new Dunlop tyres, tax paid ; - trial.

—

Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [4805

PRACTICALLY New late 1921 7h.p. B.S.A. Combina-
tion, fitted with -spare wheel, Lucas dynamo light-

ing, hood, screen, speedometer, electric horn, condi-
tion unscratched, the smajtest B.S.A. combination on^
the roadi, cost over £200; accept £90.—Hillier (sido

bell), 127, St. Mark's Rd., Korth Kensington. [5895 ..

Spare Parts:

B ,S.A. Srai'^s definitely by retiun, poet free, .tra<i«,
'

supplied.—Pitts, B.S.A. Service, Eedditei. [0008.

THE B.S.A. Specialists.—Coonty Cycle and Motor,
Co., Ltd., Broad St., Birmingham. Catalogue .

free on request. [3163"

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post iree,

from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares
Service Depot, Broadway, Mu.5well Hill, N.IO. [0153

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam- .

bridge.—All B.S.A. parts irr'stock; no waiting. 4
Complete illustrated price list 6d. each for any model, si

[5563 i

GODFEET'S, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London, -j
W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always iu stock, Writ« for free spare part list, etating .

year of maaufacture. [0750

Calthorpe.
CALTHOEPE 2Vih.p. 1922, single speed, all on, as

new; £26.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., i

London, E.C.4. [5617 •

CALTHOEPE 1921 2iih.p. J.A.P., 2-si>eed, Lucas >

lamp, new oversiae tyresj good condition.— 1, Abing- -

don Ed., Keneington. [5724.

Carfield.

NORTH London lor the wonderful Carfleld-
Villiers 2-speed Lightweight at £28/10.— .

North London Distribntors : Jones' Garage, Broad- :

way, MnsweU Hill. N.IO. [0808
_

Cedos. ,

CEDOS 1920 2V'h.p., 2-stToke, 2-sD6ed, good con-
-

dition ; JE25.—E. B. OlarS and Co., 7, E.\hiljition ,

Ed., S.W.7. [5343 J

Clyno.
5-6h.p. Clyno, 2-sneed, kick-start, in good condition;

£20.—Stanbridge, Cranbrook. [5480

CLYNO 1920 2>,4h.p., 2-BP6ed, 2-stroke; 24 guineas.— .

Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Eiohmond Hd.,
East Sheen. [3926

1 023 Clyno, the spring frame combination De Luxe.
X^ After personal tests we can assui'e clients it is

one of the finest combinations on the market. Imme-
diate delivery from stock at £125.—Sam E. Clapham .

(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [5413

Spare Parts:

c
19

LTNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond ?

St., Ealing. [480a j

Cotton.
23 Cottons, all models, prompt delivery from thef
man on the spot.— Gibb, jSoi'thgate, Gloucester.

[09€8j
Coulson.

1 022 Coulson Combination, special 4Mh.p. EUickbum,^
Xij engine, Druid forks, Grindlay De Luxe springJ
wheel sidecar, Easting, all accessories, luxurious out-j
fit, not done 500 miles; £87/10.

23.h.p. Couleou-Jap Twin, winner Junior T.T. CBxot^
4k lands) and many other events, plated tnnk,-

internal expanding brakes, iierfect tune; £60.—Nic-holsJ
Bros,, 84. Liverpool Ed., Stoke-on-Trent. [57jf

Diamond.
SOUTHPORT.—Kents for Diamonds, Olympia B.

S. model here.—417, Lord St., Southport. r58|

1 Q22 Diamond, 2%h.p. Blackbuine engine, 2-speed,
3

J-»/ run 200 miles, sporting- model; £62.—Fiflhi
ilotor Agent, TJlveiBton. [57^

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London
Home Counties Agents for the famous Diamo

motor cycles, fitted with Barr and Sfcroud or J.,AJ
engines.—157b. Great Portland St., W.l. [69^

E54 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor gycles advCi-tised bv private owners are, when desired, marked {P>
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS Comhinntion 1919, excellent order;
77. Acre Lnue. 3.^.2.

-| Q22 3-speed Douglas, K.S., q.uite
Xt/ —67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

411. p. Douglas Combinatioii, first-class condition.
1919; what offers"/—Hammond, Cricklade. [4343

£45.-
[5807

new; 42 guineas.
[5954

F-O.O.H. invite inspection; Doiig^las and other makes;
bargains.— 5, Heath St., Hampatead, (near Tube).

[1373
-1922 Douglas, absolutely as ,ne\vj

bargains.— 5,

BARGAIN.
employed

pool. [5803

DOUGLAS 1923. 2^4h.p., all ont £50; from stock;
exchanges.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, _Exhibition

Rd.. S.W.7. [5577

1Q23 Douglases, juet arrived, 2-speed and 3-spped;
-*<-' why wait? — Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester.
•Phone; 852. [0967

1 Q22 2';4h.p. ~X)ouglas, 3-speed and kick starter,
-•-«-' complete, brand new; ^62.'=-Carnfortli Motor
Co., Carnforth. [5741

DOUGLAS 1916, excellent mechaiiical condition, very
fast, all equipment

'Phone: Brixton 1292.
£25.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton.

[5969

DOUGLAS 1922 3i,^h.p., o.h.v...as new; 72 guineas;
exchanges, photo.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper

Richmond Ed., East Sheen. [3924

ROBERTSONS Motors. Ltd.—1922 2%h.p. Douglas,
2-speed, all accessories, in splendid order; £42.—

157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [4882

1 Q20 2'>^4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, Binks, Cowey, spares,
-»-«? excellent condition, and insured; £45.—Hawks.
35. Cheltenham Cres., Harrogate. C5884

DOUGLAS 1920 Combination, countershaft, fully
equipped, taxed; £63.—William, 769, Romford

Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [3269

Douglas Combination, lamps, horn.
practically as new; £55.—Bambers. 2,

Southport. 'Phone : 607. [5550

1020 4h.p.
J-«^ licensed.

Eastbank St.,

BRAND New 2^ih. p. Douglas, 2-speed, fally equipped
the best value possible

to clenr. £47/10.-
well Hill, London.

list price £50; our price,
Jones Garage, Douglas Agents, Mus-

[0989

BRAND New 3y2h.p. Sports Douglas,
the record-breaking machine; list_price £95;

price, to clear, £88.—Jones Garage,
Muswell Hill, London.

fully equipped,
price £95; our

Douglas Agents,
[0806

1 Q18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, excellent condi-
Xt/ tion. Easting, 3-speed clutch, kick-start; £50;
bargain.—Joseph Rhind and Co., Stone Place.
Rusholme, Manchester. [5908

DOUGLAS 1922, 4h.p., 3-speeds, kick-starter, clutch^
speedometer, unscratched; £65, all

2-^4h.p., 2-speed5, all accessories, new; £45
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.

1922
-Wau-
[5613

DOUGLAS Combination. 4h.p. 1920, Easting screen,
speedometer, lamps, 1922 oiling system, splendid

condition, small mileage; 65 guineas.—Dean, 27, Askew
Mansions, Askew Rd., Shepherds ~Bush, W.12. [5846

DOUGLAS
equipped, new machine.

1922 4h.p. Combination, completely
slightly shop-soiled only

;

£100; write for complete list of our shop-soiled bar-

gains.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[5772

Spare Parts

:

DOUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Ka'y3, 8,
' Bond St., Ealing. [4803

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas spares requirements.—1576, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [5930

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Complete stock genuine guaranteed

Douglas parts, immediate dispatch ; lowest cash prices.

[5084
DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for

all models; post free. Douglas agent.s and spare
part stockists.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill, N.IO.

,

[0154

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—The Douglas specialists. Trade supplied.

Complete illustrated spare part list of the 2% and
4h.p. 6d. each. [5569

DOUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of new genuine
Douglas spares at lowest east prices. See our

advertisement under Parts and Accessories.—The Ed-
wards Engineering Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick,
W.4. [0927

Economic.
ECONOMIC Motor Cycles, £34; immediate delivery

2V2h.p. opposed twin, variable gear, clutch,
dynamo lighting, trial runs given.-London agents:
Denman Motor Agency, 4, Denman Place, Piccadilly
Circus. Tel.: Regent 986. [0893

Edmund.
1 Q2l Edmund, spring frame model,
X«7 a-

2^h.p. J.A.P..
all &a-si>eed, clutch and kick-starter, fnll equipment;

bargain, £38.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stock-
well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [5412

^
^Wi

1923
^

^

# I

^

O ALL OUR FRIENDS
OLD AND NEW—

THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD, WE EXTEND
OUR HEARTIEST
GREETINGS, AND
TRUST THE COMING
YEAR WILL SERVE TO
STRENGTHEN THE
BOND BETWEEN THE
MOTOR CYCLING

PUBLIC AND

PARKERS
WE GIVE BELOW SOME
OF OUR SOLE AGENCIES.

IMMEDIATEDELIVERY
OF ALL 1923 MODELS

SCOTT
INDIAN
NORTON
SUNBEAM
TRIUMPHDOUGLASENFIELD

MATCHLESS
PHELON & MOORE
ALLDAYS- ALLON
HARLEY-DAVIDSON

Our extensive knowledge and ex-

perience are at your service and will

assist you in choosing your next
machine.

Write for our list of
Shop-soiled and Second-
hand Machines.

^

^
^

Exchanges and
Deferred Payments.

DEPOTS.

BOLTON,
BRADSHAWGATE,

Tel.: 1348.

MANCHESTER,
246/52, DEANSGATE,

Tcl.: 854 CEN.

^
^
^
^
^

^
^
^
^̂̂

7

^

^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

pBEMIER Motor Co. for 1923 Enflelds.

T~MiIEDIATE delivery from stock of latest models
-- received Irom makers' work-s this week; liglit-

iverglit 2>,,llili-, 2siieed. kick-stnit, £50; standard 81i.ii.

romljination. £120; 8h.ii. combination -with electric
ligljtine, horn, £135; deterred paj-ments 4% extra; free
delivery to any addresa.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed..
Birmingham. [5596

1 Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, absolutely as new;
J-*' sacrifice, 75 guineas.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.PC5955EACTICALLT new dynamo Enfield Combination,

every accessory: £95, exchanges.—24, Balliol Ed.,
North Ken<singtou [5812

W.D.,
Co.,

perfect
7, Ex-
[3344

ENFIELD Combination. 1917. not
condition; £48.—E. B. Clark and

liiliition Ed., S.W.7.

7 Q20 2Mh.p. Royal Enfield. 100 miles per gallon;
-'-«' £32/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
Extended payments. [5614

IVJEW Enfield Combinations in stock, dynamo light-
-^' ing; £135, exchanges or easy payments.—Bounds
Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilbuin. [0982

"DEAND New Enfield Combination 8h.p. ; list price
J-» £120; our price, to clear. fUO.-Jones Garage,
tnfleld Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0809

lOROTDON and rjistrict.-Sole official appointed
^-^ agent for Royal Bnflelds.-A. F. Pulling, 175a,
London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [5600
T^NFIELD Combination, 1920. complete with screen.
^-i dynamo lighting, condition perfect; £85.—
Houghton Bros., Woodcote Parade, Wallington. [5752

ENFIELD 2yh.p. 1922. Sports, 2-stroke, T.T. bars
all on, new condition; £40.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet St., London. E.C. 4. Central 5168. [5620

BRAND New Enfield 2-stioke, 2-speed, kick-start;
list pricer£50; our price to clear, £47/10.—Jones

Garage, Enfield Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0990

ROl'AL ENFIELD 2%li.p.. 2-stroke, with kick^start,
demonstration model, only used about inwn. i^norl

order; bargain, £35.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[5769

Qirt Guineas.—1920 Enfield Lightweight, 2-speed
/W /W clutch. perfect condition. equipped.—A.V.
Garage, 2.4, Eleanor Groye, Hogger's Corner, Barnes.

[5876

1 Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, electric lampe,
J-*J speedometer, screen, horn, licensed, excellent con-
dition, uneQualled value; £85, exchanges and easy pay-
ments.—BambetSj, 2, Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone:
607. / [5548

YO0E Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payuient for an Enfield, any model ;. cash, deferred,

or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Ed.,
S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams: PushfuUy
Bal., London. [4927

1
Q2X Enfield Combination 8h.p,, Lucas dynamo

-*-*^ lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, etc., ab-
solutely unscratched, tax paid, perfect; £100; ex-
changes.—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton- Rd., N.E.
Phone: Dalston 2408. [5471

ENFIELD.—Immediate delivery of all 1923 models:
8h.p. Combination, £120; 2i4h.p., 2-speed, kick-

start, all-chain drive, £50.—Write or call for catalogue
and ensure satisfaction by placing your order ivith P. .T.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [5774

ENFIELD 8h.p. 1922 Tradesmen's Delivery Box
Combination, beautifully equipped, as new, £100;

Bh.p. 1922 combination, as new, £97/10; 8h.p. 1918
combination, J.A.P., all on, £70; 8h.p. 1916 combina-
tion, J.A.P., good order, £65.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C. 4. Central 6168. [5608

Spare Parts:

-Eays. 8
[480]

and Repairs a Speciality.—
Pulling's Garage, London Ed., Croydon. 'Phone:

1619. [5601

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.-
• Bond St., Ealing.

"PNFIELD Spares

Excelsior.

£12.—3V:>h.p. Excelsior, clutch model, fine running
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [5829

EXCELSIOR 1923 iy2h.p., 2-speed; £28/10; in
stock.—E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd..

S.W.7. [4876

NEW 1923 Excelsior Lightweights, 2 speeds, wonder-
ful power; £28/10, carriage paid.—Keen, Leo-

minster. [3452

-Box 5166,
[5727

F.N.
4-OTL. F.N. 1913, perfect; bargain, £10.-

c/o The Motor Cycle.

Harley-Davidson.
£75, bargain.—1920 Harley combination, dynamo,

sprung wheel, discs, guaranteed perfect, trial.

—

89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [5899

HAELET-DAVIDSON 1921 4h.p., flat twin, per-
fect : 52 guineas ; exchanges, photograph.-Peter

Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Eichmond Rd., East Sheen.
[3925

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue b';5
Motor Cvcles advectised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P). "
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1 Q20 Harley CNDmbinaticm 4h.p., all lamiDS,
J-v speedometer, etc., absolutely as new, g'

teeJ
Rd..

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley=Davidson.

1 Q23 Harley-Bavidson.—All models. Send your
-L*^ orders along and secure immediate or early
delivery.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 21, Stockwell
SI., Greenwich, S.EAO. [5410

horn,
- . - . guaran-

£70; exchanges."Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
N.E. 'Phone: Dalstcn 2408. [5472

A 1 Gliineas; exchange.—1915 Harley, 3 speeds, clutch,^ J- K.S., roomy coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped, nice
condition, any examination.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler
Rd., E. Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [4000

-| Q23 Harlej-Davidson.—Orders lor these mo-dels will
J-*7 receive the promptest attention from T. J. Ross,
P6, High Rd., Lees S.E. 'Phone : Lee Green 744. Ex-
changes and deferred payments arranged. [5157

YOUR jVrot^>r Cycle or Combination taken in part
piiyment lor a Harley-Uavidson, any model; cash,

del'iprred or exclianges.—Biiiker's Motors, 194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latohmeie. 'Grams:
Pushfnily Bal., London. [4925

Spare Parts

:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kavs, 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [4804

WARNING.—A large number of spm'ious Hartey-
Davidson parts are now being eold^ These are

greatly inferior to our standard QubKty, and have
given serious trouble and dissatisfaction. Alt genuine
Harley-Davidson parts, e.g., valves, piatona, ^isfon
rings, hardened shafts, springs, etc., are supplied in
sealed packages only, and riders shouM lefuee all

others. If unable to obtain locally, write us djrect.—
Harley-Da vidson Motor Co. , Ltd. , 74, Newman St,

,

London, W.l. [0944

Henderson.
HENDERSON 1914 4-crl. and sidecar, condition good,

wants new crankshaft; wliat offer*??—Webb, Agent,
Harleston. [5844

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd..—1«20 Henderson Com-
bination, all accessories; £78. 1915 combination,

luxurious sidecar, speedometer, accessories, £48.— 157b,
Great Portland St., W.L [4878

KQ Guineas.—Exchanges easy terms. Beautiful Hen-
t* t7 derson Coachbuilt Combination, 8-lOh.p., 4-cy].,

3 speeds, kick-starter. Klaxon, electric lighting, newly
enamelled blue, with primrose wheels.—Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town
Station).

i
[5914 I

Motors are authorised Agents and
Repairers for 4-cyl. Henderson Motor Cycles;

- niodemte charge.^ ; work guaranteed. New ma<'hines
supplied lor cash, deterred, or exchanges.- 194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams:
Pn-^hfully Bal.,' London. [4928

Spare Parts: ,

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the original Hender.son
Importers and 4-cyl. experts, specialise in- Hen-

derson repairs and the supply ol spare parts.—157b,
Great Portland St., W.l. [4879

Hobart,

1 Q14 Hobart 2V2h.p., 3-speed, lady's machine, in
-l-t/ good condition; £16/10.—Williams, 17, Maiden
Lane, Strand. See Triumph. [5949

"THEY SERVED
ME WELL

M

, J>
AEKEE'S

A customer once said this of
Lovetts, and bthers are daily
expressing the same opinion in

various ways.
Lovett's can and will serve you
well also if you will give them
the opportunity.
In buying a new machine at
Lovetts you sintp,ly make your
choice and leave the rest to them.
You are relieved of the trouble
of registration, obtaining a licence,
writing the number plates, in-

surance, &c., &c., and if you so
desire an experienced mechanic
is placed at your service to
instruct you in driving and the
care of your machine, which is

eventually sent carricige paid to
your door.
Lovetts also offer you the best
possible selection to choose from,
as their Agencies include

A.J.S.
ARIEL.
B.S.A.

DOUGLAS.
EXCELSIOR.
HAWKER.^
LEVIS.

MATCHLESS.
NORTON.

NEW IMPERIAL.
ROYAL ENFIELD.

RALEIGH.
RUDGE.

SUNBEAM.
TRIUMPH.

Humber.
clutch,
(5830

X?14.—Smart 2^:.lh,p. Twin Humber, 3-8peed,
^' flue condibjon.—Kiug, Egrovc, Oxford.

HUilBER 2-speed, completely overhauled through-
out; complete ior £19.—Keen, Leominster.

C5209HUMBER and box sidecar, 4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch,
accessories, running order, suit tradesman

;

£16/10.—A., 30, Thornsett Ed., Earlsfleld, London,
S.W. [5945

Indian.
INDIAN 5-6h.p., 2-speed, Tery fast, perfect: £22.—

99, Tynemcuth Rd., Mitcham. [5893

"I Q21 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting, as new;
J-iJ 63 guineas.—67, Femlea Rd., Balham. [5960

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2-3peed, spring frame, kick-start;
£28; sidecar, £6/10.-17, Heatoa Ed.. Mitcham.

[5889
INDIAN Scout Combination, special racing engine,

a very smart and fast outfit; £55.—3, Stamford
Brook Rd., Hammersmith. [5631

£60.—Indian Combination 1919. full electrical
e(iuipment, windscreen.—Clifford

SECONDHAND.
The customer who wishes to tuy a secondhand
motor cycle receives the same courtesy and
attention and an equally good variety of models
is available to him. Our stock is too large to

detail in this column, but a complete list will be
sent upon request.

An Important point to be borne in mind is that

Lovetts overhaul their Secondhand machines so
thoroughly that they are able to issue with each
a written guarantee similar to that given by the
manufacturers when new.

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.
Wilson Co., I

[4877

In the matter of

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
Lovetts offer their clients the most
convenient arrangements and the
easiest possible terms.

INDIAN Motor Cycles from 29 guineas; exohanges,
easy terms; lists free.—Wandsworth Motor lEx-

rhange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. 'Phone : Latchmere
4686. , [5915

1Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, CosXv Atmoe, real leather upholstery, as new, complete,
windscreen and liood; £55.-11, OakhiU Ed., Sutton,
Surrey. [5717

INDIAN.—One only 1922 7-9h.p., electrically equipped,
solo model xrith T.T. bars; £100; neM' machine,

slightly shop-Eoiled only.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [5771

LOVETTS LIMITED
(PROPRIETORS OF THE EASTERN GARAGE)

Slwwrooms and Offices

:

61. HOLBORN VIADUCT,
LONDON, E.C.I.

'Phone: Central 3951.

'Grams

:

" Lovetmoto, London."

Showrooms and Works:
418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.

'Phone: East Ham 490.

'Grams

:

" Egaraco, London'."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

BRAND New 4h.p. Indian Scout, a vepy neat, loWi>
and at'traot'iye mount ; list price £5»6 / 1 ; ooJ

price to clear, £90.—Joues Crarage, Indian Aeefiftfi
MusweH Hill, London. [0788

£65, snipv—1920 Indian, dynamo, Princess sidecal
(brand new), speedometer, 29 xS^^ &oodyear&i

beautiful condition, genuine bargain.
—" Parwood/',

Official Indian. Agents. 89, East Hill, Wandsworth. ]

[5900
POWEEPLTTS Indian Combination 7-9h.p., electric

eQuipment, new tyres and siiares, bulbous sidecar^
very last, perfect order; 95 guineas.—Box 238, c/i^

A. H. Grantham and Co., Advertising' Agents, Reading)
[579q

Sj}nre Parts:

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., Loudoa
W.l.—Complete *;toc'k of all Indian spare part

always in stock. Write for flee spare part list, statin
year of manufacture. [075

INDIAN Spares, 1909-1922, new, also second-hand
from stock; ^end list rectu-irements for our prices.-

pennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton Rd., Londpn
"Bhone : Brixton 3l29. The firm with a reputation
for promptness and satlstaction. [5928

Invicta.
IQ2 Invicta, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-6peed, tick-start, shop-1
J-t/ soiled condition; de42/10.—Aylesbuiy Motor Co.,|

Ltd.. 48, Kingsbury Snuare, Aylesbury, Bucks. [5776,

Ivy.

JQ22 Ivy I.Q.M. model, tuned for high speeds, yefl

-*-*-' quite docile, capable of 66 m.p.h. This ma(;hind
was built for the T.T. races. It is in excellent com
flition; price £55.—Allan GruKelier, Ulster ChumbersJ
168, Regent St. [5853

James.

JAjMES 2i^h.p. 1922, 2-speed, kick-start. 2-stroke;
30 guineas.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. [5618

"1(^20 3^/.h.p. 3-speed Jamesi t^'in cvlinder, all-chaii

-i-»7 drive; £32/10, exchanges.-24, Balliol Rd., Norfl

Eensington.

Spare Parts:

[5811

9

JAMES Spares.—Immediate (leliverv.—Kavs, 8 nm
10, Bond St., Ealing. [944!

WHITBY'S.—James spares, expert service.—7, TK
Vale, Acton, W.3. 'Phone; Caiswick 151S. [977,'

J.E.S.

Guineas, Bargain.—1914-15 J.E.S. Lightweight
splendid condition.—Seabridge. 35, Hansler Rdv

East Dulwich. Sydenham 2462. [5581

Levis.

pREMIER Motor Co., the Levis Specialists.

IMMEDIATE delivery of all 1923 Levis, models
2Vih.p. Popular, single geSr, £58; Model T

2'/4h.p., 2-3peed, clutch, kick-start, £49; the neares
agents to the Levis works; buy direct from thi

firm on the spot; deferred payments 4 per tent
extra; iree delivery to any address.—Premier M«tG:
Co., Aston Rd., Birminghajn. [469!

£16.—2M>h.p. Levis 2-stroke, just been overhauled.-
King' Egrove Farm, Oxford. [5831

"IQ23 Levis, .2-6peed, kick-starter, clutch; £48, jns
Liy delivered'—Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. 'Phone
852. [09M

~IQ22 Levis model S, brand new, shop-soiled: 4t
J-*? guineas.—Knights, 126, Upper Tooting Rd
S.W.17. [098

LEVIS 1914, single speed, perfect condition; £18
available Saturday.—Punn, 8, Westmount; Rd.

Eltham, S.E.9. r573l

LEVIS, late 1921, 2-specds, hand clutch; speedt

meter, lamps, etc., beautiful condition; £35.-
30, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfleld London. [315

LEVIS T.T., makers' guarantee^ ol 50 m.p.h,
Pbilipson and all accessories, perfect condition

as new; cost £35,—The Cottage, Pembroke Rd., K
sington. M34)

Spare Parts: -

G'
ODFKETS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Pol-tland St., London
W.l.—Complete stock of all Levis scare partsj

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statins

year of manufacture. [0753
L.M.C.

£50.-1921 6b.p. L.M.C. C<»achbuilt Combination, 3

speeds, clutch K.S,, perfect order.—King, Egrove,

Oxford. [5832

7h.p. L.M.C. 1922, Jardine 4-speed, hood, speeds
meter; *80-. any trial.—A. Gerrish, 4, Wood

Vale, London, S.E.23. [5818

Martinsyde.
MABTINSYDE Combination, 1922 (July), speedo.

meter, full equipment; £100.—Bunting's Ex-

change, Wealdstone, Middlesex. C5922 ,_

BRAND New Martlnsyde 6h.p. Standard Comhina-

tion; list price £130; our price, to clear, £120.— .

Jones Garage, Martinsyde Agents, Muswell Hill, Lon-

don. W786

B56 .411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martinsyde.

ROBERTSONS Motors, Limited, are the Loudon
aiiutinsyde Servii^ ngeute; triol rune orranBed,

1923 models now available at the new prices, spares

stocked.-157b, Gt. Portland St., "W.l. [1122

MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, electric lightinfr,

speedometer, screen, Jegshields, perfect order, any
trial; £75, or would exchange with cash ufljustuient lor

new 3V-h.p. Sports Douglas or other good make.—White,
53. Mount Ed., Hinckley. [5397

Sjmre Parts:

MARTINSYDE Spare Parts are obtainable from
slock at Jones Garage, The Broadwav, Muswell

Hill, London, 'N.IO. [0155

Matador.
ATADOE.

E have a job to keep stock of these machines.
Everybody wants them.

ON'T be left without one. Ton will be sorry if

you are, when yon see them about.

WRITE for particulars to-day. It is fitted with
2*ih.p. o.h.v. Bradshaw engine, has an excellent

finish, Enrman gear box, 3-speed, clutch, and kick-
starter, capable of over 60 m.p.h., and hold^ the road
like a Eolls.

SEND your enquiry along to-day to .^lan Gruzelier,
UL-ter Chambers, 168, Regent St., Sole Distributers.

[5852
SOUTHPORT.—Rents for Matadors; immediate de-

liveries 1923 models.—417, Lord St.. Southport.
[5860-

Matchless.
1Q21 Mutchle^s-M.A.G. 2-seater Combination perfect;
J.</ iSS.—Thomson's Garage, Beehive Lane, Ilford.

[5718

"IQ21 Model H Matchless Combination, every possible
J-*7 accessory; £32, exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensington. [5811

MATCHLESS, all models, 1923 prices; best ex-
change allowance:?; deferred.—Agents, R. B.

Clark and Co., 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1155

^ (i Guineas.^Eschanges, easy terms. Matchless-Jap
-V \J Twin, 3 speeds, low.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St.. Wandsworth (Town Station). [5916

1 Q21-22 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo
J-«^ lightmg, speed-ometer, legshields, spare wheel,
all as new; 95 guineas.—67, Ferulea Rd., Balham.

[5952

1 Q23 Model J Matchless Combination, mileage
J-t^ 1,000, screen; cost £150, October; bargain,
£120, offers.—Watnsy, Senlac, Imber Park Rd., Esher.

[5758
BRAND New Bh.p. Matchless Sports Touring Com-

bination; list price £130; our price, to clear, £120.
—Jones Garage, Matchless Agents, Muswell Hill, Lon-
don. [0992

MATCHLESS 8h,p. 1921 model H M.A.G. Com-
bination, speedometer, Luca^^ Magdyno, first-class

condition throughout; £95.-244, Old Christchurcb Rd.,
Bournemouth. [5722

BBAN'D New Matchless 7-9h.p. . spring frame Com-
bination, a 3-w-heel Rolls ; list price £140; our

price, to clear, £130.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agents,
Muswell Hill, London. [0991

1 Q21 Model H Matchless Combination, with spareX */ wheel, dynamo lighting, speedometer, wind-
screen, and tools, small mileage, and in perfect con-
dition.—Stanbridge. Cranbrook. , [5478

MATCHLESS 1922 Super Sports Combination, model
J, Magdyno and full eouipment, successful com-

petition machine, in excellent condition; £130; toKlay's

cost £175.—Box 5187, do The Motor Cycle. [5778

1 Q21 8h.p. Matchless Combination, mngdynamo,
M~*y speedometer, and many other extras, very little

used; any trial and examination; £90.—Aylesbury Motor
Co., Ltd., 48, Kingsbury Sq., Aylesbury, Bucks. [5775

£78 ; sacrifice.—Matchless late 1 920 Combination,
spring frame. M.A.G. engine, Magdyno, speedo-

meter, hood, screen, fully equipped, insurance, new
condition.—143. Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.

[5919

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in part
payment for a Matchless, any model; cash, de-

ferred, or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: 4441 Latchmere. 'Grams:
Pushfully Bal., London. [4924

MATCHLESS Model H, late 1920. M.A.G. Com-
bination, dynamo lighting, detachable wheels,

new tyres, speedometer, hood, screen, side curtains;
£87.—Chinery, 1, Hammersmith Rd., Kensington,
phone : Western 4140. [4534

MATCHLESS Combinations.-We have 8 of these
excellent outfits to ofler at exceeding low prices,

single and double seaters; exchanges.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223 and 245, Hammersmith Ed., London, W.6.
'Phone: Hammersmith 1325 and 80. [5539

"] 023 Matchless Combinations and Solos.—T. J.
-*-*/Ross. of 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. ('phone; Lee
Green 744) will be pleased to, take your orders for

prompt delivery of these models. Exchanges and de-

ferred T>ayments arranged. Purchasers taught free.

[5156

<i 25, HORTON STREET J^ HALIFAX ^-^^

'Grams: Perfection.

1923 Models.
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-5pecd, all on ... . £50

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speed, all on £65

DOUGLAS, 3i h.p., s-speed Sports .... £95

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. Comb., a 1 on £110

DOUGLAS, 6 h.p. Comb., all on £140

Al^o B.S.A., BRADBURY, EDMUND, ENFIELD,

LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NORTON, O.K., SCOTT,

SUNBBAM, SIRRAH anH TRIUMPH.

MORGAN'S, lo h.p. Popular £128

MORGAN, Grand Prix £155

MORGAN, de Luxe £158

MORGAN, Family «153

LIGHT CARS.
GALTHORPE, 10.5 h.p., 2-seater 2M gns.

COVENTRY PREMIER, lo h.p ?S/"!;
LAGONDA, 1 1 b.p., 2-5eater £275

SINGER, lo h.p., 2- or 4-seater S„/"!;
ST0NELEI6H, 3-seater £185

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
Overhauled and ready to drive away.

SOLOS.
BUCHET, 3i h.p., C.A.V. mag *1I J2
ENFIELD, 1922, 2i h.p., 2 Sp., new . . £47 10

HARLEY,i9i8,7.9h.p.,3-sp.,aUcham.. £67 10

INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., all-chain £35

MOTO REVE, Twin, wants attention. ... £910
NORTON, 1922, 3i h.p., 6H. new £75

NORTON, 1922, Big Four, new £80

PREMIER, 3i h.p., 2-9p., good order. ... £M 10

RUDQE-MULTI, 1921,3* h.p £« 10

RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, 3i h.p., like new.. £52 10

REX ACME, 1922, 2i h.p., 2-sp., new. ... £42 10

TRIUMPH, 1913,31 h.p., cl. model £29 10

TRIUMPH, 1922, S.D., new £84

TRIUMPH, 1922, 2* h.p., new 5*2 .,!
VELOCE, 1920, 3i h.p., 3-speed S? 12
VILLIERS, 2j h.p., 2-sp., c/shaft gear .

.

£29 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ACE, 1921, 4-cyl. comb., tax paid £97 10

CAMPION-JAP, 5-6 h.p., 3-5p. comb. .... £59 10

HARLEY, 1919, elec. comb., extra good. £92 10

INDIAN, --o. 1921, elec. comb., 4,000 miles £98 10

RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p. comb.. .

.

£69 10

SCOTT, 3i h.p., 2-sp. comb., tax paid £45

SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen, etc £69 10

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 2-speed comb £39 10

RUNABOUTS.
H.F.G., 1920, 8-10 h.p., 2-5eater, dyn... £97 10

LAGONDA, 1922, brand new Coupe 299 gns.

RICHARDSON, 1920, 2-seater, dickey st. £75

RANGER, S h.p., 2-seater £65

L.S.D., 1922, 3-wheeler £105

MORGAN, J921, G.P., 4-speed £125

TR.AVEL DE-LUXE.
£10 deposit and 25/- weekly buys

INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, tax paid £35
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. comb., belt drive.

.

£45

NEW HUDSON, 6 h.p., 3-speed comb..

.

£49 10

P. & M., 3* h.p., and sidecar £45

REX, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed and sidecar £29 10

REX, 1913, 6 h.p., coach comb £42 10

ROVER, jv h.p., 3-speed comb £37 10
RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p. comb.,

small mileage £89 10

RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p. comb.,

electric lighting £75

SCOTT, 3i h.p., 2-5peed comb £45

SCOTT, 1920 comb., screen £69 10

TRIUMPH, 1920, and sidecar £69 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1 023 Matchless.—All models from the leading a(jent.
-B-tf Sam B. Clapham. Matchless reigns supreme.
Send your order along to Greenwich and secure satis-

faction. See Motor Cycles Miscellaneous Column for
either makes.—Sam E. Clapham (fWolors). 27. Stockwell
St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. 'Phone: Greenwich 751.

[5409
MATCHLESS, new October, 1921, M.A.G.. with

2-seater sidecar, Lucas horn, Lucas head lamp,
electric side and tail lamps, mirror, legshields, 2

windscreens with, apron and side curtains, spare wh«el
and tyre, luggage grid, hood, feet warmer lor eidecar
passengers, tools, etc., a very smart outfit, indis-
tinguishable from new; £120 secures.—Wilkins, Simp-
son, Opposite Olympia, London. [5947

Spare Parts

:

MATCHLESS Spares.-Immediote delivery.—Kays.
8 and 10, Bond .St., Ealing. [9446

MATCHLESS Spares for J. A. P. or M.A.G. by re-

turn, post free—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0156

McKenzie.
McKENZIE, as new, equipped; 18 guineas.—50.

Thornhill Kd., Barnsbury. N.l. [5618 .

McKENZIE, new July, perfect, mileage 900, over-
hauled makers last week; £19.—Mills, 51, Swaby

Rd., Earlsfield. [5799
Moto-Reve.

£7.—2^(4h.p. Moto-Reve, running order; Hereford-
shire.—Box 5196, c/o The Motor Cuele. [5926

i^pare Parts:

MOTO-REVE Spares, all modeht, repairs, overhauls,
gears, new engines.—Motor Supply Co., Sole Con-

cessionnaires, 223a, High St., S.E. 13. [4888

Ner=a=Car.

IMMEDIATE Delivery.—2%h.p. Model B Ner-a-Cars,
the ideal all-weather utility machine, 5-speed,

dynamo lighting, fully equipped for the road; £65.

—

South-Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5964

New Comet.

NEW COMET Combination, 1922 2y2h.p., 2 speeds,

K.S., clutch, C.B. sidecar, shop-soiled; £56/10;
suit lady or gentleman.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., London, E.C.4. [5622

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 6h.p., 3-speed, countershaft Com-
bination, fully equipped, excellent condition;

£55.—7, E.xhibition Ed., S.W. 7. [5579

1 Q19 2i/4h.p. New Hudson motor cycle, 2-speed, 2-
-Lt/ stroke, completely equipped, excellent order;
£30.—E. W. Roberts, Blencathra Garage, Keswick.

[0973

NEW HUDSON 1923 Models.—Full stock of cycles

and combinations: immediate delivery; deferred
payments; trade supplied.—New Hudson Depot, 45,
Gray's Inn Bd. [0851

1 Q20 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed, East-
-t-t/ ing, special child's seat attachment, equal to
new; bargain, £60.—Rhind and' Co., Stone Place.
Rusholme, Manchester. [5906

New Imperial.
22 New Imperial, 2-speed, K.S. ; 35 guineas.

—

67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5958

18 New Imperial, all accessories; any trial; £22.
—89. Greenford Rd., Harrow. [5798

NEW IMPERIAL, brand new, 3-siieed; £45.—S. E.
Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. [5101

-| Q22 New Imperial 2:5ih.p., 3-speed, all-chain, going
Xt/ order: what offers?—Dewey, Corscombe, Dorset.

[5842

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Z'/ih.V-, 2 speeds, 1918,
splendid condition: £24.-30, Thornsett Rd.,

Earlsfield, London. [3159

O/l Guineas.—1920-21 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed,
f^rt practically indistinguishable from brand new;
a bargain.—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's
Corner, Barnes. [6872

1 Q20 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, Easting
J-t/ screen, legshields. lamps, horn, etc.. very fine

outfit; £65.— Hillier (side bell), 127, St. Mark's Rd..
North Kensington. [5896

BRAND New Imperial 2^h.p., 3-speed, a
machine with a reputation; list price £65; our

price to clear, £61.—Jones Garage, New Imperial
Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0790

1Q23 Model No. 3 New Imperial in stock; I^4h.p.,
J-tf 3 speed, chain drive, internal expanding lirakes;

£65; deferred payments 4% extra; free deUvery.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Hd., Birmingham. [5597

Syare Parts :

NEW IMPERIAL Spares. Immediate deBvery.—
Kays, 8-10, Bond St., Ealing. [2180

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.-London stockists,

Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone
1257. Open till 5 p.m., 1 o'clock S.aturdays.

Norton.
£55._41,.p. Norton Coachbnilt Combination, 3

speeds, clutch, K.S., all-chain.—King, .Egrove,_n_x

ford.

19
19

Langbaiu
[0855

[5833
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

pEEJIIER Motor Co., the Norloa Specialists.

"VrjE are the nearest, agents to tlie Norton works;
'V buy from the finn on the spot; all 1923

models for immediate delivery; 16H oVih.p. 3-speed
Sports, £79; No. 2 3'/.h.p. standard, £80; Model
No. 1 Big Four, £84; sidecars from £22; de-

ferred payments 4 per cent, extra; free delivery to

any address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-

mingham [4693

NORTONS, 1923, all models, latest prices; imme-
diate deliveries.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood.

3\'ottingham. [4101

IN Stdcli, 1923 3i/.h-.p. Norton model 16H; price

£79.—D. & S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade.
Goldei-s Green. [5532

NORTON Big Four Combination 1922, countershaft,
kick-start, equipped, taxed; £93.—Sidney, 769.

Romford Rd.. M'anor Park, London, E.12. [3270

BRAND New Norton Model H16, a real speed mount;
liet price £79 ; our price, to clear, £74,—Jones

Ciarage, Norton Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0918

NORTON 1922 i6H, countershaft, Brooklands
special racer, kick-start, taxed, as new; £98.—

XValter, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London,
E.12. [3271

JQ23 ^'orton 16H model, delivery 30th inrt., Stewart
-J*-^ mechanical horn, licence holder, Tan-Sad included

;

hest ofler over £74 secures.—Bos 5188, c.'o The Motor
Cjde. [5779

"I Q22 Norton Motor Cycle model 16H, complete with
J-tf Lucas lamps and accessories. Klaxon, only ran
lew hundred miles," accept £62/10 for quick sale.— 1,

Lcthbridge Ed., Southport. . [4299

Spare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cam-
bridge.—The Norton spare part specialists. Com-

plete illustrated lists post free. Trade supplied.
[5570

N.U.T.

N.TJ.T. 1922 5h.p., special engine, Magdyno, .is new;
72 guineas; exchanges.-Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110,

Upper Richmond Ed-. East Sheen. [3923

O.K.
20 O.K. 2-stroke, as new; 17 guineas.—67, Fern-

lea Rd., Balham. [5956

SOUTHPOET.-Kents for O.K., Olvmpia o.h.v. model
here.-417. Lord St., Southport. [5859

O.K. 1916, 2-speed, fitted 1922 25/ih.p. engine and
magneto, guaranteed perfect order; £16.—S. E.

Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. [6097

"|Q19 O.K.,* 2-speed, smartest machine on road,
-*-«^ equipped, must realise 20 guineas.—Mews, Vic-
toria Rd., Clapham. 'Phone ; Latchmere 4290. [5957

Omega.
OMEGA 2''ih.p., 1922, shop-soiled. 2-stroke; £40.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4. [5625

1Q22.2^4h.p. Omega, 2-speed, clutch, shop-soiled
J-*/ only; list price £63; accept £50 to clear.-
Staubridge, Cranbrook. [5479

P. and M.

P. and M., E.A.P.
lamps, horn, etc.;

Whitchurch, Salop.

1Q23 P. and M. Solos or Combinations at 1923
-It/ reduced prices; immediate delivery; exchanges
entertained.—Below.

TO 18 P. and M. Combination, splendid condition;
-*-*/ £37.—Kenneth Kemp and Co., the Authorised
Agent Specialists, 4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught
St., Marble Arch, London. 'Phone; Padd. 1177.

[5941

"I
Q21 3>ih.p. P. and M. Combination, complete with

-»-*/ Innips, horn, windscreen, and speedometer, nearly
new; 75.—Carnforth Motor Co, Carnforth. [5743

T> ECONDITIONED P. and M.'s, fuUy equipped,
-tv guaranteed three months; £40. Incomplete
machines, £17/10.—Inman, Durham Ed., Seaforth,
Liverpool. 'Phone ; Waterloo 296. [5802

Spare Parts:

P. and M. Spares Specialist. Stamp brings bargain
li-t. every part stocked.—Inman, Durham Ed., Sea-

forth, Liverpool. 'Phone; Waterloo 296. [5800

ALL Spares in Stock; please write for quotations for
all parts: all guaranteed by return.—P. and M.

Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147, Burlington St., Liver-
pool. [0839

Paragon.

1 Q22',^ 3h p. New Paragon, 2-stroke, all on_, as
-t*/ new. guaranteed, reason for selling want higher
power; £29.-21, JIanor St., Braintrej. [5769

Peugeot.
PETJGEOT QUAD for Sale, 7.6h.p.. 1921, new

January, 1922, excellent condition; price £115,
or offer.—116, Foreley Lane, Purley. [5790

perfect order and complete
£30.—S. E. Porter and Co..

[5099

>k\\aMiV«6

^vdOikeld

MOTOR CYCLES
ARE IN STOCK AT

BAMBERS
(OFFICL\I, AGENTS)

r923 2f h.p. AJ.S., Touring £77
r923 2i h.p. A.J.S., Sports £77
1923 7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £152 10

1933 2S h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-spced £50
1923 2I h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp. and K.S. . £65
r923 3j h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £95
19234 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination ..£110

1923 2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-sp. and K.S... £50
r923 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination ... £120
19338 h.p, ENFIELD Combination ... £135

(dynamo lighting.)

1923 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £84 10
19234 h.p. TRIUMPH, all chain £93 10
1923 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, O.H.V £96 10

1923 3i h.p. NORTON, 16H £79
1923 3i h.p. NORTON, O.H.V. £98

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED

A FEW OF 0D8 GCABANTEED
SECONDHAND MACHINES

192222 b.p. WOLF BLACKBURNE,
O.H.V £50

1922 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, all on £42
rgsi 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination ..

.

£35
igrg 4 h.p. TRIUMPH fully equipped .. £49
1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination . .

.

£75
1920 2j h.p. CLYNO, 2-sj>eeft £25
1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £100
1920 4i h.p. B.S.A, Combination £60
1921 7 h.p. GARDEN runabout £35

30 more to choose from.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS &
EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY

DISTANCE NO OBJECT

2, EASTBANK St.,

Southport.

I
THONE 607-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

Sparc Pgjts:

PREMIER Parts.—I have a large consienmenl
genuine parts purchased direct from the mal

Write for quotations.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Laito
Comer, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [5890

GENUINE Premier Spares.—We have purchased
from the Coleshill Trading Company, the tre-

mendous stock ol genuine Premier parts (the largegt
and only complete stock in th© world) purchased bj
them from the makers, and are offering the same at
knock-out prices.—Forfield Motors, Foifield Place.
Leamington Spa. [1884

PEEillEE Genuine Spares and Repairs.—We claim tfcl

be the most competent fijm to supply spares nim\
esecuie repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in )

ttie Premier works, and know this macliine from A to Z.
We bold the most varied st<ick of parts for it in thpe

world. We are the only traders who can claim to

supply every part for a Premier machine. Our priM
aTe rock bottom, and our Bervice unsurpassable. Wri;
us full requirements; you will receive our reply \}t:

return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamingtoi,
Spa. 'Phone ; 631. [836':

Priory.
PRIORY-J.A.P., Brand new, 2-speed; £45.-7

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [557.

Quadrant.
£55.—1921-22 Quadrant combination, accessories.

-

Clifford Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Eridg
Rd., 8.E.I. [183r

£90, or reasonable offer.^Brand new 1922 Quadrar^
combination.—Clifford Wilson Co.. 177, Wea

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [18i:

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all 1923 Quadrant model
direct from Olympia,—Clifford Wilson Compan.

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [340.

Spare Parts:

CLIFFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co., Quadrau-
official repairers and spare parts stockists, 177

Westminster Bridge Rd. (opposite Waterloo Static;
Approach), London; S.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210. E99S.

Radco.
SHOP-SOILED^ Bargains.-I^ew 1922 No. 2 Rad.

2^1) p.. 2-flpeed, clutch, tick-start, £38; new 192
No. 1 2\4h.p., 2-speed, alumininm footboards, £35; 5

discount for cash with order.—Premier Motor C^
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [559^

Kaleigfi.

pREaUER Motor Co., the Raleigh Specialists.

IMMEDIATE deUvery of all Ra.leigh 1923 models;
many improvements, huge price reductions;^

2^41i.p., 2-speed, chain-cum-belt, £55; 3-speed, alliS
chain drive, £60; 3h.p., 3-speed, all-chain driveJ
£63 ; eschanges and deferred payments ar^aQged^^
carriage paid to any address.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4694

1 Q22 Raleigh 2%h.^., clutch, K.S.; bargain. 35,
J-t' guineas.—19, Valnay St., Tooting. [595r''

RALEIGHS, 1 923, all-chain drive ; quickest di

liveries.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.
[4100

RALEIGH 1922 2^h.p., 2-speed, brand new, shop-
soiled; £50.-72, Chase-Side, Enfield. Tel.: 593.

[5020a
"I Q23 Ra-leigh.—Your orders for these models wiH-
-Lt/ receive prompt attention from T. J. Ross. 86.

High Rd., Lee, S.E. 'Phone : Lee Green 744. [5159

BHAND Ne™ 5-6h.p. Raleigh spring frame Conibiiifl-

tion, a real first-class outfit; list price £130; on'

price, to clear, £120,—Jones Garage, Ealeigh Agents
Muswell Hill, London. [O810

RALEIGH 1923 models in stock for immediate de-

livery, 2^41i.p., 2-speed, K.S. ; £55; exchange and

-

easy terms; spare part stockists.-Ratclifle Bros., 200,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [0975

€LEAEAK'CE Bargains.—Special ofler of new 1922
Raleigh Gombinatione at huge reductions; 2^4h.^.,

3-spe6d, Montgomery lightweight sidecar, £65 ; 5-6h.p..

spring frame, detachable wheels, Montgomery Sporting

sidecar, £110; 5-61i.p. De Luxe Combination. Triplex

windecreen, £120; carry makers' full guarantee: cannot

be repeated.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmine
ham. [559S

Rex.
SOUTHPORT.—Kents for Rex-Acraes, 1923, o.h.v.

model here.—417, Lord St.. Soutliport. [5853

REX 2V2li-P. magneto, original finisli, running order;

6 guineas.—10, Earonsmead Ed., Barnes. [5825

311i.p. Res, N.S.U. gear, wicker sidecar, good run-
2 ning order; £15.—Rhine and Co., Stone Place.

RushoLme, Manchester. [5.907

£15.—Rex Twin S-eh.prCombination, minus body.
2-speed, wants slight repair.—123, Newington

Green Rd., Islington, N.l. -[5822

REX Acme 2%h.p., 1922, Blackburne engine, '2-

speed gear, K.S., clutch, all on; £57/10.—Wau-
chope's 9, Shoe Lane, Pleet St., London, E.0.4. [5619

REX-ACME 2^.p. chain-cum-belt drive, 2-speed

Sturmey-Archer gear box, drip feed, as new.

ridden only twice, owner died suddenly ;
£57.—

^^ Bryant, High St., Tutbury, Staffs. [59G5

35$ All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, ivhen desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

;-| Q23 Res-Acme, Olympia Show model; immediate
J-?/ deliycyy Irora stock; 2%h.p. Blackburne engine,

3-speei^ Sturra^^-Archer, clutch and kick-starter, Dun-
lop tyres, all-chain drive; a marvellous production at

£65.-^The Agent for Rex-Acmes is Sam. E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St.," Greenwich, S.E.IO.

[54U
Rover.

ROVER 3V'h.p.. 3-speed. perfect, any trial, equipped;
£25.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [5888

"I
C' Guineas.—Rover T.T., drop frame, clutch, fast,

JitJ sporting.—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove,
[5881Hoggers Corner, Barnes.

lOl-S Rover Combination, very little used; bargain,
J-«^

. £65.—Aylesbury Motor Co., Ltd., 48, Kiue:sbury
Square, Aylesbury, Bucks. [5777

OO Guineas.—1921-22 T.T. Rover,OO fast, sporting solo.—A.V.
Grove. Hoggers Corner, Barnes.

ROVER 3'/sfa.p. Combination, 1920 about, kick-start,

countershaft, all on, taxed; £63.—Motorist, 769,

Philipson, very
Garage, 2a, Eleanor

(5883

Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [3272

ROVER SiAh.p., 1914, fitted with Philipson puller,
all on, in excellent order; £25.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C.4. [5623

BRAND New 6h.p. Rover, chain-drive model, 3-

speed, etc.; list price £95; our price to clear,
'£82/10.—Jones Garage, Rover Agents, Muswell Hill,
London. [0997

^

ROVER 3i/2h.p., S-speed, hand-clutch, kick-start, ~ 29
guineas ; with underslung Rover sidecar, 38

guineas ;
photo.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-

mond Ed., Eaet Sheen. [3928

R OVER.—Godfrey's are authorised agents. Immediate
delivery of all 1923 models; gradual payments, ex-

changes; free tuition.—208, Great Portland St., London,
W. 'Phone: 1300 Langham. [0350

Svare Parts :

ROVER Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8, and
10, Bond St., Ealing. [9445

Royal Ruby.
4?23.—Royal Ruby 1915-16, 2-stroke. 2-speed, first-class^ throughout.-127, Samuel St., Woolwich. [5793

Rudge
4? 14.—Smart sy^h.p. Rudge, hand clutch, good run-
cW ning order.—King, - Egrove, Oxford. [5834

RUDGE 3V.h.p. Multi. excellent. £18; 'sidecar, per-
fect, £6.-99, Tynemouth Rd., Mitcham. [5892

*|Q22 3V"h.v. Multi, brand new, shop-soiled; £55.'
Xt/ Knights, 126, U-pper Tooting Rd., S.W.17 [0979

3Xh.p. I.O.M: Eudse-Multi Solo, lat-est 1922
2 model, new and unused; clearance bargain,

[5782

I.O.M: Eudse-Multi Solo, lat-est

and unuse(
i52/10.—Palmer's Garage, High St.,_ Tootiuj

S0UTHPORT.-1921 and 1920 I.O.M. Rudge-MuHis,
equipped; 37 guineas and 33 guineas respectively,

exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southpoit. [5861

3ih.p, All-chain Rudge Solo, 3 speeds, kick-start,
2 latest 1922 model, new and unused; clearance

bargain, £67/10.—Palmer's Garage, High St., Toot-
ing.

'

[5783

RUDGE-MULTIS converted to countershaft, with
2, 3 or 4-speed gear box, from £16

lion guaranteed,
Leeds

-Henry V. Smith,
satisfac-

Osmondthorpe,
[5386,

-3y2h.p. Rudge Multi, 1922. as new, £50RUDGE.-
SVoh.p. Rudge, 1920, all on, excellent order,

£40.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4. Central 5168. _ [5611

1Q22 S^^h.p, Budge, 3-speed, kick-start and clutch,
J-i^aU chain, fully equipped, only run few hundred
mil6s, a real snip; £65, exchanges and easy payments.—
Bambers, 2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone; 607.

[5547
Spare Parts :

"DUDGE Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Shepherd, En-
Xt field Highway, N. [0901

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Illustrated
list free. Trade supplied.—Forfield Motors, For-

field place, Leamington Spa. [3163

Scott.

1Q22 3V2h_.p. Scott Squirrel, brand new; ^85.—Carn

AND

EIGHTEEN

MONTHS
If you desire to pur-

chase a Motor Cycle,

Solo or Combination
(completely equipped or

otherwise), Insurance

paid — by placing a

deposit of 25% and pay-

ing the balance in 12 or

EIGHTEEN MONTHLY
payments (according to

machiiie chosen) and
get a DISCOUNT if

you pay earlier, Just

drop a P. C. for any

catalogues you may re-

quire and our Booklet

" THE RIDEEZIWAY,"
which explains our

System clearly.

fortli Motor Co., Carnforth. [5745

SCOTT Sanirrel, late 1922, quite new; £70.—

i

J. Lord, Jnr., 39, Baytree Bd., Brixton, S.W.2.
[6804

1 Q22 Scott Combination, entirely spotless: first

X«/ week January, Myrtlegrove, Keswick.—Vicarage,
Redcar. [5734

SCOTT and Sidecar, under 7,000 mile3,_ very^good
order, lamps, speedometer.

Tile Holt, Gerrards Cross.
spare chains; ^55.

—

[5885

SOUTHPORT.—Kents for Scotts, 1923 Squirrel here;
1922 Squirrel, Lucas accessories, 62 guineas: ex-

Dhanges.—417, Lord St., Southport. [5866

•|Q21 .Scott Combination, 3in. Palmer light car
JlJ7 tyres, lamps, horn, etc.; £75; perfect con-
dition, cost £185.—Hadfleld, Webheath, Eedditch.

[5940

If it's a Sidecar, just

send a P. C. for our

latest catalogue, cash

or Extended Payments,

RIDEEZI SALES Ltd.,

5, VICTORIA STREET,
iShowrooms in Basement)

LONDON, S.W.I
Phone : Vic. 2923. Telegrams

:

"RIDEEZALES" Vic. London

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT Service Depot, Cathedral Motor Works, Liver-
' pool.—Scott motor cycles, new and second-hand;

1922 Scott Sociables, £158 ; spares, new and second-
hand. [5449

Spare Paris :

WARD Motors. Ltd., 32, Hustler St., Bradford.-
EverythiuR lor a Scott, new or good second-hami.

uneQualled I'or repairs. [0889

GODFREYS. Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London.
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts alwaya

in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating ve:ir

of manufacture. [0751

Sheflield'Henderson.

SOUTHPORT. — Kents for Sheffield-Hendersons,
' Olvmpia model here.—417, Lord St., Southport.

[5857
Singer.

9 Guineas.—Singer 2i/!h.p., drip feed hibrication, ride
away.—A.V. Garage, 2A, Eleanor Grove, Hoggar's

Corner, Barnes. [5873

S^iare Parts

:

GENUINE Singer Parts.—Let me quote you.~Alf.
Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone :

1945. " [5848
Sirrah.

1 Q53 Sirrah 2-speed, clutch and K.S. ; 33 guineas;
Xi/ carriage paid anywhere. All models Sirrah and
Verus stocked. Write for lists.—H. Beardwood, 147,
Burlington St., Liverpool. [4918

Stanger.

BRAND New Stanger V Twin, 2-stroke, 3-speed,
Sturmey-Archer gear box, large tyres, a machine ,

with a 4-cyl. effect and a perfect spring . frame ; liiit

'

price £90; our price, to clear, £79/10.—Jones Garage,
Stanger Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0993

Sun.
SUN-VILLIERS, in splendid condition and running

order; £14/10.-30, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield,
London. [3158

£25; bargain.—Sun-Vitesse 1921 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2

speeds, clutch, K.S., equipped, sound condition.—
143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [592G

BRAND New Sum-Jap. 2-speed, kick-start, H.B.C.
clutch; a real good mount, and cheap at the list

price ot £58; our price to clear, £55.—Jones Garage,
Sun-Jap Agents, Muswell Hill, London. - [0998

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM 1918 Combination, excellent condition;

£48.-7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [5580

1 C|16 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination
X*-' and appearance; £
Park Rd., East Ham, E,

fine condition
entral
[5730

£55.—3V2h.p. Sunbeam Coachbuilt Combination, 3
sjieeds, _clutch, K.S., enclosed chain drive, pei--

fect.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [5835

£32.—Sunbeam Sports 1916. less gear box, new.T.B.
magneto, long copper exhaust; exchanges.—Der-

rington, Gralton Rd., New Maiden. [5556

1 Q20 3V2h p. Sunbeam Combination, completely
Xtf equipped, comdition practically as new; £110.—
E. W. Roberts, B'encathra Garage, Keswick. r0972

SOUTHPORT.—Kents for Sunbeams; immediate de-
livery 1923 models; 1922 (late) 3V2h.p., best

Lucas accessories, done 200 miles, 95 guineas; ex-
changes.~417. Lord St., Southport. [5865

Torpedo.
rpORPEDO-PRECISION 1915 2V2h.P^

guineas.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.
mond Ed., East Sheen.

perfect ; 1

1

110, Upper Rich-
[3929

Triumph-
T>IIEMIEII Motor Co., the Triumph Specialists.

SOLE Distributing Agents for Greater Birmingham
for Triumph motor cycles ; earliest possible de-

livery of improved 1923 models ; huge price reduc-
tions ; carriage paid to any address ; deferred pay-
ments arranged.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [4687

£55.—All-chain late 1921 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, fine

condition.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [5836

TRIUMPH 1922, brand new, all-cbain; £80.-26
Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [5967

1 Q23 Triumph Models; excbanges ox easy payments.

-

X«/ Bounds Garage, 223. High Rd., Kilburn. [0983

XXXKS.—Having purchased a quantity of 4h.p.

Triumph Irish Army machines, we can offer—

1 Q20 and 1921 Models at £23 to £32.

SEE last week's Advertisement, and write or call

for further particulars,

WILLIAMS and Co., 17, Maiden Lane, Strand.-
See our advertisement Parts and Accessories.

[5950
TRIUMPH 1913-19, countershaft, guaranteed perfec

order; £42/10.— S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch
Salop. [5 IOC

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marUed iP).
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MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

£41.—Exchanges or offers. 1922 Triumph Junior,
perfect, fully equipped.—Martin SyKes, Barn-

itaple. 5869

3ih.p, Triumph, kick start, Grado, perfect; 2623,
2 or near, — Glebe Farm, Streat, Piumpton,

Sussex. [5729

TRIUMPH 1923 models, orders now accepted, don't
delay your order.—KatclifEe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

land St.. W.l. [0978

1Q22 Countershaft Tiiumph, £55; ditto 1921, all-it/ .hiiin, £52; ditto 1918, £35.-24, Balliol Rd.,
North liunsiugton. [5814

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.. 1923 Triumph all-chain
drive Combination, with accessories; £76.—157b,

Great Portland St., W.l. [4381

3ih.p. Triumph T.T., in good going order, all lamps,
2 horn, spares, g^ood tyres, a snip, enclosed Bosch.

-14, Estcourt St., Devizes. [5719

Iiy Guineas or nearest.—SV^h. p. Triumph Sporting
• clutch model, lamps, tax, runniner order.—181,

Xewton Rd.. Burton-on-Trent. [5712

TEIUMPH.-Only a few 1922 shop-soiled models left;
4h.p. type H, £75; type S.D., £80.-P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [5770

"1019 Countershaft Triumph Comhinatiou, every flcces-
*-«^ sory, beautiful condition; £48, exchanges.-24,
Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5815

TRIUMPH Combination, 1921, original tyres,
equipped, mileage 500; £62/10.—M. Hillier, 216,

Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [5731

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, very small mileage,
and absolutely as new ; splendid' bargain, £75.—

P. G, Smith, High Rd., Goodmayes. [0959

BRAND New Triumph, 2-stroke, 2-speed; list price
£40 ; our price, to clear, £38.—Jones Garage,

Triumph Agents, Muawell Hill, London. [0811

TRIUMPH 3y2h.p., in new condition, dropped framp,
N.S.U. 2-apeed, guaranteed; £22no.-26, TuL^e

Hill, Brixton." 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [5968

BRAND New 41i.p. Triumph, chain drive; list price
£84; our price, to clear, £79.—Jones Garage.

Triumph Agents, Musweil Hill. London. [0994

TRIUMPH 1918 coachbuilt Combination, well
equipped, excellent condition; 48 guineas.—R. B.

Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3345

TRIUMPH-GLORIA, late 1920. perfect condition,
fully equipped, Sandurn, spares, etc., any trial;

£70.—Cardon, Penshurst Station, Kent. [5260

BRAND New SViih.p. Triumph-Ricardo ; list price
£87/10; our price to clear, £80.—Jones Garage.

Triumph Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [099 6

CROYDON Agents Triumph, all new models and
large range of second-hand in &tock.—Moore's

Presto Motor "Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

BRAND New 4h.p. Triumph, chain-cum-belt; list

price £75 ; our price to clear, £70.—Jones
Garage, Triumph Agents, Muswell Hill, London. [0995

1 Q22 Triumph-Ricardo, brand new but shop-soiled;
Xt/ £87/10; exchanges or deferred.—Homac's, 243,
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[5470
TRIUMPHS converted to .countershaft, with 2,

3 or 4-speed gear box, from £15; satisfaction
guaranteed.—Henry V. Smith, Osmondthorpe, Leeds.

[5387
][Q18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, perfect condition,
-i-f fully equipped ; £35 : new Dunlop tyres ; any
trial.—204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. 'Phone: Park 5541.

[9653
-j Q Guineas.—1915 4h.p. Triumph T.T. Model,
JL*y C.A.V., 1918 frame and tank, Klaxon, lamps,
excellent condition, tax paid.—P. Willcocks, Datchet,
Bucks. {;5819

A_(^ Guineas.—1920 Triumph Combination, 3-speed,**? ciutch, K.S., excellent appearance, equipped.—
.\.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hogger's Corner,
Barnes. [5879

00 Guineas.—1914 Triumi^h T.T., drop frame, very
'VO posh appearance, electric lamps, fast, sporting.
—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Comer,
Bannes. [5880

QQ Guineas.-Triumph Countershaft, 3-speed,
/^ *^ clutch, K.S., good condition ; or with coach-
built sidecar, £35.—A.V. Garage, 2a, Eleanor Grove,
Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [5882

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed clutch and kick-
J-V starter, lamps, horn, etc., perfect order and
condition; bargain, £45.—D. & S. Autocar Co.. 33,
The Parade, Golders Green. [5533

TRIUMPH Combination 1920, complete with horn,
lighting eet, etc., ready for the road, tax paid, a

bargain; will sacrifice at 65 guineas.—Barker's Motoifi.
194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [5090

1 19 Triumph ao^d Gloria Sidecar, hood, screen,^^ all lamps, etc., in excellent order, perfect con-
dition, guaranteed; £65.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-
ton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5473

THE following 1922 Shop-soiled Triumphs to be
cleared: Model H., £75; Model S.D., £84; Ricardo

Sports, £87; cash or extended pa\'ments.—The Hackford
Eng. Co., 33. Hacklord Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone:
Brixton 3062. [5649

rrVIT

TAYLORS
Largest Suppliers and Service Agents
in the United Kingdom and Sole

London and District Agents for

A. J.S., British Excelsior, and Dunelt
Motorcycles.

Write us to«day (or catalogue
describing the machine of your
choice—we can supply any make of
machine for CASH, EXCHANGE,
or on DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

22 H.p. Solo £77. 7 b.p. Comb. £152 10s.

EiQcelsior
From 1i h.p. Solo at £28 10s. to 8 h.p. Comb. £123.

IDUNELi
The Economical Combination £89 lOv

RALEIGH
THE MOTOR-CYCLE
2f h.p. Solo £55. 5/6 h.p. Comb. £120.

^^^^
2; h.p. Solo £50. 8 h.p. Comb. £120.

The VibraIioi\less Twin- Cylinder

Douglas
2i b.p. Solo £50. 6 h.p. Comb. £140.

2i hrp. Solo £52 10s. 4 h.p. Comb. £106 17s. 60.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
52-53, Sussex Place, South KensingtOD, S.W.7.

21a, Store Street. Tottenham Court Road, W.C. L
Telephones : Kensington 7260 : Museum. 1240.

Telegrams : " DjTiametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

SOUTHPOET.-1919 4h.p. Triumph fouotPisliaft
Lufas llead lamp, etc., 45 gaineaa; 1922 allKibain

Gloria Magdyno combination.- luxuriously equipped, toki
£200, accept 99 guineas; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Loid
St., Southpoit. [S860

\
"I
Q23 Triumphs.—T. J. Ross (Triumph District^v

-L«7 Stockist), of 86, High lid., Lee ('phone: Lee'^
Green 7*4), has a large assortment of these fl^di
models (new and second-band) in stock. A visit wjjl
ensure personal attention and complete satislactitm.

[6158WE have a. few Cofuntershaft Triumphs at £45?
fnlly overhauled and renovated, new Dunlop tyres-J

and tubes; splendid opportimity; cash or extended pas-""
ments; send for pajticulars.—Hackford Eng. Ck>., 33,
Hackford Bd., Bnston, S.W.9. "Phone: Brixton 3062.

f5648^^
TRIUMPH.—4h.p., 1922, 3 speeds, K.S., clutch,-*

special engine, £65; 4h.p.. 1915, and sidecar,
all on, £S7/10; 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, and sidecar,

£35: 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, solo, £25; 4h.p., 1914, 3«
speeds, solo, £25,—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet"
St., E.C.4. 'Phone-: Central 5168. [5615

Spare Parts:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kay
Bond St., Ealing. [4807'

CYRIL WILLIAMS, Chapel Ash Depot. Wolver
hampton.—Every Triumph part by return; list;

free. [8140

TRIUMPH Spares.—Second-hand or new, for all

models. Prices right.—Alf. Holland, HearsaH
Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone: 194S. [5849

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—Triumph spare part service agents.

Trade supplied. Complete illustrated list post free.

[5571
TRIUMPH Snare Parts for all Models; also

Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;-

gear overhauls by speoiaJlat.—Jones GJarage, Triumph'
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.lO. [0157

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-22, every part in stock, new;
or second-hand. Why not second-hand ia

of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfactio:
guarant-eed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph ri

pairs and renovations a speciality, under perso:
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding
latest machinery. Forfield Motors, Forfield Pla<

Leamington Spa. [73'

Velocette.

BRAND new 1922 Velocette modelfi at enormous tS
ductions to clear; our prices are £10 below makers'

Used prices for 1923 eeasou; never again will you get
a new Velocette at this exceptional figure; E.2, 2-speed,
clutch, kick-stort, £52; E.3, 3-speed, £55; deferred pay-
ments 4% extra; free delivery to any address.—Sole
Birmingham Agents, Prerpier Motor Co., Aston BA.,
Birmingham. [560QJ

Zenith.

A LLAN GRUZELIER, the Zenith Specialists.

ORDERS still rolling in from motor cyclists who.j
know a good thing when they see it.

BUY from the firm with the reputation for supplying
J

the goods.

ALL 1923 models in stock, and some excellent bargainsl
in second-hand machines. All-chain Eight, in new

|
condition, fitted all accessories; £90.
"1 (1122 chain Bradshaw, as new, the fastest on the^
J-«? road, £85; 1921 5h.p. Sports, all on, £50.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent,}
St., W.l.

[5851J
r.O.C.H. invite inspection; Zenith and other makes';!

bargains.—5, Heath, St., Hampstead (near Tube).?
[1374)

1 022 Si/ah.p. Zenith Bradshaw, brand new, com- i

X«/ plete with lamps, etc; £75.—Camforth Motor J
Co., Garnforth. [57401

ZENITHS converted to all-chain drive, with 3 or I

4-sp6ed geiir bos, from £25- satisfaction guaran-f
teed.—Henry V. Smith, Osmondthorpe, Leeds. [5385

1

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, brand new, SVah.p. 1922.-

oil-cooled, Gradua gear, £65; cash or extendedj
payments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

'

don, E.C.4. 'Phone : Central 5168. [Sei^

1022 Zenith 5-6h.p., lights, sp.eedometer, and equ:
X*7 ment, fully insured, only done 433 miles, aba
lutely perfect condition, any trial, owner wishes dispra

quickly.— 162, Nightingale Lane, Wandsworth Commo^

YOUR Motor Cycle or Combination taken in

payment for a Zenith, any model; cash, deferra

or exchanges.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Bfl

SW 12..-'Phoue: 4441 Latchmere. Grams: Pushf^M
Bal., London. t49ig

Q/\m.p.h. Zenith-Bradshaw 1922, specially tun
OU Brooklanda winner, total mileage 1,400, n

pistons, new steering head races, special .racing fra:

Sturmey clo-se-ratio 3-3peed box with K.S., silene*

Amac, Hutchinsons, 3 sprockets, spare chain,

tools: capable in skilled hands of winning any en
event; £75.—Mallet, 7, Collinghara Rd., S.W.5. [47^

Spare Parts:

ZENITH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, S
10, Bond St,, Ealing. fS*

b6o
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladles' Motor Cycles.

KENILWORTH I'/ih.p., .il-stroke. suitable lor a
laily ariver; £25.—Wauchope's, 9, Sho6 Lane,

Fleet St.^ London. E.C.4.- [5606'

Miscellaneous.
T. HEBDEN and Sons, NeiWu.

"DRAND New 1922 Motor Cycles.

Oih.p. Norton, moclel 16H; list £79; our price £70.

^h.p. Triumph, type H; £70.

3 ill. p. James Sports Model, list £75. our prlc« £67;
2 7h.p, James combination, spare wheel, etc.,

list £133, our price £119. .;
;

8h.p. MatchJess 2-seat«r Combination, Magdvno, spare
wheel, etc. ; list il73; out "price £155.

81i.p. Enfield Combination, list £120, .our price
£109; also nei^ 1921 Enfield combination,- £99.

JJ'EW 1922 G.N. Light Car; £179.

jyrUST be cleared to make room for 1923 models.

J.
HEBDEN and Sons, 71, Scotland Rd,, Nelson,
Lanes. Tel. : 91. [4652

JJ'AYLOR and Kirk.—New Year Gifts.

1 Q 19 Sunbeam SVah.p.. 3-speed, K.S., smart, black
J-t' and gold; £49 solo, £56 combination."—Below.

5-6h.p. Zenith-Jap Combination, Gradua gear, tour-
ing model, fully equipped, with hood, screen,

and in perfect running order; £29.—Below.

"IQ21 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, as new; £35.—Below.

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, 2-speed, in first-classXt/ mechanical condition, fully equipped: £29.—
Below.

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, smart and
sound; solo £35, combination £43.—Below.

41.h.p. James Combination, 3-speed, all-chain, less
4: sidecar body, fully equipped, smart and sound

condition: £29.—Below.

SUN-VITESSE. 3-speed, clutch, kick-start, fully
equipped, exceptional condition; £20.—Below.

"I Q20 Connaught, 2-speed, smart and reliable: £19.
-I if —Below.
~IQ16 Connaught, a sound machine: £11.—Below.

19 18 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed. overhauled and reno-
vated by ourselves; £25.—Below.

31h.p.
2 chine.

BOOTH'S
2-speed. £16/10/6; Levis,

B.S.-A... free engine, a thoroughly sound ma-
1916 engine; £19.—Below.

NAYLOR and Kirk, 406. Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld.
S.W. Phone : Wimbledon 2041. [5924

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—1923 Morgans in

stock; motor cycles taken in exchange.

BOOTH'S Motories. Blackpool.—1923 Levis. New
Imperials, Quadrants. Rudges, Ariels. Martin-

Eydes ; exchanges.

Motories. Blackpool.—Lightweights O.K.
' ' 2-speed, £22/10/6

Centaur, 3-sp'eed, £15/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories. Blackpool.—Lightweights.
Douglas, 2-soeed, £18/10/6; Connaught, 2-speed.

£19/10/6; CalthorpeJap, 2-speed, £24/10/6; new
1922 Bradbury. £49/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Lightweights, 2h.p..

£10/10/6; Edmund-Jap. spring frame. £26/10/6;
1921 Viper-Jap. £32/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Blackpool.—3V2h.n. New Scale,
£29/10/6; 1921 3-speed New Imperial, £37/10/6;

1920 Edmund-Jap, £34/10/6; SV-h.p. Humber,
£16/10/6; SVih.p. Singer, 2-speed, £19/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories. Blackpool.—Three 5h.p. Rudges,
2.speed, £25/10/6; 3-speed, £25/10/6; Multi,

£22/10/6.

BOOTH'S
Moores,

Motories, Blackpool.—Four Phelon and
£15/10/6, £25/10/6, £29/10/6,

£33/10/6; 3i4h.p. Premier, £19/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Combinations. 1922
Quadrant, £79/10/6; 1920 4h.p. Douglas,

£55/10/6; 1920 Martinsyde. £75/10/6; 6h.p. Enfield.
£35/10/6; 8h.p. Premier, £39/10/6; 1920 Matchless.
£79/10/6; 1920 Harley-Davidson, £85/10/6; new 1922
Rudge and Royal Ruby, cheap.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—Sh.p. Garden Cycle-
car, £26/10/6; 1920 A.V. Cyclecar, £39/10/6;

7h.p. Indian, £29/10/6; Sh.p. 2-speed Indian,
£29/10/6.

BOOTH'S Motories, Blackpool.—1920 3-speed Douglas,
£42/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas, £47/10/6; 1920 Zebre

light car, cheap; several others cheap. Push cycles
taken in exchange. Motor cycles purchased for cash.—
Booth's Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., BlackpooL Tel. :

1451. ^ [3982

F.O.C.H. for New and Second-hand Cycles, cars, etc.;
bargains; cash, or easy payments; exchanges

arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).
[3864

MPE
SPECIALISTS-

i

NEWCASTLE
We are contracting agents for the

following leading makes arid can

give imrriediate delivery p| all latest

1923 Models at lowest prices. The
1922 and Second-hand machines
enumerated below are wortji buying

now for next season at the prices

quoted.
^^

A II machines carriage
paid lo any address.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS AND
EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY.

ALLON, BEARDMORE, BRADBURY,
CALTHORPE, CONNAUGHT,
DUMOND, EDMUND, HARLEY-
DAVIDSON, HAWKER, HUMBER,
INDIAN, IVY, MARTINSYDE,
MASSEY, NEW HUDSON, NORTON,
N.U.T., OMEGA, SUNBEAM,
MORGAN AND NEW HUDSON

RUNABOUTS.

1922 SOLO (NEW).
NORTON, 3i h.p., all-chain, 3-sp., K.S. .

.

££9
NORTON Big Four £74
SUNBEAM, si h.p., Sporting T.T. model .

.

£105
HUMBER, 4i h.p., aU-chain, 3-sp., K.S. .

.

£73
N.U.T., 5 h.p., 3-speed, K.S £7»
HAWKER, 4i h.p., 3-sp., all-chain, K.S. .

.

£73
BEARDMORE, Barr & Stroud, 3-sp., chain,

K.S £65
IVY, 3 h.p., chain, 3-speed, K.S £59
ALLON, 2j h.p., 2-sp., elec. lamps, K.S. .

.

£53
NEW HUDSON, 2i h;p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £38
EDMUND, 2j h.p., spring frame, 3-sp., K.S. £69
DIAMOND, Barr & Stroud, 3-sp., chain .

.

£69
SUN, 2j h.p.. J.A.P., 3-sp., K.S £55
REVERE, 2i h.p., Villiers, 2-5peed £35

1922 COMBINATIONS (NEW).
NORTON Big Four, Sporting sidecar £99
MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p. twin, chain, detach-

able wheels £115
BEARDMORE, 4J h.p., spring frame, chain £110
COVENTRY EAGLE, 4 h.p., 3-sp., chain .

.

£99

SECOND-HAND SOLO (GUARANTEED).
SCOTT, 1920, 3j h.p., lamps, horn £45
N.U.T., 1921, 2} h.p., twin, actual I.O.M.
machine . ; £65

HARLEY, 1921, 4 h.p., flat twin, 3-speed,
chain £45

A.B.C., 1921, 3 h.p., 4-speed, chain £45
DIAMOND, 1922, 2} h.p., 3-sp., Blackbume £40
INDIAN, 1915, 7-9 h.p., 3-sp., chain £28
NORTON, 1921, B.R.S., very fast £53
NEW HUDSON, 1914, 3-3p. hub, good order £23

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIOJtS
(GUARANTEED).

DENE, Millford sidecar, 8 h.p., J.A.P £65
SCOTT, 3I h.p., 19 16, lamps and horn .... £45
HARLEY, 7-9 h.p., De Luxe sidecar, r92r £79
JAMES, 4 B.p., lamps and horn, 1916 .... £61
CAMPION, 8 h.p., J.A.P., lamps and horn,

1919 £69
NORTON, Big Four, De Luxe sc, lamps,i9rg £65

LIGHT CARS.
Several 1922 shop-soiled models at greatly reduced
prices. Particulars on request. Prices from £50.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

HALIFAX.-1923 New Iiuperial. B.S.A.. KnfleM
llouKJas, Triumph. Norton, and Levis models troiD

ttock; cash, oxchange, or deterred.—Halifax Motor -tJx.

change, Horton St.. Halilax. [5932

"1 Q23 Models.-A.J.S..
X»/ Rudge, Raleigh,

Clyno. Harley. Rex-Acme,
„ , Chatcr-Lea, Excelsior, etc.:

se«'£tl60 Matchless coliimn.—Sam E. Clapham (Jilotors),

2,7V Binikwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone: Green'
wich'75l. [5601

Euston Rd.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE
:E Latest Models cycles and combination

-Write terms, Fowler Brigden,
, any
130.

[0795

OUR Terms are most favourable.—Send for lull

particulars; solo or combination.—Maudes', 100.
Gt. Portland St., London. [0960

ROBERTSON'S -'Motors, Ltd., for many yeare luive

spec.ial;i;3ed in ^this class of work. If macliine is

purchased, iuU.afaouht of' hire up' to on© week is

alIowed.-157b. Gt." Portland St.vW.l. [5936

H.
F.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

pDWARDS and Co.,

1 Al ' ^^- R"""""!"! St., W., are cash buyers of solos.
J-"-L combinations, and Morgans. Highest ^'prices
(?iven ; distance no object.
Mayfair 4027.

rp.B.

ANT

Call, write, or 'phone

;

[0870

w
Kfi(\ COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-
0\f\f antced top prices given.—T. ~and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372. Euston Rd,

E
[0949Museiim 6581.

w
ALWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,

'phone, or call. If country, send to London
terminus. AVe collect free and send best cash offer.—
W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 32S, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. [0332

£10 offered for best Motor Bike offered.—Bos 5194,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [5838

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, the pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Gaiage, Tooting
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootin„
a good cheque if you sell your machine

Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at '2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station; the auction

sale is held every Thursday-, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
accepted machine can be included in auction

sale held every Thursday.

will make you a cash

You will be sure of

t

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting
and we do the rest.

-You fix the price

T>ALMER'3 Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7^2 per cent., not chargeable unless

machine is sold; if no sale, a nominal auction fee
is charged: For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under
£50 value 5/-, ditto over £50 value 10/-; when we
effect a sale these charges are cancelled and com-
mission charged.

PALMER'S
'Grams :

Garage,
Palmer's

Tooting.—Catalogue free.

Garage, Tooting. [5784

WANTED immediately, solo or combination, must be
reasonable.— 1, Othello St., Liverpool, [5801

MOTOR Cycle, old Type, must be cheap.—Write 61,
St. Maur Rd.. Parsons Green, S.W.6. [4296

WANTED, Harley-Davidson, solo or combination

;

must be cheap.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [5839

WANTED, Douglas, not later than 1916; cheap.—
Rogers, 106, Fulham Palace Rd., Hammersmith.

" [5843
WANTED. Sunbeam 1922 4Vih.p. Combination or

Sulo.—Besant, Chorlev Rd., Swinton, Manches-
ter. [5764

ENFIELD or A J.S. 1921-22 Combination; best
lowest accepted; Birmingham.—Box 5189, c/o Tfi.c

Motor Cycle.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED,
WANTED, late Rudge or 5-6h.p. Zenith, cheap, for

cash.—L. J. Burman, 67, Scalpcliffe Rd., Biir-

ton-on-Trent. [5732

MATCHLESS Model H, or late A.J.S. Combination
wanted; cheap.—Write or call,. 143, Ravensbury

Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [5921

WANDSWORTH.-Casb Buyers, Hendersons.
F.N.'s Indians, Harley-Davidsons, A.C.'s,

American X's.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Cash Buyers, Triumphs, Enfields.
B.S.A.'s, Sunbeams, A.J.S. 's, Rovers, Rudges,

James.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Cash Buyers, Levis's, Doug-
lases, O.K.'s, New Imperials, Woolers, Velo-

cettes, Aliens, Coulsons.—Below.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, Ebner St.. York
Rd., Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phone

:

Latchmere 4686. [5913

WANTED, late solos or combinations, casli on sight.
Call, write, or 'phone Kensington 3709.—Edwards,

50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [0604

WANTED, Sports motor cycle, about £45, Triumph
preferred, not before 1919 ; ring bottom bell.—

Pallanza, 55, Osecey Crescent, Kentish Town, London.
[5794

BUNTING'S Buy, '
sell, or exchange any make u.

motor cycle. State your requirements. We under-
take to do your business and give you satisfaction.

Dietance immaterial.—Bimting's Motor Exchange, Weald-
stone. [0828

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinationa, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'pbbne, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-4-93

Upper Richmond Rd,. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Rich-
mond 2362 and 2363. [0372

SEND your motor cycle to Palmer's- Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting; cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt; nearest
station, Wimbledon; we will collect from any London
station; machine can be included in auction sale if

desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [5786

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest modeK list

£55 : accept £18 : wonderiul bargain.—Frank Whit-
worth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [5085

SCOOTERS.—Limited number oJ Skootamotas,
£17./10, brand new; Mobile Pups, new,

£12/10; used, £10.—Egertons (Ipswich), Ltd., North-
gate, Ipswich. [5902

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
1 022 Simplex Attachment, perfect, wonderful
-'-*' climber,, economical; £8/10.—Jervis, Stoke
Park, Coventry. [5855

A UTO-WHEELS, 5 guineas,, perfect condition ; re-
^^ pairs and replacements.—J. W. Robins, 97,
l,atchmere Rd., Battersea. [5301

HUMBER Cycle with Wall AUachment, licensed;
ezichaiige for 1913 B.S.A. or Triumph motor

i-vele; appointment.—53, Calton Av., Dulwich,
S.E.21. [5756

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
HERCULES Hoods, aprons, etc., cheapest and best.

Cameos, 35/-; celluloid. 1/6 s<i. ft.-Hercules
Hoodi Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [0853

CELASTOID Strong Windscreens, 60x10 7/-, 25x
20 7/-, 16x10 2/6; thinner duality, lor poultry

houses, 50x20 5/-. 10x10 1/-; lost caid.—B. Smith
and Son, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds. 'Phone; 22576
.„ [3553
TJRI.STOL Windscreens, will fit any sidecar, adjust-
-L* able any angle, neat and eificient. Popular, 35/-,
complete with apron: De Luxe, £2/12/6. Why pay
more? Send for illustrations.—Patentees and Manu-
facturers, Bristol Sidecar Co., Stokes Croft. Bristol.

[4370BOWER Adjustable Windscreens, cheapest and
most r.erfect screen on the market; thousands

of testimonials; 30/-, complete apron, etc.; manu-
factured under Patents Ncs. 108534 of 1916 and
109601 of 1916.—Bobini Manufacturing Co. (estab-
lished 1899), 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2.

[5939

BODIES.
COBB-SPEBDMAN Sidecar Bodies.—1923 ca.talogue

shortly ready; 1923 bodies now ready. Full
bulbous touring, ready for any chassis, £4/15; sports
from £1/19/6; stamp.-Vernon Oobb, Sidecar Works,
Nottingham Rd., Burton Joyce, Notts. [5761

TJASTONE'S- Great Clearance of Sidecar Bodies
-"-» (stock soiled); semi-sporting lightweight, £2/15;
touring models, 70/- each; ditto, not painted or up-
holstered, 30/- each.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [5583

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.-
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St.. London, E.C.4. [0004

TheTyre that
is different.

EXTRA HEAVY
MOTOR CYCLE COVER
Guaranteed to give yon at

least 33} per cent, more
mileage than you have ob-
tained from any other make,
these covers embody all the

true princoites that go to make
a real mbber non-skid—Side
Bibs, Cross Bars and Suction
Cups—a combination of every-
thing that is best in tyre manu-
facture.

Size.

Cover,

CDCC 26x2i ... 28/-rnCC 26X2iX2i35/-

OFFER ! 7oox8i".! M/-

Special Price.

Tube.
5/9
6/9

7/11

7/6

To all purchasers of an Elite Super
Non-Skld, we -will Include an ELITE
MOTOR CYCLE REPAIR OUTFIT.

A Few ol OUR SPEGIAL CLEARANCE LINES

GREAT REDUCTIONS in

PRICE.

size.

24X2
26x2

26X2i

26X2I
26x24

26X
28 X

650 X

700X

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Lmejunior
Clincher de Luxe,ex.hvy
Elite, 3-ribbed, ex. hvy.
Palmer, Cord
Ba4es,spec.hvy.wired on
Elite, 3-ribbea, ex. hvy.
Clincher de Luxe,ex.hvy

Clincher de Luxe,ex.hvy
Clincher de Luxe,ex.hvy
Ajax, Road King
Clincher de Liixe,ex.hvy
Goodrich, Safety Tread.
Wood-Milne, ex. hvy. .

.

Om- List
Price. Price.

16/6
12/6
18/6
24/6
25/-

26/9
27/6
23/3

25/-
30/-

35/-

28/6
30/-
35/-

29/6
18/9

27/9

43/4

34/9

33/6^

45/-
45/-
33/9
66/-

43/6

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaran-
teed. 24x2, 4/-; 26x2, 4/6; 26x2i, 5/3;
26x2-3, 5/6; 26x2Ax2i, 6/-; 26x2+, 6/-;
28x3,6/3:700x80,7/-.
MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths.
Per toot Jin. 1/-, |in. 1/1, |in. 1/5, lin. 1/9, i Jin.

sPEcYALLiNE OFWilted irbEM^^^
Filled with Kapok, Medium Size 9/6.

Large Size 12/6.

All goods are sent on seven days' approval
against remittance. Carriage paid.

RETREADING
Rubber non-skid Patfern.

We fit only,
the finest

Ex. hvy.

20/6

25/-

"o°u";clv'?r'! "1700x80 25/-

quality treads
o btai na ble
and guaran
tee satlsfac-

26m.
28in.

Heavy.

17/6

20/-

YOUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX ^

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE.
266. VAXJXHALLBRIDGERD., S.W.I,

to where all post orders should be addressed,
And at 44, Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

Telephone—Kingston 33 ^^

Steele Publicity.

BODIES.
HELEN Sidecars ! Helen Sidecars !—Christmat

over. We are now offering the most inespen^
sive sidecar bodies on the market; all bodiea
guaranteed; before purchasing elsewhere send lot
illustrated lists; bodies complete from £2/15.—

i

Robini Manufacturing Co. (established 1899), 1 and
3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. *Plione : Brixton
1585. [5937

S

s

SIDECAR ATTACHMET^TS.

ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

SANDUM V-shaped windscreen, a hood, screen anii

apron. The Popular £2/15, and tte Standard
£3/18. Write lor list.

SANDUJI V-shaped Windscreen. Our South London
agent writes; "An instantaneous success; sold

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with
us.

SANBUM Dual-purpose Sidecar (patented). The
only sidecar of reasonable length capable of carry-

ing two adults in comfort. Bodies supplied separately
if required.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Ed., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019.J

SIDEOAE Bodies, coachbuilt, usual price £10/10 (201
'•

only, to clear £5 ; send for photo.

SIDECAB Bodies, cane and wicker, cost from £3 to

£10 new, sHghfly soUed; 20/- to 50/- each,

absolute gifts; all caillafe paid.

ALSO quantity sidecar chassis, wheels, castings, tyres,

tubes, and various fitments, money-mnkiag oppor-
tunity for maker-up.—Melville Cars (Halifax). Ltd.,

opposite Fire Station, Halifax. 'Phone: 999 Hx. [0976

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—New coach bodies,

lull size, with locker, £5/17/9; usually £9/10.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool. — New step-pattern

coach bodies, £5/17/6; sporting bodies,

£4/17/6.

BOOTHS Motorics, Blackpool.—Canoelet chassis.

like new, £5/19/6; shop-soiled £25 sidecars to

suit Triumph, B.S-A.. £16/10/6; second-hand side-

cars, cheap; spriogs, mudguards, hubs, lugs,

fittings; state requirements.—Booth Motories, 294.

Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [3984

X>IDEEZI, medium weight, in Triumph colour, new
-Ci but shop-soiled; £13.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton.

'Phone; Brixton 1292. [5970

PARAGON Folding Sidecar saves storage and has
10 years to its credit. When folded will go

througli very narrow doorway.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—It your passage or

doorway is onlj; 251n. we can make it so that

it passes through without trouble.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar war first on the market,

and is still the best. Call and see 1923 improved

model demonstrated.

PARAGON Folding Sidecar.—Extended payments to

suit everybody.-Wincycle Co., Ltd., 336, High
Holborn, W.C.I. £0388

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; modela
for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Eideezi

Sales, Ltd.. 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0629

INDIAN Scout Sidecar with Easting windscreen, not !

done 500 miles, cost £45, bulbous back; to clear

£19/10.-17. Freme St., Blackburn. [5725

COPWILL Chassis.-Our perfected chassis, lightweigbt

and heavyweight, are now on view at our showiooms,

and demonstration runs will be given.

WE have aSeeted great saving in wcigTit; Ughtweiglit

weighs only 45 lb. and heavyweight 60 lb. ; the prices

are : lightweight, £9 ; heavyweight, £11. Tour old chassw

taken in part payment. CaU and inspect or wnte tor

iUnstroted desciiption.-LigM Car and Motor Cycio

Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hid, Bnxton. 'Phone:

Brixton 1292,_ I-S966 ij.

SWAN Sports Sidecar, complete, as new, latest -j

model; £10.-4, Berkeley Mews, Connaught St, .^

Marble Arch, London. Padd. 1177. [5942
^

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again wins 'j

Championship at Brooklands, making thud suo. ,i

cessive year. Le Vack (Zenith-Jap) first, O. de Lissa
;^

(Mofeosacoche) second. ;^

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar again used lor ^
records. 50 miles, 100 miles, one hour. By

J]
Messrs. Temple and AUohin, on the famous Harley- J

Davidson. ^
MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecar was used b? S

the winners in the 200-mile race, Messrs. Jj
Davidson (Indian) and Le Vack (Zenith). y
MIDDLETON'S Supply on extended payments if so-^

desired. :^

REPAIRS to Frames, Chassis, Bodies of every aa-.j.,

scription. Trade inquiries invited. ^J

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar ^
makers. Business hours 9 to 6, Saturdays close ._.;

12.—27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park. 'Phone, :'

Hornsey 1584. .
[0522 ;!

b6£ All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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BASTONE'S.-
iiis]

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BASTONE'S Complete Sidecar to fit any machine,

£11; ditto sports model, £16/19; louring bulb-

ous back sidecars, £17/7/6. Several models iu stock.

BASTONE'S.—We are distributing agents lor the
famous Mont-gomery and Whitley sidecars; send

us your inquiries.

If you are buying a sidecar, kindly
_ speot our stock before purchasing elsewhere,

and save monev.—228, Pentonville Rd.^ King's Cross,

Xondon, N.l. 'Tel.: 2481 North. [5584

DORWAY Folding Sidecar saves garage. When
iolded (10 seconds) combination passes through

crdinnry doorway. Unnoticeable appearance when open,
jio I'lea'kishness; send for descriptions. Frank whit-
worth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [5083

HOPLEY Folding Sidecar Saves Garage; attached
to motor will go through passage 28in. ; tandem

bodi&s fitted ; suits motors up to lOh.p. ; changed
from pleasure to conimercinl in few seconds; tested 8
yeurs.— F. Hopley, Upper Highgate^t., Birmingham.

[0152
HELEN Sidecars ! Helen Sidecars !—Christmas

over. We are now supplying the most inexpen-
sive oiitfits on the market, complete new body, tyre
and tube and all fittings, from £10/17/6; lew
shop-soiled from £9.—Robini Manufacturing Co.
(established 1899), 1 and 3, Tnlse Hill, Brixton.
S.W,2. 'Phone : BrLxton 1585. [5938

CANOELET Coachbnilt Touring Body, 28x3 wheel
and tyre, 4-point fixing, £20, shop-soiled;

Canoelet sports racing, £15, 26x2^4. wheel and tyre;
Ariel coachbuilt, £20, 26x2Vi wheel and tyre;
four Williamson coachbuilt 4-point, 26x2V2 wheel and
tyre, £10 each; New Comet chassis for Triumph,
£6/10, new. A few second-hand sidecars from £5.
to clear; inspection invited.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, E.C.4. 'Phone: Central 5168. [5610

19
RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
23 Morgans are available from Gibb, Northgate,

Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [0969

.C. Sociable, excellent order, dynamo lighting, trial;
. £25.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [5890

19 20 G.N. Standard Model, 2 new tyres, perfect
condition, electric lighting; £85.—Below.

1 Q16 Morgan a.c. Sporting, lOh.p. M.A.G., horn.
^*y lamp set, excellent order; .£57.—Below.

1 Q21 Morgan De Luxe, w.c. jM.A.G. engine;
J-€F £97/10.—Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, 16, Bishopsgate
Avenue. Camomile St., E.C. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0066

G.N. 1921. fully equipped, ready for the road, ex-
cellent condition; £85.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane. London. [5607

1Q21 Be Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
XtF every ncce-sory; £85, exchanges.—24, Balliol Rd..
Korth Eensington. [5815

TAMPLIN 1920 4-wheeled 2-seater, hood and screen,
J.A.P. 8-lOh.p., like new; £55.—K, Cross Farm,

Great Bnrdfield, Essex. [5715

CARDEN 5-6h.p., single-seater, torpedo body, in

excellent order; £25.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet St., E.C.4. [5612

1 Q 22 De Luxe w.c. Morgan, dynamo lighting, used
-i- *y twice, every accessory ; £135, exchanges.—24,
Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [5816.

1 Q23 Morgan De Luxe, w.c. J.A.P., dynamo light-
--*' ing. brand new; £168; immediate delivery from
stock: exchanges or deferred.—Below.

1 Q15 Morgan Grand Prix, w.c. J.A.P. , hood, screen,
J-iJ 5 lamps, in splendid condition, guaranteed

;

£80.—Below.

1 Q20 Morgan, Family model, 8h.p., w.c. J.A.P.,
JLJ? dynamo lighting. Bonniksen, perfect; £110;
exchanges or deferred.—Below.

-| Q22 Morgan Grand Prix, lOh.p.. w.c. M.A.G.,
-L*' hood, screen, lamps, front starting handle!
excellent condition, guaranteed perfect

; £130; ex-
changes or deferred.—fiomac's, Morgan Service Depot,
243. Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston
2408. ^ [5475

MORGANS.-Hall. 91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans
can give early delivery of this famous runabout-

Grand Prix £160; De Luxe £165; Family model, £170.
[0935

1 Q21 7h.p. Garden Runabout, electric lamps, hoodXt/ and ecreen, horn, licensed, a gift; £35, worth
double.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone-
607. [5552

KQ Guineas.—Exchanges, easy terms. G.N., splendid^ *^ two-seater, 8-lOh.p. twin, hood, screen, lamps.—
Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
(Town Station). [5917

TAlVrPLIN 1921 (registered November 2nd, 1922)
2-seater, 8h.p. 3-speed, 'gas lighting, hood,

screen, oversize tyres, perfect condition; £48—2
Madrid Rd., Barnes. [5877

A .V. Garage. 2a, Eleanor Grove, Hoggers Corner,
-t:*-_ Barnes, have in stock several specially tuned
A.V. monocars and 2-seaters, Tamplins, Gardens and
light cars from £35. [5874

AH letters relating to advertisements should
Motor Cycles

FOR
MOTORlNGand
EVERY-DAYWEAR.
WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Clolh in three shades and two

qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the public in garments at

50% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COST PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
Allsizes, 2iin.. 24111.,

27in.,3oin.,33in.,aiid

36in.

ALL ONE PRICE
^ /4 4 plus gd. extra

for postage.

Worth 12/6.

LADffiS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER . UNED
COATS

(.Just the thing for
Motor use).

Sizes, 42in.. 44in..

46in., 48in.. 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/i

Postage l/- extra-

Worth 35/-

GECITS' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or
NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 34in., 36in,, 3810,,

40in., 42m. and 4410. Chest.

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage i K / Wortli
I/- extra. Iw/- ^2/.

THIS offer cannot be
repeated when the

cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth duringthc trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not bffe/
the garments at even
double the price.

}fclients are not satisfied on receipt of garment, tki
money will be refunded in full upon return of tin
clothing.

All orders, together with remittaace,
to be addressed to ;

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,
34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

59
smart,

2452

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLECARS.
fyO Guineas, excbanecs.—Baby Peugeot, De Luxe 2-

* ^ seater, 7h.p., 4-cyl., 3 speeds, hood, screen, lug-
gage grid, lamps, spare rim, smart and good, tax paid.
— Seabridge. Below.

Guineas, exchanges.~1914-15 Humberette 2-

seater, watc-r-cooled, liood, screen, lamps, Stepnoy,
any examiuation, trial.—Seabridge. Bielow.

ftA Guineas; c-xchange?.—1920 G.N- 2-seater,
Vf dynamo, 5 detachable^, speedometer, hood,

screen, any examination; trial.—Seabridge. Below.

£>Q Guineas; exchanges.—Rover 2-seater 6h.p., hood,
r<J*y screen, lamps, high side doors, useful little run-
about.-rSeablidge. Below.

LL the above and many other bargains at Sea-
bridge, 35, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwich. Sydenhnm

2452. £4874

"ORGANS.— 1922 De Luxe. £110; ditto 1920
p 'Oled. Magdyno, £100; other late light

cars from £60; cash terms or excuan^es.—Bunting's,
iveaklstcne. Middlesex. [5903

T.E. 3-wlieeler; standard model, £155; De Lnxe,
£165/i0; sports, £175.—Earliest deliveries from

Godfreys, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London, W.
'Phone: 1300 Langliam. [0640

1 Q21 Garden 2-seater, fully equipped, hood, screen,
-Lt/ electric lighting, fully guaran'teed; £65"; ex-
changes or deferred.—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phane: Dalston 2408. [5476

BARKER'S Motors, Official Morgan Agents and Ser-
vice Depot. Deliveiy of all models; cash, exchange,

or deferred payments; spare paits, repairs, etc.—194,
Balham High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: Latchmere 4441.
'Grams: PushfuUy, Bal., London. [0009

ANY make of light car supplied on deferred payments
over 12 or 18 months. Tonr pre^nt machine

accepted in part exchange.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,

Ltd., 9, 10 and 11, Royal Parade, London Rd., W".

Croydon. 'Phone: Groydon 2450-51, [0735

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Official Morgan
distributing agents, immediate delivery of all

models. Tour present machine accepted in part ex
change; deferred payments over 18 months.— 9, 10 and
11. Royal Parade, London Rd., W. Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 2450-51. [0734

MORGANS.—1923 models for early delivery; your
second-hand motor cycle taken as part pay-

ment; should extended payment be required, your old
machine treated as first payment down, remainder in
equal monthly payments. Standard air-cooled 8h.p-
J.A.P. or lOh.p. Blackburne engine, £128; De Luxe,
£148; family, £153. Grand Prix, with 8h.p. J.A.P.
or lOh.p, Blackburne engine, £160; De Luxe, water-
cooled, £165 ; family, water-cooled, £155. M.A.G.
water-cooled engine, £7 extra. Anzani water-cooled
overhead valve engine with aluminium pistons and oil

pump, £5 extra; tuition free.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet St., London. 'Phone: Central 5168.

[3955
.*? »)r» rp. Parts

:

Spares from sttck for all models.—Send
inquiry to Hall, Morgan Specialist, 91,
St., St. Albans. [0936

Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all

from stock.-Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, 16,
Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0067

MORGAN
your

St. Peter'

MORGAN
models

TAXI=COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
COUXTY.-B.S.A. Motor Cj-cle Taxis. £53 secures

immediate delivery; openings everywhere; fullest
particiilars with pleasure.—The Originators, County Cycle
and Motor Co., Ltd.. Broad St., Birmingham. [7664

CARS FOR SALE.
A.T. 8h.p., late 1921, 2-seater; £55.-77, Acre Lane.

S.W.2. - [5806

CLEMENT 9h.p. 2-Eeater Car, low dickey, perfect:
£25.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [5891

SOEIPP-BOOTH 1917 2^!6ater; £85, or exchange.-
' 25, Jeffries Ed.. Clapham, S.W.4. [5808

HALIFAS;.-1923 Lagonda : £265; cash, exchange
or deferred.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax

HALIFAX.—1923 ^althorpef £285 guineas; cash, ex
change, or deferred.

HALIFAX.—1923 Coventry Premier, 230 guineas;
Singer, 280 guineas; cash, exchange, or deferred.-

Motor Exchange, Horton St., IJalifax.

HALIFAX.-1923 Stoneleigh 3-seater; £185.-Halifa3
Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

XXALIFAX.—1923 Morgans from £128.-Halifaj-1923
Motor Exchange, [593<Hovton St., Halifax.

ROVER Eight 1923 models from £180; motor cycle

exchanges.-R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition
Bd., S.W.7. [75-17

PRINCE HENRY Tauxhall 2-5eater, C.A.V., verj

fast; £145, or part exchange.—Capt.. Jackson, c/o

77, Aero Lane, London, S.W. [S80E

ORBIS-COWUEY ll.Sh.p. 2-3-seater, Lucas dy-
namo liRhting, 6 detachable wheels, fine condi-

tion; £120.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [5837

ROVER Sh.p. Standard model, £180; 8h.p. 4-seater
model, £190; 4-seater model De Luxe, £210:

M^

2-6eater De Luxe,
Portland St., W.

£200.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.
[0729

quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o{ the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pt-

e.3
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CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage, 187, 199, High St., Tooting.—

The pre-eminent place Jor purcliasing. "Detailed
libt bslow.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction Sale every
Thursday, starting at 2 o'clocjc. Apply lor cata-

logue.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15h.p. Itala late model
torpedo touring car, 4-cyl. monobloc, hood, screen;

£50.

PAL^^ER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Waverley Sport-
ing 2-seater, hood, screen, 4-cyl. monobloc; £60.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—11. 9h.p. Bj-lton 2-

seater, small 4, booi,!, screen, runs well; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Lagonda Coxipe.
dynamo lighting, extra smart; £95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-12-14h.p. Fiat Light
Landaulet, 4-cyl., runs well; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-l6h.p. Davracq
Light Landaulet, 4-cvl. monobloc, inns wel!

;

£40,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have fifty others. Any
of the above cars supplied on easy payments.

We shall be pleased to quote special terms to meet
<Iient.s' reriuireinents. All are in nmning order.

[5781

G.N. 1922.—A few slightly shop-soiled, demonatiatioo,

touring, sporting, and racing models available;
f^xtreoiely attractive prices.—G.N. Motors, Ltd., 22, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Museum 2271. [4258

FIVE Light Cars, 2- and 4-seaters, to be ex-
changed for motor cycles, in part payment for

cash, deferred or exchange.—The Motor House, Ltd.,
20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. Tel.: Hampstead 7355.

[340,0
8b. p. Rover Cars for Immediate delivery. ' Standard

2-seater, £180; 4-seater, £190; deferred .pay-
ments if desired; your motor cycle taken in part pay-
meut.—Official Agents : Kays, 8-10, Bond St., Ea-ling.

[2177
ERIC CAMPBELL, late 1922, dynamo, spare wheel,

speedometer, clock, all iduminium body, -cost over
£300; accept £180, or exchange combination nnd cash.
—Hillier, Side Bell 127, St. Mark's Rd., North Ken-
sington. [5897

8b. p. Rover, 1922, dynamo lighting, speedometer,
clock, all-weather model with special mahogany

framed side shields, as new; £127.—Naylor and Kirk,
406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. S.W. 'Phone : Wimble-
don 2041. - [5925

ANT make of light car supplied on deferred payments
over 12 or 18 months. Your present machine

iiecepted in part exchange.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,

Ltd., 9, 10 and 11, Royal Parade, London Ed.. W.
Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450-51. [0736

/? Q Guineas only.—Exchange Motor Cycle or easy
tJ terms. Overland Landaulet, 15-20h.p., 4-cyl.

dynamo lighting, self-starter, 6 lamps, new tyres,

s{jeedometer, 100 miles trial.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [5918

ROVER Cars at 1923 prices; Standard 2-seater. £180;
4-seater, £190; De Luxe 2-seater, £200; De Luxe

4-seater, £210; deferred payments; yo\ir motor cycle
ur car taken in part exchange; prompt delivery .-

Official Agents, Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
London, W. [0761

ROVERS.—1923 models; immediate delivery. Motor
cycles, combinations taken in part payment and

treated as first payment down, remainder in equal
monthly payments. 2-8eater standard, brown finish,

£ 1 80 ; 2-seater model De Luxe, any colour. £200

;

8h.p. 4-seater standard, brown finish, £190; 8h.p.
4-seater model Be Luxe, any colour, £210; self-starter

on any model, £15 extra; tuition free; delivery Rover
works or London. Write for list.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G. 'Phone: Central
5168. [3956

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
O 55.—Ford light lorry, go anywhere, or exchange
3i/ motor cycle and cash,—B. Toms, 138, Catherine
St., Leicester. [5735

1 Q23 Ford 1-ton Lorry, indistinguishable from new;
J-*J £125; cash, exctiange", or deferred terms.

—

Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme. [5909

"I Q31 Ford 1-ton Lorry, oveihauled, repainted, var-
J-t? nished, as new, guaranteed; £120; combination
part payment; deferred terms.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [5910

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
ROBERTSON'S Wotors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms

could not be simpler.—157B, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [5935

HALIFAX.—Motor Cycles, £5 deposit and 12/6
weekly; get list.—Motor Exchange, Hoit-on St.,

HaUfax, ^ [5934

MIDDLETONS can arrange extended payments on
excellent terms.—For our address see Sidecar

Column. [0956

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St.. Cam-
bridge, will supply any make of light car on easy

terms at/ the lowest possible price obtainable any-
where. Catalogues and full particulars by post. [5567

ENGINES.
4b.p. Blackburae 1922, as new, complete with mag-

neto, exhaust pipe, carbiu-etter if required' extra,
guaranteed; £15 or offers.-43, Lynn Rd., Ely, Cambs.

[5414

OURMOVE
We are now installed in our new and
commodious premises situaie

W^ 273-274 -mi
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I
so it is nowYOURMOVE
to, if possible, pay us a visit and inspect
the latest and most up-to-date establish-

ment for the supply of everything required
by the Motor Cyclist.

1923 MODELS
of any make supplied for Cash or on
our Easy Extended Payment System.

OUR AGENCIES INCLUDE ARIEL,
A.J.S., B.S.A., CALTHORPE,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, HAWKER,
HUMBER, MATCHLESS,
McKENZIE, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, O.K.-JUNIOR, P. & M.,
RUDGE, RALEIGH, SUN,
TRIUMPH, ZENITH, ETC., ETC.

SOLE LONDON AGENTS FOR

O.K. - JUNIOR
Immediate delivery of all 1923 Models
from £35.

Mm- SPECIAL OFFER -*i
Brand new and fully guaranteed 1922 O.K.-
Junior 2i h.p. Vllliers or 2} li.p. O.K. Engine for
29 Gns. Gash, or on Extended Payments,
including comprehensive insurance policy, £8
deposit and 12 monthly payments £2 : T : 2.
Send your order and deposit nOAV as we have
only a few left.

NEW 1922 MODELS IN STOCK AT
SPECIAL PRICES INCLUDE

4i h.p. B.S.A., Model H., with
No. 3 Sidecar - . - £90

8 h.p. Enfield Combination -£105

3J h.p. Ariel, 3 -speed, clutch and
"starter ----- £67 10

4 h.p. Triumph, Model S.D
,

All-chain - - - - £80
afh.p.A.J.S. Sports, B.I, 3-spd. £70

4J h.p. Hawker - Blackburne,
3-speed, All-chain - - - £70

Don't Forget the New Address

:

CO.
Ltd.

273-274 HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.Cl.

SERVICE

ENGINES.
WAXTED, sound oil engine, under Sli.p.. ched'

cash waiting.—Lewis, Stores, Goodwick. [57i

DOUGLAS 8-1011. p. engines, stationary or poWi
units; stamp epeciflcation.—Derrington, Grafij

'

Rd.. New Maiden. [55!

VILLIEES Latest Moflel Mark Vic. 150 c.c.
stroke engine witli silencer, less carburettei

£10; list price £12; guaranteed perfect, approval
deposit, wires preference. — Belcner, lb, Shai
Square, Pecklfam Park Ed., Old Kent Rd, (Canst
Bridge). [678

j

HEPPELTHWAITES.—The Engine Specialist. A f^
left : 2-j4h.p. Avis, 2 strokes (brand neW]

iE5/17/6; 8h.p. J.A.P. (twin), £16; 5h.p. J.AJ
m.o.h.r., £11/10; 8h.p (Twin Precision. £10; 6hl
Bex m.o.v., i£7/15; JlAh.p. Brown m;0.v., £4; 3V'h.i,
Bat m.o;h.¥., £& 2',i£.p M.M.C. £2. Several o'tb!
engines, A.l.V. cheap, 2%h.p. M.A.G., almost neJ
£7110, State wants, we have lots of others at all
prices, also magnetos, carburetters, A.I.V. engines. Rex
.I.A.P,, Peugeots, N.S.XT., M.M.C, Excelsiors, Adams
etc. 2h.p. Peugeot complete motor cycle (ride awav)
iSS/lO; 6h.p. Peugeot, £10; 1911-14 Rex, top-holi
condition,, tax paid, 6h.n., ^620; others (send 6tam(;
please). •Phone : 1958 Brixton. 17-19, Wilcox Rd,
South Lambeth, London, S.W. 8. [55

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
A N Amazing Offer.

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

WE hold the largest and most varied stock of ma^
netos and spare parts in England. Our stod^

comprises over 30,000 magnetos, and an inside est
mate of our spares is £250,000. We would brin
to your notice that these magnetos are not old dii
used magnetos painted on the outside to look lik
new. like many being offered to the public like s<

called magneto specialists' and experts, but are ne'
unused Government surplus, and every magneto, prl
vious to being sold, is thoroughly overhauled and sul
jected to the same test as by the makers,

GUAEANTEE.—These magnetos are all fully guai
anteed for 12 months against all defects, am

should any magneto at any time within this perioi
prove in any way defective, we will willingly replao
or repair same free of charge. Approval.—Notice, al
goods sent on approval for 14 days per return- of pos
on receipt of cash, and in the unlikely event of thes
goods not meeting with your entire satisfaction, w
will refund' cash in full, making, no deductions fo

packing or carriage. Magnetos despatched througl
this paper's deposit system if required.

TJOSCH ZAl and ZA2; £4/10.

"DOSCH ZEl, ZE2 and ZEV, all degrees; £5.

"poSCH ZUl and ZU2; £6.

"DOSCH DU2, open type; £4/10.

rpHOMSON-BENNETT AMI. AM2, and AMV, alf

rpHOMSON-BENNETT ACl, AC2, and ACV. all doj

I

degrees; £2/15.
OMSON-BENN
grees; £3/10.

rnilOMSON-BENNETT ASC2, for 180° 2-stroke; £4

rpHOMSON-BENNETT AD2; £3/10.

C.A.V., Type 3U1. This magneto can also be stip.[

plied with Rudge spindle; £5. i

r-i.A.V., Type 3X12; £3. A

/~<.A.V. KUl and KU2 pattern; £2/10. <

"P.I.C, Type Al, A2, and AV 2, all degrees; £3. •?•

"JYI'-L,
Type PMl; £3/5.

piISEMANN WGD2, 180'; £4/15. . ^;

TITEA, Type Ml; £4/15.
'

TTECO BX2, 180°, with dist. board; £3/15. \

OPLITDORF Em and EU2; £2/5. ';

CPLITDOEF EUV, all degrees; £2/10.

pvlXIE M20/21 and IVU ; £2. .*,

"DEHLING Nil Single-cyl.; £2. -^
.

THESE Magnetos are all enclosed waterproof and.\
variable ignition unless otherwise specified. ^t

"D EPAIRS.—Magnetos, starters, and dynamos. -rf

IF you have one of these for repair, save money and
send it to us for an estimate. Remember, we hold

the largest stock of magnetos and spare parts in Great ^

Britain, and have one of the finest workshops fitted j£

with the most modern appliances, especially for this .

type of work. All repairs guaranteed for 12 months.

QEND your next repair to us; it will pay you.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works. Ltd., 27

Stockwell Rd., S.W.9. TeL : Brixton 2841
T.A. ; Ignltionac, Claproad, London. (5441

B64 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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TWIST GRIP CONTROL
FOR \" DIA. HANDLEBARS.

Outer Slecve with Gmp Inneh Screwed Sleevl

^ Inner ntatl

Oj^BEti

OFFERED AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO
THE USUAL LEVER CONTROLS FOR
CARBURETTER, IGNITION, CLUTCH, ETC.

Price 10/8 Each.
Sepd for 1923 Booklet "Hints & Tips."

BROWN & BARLOW, LTD.,
Carburet Works, Witton, Birmingham.
Telephone : East 301. Telegrams : " Caibaiet, Biimingham

" Ixion " knows how to keep dry

!

" Finally I bought a first-grade suit of grey Oilskins made by Barbours
"of South Shields, and found I could ride my aoo miles of a trial,
" stand in a steady downpour through two hill-climbs per diem, sit on
'* wet grass bar^ks when tny legs wearied, and get into the hotel at night
" bone-dry ; moreover, if the. oilies were hung tip over night in a wall-
" less stable for the draughts to play around them, they were invariably
" bone-dry long before the first competitor got away next morning.'^

•' Ixion " in his Occasional Comments—" The Motor Cycle"

%u% 'KX I Beacon Oilskins
/ia*L iny%Z. DON'T Ca STICKY OR LEAK.

The Beacon Motor Cycling Suit will keep you as
dry as it does " Ixion," and will enable you to
drive all day against wind-driven Rain and Sleet
without letting you get wet or chilled.

Black double lightweight Jackets with WindcuSs,
double fronts, and two roomy pockets, 25/-,
^emi-buttoned Legging Overalls, 14/-.

SUIT COMPLETE (ra 39/-
In Bronze :—Jackets 30/-. Semi-

liuttoned Legging Overalls, 16/6. Suit
omplete, post free, 46/6 ; with Seated
Trouser Overalls in place of Leggings,BO/-
ind 57/6 the suit respectively.

Prices given are for Jacket length 33", For
36" & 39" length please add 2/6
and 5/- per jacket respectively.

Overalls: Prices are for 28" 1033",
inside leg, and for Seated Trouser
Overalls up to 40' waist.

Postage Free U.K. ; extra abroad.
\Allo-w also extra time for special
Seasoning of Overseas Orders.)

To order, kindly state colour 7ieeded,

give jacket length, chest and inside leg
measure^, and enclose remittance.

ILLUSTRATED LIST POST FREE
Send a Postcard to-day for this

Booklet of " Weather Comfort."

J. BARBOUR & SONS. Ltd.,

26, Beacon Buildings, _^
South Shields, England, (i) @

Fairly Put New
Life into the
Old 'Bus

^'

k

1 say without fear ot

contradiction : There is no
finer oi] on the market
than PRICE'S HUILE DE
LUXE
The hundreds ot letters received by
PRICE'S this season tell enthusiastically oi
the excellent results consistently obtained.

Delightfully clean and cool running.

Easy starting, first kick every time.

No excessive carbon deposit.

No gummy mess in the crankcase, nor

stuck valves.

Better pulling and reduced fuel and
oil consumption.

The secret is in the constituents they use. Remember, Price's are practical people (

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA. S.W. 11.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Racing ^^'^"^ Touring.
FOR motor cycle racing, plugs specially designed

solely to withstand excesssive heat have to

be used.

In everyday touring such plugs would be unsatis-

factory because they would oil up too readily.

The average well designed touring engine does

not get too hot, so that a standard 3-point plug
designed for maximum efficiency under the widest

range of running conditions can be used.

Speed

Lodge plugs excel in both racmg and
touring, as the following successes gained

during the past season by motor cycles

fitted with Lodge plugs will testify

:

27 World's records.
19 British records.
First time 100 m.p.h. attamed on 3}
machine.

Highest speed (100*45 m.p.h.

in Great Britain.

on road

First time Brooklands lapped at 100

m.p.h.

RellBbility ^^ ^'^^ double 12 hr. records on 2\ h.p

machine using Lodge plugs.

70% of the makes of machines exhibited

at Olympia equipped with Lodge plugs.

PLUGSI
Designod for muximum power.

Riders in winter reliability runs can avoid

plug troubles and lost marks by fitting

Lodge Weatherproof plugs.

Model M9. 6/6 Of all garages.

Packed in sealed green metal box.

LOD&E PLUGS LTD.,

RUGbY.

^^^^^^^^M M^^^^^

I

Pri.t«l for the Propnetor"i, Iukfb & Sons Ltb., Dorset House. Tudor Street, I^ndon, E.C.4, by the Cornwall Press, Ltd.. Paris Garden, SUmford Street, London. S.E...

Colonial aud Foreign AfJEHTa

:

v _v„,i, r4.iADA—Toronto Now. Co.. Ltd., Toronto; Montreal News Co.. Lid., Montravl-rWinnlpoit

U..T.O STAT..-Th. InUmatlon.l News Agoncy.
^"J.°'^^.^,,,^ „„, CoVanconv-r Gordon & Gotch. Ltd.. 132, Bay Streei. Toronto.

Nj>«. Co.. Wliinlpei; . Brii sh ColnmUa New. l^.. vancoui^r uorao^^^
Adel»iiie <-.A.), P.^.lh IW.A.). and Lannceslon (Ta.-m.nl.l.

AOSTRAHA-Gordon 4 Gotch. Ltd Sle^bonrne (V>'=torl.) Ssdney (N S W.) BrWm^^ ^1.^^ ^ ^^ Bombay. Allahabad, and Calcntt.

NE» ZEALANb-Gordon |/-'*-^.^„^;JSi^;K,ri'X. Lu'I"'"' '

""
PA»,s-Sn.i.h', En.li.l, Libr.ary.P« Ka, BWoll.
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